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E. C. Fuller, of Nutrena Mills home office,
has forwarded the following report from Les Cottrill,
their St. Louis Division Manager:

"An inquiry to station WLS and our follow-up
of the inquiry has sold two loads of egg mash crumblized for
7000 pullets and now the man wants to know what a
carload of chick starter will cost him for 10,000 Leghorn
pullets that will arrive March 13. Isn't radio wonderful."
This one inquiry represents the responsive and highly
profitable nature of the WLS market

one of many

such reasons why Nutrena Mills has used WLS regularly
since discovering what this popular radio
station can do for them, more than six years ago.
You, too, will find that sound appeal to the vast WLS
audience will get comparable results for you... will step
up your sales and profits, particularly throughout
the great mid-west, where WLS reaches millions of the
nation's most prosperous and progressive people.
Better see your John Blair man... of contact
us, today. ..and start enjoying the kind of results
WLS can deliver for you and your products.
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WGAL-TV

the

104th

Goes

on

Armored

Maneuvers

Cavalry

with

Regiment

WGAL-TV's Dove Brandt talks
with Captain William K. Ruth and
It. James Webster of the 104th
Armored Cavalry Regiment.

When maneuvers were held recently at Indian-

the impressive story of how armored calvary

town Gap, Pennsylvania, by the 104th Armored

maneuvers are conducted. WGAL-TV's

Cavalry Regiment, WGAL-TV

viewers were

news programs cover a wide range of material,

able to follow the proceedings through the

keep its viewers well-informed on local —

watchful eye of the camera. A WGAL-TV

national — and international happenings.

many

camera crew filmed the maneuvers, which included howitzer tank firing, regular tank firing,
and headquarters activities, for use on news
programs. As the pictures shown here indicate,
the film made exciting viewing. With its accompanying news story, it brought home to viewers
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STORY behind Democrats' frontal attack on
GOP ad agencies and petition to FCC on equal
lit - time issue is that it stemmed from report
(categorically denied in responsible quarters)
that major advertisers are yielding choice
radio-TV time for Eisenhower spot adjacencies.
Even though FCC may not act, there's thought
in some political quarters that stations may
be coerced into rejecting GOP timebuys and
that Republican drive thus could be slowed
down.
NOT PUBLICIZED at NARTB TV Code
Board meeting was quiet settlement of one
incident in which major advertiser agreed to
change visual commercials because of complaint originating in high Washington source.
REPERCUSSIONS continued last week over
situation surrounding payment of mechanical
rights fees on transcription services to Music
Publishers Protective Assn., but there were
indications that confusion would be cleared
up without litigation. From Standard Radio
Transcription Services, which precipitated controversy through announced plan to sell its
library services outright, came indignant denial
of reports that it is going out of business.
Milt Blink, executive vice president, said
changes in character of broadcasting business
necessitated change in its operations too but
that it had no intention of retiring from competitive transcription arena.
NEGOTIATIONS of NBC TV Affiliates Assn.
committee on new affiliation compensation
plan will await further analysis of counterproposal presented to committee of five last
Monday in New York by NBC President
Joseph H. McConnell and executive group.
Following this study, to be made by Raymond
Welpott, WRGB (TV) Schenectady, who
drafted original proposal [B»T, Sept. 8], committee headed by Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee, will make recommendation to affiliates group. Thought was that another meeting of affiliates might be entailed prior to, or
at, Boca Raton NBC affiliates convention early
in December.
SHORTLY to be announced will be resignation of Edward R. Borroff, general sales manager, of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
headquartered in Washington. Unannounced
is his planned activity after Nov. 1 when
esignation becomes effective.
TO SETTLE, at outset, issue of overlap in
TV raised by FCC in notifications to Crosley
stations and Steinman stations [B«T, Sept.
22] both parties plan comprehensive rejoinders
to FCC. And chances are Commission will
sidetrack issue until it knows more about coverage and propagation characteristics when
.here is full channel occupancy in TV.
STEPHEN A. CISLER, veteran broadcaster,
is disposing of interests in midwestern and
•astern stations to concentrate on operation
-f KEAR San Mateo (Bay area) and KXXL,
lew AM outlet at Monterey, to start before
-year-end. Subject to FCC approval, he is
(Continued on page 6)
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NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN
C & P, TARCHER
NEGOTIATIONS were still underway Friday
between Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y. (with $20
million billing), and J. D. Tardier Co., N. Y.
(approximately $5 million), for possible
merger. Final decision expected within week.
This would mark third such combination of
agencies within past two months. Other two
were W. Earl Bothwell Co. joining Geyer Adv.,
and Owen & Chappell moving into Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
AYLESWORTH
FUNERAL
ELITE of broadcasting, advertising and entertainment world, together with many of more
humble workers, turned out en masse Friday
to pay final tribute to Merlin H. Aylesworth,
first president of NBC (see obituary, page 30).
David Sarnoff of RCA, William S. Paley of
CBS, Niles Trammell of NBC, Bruce Barton
of BBDO, Spyros P. Skouras of 20th CenturyFox, were among mourners at Campbell's "Funeral Church" in New York, as were such
former NBC executives as Frank E. Mullen,
A. L. Ashby, R. John Royal, Frank Mason and
Edgar Kobak, plus scores of others associated
with Mr. Aylesworth at some stage of his
long and active career.
Included in service, read by Rev. Edward M. Green of Christ Episcopal Church,
Redding, Conn., was tribute "written by a
friend," which said, in part, "Deac Aylesworth had a rare genius for winning and holding friends. He loved congenial company and
was loved by it. His death creates a void for
all his former associates. What more can any
man ask as a memorial?"
CODE MEETING
NARTB Radio Standards of Practice Committee will meet in Washington Nov. 6 and
7 to consider among other things revision of
radio code, it was announced Friday. Committee is headed by John Meagher, KYSM
Mankato, Minn., and includes : William B.
McGrath, WHDH Boston; Carleton Brown,
WTVL Waterville, Me.; E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR Syracuse, N. Y.; Walter Wagstaff,
KIDO Boise, Ida.; Clyde W. Rembert, KRLD
Dallas; William Pabst, KFRC San Francisco.

BUSINESS
BRIEFLY
PROMOTE NEW PLYMOUTH % Chrysler
Corp.'s Plymouth Div. planning radio spot
campaign to promote introduction of 1953 car
Nov. 17. Daytime minutes and 20-second announcements will be used Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday of that week, with
five spot per day per market, across country,
expected to be scheduled. Agency, N. W. Ayer
& Son, N. Y.
FILM SERIES ® Mennen's Baby Powder,
through Grey Adv., N. Y., preparing fiveminute film series entitled Oh, Baby, with Jack
Barry, to be placed on spot basis starting Nov.
1. Number of markets to be bought still under
consideration.
25 MARKETS ADDED $ Procter & Gamble's
Cheer, through Young & Rubicam, N. Y., adding more than 25 markets to its radio spot
announcement list effective late October and
early November. Day and nighttime breaks
being used. Contract expected to be longer
than 13 weeks.
SPOTS FOR FORD # Ford Motor Co.,
through J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., planning to introduce its new car with radio spot
schedule slated to start in December. List expected to schedule about same number of stations and markets as last year.
TURNER HALL NAMES O Turner Hall
Corp. (Admiracion
Deluxe Oil Treatment
(Continued on page 102)
DEMOCRATS BUY
DEMOCRATIC National Committee contracted
for nine half -hours over 64 DuMont television
affiliates to present talks by Presidential candidate Gov. Adlai Stevenson in 10:30-11 p.m.
EST time slot, starting this Thursday through
Nov. 3. Tentative schedule: Oct. 9, St. Louis;
Oct. 14, Salt Lake City; Oct. 16, Los Angeles;
Oct. 23, Cleveland; Oct. 25, Boston or Pittsburgh; Oct. 28, New York; Oct. 30, Pittsburgh
or Boston; Nov. 1, Chicago and Nov. 3, undecided. Contract negotiated through Joseph
Katz Co.

ABC-United
Paramount
Merger
Opposed
MERGER of ABC and United Paramount Theaccording to Broadcast Bureau, is conflict of
atres should be denied because of basic coninterests in competition for audience. This
flict of interests between radio-TV and movie
would apply, it said, in theatres vs. radio-TV
network, theatre-TV vs. theatres, and theatres
exhibition, FCC Broadcast Bureau recomand theatre-TV vs. subscription TV.
mended in 170-page proposed findings on comAssurances that ABC Division of merged
plex Paramount case issued Friday. Document
was due to be filed today.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
At same time, DuMont presented proposed
Inc. would compete vigorously with theatres
findings which also objected to merger.
division was discounted by Broadcast Bureau.
Broadcast Bureau recommendations also
It referred to FCC Chain Broadcasting Report
suggested denial of applications for licenses,
statement that there is no such thing as emrenewals and modifications of license of KTLA
ployes of one company competing with each
other.
Los Angeles, WBKB Chicago, WSMB New
Orleans and DuMont-owned WABD (TV) New
Broadcast Bureau expressed fear that proYork, WTTG (TV) Washington and WDTV
posed merger if approved would be first step
(TV) Pittsburgh. Broadcast Bureau contends
(Continued on page 102)
that Paramount Pictures' 29% stock ownership
of DuMont is control.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
Principal objection to permitting merger,
October 6, 1952 * page
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ABC CARD NO. 5 OUT;
TONI, LORILLARD BENEFIT
WITH "almost unanimous" acceptance by
affiliates, ABC's new radio rate-and-discount
structure is being put into effect retroactively
to Oct. 1, network's original target date (early
story, page 30), Charles T. Ayres, vice president in charge of network, is announcing today
(Monday) .
bringing
intoChanges,
line with
those ABC's
of CBSradio
Radiotimeandcharges
NBC
following revisions by those two networks, are
incorporated in ABC Radio Rate Card No. 5,
supplanting No. 4, and are explained in letter
being sent by Mr. Ayres to advertisers and
agencies.
Mr. Ayres said "both the Toni Co. and the
P. Lorillard Co. have already taken advantage" of "the vertical contiguous" feature of
plan. Explaining, spokesmen reported that
Lorillard had bought two Sunday night quarter-hours under contiguous plan: 6:15-6:30
p.m. and 9:15-30 p.m., through Lennen &
Newell, N. Y., while Toni Co., which sponsored Break the Bank during summer, has
bought 9-9:15 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday
segments of Breakfast Club while extending
Break the Bank. Additionally, Toni Co. has
bought 8-8:30 p.m. Friday period, getting
"contiguous" benefits with Gillette, of which
Toni Co. is division and which sponsors Friday night fights. Toni agency: Foote, Cone
6 Belding, Chicago.
Mr. Ayres said affiliates' reaction to proposed changes was "magnificent" and "a clear
indication of their desire, together with ABC,
to stabilize radio rates on a national level."
He voiced confidence that both ABC and affiliates will "benefit from (an) increased upsurge in national network business. . . ."
In addition to average 25% reduction in
evening time charges (via new discount schedules based on total weekly gross billings) and
average 5% boost in morning costs (no change
in afternoon charges), new plan contains "contiguous rate" and discount and rebate features
which Mr. Ayres described as follows:
Vertical contiguity
Contiguous
noncontiguous periods in— units
of timerates
of 15forminutes
or more will be allowed between the hours of
7 a.m. NYT and 12 midnight NYT. For example, an
advertiser using a half-hour on Friday morning
can purchase a half-hour on Friday evening at
one-half the gross evening hour rate less the
applicable discounts, instead of at 60% of the
evening hour rate as heretofore.
Horizontal Contiguity — Contiguous rates for noncontiguous periods in units of time of 15 minutes or more totalling at least 60 minutes per
week will be allowed between the hours of 6 p.m.
NYT and 10:30 p.m. NYT. For example, an advertiser can purchase
strip four
per week
at 100% aof quarter-hour
the gross evening
hournights
rate
less applicable discounts, whereas heretofore, the
cost would have been 160% of the evening hour
gross rate less applicable discounts. Whereas this
policy has been in practice for sometime, it has
not previously been publicly announced.
The discount schedules outlined in Rate Card
No. 5 are based on the total weekly gross billings
of an advertiser using ABC radio facilities. An
annual rebate is provided for those advertisers
completing 52 consecutive weeks of broadcasting
and — recognizing that because of certain marketing conditions some advertisers prefer to suspend
broadcasting
during
the summerin — lieu
an 'overall'
maximum discount
is provided
of all other
discounts and rebates.
RCA

DIVIDEND

RCA BOARD Friday at its regular monthly
meeting declared dividend of 50 cents per
share on common stock, payable Nov. 24, to
holders of record Oct. 17, and one of 87%
cents per share on preferred stock, payable
Jan. 2, 1953 to holders of record Dec. 15.
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In this Issue—
THE WEEK'S hottest political disputeDemocratic protests over the $2 million saturation spot campaign assertedly planned for General Eisenhower —
lands in the FCC's lap. At week's end,
the Commissioners are juggling it in
hopes of avoiding burns. Page 23.
HOW MUCH national billing can TV
stations count on when TV is truly
nationwide? How much for those outside the 125 biggest markets, if Sidney
Dean, McCann-Erickson marketing expert, is correct in his predictions?
Page 2U.
ANNUAL meeting of Assn. of National
Advertisers takes close look at radioTV rating methods and TV commercials. Page 25.
RADIO outpulls newspapers better than
two to one in another Advertising
Research Bureau Inc. test, this one
in Lansing, Mich. Page 25.
RADIO revenue in 1951 was highest in
history, but profits dropped 15.7 %
below 1950. Final, official financial
report is issued by FCC. Page 29.
NBC's cheaper charges to advertisers go
into effect, with 100% acceptance by
affiliates (Page 30). ABC follows suit
with "almost unanimous" acceptance
(Page 6). Mutual, only major network that as yet has not figured out
its plan to meet the competition, is
still analyzing what the others have
done (Page 30).
NARTB will undertake nationwide economic study of radio. Field work starts
in two weeks. Page 32.
POST - THAW comparative television
hearings
FCC.26.They'r.e the
first since begin
1948. atPage
RESTRICTIONS on radio reporting of
Walcott-Marciano fight arouse protests. INS has turned its attorneys
loose to find how to get rid of such
restrictions in the future. Page 69.
CENSUS figures on radio homes in
South Carolina and West Virginia
released. Page 42.

Oct.
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Upcoming
6-7: NARTB Dist. 5 meeting. Hotel
Biltmore, Atlanta, Ga.
6-10: Society of Motion Picture &
Television Engineers, 72d semi-annual
convention, Statler Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
8-9: Second annual High Fidelity and
Audio Show, Broadwood Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa.
9-10: NARTB Dist. 6 meeting, Peabody Hotel, Memphis, Tenn.
9-10: Central Council, American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies, Drake Hotel,
Chicago.
(Other Upeomings, page 48)

selling his interest in WKYW Louisville to his
two associates, F. E. Sandford and Edwin Weldon, who will become equal owners; has disposed of his minority interest in WXLW Indianapolis to group of fellow stockholders,
and will sell part of his minority holdings in
WXGI Richmond to Dave Wilburn, station
manager. He also operates KXKX (FM) at
San Mateo.
LATEST TACK, in educational TV campaign
of Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, is formation of
local citizen's advisory committees to raise
funds for construction of educational TV
stations. Campaigns have been launched in
number of major markets, with leading citizens identified with communications, whether
set manufacturer or distributor, sought as
bellwethers. Sequel, it's thought, will be drive
through JCET to continue reservations beyond normal one-year deadline on crest of
anticipated "public pressure."
FCC's ORDER to halt processing of new contested TV applications after Oct. 15 for unspecified time to speed up handling of uncontested bids for cities without service has
aroused neither pro nor con comment. Announced fortnight ago, plan is based on thesis
that big backlog of hearing cases already
slated can't be cleared soon anyway. Processing of contested bids reached on city priority
list up to Oct. 15 won't be affected.
DON'T BELIEVE reports that tie-up between
WOR-TV New York and WFIL-TV Philadelphia is nucleus of projected General Telecasting System TV network. GTS top executives state they're two completely independent operations, noting that two-city hookup
is cable connection, whereas network will be
film project, at least to start. Now that GTS
has abandoned idea of producing films to concentrate on lining up sponsors, watch for
early announcement of GTS inaugural.
WILL PROSPECTS of long competitive hearings induce some TV applicants to consider
mergers with competitors? If they do not
"marry", only one can win, probably in fight
to finish in courts. On other hand, even after
competitors merge there is no assurance joint
bid won't have to face hearing with new applicants. Several mergers already are on file,
others are in plans stage.
WHAT IS deadline on FCC consideration of
applications on channel-by-channel basis, which
mean automatic grants without hearing, when
reached on various processing lines? Night
before meeting staff makes check and those
cases reached and which remain uncontested
are then served up to FCC. If cases are held
over, because of agenda blocs, same process is
repeated before next FCC meeting to catch
any late comers.
EXAMINERS NAMED
APPOINTMENT of Thomas H. Donahue and
Annie N. Huntting as FCC hearing examiners
announced by Commission Friday. Mr. Donahue, with FCC since 1948, most recently was
trial attorney in Broadcast Bureau's Hearing
Div. Mrs. Huntting, who joined Commission
as associate attorney in 1934 shortly after its
creation, since 1951 has been trial attorney in
Services and Facilities Branch, Telegraph
Div., Common Carrier Bureau.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 102 ^
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PRIZE

Beautiful 1952 Nash Rambler Airflyte Station
Wagon. Luxury-equipped with radio, conditioned air system, foam cushion seats, directional turn signals, electric clock. Extra cargo
space. It's a Wonder on Wheels!
TO WINNERS

TO WINNERS

IN THE TV CLASSIFICATION:

IN RADIO

CLASSIFICATION:

1st Prize

1st Prize

Sound-Movie Camera — Auricon
Cine- Voice. Complete with sturdy
carrying case, accessories and extra
boxes of film. Plays on any 16mm.
sound projector. Operates from
house current or car battery. A
portable movie camera — with Hollywood sound!

Portable Magnecord

2nd Prize

Recorder,

Model PT63 . . . plus Play-Back
Amplifier. Three heads for monitoring from tape. Has Hi-Speed forward. Engineered for professional

"Minitape" Model M5A Tape
Recorder — the one-man portable
recording unit proved in actual use
by more than 500 stations.

In Addition, Winners Will Be Saluted in Full-Page
Ads in Broadcasting, Tide, Advertising Age.
Help the Kids

Help Their

Space Patrol Blood Boosters!
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Country.

. . Promote

You'll Be Glad You

project, sponsored by Ralston Purina Company, to assist the National Blood Program in
obtaining sufficient blood required for national
safety. This is not a premium or box top offer.
The plan has the approval and cooperation of
the National Blood Program.
HOW

high-fidelity reproduction.
2nd and 3rd Prizes

Tape Recorder — "Minitape" Model
M5A. Completely self-contained,
battery-operated, portable unit.
Weighs only 13 lbs. Uses 34" magnetic tape. Makes recordings of network quality.

THE "SPACE PATROL BLOOD BOOSTER"
PLAN IS ... A noncommercial public service

TO ENTER THE PROMOTION CONTEST . . . Promote this plan in your local

area. We're sending you a complete kit of
material. Use it and your own good ideas to
make a success of this urgently needed public
service.
HOW WILL THE PRIZES BE AWARDED?
The prizes will be awarded to those stations
which, on the basis of documented evidence,
perform the most outstanding job of promoting SPACE PATROL AND THE SPACE PATROL
BLOOD BOOSTERS.

Did
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Agency Beat
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Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
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Feature of Week
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Telestatus
Upcoming
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For

27

years

wdod
has had the largest
listening audience and
the widest coverage of any
station in the Chattanooga
marketing area.

AM-5,000
wdod
CHATTANOOGA'S

Paul
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FM- 44,000
PIONEER

H. Raymer

watts
watts
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Company
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94
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18
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14
12
20
54
88
18
77
48
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How

are

many

pork

□

50 lbs.

□

25 lbs.

□

10 lbs.

pounds

chops?

As you see them at your meat store, pork

this are center-cut

chops are simply a choice cut of meat with a
neat little handle of bone.

pork chops.

That's why you pay more for pork chops
than for most other cuts of pork. For the

But as the meat packer buys them, pork

price of each cut of meat (like the price of

chops are part of a "package" that includes
many less popular cuts as well as a lot of

just about everything else!) is determined

weight that isn't "eatin' meat".

much people like it.

largely by how much there is of it and how

Economists

A porker that weighs-in at the meat
packing plant at 240 pounds, shows
up at your retailers as 115 pounds of
fresh and smoked pork products and
35 pounds of lard. Only 150 pounds
altogether. And only 10 pounds of

AMERICAN
Headquarters, Chicago
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and demand. Women call it "shopping".
They compare, pick, choose. In a free market, their choice of the available supplies
sets the values — whether it's in pork or
peaches; beef or bananas.

MEAT
•

call this the law of supply

INSTITUTE

Members throughout the U. S.
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SPOT
WSB
WBAL

KSO
THERE'S

AN

RADIO

LIST
NBC
NBC
NBC

Atlanta
Baltimore
I Dallas )
/ Ft. Worth i

ABC

Des Moines
Fresno

ANSWER

KARM
KPRC
KFOR

TO

KARK FAA
KECAW
Los Angeles

THIS

QUESTION

The goal of the mark that asks a

question on a printed page is ... an answer. No easy job,
considering that this curlycue hieroglyphic is inert,
cold and lifeless on the printed page.

Houston
Lincoln
*Little Rock

really talking, injects warmth into every question. It
says "Won't you try some today?" in a way that makes
the question alive and personal — and compelling.

You can ask a lot of questions and get a lot of answers
with Spot Radio on any of these great stations. Get it?

ABC

KSTP
WSM
WJZ
WSMB
WTAR

St. Pau
lis \/
eapol
}1 Minn
Nashville

New Orleans
York
New
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia

KOIL
WIP

With radio, the me-to-you appeal of a real person,

ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC

KPHO

Phoenix
Portland, Ore.
Richmond
San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle
Shreveport

KGW
WRNL

KGO
KOMO
KTBS
WOAI *
KGA
*Also
WMAS
KVOO
Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
KFH
Wichita

NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
key
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS

represented as
stations of the
TEXAS

488

MADISON

NEW

BROADCASTING

AVE.

YORK
CITY
MU 8-0200
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QUALITY

CHICAGO

• LOS

NETWORK

ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • DALLAS
SAN FRANCISCO
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agency

JOHN H. MORSE, FRANK B. STEPHENSON, EDMUND J. SMITH,
THOMAS F. O'GRADY, EZRA McINTOSH and SHIRLEY F.
WOODELL elected vice presidents of J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Elected to same office in San Francisco are LOWELL E. MAINLAND and
GURDEN A. MOOSER and TOM R. COOPER in Los Angeles branch.
FREDERIC A. KUMMER, Van Sant-Dugdale, Baltimore, to Ross Roy,
Detroit, as copy supervisor on Dodge trucks.
STAN LEVEY, CBS Chicago sales staff, to Arthur Meyerhoff, same city,
where he is handling new business.
HAROLD O. HAYES transfers to Fuller & Smith & Ross, Chicago, from
agency's Cleveland office, as account executive.

on all accounts

99
100

OUT

OF

YOU

EVERY
MEET

Here in the prosperous Toledo area the successful
businessmen use WSPD in overwhelming preference
over other stations. They know that for 32 years
WSPD has been the Voice Of Toledo, that it has
consistently done the TOP radio selling JOB in
Northwestern Ohio and Southern Michigan. 99 out
of every Hundred local merchants you meet, that
use radio, request availabilities from WSPD first —
confident from proven performances it's the finest
buy for their advertising dollar. Wise men prefer
the best in bourbon, beef, blondes and — broadcasting—and the best in Toledo is Ohio's Pioneer
Station— WSPD. Sell this BUYING MARKET— check
availabilities first on the station that's FIRST in Sales
— then buy as Toledo merchants buy — on WSPD.

Storer Broadcasting Company

Represented Nationally

TOM BARKER. NAT. SALES MGR.. 488 MADISON AVE.. NEW YORK

by KATZ
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UESS there must have been
a little Barnum in the
Baileys," explains Joseph
Bailey, supervisor of Neptune Productions, explaining a man's career
that began
with a Bachelor's
Degree in Philosophy
and proceeded
to his current post as overseer of
the wide-flung productions and literary interests of Robert Montgomery and John Gibbs, partners
in the Neptune firm.
Mr. Bailey received his Ph.D and
in 1934 a law degree fi-om the U.
of Chicago. He immediately joined the
law office of his
father, Lloyd T. Bailey, and the shingle
was widened to read
"Bailey & Bailey."
Young Mr.practice
Bailey's
personal
was largely
concerned with radio,
since he represented
a number of producers and artists. One
client, Louis G. CowQuiz Kids
owner,an,asked
Joe Bailey
to come in with him
to look over legal

director ol the Robert Montgomery
When Mr. Montgomery entered
program. production with his parttelevision
ner, John Gibbs, and formed Neptune Productions, the noted actor
and producer remembered Mr.
Bailey's professional background
and he and Mr. Gibbs prevailed upon
Mr. Bailey to join their organization as the production supervisor
on Robert Montgomery Presents.
Mr. Bailey's duties consist mainly of management
and budget control.
He also manages the
John Gibbs literary
and talent agency,
negotiating and
drawing up all program and He
talentis
contracts.
chief tween
contact
bethe office and
the two advertising
agencies (BBDO and
Needham, Lewis &
Brorby)
which handle the program
on
alternate weeks.

As Mr. Montgomery's representative,
he personally superMr. BAILEY
vises the two comproblems and mancreative teams that stagepletely
theindependent
shows
age the show.
for the American Tobacco Co.
Mr. Bailey was with the Cowan
(Lucky Strike cigarettes) and for
organization — then a Chicago enS. C. Johnson Co., respectively.
tity— from June 1939 until he
entered the. USNR in April 1942,
Mr. Bailey is married to the forwhere he served as lieutenant commer Eleanor Welch, who until last
mander until 1946. He rejoined Mr.
March was assistant chief of forCowan, as vice president and treaseign correspondence for Time and
urer of the new company, Louis G. Life International.
They have two
Cowan Inc., with home offices in children, Lucretia, 9V2, and Peter,
New York. Mr. Bailey managed
6y2. The family lives in Port Washthe eastern operation.
ington, L. I. Mr. Bailey, a member
Early in 1949 Mr. Bailey moved
of
the
neighboring
Manhasset Bay
to the Grey Adv. Agency, managYacht Club, relaxes whenever posing the radio and TV department,
sible on his 34-ft. cruising sloop.
and acting as agency producer and
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

AAA
DALE R. ARVIDSON, TV production manager, Tatham-Laird, Chicago,
and NANCY LINGO, radio-TV copywriter, WMBD Peoria, 111., to Mace
Adv., Peoria.
DOROTHY B. STEVENS, merchandising staff, Lever Bros., N. Y., to
Robertson & Buckley Agency, Chicago, on copy staff.
BRYAN WARMAN,
on executive staff.

Prime

J. M. Mathes Inc., N. Y., to Comstock & Co., Buffalo,

Farm

for Rich

and

Home

Sales

Yield

Approach
• . •

KAY BROWN, timebuyer, Young & Rubicam, Chicago, transfers to New
York office.
CHARLES W. SHUGERT, Shell Oil Co., N. Y., to Benton & Bowles, same
city, as account executive.

Farm

CY NEWMAN, radio-TV director, Robert Isaacson Adv., Hempstead,
L. I., to Miller Adv., N. Y., in same capacity.
WILLIAM R. TAYLOR, assistant to general sales manager, William
Carter Underwear Co., Needham Heights, Mass., to plans — merchandising
staff, N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila. ROBERT MILLER added to agency's art
department after two years service with U. S. Army. DONALD T. McINTOSH, media staff, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Ayer's office there in
radio-TV department.
EDWARD K. KEMBLE, Wolcott & Assoc., L. A., public relations firm, has
formed KEMBLE Co., 41 Hill Rd., Santa Barbara, to handle advertising
and public relations.
~-

RITA JOAN WAGNER, account executive, Morey, Humm
stone, N. Y., to Ellington & Co., same city, as copy supervisor.

News

Country

Fare
GEORGE

HAEFNER

When you have a product or service to sell to farmers,
you can buy the oracle to Western New York farmers
at a remarkably-low cost per thousand figure. Case histories will show these high-Pulse rated farm participation
programs
have economically produced outstanding sales
results.

& John-

MONROE CAINE and HERB MISHKIN, copy staff of Huber Hoge &
Sons, N. Y., named co-copy chiefs.
PETER FRANTZ, account service staff, Waldie & Briggs Inc., Chicago,
appointed copy director.
VAUGHN SHEDD, account executive, Caples Co., L. A., to YambertProchnow Inc., Beverly Hills, as vice-president and member of plans
board.
JEAN CONDIT, editorial staff, Vogue and the former Flair magazines,
to William H. Weintraub Co., N. Y., as member of copy staff.
A. WALTER SEILER, president, Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee, elected
to membership in Alpha Delta Sigma, national professional advertising
fraternity.
BENJAMIN SHATTUCK, vice president in charge of merchandising,
James Thomas Chirurg Co., N. Y., appointed member of planning committee for marketing and merchandising group meeting of 1952 AAAA.
PACIFIC NATIONAL
city.

Adv., Seattle, relocates at 2124 Fourth Ave., same

ANN

and BOB KEEFE

Hometown is homey, real kin-folk kind of entertainment.
These popular gadabouts have projected their personalities into every town in WHAM-land to make friends for
the products and services they advertise. Pleased advertisers admire them — their low cost per thousand and the
increase in sales they have built.
^ Ask us about WHAM's high Pulse,
low cost per thousand coverage of the
rich 16-county primary market where
most of the people listen 99.3% of the
time to WHAM.

HENRY J. KATZ, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to William H. Weintraub Co.,
that city, as media space buyer.

The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station
Rochester, N.Y,

SHORE Assoc. Corp., Hollywood, moves to 6520 Selma Ave. Telephone
is Hempstead 8154.

Basic NBC - 50,000 wefts
clear channel - 1 1SO ke

ROBERT F. BENDER, former sales and general manager, WKRC-FM
Cincinnati, to Haehnle Adv., same city.
FACTOR-BREYER Inc., L. A., moves to larger quarters at 607 S. Hobart
Blvd., same city. Telephone is Dunkirk 8-8111.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GEORGE
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ESSO STANDARD OIL Co., N. Y., has added two more TV stations to
coverage of Your Esso Reporter-TV, bringing total to nine. New
stations are WMCT (TV) Memphis and WBTV (TV) Charlotte. Agency:
Marschalk & Pratt Co., N. Y.
DAWSONS BREWERY, New Bedford, Mass., signs for Files of Jeffrey
Jones, half-hour detective series, on WBZ-TV Boston and WJAR-TV
Providence. Agency: Bresnick Co., Boston.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH Inc., St. Louis (Budweiser beer), to sponsor
quarter-hour documentary United World news-film program, Headlines
on Parade, in 42 markets. Agency: D'Arcy Adv., St. Louis.
BLENSOL COLOR SHAMPOO, New Hyde Park, N. Y., purchasing
15-minute participation in Ruth Lyons TV 50 Club program for threemarket group on NBC affiliates in Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus.
Agency: Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y.
WRBL-FIRST

Morning,

in share

Afternoon,

ings

of audience

Evening.

FIRST

in Rat-

115 out of 163 reported

FIRST

in coverage

. . . 18.7%

. . .

periods.

MORE

KIERULFF & Co., L. A. (distributor of Motorola radios), starts spot
announcement campaign on KLAC KHJ Hollywood, KGB KSDO and
KSON San Diego, for six weeks from Oct. 12. Agency: Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., L. A.
RICH PLAN, L. A. (food freezer plan), renews Homer Griffith as The
Friendly Philosopher on KECA that city, KGO San Francisco and KUKI
Ukiah, five times weekly, transcribed quarter-hour, for 13 weeks from
today (Monday). Firm also started program on 12 stations for 13
weeks from Sept. 1. Agency: Calvert & Perry Adv., Hollywood.

COVERA/eturotk •

AGE than ANY

In Columbus

OTHER

TV

advertising

is "snowed

in" and

media.

RADIO

is more effective than ever. The only way to
completely

blanket

Area is with WRBL
FIRST

the Columbus

Trading

and WRBL-FM.

Buy the

station in POWER,

PRESTIGE,

in PROGRAMS,

in PROMOTION— WRBL

in

MILLER BREWING Co., Milwaukee, will sponsor First Nighter starting
tomorrow (Tuesday) weekly on NBC radio, 10:35-11 p.m. Agency:
Mathisson Assoc., Milwaukee.
VCA LABS., Newark (Rybutol), sponsoring roundtable discussion by
sportscasters Marty Glickman, Bert Lee and Ward Wilson over Mutual
in 15-minute time periods immediately preceding and following network's
World Series, broadcasts. First broadcast was Oct. 1, 12:45 p.m. EST.
Agency: Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y.
FREE METHODIST CHURCH OF NORTH AMERICA, Winona Lake,
Ind., renews Light and Life Hour on ABC radio for 52 weeks from Oct.
26, Sun., 8:30-9 a.m. CST. Agency: Walter B. Bennett, Chicago.
SERUTAN Co., Newark (Serutan and
at Eighty on DuMont TV Network,
years, effective immediately. Program
live coverage. Agency: Franklin Bruck

Geritol), has renewed Life Begins
Fri., 9-9:30 p.m. EST, for three
also is adding five stations to its
Adv., N. Y.

SWIFT & Co., Chicago, renews Breakfast Club, 8:15 to 8:45 a.m. CST
portion, on ABC radio network from Oct. 20. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
P. LORILLARD Co., (Old Gold cigarettes), renews Chance of a Lifetime
on ABC-TV, Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m. EST. Agency: Lennen & Mitchell, N. Y.

i£Ll

COLUMBUS,

GA.

&

REYNOLDS METALS Co., Richmond and Louisville, to sponsor Doc
Corkle on NBC-TV, Sun., 7:30-8 p.m. starting Oct. 5. Agency: Buchanan
& Co., N. Y.
TIDEWATER ASSOCIATED OIL Co., N. Y., renews for 10th consecutive time Broadway to Hollywood on DuMont TV Network, Thurs., 8:30-9
p.m. EST for 13 weeks effective immediately. Agency: Lennen & Newell,
N. Y.
CAMPBELL

HOLLINGBERY
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AND WRBL-FM

46.2 kw

SOUP Co. sponsoring TV version of Double or Nothing,
(Continued on page 50)
BROADCASTING
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I

I
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I
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and
here's
why
• •
WTMJ, with
WISCONSIN'S MOST EFFECTIVE SIGNAL
5,000 watts, is first on the dial at 620 KC.
COVERAGE — Primary coverage alone blankets 628,916 of
Wisconsin's total of 945,635 radio homes.

■

INCREASING LISTENERSHIP — Although more people in
Milwaukee and in Wisconsin listen to WTMJ than any other
station, WTMJ continues to increase listenership. Current
WTMJ newspaper ad campaign, pointing up local shows and
personalities, includes three separate display advertisements
daily and Sunday, plus colorful, full-page ads in Roto Section
of Milwaukee Journal (circulation, daily, over 333,000; Sunday over 450,000) .
Your Henry I. Christal Representative will help you plan a
successful campaign via WTMJ. Why not contact him now?

Represented by
THE MILWAUKEE

JOURNAL

5,000 WATTS

RADIO STATION

• 620 KC • NBC

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL
New York
•
Chicago

CO.

!

some

spots

are

better

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right place

than

others

Whether it's a doodle or a Dali— everyone has his own ideas about
art. But before drawing any conclusions about spot radiocall your NBC Spot Radio Salesman.
He will show you how the coverage patterns of the six radio
stations represented by NBC Spot Sales encircle 35% of all
U. S. radio homes. And how they deliver over one-third of a million
more homes per day than any six competing stations covering
the same markets. ( BMB ) .
Your NBC Spot Salesman is a man you should know better . . .
he will be glad to help you turn your radio spot campaign
into a media masterpiece.

IrVBClSPOT
SALES
W M 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Chicago Cleveland Washington San Francisco
Los Angeles
Denver
Charlotte* Atlanta*
*Bomar Lowrance Associates

representing
RADIO STATIONS:
KOA
WTAM
WRC
WMAQ
WNBC
KNBC

Cleveland
Denver
Washington
New
York
Chicago
San Francisco

representing
TELEVISION STATIONS:
NBC

Philadelphia
Boston
WBZ-TV Cleveland
WNBK
Washington
WNBW
SchenectadyWRGB
Albany-Troy
WNBQ
New
ChicagoYork
WNBT
Los Angeles
KNBH
WPTZ

PROMOTION BONUS
FOR SPONSORS.. .

tl

feature

ON'T be a LANOVOC!"
This provocative warning was directed at the
audiences of NBC's WNBC and
WNBT (TV) New York in more
than 400 spot announcements and
station breaks
a fortnight
ago, and the
drive was continuing last
week.
Accompanied
in the case of
telecasts by a
picture of the
disrespectable
Lanovoc
character i n
question (see cut), the LANOVOC
warning was — as the stations got
around to explaining last week —
part of a teaser campaign calculated to help get voters to register for the November elections.
The LANOVOC was first seen,
D

pjoutf d$ Sak

. . .

In addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Jim Hirsch has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.
An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as
convenient as your telephone. Call either National
Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.
Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the
country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

!N THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

5,000 Watts • 000 KC • 03.0 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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of the meek

and heard of, on Sent. 24, when
WNBC-WNBT launched the campaign. Then the calls from puzzled
listeners and viewers started coming in, reaching a stage which was
described as "terrific" by last Monday, at which time telephone operators were reported to be "getting
a little unhappy about it."
The LANOVOC name was explained on the air for the first time
last Tuesday, after which the
theme of the drive was changed
slightly to include not only the
warning against becoming one, but
also a detailing of reasons why
LANOVOC-dom is a sad condition to reach. The campaign was
slated to continue till about Oct. 11,
the end of the election registration
period in the New York area.
What's a LANOVOC? He's a
"lazy non-voting citizen."

FOUR

EXTRA

SHOTS

FOR

EXTRA

SALES

S

7

strictly
Marx
GrounchoAmer
and Elgi
ican—
Oe — the
mad
RADI
brand name famous. Mr.
Marx was a master at implanting
the compact and fashion accessories firm's name over a threeyear period in the minds of a huge
listening audience, according to
Dale Mehrhoff, 32-year-old advertising manager of the Elgin,
111., company. Mr. Mehrhoff, who
arrived at his present position in
only two years, also directs the
n
any's sale
comp
itiess . promot'o and
publicity activ
He uses both radio and TV spot
on almost every gift holiday for
Elgin American, a division of the
Illinois Watch Case Co. Business
for the Elgin American line, which
includes compacts, cigarette cases,
lighters, carryalls, lipstick mirrors, dresser sets, cultured and
simulated pearls, is billed through
Russel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago.
Mr. Mehrhoff and Elgin American
would like to use network on a
limited basis, but find such a purchase beyond the ken and /or
maneuverability of the networks.
Interested primarily in the short
Christmas gift season, the company has sought to buy a vehicle
from four to nine weeks, or to
share sponsorship on a 13-week
contract, but has found it impossible thus far to achieve this
kind of flexibility in either broadcast medium.
In addition, television costs are
high, although they may "settle
down in a year or two." TV, "a
very fine medium," will be espe-

business

cially useful to Elgin American
when color arrives, he believes.
He concludes: "Television has
created a serious budgetary problem. Prior to TV, we could do a
good job with radio and printed
media. The advent of television
requires the use of all three, and
that
a sizable
budget."
He takes
contends
TV talent
costs are
priced more disproportionately
than time charges. Elgin American pioneered with the use of TV
one-shots, buying two-hour network Thanksgiving shows on ABC
in 1948 and NBC in 1949, with
such (Continued
high-priced onstars
page as42)Milton

CAR CARDS with
sponsor credit appear
city.
throughout the year
and cover the entire
24-SHEET BILLBOARDS
blanket the complete
Philadelphia Market
area, promoting WIBG
programs.
WINDOW DISPLAYS
of sponsor's
face
directly onproducts
Walnut
Sthe
t r e only
e t— d such
owntow
n—
display
on this busy thorofare.
DIRECT MAIL goes out
regularly to selected
dealer lists. Hard-hitting broadsides promote
paign andsponsor's
urge camstore
cooperation.

10,000 Watts
Mast
Philadelphia's
Powerful
Independent
Mr. MEHRHOFF
radio, Groucho and Elgin

REPRESENTED BY

Radio ■
Representatives
Inc.
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Soap or soup, the way to sell in inland California and western Nevada
is ... on the BEELINE! It's the five-station radio combination that
gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations and
the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined. (bmb state Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3 V2 -billion-dollar market — inland
California and western Nevada.

cClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50,000 watts 1530 kc.

BROADCASTING
i

KOH
Reno (NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts, night 630 kc

T e 1 e c as ting
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Emergency
EDITOR:
. . . The 1952 Marketbpok . . .
was a tremendous help to me in
a large
emergency.
I don't
knowit.
what
I would
have done
without
Lillian Selb
Manager
Radio-TV Dept.
Foote, Cone & Belding
New York
* * *
Suggestion Box
EDITOR:
... I feel the need of some
service listing the approximate
date on which new television stations will get on the air.
Others may feel the same need
and you may find it a worthwhile
addition to your very worthwhile
magazine. It could be a small box
some place. Naturally, the changing
picture would always have to be
considered, but in the future it is

my mind if you could tell me just
how the Yale U. "grads" manage
each year to pick up the extra
$2,608.10 which is neither earned
nor unearned, according to the
open

mike

doubtful that there will be many
stations such as those in Denver
and Portland, Ore., that surprised
the entire industry with their
speed. . . .
Alex West
Radio-TV Director
Rhoades & Davis
San Francisco
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Thanks to Mr. West
for suggesting
which will begin running in a afeature
few weeks.]
Crystal Ball
EDITOR:
In the Sept. 22 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting, mention
was made of Al Liebert's joining
the announcing
staff of WICC

"New Haven." In a sense, you are
jumping the gun on our future
For although we are currently
plans.
maintaining
studios in Bridgeport
alone, our present plans content
plate the opening of studios in New
Haven as well ... So rather than
contributing this as a blunt correction, it should point up an
elaboration of future plans . . .
Jay Hoffer
Sales Prom. Director
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
% ifc
Dowery Data
EDITOR:
It would take a sizable load off

figures you quote from Harper's
Magazine on page 80 of Broadcasting • Telecasting for Sept.
22.
It looks to me as though such income would not be taxable, under
the present laws, if only because
there would be no place on the
form for reporting it.
Several people have mentioned
to me their interest in this type
of income, and I think you will
agree that the knowledge of how
to get it should not be confined to
a single graduating class of only
one American university.
H. H. Leland
Palos Heights, III.
[EDITOR'S
The oftrick
is to
marry
well. NOTE:
As the head
the family,
the
average
class
member's
income
was
$19,226.41, of which he earned $11,329.01
and tookcome, asinB.T
$5,189.30
in
unearned
inreported. The other
$2,608.10 was income received by his
wife but not reported in the B.T story.]

This Is Radio?
EDITOR:

O

©

CHICAGO

DETROIT NEW YORK

Q SAN FRANCISCO

O LOS ANGELES

ST. LOUIS ©
MEMPHIS
O

Q

CHARLOTTE
O

ATLANTA
O
DALLAS

Bronham offices representing Radio and Television Stations

THE
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. . . When I say that radio is
its worst enemy, I cite examples
such as these. Certain networks
become panic stricken and with
one hand slash their rates and with
the other hand put out information showing conclusively that more
radio sets are being sold every day,
more listeners, in fact, "radio is
Recently,
while driving in my
bigger
than ever."
car, I tuned to an independent
station carrying a 15 minute public service program concerning
veterans registering in this state
for their bonus payments. Before
and after the program, the local
announcer made announcements
instructing veterans what to do
in order to collect their bonus
payments. However, during the
narrative part of the program,
one
of the
stated,
did you
find actors
out, Jim,
that "How
they
were going to pay a bonus and
what you should do in order to
collect it?" The reply was, "I read
it in the newspaper."
On Saturday, Sept. 20, a certain
radio network at 11 a.m. CDT,
carried a 30 minute play which
dealt with a candy store which
was located near a high school and
which had slot machines in the
establishment. When the parents
found their child was playing this
slot machine they decided something must be done about it and
so the story goes. The mother
says, "We must call the newspaper and have them tell the people about it." This they did and
as the story goes received such
wonderful results that the father
remarked, "Well, you know the
power of the press." This is radio?
William C. Smith
President
WBIW Bedford, Ind.
B R OADCASTING
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Two

more

network

feeds

South's

boss

from

the

salesmaker

With Quaker's "Aunt Jemima's Home Folks" to CBS and
Locke Stove's "Duke of Paducah and The Opry Gang" to NBC,
WSM now originates twenty-five network programs weekly.
The fact that more and more smart national advertisers keep
drawing on the vast talent reservoir and equally impressive
programming and production facilities of WSM, means just
one thing:
Radio, WSM-style, has a freshness and an audience
appeal unequaled anywhere in America . . And an ability
to move merchandise which makes the South's Boss
Salesmaker a must to any advertiser who wishes to
sell the Central South!

Strong words, but Irving Waugh or any
Petry Man can produce carefully documented evidence to back them up.

llf ft Afi
MM V Nfl
WW W If I Nashville
Clear Channel

BROADCASTING
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. , . 650

50,000

Watts
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Like

corned

beef

goes

Successful advertising goes with W-I-T-H
with cabbage! And how the local merchants

with

cabbage

just like corned beef goes

do know it! W-I-T-H

regularly

carries the advertising of twice as many of them as any station in town!
Here's why: W-I-T-H
radio or TV

delivers more-listeners-per-dollar than any other

station in Baltimore. And this BIG

audience, at such LOW

rates, produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H

can do it for you too. Get in on this natural combination —

low-cost, resultful advertising and W-I-T-H.

Your

Forjoe man

will give

you all the details.

TOM
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DEMOS

APPEAL

By JOHN W. OSBON
THE FCC last Thursday night was
put square in the middle of the
dispute between Democrats and
Republicans over the $2 million
saturation spot campaign assertedly planned for General Eisenhower.
The National Volunteers for
Stevenson organization dispatched
a late evening telegram to FCC
Chairman Paul A. Walker calling
for "publication of all sponsoring
corporations which have agreed to
take part in this scheme, as well as
the names of all radio and TV stations participating."
The petition, signed by George
Ball, executive director of the organization, charged that the GOP
spot plan — which was reported as
rejected and inoperative — "requires
not only a great concentration of
money, but also the cooperation of
many large corporations who control the best hours of radio and TV
time through their large advertising programs."
Quick Probe Asked
"Because the FCC is charged
with maintaining fair play on the
air waves, and because this secret
plan, if executed, would seriously
jeopardize the public interest, we
call upon the FCC to make an immediate investigation and to take
appropriate steps to see that the
public
interest is protected," Mr.
Ball said.
The Democratic organization's
wire capped a week of swiftlymoving developments that put a
new complexion on not only advertising practices and expenditures
of the Republican party but also
on the political campaign as well.
The storm that swelled up to
FCC level was brewing behind the
scenes all week, with mid-week
reverberations up and down Madison Ave. in New York agency
circles and the final titanic blast
from Springfield, 111., where it had
emanated at the outset with an
attack
on "high-powered
hucksters"
in the GOP
ad ranks.
Foundation for the Democratic
onslaught and FCC protest was the
proposed but rejected $2 million
GOP radio-TV spot campaign
[B»T, Sept. 29], the plan for which
had "fallen" fortuitously into the
Administration's hands. The Democrats charged the "secret" blueprint called for the GOP to "blitz"
the airwaves in 12 key states.
BROADCASTING
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FCC

On

FCC Undecided on Its Stand
FACED with the hottest political potato so far in the
election campaign, FCC looked at the Stevenson committee protest Friday morning, but failed to come to grips
with it right off.
Individually, all save one commissioner protested there
had been no time to consider the matter, refused to
vouchsafe any opinion on whether there is any merit in
the Democratic clubs' protest. Idaho Republican Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde made no bones about his attitude — which
was that the Commission has no right to take any action.
Chairman Paul A. Walker said he had not thought it
through yet. Comr. Edward M. Webster said he had not
read the protest yet. Comr. George E. Sterling, a Maine
Republican, said he could not assay the protest because
he had just learned about it that morning. Comr. Hennock declined to comment. Comrs. Walker and Hennock
are Democrats; Comr. Webster an independent. Comr.
Robert T. Bartley, home ill, could not be reached.
Meanwhile, it was learned that Westinghouse Radio
Stations have had a long term policy prohibiting the
acceptance of political spot broadcasts. The policy is
based on the fact, according to Joseph E. Baudino, president of WRS, that political issues cannot be discussed in
one minute. The Westinghouse policy seems to be the
exception to the rule. A check with ABC, CBS, DuMont
and NBC indicated that they would accept such spots for
their owned and operated stations. MBS, not owning any
stations, leaves such matters to its individual stockholders.
First inkling that the Democrats
might carry their case to the FCC
came with a statement by Paul
Porter, former FCC chairman, campaign publicity director of the
Democratic National Committee in
1944, and now attorney with the
Washington law firm of Arnold,
Fortas & Porter. He issued a
veiled warning to stations that
they would invite "legislative reprisals" if they permit domination
of their airwaves by any one political party. He warned against sell"excessive amounts of time"
to anying group.
Porter Tip-Off
Mr. Porter intimated the Democrats could take the matter up
with the FCC if the party felt it
was deprived of the opportunity
to obtain equal time and providing
it could pay for that time. He cited
Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act.
The attorney also recalled proposals on Capitol Hill by members
of both parties suggesting that
stations be lawfully required not
only to provide equal time but also
without cost to either party. He
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warned that the industry might be
faced with such a reprisal — as a
cost of station "franchises" — if it
permitted itself to be dominated
by the
"pursestrings" of any political party.
The question of paid political
time has been under study by the
Senate Subcommittee on Privileges
and Elections on Capitol Hill as a
means of modernizing campaign
procedures.
The question of equal political
time commanded studied deliberations at Gov. Stevenson's Springfield headquarters all day Thursday, after the Porter statement, it
was learned
Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act requires that any station offering time to one party — whether
paid or free — extend an equal opportunity tothe other. As with the
question of libel protection, legislation for which Congress sidetracked this year, broadcasters once
again are caught up in another
dilemma not of their own making,
authorities quickly pointed out.
The Volunteers' organization
had charged that large corporations
"control the best hours" of radio

GOP

Radio-TV

Plan

and television time. It should be
noted however, that the responsibility for permitting pre-emption
of time rests with stations alone.
The group hinged its appeal
largely on thenticity
theof this
claimplan
that has
"the been
aupublicly confirmed by the principal
author," Michael Levin, described
as in charge of creative radio-TV
production for Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Mr. Levin strongly indicated that
he had drawn up the plan out of
"labor of love of my interest in
politics
and for
a friend."
Mr. Levin
strongly
indicated to
reporters at a news conference he
had summarily called that he is a
supporter of Gov. Stevenson.
The "friend" is Rosser Reeves,
executive with Ted Bates Co., which
announced the original plan. Mr.
Reeves said he hired Mr. Levin
to draft the blueprint. There was
a question of whether Mr. Levin
had been reimbursed for his effort,
and conflicting statements. The
Bates agency reportedly prepared
the spots under directive of the
National Citizens for Eisenhower
Committee.
In his telegram to Chairman
Walker, Mr. Ball said he would
mail copies of the plan which he
said originated with a "small group
of wealthy Republicans and is designed to give the Republican party
an overwhelming advantage in the
final weeks of the Presidential campaign." Mr. Ball continued:
The scheme contemplates an abuse
of public credulity by presenting synthetic programs designed to deceive
(Continued on page 100)
THE McFARLAND ACT,
which became law last July
[B»T, July 21], among other
things prohibits broadcasters
from charging political candidates for
more comparable
than "the
charges made
use of such station for other
That means that a politician, political group or political party is entitled to the
same
base rates and the same
purposes."
discounts that would apply to
advertisers selling merchandise or non-political services.
A flurry of inquiries about
this clause, received at
Broadcasting • Telecasting
prompted this clarification.
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HOW

MUCH

NATIONAL

BILLING

CAN

TV

COUNT

ON?

Mr. Dean
A marketing expert says national advertisers will be spending $750 million a year in TV by the end of 1954, but most
of the money will go into the 125 biggest markets. Stations elsewhere will have to tap local and regional accounts
for the primary sources of revenue.
FOR the national advertiser, television will become a national medium when it is operating in the
125 primary U.S. markets, Sidney
W. Dean Jr., vice president and
director of marketing services, McCann-Erickson, New York, said
last week.
The other 1,150 localities where
TV allocations have been made
will "provide important frontier
opportunities to local and some
regional advertisers, but their
value to national advertisers will
be impaired by the naturally higher
costs of the added unduplicated
markets," he said.
Mr. Dean spoke before the Assn.
of National Advertisers convention
in New York (see other story,
opposite page).
If his predictions turn out to be
true, by far the major portion of
national advertisers' TV budgets
will never go beyond the 125 biggest centers of population. TV stations elsewhere must get business
from sources closer to home.
Cost Problem
The primary 125 localities contain 78% of the U.S. population
and 80% of all retail sales. To
broaden his TV coverage into other
areas, the national advertiser will
have a big cost problem on his
hands.
"For example," said Mr. Dean,
"inclusion of the next largest 250
markets will add only 9% net unduplicated potential audience to the
primary
125
The worth
question will be: Ismarkets."
the extra cost
the extra audience? And the question will be even more pointed
after the national advertiser has
begun footing the bill for TV in
the first 125 markets.
Mr. Dean guessed that the total
TV expenditures of national advertisers in the 125 big markets by
the end of 1954 will run at an annual rate of $750 million — far more
than they now spend in any medium and a substantial increase
over the current rate of their
spending in TV, about $415 million a year.
By the end of 1954, the 125 primary markets will contain 26,800,000 TV homes, 21,600,000 of them
in the 63 pre-thaw markets and
5,200,000 in the 62 new TV areas.
Though it will present a mass audiPage 24
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ence for the
television
will advertiser's
have to do message,
more.
"In the final planning of budget
capabilities," said Mr. Dean, "we
must turn primarily to television's
capacities for carrying a greater
share of the selling load in all other
marketing channels, at all marketing levels."
TV's
potential for carrying "a
heavier share of total marketing
responsibilities" has been proved,
he said. "Television's even greater

potential for higher-impact, lower
cost, creative effectiveness is well
known to this audience."
If used well, TV is "capable of
earning the $750 million outlay
which its projected growth could
claim by December 1954," he said.
"This increase of S350 million over
the current 1952 level of television
expenditure represents only 5% of
the current expenditure by manufacturers for all forms of selling
effort, which total $2 billion for
advertising, $1.5 billion for sales
promotion and $4.5 billion for personal selling.
"It represents less than 2% of
the total selling expense of retailers, which it is capable of energizing, supplementing and partially
As TV goes nationwide, telesupplanting."

Television

Now*

. . . and

casters will wish to "scrutinize the
competitive trend of . . . rates,"
said Mr. Dean. "Wise rate policies
which take into consideration not
only audience costs per 1,000 but
such factors as the rigidity of time,
frequency and volume requirements
can also open up new advertising
revenue
sources."
TV must
price itself to attract
medium-sized national advertisers.
In 1951, Mr. Dean pointed out, TV
networks obtained 69% of their
time revenues from the 100 largest
advertisers, of which the smallest
spent $1.9 million in space and
time, and only 31% from all other
national advertisers. The objective should be to make TV possible
for more national advertisers in
the smaller budget class.

by the end

of '54

* Excluding post-thaw stations.
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Highlight ANA Meet
TRENDS
TV
O,
DI
RA radio - television topics low popularity reach a greater
THREE
"straight sell" method.
number of viewers with commercial
Mr. Carter noted that comcharting future trends in television,
mercials which contain demonstraevaluating TV commercials and ap- selling arguments than some with
tions of brand superiority, portraypraising current radio and TV rat- high popularity."
ing methods highlighted the 43d
In similar vein, Mr. Carter deing how a product works, how it's
made and why it's better, appear
annual meeting of the Assn. of Naflated
the
value
of
"proof
of
extional Advertisers in New York
to "add up to a very fine selling
posure to commercial" as a yardSept. 29-Oct. 1.
stick of its pulling power. He asSome 350 leading advertising exBut the "straight selling" techserted
Gallupcertain
& Robinson's
reecutives, who attended the sessions
searchthe indicated
advertising
nique fails, Mr. Carter said, because he felt it accepts the premise
at the Hotel Plaza, heard a talk on techniques will effectuate the remembering of a commercial but that "people will work to get the
Tuesday afternoon by Sidney W.
Dean Jr., vice president and direc"will fail to register any selling picture story . . . and visualize
product advantages and features
tor of marketing services, McCannIn a slide demonstration, Mr.
Erickson Inc., on "Surveying the message."
without
help."
"One of
the difficulties in this
New Frontiers of Television" (see Carter discussed some advertising
job."
opposite page).
approach is the fact that the 'picapproaches which had proved notAt the opening session Monday
ture' side of the . medium does little
ably effective or weak. He cited as
work,"
Mr. Carter explained.
J. Ward Maurer, director of adveran example of effectiveness those
tising, the Wildroot Co., was elected
commercials which stressed brand
Use of the "before and after"
Mr. MAURER
chairman of the association. He
technique has proved successful in
superiority and contrasted this with
succeeds Wesley I. Nunn, advertisnew
ANA chairman
(Continued
on
page
101)
the poor performance
of the
ing manager, Standard Oil Co.
(Indiana). Ben R. Donaldson, director of advertising and sales promotion, Ford Motor Co., was elected
vice chairman. Paul B. West was
re-elacced ANA president.
In Lansing ARBI Test
Re-elected to the board of directors were: Henry Schachte, director of advertising, Borden Co., and
George Mosley, vice president in RAD
fic to the item as the newspaper
LAM
ANOTHER IO'
victory S
for radioGRA
as a partNDS
of its regular
furniture stock.
charge of advertising and sales proThird, the sale days, Thursday to did, each delivering 37.5% of the
retail
sales
producer
has
been
remotion, Seagram Distillers Corp.
corded by Advertising Research
total. On the succeeding days radio
Saturday, Sept. 11-13, coincided
(three years). Elected to the board
Bureau Inc. in a test made three
with the store's annual anniverpulled far ahead of the paper, prowere: Ralph Harrington, advertisweeks ago by Sears, Roebuck & Co.
sary sale, biggest event of the
ing manager, General Tire & in Lansing, Mich. The same amount
ducing 34.8% of Friday's traffic to
store year, which began on Friday.
13.0%- for the paper, and on SaturRubber Co.; R. A. Applegate, asThe
divans
used
as
the
merchanof
money
spent
with
WILS
Lansistant director of advertising, E. I.
day accounting for 35.8% to the
sing and with the Lansing State
dise for the radio-newspaper test
duPont de Nemours & Co.; George
Journal, according to a preliminary
were advertised with a 50-inch
newspaper's 7.1%.
Oliva, director of advertising, NaOverall, radio brought 16 cusad, Sears' only ad in
tional Biscuit Co. (three years) ; ARBI report, resulted in radio out- newspaper
tomers in to look at the divans,
the paper that day, on Wednesday,
William Brooks Smith, director of pulling newspapers better than two
and with four spots that day, nine
whether measured by trafaccording to their answers to the
advertising, Thomas J. Lipton Inc., to one,
fic or sale volume.
on Thursday and ten on Friday on
and Harry J. Deines, general adThere were several unusual fea- WILS. The divans were also fea- ARBI interviewers, while the newsvertising manager, Westinghouse
paper ad induced only seven readtures about this ARBI test. First,
tured in a display in a main winers to inspect them. The purchases
Electric Corp. (one year).
dow of the store.
the advertised item, a Hollywood
Selling Messages
Despite the concentration of all made by the radio-created traffic in
divan, retailed at $49.88, an excepthe
newspaper appropriation in the the store amounted to 55.7% of the
tionally
high
price
for
test
merIn a Television
speech entitled
"What
chandise. Second, these divans
Makes
Commercials
Wednesday edition, with radio get- total, while the newspaper readers
were not special sale merchandise,
ting only four announcements that brought in spent only 24.8% of
Click?," Leyton Carter, of the but standard items made in Landay, on Thursday, first day of the the total. Six divans were bought
Gallup & Robinson research firm,
sing and carried by the store as sale, radio produced as much trafreported Tuesday on the results of
by the radio-created customers,
an analysis of several hundred teleonly
vision shows and a like number of
traffic.four by the newspaper-created
TV commercials made by his comPreliminary Summary of Results
Walt Dennis, commercial manpany. The survey, he reported,
ager of WILS, said that this test
showed size of audience and proof
Test items: Hollywood Divan — Sears, Roebuck & Co. — Sept. 11-13, 1952,
has
changed
him from one of
of exposure to commercials are
Lansing, Mich.
45
16
ARBI's severest critics to one of
subsidiary considerations in weigh16
Newpaper
Radio
Both
Total
ing their effectiveness.
Other
its strongest supporters. "Knowing
7
6
Traffic
13.3
15.5
what radio. could do, I never saw
100.0
"The registration of selling mes25.6
13
% of Traffic
sages is perhaps the most impor35.6
any sense in spending money to
f No. Purchasing
tant single factor which impact
2
1
6
4
Merchandise
he said. "But
provides. Without the transmisIprove
realizeit again,"
that in breaking
down now
the
sion of selling messages which are
t % Purchasing
18.9
37.5
33.3
traditional
prejudices
of
retailers,
Merchandise
important to the viewer, little buy57.1
who can scarcely believe there is
6.3
ing urge is created. It is at this
f % Dollar Value
24.8
100.0
12.9
6.6
level of measure that we find our
of Purchases
any way to advertise except in
55.7
great spread, and correspondingly,
newspapers, the ARBI tests are
i,
by
Day
% of Traffic by Mediun
the great opportunity for alert ad- Thursday
12.5
one of the greatest assets a station
100.0
12.5
37.5
Friday
13.0
vertisers," he said.
37.5
17.4
7.1
34.8
100.0
34.8
Developing the theme that "regSaturday
When he proposed further tests
7.1
100.0
50.0
istration ofselling messages" is the
35.8
to Kenneth Lamblin, general manparamount factor, Mr. Carter
Medium,
% of Traffic by
ager of Sears' Lansing Store, Mr.
argued against the contention that
by Resident
100.0
In City
83.3
16.7
93.8
75.0
13.3
Dennis reported, Mr. Lamblin said
a large audience is necessarily an
25.0
that no further tests were needed
important consideration. He in- Outside City
86.7
6.2
to convince him and that from
sisted that his firm's research did
not support this attitude. He said
now on radio will be a regular
(t) These figures include all purchases made in the survey area by customers
has." for the store.
medium
who were interviewed.
"some programs with relatively
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FIRST
POST-THAW
TV
HEARINGS
THE FIRST comparative
hearings
on television applicants since September 1948 started last week in
Washington as four applicants
began formal competition for two
vhf channels at Denver and a dozen
Portland, Ore., applicants initiated
proceedings involving one uhf
channel and three vhf channels.
The hearings, all being held in
Washington, are the first involving
some 185 applicants thus far slated
for competitive hearings by the
Commission since commencement
LINEUP of KLZ principals before hearing began (I to r) : Messrs. Terry,
of processing of TV bids in July.
McCaw, Huffman, Gamble, Gould, Pierson and Ricketson.
Contesting applications are being
% % j(s
heard on a channel -by -channel
basis as set forth by FCC in its
builder - industrialist Henry A. Vallejo, Calif.; and North Pacific
temporary processing procedure
White; Northwest Television and Television Inc., principally owned
and Sixth Report and Order [B*T,
Broadcasting Co., whose president by KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, in
April 14].
one-third owner is John D. turn
Bullitt. controlled by Dorothy S.
Because of the large backlog of and
Keating, half owner of KYA San
hearing cases already designated
In both the Denver and Portland
Francisco, KPOA Honolulu and
or notified — and in order to expeKILO
Hilo;
and
Columbia
Empire
proceedings,
all of the respective
dite processing of uncontested bids
Telecasters Inc., partly owned by channel hearings were formally
in cities now without TV service —
KPOJ Portland and the Portland
"opened" on Wednesday and enthe Commission a fortnight ago
gineering exhibits were exchanged.
Oregon Journal, with majority inordered that after Oct. 15 for an
terest held by Wesley I. Dumm,
Further
proceedings
then were reunspecified limited time, no addicessed in most cases until later
sole owner of KSFO and chief
tional contested applications would
owner of KPIX (TV), both San dates as detailed hearings got
be processed [B»T, Sept. 22]. This
Francisco.
underway for initial channels in
amendment of the temporary procThe Portland vhf Channel 6 hear- each city. In the Denver proceedessing procedure will not affect
ings, the two Channel 7 contestants
ing is slated to commence Nov. 10
hearing cases in hand at that time,
and involves the applications of entered exhibits in the record and
it was pointed out.
agreed on stipulations.
KXL Broadcasters (KXL) ; Mount
The Denver applicants are preIt was estimated that the Denver
Hood Radio and Television Broadsenting their cases to FCC Hearcasting
Corp.,
new
owner
of
KOIN
heai'ings
will require about a month
ing Examiner James D. Cunningthere, and Pioneer Broadcasters
to complete. The Portland proham while the Portland proceedInc. (KGW).
ceedings will consume some three
ings are before Examiner Elizabeth
The final Portland heading, for months, probably running into 1953.
C. Smith.
Also complicating the Portland
vhf Channel 8, is scheduled to comCompeting Applicants
mence Dec. 1. Applications in this cases are petitions pending before
Competing for vhf Channel 7 at proceeding include Westinghouse
the Commission for enlargement
Denver are Aladdin Radio & Radio Stations Inc. (KEX); Port- of issues of the hearings in several
Television Inc. (KLZ) and Denver
land Television Inc., headed by respects. It had been hoped that
Television Co. (Wolf berg theatre
Ralph E. Williams Jr., local busi- these would be settled before
interests). Seeking vhf Channel 4
nessman; Cascade Television Co., Wednesday, but as of late Thursare KMYR Broadcasting Co. and comprised of several local businessday FCC had not reached final deMetropolitan Television Co. (Bob
termination.
men and David McKay, chief owner
of KOLO Reno and KORK Las
Hope and Mayor Quigg Newton
One policy question involved in
and associates). The latter re- Vegas and part owner of KGYW
the change of issues controversy is
cently bought KOA Denver for $2,250,000 from NBC [B*T, Sept. lj.
In the first two days of the
Denver testimony, with KLZ witnesses leading off, two significant
issues came to the fore:
© Anti-trust violations. Both
Channel 7 applicants include motion
picture principals.
© Legality of provision in CBS
Radio contract providing for first
refusal rights for TV affiliations.
Also legality of affiliation agreement made more than six months
before station begins operating.
In the Portland proceedings, the
first hearing now underway concerns uhf Channel 21. The facility
is requested at nearby Vancouver,
Wash., by Vancouver Radio Corp.
(KVAN), and at Portland by Mt.
Scott Telecasters Inc. (KGON).
About Oct. 15 the Portland vhf
Channel 12 hearing is slated to
commence before Examiner Smith.
HUDDLE of Denver Television Co. team around President Wolfberg
Competing applicants are Oregon
(center, seated) I to r: Messrs. Constant, Plotkin, Wolfberg, Morrissey and Nikoloric.
Television Inc., headed by ship
Page 26
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whether comparative consideration
should be allowed respecting proposed coverage of specific populations and areas. FCC's Broadcast
Bureau opposes such consideration
on the ground it was accounted for
in the final allocation plan of the
Sixth Report and the standards
provide no method for computing
such specific coverage.
This issue is not peculiar to the
Portland cases, however, and the
conflict pends in several other
proceedings also designated for
hearing in the near future [B»T,
Sept. 1]. Numerous petitions and
oppositions have been filed with
respect to enlargement of issues.
Shadow of anti-trust proceedings
hung over Denver applicants for
Channel 7 there, when Albert J.
Gould, secretary of Aladdin Radio
& Television Inc. (KLZ-AM-FM)
was quizzed concerning the antitrust suit brought by Cinema
Amusement Inc. against 20th Century-Fox, RKO and Loew's-MGM.
This suit resulted in a $300,000
damage
judgment
the' film
distributors
earlier against
this year.
The
Denver U. S. District Court held
that the distributors had conspired
to withhold first-run films from the
Broadway Theatre in Denver,
owned by Cinema Amusement Inc.
Principals of Cinema Amusement
Inc. are Harris P. and John M.
Wolfberg, father and son, who are
also principals of Denver Television Inc., opposing KLZ for
Channel 7.
Principals in KLZ are Harry E.
Huffman, formerly manager of Fox
Denver Theatres, and Frank H.
Ricketson Jr., president of Fox
Intermountain Theatres. Mr. Gould
is secretary of both these corporations and also other subsidiary
companies, which are owned by
National Theatres Inc. National
Theatres Inc., until Sept. 28, was
owned by 20th Century-Fox, which
was forced to divest itself of theatre ownership under the terms of
the 1949 Supreme Court decision
and subsequent
consent
Anti-Trust
Issuedecrees."
As soon as Denver Television
counsel brought up the anti-trust
issue, KLZ counsel objected. Examiner Cunningham overruled the
objection, but stated that he did
not propose to permit the retrial
of anti-trust suits in the hearing.
KLZ counsel also alluded to an
anti-trust suit for $300,000 damages brought last week by Denver
drive-in theatre operator Kar-Vue
Theatre Inc. against six Wolfbergowned theatres and distributor
United Artists Inc. Complaint
alleged that United Artists refused
to grant second-run film rights to
Kar-Vue-owned Monaco Drive-In
Theatre because of an agreement
it
had with the Wolfberg-owned
theatres.

Second highlight of first two
BROADCASTING
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days of Denver hearing involved
the legality of a provision in the
CBS Radio-KLZ affiliation contract
which gave CBS first refusal rights
on TV affiliation when and if KLZ
received a TV grant.
It is understood that Denver
Television used CBS affiliation as
the basis for its proposal for network operation in its application.
It also set forth proposed non-network operation.
Hugh B. Terry, president and
general manager of the KLZ stations, was questioned at length on
his understanding of FCC chain
broadcast Sec. 3.658 (c) which prohibits affiliation contracts from
being made more than six months
in advance of a station's operation.
At issue also was a Sept. 30
letter from CBS Vice President
Herbert Akerberg agreeing to a
CBS affiliation if and when KLZ
received a TV grant.
Fight for Rights
In case of conflict with theatre
TV, Mr. Terry said he would
always fight for rights to broadcast for home TV sporting events
and other spectacles and public
events. This was in obvious reference to the theatre connections of
some of the major KLZ stockholders.
Mr. Terry testified that the KLZ
staff had visited and studied at
least 55 TV stations. Members of
the KLZ staff had put in 6,544
hours on TV, Mr. Terry estimated.
Some had actually worked in TV
stations, he said.
Asked about the NARTB TV
Code, Mr. Terry replied that the
proposed KLZ-TV would follow the
code, but that it would not be controlling. It would be used as a
guide, he explained.
He also stated that KLZ had an
agreement with KMYR by which
the latter, if successful in getting
a TV grant, would lease half of
KLZ's Lookout Mt. antenna site
and tower, for $3,000 a year. In
the event KLZ were unsuccessful,
and KMYR were successful, KMYR
agreed to buy the site for $25,000.
Total cost for facilities for the
proposed KLZ-TV operation will be
$575,779, the KLZ exhibit showed.
Studio space is to be leased, at
$1,000 per month. Payroll for 57%
persons will amount to $247,260
per year. Estimated annual operations will cost $626,848. Estimated
revenue will be $624,207.66 for the
first year, and $1,109,849.04 for the
second year. KLZ-TV will start
with a $350 Class A one hour time
charge. Its 72.5 kw radiated power
will cover 765,167 people.
Exhibits revealed that KLZ's
gross revenue in 1950 was $809,409; in 1951, $927,509; in 1952,
$943,655. It estimated that in 1953
the gross would be $976,409 and in
1954, $746,000— by which time its
TV
full station
power. should be operating" at
Cost of KLZ-TV would be met
with $250,000 loan from American
National Bank of Denver, it was
shown, with co-signers as Messrs.
Huffman, Ricketson, J. Elroy McCaw and Theodore R. Gamble.
BROADCASTING
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EN ROUTE to Portland proceeding
is Henry A. White, president-part
owner of Oregon Television Inc.,
uhf Channel 12 applicant.
These four stockholders also agreed
to lend the company up to $150,000
each if necessary for TV, agreement showed.
Mr. Huffman is chairman of the
company and with his wife owns
13.3% of the stock. He is also 66%
owner of Winters - Huffman drug
store chain. Mr. Ricketson is treasurer and a 13.6% stockholder.
Mr. McCaw is a vice president
and 20% stockholder. He owns
KRSC Seattle and KORC Mineral
Wells, Tex.; holds a 50% interest
in KYA San Francisco, KELA Centralia, Wash., KPOA Honolulu and
KILA Hilo, Hawaii; 33%% interest
in KYAK Yakima and KALE
Richmond, both Washington.
Mr. Gamble is a vice president
and 20% stockholder. He has a
43.5% interest in KOIN Portland,
Ore., and KJR Seattle, Wash., and
a 49% interest in KCMJ Palm
Springs, Calif. He and Mrs. Gamble
own 79% of Gamble Enterprises
Inc. which is 50% owner of Standard Theatres Wisconsin (26 theatres in that state). Gamble Enterprises also owns a theatre in
Akron and one in Youngstown,
Ohio. Mrs. Gamble has a 30% interest in a small circuit of fourand-a-half theatres in California.
In addition to his position with
Fox Intermountain Theatres, Mr.
Ricketson is also 50% owner of
Atlas Theatre Corp., which owns a
number of theatres in small
Colorado towns. He is treasurer
of Aladdin.
KLZ-AM-FM was bought from
the Gaylord-Bell interests by the
Aladdin group three years ago for
$1 million [B*T, March 21, 1949].
It operates on 560 kc with 5 kw.
Mr. Terry, who is a 16% stockholder, has been with the station
since 1940.
Scheduled to testify in behalf of
KLZ's operating policies, following Mr. Terry, were prominent
Denver citizens — Dr. Irvin Hinds,
Judge Philip Gilliam of the Juvenile
Court, Dr. Roy Hinderman, deputy
school superintendent, and John
Vivian, former Colorado governor.
Counsel for KLZ is Theodore A.
Pierson, Piersbn & Ball.
In addition to Mr. Wolfberg, who
is president and 34% stockholder,
other Denver Television Inc. prinasting

cipals are F. Kirk Johnson, Texas
oilman, 20% and first vice president; James M. Stewart, 20%;
Dr. Wilford W. Barber, physician,
10%; Sterling C. Holloway, Texas
attorney,
banker, 5%.10%; Max G. Brooks,
Mr. Wolfberg was accompanied
at the hearing by L. A. Nikoloric,
minority stockholder and attorney;
and second vice president; A. H.
Constant, formerly KRON-TV San
Francisco program director, to be
general manager of the Denver
Television station if granted, and
Tom Morrissey, former KFEL-TV
Denver chief engineer, to be technical director.
Counsel for Denver Television is
Harry M. Plotkin, Arnold, Fortas
& Porter. This is Mr. Plotkin's first
case before the FCC since leaving
the Commission 16 months ago.
He was assistant general counsel
in charge of the Broadcast Division of the Law Dept.
FCC counsel at the Denver proce dings isRobert W. Rawson, assistant chief of the Broadcast
Bureau Hearing Division. Jerome
Padberg is engineer.
At the Portland Channel 21 hearing, engineering evidence was presented by both Mt. Scott Telecasters and Vancouver Radio Corp.
Dwight D. Loomis, Portland consulting engineer and professor at
Lewis & Clark College there, testified concerning the Mt. Scott proposals while Howard T. Head, consulting engineer with A. D. Ring
& Co., Washington, testified in behalf of Vancouver Radio.
The Mt. Scott witness offered an
exhibit containing a tabulation of
cities which would receive service
from the proposed station but following objection by Vancouver Radio counsel, it was revised to show
cities within the Grade A and B
contours without reference to
specific service.
Thursday Sessions
On Thursday non-engineering
presentation began with testimony
on corporate details by Mt .Scott
Secretary-Treasurer Priscilla K.
Adams. Her husband, Irwin S.
Adams, president of Mt. Scott, was
to testify Friday. They are chief
owners.
Besides pending request for enlargement ofissues regarding comparative consideration of areas and
populations to be served by the
Channel 21 applicants, FCC's
Broadcast Bureau has petitioned
the Commission to inject an issue
concerning potential interference to
KPOJ and KPAM Portland because
of the adjacency of the proposed
TV antennas to the towers of the
AM stations.
Legal counsel for Mt. Scott are
Ralph H. Owen and Hessel E.
Yntema Jr. of the Washington law
firm of Clinton H. Hester. Counsel
for Vancouver Radio are John P.
Hearne, San Francisco, and Norman
E. Jorgensen, Washington.
The FCC Broadcast Bureau Hearing Division is represented at the
proceeding by James O. Juntilla,
attorney. John E. Doane and Louis
Light are engineers.

COMPETITORS agree on B*T,
although opponents in TV. (L to r) :
Fred F. Chitty, secretary-part
owner of Vancouver Radio Corp.
(KVAN), seeking Channel 21 at
Vancouver ; and Mr. and Mrs.
Irwin S. Adams, president and
secretary - treasurer , respectively,
and majority stockholders in Mt.
Scott Telecasters Inc. (KGON),
seeking Channel 21 at Portland.

ATTENTIVE listeners at Portland hearings are J. E. Baudino
(I), vice president and general
manager of Westivghouse Radio
Stations Inc., Channel 8 applicant,
and C. Howard Lane, president of
Mount Hood Radio & Television
Broadcasting Corp., Channel 6 applicant and Portland.
new owner of KOIN

EMERGING from Portland Channel 8 proceeding
are Cascade
vision Co. President
GeorgeTeleC.
Sheahan (I), 10% owner, and Vice
President David McKay, 30%
owner. Mr. McKay is chief owner
La-.
KORKKGYW
of KOLOand Reno
Vegas
A9% and
owner,
Vallejo,
Calif.
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TAYLOR NAMED
As an MBS Director

SCHEINER UPPED
To Head FCC Rules Div.

J. GLEN TAYLOR, vice president
of General Teleradio, who in May
left an executive post with General
Tire & Rubber Co. to join the
O'Neil broadcast
enterprises t o
work on the coordination of the
company's
radio
and
TV interests

ARTHUR
SCHEINER, 35-yearold assistant chief of the FCC
Broadcast
Rules and
Standard Bureau's
Div.,

[B*T, May 26],
was elected a director of MBS at
a meeting Tuesday of the network's board.
In what a network spokesman described as an
"unusually routine" meeting, the
board announced no other action.
Problem of adjusting Mutual rates
to remain competitive with the
other nationwide radio networks,
which have recently instituted rate
and discount adjustments lowering
their nighttime charges to advertisers, was discussed at length but
no plan was determined, pending
completion of an analysis of the
plans of the other networks, now
underway.
Attending Meeting
Meeting was attended by MBS
president and chairman, Thomas
F. O'Neil; Frank Schreiber, WGN
Chicago; Willett H. Brown and
Ward Ingram, Don Lee Broadcasting System; Theodore C. Streibert, president, General Telecasting System; H. K. Carpenter,
WHK Cleveland; Benedict Gimbel
WIP Philadelphia; William H.
Fineshriber Jr., executive vice
president of MBS; James E. Wallen, MBS secretary and treasurer,
and Mr. Taylor.
Lever Names

Neubert

H. NORMAN NEUBERT, merchandising manager of owned and
operated stations division of NBC,
has been named brand advertising
manager for Lever Brother's Surf
and Swan. Before his NBC affiliation in 1950, Mr. Neubert was public relations manager at R. H.
Macy Co., New York, for seven
years.
Strictly Service
WEEKLY sponsored program without commercials
was reported by WPAC
Patchogue, L. I. Sponsored
on Sunday at 2-2:30 p.m. by
Long Island realtor, Walter
Shirley, program contains
club notices, birth, wedding
and organization announcements and recorded music.
Show is designed exclusively
for residents of 10,000-acre
Shirley (L.I.) realty development and is paid for as a
community service.
Page 28
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was
named to
head the division,
succeeding Paul
Dobin, who relast
month signed
to earlyenter
privatetice law
[B»T, pracSept.
8].
M r. Scheiner
has been secondin - command of Mr. Scheiner
the division since October 1951.
Before then, he was a general
attorney in the Renewals and the
Motions Branches of the Broadcast Div., and the Safety and Special Services Div., FCC Law Dept.
He joined the FCC after five years
with the Army during World War

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'Why, hello Senatoi- / haven't seen you since the Gathings inquiry."

He was born in New York City
II.
in 1917, received an A.B. degree
from New York U. in 1937, and
an LL.B. from Columbia Law
School in 1940.
BARRERE

Lever Bros. Switches

Agency

Handling the Accounts
RINSO, SPRY
LEVER Brothers Co., New York, has appointed Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather and Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, to handle the Rinso
and Spry advertising, respectively, effective Jan. 2. Lever Brothers has
withdrawn these accounts [Closed Circuit, Sept. 28] from Ruthrauff
& Ryan, New York, which had
★'
handled Rinso advertising for 25 sponsors Arthur Godfrey, along
years and Spry for 17 years.
with Pepsodent (McCann-E rickson) on CBS Radio and Big Town.
The combined billings of both acThe reason for this latest shift
counts is said to be about $9 million, with 60 % of that advertising
is said to be due to a personal dispute among top level executives
budget going into radio and telewith the agency and advertiser.
vision. Ruthrauff & Ryan, however, will continue to handle the
Canadian
advertising of Lever
Brothers.
REBROADCAST RULE
This move on the part of the
Effective Date Delayed
soap company marks the second
major account that Ruthrauff &
Ryan has lost this year. The first FOR the third time, the FCC postponed for 30 days to Nov. 1 the
big blow came when Dodge Div.
effective date of its bitterly-conof the Chrysler Corp. went over
tested rebroadcast rules.
to Grant Adv. early last spring.
No reason was given for the deAgency Since Start
lay in putting into operation the
R & R handled Spry from the controversial regulation which was
adopted May 14 and scheduled to
time of its inception around 1935.
The first advertising budget for go into effect July 1 [B*T, May
the account was allocated to a 19]. It is presumed, however, that
network radio show entitled Aunt
the Commission staff is still studyJenny on CBS. The program, on
ing petitions from NARTB, CBS
the air for the product for the and NBC for repeal of the rule.
past 17 years, is still on the same
In summary, the rule proposed
network. It currently is heard five that stations must permit the retimes weekly, 12:15-30 p.m. on broadcast of its signals upon reCBS Radio. Spry also participates
quest unless a good and sufficient
in alternate sponsorship with Surf reason existed to deny permission.
on Hawkins Falls on NBC-TV,
The new regulation would also re5-5:15 p.m. five times weekly.
quire stations which denied requests
Latter product is handled by N. for rebroadcast rights to file withW. Ayer & Son. In addition, Spry,
in 10 days a statement of its
along with Rinso, underwrites the reasons for denial with the FCC.
This would result in the pirating
Big Town program on CBS-TV,
Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m.
of programs and put an undue burRinso, which has been with R &
den on refusing stations, it was
alleged.
R for the past 25 years, currently

TO

In Member

BAB
Service Post

APPOINTMENT of Claude Barrere as director of member service
of BAB was announced last week
by Bureau President William B.
Ryan.tiveThe
Oct. 1. appointment was effecMr. Barrere, for the past five
years head of his own program
sales organization, formerly was
manager of syndicated sales for
XBC's Radio Recording Division
and also served as assistant promotion (now
manager of
NBC's WEAF
New York
WNBC).
He is secretary of the Radio &
Television Executives Society, the
new organization formed through
the merger of the Radio Executives
Club of New York and the American Television Society, both of
which he also served as secretary.
In his BAB post he will be responsible for membership promotion and service.
Willys-Overland

Buy

OPENING 23d consecutive year on
CBS Radio Oct. 19, weekly 1%
hour broadcasts of New York Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra will
be sponsored by Willys-Overland
Motor Corp., Toledo (Sunday,
2:30-4 p.m. EST). Contract for
the 28-week series was announced
by Ward M. Canaday, president of
Willys - Overland, and Adrian
Murphy, CBS Radio president. The
Philharmonic has been unsponsored on CBS Radio since 1949.
Prior to that it was sponsored
from May 1943 through April 1947
by U. S. Rubber Co., and by
Standard Oil Co. (N. J.) in 19481949. Agency for Willys is Ewell &
Thurber Assoc., Toledo.
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FM
AMTO
RADIO
revenue.4
in 1951 was
the theirION
MILL
owned and operated
stations)
was $47.4
million, off 3.7% from
$450
1950.
highest in history — $450.4 million, plummeted 46.8% below 1950's
Though income of the industry
a 1.3% increase over revenue in profit margin — to $10.1 million.
7.
Total income of all other stations
as a whole sagged in 1951, *the
1950 — according to the official
*
financial report released last week
by the FCC.
TABLE II
Of the $450.4 million total reveo
AVERAGE
BROADCAST
EXPENSE
PER
STATION
OF 2,063 RADIO STATIONS CLASSIFIED c BY
nue of seven radio networks and
TOTAL BROADCAST REVENUES
2,241 stations, $404.5 million was
Stations with Broadcast Revenues of:
from time sales and $44.6 million
Over $500,000 $100,000- $500,000 Less than
Type
of
Expense
from sale of programs or program
$100,000
services. (The approximately $1.2
s3
c
c3
^_
3
O
O
0
million difference between the
E<
c<
E
<
$450.4 million total and the sum of
a. 0
19.2
Stations serving as outlets for nation-wide networks time and program sales was revea. o
Technical
nue reported by 66 independent
16.8
17.5
Program
257,540
31.0
32.8
it
$121,119
Selling
$12,185
FM stations and was not broken
53,418
$ 29,050
13.2
15.0
12.0
20,778
37.2
5
«91,029
7,589
25,963
32.1
General
and
Administrative
37.2
222,133
36.0
down between time and program
100.0
22,840
Total
64,203
100.0
100.0
sales.)
$691,821
$172,634
Average broadcast revenues
$63,392
Local time sales in 1951 — $214.5
U°
per
station
$907,549
$200,680
«.
oo
$68,648
million — showed a healthy gain of Average broadcast income 3
per station
5.6% over that class of business in Number
621
of Stations
396
$215,728
$ 28,046
Stations not serving as outlets for nation-wide networks $ 5,256
1950. Spot time sales were $119.5
Technical
16.9
18.1
92
million in 1951, up 0.6%. National
16.2
25,774
35.8
Selling
18.2
$120,311
31.4
254,571
49,779
network time sales fell off 9.6% to Program,
$10,178
15.8
13.0
129,730
25,109
32.9
36.0
18,569
206,674
General and Administrative
20,319
$113.9 million. Regional network
58,168
100.0
36.6
Total
100.0
29.1
7,356
100.0
sales were up 17.7 % to $4.6 million
$158,830
$711,286
$56,422
and miscellaneous network sales up Average broadcast revenues
per
station
$176,136
30.1% to $3.8 million. (Figures for Average broadcast income 3
$870,192
$59,390
local and spot are before deduction
per ofstation
Number
stations
655
275
$158,906
of commissions to agencies and
$ 17,306
1 Stations included have time sales of 24$25,000 or more. Excludes 66 FM-only$ 2,968
stations.
representatives.)
- Excludes owned and operated stations of networks.
Despite the increase in gross
3 Before Federal income tax.
■a .2
business, total radio profit (before
* * *
federal income tax) dropped to
TABLE III ■a.S
$57.5 million, 15.7% below income
for 1950.
AVERAGE CLASSIFIED
PER RADIO BY
STATION
BROADCAST
INCOME " IN 1951
YEAR LICENSED ANDREVENUES
BY CLASSANDANDBROADCAST
TIME OF STATION
The total revenues of radio in
Average per station 1951
1951 far outdistanced those of TV
Class and time of
1951
station
Number of stations
Broadcast revenues" At
—$450.4 million to $235.7— but
Broadcast income 2
there was not as big a gap between
5a
the two as far as profits were concerned. TV profits in 1951 (before
o>^> >■D
4ITO
federal income taxes) were $41.6
■j a
million, almost three-fourths of the
_ o
radio earnings last year. [For full
Clear channel:
TV financial report, see B«T, Aug.
50 Unlimited
kw
•Si c
60
2
25].
Part-time
$1,061,582
4
2
148.482
996,073
Income of the four national and
$228,415
5 to 25 Kw
Unlimited
17
200,126
389,024
three regional radio networks (and
71,178
(6,605)
Part-time
3
3
296,063
175,482
72,338
28,349
31
Regional:
149,479
Unlimited
226
368
302,197
55,832
189,753
Part-time
10,691
36
17,917
TABLE I
85,971
Local:
295
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND INUnlimited
481
17,671
128,723
7,313
77,220
COME OF NETWORKS AND STATIONS OF
113
Day All
and stations
part-time 29111
66,577
63,378
RADIO 1 AND TELEVISION BROADCAST
7,122
95,550
1,584
294,555
SERVICES
4,139
53,574
7,517
' Before Federal income804tax. 1,139
1950-1951
*
*
Per Cent Increase
or (Decrease)
TABLE IV
Service 1951
1950
In 1951
($ Millions)
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME OF FM STATIONS
Total Broadcast Revenues
1951
1950
Radio $450.4 $444.5 1.3
Number of
Amount
Number of Amount
Television 235.7
105.9 122.6
Item
Stations (Millions) Stations (Millions)
Industry Total $686.1 $550.4 24.7
FM stations operated by:
Total Broadcast Expenses
AM licensees:
Total FM Broadcast Revenues
Radio $392.9 $376.3 4.4
Reporting
no
FM
revenues
1
381
...
420
Television 194.1
115.1 68.6
Reporting FM revenues
179
$1.8
163
$1.4
Non-AM
licensees
66
1.2
86
1.4
Industry Total $587.0 $491.4 19.5
Total
FM
stations
626
3.0
669
2.8
Broadcast Income
FM stations operated by:
Total FM Broadcast Expenses
(before Federal Income Tax)
Non-AM licensees
66
$3.0
86
$4.0
Radio" $ 57.5 $ 68.2 (15.7)
Industry total
1
1
Television- 41.6 (9.2)
Industry Total $ 99.1 $ 59.0 68.0
FM stations operated by:
Total FM Broadcast Income (before Federal Income Tax)
Non-AM licensees
66 (1.8) 86
(2.6)
( ) Denotes loss.
Industry total
1
1
1 Includes AM and FM broadcasting.
( ) Denotes loss.
2 Networksations engaging
in
joint
radio-TV
operhave indicated that certain overhead
1 In
view of from
the difficulty
a joint AM-FM
FM operation
expense
separately
AM stationin operation
expense,operation
licensees inofallocating
such stations
were not required
expenses not readily allocable between
to
report
FM
station
expense
separately.
As
a
result,
FM
industry
totals
for
expense
and
radio and television, have been charged to
income are not available. AM-FM licensees, however, were requested to report separately
radio. To the extent that this has occurred,
the revenues, if any, attributable to FM station operation if such data were readily availthe above figures may understate radio inIn only a few instances did AM-FM licensees state they were unable to segregate
the FM able.revenues.
come and overstate television income.
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percentage of stations reporting
losses was the smallest since 1946.
Only 24% of the some 2,200 AM
stations were in the red in 1951.
Most of them (77%) were postWorld War II stations. Of the 66
FM-only stations, 60 lost money
in 1951.
Being in a TV market didn't help
last year. Thirty-one per cent of
the AM stations in television markets lost money; only 21%, in nonTV areas were in the red. As a
class, AM stations unaffiliated with
networks and in TV markets were
hardest
money. hit: 36.5% of them lost
About half of all radio stations
had total revenue of less than
$100,000 each. The average profits
in this revenue group were $5,000
for network affiliates and $3,000
for independents. Forty-four per
cent of all stations took in revenues between $100,000 and $500,000 each, with average profits running $28,000 for affiliates and $17,000 for independents. Six per cent
(116) stations reported revenue of
moreSt than half a million dollars
each, and their average earnings
were $216,000 for affiliates and
$159,000 for independents. (Profits
are before federal income tax.)
Radio broadcasters have invested a total of $254,731,197 in their
plants (tangible broadcast property). The 65 clear channel stations with 50 kw have an average
capital investment in such property of $558,000. The average investment in plant for the 54 stations of 5-25 kw is $223,000, for
the 1,047 regionals of 500 w to 5
kw, $120,000, and for the 995 100250 w locals, $50,500. (All figures before depreciation.)

Simplified Form
THE FCC last week
to amend the form
which networks and
make their annual

Planned
proposed
324 upon
licensees
financial

reports.
The proposed form would
be a simplified version of the
present one. The following
would be eliminated: Schedule 1A, "Analysis of Notes
and Accounts Payable";
Schedule IB, "Contingent Accounts"; Note 1 of Schedule
7 (page 12),
"Analysis
Broadcast
Expenses
(contin-of
ued)";ofandTime
Schedule
9, "An-to f
alysis
Devoted
Rule making procedures
Networks."
are required to amend the re- j
port form. The FCC said that
interested parties may obtain
copies of the proposed form
on request to the Office of
Reports and Information.
October 6, 1952
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Text of NBC
UTby
REPORTING
acceptance
RATE100% C
its affiliates, NBC put its new radio
rate-and-discount structure into effect last Wednesday and ABC radio
appeared set to put its own plan
into operation shortly. This leaves
MBS as the only national radio network yet to follow suit on the
changes initiated by CBS Radio in
August.
The question of Mutual's approach to the problem was surveyed at a meeting of the MBS
board last Tuesday, but action was
deferred pending completion of
analysis of the plans announced by
CBS Radio, NBC and ABC (see
MBS board story, page 28).
NBC's report of 100% approval
of its plan by affiliates made it the
second network to get unanimous
acceptance. CBS Radio had won
over the last of its holdouts only
a few weeks earlier. NBC stations'
acceptance this time was in marked
contrast to their reaction to two
earlier NBC plans for time-cost
reductions, both of which were
thwarted by affiliate opposition. In
neither of those cases, however, did
NBC have a cut by a rival network
to use as a "sales tool" on its own
affiliates.

New NBC Plan
Details of the new NBC plan
[B*T, Sept. 8, et seq.] — providing
for an approximate 25% reduction
in evening net time charges; about
4%. increase in Monday-throughFriday morning time costs, and an
average 8% cut in Saturday and
Sunday morning time charges —
were outlined by NBC Sales Vice
President John K. Herbert in letters sent Wednesday to advei-tisers
and agencies, along with copies of
the network's revised discount
structure (see text at right).
Mr. Herbert said, in part:
"We have placed principal emphasis on substantial weekly dollar
volume discounts because we believe that they provide maximum
flexibility in covering varied types
of network purchase. With such
discounts, the value of using NBC's
network facilities for seasonal advertising and special saturation
campaigns becomes even more pronounced; and it becomes economically attractive for all advertisers
to expand station lineups progressively in the light of their particular advertising requirements.
"At the same time, the yearround advertiser receives optimum
discount benefits. We feel that the
values of our discount approach are
particularly striking in comparison
with a discount system based on
annual volume."
In addition to the weekly dollar
volume discounts [for details, see
text], the plan provides that "an
annual rebate of 10% for 52 consecutive weeks of broadcasting will
be allowed on the gross time billing
on all facilities used during the
Page 30
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rebate year, except on such facilities as are discontinued prior to
the end of the rebate year."
Instead of taking weekly discounts and annual rebate, an advertiser spending $1 million or
more per year on NBC may take
a 47.75% discount on gross time
billing for programs originating
from 6 p.m. to midnight New York
time (including rebroadcasts of
such programs).
Mr. Herbert also called attention
to NBC's revised "contiguous
rate" plan for combination day
and night purchases, whereby an
advertiser buying at least a 15minute strit), plus another period
of at least 15 minutes, will receive
the lower "contiguous rate" on today. tal program time within any one

Referring to this feature — first
sale under which General Foods
purchased a 15-minute MondayFriday strip starring Bob Hope,
along with an evening half-hour
also featuring Mr. Hope [B»T,
Sept. 29] — Mr. Herbert asserted:
"Under this new policy, a daytime strip advertiser can buy an
evening period or strip at very substantial savings; and conversely,
an evening advertiser can add daytime programming to his NBC
schedule on an economic basis. By
extending these contiguous rate
benefits, we are seeking to develop
for advertisers the combined and
complementary advantages of daytime and evening radio as a lowcost, effective means of reaching

1686

MBS D*°" icU°"
tremendous unduplicated and diversified audiences."
By fectputting
its newNBCplanmissed
into efon Wednesday,
its
original target date of Sept. 29
by two days. There had been no
indication, however, that any major holdup would develop. A week
earlier, officials had foreseen "virates. tually 100%" acceptance by affili-

One of the last "holdouts," it
was understood, was KOB Albuco-owned FCC
by Time
magazine andquerque,
former
Chairman
Wayne Coy. Network spokesmen
attributed KOB's delay, at least
in part, to illness which prevented
Mr. Coy's familiarizing himself
with details of the plan at an earlier date.
Exact date when ABC planned
to put its new structure into effect
had not been decided late last week.
The original goal had been Oct. 1.
Station acceptances were said to be
coming in satisfactorily and officials
reported no doubt it would be put
into operation in the near future.
A major delaying factor was said
to be the problem of maintaining
quick liaison between the network's New York headquarters and
the West Coast, where President
Robert E. Kintner and top officials
were conferring after a regional
meeting with Pacific and Mountain
states affiliates. There was speculation that in putting its plan
into effect, the network might make
the changes retroactive to Oct. 1,
its original target date.

jWerim

MERLIN HALL AYLESWORTH,
first president of NBC and originator of many of the enduring policies
and practices of network bi'oadcasting, died last Tuesday in St.
Luke's Hospital, New York, after

TEXT of NBC radio's revision of
its rate - and - discount structure,
which became effective Oct. 1
(Parenthetical page references below supplied by NBC and refer to
network's printed form) :
AMENDMENTS TO RATE CARD #34
NBC RADIO NETWORK
Effective Oct. 1, 1952, Rate Card
#34 is amended by the changes shown
below in the sections entitled "Rate
Classifications" (page 4) and "Commissions, Discounts and Rebates"
(pages 11-12). However, if such
changes result in an increase in the
total net time cost for a program
ordered prior to Oct. 1, 1952, the effectiveness of such provisions will be
deferred
in their entirety
respect
to
that program
until thewith
expiration
of six months from Oct. 1, 1952, and
during such six month period the rate
classifications and discount and rebate
structures provided in Rate Card #34
will apply to such program.
RATE CLASSIFICATIONS
All rates quoted on local time.
Fractional rates do not apply to
Hawaiian or Philippine stations. WLW rates in hours
other than network option time
on request.
Evening
Gross Rates — 6:00 p.m. to
11:00 p.m.
As listed in Rate Card #34, with
amendments effective prior to Oct.
1, 1952.
Daytime
6:00 p.m.Gross Rates — 8:00 a.m. to
One half of evening gross rates,
divided by 0.9 (equivalent to 11.11%
increase). Daytime gross rates for
Canadian and Philippine stations
are one-half of evening gross rates.
Transition Rates (service available
(Continued on page 36)

iiall gplestoortf)

a lengthy illness. He was 66.
When Mr. Aylesworth assumed
the
radiopresidency
network of
at the
the world's
time offirst
its
formation, Sept. 9, 1926, no one
knew
anything
about network

. . rMr. Aylesworth before the microphone in the early days of NBC.

Plan

J
.
'

„
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broadcasting and even he lacked
any radio experience. "I've come
clean to my job," he said at the
time, "with no experience and no
prejudices. I am literally starting from the bottom at the top."
On Nov. 15, 1926, NBC began
regular daily operations, premised
on the belief that network programs, of better quality than any
individual station could provide,
would encourage more people to
join the radio audience. In 1936,
when Mr. Aylesworth resigned as
president to become head of Radio- — ],
Keith-Orpheum Corp., which had
been reorganized under his supervision while he was still with NBC,
network radio was an established
part of American life and a major
power mentinand advertising
the nation'sindustries.
entertainThe original network objective
was outlined in 1926 by Mr. Aylesworth in words that are just as
true today: "To find what program
gives the fullest measure of service to the public; to establish the
(Continued on page 80)
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WLAC

chalks

up

another

first

When WLAG's election returns indicated that the Hon. Frank G. Clement had won Tennessee's
recent Gubernatorial Primary, Mr. Clement turned from his radio and said . . . "I'm ready for
that WLAC microphone."
WLAC was ready too. Standing by in the candidate's hotel suite, WLAC's Esso Reporter
staged another scoop with an exclusive pickup of the nominee's first acknowledgment of victory.
As in every election year for the past 25 years, listeners wanted to know . . . "how does
WLAC get returns 30 minutes ahead of everyone else" . . .
Congressman

airs

victory

Since first campaigning over WLAC 12 years ago, J.
Percy Priest, Democratic Whip of the U. S. House of
Representatives shown acknowledging his 7 th consecutive victory, has made WLAC his first port of call on
election night.
Whether it's a Public Service assignment . . . or a job
of selling merchandise . . . WLAC programs with personalities who know how to attract and hold radio
listeners . . . best . . .

WLAC
CBS

RADIO

50,000

WATTS

NASHVILLE, TENN.
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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NARTB

Plans

Study

N. Y. AWRT GROUP
First Fall Meet Today
FIRST FALL business meeting of
the New York chapter of American
Women in Radio & Television will
be held today (Monday) in New
York's Hotel Warwick after a 7
p.m. dinner. Duncan McDonald,
DuMont TV Network supervisor
of women's programs, AWRT chapter president, will preside.
Highlight will be a political debate featuring spokesmen of the
two major parties. Sen. A. S. Monroney (D-Okla.), head of the speakers bureau of the Democratic National Committee, will support the
Gov. Stevenson faction, while New
Jersey State Senator Malcolm S.
Forbes, chairman of N. J. Citizens
for Eisenhower & Nixon and associate publisher of Forbes Magasize of Business, argues the Republican cause. Pauline Frederick,
ABC news commentator, will be
moderator.

STABILITY of radio station
radio stations in North Carolina
Shafto, WIS Columbia, S. C, chairRADIO'S
STABILITY
man of the resolutions committee.
has increased fivefold. He found
operation as a business enterprise
Other members were Cecil Hoskins,
will be shown by a nationwide
an encouraging trend in the instudy to be undertaken by NARTB,
WWNC Asheville, N. C, and Philcreasing number of stations mainlip P. Allen, WLVA Lynchburg,
taining fulltime news staffs.
delegates of District 4 (Va., N.
Va.
C, S. C, D. C.) were told at their
Jim Reed, WPTF, criticized the
Mr. Fellows described a series
Thursday-Friday meeting at Hotel
sports radio network maintained
Carolina, Pinehurst, N. C.
of NARTB projects, including the
by Duke U., out of Durham. Broadcasters should do their own pickDespite the piling up of intra- plan to bring about lower insurance
rates
for
stations
through
uniform
ups, he said. He predicted that
industry competition, development
practices and a group underwriting
of TV, increased operating costs
the practice could lead to an unhealthy situation in which colleges
and rising pressures from other ad- proposal.
would limit coverage to post-games
vertising media, a pilot study conCampaign of NARTB in cooperahandouts issued by their own press
tion with National Assn. of Radio
ducted by NARTB indicates that
broadcasting will be revealed as & Television News Directors to agents with the admonition, "use
one of the more solid among
break down arbitrary deadline practhis or nothing."
American commercial institutions.
tices prejudicial to radio and teleUntrained Newsmen
vision
was
described
by
F.
0.
CarActual field work to show radio's
Jack
Knell, WBT Charlotte,
ver, WSJS, who is leading the fight.
standing in the U. S. economic
warned against allowing compicture will get under way in a Mr. Carver spoke during a news
mentaries by untrained news perpanel moderated by J. Edgar Kirk,
fortnight, NARTB President Harsonnel. This could put stations in
old E. Fellows told District 4 dele- WPTF Raleigh, N. C.
a bad spot this year, he said, forcThe deadline formula, adopted
gates. He introduced Richard Aling them to give a lot of time to
lerton, NARTB research director,
under newspaper pressure more
political groups entitled to answer
who is taking over direction of than a decade ago, specifies 7 a.m.
inexperienced commentators.
Mary Marshall Named
and 7 p.m. as morning and evening
the project, one of the most extenrelease
hours.
Mr.
Carver
said
the
Robert K. Richards NARTB as- HEART OF AMERICA chapter of
sive in the association's history.
sistant to the president, showed
American Women in Radio and
evening hour was especially harmSurvey Details
ful to radio and TV because it delegates a proposed questionnaire
Television, meeting in St. Louis
designed to serve as basis of an
Besides going into the solidity keeps many news items off 6 p.m.
Sept. 27-28, elected Mary Louise
analysis of station news practices
of radio, the survey will show how
newscasts. He said the wire servMarshall, WOC-AM-TV Davenport,
and trends.
broadcasters have improved their
ices have agreed to explore a more
Iowa, women's commentator, as
product in recent years. FurtherRichard P. Doherty, NARTB emrealistic formula.
president, and named the following
more, it will present a careful
advisory committee: Doris Murphy,
ploye-employer relations director,
analysis of the whole radio rate
"This formula puts radio's birthaddressed the Thursday afternoon
KM A Shenandoah, Iowa; Anne
structure and portray trends in
right into a mess of porridge,"
meeting on labor problems and
Hayes, KCMO Kansas City; Betty
economics of station management.
rate-card practices.
Mr. Carver said, terming it "obsoBarnett, KSD-TV St. Louis, and
lete and adopted when radio was
An informal study of rate cards
William T. Stubblefield, station Janice Wardman, WOC-AM-TV.
relations director, led a discussion
conducted recently by Mr. Aller- in its news infancy." Few stations
The chapter includes Iowa, Nehad full news departments at that of association membership probton showed that stations in genbraska, Missouri, North Dakota,
lems.
eral are underpricing their five- time, he added, and the number of
South Dakota, and Kansas.
minute rates in comparison with
their quarter-hour periods as well
as quarter-hours in relation to
hourly charges.
In conducting the nationwide
analysis of the broadcast medium,
" '51
ADVERTISING expenditures for August
period, SA
1952 gross
forS
the
™July inM^
LE
one of the nation's top manageover
billings will also be
Kfigured TI
ORtime
radioME
and television
networks
was
NE
andTW
TV network
ment-research firms is to do the radio
reduced when the July conven$215,650,442, a 12.1% gain over
field work under Mr. Allerton's su- at gross rates, before discounts,
tion expenditures are included
the
$192,384,984
gross
for
the
same
are running more than 12 % ahead
pervision. The project was author[B»T,
Sept. 22].
eight months of 1951. The cumuized several months ago by the of last year, according to data
Itemized comparison, network by
lative
1952
figures
will
be
further
NARTB board. Preliminary work
issued last week by Publishers In- ahead of 1951 when data on the network, for radio and TV expenstarted at once, leading up to the
formation Bureau.
ditures, this August and the first
radio-TV network sponsorship of
pilot studies.
In
August,
the network radiothe national political conventions
eight
months
of this year comTypical cities and markets all TV gross was
$23,673,765, up
by Admiral Corp., Philco Corp.
pared to the same month and
around the country have been se- 12.2% from the $21,090,965 gross
and Westinghouse Electric Corp.
eight-month period of last year,
lected. The research-management
are available. The lead of August
is contained in the following tables:
of August 1951. For the Januaryanalysts will penetrate all phases
of station operation. Identity of
stations and markets will not be
NETWORK RADIO
NETWORK TELEVISION Jan. -Aug.
Jan. Aug.
Jan. -Aug.
revealed, of course. Mr. Allerton
Jon. -Aug.
1951
ABC
1952
1952
1951
will go into the field this week to ABC
Aug. 1952
Aug. 1951
CBS
Aug. 1952
Aug. 1951
i 11,174,614
21,863,182
get the project underway.
12,827,324
1,166,169
23,768,234
$
2,281,852
2,210,352
1,444,593
CBS
24,238,538
47,987,561
36,886,518
41,720,268
4,440,261
3,991,490
5,105,929
3,734,551
763,071
DuMont
11,537,124
The research will develop prin- MBS
1,325,059
1 ,329,375
12,927,015
845,780
NBC
NBC
37,537,629
30,400,973
5,988,966
3,808,906
3,338,843
ciples of profitable radio station
51,131,144
33,577,340
Total
4,468,996
5,618,643
3,359,856
Total
$ 10,937,244 $ 11,788,894 $103,982,740 $118,925,496
operation for guidance of broad$ 12,736,521 $ 9,302,071 $111,667,702 $ 73,459,488
casters in the period of increasing
NETWORK RADIO TOTALS TO DATE
NETWORK TELEVISION TOTALS TO DATE
ABC
competition.
CBS
MBS
NBC
Total
ABC
CBS
DuM
NBC
Total
May
Jan.
Harold Essex, WSJS WinstonJan. $ 2,020,461 $ 5,074,643 $ 717,148 $ 7,259,307 $ 15,071,559
3,301,479 $ 4,161,397 % 1,699,282 4,357,353
Feb.
$ 14,519,511
Salem, N. C, district director,
3,994,018
13,560,894
Feb. 2,148,467 5,103,043 748,544 6,813,549 14,813,603
3,177,970 4,788,507 1,600,399
Mar.
Mar. 2,065,052 5,643,123 760,593 7,320,358 15,789,126
3,355,715 5,154,077 1,826,527 4,184,074
presided at the sessions. He said July
14,520,393
4,078,593 13,948,063
3,244,146
Apr.
Apr. 1,699,760 5,641,831 738,926 6,946,751 15,027,268
4,943,400
1,681,924
the meeting was being held at a June
3,323,092 4,963,794 1,821,571 3,861,882 13,970,339
May 1,504,043 5,602,634 775,063 6,822,982 14,704,722
3,001,314
1,632,977 3,708,014
crucial period for both radio and Aug.
June
1,279,985 5,385,820 749,497 5,794,534* 13,209,836*
2,082,666
1,339,276 2,878,196
July 1,166,169
943,387 4,163,245
television, noting that swarms of
Aug.
5,105,929 653,415
845,780 4,555,020*
5,618,643 10,315,067*
12,736,521
2,281,852 4,629,254*
3,991,490 1,325,059 3,338,843 12,971,559*
10,937,244
3,254,599* $12,927,015 $30,400,973 $103,982,740
new radio stations have taken the Total $23,768,234 $36,886,518
Total $12,827,324 $41,720,268 $ 5,988,966 $51,131,144 $111,667,702
9,554,737*
air in the last few years and tele'Revited as of August 26, 1952.
vision now faces the same prospect.
NOTE: Cumulative totals for all radio and television networks but
grams
Mr. Essex named G. Richard
Electric sponsored
Corporationby Admiral Corp, Philco Corp, and Westinghouse
Mutual still do not include July National Political Convention proPage 32
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for

every

penny!

delivers

less

hear

on

OF THE

busses.

Cincinnatians

program

AIR:

per

In addition

BONUS

Simulcast of a WKRC-AM
program,

$1

gives

outstanding
MAGAZINE

buying

than

WKRC-FM

nati's most popular diskjockey shows. No idle adlibs between records, but
planned bits of information
of interest to housewives.

ALONG

WKRC-FM's

KXOK-FM

also
good

available

KCMO - FM — Kansas City
WWDC - FM —Washington D. C.
WTOA-FM — Trenton

BROADCASTING

music,

WKRC-FM

they like to
offers

such

THE

LINES:

SERVICE:

A novel series of two minute

Radio's newest idea for sell-

featurettes. Descriptive narration about historical land-

ing through a public service

marks along the city's bus
lines. Riders learn interesting facts about places they

approach. Builds good-will
among club, school and
church organizations. Wins
buy!
friends,
influences people to

see "along the lines."

drug merchandising

Drug

AT YOUR

Stores in Greater

tie-up with
Cincinnati.

For joe Man
on

these

stations:

— St. Louis

WBUZ

of entertainment

as:

able prizes, sponsors win
customers and open new accounts. Aproved success.

Write for Full Details . . . Or Call Your

other

and

SELLS ! Bus riders win valu-

Check

Radio

to news

BASKET:

sixty-five Hy-Pure

at

thousand!

kind

features

Radio

listeners

the

And "idea" series with a
merchandising twist for
food accounts. It sells and

one of Cincin-

Transit

Transit

WGTR

- FM —Worcester

WKJF — Pittsburgh
KCBO - FM — Des Moines
KTNT — Tacoma

— Bradbury Heights, Md.
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CINCINNATI,

OHS

and all other Transit Radio stations
represented by Forjoe & Co.
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\ssi
w°-9
REPORTS
BOARD
REVIEW
CODE
gested the rescheduling of pro- violations of the decency and de- pliance with the Code and a sincere
NARTB's TV Code Review Board
in the first such action last week
corum in costuming provisions of desire on the part of telecasters to
grams with "drinking and killing" the Code.
It also authorized the bring their operations into conwarned telecasters to take a crit- scenes to hours other than those
when children are watching.
formity with it.
staff to officially answer requests
ical look at programs and comMembers
of the TV Code Review
for
interpretations
of
programs
The
Board's
recommendations
mercials during children's viewing
Board are in addition to Mr. Fetzer:
submitted
by
stations.
It
offered
a
hours and advised them to tighten
also "advise against permitting ad
J. Leonard Reinsch, WSB-TV Atlanta;
libbing on the medium unless the recommendation to the Television
up their scheduling.
Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV MilBoard
that
the
Code
be
amended
station owner has established conIt also recommended that "ad
waukee; E. K. Jett, W MAR-TV Balto
include
a
provision
pertaining
trols
which
will
guard
against
Also present
last Fellows,
week's
libbing" be prohibited unless the
meetingstimore.were:
Haroldat E.
station has established controls to violations of good taste and other
to the humane treatment of aniNARTB president; Judge Justin Miller,
mals.
NARTBi
board
chairman;
Thad
H.
guard against violations of good
Code provisions," John E. Fetzer,
Brown, NARTB TV director, and Mr.
taste.
Bronson.
Many of the subjects about
WKZO Kalamazoo, chairman of the
which the Board took action were
And, stations were urged to Board, explained.
The Board met with the followMr. Fetzer said the New York
prominently publicized before the
eliminate the "pitchman" type of
TV network representatives at
meeting devoted its attention to House Commerce subcommittee in- the ing
selling.
completion of their meetings:
These actions, in the form of examining criticisms of TV provestigating radio-TV programs
CBS — J. L. Van Volkenburg, presisix resolutions which were sent to
[B*T, June 9 et seq.].
gramming which have been redent; Merle S. Jones, vice president
Edward
H.
Bronson,
director
of
ceived by the Board during the last
the TV Code's 94 subscribing stain
charge
of owned stations and
six
months.
TV Code Affairs, reporting on field
tions, were taken at a two-day
general services, and Herbert V.
trips he had made during the last
meeting last week in New York.
In other actions, the Board cauAkerberg, stations relations vice
tioned station owners regarding
months, said he found general comIn essence, the Code Board recpresident. ABC — Alexander Stroommended that stations exercise
nach Jr., vice president; Grace
more case in the scheduling of soList Grows Swiftly;
Johnsen, continuity acceptance dicalled mystery and crime programs
rector. NBC — Edward D. Madden,
Is
it
Merrill?
operations and sales vice president;
during children's viewing hours. It FCC VACANCY
also urged caution in the selection
Charles R. Denny, vice president.
of commercial announcements durWHILE reports persisted last week that President Truman intended to DuMont — Chris J. Witting, direcfill the FCC vacancy created by the resignation last month of Robert
ing those times, particularly in retor and general manager.
gard to the type of commercial and
F. Jones, it was apparent that he had not yet settled on his selection.
the product advertised. It also sugWith and without the consent of the principals, a dozen names were
being bandied about for the interim *
enterprises and former chairman
appointment. But there was logical
EMPIRE STATE
WORLD'S SHOW
of the board of Mutual; Frank
speculation that the President
Xmas Gift to Affiliates
might have difficulty in finding a King, president and general manSite Specification Seen
ager of Florida Broadcasting Co.
qualified "business man" who would
ATTEMPT of an Irish policeman
PRIVILEGE of all television and
(
WMBR
AM
TV)
Jacksonville,
accept
the
short
term
interim
apin a big city tenement district to
Fla., and Neal McNaughten,
radio applicants to specify the Empointment.
deal with the delinquency problems
pire State Bldg. as their New York
One
old
name
—
that
of
Eugene
NARTB
engineering
director
and
on his beat is the subject of Christtransmitter and antenna site, as
former FCC broadcast engineer.
Merrill,
Utah
Democrat
—
again
was
mas Lane, half-hour open-end
well as removal of a previously
Mr. Streibert is a Republican, Mr.
strongly broached. There was even
dramatic transcription which will
required $10,000 option to rent
King a Democrat. Other names
be the 1952 Christmas gift of one report from the West Coast
such site, was reported last week.
entourage
of
President
Truman
understood
to
be
on
the
"Dawson
World Broadcasting System to its that the President might announce
The modifications in the buildlist"
include
Fred
Palmer
of
Coaffiliates.
lumbus, radio consultant and
the Merrill appointment in his
ing'snection
policies
to light
in conAnnouncing the program, which
with came
a letter
to FCC
by
scheduled address today (Monday)
former station executive, and
will be released Nov. 15 for use
Charles
W.
Lyon
Jr.,
vice
president
Ralph
Brunton,
former
president
at
Brigham
Young
U.,
Provo.
A
during the holiday season, Robert
for the Empire State Bldg.
Morman, Mr. Merrill now is with
of KQW (now KCBS) San FranW. Friedheim, World vice presiCorp. The letter explained no firm
National Production Authority and
cisco, now retired, and Dr. Frankdent, said just as WBS has made
agreements
have been reached
lin
Dunham,
chief
of
radio-TV,
formerly
was
with
the
Public
Servit a custom to provide stations
U. S. Office of Education.
with prospective applicants for
ice Commission of Utah. He had
with a half-hour open-end dramaAmong non - broadcasters re- uhf Channel 31 in New York but
tic show each Christmas time, it been mentioned previously for FCC
vacancies. A brother Morman,
that the building "is in a position
also is traditional for local and
portedly on the "Dawson list" were
to state that space is available . . .
Rosel H. Hyde, is a Republican
Haraden Pratt, telecommunicaregional advertisers to sponsor
from Idaho.
tions advisor to the President,
adequate to accommodate the anthem every year.
former engineering executive of
The new names, said to have
tenna system, transmitter and anPat O'Brien stars in Christmas
IT&T and its subsidiaries; Rep.
been
delivered
to
Donald
Dawson,
cillary equipment required for the
Lane, now being produced in HollyWhite House administrative asWNEW (New York) uhf television
Lindley Beckworth, Texas Demowood by Herbert Gordon, World
crat who was defeated in the
sistant to the President, were device president, and directed by
presently such
proposed."
It was asindicated
space
primaries for the senatorial seat operation
veloped from various sources after
Henry Hayward.
would
be
available
to
the
successvacated
by
the
veteran
Tom
Conword
had
been
permitted
to
cir*
* *
ful Channel 31 applicant, whether
culate that the President would not
nally, and James Lauderdale,
Washington attorney, formerly
WNEW or another, and that all
be disposed to appoint any staff
executive from the FCC but would
counsel of the Public Utilities Comapplicants may specify the site
mission and afterward identified
without formal negotiations with
prefer a business man, notably
with emergency agencies.
one schooled in communications.
the building at this time. It was
also pointed out other services,
The
appointment
would
be
on
a
Immediately following Mr. Jones'
such as AM and FM stations or
resignation on Sept. 19 to return
recess basis or until Congress contaxicab radio, might specify the
to private law practice, the names
venes in January- Then the President would determine whether he site in applications to FCC. Under
of both Assistant Secretary Wilwould nominate the same individrevised policy, none need pay the
liam P. Massing and General Counual for the balance of the Jones
sel Benedict P. Cottone had been
$10,000 rental option which heretotenure, which ends June 30, 1954.
prominently mentioned. At one
fore was not returnable if the appoint it appeared to be all set for or would nominate some other inplicant was unsuccessful, it was
dividual. The nomination would be
Mr. Massing's
explained.
became
crossed. elevation but wires
subject to confirmation by the
The were
changes
in the
Senate. With a new President as- policy
In the quest for a practical
advanced
by building's
Mr. Lyon
broadcaster, Washington sources
suming office Jan. 20, it was doubtfollowing
three
months
of
negotiaful whether the Senate would be
heard such imposing names as
tions by Washington radio attorney
those of Theodore C. Streibert,
disposed to act upon any Truman
HERBERT GORDON, (I) World
Paul A. O'Bryan of Dow, Lohnes
nominations. Customarily, in such
president of General Telecasting
& Albertson, WNEW counsel, and
vice president in. charge of production of the special Christmas show,
it has awaited the pleas- consulting engineer Frank G. Kear
System, newly created TV sub- instances,
ure of the new chief executive.
of Kear & Kennedy, Washington.
and its star, Pat O'Brien.
sidiary of the O'Neil-Mutual-WOR
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Here's
the
Package

that

Sells

Seattle

. . -

The KRSC Salemaker spot package is sales dynamite
in the profitable Seattle market. Terrific all-day, allweek impact. More listeners per dollar — moves merchandise right now! For Salemaker facts call or wire
KRSC National Sales or our nearest rep:
EAST: Geo. W. Clark, Inc.
WEST: Lee F. O'Connell Co., Los Angeles
Western Radio Sales, San Francisco

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

sells all the big
Seattle market
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Name
CBS

Fetzer Chairman,

AFFILIATES

Confer on 'Mandates1
CBS AFFILIATES last Monday selected John E. Fetzer, WKZO Kalamazoo, as permanent chairman and began groundwork for permanent
organization of the committee [Closed Circuit, Sept. 29]. The group
met at Chicago's Ambassador Hotel East.
Mr. Fetzer, member of the CBS ★
Radio Affiliates Committee since
ecutives periodically on this subits inception, reject, comprises Mr. Patt; Saul
places the interim
Haas, KIRO Seattle, and Neil
chairman, George
Cline, representing Vic Sholis,
B. Storer of
WHAS Louisville.
Storer BroadcastAfter a morning session, the
ing Co., who regroup conferred with Adrian
signed all indusMurphy, CBS Radio president and
try activity
Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS station
because of his
relations vice president. CBS exechealth.
utives reportedly briefed the memThe group,
bers
on NBC's rate cut, pointing
which probably
out that it is dissimilar to the CBS
Mr. Fetzer
will select its own
Radio reduction and that NBC
chairman in the near future, ac- contracts make additional rate adcepted what Mr. Fetzer termed a
justments possible at the expense
of affiliated stations. They report"mandate"
for
it
to
form
a
permanent committee. Mr. Fetzer is an
edly claimed no such loophole in
CBS contracts.
ex-officio member of the organization committee and will work with
Messrs. Murphy and Akerberg
Hulbert Taft, WKRC Cincinnati;
were understood to have told memJohn Patt, Goodwill Stations, and
bers that the network would report
Kenyon Brown, KWFT Wichita
to the stations new developments
Falls.
in costs and rates as they occur.
John Poole, counsel for Storer
Group's
first
report
probably
will
be returned within a month.
Broadcasting who served as legal
The committee also will follow
adviser in the affiliates sessions;
William Quarton, WMT Cedar
another "mandate" that it possibly obtain qualitative as well as
Rapids; I. R. Lounsberry, WGR
quantitative research from CBS.
Buffalo; and Messrs. Fetzer, Patt,
Research and promotion commitCline, Taft, Brown and Haas attended the Chicago meeting.
tee, which will meet with CBS ex-

TELEVISION

OR

RADIO

TOWERS

FOR

ZIDELL
MACHINERY & SUPPLY CO.
3121 S. W. MOODY ST.
PORTLAND 1, OREGON
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KOB

STATUS
Action Is Nearer

MOVE to finally settle the 11year-old KOB Albuquerque situation was made by the FCC last
week. It came in the course of
actine on the station's request to
amend its application seeking a
license for 770 kc with 50 kw to
show its new ownership by Time
Inc. and Wayne Coy.
In memorandum opinion and order, to which Comr. Edward M.
Webster dissented, the Commission: (1) Acceded to the request of
KOB to amend its application to
show its new owners; (2) denied
a request by ABC, whose WJZ is
licensed on 770 kc, to dismiss the
application and (3) removed the
case from the pending file to proceed "as expeditiously as possible"
to render a proposed decision.
KOB is officially licensed on 1030
kc with 10 kw. Due to a NARBA
complication in 1941, the FCC ordered itto move to 770 kc, on which
frequency it has been operating
ever since under temporary special
service authorizations. It is using
50 kw daytime, 25 kw nighttime.

SALE

DISMANTLED . . . ready for immediate shipment ... 2 only 220' high,
galvanized steel towers. Approx 33'
square at the bottom and 3' square at
the top. The legs are 6" x 6" x %"
angle iron. Comes equipped with an
aircraft warning light on top. Sacrifice
price . . . write today . . . Dept. D.

^age 36

SINGER, SMITH
In WOR, MBS Moves
PROMOTIONS of two WOR and
WOR-TV New York engineers, announced Thursday by Earl M.
Johnson, MBS-WOR vice president
in charge of engineering, advance
Charles H. Singer to chief engineer of WOR and WOR-TV and
Newland F. Smith to director of
general engineering; for Mutual,
WOR and WOR-TV.
Mr. Singer, who celebrated his
25th anniversary with WOR Sept.
30, will be responsible for the operation and maintenance of all
technical facilities of the stations.
Mr. Smith, who joined WOR-TV in
1948 after working as a TV engineer for Philco and RCA-Victor,
will supervise preparation, publication and distribution of technical
information and reports.

Rogers to Law Firm
CHRISTIAN E. ROGERS Jr., formerly associated with the broadcast
industry, has joined the Mechlin,
Marshall & Smith law firm - of
Washington, D.C.,
it was announced
last week. An assistant director of
radio - TV with
the GOP National
Committee in 1947
and electronics

NBCs New Plan
(Continued from page 30)
only if regularly scheduled program
precedes or follows).
(1) 11:00 p.m. to Midnight: One
half of evening gross rates.
(2) Midnight to 8:00 a.m.: One
third of evening gross rates.
DISCOUNTS, REBATES AND
COMMISSIONS
Weekly Dollar Volume Discounts:
Discounts will be allowed on
weekly gross time billings at the
rates set forth below; in determining the applicable rate of discount,
all NBC network radio contracts
for the same advertiser may be combined.
A. Daytime Programs — Originating from midnight NYT to 6:00
p.m. NYT and rebroadcasts.
Rate
Contracted Weekly
of Discount on
Value of Network
Weekly Daytime
Time at Gross Rates
Gross Billings
Less than $750 per week
5.0%
$750 or more but less
than $5,000 per week
10.0%
$5,000 or more but less
than $7,500 per week
17.5%
$7,500 or more but less
than $15,000 per week
22.57c
$15,000 or more but less
than $25,000 per week
25.0%
$25,000 or more per week 27.5%
B. Evening Programs — Originating from 6:00 p.m. NYT to
midnight
rebroadcasts. NYT and their32.0%
Rate
Contracted
Weekly
of Discount
on
Value of Network
Weekly
Evening
34.5%
Time at Gross Rates Gross Billings
37.0%
Less than $6,250 per week
$6,250 or more but less
42.0%
than $12,500 per week
39.5%
$12,500 or more but less
than $25,000 per week
$25,000 or more but less
than $50,000 per week
$50,000 or more per week
Annual Rebate:
An annual rebate of 10% for 52
consecutive weeks of broadcasting
will be allowed on the gross time
billing on all facilities used during
the rebate year, except on such facilities as are discontinued prior to
the end of the rebate year. The
rebate will be due and payable at
the end of each 52 weeks of consecutive service or currently on
firm 52 week contracts. Interruptions of the series necessitated by
the broadcasting of special events
of importance will not affect the
advertiser's right to the rebate.
Note: With respect to programs
originating from 9:00 a.m. NYT
to 12:00 noon NYT and their
rebroadcasts (except Saturday
and Sunday), the total discount
computed in accordance with
the foregoing provisions will
be reduced by 10 percentage
Overall Discount:
points.
At thecountadvertiser's
election,
a disof 47.75% will
be allowed
currently, in lieu of weekly discounts and annual rebate, on gross
time billing for programs originating from 6:00 p.m. to midnight NYT
and their rebroadcasts, provided the
total contracted gross billing of
such advertiser equals or exceeds
$1,000,000 within a 12 month fiscal
year period.Agency Commission:
Advertising
Provisions in Rate Card #34 apply.
Conditional Payment Discount:
Provisions in Rate Card #34 apply.

and public
relations consultant
in Washington the
following year,
Mr. Rogers
Mr. Rogers was
recalled to active duty with the
Navy in 1950 as assistant head of
the Electronics Design Branch,
Bureau of Aeronautics. He was
general manager of KALB Alexandria, La., in 1938.
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MORE

ABOUT

AMARILLO

eneral Sherman is supposed to have
said, "If I owned Texas and Hell, I'd
rent out Texas and live in Hell." He was
a poor judge of living quarters; and not
much of a mathematician. If he had rented
out just the Panhandle of Texas for 10^ an
acre a year, he could have scraped up a fair
living out of its 14,000,000 acres.
Statisticians find themselves in clover
hereabouts; there are so many millions of
everything to add up. Bullet-creased old
trail riders tell their progeny's progeny tales
of high adventure of the days when there
wasn't a wire fence in Texas. (Like the jackrabbit, the barbed-wire fence is a Texas
Panhandle invention.) Modern students of
economics revel in other data.

income of Maine, Connecticut, Delaware,
Nevada, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and West Virginia.
And this one: There's one ranch in the
Panhandle 860,000 acres big. Yet there are
35,229 farms in the Texas area alone served
by KGNC.
And this one: There are enough revenueproducing activities in our market (oil, gas,
railroads, airlines, helium, AEC plant, carbon black, synthetic rubber, Air Force Base)
to make Amarillo first in the nation in per
capita and per family retail sales.
One more: Texas ranges graze 85% of
the nation's
than
anybody. goats. We

even got mohair

Time-buyers, for example, take note of
this fact: The 1951 gross cash farm income
for the 78 counties (in 5 states ) covered by
Amarillo's KGNC totalled $925,492,000.
That's more than the combined cash farm

* It's eclectic.

710 KC
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appears
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—yet
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she

15

know

looks

They've never seen Grace Matthews in
magazines, movies, or television . . . but as radio's
"Big Sister," her image is as clear as can be in the
minds of her many listeners. They know her smile,
her hair-do, her walk, the clothes she wears.
And no listener would trade her own idea of "Sister"
with any other.
It's the same with the millions of listeners to "Our
Gal Sunday". . . or "Young Dr. Malone". . . or
"Aunt Jenny". . . or 10 other daytime serials on
CBS Radio.
What listeners create from the things they hear is
what they'd like to buy. For people buy their
own notions of what you'd like to sell— for their own
special needs and wants.
And so, through radio, through these Mondayto-Friday dramas, a voice becomes a person . . . and
a product comes into one's own home.
All day long, radio is all through the home. It has
a facile way of going wherever people go — of
fitting most everything they do.
This happens with the greatest enjoyment— and
advertising effectiveness— on CBS Radio. For here,
daytime radio is not only the most popular
serial drama— but it's also Arthur Godfrey ...the
gayest music . . .the best news service . . .the most
entered-into audience participation.
It's the kind of listening that livens up a day's
routine . . . that can make the difference between
spirited housewife and treadmill Hausfrau. It's the
kind of listening that last season gave CBS Radio
nine of radio's top ten daytime shows. They continue
into the new season, building images— and sales.
This fall you can easily tell where radio is at its best
as a household medium:
The weekday

schedule

is completely

sold out.

on CBS

RADIO

WKRC-FM Transit Radio Cincinnati and Hy-Pure, a cooperative 80-store
chain of independent druggists, have just signed a 52-week contract involving
spot announcements and display merchandising. Arranging details are
(I to r) George Dusterberg, Herman Mueller and Leslie Joel of Hy-Pure;
Earl Holland, Holland Adv. Agency, and Harold Hand and Edwin Richter
of WKRC-FM.

millions

FRENCH-CANADA
Special Audience Noted
SPECIAL advertising must be
used to sell to the French-Canadian
market. It represents 30% of
Canada's population, and is the
largest single ethnic group in
Canada, Roland Beaudry, director
of Vickers & Benson Ltd., Montreal, and Paul L'Anglais, president of Radio Programme Producers Ltd., Montreal, told the
French Market Conference of the
Advertising & Sales Club of
Toronto.
Mr. Beaudry said there are 29
radio stations in Quebec province
and two independent French-language networks, and that there are
now a number of French-language
stations in western Canada where
there were none 10 years ago. Mr.
L'Anglais pointed out that "what
can be top entertainment in the
English language, can be an immense flop in the province of Que-

buy!

Each radio home in WJR's coverage area
spends almost 1,000 dollars a year on
food!
Population 12,601,300 8.3
Radio Homes 3,784,170 8.1
Food Sales $3,266,766,000 9.4
Get your share of the tremendous
food sales in the Michigan-Great
Lakes area. Pre-sell these radio
families on your products . . . by
using WJR, the station with the
greatest coverage in this area.
For specific success stories in this
large food market, write WJR or
see your Henry I. Christal repre- wjr Detroit
The Goodwin swhn ¥
sentative today.
CBS Network
Radio
50,000Clearwalls
Channel
Remember . . . millions buy
WJR-advertised products!
Radio — A merica's
Greatest
Advertising Medium
Represented nationally by
the Henry I. Christal Co.
WJR Eastern Sales Office:
665 Fifth Ave., New York
Page 40
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BENTON CONTEST
Richards Named a Judge
bec."
ROBERT K. RICHARDS, assistant to the president of NARTB,
has been named one of three judges
in a contest being held by Sen,
William Benton (D-Conn.) to determine the most effective way to
use TV in political campaigning.
Writers of the most constructive letters on Sen. Benton's recent
TV experiment over WNHC-TV
New Haven,
Conn.,as'will
be announced this week
the Senator
starts his second series of video
programs. Sen. Benton experimented with six different type
programs in opening his bid for
re-election to Capitol Hill [B»T,
Sept. 29].
Other judges, in addition to Mr.
Richards, are Robert McLaughlin,
Time magazine, and Prof. Harold
Lasswell, Yale U. First-prize winner will receive a set of the Encyclopedia Brittanica, in which firm
Sen. Benton holds a major stock
interest.

KHQ Four
SHIFTS
Staffers Promoted
NAMING of Charles E. Lohnes to
a new post of operations manager
for KHQ Spokane was among appointments announced last week by
Richard O. Dunning, presidentgeneral manager. Mr. Lohnes
joinedment inKHQ's
commercial
depart1946. Other
appointments
were:
Robert H. Wesson, national sales,
programming and production manager for KHQ, was named commercial manager for KHQ-TV, which
is soon to take the air on Channel
6 [B»T, July 14]. Mr. Wesson
joined KHQ in 1947.
William C. Rhodes, of the sales
department,
has been
named commercial manager
for KHQ.
Richard H. Godon, who has been
serving as chief announcer, will
add the duties of radio program
manager.

ALASKA SALES
Six Advertisers Buy
ADDITION of six advertisers to
the schedule of the Alaska Broadcasting System was announced last
week by Alaska Radio Sales, the
ABS New York office. Advertisers
are:
The Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
for San sional
Francisco
Forty onNiners'
profesfootballyesterday
games
all six
stations, started
(Sunday)
and
ends Dec. 14 (Mathisson & Assoc.,
Milwaukee); Philip Morris & Co., New
York, for Sports Newspaper of the Air
(Sat., 8-8:30 p.m. Alaska time) on
KFQD Anchorage and KFRB Fairbanks
(Biow Co.,
Hudnut,
New New
York,York)
for theandCBSWarnerRadio
Edgar Bergen Show on all six stations,
effective
yesterday
(Kenyon
&
Eckhardt Inc., New York).
Also, Standard Brands Inc., New
York; M. J. B. Co., San Francisco, and
the Milwaukee Railroad started yesof spot announcementsterdayona schedule
all six stations.

INDIAN Council Fire Assn., national
group dedicated to American Indian
culture and history, is awarding a
citation to ABC Radio's Silver Eugle
program (Thurs. 7:30-8 p.m. EST)
for helping to "maintain the authenticity of Indian lore" and for characterizing Indians "with the dignity
befitting the Indian race."
BROADCASTING
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THE

1st

RETAIL

FOOD

IN HOME

IN

2V-I

FOOD

MARKET

OUTLETS
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OKLAHOMA

OUTLETS

COUNTIES

THAT'S
3

TIMES

STORES

EXCLUSIVE
IN MERCHANDISING

ALMOST

THESE

IN

AS

MANY

AS

THERE

SCHENECTADY

GROCERY
ARE
AND

OUTLETS
Oklahoma Network stations offer
complete and guaranteed unified
merchandising of these 1158 grocers
and more.
The Oklahoma Network stations offer
in one package with one invoice at
one price with a generous group discount a primary market in Oklahoma
whose population and retail sales are
greater than those of the 21st Standard Metropolitan Area.

SCHENECTADY

Oklahoma

COUNTY,

ASK

THE

O.

FOR

FURTHER

L

TAYLOR

N.Y.

CO.

DETAILS
*FROM THE 1952 EDITOR
AND PUBLISHER MARKET GIUDE.

Network

KBIX, Muskogee; KCRC, Enid; KADA, Ada; KWSH, Tri-Cities; KSWO, Lawton; KTMC, McAlester; KVSO, Ardmore

Rise Shgrply in s- c > w-

Vg-

HOMES
RADIO
CITIES in South Carolina and
RADIO AND TELEVISION — 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— WEST VIRGINIA
West Virginia showed sharp inTELEVISION
creases in number of radio homes
With Radio
1950
during the 1940-50 decade, a
Area
cording to 1950 census figures just
JIADIO
— o-= ,-.
released by the U. S. Census Bureau. Percentage of TV homes in
>-o OTJ
S ? 3= z 2!
1950 was small, since service was
just becoming available. At the
The Stare
£>=><!>" 513,710 483,150 94.1 326,347 510,550 8,815
2,005,552 518,281
time the census data were collectUrban and rural
594,630
nonfarm
1
423,869
398,695 94.8 264,899 418,030 7,535
ed in April 1950, there were only
694,487 201,675 420,655
Urban
194,090 97.0 122,709 199,055 4,450
900,143 222,194 200,155
Rural nonfarm
about 5 million TV sets in the na220,500
204,605
218,975 3,085
84,455 92.8 142,190
410,922
Rural
Farm
93,055
94,412
Areas
tion compared to nearly 19 mil- Standard Metropolitan
90.8 61,448 92,520 1,280
Charleston (W. Va.) 322,072 84,346 83.235 79,705 95.8 51,077 82.635 1,180
lion at the present time.
Urbanized Area
130,194 38,348 37,740 36,710 97.3
37,660 820
Among South Carolina cities,
94.9
Huntington
(W. Va.)Ashland,
O.
67,321 66,895 63,460
Rock Hill had the highest radio
245,795
42,088
66,435
2,805
96.3
43,990
*
45,270
2,260
156,288 45,815 45,660
Urbanized Area
saturation with 96.1% of homes
96.6
Wheeling
(W.
Va.).
96,015
Steubenville (O.) 354,092 100,362 99,405 31,450
having radio sets.
79,369 98,700
32,010 3.955
365
Urbanized Area
97.4 *
75
106,650 32,457 32,305
In West Virginia, the cities averURBAN PLACES
Beckley
aged 97% radio saturation. The
97.9
97.1
47535
19,397
urbanized area of Wheeling-SteuBlue-field
5,370
5,530
21,506
5,515
100
21,225
5,584
96.6
2,757
Charleston
21
,965
5,765
21,915
5,645
benville showed a 97.4% satura5,797
4,514
115
96.6
73,501
15,570
22,247
Clarksburg
9,455 97.5
7,336
5,760
tion and South Charleston had
9,785
32,014
9,863
Fairmont
9,745
96.8 17,739
29,346
5,443
8,730 24,705
Huntington
99.2%.
8,515
86,353 25,588 25,525
25,365
8,715 1,430
190
Martinsburg
97.1
8,867
15,621
Official U. S. Census radio and
4,860
4,720 96.8
4,820 430
4,808
Morgantown
98.6
25,525
4,250
6,775
Moundsville
6,553
3,674
TV data (April 1950) for South
25
3,945
6,640
Parkersburg
14,772
6,555
3,930
3,967
9,520
29,684
80
3,820 97.4
9,275
Carolina and West Virginia fol9,563
2,617
7,703
(Continued on page 44)
9,335
low on this page and on page 44.

1.7
1.8
2.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
2.2
4.2
5.0
4.0
1.1
1.3
0.6
1.0
1.3
2.2
5.6
0.6
8.9
2.9
0.9

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
Berle, George Jessel, Frances
Langford and the Ritz Bros.
XHMO
PaysOff
In
Mr. Mehrhoff joined the 65-yearold company in the spring of 1948,
and became advertising manager
HANNIBALAND*
in the summer of 1950. Elgin
American does a reported 37% of
* HANNIBALAND — the large
the national business volume in
41 county area surrounding
its line, with the nearest competiHannibal, Mo.,
jr^
y<£f?'
tors getting only 12% and 9%.
Dale
Mehrhoff went to Elgin
and Keokuk, Iowa. llM ' <TM-,,
after working for a Chicago-area
publishing firm. In the war years,
he was a flying officer in the Navy
Air Corps more than three years,
entering the service while a student
at Illinois Wesleyan U. in Bloomington. After graduation, he went
into the Navy full-time, taking
pre-flight training in Iowa before
teaching the techniques of blind
flying at the world's largest instrument flight school in Atlanta.
In college, he majored in journalism and sociology. A member
of Tau Kappa Epsilon social
For profitable sales results — let KHMO deliver your message
fraternity and Gamma Upsilon
to the majority of the 240,470 radio families living in the
journalism fraternity, he edited
41 county Hannibaland area.
the college paper, The Argus, and
worked as publicity director of the
Year after year KHMO programming has earned the loyalty
college during his senior year.
of these families who have the purchasing power to buy
He is a native of southern
your product.
Illinois, where he lived through his
high school years on a farm near
Write, wire or phone KHMO or Pearson today for availRoodhouse. An avid bowler and
abilities.
golfer, Mr. Mehrhoff lives in Elgin
with his wife, the former Barbara
Thiele, a Pittsburgher whom he
Representative
met in Atlanta, where she was staJohn E. Pearson Company
tioned as a WAVE. Their young•
sters are Tommy, 7, and Susie, 4.
Mutual Network
KHMO
Hannibal, Missouri
5000 watts day
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1000 watts at night

Statistics in adjacent tables
are extracted from final reports of the 1950 Census of
Housing, Series H-A, No. 40
for South Carolina and No.
48 for West Virginia, which
will be available in about six
weeks from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C, at 45 and 50
cents per copy, respectively.
Statistics on distribution of
the population in the states
are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, No. 40 and
48, now available from the
Superintendent of Documents,
at 15 cents a copy for each
state. Descriptions and maps
of "urbanized areas" are presented in these reports.
Statistics on characteristics
of the population in the states
are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-B, No. 40 and
48, available from the Superintendent of Documents, at
50 and 55 cents per copy,
respectively. Descriptions of
Standard Metropolitan Areas,
if any, are presented in these
reports.
A Standard Metropolitan
Area is generally described
as a county or group of contiguous counties with at least
one city of 50,000 or more. In
New England, it is defined on
a town or city rather than
county basis.
An urbanized area contains at least one city of
50,000 or more and includes
surrounding closely settled
incorporated
rated areas. and unincorpo-TV SET SALES
Reported by Dept. Stores
DEPARTMENT stores report a
2% increase in radio-TV sets and
phonograph sales for June 1952
compared to the same month last
year but a 27% drop in first-half
year
sales from the first six months
of 1951.
These figures, computed in terms
of retail value, are contained in the
September 1952 Federal Reserve
Bulletin.
A total of 172 department stores
reported in the Federal Reserve
survey. Stocks at the end of June
1952 recorded a percentage drop of
64%, with ratio of stocks to sales
placed at 2.9 to 1 for June 1952 and
8.3 to 1 for June 1951. Ratio is
computed by dividing stocks at
month's end by sales during month,
indicating month's supply on hand
in terms of sales for that month.

PHIL DAVIS Musical Enterprises Inc.,
New York, assigned to Leo Burnett
Co., that city, as music consultant
KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo., opens downproducers of Kellogg's musical
town offices at 1710 Pioneer Ave. Tele- and
spot campaign for its new product,
phone is 2-6451.
Kellogg's Sugar Frosted Flakes.
BROADCASTING
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SUBMARINE USS PERCH battles way through newlow-temperaturefuels and lubricants developed suits showed that these fuels and lubricants stood
ice-field during Arctic maneuvers. The Perch tested by scientists of America's competing oilmen. Re- up under the world's worsV weather conditions.

51°
Petroleum

Research

BELOW
Helps Make

Recent Arctic maneuvers in snow, in icy seas, and in
the air prove the outer line of U. S. defenses can now be
pushed within 100 miles of the North Pole. Military observers reveal this conquest of the Arctic is made possible
only by the high quality of today's fuels and lubricants,
which operate at full efficiency in temperatures as low as
51° below zero.
This outstanding performance is no accident. It has
resulted from never-ending research and product improvement by America's privately-managed oil businesses —
competing with rivals to get to the public first with the
newest and most improved oil products.
Like our Armed Forces, you benefit from this competition, too, with the finest oil products at the world's lowest
prices. For example: 2 gallons of the gasoline you buy

ZERO
Arctic Defense Possible

today do the work 3 did in 1925. Yet today's gasoline is
priced about the same as it was then — only direct taxes
are higher.
The risks in the oil business are high — for research
and development costs are enormous and the new products developed by one oil company today may be surpassed tomorrow by some competitor's newer and even
better product. But oilmen are willing to accept such risks
as long as they have a chance to stay in business and earn
a profit while serving you.
For a free, interesting booklet telling how you can
benefit through the new improved oil products you use
every day, write to Oil Industry Information Committee,
American Petroleum Institute, Box P, 50 West 50th Street,
New York 20, N.Y.

(Left)
REFUELING AIR FORCE TRANSPORT, just returned from Arctic flight.
Observers report that even polar cold does
notdestroy efficiency of modern fuels and
lubricants competing U. S. oilmen have
developed for you and the Armed Forces.
(Right)
MAN-MADE ARCTIC conditions in
scores of oil company laboratories pay
off in benefits for your car. Many of the
new high quality motor oils, developed
since World War II, are so efficient they
can actually triple the life of your car
engine— as proved in modern atomic tests.
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4,875
2,920
6,305
17,890

4,835
2,895
17,420
6,150

99.2
97.1
97.5
97 .4

14,921

4,880
2,980
6,230
1 7,775

19,745
30,359
33,173
18,082
26,904
108,035
10,259
14,961
9,026
82,443
9,746
8,756
39,295
12,577
34,388
10,032
85,296
15,299
17,184
239,629
21 ,074
22,466
77,391
98,887
71,521
36,893
23,537
75,013
22,333
47,409
60,797
13,123
8,276
27,696
71 ,672

5,131
8,560
7,718
4,449
7,255
30,893
2,456
3,354
2,410
20,085
2,427
2,170
9,850
3,205
9,168
2,481
23,960
4,018
4,567
64,261
5,337
5,007
17,456
22,293
20,259
10,146
5,962
18,920
6,048
10,937
15,883
3,263
2,293
6,530
21,288

5,120
8,645
7,635
4,220
7,175
30,655
2,455
3,240
2,390
19,945
2,430
2,160
9,630
3,185
9,185
2,435
23,725
4,055
4,585
63,290
5,305
4,895
17,245
22,380
20,105
10,080
5,945
18,855
5,785
10,835
15,590
3,150
2,275
6,525
21,105

4,750
8,295
7,105
3,825
6,875
29,435
2,210
2,800
2,230
18,790
2,210
1,890
9,130
2,865
8,910
2,120
22,725
3,810
4,255
60,915
5,035
4,390
15,850
20,400
19,350
9,565
5,445
18,100
5,485
9,550
14,855
2,870
2,070
6,005
20,545

92.8
96.0
93.1
90.6
95.8
96.0
90.0
86.4
93.3
94.2
90.9
87.5
94.8
90.0
97.0
87.1
95.8
94.0
92.8
96.2
94.9
90.0
91.9
96.2
91.2
95.9
91.6
96.0
94.8
88.1
95.3
91.1
91 .0
92.0
97.3

3,044
6,072
3,930
2,256
20,179
5,367
1,429
1,467
1,587
13,556
1,447
1,225
5,944
1,850
1,320
6,827
16,217
2,502
3,006
37,521
3,664
1,983
9,886
14,838
13,990
7,524
2,993
12,231
4,269
5,342
10,324
1,934
1,554
17,288
2,884

35 8.9
0.7
4,925 760
165
2.2
8,570
20 0.5
7,585
4,195 230 3.2
7,130
30,490 1 ,620
20 5.3
0.8
2,440
45 1.4
20 0.8
3,185
0.9
2,375 185
19,895
15 0.6
5 0.2
2,420
2,150
50 0.8
0.5
25
9,625 620
6.8
3,160
5 0.2
9,095
2,430
205 0.9
23,670
30 0.7
4,045 405
9.0
4,505 995 1.6
62,740
45
65 0.9
1.3
5,240
17,125
70
0.4
4,875
180 0.8
22,275 245
1.2
20,075
120 1.2
10,045
75 1.3
5,895 185 1.0
18,820
45 0.8
10,750
65 0.6
5,760
15,490 430 2.8
40 1.3
3,130
35
1.6
2,250
40 0.6
6,505 315 1.5
20,975

SOUTHWEST

* 2,482

VIRGINIA'S IStfHtee/l RADIO STATION

ARE

A

MR.

SPOT RADIO?
Spot radio lets you hand-pick the station which will
do the best selling job for you — market-by-market.
SOUTHWEST
VIRGINIA?
Southwest Virginia, of which Roanoke is the hub,
is a complete market within itself. It represents
about one-fourth of Virginia's total buying power.
WDBJ?
WDBJ is a 28-year-old pioneer in this rich market
— a consistent leader year after year in listener
loyalty, prestige, coverage, and sales results! According to 1949 BMB WDBJ's weekly coverage
represents 110,590 families daytime, and 85,830
families at night. WDBJ's average share of audience in Roanoke is phenomenally high. Ask
Free & Peters!
m m m
Uf
W\ ^9
I I W^L
WW IF l#W
Owned and Operated
FREE & PETERS,
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Tyler
Wayne
Upshur
Webster
Wetzel
Wirt
Wood
Wyoming
* Not Available
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5,305
7,325

OO, 1
Ol ft
90.3
93.6
7L.-2
91.5
94.9
90.0
90.9
92.5
89.8
94.7
92.8
91.5
93.4
88.5
91 .6
90.9
95.9

11 ,315
,828
4,685
14,512
2,660
4,875
2,477
2,471
2,886
3,569
2,079
2,815
803
4,509
2,247
2,223
13,946
3,515

2,095
1 ,770
7,730
3,005
22,765
5,290
7,320
3,535
4,805
4,475
2,665
5,000
5,010
3,020
9,450
4,070
1,365
19,230
5,590
8,520

1 .2
95
140
25 0.9
1.8
0.8
15 0.4
160
210

Per Cent

4,957
3,019
6,365
17,981

1,1 ,/30
1 ZO
7,883
5,266
23,134

Radio

16,686
10,808
24,005
58,891

Per Cent

2.9
6.0
20
0.7
145 U.B
400

1 9,31
2,4803
0,JOT
3121,021
,399
96,273

1940

South Charleston
South Parkersburg
(unine.)
Weirton
Wheeling
COUNTIES
Barbour
Berkeley
Boone
Braxton
Brooke
Cabell
Calhoun
Clay
Doddridge
Fayette
Gilmer
Grant
Greenbrier
Hampshire
Hancock
Hardy
Harrison
Jackson
Jefferson
Kanawha
Lewis
Lincoln
Logan
McDowell
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Mercer
Mineral
Mingo
Monongalia
Monroe
Morgan
Nicholas
Ohio

140

Pendleton
Pleasants
Pocahontas
Preston
Putnam
Raleigh
Randolph
Ritchie
Roane
bummers
Taylor
Tucker

Number

Total

13

35
40
40
15
10
275
30
25
75
14515

8,590
93.0
40
4,161
r
e
b
m
u
N
RADIO AND TELEVISION—
1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— SOUTH CAROLINA
RADIO
TELEVISION
1950
With Radio
With
c
Area

THE STATE
Urbannonfarm
and Rural 2,117,027
Urban
1,416,416
777,921
Ruran nonfarm
Rural Farm
638,4951
700,61
S. M. A.
Charleston
164,856
Charleston
Urbanized
Area
120,289
Columbia
Columbia
Area Urbanized 142,565
120,808
Greenville
168,152
URBAN PLACES
Anderson
19,770
Brandon — Judson
(uninc.)
11,008
Charleston
70,174
Columbia
Florence
86,914
Greenville
22,513
Greenwood
Orangeburg
58,161
13,806
15,332
Rock Hill
Spartanburg
24,502
Sumter
36,795
20,185
COUNTIES
Abbeville
Aiken
22,456
53,137
Allendale
Anderson
Bamberg
11,773
90,664
17,533
Berkeley
Barnwell
17,266
Beaufort
26,993
30,251
Calhoun
Charleston
14,753
164,856
Cherokee
34,992
Chester
32,597
Chesterfield
36,236
Clarendon
Colleton
32,215
Darlington
28,242
.50,016
Dillon
30,930
Dorchester
22,601
Edgefield
16,591
Fairfield
21,780
Florence
79,710
Georgetown
Greenville
168,152
31,762
Harry
Greenwood
41,628
Hampton
18,022
59,820
Jasper
10,995
Kershaw
32,287
Lancaster
Lee
Laurens
46,974
37,071
23,173
Lexington
44,279
McCormick
Marion
33,110
9,577
Marlboro
Newberry
31,766
Oconee
31,771
39,050
Orangeburg
Pickens
68,726
40,058
142,565
Richland
Saluda
15,924
150,349
Spartanburg
Sumter
57,634
Williamsburg
Union
31,344
43,807
71,596
York

514,638
374,589
211,978
162,611
140,049
42,927
32,629
35,206
31,026
45,345
5,854
20,081
3,036
21,847
16,692
6,386
4,034
4,008
6,179
10,438
5,564

448,880 88.3 209,542
331,005
154,017
194,165 89.5
136,840 92.6 80,519
73,498
55,525
117,875
85.1
85.5
37,100
42,305
87.7 16,969
29,270
32,130
32,155
91.0 15,347
34,945
28,840 93.3
44,690
91.9 23,136
30,905 41,830 93.6

508,415
369,860
209,785
160,075
138,558

5,730
19,725
21,795
2,980
6,290
16,560
4,025
10,175
6,200
3,955
5,310

93.6
94.8
5,365 89.0
17,550
92.6
20,180
2,825 91.3
15,505
5,745 91.5
3,725 93.6
92.5
92.7
3,620 96.1
5,960
9,430 90.7

4,815 86.9
77.4
87.6
14,037
12,235
5,677
4,945
21,585 92.1
23,592
2,794
4,111
3,440 85.0
78.1
2,105 71.0
4,197
6,184
2,965 73.7
4,775 87.7
4,770
37,100
6,617
42,927
91.0
3,399
2,605 77.1
7,630
8,432
88.8
6,920 86.8
79.3
8,148
7,922
6,955 79.2
5,420
1 6,513
1 ,709
5,025
10,315 87.3
6,887
89.8
5,755 88.0
6,739
4,710
5,414
86.2
3,941
3,290 87.4
16,060
18,565
5,005
3,865 80.4
93.6
41,830
45,345
5,805 91.8
10,030
81.4
7,178
11,001
13,258
88.7
11,745 81.6
78.4
4,371
3,550
85.1
2,020
2,568
7,494
6,270 8192.4.0
11,386
10,195
8,919
89.7
1 4,900
1 ,204
8,075
91.5
3,740 81.7
10,225
86.6
2,114
7,578
1,745 88.6
7,403
90.1
6,345 87.8
6,625
8,096
15,795
7,165
83.3
92.3
9,297
12,895
10,112
8,325 91.9
35,206
9,135 87.0
32,130
93.2
38,119
3,375 85.0
3,799
35,245
10,945
13,173
76.0
92.6
7,539 16,760
7,395
6,850 92.4
16,959
9,014
6,660
15,485
BROADCASTING
8,765
13,965
5,690
23,430
2,720
4,045
4,175
6,480
6,105
3,380
42,305
8,385
8,010
6,340
7,790
11,490
6,840
6,590
5,350
18,385
4,810
3,815
7,135
44,690
10,925
13,235
4,350
7,370
2,575
8,740
11,365
11,180
4,615
2,135
7,650
8,090
7,225
15,475
9,240
34,945
9,895
3,880
37,810
12,870

12,198
3,645
10,767
2,730
2,233
6,447
5,858
1,646
2,866
2,461
723
12,758
2,219
5,861
1,260
1,128
1,153
1,476
16,969
876
4,141
3,615
3,124
1,598
1,838
4,457
2,476
1,278
1,641
1,877
7,169
23,136
2,105
5,302
674
4,060
1,084
2,520
4,090
5,526
576
1,480
4,331
2,826
2,509
3,718
4,930
4,105
15,347
5,075
19,406
1,395
4,264
3,763
2,209
7,474
•

0.8
4.7
0.3
2.7
0.4
0.7
0.4
0.8

0.4
TV
2.9
0.8
0.9
0.7
0.7

1.0
1.1
0.9
506,550
4,860 0.9
368,540
159,440
209,100
1,935 0.6
138,010 3,385
1,450 0.5
220 0.9
42,280
1,475
175
32,105 215
0.6
0.5
34,910
0.8
460 1.0
44,560
175
30,875
25 0.4
5,690
125 0.8
0.6
19,740
0.6
2,970
21,800
10
0.2
13540
12525 0.6
16,505
25 0.4
4,030
6,245 165 2.7
3,950
2.5
6,200
0.8
10,155
1.1
5,330 250
15
60
5,650
13,895
5 0.2
155 0.7
23,335
10 1.6
2,695
5 0.7
0.1
65 1.1
220
4,035
45
0.7
95
4,150
55 0.2
6,090
42,280
2.4
205
3,380
6,460 115 1.5
85 1.1
0.5
40 0.6
7,760 200
8,380
90
7,955
0.6
65
6,295
50
11,410
6,775
20 0.4
3.0
30 0.8
20
6,570
60 1.3
18,230
5,210
0.5
0.4
4,735 46035 1.0
3,835
10,950
44,560
0.8
90
7,110
120 0.9
25
25 1.0
4,300
13,155
0.5
18540 2.1
0.9
20
2,535
7,335 105 0.9
11,315
0.7
4,605
8,705 105 1.2
11,140
35
0.4
0.6
2,145
7,645 11575 1.2
0.5
15,380
8,070
1.2
7,225
9,220 11525 0.9
34,910
95
9,830 690 0.5
1.8
65
0.6
12,870 215
1.1
80
37,720
75 2.5
40
3,855
2.0
7,385
16,765
0.5
Telecasting
0.5
330
8,695
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SAME

OLD

THE Phillips 66 people of Bartlesville, Okla., who sell their gas and
oil at prevailing market rates and
normally buy radio and TV time
[B«T, Sept. 8], would like to get
some of their radio advertising
free.
Collaborating in a scheme to lure
donated commercials from disc
jockey programs is Lambert &
Feasley Inc. Advertising, a New
York agency that charges usual
fees for its professional services.
The two business organizations
have sent stations an album of
recordings because, as Kay Kremer,
Lambert & Feasley's radio and
TV director, puts it, "we think
you'll enjoy them . . . and because we think your listeners will
enjoy them, too."
Suggested procedure for charitably-inclined stations is this:
"We'd like to suggest that you
pass this album along to your disc
jockeys and have them give one
or both a spin, and ask for listener reaction . . . and we'll predict, right now, that the folks will
like them."
Two of the four sides are strictly
instrumental. One, titled "A Girl
Likes .to Know That She's Appreciated," isplayed in slow dixie
rhythm by the Nelsonics and pro-

OIL

Phillips1 Free-Time

duced by Nelson Ideas Inc. for
Lambert & Feasley, with recording by Empire Broadcasting Corp.,
New York.
Nothing commercial except the
label on that side.
Turned over, the Nelsonics are
supported by Julie Conway and
Dan Landt. The title is the same.
Mr. Kremer writes that "the
commercial message is held down
to a minimum . . . with that minimum presented in a very palatable
fashion . . . not just as a sales
pitch . . . but as a darned good
Miss Conway innocently opens
with
this non-commercial theme,
song."
offered in a boudoir mood:
A appreciated,
girlie likes to know that she's
When you take her riding in your
car.
Here the sustaining motiff is
abandoned for this "minimum" explanation of how to show a girlie
that she's appreciated:
Just fill your tank
With Phillips 66 gasoline,
Is that good? Julie supplies the
answer (watch your blood pressure, boys) :
She'll love you for your pickup,
She'll love you for your speed.
Obviously impressed, Dan shows
he's savvy about autos and girls
by responding:
Everything I buy her has got to
have class,

Pitch

That's why I always ask for Phillips 66 gas . . . WHAT POWER.
Here's how my baby knows that
she's appreciated,
I fill up with Phillips— Phillips
66 gas.
By this time they're both convinced, as this wipe-off two-voice
line plainly demonstrates:
Phillips. 66 can do plenty for you.
That "minimum" commercial out
of the way, the third side is sustaining except for the innocuous
title, "Phillips 66 March." The
melody and style follow the mood
of another famed Philip — John
Philip Sousa, using patterns familiar to lovers of the bandsman's
compositions.
Side 4, however, gets down to
business once again as the "Phillips
Four" vocal group joins the Nelsonics in performing the same
march. At last, Phillips 66 premium
oil gets a break. The "minimum"
lyrics follow:
Get up and go, your car will go
When you fill it up with Phillips
66.
You really step with lots of pep,
It's really keen when you use
Phillips gasoline.
For motor oil and gasoline that's
super-safe for your machine
Fill up with Phillips 66.
To keep your motor superfine
Just drive in at the Phillips sign,
Get Phillips 66 heavy-duty premium oil and Phillips 66, the
peppy gasoline.
Quick to protest was Ben Ludy,
general manager of WIBW Topeka,
who wrote Lambert & Feasley, "By
no stretch of the imagination would
we consider using these except on
a strictly card-rate basis. I cannot quite believe that Phillips
petroleum would ask any other
media to give them free advertis[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Pepsi-Cola hit the
ing. . . ."jingles
spot with
that have become national song bits on paid time. Phillips
and Lambert & Feasley might do the
same by simplifying their lyrics and
"buying" radio time rather than trying to get it free.]
ABC PROMOTION
Uses 'Conversation' Motif
PROGRAM of "conversation advertising" will be employed by
ABC radio in its newspaper and
on-the-air promotion this fall,
with ads using the same concept
available
promotion
affiliates'
own showsforand
network ofprograms.
The ads carry pictures of one
or two persons in a conversational
pose, with "balloons" to show what
they are saying. Recordings employ the same technique for onthe-air promotion.

Edward Lamb Enterprise. Inc., Hotel Barclay, 111 E. 48th St., N. Y. C.
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SESAC Inc., New York, sending subscribers first releases in new series of
transcriptions by Walter Solek and his
polka dance band. Discs include polkas, obereks and waltzes. Both Polish
and English lyrics are sung by Mr.
Solek.

Visiting Firemen
KBIG Hollywood, Calif., is
distributing membership
cards in the "Visiting Fireman's Club," entitling visitors to full club privileges.
Each member is designated
deputy chief, and is entitled
to use club's offices at KBIG,
6540 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28. "This includes full
use of desk, phone, paper,
clips, secretaries, pencils and
KBIG program schedules.
Club management guarantees
freedom from conversation
with salesmen, who are
chained
separated
offices."
Card is in
being
distributed
by
Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG
commercial manager, to point
up KBIG black ink operation
in its third month on the- air,
studio-transmitter links and
use of latest RCA equipment.

'SELL BAB
RADIO'
Offers Spot Kit
BAB MOVED into the second
phase of its "sell radio" campaign
last week by making available to
both member and non-member,
radio stations, kits containing spot
announcements stressing radio as
a sales, information and entertainment medium.
BAB President William B. Ryan
said "the use of radio to sell radio" is the "most important part
of the local phase of our advertising campaign," and noted that "we
will run three separate on-the-air
campaigns through the cooperation
of our stations between now and
In addition to the kits made
available last week — which contain
twelve 20-second and eight 1-minute
announcements
— others will be
1."
April
distributed
about Dec. 1 and Feb. 1,
and a supplementary series of
transcribed announcements will be
sent out around Nov. 1, according
to current plans.
"In, these three campaigns," Mr.
Ryan transcribed
said, "stations
will use live
and
announcements
to
sell listeners on the size and power
of radio, and, indirectly, to impress
advertisers — and the millions of
salesmen, clerks, jobbers, wholesalers, etc., who influence advertising decisions — with the same BAB kicked off its campaign a
few weeks ago with full-page advertisements inNew York and Chicago newspapers and in radio and
industrial
facts." trade publications [B»T,
Sept. 1]. These ads, BAB said last
week, are now being run in more
than 125 newspapers over the signatures of individual or groups of
stations. Second ad in the campaign— this one stressing the reliance of both large and small advertisers upon radio — appeared last -J
week.

BROADCASTING
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THIS G-Ex4mplifier cost WOLF, Syracuse, $897*. Accordjng
to sjafion management, this Genetkl Electric equipment
Twice as effective in attracting fringe area listener? as a
14,000 half-wave antenna system previously used alon/£ Why?
Because it gets the signal nafo fringe areas at a lo^ volume
setting and automatically/minimizes the effect of/interfering
signals and noise.
Since the installation of the amplifier, the sfa'tion has had the
largest Hooper shares of audience in its history. In dollar volume
and nujwber of advertisers, business has/never been better.
More than 450 stations are nowjireing the G-E Limiter. The
Broadcast Man at the G-E ofnce^ffear you has plenty of information on its performance. CalJ/mm today and he will demonstrate
why it's one of the mo><^Tarsighted investments a station can
make. Meanwhile^-iet us send you a new illustrated bulletin
on the Limhi«gAmpliner. Write: General Electric Company,
Section^JMf2-6, Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York.
*Price today slightly higher.
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AT&T DATA
Prepared on Movie TV Costs
DATA on theatre TV costs and apparatus, as requested by motion
picture counsel [B*T, Sept. 29, 15,
8] will be forthcoming before the
end of the year, AT&T officials
told movie attorneys and engineers
at a meeting last week in Washington.
First phase of the FCC hearing
on the motion picture industry's
request for special theatre TV frequencies commences Oct. 20. It
will be concerned with accounting
and engineering aspects. Lay testimony and cross examination of
witnesses are scheduled for the
main portion of the hearings,
scheduled to begin in Washington
on Jan. 12.
AT&T officials have been accused by motion picture counsel
with reluctance in answering their
requests for information.
Speaking for the telephone company at the Washington meeting
were: E. D. North and W. E. Babler, attorneys; A. G. Jensen, director of TV research, Bell Labs.;
F. A. Cowan, F. M. Ryan, M. G.
Wallace, Long Lines Div. engineers.
For the motion picture industry,
the following attended: Earl Sponable, 20th Century-Fox; Frank Cahill and James Pratt, Warner
Bros.; Lester Isaac, Leow's-MGM;
Richard Hodgson, Paramount; Edward Cooper, Motion Picture Assn.
of America TV director.
Also attending were James Lawrence Fly and Vincent B. Welch,
counsel for MPAA; Marcus Cohen,
counsel for National Exhibitors
Theatre TV Committee (organization of exhibitors); Andrew F. Inglis, consulting engineer for
MPAA; Stuart L. Bailey and Raymond E. Rohrer, consulting engineers for NETTC.
RTMA
COMMITTEE
Statistics Panel Named
FRANK W. MANSFIELD, market
research specialist with Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., has been
reappointed chairman of the Industry Statistics Committee of the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Members of the 21-man committee also were named by A. D. Plamondon Jr., RTMA president and
board chairman. The committee
directs RTMA's activities in collecting and compiling statistical
information for the broadcast industry. In addition to Mr. Mansfield, committee members are:
Floyd Bell, Bell Sound Systems Inc.;
K. B. Bryden, RCA Victor; Herbert W.
Clough, Belden Mfg. Co.; G. Richard
Fryling, Erie Resistor Corp.; David
Goodman, Hughes Aircraft Co.; George
Hallett, Radio
Tung-Sol
N. C. Henry,
Bendix
Div.;Electric;
D. J. McCarty,
RCA
Victor; George McCleary, RCA Victor;
C. W. Miller, Westingnouse Electric
Corp.; Leslie F. Muter, The Muter Co.;
Sam Norris, An.perex Electronic Corp.;
L. S. Racine, Chicago Transformer
Div.; JoseDh Schiavo, Philco Corp.;
A. G. Schifino, Stromberg-Carlson Co.;
William Sellew, David Bogen Co.; W.
M. Skillman, General Electric Co.; C.
Ogden Smith Jr., Allen B. DuMont
Labs.; H. E. Taylor, Allen B. DuMont
Labs.; Harvey Weimer, Crosley Div.,
Avco Mfg. Corp.
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City
NARTB District Meeting Schedule
Date
9-10 Dist. Hotel
6-7
Oct.
Atlanta Y.
56 Biltmore
Peabody
Memphis
Harrisburg, Pa.
Harris
13-14
2
Westchester
Rye,
N
Country
16-17 3 PennClub
20-21 1 Statler Boston

EUGENE E. JUSTER (r), WRC Washington general manager, presents a
plaque to Maury Nee (c) of the P. J. Nee Furniture Co., that city, while Lee
Dayton, host on the Nee-sponsored WRC program. Hour of Dreams, looks on.
Plaque marks 72d anniversary of P. J. Nee Co.'s founding.
BUENO PROMOTION
Hallicrafters, WILD Agree

ALBRACHT

NAMED

Heads Lamb's Erie Properties
APPOINTMENT of Paul Albracht
as director of various Edward
Lamb properties in Erie, Pa., and
his election as a vice president of
Edward Lamb Enterprises Inc. was
announced last week.
Mr. Albracht has been general
manager of the Erie Dispatch since
1946. His service with the newspaper dates back to 27 years when
he began as a newsboy. New offices have been opened for Mr.
Albracht in Erie's Commerce Bldg.
He will coordinate affairs of WICU
(TV), WIKK, the Erie Adv. Co.
and the Erie Dispatch. Mr. Lamb
also owns WTVN (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, WTOD Toledo and WHOO
Orlando, Fla.

NOT ALL heads-up promoting is
done in the ring. John Mahoney,
advertising manager, Hallicrafters,
learned some days ahead that the
only blow-by-blow broadcast of the
Marciano - Walcott championship
bout would be carried on WRUL
Boston for shortwave in Spanish
to South America. Fight was
barred from U. S. radio or TV
[B*T, Sept. 29].
He wired all distributors, noting
that the broadcast could be picked
up on either of two frequencies by
Hallicrafters shortwave radio.
Ash Chambers, vice president
and Herbert A. Davies, sales manager of Dixie Distributors, Birmingham, Ala., wanted to circulate the name of Hallicrafters
which was new in the area. They
contacted WILD Birmingham and
Dr. T. R. Hernandez, of Birmingham, Southern U.'s Romance Language Dept.
The night of the fight last week,
two Hallicrafters 8R40 radios were
set up at WILD's studio, and as
the description came over, Mr. Hernandez translated. Gabby Bell did
the English announcing after getting the typewritten notes which
were passed from the translator to
a stenographer. An estimated 150,000 persons in the Birmingham
area heard the program, it was
said. Dixie firm also bought 80
spots on WILD two days before
the fight telling listeners they could
hear the bout via shortwave if
they knew Spanish, or on WILD
in English.

L. A. CD ALERT
18 Stations Take Part
EIGHTEEN radio stations took
part civil
in Los
Angeles'
first week.
fullscale
defense
drill last
After the alert, stations in Los
Angeles, Long Beach, Santa
Monica, Glendale and Sherman
Oaks discontinued commercial
broadcasting and switched to City
Hall.
Adm. R. W. Berry gave special
instructions and Gordon Hughes
of CBS d:rected announcers reporting from various sections of
the city: Frank Goss, CBS; Hank
Weaver, ABC; Sam Hayes, MBS;
and Jim Todd, KFI. Coordination
was handled by Bill Whitley, public affairs director, CBS; and Norman Nelson, managing director,
Southern Calif. Broadcasters Assn.

ARMED FORCES RADIO UNITS of
U. S. Army Reserve, Hollywood, are
offering courses in all phases of radio
and television to men between ages
of 17 and 34, as announced by Maj.
David Bramson, commanding officer.

TECHNICAL Cooperation Administration's (State Dept.) public affairs
staff has developed new documentary
script for its radio production kit.
Script, entitled The Locust Fighters,
tells of Point 4 cooperation in Middle
East in battle against crop-destroying
desert locust.

Oct. 6-10: Society of Motion Picture &
Television
Engineers,
nual convention,
Statler 72d
Hotel,semi-anWash- '
ington.
Oct.
8-9: Second annual High Fidelity
and Audio Show, Broadwood Hotel,
Philadelphia.
Oct.
9-10: Advertising
Central Council,
American
Assn.
Agencies,
Drake
Hotel, ofChicago.
Oct. 9-10: AAAA Central Council fall
regional convention, Drake Hotel,
Chicago.
Oct.
Alabama Broadcasters Assn.,
U. 9-11:
of Alabama.
Oct. 11-13: Women's Adv. Clubs annual
Mid-West inter-city conference. Hotel Morton, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Oct. 12-15:
AAAA, Pacific
Council
annual convention.
Arrowhead
Springs
Hotel, San Bernardino, Calif.
Oct.
13-14: Kentucky Broadcasters
Kentucky.
Assn., Henry Clay Hotel, Ashland,
Oct. 13-14: Engineering Conference,
Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.,
Royal Connaught Hotel, Hamilton,
Ont.
Ky.
Oct.Assn.,13-14:
Broadcasters*
HenryKentucky
Clay Hotel,
Ashland,
Oct. 17-18: Ninth Annual Advertising
&lumbus.
Sales Promotion Conference, CoOct. 17-19:
Southeastern
District,
National Assn.
of Radio Farm
Directors
convention, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Oct.
FCC.20: Theatre TV hearing begins,
Oct. 20-21: Adv. Fed. of America Fifth
District meeting. Ft. Hayes Hotel,
Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 20-22: IRE-RTMA Annual Meeting, Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y
Oct. 20-23: Financial Public Relations
Assn. annual convention, Coronado,
Calif.
Oct. 28-29: AAAA Eastern Conference
(New York, New England & Atlantic
Councils) fall regional convention,
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Nov. 6-7: NARTB Radio Standards of
Practice Committee, NARTB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Nov. 6-8: Sixth annual Southern Industrial Editors Institute, U. of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
Nov.
Week.9-16: National Radio & Television
Nov. 11 : tians
National Conference of ChrisWashington.and Jews awards luncheon,
Nov. 17-18: NARTB Copyright Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Nov. 19-22: Sigma Delta Chi, National
convention, Denver.
Nov. 20-21: NARTB Insurance Commit- r
tee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Dec.
1-3: National
Assn. of
Radio News
Directors
convention,
Cleveland.
Dec.
NARTB
Boards,Fla.Roney 5:Plaza
Hotel,Combined
Miami Beach,
Dec. 5-6: NARTB Radio Board, Roney
Plaza Hotel, Miami Beach, Fla.
Dec. 5-6: Educational TV conference,
Indiana U.. Bloomington, Indiana.
Dec. 8-9: NARTB TV Board, Cat Cay,
Bahamas.
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Feb.
5-7, 1953:& Southwestern
I.R.E.
Conference
Electronics Show,
Plaza Hotel, San Antonio.
April 18:nical
Seventh
Spring TechConference,Annual
Cincinnati.
April
29-MayBiltmore
2, 1953:Hotel,
NARTBLos Convention,
An- *1
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The Merchandising Department works for the advertiser in the following
manner • Advertising matter is displayed in preferential places • Obtains tie-in
ads in newspapers and hand bills • Special merchandising manager plans
campaigns and promotions for each sponsor, sets up luncheons, shows and displays and personally visits dozens of chain and independent stores weekly • Stores
not handling advertisers' product are encouraged to do so,
obtained, forwarded to wholesalers a Stores cooperating are
on the air • Competitor survey made available to you ©
report of activities and progress of the special Kitchen
promoting your product.

50,000

NATIONALLY
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ED WARD

bona fide orders are
given courtesy plugs
You receive weekly
Karnival campaign

IN

MARYLAND

PETRY

&
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New Business
(Continued from page 1U)

KOLD KIST Inc., L. A. (frozen cooked foods), appoints Calif. Adv.
Agency, Hollywood. Spot announcement campaign scheduled on KMPC
Hollywood with others to follow.

Mori., Wed. and Fri., 2-2:30 p.m. on CBS-TV. Show makes its debut
today (Monday). Agency: Ward, Wheelock Co., N. Y.

SAV-ON DRUG STORES Inc., L. A. (Southern California self-service
chain), names Factor-Breyer Inc., that city.

A. C. WEBER Inc., Chicago (distributors, Pfaff sewing machines), renews This Is My Melody on ABC-TV, weekly half-hour, for 26 weeks
from Oct. 1. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Hollywood.

■Qqency •Oppointmenti • • •
CUSTOM RECORD., Div., RCA Victor Record Dept., appoints Ross Roy
Inc., N. Y. and Detroit.
COBBLERS
city.

Inc., L. A. (shoe mfrs.), appoints Mogge-Privett Inc., that

LONGCHAMPS,
Adelman, Phila.

Washington, D. C. (restaurant), appoints Lohmeyer-

HOME PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL appoints Dillion-Cousins &
Assoc., N. Y., to handle Anacin in Mexico.
FRAWLEY Corp., Culver City (Paper Mate pens), appoints Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Ltd., L. A. Radio-TV is being used.

QdpeopU • • •
E. P. LESLIE elected vice president of Walgreen Co., Chicago, heading
advertising, merchandising, purchasing and warehousing activities. He
replaces J. E. WARD, retired.
JAMES P. DELAFIELD, assistant marketing manager for concentrates
and specialties in Birds Eye Div. of General Foods, N. Y., named to
newly-created position of division's general manager.
THOMAS C. McPARTLAND, advertising and sales promotion manager,
Colt's Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., appointed New England sales manager,
Hile-Damroth Inc., N. Y., firm dealing with visual selling programs
for industry and government.
MILT GREY, vice president in charge of sales, Hill-Shaw Co., Chicago
(appliance mfrs.), to Precision Specialties Inc., L. A. (Revell playplanned toys), as director of merchandising.

TUNA RESEARCH FOUNDATION, Long Beach (10 Calif, packers),
appoints J. Walter Thompson Co., L. A.

CHARLES E. GOODCHILD, internal auditor and cost accountant,
Sterling Drug Inc., N. Y., elected assistant controller. HOWARD BRITTON, administrative assistant to treasurer promoted to assistant
treasurer.

EASE DETERGENT, Burbank, appoints Yambert-Prochonow Inc.,
Beverly Hills. Radio-TV is being used. RAYMOND PROCHONOW is
account executive.

HOW

CROTON
city.

WATCH

Co., N. Y., names Doyle, Dane, Bernbach Inc., that

INTERSTATE ENGINEERING
frey Wade Adv., Hollywood.

Corp., El Segundo, Calif., appoints Geof-

MURPHY OLDSMOBILE, L. A. (new car dealers), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills. Radio is being used. TV will be added.

ADIOS
TOP
• AUDIENCES
O MARKETS
• PERSONALITIES
Reach your listeners through these
Independent Stations that give
them what they want to hear —
News . . . National & LOCAL
Sports . . . music and other entertainment features.
(a)

(b)
IOOO W. BECKLEY, W. VA. ' 620 KC.
JOE RAHALL, PRESIDENT
National Representatives
[a) WEED & COMPANY
•
(b) THE WALKER COMPANY
RAH
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STATION

WOULD

YOU SAY IT?
Word Usage in Radio Commercials Surveyed

IN RADIO commercials, the
"you's" — not the "I's" — have it.
fact, the word,
"you,"
appears
in Incommercials
more
often
than
any other, which may not be so
"wonderful," (the second most used
ranking).or even "new" (the next
word)
These findings are contained in
a survey of some 303 commercials
conducted by a graduate research
student at the U. of Wisconsin
School of Journalism. According to
David L. Thompson, writers of
commercial announcements have
some standard — if not new — ideas
on the subject.
In the order of use frequency, the
products aimed at "you" are "wonderful," "new," "good," "better,"
"fine," "best," "effective," "natural," "big," "fast," "finest,"
"great," "efficient," "improved,"
"nice," and "favorite." (And some
of That
them may
are probably
"free.")
not be to
the liking
of the listener, not to mention the
Federal Trade Commission, for
writers have their own ideas on
words they think have special ap-

mercials.
You is much used but so is "ladies," "folks," or "families." And
the
time
for actionor is
"today,"
"now," "tomorrow"
"daily"
— or
perhaps your
the favorite
next time
you're
around
beer parlor
or greengrocer. "Ask for," "look
for,"
"always
on" that
product.use," and "depend
Mr. Thompson also found a
rather unsanitary practice. Writers
have a habit of putting these words
into the mouths of announcers:
"Quick," "special," "hand y,"
"speedy,"
"amazing,"
"super."
On the other
hand, aandvariety
of
words with taste appeal also were
used— "fresh," "mild," "pure,"
"creamy,"
"tender," "sweet" and
"tasty."
Concludes Mr. Thompson:
"Although the writers' supply
of adjectives and other words appealing to most listeners seems to
be fairly limited, it could not be
called unsuccessful. The commercials used . . . represented threefourths of the gross network ex-

penditures for 1950-51."
Just for sound, they say, try
"pleasant," "sparkling," "beautipeal. ful," "lovely," "refreshing," "perSCBA 'Whingding'
GOLF champions in their respecfect," "delightful," "loveliest,"
tive divisions were determined dur"pleasure" and "pleasing."
Mr. Thompson chose successful
ing annual "Whingding" held by
network commercials of 14 adver150 members of Southern California Broadcasters Assn. Trophy
tising agencies, with 87 covering
prizes went to Walter McCreery,
food products, 94 soaps, 31 smoking materials, and 91 drugs and president, Walter McCreery Inc.,
toiletries.
Beverly Hills, "hucksters"; Leon
None of the words was used
Wray, sales manager, KHJ Holless than 10 times and most were
lywood, "yakkers"; Jim Todd, anutilized more often. "You" appears
nouncer, KFI Los Angeles, "geneight times a commercial on the
ius"; and Harry Meyers, chief enaverage — or roughly 2,400 times —
gineer,Consolation
KFWB Hollywood,
tists."
prize for"scienhigh
indicating the preference for the
went to Don Park, acdirect approach. "Wonderful" ap- gross score
count executive of KIEV Glendale.
peared 167 times in the 303 comBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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and

words

about

Selling

Farm

Folks

. . .

why

Maynard

Maynard Speece Qualifies . . .
A boy on a farm at Meadowlands,
Minnesota . . . truck driver, steelworker, farm hand, U of M graduate, seed analyst in state laboratory.
County Agent . . . then, to charge
of agricultural radio at the State
University.
From 4 years as assistant director
of office of information for U. S.
Dept. of Agriculture at Washington . . . Speece came to WCCO as
Farm Service Director.
This is the background which
makes rural confidence in him evident as he talks farming ... to
farmers!

Speece

can

do

it!

In Minnesota — plus much of Dakota and Wisconsin, where Farms and Farm Families are the
core of our prosperity . . . this is what it takes to
sell them:
You must
situation.

be a sincere friend and know

their

You must convince them that you speak as one
of them — and with their interest at heart.
You must know what you are talking about.

rRadio

WCCO
Basic CBS Affiliates
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
Represented Nationally by
KC
0
Radio
Spot
Sales.
..for
Radio • Free and Peters. ..for Television
3
^8
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PRODUCT

IN

CINCINNATI

ON

WCKY,

THE
IN

1%2

WCKY's

daytime

"SELLINGEST"
THE

news

STATION

NATION.

and music block programming

has

the AUDIENCE, and WCKY's d.j.s - Rex Dale, Leo Underhill, Paul Miller and Nelson King are the top air salesmen in
Cincinnati.
A few of the products that WCKY
sales in Cincinnati are:

is boosting to the top in

Brach Candy - Zest - Tide - Vicks - Electrolux - G. E. - Gulf
Halo - Castoria - Wonder Bread - Shulton - Va. Dare Wine
Int'l. Silver - Groves Labs. - Kroger - Pepto Bismol - Bulova
Birdseye ■ LaFrance - Bayers - Puss 'n Boots - Pepsicola
Colgate Toothpaste - Lifesavers - Chase & Sanborn Coffee
Zerex - Bisodol - Royal Pudding - Minipoo - Lipton Soups
Blondex - Thorobred

- Bendix • Silver Star Blades - Muntz TV

Prestone - Motorola - Anahist.
BUY

WCKY

AND

SELL

YOUR

PRODUCT

IN CINCINNATI
WITH

WCKY...

ON

THE

AIR

50,000 WATTS

EVERYWHERE

OF

SELLING

POWER.

T W

E N T

SELL!

SELL

YOUR

SELL!

PRODUCT

TO

THE

ON

WCKY'S

NATIONAL
PROGRAM

SOUTH

JAMBOREE,

THE

REPUTATION

AS

ON

THE

The large southern
air salesmanship

PROGRAM

AIR.

audience of the JAMBOREE,

of Nelson

JAMBOREE
50

King

and Marty

GRAND

SELLS
IN

THE

C.
H. "Top"
Topmiller
WCKY
Cincinnati
Phone: Cherry 6565
TWX: Ci 281

HOURS

plus the

Roberts, will
you.

SOUTH

WATTS

CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New York City
Phone: Eldorado 5-1127
TWX: NY 1-1688
or

-FOUR

A

"SELLINGEST"

THE

give you sales results in the South that will amaze

WCKY's

WITH

WCKY

1

DAY

r

SEVEN

DAYS

A

WEEK

editorial

^

Jfflerlin ilall aplesitoortl)
"MR. RADIO" is gone. "Deac" Aylesworth
slipped away last Tuesday at 66.
It was Deac who put together radio's first
network — NBC — in 1926. It was in the days
of no written contracts with affiliates; when
a telephone talk with Deac at 711 Fifth Ave.
was all that was needed.
For 10 years Deac directed the destinies of
NBC. Events moved so swiftly that he
had a second network — the Blue — under
way within a year of the start of the NBC
Red network. He handled the station relations, sold the accounts and held the hands
of the artists. If a crisis developed in Washington, invariably he was the first witness.
He was a "city slicker" in the eyes of some
members of Congress, but almost always he
had them weeping before the hearings were
closed.
For two decades, Deac Aylesworth was a
bright star in mass communications constellation. After the first 10 years in radio, he became the operating head of R-K-O, and then
the publisher of the New York World-Telegram. In the process he pitched in on Radio
City, where he maintained his legal and consulting offices until the end.
Deac had led a hard, fast life. He had the
gift of leadership. He was a genius in his
field. Radio might not have developed to its
present stature if his dynamic personality had
not been there at the start 26 years ago.
Double and Nothing
SHORT of a nationwide investigation by a
large and resourceful detective force, there is
no way of finding out how widespread is the
practice of double billing in broadcasting.
Double billing means submitting two bills
to local dealers who contract for time in cooperative advertising campaigns. One bill is
figured at the station's local rate and the other
at the national rate, which usually is considerably higher. The local dealer passes on the
bigger bill to the national advertiser with
whom he is "cooperating" in the campaign,
and when the national advertiser pays him,
he pockets the difference between the national
and local rate and pays the station on a local
basis.
Like the double standard, double billing is
known to exist, but statistics as to its prevalence are difficult to come by. Similarly,
like the double standard, it cannot be justified
on any ethical ground.
It belongs to the genus under-the-counterdeal and as such is scorned by reputable members of the broadcasting business. As pointed
out by Frank Silvernail, chairman of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies' Committee on Radio and Television Broadcasting
and radio-TV timebuying manager of BBDO,
it is outlawed by the standard AAAA contract
[B*T, Sept. 29].
A clause in that contract states "there shall
be no secret rates, rebates or agreements
affecting rates." Any broadcaster who indulges
in double billing is in violation of that clause.
Whether the practice is to be found in many
places or in few, it is doing nothing to improve
the moral climate of radio and television. A
decline in business morals leads inevitably to
financial loss. Put that way, the argument
against double billing ought to be persuasive
to even the least ethical intelligence.
In one community, if five respectable RochesPage 54 • October 6, 1952

ter stations can be believed, double billing
has already completed the unpleasant pattern
of, first, debasing moral standards and, second,
reducing business volume.
As reported in this journal a fortnight ago,
the five stations have said that "the entire
segment of the radio industry in one community
has been blacklisted by national advertisers
and advertising agencies" because one station
was discovered to be engaging in the objectionable practice.
These five stations have been obliged to make
an announcement swearing that they will abstain from double billing. It is unfortunate
that such action became necessary in Rochester
and would be more unfortunate if ethical operators in other communities had to follow
suit.
There is a natural, if quite indefensible,
temptation for local broadcasters to stoop to
double billing in cahoots with local dealers,
since both are apt to feel that national advertisers are big and rich and hence able to foot
bigger bills than local merchants can.
The temptation must be resisted, wherever
aroused. National advertisers may be big and
rich, but they didn't get that way being dumb.

Let's Sit This One Out
BEFORE HE steps down four months hence,
President Truman can make another appointment to the FCC. That is his prerogative.
We hope he won't exercise it.
Since he became Chief Executive in 1945,
Mr. Truman has made seven appointments to
the Commission. Only Paul A. Walker, who
took office a year after Franklin D. Roosevelt
became President, is not an original Truman
appointee — and he was named to the chairmanship by Mr. Truman.
If Mr. Truman should elect to make an appointment, ofnecessity it must be on an interim
basis. That's because Congress is in recess.
A nomination would have to be submitted when
Congress convenes in January. There's no
assurance that the new Senate would confirm
a Truman nominee when a new President —
whether Eisenhower or Stevenson — takes office
later in the same month.
The new President should have the privilege
of making his own selection. He might want
the new member to become chairman. The
FCC now has three Democratic member's, two
Republicans (since the resignation of the hardfighting Robert F. Jones last month) and an
independent. The law specifies that there shall
be no more than four members of the same
political faith.
In these circumstances, it would appear
to be difficult for Mr. Truman to find a. wellqualified man to fill the Jones vacancy. This
is no post for a political hack who might accept
the call even for the short-term prestige. Elevation of a career official in communications
would win favor— if the right man were
selected — but even qualified career men understandably are loath to forsake civil service
status for a short-term political appointment.
We hope the. President won't yield to the
importunities of the political patronage-dispensers. In these next four months, the FCC
can get by one member short. It seldom sits
with its full membership anyway, what with
those frequent trips to the "field" made by this
member or that for the ostensible purpose of
speech-making.
If Mr. Truman is bent upon making an appointment, itis to be hoped that he will select
a qualified business man, with broadcasting
background and experience. Even in four
months such a person might strike a few blows
for prudence and sound economy in administration. 1]

ff - our respects to:

HERBERT

MAYER

THE WAYtronics mayHerbert
Mayer got intological
elecnot be biographically
but judging by his successful career the
transition was commercially sound.
Nine years of law practice in New York were
suddenly abandoned early in World War II
when this successful barrister started worrying because he learned that a shortage of coilwinding facilities was seriously delaying war
production
and business.
anyhow he'd always nursed a
desire to enter
Electronics looked like an industry with a
tremendous future so Herbert Mayer decided
to get into it via the coil-winding route. He
not only wanted to be a good businessman, but
he really was. By the end of the war Empire
Coil Co. was the leading supplier to Westinghouse of intricate radar coils. Mr. Mayer is
president of Empire.
With arrival of V-J Day, the company converted from radar to the manufacture of radio
coils and transformers. The postwar electronics industry provided a good market for
these products and the manufacturing plant
thrived.
Two years later— 1947 to be specific — Mr.
Mayer was deeply moved by a speech Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff delivered to a meeting of
Radio Mfrs. Assn. In his speech, Gen. Sarnoff
looked into the electronics future and extolled
the coming era of television.
Herbert Mayer was impressed, just as he
had been impressed by the coil-winding shortage early in the war. With his customary
enthusiasm and his desire to create, he applied
for and received a grant to construct a television station in Cleveland. At the same time
he turned Empire's energies toward development of television components with the result
that the company now is the leading outside
supplier of these parts to RCA and numbers
among customers such manufacturers as
Philco, DuMont, Capehart-Farnsworth and
Hallicrafters.
Simultaneously, the manufacturing division
and embryo television station proceeded under
forced draft and WXEL (TV) Cleveland went
on the air Dec. 17, 1949 from suburban Parma,
assigned to Channel 9. At that time some
video experts were uttering snide comments
about the upper half of the vhf television band
and its economic possibilities.
Despite the dire predictions, WXEL was an
immediate success. It has telecast Cleveland
Indians baseball games for the past three seasons. Within two years the volume of business
(Continued on page 62)
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Radio

announces

a

Station

vastly
to

New

TO

York

in the New

York area, WOV

has, for twenty-two

years, been the radio voice they have always felt was
pre-eminently theirs. Since the war, WOV has also been
an intimate link between this vast audience and their
relatives and acquaintances in Italy — America's best
friends in Europe. Every rating, every study ever made,
has placed WOV

far and away first among media in its

impact on the largest Italian-speaking community
entire world.
Now,

expanded

in the

from 9:30 A.M. to 8:00 in the evening,

service

the

Italian

more than two million Americans of Italian origin

WOV

community

Italian-language daily newspaper in the United States.
Both in New York and in Italy, where WOV

operates

studios and mobile recording units, and where II Progresso maintains a Rome

bureau, WOV

and II Progresso

will collaborate in the interests of comprehensive news
coverage and enlarged public service. Reports from
WOV's short-wave listening post will be shared. A
powerful program of mutual exploitation between II
Progresso and WOV

is already under way.

What's the importance for you?
This: There are far more Italians in the WOV

WOV is the only radio station serving New York's great
Italian audience. This unique dominance of the largest

market than there are in Rome

single economic grouping in the New

spend than ever before in history. And now WOV

York area goes

they listen to WOV.

itself. Overwhelmingly,

Today they have more money to
is a

hand in hand with a deep sense of responsibility to this

more powerful instrument than ever before to influence

audience, expressed in program service of the highest

their buying in your direction.

quality known
Now

in the field of specialized broadcasting.

this is further enhanced through the cooperative

sharing of news-gathering and promotional facilities
between WOV and II Progresso Italo-Americano, largest

WOV's

exclusive and vastly expanded broadcasting

service to the largest, most loyal, and most responsive
audience in two decades of WOV
tion means sales —

Italian-language opera-

for you.

On*-""*"! WOW

Representatives:
John E. Pearson Co.

730 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 19 • ROME STUDIOS: VIA di PORTA PINCIANA 4
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DANIEL G. EVANS rejoins sales staff, WDSU-TV
tour of duty with U. S. Navy.

New Orleans, after

JACK BESSE, KSAN San Francisco, MARGARET ANDREASEN, WOW
Omaha and GORDON MOREHOUSE, KSWI Council Bluffs, to sales
staff, KOIL Omaha.

front office

JAY E. WAGNER Jr., assistant manager, WLEC Sandusky, Ohio,
elected president and general manager, succeeding the late ALBERT
E. HEISER [B»T, Sept. 1].
ROBERT S. HIX, sales manager, KFH-AM-FM Wichita, Kan., elected
executive vice president of Missouri Valley Broadcasting Corp., and general manager of KRES St. Joseph, Mo.
SIDNEY H. TEAR, commercial manager, WYVE Wytheville, Va., to
WCFV Clifton Forge, Va., as general manager. JOHN ECHOLS appointed commercial manager at latter station.

TELFORD TAYLOR, former FCC General Counsel and administrator,
Small Defense Plants Administration [B*T, Sept. 29, 15], resumes law
practice in association with James M. Landis and David E. Scoll. Firm,
Landis, Taylor & Scoll, is located at 400 Madison Ave., N. Y.
NORMAN S. BRETT, formerly media director for Mervin & Jesse Levine
Inc., N. Y., appointed to newly-created post of sales promotion manager
for DuMont Television Network.
FRANCES KANE, writer of "Feminine Topics" column in New Haven
Journal Courier, to sales department of WAVZ New Haven.

JOHN HABERLAN, sales staff, WKY Oklahoma City, appointed to
newly created position of local sales manager at station.

RADIODIFFUSION FRANCAISE, French broadcasting system in North
America, moves to new offices at 972 Fifth Ave., N. Y. Telephone is
Regent 4-1501.
ARNOLD, FORTAS & PORTER, Washington law firm, moves to its own
building at 1229 19th St., N.W. Telephone remains Executive 7300.

HENRY SULLIVAN, manager, WCOG
Wilson, N. C, in same capacity.

fictional* • • •

ART HEIN to WBBM Chicago as sales service manager, replacing BOB
WOLD, who moves to local sales.

Greensboro, N. C, to WGTN

WALTER F. GAINES, manager, WIEL Elizabethtown, Ky., resigns. He
will be replaced by DEE HUDDLESON, program director at WKCT
Bowling Green. JACK EVERSOLE, station manager, WKAY Glasgow,
to WKCT, succeeding Mr. Huddleson.
AL CONSTANT, program manager, KRON-TV San Francisco, resigns
to
manager of Denver (Col.) Television Co.'s proposed
TV become
station general
in Denver.
AILEEN GILMORE, secretary-treasurer WBIG Greensboro, N. C, has
resigned. She will announce plans following vacation.

RICHARD J. MONAHAN, commercial manager, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., elected secretary-treasurer of Civic Assn. of Milford (Conn.). . . .
FRANKLIN DUNHAM, radio-TV chief at Office of Education, will
teach graduate course in educational radio and TV at American U.,
Washington, D. C, this fall.
ORLA ST. CLAIR, radio attorney and president of San Francisco Bar
Assn., appointed to city's Municipal Court by Gov. Warren.
BILL VERNON, account executive, WABD (TV) New York, father of
boy, Michael Stuart, Sept. 17. . . . BOB HAWKES, network TV salesman at ABC Chicago, father of girl, Marilyn.
LEONARD
Gail Ann.

...about

his

transcription

equipment

Look around — you'll find the
top disc jockeys on the top
stations are using Gray
Tone Arms— proof that
Gray meets their exacting standards.

Choose the f a mous
106-SP or the new viscousdamped 108-B. Both provide superb fidelity, long
serviceability, and perfect
tracking at all record
speeds. Write for the Gray
Tone Arm Bulletin RD-10.

PRESIDENT
and Development Co.. Inc.. 598 Hilliard St., Manchester, Conn.
Oiv. ot The Gray Manufacturing Co. — Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Gray Audograph
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H. LEVITT, WOV

New York salesman, father of girl,.

STOCK
HOLDINGS
Confirmed by Newspapers
REPORT that Mrs. John Sparkman, wife of the Democratic Vice
Presidential nominee, holds 49 % of
stock in WAVU Albertville, Ala.,
and received $6,501 in dividends
from the station last year were
confirmed by a newspaper the past
fortnight.
Published disclosure by the Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser to that
effect reportedly was confirmed by
WAVU General Manager Pat M.
Courington, who described himself
as
the husband
of Mrs. toSparkman's
niece.
He declined
say how
much she had paid for the stock.
He owns the other 51%.
Mr. Courington held that the imof Mrs.in Sparkman's
publishedportance
interest
WAVU is being
exaggerated and reportedly denied
any inference that she had helped
him to obtain a license from the
FCC.
When reminded by Jack Steele,
New York Herald Tribune reporter,
that the dividends may represent
a 10% return on an investment of
$65,010, Mr. Courington was quoted
as saying that Mrs. Sparkman had
not invested "anything like that."
He added: "The radio business is
not like a big corporation. We

WBAL Raises Rates
WBAL Baltimore has increased by
some 10% the cost of announcements in its morning local programming. In announcing the increase,
Leslie H. Peard Jr., station man"Radio situation.
in Baltimoreager,
is in commented,
a very healthy
Our 'sold out' success story is
simply the result of hard work,
strong merchandising and the independent station technique of programming." The
Increase became
tive Wednesday.
station effecis an
NBC affiliate.
KIHO

Author

RICHARD MORENUS, commercial manager, KIHO
Sioux Falls, S. D., on Oct. 13
will have his book, CrazyWhite
-Man,published
Sha-ga-na-she
Wa-du-kee,
by Rand
McNally & Co., Chicago. The
book is an account of Mr.
Morenus' life for six years in
the northern Canadian
wilderness, where temperatures sometimes plunged to
63 degrees below zero and
his nearest neighbors were
roving Indians. Mr. Morenus
was a successful radio writer
in New York in 1940, when a
doctor advised him to get
away from it all for awhile.

have good years and bad years."
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CLEVELAND'S

SELLS

C/uefr

OHIO'S
Get

CHIEF
WJW

STATION

RICHEST
your

share

of

MARKET!
more

than

SAYS:
has the coverage

you need to sell the great
Northern Ohio Market
• Cleveland's Strongest Signal
• Best Local Programs
• Favorite Network Shows
• Sales Minded Merchandising

WJW
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5000 WATTS
BASIC ABC
WJW BUILDING
CLEVELAND 15, OHIO
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES. INC.

Get
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Sales
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WILLIAM TALMAN and CAROLE
RICHARDS, Hollywood radio-TV actors, named co-chairmen of Defeat
Dystrophy drive, Beverly Hills, working in cooperation with Muscular
Dystrophy Assn. of California.
AL CASSADY, former band leader, to
Fla.
announcing staff, WWPG Palm Beach,

PACKAGE FIRM
Carmel Myers Prod. Formed
CARMEL MYERS last week announced formation of Carmel Myers Productions, New York, a new
radio-TV packaging firm. Production already has begun with three
packages reported nearing completion.
Miss Myers recently obtained
rights to a collection of Mark Hellinger stories and has transcribed
Mark Hellinger Tales into a series
of half-hour radio dramas, starring Edward Arnold as narrator
and directed by Sherman Marks.
Additionally, a half -hour TV series
titled Cradle of Stars, starring and
directed by Gregory Ratoff, has
been filmed and is ready for distribution. Another 15-minute situation comedy radio package featuring Blossom Seeley and Benny
Fields is planned.
Fund Finalist
ADVERTISING Women of
New York awarded a $1,500
scholarship to New York U's
Dept. of Marketing to Susan
McCall of J. Walter Thompson Co. for being the young
woman "whose interest in advertising and work in this
field merits recognition."
Scholarship fund was created
to commemorate the 40th anniversary ofAWNY.

air- casters
FRED KELLER, executive producer,
WBEN-TV Buffalo, appointed
program director, replaced by JOHN
L. HUTCHINSON, in charge of station's remote telecasts.
JOHN VROMAN, program director,
WDAF Valdosta, Ga., to WABB Mobile, Ala., in same capacity, replacing
BERI MOORE, who has resigned.
MARTIN H. FULLER promoted to
program director, KOMA Oklahoma
City, replacing BOB EASTMAN, who
transfers to news department.
ROBERT YEAGER, WLW Cincinnati
producer, promoted to assistant program director, replacing CHET HERMAN, who now heads station's talent
control operation.
BILL SHOMETTE named farm and
ranch director, WOAI San Antonio,
replacing BILLY McREYNOLDS, who
becomes assistant program manager.
BOB HILL, sports director, WANE
Ft. Wayne, Ind., promoted to program director. CARL COOPER added
to staff as announcer.
MAE H. DEHN, assistant business
manager of ABC television program
department, to WJZ-TV New York
in newly-created post of business
manager.
GENE A. DeALESSI program department, KSFO San Francisco,
named director of promotion and
publicity.

In Pennsylvania—* —
It's an important part of every well-rounded
sales program!

♦ SCRANTON
WILKES-BARRE
• HAZLETON
• BLOOMSBURG

W IL K
has more
LOCAL ADVERTISERS
than
ANY OTHER STATION
IN THE MARKET

• New York
« Chicago
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San Francisco
Dallas

NED LUKENS, WGOV Valdosta, Ga.,
to WEAS Memphis, Tenn., as program director. KURT ALEXANDER
added to WEAS staff as production
manager.
SEYMOUR HOROWITZ, assistant
program manager, WJAR-TV Providence, R. L, named program manager.
MANNING
TESSER,production
station's
TV director,
appointed
coordinator.
HARRIS OWEN, program director,
KLRA Little Rock, Ark., appointed
radio chairman of Community Chest
drive there.
WILLIAM H. REYNOLDS to announcing staff, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee.
DICK ALEXANDER to announcing
staff, WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
MARY McKAIG, Lockheed Aircraft
Co., Burbank, to Hollywood headquarters of KBIG Avalon, as member of
traffic department.
ROBERT L. DAVY, floor manager,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, named
director of special shows there.
LARRY McKINLEY, chief announcer,
WMFS Chattanooga, Tenn., to WMRY
New Orleans, as program director.
THOMAS V. BELCHER, following
separation from Army, returns to
KNBH (TV) Hollywood as director.
CHARLES ANDERSON, announcer,
KFI Los Angeles, recalled to active
duty and assigned to Air Force Video
Production Squadron, Burbank.
MYRON J. BENNETT, WGN Chicago,
to KOIL Omaha, Neb., for M. J. B.
Show. PAUL MUNT, KBON Omaha,
to KOIL's announcing staff. HELEN
NORWOOD, KFGT Fremont, Neb.,
to KOIL promotion and continuity
staff.
SHEPARD MENKEN, actor on CBS
Radio Broadway Is My Best, and
GABRIEL CURTIZ, Hollywood TV actor, assigned roles in Stanley Kramer
feature film production, "The JugNANCY OSGOOD, director of women's activities, WRC and WNBW (TV)
Washington, elected president of D. C.
chapter of American Women in Radio
& Television.
BILLgler."
BODE named staff director of
WCAU-TV Philadelphia. MORT CHAVENSON appointed assistant art director. BOB SWANSON, WCAM Camden, N. J., and John Dean, WTEL
Philadelphia, appointed staff announcers of WCAU-TV. JACK DOLPH
and JERRY TAYLOR added to WCAU
production staff.
PATRICIA HARDY, New York TV
actress, assigned role in UniversalInternational feature film, "Night
Flowers."
HAL GOLDMAN and AL GORDON,
Hollywood special material radio
writers, to writing staff on CBS Radio
Jack Benny Show.
DAVE PARKER, radio-TV instructor,
Wayne U., Detroit, to NBC Chicago
TV
production staff as assistant director.

PAT CROWLEY, New York TV actress, assigned role in Paramount
Pictures feature film, "Reaching for
CECILIA
WOV New
the
Stars." VIOLENES,
York, m.c. of Wake Up NY, and
Charles Carter were married Sept. 27.
BOB HORN, recorded music director,
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, father of
girl, Sept. 9.
BLAINE
KOIN j*
Portland, HANKS,
Ore., fatherannouncer,
of boy, Stephen,
Sept. 19.
JIM CONWAY, show personality at
WBBM Chicago, father of boy.
RALPH CUMMINGS, sound man,
KNX Hollywood, and SCOTTIE DYER,
script secretary, CBS Radio The Lineup, were married, Sept. 28.
Meur£ • • •
CY TUMA. midwestern announcer,
to KOTV (TV) Tulsa, as news director.
GEORGE GRIM, Minneapolis (Minn.)
Tribune columnist, to KSTP-AM-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul, as newscaster,
after return from South America
Nov. 1.
GILBERT MARTYN, newscaster,
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, promoted to
news editor. DICK KEUSINK, assistant news editor, KTLA (TV), named
newsroom supervisor. JERRY BIRDWELL,
United
tion's news
staff.Press, L. A., to staCHET HUNTLEY, ABC Western Div.
news analyst, given first annual
achievement
by B'nai
B'rith
Metropolitan award
Lodge No.
1740, L.
A.,
for "impartial presentation of the
problems of the new State of Israel
in its relation to world affairs."
AMOS EASTRIDGE, KFAB Omaha, to
news staff, KOIL same city.
Wins

Sarnoff

Grant

OSCAR OLIVER Jr., 23-year-old
student at NYU's College of Engine ring, is winner of the first
David Sarnoff Fellowship, established by RCA in
honor of its board
chairman, D r.
Thorndike Saville, dean of the
college, a nnounced Thursday. Mr. Oliver
was selected
from
a class of 256
graduating ento receive thegineers
fellowship which provides an annual
grant of $2,700 for predoctoral
study. Award was established in
February 1952 as part of an RCA
program
to assist personnel
in the education of scientific
for
Mr. Oliver

leadership in the electronics industry. It is administered jointly
by Deancation
Saville
Committee.and the RCA Edu-
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Hand

me

crutches,

my

Mary!

"Doc or no Doc . . . no wounded leg is keeping
ME borne on Election Day! When I was over
in Korea, one of the big things we figured
we were fighting for was the right to vote
as we please.
"Just look at that crowd! Seems like everybody
in town's turning out to vote today. In fact,
it's been predicted that more than 55 million
people all over the nation will be voting!
"Heard a fellow the other day call it 'National
Beefanother
Day'. Says
all beef
time
or
about he,
ourwelocal,
state, ator one
national
governments, or certain people in them.
And today's the day we get a chance to back
up those beefs with ballots!
"Whether we squawk about corruption by
public officials . . . about wasteful squandering of our hard-earned tax dollars . . . about
government interfering in public utilities
and private business . . . about overloading government payrolls with un-needed
workers ... or about government employees
with red sympathies — Election Day is the
big moment for us citizens to get it off our
chests with those votes our Constitution
guarantees us.

£3V

"I say, thank God we don't live in one of
those commie countries where people have
only hand-picked red candidates to vote for.
Those
devils just
get a chance
to
vote poor
for anybody
else.don't
Sometimes,
Mary,
I think we don't fully appreciate how lucky
we are. We vote for whom we honestly think
best . . how
. andwenobody
knows
vote! on God's green earth
"So hand me those crutches, Honey. And get
your hat and coat on, too. We're going to
vote together . . . bum leg or no bum leg."
REPUBLIC
Republic Building

STEEL

• Cleveland 1, Ohio

Republic BECAME strong in a strong and
free America. Republic can REMAIN
strong only in an America that remains
Strong and free. To answer the urgent needs
of Defense Production, Republic is taking a significant part in the development of Titanium . . . whose
structural strength compares favorably with that of
many steels, and whose corrosion-resistance ranks it
with some of the stainless steels. Yet Titanium is only
56% as heavy as alloy steel. No development project
(except that of atomic energy) has commanded as
much attention and research in so short a period as
has Titanium . . . the metal of the future. Keep your
eye on Republic Titanium and Titanium Alloys!
This message is one of a series appearing in national
magazines, and in newspapers in communities where
Republic mills, mines and offices are located. For a
full color reprint, or permission to broadcast or telecast, write Dept. M, Republic Steel, Cleveland l,Ohio.
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NABET-RCA VICTOR
Pact Ends Strike Threat
NATIONAL Assn. of Broadcast
Engineers & Technicians and
RCA Victor Div. came to terms on
a new contract Wednesday, staving
off a strike threat involving 140
employes of the firm's custom record plant in New York [B*T,
Sept. 29].
NABET and RCA officials said
the settlement provides for a basic
general wage increase of six cents
an hour. The wage scale will range
from $1.35% to $2.16y2 an hour.
Fringe benefits under the agreement, which went into effect Wednesday, include two paid days off
in case of death in family and additional pay for holidays worked.
NPA Appointments
TWO KEY appointments touching
on the materials welfare of broadcasters and set manufacturers were
announced by National Production
Authority fortnight ago. Richard W. Murphy was named assistant administrator for NPA's
Textile, Leather & Specialty Equipment Branch, under which the Electronics Products Div. falls. Rufe
B. Newman Jr. was appointed acting assistant administrator for
NPA Facilities & Construction.

CLOTHING

SALES

CPRN
allied

rent, o,Webste
presid
BLASH
BF.
o ,Corp.,
„ Chicag
Chicag
elected
board chairman succeeded by DONALD MacGREGORY, vice president in
charge of manufacturing, Zenith Radio Corp., same city.
GORDON C. KNIGHT, operations
manager of commercial products div.,
Capehart-Farnsworth Corp., to IT&T
Corp., as assistant to the president.
WILLIAM E. BOSS appointed manager of TV market development for
RCA Victor Home Instrument Dept.,
Camden, N. J.
THEODORE L. BOWES, manager of
Stromberg-Carlson's patent dept., and
GEORGE C. GORDON, attorney with
law firm of Nixon, Hargrave, Devans
& Dey, elected assistant secretaries
of Stromberg-Carlson.
FRANCES SCULLY, ABC radio movie
news commentator, to Ettinger Co.,
Hollywood publicity firm, as member
of radio-TV department.
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC Co., North Birmingham, Ala., appointed distributor
for CBS-Columbia TV receivers in
that state and western Florida.
JOHN H. ADAMS, Rola Co., Cleveland, Ohio, appointed assistant sales
manager.

ARE

COLOSSAL

arts

DANIEL J. EDELMAN, public relations director, Toni Div., Gillette
Co., Chicago, forms DANIEL J. EDELMAN & Assoc., public relations
agency,
that
city. at 440 Merchandise Mart,
MORT D. BARRON, CBS-Columbia
Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y., appointed assistant sales
promotion
manager.
BEATRICE
CAM-of
ERON to staff
George F. Foley
In^., N. Y., radioT V production
firm,tionas
producassistant.
DAVE S MITH,
WTAL TallahasMr. Barron
see, caster,
Fla., appointed
newsdirector of radio,
U. of Vermont, Burlington.
BOB MOSHER, Art Cerf & Co., to
Merit Coil Transformer Corp., Chicago, asterritory.
representative in New England
ADVERTISING RESEARCH BUREAU
Inc., Seattle, moves to 4230 University
Way, that city. Telephone is Melrose
8181. JOSEPH
WARD'S office remains in CentralB.Bldg.
LOU PENEGUY, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., to Leland Powers School
of Theatre, Radio & Television, Boston, as assistant director of radio
department.
WARREN COLLINS, cameraman, and
JORGEN
CHRISTENSEN,
art and
animation director, to audio-video
production unit of S. W. Caldwell
Ltd., Toronto.

Mmtk
MA
Norfolk Portsmouth Newport News

It's happening . . . women's readyto-wear sales up 15%, men's and
boys' clothing sales up 11%, general apparel sales up 14% — 1951
over 1950. WTAR-AM-TV blankets this area with your sales message. Contact Edward Petry & Co.
today!
AM-TV-FM
NBC AM-FM
AFFILIATE
TV
ALL NETWORKS
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
3,000 Watts Day and Night
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ENGINEERING
Dept.,
• • •
£<fiuipment PRODUCTS
RCA, Camden, announces production
of new tower amplifier equipment for
use in RCA community TV "Antenaplex" system's to provide high-gain
TV signal amplification in areas
where signal strength is low. RCA
Type SX-8CT tower amplifier system is designed for use in community Antenaplex systems for one, two
or three-channel service.
HEWLETT-PACKARD Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., announces production of two
wide-range RC oscillators, Models
200AB and 200CD, featuring high
stability and accurate, quickly resettable tuning circuits. Only three
front panel controls are used.
MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER
Corp,. Chicago, announces manufacture of six new power transformers.
Type P3076, P3077 and P3078 are
units for new low voltage-high current TV set. designs; P3079 for sets
using selinium rectifiers. Model P3097
is damper
filament transformer. TVisolation
Auto transformer
Model
P3098 is picture tube voltage booster
with rating of primary 6.3; output
12.6 at 1 ampere with taps at 9.45
and 6.3 volts.
"Technical •
JOSEPH CHOVELAK, NBC Chicago
maintenance
Elissa
Mary. engineer, father of girl,

BILLINGS

Up 36% Over 1951
COLUMBIA Pacific Radio Network's net billing as of Sept. 13 is
36% ahead of last year, it has
been announced by Edwin W. Buckalew, assistant general manager in
charge of sales for CPRN and
KNX Hollywood.
Local billings on KNX are 15%
more than last year at the same
date, indicating national spot business on the station also is up substantially.
"Prospects are exceedingly
bright for a continuing trend in
each category," Mr. Buckalew
added.
New business and renewals on
CPRN clude : in the past six weeks inGreen Giant Co., Le Sueur, Minn.,
starts Edward R. Murrow on 13 CPRN
stations,
Thurs.,
p.m.
PST, for Tues.
13 weeksandfrom
Oct. 5-5:15
28. Agency
is Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
Rainier Brewing Co., San Francisco,
starts Rocky Jordan on 11 CPRN stations, Mon., 7:35-8 p.m. PST, for 52
weeks from Oct. 13. Agency is Brisacher.
cifco. Wheeler & Staff, San FranRiggio Tobacco Corp., Brightwater,
N. Y. (Regent cigarettes), renews
America Calling on 12 CPRN stations,
Sun.,
p.m.Agency
PST, for
13 weeks&
from 3-3:30
Oct. 12.
is Hilton
Riggio Inc., New York.
General
Corp.,
York on(Jel-16
lo),
renewsFoods
Frank.
GossNewNews
CPRN stations, alternating days, Mon.Sat., 5:45-5:55 p.m. PST, for nine weeks
from Inc.,
Oct. 7.NewAgency
cam
York. is Young & RubiHills Bros., San Francisco (coffee),
started
Ruthmountain
Ashton'sstations,
News on
CPRN and
Mon.-39
Fri.,
4:40-4:45
p.m.
PST,
for
52
weeks
from Sept. 22. Agency is N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., New York.
Leslie newedSalt
Co., Missus
San Francisco,
Meet the
Varieties reon
19
CPRN
stations.
Sat.,
11:30
a.m.
-12
noon PST, for 52 weeks from Sept. 20.
Agency is Long Adv. Service, San
Francisco.
Regal-Amber
Brewing
San Francisco (Regal Pale
Beer),Co.,started
Tom
Hanlon's Press Box on nine CPRN stations,
Sat.,
4:45-5
p.m.
PST,
for
weeks from Sept. 20. Agency is Abbott11
Kimball Co., San Francisco.
Bristol-Myers Co.. New York (Sal
Hepatica), started The Jimmy Wakely
Show on 13 CPRN stations, Sun., 3:304 p.m. PST, for 39 weeks from Sept.
14. Agency is Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York.
National Biscuit Co., New York
(Milk-Bone Dog Food), started alternating Tues. and Thurs. Mr. Information on 17 CPRN stations, 4:30-4:45
p.m. PST, for 39 weeks from Sept. 2.
Firm also sponsors The World Today
on same station line-up, Mon., Wed.,
Fri., 5:30-5:45 p.m. PST, ior 39 weeks
from
EricksonSept.
Inc.,1.NewAgency
York. is McCann-

ITH 28 years . . .
W
ADIO experience
R and . . .
RADE ates . .know
how, oper.

m u n i t y-c o n s c i o u s
station . . .
t commoscommunity
s from
. . A'
. and
ALTOON
■erviee comet community
interest in your product.
Represented by Robert Meeker A»ociatet
ABC
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NDIANA

HOOKS
FROM

When

SPORTSCASTER

10,091
23

LETTERS

STATES

Ernie Ashley, popular WOWO

IN

ONE

WEEK

sportscaster, offered sample

fishhooks to his listeners, 10,091 letters quickly poured in from 23
states! This is no record, of course, for we're used to tremendous mail
response at WOWO.

But it's an indication of the way in which this

station stays close to its listeners by using mail-pull constantly to check
on programming effectiveness.
By any yardstick, Ernie Ashley has proved an effective attraction
for sports audiences. His success is based on an unusual ability to
project personality, plus a knowledge of sports that only an active participant can offer. Ernie has been a city golf champion at Fort Wayne,
a basketball star in the Army, a semi-pro baseball player. . and he can
be a triple-threat addition to your Midwest sales drive.
Ernie Ashley, and other WOWO

personalities, know

precisely*

how to sell the average Midwesterner. They can help move merchandise
for you in one of the nation's most important market-areas! For more
information, get in touch with WOWO
or Free & Peters.

WESTINGHOUSE
KEX

• KDKA

RADIO
• KYW

WOWO

STATIONS
• WBZ

Inc

• WBZA

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 5U)
and desire to provide better programming facilities had brought
about an expansion of the Parma
plant to nearly three times its
original size. This culminated in
the opening of downtown offices
and studios in Esquire Theatre,
newly renovated and converted into WXEL Studio D.
Mr. Mayer's electronic appetite
wasn't whetted by the two major
enterprises, however, so he decided
to expand his television empire by
acquiring two uhf grants — Channel 27 in Portland, Ore., and Channel 26 in Denver. The two cities
were major video-less areas because of the drawn-out FCC freeze.
The Portland project is an epic
in television's exciting history. Last
July 11 Mr. Mayer got the Portland and Denver grants. There
weren't any commercial uhf transmitters available so he bought the
experimental equipment that RCA
has operated at Bridgeport, Conn.,
for several years. The gear was
boxed and shipped by fast freight
and truck to Portland and reassembled by RCA.
All the while, building crews
were working around the clock,
seven days a week, and by Sept.
15 the building was complete and
all equipment in place. RCA had
hustled out a 21-gain antenna and
it was installed within five days.
A 250-foot tower that arrived

AT SEMI-ANNUAL WJR Detroit Advisory Board of Michigan Civic leaders
meetings are: Worth Kramer (at head of table), WJR vice president-general
manager, and (clockwise) Harvey Campbell, executive vice president, Detroit
Board of Commerce; Edgar Guest, poet and civic leader; Dale Mclntyre, WJR
public service director; William Siebert, WJR secretary-treasurer; Charley
Figy, State Dept. of Agriculture director; George Cushing, WJR vice president; Donald Leonard, Detroit Police Commissioner; Franklin Mitchell, WJR
program director; Boniface Maille, former national commander. Disabled
American Veterans; George F. Leydorf, WJR vice president in charge of engineering; John Dancy, Detroit Urban League director, and Mrs. Clyde E. Bickel,
Federated Women's Club.

Sept. 9 was completed Sept. 11
just as the antenna arrived.
The 17.6 kw signal went on the
air at 12:01 a.m. Sept. 18, giving
Portland its first television service.
The commercial career of this exlawyer thus has been marked by a
series of high-pressure projects,
enough to wreck the carcass of an
average executive. Herbert Mayer
is quite aware of the hazards of
pressure, and therefore is successful in avoiding them. First, his
work is both a vocation and an
avocation. He loves it, and goes to
i
~j
work at 8:30 a.m. He's a night
owl, and frequently works beyond
midnight.
;
CORRECTION
Next step to avoid ulcers and
related business ills consists of
PLEASE
;
close adherence to a series of admonitions on his desk. They are
i I would like to correct the |r
simple,
though
numerous — avoid
!; WEMP ad run in Broadworry, tension, overwork, overI1 casting-Telecasting Sep- \\
fatigue, over-eating, over-haste,
i! tember 22, 1952, in fairness
constant deadlines, too little relax!| to all other broadcasting i
ation, too few vacations, sorrow.
J1 stations in this area.
Available to Employes
'I We are the exclusive broadThat's a lot of avoiding, but Mr.
\\ casting station for the MilMayer is an efficient avoider. He
backstops this knack with a genial,
',' waukee Brewers and for the
'! Green Bay Packers, but the \ disarming smile — a smile that's an
important factor in his business
i| games
of the Marquette
and personal life. Though he has
| University football team
'' and the University of Wisa private office, it's almost unused
*, consin basketball team are 'i because he prefers a desk in the
office where he is avail!| available to the other sta- \ general
able to employes at all times. His
\' inspirational leadership has built
\ tions in this area.
'' / do want to point out that << up employe loyalty. As one employe putMayer
it, is
"Being
around Her!; all of our broadcasts of i\
bert
exhilarating
and
these games are sold, at this J| exciting and a liberal education
! date, to the Miller Brewing |i on how to conduct a business opera!| Company and to the Mar- s
tion. He is a tremendous force."
]' shall and Ilsley bank.
\\
Mr. Mayer has an active social
conscience and is quick to employ
i, Sincerely,
j1 handicapped workers as well as
|: RADIO STATION WEMP \\ some who need rehabilitation. He
|
/signed/
,\ doesn't like to talk about these
things, dismissing them as "part
!
^J4uffL ~J\. i^oice, ^r. <! of our responsibility as employers
HUGH K. BOICE, Jr., jj to give a man a chance."
Herbert Mayer was born in 1908
GENERAL MANAGER 'I
in New York City, son of a successful builder. At Colgate he
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led the debating team and was a
track star. He got his legal education at the U. of Wisconsin. In
1936 he married the former
Frances Leaper, of Green Bay,
Wis., a commercial artist. Her
artistic talents are found, incidental y, inmany phases of Empire's activities including plant
decoration, trademarks and letterheads. The Mayers have five children— "a basketball team" as their
father puts it, two boys and three
girls. They live in Larchmont,
N. Y. His hobbies include skiing
and mountain climbing.
The philosophy that led to his
electronics progress is summed up
by Mr. Mayer in a quotation from
Rabindranath Tagore, voiced at the
WXEL
in 1949:
"Faith
is
the birdopening
that feels
the light
and

KMPC
RETURNS
CP
Cites Technical Problems
CONSTRUCTION permit for 50
kw nighttime was turned back to
the FCC last week by KMPC Los
Angeles, after six fruitless years
trying to make the directional
array work [B*T, Sept. 22].
Major problem, according to the
station's letter to the Commission,
was re-radiation from surrounding
hills. Station recounted the amount
of time and energy it and its engineering consultants put into the
attempt to make the three-element
array work. Also understood to be
a factor in the decision to give up
the 50 kw CP was the impact of
TV on nighttime listening and the
recent network rate cuts for Class
A time.
KMPC operates on 710 kc with
50 kw day, 10 kw night, directional.
WSYR ANNIVERSARY
30th Birthday Observed
WSYR Syracuse has celebrated its
30th anniversary with ceremonies
built around the theme, "Life Beat 30." The back
station
its
first ginsbroadcast
to traces
Sept. 15,
1922, from a single room in nearby
Cazenovia. That night, under the
call letters WMAC, a signal was
beamed to Syracuse, 22 miles away.
The station expanded rapidly
and today,
WSYR
covers It22moved
central New York
counties.
to Syracuse where, in 1932, the
station was purchased by the late
Harry Wilder and his son, Harry
C. Wilder, who last Tuesday retired from active participation
[B*T, Sept. 29]. WSYR-FM was
added in 1946; WSYR-TV in 1950.

sings, while the daw*n is still
ARF
KBA
dark." Meets Oct. 13-14
KENTUCKY Broadcasters Assn.
will meet Oct. 13-14 at the Henry
Clay Hotel in Ashland, Ky., Hugh
0. Potter, secretary-treasurer of
KBA, announced last week. Mr.
Potter is general manager of
WOMI Owensboro, Ky.

Adds

Subscribers

ADVERTISING Research Foundation announced last week the addition of six new subscribers:
American Tobacco Co.; Calkins &
Holden, Carlock, McClinton &
Smith Inc. and the Curtis Publishing Co. publications — Saturday
day.
Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal, Country Gentleman, and Holi-

Clear Channel Home of the national Earn Dance
BROADCASTING
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RCA

VICTOR NAMES
Toney to Products Post
JAMES M. TONEY has been
has been named director of distribution for RCA Victor Div.'s
consumer products department effective Nov. 1, Joseph B. Elliott,
vice president in charge of consumer products for the division,
said last week.
Mr. Toney has served two years
as division public relations director. Joining RCA in 1943 as a
field representative in the purv chasing department, he moved to
RCA Victor Distributing Corp. in
Chicago two years later as sales
representative, and was named
general merchandise manager in
1947. In 1948 he was transferred
to Camden, in that year becoming
advertising and sales promotion
manager for the RCA Victor home
instrument department.

CHILDREN'S VIEWING
Youth's Habits Surveyed
CENTRAL Ohio families are obtaining a high degree of "television control" with respect to children's viewing habits, according to
a survey just released by the
Franklin County (Ohio) Television Committee of the White House
Conference on Children & Youth.
Although children are subject to
family control on getting chores
and homework done, the survey
showed they still spend a lot of
time watching video. Survey
showed that TV doesn't claim too
many young viewers after school
or on Sunday mornings, but that
television "reigns supreme" after
the evening meal. Of the children,
64.8% said they go to church Sunday morning.
Edward L Greene
EDWARD LAWRENCE GREENE,
68, president of the National Better Business Bureau, died Sept. 27
at his home in Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
following a heart attack. Mr.
Greene headed the Bureau's operations since its incorporation in 1925
as successor to the National Vigilance Committee of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the world.
J. Robert Corry
J. ROBERT CORRY, 45, general
manager and senior account executive of Lewis Edwin Ryan, Washington advertising agency, died
last Monday at George Washington
U. Hospital, that city, after a long
illness. He was with Ryan for 25
years. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Louise Heider Corry, of their
Bethesda, Md., address.

IVORY

TOWERS SOUND
Educators Find

DESPITE rumors of radio's early
demise, educational broadcasting
was never healthier, according to
Seymour Siegel, director of WNYC
New York and president of the
National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters.
He said this upon return of an
NAEB delegation from Europe,
where it arranged for an exchange of cultural programs between NAEB and the broadcasting systems of England, France,
Switzerland and Italy.
William Harley, program director of WHA Madison, Wisconsin
U. station, and George Probst of
the U. of Chicago, NAEB chairman, accompanied Mr. Siegel on
the 30-day trip abroad. It operated
on such a tight schedule that "out
of 10 days in Britain we were
allowed exactly 15 minutes of free
time," Mr. Siegel reported. But the
pace paid off, he said: The group
succeeded in arranging up to eight
or 10 hours a week of cultural programming from abroad.
Classic French dramas presented
by top French actors will give the
2.5 million French students in this
country a rare opportunity to hear
the language at its spoken best,
Mr. Siegel said. Opera broadcasts
from Italy will provide good listen-

EDUCATIONAL TV
CBLT Plans Telecasts
Radio, TV Vines Strong

ing for music lovers. From BBC,
NAEB will receive more dramatic,
full-length programs and a number of current event features "including a new series on international affairs which is already being produced in England for broadcast here beginning in October.
NAEB on its part is recording
a series on American foreign policy
for broadcast by the BBC; and a
new series titled Talk Back in
which average citizens record their
comments on statements of prominent figures and topics of general
concern. NAEB also is offering
for use abroad The Jeffersonian
Heritage series now being broadcast here.
Group also arranged for BBC to
produce a series of 13 half-hour
TV films on aspects of British Culture for telecast in the U. S., and
in Italy, where they found film
costs only about a quarter or a
third of the U. S. rate, they planned
a series of documentary TV shows
on Italian art and history, to be
filmed by James Willard and David
Kurland. These and other foreign
programs will be ready for use by
American educational TV stations
by the time they are on the air,
Mr. Siegel anticipated.
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EDUCATIONAL TV is being considered in Canada. The first educational program was telecast
Oct. 3 in a televised debate between two high school teams at
Toronto.
This was the first of eight such
unsponsored Friday evening halfhour student debate telecasts, givteams ofopportunity
all of Toronto's
high ingschools
to appear16
on CBLT (TV) there. Other televised programs for schools are being studied by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto Board of
Education, and the National Advisory Council on School Broadcasting. Religious programs on TV
also are planned.
Educational TV Meet
EDUCATIONAL TV conference
will be held Dec. 5-6 at Indiana U.,
Elmer director
G. Sulzer,
new
of the
radiouniversity's
and TV
broadcasting, has announced. He
described the sessions, which will
discuss the theme of "Educational
Television
as the
first
of theirfor
kindHoosiers,"
in the state.
ETTINGER Co., Hollywood and New
York, retained by Colgate-PalmolivePeet Inc., to publicize The Colgate
Comedy Hour on NBC-TV and Mr. and
Mrs. North, CBS-Radio and CBS-TV.
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GATES
DUAL

SA-50
CONSOLE

There is always a ready circuit available if you choose the Gates SA-50 Dual Console
for your aural or video needs. Without question the most complete console made today.
For example: 4 high level amplifiers, 9 mixing channels, all preamplifiers are two stages
and transformer in and out, complete input and output circuit selection of all amplifiers
plus— dozens more of the extras found only in Gates equipment, the quality line in the
broadcast field. We will gladly forward more detail on Gates SA-50 just for the asking.
Oh yes, do you have a Gates audio catalog? Yours for the asking.

ASSOCIATED Blind Inc., New York,
is soliciting the support of radio stations, "the No. 1 entertainment medium of the blind," and of television
1
outlets to promote its contest to select
, RADIO
COMPANY
"the most beautiful blind girl in
, Q U 1 N C Y, 1 L L, U. S. A.
America."
iGATES^
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- MAKING "firsts
Y sion
TORexpan
HISand
of facilities to
include FM, TV and shortwave were
recalled by WBZ Boston, Mass., on
occasion of its 31st anniversary
Sept. 19. Station points out it was
first in New England and second
in the world (KDKA Pittsburgh
claims first) to offer a regularly
scheduled program. Later facilities
added were WBOS (shortwave)
and WBZ-TV (in June 1948).
WBZ is licensed to Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc. and is housed
in a new Radio-TV Center at Soldiers Field Rd., three miles from
the center of Boston. Transmitter
is at Hull, Mass.
► WKBZ-AM-FM Muskegon, Mich,
observes its AM outlet's 26th anniversary Nov. 3. Established in
Ludington, Mich., WKBZ moved its
facilities in 1934 to Muskegon.
Arch Shawd is president-general

milestones

.

manager of WKBZ, licensed to Ashbacker Radio Corp.
►FESTIVAL for Germania
Broadcast, which claims to be the
oldest foreign language program in
the U. S., was celebrated on the
show's 25th anniversay, Oct. 3, at
Orchestra Hall, Chicago, the city
where it is aired seven days a week
on WGES. Top radio and operetta
stars who have appeared on the
German-language show in the past,
were present, and others included Hermann Leopoldi, Viennese composer, and Franziska Gaal,
film actress. Proceeds go to Chicago Heart Assn.

.

.

► JIM MURRAY, KQV Pittsburgh manager, is celebrating his
20th anniversary in radio. Mr. Murray became publicity director for
WJAS Pittsburgh in 1932. Later,
he served in the same post for
WCAE and WKDA, both in Pittsburgh. In 1944, he became promotion director for WJZ New York.
In 1944, he returned to KQV as
sales manager and was made station manager in 1946.
► STARTING its 15th year of
broadcasting last month, KXOK
St. Louis called attention to expansion of its facilities, personnel
and service since it went on the
air in 1938 with 1 kw on 1250 kc.
The ABC affiliate, which now oper-

there's
no
for
doubt

room

There can be no room for doubt in the continuity and
fidelity of your broadcast. You demand — and get —
the best in transmitting and studio equipment.
Nor should you compromise with quality in the
tape recorder you select.
AMPEX Recorders are engineered to the highest
professional standards of reliability and performance.
AMPEX

Model 400A

brings you these cost-saving operating advantages:
• UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE
Under the demand of heavy-duty programming, AMPEX
Recorders deliver thousands of hours of unbroken service.
Recently a set of AMPEX heads was returned from Honolulu for routine replacement after 11,000 hours continuous
use, 17 hours a day. The heads were still within AMPEX
specifications for new heads and had several thousand
more hours of use remaining.
• MINIMUM "DOWN TIME"
AMPEX Recorders are designed for thousands of hours
of continuous operation with minimum down time, resulting in low maintenance costs and protection from sudden
broadcast failures.
• ACCURATE TIMING
AMPEX split-second timing accuracy protects your programs and commercials from embarrassing time overlaps.
• HIGHEST FIDELITY
Even when programs are repeatedly transcribed from one
tape to another, there is no noticeable build-up of noise
level, "wow" or distortion.
• LONG LIFE
AMPEX Recorders are designed and built for years of
service dependability. Its recordings match established
NARTB standards. When you have an AMPEX, you
have a machine built for years-ahead performance.

Model 300
If you plan for tomorrow, buy an AMPEX today
AMPEX
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ates with 5 kw on 630 kc, marked
anniversary with special program
citing its public service shows.
KXOK also operates KXOK-FM
and is a TV applicant for vhf
Channel 4 in St. Louis.
► WOW Omaha in September
marked its 25th anniversary affiliation with NBC. Station says affiliation in1927 occurred "when the
art of broadcasting itself had been
established
only history,
a few years,"
and
recalls early
including
founding by Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society. WOW,
owned by Meredith Publishing Co.,
is headed by General Manager
Frank P. Fogarty.
► KXOK St. Louis' general manager, C. L. (Chet) Thomas presented a specially engraved watch
to Lt. Roland J. Schumacher on the
latter's Sept. 19 program, So It
Can't Happen to You. Date marked
the
program'sis 14th
Lt.
Schumacher
head birthday.
of the safety
education division of the St. Louis
Police Dept. Program is broadcast on KXOK in the interest of
safety education and has been an
award winner from the National
Safety Council and other organizations.
► NBC's Railroad Hour starts its
fifth consecutive year under sponsorship of Assn. of American Railroads, Washington, D. C, (8-8:30
p.m. EST.) today (Monday). Starring Gordon MacRae and guest costars, the operettas and musicals
on the program are written by
Jerome Lawrence and Robert Lee
and produced by Murray Bolen.
Agency is Benton & Bowles.
► WSTC Stamford, Conn., observed its 11th anniversary Sept.
18 with several special programs
depicting growth of the station
and its activities. Owned and
operated by Western Connecticut
Broadcasting Co. since Jan. 1, 1946,
WSTC has been headed by Julian
Schwartz for five years.
► WYNN SPEECE, who hosts
Your Neighbor Lady on WNAX
Yankton, S. D., has celebrated her
11th year on the air.
► WPFB Middletown, Ohio, has
entered its fifth year of broadcast operation. The 1-kw station
is owned and operated by Paul F.
Braden.
► WFBR Baltimore is celebrating
its 16th year of broadcasts from
the Timonium fair grounds, scene
of the Maryland State Fair. Helen
Brooks, who conducts Every Woman's Hour on WFBR, introduced
William F. Schluderberg, president
of the fair, on the opening broadcast. He conducts station's It's
Fun to Cook program. Mr. Schluderberg bought the fair grounds with
the aid of other Baltimore businessmen two years ago.
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To Record
WORLD

Audience

SERIES

By Gillette
WELL over 100 million people saw or heard play-by-play accounts of
the 1952 World's Series last week, thanks to radio, television and the
Gillette Co., which picked up a tab of more than $1 million for rights
alone, plus radio and TV time charges amounting to many hundreds of
—
*
thousands of dollars.
major U. S. event.
Gillette in the last week of 1950
TV coverage included the 64
negotiated a six-year agreement
NBC-TV affiliates in as many
with the baseball commissioner,
then A. B. Chandler, giving the cities, plus the four TV stations of
Mutual stockholders — WOR-TV
razor manufacturer exclusive
New York, WGN-TV Chicago,
broadcasting rights to all World's
KHJ-TV Los Angeles and WNACSeries and All-Star games through
Boston. The WOR-TV crew,
1956. The price was a flat $1 mil- TV
which had telecast the Dodgers
lion a year for the telecasting
home games throughout the year,
privileges and an overall package
originated the pickups from Ebbetts
price of $1,370,000 for the radio
Field in Brooklyn. TV pickups
rights. Concurrently, Gillette
signed a contract with MBS to from Yankee Stadium were handled by the crew of WPIX (TV)
broadcast the games by radio for
New York, which telecasts the
the full six years and subsequently
Yankees' home games. WPIX and
negotiated a TV deal with NBCWINS also broadcast the games
TV which runs through 1954.
from Yankee Stadium on TV and
This year, Gillette added 100 in- radio, respectively, but without pay
dependent stations to the 560
Mutual affiliates broadcasting the from Gillette, under a rule that
stations carrying a team's home
series games in the U. S.; placed
games through the season may
the broadcasts on the CBC stations
broadcast that team's World's
in Canada, with the play-by-play
Series games from its home park.
accounts also broadcast in French
Red Barber, who has been dein Eastern Canada; and added a
scribing Dodgers games since 1939,
Latin-American network which reand
Mel
Allen, with as long a
ceived their reports in Spanish.
record with the Yankees, anThe Armed Forces Network sent
nounced the telecasts. Ralph Giffen,
the series to U. S. fighting men
WOR-TV
camera director, superand women around the globe and
vised the video pickups from Ebthe Voice of America told the rest
betts Field; Jack Murphy those
of the world about this annual
from Yankee Stadium. Al Heifer,
who does the MBS "Game Of The
Day," and Jack Brickhouse of WGN
Chicago handled the radio playby-play accounts, with Bill Corum,
Gillette fight announcer, supplying
color.

IDEALLY
REGIONAL

SUITED

TO
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Type 315 5000 Watt
AM TRANSMITTER
Present day regional stations
utilizing directional antenna
systems find this modern transmitter ideally suited to their
requirements. No features that
would . ■ improve performance,
reliability, and ease of installation have been omitted.

Buckingham Appointed
A. O. BUCKINGHAM, advertising
consultant, has been named managing director, Young & Rubicam
Ltd., London. He succeeds George
D. Bryson, who is to return to
this country as a vice president
and contact supervisor of the agency's New York office, Sigurd S.
Larmon, president, announced last
week.

9Tf)c igfjilabelpfjta
Station

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Market
Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
BROADCASTING

selective load circuits, are
included. Complete details
furnished on request.

TV on Fire
USE of TV to observe the
interior
furnaces ofin steam
power generators'
plants has

560 kc.

inquirer

Important refinements, such as
extra equipment for matching
transmitter output to highly

proved a successful aid in
maintaining efficient operation, according to a report by
L. M. Exley, Long Island (N.
Y.) Light Co. engineer. Mr.
Exley made his report at the
Falls General Meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers in New
Orleans. Camera was placed
in an opening at the top of
two pulverized coal and oil
fired furnaces and recorded
changes during different
stages of combustion. Lenses
were protected by water and
air-cooled glass.
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MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buekner Blvd.
Dallas 10,

TV Opportunities Cited
NEC SESSIONS
By Dr. Engstrom
TELEVISION is the brightest development in peacetime electronics
today, and offers the best opportunity in that field for research and
advancement in a peacetime economy. This conviction, relating video
to "electronics for defense and industry", was expressed by Dr. E. W.
Engstrom, vice president in charge ★
of the RCA Labs. Div., who key- of all research is to achieve "direct
noted the opening-day session of benefits to mankind."
the eighth annual National ElecTelevision, as "today's No. 1
tronics Conference in Chicago last opportunity in peacetime elecweek.
tronics," is at the beginning of
Dr. Engstrom, a TV pioneer who
"a second big surge." This new
was cited for his work bv the Royal
growth period, the speaker explained, follows the establishment
Swedish Academy of Engineering
Research in 1949 and 1950 and by of uhf as practicable and the understanding and reduction of vhf
the U. of Minnesota, correlated
interference and the subsequent
three phases in the electronic progression. Beginning with elec- lifting of the TV freeze by FCC.
tronics for defense, he outlined
The re-growth period will expand to a nationwide service with
electronics for defense and industry and then for industry alone, a potential of 2,000 stations and
perhaps 50 million sets in homes
explaining the ultimate objective
within the next five years, Dr. Engstrom said.isAnother
"promise" for
A drertisement the future
color TV.
The annual conference, which
began Monday and ended Wednesday at the Hotel Sherman, featured
With
spots you
can
a variety of technical papers covering all phases and several new deselect your
prospects
velopments inthe electronics field.
One paper presented Monday by
And promote sales of your product when
C. H. Jones of Westinghouse, Pittslisteners are likely to be using it
concerned ofan static
"efficient"
system forburgh,
control
interferare most conIn the now widely used Naence
in
color
TV.
Mr.
Jones
excerned with his
tional Spot Radio report that
plained that some colors are more
Printers' Ink released on July product."
affected by static than others.
statement This
from
11, ten specific ways to use
our
National
Westinghouse Set Described
National Spot were reported.
Spot Radio report sums up our
Number 3 of these specifics
K. E. Farr of Westinghouse described a 42-tube color TV set
editors' idea ■ of
pointed up an obvious selling
which Westinghouse has designed
ciency.
its
great effione that many naBob Kenyon
idea, but
tional advertisers have not yet
for commercial use. It involves an
used to their advantage. The
all-electronic system with the RCA
Whatever your
net of the idea is this. Using
tri-color tube, and is compatible on
starting and closing hour may
Spot advertising, wrote our
uhf as well as vhf bands, he said.
be, you know from first-hand
editors, "You can .promote a experience they kind, type, sizs,
Television in the future may look
product at the time of day age and sex of your audience
and sound better to the home viewer
when many listeners are likely every minute of the day.
because of a new liquid installation
for coaxial cables. This innovato be using it."
All you need at the present
tion, reported on by J. G. Krisilas
Can you think of a better
time are more advertisers who
of the American Phenolic Corp.,
time to sell a better cup of
can put Specific No. 3, as reChicago, retains the TV signal
coffee to a disgruntled male
ported by our editors, to work
than during any one of the 120 on your station now.
within the cable "pipeline" and
keeps it from seeping out.
minutes, ranging from 6 a.m. to
8 a.m.?
G. C. Strull of Northwestern U.
Every week Printers' Ink is
described a new material, cadmium
read
by
more
buyers
of
adverWouldn't these same minutes
sulfied crystals, which may be used
tising than any other publicabe a good time to give him
tion
in
this
country.
Of
our
in
the manufacture of radio tubes
some good news about a better
"half the size of a match." The
dentifrice, shaving cream, real total circulation of 23,793, more
than two-thirds are buyers of
material, a semi-conductor, can
hickory-smoked bacon or ham,
also be used in transistors, which
or even a new shirt that not advertising — advertising managers, sales managers, agency
only fit when bought, but also
the speaker said promise to refit perfectly after 50 trips to a executives, and the top manplace the vacuum tube.
agement group who give the
laundry and still looked almost
Conference luncheon speakers infinal O.K. for a schedule of
as good as new?
cluded, in addition to Dr. Engstrom
spots on your station.
on Monday, Maj. Gen. George I.
And wouldn't it be a good
Back, chief signal officer, U. S.
time to sell the "little woman"
A regular
schedule
in Printers'is
Army,
speaking Tuesday, and Dr.
Ink,
the
Voice
of
Authority,
during the morning hours any
Harner Selvidge, director of speone of a hundred things she one of the least costly and most
cial products development, Bendix
might use in the preparation
efficient ways for you to get
Aviation Corp.
of food, or a better tool or new business. When may we
call and tell you how we can
gadget to cut down her houseEighty- two exhibitors were repwork?
resented with displays in the
help you?
hotel. Among them were Allied
"Spot radio has the virtue of
Radio Corp., Bruch Development
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
conveying
the very
advertiser's
mesCo., Allen B. DuMont Labs., Furst
Advertising Director
sage at the
time people
Electronics, General Electric, General Radio, Institute of Radio Engineers, Mycalex Corp., Raytheon
PrintiOrc'
Inlr
.
205
East
42nd
street,
New
York
17,
N.
r.
,
Mfg.,
Sprague
Electric and West■ Illllvl9 I II IV
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston • London
inghouse.

'Hot' Tape
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.,
claims a scoop on Gov. Adlai
Stevenson's recent visit to
that city. Station sent three
newsmen to Bridgeport Municipal Airport and tape-recorded the Democratic Presidential nominee's conversation with local political dignitaries. "Hot" tape was removed from recorder, raced
back to New Haven and
broadcast within hour. WAVZ
reports many listeners
phoned in, expressing gratitude for coverage. Newsman
George LeZotte, who recorded the airport scene, also
fired a few questions at the
Illinois governor.
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WOR-TV
#ALL NIGHT'
Draws 10,000
Telegrams
VIEWERS
of WOR-TV New York's
midnight-to-morning
All Night
Show sent in more than 10,000
telegrams in less than six weeks,
the station has reported. Station
figures that at an average of 60
cents per wire, viewers had spent
an aggregate of $7,400 with Western Union.
The program, from midnight to
4 a.m. Tuesday through Saturday
mornings and 11:30 p.m. Saturday
to 6 a.m. Sunday, with Fred Robbins as m.c, started on WOR-TV
July 19. Between July 23 and Aug.
31 audience participation contests
on the show pulled 10.927 telegrams, three-fourths sent after 1
a.m.
Wires were sent: Midnight-1
a.m., 559 (25%); 1-2 a.m., 763
2-3 a.m.,
3(35%);
a.m., 339
(15%).545 (25%); after

Pulse survey the week of Aug. 1
found 12 % of New York TV families seeing the show sometime
during the week, with an average
rating of 3.5%, station claimed.
Monday-Thursday rating was
2.9%; Friday, 3.7%, and Saturday,
5.07c, it was said.
ATFP OFFICERS
Full Slate Reelected

OFFICERS of the year-old Alliance of Television Film Producers, Hollywood, have been reelected
for another year. Continuing as
president is Maurice Unger, manager of West Coast operations, Ziv
TV Programs Inc.
Other officers are: William
Broidv
head of William F. BroidyF. Productions Inc. vice-president; Basil Grillo.
secretary-treasurer and executive producer, Bmg Crosby Enterprises, treasurer,
and Richard Morley, executive
producer, Primrose Product
ions, secretary. Raoul
production supervisor of JerryPagel,
Fairban
ks Inc., was reappointed ed
labor chairma
withchairMr
man.
Grillo appoint
membern,ship

Scharer Appointed
APPOINTMENT of Henry Scharer
as deputy director of public information for the Commerce
was announced last MondayDept.
by
Commerce Secretary Charles Sawyer. Mr. Scharer, a former newspaper man, has been active with
government agencies and departments in information work for the
past decade.

WTTG (TV) Sales
TWENTY clients have signed new
contracts for programs or spot
campaigns on WTTG (TV) Washington, General Manager Walter
Compton has reported. New clients,
programs and agencies are:
Custom Upholstering Co., Custom
Studio Theatre, through A. W. & L. Ad
Agency; Hudson Dealers of Washingand Cardwell's
Movietone
News, tonthrough
Ernest Inc.,
S. Johnston
and
Robert J. Enders agencies, respectively;
National
Carbon Co.,
NormanEstySpier's
Football Forecast,
William
Co.;
Pontiac Dealers Assn. of Washington
The Sportsman's Club, M. Belmont Ver
Standig
Additionally,
reported Agency.
three renewals
and 12station
new «
spot campaign clients.
BROADCASTING
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If you have question marks about using TV profitably and
economically, DuMont has a pair of smart answers: two
low-cost TV shows with proved audience appeal that are
now available for co-sponsorship.

A favorite TV quiz show with a 766,000 mail count from
January-June, 1952, and an average Nielsen rating of 16.4
from July '51 -June '52. Its low cost and valuable time franchise make TWENTY QUESTIONS a bright answer to
your TV problem.

A real TV buy that had a 1,717,152 mail count from July
'51 to May '52 and a Nielsen rating of 14.4 for September
'51— June '52. Ask DuMont today how this low cost pro
gram can help your Dollars Do More On DuMont.
OllMONT
TELEVISION

NETWORK

515 Madisorv Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
•
MU 8-2600
A Division of The Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc.

TIME

The

program

FOR

that

BEANY

sells

ALL

the

family

For an audition print, wire, write or telephone . . .
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • Hollywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices
• 1501 Broadway, New York 36 • BRyant 9-8700
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
New York • Detroit • Chicago • Boston • Memphis • Hollywood • San Francisco
ALWAYS
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ADDITIONAL
TOTAL of five more new station
grants — four vhf and one uhf —
were issued by FCC last week to
increase post-thaw authorizations
to 68 — 59 commercial and 9 noncommercial, educational permits.
An additional 15 applicants were
notified that hearings are necessary
on their requests. This brings to
205 the number of applications designated or slated for hearing since
processing commenced in July following the final reallocation of the
Sixth Report and Order [B*T,
April 14 et seq.].
On Wednesday, the first comparative hearings on TV applications
since September 1948 got underway in Washington for contested
channels at Denver and Portland,
Ore. (see story page 26).
FCC on Oct. 15 will stop processing new contested applications for
an unspecified limited time in order
to speed up handling of uncontested
bids in cities without service. The
amendment to the Commission's
temporary processing procedure
was announced a fortnight ago
[B»T, Sept. 22].
The speed-up plan will not affect
continued processing of hearing applications already designated or
notified by Oct. 15, however, FCC
pointed out. The plan was adopted
in view of the large backlog of
hearing cases already in hand.
The new grants are as follows:
Lincoln, Neb. (City priority Group
A-2, No. 28) — Cornhusker Radio and
Television Corp., granted vhf Channel 12, effective radiated power 21.5
kw visual and 11 kw aural, with antenna height above average terrain
310 ft. Estimated commencement
date: About Feb. 1, 1953.
Saginaw, Mich. (Group A-2, No.
33) — Lake Huron Broadcasting Corp.
(WKNX), granted uhf Channel 57,
ERP 1 kw visual and 0.6 kw aural,
antenna 470 ft. Estimated commencement date: Unknown.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Group A-2, No.
' 46)— Louis G. Baltimore (WBRE),
granted uhf Channel 28, ERP 1,000
kw visual and 500 kw aural, antenna
1,220 ft. Estimated commencement
date: Dec. 1.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. (Group A-2, No.
46) — Wyoming Valley Broadcasting
Co. (WILK), granted uhf Channel 34,
ERP 250 kw visual and 130 kw aural,
antenna 1,010 ft. Estimated commencement date: About Jan. 1, 1953.
Asbury Park, N. J. (Group B-l,
No. 135) — Atlantic Video Corp.,
granted uhf Channel 58, ERP 100 kw
visual and 50 kw aural, antenna 470
ft. Estimated > commencement date:
Unknown.
The following applicants were
BROADCASTING
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PROCESSING
engineering and multiple application ed switch from vhf Channel 4 to
notified of necessity for hearings:
matters. WAAB has bid pending for Channel 5 pursuant to terms of
uhf
Channel 20, competitive with that
Tampa,
Fla.
(Group
A-2,
No.
3)
—
Tampa Television Co., seeking vhf of WTAG.
the Sixth Report. ERP will be
Channel 13, is being advised its appliTrenton,
N. J.-Morrisville, Pa. (Group
increased from 13 kw visual and
cation indicates necessity for hearing
B-l,
No.
Ill)
—
Trent
Broadcast
Corp.
8 kw aural to 29.5 kw visual and
in consolidation with bids of Tampa
(WTTM
Trenton)
and
Morrisville
Times Co. and Orange Television
Broadcasting Co. (WBTJD Morrisville),
15 kw aural.
Broadcasting Co. for same facilities.
both seeking uhf Channel 41, are being
advised
of
hearing.
Sylvania Electric Products Co.,
Saginaw, Mich. (Group A-2, No. 33) —
New Brunswick, N. J. (Group B-l, Emporium, Pa., was authorized reTri-City
Television
Corp.Stations
and Booth
Radio and
Television
Inc. No. 138) — Home News Pub. Co.
moval of limited time operation of
(WSGW), both seeking uhf Channel
(WDHN-FM)
and Chanticleer
Broadcasting Co. (WCTC),
both seeking
uhf its two experimental uhf stations
51, are being advised of need for comChannel 47, are being advised of
parative hearing.
re - transmitting signals of
hearing. Chanticleer also is being noti- in
Manchester, N. H. (Group A-2, No.
geographic coordinates do not WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., and
40)— Grandview Inc. (WKBR), appli- agreefied that
with
transmitter
site.
other commercial outlets. Time
cant for uhf Channel 48, is being advised hearing is required on question
now is limited for research and
In other actions last week, FCC
of financial qualifications.
on
Monday
issued
special
temportests,
subject to prior consent
Portland,
Me. (Group Corp.
A-2, No.
45) —
Oliver
Broadcasting
(WPOR)
of stations whose programs are reary
authority
to
Colorado
Televitransmitted.
and Congress Square Hotel Co. (WCSH),
sion Corp.'s KBTV (TV) Denver
both seeking vhf Channel 6, are being
notified of hearing. Guy Gannett
Two pending TV applicants have
to commence operation on a comBroadcasting Services (WGAN) and
mercial basis on vhf Chanel 9 with
filed amendments to specify differCommunity Broadcasting Service, both
ERP of 12.5 kw visual. The TV
ent channels. Television Montana,
seeking
vhf Channel 13, are being notified of hearing.
companion to KVOD Denver, which
Butte, Mont., amends from vhf
Worcester, Mass. (Group B-l, No.
Channel 4 to Channel 6, while
the city's second television outlet
110) — Salisbury Broadcasting Corp., is
to get on the air, was expected to WLOK Lima, Ohio, switches from
New England Broadcasting Co. (WNEB)
uhf Channel 41 to Channel 73.
and Wilson Enterprises Inc. (purchaser
air its initial test pattern yesterday
of WAAB, subject to FCC approval),
WRAY Princeton, Ind., peti(Sunday). Regular programming
all three seeking uhf Channel 14, are
being notified of comparative hearing.
tioned FCC to allocate uhf Chanbegins Oct. 12.
WilsonvisedEnterprises
also into
is being
adnel 52 there.
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, was grantFCC will inquire
additional

INS Views Legql Recourse
UT
INTERNATIONAL
Service AC
roundKO
or blow-by-blow description
they are broadcasting the actual
BOXINGNews BL
of the fight by radio or TV will be sports event.
announced Thursday it had asked
In his statement Thursday, Mr.
its legal department to study all subject to prosecution;" including
Berkson said that he had asked
specifically
a
re-creation.
ramifications of the "drastic restrictions imposed upon radio and
AP notified clients that "excluINS' legal department to consult
sive contracts . . . prohibit use on
with the legal departments of AP
TV stations by promoters of the rethe air of the fight while it is in and UP with a view to coordinatcent Walcott-Marciano fight" with
ing the study of the legal aspects
a view toward ascertaining what
progress." The wire service added
that the radio wire would carry a of the situation.
steps
could
be
taken
to
"liberate
"The situation seems to revolve
radio and TV stations from such
running story "slugged in advance
around
the question of when and
for
use
after
the
fight
ends"
and
restrictions in the future."
that "the results of the fight will be to what extent the news of a fight
In announcing the move, INS
like the Walcott-Marciano fight or
as complete as other news requireGeneral Manager Seymour Berkson also disclosed that INS has
any other similar sports event promoted commercially comes in the
mentsUP's
permit." Admonition
called upon the Associated Press
and the United Press to join it in
UP warned its clients not to public domain and can be broadcast fully regardless of all efforts
an effort to effect a more satisfaccarry a blow-by-blow or round-bytory arrangement between news
round description during the fight to clamp down restrictions even
the fight is over," Mr. Berkservices and fight promotors "re- or a re-creation after the bout but after
son declared.
garding any such restrictions on told them they might use 100-word
He noted that "the right to resummaries of each round as a
future sporting events."
port current events, whether they
The action followed protests
newscast at the conclusion of the
be sporting events or any other
from some broadcasters with re- event. UP also provided wrap-up
events," is basically tied up "with
spect to the re-creating of the and color stories.
Walcott-Marciano bout at the conNed Irish, representing the In- the whole concept of freedom of the
clusion of the fight. All wire servternational Boxing Club that proices notified radio clients that the
"We radio,
are hopeful,"
Mr. Berkson
moted the fight, with Mr. Taylor, press,
etc."
confirmed that his office had notified
promotors had imposed certain
said, "that our effort in this matter
will result in better recognition of
all wire services of the restrictions.
limitation rights although the notices to stations differed in interHe told Broadcasting • Telecastthe rights of broadcasters and publishers alike to cover the news of
ing the decision to impose a curb
pretation.
on blow-by-blow accounts and a re- such fights and in elimination of
INS told stations that the prothe disturbing confusion created as
creation at the end of a bout was
moter of the fight, Herman Taylor,
taken because stations in the past a result of the restrictions imposed
had announced that "any violation
(Continued on page 82)
have tended to give the impression
of the restriction against round-by• Telecasting
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Sept. 26 Through Oct. 2
Grants Since April
VHF
UHF
14- 11
Commercial
48
Educational
7
2
Total
10
Commercial television stations on the air
551
1 Includes X ELD-TV Matamorot (Mexico) -Brownsville.
110 >14:
Applications Filed Since April
UHF
Amended
New
512
VHF
319
349
Commercial
482
14
4
Educational
Total
526
319
10
486
359
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
3 includes 68 already granted
[For summary of grants and notifications of hearing, see story,
page 69.]
APPLICATIONS
(Listed by States)
t Indicates
(amended).pre-thaw application refiled
GADSDEN, Ala.— Jacob A. Newborn
Jr., uhf
Ch. 11.05
21 (512-518
mc); ERP
22.1
kw
visual,
kw aural;
antenna
height above average terrain 466 ft.,
above ground 150 ft. Estimated construction cost $140,000, first year operating cost $96,000, revenue $128,500.
Post Office address PO Box 1592, Beaumont, Tex. Studio and transmitter location 1200 Bellevue Dr., Gadsden,
Ala. Geographic coordinates 34° 02' 09"
N. Lat.,mitter86°
00' 06" RCA.
W. Long.
and antenna
Legal Transcounseltosh none.
Consulting
engineer
Mcin& Inglis, Washington. Sole owner
is Jacob
A. Newborn
Jr., president25%
stockholder
of Television
Bcstrs.
Inc., Ch. 31 applicant at Beaumont,
Tex., ingspresident-20%
of
Beaumont
& Loan Assn., sole owner of SavSan
Marcos Laundry, San Marcos, Tex.,
owns real estate in Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi and Alabama and is board
chairman of Industrial Research Foundation. City Priority Group A-2, No. 69.
ROME, Ga.— Coosa Valley Radio Co.
(WROM),
vhf Ch.
(186-192
ERP
2.9
kw visual,
1.45 9 kw
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 708.7
ft., above ground 87.3 ft. Estimated
construction cost $68,415, first year
operating cost $18,000, revenue $40,000.
Post Office address 121 1/2 Broad St.,
Rome, Ga. Studio and transmitter location 4.2 mi. SW of Horseleg Mt.,
Rome. Geographic coordinates 34° 14'
10"
N.
Lat.,and85°antenna
13' 50"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel not indicated. Consulting engineer Ben Akerman, Atlanta, Ga. Principals include President-Partner Dean
Covington (ZZV3%), partner in Andrews & Covington (Rome law firm),
60% owner of Ambulance Service Inc.;
General Manager-Partner Edward Mc(33y3%); Commercial
ManagerPartnerKay Charles
E. Doss (33V3%).
City
Priority Group A-2, No. 170.
BOISE, Idaho — Idaho Bcstg. & Television Co. (KGEM), vhf Ch. 9 (186-192
mc); ERP 24.4 kw visual, 12.2 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 2,248 ft., above ground 107 ft.
Estimated construction cost $85,872,
first year operating cost $90,200, revenue $120,000. Post Office address Cassia St. at Eagleson Rd., Boise. Studio
and transmitter location Deer Point
Peak, 10 mi. NNE of Boise. Geographic coordinates 43° 44' 37" N. Lat.,
116° 06' 51"
Long.
composite,W.antenna
RCATransmitter
or equivalent.
Legal counsel
John
H.
Midlen,
Washington. Consulting engineer Grant R.
Wrathall,cludeAptos,
inPresident Calif.
FrankPrincipals
C. Carman
(25%), partner-general manager-25%
owner of KUTA Salt Lake City, president-12'/2% owner of KLIX Twin Falls,
Idaho,
of KIFIsecretary-treasurer-121,2%
Idaho Falls and KWIK owner
Pocatello,
Idaho,
owner of
KOPR Butte,president-16.75%
Mont., board chairman
and senior vice president of Pocatello
Page 70
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59
Total
9
68

111 »
Total
14

831 2
845 3
Television Corp. (prospective applicant
for TV at Pocatello ), 20% owner of
Griffith, Gornall & Carman (Salt Lake
City owner
generalof Rocky
contractor),
president22%
Mountain
Bcstg.
System (radio time sales agency); Vice
President David G. Smith (25%), partner-management assistant-25% owner
of KUTA, 12V2% owner of KLIX, KIFI
and KWIK, treasurer-16.75% owner of
KOPR, treasurer of Pocatello Television Corp.; Treasurer Grant R. Wrathall (25%), individual consulting engineer, partner-25%
of KUTA,
12y2% owner
of KLIX,owner
KIFI and
KWIK,
16.75% owner of KOPR, 100% owner
of CP for KPOO San Francisco, 29.8%
owner of KULE Ephrata, Wash., vice
president of Pocatello Television Corp.;
Secretary D. Ray Owen Jr., partner in
Owen & Ward, Salt Lake City law firmsecretary
of KLIX
Pocatello(12y2%),
Television Corp.;
Edna and
O. McCrea
12V2% interest in KUTA, 6y4% owner
of KLIX, 6V4% owner of KIFI and
KWIK, 8.375% of KOPR; Edna O. McCrea as guardian of estate of Sharon
Lee Powers (minor) (121/2%), 12y2%
owner of KUTA, 6 V*% owner of KLIX,
6V4% owner of KIFI and KWIK, 8.375%
owner of KOPR. City priority Group
A-2, No. 135.

TERRE HAUTE, Ind.— Chapman S.
Root, uhf Ch. 63 (764-770 mc); ERP
95.6 kw visual, 51.6 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
423 ft., above ground 487 ft. Estimated
construction cost $286,535, first year
operating
000. Post cost
Office$140,000,
address,revenue
studio $150,and
transmitter location 924 Lafayette Ave.,
Terre Haute. Geographic coordinates
39° 29' 09" N. and
Lat.. antenna
87° 24' 14"
W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal
counsel Philip Baker, Washington.
Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment
Sole owner ChapmanCo.,S. Washington.
Root is president
and
sole beneficiary of a trust operating
the
Associated
Coca-Cola
Bottling
Plants Inc., Daytona Beach, Fla., which
owns
in Kansas
Coca-Cola
plants asstock
follows:
City bottling
(15.4%),
St. Louis (13.7%), Philadelphia (46.5%),
Reading (36.4%), Coatesville, Pa. (28%).
Mr.
Root Bottle
also isGas
president-89%
owner
of Willis
Co., Terre Haute.
City Priority Group A-2, No. 62.
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa — Cedar Rapids Television Co., vhf Ch. 9 (186192 mc); ERP 210 kw visual, 105 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 693 ft., above ground 674 ft.
Estimated construction cost $412,276,
first year
operating
cost $250,000,
nue $250,000.
Post Office
addressreve915
Merchants National Bank Bldg., Cedarpids,Rapids.
location Transmitter
Cedar Rato be Studio
determined.
location 1.5 mi NW of Robins in Monroe Township, Linn County, Iowa.
Geographic
42° 05'
09" N.
Lat.,
42'coordinates
09" W.
ter91°
and antenna
RCA.Long.
LegalTransmitcounsel
Cohn & Marks, Washington. Consulting engineer
Kear &include
Kennedy,President
Washigton.
Principals
Sutherland C. Dows (10%), holds 10
shares dentofand KWCR
Cedar25%Rapids,
presi-in
more than
interest
Iowa Electric Light & Power Co., Iowa
Electric Co., Northwestern Light &
Power Co., Central Iowa Telephone
Co., Cedar Rapids & Iowa Railway Co.,
Central Iowa Grain Co., Dows Real Estate Co., Wyoming Co., all of Cedar Rapids, and director in various other Cedar Rapids firms and of a' Milwaukee

insurance firm; First Vice President
ground 317 ft. Estimated construction
cost $232,500, first year operating cost
Harryless
G. than
O'Donnell
(10%),
president
and
25% of
Johnson
Gas $144,000,
revenue
address and
studio$150,000.
locationPost2881Office
Mt.
Appliance Co., Cedar Rapids, vice president and less than 25% of Johnson
Ephraim
Ave.,
Camden.
Transmitter
Mfg. Co., Mt. Vernon, Iowa, director location Camden. Geographic
coordiand less than 25% of a bank and trust
39° 54' 30" N. and
Lat., antenna
75° 06' 00"RCA.
W.
firm and a gas and electrical firm, both Long. natesTransmitter
Cedar Rapids; Second Vice President
Legal counsel MeKenna & Wilkinson,
William C. Culver (4%), president-51%
Washington. Consulting engineer A.
of Culver Motors, president of Culver
D. Ring & Co., Washington. Principals
General Tire Inc. (80% owned by Cul- include President - Treasurer Ranulf
ver Motors), president of Culver Car Compton (34%); Vice Presidents Florence J. Compton (20%); William R.
Leasing Co. (100% owned by Culver
Compton (14%), controller of National
Motors); Secretary-Treasurer Donald
T. Hines (4%), secretary and less than Folding Box Co., New London, Conn.;
25% interest in Fixtures Inc., Cedar
Douglass tendentM.at Robinson
Compton Paper
(14%), Co.,
superinNew
Rapids, president and trustee in two
Cedar Rapids theatre firms and of one
London,
Conn.;
Vice
President-AssistWaterloo
(Iowa)
theatre
firm
and
diant
General
Manager
Gordon
Giffen
rector of a Mason City (Iowa) theatre
(1%); C.SecretaryAssistant
firm; Myron N. Blank (32%), owns
True
Giffen (14%).
CityTreasurer
Priority
30% of Knalba Foundation (which
Group B-2, No. 160 (Philadelphia).
owns Strand Amusement Co., applicant for TV in Hastings, Neb.), presiROCHESTER, N. Y. — Schine Chain
dent-70% of Mid-West Television Co. Theatres Inc. (owns 55% of WPTR Al(his wife, J. N. Blank, is vice presiuhf Ch. 138
27 kw
(548-554
ERP
260 kw bany),
visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
dent-secretary and holds 30% in MidWest Television), which proposes to height above average terrain 438 ft.,
file for TV at Des Moines; Morris B. above ground 325 ft. Estimated conEbin (16%),
in several
struction cost $415,000, first year opernesota and executive
Iowa theatre
firms Minand
ating cost $300,000, revenue $300,000.
Post Office address 40 N. Main St.,
president neapolis;
of Ebin
Foundation,
MinDavid E. Beardsley (5%), Gloversville, N. Y. Studio location to
physician, medical director of Iowa
be determined, Rochester. Transmitter
National Mutual Insurance Co., Ce- location Pinnacle Hill, Brighton, N. Y.
dar Rapids, and director of Miles Lab.
Geographic
08' 07" N.
Lat.,
77° 35' coordinates
02"
Long.43°
Transmitter
Inc., Elkhart, Ind.; Nicholas P. Craeand
antenna
GE. W.Legal
counsel
Cohn
mer (5%), president -33% of Craemer
& Marks,
Consulting
enRealty Co., vice president-33% of Craegineer A. D.Washington.
Ring & Co.,
Washington.
mer's
Dept.
Store,
Cedar
Rapids;
Abe
Applicant is owned 75% by Schinebro
L. Smukekoff (5%), vice presidentstockholder in KWCR, partner- V3 of Inc. and
25% by
Caroga
President J. Myer
Schine
ownsCorp.
130 of
200
retail furniture firm; Harrison E.
Spangler (5%), attorney. City Priority sh. issued to Schinebro Inc.; SecreLouis W. Schine,
Group A-2, No. 49.
200 sh. issued tary-Treasurer
to Schinebro
Inc.70 Allof
TOPEKA, Kan.— R. F. Schoonover,
Carogabro Inc.
Corp.
stock
is
owned
by
SchineOther officers in applicant:
uhf Ch. 42 (638-644 mc); ERP 84 kw
visual, 50.4 kw aural; antenna height Comptroller John A. May, Assistant
Secretary - Treasurer Florence D.
above average terrain 574.4 ft., above
Thompson,Diamond,
Assistant
Treasurer
Berground 540 ft. Estimated construction
Directors
Hildegarde
cost $181,231, first year operating cost Schine nard
and Martha
Schine,
stockholders
$125,000, revenue $150,000. Post Office and officers
in Hildemart Corp., top
address
1000 Topeka,
W. 6th toSt.,beTopeka.
Stuholding company for various hotel
dio location
determined.
Schinefor Chain
Transmitter location 3.5 mi. W., 0.4 operating
Theatres iscorporations.
holding company
more
mi. N of jet. of W. 10th and Gage
than 100 theatre owning and operating
Blvd., Topeka. Geographic coordinates
corporations
and
has
other
interests.
39°
04' 27" N. DuMont,
Lat., 95° 47'antenna
26" W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
City priority Group B-4, No. 191.
Legal counsel J. A. Dickinson, Topeka.
t ROCHESTER, N. Y. — WARC Inc.
Consulting engineer Radio Engineering
(WARC),
uhf Ch.51.315 kw
(476-482
ERP
Co., San Francisco. Sole owner R. F. 102.5
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
Schoonover is president-43y3% owner
height above average terrain 434 ft.,
of Schoonover Motors Inc. (Topeka),
325 ft. first
Estimated
conV3 partner of joint ventures in oil and above ground
struction cost $200,588,
year opergas exploration and development with
ating cost $257,988, revenue $296,807.
Daryl F. Schoonover (son) and W. V. Post Office
address Sheraton Hotel,
Barton (son-in-law). City Priority
Rochester, N. Y. Studio location SheraGroup A-2, No. 43.
ton Hotel,
Rochester.
TransmitterN. location Pinnacle
Hill, Brighton,
Y.
DETROIT, Mich.— Woodward Bcstg.
Co. (WCBO), uhf Ch. 50 (686-692 mc);
08' 07" N.
Lat., 77° 35' coordinates
02" W. Long.43°Transmitter
ERP 924 kw visual, 462 kw aural; an- Geographic
and antenna
RCA.
Legal counsel
Piertenna height above average terrain 699 son
&
Ball,
Washington.
Consulting
ft., above ground 725 ft. Estimated conengineer Millard M. Garrison, Washstruction cost $658,605, first year operPrincipals
include (26%),
Presidentating cost $500,000, revenue $500,000.
Treasurerington.
S. W.
Townsend
presPost Office address 3315-19 Barium
ident-treasurer and 41% stockholder of
Tower, Detroit 26. Studio location to WKST Inc. (WKST
New
Castle,
Pa.);
be determined. Transmitter location
Secretary-Assistant
Treasurer
Wanda
645 Griswold, Detroit. Geographic coorE. Townsend (25.2%),
vice president
42° 19' 49" N. and
Lat.,antenna
83° 02' GE.
52" and 37% stockholder of WKST; Vice
W. Long.dinatesTransmitter
Presidents Roger W. and Marjorie A.
Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
Clipp (40% together). Mrs. Clipp is
Washington.
Van14% stockholder in WKST and treasdivere,
CohenConsulting
& Wearn,engineer
Washington.
urer-5.2% N.stockholders
of WALL
MidPrincipals include President-Treasurer
dletown,
Y. Mr. Clipp
is general
Max Osnos (99.2%), president-stockmanager
of WFIL-AM-TV
holder store),
of Samspresident
Inc. (Detroit
departphia and 32.4%
stockholder inPhiladelWALL.
ment
of Randolph
vice president is Stuart M. Frame
Drug Co., partner in Randolph La- Also
(8.8%),
managing
partner
of
Crouch
Parking Co.;
Vice (0.4%),
PresidentBehan Co., Rochester (real estate,&
Secretaryfayette
Jacob
Kellman
as- windows
and fuel). City Priority
sistant to president of Sams Inc.; Waldo
Abbott (0.2%), professor and director
Group B-4, No. 191.
of broadcasting at U. of Michigan, Ann
Arbor, and stockholder in Homer Ball
BISMARCK, N. D.-Rudman Television Co., vhf Ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP
Bearing Co., Ann Arbor; George C.
Edwards (0.2%), judge of probate
65.5 kwtennavisual,
39.4 average
kw aural;
anheight above
terrain
court, juvenile division, Detroit. City 300 ft., above
ground
407
ft.
Estimated
Priority Group B-2, No. 161.
construction cost $331,000, first year
operating
cost address
$152,140, Bismarck,
revenue $180,MERIDIAN, Miss. — Birney Imes
000. Post Office
N. D.
(WMOX-AM-FM), vhf Ch. 11 (198-204 Studio and transmitter location 2400
mc); ERP 11.6 kw visual, 5.8 kw aural;
Rosser
Ave.,
Bismarck.
Geographic
coantenna height above average terrain
ordinates 46° Transmitter
48' 27.7" N. Lat.,
100" 45'
250 ft., above ground 342 ft. Estimated
11"
W.
Long.
and
antenna
construction cost $90,000, first year
RCA. Legal
Rossengineer
K. Prescott,
Dallas,
Tex. counsel
Consulting
Guy
operating
000.
Post cost
Office$108,000,
address,revenue
studio $100,and
C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Sole
transmitter location WMOX Bldg., owner is M. B. Rudman, independent
oil operator
in Texas,
Loui23d Ave. at 9th St., Meridian. Geosiana, Arkansas,
North Oklahoma,
Dakota, Illinois,
graphicW.coordinates
32°Transmitter
21' 56" N. Lat.,
Georgia,
Florida,
Alabama
and
South
'88°
42'
07"
Long.
and
antenna RCA. Consulting engineer
Dakota. He is 50% owner of Navarre
Claude M. Gray, Birmingham, Ala. Sole Bldg., Denver. Applicant also is filing
owner Birney Imes is also owner of applications for Galveston, Tex., and
WCBI Columbus. WELO Tupelo, WNAG
Minot, N. D. City Priority Group A-2,
Grenada, WROX Clarksdale, all Miss., No. 287.
and Commercial Dispatch, Columbus
Miss. City Priority Group A-2, No. 101.
MINOT, N. D. — Rudman Television
Co., vhf Ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP
CAMDEN, N. J. — South Jersey Bcstg.
57.3
kw visual, 31 kw. aural; antenna
Co.
(WKDN),to uhf
Ch. 17 (488-494
(allocated
Philadelphia);
ERP mc)
112 height above average terrain 387 ft.,
kw visual, 67 kw aural; antenna height
(Continued on page 78)
above average terrain 257 ft., above
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KPTV'S SIGNAL
Extends 30-40 Miles— RCA
KPTV

(TV) Portland, Ore's "primary coverage" will extend about
20 miles, RCA's Engineering Products Dept. noted last week. The
department had a team of experienced technical experts at work
surveying the Portland operation.
KPTV's present power is 16 kw
ERP.
This init'al report of 20-mile
effectiveness was reached after
measurements of the station's signal, it was explained. KPTV is
the first uhf station to take to the
air commercially [B*T, Sept. 29,
22]. RCA's unit, reporting also on
"secondary coverage," concluded it
"will be provided to between 30 and
40 miles in the north and south directions (east and west directions
are limited to 25 miles by mountain ranges)." Primary signal covers all major suburbs and the city's
trading area.
Observation of signal quality
showed excellent pictures over the
area "with the exception of localized (and relatively small) areas
which are 'shadowed' by intervening hills," the RCA department
said. "A check of local radio and
television industry (retailers,
wholesalers, service shops, etc.)
indicates that uhf has been received with almost unbounded enthusiasm by the great majority,"
it was claimed. The engineering
team spent two weeks after the
station's debut measuring signal
strength throughout the Portland
area.
RCA said, "First optimistic reports, which to many seemed almost too good to believe, are being
solidly confirmed. . . ."

US

FIRST TV signals transmitted by KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., were measured
by an RCA Service Co. testing truck when nation's first ufh station took the
air last month [B*T, Sept. 29, 22]. Participating in tests are (I to r):
Arnold I. Kothe, RCA Service Co. engineering department; Ernest C. Bottomley, TV technician; Bernard C. Chicoine, West Coast district sales coordinator,
RCA Victor; J. David Callaghan, RCA Service Co. engineering departmentJohn P. Boksenbom, vice president in charge of service firm's consumer products, who supervised tests; Harold E. Desfors, manager of press division, RCA
Victor; Lawrence G. Borgeson, West Coast television service district manager,
RCA Service Co. Initial survey, taken during early morning tour of city Sept.
18, showed a sharp, steady signal with resulting excellent coverage, RCA
reported. Further reports were more enthusiastic (see story above). Antenna
tower at rear of truck can be raised to 70 feet above street level.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

UHF

PROGRESS

Sarnoff, Walker
Laud KPTV

BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, last Tuesday compared the growth of uhf and the opening of KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore., nation's first commercial uhf station, to the Lewis and Clark
pioneering explorations of the American Northwest.
In a 15-minute telecast shared *with FCC Chairman Paul A. new frontier of the ether. We can
Walker and which was carried by now have upwards of 2,000 staKPTV as the station began regutions. Thirteen hundred communities can have their own stations.
lar programming with the first
More communities can have their
game of the World Series, Gen.
own television station than now
Sarnoff praised Herbert Mayer,
president of Empire Coil Co. Inc., have a daily newspaper of their
which installed in Portland the
"In due time other uhf stations
dismantled equipment from the ■own.
RCA experimental uhf station at will be built all over the nation,"
Bridgeport, Conn., to be the first Chairman Walker said.
uhf commercial station on the air
KPTV put
country's
commercial
uhf the
program
on the first
air
[B*T, Sept. 22].
Sept. 20, but regular programming
Speaking from New York, where
did not begin until last Tuesday.
Sandra Mayer, daughter of Mr.
Mayer, presented the RCA board
chairman a citation in recognition
of RCA's contribution to the de- STOLKIN DENIES
TV Plans for RKO Movies
velopment of television, Gen. Sarnoff said:
DESPITE a denial by Ralph E.
"In bringing television to PortStolkin, who headed a syndicate
land, Mr. Herbert Mayer . . . and
his associates have acted in the which bought control of RKO Radio
traditional pioneering spirit of the Pictures Inc. [B«T, Sept. 29, 22],
that the studio plans "at this
great Northwest.
time" to release a S20 million back"As a triumph in radio exploralog of movies to TV, a report pertion the opening of the uhf specsists in Hollywood that RKO films
trum may well be compared with
which have outrun their theatrical
the historic Lewis and Clark exrelease value, will be re-edited for
pedition that opened up the Northvideo under a deal being negotiated
west wilderness.
with a major TV network.
"These ultra high frequencies
Mr. Stolkin, who was elected
are of great significance to the future of television. Hundreds of firm president last Thursday, dethat "it is only a question
new channels bring additional mil- of time clareduntil
the film and TV inlions of Americans into range of
dustries will be cooperating fully."
He expressed belief 85 to 90% of
television
programs."
Gen. Sarnoff
praised Chairman
TV shows will be on film in the
Walker and his associates on the future.
FCC "for their great interest in
bringing the new trails of uhf into
service.
Educators Hear Plans
"By licensing new stations they
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Walker
now encourage the television broadlast Thursday told Pennsylvania
casters to make use of these new
pathways through the air by filling educators four plans by which
them with program traffic.
they may
more now
television
channels to theadd four
reserved
in
"We are happy to have had a
that
state
for
non-commercial
edupart in blazing this trail across
the continent and are pleased to
cational use. Addressing the Anhave KPTV affiliated with the
nual Education Congress at Harrisburg under auspices of JCET,
NBC's television network."
Chairman Walker said that after
Speaking from Washington,
June 2, 1953, educators may (1)
D. C, Chairman Walker greeted
for "drop-in" channels, (2)
KPTV as the "harbinger" of a apply
request a deletion or substitution
new era of expansion for Ameriin other communities, (3) ask
can television. He remarked:
"This takes television into a reservation of a commercial channel for non-commercial educational
use or (4) apply competitively now
United TV Sales
for a commercial channel and use it
either for commercial or non-comUNITED Television Programs
mercial educational purposes.
Inc., Chicago, has sold Counterpoint, half-hour filmed series, to
WOC-TV Davenport for 26 weeks
NCS Signs Seven
and Hollywood Off Beat to National Bohemian Beer, Baltimore,
FIVE agencies and two advertisers
subscribed to Nielsen Coverage
for 13-week showing on WMARService within 10 days after it was
TV Baltimore. UTP's film packmade available to them, A. C. Nielage, Big Town has been renewed
sen Co. reported Thursday. The
by the Streitmann Biscuit , Co.,
agencies
are: Ted Bates Co.; Foote,
Cincinnati, for airing on WSAZCone & Belding; Marschalk &
TV Huntington and has been sold
to WJIM-TV Lansing and Fall Pratt; Morse International, and
Young & Rubicam. Advertisers are
City Brewing Co., Louisville, has
Esso Standard Oil Co. and Borden
renewed Old American Barn Dance
over WSAZ-TV, all for 26 weeks.
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Y

REPRESENTING
TELEVISION

LEADING
STATIONS:

Davenport
WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co.— WHO-WOC)
Denver
KBTV
(Colorado Television Corporation)
Fort Worth-Dallas
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

WBAP-TV*

Louisville
(WAVE, Inc.)

WTVJ
WAVE-TV*

Miami
(Wometco Theatres)
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
(DISPATCHPIONEER PRESS)

WPIX

New York
(THE NEWS)
St. Louis
(POST-DISPATCH)
San Francisco
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦Primary NBC Affiliates

WCCO-TV

KSD-TV*
KRON-TV*

Pioneer

Station

SAY

HE

INTO

GETS

ALMOST

TELEVISION.

EVERYBODY

WHAT

ABOUT

Free & Peters is now in its sixth year in television-station
representation — sold our first TV order back in 1947.
Since then we've helped clear thousands of TV hours —
have helped put dozens and dozens of successful advertisers
and agencies "into television".
Operating an entirely separate Television Department in our
New

York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco and Hollywood

offices

(in all of which the rivalry between our TV specialists and
our AM
F&P

specialists is something you really ought to seel) we

Colonels are determined to keep on giving the top service

in television ... to keep on helping more and more
people to "get into TV".

Representatives

Since

1932

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

US?"

SHOWSHFFT
ABC
6:00 PN Strength Fo
A Free Worh
F
6:15
6:30
6:45

7:15
7:30
7:45

8:15
8:30

TBA
Gruen
W. Winchel
L
Skippy
Peanut
Butter
You Asked
For It
L
The Hot Sea
L

AU-Star
News
L&F

8:45

9:15

TBA

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:

B. Graham
Hour of
Decision
Films of
Interest
F
InTime
Our
F
Carter Prod
Drew
Pearson L

11:15 PR

ABC

195S b 1 Broad< aatlrtf Publl< atloru
TUESDAY
MONDAY
CBS DuMONT
NBC
ABC
CBS DuMONT

SUNDAY*
NBC
ABC
CBS
DuMONT
Bevere
Man of
Meet the
! the Week
Press
L
L
Kellogg
NewTimes
York
Youth
Forum
Alcoa
Gen Foods Cadet
Space L
See It Now
Roy Rogers
— srar
L
F
Wrigley
Autry
Gene
Georgetown Red P&G
Skeltoi
U. Forum
Show
L
F
American
Ironrite Oldsmobile
Reynolds
News L
Tobacco
Metals
Hollywood
This Is Shov
Eddie
Screen
Test
Chesterfielc
Business
Drug
Mayhoff
L
Perry Come
F
L
Sterling
Lever
Lux
Video
Inspector
Mark
Theatre
LincolnMercury
Comedy
Dealers
L
Saber
Homicide
Colgate-P-I
Hour
Toast
of the
L
Lipton
Squad
LeverF
Town
L
Talent
Philip
Scouts
United
Not or Godfrey's
L
Lucy
Clorets
L
General Chlorophyll
Morris
Klectric
I Love
Fred Warini BockyGumKins Goodyear
Corp.
L
Detective (alt.
F
with)
Philco
Corp.
All-Star
Gen. Foods
P&G and
News
Bristol
L&F
Larus &
TV
Instant
Bro. Co. Playhouse
Myers
Maxwell
Break
Coffee Do|L
the Bank Plainclothes
Gaines
Man
L
Food, Luigi
Life
with
Arthur
P&G
P. LoriUard Murray
The Doctor
The Web
Show
F
L
house
WestingStudio One
Jules
Montenier Youth On
Theatre
L
The March
MyWhat's
Line
L
Longines
Norwich
Sunday
scope
News Spec,
Chrono-

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

CBS

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

Up ToL Pari

Those Two
L
Camel
News
Caravan
Mahoney L
Winchell'
Pentagon
Washington Show L
Crosleyalternating
Speidel
Johns
Firestone
Voice
of
Hopkins
Firestone
Science
Review
L
Guide
Right

Amer. Cig.
P&G
Beulah
F

L
& News
Cig. Co.
Lever
7:45-8
p. m
Pepsodent
Shadow
Wave
Heaven
For
Betsy
starts
Canteen
USA10/14
The Red
Button
Shou
starts S 10/1^
Schick
Crime
Syndicated
Carter
(alt.)Prod
L
City Hi»sptl
Lite
Electric
Drug

Pearson
Pharm.
Hollywood
Opening
Night
L

Football
Sidelights
Wax
with Wismei Johnson
Adams Hat alt. with
Stores
American
FamousInc. Tobacco
Robert Co
Co-op Montgomery
Fights
Presents
Boxing
Co-op
from
Eastern
Parkway
Who Said
That
L

Suspense
L
Block
AutoDanger
L

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

Power of
Women
Publishing
Curtis
Keep Posted
WineCo.Corp.
of Where
America
Was 1?

ABC

Circle
Theatre
L

Meet
the
Boss

P.
TheLorillard
Money
Two For
F
Embassy
P. Lorillard
Club L

Democratic
National
Committee
10/7, 10/21

Bayuk
Ringside
Interviews

Short
Stories
Pepsi-Cola
F
Bendix
Chevrolet
GlvP —
Dinah Shore Swanson —Oldsmobile
L
News
(alt. wks.)
News
Camel
The Same Chesterfield
Pillsbury
Caravan L
L
Perry Como
The Name' Toni (alt.)
Godfrey &
Texas Co. AU-Star His Friends
L
Milton Berl<
News
L&F
L
Godfrey
Ellery
&Liggett
Myers &
L
His Friends
P&G
Bayuk
Fireside
Colgate
Cigars
Theatre
Strike
It Rich
F
L
L
Armstrong
R.J.

the Draw
Quick on
Bob with
Dunn

Queen
Wrestling

ManReynolds
Against
Crime

From
Rainbo
L
Midnite)

Sales
BlueCo.
Pabst
Ribbon
Bouts
L

(9:30 to

General
Cigar
scopeSpot
Sports
ngines
Chrono-

NBC
DuMONT

ABC
ABC

CBS

DuMONT
NBC

lilT

1:30 PM
2:00
1:45

9:30
GBS News
M&W
9:45-10:15
Tu-Th-F
Arthur
Godfrey
9:45-10
10-11 a.m.
Footnote)
Wheel of
F.Fortune
Only
(See
10-11 a.m.
S

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:

InFamily
EveryOne
There's
S

11:15

C-P-P
(MWF)
Strike
It Rich
L

11:30
11:45

1W

WEDN
CBS

— M7T

9:00 AM

Bear
12:00 N Papa
Newsreel
In The
F
Park
Sweets Co.
L
12:15 PS Tootsie Hip ■
podrome L
Voice of M&M
CandyLtd
Prophecy
Carnival
Faith
For
L
w
Today L

NBC

The Nature
of Things
L
Youth
ToWants
Know
L

Gen. Mills
L
Bride
&Gr'n
Amer.
Homi
All Product
Love of Lifi Noontime
News Rane?
with
Search for Walter
Tomorrow
Take the
Break with
Don
Russeh
Broadway
W-F Ethel
T-Th MMatinee
Thorsen

Loi

2:15
Prologue to
the Future
F
Campaign
L
Call

United
Nations
L

Portrait
A City of
L

2:30
2:45
3:00
Scouting
Action In
F
Purina
RalstonSpace FPairo
Party
Brown
Fleers
Shoe
Pud's Prize
Top
L
McConnell
F Ed
Smilin'
Dairy

Party
Florida
Citrus
Corp

3:15
3:30

Happy's
Internation
alKidsShoe& Co
Co.
TTT

The Big
National
L

TVTime
Tofs
F
*nnr

Kellogg Co
(5-5:30)
Super
LCircus
Mars Candy
(5:30-6)

ESDAY
DuMONT

NBC

ABC

THURSDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

FRIDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

ABC

FOR OCTOBER 1952
SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT
NBC
6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
Simmon Co
It's News

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

Up ToL Parr
—Those
MG"Two
—
L
News
CaraCvaamnelL ~~
duPont
Cavalcade
of America
F

Slqge A
Number
with
Bill
Wendell

GE
I Married
Joan
F
Krafts
Foods
Television
Theatre
L

Amer. Cig.
& Cig. Co.
News
Lever
General
Pepsodent
Mills
7:45-8
p.m.
Lone
Shadow
Ranger
Wave,
F
en
For HeavBetsy
Carnation
All-Star Burns
Allen
News
(alt.) L
L
Goodrich
Tidewater
Blatz
Andy
Associated
Lorillard
Oil
Chance of
Broadway
Lifetime
'n'
AmosSwng.
to
L
Singer
4 .Star
(al-t)Plhs. Hollywood
WestingWestingPolitics
house
house
On Trial
Pick the
Pick the
L
Winner
Winner
Big
Lever
Rinso
Town
F
Philip
Morris
Racket
Squad
F
Carter
Toni
I've(alt.)Got
A Secret
L

Hazel
Bishop
This Is
Your Life
L

CBS

IDAY
DuMONT

NBC
^rTelTgiou^
Hour
Frontiers
of Faith
L
American
Inventory
L
Bohn Alum
American
Forum
L

Whistle
Slop
USA
Cats Paw
Rubber
(alt. wks.)
Quiz Kids
(alt. wks.
sustaining)

Miller
Brewing Co
Atlantic
Refining Co.
Pro Football
Lief Eid
News
L
RCA
(alt. wks.)
Kukla, Fran
Ollie
L
Hallmark
H all of Fame
L

Where Do
You Stand

Quaker
Oats
Zoo Parade
L

Lamp Unto
My Feet
The Week
In Religion
What in the
World

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

ABC

Pepsi-Cola
ihort
Stories
L
Chevrolet
Dinah Shore General
Mills
L
Stu Erwin
Camel
News
F
Caravan L
Hotpoint
Lambert &
DeSoto(alt. wks.)
Plymouth
Ozzie
Groucho
Harriet&
Marx
F
F
Borden
Treasury
All-Slar
Men In
Action
News
IMF
L
Fatima
Dragnet F
(alt. wks.)
Chesterfield
Gangbusters
F
Kreisler,
Ford
Masland
Ford
(alt. sp.)
What's the
Story
Walter Theatre
Tales of
Kiernan
F
Tomorrow
This Is
Music
Author
Meets
Criticsthe

Twenty
Questions
Luden's
Carter
Products
Down
You Go

Ithyl Corp.
Ask Me
Another
L
Longines
scope
Chrono-

MONDAYFRI
CBS DuMONT
Moore
Show
footnote)
Soup
(See
Campbell
Double
Nothingor
M-W-F
P&G
Guiding
Light L
Art
House
Pqrly
Linkletter's
Footnote)
(See
Mike 4 Buff
S

NBC

ABC

Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)
P&G
Welcome
Travelers
L

Gillette
Cavalcade
of Sports
L
;hesebrough
Greatest
Fights F

LeverFalls
Hwkns.
Gabby
L
Welch, C-P
Klog.
Mars,
Hayes*
Int.
Shoe
Bauer & Blk.
Standard
BrandsDdy.
L
Howdy

Beat
Sylvania
,(alt )
TThe
r Clock

Philip
Wizard
Mr.

Pel

Morris
Margie
My Little
Kellogg
F

L
Schick
Inc.
sorship)
Amer.
Chicle
Leeming Co.

Pet Milk
All Star
Revue
L

Jackie
(Co-SponGleason
Show
It
ToLeaveLester
itarts S 10/18

SATURDAY
CBS DuMONT

NBC

NCAA
Footballof
Game
The Week
General
Motors
L
Armed
Services
Football
1:45-4:30

Pontiac
Ftball Score
Board L

Co-op

SeaTiy
Wrestling
from
Mattress
Co
Chicago
Balance
Budget
Jack
st Your
10/18
Brickhouse
5erutan Co.
BattleAgesof
The

Your Show
of R.Shows
J.
s.o.s.
Reynolds
Benrus
Griffin
Prudential
^ehn & Fink
L

7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

American
Tobacco
Your
ParadeHit
L

10:30
10:45
11:1
11:151

Explanation: Programs in italics, sustaining;
Time, EST. L, Live; F, film; K, kinescopic recording; E, Eastern network; M, Midwestern; NI,
non-interconnected stations.
NBC — Mon. thru Fri. "Today" 7-9 a.m., EDT &
CDT.
7:15-20
Wed.—Mon.—
Fla. Fla.
Citrus.Citrus
7:20-25Tu.-Wed.Wed. —
Kenwill,
7:45-50
Thurs.—
Biggio.
8:15-20
Wed—
Mystic,
Tu.Tliurs.—
Fla. Citrus,
Doeskin,
Mon.
—Knox.
Pure-Pak,
Thurs. — Fri.—
"Time,"
Fri. —8:20-25
Fla. Citrui
8:45-50 Wed.— Jackson-Perkins, 8:45-55 Mon.—
Mon.
thru P&G
Fri. "Kate
Smith";
thru.
Thurs.
4:45-5,
Mon.4-4:15,
Nestle—Mon.
Tue.
Doeskin — 4:45-5.
Tues.
Johnson
&4 :15-30,
Johnson—4:30-45, Wed. Pillsbury— 4:45-5, Wed.
Gerber — 4:15-30, Thur. Penick & Ford— 4:30-45,
Thurs.
Maid — 4:45-5,
4:00-15, Minute
Fril Toni.
Knomark
4:15-45,Thur.
Fri. Simoniz
Glidden ——
4,:45-5,
Fri.
** Quaker Oats — Mon. & Fri.
5:30-6
listed sponsor Howdy
Doodyp.m.,
in 15M-F,
mln. Firms
segments.
CBS — 10:10-15— Tu. & Th., Star-Kist Tuna.
10:15-30,
Alt. Days.Mon.-Th.— Frigidaire & Owens -Corning,.
10:30-45, M-Th. — Lever.
10:45-11, M-Th. — Pillsbury.
**It
taining. n, Tu. & Th., Strike
STRich,
11:30-12
susING
1:45-2 p.m. Wed., Best Foods; Thurs.. StokelyGary Moore.
taining.
2-2:30
p.m., Tu. & Th., Every Where I Go, sus2:45-3 p.m., Fri.— Green Giant Co.; 2:45-3 p.m.,
M-Th— Pillsbury; 3-3:15 p.m., M-W-Th— Lever
Bros.;
3-3:15 Party.
p.m.. Tu-Fri— Kellogg; 2:45-3:15
p.m. — House

BROA
Co-op
Rootle
Kazootie
L

7:00

Shop

Midway

Kate LSmith
United
Nations
M-F

To Me
Jergens •

Showcase
Sports
Boyle-

The Big
Paul
Dixon
Show

Seminar
L

Oldsmobile
Those Two
News
L
Whiteman
Chesterfield
Camel
TV Teen
News
Perry Como
Caravan L
Gen. Foods
Club
Marwell
L
This Life
Is Dennis
House
Day
The
RCA
Coffee
Mama
L
R. J.
Gulf Oil
M- —
People
Reynolds G TBA
We,
The
My Irma
Friend
L
Schlitz
P&G"
Schlitz
American
Feature
Cig&Cig
Serutan
Co.
Life
Begins
Playhouse
at Eighty
Big Story Playhouse
of Stars
F
Li
L
General
Foods
Family
Aldrich
Campbell
Sanka
VlissOur
Brooks
Colgate
Mr.North
& Mrs.

Tobacco
U.S.
Martin
Kane

Up To Parr
L

6:45
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Station
New

Lens Device;

RTMA
telesfatus

a lens device
VISTASCOPE,
long in experimentation, has
been used commercially for
the first time by Revue Productions, Culver City, TV film production subsidiary of Music Corp. of
1 America.
Linked directly with the movie
camera, the device combines live
"action with photographs of foreground settings, replacing matte
shots or construction of actual
foreground settings. Revue Productions used the Vistascope for
interiors of the French Louvre in
"Mona Lisa," half-hour TV film
in the Biff Baker, U.S A. series,
being filmed for American Tobacco
Co., New York (Lucky Strike
cigarettes). Series starts on CBSTV Nov. 6. Vistascope Corp. of
America, headed by Sol Lesser, is
making the lens device available
to producers on a royalty basis.
* * *
August Tube Sales
Near $11 Million — RTMA
RADIO-Television Mfrs. Assn.
reported last week that 68% of
the TV picture tubes sold to receiver manufacturers in August
were 18 inches and larger. Sales
to set manufacturers in August
"totaled 597,625 units valued at
$10,970,215 compared with 324,143
tubes valued at $6,847,290 sold in

Tfc

July. Ninety-nine per cent of
cathode ray tubes sold to receiver
manufacturers in August were
rectangular and 16 inches or larger.
* * *
CBS-TV Develops
New Set Technique
CBS Television scenic art department has developed a new scenery
construction technique that uses
prefabricated masonite flats in assorted stock sizes instead of the
traditional muslin -on -frame used
for walls, doors and partitions.
The technique is now being demonstrated to sponsors, ad agencies
and broadcasting executives. CBSTV claims that the new technique
not only speeds up set construction
but permits more freedom in overall design, and assures better lighting and camera maneuverability.
* * *
New TV Lab
Ar Wisconsin

U.

INITIAL outlay of $105,750 and
fund of $24,000 have been appropriated by the U. of Wisconsin regents for construction and firstyear operation of a closed circuit
TV laboratory.
The facility will be used for
"experience, instruction and re-

Weekly Television Summary —

(Report 236)

search," according to H. L. Ewbank,
chairman of the university radio
committee. Another group will
supervise research to determine
"the relative efficiency of different
types of television programs with
respect to content and method of
presentation" of commercial and
educational broadcasts. Research
unit is headed by Dean John Guy
Fowlkes.
Video Ventilation
TELEVISION personnel who
have fretted about hot
studios can take heart in an
announcement that most TV
stations to be constructed
from now on will be cooler.
According to Bern C. Benson, temperature control
expert of Minneapolis-Honeywell Co., Minneapolis, whose
engineers have designed a
new cooling system, studios
will be air-conditioned with
new electronic temperature
controls 100 times more
sensitive than conventional
types that are being used
generally.

October 6, 1952 — Telecasting Survey

City
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
City
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
Matamoros (Mexico), BrownsAlbuquerque KOB-TV
16,500
24,500
Ames
WOI-TV
100,447 Memphis ville, Tex. WMCT
XEID-TV
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
215,000
149,217
Miami
143,500
WTVJ
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
410,076
Milwaukee
352,506
Binghamton WNBF-TV
92,500
-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
118,000 Minn.
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Nashville
329,200
Bloomington WTTV
160,000
WSM-TV
78,260
New Haven
310,000
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
931,871
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
113,687
Buffalo WBEN-TV
284,202
WDSU-TV
Charlotte WBTV
244,842
WABD, WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
NewNewark
YorkWOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,188,419
3,059,400
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
365,000
Norfolk.
PortsmouthCleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
646,876
130,000
Columbus
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
237,000
Newport News WTAR-TV
152,731
Da I la s141,910
Oklahoma
City WKY-TV
Omaha
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
189,341
Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Davenport WOC-TV
138,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Phoenix
1,085,549
WDTV
Pittsburgh
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Molin
KPHO-TV
67,400
535,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
249,000 Portland, Ore.
Denver
KFEL-TV
38,919
KPTV
(not
yet
estimated)
Providence
227,000
Detroit
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
804,766
WJAR-TV
WTVR
139,032
Erie
WICU
174,680 Richmond
160,000
Rochester
.Ft.Dallas
Worth
WHAM-TV
138,000
Rock Island
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
189,341
WHBF-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., Moline
Grand Rapids WOOD-TV
223,961
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
123,792
95,838
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Houston
San
KPRC-TV
177,000 Salt
83,245
San Antonio
Diego
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Huntington150,850
KFMB-TV
448,000
Charleston
San Francisco
WSAZ-TV
117,637
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
WFBM-TV
265,000
Indianapolis
Albany-Troy WRGB
222,900
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
68,000 Schenectady171,000
Seattle
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
168,500
421
,000
KING-TV
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
236,653 St. Louis
KSD-TV
189,422
WDAF-TV
223,024 Toledo
Kansas City
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
203,000
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
162,813
WSPD-TV
KOTV
WJIM-TV
110,000 Tulsa
Lansing
130,125
77,000
WKTV
Utica-Rome
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
382,932
117,61.3
Washington
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
KTLA,
KNXT,
KTTV
1,347,154
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
179,820 Wilmington
WDEL-TV
Estimated Sets in Use: 18,697,133
Total Stations on Air 111*
Total Markets on Air 66*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
television area. Where coverage areas overlap set counts may be
Editor's
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representare estimated
partially Note:
duplicated.
set estimates
based onsets
datawithfr om dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric companies
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may re main unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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Tube Sales
K

RLD
U

U
Dallas

*7elevUi*nt Station
*
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION

HOMES

EFFECTIVE COVERAGE
-TV'S
AREA
in KRLD
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WQRTH
AREAS
— This is why — ^
' KRLD
-TV
)

is your best buy
Channel 4 . . . Represented by '
The BRANHAM Company
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28" N. Lat.,
80° 01' 34"GE.W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transmitter and antenna
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington.
Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
Washington. Sole owner Agnes J.
Reeves Greer is chief owner of WAJRAM-FM Morgantown, W. Va., WDNE
Elkins, W. Va., and WJER Dover, Ohio.,
president
and holder
of controlling
interest in Greer
Steel Co.,
Morgantown,
Preston County Coal & Coke Co., Cascade, W. Va., and West Virginia Newspaper Pub. Co., which publishes two
newspapers in Morgantown and a third
in New Martinsville, W. Va. City priority Group B-4, No. 180.
WICHITA FALLS, Tex. — Wichita
Falls Television Inc. (KTRN and KWFT
each own 50%), vhf Ch. 6 (82-88 mc);
ERP 22.3 kw visual, 11.3 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 495
ft., above ground 495 ft. Estimated
construction cost $264,215, first year
operating
cost address
$250,000, POrevenue
000. Post Office
Box 420$280,and
917V2 Scott St., Wichita Falls, Tex. Studio location
to
be
determined.
Transmitter location 2.5 mi. W of center of
Wichita Falls. Geographic coordinates
33° 54' 00" N. and
Lat., antenna
98° 32' 25"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz; Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, both Washington.
Consulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Washington. Principals include Rowley-Brown Bcstg.
Co. (50%),
licensee
of KWFT-AM-FM
Wichita
Falls,
and Texoma
Bcstg. Co.
(50%), licensee of KTRN Wichita Falls.

Television Grants and Applications
(Continued from page 70)
DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
above ground 414 ft. Estimated conMcKenna & Wilkinson, Washington.
struction$147,000,
cost $346,000,revenue
first year$169,000.
operating cost
Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment Co., Washington. Principals
Post Office address Minot, N. D. Stuinclude General Partners Thomas P.
dio and transmitter location U. S. Hwy.
93, 1.7 mi. S of center of Minot. GeoJohnsonPomeroy,
(45.5%), Lockhart
partner in& KirkpatJohnson
graphic coordinates 48° 12' 37" N. Lat., rick,
(law firm), 10% stockholder in United
101°
17'
48"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel Ross K. Bcstg. Corp. (inactive corporation and
Prescott,gineerDallas,
Tex. Consulting
enpre-thawburgh);applicant
in PittsGuy C. Hutcheson,
Arlington,
Henry Oliver for
Rea TV(45.5%),
part
of WPOR Portland, Me., less
Tex. Sole owner is M. B. Rudman, in- owner
than 25% in United Bcstg. Co. (above),
dependent oil operator in Texas, Oklavice president and more than 25% in
homa, Louisiana, Arkansas, North DaOliverner and
Ironmore
& Steel
general
partkota,
Florida,
Georgia,
Alathan Corp.,
25% in
Allegheny
bama Illinois,
and South
Dakota.
Applicant
stated he is filing simultaneous TV
Pub. Co.; Managing Partners A. Donoapplications for Bismarck, N. D., and
vanager Faust
(5%), (TV)
assistant
general Larry
manof WDTV
Pittsburgh;
Galveston, Tex. City Priority Group
H. Israel (5%), WDTV sales manager;
A-2, No. 232.
William H. Rea (1%), treasurer of
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — Telecasting Co.
WPOR.
City priority Group B-4, No.
of Pittsburgh, uhf Ch. 16 (482-488 mc);
180.
ERP 89.5 kw visual, 50.7 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
PITTSBURGH, Pa.— Agnes J. Reeves
520 ft., above ground 480 ft. Estimated
Greer 258.1
(WKJF),
Ch. 53130(704-710
mc);
ERP
kw uhf
visual,
kw aural;
construction
cost
$402,430,
first
year
opantenna height above average terrain
erating cost $660,000, revenue $fi75,000.
531 ft., above ground 426 ft. Estimated
Post Office address 2237 Henry W. Oliconstruction cost $337,632, first year
ver Bldg., 535 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh
22. Studio location Pittsburgh, to be operating cost $225,000, revenue $225,000.
determined. Transmitter location Rue
Post Office address 238 Spruce St., MorGrand Vue & Attica St., Pittsburgh.
gantown, W. Va. Studio and transmitter location 1715 Grandview Ave., PittsGeographic coordinates 40° 26' 45" N.
Lat., 80° 02' 04" W. Long. Transmitter
burgh. Geographic coordinates 40° 26'

::v:::::::::;:-:-:-:v:-;:v:-:::-;^::
I
$2
Harrington,
The

only exclusive

Righter
TV

Station

&

Parsons,

Representative

Ine.
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

WI/TV

Atlanta

owned by Broadcasting, Inc.
WAAM

Baltimore

owned by WAAM,

Inc.

WBEX-TV

Buffalo

owned by Buffalo Evening News
WFMY-TV

Greensboro

owned by Greensboro News and Record
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
owned by The Kansas City Star
WHAS-TV

Louisville

owned by the Courier- Journal & the Louisville Times
WTMJ-TV

Washin ston

owned by Allen B. DuMont
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WITH Portland, Ore., and
Denver TV hearings underway Oct. 1 in Washington
(see story, page 26) before
FCC Hearing Examiners
Elizabeth C. Smith and
James D. Cunningham, respectively, here are dates
additional TV proceedings
are scheduled thus far by
the Commission. All will
be held in Washington.
Oct. 15 — Ha'/risburg, Pa. (Examiner WPliam G. Butts). Tampa-St.iner Petersburg,
Fla. (ExamBaril P. Cooper).
Oct. 20aminer
— J.Jackson,
Mich.
(Exson).
D. Bond).
Wichita,
Kan. (Examiner H. B. HutchiDec. 8 — Canton, Ohio (Examiner Fanney N. Litvin). Postponed from Oct.
1. proceeding
Waterbury,
Conn.,
was (iirsclved following dismissal of WBRY bid. Application of
WATR
there29].pends uncontested
[B.T, Sept.

Milwaukee

owned by the Milwaukee Journal
WTTG

:::

Applicant's
Presidentof Kenyon
Brown, vice officers:
president-20%
KWFT,
officer and owner 19,079 sh. of 100,088
sh. in KGLC Miami, Okla., officer and
owner 1,500 Calif.,
sh. of officer
5,000 sh.andin KMBT*|
Monterey,
owner !
2,500 sh. of 5,000 sh. in KWRN Reno,
Nev., owner of 5% of Little Rock
Telecasters (holder of TV CP for Little
Rock, Ark.), officer and 3,507 sh. of
19,503 sh. in KBYE Oklahoma City,
officer tureandexhibiting
stockholder
in motion
picfirm, boot
and shoe
firm, advertising firm and advertising
consultant firm; Vice President Houston Harte, vice president-23.2% of
KGKL San Angelo, Tex., 20% of KTRN |
and officer and extensive stockholder i
in more than a score of newspaper |
publishing, construction, automotive 1
and other firms; Vice President Rhea ;
Howard, president and 386 sh. of 6,908 sh. in Times Pub. Co., Wichita
Falls (which owns 49% of KTRN); i
Vice President John H. Rowley, vice !
president-40%
of ofKWFT,
vicein president and 3,313 sh.
41,906 sh.
Row- ' 1
ley United Theatres Inc., partner and
4.81% in an oil firm; Director E. H.
Rowley, president-20% in KWFT, president and 5,435Theatres,
sh. of 41,906
sh. in inRow?*
ley United
partner
oil
firms: Secretary Boyd Kelley, president-2.6% of KTRN; Treasurer Frank
M. Dowd, secretary-treasurer
KWFT,
treasurer
of Rowley United ofTheatres
Inc. and partner in oil firm. City priority Group A-2, No. 56.
CHARLESTON,
Va. — vhf
Kanawha
Valley
Bcstg. Co. W.
(WGKV),
Ch. 8
(180-186 mc); ERP 316 kw visual, 158
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 695 ft., above ground 573.5
ft. Estimated construction cost $600,263,
first year operating cost $659,436, revenue $865,956. Post Office address 208
Dickinson St., Charleston, W. Va. (PO
Box 953).
Studio Transmitter
location 208 location
Dickinson, Charleston.
Woodward Branch Rd.. Charleston.
Geographic
23' 01" N.
Lat., 81° 41' coordinates
50" W. Long.38°Transmitter
and antenna RCA. Legal counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington. Consulting engineer
George include
C. Davis,
Washington. Principals
President
R. M. Venable (57.6%), president-50%
cf Forest Hills Co. (real estate), vice
president and stockholder of Trojan
Steel Co., owns interest in two Charleston banks; Vice President B. W. Venable (8.7%), secretary of Troian Steel
Co.; Secretary Willard H. Ervin Jr.
(32.7%),
and holdsin
interest insecretary-treasurer
WJOL Joliet, 111., partner
Norman S. Fitzhugh & Co. (public accountants), president of One Morris
Inc.
(realandestate),
of Hall"*"
Trucking
Servicesecretary
Co., treasurer
of
Star Gas Co. and Litton Realty Co.,
both Charleston; C. P. Vogel Jr. (1%).
City priority Group A-2, No. 48.

Labs., Inc.

Weston Account
WESTON BISCUIT Co., formerly
handled by W. Earl Bothwell agency, which has merged with Geyer
Adv., New York, announced last
week that the latter agency will
advertising for its packSB handleage the
cookies. Campaign plans will
be announced later. Television reportedly isbeing considered.
BROADCASTING
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20,000

Miles

Without

EQUALLY RUGGED and service-free on
trip
was GPLwhich
Utility
Projector
intermittent
permits
use with
with "3-2"
I. O.
camera for film telecasting from remotes.

This GPL image orthicon camera has
just completed a demonstration tour
to studios in 67 cities from Maine to
Mexico . . . Michigan to Miami.
Without a single service operation,
it took the bumps of 20,000 miles of
hard driving. It was loaded and unloaded more than 150 times. Every
working element received far more
than normal wear and tear, as usual
on demonstrations. Yet nothing failed,
nothing needed replacing.
This is the kind of ruggedness you

Cross-Country

Camera

Service

may have for both studio and field
operations, PLUS all the precision of
GPL camera design. This unit is engineered for smooth, fast control,
from pushbutton turret change to remote adjustment or iris and focus.
For the stations just starting, it has
many special advantages : in compactness of chains, ease of operations.
Write, wire or phone, for full details of the camera equipment that is
the "industry's leading line— in quality, in design."

General
GPL STUDIO CAMERA CHAIN was packed in
station wagon . . . demonstrating mobility of
entire chain for fast coverage of news events,
sports, other programs in the field.
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Precision Laboratory
INCORPORATED
PLEASANTVILLE NEW YORK

GPL
Cable address: Arlab
Export Department: 1 3 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.
TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment * Theatre TV Equipment
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Lighting and Marking
TOWER

RULES

Proposal Expected

PROPOSED rule-making proceedings to modify Part 17 of FCC's rules
and marking of radio-TV towers and to modify CAA's
on lightingflight
minimum
altitude rules are seen as forthcoming actions following
the final government-industry meeting on the tall towers-air navigation
problem last Monday in Washington.
a part of the report, setting forth
FCC Comr. E. M. Webster and
CAA's proposed addition to the
CAA Deputy Administrator F. B. Manual of Procedure of the CAA
Office of Aviation Safety relating
Lee, co-chairmen of the joint meetings attended by representatives of to "obstruction clearance for objects located outside but adjacent
the government and the broadcasting and aviation industries, ac- to the limits of present civil aircepted the renort
of an "ad hoc"
ways or direct
committee.
The committee
was
Calling
of theroutes."
first joint meeting
to consider the potennamed earlier to investigate a pos- last spring
tial air hazard of tall towers
sible method of achieving uniform
treatment by regional airspace sub- stemmed from announcement of
FCC's Sixth Report and Order
com it e s of applications for radio and TV towers over 500 ft. finalizing the TV reallocation and
high located adjacent to existing providing for potential establishment of over 2,000 TV stations in
airways [B«T, April 28].
The report recommended that nearly 1,300 communities with
tower height of 2,000 ft. permisexisting procedures be continued
sible. Aviation interests became
for the handling of tower clearance
alarmed that 2,000 ft. towers would
soon be built in many areas, but
applications on a case-to-case basis
the ad hoc report found that only
by regional airspace subcommitabout 57c of the towers expected
tees and concluded that general
ft. be constructed will exceed 1,000
fixed criteria for the handling of to
such applications are not practical
[B*T. Sept. 15]. The report inPROF. CABELL GREET, CBS speech
cluded suggested changes for Part
consultant since 1937 and associate
17 of FCC's rules to modify tower
professor of English at Barnard Colmarking and lighting requirelege, has resumed his duties at the
ments.
network after a seven-month leave of
It also bore an attachment, not
absence for lectures in Europe.
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Merlin H. Aylesworth
(Continued from page 30)
best possible facilities for such
service; to make the entire structure self-supporting, for if radio
is to survive, broadcasting must
stand
on its that
own goal
legs." during the
Pursuing
following decade, NBC under Mr.
Aylesworth's direction created
noted religious programs and
such musical programs as Music
Appreciation Hour and American
Album of Familiar Music; such
variety shows as Fleischmann Hour
with Rudy Vallee and guests and
Eddie Cantor's Chase & Sanborn
Program. With Amos V Andy,
NBC established the daily serial
program as a basic radio formula.
"Deac" Aylesworth, as he was
affectionately known to hundreds
of friends in every aspect of American life, was born July 19, 1886,
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the son
of the Rev. Barton O. Aylesworth.
He attended Colorado Agricultural
College, U. of Colorado, U. of
Wisconsin and Columbia U. and in
1908 received his law degree from
Denver U.
After practicing law in Fort
Collins, Col., from 1914, he became
chairman of the Colorado Public
Utilities Commission, which he left
in 1918 to join the Utah Power
& Light Co. A year later, he was
appointed managing director of the
National Electric Light Assn., remaining in that post until 1926,
when Owen D. Young of General
Electric, Gen. Guy E. Tripp of
Westinghouse and Maj. Gen. James
G. Harbord of RCA persuaded
him to enter radio.
After Mr. Aylesworth left the
NBC presidency in January 1936,
he stayed for two years as chairman of RKO and then transferred
his activities to the newspaper
field as an executive of the ScrippsHoward newspapers, in March
1938 becoming publisher of the
New York W orld-T elegram,
Scripps-Howard evening paper in
that city. He resigned in 1941 and
during the war years served as an
executive consultant to the Office of
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.
In recent years, Mr. Aylesworth
has maintained a Rockefeller Center office as an attorney and business consultant. One of his clients
was Cities Service Co., which at
his persuasion started a weekly
program on NBC in February 1927
and is today the oldest continuous
advertiser in network radio. He
was chairman of the executive
committee of Ellington & Co., New
York advertising agency.
In 1909 Mr. Aylesworth married
the former Blanch Parrott, the
marriage ending in divorce. In
1945 he married the former Caroline Andrews McEnteer, who was
with him at the time of his death.
He also is survived by two children
of his first marriage, Barton
Jerome Aylesworth and Dorothy
Aylesworth, and a sister.
Funeral services were held Friday morning in New York. Burial
was at Redding, Conn.

CBS, NBC OPEN
West Coast TV Centers
SIDE-BY-SIDE sprint by CBS and
NBC to complete their new West
Coast TV plants for the fall season
ended last weekend when both facilities began operations.
Emanating from CBS Television
City, Beverly Blvd. and Fairfax
Ave., Los Angeles, was My Friend
Irma on Friday, 8 : 30-9 p.m. (EST).
Special All Star Revue inaugurated
the facilities of NBC Television
Center, Burbank, on Saturday 8-9
p.m. (EST).
CBS has set up more than $1.5
million worth of electronic equipment and specially designed video
gear. The initial unit, which cost
an estimated $12 million and covers 15 acres, represents the first
step tual
in a investment.
reported The
$35 million
evenunit consists
of a six-story engineering building
and four 12,000-sq. ft. studios, two
for audiences, each seating 350
persons, and two, non-audience.
There also is 35,000 sq. ft. of office space, providing facilities for
story conference rooms, writers,
directors, producers, stars' dressing rooms and three 4,500-sq. ft.
rehearsal halls.
Newest Equipment
Included in the newest equipment are:- an all-electronic stagelighting control installation, which
can control 5,250,000 w; five audio
consoles, built at CBS-TV New
York; $250,000 worth of cameras,
motor-driven camera cranes and 30
miles of coaxial cable.
Designed by architects William
L. Pereira and Charles Luckman,
CBS Television City, when completed, will cover 25 acres and include two more studios and a 13story administration building of
600,000 sq. ft. Ground was broken
Dec. 29, 1950.
The first unit of NBC Television
Center, Burbank, covers five acres
of the 48-acre tract and represents
an estimated cost of $2.7 million
of a reported $25 million eventual
investment.
The initial structure includes a
140 x 180-ft. service building connected with two 12,600-sq. ft. theatre type studios, each seating 500
persons. Studios contain five RCA
TK-ll-A cameras, 24 TV monitors,
complete sound proofing, air conditioning and fire-preventive sprinkler systems.
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Sales . . .
International News Service, New
York, announces the sale of its
packaged TV news service to
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. The 12
minutes of the daily Telenews film,
INS special TV news wire, and the
regular INS leased wire report
start coincidental with KBTV's
target date, Oct. 13.
Exclusive contract has been signed
by WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, with
Motion Pictures for Television Inc.,
' for a film library of over 800 titles
? at a total cost of $100,000. Station
reports that the agreement gives
; WBNS use of the largest single
film library in the country.
Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster,
and International Silver Co., Meriden, Conn., start their alternating
weekly sponsorship of Your Jeweler's Showcase in 20 TV markets
on various schedules, Oct. 2 for 26
weeks. Stations are: KNBH (TV)
Hollywood, KRLD - TV Dallas,
KPRC-TV Houston, WNBQ (TV)
Chicago, WCBS-TV New York,
WNBW (TV) Washington, KSTPTV Minneapolis, WCAU-TV Phila-

anson is You, 13 3% -minute color
films featuring Gerald Heard, scientist-philosopher-writer. Production schedule calls for 50 to 100
films yearly.
film
delphia, WWJ-TV Detroit, WNBK
(TV) Cleveland, WSB-TV Atlanta,
WAFM-TV Birmingham, WGALTV Lancaster, WBEN-TV Buffalo,
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, WNHC-TV
New Haven, WMCT (TV) Memphis, WTAR-TV Norfolk, KINGTV Seattle and WNAC-TV Boston.
Plans call for the addition of at
least 10 more cities.
Filmed by Screen Televideo Productions, Hollywood, production has
started on 10 more half-hour films.
Jacques Braunstein and Rudy Abel
are co-producers. BBDO, New
York, represents Hamilton Watch;
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., International Silver.

report

Availabilities . . .
Helen Ainsworth Corp., headquartered at 197 N. Canon Dr., Beverly
Hills, has been formed to distribute
and produce TV film series on a
regional basis, by Sam Nathanson,
theatrical distribution sales executive with Columbia Pictures, and
Helen Ainsworth, head of the Beverly Hills talent agency bearing her
name.
New firm has acquired distribution rights to 13 quarter-hour TV
films in Hollywood Newsreel, produced by Herman Pesos, and featuring Gene Norman as commentator on news about movie stars.
Already completed by Mr. Nath-

Also completed is the quarterhour pilot film of Nickelodeon.
Starring the Sportsmen Quartet
in a Gay 90's format, the singing
group
story
of an in
8V2-a
minute tells
silentthe
film.
Narrated
humorous vein, a group of these
films has been acquired from Library of Congress. Lyrics and music were written by Dean Reisner
and Eddie Kay.
Production . . .
PILOT film in the TV version of
ABC Radio Defense Attorney is being completed by Desilu Productions, Hollywood, starring
=^9ofMercedes McCambridge, creator
the
title role. Fletcher Markle is directing under the production supervision of Don Sharpe.

• • •

BI-CITY PACKAGE
WOR-TV, WFIL-TV Offer
TWO-market plan is being offered
TV clients by WOR-TV New York
and WFIL-TV Philadelphia, whereby an advertiser sponsoring a program on either station can have it
simultaneously telecast by the other at the straight cost of the program plus the time on both stations
which will absorb the cable costs.
Sales pitch points out that the
New York-Philadelphia area comprises about 25% of the nation's
TV homes, containing 4,386,900 TV
sets as of July.l, more than the
next four cities combined. Plan is
called a "two for one" offer, as time
on both stations can be purchased
for less than the cost of certain
other New York TV stations alone.
Continuing the revision of its
program schedule to obtain a more
efficient and economical operation,
WOR-TV last week disclosed that
in addition to dropping the midnight-to-four a.m. All-Night Show
[B*T, Sept. 29], it is also lopping
an hour off its afternoon schedule.
Programming, which on non-baseball days has started at 1:30 p.m.,
will, after the conclusion of the
World Series, begin at 2:30 p.m.
While such live programs as
Barbara Welles Show, Buster
Crabbe Show, Barnes Family AlElman's Curiosity
Music bum,inDaveSilhouette
and Mac Shop,
Perrin's Tune Room are being discontinued, station spokesmen pointed
out that WOR-TV is by no means
switching to a complete film operation. In fact, they said, during
the week the film telecasts will remain pretty much as they have
been with some increase in film
programs during the weekends.
BROADCASTING
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SHE

WATCHES
FILM

Fair lady is, in fact, a consumer ... a big one! And
it will pay you to woo her with Alexander film
commercials. You'll find (as have more than 100
of the nation's biggest advertisers) that there is no
finer way to win the hearts and purse-strings of
dainty demoiselles.
A big reason why it pays to rely on Alexander
for your film commercial needs is experience. Fastidious women, women of distinction and, in fact,
the women of the world appreciate the care, the

ALEXANDER

COMMERCIALS/

the Alexander approach: . . . Production qualitv
that has evolved through more than thirty years of
experience and progress in audio-visual advertising;
the kind of experience that makes a girl sit up and
take notice! . . . Precision processing in Alexander's
own laboratories that achieves the most exacting
contrast-control for telecasting that pleases milady's
eyesight! . . . Multi-track sound recording direct to
16mm for extra high fidelity, so Mile, doesn't have
to whip
out her ear trumpet to catch your sweet
sales
story!

quality and the "know-how" that are inherent in
Woo her with Alexander film commercials.

She'll love you for it!

- - - Write Today for Full Details - - -

COLORADO
New York

Dallas

Hollywood

SPRINGS
Detroit

San Francisco
Chi
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Boxing Blackout Studied by INS
(Continued from page 69)
on the Walcott-Marciano fight."
Both UP and AP indicated to
Broadcasting "Telecasting they
did not plan at this time to join
INS in any further exploration of
the question. Both expressed the
viewpoint that the matter involved
the IB.C and individual stations,
rather than the news services
which, they said, act as a transmission agency.
A spokesman for another wire
service said that coverage of the
Walcott-Marciano bout had been
sufficient for a re-creation of the
bout. He added that to his knowledge news of a sports event is in
the public domain once it is completed and a radio station would be
justified in re-creating it.
Quick to protest the promoter's
ban was Mark L. Haas, vice president of KMPC Los Angeles. Mr.
Haas said it was the first time he
could recall that radio stations
were prohibited from re-creating a
sports event following the end of
the event.
KMPC had sold a re-created version to Los Angeles Brewing Co.
after INS and United Press had
assured him the station could use
their blow-by-blow accounts for recreation, Mr. Haas said. But the
afternoon of the fight, he added,
Just Published!
DESIGNING
for TV
The Arts and Crafts
of Television Production
By Robert J. Wade, NBC TV
With a Foreword by "Pat" Weaver
TLX ere's
first andfor only
book
writtentheprimarily
the artist,
art director or art-craftsman who is
now working or wants to work in the
fast growing TV field. Mr. Wade
lists and classifies all the production
arts employed in television and outlines the tested, basic techniques
which may be used in solving day-today production problems.
The book is literally packed with
practical applications, examples of
artwork, designs, stylizations, etc. (as
used by the major networks and
individual stations), innumerable
diagrams and
"how-to-doit" hints. A
copy of Mr.
Wade's wellknown device,
the Telechrome GrayScale is included. 22 4
double-column pages,
179 illustrations $8.50
AT YOUR BOOKSTORE-OR DIRECT FROM
PELLEGRINI & CUDAHY
Publishers
41 E. 50th St. New York 22, N. Y.
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they notified the station it could not
use their reports and that such
•reports were for publication only.
Mr. Haas said INS sent him the
following wire, forcing cancellation of the re-creation:
To all INS clients:
INS has been legally informed that
under restrictions announced by Promoter Herman Taylor of the Joe Walcott-Rocky Marciano fight in Philadelphia
tonight that that
the will
INS be
round-byround description
carried
on this wire is for publication only.
Taylor
there are reports
no limitations on states
radio that
or television
on
the outcome of the fight, but that the
round-by-round
or
blow-by-blow
description cannot be used for purposes
other than publication, including specifically the re-creating or simulating
of the fight on a blow-by-blow basis
on
any
radio
or unlicensed TV broadcast.
Promoter Taylor announced that any
violation of the restriction against
round-by-round
or blow-by-blow
scription of the fight
by radio or deTV
will be subject to prosecution.
In announcing cancellation of
the re-creation KMPC told the
whole story to its listeners for disappointing them. "KMPC believed
that such a re-creation was a service to which the radio audience is
entitled and for which there are
numerous precedents, not only with
fights but with other major sports
events formed
as its audience.
well," the station inMr. Haas added later, "This sets
a precedent in radio broadcasting
and apparently is the opening
round of a battle between radio
and television on the one hand
and theatre television on the other.
I recognize the right of sports promoters to protect their sports
events as they are in progress, but
I do not recognize any right for
them to control news of the event
after it is over. I feel that radio
and television as an industry should
recognize that something must be
done to protect their rights."
As far as could be learned, no
complaints up to Friday had been
filed with the FCC, NARTB or
any of the congressional committees concerned with radio-TV.

INS-TELENEWS BUY
Goes on Five ABC Outlets
PURCHASE of INS - Telenews
daily service of film and TV news
wire by ABC for the network's five
owned and operated TV stations
was to be announced today (Monday) by the INS television department.
Service to WJZ-TV New York
is effective today and will start
Oct. 13 on WENR-TV Chicago,
KECA-TV Los Angeles and
KGO-TV San Francisco. Service to
WXYZ-TV Detroit will begin Nov.
24. Department said the service
now goes to more than 81% of the
nation's TV market areas. It was
said ABC is the second major TV
network to contract for INS-Telenews service, CBS-TV having been
a client for the past four years.

FREELANCE
FEES
ALA, SWG Study Plan
MEMBERSHIP of the Authors
League of America and the Screen
Writers Guild will vote Oct. 15 on
the first contract covering freelance television writers and ABCTV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV. ALA
will consider the pact at a meeting in New York and SWG will do
the same in Hollywood.
The contract sets up a minimum
basic agreement negotiated with
the networks and will go into effect
Oct. 16 if ALA and SWG members approve. It covers network
shows originating from New York,
Chicago and Hollywood.
The following minimum scale for
writers has been proposed, with
the first figure in each case indicating the commercial fee and the
second the sustaining fee:
On programs of five minutes or less:
Originals, $110 and $80; adaptations,
$90 and $65. On 5V2 to 10 minutes:
Originals, $200 and $145; adaptations,
$160 and $115. On 19% to 15 minutes:
Originals, $300 and $215; adaptations,
$250 and $175. On 15V2 to 30 minutes:
Originals, $525 and $375; adaptations,
$400 and $300. On 30^ to 45 minutes:
Originals, $650 and $450; adaptations,
$500 to $350. On 45?4 minutes to one
hour: Originals, $800 and $600; adaptations, $600 and $425. On 60V£ minutes
to 75 minutes: Originals, $950 and $700;
adaptations, $700 and $500.
While the contract covers
syndicated shows and film series
turned out by the networks, these
provisions will be negotiated as
soon as networks employ writers
for such tasks. SWG is representing these writers in negotiations.
The agreement also contains provisions for music and lyrics written specifically for TV. Songs for
a series will be paid for on a basis
of $375 (commercial) and $265
(sustaining) while lyrics without
music, $200 (commercial) and $150
(sustaining) .
SSC&B Elects
THOMAS B. COLEMAN, formerly
of J. Sterling Getchel, New York,
and Barrett Welch, previously of
Foote, Cone & B elding, same city,
have been elected vice presidents
of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, N. Y.

RCA

TUBES

HELLER NAMED
AFTRA Executive Secretary
APPOINTMENT of George Heller
as national executive secretary of
the newly-formed American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists (AFTRA) was announced
in New York Wednesday on the
eve
of union negotiations with the
Friday.
major
networks for radio contracts
Mr. Heller, who was national
executive secretary of Television
Authority since its organization in
1949, will direct the affairs of the
10,000 radio and television performers that make up AFTRA.
Three weeks ago TVA merged with
the American Federation of Radio
Artists to form AFTRA [B«T,
Sept. 22].
Mr. Heller's appointment was
acted upon
new union's
national boardbyof the
107 members.
Under
the new formation, Knox Manning
of Hollywood, former president of
AFRA, becomes temporary chairman of AFTRA, and Lawrence
Tibbett, formerly chairman of
man.
TVA, becomes temporary co-chairStatus of A. Frank Reel, who was
national executive secretary of
AFRA, is st;ll undetermined. He
is reported to be considering an
offer to become secretary of
AFTRA's New York local.
AFTRA's board has ruled that
performers working in either or
both unions now will pay single
dues based on the old scale of
AFRA locals in their respective
cities. Previously artists paid dues
to both AFRA and TVA if they
worked in both radio and television.
AFTRA Friday began radio
contract negotiations with Mutual,
NBC, CBS and ABC. Although
Mr. Heller could not disclose the
union's demands at that time, he
indicated that AFTRA would seek
a general wage increase and provisions for setting up a welfare fund.
He added that negotiations on
television contracts will begin
Oct. 22 and radio and TV talks
"eventually will be merged."
tively.
Present radio and television pacts
expire Oct. 30 and Nov. 30, respec-
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OPEN

HOUSE FOR CLIENTS AND PROSPECTS
Agencies Also Invited to NBC Chicago Promotion

NBC Chicago has come up with a
client and agency promotion idea
which will set a precedent for a
network division and possibly
serve as a pilot model for future
exploitation by other NBC stations.
Division executives are planning
a day-long television open house
late in October for some 2,000 persons from midwest advertising
^agencies and from area manufacturing firms, all potential television buyers. Invitations will be
►mailed to all agencies and clients
regardless of size and present
broadcast billing, with present and
potential network and local clients
being shown the inner-workings of
television.
Designed to familiarize buyers
and sponsors with the whys of
video, including how costs are set,
the open house is scheduled to
start at 10 a.m. and continue
through 5 p.m., with a buffet
luncheon served at the noon hour.
NBC Vice President Harry Kopf,
station manager for WMAQ and
WNBQ (TV), will serve as official host. John Keys, advertising
and promotion manager for both
stations, is working with all deMPTV SALES UNIT
Revamps for TV Expansion
SY WEINTRAUB, vice president
-and sales manager of Motion Pictures for Television, has been
elected vice president in charge
of distribution and sales, a new
position, as part of a general
realignment of the MPTV sales
organization in anticipation of an
expansion of TV into new markets.
Other changes in the sales organization, announced by Mr. Weintraub, whose own new duties will
involve long-range planning and
development of sales and distribution as well as the creation of new
departments for the company, include:
Erwin H. Ezzes, account executive
in the mid-eastern territory, to sales
manager, responsible for the five
MPTV branch offices; David L. Wolper, head of the California office, to
vice president in charge of West
Coast sales; Lew Kerner, continuing
as production and programming representative inHollywood, will report
directly to New York; Richard F.
j.feiner, transferred from Los Angeles
to New York to cover eastern markets, including Philadelphia, Washington and Baltimore.
A new department of MPTV has
been created to service new TV
markets. Paul Diamond, East
Coast salesman, will service new
applicants east of the Mississippi
and Arthur Kalman, midwestern
salesman, will service those to the
West. As new markets go on the
air, MPTV plans to open additional branches to supplement the
present offices in New York, Chisago, Boston, Dallas and Los
Angeles.
BROADCASTING

partment managers in coordinating plans, which will be presented
at a general meeting this week.
The plan includes tours for all
guests, handled by directors and
producers who know the video
operation and can answer business
and production questions. Because
the size of the crowd may be large,
it is planned to have a single TV
show operating simultaneously in
several locations, with local video
personalities
appearing
"a bit"
before
the cameras
in a for
parade
of
talent lasting from one to one and
one-half hours.
Demonstrations will be carried
on in all departments, from film
to sales, with a representative of
each department available for
questioning.

One-arm

driving

is fine***

KEARNEY
NAMED
In ABC -TV Sales Shift
DON L. KEARNEY,

national manager of ABC-TV
Spot Sales, has
been named national sales manager of the network's owned
television stations
under ABC's new
policy of having
its owned outlets
represented naMr. Kearney
tionally by independent representation companies.
Mr. Kearney will coordinate national selling activities of the ABCowned television stations with those
of the representatives named by
ABC— Edward Petry & Co. and
Blair-TV. He also will supervise
program sales on all five ABCowned television stations — WJZTV New York, WENR-TV Chicago,
WXYZ-TV Detroit, KECA-TV Los
Angeles, and KGO-TV San Francisco— and will be the network's executive liaison officer between the
Petry and Blair-TV companies.

Mrs. E. Azcarraga Jr.
MRS. EMILIO AZCARRAGA Jr.,
22, wife of the vice president in
charge of TV operations for the
Emilio Azcarraga broadcast interests in Mexico, died Tuesday
night in Doctor's Hospital, New
York, where she had been admitted
as a patient Sunday for treatment of a spinal disorder. The Azcarraga properties include XEW,
XEW-TV, and XEQ in Mexico
City and construction permits for
TV stations in Paso de Cortes,
Monterrey, Guadalajara, Tampico,
Veracruz and Guanajuato. The
remains were returned to Mexico
City Tuesday night for burial.
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I— films Produced tor Television
13 HOUR Fll
QUARTER
I
ONE HOUR FILM PROGRAMS Running
Distributor
Number
TYPEOF SHOW
& NAME
How Cost Range
a new section to appear every month
Producer
THE CHLMPS
26 Consol. TV u !
MALONE
in TELEVISION RATES AND DATA
CYCLONE
65
Sariai
Children'*
KING'S
ROADSCROSS
Syndicate
Sterling TV
Drama—
Smilh (NY)
$100-17SO
FUN WITH FELIX
starting in November
Fletcher
2b
wits.
NBC
Film
FUNNY BUNNIES
OhoTV (NY)
Video
Wottorn
104
HOPALONG
The increasing use of film in television has created
$75-J700
JR.
SCIENCE
Drama—
Jerry Family
Jack
CASS1DY
Sta.
KTLA
a new need — the need for a comprehensive, organized
TIME FOR
Syndicate
Jtofigiouf
source of information for film buyers.
THAT^IAXSEE
BEANIE
Fairbanks
UMK
AND ANDY
Commentary
Standard Rate now fills this need with "Films for
ssJAUlW^rVOOD
Open
Television" in TVRD, every month, with in-between
14 iJohnsont
HALF HOUR FILM PROGRAMS
Bulletins as required. Here is a market place for TV
SHORTS: 1-lOMINUTB
^ Crosby
films — where producers and distributors show their
Con.
PERIL
available and forthcoming film products — where
I <■ .FUSION
FUNNY
BUNNIES
PINKERTON
Commentary
TELE-COMICS
buyers of film see what's being offered.
26 wki.
Child'*"'*
Oynamlc
II— Producers of Film Programs for Television
Films produced for television, listed
(Producers of Films Listed in Part I are marked with *)
under HOUR, HALF-HOUR, QUARTER-HOUR,
'Desilu Productions
and 1-10 MINUTES for quick use by film
CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
9908 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
Allegro Productions, Inc. (Republic Studio)
buyers and users.
Tel: Cr-17258 — Jess Oppenheimer
4024 Ratford Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: Sunset 2-1121 — Mr. Wm. Lava, Pres.
ILLINOIS-Oak Park
Film producers, listed alphabetically
Atlas Film Corp.
* Wiliam
F. Broidy
5545 Sunset
Blvd., Productions,'
Hollywood 28, Inc.
Calif.
1111
So.
Blvd.,
Oak
Park,
III.
by
states and cities (shown here) and also
Tel: Hempstead
Tel: Austin 7E-8600 — L. P. Momlnee
'Cathedral
Films6844 — Wm. F. Broidy
separate alphabetical listings by name.
i f i ii ood^^Way, H o Hywoyj^alif^^^
Ill— Distributors of Films
(Distributors of Films Listed
CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
'Consolidated TV Sales
Film distributors, listed alphabetically |
Sunset at Van Ness, Hollywood 28, Calif.
Dy slates and cities. An alphabetical list, I
Hollwood 9-6369 — Peter M. Robeck
by name, of distributors also included.
'Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Tel: Hudson 2-1101 — Ralph Cattel, v.p.
MASSACHUSETTS-Boston
Beacon Television Features
420 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
IV— Distributors of Feature Films Available for Television'
(Produced for Theater, Education, Etc.)
Features: 58 — Drama-Various Types
CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
Shorts: 43 — Documentary; 16 — Sports
Baker Distributors
10Q W; Sunset, Hollywood, Calif.
ILLINOIS-Chicago
Tel: Hi 2-9700 — Mr. Morris De Mayo
Quality
Film Co. Chicago, 111.
Features: 29 — Romantic; 6 — Comedy; 2 — Adventure
630 N. Dearborn,
Tel: Wa 2-9716 — Mr. Martin Worth
^^Vu^NIA —Los
ShoiJ»-^tVpCW^»1«-^t-^cJ',t"<'n
V— Producers ofre.TV Film
Commercial films producers, listed
alphabetically, including the names
of the products for which they have
produced films, and the advertising
• agencies handling the accounts.
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CALIFORNIA-Hollywood
Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Tel: Hudson 2-1101 — Jerry Fairbanks
White
Owl Productions
Cigars — Young & Rubicam
Five Star
6526 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Tel: Hempstead 4807 — Harry Wayne McMahan
Cory Corp-Dancer — Fitzgerald & Sample
CALIFORNIA— Los Angeles.

Produced for Television
in Part I are marked with *)
DuMont
Film Ave.,
Department
515 Madison
N. Y. 2, N. Y.
Tel: Murray Hill 8-2600 — A. Stewart
DuMont Teletranscription
515 Madison Ave., N. Y. 2, N. Y.
Tel: Murray Hill 8-2600.
'Jerry
Fairbanks,
(Branch,
551 Fifth
Ave., N. Inc.
Y. 17,
N. Y. see Hollywood
*INS-Telenews
Tel: MU 2-5171
23*-tV»5th SW1L Y. 17,
Feature film distributors, listed
4 alphabetically by states and cities,
including type and number of films
available.

Commercials, Showing Products and
Tel:
— A. G. Dunlap
O'CedarWhitehall
— Young4-6971
& Rubicam
KlingN.Studios,
601
FairbanksInc.Court, Chicago, III.
Tel:
Delaware
7-0400
Admiral — Erwin
Wasey— &Fred
Co. Niles
NEW
YORK—FilmNewProducers
York
American
1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Tel: £Jaza 7-5915 — Robert Gross
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"Films for Television," as a part of TELEVISION RATES AND DATA, an
SRDS publication, now brings valuable, wanted information to the one
place where time buyers, film buyers, and advertisers have for years
looked for rates, facilities, and technical requirements of TV stations.
Those who produce films for television and those who distribute film
programs and feature movie films released for television gain in two ways
from this added service:
Free listing of your services ... as illustrated on page opposite.
Be sure to send necessary information AT ONCE to Standard
Rate and Data Service, Inc., 1740 Ridge Ave., Evanston, 111.
A good place to describe your service, your films, your availabilities, your rates or terms. Advertising rates are the same as for
the regular section of TELEVISION RATES AND DATA.
TO EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS — "Films for Television" provides the
logical spot for description of cameras (accessories, sales, rentals), film
laboratories, film servicing and editing. TO OTHERS — And for services
such as talent agencies, music, costume rental, etc.
Important note— Closing date for listing data is the 12th of the month preceding publication;
for advertisers, the 17th of the month preceding publication. The subscription price, $10.00 a year,
entitles subscribers to between-issues Bulletin Service.

S

%

V

s

STANDARD
RATE
& DATA
SERVICE,
INC.
the national authority serving the media-buying function
Walter E. Botthof, Publisher
1740 RIDGE AVENUE • EVANSTON, ILLINOIS
SALES
AND
SERVICE
OFFICES: NEW
YORK
• CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
publishers of consumer magazine rates and data • business publication rates and data • national network radio and television
service • radio rates and data • television rates and data • newspaper rates and data • transportation advertising
rates and data • A. B.C. weekly newspaper rates and data • consumer markets, serving the market-media selection function
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SMITH RADIO
Hits Lufkin Co. TV Bid

MIDWEST LINK
Planned in Relay System j

SMITH Radio Co., Port Arthur,
Tex., applicant for vhf Channel 4,
that city, last week asked the FCC
to dismiss a competing application
from Lufkin Amusement Co., for
Beaumont, on grounds the latter
failed to file sufficient information
with the Commission.
Smith Radio seeks Channel 4 in
Port Arthur and Lufkin, Channel
4 in Beaumont. FCC assigned it
for use in either community. The
Commission then notified Smith
Radio its application and that of
Lufkin were mutually exclusive
and must be set for consolidated
hearing. Lufkin Amusement comprises some officers of East Texas
Theatres Inc.
The petitioner claimed that Lufkin failed to supply articles of incorporation, balance sheets showing
financial support, and other data.
Smith Radio cited Sec. 1,371 of the
Commission's rules stating applications "which fail to comply with
requirements (filing answers to all
questions and submitting new exhibits and data) by the time they
are received for processing, will be
dismissed." Petition was prepared
for Joe B. Carrigan and James
K. Smith, equal partners, and by
Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky,
Washington, D. C. attorneys.

A TV radio-relay channel between
Chicago and Milwaukee, to go into
service the middle of 1953, replacing present provisional facilities,
and a subsequent extension of the I
channel to provide TV program
transmission between Chicago and
Minneapolis are called for in an
application filed with the FCC
Wednesday by AT&T for a microwave radio-relay system connecting
Minneapolis with Milwaukee and

Never
ceiling

put
on

a

what

WLW-TELEVISION
can

do

for

YOU
WLW is radio's most famous merchandising and promotion organization.
Now, to WLW-Television, comes this
same know-how . . . experience . . .
vigor . . . But Expanded!
It's the WLW-Television Client
Service Department . . . with 20
yes, 20 complete and distinct services ... all at work for you !
The Client Service Department is
your creative assault unit in the
WLW-Television coverage area . . .
doing for your product everything . . . from holding dealer
meetings to jet-rocketing your
sales charts with point-of-purchase
action!
Plussing your advertising dollar . . . many fold!
Television
WLW-T
WLW-D
WLW-C
DAYTON
CINCINNATI
COLUMBUS
Sales Offices: Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus,
Chicago, New York, Hollywood
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GALLON of Wisconsin milk splatters against the first column of a new 1,032ft. tower being erected by WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. Christening new tower is
Walter J. Damm (r), vice president and general manager of radio. Journal Co.,
station licensee. Workmen were not identified.
SET

MARKET
Siragusa Gives Opinion
ALTHOUGH color television is
now "feasible," costs are still too
high and color will not be on the
market for two to four years.
This was predicted by Ross D.
Siragusa, president of Admiral
Corp., Chicago, who spoke Thursday in New York to the Society
of Security Analysts.
Mr. Siragusa said "one thing is
certain" about color TV. When the
system is finally adopted, it will
be all-electronic and compatible. He
also said that (1) multiple set
ownership as in radio will become
the rule rather than the exception; (2) the trend is toward large
screen sets, and (3) obsolescence
will be a large factor in future
TV set sales.
Admiral, which sells a 21-inch
model for $200, will need at least
nine months to catch up with
orders, he said. Increasing demand
for this size, he added, is causing
tube makers to fall behind in production as large-size tube production slows down mass output. He
estimated at least 30 million sets
will be sold within five years.
Mobile TV Caravan
MOBILE TV caravan, built to
specifications by RCA, will be put
on display by the Army Signal
Corps during the 72d semi-annaul
convention of the Society of Motion
Picture & Television Engineers,
opening in Washington today
(Monday). System is designed to
explore use of TV as a tactical and
training medium in the U. S. Army.
It comprises self-contained equipment for production of scenes from
three field cameras or a film chain.
Associated sound can originate
from microphones, tape discs or
film. Combined audio-video signals
can be fed simultaneously to kinescope-recording equipment and via
microwave link to a remote point
up to 20 miles away. TV production
can be displayed on ten 16-inch,
direct-view monitors and on a 6x8
foot projection screen. Consulting engineers and attorneys are invited by Broadcast Equipment Div.
of RCA Victor to see display.

WBTV

Clinic

WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.
C, staff members will discuss all phases of TV operation for benefit of prospective educational and commercial TV licensees in the
Carolinas at a TV clinic set
by the station for Oct. 22-23.
Those attending also will inspect WBTV facilities in
operation. FCC Chairman
Paul A. Walker has been
invited to speak at a banquet set the season day of
the clinic.
WBAP-TV BIRTHDAY
New Equipment Marks Fete
COINCIDING with WBAP-TV
Fort Worth's fourth birthday Sept.
29, George Cranston, general manager, announced the addition of new
engineering equipment.
Mr. Cranston listed the new
equipment as a TS-20 Relay
Switcher, a Master Switcher and
an RCA Genlock. In addition, the
anniversary- was observed in salutes to the station by all programs.
Lighting Clinics
STUDIO lighting as a means of
improving television pictures will
be discussed and demonstrated at
a series of clinics to be held at the
General Electric Lighting Institute
in Cleveland for a week starting
Oct. 13. Guest TV network speakers and GE specialists will discuss
lighting for engineers and production specialists who are expected
to attend two clinics at Nela Park.
TV cameras will take pictures of
lighting situations and monitors
will reflect the quality of picture.
Sessions will be conducted in a
model
studio and
builtcover
in thelighting
institute's
auditorium,
for
various type sets.
NBC-TV's show, Today, Mon.-Fri., 7-9
a.m. EDT, has been awarded U. S.
Navy citation for "outstanding public
service."

Chicago.
In addition to the TV service, '
the new $5 million system will provide additional telephone service,
for the tri-state area. Eventual
use of the system to provide a TV
channel from Chicago to Minneapolis will give that city another
hookup with the AT&T TV network facilities, which now reach
Minneapolis by coaxial cable out of
Des Moines.

FILM FIRM FORMED
As South American Link
FORMATION of South American
Motion Picture Producers Assn.,
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood,
to act as intermediary in the production of TV and feature films
abroad, has been announced by
Max E. Gilmore, attorney and firm
SAMPPA will secure equipment,
president.
technicians, stars and raw celluloid for films made outside thg„ r~
U.S., and act as representative in
arranging distribution.

CBS Signs WNOK-TV
SIGNING of WNOK-TV Columbia,
S. C, as a CBS-TV primary supplementary interconnected affiliate
was announced last week. The affiliation will become effective Jan.
1. Station authorized by FCC in
mid-September is under construction by Palmetto Radio Corp., licensee of WNOK Columbia, and is
assigned uhf Channel 67. H. Moody
McElveen Jr. is general manager.
-A GOLD

MINE-

Tested Radio-TV Programs
Dramatic, Music, Mystery, Comedy,
News, Sports, Political, Safety, Educational, Religious, Contests *
Over 500 Radio-Television Tested
Programs in the Summer Issue
A tool for stations, agencies, sponsors,
and program builders now sent to leadCanadaing networks, stations, etc. in U. S.,
SPECIAL ANNUAL OFFER:
#6.00; SUMMER ISSUE: #3.00,
cash or COD
(order today — few copies available)
RADIO-TELEVISION
TESTED PROGRAMS
204 Park Ave., Yonkers 3, N.Y.J
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TV IN GERMANY
*
Tuxen Gives Details
PLAN to erect Radio SaarbruckenTV in Saarbrucken, Germany, as
the first commercial TV station on
the continent, has been disclosed.
This was coincidental with arrival in the U. S. of Hans H.
Tuxen, commercial manager of
Radio Saarbrucken, to study American radio and TV techniques.
Radio Saarbrucken, a 20 kw station seeking an increase to 100
kw, was described by Mr. Tuxen as
the only commercial radio station
in the area that was once Greater
Germany. The station, which broadcasts exclusively in German, had
;K dollar value advertising billing
of more than half a million in
1951, Mr. Tuxen said.
He said a 200 kw station, Radio
Saarlouis, will be erected in Saarlouis and will start operations
about May 1, 1953.
Radio Saarbrucken is represented
by the Pan American Broadcasting
Co.
ABC TV Center
CONSTRUCTION on a 70-by-90-ft.
engineering building at ABC Television Center, Los Angeles, has
been completed. Containing engineering offices, a 32-by-40-ft. onecamera studio and projection room,
the new building houses film editing and cutting, purchasing, continuity acceptance, plant maintenance and repairs and electronic
maintenance departments.

Two

JOINT FACILITY

IN TV
Actual Production on Capitol Hill Begun

FIRST of a series of 12-minute,
16mm color movies of Washington
highlights by cameramen of the
Joint Senate-House Recording
Facility has gone into production.
The first shooting will be used
to tell the pictorial story of the nation's capital. Others contemplated
are on Mt. Vernon, Arlington
Cemetery, the Capitol, monuments
and government agencies.
Prints will be made available at
cost to congressmen for sponsorship on TV and for projection in
schools and civic organizations.
Robert J. Coar, coordinator of the
Capitol Hill facility, estimates that
the first film will cost about $850;
subsequent ones should run less.
This latest activity of the Joint
Recording Facility is an outgrowth
of its TV activities which began
last February. At that time, two
cameras were added to the existing
tape-recording equipment for the
use of solons wishing to send film
recordings to TV stations in their
home districts or states.
Tape and disc recordings for
congressmen desiring to furnish
messages to home town radio stations have been made by Mr. Coar
since 1935. At first the facilities
were a concession in the Capitol,
but in 1947, after considerable controversy, they were made part of

Cooks

Sell

"HOME COOKING" WITH MR.
11:45 A.M. FROM THE MODERN

the Congressional services. About
1,000 discs are cut and mailed per
week, with about 32 Senators and
200 Representatives regular weekly
or bi-weekly users. They pay $3.50
per 16-inch disc, and do the mailing
themselves. The radio studios are
on the fifth (attic) floor of the old
House Office Bldg.
Advent of TV forced Mr. Coar
to add two cameras and two
cameramen to what is now an
eight-man staff. Congressmen pay
$36.50 for the first minute, $10 for
each additional minute for a film
"take." Already, a regular clientel
of seven Senators and five Representatives use the Joint Facility's
TV service — mostly for weekly oneminute shots.
Preparing for a much greater
use of film to carry congressmen's
messages back home, the 82d Congress authorized the construction
of two TV studios, a dressing room
and a developing and printing
plant. These are now under construction, under the supervision of
David Lynn, architect of the Capitol. Their cost is estimated at
$30,000.
TV studios are being established
on the first floor of the old House
Office Bldg. They are superseding
the
House tradition
of Representatives'
baths,oldwhere,
says, many

Better

an old-time great found relaxation after a grueling day on the
House floor.
Each studio will be 40x60 ft.,
and will bepicture
equippedand
with'the
latest
motion
electronics
equipment. The dressing room will
be 10x14 ft. One studio will be
equipped with three Hollywoodtype Auricon Pros. These will be
equipped to carry 1,200 ft. of 16mm
color film, or enough for 30 min"shooting."
The 200
normal
camerautes ofcarries
between
and
400 ft. of film.
Use of Three Cameras
Plans are to use the three
cameras simultaneously. One will
be in a fixed, head-on position, the
others will be angled with one set
for closeups. Provision will also
be made for rear-screen projection.
The other studio will be used as
a screening room, and will also
contain facilities for fixed, short
takes.
Total cost of the TV equipment
will be about $65,000, Mr. Coar
estimated. This will come, he said,
from the $114,000 profit made in
the five years' existence of the
Joint Recording Facility. Funds to
run the facility are appropriated
each year, and - surpluses are
turned into the Treasury's general
fund.
Although all film recordings will
be done on color film, black and
white prints will be made for TV
station use.

Than

One!

AND MRS. IS TELEVISED MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 11:00 TO
WAAM
KITCHEN . . . AND THE RESULTS ARE AMAZING!

Every morning, Monday thru Friday, at eleven,
Mr. and Mrs. get to work in a kitchen set up
just for television. The WAAM cameras see
everything that goes on in the oven, the pots and
pans, the chopping board, the mixing bowls, etc.
At home, thousands and thousands of Maryland
housewives sit and watch while Mr. and Mrs.
demonstrate how to prepare the most delicious
meals in the most economical manner. The sponsored products are sold beautifully and solidly.
THE COST IS LOW— $48 per participation
less frequencies — one of the sweetest buys in
television. Look into it!
TELEVISION
WAAM
ROADCASTING
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Represented
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. . . BALTIMORE

nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
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PENNIES have been attached
to a new promotion piece being distributed by WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., to retailers in
that area; Cartoon figure, holding
the coin, says "You'll admit a potential customer is worth a penny
. . . well it costs less than a penny
to advertise on WICC."
DAYTIME PROGRAMMING
FULL-PAGE ad stressing CBS
Radio'sin daytime
programming
run
New York
Times was
and
Herald-Tribune fortnight ago. Also
scheduled to appear in nine trade
publications is an ad showing
Grace Mathews, radio's Big Sister,
with the caption: "Her picture
never appears — yet 15 million people know exactly what she looks
like!"
SUCCESS MEANS FAILURE
A PROGRAM, so successful that
it was a failure, has been reported
by WKLO Louisville, Ky. Beecher
Frank, station's disc jockey, invited his teenage devotees to an
on-the-air "open house" and anticipated several hundred would attend. An estimated 2,000 youngsters jammed the studio for the
event. Space limitations made it
necessary for WKLO to cancel the
show. Disappointed students, the
station says, are confident that
"Beech" will host another open
house when adequate facilities are
obtained.

i

f
...and for AM, FM and TV
it's Marconi !
The ingredients are blended to perfection! You'll be first with the latest
equipment, first in performance,
first to receive the benefit of the
latest technical advances, because
Marconi are specialists in broadcasting equipment.
OPERATION — Marconi can bring a
wealth of experience to your broadcasting problems because Marconi
owns and operates one of the first
radio stations in North America.
CONSULTING SERVICE — Marconi can
help you with engineering plans and
surveys because Marconi has more
experience
these fields than anyone else in in
Canada.
EQUIPMENT — Everything from microphone to antenna, designed, installed, adjusted and guaranteed
. . . that's the experienced Marconi
service.
Marconi
the greatest name
in radio and television
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Established 1902
Vancouver • Winnipeg • Toronto
Montreal
Halifax
St. John's
October 6, 1952
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SPECIAL TV SECTION
programs

proni0|jon

premiums

'CHRISTMAS IN JULY'
HARRY VON ZELL, announcer
who airs spots for Grayson's, readyto-wear store for women, on West
Coast stations, received 1,500
Christmas cards as a result of a
"Christmas in July" stunt. Instead
of the usual July clearance sale,
Grayson's, through the Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co. of Los Angeles,
promoted a "Christmas in July"
sales. Mr. Von Zell began each commerical by wishing listeners a
Merry Christmas. Grayson's reported sales volume in all stores
up 55% over last July.
WPEN'S CUSTOMER-FRIENDS
WPEN Philadelphia sends mailing
piece recalling days of general
stores when customer-friends of
the proprietor gathered around potbellied stove and discussed the
day's happenings while making a
purchase or two. WPEN says
times have changed but people
haven't and that WPEN has more
buying-friends than any other station in that market.
LETTERS RECEIVED
MORE than 300 letters of commendation were received by
WDRC-FM Hartford in a 10-day
period following the start of
WDRC-FM's rebroadcasting programs of WQXR-FM New York.
Letters came from Connecticut,
Massachusetts and (Long Island)
New York.
RONSONS FOR EXECUTIVES
RONSON Art Metal Works Ltd.,
Toronto, is offering silver plaques
and cash prizes, as well as Ronson
lighters to top executives of stations doing best publicity and promotion on its Trans-Canada network show, It Happened Here. First
prize is $100, with other prizes
$50 and $25, plus plaques and
lighters.
SCHOOL

BOOK

'SOUNDS OF CENTURY'
WLW Cincinnati's "Sounds of the
Century" contest, a feature of the
station's fall block programming,
is now underway. Basis of the contest is ato series
of c'ght
familiar
everyone
in the sounds,
WLW
coverage area. These sounds are
being amplified and will be played
on WLW programs. Eight listeners who correctly identify the
sounds will each receive a 1952
Kaiser. WLW is offering its listeners an additional opportunity to
win a Yellow Dragon model Kaiser
automobile. Listeners are asked to
submit a 25-word statement on the
subject, "The sound of the century which meant most to me was
..." These mail entries will be
judged at the end of the series.
'MONDAY QUARTERBACKS'
QUARTER -HOUR live Monday
Quarterbacks, packaged by Jack
Douglas Productions, Hollywood,
started on KNBH (TV) that city
for Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A.
(Easy Vision TV sets), Sept. 29
for 12 weeks. Program features
Bob Waterfield, Los Angeles Rams
quarterback, and his analysis of
the previous day's Rams game.
Football personalities will be introduced by sportscaster Bob
Kelly and a telephone device has
been perfected whereby viewers
may call in questions. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding, L. A.
ONE-MAN

SHOW

ONE-MAN dramatic presentation
titled Night Editor is being presented weekly over WMAR-TV
Baltimore under sponsorship of
Kaiser-Frazer dealers m that area.
Show features Hal Burdick and is
set in a newspaper office. As news
comes into his desk the Night
Editor selects one item to cue his
story for the night.

A SPECIAL 18-page supplement
was published in the Sept. 21 issue
of The Milwaukee Journal, honoring The Journal
Co.'s WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee.
The supplement,
partially printed with color, brings
readers up to date on the outlook
for television in general and for
WTMJ-TV in particular.
WGBH

CELEBRATES

WGBH (FM) Boston last Saturday marked first anniversary of
its founding with broadcast of
opening performance of Boston
Symphony Orchestra and review
of past year's programs. Ralph
Lowell, trustee of Lowell Institute
and head of its Cooperative Broadcasting Council, spoke preceding
the concert. Mr. Lowell and Henry
B. Cabot, president of the trustees
of the orchestra, also were to recreate the opening of WGBH Oct.
6, 1951. FCC Chairman Paul A.
Walker was scheduled to deliver a
special message. WGBH is an educational FM outlet operated with
the
"advice
and cooperation" of the
institute.
PROMOTING POWER
RADIO stations carrying the Frederic W. Zi.v transcribed series,
Freedom, U.S.A., starring Tyrone
Power, will participate in local
promotional and publicity campaigns in connection with Mr^
Power's appearance in "John
Brown's Body" in 60 cities, starting Nov. 1. Local stations will tie
in with promotional plans when
Mr. Power appears in their cities.
CELEBRITY INTERVIEWS
KECA-TV Los Angeles Andy Kelly
Presents, sponsored by KaiserFrazer Dealers Assn., that city,
features packager Andy Kelly in
interviews with celebrities. Weekly
quarter-hour program stresses the
"third man" or other personality
of each guest. Agency is Ad Assoc.,
L. A.

COVERS

NEW program promotion stunt
has been distributed by WTOP Inc.
Washington, D. C, in the form of
textbook covers for 5,500 school
children in area. Instructions are
provided showing children how to
cover book. Cover tells students,
"After study — relax with WTOPAM-FM-TV" and gives checklist
for marking off WTOP-CBS radioTV stars they have heard or seen
during week. Promotion cites cover
as "another reason why WTOP
Television is the most viewed and
WTOP Radio is the most listenedto in this area!"
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CAB NAME

CHANGE

On '53 Convention Agenda
; CANADIAN Assn. of Broadcasters
wants to change its name to the
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasting
and Television Operators during
' the association's 1953 convention.
This is one of the constitutional
changes planned and discussed at
the recent CAB board of directors
meeting, at Banff, Alta. It is also
planned to expand the number of
directors from 11 to 14 with a two
j year term for each director, and a
Jimit of two successive terms for
any director.
With no licenses approved as yet
/for independent TV in Canada, and
government policy still confined to
1 TV operation by the government's
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., the
: CAB directors have taken a long
chance on recommending the assoj ciation name change to their members. They hope the government
will change its mind on TV licenses
before next March when the CAB
meets at Montreal.
The CAB has under consideration a plan of industrywide insurance, to cover pensions for staff,
i insurance on equipment and towers,
and libel insurance. Overall rates
for the broadcasting industry would
allow smaller stations to come in
on these insurance schemes. The
subject will likely come up at one
of the closed sessions of the CAB
]meeting.
Montreal agenda is to
Iinclude one day devoted to agency
problems, a second day to management questions, and two days to
internal CAB business, the latter
open only to members and associate
members.
No luncheon or dinner
• speakers are planned.
i An aggressive personal selling
program in the province of Quebec
this past summer by Henri Lepage,
CHRC Quebec, a CAB director, and
CAB General Manager T. J. Allard,
Ottawa, resulted in 10 new Frenchlanguage station members for the
CAB, bringing the total membership to 115 stations, and leaving
only 21 independent stations in
Canada not CAB members.
New member stations are CHAD
Amos,
Val d'Or,
CKLS CJVD
La Sarre,
CJSO CKRN
Sorel, Rouyn,
CKLD
Thetford Mines, CHGB Ste. Anne de la

Far More FM
MORE than 40,000 classes in
New York City grade schools
and high schools will listen
each week during this school
year to the Board of Education's WNYE (FM) programs, according to the 195253 program bulletin released
Friday. Rapid growth from
9,000 classes in the 1947-48
school year was attributed by
school officials to the greater
availability of FM radios in
schools and to improved programming.
Pocatiere, and
CHEFCKSM
.Granby,
CFDA Falls.
Victoriaville,
Shawinigan
Canadian copyright problems will
be aired before Canadian Exchequer Court Justice J. C. A. Cameron at Toronto late in November,
when CAB and Composers, Authors
& Publishers Assn. of Canada
(CAPAC) will present their cases
on the controversial ruling of the
Canadian Copyright Board that
broadcast copyright fees be based
on a percentage of station gross
revenue [B»T, April 7].
FALL PROMOTION
WMAQ, WNBQ Begin Oct. 12
FALL promotion for local and network clients on WMAQ and WNBQ
(TV), NBC's O&O stations in
Chicago, will give 200 advertisers an estimated $50,000 worth
of plugs. Planned by John Keys,
stations' promotion and advertising manager, the 10-week campaign will include on-the-air mentions, newspaper ads, car cards and
magazine space.
WMAQ, starting Oct. 12, will
promote radio with 30,000 lines
of newspaper space in the four
Chicago dailies and 13 out-of-town
dailies for one month. Two-sheet
color posters will go into subway,
elevated and suburban transit railway platforms in mid-November
for two months. Total of 5,000 lines
of newspaper advertising will promote clients and shows on WNBQ
(TV) for six weeks starting Nov.
1. Car cards also will be used.

IN

REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

NATIONALLY

PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGWs market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, plus a generous slice of Southwestern Washington.
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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PROGRAM

CONTROL

Industry Gets Support
STRONG support for the governing of television programming by
voluntary action of station management was cast by Martin H.
Work, executive secretary, National Council of Catholic Men.
Mr. Work spoke before the 26th
national meeting of the National
Council of Catholic Women held in
Seattle, Sept. 20-24.
"There are only two practical
ways to govern television prosaid Mr. Work.
"Theof
first is by thegramming,"voluntary
action
those responsible for the management of television stations; the
second is by an alert public opinMr. Work told delegates that in
his opinion, "the television industry is making a sincere and honest
effort to control and restrain itself.
They
ion." need our cooperation for a
fair trial," he added.
He pointed out that Catholics
have an obligation to praise and
condemn TV programs with equal
fairness. "By not praising and
condemning with impartial fairMr. Workthecautioned,
"we
Catholicsness,"vitiate
influence that
we might bring to bear on the fuof television."
The tureNational
Council of Catholic
Men produces the Catholic portion
of the NBC-TV feature, Frontiers
of Faith, and three network radio
programs: The Catholic Hour
(NBC); Christian in Action
(ABC), and Faith in Our Times
(MBS).
SEATTLE AD STODY
Radio-TV Dates Announced
DATES for the study of radio and
TV in the weekly advertising
course of the Advertising & Sales
Club, Seattle, have been set. They
are :
Planning and writing the radio
campaign, Nov. 6, Warren McCLoy,
KIRO Seattle continuity director,
instructing; writing for television,
Nov. 13, John Jessup, Romig C.
Fuller & Assoc., Seattle, account
executive; tour of KOMO Seattle,
Jan. 15, Ray Baker, vice president
and commercial manager, supervising; tour of KING-TV Seattle,
Jan. 22, A. P. Hunter, sales manager, the supervisor. Radio-TV
tours are part of a general exploration of the major advertising
media. Courses began Sept. 25
with first sessions confined to planning and copy preparation.
Socialist Labor Buys
SOCIALIST Labor Party of America has purchased time on CBS
Radio for a campaign address by
its Presidential candidate, Eric
Hass, today (Monday), 10:45-11
p.m. (EST). He will speak from
studios of a CBS Radio affiliate in
the Midwest, probably Chicago or
Milwaukee.

AD CLUBS
AFA's Proud Asks Support
ADVERTISING clubs were urged
fortnight ago by C. James Proud,
assistant to president, Advertising Federation of America, to give
vigorous
to AFA's Crusade
for
Truthsupport
in Advertising
to help
restore maximum public faith. •
On a speaking tour through the
South, tising
Mr.and Proud
"the creaks
adverselling said
machine
and shudders
places"
because of loss inofmany
power
through
public distrust, misunderstanding
and excesses.
He cited a survey which directly
contradicts studies that repeatedly
have shown that the public credits
the broadcast media with greater
believability than any others. He
said:
Leroy Kemp, director of research
for Charles L. Rumrill Co., found
in [a] survey that two out of five
persons,ried, actually
of those
quesaid they 41%
did not
generally
accept the truthfulness of advertising in newspapers, magazines, on
radio and on television.
To make the survey more interesting, he checked specific answers
from 1,000 people questioned regarding their faith in the various media.
Magazines came out on top with 66%
trustworthiness; newspapers were
second with 60% believability; TV
was third with 55% and radio was
fourth — only 52% rating for trustworthines . He did not ask about any
other medium, or he might have gotten even lower scores.

Ideal home for permanent tenancy!
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach large wealthy
group who dominate 55% of Midwest
purchases.
Home"
is openTheforKMBC-KFRM
inspection at all"Happy
times.
Call, wire or phone your nearest Free and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City, Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.

• • • 6th oidesl CBS Affiliate • « •
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AD

RATES
Political Issue — Carlson
ADVERTISING practices were
injected indirectly into the heated
political campaign last week with
a charge that the Administration
plans to "browbeat" certain antiDemocratic newspapers, and presumably their radio-TV properties
if station ownership is involved.
The blast was leveled by Sen.
Frank Carlson (R-Kan.), top aide
to GOP Presidential nominee
Dwight Eisenhower. It promptly
was dismissed by Administration
officials
"just politics."
Sen. as
Carlson
claimed he had
information that anti - Truman
papers would face a probe prior
to the election — probably those
which had uncovered corruption
and scandal in the Administration.
He cited the subpoena served on
the Kansas City Star Co. last June
as "emphasizing the nasty political
flavor of these election year attacks
on newspapers."
The Kansas City Star -Co. owns
the Star, the Times and WDAFAM-TV that city. It was ordered
to produce all corporate records
and contracts of the paper and
stations since Jan. 1, 1926. The
question of possible anti-trust
action was raised [B*T, June 30].
Sen. Carlson thought the incident
"significant,"
and said there would
be others.
The inference in this and other
cases has been that there may

30

of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

DISCUSSING Register & Vote Campaign are Tennessee Gov. Gordon
Browning (seated), and (I to r) Jack
Drake, WLAC Nashville newsman,
and Parry Sheftall, Tennessee Assn.
of Broadcasters president.
be a question of forced combination advertising rates. Some papers
have been charged with attempting
to monopolize advertising through
unit rates, that is, requiring advertisers to buy space in both
papers under common ownership
in the same city. More than 170
U. S. newspapers use this combination ad feature.
Roy A. Roberts, president of the
Kansas City Star Co., stated last
week that "we as yet have been
charged with nothing." He added
that the firm "opened all our
books" to the inquiry under subpoena by a grand jury. Included
are all contracts signed by WDAFAM-TV and pacts for news services and features.
Sen. Carlson quoted President
Truman as stating Sept. 11 that
". . . so far as I can remember,
I never had the support of the
metropolitan press in Missouri
when I was running for the
Senate
. . ." said the plan calls
Sen. Carlson
for the Dept. of Justice "to subpoena files, letters, memoranda and
records of newspapers and to subject them to thorough examination
by Truman appointees during the
closing weeks of this political campaign . . ."
PERFORMANCE

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIATE

Covers

AIL

of the Rich
Central

H.Y. Market

Write/ Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
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'No New Start' Policy
Confirmed by DP A

CONSTRUCTION

TESTED

Failure Causes Delay — FCC
AM and FM stations have been reminded by FCC that the Commission's Rules & Regulations require
certain performance measurements
at yearly intervals. FCC added that
failure by some stations to do this
has resulted in delay on their applications for license renewal.
It is necessary to make these
performance tests during the fourmonth period preceding the date of
filing an application before FCC,
stations were reminded. Aside
from the fact that the failure to
make timely and proper measurements reflects a lack of diligence
on the part of the licensee, the
Commission can not grant renewal
applications until such measurements are made and must resort,
in many cases, to time-consuming
correspondence, it was pointed out.

ALLOCATIONS of structural steel for the first quarter of 1953, to be
siphoned off only for new starts on construction "directly essential to
the defense program," were announced by the Government last Wednesday [B*T, Sept. 29].
With few exceptions, the allot- to
*
the steel strike last spring.
ments are limited to advance quotas
Manufacturers currently are
already advanced for next January-April and virtually preclude
getting about 35% of base period
steel usage, but the amount may
the start of any new major radiobe increased as steel becomes more
TV station or other building until
plentiful next spring. They are
next spring, the Defense Production Administration indicated.
receiving 50-55% of their pre"Catching up with outstanding
Korea copper and aluminum quoallotments of structural steel will
tas. These percentages pose a retake longer than with other types
versal of the situation when steel
of steel because of the excessive
at one time was in heavier supply,
backlog of structural orders al- than copper and aluminum.
ready on the books at the time of
Despite the steel cutback, industhe strike and because of the
try probably will meet its seagreater relative loss of production
sonal demands for radio-TV receivers and other products.
of structural steel," Ralph S.
Trigg, DPA deputy administrator,
No general relief from cobalt
said in announcing the allocations.
and nickel shortages is in sight
For this reason, he stressed, the for manufacturers of permanent
magnets used in radio-TV reonly new starts permitted in in- ceivers.
dustrial expansion (radio-TV falls
An industry advisory group has
in that category) and in commercial and other construction will be advised NPA a "high recovery" of
these materials from scrap will not
limited to essential projects. RadioTV construction already underway
help the industry because some
probably will receive materials to companies are putting scrap back
into military and defense-supportcomplete projects. Broadcasters
may continue to self -authorize
ing products.
Only
20%- of the magnet indussmall quantities of copper, aluminum and steel on smaller constructry's
output goes
to civilian radio
and television
manufacturers,
with
tion, remodeling or alterations.
the balance earmarked for the preFirst Quarter Allocation
paredness program.
Pure tungsten, used in tube filaThe Electronics Division of the
ments in radio-TV receivers and
National Production Authority,
other electronic components, has
claimant for civilian requirements,
been decontrolled by NPA, along
was not allocated steel for the first
with molybdenum. Both materials
quarter compared to 250 and 450
were described as in "adequate
tons in the third and fourth quarsupply" to fulfill military, defenseters, respectively, of 1952.
supporting and civilian requireDPA earlier had announced firstments. The decontrol order, howquarter-1953 allocations of conever, does not liberalize use or
trolled materials for civilian in- increase allocations of these materials.
dustries. Set-makers will receive
about 75% of their fourth-quarter
steel quotas and 60% of their thirdWICC Goes Fulltime
quarter allotments. Copper and
aluminum will remain virtually the WICC Bridgeport began round-theclock operation last Saturday, and
same.
claims
to be the only 24-hour operaTheture"snapper"
is that
fution in Connecticut. The 11:30 p.m.
allocations arehere
based
on these
to 6 a.m. portion will be taken up
two quarters — six months for
Mon.-Sat. by Dick's Den, starring
which the set industry underestiDick Alexander.
mated its steel requirements prior
MOST
WVAM
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ILGWU

TIME

Bought for Demos' Show
CELEBRITIES of radio, TV, stage
and screen are joining hands with
Administration leaders to present
a series of transcribed broadcasts
in ABC for the Democratic party
campaign program.
Time for the series was purchased by the International Ladies
Garment Workers Union (AFL),
headed by David Dubinsky, who
announced plans for the 15-minute
broadcasts. Opening program was
aired last Wednesday, 10 : 15-30 p.m.
* (EST) , with President Truman the
leadoff speaker. He was introduced
_by comedian Georgie Jessel.
The Wednesday series will feature in subsequent weeks, Sen.
Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.), Vice
President Alben Barkley (with
Dinah Shore), Vice Presidential
nominee John Sparkman (D-Ala.)
(with Will Rogers Jr.) and Gov.
Adlai Stevenson, Democratic Presidential candidate. Gov. Stevenson
will be introduced by Tallulah
Bankhead, star of NBC's The Big
Show.
ILGWU is one of several labor
groups underwriting sponsorship
for political programs on the major
networks prior to the Nov. 4
election.
BASEBALL NETWORK
Planned for Wash. -Alaska
AT LEAST 12 Washington stations
and possibly several Alaskan sta^^tions will be linked in a special network next spring to carry live
broadcasts of all Seattle Rainiers'
baseball games, it was announced
last week.
Archie Taft Jr., general manager, KOL Seattle, said that his station will feed the games to KVOS
Bellingham, KBRC Mt. Vernon,
KONP Port Angeles, KRKO Everett, KTAC Tacoma, KPUY Puyallup, KBRO Bremerton, KGY Olympia, KELA Centralia - Chehalis,
KBKW Aberdeen and KAPA Raymond. Other Washington stations
may join the network, Mr. Taft
said, adding that there also is a
possibility that six Alaskan outlets
will carry the games by direct network wire.

GRIDCAST PACTS
More Signing Reported
THE 1952 gridiron season was
gathering momentum last week as
further signings were reported by
stations across the nation. Other
signings were reported earlier
[B*T, Sept. 22].
Phillips Petroleum Co. will spon"Big Ten
of thein Week"
somesor 20
videoGame
stations
about on12
states. Series is produced by Sportsvision Inc., Los Angeles.
Twenty-four Michigan stations and
one Ohio station will broadcast all
nine Michigan State College games
over a midwest radio network. Feeds
will
originate at WKAR-AM-FM East
Lansing.
Dairymen's Cooperative Sales Assn.,
through Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
Inc., will sponsor U. of Pittsburgh
games over KDKA Pittsburgh.
Ohio Oil Co. will sponsor a topflight slate schedule of nine midwest
games over WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.
KNBC San Francisco will air 10
West Coast games.
Five local Willys-Overland dealers
have bought a quarter in each of
eight high school games to be telecast by WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
KXIC Iowa City, Iowa, will feed
U. of Iowa games to a network of
11 Iowa radio stations.
Standard Oil of Indiana is sponsoring Nebraska U. gridcasts over
KFAB Omaha.
Metropolitan Realty Co. and the
Jim Ryan Construction Co. will sponsor broadcasts of all U. of Notre
Dame games over KOIL Omaha.
Don Allen Chevrolet, Pittsburgh,
will sponsor broadcasts of nine Penn
State games over KQV Pittsburgh.
Cott Bottling will sponsor the full
schedule of Boston College, Holy
Cross and Yale U. games, a total
of 17 games, on WNAC Boston.
Agency is John C. Dowd Inc.
Area Kaiser-Frazer dealers will
sponsor seven Naval Academy games
over WWDC Washington.
KANS Wichita, Kan., will air all
U. of Kansas games.
WTOB Winston-Salem sold a total
of 188 quarter-hours of sponsored
football programs, including sponsorship of 15 college contests, 12 local high school games and several
special football features.
WFIL Philadelphia will air U. of
Pennsylvania games. Before gametime, Berry Bros. Buick dealer will

NATIONAL
NIELSEN
RATINGS*
TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urban Homes and including Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
REGULAR WEEK
August 17-23, 1952
Rating
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
6.1
(Average
for
all
Programs)
(3.9)
Dragnet
(NBC)
1
6.5
6.0
6.5
2 Railroad Hour (NBC)
5.6
3 F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS)
You
(NBC)
4
Life Bet
With Your
LuigiLife(CBS)
5 Romance
(CBS)
6
5.5
5.5
Show (CBS)
(CBS)
7 Gene
5.3
People Autry
Are Funny
8
5.5
9 Great Gildersleeve (NBC)
5.3
Johnny Dollar (CBS)
10
4.6
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(2.3)
(Average for all Programs)
1 Lone Ranger (ABC)
2 One Man's Family (NBC)
4.4
3 News of the World (NBC)
4.1
WEEKDAY
(3.9)
(Average for all Programs)
1 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
6.7
2
Right
to Happiness
(NBC)
6.7
6.6
Our Perkins
Gal,
Sunday
(CBS)
3 Ma
6.7
6.6
(CBS)
4
6.6
Backstage Wife (NBC)
5
6 RoacS
Pepperof Young's
Family (NBC)
Life (NBC)
7
6.3
5.8
Sister (CBS)
8 Big
6.2
GuidingJenny
Light(CBS)
(CBS)
9 Aunt
6.1
DAY, SUNDAY
10
(Average for all programs) (1.8)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 3.7
2 Shadow, The (MBS)
3.6
3 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 3.2
DAY, SATURDAY
(Average for all Programs) (3.9)
1 Theatre of Today (CBS) 7.6
2 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 6.8
3 Grand Central Station (CBS) 6.5
* Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs, average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
sponsor "Pigskin Parade." Immediately after the games, Shore Brothers, Pontiac dealers, will sponsor
"Touchdown Review."
Package of 85 sports events — including football games of Notre Dame
and Drake TJ. and high school basketball contests — Have been bought
on KIOA Des Moines, Iowa, by Iowa
Packing Co., NAPA Des Moines Warehouse and Friedman's Chrysler Agency for cooperative sponsorship.
WHFB and WHFB-FM Benton Harbor, Mich, reported sellout of a 45game broadcast schedule — WHFB for
Michigan TJ. games, WHFB-FM for
Michigan State tilts, with Whirlpool
Corp. as sponsor. Other commitments:
13 high school games, sponsored by
Coca Cola, and 12 Detroit Lions pro
contests, by Goebel Brewing Co.
MERCHANDISING DIV.
Established by Foley Fi

in TOPE/Kan
K 5a
As
ce'
ThEVoi
W
WIB • Telecasting
BROADCASTING

INAUGURATION of a new merchandising department to negotiate
with manufacturers for products
tied in with Foley-owned properties
has been announced by George F.
Foley, head of the radio-TV production firm bearing his name.
Mr. Foley named Joseph F. Kelly
Jr., formerly of the merchandising
staffs of Gimbel Bros, and Lord &
Taylor department stores, New
York, to head the division. Mr.
Kelly will make his headquarters
in the firm's New York offices.

AD

PROMOTION

AAW-AFA Plan "Week'
ADVERTISING as an aid to better living in America is the message behind plans to expand to
nationwide promotion the fourth
annual Advertising Recognition
Week, which was originated by
the Adv. Assn. of the West.
. Co-sponsoring Advertising Recognition Week, scheduled for Feb.
15-21 next year, will be the Adv.
Federation of America, according
to Howard Willoughby, executive
vice president of Sunset Magazine,
senior vice president of AAW and
general chairman of the advertising week project.
Also joining on the local level
will be such organizations as local
chambers of commerce, through
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
AAW's mid-winter conference, set
for Jan. 24-25 at Fresno, will discuss plans further. R. C. Ostrander, vice president of Cline Adv.
Service, Boise, Ida., and president of the Boise Adv. Club, is
chairman of
project's
plansa
committee
andthewill
distribute
kit of campaign materials.
FRANK EDWARDS, WOR New York
and MBS commentator, is offering
listeners free copies of a booklet
listing voting records on major issues of every member of Congress.
Mr. Edwards distributed a similar
booklet
in 1950. to nearly a million persons
nd
THE QUAD-CITIES
72 in RETAIL SALES
among
Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan
Areas

is the standing
of the
gTEADILY
increasing
Quad-Cities among the
162 standard metropolitan
areas. Now in 72nd place
for retail sales volume, the
Quad - Cities continue to
grow. And growing with
the community for over 25
years, WHBF is a powerful
influence in the homes of
over 240,000 Quad-Citians
— quality people who buy
quality goods — yours included, if you so desire.
Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

WHBF
%
TEIC0 BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Repiesented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.
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Rock, Ark., comKLRA Little
bined with U. S. Marines to
broadcast appeals for blood to meet
the local Pulaski County October
quota. Station set aside regular
program from 4:30 to 5:15 p.m.
for appeal. T/Sgt. Walter Stewart
interviewed six Korean veterans
who testified to need for blood.
KLRA employes handled incoming calls, with station receiving
more than 30 pledges and several
cash donations.
* * *
Moral Aspects
WHAS Louisville's program, Moral
Side of the News, has been given a
special honor award by the National Council of Churches of
Christ for "a courageous attempt
to provide insight into contemporary events and issues." The program places four clergymen (Catholic, Protestant, Jewish and Unitarian) on a panel presided over
by a businessman. Moral issues
involved in an outstanding news
event of the previous week are discussed.
* * *
WSTV Aids Blood Drive
IMPORTANCE of WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, in the Jefferson Co.
Red Cross chapter's Defense Blood
Program is attested in a letter
from the chapter, accrediting
WSTV with 38% of "walk-ins,"
and adding that "your announcers
really not only put their voices,
but their hearts* into
* * every appeal."
Emergency Appeal
WBAL Baltimore has answered an
emergency
call from the city's

Entire show was aided by Jimmy
Kirby, WBRC disc jockey. Nearly
in

public

Sinai Hospital for a rare type of
blood. A post-operative patient
was dangerously ill, and losing
ground. The hospital had contacted all local blood banks. No
blood of the type needed was to
be found. Within an hour after
WBAL aired the plea, the hospital
was swamped with calls from persons offering to be donors.
Football Drive
DRIVE to spark interest in high
school football in Raleigh, N. C,
was brought off successfully by
WNAO, WPTF and WRAL in that
college football-minded city. Stations simultaneously aired a special program, selling season tickets to the games and memberships
in local High School Boosters
Clubs. Program featured sports
directors of two outlets — WNAO's
Jimmy
Simpson
and WPTF's
Jim
Reid — and
disc jockey
Earl Shaw
of WRAL. Together they put campaign over the top, raising $5,116.
Urgent Plea Heeded
WHEN WABD (TV) New York
telecast an appeal for RH negative
type 0 blood for a dying Fair
Lawn (N. J.) housewife the night
of Sept. 14, the response was overwhelming and heartwarming. Within a few hours, the station reported, between 50 and 60 pints of
blood were donated.
Bond-Selling Contest
WTOD Toledo, in publicizing its
program, Bonds Away, which promotes the sale of U.S. Defense
Bonds, for three months held a
letter-writing contest and awarded
a $25 bond to the writer who wrote
best on "Why I Buy Defense

customers

for

every penny!
You know exactly what you get
when you buy TRANSIT RADIO
— America s booming new advertising medium. TRANSIT RADIO
delivers your advertising message
to a paid circulation audience —
by actual fare count — at less than
$1 per thousand! In addition,
you get a bonus of thousands of
home listeners to WWDC-FM!
The unique story of TRANSIT
RADIO is ready for you. Just
ask your Forjoe man.

WWDCS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
and other Transit Radio stations
represented by Forjoe & Co.
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was
collected
before ofthewhich
broadcast
$10,500
was raised,
85%'
was over.

service

Bonds."
Aids Tragedy Victims
KGAE Salem, Ore., reported as
its latest activity in the public interest its broadcasts appealing for
funds to help survivors of a family
in which three of nine members
died when fire destroyed their
home.
* * #
'Clean House' Drive
WSTC Stamford is cooperating
with the city's Cleaning House
Assn. in a campaign to encourage
residents to vote in the November
elections. By Election Day, 444 spot
announcements will be broadcast
urging the public to go to the polls.
KCBS Stages 'B-Day'
KCBS San Francisco has staged
a "B-Day," turning its Studio A
at the Palace Hotel into a "blood
bank" by bringing an eight-bed

mobile unit into the studio and for
12 hours airing appeals for blood
donors on every program. The
event marked m.c. Bill Weaver's
seventh consecutive "B-Day" for
the Red Cross campaigns, according to Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS
vice president in that city and
KCBS general manager.
* + *
WFIL Aids Fund
MORE THAN $220,000 in cash
and pledges was raised for the
United Cerebral Palsy Assns. of
Pennsylvania and southern New
Jersey in a 15% -hour radio-TV
marathon produced by WFIL-AMTV Philadelphia.
'Radios for Kids'
WHAS Louisville called off its
campaign to raise money for its
"Radios for Kids" drive when
enthusiastic reponse caused concern as to its effect on polio fund
raising. In a five-day push, more
than $1,200 was received by the
station in answer to spot announcements and disc jockey mentions.
With the money, 70 radios were
installed in polio wards in Louisville and Lexington, Ky., hospitals
with the understanding that when
the polio patient needs decreased,
the radios would be transferred to
children's wards in the same hospitals. The radios were table
models equipped with headsets. For
the most part, the headsets were
installed by volunteer WHAS technicians.
WBRC's Marathon
WBRC Birmingham conducted a
12-hour marathon broadcast Sept.
13 to raise funds for the purchase
of an ante-bellum colonial mansion
in Birmingham, to be preserved as
a shrine and museum. Program
was opened by the mayor. Local
talent was featured in a series of
variety sketches which followed.

Life Saved
WTVL Waterville, Me., received a
request to broadcast an urgent
need for a rare type of blood. A
new mother at a local hospital had
received the last transfusion possible from the community blood bank.
Three announcements were aired.
Half -hour after the third announcement nine donors appeared at the
hospital, six of whom had the
needed fusions
type.
Continuous
transwere credited
with saving
the patient's life, said Carleton
Brown, WTVL president-general
manager.
Hands Across the Lake
WMTE Manistee, Mich., brought
two families together who were
separated by the Spanish American
War in 1898, when W. R. Wilson,
retired railroad employe, tuned in
WMTE from Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
across Lake Michigan, and began
thinking of friends of his boyhood
days, the Swank family of Manistee. A letter to WMTE got results when the station's news director, John A. Sullivan, was able to
find members of the Swank family
in Manistee for a reunion.

tta
Gets 'Em Registered
LAST DAY vote registrations in
Glasgow,
Ky.,cityreceived
aS™ j
WKAY that
kept theboost,
air hot
with 145 plugs in 11 hours asking at;
citizens to register, according to
Jack Eversole, acting station manager. Station said the county clerk
reported 228 registrations that day,
some of them non-voters for several years.
Laudable Teamwork
WHEN Nick Campofreda, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore sports director and
m.c. of Tee Vee Waamboree variety show, was asked to make a request for a rare-type of blood for
a local hospital patient, he was

in

Hi
Oil!

Your sales message is pin-pointed in Youngstown when you use
WBBW-the new ABC affiliate.
WBBVV serves a half million listeners in
Ohio's third richest market. Here's pinpoint selling heard in the homes of prospective buyers — not on a distant hillside.
^^^^^WBBW
^fl

you itsbesf in Youngstown
serveswith
CONCENTRATED COVERAGE
NO WASTE AND
CIRCULATION
REP. FORJOE & CO. INC
BROADCASTING
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warned that no previous appeal
had been successful. Nevertheless,
Mr. Campofreda aired the urgent
request. Within 10 seconds, he
had a viewer-volunteer. It turned
out that Ken Calfee, WAAM's
writer - producer - director of Tee
Vee Waamboree, had the needed
blood type and was more than
willing to make a donation.

WEOK Fund-Raising
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y., broadcast a two-hour program Sept. 19
on behalf of the Assn. for Mentally
Handicapped Children in Poughkeepsie, with appeals for funds being made by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Superintendent of Schools Fox
Holden and others. Local talent
provided musical entertainment.

Hospital Program
WFBG Altoona, Pa., since Aug. 18,
has been airing a program especially tailored for the staff and
patients of a state tuberculosis
sanatorium at nearby Cresson, Pa.
The program, broadcast weekdays
8:45-9 a.m., airs music requests
and notes birthdays and anniversaries of patients and gives news
of particular interest to the hospital. An editorial in the September
issue of the hospital monthly publication expresses appreciation for
WFBG's interest. John M. Snyder
is WFBG managing director.

KAYL Alleviates Tragedy

Blood Blackout
WNGO Mayfield, Ky., dramatized
the drive for blood when a Red
Cross bloodmobile visited the station area by going off the air for
a half hour while eight members
of its staff gave their blood. Announcements preceding the blackout noted WNGO would be off the
air "while the staff is donating
blood, 100%."
Cancer Marathon
SPORTS personalities joined with
Art Tacker, disc jockey at WCRB
Waltham, Mass., to raise $700 for
a cancer fund on a marathon program. Show started at 6:30 a.m.
and ended at 2:30 p.m., with noted
celebrities taking phoned contributions. Among those appearing were
Mike Holovak, head football coach,
Boston College; Bennie Friedman,
head coach at Brandeis U.; Sid
Gordon, Boston Braves outfielder,
ind Tommy Collins, featherweight
)oxing champion.

WHEN 7-year-old Stanley Kiernan died of polio Sept. 20 and the
following day the Kiernan home
caught fire, KAYL-AM-FM Storm
Lake, Iowa, took matters into its
own hands, according to Program
Director Paul R. Benson. Announcer Andy Lynn and several
Junior Chamber of Commerce
members began an impromptu 90minute broadcast at 3 p.m. Sept.
21 which they called "Operation
Heart," asking listeners to donate
whatever they could to aid the
stricken family. At the program's
close $2,300 had been pledged
from 15 northwest Iowa towns,
and 48 hours later the total had
grown to $2,900 and included offers
of two dwellings with moving assistance promised by the Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
WPFB Commended
EFFORTS of WPFB Middletown,
Ohio, in recruiting blood donors
and promoting other American Red
Cross activities have drawn commendation from ARC's local chapter. Ames Gardner, chapter chairman, praised station staff and
WPFB President-General Manager
Paul Braden for "an outstanding
job" and for giving "freely of their
time and facilities in the interest
of our community."
WBNS-TV Film Encore
FILM shown last spring on WBNSTV Columbus, Ohio, titled "Devil
on Wheels," a story about "hotrods," received such a big response
that the sponsor of the Ohio National Bank Theatre program on
which it appeared, Ohio National

One Man Operation
DON DRENNER, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., engineer, has
a hobby that literally would
make an author or printer
blush. He is both a printer
and an author. Unable to get
his literary efforts published,
Mr. Drenner sets type and
publishes his own works. His
hand-operated publishing
"house" is called the Zauberberg Press, or Magic Mountain Press, named after
Thomas Mann's novel, Magic
Mountain. The radio engineer's latest work, a fulllength novel, The Vault of
Night, soon will be off the
Zauberberg Press. He has
been writing technical articles in radio, and poetry for
publication for some time.
Mr. Drenner's unusual hobby
extends to his method of operation: He often rewrites
sections as he sets the print;
his book will contain the
printer's correction sheet in
the appendix to explain misspelled or misprinted words.
Bank, has secured a copy of the
film and turned it over to the
Columbus police department for
free educational showing to central Ohio clubs and societies. Motion Pictures for Television Inc.
is distributor.
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L. JACOBSON, director-general of the Trieste Radio
Network, predicts an exchange of
television films between the nations of Europe and the U. S. He
was to arrive in New York today
aboard the liner "Constitution."
In a statement for release today,
Mr. Jacobson noted that Europeans
have become accustomed to dubbed
versions of American movies and
would accept dubbed telefilms "if
prices
are within European
The four-station
Trieste range."
Radio
Network, which is installing television, broadcasts to Italy and
Yugoslavia from the free territory.

Amateur Exams By Mail
FCC last week invited attention of
amateur radio operators serving
in the armed forces to a new rule
which permits examination for
Advanced Class operating privileges before the end of the oneyear waiting period. Where servicemen are overseas or otherwise
unable to reach one of the Commission's examining points, the
examination may be conducted by
mail under specified conditions,
FCC said. Further information may
be had from the Engineer-inCharge, District 24, FCC, Washington 25, D. C.

WTTH 'Pledge-A-Thon'
WTTH Port Huron, Mich., and its
licensee, the Times Herald there,
raised nearly $1,000 plus household goods to assist a family of
10 when their home was destroyed
by fire. WTTH featured a "PledgeA-Thon" to raise its share of the
amount.
WARM Gets Workers
WARM Scranton, Pa., has been
commended by the Pennsylvania
Dept. of Labor and Industry for a
successful spot announcement in
recruiting tomato pickers in northeastern Pennsylvania during a recent worker shortage. Fred J.
Peters, manager of the department's Pittston office, lauded the
station for "this fine community
service," calling the results "manifest testimony to your considerable

Cancer Funds
WNAC-TV Boston raised more
than
$20,000
for thefund
"Jimmy
Fund,"
a cancer
research
for children,
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

HERBERT

FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

listening audience."

The 1 952 Mississippi farm P
market is big. Farmers
in mid-Mississippi listen to
vVJDX. Let us help you tell
'our story to these prosperous farmers.

FILM EXCHANGE
Jacobson Sees TV Activity

in a 3% -hour telecast Sept. 28. Entertainment celebrities and civic
officials took part. The telethon
drew phone pledges from all over
New England, the station reported.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — MGHTWEIGHT
Recorder inin theoneother.
case Easy
— •
Amplifier
handling — compact!
QUICKtY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOtETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magne-

a$ttacflrd, Srx.f 369*N»'MU!t?e«an Ave., Otica$a 1, ill.
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fCC

actions

JLJL

SEPT. 26 THROUGH

OCTOBER

2
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 99.
September 29 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted ST A
KBTV Denver, Col.— Granted STA to
operate on commercial basis on Ch.
9; ERP 12.5 kw vis. 6.3 kw aur.; ant.
height 757 ft.; engineering conditions;
for period beginning Sept. 29, and
ending in no event later than 3 a.m.
EST, April 1.
AM— 1360 kc
KVIM New Iberia, La.— Granted license covering change in frequency:
1,360 kc, 1 kw-D.
Move Transmitter Location
WELC Welch, W. Va.— Granted license covering installation of new
trans, and moving trans, and studio
approx. 200 ft. to adjoining building.
Extension of Completion Date
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 11-15-52.
WVAM Atloona, Pa. — Granted mod.

h
TOWER

and

ANTENNA
erection
at itd> Bedt
insist on

CP for extension of completion date
to 4-1-53.
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C— Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to 4-20-53.
WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 11-16-52.
KGKO Dallas, Tex. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 12-1-52.
Modification of CP
KTRW Tacoma, Wash.— Granted mod.
CP fortion, andapproval
of ant.,
change type
trans.trans, locaTransmission Authority
Lansing authority
Bcstg. Co., to
Lansing,
Mich. by
—
Granted
transmit
leased telephone wire, programs conplay-by-play
Michigansisting ofState
College descriptions
football gamesof
to CKLW Windsor, Ont, beginning
Sept. 27, and ending Nov. 22.
Delete FM
WTRI-FM
Troy,
N. Y.—
request to cancel license
andGranted
delete FM
at Troy, N. Y.
WRXW (FM) Louisville, Ky.— Grantedleterequest
FM. to cancel license and deReplaced Expired CP
WKCS KnoxviUe, Tenn. — Granted
CP tononcommercial
replace CP wnicn
authorized
new
educational
FM
which expired 9-2-52, wixn completion
date of lz-1-52. (Fulton High Scnool.)
Change Studio Location
WSBA-TV York, Pa.— Granted mod.
CP to change studio location.
Change Antenna Height
WTAR-TV
Norfolk, Va. — Granted
mod. CP to change ant. height from
350 ft. to 760 ft. and make ant. changes.
September 29 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
KRCH Hot Springs, Ark.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for aptions. proval of ant., trans, and studio locaWTRP La Grange, Ga.— Mod. CP,
—TV

Electrical Tower Service, Inc.
P.O. BOX 1205 . PEORIA, ILL. . PH. 3-9846
Competent installation and erection
of all types towers and antennas
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from 1450 to 1400 kc.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License Renewals
RETURNED
following applications!
for renewal of license:
WIGMham, III. Medford, Wis.; WCRA EffingOctober 1 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. E. M. Webster
American - Republican Inc., Waterbury, Conn.; WATR Inc., Waterbury.
Conn. — Granted petition to dismiss
without prejudice TV application. On
Commission's
own motion,
removedof
from
hearing
WATR
Inc. for docket
CP for application
new TV.
Tampa petition
Bcstg. for
Co.,dismissal
Tampa, without
Fla. —
Granted
new
TV.
prejudice of application for CP for1
Denver Television Co., Denver, Col
Granted petition to amend application
to substitute Vernon C. Hines for 5«
Kirk Johnson as 1st vice president ana
to show
15% of stock
est of each
Jamespartnership
M. Stewartinterand
F.
Kirk
Johnson
in
Gulf Television Co., for application
TV station of1
in
Galveston. Tex.
Aladdin Radio & Television Inc..
Denver, Col. — Granted petition toi
amend
application to show certain
ft.
stock transactions; changes in stock
percentages;
to show
posed tower and
as 226
ft. inheight
lieu ofof pro220

Allentown Bcstg. Corp., Allentown,
Pa. — Granted petition for extension of
time from Sept. 25, to Oct. 27, for filing
reply to the exceptions of the Chief.
Broadcast Bureau, to exceptions of
Easton Pub. Co. to initial decision is- 1
Bcstg. Corp. and that of Allensued retownapplication
Columbia Empire Telecasters Inc.,
Portland, Ore. — Granted petition to
amend TV application to substitute
Richard M. Brown for W. D. Redbury
as treasurer and add relevant data
with regard
to Mr. Brown's citizenrience. ship, education, and business expeNorthwest Television & Bcstg. Co. —
Granted petition to amend application
to submit amendment to exhibit 1 by
addinglaws of .exhibit
1-a,totheshow
amended
applicant,
change by-in
number of directors;
indicate change
By
in number of directors, composition r
board of directors, and add minuta*.
meeting
of July
7, as exhibit
2-b; costs
add
exhibit 3-a
to revise
estimated
of operation, etc.
Oregon Television Inc., Portland, Ore.
— Granted petition to amend application to revise
V-C and
V-G
and to
submit allallsections
engineering
exhibits
pertaining thereto.
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Mount Hood Radio & Television
Bcstg. Corp., Portland, Ore. — Granted
petition to amend application in order
to correct drafting error which apengineering
statement
submittedpearedas inpart
of amendment
tendered
Sept. 10, and accepted Sept. 19.
les
Cascade Television Co., Portland,
Ore. — Granted
petition
to
amend
application to show certain changes in
technical proposal with respect to
tion.
power gain loss from vertical polarizaNorth Pacific Television Inc., Portland, Ore. — Granted petition to amend
application to correct mathematical

APPLICANTS—
NEW

THERE'S NO FINER SERVICE
AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!
Entrust this very important project to
ETS who has the experience, equipment
and skilled workmen to insure a QUALITY job. ETS has erected hundreds of
AM, FM, TV, and microwave towers
from coast to coast . . . have satisfied
customers everywhere who vouch for
their enviable record of dependability
and quality workmanship. Save money,
time, and headaches by INSISTING that
ETS do the job. Write, phone, or wire
direct, or have your contractor or supplier contact us.
FREE brochure gladly sent on request
Write today!

which authorized new AM, for approval of ant. and trans, locations.
AM — 850 kc
WNEL San Juan, P. R.— CP to change
from 860 kc, 5 kw to 850 kc, 10 kw;
change trans, location from between
San rioJuan
and Carolina,
De Palmas,
P. R. P. R., to BarLicense Renewals
Following
of license : stations request renewal
WJJD Chicago; WVMC Mt. Carmel,
111.; WOPA Oak Park, HI.; WIRL, Peoria, HI.; WHBY Appleton, Wis.;
WEATJ Eau Claire, Wis.; WIBU Poynette, Wis.; WRJN Racine, Wis.;
WKLJ Sparta, Wis.
Change ERP
WAZL-FM
Hazleton, Pa. — CP to
change ERP from 7.6 kw to 6 kw; ant.
height above average terrain from
670 ft. to 632 ft.
Springfield, new
Mass.—TVMod.to
CPWWLP
which(TV)autnorized
change ERP from 115 kw vis. 58 kw
aur. to 150 kw vis. 75 kw aur.; trans,
location from Mt. Tom, approx. 1.75
mi.
Holyoke,
to Mass.;
North
West NW,
St., Provin
Mt., Mass.
Agawam,
studio
location
"to be determined"
to
North
West from
St.; trans,
from vis. &
aur. DuMont 1500 to GE TT-25-A vis.
& aur.
WEWS
Cleveland—
to change
ERP
from(TV)
16 kw
vis. 8 kwCP aur.
to 100
kw vis. 50 kw aur.
Designate Studio Location
WEEK-TV Groveland Township, HI.—
Mod. CP, which autnorized new TV,
to designate studio location as 2907
Springfield Rd., East Peoria, 111.
Extension of Completion Date
WBEN-TV
Buffalo — Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized changes in
existing TV, for extension of completion date to 12-31-52.
KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.— Mod. CP,
which authorized increase in power,
installation of new trans, and DA-N,
for extension of completion date.
WJFA Caguas, P. R.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
extension of completion date.
License for CP
WWOC Manitowoc, Wis. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new AM.
WJZ-TV New York— License for CP
which authorized new TV.
License Renewals
of Following
license: stations request renewal
WIBV Belleville, III.; WJBC Bloom ington, 111.; WKRO Cairo, 111.; WIND
Chicago; WD AN Danville, HI.; WKAN
Kankakee, HI.; WQTJA Moline, 111.;
WCMY Ottawa, HI.; WTAQ La Grange,
111.; WHBF Rock Island, 111.; WTMV
East St. Louis, 111.; WGEZ Beloit, Wis.;
WCLO Janesville, Wis.; WLCX Lacrosse, Wis.; WKTY LaCrosse; WLIN
Merrill, Wis.; WTMJ Milwaukee;
WMIL Milwaukee; WEKZ Monroe,
Wis.; WJMC Rice Lake, Wis.; KPHOTV Phoenix,- Ariz.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1450 kc
Tex. — 100
Mod.to license
to KMBL
increaseJunction,
power from
250 w
(contingent
on
KVOU
change
in frequency).
AM— 1400 kc
KVOU Uvalde, Tex. — CP to change

5 KW

TV TRANSMITTER

SERVICE

AVAILABLE
Make offer for brand new RCA
TT5A Channel 7-13 TV transmitter, tubes, SB filter, crystals, control console included.
Transmitter crated, ready to
ship from RCA, Camden.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

Box 511R

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installation
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

■S

£
TELEVISIOr||§ROJECq
STATION PIaJInG and OV
P. O. BOX 996 ■
SCHfJ

BROADCASTING

•

kRBEAU
CONSULTANTS
■R-AU GUIDANCE
At ;

Telecasting jfiKf
MRDY. NEW YORK "*

RAJ 01 :0

CONSULTING

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

• Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

j

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton tk Fes*. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ENGINEERS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg. — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1 1 00 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
for City
San Francisco
Seattlearranged
Salt Lake
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *

RAYMOND

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WALTER J. STILES
Consulting Television Engineer
1003 Loyalty Building, Portland, Oregon
ATwater 4282

Member AFCCE *
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W.. Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
U20 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

rror in one of geographical coordiporting data; further agreements not
! lates and to bring application up-to- heretofore
included in application;
ate with respect to more recent in- change location
proposed site and stu| ormation from manufacturer concerndio;
increase
in increase
estimated
cost of construction;
in estimated
cost
er ing
of gainant.and height of electrical cenof operation and estimated revenue for
first cial
yearstatement
of operation;
finanI 5y Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
and plans current
for financing
f Wichita Television Corp. Inc., Wichproposed construction; increase in
' ta,
Kan. — Granted
hours of operation and changes in propplication
for CP formotion
new TVto toamend
show
(Continued on page 99)
dditional stock subscribers and sup5ROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
. Member AFCCE *

Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Washington, D. C— REpublic 6169

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA, 33 Elm Ave.
San Francisco S, Calif.
Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglas t-ibSS DUnlap •-4S71
October 6, 1952

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, J1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance geparately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates any photos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Tbl«castHelp Wanted
Managerial
Sales manager
— New NoYork
independent regional.
TV.State
Excellent
guarantee plus commission on all sales.
Must have topnotch radio background,
proven sales record. Interview necessary. Excellent
opportunity
advancement to general
manager.for Send
photo, resume, references. Box 608R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Commercial manager wanted by 250
watt fulltime station. Must have a man
who can create and sell his creations,
who is willing to pound the pavement
for advancement. Salary in line with
proven ability plus commission. Send
full information to W. Kemble, 142
Main Street, Lockport, N. Y.
Salesmen
CBS station in highly competitive
Southeastern city will add one salesman to present staff. Remuneration
on commission basis with adequate
draw. Write in full giving references
and experience.
Box 410R, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Western New York indie has opening
for aggressive salesman. $75.00 weekly
plus 5%. Advancement for good man.
Box
603R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman
StrongMidwest
local salesman
for
5000
watt— basic
metropolitan
station. Substantial draw. Settled, reliable men only. TV applicant. Send
details,ING • TELECASTING.
photo. Box 616R, BROADCAST1,000 watt Illinois independent wants
salesman. Commission, $65.00 weekly
guarantee, car allowance. Personal interview required. State age, experience.
Box
646R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
If you know radio and can sell, we.
would like to talk with you. We have
an immediate opening in our sales department, with guaranteed income plus
commission and the commercial managership the first of the year. If you
are successful as commercial manager,
you can start grooming yourself for
the station managership. Write Box
653R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesman with good sales record, and
who believes in aggressive action, and
knows his
personal
worth, can
and only
is convinced that
his income
be
limited by his own initiative and ingenuity, is needed immediately by an
independent
fulltime
radio station located1 inkw the
Tidewater,
the
largest market of Virginia and one of
the fastest growing markets in the
country. Send photo, references, record
of sales, and weekly draw against
commission expected to William M.
Manrov, Manager, Station WCAV,
Helena Building, Norfolk, Va.
Experienced, married salesman will be
given active, established accounts now
serviced by manager. Weekly draw
against commission. Car expense arrangement. Personal interview necessary. WLPO. La Salle. III.
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing that sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
letter. $80. for 44 hours. Box 900P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 250 watt Virginia
station. Box 300R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer with first phone.
Must have top announcing ability. CBS
station in Southeastern city. Send all
pertinentment,information,
salaryetc.
requiretelephone number,
Box
319R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer. Straight staff. Experience
preferred. Midwest 250 watt ABC market 30,000. 40 hour week. Submit resume,
experience,
qualifications,
references,
expected salary.
No audition
tapes INGor• TELECASTING.
discs. Box 469R, BROADCASTNetwork station has immediate opening for staff announcer who can do
good news job. Send all information,
salary requirements and audition first
letter.
Box 485R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Engineer-announcer, 1 kw Southeast
independent, TV future. $60.00 for 40
hours, Vfe overtime. Send disc or
tape, picture, employment record,
etc. Box 527R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Here is a wonderful opportunity for
a disc jockey who can build an audiencesonalityand whosell.
We toneed
perwants
live ainstrong
a medium
sized Midwestern city and become a
part of one of the most progressive
and effective radio operations in the
country. Send full information, tape
and picture, first letter. Box 545R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: combination engineer and announcer. Heavy on announcing (must
be good). $80.00 per week. Location is
Louisiana. Ideal working conditions.
Write Box 593R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
California station now featuring classical programming from six to midnight contemplating extending to six
in thesical
morning.
background,Announcer
good voice with
and clasfirst
class ticket desired. $1.80 an hour to
start for forty-hour week. Give full
background and include tape or recording. Box 595R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Announcer-hillbilly DJ on 5000 watt
basic Midwest metropolitan station.
Salary plus talent. Reliable, steady,
settled men only. Send tape, photo.
Box 615R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Staff announcer needed for Midsouth,
network and regional affiliate. Top pay
for top man plus good opportunity.
Box
618R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Have immediate opening for combo.
Some copy writing. Send tape and
details if interested. Box 621R, BROADC A STING . TELECASTING.
Triple threat man wanted who can
write, announce and has ticket to
oDerate transmitter starting salary
$230.00 month, with automatic increases
twice yearly.
interested
wire October
as position availableIf not
later than
11. Box 640R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted neer.
— Combination
announcer-engiAccept on announcing.
Ability
more important than experience. Pacific Northwest coastal town, small solid
market. Send tape or disc, full details
first letter. Start $65.00. Box 660R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: An announcer with expehave good voice
for newscasting rience,
andmust commercials,
fulltime
job,
good pay in East Texas college town.
No night work. Box 661R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
New Eastern Pennsylvania station
needs three combination men. Must be
strong on announcing. First class ticket
necessary. Excellent salary for experienced men. Permanent positions. 40
hour week. Send full particulars first
letter.
Box
668R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted: Radio announcer with first
class radio-telephone
cense for combination operators
work. Goodlipay, week.
insurance
forty-eight
hour
Call orbenefits,
write Mr.
Herbert
H. Lee, Radio Station KDHL, Faribault, Minn.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Announcer - engineer. First
phone, time,emphasis
announcing.
Daysalary open.onWrite
KLTF, Little
Falls, tape.
Minnesota. Send full information
and
Announcer: must be experienced, well
recommended. Send audition and reMinn. sume to Manager, KNUJ, New Ulm,
Announcer-engineer, emphasis announcing. $75.00 week. Mail audition
to KTFS, Texarkana, Texas.
Announcer — First phone, emphasis announcing. Ideal conditions. $65.00 start,
40 hours, five days. Contact Program
Director, WALK, Patchogue, Long Island, New York.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Experienced announcer to join congenstaff of
wattNo independent.
News ial and
music1,000
show.
board work.
40 hours. Call or forward audition to
WCNT, Centralia, Illinois.
Beautiful Virginia — Combo man wanted quickly. If good quality voice, we
will train. $240 month with automatic
raises guaranteed.
opportunity. Write or call Wonderful
WCVA, Culpeper,
Virginia.
Announcer wanted. If you have six
months experience, contact us. State
expected salary. WFCB, Dunkirk, New
York.
Wanted: Announcer for night shift, to
also assist in sales. $200.00 month to
start. Call James Childress, WHCC,
Waynesville, North Carolina.
Experienced announcer, immediately.
Must be able to write continuity, have
excellent references. Wire or call
WICY, Malone, N. Y.
Wanted — Announcer with first class
phone ticket. Salary commensurate
with ability. Opportunity to attend
Mississippi State College on off hours.
Joe Phillips, Manager, Radio Station
WSSO, Starkville, Mississippi.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination engineer - announcers
wanted
daytime,
clear channel, 1000Southern
watt. All new
equipment,
good
working conditions. Tape or disc, state
salary tions
required,
references.
Applicaaccepted for other staff positions all departments. Box 656R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Nebraska. First class engineer wanted
for chief engineer position at KCOW,
Alliance,nical.Nebraska.
Job mainly
techopportunity
for
limited
amount ofSome announcing.
$300.00
per
month.
Wanted
engineer,
station —inChief
Southwest.
Man250wewatt
wantCBSis
good technician
and
probably
now
employed as assistant engineer at larger
station. Announcing ability desirable
but not essential. Good salary to good
technician. Write full qualifications to:
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City, New
Mexico.
Engineer
tana. Car wanted.
necessary.KOPR, Butte, MonHave immediate opening for first class
operator with or without experience,
call or wire Lloyd McKinney, Chief
Engineer, WACL Waycross, Georgia.
Engineer: first phone, no experience
necessary. Contact Chief Engineer,
WBCK, Battle Creek, Michigan.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted: Engineer, 40 hour week,
$200.00 month. Call James Childress,
WHCC, Waynesville, North Carolina.
First class engineers and combos with
tickets. WKEI, Kewanee, Illinois.
Immediately — Engineer-announcer for
network station. Send salary requiredisc first letter. ments,
WMLT, background
Dublin, and
Georgia.
Wanted — First phone man to fill opening now. WRLD, West Point, Georgia.
Experienced first class engineer, capable of becoming chief. Radio Station
WSSV, Petersburg, Va.
First phone; transmitter operator.
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Licensed engineer for 1000 watt ABC
affiliate. Experience helpful but not
necessary. Excellent opportunity for
advancement. Ideal living and working
conditions in medium sized Michigan
town. No announcing. Write or call
WTTH. Port Huron, Michigan.
Immediate opening for first class operator. $50.00 for 40 hours. Time and
half for all over 40 hours. Contact
Dan Williams, Radio Station WVOT,
Wilson, N. C.
First class engineer. One experienced
on directional antenna preferred. Good
salary,tact fine
working conditions.
ConChief Engineer,
WVOW, Logan,
West Virginia.
First class engineer, no experience
required. Will train for combination
work
in 1.000towatt
full details
P. independent.
O. Box 50. Rush
New
Iberia, Louisiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced girl copywriter. SecretarialAboveexperience
and pay.
shorthand
desiraverage
Penna.
timer. able.Send
lots of sample
copy dayand
photo. Box 278R. BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
News director - supervisor, five - man
sports, farm and news department.
Only ismexperienced
men with
Degree need apply.
GoodJournalsalary
with bonus. 5 kw Midwest. Box 544R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Pennsylvania daytime kw needs news
man with good radio voice and journalism experience. Opportunity to becomesistant
news andeditor.
facilities,
astape Best
recorders.
Ability
more important than experience. Box
ING.
598R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTWanted: All-round, versatile, experienced program director for major
network California station in medium
size market. Ability to do play-by-play,
audience participations, ad-lib and sell
on and off the air. Above average requirements and remuneration. Box
600R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTWanted — 5000 watt station in Midwest
needs copywriter. Experience preferred.
Send full details first letter, also samples of continuity.
Box 611R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Program director: Upper Midwest independent wants mature man of wide
experience. Must be happy in small
community. Right man can start at
hundred weekly with opportunity for
advancement.CASTING .TELECASTING.
Write Box 627R, BROADContinuity formation
writer.
complete
inand salarySend
expected.
KCOL,
Fort Collins, Colorado.
Copywriter needed at once 50,000 watt
CBS affiliate. Must be able to furnish—
background of successful experience,
be
competent
stable. Ifandinterana^
ested send photo,andexperience
full
details to KWKH, Shreveport, Louisi-

Wanted:siveProgram
director
for progresindependent
in small
market.
Must be
able
to handle
programming,
special
events,
sportscommensurate
play-by-play with
and
local news.
Salary
ability. Contact Manager, WELP, Easley, South Carolina.
Television
Technical
Television broadcast technician wanted
immediately for construction and permanent job, experienced in wiring and J"
trouble shooting.
Send complete
mation
to Ed Talbott,
KROD-TV,infor-^*^."
El
Paso, Tex.

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Familycept man,
37, fully
qualified tosingle
acand operate
successfully,
station operation. Sober, reliable and
experienced. Presently employed in top
metropolitan operation. Background
complete in all phases. Box 526R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Desire manage new station in small
market. Excellent radio background.
First phone. Box 553R, BROADCAST ING • TELECASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Over twenty
years of constructive radio background.
I have the desire and ability to do a
and sales.
job inthemanagement
good
Can furnish
best of reference. Box
TELECAST.
577R, BROADCASTING
JNG.
.
General or sales manager. Experienced
all phases. 15 years radio. 10 years
successful
sales
expedience both
net andandmanagement
indie operations.
Have outstanding record of results in
small and medium size markets. Ideal
manager for absentee ownership. Can
take complete responsibility. Interested
Midwest or Midsouth. Top references,
39, married, good education and appearance. StrongIfonyousales,
ming and results.
have programa tough
one, contact me. Box 606R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Merchandising experience, extensive
radio and communications background,
capable organizer-supervisor, A. B.
and
LL.B. Degree.
Box 609R, BROADC A STING
■ TELECASTING.
Commercial manager: Now employed
with successful network affiliate that
has 92% of its advertising time sold.
Present salary $9,000 per year. Excellent references, astonishing sales record andsistantproof.
Can alsoDesires
bring position
my assales manager.
with radio or TV station. Reason for
change, prefers fair commission pay
basis. Box 620R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Program director-manager. Experienced
independent,
network.
ming, promotion,
sales.Know
Two programdegrees.
TV preparation. Genial, Versatile. Box
630R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Manager — Present station 5 years; 17
yearsilyradio
experience
all phases.
man desires
to make
homeFam-in
-Southwest. Box 634R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager desires complete operational
responsibility with reasonable retainer
plus override. Presently stymied by
non-radio background ownership. Now
managing and programming independent station in highly competitive AMTV market. Box 635R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
General manager. Disgusted with managers? Ready to sell your station at
any price?
Here's
a man withto make
sufficient maturity
and experience
your station profitable. Twenty years
radio management, sales, merchandising. Mature judgment assures solid
results, not youthful experiments. Hard
work, gets
good high
programming,
knowhow
sales,
low real
overhead.
Small and medium
market
experience,
North and South. Just brought station,
up for sacrifice sale, out of deep red
into tive
profitable
in ultra
four stationlead
market.
Prefercompetisingle
station market in mild climate where
results will be rewarded with part
ownership. Reasonable salary and perto start.
Fine reference.
Welcomecentagestrict
investigation.
Box 638R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager with
managerial
experience,six
fourteenyears
in radio.
Excellent
background includes good business administration and advertising education. Sober family man past 35. My
policy: aggressive,
selling; progressive promotion alert
and programming;
strict business
administration.
eastern states preferred. Box SouthP66R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman
or
salesman-program
tor. Ten years experience largedirecand
small markets, all phases. Desires powith opportunity.
Age 28, fam- .
ilv man.sition Box
652R, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer:
4^
years all
experience,
married, veteran. Know
phases radio.
Prefer South. Minimum salary $75.00.
Box 590R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Young announcer, experienced all
phases. Single, veteran. Middlewest
preferred.
Box 601R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Network newscaster — a name you know
well — wants to leave New York. Looking for radio and/or television station
in medium-sized town where he and
his
family
can put
This man came
from their
smallroots
townsdown.
and
can do a job for you as executive and
commentator.
Box 592R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Diligent, personable announcer for TV
or radio. Wide commercial experience
plus AFRS. Being released from Army
soon. Can send disc or arrange peranytime after
November sonal
First. interview
Top references.
College.
Will
travel. Box 594R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer-network, independent. College degree, young, draft
exempt. Presently employed in Northeast area. Dasires permanent relocation. Tape,CASTIphoto.
Box 597R, BROADNG .TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer - news, all
sports, topflight
Outstanding DJ, song, play-by-play.
platter and patter
show. Great ad-lib, clever gags and
gimmics. Night club experience as MC
and vocalist. Tape or disc, photos, and
complete details on request. Box 605R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Want position with a future. 29, single,
deep voice. Specialize sports and news.
Personality. Will travel. Box 610R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Network calibre play-by-play. Now
employedWants
50 kwmetropolitan
sports "unconscious"
station.
area yearround play-by-play. Best references.
Tops on basketball.
Box 617R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer, all phases.
Eastern states only. Wants settle down.
Box 623R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination, limited experience, first
phone, draft
exempt.
Eastern
sylvania or New
Box Penn629R,
BROADCASTING
• Jersey.
TELECASTING.
Announcer — 4 months experience. Have
done disc shows, news and board work.
Emphasis on permanence. Am not a
wanderer. Prefer New Jersey and
vicinity.
land.Would
Prefer liveconsider
auditionNewto Engdisc.
Please insert phone number. Married,
veteran. References.
Box 631R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer: 4 years experience major
market, staff, news, production, copy.
Veteran, 26. Trade salary dollars for
permanent CASTfuture.
Box 632R, BROADING .TELECASTING.
Newscaster-editor, 4 years experience
major market, authoritative delivery.
Veteran,
26, journalism
Travel New York
State orgraduate.
New England
for
interview.
Box
633R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer: personality. 16 years expeInterested
salaryper and
commission,rience.
minimum
$500.00
month.
Box
ING
637R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTA-l announcer, beginner, college, dependable, enterprising, family man,
gregarious, hardworking. Immediately.
Box
639R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Combination man — Plenty experience
both. News, commercials, play-by-play,
chief engineer or other. Veteran, family, automobile. Dependable man reOklahoma-Arkansalary.
quires goodsas-Texas.
Box P44R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Newsman, 8 years experience, seeks
connection with good Eastern station.
Good writer, with effective delivery.
Box
645R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Bob
$2,000,-I
000.00Hope
for asigned
daily contract
15 minutefor show.
will do a two-hour broadcast just as
good for $350.00 weekly. Box 647R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
anradio-TV. Women's Box
Versatile girl, Continuity-traffic.
nouncer-DJ.
BB?R BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer-control board operator: exmarreliable,settling
Versatile,Desires
perience
exempt.
draft light.
small ried,
community.
South preferred.
Immediately available. Resume, disc
193-04 StaMel Bennett,
on
tion request.
Road, Flushing,
New York.
married. ExcelWant a start, veteran,
Good anlent radio-TV nounctraining.
er-writer. Tops with news -sports.
CarGrover New
considered
Any opening
penter, 405 East
12th. Street,
York 9, New York. Gr. 3-2001.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer. Control board
operator.empt, Capable,
reliable,
exdesires general
staff draft
opening.
Specializing
sports,
play-by-play,
prefer small community. Resume, tape,
disc on request. Andy Denonn, 169
Columbia Heights, Brooklyn 2, New
York. Main 4-0088.
Selling voice, clear, mature. Three years
university; announcing school. Some
commercial board and mike experience.
Single, 30, nouncing,
veteran.
PreferCharles
mainly May,
anin Midwest.
4001 Bell, Kansas City, Missouri.
An unusual twist in presenting a DJ
show. Live music (piano and organ)
combined
withstaff
records.
plus years
network calibre
work. This
Eleven
of radio and TV background. For full
details, write or phone: Sandy Singer,
7000 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois.
Young announcer short on experience,
long on potential, good boardman and
newscaster. Pathfinder graduate. Mark
de Stevens, Harris Apts., No. 2, 203 E.
Okmulgee, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
2 announcers, brothers. Experienced.
All-round staffers, strong news, DJ.
Draft exempt. 1 or both. Tapes availor N.
phone
Larry & BillD.Travis,able.
411 BWire4062.
St.,
E„ Washington,
C;
ATlantic
Announcer,
25, veteran,
college radio school.
One yeargraduate
experience
staff man-DJ. Voice very pleasant, diction very good, sales good, personality pleasant,
appearance
good. Contact
Prefer
station
possibility
television.
Announcer, 196 Wyoming Avenue,
South Orange, New Jersey.
Technical
Engineer,nance.experienced
chief,BoxmainteExcellent record.
429R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combo — Experienced, first class engiand versatile
fiedneer
for both
staff andannouncer.
free lance Qualiwork.
Available December 1. Prefers native
state of California.
Box 557R, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
First class ticket announcer, female.
Wants transmitter job. Box 596R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer, first phone. Graduate of
RCA. 3 months experience. Draft
exempt.
Box 604R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Presently employed chief desires
change in
near
10 years4 experience.
AM-FM future.
construction.
years
present position. Prefer Midwest. Box
622R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Chief engineer to take complete charge
of broadcast and television station.
Consider only professional engineering
position.
full BROADCASTING
particulars first let-•
ter. BoxState
625R,
TELECASTING.
Engineer, first phone. iy2 years TV
station (present employment). 1 year
chief
Single, 17.
car, Cartdon't
drink.engineer/combo.
Available October
wright, 826 North Zangs, Dallas, Texas.
Transmitter operator. First license,
considerable broadcast experience.
Single, move anywhere. References.
Please specify requirements. Lewis
Sherlock, General Delivery, Denver,
Colorado.
Announcer. First phone. Good voice
quality,BoxWest315,
only.Rushville,
Minimum Nebraska.
seventyfive.
Telephones 54W12, 28SJ.
Production-Programming, Others
MC and DJ. 7 years experience. Now
doing successful
and audience
ticipation shows DJ
in major
market. par32,
personable. Minimum $125.00. Box
599R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News director, 35, university graduate.
17 years
covering
foreign news.writing,
First class
voice,local,
delivery.
Proven saleable news - exploitation
ideas:
commentary,
table, newscast,
special events.
Box round602R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Copywriter - announcer. Experienced,
young,
married, Tape
draftand exempt.
East
Coast preferred.
sample copy
available. Box 607R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
PD:- unusual ability. Successful, employed, experienced: local, regional,
independent,CASTING .TELECASTING.
net. Box 628R, BROAD-

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Program director, presently managing
1 kw independent station, desires program director position in large WestBox 638R, BROADCASTING ern■ station.
TELECASTING.
Professional woman currently emExperienced
publicpublishing.
relations,
research,ployed.
social
service,
Available radio - television assignment, weekends. New York City or
environs.
Box 641R, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program director available for station
near New York City. Young, competent
idea man, completely familiar with
production, work well with staff. Anfor major metropolitan
let. Goodnouncertechnical
background, outfirst
phone.
Need greater responsibility,
ING
pay . . . about to get married. Box
643R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTSports oughly
director
Experienced,
thortrained.— Presently
employed.
Also interested
program
director.
Veteran, college, West
Coast,
Southwest
ING
. TELECASTING.
preferred.
Box 649R, BROADCASTProgram director: experience: station
experience from 250 to 50,000 watt as
program director, manager, announcer,
continuity director. Network and agenexperiencehighest
over NBC
and ABC.
Will cyfurnish
references
from
past and present affiliations. Presently
program director of leading station and
regional
Box 650R, BROADCASTING network.
. TELECASTING.
Wanted: Progressive boss with brains
and practical
By experience
radio-TV
commercial
writervision.
long on
and
ability.
No
fancy
gimmicks
— just
solid
selling copy. Agency preferred.
CASTING
Box 657R, BROADCASTING . TELEContinuity.
Experienced,
trained.
radio-TV. Young
college graduate,
single,
veteran. James Riordan, 1427 South
46th Avenue, Omaha 6, Nebraska.
Television
Managerial
General manager and/or chief engineer.
Highest
calibre,in: veteran
TV executive.
Experience
UHF and
VHF,
station planning, construction, operation, large and small stations, consulting, FCC applications. Managementminded,head willdollar
Your letterbring conscious.
full information.
Box
ING.
473R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTTechnical
Cameraman-technician experienced on
RCA/DuMont equipment. Switching,
audio, film. Veteran, single. Box 624R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
TV-radio production - programming.
Young woman, 12 years experience
radio tion,
publicity-promotion,
producnewspaper-trade paperTV reporter,
Magazine
writer,
wants
out
of
TELECASTING.
York. Box 642R, BROADCASTINGNew •
For Sale
Stations
Midwest station, AM-FM, 1 kw xtmr,
metropolitan
Desirable
location. Monthlymarket.
net $2,000.
Box 549R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
California: Profitable affiliate in rich
agricultural area. Priced to sell. Box
ING.
612R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTEquipment, etc.
40-New, Cat. No. 14F439. .25 MFD, 20,000 volts, D. C. General Electric capacCase dimensions:
4-ll/16"xWeight,
8"x7"
high. itors.
11-11/16"
overall height.
18
lbs.
Price,
$40.00
each
F.O.B.
shipING .pingTELECASTING.
point. Box 515R, BROADCASTUsed heavy
duty heavy
guyed FM235'antenna.
tower.
Formerly
supported
Suitable formantled.
some TV
antennas.
Disarea.
$1,500.
TEL
ECAMidwest
STI
NG. cash..
Write Box 551R, BROADCASTING
One Ideco 3 legged self-supporting galvanized 350 foot tower. 20 pound rating, in bundles
the insulators
ground, never
erected.
Includesonbase
and
lighting
equipment.
Pi-ice
S4000.00.
FOB
San
Francisco.
Box
658R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
360
foot and
new two
3Ys rigid
co-axMIRCA19113-2.
MI19113-1
elbows
Price $1800.00. FOB San Francisco. Box
659R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST(Continued on next vage)

KNOXVILLE CP

Wanted to Buy
Stations

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Technical

Wanted
to buy
— Station daytime
in singleoutsta-of
tion market
preferably
TV coverage. Write full particulars
and terms to Box 602, Dunn, North
Carolina.

are you QUALIFIED
to CHIEF ENGINEER

Equipment, etc.
Station in Alabama wants to buy used
console, turntables and 250 watt equipment. Box 591R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.

a TELEVISION STATION
and our AAA Station in Texas?
Unless you are sound in theory
and experience, do not apply.
Write Box 651 R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Wanted — Used transmitter for standby. tion.
250 orBox 626R,
1000 watt
in good condi- •
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Used Ampex 400, good condition. State
price and availability. Box 665R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Need tion5 notkwovertransmitter
ten years inold.good
Alsocondidual
or single channel console in good condition, both commercial. Air mail inrmation to W. D'Orr146Cozzens,
mountain foNetwork,
South InterMain
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Miscellaneous

Immediate opening for man to assist in design of studio equipment
for radio and TV broadcasting. Good
practical knowledge plus experience
in radio broadcast techniques major
requisite. Location: Midwest. Send
complete details with photo to Box
614R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

For Sale

TECHNICAL

Equipment, etc.

First class phone license at our resident
school. Also correspondence course.
Serving the industry since 1937. Write
now for catalogue. Don Martin Radio
& TV School, 1653 North Cherokee,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

PERSONALITY WANTED
One of the top metropolitan
radio independents accepting applications from disc jockeys. Applicants must have winning personality and convincing sales
and performance record. Write
in detail to Box 654R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Station

ENGINEER

WRITER
Old established Midwest radio
manufacturing company has
immediate opening for man
with flair for writing. Good
technical knowlege of radio
broadcast equipment desired
for writing instruction manuals
preparation
of technicalandliterature.
Send complete
details with photo to Box
613R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

AM station going on the air with television in November needs capable announcers for AM and TV. The men we
want must be conscientious, hard working and well grounded in broadcast fundamentals. Above all, they must be cooperative. Salary will be tailored to fit
abilities and experience. Station is network affiliate in pleasant Pennsylvania
city. Write full details including present
salary and complete references. Write Box
655R. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Radio

Situations Wanted
Managerial
Want TV Commercial Manager?
Competent sales executive. 5 years
local and national television sales.
Experience includes middle market
station and leading national tele
representative. Box 648R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

and

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals
in minimum time.
Appraisals

Former radio executive desires to reenter broadcasting field. Fourteen years
experience as manager of key radio stations. Two years as chief radio timebuyer
for one of the world's largest advertising
agencies. Prefer position with radio station
or advertising agency on West Coast who
will appreciate an honest - hard working
employee. Security^ first, monetary consideration secondary. Reply Box 664R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

New York broadcasting veteran seeks
opportunity as TV station
Sales Manager
17 years radio and television sales experience — local, national spot and network.
Top industry contacts and references. Age 44, college graduate.
Minimum income required: $10,000.00.
Your inquiry is invited and will be
treated in strict confidence.
BOX 669R
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING

AUDIO

FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and correspondence
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.

Help Wanted
Announcers

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Bay V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower
23S Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672
•
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it held,cationKnoxville
Ra-Tel's applishould be dismissed.
Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)

Are you trying to get on the air
quickly with your new television
construction permit.
Here's the answer to the
steel shortage for you. For sale,
erected 400' self-supporting
Truscon type D-30 tower. Designed to resist thirty-pound
wind pressure in accordance
with specifications of RTMA.
Can be dismantled and shipped
within thirty days. Wire or
write Box 663 R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Equipment, etc.
WANTED TO BUY
RCA 77D MICROPHONES,
TURNTABLES,
in good condition.
Fred Freeland
KLING STUDIOS, INC.
601 N. Fairbanks Ct., Chicago II, III.
Miscellaneous

Wanted to Buy

WHO
WBTV's
562 PAINTED
FOOT TOWER?
J. M. HAMILTON &CO.
PAINTING. SKILLED
. MAINTENANCE
ERECTION
WORKMEN
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432 Gastonia. N. C.
1736 Columbia Rd., N. W.. Wash.. D. C.

Stations

Employment Service

□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a
Q Experienced manager has an urge n
q to invest. Has enough cash for rea- q
□ sonable down payment. Location □
j=j secondary to potential. No broker j=j
□ but a sincere search for good sta- q
□ tion buy. All replies confidential. □
H Write to Box 61 9R, BROADCAST- °
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□a
ING • TELECASTING.

WANT A GOOD EXECUTIVE?
Competent, reliable General,
Commercial and Program Managers: Chief Engineers, Disc
Jockeys, Sportscasters, other
specialists. Tell us your needs
today. Delays are costly.
Howard S. Frazier
TV
RadioBldg.,
Management
Consultants
708 &Bond
Washington
5, D.C.

FOR
SALE
TRANSIT
TYPE
FM
RECEIVERS
6 Stromberg-Carlson complete with tubes
(3 chassis with spare parts)
16 Electronic Research type receivers complete
(2 chassis with spare parts)
Make Offer F.O.B.
Huntington, West Virginia
Call or Write

P
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Dick Bcstg. Seeks Relief
REQUEST that FCC require
Knoxville Ra-Tel Inc. to "declare
its intentions" with respect to its
pending application for a 1 kw
daytime outlet in Knoxville, Tenn.
has been filed by Dick Broadcasting Co., a competing applicant,
in a petition for relief.
The petitioner told the Commission it feels that Knoxville Ra-Tel
does not intend to "proceed to competitive
hearing" with
Broadcasting. It asked
FCC Dick
to require
the company to state its intent on
grounds that residents of Knoxville
are being deprived of additional,
radio service.
Both applications for CPs were
designated for consolidated hearing
last April but no hearing date was
set. Dick Broadcasting cited Commission rules requiring declaration
of intent at the time an application is designated for hearing, and
said that normally hearing is slated
shortly after notice of designation.
In the absence of declared intent,

P. O. 8ox 390
L
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

FCC
1

Actions

(Continued from page 95)

'gram proposals
resulting totherefrom;
■changes
in and additions
proposed
staff.
October 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KPLN Camden, Ark.— License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM.
KCSB San Bernardino, Calif. — License for CP which authorized change
in hours of operation, power, trans.
1 equipment
and AMENDED
location andto installation of DA-N.
change
name of applicant to F. P. D'Angelo.
Renewal of License
WMBD-FM
Peoria, 111. — Requests renewal of license.
October 2 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Advised of Hearing
Salisbury Bcstg. Corp., New England
Bcstg. Co., Wilson Enterprises Inc.,
Worcester, Mass.— Are being advised
that applications for new TV stations
on Ch. 14 are mutually exclusive and
indicate necessity of hearing; also advised Wilson Enterprises that Commission would inquire into additional
engineering
and multiple application
matters.
Trent Broadcast Corp., Trenton, N.
J.; Morrisville Bcstg. Co., Morrisville,
Pa. — Are
tions for being
new TVadvised
stationsthaton applicaCh. 41
in Trenton and Morrisville, respectively, arenecessity
mutually
exclusive and indicate
of hearing.
Home News Bcstg. Co., Chanticleer
Bcstg.being
Co.,advised
New Brunswick,
N. J.for
—
Are
that applications
new TV stations on Ch. 47 are mutually exclusive and indicate necessitycleer
of hearing;
also advised
that coordinates
do notChantiagree
with trans, site.
Tri-City Television Corp., Booth Radio & Television Stations Inc., Saginaw, Mich. — Are being advised that applications for new TV stations on Ch.
51 are mutually exclusive and indicate
necessity of hearing.
Grandview Inc., Manchester, N. H. —
Is being advised that application for
new TV station on Ch. 48 indicates
necessity of hearing on question of
financial qualifications of corporation.
Oliver Bcstg. Corp., Congress Square
Hotel Co.,
Me. — Are
vised thatPortland,
applications
for being
new adTV
stations on Ch. 6 are mutually exclusive
and
indicate
necessity
of
hearing.
Guy Gannett Bcstg. Services, ComBcstg. Service,
Are beingmunityadvised
that Portland,
applicationsMe.for—
new TV stations on Ch. 13 are mutually exclusive and indicate necessity
of hearing.
Co., application
Tampa, Fla.for—
Is Tampa
being Television
advised that
new TV on Ch. 13 indicates necessity
for hearing in consolidated proceedWANTED
AT

ONCE
♦
TV PROGRAM
DIRECTOR
♦
Major Market
Station
♦
Send all pertinent information, background, photo
and complete experience
to:
BOX 670R, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING

BAB

sum

RADIO STATION managers and
sales chiefs across the nation regard radio's position today as
stronger and its prospects brighter
than at any time in the past two
years and believe rates will begin
to rise again — especially daytime
rates — as soon as TV's advent has
been "digested."
This optimistic grass-roots consensus was reported last week by
BAB President William B. Ryan
on the strength of meetings with
more than 2,000 station heads, sales
managers and salesmen in the recently completed series of 42 daying with applications of Tampa Times
Co. and Orange Television Bcstg. Co.
for same facilities in Tampa.
Request Granted
Sylvania Electric Products Co., Emporium, Pa. — Granted request to remove limited time operation of existing experimental TV KG2XDU in retransmitting signalstoof such
WJAC-TV
other TV stations
times andas
may be necessary in conducting uhf
research and experimentation; subject to prior consent of stations whose
programs ditionedareto submission
retransmitted,
and conof reports
on
experimentation at intervals not to
exceed three months.
AM— 1010 kc
WJVB Jacksonville Beach, Fla. —
Granted CP to increase power from
250 w to 1 kw on 1010 kc, operating D.
AM— 980 kc
WWOC
Manitowoc,
Wis. — Granted
modification of CP to increase
power
from 500 w to 1 kw, 980 kc, operating D.
KSPO Spokane, Wash.— Granted CP
to change from 1230 kc to 1340 kc,
operating 250 w-unl.
Advised of Hearing
Farm & Home Bcstg. Co. Inc., Coudersport, Pa. — Is being advised that application for new AM on 600 kc, 500
w-D, indicates necessity of consolidated
ElkCameron hearing
Bcstg.withCo.,application
for new ofstation
at Emporium,
because
lap of primary Pa.,
service
area. of overThe Elk-Cameron Bcstg. Co., Emporium, Pa. — Is being advised that application for new
AM 1340
kc, 100 wunl. indicates
necessity
of consolidated
hearing with application of Farm &
Home Bcstg. Co. Inc., because of overlap of primary service area.
Cleveland Bcstg. Co., Cleveland, Tex.
—Is being advised that application for
new AMdicates1410
kc,of500hearing
w-unl.,because
DA, in-of
necessity
interference to KLUF Galveston,
KCOH Houston, and KNAL Victoria,
Tex., and blanketing considerations.
Southwest Bcstg. Co. of San Antonio,
San Antonio, Tex.; Kenedy Bcstg. Co.
Ltd.,
Kenedy, Tex.for
— Are
advised
that applications
new being
AM stations
on 990 kc, 1 kw at San Antonio and
250 w-D at Kenedy are mutually exclusive, have interference consideraing. tions, and indicate necessity of hearRenewal of License
Following stations granted renewal
of licenses for regular period:
WTNJchez,Trenton,
J.; WMIS NatMiss.; WSIPN. Paintsville,
Ky.;
WKIN Kingsport, Tenn., and WOKE
Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Remote Control Operation
WGST-FM Atlanta, Ga.— Granted extension of waiver of Sec. 3.265 of rules,
to permit station to operate by remote
control for the period ending April
1, 1953, with same conditions as those
of original grant.
IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
TRANSMITTER ENGINEER
Start severity dollars for forty hour
week, plus
allowance.
Applicant mustmileage
have directional
antenna
experience. Send all details including
photo CHIEF
to:
ENGINEER, KRMG,
TULSA, OKLAHOMA

• Telecasting

Seen
R'selevels
atd'
the
and local
will
Rq*e
° state
long clinics
conducted
S by BAB Rq
ME
UP
"nourish" if the current disposition
throughout
the ET
country. Almost
600 stations were represented at toward joint cooperative efforts
the meetings, which started in continues, with joint solicitation of
non-radio advertisers getting major
April and ran through mid-Sepattention.
tember.
"The men who own and manage
Mr. Ryan reported that more
radio stations and sell time for sta- than 60 major new ideas have been
tions appear much more certain
on BAB's planning board as
now that radio advertising has a placed
a result of suggestions received
from station management during
great future than they have been
the clinics.
since early 1950," Mr. Ryan asserted. "This new confidence . . .
One of these is development of a
is based on a combination of in- simplified rate card based on the
creasing billings and intuition. The
announcement unit rather than the
vast majority of station managers
nighttime hour unit. The theory
we talked to felt 1953 could be
this:be Why
their best year in history if they behind
rate cards
basedshould
on theradio's
unit
which
is
least
frequently
sold
—
the
worked
enough."conclusions by
Other hard
principal
nighttime hour — rather than on the
announcement, which is sold most
the clinic participants — whom BAB
described as the "largest group of often? In any event, it was felt,
the announcement rate should at
radio sales personnel ever to attend
least be given priority in display
such a series of meetings" — were
on the rate card.
reported as follows:
@ Double - billing is becoming
The consensus of station manage"a major cooperative advertising
ment, Mr. Ryan said, was that the
problem" as a result of pressure
period of rate adjustment soon will
from some retailers. It must be be
over, and that station rates will

rejected
"irreparable
harm" will
be
done toor the
entire industry.
• "There's no ceiling to the
amount of local business stations
9 Other media can look for
radio
to become a stronger comcan do."
petitor with most stations planning
to go after larger shares of the
direct mail, newspaper, outdoor
and TV budgets in their respective
markets.
% De-emphasis of ratings as a
major sales tool is underway
throughout the country.
• Radio salesmen are becoming
"announcement happy" and should
build up program sales as the
tising. artillery" of radio adver"heavy
• Improvement of radio copy —
to get more "sell" into it— is a No.
1 assignment.
• The reservoir of competent
trained sales personnel is inadequate and a crisis may develop
soon as a result of TV stations
drafting
many good radio salesmen.
• Cooperation among stations

not be greatly affected by the network revisions. However, it was
felt that the overall discussion of
nighttime radio rates has brought
to light necessary changes for some
stations. In these cases it was felt
adjustments at the local level will
continue for some months.
Most radio men consider radio
rates to be far below what they
should be, based on sales results,
and feel that "radio rates will begin to go up again, especially during daylight hours, as soon as the
1,800 new television stations that
have been authorized are 'digested'
and the complete extent of TV competition isknown in every market,"
Mr. Ryan's report continued.
McConnell Represents
JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, NBC
president, will represent the communications field at Manhattan
College (N. Y.) Centennial Year
Symposium Oct. 23. Symposium's
subject will be "America To Be."

w

(see inside front cover)
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Demos Appeal to FCC
(Continued from page 23)
the public into accepting them as
authentic.
As frankly admitted by the authors,
this plan is intended to circumvent
the principle of equal radio and TV
time for rival candidates.
The authors of the plan are aware
that the Democratic party will be
unable to meet this "blitz" because:
It would be impossible for the Democrats to raise an extra $2,500,000 cash
overnight, and also because the Democrats would not have time to prepare
rebuttal programs even if cash were
available.
The sudden and complete domination of the air waves, plus the advantage of a one-party press, would give
the Republicans almost total control
of communications in the decisive
areas of the country during the decisive weeks of the campaign.
We do not think it necessary to
stress the grave question of public
policy that is raised. We think all
Americans are mindful of what has
happened to other nations when the
main sources of information are subverted or brought under the domination of a privileged group.
As you will see from the details of
this scheme, it could be promoted
only by an arrangement between a
very wealthy group and the managements of the great corporations sponsoring national programs, plus the
cooperation of the radio and TV stations broadcasting these programs,
and General Eisenhower himself.
Referring to the plan itself, Mr.
Ball charged that the spots "are
to be obtained by getting national
advertisers to surrender their spots
for these three weeks, thus throwing their purchase open to the Republican and Democratic parties
from the stations and the networks."
He quoted the "authors" as saying that "since the Republican plan
would be organized and the Democratic would not, the Republicans
could obtain the lion's share of the
good time." He also called FCC's
attention to the practice, as outlined, of obtaining recorded statements by Gen. Eisenhower and
later recruiting persons to ask

C
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The Shortest Route
To Results in
This Area Is Via
HALIFAX NOVA SCOTIA
Maritime* Butiast Station
Contact
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Avo., Now York
5000 WATTS
NOW!
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matching questions, which were
then recorded and filmed and fitted
with the answers.
"The Volunteers for Stevenson
wish to call the FCC's attention to
the deception involved in this type
of contrived presentation, which
is analogous to the technique of
composite pictures so roundly condemned by Congress and the public
when utilized by the Republican
Party in the Maryland elections
. . ." the petition said. Mr. Ball
further quoted the plan:
It has been proven over and over in
the course of radio-TV experience that
spots are the quickest, most effective,
and cheapest means of getting across a
message in the shortest possible time.
It is recommended that $2 million be
spent in three weeks on this campaign.
This is at the rate of $34 million a
year for a national advertiser
— an
heard-of-saturation campaign
in unthe
radio-TV field. Then again, when it is
remembered that this $2 million would
be spent in only 49 counties, the pressure
increases
that equivalent to probably
spending
at theto rate
of $135
million
a
year
—
a
tremendous
leverage in key areas. . . . messageThustionsthese
will speaking
consist of inquesraised byspots
people
the
accents of the various areas, answered
by the General with all the warmth
and charm of which he is capable. They
will be aired at the rate of roughly
one an hour over the pick of 56 TV
and 244 radio stations in these 49 areas.
The seproduction
the .spots
themlves is relatively of
simple.
. . Roughly
40 to 60 spots can be made in this way
with a great saving of time and money
without decreasing effectiveness.
The disclosure that the National
Citizens for Eisenhower Committee
had tabbed up to $2 million for 40
radio and 40 TV Eisenhower spots
in crucial areas was public knowledge apparentlyand
to everyone
— save
the Democrats
the Volunteers
for Stevenson Committee.
Springfield Advised Next
The Volunteers group then "revealed" the plan to Democratic officials in Springfield. What followed was a explosive attack by
Mr. Ball, executive director of the
group. He charged that the GOP
planned to "blitz" the air with
spots, and lashed out at the "highpowered hucksters of Madison
Ave." who he said conceived the
plan. As a result, he added, "from
morning to night . . . airwaves
and TV screens will be filled by the
omnipresent Gen. Eisenhower every
hour on the hour."
Mr. Ball also chided Sen. Richard
Nixon (Calif.), GOP Vice Presidential hopeful, for his famous radioTV program, claiming that the
writers "worked in all the elements
of soap opera success — mother
love, Horatio Alger, modest heroism . . . everything but Young
Widder Brown herself. . . ."
The Republican National Committee denied any knowledge of
the radio-TV spot blueprint which,
of course, the Citizens for Eisenhower had prepared to underwrite.
National committee has a spot campaign underway at Kudner Inc.
for Senatorial-Congressional campaigns.
When the smoke had cleared, Mr.

Levin summarily called his news
conference. He explained the plan:
15-second to one-minute radio and
TV spots featuring Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower in 50-plus counties of
12 states, lost to the GOP in 1948,
the last three weeks of the drive.
Mr. Reeves said the figure is
closer to "several hundred thousand dollars," and that the $2 million previously reported was far
too high. He said Mr. Levin had
used
an old the
plan (TV
"which
is
not figures
feasibleinbecause
and
radio) spots are not for sale and
the
money is not available." He
continued:
The cold truth is that the Citizens
for Eisenhower group has not bought
one single radio spot, nor has it contracted to buy one single radio spot,
nor has it approached any of the stations or networks with an eye to
reserving radio spots.
However, the Democrats have been
buying up radio and TV spots in huge
quantities for the last several weeks
and they have been paying cash on
the barrel head for these spots.
Walter Williams, chairman of
the citizens' group, denied the existence of any $2 million fund but
said his unit was collecting funds
for the drive. He added that the
committee's project did not coincide with Mr. Levin's plan, which
had fallen into "enemy" hands
it.
within four days after he completed
Time Opened
Mr. Levin said the citizens committee had persuaded some large
advertisers to permit stations to
pre-empt time for the announcements inasmuch as such time is
now difficult to negotiate.
GOP National Committee authorities earlier expressed doubt that
advertisers were being persuaded
to yield choice radio-TV adjacencies for the Eisenhower recordings
and films. They said they knew of
such activity, and also denied Kudner Inc. was preparing any spots
or programs involving appearances
of Gen. Eisenhower.
Mr. Ball had said "three big advertising agencies" were being
utilized by the GOP high command,
referring to Kudner Inc., BBDO
and Ted Bates Co.
Mr. Ball also conceded that the
Democrats have scheduled 12 network simulcasts, plus film segments, for the Stevenson campaign
in October, but were lacking funds.
The Volunteers, he said, have been
assigned the task of raising funds.
Radio-TV account is being handled
by Furman & Feiner, New York.
The official organ of the Democratic party, The Democrat, last
week
tipped
its handtime
on scheduled
"national
radio and television
for the rest of the campaign
through the Democratic National
Committee." It issued the table
so that state and local groups can
avoid conflicts in slating local
broadcasts.
The time reserved represents a

$1 million-plus in availabilities and
covers 47 periods bought on all the
major radio-TV networks, with
sponsorship undertaken by the
Democratic National Committee,
Volunteers and other groups, varying in each instance. Sum is estimated on the basis of rates for full
radio and TV network coverage per
The table comprises afternoon
program.
segments on ABC radio for women's
shows (It's Up to You) and simulcasts using one or two separate
networks. Evening time fans out
to cover ABC radio, CBS Radio and
TV, MBS radio, NBC radio-TV, and
DuMont TV Network. On election
eve alone the Democrats have reserved eight half-hour segments
(10:30-11 p.m.), enveloping all radio and TV networks at that time
that evening. They already have
bought substantial network time.
In the meantime the Republicans
are working on their Kudner spot
program, revealed last week, and
other network availabilities. They
reported a tremendous response to
Clare Booth Luce's NBC-TV appearance last Tuesday. Mrs. Luce
spoke
communism, with the aid
of film onclips.
Donations to Date
Contributions totaling about $30,000 have poured into GOP National
Committee headquarters as an
aftermath of Sen. Nixon's radioTV talk. "Hundreds" of letters
specifically suggested they be
used to help defray the estimated
$75,000 spent for network time on
CBS Radio, MBS and NBC-TV.
Officials said it may be used for
that purpose or applied toward
another Nixon simulcast, with portions of the sum siphoned off to
the Senatorial and Congressional
Campaign Committees.
This is a technical but also an
important matter. Any political
committee is limited by the Hatch
Act to $3 million for all expenditui-es. National committees of each
party have been careful to conform to the law by asking allied
groups to pick up the tab for different broadcasts, hopeful that the
83d Congress will amend the Hatch
Political Activities and Corrupt
Practices Acts in due course. Each
committee must report expenditures with the Clerk of the House.
Moreover, there's a strong desire
to avoid giving either party more
campaign issues. Neither party
doubts privately that the law will
be amended eventually.
The money problems of both
parties were pointed up in still
another way last week. Arthur
Summerfield, GOP National Committee chairman, appealed again

for funds, claiming that the "overwhelming public demand for Eisenhower and Nixon radio-TV appearances [and other media] comprises
an ever-increasing burden upon our
finances." TV, he added, makes the
"financial squeeze even tighter."
He called on national committee
members to contact each state fiBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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nance group chairman for assistcj ance.
I In other developments:
• TheCommittee
National reported
Republican
Congres! sional
expenditures
for June-through-August of $4,349.66
for TV (Joint Senate-House Recording
Facility); $1,594.33 for TV (Audio-Video
Recording Co., Washington and New
York);
i Products $82.38
Corp., for
New TV
York);(Audio-Video
$245.82 for
TV (Colortone Press, Washington);
$2,751.77
for recordings
(Joint SenateHouse Recording
Facility).
• CBS announced it will employ new
and improved visual aids along with
I remote pickups in its election night
coverage for Westinghouse Electric
Corp. Sig Mickelson, CBS director of
news and public affairs, will supervise
overalltion editorial,
personnel, technical and produci • MBS plans to add "thousands of
circuits
to its coverage,
coast-to-coast
iymiles"
facilitiesof for
election
for
which Chevrolet Div. of General Motors and Chevrolet Dealers are reportedly dickering.
• Michael
Democratic
candidate for the DiSalle,
Senate from
Ohio, carried
his Talkathon to Cincinnati last week,
with WLWT (TV) feeding program to
WCPO,
• WBTWCPO-TV
Charlotte,and N.WKRC-TV.
C, reported
"unlimited cooperation" from all stations who supplied personnel for a resimulcast
of Gen.
speech mote
Sept.
27. WBT
and Eisenhower's
WBTV (TV)
sold the simulcast to an institutional
sponsor
who
urged
listeners-viewers
to
register and vote.
• WAVE-TV Louisville reported tremendous viewing audience for two remote political telecasts — Gen. Eisenhower's speech Sept. 22 and Gov.
Stevenson's talk Sept. 27— both paid
political programs.
TV
McDonald Supports
COMDR. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
president of Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago, hopes that theatre television will be expanded into thousands of theatres, but even then
there will be a need for pay-asyou-see TV in private homes.
Theatre TV on a national scale
' is desirable, he told a Zenith distributors meeting last week, so
that "events of national interest
can be seen by the millions of peowho either
can'tdo afford,
or TV
for
someple other
reason
not own,

Rate Trends Highlight ANA
(Continued from page 25)

LUNCHEON was occasion used by
WIP Philadelphia to premiere the
Frederic W. Ziv Freedom, USA series
in that city before civic officials,
military representatives and educators. Discussing program are (I to r)
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP presidentgeneral manager, who gave the Sept.
26 luncheon; Frederic R. Mann, president of Seaboard Container Corp.,
and Nathan Alexander, Weightman
Advertising Agency. Program, featuring Tyrone Power, is locally sponsored by Seaboard, Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
EST.

TV commercials which stress the
performance ability of a product,
Mr. Carter said. He added that
registration of the sales argument in this type of commercial is
invariably of the highest order.
It is possible to achieve the most
satisfactory results with a combination of techniques, Mr. Carter
declared. He said that his company research showed a commercial that embodied both demonstration and animation techniques
that scored high in effectiveness.
As part of a panel discussion
offered by the Advertising Research Foundation at Wednesday's
session, Dr. E. L. Deckinger,
chairman of ARF's committee on
Radio-TV Rating Methods, outlined several projects currently
under his direction, as he had at
an American Marketing Assn.
meeting the week before [B»T,
Sept. 29]. Edgar Kobak, ARF
president, served as moderator
during the panel talks, which cen-

MOVIE

sets."
But theatre TV should not have
a monopoly on great events like
the Walcott-Marciano fight. They
should be made available to home
television too. The probability is
that such events will not be
awarded to home TV unless paid
for by subscription television, he
said.
Zenith has been promoting its
Phonevision system of subscription
television.

CHICAGO'S
ELEVATOR
STRIKE
Broadcasting
Business
Goes On — But Not as Usual
CHICAGO'S elevator strike slowed
the pace for broadcasting last
weekend as many workers were
grounded at lobby levels.
Stations, networks, agencies and
affiliated groups devised makeshift
methods to continue operations.
Roche, Williams & Cleary agency, for example, set up headquarters in the Hotel Morrison, while
two smaller agencies moved into
the Bismarck Hotel. Russel M.
Seeds Co., which occupies floor
space atop the Palmolive Bldg.,
moved a skeleton crew into its art
department on the third floor.

Agency Picture
Leo Burnett agency was in good
shape broadcastwise at its radio
and TV staff headquarters on the
second floor of the London Guaranty Bldg. Production people
there and at Young & Rubicam
across the street plodded up as
STATLER INSTALLS
many as 20 flights of stairs in
order to carry on at least a miniTV in 1,000 Rooms
mum of business activity.
TV PROGRAM service utilizing a
Radio
and television stations, unmultiple-outlet antenna system was
like newspapers, were not exempted
inaugurated last week by the Hotel
Statler, Washington, D. C. in its from the strike call. Staffers at
1,000 rooms and suites, at no extra WBKB (TV) walked up 12 floors
to continue operations on schedule,
charge to guests.
maintaining an engineering crew
Inauguration of the system was
announced Friday by Herbert C. on the 40th floor of the American
Blunck, general manager of the National Bank Bldg. at its transStatler. Radio-TV-press reception
mitter site. Engineers were moved
and buffet luncheon marked the in before the strike began and were
occasion in the hotel's Presidential
Suite. A World Series baseball tele- prepared for a long siege with cots,
canned goods, a stove and refrigcast was scheduled.
Among those accepting invitations erator.
were FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
NBC, in the Merchandise Mart,
and Comrs. George E. Sterling, Rosel
H. Hyde, E. M. Webster and Robert was outside the strike zone. ABC,
Bartley. Other invited guests included in the Opera Bldg., made an arcivic
leaders, radio-TV personalities
and executives.
rangement for use of one elevator
BROADCASTING
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for key personnel. Workers at the
transmitter and in the Penthouse
studio used an automatic elevator
to the 42d and 44th floors.
Tribune Tower elevators continued to operate, since newspapers
were exempt from the strike. WGN
AM and TV continued with full
staffs. Mutual's offices are in the
same building.
WAAF's FM signal was shut
down because engineers could not
get 33 stories above the street but
the AM station continued on the
air.
WFJL (FM), with transmitter
and offices on the 11th floor, remained on the air. WBBM (CBS),
WIND and WJJD suffered no dislocation of schedules since they are
all located on the second floors of
large buildings.

Meet

tered on the topic, "New Horizons
for Advertising Research — the
Promise Is Being Performed."
An upswing in advertising exleading
advertisers pendituresofbytheannation's
average
4%
anticipated for 1953 as compared
with this year was reported in an
ANA survey released at the opening day session. Taking 1951 as
the "yardstick year," the report
listed 1953 automotive advertising
expenditures 25% above; drugs
and cosmetics, up 15%; food and
grocery products (except canned
goods), up 10%. The study also
showed that sales volume is expected to be 5% higher next year,
the same amount that 1952 sales
are estimated to be ahead of 1951.
Other speakers at the threeday ANA meeting included John
P. Cunningham, executive vice
president of Cunningham & Walsh,
"Never Underestimate the Power
of Advertising"; James Peckham,
executive vice president, A. C.
Nielsen Co., "Was That Promotion Worthwhile?"; William C.
McKeehan Jr., vice president, J.
Walter Thompson Co. and chairman of the Joint ANA-AAAA
Committee, on "Understanding of
Our Economic
Advertising CouncilSystem."
presented The
a panel
of speakers discussing the topic,
"How Advertising Is Influencing
ANA Events."
delegates were entertained
Great
at their Tuesday evening banquet
by CBS Radio and Television.
Garry Moore, was master of ceremonies for the program, produced
by Lester Gottlieb, CBS Radio vice
president in charge of network
programs. Thomas Curtin, assistant to the general advertising
manager, Westinghouse Electric
Corp., headed the ANA entertainment committee.

WILS

Names

Taylor

O. L. TAYLOR Co. has been appointed exclusive national representatives for WILS Lansing, Mich.

d by Marks
Another BMI "Pin Up" Hit-Publishe

GLOW

WORM

Decca; Johnny
On Records: Mills Brothers—
ctor; Spike
Mercer-Capitol; Frankie Carle-Vi
r.
Victo
—
jOBeS— Victor; Hugo Winterhalter
(non-exclustoely licensed by SMI)
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CHANNEL SWITCH
PROTECTION IS ASKED
TELEVISION stations changing frequency
under terms of FCC's allocation should not
have their licenses jeopardized by competitive
applications for new channel, NARTB District
4 delegates resolved Friday as two-day meeting
closed at Pinehurst, N. C. (early story page
32). Members felt FCC should decline to accept any been
compet'tive
application
would
not have
acceptable
for filingwhich
except
ber
cause of channel change.
District urged FCC to relax operator rules
"in this FM stronghold" on ground present
requirements impose hardship on stations.
Another resolution pledged policy of "fair
competition and fair and stable rates," pointing to fact that broadcasting business is
thriving in this district.
KLZ COMMERCIAL RATIO
PROBED AT HEARING
MAJOR emphasis in TV hearing for Denver's Channel 7 Friday was on KLZ policy
respecting division between commercial and
sustaining time. President and General Manager Hugh B. Terry stated station had no
fixed policy in that regard, but said each
program was based on its merit, that whether
it was salable or not made no difference in
its scheduling. In point of fact, Mr. Terry
pointed out, KLZ's ratio was 70% commercial to 30% sustaining. For proposed KLZTV, ratio is 60% commercial to 40% sustaining, he indicated.
. .
This marked third day of hearing and
second day Mr. Terry has been on stand (for
earlier story, see page 26). Also heard Friday in behalf of KLZ were former Colorado
Governor John Vivian, Assistant School Superintendent Dr. Roy Hinderman and Dr. Irvin Hinds.
All of Friday at Portland Channel 21 hearing was devoted to testimony by Irwin S.
Adams, president-chief owner Mt. Scott Telecasters Inc. (KGON), on personal qualifications and details of Portland market. He is
to resume Monday with additional exhibits.
Vancouver Radio Co. (KVAN Vancouver),
Channel 21 competitor, will follow later with
non-engineering evidence.
THEATRE-TV HEARING
SPECIFICS of accounting and cost phase of
theatre TV hearing, scheduled to begin Oct.
20, were set forth by FCC Friday. To be
heard by Commission en banc will be details
on following from Motion Picture Assn. of
America and National Exhibitors Theatre TV
Committee: (1) Theatre TV projection equipment— kinescope projection, film storage and
Eidophor; (2) costs of theatre TV transmission— cost studies, AT&T price quotations,
comparison of radio spectrum utilization.
Commission also asked MPAA and NETTC
to furnish it with list of witnesses and summary of testimony by Oct. 9, announced hearings would start at 10 a.m. in auditorium of
National Museum.
WHBQ AMENDS APPLICATION
HARDING College, licensee WHBQ Memphis, Friday tendered amended post-thaw TV
application at FCC for vhf Channel 13 with
effective radiated power of 238 kw visual,
antenna height above average terrain 501 ft.
Estimated construction cost $445,092, first year
operating cost $400,000, revenue $465,000.
Page 102
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NBC

ROBBED

NBC CASHIER'S office robbed of estimated $4,000 by three well-dressed armed
bandits who entered second-floor RCA
Bldg. quarters about 12:45 p.m. Friday,
herded seven occupants into private office, looted one cash drawer but missed
two others, escaped.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
Shampoo and other products), names Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., to handle its advertising,
effective at once.
KLEENEX BUYS # International Cellucotton Products, Chicago, for Kleenex, buys fiveminute NBC radio evening: news show. Program, to start early in 1953, will feature John
Cameron Swayze. Purchase follows signing
for segments of NBC-TV's Today.
KASTOR NAMED ft Orange Crush Co.,
Chicago, names H. W. Kastor & Sons, same
city, to handle advertising on Orange Crush
and Old Colony beverages. Green Hornet,
now sponsored on MBS, will be dropped, replaced byexecutive:
local radio
bottlers' areas. Account
John inGillis.
LIONEL BUYS % Lionel Corp., N. Y. (toy
trains), to snonsor All Aboard on CBS-TV
(Sun., 12:15-30 p.m. EST), in 13-week seasonal campaign starting Oct. 19. Agency:
Buchanan & Co., N. Y.
HOLIDAY SPECIALS * Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co., N. Y., signs for hour-long
special musical programs on CBS-TV on
Thanksgiving and Christmas days (5-6 p.m.
EST). Agency, Victor A. Bennett Co., N. Y.
KOA TV AMENDMENT
PROTESTED BY KMYR
CHARGING illegal transfer of control is involved, KMYR Denver petitioned FCC Friday
to deny proposed amendment of TV application of Metropolitan Television Co., new owner
KOA Denver. Both seek vhf Channel 4 (see
story page 26). KMYR contended Metropolitan filed amendment only five days before
start of hearing and argued proposed changes
are not "minor," as Metropolitan asserts, but
"substantial."
KPOA ANSWERS KGU
THERE'S no substance at all to allegations by
KGU Hawaii that KPOA TV application for
Channel 4 there was not filed in good faith,
KPOA told FCC last week. In fact, John D.
Keating, KPOA co-owner, told Commission, it
had originally filed for low-band vhf Channel 2
in December 1950, had signed equipment contract with GE in January 1951 and year later
in May with RCA.
CBS

BUILDING

CBS, which quietly took title to Sheffield Farms Bldg. on W. 57th St. in New
York few weeks back, will shortly announce plans to convert it into TV studio
and office building. Unconfirmed reports
say roof will be adapted for helicopter
landing field to speed delivery of spot
news films for telecast by CBS-TV.

PEOPLE...
ALEX SHERWOOD, vice president, Standard
Radio Transcription Services, N. Y., resigning
effective immediately after 14 years with company. SRTS in process of selling its library
outright to stations. Mr. Sherwood's future
plans not yet announced.
PAUL MENSING, from H. I. Christal station
representative firm, Chicago, to NBC Radio
Spot Sales, same city, replacing CLIFF BARBORKA, who has joined John Blair & Co.,
Chicago, as radio salesman.
EUGENE C. HOLCOMBE, feed merchandising manager of Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
appointed advertising manager of Borden Co.'s
special feed products division.
J. ROBERT MYERS, formerly purchasing
manager NBC-TV, named NBC director of
production controls for production department.
JOHN L. SINN, president, Ziv Television Programs, and Mrs. Sinn flew to Europe Friday,
to be gone about month. Trip is primarily
vacation but Mr. Sinn may supervise some
location shots for future series.
WILLIAM E. ROBINSON, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.,
to Grey Adv., that city, as head of
TV-radio
copy.
ABC-UPT
(Continued from page 5)
in "eventual complete unification of the motion
picture industry . . . with the television and
radio
industry."
Duopoly
conflict also was pointed up by
Broadcast Bureau. It said that holders of 33%
of stock of proposed AB-PT would also own
54% of Paramount Pictures Corp. stock,
AB-PT would own KECA-TV Los Angeles(now owned by ABC) and Paramount Pictures
would own KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
DuMont urged denial of merger application
on ground that merged company would be violation of Clayton Act. It also emphasized that
combination of radio-TV network and theatre
chain would give merged company overwhelming buying power in film market. It also mentioned conflict of interest between two segments of combined company. ABC owned and
operated stations are profitable, DuMont said,
therefore need for capital is by network not
stations. Network, not being licensee, has no
Standing, DuMont said.
In separate motion in proposed findings, DuMont asked Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick to
disregard FCC's Aug. 1 order deleting from
record evidence regarding anti-trust violations
prior to 1948. DuMont said Commission's
action violated Administrative Procedures Act,
establishment of examiner system and due
process clause of Constitution.
Broadcast Bureau, in urging denial of licenses, renewals and modifications of license,
held that no showing had been made on 180^
anti-trust cases settled or pending since 1948
cutoff date and that record showed practices
complained of st'll continued.
On question whether transfer of control
effective with separation of Paramount Pictures Corp. into producing company and theatre-owning company was legal or not, Broadcast Bureau took position transfers were
voluntary and Commission should have been
notified 60 days before effective date. It also
held that Commission never was notified that
voting stock of UPT held by New York bank
as voting trustee which, it stated, meant
further transfer of control. Divestiture of
Paramount
theatre
after ConsentPictures'
Decree in
1949. holdings came"
BROADCASTING
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COLONIAL

STORES

does

a complete

job .. .
WMBG

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS

WCOD
WTVR

Colonial Stores is among the top ten food chains
in the United States, although its
347 modern supermarkets and food stores
are concentrated in eight Southeastern states.
Colonial has its own bakeries, warehouses, and
distribution system— a complete
food-shopping service warmly appreciated
by its thousands of loyal customers.
Havens & Martin, Inc., Stations,
WTVR, WMBG and WCOD, likewise,
serve the rich Virginia markets
centering around Richmond.
They have built a faithful audience
that can come only from long years of service.
Advertisers know the value of this loyalty,
and they know the power of Richmond's
only complete broadcast institution.

WMBG
FIRST

STATIONS

OF VIRGINIA

am

WCOD

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

™
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™
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WWJ
(NATIONAL FIRSTS)
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST

radio slat'ion, August 20, 1920
election returns, August 31, 1920
radio dancing party, September 4, 1920
fig"* results, September 6, 1920
vocal concert, September 23, 1920
World Series scores, October 5, 1920
church chimes, December, 1921
symphony concert, February 10, 1922
radio orchestra, May 28, 1922
radio wedding, June 18, 1922
(MICHIGAN FIRSTS)
eyewitness football game, October 25,
1924 (Mich. -Wisconsin)
eyewitness baseball game, April 19,
1927 (Detroit-Cleveland)
eyewitness boat races, August 2, 1924
(Gold Cup)
Michigan FM station, May 9, 1941

THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

•5

Dorothy Gish at the microphone of the original
DeForest transmitter used by WWJ in 1920.
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Baltimore merchants go for WITH like
kids go for lollypops. They love the quick,
profitable results they get from this lowcost station. At low, low rates, WITH delivers
a huge, responsive audience — more listenersper-dollar than any other radio or TV
station in town. And that means low cost
results! And that's why WITH carries the
advertising of twice as many local folks
as any other station in town !
So take a tip from these smart advertisers.
Put WITH on your schedule. WITH can
produce low-cost results for you, too! Get
the whole story from your For joe man today!

IN

BALTIMORE

WITH

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT
REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY
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Go

where

there's

GROWTH..

INDUSTRY

FARMING

ower

and

Eight power projects now being
constructed in Kentucky will boost
Kentucky's electric power output by
1,643,000 kilowatts within 2 years'.
Wolf Creek is being completed at a
cost of 76 million dollars. Louisville Gas

s

g

& Electric is spending 32 million
dollars, and Kentucky Utilities is
expanding its Central City and Tyrone
plants at a cost of 19 million.
That's industrial GROWTH!
Any impressive farm gains? 1951 cash
income from crops and livestock
reached an all-time high of 3632,632,000.
Hogs and pigs, for example, brought
Kentucky farmers $77,013,000 in
1950 . . . and a record income of
$85,763,000 in 1951!

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

TSBWHASf
No other station — or group of stations — in this
market can match the audience delivered by W'HAS
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
(Benson and Benson)

^ma

!»-/
THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago
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Spotbetter

There's no groping when you buy national TV coverage
on a Spot basis : Full choice of markets and time offerings
... no minimum

group requirements . . . wholehearted

station cooperation . . . better picture quality than
kinescopes . . . savings in time charges — enough to cover
film prints, their distribution and other costs.

Get the full details from your Katz representative.

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC

• National Advertising Representatives

488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • IOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • DETROIT

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

John W. Runyon,
Chairman of the Board
Clyde W. Rembert,
Pre sident
The Brcsnham Company,
Exclusive Representative
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

ENGINEERING opinion, which only months
ago evaluated low-side vhf (Ch. 2-6) as vastly
superior to high-side (Ch. 7-13) now convinced
higher channels are far better than anticipated
and compare most favorably with low-end,
particularly on long haul. Many also predict
story will be same with uhf and that both
transmission and reception techniques will
advance swiftly as station services are added.
LONG secrecy over carefully drafted standard contract for spot telecasting, negotiated
by AAAA and NARTB, due to be ended any
day with release of final form.
DON'T WRITE finis yet to Democratic Citizens Committee attack on purported GOP $2
million radio-TV blitz, now that FCC said it
wouldn't act. George W. Ball, executive director of Demo group was set over week-end to
ask networks and all TV stations for accounting on GOP time purchases through local or
state groups, including adjacencies. If they
can't match time for Demos, slot for slot,
then look for further complaints, on ground
that GOP units have grabbed time up. If
they can, then presumably basis for complaint
will evaporate, and Demo units will buy it
within budget limitations.
QUIET on subscription-TV front is about to
be broken as FCC staff begins digging into payas-you-see projects. Only petition pending for
commercialization of pay-TV is from Zenith
[B*T, March 3]. Others experimenting are
Skiatron, with Subscriber-Vision, and International Telemeter Corp., half-owned by Paramount Pictures, with coin-operated system.
RCA reported to have subscription TV system, called Tollvision, in development.
ELAINE SLOAT, timebuyer, Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., joining N. W. Ayer & Son,
that city, as radio-TV timebuyer.
WHAT'S AHEAD on color TV? Educated
guess is offered by William B. Lodge, CBS
vice president in charge of engineering, who
predicts National Television Systems Committee will petition FCC within next "two to six
months" on testing of revised compatible system, but makes no prediction as to when approval will come, when sets will be offered
public or at what price (see story, page 25).
FIRST program to present both Presidential
nominees will be under United Nations auspices
over CBS Oct. 24 to observe United Nations
Day (see story page 27). While program is
labeled commercial, what it doesn't say is that
Ford Foundation, mammoth philanthropy
which has evinced large interest in broadcast
communications, actually is underwriting event.
SIGNS are multiplying that Canadian government is almost ready to change its decision on
independent TV stations. Understood that
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters is to present
brief to Canadian Cabinet in next few weeks,
and that some 40 Canadian AM stations have
now applied for TV station licenses. Increas(Continued on page 6)
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SERIES AUDIENCE: 100 MILLION
PRELIMINARY estimates indicate that minimum of 100 million people heard one or more
World's Series games via radio and that from
70 to 75 million people saw one or more games
on TV. Games were broadcast by some 550
MBS affiliated radio stations plus another 100
U. S. Stations, CBC network in Canada,
Latin American hookup and around world
by Armed Forces Radio Service and Voice of
America. They were telecast by NBC-TV network of 64 stations in as many cities, plus
video outlets of four Mutual stockholders in
four major cities.
NBC CANCELS MEET
CANCELLATION of plans for this year's
NBC affiliates convention, scheduled first
week of December at Boca Raton, Fla., was
announced Friday by network. Spokesmen
said action was taken after discussion with
number of affiliates elicited agreement that,
in view of special "rate" meeting with affilates in Chicago in September, plus other recent network-stations sessions, another meeting this year is "unnecessary" and time would
be better spent working on day-to-day sales,
promotion and programming operations.
RTDG WAGE INCREASE
RADIO and Television Directors Guild announced Friday it has concluded new contract
with television networks representing agencies
and packagers covering TV free lance directors in New York and Hollywood. New York
membership has approved pact and action from
Hollywood expected soon. Union said gains
include: average wage increases of 20% with
network TV directors minimum up to $175
weekly; clause requiring credit for TV staff
or free lance director as largest credit given;
eight-hour day for TV floor managers and
associate directors and other fringe benefits.
MERRILL OATH
OATH of office for new Comr. Eugene H.
Merrill will be administered Tuesday at FCC
by Chief Judge Harold M. Stephens of U. S.
Court of Appeals for District of Columbia (see
story page 25).

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

DODGE TO USE RADIO # Chrysler Corp.'s
Dodge Div., through Grant Adv.'s Detroit
office, planning radio saturation spot announcement campaign to kick off Oct. 23. Meanwhile,
Dodge dealers, through agency's New York
office, start radio campaign this week in
Philadelphia with six spots per day on five
stations.
40 MARKETS ® Penick & Ford Ltd. (Brer
Rabbit) starts spot radio campaign in 40
markets, effective mid-October, through J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
EIGHT-WEEK CAMPAIGN • Borden Co.,
N. Y. (Borden's instant coffee), launching
eight-week radio spot campaign Oct. 20 in
about eight markets. Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N. Y., is agency.
RADIO, TV DRIVE # Anahist Co., N. Y.
(Super-Anahist), buying spot schedule, starting Oct. 20 for 13 weeks on 70 radio stations.
Advertiser also intends using TV spots but
number of markets has not yet been decided
upon. Ted Bates Inc., N. Y., is agency.
POLITICAL TIME % CIO Political Action
Committee purchasing time over CBS radio
Oct. 21, 10:15-10:30 p.m. EST, for recorded
speech by CIO President Philip Murray on behalf of Democratic Party nominees.
SEABROOK CAMPAIGN • Seabrook
Farms, Bridgeton, N. J., preparing radio spot
announcement campaign to start Nov. 1, for
13 weeks in east, central and northeast sections of country. Agency: Hilton & Riggio,
N. Y.
FALSTAFF ON MBS # Falstaff Brewing
Corp., St. Louis, to sponsor Hank Thompson
& His Brazos Valley Boys over MBS Tues.,
Thurs. and Fri., 10:15-10:30 p.m., EST, starting Nov. 6. Agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y.

Buy-Pryor
Mass
Low-Cost
Best
Radio
stalwarts of radio.
RADIO must continually prove that no other
medium reaches such vast audience at such
"I believe the tremendous promotion put
behind TV by radio people has been at the
low cost, keeping advertisers informed of value
expense of radio and that if TV had not been
of their broadcast investments, Arthur Pryor
developed in the majority of cases by radio
Jr., BBDO vice president in charge of radio
networks and station people, radio would have
and television, told NARTB District 6 delebeen more aggressive and concerned about
gates Friday afternoon at Memphis meeting
(see early story, this issue).
its competitive position. It's very easy to be
a defeatist about the prospects for radio and
Mr. Pryor said advertising people are conto forecast the future only in terms of doom.
fused by conflicting audience data and their
But if today's problems are faced realistically,
shortcomings. He hoped Advertising Research
there need be no question of radio's survival
Foundation, now studying problem, will come
and continued development."
up with set of standards for ratings and "some
Reminding that most advertisers feel that
conclusions as to what can and can't be done."
homes acquiring TV are lost forever to radio,
"The greatest need is for research and inMr. must
Pryorknow
said,more
"Weabout
knowthatthis
We
and isn't
about true.
the
telligent aplication of that research," he said.
"Radio needs a rating system which will give
'extra set' listening in homes, the listening to
a true picture of radio listening. Worst of all,
portable sets and to automobile sets.
radio is in the emotional doghouse with a lot
He described
TV as "a
which
(Continued
on great
page medium"
114)
of advertising people. One reason is that in
so many cases, unfortunately, the champions
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
of TV are the same people who have been the
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BROADCASTING PLANS
FOR MAJOR PARTIES
HERE'S outline of broadcasting plans of major
political parties as of last Friday:
Democrats will use about 18 simulcasts featuring Gov. Stevenson in "fireside chats" which
Wilson Wyatt, his campaign manager, believes
are best suited to governor's speaking style.
Republicans may go short on Eisenhower
simulcasts, long on spot schedule. "Blitz"
spot campaign in finishing weeks of campaign
will go through, but not on $2 million scale
originally planned.
Both parties awaiting outcome of fund-raising drives before making big radio-TV commitments. Both count on state committees to
finance spots distributed by national committees.
DENVER TV HEARING
USE of theatre TV to distribute film to movie
theatres, in place of present physical distribution of reels, was seen as distinct possibility
by John M. Wolfberg, general manager of
Wolfberg theatres in Denver, Col. Testifying
in behalf of TV applicant Denver Television
Co., of which he is president, Mr. Wolfberg
said he could foresee electronic distribution of
film to, perhaps, 200 theatres from central
distribution point, overcoming present cumbersome and expensive duplication of negatives,
shipping, etc. He also thought conventions, as
well as sporting events, entertainment and
news events could be used for theatre TV.
Denver vhf Channel 7 hearing, with Mr. Wolfberg under cross examination by opposition
KLZ, is scheduled to conclude this week (see
earlier story, this issue).
CHURCH BUYS STATION
PURCHASE of KALA Sitka, Alaska (1400
kc 250 w) announced by Board of National
Missions, Presbyterian Church in U. S. A., to
be operated as educational project. "Home missioners who were once circuit riders on the
American frontier are now pioneers on the new
frontiers of the electronic circuit," church said.
Station located on campus of Sheldon Jackson
Junior College. John Groller is secretary of
broadcasting for church.
HENNOCK ON 'EDUCATION'
FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock discussed educational TV aspects of "How can we best use
the mass media to further education" on
NBC-TV It's a Problem, Friday, 11:30 p.m.,
with Harold Stassen, U. of Penn. president,
and Dr. Buell Gallagher, CCNY president.
Comr. Hennock is to address New Jersey
Broadcasters Assn. today (Monday) (see story
page 66) and Oct. 23 is to make "major"
address on educational TV before Minnesota
Education Assn. at St. Paul.
WISCONSIN TV TAX URGED
TAX of $1 per year on television set owners
plus $5 sales tax proposed Friday by State
Legislature subcommittee at Madison, Wis., as
means of financing state-owned TV network.
W. W. Clark (R- Vesper), chairman of subcommittee on education, had proposal drafted
for submission to group next Nov. 7. Bill would
set up state television council, with $300,000
yearly to start construction of $3 million TV
network devoted to noncommercial educational
uses.
Page 6
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In this Issue—
NOW that radio network charges are
reduced, network salesmen are going
after national business that has been
placed in spot. Their argument: network now is cheaper. Page 23.
VOTER registration is at record volume, and "a major share of the credit"
belongs to radio and television. The
biggest citizenship promotion campaign in history is paying off.
Page 23.
NEWEST FCC Commissioner, Eugene
Hyde Merrill, a Utah Democrat, will
take office this week. The administration now has a clear majority on the
FCC, four Democrats, two Republicans, one independent. Page 25.
IMPROVED "compatible" color television system will be ready for submission to the FCC next summer. It's
the one on which the National Television Systems Committee has been
working. Page 25.
NEXT Congress will probably go into
the political broadcasting problem
with more seriousness than past Congresses have shown. Though political
heat is building up, the FCC refuses
to investigate the asserted $2 million
spot "blitz" on behalf of General Eisenhower. Page 27.
COFFEEHEAD Larsen has his listeners drinking coffee by the gallon and
buying grocery products by the truckload. A radio success story. Page 26.
THE American Trust Co. of San Francisco is winning customers and friends
with
"Science
in Action,"
a 30-minute show
which
both teaches
and
amuses. A television success story.
Page 71.
NARTB's District 5 condemns doublebilling after Harold Fellows calls the
practice
immoral
and unethical.
Page 32.
FEDERAL court ruling in Washington,
D. C, that witnesses before Congressional committees may refuse to testify
before TVcasters inand
won'ttohelp
theirradio
efforts
get broadequal
access to public hearings with the
press. Page hUTV will kill off as many as 10,000 of
today's 18,000 movie theatres in the
next six years, according to a prominent movie exhibitor. He's selling off
his theatrical holdings to go into TV.
Page 69.

ing public demand from all parts of Canada,
especially western Canada, is being impressed
on Canadian cabinet ministers by western
members of parliament. Increasing costs of
government's Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
TV operations at Toronto and Montreal, partly
due to scarcity of advertisers, also factor.
SALE OF RKO Radio Pictures' backlog of
features and shorts to TV hinges on what
such movies can bring from theatrical reissues as against their market on video. RKO,
however, will definitely be in TV custombuilt film production business, setting up subsidiary unit for that purpose.
WITHIN last fortnight, Democrats have been
getting more mileage out of whistle-stop campaigning of both Stevenson and Truman. In
addition to spot local broadcasts, rebroadcasts
have been handled locally to reach workers at
home in plan reportedly evolved by Morris
Novik, broadcaster and consultant, acting as
liaison with Democratic Committee and labor
groups in special programming field.
STRONG bid for more funds in FCC 1954
budget — in order to enable Commission to keep
up with essential functions, perhaps initiate
new studies — was made to Bureau of Budget
by Chairman Paul A. Walker, and Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, and Comrs. George E.
Sterling and Robert T. Bartley and staff last
week. Budget Bureau prepares recommendations for President. Last year, for fiscal 1953,
President asked Congress to appropriate $8,075,000 for FCC. Congress finally appropriated $6,408,460 [B»T, June 30].
DID FCC open TV hearing gate to floods of
"expert testimony" on predicted coverage
when it ruled last week (see page 69) that
applicants may offer such evidence, for what
it might be worth, at their own option? FCC
said in some cases such data might bear
weight, others very little or not at all, and
warned present measurement standards have
been found wanting. By equivocating, FCC
puts
burden
squarely
on applicant's
shoulders
and has
caused
new confusion
and consternation for applicants and their attorneys.
FIRST RETAIL DATA BEGUN
ON RADIO-TV SET SALES
MONTHLY retail sales of radio and TV being
compiled by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
supplementing monthly data showing number
and types of sets manufactured. First data,
announced Friday, show 700,490 TV sets sold
at retail in June, July and August. In same
three months factories turned out 957,842 TV
sets despite normal July shutdown.
Sales of radio receivers totaled 1,139,467 in
three summer months, RTMA found. RTMA
data show radio and TV sets are sold in more
than 95,000 retail outlets.
DENY

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Upcoming
12-15: AAAA, Pacific Council Annual
Convention, Arrowhead Springs Hotel,
San Bernardino, Calif.
13-14: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.,
Henry Clay Hotel, Ashland, Kentucky.
16-17: Institute on Educational TV
meet,
D. C. Georgetown U., Washington,
17-19: Southern
District, National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors Convention, Winston-Salem, N. C.
(Other Upcornings, Page 37)

KHIT

PETITION

PETITION of KHIT Lampasas, Tex., for license renewal without hearing was denied
Friday by FCC. Commission found that petition did not contain "complete and detailed
statement" with regard to KHIT personnel
and finances and steps station has taken "to
insure future compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations." Denial is subject
to filing of second petition for grant without
hearing, with "complete information" sought
by Commission.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 114
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Haircut...

To unseat Samson as the most powerful member of the "long-hair" set.

i Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6
P.M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru August,
1952.)

"Long hair" might have helped Samson perform wonders with the jawbone of an ass,
but it doesn't build a radio audience. KOWH bypassed the "Highbrow" in favor of
rollicking entertainment. Everybody gets in the act— and the Omaha, Council Bluffs area

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period,
of
independent station
in any
all America!
(August,
1952.)

loves it! You'll love the resulting Hooper, averaged below for the eleven-month period
from October,
36.3% 1957, to August, 1952. Big happy audience. Lots of money. Big sales!

Sta. "A'

OTHER
STATION RATINGS
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Sta. "C

Sta. "D'
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M

A

AmBricd s Most Listened" to IndBpondont Stdtion
General Manager, Todd Storz; Represented Nationally By The BOLLING CO.
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Pat
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Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
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subscription
including
BROADCASTING
Yearbook (53rd
issue): $9.00,
or TELECASTING
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Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
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*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
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This

fellow's

trying

to

outsmart

us...

and
that's
good
for YOU
!
undreamed of in other times or other countries.
We don't know his name or even what he looks like.
But we do know what he's up to. Right now at this
Until somebody invents a better formula for prosminute he's working in the research laboratory of
a competitive oil company. He may be devising the
perity than old-fashioned competition, let's all stick to
our own system of trying to do a better job than the
formula for a new and better gasoline, or developing
an improved manufacturing process, or inventing
other fellow. That way, we'll all be better off!
a wonderful new petroleum by-product which may
revolutionize the plastics industry. If he succeeds, his
company will have a temporary competitive advantage over ours.
Frankly, this fellow worries us a little sometimes.
But we're awfully glad he's around!
His habit of keeping at our heels keeps us on our toes.
We have to be just as smart as he is (or maybe a little
smarter) to stay in business. Intense competition
among hundreds of competing oil companies has
stimulated research and production to create for
America an abundance of the good things of life
ESSO

STANDARD

THIS IS OIL PROGRESS WEEK, celebrated by the Petroleum Industry and Esso employees and dealers everywhere.
When you stop to think that 2 gallons of today's gasoline do the
work
3 did in 1925, you'll agree . . . there's really something
to celebratel
OIL

COMPANY

This is an advertisement appearing during Oil Progress Week, Oct. 12-18 in newspapers
in the 18 states and the District of Columbia where Esso Products are marketed.
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Moves

WWL

Sells

Mountains

More

WWL,

Southerners

the South's

sales Up — Up — Up!
you get more
any

Greatest
No

Any

Salesman,

tricks. It's simple

reach, more

other medium

than

audience,

in the Deep

more

South

of

Other

can

Cereal

Advertising

help send

arithmetic:
advertising

your

With

Medium

food

WWL,

extras

than

has to offer.

I NEW ORLEANS

Coverage unsurpassed in the Deep
South — intensive coverage over a 4state market, rich with new industry
and still unquestionably radio-dominated. That's WWL!

Highest Ratings — built up over a period
of 30 years through excellent programing, featuring CBS and Southern stars,
the finest news coverage, outstanding
special events. That's WWL!

All-out advertising support — with liberal
use of store displays, 24-sheet posters,
streetcar and bus dash signs, newspaper ads, and personal calls on
jobbers and distributors. Product push
no other station South gives advertisers.
That's WWL!

Let

THE
Sell

BROADCASTING

SOUTH'S

the

GREATEST

South

SALESMAN
for

Y

50,000 WATTS
CLEAR CHANNEL
CBS RADIO AFFILIATE
A DeparlmenS oi Loyola University
• Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
• Telecastin
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agency

HENRY

G. LITTLE, executive vice president of Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, elected president. HENRY T. EWALD continues as board
chairman and major stockholder after serving as president.
FOLKE A. OLSON, account executive with Seattle Post-Intelligencer,
appointed account executive at H. J. McGrath & Assoc., Seattle.
ROBERT CHARLES WARREN, vice president - account executive,
Edward S. Kellogg Co., L. A., and KENNETH ESSELSTROM, art
director, Harry G. Willis & Assoc., Glendale, to Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Hollywood, as account executive and assistant art director, respectively.
DON MacLEOD, KOL Seattle, to West Pacific Agency, same city, as
account executive.
KARL E. IRVIN Jr., McCann-Erickson, Chicago, to J. Walter Thompson
Co., same city, as director of radio-TV research.

on all accounts

According to the latest available Hooper study.
Represented
Page 12
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BRANHAM

brought him back with a king-sized
urer vice
president
and RIGG
treasIO,
as enthusiasm in 1940 when he joined
JOSEPH
LOUIS
his brother as an officer of the
well as partner in the twoyear-old agency, Hilton & Riggio,
newly formed company which manNew York, denies he was raised in
ufactured Regent cigarettes.
cco
ery
t
a toba
plan nurs
and
At the end of seven years service
swaddled in an auctioneer's leaf. with the firm, Mr. Riggio returned
But he cannot escape the industry
to American Tobacco Co. as direcdiagnosis that he was born with
tobacco in his blood.
tor of sales and advertising.
Son of a distinguished tobacco
Three years later — in 1950 — he
family, Mr. Riggio was born in
New York City on Aug. 7, 1911. formed, together with Peter Hilton,
He was edueated at
the agency that
bears their names,
Yale U., where, it is
reliably reported, he
and Regent cigarettes was enlisted
smoked.
as one of their
It was early in
major accounts.
1933 that he joined
In addition to
the American Tothat
product, the
bacco Co. to serve
firm handles Colonial
his apprenticeship in
Airlines, Seabrook
the southern leaf
Farms, Schine
markets. He then
moved into the plant
Hotels, fumes
Evyan
perand others.
and became a to•Regents currently
bacco leaf buyer, remaining with the
sponsors America
.Calling on CBS
firm for three years.
At the end of that
Radio,
hour
once a half
week, - while
time he returned to
Seabrook
Farms
is
New York and
underwriting The
Mr. RIGGIO
joined his first
Private Files of
agency, N. W. Ayer
Matthew Bell with
& Son, sistant
as account
an executive.
asUnder
Joseph Cotton on MBS.
Jack Hunter he helped handle the
The R'ggios — she is the former
American Telephone & Telegraph
Marcella Modra — have been married for 17 years. They have 14Co. account, marking the first and
presumably the last time that he year-old twin boys, Louis and
was not in some way involved with Phillip. The family lives in an
tobacco.
apartment in Ardsley-on-the-HudThe lure of the golden leaf son. His principal hobby is tennis.
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THOMAS B. COLEMAN and BARRETT WELCH elected vice presidents
of Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., N. Y.
JAMES B. BRIGGS, Charles Blum Adv. Corp., to Geare-Marston Inc.,
Phila., as vice president-account supervisor.
CHARLES F. SOUTHWARD, vice president, Harry Atkinson Adv.,
forms SOUTHWARD & Assoc., 134 N. La Salle St., Chicago. Telephone
Ts Franklin 2-8100.
STEPHEN SIDDLE, space buyer, Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce
Inc., N. Y., named media director in charge of purchasing all radio-TV
time.
ROBERT L. NOURSE Jr., account executive, and DORIS MORGAN, his
executive assistant, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., Hollywood, to Roy
S. Durstine Inc., L. A., as account executive and member of media
department, respectively.
J. H. SHACKELFORD, partner, Allen & Marshall Adv., L. A., opens
own agency, SHACKELFORD Adv. Agency, with headquarters at
120% San Fernando Rd., that city. Telephone is Capitol 1-6853.
WILLIAM R. WRIGHT, account executive with Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., to Ted Bates Inc., that city, in same capacity serving G. Washington Instant Coffee account.
H. T. BRETTELLE

Jr., Oldsmobile Div., General Motors Corp., and

"OONN
vice N.president,
Conti Adv.,
Ridgewood, N. J.,
to John FAHNESTOCK,
Mather Lupton Co.,
Y., as account
executives.
H. BECHTEL SMITH, vice president in charge of advertising and sales,
Royal Lace Paper Works Inc., Brooklyn, elected vice president and
partner, Kiesewetter Assoc. Inc., N. Y.
LAWRENCE RUSSONIELLO,
Ausland & Co., same city.

Aldridge Assoc., Phila., to John R. Mc-

MICHAEL A. DAVENPORT, advertising department, Meier & Frank
Co., Portland, Ore. (department store), to Don Dawson Co., that city, in
creative-radio TV departments.
THOMAS P. KENNEDY, national news desk, New York Times, to copywriting staff, Caples Co., N. Y.
IRVING PADEREWSKI

appointed art director, Getschal Co., N. Y.

^AVID W. MILLS, assistant art director, Ted Sommers Inc., Bridgeport,
Conn., promoted to art director.
FREDERICK C. McCORMACK
Inc., Phila.

Jr. to public relations staff, Geare-Marston

iEORGE W. IRWIN, head of Irwin Co. Inc., Beverly Hills, father of
twins, Gary Wilson and Gregory Walsh, Sept. 29.
WEST PACIFIC Agency, Seattle, moves to 622 Broad St., that city.
Telephone is Alder 3993.
H. G. SAMPLE Adv., Atlanta, moves to Suite 302, Glenn Bldg., same city.
BROADCASTING
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SET
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ffiR&f/
Yes... it took Radio-WDSU
radio— to stir up the air waves
and send TV set sales "billowng" for a New Orleans department store.*
• Here's how it happened: the
store decided to test the effectiveness of its advertising
. with a special sale of television sets. For the test, onehalf the advertising budget
was used for radio spots on
WDSU. A competing medium
was allotted the other half of
the budget.

An impartial survey groupAdvertising Research Bureau
Inc. — interviewed customers
who had been attracted to the
sale, and found that 47.2%
had learned about it from listening to WDSU. Only 20.8%
had been attracted by the
other medium. WDSU's magnetic air waves produced
over fw;'ce as many prospective buyers!

• And when it came to sales
figures, WDSU's radio customers spent 44.8% of the
total dollar volume, as comthe total.
other medium's
23.7% paredofwiththe

CALIFORNIA

LIMA BEAN GROWERS Assn., Oxnard, starts spot announcement campaign in five TV markets, for 13 weeks from Oct. 15.
Stations are WBEN-TV Buffalo, WHAM-TV Rochester, WAVE-TV
WHAS-TV Louisville, WTVR (TV) Richmond and WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va. Agency: Mogge-Privett Inc., L. A.

AMUROL PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, will test new chlorophyll toothpowder with 15 minutes weekly participation in Ruth Lyons Show on
WLWC
(TV)13 weeks.
Columbus,
WLWT
Cincinnati
and WLWD (TV)'
Dayton for
Agency:
James(TV)Frankel,
Chicago.
IMPERIAL TOBACCO Ltd., Montreal (cigarettes), on Oct. 20 starts
quarter-hour All-Canada Radio Facilities produced Denny Vaughan Show
on 27 Canadian stations Mon. thru Fri. for one year. Agency: McKim
Adv. Ltd., Montreal.
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Co., Bartlesville, Okla., to sponsor Douglas
Fairbanks Jr.'s International Theatre in 19 markets. Series of 39 films
is being produced in London by Dougfair Corp., and is available for
local or regional sponsorship on television on syndicated basis. Agency:
Lambert & Feasley, N. Y.
A/eturotk • • •
CLUB ALUMINUM PRODUCTS Co., Chicago, renews Club Time, Sat.,
5:45-6 p.m. EST over ABC radio for 52 weeks, starting Nov. 1. Agency:
Buchanan & Co., Chicago.
S & W FINE FOODS Co., S. F. (coffee, other products), added five Columbia Pacific Radio stations to current 14 CPRN station line-up of
Second Cup of Coffee Club, Oct. 6. Contract for five times weekly quarterhour program on 19 CPRN stations runs through April 29, 1953. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., S. F.
HAZEL BISHOP Inc., N. Y. (No-Smear lipstick), will add sponsorship
of Tues. and Thurs. portions of Lorenzo Jones on NBC radio, effective
tomorrow (Tuesday). Advertiser previously sponsored Mon., Wed. and
Fri. segments, will now be represented five times weekly. Agency: Raymond Spector Inc., N. Y.

■@<jenctf -Gjajaointmenti
GODELL'S CURTAIN Mfrs., N. Y., appoints Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone
Inc., same city. Radio will be used.
• Dollar for dollar-WDSU can
"hoist" your sales. ..and
keep them filled in the "Billion Dollar New Orleans Market"!*(Name and details on request)

• Write, Wire,
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

MANUFACTURERS BANK & TRUST Co., St. Louis, appoints Warner,
Schulenburg, Todd & Assoc., same city.
city.
CALAVA GROWERS, L. A., appoints Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., that
HOBERG
4dp PAPER MILLS, Green Bay, Wis., names Campbell-Mithun,
Chicago,
effective Nov. 15. Broadcast media being considered.
JOHN IRVING SHOE Corp., Boston, Mass., appoints Product Services
Inc., N. Y. LES L. PERSKY is account executive.
e&jale • • •
JAMES McCLELLAN to sales promotion staff, Kraft Foods Co., Chicago.
JAMES R. BLOCKI, assistant to advertising and sales promotion manager, Nesco Inc., to Kraft's advertising department as assistant to
TED JEFFERY, cheese products advertising manager.
ROBERT K. BYARS named assistant advertising manager of Standard
Oil of Indiana, Chicago.
WALKER WAY named director of advertising and merchandising for
Chrysler Div., Chrysler Corp. JOHN H. CARON is advertising manager.
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JOHN H. BOYLE, director of TV, WAVE-TV Louisville, to Reynolds
Metals Co., same city on advertising staff, in charge of radio-TV.
BROADCASTING
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For many past favors,
our thanks. For
another 25 years of

nmversar

ever-growing service

y

J

we pledge our
constant endeavors:

■

ADMINISTRATIVE

}. N. Heiskell, President
H. B. Patterson, Jr., Secy.-Treas.
W. V. Hutt, General Manager
R. Joe Myers, Administrative Asst.
Eunice Moore, Bookkeeper
Millie Berg, Secretary
Betsy Laster, Receptionist

Irom its birth as a 50-watt portable transmitter, then
known as WLBN

on 1470 Kc, whose first voice was heard at the

state fair in Little Rock on October 6, 1927 . . . when it was
■

SALES — PROMOTION

purchased by Roy E. Steuber, still one of its stockholders, and

Oscar Alagood, Local Sales Mgr.
Robert Hicks, Promotion Manager
Mina Owen, Traffic Manager
Jim Stuart. Salesman
Betty Baskette, Secretary

made a permanent part of the business life of Arkansas ... on

■

with 500 watts power and a spanking new T-type antenna sys-

through the summer of 1928 when it became known as KLRA

PROGRAM

Harris Owen, Program Director
Pat Watkins. Continuity
Jim Key, Announcer
Bob Hess, Announcer
Alvin Dent, Announcer
George Moore, Sports
Bob Parker, Music Librarian

tem . . . through the years of constant growth and increasing service to its community and state . . . until today, when it enters its
twenty-sixth year of service to Arkansas and has become more than
ever before "Arkansas's Listening Habit" . . . KLRA

■ NEWS
Mark Weaver, News Director
Gene Goss, Newsman
Randy Gover, Newsman
■

uppermost in its mind the one thought of SERVICE

rural— and in keeping with its responsibilities. Conspicuous, we
believe, has been our long association with Columbia Broadcast-

Kermit F. Tracy, Chief Engineer
Art Beem. Plant Supervisor
Ed Summers, Control Supervisor
Blande Perry, Engineer
Lowell Duty, Engineer
John Bailey, Engineer
Raleigh Wilson, Plant Protection
Vernon Gotcher, Control
Miles Waldron, Control
Lee Bryant, Control
Thad Wells, Control
Max Greene, Maintenance

5,000
1010

BROADCASTING

WATTS
WATTS
KC

• CBS

through a

well rounded program of interest to all its listeners— urban and

ENGINEERING

10,000

has ever had

ing System— since November 11, 1928— in bringing to the people
of Arkansas the outstanding programs of this great network. Our
association has been mutually pleasant and beneficial.

For the
KLRA any
Story,
Complete
Ask

DAYTIME
NIGHT
RADIO
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wmmm
O. L, Taylor
Office
LITTLE

ROCK
October 13, 1952 *
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WBMS
the first time in six years.
In four months the station has
increased its billings 70%. The
number of sponsors is up over
100%. All this is in spite of a 25%
rate increase and the normal summer business lag.
Managing Director Norman Furman, who took over as active head
of the station last May, credits this
remarkable about face to creative
local programming.
When Mr. Furman began operating WBMS he made an intensive
study of the 12 other stations, including four network and two TV,
that served the listeners.
As the sixth manager for the
station in five years he wanted to
see for himself and was not ready
to accept the advice of agency and
advertiser people that he hire some
good disc jockeys and attempt to
appeal for audience on the same
level as his competitors.
Anxious to carve a distinct niche
for WBMS, he decided to attempt
a station appeal to mature listeners, especially the housewife. A
staff meeting agreed to institute a
policy of sweet, soft music the
majority of the time.
Programs such as Music of Yesteryear, Journey Into Melody,
Cupid's Corner (program of music
and poetry), and others were
created. Since Boston is a city of

GENE ARCHER
WRC's Gene Archer, to be
exact. With the individual
music of the Cliff Quartette,
plus Gene's own brilliant
baritone style, "Here's
Archer" is the only radio
program i n Washington
regularly featuring live
music.
Participation in this choice
time period (1:45-2:15
PM, Monday through Friday) promises business in
Washington. An impressive
list of current national
spots, including Cuticura,
Sunbeam Bread, Hal's Beer
amply supports Gene's selling story.

of the ujeek

FORMER Gov. Curley (c) signs
contract with WBMS. He's flanked
by Mr. Furman
(r) and George
Curley.
culture with a keen appreciation
for good music, Saturday Symphony Matinee and Sunday Opera
Matinee programs were created.
Moretimeandwasmore
the station's
news
turnedof over
to items
of local interest. Your City Today
is a regular program.
Contracts were signed with Boston's James Michael Curley, fourtime Mayor and once Governor of
Massachusetts, to do a father and
son program with his son, George.
The program went on the air on
Father's Day, June 15, and the
station received nationwide publicity. CBS-TV televised the first
broadcast nationally. One network
station carried the news in Boston
on its news broadcast. Sponsors
who had never considered WBMS
(Continued on page 4.6)
John Q. Cave was a man
who knew the value of

Audience loyalty of "Here's
Archer" offers an immediate association with a
"Name Performer" in the
Nation's
is known Capital,
about for
townGene
not

coverage. If his prospects
didn't come willingly, he

only as a radio artist but
as a featured star in theatres and supper clubs.

#

strictly

from the army in January, 1946,
when he learned of an opening for
a "continuity writer and exploiBend. tation man" with WHOT South

There's
$22.50
"Here's
contact

a lot of SELL in a
participation on
Archer" . . . .
the WRC Sales Department or NBC Spot Sales
for the few remaining
availabilities.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

With a smile, Bill Kelley recalled
that he honestly asked friends,
"What the hell is continuity and

W

FIRST in WASHINGTON

WRC
980 KC • 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 16
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business

Mr. KELLEY
. a Texan by adoption
E. KELLEY, commercial
• manager, KEYL (TV) San
Antonio, was freshly discharged

At the Indiana
exploitation
?" station, he learned
quickly. Before long, the words,
"continuity" and "exploitation"
were an everyday part of his vocabulary. In addition, he was
handling promotion and public relations.
In September 1947, he accepted
a position at KFDA Amarillo,
Tex. "It was my initiation and
baptism to Texas," said Mr. Kelley,
who now proclaims his enthusiastic
loyalty to the Lone Star State.
"Upon arrival in Amarillo, and
not until then, did I learn that I
was sportscaster, newscaster and
special events man. I had arrived
Saturday night and the following
(Continued on page 47)

dragged them

in from far

off hills. WBRE's "ear
way" method of coverage
that counts is far more
genteel yet the results are
similar. . . . We always
get our prospects and turn
them into satisfied customers. Want to buy some
of this rich, reliable manufacturing and mining
market?
Head ley -Reed, Representative

BROADCASTING
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open

doors

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGRIN, Vice President
CARLIN FRENCH, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

Advertisers and advertising agency people are unanimous
in saying that the Welcome Mat is always out for the salesman
who brings helpful information and who presents it capably
and intelligently.
m 9

RADIO

TELEVISION

REPRESENTATIVES,

INC

That is one of the reasons why H-R men find so many Open
Doors. The youngest man in the H-R organization has had at
least ten years of sales and advertising experience. And
from a minimum of ten years, the years of experience range
up to thirty.

405 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Murray Hill 9-2606
35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, III.
RA ndolph 6-6431
And on the West Coast:
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Granite 1480
Harold Lindley, Vice President
110 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Exbrook 2-3407
James Alspaugh, Manager
BROADCASTING

Telecasting

H-R men know their business; they know the facts about the
stations on their list and they can meet advertisers and agency
executives on grounds of equality.
It is not difficult to understand — the more Open Doors, the
more national spot billing for AM and TV stations. It pays to
send a MAN to do a MAN'S work.
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one low rate "corners"

this

larkerbook
EDITOR:
I should have acknowledged the
Marketbook . . . long ago. But, as
you know, August and September
are busy days . . .
Your people seem to have done
a good solid job. Any time you
need to refer to it, drop in. It will
be on the shelf behind my desk, and
handy . . .
Frank Silvernail
Radio-TV
Timebuying Mgr.
BBDO
New York
*
*
Here's /he lush potential in ""Personality's" half-millivolt area alone!
TOTAL POPULATION

992,994

TOTAL FAMILIES

250,337

RETAIL SALES
FOOD

$543,571,000
$111,735,000

SALES

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

SALES

FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS

SALES

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME

$80,496,000

$965,894,000

PROGRAMMING

The best in ABC and CBS network radio, plus
a local flavoring of programming and news.

PROMOTION

Publishing monthly audience-building consumer
magazines to help promote your program and product.

EXPERIENCE

Operated jointly and staffed by competent, capable
personnel who live . . and love . . radio.

if costs less when you use "Personality"

6
the

1 I kl k
WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON — 950 KC
ABC Radio Network Affiliate
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated • Represented nationally by WEED & CO.
•
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EDITOR:

perb job it's doing keeping abreast
of the rapid
of the industry. *
Arminegrowth
H. Wood
Announcer
WFLB Fayetteville, N. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The Guidebook, a
special status
televisionlines,
applications,report
grants and ofprocessing
was
published
in
a
limited
edition
which, of financial necessity, could not
be generally
are
available circulated.
at $1 each.]A few copies
• usmess

Book

EDITOR:
We want to compliment you and
your staff on publishing "Businesses Built
We think
this is one
of bytheRadio."
finest issues
that
has come our way in a long time.
If extra copies are available,
would you please send us 100. . . .
Phil Jackson
General Manager
KWCO Chickasha, Okla.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: A limited supply of
the
success
published'
several
monthsstory
ago brochure
is still available:
25
copies, $7.50; 50 copies, $15; 75 copies,
$20; 100 copies, $25.]

* * *

1

Two power-packed stations to provide a double
"knockout" punch . . with FM for good measure.

We would appreciate your sending us 10 copies of the booklet
containing the complete situation
report on post-thaw television. We
would appreciate your rushing
these 10 copies to us. . . .
Dorothy Warga
Mathisson
Milwaukee & Assoc.

*

POWER

Page 18

Guidebook
EDITOR:
In the handy and useful article
department,
"TV .Goes
takes first prize.
. . Nationwide"
Walter E. Wagstaff
General Manager
KIDO Boise, Ida.
EDITOR:

$29,969,000

Source — U.S. Census and 8MB Survey. 1950

BECKLEY — 560 KC
CBS Radio Network Affiliate
WOO W DAY* 500 W NIGHT

*

book to Expansion of Television
Facilities" on their desk I would
never have known about it. Doesn't
anyone below the rank of manager
rate one of these excellent presentations of the TV allocation
picture? . . .
My congratulations
to the
BROADCASTING •Telecasting for
su-

Thank you for your TV Guidebook.
During the past 25 years I have
seen a fair number of other industry publications doing what
was and is considered a good job
in their fields, but your efforts top
them all.
You continue to amaze me with
your ability to deliver bonus value
after bonus value, and I am grateful for the vast fund of information you place at my disposal.
There's no other like you, so long
may you prosper.
Thomas J. O'Brien Jr.
President
American National Video
Productions Inc.
Chicago
* * *
EDITOR:
Thanks so much for the valuable
TV booklet. As usual you do the
things usualyour
readers
— the unto others.
. . want
.
Harry C. Wilder
President
WSYR-AM-FM-TV
Syracuse,
*
*N. Y.
*
EDITOR:

EDITOR:
Ugh, Uhf
[There was] a mis-identification
given television station KBTV
(TV) Denver on page 118 of the
Sept. 29 issue of Broadcasting •
Telecasting.
In a brief story there, the station was labeled a uhf station
(along with another uhf operation)
and the channel number was not
KBTV is, of course, a vhf grant
on Channel 9, and the station, along
given. Free & Peters, is extremely
with
anxious that full recognition of the
fact be made. . . .
PosyLorin Myers
Free & Peters
New York
[EDITOR'S
herewith
restored to itsNOTE:
proper KBTV
place inis the
specapologies for having
taken trum
it with
outB.T's
of vhf.]

EDITOR:
. . . You and your staff are doing a very able job — and a very
fair one — in covering the television industry.
Vice Weintraub
President
Sy
Motion Pictures for
Television Inc.
New York

... If someone hadn't made a
mistake and left a copy of "GuideBROADCASTING
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50,000
A

Clear

Watts

Channel

Station

WGN

NOW

OFFERS

ONE

RATE

MORE

from

7:00

EFFECTIVE

NOW,

more

buy

the

in

than

Middle

A.M.

NOVEMBER

ever

FOR

before,

to

10:30

WGN

is the

Ago

Month

Ago

NOVEMBER

This

means,

dollar
month

than

1

as of November
you

could

ago... WGN,

Homes Available

1, you

six years

the

Clear

Channel

BEST

Serving

Station. . .

the Middle
MBS

West

Per Dollar**

3,761,000

4,178

5,079,000

5,643

5,079,000

* Nielsen Radio Index

A

greatest

West:

In WGN's Coverage Area*

One

P.M.

1, 1952

Radio Homes

Six Years

LESS

can

reach

ago, and

7,109

5,644

advertising

buy

11,287

more

more

homes

homes

in the Middle

per

than

a

West.

** Based on Class A, 1 time, hour rate

Chicago 11
Illinois
50,000 Watts
720

On Your Dial
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
Los Angeles — 411 W. 5th Street • New York — 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peach tree Street
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 625 Market Street
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Here is the all-new TV camera the
industry is talking about. The camera
the leading networks are planning to
use in their new Hollywood studios!
The camera which will be used in
most of the new stations this year—
and next!
Leading network engineers (after

^7-inch viewfinder picture
tube produces larger,
brighter, and sharper pictures to help
the cameraman.

A

BUI

^

Hfr

4fe

careful tests) have proclaimed the
TK-11A the finest camera ever produced, easiest in the world to handle,
and the simplest one to get at.
The TK-11A has all the proven
performance of the world-renowned
RCA TK- 10— plus these new features:

and
coil coolthe deflecti
bloweron for
plug-in
jVjh'iAf ing
the Image Orthicon!

highplug-in,
tJ/ video
ier —stabi
AflE-WV
f~9~
amplif
withlity
frequency response uniform to 8.5 Mc!

/ii/i-*t
*^tv Jlf tern
guards
systectionImage
nic-proyour
electro
Orthicon against deflection failure, or
loss of driving signals.

,
alignment
itionImage
fixed-pos
*n/jptA
*-#r» g coil
for the
Orthieon. Electrical control of coil eliminates
all mechanical adjustments!

takes
control
"overscan
*^uf^tAg
'
burden
off" Image
Orthicon
during warm-ups and rehearsals; new
vertical reverse switch for film pick-ups.

For complete information on the TK-HA,
ca/l your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative.

AM

• FM

• TV

TOPS
all stations

in this

richest market.

Let it sell your

product

effectively,

economically.

Write

for information.

Represented by
ROBERT
Nfew York

MEEKER
Chicago

ASSOCIATES

Los Angeles

San Francisco

•Figures released August 1952
by U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
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SPOT-NETWORK
Assn., stressed the flexibility and ton-Purina's use of 563 stations in
of approximatelyCOMPETITION
25% in evening
RADIO'S fight for the advera single campaign; B. C. Remedy
time charges. But in daytime peri- local appeal and sales pull which
tising dollar is getting brisker,
he
said
are
natural
advantages
of
Co.'s use of 550; Lipton iced tea,
ods,
where
costs
were
raised
slightintramurally as well as with
spot broadcasting over network
367, and Dodge automobiles, 426.
rival media.
ly, they also cited low "costs per broadcasting.
The president of a leading repcommercial" through the sponIn one of the latest developments,
sorship of network shows.
resentative company meanwhile
Cites Pin-Point Placements
network salesmen were reported
pointed
out
that
the network adA
"typical"
NBC
example
was
last week to be concentrating fire described as a quarter-hour strip
The advertiser who has to buy
vertiser
must
use
that network's
on spot radio with the argument
costing around $18,500 per week.
an "arbitrary network," he said, affiliate even though it may rank
that, commercial for commercial,
must buy markets which are not third, fourth or fifth in its market
This cost, it was said, would averthe advertiser gets it cheaper on
age out to $6.17 per commercial
necessarily productive for him, and a competing advertiser may
the network.
message per station.
whereas in spot the sponsor can
be
using a more popular station
there.
One advertiser reported, on the
Approaching the question from
pick both the markets and the time
basis of his own experience, that
another angle, NBC authorities
of broadcast which are most suit"Further," he said, "network
costs to the advertiser are on the
able for his product.
networks are stressing the low-cost
said a weekly evening half-hour
basis of the rank of the town and
Additionally, Mr. Flanagan
show costing $12,000 for the full
theme to such an extent as to apnot according to the sales draw of
pear to be competing — or trying to network would average down to said, spot radio advertisers can
that town for that type of product.
compete — more with spot radio
about $20 per commercial per sta- employ local shows — newscasts,
tion.
than with newspapers, magazines,
disc jockey programs, farm shows,
For example, laxatives do not sell
or even television.
The network emphasis on costparticipation programs — with es- exceptionally in the Northeast but
tablished and known appeal to parper-spot drew, naturally, a quick
Comparative figures indicate
do in the South; yet the network
ticular audiences.
retort from national representaadvertiser is compelled to advertise
that, especially with the approxition organizations.
He also called attention to widemore in the comparatively barren
mately 25% reduction in nighttime
costs just effectuated by CBS
spread use of spot by major ad- markets than in the smaller but
Tom Flanagan, managing director of Station Representatives
vertisers— citing especially RalsEadio, NBC and ABC, the dollar
more fertile ones."
» costs of the commercial on network radio and of the commercial
placed on a national spot basis are
generally competitive.
™
AHF
ETTING
The "average" cost of a comE-G
VOT
TV
IOwork thus
far. They have been
RADIO and
television,
hardestmercial placed on a spot basis in RAD
ticipants from the national organizations supporting the drive. Many
pouring out messages, programs
hitting of the advertising media,
all of the approximately 1,200 radio
of these committees are working unmarkets of the country, according
are receiving a major share of the and stunts since last March, and
der direct executive orders and proccredit for the fantastic increase
have far outstripped other media
to the Station Representatives
lamations from governors in carrying
in registration of voters.
in their efforts to boost registra- forward state drives for peak regisAssn. (formerly NARTSR), comes
tion.
tration
and voting.
American
Heritage
Foundation,
out to a little more than $7 per
civic groups, voters and even the
daytime spot per station, and about
Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, chairIf the goal of 63 million votes is
man of the board of Kenyon & Eck$13 per evening spot. This assumes
achieved Nov. 4, a lion's share of the
nation's largest newspaper started
the use of one station in each of paying tribute last week to the elec- hardt and foundation president,
credit must go to the national effecsaid
Friday:
tiveness and the local action of radio
tronic
media
for
their
dominant
the 1,200 markets and the use of
and television, working through the
part in what is termed the greatest
the highest-priced station in multiNARTB.
History's greatest citizen action
station markets.
tory.
citizens promotion campaign in his- program — the national nonpartisan
There's never been anything like it.
register-vote campaign — is now en- Behind all these activities are the
tering
the
final
phase..
Over
50
great
Per-Station Cost by Networks
NARTB officials and the cooperating
The tributes are just starting to
national organizations with 26 million committeemen who made it roll.
NBC authorities reported, as a reach the foundation and NARTB,
members have been enlisted.
coordinating their forces in the
A survey conducted last week by
With registration across the nation
"typical" case, that a quarterregister-vote effort. Latest facts
running far ahead of previous years, the New York Daily News was
hour evening strip on the network's
199 stations would cost, say, $30,- on registration will be learned this the foundation is convinced that a Friday
summarized
edition inthisthe
way:newspaper's
000 a week — which would figure week when NARTB conducts a tele- major share of the credit for its success
should
go
to
the
NARTB
and
to
down to about $10 per commercial
"There is little doubt about it,
of states.
its register-vote
committeesgraphicinpoll all
Then the radio and television as a whole.
— message per station. This is based
the record registration toward
Millions
of
new
registrations
have
registration story will be told in
which New York City is rolling
on three commercials per quarterbeen swayed to action through inforhour, or 15 per week.
complete form Oct. 21 by the founmation campaigns of radio and tele- must be credited in part to televidation.
sion. TV, it is apparent from a
vision and by the spreading state and
At CBS Radio, where the same
With the registration phase of neighborhood activities of the survey conducted by the News yesweekly figure — $30,000 — was given
the campaign about complete, pre- NARTB.
for a typical evening quarter-hour
terday, has brought the candiliminary results point to at least a
Look at the latest figures — Philadates and their issues into the votstrip, the cost per commercial mesdelphia, 90% registration; Cleveland
sage would be slightly higher be- 15% increase in registration. It 87%; Kansas
ers' laps. The citizens, informed
City 72%; New York, and misinformed
may run much higher.
as never before,
cause slightly fewer stations are
breaking all records.
The electronic media are now
involved — 193 as against 199 at
tooling up for the final phase of
areIndividual
ready to comments
act."
in the surNBC. The six-station difference
Clyde
Vandeburg,
AHF executive director,
said:
vey frequently mentioned TV. The
would add approximately 30 cents the record promotion — an all-advertising drive to bring out a recThe NARTB assumed the garganNews found 62% of the phone subto the per-commercial per-station
ord vote Nov. 4.
tuan task of establishing working
scribers polled had registered,
cost on CBS Radio.
Evidence keeps piling up at AHF
committees in every state in the unanother 35% intended to sign
ion. Under the leadership of state
headquarters that radio and TV
" These "typical" cases, officials
(Continued on page 90)
said, reflect the recent reductions
have done the major part of the chairmen, NARTB added working parOctober 6, 1952 • Page 23
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LENNEN

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Dick Wang
"1 like Schmidt's meat balls because my ivife spent the whole week's
allowance for a case of them so she could enter your contest. . . . It's
either like them or starve to death."
'Big
Job Theme
Ahead'
Pacific

4
A's
BEARING
the ME
theme,ET
"How to Get Ready for Advertising's Big Job
Ahead," the three-day annual meeting of the Pacific Council of the
American Assn. of Adv. Agencies starts today (Monday) at the Arrow*
dino. head Springs Hotel, San Bernarnoon will be conducted by Glen
Frederic Gamble, president of Jocelyn, copy consultant for Foote,
AAAA, as featured speaker will Cone & Belding Inc., Los Angeles,
start the sessions with an elaboraand a television panel, Cornwell
tion of the convention's theme, this Jackson, vice-president, J. Walter
morning.
Thompson
Co., Los Angeles, presiding.
Scheduled to address the luncheon meeting is Mrs. Marjorie Child
Wednesday speakers are C. L.
Husted (Betty Crocker), head of Fitzgerald, chairman, Dancerthe Minneapolis home service conFitzgerald-Sample Inc., New York;
sulting firm bearing her name.
John M. Willem, vice-president,
Other speakers and their topics
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, and L.
of
at today's sessions are: J. Paul
E. Townsend, vice - president m
Hoag, president, Hoag & Provand;e
charge of advertising, Bank
Inc., Boston, and AAAA national
America, San Francisco.
director, "How to Utilize the Four
Carl K. Tester, president of
A's in the Big Job Ahead"; T. T.
McCarty, president, McCarty Co., Phil'p J. Meany Co., Los Angeles,
and chairman of the Pacific CounLos Angeles, "Personnel in the Big
cil, is to preside over the Pacific
Job Ahead," and Lawrence ValenCouncil sessions.
stein, president, Grey Adv. Agency
Inc., New York, on the subject
"The Importance of Ethics in the
DC&S NAME CHANGED
Big Job Ahead."
To Include Steers
Advertising in Chicago
DOHERTY,
Clifford
& Shenfield
Tomorrow morning meetings will
Inc. has changed
be in charge of Arno H. Johnson,
i t s corporate
vice-president in charge of media
name to Doherty,
and research, J. Walter ThompClifford, Steers &
son Co., New York, who will discuss
Shenfield Inc.,
advertising's role when the economy shifts from defense to civilian
New York, effective immediately.
production.
William E.
Other speakers are Arthur E.
Steers, who was
House, partner, House & Leland,
Portland; Earle Ludgin, president,
one of the founders of the agency
Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, and
in
1944
as vice
Sherwood Dodge, vice - president,
Mr. Steers
Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., New
president and
York.
secretary, has
John P. Cunningham, executive
been elected executive vice president, simultaneously with the anvice-president, Cunnirg'iam &
nouncement ofthe inclusion of Mr.
Walsh Inc., New York, is slated as
Steers' name in the title of the
tomorrow's luncheon speaker.
agency.
A radio panel tomorrow afterPage 24
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NEWELL

THE ADVERTISING agency firm of Lennen & Newell Inc., succeeding
the 28-year-old firm of Lennen & Mitchell, will be launched officially tomorrow (Tuesday).
In announcing details at a news luncheon last week in New York,
Philip Lennen, chairman of the
★'
;—
board of directors, said that "since
our new set-up got going last
June . . . we have added 10 million dollars in billing." Thus, the
new agency will start off with 30
millions in billing.
Other officers of the company
are: H. W. Newell, founder, president and chief executive officer and
previously a partner of Geyer,
Newell & Ganger; Adolph Toigo,
Mr. Lennen
Mr. Newell
executive vice president and general manager; John McQuigg, executive vice president in the Detroit
office; Walter Swertfager, senior
vice president and chairman of the
executiveMeara,committee;
Walter and
O'senior vice president
executive director of all creative
departments; Nicholas E. Keesely,
vice president and radio and TV
director; Peter V. Keveson, vice
president and radio and TV copy
Mr. Toigo
chief.
Mr. O'Meara
About
9r ofandthetelevision,
agency's Mr.
billing is in 50radio
ing Co. and United Aircraft Corp.
Newell said. He emphasized the
In a full page advertisement in
agency's faith in its personnel.
the New York Times, the agency
Mr. Lennen said that in serving
is
announcing its accounts. The ad
any advertiser the agency would
starts off with the question:
follow four elemental steps:
"What's really new about Lennen
(a) Determine what the consumer
wants most in the advertiser's type
of product; (b) determine whether
these advantages are already present
in the advertiser's product; (c) if
not, determine if it is practical and
economical to incorporate these wanted advantages; (d) tell the story of
these consumer-desired merits of the
product interestingly and factually
without relying on mere clever words
and witty slogans.
Firm's Accounts
Accounts represented by Lennen
& Mitchell at the time the new
firm was announced May 20 were:
Atlantis Sales Corp., Calvert Distillers Corp., Colgate-PalmolivePeet, Dorothy Gray, Lehn & Fink
Products Corp., P. Lorillard Co.,
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., ScrippsHoward Newspapers, SwedishAmerican Line and Tide Water
Associated Oil Co., all of whom
will continue to be served by Lennen & Newell. In the past four
months, the following accounts
joined Lennen & Newell : The Carlton House, Chicopee Mills Inc.
Lumite Division, Emerson Drug
Co., P. Lorillard Co. (Embassy
cigarettes), Joseph Schlitz BrewDrake Participations
DRAKE AMERICA Corp. (Rowntree's Dairy Box Chocolates), New
York, through Abbott Kimball Co.,
that city, buying radio and TV
campaign using three participations weekly on the Dione Lucas
WJZ-TV New York show and two
participations on the Marjorie Mills
radio hour on the New England
Network, starting mid-October.

It goes on to explain about the
& Newell?"people, its staff, and its
agency's
lowing:
The ad concludes with the folpurpose.
Although our annual billing of
over $30 million puts us in the top
15 agencies, we have no insurance
or institutional business. No automobile or household appliance business. No soft-drink business. No
soap business, and only one food
account. . . . Some day, of course,
we would like to be represented in
each of them. Right now, however,
we are busy absorbing the $10 million new billing acquired in the last
three months. We are not looking
for new business — and, as a matter
of fact, will not be for the next six
months.
In the meantime, if you should
want to learn more about us as a
matter of general interest, we should
be happy indeed to meet with you.
The ad was read to newsmen at
McQuigg.
the inaugural lunch by Mr.

ABC ofBuys
SALE
radio 'Millionaire'
and television versions of Live Like a Millionaire
to ABC was announced last week
by Masterson, Reddy & Nelson,
New York, package producers. Radio show will begin Nov. 3 on Monday through Friday basis, 11-11:30
a.m. EST, as part of ABC's Pyramid sponsorship plan while the video version will premiere this Saturday (7:30-8 p.m. EST) under
the sponsorship of Charles Antell
Inc., Baltimore.
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MERRILL

POST

[See Our Respects To, page 60]
BY LATE Tuesday this week
FCC once again will be operating
with a full roster of Commissioners
as Eugene Hyde Merrill, Democrat of Utah, takes the oath of
office. A recess appointee of President Truman, he will fill out the
unexpired term of Robert F. Jones,
the former Republican Congressv man from Ohio who resigned from
the FCC a few weeks ago to enter
private law practice [B^T, Sept.
, 22].
The name of Mr. Merrill — a man
whose engineering background includes communications, electronics,
allocations and administrative regulation— was announced by the
President on Monday while making
a speech in behalf of Democratic
nominee Adlai Stevenson at Brigham Young U., Salt Lake City.
Most Likely Prospect
Mr. Merrill a few days previously had emerged as the most
likely prospect for the Commission
post when it was learned that
President Truman planned to fill
Mr. Jones' term, which runs to
June 30, 1954 [B*T, Oct. 6].
Earlier, a number of other names
had been in the forefront, including those of William P. Massing,
FCC Assistant Secretary, and General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone,
among others outside the Commission.
The new Commission appointee
expected to finish his duties last
week as director of the Materials
Branch, Office of Program and Requirements, Defense Production
Administration. He will take the
oath of office at FCC on Tuesday
at 4 p.m. Mr. Merrill is to take
over the offices vacated by Mr.
Jones.
Ex-Comr. Jones now is a senior
partner with the Washington radio
law firm of Scharfeld, Jones &
Baron in association with Arthur
Scharfeld and Theodore Baron. Mr.
Scharfeld is president of the Federal Communications Bar Assn.

Election

Is Key

pend in great measure upon the
outcome of the vote on Nov. 4. The
future FCC tenures of both Chairman Walker and Mr. Merrill hinge
most of any on the Commission at
this time upon the fate of politics.
Walker's Status
Chairman Walker now is serving
past the normal retirement age
upon the request of the President.
He is 71. The sole veteran Commissioner at the present time — he
has served since 1934, having been
appointed to FCC initially by the
late President Roosevelt — Chairman Walker, according to precedent, would be replaced by a
Republican should Gen. Eisenhower
win the election.
In any event, should the present
Administration continue in office
through the election of Gov.
Stevenson, it generally is believed
that Chairman Walker, in view of
his many years of service, may
choose to withdraw from active
public life in the near future. His
present
term will expire June 30,
1953.
Chairman Walker was named to
the top FCC post earlier this year
upon the resignation of Wayne

IBLE
MPAT
CO
AN
IMPROVED
"compatible"
color
television system developed by National Television Systems Committee will be ready for submission to
the industry and FCC next summer, according to A. V. Loughren,
Hazeltine Electronics Corp., speaking at the 72d semi-annual convention of the Society of Motion
Picture & Television Engineers.
Mr. Loughren is chairman of the
Color Video Standards panel of
NTSC but told engineering delegates at their week-long Washington, D. C. convention that he was
speaking as an individual and not
in a committee capacity.
Herbert Barnett, assistant to the
president of General Precision
Equipment Co., was elected SMPTE
president. He succeeds Peter Mole,
of Mole-Richardson Co.

FCC's Political Complexion
The Merrill appointment changes
the political complexion of the
Commission to Democratic — four
Democrats to two Republicans and
one Independent. Previously it had
. been three each for the two major
of NTSC's
progres
Describ
ngeingcolor
long-ra
TV s project,
Mr.
parties, plus one Independent,
Comr. E. M. Webster. FCC now
n
Loughre said the committee has
has its legal quota of Democrats.
been testing signal standards deChairman Paul A. Walker,
veloped a year ago. The all-elecComrs. Robert T. Bartley and
tronic compatible system produces
Frieda B. Hennock are of the Ad- "an entirely adequate signal for
commercial broadcasting as it
ministration's party, while Vice
Chairman Rosel H. Hyde and
stands," he added, but tests show
Comr. George E. Sterling are Re- minor improvements are still possible.
publicans.
FCC, however much subject to
The NTSC standards have been
top-level turnover in the past, to- described as closely related to the
system developed by
day stands no more near a "fixed, all-electronic
RCA.
firm and final" stewardship. This
Testing is now underway to
is an election year. FCC's political
complexion in the new year will de- determine if more improvement
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

to Permanency

Coy, who became consultant to
Time Inc. and acquired a part interest in KOB-AM-TV Albuquer^
que. Mr. Coy is manager of the
KOB properties, now owned 50%
by him and 50% by Time Inc. The
former FCC chairman first had assumed duties on the Commission in
late 1947.
The successor to fill out Mr.
Coy's unexpired term on the Commission is Comr. Bartley, nephew
of Speaker Sam Rayburn of the
House. The term runs through June
1958. Comr. Bartley was named
by President Truman at the time
of Mr. Coy's resignation and Comr.
Walker's elevation to the chairmanship [B*T, March 3].
Mr. Merrill's tenure at FCC runs
at least until Congress convenes in
January. As a recess appointee,
his name at that time must go before the Senate for formal confirmation.
At such time, should the Republicans be in power, it is presumed
another name — that of a Republican— would be sent to the Senate
to restore the political balance of
the regulatory agency. However,
should Gov. Stevenson gain the

Next
R according
can beCO
made,LO
and how,
to Mr. Loughren. When these have
been completed, different types of
tests will be made by an objective
group within the committee which
will serve as a self -checking organization.
One NTSC group has developed
the standards by research, with
another conducting neutral tests
and criticizing. When these are
complete the NTSC project will be
submitted to the industry with recommendations.
Next step will be to ask FCC to
reopen the color television case.
This will be done by an individual
company or group, it is believed,
since NTSC is not considered a
party in interest.
Progress Made
Progress has been made in fitting the color signal into the 6
mc band width, according to Mr.
Loughren. He said sharpness of
the color image depends principally
on brightness information rather
than color difference, showing illustrations tobring out the point.
RCA and Bell Laboratories have
worked out ways to conserve spectrum space in color transmission,
using some of the black-and-white
band width for picture information, he said. The color information, he explained, is fed into unused space between components in
the black-and-white signal. By this
means the 4 mc portion of the TV

MBS board chairman and president,
Thomas F. O'Neil (I), is congratulated by J. Robert Cooper, conference chairman of the American
Trucking Assn. convention, after Mr.
O'Neil's address, "Wavelengths and
Wheels," was delivered Oct. 6 at the
New York convention.
White House, he similarly, at the
time for formal confirmation, could
submit another name. But this is
considered unlikely since Mr.
Merrill is President Truman's
choice and the appointee by his
own admission is an admirer of the
President and a staunch supporter
of the present Administration. In
the light
of Mr.fields
Merrill's experience in several
analagous to
his prospective FCC duties, it is
felt the Democratic Presidential
(Continued on page 48)

n for
^^
^^
channel
is considered
adequate
the color job.
Referring to theatre television,
Mr. Loughren said one type of
apparatus appears to provide a
better color image than others.
System considerations are more
important from a long-range viewpoint than apparatus, he added.
Hs suggested the theatre industry
make sure the system adopted is
not one that has inherent limitations. Sequential systems require
transmission of twice as much information as simultaneous systems, he said, to provide an image
of comparable quality, thus using
up more spectrum space. The Eidophor system has drawn favorable
comments from theatre operators,
who have seen it in action.
The SMPTE meeting opened
Monday at the Hotel Statler,
Washington. The agenda included
nearly 100 papers on TV, motion
picture, film, high-speed photography and related fields.
The Signal Corps demonstrated
a mobile TV system housed in four
busses. Sgt. John S. Auld, of Mineola, L. I., video superintendent,
described the system to the convention. While a pre-recorded tape
continued his address, Sgt. Auld
went down to the mobile unit outside the hotel. The tape was
stopped and he continued his address via a television signal picked!
(Continued on page 65)
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A CASUAL request by a WEMP disc jockey has led to one of the
most successful local morning shows in the country. Every Milwaukee listener now knows THE COFFEE CLUB which has boosted
WEMP's morning audience 146% in a little more than three years.
Furthermore, there's a waiting list of eager would-be sponsors.

WEMP's

MORNING

'COFFEE

CLUB'

Boosts

:ost ur ornyo m
Like YtoOUbo
—D
WOUL
ing audience 146% in a
?
s
e
le
r
litt over thre yea
— Enjoy having your station referred to as the leading "food"
station in your area?
— Be interested in an "early morning show" that is sold out with a
long list of eager sponsors waiting
to snap up the first vacancy?

If the answer is "yes" to any, or
all, of those three questions it will
be worth your while to read about
a disc jockey called "Coffeehead"
Larsen. He is heard each morning from 6:00 to 10 a.m. on WEMP
Milwaukee.
Early in 1949 a young deejay
on WEMP remarked over the air
that it would be a nice thing if he
had a hot, steaming cup of coffee.
Maybe he didn't realize at that
time the full power of radio, but he
soon found out. The next day's
mail brought several pounds of
coffee, some coffee pots, six tin
cups and one made of china.
Bob Larsen was quick to get
the idea. He installed a hot plate
near the microphone, perked fresh
coffee several times each morning,
and drank it while spinning records and giving time, temperature,
weather and news reports. The
show was given a new name: The
Coffee Club.
That gave the listeners more
ideas — they began calling him
"Coffeehead," a name that has
stuck to this day.
Young Larsen continued to develop the idea. He invited Mrs.
Schulz and Mrs. Michalski to sit
down at the kitchen table and have
a cup of coffee with him as he
drank his in the studio. He created
a "homey" informality that pleased
and attracted listeners.
Up until this time the commercials on the Larsen program
were whatever the station could
sell — a usual cross-section of local
and national advertisers.
One day, Tom Dyson, account
executive of WEMP, got a call
from a salesman for a coffee concern which was interested in the
Page 26
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brand of coffee Larsen was drinking. He was willing to furnish
him with a year-round supply,
free, for a plug. Mr. Dyson was
too smart for that oldie and informed the chiseler that WEMP
time was for sale at card rates.
But the call set him thinking.
He began searching for a sponsor
who would "tie in" with the Coffee
Club idea.
Mr. Charles Wantz, of E. R.
Godfrey & Sons Co., Independent
Grocers Assn., wholesale supply
depot, was the first to go on a
definite schedule when he bought
six
day. one-minute announcements per
This was in August. Mr. Wantz
told WEMP that he had never used
radio before and looked upon the
idea strictly as an experiment. In
six months the schedule was
doubled, using the original six for
coffee and the additional half dozen
for other IGA products.
Mr. Wantz was so pleased with
results and with the increasing
popularity of the program that

when IGA began, early in 1950,
to convert to super market type
stores, he requested Mr. Larsen
to make personal appearances at
each opening and emcee the ceremonies. A nominal fee was charged
by the station for this service.
About this time the IGA spot
announcements were converted, at
the station's suggestion, to exclusive sponsorship with the grocers
taking three 10-minute segments
Monday through Saturday. Listening had been increasing so rapidly
that the show, which until this
time had been from 6:30 to 9 a.m.,
was increased to four hours, 6-10
a.m. each week-day.
* * *

connection between the
THE
Godfrey firm, station executives and Mr. Larsen has become
closer each year. Hugh K. Boice,
, ers
WEMP
explains
that "all
WEMP manager
announc
are hired
on
their sales ability. Their approach
to the listeners must be informal,
down-to-earth and friendly."
In line with that policy, Mr.

CHARLES WANTZ (I), of E. R. Godfrey & Sons Co., supply depot for the
Independent Grocers Assn. of Wisconsin, helps himself to a cup of coffee
during the annual IGA store owners meeting. "Coffeehead" Larsen chats
with an independent grocer and his family.

Audience

146%

Larsen's handling of commercials
is informal and friendly in manner.
He is given a free hand to interpret
as he pleases and never reads them
verbatim.
He meets with Godfrey executives at 2 p.m. each Tuesday to go
over advertising plans for the
future and review results. "In
effect," Mr. Larsen says, this type
of contact "creates a closer relationship between the announcer,
the sponsor and the product. The
Godfrey sales executive sells me on
the product directly. I also test
each product personally before
talking about it on the air."
Each year on the last Sunday
in May the IGA "family" of about
5,000 people
gathers in
Milwaukee Auditorium.
Mr. theLarsen
passes out coffee and personally
meets each of the 450 IGA store
owners in the state. This year
D. J. Godfrey, board chairman of
the firm, told store owners that in
"the previous 17 months the IGA
organization in southern Wisconsin has increased its annual sales
potential by 19.6 million dollars."
This increase is credited to the
long-range program of conversion
to super markets which has been
undertaken since the firm started
using the radio program. Each of
the markets is independently
owned, a fact Mr. Larsen stresses
in his patter.
All 203 IGA stores in the WEMP
primary area have their radios
tuned to the station and Mr. Larsen continually salutes individual
stores. He asks supervisors to
check listenership in the stores
while he is on the air.
Each day one IGA store proprietor is given special mention as
"The Store Proprietor of the Day."
His name, store, address and phone
are repeated six times during the
program.
During the years Mr. Larsen
has visited each of the 450 IGA
stores.
During his recent appearance at
(Continued on page 113)
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POLITICALCASTS
PROSPECT that the 83d Congress
Despite their denials, he added,
that corporations "control the best
will be asked to overhaul current
they are speeding up their spot
hours" of time and that the Eisenhower radio-TV spots were to be
campaign procedures and reappraise political broadcast problems
"We know they are asking some
obtained "by getting national adplans.
was held out last week.
vertisers to surrender their spots
of
the largest advertisers in the
country to release some- of their
for. . . three weeks." With the
Signs pointing in that direction
GOP drive organized, he said, Rechoice
were seen in the wake of FCC's
said. advertising time," Mr. Ball
rejection of a National Volunteers
publicans could obtain "the lion's
He also sent out thousands of
for Stevenson request that the
share of good time."
telegrams seeking radio-TV money
Commission probe the $2 million
Calls Conference
on behalf of the Volunteers for
"blitz" spot drive assertedly
Within 72 hours after filing the
Stevenson. The Citizens for Eisenplanned for Gen. Dwight Eisenprotest, Mr. Ball called a news
hower Committee is embarked on
hower [B*T, Oct. 6].
conference (Oct. 5) in Springfield
a
similar
drive.
In rejecting the petition, the to discuss the GOP saturation spot
Mr. Ball also dispatched a copy
campaign, which responsible ad of the protest to Justin Miller,
Commission said, however, it "will
consider any specific information
agency authorities previously had
NARTB board chairman and genyou are able to supply with re- discounted as inoperative, includeral counsel, with a note intimating
spect to Communications Act reing the $2 million figure. Once
that the plan may suggest "ethical
quirements, but suggest that Coragain he referred to "secret negorupt Practices Act matters would
considerations you ' may wish to
tiations," suggesting collusion bemore appropriately be pursued with
tween advertisers and the broadPresident Harold E. Fellows
examine." during the District 5
casting industry.
the Dept. of Justice."
commented
Letter to Ball
Mr. Ball said the volunteers had
meeting at Atlanta, Ga., that the
asked
the
Senate
Interstate
&
Forpurported plan was "perfectly
FCC'sfrom
reply Chairman
was contained
letter
Paul in A.a
eign Commerce Committee, as well
ethical" providing equal time is
made available to both parties. He
as
the
FCC,
to
investigate
the
plan,
Walker to George W. Ball, executive director of the volunteers
urged broadcasters to exercise
although there was no indication
caution in handling political time
the committee formally had been
group, which had filed the original
(see separate story).
protest from Springfield, 111., the asked to do so.
Sen. Johnson, chairman of the
Stevenson campaign headquarters.
Mr. Ball repeated his charges
Senate Commerce Committee and
Collateral developments on this last Thursday, claiming that three
perennial watchdog over FCC operadvertising agencies had been
phase of the political broadcast
ations, reportedly had informed
issue were reflected elsewhere — in asked to prepare the blitz — presumably referring to Kudner Inc., Mr. Ball that the Commission is
Denver where Sen. Edwin C. John"duty bound by law" to inquire
son (D-Col.) lent his support to the BBDO and Ted Bates & Co. He
into the plan.
Democratic Party cause, and on charged that Democratic "dis"If the facts show that such a
Capitol Hill where a Senate subclosure" ofGOP plans had "greatly
program is proposed and that it
committee moved quietly to elicit embarrassed" Republican leaders.
information from radio-TV stations
on their political time practices.
There also was evidence that
NARTB and the Justice Dept.
MIKE AT $68 DOES IT FOR IKE
might be drawn into the controAnd Quite a Few Turn Out in Kalamazoo
versy, which involves the equal time
provisions of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act. Whether the vol- AT A COST of $68, radio hastily
the time the candidate's train
unteers organization would file a brought out 12,000 Kalamazooans
arrived, 12,000 people plus two
complaint with the Justice Dept.
to greet Gen. Eisenhower when his hastily assembled bands were on
was not known.
hand.
special train made an unscheduled
The afternoon newspaper had
stop at the Michigan city.
In his reply to Mr. Ball, a WashLocal GOP officials were notified
ington attorney who sparked the
said no commitments had been received to indicate the candidate
at 7:08 p.m. that Ike would talk
volunteers' action with an attack
would make an appearance on his
on "high-powered hucksters" in off-the-cuff at 9:30 p.m. Robert
GOP ad ranks, Chairman Walker
J. Barber, public relations chair- car platform.
man of the Republican committee,
said the Commission had "no speGen. Eisenhower looked at the
cific information on the existence
called WKZO promptly and a news
bulletin
was
carried.
human log-jam and observed, "I
of the plan ... or the pai-ticipants,
am flabbergasted, surprised and
Four spot announcements were
if arrangements have been made."
aired between 7:45 and 9 p.m. By
Chairman Walker stated:
*
In the absence of such information,
honored."
including the names of any stations
which may be involved, and what
steps, if any, have been taken on
behalf of your candidate to secure
a share of such time as may become
available, we can make no determination as to whether any violation
of Sec. 315 . . . will occur. That section GENERALLY requires that a
broadcast licensee afford equal opportunities to legally qualified candidates. . . . [Note — Capitalization
for emphasis supplied.]
Mr. Ball had asked FCC to publish names of "all sponsoring corporations which have agreed to
take part in this scheme, as well
as the names of all radio and TV
A portion of the 12,000 that radio drew for Ike
stations participating." He charged
BROADCASTING
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UN Buys Time
UNITED NATIONS has
purchased
15-minute
od on CBS aRadio
Oct. 24perifor
talks by the two Presidential
candidates, Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower and Gov. Adlai
Stevenson, it was announced
last week. Nominees will appear on the non-political
broadcast, 9:30 to 9:45 p.m.
to commemorate United Nations Day— the first time
both have appeared on the
same program during the
election campaign, according
to network spokesmen. (Actually,gethertheysincewon't
totheir appear
statements
were^ranscribed in advance.)
UN has asked CBS Radio to
suggest to its affiliates they
set aside an additional quarter-hour for public service
time to be used locally by
UN groups.
will monopolize the radio and TV
time during the last days of the
campaign this would be in direct
conflict with the spirit, if not the
letter of the Communications
Law," he asserted.
He continued:
Because large groups and individuals contribute huge sums of money,
enough to underwrite or corner most
of the time on radio and TV during
the last days of the campaign, this
does not automatically give such an
operation the cloak of public interest. Public interest applies to all —
not to the few.
Sen Johnson, who nominally does
not support the Democratic administration on many issues but
who met the President's "whistlestop" train in Denver, claimed that
Mr. Ball acted properly in calling
FCC's attention to the project.
The presumption that Sen. Johnson may pursue this issue further
in the 83d Congress — he remains
Commerce Committee chairman if
the Democrats retain control of the
Senate — is suggested in an address
he made last February at the
Second Annual Regional Television
Seminar in Baltimore. Stressing
equal clared time
requirements, he de:
An interesting question arises as
to whether or not some time should
not be made available to candidates
free of charge in the public interest. We cannot continue our present
democracy and permit only the
wealthy and the powerful to aspire
to public office. Unless something is
done to remedy this situation I am
certain that the impact of television
on politics is apt to prove disastrous
to the Republic.
In general, as close associates of
the Senator see it, the key to his
course of action may lie in possible
monopoly aspects.
A move to reappraise and
streamline campaign procedures,
with emphasis on advertising expenditures and contributions, is
already underway in the Senate.
The Subcommittee on Privileges
and Elections — an arm of the Senate Rules Committee — is preparing
(Continued on page 56)
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NETWORK

SALES

ANTICIPATING the opening of
the fall season, time sales of the
nationwide radio and TV networks
in August rose sharply from their
July low, according to figures compiled by Publishers Information
Bureau on the expenditures of advertisers for radio and TV network time. Combined gross for
all the networks during August
totaled $23,673,765, a rise of 19.1%
above the July total [B*T, Sept.
22].
It should be noted that the July
figure does not include sponsorship of the national political convention radio-TV network coverage by Admiral, Philco and Westinghouse. When those figures are
included they should narrow the
gap between the July and August
grosses. But for normal non-election year business the PIB data
indicate beyond doubt that an upswing in network business began
in August.
The number one network client,
Procter & Gamble Co., for example,
invested $2,118,807 in network time
during August (at gross rates, before discount) , compared to $1,583,581 in July, an increase of
33.8% (Tables I and IV).
Other leading advertisers increased their purchases of network
time in August. Comparison of
Table II showing the leading radio
network advertiser in each product
class during August, with the same
table for July [B«T, Sept 22]
shows that in 19 classes of advertised goods or services on the radio
networks, more time was purchased
in August, with only four categories whose leading network user
spent less that month than in July.
In the TV network list (Table V),
the score is 19 to 3.
Total billings for each type of
advertiser on the networks in
August (Tables III and VI) also
reflect the business improvement.
In network radio, 21 of the 23
classes of advertisers accounted
for a larger gross in August than
in July. In network TV, 19 of 22
categories had greater grosses in
August than July.
*
* *
TABLE I
Top Ten Radio Network Advertisers, August 1952
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$1,119,367
2. Miles Labs
568,650
3. General Mills
488,805
4. General Foods Corp
347,022
5. William Wrigley Jr. Co
338,981
6. Gillette Co
316,082
7. American Home Products Corp. 305,454
8. Sterling Drug
295,878
9. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ... 291,918
10. Lever Brothers Co
229,201
TABLE IV
Top Ten TV Network Advertisers
in August 1952
1. Procter & Gamble
$999,440
2. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co
745,773
3. Lever Brothers Co
572,278
4. American Tobacco Co
566,875
5. General Foods Corp
561,175
6. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. ... 550,320
7. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. . . 397,480
8. General Mills Inc
351,801
9. Kellogg Co
315,470
10. Ford Motor Co
301,560
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II

Top Radio Network Advertisers by Product Groups for Aug. 1952
Gross Time
Gross Time
Advertiser
Product Class
Advertiser Expenditures
Product Class
Expenditures
E.
I.
duPont
de
Nemours
&
Industrial
Materials
Agriculture & Farming
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Insurance
Prudential Insurance Co. ofCo. $14,758
Cannon Mills Co.
Apparel, Footwear
& Access.
11,800
America
127,439
$ 38,921
Automotive,
Automotive
Access. General Motors Corp.
86,412 Political
Stevenson-Sparkman Clubs of
Falsaff Brewing Corp.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
87,466
Calif.
10,624
Building Materials, Equip.
First Church of Christ, Scientist 10,632
& Fixtures
Johns-Manville Corp.
66,154 Publishing & Media
Radios,
TV
Sets,
Musical
338,981
William Wrigley
Jr. Co.
Confectionary & Soft Drinks
American
Tel. & Tel.
Co.
Admiral Corp.
91,103
Inst. & Access.
Consumer Services
61,926 Retail
568,650
& Direct by Mail
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores 3,360
Miles Labs.
Drugs & Remedies
General Mills
482,442 Smoking Materials
Food & Food Products
Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco
Co.
185,070
Procter & Gamble Co. 793,597
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other
Soaps, Cleansers
Polishes
Toiletries
& Toilet & Goods
Gillette Co.
316,082
Standard Oil of Indiana
Fuels
97,575
American
Assn. of Railroads 61,986
Transportation,
Hotels
&
Resorts
Household Equipment &
Philco Corp.
Miscellaneous
American
Federation
of
Labor
91,766
133,006
Supplies Furnishings
Household
Naumkeag Steam Cotton Co. 47,024
TABLE

' 221,941

III

Gross Radio Network Time Sales for August and Jan.-Aug. 1952Aug.by Product Groups
Aug.
Compared to Same Period, 1951
Jan.-Aug.
Jan.-Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Jan.-Aug.
Jan.-Aug.
Product
Group
Product Group
1951
1951
1951
1951
Agriculture & Farming
Office eryEquip.,
Station&
Writing
Supplies
$
$63,248
$36,496
Apparel,
Footwear
&
11,634
$471,155
$416,715
478,930
108,969
195,279
Political
Access.
502,031
$389,292
33,716
10,534
Publishing & Media
10,632
Automotive,
Access. & Auto.
Equip.
1952*
2,814
592
17,769
2.49A.265
?56.381
1952*
133,444 1,050,018
314,374 1,849,849
cal Inst.
Access.
256.302
148,488 1,605,472
Beer, Wine & Liquor
413,200 2,505,869 Retail
Radios,
TV &Sets,
Musi-*
Stores
& Direct
Bldg. Materials,
944,158
18,414
109,866
680,798
Equip. & Fixtures
27,101
776,349 11,027,554 1,331,076 13,851,219
128,040
Smoking
Confectionery
& Soft
by MailMaterials
Drinks
535,066
1952*
528,155
11,943,421
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
1952*
3,967,543
4,295,945
129,021
Polishes
947 12,065,197
Consumer Services
1,911,812 Toiletries
80,365 15,446,702
1,204,336
1,480,489 1,410,785
1,250,418
13,833,500
Goods & Toilet
3,360
Drugs & Remedies
17,946,770
1,408,665 23,948,148
Food & Food Products 2,443,058
28,946,454
14,804,751
2,789,793
Transportation, Hotels 1,597,618
Gasoline, Lubricants &
1,648,972
824,966
61,986
Other Fuels
& Resorts
434,394 3,536,981
440,112 3,903,666 Miscellaneous
603,421
76,078
471,695
109,923
Horticulture
Total
3,379,729
3,375,593
356,245
Household Equipment
$10,937,244 $103,982,740 $11,804,161 $119,044,020
221 ,782
86,394
527,153 2,971,906
1,868,801
150,823
639,374
Household
Furnishings
Source:
Publishers
Information
Bureau
837,385
111,198
&
Supplies*
65,735
Industrial Materials
26,507 1,204,868
* National political convention programs not included.
310,633
282,992 2,124,036
Insurance
1,321,913
2,339,216
Jewelry, Optical Goods
527,048
& Cameras
763,394
71,964
TABLE
Top
Product Group
Apparel, Footwear & Access.
Automotive, Auto Access. &
Equip.
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
Consumer Services
Drugs & Remedies
Food & Food Products
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other
Fuels
Household Equip. & Supplies
Household Furnishings
Industrial Materials

V

TV Network Advertiser in Each Product Group for August 1952
Product Group
Advertiser
Advertiser Amount
Mutual Benefit Health &
International Shoe Co. $53,426 Insurance
Accident Assn.
Ford Motor Co.
301,560 Jewelry,
Optical Goods &
Cameras
Speidel
Corp.
Pabst Brewing Corp. 145,780 Office Equip., Stationery &
American Chicle Co.
180,591
Writing Supplies
Hall
Bros.
Inc.
Political
Stevenson-Sparkman Clubs
of Calif.
(Organized
Reserve Corps) 81,301
U.
S.
Gov't.
Curtis Publishing Co.
Publishing & Media
American Home Products
TV Inst.
Sets, &Phonographs,
Corp.
183,135 Radios,
M'-i:al
Access.
General Foods Corp. 561,175 Retail Stores & Direct by Mail RCA
Drugstore
Television
Productions
Gulf Oil Corp.
98,400 Smoking Materials
American Tobacco Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
General Electric Co.
192,955 Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
Armstrong Cork Co.
101,580 Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co.
Revere Copper & Brass Inc. 104,250

Amount
$34,360
54,690
118,350
9,570
81,036
140,027
127,721
566,875
753,440
559,204
47,790

TABLE VI
Gross TV Network Billings by Product Groups for August and Jan.-Aug. 1952 Compared to Same
Period 1951
Jan-Aug.
Jan-Aug.
Jan.-Aug.
1951
Product
Group
Jan.-Aug.
August
August
August
Product Group
1951
August
1951
1951
Apparel,
Footwear
&
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
Access.
$169,300
$1,439,444
$1,950,150
$84,703
£ C~me*-as
Equip., Supplies
Stationery
292,620
$258,256 $1,705,083 Office
Automotive, Auto. Access. $96,801
55,140 $1,247,559
& Writing
& Equip. 1, 131,454
6,634,898
Political
9,518,436 855,917
1,042,255
531,158
384,331
118,350
554,396
590,756
142,722
Beer, Wine & Liquor
81,036
1952*
3,399,487 Publishing & Media
3,808,149
Bldg. Materials, Equip.
66^930
329,014
& Fixtures
1952*
9,570
Radios,
TV
Sets,
PhonoConfectionery
&
Soft
ments
&
Access.
Drinks
259,597 1 ,794,533
361,362
7,690
graphs, Musical Instru- 359,664
2,820,638
358,619 3,234,251
3,284,289
256,686
Consumer Services
327,622 Retail Stores & Direct
1952*
186,423 1,358,646
814,501
11,910
112,490
127,721
367,723
Drugs & Remedies
3,371,619
81,301
1 ,306,239 Smoking Materials
1952* 1,532,294 10,379,304
Food & Food Products 2 375,287 21,508,779 1,898,289 15,504,505
2,232,063 17,999,893
by Mail
Gasoline,
Lubricants &
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
Other Fuels
Polishes
1,383,162
11,973,479
759,784 5,867,067
172,620
2,335,788
Goods & Toilet
Horticulture
12,370 184,635 1,610,295 Toiletries
Household Equip. &
16,567,410
750,226
110,135
664,143
2,110,607
473,044 4,498,084 Miscellaneous
Supplies
1,162,733 1,329,299 8,611,588
6,471,343
Household Furnishings
Total
$12,736,521 $111,667,702
138,806
1,461,186
38,292
$73,459,488
78,820 2,173,679
Industrial Materials
SOURCE: Publishers Information Bureau.
226,725
166,973
included.
2,581,494
1,977,964
246,990
Insurance
260,928
34,360
* National political convention programs not $9,302,071
BROADCASTING
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COTT

ON

RADIO

'Perfect Medium'
For Advertising

RADIO is "the only perfect advertising medium," NARTB District 6
(Ark., La., Miss., Tenn.) broadcasters were told at their Thursday-Friday
meeting in Memphis by Ted Cott, NBC vice president in charge of its
New York owned stations, WNBC and WNBT (TV).
Appraising radio's present impact and its future possibilities,
concept of democracy."
Mr. Clay appointed F. C. Sowell,
Mr. Cott said "the basic of adverWLAC Nashville, chairman of the
tising is repetition, and only radio
of all media has a low enough unit resolutions committee. Other members were Storm Whaley, KUOA
cost to allow purchase of multiple
Siloam Springs, Ark.; Edgar Stern
units with a turnover audience."
Jr., WDSU New Orleans, and
He contended radio has not been
Parry Sheftall, WJZM Clarksville,
dramatic about what it does and
Tenn.
"not exciting enough about what
A Friday TV panel included
it should do." He added, "BroadWalter
Compton, WTTG (TV)
casting must retool its programWashington, as NARTB TV Board
ming to meet changing times. Not
representative; Messrs. Slavick,
television, or any other medium,
Stern and Doherty, and John H.
will kill radio but we may as well
DeWitt Jr., and Irving Waugh,
hold pre-memorial services for the
bad (unimaginative) stations right WSM Nashville.
William T. Stubblefield, NARTB
now."
station relations director, led a
Henry B. Clay, KWKH Shrevediscussion of the membership probport, La., presided at the sessions
lem. Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB
as district director. After hearing
government
relations director, respeakers discuss radio and TV
viewed the regulatory and legislaproblems, he said, "The broadcasttive situation in Washington.
ers of Arkansas, Louisiana, MissiTaking part in a news panel
sippi and Tennessee are very much
were Ed Ball, AP; Cliff Marshall,
aware of the need of revitalizing
UP; Harold Baker, WSM Nashradio in the face of television's exville; Lionel Schwan, WATO Oak
pansion. They will restudy opporTenn., and Mark Weaver,
tunities for a fresh approach to Ridge,
KLRA Little Rock.
many forthcoming problems. ConFrank Grout, president of the
vinced radio is here to stay, they
nevertheless are cognizant of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce,
spoke at the Thursday luncheon
medium's changing position in the meeting.
public and are prepared to do an
even better job."
NFL SUIT
Review by Fellows
NARTB President Harold E.
Announce New Postponement
Fellows reviewed association probGOVERNMENT anti-trust suit
lems at the Thursday morning sesagainst the National Football
sion. He spoke also on WMCT
League, scheduled to start Nov. 6
(TV) Memphis in a recorded tele11], has been postcast prepared under direction of [B«T, ponedAug.
to Jan. 26, it was announced
last week.
H. W. Slavick, WMC-WMCT (TV)
general manager. It was described
Decision to change the date was
as the first telecast by President
made during a pre-trial conference
Fellows during the district meeting
in Philadelphia by U. S. District
series that started in mid-August.
Judge Allan K. Grim. Originally,
The telecast was presented to the trial was due to start last June.
the delegates at their annual banThe government's suit charges
quet. Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
that the NFL engaged in a conspiracy in restraint of trade by
employe-employer relations director, joined Mr. Fellows in a video
restricting member football teams
recording on radio and television
from freely selling radio and TV
as a vocation. The film is to be rights [B»T, Oct. 5, 1951]. The
made available soon to other TV
Justice Dept.'s complaint singled
stations.
out Article X of the NFL constitution which obligates a radio-TV
In his telecast on WMCT Thurs"blackout" when the home team is
day, Mr. Fellows warned viewers
against any group moving in to playing at home.
Pre-trial conference last week
control television, radio or any
to stipulations, order of
medium and urged them to "re- agreed
testimony and other procedural
member that that group is moving
against you — and against your questions.
freedom to learn." He said it is
"little wonder" such a powerful
medium attracts all sorts of in- Oakite Opens Drive
terests who criticize it thoughtOAKITE Products Inc., New York,
lessly "and even in some cases
is using a radio and television
would control it.
spot announc anient campaign starton varied dates early this
"Keep television free as you monthing on
43 radio stations and 19
would guard your own freedom,"
TV stations in 15 eastern markets
Mr. Fellows said, "for when you
for 13 weeks. Calkins & Holden,
are maintaining the integrity and
Carlock, McClinton & Smith, N. Y.,
freedom to perform of the public
medium you are defending a basic is the agency.
BROADCASTING

ARRANGING Philco Distributor Inc. sponsorship of U. of Pennsylvania grid
games on WCAU Philadelphia are (seated, I to r) Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU pres. -gen. mgr.; James Shallow, sis. mgr. of sponsor firm; Mort Farr,
Philco dealer and co-sponsor; Jack deRussy, WCAU sis. mgr.; (standing) John
Lyons, distributor's ad mgr.; Dave Yanow, WCAU acct. exec, and Francis
Murray, Penn. athletic director.

GAYLE V. GRUBB (I), v. p. -managing
dir., WJBK Detroit, and Harry R.
Lipson, WJBK gen. sis. mgr., watch
Frank G. Swindell (r), div. mgr..
Standard Oil of Indiana, sign for
52-week, weekday newscast on
WJBK-TV.

GENE FULLEN (I), host on WBNS
Columbus, Ohio's Club 33, and W. I.
Orr (r), WBNS sis. mgr., look on as
Carl Dauksch, pres.. The AtkinsonDauksch Agencies, signs year's contract for Club 33.

CLAUDE LAUDENSLAGER Jr. (I), COMPLETING Notre Dame grid
mgr., Allentown Dairy Co., Div. of games details for WGR Buffalo are
Philadelphia Dairy Products, signs J. (seated, I to r) Nat L. Cohen, WGR
sis. mgr.; Nick Delgato, applicance
Birney Crum (r), well-known former
Allentown athletic coach, for sportsdealer, sponsor; Kenneth Kaplan,
casts on WHOL Allentown, Pa. Mr.
acct. e-?ec, James G. Wells Adv.
agency; (standing) Eugene Novak,
Crum gained nation-wide attention
when his teams won 60 consecutive
agency radio-TV dir.; James G. Wells,
games and four straight titles.
agsney ©res.; Anthony Rocco, WGR.
SIGNING for White Motor Co. sponsorship of Game of the Week on WJW
Cleveland is C. L. Bryan, White dir. of industrial rel. Looking on are (I to r)
Hal Waddell, WJW sis. mgr.; Johnson Kuyper and Lynn Davis, White employment mgrs.; James
Toedtman,WJWacct. sis.
exec,
D'Arcy
Virgil Brinnon,
prom.
exec. Adv. agency, and

Telecasting
J

GREEN JOINS
Christal Firm From KOMO
RICHARD E. GREEN, KOMO
Seattle, manager of national sales
and sales service, resigns effective
this Friday, to become manager of
the new West
Coast office of
Henry I. Christal
Co., station representative, with
headquarters in
San Francisco.
The Christal
office will be in
the Russ Bldg.
Succeeding Mr.
Green at KOMO
Mr. Green
will be Bill Hubbach, who recently returned to the
station after two years in the
armed services [B«T, Aug. 11].
King Mitchell, also of the KOMO
sales staff, has been appointed to
the newly established post of supervisor of local sales.
NABET WALKOUT
Cancels Two NBC Shows
A WALKOUT by NBC engineers
in Washington and Hollywood Oct.
5 forced the network to cancel the
Colgate Comedy Hour on television
and Meet the Press on both radio
and TV.
Engineers at WRC and WNBW
(TV) Washington, D. C, NBC
Capital outlets, walked out just before 6 p.m. EST when Meet the
Press was scheduled to go on the
air.
NBC Washington engineers,
members of the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians
(CIO), reportedly were dissatisfied
with the stations' consolidation of
radio-TV operations at the Wardman Park Hotel. WRC formerly
was located in the Trans-Lux Bldg.
The union later withdrew its objection but still was pressing for a
settlement on other issues.
In Hollywood, NABET engineers
and technicians walked out two
hours after the Washington move,
to attend an "emergency meeting."
The NBC-TV Comedy Hour is
microwaved from the El Capitan
Theatre in Hollywood to the East.
About 50 engineers attended the
meeting, leaving a skeleton crew of
five men to handle the TV theatre
equipment. Engineers returned to
work shortly befort the Comedy
Hour ended.
Washington engineers went back
to work at 10:20 p.m. after a meeting of NABET and NBC officials.
Supervisory personnel had manned
Washington operations, bringing
WNBW back on the air at 7:08
p.m. and WRC at 7:30 p.m., until
the engineers returned.
Films were fed to the network
from New York to replace the
missing TV shows. NBC said the
radio version of Meet the Press,
slated for 10 p.m., was cancelled,
with substitutions made on the
local level. Kinescopes of the
Comedy Hour may be released national y at a later date.
Page 30
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WGN
RATES
AM and TV Card Altered

PARTICIPATING in official opening ceremonies of the new four-story WNHC
New Haven radio building are (I to r) George Hicks, NBC; Mayor William C.
Celentano; Patrick J. Goode, president. Elm City Broadcasting Corp., licensee
of WNHC-AM-FM-TV; Fran Gregory, NBC singer-actress; Edward C. Obrist,
station manager, and Aldo DeDominicis, secretary-treasurer of Elm City
Bcstg. Corp.

WGN Chicago cuts its Class A
nighttime rate 50% effective Nov.
1 by standardizing all time from
7 a.m. until 10:30 p.m. as Class A
with the present daytime rate.
Prime 7 to 10 p.m. time charges,
with the new cost structure, drop
from a basic hourly one-time rate
of $900 to $450, with minute spots
from $150 to $75.
Radio rates in four classes, A
through D, have been simplified
into Classes A and B, with B time
everything before 7 a.m. and after
10:30 p.m. Early-morning time
from 7 until 8 a.m. has been upped
price-wise with reclassification
from D to A rate.
WGN-TV also realigned its rates
by classifying the 2 to 5 p.m. Sunday period as Class C instead of
Class A, thereby cutting the hourly
rate from $1,200 to $600. WGNTV schedules no Class B time on
Sunday, so that under the new
rate card all time after 5 p.m. is A.
This is the first drastic rate
change WGN has effected in many
years. It is a 50 kw clear channel
station affiliated with MBS.

As WOR-AM-TV
President
STREIBERT
RESIGNS
THEODORE C. STREIBERT on Friday announced his resignation as
president of WOR and WOR-TV New York and as vice president of
General Teleradio Inc., owner of the WOR properties, to become effective "at a later date."
Although he is ending an assotreasurer of Cinema Credits Corp.
ciation of nearly 20 years with
BORMANN
SCORES
and assistant to the executive vice
WOR, Mr. Streibert will continue
to serve as a director of Mutual,
president of Pathe Exchange.
Celler's Radio-TV Stand
which he helped
In 1929 he deserted the movies to
form and of which
(Also see Contempt ruling story,
return to the Harvard Business
page UU)
he has been a school as assistant dean, remaining
board member
there until 1933, when the Macy
STRONG protest against the prosince its incepdepartment store group which then
hibition of radio-TV coverage of
tion in 1934. He
owned WOR persuaded him to make
House and Senate was made last
a second break with the educational
served as chairweek to Rep. Emanuel Celler (Dman of the MBS
world to join the station as assistN. Y.), chairman of the House
board in the 1949ant to President Alfred J. McCosJudiciary Committee, by Jim Bor1951 period.
ker. He became vice president and
mann, president of the National
Resignation of general manager of WOR in 1938
Assn. of Radio News Directors.
Mr.
Streibert
and on Jan. 1, 1945, he succeeded
Mr. Streibert
Mr. Bormann, news director of
adds another
Mr. McCosker as president of the
WCCO
Minneapolis, took the Conname to the list of WOR and WORstation.
gres man totask for asserting that
TV executives who have left the
radio
and
TV should be barred
During the succeeding years, Mr.
station since spring, when a profrom Congressional hearings beStreibert
operations and supervised
those of itsWOR's
FM and
TV
gram of integration of the operacause their presence would encourtions of WOR and WOR-TV with
stations, as well when they were
age some congressmen to become
those of MBS was inaugurated.
inaugurated.
"ham actors." Mr. Celler made that
In June of this year, after the reference in a speech before the
Follows Other Resignations
purchase of the WOR properties by Federal Bar Assn. last month
General Teleradio is majority
[B»T, Sept. 29].
General Teleradio, he was appointstockholder of the network and
"Would it not be the more direct
ed president of General Telecasting
and effective method to restrain
Thomas F. O'Neil, president, is also
System,
a
GT
subsidiary
designed
president and board chairman of
to distribute programs to TV sta- the offending Congressmen, and to
MBS. J. R. Poppele, vice president
the weak procetions, presumably by film at least legislateduresagainst
and chief engineer of the WOR stawhich fail to defend the
for the immediate future, and to
tions; R. G. Maddux, vice president
serve as a video counterpart of rights of the witness," Mr. Borin charge of sales; Dave Driscoll,
MBS [B»T, June 30].
mann asked, "rather than to invade
news head, and Bob Blake, publicity
Mr. Streibert has served as a the right of freedom of informadirector, are among the station exmember of the boards of NARTB
tion, which is the right of the peoecutives whose resignations have
ple and not the right of television
and BMI and he is at present a
been announced in recent months,
director of BAB. He is also a diduring which time there has also
rector of Ward Baking Co. and a
In answer to Mr. Celler's referbeen a severe curtailment of nonence to TV as an "entertainment
executive personnel as a result of member of its executive committee.
industry,"
attention to Mr.
the Bormann
educationalcalled
powers
the merged network-station operations [B*T, Sept. 29].
believed
alone?" to be inherent in TV, as
RCA Shifts Haber
exemplified in the decision of the
After receiving his MBA from
FCC to reserve TV channels for
the Harvard Graduate School of
JULIUS HABER, director of adBusiness Administration, Mr. Streivertising and sales promotion for purely educational operation.
When Rep. Celler made his
RCA Technical Products, has been
bert reau
in 1923
joined theResearch.
school's Buof Business
An
speech, he called on the Federal
named director of public relations
Bar Assn. to adopt a resolution
association with Guy W. Curry,
for RCA Victor Div., effective Nov.
1. He will succeed James M. Toney,
Boston attorney, led in turn to posts
in favor of barring radio-TV coveras assistant secretary of FBO (sub- who has been appointed director of
age of court trials and Congressional hearings. This the FBA did.
sequently RKO) Pictures Corp.,
consumer products distribution.
BROADCASTING
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More

WHO
Dear Mr. Shelley :
We thank you sincerely for your service announcing the funeral of Curtis
Benskin of our city. Yes the announcement was made at about 7 :39 or 40. Since
we have no news paper in Wesley, and
the county papers would be published too
late Thurs. so your service was perfect,
covering Wesley — and burial at Metz —
beyond Colfax.
The relatives and friends of the family
are scattered — residing near Metz — Grinnell — Laurel — and up here at Whittemore
— Ft. Dodge — and Emmetsburg. Our
church was well filled at 9:15 and more
than 100 people from near Metz attended.
The WHO service is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Wesley, Iowa

(Rev.) J. A. Riggs

Dear Mr. Loyet :
May I take this opportunity to thank
you most sincerely for the interest taken
by your station in giving news and broadcast time to the annual Hawkeye Boys
State held at Camp Dodge. I want especial y to thank you for working in the
important officers of Hawkeye Boys
State on ontheSaturday,
regular Governor's
program
June 9th. Hour
We have received several favorable
comments on the program in addition to
those expressed by Governor Beardsley,
himself.
We have appreciated the hearty cooperation of Radio Station WHO in the
past and are grateful for the time which
has been allotted for American Legion
programs and activities.
Sincerely yours,
A. F. Faber
Director of Public Relations
Iowa Department
The American Legion
Des Moines 9, Iowa
Dear Mr. Woods :
On behalf of all our patients and
Special Services, may I extend sincere
thankssibleand
appreciation
for making
the Barn
Dance Frolic.
It waspos-a
very excellent program and one that all
patients enjoyed.
We appreciate the thoughtfulness and
interest of WHO on behalf of the hospitalized veterans. The cooperative and
unselfish attitude of the individual participants created a warm feeling as well as
an excellent performance. Please extend
our thanks to all.
Very sincerely yours,
L. E. Hunn
Chief, Special Services
Veterans Administration Center
Des Moines, Iowa

Dear Mr. Shelley :
Just a little note of very sincere appreciation to you and the WHO news
staff for being so kind in broadcasting
the announcement of the cancellation of
the Simpson College Choir Concert at
Hoyt Sherman Place last night.
This willingness on the part of your staff
to render such service is a very gracious
act and I want you to know that there is
one man over here who appreciates it.
Very sincerely yours,
Edwin Edgar Voigt
Simpson College
President
Indianola, Iowa

Dear Mr. Woods :
As chairman of the Holy Week Noonday Services sponsored by the Ministerial
Association of Des Moines I want to
thank you for the assistance you gave us
in placing the facilities of your radio station at our disposal. We sincerely appreciate this cooperation in making poshad. sible one of the finest seasons we have
Sincerely yours,
Marvin O. Sansbury
University Christian Church
Des Moines 11, Iowa

Dear Sirs :
One of the finest things your station
has done in a long time was to broadcast
the concert by the Iowa Bandmasters
Band. The music was fine and it was a
thrill to hear them. With the large number of high school students interested in
band music there is a large listening audience. The Cities Service Band is making
a large place in the habits of the American listening audience. Thank you very
much for these Sincerely,
two concerts.

Dear Mr. Loyet :
Just a line to thank you and Herb
Plambeck for the wonderful time a group
of friends from my World War II outfit
had as guests of WHO Saturday.
Saturday was the first time in six
years we fellows and our wives have had
a chance to meet as a group. It was
through
was such Herb's
a huge efforts
success. that
We the
all meeting
enjoyed
every minute of it and want you to know
that you have gained several more
staunch supporters for your fine station.
Sincerely yours,
William A. Buchholz
Des Moines 7, Iowa

Calvin D. Lowell
CWO 34th Inf Div Band Iowa NG
Fairfield, Iowa

✓ ev
ew professional advertising men, we suppose, have
ever written a personal letter to a radio station. Therefore it may be difficult for you to realize why WHO
gets mailbags of personal letters — to understand the
feelings of friendship and inter-dependence that exist
between WHO
and its listeners. . . .
Read these few typical letters, and we believe you'll get
some new ideas of what WHO
means in Iowa Plus —
what WHO can mean to advertisers, too. . . .

WIKI®
+/©#• Iowa
PLUS +
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

TWO-STATE broadcaster group at District 9 meeting held late in September
at Milwaukee [B»T, Sept. 29] (seated, I to r): Harold Murphy, WDUZ Green
Bay, Wis.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, district director; NARTB President Harold E. Fellows; Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock Island. Standing,
Joseph S. Bonansinga, WGEM Qunicy, III.; Verl Bratton, WKTY La Crosse,
Wis.; Fred C. Mueller, WEEK Peoria, III.; Bruce Wallace, WTMJ Milwaukee.

MILWAUKEE session of NARTB District 9 included these delegates (seated,
I to r): Harold A. Safford, WLS Chicago; Hugh K. Boice, WEMP Milwaukee;
Harry D. Peck, WISN Milwaukee; Kenneth Carter, WAAM (TV) Baltimore.
Standing, William Dunbar, General Communications, Fort Atkinson, Wis.;
William E. Schons, WKAI Macomb, III.; Harold L. Dewing, WCVS Springfield; Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon; Howard Dahl, WKBH La Crosse.

By NARTB
DOUBLE-BILLING, the artful device of forcing the national advertiser to foot the bill for cooperative
advertising paid for at the local
rate (with the medium pocketing
the difference), was condemned formally by broadcasters of Georgia,
Florida and Alabama last Monday
at the NARTB District 5 meeting.
A resolution deprecating degrading of station rates, adopted at
virtually all previous district meetings, was broadened to encompass
the double-billing blight. Action
came after NARTB President
Harold Fellows had deplored the
practice as immoral and unethical.
But double - billing, when requested by the local advertiser,
was supported as proper by
Emmett Brooks, WEBJ Brewton,
Ala., who is also publisher of the
city's newspaper. He said the practice was common among newspapers.
For the first time in this year's
series of district meetings, the subject of NARBA (North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement,
governing division of broadcast
channels among nations of the continent) came before a session. A
resolution offered by Jerry Stone,

WNDB Daytona Beach, Fla., calling upon the Senate to ratify the
proposed agreement and upon the
President to sign it, was adopted
without debate.
An inspirational address by Ed
Norton, one of the South's foremost industrialists and broadcasters, who recently concluded a term
as a governor of the Federal Reserve Board, urged broadcasters to
meet the responsibility directly
ahead in selling America. The
nation must learn how to sell its
vast and constantly increasing production, he said, and a great responsibility devolves upon the
broadcasters.
Review of Problems
Mr. Fellows kicked off the district session with a diagnosis of
the problems confronting broadcasters and with a prognosis calling for a united industry, asserting its full influence, to thwart
efforts to undermine it. He characterized radio and television as
the "most vital force in this nation
In a question-and-answer session,
today."
President
Fellows contended that
the purported Republican "blitz"

SOUTHERN hospitality prevailed at District 4 meet at Pinehurst, N. C. [B»T,
Oct. 6]. Southerners included (I to r): Frank E. Koehler, WROV Roanoke, Va.;
Cecil Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, N. C; C. R. Maillet, WFLO Farmville, Va.;
Charles H. Crutchfield, WBT-WBTV Charlotte, N. C; James Odell, N. C. Citizens for Eisenhower Committee; Ben E. Wilbur, WOL Washington; Harold
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C; Richard H. Mason, WPTF Raleigh, N. C;
Richard Allerton, NARTB; Jack S. Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C.
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campaign, involving a reported $2
million in time purchases, is "perprovided
the tosame
time canfectlybeethical"
made
available
the
opposing forces. He urged broadcasters, however, to exercise extreme caution in their handling of
political time, and suggested that
careful records be kept — a point
subsequently emphasized by Ralph
Hardy, NARTB government relations director, who recounted the
legislative and regulatory story
behind the Washington scenes.
Thad Holt, WAPI WAFM-TV
Birmingham, District 5 director
who presided at the sessions, cited
the unique status of the district —
which boasts three NARTB directors. He shared the rostrum with
Ed Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.
(Postoffice address, Ambassador
Hotel, N. Y.), representing small
stations, and. A. D. (Jess) Willard
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., medium
stations director, and former executive vice president of the national trade association.
Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations director,
following a closed session address
on economics of station management, labor problems and copy-

Dist. 5

quarter-backed
ing rights,
forum on
stationa fast-movoperating
problems. Harold Danforth, WDBO
Orlando, deprecated the sameness
of station programming format,
and urged changes, corresponding
to those of the automobile manufacturers. He urged broadcasters
to give greater thought to their
"ethical responsibility," by avoiding over-selling and multiple-spotting and by giving greater attention to the "personality" of accounts and to copy-writing.
Advises Newspaper Tack
It was here that Mr. Brooks got
in his licks favoring double-billing,
suggesting that stations could
"take a leaf" from the newspapers.
But Henry P. Johnston, WSGN
Birmingham, a newspaper-owned
station-, argued that in his quartercentury in the newspaper and radio
business, he had never known of
double-billing as a reputable practice.
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL
Columbus, called upon broadcasters
to think beyond "today's existence"
and (Continued
to contemplate
tomorrow's
on page
65)

CO-ED GROUP at NARTB District 4 cocktail party at Pinehurst, N. C. (front
row, I to r): E. S. Whitlock, WRNL Richmond; Mrs. Jack S. Younts, WEEB
Southern Pines, N. C; Mrs. Carlo Keys, WFLO Farmville, Va.; Ward A.
Coleman, WENC Whiteville, N. C; Charles Pittman, WCOS Columbia, S. C;
T. H. Patterson, WRRF Washington, N. C. Back row, E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington, N. C; D. L. Craddock, WLOE Leakesville, Va.; Philip P. Allen, WLVA
Lynchburg, Va.; Earle J. Gluck, WSOC Charlotte; Campbell Arnoux, WTAR
Norfolk, Va.; John M. Rivers, WCSC Charleston, S. C.
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ASCAP

toasts

ED

SULLIVAN

ASCAP's 3000 Composers
to you, Ed Sullivan, for:

•

Bringing

and

Authors

the ASCAP

and

500

Story over

"Toast

Town" into the homes of millions
on two successive weeks . . .
•

Delighting

ASCAP

Ed Sullivan,

are deeply

. . .

appreciated
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young

and

the thousands
music

varied and

old with glimpses
of creators

truly "The

for your fine shows

AMERICAN
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of The

Dramatizing ASCAP's struggle to provide a measure of security for Composers and Authors, enabl-

among

Thanks,

grateful

of televiewers

ing them to add new works to ASCAP's
ever-growing repertoire . . .
•

are

Reminding America of ASCAP's more than 38
years of service to the entertainment industry and
the nation

•

Publishers

by the Composers,

Music

and

who

of a few

have

made

of America"

human

Authors

and

understanding.
Publishers

SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS, AUTHORS AND
575 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

They

of America.
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GAGUINE NAMED
As FCC Hearing Examiner
APPOINTMENT last week of
Benito Gaguine, legal assistant to
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, to be
FCC hearing examiner, brings to
12 the number of
FCC
"judges."
Five have
been
added to the longtime seven in the
last two months.
It is understood
that there are
still two vacancies which the
Commission intends to fill in
Mr. Gaguine
order to bring the
number of examiners up to 14.
This is the strength for which the
Congressional appropriation for
fiscal 1953 called. Of the $6.4 million which Congress gave the FCC,
$300,000 was earmarked for personnel to process TV applications.
Among those mentioned as having been recommended to be examiners, only one not yet officially
confirmed is attorney H. Gifford
Irion, Aural Facilities Div. of the
Broadcast Bureau [Closed Circuit, Aug. 18].
Recently appointed were William
G. Butts, from Common Carrier
Bureau; Annie N. Huntting, also
from Common Carrier Bureau;
Thomas H. Donahue, Broadcast
Bureau, and Herbert Sharfman,
O/fice of Opinions and Reviews.
Mr. Gaguine received his A.B. degree in 1932 and LL.B. in 1934,
from Columbia U. In 1939 he received aLL.M. degree from George
Washington U. in Washington.
He joined the Federal Alcohol
Administration in 1935 and later
was with the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. In 1941 he joined the
FCC, serving in Broadcast Div. and
Safety and Special Radio Services
Division. During World War II,
Mr. Gaguine served in the Army's
Judge Advocate General's Dept.
Dr. S. F. Lowe
DR. S. F. LOWE, 62, director of
the Radio & Television Commission
of the Southern Baptist Convention
since 1938, died Oct. 4 after a
long illness. An early believer in
religious radio, Dr. Lowe led Southern Baptists to its use in 1938
and devoted full time to the
work after 1944. The Baptist Hour
is carried weekly now by more than
320 stations in 28 states and five
foreign countries. Dr. Lowe is survived by his wife, three sons, a
daughter and six grandchildren.
John

B. Flack

JOHN B. FLACK, 53, founder and
president of the Flack Advertising agency, died Oct. 7 at Memorial
Hospital in Syracuse. Mr. Flack
entered the advertising business
after graduation from Syracuse U.
in 1921. Ten years later he founded
the agency.
BROADCASTING

MUTUAL
MEET
Rates on MAAC Agenda

NARTB District Meeting Schedule
Date Dist. Hotel
City
Oct.
13-14 3 PennHarrisburg, Pa.
Harris
1G-17 2 Westchester
Country Rye, N. Y.
Club
20-21
1 Statler Boston
Oct. 11-13: Women's Adv. Clubs annual
Mid-West inter-city conference, Hotel Morton, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Oct. 12-15: AAA A, Pacific Council annual convention, Arrowhead Springs
Hotel, San Bernardino, Calif.
Oct. 13-14: Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn., Henry Clay Hotel, Ashland,
Kentucky.
Oct. 13-14: Engineering Conference,
Central Canada Broadcasters Assn..
Royal Connaught Hotel, Hamilton,
Ont.
Oct. 16-17: Institute on Educational TV
■ D.
meet,C. Georgetown U., Washington,
Oct. 17-18: Ninth Annual Advertising
& Sales Promotion Conference, Columbus.
Oct. 17-19:
Southeastern
District.
National Assn.
of Radio Farm
Directors
convention, Winston-Salem, N. C.
Oct. 20: Theatre TV hearing begins,
FCC, Washington, D. C.
Oct. 20-21: Adv. Fed. of America Fifth
District meeting, Ft. Hayes Hotel,
Columbus, Ohio.

CBC DRAFTS
Program Percentage Plan
TENTATIVE regulations which
would require Canadian stations to
schedule Canadian-originated programs from 30% to 48% of their
total broadcast time were announced by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. last Thursday.
At the same time, CBC would invoke a code governing length of
advertising copy per program for
different hours of the broadcast
schedule.
The new regulations were published for study by private broadcasters before CBC conducts public
hearings later this year. Oral argument for and against the rules will
be taken then.
The CBC announcement came in
the wake of reports that an increasing number of U. S. advertising agencies are opening Canadian branch offices, thus posing
new client problems for local
agencies and station representa43). tive firms there (see story page
Under the new regulations, stations affiliated with CBC's French
or Trans-Canada networks and located in large metropolitan areas
would be required to schedule as
much as 48% of their daytime and
evening hours for Canadian shows.
Advertising messages would be
limited to 1:15 minutes in each fiveminute program from midnight to
6 p.m. and to one minute between
6 p.m. and midnight. Maximum
commercial time is seven minutes
for a 60-minute program aired between midnight and 6 p.m.

• Telecasting

LED by President and Board ChairThomasslated
F. to
O'Neil,
officialsmanwere
chart MBS
their
answer to rival networks' rate and
discount adjustments in meetings
with the Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Committee at Virginia Beach, Va.,
over the past weekend.
Several plans calculated to
match, generally, the changes already instituted by the three other
national radio networks reportedly
were to be considered. Some authorities said as many as six alternative plans had been devised for
consideration.
The rate question was expected
to dominate the session. It was
described, however, as also being
an organizational meeting for the
new MAAC, since it was the first
following the election of new
MAAC members in August.
The agenda apart from the rate
issue was expected to include election of a MAAC chairman. This
post has been held in the past by
Gene Cagle of KFJZ Fort Worth,
who was returned to the committee
for
another term in the August
balloting.
If MBS devises a plan comparable to those adopted by its competitors, the effect will be to reduce
evening time charges by an average
25% while boosting daytime (or at
least morning) costs by about 4 or
5% [B«T, Aug. 18, et seq.].
The Mutual executives, including
Mr. O'Neil and Executive Vice
President William H. Fineshriber
Jr., were planning to leave New
York for Virginia Beach Saturday
morning.
Members of the MAAC include:
Mr. Cagle; Fred Fletcher, WRAL
Raleigh, N. C; Jack Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C; John
Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis; Bob
McRaney, WCBI Columbus, Miss.;
John Laux, WSTV Steubenville,
Ohio; Wendell Mayes, KB WD
Brownwood, Tex. ; Victor Diehm,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa. ; Fred Wagenvoord, KCRG Cedar Rapids; E. J.
McKellar, KVOX Moorhead, Minn.;
George Hatch, KALL Salt Lake
City; Rex Howell, KFXJ Grand
Junction, Col.; Porter Smith,
WGRC Louisville; Hugh Potter,
WOMI Owensboro, Ky.
William Cherney
FUNERAL services were held
Wednesday near Chicago for William Cherney, 65, president of William Cherney & Assoc., Chicago
advertising agency. He died Monday at his home in Fox River
Grove, 111. He is survived by his
wife, a son and a daughter.
Kohler Names

Deutsch

KOHLER Mfg. Co. appoints Herschel Z. Deutsch & Co., New York,
as its advertising agency for
Kohler headache powders.

TMKAi

at 20% DISCOUIVr
from Regular Rates
* KRBC- Abilene
5000 Wafts Day— -1000 Night
★ KGKL-San Angelo
5000 Watts Day— -1000 Night
* KBST-Big Spring
250 Watts
★ KTRN- Wichita Falls
5000 Watts Day— 1000 Night

for

all

4

See Discounted Rates Under

or contact the
John E. fmnm
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3,442
3,247
7,029
2,670
17,175
2,286
6,952
10,487
17,842
42,318
10,602
6,042
3,316
4,791
3,866
5,181
6,684
5,136
2,748
3,081
20,664
8,427
14,018

lli

Statistics in adjacent table
are extracted from final reports of the 1950 Census of
Housing, Series H-A, No. 15
for Iowa, which will be available in about six weeks from
the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C,
at 55 cents per copy.
Statistics on distribution of
the population in the states
are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, No. 15,
now available from the Superintendent of Documents,
at 25 cents a copy for each
state. Descriptions and maps
of "urbanized areas" are presented in these reports.
Statistics on characteristics
of the population in the states

767,200 12,235 1.6
1.5
563,160
375,880
187,280 9,355 1.7
1.7
204,040 2,880
2,810
6,545 1.4
185
0.6
0.5
23,922 31 ,560
115
24,165
4.3
51,786 67,580 2,910 4.3
t
Cen
*
P2.4er
56,800
51,022 68,965 2,430
1,630
2.4
61,710 1,490
190
25,208 30,880
165
*
0.6
26,950
200 0.7
21,084 28,665
155 0.6
24,380

617,006
422,370
284,354
138,016
194,636

dwe

The State
780,167 771,035 752,805 97.6
Urban and Rural 2,621,073
nonfarm
1,838,423 573,187 565,645 552,285 97.6
Urban
382,563 377,800 370,225 98.0
Rural nonfarm 1 ,250,938
587,485 190,624 187,845 182,060 96.9
Rural farm
782,650 206,980 205,390 200,520 97.6
S. M. A.
104,274 31,821 31 ,600 31 ,045 98.2
Cedar Rapids
Cedar Rapids
Urbanized Area 78,212 24,329 24,200 23,885 98.7
Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline
234,256 68,802 67,675 66,605 98.4
Davenport-Rock
Island-Moline
Urbanized Area 194,925 57,804 56,945 55,975 98.3
Des Moines
226,010 70,128 69,200 67,835 98.0
Des Moines
98.1
Urbanized Area 199,934 62,665 61,935 60,730 97.3
103,917 31 ,253 30,945 30,110
Sioux City
97.5
Sioux City
Urbanized Area 90,101 27,249 27,015 26,340
Waterloo
100,448 29,189 28,750 28,385 98.7
Waterloo
Urbanized Area 84,386 24,778 24,470 24,220 99.0
URBAN PLACES
98.9
Ames
22,898
5,976
5,950
5,885 98.3
Boone
12,164
96.5
3,935
3,925
3,860
Burlington
30,613
9,688
9,680
9,345
99.4
Cedar Falls
14,334
3,923
3,850
3,875 22,055 98.7
Cedar Rapids
72,296 22,480 22,355
97.8
10,309
Charles
3,171
3,185
3,115 98.0
Clinton City
30,379
9,230
9,307 13,415
9,045
Council Bluffs
13,110
45,429
13,622
98.4
21,315 97.7
Davenport
74,549
22,201
21,655
Des Moines
177,965 56,296 55,645 54,560 98.1
97.9
Dubuque
49,671 13,431 13,115 12,835 97.8
Fort Dodge
25,115
97.0
7,634
7,485
7,320
Fort Madkon
14,954
4,452
4,370
4,240
99.2
Iowa City
27,212
6,634
6,475
6,425 96.1
Keokuk
16,144
5,075
99.0
5,126
4,875
Marshalltown
19,821
6,135 98.3
6,200
6,279
Mason City
27,980
7,925
8,060
8,268
98.1
Muscatine
99.3
19,041
6,125
6,189
6,010 97.5
Newton
1 1 ,723
3,570
3,633
3,595
Oskaloosa
11,124
3,660 96.6
3,835 10,560
3,755 10,205
Ottumwa
33,631 10,630
97.6
Sioux City
83,991
24,560
98.9
25,180
25,474
Waterloo
65,198 19,507 19,255 19,040

5,945
3,830
9,640
3,855
22,325
3,210
13,280
219,210
,620
55,440
13,080
7,410
4,345
6,445
5,080
6,150
8,030
6,140
3,565
3,725
10,520
25,115
19,180

35
170
180
10010
35
170
955
835
110
1,315
140
10
4570
60
40
160
55
35
80
145
130

are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-B, No. 15,
available from the Superintendent of Documents, at 60
cents per copy. Descriptions
of Standard Metropolitan
Areas, if any, are presented
in these reports.
A Standard Metropolitan
Area is generally described
as a county or group of contiguous counties with at least
one city of 50,000 or more.
In New England, it is defined
on a town or city rather than
county basis.
An urbanized area contains
at least one city of 50,000 or
more and includes surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated
areas.

2.9
0.9
0.3
1.9
1.1
0.4
7.2
1.8
3.9
2.4
1.9
0.8
0.2
1.2
0.7
0.9
0.7
2.6
1.5
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.7

Clayton
Clinton
Crawford
Dallas
Davis
Decatur
Delaware
Des
Moines
Dickinson
Dubuque
Emmet
Floyd
Fayette
Franklin
Fremont
Grundy
Greene
Guthrie
Hamilton
Hancock
Henry
Hardin
Harrison
Howard
Ida
Humboldt
Iowa
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Jones
Keokuk
Lee
Kossuth
Linn
Louisa
Lucas
Madison
Lyon
Mahaska
Marion
Marshall
Mills
Mitchell
Monana
O'Brien
Montgomery
Monroe
Muscatine
Page
Osceola
Palo Alto
Plymouth
Pocahontas
Polk
Pottawattamie
Poweshiek
Ringgold
Sac
Shelby
Story
Scott
Sioux
Tama
Taylor
Union
Van Buren
Wapello
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Webster
Winnebago
Winneshiek
Woodbury
Worth
Wright
* Not available.

reporting

12,292
16,351
19,683
8,753
122,656
1 ,579
100,448
28,139
18,884
2121,113
,927
17,394
16,925
23,065
18,532
46,053
16,910
19,052
15,228
18,103
9,369
22,522
49,664
23,661
19,741
12,601
9,959
17,734
42,056
12,756
71 ,337
14,102
28,294
21 ,505
16,268
12,323
15,544
13,722
15,197
19,660
15,077
22,218
19,560
18,708
13,105
10,697
13,117
15,835
18,622
15,696
32,305
45,756
19,401
16,797
26,241
43,102
104,274
11,101
12,069
14,697
13,131
24,672
25,930
35,611
14,064
13,945
16,303
11,814
15,685
32,148
18,970
10,181
23,921
15,891
23,252
15,496
226,010
69,682
19,344
9,528
17,518
100,698
15,942
26,381
44,294
21,688
12,420
15,651
11,007
47,397
17,758

2,789
3,871
4,577
6,339
3,508
29,189
6,887
8,375
5,534
5,767
5,293
6,460
5,164
6,380
5,945
13,667
5,229
5,072
4,332
3,036
5,498
14,852
6,704
5,687
7,574
3,116
3,765
12,989
5,017
18,574
3,919
4,118
8,314
6,408
3,903
4,907
4,798
4,218
4,829
4,340
6,013
7,085
5,881
3,738
5,330
3,874
3,299
4,672
5,487
4,912
9,793
1 5,427
1 ,761
5,410
12,935
7,145
31,821
3,389
4,098
3,963
7,517
7,938
4,145
10,765
4,110
3,625
4,827
3,577
10,024
5,028
5,685
2,922
7,127
4,369
70,128
6,529
4,454
20,620
5,531
5,236
29,440
3,047
4,478
7,297
12,295
6,681
4,065
5,001
14,558
3,614

119,557
1 ,737
44,241
13,450
21,639
103,917
1 1 ,068

5,326
6,037
13,051
3,943
3,816
315,869
,253

19,652

6,054
3,208

2,760
3,830
4,565
6,280
3,455
6,790
28,750
8,300
5,460
5,595
6,365
5,205
6,130
6,265
5,850
13,345

Homes

s
unit
ed
upi
occ

tio
popula

Z £

COUNTIES
Adair
Adams
Allamakee
Audubon
Appanoose
Benton
Black Hawk
Boone
Bremer
Buchanan
Buena Vista
Butler
Calhoun
Carroll
Clay
Cedar
Cass
Cerro Gords
Cherokee
Chickasaw
Clarke

1940

l

Total

Area

tasn

45

Radio

Tota

RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— IOWA
^TELEVISION _
RADIO
With TV
With Radio
1950
e

£=

RADIO

RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— IOWA
RADIO
TELEVISION
With Radio
With TV
1950
Area
c

Number

TV sets in the nation compared to
19 million at the present time.
In all major Iowa cities, more
than 97% of occupied homes were
equipped with radio sets, according to the Census Bureau. Official
U. S. Census radio and TV data
(April 1950) for Iowa follow:
g

RADIO home saturation in Iowa
reached a peak of 99% of all occupied homes in the Waterloo urbanized area, according to 1950 U. S.
Census data just released by the
Census Bureau. Percentage of TV
homes in the state was small in
April 1950, when census data were
collected, there being only 5 million

HAVE

HOMES

IOWA

reportin

97.6%

5,190
5,085
4,250
2,990
5,435
6,655
14,680
5,590
7,635
3,025
3,655
12,920
4,880
3,840
18,175
4,135
6,495
8,215
4,925
4,780
3,815
4,210
4,795
5,955
4,290
5,835
7,030
5,420
3,725
3,810
4,655
3,230
5,505
9,620
1 4,925
1 ,550
5,330
5,340
12,710
7,090
31,600
3,340
3,875
4,095
4,095
7,895
7,390
10,705
3,560
4,835
3,995
3,610
5,010
5,680
9,970
7,135
2,935
4,325
69,200
6,620
4,240
20,400
5,555
28,695
2,880
5,230
4,420
7,205
12,290
6,480
4,050
4,955
3,205
14,370
5,220
12,865
6,035
3,915
3,845
5,815
30,945
5,945
3,185

4,405
2,720
3,750
6,085
3,385
28,385
6,670
8,110
5,325
5,340
6,310
5,060
5,015
6,160
5,715
5,085
13,130
5,000
4,160
2,885
14,330
5,325
6,390
5,455
7,460
2,870
12,480
3,470
17,775
4,765
4,075
3,800
6,325
8,075
4,855
4,700
3,665
4,670.
4,125
5,825
4,200.
5,660
6,910
5,235
3,730
3,575
3,150
5,295
4,495
9,485
11,240
4,770
5,145
5,185
6,940
12,245
31,045
3,170
3,685
3,965
3,900
7,710
10,570
7,135
4,660
3,910
3,445

97.9
96.5
96.9
98.6
98.0
98.7
98.2
97.5
97.7
95.4
99.1
81.8
97.2
98.3
98.0
97.7
98.4
98.3
96.5
97.9
98.0
96.0
97.6
97.6
97.7
94.9
94.9
97.6
96.6
97.8
99.0
98.5
98.6
98.3
97.4
96.1
98.3
98.0
97.4
97.9
97.8
98.3
97.0
96.6
96.0
97.9
97.5
96.6
98.6
96.2
96.9
96.3
97.3
97.9
98.2
96.3
94.9
96.8
95.1
95.2
97.7

96.5
96.8
97.9
98.7
96.1
96.4
3,470 98.1
98.3
4,925 98.1
97.6
5,570 98.3
9,785
97.9
2,865
7,015 98.0
4,235
67,835
99.4
6,490 97.8
4,215
19,960
97.9
97.6
96.7
5,440
2,785 98.5
98.8
28,340
5,105
12,125
97.4
4,355
7,020 97.8
97.3
98.7
6,340 97.4
3,940 95.8
4,825
95.9
13,775
3,070
95.4
5,115 98.0
5,760 98.1
3,840 98.6
97.7
12,570
97.3
3,790 96.6
30,110
5,620
3,085 96.9
98.3
5,845
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1.2
1.6
3,222
95
25
0.6
3,810
55
0.9
2,760
3,665
45 1.5
2,491
4,470
35
2,790
6,255
200
6,765
5,544 28,665
21,084
175
45
90 2.2
3,040
7,043
5,762
25 0.5
0.4
1.5
8,135
0.7
0.9
4,332
5,455
0.1
5
2.0
1.7
4,655
5,580
30 0.6
10510
5,054
6,360
25 2.1
1.2
5,185
4,328
5,070
4,398
4,773
5,216
6,200
55 0.8
0.5
110
5,815
120
10,721 1 3,300
60
0.2
5,175
4,087
0.8
4,174
4,245
5,105
25
3,510
15
1.2
80 0.3
50
2,450
2,960
2.2
320
4,395 14,670
11,313
120
2.2
5,390
6,605
160 2.1
5,504
10
4,708
7,620
2,955
40 1.0
6,380
3,635
5,545
1.0
12,880
210 1.6
3,060
2,430
5
0.1
9,523
4,870
185 0.4
4,246 18,120
14,322
1.6
0.5
2,946
3,810
65 1.0
4,140
1.3
65 1.5
6,906
25
3,121
5,046
8,215
4,885
125 3.3
6,500
2.0
95
3,995
65
3,464
4,220
7010 1.6
4,262
130
2.2
3,765
4,770
0.6
3,384
4,074
4,780
1.5
110
0.7
50 4.6
3,568
5,925
4,280
50
4,925
0.9
5,810
5,555
5,405
6,995
4,857
26525 0.3
4,099
55 1.7
130
3,024
3,705
1.1
3,060
70 1.3
1.0
3,795
3,185
4,407
4,031
4,515
2,711
35 0.7
105
7,843
9,565
40 1.4
3,836 1 4,940
120
1
,495
5,495
1.3
4,434
55 0.8
1.0
8,117
5,325
5,772
0.9
4,707 12,685
5,335
0.6
23,922 31,560
2.4
7,090
1.2
9,611
3,548
185
20
2,682
70
60 5.7
120
3,870
90
3,325
10
3,236
4,085
105
1.9
3,430
80 0.5
4,085
1.1
1.5
6,687
2.8
7,410
45
1.1
7,745
140 1.4
6,125 10,670
90
8,934
20040 0.3
3,323
3,505
3,874
4,840
3,046
2.2
3,975
3,595
0.6
3,174
4,131
4,960
4,689
35 1.2
5,690
2.8
200
215
9,960
8,210
0.9
2,380
55 0.8
5,772
7,115
2,920
3,498
4,225
35 2.0
5,249
51,022
6.5
6,540
4,215
68,965
20,265
55 1.0
16,259
3,815
4510
1,630
5,445 1,31570
40 2.4
4,808
85
2,885
22,303
150
28,735
4,320
5,220
2,617
0.3
1.2
85
1,195
0.8
350 2.9
3,783 12,265
4.2
4,415
5,659
7,180
3.4
8,478
25 0.5
5,570
6,465
1.6
4,050
35 0.7
1.2
1.7
3,440 14,315
4,142
0.9
135
4,935
1 1 ,249
85
2,945
2,997
80 1.3
4,195
30 0.8
4,909
6,050
185 1.5
5,210
12,735
40
3,905
10,444
40
3,341
0.6
3,845
1.0
15 0.5
5,825
4,959 30,880
25,208
1.6
190 0.7
3,047
3,190
2,629
5,915
4,967
95
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To

a

time

buyer

who

We've been pressure-cooking John Crosby's latest colm
on Madison Avenue prose, and just about have it housebroken.

He had us downwind for awhile

'

grape — but, after spitballing the whole picture with the top
brass, we have most of the egg off our face.

ave enough protein," he
indicates. If he means edestin, we're at the end of our hemp.
If it's glutenin he's kicking around, it jells — we're almost
■ to our armpits in wheat.
we're really on the green.

But if he's finalizing on zein,
Zein, it says in our encyclopedia,

is a corn protein. Man, we have zein. Iowa again promises
to fill the nation's bins with 647,940,000 bushels of corn

s into purchasing power which
into sales which turns into another reason for you to
call the Katz Agency and try the WMT

market for size.

It fits big sales and small (or large) budgets.

CEDAR
600 KC

RAPIDS
5000 WATTS

BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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ALL
. . . and

BACK
out

front

with

the customers

You might easily picture this time clock in stores
all over the country. And with the same names. For
Benny, Bergen, Crosby, Godfrey, and company
■Hi
7>

have

started a new fall season on CBS Radio. And they're

. 77 (B

giving their greatest performances not only in 43

v //

million homes and 27 million cars— but as salesmen
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behind counters from coast to coast.

1
There's no sales force like them— for selling more
things to more people in more places . . .
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It makes a difference that so many of the leading
shows are heard on the same network. (More of
them are on CBS Radio than on all other networks
combined.) For they bring all the network's
sponsors into a main stream of customer traffic.
They create the best locations in all advertising.
For this reason 25 per cent more time is sponsored
on CBS Radio than on any other network. And the

,'Lt f-f- j [L. „„ I

time-slots still available have all the "crowd"
advantages of stores next to Macy's or Gimbel's.
Around

the clock CBS

Radio's star attractions

assure the greatest carry-over of listeners from show

pay

to show ... the largest average audience . . . the
lowest advertising cost
You too can be out front with the customers
on the CBS

RADIO

NETWORK

note: Sunday, 2:30 to 4:00 pm (Slot 77) has just been filled by the
New York Philharmonic-Symphony for Willys-Overland Motors, Inc.

"Are

t|ou

getting

FREETechnical

There's plenty of valuable information for
recording engineers and tape enthusiasts in the new
series of "Sound Talk" bulletins. Written by technical experts and backed by extensive laboratory
tests, these fact-filled bulletins furnish a rich, practical background of magnetic recording information
for anyone engaged in professional recording work.

"Sound

these

Bulletins?"

mailed to upwards of 3,000 users of professional
tape recording equipment. If you are not on our
mailing list, simply fill out and mail the coupon
below and we will send you your "Sound Talk"
binder containing a complete set of bulletins. There
will be no charge for this or for the succeeding
bulletins you will receive, of course.

Talk" bulletins are currently being

BT-102

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
St. Paul 6, Minn.

Please put my name on your mailing list to receive free
"Sound Talk" bulletins.
NAME,
ADDRESS,
CITY_

_ZONE_

_STATE_
MAGNETIC

TAPE

The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn. —
also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety-Walk" Non-slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can.
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. U. S. AGENCIES
Add Canadian Branches
INCREASED American investment interest and a growing
amount of advertising business in
all Canadian media are bringing a
larger number of American advertising agencies to Canada.
While no official announcements
have been made, there are many
reports of more agencies looking
for office space and Canadian advertising men at Toronto and
Montreal. Among those reported
planning offices in Canada is McCann-Erickson Inc., New York.
There are now 16 American agencies in Canada as compared to 12
a year ago.
The invasion of U. S. agencies
may pose troubles for Canadian
advertising agencies and Canadian and American station representatives. Canadian agencies
are losing big accounts which they
handled for Canadian subsidiaries
of parent American companies.
While Canadian offices of American
agencies now handle the accounts,
they are adding wholly Canadian
accounts as they become established.
Station representatives have
other difficulties. While business in
Canada was placed from U. S.
agencies, American station representatives earned a commission.
Now that the agencies have offices
in Canada, station representatives
are claiming the commissions as
the business is placed from Cana„ dian offices of the agencies.
It is understood some U. S. station representatives are discussing
a commission split with Canadian
station representatives of such
stations. One American station representative firm is seriously considering opening a branch office
in Canada.
OH/O

AD

MEET

To Honor AFA's Eton Borton
OHIO State U.'s ninth annual Advertising Conference will honor
Elon G. Borton, president-general
manager, Advertising Federation
of America, at a luncheon Oct. 17
in Columbus' Chittenden Hotel.
Mr. Borton will be honored for
"distinguished contributions to the
field of advertising," according to
Dr. Kenneth Dameron, conference
committee chairman. In addition,
. Mr. Borton will speak on "The Role
of Organized Advertising in Selling America's $350 Billion Output."
The two-day conference, with
headquarters at the Fort Hayes
Hotel, will be .co-sponsored by the
university's commerce college, the
Fifth AFA District, and advertising organizations in Ohio and adjoining states.

KBA MEETING
Fall Sessions Open Today
OPENING sessions of the two-day
Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting get underway today at
Ashland's Henry Clay Hotel.
After registration and committee
meetings, BAB President William
B. Ryan and Ashland Mayor David
Aronberg are the luncheon speakers. Sales clinic is slated for 2 p.m.
with Miller Welch, WLAP Lexington, to be chairman of a panel
comprising Parker Smith, WKYW
Louisville; Richard Goodlette,
WKIC Hazard; Prewitt Lackey,
WPAD Paducah and Edward Damron, WPKE Pikeville. After the
sales meeting, a report of the nominating committee is scheduled. Paul
Blazer, board chairman, Ashland
Oil & Refining Co., will speak at a
buffet supper-meeting to close the
day's activities.
Tomorrow's morning session is
to be devoted to elections of officers
and a business meeting.
Brief luncheon talks will be
made by Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio, NARTB District 7 director, and John T. Gelder, WCHS
Charleston, president, West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
A program clinic is slated for 2
p.m. with Jean Clos, WKLO Louisville, chairman, and W. R. Martin,
WCMI Ashland; Scott True,
WFTM Maysville; Sam Livingston,
WKYB Paducah, and Ed Brownell
Jr., WLEX Lexington, panel members.
OHIO

CAMPAIGN
Spots Spur Registration

CAMPAIGN waged by Cleveland
stations and spearheaded by WGAR
President John F. Patt, chairman
of NARTB 's Register-and-Vote
Committee, is credited with swelling nat'onal election registrations
in that city and elsewhere in Ohio.
A radio-TV saturation spot-special program drive spurred a 5%30% increase in northeastern Ohio
registration and a record high for
Cleveland. Nearly 2,000 spots and
5-, 15-, 30-minute programs were
used in the three-week campaign.
Most Cleveland stations used
availabilities for spot plugs two
days before the campaign deadline.
WGAR made use of, in addition to
a flurry of announcements, all
talent to promote registration each
day during the drive. Stunts included special sound effects to
dramatize issue, and spots by Gen.
Dwight Eisenhower and Charles
Taft, GOP candidate for governor
in Ohio.
Another feature was an appearance by Boy Scouts on special shows
to point up the privilege of voting.
Bill Gordon, WHK Cleveland disc
jockey, conducted a "Why I Want
My Baby To Be President" contest.
Jake Heintz, WTAM and WNBK
(TV)i' Cleveland, also aired a special youngsters' show. Spots, recorded by Ted Brown, Ohio secretary of state, were supplemented
with lobby displays.

WMTR Morristown, N. J., has opened
a branch office in Dover, N. J. Station
and the Dover Lakeland N'ews are
teaming up in what was described as
first newspaper-radio cooperative effort in the area on station's newscast.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Goodyear
Keeps
With

Tire

Sales
Fulton

Dealer

Rolling
Lewis,

Jr.

Herb Quinn and Horace Hodgson (left to right
above) took to the air to promote Quinn-Hodgson
Tire Service. Well into their second year of sponsorship ofFulton Lewis, Jr. on KOLN, the Mutual
station in Lincoln, Nebraska, they report:
"We continue to be amazed at the
brought to us by our sponsorship
Lewis. Our firm works on a modest
tising budget; because his listeners
loyal, Fulton Lewis gives us maximum

results
of Mr.
adverare so
results

from our ad dollars."
The 5-nights-a-week Fulton Lewis program, with
a ready-made audience and the prestige of the
largest national network, is available for sale to
local advertisers at local time cost plus low, prorated talent cost. Currently sponsored on 364
Mutual stations by 752 advertisers, Fulton Lewis,
Jr. offers a proved and tested means of reaching
customers and prospects. Check your local Mutual
outlet — or the Co-operative Program Department,
Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway,
NYC 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago 11).
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Radio,
CONTEMPT
BULWARK to the maintenance of
the ban on radio-TV coverage of
House committees is seen in a Federal judge's decision last week that
a witness before a Congressional
committee may refuse to testify in
front of TV cameras and radio
microphones. It is also feared that
this first judicial seal of approval
on the banning of broadcast media
may speed Senate action on a resolution (S Res 319) to serve the
same purpose in the upper house.
Prohibition against radio-TV
coverage of House meetings was
imposed by Speaker Sam Rayburn
(D-Tex.) earlier this year [B*T,
March 10, 3]. In the Senate, Sen.
Pat McCarran (D-Nev.), chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, offered the resolution to ban
radio-TV coverage of Senate meet-

TV

Loses

Out

RULING
ings [B»T, May 26]. The resolution was never reported out of the
Judiciary Committee.
In his decision adjudging alleged
Cleveland gamblers Morris Kleinman and Louis Rothkopf not guilty of contempt of Congress, U. S.
District Judge H. A. Schweinhaut
upheld their refusal to answer any
questions put to them during the
height of the Kefauver Crime Committee hearings in March, 1951
[B«T, April 2, 1951].
Both men claimed that their
constitutional rights would be violated if they were compelled to
testify while TV cameras, radio
microphones, newsreel cameras and
lights and other "apparatus" were
in operation.
Judge Schweinhaut termed the
issue "simple in its nature and

simple in its solution." He said:
The nessonly
havingbefore
a wit-a
on thereason
stand,foreither
committee of Congress or before a
court, is to get a thoughtful, calm,
considered, and, it is to be hoped,
truthful disclosure of facts. That is not
always
the
best of accomplished,
circumstances.even
Butunder
at least
the atmosphere of the forum should
lend itself to that end.
In the cases now to be decided, the
stipulation of facts discloses that there
were, inness,close
proximity
wittelevision
cameras,to the
newsreel
cameras, news photographers with
their concomitant flashbulbs, radio
microphones, a large and crowded
hearing room with spectators standing along the walls, etc. The obdurate
stand taken by these two defendants
must be viewed in the context of all
of these conditions. The concentration
of all of these elements seems to me
necessarily so to disturb and distract
any witness to the point that he might
say
todayrealize
something
next week
he will
was that
erroneous.
And
the
mistake
could
get
him
into
trouble
all over again.
". . . . It cannot be said that for

John, who is a good man, one rule
applies, but for Jack, who is not a
good
man, another
Defendants
waivedrulea applies."
jury trial.
According to law, Judge Schweinhaut's ruling cannot be appealed to
a higher court.
The appearance of Messrs. Kleinman and Rothkopf came after telecasts of the Kefauver Crime Committee hearings had attracted nationwide attention. In one case, on
the objections of reputed gambler
Frank Costello, the TV cameras
were focused on his hands, but
microphones remained "open" during his testimony before the committee.
Messrs. Kleinman and Rothkopf,
however, refused to answer any '
questions while the broadcast apparatus, newsreel and photographic
equipment were in operation. They
persisted in this refusal even
though TV cameras were aimed
only at the committee and its
counsel.
In a memorandum submitted to
the Court by Assistant U. S. Attorney William Hitz, it was pointed out that the U. S. Court of
Appeals in February of this year
upheld the right of the Kefauver
Committee to permit TV-radio and
newsreel equipment for coverage.
In U. S. v. Moran, the appellate
court upheld a conviction for perjury.
the defense
argument
that Rebutting
the Kefauver
Committee
was not "a competent tribunal" in
the legal sense, the Court said :
". . . nor was the hearing so lacking in decorum because of microphones, television cameras and
photographers that it cannot be
regarded as 'a competent tribCites California Ruling
Mr. Hitz also called attention
to a California murder conviction
which was upheld by the U. S. Supreme
unal.' " Court last April. In People
v. Stroble, Mr. Hitz pointed out that
the California Supreme Court held
that television scenes in the court
room
for
murderduring
was Mr.
not Stroble's
prejudicialtrialerror.
Last March, Speaker Rayburn
"ruled" that House rules did not
permit the broadcasting or tele- ;
casting of committee sessions. He
issued his ban based on his "interpretation" of the House rules of

According to an independent survey made by
students at North Dakota Agricultural College,
17 out of 18 families within a 90-mile radius of
Fargo prefer WDAY to any other station. 3,969
farm families in the rich Red River Valley were
asked, "To what radio station does your family
listen most?" 78.6% said WDAY, with the next
station getting only 4.4%!
Fargo-Moorhead Hoopers credit WDAY with

fx\
jjktfy
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NBC

& PETERS,

much the same overwhelming popularity "in
town". Despite the fact that the other three
major networks are represented with local studios, WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater
Share of Audience than all other Fargo-Moorhead stations combined!
WDAY is one of America's great radio buys,
serving one of America's great farm markets.
Write direct or ask Free 8C Peters for the facts!

•
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KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

procedure.
In May, Sen. McCarran introduced a resolution (S Res 319) to
ban radio and TV from covering
Senate committee sessions. No action was taken last Congress.
The House of Delegates of the
American Bar Assn., last March,
passed a resolution recommending
a ban on the broadcasting and telecasting of court trials and committee hearings [B»T, March 10].
This was followed by a similar
stand by the New York State Bar
Assn. Three states have passed
laws prohibiting the broadcast
media from covering court and
legislative sessions — New York,
Wisconsin and Georgia. Latest to
make known its opposition to radioTV coverage was the Federal Bar
Assn. [B«T, Sept. 29].
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Prestige and listener-preference give
WREC advertisers an anchor to get a
firm hold on this great $2,000,000,000
market. Planned, high quality programming keeps a steady audience of
interested listeners. (WREC has the
highest Hooper rating of any Memphis
Radio Station). Yet, the cost is actually
10.1% less per thousand listeners than
in 1946. Tie up your sales program in
the Mid-South by keeping your sales
message on the station your customers
prefer— WREC.

j ■ \

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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KBKO CONTROL
Allen, Kelly Take Over
W. GORDON ALLEN, president
of Oregon's Beaver Network, and
Thomas P. Kelly, commercial manager of KGAE Salem, Ore., have
taken over management of KBKO
Portland from Mercury Broadcasting Co. following FCC approval
more than a fortnight ago of the:r
purchase for $26,800 of controlling
interest
in KBKO
[B»T,
Sept. 29"|.
Mr. Kelly
will be
in charge
of
KBKO, which plans new call letters
and studio location. Chuck Wheeler,
KGAE account executive, is new
KGAE commercial manager. These
two outlets, plus KGAL Lebanon,
are Beaver Network stations. A
fourth, KSGA Redmond, began
operations last Wednesday (see
story, this page).
Mr. Allen owns stock in all four
properties, including 216 of 425
shares of KBKO. Mr. Kelly has
105 of total shares.

Feature of the Week
(Continued from page 16)
before are now bankrolling the program.
A survey of the citv showed 60,000 Negroes in the Boston metropolitan area. To interest this
group of listeners the station engaged Sabby Lewis, popular New
England colored band leader as the
first colored disc jockey in the area.
His one-hour daily program is paying off in sponsorslr'p.
programming, directed to Other
the Negro
audience, has been added.
Arrangements were made with
Estelle M. Sternberger, of WLIB
New York, first recipient of the
Albert Einstein award, to tape a
special You and the News analysis
for the station. After Labor Day
a local Charm School of the Air
was inaugurated. Also planned
with another Greater Boston personality is a program whrch revolves around Bob Emery of "Big

R IGHT on top of the largest wheat crop in
Kansas history comes the U.S.D.A. estimate of
a corn crop about 20% higher than last year.
Guaranteed prices insure WIBW listeners their
12th year of skyrocketing income . . . spendable
CASH.
Make no mistake about it, these extra-rich farm
families are WIBWs audience. They listen to
us most* because we're THE
for Kansas.
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Brother" and "Small Fry" fame.
Mr. Furman believes that the
increase in billings since he took
over as manager of the station is
a direct result of the aggressive
attempt to place WBMS in a unique
spot in the Boston area. Every
independent station, he feels, "has
a golden opportunity today. It
can keep the cash register humming, in spite of keener-than-ever
competition from network radio
and television.
"The success we have had with
our program innovations can be
duplicated anywhere," Mr. Furman believes, "if the independent
station will look in its own backyard for ideas that will attract listeners in its particular area.
"Where there are listeners," he
concludes, "there are sponsors."
The record
man's
point. has proved Mr. Fur-

What's more, they ACT on our recommendations. You get fast sales action right through
your local dealers. Let us prove it with RESULTS FOR YOU.
* Kansas Radio Audience 1952

Until iii Uilltt
V---"-,
'THE MAGIC CIRCLE*
—
. Sap.:CoH».
ruWkultaB,B
be. -MA W
IUDY.Gm: *gi. -WIBW- RCKK
WI
Rep. Capper* Publications, Inc. • Ben Ludy, Gen. Mgr. • WIBW . KCKN

GILMORE RESIGNS
As WBIG Greensboro Officer
RESIGNATION of Aileen Gilmore
as secretary-treasurer and office
manager of the North Carolina
Broadcasting Co., licensee of WBIG
Greensboro [B»T, Oct. 6], was accompanied bypraise from the station for her "recognition of WBIG's
obligation
to the has
community."
Miss Gilmore
not announced
plans. She joined WBIG in June
1945, was elected secretary in January 1947 and was made treasurer
in February 1949. She previously
was bookkeeper and office manager
for Commonwealth Hosiery Mill,
Randleman, N. C, Stedman Mfg.
Co. and P & P Chair Co., Asheboro, N. C.
HEARING

ASKED

On WWDC-FM License
REVERSAL of FCC order dismissing protest by Transit Riders
Assn. Inc., Washington, against
renewal without hearing of
WWDC-FM Washington license
was asked Monday in U. S. Court
of Appeals, District of Columbia.
The association asks the court to
require the FCC to hold public
hearings on the license renewal application of WWDC-FM, which
was granted such renewal without
hearing July 10. The U. S. Supreme
Court ruled May 26 that the D. C.
Public Utilities Commission was
within its rights in permitting radio
programming for buses operated
in the nation's capital [B«T, June
2]. This decision reversed an appellate court ruling holding riders
were deprived of liberty without
due process of law [B*T, June 18,
11, 1951].
TRA argued Sec. 309 (e) of the
Federal Communications Act provided for filing of protests against
applications for broadcast licenses
by "any party in interest." Carl
L. Shipley, TRA attorney, contended TRA is a legitimate party
in interest, citing separate FCC
opinions supporting its view.
Claude N. Palmer, TRA president, said the group includes about
500 trolley and bus patrons. The
petition was described as "but one
phase of a continuous and vigorous
drive to free the captive audience."
KSGA MAKES BOW
On 1240 kc in Redmond
KSGA Redmond, Ore., 250 w on
1240 kc, went on the air Wednes- ,
day. The station is owned by W. j
Gordon Allen and Harold C. Singleton, doing business as the Redmond
Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Singleton is chief engineer
of KGW Portland, Ore., and partowner of KTEL Walla Walla, Wash.
Mr. Allen also operates KGAL Lebanon and KGAE Salem, Ore., and
reportedly has just received FCC
approval
of the
transfer Portland,
of con- j
trol to him
of KBKO
Gil Lieser, formerly with KBMY
Billings, Mont., is manager of
KSGA. Al Horton is KSGA chief

engineer.
BROADCASTING
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GOVT. DISCOUNTS
Toronto Assn. Urges

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
Monday night I did a sportscast
for the first time in my life." Mr.
Kelley was with KFDA until January 1949, when he joined the sales
force of KTSA San Antonio.
In August 1950, Mr. Kelley became a local salesman for KEYL
(TV) San Antonio, which then was
a DuMont Television Network
affiliate. He was in charge of network, local, national and regional
from March 1951 through June
1952. In November 1951, the station was purchased by the Fort
Industry Co., now the Storer
Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Kelley's present duties include the handling of network sales
and schedules, and all national and
regional and spot sales. KEYL is
affiliated with CBS-TV, ABC-TV
and DuMont.
Wherever Mr. Kelley has gone,
he has been active in civic affairs.
San Antonio is no exception. He is
a member of the board of directors,
San Antonio Advertising Club and
chairman of the Lion's Club publicity committee.
Although born July 14, 1918, in
Jersey City, New Jersey, Mr. Kelley
now considers himself a Texan.
"There's no place like Texas," says
Mr. Kelley, talking like a native
son. "I have four or five poll tax
receipts to prove my loyalty. Mention the tidelands issue and I'll
argue long and loud as the native
Texan. Greatest place on earth,
this San Antonio, for a golf enthusiast . . . it's a year-round
activity here."
Mr. Kelley was married Dec. 2,

END of the special 260-time rate
for Canadian government advertising is being recommended by the
Radio Station Representative Assn.
of Toronto, to stations represented
by the member firms. This was
decided at a station representatives
meeting last week at Toronto. It
follows the action already taken
by a number of western Canadian
stations. Originally the stations
gave government business a special
discount to foster more radio advertising by government departments. Because this did not develop western stations now handle
government advertising in the
manner of any other sponsor.
The representatives also are investigating via the Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters, how small market
stations can set up economically
their own editorial policy broadcasts at the local level.

ON inspection tour of WNAX Yankton, S. D., are (I to r) Luther Hill, publisher, Des Moines Register & Tribune; Robert R. Tincher, WNAX general
manager, and Gardner Cowles Jr., publisher. Look and Quick magazines. Mr.
Cowles is president and Mr. Hill is executive vice president of the Cowles
Broadcasting Co., which operates WNAX.
1950, to Victoria Rotherham, who
lived directly across the street
from him in Jersey City for many
years.
His hobbies are golf and bowling
and he nurses an ambition to someday own a sailboat. He doesn't
think even his Texas colleagues

THE

will mind if he still clings to his
loyalty to the New York Giants
baseball team.
Mr. Kelley proudly tells you of
his color movies of bull fights in
Mexico — "the fight from start to
finish," then adds, jokingly, "Sorry,
they're not available for TV."
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'IRISH' NETWORK
Now Numbers 88 Stations
IRISH Football Network with 88
stations is claimed to be the largest
specialized network in the nation,
according to AT&T. Play-by-play
accounts of Notre
Dame grid games
originate with
WSBT South
Bend and are
carried from
coast-to-coast, to
Hawaii and
Alaska, and, via
the Armed Forces
network, to servicemen overseas.
Mr. Boland
Joe Boland,
WSBT's sports director, conceived
and built the five-year-old network.
Mr. Boland handles both the business phases of the network and the
play-by-play broadcasts.
Stations contracting for the service buy a single "low-priced" package broadcast cued for local sale.
Each station handles its commercials from its own studios. The
package price in most cases includes costs to each station's control board.
BROADCASTING
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Merrill's Post Keyed to Election
(Continued from page 25)
nominee, if successful, would prefer
to retain him.
The next FCC term to expire
after those of Chairman Walker
(1953) and ex-Comr. Jones (1954)
is that of Comr. Hennock (1955).
She is an ardent New Dealer and
champion of educational TV reservations. It is assumed a Republican President would choose to
name another should there not already be four Republicans on the
Commission at that time.

is Republican Comr. Sterling, whose
term expires in 1957.
Within hours after President
Truman's announcement on Monday of Mr. Merrill's appointment,
the latter paid a courtesy call upon
Chairman Walker at the Commission. He was again at the Commission on Thursday for conference
with the Chairman and other members of the Commission to arrange
his affairs and transfer.
The President, announcing the
Merrill appointment at Salt Lake
City, declared:
This morning- I signed a paper appointing to the FCC a distinguished
resident of your state, Eugene H.
Merrill. I thought you might be interested in that, because I understand
that Mr. Merrill's father was a member of the board of this university.
Of course, that was good recommendation for him, as far as I was concerned. . . .
Mr. Merrill might be surprised at

Comr. Webster's term expires in
1956.
The present term of Vice Chairman Hyde expires in 1959. With
FCC and its predecessor, the Federal Radio Commission, since 1928
and a Commissioner since 1946, he
is considered a likely choice for the
Chairmanship should the Republicans win in November. Another
Chairmanship possibility, of course,

the big thick file that we went over,
before appointing him. But I don't
want you or him to worry — his file
is fine.
Mr. Merrill's name has come pp
several times before when the
President was understood to be
considering filling vacancies on the
FCC. He was a prospective appointee even as early as the time
a fellow Mormon, Comr. Hyde, was
considered and selected.
Engineer by Profession
Mr. Merrill by chosen profession
is an engineer. He was graduated
in 1932 from the U. of Utah as a
mining engineer. In 1935 he became chief engineer of the Utah
Public Utilities Commission, his
first case involving an investigation of the rates, property values
and operation of the Mountain
States Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Co.In 1940 he became president of
the National Conference of Public
Utilities Commission Engineers and
from 1941-45 was consulting en-
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gineer to the Utah Public Utilities
Commission.
Just prior to Pearl Harbor Mr.
Merrill joined the Office of Production Management, aiding in the
organization of its successor, the
War Production Board. He was assigned to communications, including radio, telephone and telegraph.
Radio later was separated from his
responsibilities, and he then devoted full attention to telephone
and telegraph until the end of the
war.
In 1945 Mr. Merrill was assigned
overseas for the Foreign Economic
Administration, first to Austria as
a power consultant and then to
Germany as deputy and next acting chief of communications. His
duties included allocation of radio
frequencies for the occupation
forces and civilian population
among the other broad fields of
communication. Provisions for
television were involved.
Joined NPA
He returned from Germany to
Washington in 1950 to join Gen.
William H. Harrison's National
Production Authority and aid in
its establishment. He headed up a
group of materials experts allocating such basic items as steel,
copper and rubber.
Although he refuses to commit
himself as to his future philosophy
when serving with FCC, Mr.
Merrill firmly believes "government is for the people."
"Those who hold government
positions," he said, "should devote
all their energies to what is for
the benefit of the people. The
Democratic party in Utah and the
U. S. is sympathetic to the welfare
of the people. Those we name on
national tickets are interested in
the same philosophy. ... I am an
admirer and supporter of President Truman, the Administration
and Governor Stevenson."
CBC BOARD MEET
Set for Ottawa, Nov. 6-8
POWER increases and share transfers top the Nov. 6-8 public sessions scheduled by Board of Governors of the Canadian Broadcasting crease
Corp.,fromat5 kwOttawa.
into 10 kwPower
on 1220

kc, is requested by CKCW Moncton.
Power
increase and frequency
change is asked by CKRS Jonquiere, from 1240 kc to 590 kc, and
from 250 w to 1 kw.
CJNT Quebec requests a change
in license from English-language
to French-language. CHNO Sudbury wants a supplementary transmitter of 250 w on 900 kc to operate with the present CHNO
transmitter's 1 kw on 1440 kc.
Share transfers are asked by CKLS
La Sarre, CJAD Montreal, CKNW
New Westminster, CJEM Edmundston, CJFX Antigonish, and CHAB
Moose Jaw. Emergency transmitter licenses are requested by CFJR
Brockville, and CKY Winnipeg.
Telecasting
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speed
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"We ship electrotypes to publications
all over the country— from 30 to 300 in
a single day. That's a lot of deadlines !
' "We've made it a rule to specify Air
Express.
"When Air Express started in 1927,
we were among its first customers.
We've used it ever since. And, in all
that time, we've NEVER HAD ONE
SINGLE KICK on an Air Express
shipment! That's quite a record, and
I've checked it with our people here.
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the

at

any

price

cheapest
air service !"
-Richard E. Crowe, President, Globe Electrotype Company

"We've tested other air services. Air
Express is consistently faster and more
dependable. AND COSTS LESS! On
most of our shipments, Air Express
rates are the lowest, by a few cents to
several dollars. Those differences add
• shipping.
up to thousands of dollars in a year's
"I would advise anyone who is confused about shipping claims to test Air
Express and keep a record of results. It
convinced us."

GETS THERE FIRST
Division of Railway Express Agency
1952 — our 25th year of service
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Initial Decision
WSYR 'Special Report'
JEAN MASON, promotion
department, WSYR-AM-FMTV Syracuse, dropped by a
neighboring office, saw a
bulky envelope bearing the
address, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather. Miss Mason
thought the envelope should
have been mailed out that
morning and hurriedly
mailed it. Later Dorothy
Whitney, of the WSYR sales
department, began looking
for her lunch — a mystery
until Miss Mason and Mrs.
Whitney began comparing
notes on a description of the
wrapper containing the
lunch. Miss Whitney hopes
the agency man who receives
the "report" will be having
one of those days when he is
too busy to break away from
his desk for a bite to eat.

Early Next Month
ABC-UPT
IF initial decision by FCC Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick comes out
early in November, as expected, it is possible that the merger of ABC
and United Paramount Theatres Inc. may be an accomplished fact before
the end of this year.
Last of proposed findings was
submitted to the Examiner last alleged control by Paramount Pictures, according to the Broadcast
Monday
FCC's Broadcast
Bureau by
[At theDeadline,
Oct. 6]. Bureau. Paramount Pictures owns
29% of the DuMont firm.
The Broadcast Bureau recommendSimilar position regarding the
ed that the merger be denied and
also the licenses be revoked of merger was taken by DuMont in
its proposed findings filed Oct. 3.
Paramount Pictures' KTLA Los
Angeles, UPT's WBKB and the It also asked the Examiner to disDuMont-owned TV stations in
regard the Commission's order inNew York (WABD), Washington
structing him to eliminate all evi(WTTG) and Pittsburgh (WDTV).
dence in the record concerning antitrust violations of the principals
General approach by the Broadcast Bureau was that the licensees which occurred before August 1948.
were not qualified to operate broadABC and UPT filed a joint recommendation setting forth reasons
cast stations because of their antitrust history and also the merger
for approving the merger. Paramount Pictures also filed proposed
would not be in the public interest.
DuMont is involved because of its findings favoring the renewal of li-

I herever

o

Expected

censes of its owned stations [B*T,
Sept. 29].
Also involved in the Paramount
case is the sale of WBKB (TV)
Chicago from the merged American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. to CBS for $6 million.
ABC already owns WENR-TV
there.
After an initial decision is issued,
parties in the case may file within
20 days exceptions with the Commission and ask for oral argument.
Because the Commission has indicated its desire to speed a final
decision, it may be presumed oral
argument would be scheduled within a week after the 20-day period.
There has been some talk that FCC i
might shorten the period by announcing meanwhile that it would
hold
oral day.
argument if requested on
the 21st
There is no set time for the Gamin''ssion to act after oral argument. However, most observers
believe that it will issue a final
decision within a week or 10 days
following oral argument. This
would make it the first week in
December.

you

TREE' LABEL
FTC Members

there's
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You're riding a winner on
WGR ... for it's the most
listened-to radio station
throughout Western New
York, Northwestern Penn
sylvania and Ontario.

Demur

FTC's blanket prohibition against
use of the word "free" in broadcast
and published advertisng claims
evoked stern criticism from the
agency's newest member last week.
Albert A. Carretta, sworn in as
a Federal Trade Commissioner
earlier this year, challenged FTC's
interpretation as unreasonably restrictive in an order involving a
New York businessman. Comr.
Lowell B. Mason joined him in the
dissent.
Comr. Carretta agreed largely
with FTC's ruling in this case but
objected to the form of the order.
Advertisers generally have been put
on notice, through their advertising
agencies, that use of the word in
connection
with ad claims is
14].
frowned upon [B»T, May 26, April
"In my opinion, what we should
do is to put only such limitation
on the use of the word 'free' as
may be necessary to prevent its
deceptive
use," Comr. Carretta asserted.

CBS Radio
Network
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
lie J. ("Filz") Fitzpatrick
55
I. ft. ("Ike") Lountberry
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FTC rests its belief on an administrative interpretation published in February 1948 and upheld
by the U. S. Court of Appeals.
The U. S. Supreme Court later
refused to review the instant case,
thus affirming the statute. Better
Business Bureaus in major cities,
aware of these decisions, also have
been viewing ad claims.
Comr. Carretta's deviation from
Commission thinking was first revealed by the majority in the Bookof-the-Month case last May.
FTC's order last week was directed at Fred Schambach, New
York, who assembles music boxes
and sells or distributes them.
BROADCASTING
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A virulent campaign of antitruck propaganda
limiting the sizeU
andS
weight
of trucks
has been directed to the newsrooms of press
trailers, and tightening insurance and license
and radio in recent months. Its sources are
requirements. Material furnished free to newscleverly concealed. Even so, most editors and
papers and supposedly coming from a disincommentators have recognized it for what it is,
terested source gave wide publicity to the
and have quietly buried it in the wastebasket.
railroads' point of view. Research studies presented as the work of impartial engineers or
A Senate Committee investigating an earlier
antitruck campaign using similar tactics had
this to say:
"It is perfectly legitimate for any industry to
get its point of view before the people of the
country. Criticism can only arise when material originating from the railroads is not
so designated. Railroads being a public utility,
the public has the right to know the source of
any information concerning them in order to
evaluate properly the extent to which such information may be biased."
Railroad campaigns against trucks are nothing new. But the railroad interest never comes
out in the open, so it can be identified as the
source of the noise. The same Senate Committee recognized this fact when it reported:
"Railroads and railroad associations have
spent large sums in lobbying for antitruck legislation. Seldom revealing their true role, they
have worked 'under cover' behind the fronts of
taxpayers' groups, transportation associations,
safety councils, and other organized groups.
Among the measures thus secretly sponsored
have been laws increasing taxes on trucks,

taxpayers' groups, but actually financed by the
railroads, purported to show the damage done
to highways by trucks and the inadequacy of
taxation on trucks."
The current antitruck campaign has merely
written some new lyrics for the same old discordant tune that occasioned these quotes. But
the message and the tactics of the singers are
the same. And they're wearing the same old
false faces as they chant their hymn of hate. We
trust that no one will be taken in by the noise!

any news about trucks you get from us is
clearly identified with our own name. We're not
"anti" -anything — we're for the best service we
can give to the nation's producers, distributors
and consumers. If you want facts about the
trucking industry, we and our 51 member
associations stand ready to help you. You'll be
amazed to find out how important trucks have
become to the continuing prosperity of every
community — including yours!
JOHN V. LAWRENCE, Managing Director
American Trucking Associations, Inc.

American
Trucking
Industry
American Trucking Associations, Washington 6, D.C.
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PORTLAND
/

OREGON
MILWAUKIE
j center of a vast lumber industry and growing neighbor of Portland, is the site of many new industries. Diversified
agricultural area in the Milwaukie district supplies much produce to Metropolitan Portland. Only five miles from Portland's city center, Milwaukie
is fast expanding as a residential district and has complete shopping
facilities for every need.

In newspaper parlance "30" means the end of
/ a story but with KGW it means the beginning
of many

stories. In our 31st year of continuous

service in the nation's 30th largest city where
nearly 100 per cent of the metropolitan area
homes

have

radio, KGW

offers the utmost in

day-in day-out listener loyalty.
r, Mil■ ^0W±
waukie
Fred Sperbusines
sR
MAYO
gratify
indeed
is
"It
man,
says,
ing
our city to have KGW take an interestto
in our area. We all feel that this interest typifies the spirit of this great staion during its long public service span.
We know KGW will continue to serve
us best of all Northwest radio."

KGW's radio penetration in the OregonSouthwest Washington area is a factor of such
overwhelming importance that you, as an advertiser, cannot afford not to use KGW to sell
your product.
KGW alone gives truly full coverage

to this

area. It gives you the maximum degree of customer saturation and will never be displaced
in this regard.
"Plus" service with Portland's pioneer station at that highly desirable low frequency of
620. You're truly in the "know"
"six-two-oh"!
PORTLAND,
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you buy

OREGON
REPRESENTED
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when

NATIONALLY

BY*EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
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THEY

"KNOW"

Vern C. Conwell, Milwaukie Pharmacy, re"KGW'sinmerchandising
and
general ports,
interest
our community promotion
is a great asset
to all business people. We know KGW and have
enjoyed its great public service more than thirty
vears."
If
91
DRUGGIST

SIX-TWO-OH

IN

BUSINESSMAN
KfS
ager of the International Harvester Company
plant near
Milwaukie, potential
states, "Our
realizes
the tremendous
of the company
Portland
area. We have recently completed a million dollar plant here to back our faith in the continued
growth of the Northwest.

and center or

A. H. Zander, president
of the First State Bank of
Milwaukie,
reports,
"I have
beenthan
in 40
the years,
Milwaukie banking
business
for more
and have had the opportunity to watch KGW
grow.
BANKER

GARAGE
OWNER
Leonard B. Mullan of Mullan's Milwaukie Ga"Our community
relies
radiothanto
bring rage,
us asserts,
entertainment
and news.
For onmore
30 years we've relied on KGW for the best in this
field. Truly the 'People's Choice' in Milwaukie."

^

medmm
"Choice" radio
tathe Portland

MILWAUKIE

£

area.

ent Price-Rite
^*l»^^%lBi"» independ
n ^\ ^ E D Clyde Basler, owner of the
Grocery
in Milwaukie
states,seen
"Forincreases
best results
KGW is the
choice. We, have
of 30
to 45 per cent on products when they are KGWadvertised."

SnVEmHIl
operatorofNicklesBusC. H. Nickles, ownerCUAEMAM
ter Brown Shoe Store of Milwaukie, asserts, "For
fastest reaction on special sales or day-by-day
advertising, KGW brings you results that count,"
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tion for use by state committees.
Money problems also were
pointed up in other ways:
0 Stephen Mitchell, chairman of
the Democratic National Committee,
scored the GOP spot plan as a "step
toward . . . dangerous monopoly";
said the Democrats would buy all
the spots they could afford but had
scaled down their original figure on
time; claimed the party almost had
to cancel broadcasts in 1948 for lack
of funds; reported the Democrats
"have come within an eyelash of
having to cancel some of Gov. Stevenson's telecasts and broadcasts in
this campaign."
0 Joel
T. Broyhill,
candidate for Congress
fromGOPVirginia,
charged that the Democrats had tried
to do what they later condemned the
Republicans for doing — buying up TV
spots in closing days of the campaign. He scored the Democratic FCC
protest as a "case of sour grapes."
0 Gov. Stevenson himself chided
the GOP for its so-called spot "blitz,"
and felt "this campaign is going to
backfire." ("This isn't a soap opera,
this isn't Ivory soap vs. Palmolive.")
The spots, the Democratic Presidential nominee stated, will not help
Americans "forget the Republican

Congress

1

i
,

I
j

May Restudy Politicalcasts
(Continued from page 27)
tions to political candidates.
questionnaires to be sent to radioTV stations and other media.
Meanwhile, there were varied reactions last week on the purported
The questionnaires will request
information from broadcasters on
$2 million spot campaign anwhat candidates have purchased
nounced by Ted Bates & Co. last
time, amount of time, and genmonth and "revealed" by the Volunteers for Stevenson. The original
eral station practices, Paul Cotter,
plan, encompassing radio and TV
general counsel for the subcommittee, told Broadcasting • Telespots voiced in part by Gen. Eisencasting last Thursday. They will
hower for use in crucial areas, was
be sent to as many stations as prepared for the National Citizens
possible and political groups as for Eisenhower Committee.
well within the next fortnight, he
Officially, the Republican Naadded.
tional had nothing to say on the
The subcommittee, headed by
reported
Sen. Guy Gillette (D-Iowa) until
protests toplan
FCC.or the Democrats'
his recent resignation, comprises
the Republicans claim
Sens. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. thePrivately,
Democrats are spending more
(D-Mo.), Robert C. Hendrickson
money for network programs, des(R-N. J.) and A. S. (Mike)
pite their claim that they must
Monroney (D-Okla.). Industry
scrape
the barrel.
officials testified last spring when
There were reports that both the
hearings were held. One suggestion was that blocks of time be set Democrats and GOP would hold
up their spot campaigns until
aside for political broadcasts.
money-raising problems could be
ironed out.
Situation 'Desperate'
Aside from the purchase of nine
half -hours on DuMont TV Network
Sen. Gillette terms the present
and a like number on CBS Radio —
situation "desperate" and feels
all by the Democratic National
that both parties are able to spend
far in excess of amounts limited
Committee — it was learned that the
Democrats have three radio spot
by the Hatch Act. Political committees must confine their expendicampaigns in the mill — described
tures to $3 million. Corporations
as
and
and labor groups are prohibited
rural.regular,
Use will"grass
be made roots,"
of regional
networks (Don Lee, Intermountain,
under the Federal Corrupt Practices Act from making contribuKeystone). Films are in prepara-

plus
★
*

★
★

★

*
★
★
★

^ rnxxJkjL6

Election returns coverage also
was
taking shape last week at the
record."
networks.
Signing of the Chevrolet Div. of
General Motors and the Chevrolet
Dealers of America to sponsor
Mutual's all-night coverage of election returns on Nov. 4-5 [B»T,
Sept. 29] was announced last week

I GATES

H

a

must

★
★
★
KIT
PERFORMANCE
★
SA-131
★
PACKAGE
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
★
Audio oscillator; noise and distortion meter; variable gain set with reference meter; fixed*
PROOF

OF

*and variable pads; diode rectifier with pickup coil and complete manual for taking*
* proof of performance — all for $448.50. A well planned complete kit for measuring*
★ from microphone input to transmitter output. Better broadcasting stations will use this*
★
* equipment regularly to assure top quality transmission. In stock for quick delivery.
★

GATES
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Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2700 Polk Ave., Houston, Texas
Canadian Marconi Company, Montreal
Rocke International, New York City

by MBS Sales Vice President Adolf
N. Hult.
, •
MBS plans to cancel all regularly scheduled programs except
newscasts after about 7 p.m. EST
on election night and present continuous coverage of the returns,
with commentators stationed in key
cities across the country to provide
rapid tallies and commentary.
MBS Election Plans
Mutual's election headquarters in
New York will be operated under
the supervision of News Director
Milton Burgh and Special Events
Director Arthur Feldman.
Details of the Chevrolet sponsorship agreement were not disclosed,
except that Mutual said the election coverage on more than 500
MBS stations would be presented
"in cooperation" with the Chevrolet Div. and Chevrolet Dealers.
Campbell-Ewald Co. is agency for
both the division and the dealers.
The Chevrolet-MBS pact means
that the election night coverage of
all national networks — radio and
TV — will be sponsored. Westinghouse is sponsoring CBS Radio's
and CBS-TV's plus that of four
DuMont TV Network stations;
Philco is underwriting NBC radio
and television coverage, while AdPOLITICAL ADS
Dunlap Clarifies Policy
PAYMENTS made to a political
party "indirectly in the form of
paid advertisements or contributed
radio and television time" are not
deductible from income taxes, the
Bureau of Internal Revenue reminded last week.
The bureau reiterated its policy
in response to questions as to
whether radio or TV time purchased by corporations may be
deducted for tax purposes. Some
firms have bought time or paid
space, urging people to vote, on
the theory that the expense is deductible, Tax Commissioner John
B. Dunlap said.
Bureau policy forbids deducting
of contributions for political campaigns "or other expenditures of a
political nature," he explained. The
rule governs direct contributions
or indirect expenditures through
advertisements, he added. The bureau will enforce the rule as it has
in the past, Mr. Dunlap said [B*T,
May 12].
Distinction apparently is drawn
here between the practice of firms
claiming deductions for certain institutional advertising, and that involving advertisements of a political nature. The issue had been
raised on Capitol Hill earlier this
year. Sen. Hubert Humphrey (DMinn.) claimed that some firms
have charged off political ads as
institutional with the usual tax
deductions.
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miral is sponsoring that of ABC
radio and TV.
In other developments:
•
All-night
and TV campaign
election
eve willradio
be conducted
in North
Carolina by N. C. Citizens for Eisenhower. Already selected by James
Odell, public relations director of the
committee, are. WBT-TV Charlotte
and WFMY-TV Greensboro, for television, and Tobacco Network for radio.
Other stations are to be added for the
program,
running from 11 p.m. to 6
a.m.
• The GOP National Committee
bought time for an address by Sen.
Richard Nixon. Republican Vice Presidential candidate, on CBS-TV, and
ABC radio Monday (today). Sen. Joseph
McCarthy
speak
on a nationwide(R-Wis.)
radio-TVwillnetwork
Oct. 27.
• Gov. Stevenson will deliver network speeches in Salt Lake City Oct.
14
Los and
Angeles
CBSandRadio
DuMontOct.TV.16 —Heboth
also onis
scheduled for radio-TV dates in Chicago Oct. 21 and again Election Eve
(Nov. 3).
• Midwesterners are contributing
sums ranging from $1 to $50 to a
special broadcast
Carthy. The senatorfund
plansforto Sen.
give Mcthe
speech
in
Chicago's
Palmer
House,
and lect
a committee
is
working
to
colmoney for network radio and TV
costs. Dinner tickets for the event are
selling for $50.
9> The New York Post reported
that "tabulation
the first Volunteers
1,000 contributions to theof national
for
Stevenson,
in
the
Post's
for radio-TV campaign funds,appeal
has
passed the $10,000 mark with hundreds
of donations still to be counted." Roger
L. Stevens, chairman of the Volunteers
Financehour
Committee,
said it meant
"an
extra
of nation-wide
radio and
television time which will help Gov.
Stevenson reach the American people
with
his message."
• Lack
of communication facilities
prevented radio broadcast of Gov.
Stevenson's
on Saturday Fort
night,Dodge
Oct. 3,(la.)
CBS speech
Radio
has announced. But the network added
it allotted Gov. Stevenson time at
10:35 p.m. that night to rebroadcast
one of his earlier speeches to match
free time assigned to the Republican
candidates for a Wheeling, W. Va.,
broadcast.

NARTB MEMBERS
41 Added Since Aug. 28
FORTY-ONE stations have joined
NARTB since Aug. 28, President
Harold E. Fellows announced
Thursday, supplementing the 43
stations reported that date. Mr.
Fellows lauded work of William T.
Stubblefield, station relations director, and William K. Treynor,
West Coast representative.
A. C. Nielsen Co. has joined
NARTB as an associate member.
List of stations joining since
Aug. 28 follows:
KANS Wichita, Kan.; KBRZ Freeport, Texas; KBZY Grand Rapids,
Minn.; KFUN Las Vegas, N. M.;
KIYI Shelby, Mont.; KOSA Odessa,
Tex.; KRMS Camdenton, Mo.; KSJO
San Jose, Calif.; KT RM Beaumont,
Tex.; WEVE Eveleth, Minn.; WPKN
Montgomery, Ala.; WREX Duluth,
Minn.; KMED Medford, Ore.; KTAC
Tacoma, Wash.; KWJJ Portland, Ore.;
KWIE Kennewich. Wash.; KGAF
Gainesville, Tex.; KWSO Wasco, Calif.;
KCHE Cherokee, Iowa; KFDR Grand
Coulee, Wash.; KICD Spencer, Iowa;
KSEM Moses Lake, Wash.; KSIG Crowley, La.; WCPS Tarboro, N. C; WFMO
Goldsboro, N. C; KALT Atlanta, Tex.;

Safe Forced Landing
FORTUNATE escape from
injury was reported when
Bess Wyse, owner of KWBW
Hutchinson, Kan.; her son,
William Wyse Jr., and
KWBW Manager Hal King
made a forced airplane landing in a plowed
near'
Hutchinson
Sept. field
28 while
they were returning from a
business trip to Austin, Tex.
Mr. King, who wag piloting
the four-seated plane, landed
it without damage after the
engine failed when the plane
ran out of gas. Its faulty gas
gauge had read 10 gallons.
KGAR Garden City, Kan.; KGBC Galveston, Tex.; KPRC Houston, Tex.;
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.; KSIW Woodward, Okla.; KSTB Breckenridge, Tex.;
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va.; WOND
Pleasantville, N. J.; KGOS Torrington,
Wyo.; KWOR Worland, Wyo.; WLOS
Asheville, N. C; KHUB Watsonville,
Calif.; KIFM Phoenix, Ariz.; KXOB
Stockton, Calif.; WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.

MEASURE
i 1 l

THE

ELECTRICITY USE
TV Boosts Utility Revenue .
TELEVISION is boosting the electrical utility industry's revenues by
more than $202 million a year, Dr.
Charles B. Jolliffe, vice president
and technical director of RCA, estimated last week.
Addressing a conference of utility executives, sponsored by Ebasco
Services Inc. in New York on Monday, Dr. Jolliffe
said added
that "present
estimates
place the
revenue
to your utility industry, directly
traceable to power consumption by
television home receivers, at $200
million
a year."
In addition
to this, he said, "the
estimated total of electrical consumption by television studios and
transmitters in the U. S. approaches $2.5 million
a year."alone,
In the New
York market
Dr. Jolliffe said, Consolidated Edison "attributes $12 million of its
increase in revenues during the 12
months ended June 30, 1952, to
home television usage."

RICH
J_l

I I L

CONTRIBUTORS
Demos List Litvin, Spingarn

FLINT
MARKET
MRS. Fanney N. Litvin, FCC hearing examiner, and Stephen Spingarn, member of the Federal Trade
Commission, are among recent conFlint, Michigan, is America's largest General Motors plant city and has a
tributors to the Democratic Party,
it was revealed last week.
buying income $1613.00 higher than the national average.
Report filed by the Democratic
National Committee with the Clerk
of the House showed that Mrs. LitMore than half of GM's multi-million-dollar expansion program is now under
vin contributed $100 on Aug. 18 and
Comr. Spingarn $500. Report covers contributions from June 1 to
way — in Flint. Defense contracts for Flint factories now total Vi billion
Aug. 31, 1952.
Among disbursements reported
dollars
Flint is STILL expanding its earning and spending
by the committee were $19,030 for
CBS-TV and $11,685.80 for CBS
Radio network time charges for a
ability. Sell the Big Flint Market through Flint's First Station — WFDF.
simulcast Aug. 28; and various
sums for recordings by NBC New
York and Sound Studios, Washington, D. C, as well as for tapes by
Magnecord Inc.
Additionally, the report showed
FLINT
miscellaneous expenses incurred by
Frank E. McKinney, former chairman of the Democratic National
MICH.
Committee, for meetings to discuss
BASIC
WFDF
raising money for radio and television broadcasts. The listings inAMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY
dicated that Mr. McKinney met on
970 Kilocycles
at least a dozen different occasions
Associated with WOOD and WOOD-TV
with radio-TV and political individugls to discuss money and other
One of America's Pioneer Stations
Grand Rapids — WFBM and WFBM-TV
campaign problems.
A partial listing of the GOP NaIndianapolis — WEOA Evansville.
tional Committee report, showing
YEAR
31ST
OUR
radio-TV expenditures, appeared in
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
a previous issue [B»T, Oct. 6].
Page
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SURPASSED

ONLY

BY

METROPOLITAN

Big

Aggie

NYC

IT'S A

MARKET

CHICAGO

Land-

countrypolitan

a

AND

market

made cohesive by one radio station, reached by one station,

sold by one station. One of the world's richest agricultural areas, Big Aggie
Land's million radio families last year enjoyed an effective buying income of
$4.2 billion, spent $314 billion in purchases at retail. Only two areas spent more —
metropolitan NYC

BJG

AGGIE

and Chicago.

LAND

is the 267 counties in Min-

nesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska and Iowa covered by
WNAX.

To the farmers and townspeople of Big

Aggie Land radio is news, weather and farm data,
entertainment and social life — and radio is WNAX.
Radios are found in 97.3% of the homes; 80% listen
to WNAX

3 to 7 times a week.

70
-5
X
A
WN
TON-SIOUX

Radio
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LATEST

DIARY

STUDY

Big

PROVES

Aggie

dominated

by

Land

WNAX

THIS YEAR, as in 1950, 1948, 1946, and 1945, Audience Surveys, Inc. conducted
a listener diary study in 80 Big Aggie Land counties representing 5 states. Trends
established in earlier studies continued in 1952. There are more radio homes (up
27%*) ; more sets in use (up 69.3% daytime, 32.6% night) ; higher WNAX ratings (up 50.7% daytime, 16.1% night) ; and bigger WNAX average audience (up
91% daytime, 47% night).

WNAX
HAS THE TOP RATING in 97.3% of the 500 quarter-hours covered
by the diary, up from 87.8% in 1950. On an overall share-of-audience basis, WNAX
averages more than 3 times that of its nearest competitor. Locally produced shows
account for 48% of the quarter-hours covered by the diary, with a 28% averageshare-of-audience, fantastically high in view of the fact that 52 stations received
mention in the study.

THE DIARY STUDY * * proves the unquestionable dominance of WNAX. Big
Aggie Land is a rich, fertile area well worth your cultivation. One radio station,
and only one station, delivers it — solidly. That's WNAX, where you belong to keep
your sales up and yours sales costs down. Further information from The Katz
Agency.
* All % comparisons express 1952 increase over 1945.
** For a copy, write Bob Tincher in Yankton, S. Dak.
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THERE IS reason to predict that before long,
miles and miles of Hollywood feature film
will be made available to television.
No one can set the date on which the vaults
will be opened to TV, but it may come sooner
than most producers and exhibitors now anticipate. Here's why:
Because of television's voracious appetite
for programming, the number of films produced especially for television is increasing
and their quality improving. Quite obviously,
the owners of theatrical film cannot, without
suffering economic losses, hoard their property
long enough to let the producers of special TV
film tie up the television market. The owners
of theatrical film will have to release it to TV
before special TV film production gets much
bigger than it is right now.
A lot of movie exhibitors feel that the opening of the film vaults will signal the closing
of the exhibitors' tombs. Perhaps they would
be less fearful if reminded of an analogous
situation that arose and was satisfactorily
resolved by radio and newspapers years ago.
When radio first became a dynamic force,
the newspapers — fearing that radio's immediacy would kill the news business for them
— demanded that the news services protect
newspapers against radio. Several artificial
restraints, ranging from outright denial of
service to enforce delays in radio use of
news, were tried by the wire services before
it became plain that radio and radio news
were here to stay.
Radio now has access to all the news that
newspapers can get, and both radio and newspapers have survived handsomely.
Largely at the behest of movie exhibitors,
the owners of theatrical film are trying the
same dodge that the wire services tried at the
behest of their newspaper clients. It is only
a matter of time, and not much time at that,
before the film situation arrives at the same
resolution. We venture that both television
and movies will survive.

Botched

Blitz

THE PLAN of the Volunteers for Stevenson
to terrify radio and television broadcasters
into turning down spot announcements for
Gen. Eisenhower has, it is a relief to report,
been frustrated by the FCC, the arm of government which the Stevenson supporters hoped
to harness to their shoddy purpose.
If the FCC had entertained the complaint of
the Stevenson volunteers, it would have immersed itself in such squalid partisanship that
none of its future decisions on any subject
would have been above the suspicion of favoritism. Fortunately, the Commission rejected
the complaint, an act of commendable, if not
entirely typical, lucidity and courage.
One only hopes that the decision would have
been the same if greater political pressure had
been exerted on the Commission. As far as
can be learned, the Stevenson volunteers received little or no support in their complaint
from the regular Democratic Party or from
the incumbent in the White House.
Despite the failure of the Stevenson admirers to inveigle a federal agency into playing party politics, the incident illustrates the
precarious state into which traditional liberties
Page 60
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can fall when a government regulates private
industry. The danger is always present that
an unscrupulous administration, acting through
its FCC, could corrupt the two greatest mass
media of communications into party organs.
Is this a neurotic or absurd anxiety? Not
when one remembers that in this political
campaign radio and television have been
recognized by politicians on both sides as the
principal avenues of approach to the electorate.
It will be increasingly difficult for politicians in the future to be wholly objective in
regulating or establishing laws governing two
such valuable instruments of political persuasiveness. The politicians in power will certainly not go out of their way to insure that
the party out of power gets any special breaks
on the air.
Whatever administration moves into Washington next January, broadcasters must be
more alert than ever to protect the smattering
of freedom that is left them.

our respects to.-

EUGENE

Educated

TV

Pedagogy

GRADUALLY rational thinking about educational television is increasing. A spur to
more of it came 10 days ago from Lester E. Cox,
who is in an unusually objective position from
which to view the problem.
Mr. Cox is a broadcaster, with substantial
interests in KWTO Springfield, Mo., and
KCMO Kansas City, and he is also a member
of the Board of Curators of the U. of Missouri.
Mr. Cox thinks it unlikely that many schools
can make a go of non-commercial, educational
TV stations and therefore if the theory of that
kind of operation obtains, educational TV is
destined to wither on the vine.
What schools should do (as his own U. of
Missouri has done) is apply for commercial
channels in competition with commercial applicants, and operate those they are granted
as commercial enterprises, thus providing practical, rather than unreal, laboratories for students who want to go into TV professionally.
Only that way can educational stations hope
to support programming capable of attracting
audiences. They would not get these assignments on a "reserved" basis, departing from
every concept ever enunciated on use of public
domain. The 242 reserved channel assignments logically would be thrown back into the
competitive arena, to be used by successful applicants, whatever their walk of life, commercially or non-commercially, as they see fit.
Mr. Cox made his remarks to the annual
meeting Oct. 4 of the Governing Boards of State
Universities and Allied Institutions in Portland,
Ore. Another educator-broadcaster, Michael R.
Hanna, general manager of the Cornell-owned
WHCU Ithaca, N. Y., also urged that schools
approach TV with realism.
The degree to which professional educators
have been influenced along less realistic lines
was shown when, after hearing the sensible
arguments of Messrs. Cox and Hanna, the assembly voted a resolution urging the FCC to
extend the period of reservation for the noncommercial channels.
Eventually, we feel sure, the more practical
view will prevail.
We must assume that educators are interested in getting the most effectiveness out
of their teaching. The only way they can
accomplish that purpose in teaching by TV is
to establish their television on a sound and
practical economic basis.

HYDE

MERRILL

IF it's
THERE'S
Merrill job
likes,
a chance oneto thing
tackle Eugene
a long-range
of
appalling proportions.
Most of the experience of this newest member of the FCC has been along that line and
it would be hard to find an organization more
in need of a man who combines engineering,
communications, electronics, allocations and
regulatory background with a yen for achievement.
All those qualities accompany Mr. Merrill
into the Commissionership, plus a working
philosophy
equally
helpful.
It's
inherent in that
him towill
workbe long
hours,
and hard.
At Defense Production Administration, where
he heads the Materials Branch, his daily
routine starts at 7 a.m. He's generally first on
the job at the government cathedral housing
this vital defense operation, and he's usually
among the last to leave — this in response to
urgent pleadings by Mrs. Merrill and four
hungry kids at their Arlington, Va., home.
Mr. Merrill, like Comr. Rosel Hyde (no relation, despite his middle name), is a Mormon.
If there's a 142d cousin relationship anywhere,
it could stem back to the new Commissioner's
great grandfather, Orson Hyde, one of the
original founders of the Mormon church in
the 1840s who took the long trek to Utah.
Oldest of the Merrill children is named Hyde
in recognition of the famed empire builder.
There's a shock of blondish gray hair that
quickly catches the eye of those who first meet
Eugene Merrill. Decidedly on the fair side, he
attributes the prominent grayish cast that
made its appearance several years ago to his
propensity for long office hours and an earnest
desire to follow his creed — people in government jobs should devote all their energies to
what is for the benefit of the people.
The grayish hair tends to make him look
older than his 44 years might justify. Once
his smile appears, however, the impression is
different and the effect is that of a handsome,
youngish middle-aged executive — and that's
just what he is.
This business of digging into big projects
has dominated Mr. Merrill's professional career. Just after he became chief engineer of
the Utah Public Utilities Commission in 1935,
only three years out of the U. of Utah, he
conducted an investigation of the rates, property values and operations of Mountain States
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
K In his next job — as an early organizer of
Office of Production Management in 1941 — he
helped set up the War Production Board
(Continued on page 63)
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'Ah!

—

I have

caught
, true

zee

spirit of Louisville!"

Measure the WAVE-area audience in "family-hours-per-week" and
you get an amazing total of 5,142,000 hours a week devoted to radio!
This is many more hours than are devoted to TV — is 310. 7%
more hours than to newspapers!
That's another reason why WAVE
Louisville buy. Ask Free & Peters!

radio is your best

Facts above are from scientific, authoritative survey
made by Dr. Raymond A. Kemper (head of the
Psychological Services Center, University of Louisville)
in WAVE area, March, 1952.
5000

WATTS

NBC

WAVE
LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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Advertisement

From

where

I sit

front office

H

ARRY W. BARNAM, account executive, WTTM
to local sales manager.

CHAUNCEY
Miss.
6y

Marsh

Joe

T. HINMAN

Trenton, promoted

appointed assistant manager, WVMI Biloxi,

CHARLES F. ABBOTT Jr. to WJZ-TV New York as account executive
in TV sales department.
QUENTIN W. WELTY, general manager, WMVO Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
appointed commercial manager, WWST-AM-FM Wooster, Ohio.

Wonder

How

Miss

Gilbert

GREGORY CHRISTIAN, WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., to WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., as account executive.
CLARE COPELAND, CJCA Edmonton and CKRC Winnipeg, appointed
assistant sales manager of CKWX Vancouver.

Is in "Histery"?
By now I guess you've heard about
the spelling errors in the kids' report
cards this week.
A typical card looked like this:
Arithmetic
B
Geography
B—
Spelling
. . .C
Grammer.
B

i" don't know if Miss Gilbert, the
principal, actually wrote those cards,
but she took full responsibility. This
morning

I hear she got up in the

Assembly Hall — before all the students
—and started writing GRAMMAR
with two "a's" on the blackboard 100
times!
From where I sit, I'll bet this makes
her even more popular with the students. It's nice to see an expert admit
she occasionally makes a mistake. Too
many so-called "experts" claim they're
never wrong on such subjects as what
you or I ought to eat . . . what we
should wear . . . whether we should
enjoy beer or buttermilk. A really
wise person never claims to "know all
the answers" all the time.

DONALD CALLEN, announcer, KBIG Avalon, Calif., promoted to resident manager.
LEWIS SHULTZ to sales staff of WIRE Indianapolis.
KETTELL-CARTER, radio representative firm, appointed sales representative in New England by WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt., and WIKE
Newport, Vt.
MILTON E. BLISS to NBC Chicago as agricultural representative in
network radio sales.
ARTHUR J. O'LAUGHLIN, Foster & Kleiser, Seattle, to KING-TV
same city, as account executive. JIM NEIDIGH promoted to head of national sales at KING-TV.
GENE HOGAN, former salesman at WVCG
Miami, in same capacity.

Coral Gables, to WQAM

FRITZ DONNELL, manager of KGMB Honolulu, to Ault Supply Co.,
same city, to handle advertising and promotion.
JAMES S. AYERS, Atlanta, southeastern radio-TV station representative, relocates at 301 Glenn Bldg.
STORER BROADCASTING Co.'s New York telephone number has been
changed to Eldorado 5-7690.
PatlonaU

• • •

GEORGE L. MOSKOVICS, manager of TV development, KNXT (TV)
Hollywood, will speak on "Television as a Force in Marketing" at meeting of American Marketing Assn., that city, Oct. 15. . . . CHARLES A.
STORKE, vice president, KTMS Santa Barbara, named president of the
1953 annual Old Spanish Days Fiesta. . . . BILL J. SHUEL, salesman,
WIRE Indianapolis, father of boy, Steven, Sept. 26.
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on 50,000

Our Respects To
(Continued from page 60)
project that ran the job of tooling Dr. Merrill resigned to become
up and producing the goods that commissioner of education for the
Mormon church and a member of
won World War II. His role was
communications, including radio, the church's governing body. The
telephone and telegraph. There he younger Merrill, incidentally, has
always been active in church work
used his engineering background
to learn the intricacies of elec- and still teaches a Sunday School
tronics. After radio was cut off class at Falls Church, Va. His
from his unit, he concentrated on higher education included economics and law courses, but he had
telephone and telegraph producto abandon football for lack of
tion.
time.
That f our - year assignment
Upon graduation from the uniserved as a perfect background for
versity he spent several months inanother one just like it — rebuilding
specting mining properties, and
Germany's
communications'
from
a mass of rubble into an efficient then went with U. S. Smelting &
Refining & Mining Co., remaining
system. Foreign Economic Adminthere until he joined the Public
istration sent him first to Austria
Commission.
in 1945 as a power consultant but Utilities
He married Barbara McCune
he soon wound up in Germany as
deputy and then acting chief of Musser, of Salt Lake City, in 1939,
meeting her at the state capitol
communications.
where she was secretary to the
Government records bear elo- Attorney General. They have four
quent tribute to the five-year re- children: Hyde, 9; Barbara Jean,
building project. All over the U. S.
part of occupied Germany the 7; Roger, 4; Laura, 2.
Has Open-Minded Approach
masses of wreckage were rebuilt
and staffed with new German per"What are your thoughts on
sonnel. Behind all this was the de- regulation of radio and televisire to halt unrest and the spread
sion?" the new Commissioner was
of Communism. In the undertakasked. The answer is typical of his
ing he learned about frequency
scientific approach to all problems:
allocations because he had to make
"Do I commit myself ahead of
the channel assignments to occu— No."
pation forces and the civilian pop- time?
A Democrat, he is a loyal folulation, besides directing other
lower of President Truman and his
communications, the savings bank Administration, as well as a supand postal check systems and pasporter of Gov. Adlai Stevenson,
senger bus facilities.
the Democratic nominee.
Takes NPA Post
By 1950 the German communications system was performing
KRSC SALE
smoothly. And by that time anPrice Is $234,500
other big undertaking was in the
embryo stage — retooling for another war. Among the first to join SALE of KRSC Seattle to a Washington group holding radio and
Gen. William H. Harrison in setnewspaper
properties in the Northting up National Production Auwest was announced last week by
thority was Eugene Merrill. Soon
the project was rolling along and J. Elroy McCaw, president of Radio
Sales Corp. The sale price was
he was placed in charge of a group
$234,500 plus net quick assets.
of materials experts allocating
Members of the purchasing
steel, copper, rubber, textiles, nonferrous metals, chemicals and other group, Washington Telecasters
items to the stockpile as well as Inc., include J. L. Longston, C. V.
finding the need for increased pro- Zaser and Robert L. Pollack. They
are interested in KPUG Bellingduction.
ham and KSEM Moses Lake, both
Now Eugene Merril finds him- in Washington.
self in the middle of still another
The negotiations, subject to
major assignment — regulation of
usual
FCC approval, were handled
the fast-expanding television inby Blackburn-Hamilton.
dustry, along with the older media.
KRSC operates with 1 kw on
His background should prove to be
1150 kc. The station was founded
a big help.
in 1940. Mr. McCaw is interested
The Merrill career started 3%
in a number of western stations.
decades ago when the young grammar school student became Salt
Lake City's hardest selling newsWHKK Sale Approved
boy. Week after week he won the
Deseret News weekly prize for sell- SALE of WHKK Akron, Ohio, by
ing the most papers — a record he United Broadcasting Co. for $65,discusses cheerfully in contrast to 000 to two of its sales executives
his reticence about other profes- has been approved by the FCC.
sional achievements.
The purchasers are Jackson B.
Maurer, general sales manager of
In high school he played basketball. Entering the School of Mines
United Broadcasting's WHK Cleve& Engineering at U. of Utah, he
land, and Philip R. Herbert, general sales manager of WHKK. The
was a pupil under his father, Dr.
Joseph F. Merrill, director of the pair will assume active manageschool. During his freshman year,
ment of WHKK [B*T, Sept. 1].
BROADCASTING
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Pioneered
Made
NEW

and

Practical

by the

BINAURAL

magnecorder
Here's a revolutionary way to publicize your station — recapture audiences — and give your listeners
a startling experience in "3rd
Dimensional" sound!
Just use your present AM & FM
channels, plus the new Binaural
Magnecorder and you can produce

Com-- " to-o»er,>«. , 1
, C>"CACO IT,
«n,Pi

the most "talked about" program in
your station's history.
Only Magnecord's professional
Binaural tape recorders make this
advanced method of broadcasting
possible at low cost to you.
— for information on programming
and engineering — plus pre-recorded binaural
tapes! LET US HELP YOU build your own binaural
broadcast.

\\\**

Magnecord, Inc. DePt .no
225 W. Ohio Street • Chicago 10, Illinois
World's Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of
Professional Magnetic Recording Equipment.
HEAR •— the first East Coast Binaural Broadcast
at the New York Audio Fair — Hotel New Ycrker
— October 29th — over Station
October 13, 1952
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SHORTAGE FEARS
Expressed by Set Group
FEAR that shortage of basic materials will cramp radio-TV set output early in 1953 was voiced by a
receiver manufacturers' industry
advisory group last Thursday.
Conferring with electronic officials of the National Production
Authority, set-makers cited potential scarcity of copper, aluminum
and steel because of the steel shutdown and labor shortages in some
areas, particularly Chicago. Production shortage of 21-inch TV picture tubes also was reported. Labor
shortage exists among engineers
and assembly-line workers.
Fulfillment of military needs was
pointed up in a seventh quarterly
report, New Resources Bring New
Opportunities, submitted to President Truman by Henry H. Fowler,
new director of the Office of Defense Mobilization.
"Output of electronic equipment
is now running at a rate more than
double that of a year ago," Mr.
Fowler reported. "Some of the
largest and most complicated equipment is now reaching volume out-

recommends

THE

SPEECH

put." Manpower Problems
Mr. Fowler also noted that employment in civilian radio-TV
manufacturing rose in the third
quarter (July through September),
"reversing the down trend of the
second quarter." Military electronics employment also increased
"and further gains are expected,"
Mr. Fowler said, adding that "acute
shortages are in immediate prospect" for the engineering and scientific fields. Technical personnel
completing training will continue
to decline through 1954.
Meanwhile, NPA indicated last
week that relaxation of regulations
governing construction by radioTV broadcasters and other industrial groups may be deferred beyond April 1 to May 1. Under this
policy evoked because of the impact
of the steel strike — virtually all
new major station building is precluded until next spring. Broadcasters whose construction already
is underway will be able to complete their project [B»T, Oct. 6,
Sept. 29].
Mr. Fowler also reviewed NPA's
automatic allotment procedure
which becomes effective Jan. 1 and
provides larger quantities of materials under self-authorization, not
to mention a saving of paper work.
This is reflected in cutbacks of
personnel in NPA's Electronics
Division and a general realignment
the agency's
least
aof dozen
membersfunctions.
of that At
division
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ALTEC

INPUT

250A

CONSOLE

Here is the latest addition to Altec's
new and enlarged line of speech
input equipment — the 250A Console. A completely self-contained
unit for AM, FM, or TV, the Altec
250A offers:

Two main program channels which
can be operated simultaneously on
separate programs.

A nine-channel parallel mixer — any
combination of nine inputs can be
used at the same time on
either channel.

All necessary monitoring, cue,
audition, and signaling circuits.

Controls, keys, and pots conveniently
arranged for maximum accessibility.

have vacated their posts, either
returning to private industry or
transferring to other government
agencies. Positions affected mainly
are components and electronics
tubes.
KECA Los Angeles Mickey Katz Show,
weekly hour-long musical variety program, is sponsored by American Jewish Marketers, L. A. Agency is Louis
J. Weitzman Adv. Agency, that city.

NEW

EVERYTHING

IN

OVER

ELECTRICAL

ONE

PLUG-IN

UNITS...

All pre-amplifiers, line amplifiers, and power supplies are of the plug-in type . . . are compact . . .
easy to change and service. (The pre-amplifier unit,
for instance, is only I%"x4i/4"x9" in over-all size.)
The plug- in units are also available for rackmounted and custom speech input installations.
Ask your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative for complete information on
Altec speech input equipment for any requirement.
He'll be glad to furnish you with data covering
specifications and performance of the new Altec
250A and 230B consoles, as well as the popular
220A portable model. Graybar Electric Company,
Inc., Executive Offices: Graybar Building, Neiv
York 17, N. Y.
224-110

TO KEEP YOU

HUNDRED

ON

THE AIR..

PRINCIPAL
BROADCASTING

CITIES
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Advertisement
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

To Keep You On The Air
Graybar has everything you need
in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS
everything for wiring, ventilating,
signaling, and lighting your entire
station and grounds. Whatever your
requirements, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar's nation-wide network
more than 100 offices and ware-of
houses assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representatives
19 cities:are located in the following
ATLANTA
E. V/. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Tcylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
R. W. Griffiths, Exeter 2-2000
PHILADELPHIA
J. W. Crockett, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
A Few of Our Leading Supplier-Manufacturers — Altec
Lansing • Ampex • Berndt-Bach • BlawKnox • Cannon • Century Lighting •
Communication Products • Continental
Electronics • Crouse-Hinds • Daven •
Fairchild • General Electric • General
Radio • Houston-Fearless • Karp Metal
• Kliegl • James Knights • Machlett •
Meletron • Minnesota Mining • MoleRichardson • Presto • Rek-O-Kut • Sarvis
• Standard Electronics • Tung-Sol •
Webster • Western Electric • Zoomar
everything Electrical for Broadcasting-Telecasting —
Amplifiers • Antennas • Consoles • Frequency and Modulation Monitors, Test
Equipment • Loudspeakers and Accessories • Microphones and Accessories • Recorders and Accessories • Speech Input
Equipment • Towers • Tower and Studio
Lighting Equipment • Transmission Line
and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and
TV •Accessories
Tubes • Turntables,
Reproducers,
and
• TV Cameras
and Film
Equipment • Video and Audio Monitors
• Wiring Supplies and Devices

BROADCASTING

Compatible Color
(Continued from page 25)
up by receivers in the auditorium.
He finished the talk live from the
platform. Proceedings were transmitted to the Pentagon by the mobile station.
Nearly 800 delegates were registered at the convention, with all 17
sessions well attended. Radio and
TV network officials as well as
FCC and other government officials were guests Tuesday at a
luncheon given by RCA, with Jack
O'Brien, RCA theatre sound equipment and visual sales manager,
serving as host.
The David Sarnoff Gold Medal
Award was presented at the
Wednesday dinner to Axel G. Jensen, Bell Labs. The annual SMPTE
Journal award went to D. L. MacAdam, Eastman Kodak Co. Receiving honorable mention, were F. C.
Williams of Eastman Kodak Co.,
and Otto H. Schade of the Tube
Dept., RCA Victor Div.
Film processing techniques were
covered in a number of papers,
along with methods of recording
TV programs by kinescope and
motion picture processes. Karl
Freund of Hollywood detailed the
methods used in shooting the
/ Love Lucy (CBS-TV) program,
with TV. cameras replaced by three
motion picture cameras.
Talks on Kinescope
Kinescope papers were read by
Ralph E. Lovell and Robert M.
Fraser of NBC. They described
devices used to prepare improved
film recordings. L. L. Pourciau,
General Precision Lab., read a
paper on a new image-orthicon
camera chain and associated gear,
operated by remote control. W. E.
Stewart, RCA Engineering Products Div., described a new TV
projector.
Successful use of image orthicon
cameras for all film transmitted
by WABD (TV) New York for the
last year was described by Rodney
D. Chipp, DuMont TV Network director of engineering. Adoption of
these cameras to replace iconoscopes for film transmission followed a year of tests. Mr. Chipp
said the image oi'thicon can produce good pictures, with no operational difficulty, from nearly all
grades of film, with technical man
hours for previews and rehearsals
eliminated. When all cameras in a
station are of the same type, maintenance is standardized, he said,
and inventories reduced. Operatingcosts cf image orthicons are only a
few cents an hour higher than iconoscopes, he noted.
Mr. Mole told the delegates he
believed movies and television can
live together, supplementing and
strengthening each other.

H&R for Scalamandre
SCALAMANDRE Silks Inc., N. Y.,
has appointed Hilton & Riggio,
same city, to handle its advertising, effective Nov. 1.
• Telecasting

Logs and Politics
DEMOCRATS have carried
their press feud another step.
The Democratic National
Committee has told party
workers to watch radio-TV
schedules in their local newspapers to make sure Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson gets "a fair
break." Many papers list
speeches by the Governor as
national committee programs
without mentioning his name,
but when Gen. Eisenhower
speaks, his name is listed,
committee said. "Protest to
the editors ... if they are
not
name listing
in theirGov.
radioStevenson's
and television program
schedules,"
the committee
urged.

afternoon

!

MELODY

Double-Billing
(Continued from page 32)
problems in a TV-saturated operation. He said it takes "guts" to
cope with these problems, and to
avoid the pit-falls of rate-cutting.
He urged reappraisal by broadcasters of the matter of "classification" of accounts to settle, for
example, the co-op situation, and
determination whether accounts
should
be billed as national or
local.
The resolutions committee, functioning with uncommon speed,
brought in its recommendations on
the first day, rather than the second day of the meeting. Headed
by Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, the committee comprised
Messrs. Johnston ana Stone, Hug:
Smith of WCOV Montgomery, Bob
Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta, and
Harry Camp, WQAM Miami.
In addition to those enumerated,
resolutions adopted included one
asking the NARTB to petition the
FCC to change its requirements
with respect to supplying engineering data on signal patterns. They
cause undue hardship upon existing stations when called upon to
supply such data to new applicants
or those seeking modifications for
utilization of the same channels,
resolution claimed.
Other resolutions praised the
stewardship of President Fellows
and of his NARTB staff and lauded
the accomplishments of the Holt
District 5 administration.
French Network Expands
FRENCH-language network service will be expanded Oct. 19 by
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. to
French-language stations outside
the Quebec province. Donald Manson, CEC general manager, announced that French-language stations in Ontario and western Canada will receive the service from
8 a.m. to midnight EST. Stations
to be served are CFCL Timmins,
Ont.- CHNO Sudbury. Ont.; CKSB
St. Boniface, Man.; CHBD Saskatoon, Sask., CHFA Edmonton,
Alta., and CFRG Gravelbourg,
Sask., if possible.

WFBR

crack

disc

jockey
— is
the
No.show
1 radio
record

show

Baltimore

in

in the

afternoon

!

Looking for a participation show you can brag
about, instead of having
to justify? WFBR's
home-grown
Melody
Ballroom carries more
audience than any other
afternoon radio record
show — more than highcost TV shows! Make
sure
your radio
dollar's
well spent
in Baltimore
— buy Melody Ballroom
on WFBR. Just ask
your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN- 3 At TtVCR S M D'
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NATIONAL GUARD
New Recorded Show Ready
EECORDED series of musical programs, Let's Go to Town, has been
offered to more than 1,800 radio
stations by the National Guard
Bureau on behalf of its recruiting.
Stations are asked to play the
15-minute recordings as public
service features, with provision for
local tie-ins by guard units. Programs feature top bands and
singers and will run until June 30,
1953.
The bureau like the U. S. Air
Force and Army, has been
hampered for lack of funds to buy
radio time. Part of a fiscal 1953
$298,000 budget is being used for
recording and distributing the programs and other recruiting aids.
Robert W. Orr & Assoc. handles
the Guard account.
LEADERSHIP

690 KC REQUESTS
New Bids Pend on NARBA

NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS*
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
(Total U. S. Area, Including Small-Town, Farm
and Urban Homes and Including Telephone and Non-Telephone Homes)
EXTRA-WEEK
August 31 -September 6, 1952
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK Current
Rating
Current
Rank
Program
1 Dragnet (NBC)
2 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
3 People Are Funny (CBS)
4 Dr. Christian (CBS)
5 Cavalcade of America (NBC)
6
Eisenhower Speech (ABC, Thu.)
7 Great Gildersleeve (NBC)
8
F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS)
109 Life
With Luigi (CBS)
Father Knows Best (NBC)

PENDING ratification and entry
into force of the new North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, two applications for 690 kc
were placed in the FCC's pending
file by the Commission last week,
but the cases were continued in
hearing docket status as well.
The applications involved include
the request of WTOC Savannah,
Ga., for switch from 5 kw on 1290
kc, directional night, to 10 kw on
690 kc, and a new station bid by
Brennan Broadcasting Co. for 25
kw on 690 kc, directional night, at
Jacksonville, Fla. FCC's order
noted both applicants "would fail
to protect Cuba under the new
NARBA." Further comparative
consideration cannot be held until
the status of NARBA is settled,
FCC indicated.

Homes
%
7.3
6.0
6.7
6.0
5.8
5.5
5.7
5.5
5.5
5.5

(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening
only 1 to 5 minutes.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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NJBA

MEETING
Hennock to Speak

AN ADDRESS by FCC Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock, an appraisal
of educational radio and television,
and a political debate will be features of the fall meeting of the
New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.
and the Fifth Annual Rutgers
Radio Institute scheduled today
(Monday) and tomorrow at the
Walt Whitman hotel in Camden.
Program, announced last week by
NJBA President Paul Alger, WSNJ
Bridgeton, calls for Miss Hennock
to speak at a luncheon today. The
political debate will pit N. J. GOP
Sen. H. Alexander Smith, seeking
re-election, against Archibald Alexander, his Democratic rival, in addresses scheduled for broadcast by
several New Jersey stations.
Speakers at the radio institute are
<~l?.ted to include Rutgers President
Lewis Webst?r Jones, on "Educational
Radio
and TV— Where
Do We Stand?";
Dr. Frederick
W. Raubinger,
State
f ommis^ion
of
Education,
"Educational TV"; Dr. Paul W.on Massing,
Rutgers
lecturer React
in sociology
"Howof
Do the Soviets
to the on
Voice
America?" and Dr. Richard McCormick, Rutgers associate professor of
history,
on "New JerseyareHistory."
The broadcasters
to tour
WCAU Philadelphia's new RadioTV Center and also visit RCA's
Camden plant during the two-day
meeting. WCAM and WKDN
Camden are host stations. NJBA
officers will be elected Tuesday.
d-CON CASE
FTC Takes Testimony
TESTIMONY was taken last week
by the Federal Trade Commission
on a complaint which alleges advertising misrepresentations by
The d-Con Co., Chicago, manufacturer of rodenticide preparations.
The company has been active in
promoting the merchandising of its
products through radio per-inquiry
deals in which stations were asked
to compete for contest prizes. FTC
filed its complaint last spring
[B*T, March 24].
Hearing was held in Chicago last
Monday, with Webster Ballinger
presiding as hearing examiner.
Edward F. Downs was attorney in
support of the government's com-

30 years of skilfully fitting a top-quality medium to
a top-quality market is ringing cash registers
all over rich Central New York for WSYR's and
WSYR-TV's local and national advertisers.
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

WW %P**jPiPIr
AM • FM • TV
NBC AFFILIATE — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution in Central New York
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plaint.
VOICE OF ALABAMA
Re-Formed as Television Corp.
CORPORATE reorganization of
Voice of Alabama Inc., as the Television Corp. was effected Oct. 2 at
a meeting in Birmingham, but it
entails no change in control or
management. The Voice of Alabama Div. will operate WAPI and
WAFM-FM-TV.
Capital stock has been increased
from 1,000 shares of $100 par to
100,000 shares of $5 par. Officers
remain Ed Norton, board chairman; Thad Holt, president-treasurer, and Ernest H. Mitchell Jr.,
secretary. Mr. Norton holds 76,636 7/llths shares and Mr. Holt,
23,363 4/llths shares. FCC will
be notified of the transaction when
legal forms are completed.
BROADCASTING
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Live drama, delivering the client's sales story five nights
a week, to a weekly audience of 2,141,000 viewers . . .
more people than are reached by any other drama on
any other TV station in the world's largest market.

for New York

W0
'Source: Telepulse, Sept.,
'52 R"TV

channel^

101! 20
F.P.C. "23 0L 2827 I¥ Oil

IDENTIFICATION
ORDER NO. 2517
June 30, 1952

WANTED
BY THE FBI

ALBERTUS REED BOLLACKER,
with al iases: ALBERTUS R. BALLACKER, ALBERT RAYMOND
BARKER, ALBERT
ALFRED ALBERTUS
BLACK, ALBERTUS
BOLLACHER,
ALBERTUS
REED BLACK,
BOLLACMAN,
REED BOLLACNEN,
JOHN MEYER COHEN, "TINY"

FBI No. 1,816,856

CRIME ON GOVERNMENT RESERVATION (FORGERY)
FRAUD AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT
CONSPIRACY

Photograph taken September 28, 1939

Photographs taken January 26, 1962

DESCRIPTION
Age m, born June 21, 1911, Schenectady, Hew r0rk;
Height, 6'2"; partly
Weight, 315 pounds;
Build, veryreported
large; |
Eyes, gray
asHair,bluebrown,
and hazel); bald;
Complexion,
fair;(also
Race, white; I£
Nationality, American; Occupations, typist, butcher, - ^
guitar
player,
cook,nearbaker;
Scars and marks, . ^
small dark
mole seaman,
on forehead
hairline.
CRIMINAL RECORD
Sollarceny,
lacker forgery
has been convicted ofpreviously
petty aSa^^wMHSMSR
the Selectivefor Training and Service Actand ofviolation
1940.
returned7, 13,by a371,Federal
Grand Jury at Charleston, South Carol ina, on January 21, 1962, charging this individual Kith violating
Title 18,An U.indictment
S. Code, »as
Sections
and 1001.
PLEASE
FURNISH
AMY
INFORMATION
WHICH
MAY
ASSIST IN LOCATING THIS INDIVIDUAL TO THE DIRECTOR, FBI OR TO THE NEAREST OIVISION OF THE FBI AS LISTED
ON THE BACK OF THIS NOTICE.
JOHN EDGAR(over)
HOOVER, DIRECTOR, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington 26, D. C
IDENTIFICATION
ORDER NO. 2617

One

News

Flash
and

on

WGAL-TVthe

FBI

The day after his picture appeared on
WGAL-TV's "Wanted Persons" program, abutcher employed in a Lancaster, Pennsylvania super-market was
arrested by special agents of the FBI
on charges of forgery, fraud against the
Federal Government, and conspiracy
in an embezzlement at a U. S. Naval
Base. Two alert WGAL-TV viewers
had recognized the 315-pound butcher
when his picture was flashed on the
screen, and promptly called the FBI.
Result: the apprehension and arrest of
a "wanted person."

Gets

Its

Through its "Wanted Person" telecasts, presented in cooperation with the
FBI, WGAL-TV is privileged to perform an important public service, the
effectiveness of which is clearly illustrated by the dramatic incident described above.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.

Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER
New
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ASSOCIATES
York

Chicago

San Francisco

Los Angeles
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HEARING

New TV grants for one uhf, four
vhf stations swell post-thaw total
to 73. Two dozen more applicants
notified of hearing. Pages 72, 73.
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ISSUES

By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
IN A PRECEDENT ruling- respective TV hearings, FCC last week
refused enlargement of issues in
the Portland, Ore., proceedings but
indicated that the present issues
permit applicants — in all TV hearings— to exercise their own option
in introducing evidence concerning
proposed service to specific areas
and populations.
Such evidence introduced by applicants competing in the same city,
however, will be given varying
weight according to the circumstances of each case, the Commission warned. FCC pointed up the
presently unsuitable and only general technique for predicting such
service which is now contained in

=

Predicted

tions Act requires FCC to assign
radio facilities equitably among
the states and communities. This
provision of the law, along with
relative evidence of proposed service to specific areas and persons,
for many years have constituted
the pivotal factor for decis;on in
many AM cases concerning two or
more communities.
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock issued
a comprehensive "dissent" to the
memorandum opinion and order of
the Commission majority which refused to grant the petitions of the
Portland applicants to enlarge the
issues. Comr. Hennock agreed with
the majority in denying such petitions, but she opposed granting the
"option" to applicants to introduce
evidence of predicted coverage for
what it might be worth.
Notes Sixth Report
Noting the Sixth Report specified
that the technique of coverage prediction was suitable only for allocation and not licensing purposes,
Comr. Hennock contended the optional "engineering issue" in the

the engineering standards, a technique devised for allocation purposes and not for licensing proceedings.
The ruling is considered a keystone for all comparative television
proceedings involving bids for the
TV
FADING
same area even though it was directed to petitions filed by certain
THEODORE R. (TED) GAMBLE,
applicants in the Portland hearprime example of a motion picture
ings. Similar petitions to enlarge
the hearing issues pend in several
exhibitor "moving" into radio and
TV, revealed last week that he
other hearings for additional cities.
has already disposed of most of
The hearing issue problem, particularly with respect to service to his theatrical holdings because he
is convinced TV will deal a death
areas and populations, has plagued
blow to movie exhibition "as it is
virtually all television applicants
for many weeks [B*T, Sept. 1] now set up."
Mr. Gamble, who headed the
and it had been hoped earlier that
the matter would be settled before
Treasury Department's War Bond
the hearings commenced on Oct. 1. Savings Drives as a dollar-a-year
man during World War II, is
At the same time, FCC ruled that
a Sec. 307(b) consideration is a already the principal stockholder
of KJR Seattle, KOIN Portland,
proper issue to be added to a hearOre., and KCMJ Palm Springs,
ing involving competing applicants
Calif. He is a 20 % stockholder in
| seeking the same channel in two
neighboring communities. Such a KLZ Denver.
It was in the Denver TV hearconsideration includes comparison
ings, which completed the second
of proposed service to respective
week last week, that Mr. Gamble
areas and populations.
made his disclosures. KLZ is beThis issue was added by the Commission to the competitive hearing
ing opposed by Denver Television
Co. (Wolf berg theatre interests)
involving KGON Portland and
KVAN Vancouver, Wash. Both
for Denver's Channel 7 [B«T,
seek uhf Channel 21, assigned to Oct. 6].
the Portland area. Vancouver is
In 1949, Mr. Gamble made that
within 15 miles of Portland, hence
decision, he related, and as of tothe channel may be sought for the
day his once $2.5 million investment in movie houses in Wisconsin,
Washington city under FCC's rules.
Ohio, Indiana and California have
Sec. 307 (b) of the CommunicaBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Service

Made

licensing proceedings "would thus
seriously backtrack upon the fundamental principles of the Sixth Report and Order, determined after
an exhaustive study of the entire
technical basis of television broadBesides wasting time and money
casting."
of
applicants and FCC alike, such
an option would "open the doors
of the comparative proceedings to
a flood of speculative and vague
evidence that would . . . unduly
. . . prolong the hearings." She also
felt the option will benefit the bigmoney applicants who can afford
to propose full power now and inject comparative consideration
which might put aside more imming.
portant factors of the applicants'
character and proposed programAll of the TV hearings presently
have the same five hearing issues
of which two have been put into
dispute, or clarification requested,
by applicants in several cities.
FCC's memorandum opinion and
order noted these to be issues No.

Applicant's

Option

2 and 5, which are:
2. To determine the type and character cf the program services proposed to
be rendered ?.nd whether they would
meet the needs of the communities and
fvreas within the Grand A and Grade B
field intensity contours.
5. To determine on a comparative
basis
if either,
of the
aboveentif.edwhicli,
applications
should
be granted.
"In substance," FCC observed,
"the petitions before us request
that the Commission require a
showing of the area and population residing within the predicted
Grade A and B signal intensity
contours and any differences existing among the applicants with reto their showings."
In spect
paragraph
4 of its ruling,
FCC continued:
At the outset, the Commission
wishes to make clear that all relevant material and pertinent differences between competing applicants
will be given full consideration. However, the weight to be given to any
particular factor cannot be prejudged.
In fact, such weight will probably
vary in each individual case. This
variance will be due primarily .to differences in maximum and minimum
(Continued on page 75)
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MOVIES
been brought down to less than
$500,000. In another six months,
he expects to be out of the theatre
business entirely, he said.
Basis for Mr. Gamble's drastic
conclusion, he said, was his belief
that small, neighborhood and smalltown "subsequent-run" theatres
will be hardest hit by TV. He predicted that from 6,500 to 10,000
of
today's
18,000 in
theatres
will six
go
out of business
the next
years. Since his theatres were in
the class he felt would be most affected by TV, he decided to liquidate his holdings in them, he said.
"The time is coming when TV
and theatres will work together,"
he told Broadcasting • Telecasting. "But, when that time comes,
it will be the big, first-run theatres
with superior films that will maintain themselves. The moving picture business won't be the same
kind of a business it is today."
A less pessimistic attitude toward motion picture exhibition and
TV was taken by one of Mr. Gamble's associates in KLZi Frank H.
Ricketson Jr., president of the 90theatre Fox Intermountain circuit

and a 13.6% stockholder in KLZ,
declared he did not think there was
a conflict between TV and theatre
exhibition. He said that he foresawtresthewillday
"when TV each
and other,
theacomplement
just like radio and theatres."
Asked
about m the
suit
against
a j o government's
r producers
regarding release of 16mm film
to TV and other sources, Mr.
Ricketson frankly declared he does
not think 16mm film should be
made available to TV. "That would
take people out of our theatres,"
he said. "Certainly, not first-run
films," he added.
Mr. Ricketson, who is treasurer
of KLZ, was interrogated regarding anti-trust matters in the motion picture industry. He was one
of the two principals in the innovation of Bank Night, which was
used by 5,000 theatres in the 193338 period. It ceased operation when
the Post Office Department ruled
it was a lottery.
It was also determined that Mr.
Ricketson owns 8% of Cheyenne
(Wyo.) Newspapers Inc., publisher
(Continued on page 82)
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Film Cost Sayings

[Also see District 5 story on double
TS
billingsT
in A
thisC
issue].
TV
THE FACTS of TV life, economically, philosophically and allocations-wise, were unfolded to broadcasters of Georgia, Alabama and
Florida last Tuesday at a wideopen seminar conducted at the
NARTB District 5 meeting in
Atlanta.
A dozen participants, qualified
to do the job before a national convention, covered the subject from
all points of the compass. • And
they didn't
a rosy
economic
future
for predict
television
broadcasters
everywhere through the simple expedient of getting a license.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, chairman of the
NARTB-TV board, keynoted the
panel in somber tones, predicting
a fate worse than that of rampant
radio rate-cutting if television
broadcasters do not approach their
obligations with "courage and conscience." Unless the pitfalls that
befell radio are avoided, he warned,
"someone is going to take television away from us".
TV is "so powerful," Mr. Swezey
declared, that the politicians could
well conclude it "should not be
left in the hands of private industry." He said he sounded this
grim note because he wanted television broadcasters to forget internecine sniping and pitch in on
the all-important industry fight to
preserve the medium in private
hands.
Panel Members
Participating in the panel with
Chairman Swezey were William B.
Lodge, CBS-TV; Richard P. Doherty, and Thad Brown, NARTB;
Harold L. Morgan Jr., ABC-TV;
Glenn Marshall Jr., WMBR-TV
Jacksonville; John Outler Jr.,
WSB-TV Atlanta; Lee Ruwitch,
WTVJ (TV) Miami; Jack Collins,
WAGA-TV Atlanta; William T.
Lane, WLTV (TV) Atlanta; C.
P. Persons Jr., WAFM-TV Birmingham, and Mrs. Eloise Smith
Hanna, WBRC-TV Birmingham.
To the question, raised by Jerry
Stone, WNDB Daytona Beach, as
to the smallest size community that
could operate a television station
profitably, there can no clear-cut
answer, but considerable enlightenment on the economics of the medium. Mr. Doherty argued that, irrespective ofpopulation, an income
of $140,000 to $150,000 is needed to
maintain the smallest of stations.
These would be analogous to the
250-watters of today.
The trend in TV equipment costs
is down, Mr. Lodge reported. He
said this follows the pattern in
AM. But other panel members saw
no similar trend in productions
costs.
Mr. Ruwitch, with a background
in film by virtue of WTVJ's ownership by Wometco Theatres, said
the millions of feet of film in the
Hollywood vaults will "go by the
Page 70 • October 13, 1952
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ONLY THE Confederate flag was missing at this reunion of past and present
rebel members of the NARTB board present to open the District 5 meeting
last Monday at Atlanta. (An impromptu poll of the 100-odd broadcasters
present, conducted by NARTB President Harold Fellows revealed that there's
an overwhelming Eisenhower vote among broadcasters of Georgia, Alabama,
and Florida, with only one rebel yell for Stevenson and the balance for Ike.)
Seated (I to r) District Director Thad Holt, WAPI Birmingham, who presided;
Small Station Director Ed Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga. Standing, former
directors J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox Radio and TV stations; Henry P. Johnston,
WSGN Birmingham; James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus, and Allen
Woodall, WDAK Columbus. Absent from the reunion (but present at the
meeting) was A. D. (Jess) Willard, WGAC Augusta, medium station director
and former NARTB executive vice president.
boards and become passe unless the
producers release them soon for
The importance of film-buying
was stressed by Mr. Ruwitch. There
is TV."
no "fixed price" on film, he said.
Exhibitors are accustomed to
"bucking around and bargaining."
In the Miami market, he said,
Hopalong Cassidy is bought for $15
for motion picture exhibition, while
the identical film for TV has a
price tag of $250.
Citing this as a means of com-

parison, he predicted the same
sort of bargaining will take place
in TV when there is more competition. As a rule of thumb, he
said, it is dangerous to allow film
to equal the cost of the time purchased.
WLTV's Mr. Lane reported on
the operations of his station, which
he described as "unique in a gruesome way." It is the third station
in the 750,000 population Atlanta
market, and for its first 12 months
has been in the red. The 13th

High in FCC
COST
S
PE
AP
miss the Sixth Report protest of
THERE'S
moreAL
than mere motion
— be it legal or physical — when a KROW Oakland is unsuccessful.
In its request of Sept. 29 before
government agency "files" with a
the District of Columbia court for
court the record of a proceeding
extension of time to Oct. 31 to file
put into dispute by the appeal of an
unsuccessful applicant before that the record, FCC cited as reason for
agency. And FCC is no exception.
delay the extensive nature of the
record and noted that the WLOA
There are hundreds of man-hours
and thousands of dollars at FCC
and KVOL appeals may, in effect,
going into preparation of the be rendered moot by allocation corrections since proposed by FCC to
record of the final TV reallocation
for "filing" with the U. S. Court of its Sixth Report. Through consent
of counsel for the protesting staAppeals for the District of Columtions, the extension was granted to
bia in connection with appeals of
the Sixth Report and Order by Oct. 31, the same date the filing of
record is due in the Philadelphia
WLOA Braddock, Pa., KVOL
court.
Lafayette, La., and WISC Madison,
Filing of record at San Francisco
Wis.
Such a record is to be filed in the is not due until 40 days after the
court
of FCC's
U. S. Court of Appeals at Philadeldismissdisposes
the KROW
appeal.motion to
phia with respect to the appeal of
WLOA and WWSW protested
WWSW Pittsburgh and will be
FCC's failure to allocate vhf Chanrequired in the appeals court at
nel 4 to Braddock, Pa., and the
San Francisco if FCC's plea to dis- Pittsburgh area. FCC has proposed

PREMIERE showing of an
as yet unnamed film produced by CBS to demonstrate
ways of reducing film programming costs, as a departure from Hollywood techniques, was given last Tuesday before the NARTB District 5 meeting at Atlanta.
The film had been completed
the preceding Friday. CBS
Engineering Vice President
William B. Lodge flew to
Atlanta to present the feature to kick off a TV panel.
Demonstrated were special
techniques to reduce filming
costs and conserve manhours. Created were illusions of water ripples without water, flying carpets, intermixing of live and film,
rear projections, and various
other time
and developed
money-conserving devices
by
TV.
month, he said, should "break
even." With only seven hours of
network (ABC) a week, he said,
he is forced to buy film, and has
to pay "what the traffic will bear."
It's a case of buying film or "goblack," said
he said.
Mr.ing Lane
he was convinced
that even in top markets a TV station, at this stage of development,
"needs strong network support."
He warned against independent
station operation in most markets,
including those of a half-million
or more. Three stations in Atlanta
are all the economics can bear, he
said, and in this view he was supported by Mr. Swezey, who asserted that there won't be nearly
as many TV stations as there are
radio stations in given markets.
Outside of the five top markets,
Mr. Lane concluded, the third sta(Co?itinned on page 103)

Man-H°»rs> D°!!ars
to correct the case by putting
Channel 4 at Irwin, Pa. [B»T,
Sept. 1].
FCC several weeks ago finalized
its corrective proposal to add vhf
Channel 10 at Lafayette, La., answering the practical aspect of
KVOL's complaint [B»T, Sept. 29].
KROW, one of the original San
Francisco area applicants, appealed
for restoration of the pre-thaw allocation of six vhf channels (now
five, one reserved for education)
and asked that its hearing status
rights be re-established [B*T, Aug.
11].make
WISC allprotests
FCC's failure
to
uhf facilities
there
commercial [B*T, June 16]. WISC
urged that the educational reservation of one uhf channel be switched
to the sole vhf channel.
J. Roger Wollenberg, assistant
general
counsel inon charge
of FCC's
(Continued
page 110)
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IN

EIGHTEEN AWARDS in two
years is the record of a scientific television program that
interests as well as educates its
viewers and wins nothing but praise
for its sponsors. »
Science in Action is a 30-minute
weekly program on KGO-TV San
Francisco. It is sponsored by the
American Trust Co. a 100-year-old
institution that finds the coverage
pattern of the station almost duplicates the area served by its 84
branches.
The only television used by the
bank, the program was decided on
because of the firm's interest in
supporting an educational project
and at the same time trying out
television as an advertising medium.
American Trust has a well diversified advertising program using
nearly every media and has long
shown an interest in such school
connected activities as the Future
Farmers of America and the 4-H
Clubs in rural areas.
First the general idea of the program was decided upon by the
bank, its agency McCann-Erickson and the California Academy of
Sciences, which produces the program. The three groups then sent
representatives to the California
state capital in Sacramento for
advice from the State Board of
Education.

ACTION

"commercial" copy to leave out
commonly-used "banking terms."
The words "savings," "checking account," "security" and the like are
avoided entirely. There are no
"hard selling" commercials. The
importance of dignity and restraint in the use of the bank's
name and mention of its service is ,
constantly emphasized during the
commercials' preparation.
Proof that the sponsor is right
in this approach is found in the
heavy mail pull which the program draws. Fully 17% of these
letters praise handling of the commercials. There has never been a
criticism of this phase of the proDevelopment of the show is not
gram.
the work of any single person. It
is masterminded by a group which
Dr. Robert C. Miller, director of
the California Academy of Sciences, calls the production committee. There are five members.
The sponsor is represented by its
advertising manager, Lester B.
Johnson and by Kenneth D. Jones
of McCann-Erickson. KGO-TV
lends its director of studio productions, Russel Baker, and technical director, Stan Younger. An
Academy of Science writer, Benjamin Draper, heads the committee
as executive producer.
Topics are selected two months
in advance. Six weeks planning
goes into each show. Dr. Miller
says,the"The
show is
combination
of
elements
of a solid
science

Program Topics Discussed
The group met with Mr. Frank B.
Lindsay, assistant division chief teaching and showmanship. The
two are not incompatible, we have
for secondary education, to discuss
program topics thoroughly. It was
decided that Science in Action
The show's format is built
found."
around
a guest scientist, a top man
should select topics which would
coincide closely with classroom sub- on the subject for that program.
jects being studied about the same
Dr. Otto Struve,
one of for
the example
world's
time.
foremost
astronomers,
The bank executives wanted to
(Continued on page 105)
devote the program's commercial
time to arouse interest in scientific
PRODUCTION commitsubjects and to help young people
tee includes (I to r): Russelect careers. John Harvey, the
sell Baker, KGO-TV, director of the program;
announcer, interviews a young student from a local school each week.
Dr. Harvey E. White,
These students are selected for nuclear physicist; Lester
their interest in some phase of B. Johnson, advertising
science. They demonstrate an apmanager of American
Trust Co.; Dr. Miller;
plication ofwhat they are learning
in classroom and laboratory study
and (seated) Kenneth D.
of such subjects as chemistry, pho- Jones, McCann-Erickson
tography, electronics, zoology, etc. and Benjamin Draper,
executive producer.
Care is taken in preparing the
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

A HUGE BEETLE is shown on the "
Science in Action by Dr. Hugh B. Lee
California Academy of Sciences. E
introduced and the show is b

entdmology,
ram of
authority
is
und.

television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Oct. 3 Through Oct. 9
Grants Since April 14:
VHF
Commercial
15
Educational
2
Total
17
Commercial television stations on the air
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
111 1
Applications Filed Since April 14:
New Amended
VHF
489
Commercial
524
320
Educational
14
4
493
Total
538
320
1 One applicant did not specify channel.
1 Includes 73 already granted.

UHF
49
7
1 _
56

UHF
354
10

Total
9
73
64

112 1
Total
14

364
844 2
858 3

Reade Jr. (49.7%), New York and New
Jersey theatre
operator, and
Vice President and Secretary
Edwin
Gage
(49.2%), New York and New Jersey
theatre operator (Messrs. Reade and
Gage are connected with each other
through various mutual theatre holdings).cations,
[For application,
AppliB.T, Sept. 1.] see
CityTV priority
status: Gr. B-l, No. 135.
WILKES-BARRE, Pa.— Louis G. Baltimore (WBRE). Granted uhf Ch. 28
(554-560 mc); ERP 1,000 kw visual, 500
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 1,220 ft., above ground 426
ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
construction cost $438,572, first year
operating cost $340,000, revenue $379,000. Post Office address 62 South Franklin St., Wilkes-Barre. Studio and transmitter location 4.5 miles SE of WilkesBarre on Wyoming Mt. Geographic coordinates 41° 11' 55.5" N. Lat., 75° 49'
05.5" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
RCA.
Legal
counsel
Hogan &engineer
Hartson, Washington.
Consulting
Willard M. Garrison, Washington. Sole
owner is Louis G. Baltimore. [For application, see TV Applications, B.T,
July
No. 46.7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
WILKES - BARRE, Pa. — Wyoming
Valley Bcstg. Co. (WILK). Granted
uhf Ch. 34 (590-596 mc); ERP 250 kw
visual, 130 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 1,010 ft., above
ground 243 construction
ft. Engineeringcostconditions.
Estimated
$397,500,
first year
operating
$225,000, 88reve-N.
nue $250,000.
Studiocostlocation
Franklin St. Transmitter location
Penobscot Knob. Geographic coordi41° 10' 58" N. Lat.,
52' 25" GE.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
and 75°
antenna
Legal counsel Miller & Schroeder,
Washington. Consulting engineer John
Creutz, Washington. Principals include
President Dr. Isaiah C. Morgan, M.D.
(12V2%), and Secretary Roy E. Morgan (12&%), general manager of WILKAM-FM. [For
see 5,TV April
Applications,application,
B.T, Sept. 8, May
21.]
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No.
46.
AMARILLO, Tex. — Plains Radio
Bcstg. Co. (KGNC). Granted vhf Ch.
4 (66-72 mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50
kw aural;
age terrainantenna
770 ft.,height
above above
groundaver750
ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
construction cost $700,000, first year
operating cost $314,652, revenue $273,239. Post Office address 8th and Harrison St., Amarillo. Studio location
2000 N. Polk. Transmitter location 4.5
mi. North of Amarillo city limits.
Geographic
18' 52" N.
Lat.,
101° 50' coordinates
47" W. Legal
Long.35°
Transmitter
and antenna
RCA.
counsel
Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr.,
Dallas. Principals include President
B. E. Walker, Vice President Parker
F. Pi outy Globe
and Secretary-Treasurer
Kritser.
News Publishing Tom
Co.
holds 81% of stock, which is voted by

CALL ASSIGNMENTS
FCC assigned the following
call letters
to TV station permit e s :
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
(Capitol Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 20);
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif. (McClatchy Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 24);
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass.
(New England Television Co.,
uhf Ch.bor, 46);
ArMich. WPAG-TV
(WashtenawAnnBcstg.
Co., uhfginaw,Ch.Mich. 20);
Sa(LakeWKNX-TV
Huron Bcstg.
Corp., uhf Ch. 57); WJTV (TV)
Jackson, lishers
Miss.Corp.,(Mississippi
uhf Ch. Pub25);
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. (Cornhusker Radio & Television Corp.,
uhf Ch. 12); WCEE (TV) Asbury
Park, N. J. (Atlantic Video Corp.,
uhf Ch. 58); WQTV (TV)
Binghamton, N. Y. (U. of
State of New York State Education Dept., uhf Ch. *46); WHTV
(TV) Syracuse, N. Y. (U. of
State of New York State Education Dept., uhf Ch. *43); WTJTV
(TV) Youngstown, Ohio (Folan
Industries,
21); Inc.,
WHP-TV
Harrisburg, uhf
Pa. Ch.(WHP
uhf
Ch.
55);
WBRE-TV
WilkesBarre, Pa. (Louis G. Baltimore,
uhf
Ch. Pa,
28); (Wyoming
WILK-TV WilkesBarre,
Valley
Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 34); WCOSTV Columbia, S. C. (Radio Columbia, uhf fCh.
WNOKTV Columbia,
S. 25);
C. (Palmetto
Radio Corp., uhf Ch. 67), and
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va. (Radio
Roanoke Inc., uhf Ch. 27).
* Reserved for Education.

above average terrain 310 ft., above
STATION GRANTS
ground 3i7 ft. Engineering conditions.
Estimated construction cost $195,129,
(Listed by States)
first year operating cost $180,000, revenue $200,000. Post Office address c/o
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.— City of St.
Station
KOLN location
Lincoln, 40
Neb.andStu-W
Petersburg (WSTJN). Granted uhf Ch. 38 Radiodio and
transmitter
(614-620 antenna
mc); ERPheight
83 kw above
visual,average
42 kw
aural;
Streets. Geographic coordinates 40° 49'
terrain 460 ft., above ground 492 ft. 23" N. Lat., 96° 39' 28" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna RCA. Legal counEstimated construction cost $328,500,
sel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southfirst year
operating
$161,000,
rev- mayd,
enue $200,000.
PostcostOffice
address
neerWashington.
Commercial RadioConsulting
Equipment engiCo.,
Gene A. Howe; remaining 19% of stock
P. O. Box 240, St. Petersburg. Studio
location Recreation Pier. Transmitter
Washington. Principals include Presiheld by Globe News Employes Pool.
dent
Edward
M.
O'Shea
(now
48.5%;
location near west end of Gandy
[For application, see TV Applications,
41.78%); Vice President HarB.T, June
Bridge. Geographic coordinates 27° 52' proposed
A-2,
No. 47.30.] City priority status: Gr.
old E. Anderson (now 2.5%; proposed
38" N. Lat.,
82°
35'
45"
W.
Long.
Trans15.5%),
and
Secretary
Bennett
S.
Marmitter and antenna RCA. Legal countin (now 48.5%; proposed 41.78%). [For
LUBBOCK,Inc. Tex.—
BryantGranted
Radio vhf&
sel Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky,
Television
(KCBD).
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
Washington. Consulting engineer James
Sept.
22,
July
28.]
City
priority
status:
Ch. 11 (198-204 mc); ERP 92 kw visual,
C. McNary, Washington. Principals in- Gr. A-2, No. 28.
46 kw aural; antenna height above
clude Mayor Samuel G. Johnson, Vice
average terrain 751 ft., above ground
Mayor Harold W. Reeves and City ManASBURY
PARK,
N.
J.—
Atlantic
Viager Ross E. Windom. Applicant is a
786 ft.mated
Engineering
condition.
deo Corp. Granted uhf Ch. 58 (734-740
construction cost
$342,100, Estifirst
municipal corporation. [For applicaERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural;
year operating cost $312,000, revenue
tion, see TV Applications, B.T, July 7.] mc);
antenna height above average terrain
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 3.
$350,000.way,Post
address
Broad470 ft.,
above ground
490 ft.construction
EngineerLubbock.Office
Studio
and 1803
transmitter
ing conditions.
Estimated
location on U. S. 87 between 50th and
SAGINAW, Mich.— Lake Huron Bcstg.
cost
$337,750,
first
year
operating
cost
Corp. (WKNX). Granted uhf Ch. 57 $250,000, revenue $250,000. Post Office
66th
33°
32' 28"Sts.N. Geographic
Lat., 101° 50'coordinates
15" W. Long.
(728-734 mc); ERP 17.5 kw visual, 12.3 address c/o Walter Reade Jr., 710 MatTransmitter and antenna RCA. Legal
kw aural; antenna height above average
tison
Ave.
Transmitter
location
interterrain 470 ft., above ground 485 ft.
section of States Routes 35 and 4 N.
counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan, WashEngineering conditions. Estimated conington. Consulting engineer Weldon
Geographic coordinates 40° 17' 31" N.
& Carr, Washington. Principals include
struction cost $185,925, first year oper74° 03' 06"
Long. counsel
Transmitter
ating cost $84,000, revenue $125,000. Post Lat.,
President Joe H. Bryant, Vice Presiand antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Cohn
Office address Radio Station WKNX,
dent George Tarter and Secretary& Marks, Washington. Consulting enLake
Huron location
Bcstg. toCorp.,
Saginaw,
Treasurer Robert L. Snyder. [For apgineer include
Weldon & Carr,
Washington.
Mich. Studio
be determined.
plication, see TV Applications, B.T,
Principals
President
Walter
Transmitter location adjacent to south
No.
July 50.7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
city limits of Saginaw at site of WKNX.
Geographic coordinates 43° 23' 32" N.
LUBBOCK, Tex. — Texas Telecasting
Lat., antenna
83° 55' 22"
Long.counsel
Transmitter
Inc. Granted vhf Ch. 3 (210-216 mc);
and
GE. W.Legal
Frank
U. Fletcher, Washington. Consulting
ERP 31 tenna
kwheight
visual,
kw aural;
anabove15.5average
terrain
engineer John Creutz, Washington.
Principals include President William J.
980
ft.,
above
ground
1,000
ft.
EngiEdwards (33y3%), Vice President Alvin
condition. first
Estimated
construction costneering
$469,676,
year operating
M. BentleyHoward
(33>'3%)
and
Secretarycost
$180,000,
revenue
not
estimated.
Treasurer
H.
Wolfe
(331/3%).
Messrs. Edwards and Wolfe have no
Post Office address 3601 Avenue H, Lubother business interests besides WKNX;
bock, mined.
Tex. Studio
location
to be1.5deterTransmitter
location
mi.
Mr. Bentley is 25% owner of Owosso
South of Lubbock on College Ave.
Mfg. Co. (wood products mfr.), Owosso, Mich., and 25% owner of Philadelphia Screen Mfg. Co. (wood products
Geographic
coordinates
33°
35.14"
N.
Lat.,mitter
101°DuMont.
52' 11.56"
Long.31'Eliot
TransLegal W.
counsel
C.
mfr.), Philadelphia, Pa. [For application, see TV Applications, B.T, Sept. 1.]
Lovett,neerWashington.
Consulting
engiMcintosh
&
Inglis,
Washington.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 33.
Principals include President W. D.
Rogers Jr. (22.2%), general manager of
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. — Independent
Bcstg. Co. (KTTS). Granted vhf Ch.
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, Tex., from
February, 1950 to April 1952; Vice
10 (192-198 mc); ERP 12.5 kw visual,
President Vernice Ford (23%), owner
6.4 kw aural; antenna height above
of Ford Implement Co., Lubbock;
average terrain 260 ft., above ground
231 ft. Engineering conditions. EstiSecretary-Treasurer W. W. ■ Conley
mated construction cost $175,000, first
(11%), Co.
y3 owner
Conley-Lott-Niyear operating cost $180,000, revenue
chols
(heavy ofmachinery
distri$175,000. Post Office address Chamber
Lubbock,general
Tex.; Roger
L. Kuykendall butor),
(23%),
manager
and
of Commerce Bldg., Springfield. Studio
and transmitter location Walnut and
35%
owner of
Chevrolet
Co., Lubbock
and Kuykendall
A. L. Lott (11%),
vice
Jefferson Streets. Geographic coordipresident Co.
and [For
Y3 owner
of Conley-Lott37° 12' 26" N. and
Lat., antenna
93° 17' 25"RCA.
W.
Nichols
application,
see TV
Long. natesTransmitter
Applications, B.T, July 14.] City priLegal counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz,
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 50.
Washington. Consulting engineer James
C. McNary, Washington. Principals in- FACES of executives in this picture reflect the relationship between station
clude President J. H. G. Cooper (61%),
SPECIAL TEMPORARY
Vice President-Treasurer Frank Sedgand network as contract is inked between WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., which
AUTHORITY GRANTED
wick (5%), Vice President G. Pearson
Ward (8.8%) and Secretary Irving W. hopes to be operating on Channel 10 by the first of the year, and NBC-TV.
KBTV (TV) DENVER, Col.— Granted
Schwab (14.6%). [For application, see
temporary
operate
TV Applications, B.T, Aug. 4.] City L to r: Horace S. Fitzpatrick, assistant and commercial manager, and James
TV
station onauthority
vhf Ch. to9 with
ERP new
12.5
H. Moore, executive vice president and general manager, both WSLS-AM-FM
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 57.
kw visual, 6.3 kw aural; antenna height
above
average
terrain
757
ft.
Engineer(and TV), and Paul M. Hancock, southeastern representative of NBC station
LINCOLN, Neb.— Cornhusker Radio
ing conditions. For period ending at 3
& Television Corp. (KOLN). Granted
relations. Contract was effective Sept. 30. Station claims it is one of first a.m. EST, April 1, 1953.
vhf Ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP 21.5 kw
(Continued on page 78 )
to be signed with NBC-TV since the lifting of the freeze.
visual, 11 kw aural; antenna height
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NEW

FIVE

NEW

GRANTS

FOUR NEW vhf grants and one
uhf authorization were announced
by FCC last week to boost the total
post-thaw new station permits to
73, including 64 commercial and 9
noncommercial, educational outlets.
Additionally, the Commission designated or notified for hearing a
total of 25 applications in various
cities. All grants and virtually all
hearing actions last week were in
the city priority Group A-2 listing,
cities 40 miles or more from service.
The new station grants included :
St. Petersburg, Fla. (City priority Group A-2, No. 3)— City of St.
Petersburg (WSUN), granted uhf
Channel 38 with effective radiated
power of 83 kw visual and 42 kw
aural and antenna height above average terrain of 460 ft. Estimated commencement date : Unknown.
Amarillo, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 47)
— Plains Radio Broadcasting Co.
(KGNC), granted vhf Channel 4,
ERP 100 kw visual and 50 kw aural,
antenna 770 ft. Estimated commencement date: Six to eight months.
Lubbock, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 50)
— Bryant Radio and Television Inc.
(KCBD), granted vhf Channel 11,
ERP 92 kw visual and 46 kw aural,
antenna 750 ft. Estimated commencement date: March, 1953.
Lubbock, Tex. (Group A-2, No.
50) — Texas Telecasting Inc., granted
vhf Channel 13, ERP 31 kw visual
and 15.5 kw aural, antenna 980 ft.
Estimated commencement date: Unknown.
Springfield, Mo. (Group A-2, No.
57) — Independent Broadcasting Co.
(KTTS), granted vhf Channel 10,
ERP 12.5 kw visual and 6.4 kw aural,
antenna 260 ft. Estimated commencement date: Unknown.

NCAA REVIEW
TV on Chicago Agenda
TELEVISION pops up again as a
major item on the agenda of the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
today (Monday) and Tuesday
when the executive committee
meets in Chicago at the LaSalle
Hotel. Members of the TV Committee will present an up-to-date
report on the progress on NCAA's
controlled video program, according to Executive Secretary Walter
Byers. The TV program, however,
now that most of its problems are
settled, is expected to get less discussion than other NCAA matters.
Proposal under consideration by
the NCAA Television Committee
whereby college football television
receipts would be distributed to all
members on a basis yet to be formulated was assailed last Wednesday by Notre Dame Director of
Athletics Ed (Moose) Krause.
He characterized the plan as
"illegal and immoral" and as "socialistic and communistic." Mr.
Krause asserted that if such a program were adopted, it logically followed that all colleges should share
the endowments, the state university funds and the physical properties of one another.
BROADCASTING
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The following applicants were
designated or notified of hearing:
Wichita, Kan. (Group A-2, No. 6)—
Mid-Continent Television Inc. and Sunflower Television Co., both former vhf
Channel 3 applicants who now seek
vhf
Channel
were designated for
consolidation 10,
with bids of KAKE
Broadcasting Co. (KAKE) and WKY
Radiophone Co. (WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City)ininWashington
Channel 10 Oct.
hearing
commence
20. to
Sacramento, Calif. (Group A-2, No.
11) — Sacramento Broadcasters Inc.
(KXOA), former uhf Channel 40 applicant now seeking vhf Channel 3,
advised that application is mutually
exclusive with those of KCRA Inc.
(KCRA) and Harmco Inc. (KROY),
heretofore notified, and indicates
necessity of comparative hearing.
Madison, Wis. (Group A-2, No. 30)—
Television of Wisconsin Inc. and Badger Broadcasting Co. (WIBA), both
seeking vhf Channel 3, advised of need
for hearing. Additional question of
Badger Broadcasting's
ordinates is involved. geographic coTopeka, Kan. (Group A-2, No. 43)—
Alf M. Landon and R. F. Schoonover,
each seeking uhf Channel 42, advised
of hearing with additional question ingeographic coordinates in
Schoonovervolving
application.
Charleston, W. Va. (Group A-2, No.
48)— Joe L. Smith Jr. Inc. (WKNA)
and Chemical City Broadcasting Co.
(WTIP), each seeking uhf Channel 49,
notified of hearing with additional
question
Chemical
City's Inc.,
corporate
structure. ofCapitol
Television
Tierney Co. (WCHS) and Kanawha Valley Broadcasting Co. (WGKV), all
three seeking vhf Channel 8, are notified of need for hearing.
Lubbock, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 50)—
Plains Radio Broadcasting Co. (KFYO)
and Lindsey Television Co., both seeking vhf Channel 5, advised of hearing,
with additional questions regarding
main studio site of Plains Radio and
corporate authority of Lindsey Television. (Plains Radio is new Amarillo
grantee above.)
Augusta, Ga. (Group A-2, No. 51)—
Georgia-Carolina Broadcasting Co.
(WJBF) and Garden City Broadcasting Co. (WAUG), both seeking vhf
Channel 6, advised of hearing. Radio
Augusta Inc. (WRDW) and Twin States
Broadcasting Co. (WGAC), both seeking vhf Channel 12, notified of hearwith additional
main ing,studio
location question
of Twin regarding
States.
Durham, N. C. (Group A-2, No. 52) —
Durham Radio Corp. (WDNC) and
Durham Broadcasting Enterprises Inc.
(WTIK), both seeking vhf Channel 11,
advised of hearing, with additional
question of Durham Radio's corporate
authority.
Stockton, Calif. (Group A-2, No. 53)—
Radio Diablo Inc., KXOB Inc. (KXOB)
and E. F. Peffer (KGDM), all three
seeking vhf Channel 13, and John Poole
Broadcastine Co. and San Joaquin Telecasters (KTSN), both seeking uhf
Channel 36, notified of hearing.
Jackson, Mich. (Group B-l, No. 13) —
Sparton Broadcasting Co., seeking uhf
Channel
48, with
designated
for comparative hearing
applications
of WIBM
Inc. ing
(WIBM)
and
Jackson
and Television Corp. Broadcast(WKHM),
scheduled to begin Oct. 20 in Washington.
In other television actions last
week the Commission adopted an
order, effective 30 days after publication in the Federal Register,
to finalize its allocation amendment plan to switch vhf Channel 5
from Nashville, to nearby Old
Hickory, Tenn., to satisfy minimum
spacing needs from Nashville to
the transmitter site of WMCT
(TV) Memphis, required by the
Commission's Sixth Report to
change from Channel 3 to 5 [B*T,
Sept. 22].
FCC also denied petition of Wisconsin Broadcasting System Inc.,
Milwaukee, asking the Commission
to reconsider and amend its temporary processing procedure to give
special priority to those cities in
which hearings had been commenced prior to the imposition of
the freeze in September 1948.
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Two

to Lubbock

The Commission already has
amended the temporary processing
procedure effective Oct. 15 to suspend handling of further competitive applications for a limited time
in view of the backlog of hearing
cases already in hand fB*T, Sept.
22]. Aim is to allow speed up in
handling of non-competitive bids
in cities now without TV.
In another order, FCC denied
the petition of Logansport Broadcasting Corp. (WSAL), Logansport, Ind., seeking reconsideration
of the Sixth Report's ruling to
assign vhf Channel 10 to Terre
Haute, Ind., in lieu of assigning it
to Logansport and Owensboro, Ky.,
or in the alternative, granting the
counterproposal of Southern Illinois
U. to assign Channel 10 to Carbondale, 111., and Logansport. Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock dissented from
the denial.
Meanwhile, it has been called to
FCC's attention that the effective
radiated power reported in the
Commission's grant of uhf Channl 57 to WKNX Saginaw, Mich.,
was in error [B«T, Oct. 6]. FCC
reported ERP of 1 kw visual and
0.6 kw aural, but WKNX specified
17.5 kw visual and 12.3 kw aural
in its request. Commission late
last week stated the formal order
would be corrected at its official
meeting this week.
Concerning the Channel 4 grant
to KGNC Amarillo, Tom Kritser,
secretary-treasurer, reported that
RCA equipment already is on order
and it is hoped to get the new TV
outlet on the air within six to eight
months.
Of the Channel 11 grant to
KCBD Lubbock, Tex., Bob Snyder,
assistant manager, said all effort
would be made to be on the air by
March if materials are available.
KOA AMENDMENTS
FCC Partly Refuses
PERMISSION to amend the TV
application of KOA Denver to show
Don Searle as 10% stockholder was
refused last week by FCC Hearing
Examiner James D. Cunningham,
after the request was opposed by
KMYR Denver. Both stations are
applicants for Denver's Channel 4,
and are due to start their hearing
soon.
In the original application, KOA
showed half ownership each by
radio-TV and screen comedian Bob
Hope and by Denver Mayor Quigg
Newton and associates. Board of
directors was to consist of three
members for each 50% ownership,
with seventh chosen by those six
directors. Amendment would have
made Mr. Searle, former ABC
Western Division executive, the
seventh director.
Allowed by the examiner, however, were KOA amendments to
show Mr. Searle as general manager [B*T, Sept. 8] and to make
engineering and program changes.

ENGINEERS Ebel (I) and Callaghan look over sample and diagram of new uhf lead-in line developed by RCA and manufactured
* #
by *Anaconda.
RCA

UHF

LEAD-IN
Now on Market
LEAD-IN line developed by RCA
for uhf TV reception, manufactured by Anaconda Wire & Cable
Co., has been tested successfully in
Portland, Ore., Lawrence C. Ebel,
supervisor
Anaconda's
electrical
laboratory, ofand
J. D. Callaghan,
assistant chief engineer, RCA Service Co., said Tuesday.
The new connection between
roof top antenna and uhf receiver
(ATV-270) consists of a pair of
high-strength Copperweld conductors, each surrounded by Polyethylene spiral thread.
The engineers said the line provides good reception despite rain,
salt spray, dirt or electrical interference. Itis easy for the service man to handle and is available
now at a wholesale price of $60 to
$75 per thousand feet, three to
four times that of the 300-ohm
ribbon line commonly used as leadin for vhf installations, with which
it is comparable.

DUMONT
BILLINGS
Bergmann Cites Swift Rise
GROSS billings of the DuMont TV
Network will surpass $10 million
this year and should triple that
amount in four more years, DuMont Sales Director Ted Bergmann
told the Television Assn. of Philadelphia in a speech last Wednesday.
He predicted, on the basis of a
projection made by the DuMont
research
that
"over
one billion department,
dollars will be
spent
by
national advertisers in network
and national spot television in
1956." He continued: "At its
peak, network and national spot
radio reached only $406 million.
Thus, by 1956, national television
dollars will be two and one-half
times
peak radio
dollars."
Reviewing
DuMont
development
of low-cost advertising techniques,
Mr. Bergmann reported on the network's billings progress as follows:
"In 1949 our total [Publishers Information Bureau] network billing
amount to less than $1 million; in
1950 it became $4.5 million; in 1951,
$7.7 million, and in 1952 it will
pass the $10 million mark. Four
more years should triple the 1952
October 13, 1952
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the star's struggles with a balky fastener
will never stop your show. . .
when

you USE

FILM

For complete information concerning film selection and processing . . . special
Eastman services, equipment, and materials . . . address: Motion Picture Film
Department, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division,
342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division, 137 North
Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, California.

Option on Hearing Issues
(Continued from page 69)
number of measurements from both
power, differences in antenna heights,
desired and interfering stations, many
and other assorted elements of differof which will not be in existence for
ence which may be shown to exist as
several years, would be necessary to
make an accurate prediction of service
among specific applicants in a parfor any specific station. However, the
ticular case; to the probative value
Ad Hoc report indicates that the overall estimate of service for a large numof the evidence purporting to estabwill be fairly good. In
lish a particular difference as be- view ber ofofstations
the foregoing, it is apparent
tween applicants; and, to the degree
that the assignment table must be made
of difference established with respect
on a large area basis for which the overall estimated service is reasonably
to any specific factor or factors.
accurate. The assignment Rules and
Moreover, the Commission cannot and
Standards, however, cannot be construed as guarantees of service but
will not prejudge which factors, and
rather a yardstick based upon the best
what degree of differences between
available
data. As the quantity of
applicants on specific factors, will be available data
increases, the assignment
^considered material or decisive in de- Rules and Standards may be revised
at
a
later
date
in the light of scientific
termining a choice between applicants.
findings."
Again, inisParagraph
91, the following
statement
made:
With respect to issue No. 2, "It
"It should
be stressed again
that the
is the Commission's intention that
service
and interference
computed
by
the use of these charts are not exthis issue be considered primarily
pected
to
prevail
for
any
specific
station but rather describe the service
directed to programming," the majority opinion stated.
and interference which would prevail
if the stations involved were all typical
ones producing the average field inten"Issue No. 2 does not require
sities described by the charts."
specific showings of populations
In view of the foregoing, the
and areas purporting to establish
Commission majority ruled that it
differences in 'service' between ap"will not accede to the requests
plicants. However, the Commission believes that such offers of that the Commission require a
showing with respect to the areas
evidence may be made at the option
and populations in the predicted
of the applicants under the provisignal intensity contours. As presions of Issue No. 5."
viously indicated, such offers of
The opinion explained that in
evidence
may be made at the disreaching this view, "the Commiscretion of the parties to the prosion recognizes that significant differences between predicted areas
ceeding within Issue No. 5."
The Commission further exand populations within the respective Grade A and B contours may
plained that "the admissibility of
sometimes be material as an ele- evidence and the weight to be given such evidence as may be admisment to be considered in choosing
sible, is first left to the discretion
between applicants."
of the hearing officer, and then to
The ruling stated, however, that
the Commission's consideration
the Commission "wishes to point
without any prejudgment here.
out that there are many grave
"In order that no misconcepproblems to be carefully considtions may
,
result, we wish to reered in the submission, in the aditerate our views as set forth in
mission, and in the evaluation of
paragraph 4 regarding the elethe evidence referred to above."
ments considered in a comparative
The following criteria were set
hearing and to the weight to be
forth :
FIRST: The right to introduce such given such elements. We also desire to stress again our views on
evidence is in no way to be construed
as a guarantee that differences as to the effects of the various error
the areas and populations within the factors on admissibility of evidence,
predicted Grade A and Grade B contours will be considered as necessarily
having any significant effect on our and to the weight to be accorded
choice between applicants. ALL pertinent comparative factors will be conFirst Asked Last Month
sidered and weighed in accord with our thereto."
views [previously expressed].
SECOND: The evidence introduced
The initial petition for enlargepurporting to show differences between
ment of the issues in the Portland
applicants as to areas and populations
hearings was filed by Westingwith the predicted signal intensity contours must have probative value. In house Radio Stations Inc. in early
this respect, speculations not grounded
on substantial evidence are now no September. Subsequent pleadings
more admissible to attempt to prove were filed by a majority of the
this factor, than they have ever been
with respect to any other factors of other applicants as well as the
comparison.
Chief of FCC's Broadcast Bureau.
THIRD: To the extent that evidence
A separate order was also issued
is introduced and admitted concerning
the mentioned differences in areas and by the Commission to deny the pepopulations, the Commission wishes to
of Columbia Empire Teleadvert to and to emphasize certain ele- casters titionInc.,
Channel 12 applicant
ments at this time, and before substantial commitments may be made by
at Portland, which alleged that "Isapplicants looking toward such proof.
In thetion light
of the totechnical
informasue 5 and that part of Issue 1 dealnow available
the Commission
ing with
'other
qualifications'
as to the present state of the art, it apnot be
broad
enough
to embrace mav
all
pears that the tools available to the applicant and to the Commission may not the factors upon which there may
be sufficiently sham and reliable to
permit an accurate delineation of field be a material difference." The peintensity contours, nor to permit an actitioner pointed out the question
curate prediction of areas and populashould not be left to subsequent
tions. As stated in the Sixth Report
at Paragraph 88:
litigation and held clarification of
"The AdtablishesHoc
report
es- the matter is essential to early disthat theCommittee
received field
intensities of television signals vary so
position of the many pending heargreatly from location to location and
ing cases.
with time, that any prediction of service from these average curves for a
FCC's denial pointed out that the
specific station is expected to deviate
Chief of the Broadcast Bureau, in
appreciably from the actual service.
In addition, it is clear that a very large his reply to the petition, "asserts
BROADCASTING
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that said Issues 1 and 5 were intended to be no different in scope
than those used so often in the past
for hearings on AM and FM applications and that, on the basis of
established practice and precedent,
no evidence is admissible under Issue 5 that is not within the scope
of Issues 1 through 4."
Concerning the insertion of the
Sec. 307(b) issue into the PortlandVancouver Channel 21 hearing,
FCC noted the Chief of the Broadcast Bureau stated such an issue
"is clearly appropriate . . . because the applications are for different communities." The issues
in the hearing were amended to
read:
5. To determine in the light of Section 307(b) of the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended, which, if either, of
these applicants would provide the
more fair,tributioefficient
and equitable
disn of radio (television)
service.
6. To determine on a comparative
basis which, if either, of the aboveentitled applications should be granted.
Hennock's Views
Comr. Hennock's separate views
on the majority's ruling with respect to the petitions of Westinghouse and others is as follows:
I am in agreement with the majority
determination to deny the instant
petitions but such action, in my opinion, should have been taken on a completely different ground. I believe that
the Commission should now determine by rule that when two or more
applicants in a single community seek
the same channel assigned thereto
that the comparative hearing should
not include any issue or evidence as
to the "most efficient technical use of
that channel." Such an "engineering
issue"ings ofwould
specificwhich
show-it
coveragerequire
and service
is clear cannot be made with any reasonable degree of accuracy. For this
and other reasons enumerated below,
the public interest requires that such
an issue play no part whatsoever in
the comparative TV proceedings as
the basis for preferring one applicant
to another. Thus, insofar as and to
the extent
that this
decision establishes
thatCommission
such technical
differences between applicants will
play eventual
any role licensing
in the hearings
and in
the
determination,
I am firmly opposed to it.
The fundamental fault of including
such an parative
"engineering
issue"
in comproceedings lies
in the
fact
that there is nowhere
established
or
proposed any standard or method by
which specific areas and the population
within them receiving service may be
determined with any substantial degree
of accuracy. For this reason, explained
at length below, the Commission should
not permit the competitive applicants
an "option" to introduce such evidence
underit "Issue
thesefrom
proceedings.
For
should 5"be inclear
our past
experience that applicants given such
"option" will generally choose to exercise it, with the result that this "engiissue" will
be stressed
as a
material neering
factor
in most
comparative
proceedings.
The Commission in its Sixth Report
and Order
expressly
impliedly data
rejects the use
of theasand
propagation
established
therein
a basis for such
comparative determinations. Its field
intensity curves,
states,andareaccurate
"only
assignment
tools," ituseful
in the establishment
of a nationwide
Table of Allocations (Pars. 90, 91). But
it points
out that they
merely
the
approximate
extent
of "indicate
coverage
over average terrain in the absence of
interference from other television stations." (Sec. 3.683 of the Rules.) Thus,
it specifically provides that these field
intensity contours shall be considered
"only" for certain limited purposes,
none of which would permit their use
for an "engineering issue" in the licensing proceedings.
These
Commission propagation curves
are undeniably based upon a set of
fixed and hypothetical assumptions, including average flat terrain, a constant
height for a nondirectional antenna, a
constant signal-noise ratio, a "typical
home receiver
installation"
and particularly, the absence
of interference
from
other stations. Such assumptions will
hardly, if ever, be reflected in the specifically proposed operations; thus it is
recognized that "any prediction of

service from these average curves for
a specific station is expected to deviate
appreciably
from actual
service"
and
that "under actual
conditions,
the true
coverage may vary greatly from these
the Rules). (Par. 88 and Sec. 3.683 of
estimates."
Furthermore, even if the hypothetical
and proposed field intensity contours
do
to coincide,
there
are happen,
no reliablerarely,
tools available
by which
actual service to populations residing
within such contours may be evaluated.
As the Commission has admitted, data
obtained
by using asthese
contoursof "cannot be construed
guarantees
service." (Par. 88). Since determinations
of "service" turn upon a host of variable factors they, just as the predictions of the contours themselves, are
subject to substantial inherent errors
which must rule out close reliance
upon tive
them
as the Thus
basis itforisa concluded
comparadistinction.
in the Sixth Report and Order that:
"Because of these factors, the predicted field intensity contours give no assurance of service to any specific percentage of receiver locations within the
distances indicated. In licensing proceedings these variations will not be
italics supplied).
considered."
(Sec. 3.683 of the Rules,
For these reasons, it must here be
concluded that in the present state of
the art there is no practical yardstick,
comprehending all known variables,
whereby parties could predict with any
reasonable degree of accuracy the areas
and the populations within them to be
served by a proposed operation. To
permit
the inclusion
of this proceedings
"engineerthe licensing
woulding issue"
thusin seriously
backtrack upon
the fundamental principles of the Sixth
Report and Order, determined after an
exhaustive study of the entire, technical basis of television broadcasting.
It would, moreover, result in a wasteful expenditure of time, money and
effort by all concerned and open the
doors of the comparative proceedings
to a flood of speculative and vague evidence that would, without any compensatory benefit, unduly burden the
record and prolong the hearings. It
would be far better for the Commission
now to neering
ruleissue"out
and this
not so-called
launch the"engicontestants
on
a
"fishing
which they will hope andexpedition,"
strive to turnin
up
allegedin"substantial
differences"
coverage
order to prevail
in hotlyin
contested
for a valuable television hearings
channel.
The highly competitive nature of the
comparative proceedings suggests other
serious consequences which may very
well flow from the inclusion therein of
an
For such appliissue
will"engineering
tend to driveissue."
all competing
cants up to the maximum permissible
power and antenna height in order to
avoid any risk of being nosed out in
the proceedings. Such emphasis upon
the "mosttensive)efficient"
the most
use of the (i.e.
channel,
which ex-is
obtainable at a materially higher cost,
can onlycontestant
result in and
favoring
the most
affluent
in discouraging
prospective applicants who might otherwise be willing to enter the television fieldfication and
supply which
a greater
of ownership
mustdiversiresult
in bringing it additional new blood,
ideas, experience and vigor. In my
view, such emphasis on this type of
criteria has no place in a comparative
hearing. For it may safely be assumed
that should an applicant now specifying operation at less than the maxima
be successful in the hearing, that thereafter the competitive stimuli of the
industry
will insure
widestbeyond
possible extension
of his the
service
(Continued on page 88)
NEW AREA HOOPERS
17 Clients Subscribe
CBS-TV and 16 advertisers and
advertising agencies have subscribed to the new TV-Area Hooperatings announced less than a
month ago, C. E. Hooper said Friday. Those listed as having ordered
the 40-city TV reports to be issued
by the Hooper firm starting this
month are:
N. W. Ayer & Son; Ted Bates &
Co.; BBDO;
Borden Co.;Cunningham
Harry B. Co-&
hen Adv.; CBS-TV;
Walsh; D'Arcy Adv.; William Esty &
Co.; Foote, Cone & Belding; Hewitt;
Ogilvy,
Mather:Co.;
Lever
Brothers Co.;Benson
C. L. & Miller
Needham,
Louis & Brorby; Sullivan; Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayes; Texas Co., and
Geoffrey Wade Adv.
October 13, 1952
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CT
the

PN

first regional

TV

network

If you sell your product west of the Rockies,
these letters label an advertising package
that is put together especially for you. One
you have needed for a long time.
It's a new regional television network,
the nation's first, tying the scattered major
TV markets of the West into a unit which
is not only easy to buy and use, but as salesproductive as any you will find.
It brings together more than 75 per cent
of the people of California, Arizona

and

Utah in a single $10-billion market area.
And it carries with it opportunities not
available till now to tailor your sales message to a Western

audience ... to closely co-

ordinate your merchandising. . . to program
with a regional touch — and with the full
production resources of CBS
Hollywood

Television in

at hand.

It's here now, and your CBS

Television

Spot Sales representative will be happy to
show you what it can deliver. It's . . .
CBS

TELEVISION

PACIFIC

NETWORK

including knxt, Los Angeles, kpix, San Francisco, kfmb-tv, San Diego,
ksl-tv, Salt Lake City, and kpho-tv. Phoenix.

32'
09" N. Lat.,
03' 14"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 88°
antenna
Legal
counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz, Washington. Consulting engineer George C.
Davis, Washington. Principals include
President and Treasurer Willard H.
Erwin Jr., Vice President Robert W.
ThomasSoleandstockholder
Secretary isJoseph
Garvey.
Joliet J.Bcstg.
Co., licensee of WJOL. All stock is
voted by Mr. Erwin. City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 129.
MINOT, N. D.— North Dakota Bcstg.
Co. (KCJB), vhf Ch. 10 (192r-198 mc);
ERP 28.6 kw visual, 14.3 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
418 ft.,mated
above
ground
ft. Esticonstruction
cost 416
$156,950,
first
year operating cost $120,000, revenue
$144,000.
Post
Office
address
15A
West
Central Ave., Minot, N. D., or Apt.
301, Thomas Apts., Minot, N. D. Studio
and transmitter location on U. S. Highway 83, IV2 mi. south of Minot city
limits, present transmitter site of
KCJB (AM). Geographic coordinates
48° 11'Transmitter
57" N. Lat.,and101°
17' 37"RCA.
W.
Long.
antenna
Legal counsel Prince, Taylor & Crampton (D. sulting
F. Prince),
Washington.
engineer Lloyd
R. Amoo, ConDes
Moines, identIowa.
Principals
include
Presand Director John
W. Boler
(3.7%), president, general manager and
owner of controlling interest of KCJB
and owner of KSJB Jamestown, N. D.;
Secretary John Hjellum (0.2%), partner in Jamestown (N. D.) law firm of
Rittgers, Hjellum & Weiss; Merrel T.
Elbery (3.9%),
Mary
Frances
Boler farmer,
(1.5%), and
housewife.
Jamestown Bcstg. Co., licensee of KSJB,
owns 85% of applicant; Mr. Boler is

TV

Grants and Applications
(Continued from page 72)
SACRAMENTO, Calif.— KAA-TV Co.,
HEARINGS
uhf Ch. 40 (626-632 mc); ERP 19.1 kw
visual, 10.3 kw aural; antenna height
FCC on Oct. 9 notified 26 applicants
above average terrain 310 ft., above
for TV stations that their applications
341 ft. Estimated construction
indicate the necessity for hearing. For ground
cost $172,900, first year operating cost
full details, see story, page 69.
$210,000, revenue $245,000. Post Office
address 11100 Cashmere St., Los AnNEW APPLICATIONS
geles 49, Calif. Studio location to be
determined.
Transmitter location 1080Listed by States
85 North B St., Sacramento. Geographic
t
Indicates
pre-thaw
application
recoordinates
38°
35' 29" N. Lat., 121° 29'
filed (amended).
10" W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transmitter
and Wayland,
antenna
RCA.
Fisher,
PHENIX CITY, Ala. — Community
Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.
Bcstg.
(WPNX),
Ch. 28
Consulting engineer Vandivere, Cohen
560 mc);Co.ERP
93.5 kwuhfvisual,
50.1(554kw
& Wearn,
Washington.
inaural; antenna height above average
clude Ashley
L. Robison Principals
(50%), owner
terrain 346 ft., above ground 446 ft.
Robison Corp. (precision machine
Estimated construction cost $230,841, of
shop), Los Angeles, and Frank E. Hurd
first year
operating
cost address
$120,000, P.rev-O. (50%), 37V2% owner of Pacific Overenue $150,000.
Post Office
seas Airlines Corp. (airplane overhaul
Box 388, Phenix City, Ala. Studio lo- facilities and manufacture of airplane
cation 1900 McCann St. Transmitter lo- parts, etc.), Los Angeles. Mr. Robison
cation about i/4 mi. west of 16th Ave.
was an employe of WORL Boston from
at 1900 McCann St. Extended. Geog1937 to 1949. City priority status: Gr.
raphic coordinates 32° 26' 21" N. Lat., A-2, No. 11.
85°
01' 10"
Long. counsel
Transmitter
antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Frank and
U.
JOLIET, 111. — Joliet Television Inc.
(WJOL),
uhf Ch.5.4548 kw
(674-680
ERP
Fletcher, Washington. Consulting en- 10.9
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
gineer Commercial Radio Equipment
height above average terrain 501 ft.,
Co., Washington. Principals include
above ground 538 ft. Estimated conPresident
Roy M. Greene
tive Vice President
Clarence(V3),
E. ExecuLeeper
struction cost $157,877, first year opercost $93,600, revenue $93,600. Post
(y3) and (V3)Secretary-Treasurer
Virgil Gr.
R. Office atingaddress
601 Walnut St., Joliet,
Greene
City priority status:
111. Studio and transmitter location 601
A-2,sought).
No. 42 (Columbus, Ga., channel
is
Walnut St. Geographic coordinates 41°

modern

the station with
MERCHANDISING

ASSISTANCE

PLUS

WTVfN
i
Channel

6

WTVN
1 COLUMBUS OHIO

TV

National Representative — Headley-Reed Co.

t.v.
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Enterprise
m<«" EjwgrJ fl/^/^f^
Edward Lamb Enterprises, Inc., Hotel Barclay, 777 E. 48th St., N. Y. C.
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president and treasurer of Jamestown
Bcstg.
A-2, No.Co.232. City priority status: Gr.
MUSKOGEE, Okla.— Oklahoma Press
Pub. Co. (KBIX), vhf Ch. 8 (180-186
mc); ERP 49.8 kw visual, 29.9 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
495
ft., above cost
ground$248,525,
537 ft. first
Estimated
construction
year
operating cost $125,000, revenue $125,000. Post Office address 214-216 Wall
St., Muskogee,
mitter location Okla.
on eastStudio
side ofandMilltransSt.,
about 0.6 mi. north of Muskogee city
boundary.
35°
46'
44" N. Geographic
Lat.,
21'coordinates
19"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 95°
antenna
Legal
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
Southmayd, Washington, Consulting
engineer Commercial Radio Equipment
Co., Washington. Principals include
President and Treasurer Tams Bixby ;
Jr. (40%),
III
(30%), Vice
EstherPresident
Bixby Tams
(10%) Bixby
(wife '
of Tams Bixby Jr.), Joanne B. Weber
(10%) and Virginia B. Hoopes (10%).
Applicant also is 99.6% owner of KGBX
Springfield, Mo., and has stock interest «;
in
Newspapers
Inc.,Springappli- '
cantSpringfield
for
TV station
field [TV new
Applications,
B.T,in June
9].
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 118.
TULSA, Okla.— Elf red Beck, uhf Ch.
23
mc); antenna
ERP 179.5height
kw visual,
89.75(524-530
kw aural;
above
average terrain 518 ft., above ground
499 ft. Estimated construction cost
$435,126, first year operating cost $260,000, revenue $235,000. Post Office address 3302 South Florence St., Tulsa,
Okla. Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter location 36th St. and Dela36°
06'
46"wareN.Ave. Geographic
Lat.,
56'coordinates
50"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 95°
antenna
Legal
counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington. Consulting engineer George C.
Davis,
Washington.
Elfred Beck,
owner of Sole
Albecowner
Oil Co.is (oil
production),
Tulsa,
owner
of
Charlene
Estates Edition [sic] (real estate sales),
Tulsa, and 6.25% owner of La Brisa
Land & Cattle Co. (livestock rental
property), Star County, Tex. City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 197.
f MEMPHIS, Tenn.— Harding College
(WHBQ),
vhf Ch.11913kw(210-216
ERP
238
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 501 ft.,
above ground 533 ft. Estimated construction cost $445,092, first year operating cost $400,000, revenue $465,000.
Post Office address Gayoso Hotel, Mem- P
phis, Tenn. Studio location Hotel Chisca, Main and Vance Avenues, Memphis. Transmitter location 2641 Summer Ave., Memphis. Geographic co- ,
ordinates
08' 58" N. Lat.,
58' 11"
W.
Long.35°Transmitter
and89°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Krieger & Jorgensen,neerWashington.
Consulting
engiMcintosh & Inglis,
Washington.
Principals include President of the
Board and Trustee C. L. Ganus, owner
of Finest Foods Inc. (restaurant). New
Orleans; Vice President of the Board
and Trustee Dr. L. M. Graves, physician, head of Memphis Health Dept.,
and Secretary-Treasurer of the Board
and Trustee W. O. Beeman, associated
with Murray Co. (industrial management), Memphis. institution;
Applicant nois stock
non- •
profit educational
authorized or issued. City priority 1
status: Gr. B-4, No. 188.
HOUSTON, Tex.-KNUZ Television
Co. (KNUZ), uhf Ch. 39 (620-626 mc);
ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
517 ft., above ground 540 ft. Estimated
construction cost $347,679, first year
operating cost $350,379, revenue $286,260. Post Office address P. O. Box
2135, Houston, Tex. Studio and transmitter location 4702 Austin St. Geog43' 48" N. Lat.,
95° 22' raphic
53" coordinates
W. Long.29° Transmitter
and *'
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Cohn &
Marks, Washington. Consulting engineer Weldon & Carr, Washington.
Principals include President Max H.
Jacobs (40%), 26% owner of KNUZ;
Vice President and Treasurer Irvin M.
Shlenker (40%), chairman of the board
and owner and trustee of substantial
stock interest of Houston National
Bank; Vice President and General
Manager David H. Morris (5%), general manager of KNUZ; Assistant
Treasurer Douglas B. Hicks (5%), 26%
owner of KNUZ; Secretary Bailey A.
Swenson (5%), 24% owner of KNUZ,
and Assistant Secretary Leon Green
(5%), 24% owner of KNUZ. City priority status: Gr. B-4vNo. 183.
(Continued on page 80)
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' TELEPULSE

GET

EM

UP!

And keep 'em up... with
FRONT

PAGE

Edmund

DETECTIVE

starring

Lowe. Ratings and sales curves reach

for the sky when this top mystery- detective film
series is aimed at local markets. Here's proof:
i most popular TV show in San Diego/
Among the Top 10 shows in Baltimore*
Sponsor's sales up 42% in just 26 weeks.
Raise your sales sights faster with "Front Page
Detective." 39 complete half-hour episodes.
Still available in many markets. Call or write...
Consolidated

Television

Sales

5746 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, HO 9-6369
25 Vanderbilt Ave., New York 17, MU 6-7543
520 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago 11, Ml .2-5231
DISTRIBUTORS OF Fl

ION • HOLLYWOOD • NEW YORK • CH ICAGO • ATLANTA • PHILADELPHIA • HOUSTON

TV Grants and Applications
(Continued from 'page 78)
change antenna height above average
MIDLAND, Tex. — Permian Basin
terrain to 534 ft. from 536 ft. [For
Television Co., vhf Ch. 2 (54-60 mc);
see TV Applications, B.T,
ERP 51 kw visual, 26 kw aural; an- application,
tenna height above average terrain Sept. 22.]
1,009 ft.,matedabove
ground
1,051
ft.
Esticonstruction cost $472,040, first
TOPEKA, Kan. — S. H. Patterson
(KJAY) (modification of application),
year operating cost $125,000, revenue
to
change ERP to 53.7 kw visual, 28.4
$125,000. Post Office address Ritz Theakw aural, from 25.2 kw visual, 12.6 kw
tretion Bldg.,
Midland, Tex.Transmitter
Studio locato be determined.
lo- aural; antenna height above average
cation on State Highway 307, 3% mi. terrain to 714 ft., from 534 ft., above
ground
to 673location
ft., fromto 537
east of Midland City. Geographic coortransmitter
2.5 ft.
mi.Change
north
dinates
32°
00'
15"
N.
Lat.,
101°
59'
30"
W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
and 0.1 mi. west of junction of Brickyard and U. S. Highway 40. Change
RCA. Legal Counsel Dempsey & Koplovitz, neerWashington.
Consulting
engi- geograohical coordinates to 39° 07' 49"
George C. Davis,
Washington.
N. Lat., 95° 43' 29" W. Long., from
Principals include President J. Howard
39° 01' 11"legal
N. counsel
Lat., 95° to34'Reed
13" W.
Long.
T. Rollo,
Hodge (44%), 50% owner of Video In- Change
Washington, from P. W. Seward, Washdependent
Theatres
Inc.;
Vice
Presiington. [For application, see TV
dent and Treasurer Veda Wells Hodge
Applications, B.T, July 14, April 21.]
(4%), wife of Mr. Hodge; Secretary
C. R. Guthrie (4%. as trustee for Video
WICHITA, Kan.— Sunflower TeleviIndependent Theatres Inc.); Henry S.
sion Co. (modification of application),
Grifflng (44%
trustee
Video In-of to change
dependentasTheatres
Inc.),forpresident
flower name
Television ofCo.applicant
Inc., fromto E.Sun-V.
Video Independent Theatres Inc., and
Yingling, W. L. Hartman, Virgil S.
Edgar T. Bell (4%), until 1951 general
manager of KTOK Oklahoma City. Browne Jr., George P. Hollingbery
Montgomery,
d/b as SunVideo Independent Theatres Inc. is and JohnflowerD.Television
Co.
beneficial owner of 48% of applicant.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 236.
BUTTE, Mont.— Television Montana
(KXLF and KBOW) (modification of
TEMPLE, Tex. — Bell Pub. Co. application), to change to vhf Ch. 6
(KTEM),
vhf Ch.
ERP
(82-88 mc),
vhf Ch.
(66-72 mc);
12.9
kw visual,
6.5 6kw(82-88
aural;mc);
antenna
change
ERPfrom
to 2.03
kw 4 visual,
1.015
height above average terrain 465 ft., kw aural, from 1.622 kw visual, 0.811
kw aural. [For application, see TV
above ground 403 ft. Estimated conApplications, B.T, August 11.]
struction cost $164,807. first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $175,000.
Post Office address P. O. Box 419,
LIMA, Ohio— WLOK
Inc. (WLOK)
Temple, Tex. Studio location 119 West
{modification of application), change
Ave. A. Transmitter location North
to
uhf
Ch.
73
(824-830
mc), from
First St. and citv limits. Geographic
uhf Ch.
41TV (632-638
mc). [For
application,
see
Applications,
B.T,
July 7.]
52"
19'
97°
Lat.,
N.
27"
07'
coordinates
W
Long. 31°
Transmitter and antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Fisher. Wayland,
EXISTING STATIONS
Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.
Consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr.,
Dallas.dentTex.
Principals
Granted Change in Channel
Frank W.
Mayborninclude
(95%),Presiwho
WOI-TV Ames, Iowa— Iowa State
also is holder
president
and
controlling
stockof WMAK Nashville, Tenn., and
College of Agriculture & Mechanical
A rts. Granted change from vhf Ch.
Secretary-Treasurer C. A. Schulz (5%).
4 to vhf Ch. 5; ERP from 13 kw visual,
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 200.
8 kw aural, to 29.5 kw visual, 15 kw
aural;
height above average
WICHITA FALLS, Tex.— Neely G. terrain antenna
550 ft. Also granted change in
Landrum, vhf Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP
studio
location,
antenna
and equipment
30 kw visual, 16.1 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 690 ft., changes.
above ground 700 ft. Estimated conChanges Requested
struction cost $307,295, first year operating cost $254,150, revenue $264,000.
WICC-TV
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. —
Post Office address Neely G. Landrum,
Southern Connecticut & Long Island
?4th Floor, Mercantile Bank Bldg.,
Television
Co.
Mod. CP (which auDallas, Tex. Studio and transmitter
thorized new TV station) to change
location U. S. Highway 82 and 277, ERP to 182
kw
visual, 91.1 kw aural,
3.75 mi. SW of center of Wichita
from 81 kw visual, 4S kw aural; change
33° 53'- studio location to Booth Hill, 6.9 mi.
coordinates
Geographic
Falls.
42" N. Lat.,
98° 33' 17"GE.W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transnorth of cent2r of Bridgeport, from
mitter and antenna
114 State St., Bridgeport; change
J. Percival Rice, Dallas. Consulting
equipment, etc.
engineer Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington,
Tex. Sole owner of applicant is Neely
WJTV (TV) JACKSON, Miss.— MissisG. Landrum, independent oil and gas
sippi Pub.thorizedCorp.
CP (which
auoperator and investor. City priority
new TV Mod.
station),
to change
status: Gr. A-2, No. 56.
transmitter location to west of Robinron Road, about 0.3 mi. north of Route
18, about 4.5 mi. WSW of center of
APPLICATIONS MODIFIED
Jackson, Miss., from SW corner of
and S. West Streets, JackMONTGOMERY. A la.— Southern En- Pascagoula
ERPfrom
to 177
terprises (modification of application),
63.54 sonkw change
aural,
205 kw
kw visual,
visual,
change to uhf Ch. 32 (578-584 mc),
105
kw
aural,
and
install
new
equipment.
from
uhf
Ch.
20
(506-512
mc);
ERP
108.6 kw visual. 61.5 kw aural, from
19.8 kw visual, 9.9 kw aural; antenna
WKBN-TV YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio—
height above average terrain 289 ft.,
Bcstg. Corp. Mod. CP to change
from 384 ft., above ground 245 ft., WKBN
ERP
to 158 kw visual, 95 kw aural,
from 340 ft. Estimated construction
from
200
kw visual, 100 kw aural,
cost 8170,885 from $165,722, first year
and to make antenna changes.
operating cost $180,000, from $170,000,
revenue $200,000 from $195,000. Change
WICUCP (TV)
Inc.
transmitter to DuMont from RCA.
(as ERIE,
mod., Pa.—
whichDispatch
authorized
Change eeographical coordinates to Mod.
changes in existing TV station) for
8^°
53" [For
W. Long
from 86° see
18' TV
29" extension of completion date to April
W. 15'
Long.
application,
24, 1953, from Oct. 24, 1952.
Applications, B.T, July 21, June 16.]
WMCT
Mem-to
phis Pub.(TV)
Co. MEMPHIS,
AmendmentTenn.—
to CP
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — Santa
change frequency to vhf Ch. 5 (76-82
Barbara Bcstg. & Television Corp.
mc), from vhf Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), and
(modification of application), to change
ERP to 50.1 kw visual, 25.1 kw aural, make further antenna changes.
from 42.7 kw visual, 21.4 kw aural;
KTVA
Tex.— Tom Potantenna height above average terrain
ter. Mod.(TV)
CP AUSTIN,
(which authorized
new
to 3,003 ft., from 3,309 ft., above ground
TV station) to change transmitter location to 4.8 mi. NW of state capitol
to 183 ft., from 158 ft. Change transbuilding, Austin, from 3.7 mi. NW of
mitter location to 1.2 mi. east of Santa
state capitol
Ynez Peak in Santa Ynez Mtns. from
tenna changes.building, and make anSanta Ynez Peak in Santa Ynez Mtns.
Change geographical coordinates to
KTSM-TV EL PASO, Tex.— Tri-State
34° 31' 36" N. Lat., 119° 57' 08" W. Long., Bcstg. Co. Mod. CP (which authorized
new TV station), to change ERP to
from 34° 31' 36" N. Lat., 119° 58' 38" W. 58.7
kw visual, 29.35 kw aural, from
Long. [For application, see TV Appli64 kw visual, 32 kw aural; change
cations, B.T, Aug. 4.]
transmitter location to Third St. and
South Santa Fe St., El Paso, from
TERRE HAUTE, Ind.— Polan IndusMills Bldg., Mills and North Oregon
tries (modification of application), to St., El Paso, and make antenna changes.
Page 80 • October 13, 1952

ZIV TV SALES
Activity, Staff Upped
EXPANSION and realignment of
the Ziv Television Programs Inc.
sales staff because of expected
record sales of the new Ziv TV
film series, Favorite Story, together with other stepped-up sales
activities, were announced last
week by M. J. Rifkin, sales vice

FAVORITE STORY principals include (I to r) Eddie Davis, director; Maurice Unger, Ziv TV West
Coast productio?i manager, and Mr.
Menjou, star and narrator. >
NBC-TV WINS
'Best' DMAA Industry Award
NBC television last week won the
best-of -all-industry grand award
of Direct Mail Adv. Assn. for its
use of direct mail to promote TV
programming and sales. The award
was made at the 35th annual conference, Oct. 8-10 at the Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Cited in the award was James
Nelson, manager of advertising and
promotion for NBC. Certificates to
the 66 winners in the 24th annual
competition were presented by
Dorothy Collins, of the Lucky
Strike Hit Parade television proAmong companies receiving bestof-industry awards were General
gram.
Electric Co., Electronics Div., of
which Roy Jordan is manager of
advertising and sales promotion ;
WMCA New York, for independent
radio stations, with William H.
Youry II as sales promotion director; NBC for radio networks, with
Jacob A. Evans as manager of
radio and advertising promotion.
Elon G. Borton, president-general manager, Advertising Federation of America, told DMAA that
direct mail is used by more concerns than any other medium.
Whereas "anybody can use direct
mail at any time and in any
amount," he said, there are only
3,000 radio and about 100 TV outlets, for example, along with 2,000
daily newspapers, 10,000 weeklies
and a relatively small number of
magazines. He called for strengthening of the DMAA operation, reminding that "one advertising medium has a million dollar budget
for its division of promotion alone
besides a big budget for its overall
association."

president.
In a reshuffling of the sales department, Mr. Rifkin announced
Walter Kingsley, former account
executive in Los Angeles, has assumed duties of western division
sales manager and Albert S. Goustin, former New York account executive, has been promoted to eastern division manager. Ed J. Broman continues as central division
sales manager. Before joining Ziv
two years ago, Mr. Kingsley was
an account executive with WCOP
Boston and previously served as
ccmmevcial manager of WHOB
Gardner, Mass. Mr. Goustin became associated with Ziv early
this year after resigning from
Blair TV Inc., where he supervised eastern sales.
New account executives, as announced by Mr. Rifkin, include:
Don Staley, Los Angeles; C. E. McCurry, Virginia-North Carolina;
Charles Britt, Memphis, and John
Brumback, five northwestern states.
In a further realignment, Mr.
Rifkin reported, Harold Winther
has been shifted to the MinneapolisSt. Paul area; William Johnson
to the Kentucky area; Paul Blair
from Chicago to Detroit; Robert
Carroll from Detroit to upstate
New York, and Leon Bernard from
upstate New York to Pittsburgh.
Increase in personnel was attributed in part by John L. Sinn,
company president, to response by
large regional advertisers in the
East, Midwest and on the West
Coast to the new film series, starring Adolph Menjou. Although the
national release date has not been
announced, Mr. Sinn revealed, the
show has been sold to the Olympia
Beer Co., Olympia, Wash., and
Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee.
Olympia
purchased
entire West has
Coast:
KPTV the(TV)
Portland; KING - TV Seattle;
KXLY-TV Spokane; KHQ-TV Spokane; KRON-TV San Francisco;
Los Angeles, over a station to be
announced later, and KFMB-TV
San Diego.
Blatz will sponsor the show at
Milwaukee and on several other
stations to be announced soon.

Tea

CBS-Columbia Buys
CBS-COLUMBIA Inc., N. Y.
(manufacturer of radio and TV
receiving sets, phonograph combinations and other electronic
equipment) to sponsor Doris Day
Show on CBS Radio, effective Nov.
11 'Tuesday, 10:05-30 p.m. EST).
Ted Bates, New York, is the agency.

Council

Campaign

TEA Council, New York, will spend
its entire winter advertising budget of some $450,000 on TV spots
as result of successful testing in
Syracuse and San Francisco. Leo
Burnett agency, Chicago, is buying nighttime and daytime minutes
and station breaks in 10 major markets for 20 weeks from Nov. 1.
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RCA Victor proudly congratulates the Kukla Fran and
Ollie show on attaining its 5th Anniversary.
A special bouquet to Burr Tillstrom — the hand and voice
behind the puppets— for his imaginative and valuable contribution to the entertainment field. Together with Fran Allison,
who has lent her charm and sensitive wit, Burr Tillstrom has
created a world of fantasy that has very real meaning for
millions of Americans — adults and children alike. The very
best wishes from America's favorite television to one of the
truly top shows in the entertainment field!
Tmks.®
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DIVISION OF RADIO
CORPORATION OF AMERICA
^
rcaVictor
World Leader in Radio . . . First in Recorded Music . . . First in Television
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TV Fading Movies
Is KVAN-KGON
Hearing
Test
Case?
(Continued from page 69)
COMPETITIONS
of Wyoming Eanle and State Tri- EXAMPLE of what is in store for applicants in comparative TV hearbune. Cheyenne Newspapers Inc. is
ings was set forth last week at FCC in the Channel 21 competition be66% stockholder in KFBC Cheytween KVAN Vancouver, Wash., and KGON Portland, Ore., as attorneys
enne, TV applicant for that city.
for the stations meticulously cross examined witnesses of the opposition
Possibility of duopoly was raised
concerning details of evidence in- *
when it was pointed out that Cheytroduced.
expense will be staff salaries.
enne is 96 air miles from Denver.
Mr. Adams was questioned in deWith the addition of a new hearThe claim that he would show
tail concerning estimated operating
ing
issue
on
the
comparison
of
prethat Harris P. Wolfberg, father
costs by opposing counsel.
dicted
service
to
the
two
communiof principal Denver Television Co.
ties and their respective needs, a
The witness said the proposed
stockholder John M. Wolfberg, was
Sec. 307(b) consideration heretooutlet expects to operate as an in"real party in interest" in the TV
fore not a part of TV licensing prodependent although network afapplicant, was made by KLZ counceedings (see story page 69), the
filiation isnot ruled out. The stasel Theodore A. Pierson, of Pier- two applicants were in the position
son & Ball.
tion's programs would be 66% comlate last week of being hard pressed
mercial with the majority of all
Cross examination of Mr. Wolfto complete their cases by this shows to be on film at first. Some
berg, who is president as well as Tuesday night. On Wednesday, the 16% of the programs would be
34% stockholder in Denver Telelocal live, he testified. Time would
Portland vhf Channel 12 hearing
vision, commenced Thursday. If all is slated to begin before same hear- be made available to numerous
subscriptions are taken up, Mr.
ing examiner, Elizabeth C. Smith, local organizations, he said, includWolfberg will retain a 21.5% in- but may be postponed.
ing Lewis & Clark College, the U.
terest in the company, he acknowlof Portland and the Portland
Bulk
of
the
week
was
devoted
to
edged during direct testimony.
Symphony Society.
examination of Irwin S. Adams,
Other major stockholders in DenThe other Mt. Scott witness last
president and 51% owner of Mt.
ver Television are F. Kirk JohnScott Telecasters Inc., who with week was Edward G. Saxe, operason, Texas oil magnate, 20%;
his wife is also chief owner of
tions manager and chief engineer
James M. Stewart, radio-TV and
KGON.
Mrs.
Adams
is
secretaryof
KGON,
who will have comparscreen actor, 20%; Sterling C. treasurer and 24% owner of the
able duties in TV. He testified the
Holloway, Texas attorney, 10%;
TV applicant, a new corporation
TV station will be a separate opWilford M. Barber, physician, 10%,
eration from KGON with different
distinct from the KGON licensee
and Max G. Brooks, banker, 5%.
firm, Clackamas Broadcasters Inc. staff and programming. KGON has
Denver Television plans to spend
a staff of 19, he said, and the TV
$688,524 in construction, $600,000
Financial' Report
outlet would employ a staff of 17
per year in operating expenses. Of
at the outset.
Mr. Adams testified KGON's curthis, $289,820 would be payroll for
rent assets total $28,567 with curFirst witness late last week for
61 people. Proposed rate card is
rent liabilities $19,843 and net Vancouver Radio Corp. was Fred
geared to $362.50 per one-time
F. Chitty, secretary and 5% owner,
worth
$34,674.
said the
station's
Class A time charge.
net income
afterHe taxes
in 1951
was
who testified concerning corporate
Revenue was estimated as $612,$6,490; 1950, $1,494. After the qualifications, the programming
622, if run as a non-network stahearing Thursday, he reported
and public service record of KVAN
tion; $556,478 if network. If net1951 gross revenue totaled $107,- and the needs and composition of
work-affiliated, operating cost
232, which figure is up 20% for the Vancouver market. He pointed
would be $75,000 less than the the first nine months of this year.
out that the proposed KVAN-TV
$600,000 estimated.
The witness stated he and Mrs.
would be distinctly a Vancouver
Adams have obtained a loan of station, emphasizing that the city
Wolfberg Movie Holdings
$100,000 for the construction of the is the fourth largest in the state.
Wolfberg interests own six theaproposed TV outlet from Robert J.
tres in Denver — downtown BroadRuss Coughlan, assistant manHartke, owner of Hartke Trailer
ager of KROW Oakland, Calif.,
way and Paramount and four driveSales
at
Portland
and
Bob
Hartke
ins.
who will be TV program superPontiac, Oregon City. Mr. Hartke
Among others who testified last took
visor of the proposed KVAN-TV
the stand to relate details.
as well as prospective affiliated TV
week was J. Elroy McCaw, KLZ
vice president and 20% stockholder.
Mr. Adams testified the TV ap- operations at Oakland and Coos
plicant also has obtained deferred
He was interrogated on how much
Bay, Ore., also testified. Expected
time he would devote to KLZ-TV
equipment payments totaling nearly on the stand Friday was Sheldon
operation, if granted, in the light $240,000.
F. Sackett, 75% owner of Vancouver Radio, who also is president
Total estimated cost of construcof his other radio holdings.
of KROW and KOOS Coos Bay.
tion is $306,603 with initial annual
Mr. McCaw owns 100% of KRSC
Seattle (which is being sold, see operating cost amounting to $202,- He was expected to present financial and other details.
641 and estimated revenue $234,000.
story on page 63) and KORC
Nearly
$79,000
of
the
operating
Mineral Wells, Tex. He holds a
The Portland Channel 12 hear50% interest in KYA San Franing is expected to run nearly a
month. The Channel 6 hearing is
cisco; KELA Centralia, Wash.;
Radio Revenue
scheduled to commence Nov. 10
KPOA Honolulu; and KILA Hilo,
while
the Channel 8 proceeding is
T. H. He is one-third owner of
MUST radio revenue go down
slated to commence Dec. 1. All
KYAK Yakima, Wash., and of
when TV comes into the
Oct. 6].
KALE Richmond, Wash. It was
were
officially opened Oct. 1 [B*T,
picture ? Not necessarily, acalso brought out that Mrs. McCaw
cording to Eugene Katz, exis 25% owner of KAPA Raymond,
ecutive of The Katz Agency,
Wash., and that its president-35%
station representatives. Testiowner, Joe Chytil, is the former
Rexall Buys VCA
fying on the effect of TV
manager of McCaw-owned KELA
upon jointly-owned AM sister
Centralia.
VITAMIN Corp. of America, Newstations in the Denver TV
ark, sponsor of The Goldbergs on
Remainder of this week is schedhearings last week, Mr. Katz
NBC-TV, has been sold to the Rexuled to be taken up with other
stated
that
of
the
eight
sinDenver Television stockholders and
all Drug Co. Morton Edell will
gly-owned AM-TV stations
continue as president and there will
General Manager A. H. Constant,
his agency represents, radio
be no changes, in operating methods
former KRON-TV San Francisco
national spot business has
or policies. The Vitamin Corp. will
commercial manager, and Techincreased since the advent of
operate as a wholly-owned subnical Director Tom Morrissey, forTV operations in each case.
mer KFEL-TV Denver chief ensidiary, independent of other RexHe gave no figures.
gineer.
all operations.
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Source of Staffers
WHERE are the men coming
from to staff the 1,000-odd
TV stations expected to come
on the air in the next few
years? Hugh B. Terry, KLZ
Denver president and general
manager, revealed last week
that he has received more
than 100 applications for jobs
with KLZ-TV, if and when
granted. Most of them are
from staffers of the current
110 commercial operating stations, but some are also from
advertising agency men and
freelancers. Mr. Terry told
of the applications during
cross examination in the Denver Channel 7 hearing in
Washington.

MOVIE

CHANNELS
Hearing Agenda Set
LIST of witnesses and the theatreTV subjects they will testify on
were submitted to the FCC last
week by counsel for the Motion
Picture Assn. of America and the
National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee. The first phase
of the hearing, before the FCC en
banc, starts Oct. 20. It will be concerned with engineering and accounting matters.
A pre-trial conference of attorneys for all parties to the hearing
is scheduled for Oct. 14 when
attorneys will discuss procedure
and the order of testimony.
Carrying the bulk of the testimony for theatre-TV interests will
be engineers Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey, and Frank Mcintosh
and Andrew F. Inglis, Mcintosh &
Inglis.
The Oct. 20 hearing is a result
of the 1951 petition of theatre-TV
adherents asking for an allocation
of frequencies in the uhf portion
of the spectrum for theatre TV
service. Lay testimony and crossexamination are scheduled to take
place beginning Jan. 12, 1953.
ANTI-TRUST
SUIT
Answers Date Set Nov. 75
DEFENDANTS in the Dept. of
Justice suit to force release of
16mm feature films to video last
week were granted a second time
extension to Nov. 15 for filing
answers.
Previous filing date had been
set at Oct. 15 after defendants'
attorneys in early August requested extension of time [B*T,
Aug. 11]. In granting the request
Tuesday for a second 30-day extension, William C. Dixon, chief
of the Justice Dept.'s Southern
California Anti-Trust Div., said
defendants' attorneys had advised
they would not ask for a change
of venue from Los Angeles to New
York, where federal court dockets
are more crowded.
The 4,suitJuly
was 28].
filed July 22 [B*T, '
Aug.
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The
in
spot

top

live

Atlanta

shows
for

participation

ws
World's tallest TV tower • Atlanta, Georgia

If the sales story of your product can be
more effectively told with live action and demonstration,
WSB-TV's staff produced shows are made to order for you.
For special promotions aimed at the Southeast . . .
for products with close-hauled production budgets,
they are perfect. No talent charges.
In addition to shows described there are others.
Minute spots and larger segments are available.
Currently, a few are open on news and on weather — if you
hurry. Let us give you complete information. Contact
WSB-TV direct or ask your Petry man.

Get the story on the sales job "Come into the
Kitchen" did for a dry milk account. Also for a line
of kitchen equipment. One of Atlanta's best-sellers
for appliances, gadgets, as well as for food products!

Hugo Wrat, the sophisticated puppet with a terrific
appeal to the adult sense of humor, teams with veteran MC Bob Van Camp and guests to make our

Atlanta's pioneer puppet show. For anything kids
buy or make their parents buy, "Woody Willow" is
the South's top salesman. A live audience for this
one; sampling, awarding of prizes, etc., welcomed.

Anybody who says good corn ain't good selling just
ain't heard our "Peachtree Cowboys." Their handling
of a multiple dealer tie-in for an electrical manufacturer isa beaut. What's your product?

BROADCASTING
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afternoon "Tea for Two" a potent sales vehicle.
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ALL NEW TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT - SOUTH S LARGEST
TV STUDIO - COMPLETE
REMOTE FACILITIES

television
r of the
AL s numbe
TOT
familie
rose during
AprilJune quarter at the fastest
pace — about 12%, to a total of 16.4
million — since January 1951, according to a report issued last week
by the Market Research Corp. of
a.
Americ
The report showed this overall
market picture, as of July:
". . . More than 58% of all television families live in large cities
and metropolitan centers; about
23% live in cities of 50,000 to
500,000. Less than 1 in 20 of TV
households is a farm family. The
rest, about 14% of the market, live
in communities of up to 50,000.
"More than 45% of the TV
market is concentrated in the
Northeastern part of the U. S.; 77
of every 100 TV families are in the
combined Northeast-North Central
area. The Mountain - Southwest
states account for less than 5% of
the market, the South for slightly
more than 9%, and the Pacific
states for about 10%."
The report showed all income
groups gained in TV ownership
since the last preceding survey,
although there was no significant
change in the "basic character of
the market from the standpoint of
family income." For instance, about
58% of TV families fall into the
upper income half of the population (33% in the top one-fourth,

and 25% in the second highest onefourth), while about 16% are in
the lowest income group.
Approximately 47 of each 100
TV families have four or more
members; about 27% are threemember families, and the rest,
about 26.5%, are one and twomember families. Approximately
36% of the total market consists
of families in which there are no
children; families with children 6
to 12 years old represent almost
39% of the market; those with
child ren in the 13-20 age group
represent about 26%.
About 60% of the heads of TV
families have at least a high school
education.
Telepulse Releases
Multi-Market List
MULTI-MARKET Telephone ratings were released last week comparing top 15 once-a-week TV
shows and top 10 multi-weekly
programs for September 2-8 to
those of August, plus top 10 video
program
follows: types for September, as
TOP FIFTEEN REGULARLY SCHEDULED
ONCE A WEEK SHOWS Average
Rating
Program
Godfrey's
Scouts(NBC)(CBS)
Your
Show Talent
of Shows

Sept.
33.5 Aug.
29.8
33.1

Reports Rapid Rise

In April-July TV Families
(Report 237)
31.3 27.4
Godfrey and His Friends (CBS) 27.1
Best of Groucho Marx (NBC)
25.5
My Little Margie (CBS)
26.7
27.6
26.7
24.7
TV
Playhouse
(NBC)
26.4 24.0
Boxing (CBS)
23.1
What's My Line? (CBS)
25.2
25.6 20.0
Gangbusters (NBC)
Your Hit Parade (NBC)
25.0 21.5
Racket (CBS)
Squad (CBS)
Mama
24.9 21.2
Big Town (CBS)
24.4
Robert Montgomery (NBC)
24.7
24.0
24.1 25.2
Toast of the Town (CBS)
21.9
TOP TEN REGULARLY SCHEDULED
Rating
MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS Average
Program
Perry Como (CBS)
Howdy Doody (NBC)
Camel News Caravan (NBC)
Dinah Shore (NBC)
Hawkins Falls (NBC)
Strike it Rich (CBS)
Big Payoff (NBC)
Captain News
Video (CBS)
(DuMont)
CBS-TV
Music Hall (CBS)

Sept. Aug.
11.3
11.2
10.4
8.8
8.4
8.3
7.8
7.7
7.7

10.4
10.1
7.9
7.5
8.4
7.4

7.7 7.1

Multipulse Top Ten Program Types,
September, 1952
Avg.24.3Rtg.
Boxing
Comedy Variety
Talent
17.0
18.5
16.6
Drama & Mysteries
15.8
Comedy
Situation
Westerns
12.4
14.5
Musical Variety
12.4
Political
Football
8.6
10.5
Quiz-Audience Participation

■October 13, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary-

cunnnEL4

minmi
CALL YOUR FREE & PETERS COLONEL
TODAY!
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Sets in Area City
Outlets on Air
City
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
16,500
Matamoros
ville, Tex. (Mexico), BrownsAlbuquerque
KOB-TV
Memphis
102,447
Ames
WOI-TV
WMCT
26,000
215,000 Miami
XELD-TV
149,217
WTVJ
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
352,506
143,500
410,076 Milwaukee
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
95,000 Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Binghamton WNBF-TV
118,000
Nashville
Birmingham
WBRC-TV
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
New Haven
329,200
Bloomington WAFM-TV,
WTTV
310,000
160,000
80,380
WSM-TV
931,871
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
New
Orleans
113,687
284,202
WDSU-TV
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
Chariotte WBTV
244,842
Newark
WABD, WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
3,059,400
New YorkWOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,188,419
365,000
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Norfolk646,876
Cieveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
134,937
Portsmouth237,000
152,731
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Newport News WTAR-TV
DallasOmaha
145,182
Oklahoma
City
WKY-TV
189,341
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Fhoenix
KMTV, WOW-TV
138,000 Philadelphia
Davenport WOC-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
67,400
1,085,549
Pittsburgh
535,000
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E
Dayton
KFHO-TV
WDTV
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Denver
Moiin?
249,000
Portland,
Ore.
227,000
KFEL-TV, KBTV
KPTV
(not yet estimated)
Detroit
141,888
817,000
Providence
38,919
WTVR
Erie
WICU
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WJAR-TV
Richmond
174,680
Rochester
Ft.Dallas
Worth
160,000
WHAM-TV
138,000
Rock Island
189,341
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
WHBF-TV
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
223,961
Salt Lake
WOOD-TV
Quad City
Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Greensboro
123,792
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
89,820
WFMY-TV
177,000 San Antonio
Diego
Houston
KEYL, WOAI-TV
97,454
KPRC-TV
HuntingtonKFMB-TV
153,850
117,637 Jan Francisco
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
448,000
265,000
Indianapolis
WFEM-TV
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy WRGB
Jacksonville
222,900
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
68,000
Seattle
KING-TV
171,000
WJAC-TV
168,500
Kalamazoo
KSD-TV
421,000
WKZO-TV
St. Louis
236,653
Kansas City
Toledo
223,024
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
189,422
WDAF-TV
Lancaster
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
203,000
Lansing
167,336 Tulsa
WGAL-TV
KOTV
130,125
110,000
WJIM-TV
Utica-Rome
Los Angeles
WKTV
79,000
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Washington
KTLA,
KNXT,
KTTV
Wilmington
WMAL-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
386,799
Louisville
WDEL-TV
117,613
179,820
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
1,347,154
Estimated Sets in Use: 18,702,433
Total Stations on Air 112*
Total Markets on Air 66*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representare estimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially Note:
duplicated.
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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You

Buck
Can't
Uncle
Buckshot

When WBTV's

colorful codger calls the kiddies

to see another rip-roarin' western story on "Frontier
Tales," he draws more viewers than the total of TV
homes in the WBTV area* — a viewers-per-set
record equalled by only 4 other shows on the station's
entire schedule. To get closer to the kids in WBTVs
35-county, intense coverage area, speak to them
through Uncle Buckshot.

SERV1 0G THE CflflOLinflS'
BIGGtST
TfUVISIOn

EFFERSON

STANDARD

BROADCASTING

flUDIEUCE

COMPANY

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
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Drawing of new WFIL Radio-TV Center's imposing entrance

WFIL

New Radio-TV Plant
Sets Opening Today

CENTER

COMBINED radio-te^vision operation is the predominant feature of
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia's new $1 million building scheduled for
opening today (Monday).
The new structure, at 46th and Market Sts. in West Philadelphia,
brings under one roof for the first
*to WFIL General Mantime all divisions of the WFIL
according
ager Roger W. Clipp, who said
operation, integrating radio, television, film and newsreel and other WFIL's combined operation has had
activities. A reorganization of per- a "thorough shakedown cruise" of
sonnel accompanies the move.
more than 30 years in radio and
The "priceless basis of experi- five years in television.
The 33,000 sq. ft. of studio and
ence" was used to blueprint the
new radio and television center,
office space provides ground floor

■r

and

San Diego's First
only TV Station

Main ground floor p'an of combined WFIL-AM-FM-TV
studios easily converted to either
radio or TV, varied production
activities, simplified control room
operation and enlarged newsreel
and film facilities. Four studios,
two for TV, one for radio and a
fourth
nected. for either, are interconCoordination of audio or video
signals from any or all of the
studios, as well as from film, remote and network sources, may be
handled by a director at the control
room in each studio. All other technical apparatus and personnel except an audio engineer operate
from the master control room.
Property and carpentry shops and
an engineering laboratory also
occupy the ground floor.
Executive and administrative offices are on the upper floor of the
two-stories-and-basement building,
with a complete print shop and
film projection booths.
In the basement are the editorial
and technical staffs of the WFILTV Newsreel, with photographic
processing equipment. Adjoining is
the regular WFIL-TV film department plus locker and shower facilities for technical and production
personnel and dressing rooms for
artists. Individual listening and
viewing booths aid musical program
cilitiespreparation.
and a privateLuncheon
parking falot
also are included.
Personnel Realignment

\
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KFMBTV

facilities

headed by Joe Zimmerman, with
continuity, traffic, film, talent, general filing and maintenance headed
by Louis E. Littlejohn, chief maintenance engineer. Messrs. Scheuer
and
Kellett
both are Mr. Clipp's
executive assistants.
Kenneth W. Stowman directs TV
sales and George A. Koehler, radio
sales. Lee Irgang remains as business office manager and Chief Engineer Henry Rhea as head of all
AM-TV operations. The station
management believes the integrated personnel setup will stem
over-expansion, eliminate duplication and provide better efficiency.
30- Year History
WFIL, which began operations
in 1922, and which added FM service in 1941, was purchased in 1946
by Walter H. Annenberg, editorpublisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer for an announced $1,900,000;
more than $2 million has been spent
since on expansion. TV was added
in 1947. Besides the new building's
ground space, an additional lot
equivalent to a city block is being
held in reserve to provide for any
further needs.
Network originations by WFILTV include Paul Whiteman's TV
Teen Club; Pud's Prize Party,
sponsored by Fleer's bubble gum;
Junior Press Conference, conducted
by newspaperwoman Ruth Geri
Hagy, all for ABC-TV, and Percy
Crawford's Youth on the March
for DuMont.

WFIL also announced a reorganization and integration of personnel with departments now spanning AM-TV operations including
NBC-TV, Navy Series
business, advertising, promotion,
music, maintenance, engineering,
NBC-TV and the U. S. Navy will
news and talent. Each station
present Victory at Sea, 26-week
maintains its own program and
part film-and-music dramatic history of Naval operations of the 10
production staffs.
crucial years during and after
John D. Scheuer Jr. will coordiWorld War II, Sunday from 3-3:30
nate AM and TV program departments, headed, respectively, by p.m. EST, starting Oct. 26. Series
was produced for NBC by Henry
Felix Meyer and Jack Steck. DonSalomon, Naval historian, with
ald S. Kellett will coordinate comofficial cooperation of the Navy.
bined advertising and promotion
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

BILL McDOUGALL
(next to camera)
with 4-H Boys, Adult Leader
and County Agent . . .
RFD-TV, 12:30 p.m.
KPRC-TV daily

Bill
Heart
est farm
included
has more

McDougall

and

of the Gulf Coast section of America's greatstate is Harris County, which, despite being
in the metropolitan area of Greater Houston,
cattle than any other county in Texas.

One year ago, on October 1, 1951, a young fellow
named Bill McDougall looked into the television
cameras of KPRC-TV and walked straight into the
hearts and lives of thousands of agriculturally-minded
folks on the Texas Gulf Coast.
Bill's program, "RFD-TV" is televised on KPRCTV at 12:30 every day, Monday through Friday. It
combines live appearances of those who actually DO
the farming with film clips of on-the-scene activities.
Bill actually films these scenes himself, taking daily
trips throughout the Gulf Coast area. To date, Bill has
filmed approximately 13,000 feet of farm and ranch
scenes, and has traveled over 12,000 miles to find subject matter of interest to his viewers.
The live interviews, the demonstrations and the
films used on RFD-TV bring the Farm Folks closer to
the urban TV viewer. They enable numerous farm
agency workers to SHOW to those they serve many of

the

Farm

the solutions to farm problems and methods of improved practices that heretofore were only written
about in circulars or letters.
Now, approximately 260 shows later, more than
1,200 individuals, representing every recognized Agricultural Agency, have appeared with Bill on "RFDTV". These agencies and organizations have been regularly scheduled: Texas A. & M. Extension Service, i. e.,
County Agriculture Agent, County Home Demonstration Agent, Assistant Agents representing Boys and
Girls 4-H Clubs, College, Extension and Experiment
Station specialist; University of Houston Agriculture
Department, i. e., Faculty and Students; Houston
Chamber of Commerce Agriculture Department, i. e.,
Specialists, Committeemen, Directors; Public Markets,
i. e., Livestock officers, producers, breeders, traders and
Farmer's Co-op Produce officers and farmers; Farm
and Ranch Club, i. e., directors, officers, farmersranchers; Vocational Agriculture, i. e., FFA and FHA
Advisors; Southwest Milk Producers, i. e., directors,
dairymen, and distributors. In addition, there are many
Unscheduled appearances of visiting groups and individuals concerned with and serving Agriculture.
SERVICE TO AGRICULTURE is an important
phase of KPRC-TV's contribution to the living and
working habits of viewers in the Gulf Coast area . . .
to whom Bill McDougall and "RFD-TV"
an audience
have
a vital meaning.

HOUSTON
•JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Advised
UNIVERSITIES

mm
I PINPOINT
1 YOUR
PERSISTENT
i
SALESMAN

i
i UNDUPLICATED
| COVERAGE IN
j 225,000 HOMES
i WITH PERSISTENT
| SELLING TO MORE
l THAN 675,000
| PEOPLE . . .
I IN PROSPEROUS
1 SOUTHERN
! NEW ENGLAND

Represented Nationally by
Weed Television
In New England — Bertha Bannan
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to Enter

Commercial

TV

Hearing Issues
(Continued from page 75)

the principal
to the surrounding ruralcommunity
areas.
UNIVERSITIES should operate commercial instead of noncommercial
TV stations but should be ready to show they can better serve the public
It is for these reasons that the Commission should not blind itself to pracinterest than noneducational interests competing for the same channel,
tical considerations and consequences
of decisions based upon an efficiency
according to a university curator who also holds radio interests.
factor which
havetheextensive
reperLester E. Cox, member of the *
cussionswill
throughout
entire medium
U. of Missouri board of curators
bankers.
for years to come. When the Commisand holder of interests in KCMO
up an "attractive
Educators planning a commerwhichsion sets
encourages
applicantsnuisance"
at this
cial television station, according to time to make foolhardy investments
Kansas City and KWTO Springfor
maximum
facilities,
it
cannot
later
field, Mo., made the statement at a Mr. Frazier, should (1) consider
evade responsibility by claiming that
the
availability
of
an
unassigned
it
did
nothing
affirmative
to
bring
about
panel on "Educational Television"
unfortunate results of its action.
TV channel and confer with a the
Oct. 2 at the 30th annual meetRather, consonant with its jurisdiction
ing of the Assn. of Governing
Washington radio attorney and a and responsibilities in this field, the i
Commission should keep open a raBoards of State Universities and consulting radio engineer; (2) extional and prudent road to television
Allied Institutions in Portland,
amine availability of ingredients
development that will promote its orOre.
growth infactors
response
competisuch as program material and
tivederlyeconomic
and to
as the
state
Delegates from institutions in 38 talent, physical plant and studio
of
the
art
permits.
In
this
way,
the*
mechanism
will
be
provided
whereby
states attended sessions in the facilities and equipment; (3) conboth the public and private interests
Multnomah Hotel.
sider the overall purpose for which
may be satisfied and thereafter • enIn addition to Mr. Cox, other the station is intended both as a larged.
Furthermore,
once such inan these
"engineerspeakers were Howard H. Frazier, cultural and educational influence
ing issue"
included
comparativeishearings,
it is highly probable,
radio-TV management consultant,
and as a training ground for stu- in my opinion,
that
it
will
play
an
Washington, D. C; Michael R.
dents; (4) determine the balance of improperly important role therein. Our
experience in AM would appear to
Hanna, manager, WHCU Ithaca, investment between studio and
confirm such an apprehension. For
N. Y., and Dr. Charles E. Friley,
transmitting plant facilities.
these alleged differences in coverage
and service do offer an apparently tanpresident, Iowa State College,
Mr. Frazier said the all-imgible distinction between the applicants
Ames.
portant consideration in selecting
which is temptingly simpler to rely
the transmitter site, antenna height
Mr. Cox, who also is a member
upon than
other
finite of
considerations, such as
the less
character
the apof the board of trustees of Southern
and transmitter power is matching
pitlicants, meets
its proposed
programming
and
whether
the
needs
of
the local
Methodist U., advised the group to investment and operating cost with
community.
Particularly
will
this
be
consider the large audiences with the ability of the area served to
true
when
such
"substantial
differprovide economic support.
ences"error
(themselves
the product
in"tremendous purchasing power"
in unreliable
data)of are
Mr. Hanna, who manages the found toherentexist
which have been created by combetween the applicants
commercial station operated by by the Examiners or the Commission.
mercial radio, while noncommerIn view of the basic engineering princial educational radio stations
Cornell U., stressed the high costs
ciples of the Sixth Report and Order
and considering the serious difficulty of
of television. He cautioned the edu"seemed to wither on the vine."
adducing
reliable evidence of television
cators that each institution must
service and coverage, the Commission
Cites 'Failure' Reason
know and understand more than
should here accept the opportunity to
follow a new and more desirable apthe mere fact FCC has made 242
He said he believed the "failure"
proach in television.
channels available to them.
of educational radio stations was
Given the minimum service to a specific
community required of every ap"It
would
be
wasteful
and
finandue to their being " 100% educaplicant by those provisions of the Rules
cially dangerous to go into tele- calling for a minimum signal intensityover the community and the use of
vision unless we can see far ahead
Citing the expense of building a
minimum power and antenna heights,
tional."
"first-class" TV station, which he with assurance and confidence," he there is thus no reason or need to go
into the shadowy areas of service above
said is estimated at $250,000 to warned. Mr. Hanna has just been
this minimum. (In this way, the Com$300,000 minimum and $1 million appointed to the Dewey Commismission requires qualifications,
only a minimumor of
showsion on educational TV in New
ing of financial
the
or more maximum, he said such
performance of required equipment,
an investment calls for full ca- York (see story, this issue).
without going into the unnecessary
pacity use of the station. He quesquestion of ThetheSixth
"more"
or "most
qualiReport
Order
tioned whether the institution
Friley Cites WOI-TV
makes fied").
it clear that
its and
maximum
Dr. Friley, told the story of heights and powers, together with the
could provide program material for
station separations provided therein,
16 to 18 hours every day.
WOI-TV Ames, the only collegeare merely the means for protecting
owned
video
station
in
the
nation
Mr. Cox advocated formation of
the Allocations Table from undue interference. (Par. 103). These minima
and the maxima therefore provide a
.an educational network by institu- operating throughout the TV freeze.
spread
within
the licensee,
once
The
Iowa
president
emphasized
tions to (1) increase the potential
chosen as the which
most qualified
applicant,
audience, (2) spread the burden of there is little time for educators
may operate in accordance with his
to decide what they are going to do. and his community's local needs and
program preparation among many
andof competition
as stimulatedandbytheconsiderHe pointed out that up to Oct. 1, desires ations
institutions, (3) increase quality of
public
only a few institutions had filed
programs.
The
complete
elimination
of
this
He also advocated use of film applications. Tax-supported insti- technical issue as a comparative factor
tutions must get their money from
instead of relay and telephone line
in
television
would
thus
be
in
furtherinterest'.
ance of the philosophy and engineering
systems, both to save money and
legislatures.
principles of the Sixth Report and
The meeting went on record to Order. encesItin service
would sweep
awayrequired
differto avoid presentation of live proabove the
ask the FCC to extend the time
grams which might be failures.
minimum, which have been shown to
be incapable of reasonably accurate
limit on educational channel reserBesides programming some
vations.
measurement and proof, so that we
purely commercial programs, Mr.
may concentrate instead on the more
substantial and fundamental comparaCox said, an institution's TV stative factors
between applicants
in guid"
tion might also secure sponsorship
ing the
development
of this new
and
CBS-TV Signs WJTV
for educational programs.
most powerful medium of mass communications.
SIGNING of WJTV (TV) Jackson,
He said profits from commercial
programs could be used to produce
Miss., as a primary affiliate of the
better programs and to hire better
CBS-TV, effective Dec. 25, was anBercut-Richards Plans
instructors, and that both AM and
nounced last Tuesday by Herbert
TV programs on discs and film V. Akerberg, CBS-TV vice presi- BERCUT-RICHARDS Packing Co.,
could be distributed to regular
dent in charge of station relations.
Sacramento, Calif., is beginning
commercial stations.
WJTV, billed as the first TV outpromotion
campaign in New York
Mr. Frazier, who has been in
let in Mississippi, will operate on
radio 27 years beginning as an uhf Channel 25. It is owned by metropolitan area for its Sacramento tomato juice. TV spots will
engineer with WCAU Philadelphia,
Mississippi Publishers Corp., pubsaid he was impressed with the
lisher of the Daily News and the be used, but campaign details will
ease commercial broadcasters have
Clarion-Ledger there, and will be not be released for two or three
secured financing through sale of under general management of T. months. Agency is Lawrence C,
cooperate stocks or by loans from
M. Hederman Jr.
Gumbinner Adv., N. Y.
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Radio-TV Vote-Getting Lauded
(Continued from page 23)
within a day and the remaining
Smith Jr., and
coordinating
3% said they would vote but ivere
activities,
finally to NARTB's
John F.
in no hurry to register.
Patt, WGAR Cleveland, chairman of
John Archer Carter, radio and
the nationwide NARTB Registelevision director of the foundater-and-Vote Committee, working
tion, joined in lauding the active
through the national association
and individual state chairmen.
part taken by the media in the
campaign.
While no one is presuming to
give radio and TV more than their
Foundation officials add a special
tribute to NARTB President
share of the credit for the sharp
Harold E. Fellows; Robert K. increase in registration everywhere,
foundation officials are first to
Richards, assistant to the president
and public affairs director; John H. point out that the electronic media

RKO

RADIO

PICTURES, INC
RADIO CITY
1270 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS
ROCKEFELLER CENTER
NEW YORK 20.N.Y.

July 9, 1952
Mr. Frank N. Jones
Account Executive
WBNS IV
33 N . High Street
Columbus 15, Ohio
Dear Mr. Jones :
I have been on the road for several weeks and
consequently have had little opportunity to get
this note off to you.
I want you to know that the showing of the motion
picture
"King
Kong" records
in your territory
all of our
existing
of the lasthasfewbroken
years
Since this promotion was an exclusive television
campaign, carried in your area by WBNS TV alone,
we feel that it was principally through the splendiddousefforts
results.of your station we had such tremenIt was a pleasure to work with you and I hope at
some future time we may have an opportunity to
i/ork other promotions.
Once again thanks for a great job

siii

see

COLUMBUS,
OHIOtv
nsuib
CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNJ-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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were the first to start high-power
promotion.
Last March, AHF provided stations with spots before any other
major organization was involved.
Literally thousands of announcements were carried by stations and
networks, with no effort to keep
track of their role in those early
days.
As the movement developed,
NARTB entered the scene. President Fellows named Mr. Patt to
direct the drive. Flanking him on
the committee were Roger W.
Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia; Frank
Fogarty, WOW-TV Omaha; Kenneth D. Given, WLBJ Bowling
Green, Ky.; Paul W. Morency,
WTIC Hartford; Joseph Wilkins,
KFBB Great Falls, Mont.
Individual state chairmen were
named, with presidents of the 38
state associations incorporated in
the project. Soon state committees
were in operation all over the
nation. They, in turn, enrolled
governors in a large number of
states and for the first time many
governors specified days for intensive registration drives.
NARTB quickly prepared kits
for all radio and TV stations.
These included announcements,
suggestions for stunts, slides, flip
cards and other devices. The third
and final kit has been sent out.
Originality Demonstrated
What surprised AHF officials,
they say, is the way stations and
networks came through with original ideas of their own, writing a
saga in advertising history.
A radio drive that is expected to
draw national attention is being
launched by MBS radio network.
Mutual is building up to an election eve celebration like no other
election eve event — a "Lights On,
Votes Out" spectacle.
Through steady hammering over
its facilities, the network will encourage home owners all over the
U. S. to turn on their porch lights
election eve. Parades, celebrations
and other gimmicks are part of the
package.
ABC is understood to be cooking up a series of promotions in
which affiliates will take part.
NBC is in the middle of a 50-day
drive in 50 top cities. Five-minute
daily programs feature 3% -minute
recorded talks by such personalities
as Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Bing Crosby, Fannie Hurst, Cardinal Spellman, Eddie Cantor, Bob
Hope and Mr. Fellows.
In his talk Mr. Fellows calls the
NARTB coordination of radio and
TV facilities "the most important
public service function this organization has ever
done." Co. and
CBS, Procter
& Gamble

'Today' Xmas

Device

SPONSORS planning a preChristmas saturation campaign will be offered a new
sales device on NBC-TV's
Today (Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m.
EST) from Nov. 3 through
Dec. 24. The program, starring Dave Garroway, will
supplement its regular fare
of news, reviews, comedy
and music with features
stressing the Christmas motif
and tying in with commercial
products. First sponsors
under the new plan are Noma
Electric Corp., through
Albert Frank-Guenther Law
Inc., both New York, and the
Polaroid Corp. (Polaroid
Land camera), Cambridge,
Mass., through BBDO, Boston.
contributions. Television, too, is
contributing in a big way. A new
TV kit has been prepared. Like
the final radio kit it places emphasis on voting. Included are
films, slides, ballots, flip cards and
other devices.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., to
mention a typical recent stunt,
televised blown-up elephants and
donkeys, with a singer performing
Democratic and Republican songs.
RCA Victor has supplied free of
charge to 2,500 disc jockeys a
transcription of a specially written
song, "Voters on Parade," sung by
Vaughn Monroe. Performances
started a few days ago.
tions
26 millionorganiza-"
people,
AHFembracing
has recruited
half as many as voted in 1948, and
they are working to get other
people can
to Legion,
vote. Girl
Scouts, groups,
Amerifraternal
women's clubs and other agencies
are included.
Ad Council Efforts
Advertising Council is concentrating on the vote drive as election nears. Its first allocation was
sent out in the fact sheet over a
month ago, with the big activity
just starting. Advertisers, talent
and media are coming through in
an amazing way, according to the
council, which said it never before
has
encountered referring
so much "plus"
an allocation,
to extrain
services contributed.
Last week in New York thousands of citizens were standing in
line at registration places as a result of the intensive promotion,*
according to AHF. All over the
country there are reports of steady
pounding on the registration theme,
supported by spectacular stunts.
NARTB's third and final kit in-'
eludes spot copy; work-ins for disc
jockey shows, sports broadcasts,
news reports, interview and quiz
shows, and housewives programs;
special adaptations of time signals,
weather forecasts, sign-ons, signoffs and station breaks. There are
dozens of ideas for programs and
public relations activities which(Continued on page 92)

Compton Adv. have cooperated in
a recording by Lowell Thomas,
"What Every Voter Should Know."
The recording goes out to CBS
Radio affiliates for broadcast. It
is non-commercial.
These are just a few of the radio
BROADCASTING
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NTENNA

for

VHF

and

UHF

television

The ANDREW "Skew" Antenna is the only
antenna which provides a circular radiation
pattern from
around

antenna

elements placed

a supporting structure which is

larger than a half wave-length on a side!
With the ".Skew" Antenna, it is possible to
mount a multiplicity of TV antennas on
the sides of tall buildings, on the sides of
existing towers — even towers which also
support a standard antenna on top. The
economy

offered by a joint operation of

this type is obvious.
At present, the "Skew" Antenna is custom built for each installation and consequently general performance specifications
cannot be delineated. However, ANDREW
engineers will be glad to discuss its application to specific situations.
•Patents applied for

ANDREW four element "Skew" Antenna on
the conical end of the mooring mast of the
Empire State building, used as auxiliary
by WJZ-TV. Lower on the mooring mast, artist's
sketch shows the 48 element ANDREW "Skew"
Antenna to be installed for WATV.

ANTENNA

SPECIALISTS

CORPORATION
3 6 3 EAST 75TH STREET, CHICAGO 19
TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM -FM-TV-M ICROWAVE • ANTENNAS • Dl RECTIONAL ANTEN N A EQU I PM ENT • ANTEN N A TUN I NG UNITS • TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
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KBTV (TV) STARTS
Second Denver TV Outlet

PREPARING ias«--minute details for yesterday's (Sunday) debut of KBTV
(TV) Denver [B • T, Sept. 22] are these executives: (! to r) Sain Worsham,
production facilities manager; Jerry Lee, commercial manager, and Joseph
Herold, station manager.

. . . AND
CENTRAL

NEW

MOST
TV

ALREADY
YORK'S

POWERFUL

STATION

"WHEN"

say

Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency
CBS

•

ABC

• DUMONT
■•"••ffiKiHi

WHEN
TELEVISION

A MEREDITH
Page 92
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KBTV
(TV)station,
Denver,
city's
second TV
was that
scheduled
to begin regular programming yesterday (Sunday) with CBS-TV
and ABC-TV programs, and Station Manager Joe Herold reported
a series of engineering test programs on the Channel 9 station
the past week indicate service will
extend a radius of 100 miles.
Mr. Herold said KBTV, with an
interim power of 12 kw, received
reports
during attheCheyenne,
tests of excellent reception
Wyo.,
Colorado Springs and across the
Continential Divide at Granby, Col.,
and many other points.
This coverage, he said, is attributed to the ideal transmitter location on Lookout Mt., 2,500 ft.
above Denver. TV service men report very little adjustment is
needed in receivers and antennas
to receive the KBTV signal, he
declared.

Radio-TV Vote-Getting Lauded
(Continued from
page 90)
county.
promote local voting. Stations are
New Mexico — Estimate gain of
shown how to serve as the voice
for vote-getting projects of local 23,000.
New York — Registration high; has,
merchants. Poll parties, testi- quadrupled in some districts.
monials, whispering voter contest
Ohio — All-around gain of 20%.
Pennsylvania — 20% in cities; good
stunt and "Rek-E-Lections" dramSet Ownership Soars
atizing great campaigns of the past elsewhere.
Rhode
Island
—
17.2%
advance
are suggested.
Mr. Herold said the Rocky Mounscored.
tain Electrical League, official inA wrap-up of activity by local
South Carolina — 65,000 more regisdustry source of set tabulations,
stations is planned immediately
trants.
estimated
sets in the area at 57,964
after election day, according to Mr.
South Dakota — Close to a 5% boost.
Patt, and forms have been included
on
Oct.
1,
which the KBTV manTennessee — Up around 5%.
in the final kit.
ager said indicates the Denver marUtah
—
More
than
80%
of
residents
to vote.
ket's enthusiasm for TV since
In Mr. Patt's own area, CleveKFEL-TV
began operation three
Washington
—
Up
by
153,000
people.
land, a barrage of radio and TV
West Virginia — Gain around 10%. months ago. He said 100,000 sets
announcements has brought regisWyoming — 10% increase.
are predicted for the area by Jan.
tration to an all-time high of 775,Gains have also been reported by
0C0, representing 87% of the elec- NARTB chairmen in Alabama, Co1, KBTV
1953. is licensed to Colorado
torate (see story, this issue).
Television Corp. and will operate
lorado, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
with 12 kw to Nov. 30, when it
NARTB's registration scoreboard
Oklahoma, Oregon, and Virginia.
will be brought uptodate when rewill change to 24 kw ERP. On
sults of this week's telegraphic
March 1, 1953, the station will operate with 240 kw visual and 120
survey are computed. At the moNBC-TV
Signs
WFMJ
kw aural [B*T, Sept. 22].
ment it stands like this:
WFMJ-TV Young^town, Ohio,
Arizona — Up more than 15%.
will be an NBC affiliate when the
Arkansas — Gain from 10 to 15%.
Financing Report
California — Vote will be highest in uhf Channel 73 outlet s-oes on the
history.
air early next year, NBC Station
Connecticut — Registration up 3V& Relations Director Sheldon B. REPORT on financing of large and
small business ventures, and which
times in capital.
Hickox announced last week. Mr.
Delaware — Gain of 10,000 voters.
"applies particularly to stations
Hickox
negotiated
the
affiliation
Florida — Pick-up of 5% to date;
needing funds for new TV equip61,000 new voters.
agreement with Leonard E. Nasment," has been prepared by Alexman,
WFMJ
sales
manager,
who
Indiana — 20% boost.
ander Eisemann Jr., president of
Iowa — Looks like a 20% gain in represented William F. Maag, ownEisemann Industrial Corp., New
registrations.
er and publisher of the Youngstown
York, and copies may be secured by
Kansas — Already 2.9% with big Vindicator and owner of WFMJ.
addressing him at 888 Park Ave.,
push ahead.
Mr. Nasman will supervise TV.
New York, N. Y.
Maine — Gain averages 7,000 per
county.
Maryland — 140,000 more voters on
rolls.
Minnesota — Urban
precincts up
PROTECT YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
35%.
Mississippi — Up about 42,000.
Missouri — Up 5%; exceeds political estimates.
Montana — 10% gain.
Nebraska — 10 to 15% above normal.
Nevada— Up 14.8%.
Hampshire — 53% more voters
in New
primary.
New Jersey — 3,000 more voters per
Stock Purchase
OWEN MURPHY, president of
Murphy - Lillis Productions Inc.,
New York, TV film production firm,
has purchased the stock interest of
James M. Lillis and will continue
the business under the name of
Owen Murphy Productions Inc.

from the daily hazard of
LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches. Newscasts. Ad iibs. Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, taiiored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION - LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
F or details, tcrite to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.

—
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% Not our estimate but ARB figures
for the entire year of 1951 and
the first six months

of 1952

NBC

- TV

AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500, or NBC Spot Sales
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Sales . . .
Tel Ra Productions, Philadelphia,
adds four stations to its list of
Sports Parade subscribers, making
a total of 37 stations which telecast the series. Stations added last
week are WBNS'-TV Columbus,
Ohio; WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.;
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, Wis., and
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla. The program is sponsored in majority of
markets by Bristol-Myers (Vitalis
and Bufferin), and placed through
Doherty, Clifford & Shenfield.
* * *
Consolidated Television Sales' package, Big Ten Game of the Week,
has been purchased by four more
TV stations, bringing total markets
to 23 — including 19 under sponsorship of Phillips Petroleum Co. Four
new stations who contracted for
the collegiate football series:
WPIX (TV) New York, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, KECA-TV Los
Angeles and WCPO-TV Cincinnati.
* * *
CBS Television Film Sales has sold
Strange Adventure, filmed quarter
hour drama, to the Southern California Gas Co., Los Angeles, for
showing on KNXT (TV) Los Angeles. The series now is seen in
46 markets.
Peerless Television Production Inc.

film

has sold "March of the Wooden
Soldiers," an 80-minute feature
film starring Laurel and Hardy, in
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Detroit,
Dayton, Cincinnati, Louisville, Salt
Lake City, San Francisco, Washington and Milwaukee. The film
originally was released by MGM.
Foundation Films Corp., Pasadena,
Calif., has signed with DuMont TV
Network for presentation of a new
religious film series, Reading the
Bible, of 13 Old Testament Bible
readings and a cappella choir selections. Narration is done by Henry
Wilcoxon. Production was directed by Arthur Pierson.
Princeton Film Center Inc., Princeton, N. J., which moved New York
offices Oct. 1 to 270 Park Ave., has
announced sales in several cities of
Norman Brokenshire, the Handyman, series of five-minute open-end
TV programs, to the Stanley
Works, New Britain, Conn.; Black

Qftfornens

Sk ows

"MARGARET'S KITCHEN"
9:30-10 a.m.
Monday through Friday
NOW . . . WNBW offers a
half-hour cooking series, five
days a week, featuring home
economist Margaret Matthews.
Sell your food product when
the Washington housewife has
her mind .on. food ... in
"Margaret's Kitchen."
PARTICIPATIONS — $65

•
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CorneH Film Co., N. Y., has acquired world wide distribution
rights to two full-length films,
"High
Calling" toandTV "Pocahontas,"
to
be released
after shown
in theatres early in 1953.

Represented
NBC

Victor Pahlen plans mid-November
production on Great Loves, series
of 39 half-hour TV films in color,
interiors of which will be shot in
London and exteriors in the actual
European setting. Hedy Lamarr
will star as the feminine partner
of famous love stories in history
and will be costumed by such European courtiers as Fath and Dior.
Remainder of cast will be made up
of talent from New York and Hollywood. Allowing a 10-day production schedule for each film, Edgar
Ulmer will direct from scripts by
Salka Viertel, Aeneas MacKenzie,
Hans Kafka, Noel Coward and
others [B*T, June 16].

SHEEN

Washington
Where do annual food sales amount to $1,246 per family?
The place is Washington, D. C. Who is largely responsible
for ringing up these figures? It's the women . . . who
watch WNBW on the 386,799 sets in the Washington area.
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Distribution . . .

Hurrell Productions Inc., Burbank,
has completed eight one-minute
animated TV film commercials for
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Amsterdam,
N. Y. Filmed in both black and
white and in. color, spots feature
"Tommy Hawk," specially created

Watch

WNBW
WASHINGTON

& Decker Co., Towson, Md., and
Royal Bedding Co. Pittsburgh.
Other sales: Seven one-minute commercials for Stanley Tool through
Horton Noyes Co., Providence; oneminute commercial for Black &
Decker, through Van Sant, Dugdale
& Co., Baltimore, and eight oneminute spots for Blue Cross
through Grey & Rogers, Phila.

Production . . .

Washington
Watches

report

by

Spot Sales

LAUDS
To Sarnoft and NBC

cartoon character. Agency is
Maxon Inc., N. Y.
* * *
Filmcraft Productions, Hollywood,
has completed a quarter-hour TV
film for the Hollywood-for-Stevenson Committee. Mercedes McCambridge, staris ofm.c.ABC radio's Defense
Attorney,
* * *
Primrose Productions, Hollywood,
starts filming on three half-hour
TV series during October. Richard
Morley, executive producer, is in
charge of The Ring, dramatic;
Dreamtime, musical; and Tiny
* * series.
*
Masters, children's
Wide - Open - Spaces Productions,
Hollywood, has been formed by
Ken Murray to produce The Marshal's Daughter, half-hour TV film
series [B*T, Aug. 11]. Co-starring
Hoot Gibson and Laurie Anders
and incorporating film clips from
the former's silent motion pictures,
production has started at Corrigan's Ranch. George Blair is directing from scripts by Royal Fos* * %
ter and Earl Brent.
William B. White, head of the Beverly Hills talent agency bearing his
name, will act as packager-producer of Acts of Faith, half-hour
TV film series, scheduled to go into
production in December. Each
script is by a different writer, first
of which is "The Grave in the
Jungle" by Rene Belbenoit, starring
George Macready.
* * *
J. G. Stevens Co., Hollywood, has
completed the quarter-hour color
pilot film in Grizzly Gulch, children's TV puppet series. Situation
comedy format concerns a family
of bears and its efforts to thwart
Chauncey DeWolfe, the humorous
villain.
* * *
Pilot film in NBC-TV Mickey
Rooney Show has been completed,
produced and directed by Arthur
Lubin at General Service Studios,
Hollywood. Mr. Lubin has served
in similar capacities on UniversalInternational "Francis" feature
films. Starring Mickey Rooney in
a situation comedy format of music
and impersonations, created by
Frank Tashlin, series is packaged
by William Morris Agency, Beverly

TRIBUTE to Brig. Gen. David
Sarnoff and NBC for advancing
the cause of religion in the past 25 KFRE BUY
years was paid last week by Bishop
Fulton J. Sheen. In a letter to the
Bartlett Gets 60% Interest
RCA board chairman, Bishop Sheen
SALE of 60% interest in 15-yearsaid, "No industry in modern his- old
KFRE Fresno for $360,000 to
tory has contributed so much to
'
R.dentBartlett,
the manager,
station's presireligion, good will and inspira- PaulHills.
and general
was
tional living as NBC." He menapproved
last
Thursday
by FCC.
tioned the simulcast he was schedMr. Bartlett already had a 24%
uled to make over NBC radio and
interest in the 50 kw station on
TV networks Oct. 12, in prepara940 kc. Seller was J. E. Rodman,
tion for Mission Sunday, Oct. 19.
chairman of the board of California
In his letter, Bishop Sheen
Inland Broadcasting Co., KFRE
scotched rumors of a rift between
licensee. William C. Crossland, vice
himself and NBC. These arose
president and treasurer of the com- •
after Bishop Sheen announced that pany, retains his 16% interest.
pressure of other work forced him,
KFRE,
for vhfJuly
Channel 12 in applicant
Fresno [B»T,
7],
regretfully,
decline the
invitation of the toNational
Council
of also is licensee of KRFM, on 93.7
Catholic Men to be the principal
mc (Channel 229), with ERP of
70 kw. Both are CBS affiliates.
speaker on NBC's Catholic Hour.
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1920

NEW

FRONT

PORCH

Television has brought campaigning a long way from
1920, when candidates campaigned from the front porch
of their homes. Today, presidential candidates simply
step before the television cameras and^ are seen and
heard by many millions of people.
The first intercity network television broadcast using
today's methods took place between New York and
Philadelphia, only seven years ago. In the relatively short
period since then, the Bell System has expanded its television network from coast to coast ... so that 99% of

BELL

BROADCASTING
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TELEPHONE

OF

THE

NATION

the country's television sets can receive the same program at the same time.
Such development, at such a pace, requires great
investments of effort, ingenuity and money. Radio-relay
and coaxial cable routes have to be built. Special equipment has to be designed, and special personnel trained
to install, maintain and operate it.

Yet the cost of the service is low. Bell System charges,
for use of its intercity network facilities, average about
10 cents a mile for a half hour.

SYSTEM
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CANCER TELETHON
L. A. Stations Set Oct. 25
AIMED at raising $750,000, a
show, City of Hope Telethon for
the Cancer Society, possibly the
last program of its type to be scheduled on the West Coast, will be
telecast by KTLA (TV) KNBH
(TV) KTTV (TV) and KLACTV Hollywood, Oct. 25.
Telethon is scheduled from 10
p.m. PST, Saturday, through 12:30
p.m. PST, Sunday. Arrangements
are handled by station managers
Donald Norman, KNBH (TV) ;
Klaus Landsberg, KTLA (TV);
Richard Moore, KTTV (TV), and
Don Pedderson, KLAC-TV; in
cooperation with Samuel Faberman, national assistant executive
director of the City of Hope.

Hanna,
DEWEY

Duffy

Ate Named

PANEL

INSURING a practical approach to problems of educational telecasting
in New York State, which has been granted licenses for six noncommercial educational TV stations, Gov. Thomas E. Dewey has appointed
Michael R. Hanna, general manager of WHCU Ithaca and Bernard
New *
of BBDO, State
president
DufFy,
York, to
the Temporary
Commission on the Use of Television for Educational Purposes.
Created by the 1952 state legislature and approved by Gov. Dewey
[B®T, March 24, 17], the TV Commission is empowered to make a
thorough and comprehensive study
of the use of TV facilities for educational purposes. Sum of $25,000
was voted for study, to aid the
Mr. Duffy
Board of Regents of the U. of New
Mr. Hanna
York, state agency which has received licenses for educational TV
Moore and president of the Church
stations in Albany, Buffalo, RochClub of New York. Vice chairman
ester, Syracuse, New York and is Young B. Smith, dean of ColumBinghamton. No money has been
bia Law School.
IET Calls D.C. Meet
Other members are: Clarence U.
appropriated to construct or operate the TV stations.
DISCUSSION on use of non-comCarruth Jr., of the New York law
mercial educational TV Channel
Dr. Paul F. Lazarsfeld, sociology
firm of Curtis, Mallet-Provost, Colt
26, assigned to Washington, D. C, professor at Columbia U., also has & Mosle, and Mrs. James W. Kideney of Buffalo, chairman of the
will be held Oct. 16-17 by the In- been made a member of the ComTeacher Award Committee of the
stitute on Educational Television
American Assn. of University Women.
mission. He is author' of studies
at Gaston Hall on the Georgetown
on the psychological-sociological efThe Commission membership also
U. campus in that city. Leaders
fects of broadcasting and co-invenincludes the president pro tern and
in education and television will talk
tor, with CBS President Frank
the minority leader of the State Senand proposals will be received for Stanton, of the Program Analyzer
ate, the speaker and minority leader
for
measuring
individual
and
group
of the Assembly, a member of the
organizing and financing an educaBoard
of Regents, a member of the
reactions
to
the
component
parts
tional TV station in the U. S. capiBoard of Trustees of the State TJ.,
tal. The IET is a temporary or- of TV programs.
the Director of the Budget and the
ganization set up by universities
Group's chairman is Douglas M. Commissioner of Commerce.
and other educational institutions
Moffat, member of the New York
Mr. Hanna will be able to proin the District of Columbia.
law firm of Cravath, Swaine &
vide the Commission with practical, realistic answers to questions as to how certain educational
goals may be achieved in actual
operation. Mr. DufFy, as head of
an
agency which buys millions of
This
Clock
gives you
dollars worth of radio and TV
time for its clients each year, can
correct
time
supply the businessman's view-

STYLE 37-15" S.S
Sweep Seconds
Self-winding

► Can be Synchronized
Hourly
t Unaffected by AC
Power Failures
(Self-Powered)
► install Anywhere
(AC Power Line Not Required)
One Clock or a Complete Synchronized Clock System
Independent broadcasting stations and the major networks rely on
Self Winding Clocks for Dependable, Exact Time-keeping.
Western Union synchronization optional.*
Write today for full particulars and free estimate for recommended
installation to meet your requirements.
*Naval Observatory Time
SELF WINDING CLOCK COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers of Standard and Specially Designed Clocks v
and Clock Systems for more than 65 Years
207 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE •
BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
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point.
Alexanderson to RCA
DR. E. F. W, ALEXANDERSON,
radio, TV, and electronics engineer
and
wastoRCA's
chief inventor,
engineer who
fromalso1920
1924,
last week returned to RCA as a
consultant. He is credited with
more than 300 inventions, including the high-frequency alternator
which bears his name and a number of important developments in
antennas, electron tubes, radio receivers, transmitters, and electronic control equipment, as well
as in TV research and development. Dr. Alexanderson retired
recently from General Electric Co.
TV
WBTV

Clinic Postponed

(TV) Charlotte, N. C, announced last week that the TV
clinic originally planned for Oct.
22-23 [B«T, Oct. 6] has been postponed totothe
Dec.clinic
3-4. announcement
Industry reaction
indicated that a more ambitious
program would be justified, it was
reported. Postponement was decided to permit time to prepare.
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
has been invited to speak.

CINCINNATI UHF
Educators Map Plans
GROUNDWORK for a noncommercial educational TV station to
operate on uhf Channel 48 in Cincinnati has been laid by representatives of various institutions in a
meeting called to obtain pledges.
Early estimates place the initial
expenditure at about $250,000 for
first year operation, and another
$100,000 for each additional year
of operation. Participating institutions are being requested to provide $15,000. Another $5,000 will
be furnished by the City Council
Chamber for engineering studies.
After the educational agencies
sign artic-les of incorporation, the
licensee firm will be known as the
Greater Cincinnati Television Educational Foundation. Some seven
groups had pledged support.
AFM FILM
Replaces 5%

FEE
Spot Royalty

AMERICAN Federation of Musicians has eliminated the 5% royalty formula onnouncements ofall
anone filmed
minute TV
or less
by setting a fixed fee.
Under a new ruling, musicians
can play one minute or less filmed
spots at the scale of $27 per man,
with leaders or single musicians
double for an hour-long session. No
more than three -filmed spots of
one minute can be produced in the
hour-long session., They also must
be for the same sponsor. The producer must sign an agreement with
the union trust fund trustee for
payment of $100 per announcement per year if it is used. The
agreement provides for blanket use
of the film spots on an unlimited
number of stations within the
AFM president James C. Petrillo,
in notifying Phil Fischer, vicepresident of Los Angeles Local 47,
year.
of the policy changes said the fedgreat
tion toeration
thehad given
matter
of consideraTV film,
jingles and spot announcements.
"It was never intended that the
5% of station time charge policy
should apply to these very short
announcements,"
"Therefore in lieu his
of thewh-e
5% said.
payment to the trustee, we have devised a new policy, retaining the
payment principle to the trustee
by substituting a fixed fee for the
5%Heof stressed
the stationthetime
fact,charges."
however,
that the new fixed fee does not,
apply to regular length TV films.
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
at regular intervals, as technicians,
operators and laboratory aids. Our
men graduate wfth a first class RadioTelephone License. Call on us for your
technical personnel needs.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
A
RCA INSTITUTES. INC
Nfijjjj!' A Service of Radio Corporation of America
35 Wesl Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.
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MODEL 105-507

built

man-size

AUTO-DRYAIRE*
DEHYDRATOR
SPECIFICATIONS:
• Fully automatic— dry
air available without
interruption. Capacity
3 CFM
• Dewpoints below —
-40° F.

for

• Floor model— 26"W
x 22" D x 66%" H
• Operating pressure
adjustable up to 50
PSI
• Serves up to:

IV

40,000 ft. 1 %"
Transmission
Line.

man-sized

jobs!

AUTO-DRYAIRE

10,000 ft. 3 14"
Transmission
Line.
3,500 ft. 61/8"
Transmission
Line.

DEHYDRATORS

MODEL

105-507 is fully automatic— this particular unit delivers

3 CFM.

There are many others in the complete family of Auto-

Dryaire* Dehydrators having characteristics to meet all requirements— standard models with deliveries from .15 CFM to 3.0
CFM;

larger capacities to specifications.

For performance plus, specify the following products of our manufacture:
SEAL-O-FLANGE ^TRANSMISSION LINE, AM, FM and TV TOWER HARDWARE,
LO-LOSS SWITCHES, and COAXIAL DIPOLE ANTENNAS. Inquiries invited,
'REGISTERED
TRADE MARK
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.// LJ^

MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY

-

Telephone: FReehold 8-1880
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VfSAZ
HUNTINGTON, W VA
SERVING 3 STATES
To

Reach
The

$51

MILLION

FARM

INCOME*
MARKET
in

WSAZ'S
29 BMB

COUNTY

AREA

it's
"FARME
R

CLICK'S
LINE"
PARTY
MONDAY THRU
SATURDAY

7:00-7:15

A M.

Represented Nationally
.By: THE KATZ AGENCY
* Sales Management 1951

5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
930 KC

RADIO

STATION

VfSAZ
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FAULDER
NAMED
Is WMPS Station Mgr.
GEORGE B. FAULDER has been
appointed station manager of
WMPS Memphis, Harold R. Krelstein, station's president,
announced
last week.
Mr.
Faulder formerly
was manager of
WMAK Nashville.
Mr. Faulder's
broadcasting
career got underdA^fc^Jj^^ way in 1941 when
an
joined asWMC
he
b| Memphis
Bj^fl
jMr.
announcer.
He
Faulder
joined the army
in 1942, served until 1945, then
entered law school at the U. of
Michigan.
In 1947, he joined WMPS announcing staff. The following year
L.3 was appointed WMPS program
director, a position he held until
he became manager of WMAK.
Native of Wapakoneta, Ohio, Mr.
Faulder began his business career
with Erwin, Wasey & Co.
KWEM

REQUEST

FCC Denies Outright' Move
PETITION of KWEM West Memphis, Ark., requesting grant without hearing of its application to
move to Memphis, Tenn., was
denied by FCC last week and the
application was continued in hearing status in spite the Commission
Broadcast Bureau's statement it
has no objection to the move.
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde dissented
from the majority ruling. He
stated FCC should approve the
transfer of main studio location, a
ruling consistent with Commission
action in other cases such as those
involving stations at VersaillesLexington, Ky., and PawtucketProvidence, R. I.
The Commission noted the request was designated for hearing
on issues "relating to the future
program policies of Station KWEM
with regard to West Memphis, Ark.,
and the furnishing of an outlet for
the expression of the needs of that
community." KWEM stated it
would have an auxiliary studio in
West Memphis to serve local organizations and advertisers on the
same basis as at present.
RATKE & DREHER
Takes Over REG Debts
RATKE & DREHER Adv., New
York, new agency for Radio Bargain Guild Inc., New York, has
written radio stations offering
to "take over any obligations"
which may be due to stations from
"Radio Bargain Guild Inc.," under
contracts placed last spring.
The advertiser and its former
agency, Harold Kaye Adv., New
York, are attempting to clear all
outstanding debts, Mr. Kaye said.
Mr. Kaye no longer is handling
the account but is in another business now representing home demonstration advertisers who use TV.

Papers Sponsor Show
TWO NEWSPAPERS sponsoring
the Frederic W. Ziv transcribed
radio series, Freedom, U. S. A., are
promoting the program with extensive campaigns in their cities.
The Raleigh (N. C.) Times, which
sponsors the series on WRAL that
city, carried an 18-day series of
advertisements describing the program and including endorsements
from Sens. Clyde R. Hoey and
Willis Smith of North Carolina.
Newspaper also used spot announcements onWRAL, posters on
the newspaper's trucks and stands,
and trailers in local movie houses.
The other newspaper sponsor, the
Memphis Press-Scimitar, currently
is running an ad series plus page
one stories focus :ng attention on
the start of the program this
Thursday on WMC Memphis.
January
May
February
March
July (5 weeks)
April
June (5 weeks)
August
Totals

Television
404,933
409,337
510,561
322,878
309,375
361,152
198,921
397,769
2,914,926

Home Sets
288,723
312,705
357,689
286,164
288,927
297,669
203,868
235,728
2,270,473

SET

PRODUCTION

New '52 Figures Released
PRODUCTION of radio sets
reached a total of 5,823,881 for the
first eight months of 1951, according to the monthly compilation by
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Figures cover the entire manufacturing industry. August radio output
totaled 543,802 sets compared to
563,407 for the same month of 1951.
TV production of 397,769 sets
in August, highest since March,
brought the year's total to 2,914,926 units. In August 1951 only
146,705 TV receivers were produced, less than half the total this
RTMA found 29,671 home sets
with FM tuning facilities were
produced in August. Another 7,532
year.
TV receivers had tuning equipment
for the FM band.
Total radio-TV production for
the first eight months of 1952 follows:
Clock
Total Radio
Auto
Portables
632,455
195,147
80,152
68,433
975,892
106,103
759,453
267,779
175,169
343,314
72,866
110,529
176,003
99,720
748,344
847,946
275,250
115,588
874,253
215,478
128,351
246,909
124,489
205,186
441,736
81,353
95,220
543,802
105,006
108,753
61,295
94,315
5,823,881
1,733,412
947,552
881,444

Right
now, are
WIOD'S
local
time sales
the highest
since 19471... a great record
in view of competition
from 10 radio stations
with 43 local salesmen
and one TV station with
11 local salesmen.
And, we got this business...
not tobyour
selling
ratings"
local"high
advertisers...
but by
'em results!
Askgetting
your Hollingbery
Man for facts!

James M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Co.
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1
JOHN DEHNER, Hollywood radio announcer-actor, toGermany for role in
20th Century-Fox feature film, "Man
on
a Tightrope."
CYNTHIA
MAXWELL, office manager,
KVEN Hollywood, transfers to stacapacity.tion's Ventura headquarters, in same

NEWSPRINT
Expansion Is Off 25%
THE U. S. faces "continuing
shortages" of timber for newsprint
and expansion of production has
fallen about 25% short of the objective, Secretary of Commerce
Charles W. Sawyer told a House
Judiciary subcommittee Oct. 2.
The subcommittee, headed by
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.),
held hearings on the newsprint
situation as a result of an "arbitrary" increase in the cost of newsi print imposed by Canadian manufacturers last May. The Dept. of
Commerce was assigned to study
the problem, with a view to the
possible use of new materials and
expansion of U. S. production facilities.
Authorities have asserted continued shortages could have an unfavorable effect not alone for small
dailies and publications, but also
in the long run for printed media
advertising budgets while indirectlyadvertising.
favoring expenditures fo'r
broadcast
Rep. Celler praised the Commerce Dept. for its survey, not yet
completed, and also warned that
"recurring newsprint shortages . . .
and skyrocketing newsprint prices
. . . are not conducive to the thriving of a free and independent press
either in the United States or
abroad."
NAHB Housing Series
SERIES of 13 transcribed radio
programs on housing has been produced by the National Assn. of
Home Builders, Washington, D. C.
The series features interviews of
prominent figures in the housing
field, and is available for $25 to
$75, depending on population of
area, from the association at 1028
Connecticut Ave. N.W., Washington, D. C.

• 4 ltansons Why
0
The foremost national and local adj^B
vertisers use WEVD
year after
year to reach the vast
^Bt
Jewish Market
g0 of !tIeU'W|io!iliiii XewYork.
1. Top adult programming
2. Strong audience impact
3. Inherent listener loyalty
^■01
4. Potential buying power
siB**^; Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19
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air-casters
CECIL H. gram
SUFFERN
prosupervisor appointed
WNYE (FM)
New York. Other staff changes include: JEAN A. EICKS to script supervisor; DOROTHY KLOCK to TV
supervisor, and ROBERT GLADSTONE to chief staff announcer.
PATRICIA A. SEARIGHT appointed
director of program operations,
WTOP Washington.
HENRY O'NEILL, part-time announcer, WLWC (TV) Columbus, to fulltime announcing staff there.
CHARLIE SLATE to WBTM Danville, Va., as farm service director.
BOB SMITH, NBC sportscaster, to
DuMont TV Network as sports commentator and conductor of Sports
Varieties program.
DOROTHY STEVENS to WLAN Lancaster, Pa. as women's director.
CYNTHIA MAXWELL, former manager of local sales service, WABD
(TV) New York, appointed traffic
supervisor, KGU Honolulu.
NORM GRIFFIN named farm service
director of CKWX Vancouver. RON
HTJNKA, announcer, CHAB Moose
Jaw, to CBX Edmonton, in same
capacity. HARRY RASKY, news editor, CKEY Toronto, appointed producer at CBLT (TV) Toronto.
THOMAS HATTEN, Hollywood free
lance radio-TV announcer, to KTLA
(TV) that city, in same capacity.
BOB HIESTAND, staff director,
KTTV (TV) Hollywood, shifts to
night supervisor.
WILLIAM R. NUGENT, house manager, NBC El Capitan theatre studio, Hollywood, named manager of
NBC Hollywood guest relations department.
JEAN CHAPPELL to WIRE Indianapolis as music librarian, replacing
NORMA JEAN CASPER, who resigned to be married.
BY COLVIG, assistant sales manager,
ABC Western Div., to KNXT (TV)
Hollywood, as assistant promotion
manager in charge of trade promotion.
GERTRUDE BERG, star of The Goldbergs, former radio-TV show, assigned role in Lester Cowan feature
film production, "Main Street to
Broadway."
ROGER RAMBEAUZ, coordinator of
student personnel services, U. of
Denver, to KLZ Denver as promotion
manager succeeding JOHN CONNOLLY, now service and promotion
manager for Lamar, Colorado Buick
agency.
FRANK JAMES, announcer-news editor, KOOL Phoenix, to KPOL Los
Angeles, as announcer.
BILL BRENNAN, program director,
KNXT (TV) Hollywood, shifts to
CBS-TV that city, as script coordinator.

FRED CLARK, who portrays Harry
Morton on CBS-TV George Burns and
Grade Allen Show, assigned role in
Paramount Pictures feature film,
"Here Come the Girls."
• Telecasting

CHARLES DINKINS, promotion manager, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., to
WSAZ-TV in same capacity replacing
HAL SHRIBER who moves to publicity staff, Earle Ferris, N. Y.
HAROLD KEAN and JUDY CARROLL, WJR Detroit entertainers,
presented
of Merit
by city's
chapter of Award
American
Red Cross
for
"outstanding service and loyal entertainment performances before hosgroups." formerly with WBEX
DAVIDpitalACHOR,
Chilicothe, Ohio, and WBLJ Dalton,
Ga., to WCHO Washington Court
House, Ohio, on announcing staff.
CARLTON FREDERICKS, WMGM
New York nutrition expert, to give
course in nutrition at College of the
City of New York and at Brooklyn
College, starting this month.
CHRIS MACK, WNAX Yankton-Sioux
City, S. D., farm service director on
leave to serve Mutual Security Agency as Agriculture Information Specialist, moves base of operation from
Paris to Ankara, Turkey.
DON KRAATZ, Young & Rubicam,
Chicago, to ABC-TV Chicago as executive producer. He replaces JACK
BRAND, who plans to reactivate his
Chicago package firm.
MERRIE VIRGINIA returns to KEX
Portland for Dreamland Playhouse and
Merrie Circle programs.

FRED CUSTER, accountant, C. F.
Braun Co., Alhambra, Calif, (engineers), to KPOL Los Angeles, as office manager.
GEOFFREY WADDINGTON, Canadian radio musical director, named
director of music for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., with headquarters at
Toronto.
MINERVA URECAL, featured on
NBC-TV Dennis Day Show, assigned
role in Warner Bros, feature film, "By
the Light of the Silvery Moon."
WILLARD WATERMAN, star of NBC
radio The Great Gildersleeve, assigned
role in M-G-M feature film, "Remains
DONAL
L. JONES, U. S. Army and
To Be Seen."
former announcer at WSAN Allentown, Pa., father of boy, Christopher.
RHODA WILLIAMS, who portrays
Betty on NBC radio Father Knows
Best, mother of girl, Sept. 30.
GEORGE F. HACK, disc jockey,
WNOW York, Pa., father of girl,
Diane Lynn.

TED SWITZER, NBC Hollywood press
department, father of girl, Jacalyn
Dale, Sept. 30.
MANNY WRIGHT to KBOR Brownsville, Tex., as news editor.

WBNS

Doesn't

Fall

With the greatest of ease
"NET"
. . . WBNS
programming
on the
Back
swings back and forth
from top CBS shows to
locally-produced programs
built around beloved Ohio
personalities. Blessed with
a choice of all the best
CBS talent, WBNS knows
sponsors can't
local favorites
endorsement
messages aimed
Ohio.

miss when
add their
to selling
at Central

ASK JOHN BLAIR
pown
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

OUTLET
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TELEVISION
TRANSMITTER Div.,
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc., Clifton,
N.
J., appointed to represent Kliegl
ment).
Bros., N. Y. (TV studio lighting equipTOP

allied

MARKET

MARKET

DATA

for Counties Covered

by

K-NUZ—
Houston, Texas
Population
(Negro 160,000)
Radio Homes
Retail Sales
Food Sales
General Merchandise
Sales
Apparel Sales
Home Furnishing Sales.
Auto Supply Sales
Bldg. & Hardware Sales.
Food & Beverage Sales.
Drug Sales

1,119,800
327,240
$1,392,525,000
$ 327,587,000
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

164,284,000
103,232,000
82,885,000
103,547,000
123,998,000
96,328,000
42,083,000

5RDS Consumer Markets 1951-1952 for all
market figures.

HOUSTON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
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JERRY LANDAY, announcer-coordinator, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., to TelePrompTer Corp., N. Y., in supervisory
capacity.

arts

ELMAN, vice
ERTent,RIEG
HERB
Montgomery Ward
presid
& Co., to General Electric Co., Syracuse, as manager of marketing for
receiver dept.
ALBERT J. W. NOVAK, manager, instrument dept., sales div., Brush Development Co., Cleveland, appointed
firm's assistant general sales manager.
JULIUS HABER, director of advertising and sales
promotion
for RCA
technical products,
appointed director
of public relations
for RCA Victor,
Camden, succeeding JAMES M.
TONEY,tor ofnow
direcconsumer
products distribution.

Mr. Haber g0N southern div.
FRANK J. SIMP™ v u
sales manager for Thor Corp., Chicago, and vice president, promoted to
sales manager. THOMAS R. CHADWICK, new general sales manager,
will coordinate all Thor sales work.
ROSS DOWNING, manager of eastern
states div. of United Press, named
to new post of assistant general business manager of UP, N. Y. CARL B.
MOLANDER, who formerly directed
business office staff in N. Y., appointed assistant general sales manager.
W. T. DOWDING, radio department,
J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto, to S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto,
as head of sound engineering at
radio-TV center. J. M. SAVAGE, TV
scriptwriter, BBC, to Caldwell firm
as coordinator of TV production.
HOWARD BRIGGS, assistant vicepresident in charge
of Hoffman Labs.
Inc. government
contract office,
Washington, transfers to Los Angeles headquarters
as assistant to H.
LESLIE HOFFdent. MAN, firm presiWALTER
S.
BATES
to A-V
Mr. Briggs
Tape Libraries Inc.
of N. Y.f as sales
representative.
JOHN A. CAVALIERE, supervisor of
commercial service, General Electric
Co.'s cathode ray tube operation,
Syracuse, N. Y., appointed manager
of firm's new
regional tubein
warehouse
now central
under construction
Chicago.
ROBERT FOSTER, World Broadcasting Co., to Audio-Video Recording
Co., N. Y., as sales representative.
J. L. FOWLER, General Electric Supply Co., Kansas City, to CBS-Columbia Inc., as district manager in Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri.
TUBE DEPT., RCA Victor, Camden,
N. J., announces publication of Service Parts Directory (SP-1014), containing schematic diagrams, parts
lists and top and bottom chassis views
for 71 1950 and 1951 RCA Victor TV
receivers.

JOHN MUDDLE, Framingham, Mass.,
appointed sales representative for
New England territory for Henry L.
Crowley & Co., West Orange, N. J.
SPRAGUE ELECTRIC Co., North
Adams, Mass., has released Catalog
31 on transmitter type mica dielectric
capacitors which conform with Joint
Army-Navy specifications JAN-C-5.
JULIUS COHEN, associated with
Washington consulting firm of George
C. Davis, returned from nine months
active duty with U. S. Army Signal
Corps.
BOB WEISS, head of his own public
relations firm, Hollywood, to Capitol Records Inc., as European representative with headquarters in
Paris.
J. J. HARTY, public relations representative, American Airlines, Hollywood, elected president of Los Angeles Publicity Club. Other officers
include: JOE MICCICHE, County of
L. A., first vice president; JOE ALVIN, Carl Byoir & Assoc. (public
relations firm), and GEORGE GOODALE, L. A. Angels (ball team), second
vice presidents; CARROLL SUGAR,
BBDO, treasurer, and DOROTHY
JACKSON, Booz, Allen & Hamilton
(engineers), secretary.
C. B. McGEHEE elected vice president of Truscon Steel Co., Youngstown,
Ohio, subsidiary of Republic
Steel Corp.

7ZAV/0

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS
Corp.,
• • •
£fittijament
Brooklyn, N. Y., announces production of first wide band microwave receivers. Series of four instruments
are available covering frequency
range from 1,000 mc to 10,750 me.
Model RL features AM-FM reception
and AFC.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., announcesbelieved
production ofto new
"personal"in
clock-radio
be smallest
field. Overall dimensions are 5%
inches high, ZVz inches deep and 8
inches wide.
N. C. HEKIMIAN, National Bureau
of Standards, Washington, D. C, has
developed constant-amplitude oscillator providing r-f voltage that remains reasonably stable regardless
of changes in tube parameters, supply voltage, heater voltage or load
impedance. Device consists essentially of conventional oscillator with dinals. ode connected across output termiHI-Q Div., Aerovox Corp., Olean, N.
Y., announces manufacture of highvoltage ceramic capacitors of slug,
disk, plate and tubular types with
voltage ratings of from 1 to 20 kv.
Insulation resistance is of order of
50,000 megohms. Working voltage is
20,000 volts d.c; flash test 27,000
volts d.c.

BEACHES

PEOPLE..

!i II

^\ THE NASHVILLE MARKET (53 COUNTIES IN
MIDDLE TENNESSEE AND SOUTHERN KENTUCKY)
IS COVERED BY WSIX. SEE LATEST
BMB REPORT.
Celebrating A Quarter- Centuri) of Service /

Better
Bui
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE.- A
GEO. P. ttOLUNGBERRY CO.
ABC AFFILIATE ■ 5000 WATTS- 980 KC
WSIX FM 7tf
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WNEW

BALANCE

SHEET

Independent's Success Story Told by 'Fortune'
WNEW New York has been lauded
as "a brassy little station that for
a number of years now has impudently danced rings around its
heavy-breathing competitors."
In its October issue [Closed
Circuit, Sept. 8], Fortune says,
"That goes not merely for the independents— among which WNEW
is generally rated No. 1 in the entire U. S. — but for such giant network outlets as WNBC, WJZ and
WOR (but not CBS), whose elaborate and expensive daytime programs are for the most part outdrawn by WNEW's shrewdly
manipulated drumfire of tin-panalley tunes."
Acknowledging that comparative
figures are not available, the magazine comments that "it is a fair
assumption" that during the hours
in which WNEW pulls the largest
audience, it also rolls up the largest
gross, and with its low-cost operation, earns the highest rate of
profit.
"Along Radio Row," says Fortune, ". . . many have itched to
know just how much the Little
Monster makes. That secret Fortune now discloses . . .
"In 1948, when television was
yet a pup, WNEW enjoyed what
up to that time was its finest allaround year. Out of gross time
sales of $2,540,700, it took an
operating profit of $655,500, and its
net after taxes of $332,600 repre-

Ideal home for permanent tenancy!
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach large wealthy
group who dominate 55% of Midwest
purchases. The KMBC-KFRM "Happy
Home'
' is open
for inspection
Call, wire
or phone
your nearestat all
Freetimes.
and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansa3
City, Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.

• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •
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sen ted a return of more than 25%
on
the station's modest capital investment.
"Then, in 1949," Fortune continues, "WNEW received a shock.
Dollar-wise it was insignificant —
the gross sales slipped by only
$35,000, and operating profit was
down a couple of percentage points
— but to WNEW, whose progress
hadn't been faulted in 14 years,
the writing on the wall spelled
t-e-l-e-v-i-s-i-o-n."
Fortune's article recounted that
WNEW made a remarkable recovery in 1950. "Sales soared to
$2,870,600, and WNEW took a
profit of nearly 30 cents on every
dollar of income: the gross profit
was $839,600, the net, $358,400.
"Though in 1951 sales fell off
to $2,730,900 (these are all October-to-October fiscal-year figures)
the villain was not television, but
a costly flood of the Hackensack
River that silenced WNEW's transmitter in Kearny, N. J., for several
days," says Fortune.
Figures Up to Date
Bringing figures up to date, the
magazine adds, "For the first six
months of fiscal 1952 the station's
sales of $1,429,800 were the highest for any comparable period in
its history, and at the rate secondhalf billings were running, it was
almost certain that 1952 would
eclipse the record year 1950."
Tribute was paid to Bernice
Judis, executive vice president and
general manager, and to Ira M.
Herbert, vice president and sales
director.
Miss Judis' principal admonition
to WNEW's staff was, "Entertain,
and while entertaining, sell." Another terse staff memo Fortune reported was advice passed along by
Miss Judis to time salesmen: "You
are required to earn $10,000 the
first year, and at least twice that
after
years —feels
okay,inhoney?"
Mr. two
Herbert
a similar
way about salesmen. "Two years
ago," Fortune reported, "a WNEW
salesman earning $37,000 a year
was fired. 'He wasn't getting what
he should have got from his potential,' isMr. Herbert's explanation."
WNEW, 10 kw on 1130 kc, has
a CP to increase power to 50 kw.
The outlet is owned by William
Cherry, who also owns WPROAM-FM Providence.
RTES Committees
ROBERT SARNOFF, president,
Radio and Television Executives
Society, has named committee
chairmen as follows: Programs —
Ted Cott, NBC; Publicity— David
0. Alber; Membership — Caroline
Burke, NBC; Attendance — Gertrude
Scanlan, BBDO; Roster— M. H.
Shapiro, BMI; House — Jack Kiermaier, NBC; Legal Counsel — James
Lawrence Fly, and Max Chopnick.
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programs

quested that the hosiery special be
deleted from the Crosby commercials.

proni0|jon

LISTENING'S THE THING

premiums
SELL

MORE

IN THE

SOUTH'S
No. 1 State!

ROGRAM and news departments of WGAR Cleveland,
WLS Chicago, WCAU Philadelphia, KFWB Los Angeles and
WPTR Albany have combined their
efforts to produce a series of four
half-hour shows covering the preelection picture in the states where
the stations are located. Each station has its commentator cut a four
minute analysis of the political
race in his coverage area. Commentaries are built into a half-hour
show by the WPTR news staff and
then returned to the individual stations.
SALUTE FROM CPRN
COLUMBIA Pacific Radio Network saluted the five new CBS
Radio West Coast affiliates Oct. 9
with a special 25-minute program,
This Is Radio, encompassing radio
from 1926 to 1952. Show was written and produced by Ralph Rose
and Gordon T. Hughes. Frank Goss
was host-narrator for KHUM Eureka, Calif., KRNR Roseburg,
KYJC Medford, KFLW Klamath
Falls, Ore., and WKIE Kennewick,
Wash.
PLACE MAT PROMOTION
MOST recent addition to overall
promotion efforts of WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, is the distribution of 200,000 place mats to restaurants in the station's coverage
area. The mats, decorated with
two-color line drawings of various
Charlotte landmarks, have the most
prominent spot devoted to a line
drawing
of WBTV's mountain-top
transmitter.
PEANUT

BUTTER

TIME

ROSEFIELD Packing Co., manufacturer of Skippy Peanut Butter,
is to sponsor a twice-weekly, 15minute show over WBAL Baltimore beginning Oct. 21. The company has used TV exclusively in
that area for the past two years to
advertise Skippy Peanut Butter.
Radio time purchase, it was said,
may be credited to WBAL's merchandising operation, "Chain Reaction," which guarantees advertisers prominent full-week displays
in
the
city's
A&P, American
and Food
Fair217stores.

WVMI BENCHES
TEN benches have been provided
at key bus stop locations throughout Biloxi, Miss., by WVMI there to
promote the station. Back of each
benchters carries
the outlet's
call let-is
and a reminder
that WVMI
"The Gulf Coast's Most Powerful
Radio Station."
STUFFERS SELL WCAP
LAUNDRIES in Lowell, Mass.,
are rotating in distribution of 1,500
bundle stuff ers weekly in their
packages promoting WCAP in that
city, programs on the station and
programs' sponsors. Station relates
that "several pieces of new business can be directly traced to the
stuff ers arriving at the right home
at the right time."
TRIPS TO INAUGURATION
EXPENSE-paid trips to the Presidential inauguration are being offered by WTCN Minneapolis-St.
Paul for best answers to a contest
based on completion of the sentence
"I am going to vote because . . ."
Copyrighted under the title
"Vote-athon" the top three prizes
are trips for two each to the inauguration. Third of the top three
awards will go to a youngster who
writes why his parents intend to
vote.
•— • — • —
•
SUCCESS CANCELS SPOTS
COMPLETE stock of 7,700 pair of
ladies nylon stockings was sold in
less than a week by Crosby Shoe
Stores in Washington, D. O,
through Washington Transit Radio
(WWDC-FM), according to a report from the station. Several
spots per day were used on the station. No other advertising medium
was employed. So effective was the
campaign that store officials re-

AD promoting the slogan "You
can't SEE a thing on KIXL (Dallas)— but it's there!" was run by
the station in the Dallas Times
Herald last week. Layout consisted
of a series of dashes which connected a pair of glasses and the
copy which plugged station's music
programming.
TIES UP PHONE

WCKY Cincinnati received a "cease
and desist" order from the telephone company after the station
offered on three successive mornings 10 pairs of tickets for an
ice show to the first 10 persons
who called in the answer to a
"mystery tune" on its disc jockey
show. The station's switchboard
was swamped and the telephone
company's trouble-shooters finally
identified the radio offer as the
cause for a complete early-morning
change. of the main downtown extie-up
'OUTLAW' DISC JOCKEY
WWPB Miami, Fla., flyer shows
rogues' gallery front and profile
shots of a bearded, Stetsoned, "desnamed "Great
tified perado"
as a disc
jockeyScott,"
from iden3 to
5:45 p.m. Mon.-Sat. on the station. Flyer states "Great Scott"
is wanted for "robbery" because
he "steals" audiences from competitors. "Reward" offered is a
"pleasant spell of listening" for
"catching him on your dial."
WDOD-WESTINGHOUSE

Recent official Hooper Ratings
show WSJS, the Journal-Sentinel
Station, FIRST in the morning —
FIRST in the afternoon— FIRST in
the evening! For the finest in
AM-FM
coverage, it's WSJS
in Winston-Salem.
Represented by: HEADLEY-REED CO.
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TWINS

WESTINGHOUSE
"twins" —anda
Westinghouse Laundromat
Spin-Drier — were awarded to Mr.
and Mrs. W. G. Fulghum, parents
of newly-born twin sons, on Sept.
23, day promotion of the twin appliances began. Patti Hubbs, m.c.
of WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga's
Patti's Parade, as part of the nationwide promotion, tape-recorded
an interview with the parents for
playback on her 8:15-55 a.m. program.

the

comer

of every

stone

.
WNHC

advertising
POSTER PREVIEWS
NEWSSTANDS throughout a 60mile radius of Philadelphia will
feature a different WIP Philadelphia program each week through
billboard posters issued by Quick
magazine. Among programs to be
promoted are The Frank Brookhouser Show, Freedom, USA, the
Villanova gridcasts and shows of
the station's new broadcaster, Paul
Sullivan.

LINES

c

campaign
in New
and

Haven

New

England

represented by/theJ<xiiz Cheney
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TV Facts of Life
(Continued from page 70)
tion is predestined to lose money at three or four rates and finally to
the start. Those with NBC and
"how much have you got and how
CBS affiliations would prosper, he soon can you get it over here." He
said.
urged broadcasters to keep televiMr. Doherty, in alluding to resion in a buyer's market. Once it
cent surveys he had made, said becomes a "seller's" market, he
said, there will be no bottom price.
that in the two top TV-populated
markets — New York and Los AnThe advertising agency buyer,
geles— there are five stations in the Mr. Outler said, is the broadcaster's best friend. They deplore rate
red, two "pink" and the remaining
seven making money. There are
deviations.
seven stations in each market.
Uhf vs. vhf was debated, with
In a discussion of size of TV
Mr. Lodge citing certain unknown
networks, touched off by A. D. factors in uhf coverage. He pointed
out that there can be no uhf power
(Jess) Willard, WGAC Augusta,
in excess of 10 or 12 kw for some
it was agreed generally that TV
networks would be substantially
time, although there were promises
smaller than AM because of high that at least one high-powered
cost of facilities and time. Mr.
transmitter would be on the air by
Willard said that, realistically, it the end of the year. He expressed
had to be concluded that average
misgivings, however. Uhf contemTV networks will not be of more
plates use of drivers for amplificathan 60 or 70 markets, as against
tion up to 100 to 200 kw effective
150-200 market radio networks. On radiated power, with a 10 kw transmitter.
the same theme, multiple sponsorships were predicted to defray
Mr. Lodge predicted there might
costs.
be only 20 or 30 substantially
Another round of discussion cen- powered uhf stations delivered durtered upon the single rate card vs.
ing 1953 and that others might go
separate national and retail rates. on with low power, "giving uhf a
Mr. Marshall contended that even
eye," or would hold off.
the hamburger stand and the flower black
As for uhf coverage, Mr. Lodge
shop should pay the same rate as
said, "it is fine in flat areas" but
the national account on the ground
in the mountains and valleys, it has
that it could buy the smaller unit a "rough time." He questioned
and still earn a return. Mr. Outler,
uhf's ability to "get behind the
who said he had thumped the tub
for the single rate in radio, averred
Same Color Quality
that two rates inevitably lead to
hills."
As for color, it was Mr. Lodge's
view that the quality would be the
same on vhf and uhf. Both use
the same channel width, he pointed
out. As for quality, uhf and vhf
are identical where the signals are
adequate.
Nevertheless, he said that there
appeared to be no reason why an
applicant for uhf should have an
"inferiority complex." He alluded
to the woeful lack of knowledge on
propagation.
Analyzing latest data on personnel costs, Mr. Doherty said that
a study he had just completed indicates the average TV station expends $1,000 per man per month.
In smaller stations, it runs as low
and in the largest, in excess of the $1,000 figure. A small
station can operate with 27 people,
Bon Voyage!
or a payroll of approximately $2,500 a week, he said. This contemplates secondary market operation.
. . . little Bismarck doesn't reaA poll of TV stations in the dislize that candy and flowers
trict showed that W SB-TV has 45
often lead to engagements
people assigned to television only,
and showers. It's a clear case
with others who are interchangeof increased sales in a bright
able; WMBR-TV, 41 fulltime
TV; WAFM-TV, 22 people with
new market when you make
no interchangeable personnel ;
a date with KFYR. Any John
WTVJ (TV), 105 people aside from
Blair man will tell you why.
25 in its film organization, or a
total of 130; WDSU-TV, 83 TV
only (plus 47 in the combined operation) ;and WBRC-TV, 20 to
25 TV only.
Percentage-wise, Mr. Doherty
am
said, his current annual breakdown
of television station staffs, discloses
J BISMARCK, N, DAK, j
41% of staff in technical; 28% program and production; 21% general
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
administrative; 6% sales and 4%
Rep. by John Blair
film.
ROADCASTING
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The

Perfect

Companion

CjrvLLLH^eutJ-C^

Unit

to your

Transmitter

I

■
ii
The sleek, stylish Phasing Control and Power
Division Unit shown above was designed and
manufactured especially for Radio Station
KWTO, Springfield, Mo. It is typical of Continental's high calibre engineering of electronics
equipment geared to meet exact station
requirements. Whatever the nature of the directional array involved, consult Continental for
production of all types of antenna phasing
equipment, custom-designed to meet your specific requirements.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Delias 10, lexos
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Profit- Making
NCAB

Tips

MEET

Given by Knabb
TIPS on profit-making were offered members of the North Carolina Assn.
of Broadcasters at their fall meeting by Jack Knabb, head of Jack
Knabb Adv. Co., Rochester, N. Y., and public relations director of the
Radio Broadcast Management Council, Rochester. The NCAB meetings
were
N. C. held Oct. 3-4 at Pinehurst, *

rcaVktor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your material —
spot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-100, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. B-100, CHICAGO 11
WHitchall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-100,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171
Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!
custom
record
sales ^
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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Using the title "It Takes Courage to Make a Profit," Mr. Knabb
said broadcasters must stand pat
on good program service, sound
sales approaches and adherence to
rate cards.
T. H. Patterson, WRRF Washington, presided at the sessions.
New officers were elected as follows: Cecil Hoskins, WWNC Asheville, president; Jack Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, secretary;
James MacNeil, WTSB Lumberton,
vice president.
Mr. Knabb said broadcasters
often are victims of fear — fear of
losing money and fear that radio is
on the way out. "Salesmen should
sell an idea first, then the program," he said, urging also the
saturation technique by which an
advertiser hits the market hard by
concentrating a barrage of radio
messages over many stations.
Local events such as fires and
emergencies should be covered intensively, atthe same time providing a large and salable audience
that is attractive to sponsors. He
said many local industrial firms
have never been contacted by radio
salesmen.
Mr. Knabb advocated use of
more local participating audience
programs. He said stations should
closely watch changes in local
store and business operations as a
source of potential sponsor contacts. Special sales offer a good
source of business, if properly promoted, he said. He advised salesmen to know the special problems
of each store so they can make
intelligent presentations tailored to
particular needs.
GALS

TAKE OVER
Operate KLAS for Day

IT all started when Fred Stoye,
president and general manager of
KLAS Las Vegas, agreed to help
the Las Vegas Business & Professional Women's Club observe National B.P.W. Week, Sept. 28-Oct.
4. The ladies' request that they be
allowed to "learn something about
the part radio plays in our community" grew until the entire KLAS
staff, with the exception of the engineers, found itself on the outside looking in.
All 36 B.P.W. moved in at 7 a.m.
Oct. 2, and stayed until 10:30 p.m.,
giving sportscasts, making announcements, spinning records,
checking ledgers and selling radio time. The latter was stimulated by a promise of a 50% commission.

STRESS NEWS
Canadian Outlets Urged
CANADIAN stations are urged to
stress their local and wire news
services, especially those given on
Sunday, when few sections of the
country have any other news services. This is a recommendation of
the Press Committee of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, and
was accepted by the CAB board of
directors at its recent meeting.
The committee also has recommended stations obtain press privileges in all provincial legislatures
where they are not granted now;
have news representatives attend
conventions of provincial weekly
newspaper associations, and give
fast, factual and complete coverage of special events, even at the
expense of commercial programs.
Outstanding station coverage of
provincial elections has been found
a prestige and audience builder,
it was noted. CAB's head-office at
Ottawa has other press committee recommendations, including
railway passes for newsmen, and
standard CAB identification cards
for newsroom employes.
RCA

Fellowships

RCA fellowships worth from $1,800
to $2,700 have been awarded to six
young scientists and graduate engineering students, Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, vice president and technical
director of RCA, announced last
week. The winners are: Oscar
Oliver Jr., New York; Hardy C.
Martel, Pasadena, Calif.; Edgar
Lip worth, Salford, Lancashire,
England; Mitchell S. Cohen, Schenectady, N. Y.; Peter H. Lord,
Englewood, N. J., and Edward W.
Schwarz, Springfield, 111.

NEW OFFICERS of North Carolina
Assn. of Broadcasters, elected Oct. 4
(I to r): Jack Younts, WEEB Southern
Pines, secretary; Cecil Hoskins,
WWNC Asheville, president; James
MacNeil, WTSB Lumberton, vice
president.

Cites Radio-TV Support
THROUGH its advertising channels, American business contributed more than $1.5 billion in time
and space to public service projects
during the past decade, the Advertising Council reported last week
in
issuing
its 1951-52 report on its
10th anniversary.
Through the radio allocation
~
plan, the report showed, I
business
L ~
NC to 23
U
gave "major radio
support
O
C
AD
top-priority campaigns" and "addicoverage
to 40TVother
causes"
during tional
1951,
while
advertisers,
agencies valuable
and support
networks
"gave into 18 top-priority
campaigns and extra coverage to
20 Itother
was campaigns."
estimated that sponsored
network radio programs alone contributed more than 4 billion "radio
home impressions" — a home impression being one message heard
once in one home based on Nielsen
figures — while TV home impressions achieved via network commercial shows were placed at more
than one billion.
Local stations, both radio and
TV, made major contributions to
council activities along with the
work done via the networks, the
report asserted.
The 10th anniversary repor-t was
signed by T. S. Repplier, council
president, and Fairfax M. Cone,
president of Foote, Cone & Belding, who was 1951-52 chairman of
the council.

PHILADELPHIA
50,000 WATTS STRONG
. . . SERVING ALMOST
2 MILLION FAMILIES
NBC AFFILIATE

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO STATIO NS Inc A

The women unanimously decided
that "there's more to operating a
radio station and making announcements than we thought!"
BROADCASTING
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Science in Action
(Continued from page 71)
number of local awards from viewwas guest scientist on two proers groups.
grams covering Mars, the moon
In addition the program received
and stellar evolution.
The show is strictly scripted and five national awards in 1951-52
including those from the American
formatted to present background
Public Relations Assn. ; American
and information for the average
viewer. A generous use of visual Banking Assn. ; School Broadcast
Conference, Chicago; Ohio State U.
material is a part of each pro- Radio-TV
conference and the Nagram.
tional Report, American Assn. of
A host narrator, usually a per- University Women.
sonable member of the Academy's
The show has been built as a
staff, is used. This host is always
family show for the participation
a scientist who can talk on a pro- of all age levels. No material
fessional level with the guest. The
has been made in the forcommercial is presented after the changemat since
its origination, except a
topic of the evening has been more extended use of the physical
covered. Following the commercial
properties and facilities of the
is a weekly feature: "The Animal
Academy to improve its presentaof the Week." During this portion
tion.
of the show animals ranging in
While the bank does not reveal
size from a praying mantis to a live the exact budget set aside for the
baby elephant have been shown.
There is a brief discussion of the show they have not cut corners in
its production and the program is
animal's characteristics.
believed to be the highest budgeted
Bank Promotes Show
of any half-hour show in the San
Francisco market. It is also one
From the first, the bank has done of the most rehearsed of any show
everything possible to make the in the area.
show a success. An aggressive adAppeal to schools has been so
vertiser, the institution has promoted the show by means of posters great that well over 200 copies of
each script are prepared for each
and painted bulletins. During 1951
show so that schools can be sent
the entire poster and bulletin sched- copies on request. Many classes
ule was devoted to the show. This
re-enact portions of the programs.
was the largest amount of money
Others hold discussion groups on
spent on outdoor to promote tele- the day following a program of
vision in the San Francisco area.
The outstanding success of the particular interest.
No Summer Substitute
show is indicated in the many
awards it has received during the
The program is on the air during
past two years. In 1950-51 it re- the school months. The bank uses
ceived first place in the San Franno summer replacements.
cisco Examiner, San Mateo Times
While officials of the bank feel
and TV Preview viewers' polls; that it is impossible to give any
was awarded the title of Best Edon the value of the teleucational and Cultural program by figures vision
show to the institution they
the Academy of Television Arts
report that many depositors comand Sciences and was given a spement on the program. The amount
cial program award by the Ameriof mail the bank receives in addition to that sent to the station is
can Assn. of University Women,
felt to be satisfactory proof of the
San Francisco chapter.
In 1951-52 it again received first popular interest in the show and
place in the San Francisco Ex- the public support of its sponsor.
Many problems have arisen duraminer and San Mateo Times
ing actual production of the show.
viewers' polls; best educational and
A special telescopic lens was percultural program and best live show
fected for a KGO-TV camera to
enable the show to shoot the moon.
awards from the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences and a Cameras are often used success-

WDgt
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DAILY

fully on the show to let viewers
look through microscopes at special slides and live matter. A frog's
egg was dissected on the show
under a microscope with the TV
camera looking on through the aid
of a prism.
Animals appearing on the program are always unpredictable.
One night a litter of 91 snakes on
the show managed to wiggle from
their bag shortly after the show
signed off. No studio ever emptied
faster. But Academy scientists did
a quick, thorough job of getting
the snakes back into the bag.
Another time a gopher, being
readied for the program, bit its
handler during rehearsal. A small
amount of ether was used to slow
the gopher down for the actual
show
safely. so that he could be handled

TOTALING
5,000
WATTS

IROADCASTING

GROUPS

343,000

PEOPLE
1260
KC
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MEETING
Sales Clinic Held
SALES clinic and capsule reports
of program and spot developments
from BMI headlined a two-day fall
meeting of the Washington State
Broadcasters Assn. at Chinook
Hotel, Yakima, Wash., fortnight
ago.
James Cox, West Coast director
of BMI, reminded that any TV impact on radio can be offset by
"imagination" for new programs.
Second-day sales clinic featured an
exchange of selling ideas among
station management and sales executives, with Joe Chytil, KELA
Centralia, WSAB sales committee
chairman, presiding at the sessions.
Leo Beckley, KBRC Mt. Vernon,
WSAB president, presided at the
opening business session.
Rogan Jones, KVOS Bellingham,
discussed advantages of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau selling services. William Treynor, NARTB
West Coast office, reviewed services
of the association.
WSAB members were advised of
plans for a state association network to handle election coverage.
Some 20 stations participated in a
similar venture for primary election coverage.
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While both sponsors and executives of KGO-TV are constantly
striving to improve the show they
are pleased with the success of the
present format. They believe it
has earned a place as a valuable
part of the community in the
months it has been on the air.

for

CLEVELAND'S
MAJOR

Mr. Wendell P. Moore, Esq.
Grant Advurtising Co.
Detroit, U.S.A.
Michigan

Radio

Brief

CBS Radio the past fortnight issued a presentation, "Where Network Radio Faces Peak Completion," based on a Pulse survey. It
showed that radio listening in TV
homes is high, that video families
listen to radio during all evening
hours, that more than half of this
listening is to network stations and
that the networks get their greatest share of listening in the peak
TV hours of 8-10 p.m. [B»T,
Sept. 8].

W

C

H S

Charleston,

W.

Va.

ny

NBC
AFFILIATE

IN
DETROIT
*
Owned and Operated
THE DETROIT NEWS

National Representative .
THE

GEORGE Pi H0LLI NGBERY
COMPANY
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CC

actions

OCTOBER

3 THROUGH

OCTOBER 9
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp. -synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 111.
October 6 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1060 kc
KILO Grand Forks, N. D.— CP to
change from 1440 kc, 500 w-N, 1 kwD to 1060 kc, 5 kw-DN unl.; change
trans, location; install DA-N. AMENDED to change DA pattern.
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WERD Atlanta, Ga.; WKOV Maple
Grove, Ohio; KSL-FM Salt Lake City.;
KFAM-FM St. Cloud, Minn.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Extension of Completion Date
KMYC Marysville, Calif.— Mod. CP
which authorized change in existing
facilities, for extension of completion
date.
October 7 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Modification of CP
WCHN Norwich, N. Y.— Granted mod.

This booklet
helps you
choose the
right unit for
your needs.
This free booklet will help you select
the right type, the right size, starting
method, etc. for your particular
cation. Whateverappliyou
need,
you'll
find
it
in
the "U.S." line — for
S\ U.S. builds over 300
)S] models, backed by more
than 60 years
manufacturing of
experience!
UNITED STATES MOTORS CORP. 354 Nebraska St. Oshkosh, Wis. |
Please send me the free booklet on ■
Electric Plants. I am interested in I
rj Gas powered, rj Diesel,
rj Gasoline powered
Name .
Address
I
.City
«aCity
Zone State - M
Page 106
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CP for approval of ant., trans, and
main
condition.studio locations; engineering
WBUD Trenton, N. J.— Granted mod.
CP to change type trans, and specify
studio location in Trenton; engineering conditions.
WFSS Patchogue, N. Y. — Granted
mod. CP to change type of trans, and
ant., and move studio of FM station.
Delete FM
WKRS-FM Waukegan, 111.— Granted
FM.
request to cancel license and delete
October 7 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewal
KPIX
(TV)
San Francisco — Requests
renewal of license.
Change Antenna Type
WBRC-TV
Birmingham — Mod. CP,
which authorized changes in existing
TV, to change ant. type. Ant. height
above average terrain: 898 ft.
October 8 Decisions . . .
By Comr. George E. Sterling
WATR Inc., Waterbury, Conn. — Dismissed as moot petition to amend application since application has been
removed from hearing docket.
American-Republican Inc., Waterbury, Conn. — Dismissed as moot petition for continuance of hearing since
application has been dismissed without prejudice.
Lufkin Amusement Co., Beaumont,
Tex. — Granted petition for extension
of time from Oct. 2, to Oct. 22, 1952,
to file reply to Sept. 23, 1952 petition
to dismiss
Radio
Co. application filed by Smith
KTXC Big Spring, Tex.; KFST Fort
Stockton, Tex. — Granted joint petition
for extension of time from Sept. 25
to and including Oct. 6, 1952, to file
reply brief to exceptions of Chief,
Broadcast Bureau to the initial decision cations
issuedfor renewal
in proceeding
appliof licenseuponof KTXC
and revocation of CP of KFST.
By Basil
Hearing
Examiner
P. Cooper
Pinellas - Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg,
Fla. — Granted petition for authority to
take depositions
of certain
named persons in proceeding
re application
for
purpose of developing facts related to
and bearing
upon
several
issues
specified in order designating applications
for hearing in St. Petersburg.
The Tampa Bay Area Telecasting
Corp., St. Petersburg, Fla. — Granted
petitiontions of for
authority
take deposicertain
named topersons
in St.
Petersburg, on October 6, for purpose
of developing facts related to and bear-

WBTV's
WHO
?
FOOT EDTOWER
562 PAINT
J. M. HAMILTON &CO.
PAINTING . MAINTENANCE
ERECTION . SKILLED WORKMEN
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432 Gastonia, N. C.
1736 Columbia Rd., N. W., Wash.. D. C

ing.
ing upon several issues specified in order designating applications for hearPinellas Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg,
Fla. — Granted motion requesting admission of Baya M. Harrison of St.
Petersburg, Fla., to bar of Commission
pro hoc vice for purpose of taking
depositions
in atproceeding
re application beginning
St. Petersburg
Oct. 6.
The Tribune Co., Tampa, Fla.; Pinellas Bcstg. Co., The Tampa Bay Area
Telecasting Corp., St. Petersburg, Fla. —
Granted petitions to amend applications
— The Tribune Co. to furnish additional
information re citizenship of George P.
Webb; report death of two stockholders,
specify new ant. site, etc. Pinellas to reflect changes in stock ownership and directors, etc. The Tampa Bay Area Telecasting
to reflect
in officers,Corp.directors,
and changes
stockholders,
amend proposal to reduce height of
proposedcation andant.
and address
to specify
exact
for studio
trans. loBy Hearing Examiner William G. Butts
Harrisburg Bcstrs. Inc., Harrisburg,
Pa. — Granted petition to amend application to show new post office address;
reduce requested power to 220 kw;
show reduction in number of board
of directors;
sec. V-C
reflect reductionamend
in power,
and toother
changes set out in amendment.
Kendrick Bcstg. Co. Inc., Harrisburg,
Pa. — Granted petition to amend application to show that effective Sept. 10
license of WHGB Harrisburg was assignedplicant
to Kendrick;
to show
that ap-of
has assumed
operation
WHGB; to show changes in equipment
and ingtype
line,0.15
reducvisual of
ERPtransmission
approximately
dbk
below value specified in original application,
and
other
changes
set
out
in
amendment.
Rossmoyne Corp., Harrisburg, Pa. —
Granted
petition amended
to amendarticles
applica-of
tion to include
incorporation;
show
certain
stock
actions; include new sees. VC andtransVG
covering changes in effective ant.
heights, with resulting change in coverage of proposed television station,
etc.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WIBM Inc., Jackson, Mich. — Granted
petition to amend application to show
correct and current information about
the proposed studio location; financial and legal qualifications of applicant, and other minor changes set
out in amendment.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.,
Portland, Ore.— Granted petition insofar as it requests change in order of
further hearings on consolidated proceedings involving use in Portland of
television Chs. 6 and 8 heretofore fixed,
and that order of such further hearings is now fixed as third for Ch. 6
and fourth for Ch. 8, specific dates to
be as fixed in record of formal hearings on respective consolidated promencedceedings,
on thisinvolving
date.such channels comNorthwest Television & Broadcasting Co., Portland, Ore.— By memorandum opinion and order granted petition to amend TV application to show
certain changes in engineering data.
By Hearing Examiner Leo Resnick
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition for extension of time from
Oct. 3 to Oct. 6 for- filing of proposed

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

findings
of Paramount
Pictures re
Inc.,applications
et al.
October 8 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
KGNO Dodge City, Kan.— License for
CP, as mod., which authorized power
increase, installation of new trans.,
change in trans, location, and installation in DA-N.
AM— 1400 kc
WIHL Hammod, La. — CP to change
from 730 kc to 1400 kc and change from
D to unl. AMENDED to change name
of applicant to Sidney S. Rosenblum.
Change Antenna Type
WJOI-FM Florence, Ala. — Mod. CP
to
change toant.
type from
BY-l-B
1-section
Andrew,
1320-AGE 2-section
Multi-V;
change ERP from 250 w to
140 w.
WHOO-FM Orlando, Fla. — CP to
change ant. type to Andrews 1308, 8section,
54.8 kw. Multi-V; ERP from 59 kw to
WWNY-FM Watertown, N. Y.— CP to
change
ant. type to Collins, Type 37M-6,
6-section
15.4 kw. and ERP from 14.4 kw to
AM— 850 kc
WILD Birmingham, Ala. — Mod. CP
which authorized changes in existing
AM,
increase
power type
from trans.
5 kw-D
to 10 tokw-D
and change
Modification of CP
WMOZ Mobile, Ala.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM for approval of
ant. trans, location at SE intersection
of 3 Mile Creek and St. Stephens Rd.,
Mobile.
Extension of Completion Date
KXLR North Little Rock, Ark.— Mod.
CP as mod., which authorized changes
in existing AM, for extension of completion date.
WSLM Salem, Ind. — Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
extension of completion date.
KWHP Cushing, Okla.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
extension of completion date.
Change to DA-DN
KMYC Marysville,
Calif.— Mod. CP,
as mod., which authorized changes in
DA-DN.
existing AM, to change from DA-N to
Modification of CP
KCHE Cherokee, Iowa — Mod. CP,
which
authorized
new location;
AM, for approval of ant.
and trans,
specify
studio location and change trans, type.
WSPN Saratoga Springs, N. Y.— Mod.
CP, which authorized new AM, for aption. proval of ant., trans, and studio locaWAPL Appleton, Wis. — Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval of ant. and trans, location and
change type trans.
Change Transmitter Location
WKVM San Juan, P. R.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized change in existing AM, to change trans, location
from San Juan to municipality of Guaynabo, P. R., and make changes in DA.
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WPRC Lincoln, 111.; WFLO Farmville,
Va.; WNAM
Neenah, Wis.; KMMO

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

"

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers— station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RA1 DIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
. Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

]ENGINEERS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton A Fats. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.

Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics -Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phono 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
San Francisco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Angela
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WALTER J. STILES
Consulting Television Engineer
1003 Loyalty Building, Portland, Oregon
ATwater 4282
Washington, D. C. — REpublic 6160

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

AM— 1060 kc
Marshall, Mo.
WNOE New Orleans — CP to increase
TENDERED FOR FILING
N power from 5 kw to 25 kw.
Change Transmitter Location
Change ERP
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. — Mod. CP
WICC-TV
Bridgeport,
Mod.
which authorized new TV to change
CP which authorized new Conn.
TV to —change
trans, location from Mills Bldg., Mills ERP
from
81
kw
vis.,
46
kw
aur.
to
and N. Oregon Sts., El Paso to 3d and
182 kw vis., 91.1 kw aur.; change studio
S. Santa Fe Sts., El Paso. Change ERP
location
from
114
State
St.,
Bridgefrom 64 kw vis., 32 kw aur. to 58.7 kw
(Continued on page 111)
vis., 29.35 kw aur.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Member AFCCE *

Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA. 33 Elm Ave.
San Francisco 8. Calif.
Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglas t-SSSS DUnlap S-4871
October 13, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates any photos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Representative business long established, West Coast, A-l reputation. Will
offer
type man 35-50
assist aggressive
general managership
at years
good
salary for investment $25,000 to $50,000
according to ownership interest desired. Present owner has other interests and desires to delegate main
responsibility. Exceptional opportunity.
Replies to financially qualified only.
Box
703R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Commercial manager — Major Southwestern net affiliate wants top man.
Now interviewing. High income, override, car allowance. Send complete details including photo to Box 728R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
CBS station in highly competitive
Southeastern city will add one salesman to present staff. Remuneration
on commission basis with adequate
draw. Write in full giving references
and experience.
Box 410R, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
1,000 watt Illinois independent wants
salesman. Commission, $65.00 weekly
guarantee, car allowance. Personal interview required. State age, experience.
Box
64fiR, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Independent station alone in fast-growing, progressive city, seeks salesman
wanting dependable job with salary
and car expense. Parttime announcing
desirable, not essential. Box 677R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted — Radio salesman for major
Southern market.
Box 696R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Have opening for topnotch sales managerrector
and oranperson
independent
diqualifiedprogram
to handle
both. Must have proven sales record.
Announcing desirable, no shift. Excellent salary plus commission. Only permanent men considered. Prefer family man. Station in New Mexico. Send
references, qualifications, picture, etc.
in first letter opening immediate. Box
698R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Independent in major metropolitan
Southeastern market has opening for
salesman who is not afraid of the
competition. Incentive compensation
assures top earnings to qualifying man
who can produce. Box 734R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced, married salesman will be
given active, established accounts now
serviced by manager. Weekly draw
against commission. Car expense arrangement. Personal interview necessary. WLPO, La Salle, 111.
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing that sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
letter. $80. for 44 hours. Box 900P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer with first phone.
Must have top announcing ability. CBS
station in Southeastern city. Send all
pertinentment,information,
salaryetc.
requiretelephone number,
Box
319R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Engineer-announcer,
1 kw$60.00
Southeast
independent,
TV future.
for 40
hours, IV2 overtime. Send disc or
tape, picture, employment record,
etc. Box 527R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Staff announcer needed for Midsouth,
network and regional affiliate. Top pay
for top man plus good opportunity.
Box 618R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Have immediate opening for combo.
Some copy writing. Send tape and
details if interested.
Box 621R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted neer.
— Combination
announcer-engiAccept on announcing.
Ability
moreic Northwest
importantcoastal
than experience.
town, small Pacifsolid
market. Send tape or disc, full details
first letter. Start $65.00. Box 660R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: An announcer with experience, must have good voice for newscasting and commercials, fulltime job,
good pay in East Texas college town.
night work.
Box 661R, BROAD. No
CASTING
. TELECASTING.
New Eastern Pennsylvania station
needs three combination men. Must be
strong on announcing. First class ticket
necessary.riencedExcellent
salarypositions.
for expe-40
men. Permanent
hour week. Send full particulars first
letter. Box 668R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Announcer — Experienced man for 5 kw
clear in Southeast. First class ticket
helpful. We are not a combination
operation but can use maintenance
announcer-engineer with accent on
voice. Pleasant metropolitan city, congenialground.
staff.BoxTV
audition, back- •
680R,plans,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Progressive kilowatt independent needs
permanent
comboTV strong
ing. Good pay,
plans. on
Wireannounccollect.
Ken Gilmore, KGBC, Galveston, Texas.
Announcer-engineer with first phone
emphasis announcing. $86.40 for 40
hours. Send letter and audition to
KREM, Spokane, Washington.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
ticket with emphasis on announcing.
Send details including audition. Scale
$75.00 a week. KWBG, Boone, Iowa.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Excellent opportunity for good combo
man. Emphasis on announcing, for
morning shift. Contact WDNE, Elkins,
West Virginia.
Announcer strong on news and DJ.
Required to write and air local news
programs. Send ET or tape to WMGW,
Meadville, Pennsylvania.
Technical
250 watt small town Pennsylvania station needs chief engineer. $82.50 to
start. Our employees know of this advertisement. Box 676R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: First phone to fill immediate
opening. Sixty dollars for forty hours.
Southeast MBS station. Box 710R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief and first phone operator positions available immediately. N. C.
Pennsylvania indie daytime AM and
FM. Moderate start, good potential.
Box
727R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Nebraska. First class engineer wanted
for chief engineer position at KCOW,
Alliance, Nebraska. Job mainly technical. Some opportunity for limited
amount of announcing. $300.00 per
month.
Engineer
tana. Car wanted.
necessary.KOPR, Butte, Mon-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class
announcer-engineer,engineer
immediate oropening,
WBHF,
Huntsville, Alabama.
Transmitter engineer wanted. First
phone ticket. Experience not necessary.
Contact Chief Engineer, WCRO, Johnstown, Pennsylvania.
Need transmitter engineer for 5 kw
station. No announcing. Contact Chief
Engineer, WGAC, Augusta, Georgia.
Engineer. First phone. Salary commensurate with48experience.
No •experience— $57.20,
hour work
week.
Contact
F.
E.
Lackey,
WHOP,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
First class engineer with announcing
ability. Eighty dollars weekly. Send
full details to Lester Gould, WJNC,
Jacksonville, North Carolina.
Help wanted: Combination man to act
as chief engineer. Small station. Small
resort town. $80.00. Forty hour week.
For details, call collect telephone number 65, WKAM, Warsaw, Indiana.
Engineer cost
— Control
transmitter.
Salary,
of livingandbonus.
WSRS,
Cleveland, Ohio.
First phone; transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Immediate opening for first class operator. $50.00 for 40 hours. Time and
half for all over 40 hours. Contact
Dan Williams, Radio Station WVOT,
Wilson, N. C.
Engineer with first class license capable of takingstation.
over chief's
job qualifin 250
watt network
Write full
ications, availability and salary reto: Gustave
Nathan,Connecticut.
Radio Station quested
WWCO,
Waterbury,
Chief engineer needed immediately,
some tion.
announcing,
New staCall Paul Reid,good
264, pay.
Hawkinsville,
Georgia.
First class engineer, no experience
required. Will train for combination
work in 1,000 watt independent. Rush
full details to P. O. Box 50, New
Iberia, Louisiana.
Production-Programming , Others
Experienced girl copywriter. Secretarial experience and shorthand desirAbove average
pay. Penna.
timer. able.Send
lots of sample
copv dayand
photo.
Box 278R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Wanted: All-round, versatile, experienced program director for major
network California station in medium
size market. Ability to do play-by-play,
audience participations, ad-lib and sell
on and off thequirementsair.
Above average Box
reand remuneration.
ING.
600R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTProgram director who is capable of
supervising announcing, traffic and office staff in
in one
of our and
group-owned
stations
Delaware
Virginia.
Please reply to Box 687R, furnishing
photo and complete history. Box 687R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Private secretary for general manager,
50 kw Midwest station. Give full details and background, plus salary expected. Box 702R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Copywriter needed at once 50,000 watt
CBS affiliate. Must be able to furnish
background of successful experience,
be competent
stable. Ifandinterested send photo,andexperience
full
ana.
details to KWKH, Shreveport, Louisi-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Managerial
Wanted immediately competent, energetic, good detail man with experience
in television who can qualify as program
managerBoxfor 695R,
new
televisionand production
station in South.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Time salesman for television station in
Southeast. Old established outfit. TV
experience desirable but not necessary.manIf you're
a radio
who thinks
and newspaper
will work salesdiligently, you can sell TV. Character and
references must be tops to be a member of our staff. If interested please
give complete history of yourself and
your sales experience. Every detail is
important to us. We want the man
who wants to work with us and become
a citizen of our fine and growing city.
Excellent climate, schools, churches,
cultural atmosphere, colleges. $100.
weekly and commission. We want our
account executives to make $6,500. and
up. Send small photo. Box 678R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced television salesman for
new station.
Box P94R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Television broadcast technician wanted
immediately for construction and permanent job, experienced in wiring and
trouble shooting.
Send complete inforPaso, Tex.mation to Ed Talbott, KROD-TV, El
Production-Prog ramming , Others
Continuity writer for television station
in Southeast. Established newspaperownedable but
station.
TV experience
not requisite.
Must be desirable
to plan video material as well as
audio. Ability as artist helpful but
not necessary.
Give complete
informa-in
tion on background
and references
applying. Also furnish small photo.
State salary requirements. Box 679R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Experienced executive, knows sales,
merchandising, promotion. Currently
manager of kilowatt independent, with
station agency, network and trade
paper background. Married, family,
college, civic-minded. Area market
trends dictate possible relocation. Serious inquiries
or sales
level treated
with managerial'
complete confidence.
South or Southwest preferred, espeTELECASTING.
cially BoxGulf 691R,
Coast BROADCASTING
and Florida loca-.
tions.
Manager, commercial manager or salesman, don't mind pounding pavements.
Experienced
and smaller
markets. Availablelarger
immediately.
Box 722R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Generalately duemanager.
Available
to sale of
station. immediTwenty
years enviable record both radio and
newspaper.
Five
and
ten
thousand
watt. Sales, programming, employee
and public relations. Finest reference.
Prefer sonal
West
Coast
Northwest.
interview
will orconvince
you. PerWill
purchase interest.
Box
732R,
BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer or program director for
radio or television station. College
graduate, 29. 12 years radio, 9 months «
television, 6 years top-rated morning
man. Operate controls. Successful
time fect
salesman,
too. Draft
exempt. Now
Perrecord. Excellent
references.
announcing Southeastern 10,000 watt,
CBS affiliate. Contact Box 692R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Good, tiful
versatile,
staff announcer,
resonant voice.
Can handlebeauany
assignment.
In
two
haveup ac-to
quired what other menyears
require
ten years. Young, single, veteran, car,
no
floater. Try
me .Lou
. . you'll
buy 1935
me.
Cloverdale
6-5653,
Shabott,
64th Street, Brooklyn, New York.
Network newscaster — a name you know
well — wants to leave New York. Looking for radio and/or
in medium-sized
towntelevision
where hestation
and
his
family
can
put
their
This man came from smallroots
townsdown.
and
can do a job for you as executive and
commentator.
Box 592R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer. Experienced news, DJ,
board operation. Presently employed
New York State network affiliate.
Veteran. Age 24. College graduate.
Prefers Northeast. Box 685R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Staff announcer. Three years commercial experience all phas?s. Available
immediately. Box 686R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Versatile experienced announcer, all
phases, specialize DJ including hillbilly.
Network voice; cprrate console. Draft
exempt. Box 689R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Sports prestige!! Built on topnotch
play-by-play of major sports. Box
BROADCASTING . TELECAST690R,
ING^
Announcer — Experienced all networks.
and commerCollege graduate. News
imDJ. Available
cials my specialty.
mediately. Tape on request.
Box 699R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey, newscaster.
Familiar with control board operation.
Settle small commuexperience.
Light nity.
Single, reliable. Available now.
References and resume. Tape or disc
on request. Box 701R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combo — First phone. Specialize announcing, record shows. Seven years
experience. Prefer North Carolina.
Minimum $85.00. References. Box 704R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sportscaster, thoroughly experienced
all phases. None better. Basketball a
specialty. Top news. Have first phone
for relief. Box 706R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Attention major markets — Outstanding
major
market shows.
radio-TV
personality,
award winning
Desires
change.
Personality DJ, M.C., comic, highest
morning DJ rating. Zany, warm, sindifferent,
voice
etc. 2V2cere,years
TV cue-in's,
experience.
Tapecuts,
on
request. Personal interview. Box 707R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Eight years experience sports and DJ.
AA baseball,
college
football and basketball.
Highest recommendations.
Available now or right after football
season. Box 711R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Announcer — 17 years experience. Prefer
Southwest. Available one months notice. Box 714R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Here is the ultimate in experience.
All phases
radio. results,
Presentlymoney
program
director excellent
making
ideas. Held chief engineer for year,
also excellent results. Full announcing
shift all times. Technical and operaTV education
leading
cal tional
college.
Married,in 26.
Whattechnihave
you to offer? Box 716R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sports announcer seeking permanent
position. Desire change as present work
in
New Top
Yorkplay-by-play.
City doesn'tOutstandinclude
sports.
ing references. Box 719R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Available 60 days. Hillbilly DJ. Third
place winner recent nationwide contest. No pitch . . . just friendly voice,
ideas and ability that does job of
getting listeners. Current Hopper, first,
threeoutlets.
different "A"$125.00
times against Prefour
net
fer Texas orStart
adjacent, weekly.
but consider
right offer anywhere. Want proof and
data? Box 720R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Experienced
position. Withinannouncer,
250 miles permanent
of New York.
Box 723R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
Announcer: Strong DJ, news, commercial, special events. Two years experience plus AFRS. One year sales experience with Columbia Records. Top
radio school graduate. Veteran World
War II and Korean War. Desires
progressive Midwest station. Available
for personal interview. Box 724R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer - disc jockey - sportscaster.
All sports play-by-play. Mailpull proves
disc jockey appeal. Married, one child.
Four years experience. Presently employed, looking for spot to settle with
family. Can start with two weeks
notice. Disc and/or tape on request.
Employer knows of this ad and my
desire for change. Write Ted Work,
Radio Station WBTM, Danville, Va.
Phone Danville 2350.
Announcer-disc jockey, play-by-play
sports. Light experience. Familiar control board operation, settle small community. Single, reliable, draft exempt.
Available now, references, resume, disc
or tape liams,on18 Edgewood
request. John
"Spud"SmithWilAvenue,
town, Long Island, New York.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Looking for colored disc jockey, anefficientman
control
ator? I amnouncer,the
you board
need. operCall
me — the man with DJ technique, possesses slight foreign accent, which
makes me a new personality in radio.
Can also handle the job of program
director. Experience on New York stations. Single — free to travel. Call me
now. Reg Dwyer 933 St. Marks Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y. Telephone PResident
8-5314.
Versatile, experienced announcer. Happilyment.
employed
but South.
interested
Preferably
W. L.advanceMoody,
109 E. 12th, Alexandria, Minnesota.
Technical
Chief engineer to take complete charge
of broadcast and television station.
Consider only professional engineering
position.
full BROADCASTING
particulars first let-•
ter. BoxState
625R,
TELECASTING.
First phone, no station experience,
technically trained, single, veteran, no
announcing.
Box 682R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer — First phone. 23, single, draft
exempt, technical school graduate. Box
7C8R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTCombo man, first phone. Married.
Wants a job in radio and TV with a
future and
5 years
rience.living
Southwest wages.
preferred.
Box expe712R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
AM-FM-TV transmitters 3V2 years, simultaneously. Operation, maintenance,
installation,
proofs, first
directional.construction,
Junior college graduate,
phone.gelesPrefer
VHF
or
UHF
Los
Anvicinity. Presently employed, 27,
family.
Box 713R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
17 years
as producer
tor, TV, experience
motion picture,
radio, direcstage.
Wish an executive position with television
station.
Box
733R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Present television chief engineer desires more favorable connection, particularly
station
struction.withFifteen
years planning
experienceconall
phases radio and television. Highest
television qualifications. Box 729R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
NBC-NU Television Institute graduate
1952, desires position as TV program
director or producer-director. Also,
graduate American Television 72-week
production course. Solid radio backsince 1945,Little
last theatre.
position asSober,
programgrounddirector.
unconditionally reliable, veteran, 33,
family, references.
Box 684R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Newsman, 15 years experience as reporter, Good
writer,voice,
managing
editor, newscaster.
appearance.
Seeks
TV job any capacity or radio with future possibility.
Box
697R,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
TV assistant director, floor manager,
complete knowledge sports, production background. Willing relocate.
Available immediately, references. Box
705R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations

Engineer:
Experienced
all phases.
Veteran. 100 mile
radius New
York City.
Car.
Box
718R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Experienced
studioVeteran.
transmitter
engineer. Good voice.
Northeast.
Notice!
Box
721R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.

Midwest station, AM-FM, 1 kw xtmr,
metropolitan
Desirable
location. Monthlymarket.
net $2,000.
Box 549R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Midwest — 250 w network affiliate. Gross
$65,000. Thriving town. Must sell. Box
675R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

First class transmitter technician,
wishes relocate in East. Over twenty
years experience.
Box 731R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Western and Midwestern stations. Independents, affiliates. All prices. Jack
L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose
Ave., Los Angeles 29, Calif.

Operator. Full or part-time New York.
Presently employed. ME. 5-1301.
Production-Programming , Others
Program director available for station
near New York City. Young, competent
idea man, completely familiar with
production, work well with staff. Anfor major metropolitan
let. Goodnouncertechnical
background, outfirst
phone. Need greater responsibility,
pay . . . about to get married. Box
643R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTProgram director: experience: station
experience from 250 to 50,000 watt as
program director, manager, announcer,
continuity director. Network and agency experience over NBC and ABC.
Will furnish highest references from
past and present affiliations. Presently
program director of leading station and
regional network.
Box 650R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Program director at present with 1 kw
independent. Also network experience.
Family man, 33, in radio since high
school. WestCASTING .TELECASTING.
only. Box 715R, BROADProgram-production-announce,
available October 25, also public relations
and merchandising. Reason for change,
seeking bigger market. Box 700R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Copywriter, no announcing. Over two
years experience, presently employed.
Will go politan
anywhere,
but prefer
metroarea. Available
immediately.
Send full details to Bud Rein, KAYL,
Storm Lake, Iowa.
Television
Managerial
Highly capable TV program director
possesses 10 years heavy TV experience. Ideal for managerial slot new
television operation. Ready to take
over
on month's . notice.
Box 725R,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Equipment, etc.
Used
heavy
duty heavy
guyed FM235'antenna.
tower.
Formerly supported
Suitable for some TV antennas. Dismantled. Midwest area. $1,500. cash.
Write Box 551R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
One complete rectangular 4 tower anpower dividing
and tuning
phasing units,
systemtennaincluding
antenna
meters, sampling pickup loops, and
open wire transmission line accessories.
Contact Stewart, Chief Engineer, Station WAYS, Charlotte, North Carolina.
One Ideco 3 legged self-supporting galvanized 350 foot tower. 20 pound rating, in bundles on the ground, never
erected. Includes base insulators and
lighting equipment. Price $4000.00. FOB
San Francisco.
Box 658R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
360 foot and
new two
3i/8 rigid
co-axMIRCA19113-2.
MI19113-1
elbows
Price $1800.00. FOB San Francisco. Box
659R,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTOne RCA type BTP-1A walkie talkie
microphone used, needs some repairs
$50.00. One Collins 26C limiting amplifier used $100.00. One Bogen PA preamplifier used $30.00. One GE wire
recorder as is $10.00. One Webster wire
recorder used $30.00. Two RCA wire
recorders used $40.00 each. Contact
Stewart, Chief Engineer, Station WAYS,
Charlotte, North Carolina.
For sale— One Westinghouse 10 kw FM
transmitter complete with tubes and
one (1) set of FCC spares, GE frequency and modulation monitor —
transmitter in excellent condition —
less than 5000 hours use, $6500.00. Box
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST681R,
Late model 250 watt Gates transmitter.
Like new $1650. Will crate for shipment. WriteCASTINorG .TELECASTING.
wire Box 688R, BROAD-

For Sale (Cont'd)
Assortment of RF ammeters O-l to
0-12
amps.
used. 10
Johnson
variable condensers
500 E.MMF.F. 3500
and
7000 WV. used. Assortment of RF
coils used in directional antenna sysAssortment of dead
RF switches,
amphenoltem.connectors,
end clamps,
cable clamps, strain insulators, etc. for
open wire transmission lines. 20 DPDT
key switches. Write for complete list
and prices. Contact Stewart, Chief Engineer, Station WAYS, Charlotte, North
Carolina.
Late model projectall complete with
lens, stand and accessories. Takes 3x4
slides. Original cost $1,450.00. Used
three months, $750.00. Write Box 709R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For sale complete basic equipment for
radio station. $7,450.00 or best offer.
(1) 451
A-l Western
Electric
AM
transmitter
complete
with 250onewatt
set
of tubes and 13-40 kc crystal. (1) 731-A
General Radio modulation monitor
complete with tubes. (1) 1C Western
Electric frequency monitor with tubes
less crystal.
150 footdismantled
self-supporting Truscon(1)tower
on
ground. 150 feet of Vb Andrews semirigid co-ax. (1) Western Electric antenna coupling unit. (2) 62-A Presto
turntables with Western Electric 109-A
reproducer
groups.
(1) 72" relay
rack.
(1) Composite
for use
one studio
and
control room
set with
up, with
tubes.
Write or wire Station WOOK, 8th and
I Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.
2500 feet new RG11U coaxial cable
$140.00 M. 250 feet RG17U coaxial cable
in 3 lengths $500.00 M. 500 feet stranded
No. 6 rubber covered wire in short
lengths $3.00 hundred feet. 1800 pounds
No. 8 bare copper wire in short lengths
25? pound. Contact Stewart, Chief
Engineer,
Station WAYS, Charlotte,
North Carolina.
PT6 Magnecorders-amplifiers, 6-N Presto 90-A amplifier. Practically new. Call
or write, Colson & Company, 1122 Jackson, Dallas, Texas.
One kw AM transmitter (used less
than
year) with
type desk
XT-I-A.
4XTIAI,oneconsole
type Model
BC3A
GE.
3
kw
FM
transmitter
type
BT-3A
also modulation and frequency monitors
and monitor amplifier, jack strip and
rack.
500 feet
3YB" becoaxconsidered.
in good
condition.
Termsof will
North Dakota Broadcasting Company,
51-161.1712, Minot, North Dakota. Phone
Box
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy — Station in single station market preferably daytime out of
TV coverage. Write full particulars
and terms to Box 602, Dunn, North
Carolina.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted — Used transmitter for standby. tion.
250 orBox 626R,
1000 watt
in good condi- .
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Want used REL FM receiver. State
condition and price. Tate, WMRC,
Greenville, South Carolina.
Wanted — Locke Pivot tower insulator
25048 or Lapp of similar strength. Wire
collect to XEFB, Monterrey, Mexico.
Need tion5 notkwovertransmitter
ten years inold.good
Alsocondidual
or single channel console in good condition, both commercial. Air mail inrmation to W. D'Orr146Cozzens,
mountain foNetwork,
South InterMain
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Miscellaneous
Individual interested in investing up
to
in small AM-FM
station.of
Give$1000.00
full particulars
and type
agreement desired.
Box 683R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence
correspondence
courses
available. and
Grantham
Radio License
School, 6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California.
First class phone license at our resident
school. Also correspondence course.
Serving the industry since 1937. Write
now for catalogue. Don Martin Radio
&Hollywood
TV School,
1653 North Cherokee.
28. Calif.
(Continued on next page)

records and other revisions of procedure indicated by the Hobbs Act
Appeals Costs High To FCC
(Continued from page 70)
[B»T,
Sept. 22].
Managerial
Sec. 1036 of Chapter 19A of Title
its own photostating unit where
Litigation Division, has explained
-•• — ■:
S5SSS that most all of the general
additional people have been hanMEMO. — October, 1952
5 of the U. S. Code, titled "CertiTo: Station Owners-TV
dling the duplicating of the record,
reallocation proceeding record must
fication of record on review," as
From:
Tounotch
Radio-TV
Executive
Subject: Your future profits
be filed with the court, but in the but some outside photostat work has amended by the Hobbs Act, reads:
I helped put major metropolitan problem station
Within the time prescribed by, and
in the black against heaviest competition past city-by-city portion, only the per- been necessary in order to meet the
three
years.
Can do the
sameon forSales.
you. Programs,
13 years
in accordance with the requirements
deadline, he indicated.
tinent city record need be filed.
broadcast
management
accent
Public Relations. Operations. Personnel. Federal
of, rules promulgated by the court
Three copies of the record are
Mr. Wollenberg said a conferLaws. references.
Can carry Rotarian
tough multiple
Best man.
New
of appeals in which the proceeding
York
and Elk.load.Family
ence may be held with counsel for being prepared, Mr. Wollenberg
Age
39.
Interested
hard-hitting
new
operation
pending, unless the proceeding has
WWSW
to
cut
down
the
amount
of
or older one needing new fire power. Salary
said, one for the District of Co- is
on a motion to disrange
$IO.000-$2O,O0O
bonus over-ride. All record required to be filed at Phillumbia court, another for the Phil- been terminated
inquiries
confidential.Boxand/or
miss the petition, the agency shall
730R
adelphia
court
and
the
third
for
adelphia.
No
such
meeting
with
file
in
the
office
of the clerk the
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
counsel for WISC, WLOA or KVOL
FCC's own use in the cases. About
ss-:."
<-".- ■ .c.^»s>>
record
on
review,
duly
certified, conone more week will be required
has been held, he stated.
sisting of the pleadings, evidence,
Salesmen
The FCC official said four or to complete the job.
and proceedings before the agency,
five staff members have been workThe general portion of the alloca- or such portions thereof as such
rules shall require to be included in
ing full time since early August to
SALESMAN AVAILABLE
proceeding
the such record, or such portions thereof
record tion
starts
with included
the FCC in'
notice
compile the papers and prepare
From 25 0 watt local to 50,000 watt
CBS in 36 months. Now want TV
as the petitioner and the agency,
many for photostating. FCC has of July 11, 1949, the initial realloor TV
potential station. Imaginacation proposal. It also includes
tive worker.
with the approval of the court of
the allocation comments filed in appeals, shall agree upon in writing.
Box 71 7R
For Sale— (Cont'd.)
August and September 1949; the
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
revised allocation notice of Feb. 1,
1950; Third Notice of March 22,
Are you trying to get on the air
CPRN'S PITCH
Production-Programming , Others
1951 ; all general comments and
quickly with your new television
Stresses Nighttime Audience
exhibits, transcripts of hearings
construction permit.
and pertinent city-by-city comHere's the answer to the
raDE-EMPHASIS
steel shortage for you. For sale,
ments. The color TV portion is ex- THE dio WEST
audience isCoast's
67.6% nighttime
greater than
New
owners
deemphasize
sports
coverage.
cluded, but comments on educationerected 400' self-supporting
the daytime audience, it is stressed
Versatile, capable, well-known sports
al TV are included.
director
seeks years
sports-minded
AM or five
TV
Truscon type D-30 tower. Dein a Columbia Pacific Radio Netstation. Ten
wide experience,
The record involves some 32 volsigned to resist thirty-pound
years with present station. All play-byplay,works.including
regionalnews,
and special
nationalevents
netwind pressure in accordance
work presentation, "The Nighttime
umes of hearing transcripts and
Also extensive
with specifications of RTMA.
coverage, plus sales. Excellent references.
nearly 180 exhibits. Processers last Market on the West Coast." It
Can be dismantled and shipped
there are 1,082,470 more raWednesday had identified their showsdio listeners
BROADCASTINGBox 693R
. TELECASTING
at night than during
within thirty days. Wire or
the day.
15,000th page of the record, excludwrite
663R, BROADCAS"
ing the hearing transcripts, with
ING •BoxTELECASTING.
Figures are based on Pacific
more to come.
Nielsen ratings and winter season
I HAVE AN IDEA!
Photostating Expense
Pulse reports from each of four
I HAVE TO:
AN IDEA THAT IT'S A
Wanted to Buy
PROBLEM
Pacific Coast cities.
One estimate of the cost of photoDevelop a fresh saleable programThe presentation credits the
stating
the
record
at
regular
comEquipment,
etc.
ming approach for your station.
Build ratings in your market.
West
Coast's terrain and climate
mercial rates was given as "around
Achieve or maintain leadership in
with creating new patterns in livWANTED TO BUT
the eyes of your community and
After the record is filed with the
your advertisers.
ing, shopping and marketing and
$6,000-7,000."
RCA 77D MICROPHONES,
Sell your product under a new high
courts,
FCC and the contesting
points up that a growing number
in competition.
of
retail
stores are open at night,
TURNTABLES,
in good conparties are expected to confer on
I have anterested inidea
that you'd
be indition.
a thoroughly
- seasoned
with some reporting 35 to 40% of
sharing
of
the
additional
costs
Fred
Freeland
young program executive (with exwhich will be necessary to have the their sales coming from nighttime
cellent background for TV) who has
KLING STUDIOS, INC.
helped meet and successfully answered
record
printed. No estimates of this shoppers. Also noted :
601
N.
Fairbanks
Ct,
Chicago
II.
III.
those problems.
Pacific Coast radio serves 2% as
further expense are available since
I have an idea we can work tothe conferences may bring about
ether— profitably. If you like the
many families as television and
Employment Service
idea, gwrite:
elimination of less relevant portions
even in TV homes, radio has one
BOX 726R
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
before printing.
listening family for every three
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
An exploratory meeting with of- tuned to video. In the three West
For Sale
ficials of the' District of Columbia
Coast states, (California, WashWe have mercial
selected
General,
Comand Program
Managers;
appeals court has been held by repington and Oregon) , there are 3,Chief
Engineers,
Disc
Jockeys
MAKING ROOM FOR TV
resentatives of the Federal Com961,420 radio-equipped automobiles,
and other specialists. Delays axe
munications Bar Assn. to deal with
costly; tell us your needs today.
Used Federal 8-bay square loop FM antenna with
adding
de-icers.
Power
gain
ofinchnine.coaxAlso
available.
audience anof important
between 12out-of-home
and 21%
Howard S. Frazil
1,000
feet
Andrew
3
1/8
with
hangers,
streamlining
of "rules of court"
matches antenna. In excellent condition. Available
concerning such matters as filing of to the family audience.
TV d Radio Management Conrultamti
immediately
F.O.B.
South
Bend,
Indiana.
Will
sell separately or together. Make an offer.
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
W S B South
T, 223BendWest26, Colfax
u « V • u u » yi k» y
• i# •
Indiana Avenue,
An important WLS client is looking for a woman broadcaster who has
the ability to talk to the ordinary housewife on her own level. This
broadcaster must be capable of producing her own show which will
CALIFORNIA
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
probably be along the homemaker type although other ideas appealing
to this same class of audience will be considered.
NETWORK
$60,000.00
These programs will be 15 minute daily shows over some 70 super
SO J. 000.00
power and regional stations.
Profitable independent staAn opportunity is offered to become an associate director of the Home
Profitable network station
Service Department of this client.
tion. Has application for inin one station isolated market.
The salary will definitely be better than usual and liberal bonus arcreased power. Ideal living
Owner wants to sell due to
rangements will be made. Also included will be hospital benefits and
conditions in one of the nicest
other interests. Excellent plant
retirement pension plans.
locations in California. Liberal
and equipment. Financing can
The broadcaster selected must be willing to devote her entire time and
financing.
be arranged.
abilities to any task which will lead to the advancement and promotion
of the client's products.
She must be willing to reside in a Midwestern town of approximately
Appraisals • Negotiations • Financing
10,000 population.
Submit full history and background, salary expected and photograph to
BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
Ray Betsinger, Radio Station WLS, 1230 Washington Boulevard, Chicago
7, Illinois. Do not apply in person.
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
This position represents a permanent placement with a rapidly growing
SAN
FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
organization whose expansion over the past 12 years has been phenomLester
M.
Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V. Hamilton
enal. It is definitely a real opportunity for someone who can meet the
Tribune
Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook
2-5672
rather stringent requirements of the client. Ability to talk to housewives
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-2
on their own level is a must.
Situations Wanted
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FCC

Actions

(Continued from page 107)
port to 6.9 mi. N of center of Bridgeport.
fCC roundup
APPLICATION RETURNED
Y
u
whvf wausau,
wis.—forModextension
cp, which
fronts, Transfers, Changes, Application,
If
authorized
new AM,
of
JIB.
completion date.
»«mm^>»m-»m'm^^^»m'»»mm»»m«»«*»»-m-^»»»mm».»^mm^mmm».^*.» V%
October y9 decisions
Decisions
vcrooer
. . .

of Tampa Television Co. for same channel, and designated latter application
for consolidated hearing with those of
Orange Television Bcstg. Co. and Tampa Times Co. for that channel at
Tampa, which is scheduled for Oct.
15 inion and
Washington.
opinorder Oct. Memorandum
9.
WTOC

Savannah, Ga., and Brennan

&%*£SE^nfcr
tinued on
the hearing docket the Z£
applications of WTOC to change from
1290 kc, 5 kw fulltime, DA-N, to 690
kc' 10 kw fulltime, and of Brennan
Ecstg Co for new AM station on 690

Am iU7U KC
Agreement. Memoran"y C°TSZ
T BA"C
bOX
SCOre
™
™™™h Aii
October 9 Broadcasting
gS'sMSC^
Oct. 7.LogansorderCorp.,
°Plnion and
u '";„„ dum
pZ^IL Hearing
Cps Pending
ii„n„j CPs
Air licensed
Qn A,r
Birmingham,
Bcstg.
Logansport
°n
5 kw to
from Granted
D power Ala.—
to increase
CPWAPI
177 Port> Ind. — FCC denied petition for
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PETITION TO SET ASIDE
REBROADCAST RULE

PETITION to vacate and set aside FCC's new
rule requiring station to report in 10 days to
FCC why it refused requests to rebroadcast
its programs was filed with Commission Friday by Haley & Doty, Washington radio law
firm, in behalf of several radio and TV stations. Petition charges new rule violates Sec.
325 of Communications Act. Effective date of
rule, adopted in May [B*T, May 19], has
been extended to Oct. 31 upon request of
NARTB, NBC and others.
Sec. 325 precludes rebroadcasting without
"express authority" of originating station,
but new FCC rule "takes
petition
what
wasasserted,
obviously intended to be protection
for licensees and completely changes its substance." New rule makes station guilty until
proven innocent, petition charged, pointing
out Sec. 325 "is a recognition of a right in a
licensee to that which is transmitted by it over
the air. It cannot be contended . . . that no
right exists." Practical burden upon stations
in administration of rule also was cited.
BARTON TO NARTB
JACK BARTON, for five years with Capitol
Records in Hollywood, joins NARTB Oct. 15
as field representative of the Station Relations
Dept., reporting to William T. Stubblefield,
station relations director. He began his radio
career as announcer at WFRP Savannah, Ga.,
in 1941, later becoming program director of
WTOC Savannah. After serving as news and
special events director of WPDQ Jacksonville,
Fla., he joined Air Force. Prior to his service
at Capitol Records he was at WTJH East
Point, Ga. Mr. Barton will work out of
NARTB Washington office with William K.
Treynor headquartering in San Francisco as
West Coast representative.
OVERLAP

MADE

ISSUE

OVERLAP between Harrisburg, Pa., TV applicant WHGB and WFIL-TV Philadelphia
was made issue in uhf Channel 27 hearing,
scheduled to start Oct. 15, FCC ordered Friday. WHGB is half-owned by Triangle Publications, licensee of WFIL-TV and cities are
94 air miles apart. Action was taken by FCC
on petition of Rossmoyne Corp., other applicant in Harrisburg, which claimed that substantial Grade B overlap would occur between
proposed WHGB station and WFIL-TV.
ABC STATEMENT
ESTIMATED loss of $659,000 for nine months
ended Sept. 30, compared to net income of
$77,000 (after federal income taxes) for comparable period of 1951, was reported by ABC
and subsidiaries in earnings released Saturday. Loss for first nine months of this year
is after reduction of $336,000 for recovery of
federal income taxes under carry-back provisions of internal revenue code.
WHTN ASKS DISMISSAL
CHARGING overlap with Polan Industries
TV outlet at Ashland, Ky., WHTN Huntington, W. Va., petitioned FCC Friday to dismiss
TV bid of WPLH Huntington. Latter is owned
20% by E. G. Polan. WHTN, WPLH both
seek vhf Ch. 13.
Page 114
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21 YEARS

AGO

TWENTY-ONE years ago— specifically
Oct. 15, 1931— Vol. 1 No. 1 of BROADCASTING made its bow, "firm in its belief in the American system of radio."
The editorial columns carried this
statement:
"Frankly, the editors of BROADCASTING in this issue and in the columns of
succeeding issues intend to play nobody's
'game' but that of the broadcasting industry as a whole. This periodical has
not been conceived as the spokesmen for
any one network, any one station or any
particular group."
The lead article in this first issue presented astatement by Maj. Gen. Charles
McK. Saltzman, Chairman of the Federal
Radio Commission, calling U. S. broadcasting the best in the world and urging
improvement of programs to keep pace
with technical advances.
Philip G. Loucks, then managing director of the NAB, forecast a record
attendance at NAB's approaching ninth
annual convention at Detroit, with President Herbert Hoover addressing the convention by remote control.
Among headlines were these:
Columbia Scouts Independents' Fears
of Replacement by system of Boosters
WMAQ
Hedges to Remain in Charge of
New WCAU Studios to Cost $350,000
Nine Stations Given Maximum Power
(50 kw)
Danger Signals Ahead of the Broadan article by Henry Adams Beltry lows,casters,
CBS vice president
Power of ICC to Rule on Rates for
Broadcasting to Be Tested!
Census Shows Radio's Hold on CounA lot of electrons have poured out of
radio and TV transmitters since BROADCASTING published its first issue. The
industry's spectacular growth has been
carefully recorded in the 21 ensuing
This dedicatory pledge in Vol. No. 1
years.
still stands, "To the American system
of free, competitive and self-sustaining
radio enterprise, this new publication,
accordingly, is dedicated."
BARTLEY WARNS EDUCATORS
FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley last Friday
sounded note of warning to educators in talk
before Annual Study Conference of Alabama
Assn. of Broadcasters, U. of Alabama campus,
Tuscaloosa. "I must say frankly that unless
the next several months reveal substantially
greater activity on the part of the educators
in acquiring and using the channels now set
aside, there will be slight basis for justifying
all of the 242 channels now reserved for education," said Comr. Bartley. He advised educators "to wake up to these new opportunities
in television, and wake up promptly. . . ."

PEOPLE...
EDWARD M. KEATH, radio and TV director
and columnist of St. Louis Globe-Democrat for
past three years, joining WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., as director of news and special
events. He formerly was newswriter with NBC
in Chicago and in 1949 was program director
of Reviewing Stand, Mutual forum.
city.
RALPH
T. WINQUIST, Bridgeport, Conn.,
engineer, named chief engineer of WICC that
WILLIAM G. SIEBERT, secretary-treasurer
of WJR Detroit and serving 24th year at station, celebrates 25th wedding anniversary
Oct. 15.
<j
JULIAN PACE, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to |
Benton & Bowles, same city, in TV copy department.

Radio

Best Buy

(Continued from page 5)
someday
greatest
of them all,"
but
said itmay
will be
not "the
replace
any medium.
Broadcasters haven't had to sweat for sales,
he recalled, advising them to sell by factual
presentations "made available to salesmen by
able
and over
network
Moststation
concern
radiomanagements."
centers on night
periods, he said, with daytime radio "doing just 1
fine and indications are it will do even better."
"Our timebuyers tell me that recently orders
for spot time have increased an impressive
amount," he said. "Looking it squarely in the
eye, nighttime radio is not delivering anywhere
near the audiences it should in metropolitan
centers where there are TV stations. A more
accurate measurement of radio listening will
undoubtedly raise the total audience figures^
but TV audiences, without question, will continue to be considerably
greater
thanthey
radio."
Referring
to cost of TV,
he said
are '
"of tremendous concern" and program-station i
lineup involves "a couple of million dollars a
year
if weclient
are who
real said
careful."
mentioned
a BBDO
his TVHe show
he is ,
adding over and above radio costs about three
times as much per broadcast as his radio
He predicted, on basis of consensus of many
program.
people, radio and TV will each emerge as
strong national media, complementing and supplementing each other.
"The best unduplicated media buy available
to advertisers is a combination of radio and
TV," he concluded, with "duplication at a
Aubrey Williams, radio-TV director of Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans, said agenminimum."
cies need more sales ammunition, comparable
to magazines and newspapers. Agencies could
get more radio-TV money from clients with i
better research, especially in TV, he added.
He commended ARBI tests of radio's ability to
sell goods in retail stores and urged stations*
to keep distributors and dealers convinced of !
value of radio and TV as advertising media.
In morning AM panel delegates covered >
wide list of problems. Participants included
Wiley Harris, WJDX Jackson, Miss.; Harold
Wheelahan, WSMB New Orleans; John Hart,
WBIR Knoxville; Earl H. Smith, WLCS Baton
Rouge, La., and John Vath, WLOU Lake
Charles, La.
WVJS PETITION
WVJS Owensboro, Ky., petitioned FCC Friday
to assign vhf Channel 9 to Hatfield, Ind., 11^
miles from Owensboro. No other city is affected, WVJS said.
BROADCASTING
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It's easy to be rating-smart and
dollar foolish, if you don't take
a second look at the best way to
reach the big, booming San
Antonio market.
There might be some argument
on which is San Antonio's
Number One Station. You'd
have to specify how, when, and
where. But there is NO ARGUMENT over which station is
the BEST BUY! It's KTSA on
every count . . . morning, noon,
and night! It's KTSA

for the

big CBS
program
s! It'se KTSA
for
the most
complet
news
coverage! It's KTSA for real
service and quality operation
on both AM and FM! It's
KTSA for the local coverage
and

merchandising

two

great metropolitan news-

that only

papers can give!
Be Dollar-wise! Why pay 57%4
more for less than a 1% greater
share* of the audience?
+ Average Class A basic rate
* San Antonio Pulse Report

RADIO SERVICE OF THE SAN ANTONIO
Nationally by FREE & PETERS, INC.

EXPRESS AND

EVENING NEWS

BROADCASTING

TELECASTING

announcing

Single Rate
Ian Studied
Page 23

Stressed
r 'S3 Autos
Page 25

"the
2 for 1 plan"
This plan permits you to air
your shows simultaneously on
WOR-TV,

New

York, and

WFIL-TV,

Philadelphia, at

less cost than New York TV
alone ... on some stations.

Stations Are
landling Politics

WOR-TV

Page 28
New

York

Giveaway Case Set
For Court
Page 31

+

JFIFfi: A STING
WFIL-TV

Begins on Page 63

Philadelphia

Now

you can get profitable

sales results in the world's
richest TV area. . . a two-city
market where a full fourth of
the nation's TV families live.

Get complete data
today on this new
route to the heart
of TV America!
In New York
WOR-TV SALES
1440 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y.
LOngacre 4-8000
In Philadelphia
WFIL-TV SALES
45th and Market Street,
. Philadelphia 39, Pa.
EVergreen 2-4700

WMBG
SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS

. . .

WCOD
WTVR

Motorists watch for the red and white
Amoco oval sign of greater value as they
travel through the 19 states from
Maine to Florida. They know that Amoco-Gas,
Permalube Motor Oil, and other products
of the American Oil Company are the quality
result of expert and rounded knowledge.
Virginians see in Havens & Martin Stations
(WTVR, WMBG, WCOD) the same calibre of
know-how in radio and TV broadcasting.
That's why they look to
Havens & Martin Stations for
their entertainment and public service.
Together, Havens & Martin Stations comprise
the first complete broadcasting institution
of the South. Today they represent the
most efficient way to sell Virginians.

WMBG
FIRST

STATIONS

OF VIRGINIA

**

WCOD

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the onfy
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

™

WTVR

it will
to

find

about

pay

you

out

more

PAT

WARD

Columbus, Ohio loves Pat Ward
and her woman's participation programs; you will, too, when you see
what she does to your sales chart
in this rich Central Ohio market.
Write today for full details.
★ RADIO
★ TV
★ NEWSPAPER

an

COLUMBUS

OHIO

National Representative
Headley-Reed Co.

EDWARD
Edward Lamb Enterprises, Inc., New York Office, Hotel Barclay, 111 E. 48th Street
Home Office, 500 Security Bldg., Toledo, Ohio

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14. 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

The largest stockyards east of Chicago
— Lancaster, Pennsylvania's Union Stockr
yards, serving Reading, York, Harrisburg,
Lebanon and other areas — overflowed
with a profusion of pigs one day recently.
Occasion was the Lebanon-Lancaster
County 4-H Pig Round-up and Sale, and
naturally, a WGAL-TV crew was on hand
to bring the day's highlights to the many
interested farm families in WGAL-TV's
large Eastern Pennsylvania viewing audience. The camera followed Tom King,
livestock specialist from Penn State College, ashe judged the pigs, and also caught
a glimpse of young Lorraine Eshleman, of

Lebanon, with her carefully tended entry.
Both on its news shows and its popular
"Television Farmer" show, WGAL-TV
took its farm viewers straight to the scene
of the round-up, gave them a clear and
complete story of this interesting agricultural event.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster
Pennsylvania
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCol lough, Pres.

Represented by
ROBERT
New York
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^AMAZING REPORTS of attempted blackmail upon legitimate applicants for TV facilities are reaching Washington. It works this
way: Individual confronts unopposed TV applicant and threatens to file for same facility,
thus throwing it into hearing, unless he (1)
is paid off (recently one request was for $20,000) or (2) is given interest in applicant
company.
FCC. RE ABOVE, is not unaware of shakedown attempts, which are called "strike applications." While no official cases have come
before it, FCC is on look-out, and it informally
admonishes stations to steer clear of such propositions. Such abuses, it's argued on FCC's
behalf, stem from manpower shortage which
delays handling of applications which are uncontested and plays into hands of shake-down
artists.
GREY ADV., New York, conferring with
Alfred Hollender, partner of Louis G. Cowan,
program package firm, New York, on possibility of taking on additional task of handling
radio and television for agency.
RECONTROL of radio-TV parts without hearing last week by OPS has caused concern
among Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. members.
^It is learned that OPS is checking recent price
boosts on radio and TV receivers although
sets are still below "ceiling prices." OPS originally took into account two price jumps when
it decontrolled receivers and parts last August
(see story page 62.)
MUNN, MULLAY & NICHOLAS Inc., Columbus Advertising agency, has named Wyatt &
Schuebel, New York, as its radio and television department effective immediately. First
assignment on new account for W&S is radio
spot campaign for Detergents & Corp. (makers
of "all" washing machine detergent) . "all"
campaign is being prepared by W&S for early
November launching date.
TAKING PRACTICAL approach to Voice of
America, plans were devised last Wednesday
at meeting of Radio Advisory Committee of
U. S. Advisory Commission on Information,
to implement and consolidate Voice operations,
notably in technical phases. Meeting first
with Dr. Alfred H. Morton, newly appointed
Voice head and like most sessions involving
State Dept., was classified. Involved in technical streamlining may be consolidation of certain short-wave beams, improvement of plants,
and counter-measures on jamming. Restated
was government preference for operation of
transmitters through private licenses. Committee members include T. C. Streibert, General Teleradio board member, chairman; John
PI. DeWitt, WSM, technical subcommittee
chairman; Charles R. Denny, NBC; Howard
S. Meigham, CBS; Charles Crutchfield, WBT;
;Jack Harris, KPRC; G. Richard Shafto, WIS;
:ill Fay, WHAM; Don Fedderson, KLAC.
IwiTH UPCOMING elections, there will be
expected deluge of requests from daytime stam t ons to FCC for authority to operate all night
(Continued on page 6)
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CBS GETS PRICES
CBS RADIO querying affiliates on their
charges for 30, 60, and 90-second local cut-ins,
explaining they're bringing records up to date
to be in better position to aid advertisers who
want to implement network coverage by buying, at local level, extra spots within their own
network shows.
OGDEN IN NBC POST
APPOINTMENT of Clifford Ogden, former
vice president and general manager of the
broadcast division of Capitol Records, as supervisor of NBC's West Coast TV film sales
is to be announced today (Monday) by John
D. Cron, national sales manager for NBC television films. Mr. Ogden, currently developing
his staff and sales plans from NBC Hollywood
offices, will have charge of promoting sales of
such NBC films as Hopalong Cassidy, Dangerous Assignment, Lilli Palmer Show, and Douglas Fairbanks Jr. Presents in western half of
U. S. He is slated to fly to New York tomorrow
to confer with Robert W. Sarnoff, vice president in charge of NBC television film division,
and Mr. Cron.
ABC CHICAGO MEET
RATES CAME in for additional comment in
Chicago Friday as ABC conducted its third in
series of five regional meetings for affiliates.
Hosts at Blackstone Hotel were Robert E.
Kintner, ABC president; Ernest Lee Jahncke
Jr., assistant to president; Charles T. Ayres,
vice president, radio network; Ted Oberf elder,
director of radio owned stations; Alfred R.
Beckman, national director, AM-TV station
relations, and John H. Norton Jr., ABC Chicago vice president.
NEW NARTB TV MEMBERS
THREE new television stations have joined
NARTB, bringing membership to 93, President Harold E. Fellows announced Friday.
New members are KFEL-TV Denver ; W WLP
(TV) Springfield, Mass., and KDUB (TV)
Lubbock, Tex. All are post-freeze stations.
FCC

Source

Disclaims

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

RADIO SPOT TEST # Gerber's Baby Food
planning 13-week test radio spot announcement
campaign directed at farm wives. Ten announcements tobe used weekly. If successful,
full-size campaign will be undertaken. Agency,
D'Arcy Adv., N. Y.
SIXTY-MARKET DRIVE # Crosley Div. of
Avco Mfg. Corp. (TV sets), through BBDO,
N. Y., planning three-week radio spot announcement campaign to start Nov. 17 in 60
markets. Minutes and station breaks will be
used.
EARLY NEXT YEAR • U. S. Time Corp.,
through Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y., will use 104
announcements for radio campaign to start
early next year. Agency is considering personality shows in smaller markets.
SWITCH CAMPAIGN # Electrolux (vacuum
cleaners) cancelled its current radio spot campaign in 102 markets last week and will use
money thus saved in another, six-week campaign in 20 new radio markets. Agency,
BBDO, N. Y.
GOP IN NEW YORK % New York Republican State Committee sponsoring speeches on
behalf of Eisenhower-Nixon-Ives ticket by Gov.
Thomas E. Dewey over nine New York state
CBS Radio affiliates tomorrow (Tuesday) from
6:15-6:30 p.m. EST and by Sen. Irving M.
Ives (R-N. Y.) over six New York state CBSTV affiliates tomorrow (Tuesday) from 7:157:30 p.m. EST.
EISENHOWER TALK % Citizens Committee for Eisenhower-Nixon signs for 11-12 midnight election eve on CBS-TV for talk by Gen.
Eisenhower.

Interest in GOP

Schedule;

Stations Attack Ball 'Scare Tactics1
looked like effort to "scare licensees."
CHARGE "volunteer" Democrats are trying
to frighten radio and TV stations into giving
"Any licensee should understand that if the
Commission wants information it will ask for
them details of Republican radio-TV plans for
final two weeks of Presidential campaign was
it directly," this official said. "We wouldn't
made Friday as 300 outlets received telegrams
ask any political organization to get this information for us. The purpose of this inin which FCC's name was used repeatedly.
quiry should be so apparent as not to fool
In sequel to FCC's denial of Democratic
any licensee. It looks like a smoke-screen effort
group's demand that it investigate so-called
to Moreover
learn Republican
Republican radio-TV spot blitz [B*T, Oct..
it was plans."
pointed out regulations
13], George W. Ball, executive director, Nasimply provide stations shall maintain records
tional Volunteers for Stevenson, contacted
on political broadcasts for "public inspection."
radio-TV outlets in 63 "critical" counties
This does not require them to answer questionwhere organization contends GOP will conduct
naires from private interests or to supply data
pre-election
saturation
drive
[Closed
Circuit,
Oct. 13].
on "future" business commitments.
. It was learned that FCC informally had
Mr. Ball told Broadcasting • Telecasting
been queried by combined broadcasters in one
there was no intent to coerce or mislead stations.
large city and had advised them they are
(Continued on page 98)
No official comment was available at FCC
but one highly placed figure told Broadcasting
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
• Telecasting
that Democratic telegram
October 20, 1952 • Page 5

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5 )

TV COST STUDY URGED
BY NARTB DISTRICT 2
NARTB asked to appoint committee to study
TV costs and advertising values as basis for
realistic TV station rates in resolution adopted
Friday by District 2, meeting at Westchester
Country Club (early story page 24).
Proposed by R. B. Hanna, WRGB (TV)
Schenectady, resolution followed discussion of
rates by panel comprising Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, chairman; Raymond
F. Guy, NBC; Irving Rosenhaus, WATV (TV)
Newark; William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester;
Paul Adanti, WHEN (TV) Syracuse; Richard
P. Doherty, NARTB.
In discussion of UHF, Mr. Guy reported
terrain is very important, with probability
that wherever there is optical shadow there
will also be radio shadow. Portland, Ore.,
with city on plain but with adjacent hilltop
antenna site, is ideal for UHF, he asid.
Resolution that since broadcasters have little
or no protection against increases in operating
costs, present policy of allowing 12 months
rate protection to advertisers should be cut
to 180 days was adopted. Resolutions committee headed by William Doerr Jr., WERR
Buffalo, with Charles Phillips, WFBL Syracuse; Mr. Hanna and Craig Lawrence, WCBSTV New York, as members.
FILED

AT

FCC

ALTHOUGH no new applications were submitted to FCC Friday, there was one amended
application tendered, one request from existing
station for power increase and one engineering section for new TV station application
filed which had been omitted when application
was filed earlier in week.
Application Amended
Kansas City, Kan.— The KCKN Bcstg. Co., uhf
Ch. 5, ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural. Change antenna height above average terrain to -774 ft., above
ground to 704 ft. [For application, see B.T, July 14.]
City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 186. (Applicant
seeks Kansas City., Mo., channel.)
Requests Power Increase
(TV)CP Utica,
N. Y.— ERP
Copperto 221.8
City Bcstg.
Co.,
vhfWKTV
Ch. 13.
to increase
kw visual,
118.5 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
794 ft., above ground 447 ft. Transmitter GE.
Estimated cost of new equipment $83,590.
Engineering Sections Filed
Wausau, Wis. — Wisconsin Valley Television Corp.,
vhf Ch. 7, ERP 100.5 kw visual, 60.4 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 748 ft., above
ground 474 ft. Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter location 4 mi. SW of Wausau on Rib
Mtn. Road, on Rib Mtn., near site of WHRM (FM).
Geographic
coordinates
44° 55'page
03" 97.]
N. Lat.,
40' 30"
W.
Long. [See
application,
City89°priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 160.
AFTRA

DEADLOCK

AFTRA negotiations with Chicago's five Class
A stations came to deadlock Thurs., with managers issuing "final offer", no change from
contracts now effective and which expire Oct.
31. Union seeks adjusted pay for commercials
plus fringe benefits. AFTRA and NABET
engineers' union studying dismissal of 11 engineers, five announcers and sound effects man
from WGN, which slashed its staff by about
40 earlier in week (see earlier story).
PEOPLE ACT SERIES
REBROADCAST use by 183 stations in U. S.
and Canada of The People Act series, originally
offered on CBS Radio, was announced last
week by People Act Center. Series was one of
initial presentations of TV-Radio Workshop
of Ford Foundation.
Page 6
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to cover balloting. Several years ago FCC1
abolished such special temporary authorizations (STA) and, it's said, it will stick to its]
guns this time, too, in view of fact that virtually entire country can get election service
from regularly licensed stations without upsetting allocations pattern.
In this Issue—
IS a single rate for day and evening
time in radio's future? ABC thinks so
and is revising its rate card to that
end — target date: Next April (Paae
23). A Foote, Cone & Belding executive thinks it will be common practice
in a year (Page 24). Raymond Spector thinks it should be done now
(Page 2k).
MBS revises rates to meet the competition with other radio networks. There's
one unique angle in Mutual's plan:
Differentials in charges in TV and
non-TV markets. Page 23.
TEN auto makers are planning heavy
radio spot campaigns to announce the
introduction of new models. Page 25.
NARTB and American Assn. of Advertising Agencies adopt standard TV
spot contract form. It's the result of
a two-year job by both organizations.
Page 25.
RADIO and TV can both survive if both
conduct themselves intelligently. That's
the message of a man who handles
$35 million worth of radio-TV accounts — Arthur Pryor of BBDO.
Page 27.
HOW do stations really handle politics?
A national survey conducted for a
Ph.D. degree by a practicing broadcaster gives the answers. Some will
surprise everybody. Page 28.
THE election won't be won by the bigger broadcast audience rating, but
some new Nielsen figures on comparative broadcast performances by the
Presidential candidates are the subject of close study by the politicians.
Page 29.
COURT test of the three-year-old FCC
rules against giveaway programs may
finally come in December.
Page 31.
NARTB District 3 demands investigation of embargos on radio-TV coverage of public and sports events.
Page 4.2.
NATIONAL
Collegiate says
Athletic
Assn.'s
television chairman
subscription
television will enable colleges to telecast football games without losing
their shirts at the stadium box-office.
Page 65.
FCC grants three vhf and two uhf commercial stations. Page 65.
Upcoming
Oct. 20-22: IRE-RTMA
annual meeting.
Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Oct. 20-23: Financial Public Relations Assn.
annual convention, Coronado, Calif.
Oct. 28-29: AAAA
Eastern Conference
(New York, New England & Atlantic
Councils) fall regional convention,
Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Nov. 6-7: NARTB
Radio
Standards of
Practice Committee, NARTB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
(Other Upcomings, Page 86)

IN RAMPANT rumor category last week:
That some affiliates might attempt to sue
works on rate cuts, (2) That FCC might
dertake investigation of so-called monopoly

(1)
netun- ]
TV

stations,phase
(3) That
enter mass
pro-: '
duction
of TV FCC
grantswillanytime.
Answers
(1) There's been wild talk, but no action by ,
any responsible group of affiliates; (2) Nothing to it since FCC realizes licensees were not :
responsible for such situations and those in
larger markets would welcome competition
anyway; (3) Can't be done because of manpower shortage and it's likely that grants will
trickle out in lots of several to about dozen
per week.
ROY HOFHEINZ, former county judge and
part owner of KTHT Houston, KSOX Harlingen and KACE Dallas, is one of four candidates for mayor of Houston. According to informed sources, he stands excellent chance of
succeeding Mayor Oscar Halcomb, who has
served 28 years and who is supporting militant
broadcaster-attorney. Each candidate is using
seven video
quarter-hours
on KPRC-TV, Houston's
only
outlet.
"SOFT FREEZE" on TV, imposed Oct. 15
and which stops designation for hearing of
applicants seeking same facilities until Commission catches up on current hearing backlog,
should not run more than two months according to inside FCC estimate. At that time, it's
calculated, FCC will resume designations and
hopes also to have additional manpower assigned to work to handle current volume.
NEW TV station in Lubbock (Ch. 13) has
been assigned call KDUB (TV) and already
has entered primary affiliation with CBS-TV.
Licensed to Texas Telecasting Inc., operation
is Leaded by W, D. (Dub) Rogers, former head
of KEYL (TV) San Antonio and former
NARTB TV director. Target date not yet set
but DuMont equipment already in hand, with
ground broken last week.
PRESS FREEDOM (and radio, of course)
which has been taking drubbing in non-democratic nations, appears headed for more trouble.
There are ominous reports from both Iran and
Chile which are causing our diplomats concern.
PRESUMABLY anticipating hot time in Congress next session on radio-TV broadcasts of,*
committee proceedings, Sigma Delta Chi, national journalistic fraternity, has scheduled
forum on overall topic at its 33d National Convention in Denver. Among scheduled participants are: Ted Koop, associate director of
news, CBS Radio, Washington; William Ray,
manager, news, press & public affairs, NBC
Chicago; Charles Campbell, British Information Service, Washington, and E. Ray Campbell, attorney and president of Denver Post
Printing & Publishing Co.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98
BROADCASTING
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AM

Clear

at

the

Savannah

River

imic

Energy

Plant!

Yes, Mr. Time Buyer, the multibillion dollar Atomic Energy Plant up
the Savannah River in South Carolina does lie within WSAV's 79
county, 3 state, half a billion plus market.
And tremendous as it is, this is just another segment in the vast and
vastly expanding Savannah Seaboard Market. To sell all of it, use the
station that sells best because it serves best on the long-range frequency
of 630kc. You'll reach 4 times more area, 3}/> times more people
than any other medium can deliver.
Make us prove it!

630 Ice.
5,000Tim*
watts
Full

in Savannah WSAV
REPRESENTED
- MS-

BY
SOUTHEASTERN
REPRESENTATIVE:
HARRY E. CUMMINGS
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING

grater

is

Both national and local
advertisers have found
WDOD

the best Chattanooga

station to get the greater
share of the market's
sales volume.

noW
on the air twenty-four
hours a day

AM-5,000
wdod
CHATTANOOGA'S

FM-44,000
PIONEE R

Paul H. Raymer
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watts

STATION

Company

Agency
Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotion, Premiums
Strictly Business
Telestatus
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 63

14
58
60
52
89
95
16
80
54
12
14
18
52
83
16
76
86

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Pat
Nickens, Blanche M. Seward, Wanda Speights;
Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Sales Manager; George L. Dant, Adv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
READERS'
SERVICE:
JOHNSheila
P.
COSGROVE, AND
Manager;
Elwood
M. Slee,
Byrne, Ernest Kanelopoulos, Betty Jacobs, Walter
Cotter.
NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza
5-8355. Florence
EDITORIAL:
Rufus Editor;
Crater, Rocco
New
York Editor;
Small, Agency
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor R. Manning, Assistant to Advertising Director; Kenneth Cowan, Advertising Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOU.YWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
Vine,
Zone
28,
HEmpstead
8181; Ann
DavidThomas.
Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual
including
BROADCASTING
Yearbook (53rdsubscription
issue): $9.00,
or TELECASTING
Yearbook
(54th issue): $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including 54 issues: $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign post$5.00 age.
perRegular
copy.issue: 35c per copy: 53rd and 54th issues:
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
Circulation Dept., Broadcasting . Telecasting,
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.
- - Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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WWJ

titenA

BOB MAXWELL . . . Fraternity of
Early Risers. A A/eia Jtiiien at
6:30 A. M. Monday through Friday.

TOM MacMAHON

. . . News From

The Editor's Viewpoint. A Aeiu
£ii.ten at 1:00 P. M. and 2:00 P. M.

Detroit's

Station

JOHN MERRIFIELD ... News for
Detroiters. A A/eiu Jtilten. at 7:00
A. M.— 9:00 A. M.
..

VICTOR LINDLAHR . . . "To Your
Health." A Afeiu Jliittut at 9:15
A. M. Monday through Friday.

ROSS MULHOLLAND . . . Detroit's
most-quoted disc jockey. A /Veax
Jtiltea at 1:05 P. M. Monday
through Friday.

CHARLES PENMAN . . . The Voice
With Music. A /Veut jdiitea at

of Aeca

JliltenA,

7:00 P. M. Monday through Friday.

....

The best in programming — for the best in listening
THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION . . . Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS . . . National Representative.: THE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
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some

spots

are

better

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right pla

than

others

It isn't by chance . . . it's by choice that television advertisers
concentrate on the markets represented by NBC Spot Sales.
They know that television can sell more customers in markets
where set saturation is highest.
In the 8 major markets where television stations represented by
NBC Spot Sales are located, 75% of the families have television
sets — compared to an average saturation of 58% for all other
television areas. In addition, these 8 markets account for one-half
of all U. S. television homes.
Yes, some markets are better than others for the television
advertiser — so when you want to get the most out of spot
television, call NBC Spot Sales.

|l\RC|SPOT
SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Chicago Cleveland Washington San Francisco
Los Angeles
Charlotte*
Atlanta*
* Bomar Lowrance Associates

representing
TELEVISION STATIONS:
INBCl

WBZ-TV
WNBK
WNBW
WRGB
WNBT
WNBQ
KNBH
WPTZ
KPTV

Boston
Cleveland
Washington
Albany-Troy
SchenectadyChicago
New York
Los Angeles
Ph iladelphia
Portland. Ore.

representing
RADIO STATIONS:
KOA
WRC
WNBC
WMAQ
KNBC
WTAM

Denver
Washington
Chicago
Neto York
San Francisco
Cleveland

new

business

Spot • • •
DEMERT & DOUGHERTY, Chicago (Heet anti-freeze), buying spots
in seven midwest and north central markets. Campaign is expected
to extend to 20 markets. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
HOOD CHEMICAL Co., Phila. ("33" bleach and E-Z starch), starts spot
radio campaign in 28 eastern and southeastern markets. Agency: Hilton
& Riggio, N. Y.
TIDY HOUSE PRODUCTS Co., Shenandoah, Iowa, has extended M. J. B.
Show to following stations: WBBM Chicago, WCCO Minneapolis, KMOX
St. Louis, CKLW Windsor-Detroit, KOIL Omaha, WCAZ Carthage, 111.,
and KODY North Platte, Neb. Agency: Buchanan-Thomas, Omaha.
A/aturotk • • •
\
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE Corp., Chicago, renews thrice weekly quarterhour Edward R. Murrow News on 17 Columbia Pacific Radio stations,
for 52 weeks from Oct. 27. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc.,
Chicago.
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co., N. Y., participating in sponsorship
of weekly broadcasts, starting last week, of three CBS Radio package
programs, FBI in Peace and War, Wed., 8-8:30 p.m. EST Meet Millie,
Thurs., 8-8:30 p.m. EST, and Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons, Fri.,
8-8:30 p.m. EST. Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.
cheer the advertising results

VITAMIN Corp. of America is sponsoring new 15-minute TV show
featuring Billy Daniels on 25 ABC-TV stations, Sun., 6:30-45 p.m., effective Oct. 5 for 52 weeks. Agency: Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
N. Y.

For 28 years we've been calling the

RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., renews The RCA Victor Show, starring
Dennis Day on NBC-TV, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. EST. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.

Sales deportments

over WGST.

plays in the Atlanta

market

sales-getting veterans.

with a top squad of

WGST

has CPM — Cover-

age, Programming, Merchandising — the
threat combination
product with Atlanta
from WGST

triple

that spells victory for your
consumers.

or our reps today.

CHRISTIE BROWN & Co. Ltd., Toronto (biscuits), starts Wayne and
Shuster on 33 Trans-Canada network stations, Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m. until
April 9. Agency: MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto.

Get the facts

• N. Y. (costume jewelry), names
• •Inc.,
-Qptpointm&enti
enctf KRUSSMAN
TRIFARI,
FISHEL
Abbott Kimball Inc., N. Y.
4h
LANDERS, FRARY & CLARK, New Britain, Conn. (Universal appliances), names Grey Adv., N. Y., for its Universal Jet 99 vacuum
cleaner, effective Jan. 1.
MODGLIN Co. Inc., L. A. (plastic brooms, brushes), appoints Roy S.
Durstine Inc., that city.
KSM PRODUCTS Inc., Merchantville, Pa. (shirt studs), appoints John P.
Eldridge Adv., Phila.
APPROVED FREEZER FOOD PLANS Assn., L.A., appoints FrankGold Agency, same city. Radio-TV included in media plans.
CERTIFIED FOODS Co. appoints Carmona Adv., Hollywood, for Chef
Gourmet dressing. Radio and TV are being used.
4dp
KING
MIDAS FEED MILLS, Minneapolis, appoints Mullen-Nicolin, same
city. Radio will be used. Account executive is R. D. NICOLIN.

ORKIN EXTERMINATING Co. Inc., Atlanta, appoints Bearden-Thompson-Frankel Adv., same ^ity. Radio-TV will be used.
eojale • • •
KARL B. McKENZIE named advertising director of Reardon Co., St.
Louis.
RAY MULDOON appointed advertising production manager, Whirlpool
Corp., St. Joseph, Mo.
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HOWARD JONES, Pacific regional manager, Studebaker Corp., Portland, shifts to Los Angeles headquarters, to handle firm's centennial
merchandising program. He is succeeded by LUCIEN G. CARNE.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

a

complete

consulting

tele-communications

service

facilities

with

and

world

wide

experience

• . .

..low, combined into one organization: years of basic
experience — encompassing the entire field of electronics — ready to
serve the industry and all its affiliated agencies as consultants in
every phase of tele-communications operations!
William J. Scripps Associates, Inc., Tele-Communications Consultants, represents a new and vital service to this basic
industry. It offers to civil and military organizations, foreign and
domestic, an engineering, planning and architectural designing
service built upon a foundation of experience unequalled anywhere.
If your business is radio, television, teletype, multiplex,
telephone, microwave, radar or any associated electronic industry
or service, we can assist you in many ways.
William J. Scripps is a radio and television pioneer,
under whose guidance WWJ, the first station in America to broadcast
a regular daily program, and WWJ-TV, Michigan's first TV station,
have become nationally famous. Associated with him are Dr. Walter
Duschinsky, internationally known for his work in planning and
organizing complex broadcasting facilities, and William L. Foss,
engineering consultant, advisor to the armed forces, and to many
top-flight radio and television stations.
If you have ever felt the need for sound counsel on
technical, legal or economic matters, market research and analysis,
or for help in any phase of your operation, we are now prepared
to serve you!
Inquiries about this new and vital service to the telecommunications industry are invited.

TELE

-COMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTAM
WILLIAM J. SCRIPPS ASSOCIATES, INC.
286 South Woodward
Birmingham, Mich.

NEW YORK, N. Y.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
TULSA, OKLAHOMA
PARIS, FRANCE
OTTAWA, CANADA
3ROADCASTING
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LOS ANGELES, CALIF,
LONDON, ENGLAND t
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*
agency

WILLIAM A. CHALMERS, vice president and director of radio and
television, Grey Adv., N. Y., has resigned, effective Nov. 1. Future
plans will be announced shortly.
WALTER MORRIS and W. D. CUNNINGHAM, account executives with
Fuller & Smith & Ross Inc., N. Y., elected vice presidents.
HAYS MacFARLAND, president of MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, becomes board chairman, replaced by A. E. AVEYARD, executive
vice president. A. B. DICUS, now vice president, elected executive vice
president and contact manager.
BRYDON S. GREENE, vice pesident, N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila., promoted to manage of client service there.

on all accounts
;•

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

TWO

STATIONS

BIG

SOUTHWEST
ONE

MARKETS

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales- winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!

National Representatives
JOHN
Page 14
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BLAIR

&

CO.

ian pilot
am
Air Force,
CanadER
Royal
with theWilli
A FORM
George White has been busy
since last June getting his collective feet on the ground in a new
setting — at the Joseph Katz Co. in
Baltimore, Md.
This task would be a difficult
one in any event, but with the
heat of political timebuying at
fever pitch, Mr. White has had his
work cut out for him as manager
of media buying for the Democratic National Committee. He sums up
the time-consuming
aspects
this
way:of his duties

N. Y., the Son of a retired New
York bond broker. He moved to
Toronto in 1936, after receiving
his early schooling in Yonkers and
Mt. Kisko, and completed his education at the U. of Toronto.
Mr. White got his early business
experience at CFRB as sound effects man and studio operator for
which he later forsook higher education in favor of the "glamour of
Whenwork."
World War II broke out,
radio
Mr. White joined
the
Air Royal
Force, Canadian
training

"Since arriving at
Baltimore, I have
not had time to even
learn the names of
any clubs, much less

as a fighter pilot and
serving in England.
He returned to
CFRB after the war,
handling operating
and sales functions.
New Year's Day,

1948, cant
wasdate aforsignifihim.
Since assuming his
He returned to New
new
one." Mr. White
join post,
York and two weeks
has been directly relater joined Benton
sponsible for network and spot radio
& Bowles as timeand TV purchases,
buyer
for accounts.
its Canadian
He
as well as other
media buys, used in
helped launch Procter & Gamble's Tide.
the Democratic camMr. WHITE
Mr. White left
paign on a national
B&B in April 1949
basis. If his workto join Pedlar & Ryan as chief
ing philosophy bears him out, the radio-TV timebuyer on all acRepublicans had better look to
counts handled by the late Ted
their "blitzes." Mr. White claims
C. Fisher. Two years later (in
that all campaigns he ever unMay) he moved from timebuying
dertook achieved their objective:
to account executive on P&G prod"None was unsuccessful."
ucts. He remained until last June
A former Toronto station sound
when the Katz agency beckoned.
effects man, Mr. White succumbed
Among successful campaigns have
to the lure of the advertising
been those for the Northeast Airagency some four years ago. He
lines and Camay.
has been with agencies ever since.
The
youthful media buyer is a
Bill White was born in Yonkers,
BROADCASTING
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beat

GEORGE I. CHATFIELD, Minneapolis agency executive, to William
Esty Co., N. Y., as vice-president and member of executive committee.
MORTON KOSHLAND, Philip Klein Adv., Phila., elected a director of
Affiliated Adv. Agencies Network.
RICHARD N. CALLAHAN
Rochelle, N. Y.

elected vice president, Herington Adv., New

T. L. STROMBERGER, vice president, West Marquis Inc., L. A., elected
president of W. D. Moriarity Chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, advertising
fraternity. R. W. RIDER Jr., account executive, Young & Rubicam Inc.,
is first vice president.
CHARLES E. SMITH, merchandising manager of Long Beach (Calif.)
Press Telegram, appointed head of newly opened Los Angeles office of
Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee. Agency's new New York office will be
directed by EDGAR E. HINKLE, WGN-TV Chicago.
CURTIS HASELTINE, staff of Detroit Free Press, to N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Detroit, to handle publicity on Plymouth account. J. J. CLARKE,
plans-merchandising department, and JOSEPH S. FLICK Jr., transfer
from agency's Philadelphia office to Detroit and Chicago, respectively.
ALEXANDER B. WHEELER to Philadelphia plans-merchandising staff.
JEAN FRANKEN, BBDO, N. Y., to Albert Sidney Noble Inc., same city,
as account executive.
E. GORDON STEPHENS, formerly a director of Walsh Adv., Montreal,
to Griswold-Eshleman Co., Louisville, Ky.
HELEN M. WHIGHAM, media director, Vick Knight Inc., Hollywood,
resigns and will move to San Francisco.
ANN JOHNSON, supervisor of cooperative advertising, Sales Builders,
Hollywood (distributor for Max Factor), to John H. Riordan Co., L. A.,
as time and space buyer.
FRANCES FRADIN, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Benton & Bowles,
same city, as member of TV-copy department.
MERVYN G. OAKNER, advertising manager, Chemical Corp. of
Colorado, Denver, to Factor-Breyer Inc., L. A., as account executive.
ROBERT J. BARRETT, Howard Swink Adv., Marion, Ohio, to Guenther,
Brown & Berne Inc., Cincinnati, as account executive.
ALLEN J. COPELAND Adv. and PAUL GRANT
have merged, retaining latter name.

Adv., both Chicago,

BRUCE B. BREWER & Co., Minneapolis, relocates at 400 Foshay Tower.
Telephone is Atlantic 3314.
ALLEN & MARSHALL
is Dunkirk 7-5163.

the

Record:

A

Best

Seller

"Diane" and her dreamy music have made WBEN's popular
lady of the evening the SALESlady of the evening in Western
New York. It's a welcome theme to swing-shifters, stay-athomers and on-the-way-homers.
Diane is synonomous with relaxing rhythms, record requests
and romantic verse to her thousands of listener-buyer fans.
Diane also means "solid sell" to the many sponsors who've
signed her late-date book.
Available in 10 minute segments, 11:20- to-midnight, Monday-through-Friday.

Adv., L. A., moves to 616 S. Serrano. Telephone

firm believer in spot radio, a factor on which the Democrats doubtless will capitalize. He describes
it as "one of the more effective
mediums," and notes it presents
advantages "unavailable in other
media at the same cost."
"Frequency in either spot radio
or TV must depend on overall campaign strategy," Mr. White explains with respect to political
time. He concedes, however, that
BROADCASTING

On

network radio "is a strong advertising medium, and as long as 95%
of the homes in the U. S. have
radio, and less than 40% TV [it
will] remain a prime requisite in
most major advertising campaigns." He has a healthy respect
for network TV, too.
Mr. White is married, has two
children, and his hobbies — when he
finds the time— are golf and sailing.
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Ask Henry I. Christal About Availabilities
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WOOPS

I!

Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.
WRC listening is up — way up,
Some very choice availabilities

%
SE y ofMatt41.5
REASeal
INCfor
ES year
SALthis
ress
y
Co. of Waterbur (Conn.)
among 600 dealers in the Connecticut-Rhode Island-western Massachusetts area, has been ascribed by
the company as largely due to the
success of the five-minute Mon.Fri. evening Sealy Weather Forecast on WNHC-TV New Haven.
Results of the weather program
have been so successful Sealy has
added the same show on WJARTV Providence, bringing it to 322,000 TV homes on WNHC and 225,000 on WJAR.
Produced by Edward Graceman
& Assoc., Hartford, for Sealy, the
show's format is described as
"classically simple": Actual weather data is compiled and broadcast
by Eastern Airlines forecasters
on both stations, with both forecasters wearing Eastern Airlines
uniforms. Some of the 45-minute
commercials are filmed, some are
slides with voice and some are
live with the "Sealy Girl" announcer. Each is followed by a
local dealer slide.
The show, slightly more than a
year old, is credited with producing a 153.5% increase in a February annual sales event and doubling an annual July sales event.

of the week
New

5000

watts

EASTERN
Airlines forecaster
Donn Hinton (I) receives cake
from unidentified WNHC-TV employe on show's
*
* anniversary.
*
Dealers report some customers
order Sealy mattresses by telephone after seeing them on TV.
WNHC-TV reports the show is
one of its most appreciated public
service presentations and Sealy's
own surveys, conducted by a leading Connecticut university, indicate product-identification through
TV is higher than all other media
combined. Sealy of Waterbury has
made the show the foundation for
all its advertising, with ads and
posters highlighting the TV show.

delivers

primary
coverage

of

both

SCRANT0N

9

in spots and programs are keyed
to the listening tastes of the capi-

strictly

tal city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we
can accomplish for a product.
We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.
/he Jatest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand on that!
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

Mr. DILCHER
. . . the spot grows larger
980 KC • 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 16
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out
is standin
SPOTmore radio
and more
as the g most
nt
sing
importa
single adverti
medium in the opinion of Charles
Dilcher, Chicago manager of the

business

John Blair station representative
firm. Mr. Dilcher, who believes perseverance and plugging get the
business, sees an ever-growing
awareness of the importance of
spot among agency, client and station personnel.
Because of the increasing importance of spot broadcasting,
agencies, for example, are giving
more attention and responsibility
to the time-buying staff, which
"used to be secondary to general
media tisers
buyers."
He says
have learned
that adverspot,
tailor-made to the needs of a
product, moves merchandise at the
lowest cost.
Television, contrary to much
opinion, has helped spot radio, Mr.
Dilcher says, by bringing more advertisers into the broadcast fold
and by converting TV buyers to
radio. His company was the first
station representative to split its
radio-TV activity, organizing a
separate company for video.
Mr. Dilcher, manager of Blair's
Chicago headquarters office since
January 1952, and an account executive with the firm since 1937, is
(Continued on page U2)

and

WILKES-BARRE

-

590

%

N. E. PENNSYLVANIA'S
MOST POWERFUL
STATION DAY & NIGHT

Represented Nationally by
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
•
NEW YORK • SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA • CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES
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YOU

MIGHT

GET

A

175-POUND

WOLF-

BUT

.

YOU

.

.

NEED

THE

FETZER

STATIONS

TO

SALES

IN

BAG

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

If you're gunning for bigger sales in Western Michigan,
you really need the double-barreled power of the Fetzer
operation — WKZO-TV in television, WKZO-WJEF in
radio !
TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS Outlet
for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — America's 18th television market. It serves more than a quarter million
Western Michigan and Northern Indiana television
homes — more TV homes than are available in many
seemingly larger markets such as Seattle, Kansas City,
New Orleans, etc. A 28-county Videodex Diary Study
made in August, 1952, proves that WKZO-TV delivers

93.4% more television homes than Western Mich
other TV stations!
WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, give
outstanding radio coverage of Western Michigan. Each
is consistently top station in its home city. Together
igan's
they deliver about 57% more city listeners than the nextbest two-station choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
— yet cost 20% less! WKZO-WJEF'S rural circulation is
spectacular, too. 1949 BMB figures credit WKZO-WJEF
with big increases over 1946 in their unduplicated audiences— up 46.7% in the daytime, 52.9% at night!
Get all the facts on the Fetzer Stations — write direct
or ask Avery -Knodel !

* A wolf weighing just over 1 75 pounds was killed on Seventy Mile River in Alaska.

j
,

| WKZO-TV
MICHIGAN
WESTERN INDIANA
ftfA in GRAND RAPIDSj ti?PA
and IM
NORTHERN
AND KENT COUNTY
WJEF

(CBS

WESTERN

RADIO)
ALL

FETZER

AVERY-KNODEL,

THREE

OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BROADCASTING

INC.,

EXCLUSIVE

WKZO
IN KALAMAZ
and
GREATER OO
(CBS
BY

MICHIGAN
RADIO)

COMPANY

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES

good
good
greater

music

is

business
Los

open

in

Angeles

where

AAA-FM

IS
the

24

hour

music

station

audiences

are up!

pulse inc. surveys
confirmed

by others,

attest to an uninterrupted
increase in KFAC
since 1948

listeners

. . . despite

the advent
TV

of seven
channels.

local and national
advertisers confirm
daily the value to
themselves of KFAC's
unique and growing
place in the nation's
number two market.
THE

LOS ANGELES

BROADCASTING

645 South Mariposa Avenue, Los Angeles
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
THE BOLLING
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COMPANY

CO., INC.
DUnkirk 4-1231

BY

Birthday Greetings
EDITOR :
CONGRATULATIONS ON ATTAINING
YOUR MAJORITY JUST IN TIME FOR
THE ELECTION. AND BEST WISHES
FOR TWENTY-ONE PLUS MORE YEARS
OF THE SAME EXCELLENT SERVICE TO
THE INDUSTRY. BEST PERSONAL
REGARDS.
HAROLD ESSEX
VICE PRES. & GEN. MGR.
WSJS WINSTON-SALEM,
N. C.
* * *
EDITOR :
CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD WISHES
ON BROADCASTING'S TWENTY FIRST
BIRTHDAY FROM YOUR CHARTER COPY
EDITOR. YOU HAVE DONE SUCH AN
EXCELLENT JOB BEFORE REACHING
MATURITY THAT I EXPECT EVEN
GREATER THINGS NOW THAT YOU ARE
OF AGE.
JAMES D. SECREST
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
RADIO-TELEVISION MFRS. ASSN.
WASHINGTON
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Secrest was
BROADCASTING'S
original copy
editor in 1931, then doubling
in brass
as star reporter for the "Washington
Post."]
Readers
EDITOR:

Service

If you have published any articles during the past two years
dealing with transportation adverting and with the advertising of
railroads in particular, will you be
kind enough to either send us tear
sheets of these articles or refer us
to the particular issues in which
they appeared . . .
Nat C. Wildman
Vice President
Joseph Katz Co.
New York
[EDITOR'S
sheetsJuly
of artices in B«T NOTE:
March Tear
10, 1952;
23,
1951;
May
8,
1950,
have
been
sent
to
Mr. Wildman.]
#
# *
Editorial Comment
EDITOR:
["Botched Blitz", B*T, Oct. 13,
was] another of those deep thinking, balanced editorials which give
your page such a reputation for
impartiality.
Eugene
The KatzKatz
Agency
New York .
iissing Link
EDITOR:
We have received your [television] map and are distributing it
among our sales engineers for their
use as reference material.
However, one error was noticed
in the map in that the RichmondNorfolk spur link off the main
north-south TV transmission line

is keyed as being coaxial cable.
This is to advise you that Philco
installed an 80-mile microwave TV
relay system between Richmond
and Norfolk about April, 1950. . . .
Gerard E. Nistal
Mgr., Advertising &
Sales Corp.
Promotion
Philco
Philadelphia
♦ # ♦
Animal Act III
EDITOR:
Mr. Chase of CKLW Detroit and
Buddy Deane, WITH Baltimore,
may have been the first men to
have interviewed a lion but they
will have to take a back seat to
Margaret Rosencranz of WGBF.
Why?
1. She did the trick in 1946, two
years before Mr. Chase could get
up enough nerve to do it.
2. There was no protective railing to lean over. She went into
the
cage
armed were
with the
trainer's
pistols which
loaded
with
blank cartridges.
3. And she did get her interview
with the "talking" lion who had
an uncanny ability of letting out
a loud roar every time he was
asked a question.
This took place Nov. 27, 1946,

during the Shrine Circus in the
Coliseum, Evansville, Ind.
Those first liars haven't a chance!
Del Greenwood
Promotion Director
WGBF Evansville, Ind.
[EDITOR'S
disputea over
who was theNOTE:
first toThe
interview
lion
has reached a heated pitch in Open
Mike and B»T's news columns. Next
thing a wemicrophone.]
expect to hear is that Daniel
had
Who's on First?
EDITOR:
... On page 63 of the Oct. 13
Broadcasting • Telecasting you
are carrying a Magnecord ad in
regard to binaural broadcasting.
The facts in the ad are wrong.
The first binaural broadcast
demonstration was conducted by
(Continued on page 20)
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SOURCES: Nielsen Pittsburgh Station Area coverage report, 1952;
and Guide-Post Continuous Consumer Panel, 1952.
PITTSBURGH
50,000
NBC

Affiliate

WESTINGHOUSE
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•
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watts

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

WBZ • WBZA • KYW • W0W0 • KEX • KDKA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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ADVERTISING AGENCY PRACTICE.
By Irving Graham. Published by
Harper & Bros., 49 E. 33d St., New
York 16, N. Y. 303 pp. $4.50.
BASED on a broad survey of agencies throughout the nation, this
book is a detailed study of how
American advertising agencies are
organized and operated.
It describes the typical procedures followed by large, medium
and small agencies. It outlines
not only practices common among
different agencies but also those
variations in procedure which may
serve admen as a basis for comparison with their own ideas and
methods.
Mr. Graham is head of the Irvin
Graham Agency in New York City
and is Instructor in Advertising at
the City College of New York.
WRITING FOR TELEVISION. By Gilbert Seldes. Doubleday & Co. Inc.,
Garden City, N. Y. 254 pp. $3.
AUTHOR
Seldes analyzes the
principles and practices of success-

Another

book

reviews

ful writing for television. This
book is designed to provide the
beginner with a professional survey
of techniques, while for established
writers, it furnishes essential information on adapting their works
for the medium. It is noted that
the picture of TV production presented should make the book valuable also to those who work with
script writers — active producers,
directors and technical experts.
Mr. Seldes was head of the CBS
Television Program Dept. for eight
years and has authored radio and
TV scripts, plays, movies, and 10
books. His experience includes production of TV entertainment to the
tune of 1,500 hours and he has
written,
directed
and adapted

BLUE

RIBBON

.

.

.

scripts. While the book covers
nearly every type of television
writing, including a chapter-treatment of the commercial, its main
emphasis is on the TV dramatic
form.
RADIO SPECTRUM CONSERVATION.
A reportvisory
of Committee,
the Joint
Technicalby Adsponsored
the
Institute of Radio Engineers and the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42d St.,
New York 36, N. Y. 221 pp. $5.
THIS report deals with the shortage of spectrum space which, it
says, is nearer exhaustion than is
generally realized, and calls for
vigilant conservation.
"If the present haphazard plans
of allocating wavelengths is con-

Achievement!

tinued, new services now on the
drafting boards as well as needed
expansion for existing services •
may
be permanently
foreclosed,"
the report
cautions.
The report, in book form, represents one of the first programs of
public policy to be conceived and
recommended by engineers. For
the most part, the book is written
in non-technical language, with the
exception of the chapter on radiowave propagation.
THE SPICE OF VARIETY. Edited by
Abel Green. Published by Henry
Holt York
& Co.17,Inc.,
New
N. Y.383277Madison
pp. $3.50.Ave.,
ANOTHER bit of spice from the
talent world is presented by Abel
Green, who is editor of Variety and
who co-authored Show Biz, a bestseller, with Joe Laurie Jr.
This book contains what are described as "the best pieces gleaned
from Variety's Anniversary issues." Contributors are the biggest
names in show business, most of
them familiar to radio-TV. Among
the articles are Fred Allen's noted
monologue first heard on the Big
Show and titled "Mostly About an
American." There are articles by
Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy
Durante, George Jessel, Edward G.
Robinson, Groucho Marx, Sam Levenson, Ethel Barrymore and still
many istsothers
including some noveland critics.

(Continued
page 18)
Open from
Mike
WGMS Washington and the U.S.
Recording Co. of Washington in
April, 1949. It was a broadcast
of the National Symphony Orchestra under Howard Mitchell . . .
M. Robert Rogers
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WGMS Washington

This month's achievement citation goes to a KFAB staff member— to Lyell Bremser, sports director. Bremser, in reporting
sports events to midwesterners for over 12 years has achieved
the title of "The Midwest's Greatest Football Broadcaster".
He's "Mr. Football" to the fans whose respect and loyalty he
earned through years of colorful, accurate, sincere reporting
from Pennsylvania and Florida ... to California and Oregon.
The achievements of Lyell Bremser in the sports field accounts
for
KFAB'sin top
It's anotherFindachievement
reflected
salesfootball
for theaudience.
KFAB advertiser.
out more
from Free & Peters ... or contact Harry Burke, General
Manager.
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[EDITOR'S NOTE: The advertisement
said the first east coast binaural broadcast would be made Oct. 29 at the
New York.]
York Audio Fair over WQXR
New
*
* *
Low and Inside
EDITOR:
. . . Indications are that ball
game sponsors in rapidly increasnumbers will drop
all "curve"
pitching descriptions
in any
future
broadcasting. Some now hold firm
opinions about the use of radio to
disseminate fictitious information
so misleading and actually harmful
to the pitching ambitions of millions of young Americans. . . .
The complexities involved in accurately analyzing the actual lines
of flight and the visualization of
the pitched baseball are mainly responsible for the widespread, but
scientifically untenable, belief in
the "curve" pitch. There is no
such thing as a curve. . . .
Ernest Lowry
Toronto, Canada
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Lowry describes
himself as "specializing in research
analyses of baseball nights and their
optical effects."]
BROADCASTING
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SAN

The

DIEGO,

Calif

FASTEST

LARGE

Abw,

City

the

GROW/NG

in

the

3/ &

\

Total

net

effective

DIEGO,

INCO
(After incomeME:
taxes)

Kansas City, Mo. ... $1,040,040,000
Portland, Ore. . . . Jl,028,170,000

\

SAN

U.S.A.

Market...

*
BUYING
\
V

ornia-

c*\

$1,004,186,000
*Data Copyrighted, 1952 Sales Management Survey of
Buying Power . . cily-county figures for all 5 markets.

1. Do you get your share of this billion dollar market?
2. Need a location for a light manufacturing plant?
3. Need a distribution set-up in Southern California?
4. A retail outlet for goods or services?

AM
KFMB

For more information write to Research Dept. KFMB

RADIO AND TELEVISION

1405-5TH AVENUE, SAN DIEGO 1, CALIFORNIA
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NORTH

CAROLINA

IS

THE

SOUTH

S

NUMBER

ONE

STATE

■

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB

NORTH

Number

NBC

AFFILIATE

FOR

FREE
R. H. MASON,

Pdgc-22

•
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GENERAL

Salesman/

WATTS

•

RALEIGH-DURHAM

& PETERS,

MANAGER

than

to any other station.

CAROLINA'S

50,000

study, listen to WPTF

680

KC.

& EASTERN

NATIONAL

NORTH

CAROLINA

REPRESENTATIVE

GUS YOUNGSTEADT,

SALES MANAGER
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Target Dote Is April 7
GLE
RATE
POL
AN OVERHAUL of the ABC radio
reception of the plan at the first
rate card, establishing a single rate
two meetings, network officials are
IS radio headed toward a single rate for day and
for both day and evening time but
confident that it will win acceptance and be put into effect April 1.
evening time? Developments of last week suggested
making compensating discount revisions to leave the net cost to
The April 1 date was picked
such a trend. ABC was working on a new single-rate
advertisers unaffected, is being debecause it comes exactly at the
structure which may become effective next April (see
veloped by officials of the network
end of the six-month protection
and probably will be put into effect
this page). Raymond Spector, New York agency presiperiod afforded current advertisers
April 1.
against the daytime rate boosts
dent, urged all broadcasters to follow suit (see "AAA's
This was revealed last week as
incorporated in the Oct. 1 rateRates, Impact," page 24). And J. S. Stolzoff, account
ABC executives wound up the secand-discount realignment.
executive of Foote, Cone & Belding, predicted the sinond of their projected half-dozen
Assuming the single rate does
1952 regional meetings with afgle rate would be common within a year (see page
go into effect April 1, advertisers
filiates.
24). All these moves came as the last of the four radio
The changes, which network offigiven pay
"fielder's
—then
theywillcanbe either
currentchoice"
rates
cials would have liked to put into
networks — MBS — slashed its charges to advertisers
with current discounts, or they
effect Oct. 1 instead of the dis(story below). Next week, BROADCASTING • TELEcan pay the new single rate with
count realignment which was esthe discounts that will then be
CASTING will publish a special survey of broadcaster
tablished at that time, would be
opinion on this subject.
installed as a simplifying measure
A number of ABC top officials
and would not in any way change
applicable.
wanted to put the single-rate polpresent actual charges to advertisers or compensation of affiliates.
ously opposed any reduction in affiliates with whom they have
icy intotoeffect
on Oct.
as ABC's
answer
the CBS
and 1,NBC
radio
discussed their plan. ,
Authorities explained that the network card rates on the ground
These discussions have come at networks' revision which, via displan calls for some increase in that such reductions pave the way
daytime gross rates and some de- for advertisers to demand cuts in two regional meetings — one in
count changes, produced an apcrease in evening gross rates, with local and national-spot rates. CBS
Hollywood three weeks ago with
proximately 25% cut in evening
Pacific Coast and Mountain State time costs and about 5% rise in
the result that daytime and night- Radio for just that reason institime rates would be identical.
tuted the current round of changes
affiliates, and one last week with
daytime charges [B»T, Aug. 18,
Simultaneously, however, discounts
New England and North Atlantic
by making discount revisions and
et seq. ; also see MBS story, this
and station compensation formulas
guaranteed to keep its gross rates
states stations — and will be continued at four similar sessions
would be adjusted so that the net uncut for at least a year.
They felt, however, that they
page].
result of all the changes would be
But ABC officials said they have
scheduled during the next few
should not inaugurate such a dethat advertisers pay the same as had not a single objection from
weeks. On the strength of the
(Continued on page 38)
now
and
stations'
compensation
would be the same as now.
Gap Is Reduced
Officials pointed out that the
recent 25% average cut in evening
CUT
AGAINST a background
of a 13%ETIT
COMP
quire it inIVE
the future, would
take
MS'
charges, coupled with approximately 5% boosts in morning rates, increase in gross billings, Mutual
the larger reduction six months
Broadcasting System made its after the TV competition takes the
already has substantially narrowed
move last week to follow the suit air, it was understood.
the differential between daytime
and evening costs, and noted, fur- of rival networks in cutting nightThe dividing line between "TV
time advertising costs by approxither, that the single-rate move is
areas" and "non-TV areas," auin line with research which shows
mately 25%.
thorities reported, would be the line
Unlike those effectuated by the marking a 50-mile radius from a
the gap between daytime and evening audiences is closing rapidly.
and ABC radio net- television station — affiliates within
Additionally, they regard it as CBS, NBC,
works, the Mutual plan draws a 50 mile's of a TV outlet would be
distinction between advertiser costs
"a little absurd" to have discounts
adjudged to have TV competition;
ranging up to, say, 60% or more.
those outside the 50-mile zone
in TV areas and those in non-TV
ABC officials feel it makes more
markets, with affiliates which have
would fall into the non-TV classisense and is more realistic and TV competition taking the brunt of fication.
less complicated to achieve the the cost reduction. Also unlike the
Mutual's shareholder stations, it
same net result by adjusting gross
was said, for the most part will
other
networks'
changes,
which
alrates to a point where discounts
ready have gone into effect, Mubear a larger portion of the nightare kept at something less than
time cutback than other affiliates.
tual's is to be effective Jan. 1.
skyscraper height.
All of these— WOR New York,
Although
these
details
were
not
To maintain the present small
KHJ Los Angeles, WNAC Boston,
differential in actual costs of day officially disclosed, it was underWGN Chicago, WHK Cleveland,
stood
that
the
nighttime
reduction
and evening time when the gross
WIP Philadelphia, and CKLW
for stations with TV competition
rate is the same for both would
Windsor-Detroit — are in TV marwould
approximate
30%
while
for
mean, of course, somewhat higher
those outside of TV areas it would
kets, and the first four, representdiscounts for daytime periods than
for evening.
ing about 78% stock ownership of
be about 10%. Affiliates which have
Mutual, also have TV stations. It
Many radio stations have vigor- no TV competition now, but acBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

» TV %
was noted that WGN is cutting its
nighttime rate 50% effective Nov.
1 [B«T, Oct. 13].
Like the other radio networks,
Mutual anticipates an increase for
new advertisers, of approximately
5% in morning time charges everywhere and plans to restore in full,
for afternoon time, the 10% reduction in costs which was put into
effect as part of the four-network
round of cost cuts in 1951. The
changes anticipated by the current
MBS plan, spokesmen said, are to
be effected via revisions in discount
structure rather than changes in
gross rates.
Announcing the plan, which was
outlined to and endorsed by the
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee at a Virginia Beach, Va.,
meeting over the Columbus Day
weekend [B»T, Oct. 13], and which
then was explained to all affiliates
in a conference call last Wednes(Continued on page 36)
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS* Rating
September 7-13, 1952
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK Current
RADIO rates and whether they vertisers are happy; the salesmen
that radio can "continue to sell
should be raised or RATES,
lowered at this
^^mi
IMPACT
goods
and do so more economically
AM'S
are happy
because they're making
time were vigorously debated
more money, and the station manthan any other form of advertisThursday afternoon at the NARTB
agement is happy for the same
ing," providing that programs and
reason.
District 2 meeting, Thursday and
commercials are planned "with a
Earlier in the afternoon, when
Friday at the Westchester Country
sound knowledge of the kind of
he described the successful invasion
Club, Rye, N. Y.
audience
they attract."
of the lipstick field by Hazel
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-AMHe reported
on an analysis made
in 1947 for Toni Co. of its five
FM-TV Syracuse, director of the Bishop, which in two years became
a top lipstick in a field of 50 radio shows, which revealed that
district, presided at the two-day
meeting attended by about 100
well-known brands, Mr. Spector
when the "extra customers" among
representatives of stations and in- was more enthusiastic about radio, listeners to each program, as comeven at current rates. Newspapers
dustry service organizations.
pared to non-listeners, were comare fine to introduce a product,
Raymond Spector, New York
puted with the cost of the program,
agency president, urged station
particularly a newsworthy one, he the daytime serial Nora Drake
operators to reduce nighttime rates
with a low rating and a low cost,
said, and TV is fine to demonstrate
now to the daytime level and not it, but for a product that is used
was producing extra customers
to think of any increase in daytime
every day nothing delivers like ra- for Toni at 2.6 cents apiece, and
rates lest advertisers desert en
dio, when measured on the basis of the audience participation show,
masse to TV. Paul Morency, WTIC
sales per dollar spent in advertisGive and Take, second most exHartford, chairman of the radio
ing. He urged broadcasters to keep
pensive of the five, was next lowest
session, promptly responded that
program costs down to give the in cost-per-customer, 3.5 cents.
if radio stations reduce rates they advertiser the most for his money,
Radio-TV Advantages
will be forced to cut their service
telling them to search their files
Hans Zeisel, research director,
to listeners and that to do that is for ideas used 20 years ago when
The Tea Bureau, advanced the
they built good programs using
sure death. He argued that broadcasters generally had made a seri- just an announcer, and citing the theory that radio and TV have a
ous mistake not to raise rates as current Hazel Bishop Hollywood
big advantage over printed media
Gossiji show, broadcast on 188 sta- in that "it is more difficult not to
their
audiences'
grew
and
urged
listen to an advertisement you hear
them to increase daytime rates
tions with a total script and talent
than not to read an advertisement
now. William B. Ryan, BAB presi- cost of $90 a program.
Horace Schwerin, president,
dent, echoed Mr. Morency's sentiyou see." The "semi-captive" audi(Continued on page 30)
ments, stating that daytime rate
Schwerin Research Corp., declared
rises are justified and should be
made now, if only as a safeguard
against cuts that may come if, as
Mr. Spector predicted, TV eventually decimates the daytime radio SINGLE RADIO RATE
audience.
Forecast for Night and Day by Stolzoff
Albany Competition
Harry Littler, WROW Albany,
cerned, Mr. Stolzoff remarked that
A SINGLE rate for both daytime
and nighttime radio is forecast by he had just a couple of hunches.
reported that in a highly competitive market, with eight radio sta- J. S. Stolzoff, account executive,
"First, unless American manutions and TV, WROW had in- Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
facturing ingenuity can drive costs
creased its business 50% by a 25%
Mr. Stolzoff made the prediction
down to a point where a television
increase in rates. At the new rate,
station can be put on the air for
the Women's Adhe said, salesmen can devote in a talk before
$50,000 or $75,000 and maintained
vertising
Clubs'
Midwestern
Conenough time to each advertiser to
ference in Grand Rapids, Oct. 11. at a cost, including depreciation,
of no more than $35 per broadcast
help him get better returns from
"It's my opinion, and the opinion,
his radio advertising, so the ad- I might add, of more than a few
hour, then I find it difficult to believe that television is going to be
others; that it is strictly a matter
truly national for a long, long time.
of time until we have a single radio
rate for both daytime and night"I hope I am wrong. But I susmay be heading into a period of
time radio," he said.
an entirely different type of sponVenturing a guess, Mr. Stolzoff
said that the single rate would be stated! sorship of television programs," he
instituted "before much more than
Sees Trend Increasing
a year has passed."
The advertising executive cau"I hope I am wrong. But I sustioned his listeners not to sell daypect that more and more programs
time radio short. "Rather, let's are going to be sold on a basis such
accept the fact that daytime radio
as Your Show of Shows where an
is a hearty, lusty, solid advertising
buys a one-minute spot
medium. The national bills for advertiser
daytime radio are being paid by announcement. We will see more
plans where an adversome of the sharpest national ad- rotational
tiser is on once every four to six
ed out. vertisers inthe country," he point- weeks.
W. T. REED Jr. (r), president. Lams
"This almost has to happen if
Mr. Stolzoff disclosed that radio
& Brother Co., owner and operator
we
are to support four television
networks with 30 hours a week of
of WRVA Richmond, points to a rates had been the subject of much
diamond set pin he just awarded to discussion lately. "Several of us nighttime programming each.
had a series of meetings with all Somebody's going to have to pay
four of the national networks on for
C. T. Lucy, station's general manager.
a total of 120 hours a week
Award was for 40 years service. Mr. Monday and Tuesday of this week.
of television programs. We have
Lucy joined the tobacco firm as offi- The meetings were held on the to assume that someone will be
cer manager and later was named
question of nighttime radio and picking up the checks for nighttime
TV. And it will not be a small
its advertising manager. His leader- the costs of nighttime radio."
As far as television was conship of WRVA began in 1925.
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Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
(Average for all Programs) (4.2)
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 8.8
2 Dragnet (NBC)
7.6
3 Dr. Christian (CBS)
7.0
4 Philip Morris Playhouse (CBS) 6.6
5 People Are Funny (CBS)
6.4
6 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 6.4
7 Railroad Hour (NBC)
6.1
8 Life with Luigi (CBS)
6.1
9 Bob Hawk (CBS)
5.9
10
Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (CBS) 5.6
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY
(Average for all Programs) (2.3)
1 News
One Man's
4.6
2
of theFamily
World (NBC)
(NBC) 4.5
3 Lone Ranger (NBC)
3.6
WEEKDAY
(Average for all Programs) (3.6)
1 Right to Happiness (NBC) 7.0
2 Backstage Wife (NBC)
6.6
3 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 6.6
4 Guiding Light (CBS)
6.5
5
(NBC) 6.3
6.5
6 Pepper
Our Gal,Young's
Sunday Family
(CBS)
7
Perkins
(CBS)
6.2
8 Ma
Arthur
Godfrey
(Liggett &
Myers)Godfrey
(CBS)
9 Arthur
(Nabisco) (CBS) 6.2
5.9
10
Big Sister (CBS)
5.8
DAY,forSUNDAY
(Average
all Programs) (2.1)
1 Shadow, The (MBS)
5.0
2 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 4.5
3
Hollywood Star Playhouse (NBC) 3.6
* Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs, average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
JONES SUIT
Lowered to $2 Million
TRIAL initiated by Duane Jones,
president of the Duane Jones Co.,
New York, charging conspiracy by
nine of his former employes, will
continue today (Monday) before
Judge Dennis O'Leary Cohalan in
New York Supreme Court following testimony all last week.
Mr. Jones, who originally filed
suit for $41'2 million, has lowered
his demands to $2 million. His
counsel has withdrawn one cause of
action seeking $1% million for alleged slander against the Jones Co.
and another, seeking $1 million
from Scheideler, Beck & Werner
and the three principals of that
agency, has been shifted on technical grounds to equity court.
Testimony last week by Mr. Jones
and Ralph Smith, formerly executive vice president of the Duane
Jones Co. and now with Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
York, soughtthatto his
bolster
Mr. execuJones'
contention
former
tives conspired to "destroy his business" [B»T, Feb. 11]. Witnesses
for Mr. Jones are expected to return to the stand today and the
defense is scheduled to present its ,
case starting tomorrow (Tuesday).
The nine former Jones' executives
named in the suit are: Joseph Scheideler, Paul Werner, Philip Brooks,
Lawrence Hubbard, Eugene Hulzhizer,
Joseph Beck and Robert Hughes, all
presently with Scheideler, Beck &
Werner and Robert Hayes, now with
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Schenfield
and Don Gill now with Geyer Adv.
They, in turn, have filed a $3,150,000
slander suit against Mr. Jones [B T,
July 14].
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drive
By FLORENCE

ro

spor

SMALL

IN ADDITION to the comparatively normal network promotion
of automotive companies to introduce their 1953 models, a swell
of radio spot activity by auto firms
was developing last week.
A check by Broadcasting •
Telecasting showed that at least
10 auto advertisers are undertaking formidable radio spot campaigns, with only one or two relying exclusively on network programming.
Buick cars, for example, in addition to its sponsorship of the Buick
program every fourth Tuesday
from 8 to 9 p.m. on NBC-TV, will
start a spot radio schedule early
next year to promote its newest
car which is to be unveiled Jan. 9.
Buick will use 450 radio stations in
150 cities for a five-day saturation
spot announcement schedule, effective Jan. 3. Kudner Agency, New
York, handles the account.
Chrysler Div. of Chrysler Corp.
introduces its new car on Oct. 30
with a three-day announcement
list on about 85 radio stations. Spot
campaign is effective Oct. 27
through Oct. 30 and is placed
through McCann-Erickson, New
York. The campaign is expected
to be the largest in the firm's history.
Chrysler's Dodge Div., through
Grant Adv., Chicago, preceded its
spot campaign with an extensive
teaser schedule of 15-second radio
spots and 60, 50 and 20-second TV
spots throughout the country. All
4,100 Dodge dealers participated
in the teaser schedule, and spots
were bought on at least one station in every dealer market.
Teasers This Month

on WCBS-TV to introduce its 1953
line, effective Oct. 20 for three
weeks. In addition Dodge has purchased Tuesday and Thursday participations inThe Early Show and
6:30 p.m. Saturday announcements,
all on WCBS-TV, for the same
three weeks.
Pontiac cars, through McManus,
John & Adams, New York, is considering a radio and television
spot announcement campaign,
which would be launched about the
middle of December. Its extent is
yet undetermined.
Chevrolet (central office) is also
understood to be contemplating a
spot radio campaign but the details are not yet completed. The
Chevrolet dealers are awaiting the
parent company's completion of
plans before they too join in promoting the new cars. The company
now sponsors a quarter-hour Dinah
Shore program twice a week on
NBC-TV. Campbell-Ewald, Detroit,
handles the account.
Nash cars, through Geyer Adv.,
New York, will display one of its
new lines early in January and
another in March. An impressive
spot radio campaign is being con-

For #53 Auto

Models

sidered for the March unveiling.
Ford Motor Co., through J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
is planning to introduce its new
model with a radio spot campaign
slated to start in December. The
list is expected to be about equal,
and similar to that of last year.
Plymouth cars, through N. W.
Ayer & Son, New York [B«T, Oct.
6], is arranging a radio spot campaign to promote its 1953 model
on Nov. 17. Daytime minutes and
20-second announcements will be
used.
Kaiser-Frazer cars is using a
radio spot announcement schedule
for two weeks, starting last
Wednesday, in 60 markets. The
car was introduced last Friday.
William H. Weintraub & Co., New
York, is the agency. This is in
addition to the firm's continued
sponsorship of Night Editor on
eight television stations.
Lincoln-Mercury, through Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, already has produced spot announcements for a campaign but has not
yet decided on the extent of the
drive. Lincoln-Mercury regularly
NARTB- AAAA

Form

ROBERT E. HEALY (I), vice president
and treasurer, McCann-Erickson Inc.,
admires certificate of appreciation
awarded him by the Advertising
Council. George P. Ludlam (r), council's vice president, made the presentationawhichvolunteer
was for Mr.
Healy's
services as
coordinator
of the council's Red Cross and Armed
Forces Blood Donor campaigns.
sponsors the Ed Sullivan show on
CBS-TV.
Meanwhile another motor company, Willys
Motors,
made news
last- Overland
week by becoming
the first advertiser to sign for
sponsorship of the forthcoming
television series, Omnibus, 90-minute weekly program produced by
the Ford Foundation's TV-Radio
Workshop CBS-TV, Sun., 4:30-6

To Be Distributed
TV CONTRACTS
Willys-Overland will underwrite
its part of the show, which starts
SPOT telecasting practices were placed on a uniform basis last week
with adoption of the first standard contract form [Closed Circuit, Oct. Nov. 9, for 26 weeks. Four other
advertisers are expected to join
13]. The standard form is being made available to advertising agencies
p.m.sponsoring the program. Willysin
and TV stations by NARTB and American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
Overland is handled by Ewell &
Most of the widespread TV spot
*
—
practices that have developed in radio contract form was revised in Thurber Assoc.
1946 and 1941.
Packard cars, though Maxon Inc.,
the last few years are incorporated
New York, currently sponsoring
in the contract. Both stations and
During negotiations the telecaster committee consistently opposed
film series, Rebound, on a number
agencies are protected by the proefforts to insert a 2% cash dis- of stations, is expected to increase
visions, result of two years of work
count for advertising agencies, it its coverage when the program is
by joint committees representing
placed on the DuMont network,
the two associations. Eight re- is understand. Originally the agenalternate weeks, starting Nov. 21.
cies were understood to have asked
drafts were considered by conferees.
for reimbursement in substitution
of public interest programs, wheth13 weeks, but may be cancelled by
Ted Bergmann, DuMont Television Network sales director, heads
er sponsored or sustaining. The
either party on 21 days' notice therethe NARTB negotiating subcomfinal language covers only substituafter.
Programs of less than five minutes
mittee, with Vincent Wasilewski, of
tion of sponsored programs, with
duration are firm for the first four
agencies reimbursed for live talenb
NARTB's Legal Dept., and Thad
weeks, after which either party may
H. Brown Jr., TV director and
cost plus other items but not in excancel on 14 days written notice.
cess of time charges for the period.
counsel, serving as NARTB liaison
INABILITY TO TELECAST: If only
with AAAA. Heading the AAAA
An important feature of the spot the aural or the visual portion of the
committee is Frank Silvernail, ra- telecasting contract is the provisignal is interrupted, the amount of
sion that rates in the contract are
dio-TV timebuyer manager of
adjustment to the agency is subject
BBDO.
to negotiation.
consistent with the station's rate
If both the aural and visual signals
AAAA has copyrighted the concard, being the lowest rates made
tract form. It is distributed in by the station for similar telecasts.
are interrupted, pro-rata reductions,
or make-good telecasts are
mat form by NARTB to stations
It is specified there will be "no credits,
in order.
and AAAA is making it available
secret rates, rebates or agreements
SUBSTITUTION OF PROGRAMS:
to agencies. Use of the contract
affecting rates." The agency, in
substitutes a sponis entirely optional and is not turn, agrees not to rebate any of If thesoredstation
program of public interest for
limited to members of the associathe commission allowed by the sta- the scheduled program, the station
tions.
tion.
forlive talent
the agency's
costs fornon-cana live
Mr. Silvernail recently called at- is liable cellable
NARTB pointed out, in advocating universal acceptance of the
tention to the clause in the spot program, and the reasonable allodocument, that it will eliminate
cated print or rental cost of films
radio contract that forbids ratemuch confusion and inefficiency as chiseling practices [B*T, Sept. 29]. scheduled for the pre-empted time
and
not
usable for future scheduling.
well as ease contract negotiations.
Some of the principal provisions
However,
the station's liability is not
The spot telecasting form is of the spot telecasting contract
were described by NARTB and to exceed the time charges for the
similar in general arrangement and
period involved.
basic provisions to the radio spot AAAA as follows:
RATE PROTECTION: The Standard
form. It is flexible and can be
TERMINATION: Contracts for pro- Contract provides six months' rate
changed from time to time as the
grams of five minutes or more dura- protection for existing contracts or
tion are non-cancellable for the first renewals.
television industry grows. The spot

The teaser portion of the campaign, announcing that the all-new
Dodges were coming, will be followed Oct. 23 with regular announcement schedules nationally
for two to four weeks. The same
number of markets will be bought
for 60, 50, 30 and 15-second radio
commercials and for 60, 50 and 20second TV spots.
Costs of the campaign cannot be
estimated accurately, a Grant
executive said, because dealers
are supplementing the national
campaign with local purchases. The
two-part agency schedule is financed from the regular Dodge
coop fund.
In addition to this saturation
spot announcement campaign
Dodge has signed for a mid-November network saturation program
on NBC radio. Dodge will sponsor
on Nov. 16 The Aldrich Family
(7:30-8 p.m.) on Nov. 17 the
Meredith Willson show, and one
broadcast of the Tandem package
consisting of Red Skelton on Nov.
18 (8:30-9 p.m.), Barry Craig on
Nov. 19 (10-10:30 p.m.), and Judy
Oanova on Nov. 20 (10-10:30 p.m.).
Dodge also bought the sports
: iews portion featuring Jim McKay
ROADCASTING
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CHURCH AWARDS
Go to all Major Networks
TRIBUTE was paid to the five
radio and television networks for
their contributions to religious
broadcasting by the Broadcasting
and Film Commission of the National Council of Churches of
Christ in the U.S.A. at a dinner
Wednesday at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Citations expressing the appreciation of the commission were ac-

AFM STANDBY
High Court Will Review
POSSIBLE importance to broadcasters is seen in the question
whether the American Federation
of Musicians may require a theatre to hire and pay a standby
orchestra when a "name" band is
performing and there is no need
for a house orchestra.
Case was accepted for consideration by the Supreme Court last
week. Petition for writ of certiorari
was filed by the National Labor
Relations Board. NLRB appealed
from a U. S. Court of Appeals
ruling last May overturning a 1951
NLRB decision which dismissed a
complaint of unfair labor practice
against the Akron, Ohio, AFM
local brought by Gamble Enterprises Inc., operator of the Palace
Theatre in that city.
At issue is the interpretation
of Sec. 8 (b) (6) of the labor act
which makes it an unfair labor
practice for a union to "cause or
attempt to cause an employer to
make or agree to make payments
in the nature of an exaction for
services which are not performed
or not to be performed." This provision was made part of the National Labor Act when the TaftHartley Bill was passed in 1947.
The section originally incorporated
the entire anti-featherbedding provisions of the Lea Act, passed in
1946, amending the Communications Act, but in Senate-House conference it was revised to eliminate
all but the standby provision.
Case originated in 1949 when
Gamble Enterprises brought unfair
labor practice charge to NLRB.
NLRB examiner in 1950 found that
a violation existed, but NLRB
board ruled that no violation had
been made, since the AFM local
had proposed various schemes
whereby the musicians hired would
actually perform — before curtain
time, at intermission, etc.
Constitutionality of the Lea Act
was upheld by the Supreme Court
in 1947 [B°T, June 30, 1947]. In
1948, AFM President James Caesar
Petrillo was acquitted of Lea Act
violation in an attempt to force
WAAF Chicago to hire additional
music librarians [B*T, Jan. 19,
1948].
B & B ELECTION
Top Posts to Baker, Lusk
WILLIAM R. BAKER Jr. and Robert E. Lusk were elected by the
board of directors of Benton &
Bowles as chairman of the board
and president, respectively, Atherton W. Hobler, chairman of the
executive committee, announced
Thursday.
Mr. Baker has been president of
the agency since 1950 and a member of the firm since 1933. Mr.
Lusk, executive vice president since
1950, also joined in 1933. Mr.
Hobler, who has been chairman of
the board, continues his active role
as head of the executive committee.
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OATH of office is administered to newly appointed FCC Comr. Eugene H.
Merrill (r) by Chief Judge Harold M. Stephens (I) of U. S. Court of Appeals
for District of Columbia. FCC Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde assists at ceremony held in Commission meeting room Tuesday.
CAMPBELL
NAMED
Succeeds Borroff at WRS
ELDON CAMPBELL, New York
representative of Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc. for three years,
has been named WRS general
sales manager by
Joseph E. Baudino, vice president and general
manager. He succeeds E. R. Borroff, who has resigned.
Mr. Campbell
will maintain his
New York office
at 444 Madison
Mr. Campbell
Ave. He joined
Westinghouse in 1938 at WOWO
Fort Wayne, Ind., as an announcer,
later becoming program manager.
He became program manager of
KEX Portland, Ore., when WRS
acquired
in 1944
and a
year
later the'
was station
made sales
manager.
He was transferred to New York
as sales coordinator after five years
at KEX.
American Chicle Names
AMERICAN Chicle Co., New York,
names Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample,
that city, to handle advertising for
Dentyne,
Chiclets,
Pepsin and all
other Beeman's
Adam brands,
effective Jan. 1. The agency has
been handling Clorets chewing gum
and Clorets mints for American
Chicle for the past two years. The
additional amount of business for
D-F-S is said to be about $1 million. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, New York, had been servicing the account.
Copyright Meet
FIRST meeting of the NARTB
Copyright Committee will be held
Nov. 17-18 at the association's
Washington headquarters. Edward
Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa,
will preside as committee chairman. Members will be given a
general briefing on the whole copyright problem, including a legislative review and developments in
the litigation field.

No TV at Home
AS IS customary when new
government officials are
sworn in, Eugene H. Merrill's
family (four children and his
wife) was present last week
when he became the seventh
member of the Commission
wlr'ch exerts life or death control over broadcasting. There
was a TV set in the office assigned to him, and one of his
children examined it as
though it were a new toy.
The new Commissioner's wife
explained her child's curiosity. "We don't have a television set at home," she said.
"We don't think it's good for
children."
ABC NAMES
Three in Program Unit
THREE new appointments at ABC
were announced Thursday by Ray
Diaz, national program director for
the radio department. They were
as follows:
Myrtle M. Tower as director of
program operations and William
D. Hamilton as eastern production
manager for the radio network,
and Clayton Shields as business
manager of the network radio program department.
Miss Tower, with ABC for seven
years, has served as assistant manager of central booking, ABC
radio; assistant to the national director of program operations, and
assistant to the program manager
of ABC's WJZ New York.
Mr. Hamilton, who has been
senior director of the radio department, joined the network in 1948
from the J. Walter Thompson Co.
as associate radio director.
Miss Shields, who has been program budget and office director
since January 1951, previously was
secretary, later assistant, to the
business manager. She has been
with ABC since January 1945.

cepted on behalf
of the
by Niles
Trammell,
NBCnetworks
board '
chairman; Alexander Stronach Jr.,
vice president in charge of ABCTV; Gene Fitts, executive producer
of WOR New York (Mutual); Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, president of DuMont Labs., which operates the
DuMont Television Network, and
Adrian Murphy, president of CBS
Radio.
The citations read in part: "On
behalf of our constituent communions, councils and agencies, we
express our deep appreciation to
the radio and television industry
for its contribution in providing
its facilities in the broadcasting of
Some 200 religious broadcasters
associated with the commission and
religion."
the
networks heard keynote addresses by Dr. Buell G. Gallagher,
president of the College of the
City of New York and an ordained
minister of the Congregational
Church, and Paul A. Walker, FCC
chairman.
Dr. Gallagher declared that radio
and television contribute their
greatest public service through the
broadcasting of religious programs
and said 721,000 responses to the
commission's religious broadcasts
had been received.
Chairman Walker pledged that
radio and television would dedicate
themselves to "continued fruitful
employment ... in the cause of
human betterment and spiritual
Presiding at the dinner was Dr.
Ronald Bridges, executive director
welfare."
of the Broadcasting and Film Commission. Presentation of awards
was made by Dr. Truman B. Douglass, chairman of the commission.
NARTB BOARDS
Will Now Meet in D. C.
COMBINED Radio and Television
Boards of NARTB will meet in
Washington Dec. 3-4, instead of in
Miami Beach Dec. 5-6, President
Harold E. Fellows announced last
week following a poll of directors. The meetings were originally
scheduled to dovetail with the NBC
affiliates meeting at Boca Raton,
Fla., the shifting of sites following
of NBC's conventioncancellation
[B*T, Oct. 13].
No change had been announced
late last week in the Television
Board's plan to meet at Cat Cay
Island, off the Florida east coastIt was known, however, that a
change is under consideration.
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A $35 million customer

tells radio and TV

THERE'S
SELLING broadcast media
in most
ROOM
cases is as simple as a thorough
presentation of all the facts and
figures, Arthur J. Pryor Jr., BBDO
vice president in charge of radio
and television, told members of the
Sixth NARTB District, meeting at
the Peabody Hotel in Memphis.
Mr. Pryor, who as BBDO radioTV vice president controls some of
the nation's largest radio-TV accounts, spoke Oct. 10 on the feelings and thoughts of agency people
about the status of radio in TV
markets [At Deadline, Oct. 13].
Introducing charts based on radio
and television research, Mr. Pryor
said both broadcast media "have
grown fat because, in the majority
of cases they haven't had to sweat
for sales."
Mr. Pryor said he thought "most
advertisers buy radio and TV — few
of them are sold. The selling is

retention of current
businessIT
is
FOR
BOTH,
done
by factual
presentations made
IF BOTH
EARN
available to salesmen by able sta- "basically a question of keeping
advertisers aware of the continution and network managements,"
he said.
ing advantages of their radio inThe BBDO vice president laid
Mr. Pryor felt the greatest need
the blame for much of television's vestments."
promotion ("at the expense of is for research and its intelligent
radio") on radio network and sta- application. "Radio needs a rating
tion people, themselves, and said if system which will give a true picture of radio listening.
this had not been the case, radio
would have been more aggressive
"Current audience figures don't
and concerned about its competi- take into account the listening to
automobile sets, portables, radio in
tive position.
"However, the radio folks are public places, nor the third, fourth
beginning to think about radio and fifth sets in homes. We must
again and, little by little, life is know more about radio listening in
regarding its more normal aspects. TV homes," he said.
"No other medium reaches such
. . . Some of us are beginning to
feel we can discuss radio without
a vast audience at such low costs,
the fear we are secretly being conand we must continue to prove it,"
sidered horse and buggy guys in a said Mr. Pryor.
The BBDO official said the "emojetCalling
age," heon said.
radio broadcasters to
tional approach" to media buying
face problems realistically, he said by agencies and advertisers is

TRENDS IN RADIO-TV
SHARE OF EVENING BROADCAST AUDIENCE
LOS ANGELES

SET OWNERSHIP

27.7 %j

AND AUDIENCES
SHARE OF EVENING BROADCAST AUDIENCE
NEW YORK

97 0%

,810%

53 2%1

132-3%I 120^7%

.43.5

1948

1949

1950

1951

1948 1949
. RADIO ■
Source C E Hooper • Jon 1948-1952
Sun. Sat. 6:00PM- 10 30PM

I TELEVISION
Source '.C. E. Hooper- Jon. 1948-1952
Sun-Sal. 6:00 PM.- 10:30 R M.

In New York, TV has made even bigger inroads in the
evening audience.

Radio ownership is up, but evening use of sets is down.
Above chart shows how TV has claimed the biggest
part of the evening audience in Los Angeles.

NEW YORK CITY
SHARE OF EVENING RADIO AUDIENCE
WNEWflND.) VS. 4 NETWORK STATIONS

RADIO-TV SET OWNERSHIP TREND
41.9

42.8

♦ 77%

439

MILLIONS OF
RADIO HOMES
100%
WNEW SHARE
4 NETWORKS SHARE
MILLIONS OF
TV HOMES
1953 ( EST. (
Despite feverish rise of TV set ownership, radio ownership (already near saturation) has continued to rise
in the television period.
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giving way to a more basic and
realistic appraisal of advertising
values and they are "beginning to
think again in terms of 'how many
for how much.' Under these circumstances, radio is on solid
ground,"
he
said.
Most of the concern in TV areas
is over nighttime radio, with daytime radio "doing just fine" and
indications being that it will do
better, Mr. Pryor said. He said
BBDO's timebuyers report orders
for spot time have increased "an
impressive amount" recently, with
nighttime spot purchases in TV
areas
to "a
considerable
switching
to early
morning extent"
spots.
Nighttime radio audiences are
considerably smaller than TV in
metropolitan centers, although accurate measurements of radio listening undoubtedly will raise total
radio audience figures, said Mr.
Pryor.
So far it hasn't been economically sound to delete network
radio stations in metropolitan TV
centers, and few advertisers have
taken advantage of their oppordo so,it"but
isn't
finished,tunity to and
mustthebestory
watched

3.0%
1952

Mr. PRYOR

100%

1948
Sourcf' C E. Hooper- Jon.1948 -1952
Sun -Sol., 6 00 PM-I0.30P.M.
But imaginative radio programming still pays off. Since
TV, WNEW, bright and brassy has enlarged its share
of the radio audience 77 % .

carefully," the BBDO vice president said.
Rate Problem
Nighttime radio rates may have
to be reduced still more to compensate for lost audiences in big
TV centers. Advertisers cannot
make up for these lost audiences
simply by adding TV over and
above other media, because their
budgets just are not that flexible,
said Mr. Pryor.
He said some station people are
bewailing their failure to raise
radio rates along with other media,
and that radio rates, when finally
cut, already were too low, "but the
water
was already
the dam."
He said
the chiefover
worry
about
TV — its tremendous cost — is answered by the medium's exponents
who say that although time and
talent costs are going up, the cost
stantly.
per
thousand is shrinking conPosing several questions for the
future of radio and TV, Mr. Pryor
said:
"The ultimate respective posi(Continued on page 31)
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SORVEY
POLITICS— A NATIONAL
political advantage — especially if the
TV stations during campaigns, and
opposition porwas
optunity to be blocked
heard. Itoutis ofthetheusual
by 58.8% between, and by 20.1%
practice of stations to frown on this
of radio outlets during and 19.9%
procedure. [Many stations] will offer
between campaigns.
a large amount of time, provided it is
How many stations will put a Communist candidate
used on a regular, scheduled basis.
on the air? How many will take a chance on FCC
Survey notes "it is natural to The station usually reserves the right
to approve
or disapprove
schedulassume some forms of restriction"
ing of this time,
keeping the
in mind
the
reprisal by censoring libel? How many sell time for
must be used by stations to curb
"equal treatment of all political viewthese
to
the
flood
of
political
requests
for
Answers
politics and how many give it away?
points involved."
time and maintain undisrupted
and a lot of other political broadcasting questions were
£ A paid political program is
schedules. Another method of re- "more apt to displace a regular
obtained in the first national study ever made on this
stricting time was rates charged
commercial program than a sussubject. It was done for a Ph.D. degree by a practicing
(special political rate or regular
taining political." The majority of
broadcaster.
one-time). Rate scale has been
radio
stations
"not willing" to
"helpful in curbing the number of cancel regular arecommercials
. . .
political
broadcasts."
while
TV
stations
are
"less
strinBroadcasters are now prohibited
tees as well as local broadcasters.
FCC should survey the entire pofrom charging more than compaAs for displacement of regular
Replies were offered, on promise of
litical broadcasting field after the
rable rates for other commercial
1952 elections and overhaul its anonymity in some instances, by accounts under the McFarland
commercials, broadcasters used various yardsticks for interpreting
rules and regulations to guide
amendment to the Communications
station managers or other responsible executives. .
radio-TV stations from the present
Act. Stations now are advised to the public interest: Interest in the
Among the findings reported:
base their rates on whether office local campaign, scheduling probimpasse of conflicting government
regulations and state laws governsought by candidate is national or
£ The majority of radio-TV
lems, sponsor and other considing libel.
stations do sell political time, es- local.
erations and individual circumpecially
during
campaigns
(see
gent."
Both the Commission and indusstances. Broadcasters indicated
"A good many stations do offer
Table
I).
This
practice
tallies
with
try should strive for the repeal of
free
time
but
are
careful
to
stiputhey
would
be least inclined to
the results of the B»T survey in
provisions of Sec. 315 of the Comlate the terms and conditions im- displace news and religious broadApril
1948
[B»T,
April
12,
1948],
munications Act on political broadon its use," the survey found,
casts.
casts, in anticipation of a new set which found that 98% of AM sta- adding posedthe
practice could lead to
tion managers had so planned dur- unending requests for time to
of standards that would resolve
£ The
majority
radio-TV
ing that Presidential campaign.
stations
do not
solicit of
actively
pocurrent confusion on the subject.
"reply
to
the
reply."
Stations
litical
time
sales.
But
if
time is
Q Majority of stations do not maintain varying policies for limThese two suggestions, among
follow a policy of allotting free
sought, broadcasters will accept
iting political broadcasts. On other
others, highlight an exhaustive
time to political broadcasts (see restrictions,
contracts. Most radio outlets have
the study explains:
Table II).
survey of individual station practices on political broadcasts as
Obviously the purchase of a large adhered to a policy of selling time
0 Amount of available polit- amount of time immediately precedcompiled over the past year.
(Continued on page 8 A)
ical time is restricted by 42.4% of
ing the election would give a certain
The study was conducted by
Richard M. Mall, public affairs diOnly
TABLE II
TABLE I
rector at WLWC (TV) Columbus,
PROPORTION
OF
RADIO
AND
TELEVISION
STATIONS
WHICH
PROPORTION
OF
RADIO
AND
TELEVISION
STATIONS
WHICH
and associated with the speech department at Ohio State U. His
DO GIVE FREE TIME FOR POLITICAL BROADCASTS
DO SELL TIME FOR POLITICAL BROADCASTS
Only
findings were made available exRadio Stations
Radio
Stations
clusively to Broadcasting • TeleFull-time
casting.
ALL
TV
TV
ALL
Full-time
Daytime
Network
Daytime
14.6%
Non-Net
Stations Stations
18.0%
Stations Network Non-Net
20.1%
Stations
DURING
CAMPAIGNS
(184)
(172)
DURING CAMPAIGNS
Thorough Study
23.7%
(184)
Replies
(33)
(387)
(387)
(743)
(172)
(743)
Replies
(33)
Per
cent
which
98.2%
99.4%
Mr. Mall surveyed perhaps every
Per cent which
do giveCAMPAIGNS
time 24.2%
99.2%
99.0%
do sell time 100.0%
24.3%
BETWEEN
conceivable aspect of the political
(148)
(160)
Replies
(28)
30.8%
23.6%
(642)
BETWEEN
CAMPAIGNS*
broadcast issue at the individual
37.1%
(162)
(334)
Per
cent
which
(153)
(368)
Replies
(28)
(673)
85.8%
76.0%
do give time 50.0%
Per cent which
station level by means of question85.6%
81.7%
do sell time 53.6%
naire. The project began September 1951. The form was mailed to
TABLE IV
* Many stations did not answer questions concerning "between campaigns" political
policy matters
entire questionnaire.
In those
nearly every AM station and all cases where
a significant
numberon the
responded
to such questions,
the
THE POLICIES OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS TOWARD
TV outlets. He received returns
"between campaigns" response will be indicated.
POLITICAL BROADCASTS BY COMMUNISTS DURING CAMPAIGNS
from 743 radio and 33 TV stations,
Radio Stations
TABLE III
claiming a "fairly accurate crossFull-time Daytime
section" of broadcasters — 32.8% of
ALL
TV
PROPORTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS WHICH
all AM, and 30.8% of all TV.
Stations Stations Network Non-Net Only
Replies
DO CANCEL REGULAR COMMERCIALS IN FAVOR OF
(33)
(743)
(387)
(172) (184)
The findings were broken down
POLITICAL
BROADCASTS
Only
by characteristics: Station size,
Per
cent whichcandidate
for'
57.8%
Communist
56.3%
63.5%
58.9%
will Communist ticket
on
broadcast hours, network status,
Radio Stations
22.8
27.8
market size, areas and age of statime
REFUSE time 63.6%
TV
ALL
Daytime
28.6
31.3
SELL
time
12.1
tion. TV was divided into the numStations Stations Network Non-Net
GIVE time
.2
.1
Per cent cancelling
ber of stations per market.
Representative
for SUSTAINING
FullCommunist Party ofto
Mr. Mall obtained expressions of
politicals
66.6%
CAMPAIGNS
support or ofoppose
65.6%
(743)
(184)
policy by examining (1) bases on DURING
62.5%
candidate
anothera
(172)
Replies
(33)
16.2%
(387)
12.4%
19.9%
25.0%
64.4%
21.1
which stations make time availpolitical
party
will
Per cent which
REFUSE time 66.6%
do cancel 33.3%
able, and (2) extent and kinds of
9.0
22.6
SELL
17.9
GIVE time
time
BETWEEN
CAMPAIGNS
.2
3.0
(142)
(140)
(594)
censorship exercised by local broad(312)
21.9
Replies
(17)
19.6%
44.1%
casters. A second questionnaire
13.3%
17.1%
A
person
suspected
Per cent which
23.7%
45.2%
elicited data on various station
of being
Commu-of
do cancel 23.5%
nist, if ona ballot
anyREFUSE
OTHER time
party will 48.4%
Per
cent
cancelling
practices. Distinction was drawn
41 .8% 50.5%
for COMMERCIAL
36.4
SELL time 21.2
between policies of campaign and
39.5 31 .5
.1
GIVE
time
3.0
.1
57.8%
DURINGpoliticals
CAMPAIGNS
non-campaign periods.
(743)
39.5
(184)
(387)
Replies
(33)
60.3%
37.7%
(172)
An organization
be58.2%
49.8%
32.0%
42.6%
Mr. Mall submitted his study as
56.9%
Per cent which
lmunist
ieved to have
Comaffiliations
will
indicative of policy among a large
do cancel 57.5%
REFUSE time 63.6%
BETWEEN CAMPAIGNS
23.5
(569)
23.2
20.6
SELL time
6.0
segment of the industry, claiming
(137)
Replies
(18)
.2
.2
26.9%
GIVE time
3.0
(141)
(291)
25.5
41.5%
36.7%
help from the FCC, NARTB, net36.4%
Per cent which
* Differences between the percentage total and 100% account for
do cancel 33.3%
works, Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters
stations which did not answer.
commitand two national political
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HOW

STATIONS

HANDLE

POLITICIANS
THERE'S a politician in your future— with a finger on your pulse
and perhaps an eye on his rating.
And standing by at the networks
to weigh his fate Nov. 4 are the
likes of "Mike Monrobot" and
"Univac" — to mention but two electronic devices.
Ratings based on individual radio
or television appearances of the
Presidential and Vice Presidential
nominees may not be as significant
as the final election returns — but
the trend is there.
The evidences are reflected at
network and research levels as the
campaign swings into its final two
weeks.
9 The rating service firms will
map plans for surveys measuring
relative popularity of the candidates, perhaps hopeful that they
won't be subjected to the indignities heaped on Gallup and Roper in
the '48 campaign.
% At the same time, preparations were underway at the major
networks for the most comprehensive coverage of election results in
history amid indications that approximately 10 hours of regular
commercial network programs
would be pre-empted to clear the
way for returns.
Scattered Returns
There had been only scattered
reports from the top research organizations evaluating the positions held by the candidates in
competition with regular program
fare — since the conventions last
July.
Last week, however, A. C. Nielsen came up with a comparative
report on cumulative audience as
between the two White House aspirants. Other firms also would be
preparing surveys. And one —
American Research Bureau — indicated it will defer a November TV
survey of regular programs from
the first to the second week of the
month because of election news
competition with normal commercial fare.
Nielsen data showed that a simulcast by Gen. Dwight Eisenhower on NBC radio and NBC-TV
Sept. 4 reached the largest cumulative audience accorded either candidate in sponsored radio and TV
speeches made during the early
part of September.
The report, covering the first
sponsored radio and television
broadcasts by Gen. Eisenhower and
Gov. Stevenson during the campaign, gave the GOP nominee
2,440,000 radio homes and 5,320,000
TV homes on the Sept. 4 broadcasttelecast.
Allowing for duplication of homes
the compilation shows that from
Sept. 1-9, Gen Eisenhower reached
7,802,000 radio homes with four
talks — an average of 1,950,500
homes per talk — while Gov. Stevenson was heard in 4,103,000 homes
with three addresses — or an average of 1,367,667 homes.
For television, the GOP nominee
BROADCASTING
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recorded 5,320,000 homes reached
in Philadelphia a rating of 5.7 —
sixth in the list of top 10 radio
for one talk compared to the Govratings for that week.
ernor's 5,334,000 for three appearances.
Ratings by the major research
The Nielsen data show homes
companies have been scrutinized
tuned in for six minutes or longer,
perhaps just as avidly behind the
as follows, with the day and hour
scenes by the two political parties
of the broadcast and, in most in- as by competitive commercial sponstances, the number of stations
sors. And claims to audience coveremployed also shown. All these
age have been pursued almost as
zealously.
factors, it was pointed out, influence the number of homes that can
The Democrats have confined a
be reached. The report (times are
large portion of their network timeEDT unless otherwise indicated) :
buys to a combination of CBS
RADIO
Radio and DuMont TV Network.
Eisenhower, NBC, Sept. 4, 9:30-10
The Republicans have been utilizp.m., 174 stations (simulcast), 2,ing the facilities of CBS-TV and
440,000 homes reached.
NBC-TV, as well as ABC and NBC
Stevenson, ABC, Sept. 5, 9-9:30
radio networks. In some instances,
p.m., 306 stations (simulcast), 1,- the GOP has put together a selected
241,000 homes reached.
ABC-NBC station network.
Eisenhower, NBC-ABC, Sept. 6,
Ratings have assumed perhaps
2-2:30 p.m., 243 stations, 1,284,000
homes reached.
as much stature as actual attendance at political rallies.
Stevenson, NBC, Sept. 6, 9-9:30
p.m., 174 stations, 1,327,000 homes
This fervent interest in audience
reached.
coverage has been building up
Eisenhower, MBS, Sept. 8, 6:30-7
slowly since the nominating conp.m. local time, 614,000 homes
ventions in Chicago last July. It
reached.
will
culminate
in election eve poliEisenhower, NBC-ABC, Sept. 9, 10tical broadcasts and telecasts which
10:30 p.m., 3,464,000 homes reached.
give evidence of saturating the airStevenson, CBS, Sept. 9, 10:30-11
waves.
p.m. (simulcast), 1,535,000 homes
reached.
Network Strategists
TELEVISION
Network planners were busily
Stevenson, CBS, Sept. 1, 1-1:30
p.m., 53 stations, 1,382,000 homes
mapping out strategy for maxireached.
mum use of personnel and mechanical aids in New York headquarEisenhower, NBC, Sept. 4, 9:30-10
ters and elsewhere to bring viewers
p.m., 60 stations (simulcast), 5,320,000 homes reached.
and listeners the progress of the
election as rapidly as it unfolds.
Stevenson, ABC, Sept. 5, 9-9:30
New York will be the focal point
p.m., 49 stations (simulcast), 2,956,000 homes reached.
of news transmission, with periodic
reports from other pivotal cities.
Stevenson, CBS, Sept. 9, 10:30-11
p.m., 37 stations (simulcast), 2,NBC radio and TV will rely on
996,000 homes reached.
"Mike Monrobot," so-called "elecA Nielsen survey of Aug. 31tronic brain," for trends of the
voters in various regions and for
Sept.
6
gave
Gen.
Eisenhower's
maiden sponsored simulcast speech
predictions on what the voting is

Drawn ior Broadcasting . Telecasting by Sid Hix
'The only way we can give the Democrats equal time with the Republicans is to go on a 25-hour day."
• Telecasting

WJZ Election Sale
INNOVATION in sales of
election coverage was announced Thursday by officials
of ABC's WJZ-TV New York.
Admiral Corp. is sponsoring
the network's coverage, but
additionally Amoco will sponsor five-minute reports on
local developments every
half-hour on WJZ-TV starting at 8:25 p.m. on election
night. The sale was negotiated for the stations by
Edward Petry & Co., which
has been named by the network as one of two independent representation firms to
handle sales for its owned
stations.
likely to be a few hours hence.
NBC claimed the device is "the
fastest electronic computer in the
CBS Radio and TV will make use
for the first time of the newlycountry."
developed
Remington-Rand
vac," an electronic
computer "Unicapable of making thousands of
arithmetic calculations per second.
In addition to providing rapid returns from all over the country,
it is geared to furnish an instantaneous comparison with returns at the same hour and from
the samedentialplaces
in the
elections ofas 1944
and Presi1948.
Both ABC radio and TV and
MBS reported that their respective
coverage will be supported by use
of the latest type of mechanicalelectronic tabulating equipment
and, like NBC and CBS, will employ numerous visual aids to interpret the tide of events.
DuMont, which had not completed definite plans for election
night coverage, indicated it will use
the CBS-TV coverage sponsored
by Westinghouse, supplemented
probably by some reportage from
its owned and operated stations.
Breakdown on election night
plans as reported by the networks
follows:
NBC
NBC radio will begin fulltime
coverage at 8 p.m. and NBC-TV at
9 p.m., both EST, under the sponsorship of Philco Corp. Three hours
of regularly scheduled commercial
radio time and two and one-half
hours of TV time will be cancelled.
Coverage will be under the overall direction of William R. McAndrew, with Charles Colledge,
producer in charge of TV at election headquarters; Joseph Meyers,
producer of NBC radio reports;
Francis McCall, supervisor of remote TV pickups throughout the
country, and Ad Schneider, supervisor of remote TV pickups in New
York.
For television, Bill Henry will
provide the running commentary,
John Cameron Swayze will concen(Continued on page 34)
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AM's Rates, Impact
(Continued from page 24-)
encc of the broadcast media comprises amajor asset that is particularly important in advertising
articles of no great interest to most
people, such as soap or tea, he said,
pointing out that publication ads
for such products can easily be
turned aside but people listening to
a program may also listen to the
commercials despite their lack of
interest in the product.
H. M. Beville, NBC director of
research and planning, called radio a victim of "ratingitis," stating
that broadcasters had failed to promote the all-important fact, not
shown by ratings, that radio sells
merchandise. He presented a slide
film report on the survey made for
NBC by W. R. Simmons & Assoc.,
which showed that the average
American housewife spends two
hours and four minutes a day
listening to radio, one hour and 25
minutes watching TV, 38 minutes
reading newspapers and 16 minutes
reading magazines. Matched samples of listeners and non-listeners
showed that, for program after
program, listeners bought appreciably more of the product advertised
on the show than non-listeners did.
A BAB plan to speed up the
ARBI tests of the effectiveness of
radio as a medium for retailers by
financing the research costs of 100
tests made by a single store or up
to 2,500 made by a retail chain
was announced at the Thursday
afternoon session by Kevin Sweeney, BAB vice president (see story,
this page).
At the opening morning session,
NARTB President Harold Fellows
urged radio station operators not
to be discouraged by anticipated
competition from TV stations entering their markets, stating that
it had not proved fatal to radio in
the present TV markets and reporting that the full facts of how successfully radio has met that competition will soon be disclosed by
a field survey now being made
under NARTB supervision.
Richard Doherty, director of the
NARTB Employer-Employe Relations Department, reported that
an analysis of radio station operations since 1940 showed revenues
increasing but costs increasing
even more rapidly, a trend he predicted will continue in the years
ahead. He urged station managers
to exercise caution in negotiating
new contracts with unions, pointing out that acceptance of "fringe"
demands for vacations with pay,
health and insurance plans and the
like may prove more costly than
they would seem to be at first
glance.
Lever Bros. Names
WEST P. Woodbridge Jr. and
Thomas S. Murphy, associated with
Pepsodent Div. of Lever Bros Co.,
N. Y., as assistant div. advertising
manager and product manager for
Chlorodent, respectively, were
named brand advertising managers.
Page 30
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PA.

WOMEN
Hold First AWRT Meet
EXCHANGE of ideas among
American Women in Radio and
Television as a means of helping
all women broadcasters was urged
in a talk to memof AWRT's
P e n bers
n sylvania
Div. at the
AMONG those at the ABC Western Affiliates annual meeting, held at the
Beverly Hills Hotel, that city, were (I to r) Charles Ayers, ABC vice-president
in charge of radio; Franz Robischon, owner, KWRN Reno; Alfred R. Beckman, ABC director of station relations; Bob Ellis, KGHF Pueblo manager;
Milo Peterson, KGEM Boise manager; Jack Flanigan, KITO San Bernardino
manager; and Ned Hullinger, stations relations manager, ABC Western Div.
BAB
RETAIL

TEST

to Underwrite

Major

Project

TO CLINCH the evidence of more than 200 ARBI tests of radio's ability
to move goods for retailers, BAB is offering to underwrite the research
costs of a conclusive series of tests made either by a large retail chain or
by a major store, Kevin Sweeney, BAB vice president, announced Thursday in an address before the
*
•
NARTB Dist. 2 meeting (see story,
be used together for maximum covpage 24).
"For nearly two years evidence
Mr. Sweeney
said BAB's
to
has been piling up in tests made
underwrite
a major
test isoffer
being
by department stores and other
advanced
because
the
relatively
few
erage."
principal retailers that radio
tests made so far in major cities
reaches a very large group of cus"do not permit the firm conclutomers not influenced by newspasion that will result when a major
pers, now the No. 1 medium for chain or key department store
retailers," Mr. Sweeney said.
makes a 'depth study' which will
"Only one step now remains:
give them results on 25 to 30 readyOne major store or chain must
to-wear items, another 25 to 30
make enough tests to confirm on
furnishing items, etc."
a large scale the validity of the home
He revealed that BAB has already financed two comprehensive
past two years' findings. The other
stores will then follow suit."
tests in recent months — one by a
BAB will finance the research
grocery chain and one by a decosts of 100 or more tests made by
partment store chain — each involva single store, involving probably
ing seven studies. "But these are
$25,000 to $50,000 worth of adveronly small pilot studies compared
tising, or up to 2,500 tests for a to what we are now ready to do,"
chain, which would spend some
he said.
$500,000 in advertising all types of
merchandise in stores of all sizes
in about 50 cities. The offer has
WGN-AM-TV LAYOFF
"virtually no strings attached,"
35 Staffers Released
Mr. Sweeney said. "The store or
chain is free to choose the items, THIRTY-FIVE radio and television
the media, the dates, the research
staffers at WGN AM-TV Chicago
organization and the method by have
been laid off in an unprecewhich the research is to be done.
dented move for the Chicago TribWe only reserve the right to make
une broadcast properties. Lopped
certain that the method is equitable
off after a check on operating
costs, the 35 employes represent
and scientific."
Comparative Test
less than 10% of the total personnel, which numbers about 400.
The ARBI tests involved a comAlmost all departments except
parison of radio with another mesales were hit in the move which
dium of store advertising, usually
began a fortnight ago. Employes
newspapers, with the same amount
were given varying notices, deof money being spent in each mepending on their service with the
dium at the same time to advertise
the same item of merchandise. Re- company. No management personnel was involved.
porting on recent tests made in Rochester and Syracuse, Mr. Sweeney
said the usual pattern emerged:
In seven of eight studies for leadKeystone Adds 117
ing retailers in the two cities, radio produced more sales per dollar KEYSTONE Broadcasting System
than newspapers.
reported in Chicago last week that
117 stations have been signed as
"But that is less important than
the fact that radio reached a large new affiliates since the first of the
number of prospects that dominant
year. Blanche Stein, station relations director, said the total is now
newspaper space failed to touch,"
he said. "The two media seem to 500 stations covering 1,450 councomplement one another and should
ties outside TV range.

g r o u p's Oct.
first11
meeting
at Williamsport
by
Gertrude
Trobe,
state
chairman, from
WBVP Beaver
Falls.
Mrs. Trobe
Radio women
from 40 Pennsylvania stations attended the group's initial meeting,
held at Williamsport's Lycoming
Hotel, which also featured a luncheon address by Doris Corwith, national AWRT president and NBC
supervisor of public affairs, who
urged each woman to consider seriously her duty in the field of
communications.
An afternoon panel featured
Esther Scureman, WCDL Carbondale; Dolly Banks, WHAT Philadelphia, and Alma Cramer, WARD
Johnstown. The day's activities
included a cocktail party, a film
showing, a fashion show and a
dinner sponsored by WWPA WLYC
WRAK Williamsport. Highlight of
the dinner program, headed by
Kay Sasso of WWPA and Joan
Krimm of WLYC, was a talk by
Warren Bower, assistant dean of
New York U. and professor of
radio and television, concerning the
educator and mass communications. Next conference will be held
in Pittsburgh.

FM PROMOTION
Begins Nov. 3 in Alabama
FOUR-WEEK campaign promoting the sale of FM-equipped radio
receivers will begin Nov. 3 in Alabama under joint sponsorship of
NARTB and Radio - Television
Mfrs. Assn. Taking part will be
16 Alabama FM stations along with
several AM applicants for FM
licenses and wholesalers of the
well-known brands of FM-equipped
sets.
Henry P. Johnston, WSGN-FM
Birmingham, will supervise activities of radio stations. John Evins,
Hart-Greer Co., Birmingham, is
chairman of the distributors committee. Distributors will set up 600
FM display pieces created by
RTMA. Stations will carry announcements and transcribed demonstrations ofFM reception.
Chicago Milk Campaign
PURE MILK Assn., market representative for 14,500 milk producers in the Chicago area, is planning its first advertising campaign.
Radio and TV spots and programs
will be used to help promote milk
consumption.
Agency
Mel DeMunn
and Assoc.,
same iscity.
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Room for Both
(Continued from page 27)
GIVEAWAY
LONG-PENDING court test of the
FCC's anti-giveaway rules, initiated
more than three years ago, last
Thursday was tentatively set for
argument during the week of Dec.
15 before a three-judge federal
statutory court in New York.
With FCC and the challenging
networks agreeing to have the case
decided on the basis of briefs and
oral argument rather than actual
*» trial, Judge Vincent Liebell of the
U. S. Court for the Southern District of New York set the tentative
timetable as follows, subject to approval by the yet-to-be-appointed
three- judge court:
Main briefs to be exchanged by
the participants on or by Dec. 1;
reply briefs to be filed by Dec. 10;
oral argument to be held starting
at 2 p.m. on a day to be selected
during the week of Dec. 15.
Participants are the FCC in defense of its rules, and, on the other
side, NBC, CBS and ABC, which
secured a stay order against them
in September 1949, shortly after
they were issued and before they
could become effective [B#T, Oct.
3, 1949]. FCC handed down the
rules on Aug. 18, 1949, to take
effect on Oct. 1, but then, after the
adverse preliminary ruling, voluntarily suspended the effective date
until at least 30 days after completion of the court tests [B*T, Sept.
26, 1949].
New Judge to Be Named
A three-judge court composed of
District Judges Leibell and Simon
Rifkind and Appeals Court Judge
Charles Clark originally was named
to hear the case, but Judge Rifkind
subsequently resigned to return to
private law practice and another
jurist will have to be designated to
sit with Judges Leibell and Clark.
Network attorneys indicated last
week a belief that, even though the
case has lain dormant for more
than three years, it will eventually
be carried to the U. S. Supreme
Court regardless of the three-judge
court's decision.
Although the number of network
"giveaways" employing a telephone
gimmick — one of the main features
against which FCC's rules appeared
to be directed, in the opinion of
some observers — are considerably
fewer now than at the time FCC
acted, they are widely prevalent on
local stations. Additionally, observers felt that FCC might undertake to bring a large number of
non-telephone giveaways within the
range of its ban if the rules are
upheld.
At the time the rules were
adopted, giveaways at the network
and local level were said unofficially
to total millions of dollars in cash
and merchandise per year. It was
generally conceded by FCC legal
authorities at the time that the
rules were calculated to drive off
the air virtually all of the big
BROADCASTING
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money and merchandise giveaway
programs then being aired by the
network except those depending
upon audience participation alone —
and even some of the latter, it was
said, might not be free of the test
of lottery law violation. Scores of
syndicated giveaways and local
shows also would be suspect, it
was said.
Significant features of the rules
defining programs which would be
illegal are as follows:
". . . the determination whether a
particular program comes within the
provisions of subsection (a) [which
forbids licensees to carry lottery,
gift-enterprise or similar schemes]
depends on the facts of each case.
However, the Commission will in any
event consider that a program comes
within the provisions of subsection
(a) if in connection with such program a prize consisting of money
or thing of value is awarded to any
person whose selection is dependent
in whole or in part upon lot or chance,
if as a condition of winning or competing for such prize:
"(1) Such winner or winners are
required to furnish any money or
thing of value or are required to
have in their possession any product
sold, manufactured, furnished or distributed by a sponsor of a program
broadcast on the station in question; or
"(2) Such winner or winners are
required to be listening to or view-

ing the program in question on a
radio or television receiver; or
"(3) Such winner or winners are
required to answer correctly a question, the answer to which is given
on a program broadcast over the station in question or where aid to answering the question correctly is
given on a program broadcast over
the station in question. For the purposes of this provision the broadcasting of the question to be answered over the radio station on a
previous program will be considered
as an aid in answering the question
correctly; or
"(4) Such winner or winners are
required to answer the phone in a
prescribed manner or with a prescribed phrase, or are required to
write a letter in a prescribed manner
or containing a prescribed phrase, if
the prescribed manner of answering
the phone or writing the letter or the
prescribed phrase to be used over
the phone or in the letter (or an aid
in ascertaining the prescribed phrase
or the prescribed manner of answering the phone or writing the letter)
is, or has been, broadcast over the
station in question."
Prado Indiana Drive
PRADO Wine Co., Indianapolis, for
its five brands of Melody Hill
California wines, will use animated
TV and AM jingles in a broadcast
campaign throughout I n d i a n a.
Agency: Ruben Adv., Indianapolis.

BROADCASTER GROUP at NARTB District 3 meeting (front row, I to r):
Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh, district director; Eunice Schneider, WEPM
Martinsburg, W. Va.; C. Leslie Golliday, WEPM; Thomas E. Martin, WEEU
Reading, Pa.; Mrs. Cecil Woodland, WQAN Scranton; Mr. Woodland. Back
row, Robert G. Walter, WVAM Altoona; Herbert Scott, WPAZ Pottstown,
Pa.; Harold C. Lund, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh; John E. Surrick, WFBR Baltimore; George D. Coleman, WGBI Scranton;
Roy E. Morgan, WILK WilkesBarre.

DELEGATES at District 3
meeting (front row, I to
r): Virginia N. Cooper,
WJLS Beekley, W. Va.;
Alice Schein, WBTH Williamson, W. Va.; F. J.
Evans, WPLH Huntington, W. Va.; Joe L.
Smith Jr., WJLS. Back
row, L. Waters Milbourne, Robert M. Richmond, WCAO Baltimore;
Berton Sonis, WTIP
Charleston, W. Va.; Jack
Snyder, WFBG Altoona.
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tions of TV and radio as advertismedia are anybody's
the ingconsensus
of many guess,
peoplebutI
have discussed it with is that they
[radio and TV] will each emerge
as a strong national medium, complementing and supplementing each
other in the tremendous battle for
sales and services ahead."
The expected increase in consumer goods to be created by declining defense expenditures will
call for more and better selling
and "radio sells goods," he said.
"Radio has basic advertising circulation, grass roots circulation.
The number of radio homes is increasing and so are homes with
He called
a combination of radio
multiple
sets."
and available
TV the best
"unduplicated"
buy
to advertisers,
and
advised both media to: (1) find out
who is looking and listening, (2)
find out what makes them tune
you in and tune you out, (3) learn
all you can about program preferences of your local audiences,
(4) merchandise your advertisers'
programs and products, (5) advertise your programs and station in
other media and (6) do all you can
to service your community and
make your listeners proud of you.
CHICAGO ACLU
Says TV Films Uncensored
CHICAGO police censor all movies
for local theatres but have no control over films telecast on the city's
four stations, it was reported
Wednesday at the annual Chicago
area meeting of the American Civil
Liberties Union, which said viewers can see in their own homes
films which cannot be shown at a
theatre.
Attorney Eli E. Fink, who represents the Balaban & Katz theatre chain, reported on the police
censorship board, which screens all
films, including newsreels and
comic cartoons, for city release.
The board's five non-professionals,
he said, operate under a city ordinance and have no jurisdiction over
TV films.
The board is empowered to refuse a show permit, demand deletions or editing, issue a "pink
ticket" for adult education only or
issue a permit. Several films which
have not been shown publicly in
Chicago have been telecast there.
Appearing in a panel on movie
censorship and censorship in other
communications media were Sanford Wolff, radio-TV attorney, and
Sam Lesner, Daily Neivs critic.
CBS-TV

For story on District 3 meeting see page U2.
District 2 story is on page 2U-

News

Move

ENTIRE CBS-TV news department was to move to new and
largertralquarters
in the Grand
CenTerminal Bldg.,
New York,
effective Saturday.
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HEARING

STATUS

FOLLOWING a precedent ruling
two weeks ago in the Portland, Ore.,
TV hearings — that comparative
hearing issues may not be enlarged
to take into account coverage and
population factors [B»T, Oct 13]—
the FCC last week turned down
five petitions from other applicants
in as many cities asking for the
same thing.
In each case, the Commission referred to the Portland decision
which permitted applicants to put
coverage and population information into the record under present
general issues. However, each case
must be judged on its own merits,
the Commission then said, and
these will vary from city to city
and applicant to applicant.
The Commission also pointed out
that coverage predictions, as indicated in the Sixth Report and
Order [B*T, April 14] and incorporated in the new Rules and
Standards, were established for
purposes of TV channel allocations
and were not precise enough for
specific coverage measurements.
The cities for which petitions
were turned down were Tampa-St.
Petersburg, Fla. ; Wichita, Kan.;
Jackson, Mich.; Duluth, Minn., and
Flint, Mich.
New Hearings Begin
Meanwhile, two new TV hearings
began last Wednesday : Harrisburg,
Pa., and Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
Two additional hearings were
scheduled to begin today (Monday).
They are Jackson, Mich., and
Wichita, Kan.
Also slated to start today was the
contest for Denver's vhf Channel 4.
The two applicants are KOA, owned
50% by- radio-TV-screen comedian
Bob Hope and 50% by Denver
Mayor Quigg Newton and associates, including Don Searle, former
ABC western division chief, as executive vice president and general
manager, and KMYR, owned by F.
W. and A. G. Meyer. Friday saw
the conclusion of the hearing between KLZ and Denver Television
Co. (Wolf berg theatre interests)
for vhf Channel 7.
In the Portland, Ore., proceedings last week, where a dozen ap-

hearing, three applicants are
vying for vhf Channel 8 and three
for vhf Channel 13.
Channel 8 contestants are Tampa
Tribune's WFLA, St. Petersburg
Times' WTSP and Tampa Bay
Area Telecasting Corp., principally
composed of New York radio and
advertising men. They are John
Trevor Adams, general manager
WJZ-TV; Harry W. Bennett Jr.,
Sherman & Marquette; John S.
Houseknecht, William Esty & Co.;
Hal James, Ellington & Co. Also
associated in the Tampa Bay company are Florida realtor Robert
James
Evans. and truck dealer R. W.
Channel 13 applicants are Tampa
Times' WDAE, Orange Television
Broadcasting Co., principally
owned tivesbyDaviddepartment
store
execu-E.
A. Falk and
Frank
plicants seek four channels, the
uhf Channel 21 hearing was substantially completed and the vhf
Channel 12 hearing commenced before Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith.
The Channel 21 case was adjourned
until Nov. 7, when remaining
data will be presented and the
hearing concluded. The Portland
Channel 6 hearing is to commence
Nov. 10; Channel 8, Dec. 1.
In Harrisburg there are two applicants for uhf Channel 27 and
two for uhf Channel 71. The latter
contest faded when the two apbining. plicants announced they were comThe two applicants for uhf Channel 27 are WHBG, owned by
Herbert Kendrick and the Philadelphia Inquirer (WFIL-AM-FMTV), and WCMB Lemoyne, Pa.,
whose majority stockholder is
Edgar T. Shepard Jr.
One of the extra issues in the
Channel 27 case is the question of
potential overlap between WFILTV Philadelphia and the TV proposal of WHGB Harrisburg. The
FCC Broadcast Bureau also has
asked that possible interference by
WCMB's proposed TV site to the
antenna of WHP be made an additional issue.

Joining forces are the two applicants for Channel 71: Harrisburg
Broadcasters Inc., 100% owned by
Donald E. Newhouse, and WABX
(FM), owned by Hal Bishop and
W. T. Wright.
Mr. Newhouse is the son of S.
I. Newhouse, head of the Newhouse newspaper chain (Harrisburg Patriot News, Syracuse PostStandard and Herald Journal, Newark Star-Ledger, Jersey City Journal, Long Island Press and Star
Journal, Staten Island Advance and
Portland Oregonian). The Newhouses also own WSYR-AM-FMTV
Syracuse
Portland,
Ore. and KGW-AM-FM
Harrisburg Principals
In the revision of Harrisburg
Broadcasters Inc., WABX (FM)
principals will own 500 shares of
preferred, non-voting stock. Conhands.trol will remain in Mr. Newhouse's
The Harrisburg hearing was
opened last week by FCC Examiner
William G. Butts, one of the new
hearing examiners. It was continued indefinitely. FCC counsel is
Earl R. Stanley and FCC engineering counsel is John T. McCullin.
In the Tampa - St. Petersburg

Mandel, and Tampa Television Co.,
20% owned by W. Walter Tison
(owner of WALT Tampa) and
attorneys Doyle E. Carlton, David
Elmer Ward, H. H. Baskin, O. K.
Reaves and G. E. Mabry, among
others.
Channel 13 fight has been highlighted by opposition of Orange
Television Co. to Tampa Television.
Originally, Mr. Tison was an applicant by himself. He was given permission to withdraw that application three weeks ago. He then filed
as one-fifth owner of Tampa Television.
This led Orange Television to
petition the Commission to overrule the motion commissioner's
permission for Mr. Tison to withdraw "without prejudice" his original application and also against
the Commission accepting the new
application. This was on the
ground that Mr. Tison had two
applications pending at the same
time, since his new application was
filed Sept. 24 and his original one
not dismissed until Sept. 30. The
point was made that if the second
was not accepted until the first
was dismissed, then it would be
less than 20 days before the hearing date and therefore ineligible
(Continued on page 72)

RECESS huddle of executives of Columbia, Empire Telecasters Inc., also DISCUSSING events during Portland, Ore., Channel 12 hearing are
seeking Portland's Channel 12, include (I to r) ; Alfred Towne, consulting these Oregon Television Inc. executives (I to r) : Michael McMullen,
engineer; Philip L. Jackson, chairman of the board; Wesley I. Dumm, chief engineer; Henry A. White, president; Stephen Eberly Thompson,
president; Richard Bell, vice president; Frank C. McColloch, secretary, vice president; William A. Healy, director, and Walter J. Stiles Jr.,
and Richard Brown, treasurer.
general manager.
BROADCASTING
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Baltimore merchants go for WITH

like kids go for

cowboy suits. They love the quick, profitable results they
get from this low-cost station. At low, low rates, WITH
delivers a huge, responsive audience — more listeners-perdollar than any other radio or TV station in town. And
that means low cost results! And that's why WITH carries
the advertising of twice as many local folks as any other
station in town!
So take a tip from these smart advertisers. Put WITH

on

your schedule. WITH can produce low-cost results for
you, too! Get the whole story from your Forjoe man today!
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chell, Drew Pearson, Elmer Davis,
John Daly, Mary Margaret McBride, Martin Agronsky, Erwin D.
Canham, Dr. George Gallup, Paul
the respective networks. A comHarvey, Quincy Howe, George Sobined radio-TV force will operate
kolsky, Ted Malone, Leo Cherne
out of New York and Washington.
and Walter Kiernan. ABC will use
The running story will be provided
a staff of some 300 persons in its
by a relay team consisting of New York headquarters.
All networks will make election
Walter Cronkite, Robert Trout,
Allan Jackson, and Douglas Ed- night broadcasts available to the
wards. Special reports, analyses, Armed Forces Radio Service for
and interviews will be broadcast
transmission to U. S. troops overfrom time to time by Edward R.
seas and to all naval vessels at sea.
Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Larry
The respective claims of each
Leseur, Charles Collingwood, and
party have been conflicting, if not
Don Hollenbeck. Bill Wood will be significant of any especial trend in DEMOCRATIC National Committee
the voting sentiment of U. S. Chairman Stephen Mitchell (I) disin charge of pickups from Washcusses broadcast media operations
listeners and viewers. Probably
ington headquarters of the Democratic and Republican parties, as- the ratings could more properly be with J. Leonard Reinsch, managing disisted by Bill Shadel and Ron
rector, WSB-AM-FM-TV Atlanta. Mr.
said to be indicative of a sharp
Reinsch was TV consultant to the
Cochran. Ed Morgan will cover
upturn
in
political
interest
as
reGov. Stevenson and Bill Downs will
Democrats prior to the national conflected in the increase of registracover Gen. Eisenhower.
vention and there have been reports
tions sparked by the NARTBthat he will return to committee acFor CBS Radio, Samuel Lubell, American Heritage Foundation
tivity [CLOSED CIRCUIT, Sept. 29].
political analyst, will give periodic citizens promotion drive [B»T,
broadcasts on trends of the elec- Oct. 13].
more simulcasts, effective this
Spark of interest first showed
tion based on reports from strategic centers. For CBS-TV Don
during the GOP national convenfour "fireside"
chats byincluding
Gov. Stevenson.
First is
Hewitt will serve as senior direction, which drew a Trendex rating week,
booked
for
Tuesday
on NBC-TV
tor. Paul Levitan will supervise
of 41 for the first evening session
remote pickups from CBS-TV affili- — a rating higher than that of any
and CBSbilled
Radioas from
Chicago.
It's
being
perhaps
the first
ates throughout the country. Fritz regular commercial program.
The American Research Bureau
such political simulcast made possiLittlejohn, CBS-TV news managble by public money subscriptions.
estimated that 51 million saw the
ing editor, will man the main news
Democrats have purchased nine
GOP conclave — about one-third of half
desk and make assignments. Elec-hours each on DuMont TV and
tion staff in New York is expected
the U. S. population and perhaps
to number about 300.
slightly more than one-half of the CBS Radio.
MBS
eligible voting population.
Othercasts:programs,
includingFranklin
simulMonday
Roosevelt,
NBC(today),
radio;Mrs.Wednesday,
Pulse
Measures
President Truman (from Pittsburgh),
MBS will start election night
radio,Alben
CBS-TV;
Vice
The Pulse Inc. measured the tele- ABC
programming at 8 p.m. EST with
President
BarkleyThursday,
(Jersey City),
viewing audience in the New York
sponsorship by the Chevrolet Div.
CBS Radio, DuMont TV; Saturday,
Stevenson (Boston rally), CBS
of General Motors and Chevrolet
metropolitan area, finding that the Gov.
Radio, DuMont TV. United Auto
Dealers of America. Only regularly
Republicans outdrew the DemoWorkers
other
CBSTV half will
hourssponsor
and thetwoCIO
Political
scheduled network commercial time
crats by more than a third. It gave
Action Committee the other.
the GOP 43.0 and 16.5 for evening
after 8 p.m. that night are newsBy contrast, the only network
casts, which will be presented
and afternoon sessions, respecunder their regular sponsorships.
tively, as against 32.0 and 12.2. It commitments set up for Gen. Eisenhower are NBC radio this Wednesout that the DemoCo - supervisors of the night's was pointed
day and CBS Radio-TV Oct. 29.
crats were handicapped by the
broadcasts will be Milton Burgh,
high command is shopping
Republicans meeting first, heat GOP
MBS news director, and Arthur
around for funds to buy network
factors
(keeping
people
outdoors)
Feldman, special events director.
time on election eve, probably at
and baseball competition.
Commentators will include Gabriel
the
Boston Garden. The RepubliA. C. Nielsen also measured the
Heatter, Fulton Lewis jr., Cedric
cans have bought only seven siconvention radio audience, reportFoster, Cecil Brown, Bill Cunningmulcasts to date, plus two cited
ham, William Hillman, H. R.
ing that more than a third of above — or nine compared to the
Baukhage, Robert F. Hurleigh,
nation's radio homes listened to the
Democrats' 18.
GOP conclave. Peak audience was
Everett Holies, Fred Van Deventer,
15 million homes.
Lew Nichols, Frank Singiser, Ed
This preponderance
of Democratic time commitments
has
Pettitt, Prescott Robinson, Lyle
The Nielsen TV Index gave nod
Van and Henry Gladstone, plus to the Democrats on viewing, re- raised concern in some station circles. One southwest TV broadcaster
MBS regional news directors. A
porting 14,556,000 video homes
reported his orders running at a
staff of 250, including some 200 tuned in to their convention, comratio of five to one, posing a questabulators, will be on hand in New
pared to 13,097,000 for the GOP
tion of programming balance.
sessions.
York headquarters.
ABC
A charge by Sen. A. S. (Mike)
More recently, the dramatic
Monroney (D-Okla.) that the GOP
had to cancel Eisenhower telecasts
ABC radio and television will buildup to Sen. Richard M. Nixon's
begin election night operations at (R-Calif.) radio-TV report of his has been denied by Frank Armgave him a ready-made
8 p.m. EST under sponsorship of finances
strong, Kudner Inc., agency hanaudience, with NBC estimating
Admiral Corp. Network commerdling the GOP account. He consome 25 million viewers and CBS
cial cancellations for that night
ceded, however, that lack of funds
overall audience of 60 million
total 35 minutes on radio, with no an
for that program.
general's network
the
limit
may
in thesponsored
last two by
weeks
TV time pre-empted.
As the campaign moves into the —appearances
at least those
the
Overall operations for the night final fortnight, both parties are
GOP National Committee.
will be headed by Thomas Velotta,
gearing their efforts to as many
The Democrats also have launchvice president for news and special radio-TV commitments as funds
ed spot drives in California, Illinois,
events at ABC radio, assisted by
will permit. There were indicaMinnesota and Ohio, among others.
John Maddigan, ABC-TV director
tions last week that, despite the
There had been some talk of
of news and special events, and
protest over the assertDon Coe, ABC radio director of Democrats'
for Gov.
lack Stevenson's
of money,
some of
canceling talks
ed GOP spot "blitz" [B«T, Oct. 13, radio-TV
news and special events. Forty
6], the
administration
party
is
betbut
the
Democratic
National
Comter heeled to saturate the airwaves.
commentators will be used throughmittee
rejected
any
such
possibilout the night as a combined radioDespite a cry over lack of funds,
ity. The pinch has been severe but
the Democrats have reserved nine
TV team, including Walter Win(Continued on page 36)

Politicians on Media — Ratings in Mill
(Continued from page 29)
trate on returns in the Presidential
race, Morgan Beatty, returns on
the Senate and Gubernatorial contests, and Ned Brooks, on the Congressional elections.
For radio audiences, George
Hicks and Merrill Mueller will
furnish the running story of the
Presidential race and the general
election picture. Richard Harkness
will broadcast developments on important Gubernatorial and Senatorial contests and Ray Henle on
House elections. Additionally, NBC
will use radio-TV teams headed by
Ben Grauer at GOP headquarters
and Kenneth Banghart at Democratic headquarters. Accompanying Gen. Eisenhower on election
night will be Frank Bourgholtzer,
while Gov. Stevenson will be
covered by Ray Scherer. In Washington, Arthur Barriault will supervise reports from both party
and candidate headquarters. A
staff of 250 is expected at New
York headquarters.
CBS
CBS Radio will begin coverage at
8 p.m. and CBS-TV an hour later,
both under sponsorship by the
Westinghouse Corp., which claims
the first radio broadcast of election
returns in 1920, when Warren G.
Harding was chosen President.
Pre-empting of 2 hours-10 minutes
of commercial radio network time
and 1 hour-30 minutes of TV commercial time is anticipated.
Overall supervision of election
night coverage will be directed by
Wells Church for CBS Radio and
Sig Mickelson for CBS-TV, directors of news and special events for
WAVZ
GOES OVER
To Stevenson via Editorial
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., which
claims to have pioneered the radio
editorial format in recent years,
last Friday utilized the device to
announce its support of Gov. Adlai
Stevenson for the Presidency.
At the same time, WAVZ offered equal free time to proponents for other candidates, including representatives of the local
Eisenhower and Progressive Party
groups. They were to speak on
Saturday and Sunday mornings.
The station previously had supported Gen. Dwight Eisenhower.
Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ vice
president and general manager,
delivered the editorial. He cited
inadequate press coverage given
the Democratic nominee as "one
of the reasons we are speaking out
to give you the editorial opinion
of this station." Editorial reading
was preceded and followed by labeling of the material as such.
WAVZ noted it has received numerous national awards on the
basis of civic improvements promoted by the editorials. It has
been airing them sporadically over
the past three years.
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NOT

EVERY
CAN

INDIAN
BE A CHIEF...

But all 620 affiliates
of the Keystone

Network

are chiefs in their camps
—beating

the drums

for their advertisers

goods

in the rich hunting
of Hometown

And

if you

and

grounds

Rural America!

like this wampum

too

—you may buy all 620 chiefs
of this exclusive tribe — or
only a scouting party!
How

about

discussing your problems

in this market

KEYSTONE

with us?
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• New York: 580 Fifth Ave.
• Chicago: 111 W. Washington
• Los Angeles: 1324 Wiishire Blvd.
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MBS' Competitive Cut
(Continued from page 23)
bers for several districts.
day, Executive Vice President William H. Fineshriber Jr. asserted:
John Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis,
was elected chairman of the com"Mutual has traditionally stood
out against the depreciation of ramittee, succeeding Gene Cagle,
dio values. We have consistently
KFJZ Fort Worth, who is now
been the last of the networks to serving his second term as a
lower the national rate card.
MAAC member. George Hatch,
Through our different formulas for KALL Salt Lake City, was elected
vice chairman, and Rex Howell,
TV and non-TV markets, we have
established a principle of pricing
KFXJ Grand Junction, Col., was
re-elected secretary. Other MAAC
which should make this Mutual's
members at the meeting were:
last general rate adjustment."
Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazelton,
Although MBS officials proposed
Pa.; Fred Fletcher, WRAL Raleigh,
to delay effectiveness of the plan
KMED and KYJC Medford, Ore.,
N. C; Minn.;
E. J. McRobert
Kellar,McRaney
KVOX MoorWCBI
until Jan. 1, they asked affiliates to head,
Columbus, Miss.; Hugh O. Potter, managers switch mikes (and stations
sign and return as soon as possiWOMI Owensboro, Ky.; J. Porter
ble amended contract forms emSmith, WGRC
Fred Jack
Wagen-R. momentarily) to speak Oct. 5 in
voord,
KCRG Louisville;
Cedar Rapids;
of "Radio Day" in the
bodying the proposed changes. This,
Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N. C; celebration
John Laux, WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, community. KMED marked its 30th
they explained, would permit salesand
Mayes, KBWD Brownanniversary, KYJC its fifth. The manmen to start at once to sell 1953
wood, Wendell
Tex.
agers are Jennings Pierce (I), KMED,
Mutual executives on hand for
business on the new price strucand Jimmy Dunlevy, KYJC.
ture. The amended forms were
the meeting, in addition to Messrs.
being distributed last week.
O'Neil and Fineshriber, were:
Earl M. Johnson, vice president in Paint Co. Campaign
Mutual's official description of
charge of station relations and enthe plan said it will:
gineering; Robertof A.advertising,
Schmid, vice
pres- MODENE Paint Co., Chelsea,
ident in charge
research
"1. Provide a reduction of apand
public
relations;
J.
Glen
Taylor,
proximately 25% in nighttime
subsidiary of Unexcelled
board rector
member;
di- Mass.,
Chemical Corp., has launched a
of station Charles
relations, Godwin,
and Robert
rates coast-to-coast, with this reCarpenterlationsand
Danish, station re- fall advertising campaign for its
duction concentrated largely in TV
divisionRay
managers.
areas.
new "Odor Free Line" using radio
"2. Increase morning rates to Johnson Seeks TV
programs, participations and annew advertisers by approximately
nouncements insix markets. FredS. C. JOHNSON & Co. (wax),
5% in all areas.
erick-Clinton Co., New York, is the
agency.
"3. Restore last year's 10% cut through Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, was understood last week
in afternoon advertiser time costs." to
be interested in an additional
Two days before public anTV property for fall sponsorship.
nouncement ofthe plan on WednesWSB Approves Increase
day, Mutual reported that its Johnson's currently sponsors Robert Montgomery Presents on NBCWAGE Stabilization Board has apgross billings for the first nine
TV alternate Mondays, 9:30-10:30
months of this year ran 13% above
proved 15% weekly wage increase
contract, agreed upon by CBS
those for the «ame period of 1951.
p.m., and has a firm 52-week contract. But sales of the product as Hollywood and Publicists Guild last
The figures would not, however,
show the effect of the 1951 cost a result of the use of television,
April [B»T, May 5]. Contract,
reduction, which was made via it was understood, have zoomed so affecting 13 members, raises startmuch that the firm is interested in
revised discounts rather than
ing salary from $77 to $86.50 for
adding another network program.
changes in the rates themselves.
40-hour five-day week and is retroactive to January 1. Fringe benefits
It currently is considering a numThe report put January-Septemhitherto had been approved.
ber of formats.
ber 1952 gross billings at $14,534,-.
119, compared with $12,816,185 for
the comparable 1951 period. SepTalent High Item
tember 1952 gross billings were
reported up 21% over those for TV COSTS
For Big Stations
September 1951— $1,607,104 this
September against $1,324,061 last. TALENT costs for program performers comprise the largest single item
The Virginia Beach meeting at of television station expense among larger stations, Richard P. Doherty,
NARTB employe-employer relations director, told NARTB District 2,
which MBS's plan to "get commeeting Thursday-Friday at Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y. (main
petitive" with other radio networks
story page 24).
was unveiled was attended by PresThe talent item ranked first in
ident-Board Chairman Thomas F.
Mr. Doherty found that
a
survey covering larger TV sta- salesmen,
O'Neil, Mr. Fineshriber, and other
tions except, of course, for the in June 1952 over half (517c) were
top officials of the network, along
paid salary and commission, 40%
with members of the Mutual Affil- overall item of payrolls as a whole.
were paid straight salary and 9%
The talent figure is over and above
iates Advisory Committee.
were paid on a straight commission
talent costs incurred by sponsors
The session was also an organibasis.
zational meeting for MAAC, fol- and agencies for programs telecast
by these stations. These are as
Program hours in May-June
lowing recent election of new memmuch or even more than station
1952, exclusive of networks and
talent costs.
their owned-operated stations, were
Film rental costs consumed 8%
divided as follows: 52% of proPiel's Buys Sports
of total TV station expenditures in
gram hours were network origiSIGNING of Piel's beer for sponnated; 25% were local film; 21%
1951 for all except larger TV stasorship of one-fourth of WPIX
were local live studio and 2% were
tions,
according
to
Mr.
Doherty.
(TV) New York's 93-event winterlocal remote.
For smaller TV outlets, film rental
spring sports series from Madison
Square Garden was announced by costs averaged $25,000 per station.
Selling costs for television averUsing June 1951 and 1952 as a
the station last Thursday. Sale
aged 8% of total expenses, accordbrings sponsorship of the series, base period, Mr. Doherty found
ing
to Mr. Doherty's survey.
that for identical stations, payrolls
which opens Wednesday and exTaking
up fulltime staff employincreased
24%
during
the
period
tends to April, to the three-quarment, he found th^t 41% of staff
ters mark. P. Lorillard Co. had
with per station staff employment
personnel were technical, 28% proup 15%. Program hours increased
signed previously for one-half
gram and production, 21% general
sponsorship on behalf of its Old 20 % during the year, according to
the survey.
administrative,
6% sales and proGold cigarettes. Agency for Piel's
motion, and 4% film.
As to methods of compensating
is Young & Rubicam, New York.
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Politicians on Media
(Continued from page 3U)
contributions have been heartening. It was recalled that three of
President Truman's talks were
dropped in 1948. Fund-raising is
underway
by the National Volunteers for Stevenson.
Three Democratic Senators —
Estes Kefauver (Tenn.), William
Fulbright (Ark.) and Paul Douglas
(111.) — have been soliciting money
for the volunteer group. They've
sent out telegrams to industry and
civic leaders explaining that for a
Stevenson victory "he must be seen
and heard by American people on
sufficient television-radio time this
closing campaign month. Huge
sums necessary to challenge Republican broadcasts."
Funds
for Nixon
If the Republicans raise sufficient sums, there were hints that
some would be siphoned off to
Sen. Nixon for continued followthroughs on the Communist issue
similar to that delivered nationally
on TV last Monday. Gov. Stevenweek. son also spoke on radio-TV last
In other developments last week:
• Timetionalwas
purchasedCommittee
by the NaGOP Senatorial
for
an address
by
former
President
Herbert Hoover on CBS-TV last Saturday;
by the New York Republican State
Committee for five-minute addresses
by GOP women leaders on 17 ABC
stations, and for half-hour talk by
Sen. Nixon on seven NBC radio outlets and 15-minute telecasts by the
senator mittee
on of Essex
WJZ-TV;County
by the(N.GOPJ.) comand
Women's State Republican Committee
for
a
talk
by
Gen.
Eisenhower
on
WNJR Newark last Friday.
• Time was purchased by the Kings
County (N. Y.) Democratic Committee
to sponsor hour-long Truman speech
on WMGM New York Friday and
also
60-minute
on same
stationtalkOct.by 31.Gov. Stevenson
. Sen. Joseph McCarthy walked out
on a Las Vegas, Nev. radio broadcast after heated debate with a newspaper publisher.
• "The
New York Post" reported
contributions to its radio-TV fund for
Gov. Stevenson had risen to $39,721.86. "The nation's future must not
be dependent on a monopoly of radio
and
said Roger referring
L. Stevens,to
fund television,"
finance chairman,
the• District
purportedof GOP
"blitz." Republican
Columbia
women groups raised more donations,
bringing contributions to $30,000 for
radio-TV use.
• Tom L. Evans, president of KCMO
Kansas City and chairman of the 1944
Truman Vice Presidential fund drive,
revealed receipts and expenditures for
that
campaign,
on radio
stations.including time bought

IF GOP VICTOR
Little Change at FCC Seen

FCC probably would show "little
alteration" in policy as the result
of a Republican victory at the polls
next month, according to speculation by the Wall Street Journal.
The Oct. 10 issue of the Journal
reviewed possible changes in business regulation policy as may be
effected by various government
agencies. Among those it felt
would be directly affected by a
change in administration: Federal
Trade Commission, Dept. of Justice, Federal Power Commission
and perhaps the Securities & Ex- - .
change Commission.
BROADCASTING
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TRI-STATE COVERAGE

HOMETOWN

JAMBOREE. . .Plays 48 towns per year in KELO
Primary. Amateur contests, plus
professionals, plus the search for
Mr. and Mrs. South Dakota. Full
page promotion weekly in the
Sioux Falls Daily Argus Leader,
plus extra hometown rural page.
$200.00 per V2 hour.
MARIE HORTEN
Sioux Falls' Women's Show
LITTLE OSCAR

Sioux Falls' Only
Show.

FARM NEWS

South Dakota's farm news by
South Dakota's Farm Authority,
Les Harding.
On the air at
farm listening hours.

;1

.5 MV Area
51 Counties
Population
Radio Homes

700,000
207,000
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Daily Live Talent
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Population
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Radio Homes
354,000
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ABC's Single Rate
(Continued from page 23)
parture without first consulting
affiliates — and, because of the competitive pressures arising from the
fact that CBS Radio and NBC
already had acted, they concluded
that they did not have time for
such consultations before making
some move of their own to "meet
the competition."
First chance to broach the idea
to a large group of affiliates came
at the Hollywood meeting with
West Coast and Mountain States
affiliates on Sept. 29. Second was
at last week's regional meeting in
New York, when the subject was
discussed at considerable length
again, and third was in Chicago on
Friday. Fourth will be in New
Orleans next Monday, and similar
meetings are to be held in one or
two other cities on a date or dates
not yet set.
Other subjects being canvassed
in the regional meetings, which
are held annually, include sales,
program, and advertising and promotion plans, plus other questions
of common concern to network
and stations.
In their discussions of the pending merger of ABC with United
Paramount Theatres, network officials are making clear their expectation that the move will be
given the necessary FCC approval
by around Dec. 1 and that then
ABC will be in excellent position
to compete keenly with NBC and
CBS, as well as the other networks,
in both radio and television.
Maintains Place in Home
Research studies also were presented to show that, although TV
may be driving radio out of the living room, it is by no means driving it out of the house.
President Robert E. Kintner
and Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice
president and assistant to the president, are heading the network's
delegations to the regional meetings.
Others who attended last Wednesday's meeting in New York — which
drew approximately 70 representatives of 55 to 60 ABC stations in
New England, Pennsylvania, New
York, New Jersey, Maryland, the
District of Columbia and northern
Virginia — and who were slated to
participate in those in Chicago
and New lOrleans included Charles
T. Ayres, vice president for the
radio network; Ted Oberf elder, director of owned radio stations;
Alfred R. Beckman, national director, and William Wylie, manager of radio and TV station relations departments, and Oliver
Treyz, director of research and
sales development.
Additionally, all regional managers of the radio and TV station
relation's departments were on hand
at the New York meeting, including Earl Mullin, Jim Mahoney,
Ralph Hatcher, Bob Guthrie, Joe
Page 38
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RADIO-TV

JAMES McDONALD (I), extends best
wishes to Edgar Donaldson whom he
has just succeeded as supervisor of
TV program operations, WSYR-TV
Syracuse. Mr. Donaldson resigned
his WSYR-TV post to become a radioTV producer for Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, Pittsburgh.
Merkle, Don Shaw and Spencer
Schiess.
Messrs. Mullin and Mahoney also
were slated to attend the Chicago
meeting, which was for affiliates
from Ohio, West Virginia, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky,
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas and North and
South Dakota.
The New Orleans meeting today
at the International House will be
for affiliates from Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee, Alabama and
west Florida.

GAVE

FACTS ON TAX
Cigarette Firm Leader Lauds Media

SUCCESSFUL results of the cigarette industry's radio and television campaign to acquaint the
public with the sizable federal tax
on cigarettes was described last
week by Robert M. Ganger, president of P. Lorillard & Co., New
York, at a Sales Executives Club of
New York luncheon last week.

tax was 8 cents a pack. After the
six week campaign, we tapped public opinion again and found this
9% had grown to 32%, an increase
of more than three times in six
short weeks," Mr. Ganger said.
The first survey (before the campaign) showed
that federal
"nearly taxes
half
the smokers
thought

Highlighting the industry campaign, Mr. Ganger said, was the
slogan, "Half the pack goes for
tax," pointing out that an industry
survey hadlastabsolutely
spring no
showed
public
idea as"theto

should be increased," Mr. Ganger
said. But the later survey revealed
that only one-third of smokers
thought cigarettes "should bear an
additional
Dwelling burden."
on the significance of
an increase from 9 to 32% of public awareness of the amount of the
cigarette
mented : tax, Mr. Ganger com-

the amount of tax it was paying."
He underlined another public misconception pointed up in the survey: "Cigarette prices are too high
. . . and prices would come down
if the cigarette industry spent less
on With
advertising."
these public sentiments in
mind, the industry last spring began to use 30-second spot and
"hitchhike" messages on 38 radio
and 27 television programs of various cigarette companies for a period of six weeks, he said.
"Before the campaign we tapped
public opinion and found that only
9% of smokers knew the federal
Hear Hennock Praise;
Re-elect Alger

JERSEY
MEET
FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hennock last week paid tribute to the New Jersey
Broadcasters Assn. as the first state broadcasters' organization to take
an active role in bringing together commercial and education television.
"You in New Jersey have provided a shining example to all associations, broadcasters and educators," ★
Miss Hennock told a Monday lunchemergency system were put into
eon meeting of the NJBA in Cameffect, the following committee was
den. Presiding over the sessions
appointed: Mr. Weber, who is
was Paul Alger, general manager,
chairman of NJBA's Radio & TV
Civil Defense Committee, and
WSNJ Bridgeton, who was unanimously re-elected NJBA president. James Howe, WCTC New BrunsOther officers named were Thomwick.
as B. Tighe, WJLK Asbury Park,
Newtion of six
Jersey's
plans TV
for stations
operavice president; Kenneth Croy,
educational
WMTR Morristown, secretary- were outlined by Dr. Frederick W.
treasurer; Fred Weber, WFPG
Raubinger, State Commissioner of
Atlantic City, and Fred Bernstein,
WTTM Trenton, members of the Education, who said that educaexecutive committee.
tiontelevision
al ,
can provide "a
high standard of values for comComplimenting the broadcasters,
Miss Hennock stated that "since
TV." Rutgers Radio Insti. During mercialthe
educational television presents a
tute portion of the meeting, Dr.
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
the American people, you quite Lewis Webster Jones, president of
U.,can be
saidbetter
educational
properly are doing your share in Rutgers tutions
trusted instiwith
making it a reality in our homes
the creative tasks of developing
and schools."
the television art than can Holly"In doing so," Miss Hennock
wood and Broadway elements
added, "be assured that you also alone.
further your own private interest,
NJBA voted to finance the trip
for the substantial development of
educational television cannot help of state winners to the finals of
but make all broadcasting more
the "Voice of Democracy" contest.
popular and raise its prestige to
The two-day program included
political debate between Republiunprecedented levels."
can Sen. H. Alexander Smith (N.J.)
In response to a request from
Thomas S. Dignan, New Jersey and his Democratic opponent,
Archibald Johnson, which was
deputy director of Civil Defense,
broadcast over a number of New
for data on the type of programming that would be carried on the Jersey stations and transcribed for
rebroadcast over others.
state's stations if the Conelrad

"If you had a product that was
known to just 9% of the public and
then, after only a six-weeks period,
you found it was known to 32% of
the public, you would say, I'm sure,
that this result was not only wonderful— it was almost unbelievable !
For you sales-management men
know how long it takes to put over
any idea to the mass public."
Changing attitudes toward increasing the cigarette tax from
one-half to one-third was tantamount to a salesman adding 13%
"of all markets in this country —
as new customers to his line," Mr.
Ganger remarked. He noted that
in this instance the campaign did a
selling job and consequently the
public "bought an idea — just as
The buy
results
of the campaign, Mr.
they
a product."
Ganger declared,
illustrate'
that
"industry
and company
advertising
can be teamed up with public relations— and do everyone a lot of
good." He observed that the radio
and TV programs helped clear the
air of misconception about taxes
and prices
created
"a
better
and and
morethereby
friendly
climate
for future sales and merchandising
Despite the overwhelmingly faactivities."
vorable results of the campaign,
Mr. Ganger noted, the program did
not cost the participating companies "a single penny" outside of
funds for research. He explained
the campaign was handled as
"hitchhikes, cowcatchers and spots
on regular radio and TV proToni, Bobbi Buy
BOBBI home permanent, throug h
Leo
Burnett, Chicago, and the
grams."
Toni Co.'s White Rain shampoo,
via Tatham-Laird, same city, will
sponsor the last two quarter-hours
on ABC's Breakfast Club (five-aweek, 8 to 9 a.m. CST) from Oct. 21
for 52 weeks. Segments are the
8 to 8:15 slots on Tuesday and
Thursday.
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NEWEST

in

WJBK's

AlhStat

TOM
STARS SHINE

Air

NIGHT and DAY
on WJBK

DON McLEOD
BOB MURPHY
TOM GEORGE

Line-Up

GEORGE
Salesman

Without

Peer

Wheeling, with his casual, relaxed, wonderfully "real"
selling technique.

TOP TALENT TO DO A
TOP SELLING JOB FOR YOU
GENTILE & BINGE

Talent

l^T Broke all records for sales results on powerful WWVA,

The Station with a Million Friends

NORM LENHARDT

STAR

Starred on Station WOR, New

6:00 io 7:30 A.M.
7:30 lo 9:15 A.M.

York.

l^T Master of ceremonies and star of his own show on the

9:15 lo 11:00 A.M.
3:30 to 6:00 P.M.

full NBC network for 13 weeks.

11:00 A.M. lo 12:00 Noon
NOW

12:00 Noon lo 3:30 P.M.
7:00 lo 8:00 P.M.
HEADLESS HORSEMAN
6:00 to 7:00 P.M.
KEN CLINE
8:00 to 10:00 P.M.
LARRY GENTILE
10:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M.

doing the same

ON

WJBK

terrific selling job 4V2 hours a day

(12:00-3:30 p.m., 7:00-8:00 p.m.)

... :

A
TOPS

in

STORER
MUSIC,

STATION
NEWS

and

SPORTS

National Sales Mgr., TOM HARKER, 488 Madison, New York 22, ELDORADO 5-2455
Represented Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY
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Ears and towers, sales and dollars— these make
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Plus Network.
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America
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S
BLACKOUT
NEWS
creation after the event was over,
RADIO-TV
fight to halt censorship
the district delegates demanded
of public and sports events was
started last week, with NARTB to that the NARTB board name a
spearhead the effort to halt dis- committee to study the incident
crimination against the electronic
and "if such study confirms current
media.
reports of unjust censorship, take
Aroused by a number of recent
proper steps to oppose a repetition
of such denial of freedom in the
instances in which radio and TV
have been kicked around by govA second resolution pointed to
ernmental agencies, colleges and
future."
sports promoters, with the public repeated evidence "of a dangerous
trend toward foreclosing radio and
deprived of news coverage, broadcasters from NARTB District 3 television from coverage of public
(Pa., W. Va., Md., Del.) decided to events, such as the NCAA ban on
football game coverage, the rules
wage a fight for their rights.
District 3 delegates, meeting at of congressional leaders regarding
Harrisburg, Pa., last week called
coverage of public committee seson the association to investigate
sions, the various limitations on
coverage of baseball and other
the censorship trend and to develop
a program of action.
NARTB President Harold E. sporting events."
Asks Convention Report
Fellows sparked the drive in his
The district called on NARTB to
opening address to the meeting,
15th of the 17-meeting series. He
make "a complete study" and report to the national convention in
said it is a long-range battle but
predicted the industry will win the Los Angeles next spring for
proper recommendations and action
right to report public events.
by the members.
District 3 delegates set the camIn opening the District 3 meetpaign in motion Tuesday by adopting two strong resolutions calling
ing Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsfor industry investigations.
burgh, presiding as district director, named J. Gorman Walsh
Referring to the Walcott-MarWDEL-AM-TV Wilmington, Del.,
ciano fight in Philadelphia, where
as chairman of the resolutions
radio and TV were denied access
committee. Others on the comand an embargo was placed on use
mittee were Roy E. Morgan, WILK
of round-by-round repoi-ts for re-

at Di$t 3
NARTB Urged to Lead Fight
Wilkes-Barre; L. Waters Mil- sports events. He added, however,
bourne, WCAO Baltimore, and that TV has "definitely brought
out the fact that daytime radio is
Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZAM-TV Huntington, W. Va.
more valuable than ever."
Offering a list of sales sugges"It just doesn't make sense to
tions, Mr. Gulick listed these ideas,
deprive the public of a major sports
among others: Train salesmen to
event such as the Walcott-Marciano
fight and confine it to a handful of sell programs as well as announcements; sell creatively instead of
people in theatres," Mr. Fellows
said, adding that the principle is harming the whole industry by
lambasting competitive stations;
"not morally sound." He contended
promoters should not go so far as obtain new clients; sell a second
third program to present
to prevent use of re-created ac- and
clients.
counts of a sports event on radio
and television.
A. K. Redmond, WHP Harris"This is a long fight," Mr.
burg, denounced rate-cutting as a
Fellows said. "We are going to destroyer of confidence and opobtain our rights. Congressional
posed
national rates
to acproceedings and similar public
countsgiving
whose products
and services
affairs should be available to radio
are nationally distributed. He said
and television. The public is in- double-billing is "pulling us all
vited to sit in the gallery. Every
down in the estimation of the adcitizen has that privilege and radio
and television are entitled to the
Thomas B. Price, WBVP Beaver
same
rights."Gulick, WGAL-AM-TV
J. Robert
Lancaster, Pa., presiding at a sales
panel, advocated a 10% increase in
daytime rates on most radio stations, contending this boost should
have been made years ago when set
circulation was increasing rapidly.
He observed that coming of TV
competition in nearly all markets
will create an acute nighttime sales
problem and influence sale of live

Falls, topped it off by adding, "The
vertiser."
guy who double-bills is dishonest
and digging his own commercial
William H. Paulsgrove, WJEJ
Hagerstown, termed per inquiry
contracts a liability, referring to
the recent increase in P. I. offers.
Mr. Redmond called P. I. "the curse
of the industry" and added that
grave."five - minute transcriptions
many
(Continued on page UU)

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)

What's

he

looking

at?

Stanley Pulver, Lever Brothers, is looking at the personnel lists of radio stations
. . . OR, at your advertisement in the
BROADCASTING Yearbook.
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a native of Charleston, W. Va. He
was graduated from the U. of
West Virginia, where he was a
star athlete on the Mountaineer
football
and track teams, and a
nity.
member of Kappa Alpha fraterAlways interested in getting
into the advertising field, he had
his first chance in 1926 in Chicago
while en route to Green Bay, Wis.,
to play professional football with
the Packers. Through a friend, he
got a job with the Chicago Daily
Neivs selling classified advertising.
Shortly thereafter, he worked on
local display at the Hcrald-Exantiner and soon took charge of all
chain store accounts.
In 1929, Mr. Dilcher went to
work for an AT&T subsidiary,
Electrical Research Products Inc.,
as the first Chicago salesman in
the newly-informed educational film
department. Later he went to New
York to sell Western Electric sound
equipment to movie theatres and
transcription turntables to radio
stations. It was there he met Joan
Rapposch of New Britain, Conn.
After a storybook whirlwind courtship starting on a Tuesday, they
were married the following Saturday in The Little Church Around
the Corner with a borrowed wedding ring, two paid witnesses and
a 50-cent corsage.
They started their domestic life

in Chicago, where he joined the
national advertising staff of
Scripps-Howard newspapers; continued to Dallas, where he was S-H
office manager for five years, and
returned to Chicago when he
joined John Blair & Co. The Blair
sales staff then included three persons. There are now seven salesmen, four in radio and three in
TV. Mr. Dilcher supervises activity of the radio salesmen.
He and his family live in subGlen Ellyn,
whereaffairs.
Mr. Dilcher urban
is active
in civic
He
has worked as chairman of the
nominating committee and campaignterment
manager
for the
Party and
is aVillage
directorBet-of
Glen Oak Country Club, where he
and his wife play golf and shoot
skeet and trap. They participate
in various inter-country club sports
events. He is also a member of the
Chicago Radio Management Club.
The Dilchers have three children: Charles Jr., 20, a junior at
Purdue U. who is majoring in
mechanical engineering and is a
Phi Kappa Psi; Henry, 17, a high
school senior who plans to study
aeronautical engineering at Purdue, and Mary Ann, 12, a champion swimmer and diver in junior
high who also expects to attend
Purdue.
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AMONG those attending the NARTB District 6 meeting [B«T, Oct. 13] were
(seated, I to r) Bill Hutt, KLRA Little Rock; Henry Clay, KWKH Shreveport,
District director; Ted Cott, WNBC-WNBT (TV) New York, and George
Thomas, KVOL Lafayette, La.; standing, Ken Flenniken, WDEF Chattanooga;
Bill Stubblefield, NARTB; Walter Compton, WTTG (TV) Washington; Roy
Dabadie, WJBO Baton Rouge, Henry Slavick, WMC-WMCT (TV) Memphis.
News

ducted a panel discussion on
economics and management problems.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB
assistant to the president, conducted a panel on news programming. Participating were Joseph
Cleary, WE SB Bradford, Pa.; W.
J. Thomas, WCPA Clearfield, Pa.,
and Mr. Rogers.
"News is your best public relations weapon," Mr. Richards reminded. He called for a change
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GATES
DUAL

in hold-for-release rules discrimcasts. inating against early evening news-

Blackout Fight Urged
(Continued from page U2)

are "nothing but a five - minute
pitch." "You're selling the industry
down the river if you use P. I.,"
Mr. Paulsgrove added, with Mr.
Gulick reminding that the standard
contract form contains a clause
requiring the station to give an
advertiser as low a rate as that
enjoyed by any other advertiser.
Richard P. Doherty and Charles
H. Tower, NARTB employe-employer relations director and assistant director, respectively, con-

++ rruiJkjU)

GROUPED at NARTB District 6 meeting were (seated, I to r) Granville
Walters, WAML Laurel, Miss.; Mrs. Harold Krelstein, WMPS Memphis;
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president; Edgar Stern Jr., WDSU New Orleans;
standing. Storm Whaley, KUOA Siloam Springs, Ark.; John Haft, WBIR
Knoxville; Glenn Dolberg, BMI, New York, and T. B. Lanford, KRMD
Shreveport.

Mr. Cleary urged stations to
take advantage of radio's speed in
delivering news to the public. Mr.
Thomas advocated wider use of
portable tape recorders and telephone beep facilities for news
purposes. Mr. Rogers, noting that
the public hasn't yet learned to
feed tips to radio stations as they
do in the case of newspapers, suggested all station employes serve
as voluntary tipsters. He urged
stations to take stands on public

I GATES

[*** q

must

SA-50
CONSOLE

There is always a ready circuit available if you choose the Gates SA-50 Dual Console
for your aural or video needs. Without question the most complete console made today.
For example: 4 high level amplifiers, 9 mixing channels, all preamplifiers are two stages
and transformer in and out, complete input and output circuit selection of all amplifiers
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issues and not be afraid to criticize
public agencies merely because
they operate with a government
license.
Presiding at the Tuesday morning TV panel, Paul Raibourn,
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and
member of NARTB's TV Board,
said the public has paid $6 billion
for television sets and $800-$900
million for programs. He noted
that TV dealers have received $2
billion of the $6 billion set fund.
"That's all wrong," he declared.
"The manufacturers have dominated TV and have made the money
thus far." He looked ahead to the
day "everyone dreams of" when
there will be 50 million TV sets
and 2,000 TV stations, suggesting
the average program cost will run
about $30 per set per year, with
the networks getting a good part
of this fund and the station $10
to $12. He estimated minimum TV
station operating costs at $250,000
a year.
Station Payroll Requirements
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, said a station requires a
minimum of 30 persons, or a payroll of $110,000, with costs running
around $250,000. He offered a series of general rules-of -thumb for
radio operators to use in estimating TV conditions — 2% to 4 times
the investment, number of people,
rates, revenue, loss, efficiency and
"2% to 4 times less time to play

Charles Vanda, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, advised autonomy in TV
personnel as the best way to keep
down costs. He predicted film complus—dozens more of the extras found only in Gates equipment, the quality line in the
panies soon will raise their prices.
broadcast field. We will gladly forward more detail on Gates SA-50 just for the asking.
F. W. Cardall, WBAL-TV Baltimore, pointed out that TV has inOh yes, do you have a Gates audio catalog? Yours for the asking.
creased Baltimore's advertising
golf."and radio hasn't suffered
budgets
from the competition.
Warner Bldg., Washington, D. C.
2700
Polk
Ave.,
Houston,
Texas
RADIO
COMPANY
Mr. Rogers of WSAZ-TV HuntCanadian Marconi Company, Montreal
GATES
ington said new TV stations will
Q U I NC Y, I L L, U. S. A.
Rocke International, New York City
(Continued on page 46)
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"Spots Before and After AP News
Easy to Sell."
"We've found that featuring AP news
every hour provides our best adjacencies.

All 60 AP news programs per week are
sold, as are all the adjacencies. Many
sponsors take the adjacencies while waiting to grab the next available 5-minute

Jerry Stone, General Manager
WNDB, WNBD-FM,
Daytona Beach, Fla.

news program."

P

NEWS

Sells

acencies,

Too

I

"AP Adjacencies Make Other Selling

"KBOE gives much credit for its phenomenal success to The Associated Press. LisEasy."
tener competition is terrific because all
four networks come into Oskaloosa strong.
But we've never been without a sponsor on
an AP newscast. And the adjacencies to
these programs are so desirable that they
make it easier to sell other programs."

KBOE,
Ken Kilmer, Manager
Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride
"THIS

STATION

IS A MEMBER

OF THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

The
Type
AM

News Blackout Fight
(Continued from page hh)

CjcrvdLLH-£-*dLcdL
314-2

1000

find costs running about 120% of
income for quite a while. He added
that it's necessary to deliver a
good
costs. product before revenue equals
Harold C. Lund, WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh, offered suggestions on
translating the increase of audience into income by means of periodical rate increases.
Panel members discussed ways
of bringing department stores into
television, agreeing this type of
business had proved one of the medium's big disappointments. Robert
M. Richmond, WCAO Baltimore, a
former department store executive,
said the whole thinking of store
buyers and advertising officials is
along newspaper lines.
Mr. Raibourn, winding up. the
panel, emphasized the value of
good, local programming, including community events in which
young
peopleworld,
take part.
"It will
be
a lot better
and better
from
a television code standpoint, if you
put on these programs instead of
network comedians who live on
sexual wisecracks," he said. Mr.
Clipp and other panel members
warned against "too much bricks
and
tions. mortar" in building TV sta-

Watt

TRANSMITTER

combines excellent performance
with streamlined simplification
Simplified circuit design . . . fewer controls . . .
ease of adjustment . . . frameless, unified cabinet .. . automatic voltage control . . . extreme
accessibility of all components . . . easy cutback to. 500 watts . . . electric door locks . . .
these are only a few of the many new refinements incorporated in the new Type 314-2
Transmitter by Continental. Complete details
and technical data available on request.

Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa., presided at a merchandising panel. Taking part were
Mr. Kapner and Edward Wallis,
WIP Philadelphia.
■Among other resolutions adopted
by District 3 was a proposal that
NARTB conduct "a comprehensive
annual report of the all-industry
efforts in thethroughout
public interest"
for
distribution
the nation
during National Radio & Television Week. Delegates renewed their
pledge to continue the vigorous
campaign to promote registration
and to bring out a record vote in
November, recalling that American
Heritage Foundation has given the
electronic media official credit for
much of the increase in registration [B*T, Oct. 13].
TAMPA

MANUFACTURING
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.

COMPANY
Dallas 10, Texas

§
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Set for Oct. 28 in N. Y.
CREATIVE responsibility of advertising agency personnel will be
the key theme of the Eastern Annual Conference of American Assn.
of Adv. Agencies slated for New
York on Oct. 28-29. More than
1,000 persons are expected to attend from agencies in the New
York, New England, and Atlantic
councils.
Agenda for the meeting, being
released today (Monday), calls for
a session on radio and TV production to be held as one of several
group meetings scheduled.
Lewis H. Titterton, Compton
Adv., will serve as chairman for
the radio-TV session, which is set
for the morning of Oct. 29, concurrently with two other group
meetings.
Harper Chairman
Announcing plans for the conference, Marion Harper Jr. of McCann-Erickson, conference chairman, asserted that "every factor
in the making of sales-building
advertising calls for creative thinking on the part of agency personnel." He said the conference
"will be devoted to exploring means
of stimulating creative thinking
for the betterment of advertising
and the advertising business."
Nine group meetings are scheduled in the two-day period, following the general session Tuesday
morning, Oct. 28. The three group
sessions that afternoon, and their
respective chairmen, are : Cony &
Art, John H. Tinker Jr., McCannErickson; Media, Lyndon O. Brown,
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample; and
Trade & Industrial, Henry C. Silldorf, G. M. Basford Co.
Wednesday morning's group
meetings in addition to the one on
radio-TV production, will deal
with international advertising, led
by Lorimer B. Slocum, Young &
Rubicam, and with marketing and
merchandising, under John S.
Grier, Young & Rubicam.
Louis Brockway, Young & Rubicam, will address a Wednesday
luncheon whieh will be open only to
members of management or their
representatives.
Wednesday Meetings
Three other simultaneous group
meetings are slated Wednesday
afternoon, with one of these — management— to be subdivided into
three sessions for agencies of various sizes. The chairmen of these
management meetings will be
James J. McMahon of James J.
McMahon Inc.; Donald K. Clifford
of Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, and Fred B. Manchee of
BBDO.

Proposed by WFLA's Harvey
ALL radio and television station
studios in Tampa, Fla., would be
housed in one giant "radio city" in
a proposal by George W. Harvey,
general manager of WFLA-AMFM that city. He made the proposal in a talk to the Tampa Board
of Realtors Oct. 9.
Mr. Harvey said all radio and
TV stations in Tampa instead of
setting up separate facilities, could
locate their studios in a radiotelevision center patterned after
Other Wednesday afternoon
New York's Radio City. He said
the central building would cut meetings will deal with mechanical
down on expenses for all stations
under the chairmanand that such a center would set production,
ship of Milton J. Sutton of CunTampa apart as one of the most
andGodfrey,
with re-J.
search,ninghamunder& Walsh,
Henry F.
forward-looking cities in the na- Walter Thompson
Co.
tion.
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EVANS

It's A

Bright

Daytime

WOODIand

Picture!

!

TV

It's a sunny picture for WOOD-TV in the prosperous Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Kalamazoo and Battle
Creek market. Pulse proves that WOOD-TV has a
terrific share of the listeners from sign-on to 6 p.m.
If you want selling power in the great Western
Michigan market, consider WOOD-TV in the light
of these statistics:
PULSE STUDY*
60%
GRAND RAPIDS, MUSKEGON, KALAMAZOO,
BATTLE CREEK AREA
90%
Share of Audience, Average 'A Hour Homes Using TV
MONDAY — FRIDAY
10 AM — 12 N
12 N — 6 PM
WOOD-TV
STATION B
10
38
STATION C
2
SATURDAY
85
63
WOOD-TV
STATION B
15
34
STATION C
3
SUNDAY
WOOD-TV
63
STATION B
STATION C
2
♦February. 1952
35
Pick a bright spot in Western Michigan
advertising from this folder of complete
details on all live shows currently available
on WOOD-TV ... the area's only station
with live facilities and locally produced
shows. Write, wire, call or send a pigeon;
WOOD-TV direct or nearest Katz office.

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company
NBC — Basic; CBS, ABC, DuMONT — Supplementary
National Representatives: Katz Agency
Associated with
WFBM-AM and WFBM-TV — Indianapolis, Ind., WFDF — Flint, Mich.
WEOA — Evansville, Ind.
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To Manage KGMB-AM-TV
C. RICHARD EVANS, for 25 years
with KSL Salt Lake City, has been
named vice president and general
manager of KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu by J. Howard Worrall, president of Hawaiian Broadcasting
System. Mr. Evans rose from technician to the vice presidency of
KSL and directed development of
KSL-TV including construction of
the 10,000-foot-high TV transmitter.
Mr. Evans has appointed Wayne
Kearl, recently sales promotion
manager of KNXT (TV) Hollywood, as sales and promotion manager of the Honolulu AM and re-

Mr. Kearl
Mr. Evans
cently authorized TV outlet. Both
will serve in their same capacities
at KHBC Hilo, also operated by
Hawaiian Broadcasting System.
Before going to KNXT Mr. Kearl
had been at the KSL stations in
Salt Lake City.
During World War II, Mr. Evans
served as research project engineer
at the Columbia U. war research
division, with the Navy holding a
number of classified patents in his
name. He designed the installation
for the weekly CBS broadcasts
from the Salt Lake Tabernacle and

VIDEO

Animal

Audience

E. L. JACKSON, owner of a
large herd of cattle in the
WSB Atlanta coverage area,
reports that he keeps the
dials of his radio tuned to
WSB because music from the
station "soothes the nerves
of his cattle." WSB said also
that chicken farmers in
northern Georgia and in
South Carolina report that
WSB programs "keep their
chickens happy."
holds patent applications for new
recording and reproducing devices.
Among Mr.areEvans'
connections
Publicprofessional
Relations
Society of America, National Society of Professional Engineers,
American Institute of Radio Engineers, Acoustical Society of
America and Radio Executives
Club of America. He was first
president of Utah Broadcasters
Assn., is a past president of Utah
Society of Professional Engineers
and is a member of the Salt Lake
merce.
Rotary Club and Chamber of Com-

CD Slides
SERIES of film identification slides
is being distributed to TV stations
by the Federal Civil Defense Administration for use in promoting
volunteer CD enlistments. Sixsecond spots will be used by 86
TV stations in 45 critical target
areas during National Civil Defense Volunteer Registration campaign Nov. 11-27. Viewers are
asked to enlist in police, engineer
and other services.

COMMERCIALS NEED STUDY
Ads Have Reached Adolescence, McMahan

TELEVISION commercials have
reached adolescence and now need
to face a frank discussion of the
facts of life.
This view is expressed by Harry
Wayne McMahan, executive producer of Five Star Productions,
Hollywood, in his book titled, The
Television Commercial, being issued this week in a pre-publication
edition to some 50 key advertising
and TV industry executives for
their comment and suggestions. It
will be released to the trade early
next year.

Finds

exposition, (c) human interest and
(d) appetite
appeal. best
He classified
live
action-dialogue
for (a)
"personality" commercials, (b)
testimonials and (c) key copy lines.
Well - constructed commercials
rarely need more than a minute to
get the job done, he continues. The
three great advantages the 20 second spot has over the one minute
commercial are sustained impact,
longer life and greater flexibility.
Six "i-Checks" for a successful
TV commercial are listed as idea
and imagination; interest and information, identification and im-

"Cartoon remains the most misused and abused technique in the
business," Mr. McMahan states.
Mr. McMahan believes that live
Listing what he considers each
action is the most useful technique
technique does best in making TV
in TV commercials because it perfilm commercials, Mr. McMahan
mits the simplest translation of
states cartoon is advantageous for pact.
human, personal experience from
the screen to the viewer.
(a) gaining
interest,
(b) trademark characters,
(c) personalizing
"Instead of cutting costs, an adthe product, (d) exaggeration, (e)
vertiser controls costs by pre-planfantasy and (f) signing jingles.
ning. Good writing is the secret
Live action-narrative, he declares
is best for (a) demonstration, (b)
of cost control."• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

Pacific Council
Elects Devine

4
A's R.CON
VEN
TION
CHARLES
DEVINE,
secretary-treasurer
of Devine & Brassard Inc.,
Spokane, last week was elected chairman of the Pacific Council of the
American Assn. of Adv. Agencies at its 15th annual convention held
at Arrowhead Springs Hotel, San Bernardino. He succeeds Carl K.
Tester, president, Philip J. Meany
Gail Patrick, and wife of Cornwall
Co., Los Angeles.
Jackson, vice president, J. Walter
Elected vice chairman was Ross
Thompson Co., Los Angeles, preRyder, president, Ryder & Ingram
sided.
Ltd., Oakland. Trevor Evans, vice
Stressing the fact that women
president and radio-TV director,
Pacific National Adv. Agency, Se- control 84% of the nation's buying
attle, was named secretary-treaspower, Mrs. Husted said that adurer.
vertising has been built up and
prospered by its appeal to women.
Pacific Council board of governors are Fred Fidler, vice presi"Advertising," she said, "has
helped free women from long hours
dent, J. Walter Thompson Co., San
Francisco; A. W. Neally, vice presof routine tasks."
ident and manager, BBDO, Los
More than 360 agency executives, their wives and guests were
Angeles; Ford Sibley, vice president, Foote, Cone & Belding, San
registered for the convention presided over by Mr. Tester.
Francisco; Wayne R. Leland, partner, House & Leland, Portland, and
J. Paul Hoag, president, Hoag &
Mr. Tester.
Inc., Boston, and 4-A's
Prediction of a 40% increase in Provandie
national director, told how the asadvertising volume was made by
sociation can provide more agFrederic A. Gamble, president of
gressive assistance to advertising
AAAA and key speaker at the agencies.
start Monday of the three-day
T. T. McCarty, president, The
convention.
McCarty Co., Los Angeles, out"The volume of advertising is
lined a plan to upgrade advertising agency trainees. Lawrence
high in relation to the past," he
said, "but not in relation to the Valenstein, president, Grey Adv.
volume of goods and services for Agency, New York, spoke on
which it is helping to find custom"America's No. 1 Whipping Boy —
ers. It should go still higher, as
Advertising."
much
he said.as 40% above the present,"
"At the recent Assn. of National
Adv. meeting the percentage of
advertising to gross national prod- APPEAL LOST
uct was reported to be 2.55%, the
WIBK Must Cease Operation
highest since the war, and nearing
the long-time average of 3%.
FINIS for WIBK Knoxville was
written last week when the Su"When our federal government
begins to take less for war and for
preme Court refused the station's
defense, as most authorities pre- request for writ of certiorari.
dict in the not too distant future,
Court's refusal to hear
volume of advertising may well rise theSupreme
WIBK case means that the statoward the $9 billion figure necestion must go off the air under a
sary to sustain a $300 million
1949 FCC decision which held that
economy in peacetime."
the Rev. J. Harold Smith's intemperateness in his writings and
Would Label 'Hucksters'
speeches made him unfit to be a
licensee and that his financial qualHe suggested using the muchifications had been misrepresented
disliked word "huckster" to place
blame for bad advertising prac- in his application.
Under the last FCC extension
tices where it belongs — on the
"bad actors in advertising." As- of temporary operating authority,
serting "we blame the shyster law- WIBK had until Dec. 1 or 30 days
yers" for bad practices in the legal after the Supreme Court acted on
field and "quack doctors" for un- its appeal to comply. Consensus is
ethical practices in the medical
that the Supreme Court will issue
profession, he said, "Maybe what
its formal
denial of
WIBK's25 petiwe need to do is to clasp the term
tion for certiorari
in about
days
huckster to our bosoms instead of from last Monday and that the
trying to ignore it.
station must wind up its affairs 30
"Maybe we should use it— use it days thereafter.
to describe the bad actors in adWIBK began operating under
vertising— the huckster advertiser,
FCC program test authority on
the huckster agency, the huckster
July 11, 1947. Its application for
medium. Let's condemn the hucka license was set for hearing Aug.
14, 1947. After hearing, the FCC
ster and let's not censure advertising for what the hucksters do." denied the license on Aug. 11, 1949.
Mrs. Marjorie Child Husted
Upon appeal to the U. S. Court of
(Betty Crocker), head of the Appeals in Washington, the FCC
Minneapolis home service consultdecision was sustained [B*T, Oct.
ing firm bearing her name, ad- 29, 1951]. It was an appeal from
dressed the Monday luncheon meet- the court's decision which the Supreme Court refused to hear last
ing dedicated to the importance of
women in advertising. Film star week.
BROADCASTING
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BUNDLE!

! AM

IF YOU SELL THROUGH A&P IN WESTERN
MICHIGAN ... the WOOD BUNDLE is for you!
It's your big chance to tie your radio advertising
directly to exclusive point-of-sale displays in 29
A&P stores. Here's how it works:
1. You buy 13 consecutive weeks of spots or programs
(time costs not less than $100.00 per week) on
WOOD, the oldest and most powerful station in the
dominant Western Michigan market.
2. During the 13 week period your product gets one
full week of exclusive "end" or "dump" display in
each of 29 A&P stores, with highest volume of any
other food store chain in the Grand Rapids market.
No competing product will be given prominence
during the featured week.
THAT'S THE WOOD BUNDLE ... a hard-hitting
promotion plan that has proved highly successful . . .
a merchandising technique to introduce faster selling. Like to tie up a neat package ? This is for you !
SEND TODAY for WOOD
BUNDLE folder stating guarantees and full details. Better
yet, wire or call . . . WOOD
direct or nearest Katz office.

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company
NBC — 5,000 Watts
Associated with
■ Flint Mich.
WFBM-AM and WFBM-TV — Indianapolis, Ind., WFDF ■
WEOA — Evansville, Ind.
National Representatives: Katz Agency
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Government

Send

Leaders

Congratulations
Allen Pomeroy, Mayor of Seattle:
"It was amazing how KING set up
to cover the state so completely.
The up-to-minute coverage kept us
well informed of the trend of the
state voting at all times."

Sen. Harry P. Cain, Repub. NomSenate: "KING-TV
has
made inee,anU. S.outstanding
contribution
to the people of Washington State
by the thoroughly planned and
well executived system of covering
the primary election returns."

STATE

APPLAUDS

KING-TV

Seattle station beats competition
on coverage

of Washington

by full hour

state election

Seattle, Wash.— KING Broadcasting Company set up an elaborate "network" of telephone lines to 39 counties here on the night of primary
election (Sept. 9) and kept far ahead of local newspapers, wire services
and radio stations with statewide voting returns.
KING-TV consistently was more than one hour ahead of competition.
KING-TV and Radio KING were flooded with telephone calls and
swamped by mail that declared the simulcast coverage the fastest and
most complete report ever given a Washington State election. Many said
the coverage was one of the finest public services ever presented to the
people of the Puget Sound Country.
Preparations for the big event started three weeks before the election
to line up the returns from 4,312 precincts. Thirty-eight extra persons were
engaged, besides the regular production, camera and technical staffs, to
guarantee up-to-the-minute tabulations.
Huge boards were mounted in the studios on which results were posted
for the quick perusal of both TV and AM commentators. A large crew
of statisticians and telephone operators, comprised of KING staff members and wives of KING employees, received and counted the results on
special telephones and tabulating equipment.
The KING-wives all are members of the Ryther Center for the aid of
children, and the money they earned was donated to that institution.
The simulcast was completed at 2:10 a.m., with all but one winner
determined in the 17 statewide races.
Management of KING-TV complimented United Press for its effective
cooperation in compiling election returns.
KING's tremendous undertaking brought not only widespread approval
from the voters, but a prediction from political experts that KING's
exciting coverage of the primary election will greatly stimulate voting
in the November 4 general election.

!ep. Hugh B. Mitchell, Demo,
lominee. Governor: "My sincere
ongratulations upon your reportng of the 1952 primary election
. . am sure that many, many peole join me in expressing appreciaon of the splendid public service
ou have rendered."

Rep. Henry M. Jackson, Demo.
Nominee, U. S. Senate: "KING-TV
and KING-AM coverage of the primary election was superb. Your arrangements for gathering and tabulating the vote so quickly were the
best I have seen."

"First in the Northwest"
CMG-TV
Affiliated with Radio KING [50,000 Watts]
"The nation's top Pulse-rated Independent"

Hearings:

editorial

Safeguard

$

for Spots

THE BUSINESS of spot telecasting, still riding what some day will be a relatively low
coordinate in a swiftly soaring trend line, has
been brought to a stage of orderly uniformity
by adoption of the AAAA-NARTB standard
contract form.
This document reflects many months of
serious discussion by the two associations plus
the benefits of experience acquired in three
decades of aural spot broadcasting. It follows
present practices in spot telecasting for the
most part but eliminates danger of confusion.
Most important, the fruits of this mutual
understanding between two important associations include assured protection for stations
in cancelling programs for public interest
events. Originally advertising agencies wanted
reimbursement for their commission in cancellation of sponsored programs, but the
NARTB committee insisted this was unjust
despite network practices.
A fortunate phase of the contract is its
flexibility. Like the aural spot contract, it can
be amended from time to time as growth of the
video medium justifies. The new standard TV
form deserves the same universal acceptance
given the aural contract.

Side by Side
CLIENTS of BBDO spend about $35 million a
year in radio and television advertising. The
BBDO executive in charge of radio and television, therefore, can hardly be considered in
the amateur class when it comes to analyzing
the progress of these media.
As reported elsewhere in this issue, Arthur
Pryor Jr., BBDO's vice president in charge
of radio and television, believes that radio and
television are now "the best unduplicated
media
advertisers."
Thosebuyareavailable
historic towords.
Consider what they mean now and can mean
in the future.
If advertisers are going to consider radio
and television as complementary media, they
are going to need more information on the
special capabilities of each than is now available. Some may want to buy TV in periods
when its audience is bigger than radio's or
radio in periods when it enjoys an advantage
over TV. Others may investigate the simulcast (surely the least duplicated advertising
combination imaginable).
Whatever their techniques of using radio
and TV as complementary media, advertisers
will require much more qualitative research
than is currently available. Broadcasters need
that information too, for only by finding out
who listens and what the audience likes can
they improve their programming.
As Mr. Pryor told District 6, "research and
its intelligent application, plus service to your
advertisers and your communities are the keys
to success in trying times ahead."
We venture that if his advice is followed,
both radio and television will prosper, for the
programs of both will be redesigned to fit new
audience requirements.
It will not be a case of one medium cannibalizing the other, as some have feared, but of
two vigorous and enlightened media living side
by side and both in demand as useful advertising vehicles.
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Infinitum

FOR THE PAST three weeks we have published in all essential detail the testimony before the FCC on applications for new television stations in Portland, Ore., and Denver.
These are the bellwether cases which should
mark the guideposts for applicants in the
literally hundreds of hearings ahead on mutually exclusive applications.
The high interest stems from the fact that
these are the first adversary proceedings on
city-by-city allocations since the 1948 freeze.
The FCC already has designated about 240 applicants in some 100 consolidated cases. Last
Wednesday a soft freeze upon as yet undesignated hearing cases was made effective, to
permit the FCC to clean up the back-log. Processing for hearings will be resumed at a date
to be determined.
We have covered these initial hearings comprehensively because of the evident hunger for
information. This interest is exhibited not
only by applicants, but by their prospective
customers. Advertisers and advertising agencies want to know about new television stations
in new markets as well as upcoming additional
services in existing markets. They are learning about effective radiated power, antenna
gain and Grade A and B coverage.
It is our intention to cover salient developments in all these hearings. We will avoid
repetitious testimony. But we will not ignore
any new facts or procedures introduced, or
the innovations which may be devised by hearing examiners or FCC counsel.
The hearings held so far have been a revelation to many of the prospective newcomer
owners and stockholders. New ground is being
broken at every day's session. Newcomers
had no idea of the scope and magnitude of these
proceedings — which are unlike those in any
other business or pursuit. If they get their
grants, they will be better broadcasters because
of
time.it. And management will have an easier
Because the FCC wheels grind so slowly,
it is evident that no few of the applicants are
becoming discouraged. Some are bound to drop
out because they don't want to tie up their
assets for indeterminate periods. Others may
become disconsolate when they find that new
stations do not pay off the moment they begin
operation.
The procedure the FCC has formulated is
cumbersome. The Commission hasn't made it
any easier in its interpretations of its regulations, invariably leaving the burden on the
applicants. It seems incongruous that the FCC
should authorize stations in secondary markets, where survival is questionable, while
many larger markets, pleading for new stations, must await their turns months or even
years hence. But that's the way it works under
the "planned economy" allocation wherein
facilities are designated for given immovable
locations, as against the "first come, first
served" concept
which governed the original
broadcast
allocations.
Somewhere along the line the FCC, perforce,
will find a way to expedite grants in the areas
willing, anxious and able to accommodate
them. It cannot resist the public will indefinitely. That time may not come until the
allocation plan is a year old, or until next
June. It is then that the FCC will, under
its rules, entertain "rule-making" petitions.
But it could come by next January. There
will be a new occupant in the White House.
Whether it's Ike or Adlai, that President will
be television-conscious. TV is the headliner in
the 1952 elections — from nominating convention to ballot. TV service starts with the allocations, and the allocations come from the FCC.

ff - our respects to:

MORRIS LEE HITE

Tracyt of philospresiden
HITE, has
LEE Dallas,
a simple
IS Co.,
MORRLocke
ophy when it comes to advertising.
Mr. Hite believes, "You can talk to more
people for less money by radio than by any
other method. More sales are made by talking
than by
othertoway.
dy someworthwhile
thingany
say, If
let you've
everybogot
in on
it—That
say is
it what
via radio."
more than two decades of advertising experience have taught Mr. Hite. But
he has learned his lessons well, having pulled
himself up by his own bootstraps.
He was born Nov. 23, 1910, in Anadarko,
Okla., in the heart of the Indian country.
In childhood, he was one of a handful of
wide-eyed boys who attended the big Indian
dances at the Anadarko County Fair. Few
persons came to watch that spectacle in those
days. The Indians danced all night just for
fun. It has been interesting for Mr. Hite to
observe what advertising has done in this instance. Today the Southwest Indian Festival at
Anadarko attracts national publicity. Some
50,000 persons now jam into the town of 4,000
to see the festival.
Mr. Hite, who is 41, can trace his sales experience back to when he was nine. His first
selling experience involved the output of one
Jersey cow. Mr. Hite adds that he did the
milking too.
Of formal education, there was little for Mr.
Hite. He left school when 15, before finishing
high school. He left home and went to work
for a publisher who happened to keep a bound
file of advertising magazines.
Mr. Hite didn't earn enough money to go out
nights so he read the magazines and was sold
on making a career of advertising. Once decided on his direction, young Mr. Hite studied
tising.
practically all the available books on adverHis first advertising job was with a newspaper in Oklahoma City. He was fired, but,
Mr. Hite adds, the publisher made other mistakes, too— the newspaper went broke.
He next worked in the advertising and publicity department of a theatre chain. He recalls
that he once stood the townspeople of Ardmore, Okla., on their collective ear by standing
an old airplane on its nose. This simulated
aircrash was set up in front of Ardmore's Ritz
Theatre to publicize a picture of the late Wallace Berry, "Now We Are in the Air."
Thereafter, he tried his hand by starting a
small agency in Oklahoma City. This he sold
in 1937 and joined Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
(Continued on page 56)
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Procter & Gamble is the biggest advertiser in America.
Last year they spent over $18,000,000 in radio. Like the National
Biscuit Company, Liggett & Myers and many other of America's largest
advertisers, they invested more money in radio than in any other medium.
Ernie, the Hamburger King, of 118 Pike Street, Seattle, is one of
the smaller advertisers in America. Last year Ernie spent approximately
$7,000 in radio. Like countless other local merchants from coast to
coast, he invested more money in radio than in any other medium.
Sales results? P&G had the biggest year in its history. So did Ernie.
(In fact, Ernie's sales climbed to an average of 1,200 hamburgers a day.)
The truth is that at both the national and local level, radio offers
economy and flexibility that no other medium can touch. And do you
realize how much the radio-listening population has grown? Today
there are 105,300,000 radio sets in the U. S. A. Virtually every home is
a radio home — and over half of them have two or more sets.
The average American now spends more time with radio than with
magazines, TV and newspapers combined.
Beyond question, the smartest buys in all advertising are being made
in radio. And they're being made right now.
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Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau, Inc.
BAB is an
organization
supported by
independent
broadcasters,
networks and
station
representatives
all over America
270 PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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JAMES P. POSTON, commercial manager, WAYS Charlotte, N. C,
promoted to general manager, succeeding WALTER H. GOAN, who
has resigned.
BILL HUNEFELD to sales department of KSFO San Francisco, after
tour of duty with U. S. Navy.

front office

LARRY BUSKETT, sales manager, KLAC Hollywood, shifts to KLACAM-TV as assistant general sales manager.
GEORGE COOK ATKINSON, account executive, WQXR-AM-FM New
York, elected vice president and general manager, KEAR San Mateo,
Calif.

resigned.

R. McFALL, sales manager, WTRC-AM-FM Elkhart, Ind., appointed general manager replacing RICHARD W. HOLLOWAY, who has

JOHN NORTH, Chicago manager, Radio Representatives Inc., has resigned. Future plans will be announced shortly. He will be succeeded
by EDWARD NICKEY, sales staff, WAAF Chicago.

WALLACE R. JACKSON appointed manager of KCRS Midland, Tex.,
replacing J. M. McDONALD, who has resigned.

KARL

FRED ADAIR, former general manager of KPIK San Luis Obispo, Calif.,
to KSFO San Francisco, as account executive.

PLAIN, account executive, KSTP-AM-FM-TV
Paul, appointed national sales manager there. BILL BRAZZIL, executive
vice president, Fotovox Inc., motion
picture production firm, to KSTP-TV
as local sales manager.
THOMAS
Chicago.

Mr. Plain

Minneapolis-St.

FRED W. BOHN, sales staff, Arlinghaus Engraving Co., to sales staff
of WTAM Cleveland.
BILL GUILD, manager, CJOC Lethbridge, and former board chairman
of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, to CJVI Victoria, in same capacity,
succeeding M. V. CHESNUT, new manager of Winnipeg office of AllCanada Radio Facilities Ltd. NORM BOTTERILL, manager of CKRM
Regina, replaces Mr. Guild.

L. DAVIS appointed commercial manager, WAAF - AM - FM

JACK MILLER, writer - producer,
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago,
to sales staff, WBBM same city.

Mr. Brazzil

LEWIS C. RIGLER to sales staff, KGAF Gainesville, Tex.
GREGORY LINCOLN, WPIX (TV) New York production staff member,
named assistant to commercial manager, replacing HERBERT STEELE
Jr., who shifts to station sales.
GEORGE W. CLARK Inc., Chicago, station representative firm, named
to handle sales for WCLO Janesville and WGEZ Beloit, Wis.
AVERY KNODEL Inc., .station representative firm, appointed national
representative by KEPO El Paso, Tex.
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Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.,
National Rep.
Guardian Building
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HARRY W. BARNAM, account executive, WTTM Trenton, promoted to
local sales manager.
NATIONAL BROADCAST SALES, Toronto, station representation firm,
moves to 222 Simcoe St.
MUTUAL BROADCASTING
to Longacre 4-8000.
PeXlonaLi

SYSTEM, N. Y., changes telephone number

• • •

JOSEPH M. BRYAN, president of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.,
licensee of WBT-AM-FM and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, elected to
executive committee of American Life Convention, life insurance organization.
ELLIOTT M. SANGER, executive vice president and general manager
of WQXR New York, to be presented with 1952 award of Columbia U.
School of Journalism Alunmi Assn. on Nov. 13 "for outstanding achievement in journalism and allied fields." . . . LAUREDA WAKEFIELD,
widow of former FCC commissioner, RAY C. WAKEFIELD, and Harry
Bunker, Colorado Springs newspaper executive, will be married Nov. 23
at San Francisco home of CARL I. WHEAT, former chief telephone
counsel, FCC.
BARNEY OCHS, account executive, WLTV
Kaydn Bennett.

CKW

V

DONALD

(TV) Atlanta, father of girl,

UN PROGRAMMING
Fall Schedule Announced
FALL SCHEDULE of UN broadcasts and telecasts in the U. S.
and Canada was announced last
week by the Radio Div. Dept. of
Information. Plans include telecasts of General Assembly sessions
Mon.-Fri. on NBC-TV, 11 a.m.-12
noon EST, and CBS-TV, 4:30-5
p.m. EST, plus a special week-end
half hour kinescope, The UN This
Week, for selected stations.
Radio programs include: UN Today, a 15-minute Mon.-Fri. recorded summary of UN news on 250
WELL-KNOWN figure in radio-TV
MBS stations, and the UN's Network for Peace and Dominion Netindustry, Herbert Barnett (r), elected
work of Canada ; UN on the Recpresident of Society of Motion Picord, a weekly 15-minute program
on CBS Radio (Saturday, 6:15-6:30
ture & Television Engineers. He is
p.m. EST) and the Trans-Canada .assistant to the president. General
Network (Sunday, 6:30-6:45 p.m.
EST) ; UN Story, a weekly quarterPrecision Equipment Co. Congratulathour transcribed dramatic series
on 500 U. S. stations; and UN
ing him is Peter Mole, Mole-RichardNews, a five-minute summary on
son Co., who just completed a twoWNYC-FM New York (Mon.-Sat.,
6:50-6:55 p.m. EST).
year term as SMPTE president.
BROADCASTING
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building

bridges

or

ENGINEERING

broadcast

makes

the

transmitters

difference!

In spanning rivers with graceful suspension bridges
or manufacturing quality broadcast transmitters, engineering excellence is essential to the finished product.
Collins new 2 IE 5 KW transmitter incorporates engineering advancement to achieve thorough dependability.
Great simplification in the circuits associated with the
modulator and power amplifier stages have been gained
through use of recently developed high gain, long lived
tetrodes. Frequency control is accomplished by means
of the new plug-in, super stability low temperature
coefficient crystals which automatically eliminate the
need for crystal ovens. Complete accessibility and full
visibility of all tubes plus built-in modulation peak
limiting and operating economy combine to make the
Collins 21E transmitter the superlative performer in the
broadcast field.
Collins consistency in engineering excellence is your
guarantee of dependability and premium performance in
the complete line of broadcast and speech equipment.
Write for complete details and descriptive literature.
Collins 21E 5 KW Broadcast Transmitter

For quality in broadcasting equipment, it's . . .

COLLINS

RADIO
11 W. 42nd Street
NEW YORK 36
BROADCASTING

COMPANY, Cedar
1930 Hi-Line Drive
DALLAS 2
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Rapids, Iowa
2700 W. Olive Avenue
BURBANK

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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Our Respects to
(Continued from page 52)
Dallas, as an account executive. He
has been at the same stand since
except for nearly four years military service. He left the Army a
major, after serving more than two
years in the Pacific — New Guinea,
the Philippines, Okinawa, Japan
and China.
After release from the Army,
Mr. Hite returned to Dallas. TracyLocke-Dawson had been dissolved.
The New York office had been absorbed by Geyer, Newell & Ganger
(now Geyer Adv. Inc.) . The Dallas
office had been re-incorporated as
Tracy-Locke Co. Inc. He was made
executive vice president of the
Dallas office. Then in April 1950,
when Raymond P. Locke retired,
Mr. Hite assumed the presidency.
As president, Mr. Hite says that

he is interested in selling goods, not
in winning awards. He believes an
account executive should be able to
step into the client's sales manager's shoes as a pinch-hitter at
any time.
He believes — and has helped
demonstrate — that a regional brand
can outsell a national brand every
time in many package products;
that national brands soon will decentralize advertising and selling
methods.
Tracy-Locke specializes in consumer merchandise — especially in
food. The agency handles some of
the largest food accounts in Texas
and elsewhere in the Southwest.
Mr. Hite hopes to continue to
build Tracy-Locke as one of the
nation's best regional agencies. He
Advertisement

"Stimulate

real

enthusiam

product"
f ©r your
Printers' Ink editors found that this
can be done effectively with National Spot Radio
How many items does your
close his commercial with
favorite druggist have in stock?
something
like
Somewhere from 20,000 to 40,000.
this: "You can
Your hardware man has almost
get So & So rugs
that many. Your supermarket
at the Such &
man has about 3,000. Even your
Such store." This
auto service man has thousands
simple
open-end
of different nuts, bolts and
c o mmercial
screws.
makes it easy
Bob Kenyon
for the listener
From your own experience,
to know where she or he is
right in your own market and
going to find the merchandise
with your own station, you
offered.
know that the average dealer
Hundreds, possibly thousands,
needs almost a stick of dynaof the 13,000 national advermite to give the average advertisers in this country are waittiser anything more than lip
ing for you and your staff to
service. But when men and
tell them how they can use
women start calling for somespots profitably on your station.
thing that is being promoted on
Most of these national adveryour station it doesn't require
tisers, buyers of advertising,
a top salesman from the manread Printers' Ink every week.
ufacturer's head office to get Of
our total circulation of 23,some real enthusiasm and co793, more than two-thirds are
operation from the retailer.
buyers of advertising: adverDisplays go up. Point-oftising managers, sales mansale material is put to work.
agers, agency officials and the
Streamers go on the windows,
top management group who
and often the retailer mentions
give the final O.K. for the spots
the manufacturer's 'product in scheduled for your station.
his own ads, for free.
Printers' Ink, the Voice of
What you have just read is Authority, offers you the least
expensive method of reaching
part of the most stimulating,
these thousands of prospects.
factual report ever released on
A regular, continuous schedule
National Spot Radio, published
will make it a lot easier for your
in the July 11 issue of Printers'
National Representatives and
Ink. It is now being used across
your own sales staff to win the
the country by radio salesmen
new customers you deserve.
in both the national and local
fields.
We are ready to help you.
When may we call?
Every day thousands of reROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
tailers in all parts of the country hear some local announcer
Advertising Director

Printarc*
Inlr • ?P5
42nif street^n, • London
n. y.1]
r I Hilda
ChicagoEast
• Pasadena
» AtlantaNew• Boston
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plans to accomplish this by doing
an even better job of simply selling
clients' products at a profit against
any and all media. He plans eventually to improve regional coverage
by opening additional offices in the
Southwest. The agency has offices
now in Dallas and in Houston.
Active in civic circles, Mr. Hite
is a member of the Dallas Rotary
Club, the Dallas Advertising League
and the Dallas Athletic Club. He
plays a little golf and finds much
enjoyment in studying people. He
lives in a fashionable section of
Dallas with his wife and their
daughter and two sons.
Possessed of a delightful sense of
humor, Mr. Hite is more often than
not the butt of his own jokes. One
story he likes to tell on himself is
his experience in delivering a market survey to Cerveceria Quatemoc,
brewers of Carta Blanca Beer in
Monterrey, Mexico.
Mr. Hite presented the results
through an interpreter only to find
out later that the brewery president is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and "could probably speak better
English than anyone present, including the guy who made the
presentation."
UN PRAISES
Broadcaster Support
PRAISE for broadcaster participation in United Nations Radio was
voiced in letter to NARTB President Harold E. Fellows by Benjamin Cohen, UN assistant secretary general for nublic information. More than 1,000 stations have
been regulars in UN "Network
for Peace," he said, and in recent
months 40 more applied for weekly
transcribed series.
The UN goal of 20 million U. S.
listeners was reached as result of
the broadcaster cooperation, Mr.
Cohen said, and the plan will be
adopted in other nations. He said,
"American broadcasters have lived
up to their highest traditions of
public service in giving so generously of their facilities in the cause
of lasting peace."
CCBA Meet Nov. 3
DISCUSSION on the proposed
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. regulations for stations, particularly
on program content, will feature
the annual meeting of the Central
Canada Broadcasters Assn. (CCBA)
at the Royal York Hotel, Toronto,
Nov. 3-4. Mainly a sales and programming clinic, with panel speakers, the meeting also will have
informal sessions of station personnel on problems affecting all
stations. A report is expected on
the status of liquor advertising on
Ontario stations, which currently
is not permitted. Murray Brown,
CFPL London, CCBA president,
will preside at all meetings.

KFEL-AM-TV
SALES
Radio, TV Staffs Separate
SEPARATION of the sales staffs
of KFEL Denver and KFEL-TV,
which went on the air last July, has
been completed.
Latest appointment Oct. 10 was
that of Bill Conklin, former KFEL
sales manager,
to the TV outlet's
national
sales managership.
He will
supervise national spot sales activities of the station and be responsible for clearing network commitments. Blair-TV Inc. is KFEL-TV's
station representative. Station is
affiliated with NBC-TV and DuMont.
John J. McEniry, who joined
KFEL sales in 1945, succeeds Mr.
Conklin with the title of national
and local manager. Bob Hart,
KFEL salesman since 1949, becial comes
manager.KFEL-TV's local commerGene O'Fallon Jr. on Oct. 1 resumed his post as director of publicity and promotion for both stations. He had been on a leave of
absence to manage an affiliated
company which holds a local franchise for Muzak.
Mr. Conklin started with KFEL
(MBS affiliate) as assistant sales
manager in 1944 and was made
sales lonmanager
in 1949.manager
Gene O'FalSr. is general
and
Frank Bishop, managing director,
of both stations.
DAMAGES APPEAL
GF, B & B Prepare Brief
GENERAL Foods Corp. (Maxwell
House Coffee) and its agency, Benton & Bowles Inc., last week were
preparing an appeal from a court
verdict which awarded $375,000
compensatory damages to Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood
agency, for allegedly appropriating
a radio promotion idea. GF had
lost a request for a new trial.
After three weeks of testimony,
a jury Aug. 8 brought in the $375,000 verdict in Los Angeles Superior Court [B»T, Aug. 18]. The
Raymond R. Morgan Co., charging
unfair competition and breach of
implied contract in the alleged
appropriating of a copyrighted
"Doorbell Ringing Plan," had originally sued for $1.5 million damages [B°T, June 25, 1951].
Admen

Elections

ROBERT G. STOLZ, advertising
manager, Brown Shoe Co., has
been re-elected president of the
Advertising Club of St. Louis.
Other officers include Louis J. Hoffman, vice president, Central States
Paper & Bag Co., first vice president; Wilson Condict, advertising
director, St. Louis Globe-Democrat,
second vice president; Elzey M.
Roberts Jr., vice president, KXOK
Inc., third vice president; David
Pasternak, promotion manager,
KSD-TV, treasurer, and Charles F.
tary.
Kistenmacher, promotion director,
St. Louis Globe-Democrat, secre-
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This is a road that serves you every day. It is the public
road that takes you where you want to go and brings you things
you use.

This is another road that serves vou everv dav. It is the
steel highway of the railroads on which trains provide the lowcost mass transportation so essential to America's tremendous
agricultural and industrial production. Without railroads, even
motor vehicles could not exist and operate.

Association
American

of

Railroads

WASHINGTON

6, D. C.

You'll enjoy THE RAILROAD HOUR every Monday evening on NBC.

BROADCASTING

•

The public roads — built and maintained by taxes
you pay — are designed to take care not only of
your automobile but also of the 95 per cent of
all motor trucks which are engaged in farm and
local delivery and industrial use. But to take care
of the other 5 per cent of trucks — the big, heavy,
highway freighters — calls for roads more expensive than are needed by the vast majority of
highway users.
On the other hand, railroads — built and maintained at their own expense — are for heavyduty hauling. These railroads carry — for you and
all America — more tons of freight more miles
than all other forms of transportation combined,
and do it for charges which average less than
those of any other form of general transportation.
And the more freight the railroads carry, the
less wear and tear there will be on your public
highways — and the less you, as a taxpayer, will
have to pay for building and maintaining these
highways.

Telecasting
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IMDRIN CASE
FTC Affirms Decision
FEDERAL Trade Commission last
week affirmed an initial decision
challenging broadcast and published advertising claims made by
Rhodes Pharmacal Co., Chicago
and Cleveland, for its medicinal
preparation, Imdrin.
In another action, the commission held hearings in Chicago last
Thursday on a complaint charging
existence of interlocking directorates at American Bakeries,
Atlanta, and Purity Bakeries Corp.,
Chicago. Purity has been a heavy
user of local radio time [B®T,
Sept. 8].
With respect to the long-pending
Imdrin case, FTC denied an appeal
by two Rhodes officers — J. Sanford
Rose and Jerome H. Rose — and
adopted the findings of its hearing
examiner. The firm was asked to
discontinue claims that Imdrin is
a cure or effective treatment for
any arthritic or rheumatic condition.
WWDC-AM-FM
Sales
WWDC and WWDC-FM (Transit
Radio) Washington last week announced formation of separate
sales staffs under direction of Herman M. Paris, general sales manager. WWDC sales staff comprises
Max Sherman, Stan Stoller and
Jerry Theodore; that of WWDCFM is made up of Arthur Steloff
and Perry P. Walders.

What's

he

FRANK

air-casters

JACK S TELLING, program director,
KTXL San Angelo, Tex., to WJPG
Green Bay, Wis., in same capacity
replacing BLAINE WALSH who transfers to WTMJ-TV Milwaukee.
RON MILLER appointed program director, WPGW Portland, Ind.
DON HOWELL, producer - director,
WDSU-TV New Orleans, transfers
to operations department as assistant to STANLEY HOLIDAY, program
operations manager.
HAPPY ISON, assistant program director and chief announcer, WVOW
Logan, W. Va., to WORZ Orlando,
Fla.
ARLENE GILBERT to copywriting
staff, WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
DEWEY GILL, KDEC Decorah, Iowa,
to announcing staff, WJPG Green
Bay, Wis.
DON BERNARD to announcing staff,
WJEL Springfield, Ohio.
DICK GOTTLIEB, KPRC-TV Houston performer, named campaign director of 1953 March of Dimes drive
in that city.
MARY HOLT, formerly with WFRS
and WDOK Cleveland, to WJMO
that city.

looking

at?

SILVERMAN.

Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn . .
... is looking at your advertisement
in the Broadcasting Yearbook
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WILLIAM R. ROLLINS, staff announcer, WAYS Charlotte, N. C,
promoted to music librarian.
TOM KEYS, executive sports editor
of Columbus (Ohio) Citizen, to sports
staff, WLWC (TV) Columbus.
TOM CONWAY, star of ABC-TV
Mystery Theater, assigned role in Sol
Lesser feature film, "Tarzan and the
She-Devil."
BILL
McCOLGAN, WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio, to WGAR Cleveland, as
sports director.
STU WILSON, production manager,
KBIG Avalon, Calif., assigned role in
M-G-M feature film, "Bandwagon."
FRED BIRNBAUM, department editor, Sponsor
appointed
sistant magazine,
promotion director,
WCAUasPhiladelphia.
FRANK NELSON, actor on CBS Radio Jack Benny Show, assigned role in
M-G-M feature film, "Remains To Be
LURENE TUTTLE, Hollywood radio
actress, assigned role in M-G-M feaSeen."
ture film, "Give a Girl a Break."
BILL KERWIN, announcer, WREN
Topeka, Kan., to KCMO Kansas City,
in same capacity.
RICHARD E. HARDY, TV instructor,
R. I. Radio School, Providence, R.
I., to KMYR Denver. WALTER E.
SMITH added to R. I. staff as instructor. EDWARD F. LIMOGES, R. I.
graduate, to WARA Attleboro, Mass.
WAGGY WANGENHEIM, star of
KNBH (TV) Outdoors with Waggy
Wangenheim, father of boy, Dennis,
Sept. 30.
JIM REID, sports director, WPTF Raleigh, N. C, father of boy, Michael
Ernest, Oct. 8.
A/auri • • •
EDWARD M. KEATH, radio-TV director and columnist for St. Louis
Globe-Democrat, to
W T T V (TV)
Bloomington, Ind.,
as director of news
and special events.
HOWARD W.
COLEMAN, publications department, Vapor
Heating Corp.,
Chicago,
to NBC there as
Mr. Keath
press writer.
PAUL SULLIVAN to news staff, WIP
Philadelphia, to write and present
four daily news shows.
TED JAFFEE, news editor, WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, and ANITA JAFFEE,
Mary Landis of Mary Landis Show
on WBAL-TV that city, parents of
boy, John Leonard, Sept. 25.

KRNT AWARD
Little Rock Wins Plaque
PAUL RHOADES, newscaster,
KRNT Des Moines, presented the
first annual "KRNT National
Safety Award" to the city of Little
Rock at the 40th National Safety
Congress in Chicago last week.
KRNT this year began a nation-wide deathless-days traffic
contest for cities of over 100,000
population.
outdistanced Des Little
Moines Rock
to win
the
award. KRNT has spearheaded a
year-around traffic safety drive in
Des Moines.
Kaltenborn

Fellowship

GILBERT GODFREY, UP radio
news staff member in New York,
has been awarded a 1952-53 Kaltenborn Foundation Fellowship
Award to work on a book on 19th
Century American editors. Vincent
J. Buranelli, McGraw-Hill Pub. Co.,
was awarded a similar fellowship
to prepare a handbook on how history and political theory can be
better integrated into daily news
coverage. Awards were established
by
H. V. Kaltenborn, NBC commentator.

Client Does the Buying
WHOCS
'WILLIE'
SUCCESS of a 30-minute weekly
program on WHOC Philadelphia,
Miss., which appeals to a selling
audience rather than a buying one,
has been demonstrated as the sponsor, alocal lumber company, begins
the program for the third year.
Slanted to owners of small woodland farms who sell their timber
to the lumber company, the Sunday morning half-hour of news
and gossip items about rural folks
in the area is conducted by G. O.
Gordon, also a county school principal, who is affectionately known
as "Uncle Willie."
According to WHOC Manager
William
"Uncle wisdom
Willie"
combines H.
wordsCole,
of forestry
such as woodland management and
fire prevention with homespun
philosophy,
delivered while
commercialsannouncer
advertise - the
lumber company as a market for
the farmers' timber harvests.
Much of the program's material
is taken from radio services furnished by American Forest Products Industries Inc., Washington,
a non-profit organization promoting sound woodland management
and sponsored by the nation's
wood-using industries. AFPI material includes free quarter-hour
transcriptions dramatizing forest
resources, and is directed at the
estimated 4,200,000 owners of small
woodlots in the U. S.

STU ERWIN, radio-TV and screen
comedian, has been presented with
American Cancer Society 1952 Distinguished Service Award for his
work during Cancer Crusade.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BILL MOORE, WJNR Newark sportscaster, and Eileen Watson were married Oct. 5.

4

For

AM

-FM

TV

Microwave..

TRUSCON

STEEL

TOWERS

Guyed or Self-Supporting

Truscon knows towers — is staffed and
equipped to engineer your next tower
assembly to meet all your requirements.
That's because Truscon has an unexcelled
background of tower information
and skill. Truscon engineers have
designed and built radio towers
for all types of duty throughout
the world . . . towers to function
dependably in all kinds of topography
and weather conditions . . . towers with
the strength to meet all contingencies.
And, this experience is at your call now.
Whether your current or future plans call
for new or enlarged AM, FM, TV,
or Microwave facilities, take your
tower troubles to Truscon.
Your phone call or letter to your nearest
Truscon district office— or to our home
office in Youngstown— gets tower problems
off your hands and into ours.
Phone or write today. Truscon® Steel Co.,
1074 Albert St., Youngstown 1, Ohio.
Subsidiary of Republic Steel Corporation.

TRUSCO

THUS

COhT

a

name

you

can

build
on
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WELS RENEWAL
Is Proposed by Examiner
FCC HEARING Examiner Basil P.
Cooper on Oct. 9 issued an
initial decision looking towards license renewal of WELS Kinston,
N. C. Hearing had been held on
the question of whether three principals in the licensee corporation
in 1950 had transferred control in
the licensee without prior FCC
consent, had kept these transactions concealed from the Commission and whether the licensee was
qualified to operate the station.
The hearings centered around
sale of stock by E. L. Scott, Robert
E. Wasdon and Jack Siegel, organizers and original owners of
33%% each of the licensee, Farmers Broadcasting Service Inc., on
Sept. 21, 1950, to eight other persons.
FCC conclusions stated, "We find
that the errors committed by the
parties grew out of a sincere desire
to enable the residents of Kinston
to aid and assist Station WELS to
render a better service to Kinston
. . ." and that "there was no desire
or intent to deceive and mislead the
Commission."
The FCC action becomes effective 40 days from Oct. 9.
RCA VICTOR has released complete
library of some 6,000 separate tunes
to KXYZ Houston, to promote its
45 rpm collection.

allied

arts

D L. PINCUS, president,
EDWAR
Motorola-Philadelphia Co., elected president of Motorola New York
Inc. ALLEN WILLIAMS, vice president in charge of operations at latter
's
firm, to
headquar-of
assistant Chicago
ters asMotorola
sales manager
parent company. JOHN D. MINARICK
appointed sales manager of Philadelphia branch.
DON F. MIERSCH and JAMES M.
FARRELL appointed western and
eastern divisional sales managers,
respectively, for Crosley Div., Avco
Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati.
JOE CHAPMAN LANE Jr., Westinghouse Electric Corp., appointed advertising staff representative for
firm's electronic tube division.
S. PETER SHAFER appointed district merchandiser, Sparton RadioTelevision, Jackson, Mich., in Long
Island and Brooklyn, N. Y., areas.
WENDELL S. ERICKSON, AP bureau chief in Honolulu, appointed
chief of AP's New Mexico bureau
with headquarters in Albuquerque.
MARSHALL A. WILLIAMS appointed
regional manager of government and
industrial div., Philco Corp., with
headquarters in Beverly Hills, Calif.
ORSATTI & Co., Beverly Hills (talent
agency), moves to 300 S. Beverly Dr.

4 HOURS Recording
or Playback with
Reel Adapter
Converts Pentron Recorders
and
Players reels.
for NAB
hub 10'/2"
broadcast
Attaches
in 2
minutes. Uses all sizes without
detaching.
See . . . Hear at Audio Fair
Room 548, Hotel New Yorker

PENTRON
7 TAPE RECORDER

Model 9T-3C 27 lbs. complete $179.50 list
Adapter $30.00 list
THE PENTRON CORP.
221 -Bh East Cullerton St., Chicago 16, Illinois

Name .
Street .
City _
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REAR ADM. WILLIS E. CLEAVES,
U. S. N. (Ret.), director of aviation
sales, Collins Radio Co., to radio
div., Bendix Aviation Corp., Baltimore, as staff assistant to E. K.
FOSTER, division general manager.
ISADORE LEYDEN, chief mechanical engineer for Garod-Majestic, div.,
Wilcox-Gay Corp., N. Y., appointed
chief mechanical engineer for TeleKing Corp., N. Y.
DWIGHT W. BLOSER, senior engineer, motor and synchro lab., Kearfott Co., to Transcoil Corp., N. Y., as
chief engineer in manufacture of
control motors induction generators,
gear trains and servo amplifiers.
PAUL BRYANT appointed western
sales manager, Zenith Radio Corp.,
Chicago, with headquarters in L. A.
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT Corp., Cleveland, appoints Sonocraft Corp., N.
Y., as exclusive distributor for
Sound Mirror tape recorder in New
York City, Westchester, Long Island
and northern New Jersey.
PAULA LA RIVIERE, Hollywood free
lance radio-TV producer-director,
forms LESLIE Agency, 1008 S. W.
Sixth, Portland, to serve as TV consultant and program packager.

FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION
Labs., Nutley, N. J., announces development of improved version of
Poly-Efex scanner, FTL-93A, for TV
station application. Unit now permits
single operator to take complete
charge of station's program sources
and present them in most effective
manner.
AMPLIFIER Corp. of America, N. Y.,
announces manufacture of Broadcaster Model 610-SD, new batterypowered portable tape recorder with
spring-wound motor. Instrument operates at tape speed of 7% in. per
second, furnishing 15 minutes of
playing time on standard 5" diameter
600' reel of sound recording tape.
SHALLCROSS Mfg. Co., Collingdale, Pa., announces production of
Type 245S, new 1 watt precision
wire-wound resistor for decades and
other applications, requiring low resistance values with close tolerances
low
temperature
rise, and low inductance.
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER Corp.,
Chicago, 111., announces manufacture
of new line of capacitors. Known as
"Stabelex D" series, capacitors are
particularly adapted for use in equipment subjected to extreme altitude
and climatic changes.
TUBE DEPT., RCA Victor, Camden,
N. J., announces production of new
5-inch oscilloscope, WO-88A.
EICOR Inc., Chicago, announces production of new tape recorder, Model
230, featuring
"finger-flip"
control insuring new
simple
and positive
operation. Integrally built-in dual
speed capstan converts recording
speed from standard 7%" to 3%"
per second producing maximum recording time of two full hours.
TECHNICAL APPLIANCE Corp.,
Sherburne, N. Y., announces production of complete line of antennas

designed for uhf reception. Included
are parabolic-reflector types, yagis,
modified X (Bow-Tie) and Vee type
antennas.
ASTATIC Corp., Conneaut, Ohio, announces production of unidirectional
dynamic microphone featuring multi-impedance transformer and impedance selector switch termed "Dynabar," Model DR-11.
I'ecknlcal • • •
GLENDALE LARSEN, transmitter
engineer, KTRI Sioux City, Iowa, appointed chief engineer, succeeding
WILL EASTERLY who has resigned.
HERMAN R. HOLSCHER Jr., operating engineer, WICE Providence, R.
I., inducted into U. S. Army and is
serving with Signal Corps, Augusta,
Ga.
STAN BOCKES to WSYR Syracuse
engineering staff.
NAT HERMAN, engineer, WCEM
Cambridge, Md., and Joan Levenson
have announced their engagement.
BAB

CONTEST
Ryan Announces Plans
SECOND annual Broadcast Advertising Bureau "Radio Gets Results" contest, designed to help provide BAB with information for its
promotional plans, was announced
by BAB President William B.
Ryan last week.
Closing date for all contest entries from member stations will be
Nov. 15 and winners will be announced after Dec. 15. Stations
are asked to submit one or more
results stories in nine categories:
Apparel, automotive, department
stores, financial, food and grocery
stores, food and grocery products,
home furnishing stores, specialized
services and miscellaneous.
First, second and third prizes
will be awarded in each classification and BAB will provide duplicate awards to the station winners
for presentation to advertisers adadvertising.
judged practical users of radio
JudgesL. for
the editor
contest
include:
Dr.
Robert
Swain,
of Drug
Topics;
Paul Penfield, president of the Public
Utilities Adv. Assn.; G. Edwin Heming,
associate director of advertising for
the American Bankers Assn.; Pete
Wemhoff, editor of Automotive News,
and F. C. Ferry, advertising manager
of Grand Union Co., representing the
Supermarket Institute.
"Last year's contest was a great
success," Mr. Ryan said, "not only
in providing us with material to
promote radio but, on the local
level, for giving the station sales
promotional tools to publicize itself to its advertisers and agencies.
We had over 300 entries last year
and we expect to have twice that
number submitted for our 1952
contest."
Stevenson

Aid Sought

MILTON BIOW, president of Biow
Co., New York, spoke last Tuesday
before 50 members of publicity, advertising and publishing professions to enlist their aid in the presidential campaign of Gov. Adlai
Stevenson. The meeting was called
by the N. Y. Volunteers for Ste-
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Statement of The Ownership Management, Circulation, etc., Required by the Acts of Congress of August 24, 1912,
as amended by Acts of
March 3, 1933, and
July 2, 1946
Of Broadcasting-Telecasting, published
weekly, at Washington, D. C. for October
20, 1952.
District of Columbia — ss.
Before me, a notary public in and for
the District aforesaid, personally appeared
Maurice H. Long, who having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says
that he is the business manager of Broadcasting-Telecasting and that the following
is, to the best of his knowledge, and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management,licationcirculation,
etc. ofshown
the aforesaid
pubfor the date
in the above
caption, required by the Act of August 24,
1912, as amended by the Act of March 3, 1933,
and July 2, 1946; embodied in section 537,
Postal Laws and Regulations:
1. That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and
business manager are:
Publisher and Editor— Sol Taishoff,
Washington, D. C.
Managing
Editor — Art King, Alexandria,
Va.
Business Manager — Maurice H. Long,
Washington, D. C.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its name and address must be
stated and also immediately thereunder the
names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the
individual owners must be given. If owned
by a firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well as
those of each individual member, must be
given.)
Broadcasting Publications, Inc., Washington, D. C. ; Sol Taishoff, Washington,
D. C.ton,; D.Betty
C. Tash Taishoff, Washing3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total
amount curities
of are:bonds,
mortgages
or other
se(If there
are none,
so state.)
None.
4. That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and
security holders as they appear upon the
books of the company but also in cases,
where the stockholder or security holder
appears upon the books of the company as
trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,
the name of the person or corporation for
whom such trustee is acting, is given ; also
that the said two paragraphs contain statementsasembracing
full knowledge
and belief
to theaffiant's
circumstances
and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other
than that of a bonafide owner; and this
affiant has no reason to believe that any
other person, association, or corporation
has any interest direct or indirect in the
said stock, bonds or other securities than
as so stated by him.
5. That the average number of copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or otherwise,
to paid subscribers, during the twelve
months preceding the date shown above is
15,703.
Maurice H. Long
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
2nd day of October, 1952.
Eleanor K. Cheek
(Seal)
Notary Public.
(My commission expires October 1, 1957).

THERE have been
"TalkaPs Awake but
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OVER THE strong NT
objections
Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn., the
it remained for WOOK
^RTM
ROLof the^"
PRICE lastCO
government
week reimposed price ceilings on radio-TV-phonograph
Washington to come up with
components, effective next Monday.
the
— a "Wilkithon."
Stationlatest
recently
presented an
Action by the Office of Price Stabilization capped a round of midweek developments in which RTMA
all-night disc show to proilizer Roger Putnam.
mote Wilkins Coffee. Event
charged
that throughout
OPS recontrol
"will
cause havoc
industry
The RTMA executive also asked
was
part
of firm's contest for
OPS to clarify regulations to spell
among both set and parts manubest promotion of its coffee
out
that
clock
radios
are
receivers
facturers." RTMA branded the
by radio stations. WOOK
and thus exempt from controls.
action
as
"arbitrary"
and
asked
claims the program was nonthat the order be rescinded until
Radio and video parts were decommercial and was undercontrolled along with receivers last
industry could present its case.
taken
as
a
pitch
for an adverThe amended regulation restores
tising contract with Wilkins.
August on the premise that components prices normally parallel
ceilings only on radio, television
and phonograph parts, but pre- those of the finished product. OPS
said it later determined that, while
serves the "across-the-board" susELECTION TO TROOPS
pension for receivers announced in radio-TV sets were and are selling
OPS' decontrol action Aug. 29 below ceilings, it could not go along
Signal Corps Sets Plan
with continued decontrol on parts
[B»T, Sept. 1].
U.
S.
TROOPS
overseas will be
for
reasons
cited.
Agency
officials
The agency earlier had set an
effective date of Oct. 15 (when the will meet with a repair service in- kept abreast of election returns by
dustry group Tuesday.
revocation was announced) but
means of the Army Signal Corps'
Ceilings are to be reimposed on expansive communications network,
extended it another 12 days to enantennas, boosters and all other
Frank Pace Jr., Secretary of the
able parts-makers to make adjustparts save cabinets at levels set Army, announced Oct. 12.
ments. It was reported that RTMA
For the first time in history, the
is preparing voluminous data for before the original suspension
a hearing tommorrow (Tuesday). A order.
service
hopes to provide simulOPS has left the door open for
committee headed by Matt Little,
taneous news coverage of a narestoration of ceilings on sets if
tional election to the entire Army
chairman of RTMA's Parts Div., prices hit a certain level.
through Signal Corps and Army
has been named by RTMA President and Board Chairman A. D.
Troop Information facilities. The
TWO Israeli publishers — Edition TavPlamondon Jr. to present industry's
Jina and Edition Darom — have been Army will use services of the three
position. It comprises makers of added to the list of publishers affili- major press associations, transmitting returns to its 72 overseas
ated with the Israel Publishers
parts, sets and tubes.
OPS said recontrol action was
Agency, exclusively represented in the radio outlets and over 200 newsnecessary because suspension of U. S. by SESAC.
parts ceilings extends beyond the
papers.
radio-TV industry and would impair controls on other commodities
still under controls. It noted that
Leaders
in TWO
of the
many radio-TV set parts generally
are not made by radio-TV manuMidwest's
facturers. Additionally, suspenRichest Markets!
sion rendered controls ineffective
KMTV-OMAHA
over repair services which involve
2,779,531 Soil-Rich
Almost 65% Saturation
Midwesterners Live
sale of parts for replacement purin
a
Billion
Dollar
Market
In a wire to OPS Director Tighe
Within KMA's Vi MV Line
poses.
Woods, James D. Secrest, RTMA
Over }A million people living in
At last count, 2,779,5 31 predomexecutive vice president, said there
nearly 15 0,000 TV homes have an
inantly-rural midwesterners lived
is "no evidence that parts prices
effective buying income over a Bil- within the KMA J/2 Millivolt dayhave increased since controls were
time contour area in Iowa, Nebralion Dollars.'
Latest
Pulse figures (July 29suspended" and felt the order was
ska,
and Kansas. That's a
unjustified. OPS spokesmen conAugust 4) show that KMTV leads market Missouri
greater than Iowa, Washceded later that this may be true
in 9 out of the top 10 once-a-week
ington State, Oklahoma or Colorado
on prices, but explained the other
shows and 4 out of the top 5 multi- and Nebraska combined!
factors involved. OPS issued a
weekly shows.
They're America's top -spending
clarifying order upon receipt of
In addition, KMTV is currently
farm market! In 195 0 these KMAthe RTMA telegram. Mr. Secrest
expanding and remodeling studio Landers spent $2,819,660,000 for
initially contacted Economic Stabfacilities to insure still better serfoods and services — a figure survice to their many advertisers and
passed only by a handful of metroviewers. Now under construction
politan markets!
SESAC ADDS
are a modern, air conditioned,
Here is the BIG farm market . . .
With 25 More Libraries
accoustically treated studio, a new
served by the 5,000 powerful watts
film processing room, news room,
of KMA — The Midwest's TOP Farm
MORE than 25 music publishers'
glass
enclosed
control
room,
offices
catalogs have become affiliated
WHAS Wins Award
Station. IF YOU sell products or
and
greatly
expanded
storage
space.
with SESAC Inc. within the past
services in the rural and small town
These new facilities will enable
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville is win- year. The new SESAC publishers
KMTV to give Channel 3 viewers
midwest, then YOU BELONG on
ner of a certificate of Public Rela- are :
the finest quality telecasting.
KMA today.
KMA!
Contact Avery-Knodel or
Amsco Music Publishing Co., Aztec
tions Achievement, it was an- Music
Co., Century Music Publishing
Contact Katz or KMTV today.
nounced today (Monday) by Robert
Co., Norman J. Clayton, Robert H.
Robert H. Coleman PublishE. Harper, chairman of the 1952 Coleman,
ing Co., Edition Darom, Europa Music
ABC
CBS
Awards Competition Committee of Co., H. T. FitzSimons Co., Gospel Songs
DUMONT
Inc.,
Gregorian
Institute
of
America,
5000 WATTS
the American Public Relations
KI11TV
KMA
Heritage Music Publications, Hymntime
Publishers,
Keyboard
PublishAssn. In this year's competition,
ing Co.,Music
Lillenas
Co., MerOMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
Corp., Publishing
Nazarene Publishing
13 Silver Anvil trophies and 24 House,cury Pro
Represented by
Art Publications, Ramola
CHANNEL 3
certificates were awarded. Awards
Music, Sing Time Publishing Co.,
AVERY-KNODEL, INC
Represented by KATZ AGENCY
Singspiration
Assoc.,
Alfred
B.
Smith,
will be presented during the assothe Sunday
School
Board of the
SouthBaptist
Convention,
Thompson
ciation's annual convention in Music ernCo.,
Triangle Music Co., Volpe
MAY BROADCASTING
COMPANY
Washington early in March.
Music Co.
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st-Thaw Grants
Total 78
Page 65

To Consider
'Pay-See' TV
Page 65

Practically all of Birmingham's viewers
watch wafm-tv. . .practically all of the
time they are watching television. It's
a well-supported fact. During September,
for instance, wafm-tv

had 14 of

the top 15 weekly shows, 6 of the top 10
in

our

multi-weekly shows, and 70$ more
quarter-hour wins than Birmingham's
second tv station (Birmingham Telepulse) ,
Conclusion: you're sitting pretty with

t

your customers when you are on wafm-tv.
year

For details, ask wafm-tv, "Television
Alabama," or CBS Television Spot Sales.
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High power UHF television becomes a
reality for 1953 as quantity production
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THE 15 kw KLYSTRON
What

it does!

Engineers agree the main reason
why the G-E 15 kw klystron tube
represents such an outstanding
electronic achievement is its amazing simplification in comparison
with both conventional tubes and
other klystrons for television.
For one thing, all amplification
circuits are confined within the
G-E tube — simplifying circuit arrangement aswell as tube replacement. Secondly, the G-E klystron
overcomes all major complexities
of using standard type tubes for
high power UHF while providing
120 times amplification in a single
tube.
Development of klystron tubes
began during the war for use in
radar equipments.
Radar was able to utilize the
klystron's entire output, and the
tube was rated on this basis. In
UHF television application, however, a20% reduction takes place
in usable rated output. Therefore
a 15 kw tube is necessary to power
a 12 kw transmitter.
Page 64
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COMPACT

begins on General Electric's 12 kw UHF
Transmitter. Utilizing a 15 kw klystron
tube, the high-power UHF transmitter
is rated at 12 kilowatts to assure the required linearity over the operating range.
Power Tripled
This literally triples the power of other
available klystron tubes to produce the
highest power in the industry today.
Production of the units coincides with
the release of UHF channel allocations.

TV TRANSLATOR

transmitter

three

klystron

KLYSTRON

times

tubes

that

for TV

A six-kilowatt unit, operated experimentally atElectronics Park for nearly
a year, led to the 15 kw klystron tube
development.
UHF Helical Antenna
At the same time, development of a
simple, high-gain UHF Helical Antenna
was in progress. This antenna, now in
production, features a simplified feed
system — only one feed point per bay —
and power gains of 5 to 25 times. Antennas will be available for delivery in
Transmitter-Antenna combinations.

FOR UHF RECEPTION

Meet our District
Sales Manager!

TO LEAVE

CABINET

APPEARANCE

Announcement has been made of a
new G-E UHF Translator that can
be installed in any current G-E
table or console model without removing the chassis or changing the
appearance of the cabinet. The unit
will sell for $30 to $50.
Model Noted for Simplicity
The Translator is an extremely
simple unit, both from engineering
and installation standpoints. It will
provide reception on present receivers ofprograms telecast on the

UNCHANGED

new ultra high frequencies. When
installed, maximum sensitivity
will be obtained because the high
amplification of the Translator is
added to the amplification of the
TV receiver.
The entire assembly can be
mounted on the inside of current
General Electric television models
using the "A-K" and later chassis.
The new Translator has been specifically designed to provide ease
of installation and excellent UHF
reception.

UHF Translator Model 103 Now Ready For Delivery

Tom Bost, southeastern District
Sales Manager, is a highly-qualified,
friendly advisor on equipment requirements for
complete
sion televisystems.
He has served
the southeastern
district
with offices in Atlanta,
since 1949.
A native of
Hartshorne,
Okla., Bost was graduated from
Oklahoma A & M College with a
B. S. degree in electrical engineering. He joined General Electric in
1941, where he completed a series
of factory tests, engineering and
business assignments.
Recent sales accredited to Tom
Bost have been to WKAB-TV,
Mobile; WLAC, Nashville; WSIX,
Nashville; WDOD, Chattanooga;
and WBIR, Knoxville.
GENERAL®
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POS
mated commencement
date: Unknown.
ing with additional question respectBy LARRY
CHRISTOPHER
Uhf Channel 60 is the only chaning studio site of Mirador.
Michigan State College plans to
nel assigned to East Lansing. MichThe Channel 10 grant at Lincoln
PERMITS for three vhf and two
operate station on non-profit basis.
igan State College plans to operate
for KFOR is the second made to
uhf commercial TV stations were
the station as a commercial outlet
The applications notified for that city, the earlier authorization
granted by FCC last week to boost
hearing included:
going to Cornhusker Radio & but will emphasize educational
the total number of post-thaw auprograms. It is a non-profit venInd. (Group A-2, No. 17) Television for Channel 12 [B*T,
thorizations to 78, including 69 — Evansville,
ture.
E. R. Tuley, seeking uhf Channel Oct. 6]. Only one more commercial
commercial outlets and 9 noncom62, ising isbeing
advised
The Commission last week also
required
withconsolidated
competitive hearbids facility, uhf Channel 24, remains
mercial educational stations.
announced correction of an earlier
of Premier Television Inc. and Trans- open there and no bid is pending.
American Television Corp., with adThe grants were made Wednesditional question respecting proposed St. Joseph similarly has only grant to WKNX Saginaw, Mich.,
day, the same date on which the
studio location of Tuley.
for uhf Channel 57 [B*T, Oct. 13,
one commercial channel still open,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa (Group A-2,
Commission's processing "speed6]. FCC indicated ERP should be
No. 49) — Davenport Broadcasting Co. uhf Channel 30. KFEQ's vhf Chan17 kw visual and 9.1 kw aural with
up" plan became effective. FCC
(KSTT Davenport) and American
nel
2
authorization
is
the
first
postamended its temporary processing
Broadcasting Stations Inc. (WMT),
antenna 470 ft. The earlier notice
thaw
grant
to
Missouri.
both seeking vhf Channel 2, are beprocedure to specify that after
incorrectly read ERP 1 kw visual
ing notified of need for hearing to
Amarillo's Second
and 0.6 kw aural.
include issue on financial qualificaOct. 15 for a "limited period" no
The
vhf
Channel
10
grant
to
tions of Davenport Broadcasting. FCC
new contested applications would
KFDA Amarillo is the second to
Wednesday's TV actions were
deniedingpetition
of American
be set for hearing — in view of the
seeking dismissal
of BroadcastDavenport
passed upon by Chairman Paul
Broadcasting application.
that city in a fortnight, vhf Chanbacklog of hearing cases already
nel 4 being authorized earlier to A. Walker, and Comrs. Rosel H.
Charleston, S. C. (Group A-2, No.
in hand — so that non-contested bids
55) — Southern Broadcasting Co. KGNC there [B»T, Oct. 13]. Sole Hyde, Frieda B. Hennock and Euin cities presently without service
(WUSN), Atlantic Coast Broadcasting
gene H. Merrill. It was Comr.
remaining commercial facility, for
might be processed more rapidly
Co. (WTMA)
and Charleston
Broadcasting Co. (WHAN),
all three seeking
no bid is pending, is vhf
Merrill's first participation follow[B*T, Sept. 22]. Processing of vhf Channel 2, are being notified of which
ing his taking oath of office on
need for hearing with additional ques- Channel 7.
hearing cases already designated
tion regarding corporate structure of
The uhf Channel 28 grant to Wednesday (see picture, page 26).
or notified will continue, however.
Southern Broadcasting and Atlantic
Coast Broadcasting.
Sir Walter Television brings RaComrs. George E. Sterling, RobEight additional applicants were
Galveston, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 58)
leigh its first station. Vhf Chanert T. Bartley and E. M. Webster
notified Wednesday that their re- — Mirador
Television-Radio Corp. and
nel 5, sole other commercial facilGulf Television Co., both seeking vhf
quests are mutually exclusive with
(Continued on page 96)
ity, is sought by WRAL and WPTF.
Channel 11, are being notified of hearothers, hence hearings will be required. These were the last cases
so notified as the speed-up plan
went into effect.
Catches NCAA
Eye
There presently are nearly 240
applications designated or notified 'PAY-SB'
GRID
PLAN
for comparative hearing in some
about
possible costs, profits and cause regardless of which kind of
TELEVISION is here to stay, "and
100 different proceedings.
coverage.
television is involved, relatively
we hope college football will stay
The new station grants were
few schools can participate in and
Mr. Bushnell said that because
with
it,"
but
pay-as-you-see
rather
awarded the following:
than free video seems to be the
profit from a TV program. The
in the past "premium financial and association
therefore is considering
Lincoln, Neb. (City priority Group answer. This opinion was given
publicity
rewards"
have
tempted
some
schools
to
live
beyond
their
A-2, No. 28) — Cornbelt Broadcasting
last week by Asa Bushnell, comremoval
the "excessive"
portion
of
future of
subscription
TV payments
missioner of the Eastern College
Corp. (KFOR), granted vhf Channel
means and establish an over-amand
allocation
of
this
fund
on a
Athletic
Conference
and
director
of
bitious athletic program, the TV
10, effective radiated power 56 kw visual and 28.5 kw aural with antenna the television committee of the Napro - rata basis among NCAA
committee seeks to equalize some
height above average terrain 250 ft.
which have football teams
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn.
of the staggering profits which the schools
Estimated commencement date: Unin TV areas.
Mr. Bushnell met in Chicago last schools potentially could make with
known.
Network television plans for 1953
Monday through Thursday with the a subscription form of TV. With 19
football will not be settled until
St. Joseph, Mo. (Group A-2, No. 44) 17-man executive council of NCAA
million sets throughout the country
—KFEQ Inc. (KFEQ), granted vhf to outline the progress of the assessed at even 25 cents per re- committee recommendations are
Channel 2, ERP 52 kw visual and
ceiver, one game could bring in made to the entire membership at
26 kw aural, antenna 810 ft. Esti- present controlled system of net- almost $5
million in a single day, the annual convention next January
mated commencement date: Unknown.
work telecasting and to sketch fuin Washington, D. C. At that time,
it
was
pointed
out.
ture problems of the TV committee
Amarillo, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 47) which need to be confronted and
During the past three years, the the 10-man TV committee will
— Amarillo Broadcasting Co. (KFDA),
the group has real- make its report, based to a large
granted vhf Channel 10, ERP 56 kw solved now before "they become a NCAA izedreports,
degree on results of a continuing
that
"unrestricted
television
visual and 30 kw aural, antenna 550
study of the effects of TV on gate
provides
financial
and
publicity
reft. Estimated commencement date:
reality."
Accepting the advent of subscripwards for successful football teams
Unknown.
attendance. The study is being contion TV in from three to five years
far beyond any rewards ever before
ducted again this year by the NaRaleigh, N. C. (Group A-2, No. 60) as a fact, Mr. Bushnell and his
tional Opinion Research Center at
in intercollegiate athletics."
— Sir Walter Television & Broad- committee have boiled down to four known
the U. of Chicago, and is financed
casting Co., granted uhf Channel 28, some seven methods of adapting Terming this a threat to amateur
ERP 280 kw visual and 145 kw aural, the system to college football and football, the group points out that by a 12% assessment on TV reas TV circulation grows the advent
ceipts of participating colleges.
antenna 490 ft. Estimated commenceof distributing the profits generally.
of subscription video would bring The 18% assessment in 1951 has
ment date: Unknown.
He, with other members of the about a situation in which rights
been reduced 6%, the amount reEast Lansing, Mich. (Group B-l,
"a few network games, now
bated when the fund was found
No. 41) — Michigan State Board of council, have previewed four pay- for
measured
in
thousands
of
dollars,
excessive. The 12% amounts to an
Agriculture (WEAR), granted uhf as-you-see systems now in the
estimated $70,000 this year, one
Channel 60, ERP 245 kw visual and planning stage, and have talked will be measured in millions."
The committee is concerned be- source said.
125 kw aural, antenna 980 ft. Esti- "very recently" with their officials
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uhf Ch. 21 (512-516 mc); ERP 43 kw
visual, 21.5 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 720 ft., above
ground 206 ft. Estimated construction
cost $236,350, first year operating cost
television grants and applications
$240,000,
revenue2, Box
$260,000.
address Route
1148, Post
Vista,Office
San
Diego
County,
Calif.
Studio
location
Digest of Those Filed V/ith FCC Oct. 10 Through Oct. 16
be determined. Transmitter locationto
1% mi. SE of La Jolla, adjacent to
KFMB-TV transmitter site. Geographic
Grants Since April 14:
coordinates 32° 50' 18" N. Lat., 117° 15'
00" W. tennaLong.
Transmitter
RCA, Ron
anTotal
VHF
GE. Consulting
engineer
UHF
69
18
Commercial
Oakley, La Canada, Calif. Principals
include
Robert
B.
Raisbeck
(50%)
and
7
9
2
Educational
June D. Raisbeck (50%), co-partners
51
in Television Productions, Hollywood.
78
58
20
Total
City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 190.
1
Commercial television stations on the air
t SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.— General
Teleradio Inc. (KFRC), vhf Ch. 2 (5460 mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw
1 Includes X ELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
aural; antenna height above average
111 1
terrain 1,230 ft., above ground 163 ft. CBS Television Network added its
Estimated construction cost $646,142,
Applications Filed Since April 14:
first uhf outlet with signing of
first year
operating
cost $664,800,
112
Total1
UHF
VHF
New Amended
enue $681,600.
Post Office
address rev1313 WHUM-TV Reading, Pa. to primary
359
N. Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif. Stu- affiliation contract [B»T, Sept. 29].
Commercial
536
321
dio location
10002 Van
Ness ofAve.
4974
Educational
14
mitter location
mi. SW
DalyTransCity, Herbert V. Akerberg (I), CBS vice
in
San
Mateo
County,
Calif.,
near
10
Total
550
321
501
369
871 3 KRON-TV tower and KNBC-FM tower. president in charge of station relations, extends congratulations to
Geographic
41' 20" N.
Lat.,
122° 26'coordinates
07" W. Long.37°Transmitter
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
14
and antenna RCA, Legal counsel Pier- Humboldt J. Greig, president-general
Ball,President
Washington.
Principals
in- manager of WHUM-TV. Uhf station
3 Includes 78 already granted.
B572 son & clude
and Treasurer
Thomas
has been assigned Channel 61 and
F.
O'Neil,
Executive
Vice
President
and
Vice president of Don Lee Div.; Ward
hopes to be in operation by midIngrim, Vice President and Executive
construction cost $296,500, first year Vice President and General Manager
December. WHUM-TV is owned and
NEW STATION GRANTS
of
Yankee
Div.;
H.
Linus
Travers,
Vice
operating
cost
$160,000,
revenue
$180,000.
Listed by States
operated by Eastern Radio Corp.
Post Office address 204 West 6th St., President and President of Don Lee
Div.; Willet H. Brown and TreasurerEAST
LANSING,
Mich.
—
Michigan
Erie,
Pa.
Studio
and
transmitter
locaSecretary of Don Lee Div.; A. M.
tion 2414-2416 Hillsboro St. Geographic
State Board of Agriculture (WKAR).
Quinn. General Tire & Rubber Co.,
Granted uhf Ch. 60 (746-752 mc);
35° 47' 16" N. Lat., 78° 40' Akron,
Blvd. from
Transmitter
locationof 1.5Lindbergh
mi., 43°
Ohio, owns 90.01% of appli- N.,
ERP 245 kw visual, 125 kw aural; an- coordinates
04"
W.
Long.
Transmitter,
antenna
and
intersection
cant; R. H. Macy & Co., New York, Blvd.
tenna height above average terrain studio equipment GE. Legal counsel
and
Gravois
Road
in
Sappington,
Haley & Doty, Washington. Consulting
owns 9.99%
of applicant.
980 ft., above ground 1,034 ft. Engineerradio
Inc. is
licensee ofGeneral
KFRC TeleSan Mo., at north intersection of Garber
ing condition. Estimated construction
William
Foss Inc.,
PrincipalsL.include
equalWash(%)
Francisco, WOR-AM-FM-TV New York, Rd. and Pardee Road. Geographic coorcost $461,465; first year operating cost engineer ington.
partners John W. English, partner in KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los Angeles, WNAC38° 32' 55.5" N. andLat.,antenna
90° 21' GE.
57"
$125,000;
no revenue:
non-commercial
W. Long.dinatesTransmitter
educational
station. Studio
location Erie (Pa.) law firm of English, Gilson, AM-FM-TV Boston, KGB San Diego, Legal
counsel
Julius
F.
Brauner,
CBS
Baker
&
Bowler;
John
J.
Boland
Jr.,
WONS
Hartford,
Conn.,
WEAN
ProviElectrical
Inc., New York. Consulting engineer
ter locationEngineering
0.9 mi. east Bldg.
and 1 Transmitmi. south partner in Boland & Cornelius (ship
dence, R. I., and WGTR (FM) Wor- Jay
W. Wright, CBS Inc., New York.
cester,212.
Mass. City priority status: Gr. Principals
of Okemus on Dobie Road. Geographic
cargo
brokers),
Buffalo;
James
R.
Mcinclude Chairman of the
B-5,
No.
Brier, president of Trask, Prescott &
coordinates
42° 42' 08" N.andLat.,
84° 24' GE.
51" Richardson
Board ident
William
S. Paley (less
(8.7337%);
(department store), and
W.
Long. Transmitter
antenna
Frank
Stanton
than Pres1%);
AUGUSTA,
Ga.—
Martin
Theatres
of
James B. Donovan, member of New
Georgia Inc., vhf Ch. 6 (82-88 mc); Vice President Bruce A. Coffin (1.351%);
Legal counsel Barnes & Nielson, Washington. Consulting engineer William
York
and
Washington
law
firm
of
WatERP
59
kw
visual,
35.4
kw
aural;
anVice
President
Lloyd
H.
Coffin
& Donovan. Messrs. English and
L. Foss Inc., Washington. Applicant is ters
height above average terrain
(1.2097%); Vice President David H. CoMichigan State College, president of Donovan each have 14.8% interest in 622 ft., tenna
above ground 534 ft. Estimated
gan (less than 1%); Vice President
which is John A. Hanna. [For applica- Erie Television Corp., applicant for construction cost $342,272, first year James
B. Conkling; Vice President
tion, see TV Applications, B.T, July new TV station in Erie [TV ApplicaWilliam C.W. Gittinger;
Vice than
President
operating
cost $250,000,
revenue
000. Post Office
address P.
O. Box$250,391, Lawrence
tions, B.T, July 21], and Messrs. McLowman (less
1%);
7.] City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 41. Brier and
Donovan
each
have
V3
inColumbus,
Ga.
Studio
location
to
be
Vice
President
Earl
H.
Gammons
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. — KFEQ Inc.
terest in Capitol Television & Bcstg. determined. Transmitter location 4 mi. than 1%); Vice President Howard(lessS.
(KFEQ).
2 (54-60
mc);
Co., applicant for new TV station in NE from center of Augusta. Geographic
ERP
52 kwGranted
visual, vhf
26 kwCh.aural;
antenna
(lessMurphy;
than 1%);
PresiBaton Rouge, La. [TV Applications,
dent Adrian
ViceVice
President
height above average terrain 810 ft., B.T,
coordinates
30' 53" N. and
Lat.,antenna
81° 55' Meighan
Aug. 4]. [For application, see TV
13" W. Legal
Long.33°counsel
Transmitter
above ground
750
ft.
Engineering
conDaniel
T.
O'Shea;
Vice
President
Applications,
B.T,
Aug.
25.]
City
priRCA.
Cohn
&
Marks,
ard S. Salant; Vice President J. L.RichVan
dition. Estimated construction cost
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 60.
Washington. Consulting engineer Jan- Volkenburg (less than 1%); Assistant
$428,390, first year operating cost $176,Edgar
M.
Batchelder
(1.205%),
AMARILLO, Tex. — Amarillo Bcstg. sky & Bailey, Washington. Principals Secretary
376, talfirst
year
depreciation
$57,877
(toand Director Leon Levy (2.180%).
include operator;
President Vice
E. D.President
Martin R.(»'3),
cost $234,253), revenue $204,000. Post
Co. (KFDA).
Ch. 1030 (192E.
198
mc); ERPGranted
56 kw vhfvisual,
kw theatre
Office Studio
address and
KPEQtransmitter
Bldg., St. location
Joseph,
Martin Jr. (%), theatre operator, and Applicant is 25% owner of Bing CrosMo.
aural; antenna height above average
by Enterprises
Inc. (radio Hollywood,
and teleC. L. Patrick,
terrain 550 ft., above ground 465 ft. Secretary-Treasurer
vision program production),
2/5 mi. east of city limits on Faraon
operator. Estate of R. E. MarSt. at 40th St. Geographic coordinates Engineering condition. Estimated con- theatre
Calif.,Washington,
45% owner 45%
of owner
WTOP-AM-FMtin Sr. owns \'3 ofMartin
applicant;
D. TV
of KQV
struction cost $312,215, first year oper39° 46' 12" N. and
Lat., antenna
94° 47' 53"
W. Long.
Jr. areE. adating cost $180,000, revenue $210,000. Martin and R.ministratorsE.and sole
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal Post Office
47% owner of WCCO and
heirs, devisees Pittsburgh,
address 800 Hawkins St., and legatees of this estate.
counsel Pierson & Ball, Washington.
WCCO-TV
Minneapolis,
and
licensee
[See Co of WBBM-AM-FM Chicago, WCBS-AMBrownwood, Tex. Studio location to be
Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
determined.
Transmitter
location
N.
lumbus,
Ga.,
application,
TV
ApplicaWashington.
Presi-of
York, WEEI-AM-FM Bostions, B.T Sept. 29.] City priority sta- FM-TVton,New
dent Barton Principals
Pitts (51%),include
president
Ong St. and W. Cherry Ave. GeogKMOX and
St. Louis,
KNX-AM-FM
tus: Gr. A-2, No. 51.
The Journal Pub. Co., publisher of
Los Angeles
permittee
of KNXT
raphic
coordinates
35°
17'
33"
N.
Lat.,
Stock. Yard Journal; Vice President 101° 50' 48" W. Long. Transmitter and
ODENTON,
Md.—
Montgomery
Coun(TV)
Los
Angeles,
and
through
whollyHenry D. Bradley (3%), president and antenna GE. Legal counsel Eugene L.
ty Bcstg. Co. (WOOK Washington),
owned subsidiary
is licensee
of KCBSConsulting
engiAM-FM
San
Francisco.
Applicant
director of News-Press & Gazette Co., Burke,neer Washington.
uhf
Ch.
14
(470-476
mc)
(allocated
to
Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Annapolis, Md.); ERP 186 kw visual, 100 FCC approval to buy WBKB (TV) seeks
publisher
St. Joseph
News-Press
Washington. Principals include Presi- kw
and Gazette;of Secretary
J. Ted
Branson
No. 179. cago. City priority status: Gr. Chiaural; antenna height above average
B-4,
dent
Wendell Mayes
(25%), and
chiefKNOW
own(1%), promotion manager of KFEQ;
terrain 501 ft., above ground 516 ft. Eser
of
KBWD
Brownwood
timated construction cost $275,935, first
Treasurer Glenn Griswold (1%), di- Austin, Tex., and officer in Amarillo
SPRINGFIELD,
Mo.
—
Tulsa
Bcstg.
rector-treasurer and commercial manyear operating cost $175,000, revenue
Co., vhf 50Ch.kw3 (60-66
ERP 100
kw
ager of KFEQ, and Arthur V. Burrowes
Bcstg. rillo;
Corp.,
licensee of
Ama$175,000. Post Office address Montvisual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height
Vice President
C. KFDA
C. Woodson
(1%),
managing
editor
of
News-Press
gomery County Bcstg. Co., Westmore
above average terrain 634 ft., above
and Gazette. News-Press & Gazette Co.
(25%), oil, gas and publishing inter- Road, Rockville, Md. Studio and trans- ground
650 ft. Estimated construction
ests and KFDA officer; Secretaryowns 43% of applicant. [For application,
mitter location on east side of Cherry cost $485,215,
first year operating cost
see TV Applications, B.T, June 2.] City Treasurer Charles B. Vordan (25%), Hill Road, 0.3 mi. north of Powder
$192,000,
$218,000. Post Office
KFDA officer,
president
as- Mill Road, about 2 mi. west of Belts- address revenue
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 44.
1850 South Boulder, Tulsa,
sistant generalvice
manager
TexasandState
ville,
Md.,
or
about
6
mi.
NE
of
WashLINCOLN, Neb. — Cornbelt Bcstg. Network and vice president of KABC
Okla.;
general
offices
111 S. Cherokee
ington, D. C, city limits. Geographic
Corp. (KFOR). Granted vhf Ch. 10 San Antonio, WACO Waco, KRIO McSt., Muskogee,
and transmitter locationOkla.
1845 Studio
E. Seminole
St.
coordinates
39°
02'
41"
N.
Lat.,
76°
57'
(192-198 mc); ERP 56 kw visual, 28.5 Allen, KFJZ Ft. Worth, and Director
W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transmitter
and& antenna
Gene L. Cagle (25%), president and 00"
kw aural; antenna height above averRCA.
Cohn
Marks,
Geographic
10' 31.7" N.
age terrain 250 ft., above ground 323 general manager and 34% owner Texas Washington. Consulting engineer ComLat.,
93° 15' coordinates
36" W. Long.37° Transmitter
ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
and antenna GE. Legal counsel Spearmercial Radio Equipment Co., Washconstruction cost $300,781; first year State Network,
ager of KFJZ,president-general
KABC, WACO manand
man & engineer
Roberson,
Principals include President
ing
PaulWashington.
Godley Co.,ConsultUpper
KRIO, and owner of 20% of KSTB Big and 100% ington.
operating
cost
$170,000;
revenue
$150,owner Richard Eaton, Secre- Montclair,
N.
J.
Principals include
000. Post Office address Stuart Bldg., Spring, Tex., director of KFDA and
tary-Treasurer
Margaret
G.
Eaton
and
T. Griffin (56.5%), presLincoln 8, Neb. Studio and transmitter
officer in Waco TV Corp., TV appli- Assistant Secretary and Treasurer La- Presidentident ofJohn
KTUL-AM-FM Tulsa and
cant at Waco. [For application, see valle G. Hart. Applicant is licensee of KFPW-AM-FM
location 48th and Vine Streets. GeogFort Smith, Ark., and
B.T, No.
July47.7.] City priority status Gr. WOOK
raphic coordinates 40° 49' 30" N. Lat., A-2,
and WFAN (FM) Washington,
president
of
Griffin
Grocery(3.6%),
Co.; Vice
96°
39'
19"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
and
President
James
C. Leake
vice
WINX
Rockville,
Md.,
WARK
Hagersantenna RCA. Legal counsel Beghtol
town,
Md.,
WSID
Baltimore,
WANT
HEARINGS
president
of
KTUL-AM-FM
and
KFPW& Rankin, Lincoln, Neb. Principals inRichmond,
Va.,
and
WJMO
Cleveland.
AM-FM, and Marjory Griffin Leake
President James
Stuart,
ExecuFCC on Oct. 15 notified eight appli- City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 140.
tiveclude
Vice President
George
T. Bastian,
(39.4%),
stockholder Inin addition,
KTUL-AM-FM
and
KFPW-AM-FM.
above
Vice President George X. Smith and
cants for TV stations that their appliST.
LOUIS,
Mo.—
Columbia
Bcstg.
principals also Oklahoma
are stockholders
cations indicate the necessity for System Inc. (KMOX), vhf Ch. 4 (66-72 KOMA-AM-FM
Secretary J. Lee Rankin. [For appliCity.
Okla.in
cation, see B.T, July 7.] City priority hearing. For full details, see story, mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural;
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No.
57.
status: Gr. A-2, No. 28.
antenna height above average terpage 65.
WILMINGTON, N. C— WGNI-TV Co.
rain
1,058
ft.,
above
ground
990
ft.
RALEIGH, N. C— Sir Walter TeleviNEW APPLICATIONS
(WGNI), vhf Ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP
Estimated construction cost $1,791,727,
sion & Bcstg. Co. Granted uhf Ch. 28
70 kw visual, 35 kw aural; antenna
Listed by States
first year operating cost $800,000, reveheight
above average terrain 339 ft.,
(554-560 mc); ERP 280 kw visual, 145
Post Office address CBS
kw aural; antenna height above avert Indicates pre-thaw application re- Inc., nue485$1,270,000.
ground 383 onft. page
Estimated
Madison Ave., New York 22, above(Continued
97) conage terrain 490 ft., above ground 446 filed (amended).
ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
SAN DIEGO, Calif— Vista Bcstg. Co., N. Y. Studio location 401 South 12th
BROADCASTING
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The New Grantees' Commencement Target Dates
HERE are the 78 post-thaw new TV grantees and the dates on which
they expect to commence operation. Channels authorized, as well as
network affiliation where signed, is also given.
Starting
Network
Grantee
Affiliation
Channel
Date
KID**
n„AAnnl
Ch. 2
On
KFEL-TV Denver
(luluthelfi^Air
Not, UuiVlont
Ch. 27
KPTV (TV) Portland
On the Air
ftunn ine
ika Mir
Air
Ch. 9
KBTV (TV) Denver
rnc ad/*
(Oct. 2)
ABC
Nov. 4
Ch. 43
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
Nov.
27
4
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash
Ch. 28
Dec. 1
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Dec. 1
6T
CBS
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
Ch. 9
Dec. 1
KGM6-TV Honolulu, T. H.
Ch.
7
Dec.
1
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
Dec. 15
Ch.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
Ch. 20
Dec. 17
KDEN (TV) Denver
27
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
Ch. 48
Dec.
Dec 25
25
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.
Ch. 73
Appalachian Bcstg., Scranton, Pa.
Dec 251 73Z
LOTe
34
Ch. 25
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.
Ch. 28
WAFB (TV) Baton Rouge, La.
Into. 1OC0
Ch.
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass.
Springfield Television Bcstg. Co.,
55
Ch. 61
Late i 73Z
Springfield, Mass.
Ch. 28
Trans-America TV Corp., Flint, Mich.
Into
Ch. 49
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
Late 1952
Ch. 45
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.
CBS
Jan 1
Ch. 34
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Ch. 67
Jan.
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C.
January1
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
Ch. 43
January
43
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
Ch. 12
Feb 1
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
reo.
23
WMAC (TV) Massilon, Ohio
Ch. 20
Februaryi
Ch. 234
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
marcn
Ch.
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
U-,,L 1i1
JVlOrCo
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Ch. 11
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Ch.
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C.
Ch. 4
marcn
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.
March- Apr it
Little Rock Telecasters, Little Rock, Ark.
May
Ch. 25
Anvil 13
Mprn
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
Ch. 2017
Ch. 20
iviay
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
jviay
Ch. 38
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
April i
46
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass.
Ch. 55
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
KTSM El Paso, Tex.
Ch. 9
iyjo
Ccany
_ ».|,, 1QCQ
6
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
cany iydo
Ch. 42
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
CH.|.,
lQCO
cany
IY3J
30
DuMont
r.,|,,
iqci
Ch. 49
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
cany ivjj
Ch. 73
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
cany
lyoo
*8
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
Ch. 6 *28 July
cany I7jj
Mnr
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
10
cany itjo
C_,|.,
Ch. 27
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
early
IVjj
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
Ch.
cany I7jo
Ch. 73
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
Ch. 33
Mid-1
953
Late 1953
Ch. 58
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.
1 954
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
Ch. 2
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif.
Ch. 24
Unknown
U. of Southern California, Los Angeles
Unknown
Mountain States TV Co., Denver
Ch. 26 *46 Unknown
Ch. 49 *17 Unknown
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn.
Ch. 17 *2*325 Unknown
WBRD-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Ch 39 *21 Unknown
Winnebago Television Corp., Rockford, III.
KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.
Ch. 59 * Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky.
Ch. 28
43 Unknown
Unknown
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.
Ch. 57
Unknown *8
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.
10
Unknown
Ch.
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
Unknown
Ch.
U. of State of N. Y., Binghamton, N. Y.
Ch.
U. of State of N. Y., Albany, N. Y.
Unknown
Ch.
U. of State of N. Y., Buffalo, N. Y.
Unknown
Unknown
U. of State of N. Y., New York City
Ch.
Ch.
Unknown
U. of State of N. Y., Rochester, N. Y.
Ch.
WHTV (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.
Unknown
Ch. 21
Unknown
Polan Industries, Youngstown, Ohio
'
43
Ch.Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn.
49
Chattanooga TV Inc., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Ch.
18
Unknown
24
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex.
Unknown
Ch.
Unknown
Capital City Television Co., Austin, Tex.
U. of Houston and Houston Independent
Ch.
Unknown
School District, Houston, Tex.
Ch. 13
Texas Telecasting Inc., Lubbock, Tex.
Unknown
* Educational permittees.
SET

DISTORTION
FCC Urges RTMA Action
FCC expects TV set manufacturers
to make drastic efforts to eliminate
interference caused by receiver radiation and spurious receiver responses, Chairman Paul A. Walker
notified James D. Secrest, executive vice president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. in a letter sent
last week.
Acknowledging RTMA's report
on efforts to cut down interference
of this type, Chairman Walker said
the Commission is awaiting results
of tests of 1952 models which an
RTMA committee (R-15) is conducting. Committee chairman is
BROADCASTING

K. A. Chittick, RCA Victor Div.
The chairman said that uhf radiation limits of 50 uv/m at 100 feet
low band and 150 uv/m high band
were merely "a first effort on the
part of the industry and were
looked upon by the Commission as
interim radiation limits only. The
value of 15 uv/m as suggested by
Commission engineers in the preliminary proposal of 1949 and 1950
is still considered to be a desirable
objective for receivers in the vhf
The RTMA committee will meet
bands."
Oct. 20, with William C. Boese attending as FCC representative of
E. W. Allen, chief engineer.

• Telecasting

VISITING Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Rosco Karns meet with WGN-TV executives and discuss Rocky King, Detective on DuMont TV Network.
L to r:
Ted Weber, WGN-TV sis. mgr.; Mr. Karns (Rocky); Mrs. Karns; Frank Schreiber, mgr., WGN Inc.; Jay E. Faraghan, WGN-TV prog. mgr.

EDWARD R. MURROW (I), commenand editor-narrator
See IttatorNow,
receives Artsof &CBS-TV's
Letters
Award from National Assn. of Air
Force Veterans at a Detroit banquet
for his radio-TV programs. Award
is presented by Lt. Gen. James Doolittle, citing Mr. Murrow's contributions "to public understanding of
airpower preparedness."

PLAQUE recognizing "pioneering
foresight" of WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia in erecting new Radio-TV
Center is presented to Donald W.
Thornburgh (I), pres. and gen. mgr.,
by local Chamber of Commerce. J.
Harry LaBrum, chamber pres., presents certificate praising executive
for "great faith" in future of city
and 53-county coverage area.

KLAC-TV Los Angeles receives scroll
from California's Secretary of State
for outstanding public service in
keeping listeners informed. L to r:
Joe Parker, TV dir., Caroline Leonetti
Ltd., Hollywood charm school, presenting scroll; Don Fedderson, KLACAM-TV v. p., gen. mgr.; Fred Henry,
KLAC-TV prog. dir.

WORK on eight more films for The
Doctor as new NBC-TV series, gets
underway for Procter & Gamble. L to
r: William F. Craig, assoc. TV dir.,
P&G; Warner Anderson, who has
title role; Marion Parsonnet, prog,
prod. P&G products (Camay, Cheer)
are handled by Benton & Bowles.

CHECKING commercial material for RCA Victor on revamped Kukla, Fran &
Ollie (NBC-TV, Sunday) are (I to r): Standing, H. A. Renholm, reg. mgr., RCA
Victor, Chicago; Walter M. Norton, pres., RCA Victor Dist. Corp., and H. C.
Chapman, v. p. in chg. of Chicago office; seated. Burr Tillstrom and Fran
Allison, program principals.

WRITERS
WRANGLE
TWA Petitions NLRB
JURISDICTIONAL battle in Hollywood over live and film TV
writers for network shows has been
embittered because of a petition to
the National Labor Relations Board
by the newly-formed, unaffiliated
Television Writers of America.
Petition asks for an election to determine the bargaining union.
Authors League of America and
Screen Writers Guild oppose the
new TWA. They assert the petition might delay even for a year
the signing of a bargaining agreement already negotiated by the
National Television Committee of
ALA. This pact is for writers of
live TV shows, and was to have
been effective last Wednesday.
This troubled labor picture is
already clouded by the 11-week
strike against the Alliance of Television Film Producers.

Harrington,
The

only exclusive

CBS-TV
BARTLEY TALK
Warns Educators on TV
EDUCATORS are on notice from
FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley that
when amendments are suggested
to the Commission on the Sixth
Report and Order "none will require more careful review than the
suggestion that changes be made
in the reservation of . . . assignments for exclusive use of non-commercial educational institutions."
Comr. Bartley spoke at the annual study conference of the Alabama Assn. of Broadcasters Oct.
10 at the U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa [B*T, Oct. 13]. He warned
that unless greater activity is
forthcoming by educators to acquire or use channels now set aside,
"there will be slight basis for justifying all 242 channels now reserved
forComr.
education."
Bartley said the problem
will be before FCC next summer.

Righter
TV

Station

&

EXPANSION
In Station Relations

EXPANSION of CBS-TV's station relations department, in anticipation of network growth following
the
lifting oflast
FCC's
was announced
weekTVbyfreeze,
Fritz
Snyder, national director of the
department.
He said Robert Wood had been
promoted to the post of assistant
director and that John M. Boylan
and Edward Scovill had been added
as staff representatives.
Mr. Wood, with CBS Television
since 1946, has been a member of
the station relations staff for the
past 15 months.
Mr. Boylan has served with ABCTV station relations department
since March, 1951, and previously
was with NBC station relations
and station clearances for 17 years.
Mr. Scovill has been in the CBS
radio station relations department
for the last 13 months.

Parsons,

Representative

Inc.
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

Wi/FV

Atlanta

owned by Broadcasting, Inc.
WAAM

Baltimore

owned by WAAM,

Inc.

WB

Buffalo

EN-TV

owned by Buffalo Evening News
WFMY-TV

Greensboro

owned by Greensboro News and Record
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
owned by The Kansas City Star
WHAS-TV

Louisville

owned by the Courier- Journal & the Louisville Times
WTMJ-TV

Milwaukee

owned by the Milwaukee Journal
KVTTG

Washington

owned by Allen B. DuMont
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Labs., Inc.

CBS

FILES
For St. Louis Ch. 4
CBS last Thursday filed with
FCC nel 4an
for vhf applied
Chanat application
St. Louis, already
for by both KWK and KXOK St.
Louis.
The network, which is licensee of
50 kw KMOX there, estimates that
construction cost will be $1,791,727,
with first year operating cost of
$800,000 and expected first year
revenue of $1,270,000. CBS proposes
effective radiated power of 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, with a 1,000ft. antenna. Cost of the antenna
and tower was placed at $216,000
— nearly $65,000 more than it plans
to pay for its GE transmitter.
The application revealed CBS will
spend $800,000 in constructing
studio and transmitter buildings
and another $411,300 for studio
technical equipment. In addition,
$151,000 laneous
is earmarked
for miscelequipment, excluding
$7,700
for frequency
monitors. Land costandis modulation
$55,000.
The proposed studio location is
at 401 South 12th Blvd., in downtown St. Louis. Transmitter would
be near the intersection of Lindbergh Blvd. and Gravois Rd.
In an attached balance sheet,
dated Aug. 30, CBS showed total
current assets of $53,815,232. Of
this amount, $6,051,591 was in
cash. Total broadcast investments
total $23,532,021. There is $14,569,632 worth of tangible property
other than broadcast, according to
the balance sheet. Total assets are
Total current liabilities of the
$98,415,260.
network are $26,946,715. The long
term debt, consisting mostly of
notes payable from 1957 through
1971, is $26,542,185.
CBS net income last year (1951)
was $6,360,097 after federal income
taxes. This was a $2,254,768 increase over the 1950 net income.
CBS is licensee of WBBM-AMFM Chicago, WCBS- AM-FM-TV
New York, WEEI-AM-FM Boston,
KNX-AM-FM Los Angeles and
permittee of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; holds 45% interest in
WTOP- AM-FM-TV Washington,
45% interest in KQV Pittsburgh
and 47% interest in WCCO-AM-TV
Minneapolis. CBS of California, a
wholly - owned subsidiary, is licensee of KCBS-AM-FM San Francisco. CBS owns 25% of Bing
Crosby Enterprises Inc., radio and
television program producers.
Pending FCC approval is purchase
of WBKB (TV) Chicago from
Balaban & Katz for $6 million.
KQV has announced it will file
for vhf Channel 4 at Irwin, Pa.,
when the allocation amendment is
finalized [B«T, Sept. 1, Aug. 18].
KPTV (TV) Names
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., first
commercial uhf station to commence operation [B«T, Sept. 22],
has named NBC Spot Sales as its
national representative. Station is
owned by Empire Coil Co., licensee
of WXEL (TV) Cleveland and also
operator of KBTV (TV) Denver,
and operates on Channel 27.
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. the

toast

of television row
-BEN GROSS, DAILY NEWS

Beauty plus charm plus talent . . . and informative,
entertaining interviews with famous personalities.
"She talks and she sings entrancingly"
LOOK MAGAZINE
"Miss Palmer's advantage is that she
has something to say and says it
with wit, charm and urbanity."
JACK GOULD-NY TIMES
"In fact, everything Miss Palmer does
commands attention. She endows with
great, though mystifying importance,
her walk, her movements, her
gestures."
john crosby-ny tribune
"... acts as though you and she were
in her living room" vogue

That's why this gracious lady of theatre and screen
rocketed to overnight television success.
Now NBC presents "The Lilli Palmer Show," the perfect program to advertise a quality product. This
brand-new film series is available to you on a marketto-market basis ... 26 fifteen-minute shows filled with
all the Lilli Palmer magic.
"The Lilli Palmer Show" is geared for the family
audience . . . and this means a big audience.
The show was Hollywood-filmed expressly
vision .. . they're 1952 pictures ... of 1952
The films are backed by NBC— the network
industry's longest, continuous experience
vision programming.

For further information on "The Lilli Palmer Show"—
and other NBC Quality films— write, call or wire:

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20
BROADCASTING
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for telequality.
with the
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Offices in: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
A Service of Americas No. 1 Network
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KGMB-TV
BID Status
Asks Dec. 1 Interim
KGMB-TV Honolulu, sole new TV
grantee in the Hawaiian Islands,
filed with FCC last week a request
for special temporary authorization to commence interim operation
Dec. 1 on vhf Channel 9 with effective radiated power of 266 w.
The request also indicated
KGMB-TV plans later to seek authority to construct its regular facilities at a new, higher site in
order to cover additional areas, including Hilo, possibly with the aid
of a satellite transmitter or community antenna system. This is
believed to be the first mention of
commercial satellite operation at
FCC even though experimental
units are in operation at present in
the U. S.
Filed by C. Richard Evans,
KGMB-TV vice president and general manager, the request specified
the interim operation would be established at KGMB-AM's site using an RCA 500-w transmitter
and a single-bay RCA antenna

HOW

TO

^

!

1\

COMPARING notes at the Sept. 30 National Assn. of Radio & TV Station
Representatives' spot TV clinic in New York's Biltmore Hotel are (seated,
I to r) John Wade, Avery-Knodel Inc.; R. Stewart Boyd, advertising manager.
National Biscuit Co., special guest, and Scott Donahue, The Katz Agency
Inc.; standing, Joseph Miller, Weed Co. Television; Elliott Read, Free &
Peters Inc., and Thomas Campbell, The Branham Co.
atop the present KGMB tower.
Since the tower will not support
a heavier antenna, the request
noted, "the FCC requirements of
minimum field strength are not
quite met, but excellent service
would be furnished to the principal
population of Honolulu with these
facilities, inasmuch as the antenna

is in the center of population and
. . . the principal population does
not extend more than 5 miles from
the KGMB transmitter site. It is
significant that one-half of the total population of the combined Hawaiian Islands, which extend over a
range of several hundred miles,
live within this 5-mile radius."
KGMB-TV's construction permit,
granted in early August [B*T,
Aug. 11], calls for ERP of 34.8
kw visual and 17.4 kw aural with
antenna height above average terrain 1,768 ft. The site is atop
Tantilus Mt. KGMB-TV proposes
to move this site 2.2 mi. northeast
to Konahuanui Mt., about 1,000 ft.
higher. The station said the new
site would permit better coverage
of Honolulu as well as "excellent
coverage of the windward side of
the Island of Oahu where, at present, only 8% of the population
live but which is developing rapidly as Honolulu expands."

COOK-UP

NABET, NBC-TV
Tiff on UN Coverage
NBC-TV and the National Assn. of
Broadcast Engineers and Technicians (CIO) Wednesday night
settled a dispute that cancelled
the network's coverage of UN
meetings on Tuesday and Wednesday mornings.
Under terms of the settlement,
NBC-TV agreed to send a camera
to the UN Assembly hall although
it was originally pointed out there
was no space for cameras other
than three provided by the UN.
NBC-TV's coverage of Thursday
morning's session proceeded on
schedule.
The cancellation came when
NABET refused to permit NBCTV to cover the morning meetings
by
taking acameras
"feed" from
three UNoperated
covering
the
main hall, which are manned by
members of the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL). NABET insisted on
having a fourth camera from
NBC-TV in the hall. The UN refused to give permission, pointing
out there was not sufficient room.
NABET then balked at permitting
NBC-TV to cover the sessions.

SALES

in the Quint-City Area
"Today's Cooking" — 1:30-2:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday, conducted by capable home economist, Norida
Frank — has recipe for increased sales in WOC-TV area.
For example, Kaukauna Dairy Company, using three
participations weekly, ran 8-week test.
For $1.00, offered viewers link of cheese, cheese
grater, simple recipe folder. Total response to offer
was 2,175.
Cost of this 8 -week telecasting, $1,500 — for which
sponsor received IN EXCESS OF $2,100 in direct sales
to viewers . . . plus direction of THOUSANDS OF
PEOPLE TO GROCERS for Kaukauna Klub products.
If you have a product adaptable to home economics
type of telecasting, "Today's Cooking" will put it on
front burner, sales-wise. Get the facts from your
nearest F & P man ... or direct from us.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
The Quint Cities
l
COL. B. J. PALMER, President
'
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager
Davenport, Iowa
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BELL-WU TIE-IN
FCC Says Undesirable
FCC issued a decision last week
denying the necessity or desirability in the public interest of requiring interconnection of intercity
video transmission facilities of
Western Union Telegraph Co. with
those of the Bell System companies.
The decision dismisses the investigation instituted in Docket 9539 to
determine whether intercity video
channels of the two companies
should be interconnected.
On Dec. 21, 1949, FCC had decided that the American Telephone
& Telegraph
Co.'s tariff
ing interconnection
of BellprohibitSystem
intercity lines with those of broadcasters (non-common carrier lines)
was "unjust, unreasonable and unlawful." AT&T thus was required
to interconnect its intercity video
channel facilities with those of
broadcasters "until such time as
adequate common carrier intercity
video channels are available to
meet
needsRosel
of the
Comr.
H. broadcasters."
Hyde issued a
dissenting
opinion
in last
week's
decision, with
Comr.
Frieda
B.
Hennock concurring in the dissent.
Comr. Hyde said that although the
decision denies supporting any
claim the Bell System may have
made to a monopoly in intercity
video transmission, the action
"effectively does grant such a moIn the absence of interconnection
to Bell." parallel to the Bell
or of a nopoly
service
System, no common carrier can
compete with Bell in the intercity
video transmission field, Comr.
Hyde said. Comr. Robert T. Bartley did not participate in the 3-2
decision.
In a statement Thursday, Western Union officials said the decision
will not diminish the company's
"keen interest" in furnishing TV
channels by microwave. Stating
that the company now owns sites
for radio relay towers as far west
as Minneapolis and as far south
as Atlanta, officials said the FCC
decision is being "carefully restudied by the company to determine future planning."
FILM PRODUCTION
Pathe Labs, to Finance
PATHE Labs., Hollywood, which
has just completed construction on
a new $1 million plant to process
16 mm. film for TV, has established
aduction.
fund to finance video film pro-

With two producers signed and
ready to go into production at
Eagle-Lion Studios, Hollywood,
further backing is available to
others with well thought-out series
in mind, according to Charles M.
Amory, recently appointed vice
president of Pathe Labs, in charge
of sales for Eagle-Lion. "Funds,
though not unlimited, are sufficient
to help discover the future Goldwyn or Selznick of television," said
Mr. Amory. Chesapeake Industries
is the parent company of Pathe
Labs, and Eagle-Lion Studios.
BROADCASTING
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KRON-TV
serves one of the nation's top TV
test markets. In number of TV sets the San Francisco
Bay Area now ranks in "First 10" market

You

11 sell

Bay

more

on

Channel

group

4 in San

Francisco

Area

Of San Francisco's 3 established TV stations, you can be sure that
KRON-TV consistently puts more eyes on spots because . . .
KRON-TV

has the market's highest antenna, providing clearest
signal and unparalleled "Clear Sweep" coverage of the
San Francisco Bay Area, Northern and Central California

KRON-TV

serves the largest number of advertisers (Rorabaugh)

KRON-TV

offers the greatest percentage of audience ... both day
and night, and throughout the week* {Pulse)

KRON-TV

presents the largest number of top-rated shows — more
than the other two stations combined {Pulse)
* except Saturday daytime

Check with FREE & PETERS for availabilities! Offices in New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices and studios in the
San Francisco Chronicle Bldg., 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco
SAN

FRANCISCO
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CHRONICLE

• NBC

AFFILIATE

• CHANNEL
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Hearings — FCC Rejects Pleas
(Continued from page 32)
to be consolidated in the hearing.
are KANS, owned by O. L. Taylor,
The Commission upheld the radio station representative; Wichmotions commissioner and ruled
ita Eagle's KFH and Wichita Telethat an application filed 20 days
vision Corp. Inc., whose major
stockholder is local businessman
before the hearing date is legal.
Pending as of Thursday was a George M. Brown.
joint petition by Orange and
Seeking Channel 10 are KAKE;
WDAE opposing the request of Sunflower Television Co., comprisTampa Television to amend its
ing oilmen E. V. Yingling and W.
application to increase cost of conL. Hartman as well as Coca-Cola
struction, specify new transmitter
franchise holder Virgil S. Browne
site and increase antenna height. Jr., radio station representative
Competitors claim that this is a George P. Hollingbery, and Junc"substantial" amendment and is
tion City (Kan.) Union publisher
foreclosed by the 20-day policy, John D. Montgomery, and Midby which the Commission has re- Continent Television Inc., whose
fused to allow major amendments
major stockholders are Theodore
if tendered less than 20 days be- Gore and S. 0. Beren. Oklahoma
fore the start of a hearing.
City's WKY-AM-TV withdrew its
First moves in the Tampa-St.
application
10 on Friday.for Wichita's Channel
Petersburg hearing were the introduction of engineering exhibits
Only two applicants seek Chanand testimony for all applicants.
nel 16: C.W.C Co., owned by theaFCC Examiner Basil P. Cooper
tre exhibitor Stanley H. Durwood,
is hearing the Tampa-St. Petersand the Wichita Beacon's KWBB.
burg applicants. FCC counsel is Withdrawn last week was the
Channel 16 application of KFBI.
Max D. Paglin; engineering counsel, John E. Doane.
Wichita hearing is being heard
In Jackson, Mich., the following
by Examiner H. B. Hutchison.
are applicants for uhf Channel 48:
Denver Channel 7 hearing wound
WIBM, WKHM and Sparton
up last week with Denver TeleviBroadcasting Co., owned by radiosion Co.'s John M. Wolfberg, General Manager A. H. Constant and
TV manufacturer Sparks-Withington Co. Hearing examiner is J. D. Technical Director Tom Morrissey
Bond.
testifying. Also on the stand was
In Wichita, Kan., vhf Channel 3 Harris P. Wolfberg, father of the
and 10 and uhf Channel 16 are in principal Denver Television stockholder, and Guy Gadbois, business
hearing. Contesting for Channel 3

agent for actor James M. Stewart,
20% stockholder in Denver Television.
The younger Mr.
fied that he would
to theatre TV if
* *

Wolfberg testiprefer home TV
a conflict arose
*

MANAGER Joe Kelly (I) of WTSP
St. Petersburg, Fla., confers with
his counsel, Neville Miller.

CORRIDOR conference is held by
Winston W. Casey (I) and John
D. Keating, partners and each onethird owner of Northwest. Television and Broadcasting Co.
* * *
between the two systems. He also
stated he had made a profit only
on the Marciano-Walcott theatre
TV fight program, when his Broadway Theatre charged $1.80 admission for large screen viewing.
Mr. Wolfberg Sr. testified as to
his financial' worth. He is lending
his son $78,490 and is guaranteeing
an equal amount for his son's loan.
. KLZ's Frank H. Ricketson Jr.
resumed the stand to agree that he
would relinquish his 8% stockholdings in Cheyenne Newspapers Inc.
(Wyoming Eagle and State Tribune), which owns 66% of KFBC
Cheyenne, if overlap between KLZ
and that station gets to be 5% for
KLZ and 7% for KFBC.
As of now, the Grade B overlap
between the proposed KLZ and
KFBC video stations amounts to 25
square miles, involving 60 people.
Mr. Ricketson also said he had
"no great confidence" in theatre
TV and that he does not believe
there is any basic conflict between
home TV and theatre exhibition.
The Portland uhf Channel 21
hearing involves the competitive
bids of Mt. Scott Telecasters Inc.,
owned by the principals of KGON
Portland who already have testified [B»T, Oct. 13], and Vancouver
Radio Corp., Vancouver, Wash., licensee of KVAN there. Majority
stockholders in Mt. Scott Telecasters and KGON are Irwin S. Adams
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and his wife.
Principals in Vancouver Radio
include Sheldon F. Sackett, presiand 75%
owner;andD.20%,
Elwood'
Caples,dentvice
president
and
Fred F. Chitty, secretary and 5%.
Mr. fied
Chitty,
fortnightKVAN
ago. manager, testiMr. Sackett, testifying Oct. 10
and tion
appearing
cross-examinalast Monday,foralso
is president
and sole owner of KROW Oakland,
Calif., pre-freeze TV applicant
which has pending an appeal of
FCC's Sixth Report and Order
[B»T, Aug.
11], andCoos
president-95%
owner
of KOOS
Bay, Ore.
Both of these stations also plan TV.
Mr. Sackett related that the estimated construction cost for the
proposed KVAN-TV is. $220,386 .
with first-year operating cost of
$560,000. Estimated revenue is
$600,000. Proposed Class A time
hourly rate is $362.50.
Vancouver is the fourth largest
city in Washington, it was pointed
out, and is near Portland. KVANTV would be programmed for Vancouver, FCC was told.
KVAN's balance sheet as of July
31, presented by Mr. Sackett,
showed current assets of $31,716.67
with total assets $87,879.10. Current liabilities were $16,958.78.
Surplus of $10,920.32 was given.
Capital stock totals $60,000.
Mr. Sackett said KVAN had a
loss of $2,364 in 1950 but had a
net income, after federal taxes, of
$4,971 in 1951. In the latter year,
gross revenue totaled nearly $130,000 with expenses about $123,700,
he indicated.
To finance the proposed KVANTV, Mr. Sackett related KVAN
will issue another $100,000 worth
of stock, which with present capital and surplus of nearly $71,000
and deferred payments to DuMont
for equipment totaling $133,000,
would give KVAN a pro forma balance sheet showing of nearly $320,000 in total capital and liabilities.
Financial Data
The $100,000 in new stock would
be divided: $20,000 to Mr. Caples;
$10,000 to Mr. Chitty; $35,000 to
Times Inc., owned by Mr. Sackett
and publisher of the Coos Bay
Times; $35,000 to Mr. Sackett.
Mr. Sackett reported his net
worth to be in excess of a halfmillion dollars, his assets totaling
nearly $660,000 with liabilities
slightly more than $148,000. Assets
of Times Inc. were reported as
$442,163 with liabilities $191,598.
KROW assets totaled $424,818;
liabilities, $102,845. KROW Inc. is
issuing $50,000 more stock for
total issue of $300,000, an exhibit
showed. KOOS assets totaled
$106,354; liabilities, $28,262.
Other witnesses for the proposed
KVAN-TV besides Messrs. Sackett,
Caples and Chitty included Vancouver Mayor R. E. Carter and
Russ C. Coughlan, assistant manager of KROW who will be supervisor of TV programming for the
proposed TV outlets at Vancouver,
Oakland and Coos Bay.
Mr. Coughlan said KVAN-TV
would be 71.3% commercial, with
(Continued on page 7U )
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27

Started Operations September 20, 1952
Owned by Empire Coil Company, Inc.
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Hearings — FCC Rejects Pleas
(Continued from page 72)
film comprising 40.2% of the 56
hours weekly operation proposed
initially. AM and TV staffs would
be integrated, he related, with
KVAN-TV having a staff of about
36 exclusive of key executives.
The Portland vhf Channel 12
hearing began Wednesday with engineering testimony from the three
applicants, Oregon Television Inc.,
Columbia Empire Telecasters Inc.
and Northwest Television & Broadcasting Co.
Principals in Oregon Television
include President Henry A. White
(15.1%), industrialist-ship builder;
Vice President Stephen Eberly
Thompson (15.1%), lumber executive; Secretary Robert L. Sabin
(7.6%), attorney; Director Julius
L. Meier Jr. (22.6%), divisional
manager, Meier & Franks- Co., department store; General Manager
Walter J. Stiles Jr. (1.9%), consulting engineer, most recently
with KECA-TV Hollywood, and
Director William A. Healy
(15.1% ), vice president of Dorenbecher Mfg. Co.
Technical witness for Oregon
Television was John Mullaney,
Washington consulting engineer.
Mr. White began initial non-technical testimony in the hearing on
Thursday. He reported on personal
qualifications and general program
policies.
Principals in Columbia Empire

some
spots
are
better
than

•

Northwest Principals
Technical witness last week for
Columbia Empire was Jules Cohen
of Vandivere, Cohen & Wearn,
Washington consulting engineers.
Also to testify later is Alfred
Towne, director of engineering of
KPIX (TV) and director of Unicisco. versal Research Labs., San FranPrincipals in Northwest Television &Broadcasting include President John D. Keating, 50% owner
of KPOA Honolulu and KILA
Hilo and half-owner of KYA San
Francisco; Vice President Lester
L. Hunter, owner of Pacific Stationery Inc., Portland; and Treasurer Winston W. Casey, partner in
Walston, Hoffman & Goodman,
Portland investment securities
firm. Each is one-third owner.
Technical evidence was presented
for Northwest by Glenn D. Gillett,
head of his own Washington firm.

In Los Angeles your best TV spot
buy is KNBH. Participations are
currently available in Komedy Klub,
featuring Uncle Archie and hilarious
old-time movies. Klub has membership
of over 150,000, over 5000 weekly
mail pull ; is on Monday thru Friday,
6:30-6:55 PM.
For the best spot, at the right time,
at the right place use

others

Page 74

include Chairman of Board Philip
L. Jackson, editor and publisher,
Portland Oregon Journal; President and initially 60% owner
Wesley I. Dumm, chief owner of
KSFO and KPIX (TV) San Francisco and 27.5% owner of KXA
Seattle; Treasurer Richard Brown,
general manager of KPOJ Portland; Secretary Frank C. McColloch, and Vice President Richard
Bell, assistant to Mr. Dumm.
KPOJ, owned by the Journal, holds
26.67% interest in applicant and
Journal Pub. Co. holds 13.33%.
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SERVICE
RCA's Package Plan
SERVICE and installation plan for
uhf television stations, described as
the first in the industry, was announced last week by RCA Service Co., Camden, N. J. Letters outlining the plan were sent to every
TV station in the country, according to W. L. Jones, vice president
ice.
in charge of technical product servFirst to sign Up for the basic
package offer was KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., first commercial uhf
20.
outlet. KPTV went on the air Sept.
Mr. Jones said that under the
plan an RCA Service Co. uhf broadcast engineer will aid station personnel, giving the same information offered in RCA TV symposiums
at Camden. Uhf stations, he added,
will get all the technical aid they
need "to get a good picture on the
air and keep it there."
Included in the installation-supervision part of the package are
complete technical inspection and
many other services.

CAPRA SIGNED
For AT&T TV Series
WITH a budget of $175,000 to
$250,000 per hour-long TV film,
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc. has signed
Frank Capra, Academy Awardwinning motion picture director, to
produce and direct a documentary
science series for American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Don Jones, member of the agency's New York film department,
will establish a Hollywood office,
separate from agency's West Coast
headquarters, to produce the yet
untitled series of 13 films. Production starts in approximately two
months. Programs will be televised
on a monthly basis starting in the
fall of 1953.
Mr. Capra, a graduate of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is
reputed as an authority on the
subjects comprising the series in
which "The Sun" is to be the first
program.
FCC Warned

INTERFERENCE

of Trouble

To Ch. 4 and 5

SERIOUS interference to TV stations operating on Channels 4 (66-72
mc) and 5 (76-82 mc) will result if the FCC adopts its proposed policy
of allocating operational fixed stations in the 4 mc space between 72 and
76 mc, splitting the two video channels, the Commission was informed
last week by NARTB and WCCO- *
TV Minneapolis.
rule to give greater protection to
stations on Channels 4 and 5.
Only experimental stations have
been assigned in the past to the WCCO-TV is located on Channel
72-76 mc space, conditioned on lack 4 and KSTP-TV Minneapolis is on
Channel 5.
of interference to TV reception,
Mr. Sherman cited examples of
NARTB observes, adding that the
new proposals would allow fixed interference that is depriving viewers of service. In such towns as
stations without any protection to
Brainerd,
Mankato, Rochester, all
TV reception if the stations or asin Minnesota, and Menominee, Eau
signments are separated 80 or more
miles.
Claire and Chippewa Falls, in
NARTB also points out that operational fixed stations may operate as close - as 10 miles from a
TV station on Channels 4 or 5,
under more restricted conditions.
One of these conditions requires
the fixed licensee to eliminate any
interference to TV reception which
may be found within a given radius prescribed by a family of
curves developed by the FCC research department, according to
NARTB.
Asks Informal Huddle
Calling of an informal conference among TV broadcasters, receiver manufacturers, parties proposing to use the band and the
FCC was proposed in the NARTB
petition, prepared by Neal McNaughten, engineering director,
and Thad H. Brown Jr., television
counsel. NARTB explains it desires more accurate data as to
actual transmitting conditions before allocation policies are made.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. is
asking a 120-day delay to develop
data on receivers.
John M. Sherman, technical director of WCCO-TV Minneapolis,
asked amendment of the proposed

Wisconsin, according to his petition, viewers get their only service
from the twin city stations and
have spent large sums installing
elaborate receiving antennas.
Stations in the 72-76 mc band
usually employ highly directional
antennas and are unattended, he
said, with interference effects extending well beyond the radii in
the FCC's chart. He described the
broad-band characteristics of TV
receivers.
Mr. Sherman pointed out an example in Wisconsin where a police
relay at Menominee, using a yagi
directional antenna, causes interference in the Menominee area and
extends for more than 26 miles
along the relay station's lobe. Numerous complaints have been received and investigated in the Eau
Claire and Chippewa Falls areas
22 and 26 miles from Menominee
and 88 and 93 miles, respectively,
from Minneapolis. He said the
FCC has authorized fixed relay
stations at a number of points in
Minnesota, operating on 73.22 and
74.5 mc. These would cause interference in Brainerd, Onamia,
Brainerd-Alexandria and Windom,
it is contended.
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HOUSTON-FEARLESS
ALL-METAL TRIPOD

Gives convenient mobility to tripodmounted television cameras. In the studio,
it offers a rapid means of moving camera.
Wheels swivel for maneuverability or can
•be locked parallel for straight line tracking. In field, provides easy means for
positioning camera. Strong, lightweight
tubular steel. Folds compactly.
Write for information on sp

built equipment for your specific needs.

,Jj/te

'WORLD'S
BROADCASTING

LARGEST

• Telecasting

MANUFACTURER

THE HOUSTON-FEARLESS CORP.
11807 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalogs on □ Friction Head □ Tripod
□ Tripod dolly □ Panoram dolly □ TV Cranes
□ Camera pedestals □ Film Processors □ Remote
control parabola.
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's Dragnet led in naNBC-TV
the top 10 TV shows for the Set Owners, Survey Claims
two weeks ending Sept. 13. The
RESULTS of a Boston U. survey
indicate that fewer TV owners
in the nummysteryof shows led both
ber home reached and in the read, and that those who do, read
enta: ge ratings. Nielsen's list much less than non-TV owners.
perc
follows
The survey was conducted among
350 families of Brighton and
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Homes Allston, Mass.
Rank Program
(000)
Other results showed that tele1 Dragnet (NBC)
8,582
viewers are more active in sports;
2 My Little Margie (CBS)
8,279 that the average viewing time for
3 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 7,872
families is 3.4 hours daily, and
4 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS) 7,575 that persons of lower education,
5 Gangbusters (NBC)
7,060 income and occupation tend to
6 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Toni-Gillette Razor Co.) (CBS) 7,018 spend more time before video sets
7 Robt. Montgomery Presents
(American Tobacco Co.) (NBC) 6,904 than persons who rank higher in
8 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 6,676 these categories. Eagerness for
9 Your Show of Shows
TV in youngsters under 18 was
(Participating) (NBC)
6,544 shown to be a strong determining
10 Your Show of Shows
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco) (NBC) 6,451 factor as to whether a family will
purchase a set.* * *
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes TV Preferences Differ
Rank
Program
%
1 Dragnet (NBC)
50.8
In City-to-City Survey
2 Gangbusters (NBC)
48.6
WIDE
city-to-city differences in
3 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (CBS) 48.6
4 My Little Margie (CBS)
45.7 program preferences were reflected
5 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 45.5
in the September "Hooperade of
6 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS) 43.9 TV Stars," released last week by
7 Your Show of Shows
(Participating) (NBC)
42.7 C. E. Hooper Inc. Only one program — NBC-TV's Your Show of
8 Robt. Montgomery Presents
(American Tobacco Co.) (NBC) 42.1 Shows — placed within the top 15
9 Big Town (CBS)
41.1 in all of the six cities measured.
10 Your Show of Shows
(Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco) (NBC) 40.8 Of a total of 38 shows which made
the top 15 in one or more of the
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Surveys;

on 'Hooperade'
(Report 238)

six cities, 18 made the list in only
one city. The cities: New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Boston and Detroit.
*
* *
Godfrey Leads ARB
Sept. 7-13 Survey
ARTHUR GODFREY was the top
TV attraction nationally in September, according to an American
Research Bureau survey. ARB rating figuresTVshow
that Talent
Mr. Godfrey's
Monday
show,
Scouts,
topped all other programs Sept.
7-13 with a rating of 50.2. His
Wednesday show, Godfrey &
Friends, reached more homes than
any other program.
Following is the ARB list of the
first 10 TV programs by rating
and by homes reached:
Program Network Rating
1. Talent Scouts CBS
50.2
2. Dragnet
NBC
48.3
3.
CBS
43.9
4. Godfrey
Your Showandof Friends
Shows NBC
43.4
5. Whaf s My Line? CBS
42.2
6. Groucho Marx
NBC
41.4
7. Toast of the Town CBS
38.4
8. My Litle Margie CBS
37.4
9.
Racket
Squad
CBS
36.1
10. T-Men in Action NBC
35.2
Program Network Homes
1. Godfrey and Friends CBS 8,100,000
2. Groucho Marx
NBC 7,670,000
3. Your Show of Shows NBC 7,460,000
4. Dragnet
NBC 7,050,000
5. My Little Margie CBS 6,960,000
What's ofMythe Line?
CBS 6,790,000
7.6. Toast
Town CBS
6,300,000
8. Talent Scouts CBS 5,970,000
9. TV Playhouse NBC 5,970,000
10. Rocket Squad
CBS 5,720,000

City

NOW
City

Weekly Television Summsry —

October 20, 1952— telecasting survey

Sets in 16,500
Area
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area
Outlets on Air
ville, Tex. (Mexico). BrownsMatamoros
Albuquerque
Ames
WMCT
102,447 Memphis
KOB-TV
215,000
X ELD-TV
Miami
WTVJ
Atlanta
WOI-TV
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
1 Baltimore
Milwaukee
26,000
410,076
149,217
95,000
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Minn.
-St.
Paul
143,500
118,000 Nashville
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
WTMJ-TV
Birmingham
TELEVISION HOMES
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
329,200
181,450 New Haven
Bloomington
WSM-TV
363,176
WTTV
310,000
931,871 New
WNHC-TV
Boston
Orleans
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
284,202
122,195
Buffalo
80,380
WDSU-TV
WBEN-TV
244,842 NewNewark
WBTV
YorkCharlotte
WABD, WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Chicago
WOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
S
1,188,419
V'
365,000
in KRLD-T
660,547
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cincinnati
3,059,400
Norfolk.
PortsmouthWEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Cleveland
237,000 Oklahoma
Newport City
News WTAR-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
AREA
134,937
WKY-TV
Omaha
152,731
189,341
DallasPhiladelphia
145,182
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Ft.
Worth
138,000
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Fhoenix
Davenport
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Pittsburgh
1,085,549
Quad Cities WOC-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline249,000
KPHO-TV
WDTV
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Dayton
67,400
EXCLUSIVE CBS
Ore. KPTV
57,964 Portland,
Providence
Denver
(not
yet
estimated)
KFEL-TV,
KBTV
535,000
Detroit
Richmond
817,000
WJAR-TV
Erie
WTVR
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
174,680 Rochester
227,000
141,888
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
160,000
Ft. Worth
WHAM-TV
189,341
WHBF-TV
.
Rock
Island
•
Dallas
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
138,000
Moline
223,961
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
Salt
Lake
City
Grand
Rapids
128,576
WOOD-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
DALLAS-FORT WQRTH
Greensboro
Diego
WFMY-TV
177,000 San Antonio
KEYL, WOAI-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
89,820
AREAS
KFMB-TV
98,890
177,637 San Francisco
Huntington153,850
448,000
WSAZ-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Charleston
Albany-Troy
265,000
Indianapolis
SchenectadyWFBM-TV
68,000 Seattle
Jacksonville
WRGB
WMBR-TV
177,301
171,000
230,100
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
241 ,832 St. Louis
KING-TV
Kalamazoo
KSD-TV
WKZO-TV
^
Kansas
City
—
why
189,422
1$
This
—
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Toledo
^
WDAF-TV
231
,707 Tulsa
433,000
Syracuse
167,336
WSPD-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
110,000
KOTV
203,000
134,275
79,000
Utica-Rome
WJIM-TV
WKTV
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
Washington
Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
1,347,154
179,820
Louisville
WDEL-TV
386,799
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
(krld-ty^
120,479
Estimated Sets in Use 18,818,032
Total Stations on Air 112*
Total Markets on Air 66 *
i^ii your best buy^
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representare estimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
partially Note:
duplicated.
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
The BRANHAM Company
189.341
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coverage

coverage

produced WHIO-TV "Front Page
News" the leading news show in
the area. (August Pulse)

!

Fast

WHIO

WHIO-TV

The 12 top once -a- week shows
—seen on WHIO-TV. 7 of top 10
multi-weekly shows, with locally-

-

-

Limit

37.9% of the total radio audience.
This compares with 13.5% for
Station B; 26.5% for Station C;
and 14.1% for Station D. {Hooper
average for the past year)

THE

DAYTON

MARKET

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457
families. Payrolls in Dayton for 1951 —
$630,951,822. Retail sales for Dayton and
Montgomery County— $475,000,000. Average
weekly industrial pay check — $83.67 — highest
in Ohio, one of highest in the country. Dayton
has been designated a "Preferred City" by
Sales Management for the past 20 months.

YOU CAN DOMINATE

THE DAYTON

MARKET

WITH EITHER WHIO-TV OR WHIO— WITH
BOTH OF THEM TOGETHER, YOU CAN
SATURATE IT. ASK NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
FOR FULL INFORMATION
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SET
MILLER ADDRESS
Hits TV Reservations
ANOTHER TREND in the government's "moving in" on private industry is represented
in FCC's
reservation
of noncommercial,
educational TV channels, Judge Justin
Miller, NARTB board chairman,
Thursday told a group of educators considering use of reserved
Channel 26 in Washington, D. C.
Addressing the Institute of Educational Television for Washington, meeting Thursday and Friday
at Georgetown U. in that city,
Judge Miller warned educators
that commercial broadcasters would
oppose any extension of the oneyear-period ending June 2, 1953,
during which educators may make
bids for the reserved channels
without competition from commercial sources.
An

AMPEX

ready

to

is

always

go

— Even
after thousands
hours
of service

,

•
•
•
•
•

of

Supreme reliability is the most important quality your
tape recorder can have — whether your station is 250
watts or 50,000 watts. Countless operators have found
that AMPEX eliminates the fussing, the adjustments and
the uncertainty they had previously suffered in using tape
recorders that were "built to a price."
The AMPEX 400 Series Recorder is the one outstanding
bargain in tape recorder service. It costs least per hour of
use; it minimizes maintenance and adjustment; it protects
your programs from the hazard of sudden failure ; and its
reliability frees your engineer's attention for other tasks.
Even after thousands of hours of service, your AMPEX
Recorder will be reliable in these important ways:
When you press the button, it operates
Program timing stays accurate
Starting, stopping and rewind will operate smoothly
Fidelity will still be high
Maintenance costs will still be low
If you plan for tomorrow,
buy an AMPEX today.
Model 403C

Model 403P
For new broadcast application bulletin, write Dept. D

PEX

AMPEX
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
934 CHARTER STREET
• REDWOOD
CITY. CALIF.
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Walker's Speech
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
also addressed the group of representatives from colleges, universities and other educational institutions inthe Washington area.
The Rev. Daniel E. Power, S. J.,
director of the Georgetown U.
Forum, presided at Thursday's session.
Judge Miller suggested that, considering the cost of setting up and
operating a television station, educators might do well to take their
money and purchase time on commercial stations to put their educational plans across.
He also speculated on whether
noncommercial, educational television might become a "political
football" in the case of institutions
supported by legislature appropriations. He said the legislators granting the funds for a station might
in turn make demands for time on
the station to further their own
political ends.
Commercial broadcasters, at first
skeptical of noncommercial, educational television, are accepting
FCC's educational reservations,
now that the action is an accomplished fact, he said.
He advised educators to enter
television in a limited way at first,
programming only a few hours a
day, before attempting to expand.
He mentioned several general problems that educators should consider — financing, programming,
staffing, etc. — before entering TV.
The NARTB chairman read from
the NARTB TV Code the policies
of commercial broadcasters on educational television.
Chairman Walker called for educators to plan for educational television at the nation's capital on
the same grand scale as Maj.
Pierre Charles L'Enfant when he
planned the city more than a century and a half ago. He said an
educational TV outlet might eventually reach a radius of 40 to 70
miles and predicted a national network of educational stations with
the "flagship station" in Washington.
Edward Wegener, program director of WOI-TV Ames, Iowa,

SHIPMENTS
RTMA Releases Figures

TELEVISION receiver shipments
to dealers totaled 2,722,089 units
during the first eight months of
1952, according to Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn., almost equaling the
2,744,831 sets shipped in the same
period a year ago. August shipments this year totaled 315,332 sets
compared to 156,015 a year ago.
New York led all states with
330,914 sets with California's 289,972 ranking
second.of RTMA's
mated shipments
TV setsestito
dealers by states for the first eight
months of 1952 follow:
State
Total
Alabama
33,635
Arizona
11,347
Arkansas
7,300
California
289,972
Colorado
18,137
Connecticut
59,808
Delaware
9,747
District of Columbia
26,890
Florida
47,416
Georgia
54,602
Idaho
129
Illinois
153,292
Indiana
105,867
Iowa
46,314
Kansas
16,460
Kentucky
36,486
Louisiana
30,003
Maine
4,366
Maryland
46,529
Massachusetts
111,462
Michigan
112,015
Minnesota
38,474
Mississippi
7,957
Missouri
70,31 1
Montana
95
Nebraska
23,281
Nevada
23
New Hampshire
10,072
New Jersey
107,109
New Mexico
3,738
New York
330,914
North Carolina
54,247
North Dakota
145
Ohio
206,382
Oklahoma
46,618
Oregon
1,327
Pennsylvania
227,356
Rhode Island
17,331
South Carolina
12,549
South Dakota
375
Tennessee
37,948
Texas
125,276
Utah
13,630
Vermont
3,246
Virginia
49,956
Washington
40,688
West Virginia
29,087
Wisconsin
41,688
Wyoming
489
Grand Total
2,722,089
commercial TV outlet operated by
Iowa State
spokeTelevision
on "Operating the College,
Educational
Station" at the Thursday session;
Martha A. Gable of the Board of
Public Education, Philadelphia, on
"The Educator in Television."
Thursday evening's session featured a talk by Dr. Franklin Dunham, chief of the U. S. Office of
Education's Radio-TV Section, and
a panel discussion with films and
kinescope recordings was conducted by Paul Reid, assistant director
of the Television.
Joint Committee on Educa- ■
tional
The Rev. Edmund A. Walsh, S. J.,
vice president of Georgetown U.,
made the welcoming address.
KOTV (TV) to Expand
PLANS to add a second floor to
the building housing KOTV (TV)
Tulsa, Okla., to expand studios,
were disclosed by KOTV General
Manager Helen Alvarez as the
station began its fourth year on
the air last Wednesday.
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TV

BOX

cational channels to California. The
new conference was called by Gov.
Earl Warren at the suggestion of
the first group [B»T, Sept. 15].

OFFICE TV
Called Answer to Future
ENCOURAGEMENT of adoption
and growth of "box office television and home subscription TV"
was urged before a meeting of the
Central Council, American Assn.
of Adv. Agencies.
Millard C. Faught, president of
a New York management consultant firm, called for support of payas-you-see TV in a talk last fortnight in Chicago's Drake Hotel.
Mr. Faught said that American
advertisers cannot afford to de"the full potentials
TV"a
in thisvelop country.
He said ofthat
form of box office service would aid
advertisers, stations and the public.
Also speaking at the meeting
were chairman
Jack Cunningham,
board
and executive 4-A's
vice
president, Cunningham & Walsh,
New York; Otis Carney, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, and Robert E. Lang, director, Radio Free
Europe. John M. Willem, of the
Leo Burnett Agency, presided.

Levoy TV Poll
TO improve video programming,
Gordon M. Levoy, Hollywood TV
consultant and head of General
Television Enterprises for the fifth
year, is polling 700 industry executives, asking for suggestions,
preferences in type of program,
length, dramatic method, and type
and method of production. Results
are expected Nov. 1.

DuMont at Fairs
SPECIAL TV demonstrations were
staged by the Television Transmitter Div., Allen B. DuMont
Labs. Inc., at the North Carolina
State Fair in Raleigh Oct. 8-12
and at the Spartanburg, S. C.
County Fair Oct. 14-19. Cooperating with DuMont on the projects
were WRAL Raleigh and WORD
Spartanburg, respectively.

PORTABLES

! GE Unveils New Equipment
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co. in
-Cleveland last week unveiled new
portable equipment for video pickups of such events as sports contests and parades.
The new equipment is so versatile and produces such high quality
TV pictures, GE says, that it is
being used as studio equipment for
demonstrations of TV program improvement through better use of
lighting.
Demonstrations are part of twoday Television Studio Lighting
clinics begun last Monday at the
GE Lighting Institute at Nela
jPark.
i One or more cameras and associated control units form the new
equipment, GE explains.

TWA's Labor Role
CLAIMING as members the majority of writers working on network
shows, the newly organized and
unaffiliated Television Writers of
America will push its jurisdiction
claim despite negotiations by
Authors League of America for a
bargaining agreement for writers
with the networks. TWA seeks
recognition as bargaining agency
for writers in both live and film
TV.

Two

F. P. BARNES (I) of GE, points out features of new portable equipment to Glenn Boundy (c), engineering director, Storer Broadcasting Co.,
and 0. W. Towner, engineering director, WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV
*4
Louisville ) .
TV IN EDUCATION
New Calif. Meet Dec. 15
SECOND statewide conference to
"explore the needs and possible
uses of television in education in
California" will be held at Sacramento Dec. 15-16.
An earlier 70-man conference
group, which met in Sacramento,
failed in its two days of meeting to
reach any conclusions. Howard L.
ChernofF, KFMB-TV San Diego,
general manager, was the only
California TV representative to
attend that session. The FCC has
allocated eight non-commercial edu-

Cooks

Sell

"HOME COOKING" WITH MR.
11:45 A.M. FROM THE MODERN

Better

Than

One!

AND MRS. IS TELEVISED MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 11:00 TO
WAAM
KITCHEN . . . AND THE RESULTS ARE AMAZING!

Every morning, Monday thru Friday, at eleven,
Mr. and Mrs. get to work in a kitchen set up
just for television. The WAAM cameras see
everything that goes on in the oven, the pots and
pans, the chopping board, the mixing bowls, etc.
At home, thousands and thousands of Maryland
housewives sit and watch while Mr. and Mrs.
demonstrate how to prepare the most delicious
meals in the most economical manner. The sponsored products are sold beautifully and solidly.
THE COST IS LOW— $48 per participation
less frequencies — one of the sweetest buys in
television. Look into it!
TELEVISION
WAAM
( BROADCASTING
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nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Ine.
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EDWARDS
NAMED
Heads CBS TV Film Sales
APPOINTMENT of Wilbur S. Edwards, manager of KNXT (TV)
Hollywood, CBS-TV owned station,
as general manager of CBS Television Film Sales
was announced
last week by
Merle S. Jones,
vice president in
charge of CBS
Television sta. : ;
v V
tions and general
■
Mr. Jones said
■«jt»2»^v^ services.
the appointment
Edwards
of MrMr. Edwards is
part of a
planned expansion of CBS Television Film Sales. He explained that
Fred Mahlstedt, who has been handling sales as well as operations,
will continue in charge of operations, concentrating on business
management, procurement and production of new film products.
Mr. Edwards will make his headquarters in New York, with sales
offices in Chicago, Los Angeles and
Memphis. He will remain at KNXT
until Nov. 1, by which time a successor will be named.
PRICES on Sparton TV sets have
been raised $10, B. G. Hickman, Sparton general sales manager, has announced. Cost rise will not affect
Sparton radios or phonographs, he
said.
138,000 TV SETS
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
Each month this TV set
total is ascertained by
Quad - City wholesalers
serving this area. Actually,
the total of TV homes
reached by WHBF-TV is
considerably larger as our
TV signals are received
over an extensive area beyond the Quad-Cities.
Increased power has
doubled WHBF-TV radiated strength; the staff and
facilities have recently
moved
into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition
of service in radio broadcasting, WHBF-TV now
also serves Quad-Citians
well — and advertisers profitably.
Les Johnson, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

€s*

*f^

Sales . . .
MCA-TV LTd., New York, filmed
programming distributors, announced sale of the Abbott & Costello Show, half hour TV film series, to the following sponsors on a
26 week basis : Drewry's Ltd., South
Bend, over WFBM-TV Indianapolis; Regan Bros. Bakery, Minneapolis, over KSTP-TV Minneapolis;
Gunther Brewing Co., Baltimore,
over WMAR-TV Baltimore; C.
Schmidt & Sons Inc., Philadelphia,
over WCAU-TV Philadelphia, and
the Ford Dealers Adv. Assn. of
San Francisco over KPIX (TV) San
Francisco.
Paramount Television Productions
Inc., New York., film producer and
distributor, has announced sales
and renewals of two of its syndicated film programs. Time for
Beany, five-times-a-week children's
show, has been sold in following
markets: KPTV (TV) Portland,
sponsored by Franz Bakery for 39
weeks starting Oct. 20; WRGB
(TV) Schenectady beginning Oct.
13; WEWS (TV) Cleveland, 13
weeks beginning Sept. 29, and
WKY-TV Oklahoma City (three
times weekly), 13 weeks starting
Oct. 13. Wrestling from Hollywood has been sold and renewed on
following stations: KPTV (TV), to
be sponsored by Blitz Weinhard
Brewing Co. for 26 weeks starting
Oct. 16; KFEL-TV Denver for Falstaff Beer, 26 weeks beginning Oct.
11; KOTV (TV) Tulsa for Falstaff,
26 weeks starting Oct. 25, and
WWJ-TV Detroit, sponsored by
Jerry Lynch, used car dealer, for 13
weeks beginning Oct. 11. The show
has been renewed on WXEL (TV)
Cleveland for 13 weeks effective
Oct. 17, and on WSM-TV Nashville.
CBS-TV Film Sales, New York,
announced last week that it had
sold two film shows, Gene Autry
Show and The Range Rider, to
KROD-TV El Paso, which is expected to start telecasting within
60 days. The station also has
bought Cases of Eddie Drake and
Files of Jeffrey Jones from CBSTV Film Sales.
* * *
KNXT

WHBF
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Aver y-Knodel, Inc.
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(TV) Hollywood has purchased 40 feature film for approximately $17,000 from Sterling Television Inc. To be shown on Late
Show are "The Titan," never before televised in Los Angeles;
"Brass Monkey," "Hairy Ape" and
others. The contract was negotiated
by Don Hine, station's production
administrator, and Lee Orgel, manager of Sterling's West Coast operations.
Interstate Bakeries Corp., Los Angeles (Weber's Bread), renews
Cisco Kid, half-hour weekly TV

film

repor

t
film series, on KECA-TV that city,
for 52 weeks from Oct. 27. Agency
is Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles.

Sarra Inc., Chicago, has completed
a series of spots for Grove Labs.
(Bromo-Quinine tablets) and McLaughlin's Manor House Coffee.
Respective agencies are Gardner
Adv., St. Louis, and Earle Ludgin,
Chicago.
$ * $
Fox West Coast Theatres, Los Angeles, last week conducted four-day
concentrated TV film announcement campaign on five local stations, preceding the opening of
"The Thief," new no-dialogue feature film. Spots were 10-, 20-, 60
seconds and 2 minutes in length.
Stations included KTTV (TV),
KLAC-TV, KECA-TV, KNBH (TV)
and KHJ-TV. Agency is Stodel
Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
Availabilities . . .
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.,
is releasing "Ticket to Freedom",
a 15-minute non-partisan film
which dramatically points out poor
voting record of the American people and explodes the excuses commonly given for not voting. Narrator is Edward R. Murrow. Prints
of film are available at no cost
from Ford Motor Co. film libraries
at 445 Park Ave., New York, Richmond, Calif., and Dearborn.
*
# *
Official Films Inc., New York, is
offering four 15-minute filmed series to TV stations and sponsors.
They are: Adventures Out -of
Doors, featuring news and personalities of.the sports and outdoor
world; TeleVespers, an inspirational and non-sectarian series; News
Featurette, presenting news of the
world in magazine technique, and
Willie Wonderful,
* * for* kiddies.
Guild Films Inc. has started dis(Continued on page 88)

^^RCA

WELCOMED by M. J. Rifkin (I), vice
president in charge of sales for Ziv
Television Programs Inc., as Los Angeles account executive is Don Staley,
former manager of the Katz Agency
Inc.'s San Francisco office.
NEW

FILM LABS
Two Plan Large Plants
NEW $1 million 16mm film processplant, under construction for the
past year by Consolidated Film
Industries, Hollywood, will start
operations in mid-November, according to Sidney Solow, general
manager.
Reported to be the largest 16mm
laboratory on the West Coast, it
will be used for TV, religious, educational and industrial films. Immediately convertible to 16mm
color processing, the laboratory
will be able to handle from 3 to 4
million feet of film weekly.
Hollywood Film Co., with one
plant recently completed, is readying construction plans for an even
larger one. Planned building, estimated at a cost of $350,000, will
house 50 vaults and 30 cutting
rooms.
Already completed plant, representing an investment of approximately §170,000, contains 15 cutting rooms and 22 vaults.

'Lucy# Gets Award
CBS-TV's comedy program, / Love
Lucy, has been given a Christopher
award "for the inspiration and
high quality
vides "to a entertainment"
vast audience."it proThe
Christophers regula'rly make
awards for contributions "with
God's help, to improve the world."
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WEXLEY SUIT
MOVIE FILMS
Wurtzel Releases to TV
ARRANGEMENTS were completed last week between Sol M.
Wurtzel, independent Hollywood
producer, and Major Attractions
Inc., New York, for leasing Mr.
Wurtzel's entire group of motion
picture films , for television use.
The transaction included existing
pictures and any new productions.
Both parties approved the granting of distribution rights to Unity
Television Corp., New York.
Pictures scheduled for release,
including some produced in Hollywood as recently as 1949, are:
"Dangerous Years," with Marilyn
Monroe, Jerome Cowan and Scotty
Beckett; "Strange Journey," Paul
Kelly and Hillary Brooke; "Rendezvous 24," William Gargan; "Roses
Are Red," Jeff Chandler and Peggy
Knudsen; "Deadline for Murder,"
Paul Kelly, Sheila Ryan and Kent
Taylor; "Dangerous Millions,"
Kent Tayor and Donna Drake;
"Fighting Back," Jean Rogers and
Joe Sawyer, and "Arthur Takes
Over,"andLois
Collier,
Skippy Homeier
Jerome
Cowan.
In a joint statement, Mr. Wurtzel and Arche Mayers, president of
Unity, said:
"This is the forerunner of many
new Hollywood films to become
available to the TV audiences from
Unity. Although we cannot divulge
the price involved in this deal, it
represents more than six figures."
Commenting upon his entrance
into the television field, Mr. Wurtzel remarked :
"There is no basic difference between movie and TV production.
The question of costs I regard as a
challenge. I believe that the solution of this problem lies in the
joint production and mutual participation between the stars and our
company. More so, I believe coals
can be brought to Newcastle by
including in our TV productions
new faces, new talents, new skills
and new techniques."
The transaction and organizational plans were negotiated by
Bertram A. Mayers, attorney for
Major Attractions Inc. and I. B.
Kornblum, attorney for Sol. M.
Wurtzel Productions Inc.

9000

Ruling Expected in L. A.
RULING this month on the $20,000
copyright infringement suit
brought by playwright John Wexley against KTTV (TV) Hollywood, Screencraft Pictures and
Olio Video Productions, is expected
to be rendered in Los Angeles by
Federal Judge William M. Byrne.
The court heard evidence earlier
this month.
Suit, filed April 1951, charged
KTTV with telecasting a film version of Mr. Wexley's play, "The
Last Mile," without his prior knowledge or consent in November 1950.
Although KTTV acknowledged telecasting the film, the station denied
infringement. Besides damages,
Mr. Wexley asks an injunction
against further telecasting.
PRiNCIPALS in purchase of controlling interest in RKO Radio Pictures Corp.
for $7,350,000 meet to consummate deal and discuss long-range plans
involving motion picture production for theatrical and TV use. Signing
papers is (seated) Ralph E. Stolkin, Chicago industrialist; standing, (I to r)
A. L. Koolish, Mr. Sfolkin's father-in-law; Sherrill C. Corwin, Southern
California theatre owner, Edward G. Burke and Ray Ryan, San Antonio
oil men. Mr. Stolkin is president of Empire Industries (mail order house)
and vice president of National Video Corp. (cathode ray tube manufacturer)
as well as a co-owner, with Messrs. Burke and Corwin, of KOIN-AM-FM
Portland, Ore. and KJR Seattle, Wash. New executives plan to produce
custom-built films for television and continue output of major motion pictures
for theatres [B»T, Oct. 6, Sept. 29, 22],

HIT-AND-RUN

VIEWERS
Nielsen Revises Audience Measurement

STATISTICS— they're wonderful.
A. C. Nielsen Co. has changed its
method of measuring TV audiences
from an average minute audience
rating figure to a rating that includes only families viewing for
six consecutive minutes or more.
The purpose of the change, which
was made some years back in
Nielsen Radio Audience Measurements, is to eliminate the viewers
who tune in a program only momentarily and to count only those people who really want to watch it, according to a Nielsen statistician.
He explained that this is a "real
measurement," whereas the oneminute average figure is merely a

RESPONSES!
That many entries from all parts of the
WOW-TV viewing area were received
in a pony contest on "Uncle Tom"
Chase's TRAIL TIME program.
That's just one example of WOW-TV's
pulling power! Hitch your product to
this Western star, or other choice WOWTV programs.
Call, ivire, or phone Fred Ebener, Sales
Manager, or John Blair-TV, National
Representatives.

WOW-TV
"Uncle Tom" Chase
OMAHA
A Meredith Station — Frank P. Fogarty, Gen. Mgr.
BROADCASTING
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BMI

Talks

Published

TALKS on TV programming and
related subjects totaling 22, transcribed at the three BMI television
clinics in New York, Chicago and
Hollywood last spring, have been
put into book form by BMI and
will be available shortly at a prepublication price of $3.60 (subsequent editions, $6). The 200-page
volume includes a foreword by FCC
Chariman Paul A. Walker, question-and-answer periods condensed
from
the clinics, plus informal discussions.

Base

"mathematical abstraction."
Somewhat harder for the nonstatistical mind to grasp is that the
effect of eliminating the hit-andrun viewers and concentrating on
"real" viewers is to increase most
ratings, with the increases larger
for longer programs than for
shorter ones.
Explanation given for this phenomenon, a happy one for both
sponsors and station operators, is
that if one viewer watched the first
seven minutes of a quarter-hour
program and then tuned .it out,
with another viewer tuning in at
that moment and watching the program's final eight minutes, an average-minute rating would show one
viewer, while the six-minute-ormore rating would report two.
Obviously, more people are apt to
tune away from half-hour or fullhour shows after six minutes viewing than from 15-minute shows.
And so, by eliminating the tunethrough audience and confining
themselves
to "real"arrive
viewers,
the
Nielsen measurers
at the

FOR

SALE
For television miero-wave
relay use — one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting. Could be used as two
separate 200-ft. towers.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR

DETAILS,

higher ratings which are now reported in the Nielsen "Pocketpiece"
along
ratings.with the old average-minute

WRITE j. m. Mcdonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering

As we said: Statistics — they're
wonderful.

Crosley Broadcasting

KHJ-TV Hollywood will telecast all
home baseball games of the Hollywood Stars and Los Angeles Angels
in the 1953 season as it did this past
season.

Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
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NPA
CROSLEY'S

'POP' PLAN
'Point-of-Purchase' Drive Is Expanded

MERCHANDISING technique of
WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati
really is humming, according to
latest reports from R. E. Dunville,
president, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.
Stations' merchandising pjan has
been expanded and encompasses
more than a thousand supermarkets and nearly 500 drug stores,
Mr. Dunville announced last week.

ment's studies on product movement and further emphasizes the
transition from clerk service to self
service," Mr. Dunville added.
"Advertisers are no longer interested in 'paper hanging' because
modern merchandising at the retail
level where the major portion of
food and drug products is moved
no
longer permits this," he declared.

WLW's "Pop (point-of -purchase)
Plan" was unveiled to Crosley executives by Mr. Dunville as part
of the "Design Impact" audienceand-sales promotion begun Sept. 28.
Forerunner of the new operation
was the "Shopper Stopper Plan"
which was placed in effect last
March for WLWT food advertisers.
This plan involves three aisle-end
displays in Albers Supermarkets
weekly.
Albers' operation area duplicates
the Crosley video coverage area,
based on WLWT, WLWD (TV)
Dayton and WLWC (TV) Columbus.
WLW's "Shopper Stopper Plan"
also includes display space in the
double-truck Albers display ads
Thursday in 19 metropolitan newspapers. The "Shopper Stopper
Plan" was a huge success, said Mr.
Dunville.
"It verifies our research depart-

"Thus, we have embarked upon
a specific point-of-purchase plan
which assures advertisers of prodmovement." said also that WLW
Mr.uctDunville

What's

he

and WLWT were purchasing display space in major markets with
an on-the-air tie-up to assure the
stations' advertisers traffic displays.
Michelson Sales
CHARLES MICHELSON Inc., New
York, radio and television transcription firm, announces it has
sold its half-hour mystery shows to
10 radio stations and its Hopalong
Cassidy series to 10 additional stations. It also announced the sale
of its one-minute Christmas Jingles
spot announcement to E. N. Holmes
Ltd., Hilo, Hawaii.

looking

at?

UNIT

CHANGE

Top-Level Realignment
TOP-LEVEL realignment of Nationaltronics
Production
Authority's
ElecProducts
Div., claimant
group for military electronic requirements, was underway last
week.
Transfer of J. R. Sypher Jr.,
who specialized in military work
with NPA, to the staff of the
Defense Production Administration
was to be announced shortly. Mr.
Sypher will serve as aide to Richards Cotton, DPA Electronics Production Board chief. Mr. Cotton
also is NPA Electronics Div. head.
Remaining key posts in the NPA
electronics division will not be affected. Donald Parris will continue as deputy director under Mr.
Cotton. Mr. Parris also will handle allocations and priorities duties. Other staff changes previously indicated involve electronic
tube and components sections
[B*T, Oct. 13].
These operating sections under Mr.
Parris also remain unchanged: equipment (Robert Burton), broadcast
and communications (Bernard Joseph), radio-TV receivers (Lee Golder), capacitors and resistors (R. D.
Parker), electron tubes (H. G. Butterfield), components (Elmer Crane),
and transformers (E. M. Nyhen).
Among those who have returned to
private industry is W. F. Anderson,
who has rejoined DuMont TV Network after NPA service.
WTTG (TV) SIGNS
26 Programs, Spot Clients
CONTRACTS have been signed by
26 clients for programs and spot
campaigns on WTTG (TV) Washington, General Manager Walter
Compton has reported. The clients
represent eight programs, seven
participation buys and a dozen spot
campaigns, with Arthur Murray
studios represented in both program and spot categories.
Among new clients is General
Foods, which will use Washington as a test market for participation sponsorship to promote Post
Krinkles on Children's Hour. Agency is Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
Merrill Aides

e
Charles Wilds, N. W. Ayer, is Booking
at a list of radio advertisers ...
OR, your advertisement in the
BROADCASTING
Page 82
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NEWLY appointed FCC Comr.
Eugene H. Merrill last week stated
that for the present time he plans
to retain as office aides Elizabeth
L. Dannelly, Mary L. Moose and
Isolene Corbett. Miss Dannelly
was previously confidential assistant to Comr. Robert F. Jones,
whom Comr. Merrill succeeds, while
Mrs. Moose was secretary to Comr.
Jones. Miss Corbett was Comr.
Merrill's secretary at Defense Production Administration.

IRE SYMPOSIUM
Franklin Agenda Set
COMPREHENSIVE practical
analyses of high-power uhf broadcast systems and TV broadcast production techniques plus the "inside
story" of broadcast coverage of the
national political conventions highlight the agenda of a second annual
IRE Broadcast Symposium at
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia
next week. Symposium is under
auspices of the IRE Professional
Group on Broadcast Transmission
Systems.
Among other topics slated for
discussion are klystron amplifiers, _
uhf power tubes, flying spot scanners (optics,
tation), BBC circuitry,
flying spotinstrumenscanning
system, rear-screen projection and
network audio facilities.
From 9 a.m., when registration
begins, to 10 p.m. or later, when a
windupsionquestion
answer
sesconcludes, and
Lewis
Winner,
chairman of the IRE group, has
provided a program which the announcement describes as "a lively
parade of timely-informative discussions of significant import to
everyone in the field, the lab, plant
and at the transmitter."
Other Talks
Following
Mr.theWinner's
tory remarks,
morningintroducsession
will include Alfred Jenkins, TransLmx,
Corp., speaking
on "Rear
Screen
Projection;"
G. Edward
Hamilton,
ABC, "Gray Scale Considerations of
a TV System;" R. Paulson, Audio-Video Products Corp., "TV Broadcasting Production Techniques;" R. H.
Hammans, BBC, "Flying Spot Telecine Equipment and Its Use at BBC."
Afternoon speakers and their subjects will be: Jesse H. Haines, Allen B. DuMont Labs., "Flying Spot
Scanner Optics;" R. E. Graham, Bell
Labs, "Flying Spot Scanner Design;"
J. W. Wentworth, RCA-Victor, "Flying Spot Scanner Gamma Correction
Circuits;" F. J. Bias, General Electric Co., "High-Power Uhf Broadcasting System;" John S. McCullough, Eitel-McCullough, "Klystron
Amplifier Operational Characteristics;" Robert E. Manfredi, GE, "PowTubesevening
for Uhf-TV
Ater the
session,Service."
A. C. Angus,
GE; E. P. Vincent, and John Bourcier,
ABC, willParticipating
discuss "ABCin aAudio
Installations.'.'
symposium on "Radio-TV Special Event
Coverage
at Chicago
Conventions"
will
be Orville
Sather, CBS;
Rodney
Chipp, DuMont TV Network; F. A.
Wankel, NBC; William Trevarthen,
ABC.
"Information Please roundtable
sessions will conclude the afternoon and evening meetings. Lunch,
cocktails and dinner will be served
at the institute. Registration fee
is
is $2;
$6. luncheon and dinner charge

.
•
*
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electrical sign promoting WNBC and WNBT (TV)
New York, NBC outlets, is expected to begin operations at a site on
Times Square about Nov. 15, according to Ted Cott, vice president
and general manager of the stations. Thirty feet high letters will
spell out "WNBC-WNBT" and a
90-foot-long running: sign underneath will give weather and news,
information on stations' top shows
and personalities and sponsor identification for various advertisers.

WICC PROMOTION

GIANT

v 'POPCORN PLATOON'
REPRESENTATIVES of WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, during a telecast
of a Pittsburgh Steelers grid game,
were sent with popcorn to homes
in and around the city for the
viewers to enjoy at halftime. Harold C. Lund, WDTV general manager, headed the "popcorn platoon."
'MOTHER GOOSE'
"MOTHER GOOSE" is working for
Arthur Murray Dance Studio in
Racine, Wis. The manager of the
studio told Bob Martin, WRAC
Racine station manager, and Mike
Starr, commercial manager, that
he wanted something different in
the manner of spot announcements.
Dick Fitzgerald, WRAC copy chief,
came up with an answer: He
worked a plug for the studio into
nursery rhymes.
-• — • — •TV 'MARCH OF TIME'
OPENING on TV the first week in
October of Time Inc.'s March of
Time was heralded by a photo-illustrated folder announcing the
weekly show. Folder stated TV
March is the answer to those who
"sorely missed" the pictorial documentary film "when it was withdrawn from the nation's theatres."
'MOST NEW YORK EYES . . .'
WCBS-TV New York has sent
scores of 112x40-inch posters
throughout Long Island, Westchester County, New Jersey and
Connecticut (where more than half
of New York's 3,025,000 TV families reportedly live) , saying that
"most of the time, most New York
eyes are on Channel 2."

It's Happening
on W

programs

promotjon
premiums

STAR PROMOTION
TWO-COLOR blotters calling attention to the return of CBS stars
have been mailed to 1,000 key advertisers byWGAR Cleveland, CBS
affiliate in that city. The blotter
side carried the phrase "Reflecting
the Best," which was printed in
reverse to simulate inked message
which had been blotted.
Ink Change at KBIG
SOUTHERN California
agency men and clients are
receiving surprise bottles of
red ink, accompanied by suggestions from KBIG Avalon
that it be given to children
for school or used to address
Christmas cards. It seems
that KBIG laid in a vast supply when it started operations in June but it is no
longer necessary. The station
switched to black ink in
August.
SUCCESSFUL

ONE-TIMER

NBC-TV Chicago has premiered a
unique children's show, Ding Dong
School, which brought in about 150
telephone calls of approval after
an unscheduled half-hour debut as
a one-timer. WNBQ is now airing
the feature daily from 9:30 to 10
a.m. CT with Dr. Frances R. Horwich, chairman of the department
of education at Roosevelt College
there, handling the show alone.
Dr. Horwich, a specialist in preschool youngsters, speaks directly
to the 2- to 5-year-olds on games,
puzzles and pictures. Ding Dong
School is supervised by Judith
Waller, director of public affairs
and education.

in NEW
N H C

HAVEN

spots per day! That's what Signature
Loan is using . . . and for over a year!

WNHC
NBC

NEW

RADIO

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL IN
HAVEN CHOOSE THE STATION THAT SELLS!

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
BROADCASTING
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'MONEY AT WORK'
KIDDER, Peabody & Co., member
of the New York Stock Exchange,
resumed Your Money at Work programs over WOR New York yesterday. Shows are aired at 3:30
p.m. Sunday. The series, continued
from last spring, features a discussion of a different industry from
the investor's viewpoint. The program will be heard via transcription in other cities where it will
be sponsored by Kidder, Peabody
& Co. or associated mutual fund
dealers. Agency is Doremus & Co.,
N. Y.
BOOST UP LADDER
A NEW feature, Make Your
Break, begins tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. over WQAM Miami, Fla. The
weekly half-hour show is designed
to present talent to theatrical
agents, producers, radio and TV
scouts for that much-needed break
into the big time. Combining in
the creation and playing the role
of m. c. are Leonard Keller and
Eve Tellegen, theatre and broadcasting personalities.
FARM SERIES
SERIES of Saturday afternoon
programs has been launched by
KOIN Portland, Ore., as a service
to farmers. Farm Facts features
Art Kirkham presenting a discussion on a current farm topic
with an authority in the field of
agriculture. Series was planned in
cooperation with a group of experts
representing county, state and federal agriculture agencies.

WICC Bridgeport sends to advertisers and ad agencies a brochure
illustrated by drawings of "Bridgeport Mike," the station's symbol.
"Bridgeport Mike" points out that
the city is the 36th market in the
nation and that there is an effective purchasing power of $7,127
per family.
EDITORIALS ON WTMJ-TV
EDITORIALS of the Milwaukee
Journal form the basis of a new
program over WTMJ-TV Milwaukee entitled The Milwaukee Editorial in Pictures. New program is
telecast Tuesday, 6-6:15 p.m. Editorials deal with local events. Programs are filmed by Cliff Sager
Productions, Milwaukee, and are
narrated by Paul Skinner, WTMJAM-TV. Station reports: "This is
believed to be the first time a
newspaper has reached into television to expand its editorials. . . ."
-© — • — •'IF I WERE PRESIDENT . . .'
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati reports
that its contest, "If I Were President . . ." caused the Cincinnati
Public Library to be flooded with
phone calls and personal queries
concerning U. S. Presidents. Traffic became so heavy that library
officials set up a special Presidential section.

L

OHIO'S VOTE
CAPITALIZING on the current
election fever, George and Marilu
Case, husband and wife disc jockey
team on WONE Dayton, Ohio, are
inviting listeners to send in "their
estimate of the total vote to be cast
in Ohio on Nov. 4th." Some $2,500
in prizes has been provided by
the team's sponsors.
'OPERATION COMBO'
WCCO - AM - TV Minneapolis - St.
Paul have combined radio and
television staffs for election night
and from 6 p.m. to dawn will
simulcast election coverage from a
special news headquarters set up
in the grand ballroom of the Hotel
Nicollet. Some 600 civic leaders
will be guests of the stations at a
banquet in the ballroom, beginning
at 6 p.m. Nov. 4. After dining
tables have been cleared away, the
doors will be opened to the public
to watch newsmen in action.

560 kc.

inquirer

fetation

An ABC Affiliate
First on the Dial
In America's Third Marke
vepj-esenfcd by THii; X A YZ"'A<3£NCY'- £
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Political Broadcasts Survey
(Continued from page 28 )
at a one-time rate. A small percentage of stations had charged a
"special" rate.
$ Overwhelming majority of
stations sell time to three types
of applicants — actual candidates,
authorized speakers and political
party groups. Fewer will sell to
"probable" candidates. Some stations refuse to sell political time
other than during actual campaigns, preferring to set aside time
for groups under certain conditions. Study also explores policy
on forum-type programs.
£ Transcribed or live "reports
to the people" by elected officials
pose a problem of real concern to
station management. Amount of
time given by stations is greater
when a campaign is not in progress. Stations believe that reports
during a campaign should be considered "highly political."
£ Networks have been inclined
since the 1948 campaign to accept
dramatized political materials, but
have reserved the right to refuse
broadcasts which appear to be
emotional or misleading. Previous
codes frowned on such a format.
CBS reversed its own policy in
1948 along that line.
Q The majority of stations
maintain a policy of restricting
political expression by news commentators and religious speakers.
Citing the famous Port Huron
decision, the study reported that
radio-TV networks and stations
require submission of political
scripts in advance of broadcasts.
Some outlets desire to edit copy to
the extent allowed by the law. In
a large southern city, applicants
for political time are asked to sign
a memorandum of agreement "in
order that public interest be served
and to safeguard the station licensee from liability from slanderous or libelous words."
•The survey notes that while Sec.
315 of the Communications Act
provides licensees with "no power
of censorship," many stations
maintain that other provisions of
the Act require them to eliminate
all obscene, indecent, profane or

treasonable language. Broadcasters are not forbidden to examine
scripts and recommend certain
changes. About half of fulltime
network radio stations and TV outlets have requested candidates to
revise their scripts, the past four
years, it was reported. For the
most part, broadcasters have been
successful in getting changes. Percentage was higher for candidates
than non-candidates.
According to Mr. Mall's findings,
some stations have been forced to
"censor" talks, though this question was not put directly to them.
He quoted one midwestern station
manager: "In effect, you're asking
me ifcast.I'll
censor
a political
You bet
I will.
I would broadrather
risk the wrath of the Commission
and wrangle over the issue with
them than face a lawsuit in our
state
Whencourts."
speakers refuse to change
their scripts, many stations will
carry the broadcast in its original
form. The study cites the case of
KIDO Boise, Ida., which carried a
broadcast against its better judgment and found itself involved in
a $100,000 libel suit.
Protective Measures
Faced with such a dilemma, stations can seek protection by carrying libel insurance, obtaining indemnitywaivers
from speakers,
taking out a bond, using disclaimers or employing retractions, according to the survey.
Networks and their affiliates usually obtain indemnity-waivers. But
where speakers commit violations
and are financially "irresponsible,"
the indemnity-waiver is not foolproof. Stations make heavy use of
disclaimers, the study noted. Some
36.3% of TV and 22.2% of radio
stations surveyed carry political
liability insurance, it was estimated.
Retractions also can be used to
mitigate damages recoverable for
defamation. A few states have
statutes providing specifically for
retractions.
Political broadcasts pose a spe-
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OREGON

1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGWs market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, plus a generous slice of Southwestern Washington.
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

APPRECIATION dinner for executives of the Fargo division of Standard
Oil Co. was given by KFYR Bismarck
as the firm began its eighth year of
radio sponsorship. Above is Division
Manager A. H. Worrell in an informal
pose. Below in foreground is KFYR
Manager F. E. Fitzsimonds and just
behind him, is veteran newscaster
Chuck Schoregge. Mr. Schoregge has
handled the 10 p.m., Monday through
Friday, newscast for all of the eight
years Standard has been on the
station.

resentatives, "a person suspected
of being a Communist," and ornist-fronts. ganizations believed to be CommuThere is no issue involved here
in this Presidential campaign year,
it should be noted, since the Communist party has not been particularly active. Even in the case
of the Socialist Workers of America and Progressive party, however, broadcasters have provided
equal time for their candidates,
even though stations had indicated
a policy (in the survey) of refusing time to organizations which
areSome
suspected
of "red"
stations
look atleanings.
the issue
as a commercial proposition, the
study said, while others claim they
have no choice under FCC rules —
providing the party is legally recognized in the state.
A number of broadcasters felt
they had no right to sit in on
judgment on Communist or suspected Communist speakers and
that their responsibility ended with
presentation of all issues.
In conclusion, Mr. Mall suggests
the FCC survey the field and assemble rules after calling for a
report on political broadcasting activities from all stations. He recommends a voluntary code be
pressed into use for the 1954 elections and modified for the 1956
campaign as needed.
Mr. Mall further suggests that
the Commission should review program content and allow broadcasters to seek opinions on questionable cases before broadcasts are
actually carried.
Mr. Mall's approach would be to
make the broadcaster responsible
for all political utterances over the
air "while giving him full power
to control the content of all materials so broadcast." This approach
thus would subject stations to state
laws.
This is the tack taken in a bill
authored in the 82d Congress by

Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.).
cial problem for network affiliates A second method would be to free
as reported in a special article, broadcasters from state libel laws
"How to Stay Out of Jail" [B«T, as advocated by Rep. Walt Horan
(R-Wash.). His amendment was
Nov. 19, 1951], cited by Mr. Mall.
He noted that the local outlet offered to the McFarland Bill but
"takes on the problems of the net- rejected in floor debate.
work and adds them to his own."
Problems include equal time-toreply demands and libel. Affiliates
are equally responsible along with
networks on the latter.
@ The majority of radio-TV
stations surveyed "will not allow
JOS. WEED & CO.,
Communist candidates time for political broadcasts. Not many will
350 Madison Ave., New York,
even sell such time, but prefer to
Know About the
keep [them] off the air completely." (See Table IV.)
5000 WATT TRANSMITTER
The survey found, in answer to
a direct question, that some staNow in Use at
tions believe public opinion would
sustain their position in refusing
C H N S
to grant the party time. The survey notes that where the party is
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
legally on the ballot in certain
states broadcasters must offer
The Maritimes
equal time — a point made in the
BUSIEST
political catechism published by
NARTB [B*T, Aug. 18].
Commercial Station
The "refusal" of time extends to
Communist candidates, party repBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

WBRN-WCEN
Williams Plea Denied
. PETITION asking revocation of
the construction permit of WBRN
1 Big Rapids, Mich., because of alleged overlap with commonly; owned WCEN Mt. Pleasant, Mich.,
was denied by FCC last week on
the ground that the petitioner, Naj than Williams, consulting engineer
of Oshkosh, Wis., is not a "party
j in
WCEN
are interest."
owned by WBRN
Paul A. and
Brandt.
*, Mr. Williams charged that 29%
of the rural area and 24.9% of the
, population living within the pri; mary contour of WBRN is also
,. within the primary contour of
. WCEN [B«T, Sept. 29]. He contended this violates the FCC duopoly ban. FCC's order denying the
petition stated Mr. Williams has
I failed
to state
"what
his and
interest
is, if any,
in the
matter
has
I not attempted to make any show, ing of injury."
Jack Rubin
FUNERAL services were held in
Hollywood Oct. 12 for Jack Rubin,
42, radio-TV writer, who died two
days earlier after a heart attack.
He wrote for the radio shows
Hallmark Playhouse, Screen Guild
Players and Andy Hardy among
others and before his death completed the script for "The Gentle
Years," to be included in the Ethel
Barrymore Theatre TV series. He
is survived by his wife, a son and
a daughter.
Cioffi Wounded
CBS RADIO news correspondent
Louis Cioffi suffered a leg wound
while interviewing American soldiers on the Korean front last
week. Mr. Cioffi was the first American correspondent hit by enemy
fire in more than a year. He is
convalescing in Seoul and is expected to be back on the air shortly, according to CBS Radio officials
in New York.

NEW

MEDIA

EQUALITY
Brookings Gives Radio-TV Better Treatment

A MINOR revolution involving reorientation ofpublic relations policy toward broadcast media has
begun at The Brookings Institution,
a privately-endowed research organization which dabbles in the
social sciences.
The public service agency, which
touches the Rockfeller and Carnegie foundations, among others,
for not inconsiderable grants of
money, is taking a less medieval
view of its relations with radio and
television.
The institution had snubbed radio-TV last August in releasing its
publication, Health Resources in
the United States, on which both
MBS and NBC-TV were denied
equal treatment with the press
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 18].
Brookings' newest work, Major
Problems in United States Foreign
Relations, has been released to
broadcasters and other media newsmen in Washington, D. C, under
a new limited distribution policy.
Implied in the new concept, too, is
the possibility that handling of the
agency's future publications may
be "farmed out" to a public relations firm. Even news conferences
are being discussed.
The institution publishes about
a dozen books a year, claiming influence through press releases, the
sale and distribution of the printed
volumes, special articles and addresses, and "radio, movie, and
television programs." The releases
are carried by AP, UP, INS and
local newspapers, the institution
explains.
Last Aug. 11, the philanthropic
organization, which maintains no
public relations department and
maintains a dim view of other than
the pencil reporting school of
journalism, released its Health
Resources in the United States.
Without fanfare — and perhaps
without malice — the institution released the study to the wire serv-

THE LATEST

WSB Approves increase
WAGE Stabilization Board has
approvedcrease15%
contract,weekly
agreed wage
upon inby
CBS Hollywood and Publicists
Guild last April [B«T, May 5].
Contract, affecting 13 members,
raises starting salary from $77 to
$86.50 for 40-hour five-day week
and is retroactive to January 1.
Fringe benefits hitherto had been
approved.

achievement."
NAEB CONVENTION
Walker Heads Speakers
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker and
Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.)
head a list of guest speakers to
appear before the National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters 1952
convention
in Minneapolis, Nov.
6-8.

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

Major topics to be aired at the
convention include getting into
educational TV; educational radio's
survival, and the small school station.

WCKY

SELL
TO

YOUR
THE

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

PRODUCT
SOUTH

On WCKY's JAMBOREE, the program with
a National Reputation as the "SELLINGEST"
Program on the Air.
BUY

the WCKY JAMBOREE and
SELL the SOUTH with a
Selling Power of 50 Grand in Watts
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ices and newspapers. On the other
hand, it flatly rejected bids by MB.S
and NBC-TV to bring the report
to the American listening and viewing public. It made no routine
effort, even, to send the releases
to radiomen.
It was learned that Les Higbe,
MBS Washington commentator,
sought to have a Brookings representative explain highlights of the
report in laymen's language. He
attempted to record a two-minute
report for inclusion in the Mutual
Newsreel. An NBC-TV representative in New York also sought the
technical assistance of officials to
film segments. He, too, was unsuc es ful, itwas reported.
Radio-TV newsmen confide that
lack of procedure is typical of
such organizations — the National
Geographic Society and others.
Brookings claims that its publications yield annual revenues
ranging from $60,000 to $100,000
"in this most important means of
affecting opinion in responsible
quarters." The institution has made
no attempt to popularize its findings in book form, nor to set up a
public relations department as such,
let alone a radio-TV division.
Robert D. Calkins, the second
president of the Brookings Institution, was inaugurated on May 19,
1952, succeeding Harold G. Moulton, who retired. The possibility
of appointing a public relations specialist— to deal with government as
well as media — was under study
to bolster a claim of "30 years of

CANADIAN RATINGS
U. S. Shows Lead Top 10
TWO Canadian programs are
among the first 10 evening network shows rated most popular in
Canada during September by Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. Leading are Radio Theatre with a rating of 18.1, followed by Twenty
Questions, 16.4; Mario Lanza, 13.7;
Doris Day, 12.9; Great Gildersleeve, 12.8; Treasure Trail, 11.7
(Canadian); Club 15, 10.4; Father
Knows Best, 9.9; John & Judy, 9.7
(Canadian), and Championship
Fights, 9.
Five leading daytime programs were
Ma Perkins, 14.9; Big Sister, 14.6; PepYoung's
Family,
14.1; Road 13.5.
of Life,
13.6, perand
Right
to Happiness
Fiveningleading
French-language
shows were Un Homme et eveSon
Peche, 30.7; Metropole, 25; La Pause
qui Rafraichait, 17.6; Jouez Double,
17.3, and Chanson de VEscadrille, 17.2.
Five
French-language
daytime
shows leading
were Jeunesse
Doree, 27.1;
Rue
Principale,
26.8;
Les
Joyeux
Troubadours,
21.2;
Grande
Soeur,
19.2,
and
Tante Lucie, 19.6.

• Telecastin,

to Sslliman
JOHN A. MOFFET, formerly with
Russell P. May and William L.
Foss Inc., has joined the consulting
radio-TV engineering firm of Robert M. Silliman, Washington. Announcement ofthe association was
made by Mr. Silliman last week.
GOVERNMENT of Yugoslavia has ordered a100 kw radio transmitter from
Westinghouse Electric International
Co. The transmitter is similar to a
50 kw unit ordered by the same nation
in 1951.

Covers
of the Hich
Centred

8I«Y* Market

Ask Headley-Reed
October 20, 1952
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Oct. 20-22: IRE-RTMA Annual Meeting, Hotel Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y.
Oct. 20-23: Financial Public Relations
Assn. annual convention, Coronado,
Calif.
Oct. 28-29: AAAA Eastern Conference
(New York, New England & Atlantic
Councils) fall regional convention,
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Nov. 3-4: Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. Annual Meeting, Royal York
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
Nov. 6-7: NARTB Radio Standards of
Practice Committee, NARTB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Nov. 6-8: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters 1952 Convention,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nov. 6-8: Sixth annual Southern Industrial Editors Institute, U. of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
Nov. 6-8: CBC Board of Governors
meeting, Ottawa, Ont.
Nov. 7-8:
Michigan
Assn. ofFort
Broadcasters, Annual
Convention,
Shelby
Hotel, Detroit.
Nov. 9-16: National Radio & Television
Week.
Nov. 11: National Conference of Christians and Jews awards luncheon,
Washington.
Nov. 17-18:
Copyright
Committee,NARTB
NARTB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Nov.
19-22:
Sigma
Delta
Chi,
National
convention, Denver.
Nov. 20-21: NARTB Insurance Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Dec. 1-3: National Assn. of Radio News
Directors convention, Cleveland.
Dec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 4: NARTB Radio Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 5-6: Educational TV conference,
Indiana U., Bloomington, Indiana.
Dec.
8-9: NARTB TV Board, Cat Cay,
Bahamas.
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
Feb.
5-7, 1953:& Southwestern
I.R.E.
Conference
Electronics Show,
Plaza Hotel, San Antonio.
April 18:nical
Seventh
Spring TechConference,Annual
Cincinnati.
April 29-May 2, 1953: NARTB Convention, Biltmore Hotel, Los Angeles.
ADVERTISING Yearbook will be published in January by the Chicago
Federated Adv. Club. Book will include listings of CFAC members as
well as those in 19 affiliated advertising groups, background information
on each group and editorials by profes ionals on various phases of the
industry.

WNBQ
PROMOTION
Open House for Executives
MORE than 300 top-level client,
prospective client and agency executives were invited Wednesday
by WNBQ (TV), NBC m & o outlet in Chicago, to an open house at
its Merchandise Mart headquarters Oct. 29 and 30 [B»T, Oct. 13].
The TV promotion, unique among
larger stations, may serve as a
pilot operation to be followed later
by others in the network's chain.
Management from manufacturing companies and advertising
agencies, along with timebuyers,
will be able to see the entire operations plan of the video station.
Agenda has been divided into
four major activities: (1) demonstration of live programming;
(2) film department demonstrations; (3) a continuous exhibition
of the station's original live station-break policy, and (4) complete
tours of all TV facilities. Harry
C. Kopf, Central Div. vice president and manager of WMAQ (AM)
and WNBQ (TV), will be host,
assisted by George Heinemann, TV
program manager.
CBFT (TV) Rate Increase
WITHIN two months of starting
telecasts on CBFT (TV) Montreal,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
announced effective Nov. 1, rate
increases on the station, from $500
an hour to $750 an hour, and other
time segments proportionately.
There are estimated to be about
7,500 receivers in the Montreal
area, compared to only a few thousand when the station went on the
air Sept. 6.
More 'Freedom' Sales
SALES of Freedom, U.S.A., new
Frederic W. Ziv Co. transcribed
radio program, has reached more
than 550, Alvin E. Unger, Ziv
radio sales vice president, announced last week. Latest purchaser is the Farmers Insurance
Co. for showing over WCCO
Minneapolis, KGW Portland, Ore.,
KEYS Corpus Christi, KFAB
Omaha and WOAI San Antonio.
—
—
—

FIRST

IN

NEWS

IN SPORTS
IN MUSIC

ASK TO SEE THE
APRIL 1952 HOOPER
SEE RAM BEAU
NEW YORK — CHICAGO —
LOS ANGELES
IMPACT
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MICHIGAN

PRIVACY
KAB SESSIONS
Hardesty Hits Time Grabs
"FREE time grabs" in the guise
of publicity handouts from advertisers and trade groups are depriving radio stations of millions
of dollars in revenue each year,
the Kentucky Assn. of Broadcasters was told last week at its seventh annual fall meeting in Ashland,attended.
Ky. About 100 KAB members
This condition was cited in a
luncheon address last Monday by
John F. Hardesty, director of local
promotion for BAB. Sales and
program clinics dominated the
Monday-Tuesday meeting, held at
the Henry Clay Hotel, with J. W.
Betts, WFTM
Maysville,
Ky., presiding as retiring
KAB 'president.
Mr. Hardesty also took part in
the sales clinic.
Mr. Hardesty urged management
to personally scan all incoming
releases of questionable news value.
He cited transcribed announcements and five-minute interviews
as the "most deadly weapons in
theAttention
arsenal ofof the
time' boys."
KAB'freedelegates
also
was referred by Mr. Hardesty to
chain store managers who refuse
daily to acknowledge stations as
an advertising medium but who,
when named to civic groups, turn
to broadcasters for public service
time.
Paul G. Blazer, board chairman
of Ashland Oil & Refining Co.,
told members the greater part of
a $1 million ad budget this year
would go to radio.
Joe Eaton, WKLO Louisville,
was elected president for 1953.
Other officers named were Mike
Layman, WSFC Somerset, first
vice president; Sam Livingston,
WKYB Paducah, second vice president; Hugh Potter, re-elected secretary-treasurer. Georgia Bates,
WLBJ Bowling Green, was elected
honorary secretary-treasurer.
KULA

SNARES THIEF
'Advertiser' Traps Self

RIGHTS

Attorney Warns of Pitfalls
PRIVACY is the right to be let V
alone, the right
not entertainment
to have one's
personality
used for
or advertising purposes without his
written consent, Samuel Spring,
attorney and author of "Rights &
Risks," said Wednesday in a talk
before the National Television Film
Council luncheon in New York.
Mr. Spring warned his audience
against taking chances of being
sued for invasion of privacy, urging them to get clearances in writing where they can and to consult
their attorneys where there is any
doubt. With the growth of television, many cases of alleged inva-.
sion of privacy are certain to come
to court, he said, with the outcome
of the cases much less certain because of the difficulty of determining when a TV camera pickup
of an individual is news reporting,
which is permissible without consent, or when it is entertainment,
which is not. Even if the pickup
is clearly reporting, such as a
camera pan of a crowd at a sporting event, it might become entertainment and an invasion of privacy if the camera were to linger
unduly on an individual whose
dress or action might make him of
more than passing interest.
Mr. Spring cited cases, to illustrate the lack of precise definitions
and the uncertainty as to how any
particular case may be decided.
He concluded with another warning to consult a competent attorney
whenever there is any doubt as
to whether invasion of privacy
is involved.
Church of God Release
CHURCH of God is releasing by
transcription the program, Christian Brotherhood Hour, to 175 stations in 38 states and several foreign nations. Program, which
started in 1947, features Dr. W.
Dale Oldham as radio minister and
is produced under direction of a
radio commission headed by Dr.
Adam W. Miller, with Wesley Neal,
program director.

GREENVILLE
is
ADVERTISING does pay and the
exception which proves the rule
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
turned up on KULA Honolulu.
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
Jack Irvine, KULA account exIn RETAIL SALES
ecutive, sold a program series entitled Best Buys to the Piggly WigGREENVILLE $167,610,000
gly chain of stores. The series
offers
broadcasts
of listeners'
ads onfree
items
they want
to buy,
Columbia 146,483,0001
sell or exchange.
Charleston 135,000,000
In preparation for the first show,
one store manager turned over to
Sales Management 1952
the station several items which had
been tacked on the store bulletin
YOURS WITH
board.
MAKE !T
An alert policeman happened to
WFI
be listening and recognized the
The News-Piedn ion* Station, Greenvil'e.
description of a camera which had
been stolen. The ad even contained
NBC affiliate 500
for0 the
WATTS
[| £
the name and address of the person
Greenville-Andersonhaving possession of the camera.
Spartanburg Markets
The thief hadn't counted on the
bulletin board advertising being
Represented by Avery-Knodel
multiplied by the power of radio.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting ti

CANADIAN SETS
TV Sales Jump in August
SALES OF TV receivers jumped
in August in eastern Canada with
advent of first two Canadian TV
stations at Montreal and Toronto,
according to a report of the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn., Toronto.
Sales in August were 12,799 sets
valued at $5,683,208, compared with
7,492 sets valued at $3,398,944 in
•July. Prior to July, monthly sales
had been averaging about 5,000
:sets.
! In the first eight months of 1952
i total of 50,968 TV receivers worth
$23,387,009 were shipped by manufacturers. This compares with 21,357 sets valued at $11,678,062 in
;the same period in 1951. At the
end of August, about 39% of all
TV sets marketed in Canada since
TV set manufacturing started have
been sold in the Toronto-Hamilton
area, about 31% in the Windsor
area, opposite Detroit, 16% in the
Niagara Falls area, close to Buffalo, and 9% in Montreal. Remainder was sold mostly in Vancouver area.
RIAS

CONGRATULATIONS are in order for a station personality as Westinghouse
Electric Corp. observes third anniversary of its sponsorship of You Can Be
Sure on KMOX St. Louis. Surprise party was given Sept. 25 for Curt Ray
(seated, I), who conducts program. L to r: (standing) John Cox Jr., Westinghouse manager, and Bob Hyland, KMOX assistant manager; seated, Mr. Ray;
Vera Wagner of Westinghouse, and Gene Wilkey, KMOX manager.

Willson
BENTON

Jammed

TRANSMITTER power of RIAS,
U. S.-operated radio station in
West Berlin, will be stepped up to
help counteract Soviet jamming, it
has been reported. Walter Donnelly, U. S. High Commissioner
in Bonn, Germany, disclosed the
Russians are jamming Germanlanguage programs to East Germany. He told the Foreign Press
A.ssn. that RIAS (Radio in American Sector) broadcasts were jammed because of the effect they have
had on Iron Curtain listeners.
RIAS is used along with the Voice
of America to spread the U. S.
/'Campaign of Truth."
MAB Convention
MICHIGAN Assn. of Broadcasters
will hold its annual convention
Nov. 7-8 at Detroit's Fort Shelby
3otel, D. E. Jayne, general maniger, WELL-AM-FM Battle Creek,
and MAB president, announced last
veek.

LIKES TV
And Hopes Viewers Like Him Nov. 4

SEN. William Benton (D-Conn.),
candidate for re-election to the
U. S. Senate, will stick to two type
programs in his radio-TV campaigning— the sidewalk interview
and the question-and-answer format— if he adheres to the suggestions of his Connecticut TV audience.
The Senator fortnight ago reported results of a contest designed
to elicit comments on campaigning
techniques and he simultaneously
began a TV series incorporating
those suggestions. The letters were
in response to his experiment on
WNHC-TV New Haven last month
when he used six different program
approaches [B»T, Oct. 6, Sept. 29].
The Connecticut Democrat also
announced contest winners named
by a panel of three judges, including Robert K. Richards, assistant
to the president- of NARTB. Contest was based on the Senator's
contention that video will revolu-

tionize campaigning.
The question-and-answer format
is
Youthpatterned
Wants to after
Know. NBC
After- TV's
the
program, he submits himself to
queries from a panel of constituents from all walks of life.
Sidewalk interviews feature the
Senator in real-life meetings with
his constituents.
The Senator launched two 30minute programs two weeks ago.
They were increased to three last
week. Additionally, a 14-minute
film, "Bill Benton, Fighting Senator," is to be shown on television
six or eight times.
Sen. Benton's recent seven-hour
radio-TV talkathon evoked mixed
comment, with objectors scoring
repetitious questions. Reaction to
a Meet the Press format also was
varied. Some favored the incisive
questions put by the reporters;
others claimed newspapermen did
not typify the average citizen.
Among concrete suggestions put
to Sen. Benton: "Don't ever use
Howdy
Doody's
time onwithout
TV"; "We
want serious
programs
any

TheVoiLwKansas
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Appointed

KENNETH B. WILLSON, executive vice president of National Better Business Bureau, has been
elected president, succeeding the
late Edward L. Greene. Allan E.
Backman, a vice president of the
Bureau,
mer post.assumes Mr. Willson's for-

r
it's Marconi
... and for
AM, FM ! and TV
The ingredients are blended to perfection! You'll be first with the latest
equipment,
firstthein benefit
performance,
first to receive
of the
latest technical advances, because
Marconi are specialists in broadcasting equipment.
OPERATION — Marconi can bring a
wealth of experience to your broadcasting problems because Marconi
owns and operates one of the first
radio stations in North America.

gimmicks"; "Give us the old-fashioned, down-to-earth straight po-

CONSULTING SERVICE — Marconi can
help you with engineering plans and
surveys because Marconi has more
experience
these fields than anyone else in in
Canada.

speech."
Someliticalletters
offering subject
matter urged the Senator to speak
on ways and means of making the
Voice of America more effective
overseas.

EQUIPMENT — Everything from microphone to antenna, designed, installed, adjusted and guaranteed
. . . that's the experienced Marconi
service.

WTOC

WIBW

RADIO HOMES
Canadian Listing Released
COMPLETE 1952 listing of radio
homes in Canada has been released
in pamphlet form by the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto.
It lists all radio homes by provinces, metropolitan areas, county
and census divisions. This year for
the first time BBM city areas are
designated. They show each city
with satellite communities which
are included in the metropolitan
coverage areas. There is also a list
of all Canadian broadcasting stations as of August, 1952.
Total number of radio homes in
Canada, estimated as of Jan. 1,
1952, is given by BBM as 3,454,000,
or 94.4% of all Canadian households. By provinces, radio homes
are 1,220,000 in Ontario; 869,000,
Quebec; 348,000, British Columbia;
252,000, Alberta; 226,000, Saskatchewan; 198,000, Manitoba;
148,000, Nova Scotia; 112,000, New
Brunswick; 61,000, Newfoundland,
and 20,000, Prince Edward Island.

Is Host

WTOC Savannah, Ga., was host
last fortnight to civic officials at
a showing of the CBS Radio documentary film, "More Than Meets
the Eye." Ben Williams, WTOC
sales manager, presided.

Marconi
the greatest name
in radio and television
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Established 1902
Vancouver * Winnipeg • Toronto
Halifax
Montreal
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St. John'.

26 programs also will be filmed in
Alaska and the U. S.

Film Report
(Continued from page 80)
tribution of the guild sports library, group of 30-second film clips
of 400 sports personalities, to an
initial 19 TV stations. Total of
768,540 feet of film prints has been
ordered from Mercury Film Lab.
Inc., New York, based on a 52-station subscriber estimate, according
to guild president, Reub Kaufman.
Contracts include unlimited use
and receipt of 10 additional film
clips per month [B»T, July 14].
Distribution rights to Guild Film
Library have been acquired by
Guild Films, following contract
signing by Mr. Kaufman and partners, Robert L. Lippert, Jr., and
Holbrook N. Todd. New library,
is reduced to 16mm.
Jamieson
announces
quarter
Betsy and

TV Productions, Dallas,
the availability of a new
hour children's series,
the Magic Key.
^ %
Association Films Inc., TV film
producers and distributors, offering
special Fire Prevention Week film
this week to TV stations. Titled
Crusaders Against Fire, 20-min.,
16mm sound film is presented by
National Automatic Sprinkler &
Fire Control Assn.

offering TV stations free, 22-minute film, "Let's Talk Turkey," giving suggestions on how to prepare
bird for Thanksgiving.

Revue Productions, unit headquartered at Motion Picture Center
Studios, Hollywood, has started on
the
pilot filmTVin series.
America's Finest,
a half-hour

Distribution . . .
Guild Films Inc., New York, has
acquired distribution rights to
Call the Play, quarter-hour live and
film action sports TV quiz program.
The series will ultimately consist
of 152 programs to cover three
years of weekly programming.
Delivery of the first 13 shows will
be made this week.
* * *
Pictorial Films Inc., New York, has
acquired distribution rights (excluding the British Isles) for 18
color puppetoons produced by Toy
Town Producers in England, and
Western Hemisphere rights to five
color cartoons produced by British
Animated Films.

* * *
Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, has
completed
"The Corp.,
Studebaker
for Studebaker
South Story"
Bend.
Filmed in color for TV and theatrical release, the half-hour film
depicts the 100-year history of the
manufacturer and stars Russell
Hicks and Donald Woods. Jules
Bricken is producer.
Koitradom Shots . . .
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, stars
of CBS-TV I Love Lucy, have
formed Desilu Inc. for merchandising purposes. Edward Hamilton,
merchandise consultant, in charge
to deal with manufacturers.
* # *
Sarra Inc., New York, TV film commercials producers, appoints David
O. Alber Assoc. Inc., that city, as
public relations agents.

Peerless Television Productions,
N. Y., is offering full-length feature film, "March of the Wooden
Soldiers," on exclusive basis to one
TV station in each market for
Thanksgiving or Christmas period.
* % *
Library Films, N. Y., film producers, is releasing to TV stations
new one-reel film, "Born Equal,"
produced in collaboration with
UNESCO for use in connection
with United Nations Day, Oct. 24.
* * *
Association Films Inc., New York,
offering a free 15-minute film,
"Buttons Through the Years," giving Paris fashion hints and information on the history and creation
of buttons.
Association Films Inc., New York,

w ARD

PiPOcSuCtEOIi . . .
Lever Bros., New York, has again
signed Gross-Krasne Inc., Culver
City, to produce an additional 52
half-hour films for CBS-TV Big
Town, upon completion of the production firm's current contract for
the initial 26 programs. The contract reportedly involves $1,196,000.
Ziv TV Programs Inc., Hollywood,
has started filming half-hour TV
version of its syndicated radio
package, Favorite Story.
*. * *
Filmcraft Productions, Hollywood,
has started filming It's a Small
World, audience participation series
of 39 half-hour TV programs,
which is jointly owned by the firm
and Al Gannaway, series' star.
Mutual Television Productions,
Hollywood, now filming Jack London Theatre series, is completing
the third half-hour TV film in
Mexico City. Written by Aben
Kandel and Herb Kline, and directed by the latter, the proposed

gets
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Screen Gems TV Dept. has moved
from 729 Seventh Ave., New York,
to quarters at 233 W. 49th St.
% * *
Bing Crosby Enterprises, Culver
City, Calif., has moved to Hal
Roach Studios and goes into production this week on the next series
of half-hour films in Rebound for
Packard Motor Car Co. Harve
Foster
' is the producer
director.
Also headquartered
for -the
past
year at RKO Pathe Studios, executive and story departments moved
to 9028 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.
Thomas J. Corradine & Assoc.,
Hollywood, has been named west
coast film sales representative for
DuMont Television Network. Mr.
Corradine will purchase new video
film product and distribute already
acquired properties.
* * *
Johnny Maschio, h,ead, of Artists
Ltd., Hollywood talent agency, has
acquired TV film rights to the
comic strip,
"CaseySyndicate.
Ruggles," from
United
Features
* * *
Inexpensive method of testing film
commercials was claimed last week
by American Film Producers, New
York, which announced the delivery
of its first six TV test films to
Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith, New York. Bob
Gross of American Film said the
cost of each one-minute spot announcement was $233.33 as compared with the standard price of
$2,000 to $10,000. The films do
not go on the air but will be seen
by a test audience.

WBTV (TV) CLINIC
Program last
Planned
PLANSLarger
were underway
week for a WBTV (TV) Charlotte TV
Clinic, postponed once [B*T, Oct.
13] after
indicated a moreindustry
ambitiousreaction
clinic would
be justified.
Originally,
was Oct.
scheduled for Oct. the
22-23clinic
[B»T,
6].
After the industry greeted the announcement with widespread en- j
thusiasm, it was decided to set
back the clinic until Dec. 3-4. Some 1
150 to 200 persons are expected.
by Kling-United Studios, Chicago,
producers, and United Television
Programs Inc., Chicago, distribu-*
tors.
PSI-TV Inc., New York., TV film
producer and distributor, has
opened a branch office at 246
Stuart Street, Boston, under the
direction of Edward Ruff and Irving
M. Farber. % * *
Dougf air Corp. has acquired exclusive exclusive rights to more than
2 million feet of film from The
American Museum of Natural History, New York. The film, covering
30 years of world expeditions, will
be edited and released to TV, theatres and schools.
* * *
Telenews Productions Inc. released
to TV stations last week a special
edition of Telenews Daily containing what was said to be the first
direct statement made to the American public by Gen. Mohammed
Naguib, prime minister of Egypt.
film People . . .
Oliver Unger, executive vice president, Snader Telescription Sales
and headquartered in New York,
has resigned to set up his own TV
film distribution firm. He continues on Snader Telescriptions
Corp. board of directors.
* * *
Al Joyce, producer on KNBH (TV)
Hollywood Your Big Moment, to
Gross-Krasne Inc., Culver City, to
Town. publicity for CBS-TV's Big
handle
* # *
Pat Kane, production staff of Lewis
& Clark Inc., Chicago, producers of
filmed TV shows, has been named
supervising producer of a new
show, Nothing but the Truth, a
five-minute continuing series, starring Alexander McQueen.
* * *
Norman
Retchin, executive
assistantproducer
to Jac-"
ques
Braunstein,
of Screen Televideo Productions,
Hollywood, adds duties as story
editor.
William Sands, film division of
NBC-TV Hollywood, joins production department of Filmcraft Productions, that city.
* !(* $t

Danny Cahn, film editor for Desilu
Reduction in price of the Old Productions, Hollywood, on CBSAmerican Barn Dance film series TV's / Love Lucy, won the American Cinema Editors quarterly
by as much as 20% in some
award for TV film editing.
markets was announced last week
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin
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OCTOBER

»

mm

9 THROUGH

OCTOBER

16

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
vSTL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 95.
Glenwood Rd., Richfield.
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WJBC-FM Bloominsrton, III.: WMTJN
(FM) Muncie, Ind.; WCRA Effingham,
111.;
KWGB
Goodland, Kan.; KRONTV San
Francisco.

October 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1490 kc
WPIDauthorized
Piedmont,newAla.AM,— Mod.
CP,
which
to change
from
1280
kc,
1
kw-D
to
1490
kc,
250
w unl. AMENDED to change type
trans.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Extension of Completion Date
AM— 1600 kc
KPPC Pasadena, Calif— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized installation of
WJEE Springfield, Ohio — Mod. license to increase power from 500 kwnew tiontrans.,
date. for extension of compleD to 1 kw-D.
License for SSA
KWSK Pratt, Kan. — Mod, CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
KWBU
Corpus
Christi
for
extension of completion date.
SSA to operate on
1030— License
kc, 50 kw
WJJL
Niagara
Falls,
N.
Y.
—
Mod.
CP,
using
non-DA
during
hours
from
as mod., which authorized change in
cal sunrise at Boston, Mass., to loLS
trans, location and installation of verat Corpus Christi.
tical
ant.,
for
extension
of
completion
date.
KCAR Clarksville, Tex.— Mod. CP, October 10 Applications . . .
which authorized new AM, for extenACCEPTED FOR FILING
sion of completion date.
License for CP
WTIC
Hartford,
Conn.—
Mod.
CP,
as
mod., which authorized installation of
KFRB
Fairbanks,
Ala. — License for
new aux. trans., for extension of comCP, as mod., which authorized
pletion date.
change in frequency and ant. system.
Change Transmitter Location
KPOL Los Angeles — License for CP,
WSLM
Salem, Did.— Mod. CP, as as mod., which authorized new AM.
mod., which authorized new AM, to
WTND Orangeburg, S. C. — License
CP, which authorized change in
change trans, and main studio loca- for
tion. AMENDED to change trans, type. frequency.
Norfolk, Va.— License for CP,
KXLX Great Falls, Mont. — CP to as WR«P
mod., which authorized new AM.
change trans, and studio location from
Park Hotel, Park Dr. & Central Ave.,
TENDERED FOR FILING
Great Falls, to intersection of Smelter
Replace Expired CP
Ave.
Falls. and U. S. Rt. 87 by-pass, Great
KSWB Yuma, Ariz. — CP to replace
expired
CP
which authorized new AM.
WKVBandRichmond,
Ind. — CPfrom
to change
trans,
studio location
25 S.
9th St., to back of Midget Speedway,
October 14 Decisions . . .
N. side of U. S. 40 W. of Richmond.
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
License for CP
License Granted
WARM Scranton, Pa. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized change
WHSA
Madison,
Wis. — Granted liin frequency, power increase installacense for noncommercial educational
tion of new trans, and DA-DN.
FM Ch. 210, 50 kw, 450 ft.
WIMS-FM Michigan City, Ind.— LiWFSI Lakeland, Fla. — Granted licensecensedforFM.CP to make changes in license for noncommercial educational
FM
Ch. 201, 10 w.
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa — License
for CP, as mod., which authorized
WNCA Siler City, N. C— Granted lichanges in licensed FM.
cense for new AM 1570 kc, 1 kw-D.
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— License for CP,
WSFT Thomaston, Ga. — Granted liwhich authorized change in frequency,
cense covering change in trans, and
increase in power, change in hours main studio
locations.
ofoperation,
installation
of
new
trans,
WWOC Manitowoc, Wis. — Granted liand change in ant. system.
cense for new AM 980 kc, 500 w-D.
Change ERP
KDSXcenseDenison,
Tex. —in Granted
WICA-FM
Ashtabula, Ohio — Mod.
covering change
frequency,lilicense
to
change
ERP
from
52
kw
to
decrease
in
D
power,
change
in hours
40 kw.
of operation from D to unl., installation
of
DA-DN
and
change
in
trans,
Increase Antenna Height
location; 950 kc, 500 w-DA-2, unl.; condition.
KOLN Lincoln, Neb. — CP to increase
ant. tower height and add TV transWDSC-FM Bil'on, S. C— Granted liant. at top and specify corcense for FM Ch. 225, 8.8 kw, 290 ft.
rect sitemitting
coordinates.
Change Antenna Type
Change Transmitter Type
KMTV Omaha, Neb.— Granted CP to
WKAQ San Juan, P. R. — Mod. CP, change
type ant. of TV station and
which authorized change in aux. trans.
reduce
location and installation of new aux.
1.35 kw trans,
aur. output power 2.0 kw vis.,
trans., to change trans, type.
WWNY-FM Watertown, N. Y. — GrantWGSW Greenwood, S. C— Mod. CP,
ed CP to make changes in licensed
which authorized new AM, to change
station to change type ant.
type trans.
WJOI-FM Florence, Ala. — Granted
Modification of CP
mod. CP to change type ant.
KSEN Richfield, Utah — Mod. CP,
Change Transmitter Type
which authorized new AM, for approval
of ant., trans, and studio location as
KEUN
Eunice, La. — Granted mod.
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

CP to change type trans.
WLCS
Baton
Rouge,
— Granted
mod.
CP to
change
type La.
trans.
Change Transmitter Location
WPRT
Prestonsburg, Ky.— Granted
mod. CP to change trans, location and
type
trans. Menominee, Mich. — Granted
WMAW
mod.
cation. CP to move ant. and trans, loChange Transmitter Location
WJMC Rice Lake, Wis.— Granted CP
to change trans, and studio location
and install new ant. and ground system.
Extension of Authority
Americanextension
Bcstg. Co.,
New York to
—
Granted
of authority
transmit recorded programs from 30
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, and
other points throughout the United
States where licensee maintains studios to all broadcast stations under
control of Canadian authorities that
may be heard consistently in United
States, for period beginning 3 a.m.
EST, 11-9-52, and ending in no event
later than
3 a.m.
vided program
has EST,
been, 11-9-53,
is being,pro-or
will
be broadcast in United States by
licensee.
Extension of Completion Date
granted mod.
forFollowing,
extensionwere
of completion
datesCP'sas
shown: WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y., to
12-31-52; KXLR North Little Rock,
Ark., to 4-7-53; WSLM Salem, Ind.,
to 12-26-52; WJFR Caguas, P. R., to 418-53; KTHS Little Rock, Ark., to
1-1-53; WICU Erie, Pa. to 4-24-53;
KPPC Pasadena, Calif, to 4-5-53.
Modification of CP
WOOW
New approval
Bern, N.of C—
mod. CP for
ant.,Granted
trans,
and main studio location.
Delete FM
WSBA-FM York, Pa.— Granted request to cancel license and delete FM.
KFVS-FM Cape Girardeau, Mo. —
Granted
delete FM.request to cancel CP and
Change ERP
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa. — Granted
mod. CP to change ERP from 260 kw
vis., 134 kw aur. to 260 kw vis., 135 kw
aur. and change trans, location and
ant. height from 1780 to 1770 ft.
AM— 1370 kc
KGNO covering
Dodge City,
Kan.—in Granted
license
increase
power,
installation of new transmitter and
DA for night use only, and change
transmitter location; 1370 kc, 1 kw,
5 kw-LS, DA-N, U; condition.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
KYA San Francisco — Granted petition to amend application for renewal
of license
change name of applicant to KYA to Inc.

P. Cooper
Examiner
Hearing Bcstg.
ByPinellas
Co., Basil
St. Petersburg,
Fla. — Granted petitions to amend application for new TV to specify new
ant. site, change estimated costs of
construction, operation and financing,
and to reflect an amendment in articles of incorporation to specifically

authorize that company to own
operate radio facilities; ordered
effective date of amendments is
10, 1952, date
on which
examiner
nounced decision
to parties.

and
that
Oct.
an-

By Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison
The Radio Station KFH Co., Wichita,
Kan. — Granted petition filed Sept. 30,
1952,amend
to amend
TV
to
exhibitapplication
2, footnote for(3);new
amend
answers to sec. Ill, par. 1(a) and Kc),
delete page 1 and substitute new page
therefor in exhibit 6; delete pages 1
and 2 of sec. IV and substitute new
pages;substitute
delete exhibits
10, 12therefor.
and 13
and
new exhibits
Wichita Beacon Bcstg. Co., Wichita,
Kan. — Granted
to amend
appli-'
cation
for new motion
TV to show
increase
in
minimum hours of operation, revisions of estimated cost of construction and financing thereof, as well as
estimated
costyear,
of operation
and revenue for first
and substitute
new
program schedule with revised analyses and policy statements and enlargement of proposed staff.
Taylor Radio & Television Corp.,
Wichita, Kan. — Granted petition to
amend application for new TV to add:
"Based
87
hoursupon
and a23 weekly
minutes.operation
Applicant,of
however, will expand its operating
schedule
year's operation to aduring
total the
of first
119 hours
and 2
minutes
week." Corp. Inc., WichWichita perTelevision
ita, Kan. — Granted motion to amend
applicationnancialforstatements
new of
TV certain
to submitstockfisubscribers giving further information
with reference to assets and liabilities.
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
KXL Broadcasters, Portland, Ore. —
petition to amend application for new
TV to show reduction in tower height
by 29 ft. and to submit details as to
how
the proposed tower will be sectionalized.
By Hearing
Examiner
James
D. Cunningham
Metropolitan Television Co., Denver,
Co'. — Granted motion to amend application for new TV insofar as it involves (1) data with respect to consum ation of assignment to it of licenses of KOA and KOA-FM, (2) addition of Don Searle as general manager,gram
(3) modifications
sample proschedule and inaccompanying
analyses, and (4) revised engineering
data designed
to site;
correctdenied
error motion
in location of trans,
in all other respects.
ByElizabeth
Hearing C.Examiner
Smith
Columbia Empire Telecasters Inc.,
Portland, Ore. — Granted petition to
amend application for new TV to correct geographical coordinates of proposed trans, site.

14 AppHaSOtionS
October
ACCEPTED
FOR kcFILING
AM— 1320
WANA Anniston, Ala. — Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, to change
(Continued on page 90)

THAT
EARS

HEAR

IN Y0UNGST0WN ARE EARS THAT BUY!
WBBW'S concentrated coverage is not
wasted on cornfields. Here's pin point selling
that falls on receptive ears, "buying"
ears — right in a market that really counts.
WBBW — the new ABC
affiliate in Youngstown
brings you . . .
Concentrated Coverage
TJU66UT
and
No Waste Circulation
REP. FORJOE & CO. INC.

October 20, 1952

•

Page 89

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 89)
from 1490 kc. 250 w unl. to 1320 kc, 1
kw-D. AMENDED to make frequency
change and change type trans.
Replace Expired CP
KSWB
CP to new
replace
expired CP,Yuma,
whichAriz.—
authorized
AM
on 1240 kc, 250 kw unl.
License for CP
KSFE authorized
Needles, Calif.—
License for CP
which
new AM.
WTVB Coldwater, Mich. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized change
in hours of operation, increase in
power, installation of DA and change
in ant. and trans, systems.
WEYE Sanford, N. C— License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM.
Modification of CP
WBET Brockton, Mass.— Mod. CP
which authorized change in freauency.
hours of operation and installation of
DA-N to make changes in DA.
WPEL Montrose, Pa. — Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval
of ant., trans, location and specify
studio location.
Extension of Completion Date
KDEF Albuquerque, N. M. — Mod.
CP. as mod., which authorized new
AM, for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WMC effective
Memphis, height
Tenn. —ofMod.
change
NW CP
towerto
of DA array.
October 15 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
AM— 1290 kc
WIRK
Palm Beach,
Fla.—from
Grant-1
ed CP West
to increase
power
kw-D to 5 kw-D, change from DA-2 to
DA-N, and install new trans., operating on 1290 kc, 1 kw-N.
Change Antenna System
WBAM Montgomery, Ala. — Granted
FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING

W
Q A h
Scranton, Pa.
USES

—FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS !
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity end features you
require— -<J a price you want to payl
FITS EVERY PURPOSE— EVERY PURSE!
[
PORTABLE — UGHTWEIGHT
Record«f in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
.Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOIE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining oniti:
corder
cabinets.in rich Magnefor new cdtplog —
INC.
' ' . " Av«., Chicago 1,
■ 1 Michigan
[Mogne«wrff
V lru.r 360N.

Page 90
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October 20, 1952

mod. CP to make changes in ant.
system.
Extension of Authority
KWIN Ashland, Ore. — Granted extension of autherity to remain silent
for additional 90 days from Sept. 11,
1952, pending reorganization. Station
not to resume broadcasting without
Commission approval if control is transferred.
KPRS Olathe, Kan.— Granted extension of authority to remain silent to
April
1953, pending
move to6, Kansas
City, Mo.completion of
Advised of Hearing
WILK Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Bucktail
Bcstg. Corp., Emporium, Pa. — Are being advised that applications of WILK
for mod. license to change from DADN
application
tail toforDA-N,
new and
station
on 980 ofkc Buckwith
500 w-D, solidated
indicate
necessity
of interconhearing
because
of
ference.
License Renewals
Following were granted renewal of
licenses on regular basis:
WTWA Thomson, Ga.; WCLC Flint
Mich.; WATG-FM Ashland, Ohio;
WTJST (FM) Bethesda, Ml; WMUS
Muskegon, Mich.; KORA Bryan, Tex.;
WJEJ Hagerstown, Md.; WKOV Wellston, Ohio; KPHO-TV Des Moines,
Iowa; WGRM Greenwood, Miss.;
WIBM - FM Jackson, Mich.; WCAX
Burlington, Vt.; KALT Atlanta, Tex.;
KBOA Kennett, Mo.; KBOE Oskaloosa,
Iowa; KCBS San Francisco; KCLW
Hamilton, Tex.; KCMO Kansas City;
KCNC Fort Worth, Tex.; KDDD Dumas,
Tex.; KEPO El Paso, Tex.; KFAL Fulton, Mo.; KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; KFI
Los Angeles; KFLD Floydada, Tex.;
KFRE Fresno, Calif.; KFTJO Clayton,
Mo.; KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.; KGNC
AmariHo, Tex.; KGO San Francisco;
KGU Honolulu; KIEV Glendale, Calif.;
KIKL Honolulu; KIFN Phoenix, Ariz.;
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa; KIRO Seattle,
Wash.; WJSK Columbus, Neb.; KLCN
Blytheville, Ark.; KLYN Amarillo,
Tex.; KMCO Conroe, Tex.; KMMJ
Grand Island, Neb.; KNTJJ New Ulm,
Minn.; KOAM Pittsburg, Kan.;
KOMW Omak, Wash.; KONO San Antonio, Tex.; KOPP Ogden, Utah;
KOSE Osceola, Ark.; KOWH Omaha,
Neb.; KPAN Hereford, Tex.; KPBM
Carlsbad, N. M.; KPET Lamesa, Tex.;
KSEO Durant, Okla.; KSFA Nacogdoches, Tex.; KSJV Centerville, Calif.;
KSKY Dallas, Tex.; KSPI Stillwater,
Okla.; KTBS Shreveport, La.; KTIS
Minneapolis, Minn.; KTOW Oklahoma
City, Okla.; KTRH Houston, Tex.;
KTRY Bastrop, La.; KTJLA Honolulu;
KTJOM Minneapolis, Minn.; KWOA
Worthington, Minn.; KWPC Muscatine,
Iowa; KWRE Warrenton, Mo.; KXIC
Iowa City, Iowa; KXL Portland, Ore.;
WACE Chicopee, Mass.; WAIT Chicago; WAPA San Juan, p. R.; WASL
Annapolis, Md.; WATC Gaylord, Mich.;
WATK Rolling, Wis.; WAYN Rockingham, N. C; WBAP Fort Worth, Tex.;
WBBO Forest
Baltimore,
Md. City, N. C; WBMD
WBOK New Orleans, La.; WCAL
Northfield, Minn.; WCAV Norfolk, Va.;
WCBD Chicago; WCBM Baltimore,
Md.; WCBS New York; WCCM Lawrence, Mass.; WCEC Rocky Mount, N.
C; WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.; WCKB
Dunn, N. C.; WCOR Lebanon, Tenn.;
WCPA Clearfield, Pa.; WCYB Bristol,
Va.; WDBC Escanaba, Mich.; WDIA
Memphis, Tenn.; WDMG Douglas, Ga.;
WDSM Superior, Wis.; WEDO McKeesport, Pa.; WEETJ Reading, Pa.; WENR
Chicago; WESA Charleroi, Pa.; WEW
St. Louis, Mo.; WFAA Dallas, Tex.;
WFOX Milwaukee, Wis.; WGBS Miami,
Fla.; WGN Chicago; WHAS Louisville,
Ky.; WHB Kansas City, Mo.; WHDH
Boston, Mass.; WHKK Akron, Ohio;
KHOD Homestead, Pa.; WHOS Decatur, Ala.; WHTN Huntington, W. Va.;
WHWL Nanticoke, Pa.; WIKY Evansville,
WIPR
Juan, Norfolk,
P. RWISR Ind.;
Butler,
Pa.;SanWJAG
Neb.; WJAT Swainsboro, Ga.; WJIG
Tullahoma, Tenn.; WJW Cleveland,
Ohio; WJZ New York; WKAR East
Lansing, Mich.; WKBC North Wilkesboro, N. C; WKBZ Muskegon, Mich.;
WKDN Camden, N. J.; WKRG Mobile,
Ala.; WLAW Lawrence, Mass.; WLBS
Birmingham, Ala.; WLIL Lenoir City,
Tenn.; WLS Chicago; WLSI Pikeville,
Ky.; WLW Cincinnati; WMAZ Macon,

Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

Ga.; WMBL Morehead City, N. C;
WMBM Miami Beach, Fla.; WMGY
Montgomery, Ala.; WMIX Mt. Vernon,
111.; WMPS Memphis, Tenn.; WMTC
Van Cleve, Ky.; WNYC New York;
WOAY Oak Hill, W. Va.; WOHS Shelby,
N. C; WOI Ames, Iowa; WOR New
York; WOSU Columbus, Ohio; WOTW
Nashua, N. H.; WPAL Charleston, S.
C; WPDX Clarksburg, W. Va.; WPIT
Pittsburgh, Pa.; WPTF Raleigh, N. C;
WRFD Worthington, Ohio; WRUF
Gainesville, Fla.; WSM Nashville,
Tenn.; WSON Henderson, Ky.: WSVS
Crewe, Va.; WSWN Belle Glade, Fla.;
WTPS New Orleans, La.; WVCH Chester, Pa.; WVLN Olney, 111.; WVPO
Stroudsburg, Pa.; WWL New Orleans,
La.; WWPF neapolis;
Palatka,
Fla.; WCCO
MinWERD Atlanta,
Ga.; WESC
Greenville, S. C; WFRO Fremont,
Ohio; WHLM Bloomsburg, Pa.; WIRJ
Humboldt, Tenn.; WJIV Savannah, Ga.;
WKNB New Britain, Conn.; WNAD
Norman, Okla.; WNAO Raleigh, N. C;
WNNT Warsaw, Va.; WPAQ Mount
Airy, N. C; WPIN Clearwater, Fla.;
WRNY Rochester, N. Y.; WROM Rome,
Ga.; WRRZ Clinton, N. C; WTAO
Cambridge, Mass.; WTPR Paris, Tenn.;
WVOK
WCPS S. Tarboro, N.Birmingham,
C; WEABAla.;
Greer,
C;
WKAB Mobile, Ala.; WORZ Orlando,
Fla.; WHEB Portsmouth, N. H.; WNOP
Newport, Ky.; WKTG Thomasville, Ga.
Change to Commercial FM
WFUM
(FM) Flint,
Granted
CP to change
from Mich.—
noncommercial
educational to a Class A commercial
to operate (noncommercially) on Ch.
POLAN

GRANT
FCC Refuses Review
FCC Oct. 9 denied a petition
by Valley Television Co., applicant
for uhf Channel 21 in Youngstown,
Ohio, asking reconsideration of the
Commission's grant without hearing of Channel 21 to Polan Industries on Sept. 19.
Valley Television had maintained
in its petition [At Deadline,
Oct. 6] that Channel 21 was granted only 17 working days after its
final allocation to that city. Substitution of Channel 21 for 33 at
Youngstown was made by the FCC
to correct an error in minimum
spacing of uhf channels [B*T,
Sept. tion
1].agreed
Valley
Television's
petiin effect
with FCC
Chairman Paul Walker and Comr.
Robert Bartley, both of whom dissented in the FCC grant order on
grounds
tries wasthe
too grant
hasty.to Polan IndusValley Television also had suggested questioning of financial
qualifications of Polan Industries
to construct and operate the
Youngstown station, plus a TV station in Ashland, Ky., for which
Polan has received a grant and
bids for four other TV outlets.

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

296; ERP 400 w, ant. 175 ft.; and
waiver of sec. 3.261 of rules to permit
station to remain silent Saturdays and
to operate
10 a.m. change
to 4 p.m.
Sundays. WFUMfrom
is making
because
operation on present channel caused
interference in Flint area to reception
of TV station on Ch. 6 in Lansing, a
distance of approximately 55 mi.
Extension of Authority
WMBI-FM Chicago, 111.— Granted extension of authority to remain silent
for period ending Jan. 1, 1953, pending
study and formulation of future plans.
Station not to resume broadcasting
without Commission approval if control
is transferred.
October 15 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Extension of Completion Date
KJNO Juneau, Alaska — Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
extension of completion date.
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska— Mod. CP,
as mod., which authorized new AM,
for extension of completion date.
KLX authorized
Oakland, changes
Calif. — inMod.
CP,
which
existing
AM, for extension of completion date.
WITJCauthorized
(FM) Urbana,
111.—inMod.
CP,
which
changes
existing
FM, for extension of completion date
to 5-15-53. Modification of CP
WRHT Griffin, Ga.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, for approval of
ant. trans, and
AM—studio
1060 kclocation.
WNOE New Orleans — CP to increase
power from 5 kw to 25 kw and make
changes in DA.
License for CP
WRKD
Rockland Me. — License for
AM.
CP, as mod., which authorized new
WCPS-FM Tarboro, N. C. — License
for CP, as mod., which authorized new
FM.
WWVA-FM Wheeling, W. Va.— LiCP as mod., which authorizedcensenewforFM.
Change Studio Location
WJMC-FM Rice Lake, Wis.— CP to
change trans, and studio location on
Hwy. 48, 1.9 mi. due W. of Junction &
Main Sts.; change type ant. to Andrew,
Typekw. No. 1304, 4-section; ERP to
9.3
Change Transmitter Type
WFTC Kinston, N. C— Mod. CP to
change type trans.
Change Transmitter Location
KFMJlocation.
Tulsa, Okla.— CP to change
trans,
AM— 1450 kc
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Mod. license
to increase power from 100 w to 250
w (contingent
on KVOU change in
frequency)
.
License Renewals
of Following
license: stations request renewal
WILL Urbana, 111.; WHBL Sheboygan, Wis.;Mesa,
WIGMAriz.;
Medford,
Wis.;
KTYL-FM
WEHS (FM)
Chicago; WMAQ-FM Chicago; WLOGFM Logan,
W. Wis.
Va.; WFHR-FM Wisconsin Rapids,
Change ERP
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio— Mod.
CP, which authorized new TV, to

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

DAV

EAU

STATION P!

L GUIDANCE

t. O. KM tV6

DY, NEW TOK
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CONSULT]

G

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

E ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
AOams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foes, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Prof tutorial Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

change ERF from 200 kw vis. 100 kw mi. N. 38.5° E. of center of Spokane.
aur. to 158 kw vis., 95 kw aur.
KERN-FM Bakersfield, Calif. — CP to
change ERP from 9.8 kw to 8.7 kw;
ant. height above average terrain
KXLY - TV Spokane, Wash. — Mod.
240 ft. to 238 ft.; move trans,
CP, which authorized new TV, to from
to AM trans, site 250 ft.
change ERP from 100 kw vis., 55 kw
WKBN-FM Youngstown, Ohio— CP
aur. to 47.9 kw vis., 28.8 kw aur.;
to change ERP from 18.5 kw to 25 kw;
trans, location from 41st & Regal Sts.,
(Continued on page 95)
Spokane, to Mt. Spokane, approx. 23
BROADCASTING
• T lecasting

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Groat Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
Son Francisco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Angela
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE •
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffnor

ROBERT

M. SILLIMAN

John A. Moffett — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.
WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*
RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
WALTER J. STILES
Consulting Television Engineer
1003 Loyalty Building, Portland, Oregon
ATwater 4282
Washington, D. C. — REpublic 6160

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA.
Elm Ave.Calif.
San Francisco 8, Calif.
Mill33 Valley,
DUnlav 8-4871
DOuglat i-ioiS
October 20, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
•
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication cfote.
Situations Wanted 20^ per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum * Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Commercial
MajortopSouthwestern net manager
affiliate —wants
man.
Now interviewing. High income, override, car allowance. Send complete details including photo to Box 728R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Sales manager with proven sales ability capable of carrying responsibility
of major accounts and directing activities of two other salesmen. Investigate thisSend
on*. full
It's employment
much betterrecord,
than
average.
references, photo. Replies confidential.
Box
756R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager for new 500 watt daytime
station to go on air about December
1. Send photo, resume and references.
WCHN, 54 North Broad Street, Norwich, New York.
Sales manager. Little Falls, N. Y. MBS
affiliate. Must have proven sales record.
Top opportunity for right man. Full
information to Bob Earle, WLSH, Little
Falls, or Art Feldman, MBS, 1440
Broadway, New York.
Salesmen
Aggressive salesman with good record.
Advancement opportunity, drawing
account (amount open) against 15%
commission. Happy, congenial staff to
support your sales efforts. Excellent
future with this company. Send complete information, references, photo.
Replies confidential. Box 757R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Special manradio
program
telephone
sales(comm.)
for GBA
campaigns
throughout CASTIU.
S.
Box
788R,
BROADNG .TELECASTING.
Expanding operations! Immediate opening aggressive salesman with imagination, no high pressure tactics, to become part of community. Send full
details first letter WDEC, Americus,
Georgia.
Salesman for local sales department.
Experienced man preferred. Immediate
opening available. Call or write C. T.
Garten, Radio Station WSAZ, Huntington, West Virginia.
Telephone salesman — single. Age 30 to
60 willing to travel, sell high grade
advertising services by local and long
distance telephone. Traveling expenses
paid. Salary and bonus opportunity to
go. Write F. P. Kendall, National Research Bureau, Inc., NRB Building,
Chicago 10, Illinois.
NBC station in highly competitive
Southern city will add one salesman
to present staff. Remuneration on commission basis with earnings up to
eight
thousand.
South Carolina. Box 297," Charleston,
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing that sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
letter. $80. for 44 hours. Box 900P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer with first phone.
Must have top announcing ability. CBS
station in Southeastern city. Send all
pertinent information, salary requirement, telephone number, etc. Box
319R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer-announcer, 1 kw Southeast
independent, TV future. $60.00 for 40
hours,
X\'z overtime.
Send disc
tape, picture,
employment
record,or
etc.
Box
527R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Staff announcer needed for Midsouth,
network and regional affiliate. Top pay
for top man plus good opportunity.
Box
618R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted neer.
— Combination
announcer-engiAccept on announcing.
Ability
more important than experience. Pacific Northwest coastal town, small solid
market. Send tape or disc, full details
first letter. Start $65.00. Box 660R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
New Eastern Pennsylvania station
needs three combination men. Must be
strong on announcing. First class ticket
necessary. Excellent salary for experisnced men. Permanent positions. 40
hour week. Send full particulars first
letter.
Box PP8R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Operator-announcer with first phone.
Announcing
experience
desired.
tral New York
indie. Top
salaryCenfor
right INGman.
Box 753R, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Minnesota station wants announcer
with first class license. Must be able
to type. Good salary. Good opportunity
for right man to earn extra money
selling. Box 780R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Progressive Blue-grass station needs
progressive young announcer-engineer.
If you've got ambition to learn, we'll
teach
you. If
a good
can read
andyou've
love gotradio
but voice,
lack
experience, answer this ad. Box 800R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Do impersonations famous stars, Crosby, Bugs Bunny, etc. Fast flowing adlib on DJ, mercials.
amusing,
easy to take
comCueing gimmicks.
Box 804R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer-special events man. Fast
growing regional independent station
needs man that can handle portable
tape recorder, do relief announcing
and who has a knowledge of local
news. Applicants apply with tape, salTexas.ary and full details. KFRD, Rosenberg,
Progressive kilowatt independent needs
permanent combo strong on announcing. Good pay, TV plans. Wire collect.
Ken Gilmore, KGBC, Galveston, Texas.
Announcer-engineer with first phone
emphasis announcing. $86.40 for 40
hours. Send letter and audition to
KREM, Spokane, Washington.
Wanted: 1-announcer and 1-combination announcer-engineer. Good pay,
down where the sunshine spends the
winter. Radio Station KVOU, Uvalde,
Texas.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
ticket with emphasis on announcing.
Send details including audition. Scale
$75.00 a week. KWBG, Boone, Iowa.
Combination announcer and engineer.
Improving on staff. Will be expanding soon, good opportunity with bright
future. WBEX, Box 244, Chillicothe,
Ohio.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Quality announcer. Must be experienced. Looking for permanent man.
Send tape, complete details first letter,
WCPS, Tarboro, North Carolina.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Beautiful Virginia — Combo announcerengineer wanted quickly. If good quality voice, we will train. $240 month
with automatic
raises guaranteed.
derful opportunity.
Write or Woncall
WCVA, Culpeper, Virginia.
Expanding
operations! Immediate
ing two announcers
with first openclass
tickets. Must have experience, ability
to adapt self to community. No hotshots,letter.
prima-donnas!
Send full
info
first
WDEC, Americus,
Georgia.
Experienced announcer or announcer
salesman. WGAT, Utica, New York.
Experienced announcer with first
phone.ing. Send
Start
$75.00. tape.
Emphasis
audition
WSLM,announcSalem,
Indiana.
South Georgia 1,000 watt station wants
experienced morning man with ticket.
$75.00 per week. WVOP, Vidalia, Georgia. Telephone 327.
Sports announcer. $70.00-$75.00 weekly.
Send
photo, letter. WVOT,
Wilson,record;ng,
North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Looking for top announcers, engineers,
copy writers
for work
our stations.
Sendphoto.
William Blizzard
history,
Southeastern Broadcasting System, Cordele, Ga.
Progressive Midwest 1 kw station has
a position for good combination announcer-copywriter. Heavy on copywriting.
$60.00 future.
a week Send
to start.
in immediate
repliesRaise
by
mail to Jim Hildebrand, c/o WTIM,
Taylorville, Illinois.
Wanted: 2 top combo men, 40 hours per
week, start $80.00. Send letter telling
all and audition record or tape immediately to Edward Jansen, Box 1712,
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
ING.
238K, BROADCASTING . TELECASTImmediate opening for first class transmitter engineer. 5 kw major Ohio market. Write Box 762R, BROADCASTING
ber.
. TELECASTING. Giving phone numTransmitter engineer, single. Some exOhio. Pleasant
working con- •
ditions.perience.
Box 803R,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer for California 1000 watt directional. Emphasis
announcing. 30 hours board — 10 hours
maintenance. Aggressive station with
TV application pending. Salary — $350.00
plus remote fees. Send tape, full details, first Cletter,
Box 806R, BROADASTING .TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for first class transmitter operator. No experience necesCBS affiliate.
or writeKAVE,
Harland sary.
Nifong,
Chief Wire
Engineer,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.
First class engineer. Announcing ability and experience desirable but not
required. WCHN, 54 North Broad
Street, Norwich, New York.
Nebraska. First class engineer wanted
for chief engineer position at KCOW,
Alliance, Nebraska. Job mainly technical. Opportunity for limited announcing. $325.00 per month, 40 hour
week.
Engineer, first phone. Immediate opening. KJFJ, Webster City, Iowa.
Engineer wanted. KOPR, Butte, Montana. Car necessary.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class engineer. No experience required. Write WCBT, Roanoke Rapids,
North Carolina.
Combination engineer-announcer with
a voice and production that will sell.
No learners wanted. Car desirable but
not essential. Must be sober and dependable. $75.00 per week. More if
worth it. Job now open. Call us collect, WEB J, Brewton, Alabama.
Engineer — First phone, no experience
necessary. Progressive station. Better
than average opportunity. Position now
open. Write or call Radio Station
WGRO, Bay City, Michigan.
Wanted — Two first phone operators.
No experience necessary. Excellent
working conditions. Give all details
in first letter. Positions must be filled
immediately. WHNC, Henderson, North
Carolina.
First class engineer with announcing,
ability.
Eighty
dollars Gould,
weekly.WJNC,
Send
full
details
to Lester
Jacksonville, North Carolina.
First class operator or combo immediately. WJOY, Burlington, Vermont,
centrally located. Beautiful summer,
winter. Rush references, background,
salary requirements.
Help wanted: Combination man to act
as chief engineer. Small station. Small
resort town. $80.00. Forty hour week.
For details, call collect telephone number 65, WKAM, Warsaw, Indiana.
Need first-phone man for transmitter
shift.
$50.00Yalowey,
for fortyWNLK,
hours. Norwalk,
Write or
call Nick
Connecticut.
First phone; transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Immediate opening for first class operator. $50.00 for 40 hours. Time and
half for all over 40 hours. Contact
Dan
Wilson,Williams,
N. C. Radio Station WVOT,
First class engineer. One experienced
on directional antenna preferred. Good
salary,tactfine
working conditions.
ConChief Engineer,
WVOW, Logan
West Virginia.
First class engineer, no experience
required. Will train for combination
work in 1,000 watt independent. Rush
full details to P. O. Box 50, New
Iberia, Louisiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
girl copywriter.
Man's
pay
for man-size
job Pennsylvania
independent. Time available for woman's program. Send sample copy and
photo.
Box 278R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Wanted: All-round, versatile, experienced program director for major
network California station in medium
size market. Ability to do play-by-play,
audience participations, ad-lib and sell
on and off thequirementsair.
Above average Box
reING.
and remuneration.
600R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTWoman for continuity writing and air
work. Experience desirable. Excellent
opportunity
with affiliation.
large radio Send
station with
television
full background, sample continuity and
audition
to Box 748R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Newsman — Need mature, settled, experienced newsman to gather, write,
present two basic evening newscasts
and head news department. Box 749R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News director — heavy emphasis on
gathering local news. Must be thorexperienced
good
voice. oughly
Better
thannewsman
averagewithsalary.
Pleasant conditions, future. Send complete information with references, and
photo.
Replies confidential.
Box 758R,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Western Michigan station. 1000 watt
independent, open for combo man,
first phone. Forty-hour week, sixty
dollars for right man. Send particulars
with first letter. Box 805R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Expanding operations! Want alert allround newsman to gather, write local
newscasts; ability to announce helpful. Send full
info first letter. WDEC,
Americus,
Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Salesmen
Time salesman for television station in
Southeast. Old established outfit. TV
experience desirable but not necessary.
a radio
manIf you're
who thinks
and newspaper
will work salesdiligently, you can sell TV. Character and
references
to be a please
member of ourmust
staff.be Iftops
interested
give complete history of yourself and
your sales experience. Every detail is
important
to work
us. We
man
who
wants to
with want
us andthe
become
a citizen of our fine and growing city.
Excellent climate, schools, churches,
■.cultural
weekly andatmosphere,
commission. colleges.
We want $100.
our
account executives to make $6,500. and
up. Send small photo. Box 678R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcers
$80.00 a week for good announcer
strong
on "sell" market.
and DJ. Send
TV future
good Midsouth
completein
details in first letter. Replies confidential. Box 7"3R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Technical
Northeastmediate
indie
opening TV
for applicant
engineer, has
with im-or
without experience. Opportunity in
gales. Box 764R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity writer for television station
in Southeast. Established newspaperowned station. TV experience desirable but not requisite. Must be able
to plan video material as well as
audio. Ability as artist helpful but
not necessary.
Give complete
informa-in
tion on background
and references
applying. Also furnish small photo.
State salary requirements. Box 679R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Experienced executive, knows sales,
merchandising, promotion. Currently
manager of kilowatt independent, with
station agency, network and trade
paper background. Married, family,
college, civic-minded. Area market
trends rious
dictate
relocation.
Seinquiriespossible
managerial
or sales
level treated with complete confidence.
South or Southwest preferred, especially BoxGulf 691R,
Coast BROADCASTING
and Florida loca-•
tions.
TELECASTING.
General manager. Available immediately due to sale of station. Twenty
years enviable record both radio and
newspaper. Five and ten thousand
watt. Sales, programming, employee
and public relations. Finest reference.
Prefer West Coast or Northwest. Personal interview will convince you. Will
purchase interest.
Box 732R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Experienced, successful manager desires
reasons.
Presentlychange
managesforonegood
of most
successful
Northwest stations grossing $15,000
monthly in small town. Good community builder, thoroughly experienced, practical and reliable. An asset to any community. Available 30
days INGnotice.
Box 741R, BROADCAST• TELECASTING.
Manager desires to make home in
Southwest. 17 years experience all
phases radio — net and independent —
rural and metropolitan. With present
station 5 years.
Box 778R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager-program director. 15 years
radio experience, all branches, including 3 years profitable management.
Sober, reliable, married. Will produce
results with low overhead. Excellent
references. Northeastern states preferred. Available for personal interview. Particularly interested manage
new station; build from ground up.
Or PD metropolitan indie or network.
Salary open. Box 786R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Are you making money? Last year
made 24% on $75,000 in small market
independent. Five years here and can't
buy interest. Sales, programming.
Family. Want permanence and opportunity. Box 787R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Have sold major and small markets,
very strong commercially, excellent
staff batrelationship.
comTV (whether Radio
its intoday,
your tomarket
or not) need strong idea managers.
Presently located in Texas. Box 796R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Broadcaster (40) with sixteen years
experience
management,
public relationsin and
consultantsales,
capacity
desires connection as manager with
established
medium-size
station
warmer
climate.
He has the
best in
of
references, is well known in industry,
respected family man, sober, energetic,
good salesman and competent executive.operation.
Good management
able
It can be means
yours. profitWrite
Box
799R,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Sales manager. Age 30. Personable,
good tion
sales
record
withandnetwork
stain both
radio
television.
Available
immediately.
Married,
veteran, family. Will relocate anywhere.
Box
801R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman — Knows radio and can sell.
Presently employed 1,000 watt indie.
Will change first of year if you have
a good offer. Family man, good educatwo years Am
experience.
hotshottion,or drinker.
ready forNo larger
station and better income. South or
Box 765R, BROADCASTING
.Southeast.
TELECASTING.
Salesman-announcer, experienced promotion, advertising. AFRA newscaster,
copywriter. Prefer West. Box 776R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman:
Currently
manager 250 watter
town commercial
of 25,000. Expert
idea man who can sell his creations.
Family man prefers homey town
where congenial aggressiveness, knowhow ing
andwill persistent
pay off. pavement
Require pound$125.00
weekly with opportunity of earning
more. Have new car. Box 785R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcers
Sports prestige!! Built on topnotch
play-by-play of major sports. Box
B90R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer or program director for
radio or television station. College
graduate, 29. 12 years radio, 9 months
television, 6 years top-rated morning
man. Operate controls. Successful
time fect
salesman,
too. Draft
exempt. Now
Perrecord. Excellent
references.
announcing Southeastern 10,000 watt,
CBS affiliate. Contact Box 692R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Eight years experience sports and DJ,
AA baseball,
college
football and basketball.
Highest recommendations.
Available now or right after football
season. Box -711R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Announcer: Strong DJ, news, commercial, special events. Two years experienceperience
plus AFRS.
One year
sales Top
exwith Columbia
Records.
radio
school
graduate.
Veteran
World
War II and Korean War. Desires
progressive Midwest station. Available
for personal interview. Box 724R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer, first class
ticket, good selling voice, prefer West.
Box
747R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Staff announcer — Strong on commercials, news, DJ. Extensive musical
knowledge. Married, draft exempt.
College graduate. Box 750R, BROADCASTTNG . TELECASTING.
Staff announcer-DJ. Three years commercial experience. Want permanent
position. Available immediately. Box
755R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer. Good voice, control board
operator. Ambitious, conscientious and
willing. Available immediately. Box
759R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer - producer. Available immediately. Experienced. Graduate NAOB.
Unusual voice qualities. Box 766R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer, experienced all phases.
Sober, married,
Desirestation.
permanent positionveteran.
in regional
Disc, references. No South please. Box
I
G.
784R, N
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTAnnouncer, all phases, including
sports,
baseball. Independent and especially
network experience.
Box 792R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer, light experience. Have
done news, disc shows, staff announcing and board work. Married, not a
floater,an. can
expect BROADCASTING
a long stay. Veter- .
Box 793R,
TELECASTING.
Newscaster: now morning editor 5 kw
regional network affiliate, two city
metropolitan
market.
popula-10
tion. Three years
here, Million
competition
stations, four newspapers. Seeking
senior editorship. Good voice, college
graduate, some newspaper, 29, sober,
making $80.00.
Box 795R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Thoroughly experienced announcer
available immediately. All types announcing
except sports.topHave
announced
and produced
network
shows. Minimum $75.00. Tape, resume and picture upon request. Best
references.
Box 798R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
A nnouncer-staff . Specialty play-byplay, DJ. Good
man. Some
experience. Travelboard
anywhere,
Reliable,
draft exempt. Top references. Resume,
disc, tape diately.
on request.
Available
immeDaniel Baxter,
718 Banner
Ave., Brooklyn 35, New York.
Announcer available — Mature voice, all
phases of operations. Strong on commercials, news. Good writer-board
man. Experienced New York City independents. Married, sober, draft exempt. Resume, disc, tape on request.
Randy Case, 1704 Suydam Street,
Brooklyn 37, New York.
Announcer, young college graduate,
SRT training. Excellent all sports,
news and commercials. Slight experience. Great potential. Don Fisher:
EU
104 7-6019.
Wilson Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Announcer-DJ, newscaster. Familiar
with control board operation. Light
experience. Settle small community.
Single, reliable, versatile. Available
now.N. Tape
or disc on request. John
29,
Y.
Gary, 1962
East 28th Street, Brooklyn
Announcer, versatile. Some experience.
Strong
DJ. Reliable,
Control board
operator.play-by-play,
Go anywhere.
draft
exempt. Available immediately. References, resume, disc or tape on request. Nat Habib, 79 Sunnyside Avenue,
Brooklyn 7, New York, Taylor 7-7408.
Announcer-DJ, handle control board.
Light experience. Desires staff position small station operation for development. Young, hard worker. Determined career. Free to travel. Available. Resume, disc, reference. Joseph
Kovar, 426 East 71st Street, New York,
New York.
Versatile, experienced announcer. Happilyment.
employed
but South.
interested
Preferably
W. L.advanceMoody,
109 E. 12th, Alexandria, Minnesota.
Young copywriter with 2 years experience desires position. Also traffic and
announcing experience. Write Bob Nieington
6, D. 16th
C.
myer,
1410
Street, N. W., WashAnnouncer, disc-jockey, news, sports,
control board
operator.
Light experience, reliable
and conscientious,
sales background.
Desires
connection, «mall community,station
available
immediately. Tape, disc, resume on
request.
Jack Long
O'Connor,
34th
RA
8-1082.
Street,
Astoria,
Island, 32-64
New York.
Beginning announcer radio school
graduate, draft exempt. George Scott,
Missouri.
1625 East 76th Street, Kansas City,
Announcer, CBO, experience light.
Draft exempt. Mr. Frank Villani, 311
York.
Melrose Street, Brooklyn 37, New
Technical
Chief engineer to take complete charge
of broadcast and television station.
Consider only professional engineering
position.
full BROADCASTING
particulars first let-•
TELECASTING.
ter. BoxState
625R,
Experienced
studioVeteran.
transmitter
engineer. Good voice.
Northeast.
Notice!
Box 721R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Graduate E. E. 5 years Naval Electronics, IV2 years TV station, IV2 years
CRT circuit design. First phone, first
telegraph
licenses. Desire responsible
ING^
position
broadcasting industry. Box
770R, BRADCASTING . TELECASTFirst class phone. RCA and SRT-TV
graduate, desires studio or engineering
work. Box 771R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer,
rience AM,4V2
FM, years
1 kw detailed
to 50 kw, expepast
year chief of independent, veteran,
college, 32, family. TELECASTING.
man. Box 773R,
BROADCASTING
Eastern
Carolina,engineer.
AM-FM-TV.
Chief or North
combination
Box
ING.
777R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTChief engineer: Twenty years experience including construction three
new stations, directional antenna
operation,
and construction
broadcast design
components,
family. Boxof
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST781R,
Transmitter engineer 5000 watt station, Iowa, 40 hours week. Box 783R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer
experienced
maintedesign.
Box 794R, chief
BROADCASTINGnance
. TELECASTING.
2nd phone, radio broadcasting school
graduate. Radio-TV technical school
graduate.
style. Someveteran,
technical Friendly
exnerience. Married,
prefers East, Joe Mattei, 1548 58th
Street, Brooklyn. New York.
First phone. Experienced in transmitter, studio — some announcing. Preferried,
New veteran.
York M.
CityE. orPoulos,
vicinity.
572 MarWest
187th Street, New York 33, New York.
Annr»«mcpr. First p^one. Good voice
quality.
only.Rushville,
Minimum Nebraska.
seventyfive. BoxWest315.
Teleohones 54W12, 286J.
Production-Programming, Others
Prosrram director: exnerience: station
experience from 250 to 50,000 watt as
program director, manager, announcer,
continuity
director.
and agency experience
overNetwork
NBC and
ABC.
Will furnish highest references from
past and Dresent affiliations. Presently
program director of leading station and
regional network.
Box P50R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
First phone license. No broadcast exnerience. Technical school graduate.
Exrierienced radio mechanic. Soeak
Soanish fluently. Married. Veteran.
Pov 74fiR, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Program director: college graduate,
three years experience. Excellent
ideas, smooth programming. Superb
knowledge
of music. Presently emTELECASTING.
ployed. Box 761R, BROADCASTING .
Programming - advertising director.
Sales-conscious.
Employedprogramming
radio-TV.
Supervise
complete
and/or continuity operation, radio
and/or. TELECASTING.
TV. Box 769R, BROADCASTING
News and/or special events public
affairs director. Solid experience independentFamily
suburban,
politan.
man.network
Currentlymetrofree
CASTING.
lance.
Know programming. TV news.
Box 772R, BROADCASTING . TELERadiolentPD,
continuity
director.(Plus
Excelbackground,
references.
TV
experience.)
Box
774R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Program director experienced in managing and programming both network
and independent station from 250 to
5000.
family
man, must give
IOver
N30,G
.
present employer
adequate
notice. Box
779R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTCopywriter, no announcing. Over two
years experience, presently employed.
Will go politan
anywhere,
but prefer
metroarea. Available
immediately.
Send full details
to Bud Rein,
KAYL,
Storm Lake, Iowa.
Television
Managerial
Will swap production experience, creative ability, programming know-how
for let
position
to large outSouthwestwithwithmedium
open programming
mind. Available January first. Resume
on request.
Box 797R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Technical
Experienced television station engineer. Master control, transmitter, techLicensed.
Don Kennett, nical
854 coordinator.
Amsterdam
Avenue,
New
York, New York.
(Continued on next page)

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone. Experienced various phases
broadcasting. Ambitious, good references, thorough TV background. Car.
Will accept commitments now with
station planning TV operations soon.
East preferred. Available immediately.
Box
751R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Graduate electrical engineer (31) first
phone, rience
radio
school sound
diploma,
expestage lighting,
recording,
photography, 35mm projection, TV
servicing desires experience TV studio
technician. R. S. Shane, 102 Mountainhouse
sey. Road, South Orange, New JerProduction-Programming, Others
Film ber
producer
director.Directors
Age 30. Guild.
MemEastern Screen
At present in charge film production
major network. Seek change will locate anywhere.
Box 746R, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
TV director . . . for 16 months at one
of country's
top television
building
and producing
shows stations,
in full.
College graduate. Available November
1, Presentation on request. Box 760R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV — Anywhere. Bright gal with best
radio experience, some in theater and
TV.
College
graduate.
script-as
er, key
station.
Seek Currently
opportunity
TV programCASTING .TELECASTING.
aide. Box 767R, BROADTelevision experience: director conprogramming.
radio tinuity,
background
(PD),Excellent
references.
Box
775R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
News director 50 kw station seeks job
in market over 100,000. Box 807R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Midwest station, AM-FM, 1 kw metropolitan market. Desirable location.
Monthly net $2,000. Box 549R, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Southwest independent. 250 watt.
Gross growing
over $125,000.
Ideal set-up
in a
fast
area. Terms.
Box 768R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Used heavy
duty heavy
guyed FM235'antenna.
tower.
Formerly
supported
Suitable formantled.
some
TV
antennas.
DisMidwest area. $1,500. cash.
Write
Box
551R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
One complete rectangular 4 tower anpower dividing
phasing units,
systemtennaincluding
antennaand tuning
meters, sampling pickup loops, and
open wire transmission line accessories.
Contact
Stewart,
Chief North
Engineer,
Station
WAYS,
Charlotte,
Carolina.
Magnecord PT6-J and PT6-A both in
cases, good condition $300.00. Magnecord PT6-J and PT6-AH both in cases,
good condition $325.00. Presto TL-10
good
$75.00.lessMagnecord
AHX condition
recorder unit
case, like PT6new
$250.00. Box 744R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.

For Sale (Cont'd)
Late model 250 watt Gates transmitter.
Like new $1650. Will crate for shipment. WriteCASTINor
wire Box 688R, BROADG •TELECASTING.
Collins
1 kw FM
transmitter.
lent condition.
Location
Midwest.ExcelBest
offer. INGReply
Box 743R, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
2500 feet new RG11U coaxial cable
$140.00 M. 250 feet RG17U coaxial cable
in
$500.00
M. 500wire
feet stranded
No.3 lengths
6 rubber
covered
in short
lengths $3.00 hundred feet. 1800 pounds
No. 8 bare copper wire in short lengths
25(t pound. Contact Stewart, Chief
Engineer,
Station WAYS, Charlotte,
North
Carolina.
Collins
3 kw, FM
transmitter.
lent condition.
Location
Midwest.ExcelBest
offer. ING Reply
Box
745R,
BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
250 watt General Electric AM transmitter. Operates and looks like new.
Has been completely overhauled and
refinished. Complete with one set
tubes. $2,400.00.
Box 808R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
For sale — 200 foot guyed tower completesidered.
with lighting.
offers
conKGNO, DodgeAllCity,
Kansas.
Will sell at small discount a new RCA
TG-1A Sync generator complete and
a new RCA TK-30A camera chain with
studio control and field camera type
MI-26010 complete. Contact Frank C.
Carman, Radio Station KUTA, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Collins 42 A 250 watt antenna tuning
unit,
waterproof
housinghookup
— No.
16 andmetal
No. 18
shielded pair
wire. All new. Dalton Sanders, Engineer, KWFC, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
One RCA type BTP-1A walkie talkie
microphone used, needs some repairs
$50.00. One Collins 26C limiting amplifier used $100.00. One Bogen PA preamplifier used $30.00. One GE wire
recorder as is $10.00. One Webster wire
recorder used $30.00. Two RCA wire
recorders used $40.00 each. Contact
Stewart, Chief Engineer, Station WAYS,
Charlotte, North Carolina.
Complete GE 3 kw FM station, whole
or part, for information — WICE, Providence, Rhode Island.
One kw AM transmitter (used less
than
year) with
type desk
XT-I-A.
4XTIAI,oneconsole
type Model
BC3A
GE.
3
kw
FM
transmitter
type
BT-3A
also modulation and frequency monitors
and monitor amplifier, jack strip and
rack.
500 feet
3V8" becoaxconsidered.
in good
condition.
Termsof will
North Dakota Broadcasting Company,
Box
51-161.1712, Minot, North Dakota. Phone
Assortment of RF ammeters O-l to
0-12 amps.
used. 10
Johnson
variable
condensers
500 E.
MMF.F. 3500
and
7000 WV. used. Assortment of RF
coils used in directional antenna system. Assortment of RF switches, amphenol connectors, dead end clamps,
cable clamps, strain insulators, etc. for
open wire transmission lines. 20 DPDT
key switches. Write for complete list
and prices. Contact Stewart, Chief EnCarolina.gineer, Station WAYS, Charlotte, North

Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy — Station in single station market preferably daytime out of
TV coverage. Write full particulars
and terms to Box 602, Dunn, North
Carolina.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted — Used transmitter for standby. tion.
250 orBox 626R,
1000 watt
in good condi- •
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
10 kw. FM transmitter or amplifier and
FM monitor. Give description and lowest price first
letter. Box 742R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted — Used turntables, console, frelimiter. quency
Anymonitor,
one modulation
or all. Boxmonitor,
752R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: 5 kw AM transmitter, late
model, standard make. Also 250 to
1000 w FM transmitter and antenna.
KREM, Spokane, Washington.
Wanted — Locke Pivot tower insulator
25048 or Lapp of similar strength. Wire
collect to XEFB, Monterrey, Mexico.
Need tion5 notkwovertransmitter
ten years inold.good
Alsocondidual
or single channel console in good condition, both commercial. Air mail inrmation to W. D'Orr146Cozzens,
mountain foNetwork,
South InterMain
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Buy 250 watt transmitter preferably
Western Electric or RCA. P. O. Box
628, Monterrey, N. L., Mexico.
Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence and correspondence courses
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Managerial
MANAGER
Manager
for
new Rouge,
StationLouisiana.
WXOK You
now
building in Baton
must agerhave
a
background
as
station
manor commercial
manager inanda market
a proven
successful
atrecord
leastof75,000.
Thisselling
is a good paying jobof
for
hard how
working
operator
who aknows
to sellaggressive
in a competitive
market. You will be supported by a tested
and proven pattern of successful operation
aswitha member
"The Orleans,
OK Group"
WBOK ofNew
and together
KAOK
Lake Charles, Louisiana. You have an opp
o
r
t
u
n
i
t
y
t
o
'
make
real
money
based
your results. You will receive a good baseon
salary plus an over-ride on gross sales.
We want a manager capable of running
the
entirea station
operation
all
we want
real salesman
who butcan above
and will
produce cellent
business.
Unless
you
have
an
exsales record which will stand close
inspection do not apply. Write or phone
giving full details of your sales experience,
education, business background, total billand your earning record for the past
four ingyears.
Apply
—
Jr., Louisiana.
Manager,
Station Stanley
WBOK, W.New Ray,
Orleans,
Announcer

Eastern

California

Independent

$so9ooo.oo
A profitable daytime independent located in a well-diversified Eastern market. An
excellent opportunity for two
partners.
Appraisals

moo9ooo.oo
Controlling interest in successful network property located in one of California's
beautiful and rich markets. Financing arranged.

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
Washington BIdg.
Tribune Tower
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6

TWO NEGRO DISC JOCKEYS
We
need
colored . disc
jockeys
with abilitytwoforambitious
a new station
. . WXOK
. . . now
being
built
in
Baton
Rouge,
siana. One must be a wild, frantic jive Louitype
with
quick
wit, imagination
to hit a commercial
hard. He and
musttheknowability
his
race
and be capable of entertaining a
studiomusic
audience.
The other disc jockey must be an intelligent,
smooth talker without accent in his speech,
capable of ad-lib and selling a commercial.
He must have a thorough
of spirmusic withknowledge
proper reverence
for thisitual andtypegospel
of program.
Both menmotion.will
supported
proYou willbe beheavily
associated
with with
the same
owners who developed the nationally famous
"Okey Dokey" and "Honeyboy" Hardy of
"Bubber" Lutcher
ofWBOK,
KAOK,NewLakeOrleans;
Charles,andLouisiana.
Salary
will
be
based
on
experience,
abilitydetails
and
knowhow. Send letter giving complete
of yourment andexperience,
education,
present
employearning record for the last two years.
Send audition
program you prefer together with a disc
recentof photograph.
Write
Stanley
W.
Ray,
Jr., Manager, Station
WBOK, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Help Wanted
(Cont'd)
Announcers
7 PERSONALITY

\

\ Midwest
DISK
networkJOCKEY
station in market of
over 100,000 wants topnotch morning
DJ. Outstanding opportunity for a
personality who is capable of building and selling an audience from 7
to 9 A.M. No competition. Experience
in Midwest markets absolutely necessary. We will entertain any reasonable compensation arrangement. Send
photo, disc or tape and complete de1 tails in first letter. All replies held in
\ CASTING
strictest confidence.
Box 782R, BROAD- j
. TELECASTING.
Television
Managerial
EXPERIENCED
TV EXECUTIVE to
take charge of UHF station in process of
getting
on
air.
Must
college phases
graduateof
and experienced in all beexecutive
TV. Excellent opportunity for man now
working as assistant manager or second
man ord,in salary
a TVexpected
station.to start
Give and
complete
recreferences
in first letter.
Box 789R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Technical
COLLEGE GRADUATE RADIO ENGINEER with knowledge and experience in
TV for UHF license, excellent opportunity
for thoroughly trained and competent young
man. Give step-by-step story of record,
references and starting salary expected.
Box 790R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
MEMO. — October, 1952
To:
Station
Owners-TV
From:
Topnotch
Radio-TV
Subject: Your future profits Executive
I helped
put major
metropolitan
problem station
in
theyears.
black
heaviest
competition
past
Wiree
Canagainst
do the
sameon forSales.
you. Programs,
13 years
broadcast
management
accent
Public Relations, Operations. Personnel, Federal
Laws. references.
Can carry Rotarian
tough multiple
Best man.
New
York
and Elk.load.Family
Age
39.
Interested
hard-hitting
new
operation
or older one needing new fire power. Salary
range
inquiries3l0.000-$20.000
confidential. and/or bonus over-ride. All
Box 730 R
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
PROMOTION

MANAGER

50,000 watt radio and TV network
affiliate wants to re-locate in New
York City ' or New England. Interested in publicity, promotion, merchandising or programming with AM,
TV station, agency or station rep. Top
references available. All offers given
careful consideration.
Box 802R
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
Announcers
OUR CHIEF ANNOUNCER
WANTS TO MOVE
and we don't blame him. Our longhair policy prevents the development
of air personalities. This man has a
strong sense of "sell" and of radio
production. Should do a top job as
network staff, news or independent
DJ. We'd like to see him in a setting
where he can grow. He's a family
man of regular habits and a hard
worker. Runs board. Write or wire
M. R. Rogers, General Manager,
WGMS, Washington, D. C.

Docket Actions . . .
ORDERS
Tampa, Fla. — FCC denied petition by
Orange Television Co. for clarification
or, in alternative, for enlargement of
issues in proceeding on its application
and those of Tampa Times Co. and
Tampa Television Co. for new TV stations in Tampa, which would require
Commission to receive evidence and
make determinations on which of applicants would, on engineering basis,
best serve needs of St. Petersburg,
Fla., andulationcommunities,
with Grade A areas,
and Bandandpop-77
dbu field intensity contours. Order
Oct. 16.
Wichita, Kan. — FCC denied motion
by WKY Radiophone Co. to enlarge
hearing issues in proceeding on its
application and those of KAKE Bcstg.
Co., Mid-Continent
Sunflower
TelevisionTelevision,
Co. for Inc.
new and
TV
stations at Wichita, which would require Commission to receive evidence
and make determinations on areas
and populations that will receive Grade
A and Grade B service from stations
proposed in subject applications, and
Grade A and Grade B service available to such areas and populations
from stations in operation, under construction, and proposed in pending applications. FCC also denied request for
oral argument on motion. Order
Oct. 16.
Wichita, Kan. — FCC denied motion
by The Radio Station KFH Co. to en-

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers. Changes, Applications

box

score

SUMMARY

THROUGH Pending
OCTOBER
Hearing16

Licensed
On Air
2,358
622
2,34098
111
579
* Filed since April 14, of which 78 have been granted.

AM Station
FM Stations
TV Stations

large hearing issues in proceeding on
its application and those of Taylor
Radio & Television Corp. and Wichita
Television Corp., for new TV stations
at Wichita in order that petitioner
will have right and opportunity to
present evidence on such factors of
comparison as the areas, communities,
and populations within proposed Grade
A and B contours, extent to which
each applicant will provide efficient
utilization of channel, type of technical service to be rendered and availability of other television services, existing or proposed. FCC also denied
request
for 16.oral argument on motion.
Order Oct.
Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Flint, Mich. — FCC denied motion by
Trebit Corp. to enlarge hearing isTelevision
sues in proceeding on its application
and that of WJR, The Goodwill Station
Inc.
for
new TV stations at Flint in
Managerial
order that petitioner will have right
and opportunity to present evidence
on such factors of comparison as
TV -AM general or sales manager;
areas, communities and populations
Experienced all phases broadcasting
within
proposed
Grade each
A andapplicant
B conwith emphasis on sales and promotours,
extent to which
tion, both station and network operawill provide efficient utilization of
tions.fourEightyears
years TV.
top-flight
AM stachannel, type of technical service to
tion;
$15, 000,000
TV
be rendered,
availability
teletime and program sales to national
vision services,
existing ofor other
proposed,
advertisers since 1948. Seek permanent
and location of proposed sites as they
TV or TV-AM station connection,
affect fair and equitable distribution
established or expanding, with opporof service
of interference to andandfrompossibility
other stations.
FCC
tunity to purchase equity on demonstration of results and sincerity. Box
also denied request for oral argument
on
motion.
Order
Oct.
16.
791R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Jackson, Mich. — FCC denied motion
by WIBM Inc., to enlarge hearing issues in proceeding on its application
and those of Jackson Bcstg. & TeleFor Sale
vision Corp. and Sparton Bcstg. Co.
for new TV stations at Jackson which
would
require
Commission
to receive
Equipment, etc.
evidence and make
determinations
on
areas and populations proposed to be
served by each applicant within their
respective Grade A and B contours,
•WILL
SELL*
and the Grade A and B services otherwiselations
available
to such stations,
areas andstations
popuRCA TT5A TRANSMITTER,
from existing
under construction, and those proposed in pending applications. Order
CHANNEL 7-13
Oct. 16.
Duluth,
Minn. — FCC denied petition
Console monitors, spares
by Head of the Lakes Bcstg. Co., insoand RCA 6-bay antenna,
far as it requests enlargement of hearing issues
proceeding
its Best?.
applitower also available.
cation andinthat
of Red on
River
Co. for new TV stations at Duluth
Make offer for lot or part.
which would require Commission to
receive evidence and make determinaBOX 754R
tions
areas
and bypopulations
proposed onto be
served
the respective
applicants. Order Oct. 16.
BROADCASTING •
NOTE: Comr. Hennock concurs in
TELECASTING
above results denying petitions (or motions), but for different reasons which
have already been set forth in her
separate statement attached to MemoEmployment Service
randumof Oct.
Opinion 6,and1952,
Order
of Commission
in Portland,
Ore., cases [see B.T, Oct. 13].
Rossmoyne Corp., Harrisburg, Pa. —
WANT A GOOD EXECUTIVE?
FCC granted petition for clarification
Competent, reliable General,
or enlargement of issues in the proceeding on its application and that
Commercial and Program Manof Kendrick Bcstg. Co. for new TV
agers: Chief Engineers, Disc
stations in Harrisburg on uhf Ch. 27.
Jockeys, Sportscasters, other
One overlap
issue was added:
"To determine
specialists. Tell us your needs
the
if any,
thatGrade
will
today. Delays are costly.
exist between areas,
the Grade
A and
Howard S. Frazier
B
field
intensity
contours
of
the
operTV & Radio Management Consultants
ation of Kendrick Broadcasting Co.
Bldg., Washington S,w-srw^*
D.C.
Inc.,
as proposed, and
WFILfr^s 708
w w Bond
www ww»t>»o»wo*>
TV Philadelphia,
Pa., Station
as presently
operating, and as proposed in its
pending application, the nature and
Miscellaneous
extent thereof, and whether such overlap would be in violation of Sec.
3.636(a)
of the Commission's Rules and
WHO
PAINTED
WBTV's
Regulations." Order Oct. 10.
562 FOOT TOWER?
KHIT Lampasas, Tex. — FCC denied
petition for reconsideration of ComJ. M. HAMILTON &CO.
mission order of May 28 which dePAINTING . MAINTENANCE
KHIT license
renewal
appliERECTION . SKILLED WORKMEN
cationsignated
for hearing.
Denial
is subject
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
to filing,
within
90
days
of
second
petition for reconsideration and grant
Box 2432 Gastonia, N. C.
without hearing, and filing of complete
1736 Columbia Rd., N. W.. Wash.. D. C.
information relative to arrangements
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CPs73
13185

Appls.
312
22

177
5
239

entered into by applicants concerning
its personnel and finances. Order
Oct. 10.
MEMORANDUM OPINION
AND ORDER
Portland, Ore.— FCC granted four
petitions
filedtobyaddChief,
Broad-of
cast Bureau,
issue FCC
to871*each
Portland
(and
area)
current
TV
hear-of
ings relative to effect that erection
proposed TV towers will have on
standard broadcast stations KPOJ,
KPAM and/or KOIN and whether
proposed towers will adversely affect
ability of these stations to operate in
accordance with terms of their licenses; denied request by Northwest
Television & Bcstg. Co. for clarification and modification of Broadcast Bureau's
proposed issue.
designating
for hearing
subjectOrders
applications
have been amended appropriately to
include new issue, and KPOJ, KPAM
and KOIN are made parties respondent
in proceeding involving Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc., et al; KPOJ and
KPAM in Vancouver Radio Corp., et
al; KPOJ in Pioneer Bcstrs. Inc., et
al and KPAM in Oregon Television
Inc., et al. Memorandum opinion and
order Oct. 16.
Non-Docker Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
McGehee,
Ark.
— Southeast
Bcstrs. Inc. Granted
1220 kc, 1Arkansas
kw day,
antenna height
210
ft.;
engineering condition. Estimated construction
cost
$34,795, first year operating cost $35,000,
revenue $40,000. Principals include
President Abbott L. Kinney (32.97%),
life insurance agent in Dermott, Ark.,
and 50%Dermott
owner (frozen
of Hamm's
House,
dairyPuddin'
products); Vice President Dale C. Loyd
(Continued on page 96)

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 91 )
relocate FM ant. on tower; overall
height above ground, 490 to 539 ft.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Change DA
WOC Davenport, Iowa — CP to make
changes in DA to incorporate taller
tower for TV radiator of WOC-TV.
October 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Extension of Completion Date
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP,
for
extension
date.
asWNRI
mod.,
whichof completion
authorized
new AM',
Woonsocket,
R. I.— Mod.
CP,
which authorized new AM, for extenof commencement and completionsiondates.
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal:
WMRO Aurora, 111.; WEEK Peoria,
111.; WSDR Sterling, 111.; WAND CanKBUH Brigham
WHARton, Ohio;
Clarksburg,
W. Va. City, Utah;
Change Transmitter Location
WJTV
(TV) Jackson,
CP,
which authorized
new Miss.—
TV, toMod.
change
trans, location from SE corner of Pascagoula
S. West0.3Sts.,
Robinson Rd.,& about
mi. toNW ofof Rt.
18,
Jackson; specify studio location at
latter location; change ERP from 205
kw vis.,
105 kw aur. to 177 kw vis.,
63.54
kw aur.
Change Name
KOTV cense to change
(TV) Tulsa,
name Okla.—
from Mod.
CameronliTelevision Inc., to Wrather-Alverez Inc.
Change Studio Location
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass.— Mod.
CP, which authorized new TV, to
change studio location from "to be
determined,
Fall River,
bly
Rd., Tiverton,
R. I. Mass." to HamTENDERED FOR FILING
Extension of SSA
WOI Ames, Iowa — Extension of SSA
to operate additional time with 1 kw
from 6 a.m. CST to local sunrise for
period endingAM—
Feb.10501, 1953.
kc
WRAP Norfolk, Va. — Mod. CP to
change from 500 w-D to 1 kw-D.
Change ERP
KPIX (TV) San Francisco— Mod. CP,
which authorized change in existing
TV, to change ERP from 3.6 kw vis.,
1.8 kw aur. to 100 kw vis., 50 kw aur.
WHEN
Syracuse, new
N. Y.—
CP,
which(TV)authorized
TV,Mod.to
change ERP from 1.1 kw vis, 0.56 kw
aur. to 190 kw vis., 102 kw aur.
TELEVISION
ENGINEER
COLOR

for

TV

Smith, Kline & French Laboratories
of Philadelphia needs an engineer to direct
the installation, operation and maintenance of
its color television equipment [CBS system]
in order to carry out its series of medical
television programs. Must be well trained,
experienced in operating TV chains and
supervising technicians, willing to reside in
Philadelphia and willing to travel. Salary
high. Excellent working conditions.
Contact: Lewis M. Lang,

Smith, Kline & French Laboratories,
1530 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia 1,
Penna.; LOcust

4-2400.
October 20, 1952
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MOVIE PEOPLE URGE
THEATRE TV FREQUENCIES
THEATRE TV needs its own frequencies because no one else can do it as well and as
cheaply. That is meat of motion picture interests' position on eve of hearing before FCC
en banc which begins today (Monday) at National Museum in Washington as expressed at
news conference in Washington Friday.
Expected to run for two weeks, hearings
will concern themselves solely with technical
and cost phases of issues. Subsequent hearing,
scheduled to begin Jan. 12, will treat with lay
testimony and cross-examination.
Essentially, theatre TV adherents — notably
Motion Picture Assn. of America and National
Exhibitors Theatre TV Committee (comprising exhibitors) seek to prove that 400 mc
band in microwave region (about 6-7,000 mc)
is needed to provide four 10-mc channels for
theatre TV system capable of delivering 35mmquality picture on movie screens. Also, they
will attempt to show that AT&T can't provide
these facilities now and for good long time
and that even if it could charges would be
exorbitant.
No conflict exists between home TV and
theatre TV, proponents will insist. Theatre
TV will supplement home TV, not compete
with it, they will say.
Scheduled to testify during next two weeks
are following:
Earl and
I. Sponable,
20th Century-Fox;
bourn
Richard Hodgson,
Paramount; Paul
John RaiW.
Clark, Varian Associates (tube makers); Skipwith
W. Athey, General Precision Lab.
Also engineers Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey;
and Frank H. Mcintosh and Andrew F. Inglis,
Mcintosh & Inglis; and attorneys James Lawrence
Fly, Vincent B. Welch and Marcus Cohn.
YOUNGSTOWN
PROTEST
PROTEST against uncontested grant of
Youngstown's uhf Channel 21 to Polan Industries [B*T, Sept. 29] was registered with
FCC Friday by Valley Television Co. This is
first protest made under revised Sec. 309(c)
of Communications Act following passage of
McFarland Act. FCC is required to answer
complaint within 15 days. In protest, Valley
Television asked that FCC rescind Polan grant
and set both it and Polan for hearing. Valley
Television also declared Polan Industries not
qualified for grant. In previous request, Valley Television petitioned for reconsideration
but Commission dismissed claim, on ground
that Polan grant was not premature and that
Valley Television had not controverted Polan
application.
UPT EARNINGS REPORT
ESTIMATED earnings of United Paramount
Theatres for first nine months of 1952 totaled
$5,435,000 including $1,465,000 in capital gains,
as against $9,537,000, including capital gains
of $3,483,000, for same period last year, President Leonard H. Goldenson announced Friday.
Report noted that proposed merger of UPT
and ABC is still awaiting FCC approval. Also
pointed out that UPT operating companies
have added Theatre TV equipment in Dallas
and Houston and that other installations are
under way in Los Angeles, Salt Lake City
and Buffalo. Theatre telecast of WalcottMarciano boxing bout was carried in eight
UPT subsidiary theatres and results were
"good." During third quarter of year, he said,
UPT disposed of 24 theatres, of which 10 were
by termination of joint interests.
Page 98
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CONVENTION LISTENERS
REPORT showing 64.3% of U. S. homes
heard radio coverage of at least one
session of Democratic National Convention, compared to 60.8% in case of Republican conclave, was released Friday
by A. C. Nielsen Co. Listening of less
than six minutes' duration not counted.
Democratic convention figure represented 27,520,000 homes; GOP 26,000,022.
Average home tuned 3 GOP sessions, 3.1
Democratic sessions (day being divided
into two "sessions": one, daytime to 6
p.m.; other, evening after 6 p.m.).
FPA, SAG NEGOTIATIONS
FILM PRODUCERS Assn. of New York and
Screen Actors Guild will resume negotiations
tomorrow (Tuesday) on contract covering
actors in filmed spot commercials. Parties met
three times last week to attempt to set up
formula to solve such questions as actors
a'.id ' 6'->t<s
. nvreported
completing
for
re-issue.several
SAG sp^tand FPA are
in
agreement on bonus after re-issue following
13 or 26-week period depending on area. Parties seeking formula for payment above $70
scale per day if actor completes more than one
spot with SAG asking for percentage higher
than FPA claims it can afford to meet.
SELL

MEDIUM

AS WHOLE

RADIO broadcasting industry has banded together behind concept of selling medium as
whole as well as stations individually, R. David
Kimble, BAB national promotion director, told
advertisers and advertising agency executives
attending
Friday's
opening &session
Ohio U.'s
ninth annual
Advertising
SalesofPromotion
Conference in Columbus. This approach, Mr.
Kimble declared, has resulted in advertisers
placing more stress on sales results, rather
than competitive ratings, in judging effectiveness of advertising.
REPUBLICANS

SPONSOR

FEDERATION of Women's Republican Clubs
of New York state sponsoring discussion of
Youth Deserves a Future, from 6:30-6:45 p.m.
EST today (Monday) over seven NBC-affiliated radio stations in New York state.

NCAA

BASKETBALL

BAN?

DePAUL U., Chicago, which has highlysuccessful basketball squad, has petitioned National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
for same protective treatment from TV
it gives football. Chicago lawyer Arthur
Morse, DePaul graduate manager of
athletics, has asked problem be placed on
NCAA convention agenda in January
(see earlier story). He says NCAA as
all-athletic body should be as interested
in aiding college cage teams as football
squads. He claims DePaul, which plays
top teams at Chicago Stadium without
TV, is losing revenue to competing teams
who appear on TV.

PEOPLE...
ALEX SHERWOOD, who resigned recently as
vice president of Standard Radio Transcription Services [B*T, Oct. 6], has joined WCSS
Amsterdam, N. Y., as general manager.
THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN, of NBC legal
department, elected secretary of Federal Bar
Assn. of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
BILL EYNON, director of radio and television,
Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., to St.
George
ecutive. & Keyes, same city, as account exWAAF# WAIT CHANGES
GEORGE HALLEMAN has resigned as general manager of WAAF Chicago and will
move to West Coast to go into restaurant
business. Before joining station IV2 years ago
he worked as national radio and TV spot salesman at NBC Chicago. He is succeeded by
Tom Davis, who resigns as manager of WAIT
there. Mr. Davis was general manager of
WAAF for three years preceding Mr. Halleman's joining station. Earl Withrow becomes
general manager of WAIT. He worked some
time ago as program executive there.
'Scare from
Tactics'
(Continued
page 5)
under no compulsion to supply data in response
to telegraphed or mailed inquiries from private
sources.
Mr. Ball had filed petition with FCC Oct. 3
calling on Commission to conduct investigation
and then act to protect public interest. He had
charged big corporations were cooperating with
GOP by relinquishing their choice time for
election programming [B*T, Oct. 6].
FCC had informed Mr. Ball it could make
no determination because petition did not give
specific facts.
Mr. Ball's latest telegram to stations said,
"In response to our protest to the FCC against
the projected Republican spot radio and TV
blitz campaign, the FCC has advised that it
will need additional information before taking
This sentence apparently was responsible
for the expressed belief that the Democratic
group was deftly injecting FCC into its request
toaction."
stations as means of intimidating them into
supplying quick and complete replies.
Told of this reaction, Mr. Ball said, "We
simply didn't have enough specific information
for the Commission in our petition and we are
asking
for the
Of about
30 facts."
replies received Friday afternoon, several refused to give requested information, Mr. Ball said, adding that none
had refused to make time available and most
of telegraphed replies definitely offered to provide time to Democrats.
Mr. Ball said he hopes "to obtain full information on how the blitz was carried out,"
feeling that replies already received "seem to
confirm existence of a Republican blitz."
Telegram sent to stations by Mr. Ball contained these requests:
"In order that we can supply this information we request that you furnish us immediately, first, a statement of all time you have
sold either to the Republican National Committee or to any citizens committee or local or
state committee or group working for the
Republican Presidential ticket.
"Second, whether you are in a position and
prepared to make available to us during the
next two weeks equal time under similar cir- ~\
cumstances and conditions."
BROADCASTING
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KMBC-KFRM is wise in the ways of a woman. So is Bea Johnson, newly
appointed KMBC-KFRM Director of Women's programs and conductress of
the "Happy Home," (8:30-9:00 AM, Monday through Friday). But that's not
all. Women in the Heart of America know all about Bea Johnson, too. They
know her as housewife and mother, and one whose wide experience can provide them with the answers to their problems. That is the reason why they
requested her return to the air. As Joanne Taylor on KMBC from 1936 to
1941, she was one of their all-time favorites.
So now, more than ever before, the relationship between The KMBC-KFRM
Team and the women of the Kansas City Primary Trade Area exists as a very
effective cycle. These women are well acquainted with Bea Johnson. Bea and
The Team are likewise well aware of the wishes of these listeners and are first
to supply them with the program material that they want. The association
of Bea Johnson, KMBC-KFRM and the lady listeners is an unbeatable combination—for the advertiser. Bea's sincere recommendation coupled with the
prestige of KMBC-KFRM is certain to make sales of any product or service
carried on "Happy Home."
This is the third of a series on The KMBC-KFRM know-how which spells dominance
in the Heart of America.
Call KMBC-KFRM
i1 i I
*

or Free & Peters for the story of Bea and the

"Happy Home." BE WISE- REALIZE... that to sell the Whole Heart
s of America Wholeheartedly, it's nHappy Home" on...

rteKMBC-KFRIVlre™1
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

COMPA
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Y

almost

the

GREAT
VOICE

of the
GREAT
LAKES
WJR

MARKET
DATA
(Primary Coverage Area)

% of U.S. Total
Population
12,601,300 8.3
Radio Homes
3,784,170 8.1
Retail Sales
$13,613,431,000 9.3
Food Sales
$ 3,266,766,000 9.4
Drug Sales
$ 464,447,000 10.3
Filling Station Sales
$ 739,614,000 10.1
Passenger Car Registrations. . . .
4,1 1 6,934 1 0.2
Almost 10% of the total U. S. (national) sales are made within
WJR's primary signal area. Get your share of sales in this rich
market. When you set your budgets and plan your schedules, use
WJR, the only single medium that reaches this entire market
effectively and economically ! Contact WJR or your Christal
representative today!
Radio — America's Greatest Advertising Medium
WJR, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
WJR Eastern Offices: 665 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
speech Represented nationally by the Henry I. Christal Company
MIM
Canadian representatives: Radio Time Sales, (Ontario) Ltd.

50,000
Cfeor watts
Channel

WJR Tbetelr°"
*
Goodwil1 Station
Sod.oitwork
CBS'•M

35c PER COPY
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INDUSTRIAL

ADVERTISERS

Here is a true story about the use
of consumer medio to attack and
overcome one of the most difficult
problems an industrial manufacturer can face. It carries hope

AND

AGENCIES!

and inspiration for thousands of
industrial manufacturers who have
hitherto been "butting their heads
against
stone walls".
Read it facts!
— then
write WHO
for further

Auto Specialties Manufacturing Company of St.
Joseph, Michigan, an important manufacturer
of parts for the automotive industry, makes extremely effective, high-quality tractor brakes primarily for use as original equipment on new
tractors.
Many tractor manufacturers have long agreed
that this brake is a big "plus", but have feared
that its necessarily higher cost would price their
tractors out of the market.
So . . . Auto Specialties and their agency (Van
Auken, Ragland & Stevens of Chicago) decided
on a rather unusual plan. They would go directly to the farmer, tell their story, and depend
upon consumer-demand to do their hardest job.
Spot radio, state farm papers, and direct-mail
were used. WHO, one of two great farm stations employed, carried fifteen 1-minute announcements perweek. 10,000 inquiries poured
in from the farm market. Result: Auto Specialties has booked more tractor brake business during the past twelve months than during any
other period in its history — and their brakes
are now used as original equipment on over
100% more tractor models than before the start
of the campaign — Though they had been selling

brakes to tractor companies for fourteen years.
Whatever you make or sell — if it's good, if it
makes a contribution to people's welfare or happiness, WHO can help you sell it. Put your
problem up to us, and let's see what can be developed. You'll find our ideas and advice to be
completely sound and sincere — fully reflective
of the top position this great station holds in
the heart of America's farm belt.

WIN®
+/or
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident JMEa'Jtiiiger
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

KENTUCKY
Go

where

there's

GROWTH.

INDUSTRY

FARMING

hickens

More than 2 billion tons of coal have
come out of Kentucky's mines — yet it's
estimated that Kentucky's wealth in coal
will last for more than seven centuries!
The total value of Kentucky-mined coal
in 1949 was $315,489,674. 1950 topped
that by some $70,000,000. And 1951 production rose still higher to $395,426,000.
Kentucky's farm income also reaches
to record highs. Kentucky farm land has
increased in value 222% over pre-war
values, topping all other states. Chicken
and egg production grossed Kentucky
farmers $57,157,000 in 1950— increasing
to $60,000,000 in 1951. On its farms . . .
in industry . . . growth is everywhere in
Kentucky.

Go

where

GO

there's

GROWTH...

WHAS'

No other station — or group of stations— in this
market can match the audience delivered by WHAS
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
(Benson and Benson )

»

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

THOUSAND
A
"A thousand times, yes, is right!

TIMES

YES!"

More than a thousand requests came in to vivacious
Christina as a result of a single offer on her
Christina's Garden Club of the Air" program heard
Mondays, 7:15-7:30 A.M. over KVOO.

The offer?

A little folder on "Beautify America with Roses".
No wonder Christina is now in her 13th year with
this great program over Oklahoma's Greatest Station! People do enjoy Christina's garden and flower
hints . . . they do find it easy to hear it all over
Oklahoma's No. 1 Market Area . . . and they do
respond! While Christina has used many forms of
her 7:15

mk

Monday morning program has been consistently a

Christina Tinger, owner and operator of Christina's Flowers, is one
of America's top floral designers, in demand all over the country for
demonstrations and classes. Holding many honors in State and National
associations, Miss Christina still finds time to enjoy writing and presenting her own radio program each Monday morning over KVOO.
On September 15th she began her 13th consecutive year with this

advertising during her 12 years on KVOO

happy and effective vehicle which, in Christina's
own words "Really gets the job done!"
Congratulations, Christina, on a wonderfully in-

program.
KVOO

is proud of your program! It's a great

teresting and highly successful program which you

fifteen minutes for everybody who loves flowers . . .

report has had a really important part in building

and just about everybody does! And it proves again

your fine business to its present impressive stature

— a great program and a great station are an unbeatable combination!

. . . one of America's largest retail florists operations!

RADIO

50,000 WATTS

STATION
NSC AFFILIATE
iHO PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
OKLAHOMA'S

CREATEST

STATION

TULSA. OKLA.

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Press
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879.
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WDEL-TV,
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golfers intently watched
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Golf Pro Willie Polumbo,
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televised
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on

a group of Wil-
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taught young

Richard

stance,
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Frick — and
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demonstration
the

to perfect his

which

WDEL-TV's

television
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found extremely interesting. "Young Golfers"
is one of many stimulating sports programs
which

WDEL-TV

brings regularly to its viewers,

as part of its overall sports programming.
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AT LEAST one top experimenter claims his
system of recording pictures on magnetic tape
for television is "an accomplished fact". Under
development past two years by electronics
division of Bing Crosby Enterprises it is now
"90% perfected" and will be ready for demonstration within ninety days. Only "bug
or two" remain to be worked out.
CONTRACT FOR acquisition of KMPC Los
Angeles by Gene Autry, Robert 0. Reynolds,
present vice president and general manager,
and associates, could be wrapped up this week
in Los Angeles [Closed Circuit, Sept. 29].
Gross price is $800,000 which includes dollarfor-dollar repayment of quarter of million
dollar liquid assets as well as land. Sellers include Mrs. Frances Richards, widow of G. A.
(Dick) Richards and Frank E. Mullen, former
NBC executive vice president who holds 15%
minority. Horace L. Lohnes, Washington counsel for KMPC and Mr. Autry, in Los Angeles
this week to button up sale, subject to customary FCC approval.
AMERICAN FEDERATION of Television and
Radio Artists (AFTRA) in negotiations with
major networks understood to be seeking overall 20% raise in actors' fees for television.
Union also pressing for reduction by almost
half of minimum rehearsal time before overtime sets in. For example, one-hour show
normally allowed 22 hours before overtime;
AFTRA wants new provisions with overtime
after 12 hours.
i
IS C. E. Hooper Inc. pulling out of San Antonio? Report from there last week was that
rating service, which has been center of sticky
competitive situation there, had decided to call
it quits in Texas city. Hooper spokesman said
only that company was hopeful that problems
could be resolved.
SIGNIFICANT factor that may have bearing
on whether or not NBC affiliates go ahead
with own convention at Boca Raton, Fla., first
week of December, in lieu of one cancelled by
network (story page 26), is that Boca Raton
management requires guarantee of registration of at least 400 persons before it will open
up. Some 91 registrations had been made
at time NBC called conclave off.
RESIGNATION OF A. A. (Abe) Schechter
as general executive of NBC's TV operations
was not wholly unexpected after he completed
his assignment on Today month ago. His
new connection, under negotiation for several
weeks, will be announced by Nov. 1.
HEWITT, OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER,
New York, advertising agency for Good Luck
Margarine, calling meeting Wednesday of station representatives to discuss advertising
plans for Good Luck in 1953. Product was
formerly called Jelke's Good Luck margarine
(Continued on page 6)
BROADCASTING
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OPS RESTORES CEILINGS
ON RADIO-TELEVISION PARTS
PRICE ceilings on radio and TV parts ordered
restored Oct. 27 by Office of Price Stabilization. Ceilings had been suspended Aug. 29.
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. had opposed
OPS proposal to recontrol parts.
OPS explained it had not sufficiently taken
into account significance of use of parts in
other i products bought by Dept. of Defense.
It pointed to continued high demand for parts
in defense purchases along with sizable increase in demand for television sets, which in
turn might have material effect on supply of
parts. OPS also pointed to price increases on
new models, "possibly forecasting a similar
upward movement in the price of parts."
SPOTS FOR INSTANT COFFEE
INSTANT Coffee giving spot radio extra boost.
Instant Maxwell House, through Benton &
Bowles, N. Y., starting Nov. 3 with short spot
campaign in regular General Foods markets to
promote short-term reduced price for introductory offer. Instant Chase & Sanborn, through
Compton Adv., N. Y., adding few more markets
to its lists, using five spots weekly for 52
weeks.
AP ADDS 52
ASSOCIATED PRESS over weekend announced
election of 52 additional stations to membership, bringing total of AP affiliated stations
to 1,185.
NEW YORK SPONSORS
NEW YORK Republican State Committee
sponsoring speeches by Sen. Irving M. Ives
(R-N. Y.) over 17 New York state ABC Radio
affiliates from 12 noon-12 :05 p.m. EST and over
seven New York state CBS-TV affiliates, 7:157:30 p.m. EST, both tomorrow (Tuesday), and
over 10 New York state CBS Radio affiliates,
6:15-6:30 p.m. EST Wednesday. Also talks by
Gov. Dewey over seven New York state NBCTV and seven NBC Radio affiliates, 6:30-6:45
p.m. EST today (Monday); over 10 New York
state CBS Radio affiliates tomorrow (Tuesday), 6:15-6:30 p.m. EST and over seven New
York state NBC-TV affiliates Wednesday, 7:157:30 p.m. EST.
Third
of Radio-TV
MORE THAN third of total advertising investments inradio and TV network time comes
from New York City, according to analysis of
advertising origins made by Magazine Advertising Bureau. Using Publishers Information
Bureau data on advertising expenditures for
network time, MAB found Cincinnati (home of
Procter & Gamble Co., top purchaser of time
on both radio and TV networks) in second
place, accountable for nearly tenth of national
total.
Analysis also revealed that during 1951
there were 625 accounts on national radio
networks, with average expenditure of
$279,500 for time, and 447 accounts on TV
networks, with average time expenditure of
$286,300. In contrast, MAB reported 13,729

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

39 SPONSORS BUY $ NBC Radio announced
Friday 39 sponsors have bought all or part of
network's Saturday afternoon football schedule of 12 college games on 29 NBC-affiliated
stations. Network offered schedule to stations
as co-op package for local sale. Broadcasts to
run to Dec. 6.
FLOOR MACHINE TEST $ General Floorcraft Inc. (twin-12 floor cleaning, sanding &
waxing machine), launching two-week spot
radio campaign in eight test cities, starting
dates staggered from Oct. 22 through Nov. 12.
Company using minute and 20 - second announcements stressing theme that machine
"costs less to buy than to rent." Dealers have
been supplied with prepared advertising copy
for use, if desired, on local stations. Strong
possibility of expansion to heavier and longer
spot schedule depending on results. Agency,
Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
WINE CAMPAIGN % Union Liquor Co.,
Chicago, for Hannah and Hogg wines, considering use of radio and TV spots in Chicago
area for Christmas holiday campaign. Agency,
Olian & Bronner, same city.
ALTERNATE WEEK SPONSOR $ Toni Co.,
Chicago (Prom & White Rain), effective Oct.
31 sponsors on alternate weeks Down You Go
on DuMont TV network, Friday, 10:30-11 p.m.
Agency, Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
TONI ON ABC RADIO # Toni Co., Chicago
(Tonette, White Rain and Toni home permanents), sponsoring A Crimeletter From Dan
Dodge over ABC Radio (Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.
EST) beginning last Friday. Agency, Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago.
STAGG
recently
to use
markets

BEER TEST $ Stagg beer, which
cancelled spot campaign, is planning
three or four programs in selected
for radio test. Program most successful will probably be used in another campaign. Agency, Maxon Inc., N. Y.
ACOUSTICON SPONSORS • Dictograph
Products Inc., N. Y. (Acousticon) , sponsoring
Galen Drake Sunday, 1:30-1:45 p.m. EST,
over CBS Radio, starting Nov. 2. Agency,
Buchanan & Co. Inc., N. Y.

from
New
York
products and services were advertised in magazines and Sunday supplements last year, with
average space expenditure of $40,600.
Radio and TV network business originating
in top ten cities during 1951 is tabulated by
MAB as follows:
Percent
Network Radio Network TV
DoElar Volume Dollar Volume Of U.S.
(In Millions)
34.6
(In Millions)
New
ChicagoYork Cily
4.8
Cincinnati
9.1
18.8
8.9
2.4
8.8
St. Louis
16.0
2.0
$43.8
7.8
5.3
1.7
$60.9
10.4
Minneapolis-Si. Paul
Detroit
5.2
2.0
1.3
11.5
Boston-Cambridge
3.9
2.0
8.0
Philadelphia
2.6
2.5
Pittsburgh
2.9
Akron
1.5
1.6
2.9
turn 2.8
page
for more AT DEADLINE
1.2
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5 )

NEW

AM

TV

HEARING

TWO withdrawals in Jackson, Mich., TV hearing left field wide open for grant of uhf Channel 48 to WIBM. Applicants withdrawing were
Sparton Broadcasting Co., owned by SparksWithington Corp., electronic manufacturers,
and WKHM.
Meanwhile, Motions Comr. George E. Sterling Friday referred to full Commission opposition of Wichita Beacon-KWBB to Broadcast
Bureau petition that TV application be returned to processing line. Withdrawal of KFBI
last week from uhf Channel 16 contest left
KWBB unopposed. If Broadcast Bureau recommendation followed, said KWBB, additional
applications could be filed which would throw
it into hearing again. Wichita hearings began
Oct. 20.
FCC Friday also granted petitions to remove
issue of legal qualification from vhf Channel
6 hearing for Beaumont, Tex., since all three
applicants are existing AM licensees (see story
page 63). Commission denied clarification of
issues in Channel 6 hearing at Duluth-Superior
but permitted addition of issue for Sec. 307 (b)
comparison (fair distribution of facilities)
between applicants in both cities.
AUDIT

but will be referred to as Good Luck, "Jelke"
being dropped due to recent unfavorable publicity not related to margarine business. Among
things to be announced at meeting will be that
Good Luck will use radio spot announcement
campaign to be launched about middle of
January.

GRANTS

FCC Friday granted following construction
permits for new AM stations:
Geneva, Ala. — The Geneva County Reaper, 1150
kc, 1 kw daytime; estimated construction cost $25,000. Applicant is newspaper.
Homewood, Ala. — Voice of Homewood, 1320 kc, 1
kw daytime; cost $14,500. Principal owner, E. M.
McElroy, is automobile dealer.
Benton, Ark. — Benton Bcstg. Service, 690 kc. 250
w daytime; cost $8,700. Principals include W. R.
Tuck Jr., general manager of KVMA Magnolia, Ark.
Fort Walton, Fla.— Vacationland Bcstg. Corp.,
1260 kc, 1 kw daytime; cost $18,750. Principals inW. R. Crestview,
Powell, president
of Oskaloosa NewsJournalclude Co.,
Fla.
Prestonburg, Ky.— Elkhorn Bcstg. Corp., 1270 kc,
1 kw daytime; cost $27,360. Principal stockholder is
DuRan Moore, county court clerk, Floyd County, Ky.
Rumford, Me.— Rumford Pub. Co., 1450 kc, 250 w
fulltime; cost $15,078. Applicant is newspaper.
Leonardtown, Md. — Southern Maryland Bcstrs.
Inc., 1370 kc, 1 kw daytime; cost $23,427. Principals
include J. L. Bittner, Warsaw, Va., resident.
Idabel, cost
Okla.—
Idabel
Bcstg. Co.,
1240 kc,of 250
fulltime;
$9,100.
Applicant
is licensee
KIMPw
Mt. Pleasant, Tex.
Punxsutawney, Pa. — Punxsutawney Bcstg. Co.,
1540 kc,clude S. 1W.kwPruett,
daytime;
cost $18,435.
inproprietor
of autoPrincipals
service and
coal company in Bluefield, W. Va., and C. M. Ernard Jr., salesman-announcer for WHIS Bluefield.
Lubbock, Tex.— Hub Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc. 500 w
daytime; cost $14,250. Principals include W. D. Tibbs
Jr. and J. G. Jarrett, program director and traffic
manager-accountant,
respectively, for KSEL Lubbock.
Narrows,
Va.
—
Giles
990 kc, 1 kw
daytime; cost $23,363. OwnerBcstg.
is H.Co.,
J. Romanus,
Narrows
dry goods merchant.

BUREAU

ELECTS

WILLIAM A. HART, DuPont, appointed president of Audit Bureau of Circulations by board
at final session of 38th annual meeting in Chicago Friday. New vice chairmen: John Piatt,
Kraft Foods; H. H. Rimmer, Canadian General Electric ; Roy Hatton, Detroit Free Press ;
with Vern Beatty, Swift & Co., secretary, and
E. Ross Gamble; Leo Burnett, treasurer. All
will serve one year. New directors, some succeeding themselves for another two-year term,
include Messrs. Hart, Rimmer and Gamble;
Wesley I. Nunn, Standard Oil of Indiana;
Lowry H. Crites, General Mills; Russell Z.
Eller, Sunkist Growers, and Ralph Robertson,
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet (see earlier story).
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In this Issue—
THE drive for the finish in the political
campaigns is bringing out big expenditures in radio-TV time by both
parties. But the timebuying windfall
is not without problems for broadcasters. Page 23.
A SPECIAL B»T poll of radio and television commentators and reporters
shows the majority thinks Adlai
Stevenson has made more effective use
of radio and TV than Gen. Eisenhower and will win the Presidency.
Page 25.
SOME NBC affiliates are up in arms
over the network's cancellation of the
affiliates convention that had been
planned for early December in Boca
Raton, Fla. Page 26.
GEN. SARNOFF becomes chairman of
task force that will find out how military manpower can be more efficiently
used. Page 26.
A B*T spot check of 27 broadcasters
finds the belief strong that the day
of the single rate card for day and
night radio broadcasting is coming,
and fast. Page 27.
THE Advertising Research Foundation's
committee on radio and television rating methods will expand its membership and buckle down hard to the job
of figuring out better ways to measure
radio-TV. Page 27.
JUDGED by one-time, before-discount
rates, the billings of the four national
radio networks were bigger last September than in September, 1951.
Page 29.
BMI issues fiscal year report that shows
strong financial position and dominance of BMI tunes in popular music
field. It doesn't make ASCAP. memhappy,raising
and there's
that
ASCAPbers is
a fund talk
to entice
hit-makers away from BMI. Page 30.
SOME television film makers have gone
abroad to do their filming. Is film made
in foreign countries better or cheaper
than that made at home? These and
other questions are answered in a special report. Page 65.
MOVIE exhibitors want FCC to give
them 360 mc band for theatre television, as FCC hearings on question
begin. Page 63.
FOUR more TV stations granted. Page
63. New applications begin on Page 6U.
Upcoming
Oct. 28-29: AAAA Eastern Conference
(New York, New England & Atlantic
Councils) Fall regional Convention,
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Oct. 30-Nov. 2: Final ABC-Affiliates Regional Meeting (Ga., N. C, S. C, Va.,
and Fla.), Ponte Vedra, Fla.
Nov. 3-4: Central Canada Broadcasters
Assn. Annual Meeting, Royal York
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
(Other Upcomings, Page 38)

ALTHOUGH HE'S 2,000 miles away, perhaps
best informed man on TV hearing proceedings
before FCC, notably those surrounding Denver
contests and motion picture TV, is Senator
Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.). "Big Ed," chairman of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, which under his gavel has
functioned as super FCC, gets regular intelligence reports from Nick Zapple, committee
communications expert. He has been sitting
in on all sessions.
IF HIGH POWER becomes issue in TV,
it will likely be provoked by FCC's lady Commissioner Hennock. She has steadfastly opposed anything more than power adequate to
cover immediate market for commercial TV
stations in FCC executive sessions. FCC majority, however, is for maximum power to provide maximum service.
DESPITE popular appeal, there's some question whether any additional ships like Vagabond, housingwill
seagoing
"Voice
of America"
transmitters,
be built.
Capable
of generating 150 kw, ship nevertheless has had restricted operation because of necessity to
anchor when transmitting and also because of
interference with existing services. There was
talk about several additional ships but these
presumably will be held in abeyance until further experience is obtained. Vagabond now
lies in European waters pumping 40 kw signal
into Red dominated areas.
THERE ARE nonbroadcasters in number of
new TV applications who will be surprised to
find they have few secrets after being put to
fire
of comparative
before
FCC.are That's
observation
of those hearing
who know
chips
down
in TV hearings and see many newcomers
flinching when they're faced with quiz on
personal affairs and finances. Question is:
How many "big names," already shy of excess
publicity, will want to be turned inside out "on
the record"?
TV
ATTORNEYS can see that competitive
hearings, virtually shorn of technical comparison which based findings in AM cases, more
and more are becoming arena for comparison
of applicants' "personal qualifications" — and
even personal "disqualification." Big money
potential of TV has lured wide variety of
persons never before in radio, they note, hence
many
tactics. may be easy prey for new TV battle
KNEW SUES ON SITE
SUIT to prohibit TV grantee KXLY Spokane
from putting its TV antenna atop Mt. Spokane,
about 25 miles north of city, has been brought
by KNEW that city. TV applicant KNEW
claimed that if KXLY is permitted to use Mt.
Spokane it will deliver signal so superior to
KNEW's that that station will have to join
KXLY on Mt. Spokane. KNEW already has
own site and presumably does not want to be
forced to move if, as and when it gets TV
grant. KNEW also claimed that TV tower in
state-owned park will destroy beauty and recreational use of park. Suit due to be heard in
week or so.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98
BROADCASTING
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Taken daily by a sizeable portion of Jamestown's population, to convince John
Smith that communism couldn't produce the food direly needed by the settlement.
"No work ... no eat," was the doughty Captain's dictum cancelling out America's
first Utopian experiment.
There's no snoozing in the competitive Omaha, Council Bluffs area either . . . yet
wide-awake KOWH manages to stay head and shoulders over all comers. Cast an
enterprising (free, of course) eye over the Hooper averaged below for the elevenmonth period from October, 1951, to August, 1952.
36.3%

Sta. "A"

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to 6
P.M., Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru August, 1952.)
Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period,
of
any
independent(August,
station
in
all America!
1952.)

OTHER
STATION RATINGS
Sta. "B"

Sta. "C"
Sta.
Sta. "D"

Kowh
O

"America's
Most
Independent
Station1
General Manager,
Todd Listened-to
Storz; Represented Nationally
By The BOILING
CO..
'5RO ADC ASTING
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THE NEWS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022

One-arm

so

is one-arm

driving

"park

is fine***

benching"

••but it takes
@)
two arms
to get
the

best

results

I"

7
WMC
NBC — 5000W
790

K.C.

Memphis' Only
TV Station

owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
National Representatives - The Branham Company1 *-:'
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Advertisement
Interviews conducted in one of
every 181 homes
SEE

THE

MOST

AUDIENCE

THOROUGH

SURVEY

COMPLETED

EVER

IN

To give educators and advertisers acomprehensive picture of
adult radio-TV listening habits
in New England, Dr. Forest L.
Whan has compiled a study that
penetrates more deeply into this
audience than any heretofore
published. Interviewers visited
more than 10,000 New England
homes. . one out of every 181 in
the area. Each county, city, village and farm section received
its proportionate share of the
sample, based on the Federal
Census of 1950. Sampling was
also controlled on a basis of
geography, urbanization, and
economic standards.
A new diary technique
Part of the survey was achieved
through the use of written diaries
left in the respondents' homes.
A diary record of listening or
viewing (by quarter hours) on
each set (separately) was kept
by selected families for a 7-day
period. The results offer an excellent criterion for judging the
effectiveness of various quarterhours over the full range of the
broadcasting week.
Set ownership and operation

If you're selling in New England, you can't afford
not to use this new Whan report!
Tells you the best hours, the best programming, the best station!

WBZ

/

WBZ-TV

BOSTON

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

STATIONS

Inc

KYW • KDKA • WOWO • KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for
WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

Among the 70 pages of findings
are these: 98.5% of the homes
checked have radios. Almost
60% have two radio sets or
more. About half of the families
own a TV set. Simultaneous use
of radio and TV sets is more
common than might be anticipated. Other findings, expressed
in tables and charts in the printed
report, include data on out-ofhome listening; "listened to
most" and "heard regularly" ratings for both radio and TV stations; shares of audience by
quarter-hours; size of customary
audiences; preference for type
of program.
With this report at hand, you
can tell in advance just where
and how an appropriation can be
spent most effectively on New
England airwaves. We invite you
to use the study for this purpose,
and to choose media impartially
for your own best interests. If
you haven't a copy in file, get in
touch with these stations, with
Free & Peters, or with NBC
Spot Sales.

BROADCASTING
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PORTLAND
/

OREGON

MULTNOMAH,

one of the gateways to the Portland area, is a

bustling city serving both industrial and agricultural areas.
It is part of a rapidly growing residential district that has
increased its size tremendously during the post-war period.

You

cannot

without

adequately

KGW!

cover the northwest

Listener loyalty available

for

your product in the ever-growing OregonSouthwest Washington Market. Examine these
picture captions for proof of the "putting".
Yes, "put" your advertising dollars in KGW
spots and reap the reward of the best radio
salesmanship available anywhere!

CIVIC LEADER J. L. Whitcher of
Whitcher Printing Company and
Multnomah Chamber of Commerce president, asserts, "KGW
brings us the top programs of the
day, both national and local. It has
demonstrated its interest in us and
we in turn have always felt a loyalty to this pioneer radio station."

KGW

is the pioneer station in the Portland area

with more than thirty years continuous
to the community.
Ask anyone

service

in the Portland Metropolitan

area

and nine out of ten can tell you that KGW

is

620 on the radio dial! This highly desirable
low frequency delivers a listening audience

in

a 12,000 square mile area to you.
If you

are not on the KGW

investigate now

because

band

wagon,

it is true you cannot

adequately "sell" this Greater Portland area
without KGW!

PORTLAND,

OREGON

REPRESENTED
Page 10
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NATIONALLY

BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., Inc.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastini

IN

MULTNOMAH

DRUGGIST Don Germain of Multnomah
Drug says, "Public service and interest in
our community activities has made KGW
the outstanding favorite in Multnomah."

THEY

KNOW

SIX

BUSINESSMAN Lynn Cavitt of Copeland
Lumber Company, reports, "The highest
type of service and programming have become KGW by-words. Our favorite for

TW§

OH!

GROCER Bill Ryan of Ryan's Thriftway
Market, declares, "KGW's merchandising
promotion has helped sales on KGW-advertised national brands we handle. It's the
best bet in Portland."

many years."

..-

wnah

tri
Jiul

BUSINESSMAN Percy Hughes of Multnomah Variety Store, asserts, "KGW has been
known in the Oregon-Washington area for
so many years that it has naturally taken a
place as a leader."

industrial
.sidential and
re:
The Choice
panasgiaoinn,
exre
he
is KGW!

BANKER Dwight E. Gard, president of
The Multnomah Bank, reports, "KGW
listenership has always been superior in our
community. A big station that still takes an
interest in local activities. We think it's the
best in the west."

DRUGGIST B. J. Adleman of Adleman's
is theinonly
'KGW
says,
Store,such
Rexall
our
interest
a local
that takes
station Drug
Portland communities. Prestige and popuBROADCASTING
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larity, no one can duplicate, result."
October 27, 1952 • Page 21

agency

HH. DOBERTEEN vice president and director of media for Benton &
• Bowles, N. Y., to Foote, Cone & Belding, same city, as vice president in charge of media, effective Nov. 17.
ROBERT L. SMOCK, Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfleld, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, same city, as vice president and copy supervisor.
JAMES F. EGAN, vice president in charge of copy, Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfleld Inc., N. Y., elected to agency's board of directors.
ROBERT A. DEARTH

elected a vice president of Ross Roy Inc., Detroit.

RAY WAGNER, radio-TV department, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to agency's Hollywood office where he will head radio and TV commercial writing
and production. WILLIAM SCHURR, commercial writer, has also moved
from eastern office to Hollywood.
BOGART CARLAW, copy chief of Biow Co., N. Y., to Ted Bates & Co.,
same city, as member of copy staff.

* figurehead from the old Natchez
photo from Philip Gendreau
If this looks like a cigar-store Indian to you,
it's because you always think of cigar-stores
when you see wooden Indians.*
Blonde cigarette girls have probably sold
more tobacco products than all the wooden
Indians in the world, but would a blonde's
picture have made you think of tobacco?
Further, if we'd shown an unidentified
cigarette, you'd have probably thought only of
the one you now use.
However, if we could have played the
melody of a cigarette jingle, brand identity
would have been instant, regardless of your
preference.
The point is that although cigarettes (and
other products) look alike and are used alike
... on radio they don't sound alike!
So, what can you show smokers that you
can't tell more of them, more often for less
money than you can with radio?

rteral i
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on all accounts

sive station operator is checking his
ago, at
is schedules more carefully, going
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chic
yer
ebu
S,ed tim
HES
rest
IREN
in the sales into promotion and merchandising
moreE inte
patterns of her clients than in the and offering better programming
Vogue patterns from which she and the kind of service which
makes her clothes.
clients now expect, in her opinion.
A business-like gal, Miss Hess
Irene Hess was born in Chicago,
nevertheless combines her radioTV aptitudes with those along the only daughter in a three-son
more aesthetic lines. She designs
family. She lives now on the city's
and sews her own clothes, has a North Side with her father, who
musical training which passed the does the cooking, and a brother.
Periodically, she junkets off to
harmony and counterpoint stage,
distant parts, but
enjoys legitimate
these
trips are less
theatre and confrequent since she
fesses to harboring
bug.
entered the radio
a ravenous travelbusiness. After
At R & R where
graduation from
she buys for such
high school,
clients as Demert &
bitually tooksheoff hato
the Indies on a
Dougherty (Heet),
banana boat, or the
Staley, Reddi - Wip,
West Coast or
Janney- Semple-Hill,
Panama, returning
Horlick's and Krey
only
when her money
Packing, Miss Hess
ran out.
is concerned with
making careful buys
When the responwhich bring the
sibilities ofradio became alarge part of
client dollar-for-dollar value.
her life, she releEver - increasing
most offlying
her
Miss HESS
travelsgated to
TV time charges
weekends
to Bermumake costs of upda and longer
jaunts
coming campaigns
hard to estimate, but business in to regular vacations. Before the
both media is booming. On many
war, she spent three-and-a-half
AM stations, she notes, good time months driving through Europe.
Last summer, at the last-minute
slots are completely closed. One
suggestion of a friend, she visited
major metropolitan station a fort- South America, stopping in Pananight ago could not offer a single
ma, Peru and
in a fast
three-week
daytime spot, she says.
flyingBolivia
trip.
The tightening broadcast trends,
Miss Hess entered radio in 1943,
working for Carl Wester on his
however, "are separating the men
from the boys," and the aggresBROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Obviously

OUTSTANDING.

. .

JOHN MARTIN GILBERT, art director, and JOHN WEYL, legal counsel,
Vick Knight Inc., Hollywood, elected vice president and secretary,
respectively.
GEORGE C. HEARN, account executive at Action Adv., Memphis, and
formerly manager of WFAK there, elected agency vice president.
JIM COYLE, assistant manager of KOWL Santa Monica, Calif., forms
,J. E. COYLE Adv., 3049 W. 8th St., L. A. Telephone is Dunkirk 3-3949.
ROLLO HUNTER, copy chief, John I. Edwards & Assoc., Hollywood, to
Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A., as copywriter.
FRANK RYHLICK, radio-TV director, Ross, Gardner & White Adv.,
L. A., to Geoffrey Wade Adv., Hollywood, as copywriter.

fiiJifft

DAVID HANSON, TV producer, Nat C. Goldstone, Beverly Hills (talent
agency, program packager), to Leo Burnett Co., Hollywood, as TV
director.
ANITA BERKE, office manager, Good Time Jazz Co., Hollywood (music
publishers), to Vick Knight Inc., that city, as media director.
MARK J. WOLTERS to Warner, Schulenburg, Todd & Assoc., St. Louis,
as production manager.
WARREN THOMAS to DeMartini Assoc., Phila., as associate art director. PAUL V. FORTE added to staff as public relations director.
IRA E. DEJERNETT
"AAAA.
FENSHOLT
Chicago.

Adv. Agency, Dallas, elected to membership in

Co. has changed name to FENSHOLT

FOUR
ONE

TOP
MASS

PEORIAREA
MEDIUM

COMMUNITY

INDUSTRIES
FOR

MOST

SELECT

EFFECTIVE

RELATIONS.

Community relations is personal relations. That is
why these industries use WMBD . . . reaching ALL the
Peoriarea with the warmth and friendliness of the human voice.

ADV. AGENCY,

"Careers Calling" ... a panel of experts
answer 'career' questions from high
school students.

BRUCE NELSON, Hollywood free lance illustrator, to Edwards Agency,
L. A., as art director.
SHIRLEY E. HERZ appointed publicity director, Product Services Inc.,
N. Y.
CYRIL E. LIVINGSTON, director of media, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove
Inc., Pittsburgh, elected secretary.
DAVID S. WHITE
Phila.

"Our Neighbors Sing" . . . Peoriarea vocal groups are provided an
outlet for their talent.

CATERPILLAR
KEYSTONE STEEL
A WIRE

promoted to assistant art director, Hening & Co.,

"Singing Rails" . . .
music of general appeal
is the vehicle for community messages.

CALVERT & PERRY Adv., Hollywood, changes name to J. RUSSELL
CALVERT & Assoc. and moves to 11638 Barrington Ct., L. A. Telephone is Bradshaw 2-7514.
'MATHISSON & Assoc., L. A., opens offices at 1127 Wilshire Blvd. Telephone is Mutual 2482.

hour-per-day five days weekly,
serial strip. It included Road of
Life for Procter & Gamble and
Guiding Light, Today's Children
and Woman in White for General
Mills. She learned every angle of
the business, from casting to selling, in her first broadcast job.
Three years later she went to
■the 0. L. Taylor Co. (station representative firm) working as liaison
BROADCASTING

between agencies and the salesmen.
In her fifth and final year there
she was assigned to selling on
specific products at agencies, becoming one of three women time
sellers in Chicago and the first
in the Taylor organization.
Miss Hess joined the timebuying
staff of Ruthrauff & Ryan in May
1951.

• Telecasting

"Sounds Of Our Times" a
document in sound reflecting
the ever changing events in
the city, nation, and the
world.

These programs, developed by our special events
department, are another example of WMBD's
outstanding leadership and service to the Peoriarea community.
See Free & Peters . . .

PEORIA
FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

CBS 5000
Radio Watts
Network'
October 27, 1952
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Happy Birthday
EDITOR :
OBSERVANCE
OF THE TWENTYFOURTH BIRTHDAY OF WGH GIVES ME
OPPORTUNITY TO CONGRATULATE YOU
ON COMPLETION OF YOUR TWENTYFIRST ANNIVERSARY
OF UNSTINTED
SERVICE TO OUR INDUSTRY AND THE
LISTENING PUBLIC. SINCERE PERSONAL REGARDS AND BEST WISHES FOR
MANY YEARS OF CONTINUED SUCCESS
AND PERSONAL HAPPINESS.
EDWARD E. BISHOP
GENERAL MANAGER
WGH NEWPORT NEWS, VA.
EDITOR:
Congratulations on BROADCASTING • Telecasting's 21st birthday.
. . . With all good wishes for many
more years of the same fine type
of objective reporting. . . .
William S. Hedges
Vice President
NBC
New York
LEADERSHIP

open mike

EDITOR:
A little late but none the less
sincere, my congratulations on
your 21st anniversary. . . .
May your influence, circulation
and linage continue to grow.
Martin B. Campbell
Supervisor of Radio-TV
WFAA-AM-TV
*
* * Dallas

this area, has been with us for
three years and we look forward
to a long,
ciation fromhappy,
here onprofitable
out. Sheassonot
only has not left us but her
schedule has been increased from
an hour to an hour and a half each
night, Monday through Friday,
plus her special Sunday show.
Samuel R. Sague
President
WSRS Cleveland
[EDITOR'S
B.T regrets
error. Story NOTE:
was submitted
by the
United
Broadcasting Co., owner of WJMO.]

United, We Fad
EDITOR:
Somebody's wrong on that little
item tucked away on page 58 of
the Oct. 20 issue under "Aircasters." It states that Mary Holt
has joined WJMO in our fair city.
Mary, top woman disc jockey in

IS EARNED

• LEADERSHIP

Switeheroo
EDITOR:
The enclosed
IS EARNED

item
• LEJ

[from the

Chadron (Neb.) Record] — a reverse twist to broadcasters who
claim same when money is spent
for space instead of time — might
bring a smile. And then, again, it
might not.
Our nomination
the mostwas
undiplomatic political for
candidate
the
classic we heard of recently who sent
publicity releases to all the newspain his area
them histo broad"give"
him perssome
spaceasking
to plug
casts. He informed
his "hoped
benefactors
that he was
spendingfor"so
much money paying for broadcasts
that he couldn't afford to buy any
space Hugh
with them.
McCoy
News Dept.
KFAB Omaha
Typo
EDITOR:
Your piece on page 25 of the October 20 Broadcasting • Telecasting about the new spot telecasting contract is fine except for
the typographical error at the top
of the last column.
Cancellation of programs after
first 13 weeks is on 28 days notice,
not 21.
You may want to correct this in
the interests of avoiding confusion.
Kenneth Godfrey
Senior
Executive
AmericanStaff
Assn.
of
Advertising Agencies
New York
*
* *
New Testament
EDITOR:
. . . I've been reading Broadcasting • Telecasting for well nigh
unto 16 years — through 10 years
of commercial radio, five in educational radio and one year plus
now in religious broadcasting.
My
ordained
smile pa"Bible."
. . when
. colleagues
tiently
I refer to it as my

Oops

John Groller
Secy, of Broadcasting
Board of National Missions
Presbyterian Church in the
United States of America
New York

EDITOR:
It happens in the best of wellregulated
little mishapsorganizations
with print, —or athose
slip
of the lip, which puts tongue in
cheek. Meaning, that I looked
twice and read a paragraph three
times which appeared on page 42
of last week's Broadcasting •
robbed.
Telecasting; then I found I was
30 years of skilfully fitting a top-quality medium to
a top-quality market is ringing cash registers
all over rich Central New York for WSYR's and
WSYR-TV's local and national advertisers.
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

ACUSE
AM • m • TV
NBC AFFILIATE — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution inCentral New York
Page 14
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It so inhappens
quoted
the talk that
whichI was
I gavemisat 1
the NARTB Third District meeting
in Harrisburg. The report Stated
that I "opposed giving national
rates to accounts whose products
and services are nationally distributed." What I said was that I
was opposed to giving local rates
to accounts whose products and
services are nationally distributed,
and that local rates should apply
solely to
stores.
A. local
K. Redmond,
General Manager
WHP Harrisburg, Pa.
BROADCASTING
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Hitching
plows

your

deeper

sales

profit

program

furrows

The farm-rich, industry-rich Pacific
Coast, with the highest per capita income
in the United States, is ready to buy your
product
message
market.
coverage
NBC

or service. Make sure your sales
gets to this 16 billion dollar
Use NBC, the network with top
in the Far West !
Pacific Coast Network plants

your product's selling points firmly in

to

NBC

in the

fertile

Tele c a sting

West

33.5 / o of all Pacific Coast radio homes.
Good business can't help sprouting with
that sort of cultivation. And NBC costsper-thousand are loiver than those of any
other far-western network!
Make this year's
biggest! Call your
details on how to
for the least money

crop of profits your
NBC sales office for
reap the most sales
out west!

WESTERN NETWORK • NATIONAL BROADCASTING
A Division of Radio Corporation of America
HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO • NEW YORK

BROADCASTING
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Doody over NBC-TV alternate Fri., 5:45-6 p.m., for 52 weeks effective
Dec. 5. Agency: Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.

new

COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Hollywood (cosmetics), started weekly fiveminute segment of Bob Garred and the News on 27 ABC Pacific Radio
stations, Wed., 7:30-7:40 a.m. PST, for eight weeks from Oct. 15. Agency:
Walter W. Rae Adv., Laguna Beach, Calif.

business

Spot
ELGIN AMERICAN Div. of Illinois Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111., begins
five-week pre-Christmas gift campaign with sponsorship of half -hour
film, Hollywood Guest Star, in 20 TV markets. Earliest and latest running dates are Nov. 18 and Dec. 22. Agency: Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
POSTAL FINANCE Co., Omaha, Neb., and its affiliate, MUTUAL
LOAN Co., Sioux City, Iowa, planning radio campaign to promote
"finance by mail" business. Agency: Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Chicago.
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT, Dept. of Finance, Ottawa (Canada Savings Bond campaign), using spot announcements and flashes on all
Canadian stations during Oct.-Nov. bond campaign period. Agency for
English-language announcements: Ronalds Adv. Ltd., Montreal; for
French-language announcements: Canadian Adv. Agency Ltd., Montreal.
A/atwotk • • •
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes), sponsoring roundup of Saturday afternoon football games, Camel
Football Scoreboard, 5:30-5:45 p.m. EST over NBC radio, until Nov. 29.
Agency: William Esty & Co., N. Y.

•Qqancy -Oppointmenti
KNOUSE FOODS COOPERATIVE Inc., Gettysburg, Pa. (apple processors), appoints N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila.
CAMPBELL PRODUCTS Co., Bensenville, 111. (Shave-Whip brushless
shaving cream), appoints Philip J. Meany Co., L. A.
EXCHANGE LEMON PRODUCTS Co., Covina, Calif, (bottled fresh
orange juice), appoints Universal Adv. Agency Inc., Hollywood. TV
spot announcement campaign has started on KNBH (TV) Hollywood
and KGO-TV San Francisco with more markets to be added.
STRATOSPHERE PRODUCTS, L. A. (Skyway anti-freeze), appoints
Holzer Co., that city. Spot announcements are being used in six midwestern radio markets.
MAGIC PANTRY Co., L. A. (built-in home freezers), appoints Walter
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills. Radio-TV will be used. CHARLES B. GANZ
is account executive.
■^ctpeopL
e • •

A., started first quarter-hour
Oct. 26 on 19 CPRN stations,
renewed George Fisher's Let's
stations, Sun., 1:15-1:30 p.m.
Castor & Assoc., L. A.

PERRY L. SHUPERT, vice president in charge of sales for Miles Labs.,
Elkhart, Ind., elected vice president in charge of sales and advertising.
H. S. THOMPSON is new advertising consultant. Other changes: O. B.
CAPELLE, advertising manager; L. E. WADDINGTON, assistant advertising manager.

MURINE Co., Chicago, will sponsor nine five-minute segments of Today
on NBC-TV, using three per week for three weeks from Nov. 4. Agency:
BBDO, Chicago.

JACK SIEGRlST, advertising and sales promotion manager, Admiral
Corp., N. Y., to Motorola Inc., Chicago, as national advertising manager.

NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES, L.
segment of CBS Newsroom, Sunday Desk
Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. PST, for 13 weeks. Firm
Go Hollywood on 22 CBS Radio Mountain
PST, for 13 weeks from Oct. 26. Agency:

WELCH

GRAPE

JUICE Co., N. Y., renewing sponsorship of Howdy

ROBERT

B. QUICK, advertising department, Procter & Gamble, Cincin ati, to Morton Salt Co., Chicago, as assistant to advertising manager.

WHAT

BETTER

PLACE

than

here,

to hit your point of purchase?

Harry Parnas, Cecil & Presbrey, New

maker who cant miss your advertisement

York, is the top decision-

if it's in the 1.953 Broadcasting

Yearbook.

It

works for you every working day of the year — the annual one-time shot campaign.
RESERVE SPACE IN THE 1953 YEARBOOK TODAY! DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 20 FOR PROOF. DECEMBER 1, FINAL.
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"The

Voice

already cam mantling

the largest average total- week audi-

ence in the Birmingham

daytime

(5,000

area, month

waits nighttime)

time power of any other network
REPR

Alabama"

of

after month'—now

—*■;,■■•:;> v.;.v:

■■\i

station in Birmingham!

ENTEI

LES

feature

Do you want to know whether
you can take a dog into Canada
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?
Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?
If you have a product which appeals to the outdoorsman, young
or old, man or woman, "Ludlam's Lodge" can answer these
questions.
In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
on WRC for two years, "Ludlam's Lodge" is now available to
national advertisers. Kennedy
Ludlam solves problems in the
field of outdoor sports for all his
listeners. He's also the man who
can solve your selling problems
in the Washington market — so
why not call your nearest NBC
Spot Sales office now for details?
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

980 KC • 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18
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on'sa selli
televisi
in paid
d
poweHr has
off for
Granng
FAIT
Rapids automobile dealer.
Learning that a Hudson dealer
in Chicago had done well with TV,
Marion Marsh of the Down Town
Hudson agency thought he, too,
could make the medium pay. Because TV prices were high, it took
a lot of deliberation on his part.
But after examining statistics of
TV success stories, he signed for a
13-week series over WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids.
His program, Talent Quest, amateur show, aired 6:30-7 p.m.
Thursday, featured Bill Roh as
m.c. Mr. Marsh labored long over
commercials, which he delivered in
person. He gave time to a blood
bank drive. He pushed everything
of a civic nature. He adopted the
theme of "Look, folks, the kids [on
Talent Quest] are wonderful. We
are proud that your purchases of
new and used cars make it possible for us to give them this

Competititors in and around
break." Rapids seemed to be sure
Grand
that Mr. Marsh entered a bad deal
when he signed his first 13 weeks.
When he signed again, they figured
he was going out on a long, shaky
limb.
Sales did not result immediately.
During the first four weeks, Mr.

of the week

453

fyt

afternoon

!

MELODY

AT SIGNING for additional 13week contract on WOOD-TV are
(seated, I to r) Williard Schroeder,
WOOD-TV general manager, and
Mr. Marsh; standmg, Jim Leeth,
station's salesman, and Mr. Roh.

WFBR

Marsh wasn't so sure that he'd
made
a good
buy. And
But from
he didn't
lose faith
in TV.
then
on the sales curve climbed sharply.

record

Businesscrease chalked
up year,
a 5(H"c
infor its fiscal
which
ended in July.
Evidence that Mr. Marsh is
happy he didn't lose faith in TV:
Last fortnight he signed for another 13 weeks on WOOD-TV. And
he's enjoying that last laugh on
his competitors.

crack

disc

— is
jockey
the
No. show
1 radio
show

Baltimore

in

in the

afternoon

!

Looking for a participation show you can brag
about, instead of having
to justify? WFBR's
home-grown
Melody
Ballroom carries more
audience than any other
afternoon radio record

strictly business
Back in 1936, Mr. Mayo, fresh
out of Princeton U., applied at CBS
for a position in the training program which the network was instituting for college graduates.
When he made his appearance, CBS
already had selected its quota of
six promising graduates. He
created such a favorable impression that CBS decided to raise its
quota to seven.
This concession was but part of
the career pattern Mr. Mayo had
charted for himself. He made his
first "sale" in the broadcasting industry by convincing CBS executives that his future lay in sales
and not in programming which his
college training program had encompassed. His first assignment
was on CBS' sales service staff.
That Mr. Mayo knew what he
Mr. MAYO
wanted was attested in his upward
climb. By the time he left CBS in
Basic training: ment:Radio;
Selling Assign1940 he had served as assistant to
the sales service manager and as
di- a member of WCBS New York's
ROBERT C.
rector ofMAYO,
WOR-TVsalesNew
sales department. He joined WOR
York, can testify that it's New
York in 1940 as a salesman,
not only the early bird that catches
(Continued on page U2)
the worm.
jtf

show — more than highcost TV shows! Make
sure
your radio
dollar's
well spent
in Baltimore
— buy Melody Ballroom
on WFBR. Just ask
your John Blair man
or contact any account
executive of . . .

ABC BASIC NETWORK

5000 WATTS IN BALTIMORE MO

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Consistent, convincing Bob Bean progressed steadily
from one Carolina radio station to another until he made
the Carolina "big time"— 50,000 watt pioneer, WBT.
In another and more important sense, Bob Bean and men
like him make WBT. They give WBT
COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

local programs the

network quality with local character that make goods move.

CHARLOTTE,

NORTH

Jefferson Standard

CAROLINA
Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales
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Leading

in

Jobbers

Louisiana,

Arkansas,

Texas

Praise

E. G. JOHNSON, President,
DeSoto Wholesale Grocery Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"We like KWKH—
it gets results"

KWKH

JLf you want the truth about the impact a radio station
has in its area — the truth about its effect on its listeners'
living and buying habits — ask the progressive jobbers,
distributors and wholesalers in that station's area.
Many
BMB

of these businessmen

may know

very little about

figures, half-millivolt contours, hours per day spent

with various media, etc. But oh!, what they know

about

the sales a station can produce!
GRAY McCRAW, President,
McCraw Distributing Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"The agency knew, when
they picked KWKH"

That's why we're proud that most of the leading jobbers
in Shreveport

praise KWKH — recommend

sources — use it, themselves, when
advertising dollars. May

we

it to their

they spend their own

send you all the facts?

KWKH
MASON JACKSON, JR.,
The Mason Jackson Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"Outstanding results
with KWKH"

A Shreveport Times Station
Texas
SHREVEPORT
The Branham Company
{
Representatives

LOUISIANA

AflttfcllSA
^
— -

Henry Clay, General ~bA.ana.ger
50,000

Watts

•

CBS

Radio
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Rages;
By JOHN OSBON
CAMPAIGN'S
BROADCASTERS are walking a
political tight-rope as a result of a
scramble by both parties for sizable
chunks of time to cap the 1952
Presidential campaign.
The welter of problems posed by
political time broadcasts could be
compounded a thousand-fold if the
politicos carry "equal time" requests to a literal conclusion.
The scope of the issue is only
partly pointed up by the demand
of the Volunteers for Stevenson
for detailed data from radio-TV
outlets in 63 "critical" counties on
the extent of their time sales to
the Republicans. Group last week
reported progress on its quest for
information from stations.
Extensive network time purchases by both parties the past
fortnight could raise additional
problems for broadcasters bent on
- offering equal time to both parties
and otherwise preserving a semblance of program balance.
Further report on Stevenson
volunteer plans came amid these
other developments:
& The Republican National
Committee rounded out its nationwide radio-TV timebuys, announcing plans for nine network simulcasts, seven in the last seven days
of the campaign, climaxed' by a
heavy election eve schedule. Between $800,000 and $900{000 is
involved in the commitments.
@ The Democrats aFso announced firm speaking dates with
extensive network coverage of
major speeches, using principally
the facilities of DuMont TV Network and CBS Radio.
® Both the Citizens for Eisenhower and Volunteers for Stevenson renewed last-fortnight appeals
for money to buy more broadcast
r time.
. '"
'.•
© Varieus local
political % groups
bought time on statewide network
radio affiliates.
@ ABC announced plans for
technical coverage of election returns revealing the existence of a
new "robot reporter."
The volunteers, , have contacted
some 300 stations seeking details
of GOP radio-TV plans and asking
whether equal time would be extended to the Democrats [B«T,
Oct. 20, 13]. Stations have indicated
they would make such time available.
With election day fast approachBROADCASTING

ing, it was not known late ThursRADIO-TV
day
what course of action the volunteers would pursue. A spokesman for the volunteers reported
that most of the stations contacted
have ret u r n e d questionnaires.
"Most of them have been extremely
cooperative in supplying the requested data, while others have referred us to their attorneys," he
said. All stations noted they would
sell equal time, he added.
Refers to Answers
The spokesman cited replies from
New Haven (two out of three),
Newark (three of five), Camden Trenton, N. J. (all), South Bend
(two of three), Cedar Rapids (two
of five), Sioux City (two of three).
The questionnaire had asked stations to furnish a statement of time
sold to the Republican National
Committee or related groups, and

whether they would furnish equal
time
F under similar conditions.
"The data accumulated thus far
seems to substantiate the existence
of the GOP $2 million spot blitz,"
the volunteers spokesman told
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
FCC had advised the group and
George W. Ball, executive director, it could make no determination
on the original charge. But the
Commission said "it will consider
any specific information you are
able to supply." The volunteers
protest charged possible collusion
between corporations and stations
involving pre-emption of choice
time slots for GOP spot announcements.
Attorneys in Washington, D. C,
have acknowledge inquiries from
station clients throughout the country. They have advised stations to
disregard the volunteers' question-

Nears

Deadline

naires on the basis that only FCC
can elicit such data. Stations have
been further advised of no compulsion to submit details of future
sales to the Democrats on the
premise that the latter seek to
smoke out GOP radio-TV plans.
Stations need not feel concern
if their time ratios sag heavily to
either political side providing they
are prepared to make existing time
available and are fulfilling public
interest requirements, attorneys
feel.
Last - minute pre - emptions by
either party to carry the radio-TV
fight to the wire could cause some
consternation. One attorney noted
that the headache would be multiplied— as would the cost to the interested party — where talent costs
are involved. Limited availability
of choice time on election eve may
(Continued on page 24- )

Qn NBC; 0thers plqn
INAUGURAL
YS
BU
GM
SPONSORSHIP by General Motors Jan. 20, 1953, was announced last at 11:30 a.m. (EST). Estimated
Corp. of NBC's combined teleyi- Thursday. General Motors said it cost is $350,000.
NBC radio coverage will continue
sion-radio coverage of the Presi- would sponsor a four-hour telecast
until 2:30 p.m. (EST) and TV
dential inauguration on Tuesday, and a two-hour broadcast, starting
coverage until 4:30 p.m. (EST).
Network will telecast and broadcast the actual swearing-in ceremonies, followed by the President's
wqf-T
speech at the east portico of the
V
Capitol, as a public service.
GM's sponsorship" will include
coverage of the Presidential procession from the White House to
the Capitol, the return cavalcade
from Capitol Hill to the White
House and the President's review of
the inaugural parade.
General Motors currently is sponsoring the NCAA football telecasts
on NBC-TV.
Describing the inauguration ceremonies will be NBC commentators
Morgan i Beatty, John Cameron
Swayze> *H. V. Kaltenborn, Frank
Bourgholtzer, Ray, Henle, Ned
Brooks, David Brinkley, W. W.
Chaplin and others.
All other national networks, both
radio and television, conceded they
were trying to line up sponsors for
their own inauguration coverage,
but said they had not yet reached
the contract-signing stage. CBS
and ABC,, at least, were reported to
Yo.u see, Stevenhower bought the time WO F-rTV .usually telecasts its have negotiations in progress but
the advertisers were not identified.
cowboy picture." .
• Telecasting
October 27, 1952 ® Page 23

•VICTORY THROUGH AIR POWER'
Campaign Radio-TV Fever Rages
(Continued from page 23)
prove harassing to broadcasters if not readily ascertainable. ,
one party should invoke equal time
The spot campaign arranged
requirements on any one station.
through Kudner Inc., GOP national
committee agency, calls for radio
The Citizens for Eisenhower,
which originally had agreed to and TV spots to aid Senatorial and
Congressional candidates. It has
raise money for the controversial
GOP spot program, claims that it been extended to some "85 key marhas about $120,000 available to buy
kets," according to Kudner spokesmen and calls for five and one-minradio and television time — far shy
of the $2 million figure charged by
ute radio spots as well as 20-second
the Democrats.
films [B»T, Sept. 29].
It was learned, meanwhile, that
Spot material is being channeled
to various political groups which, the ambitious plans of the Democrats to blitz some 500 cities in 20
in turn through their own advertisBurck in The "Chicago Sun-Times"
ing agencies, are buying time on states with radio announcements
local stations. State chairmen are have been held in abeyance for lack
being supplied films and recordings.
of money. This spot campaign is Monday. "More than a million
dollars have been or will be spent
Spot campaign got under way last national in character, handled
on national radio and television
Tuesday. The citizens group also through the Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore and New York, and not to be programs alone for the last three
bought time for a 15-minute film on
confused with spot purchases by weeks of the campaign," AP estiWPIX (TV) New York. It was
mated conservatively.
aired initially last Tuesday and
Democratic groups at the local
level.
will be telecast tomorrow evening
Using Oct. 15 as a starting date,
AP recorded 12% hours of radio
again.
Originally, four or five states
"How much we actually will were mentioned including Califor- and 11% of TV for programs boosting Gov. Stevenson, and 4% hours
spend depends, of course, on what
nia, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota and
money we are able to raise," Walothers, but at week's end the list radio and TV each for those supter Williams, co-chairman of the was down to two — Ohio and Caliporting Gen. Eisenhower. It estimated that if listed prices are paid
fornia. If clearance is received in
committee, has said. He referred
for
network
time (exclusive of any
to the $120,000 available during his time, six spots per day will be purchased on all stations in some 30 pre-emptions), cost would run
appearance on the Oct. 19 edition
cities of these two states in the about $869,000 for Stevenson backof CBS-TV's Man of the Week.
ers and $351,000 for Eisenhower
last two weeks at a weekly cost of
Ted Bates & Co., which prepared
a series of 40 radio and TV spots about $60,000.
supporters.
The survey was compiled and
These announcements comprise
each, is no longer in the picture.
Its task was a creative one from
released
on AP wires, however, bethe theme
the had
"regular"
spot
fore the Republicans announced
drive.
Plansof also
been drawn
the outset and the job of channeling the money and buying time is up for rural and small-town or additional network coverage last
week. AP noted that the figures do
being handled from the national
"grass roots" listeners. All three
not include programs carried by
were
to
be
underwritten
by
any
one
citizens' organization.
single
stations or regional netof the variety of Stevenson-SparkWarning Sounded
man clubs or the Volunteers for drives. works or any spot announcement
Stevenson.
Democratic party workers are
reference in most cases to
Once again, Senate leaders in anyWithout
radio-TV expenditures, AP listed
being warned that the GOP "$2
million radio-TV blitz hits in the the administration party have ap- these organizations and the amounts
they have spent and hope to raise:
pealed to prominent civil and in- Citizens for Eisenhower — to collect belast two weeks of October" and
dustrial
leaders
for
fund
contribuand $1
million;
that the Republicans "will spend
teerstweenfor $750,000
Stevenson
— has
spent Volun$280,millions to try and buy victory by
000, hopes to collect about $750,000;
tions, explaining that "one minute
of
nationwide
television-radio
time
CIO
—
hopes
to
raise
$1
million;
AFI>
saturating all media." The warnhopes to raise between $400,000 and—
ing was sounded in the official costs $2,000." They are asked to $600,000;
Unitednational
Auto Workers—
include three
TV shows plans
and
party organ, The Democrat, by send their donations to headquara
radio
program
on
73
stations in 24
ters for the Stevenson volunteers
states.
Stephen A. Mitchell, Democratic
National Committee chairman, and in Springfield, 111.
The flurry of GOP network purin a telegram to national commitFurther light was shed on the
chases covering the last 13 days of
tee men and women and state high cost of political campaigning
the pre-election campaign is exchairmen. Story bore a headline,
in a survey by the AP issued last
pected to put the Republicans on a
"Radio-TV Monopoly Bought."
The Democrat also claimed to
have unveiled another instance of
GOP saturation efforts. James A.
Pinnegan, head of the Democratic
Campaign Committee of Philadelphia, said the opposition planned
to spend $3 million in Pennsylvania alone, with a considerable sum
siphoned off to radio and television.
The campaign includes more than
1,300 spot announcements and fiveand 15-minute radio and TV programs, Mr. Finnegan said, adding
that "this is an unprecedented expenditure for funds for radio and
NORFOLK, Va., radio and TV stations have been cooperating with NARTB's
television locally in a political cam"Get Out the Vote" campaign for the past two months. Planning campaign
strategy are (I to r) Robert Moody, WRVC (FM) Norfolk; Roy Penner, WCAV
paign."
Whether these funds actually
Norfolk; Bob McBride, WGH Newport News, chairman of station representawere committed and whether they
tives committee; Joel Carlson, WTAR-AM-FM-TV Norfolk; Tom Matthews,
had been allocated through the Re- WNOR Norfolk, and Frank Facenda, WSAP Portsmouth. Not present when
publican National Committee or picture was taken: Bob Drepperd, WLOW Portsmouth; Duff Kliewer, WVEC
the Citizens for Eisenhower was
Hampton, and Tom Bradshaw, WHYU Newport News.
JPage 24
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par with the Democrats in point
of actual time expenditures. Heretofore, network commitments have
been predominantly on behalf of
the administration party.
GOP campaign headquarters has !
whipped up simulcast plans which
call for five featuring Gen. Eisenhower, one each for Sen. Nixon and
Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce, and two
others for the election eve rally
at the Boston Garden. One other
network-radio-only segment also
was reserved for the General. Two
simulcasts were aired last week. 1
Using Oct. 22 (last Wednesday)
as a jumping-off point, the following is a breakdown on how comparative network purchases of both i .
parties line up:
For Gen.
the Republicans
Oct. Troy,
22, 10-10:30
p.m.,
Eisenhower, —from
N. Y.,
NBC radio; Oct. 24, 9-9:30 p.m., Gen.
Eisenhower from Detroit, CBS Radio,
NBC-TV; Oct. 26, 6-6:30 p.m., Mrs. Luce,
from New York, NBC radio, ABC-TV;
Oct. 28, 9-9:30 p.m., Gen. Eisenhower
(studio talk), MBS radio, NBC-TV;
Oct. 29, 8:30-9 p.m., Sen. Nixon (studio talk), MBS radio, CBS-TV; Oct.
29, 10-10:45 p.m. Gen. Eisenhower
(studio talk), CBS Radio-TV; Oct. 30,
10-10:30 p.m., Gen. Eisenhower, from
New York, CBS Radio NBC-TV; Nov.
1, 10-10:30 p.m., Gen. Eisenhower (studio talk), NBC radio-TV; Nov. 3, 1010:30 p.m., Election Eve rally in Boston, NBC radio-TV, ABC radio-TV;
Nov.
3, 11 p.m.
-12 midnight,
Eve rally
(Eisenhower
and Election
Nixon),
Boston,
four
major
radio
and TV networks.
For the Democrats — Oct. 22, 8:30-9
p.m., President
Truman,
fromOct.Pittsburgh, ABC radio,
CBS-TV;
23,
10-10:30
p.m..
Gov.
Stevenson,
Cleveland, MBS, CBS Radio; Oct.from23
10:30-11 p.m. Vice President Barkley,
from Jersey City, N. J., CBS Radio,
DuMont TV; Oct. 25, 10:30-11 p.m.,
Gov. Stevenson, from Boston, CBS Radio, DuMont TV;Oct. 27, 10 p.m., Gov.
Stevenson-James Farley, MBS radio;
Oct. 28, 10-11 p.m., Gov. Stevenson,
from
TV; Oct.
10:30-11
p.m., New
NBC York,
radio, DuMont
CBS Radio;
30,
10:30-11 p.m., President Truman, from
Detroit, CBS Radio, DuMont TV; Nov.
1, 10:30-11 p.m., Gov. Stevenson, from
Chicago, CBS Radio, DuMont TV; Nov.
3, 10:30-11 p.m., Gov. Stevenson,
Springfield
Chicago, four major radio and TV ornetworks.
Luce Simulcast Yesterday
Mrs. Luce was scheduled for her
simulcast yesterday (Sunday).
This, it was said, was in response
to letters, telegrams and telephone
calls which besieged GOP campaign
headquarters after her Sept. 30
telecast. Her second talk was titled, "Can Communism Destroy
Gov. Stevenson also will appear
on ABC radio, 2:45-3 p.m., Oct. 2729;
on CBS Radio, 12 noon, Oct. 29;
America?"
and on NBC radio, 3:45-4 p.m., Oct.
30. DuMont TV Network, which
has sold to Stevenson forces nine
half hours of the TV end of simulcasts, also will carry People's
Political Poll, Westinghouse's j
Pick the Winner and assorted local
talks
York. through WABD (TV) New
DuMont confirmed that Westinghouse's CBS-TV coverage of election results would be carried, also
under Westinghouse sponsorship,
on DuMont's three owned stations
—WABD (TV) New York, WTTG
(TV) Washington, and WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh— and on WGNTV Chicago [B*T, Oct. 20]. As in
the case of CBS-TV, the coverage
will start at 9 o'clock on election
night. DuMont, meanwhile, sched(Continued on page 38)
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RADIO-TV
NEWSMEN
PICK
THE
WINNERS— A
B*T
SURVEY
IF the majority of leading radio A hundred leading radio and television reporters and combe retained but by slimmer differentials than now prevail.
and television newsmen replying to
mentators were asked by BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
In general the results of the
Broadcasting • Telecasting's poll
is gifted with powers to divine the to predict the outcome of the elections and to evaluate the Broadcasting • Telecasting poll
of radio and television newsmen
future, Adlai Stevenson will win
the Presidency in a photo finish and
radio-TV performances of the candidates. Here are the were similar to those of a poll of
his party will retain control of the results.
50 Washington newspaper corresSenate and House.
pondents published a month ago by
Newsweek.
The Democratic victory, if it materializes, will be due at least in
Who Will Be Elected President?
It would appear that the radiopart
to
Mr.
Stevenson's
skillful
TV news experts and the newsuse of radio and television.
paper political writers see just
Of the newsmen participating in
about eye-to-eye on the outcome of
the poll 74% thought Mr. Steventhe elections, though the radio-TV
son had made more effective use of
newsmen think, on the average,
broadcasting and TV than Gen.
that the electoral vote will be
closer.
Dwight D. Eisenhower. Only 10%
thought the general had been more
Here are the questions that
effective on the air. The rest made
Broadcasting • Telecasting askno choice between the candidates
ed and the replies (excluding the
as broadcasters.
question on effectiveness of radioEvery newsman who responded
TV use which is reported above) :
to a similar question comparing
1. How many electoral votes do
the radio-TV performances of the
you estimate each Presidential
vice presidential candidates picked
candidate will receive?
Richard Nixon over John Sparkman. Though no reference to it
Average of the answers:
was made in the question put to the
Eisenhower
263
newsmen, the Nixon simulcast in
Stevenson
268
Total
531
which he described his personal finances unquestionably accounted
In the Newsweek poll, the newsfor his overwhelming choice over
paper correspondents guessed, on
his opponent as a radio-TV performer.
the average, 251 for Gen. Eisenhower and 280 for Mr. Stevenson.
If the average of the predicIndividually, most of the radiotions of the newsmen polled by
TV newsmen thought it would be
B*T turns out to be anywhere near
a close race. More than half of
the results of Nov. 4, Mr. Steventhem predicted fewer than 300
son will squeak into the White
House with the narrowest margin
electoral votes each for the canof electoral votes in any Presidendidates. None predicted a landtial election since 1800 when Thomslide for either candidate. The
as Jefferson and Aaron Burr tied
biggest electoral vote forecast for
at 73 each. (The House of RepGen. Eisenhower was 383, for
resentatives elected Jefferson.)
Stevenson, 362.
And if the average of the pre56% picked Stevenson
dictions is right, the Democratic
2. How do you think the memcontrol over Senate and House will
(Continued on page 96)
44% picked Eisenhower
Who

Will Control

the Senate?

Who

Will Control

the House?
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58% picked the Democrats
25% picked the Republicans
17% predicted 48-48 split
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54% picked the Democrats
46% picked the Republicans
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attitude toward a convention, it
was noted that 91 reservations had
been made. NBC spokesmen said
this figure represented only 42 stations, however, and that close to 90
stations were represented in reservations the same time last year.
In his letter to SPAC members,
Mr. Sugg said several affiliates
indicated they would like to hold
their own convention at Boca Raton.
He asked members to contact stations in their districts to determine whether NBC affiliates should
attempt to meet if the hotel is
available; "should not business sessions be scheduled in order that
proper deductions could be made
for travel expenses"; would the
meeting "embarrass NBC through
the attitude of the trade press or

>g
Qn Boca Raton Cance||ir
PAT
DS
AN
ST
C
NB
of them asserted.
affiliates carrying fewer than 162
NBC officials l-eported late last week
hours of network commercial time
the network had no plans afoot
NBC, in announcing cancellation
of the convention, said affiliates
to reschedule the cancelled early- per month would receive less comDecember convention of its affiliates
suggested it [B*T, Oct. 13]. Officials reiterated this contention last
offer than pensation
they underdoNBC's
now. counterHe also
at Boca Raton, Fla., despite efforts
criticized
another
feature
which
of some miffed stations to stir up a
it was
not NBC's
he said would make a 10% cut in week,
idea butsaying
had been
suggested
by a
convention of their own.
In response to a letter from P. A. stations' compensation for pro- number of stations at the rate
grams which they carry on a de- meeting in Chicago. As a result
Sugg of WKY Oklahoma City,
of those suggestions, they said,
layed basis.
chairman of NBC's Stations PlanStation Relations Vice President
This affiliate said a further meetning & Advisory Committee, other
members of SPAC were polling
ing between the affiliates' commitBannister contacted "20
tee and network officials was ex- Harry
leading stations" and found them
affiliates on whether they'd like to
pected in mid-November and that
all in favor of calling off the congo ahead and have a convention
clave.
themselves, at the same place and he hoped NBC would "come up
time but without NBC.
"Why didn't they send questionwith
a
better
compromise"
at
that
time.
naires to all affiliates?" a station
Last Friday it was reported unNBC officials declined to comexecutive asked last week, expressofficially that responses to the poll
ment on the compensation question
other
ing resentment at what he termed
Mr. sources."
Sugg proposed a telephone
were running better than half in
on the ground that it would be
conference
by the SPAC if enough
opposition to a re-scheduling of
the network's operating with "a stations desire
to meet.
"improper" to discuss it while the clique of friends." "Every NBC
the meeting. Harry Bannister, NBC
negotiations
are
pending.
Writing to Mr. Bannister, Mr.
vice president in charge of station
affiliate
is important
himself."
In radio, a number of affiliates
Additionally,
it was tomaintained,
relations, said the preponderance
Sugg
expressed surprise that only
were said to take the position that a number of managers, especially
47 stations had indicated they were
of votes favoring the meeting ap- the
September settlement of the those with smaller stations, had
parently came from the eastern
to Boca Raton, citing politirate question, far from making a planned their vacations around the goingcal activity
seaboard and not from the country
as a possible cause for
convention
unnecessary,
actually
convention
and,
accordingly,
had
as a whole.
the
small
number
of early reservacreated a need for one. "The affil- foregone summer vacations. Many
tions. He again raised the point
iates took a 14% cut in their commanagers also were said to look
Bannister's Statement Confirmed
that an affiliate-called meeting
pensation and they want to know
Some confirmation of this stateupon
the
convention
as
being
"a
might embarrass NBC and asked
what's ahead in terms of sales, part of station compensation."
ment came from E. R. Vadebonfor the list of early reservations.
programs, and all the rest," one
coeur, WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, TV
As evidence of many affiliates'
member of SPAC, who said Friday
that of seven TV affiliates in his
area, five favored a meeting and
two were opposed.
Mr. Bannister reported that Walter J. Damm, chairman of the NBC
er
eck M,l,tary Man°°w
To toch
TV Affiliates Assn., had stated he
P obligation
Uthe
O
R
ment
have
respond
G
F
"are
grateful
to
Mr.
Sarnoff
for
F
IN
A
MOVE
toward
"the
most
O
N
SAR
was opposed to a meeting of his TV
accepting the chairmanship
of j
economical
and
effective
use"
of
to
their
government's
call
for
help
group.
when the call comes. This is the prin- this commission and welcome this
the
nation's
military
manpower,
Many affiliates were said to feel the Defense Dept. last week set up
cipal reason why I have taken on this
that, even though the radio rate a fact-finding task force and in- job. Another reason for my doing
While the composition of the
question was settled at the meeting
stalled Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
commission remained undetermined
so
is
the
deep
respect
I
have
for1
in Chicago in September, many im- as chairman.
Secretary Lovett and Assistant Secre- last week, it was acknowledged in
portant problems remain to occupy
review."
tary Rosenberg, for their untiring
Appointment of the RCA board
the joint attention of affiliates and chairman to head a Citizens Adefforts and their devotion to their Pentagon circles that Gen. Sarnetwork officials.
difficult tasks in the Dept. of De- noff's appointment would ease Secvisory Commission on Manpower
retary Lovett's task of recruiting
fense. Icount, it a privilege to work
Utilization in the Armed Services
Allen M. Woodall, WDAK Columother members. The military membus, Ga., SPAC member for NBC
was announced by Secretary of with them.
bers will be drawn from the reDefense Robert A. Lovett last
District 4, told Broadcasting •
Mrs. Rosenberg said the Defense
tired ranks of the Army, Air Force,
Telecasting he had sent copies of Wednesday.
Dept. and all the military services
Navy and Marine Corps.
The commission will comprise a
Mr. Sugg's letter to all affiliates in
Gen. Sarnoff is credited with
the district. "I will follow, the maximum of 11 "eminent citizens,"
considerable contact involving the
wishes of the affiliates in District
the majority civilians, and will
armed services. During World War
4," Mr. Woodall said, explaining
work with — and report to — Mrs.
II he served as brigadier general
there hadn't been time to receive
Anna M. Rosenberg, Assistant
in the Army Signal Corps. His
replies to the letter. He is taking
Secretary of Defense in charge of
services have been enlisted by the
no personal stand on the matter,
manpower and personnel. No date
he added.
government on numerous occahad been set for the group's orsions.
B. T. Whitmire, WFBC Columganizational meeting.
bia, S. C, NBC District 2 SPAC
In recent years he has been a
Noting that manpower distribumember, has circularized that area
member
of a Signal Corps advistion
is
"one
of
the
critical
longto find out what affiliates want to term problems" facing the U. S.,
ory group looking into equipment
do about the convention proposal.
Mrs. Rosenberg stated:
and other procurement and perAt the weekend he had not received
"We are confident that the stusonnel phases of the mobilization
dies and deliberations of this comany replies.
program touching on electronics.
mission will further advance our
Two TV problems were cited:
Additionally, he has been a direc(1) Affiliates' current efforts to efforts. ... I have known and
negotiate what they regard as a admired Mr. Sarnoff for a great
tor of theAssn.
Armed Forces Commu-nications
many years and he is uniquely
"better" system of compensation
The commission was established
from the network, and (2) morningfor thistook
job."over his new
Gen. Sarnoff
TV network programs, a target of qualified
at the request of the 82d Congress
a number of affiliates for months.
desk and conferred with Mrs. Roand Secretary Lovett evolved a
One affiliate, who is participating
senberg at the Pentagon last
charter in the form of a Defense
Thursday. He is expected to share
in the negotiations toward a new
Dept. directive. It was suggested
his time between Washington and
system of compensation, said NBC's
hy Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.),
offer — made in response to a pro- New York. At a joint news conference,
Gen.
Sarnoff
said:
who
headed a Senate "watchdog" . .
Gen. SARNOFF
"so bad'.'
— was
posal from affiliates
committee checking progress of
the committee,
refused
to submit it
Americans who have the right and
". . . obligation to respond . . ." the nation's preparedness program.
to' the other affiliates. He said that freedom to criticize their governBroadcasting
• Telecasting
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Stations
SINGLE

RATE

By J. FRANK BEATTY
THE single rate card for day and
night broadcasting is coming — and
fast.
That's the opinion of two-thirds
of broadcasters in the mid-Atlantic
and southeastern areas, judging by
a cross-section survey conducted by
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
They believe that some version
of the day-night rate formula is
inevitable or provides the best way
to meet the increasing competition
offered by television.
Some experienced broadcasters
can't buy this formula, however,
and that includes operators of stations located in multiple-TV areas.
ARF BUDGET
Kobak Reassures on Funds
ASSURANCE that the $10,000
needed to complete the $25,000
budget of the Advertising Research
Foundation committee on broadcast ratings will be provided in the
near future was given by Edgar
Kobak, ARF president, Wednesday at the Hotel Biltmore in New
York.
Speaking at the 11th annual
luncheon of The Pulse Inc., audience research organization, Mr.
Kobak said that in addition to the
$15,000 already pledged by BAB,
he anticipates getting the remaining $10,000 from the TV broadcasters. He is scheduled to meet
with NARTB's TV board in December, he reported, and hopes to have
the grant approved at that time.
Meanwhile, the ARF committee
on radio and TV ratings methods,
headed by Dr. E. L. Deckinger,
vice president and research director, Biow Co., is beginning its
work without waiting for Mr.
Kobak to raise its full appropriation (see story, this page).
Mr. Kobak urged commercial research organizations such as Pulse
to support ARF as well as the advertisers, agencies and media members of the tripartite organization. ARF, Mr. Kobak stated, is
in no way a competitor of the commercial research firms; its job is
not to conduct research but to
establish standards for research.
In that way, he said, the buyer of
research will be able to tell whether
he is getting what he is paying for,
Mr. Kobak declared.

Favor

2 to

1

CARD

Others argue that each market
must be analyzed separately.
Personal interviews with 27
broadcasters at the District 3 and
District 4 NARTB meetings would
seem to confirm the trend in network rate cards toward equalized
day-night rates. Their comments
(see below) reflect broadcast situations in seven states (Pa., Md.,
Del., W. Va., Va., N. C, S. C.) and
District of Columbia.
The majority views show that
many broadcasters agree, too, with
those agency timebuyers and advertiser officials who contend night
radio rates in TV markets must
reflect audience inroads made by
the visual medium.
Comments were obtained from
broadcasters representing all types
of operations — large, small, fulltime, daytime, radio-only, AMFM, AM-only, TV-radio, network
affiliated and independent, as well
as large, medium and small markets with and without TV service.
Equalization of day and night
rates will come by different meth-

ods, according to the majority
viewpoint. Some favor an increase
in daytime rates to meet the night
level. Others favor a slice in night
rates to be day charges. Still others
like a compromise version of these
two methods.
Then there's another approach —
lumping of the best hours, 7 a.m.
to 11:30 p.m. for example, under
a single rate with a lower scale
for the late-night hours.
Pretty general agreement exists
that daytime radio has been underpriced because its value hasn't
been appreciated by broadcasters
or buyers of radio time. Most radio
executives feel the industry has
been derelict in not making daytime rates reflect the rising circulation and the sales impact of
the medium.
Nobody attempts to run from the
facts when TV's impact on the
night audience is mentioned. There
is disagreement, however, on its
extent. Some stations in TV areas
claim they haven't suffered serious
loss of audience at night. Others

GIFT changed hands — from network
to sponsor — during half-time ceremonies of Ohio State-Wisconsin football game in Columbus. Receiving
Wisconsin-made billfold from George
T. Frechette (r), managing director
of Wisconsin Network Inc., is E. A.
Darr, vice president in charge of
sales, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C. Reynolds
(Camel cigarettes) is sponsoring U.
of Wisconsin contests on 27-station
network for fifth consecutive year.
note that the rating figure for a
night program must be evaluated
in the light of the larger number
of persons in the home after dinner.
In other words, a sets-tuned-in
(Continued on page 36)

Set
pe whose
the third
working
group,
Sco
tees'
Com
working
committee,
on mit
COMMITTEE on radio andNG
TV SThe first
Y
UD
ST
TI
membership
now
includes
Mr.
Drew
RA
F
AR
rating methods of the Advertising
standards and methods, is currentand Mr. Puff and whose function
ly made up of Mr. Ule, chairman;
Research Foundation, meeting last
is to analyze the data already
Mr.
Hughes,
Mr.
Treyz
and
Dr.
Monday at ARF headquarters in
Deckinger, who, as chairman of available in the reports of the
New York, decided to make each
of its four subcommittees a full- the overall committee, is also a various rating services now providing reports on size of audience
fledged working committee and at tee.
member of each working committo the sellers and buyers of broadthe same time to expand their
cast facilities. Insofar as possible,
membership by an overall total of
Purpose of this committee on this committee will measure to
standards
and
methods
is
to
define
perhaps ten additional members.
what extent the inherent factors
The overall committee, whose
what ideal audience size measurefunction is to establish standards
ments are and to state what is of each method contribute to the
differences which exist between the
for an ideal rating service and to wanted by broadcasters, program
sponsors and their agencies in the results reported by the services
analyze present services to deteremploying the various methods.
mine how well any service or comway of such measurements.
Eventually this committee will
bination of services approaches
The committee plans to list and compare audience measurements
that ideal, is headed by Dr. E. L. analyze the various types of ratbased on data collected from teleDeckinger, vice president and reing methods available, whether
phone homes with those based on
search director of Biow Co. [B*T,
now being used by the firms pro- information from homes without
Sept. 29].
viding such service or not, and to
Members of this committee include, report on what each method does telephone service, on reports of
in addition to Chairman Deckinger,
and does not do. It will then at- listening and viewing by individuH. M. Beville Jr., NBC; Harper Carals as against household measuretempt to appraise each method
raine, CBS; Wallace Drew, Bristol- from the
ments, on total and average-minute
viewpoint
of
how
close,
measurements and the like.
Myers Co.; Gordon Hughes, General
Mills; Fred Manchee, BBDO; J. J. when it is practiced to perfection,
. Fourth and final working comNeale, Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample ; it comes to delivering what is
mittee, on special projects, will
Richard Puff, MBS; Oliver Treyz, wanted.
deal with specific rating problems
ABC;
Maxwell
Ule,
Kenyon
&
EckSnowcroft Chairman
hardt.
arising out of industry controversy
The second working committee,
or otherwise that may be referred
The purpose of each of the four on inspection and review, has as to
the ARF for determination.
working committees was defined its chairman Gordon Snowcroft of
First such problem, at which this
and its method of attacking the
Campbell Soup Co., with Mrs. Ar- working group is already at work,
assignment outlined by its chairSpeaking on the topic, "No
thur Anderson, BBDO; Mr. Car- is the dispute between C. E. Hooper
Charts, No Graphs, No Data, Just
man at the Monday meeting, with
Inc. and John Blair & Co. over the
raine, and Dr. Deckinger as present
Bare Hands," Mr. Kobak urged the full group discussing each re- members. Its function is to detervalidity
of responses where the
salesmen to learn the facts proport as it was given. It was out
mine how well each method is interviewer asks about both teleduced by research and to use them
of these discussions that the need
practiced. The committee will study
in selling, but to "talk" them rather for larger committees became evi- the various rating systems in op- May 19].viewing and radio listening [B®T,
than "lean on a stack of carddent if they are to accomplish their
eration in office and field to deterboard." He briefly reviewed the purpose without making undue
Harry Wolfe
Colgate-Palmmine how close each comes in olive-Peet
story of the reorganized ARF, as call on their members. All are
Co. is of
chairman
of this
actual practice to the ideal and working committee, with Mr.
he had last month at the American
volunteering their services, with- how the shortcomings, if any, may
Marketing Assn. [B»T, Sept. 29].
out compensation, in the interest be eliminated.
Neale, Mr. Beville and Dr. Deckinger as its other members at this
Sydney Roslow, director of The of improving the rating methods
Dr. Deckinger is chairman of
of radio and television.
Pulse, presided.
time.
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AD PROGRESS
On 4A Eastern Meet Agenda
PANEL of four business executives
will explore the question of whether the advertising business is making creative progress at tomorrow
morning's (Tuesday) Grand Opening meeting of the two-day 1952
Eastern Annual Conference of the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies at the Hotel Roosevelt,
New York.
Participating in this discussion
will be C. L. Whittier, vice president and chairman of the plans
board, Young & Rubicam; Claude
Robinson, president of Opinion Research Corp.; Alfred B. Stanton,
vice president and chairman of the
plans review board of Benton &
Bowles, and Julien Field, vice president and creative director of Grey
Adv.
The two-day meeting will consider the over-all theme of "Creative Progress Is Our Responsibility." Keynoting the opening session will be a talk on "The Challenge of Creative Thinking" by
Marion Harper Jr., chairman of the
conference and president of McCann-Erickson. Mr. Harper will
serve as moderator of the panel
discussion and preside while the
opening session hears speeches by
Bayard Pope, vice president and
account group head of BBDO, on
"A Look at the Account Executive," and John P. Cunningham,
executive vice president of Cunningham & Walsh Inc. and chairman
of the AAAA board, on "The Creative Challenge in the Job Ahead."
Nine separate group meetings devoted to a specialized phase of advertising will be conducted Tuesday afternoon.
Brockway Luncheon Address
Highlight of Wednesday's program will be a luncheon talk by
Louis N. Brockway, chairman of
the AAAA Advisory Committee
and executive vice president of
Young & Rubicam, on "The Importance of Environment." Group
meeting that morning will be held
on radio and TV production, international advertising and marketing and merchandising. Three
afternoon group sessions have been
planned on mechanical production,
research and management.
Some 90 business leaders are expected to attend the conference,
which will end with a cocktail party
Wednesday evening.
Three Name SH&G
THREE broadcast advertisers
have named Schoenfeld, Huber &
Green, Chicago, as agency. They
are Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of
Northern Indiana, Gary, currently
using heavy radio spot in Gary and
Hammond; M-W Labs., Chicago
(electronic and silverware platers),
which plans to use TV spot, and
Scientific Brake Service Labs., Chicago, which is using radio programming locally.
Page 28
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AMP

ELECTION

Wall To Succeed
ELECTION of Charles
presidentlishersofwasAssociated
announced
following a meeting of
of directors of
AMP cast
andMusic
BroadInc.,
parent company.
cMr.
e e d Wall
s M. sucE.
Mr. Rawlins

WRS

SHIFT

Mr. Tooke

Mr. Vandagrift

Rawlins, Tooke, Vandagrift
Head KDKA, KYW, WOWO

Tompkins
A. Wall as
Music
Publast week
the boards

Tompkins, who
will reach retirement age on Nov.
1.
In addition to
Mr. Wall
his new post, Mr.
Wall continues as
vice president in charge of finance
for BMI. He was appointed to that
position in May 1947 after 18 years
of service with NBC. During World
War II, Mr. Wall served with Gen.
Omar Bradley's staff overseas and
currently
a colonel's
sion in theholds
infantry
reserve.commisHe is
a graduate of Harvard U. and the
Harvard School of Business.
Mr. Tompkins, who joined BMI
in 1947 as general manager, was
praised for his services by the directorate of BMI and AMP. He
will be retained on a long-term
consultation
basis for both organizations.
Other Elections
The BMI board also announced
the election of Glenn Dolberg, director of station relations, to vice
president in charge of station relations. Robert J. Burton, vice
president of publishers relations,
was appointed to the additional
post of vice president in charge of
writers relations; Robert Sour, director of publisher relations, to assistant vice president of this department, and Charles E. Lawrence,
assistant treasurer, to the additional post of assistant secretary. Mr.
Burton also was elected secretary
of BMI, a position formerly held by
Mr. Tompkins.
Mr. Dolberg has been with BMI
for eight years, joining the organization as West Coast field representative in the station relations
department.
Mr. Sour has been with BMI
since its founding in 1940 and has
served as an executive in both the
production and publishers relations
departments.
Mr. Lawrence joined BMI shortly
after its founding and has served
both AMP and BMI.

SHIFT of L. R. Rawlins from general manager of KYW Philadelphia to
that of KDKA Pittsburgh, both Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. properties, was announced last week by Joseph E. Baudino, WRS vice president
and general manager.
Replacing Mr. Rawlins as KYW
head will be Franklin A. Tooke, for
partment head.
After three years in the Navy,
the past two years manager of
WOWO Ft. Wayne, Ind., also a he returned to his program post at
WRS station. Carl A. Vandagrift,
KDKA and in 1950 assumed manprogram head at WOWO, will beagement of the KYW program department. In 1951 he returned to
come manager there. All the apWOWO as station manager and
pointments take effect Nov. 10.
R. G. Duffield, manager of KDKA
supervised
the station's
new
and modern
quarters. move to
for the past year and a half, has
resigned to enter another field,
Mr. Vandagrift is a veteran of
Mr. Baudino said. Mr. Duffield will ■ 17 years with WRS, having begun
remain until the end of the year
in the news department. He won
as a consultant.
national recognition later and a
number of safety awards for
Mr. Rawlins, who was made genWOWO by developing one of the
eral manager of KYW in February
first street - interview Safety-in1950, joined Westinghouse Electric
Motoring campaigns.
Corp. in 1942 at the Louisville
Ordnance Plant, serving during the
war years as office manager of the
MEDIA
INFLUENCE
projectile department, later becoming industrial relations supervisor.
'Two-Way Process' — Eisenberg
He transferred in 1946 to the broadcast subsidiary's offices, then in INFLUENCE in radio and TV proPhiladelphia, as head of the indusgramming "is a two-way process,"
trial relations department, four
with the media both influencing and
years later becoming KYW head.
being influenced by audiences,
Mr. Tooke joined WOWO in 1935
Philip Eisenberg, CBS-TV research
after being awarded a B.A. degree
told the annual New
at DePauw U. and studying at the psychologist,
York State Conference of ProbaAmerican Academy of Dramatic
tion Officers at Utica last week.
Arts. He later became WOWO program manager and in 1942 transCiting broadcasters' reliance on
ferred to KDKA as program de- both research and public reaction
in development of programs, Mr.
Eisenberg said: "We try to provide
entertainment, news, education, and
NOVIK NAMED
culture. The public is quick to tell
Demo Radio-TV Consultant
us whether [a program] has been
a success or a failure. In that way,
MORRIS S. NOVIK, consultant
and president of WLIB New York, they guide us in new explorations
was appointed last Wednesday a in television."
While the influence of radio and
special radio-TV consultant to the
Democratic National Committee.
TV often is spectacular, it is "limited," he said, citing the famed
His appointment was announced by
Orson Welles "invasion from Mars"
the
Committee's
chairman,
Stephen
Mitchell.
broadcast of 1938. It caused "a nation-wide panic," he recalled. And
Mr. Novik, a former director of
Rill Appointed
radio for the City of New York, has yet, he continued:
"It was estimated that at least IRVING R. RILL, vice president of
been acting as liaison with the committee and labor groups on special six million people heard the broadcast. About 28% thought the pro- Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
programming projects. Mr. Novik
has been responsible for rebroadgram was a real newscast. But only New York, has been appointed
casts of major speeches by Gov. 20% were disturbed by it. Of the executive vice president and account supervisor. Mr. Rill, with
Adlai Stevenson and President
people who heard the show 80%
Truman which are beamed to workwere not disturbed by it and most KFC&C since September, previousers in their homes [Closed Circuit,
of them recognized it as a draly was a vice president at Duane
Oct. 13].
Jones & Co., New York.
matic show."
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*f*MILLION
$27
OVER
GROSS
HI TWORK
first nine months, with this year
GROSS income of both the radio
roughly 50% ahead of last year
gain will be still greater.
Network-by-network analysis of compared to last, as compiled by
and TV networks was higher in and when the political convention
September of this year than in that sponsorship billings are added the time sales for September and the PIB, follows:
month a year ago, according to
NETWORK TELEVISION
figures compiled by Publishers InNETWORK RADIO
Jan.-Sept.
Jan.-Sept.
1951
formation Bureau on the advertisJan. -Sept.
ABC
Jan.
-Sept.
Sept. 1952
Sept. 1952 Sept. 1951
Sept. 1951
1951
1952
ing expenditures for time, at oneABC
1952
time, before-discount rates, on the
$24,029,153
$26,302,019
$14,031,241
$2,533,785
$2,165,971
$12,797,096
broadcast networks.
47,555,890
4,159,213
$1,622,482
28,397,751
CBS
41 ,739,803
$1,203,917
CBS
4,645,527
4,847,138
52,633,088
5,835,622
DuMont
Radio networks in September
809,475
14,534,122
NBC
MBS
12,861,185
NBC
738,578
1,607,107
1,324,061
5,207,574
6,798,441
1952 grossed $12,886,897, a gain of
41 ,250,864
57,712,762
3 898,867
3.713,235
5,405,243
38,982,583
34,299,840
6.581,618
Total
■» 8.8% above their gross of $11,848,Total
$14,430,632 $11,925,516 $126,098,334 $85,385,004
$12,886,897
$11,848,794 $116,875,784 $130,774,290
794 in September 1951. TV netNETWORK
TELEVISION TOTALS TONBCDATE
NETWORK
RADIO
TOTALS
TO
DATE
works grossed $14,430,632 this
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
May
CBS
September, up 21% from the Sep- Jan.
Total
DuM.
CBS
Total
Jan.
tember 1951 total of $11,925,516.
$3,301 ,479 $5,161,397 $1 ,699,282 $4,357,353 $14,519,511
748,544
$2,020,461 $5,074,643
$717,148 $7,259,307 $15,071,559
Combined advertising time purFeb.
Feb.
2,148,467 5,103,043
3,177,970 4,788,507 1,600,399 3,994,018 13,560,894
March
760,593 6,813,549 14,813,603
chases on both the radio and TV( May
March
14,520,393
July
3,355,715
4,184,074
2,065,052
5,643,123
7,320,358 15,789,126
5,154,077
1,826,527
networks totaled $27,317,529 this April
738,926
3,244,146 4,943,400 1,681,924 4,078,593 13,948,063
5,641
,831
775,063
1,699,760
6,946,751 15,027,268
September, up 14.9% from the July
4,963,794 1,821,571 3,861,882 13,970,339
5,602,634
3,323,092
1,504,043
749,497
April
$23,774,310 grossed in September
6,822,982 14,704,722
June
Aug.
June
3,001,314 4,629,254 1 ,632,977 3,708,014 12,971,559
5,794,534 13,209,836
1,279,985 5,385,820
653,415
a year ago.
3,257,331
1
Aug.
2,082,666
9,557,469t
1,339,276 2,878,196
943,387 4,163,245
10,315,067
845,780 4,555,020
2,281,852 3,994,905t 1 ,325,059 3,338,843 1 0,940,659 1
12,736,521
Lag in Radio
1,166,169 5,105,929
5,618,643
809,475
Sept.
2,533,785 4,847,138 1,607,107 3,898.867 12,886,897
5,835,622
Cumulative totals for the first
6,581,618 14,430,633
1,203,917
Sept.
Total $26,302,019 $41,739,803 $14,534,122 $34,299,840 $116,875,784
nine months of the year show radio
Total $14,031,241 $47,555,890 $6,798,441 $57,712,762 $126,098,334
Note: Cumulative totals for all radio and television networks but Mutual still do not include July national
political convention programs
network business for this year lag- sponsored by Admiral Corp., Philco Corp. and Westinghouse Electric Corp.
t Revised as of Oct. 22, 1952.
ging behind last year's total, but
the 1952 figures still lack the July
political convention program billings, which will narrow the gap.
In TV, the network volume for the
three-quarter part of 1952 is
RKO
TRIO
OUT
Resign After 'Journal' Expose
ABC AFFILIATES
To Hold Last Region Meet
ABC will wind up its 1952 round of
regional meetings with radio affiliates tomorrow (Tuesday) with a
session at The Inn in Ponte Vedra,
Fla., for officials of ABC stations in
Georgia, North and South Carolina,
Virginia, and Florida.
The meetings are held annually
to acquaint affiliates with network
plans and prospects and to permit
them to explore problems of common concern. A highlight of this
year's agenda is ABC's plan to
adopt, probably effective April 1,
a new gross cost structure which
would establish a single rate for
day and evening time but maintain
current net charges and station
compensation payments [B*T, Oct.
20].
Four Other Sessions
Four meetings already have been
held, starting with one in Hollywood Sept. 29. Subsequent sessions were in New York, Chicago,
and New Orleans.
The network delegation to Ponte
Vedra, as at the other sessions, will
be headed by President Robert E.
Kintner. Others slated to attend are
Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., vice president and assistant to the president;
Charles T. Ayres, vice president for
the radio network; Ted Oberf elder,
director of owned radio stations; Alfred R. Beckman and William Wylie,
respectively national director and
manager of the radio and TV station
relations departments; Oliver Treyz,
research and sales development director; and Ralph Hatcher, regional
manager of the radio and TV station
relations departments.
BROADCASTING

RALPH E. STOLKIN, new president of RKO Pictures Corp., resigned as president and member of
the board of directors last week and
two others resigned as directors.
The action followed publication
by the Wall Street Journal of several articles in a series on the backgrounds of RKO's new owners.
Those who resigned, in addition to
President Stolkin, were his fatherin-law, Abraham L. Koolish, and
William Gorman. The trio also resigned offices in RKO Radio Pictures Inc. and all other affiliated
corporations.
In a joint statement the retiring
trio said:
Our only interest in acquiring
stock of RKO Pictures Corp. was our
belief that the company can be, under
able and independent management,
brought to the full realization of its
great potential. We recognize that a
volume of unfavorable publicity directed against us as individuals has
or can be damaging to the company. Consistent with our original intent of doing that which is best for
the company, and for that reason
only, we have submitted our resignations.
Appointments Soon
Board Chairman Arnold M.
Grant said the board "as soon as
possible" would "fill the vacancies
with men of outstanding calibre
who will be well qualified to represent the interests of all stockholders of RKO." He said "it is
hoped that this can be accomplished within the next 10 days."
Earlier in the week, Mr. Grant
reiterated to a news conference
that RKO does not at this time
plan to release its backlog of
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movies to television [B*T, Sept.
29]. He said it would take at least
nine months' study before a decision could be reached on whether
to sell its films for TV use, and that
nobody had been assigned to make
such a study.
In reporting the resignations of
Messrs. Stolkin, Koolish, and Gorman, the Wall Street Journal said
Thursday:
Mr. Stolkin and Mr. Koolish . . . are
veterans of the punchboard distribution business, and have records of
Federal Trade Commission citations
and Better Business Bureau complaints.
They have become multi-millionaires, largely through mail-order
sales of everything from coonskin
caps to tivities
life haveinsurance
— but their
acalso branched
out into
such ventures as oil and radio broadcasting. The two have conducted most
of their ventures from Chicago.
'Journal' Allegations
The Journal said Mr. Gorman
had been a board member representing athird member of the purchasing syndicate, Raymond J.
Ryan,ness isand
thathe"Mr.
Ryan'sa heavy
busioil, but
has been
gambler and an acquaintance of
big-time racketeers Frank Costello
and Frank Erickson. In one petroleum lease venture he became — inadvertently, hesaid — a business associate of Costello and Erickson."
The Journal said two members
of the original five-man purchasing
group remain on the RKO board:
Edward G. Burke Jr., "who is the
youthful oil-company partner of
Mr. Ryan," and Sherrill C. Corwin,
film exhibitor.
Messrs. Burke, Corwin, and Stol-

kin recently acquired interests in
KOIN Portland and KJR Seattle,
in each of which the three own a
combined 43.5% interest [B#T,
Aug. 18]. They also own a total of
31% of the stock of KXOB Stockton, Calif. [B»T, July 14].
The Journal on Monday said the
three also "have each subscribed
10% of the capital stock of
WMAY Inc., a concern which has
applied to FCC for a permit to
build a television station in
Springfield, . 111." Both KOIN and
KJR are seeking television station
grants. Comment Withheld
The Journal's Monday article
also said "Mr. Stolkin's old troubles
with the FCC's sister agency, the
Federal Trade Commission," concerning aformer punchboard business, "were set out in an exhibit
made
partof ofKOIN
the record"
the
transfer
was up when
for FCC
approval. The article continued:
"Asked late last week whether
they cared to comment on this, FCC
officials said they would merely
stand on the record; that all of the
facts of the situation were made
known in the record and the entire
Commission approved the purchase on the basis of these facts.
No one, in or out of government,
Messrs. the
Stolkin,
Koolish, Burke,
protested
purchase."
Ryan, and Corwin bought 1,013,420
RKO stock shares from Howard
Hughes for $7,093,970, and the 36,000 shares owned by former President Ned Dipenet. The purchase
represents about 30% of the company's stock, a controlling interest
[B»T, Sept. 29].
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BMI,

ASCAP

DISCORD?

Friction

Seen

BMI and its subsidiaries for the break occurred. Indeed, for some
members is that, if BMI continues
fiscal year ended July 31, 1952, seven years following the return to dominate the popular song field,
of ASCAP music to the air, tunes
earned a net profit after provision
garnering fthe
lion'sandshare
of perormances inradio
TV, ASCAP
for federal and Canadian income
licensed by the society stood in the
taxes of $74,658. Gross income of top places on the Hit Parade and will be unable to collect its present license fees from the broadthe industry-owned music rights were accordingly given more time
casters who are far and away its
on
the
air
than
the
less
popular
organization for the year was $5,best customers, accounting for
607,842, of which $4,970,836 or BMI compositions.
What seems more likely is that some 90% of its gross revenue. Al- SMILING after first concert of the
roughly seven-eighths came from
license fees paid by radio and TV whatever funds the ASCAP memready, a sizable group of TV staNew York Philharmonic-Symphony Ortion owners have instituted court
bers collect will be used to entice
stations. , Operating costs totaled
action
in
protest
against
the
per
chestra, sponsored by Willys-Overland
$4,672,130 and administrative ex- the composers and publishers who
Motors Inc. on CBS Radio, are (I to r)
today have the magic touch that program licenses issued by ASCAP,
penses $694,234. :
James M. Seward, administrative vice
Annual financial statement has makes their tunes top favorites to asking the court to determine what
desert BMI and move over into a fair fee for the use of ASCAP
been sent to BMI • stockholders
president, CBS Radio; Dimitri Mitrothe ASCAP camp. Just as BMI in music on television should be. This
poulos, orchestra music director, and
along with a letter from Carl Havearlier, leaner days used every case, after a long delay, is expecterlin, BMI president, reporting
Raymond R. Rausch, vice president
ed to come to court early next
that as of Sept. 30 BMI has a to- power at its command to secure a
and executive assistant to the presicatalog of good pop tunes, not hesi- ■
tal of 3,002 commercial broadcastdent, Willys-Overland.
Blanket Licenses
ing licensees, AM, FM and TV, in tating to raid the ASCAP ranks
whenever
the
opportunity
presentthe United States and Canada* plus
year.
The blanket TV licenses which
ed itself, so today the ASCAP
are now collecting each quarter
4,050 licensees in the non-broadASCAP has issued, to the video
their individual share of a distrieasting field, the latter figure ^rep- members are . planning counternetworks and to some stations, exbution of ASCAP funds now agraids on BMI, according to nuresenting an increase of 16% over
pire at the end of 1953, a not too
merous reports, whose authors
gregating some $12 million a year.
the previous year.
far
distant
date.
And,
while
the
In contrast to last year, when 12 state positively that certain BMI
ASCAP licenses to radio stations
publishers have already had ofBMI-lieensed compositions "showed
fers to change their affiliation, run on until the end of 1958, the
such strength as to merit their
but
who
to date have been hesi- outlook of having to accept lower
listing in our letter to stockholdtant about naming names.
rates for a less desirable product is
KQV CONTROL
ers," Mr. Haverlin stated, "meanot a pleasant one for those who
One fear among the ASCAP
sured by the same standards of
Question Is Before FCC
popularity, BMI writers and pubWHO controls KQV Pittsburgh?
lishers produced 24 such hits this
FCC pondered this question as it
year. As a further index of accomFCC Finalizes Proposal
studied a memorandum submitted
plishment, during the fiscal period
last week in conjunction with CBS
Extending AM Band
BMI-licensed songs had 51% of 540 KC USE
purchase of 45% interest in the
all the first places and 66% of the
Pittsburgh station.
FCC last week finalized its rule making proposed last June 18 to add
total positions on the Lucky Strike
Both KQV and CBS officials
540
kc
to
the
AM
broadcast
band,
thus
leaving
the
way
open
for
Class
II
Hit Parade."
maintained when the network buystations in a few parts of the country to seek that frequency.
BMI Dominance
in was announced [B*T, March
Adoption of the 540 kc frequency proposal last June [B«T, June 23]
10] that it did not constitute transThe dominance of BMI tunes in was hailed by broadcasters as a
=
*— - ~""
fer of control and therefore did
U. S. broadcasters, sought AM use
the popular music field in the past long sought after victory for Ar
not
require
prior FCC approval.
thur
B.
Church,
owner
of
KMBC
of
520,
530
and
540
kc.
The
U.
S.
year and a half has been a matter
Kansas
City,
Mo.
The
decision
now
Basis
for
that
position was fact
delegation
opposed
the
proposal
at
of growing concern to the writer
that time.
permits KMBC to prosecute its apthat CBS' 45% interest will be
and publisher members of ASCAP,
plication for 540 kc at Concordia,
voted by a trustee, and always will
unaccustomed to such rivalry. That
The 540 kc frequency is designated as a Canadian clear channel,
be voted proportional to the votes
in less than a dozen years BMI
Mo., where the station's licensee,
giving this frequency Class II of the 55% stockholders
should have snatched the public Midland Broadcasting Co., operates
Stock Transfer
fancy so thoroughly from the big KFRM on 550 kc daytime only, status in the "U. S. under the North
name established writers and pub- with 5 kw directional. KFRM dup- American Regional Broadcasting
On the same date that CBS purlicates KMBC programs.
lishers in the ASCAP roster seems
Agreement (NARBA). The use of
chase was consummated, however,
The AM broadcast band under
540 kc was conceded to Canada in
to them incredible and a trend to
major
stockholder E. F. Reed
be rebuffed vigorously and effec- the FCC finalization now is speci- Saskatchewan in 1938 in an executransferred 50 shares of his stock
fied at 535 to 1605 kc instead of 550
tive agreement with the U. S. CBK
tively.
to his son, E. F. Reed Jr. This
Watrous has used the frequency
Music business circles in recent to 1600 kc. FCC rules governing
resulted in a decrease in the holdthe AM band are amended accordsince 1939 with full 50 kw power.
weeks have buzzed with rumors
ings of the original 23 stockholdingly effective 30 days after publithat a number of ASCAP members
XEWA San Luis Potosi, in Mexers when the present ownership
cation in the Federal Register.
ico, now is operating on 540 kc after
were banding together to do somebought KQV in 1945, an FCC letter
Extension of the broadcast band
formal notice by Mexico in 1948
thing to reverse the trend and were
of Aug. 20 asserted. Thus, a transthat it planned to use the frequency
raising a war chest of sizable to 540 was approved at the Atlanfer of control has taken place, the
with full 150 kw power; however,
tic City International Telecommuniproportions to finance the project.
Commission said, and calls for
cations
Conference
in
1947
after
it is not believed the station is usLegal action has been mentioned,
FCC approval.
ing the full 150 kw. The Mexican
based on the smug theory that the initiation by the FCC at that time.
Commission cited a decision on
action was taken in spite of U. S.
only way BMI could possibly get The 1951 Geneva agreement supthe
KWIK Pocatello, Ida., case
State
Dept.
protests,
reportedly
plemented the approval and specimore popular tunes than ASCAP
which
held that when more than
fied Dec. 1, 1952, as the date for made because the U. S. military eswould be through a conspiracy be50% of licensee's stock leaves the
tablishment uses the contingent
bringing the 540 kc provision into
tween BMI and its broadcaster
hands of the original stockholders
effect.
410-535 band.
owners. Cooler heads, however,
that
is a transfer of control.
Midland Broadcasting Co. first
The action climaxed several years
have decried such action, pointing
At
issue is the question whether
filed for 540 kc at Kansas City (for
of attempts by U. S. and Canadian
out that in the years immediately
the CBS purchase plus the transbroadcasters to extend the AM band
following the 1941 break between
KMBC) in May 1944, the applicafer of 50 shares by E. F. Reed to
into the more desirable lower fretion being dismissed by FCC in his son
ASCAP and the broadcasters, when
is transfer of control and
1946.
quency area just above 500 kc, the
feelings certainly were running
required
prior FCC approval.
In its decision last week the FCC
much higher than now, the broad- international distress call channel.
KQV
operates
on 1410 kc with 5
said
use
of
the
additional
channel
The
first
proposal
for
extending
casters were glad to broadcast
kw. It is an MBS affiliate. It is reASCAP music when they could the band into the lower frequencies
will
be
subject
to
the
"harmful
inported readying a Channel 4 TV
purchase the right to do so at came at the Madrid Telecommuniterference" provisions contained in
for Irwin, Pa., a suburb
cations Conference in 1932 when
fees more reasonable than those
Sec. 2.104(a) of the Table of Fre- application
of Pittsburgh.
quency Allocations rules.
demanded by ASCAP before the the Canadian delegation, backed by
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REBROADCAST

NCAB REQUESTS
UNC Eschew Commercial TV
BROADCASTERS in North Carolina have voted overwhelmingly in
favor of a resolution calling on U.
of North Carolina to assure the
state "that it intends to conduct
the activities of its radio and /or
television station at all times on a
strictly non-commerical basis."
The resolution was adopted by
voice vote at the Oct. 4 meeting
■» of North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters. It was then submitted to
the membership for a mail referendum vote.
NCAB members had expressed
concern that the university might
be seeking endowment funds to operate a commercial station.
Text of the resolution as adopted
by the NCAB referendum follows:
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS the radio and the television stations of the State of North
Carolina have individually and collectively concerned themselves with the
great good to the people through the
dissemination of education and information by radio and television, and
WHEREAS the radio and television
industry in North Carolina has enjoyed
the whole-hearted
support institutions
and cooperation of the educational
of the State including the Greater
University of North Carolina so that
business institutions operated in the
American way of free enterprise have
joined with educational institutions to
further the common good, and
WHEREAS institutions such as the
Greater University of North Carolina
have obtained a non-commercial license to operate an FM radio station
and are contemplating the possibility
of obtaining a license and operating
a non-commercial television station
under the provisions of pre-allocations
' made
by the for
Federal
Commission
the Communications
licensing and
operation of educational non-commercial television stations,
BE IT THEREFORE RESOLVED that
the North Carolina Association of
Broadcasters, understanding that such
operation of a radio station and/or a
television station is and will at all
times be an adjunct to an educational
non-commercial institution of learning, anticipates and recommends a
continuing cooperation between the
educational interest engaged in the
conduct of non-commercial educational
radio and television stations and the
North Carolina broadcasters engaged
in the operation of commercial radio
and television stations for the common
good of the people;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that
all broadcasters in the State of North
Carolina (educational and commercial)
recognize and declare that the preservation of the status of educational institutions as non-commercial and so
financed and the status of radio and
television broadcasters as American
businessmen operating in the tradition
of free enterprise is vital and necessary at all times to the proper and
constructive accomplishment for the
common good; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that in
the spirit of this resolution the North
Carolina Association of Broadcasters
hereby calls on the Greater University
» the
of North
to publicly
assureto
people Carolina
of this state
by a letter
the North Carolina Association of
Broadcasters that it intends to conduct
the activities of its radio and/or television station at all times on a strictly
non-commercial basis.

ALABAMA Broadcasters Assn. presidents, present and past, gather at the
ABA fall meeting, Oct. 10-11, on the U. of Alabama campus where the association maintains an office. L to r: Henry P. Johnston, WSGN-AM-FM
Birmingham, 1948-49; Howard E. Pill, WSFA Montgomery, 1949-50; Bert
Bank, WTBC-AM-FM Tuscaloosa, 1950-51; W. Emmett Brooks, WEBJ Brewton, 1951-52, and T. E. Martin, WAPX Montgomery, 1952-53.
Nunn
PROSPERITY

KEY

Claims

Depends

Nation

on Sales

WITH today's economic emphasis on sales, the salesman has become "a
key custodian of our national prosperity," according to Wesley I. Nunn,
advertising manager of Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago. Mr. Nunn
spoke Thursday at the first of two day-long sessions of the Audit Bureau
•
*
meeting in the effect
of Circulations,
on newspaper readership by
Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Success in the art of selling, he newspaper groups. A city, for example, would be studied before and
asserted, makes the difference be- after the
advent of TV. Mr. Nunn
tween the "deepest depression and suggested the magazine industry
the greatest prosperity." Calling might be interested in conducting
for closer cooperation between media and management, Mr. Nunn said a similar investigation. "We know
advertising must shoulder much of there is a continuing need for this
type of information because adverthe responsibility in the growth
tisers repeatedly
ask for
it," he
process by "selling, as such, and said. Clients
will have
to continue
by helping in management decisions on vital functions such as estimating TV's impact on readership, and "with even greater urgenproduct development, market plancy" as TV circulation grows, he
ning and research."
added.
Some responsibilities are the adOther Thursday highlights were
vertisers, primarily, aided by media
a panel discussion moderated by
as "sympathetic observers," he Martha Rountree, m.c. of Meet the
said, with others "clearly in the Press on NBC-TV, and a speech by
province of media, as advertisers
John P. Cunningham, executive vice
and agencies perhaps fill a counpresident of Cunningham & Walsh,
sellor's role."
New York, and board chairman of
Discussing media and costs, he American Assn. of Advertising
cited as a most pressing "current
Miss Rountree appeared with two
problem" for advertisers the diver- Agencies.
sion of funds "by deals and gim- speakers, Sen. Robert Kerr (Dmicks from advertising programs
Okla.) and Sen. Harry P. Cain (Rplanned in advance to accomplish
Wash.), who debated "Which Party
needed company objectives."
Can Do the Most for the Nation."
Such deals, he said, involve the The 45-minute panel, interspersed
with questions from a newspaperpurchase of time in "brokerage
man-panel, was broadcast on
deals" by wholesalers and retailers.
WCFL Chicago.
He noted a "sharp conflict" between
the long-run buying view which
Retiring ABC board members include Lowry H. Crites, general
stresses consistency and long-term
development and the short - run
Mills; William A. Hart, E. I. dupractice of buying distribution and Pont de Nemours; Howard M. Chapin, General Foods; Russell Z. Eldealer support through "deals."
The attitude of advertisers to- ler, Sunkist Growers; W. S. McFor Plymouth Line
Lean, Fisher Body Div., General
ward such deals varies, Mr. Nunn
E. Ross Gamble, Leo BurCHRYSLER Corp.'s Plymouth Div., said, but generally speaking they Motors;
nett Agency, Chicago.
through N. W. Ayer & Son, New
have "legitimate objections" to
York, in introducing the 1953 them. This practice, he said, leads
WIDMARK and Anne Baxmodel will sponsor four shows in to loss of control of "one of the RICHARD
ter
were
presented with the first
most
important
functions
in
any
a saturation plan on CBS Radio
annual "Golden Mike" awards on CBS
the week of Nov. 18. Programs
business — pricing."
Radio's Suspense, Oct. 20. They were
He referred to suggested TV stu- voted the best guest actors by the
are Line-up, Meet Millie, Gunsmoke and Mr. Chameleon.
program's regular cast and crew.
dies, with analysis of the medium's
BROADCASTING
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Brown Charges 'Conspiracy'
GORDON P. BROWN, owner of
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., lashed
out again last week at those who
request further postponement of
the
effective rule
date after
of the'FCC's
rebroadcast
Oct. 31 new
and
requested Justice Dept. action
should an FCC investigation disclose "conspiracy."
The rebroadcast rule, thricepostponed, would require stations
to permit rebroadcasting of their
signals upon request unless good
and sufficient reason exists to deny
permission. However, when a denial is made, the station would
have to file an explanatory statement with FCC within 10 days
[B»T, May 19]. NARTB, CBS,
NBC and others have petitioned for
delay in putting the rules into effect and have asked for reconsideration of the rule.
Mr. Brown's latest protest is in
response to a petition by Haley &
Doty, Washington law firm, for
further postponement of the rule
after Oct. 31, tendered in behalf
of a number of stations. Mr. Brown
charges the petition "would infer
that Sec. 325 of the Communications Act was a license to a licensee
to dictate to a sponsor what use
the sponsor shall make of his own
program when actually legislative
history of Sec. 325 of the Act
clearly points out that it was the
purpose of the Act to protect the
one 'spending a large amount of
money to prepare and present a
program'
(quoted3, from
Page of2880
of
the February
1927 issue
the
Congressional Record)."
Charges Misinterpretation
Mr. Brown argued that "the
point has many times before been
brought to the attention of the
Commission that certain licensees
and networks have, and still are,
restricting rebroadcasting because
of an intentional erroneous interpretation put on the Congressional
intent of Sec. 325(a), not by the
Commission but by those licensees
and networks who would monopolize the national radio sponsors'
Mr. Brown's petition continued:
Careful investigation and consideration should be given by the Commisprograms."
sion of those who would attempt to
continue to restrain rebroadcasting. It
is now quite evident through the station relations departments of the two
petitioning networks, NBC and ■ CBS;
NARTB; the Broadcast Magazine; the
attorneys of Haley & Doty and the stations which they represent, all of which
are attemptingbroadcastinto
further
g that such
unitedrestrain
action reas
displayed by the above relative to the
Commission's report and order on
Docket 9808, seriously takes on the complexion of a conspiracy to deprive
WSAY and thousands of other stations
from obtaining rebroadcast revenue
and to deprive millions of listeners of
their inherent right to the most and
best that radio and TV can afford them.
If such FCC investigation discloses conspiracy, I request that it be turned
over to the Justice Dept. and the Federal Trade Commission for their action.
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RADIO is selling itself short
though it is stronger than ever
before, NARTB District 1 (New
England) broadcasters were told
last week.
Special rates and under-the-table
deals were criticized by Paul H.
Provandie, vice president of Hoag
& Provandie, Boston, addressing
the closing luncheon of the Monday-Tuesday meeting held at the
Hotel Statler, Boston.
These practices are "all too prevalent," Mr. Provandie said, and
"put the agency in a bad position."
He mentioned the practice of giving local dealers local rates after
station representatives had quoted
card rates to the agency. "We
want the most for our money," he
said, "but we want to pay the
legitimate price."
"You get the impression that
radio is dead," he continued. "Instead of positive selling, the approach i—s if you have a few dollars left over, how about using
radio?"
Powerful Sales Medium
"If properly used, radio is a
powerful sales advertising medium
that can bring exceptional results,"
he said. "Methods of using radio
have changed. Today it's a question of saturation, of dominating
a market." He mentioned a client
on an all-radio budget, with
12,500 spots on 79 stations. The
campaign is proving how well radio
can produce for an account, he
said. Of the 79 stations, he continued, only 21 were paid at the
national rate. He said $24,000 was
lost by the other stations and
"there was no need for it." Representatives put in a lot of work
but were cut out, he noted.
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of
The Pulse Inc., described merits of
his firm's audience technique, reminding there is no chance of
making a complete audience count
at any given time.
W. Bruce McEwen, vice president of C. E. Hooper Inc., substituting for Mr. Hooper, said he
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at Boston

works showed great creative media
imagination in working out with
their affiliates the 'tandem' type
operations which enabled advertisers like us to extend our daytime
audiences with minimum talent
charges, short-term commitments,
and at reasonable cost-per-thousand
levels." to spot buying, Mr. '
Referring
Liliening time
saidhasthatsuffered
since "early
morn-in
negligibly
most markets because of TV, we
INDUSTRY leaders at joint NARTB District 1 — New England Radio Executives Club luncheon in Boston last week included (seated I to r); Harold E.
Fellows, NARTB president; Mary McKenna, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.; Lewis
H. Avery, Avery-Knodel Inc., N. Y.; John Taylor, RCA; Vincent T. Wasilewski,
NARTB; Joseph K. Close, WKNE, Keene, N. H. Standing, William T. Stubblefield, NARTB; Robert McCrae, RCA, Boston; Robert D. Lilien, Whitehall
Pharmacol Co., N. Y.; Rudolph Bruce, N. E. Coke Co. and REC president;
William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston and District 1 director; William H. Rines,
WCSH Portland; Gerald Harrison, WMAS Springfield.
was proposing a "practicable,
workable" plan designed to show
radio listening in and out of the
home, describing parallel surveys
in which out-of-home listening is
measured by the diary method. Dr.
Roslow said Pulse has been doing
out-of-home measurement.
Participating in the Tuesday
afternoon TV panel were W. C.
Swartley, WBZ-TV Boston; Craig
Lawrence, WCBS-TV New York,
and Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
New Orleans, NARTB TV board
member.
Resolutions included a loyalty
pledge by which members agreed to
abstain from double billing. Others
commended NARTB officials and
William B. McGrath, WHDH Boston, district director. Appreciation
was voiced for the vigorous support given broadcasting by the
trade press. Resolutions committee members were Earle G. Clement, WBET Brockton, Mass., chairman; Jock MacKenzie, WMOU
Berlin, N. H.; Carleton D. Brown,
WTVL Waterville, Me.; William
H. Rines, WCSH Portland; John
D. Swan, WCAX Burlington, Vt.
Presiding at the sessions was

CHATTING with NARTB District 2 director E. R. Vadeboncoeur (I), WSYR
Syracuse, at district meeting were (I to r): George Bingham, WKIP Poughkeepsie; Robert Peebles, WKNY Kingston; W. W. Carter Jr., WTRY Troy;
Charles Phillips, WFBL Syracuse; Frederick L. Keesee, WMBO Auburn.
District 2 met at Rye, N. Y. [B*T, Oct. 20],
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William B. McGrath, district director and managing director of
WHDH Boston.
Robert D. Lilien, advertising
manager of Whitehall Pharmacal
Co., reported that radio gets a
bigger share of its budget than
any other medium. In presenting
sales ideas today, he suggested
that Whitehall's two levels of purchases, network and spot, be kept
in mind.
Headache Remedy Sales
"Since headache remedy sales are
somewhat concentrated in urban
areas, and what we are looking for
if we buy additional network time
is audience extension rather than
increased frequency against the
same audience we reach so heavily
in the daytime, the inroads of
television become a very important
factor," Mr. Lilien declared.
"Practically the only type of
network time left to buy is at
night, and it is just in urban areas
where TV is hitting hardest at
night. We are always extremely
anxious to hear of any network
plan which will crack this very
tough nut, and we believe the net-

buy can
almost
where '.
we
reachuniformly
not only here,
TV homes,
but also working women and a
heavy
male audience."
Whitehall
is extremely measurement conscious, he said, and since
it uses transcriptions almost exclusively in spot announcements,
personalities as salesmen are not
so important as h*ow many people
(Continued on page 56)
RTES LUNCHEON
Sornoff Sketches Aims
THE RADIO & Television Executives Society is going to be more
than just a series of luncheon
meetings, its president, Robert
Sarnoff, said Thursday at the first
luncheon of the new organization,
formed by a merger of American
Television Society and Radio Executives Club of New York.
Reading from the preamble of
the RTES constitution, which calls
for a forum for the exchange of
ideas and discussion of industry
problems and on the organization
to promote the use of radio and
TV broadcasting, Mr. Sarnoff said
that plans now are being made to
carry out these ends.
Some 300 persons attended the
opening luncheon, held at the
Roosevelt Hotel, New York, to hear
the political scene discussed by
four news commentators: H. V.
Kaltenborn of NBC, John Daly of
ABC, Douglas Edwards of CBS
and ton
H. Berle
R. spoke
Baukhage
of ABC. Milbriefly.

SEXTET from New York and New Jersey at NARTB District 2 meeting (seated,
I to r): Joel Scheier, WIRY Plattsburg; Alois A. Schmidt, WFCB Dunkirk;
Earl R. Kelly, WWNY Watertown. Standing, Robert L. Williams, WCTC New
Brunswick, N. J.; Stephen Ryder, WENE Binghamton; James W. Higgins,
WWNY Watertown.
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McCarthy

talk

KING-TV Cancels
When Deletion Fails

REFUSAL of Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.) to delete a portion of
his prepared address led to cancellation of a televised program on KINGTV Seattle Thurdsay.
KING-TV officials said the Senator would not allow deletion of
portions of his prepared speech *
containing allegations against two
insertions," he said. "Howmembers of Drew Pearson's staff. libelous
an individual speaks in
The station announced the tele- behalfever,ofwhereanother
candidate, any
cast had been canceled for reasons
libelous material on such a probeyond its control.
gram would render that station
Sen. McCarthy, told by KINGliable to suit by any individuals so
TV that the charges required proof,
said he did not have the proof im- defamed."
Mr. Brandt further told Broadmediately available. He contended
casting •Telecasting that the
that in a paid political telecast the
station
"leaned
over backwards" in
station does not have any right
its dealings with the Wisconsin
to censor a speech. He said he senator. The station has a 48-hour
would ask the FCC to revoke
deadline on political scripts, he
KING-TV's license.
said, and the Senator's script was
Otto Brandt, vice president-gen"almost 48 hours late."
eral manager of KING-TV, said
Within an hour following rethe station was advised that if the
ceipt of the script, Mr. Brandt said,
material were false it would be the agent
was advised of the stalibelous.
tion's position, and that was nearly
"Our attorneys advised us that four hours in advance of air time.
in the event there is a candidate
Inference had been made the station had not advised the Senator
for public office speaking in behalf
of his own candidacy, the station
until just prior to air time.
cannot censor the script because of
TV

SETS IN '53
GE Sees 6.2 Million
TV RECEIVER production next
year will hit 6.2 million, highest
since the 7.5 million manufactured
during record-setting 1950, the
General Electric Tube Dept.'s marketing manager, E. F. Peterson,
predicted last week.
He said 1953's retail value production of sets will be $1.73 billion, or 0.75 million more sets than
in 1952. Some 5.4 million sets were
produced in 1951, the same figure
expected this year. The rise he
attributed to the expected establishment of new stations, many of
them uhf, and acceleration in replacement of old sets, partly because of new uhf operations.
Increased saturation in established TV markets and increase in
the number of multi-set owners
also will contribute to the production rise, Mr. Peterson said. The
predictions were based on a GE
Tube Dept. market analysis.
Production of small radio and
TV receiving tubes will hit new
peaks, he said, predicting production of 435 million such tubes, compared with the 375 million total expected this year. The 1953 figure
will eclipse the 1950 record of 383
million tubes, he said.
TV picture tube production is
expected to exceed the eight million manufactured in 1950, and
will be up 1.5 million over this
year's
expected
withnumber
more
than two
million total,
of this
to be used for replacements.
He said about 700,000 sets bought
between 1947 and 1950 will be
ready for replacement next year,
with many old models relegated
to second-set use in favor of new
receivers.
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Hobby for Ike
FORMATION of a Democrats-forEisenhower Committee headed by
Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby, KPRC-AMFM-TV Houston, was announced
at Eisenhower-Nixon headquarters
last week. Mrs. Hobby, co-publisher
of the Houston Post and first WAC
director, will direct the new group
from New York GOP headquarters,
according to an AP story.

SEG-ATFP AGREE
On Same Movie-TV Scales
SCREEN Extras Guild and Alliance of Television Film Producers
last week agreed regular theatrical
motion picture contract wage scales
and working conditions shall apply
also to TV films.
Still to be worked out are repayment for re-use of TV films and increased rates for multiple pictures.
The new agreement is retroactive
to Sept. 17, but ATFP will not pay
increased rates until all phases of
the contract are settled and approved by the Wage Stabilization
Board.

P. Lorillard Signs
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, has
signed for two news programs on
328 stations on ABC radio effective
yesterday (Sunday) . Monday Morning Headlines (Sunday, 6:15-6:30
p.m.) will be underwritten by the
company's Embassy cigarettes and
the Taylor Grant-News show (Sunday, 9:15-30 p.m.) will be sponsored by Old Gold cigarettes.
Lennen & Newell, New York, is the
agency.

Bouquet to WAAM
(TV)
DETLEV W. BRONK, worldfamed scientist and president
of Johns Hopkins U., has
paid tribute to Ben and Herman Cohen, president and
vice president of WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, for "outstandingeducation,
public service"reliin
interest of
gion, social service and arts.
As chairman of WAAM Program Advisory Council, President Bronk arranged the
testimonial and presented a
scroll to WAAM executives.
Members of the council
joined in signing the scroll.
Its members include public,
religious and civic leaders.
Among WAAM achievements
for education is Johns Hopkins Science Review, awardwinning telecast developed
cooperatively with the university.
WOW-TV
EXPANDS
Will Up Power to 28 kw
A $120,000 impi-ovement and expansion program is underway at
WOW-TV Omaha.
Present construction is the first
segment of a two-part program
which WOW-TV hopes will lead to
power increase to 100 kw.
This initial program, already approved by FCC, will jump WOWTV's power from its present 17.2
kw to 28 kw. The second step,
which
up the 100
station's
power
to the would
maximum
kw, awaits
FCC approval, it was reported.
Assembly and testing of the new
antenna already have begun, with
actual work on the modification of
the WOW-TV tower slated to begin
Nov. 5. All equipment is scheduled
for installation by mid-November.
Construction work will be under
the supervision of WOW-TV Chief
Engineer W.' J. Kotera and RCA
engineers.
Frank P. Fogarty, general manager of Meredith WOW Inc., owner - operator of WOW-AM-TV,
said that in addition to improving
WOW-TV's signal, the program
also icewill
extend 12themiles.
station's servarea about
CAAA Elects Ronalds
RUSSELL C. RONALDS, president of Ronalds Adv. Agency, Montreal and Toronto, was elected
president of the Canadian Assn.
of Advertising Agencies at Toronto on Oct. 16. G. C. Hammond,
Cockfield Brown & Co., Montreal,
and Mark Napier, J. Walter
Thompson Co. Ltd., Toronto, were
elected vice presidents.
Fellows Heads Drive
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, NARTB
president, has been named chairman
of the National Radio & Television
Committee for the 1953 March of
Dimes by Basil O'Connor, president
of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.

CBS-TV SHIFT
Aubrey to Head KNXT (TV)
JAMES T. AUBREY Jr., for 10
months sales manager, has been
named manager of KNXT (TV)
Hollywood, CBS-TV owned station,

I

and general
manager of Columbia
Television Pacific
Network.
The appointwas an- 1
nounced ment
Wednesday by Merle S.
Jones,dent vice
presiin charge
of :
CBS Television
Mr. Aubrey stations
and general service.
Mr.
Aubrey succeeds Wilbur S. Edwards, shifted to New York as general sales manager of CBS Television film sales [B*T, Oct. 29].
Mr. Jones also revealed that Edmund C. Bunker, account executive
in CBS-TV network sales, New
York, is being transferred to Hollywood as sales manager of KNXT
and CTPN, taking over the first
week in November.
With CBS for more than four
years, Mr. Aubrey joined KNXT
in 1950 when it was purchased by
the network from the Thomas S.
Lee estate. Previously, he was
KNXT account executive for two
Mr. Bunker was account execuyears.tive with Avery-Knodel Inc., New
York, before joining CBS network
sales in June 1949. Before, he had j
been regional sales manager of
WIS Columbia, S. C. He at one
time had been program director and
chief announcer of WSCN Charleston, S. C, and account executive
and copywriter at WTOC Savannah, Ga.

Philip Morris Looks
PHILIP MORRIS cigarettes, New
York, through Biow Co., is looking
for
new show
to replace
My aLine?
on CBS
Radio. What's
Latter
program will be cancelled Nov. 26
but the firm will retain the Wednesday 9:30-10 p.m. time. Cigarette
firm also plans to place its My
Little Margie on CBS-TV but the
time and exact starting date have
not been set. Program is on NBCTV for five weeks.

UBC Appoints Two
GRAEME ZIMMER, formerly general manager of WCAV Norfolk,
Va., and WXGI Richmond, Va.,
has joined United Broadcasting
Co., Washington, taking charge of
national sales outside New York
City, according to Richard Eaton,
head of the UBC operations. Robert
L. Wittig continues in charge of
the New York sales office. Eugene
Miller, formerly promotion man- I
ager of WRFD Worthington, Ohio, |[
has been named UBC publicity director at Washington headquarters.
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Single Rate Card Favored
(Continued from page 27)
rating at night means more in
terms of listeners than a daytime
rating.
One way of bringing day and
night rates closer to the same level
is to use different frequency discount formulas. Another method
shown by the survey is use of a
single rate for local business
regardless of the time of day, with
day and night rates for national
spot.
Comments offered by 27 broadcasters at the District 3 and 4
meetings (about one out of six
of those present) follow:
ED M. ANDERSON, WBBOAM-FM Forest City, N. C, WPNF
Brevard, N. C. — There's no reason
a 250 w station should have a
higher night rate, in view of the
decreased coverage. TV obviously
is causing a shrinkage of the night
audience. It has not affected our
daytime radio coverage.
JOHN S. BOOTH, WCHA-AMFM Chambersburg, Pa. — We are
WVVDC'S GROSS
Single Rate Credited
SINGLE rates for day and night
time deserve most of the credit for
a three-year climb in gross receipts
of WWDC Washington, according
to Ben Strouse, general manager
(see rate card survey this page).
"Equal rates for the hours between 6:30 a.m. and 11 p.m. are
a terrific attraction to national
and local advertisers," said Mr.
Strouse, one of the first to adopt
the single rate formula.
"We equalized rates Feb. 1, 1950
when we went from 250 w to 5 kw
fulltime," he continued, raising
daytime rates to the night level,
with the exception of special rates
between 11 p.m. and 6:30 a.m.
"Our 1950 gross volume was
23% over 1949. In 1951, our biggest year up to that time, our
gross was 5% over 1950. Now 1952
looks still larger and our gross
should be 15% over 1951." Mr.
Strouse stated further:
We should have equalized our
rates many years ago. TV was not
an important factor in night radio in
early 1950. As an independent station at that time, WWDC had a substantial share of the night audience,
though bucking big-name radio programs. We decided it wasn't fair;
however, to charge advertisers a substantially higher rate at night because the audience wasn't that much
larger.
By the time we joined MBS in
March 1951, television's influence had
increased. We kept the same rate
structure, however, and more than
held our own with our daytime audience.
Night radio rates at that time were
too high in proportion to the daytime
scale. Stations should raise their daytime rates to the night level, equalizing rates on the basis and the job
done for the advertiser. Radio rates
have long been too low.
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daytime but have the same rate
for day and evening in winter
when we are on as late as 8:45 p.m.
DOUGLAS M. BRADHAM,
WTMA-AM-FM Charleston, S. C—
While WTMA isn't in a TV market
yet, we believe the single rate card
is definitely coming. In time, the
day rate may exceed the night rate.
At present the night rate is nearly
double that for day periods.
GEORGE D. COLEMAN, WGBIAM-FM Scranton, Pa.— A lot depends on the market, and the inroads of television. Each market
must be analyzed separately. WGBI
is carrying a full, sold-out schedule and has no special local rate.
Night rates are about double our
daytime scale.
CHARLES H. CRUTCHFIELD,
WBT WBT-FM and WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C. — The single rate
card for radio is inevitable. I am
hopeful it will not come immediately. If broadcasters don't adopt
a single rate, timebuyers will force
them to take the step. Television
has affected our radio ratings only
a fraction of a point. Broadcasters
should be smart and beat timebuyers to the single rate, making it a
positive step and not negative as
in the case of network rate-cutting.
HAROLD ESSEX, WSJS-AMFM Winston-Salem, N. C— When
WSJS went on the air in 1930 it
operated with a single rate. Daytime hours are becoming more valuable as TV's influence spreads.
F. J. EVANS, WPLH-AM-FM
Huntington, W. Va.— That's what
we're going to have. We now have
the same day and night rate for
local spot. Stations will be charging a little less at night and a
little more during the day. We
have Class A and B national rates.
Most national spot business is daytime.
EARLE J. GLUCK, WSOC-AMFM, Charlotte, N. C— I'm opposed
to a single rate. I look for an increase in day rates until they approach night rates. We need to
increase day rates up to the night
level.
LESTER L. GOULD, WJNC
Jacksonville, N. C. — I believe in
a single day and night rate, including politics, but with this exception— a 25% higher night rate
for spots to discourage them, saving the time for programs.
CECIL B. HOSKINS, WWNC
Asheville, N. C. — We may come to
that but not this year, or next.
Last Aug. 15 WWNC increased
rates. Our Class B rate is now 15%
higher. Class A time has been
changed from 6-11 p.m. to 6:3010:30 p.m.
J. ROBERT GULICK, Steinman
radio and TV stations — We aren't
doing it now, but are coming to it
at all the Steinman radio stations
because of television. TV creates
a terrific competitive situation from

6:30 to 11 p.m. The 11 p.m. news
is still one of radio's strong points.
J. FRANK JARMAN, WDNCAM-FM
don't
believe in Durham,
the same N.dayC—andI night
rate. Surveys show the night programs rate higher than day programs in our market. I believe in
charging according to the size of
the audience.
E. Z. JONES, WBBB-AM-FM,
Burlington, N. C. — If our AM outlet operated at night, it would have
a single rate. Our FM rate is the
same for day and night.
LEONARD KAPNER, WCAEAM-FM Pittsburgh — Since June 1
WCAE has had a Class A rate
from 9 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Many
stations are rate-cutting. I hold
no brief for this practice since
it can put stations out of business.
Rather than use unethical practices to get business they should
decide that TV's impact is apparent on evening sets-in-use. The
evening audience is still a little
ahead of daytime listening. You
don't get 45 ratings at 9 p.m., for
example, but the audience is still
substantial.
GAINES KELLEY, WFMY
(FM) and WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C. — Daytime radio has
been undersold for a long time.
Night audiences are obviously affected by TV as evidenced by network cuts. Daytime radio is becoming more important. WFMY (FM)
has a single day and night rate.
It hasn't been changed since the
station went on the air in 1948.
RICHARD H. MASON, WPTFAM-FM Raleigh, N. C— I don't
approve a single rate. Despite television's influence, radio is still a
good medium at night and always
will be. A single rate card would
be a retreat.
L. WATERS MILBOURNE,
WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore— Even
if a station has the same night
and day rate, it has the whole family listening at night so the same
rating is worth more. We reduced
our night rate 20%. The day rate
was raised in 1951 and again this
autumn. Our gross and net income
in 1952 is above 1951 despite the
CBS rate cut.
W. H. PAULSGROVE, WJEJ
Hagerstown, Md. — We're heading
in that direction, pulling our day
rate up with night off a little. We
still have Class A and B rates.
THOMAS B. PRICE, WBVP
Beaver Falls, Pa. — I don't believe
in a single rate. It's the custom
in radio to have group rates based
on tune-in. A drastic rate reduction in radio is not justified. Even
if TV takes away part of the audience, radio rates are still too low.
JOHN M. RIVERS, WCSC-AMFM Charleston, S. C— The single
rate is impractical in areas not
fundamentally affected by televsion. Ultimately the answer to the
rate problem will be an increase
in day and decrease in night rates.
LAWRENCE
H. ROGERS II,

CHARLES W. BALTHROPE (r), president, KITE San Antonio, presents anniversary cake to Jack Morse, vice
president, Joske's department store,
on
fourth anniversary
Joske's
sponsorship
of all hourlyof headline
newscasts on KITE. During four-year
period, store has sponsored more than
10,000 newscasts.
WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W.
Va. — I believe in a revision of the
present system, leaning toward a
single day-night rate although research is necessary in individual
cases. We are bringing the day
radio rate more closely in line
with the night rate through the
frequency discount schedule, raising the high - frequency daytime
rate without increasing the basic
scale. The night rate hasn't been
changed. I can't see the safety of
reducing the night rate until the
industry stops talking in terms of
a onetime night hourly rate.
JOE L. SMITH JR., WJLS-AMFM Beckley, W. Va.; WKNA-AMFM Charleston, W. Va. — The single rate is inevitable. We have a
single rate now for spots at
Charleston. If the Beckley station
gets a day-time power increase, we
will change to a single rate.
J. T. SNOWDEN JR., WCPSAM-FM Tarboro, N. C— We "sell
WCPS" to sponsors. If it's a night
program, it's on FM since our AM
station is daytime only. If it's daytime, the FM station duplicates
except for sports events. On weekends we have carried four football
games, three on FM. We have sold
AM and FM coverage of a game
to separate sponsors. AM and FM
rates are the same. Most fulltime
stations in the area have the same
day and night rate.
JOHN E. SURRICK, WFBR
Baltimore — I'm in favor. We sell
on a circulation basis. Where TV
penetrates, the night audience is
reduced. WFBR is building a new
card with an adjustment upward
in day rates and downward in night
rates. Daytime radio has been underpriced.
ROY F. THOMPSON, WRTA
Altoona, Pa. — The single rate may
come but I'm not in favor of it now.
BEN E. WILBUR, WOL Washington— I believe in a modified
single rate. Hours between 11 p.m.
and 7 a.m. might be other than
Class A. Our basic day and night
rates are the same.
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Campaign Radio-TV Fever Rages
(Continued from page 2U)
are completing plans for coverage
uled a "preview" tonight (Monof the Nov. 4 election, and most
day), on its Johns Hopkins Science
stations and networks plan to be on
Review (8:30-9 p.m.), of Remingthe air until a definite result is in
ton Rand's Univac electronic
"brain" which CBS-TV will use in sight. In addition, Canadian staits election coverage. The preview
tions plan to carry commentators
will present the machine's inventor, from various capitals including
Dr. John Mauchly.
Ottawa, Washington, London and
Paris, on the results of the election.
In addition to placing the CBSTV coverage on the four DuMont
At least one international adverstations, Westinghouse also has
tiser, Canadian Westinghouse Ltd.,
been sponsoring the CBS-TV Pick Hamilton, Ont., is sponsoring the
the Winner programs on the same
reports for one network, with some
DuMont outlets.
30 Trans-Canada network stations
Other election coverage sales in- to be used between 9 p.m. and midcluded further developments in
night, carrying CBS reports. SponWJZ-TV New York's signing of
sor will also carry five minute sumAmerican Oil Co. (Amoco) for fivemaries every half-hour and a few
minute local presentations every quarter-hour summaries on CFRB
half -hour starting at 8:25 election Toronto, the local CBS outlet, which
night and continuing until signoff. is not on Trans-Canada network.
Newsweek bought 20-second comOther developments in capsule:
mercials and S. W. Farber (Farber• Final program of a series of five
ware kitchen utensils) signed for broadcasts
each Wednesday in October
10-second commercials in all of on ABC radio, 10:15-10:30 p.m., under
sponsorship
of International Ladies
these five-minute periods. The
Garment
Unioncandidacy,
in the interest of theWorkers
Stevenson
will
Amoco - Newsweek - Farber deal
be a simulcast, carried Oct. 29 on
amounted to an estimated $11,000
ABC radio and TV. Mr. Stevenson
in billings. Commentator - Editor will be introduced by Tallulah BankTaylor Grant and newsmen of the head.
• A "McCarthy Broadcast CommitNew York World Telegram & Sun
tee" has made arrangements for a $50will be featured.
per-plate dinner in Chicago to finance
a major radio-TV network broadcast
by Sen. Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.)
GOP New York Schedule
Oct. 27. Network costs are placed be$50,000 carrying
and $60,000,
with About
ABCThe New York Republican State TV and tweenMBS
the talk.
Committee sponsored a number of half
sold. of the places reserved have been
broadcasts on New York state sta• A $53 luncheon in the District of
tions last Thursday, Friday, and Columbia held by local Democrats
raised $54,000, with the sum set aside
Saturday on behalf of Presidential
for Boston
Gov. Stevenson's
radio-TV speech
and/or Senatorial candidates.
in
last Saturday.
• Hudson County (N. J.) Democratic
These included a Thursday evening
Committee signed to sponsor WNJR
half -hourhower broadcast
from Buffalo byon Gen.
seven EisenNew
Newark broadcast of speech by PresiYork state radio affiliates of NBC,
dent Truman at Jersey City last Tuesday (10:30-11 a.m.) and one by Gov.
plus speech
WBEN-TV
Stevenson
there tomorrow (Tues., 2hour
by DeanBuffalo;
Alfange a onquarterWQXR
2:30
p.m.).
New York Friday night, with rebroadcast Saturday night over WMCA New
• Jack Perlis, public relations conYork; a 15-minute speech by Gov,
the Press,"
that
Thomas E. Dewey Monday and Fri- neither sultant
Gov.for "Meet
Stevenson
nor Gen.saidEisenday evening on seven NBC-TV affihower
has
taken
advantage
of
a
liates in the state and one by Gov. offer to appear on that program. free
He
Dewey Saturday evening on WORthatGen.
"in Eisenhower
order to accommoTV New York; and a five-minute broad- reported
date either
or Gov.
cast on each of the three days, carboth the sponsor and the
ried on 17 New York state radio affi- Stevenson,
liates of ABC, plus a quarter-hour on network of 'Meet the Press' are willing
WOR-TV Saturday evening.
WPIX (TV) New York reported
NIXON'S NIELSEN
that the New Jersey and New
York State Republican Committees
Aspirant Gets 48.9 Racing
had booked "intensive" spot camREPUBLICAN Vice Presidential
paigns on its station.
The Liberal Party also signed for candidate Richard Nixon attracted
two quarter-hours on WPIX — to- an audience of 9,136,000 families
night and Wednesday night — for to his Sept. 23 telecast on a 62speeches by Dr. George S. Counts, station hookup of NBC-TV, accordcandidate for the U. S. Senate.
ing to A. C. Nielsen Co., which
In the meantime, ABC, outlining gave the program a rating of 48.9.
technical features of its coverage
Political speeches telecast on the
plans, estimated it would use a half- network in the Sept. 15-24 period
million dollars worth of radio-TV
are reported on by Nielsen as
equipment, including a new "Robot follows:
Rating t
Reporter" and at least 125 microTime
phones and 35 TV cameras in stu- Speaker
Date
Stations
(all p.m.) Nielsendios and at key election points Stevenson
NBC
(48)
16.0
across the nation. Walter Winchell
10:30
will head the staff of ABC comNixon
ABC (26)
9/15
11:30
mentators.
8.4
4.0
TaftNBC (21)
9/17
10:00
Mutual, adding to its earlier an- Eisenhower
9/17
NBC (56)
29.0
nouncements of plans, said some
10:45
Stevenson
CBS (48)
31.4
25 regional news centers are being
9/19
10:00
set up throughout the country to Nixon
NBC (62)
9/23
9:30
48.9
augment its five major news bu- Eisenhower
Du M (62)
9/23
27.3
reaus in providing coverage of re9:30
turns.
9/24 reached in program
i
Per
Cent
of
homes
station areas.
Canadian stations and networks
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to broadcast and telecast special shows
for them on a Monday instead of a
• A similar
call forand
Presidential
Sunday."
didates Eisenhower
Stevensoncan-to
debate vital issues was issued by Allard
Lowenstein, Yale U., National Director
of Students for Stevenson, and Roger
Allen Moore, Harvard TJ., National
College Chairman
the Youngat Republican National of
Committee,
the
conclusion of a "Junior Press Conference" on WFIL-TV and ABC-TV.
Telegrams were sent to the nominees. .
TRANSIT FM
FCC Rejects Bar get Plea
PETITION by Harry S. Barger,
Washington, D. C. attorney who
sought to intervene with Transit
Riders Assn. in protest against license renewal of WWDC-FM in the
transit FM case was dismissed by
the FCC last week.
Mr. Barger had filed a protest
against the renewal on the same
day FCC rejected the TRA complaint. But, the Commission noted,
his petition was not filed within
the 30-day limit prescribed by Sec.
309 (c) of FCC's rules. TRA had
protested any grant without hearing of the WWDC-FM renewal on
July 11. FCC subsequently granted
the renewal, along with 16 others
for transitcasting and functional
music [B*T, Aug. 25, 4].
In denying the petition by Mr.
Barger, one-time chief investigator for the Cox committee probe of
the FCC, and Henry Stratton, also
Washington, the Commission also
noted that it already had dismissed
TRA's protest.
Counsel for TRA has indicated
that it would appeal the whole
transit FM case to the courts. The
Supreme Court has ruled that free
speech or "forced listening" is not
involved in the dispute. TRA's petition last summer raised the point
of whether transitcasting is properly a broadcast service within
meaning
of the Communications
Act.

DUEL OF CANDIDATES
Proposed by Columnist
PROPOSAL that the rivals for the
Presidency, Gen. Eisenhower and
Gov. Stevenson, be pitted together
on an all-network "quiz program
to end all quiz programs" was advanced last week by Hal Humphrey, radio-TV editor of the Los
Angeles Mirror. His plan was to
have responsible newsmen submit
questions dealing with major issues
to the candidates in advance, and
then have them give their answers
on a program to be carried on both
radio and TV networks.
Officials of CBS and ABC were
said to have indicated a willingness
to provide time for such a broadcast— Mr. Humphrey suggested it
be called Twenty Questions — and
NBC was said to have given a conditional approval, the condition being that the nominees first agree to
participate. NBC noted that its
earlier offer of free time for an
Eisenhower-Stevenson debate had
been rejected.

Oct. 28-29: AAAA Eastern Conference
(New York, New England & Atlantic
Councils) fall regional convention,
Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Oct. 30-Nov. 2: Final ABC-Affiliates Regional Meeting (Ga. N. C, S. C, Va.
and Fla.), Ponte Vedra, Fla.
Nov. 3-4: Central Canada Broadcasters I
Assn. Annual Meeting, Royal York ;
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
Nov.
6-7: NARTB
RadioNARTB
Standards
Practice
Committee,
Hdqrs.,of
Washington.
Nov. 6-8: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters 1952 Convention,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Nov. 6-8: Sixth annual Southern Industrial Editors Institute, U. of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
Nov. 6-8: CBC Board of Governors
meeting, Ottawa, Ont.
Nov. 7-8:
Michigan
Assn. ofFort
Broadcasters, Annual
Convention,
Shelby
Hotel, Detroit.
Nov.
9-16:
National
Radio
&
Television
Week.
Nov. 11: tians
National
of Chrisand JewsConference
awards luncheon,
Washington.
Nov. 17-18: NARTB Copyright Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Nov. 19-22: Sigma Delta Chi, National
convention, Denver.
'POST' SUES WINCHELL

Paper Claims Libel
ATTORNEYS for the New York
Post were instructed by the newspaper last week to file suit for libel
against ABC commentator Walter
Winchell "and other parties responsible" foronhisOct.
telecast
dio broadcast
19. and raIn announcing the action, the
newspaper said Monday:
"Walter WinchelPs month-long
campaign of defamation against
the New York Post and its editor,
James A. Wechsler, culminated in
a telecast and radio broadcast last
night. As long as Winchell limited
his scurrilities to the printed word,
the Post felt that it could meet
them in the arena of public discussion. However, since he has carried his false and malicious accusations to the air where there is no
means of rebuttal, the Post has no
alternative except to resort to legal
Spokesmen for ABC, which carries Mr. Winchell's telecast at 6:45
p.m. (EST) Sunday and his radio
broadcast
action." at 9 p.m. that day, reported late last week the network
had not been served papers.
Poll Predictions

SPEAKERS panel of pollsters
Arch Crossley, George Gallup,
Elmo Roper and Budd Wilson will
discuss "Why the Polls Won't Go
Wrong in 1952" at the New York
chapter meeting of American MarketingPlaza
Assn.Hotel
at NewthisYork's
Belmont
Thursday.
They will cite improvements in
polling techniques and will predict
who will be the next U. S. President.
BROADCASTING
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do you buy? . . . time . . . space ... or RESULTS?

You buy RESULTS

. . . and you buy the medium

that

produces the best RESULTS.
Your ad dollars go farther — with greater results in Transit
Radio. Transit Radio sells RESULTS at the low . . .
low cost of $1.00, or less, per thousand impressions — with
circulation audited — and impact only minutes before consumer
purchasing. Get the full story from your nearest FOR JOE rep.

NEW

Represented by FORJOE
YORK
• CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
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NATIONAL, INC.
• SAN FRANCISCO
• ATLANTA

Cincinnati . . .
Washington, D. C.
Kansas City . .
Pittsburgh . . *
Worcester . .
Trenton

....

Tacoma

....

WKRC-FM
WWDC-FM
KCMO-FM
WKJF-FM
WGT&-FM
WTOA-FM
KTNT-FM
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We enjoyed an average increase of between 13% and 14% on all items advertised during the sale, advises K.
Stupp of Certified Grocers of Illinois, Inc.
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PROOF

n

"OPERATION

CREATES

NATIONAL
One of the most successful sales and
prestige building promotions we've experienced this year, reports E. J. Chaplicki, Chicago Branch Manager, National
Tea Co.

MIDWEST
Although the general trend of retail
sales, locally, was below normal, our
sales rose nearly 8% due, largely, to this
promotion, says Stanley M. Dunin, Merchandising Manager, Midwest Grocery
Co.

GROCER

SALES.

.

CENTRELLA
Sales of WLS advertised products showed
increases of 20% to 167% during the sale
. . . and up to 50% increase since the sale,
according to H. G. Jasker, Vice President,
Central Grocers Cooperative, Inc.

PROGRESSIVE
It is with a great deal of pleasure that I am
able to report an increase of 8]/2% in the
movement of WLS advertised products during our tie-in promotion, writes J. R.
Hulbert, Merchandising Manager of Progressive Food Stores, Inc.

Step up the sales of your grocery-sold product in the great Chicago market by
making it a part of the time-tested, result-proven, OPERATION GROCER
Merchandising-Advertising Plan. The above are typical accomplishments . . .
many report far greater sales increases from their participation in OPERATION
GROCER. Your John Blair man can supply all the facts . . . facts you should have
if you're interested in increasing your sales in the nation's second largest market.
Write, 'phone or wire today for complete information!
BROADCASTING
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1 230 W. WASHINGTON

BLVD.

CHICAGO
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)

To

a

who

time
wants

buyer
zein

We've been pressure-cooking John Crosby's
latest column on Madison Avenue prose, and
just about have it house-broken. He had us
downwind for awhile — we were soft as a
grape — but, after spitballing the whole picture with the top brass, we have most of the
egg off our face.
Except one thing. "You got to have enough
protein," he indicates. If he means edestin,
we're at the end of our hemp. If it's glutenin
he's kicking around, it jells — we're almost
up to our armpits in wheat. But if he's finalizing on zein, we're really on the green. Zein,
it says in our encyclopedia, is a. corn protein.
Man, we have zein. Iowa again promises to
fill the nation's bins with 647,940,000 bushels
of corn this fall.
That's protein which turns into purchasing
power which turns into sales which turns into
another reason for you to call the Katz
Agency and try the WMT market for size.
It fits big sales and small (or large) budgets.

CEDAR
RAPIDS
£00 KC • 5000 WATTS • BASIC CBS RADIO NETWORK
Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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was appointed sales manager of
the station in 1948 and of WOR-TV
in 1949 and assumed his present
post last September.
Mr. Mayo credits his father and
three of his uncles for his sales
interest. As a youngster growing
up in Erie, Pa., where he was born
on June 8, 1913, he often had occasion to discuss his ambition with
his uncles (all highly successful
salesmen) and his father, who conducted a flourishing leather goods
business.
He received his early education
at Phillips Academy, Andover,
Mass., and matriculated at Princeton in 1932. His major in college
was political science and among
his outside interests he was assistant manager of the football
team and a member of the Triangle
Club. It was his interest in dramatics, Mr. Mayo recalls, that
prompted him to strike out for a
career in radio broadcasting after
his formal education.
To get a jump on his contemporaries, Mr. Mayo accepted a position with the Firestone Rubber &
Tire Co. sales department the
summers of 1934-5.
"Strangely enough, I started
with a rubber company and have
wound up with a rubber company."
Mr. Mayo comments wryly, referring to WOR-TV's ownership by
the General Teleradio Corp., a subsidiary of the General Tire &
Rubber Co. His staff also serves
as representative for KHJ-TV Los
Angeles, another General Teleradio
property.
Respects Radio
As an executive who received his
basic training in radio, Mr. Mayo
expresses profound respect for
radio as an advertising medium,
but he sums up his attitude toward
television this way:
"Television is the greatest advertising and sales medium, not
only for the present but the fu-

Walker Tribute
FCC Chairman Paul A.
Walker received a public
tribute from Stephen Mitchell, Democratic National
Committee chairman, when
the latter spoke in Oklahoma
City Oct. 16. Mr. Mitchell
said he shared the pride of
fellow Democrats in that
state's "great contribution to
the national
scene."
man Walker was
cited Chairalong
with other officials of federal
agencies and departments
"whom the Democratic party
has been sensible enough to
put into positions of great
responsibilty."
Chairman
Mitchell also praised
Sen. Robert
Kerr (D-Okla.) for his
speeches on radio and television to promote the Democratic ticket. Sen. Kerr is
part owner of KRMG Tulsa
and WEEK Peoria, 111., with
WEEK-TV expected to begin
operation next January.
AGENCY NAMINGS
At St-. Georges & Keyes
NAMING of a new president and
appointment of three new vice
presidents were announced last
week by St. Georges & Keyes, New
York.
Maubert St. Georges, president
of the advertising agency since its
formation in 1939, takes over the
newly-created position of chairman
of the board, while Stanley J.
Keyes Jr., executive vice president,
becomes
president and chief executive officer.
New vice presidents are: James
J. Freeman, media director and account executive; S. Ward Seeley,
copy chief, and John L. Fitzgerald,
account executive. They also will
serve on the agency's executive
committee.
KNOG

To Join CBS

KNOG Nogales, Ariz., 250 w independent on 1340 kc, will join CBS
Mr. Mayo believes that an in- Radio as a bonus affiliate and member of the Arizona group, effective
dependent operation like WOR-TV
keeps an executive like himself on Nov. 2, William A. Schudt Jr., national director of station relations
ture."
his
toes because it requires constant alertness to costs, a sharp for the network, announced last
eye for production value and an week. The station is licensed to
intimate knowledge of labor rela- Old Pueblo Broadcasting Co., of
tions. But such problems hold no which CBS Radio and TV star Gene
Autry is principal owner. H. C.
fears for Mr. Mayo, who survived
four major invasions in both the Tovre is president. With the addition of KNOG, CBS Radio will have
European and Pacific theatres of
215 affiliates.
operation during 1942-45 service
as a Navy lieutenant, senior grade.
Mr. Mayo is married to the former Barbara Jacobs of Bethlehem,
Pa. They live in Roslyn Estates,
SALES
of Touchdoivn
Touchdown
Tips7Tips With
L. I., with their three children:
Sam Hayes have increased from
John, 10; Jeff, 8 and Deborah, 4V2.
100% in 1952, RCA ReHe belongs to the Princeton Club 40% tocorded
Program Services Sales reof New York and the Sales Execuported last week. Package now
tives Club of New York and is a reaches estimated audience of
deacon of the Roslyn Presbyterian
4,050,000, spokesman said. The
Church. He likes to garden and transcribed 13-quarter-hour series
is in its 11th season.
putter around the house.
BROADCASTING
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The fact that the audience comes
FIRST continues to keep WREC out
in front as Memphis No. 1 Station. In
providing a service dedicated to public
interest, WREC is proud of the engineering perfection, adequate power and
prestige that work to the best interest
of advertisers, too! Here are two facts
that prove our point: WREC has the
highest Hooper rating of any Memphis
Radio station. Rates are 10.1% lower
per thousand listeners than in 1946.

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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AFFILIATED WITH CBS, 600 KC. 5000 WATTS
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AES AUDIO FAIR
Set in N. Y. Oct. 29-Nov. 1

1880

$aroU>

S. lafount

AUDIO Engineering Society's annual Audio Fair Oct. 29-Nov. 1 at
New York's Hotel New Yorker will
be attended by 15,000 high-fidelity
hobbyists, professional audio engineers and music lovers, according
to Harry N. Reizes, fair manager.
Admission is free to the fair,
where purchasing agents and buyers will represent major jobbers,
distributers and dealers, Mr. Reizes
said, adding that more than 100
manufacturers have engaged exhibition space. The fair is held in
conjunction with the annual AES
convention. G. A. Briggs and
Harold Leak, British audio authorities, will deliver talks, according
to F. Sumner Hall, AES vice president.
Roger H. Nash
ROGER H. NASH, 44, district
sales manager in Washington,
D. C, for RCA Communications
Inc. since 1948, died Oct. 20 while
en route to work from his home in
nearby Arlington, Va. Mr. Nash
joined RCA Communications in
New York during 1946 after serving in the Army Signal Corps in
World War II. Survivors include
his wife and a daughter.

1952

radio agency was set up in the government. He served with the Commission until it was replaced by
the FCC in 1934.
As a radio commissioner he was
interested in improving reception
by increasing the power of large
stations and reducing interference
from smaller outlets. He advocated
creation of citizens advisory boards
to guide stations in allocating sustaining time to community interests.
As far back as 1931 he was interested in development of television
service and at one time suggested
program supervision to prevent
abuses through objectionable advertising or programming. He was
an important factor in development
of federal regulations requiring
equal treatment to political parties
and candidates.
When FRC was abolished Mr.
Lafount joined the Arde Bulova
radio station interests, becoming
president of Atlantic Coast Network. His official capacities included president of WCOP and
WORL Boston; vice president of
WNEW and WOV New York, and
WNBC New Britain, Conn.
Activities included presidency of
Broadcasting Service Organization,

HAROLD A. LAFOUNT, 72, radio
consultant to Bulova Watch Co. interests and member of the former
Federal Radio Commission, died
Tuesday in Detroit at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. George Romney.
Widely known in the broadcasting and related industries, Mr. Lafount was an important influence
in the early development of radio
regulation. He was appointed to
the FRC in 1927 by President
Coolidge when the first separate

Boston, and the unaffiliates' asso-

ciation, National Independent
Broadcasters. He was vice president of Wodaam Corp., Greater
New York Broadcasting Corp. and
Fifth-Forty-Sixth Corp.
During World War II Mr. Lafount was chairman of the Radio
Committee, New York City War
Fund, and later a member of the
National Radio Committee of the
National War Fund.
Harold Arundel Lafount was
born in Birmingham, England, going to Salt Lake City in 1893 as a
boy. He attended Utah State
Agricultural College, receiving a
degree in civil engineering. From
1919 to 1924 he was a bishop in the
Mormon church.
Following college, Mr. Lafount
helped his father in a Logan, Utah,
retail hardware business, later becoming manager of Pacific Land
& Water Co. in Salt Lake City.
Mr. Lafount was a Republican
but publicly refuted a Republican
charge in 1933 that the Roosevelt
Administration was planning to
censor broadcasts.
Surviving are his mother, Mrs.
Robert Lafount; four daughters,
Mrs. Romney, Mrs. Earl Richards,
Mrs. Ruth Colby and Mrs. John
Scowcroft, and a sister, Mrs. Elsie
Sullivan.
Friends were asked by the family
not to send flowers. Contributions
will be accepted to the Harold A.
Lafount Tribute Fund, 51 W. Warren St., Detroit.
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combined!

SUCCESSFULLY

ISLAND

REACH
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MARKET!

OF AUDIENCE
AM

4

DATA SOURCES
Sales Management Survey of Buying Power, May 1952
Conlan Study of Listening Habits, Feb. 1952
REPRESENTED BY RAMBEAU
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families than

independents

TO

WHLI
$4,000,000,000

WHLI
27.5
"A" Network
21.8
"B" Network
18.1
"C" Network
14.2
"D" Network
8.3
All Others
10.1
Monday thru Sunday-Daytime-Spring 1952
Conlan-Hempstead Town-Long-Island-New
York

all

ISLAND

FM

1100
98.3

HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
PAUL GODOFSKY, President
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Radio news has ahvays been a sensible advertising buy. Now it is a
particularly brilliant advertising investment — especially when enhanced by the flexibility, prestige, impact and economy of these NBC
CO-OP NEWS PROGRAMS.
Each is available to local and national advertisers on any one or
more of the NBC affiliated stations at a minimum program cost
predicated on the individual station's time rates.
H. V. KALTENBORN

MON. WED. FRI. - 7:00-7:15 PM NYT - SAT. -

6 :15-6 :30 PM NYT. "The dean" with his informed, reasoned analysis
of the news.
RICHARD HARKNESS TUES. & THURS. - 7:00-7:15 PM NYT. Expert, intelligent news reporting and interpretation.
NEWS OF THE WORLD with MORGAN

BEATTY - MON. thru FRI. - 11 :15-

11 :30 PM NYT. A late night roundup by one of America's most popular interpreters of the news. (Not available to Pacific Zone).
WORLD NEWS ROUNDUP with WILLIAM SPRAGUE - MON. thru SAT. 8:00-8:15 AM NYT. With BILL FITZGERALD - SUN. 9:00-9:15 AM NYT.
Early morning news, highlighting reports from 26 NBC overseas
correspondents.
HOME EDITION OF THE NEWS with MERRILL MUELLER - MON. thru FRI.
— 1 :30-l :45 pm nyt. Midday news presentation designed for the
daytime audience.
Among the advertisers using NBC
CO-OP News programs are:
METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
PETER PAUL CANDIES
SEARS ROEBUCK & CO.
SOUTH CAROLINA ELEC. & GAS CO.
STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA

Other NBC CO-OP radio and television programs available for sale:
BILL STERN'S SPORTS REVIEW
DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT
WITH BRIAN DONLEVY
HOWDY DOODY
MEREDITH WILLSON

THE BOSTON STORE

AMERICAN FORUM OF THE AIR (TV)
ROOTIE KAZOOTIE (TV)

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF AMARILLO,
ELKHART, LEWISTON, ST. LOUIS, TAMPA

WHO SAID THAT? (TV)

For further details consult your nearest NBC station or
NBC
CO-OP
SALES
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
30 Rockefeller Plaza
• New York 20, New York
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COMPARATIVE NETWORK
SUNDAY
Libby
NBC
ABC
CBS
MBS
Carter Products December Libby, McNeill f Adventures of th
Bride
6:00 PN Drew(175)Person
Nick Carter Scarlet Pimperni
S
Lorillard
6:25 State Farn
6:15
PgmTBATitle
Ins., C. Brown
Co-op
Palmolive Soap
Juvenile Jury
Official
Our
Miss
Brook
6:30
Detective
George Sokolsk
(195)
Field S Stream
6:45
Songs by
Amen. Tobacco
Affairs of Meet Your Matcl
Jack Benny
Eddie Fisher
Peter Salem
S
S
(207) R
The Three Suns
7:15
Rexall Drug
Little
Time Capsule Amos V Andy
Aldrich Family
7:30
S
Symphonies
(193)
7:45
RCA, Phil Harri
Richard Hudnut
American
Music Hall Charlie McCarthy Hawaii Calls & Alice Faye
8:C
Show (202) R
(180)
S
8:15
US Steel Co
Marlene Dietricl Philip Morris
Theatre Guild
Hour
Cafe Istanbul Playh. on Bwy. Enchanted
8:30
on
the Air (187
S
(194)
8:45
Hall Brothers
WalterGruen
Winched Hallmark
9:(
Playhouse (190) Opera Concert
(325)
Lorillard
9:15
PgmTBATitle
Sterling Chesterfield L&rV
Melody
Escape
John J.HourAnthony Dragnet
Highway
9:30
S
(171) R
City
Alistair Cooke
9:45
S
Barrie Craig
Oklahoma
Burton Dixie 10-10: OS Ford
Confidential
R. Trout
10:00
Corp.,
Paul
Harvey (118)
Symphony
(112)
Investigator
OT'
^GloriaShowParker 10:05-30
L'ginesWittnauer
10:15
Choraliers
S
William Tusher
Meet the Press
Show
UN Report
S
\M 10:30
Thinking
Looking Into
10:45
Out Loud
Space
S
NewsNBCfrom
News
News
News
11:
11:15PM

1 9:00 AM
9:15
9:30

Coast Guard
Show
S

ABC
Milton Cross
OperaAlbum
Prophecy, Inc.
Voice of Prophet
(99)

9:45
10:00

Message
Israel of
S

10:15
10:30

Negro College
Choirs
S

10:45
11:00

Fine Arts
Quartet
S

11:15
11:30

The Christian
In Action
S

11:45
12:00 N
12:15 PN
12:30

News
S
Brunch Time
Co-op
Piano
Playhouse

12:45
1:00
1:15

Churches of
Christ
TruthHerald
(103) o
M

Eddie Fisher
Show

ThePicture
Political

Clifton Utley

MWSHEI
MONDAY
ABC
MBS
Not6-7in p.m.
Service Metro. CBS
Life Ins.
Allan Jackson
Kid
Mon-Fri
RepeatStripsof
You and
World
. the (29)
No Service
Co-op
P&G-lvory
Co-op
Lowell Thomas
PSG-Oxydol,
(107)Beulah
R
Headline
Fulton Lewis jr.
Co-op
Drefl.
(349)
Edition
(127)
PSG-Tide
Dinner
Date
Elmer Davis
Jack Smith
Co-op
S
(143) Soup
Gen.Ranger
Mills.(153)Lon Campbell
Beltane
Club 15
GabrielCo-opHeatter
(S)
(SeeTBAFooinote)
(164)
Am. Oil-Hamm. (7:45-7:55)
Ed. R. Murrow Mutual Newsree
7:55-8
General Motors Electric(101)
Auto-Lite Woman of the
Henry(159)Taylor
Suspense
Year
(188)
The
Story
I Covered
Chicago
S
Signature
S
Jazz Beat

Sports
Review
Stern's
NoBill(MM)
Network
Service
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star

ABC
Not ii Service

Co-op

TUESDAY
Strips
CBS
Mefro.Life
Ins. Kid MBS
Allan Jaeksaa
Repeat of
M and
Yog
the World
S
No Service
P&G-lvory

Co-op
Lowell Thomas
Fulton
Lewis jr.
PSG-Oxydol.
Pure
(107)Beulah
R
News(34)OilTimeCo.
Dreft,
(349)
(127)
(34)
PSG-Tide
No Service
Network
JaduSmitb HazelCo-opMarkel
Nat'lCo-opAssn.
(143)
Miles Labs
Credit Union
News (166)
of World
Heatter
Mindy Carson
Miles Labs
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
(137)
1 Man's
Newsreel
(166) Family
Rp
Ed. R. Murrow Mutual
(7:45-7:55)
Inc.
Michael Shayne PeopleMars(101)
Are Funny Black Museum
Railroad Hour
7:55-1
S
(181)
,WAA (192)
of RR's
(Co-op)
(Co-op)
Paul Whiteman
Firestone
Lever-Lipton
Palmolive
RNorth
Voice of Firestone Teen Club MrHalo,&(188)
Mrs
Story
of Doctor
Godfrey Talent DoesCrime
Co-op
Not Pay
Co-op
Kildare
S
Scouts (168) R
Wrigley
Lever Brothers
Lux Radio(181)
Theatre

Frank S Jacksor

Roundup
Reporters
Co-op
Off andRecordOn
The

Gulf Daly
Oil R. J. Reynolds A. F. of L
John
Show Frank Edwards
News (310) Bob Hawk
Co-op
(157)
(179)
Dream
Harbor
TBA
S
Time for Defense R. Trout
IMystery
Love A
S
Ford (103)
Co-op
(10:30-35)
(see lootnote)
TBA
Dance
Orchestra
Talking
Baukhage
The Playboys
News
Sports Report
S

NBC
No network
service
S

Dance
Orchestra

SUNDAY
MONDAY
Co-op
Co-op
ABC Corp.
CBS
CBS
MBS
NBC
O-Cedar
Elder
Michaux
News
Break'ast (290)
Club
World NewsDoty (M-F-W)
Trinity Choir Happiness Hour Lockwood
Swift
S
Co.
We Hold
News
These Truths Breakfast Club No Service
S
Co-op
(290) R
E.Biggs
Power k Christian
Ref. Carnival
Books of
Today
BackChurch
to God
Philco Corp
In Town
Club
Faith In Action Breakfast
(289)Drug
Godfrey
Sterling
Toni-Fr.
Radio
Bible
National
(186) Sardine
R
Church of Air
Radio Pulpit My True Story
Class
S
S
(311)
(212)
Owens-Corning
Godfrey
(191) R
FrigidaireLever
Bros.
Voice
of
General
Mills
Dr.
Peale
Prophecy
Whispering
Arthur
Godfrey
Art of Living
Pillsbury
Streets (224)
(327)
S
News
(182) R
Seeman
Bros
Arthur
Godfrey
When A Girl
Highlights
S
Marries
(Tu-Th)
(201)
(191) Biscuit
R
Faultless
National
Salt Lake City Dawn Bible
Live Like A Arthur Godfrey
Tabernacle Frank & Ernest Starch Time Millionaire
S
(59) Spl.
Dixie Four
Liggett
Myers
Arthur(193)8Godfrey
R
Viewpoint
Quartet
Gontnl.
Baking
USA
U.N.
Is
Bristol-Myers
Northwestern
U.
Invitation to
(200) R
Review
(MWF) y2 hr Grand Slam
My SBeat
S
S
Break the Bank
Learning*
(52)
Rosemary
Toni S Seeman
The Living Won (Tu-Th) M hr P&G Ivory Snot
(142)
Prudential
College
General Foods
(See
Footnote)
Wendy
Warren
The
Jack
Berch
(155)
The Asia Story
Choirs
Show (256)
Sunday
Sammy Serenade
Kaye's
Lever
Bros.
Valentino
Aunt Jenny
u
S
Mills
Whitehall
The Light
Eternal General
Co-op
Trent
The Bill Ring Helen
Howard K. Bill Cunningham
Co-op
Show (174)
Smith
S
(176)
Whitehall
Sunday
BillNews
Costello
Not Co-op
in Service OurPSGGal Ivory
Merry
Mailman
(168)
String
Vaadevinter & Youth Wants
PailCo-op
Harvey
The News
Big(151)
Sister
to Know
Serenade
S
P&G Oxydol
Ml Perkins
Wm. Hillnn
Ted Maioae
(160)

U.N.
Highlights
Co-op
- FRIDAY
MBS
Co-op
Robt. Hurleigh
Family

Co-op
Cliff's
Cecil(92)Brown
Co-op
MutualBox
Music

Co-op
Headline
Edition
Elmer Davis
General
TBA Eagle
(S)Mills
Silver

Bell (152)
Telephone
.Telephone
Hour Town Meeting Life with Luigi
(187)
(185) R

No network
service
Sports(MM)Review
No Network
Bill Stern's
3-Star
SunService
OilExtra
Co.

Bob Hope
General
Foods
StartsP&GNov. 10
Brighter Day
(189)
PSG,Travelers
Welcome
(150)

C-P-P
Strike It Rich
(179)

Today
ABC
No School

Co-op
Co-opThat LSM Chesterfield Mr. President
Search
Martin
&
Lewis
Never Ends
(188)

Mind
Your
Manners

Galen Drake
Super
ShowNoodle(60)
1 J Grass
*(157)
Brown
Shoe
Ralston
Smilin Ed(144)
MrConnell
Space(214)Patrol
Junior
Junction
S

Let's Pretend
Cream
of Wheat

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Archie
Andrews
S

Bruce
MacFarlaae

Pet Milk
Mary Story
Lee Taylor

Helen Guard
Hrll
Coast
Cadets
Paradeon

Crossfire
John Daly
Gulf Oil(310)
News

My Secret

Metre. Lite las.
Aflaa Jackson
(129)
Yoi and
the World
No Service
P&G-lvory
Lowell
Thomas
P&G-Oxydol.
Dreft, Beulah
'127' R
PSG-Tide
Jack(107iSmith
Campbell RScup
Club 15R
(143
Am. Oil-Hamm.
Ed. R.(101)Murrow
Chicle
Warin(164)Peace
(199) &
FBIAmer.

Cheseorou'h
Dr. Christian
R
The(183Lineup

What's
Philip MyMorrisLine
192
Pabst
Blue Ribbon
Boxing(200)Bouts

Dream S Harbor
Latin Quarter
Orchestra
see lootnoteS
The Playboys
Sports SReport

Dance
News
Dance
Orchestra
Orchestra"
ABC
National
Vespers

1:30 PM
1:45
2:00

S
Pan American

2:15

Union
S
a
Lone
Pine & His
Mountaineers

2:30

S

2:45

Marines
Review la

3:00
3:15

S
a
Dr.
Billy
Graham
Hear af Decision

3:30

(229)

(144)

Love Story
EddieShowFisber Cannon Mills
BobC-P-P
& Ray
Hollywood
Give & Take
Farm
Conference
I
S
(183)
Armour
(152)
'Garroway(186)
Quaker
M-F
Dial Dave
P.11:45-12
Lorillard
Armstrongof Today
Cork
Curt
MilesMassey
Labs
No Network 101 Ranch Boys Theatre
Arthur Barriault
News from
S
Service
(IM)
Man on the Farm Washington
Time
Newt
Johnson & Son
Public
Affairs
BudArmy
5thQuaker
S
(12:15-12:25)
Carnation, Stars
American
Coffee in
News
Headline
u
Over Hollywood
Farmer
Washington
S
(175)
Co-opIn
m
Faith
Tana
Our Time
Hour (111)
AHis-Caalmers
Dance
Oreh
Navy
Hoar
Faa
Far
All
Natl.
Farm & H.
Music Foster
By
Cedrie
S
(106)
a
a
u
■
Willard

Queen For a Day
11:30-45 Tu&Tb

Co-op
Co-op

duPont Co.
America
Cavalcade(166)
of Mystery(325)Theatre
7:55-8
10
LifeAtBegins
Red Skelton
Co-op
S

SATURDAYMBS
CBS
NBC
News
SkellyFarming
Oil(30)
No Network This
Business
Service
No Service

GardenRobL
Gate Q
Lewis
(.104)
Milner,
USFlako
Rubber(48)(31)

ABC
Nof in Service

"OT
PureM.Oil Co.
Headline
News(34)Time
Edition
TBA Davis
(S)
Elmer
No Service
Network Gen.Ranger
Mills,(151)Lone
Miles Labs.
News of World
(168)Labs
Footnote
166
Rp (SeeSterling
Kiles
1 Man's
Family

Molly (18Metal!
R. J. Reynolds Off and On Fibber
Reynolds
McGee S
Record
My Friend Irma The
(181)
Chr.
S.
Publ.
Co
(113) N Irwin D. Canham
John
Gulf Daly
Oil C-P-P,
10-10:05LParsons
(182) A. Co-op
P. Lorillard
of L
Money
Frank F.Edwards
Music S Room
News (310)
Two for(.190)
the
Doris Day
SSI
M. Willson's Dream(20)Harbor CBS-Columbia
Falstaff
Valley Boys
S
& His
Swayze
10:05-10:30(71) Thompson
Co-op
Swayze
Citizen Views The Embers 10:30-95
(104)
I Love A
Ford, R. Trout
Citizen
Views
the News
the
News
Mystery
(See Footnote)
Miller
Brewing
Bands
Orchestra
First Nighter(118)
Bonds
Al 10:35-11
Goodman's The Playboys TBA 10:35-11 ForTalking
No Network
Baukhage
10:35-11
Service
News
S
News of
Dance
News of
Sports SReport
U.N.
the World
Orchestra
the World
Morgan Beatty
Morgan
Beatty
Highlights
Co-tp
Co-op

Campbell
Take a Number Double or Nothing
(147)
Sterling
11-11:25Fair
Ladies

NBC

Cities Service
Band of America

NBC
No Network
Service

E WEDN
V E
CBS

3:45
4:00

Gospel
Bcstg. Co,
Old-Fashioned

4:15

Revival mHr. (242'

4:30

a

4:45
5:00

This Week
World TheS
Around

5:15
5:30

■
Goodyear
Greatest Stem

5:45 PM

N I N G
ESDAY
MBS
Repeat el
Kid Strips
a
a
Fulton Lewis jr.
(349)
Co-op
Men's Corner
Noxzema
Gabriel Heatter
Co-op
7:45-7:55
Mutual
Newsree
Co-op
MGM Musical
Comedy Theatre
a
«
Family Theatre
-

NBC
No network
service

THURSDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Not in Service Allan Jackson
Kid
RepeatStripsof
and
■
theYouWorld

Bill Stern's
Sports
Review
«
No (MM)
Network
Service
Sun Oil Co.
a
3-Star Extra
Co-op
(34)
Pure Oil Co.
Headline
News Time
Edition
Co-op
(34)
No Network
Elmer
Davis
Service
General Mills
Miles Labs
News of World Silver Eagle
(168)
TBA(101)(S)
Miles Labs
t Man's
(166) Family
Rp
R. J. Reynolds Defense7:55-8Attorne)
Walk A Mile
S
l»»J
«

Sports
Review
Bill(MM)
Stern's
«
No Network
No Service
Service
PSG-lvory
Sun
Co.
«
3-StarOilExtra
Lowell, SThomas
(34)
(107) R
P&G-Oxydol.
Lewis jr. Pure Oil Co.
Dreft,(127)Beulah FultonCo-op
News Time
(349)
(34)
P&G-Tide
No Network
Rukeyser
Jack Smith
Reports
(143)
Service
Miles Labs
Deepfreeze
Co-op
News
of World
Mindy Carson Gabriel
Heatter
Appliance
(loo)
Miles Labs
Am. Oil-Hamm.
Co-op
1 Man's Family
Ed. R. Murrow
7:45-7:55
(101)
Mutual Newsreel (166) Rp
American Chicle
Foods
Meet Millie Modern Adv. General
Roy Rogers
(199)
of Casanova
News 8:25
(Co-op)
Newsstand
Kraft
General
Foods
The
Hardy
Theatre
Gildersleeve
Father
Junior Miss
•«
Reel Knows
Jlfifh
(UU)
«
«
Pet Milk
DeSoto Plymouth Escape wth M< Andrew Jergens
TBA
Hollywood1 1 1 d\
Dealers, You Bel
S
Truth
ConPlauhniice
seQuencesor (166)
Tour Lite (191)
riaynousc
\ s i>>j
■
■
Co-op

News As It
«
Gen.* Crosby
Elect
Off and On
Bing
Happened
Thp RopAril
1TheCovered
a
Story
5
A.F.olL
(10-10:05)
Gulf Oil
A. F. ol L
Jason & the
John Daly R. Trout (168) Frank Edwards
Frank Edwards Golden
Fleece news
(27)
General roods
loiuy
(IS/)
n»im«
run1)
Falstaff
Co-op
Three
Suns
«
Thompson
& His
TBA
10:05-30
TBA
S
Valley Rnue
uUyj
l/alltw
Swayze
Co-op
1mystery
Love A
TBA
Citizen Views The Embers
1 Love A
(See Footnote)
the News
Mystery
Dance
Dangerous
■
Dance
Co-op
Orchestra
Assignment
Orchestra *M-M,
10:35-11
Baukhage
Co-op
The Playboys
News
Talking
No Network
Baukhage
S
Service
Talking
U.N.
News of
Dance
U.N.
Sports SReport
the World
Highlights
Orchestra
Highlights Morgan
Beatty
Co-op
Off and On
The Kecora

Amer. Cig. & Cig.
Big Slory
(191)

SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
Lutheran
U.
if
Chicago
How
Syncopation
Piece
Riundtable
(Lutheran)
LonginesWittnauer
Symphonette
(155)

Bandstand
USA

The Catholic
Hour

Forum
Willys-Overland
US Military American
Motors Inc [Academy
of the Air
Band
New York
Philharmonic
Sumphony
(194)
Tunes
Elmo Roper
withTop Trendler
Sunday
News Desk
Mutual Ben.
H&A On the
Crime Fighters LinewConsidine
a
Critic(183)
at Large
The Chase
Riggio-King
Size Under Arrest
America Calling
S
(39)
Seabrook Farms
Private Files of
Matthew Bell
4:55NewsVick
Wildroot
Kingan
Arthur Godfrey (sponsors 15 min.
inly)
The Shadow
Round-table (102)
u
m
Williamson t
Admiral
Motorola
■lit Trait
im
(alL wkt.)
Trow Deteelivi
a
Mystiriii
Quiz Kids

NBC
No network
Service

U. S. Tobacco
Martin Kane
(183)
u
Imeriean Bakers
Issoc. Hollywood
Playhouse (190)
Gull
611 6o.
Counterspy
(135)
a

Eddie Cantor
Show

Judy Canova
«
Swayze
Citizen Views
Moure *
meIho news
TBACOT)

the World
Morgan Beatty

FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins.
Kid Strips
Not in Service Allan Jackson
Repeat ol
You
and
■
the World
S
No Service
P&G-lvory
Co-op
u
Lowell Thomas
PSG-Oxydol, Fulton Lewis jr.
Co-op
Headline
(107) Beulahj
R
Dreft,
(349)
(127)
Edition
PSG-Tide
Dinner
Jack Smith
Elmer Davis
Co-opDate
(143)
Ben.Ranger
Mills,(153)Lone Campbell
Club ISSoup Murine Co.
i'QnfliTBAFnnlnnfo^
GabrielCo-opHeatter
(S)
(104)
V»cc ruuiiiuicj
7:46-7:55
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
Ed. R. Murrow Mutual
Newsreel
(101)
The Top Guy Amer. Chicle
7:55-8
Mr. Keen Adv. of Maisie
S
(199)
a
(Co-op)
GracieShowFields
ThisEquitable
Is YourLifeFBI Gunsmoke
■
(280) R
Great» « Day
Adventures of
Ozzie S Harriet Mr. Chameleon
Co-op
Lambert &
Show
Hotpoinl
■
«
(325)
(sit. sponsors)
Electric Cos.
Horatio
Off and On
Meet Corliss
Hornblower
Archer
(«4)
The Record
«
A. F. of L.
(10-10:05) Frank Edwards
Gillette
R Trout(III)
Co-op
Cavalcade\*i3)of roro
KnwA
/(lit
aporis
Falstaff
Valley Boys
Capitol Cloakrm. Thompson & His
Dance
«
1Mystery
Love A
Co-op
Orchestra
Dance
JohnGulfDalyOil(310)
«
Orchestra
(See Footnote)
Talking
Baukhage
The Playboys
News
S
U.N.
Sports Report
Highlights
Orchestra
S
Dance

SATUF DAY
Kinr
CBS Salt
MBS
Morton
Visiting Time Smiley Whilley lews from NBC
Noservice
network
Show
(7)
UN on the
GeorgeNBC
H.V.Kaltenborn
«
withHicks
Record
MM
Sports Review
John Derr PrestonCo-opSellers Symphony
Stern's
NoBill(MM)
Network
Scoreboard
Servile
Orchestra
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Slar
LarryNews
LeSeuer
«
Management
(34)
s
Broadway Is
Pure Oil Co.
«
Al Heifer
NewsfillTime
LaborMy «Beat
Women
No Network
The
UnilormIn
ReportPentagon
From
s
Service
R. J. Reynolds Down You Go
Miles Labs
Dinner
At
The
Room Vaughn('")Monroe
TBA
News (168)
ol World GreenParty
CI 77)
s
Wrigley
(7:30-7:55)
State
Farm
Miles
Labs
Auto
Ins.
Co.
«
Dancing
1 Man's Family
(166) Rp
C.Wildroot
Brown nside Bob S Ray
Gene Autry
tmer Tobacco Co
Hit Parade
20 Questions
s
(191)
(Co-op)
«
Music by
(180) R
20 Questions
GF-Post Cereal MGM STheatre Dude Ranch
Tarzan
Jamboree
«
of the Air
Mantovani
S
(ISO) R
Pee Wee« King
General Foods
Best Plays
•
«
Grapenuts
S
Gangbusters
Brand Ole Opry
«
•
H. J. Reynolds
Lombardoland
U.S.A.
(158) R
Steve Allen
(178)
S
«
a
Calling
Chicago Theatre ieuben, Reuben
Saturday at
of the Air
Shamrock
Hy Gardner
c
s
WordsNightin
the
a
«
«
Swayze
ocke ofStove
Co.
luke
L-P Paducah
11— 15
Citizen Views
TBA
TBA
the News
«
a
Radio
News
iews
Pro 10:35-10:45
andCityConPreNBC
No Network
News from
News
News
Dance
Service
S
Orchestra
Dance , AlexNews
Dreier
News
of
the World
Trio Orchestra
Morgan Beatty luddy Weed
S
NBC

ABCMae
Una
Carlisle
Co-op
Faiths For
the Future
s
Bob Finnegan

News of1
- FRIDAY
SATURDAY
MONDAY
MBS
NBC
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
Co-op News Vincent Lopez
ABC
* CBS
Carter
PSG
Crisco
Luncheon
with
Lopez
(155)
Merrill
Mueller
Show
Nit li Service Dr. (155)
Malone
City Hospital Sports Parade The Downhomers
S
S
(61) Oil
Wesson
PSG
Duz
Guiding Light
Dr. Paul
•
Co-op
(156)
Lineup
Football Game Hormel S Co. 5 min preceding 2-5 Approx
Jane
Pickens
GFMrs.Swan-Cal.
Music
Music
withH,
of
the
Week
Say
It
With
Football
Games
Burton
Girls (121) game— Barbasol
Show
M. M. McBride
S
PSG(139)Tide 2:25 Johnson S Every Day
Perry Mason Son, News
MM
(160)
Every Oay
CBS
Toni,
Seeman
Roundup
Tennessee Ernie Nora Drake Amana-M-W-F
Football
S
S
547),
Pequot-Tu
(172)
Paula Stone. 4. Bishop (190)
PSG
IvoryDayFl. ITh, Co-op
Brighter
TBA
nside News from
Hollywood 2:55
(151)
PSG
Miles Labs
Life-Beautiful
Hilltop House
John B.
PSG
(170)
Gambling Club
Pillsbury
(146) Party
R
a
a
House
Road of Life
Lever, Kellogg
a
Pepper(166)Young
Houseparty
(172) R*R *
(180)
PSG
t
Cedric Adams
See Footnote
Right tonessHappi(163)
PSG
General
Mills General Foods Vf-F 4-4:30 Co-op
Cal Tinney
Grady Cole Jack Kirkwood Backstage Wife
aw
M-F 4:30-5 Sterling
(175)
(47)
DrugHS
MTW Chicagoan Lucky U Ranch
ThF SL Louis
Stella
Dallas
Matinee
Treasury
(151)Drug
5 min following
n-Bobby Benson Sterling
Sustaining Young
Bandstand -5:15
Widder
Brown
(151)
game—
Barbasol
5:15-5:30 Kraft Manhtn. Soap
Scoreboard
lack Owens Show
Woman
in
My
4:55-5 News
S
Co-op
House (181)
TuSTh Quaker
room Orch.
Musicana
Dunn On
Whitehall
5-5:45
p.m.
Big Jon 8
Discs
No Service
Just Plain Bill RoselandS BallSgL
Preston
of
the
Yukon
Sparkie
(143)
WSF
Fun Factory
Whitehall
Front
Page
Farrell
(138)
S
Orange-Crush
Saturday
GreenKellogg
Hornet Hazel Bishop
R. J. Reynolds
:30-S:55 M-W-F Lorenzo Jones
Camel
coreboardFootball
(IM)
it the Chase
MWF
(181)
Vild Bill Hickok Ex-Lax Inc.
Ntwt
Miles
Labs
Club
Aluminum
TuSTh
Derby
Curt Massty
a
TBA
Jihnson S Sob
(See Footnote) Time
Doctor's Wife Club Time
(149) R
Sky King
(172)
(20)

6:00 PM
6:15
6:30
6:45
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
8:30
8:45
9:00
9:15
9:30 1
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15 PM

program, number
of stations;
sustaining;
rebroadcast
West Coast;
TBAEST.toS be
announcedR BP
repeat
performance.
Time
[ABC—John8:55-9
Contea.m.,
ShowM-F,
(295).Stokely-Van Camp, The
8:40-8:45 a.m., 2:30-2:35 p.m., 4:25-4:30 p.m.,
M-F, Time for Betty Crocker. Gen. Mills (319).
5:55-6 p.m.,
SportsReporter.
Show (S).
5:45-5:55
p.m.,M-F.
M-F,Finnegan's
World Flight
Lone
Ranger.
7:30-8 p.m.,
M-W-F, Amer. Bakeries (southeast).
110:30-10:35
M-F. Philco
Edwin(310)C.
Hill and p.m.,
the Human
Side ofCorp.,
the News
ICBS — 8:30-9:15 a.m., Sun.. General Foods, Sunday
Morninga.m.,
Gatherin'
(107).
8:30-8:45
M-F, Pillsbury,
Jack Hunt (40).
110:00-10:15
Sat., Flako Prods. Galen Drake.
del (187)a.m..
■11:00-11:05
a.m..
Sat.,
Campana Sales, Bill ShaParty.
1:55-2 p.m..p.m.,Sat..Tu.Gen.& F.,
Foods.Kellogg
G. Drake
(153).
3:30-3:45
Co., House
3:45-3:50
p.m.
4:00-4:05 p.m. M-F, Kellogg, C. Smith (145).
day (157). M-F, Toni Co. It Happens Every
(184). p.m. Sun., Best Foods, Larry LeSueur
5:55-11:00
(155)R. Sat.. General Foods, Sanka Sa9:25-9:30 lutesp.m..
ella Parsons
(183).Colgate-Palmolive-Peet. Lou|10-10:05
p.m., Tu.,
111:30-11:35
a.m.. Sun., Bill Shadel <S)
Party (167)
1*3:15-30 p.m., M-Thur., Pillbury Mills, House
13:15-3:30
Frl., Green Giant, House Party
(170). p.m.,M-F.
3:50-4
, Quaker Oats, Aunt Jemima,
Homep.m.,
Folks (115).
ON
A
SUNDAY
AFTERNOON
• String Sencnade, 2:30-3 p.m.
■ Galaxy of Hits, 3:00-3:45 p.m.
iMain Street, Music Hall. 3:45-4 p.m.
[Band
ofTitus
the Moody
Day, 4-4:30
p.m. 7:55-8:00 p.m.
IMBS—M-W-F—
Speaking—
Sustaining.
T & Th— Wildroot Co,
8:55-9 a.m., a.m.,
M-F, M-Sat.,
Gabriel Johnson
Heatter-VCA
■11:25-11:30
& Son.Labs.New»
|12:25-12:30
p.m.,M-F,
M-F,Cecil
CarlBrown-S.
Smith-Kellogg
Co.
5:55-6:00 p.m.,
C. Johnson.
3-9:05 p.m., M-F, Johns-Manville, Bill Henry.
|NBC— 8-8:15 a.m., Skelly Oil, M-F, News (28);
8:15-8:30
M-F. Serutan Co., *'Ylctor Lieulahr". a.m.,
190 stations.
8:30-9:00 a.m.. Sat., Howdy-Doody.
I* MM
—
"Minuto
Man" —Programs.
OT Operation Tandem
Emerson Drug.
BROAQ0STING
The Newiweelrawf Radio and Tilivlalstt
T!*7ECAST.iMC
\October 27,
1952

That's right-240,000 new U.S. customers
who may never have heard of your product!
240,000 more customers than there were
in September., college students, brides
and grooms, craftsmen and farmers and
executives!
We didn't invent the figure. It derives
directly from Census Bureau statistics. And
it proves once more that you must keep
telling your advertising story over and over.
There isn't any short-cut. But there is a
way to get the longest mileage from your
advertising dollar. That's radio. And in
six of the nation's biggest market-areas . .
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne, and Portland, Oregon
. . you'll find powerful and popular Westinghouse stations to help reach both new
and old customers at consistently low cost.

00

240,0

On the day this magazine was published, U.S.
population totaled 158,029,409 — according to the
"electric scoreboard" in the Department of
Commerce.

WESTINGHOUSE

RADIO

KDKA

• WBZ

• KYW

• KEX

STATIONS
• WBZA

Inc

• W0W0

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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1887

Jfrancts;

FUNERAL services were conducted last week for Francis P.
Matthews, 65, broadcaster and high
public official, who died Oct. 18.
Mr. Matthews,
Ambassador to
Ireland and former Secretary of
the Navy, died
following a heart
attack while on a
visit to his home
in Omaha from
his post in Dublin.
At one time, Mr.
Matthews held a
25% interest in
KODY North Platte, Neb., and
WOW-AM-TV Omaha. He was
president of WOW Inc. until its
sale in August 1951 to Meredith
Publishing Co. [B#T, Aug. 13,
1951]. In addition, Mr. Matthews
had been a member of the Federal
Communications Bar Assn.
Born March 15, 1887, and reared

SPOT BARRAGE
In Get-Out-Vote Plans
PRE-ELECTION radio and TV
barrage will be conducted as
NARTB winds up its campaign to
break registration records and
bring out the vote on Election Day.
The public service drive is conducted by NARTB in cooperation
with American Heritage Foundation.
Reports of record registration
continue to reach AHF headquarters in New York, with radio and
TV getting a predominant share
of the credit for a more than 15%
increase [B»T, Oct. 13].
The last-minute drive will be
directed to the vote-stimulating
phase. John F. Patt, WGAR Cleveland, national chairman of the
NARTB election committee, has
asked broadcasters and telecasters
to help local election officials prepare for the increased traffic at the
polls by giving voting machine
and ballot-marking instructions
and announcing polling places and
hours.
The last fortnight of the campaign will include 10 spots a day
for 11 days on 3,090 radio and TV
stations, or a total of 118% solid
24-hour days of time contributed.
This total does not include the
many hours of time devoted to the
drive by radio and TV networks,
nor special interviews and programs contributed at the community level.
Because of the growing use of
voting machines, TV stations have
been asked to demonstrate their
operation. Where ballots are used
stations will show how to vote.
AHF has asked all stations to contact governors and mayors, suggesting services that can be provided on behalf of election officers.
BROADCASTING
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in Albion, Neb., Mr. Matthews rose
to become one of Nebraska's
proudest sons. Until President
Truman asked him to come to
Washington as Secretary of the
'Navy
May two
1949,
Mr. Matthews
had forin the
previous
decades
directed most civic activity in
Omaha. Trusteeships he held included that of Boys Town.
Mr. Matthews, as Secretary of
the Navy, presided over the Navy's
incorporation into the overall unification of armed forces. In the
battle over unification, Adm. Louis
E. Denfield, Chief of Naval Operations, was replaced because he disagreed with the Secretary on unification.
Another instance when Mr. Matthews attracted international attention was when, during a speech
at Boston in August 1950, he advocated a preventive war to insure
lasting peace. The following day
this stand was repudiated by both
the White House and the State
Dept.
Among honors which came to
Mr. Matthews was his being made
a Secret Papal Chamberlain with
Cape and Sword, one of the highest
honors
a Catholic layman can obtain.
About a year ago, President
Truman named him Ambassador to
Ireland. Mr. Matthews was in this
country for a three weeks vacation
when the fatal heart attack occurred.
President Truman learned of Mr.
Matthews' death while in Connecticut issued
aboard his "whistle
stop"
train. He
the following
statement:
"I am deeply grieved to learn of
the death of Francis P. Matthews,
United States Ambassador to Ireland. He served his country well,
not only in his important post at
Dublin, but also as Secretary of
the Navy. He was a great American, my good friend, and an able

Only half the people
in Calexico like KBIG! *
Does KBIG sell all of Southern California?
You judge, from these comments of theatre
managers all over the Southland. They were
asked their opinion of KBIG by Western
Amusement Company, which sponsors a 10minute "Movietime" program daily on KBIG:

TWO articles by Russell E. Offhaus,
general manager, WMFS Chattanooga,
appear in the October issue of Author
& Journalist. Articles deal with selling the nation's Negro market. • Telecasting

Paul Christensen Theatres,
Barstow-Forum-Barlen
Barstow (San ..."
Bernardino County,
conversation
133 mi. airline from Catalina)
"KBIG comes in very clear here; in
fact the reception is better than
Kto— station
, which prior
was tothe themostadvent
listenedof
Frank Justice
El Rancho & Mesa Theatres,
Victorville (San Bernardino County,
102 mi. airline from Catalina)

"We are getting coverage that we
could not get with any other medium of advertising . . ."
C. C. Clough
Port
Theatre,
(Orange County)Corona del Mar
"KBIG comes in with less interference than any other station and
is fast becoming one of the most
C. E. McElroy
popular of thisVistalocale."
Avo
(San Theatre,
Diego County)

BOX

public
servant."
Survivors
are his wife, the former Mary Claire Hughes, whom he
wed in 1914; five daughters and a
son.
NBS Report
ENGINEERING and scientific inquiries conducted by the National
Bureau of Standards during fiscal
1951 are summarized in a new
booklet, Annual Report 1951, published by the bureau this month.
Included in NBS research and development projects are radio propagation, electronics, missiles and
other subjects. Report (No. 204)
contains 105 pages and 28 illustrations, and is available for 50 cents
from the Government Printing Office, Washington 25, D. C.

"KBIG puts out a strong signal in
our area ... is quite the center of

"Special plugs on KBIG did us a lot
John W. Pope
Bard's Theatre, Los Angeles
of good . . ."

KBIG.. "
"Abouttion, half
peopledo likenot thplikesta-it.
the otherthe half
The majority of people in Calexico
Dexter toWright
listen
Mexican stations."*
Azteca Theatre, Calexico
(Imperial
County,on 172
from Catalina,
the mi. airline
Mexican Border)

OFFICES
DON'T
LIE
Take the tip of men who know. Beaming from
Catalina to the entire mainland is the new,
inexpensive, productive way to focus your
advertising on the $7,600,000,000 South.California market. And KBIG coverage and
listenership are accomplished facts.
Already 107 advertisers have gotten the KBIG
Idea. So act. Nail down your K-BIG Moments
now by calling Meeker or us.

10,00ft WATTS |
740 KILOCYCLES E
STUDIOS
IN AVALON
AND
HOLLYWOOD

1

GIANT ECONOMY PACKAGE OF
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RADIO

John Poole Broadcasting Company
— -

BUSINESS OFFICE: 6540 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 2 8, CALIFORNIA

*J* Just might be because so many people speak
only Spanish in these border towns!
REPRESENTED BY ROBERT MEEKER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
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Notice

ONE MUST assume that the members of the
FCC have read with interest the articles published by the Wall Street Journal containing
enlightening, if not entirely complimentary,
biographical notes on Ralph Stolkin, the 34year-old millionaire who in recent months has
become a tycoon of movies, radio and TV.
Only last August the FCC approved the purchase of KOIN Portland and KJR Seattle by
two companies in which Mr. Stolkin has substantial stock interests. Eventually it will be
called on to consider television applications
filed by those companies and another TV application for Springfield, 111., filed by WMAY
Inc., in which Mr. Stolkin has a 10% capital
stock holding. He also has a minority interest
in KXOB Stockton, Calif., likewise a TV
applicant.
In deciding whether an applicant is entitled
to be granted a broadcast license, the FCC is
obliged to examine not only the financial capacities of the petitioner but also the quality
of its general character.
In all these companies Mr. Stolkin is associated with reputable and respected broadcasters. Whether his presence enhances the character of the licensees is something the FCC will
have to determine.

Landslide (By Proxy)
UNLESS all present indications are proved
wrong, unprecedented swarms of Americans
will rouse themselves from the political apathy
that has overcome them in past elections and
will go to the polls Nov. 4.
One of the principal stimuli to voter interest
has been the massive "Get Out the Vote" campaign conducted under the general guidance
of the American Heritage Foundation. The
evidence is incontrovertible that radio and television have done the best and biggest job of
all media in the campaign.
As reported here a fortnight ago, Thomas
D'Arcy Brophy, chairman of the board of
Kenyon & Eckhardt and president of the
foundation, calls the campaign "history's
greatest citizen action program" and says that
"a major share of the credit for its success
should go to the NARTB and to radio and television as a whole."
The foundation and the NARTB have been
too busy planning and executing the last, and
perhaps most difficult, phase of the campaign —
persuading people who have registered to make
the effort to go out and vote — to make a national survey of registration. Though details
are lacking, it appears that registration for
this election exceeds that in 1948 by 15 to 20%.
That means a lot of millions of Americans
have been motivated to do something they
haven't done before. There is a lesson here
that cannot be ignored. If radio and television
can exert such extraordinary influence in moving people to perform an action which, however important as an obligation of citizenship,
is not one that brings direct, personal gain,
they certainly have the capacity to move people
to action which is of more immediate and personal meaning.
American broadcasters undertook and have
vigorously carried out this "greatest citizen
action program" for no other purposes than
to satisfy their own sense of good citizenship.
In doing so, however, they have unintentionally
created for themselves a devastatingly conPage 52 • October 27, 1952

vincing sales talk for the commercial effectiveness of their media.
No other advertising vehicles have come
within miles of matching the performance of
radio and television in this campaign, though
all have supported it to the full extent of their
individual resources.
Here is a perfect test case in which all media
have made a special effort to get the same
message across. Of all of them, radio and
television have transmitted the message most
influentially to the most people.
The campaign was not conceived as a commercial proving ground, and as far as we know
no one participating in it has thought of it as
such. The comparison in media effectiveness
is an incidental by-product of the campaign.
But the by-product should not be forgotten.
In Meetings Assembled
THE 1952 cycle of NARTB district meetings
is over. From August in Cleveland until last
week in Boston, 17 two-day sessions spanning
the nation were held. They served a most
useful purpose. Over-all attendance broke all
records. Iron-Man Hal Fellows, NARTB president, made about as many speeches campaigning for better broadcasting as GOP and
Democratic Presidential candidates have made
campaigning for themselves.
But it should be pointed out that during
1952 broadcasters also broke all records as the
most meetingest group of professionals extant.
There were, in addition to the NARTB sessions, the meetings of state associations (38
of them now); clinics of BMI, AP and BAB;
meetings of the American Women in Radio &
Television; meetings of affiliates of networks,
college institutes, engineering seminars, conclaves, pow-pows, and meetings to organize
other meetings.
All told, meetings have averaged about one
a day, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and legal
holidays.
Now we do not decry or view with alarm.
There's no better way to keep informed than
to meet the people in the know. NARTB 's
job is to know things about this business of
broadcasting-telecasting, and this administration seems to know them on all fronts' better
than any of its worthy predecessors. It has
more members and more of a budget with
which to tell the members what it knows.
Our point is that there are just too darn
many meetings of too many groups at different
places and different times. Aside from the
dollars spent and the man-hours dissipated,
there's the matter of sheer physical stamina.
Perhaps that's the reason the number of top
men attending the sessions diminishes year
by Ityear.
would seem to us that the job could be
done by tying in the subsidiary sessions with
the main-tent district meetings. For example,
the state associations could hold their sessions
at the district meeting site a day ahead. The
BMI and the BAB sessions, although these
organizations are entirely separate and apart
from NARTB, could be integrated in the
NARTB programs. (Sidebar: It would bring
to the NARTB scene non-members who would
be available for "contact".)
Through such a consolidation (and through
elimination of many of the institutes and
clinics under educational auspices) broadcasters would have time to attend other meetings.
We have in mind the sessions of the American ,
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, the Assn. of
National Advertisers and the Advertising Federation ofAmerica meetings. There they would
get the viewpoints of their customers and their
competitors. They would not be eternally talking to themselves.

j^- our respects to:

RAYMOND

FITZHUGH

HERNDON

JR.

everything
it has
that its
claimwithin
TEXAS'
is backedit
borders
needs right
to some degree by the career history of
Raymond Fitzhugh Herndon Jr., who reached
success in his own hometown by becoming
manager of KTRH Houston.
Born in Houston 43 years ago this Wednesday the son of a successful physican, Mr. Herndon attended Houston public schools and was
graduated from Rice Institute there in 1932.
The doctor's son decided early what he was
going to be — a singer. As a singer, with
music his main interest in life, Mr. Herndon
belonged to a number of choral groups. As a
singer he entered radio.
Mr. Herndon's interest in the radio medium
was whetted by his new job. From singing it
was only a step to announcing; from announcing only a step to selling; from selling only
a step to radio administrative positions — to
complete his climb. All these took place during
his radio career.
These facts speak pretty well as proof that
Mr. Herndon landed in the right business. He
is a member of CBS Affiliates Steering Committee and of the Texas Assn. of Broadcasters'
board of directors. He is membership chairman of NARTB District 13. He is a member
of the Houston Chamber of Commerce publicity committee, the Houston Ad Club and
the Houston Variety Club board of directors.
Mr. Herndon arrived at KTRH in October
1947 as commercial manager. He was promoted
to assistant manager the next fall and was
made manager in 1950, assuming fulltime administration ofthe 50-kw Houston CBS outlet.
"Radio," says Mr. Herndon, "has been a vital
part of the American way of life since the
early twenties. It has been so dominant in
establishing our present standards of living
that it now has become a part of our basic
economy and will remain that way in the foreseeable future."
The KTRH
manageras feels
radio's
future
is as bright
ever; that
that today
introduction
of television into American homes will stimulate listener interest and affirmative results
toward radio's growth and popularity.
KTRH, according to officials of the Houston
Chronicle Publishing Co., which owns the station, hasership,prospered
under Mr. for
Herndon's
and is an applicant
televisionleadin
Texas' largest city.
Well known and well liked throughout the
broadcast industry, the singer-turned-broad(Continued on page 58)
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Yes, we at Station WNBQ (that's
NBC Television in Chicago) have thought
for a long, long time now that we have been
doing a good job in holding our position as
the number one television station in our area.
Continual leadership in programs and audience and advertiser acceptance gave us good
reason to think this. It's a natural result from
always meeting each assignment from listener
or sponsor as though it were the most important matter in the world.
However, it remained for a client to put our
aims into words. Note this excerpt from a
letter from Mr. Roderick Mitchell, radio-TV
director of the Chicago office of N. W. Ayer
& Son, Inc.:
"When you buy a show you expect to get a
good show. After all, you're paying good
money for it— you have the right to expect
the best. But the same money does not give
you the right to feel entitled to the wholehearted cooperation and friendly interest of
all the members of the staff of the station
involved. This must be freely given — and if
it exists at all, it is born of that thing which
is akin to artistry — a determination to do
one's best.
"Last Saturday we got what we expected
from WNBQ — a fine broadcast of the Little
League Area finals. But beyond this, we received acooperation and an interest in the
success of the show that matched ours."

An

you Hkini
extn

REPRESENTED
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speaking

of platforms

. . .
front office
WILLIAM C. WHITLOCK appointed general manager of KCLO
Leavenworth, Kan., and coordinator of national sales for Mid-West
Broadcasting System.
B. GEORGE

BARBER Jr., commercial manager, WCOG Greensboro,
N. C, promoted to station manager, succeeding HENRY
SULLIVAN, who moves to WGTM Wilson, in same
capacity.
WILLIAM FEILD, Dallas, Tex., radio and public relations man, to KEVT Kerrville, Tex., as manager, replacing DEAN TURNER, who has resigned.

ROBERT WOOD, station relations staff, CBS-TV New
York, promoted to assistant director of CBS Television
Station Relations. JOHN M. BOYLAN, station relaMr. Barber
tions department, ABC-TV, and EDWARD SCOVILL,
station relations at CBS Radio, appointed staff representatives in CBS-TV's station relations.
BILL HUNEFELD to sales staff, KSFO San Francisco, after discharge
from Naval Air Force, replacing DOUG MINER who has been recalled
by U. S. Navy.
BILL ENDICOTT, KBRC Mt. Vernon, Wash., to KCRE Crescent City,
Calif., as assistant manager.
JETER C. PRITCHARD, WNAV Annapolis, Md., to WFBR Baltimore on
sales staff. DON SPATZ, continuity director at latter station, promoted
to assistant to ROBERT S. MASLIN Jr., vice president in charge of
promotion.
P. R. RANSOM to KSIB Creston, Iowa, as sales manager after discharge
from Marine Corps.

Cuffing

7ranscripttbn

CosTs*

is our

plank
VOTE

for the SESAC Transcribed Library and

RICHARD M. FANNING, commercial manager, KSON San Diego, opens
station representative office at 3757 Wilshire Blvd., L. A. Telephone is
Dunkirk 2-2301.

you'll elect the service that will do the whole job
for as little as $45 a month (based on advertising
rates).

MARJORIE BOYLE, executive secretary, WOR New York, to station's
sales staff as assistant to WILLIAM CRAWFORD, sales manager.

And there's much more than economy in this

PetAonaU

candidate's platform. You can count on music
for round-the clock programming. You get over

F ARRIS E. RAHALL, president of WNAR Norristown, Pa., vice president, WWNR Beckley, W. Va., and WKAP Allentown, Pa., flying to
Brazil to study TV operations in that country. . . . JOHN D. GALE,
Southern California manager, Paul H. Raymer Co., station representative, elected to Hollywood Ad Club board of directors.

4,200 varied selections — plus script shows,
double-barrelled sales aids, program notes, and
1,200 bridges, moods and themes.
It's easy to see why the SESAC Transcribed
Library is the broadcasters' choice. Drop us a
card for samples, discs and data.

SESAC

TRANSCRIBED

SESAC Inc.
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GLEN McDANIEL, former president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
to law firm of Lundgren, Lincoln & Peterson, 63 Wall Street, N. Y., as
member. Firm name has changed to LUNDGREN, LINCOLN, PETERSON & McDANIEL.

•
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LIBRARY

475 Fifth Avenue, New York 17

PETER MUSTAKI, account executive, WQAM
(TV) Tulsa, Okla., in same capacity,

Miami, Fla., to KOTV

• • •

LINCOLN W. MILLER, assistant to the president, KIRO Seattle, reelected president of Washington State Press Club.
E. M. ROBERTS Jr. vice president, KXOK St. Louis, elected 2d vice
president of city's Advertising Club. . . . ROBERT R. TINCHER, vice
president and general manager, WNAX Yankton-Sioux City, S. D.,
elected to membership on U. of South Dakota development commission. . . . DONALD L. CHAPIN, assistant general manager, WKRC-TV
Cincinnati, and JOAN MARILYN GAMBLE, TV performer, were married Oct. 10. . . . MIKE MEEHAN, salesman for WISN Milwaukee, and
Bette Crownhart have announced their marriage. . . . FRED RABELL,
president-general manager, KSON San Diego, and DOROTHY JOHNSON, vice president-assistant general manager, same station, were married Oct. 8. . . . FRED STUBBINS, Los Angeles representative, KSDO
San Diego, father of girl, Catherine Louise, Oct. 11. . . . JAMES
WEMPLE, account executive, KNBH (TV) Hollywood, father of girl,
Oct. 15.
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HOW

THE

PROFIT

SYSTEM

1. Shortly after the end of World War II
we brought out a brand new super gasoline called 7600 — a high octane aviation
fuel adapted to automobile operating
conditions. The performance of 7600 was
so superior to anything the average
motorist had experienced that it was
months before we could supply our stations with enough to satisfy the demand.

BENEFITS

YOU

2. Today 7600 is still the top-quality gasoline in the West by a comfortable margin. For its quality has steadily improved from year to year. But in one
way 7600 has been a rather embarrassing success — for we haven't always been
able to keep pace with the demand for it.

3* In order to keep up with this demand
we were faced with doing one of two
things: (1) reduce the quality of 7600 so
that we could make more of it, or (2)
undertake a program to increase our output of high octane super quality gasoline.

Manufacturers
of Royal Triton
the Amazing
Purple
Motor Oil!

4* It didn't take us long to decide on the
desireability of increasing our facilities
for making 7600 — although the program
represents an investment of many millions of dollars. For we reasoned that by
maintaining the quality of 7600 we would
get enough additional business to make a
profit out of our investment.

UNION

BROADCASTING

5* This profit incentive is the driving
force behind our whole competitive economic system. It has given the American
people the best products, in the greatest
abundance, at the lowest cost in the world.
That's why any attempt to tax away this
profit incentive is bound to lower the
standard of living of every American.

OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA
INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890

• Telecasting

Available at
leading car dealers
throughout the nation

This series, sponsored by the people of Union Oil Company, is dedicated to a
discussion of how and why American business functions. We hope you'll
feel free to send in any suggestions or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building, Los Angeles 17, Calif.
October 27, 1952
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Faith in Radio Cited at Dist. 1
(Continued from page 32)
Advertisement

From
6u

Left

Ham

where
Joe

Marsh

Sandwich

40*

Ambled over to Bob's Restaurant
Tuesday for lunch and noticed a new
sign "Left Ham
Right Ham

Sandwich, 40^ . . .

Sandwich, 30?."

"Why the sign, Bob?" I asked.
"Don't tell me you believe the old story
that hogs scratch more with their right
leg than with their left — so's the left
ham is more tender?"
"No," he says. "I don't take any
stock in it. But, some people have
ordered those 'left' sandwiches. When
I explain to them that there's nothing
to that fable, that the sign is just a
business-getter, and I've only one
price, they enjoy an old fashioned,
plain ham sandwich all the more!"
From

where

I sit, stories like

"right" hams being tougher than "left"
ones are with us because some people
get ideas into their head and hang
onto them for dear life. Ifs like those
who think an adult like myself hasn't
the right to a glass of beer with my
supper. I say let's keep our opinions
free from being " sandwiched-in"
misinformation.

by

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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I sit

a program reaches, the area it covers, and its cost in relation to
other stations in the market. All
other things being equal, he said,
"I'm personally inclined to favor a
station which cooperates in making
listener surveys with other stations
in its market, and which subscribes
to Standard Audience Measurement of the Nielsen Coverage
Mary McKenna, group supervisor
Service."
of
timebuying, Benton & Bowles,
called for more surveys — not those
measuring radio homes, the traditional yardstick — but surveys
measuring radio listening in terms
of kinds of listeners: men, women
and children.
She drew attention to the recent
American Research Bureau survey
showing listening by rooms in the
home, with the 27.2% in the kitchen for radio-only homes shifting to
50% in that room in radio-television homes. Referring also to Dr.
Forest Whan's survey in New England indicating a high percentage
of two-set simultaneous listening
all day, she said that these show
the new pattern of radio listening
in a TV
market,
constitute enough
data butto don't
continue
to
insure acceptance by clients of
radio's continued position of influence in such markets.
"That is," she continued, "so
long as stations continue to accept
and subscribe to local listening
studies which measure the unrealistic unit of the so-called radio
home listening." Stressing the need
for a united objective by all radio
stations in a market, Miss McKenna emphasized that "in days
when the basic advertising value
of radio stations is being seriously
questioned, a pooling of resources
for responsible research to conclusively prove the continued effectivenes of radio should be the goal

broadcasting of public events and
a new standing Congressional
committee to investigate radio and
TV. The solution to the many
problems facing broadcasters, he
asserted, is joint industry action.
Mr. Fellows spoke at a luncheon
meeting held in conjunction with
the Radio Executives Club of New
England. Presiding was Rudolph
Bruce, club president and advertising manager of New England
Coke Co.
Reporting uhf
on thestation,
nation'sKPTV
first
commercial
(TV) Portland, Ore., John Taylor,
advertisinggineering
manager
of RCA's
EnProducts Dept.,
said that
in the station's total trading area,
with a population of 739,400, the
number capable of receiving a good
picture was 649,100 or 88%. Breaking down the figures, he said that
in the city, with a population of
383,700, the number getting a good
picture could be estimated at
364,500 or 95%, while outside the
city, with population figures of
355,700, a good picture would be
received by 284,600 or 80%.
Portland's Uhf Findings
In a slide presentation of "The
Portland scribed
Story,"
Mr. Taylor were
dehow measurements
reached and pointed out some of
the findings thus far, based on
studies of the
country's first uhf
commercial
venture.
The KPTV transmitter, he said,
was set up on a ridge one and a
half miles from the center of town,
with its antenna about 1,000 ft.
above average terrain.
To measure performance, the
following factors were included:
finding out how far the signal goes;
determining how much signal is
needed for good reception; locating areas of poor or no reception;
drawing a map showing relation of
actual coverage to population and
shadow areas.
An RCA Service Co. portable
truck was rigged up with a low
antenna and one which could be
extended to 70 ft. Traveling along
the roads, signal strength was observed and was found to correspond with the FCC predicted
curve of F (50.50).

of Another
all stations."
selling job which stations should undertake in group
action, she suggested, is to sell distributors and retailers of drug and
grocery products
on radio's
effectiveness as compared
to other
media.
Package Rates
Discussing package rates, Miss
McKenna said she believes rate
Measuring field intensity in dealstructures should be competitive
er stores and other places where
but that such rates should be a there were TV sets, it was found
matter of open record available to that two mv per meter were needed
all advertisers on an equal basis.
to get a snow-free picture. This
was slightly higher than the Com
Lewis H. Avery, head of Averymission's 1.6 mv per meter.
Knodel, station representatives,
compared factors regarded imporFollowing comparison of uhf
tant in timebuying ten years ago
coverage of 88% in Portland as
against an estimated 94% vhf, Mr.
with today. "There is idolatrous
worship of cost-per-thousand, and Taylor posed the question, "Can
much of the information used is results in Portland be used to
based on questionable facts and
predict coverage in other cities?"
figures," he said.
Answering
withfactors
a "Yes,
he
observed that
to but,"
consider
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, warned that stations are now
were antenna height, terrain, distribution of population and signal
operating under the threat of a
Federal "big stick." Future devel- strength, and a low uhf channel
These were all favorable in Portopments, he said, might include
land, he declared.
controls limiting radio and TV in
BROADCASTING
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"This

new

'Scotch9

professional

Brand

7-inch

ine
reel cuts mach

maintenance

costs!"

Extra-large hub gives new "Scotch" Brand
reel exclusive advantages

V

LOWER ROTATIONAL SPEED produced by new larger hub
means less vibration, decreased machine wear. Recording
equipment stays on the job longer with fewer stops for repairs and adjustments. The new 2M " hub gives this 7"
reel approximately the same ratio of outside diameter to
hub diameter as the standard NARTB 103^ " metal reel.
Rewind speed is actually 10% faster than the ordinary 7"
reel despite the slower rotating speed.
CUTS TIMING ERRORS 50%! By reducing tension changes as
tape is spooled off, this new reel reduces timing errors to a
minimum.

Tape

on new

reel is improved

4 ways!

J, "DRY LUBRICATING" process gives you a tape that practically eliminates sticking, squealing and cupping ... a completely
dependable tape that turns in a flawless performance in extremes of heat and humidity.
2 100% SPLICE-FREE! Tape supplied on the new "Scotch"
Brand 7" professional reel is guaranteed to be completely
free of splices.
3 THINNER CONSTRUCTION allows a full 1200 feet of tape to
be wound on the new reel despite its larger hub. Magnetic
properties of this new tape are identical with "Scotch"
Brand #111-A, the industry's standard of quality.
4 GUARANTEED UNIFORMITY! Output variation of tape wound
on the new reel is guaranteed to be less than plus or minus
M db at 1000 cps within the reel, and less than plus or minus
H db from reel to reel.

REDUCES PITCH CHANGES! Using this new reel, you can
splice recordings of long musical programs with far
greater stability of pitch.
s&
SEE YOUR

DISTRIBUTOR

FOR A SUPPLY

"SCOTCH" BRAND 7" PROFESSIONAL
AND NEW DRY LUBRICATED TAPE!

OF

REELS
MAGNETIC

TA

The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paui 6, Mine..—
also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting,- "'Safety-Walk" Non-slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhesives. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can.
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PERLMAN ELECTED
AFA Dist. 5 Governor
MEMBERS of the Fifth District of
the Advertising Federation of
America elected Ellis S. Perlman,
director of public relations, Coleman Todd & Assoc., Mansfield,
Ohio, to the post of governor at the
organization's annual business
meeting Oct. 18 in Columbus.
Others elected were:
William T. Owens, public relations
director, Girdler Corp., Louisville, and
retiringtrict'sgovernor,
chairmanMartin
of disboard of directors;
W.
Schryver, Crystal Laundry and Dry
Cleaning Co., Dayton, first lieutenant
governor; Samuel Rouda, The Kroger
Co., Cincinnati,
lieutenant
ernor; Roger C.second
Fleming,
directorgov-of
advertising and public relations, Allison Div., General
Motors Corp.,
Indianapolis, third lieutenant
governor;
Virginia M. Hood, BBDO, Cleveland,
fourth lieutenant governor; G. Patricia Wagner, space buyer, Doe-AndersonE.Agency,
Louisville,
secretary;
Melvin
Tharp,
Columbus
Dispatch,
treasurer.
More than 300 advertising people and club members from Ohio,
Indiana and Kentucky attended the
meeting, which was held in conjunction with the ninth annual conference sponsored by Ohio State U.

M „ m.JBk
Mmi

Sxcitittyiy new
250

■ ■ ■— .

and

cU££ene«ttf

The Co-7t_LL>t^_>i_L«X Type 312
WATT AM TRANSMITTER

Here's a refreshingly original transmitter engineered
to bring top performance with utmost ease of adjustment. RMS distortion values in the order of 1% over
the entire audio range are obtainable. The electrical
design is simple and straight forward. Only two tuning controls are required. Modern, Transview cabinet
styling affords maximum accessibility, shielding, and
circulation of cooling air.

Sports Charges
WESTERN UNION football and
hockey
"full-description"
to
radio and
TV stations service
may cost
more in some sections of the country this season, less in other areas
depending on component cost in
each instance. FCC last week
granted the common carrier permission to amend its tariffs on not
less than one day's notice in certain
respects. The football tariff becomes effective Nov. 7, FCC reported, while the hockey tariff runs
until April 15. Component costs
for each subscriber differ, it was
explained, since they include variables such as telephone line charges
and operator wages. On overall
basis, costs .this year are no more
than before, Western Union said.
GULF, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway
Co., has completed installation of a
Philco multi-channel microwave communications relay system between
Galveston and Beaumont, Tex., according to James D. McLean, general
sales industrial
manager ofdivision.
Philco's government
and

WORTH KRAMER (c), general manager-vice president, WJR Detroit, receives two citations at the same time
for outstanding service to veterans'
groups. L to r are Merton Tice, national junior commander. Veterans of
Foreign Wars; Mr. Kramer, and Jasper Kohn, Michigan VFW commander.
Our Respects To
(Continued from page 52)
caster is married and the father of
three teen-agers, two boys, 17 and
15, and a girl, 13. His love for
music and choral singing still are
reflected in his hobbies.
Mr. Herndon's personal plans for
the future are essentially the same
as those of many another broadcaster: "To remain in broadcasting
— radio and television — as long as
they will let me."
RETAILER MEET
Being Planned in Chicago
HOW to make radio pay and how
to use TV at moderate cost are
problems which low-budget retailers will pose at the First Retail
Advertising Conference now being
planned in Chicago.
Conference, slated for between
January and March, is being
set up by Budd Gore, former advertising manager of Marshall
Field & Co. who opened his own
agency — public relations — consulting firm in September, and Ralph
Heineman, co-director. Believed
to be the first of its kind, the conference will be open to retailers
nationally, to resource and media
people and manufacturers.

Jl

ZJLejCLtJiJtry^^
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Dallas 10, Texas
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[Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Cancel
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HOW

DOES

THE

POWER

GET

INTO

THE

BOMB

?

Uranium itself isn't enough. Preparing it for the bomb's A-power takes vast quantities of
electric power. So do the planes, tanks and other huge Defense production jobs. On
top of this, homes, farms and businesses are using twice as much electricity as before
World War II. Will the electric companies develop enough power? The answer is YES!

As much electric power as Detroit uses
will be needed by one A-bomb factory now nearing completion. Another new A-bomb project will
use twice that much. Electric light and power
companies are now building a giant power plant
for one of these, and are ready to build a plant for
the other — faster than the federal government
could — and without a cent of your taxes!

New plants double U. S. power. The map pinpoints the new electric power plants and plant
additions built by the nation's electric companies
just since World War II. They give each American
twice as much electricity as he had then. In spite
of this, the people pushing for socialized electricity
still talk "power shortages" as an excuse for getting government deeper into the electric business.

A-bomb test at Frenchman's Flat, Nevada
Battlefield in the struggle against socialism. On the Niagara
River, five local electric companies are ready to build a big new
plant to develop additional electric power. But the job is being
held up by those who want government to build the plant — even
though that would cost Americans $350 million in taxes. Similar
delays hold up new power at Hell's Canyon, Idaho, Roanoke Rapids,
N. C, and Kings River, Calif. — wasting time, money and power.
America's electric companies can provide this power — without one
cent of tax money — and without the threat of government monopoly
or socialism!
These facts are heartening proof that the experience and sound business management
of the country's hundreds of electric companies are ready and able to meet the
nation's biggest power needs. America's ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES*.
.,,_,,,.„,, — ABC
.„„ — Fridays
, .'■ — 9:30
„ „„ P.M.,
„ .. Eastern
r
*Names on request from fhis magazine
• "MEET CORLISS ARCHER
Time.
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MULTI-RADIO OWNERSHIP
Found in 'Household' Survey
PERCENTAGE of Household magazine subscribers who own two radio sets more than doubles the
number who own only one set, and
the figure for those who own three
sets is almost twice that of those
who own a single set, the magazine
reported last week after a sample
survey of its readers.
Household's third annual survey
showed 98.3% of its subscribers
owned radios, with 16.0% having
one, 32.8% two, 30.6% three, 12.47c
four and 6.5% five or more. The
study polled every 400th subscriber
of the magazine's 2,100,000 circulation.
Of radios, 97.1% had radios in
the home, while 59.0% had an auto
radio. The survey listed 27.2% of
the subscribers as owning television sets.
Canadian Gagwriters
PLANS were underway last week
to organize chapters of the National Assn. of Gagwriters in both
Toronto and in Montreal. Hank
Karpus, Canadian comedy writer,
was chosen to organize the Toronto
chapter; Jaques Gauthier, radio
and television gagwriter and production executive of Quebec Province, was selected to set up the
Montreal branch.

JOHN J. McNULTY, associate producer, NBC-TV RCA Victor Show Starring Dennis Day, father of girl, Marianne, Oct. 15.
air-casters

AN, program direcRUSS COUGHL
tor, KROW Oakland, named supervisor of television programming
for Sackett Enterprises, applying for
TV stations in Oakland, Vancouver
and Coos Bay.
ROBERT C. MILLER, farm service director, W R F D
Worthington, Ohio,
to WLW Cincinnati, as farm program director.
BOB MORRISON
to WIRE Indianapolis announcing
staff.
RAY WALSH
WBTM Danville,
Va., to continuity
staff, WCSC
Mr. Miller
Charleston, S. C.
EDWIN T. CONNELL, staff member, NBC-TV's
Today staff.
program, to ABC-TV's All-Star
News
JACK MILLE, news director, KSIB
Creston, Iowa, named program director
in addition to other duties. LES
WRIGHT appointed farm editor at station. PEGGY SMITH added to staff
as music director.
LEN CORBOSIERO, program department, KNX Hollywood, shifts to Columbia Pacific Radio Network as associate director.

SANDWICH
YOUR
CBS-WBNS
Tops

On

SPOTS!
Combination
Listeners'

Is

Menu!

From sign-on to sign-off, WBNS whips
up a steady diet of good listening entertainment. Bycombining CBS programming and local personalities with
tremendous Ohio appeal, WBNS gives
Central-Ohio listeners the 20 top-rated
programs. Your spot announcements
sandwiched between these top-rated
shows are heard on WBNS because
your audience stays tuned program
after program.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWER
WBNS — 5,000
WELO-FM — 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
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OUTLET

LOWELL JACK, program director,
KWBG Perry, Iowa, appointed studio
manager there.
BOB OSTBERG, WFGM Fitchburg,
Mass. disc jockey, to WKNE Keene,
N. H., as staff announcer.
WILLIAM H. STRUBLE, sales promotion manager, Edgar Morris Sales Co.,
Washington, D. C,
Westinghouse
tributor there,disto
WBT and WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N.
C, as promotion
supervisor.
RICHARD EISIMINGER, advertising-promotion manager, KNBH (TV)
HollywoodBERT V.andCOLE,
ALMr. Struble
program director
there, have resigned.
BILLYE MARGARET TOMLINSON,
commercial traffic manager, WTOP
Washington, to KCBQ San Diego, as
promotion and merchandising director.
BARD MELTON, disc jockey at KING
Seattle, to KENI Anchorage, Alaska,
as announcer.
MARY LOU CONTE to Hollywood office of KBIG Avalon, as member of
traffic department.
GEORGE W, FAUST, Public Information Staff, U.S. Army & Air Force Recruiting Service, N. Y., to KNXT ^TV)
Hollywood,
as operations-traffic supervisor.
WILLIAM BIDELL, promotion-publicity director, KPOL Los Angeles, has
resigned.
KIMBERLEY JOHNSON, WLNA
Peekskill, N. Y., to WCSH Portland,
Me., on announcing staff.
REG MERRIDEW, program director,
WGAR Cleveland, elected vice presi-«
dent of Downtown Cleveland Kiwanis
Club.
FILOMENA VOLPINTESTA to promotion staff, WISN Milwaukee. STEVE
CANNON to station's announcing staff.
GEORGE A. BROWN, production manager of CJOC Lethbridge, to CFAC
Calgary, in same capacity.
MARCIA VAN CLEAVE to KXOK St.
Louis in traffic department.
MARY SINCLAIR, New York TV actress, assigned role in Paramount Pictures feature film, "Adobe Walls."
JACK BRIGGS, announcer, KFMB
San Diego, and MARY LOU LUDWIG,
station secretary, were married
Oct. 17.
RICHARD BROWN, Hollywood free
lance radio-TV director, father of
boy, Kerry Robb, Oct. 18. Mother
is MARGARET KERRY, who portrays Sharon on KECA-TV Los Angeles The Ruggles.
SCOTT PHOENIX, photographer,
WSYR Syracuse, father of girl, Debra
Jean, Oct. 11. BILL MARTIN, staff
announcer, father of girl, Mary Kathleen.
JIM AMECHE, freelance radio-TV per14.
sonality in Chicago, father of boy Oct.

/Jewi TERRELL,
• • • news staff, WKY
JAMES
Oklahoma City, named news director,
succeeding EWING CANADAY, now
extension editor at Oklahoma A.&M.
College.
LYNN SUCHER, KTOP Topeka, Kan.,
appointed day news editor, KFBI
Wichita, Kan.
JACK HANNON, KELO Sioux Falls,
S.
D., City,
to newsS. D.
staff, WNAX YanktonSioux
GENE GODT, WHO Des Moines, and
DON PADILLA, photo editor and
writer on news staff, WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed associate
news directors at latter station.
HAROLD MEIER to news staff of
WISN Milwaukee.
CHRISTY WALSH Jr., press representative, NBC Hollywood, father of boy,
Robert Christy, Oct. 13.
JIM McGOVERN, director of news and
special events, WISN Milwaukee, and
Ruth Hale have announced their marriage.
ALASKAN DEBUTS
Two New Stations Added
TWO new stations are being added
to the Midnight Sun-Aurora Broadcasting System in Alaska, it was
reported last week by Gilbert A.
Wellington, national advertising
manager.
KJNO Juneau went on the air
for the first time on Oct. 18, on 630
kc and with 1 kw-D and .500 w-N.
Present schedule is from 6:30 a.m.
to midnight. Del Day, formerly
with
KFAR Fairbanks, is station
manager.
The other new outlet, KABI Ketchikan, will be on the air by midNovember, Mr. Wellington said. On
530 kc, it will have the same power
and the same broadcast day as
KJNO. Roall Erickson, also formerly with KFAR, is to be KABI manMiriam Dickey, Fairbanks, Alasager. ka, is president of the licensee
company, succeeding the late Captain A. E. Lathrop.
Both stations are affiliated with
ABC, Mutual-Don Lee and NBC.
WSDC Men Injured
HEADING on assignment to town
from transmitter-studios of WSDC
Marine City, Mich., Stan Heineman,
program director, and Fred Arnold,
engineer,
werein involved
in a were
twocar
collision
which both
injured on Oct. 17. Station reports
state police are searching for a
hit-run car in the mishap.

THREE HUNDRED civic, professional
and business leaders in Chicago will
be invited by NBC Chicago to its j
election night open house in the network's Merchandise Mart headquar-j
ters. Harry C. Kopf, Central Div. vice!
president, will be host. Returns from
NBC will be watched on an RCAj
large-screen projection unit in Studio]
D. Combined radio and video returns!
will be seen and heard in Studio AA.l
BROADCASTING
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"Starting out to find lady friends just at nightfall is a heavy job, I learn."

THE LEOPARD:
"Then try wooing them a/so in the daylight
hours. They're most receptive then, you'll

, *»V
H /* A ^
¥ ♦ ' K
Skillful TV advertisers will
\J A» ♦ |M M
also find (like the wily
^2<i~H<
^
Spotted
Leopard)
that
\S"JV
\j2L
daylight hours are profit\ r 1 >, *\«» «»»
>s

WSB-TV

THE MORAL*

able
to woo importanthours
women.

WBAL-TV

Atlanta
Baltimore

KPRC-TV

Houston

/'v**
y~~
V* X** 'li
% * ^~^»S/KECA-TV ... Los
,,, Angeles
„
,
.......
•■■
KSTP-TV . . M'p'l's..-St. i Paul
Nashv.lle
WSM-TV
WJZ-TV
New York

Well-rated daytime Spot
aT° '-■^^S^.^
^i**^
*jS
% * %%
>cC<X
TV programs on the thirteen stations listed here
£ss— ? *
' ~
"
woo women while they're
planning daily shopping
trips<
They inform. They entertain. They convince.

Norfolk
WTAR-TV
KPHO-TV
Phoenix
WOAI-TV
San Antonio

Their cost is low.

KGO-TV .... San Francisco

If you'd
to woo
for your
then ask like
us for
more more
factslady
aboutfriends
daytime
Spot produ
TV in the ct...
Petry markets.

KOTV

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

REPRESENTED

CO.,

INC.

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

• DALLAS
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Published by the General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

THREE

G-E TUBES

MAKE

POSSI-

BLE NEW ALL-CHANNEL

TUNER

Now

In Full Scale

To Meet

WHEN-TV

MOVES

WITHOUT

LOSS

A major electronics moving feat
was recently accomplished by Station WHEN-TV, Syracuse, N. Y.,
when it moved the station's transmitter site during one night, without losing a second of broadcasting
time.
Technicians and moving crews
began the job as soon as the station
went off the air at midnight. They
moved tons of electronic equipment from the old site to the new
one, which is nine miles away. The
move was completed within 12
hours, in time for the station to go
back on the air on schedule.
Engineers Aid Move
WHEN Chief Engineer H. Eu-

WNBF-TV

Obtains First

ERP of Over 50 KW
Station WNBF-TV, Binghamton,
N. Y., is the first station in the
country to obtain ERP of over 50
kw. The Station is using a G-E 12bay high channel antenna and is
actually operating on 52.5 kw ERP
on Channel 12.
Chief Engineer Lou Stantz recently said "Reports from our
urban areas of Binghamton, Johnson City and Endicott indicate
Page 62
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TRANSMITTER
OF AIR

TIME

gene Crow and his staff of technicians were aided by a crew of six
engineers from General Electric.
The equipment was largely G-E
made and according to Crow,
"every bit of it worked perfectly,
at the new location despite the
quick, onjaggling
station
went
the airmove."
with a The
temporary
100 ft. tower bearing a single bay
antenna, at an elevation of 1,470
ft. above sea level.
During the following week the
original six-bay antenna atop the
former site was taken down and
connected to the tower at the new
location. The station is now operating at an Effective Radiated
Power of approximately 30 kw.

that our local coverage is good.
Much improvement in signal level
was noted in many locations. The
signal in the suburban and fringe
areas has been much improved—
in fact better than was predicted."
Recent Antenna Installation
Station WNBF-TV expects to
go to full allocated power in the
near future. Other recent G-E antenna installations have been in
WHAS-TV, Louisville, WKRCTV, Cincinnati— both of which
were 12-bay antennas, WBZ-TV,
Boston, and KPIX, San Francisco.

UHF

General Electric recently announced substantial quantities of all
tubes necessary for manufacture of
an all-channel television tuner are
now ready. This represents a major
step forward in the field of UHF
television because it keeps receiver
development in step with those
advancements G.E. has made in
UHF broadcasting equipment.
G.E.'s Tube Department said
any television set manufacturer
who wishes to include an all-chan-

Sales Manager
famous
weather

Cody

for cold
experience

Working with winds exceeding 70
miles per hour, in an 18 below zero
temperature is but one of the many
experiences Bill Cody, G.E. district
sales manager, has had since he
began his career in electrical engineering.
For three years he was engineer
in charge of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and New York
University Observatory, atop the
summit of Whiteface Mountain
near Lake Placid, New York. His
duties involved the construction of
several radio communication systems, making meteorological observations for the United States
Weather Bureau and airlines, research in atmosphere, radio and
other fields, and the development
of electronic weather equipment.
Of this period, Bill says, "For
months we had the choice of being
isolated on the mountain top or
using skis or snow-shoes to travel
back and forth to the village, eight

Production

Expansion
nel TV tuner in his set can now get
the necessary tubes immediately.
This UHF receiver advancement goes hand-in-hand with such
other G-E UHF developments as
the 12 kw transmitter and the
high-gain UHF Helical Antenna.
Three tubes are necessary for
the design of a television tuner
which will receive all channels. All
three are now being produced on a
full-scale basis at the company's
Owensboro, Ky., Tube Works.

first two years with G.E., he participated inthe development, construction and operation of the first
television relay. During the war he
served as Commanding Officer of
the 3362nd Signal Service Battalion in the Pacific, and then returned to work for G.E. after he
left the service.

miles
Afterdown
this the
job mountain."
Bill came to work
GENERAL
with General Electric. During his
BROADCASTING
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Asks

Common

Carrier

Band

MOTION picture industry flung
THEATRE
REQUEST
down the gauntlet to AT&T TV'S
last
week when it asked the FCC for a
360 mc band in the 5925-6875 mc
portion of the spectrum for theatre
TV. These frequencies are now allocated for common carrier (fixed)
use.
The challenge was made during
the first week of the FCC's en banc
hearings on the petition of theatre
TV interests for the allocation of
frequencies for exclusive, large
screen movie theatre television.
Limited to engineering and cost BELL System officials keep an eye on theatre-TV hearings. Front row
(I to r) : Pierre Mertz, Bell Labs.; Frank A. Cowan, Long Lines; Ernest
accounting, the hearings are scheduled to continue this week. The for- North, Long Lines; Wayne Babler, AT&T; back row, M. G. Wallace,
Long Lines; Axel Jensen, Bell Labs.; F. A. Ryan, AT&T; W. H. Domal, direct, policy case is scheduled
herty, Bell Labs.
to begin Jan. 12 in Washington. At
that time, too, cross examination
will be permitted.
asking for the lower portion of the
5925-6875 mc band, motion picture
Gist of the week-long testimony
by movie technical executives and interests asked that theatre TV be spectrum.
At the bottom of the movie reconsulting engineers was that in classified as an industrial radio
quest, presented jointly by Motion
order to achieve 35mm picture service and be permitted to use
quality, theatre TV needs the fol- 6575-6875 mc. This would require, Picture Assn. of America and the
however, they pointed out, that the National Exhibitors Theatre TV
lowing:
band be widened to accommodate
1. Video channel 10 mc wide.
Committee (a group of more than
2. Radio frequency channel 30 mc 360 mc. They suggested, therefore,
100 theatre exhibitors), was the
wide.
3. Two channels for a single system. that the industrial radio service belief that the theatre TV fre4. Six systems to ensure competitive
band be extended down to 6425 mc.
services.
quencies, ifallocated, could be used
As a final alternative, theatre TV
Theatre TV adherents asked that
by a common carrier type of comspokesmen asked for a band beginpany, alimited common carrier orthe Commission not set up standganization similar to Aeronautical
ning at 10,700 mc. The band 10,700ards for this service. However, if
Radio
Inc. or Press Wireless Inc.,
11,700 mc is presently allocated to
required, they recommended:
common carrier fixed circuit. This
1. Scanning rate of 735 lines.
by private licensees.
2. Signal to noise ratio of 46 db for would require, they pointed out, or Audience
was heavily sprinkled
monochrome; 42 db for color.
3. Linearity not to exceed 10% varia- a radio frequency channel of 55 with AT&T executives (see photo)
tion between the black and the white mc instead of 30 mc they were
and with representatives of other
levels.
4. Video signal frequency modulated.
5. Audio signal multiplexed on the
carrier, 8 kc wide.
Should the Commission be disposed not to allocate 360 mc in the FOUR
NEW
GRANTS

services.
Following
day's sessions at the
Nationalfirst
Museum,
the
hearing was continued for the remaining days at FCC. There was
no meeting on Thursday.
Stressed by spokesmen for the
motion picture industry was the
theme that they had no designs
on home TV or home TV programs.
Theatre TV presentations would be
special programs in which home
TV would not be interested, they
asserted.
Bulk of questioning was by
Chairman Paul A. Walker and
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock.
Mr. Walker's concern, made immediately atthe onset of the meeting, was whether theatre TV aimed
to take programs away from home
TV. He said that the Commission
had received "thousands" of complaints from Congressmen and the
public regarding the exclusive
theatre-TV showing of the Marciano-Walcott fight. He said people
seemed to fear that motion picture
houses would soon have a "monopoly" on sporting events and that
there are not enough theatres to
care for all who may want to get
in.
Amount of spectrum space requested for theatre TV — 360 mc
plus 60 mc in mobile pickup bands
— seemed to worry Mr. Walker and
Miss Hennock. Miss Hennock's
questions
were directed
toward
(Continued
on page
97) pos-

tion with Honolulu Star-Bulletin Ltd.,
24% owner of newly authorized
KGMB-TV Honolulu.
Duluth, Minn. (City priority Group
A-2, No. 10)— Great Plains Television Properties Inc., granted uhf
Channel 38, ERP 17 kw visual and
9.6 kw aural with antenna 620 ft.
El Paso, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 15) —
KEPO Inc. (KEPO), granted vhf
Channel 13, ERP 120 kw visual and
60 kw aural with antenna 1,000 ft.
Frederick, Md. (Group B-l, No.
134) — Monocacy Broadcasting Co.
(WFMD), granted uhf Channel 62,
ERP 105 kw visual and 54 kw aural
with antenna 1,150 ft.
The following applicants were
notified: respecting hearing:
■Madison,Broadcasting
Wis. (GroupCo.A-2,(WKOW)
No. 30)—is
Monona
'being advised in connection with its
.application for uhf Channel 27 that
the
Commission
to include
in its "inadvertently
letter of Sept. omitted
17 that
the,,, question of management contract

will be considered in addition to mutual exclusivity with application of Radio Wisconsin Inc." (WISC).
Waterloo,
(Group A-2,
61) —
Josh
Higgins Iowa
Broadcasting
Co. NTo.
(KXEL)
and Black Hawk Broadcasting Co.,
(KWWL), both seeking vhf Channel 7,
are being advised of need for comparative hearing. FCC said it also
wishedtest by"additional
re pro-of
President information
R. J. McElroy
Black Hawk Broadcasting Co. against
Joe DuMond, majority stockholder of
Josh
Higgins Broadcasting
Co." Further
question
of
Black regarding
Hawk was corporate
included. structure

FOUR MORE commercial TV stations were authorized by FCC last
week to push the post-thaw total
of grants to 82, including 73 commercial stations and 9 non-commercial educational outlets.
Concurrently, the Commission
finalized its allocation of vhf Channel 4 to Irwin, Pa., adjacent to
Pittsburgh, and proposed to allocate uhf Channel 52 to Princeton,
Ind.
The new construction permits
were issued to the following:
Honolulu, T. H. — Radio Honolulu
Ltd., granted vhf Channel 11 with
effective radiated power of 125 kw
WITNESS Earl I. Sponable (I), visual
and 74 kw aural with antenna
20th Century-Fox, confers with
height above average terrain 1,740 ft.
Edward Cooper, Motion Picture
Grant is conditional upon majority
stockholder H. M. Richards divesting
Assn. of America, and E. H. Hanhimself of all ownership and connecsen, 20th Century-Fox.
BROADCASTING
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Post-Tliow

Total

82

The Channel 11 grant to Raftio
Honolulu is the second authorization to that city. KGMB-TV,
granted vhf Channel 9 iif August,
plans to commence operation Dec.
Oct.
20]. interim power [B*T,
1 under
WFMD Frederick, near to both
Baltimore and Washington, ac(Continued on page 97)
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Oct. 17 through Oct. 23
Grants Since April 14:
VHF
20
222

Commercial
Educational
Total
Commercial television stations cm the air
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.

111 1
Applications Filed Since April 14:
VHF
New Amended
501
Commercial
548
322
4
Educational
14
505
Total
562
322
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 82 already granted.
NEW

APPLICATIONS
Listed by States
t Indicates
pre-thaw application
amended
(refiled).
MESA, Ariz. — Ashley L. Robison
and Frank E. Hurd, vhf Ch. 12 (204210 mc); ERP 32.9 kw visual, 19.1 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 1,545 ft., above ground 187 ft.
Estimated construction cost $184,096,
first year
operating
$151,000,
revenue $155,000.
PostcostOffice
address
11100 Cashmere St., Los Angeles 49,
Calif. Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter
location
tral peak in Salt
River atop
Mts., south-cendesignated
on
USGS
maps
as
"Peak
2548,"center
7.7 mi.of
south and slightly east from
Phoenix, Ariz. Geographic coordinates
33°
20' 26" N. and
Lat.,antenna
112° 02' GE.
12" W.ConsultLong.
Transmitter
ing engineer Harry R. Lubcke, Hollywood, Calif. Principals include equal
(50%) partners Ashley L. Robison,
owner of Robison Corp. (aircraft parts
mfr.), Los Angeles, and Frank E. Hurd,
37 \2% owner of Pacific Overseas Airlines Corp.
overhaul
ties,
aircraft(aircraft
parts mfr.,
etc.),faciliLos
Angeles. Applicant also seeks new TV
station in Sacramento, Calif, [see TV
Applications, B.T, Oct. 13]. City priority status: Gr. B-3, No. 178.
SAN DIEGO, Calif. — T. B. C. Television Co., vhf Ch. 10 (192-198 mc);
ERP 240 kw visual, 105 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 789
ft., above ground 254 ft. Estimated
construction cost $689,000, first year operating cost $720,000, revenue $804,000.
Post Office address 948 Third Ave., San
Diego, Calif.termined.
Studio
location
be Mt.
deTransmitter
locationto on
Soledad, near La Jolla, Calif., 1,800 ft.
SW of Easter Cross. Geographic codinates 32° 50' 15" N. and
Lat.,antenna
117° 14' GE.
55"
W. Long. orTransmitter
Legal counsel Prichard & Brenner,
Beverly Hills, Calif. Consulting engineer L. N. Papernow, San Diego, Calif.
Principals include President J. William
Fisher (3.33%), president and 8^%
owner of Southwest Onyx & Marble
Co., San Diego; Secretary and General
Manager Leon Neil Papernow (13.33%),
managing partner of The Video Store
(retail television sales and service),
San Diego, 20 persons with 3.3% interest, and a number of stock subNo. 190. scribers. City priority status: Gr. B-4,
BRIDGEPORT,
Conn. — of
StateEducation,
of Connecticut, State Board
uhf
Ch.
*71
(812-818
mc);
ERP
218.3
kw visual, 109.2 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 610 ft.,
above ground 492 ft. Estimated construction cost $328,640. Operating cost
not estimated. Post Office address c/o
Commissioner of Public Works, State
Office Bldg., Hartford 15, Conn. Studio
location Bullard Havens Technical
School. Transmitter location 2.8 mi.
NW of Redding, Conn., in Israel Putnam Memorial State Park. Geographic
coordinates 41° 20' 31" N. Lat., 73° 22'
48.5" W.
Transmitter
and Genantenna GE. Long.
Legal counsel
Attorney
eral, State of Connecticut, Hartford,
Conn. Consulting engineer Craven,
Lohnes & Culver, Washington. [Applicant also seeks noncommercial educational TV stations in Hartford and
Norwich; see below.] City priority
status not applicable to noncommercial,
educational applications.
HARTFORD, Conn. — State of ConnecPage 64 • October 27, 1952

53
UHF
7
60
1

UHF
36513
378

Total
73
9
82

112 1
Total
17
867 2

884 3
ticut, Board of Education, uhf Ch. *24
(530-536 mc); ERP 236 kw visual, 118.4
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 779 ft., above ground 99 ft.
Estimated construction cost $514,440.
Operating cost not estimated. Post Office address c/o Commissioner of Public Works, State Office Bldg., Hartford
15, Conn. Studio location State Office
Bldg., 165 Capitol
Transmitter
location Ave.,
2.7 mi.Hartford.
NW of
Meriden in West Peak State Park.
Geographic
33' 33" N.
Lat.,
72° 50' coordinates
35" W. Long.41° Transmitter
and antenna
GE.
Legal
counsel
Attorney General, State of Connecticut,
Hartford, Conn. Consulting engineer
Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington.
[Applicant also seeks noncommercial
educational TV stations in Bridgeport
and Norwich; see above and below.]
City priority status not applicable to
noncommercial, educational applications.
NORWICH,
Conn.—ofState
of Connecticut, State Board
Education,
uhf
Ch. *63 (764-770 mc); ERP 215 kw
visual, 108 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 591 ft., above
ground 520 ft. Estimated construction
cost $328,640. Operating cost not estimated. Post Office address c/o Commis ioner of Public Works, State Office
Bldg., Hartford 15, Conn. Studio location Norwich Regional Technical
School. Transmitter location 1.3 mi.
WSW of Baltic. Geographic coordinates
41°
36' 37" N. and
Lat., antenna
72° 06' 27"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel Attorney General, State of

Connecticut, Hartford, Conn. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Washington. commercial
[Applicant
seeks non-in
educational also
TV stations
Bridgeport and Hartford; see above.]
City priority status not applicable to
noncommercial, educational applications.
t BELLEVILLE, III— Signal Hill TeleCorp., uhf
Ch. 54119(710-716
mc);
ERF 220castingkw
visual,
kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
614 ft., above ground 593 ft. Estimated
construction cost $331,182, first year
operating
cost $225,000,
revenue
000. Post Office
address 6900
West $275,Main
St., Belleville, 111. Studio location 10200
West Main St. Transmitter location 0.8
mi. west of Belleville at 88th St. Geog34' 16" N. Lat.,
90° 04' raphic
11" coordinates
W. Long.38° Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Monroe
Oppenheimer, Washington. Consulting engineer J. H. Heffelfinger, Kansas City,
Principals
includeBernard
President andMo.General
Manager
T. Wilson (10%). account executive at
KMOX St. Louis; Vice President Theodore F. Weiskotten (10%), producerdirector at KSD-TV St. Louis; Vice
President John I. Hyatt (10%), account executive at KMOX; Treasurer
Paul E. Peltason (33.75%), 26% owner
of Peltason, Tenenbaum Co. (investment banking), St. Louis; Assistant
Treasurer and Assistant Secretary
Harry Tenenbaum (33.75%), 26% owner of Peltason, Tenenbaum Co., and
Secretary H. M. Stolar (2.5%), partner in St. Louis law firm of Lowenhaupt, Waite, Chasnoff & Stolar. City
priority status: Gr. B-l. No. 23.
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.— W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc., uhf Ch. 23 (524530 mc); ERP 1,000 kw visual, 678.5 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 457 ft., above ground 405 ft.
Estimated construction cost $717,623,
first year
operating
cost $225,000,
enue $275,000.
Post Office
address rev1492
National Bank Bldg.. Detroit 26, Mich.
Studio and transmitter location Leonard
Road and Perkins Road. Geographic
coordinates 42° 59' 14" N. Lat.. 85° 36'
58" W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transmitter
antenna
RCA.
Hogan and
& Hartson,
Washington. Consulting engineer
GeorgecipalsP.include
Adair,
Washington.
PrinPresident
and Treasurer
M. F. Gowthorpe, Vice President and
Secretary William A. Ruble, Vice PresidentH. Paul
A. Seippel
and allVice
President
Edward
Stuckey,
of whom
are associated with Butterfield Michigan Theatres Co., Detroit, Mich., and
other Michigan theatre companies. Sole
owner of all Class A and C stock in
applicant is Bijou Theatrical Enterprisesterfield
Inc., which
is 2/a owner
of ButMichigan Theatres
Co., Detroit;
sole owner
of
all
Class
B
stock
plicant is The Regents of the inU. ap-of
Michigan,
whichTheatres
is l/3 owner
Butterfield Michigan
Co. ofApplicant
also seeks new TV stations in Flint,
Mich. [B.T, July 7], and Battle Creek,
Mich. [B.T, July 21]. The Regents of
the U. of Michigan is the licensee of
WUOM (FM) Ann Arbor. City priority
status: Gr. B-2, No. 154.

AT SIGNING ceremony for the new WHIO-TV Dayton 1,104-ft. tower, claimed
the tallest in Ohio, are (I to r): Seated, James M. Cox Jr., station president,
and William G. Hansher, Cincinnati, Ohio Valley district sales manager,
Graybar Electric Co., which expects tower completion by spring. Standing,
Robert A. Troman, Blaw-Knox Co. tower department manager; William G.
Biddle, Graybar sales engineer, Dayton, and Ernest R. Adams, WHIO-AM-TV
chief engineer.

GATHERED at Allen B. DuMont Labs,
Clifton, N. J., for signing of contract
to purchase DuMont vhf TV transmitter, studio equipment and mobile
unit are (I to r): Dr. Fernando Tude
de Souza, director. Radio & TV Roquette Pinto of Rio de Janeiro; Ernest
A. Marx, director, DuMont International Div., and Col. Lauro A. Medeiros, consulting engineer for Dr.
Tude de Souza.
KALAMAZOO, Mich. — Howard D.
Steere
uhf Ch.47.236kw (602-608
mc); ERP(WGFG),
83.5 kw visual,
aural;
antenna height above average terrain
267 ft., above ground 305 ft. Estimated
construction cost $159,730, first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $175,000.
Post Office address Station WGFG, 301
State Theatre Bldg., Kalamazoo; Mich.
Studio and transmitter location on Gull
Road, 4 mi. NE of center of Kalamazoo,
at site of WGFG (AM) transmitter.
Geographic
coordinates
42°Transmitter
19' 53" N.
Lat.,
85° 31'
33" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
DuMont,
antenna
counsel,
Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd,
Washington. Consulting engineer Vandivere,
Cohen
& Wea'rn,
Washington.
Sole see
owner
is Howard
D. Steere,
licenand general
manager
of WGFG
since Oct. 5, and licensee and general
manager of WFEC Miami, Fla., from
1950 to June. 1952. City priority status:
Gr. B-2, No. 152.
f JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — Capital
Bcstg. ERP
Co. 59.3
(KWOS),
vhf Ch.
mc);
kw visual,
17.7 13kw (210-216
aural;
antenna height above average terrain
300 ft., above ground 330 ft. Estimated
construction cost $212,216, first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $150,000.
Post Office address 210 Monroe St.,
Jefferson City, Mo. Studio and translocation on St. Mary's
Blvd. at
site ofmitterKWOS-AM-FM
transmitter.
Geographic
35' 02" N.
Lat., 92° 12' coordinates
17" W. Long.38°Transmitter
and antenna RCA. Legal counsel
Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd,
Washington. Consulting engineer Commercial
Equipment
Washington.RadioPrincipals
includeCo.,
President
R. C. Goshorn (98%), president and
majority stockholder in Jefferson City
News Tribune Co. (newspaper publishing); General
and Treasurer
Catherine
RoerManager
(1%), and
Secretary
R. L. Rose
(1%),
also
secretary
Jefferson City News Tribune Co.of City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 203.
NEW YORK CITY — WNEW Inc.
(WNEW), uhf Ch. 31 (572-578 mc);
ERP 226 kw visual, 122 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
1,268 ft.,matedabove
ground
ft. Esticonstruction
cost 1,284
$641,585,
first
year operating cost $800,000, revenue
$1,000,000. Post Office address 565 Fifth
Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Studio location 565 Fifth Ave. Transmitter location atop Empire State Bldg., Fifth Ave.
and 34th St., New York. Geographic
coordinates
44' 55" N. and
Lat.,antenna
73° 59'
09"
W. Legal
Long.40°counsel
Transmitter
RCA.
Dow, Lohnes
&
Albertson, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver, WashPrincipals (48.56%),
include Executive
President
William ington.
S. Cherry
Vice President Bernice Judis Herbert
(2.47%), Vice President Ira M. Herbert
(1,23%),W.Treasurer
and Secretary
Charles
Knowles (4.94%),
Assistant
Treasurer Albert H. Baer (3.29%),
Alfred Buckley (12.34%), George V.
Meehan (4.12%), Harry R. Playford
(18.93%) and Clem J. Randau (4.12%).
City priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 169.
CHARLOTTE,
Charlotte
casters,
uhf Ch. N.36 C—
( 602-608
mc); TeleERF
(Continued on page 77)
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IN an effort to meet the growing demand for
program materials, TV film producers have not
hesitated to go beyond the shores of the United
States. The move has prompted some labor union
difficulties here at home. Also the producers are
encountering problems abroad in casting, staging,
etc. Nevertheless, many firms are continuing their
efforts over the border and across the seas to make
quality films for TV while cutting down that big
bugaboo — production costs.

By DAVE GLICKMAN
DESPITE threats of reprisals by
unions and guilds against users of
films made abroad, producers are
making tracks for foreign countries in an effort to cut production
expenses and meet advertisers'
budget demands.
More than a score of Hollywood
producers and several from the
New York area have TV film production plans for Mexico or overseas.
Reasons for this trek abroad include lower production costs (music
is a major item) , and exotic and
authentic backgrounds which enhance the value of the show in the
eyes of the sponsor.
IATSE, hitting at such TV film-,
ing on grounds that it creates unemployment of technicians and
craftsmen at home, at its recent
Milwaukee convention in substance
approved some sort of boycott on
products of sponsors utilizing such
shows for advertising purposes.
On penalty of suspension, AFM
also prohibits musician members
from aiding and abetting the growing practice. It forbids union members from supervising, conducting,
arranging, orchestrating for and in
any way assisting the recording
outside the U. S. of incidental
music, themes, bridges and cues
for use in this country in TV, radio and motion pictures.
Networks' agreement with the
AFM, however, is to record foreign
filmed TV shows at home, thus
eliminating use of soundtracks
made abroad by non-union members.
Not only are production units
going to Mexico, England and
Europe, but North and Central
Africa, South and Central America, India, Japan and Australia.
However, TV producers are finding that overseas film making in*
* *
HERE on location in Sweden, as
well as other European countries,
Foreign Intrigue utilizes foreign
talent and production facilities to
augment its nucleus of American
stars and production staff.

eludes its share of headaches.
That's the observation Alexander MacDonald, vice-president of
Dougfair Corp., expressed upon return to Hollywood from England
recently. Firm has just completed
three half-hour pilot films in London. They are the first in each
of three series being produced for
NBC-TV distribution. The firm
during week of Oct. 20 was to start
the first of 39 half hour dramatic
shows in which Douglas Fairbanks
Jr. appears as m. c. Working title
is International Theatre. Network
Vice President Robert W. Sarnoff
returned in mid-October from London after completing arrangements
for the series.
Not the least of the difficulties
besetting American video film
makers is the importance of establishing credit and acceptability, he
told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
This picture has been clouded by
the fact that some American producers, particularly in the smaller
feature category in which TV production falls, have earned, for one

reason or another, reputations for
irresponsibility.
In the case of Dougfair Corp.,
this was overcome because of the
presence of Douglas Fairbanks Jr.,
as president of the company. He is
well known in Europe and has been
decorated by several European
governments.
Stage space throughout Europe
is at a premium, Mr. MacDonald
pointed out. Most movie production too begins in the spring, reaching a climax in early fall months,
he said.
Thus the TV producer, with
shorter shooting schedules, finds
himself in competition for space
with the movie producer.
At Scattered Points
Dougfair, for example, had to
shoot its three pilots at as
many different studios. International Theatre, in which Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. appears as host, was
filmed at Gates Studios : Silent Men
was shot at Riverside Studios. Interiors for Foreign Legion were
made at Wharton Hall.
Greatest misapprehension in the
United States is in the matter of
costs, Mr. MacDonald said. While

it is true that there are favorable
union rates for smaller productions— and these include half-hour
TV efforts — schedules are necessarily longer because of the more
leisurely
pace of foreign production.
A 48-hour shooting schedule,
fairly common among Hollywood
and New York video producers,
would be absolutely unthinkable in
the British Isles or France where
the same production would require at least five stage days.
Another vexing problem which
should change as TV production in
England increases is the lack of
trained video personnel, it was
pointed out by Mr. MacDonald.
On the credit side of the ledger
is the fact that top creative talent
is eager to try the new medium.
Following the announcement
that Douglas Fairbanks Jr. had
opened London offices, he and Mr.
MacDonald were besieged by some
of England's outstanding actors,
writers and directors wanting to
be associated with the enterprise.
Thus for International Theatre,
services of Laurence Huntington,
one of England's veteran mega(Continued on page 80)
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Sure. We can't guarantee we'll win 7 of the top 10 every time, as we did the first time up.
(Let alone 4 of the top 5 ... or 13 of the top 20.) But When

you add ratings like that to our usual

highest average nighttime audiences in all television . . . starting the new

season even farther

out in front than last year ... a pattern begins to emerge. And the whole thing begins to look
less like good luck than good programming.

THE

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

OREGON

HEARING

THE PRESSURE of comparative
hearing among post-thaw TV applicants seeking the same channel
in the same city took its first toll
last week as the general manager
of one applicant in the Portland,
Ore., Channel 12 case resigned.
The prospective witness who tendered his resignation Tuesday for
"personal reasons" unexplained
even to his employer was Walter
J. Stiles Jr., general manager of
Oregon Television Inc. Mr. Stiles
was to have been a principal witness for Oregon Television, having
assisted in preparation of the application and its exhibits.
Counsel for competing applicants
unsuccessfully moved to strike
large portions of the Oregon Television bid on ground that Mr. Stiles'
resignation effected a major amendment of the application.
Other highlights of the Portland
Channel 12 hearing included:
£ Testimony by Oregon Television's Director Julius L. Meier Jr.
that employment of Mr. Stiles was
recommended by DuMont executives Comdr. Mortimer W. Loewi
and Herbert E. Taylor Jr. Mr.
Meier, who said he was "a close
personal friend" of RCA President
Frank M. Folsom and whose technical advice he had sought, later testified Mr. Stiles preferred DuMont
equipment over RCA.
# Disclosure that Oregon Television President Henry A. White on
Oct. 15 wrote the president of a
Portland bank, at the latter's request following personal contact,
to inquire of the bank's policy with
respect to its officers making investments in a competitive situation. Further examination of Mr.
White showed the bank officer to be
Russell M. Colwell, stockholder in
competing applicant Columbia Empire Telecasters. Mr. White denied
any "pressure" motive.
Q Observation by Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith, when controversy arose about producing Mr.
Stiles' employment contract, that

•
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by Sudden

Stiles

Resignation

applicant did not intend to ask for
its return.
Asked what he plans to do about
getting another general manager,
Mr. Meier said, "I have contacted
several good friends of mine in the
television field and advised them of
our predicament, the serious blow
that occurred to us, and solicited
their help in procurring the most
qualified, capable and competent
man that is available in the coun-

KMYR Denver owners F. W. Meyer (left) and A. G. Meyer (center)
confer with TV consultant Eugene S. Thomas, who is New York TV
manager of George P. Hollingbery Co., station representative firm.
"he who applies for radio facilities or television station and goes
to comparative hearing has few

and he did not care to divulge his
personal reasons and I could not,
frankly find out what his reasons

Aside from the Portland case,
secrets."
other TV compartive hearings continued last week. These were the
Denver hearing and the Tampa-St.
Petersburg case. On Monday, the
Wichita hearing began. The Jackson, Mich., hearing, also scheduled
to start Monday, was delayed until
this Wednesday.
The resignation of Mr. Stiles was
reported Wednesday morning by
Mr. Meier, who was recalled to the
stand by Maurice Barnes, counsel
for Oregon Television.
"Yesterday, Oct. 21, Walter
Stiles tendered his resignation as
general manager," Mr. Meier testified, "and I accepted his resignation." The witness said Mr. Stiles
relinquished his subscription to 50
shares of stock which Mr. Meier
agreed to buy.
"He gave personal reasons," Mr.
Meier said. "I pressed him at length

"This brought up a suspicion in
my mind," the witness said, "and
you can well understand, this comwere."
ing at a time when it did, in the
midst of a hearing, I endeavored to
find out what his reasons were. He
gave me very little to go on. However, Idid ask our counsel to contact one of Mr. Stiles' previous employers in Phoenix, Ariz., and this
man reported an incident, or circumstances that were very distasteful or displeasing to me.
Whether they are true or false I
don't know, but as long as I now
have this information, which I did
not have before, I had no choice
but to accept Mr. Stiles' resigna-

DENVER principals in KOA huddle. From I to r: Don Searle, executive
vice president and general manager of station; John Crosswy, director
and president of Hendrie & Bolthoff, distributors; Thomas P. Campbell,
director and deputy mayor of Denver; William Grant, president of
KOA, and attorney.
Page 68

Highlighted

Further testimony showed Mr.
Stiles upon resignation returned
his five year employment contract
calling for an annual salary of
tion." Mr. Meier said the general
$15,000.
manager had been advanced six
months' salary but indicated the

Jack Blume, counsel for Columtry today."
bia
Empire
moved as"toa
strike
all ofTelecasters,
this testimony
major and material change in the
application, coming too late in the
the game. . . . We have had testimony for days now, all involving
and revolving around Mr. Stiles.
... I think it is unfair to the other
applicants to make such a material
change
this point."
Harry atBecker,
counsel for Northwest Television Inc., commented,
"I don't see how Oregon can proceed in this hearing without putting Mr. Stiles on the stand ... a
good deal of this application was
prepared by Mr. Stiles and the
testimony of the other witnesses
was predicated on that preparaJames Juntilla, FCC counsel, refused to join in the motion to
strike. "I think the testimony in
question should be in. How Mr.
Stiles' withdrawal will otherwise
affect
tion." the application is another
In defense of Mr. Meier's testimony on the resignation, Harold
Mott, also counsel for Oregon Telematter."
vision, stated Mr. Stiles "was hired
as an employe to frame the exhibits
. . . but in no case was there any
exhibit ever prepared that the directors themselves did not see and
pass on. The direct case is still
After the examiner denied the
strike motion, Mr. Blume cross examined Mr. Meier about the resignation.
"What do you mean you made a
(Continued on page 7U)
here."

ENTREPRENEUR Bob Hope (center) with fellow KOA Denver directors representing his 50% interest. They are James L. Saphier (left),
talent agent and radio-TV package producer, and Martin Gang, attorney.
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Hennock
On

Urges Schools
Building

CUT TV COSTS
NON-COMMERCIAL educational TV stations can be built at a cost well
below unrealistic estimates, FCC Comr. Frieda Hennock said Thursday
in addressing the Minnesota Education Assn., meeting at St. Paul. She
urged educators to speed up their TV activities.
*for land
needhouse
no to
a Explaining
Taj Mahal there's
structure
and building costs are excludvideo operations, Miss Hennock
ed," she continued, "18 of these
said schools can take the air with operating stations show tangible
broadcast property owned by them
a modest operation just as commercial stations did in the early in 1951 of less than $250,000; eight
of these were below $200,000; and
days of TV. "Start slowly but get three
as low as $150,000.
on the air," she said, "and later,
"Furthermore, a study of the 61
when solidly established, extend
range and hours of operation to CPs granted by the Commission in
the past few months for commerwider and more desirable limits."
cial TV stations discloses that 19
Educational institutions can genof the applicants estimate that
erally get a 10% discount on equip- their
construction costs will be less
ment, she said, in referring to catathan $250,000— with 12 of these
log figures of $200,000 for 15 kw
below $200,000 and some as low as
operation. A more modest operation would cost less, she explained.
$138,000
She
noted
thatandsomeevenof $108,000."
these examples
A survey of existing stations
reflect use of existing radio facilishows that 17 reported investments
in tangible broadcast property
ties, as would be the case with
under $300,000, Miss Hennock said, operators of educational outlets.
Miss Hennock said schools can
with six under $200,000. "When
use their stockpile of human and
WKZO-TV
RATIONS
Beer Plugs, Crime Programs
RATIONING of crime programs
and beer commercials by WKZOTV Kalamazoo, Mich., is bringing
favorable audience response without creating any serious station
operating problems, according to
Carl E. Lee, administrative assistant to John E. Fetzer, WKZOAM-TV president. Mr. Fetzer is
chairman of the NARTB Code
Review Board.
In setting the pace for TV stations, WKZO-TV doesn't carry
crime shows on Sunday or before
9 p.m. any weekday evening; limits
crime programming between 9-11
p.m. to not more than a total of
one hour ; allows no full-hour crime
program between 9-11 p.m. on two
successive nights.
Beer and wine announcements
are not scheduled on Sunday, excluding special sporting events. On
weekdays not more than two beer
or wine-sponsored programs are
carried between 6-11 p.m., with
total air time not to exceed IV2
hours. Not more than four beer
or wine announcements are allowed
weekday evenings between 6-11
p.m. A program is considered as
one spot in computing the total of
four mentions.
Since the policy was adopted
several weeks ago the station has
received many unsolicited comments endorsing the restrictions,
Mr. Lee said. "We analyzed viewers' reactions last summer," he
said. "They objected to crime programs when children are viewing
television and were opposed to too
much crime. Others objected to
scenes in which women drink beer.
"We took the common sense approach in our area. A study of
our autumn scheduling showed that
we were in danger of finding ourselves overloaded with crime. The
new formula is working out successfully."

physical resources to keep operating costs well under $100,000 a
year besides sharing programming
with other schools and groups.
RE-ELECT DuMONT
President of DuMont Labs.
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT was reelected president of Allen B. DuMont Labs, at a meeting of the
company's common stockholders in
Clifton, N. J., last week. Other
officers re-elected were :
Stanley F. Patten, vice president; Paul Raibourn, treasurer;
Bernard Goodwin, secretary, and
Irving Singer, assistant treasurer.
Elected as directors
by Class
"A"
stockholders
were: Dr.
DuMont,
Mr. Patten, Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr., Percy M. Stewart, and
Bruce
DuMont;
Class "B",
Edwin T.
Weisl,
BarneybyBalaban
and
Mr. Raibourn.
In a statement after the meeting, Dr. DuMont reported that company net sales for the 40-week
period ending Oct. 5 totaled $52,128,000 as compared with $37,537,000 for the corresponding period of
1951. Net profits for the same
period this year amounted to $359,000 as against $320,000 loss for
1951, Dr. DuMont revealed. He
noted there were 2,361,054 common
shares outstanding in both periods
and that net profit per share after
dividends on preferred stock was
$.11 against a '51 $.18 net loss.
Four UPT

Sales

UNITED Television Programs Inc.,
Chicago, has sold Royal Playhouse,
half-hour film series, to WGN-TV
Chicago and a re-run of Fireside
Theatre to the Goldberg Fashion
Forum, Chicago, for showing on
same station. Other UTP sales:
The Chimps to KPHO-TV Phoenix
and Heart of The City to KGO-TV
San Francisco.
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This

should

happen

for

you!

You can bank on wrestling. It packs them in . . . night after
night ... on channel after channel. By way of illustration, here

tine Rocca, Gino Garibaldi, Mr. Moto, Danny McShain —
practically any other monarch of the mat you can mention.

is the way "Ringside With The Rasslers" monopolizes audiences
in the face of earnest competition. Share of audience in Atlanta,
69%; in Omaha, 68%; in New Haven, 93%.*
Yes, wrestling on film is particularly adept at pinning down big
audiences. All of the lulls and lags are snipped out. All of the

"Ringside With The Rasslers" is amazingly adaptable. It may
be shown in versions running 30 minutes ... or a full hour. Its
informal format makes it ideal for one sponsor ... or many. And
it sells at a starkly competitive price . . . low enough to give you
a high profit in any market.

temperament captured at the boiling point. And "Ringside With
The Rasslers," produced in Hollywood by Jerry Fairbanks, Inc.,
is further distinguished by a superb cast of mighty grapplers . . .
the very best grip-and-groaners in the business: Lord Blears,
Baron Leone, Gorgeous George, Hans Schnabel, Ali Bey, Argen-

Start "Ringside With The Rasslers" — and get a better grip on
your market. Write or call our nearest sales office: Sunset at
Van Ness, Hollywood 28, HO. 9-6369; 25 Vanderbilt Ave., New
York 17, MU. 6-7543 ; 520 Michigan Blvd. , Chicago 1 1 , MI . 2-523 1 .
Other offices in Philadelphia, Cincinnati, Atlanta, Houston.

Consolidated

Television

Sales

'Lucy' Back

on Top

YESTERDAY

Say Nielsen, Trendex
(Report 239)

telestatus
and
TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV
'JIaaL

in QndlancL

Yesterday

"

PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Rank Program
%
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
66.0
2 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 63.6
34 Texaco
Godfrey'sStarScouts
(CBS)
59.6
Theatre
(NBC) 59.1
5 Life With Luigi (CBS)
56.7
6 Dragnet (NBC)
52.5
7 Godfrey & Friends
52.3
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.) (CBS)
8 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 51.7
9 Gangbusters (NBC)
49.1
10 Nixon Speech (NBC)
48.9

• • • •

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

Arnaz'of
andtheDesi
IUCI
parade
Lucy led
Love BALL
A I LLE
Nielsen's top 10 TV shows for the
two weeks ending Sept. 27, it was
reported last week. Sen. Richard
Nixon's (R-Calif.) speech placed
fourth in the number of TV homes
reached and 10th in percentage ratings. The lists follow:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Homes
Rank Program
(000)
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
12,195
2 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 11,010
3 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 9,268
4 Nixon Speech (NBC)
9,136
5 Godfrey t Friends
9,099
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS)
6 Dragnet (NBC)
8,986
7 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 8,931
8 Godfrey & Friends
8,332
(Toni-Gillette Razor Co.) (CBS)
9 Godfrey & Friends
8,186
(Pillsbury Mills, Inc.) (CBS)
10 All Star Revue (NBC)
8,153

....
are

Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
265,000
Sets in use

City

in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV

Channel
6

"J>ViaL in. QndhmcL
Page 72
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'Lucy' Tops Trcndex
Oct. 1-7 Ratings
TOP 10 Trendex ratings for network evening programs during
week of Oct. 1-7 are as follows:
Homes
Rank Program
%46.2
Lucy (CBS)
1 1 Love Scouts
60.2
(CBS)
2 Talent
(NBC)
3 Gangbusters
45.7
4 Life With Luigi (CBS)
37.6
5 Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
39.5
of
the
Town
(CBS)
34.2
6 Toast
39.7
7 Groucho Marx (NBC)
36.1
33.6
Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
8 Your
Racket Squad (CBS)
9 Jack
Benny
(CBS)
10
33.5
Westerns

Are Favored

By 70% of Parents
ADULTS who are not parents are
more outspoken than parents in
charging that western programs
on TV are injurious to children.
This was revealed by a survey by
Advertest Research, New Brunswick, N. J. Total of 766 personal
interviews with both viewers and
non-viewers of western programs
was conducted in the New York
metropolitan area.
Results showed that 70% of families with children consider westerns as good entertainment for
children. Only 59% of non-parents
agreed.
Of the parents, only 23% in com-

Weekly Television Summary —

parison to 36% of non-parents believe that westerns lead children to
undesirable habits. Some 5% of
the parents favored banning westerns while 13% of the non-parents
were for such a ban.
In addition, the study showed a
6% increase in the number of families viewing western programs
over 1951, with 18% more of the
families with children viewing than
those without children.
Ross Reports Surveys
TV Filmed Commercials
NEARLY 5,000 TV film commercials are listed in the Ross Reports
survey of video commercials on
film used between Aug. 1, 1951,
and last July 31. Volume lists
these film announcements by sponsor, agency and producer.
In a foreword, the report reviews
progress made during the year,
noting that filmed commercials are
now marked by "simplicity and
sincere salesmanship" and that
"slick techniques and improvement
in filmed results has sparked a
move away from live commercials
for many network shows." The
66-page book is published by TeleIndex, New York, and sells
at $5 avision
copy.

October 27, 1952— telecasting survey

Sets in Area City
Outlets on Air
Outlets on Air
Sate in Area
16,500 Matamoros (Mexico),
Albuquerque
WMCTBrownsAmes
KOB-TV
Memphis
104,967
WOI-TV
ville,
Tex.
XELD-TV
WTVJ
148,000
215,000 Miami
Atlanta
149,217
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
26,000
422,253
Baltimore
95,000 Milwaukee
WAAM,
WBAl-TV,
WMAR-TV
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
363,176
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
329,200
122,000 Nashville
KSTP-TV, WTCN-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
185,000 New Haven
80,380
Bloomington
310,000
WTTV
WSM-TV
945,914
Boston
New
Orleans
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
292,803
WDSU-TV
122,195
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WABD, WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
Charlotte
244,842 NewNewark
Chicago
WBTV
YorkWOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
3,059,400
374,000
1,188,419
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
Norfolk.
Portsmouth660,547
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Newport
News
WTAR-TV
Columbus
237,000
134,937
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
152,731
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Omaha
148,438
Dallas.
189,341 Philadelphia
Ft. Worth
KMTV,
WOW-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Phoenix
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
138,000
67,400
Davenport
WDTV
Pittsburgh
1,086,000
WOC-TV
KPHO-TV
Include Davenport,
Moline, Rock Is*., E. Molin»253,000
535,000
Quad Cit !WHIO-TV,
Dayton
WIWD
Portland,
Ore.
KPTV (not yet estimated)
Denver
KFEL-TV, KBTV
60,000 Providence
Detroit
141,888
WTVR
227,000
817,000
WJAR-TV
Erie
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
174,680 Richmond
160,000
Rochester
Ft. Worth
138,000
WHAM-TV
Island
Dallas
189,341 Rock Quad
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Grand Rapids WOOD-TV
223,961
Greensboro
89,820
128,576 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
WFMY-TV
187,500
100,387
San Antonio KEYL, WOAI-TV
Houston
KPRC-TV
153,850
177,637 San
Diego KFMB-TV
HuntingtonFrancisco
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
448,000
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
265,000 San
SchenectadyIndianapolis
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
Albany-Troy
WRGB
72,000
WMBR-TV
230,100
183,400
177,301 Seattle KING-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Kalamazoo
241,832 St. Louis KSD-TV
433,000
WKZO-TV
Kansas City
231,707
Syracuse WHEN, WSYR-TV
195,244
WDAF-TV
Lancaster
203,000
WSPD-TV
WGAL-TV
167,336 Toledo
110,000
Tulsa
KOTV
WJIM-TV
Lansing
Utica-Roma WKTV
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
134,275
Los Angeles
Washington WMAl-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
386,799
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
79,000
Louisville
1,347,154 Wilmington WDEL-TV
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Estimated Sets in
179,820
120,479
Total
Stations
on Air
112*
Total Markets on Air 66*
* Includes
XELD-TV
Matamoros,
Mexico
Use: 18,910,150
Editor's
Note:
Totals
for
each
market
represent
estimated
sets
within
television
area.
Where
coverage
areas
overlap
set
countscompanies
may be
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data from dealers, distributors, TV circulation committees, electric
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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Hearing Highlighted by Resignation
(Continued from page 68)

mistake?" Mr. Blume questioned
the witness.
"That we did not conduct a more
thorough investigation of Mr.
Stiles and perhaps make a further
attempt to disclose his hackground," was the reply.
"Are you pretty familiar with his
background now?" the attorney
asked.

and Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Meier, who is also secretary
of Portland's Meier & Frank Dept.
Store, testified on Monday respecting the Colwell incident. He said
he is next door neighbor to Frank
Belgrano, president of the First
National Bank of Portland.
Asked if he talked with Mr.

"No, I am not," the witness said.
"There is something there that he
won't tell me and I can't find out."
Relating that his counsel on Monday had checked Mr. Stiles' previous employer in Phoenix, the witness testified, "I say I don't know
whether it is true or not, but it
seems when Mr. Stiles left his
employment at this station in
Phoenix, KPHO, I believe, the engineers, the technicians, or some of
the station personnel walked off the
job with him and the station had
to go off the air until they could
fly in a new crew. That is a pretty
serious thing in my mind."
It was later explained Mr. Stiles
said he once was with KPHO-TV
when employed by the applicant but
the reference was not checked at
that time.
"Did Mr. Stiles make a recommendation to you at any time as to
what
type
of equipment
to use?"
Mr. Blume asked
the witness.

The two applicants seeking
Wichita's Channel 16 are C.W.C.
Co., owned by theatre exhibitor
Stanley H. Durwood and the
Wichita Beacon's KWBB. Their
hearing was recessed indefinitely.
In the Tampa-St. Petersburg
hearing,
the Tampa
WFLA completed
its caseTribune's
and St.
Petersburg Times' WTSP began
its presentation for Channel 8.
WFLA proposed to spend $978,870 to build its station. For the
first year of operation, expenses
will be $535,105.64, with income
estimated at $301,105.48. Station
plans a TV staff of 72 and a base
Class A rate charge of $150. WFLA
profits before taxes were $76,345.63
for the first nine months of 1952,
and $135,980.64 for the same
months of 1951. Major Tampa
Tribune owners are also principals
in the Richmond (Va.) News Leader, which owns WRNL there.
Tampa Tribune listed current assets of $1,091,520 and current
liabilities of $427,768.
WTSP Expenditure
WTSP plans to spend $1,057,801
said, "I was making inquiry verbally as to what the policy of the
in constructing its TV station.
bank was in connection with officers
year's operations are estiof the bank making investments in First mated
at $635,000; income at $450,a competitive situation. I happen
000. A staff of 55 is proposed. Rate
card is scheduled to carry a $300
to be a customer
the bank."
Letter ofof Oct.
15
Class A charge the first year, to
The witness testified he wrote a be increased by $100 the second
letter to Mr. Belgrano on Oct. 15 year and again the third year.
WTSP listed current assets of
to solicit the bank's policy at the
$306,273.65; current liabilities of
request of the bank president. He
did
not have a copy with him at the
$21,438.81, and a surplus of $94,hearing.
198.28. WTSP is 96.5% owned by
Nelson Poynter, who also publishes
Columbia Empire's counsel asked
the witness, "Did you, on behalf of the Congressional Quarterly, WashOregon Television and your fellowington, D. C. F. Joseph Kelley,
stockholders, ever attempt to bring
general manager of the station, is
any pressure on Mr. Belgrano to a 3.5% stockholder. St. Petersburg
force Mr. Colwell out of Columbia
Times listed current assets of $426,Empire Telecasters ? "
789.85; liabilities of $374,829.34.
Mr. White answered, "No," after
The other Channel 8 contestant
his counsel objected to the quesis
Tampa Bay Area Telecasting
tion but was overruled by the examiner.
Corp., owned by Florida realtor
Robert James, truck dealer R. W.
In the Wichita hearing, which
began last week, applicants for Evans, WJZ-TV New York general f
Channel 10 argued engineering.
manager John Trevor Adams,
The three applicants are KAKE,
Sherman & Marquette executive
Sunflower Television Co. and MidHarry W. Bennett Jr., William
Continent Television Inc.
Esty executive John S. HouseSunflower principals are oilmen
knecht and Ellington executive Hal
E. V. Yingling and W. L. HartJames.
man, radio station representative
In the Channel 13 Tampa case,
George P. Hollingbery, Junction
the WDAE and Orange Television
City (Kan.) Union publisher John
Broadcasting Co. petition, asking
D. Montgomery, and Coca-Cola
franchise holder Virgil S. Browne
that an amendment by Tampa Television Co. be denied, was passed up
Jr. Mid-Continent is owned by
Theodore Gore and S. O. Boren.
to the Commission when Hearing
Examiner Basil P. Cooper refusedEngineering for Wichita's Channel 3 was stipulated and that hearjurisdiction.
Tampa Television
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

"Yes, he did," Mr. Meier replied.
"I can recall very definitely my
asking him why he preferred DuMont over RCA. Personally not
knowing anything about it, I could
not get into a technical argument,
and he said 'We have decided on
DuMont equipment' and I asked
himEarlier
why." in the week, on Monday,
Mr. Meier testified he had met Mr.
Stiles last April. He said the applicant needed expert advice and
Mr. Stiles was recommended by
DuMont executives Comdr. Loewi

UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN
225,000 HOMES
WITH PERSISTENT
SELLING TO MORE
THAN 675,000
PEOPLE . . .
IN PROSPEROUS
SOUTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
Represented Nationally by
Weed Television
In New England — Bertha Bannan
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ing was tentatively scheduled to
resume Nov. 12. The contesting
applicants are KANS, owned by
O. L. Taylor, broadcast station
representative,
KFH,
and Wichita Wichita
TelevisionEagle's
Corp.
Inc., whose major stockholder is
George M. Brown, local businessman.
The Wichita hearing is being
heard by Examiner H. B. Hutchison. FCC counsel is David Kraushaar;
engineering counsel, Jerome
F. Padberg.

WBRE-TV, WSLS-TV
NBC-TV Signs New Stations
AFFILIATION with NBC-TV of
two new television stations currently under construction was announced last week by Harry Bannister, NBC vice president in
charge of station relations. Stations are WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., and WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
WSLS-TV, owned by the Roanoke
Broadcasting Co., which also operates WSLS, NBC's radio affiliate,
will operate on Channel 10 and is
expected to take the air on or about
Dec. 15. It will be under the direction of James Moore, vice president
and general manager.
WBRE-TV will operate on uhf
Channel 28. It is owned by Louis
G. Baltimore, owner and operator
of WBRE, NBC radio affiliate, and
is expected to begin operations on
or about Dec. 1.

Belgrano respecting Mr. Col well's
interest in Columbia Empire Telecasters, Mr. Meier replied, "If I
may preface it by the use of a
cliche, I believe a mountain has
been made out of a molehill."
The witness said he met Mr. Belgrano at a social function Sept. 21
at the home of Aaron Frank, president of Meier & Frank and Mr.
Meier's cousin.
"It was the day after KPTV had
gone on the air and television was
the main subject of conversation,"
the witness said. "I mentioned I
had just seen an amended application of Columbia Empire Telecasters and commented that I noted one
of his associates appeared in that
amendment." The bank official was
Mr. Colwell, the witness indicated.
Mr. Meier testified Mr. Belgrano
was interested in the matter so Mr.
White showed the bank president a
photostat
next
day. of the amendment the
Mr. White had testified Oct. 16
of his visit to the bank president.
Questioned
Empire's
counsel
as tobytheColumbia
reason, Mr.
White

which is 20% owned by W. Walter
Tison (WALT Tampa), asked to
be permitted to increase costs of
construction, specify new transmitter site and increase antenna
height. Opposition claimed that
this is a substantial amendment
and is foreclosed by the FCC's 20day rule.
WDAE is owned by the Tampa
Times, and Orange Television by
department store executives David
A. Falk and Frank E. Mandel.
Hearing for Denver's Channel
»4 last week saw the case for KMYR
completed and the beginning of
presentation by KOA. KMYR is
owned by F. W. and A. G. Meyer,
plus 20 other stockholders, mostly
local businessmen.
It plans to spend $516,000-$541,~
000 on construction, depending on
whether some facilities are leased
or bought. It estimated its first
year operating costs, with a staff
of 53, to be $570,185. It proposed
to establish a $250 Class A
charge. Station listed current assets as $149,063.59; liabilities,
$40,123.81. KMYR made $18,102.07
after taxes in 1950; $17,974.11
after taxes in 1951.
Hooper Adds Four
FOUR additional stations have
. been reported to have signed
. for C. E. Hooper Inc.'s new 40-city
service, "TV-Area Hooperatings."
They were: WFAA-TV, KRLD-TV
and WBAP-TV Dallas-Fort Worth,
and KOTV (TV) Tulsa.

CBS-TV OUTLETS
KTBC, WAFB, KGMB Sign
CBS-TV has signed TV channel
grantees in Texas and Louisiana as
primary supplementary interconnected affiliates and one in Hawaii
as a primary affiliate, Herbert V.
Akerberg, vice president in charge
of station relations, said last week.
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., contract
is effective Dec. 1. The station,
assigned vhf Channel 7, is being
constructed and will be operated
by Texas Broadcasting Corp.,
licensee of KTBC. J. C. Kellam is
general manager of both radio and
TV outlets.
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.,
pact becomes effective Jan. 1.
Owned by Modern Broadcasting
Co., licensee of WAFB, the station
will operate on uhf Channel 28.
Like its AM affiliate, it will be under the general management of
Tom E. Gibbons.
Primary affiliation of KGMB-TV
Honolulu, "farthest outpost of television," will be effective Dec. 1
when station officials expect to
begin operations. Hawaiian Broadcasting System, licensee of KGMB,
is assigned vhf Channel 9. C.
Richard Evans, general manager
and former general manager of
KSL Salt Lake City, said RCA
equipment is expected to arrive
about Nov. 20.

ADMIRAL SIGNS
To Sponsor Bishop Sheen
ADMIRAL Corp. will sponsor
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen's Life Is
Worth Living series on DuMort
TV Network, it was announced last
week
by Admiral's President Ross
D. Siragusa.
The contract, extending for one
year with options to renew for two
more, represents an annual expenditure of $1 million and calls
for 26 weekly talks by Bishop
May.
Sheen from November through
The series starts Nov. 18 and is
scheduled in the time period it occupied last year, Tuesday 8-8:30
p.m., opposite Milton Berle on
NBC-TV, and Eddie Albert's Leave
It to Larry on CBS-TV. ABC-TV
does not program in that period.
It was understood arrangements
call for opening commercials of the
institutional type, with direct selling limited to the closing commercial. There will be no middle
commercial.
The turnsigning
Admiral's
reto regularmarks
television
sponsorship. The company sponsored
ABC's radio and television coverage of the national political conventions and it will sponsor election night coverage on the same
networks.
The contract for the Bishop
Sheen series was between Admiral
and Mission Humanity and it was

NARTB TV BOARD
Decides on Florida Meet
NARTB'S Television Board will
meet Dec. 8-9 at Cat Cay Island,
off the Florida East Coast, regardless of the outcome of efforts to
revive the NBC affiliates convention originally scheduled for the
first week of December at Boca
Raton, Fla.
The combined Radio and Television Boards of NARTB will meet
in Washington Dec. 3-4 instead of
Miami Beach Dec. 5-6, as originally
scheduled [B»T, Oct. 20]. A separate meeting of the radio board
is slated Dec. 3-4, after the combined boards have acted on proposed amendments in the by-laws.
understood his fee would be turned
over to the latter organization, of
which he is national director. Mission Humanity is the subsidiary of
the Society for the Propagation of
the Faith, of which the prelate also
is national director, and is a member of the voluntary agencies of
the United Nations. It dispenses
funds to hospitals, leprosaria, dispensaries, homes for the aged, and
orphanages throughout the world.
Last year it aided an estimated 53
million persons of all creeds.
TEXAS-TV Stores, San Antonio, Tex.,
distributor, will stage an audio show
Nov. 3-8 as part of its Open House
Week. High-fidelity products of more
than 35 manufacturers will be demonstrated.

1951-52
MARKET

DATA

3,000,000
TOTAL
people

in 103 counties

$1,828,557,000
by WSAZ-TV
for Huntington

84,000

WATTS

in an

spend

POPULATION

area

covered

Home-town

Station

and

ON

Charleston.

CHANNIL

AREA

3,299,300

RETAIL SALES

1 ,828,557,000

FOOD SALES

3

479,404,000

DRUGS SALES
48,506,000
WSAZ-TV
HUNTINGTON,
WEST
VIRGINIA
i
a*

EFFECTIVE BUYING
INCOME

For full details on rates and availabilities to stake out your claim in this rich
new market, wire, call, or write Lawrence H. Rogers II, General Manager, or
contact your nearest office of The Katz Agency, Inc.

"WORLD'S
BROADCASTING

•

MOST

Telecast in

POWERFUL

TELEVISION

STATION"

2,873,1 18,000
SOURCE: Sales Management
"Survey of Buying Power/
May 10, 1952.
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poses in its AM multiple ownership
Points
CROSLEY'S
THE
PUBLIC will benefit far more REPLY
nel-change applications, because of
from power boosts granted the three
the overlap situation, "involve mulOhio TV stations of Crosley Broadtiple ownership question which incasting Corp. than from a more
dicates necessity of hearing" [B*T,
Sept. 22]. FCC contended there
"exacting" application of the FCC's
multiple ownership rules. This would be Grade A overlap between
is argued by Crosley in its reply the Cincinnati and Dayton stations
and Grade B overlap between all
to the Commission's notice of in- three
outlets.
quiry into the signal overlap problem. Crosley asks grant of the bids
At the same time, the Commission had notified WGAL-TV Lanwithout hearing.
In behalf of WLWT (TV) Cincaster, Pa., and WDEL-TV Wilcinnati, WLWC (TV) Columbus
mington, Del., both Steinman staand WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio,
tions, of a similar problem of overlap involved in pending channel
together representing a multi-million dollar investment, Crosley
change and power boost applications.
pointed out that FCC considered
the overlap problem once before
At that time, FCC issued conditional grants for changes of frewhen issuing the construction permit for WLWD in 1947. The petiquency to the Crosley stations, retion also noted the applications
quiring them to continue operation
"are in strict conformance with the with their present power. Similar
conditional grant was issued to
allocation plan and other requireWGAL-TV for change from Chanments specified in the Commission's
nel 4 to Channel 8.
Sixth Report and Order."
FCC Ordered Changes
Crosley's WLWT was conditionThe three Crosley outlets were
ally granted a change from Channel 4 to Channel 5, WLWD from
required to change channels, as
were 27 other existing stations, in Channel 2 to 5 and WLWC from
Channel 3 to 4.
the final allocation order [B»T,
In both cases, Comr. George E.
April 14].
Sterling dissented from the majorThe Crosley petition was submitted to the Commission last week
ity action. He argued full power
should be approved along with the
by Duke Patrick of Hogan & Hartson, Washington counsel of Cros- channel changes, indicating the
ley, in response to FCC's notice overlap problem was created by
FCC's new engineering standards,
in mid-September that the chan-
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to Public

Benefit

rules
3.35)."
The (Sec.
Crosley
petition noted that
while all three cities are in Ohio,
"their individual markets, industics tries,
are as populations
distinct and
and characterisdifferent as

not the applicants, and must be recognized as such.
The Crosley petition reviewed
if they were located in different
the firm's pioneering in TV since states and separated by hundreds
1937 and pointed out the three sta- of miles rather than by fractions
tions were the first or among the
first to begin operation in each city.
that petition
distance."
WLWT was the first such station of The
said FCC "has given
at Cincinnati, being granted in No- full recognition to these physical
vember 1946. WLWC, first in Col- fa^ts by allocating three vhf channels for use in Cincinnati, three
umbus, was approved at the same
time, the petition said, while in Columbus and two in Dayton; by
WLWD, the first TV outlet applied placing them in Group B-2 for
for at Dayton, was the second processing purposes; and by not
granted and put into operation even computing the distances in
there. This delay was caused by miles to the main transmitters in
FCC's overlap inquiry, resolved in
by stations
elsewhere."
favor of Crosley with the grant in useThe
petitionlocated
contended
that
"throuerhout
each
stage
in the conApril 1947, it was indicated.
struction and operation of its staCrosley Didn't Object
tions, Crosley has recognized the
The petition
pointedthe
out Crosley
FCC's
separate and individual requireSixth
Report noted
ments of the cities . . . Crosley
stations did not object to the fre- maintained senarate staffs and stuquency changes proposed by the
dios and originated separate proCommission and in each station's
grams for each of the cities in quescase said "an appropriate authortion." The petition continued:
ization will be issued" to specify
The fact that certain signal contours
the operation on the channel pro- of these stations overlap under the
operation proposed by Crosley and
posed by FCC.
authorized by the Commission as a
result
of the original grants in 1946
"From the outset of Crosley's and 1947:
the fact that there is some
operations at Cincinnati, Columbus
of overlap
resulting
ent operation,
as well
as thefrom
fact presthat
and Dayton every effort has been degree
such
overlap
of
signal
contours
would
made to develop and promote tele- continue under the proposals made
in
vision broadcast service," the peti- the applications
now under
consideration,
does
not
change
the
basic
fact
tion said, noting large sums were
that the stations never did, do not
invested to provide the best facili- now, and never will "serve substanarea."ofThepredictions
vagaries of
ties and programming. Respect- service,tially thethesamefallacy
of
ing its investment, Crosley stated:
service based upon signal strength
alone
and
all
the
other
uncertainties
As of Nov. 30, 1951 the combined
cost values of the fixed assets of in this developing and growing servicesionwere
by the
Commisin itsrecognized
Sixth Report
(Paragraphs
the three stations, exclusive of fixed
assets used jointly for radio and 88 and 91) as well as in its Memorandum Opinion and Order of Oct. 7, 1952
television in Cincinnati, total $2,309,- (In re:
Applications of Westinghouse
096.78. An additional amount of Radio
Stations, Inc., et al., Docket No.
$400,000 represents the cost of land, 9138, et al.).
These pronouncements and the facts
buildings and equipment devoted to which
underlie them, demonstrate by
television purposes but used jointly
proof
positive that the operation prowith its radio broadcast operations
posed by the cannot
applications
nownotunder
in the Cincinnati area. The actual consideration
and will
violate either the letter or spirit of Secoperating cost, including program extion 3.636 of the Commission's Rules.
penses, of stations WLWT, WLWC
In interpreting and applying Sec.
and WLWD since the commencement
3.35 of the rules pertaining to mulof their operations, total $6,292,087.31
and no profit was realized from the
tiple ownership of AM stations, the
operation of any of these stations
petition
said, "the Commission has
until the fiscal year ending Nov. 30, made many
pronouncements re1951. As of that date and even allowgarding the object and purpose of
ing for these profits the combined
rules of this nature." The gist of
net operating loss of WLWT, WLWC
what has been said amounts to this:
and WLWD amounted to $911,577.96.
The Commission has decided each
involving multiple ownership on
The petition explained that Sec. case
its merits after consideration of all
pertinent
facts.an Section
3.636(a) of the Commission's rules
Rules is not
absolute3.35
bar ofto itsa
provides that, "No person (includgrant in every instance where there is
an overlap of service areas of two
ing all persons under common control) shall, directly or indirectly
stations under common control. Howoverlap ofcommon
service areas
stationsever,under
controlof istwoa
own, operate or control more than
one television broadcast station
factor to be considered in cases incomparative
consideration
bethat would serve substantially the
tweenvolving
one of these
stations
and another
same area as another television
applicant, although it is not in itself
controlling. (Lubbock County Broadbroadcast station owned, operated
Co., 4RR 493).useHere
no question of casting
comparative
is presented.
or controlled by such person."
The sole question is whether or not
an organization which has accepted the
"Reduced to simplest terms," the financial
and other risks incident to
petition asserted, "this regulation
the development
broad-in
cast
service
to ofthea television
communities
would prevent Crosley from ownwill be permitted to further
ing or operating any two of the question
develop ofthat
to the
three stations ... if any two of benefit
the use
general
publicadditional
and in
the
manner
which
is
accorded
others
them 'served substantially the same
situated elsewhere. There is no room
the
application
of
this
rule
or
area.' That they do not do so is for
reasons which underlie its adoption theto
manifest not only from the physical
the situation now under consideration.
facts but from all considerations
Crosley explained the channel
which the Commission has emchanges will cost about $200,000
ployed in construing and applying
and the additional power boosts,
similar language for similar purwhen approved, another $300,000.
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cation to be determined. Transmitter
location 15 mi. SW of Miilwaukee, 2 mi. UNION DISPUTE
Grants and Applications
north of
4.4 mi.
SE of Waukesha on Prospect;
County Road
Y. Geographical
(Continued from page 6k)
Cancels ABC-TV Program
coordinates
42°
58'
21"
N.
Lat.,antenna
88° 09' ABC-TV canceled the weekly
and antenna GE. (Change from uhf
40" W. Long. Transmitter and
227 kw visual. 124.7 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 689 ft., Ch. 15.) [For
AppliAppli- RCA. [For
United — Or Not program Monday
cations, application,
B.T, July 28.] see
CityTV priority
cations, B.T,application,
Julv 14.] see
CityTV priority
above ground 643 ft. Estimated constatus: Gr. B-4, No. 182.
for the second time as mediation
status: Gr. A-2, No. 240.
struction cost $392,300, first year operating cost $184,000, revenue $225,000.
WAUSAU, Wis. — Wisconsin Valley efforts with the National Assn. of
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The KCKN
Post Office address P. O. Box 58, CharTelevision Corp., vhf Ch. 7, ERP 160.5
Bcstg. Co. (KCKN), vhf Ch. 5, ERP
lotte, N. C. Studio and transmitter
Broadcasting Engineers & Technikw
visual, 60.4 kw aural; antenna
100 kw visual. 50 kw aural. Change
location 3229 South Blvd., V2 block SW
antenna height above average terrain height above average terrain 748 ft.,
cians (CIO) failed.
of Charlotte city limits, near South
to 774 ft., above ground to 704 ft. [For above ground 474 ft. Studio location
Blvd. intersection with Hartford Ave.
NABET engineers employed at
to
be
determined.
Transmitter
locaapplication,
see
TV
Applications,
B.T,
Geographic coordinates 35° 11' 42" N. July 14.] City priority status: Gr. B-4,
tion 4 mi. SW of Wausau on Rib Mtn.
Lat.,
80° 52'
16" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmitter
ABC-TV refused to take a "feed"
No. 186. (Applicant seeks Kansas City, Road, on Rib Mtn., near site of WHRM
DuMont,
antenna
counsel
from cameras operated by memMo., channel.)
Roberts & Mclnnis. Washington. Con(FM).
Geographic
coordinates
44°
55'
03"
N.
Lat.,
89°
40'
30"
W.
Long.
[See
bers of the International Brothersulting engineer George E. Gautney,
BUFFALO, N. Y.— Chautauqua Bcstg. application, TV Applications, B.T, Oct.
Washinffton. Principals include Franhood of Electrical Engineers
Corp. Amended application to change
20;
engineering
sections
submitted
too
cis M. Fitzgerald (50%), president, genstock
and
stockholders
and
to
change
late for inclusion with application at (AFL), who handle the program
eral manager and 49% owner of WGIV
transmitter
location
to
237
Main
St.,
that
time.]
City
priority
status:
Gr.
Charlotte, and George D. Patterson
A-2. No. 160.
Buffalo. [For
Applifor the United Nations Corre(50%),ing firm
owner
building
contractcations, B.T.application,
Aug. 11.1 see
CityTV priority
and ofrealownestate
development.
spondents Assn. A similar dispute
status:
Gr.
B-4,
No.
181.
EXISTING STATIONS
City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 199.
with
NBC-TV
was settled when the
WACO, Tex. — Waco Television Corp.
DALLAS, Tex. — Trinity Bcstg. Corp.
Amended application to show increase
network
made
arrangements to
Changes
Requested
(KLIF),
uhf Ch.2529kw(560-566
ERP
in capitalization, additional financial
50
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
send a camera to the UN meeting
data
and
proposed
programming
KMTV
(TV)
OMAHA,
Neb.
—
May
height above average terrain 491 ft., changes. [For application, see TV
Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 3, Requests mod.
above ground 539 ft. Estimated conApplications, B.T, July 7.] City pri- CP (which authorized changes in exist- hall [B»T, Oct. 20].
struction cost $338 700. first year opering station) to change ERP to 100 kw
ority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No.
38.
ating cost $275,000,
revenue
$275,000.
visual, 50 kw aural. Antenna height
Post Office
address 2104
Jackson
St.,
MILWAUKEE,
Wis.—
Milwaukee
Area
above
average terrain 591 ft.
Dallas. Studio and transmitter location
118.5 kw aural; antenna height above
Telecasting
vhf Ch.158 12kw (204-210
2004 Jackson St., 1 mi. east of KRLDmc); ERP 316Corp.
kw visual.
aural;
WKTV (TV) UTICA, N. Y.— Copper average terrain 794 ft., above ground
City Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 13. Requests
TV tower. Geogranhic coordinates 32° antenna height above average terrain
447 ft.ment Estimated
cost of GE.
new equip$83,590. Transmitter
46' 56" N. Lat..
47' 16"RCAW. Long.
999 ft., above ground 916 ft. Studio lo- CP to increase ERP to 221.8 kw visual,
Transmitter
and 96°
antenna
Legal
counsel Cohn & Marks. Washington.
Consulting engineer Weldon & Carr,
Washington.
dent Barton R.Principals
McLendoninclude
(50%),Presi20%
From Station Break
owner of Tri-State Theatres (motion
picture exhibition). Dallas, and Vice
President Gordon B. McLendon (49%),
20% owner of Tri-State Theatres. Aoto Feature . . the NEW
Dlicant also is licensee of KELP El
Paso, Tex., and KLBS Houston. Tex.
City priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 155.
WICHITA FALLS, Tex. — R. E. Chambers, vhf Ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP 33 kw
visual, 16.5 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 447 ft., above
"BALANCED"
ground 483 ft. Estimated construction
cost $402,500, first year operating cost
$250,000, revenue $220,000. Post Office
address 2208 Avondale Ave., Wichita
Falls. Tex. Studio location to be deterJ
VJripod
mined. Transmitter location 1% mi.
west of Wichita Falls. Geographic coordinates 3 ° 53' 45" N.DuMont,
Lat., 98°antenna
33' 45"
W. Long. Transmitter
is doing a whale of
RCA. Legal counsel A. Harry Becker,
Washington. Consulting engineer Vandivere. Cohen & Wearn, Washington.
Sole owner of applicant is R. E. Chama job every day!
bers, independent oil business and
Houston (Tex.) attorney from 1942 to
1948.56. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
"BALANCED"
TV TRIPOD
APPLICATIONS MODIFIED
mounted
3- wheelen
FORT SMITH, Ark. — Southwestern
dolly
Pub. Co. (KFSA), uhf Ch. 22 (518-524
mc); ERP 263 kw visual, 144.5 kw aural;
portable
collapsible
antenna height above average terrain
We THREW THE book away and engineered a
273 ft., above ground 349 ft. Estimated
construction cost $363,850, first year
illustrated.
brand new "BALANCED" Tripod for every photooperating
revenuelocation
$260,000. Studiocostand$244,400,
transmitter
graphic and video need. The result— a revela920 Rogers Ave. Geographical coordition in effortless operation, super-smooth tilt
nates
35°
23'
02"
N.
Lat.
94°
25'
22"
W.
Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna
and 360* pan action.
GE. (Change from vhf Ch. 5.) [For
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
PERFECT BALANCE prevents mishap if the lock
July 84.7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
lever is not applied. Quick release pan handle
locks
into desired position. Mechanism is enSAN BERNARDINO, Calif. — KITO
Inc. (KITO), uhf Ch. 18 (494-500 mc);
closed, rustproof, needs no lubrication. TenERP 86 kw visual, 46 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
sion
adjustment for Camera Man's preference.
3,688 ft., above ground 110 ft. Studio
Built-in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
location 569 Fourth St. Transmitter
handle. We defy you to get anything, but the
location in San Bernardino County.
Geographic coordinates 34° 14' 10" N.
smoothest, most efficient operation out of this
Lat.,
117° antenna
14' 42" W.GE.Long.
tripod beauty.
DuMont,
[For Transmitter
application,
see TV Applications, B.T, May 12.]
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 64.
WATERBURY, Conn. — WATR Inc.
WE CALIBRATE LENSES ■ • • Precision "T" STOP CAMERAFRANK
C. ZUCKER
(WATR). Application amended to show
TION of all type lenses, any focal length. Our method is
change in geographical coordinates to
approved by Motion Picture Industry and Standard Com41°
33'
42"
N.
Lat.,
72°
50'
41"
W.
Long.
mittee of SMPTE. Lenses coated for photography. Special
Transmitter location West Peak, Meriden. Conn., near WDRC - FM and
TV
coating.
Rapid service.
WMMW-FM. [For application see TV
(Tflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT
(o.
Applications, B.T, June 30.] City priWE
RENT
^I**1600 BROflDlilRy \ newy.oRKCiTy '
ority status: Gr. B-l, No. 7.
AND SERVICE CAMERAS * MOVIOLAS *
Complete line of 35mm and 16mm equipment
DOLLIES •for • rental.
NORTH ADAMS, Mass. — Greylock
available
Bcstg. Co. (WBRK Pittsfield, Mass.),
uhf. Ch. 74 (830-936 mc); ERP 1 kw
IF YOU WORK WITH FILM . . .
MITCHELL: Standard, Hi-Speed, INC, NC, Umm. Bell t
visual, 500 w aural; antenna height
above average terrain 570 ft., above
HOWELL:
Standard,
Shlftover,
Eyeme«.
MAIMER:
Umm
It will pay you to get to knew us. The country'* foremost
ground 193 ft. Studio location to be
.Cameras. ARRIFLEX. MOVIOLA: Editing machine*. Synchronizer*,
determined. Transmitter location on
professionals depend upon our portable, vefsa'tto,
Mohawk Trail near Strykers Road 2.45
adaptable equipment.
WE DESIGN and manufacture Lens Mounts .
mi. east of center of North Adams.
Geographic coordinates 42° 41' 44" N.
went for 16mm — 35mm and TV cameras.
Lat., 73° 03' 49" W. Long. Transmitter
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has completed / Beheld His Glory
and is offering the half-hour film
for televising between Good Friday
and Easter. The film is based on an
story by Rev. John Evans, religion
editor of the Chicago Tribune.
Production . . .
Sales . . .

ff*
Tele-Pictures Inc. has signed a
$100,000 contract with KDYL-TV
Salt Lake City, WCBS-TV New
York and WMAR-TV Baltimore
whereby each station may telecast
46 feature films of Lippert Productions. Joseph P. Smith, eastern
division vice president, represented
Tele-Pictures.

PSI-TV Inc., New York, film programming distributors and producers, has sold China Smith to Lincoln -Mercury Dealers, Baltimore,
for WAAM (TV) Baltimore; Iron
City Beer Co., Pittsburgh, on
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, and Weil
Furniture Co., Detroit, on WXYZTV, Detroit.
# # *
That nice "gal next
door" knows all the
latest recipes, all
about what's new in
the stores, what to
do about beauty problems, is full of new
ideas about decoration. Kay Larson is
"the gal next door"
to thousands of Central New York housewives who take time
off each day at 3:15
for a friendly session
with her in their TV
rooms.
You'll find
this light-hearted
participation show an
ideal place to spot
your product story.
FOR

REAL

RESULTS

say "WHEN"
CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
LOOKED AT TELEVISION STATION
Represented Nationally
By the KATZ AGENCY
CBS • ABC
• DUMONT

WHEN
TELEVISION

A MEREDITH STATION
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Al Simon Productions, Hollywood,
is completing live action and animated TV film commercials in units
of 12 for Carnation Co., Los Angeles
(evaporated milk), to be telecast
on CBS-TV's George Burns and
Grade Allen Show. Agency is
Erwin, Wasey & Co., L. A.
PHONEVISION

PAY

3 Ways Possible — McDonald
PHONEVISION can be used with
three collection systems, Comdr.
E. F. McDonald Jr., president of
Zenith Radio Corp. and prime
mover for the adoption of pay-asyou-see home TV, revealed in a
letter to sports leaders recently.
"We have for a long period of
time," Comdr. McDonald wrote,
"been testing various methods [of
collection and billing], and putting them into actual operation
here at the factory- This has given
Zenith a completely flexible Phonevision system which combines three
collection methods in the same
transmission to serve all homes in
range of the television station,
whether or not they have telephones. . . .
"With this flexible system, Jones
will be charged on monthly billing,
Smith will use a..c.ard purchased at
the corner drug store, and Johnson will pay for his program by a
coin box in his home, etc."
Zenith petitioned the FCC last
March for commercialization of its
subscription-TV Phonevision system [B*T, March 3]. The petition
implied then that Phonevision could
work by various methods, and was
not irrevocably wedded to tele. phone line operation.
. Other fee-TV systems, are Skiar
tron's Subscriber- Vision, International Telemeter's coin-box method
and RCA's system: Tollvision.

rt
Cascade
Pictures
of California
Inc.,
repo
film
Culver City, is completing six animated TV film commercials for
Safeway Stores, Oakland (Parade
detergent). Agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co., L. A.

Distribution . . .
Producers Representatives, New
York, is distributor of 40 motion
pictures produced by Cathedral
Films, Burbank, Calif.
* * *
Standard Television Co., Los Angeles, has acquired distribution rights
to Pan-American Showtime, a halfhour musical TV series filmed in
Central and South America by
Kemp-Brighton Productions.
Availabilities . . .
Official Films Inc., New York, TV
film producer and distributor, announces availability of a new 30minute TV series, Hollywood at
Work. Robert J. Gurney is the producer-director.% * *
Cathedral Films, Burbank, Calif.,
LIPPERT FILMS
January Release Expected
SOME 107 Robert L. Lippert motion picture films may be released
in January. It is believed that release of the films hinges on their
sale to more than 20 of Mr. Lippert's former movie partners and
associates. The transaction is exJanuary. pected to be completed in early
Unable to produce any theatrical
features since being blacklisted by
Screen Actors Guild for selling
movies to video after SAG's Aug.
1, 1948, cutoff date, Mr. Lippert is
reported to be contemplating heavy
TV film production after disposal
of the remaining backlog. Meanwhile, Mr. Lippert is reported to
be conferring with CBS about his
producing feature films exclusively
for TV.
Snow

Crop

Signs

SNOW Crop Marketers, New York
(frozen foods) , signs fqr sponsorship of quarter-hour of CBS Radio
and CBS-TV .Arthur Godfrey Time
on staggered basis, alternating
with French Sardine Co. (StarKist Tuna) , effective Dec. 2. Snow
Crop will sponsor simulcast of 1010:15 a.m. segment on Tuesday and
Thursday one week, and on Monday and Wednesday, plus Friday
radio broadcast, the next. Agency
is Maxon Inc., N. Y. •

Standard Television Co., Los Angeles, and Matty Kamp, Hollywood
producer-director, have completed
arrangements for the filming of
The World Is My Beat, a half -hour
series of documentary TV films.
The contract is estimated to ultimately involve $1 million.

SAG

FILM TALKS
Break on Commercials
SCREEN Actors Guild last week
broke off collective bargaining negotiations with the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies and New
York film producers following failure of the groups to come to
agreement on wages and working
conditions for actors in TV film
commercials.
Talks ended in a stalemate
Tuesday night in New York when
agency representatives insisted on
what the guild termed "virtually
unlimited use" of the filmed spots
for the payment of the actor's
original fee.
Strike action was expected to be
voted
board immediately
of directors byandtheitsguild's
New
York council, with approval by
SAG's general membership at a
Hollywood meeting on Nov. 9.
Guild's proposals include that
one showing of the film would be
allowed for the actor's original fee
on a network TV program. For
each additional network showing,
the actor would be given added
cohrpensation, with no further telecasts of the commercial allowed
beyond one year after making of
the film.
For the original payment to the
actor with a slight premium over
minimum scale the agencies counter-proposed that it include rights
to televise a filmed commercial on
national networks (more than 30
stations) without limitation as to
the number of times it could be
shown on each station in a 13week period and with no overall
limitation on the life of the spot.
They asked that 30 stations or less,
situated anywhere in the country,
be defined as a regional network.
For "wild spots" on station
breaks, etc., on individual stations,
SAG proposed thajb.. the actor's
original
allow "unlimited use
for four fee
weeks.
The full original
fee would be paid for each added
four-week use, with overall limitation of six months.
The agencies demanded that, the
original payments to the actor
allow unlimited use for 13 weeks
on a national basis and for 52
weeks on a local basis, with no
restrictions on the overall life of
the spot.
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EMERSON
URGES
Educational TV Aid
EMERSON Radio & Phonograph
Corp. Thursday issued a pamphlet
titled "Educational Television, a
New Market for TV Receiver
Sales,"
calling onset 30,000
dealers to stimulate
sales byTV urging

KDUB-TV DEBUT
Planned Within Three Weeks
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., for which
a construction permit was issued by
FCC on Oct. 9, will be on the air
within the next three weeks as the
nation's fourth new TV station, and
Texas' first, since the lifting of the
licensing freeze, President W. D.
(Dub) Rogers announced last week.
Assigned vhf Channel 13, the
station originally was slated to
! start operations in late February
but will be able to commence shortly
through the use of an interim 5
kw transmitter at a temporary
location atop the Lubbock National
iJank Bldg., Mr. Rogers explained.
Installation of the temporary
transmitter is being handled by
engineers of the Television Transmitter Div. of Allen B. DuMont
Labs, and is now nearing completion, it was reported.
The announcement said negotiations had been completed for affiliations with CBS-TV and DuMont
TV and that "additional network
program coverage is planned."
From its temporary site KDUBTV is expected to reach an area
with approximately 120,000 population. When the station moves to
j |its permanent location, Mr. Rogers
, said, Class A and B coverage
, should extend to 350,000 people.
There currently are about 1,000 TV
receivers in Lubbock, according to

JOHN C. MULLINS (I), managing
director of KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
is on the receiving end of a playful
but potential knockout punch thrown
by Lauro Salas, former world's lightweight boxing champion. The boxer,
in Phoenix for warmup bout prior to
his title fight with Jimmy Carter,
sparred with Mr. Mullins, a former
amateur fighter himself. Occasion is
cited to point up station's heavy sports
coverage, including pickups of all
coast-to-coast sport telecasts by the
four TV networks and local remotes.
unofficial estimates.
Station equipment being installed
by DuMont engineers at KDUBTV are a master control console,
picture monitor equipment, video
and audio switching facilities, a
monochrome scanner, synchronizing generator and image orthicon
camera chain. Mr. Rogers formerly
was vice president of KEYL (TV)
San Antonio.

local communities to support noncommercial educational video stations.
The Emerson pamphlet told dealers that FCC's allocation of 242
educational TV channels opened "a
vast new potential market for television manufacturers." If no community 'action is being contemplated, dealers should take the lead
in obtaining support for educational television, the statement
said.
Emerson's president, Benjamin
Abrams, on June 23 announced his
firm would award $100,000, or
$10,000 each, to the first ten noncommercial educational TV stations on the air [B*T, June 30].
The pamphlet reproduced news
stories in various newspapers and
trade publications on the contemplated Emerson awards and featured President Truman's wire to
Mr. Abrams congratulating Emerson for its support to educational
television.
The increase in potential TV set
sales, Emerson stated, would come
from "more than a million elementary and secondary classrooms" and from people who would
like "a wider choice of programEDUCATIONAL TV
ming."
WLWT (TV) Offers Tower Use
EDUCATIONAL television in Cincinnati moved a step closer to
realization last week when WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati offered the Greater Cincinnati Educational Foundation use of its tower.
Announcement of the offer was
made by Uberto Neely, foundation chairman and director, RadioTV Arts Dept., Cincinnati College
of Music. He said the tower use,
if technically feasible, would save
the foundation about $100,000. Although both WLWT and the proposed educational TV station would
use the same tower, no engineering problems were anticipated. The
offer is to be considered this week
at a foundation meeting. The group
currently plans a fund drive.

Your Super TV Time Salesman!
Gray Telops are used by more TV
dissolve
on, lap
impositi
e handlin
g , offade-out
more
effectiv
weather
stations than any other 4x5 commercial slide projector! With the
time annews, Telop
tapeetc. Gray
reports, ticker nouncements,
II
new Telop II you can make even
retail commercials interesting and
handles slides, photographs, artwork or cards . . . needs only one
effective— at low cost. You get the
professional studio effects of superoperator. Write for Circular RD-101 .
RESEARCH

and Development Co., Inc., 598 Hilliard St., Manchester, Conn
v. of The Gray Manufarturinq Co.-Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Sray Audoaraph
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'Victory at Sea'
FORMAL presentation of the Victory at Sea films was made to Sir
Alexander Cadogan, board of governors chairman of the BBC, by
Edward D. Madden, vice president
and assistant to the president of
NBC, at a luncheon in London last
week [B*T, Oct. 20]. Series, a 26part film-and-music history of
World War II naval operations produced by NBC in cooperation with
the Admiralty and U. S. Navy,
will be telecast weekly in Britain.
Program's started NBC-TV yesterday (Sunday).

I

mm
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WAVE-TV
OFFERS TOP
AVAILABILITY!
A few topnotch spot participations are now available on
"POP THE QUESTION",
WAVE-TV's hilarious studioaudience participation show!
FORMAT: Each contestant is
interviewed briefly, then pops
a balloon which contains a
question. If answered correctly, the contestant wins a
prize and is eligible for the
big jackpot question . . .
Show also interviews celebrities and stages skits and
pantomimes!
BOB KAY and ROSEMARY
REDDENS are the dynamic
MCs of "POP THE QUESTION". Two of Louisville's
most sparkling television personalities, both have made
numerous network appearances. Bob is particularly
well-known for his smooth,
persuasive
mercials ! delivery of comTIME: Tuesday from 1:00 to
2 :00 — a wonderful weekdayafternoon time slot!
AUDIENCE: Big and getting
bigger — home viewers are
invited to participate by telejamming our switchboardphone,
for hours!
CHECK WITH: F&P!

i
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LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
FREE & PETEE-S, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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TV Filming Abroad
(Continued from page 65)
phoners, were acquired. Directing
The Silent Men is Terence Fisher.
Third in the series, Foreign Legion
is being produced and photographed
by Anthony Bartley who also devised original story. Daniel Birt
is directing. Allen Gray, who
scored "The African Queen," is also
conducting an original score for
the TV series.
Greatest difficulty in shooting TV
film abroad, for the American market, according to Mr. MacDonald,
is problem of using European personnel without loss of American
flavor. This, Mr. MacDonald said,
requires direct supervision by an
American producer. However,
American accents aren't too hard
to come by with hundreds of Canadian actors available to fill the
breach if talent from the U.S.A.
isn't available.
For Silent Men, midwestener
Robert Ayres, who is one of Mayfair's leading actors, was engaged.
Charles McGraw, was imported
from Hollywood to portray the
lead in Foreign Legion. International Theatre, which seeks universal flavor, is using Clifford Evans,
well-known British actor, in the
lead.
Locations offer the choicest bait

to American producers. This, says
Mr. MacDonald, should be the
major factor in determining European production. Dougfair would
limit its production to Hollywood,
he points out, except for fact that
backgrounds provided in England
and on the continent and elsewhere
were required for the three NBCTV shows.
Foreign Legion, for example, was
filmed at Busanda in French North
Africa, where through cooperation
of the French government actual
forts and a regiment of Spahis
were employed. By arrangement
with the Belgian government, all
exteriors for Silent Men were
filmed in Antwerp. Virtually every
European capital is on schedule
for
tre. filming of International TheaDiffering Opinions
Some other producers are of an
opinion contrary to that of Mr.
MacDonald.
Savings in production costs vary,
according to figures shown Broadcasting • Telecasting by producers who declare the advantages
outweigh disadvantages in filming
outside the United States.
One estimated production costs

Washington
Off omens

Watches

Sk ows

KITCHEN"
"MARGARET'
9:30-1S0 a.m.
Monday through Friday
NOW . . . WNBW offers a
half-hour cooking series, five
days a week, featuring home
economist Margaret Matthews.
Sell your- food product when
the Washington housewife has
her mind on food . . . m
"Margaret's Kitchen.'
PARTICIPATIONS — $65

Watch
Washington
Where do annual food sales amount to $1,246 per family?
The place is Washington, D. C. Who is largely responsible
for ringing up these figures? It's the women . . . who
watch WNBW on the 386,799 sets in the Washington area.

WNBW
WASHINGTON
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Spot Sales

on his half-hour musical features
as around 33%% less in Mexico
than in Hollywood. Another showed
that his company was saving
"about 40 percent" on a series of
13 half-hour mystery shows being
made abroad. Still another revealed
that difference in production of a
series being made in units of 13
half-hour shows will be "more

From
figures on hand, one TV
than
25%".
film producer said that a series
of adventure films to be made in
England and France will be shot
for "below $10,000 per program".
Cost in this country, he declared, LAWRENCE HUNTINGTON (l),>
English director and Douglas Fairwould be about twice that figure.
banks Jr., president Dougfair
Some of these projects are being
Corp.,
discuss
settings for upcomfinanced with frozen funds and
ing
International
Theatre TV film',
some with U. S. money. Others
series, being produced in England
have a combination of European
and Continental Europe.
and American financial backing.
Still others are "on their own."
ing casts will be used, composed j
Much of the . production however
is still in the paper planning stage largely of Americans in Europe.
"The cost of producing such
until the studio availability and/or films
in this country would be
money situation can be worked out.
prohibitive," Mr. Foley asserted,
Harlan Thompson and Frank
"but European economics make
Chapman, both well known in U. S.
desirable. To promovie industry, in a tie-in with such aduce project
half -hour dramas such as
Thetis Films, plan to produce a we have in mind would cost $22,series of 26 half hour musicals
000 per program in this country,
starring Gladys Swarthout, Doro- while the hour-long programs
thy Kirsten, Cesare Siepi and Ra- would cost about $50,000 to pro- j
mon Vinay in Italy. Actual shoot- duce here. We will bring them in
ing, however, has been postponed
for considerably less in Europe,
because of the financial situation. where we will also be able to turn
It is reported that Margaret Bullock, Los Angeles department store out a superior product."
Barry Series Planned
heiress, was to invest $500,000 in
the venture. Her death cancelled
John Austin, former English mothe financial backing.
tion picture producer, who recently
formed John Austin Production
Another American group headed
by Ralph Serpe and said to be with headquarters in New York,'
well financed is reported to be is readying an adventure series
built around Steve Berry, fictional
setting up headquarters
Ponti-to
DeLaurentis
Studios in at
Rome
government investigator on over- ii
seas assignment. Three 30-minute
make a video film series. The D.
films in the series are already
M. Grattan Co. recently announced
completed, having been shot in
plans to shoot a series of halfhour operatic films in Rome.
Europe. They are "The Nelson
Case," "An International Affair"
Real Films' Release
and "International Rendezvous."
Others in series will be filmed :
In a tie-up with a British film abroad.
producer, Real Films of Vienna
expects to get underway shortly
with a TV series for U. S. release. half
He hour
is also
preparing
of p>
'J!
subjects
filmeda series
in India
and plans to shoot another in
Souvaine Selective Pictures,
Japan. Sterling Television Inc., f
Paris, distributing foreign made
theatrical films to art theatres and New York, will handle distribution.
U. S. TV stations, also has plans
His TV feature film "Intrigue,"
to produce a video detective series produced in England, is currently |»
being released to stations.
in France. There is U. S. money
IT
Ziv Television Programs cur
backing this venture too.
Roland Reed Productions, Holly- rently is shooting some location f:
wood, has earmarked Italy as pos- shots in Europe for use in future I112
programs. President John K
sible locale for an upcoming video film
series. It would be a joint financial Sinn flew to Europe on Oct. 3 for '
venture by that company and an about a month's visit, primarily on |r1
vacation
Italian production firm.
filming. but with possibility that
George F. Foley, president of he may supervise some location
the package firm bearing his name,
is slated to leave New York Oct. 18
Jack Hoffberg, president Hoff-^
for a two-week trip to Paris and berg Productions, and William A1-*
Rome to set up production units bach, representative Video Inter- a?
for 26 half -hour and 13 hour-long ranged
film Corp.,
months
ago ar- ^'
for Berlin,
production
in Western
TV film dramas for syndication
Germany
for
a 13 half-hour series
in the U. S.
i The films, as yet untitled, are of ballet and operetta films. Included are "Merry Wives of Windbeing financed partially by European capital. Production on the "The sor," Martha," "Tannhauser," and
Flying Dutchman."
half -hour programs is scheduled to
In addition 26 symphonic musi- ii
start in early December; on the
cals and ballets, running 15 minhour films, in mid-January. BRO
Rotat-A
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utes each, will also be produced.
_Each film will carry English commentary which will describe story
behind music.
March of Time Inc., New York,
recently completed a series of 26
quarter-hour ballet films, Ballets
de France, in Europe which are
now being offered to American TV
stations.
Adolph Wenland Productions recently completed first in a series
of half -hour TV musicals filmed at
' Cinematografica Cuanhtemoc, Mexico City. Series is titled Around the
"World for a Song and first film
starred Andre Toff el, French actorsinger. Series will be produced in
units of 13 programs, according to
, present plans. Ted Lewis is producer, and Fabian Andre, musical
. director. Burt Wenland heads the
projected series as business man\ ager.
Karl E. Moseby, vice president
1 in charge of production for Scandi'navian-American Television Co., is
'currently in Denmark filming the
3 TV half hour Hans Christian Andersen Tales series. .First 13 are
scheduled to be completed by Jan' Hollywood,
uary to Interstate
Corp.,
which Television
has secured
1 American
distribution
rights.Brooke
Arthur Pierson
directs. Thor
"is production manager with Malvin Wald script writer. Cooperation of Royal Danish Government and Andersen Society and
Museum has been secured in filming series which incorporates Royal
Danish Theatre, Ballet and Symphony Orchestra.
Crown Film Productions was to
;3tart shooting in September 13 halfhour video films under title of Secret Assignment in Stockholm. Thor
Brooke has been assigned as producer-director.
In German Production
Walter Klinger, in charge of
sales for Scandinavian-American
[Television Co. is enroute to Western Germany (Nov. 1) to act as
■production superviser and distribution head for a German motion picture production company which
will enter the American TV market with new product.
' Allegro Pictures Inc. and Bernard Tabakin, president, Tableau
TV Ltd., Beverly Hills program
oackagers, and head of West Coast
operations for PSI-TV Inc., have
irranged with Jacques Gauthier,
lead of Enterprises Generale Cinenatographique, Paris, for a half• :our TV film series to be made in
France and its colonies.
Hollywood group will supply
star, director, script and writer as
veil as handle U. S. distribution.
Jaris firm is to furnish production
acilities and make available $1
nillion in francs. Films will be in
English for U. S. market. Michel
ternheim, French director, is actng as Gauthier's production superisor and will direct several of the
ilms.
Crown Pictures International,
ormerly Exclusive Distributors,
esides distributing films to teleision, plans to produce several
ROADCASTING

series in foreign countries. Two
are scheduled for production in
England and one in Mexico, according to Lew Jackson, vice president.
Simmel-Meservy Television Productions recently sent Jackson
Winter, photographer, on a seven
months' round-the-world trip to
film in color unusual locales for
Yesterday's World Today, new 13
quarter-hour TV series.
Carl Swanstrom, executive producer, Swanstrom Productions, Hollywood, and Melbourne Turner,
Montreal producer-director, recently formed Swanstrom-Turner Corp.
to distribute each other's films.
With shooting scheduled to start
next spring, Mr. Turner will produce and direct a 13 half -hour as
yet untitled video series in color,
with story built around Northwest
Mounted Police. They will be produced in Quebec at the same time
he makes two feature films. U. S.
distribution of both the features
and TV films will be handled by
Mr. Swanstrom.
African Adventure Set
Breakston-Stahl Productions has
started filming a 26 half-hour TV
adventure series, Safari Bill, in
color, in British East Africa and
Belgian Congo. George Breakston
and C. Ray Stahl will co-producedirect from scripts by Mr. Stahl.
Irene Breakston is associate producer. Cast includes Martha Hyer
(Mrs. Stahl), film-TV actress. John
R. Carter has been named tehcnical
executive. Series will be released
through United Artists.
American and British interests
represented by Forrest Judd, president of Film Group Color Productions, Hollywood, recently joined
vith K. M. Modia, chairman of
Western India Theatres Inc. and
on a four-year lease took over the
Central Studios and Minerva Studios in Bombay. They have been
revamped for color production.
Mr. Judd is planning a series of
30 half-hour as yet untitled TV
films to be shot in color in India.
Interiors will be shot at Central
Studios with exteriors in northern
India. Ernest Haller who was cinematographer on "Monsoon" and
"Jhansi-Ki-Rani," two features,
recently made by Mr. Judd in India, will act as producer-photographer on the TV series.
Ken Krippene, who filmed "Lost
Emeralds of Illa-Tica" for Sol Lesser Productions in Peru, has formed
a TV production company with
James Black, executive, Radio
America, in Lima and Robert Colison of Panagra Airlines. They'll
produce 52 13-minute TV adventure films with South American
locales. Mr. Krippene will write
and direct.
Sheldon Reynolds, producer of
Foreign Intrigue, half -hour TV film
series, being shown on a regional
basis in this country, has leased
studios and established production
units in Paris and Stockholm. He
also has under consideration a new
(Continued on page 87)
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NEW

SAG PACTS
Two Major Studios Sign
COLUMBIA Pictures Corp. and
Universal International Pictures
Corp. have signed new collective
bargaining agreements with Screen
Actors Guild covering actors in TV
films and including an additional
re-use payment clause.
They reportedly are the first of
the major studios to sign such
agreements.
Both firms are currently in TV
film production through their respective subsidiaries, Screen Gems
Inc. and United World Films Inc.
RKO Radio Pictures and Republic Pictures were in negotiation
with SAG but withdrew last July
announcing they planned no immediate TV production.
In addition to the two major
studios, 29 other video and theatrical film production units have
signed similar agreements with
SAG within the past few weeks.

WGES, WEFM (FM) SIGN
Contracts With IBEW
TWO new contracts have been
signed with Chicago stations by
the Independent Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers (IBEW), Local
1220, with substantial raises involved in each. WGES, managed
by Dr. John Dyer, agreed to a £10
weekly raise for engineers now,
raising the top from $110 to $120,
and another $5 per week one year
from the effective date of the new
contract, which is Nov. 20. Station
also agreed to reduction of the
escalator clause from four and onehalf years to two.
Zenith FM station, WEFM (FM)
signed a one-year contract which
provides that all technicians receive a$7 per week increase, reduction of the escalator clause to three
years, and a fourth week vacation
for employes with 10 or more
years of service. Zenith negotiations were handled by Ted Leitzell,
firm's public relations director, who
also acts as station manager, and
by Joseph Wright, company attorney. IBEW was represented by
Walter
Thompson, pres:dent of
Local 1220.

SEE OUR DOUBLE
SPREAD IN THIS

allied

arts

WALLACE A. ROSS, founder and
publisher of Ross Reports on
Television, to Music Corp. of America's television-radio department.
CHARLES W. NULLE, advertising
manager, coated
products div.,Corp.,
Interchemical
N. Y., named advertising manager,
lighting
div., Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., N. Y.
DICK GEDNEY,
former salesman
for United Television Programs and
United Artists, to
Mr. Nulle
Consolidated Television Sales, Chicago, as account executive.
KAY NORTON, formerly operator of
her own publicity and public relations
firm, to RKO Radio Pictures Inc.,
N. Y., as publicity manager.
JACK F. BREMBECK, national advertising manager,
Western - Holly
Co., L. A. (stove
mfrs.), to KayeHalbert Distributors Inc., Culver
City (TV sets), as
advertising manager.
SAM GILL to J. A.
Ward Inc., N. Y.,
national research
organization, as
Mr. Brembeck
member of executive staff.
DR. JOHN RUZE, Air Force Cambridge Labs., to Gabriel Labs., Needham Heights, Mass., as director of
research.
JEROME PINZUR appointed commercial service manager, CBS-Columbia
Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
GENE SCHOOR to Spotlight Promotions Inc., N. Y., public relations staff,
representing Walt Framer Productions,
producer of Strike It Rich, The Big
Payoff and Double or Nothing.
STEVENS - ARNOLD Inc., Boston,
Mass., has issued Catalog 280B on
new 1953 models of firm's choppers
which feature non-plug-in model.

PA
ISS

1Clear Channel Home of the National Barn Dance
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W. HOWARD CHASE, director of
public relations, General Foods Corp.,
N. Y., to Selvage & Lee, that city,
public relatiors firm, which changes
name to SELVAGE, LEE & CHASE.
LA PRY E. LAYOS- head of Color Reproduction Co., Hollywood (motion
picture laboratory), forms LAYOS
RECORDS, that city, to specialize in
recordings of sacred music.
WRITERS ANONYMOUS, 830 N. La
Brea Ave.. Hollywood, has been formed
by GEORGE BURTT, head of George
Burtt Adv. Service, that city. PHIL
SETTZ, Los Angeles representative for
trac'e publications, and professional
business writers to handle writing
chores for advertising agencies. Telephone is Hollywood 9-5739.
DANIEL STARCH & STAFF, research
firm, relocates at Boston Post Rd. &
Beach Ave., Mamaroneck, N. Y. Telephone is Enterprise 6076.
EDGAR N. GREENEBAUM Jr., director of research for Television Shares
Management Corp., Chicago, and Virginia Sparr of Chicago were married
there Oct. 18.
ARTHUR PINE, head of Arthur Pine
Assoc., N. Y., publicity-public relations firm, father of boy, David Jay,
Sept. 22.

CONRAC Inc., Glendora, Calif., announces production of new line of remote control TV receivers titled
"Fleetwood" with 21" or 24" picture
tubes. Line is complete two chassis
TV system built to professional standards and provides full remote control
operation.
JOHANSON Mfg. Co., Boonton, N. J.,
announces production of new concentric high ratio capacitor with maximum capacty. of 35 mmfd and minimum capacity of 1 mmfd. New unit is
high Q condensor at and above 200 mc.
HI-Q DIV., Aerovox Corp., Olean,
N. Y., announces production of compact combinations of ceramic capacitors, resistors and printed conductors
in units termed plate assemblies for
miniaturization in TV.
ELECTRONIC TUBE DIV., Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, announces production of two new highvacuum diodes, type 6102 and 6103,
for industrial use in high-voltage
rectifier applications.
TECHNICAL
APPLIANCE Corp.,
Sherburne, N. Y., announces proauction of straight uhf antenna, Cat.
No. 3008, known as Taco Bow-Tie.
This is stacked four element antenna
for maximum gain.

NAEB CONVENTION
Full Schedule Announced
PLANS for the annual convention
of the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, to be held Nov.
6-8 at the U. of Minnesota, Minneapolis, were announced last week
by Seymour Siegel, director of New
York's Municipal Broadcasting
System and president of NAEB.
Speakers at the three-day meet
will include FCC Chairman Paul
A. Walker; Sen. Hubert HumH. Griffiths,
directorphreyof(D-Minn.)
Mass; G.
Media
for the
Fund for Adults Education; Morris
Novik, radio-TV consultant; Sydney Roslow, director of The Pulse
Inc., and I. Keith Tyler, director
of the Institute for Education by
Radio
Ohio. - Television at Columbus,
After opening day sessions devoted to general business and a
banquet, Nov. 7 will be "Television
Day," with a progress report on
education TV as its theme, and
Nov. 8 will be "Radio Day," with
talks designed to answer the question: "How can educational radio
compete with television?" Sen.
Humphrey will speak at the Nov. 6
banquet; FCC Chairman Walker
at the one Nov. 7, and Dr. Tyler
at the one Nov. 8.
"FCC Procedures and Problems"
will be appraised, as part of the
Television Day program, by a panel
composed of Leonard H. Marks of
the Washington law firm of Cohn
& Marks, attorney for NAEB;
Seymour Krieger of the Washington law firm of Krieger & Jorgensen, representing the legal staff of
the Joint Committee on Educational Television (JCET), and
Walter Emery, special consultant
to JCET.

Paley Addresses Forum
IMPORTANCE of "increasing free
world production of materials and
importing more on terms that are
advantageous to producers and to
consumers alike" was stressed by
William S. Paley, CBS board chairman, in an address at the HeraldTribune Forum in New York last
Monday. All national radio networks carried portions of the Sunday through Tuesday proceedings,
WNYC-AM-FM covered all sessions, and NBC-TV carried forum
addresses by Gov. Adlai Stevenson
and Gen. Dwight Eisenhower. 1
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
at regular intervals, as technicians,
operators and laboratory aids. Our
men graduate with a first class
Telephone License. Call on us forRadioyour
technical personnel needs.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER

"Technical • • •
WILLIAM ZOLLMAN appointed chief
engineer, KSIB Creston, Iowa, replacing ARNIE WILSON.
A. H. SAXTON, manager of radio operations, NBC Hollywood, promoted to
manager of technical operations in
>
if tills CtfymfN sf AsMria
@j
Rtt Street,
INSTITUTES,
MtY.
charge of radio-TV engineering deIS
WW Fourth
New Ytrk 14, N.
partments.
BROADCASTING
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SOMETHING
Giant

Discs

The steel disc on the trailer truck, like
a coin from Brobdingnag, is something special in steel forgings. It measures 18 feet across and weighs 48 tons.
It is one of eleven discs we are making
here at Bethlehem Steel for something
equally special — a wind tunnel to
help aviation engineers study supersonic flight.
This forging is so big it couldn't be
shipped by rail. So it is being moved
on the highway, with a police escort
moving on ahead of it to clear a path.
It is on its way from our plant at Bethlehem, Pa., where our forging people
turned it out, to Philadelphia, where
it will be shipped by boat to Newport
News, Va., for further machining.

IOADCASTING
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SPECIAL
to Aid

IN

Study

STEEL

FORGINGS

of Supersonic

From there it will go by water to the
Pacific Coast. Final destination is the
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, in
California, where the wind tunnel is
being built for the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.
The eleven Bethlehem forged discs
will be the principal moving parts in
the larger of two compressors that the
designers say will create enough pressure todrive a blast of air through the
wind tunnel's 8-foot-diameter throat
at speeds of 2000 miles an hour and
better. Models can be tested at speeds

BETHLEHEM

Flight

several times the speed of sound.
Power to whip up this torrent of air
comes from four electric motors totaling 180,000 horsepower, which the
designers point out is the most horsepower that has ever been harnessed
to a single shaft.
NACA engineers are counting on
this supersonic wind tunnel to help
them learn more about flight at speeds
faster than the speed of sound. They
expect that it will have a powerful influence onfuture designs of supersonic
fighter planes and guided missiles.

STEEL
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CONTEST which offers a trip to
the Rose Bowl game on New
Year's Day as the top prize is
being sponsored by Admiral TV
dealers in the Portland, Ore., area
nd's Sports Edition
on KEX Portla
and Football Score Board. Dealers
are supplying weekly football selection sheets which list many of the
prominent games of the week. Special "selector" for all weekly winble
be availa
for the~
. Winne
r last
week nersofwill the
season
will
make the Rose Bowl trip via Western Air Lines.
KGNC BROCHURE
SOUVENIR brochure celebrating
the 30th anniversary of KGNC
Amarillo, Tex., has been prepared
by the station. It contains a chronology of the station's three decades on the air, including a large
number of illustrations. A history
of radio traces the medium back
to electricity experiments in 640
B.C. The brochure is dedicated to
the late Gene A. Howe, president of
the station, who died last June 25,
and John G. Ballard, sales manager, who died July 18.
COMEDY SERIES
WDSU New Orleans rounds out
new morning schedule with addition of Phil and Jack, in comedysong series, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
daily. Phil Gordon and Jack Alexander are billed by station as "a
double threat to the sanity of New
Orleans" on basis of their popularity as stars of WDSU Coffee Club
show last year.
-s — • — eSERVICEMAN CONTEST
SOME lucky serviceman will be
wearing a complete outfit from
Lansburgh's, Washington, D. C, department store, as the result of
the "Bill Mauldin Willy and Joe
Serviceman's Popularity Contest"
featured on Allen Jefferys' Ladies
Day program on WTOP-TV Washington. Jefferys asks viewers to
send him the name of their favorite
serviceman. Names are read over
the air and then sent to the store
where they are displayed in the
men's
clothing
Viewers
cast their
votes section.
at the store.

the

programs

m\\m

premiums

FRESH PROMOTION
PLASTIC boxes to keep food fresh
in the refrigerator are being distributed by WIBW Topeka, Kan.
Analogy was drawn in the promotion copy between the box and
WIBW which "keeps your Kansas
selling methods fresh . . ."
-o — e — eDON'T BE A RETOVNON
GIMMICK worked out by KSIB
Creston, Iowa, to "Get Out the
Vote" in that area kept listeners
guessing for a week, according to
the station. Spot announcement
featuring three voices was broadcast regularly. Two belonged to
a Democrat and a Republican, who
stated they would vote for Gov.
Stevenson and Gen. Eisenhower,
respectively. Third voice stated
"I'm a Retovnon — I might as well
vote for Joe Stalin." Mystery of the
origin of the third party was cleared up when listeners spelled Retovnon backwards.
SIGNAL RECORD
LONG distance record for FM
stations of its class and power is
being claimed by WITJ(FM), 10
w Ithaca College outlet in Ithaca,
N. Y. Fred Brewer, chairman of the
radio department there, reports
that residents of the BethlehemAllentown-Easton, Pa. area some
155 miles away are receiving WITJ
programs.
-o — © — •'TIME ON YOUR HANDS'
NEW public service program dedicated to the interests of "the growing aging population in the Baltimore area" has been scheduled by
WBAL-TV Baltimore. Series, titled
Time on Your Hands, is telecast
weekly and strives to find employment for so-called "over-age" people who can work but are unable to
obtain jobs because of the age barrier set up by many employers.

cornerstone

of every '.
TV
WNHC

advertising}campaign
i
In New
and
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SILVER ANNIVERSARY
SILVER money clips with Canadian 25 cent piece in the center are
being presented to advertising
agency personnel by CFRB Toronniversary.
to marking the station's 25th an-

NEW WJR PROGRAM
A NEW WJR Detroit program,
Mel-O-Time, starring the Jimmy
Clark Quartet and songstress Judy
Carroll, has begun. The program,
sponsored by the Frankenmutfe
Brewing Co., is aired every day,
including Sunday.
SWITCH GETS PUBLICITY
UTILIZING bus cards, newspaper
space, spot announcements and an
18-foot blimp, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., has announced its switch
to 45-rpm. Station reports instal ation of three complete RCA
units and a full library of the
latest RCA-45 recordings.

FREE ENJOYMENT
"LIFETIME Entertainment" passes are being distributed to clients
and potential customers by KLRA
Little Rock, Ark. Copy on the
wallet-size card stresses the "free
industry.
enjoyment" offered by radio-TV

IDENTIFICATION DISCOUNTS
NEW discounts in station identifi
cation announcements in all timei
periods is being offered by KSTPTV Minneapolis-St. Paul: A 15%
discount on three announcements
per week;
25% on six announcements per week.

FLOWERS TO VOTERS
A FREE flower will be given to
each resident of Cincinnati who
goes to the polls on Election Day,
according to an announcement
made by WLWT(TV) that city.
Station, in cooperation with 10
florists in the area, is boosting its
"Get Out the Vote" drive with the
flower promotion. WLWT will spark
the campaign by encouraging persons to vote on such programs as
Floral Magic and other popular
shows.
e— •— •
ADS CONGRATULATE WFIL
EIGHT page ad plugging service
and expansion of WFIL-AM-TV
Philadelphia was used by the station in an issue of The Philadelphia
Inquirer fortnight ago. Prominent
in the copy were comments made
by topic civic leaders as well as
radio-TV people on the stations'
new radio-TV center. Business
organizations carried ads in the
section extending congratulations
to the outlets.

t
k
:
SEPTEMBER 13 issue of Collier's, r
magazine carried an article ont,
Grand Ole Opry and WSM Nash-j I i
ville, station where the program
originates. Similar spread was
given to the program in July 1951
by the same magazine and on a*
sticker promoting the article WSMft
claims "It takes a good story to L
make the same magazine twice in |
the space of fourteen months. But in
that's what happened."
MAGAZINE

FEATURE

FIRE WARNINGS

FIVE sirens have been sounding on
all programs on WMT Cedar
Rapids, during the past week to
call attention to announcement I
cautioning listeners about the hazards of fires this time of yea*
News director Dick Cheverton and
farm service director Chuck Wor
cester introduced the idea following disastrous fire reports from
several eastern Iowa communities

•

fm

NBC

Haven *

New

•

WNHC

STUDENTS AID PROMOTION *
STICK-ON bumper strips for automobiles are being used as a promotion device by KITE San Antonio.
To make certain that stickers were
placed on as many cars as possible,
various nicknames for local football teams were carried in the copy,
along with station call letters. Station reports that students, more
than pleased to advertise the old
school team, were glad to use the
bumper cards.
— • — •-

'TRIPLE THREAT PLAN'
NEW "triple threat plan with guaranteed product distribution"
has
been announced
by WBZ Boston.
The promotion service to the drug j
trade is designed to deliver radio
advertising plus day-to-day merchandising service in 500 New England drug stores. Details about
the plan are contained in a brochure released by the station.

England
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FCC

DESIST ORDER
Issued to Willard Clark
ORDER to cease and desist from
operating an unlicensed radio station at White Stone Farm, Quechee, Vt., has been issued by FCC
to Willard R. Clark. The order also
specified Mr. Clark may not operate
any other unlicensed station, nor
a licensed station without having
first obtained an operator's license.
FCC's order charged that Mr.
j Clark on various occasions between
|Feb. 18 and April 29 transmitted
n broadcasts from the unlicensed sta■_ tion and was warned by the Commission in early May that such
' violation of the Communications
' A.ct carries penalties of $10,000
; fine, two years' imprisonment, or
. both. Mr. Clark's reply, signed
:'Jemini the Buddah-Christ," admitted these and other transmissions during the past three or four
(jL^ears, FCC said.
A Mr. Clark's letter further con3 tended that in light of his religious convictions he was "not encumbered with or bound by the
i /Communications Act of 1934 so
galled, or any other such act, instrument, or institution of sovietal
Government."
FCC in August had ordered the
:ase set for hearing but Mr. Clark
.n September wrote that he "will
lot appear at any hearing such as
6;hat contemplated."
CBF MONTREAL FIRE
50 kw Transmitter Damaged
3BF Montreal, was burned out on
Dct. 14 when a fire started in the
50 kw transmitter at Vercheres,
outside Montreal, causing serious
lamage. Cause has not yet been
determined.
J By the following evening CBF
%as back on the air with a small
;emporary RCA transmitter, givng reception in a limited area.
S DBF programs were put on sound
Channel of CBFT (TV) Montreal,
ryhen no TV programs were being
Quired. At 7 a.m. Oct. 17 station
vas on the air with temporary 1
cw connected to regular antenna,
md a bigger temporary transmit;er is now being installed.

NPA

Sees Status Quo

For Set Makers

MATERIALS

WFAK
SALE
Price Put at $50,000 Plus
SALE of WFAK Memphis to a
group of Memphis businessmen including Dr. Cary Middlecoff, famed
golfer-dentist, wasweek.
announced last

RADIO-TV set manufacturers will receive about the same quantity of
controlled materials next January-March as they were allowed during
the current quarter.
This was indicated last Tuesday by R. A. McDonald, head of the National Production Authority (NPA),
Frank J. Keewho announced 1953 first quarter
industry group that until effects
gan,
sole owner
allotments for civilian goods. New
of the steel dispute wear off, civilof the
kw outlet on1 1480
kc,
ian allotments must be limited.
quotas are similar to fourth quarter allocations: 50% copper, 55%
They also warned these manufacplaced chase
the price
purturers not to swing too quickly
aluminum and 33% steel, based on
at
850,000, plus 10%
pre-Korea use.
from production of permanentmagnet to electro-magnet type
of the net profit
Possibility was held out for more
before taxes for
materials sometime in the next
speakers. The copper situation is
still uncertain, NPA explained.
five years after
quarter, depending on fulfillment
of military needs and resulting reProblems involving electro-static
Mr. Keegan
the
date of sale.is
laxation of curbs. Mr. McDonald
Transaction
tubes and external focusing devices
said more steel may be allocated if also were raised. Manufacturers
subject to FCC approval.
reported that a previous balance in
Purchaser of WFAK Chickasaw
there is "evidence that steel prodemand between the products has
duction is cutting into the large
Broadcasting Inc., owned prinbacklog of civilian steel orders." been tilted to 75%-25% in favor
cipally by E. C. Krausnick Jr., inIt also was noted that copper and of focusing devices. Leon Golder,
vestor; TomDr.
O'Ryan,
advertising
NPA
Electronics
Div.,
presided
executive;
George
Cours,
aluminum have become more plenover a meeting, held Oct. 16.
tiful for radio-TV sets and other
physician;
Charles
DeVois,
forgoods than it was for the first
merly sales manager, WMPS Memquarter of 1951. The steel strike
phis, and Dr. Middlecoff. Mr. Dewas responsible for cutbacks in
Vois is to assume active manageCopyright Act
that metal. Manufacturers have
ment
of WFAK following FCC apRECIPROCAL agreement extendbeen urged to spread steel delivering copyright
the naies and not pre-empt limited steel
tionals of the privileges
U. S. andto Monaco
Mr. Keegan will continue operanow for civilian goods.
proval.
(located on the French Riviera)
tion of Keegan's School of Radio &
Television in Memphis and will
Seasonal problems of the radiowithin either country was conretain
TV industry are pointed up, howsummated Oct. 15 in a proclamaholdings.other electronics industry
ever, in the case of set-makers and
tion by President Truman. Copyloud-speaker producers alike. An
right protection applies to artistic
industry advisory group has in- and literary works, including musiformed NPA that steel allotments
SALES of $2,424,610 for the nine
cal compositions, as spelled out unended Sept. 30, 1952, for WJR
for this and the next quarter are
der Sec. 9, Title 17, of the U. S. months
Detroit reported by John F. Patt,
inadequate because of seasonal
Code on copyrights originally ap- president. Sales for a comparable
demand. Speaker industry depends
1951 period were $2,425,311.
proved by Congress in July 1947.
on concentration of material to
meet civilian demands, it reported.
Despite this shortcoming, speakermakers report their civilian busiBRITTS
INCORPORATED
ness is excellent after meeting defense requirements.
Local appliance store handling G. E. equipment.
NPA authorities reminded the

ADVISORY COUNCIL
International Panel Formed
FORMATION of the International
Radio & Television Advisory Council to aid the free international
flow of outstanding radio programs
and TV films was announced last
week by Seymour N. Siegel, director of communications for the City
of New York and president of the
National Assn. of Educational
SOONER
or LATER
Broadcasters.
some aggrieved listener
accuses
you of
The newly-established council,
formed under NAEB sponsorship,
will review exportable radio and
television material from the free
ob
world and advise on problems of
R
L
E
E
BND
Ia
Ll
export, import distribution and
s
clearance. Council members inand THEN you'll need our
clude :
UNIQUE INSURANCE
covering this hazard. It covers also
Peter
Aylen, UN Radio; James
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism,
Fisher-Northrup, Voice of America; Lt.
Piracy and Copyright. It is
Cmdr. H. A. Spindt, Armed Forces
ADEQUATE, SURPRISINGLY
Radio Service; J. Basil Thornton, BritINEXPENSIVE.
ish Broadcasting Corp.; Pierre CrenIn use Nation-wide.
nesse, French Broadcasting Corp.; EdGET IT IN TIME!
ward Bellemare, Canadian consulate;
Hartney Arthur, Australian consulate;
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
Max Tak, Netherlands consulate; John
Embersten, Norwegian Information
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
Service; Licurgo Costa, Brazilian conCORPORATION
sulate; Sam Elfert, Israeli consulate;
Philip Barbour, Radio Free Europe and
Insurance fuchange — Kansas C 1 1 y Mo
Mr. Siegel.
ij ROADCASTING
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ERNIE KELLY owner and manager

says . . .

"I am positively sold on saturation spot radio. It
has done an excellent job merchandising my product and I plan to continuously saturate the air with
Britt announcements, over Orlando's WHOO."
990 on
every dial

Avery-Knodel,- inc.
National Representative
T.V.

Edward

Enterprise

New York Office — Hotel Barclay, 111 f. 48th St. — Home Office — 500 Security B/dg., Toledo, O/iio
October 27, 1952
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NATHAN LEVINSON
Ex-Radio Executive Dies
FUNERAL services were held in
Hollywood Tuesday for Col. Nathan Levinson, 64, former radio
executive and most recently head
of Warner Bros, sound department.
A pioneer in the development of
sound motion pictures, he died in
his sleep at his home in North
Hollywood on Oct. 18.
Prior to the Warner Bros, sale
of KFWB Hollywood to Harry
Maizlish in October of 1950, Col.
Levinson was for several years
vice president in charge of plant
and engineering for that station.
Col. Levinson in 1922 became
Pacific district radio specialist for
Western Electric Co. Three years
later he was named managing director of KPO (now KNBC) San
Francisco. Surviving are his wife,
Edna, and three sons, Edwin, John
and Robert.

"Guest Star7 Slate
TREASURY DEPT. last week released the November schedule for
Guest Star, transcribed radio program designed to stimulate sales
of U. S. Defense Bonds. The schedule: Hoagy Carmichael, Nov. 2;
Barbara Luddy, Olan Soule, Nov.
9; Nat (King) Cole, Nov. 16; Kay
Armen, Nov. 23, and Igor Gorin,
Nov. 30.

Temper,

Temper!

. . . Easy little Bismarck — just
tie a string around that sore
finger and remember next
time that KFYR, in agriculturally wealthy North Dakota,
will build an active market
for you. Remember Bismarck,
KFYR!

KFYR
/ IHSMARCK, N. DAK. /
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
Page 86
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TWO INDICTED
In Starrett Corp. Case

ELMER DAVIS (second from I), cooperatively-sponsored ABC commentator,
pauses at WMPS Memphis while on tour with the Eisenhower campaign entourage. Lto r are Harold Krelstein, WMPS president; Mr. Davis; Norman
Brown, General Electric dealer, and T. K. Edenfield, GE distributor. General
Electric Supply Corp. is a local sponsor.

TWO persons have been indicted
by a District of Columbia grand
jury on charges of conspiracy and
making false statements to the Reconstruction Finance Corp. in connection with the financial status of
a manufacturing firm, Starrett
Television Corp., New York. The
Dept. of Justice announced the action Oct. 17. Charges were the outgrowth of attempts by Jacob Freidus and Larry Knohl, both New,
York, to purchase assets of Aireon
Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Kans., in
1950.
Individuals offered RFC $700,00J>
through Starrett Television, department said. Atty. Gen. James
P. McGranery said the indictment
charged that through their efforts,
letters and statements falsified the
financial status of Starrett. Mr.
Knohl was described as vice president and Mr. Freidus as a controlling stockholder of the firm. Mr.
Freidus is now serving a prison
term for tax frauds.

Compton Studies
Decentralization
VOICE
SETUP
PROGRESS of the U. S. International Information Administration's
plan to decentralize field operations of the Voice of America and other
media will be viewed first-hand in forthcoming weeks, the State Dept.
Amateurs Warned
= J—
*
has announced.
AMATEURS
have been warned by
been
a
factor
in
the
thinking
of
Dr. Wilson Compton, IIA administrator, left Washington, D. C, IIA along decentralization lines.
FCC of provisions in the radio
Another is the belief that one of regulations of Atlantic City, 1947,
Oct. 18 on the first leg of a projected round-the-world trip. He the best ways to sell the U. S. which forbid communication with
will meet in various countries with "Campaign of Truth" or "Crusade
amateurs of countries whose govpublic affairs field officers of the of Ideas" is to enlist the support
ernments object to such communication. The countries who presently
U. S. Information Service.
of the radio nationals (broadcasters, technicians, etc.) of friendly forbid outside communication by
One purpose of the tour, Dr. countries
working with U. S. field their amateurs are Austria, CemCompton explained, is to determine
bodia, Indonesia, Iran, Laos, Thairepresentatives.
the degree to which decentralizaland and Viet Nam. Russia and it?
Dr. Compton plans to look into
tion may be carried IIA has been
the international in- satellites have no such restrictions,
reshaping its operations, with an all phases offormation
it was indicated, since they were
program. Communist
eye to localizing media operations.
aggression has raised a welter of not listed.
Under the plan, workers "on the new problems affecting field operafiring line" would play a greater
tions of U. S. public affairs officers,
role in determining local needs for
ALA and SWG Ratify
the
State Dept. announcement
radio, press and publications, Dr.
noted. Upon the results of his re- AUTHORS League of America and
Compton said.
evaluation may depend the extent
Screen Writers Guild membership
Decentralization is part of a two- to which the IIA streamlining pro- in New York voted Oct. 15 to ratify
pronged re-evaluation of shortgram is carried out.
the first contract covering free
wave radio and other activities.
lance television writers and NBC
Among the countries Dr. CompLocalization envisions more proton is slated to visit are Japan,
TV, ABC-TV and CBS-TV. The
gram originations as needed in the the Philippines, Burma, Thailand,
pact, which went into effect Oct
field and a reappraisal of those
India, Egypt, Pakistan, Italy, Ger16, also includes composers of mufrom the U. S., particularly at New
many, Austria, France and Bel- Oct.sic6].
and lyrics for television [B»T,
York headquarters.
The other phase of the re-analysis is the proposed implementation
gium.
and consolidation of domestic VOA
THE LATEST
operations on a technical scale.
WCKY
Inherent in this streamlining is the
consolidation of certain shortwave
transmitter plants, improvement of
others and counter-measures for
SELL YOUR PRODUCT
Soviet jamming — where indicated
as the decentralization plan develIN CINCINNATI ON
ops.Exploratory plans were devised
WCKY,
the past fortnight at a meeting of
the Radio Advisory Committee of
The
the U. S. Advisory Commission on
'SELLINGEST" Station in the nation
Information [Closed Circuit, Oct.
20].
Greater emphasis on field operation of the Voice and other activities in strategic countries has been
pursued by Dr. Compton ever since
he took office. Congressional cuts
in appropriations for proposed new
domestic plants — some of them
high power transmitters — have

Buy WCKY and SELL your product
in Cincinnati, with
50,000 Watts of Selling Power
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TV Filming Abroad
(Continued from page 81)
Robert Blees, Hollywood writer,
video adventure sei'ies which will
be laid in France.
and Ninon Karlweis, head of Internationale Artistique, Paris, for proAlready completed are 13 halfhour films of Pan-American Show
duction of European Zone, the video series to be filmed in various
Time, co-starring Gale Robbins and
Bob Savage. Made in Mexico by European cities.
Maurice Duke and Alberto Lopez,
Kemp-Brighton Productions, another 13 programs are yet to be under banner of Tele-Voz Co., are
scheduled to start production on
produced.
With pilot film produced in Hol- Judge Bean at Churubusco Stulywood, Rosamond Productions,
dios, Mexico City, at the month-end
(October). The half -hour TV seheaded by David Chudnow as presries, based on true stories of the
ident-executive producer, will make
some 25 half-hour films in France, judge who conducted court in his
with stories based on case histo- Red Lily Bar during the early
ries from files of French Surete,
1880's in Pecos, Texas, is to star
Chill Wills.
crime detection agency. Akim
Tamiroff, stage and film actor, will
Lamarr in Starring Role
star in series. Steve Sekely will
direct first six films.
Going into mid-November production is Victor Pahlen on Great
Mr. Sekely will also join Stanley Bergerman, Hollywood talent Loves, 39 half-hour TV films in
color. Starring Hedy Lamarr in
agent, in production of Paris After
historical love stories, interiors
Dark, half-hour adventure series,
will be shot in London and extescheduled to start in early January.
riors in the actual European setCasting will be done in France.
tings. Allowing a 10-day schedule
Dudley Pictures Corp., filming for each
film, Edgar Ulmer will
documentary This World of Ours
direct from scripts by Salka Vierand World on Parade in different
MacKenzie, Hans Kafparts of the world for TV re- tel, Aeneas
ka, Noel Coward and others. Miss
lease, also has on schedule a new
Lamarr will be costumed by such
one-hour video adventure series.
Titled International Detective it European courtiers as Fath and
Dior. She will receive residual
production in early No- rights plus salary. American talent
v. goes into vember.
First film will be shot in
Hawaii. Subsequent ones will be will make up cast.
Several films in NBC-TV The
made in Mexico, Philippine Is- Doctor
series for Procter & Gamble
lands and Japan. Series will be
are being produced in Mexico City
shot in color.
by Marion Parsonnet, directed by
On Location in Alaska
Peter Godfrey.
Having completed in Mexico
In filming CBS-TV Schlitz Playhouse of Stars, producer Edward
three half-hour films in the proposed 26 Jack London Theatre TV
Lewis has already utilized Mexiseries, Mutual Television Producco's facilities in shooting "The
tions, Hollywood, will shoot further
Trial," "This Plane for Hire,"
episodes in Alaska and the states
"Port of Call," "Marriage of Litbefore resuming production south
Lit," and "Calamity Jane." Each
of the films may be developed into
of the border. Beside collaborating
an independent TV series.
with Aben Kandel as writer, Herb
Kline is also director.
Television Varieties Inc., HollySam Sax, former chairman of
wood, is shooting background footthe board for Warner Bros. Ltd.,
age, consisting of acts, circuses and
London, having concluded negotia- locales, abroad to be converted to
tions for TV film rights to 52 short
video film programs around the
first of the year.
stories by Robert Louis Stevenson,
plans winter production on a seBackground and animal footage
ries in England.
is also being filmed in India for
In negotiation is a deal between
incorporation in CBS-TV Smilin'

the

NBC

greater
30th

station

YOUNGSTOWN,

population
5,000

area

Duplicating

on 50,000
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Ed McCcnuell and His Buster
Brown Gang by Ellis Dungan, program's technical advisor. Produced by Frank Ferrin, filmed
show is sponsored by Brown Shoe
Co.
Filmakers Inc., independent movie production unit headed by Ida
Lupino and Collier Young, contemplates TV film making abroad
in 1953. Their plans include a
budget of $15,000 per video film.
Robert E. Lee, writer, on leaving
HoUywood for England in late
September, announced he would
survey facilities there for the production of TV films by Ziv TV Programs and open London offices for
that firm. With Jerry Lawrence
he writes The Unexpected series
filmed by Ziv.
Trident Films Inc., independent
production group, is preparing to
make 13 half-hour puppet films in
Salzburg, Austria. Featured will
be the Salzburg Marionette Theatre. Films will include fairy tales
from the troupe's repertoire as well
as original stories. Release will be
to theatres as well as TV.
Combinations for Economy
Not to be forgotten, as has been
pointed out, is fact that several of
these production companies will or
are combining their TV filming
abroad with making of feature
length motion pictures, thus cutting overhead costs. Among those
following this procedure are Breakston-Stahl Productions, Dougfair
Corp. and Forrest Judd, to name
but a few.
South American Motion Picture
Producers Assn. was recently
formed in Hollywood to act as intermediary in the production of
TV and feature films abroad.
Group, concerned primarily with
Latin-America, will secure equipment, technicians, stars and raw
celluloid for films made outside
the U. S. SAMPPA will also act
as representative in arranging distribution.
KXLY FOLDER
Is Aid to Merchandising
MONTHLY folder distributed to
its clients by KXLY Spokane
shows trends for that month in
individual items of merchandise,
indicating whether ah item should
be pushed or de-emphasized, according to Ed B. Craney, station
president and general manager.
Listing trends in sales of merchandise by types (with average
8.3%— or 1/12 of 100%), the chart
indicates the amount of a particular item expected to be sold during
the month and the sales trend,
whether upward or downward. Mr.
Craney said the KXLY merchandising aid has said
"clicked."
Mr. Craney
the chart goes
to regular accounts and that it
sells many extra spots and lets
regular advertisers do a better job
of selling their own merchandise.
The station has hired a special
merchandising man to explain use
of the monthly sales tool.

SERIES AUDIENCE
Ward Survey Released
APPROXIMATELY 53 million persons in about half of the nation's
44 million radio homes • heard one
or more of the seven 1952 World
Series baseball games on Mutual,
Richard search
J. director,
Puff, said
the network's
last week reon
the basis of a special survey made
by J. A. Ward Inc.
This figure represents home listenership only. It has been estimated unofficially that at least 100
million persons heard at least one
of the games, which were carried
by 550 Mutual stations, about 100
other U. S. outlets, the CBS network in Canada, a Latin American
hookup, and Armed Forces Radio
Service and the Voice of America
around the world, and that 70 to
75 million persons saw one or more
of the series telecasts, which were
carried by 64 NBC-TV affiliates and
four TV stations owned by Mutual
stockholders [B»T, Oct. 13].
Point IV: Pakistan
CERTIFICATES of merit for completing a program of study in the
telecommunications field sponsored
by the FCC under the government's
Point IV foreign economic aid program were awarded four representatives of the Pakistan government last Wednesday. FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker made the presentations.

Miss Fran Velthuys
Compton Adv. Inc.
Manhattan Island
New York City
Dere Fran:
Polyticks is muck in th' news these
days and folks here is a buzzin' about
theyre
favrites.
Whin Gen.
Ike
came to our
state last month
on his speshul
train, there
wuz only one
W. Va. radeo
man on board
for
state
wuz
trip
Ross
Yes
whin

th'
and hull
that
our own
thru th'
Edwards.
am,
Kitma'comes

news, WCHS
with 5,000 at
to coverin'
580
shurelyth'
leads
th' zvuz
hull
state. Ross
also in Chi. for
th' conv enshuns.
th'
newsreasons
is Maybe
one myof
Yrs,
boss kin say
we got more
state then any
other
listennrs
in th'
Algy.stashun.

Charleston,
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RCA
'Everywhere You Go . . /
E. S. WHITLOCK, manae-er,
WRNL Richmond, believes
that a letter he has just received proves that, "Everywhere You Go, There's
Radio." The letter said, in
part, "... I turned on my
radio to your station and
heard a remedy for bad kidneys. I shall be very much
delighted to have a bottle of
this remedy sent to me by
air, C. 0. D." The letter was
postmarked British Guiana.
IBS TO PRODUCE
Hazen Foundation Series
INTERCOLLEGIATE Broadcasting System, an association of some
90 campus radio stations, has been
granted $3,500 by the Edward W.
Hazen Foundation of New Haven,
to produce three program series,
George Abraham, IBS president,
said last week.
Two of the series are to be taped.
The first, UN Review, will include
26 weekly on-the-spot news, background and interview programs,
produced by Peter B. Kenen,
WKCR (Columbia U.) New York
correspondent, at UN headquarters. The second, International
House Forum, features eight
forums from various international
houses. The third, Religion at the
News Desk, is a series of weekly
scripts to be produced at Yale
Divinity School, New Haven, and
coordinated by Howard C. Hansen,
professor of radio at McMurray
College, Jacksonville1, 111.
Price to FTC
DUNCAN PRICE, veteran of newspaper, trade press and government
public information posts, has been
appointed director of information
for the Federal Trade Commission.
He succeeds Nick M. Carey, who
has retired. Appointment was announced Tuesday by FTC Chairman
James M. Mead. Mr. Price's government service comprises public information posts with the Housing
& Home Finance Agency, Dept. of
Commerce and the National Production Authority. He joins FTC
from NPA.

GA

SERVICE

Special Plan Detailed
NEW nation-wide service for RCAequipped television stations was
announced last week.
In a letter and four-page brochure, W. L. Jones, vice president
in charge of RCA Service Co.'s
technical products service, detailed
the plan to owners of RCA-equipped
outlets.
The service plan provides for
complete reconditioning and incorporation of the latest factory modifications in RCA studio and field
cameras.
When a camera is scheduled for
overhauling, the RCA Service Co.
will furnish the TV station with
special packing cases for use in
shipping the equipment to Camden.
Reconditioning, the letter stated,
will include inspection of all electrical components and replacement
of worn or deteriorated parts, and
such repair or replacement as is
warranted.
All modifications for improved
design that are not already incorporated in the camera will be made
during the reconditioning operation, the letter said.
A fortnight ago, RCA Service
Co. announced its plan for service
and installations for uhf outlets
[B<»T, Oct. 20].
KMA Cruise Jan. 29
PLANS for the third annual
Friendship-Goodwill Tour of KMA
Shenandoah, Iowa, were announced
last week by Edward May, KMA
president. Tour will be a 14-day
cruise to the West Indies and South
America. KMA tourists will leave
Omaha Jan. 28. The cruise is open
to all midwesterners and will be
accompanied by Mr. May and Merrill Langfitt, KMA farm service
director. In 1950, 75 KMA tourists
visited the Pacific Northwest, Canada and Alaska. Last year, 50 persons visited Mexico.
OFFICIAL dedication of new broadcasting studios and facilities at
WAMU Washington, American U.'s
campus outlet, was held Friday. Station is completely operated by students.

TES

^

QUINCY,

I

ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL. ... .
.
. ,/ . TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. .
. TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE. . ......
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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fCC

actions
OCTOBER

&&•

17 THROUGH

OCTOBER 23
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS -local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants . authorizing new stations a,nd transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 95.
October 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1340 kc
KAGH
Crossett,
CP kc,
to change
from 1240 kc, 100 wArk.
to —1340
250 w.
AMENDED
to
change
name
of
applicant to- Julian Haas.
Extension of SSA
WOI Ames, Iowa — Extension of SSA
to operate
localperiod
sunrise CST onfrom
640 6kc,a.m.
1 kwto for
ending Feb. 1, 1953.
Change Hours of Operation
WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn. — CP to
change
to 1 kwtounl.
and
install from
DA-N.1 kw-D
AMENDED
change
from 1340 to 1290 kc; 1 kw unl. DA-N
to 1 kw non-DA-D.
AM— 1400 kc
KVOU Uvalde, Tex. — CP to change
from 1450 to 1400 kc.
Extension of Completion Date
WRGA-FM Rome, Ga. — Mod. CP., as
mod., which authorized new FM, for
extension of completion date.
WJBK-TV Detroit— Mod. CP, as mod.,
which authorized changes in existing
TV, for extension of completion date
to 5-10-53.
Change ERP
WMCF
(FM)
Memphis,
Tenn.—
Mod.
CP, as mod., which
authorized
changes
in licensed station, to change ERP
from 330 kw to 303 kw; overall height
above ground from 746 ft. to 1043 ft.;
ant. height above average terrain
from 480 ft. to 896 ft.
License Renewals Following stations request renewal
of license:
WDAE-FMHI.;Tampa,
Centralia,
WFJL Fla.;
(FM)WCNT-FM
Chicago,
HI.; WENR-FM Chicago; WLDS-FM
Jacksonville, 111.; WAFB-FM Baton
Rouge,
La.; (FM)
WJEJ-FM
Hagerstown,
Md.; WXRC
Amherst,
N. Y.;
WMSA-FM Massena, N. Y.; WEVDFM New York; WSLB-FM Ogdensburg,
N. Y.; WLOS-FM Asheville, N. C;
WSTV-FM Steubenville, Ohio; WWSTFM Wooster, Ohio; KPRC-FM Houston, Tex.; WJPG-FM Green Bay, Wis.
License for CP
WNBF-TV
Y. — License for Binghamton,
CP which N.
authorized
changes in existing TV.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1280 kc
WGAA Cedartown, Ga.— CP to change

from 1340 kc, 250 w unl. to 1280 kc, 1
kw-D
(contingent on WPID change
in frequency).
APPLICATION
AM— 630DISMISSED
kc
KVMA1 kwMagnolia,
from
to 5 kw. Ark. — CP to change
October 21 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
License Granted
WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind.— Granted
license for AM and specify studio location; 1380 kc, 5 kw-DA unl.
WJAT-FM
Ga.—
ed license for Swainsboro,
FM Ch. 269; 970
w; Grant110 ft.
WCRL Oneonta, Ala.— Granted license for AM 1570 kc 250 w-D.
Granted CP
KERN-FM Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted CP to make changes in licensed
station.
Change Antenna Type
WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala.— Granted mod. CP to change type ant. of TV.
Change ERP
KXLY-TV Symons Bcstg. Co., et al.,
d/b
as mod.
KXLY-TV
Granted
CP to Spokane,
change ERPWash.—
from
100
kw
vis.,
55
kw
aur.
48 kwchange
vis.,
28.5 kw aur.; ant. 3070to ft.;
trans, location and type ant.
Change Transmitter Type
WKAQCP toSanchange
Juan, type
P. trans.
R.— Granted
mod.
WFTC Kinston, N. C— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans.
Extension of Completion Date
granted mod.
forFollowing
extensionwere
of completion
dateCP'sas
follows: KDEF Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
to 2-1-53; KABI Ketchikan, Alaska, to
1-15-53; WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
to 4-30-53; KWSK Pratt, Kan., to 128-52; KCAR Clarksville, Tex., to 4-1253; KLX Oakland, Calif., to 5-13-53;
WNRI Woonsocket, R. I., commencement and completion
dates to 12-13-52
and
WIUC Urbana,
HI., to
15-53. 6-13-53;
5-15-53;
WROA-FM Rome, Ga., to 1Change Transmitter Location
KFMJ trans,
Tulsa, location.
Okla.— Granted CP to
change
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
Massillon Bcstg. Corp., Massillon,
(Continued on page 90)

Political Report
POLITICAL broadcast problems
which confront radio and television
broadcasters will be analyzed by
Richard S. Salant, CBS vice presiOver $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
dent, in an informal interview on
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
Dwight Cooke's You & the World
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
program on CBS Radio on Friday
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
(6:15-30 p.m. EST). He also will
report on some of the methods used
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.
by CBS to meet these election
year problems.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

conditions

Regardless

of

BLAW-KNOX

CAN

A

'BETTER.

BUILD

TV

-

YOU

TOWER

Years of experience — more than four decades, in fact —
have given Blaw-Knox the edge in designing, fabricating and erecting antenna towers for any purpose and
any location. Blaw-Knox TV towers are on the job in
widely separated geographical areas ... in wide open
fields, atop buildings in crowded cities and even
grounded in salt water. Some have TV antennas
already mounted — others have built-in provisions for
TV when licenses are granted — all are heavily galvanized for longer life.
Whether you need a 100 ft. self-supporting structure or
a 1000 ft. guyed tower to meet your requirements —
whether for AM, FM, TV or Microwave — write or call
today for capable engineering assistance with your plans.
BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
Blaw-Knox Division
2038 Farmers Bank Bldg.
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

BLAW-KNOX

towers
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AUSTIN'S

BRINGING IN A GUSHER
Set Makers Prepare for KTBC-TV's

W.

VA. ZONING
WHIS Again Asks Change
WHIS Bluefield, W. Va., last week
petitioned FCC for the second time
to amend its television rules so as
to place all of West Virginia within
Zone I and allocate vhf Channel 6
to Bluefield. WHIS contended the
Commission improperly denied the
earlier petition on the sole ground
of insufficient reason to waive the
one-year ban on amendment requests [B»T, Sept. 22].
WHIS pointed out the part of
the state within Zone I "has a
population per square mile of 76.7
persons. That part of West Virginia within Zone II has a population of 110.6 persons per square
mile. In short, that part . . . within
Zone III has almost a 50% greater
density of population th?n the part
. . . within Zone I." WHIS contended that "it is clear that if the
Commission adheres to its criterion relating to the density of
population, all of West Virginia
should be in Zone I."
The WHIS petition explained that
if the state is placed wholly in
Zone I, it would be possible to add
Channel 6 at Bluefield, now assigned only uhf Channel 41, by substituting vhf Channel 4 for Channel 6 at Beckley. This would be a
more efficient use of spectrum
space, the petition argued.

FOR FINEST TAPS RECORDING
WFAL
Fulton. Mo.

PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one cose —
Amplifier in the other. Easyhondli'ng — compactl
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units con be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment,
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining cabinets.
units in rich Magnecorder

Dec. 1 Debut

In cooperation with the U. of
Texas radio - TV department,
KTBC-TV has launched a series
of programs on radio to explain
video to radio listeners — and, incidentally, to urge those listeners
to buy TV sets now.

WITH regular television programming to make its debut around
Dec. 1, the boom is on in Austin,
Tex.
Every major manufacturer of
receiving sets has trained his most
powerful promotion guns on the
15-county area. The existing avenues of approach — radio stations
and printed media — are reaping
the first harvest.
Radio stations report loaded
schedules. Special TV sections
have been published by newspapers. Others are planned.
The Texas Broadcasting Co.,
owner of KTBC and holder of the
permit for KTBC-TV, has set a
target date of Dec. 1 for the debut
of KTBC-TV.
KTBC-TV started the ball rolling
several weeks ago by bringing
executives of all major manufacturers, and their distributors, into
Austin to discuss plans.
Industry men will be watching
the KTBC-TV operation closely because of uncertain, fringe area reception.
J. C. Kellem, KTBC general
manager, said the 500-ft. tower
for KTBC-TV is in transit. Other
equipment already has arrived
from RCA. The transmitter house
is complete. A 12-bay antenna will
be shipped last.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 88)
Ohio; The Review Pub. Co., Alliance,
Ohio — Granted petition for dismissal
without moved
prejudice
of application.
hearing
application Re-of
Review Pub.fromCo.

|
J
{
j
j
j
j
j
1

CANADA MEETING
Engineering Leads Topics
ENGINEERING problems were
discussed at the first Central
Canada Broadcasters Assn. engineering conference at the Royal
Connaught Hotel, Hamilton, Oct.
14- 15, with G. A. Robitaille, CFPL
London, presiding.
Papers presented included a discussion on tape recording equipment by
H. W. Jackson of the Ryerson Institute of Technology, Toronto; a talk
on engineering considerations in TV
broadcasting by C. E. Spence of Canadian General Electric Ltd., Toronto;
audio and audio control by R. H. Tanner, Northern Electric Co. Ltd., Montreal ;and engineering operations of
a broadcast station by G. Clive Eastwood, CFRB Toronto.

Cooke Adds to Holdings
j JACK KENT COOKE, owner,
j
j CKEY Toronto, last week announced purchase of one of Canaj
da's largest publishing firms, ConFor new catalog — write: j
solidated Press Ltd., Toronto. Mr.
Cooke has extensive other holdings
including a management interest
in CKOY Ottawa.
||oj)B«ca«l, ln<., 360 N. Mkhlgon Av«., CMC090 1, til..
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PAUL GODOFSKY (r), president-general manager, WH LI Hempstead,
Long Island, accepts a special award
from Georg? W. Kay man, of George
W. Hayman Advertising Agency, on
behalf of the Long Island Home
Builders Assn. WHLI was awarded
the certificate of merit "in recognition of its outstanding contributions
to all residents of Long Island. . . ."
Quebec Censorship
IT IS expected that legislation will
be introduced to provide for censorship of all TV programs aired
in Quebec, live as well as on film,
when the provincial legislature
meets at Quebec City on Nov. 12.
This is interpreted in informed circles as the latest move by the Quebec provincial government to obtain broadcasting privileges. To
date it has been unable to obtain
broadcasting or TV station licenses
under its own jurisdiction because
the Canadian courts have ruled
radio broadcasting in all forms
comes under federal government
regulation. Quebec censors all
moving picture film coming into the
province, and advance notice of the
TV censorship plans has placed TV
in the same category as moving
pictures.
Scroll to Hope
NBC comedian Bob Hope received
a special scroll from President
Truman at a White House ceremony last week in appreciation of
Mr. Hope's 10-year record of entertaining American servicemen all
over the world. The scroll was
signed by thousands of servicemen
and by heads of all the U. S. armed
forces' commands.

SERVICE

By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
WIBM Inc.; Jackson Bcstg. & TeleCo., Jack-in
son,vision
Mich.Corp.;
— Sparton
Ordered Bcstg.
that hearing
proceeding
for CP'sMich.,
for new TVschedstain Jackson,
uledtionsto be
commenced on now
Oct. 20, be
continuedington, D. to
C. Oct. 29, 1952, at WashBy Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Wichita Television Corp. Inc., Wichita, Kan. — Granted motion to amend
application for CP for new TV to
show (1) corrected addresses for certain ment;
persons
listedthat
in proposed
and (2)
Mary J. amendPhares
and Mrs. Alan Phares, whenever they
appear in the application, as amended,
are one and same person.
The Radio Station KFH Co., Wichita,
Kan. — Granted petition for authority
to amend application for CP for new
TV to correct geographical coordinates
of site specified for trans, location.
KAKE Bcstg. Co. Inc., Wichita, Kan.
— By memorandum opinion and order
granted petition to amend application
for CP for new TV in several respects in order to bring representations
contained therein up-to-date.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Pinellas Bcstg. Co., St. Petersburg,
Fla. — Granted petition to amend application to show revised estimated
cost of studio equipment and to
bring up-to-date financial statement of
The Tampa Bay Area Telecasting
applicant.
Corp., St.
Petersburg,
Fla. — Grantedto
petition
to amend
TV applications
designate
new
trans,
site,
1,000-ft.of
tower, and reflect increaseda costs
construction
and
method
of
financing
such increased costs.
By Hearing Examiner William G. Butts
WABX
Inc.,to Harrisburg,
Granted petition
amend TV Pa.—
application
to show changes in geographical coordinates for proposed ant. site.
October 21 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License Renewals
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WWPG Ind.Palm Beach, Fla.; WLBC
Muncie.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Change Transmitter Location
WGR Buffalo — CP to change trans,
location and AM—
DA-N.1230 kc
WLFH Little Falls, N. Y. — CP to increase power from 100 w to 250 w
and change type trans.
Oct. 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WIVY-FM Jacksonville, Fla.— License
for CP, as mod., which authorized new

DIRECTORY

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installation
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15300 readers-stotion owners and managers, chief «ngineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

VACANCY

BROADCASTING

Tel ecasting

(TOM^I

TI TIM

fZ

~u a in] XJ

OC

1 JdJLJd

VlolU'iN

— Established 1926
PAIII ROni PY CC\

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE •

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG.
EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Fess, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

Member AFCCE *
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St.. N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive SSS1
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
umLLcII
DCKvUUIbl
All 1 CTT fit
O DCDf*OIIICT
9B2 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg.
NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

existing FM.
(FM) Dayton; WARL-FM Arlington,
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— License
Va.; WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.; WEMPfor CP, which replaced expired CP to FM Milwaukee, Wis. Informal requests:
make changes in licensed AM.
WAAF-FM Chicago; WFMF (FM) Chicago; WOPA-FM Oak Park, 111.
Renewals
Following License
stations request renewal of
TENDERED FOR FILING
lic6nsc*
AM— 1290 kc
WRUF-FM
Calif.;
KRE-FM Berkeley,
KIVY Crockett, Tex. — CP to change
Fla.; WSOY-FM Decatur,
Gainesville,
111.; WKMH-FM
Dearborn, Mich.;
/Trrntiwipd
95)
page yoj
on nnae
(Oontinuea nn
WWHG-FM Homell, N. Y.; WTWO
BROADCASTING
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Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WAITPP P If PAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)
GRANT

JOHN

P. MAY

R WRATHALL

Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
San Francisco Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Anffelet
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *
HARRY R LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Flirmont Httel. XYA.
33 Elm Av«.
Stn Fraiuius t. Calif. Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglet t-tSSt
DUnlap $-4171

JblNijJll^JbJbJIxa)

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg. — STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave.. N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.
WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*
RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469. Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
WALTER J. STILES
Coneulting Television Engineer
1003 Loyalty Building, Portland, Oregon
ATwofer 4282
Washington, D. C- — REpublic 61 60

M^xb^^CCE* ,
October 27, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable- in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25<J per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to hox numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates any photos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager for local station
in Southeastern competitive market.
Network affiliate with application for
TV. Reply stating salary desired and
experience.
Box 847R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
We are presently operating two Texas
AM stations and shortly expect CP
for third. We need responsible, industrious young man with sales background to join our organization for
few months preparatory to assuming
management third station. Our plan
calls for salary plus percentage net
profits, plus opportunity buy in. Box
868R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTSales manager. Little Falls, N. Y. MBS
affiliate. Must have proven sales record.
Top opportunity for right man. Full
information to Bob Earle, WLFH,
Little Falls, or Art Feldman, MBS,
1440 Broadway, New York.
Salesmen
Special manradio
program
telephone
sales(comm.)
for GBA
campaigns
throughout CASTIU.
S.
Box
788R,
BROADNG .TELECASTING.
Can you sell? Would you like to live
in a pleasant small Western town? We
want a good salesman who knows how
to sell and who will get out and work
at it. As you prove yourself with this
local ket,
independent,
singlesales
station
maryou can become
manager.
Good guarantee plus commission. Send
complete details about yourself to Box
821R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman — Unusual financial opportunity for man with proven sales
background. Car necessary. Travel
Tri-State area. Home weekends. Draw
and expenses. Write fully for interview. Box 838R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Telephone salesman — single. Age 30 to
60 willing to travel, sell high grade
advertising services by local and long
distance telephone. Traveling expenses
paid. Salary and bonus opportunity to
go. Write F. P. Kendall, National Research Bureau, Inc., NRB Building,
Chicago 10, Illinois.
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing that sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
letter. $80. for 44 hours. Box 900P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer with first phone.
Must have top announcing ability. CBS
station in Southeastern city. Send all
pertinentment,information,
salary etc.
requiretelephone number,
Box
319R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Minnesota station wants announcer
with first class license. Must be able
to type. Good salary. Good opportunity
for right man to earn extra money
selling.
Box 780R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Do impersonations famous stars, Crosby, Bugs Bunny, etc. Fast flowing adlib on DJ, amusing, easy to take commercials. Cueing gimmicks. Box 804R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Have immediate opening — Combo announcer-engine r. Send tape and complete details with first letter. Box 817R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted neer.
— Combination
announcer-engiAccent on announcing.
Salary
excellent and commensurate with
ability. Excellent working conditions.
Congenial staff and fine climate. Opportunity for advancement. Want dependable permanent man. Box 844R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Morning man with emphasis on strong
DJ shows. New studio daytime indie,
good Michigan market. UHF applied
for. Company owns two AM stations
and filing for third. Better than averagetions
opportunities
and income.
Audireturned. Replies
confidential.
Box
860R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted — Announcer with first class
license for staff work at Virginia
station. Salary based on ability and
experience.
Box 865R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Two announcers. Top salary. Only
those sending
photo BROADCASTING
and audition con-.
sidered. Box 873R,
TELECASTING.
Wanted immediately — Three topflight
all-round announcers for new Southern clear channel independent. Send
salary requirements, references and
tape atING . TELECASTING.
once. Box 875R, BROADCASTIf
a "combo"
man into
and would
likeyoua are
chance
to break
sales,
here's an excellent opportunity for
the
man. anWe'll
give you toa good
base right
pay plus
opportunity
earn
extra money in sales. Work the board,
work sales and service. Contact Bill
Baumgarten, Radio Station KBLF,
Red Bluff, California.
Wanted immediately — Top newsman to
gather, edit and deliver local news and
edit and deliver AP news. New Southern clear
salaryor requirements,channel.
references Send
and tape
contact
Randall McCarrell, Radio Station
KBWL, Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Wanted:
announcer
progressive Staff
independent,
contactfor Manager,
KCFH, Cuero, Texas.
Announcer-engineer must be good announcer. Start $80.00 a week, excellent
living
conditions. KTNM, Tucumcari,
New Mexico.
Combo man, first phone. $350. for good
announcer. Call or wire KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Quality rienced.
announcer.
be expeLooking for Must
permanent
man.
Send tape, complete details first letter,
WCPS, Tarboro, North Carolina.
Immediately need combination announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing. Daytime independent requiring
good
voice
first classGoodlicense. No drifters oranddrinkers.
salary starting with advancement.
WFGN, Gaffney, South Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer for 1
kw independent. Send disc or tape and
gia.
picture
to WFPM, Fort Valley, GeorProgressive Midwest 1 kw station has
a position for good nouncer-copywriter.
combination
anHeavy on copywriting. $60.00 a week to start. Raise
in immediate future. Send replies by
mail to Jim Hildebrand, c/o WTIM,
Taylorville, Illinois.
Sports recording,
announcer. photo,
$70.00-$75.00
Send
letter. weekly.
WVOT,
Wilson, North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Immediate opening for man with ideas.
Ability rience.
more watt
important1
than expetopnotch staff. 1,000Must
beindependent,
content in small
community.
DJ,
news
and
sports.
Contact Don Jteed, Program Director,
WWYO, Pineville, West Virginia, by
letter or phone immediately.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination man for 1000 watt Michigan station. First class license required.
Technical experience unnecessary. Accent on announcing.
Box 876R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Looking for top announcers, engineers,
copy writers
for work
our stations.
Sendphoto.
William Blizzard
history,
Southeastern
Broadcasting
System,
Cordele, Ga.
Wanted — Two combo men and one
straight announcer for new North
Carolina daytimer. Good salary. Write
full details to P. O. Box 641, Rock
Hill, South Carolina.
Experienced announcer, top newscaster,
DJ, program
producer
with Apply
authoritative commercial
delivery.
only
if worth minimum $75.00 weekly and
send tape, reference names, experience.
Box 1056,
Twin Falls, Idaho. 5000 watt
NBC
affiliate.
Technical
Transmitter engineer, single. Some exOhio. Pleasant
working con- •
ditions.perience.
Box 803R,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First class transmitter engineer, with
car. No experience. Hundred miles
from New York. Box 822R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted
immediately
— First
stand transmitter watch
36 tophone
40 hoursto
weekly. State salary required and furnish reference. Contact Randall McCarrell, Radio Station KBWL, Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Nebraska. First class engineer wanted
for chief engineer position at KCOW,
Alliance, Nebraska. Job mainly technical.nouncing.
Opportunity
limited
an$325.00 per for
month,
40 hour
week.
Transmitter engineer wanted to fill immediate opening. Five thousand watt
MBS-IMN affiliated. Car necessary.
KLO, Ogden, Utah.
Engineer wanted. KOPR, Butte, Mon
tana. Car necessary.
Wanted — nouncer.Combination
engineer-anFirst ticket necessary.
Send
details, availability to Wm. T. Kemp,
KVWO, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
First class
announcer-engineer,engineer
immediate oropening.
WBHP,
Hunts ville, Alabama.
First class engineer. No experience required. Write WCBT, Roanoke Rapids,
North Carolina.
Chief engineer and two combination
engineer-announcers needed for new
radio station opening soon. Contact J.
W.
Jacobs, Jr., WDUN, Gainesville,
Georgia.
Engineer — First phone, no experience
necessary. Progressive station. Better
than average opportunity. Position now
open. Write or call Radio Station
WGRO, Bay City, Michigan.
First class operator or combo immediately. WJOY, Burlington, Vermont,
centrally located. Beautiful summer,
winter. Rush references, background,
salary requirements.
Need first-phone man for transmitter
shift. $60.00 for forty hours. Write or
call Nick Yalowey, WNLK, Norwalk,
Connecticut.
Engineer experienced in station maintenance, studio transmitter and mobile
operation. 40-hour week. Salary, cost
of living bonus. Position available imSend photo,
letter toof WSRS,
application andmediately.
salary
expected
Cleveland 18, Ohio.
First phone; transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted,, ^combination engineer - anfulltime
announcer,
and
newsman nouncerfor"plus NBC
affiliate
soon under
construction. For details write WMAM,
Marinette, Wisconsin.
Engineer with first class license capof taking station.
over chief's
250
watt able
network
Write job
full in
qualifications, availability and salary requested to: Gustave Nathan, Radio Station WWCO, Waterbury, Connecticut.
First class engineer, no experience
required. Will train for combination
work in 1,000 watt independent. Rush
full details to P. O. Box 50. New
Iberia, Louisiana.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
girl copywriter.
Man's
pay
for man-size
job Pennsylvania
independent.
Time
available
for
an's program. Send sample copywomand
photo.
Box 278R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
News editor to take complete charge
of news department. Heavy local news
coverage. Must have authoritative delivery. Better than average opportunity and income. Aggressive station
with TV application. Expanding company. fidential.
Auditions
returned.
Replies con- .
Box 861R,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Copywriter-announcer wanted at California kilowatt in metropolitan market. Send full details to Program Director,California.
KGMS, Hotel Senator, Sacramento,
Fulltime copywriter wanted who likes
to
copy and announcer
doesn't feelor he
or
she write
is man.
a Must
frustrated
saleshave two years solid
copy
experience and must know merchandising, all types business, in town of
13,000. A copywriter is an important
person at our station and we are
willing to pay for a good one. Interview necessary. Contact KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.
Television
Salesmen
TV applicant in beautiful, preferred
Midwestern city with fine schools,
churches and universities, is now accepting applications for TV personnel.
State fully your experience, age, salary
requirements
and qualifications
other information concerning your
for
the following positions: Cameraman,
film projectionist, writing, announcing, production, stage management.
Particularly
in TV personnel serving interested
in junior capacities
who
can develop into department directors.
Box
862R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Time salesman for television station in
Southeast. Old established outfit. TV
experience desirable but not necessary.manIf you're
a radio
who thinks
and newspaper
will work salesdiligently, you can sell TV. Character and
references
must
be
tops
to
be
a
member of our staff. If interested please
give complete history of yourself and
your sales experience. Every detail is
important
to work
us. We
man
who
wants to
with want
us andthebecome
a citizen of our fine and growing city.
Excellent climate, schools, churches,
cultural atmosphere, colleges. $100.
weekly and commission. We want our
account executives to make $6,500. and
up. Send small photo. Box 678R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Television station in highly competitive Ohio city will add one salesman
to present mission
staff.
Remuneration
combasis with
adequateon draw.
Looking for aggressive salesman now
workingdress allininquiries
radio or
Adto television.
sales manager,
WTVN, Columbus, Ohio.
Announcers
Announcer-television — Television experience not essential. Send educational
background, photograph and tape. Box
ING.
827R, BRADCASTING . TELECASTTechnical
Northeastmediate
indie
opening TV
for applicant
engineer, has
with im-or
without experience. Opportunity in
sales.
Box 764R, BROADCASTING f
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming , Others
Continuity writer for television station
in Southeast. Established newspaperowned station. TV experience desirable but not requisite. Must be able
to plan video material as well as
audio. Ability as artist helpful but
not necessary.
Give complete
informa-in
tion on background
and references
applying. Also furnish small photo.
State salary requirements. Box 679R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Broadcaster (40) with sixteen years
experience
management,
public relationsin and
consultantsales,
capacity
desires connection as manager with
established medium-size station in
warmer climate. He has the best of
references, is well known in industry,
respected family man, sober, energetic,
good salesman and competent executive. Good management means profitable operation. It can be yours. Write
Box
799R,
CASTING. BROADCASTING . TELEMature trative
woman
post oras manager.
adminisassistantseeks
to PD
Wide experience all phases AM and
TV. Excellent references. Box 851R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcers
Experienced announcer, first class
ticket, good selling voice, prefer West.
Box
747R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer. Good voice, control board
operator. Ambitious, conscientious and
willing. Available immediately. Box
759R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTAnnouncer, experienced all phases.
Sober, married,
Desirestation.
permanent positionveteran.
in regional
Disc, references. No South please. Box
784R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-DJ, 4 years experience,
single, veteran, 25, some TV. Box 818R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Hillbilly DJ, character or straight. 6
years experience. Musician. Prefer
large Southern
city. Box 832R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer, disc jockey, control board
operator, salary secondary. Wish
chance to display ability, love for
business. Not adverse to small community. Box 837R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Good staff man — Smooth commercial
delivery, can do play-by-play. Wants
job with sports-minded station. Can
operate board. Single. Disc and photo.
Box 840R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced combo man with first
phone desires permanent position in
medium market, go anywhere for good
community living. Box 841R, BROAD CASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer, first class license, above
average newscaster, married. South
preferred. Box 848R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Recent radio school graduate seeks
staff announcing position. Can operate
board. Single, disc on request. Box
850R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Experienced woman broadcaster; AM,
TV background. Best references. Box
853R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer — Solid staff personality.
Some sports. 2 years experience. Suburban Chicago. Well qualified, veteran,
married. $60.00 minimum. Box 854R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Newscaster. Mature radio personality
twenty-five
yearsstations,
with two
progressive Midwestern
desires
new
connection as newscaster. Conscientious, reliable, excellent references.
Box 855R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer,
veteran.
Light over
on experience. Some
experience
New
York stations. Beautiful resonant
voice. Disc available. Box 856R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer, college degrees, strong on news, reliable,
married. Box 849R, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
How about it? Beginner announcerdisc jockey.
Single,
veteran.
I'm willing, are you?CASTING •TELECASTING.
Write Box
866R, BROADStaff announcer-DJ, strong news, 25,
single, veteran. 2 years experience.
Available now. Personal interview,
Ohio, West Virginia, Western Pennsylvania
preferred. Box 867R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer. First phone. ExDeep full
Prefer telephone perienced.
audition.
Tapevoice.
available.
Box
874R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Used but still durable announcer-farm
director. rience.Independent,
network
expe30, single. Prefer
Northeast.
Available 2 weeks notice. Full information on request. Harold Andrews,
West Paris, Maine.
Experienced
staff announcer.
anywhere. Available
now. Call GoWGAA,
Cedartown,
Georgia.
Phone
777.
Harry
Baldwin.
Announcer - control board operator.
Versatile, married, draft exempt. Desires settling
community.
mediatelysmall
available. Resume,
disc, Imon
request.
Mel
Bennett,
193-04
Station
Road, Flushing, New York.
Announcer available — Mature voice, all
phases of operations.
on commercials, news. GoodStrong
writer-board
man. Experienced New York City independents.disc,
Married, tape
sober,on draft
exempt. Resume,
request.
Randy Case, 1704 Suydam Street,
Brooklyn 37, New York.
Recently cation
discharged
loin Illinois,veteran
Iowa, desires
Missouri.
Strong on personality DJ and news.
Experienced staff and special events.
Presently
married,
able.employed,
Tom Dunblazier,
730dependSouth
Church, Brookhaven, Mississippi.
Announcer - engineer. First phone.
Draft exempt. Up to 10 kw exp. Strong
news,
sports.
Will Avenue,
travel. William
Rogel, 1275
Grant
New York,
New York. Jerome 6-5127.
Announcer: experienced, all consolesnetworks. Fine quality. Auditions on
request. Leeds Scofield, 3340 81st Street,
Jackson Heights, New York.
Announcer, disc jockey, control board
operator. Reliable, married, draft exempt. Willmunity.
travel,
settle in small
comSome experience.
Versatile,
adaptable. References, resume, disc on
request. John Skripko, 11 Washington
Street, Yonkers, New York.
Technical
Engineer experienced chief maintedesign. Box 794R, BROADCASTING . nance
TELECASTING.
Highly qualified engineer seeking permanent position progressive broadcasting or TV station as engineering head.
Fifteen years experience all phases of
design, construction, management,
operation and maintenance. Top salary
details upon re--.
required.
quest.
Box Complete
823R, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First class ticket. 2 months intensive
experience with tapes and records.
Box 824R, BROADPresently employed.
CASTING •TELECASTING.
First class engineer, 5 months expestraight engirience desiresallposition
neering. State first letter. Available
now.
Box
825R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Engineer. Graduate of RCA. 3 months
experience with directionalandarray.
stuat transmitter
Desiresdio. work
STING .
Box CAST
836R,
BROADCA
ING.
TELE
Engineer — First phone, experienced
recordtransmitter, console, remotes,
car. Box 864R, BROADing. 26, single,
CASTING .TELECASTING.
e. 3 years
First phone, no experienc
and radio.
technical training in TV broadcast
ing
with
Desires position
STING .
ING.
870R, BROADCA
station. BoxCAST
TELE

years experience.
Chief engineer, sevenmainten
Can
Construction and CP. South,ance.
Southeast
from
build station
ASTING
BROADC
871R,
Box
.
NG.
preferred
STI
ECA
. TEL
Available immediately: engineer, eight
r-remotes-studio, first
transmitte
years license,
car. Permanent. $75.00.
class
206 Furman Street, SyraMr. Engineer,
cuse, New York, 75-8913.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer, eight years experience, iVz
present job 5 kw directional, IV2 years
combo. Want permanent employment
as chief. Prefer Northwest. Ben Lockerd, 1916 7th Avenue South, Great
Falls, Montana. Phone 2-7844.
Transmitter operator. First license,
considerable broadcast experience.
Single, move anywhere. References.
Please specify requirements. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 891, Denver 1, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director: experience: station
experience from 250 to 50,000 watt as
program director, manager, announcer,
continuity director. Network and agency experience over NBC and ABC.
Will furnish highest references from
past and present affiliations. Presently
program director of leading station and
regional network.
Box 650R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Program director: college graduate,
three years experience. Excellent
ideas, smooth programming. Superb
knowledge
of music. Presently emTELECASTING.
ployed. Box 761R, BROADCASTING •
News director 50 kw station seeks job
in market over 100,000. Box 807R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Continuity
wants employed.
offer! Experienced andman
presently
25,
single, veteran and ambitious! Writes
copy that sells. Wants opening with
first class operation. All replies promptly acknowledged!
Box 819R, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
No more Northern winters . . . want
permanent warm climate job before
getting snowed in. Journalism Degree
plus 4 years
experience
newsreferences.
and continuity writing.
Excellent
CASTING^
Box 839R, BROADCASTING . TELECopywriter. Solve your copy problem
with a really good man. Stable, highly
experienced.
Box 846R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Skilled copywriter; experienced AM
and TV; Excellent references. Box
ING.
852R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTUpper Midwest radio-TV personality'
desires bining
permanent
staff position
production, public
relations comand
air work in both media. 18 years radio,
3ING^
years TV. Excellent references. Box
857R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTSales-conscious PD. Experienced: programming, continuity, overall station
operation.
references, back- .
TELECASTING.
ground.Excellent
Box 858R, BROADCASTING
Newsman: Journalism Degree. 3V2 years
good experience with emphasis on
local coverage. Write, air and gather.
Currently employed. Wants position
with progressive station. Box 869R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Newsroom wanted for capable writer
with
good grad
background.
25, vet,
journalism
and will He's
give you
full
details immediately! Box 872R, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Television
Managerial
Attention television applicants! Complete key staff of 8 including general
manager now available. Combined experience of 107 years. If interested
write Box 826R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Technical
Major network engineer, six years experience. TV-AM production. Young,
married, desires responsible position
with new TV station in smaller city.
References. Ralph McElroy, Room 100,
NBC, Hollywood, California.
Production-Programming , Others
TV — Anywhere. Bright gal with best
radio experience, some in theater and
TV. College graduate. Currently scripter, key station. Seek opportunity as
TV program aide. Box 767R, BROADCASTING dependable
. TELECASTING.
Ambitious
gal presently- in
radio, familiar with all phases of this
medium. Would you give me my start
in television? Box 828R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Television experience: director continuity,
programming. ability.
Radio background:
PD. Unusual
Staff,
supervisory.
Box
859R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Eager to utilize four years radio experience inCollege
any graduate,
phases of
production.
22, TV
married,
4F. Presently employed Southeast, but
will willingly relocate. References. Box
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST829R,
For Sale
Stations
Midwest station, AM-FM, 1 kw metropolitan market. Desirable location.
Monthly netCASTING .$2,000.
Box 549R, BROADTELECASTING.
California: Located in best town in
state. No competition. Gross around
$80,000. 250 w independent. Box 815R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Midwest clusive
— Very
Exmarket.profitable
Principalsdaytime.
only. Cash.
Owner retiring.
Box
845R,
BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Western and Midwestern stations. Independents, affiliates. All prices. Jack
L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles 29, California.
Equipment, etc.
250 watt General Electric AM transmitter. Operates and looks like new.
Has been completely overhauled and
refinished. Complete with one set
tubes. $2,400.00.
Box 808R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
For sale: One RCA 50 kw transmitter
type abreast
5A-50B. of Has
been requirements
modified to
keep
the rigid
of the FCC. If in need of a well kept
high power radio transmitter, here is
your bargain. You make an offer. Your
inspection of facility will be welcome.
Box
835R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Will sell at small discount a new RCA
TG-1A sync generator complete and
astudio
new RCA
TK-30A
chain with
control
and camera
field camera
type
MI-26010 complete. Contact Frank C.
Carman, Radio Station KUTA, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Collins 42A 250 watt antenna tuning
unit,
waterproof
— No.
16 andmetal
No. 18
shielded housing
pair hookup
wire. All new. Dalton Sanders, Engineer, KWFC, Hot Springs, Arkansas.
440
feet,
diameter
rigid sections,
coaxial
transmission3y8line
in 22 feet
51.5 ohm. 3 elbows 90 degrees, 2 end
seals and
1 gastype
barrier.
tions Products
506. Communica18 insulated
hangers, 15 uninsulated hangers. Sale
price complete $2,000 FOB Mobile,
Alabama. Contact WABB, 304 Government Street, Mobile, Alabama.
For sale: 200 feet of Andrew type 450
coaxial cable % x 51.5 ohms. For price
and additional information write: A.
S.
Alexander, WMAM, Marinette, Wisconsin.
One kw AM transmitter (used less
than oneconsole
year) with
type desk
XT-I-A.
4XTIAI,
type Model
BC3A
GE.
3
kw
FM
transmitter
type
BT-3A
also modulation and frequency monitors
and monitor amplifier, jack strip and
rack.
500 feet
3V8" becoaxconsidered.
in good
condition.
Termsof will
North Dakota Broadcasting Company,
51-161.
Box 1712, Minot, North Dakota. Phone
16mm Houston processing machine.
Model K1A. Like new. List $5,500. Bargain at $3,500. Camera Equipment Co.,
1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted — Used transmitter for standby. tion.
250 orBox 62fiR,
1000 watt
in good condi-.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
CASTING.
Equipment wanted: Complete for 1
kw station including a 300 foot tower.
Box 833R, BROADCASTING . TELEWanted: Pulse operated FM receivers,
prefer REL 720. State conHOv. »a.c.
ING
TELECASTING.
dition, price. Box 842R, BHOADCASTWanted to buy: RCA FM four section
or .John-50
RCAnominal
pylon antenna.
standard
400 feet 1%
son iso-coupler.
ohm transmission line. Box 8S3R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Wanted: 5 kw AM transmitter, late
model, standard make. Also 250 to
1000 w FM transmitter and antenna.
KREM, Spokane, Washington.
Need 5 kw transmitter in good condition net over ten years old. Also dual
or single channel console in good condition, both commercial. Air mail inrmation to W. D'Orr146Cozzens,
mountain foNetwork,
South InterMain
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Miscellaneous
Young, vigorous and experienced personnel interested in contacting someone who is willing to invest in Midwestern AM station. Great potential
revenue. Box 834R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
I am interested in investing up to
$1,000.00 in small AM-FM station. State
type of agreement desired. Box 843R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement broadcast crystals for Bliley, Western Electric, RCA holders,
etc., fastest service. Also monitor and
frequency measuring service. Eidson
Electronic Co., Temple, Texas, phone
3-3901.
FCC
first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and correspondence
available. Grantham Radio License
School, 6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California.
Employment Service
;
<
<
'
1
1
i
i
i

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General Commercial and Program Managers;
Chief Engineers, Disc Jockeys
and other specialists. Delays are
costly; tell us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV &. Radio Management Consultants
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.
Help Wanted
Managerial
MANAGER
Manager for new Station WXOK now
building in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. You
must agerhave
a background
station
manor commercial
manageras and
a proven
record of successful selling in a market of
at least 75,000. This is a good paying job
for
hard how
working
operator
who aknows
to sellaggressive
in a competitive
market. You will be supported by a tested
and proven pattern of successful operation
aswitha member
"The Orleans,
OK Group"
WBOK ofNew
and together
KAOK
Lake Charles,
Louisiana.
You
an op-on
portunity to make real moneyhavebased
your results. You will receive a good base
salary plus an over-ride on gross sales.
We want a manager capable of running
the
entirea station
operation
all
we want
real salesman
who butcan above
and will
produce cellentbusiness.
Unless
you
have
an
exsales record which will stand close
inspection do not apply. Write or phone
giving full details of your sales experience,
education,
business
and your
earningbackground,
record fortotal
the billpast
fcur ingyears.
Apply
—
Stanley
W.
Ray,
Jr.,
Manager,
Station WBOK, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
TWO NEGRO DISC JOCKEYS
We
need
colored . disc
jockeys
with abilitytwoforambitious
a new station
. . WXOK
. . . now
being
built
in
Baton
Rouge,
siana. One must be a wild, frantic jive Louitype
wit, imagination
towithhitquick
a commercial
hard. He and
musttheknowability
his
race music
and be capable of entertaining a
studio
audience.
The
disc without
jockey must
intelligent,
smoothothertalker
accentbe inan his
speech,
capable
ofhave
ad-lib
and selling
a commercial.
He must
a
thorough
knowledge
of
spiritual and gospel music with proper reverence
for this type of program.
Both menmotion.will
supported
proYou willbe beheavily
associated
with with
the same
owners who developed the nationally famous
"Okey Dokey" and "Honeyboy" Hardy of
"Bubber" Lutcher
ofWBOK,
KAOK,NewLakeOrleans;
Charles,andLouisiana.
Salary will be based on experience, ability and
knowhow. Send letter giving complete details
of yourment andexperience,
education,
earning record
for thepresent
last twoemployyears.
Send audition
disc
of
program
you
gether with a recent photograph. prefer toWrite Stanley
W. Ray,Louisiana.
Jr., Manager, Station
WBOK,
New Orleans,

► CKAC, Montreal's first French
language station, has celebrated
its 30th anniversary by carrying
some 50 special programs. Feature
of the celebration was a program
produced in Hollywood, presenting
a number of film stars.
► NEALE V. BAKKE, sales manager, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee,
was honored by fellow employes
Oct. 16 at a surprise party marking
his 25th anniversary with the Milwaukee Journal, owned by the Journal Co., which also is licensee of
WTMJ-AM-TV. Walter J. Damm,
vice president-general manager of
radio for the Journal Co., presented Mr. Bakke with a 25-year medal.

Television
Managerial
EXPERIENCED
TV EXECUTIVE to
take
of UHF
in process
gettingcharge
on air.
Must station
be college
graduateof
and experienced in all executive phases of
TV. Excellent opportunity for man now
working as assistant manager or second
man in a TV station. Give complete record, salary
expected
start BROADCASTand references
in first
letter.
Box to789R,
ING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Television
Managerial
WANT TV SALES
MANAGER?
Competent sales executive (31) 5 years
local
nationalmarket
sales. TVExperience
includesandmiddle
station
and leading
national
tele Box
representative. Wire cr write
820R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Technical
COLLEGE GRADUATE RADIO ENGINEER with knowledge and experience in
TV for UHF license, excellent opportunity
for thoroughly trained and competent young
man. Give step-by-step story of record,
references and starting salary expected.
Box 790R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted
Managerial

TELEVISION
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

MEMO — October, 1952
To: Station Owners — TV
From: Topnotch Radio-TV Executive
Subject: Your future profits
I helped put major metropolitan
problem station in the black against
heavi3st compe;hion past three years.
Can do the same for you. 13 years
broadcast manasement accent on
sales. Programs, publit relations, operations, personnel, federal laws. Can
carry tougS
multlp'eRo^arlan
fond. Best
York
references.
and New
Elk.
Family man. A?e 39. In?eres;ed hardhitting new opercrtlon or older one
needing new fire power. Scrary range
$10,000- "520X00 and/or bonus override.
insu'ries confidential.
Box
730R, All
BROADCASTING
. TELECAST-

|
I
i
\

j
j;
I
|
ING. 1

Three years practical experience all phases of television.
Mature family man. Invaluable, diversified background in
television, radio and motion
pictures. Now employed in one
of nation's largest and most
profitable television operations.
Thorough knowledge of programming and production. Can
help set up new commercial
television station. Top references. Desire opportunity to
associate with new organization
in a top position where my
experience will be of greater
value. Box 816R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sa!e

WEST

MISS WEST

COAST

890.000.00
Profitable independent in rich
single station market. Showing
consistent increases. Financing
arranged.
Appraisals

A very successful independent
operation with a real growth
record. Beautiful market. Cash
and accounts receivable included. Liberal financing.

• Negotiations

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON

• Financing

•

October 27, 1952

Television broadcast antenna, 3 bay,
RCA model TF3A, available immediately. Tuned to channel 5, suitable for channels 4, 5 and 6. Also,
74' Ideco triangular tower. Contact
Chief Engineer, KEYL, San Antonio, Texas.
Miscellaneous

COMPANY

RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V. Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Tribune
Tower
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
Page 94

Equipment, etc.

WHO
WBTV's
562 PAINTED
FOOT TOWER?
J. M. HAMILTON &CO.
PAINTING . MAINTENANCE
ERECTION . SKILLED WORKMEN
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432 Gastonia, N. C.
1736 Columbia Rd.. N. W.. Wash.. D. C.

► WGH Newport News, Va., on
Oct. 19 celebrated its 24th anniversary. When the station first went
on the air — with a small soapbox
transmitter — its call letters were
WNEW. They were changed
shortly thereafter when the area
began its "World's Greatest Harbor" campaign. Edward E. Bishop,
who helped organize the station 24
years ago, is vice president-general
manager.
► JACK HOLDEN has marked his
21st anniversary of continuous
service as an announcer with WLS
Chicago. Mr. Holden emcees several portions of the National Barn
Dance and the Magic Harp series
on School Time, award-winning
educational feature. For three
years, he wrote and enacted the
title role on Tom Mix, a network
children's serial.
► JOE SCHERTLER, auditor,
Westinghouse station KEX-AMFM Portland, Ore., was awarded
a Westinghouse 15-year service
pin a fortnight ago. Mr. Schertler
in 1929 joined Westinghouse at
East Pittsburgh. Mr. Schertler is
serving his third year as secretary-treasurer ofthe Oregon State
Broadcasters' Assn.
► GEORGE CUSHING on Oct. 12
served as moderator of the 500th
weekly broadcast of the WJR Detroit forum program, In Our Opinion. During its history, the program carried all levels of opinion on a wide variety of subjects.
Moderator Cushing, also a WJR
vice president, has interviewed
senators, bishops, governors, scientists, farmers, clowns and even
derelicts, WJR reports. Programs
are conducted without a prepared
script.
► TENTH year of continuous
sponsorship of the News With
Henry Gladstone program on WOR
New York (Sun., 10-10:15 a.m.
EST) by A. Goodman & Sons Inc.,
New York., makers of noodles,
macaroni and other products, was
celebrated throughout last week.
WOR used newspaper space to
salute the sponsor and Goodman
reciprocated for the station.
► CBS Radio's Mr. Keen, Tracer of
Lost Persons, sponsored by Liggett
& Myers Tobacco Co., and American Chicle Co., will mark its 10th
anniversary on its Friday broadcast (8-8:30 p.m.).
S> NBC-TV's Kukla, Fran and Ollie
celebrated its fifth anniversary
Oct. 12, and RCA its fifth year as
a sponsor of the program. Burr
Tillstrom, show's creator, and
members of the troupe, aired their
first regular TV program on
WBKB Chicago, Oct. 13, 1947, with
RCA as a sponsor. Show is now
seen on 47 stations.
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< CBS PETITION
Presented on WBKB

Status

PLANS COLOR SETS
Sylvania to Be Ready
COLOR television receivers will be
placed on the market in limited
numbers by Sylvania Electric Co.
in late 1954 if FCC approves a
compatible system, John K. McDonough, new general manager of
the company's radio and television
division, told a news conference
Wednesday.

fCC roundu
p
FEAR that its purchase of WBKB
New
Grants,
Transfers, Changes, Application*
(TV) Chicago might be "fouled" by
Zenith Radio Corp. petitions — if and
when the FCC approves ABC-United Paramount Theatres merger —
SUMMARY THROUGH Pending
OCTOBERHearing
23
caused CBS last week to petition
box score
the Commission to (1) deny the
Licensed
CPs
On Air
Zenith petitions or (2) put condiAppls.
57998
FM
He said the sets would be manu241
AM
131
313
2,358
tions on the WBKB license if and
TV
73
22
5
622
factured along the lines suggested
2,340
when its transfer to CBS is apIll
177
by the National Television Systems
In
proved.
Committee, an industry-wide group
* Filed since April 14 of which 82 have been granted.
f Situation is outgrowth of fact
89
working on the development of a
that WBKB license, which CBS
compatible color system acceptable
WROK
SALE
seeks to purchase for $6 million,
to the FCC. Production would beFor Television Grants and
FCC Approves Merger
, may - be in jeopardy because of
Applications,
see
page
64.
gin at the division's Buffalo plant
Zenith petitions asking for (1)
THREE-MILLION dollar sale of by mid-1953 to be ready for districomparative hearing on Channel
bution late in 1954, he added. AnWROK-AM-FM Rockford, 111., and
2, and (2) declaratory ruling on
associated
newspapers,
involving
nouncement of Mr. McDonough's
Non-Docket Action . . .
the status of Channel 2 in Chicago.
promotion from general sales man884* now
merger of three corporations
TRANSFER
GRANT
ager to general manager was made
Under the terms of FCC's Sixth
controlled by Albert G. Simms, to
WROK-AM-FM Rockford, 111. — FCC
Order and Report, WBKB was
a new corporation controlled by by Arthur L. Chapman, vice presigranted
transfer
of
control
from
Rockordered to move from Channel 4 ford Bcstrs. Inc. (Albert G. Simms,
dent. The new general manager
F. Kenneth Todd, was approved
et al.), to Ken-Mar Co. for $3,017,543.
to Channel 2. Zenith, however, has
predicted
sale of at least 6 million
last
Thursday
by
the
FCC.
Price includes Rockford Star and Regisa Channel 2 application pending,
television sets in 1953 and 7 milter-Republic. Principals in transfer
The
sale
involves
merger
of
Wininclude F. Kenneth Todd (43»,fe%), genlion in both 1954 and 1955.
and insists it has a right to a comeral manager of Rockford Star and
nebago Newspapers Inc. with Rockparative hearing with WBKB for Register-Republic; F. Ward Just (39%),
ford
Consolidated
Newspapers
Inc.
general manager of Waukegan (111.) and Republic Co. of Rockford.
that channel.
News-Sun; William M. Layman (10%),
and L. C. Miller
(See story,
Calls For Transfer
Stock owned by Rockford Broadthis page.) Granted Oct. 23.
SHIPLEY PETITION
casters Inc., which in turn was
Agreement with WBKB owners
Asks WNBW Renewal Hearing
owned
by
Rockford
Consolidated
calls for transfer of a "regular
Nsw Application . . .
Newspapers,
is
being
transferred
PROTEST was filed with FCC last
AM APPLICATION
license" to CBS, network's petito the Ken-Mar Co., which Mr.
week by Carl L. Shipley, attorney
tion pointed out. Because of ZeKnoxville, Tenn. — Marvin I. ThompTodd controls. He will own 43^ %
nith contentions WBKB may not
for Betty Lou Summers, against
son, quests
1921 800Natchez
St.,
Knoxville.
Rekc, 1 kw daytime; antenna
interest in the new company. Mr.
have a "regular license" to transheight 270 ft. Estimated cost about Todd was general manager of the renewal of the license of WNBW
$83,413 (book value of WIBK Knoxville,
fer to CBS if and when approval
(TV) Washington, NBC 0 & O TV
Rockford Consolidated Newspapers,
property
of which
Mr. Thompto merger and subsequent sale of physical
outlet, on charges that the station
son proposes
to buy
at book
value).
the Star and the Register-Republic,
Estimated first year operating expense
WBKB to CBS is given, CBS said.
promised the winner of a contest
revenue
indicated.
Mr. Thompbefore the merger-sale.
on one of its shows $4,000 to $5,000
If a merger of ABC and UPT is and son
was 50% not
owner
of WIBK
(license
Other
stockholders
include
F.
for which was denied by FCC, see B.T,
in prizes, then refused to keep its
approved, the new company must
Oct. 20), and is 50% owner of Freemar
Ward Just, William M. Layman
relinquish one Chicago TV station
Co. (radio
station
promotion).
Knoxville. Filed Oct. 17.
and L. C. Miller. Mr. Just, who
Mrs. Summers said she won the
promise.
— since ABC already owns WENRwill own 39% interest, is general
TV there. This is in line with the
contest by distributing 20,000 post
manager of the Waukegan (111.)
cards and having individuals mail
FCC's duopoly rules, which forbid
Neivs-Sun.
FCC Actions
the same owner having more than
them to the station in the form of
Walter M. Koessler, general mansingle station in the same compopularity votes for her, acting on
(Continued from page 91)
ager of the ABC affiliate, will re' munity.
the advice of Igna Rundvold, who
main
with
the
station.
from 1570 kc, 250 w-D to 1290 kc, 500
w-D.
conducted the show. The protest
Possiblity of legal hassle with
Although the sale price includes
also charged Eugene E. Juster,
WBKB was also raised by CBS.
Change DA
both newspaper and radio properWNBW manager, with writing a
KCJB Minot, S. D. — CP to make
CBS said it does not want to pay
changes in DA to accommodate TV ant.
ties, and does not indicate the ex- "smear" letter against Mrs. Sum$6 million for the right to a comact value of either property, the
mers to the FCC. The Juster let' parative hearing with Zenith.
October 23 Decisions . . .
balance sheet of WROK shows curter was in reply to an earlier comIn outlining legal reasons for
rent assets of $176,544 and total
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
plaint filed with the Commission
denying the Zenith petitions, CBS
License Renewals
assets of $390,227. It has current
by
Mr.
Shipley in the case. The
referred to the Lancaster case and
Following were granted renewal of liabilities of $22,722.
new petition asks hearing on the
for regular period:
its implications to the Chicago sit- licenses
WROK
is
on
1440
kc
with
1
kw
WNBW renewal, granted by FCC
KBYE Dallas, Tex.; KSTL St. Louis,
uation. In the Lancaster situation,
Mo.; WPIK Alexandria, Va.; KBUH
on Sept. 24.
daytime, 500 w night.
Tremonton, Utah; WWEZ New Orleans,
the Commission ordered WGALTV to change from Channel 4 to La.; KWGB Goodland, Kans.
Channel 8, but because WLAN Lancaster was an applicant for ChanNBS Study
nel 8, the FCC set both for comSTUDY of TV long-distance sig, I parative hearing [B»T, Sept. 22].
nals indicates that reception 200
If FCC does not deny Zenith pe- to 500 miles from transmitting
titions, or if Zenith takes denials
station is troposphere propagation
'P* W
BMI
to court and a court decision is still and mostly in channels 7 to 13,
JntU
pending, CBS asked that the Comwhereas 500 to 1,500 mile recepmission state in its order approving
tion is Sporadic E reflections,
the transfer of WBKB to CBS that:
SAY YOU'LL WAIT FOR ME
mainly in channels 2 to 6. That is
• . . such license or permit will be conclusion of Ernest K. Smith,
granted subject to agreement between
Published by Hollis
B&K [Balaban & Katz, subsidiary of Central Radio Propagation Lab.
UPT and licensee of WBKB] or its sucGreycessor and CBS for interim operation
engineer, in National Bureau of
On Records: Al Martino— Capitol; Dolores
and subject to being withdrawn if any
license or permit for commercial tele- Standards Report No. 1907 on "The
Sarah
vision broadcasting on vhf
Sy Oliver— Decca; Bill Hayes MGM;
Chicago is granted to some Channel
one other2, Effect of Sporadic E on Television
.
mbia
Colu
—
than CBS as transferee as a result of
Vaughan-Percy Faith
a comparative hearing the right to Reception." Study was based on 456
which is premised, in whole or in part, reports by 103 "spotters" during
on the shift from Channel 4 to Chanperiod May 22 to Sept. 25,
nel 2 directed by the Commission in the
1950.
its Sixth Report and Order.
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Newsmen

Pick Winners

WTVJ

(Continued from page 25)

PLANT

Formal Opening Nov. 5 •
FORMAL opening of the new
WTVJ (TV) Miami television
plant, described as "the finest in
the South," will be held during the
10 days beginning Nov. 5, according to Mitchell Wolfson, president
tion.
and principal owner of the sta-

bership of the new Senate will be
divided?
Average of the answers :
Republicans (now 46) 47
Democrats (now 50, including McMahon seat) 49
Total
96
In the Newsweek poll, the newspaper writers, on the average, gave
the Republicans 46 and the Democrats 50, retaining the status quo.
Almost all the radio-TV newsmen in the B*T poll were consistent in believing that the winning Presidential candidate would
carry his party to victory in the
Senate. Among those predicting
an Eisenhower victory only four
guessed that he would have a
Democratic Senate on his hands.
Among those predicting a Stevenson victory only one thought he
would have a Republican Senate.
Of all the radio-TV newsmen,
17% thought the Senate would be
split 48 to 48 between the parties.
3. How do you think the membership of the new House will be
divided?
Average of the answers:
Republicans (now 202) 211.6
Democrats (now 232) 222.9
Other (now 1)
.5
Total
435

(TV)

The new WTVJ studios are
housed in the Capitol Theatre, built
26 years ago by the Wometco Theatre chain, of which Mr. Wolfson
is head.
The Capitol
was remodeled and two Theatre
stories added
to
its single floor. The first floor ac-^
commodates executive offices, programming, sales and receiving departments and storage and prop
THIS VIEW of new WTVJ television studio shows new equipment which
station claims makes its facilities "the finest in the South." >

TV

TOMORROW

Weaver Speaks
In N. V.

space.
Most of the second floor is occupied by a 68 x 100 ft. studio.
On the third floor are control and
master control rooms, projection
room, maintenance shop and engineering research and engineering
offices. The new building is connected to the former WTVJ building by a third building, 25 x 25 ft.
Size of the new plant and its
equipment will permit WTVJ to
undertake many types of local programming heretofore impossible,
Mr. Wolfson said.

TELEVISION
pictured asandtheculture
primaryin means
of eommunicat'on
of
news, ideas, was
entertainment
the world
of the rcuture
by Sylvester L. Weaver Jr., NBC vice president in charge of radio and
television networks, in a speech at the Manhattan College (New York)
Centennial Symposium
Thursday *
night.
part of the communications sysHe said that "not this Christmas,
tem." Working hand in hand, he
but we hope that by next Christmas
said,
radio
and TV will "offer both
Americans will be able to view the a family attraction
plus the perPope celebrating a Mass from the
sonal services to meet the requireCROSLEY BUYS
ments and wishes of each member
Tarzian Tube Plants
The average of the radio-TV
In a talk that prophesied wonVatican."
family." a television screen
drous developments in all fields of of Hethe envisioned
newsmen's answers and that of the
AS part of an expansion move in
newspaper correspondents in the electronics, Mr. Weaver asserted
usable for showing material re- television
and radio operations, the
corded in the machine from transNewsweek poll were almost iden- that the day will come when teleCrosley
Division
of Avco Mfg. Co.
missions during the night so that
vision will enable people "to attend
tical on this question. Newsweek's
last week purchased the manufacevery
gathering
around
the
Planet
news,
music,
weather,
time
and
newspaper people gave the Repubturing facilities of the tube divithat is significant to you as a hu- features will be available by push
licans 212 seats and the Demosions of Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Batabutton on arising. He added that
crats 223.
man being." He described televivia, 111. The plants manufacture
additional screens will be available
sion as an equalizer that would
television picture and miniature
Again, the radio-TV respondents
eliminate preferential treatment be- in other rooms of the house to receiving
tubes.
to the Broadcasting • Telecastcause of "position, or wealth, or in- "make television follow the radio
John
W.
Craig, vice president of
ing poll felt, for the most part,
pattern of multiple programming,
fluence, or luck."that television will
Avco
and
general
manager of the
that the winning Presidential canHe declared
offering services for each individCrosley Div., said the plants will
didate would have a sympathetic
ual's wants and needs."
be
in
color
and
on
a
"compatible
basis ... so that all sets can view
House. Only four who predicted
aid in "alleviating critical shortOther things-to-come foreseen
ages as they have occurred in the
an Eisenhower victory thought he all shows without change."
by Mr. Weaver were: Electronic
past and will undoubtedly occur in
would have a Democratic House.
equipment
to
answer
your
phone,
Despite the pre-eminence of TV
the future." He noted that during
Only two Stevenson forecasters
in the world of the future, Mr. clean the house, get rid of waste
the month of September shipments
paper,
air
condition
the
house,
cook
thought he would have a Republiof Crosley TV and radio sets were
Weaver voiced confidence that "rathe food, baby-sit, read books or "almost double those for the same
can House.
dio will continue to be an important
papers aloud to you, take down
your orders or diary or thoughts,- month last year."
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., former own- t
open and close doors and keep your
er of the plants, manufactures
house moving along with the sun.
tuners and selenium rectifiers at its
He predicted that advances in
home base in Bloomington, Ind. It
electronic calculators will enable
machines to replace men to do the also owns WTTV (TV) in that city.
drudge thinking and working of the
past in all fields, releasing the in- Gardner
Anniversary
tellectual and physical effort of
those men for other works more
FIFTIETH anniversary celebra
productive and more satisfying."
tion honoring Herbert S. Gardner
Among the "miracles of televiSr., founder and board chairman
sion" that the everyday man will
of Gardner Adv. Co., was held last
experience, as envisaged by Mr.
Weaver, will be a visit to the moon
week at the agency's St. Louis
headquarters. Media, advertiser,
via TV.
Mr. Weaver spoke as substitute
agency, and other industries were
for Joseph H. McConnell, NBC pres- represented at the three-day fete.
TheVoice^/Kansas
ident, who was forced to cancel his
Guests were shown the newly enlarged three-story headquarters
appearance because of a conflicting
in TOPE
K A
WIBW
suite at 915 Olive St.
business appointment.
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Four New

Grants

(Continued from page 63)
■quires the city's only facility in uhf
Channel 62. FCC's city priority
listing shows Frederick receives
■five out-of-town signals at the present time. '
Great Plains' uhf Channel 38
grant is the first facility for
Duluth. Both vhf Channels 3 and 6
are in competitive hearing status
while no bid pends for uhf Channel 32.
i KEPO's grant for vhf Channel
"13 is the third authorization for
El Paso, the earlier grants being
i vhf Channel 4 for KROD-TV and
vhf Channel 9 for KTSM-TV.
Miller C. Robertson, president
and general manager of KEPO,
stated the new TV outlet would be
put on the air as soon as possible.
RCA equipment has been ordered,
be said.
The Commission's order to finalize the allocation of Channel 4 to
Irwin, Pa., will become effective
30 days after publication in the
Federal Register. The proposal to
add the vhf channel to the Pittsburgh area was reported several
weeks ago [B»T, Sept. 1], stem' ming from the suggestion of Pittsburgh Mayor David L. Lawrence.
'In the Sixth Report and Order
finalizing the TV reallocation plan,
FCC refused to add Channel 4 to
Pittsburgh itself because of less
than sufficient co-channel spacing
from Columbus, Ohio.
KQV Pittsburgh earlier announced it will seek Channel 4 at
Irwin.
WLOA Dismissal
FCC also dismissed a petition
by WLOA Braddock, Pa., request'\ing
reconsideration
of Channel
the Sixth4
Report
so as to assign
to Braddock. Both Irwin and Braddock adjoin Pittsburgh. WLOA
has an appeal of the case pending before the U. S. Court of Ap'peals for the District of Columbia.
In proposing to assign uhf Channel 52 to Princeton, Ind., FCC
acted upon petition of M. R. Lankford, licensee of WRAY there.
Comments may be filed by Dec. 2.
' FCC also adopted a memorandum
opinion and order denying the petition of KROW Oakland, Calif.,
requesting the Commission to reconsider the Sixth Report with
frespect to vhf allocations in the
San Francisco area and to recon• sider its action in removing
KROW's pre-freeze TV application from hearing status.
KROW, one of several applicants
to go through the original San
1 Francisco - Oakland comparative
'hearing, asked FCC to restore its
'application to hearing status. The
'■station has an appeal of the Sixth
Report pending in court at San
i Francisco.
The Commission also denied petition of WVJS Owensboro, Ky., for
-waiver of FCC's rules so as to
amend the allocation table now to
BROADCASTING

Commence
mentas ofTarget
Dates and
HERETheareNew
the 78Grantees'
post-thaw new
TV grantees,
last Thursday,
the dates on which they expect to commence operation. Channels authorized, as well as network affiliation where signed, is also given. Four
additional new grants, reported Starting
Friday, are on page 63.
Network
National
Affiliation
Grantee
Ch.
Representative
Date
NBC,
Dumont
KFEL-TV Denver
2
On
Air
Blair
(July 18)
NBC Spot Sales
On Air NBC
KPTV (TV) Portland 27
(Sept. 19)
Free & Peters
On
Air
CBS,
ABC
KBTV (TV) Denver
9
(Oct. 2)
Radio Reps.
Nov. 4
ABC
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
43
Nov. 15 CBS, DuMont
KDUB-TV Lubbock
13
Walker
Nov. 27
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. 4
H-R Reps.
Dec. 1
NBC
Headley-Reed
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 28
Dec.
1
CBS
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa. 61
Dec. 1
Free & Peters
Weed
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H. 9
Late 1952
Petry
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio 49
Meeker
Late 1952
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa. 45
Jan.
1
Avery-Knodel
Forjoe
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 34
Jan. 1
CBS
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67
January.
WEEK-TV Peoria, III. 43
Headley-Reed
January
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn. 43
Pearson
Feb. 1
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb. 12
Feb. 1
WMAC (TV) Massilon, Ohio 23
Headley-Reed
February
Taylor
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex. 4
Taylor
Dec. 1
CBS
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
7
Burn-Smith
Dec. 15
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va. 27
Dec. 17
Forjoe
KDEN (TV) Denver
20
Katz
Dec. 25
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala. 48
Dee.
25
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss. 25
Dec. 25
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa. 73
Late 1952
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. 34
Adam
Raymer Young
Late 1952 CBS
WAFB (TV) Baton Rouge, La. 28
Hollingbery
Late 1952
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass. 55
Late 1952
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 61
March 1
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. 20
Sears
Taylor
March 1
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23
Pearson& Ayer
March
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex. 11
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25
March
Taylor
KGNC-TV Amarillo. Tex. 4
March-April
Pearson
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark. 17
April 15
Blair
McGillvra
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich. 20
April
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa. 20
Boiling
April
Weed
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla. 38
May 1
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass. 46
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa. 55
May
May
.'
Hollingbery
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich. 28
Early 1953
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9
Early 1953
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
49
Early 1953 DuMont
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn. 42
Early 1953
Best
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn. 30
Katz
Early 1953
K HQ-TV Spokane, Wash. 6
Early 1953
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio 73
Early 1953 NBC
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio 27
Early 1953
Raymer
Avery-Knodel
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
10
Early
1953 NBC
Headley-Reed
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio 73
July
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
33
Mid-1953
Headley-Reed
Late 1953
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R. 2
1954
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif. 24
Unknown
Raymer
U. of Southern California,
Unknown
Los Angeles
'28
Mountain
States TV Co.,
Denver
26
Unknown
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn. 49
Unknown
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale,
Fla.
17
Unknown
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III. 39
Unknown
Unknown
KSAC-TV(TV)Manhattan,
*8
WPTV
Ashland, Kan.
Ky. 59
Unknown
Walker
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass. 28
Unknown
Petry
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60
Unknown
Holman
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich. 57
Unknown
KFEQ-TV St. Joseoh, Mo.
2
Headley-Reed
Unknown
Sears & Ayer
Unknown
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo. 10
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb. 10
Unknown
WQTV (TV) Binghamton,
Unknown
N. Y.
*46
Unknown
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y. *17
Unknown
WTVF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y. *23
Unknown
WGTV (TV) New York City *25
Unknown
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y. *21
Unknown
WHTVWalter
(TV) Television
Syracuse, &N.Bstg.
Y. *43
Sir
Unknown
Co., Raleigh, N. C.
28
Unknown
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio 21
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga,
Unknown
Tenn.
43
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga,
McGillvra
Unknown
Tenn.
49
Branham
Unknown
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex. 10
Unknown
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex. 24
Unknown
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex. 18
Unknown
KUHT
(TV)
Houston,
Tex.
*8
* Educational permittees.
add vhf Channel 9 to Hatfield, Ind.
The following TV applicants
were scheduled for hearing by the
Commission in Washington on
Nov. 17:
Flint,
WJR Detroit and Trebit
Corp.Mich.—
Channel
12. (WFDF), both seeking vhf
Flint, Mich.— W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc. and Trendle-Campbell Broadcasting Corp.
uhf Channel
16. (WTAC), both seeking

Beaumont, Tex. — Enterprise Co.
(KMC), Beaumont Broadcasting Corp.
(KFDM) and KTRM Inc. (KTRM), all
three seeking vhf Channel 6.
Duluth, Minn. — Head of the Lakes
• Telecasting

Broadcasting Co. (WEBC) and Red
River Broadcasting Co. (KDAL), both
seeking vhf Channel 3.
Duluth, Minn. — Superior, Wis. — Ridson
(WDSM Inc.
Superior)
Lakehead Inc.
Telecasters
(WREX andDuluth),
both seeking vhf Channel 6.
Sacramento, Calif. — McClatchy
Broadcasting Co. (KFBK) and Sacramento Telecasters Inc., both seeking
vhf Channel 10.
Sacramento, Calif. — KCRA Inc.
(KCRA) and HARMCO Inc. (KROY),
both seeking vhf Channel 3.
Fort diana
Wayne,
Ind. Co.
— Northeastern
InBroadcasting
(WFTW), News
Sentinel Broadcasting Co. (WGL) and
Fort Wayne Television Corp., all three
seeking uhf Channel 33.

EXPONENTS of theatre TV during a hearing lull: S. H. Fabian
(I), chairman of National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee, and Nathan Halpern, president of Theatre Network Television Inc.
*
* *
Theatre TV
(Continued from page 63)
sible compromises in bandwidth to
save spectrum space.
Majority of motion picture testimony was presented by Frank H.
Mcintosh and Andrew F. Inglis, of
the Washington consulting engineer firm of Mcintosh & Inglis, and
by Stuart L. Bailey of the Washington consulting engineer firm of
Jansky & Bailey.
Also testifying were Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pictures TV vice
president, and Earl I. Sponable,
20th Century-Fox technical director. Mr. Raibourn testified on video
bandwidth requirements, and Mr.
Sponable on the history of theatre
TV and on Eidophor.
Skipwith W. Athey, General
Precision Lab., described instantaneous projection; Richard Hodgson,
Paramount Pictures, film storage
projection. Cost studies were discussed by Mr. Bailey on Friday,
Theatre TV Counsel'
Handling the case for theatre TV
proponents are James Lawrence
Fly, former FCC chairman, and
Vincent B. Welch, for MPAA, and
Marcus Cohn for NETTC.
Commission battery included
General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone, Common Carrier Bureau
Chief Jack Werner, Chief Engineer
Edward W. Allen Jr., and E. Stratford Smith, chief of services and
facilities branch, Telephone Div.,
Common Carrier Bureau.
In addition to Comrs. Walker and
Hennock, other FCC members sitting in regularly were Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde, George E. Sterling
and Eugene H. Merrill.
American Oil Show
AMERICAN Oil Co., Baltimore,
will sponsor its annual version of
Year of Crisis New Year's Day on
CBS-TV and CBS Radio. Afternoon
hour, 4:30-5:30, will probably be
bought for radio. The TV segment
is undecided. Agency is Joseph
Katz Co., New York.
October 27, 1952
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DENY TIME EXTENSION
FOR ELECTION RETURNS
HOPE that FCC might permit daytime only
stations to remain on air all night to report
election returns was dashed Friday when
FCC denied waiver of Sec. 1.324 for that purpose requested hy WNYC New York.
In its decision, the Commission advised:
The Commission gave full consideration to the
factors set forth in your letter of Oct. 9, 1952, which
that notwithrequested the waiver but concluded
exstanding these matters it could not make toan perdeclining
policy
to its established
of this section. It was felt that ofif
mit anyceptionwaiver
any exceptions were made to the requirements
prohibiting issuance of special tempothe rules
there
rary authorizations to broadcasting stations
grant waivers
would be no reason for refusing to thus
very
the
and
cases
in any number of other
amendment to this rule
which bethedefeated.
for
purpose
would
was adopted
HOPE ON STAND
POSITION of Don Searle, executive vice president and general manager of KOA Denver, was
probed by KMYR and FCC counsel Friday at
Denver TV hearing for Channel 4. Feature
of day's hearing was appearance of business-,
man Bob Hope. Mr. Hope owns 85% of Bob
Hope Productions, which originally was 50%
owner of KOA.
Point at issue was who "controls" 'KOA.
Until recently, KOA was half-owned by Bob
Hope Productions and Denver group headed
by Mayor Quigg Newton. New lineup includes
Mr. Searle, former ABC Western Division
chief, as stockholder— with 2,000 shares from&
Hope Class B stock and 2,000 shares from
Denver group's Class A shares.
Also brought out in testimony by Mr. Hope
was that Hope Productions paid its half of the
$2.25 million plus purchase of KOA from
NBC last year with $175,000 in cash and a
$1,250,000 note at 4%% interest to NBC.
Denver group put up its $1 million plus in
cash. Serious Mr. Hope also said he hoped
to lend his talents in the program and production side of KOA-TV. He admitted his
interest in KOA was primarily as an investment. Friday's hearing was held at ICC hearing room, with more than 150 in attendance.
SKYWAVE QUESTION
BASIC question in oral argument scheduled
for Nov. 3 by FCC on complaint of WCKY
Cincinnati and KFBK Sacramento against 50
kw daytime grant to KSOX Harlingen, Tex.
[B»T, Dec. 10, 1951] is whether daytime skywave of Texas station interferes with normally
protected contours of dominant 1530 kc Cincinnati and Sacramento stations to extent their
licenses were modified without hearing. FCC
added in reply to request for elucidation on
oral argument issues that any other questions
of law or policy are also relevent in this matter.
KSOX, owned by Roy Hofheinz, one of four
candidates for Mayor of Houston, got 50 kw
daytime grant in November 1951, and program test authority following month. The 50
kw grant permitted non-directional operation
from sunrise in Harlingen to sunset in Cincinnati. Both WCKY and KFBK petitioned
FCC for revocation of grant and program
authority and asked that hearing be held in
which they be permitted to intervene.
October 27, 1952
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DENY RCA PETITION
JUDGE EDWARD WEINFELD handed
down decision Friday in U.S. District
Court for Southern District of New
York denying RCA's motion to quash
government subpoena regarded as initial
step into investigation of possible antitrust law violations in radio and television manufacturing industry [B#T,
Sept. 8].
AT&T BLOCKS COST
EXHIBITS OF THEATRES
THEATRE TV hearing Friday saw AT&T
move in to block acceptance of cost exhibits
presented by motion picture industry technicians. FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker ruled
that admissability of exhibits may be argued
at main portion of hearing, scheduled to begin
Jan. 12, following objection by AT&T counsel.
Exhibits involved estimated capital and current costs for intercity trunk system, mobile
pickup facilities and linkage of about 100
Washington, D. C, theatres as example of
theatre TV system in operation in one metropolitan area. Scheduled for today is Manfred
K. Toeppen, economic consultant, who will
tie-up cost estimates. (For earlier story, see
page 63.)
WLAN

ANSWER

OVERLAP of proposed Steinman TV station
at Bethlehem, Pa., with Steinman stations
WGAL-TV Lancaster and WDEL-TV Wilmington should be made issue in comparative hearing on bids of WGAL-TV and WLAN Lancaster for Channel 8, WLAN contended Friday
in answer to FCC letter advising of hearing
[B*T, Sept. 22]. WLAN asked for immediate
hearing, tension
charging
need ex-to
to Nov. 16WGAL-TV
to preparedoesn't
its answer
notification of mutually exclusive proceeding.
WGAL-TV and WDEL-TV overlap, plus question of financing by WLAN principals, already
are hearing issues.
WLAN also filed petitions (1) asking reconsideraof "purported
to WGAL-TV
switch
from tionChannel
4 to grant"
8 pursuant
to Sixthto Report,
pending outcome of competitive hearing on Channelnel88and
acceptance
of second
bid (2)
by seeking
WLAN which
it claims
will Chanbetter
serve public interest than provisional low power
operation of WGAL-TV on Channel 8. WLAN
charged interim grant to WGAL-TV prejudices
WLAN's competitive position in comparative hearWGAL-TV
is spending
$140,000
on provide
change.
WLANing sincesaid
by renting
equipment
it can
quicker, higher power operation via its No. 2
bid for only $40,000 pending hearing outcome.

PEOPLE...
HUBERT J. SCHLAFLY Jr., board member of
TelePrompTer Corp., New York, elected vice
president in charge of engineering.
ALFRED HOLLENDER, vice president of
Louis G. Cowan program package firm, New
York, after November political elections will
take over additional duties at Grey Adv. as vice
president, stockholder, and director of radio and
television [Closed Circuit, Oct. 20], it was
confirmed Friday. He will retain his Cowan
affiliation.
HARRY FRIEDMAN, labor relations counsel
of DuMont TV Network, has opened offices
at 22 West 40th St., New York, as consultant
in industrial relations and labor law.
EDWARD L. NORTON, chairman of board of
WAPI, WAFM-TV Birmingham and WMBRAM-TV Jacksonville, married Oct. 18 to Mrs.
Corinne Troy at Anniston, Ala. He is former
member of Federal Reserve Board.
CHARLES E. HINDS Jr., assistant to film
manager, WCBS-TV New York, joins station
staff directors.
NEW

APPLICATIONS

FOLLOWING are new and amended televiFriday:
sion station applications submitted to FCC
NEW APPLICATIONS
Fayetteville, N. C, — Fayetteville Bcstrs. Inc.
(WFLB), uhf Ch. 18, ERP 94 kw visual, 53.2 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 319 ft.,
above ground 365 ft. Estimated construction cost
$185,213, first year operating cost $73,620, revenue
$70,000. Priority: Gr. A-2, No. 134.
Lancaster, Pa. — Peoples Bcstg. Co. (WLAN), vhf
Ch. 8, ERP 29 kw visual, 14.5 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 360 ft., above ground
390 ft. Estimated construction cost $40,000 (does
not include $150,000 worth of equipment to be rented,
for
monthly);
year operating
500, $6,000
revenue
$640,000.first
[Applicant
alreadycost
has$484,one
application pending for same channel, but it is in
hearing. Applicant seeks waiver of rule forbidding
multiple applications; see story, this page.] Priority:
Gr. B-2, No. 150.
Providence,
I. — 16,
Television
Rhode
Island
Inc., uhfR. Ch.
ERP 95.3Associates
kw visual,of 51.4
kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 555 ft.,
above ground 453 ft. Estimated construction cost
about $339,000, first year operating cost $242,450,
revenue $421,200. President and Board Chairman
is Philip A. Ostrow, owner of Albright Motors,
Providence. Priority: Gr. B-5, No. 206.
Dallas, Tex.— City of Dallas (WRR), uhf Ch. 29,
ERP 156 kw visual; antenna height above average
terrain 600 ft. Estimated construction cost $291,000,
first year operating cost $96,000, revenue not estimated. (Pre-thaw application amended and refiled.)
Priority: Gr. B-2, No. 155.
MODIFICATION OF APPLICATION
Lafayette, La. — Camellia Bcstg. Co. (KLFY), vhf
Ch. 10, ERP 111.2 kw visual, 67 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 442 ft., above ground
453 ft. Estimated construction cost $302,000, first
year operating
$76,000,change
revenuefrom
$90,000.
cation modifiedcost
to show
uhf [AppliCh. 38
following allocation of Ch. 10 to Lafayette; FCC
Roundup, B.T, Oct. 13. For earlier application, see
B.T, June 23.] Priority: Gr. A-2, No. 143.
WMBM

BEVO'S STRONG STAND
NOVEL platform for re-election to NBC
SPAC Committee adopted by B. T.
(Bevo) Whitmire, WFBC Columbia, S. C,
member representing NBC District 2.
Circularizing members, he said, "In my
first year I got you a 11% reduction.
Last year I got you a 14% cut. Next
year I'll get you on a bonus basis." Mr.
Whitmire refused to disclose nature of
replies to letter but indicated they were
eloquent.

TV

TO

ROUNSAVILLE

WMBM Miami Beach, Fla., sold Friday to
Robert W. Rounsaville, owner of WQXI
Atlanta, subject to FCC approval. Price was
$100,000. Station was sold by Kenneth S.
Keyes Sr., real estate operator, president and
owner. Blackburn-Hamilton Co. handled transaction. Mr. Rounsaville said WMBM will feature music and news programming. Station is
1 kw daytimer on 800 kc.
KYA APPROVAL
LICENSE renewal of KYA San Francisco
granted by FCC Friday in approving station's
petition for action without hearing. Commission noted KYA "has discontinued all regulardaily broadcasts of horse racing information."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

The American farmer has always been the backbone of
America. Through far-reaching changes in the last twelve years,
the farmer has become one of America's most important consumers as well.
Here are some of the factors that have made him '"Your Best Customer:"
In 1940 income from farming was less than $11 billion; in 1951 it was $37.5 billion.

-'

In 1950 the farmer's purchases of consumer merchandise were 2/2 times
what they were in 1940.
In 1940 total farm assets were $54 billion. By 1951 they were $153 billion.
In this same period,- mortgages, in relation to assets, were reduced 67%.

In 1940 the spendable cash held by farm families was $4 billion; in 1951 it was
nearly $20 billion— $3,178 per family— many times the liquid assets
of the average city dweller.
These are just a few of the statistics that illustrate how important
it is to reach the rural market— your best customer. In WLW-Land,
WLW radio reaches more of them more often for less
than any other medium. Ask to see the WLW story
of '"Your Best Customer".
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Thirty years of faith and works
BUILT THE WHB
FRIENDLY

TRADITION

of

PUBLIC SERVICE

But yesterday is past. TODAY is the only
day that counts. Right now is the time to
give the best you have! WHB is doing
that: Continually proving its worth, day
after day, year after year, in campaign
after campaign. With alert programming
and superb coverage, attracting an evergrowing and responsive audience! Your
John Blair Man can offer WHB availabilities that will deliver the results
you deserve from this rich market.
KANSAS
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CALL LETTERS
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Like

kids

go

Baltimore merchants go for WITH

for

bubble

gum

like kids go for bubble gum. They love the quick,

profitable results they get from this low-cost station. At low, low rates, WITH

delivers a huge,

responsive audience — more listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station in town.
And that means low cost results! And that's why WITH
many local folks as any other station in town!

carries the advertising of twice as

So take a tip from these smart advertisers. Put WITH

on your schedule. WITH

can produce

low-cost results for you, too! Get the whole story from your For joe man today!

IN

TOM

TINSLEY,

BALTIMORE

PRESIDENT

•

REPRESENTED

BY

FORJOE

AND

COMPANY

An

week

a

hour

on

WLS

PROVES

FOR

RADIO'S

POWER

ALKA-SELTZER...

In February, 1933, Miles Laboratories decided to see what an
hour's sponsorship of the WLS National Barn Dance would do
for its relatively new product, Alka-Seltzer.
By the middle of summer, Alka-Seltzer was selling so well in the
Chicago area that Detroit and Pittsburgh stations were added
and, eventually, this popular WLS program was being broadcast
over a total of 133 stations for Alka-Seltzer.
Throughout Miles' fourteen-year sponsorship of the WLS
National Barn Dance, sales of Alka-Seltzer increased so rapidly
that Miles used radio more and more, until it became one of the
largest such advertisers in the field.
Today Alka-Seltzer is using a saturation schedule every Saturday
night on the WLS National Barn Dance program. WLS is
one of the few individual stations on the Miles' otherwise
network radio schedule . . . further proof of the pulling power
of WLS, and the importance of the vast WLS listening audience.
If you want to put your product over in a big way .
see your John Blair man, or contact us, today.
Alka-Seltzer is only one of many products which
have started on the way to fame and fortune
with WLS advertising.
WLS GETS RESULTS

DRUG jjINDUSTRY
QA. the

CLEAR

CHANNEL

HOME

of the NATIONAL

BARN

DANCE

890 KILOCYCLES, 50,000 WATTS, ABC NETWORK — REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR
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WHATEVER outcome of tomorrow's (Tuesday) elections, Paul A. Walker will not submit
his resignation as Chairman of FCC. If new
• President (Ike or Adlai) wants new Chairman,
Mr. Walker feels he has right under law to
select him from among FCC membership. Mr.
Walker, who's enjoying Chairmanship, despite
his 71 years, has no intention of resigning
either Chairmanship or Commissionership. His
present term expires next June 30. That's
word as of late Friday night.
PLAN

WHEREBY full broadcasting-telecasting rights to National Professional Football League games would be sold for blanket
figure of possibly $1,500,000 being talked up
in League circles. Leading proponent is
George Marshall, owner of Washington Redskins. Plan could encompass two games per
Sunday — one from West and other from East,
or roughly four hours of time. This, it's said,
could be answer to NCAA headache by placing pro football on level with big league
baseball.
ROUND OF RADIO network rate and discount adjustments, which started with CBS
Radio in August, appears all but complete.
Though they've made no public announcement,
officials of Mutual, last to make realignment
move, say affiliates' acceptances in hand assure
effectuation of proposed changes on Jan. 1,
as planned [B*T, Oct. 20].
TELEVISION homes with three or more
radios report relatively small decrease in
time at least one radio is in use, just completed national research shows. Homes with
two radios and one TV set show greater drop
and those with one each greatest. Research
also confirms widely held belief that morning
kitchen and bedroom listening continue high
in spite of TV set in living room.
IF EISENHOWER is elected, his "little
White House" may well have radio connotations. It's whispered that Sam Pickard, former
member of Federal Radio Commission and
afterward one of William S. Paley's chief
architects in fashioning CBS, is building special quarters at his sportsman's resort, Paradise Point, Crystal River, Fla., for General
Ike. Quarter century ago, Ike and Sam were
Washington buddies — Ike was major and Sam,
Dept. of Agriculture's first radio man.
DEEPFREEZE Appliance Div. of Motor
Products Co., North Chicago, 111., thinking
of appropriating $500,000 per year to television, as supplement to successful use of
Gabriel Heatter on Mutual, which firm has
just renewed for another 13 weeks. Deepfreeze reportedly wants TV as soon as possible with right vehicle. Agency is Roche,
Williams & Cleary, Chicago.
WITH space at premium in Presidential inauguration coverage, WOL
Washington is
quietly working on plan to set up special net(Continued on page 6)
BROADCASTING
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RADIO LOWEST COST MEDIUM,
HEYNE TELLS ILLINOIS GROUP
RADIO offers advertisers lowest cost-per-contact medium, Norman Heyne, vice president
of Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, told Illinois
Broadcasters Assn. Friday at Springfield.
Scoffing at competitive charges that medium
is dying, Mr. Heyne said it isn't even sick.
William Holm, WLPO LaSalle, elected IBA
president, succeedng Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria. Charles R. Cook, WJPF Herrin, elected
vice president, and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
Decatur, secretary-treasurer. Angus D. Faff,
WNMP Evanston, elected to board.
Mr. Heyne reminded there are more auto
radios than TV sets, with radio still growing
twice as fast as TV. He added, though, that
TV is "competitive to radio, whether you like
it or not." He said radio now reaches over
95% of population compared to TV potential
of 65%. Nationwide, he declared, people listen
108 minutes per day to radio compared to 43
minutes of TV viewing. He added that in TV
markets they watch 2% hours per day compared to one hour of radio listening. Loss in
radio listenership, about fourth, is enough to
justify rate adjustments, he felt.
Evaluating daytime media, he cited figures
showing radio reaches 934 persons per dollar,
TV 365, magazines 334 and newspapers 240.
Story is different at night, he said, but did not
give parallel figures.
Walter Rothschild, WTAD Quincy, moderated sales panel. AT&T ADDS 2,800
MILES TO TV NETWORK
AT&T is temporarily adding some 2,800 channel miles of TV network facilities to its permanent circuits for use tomorrow (Tuesday)
in transmitting on-spot election programs
over nearly 30,000 miles of intercity TV channels reaching 110 TV stations in 67 cities,
A. F. Jacobson, Long Lines director of operations, announced over weekend. He estimated
that 99% of nation's more than 18,700,000 TV
sets would be able to receive Election Day TV
network programs.
Facilities being added include eastbound
channel from Chicago to New York, which
with present channels will provide three separate networks between New York, Chicago
and Washington; channel from Los Angeles to
Denver via Oakland, making it possible for
two programs to be carried simultaneously
over network to Denver; third westbound
channel from Oakland to San Francisco. In
addition, Mr. Jacobson said, facilities are being
added to permit nationwide connection of TV
and radio broadcasts from headquarters of
both major party Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates on election night.
THEATRE

USES TV

FILM

CBS-TV's See It Now program of June
29, titled "One Plane, One Bomb, One
City" dealing with mock enemy bombing attack on New York City, will be
presented as feature film at New York's
Victoria Theatre for seven weeks, starting Thursday.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

50 MARKET CAMPAIGN # Good Luck Margarine to start radio spot announcement campaign Jan. 5 in 50 markets for 52 weeks, using
five to ten participating programs [Closed
Circuit, Oct. 27]. In each case featured personnel on such programs will deliver commercial live. Agency, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N. Y.
EXTEND CAMPAIGN # Current eightweek radio spot campaign for Shulton Inc.
(men's toiletries), N. Y., so successful that
its agency, Wesley Assoc., also N. Y., is recommending campaign be extended to 52 weeks
in at least dozen major markets.
SHAVE CREAM SPOTS • Rapid Shave
Cream, product
of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co.,
(Continued
on page 110)

GENERAL ELECTRIC TO UP
RADIO, TV ADVERTISING
JOHN G. PORTER, advertising manager of
General Electric Co.'s major appliance division, Louisville, reported Friday that its "considerably increased advertising budget for
1953 includes major increases in both radio
and television." Although company did not
reveal how much of its $12 million 1953 advertising budget was to be allocated to radio
and TV, Mr. Porter said major and small
appliance divisions are urging dealers to
augment company's schedule with local spot
radio and spot TV. Major appliance division
through Young & Rubicam, N. Y., already
sponsors Joan Davis Show on NBC-TV and
Bing Crosby Show on entire CBS Radio network. Company also underwrites Fred Waring
Show on CBS-TV on institutional basis.
MUTUAL EXECUTIVES
TO MEET WITH AFFILIATES
TO HELP develop stronger network-affiliate
relations, group of MBS executives, headed by
President Thomas F. O'Neil, will conduct
series of two-day regional meetings in six
cities from Nov. 13 through Dec. 9, network
announced Friday.
Seminars initiated with formation of Mutual's Affiliate Advisory Committee in May 1951,
will include discussions on programming, sales,
station relations, promotion and research.
Attending various meetings, in addition to
Mr. O'Neil, will be William H. Fineshriber Jr.,
executive vice presiden
t; Earl M. Johnson,
vice president in charge of station relations
and engineering; Robert A. Schmid, vice
president in charge of advertising, research
and press information; Julius F. Seebach,
vice president in charge of programs; J. Glen
Taylor, vice president, General Teleradio Inc.
and MBS board members; Bert J. Hauser, director of co-op programs; Charles
director of station relations, and Roy Godwin,
Danish,
Robert Carpenter and Robert Kennett, Division managers, station relations.
Schedule of meetings : New York City, Nov.
13-14; Chicago, Nov. 17-18; Salt Lake Cityj
Nov. 20-21; Atlanta, Dec. 1-2; Biloxi, Miss.,
Dec. 4-5 and Dallas, Dec. 8-9.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
work to feed independent stations. Provision
would be made for local cut-ins on restricted
basis.
WOW CANCELS HOOPER;
OMAHA SURVEY CONTINUES
WOW OMAHA has failed to renew annual
Hooper contract because, according to Sales
Manager Bill Wiseman, station was dissatisfied with "1. the 'duplex' interviewing method;
2. the combination Radio-TV question; 3. the
size of the sample." WOW has contracted with
The Pulse for semi-annual area surveys covering one hundred counties of its primary
service area.
Hooper's New York office reported they
would continue Omaha survey on firm order
from KOWH. When asked about reports of
other cancellations they reported other stations in area had not been heard from.
In another state, Hooper interviewers were
reported still on job in San Antonio, collecting
data on listening and viewing, despite introduction of premiu'm-for-identification
plan by
one station
which allegedly twists results
of
telephone interviews [Closed Circuit, Oct. 27].
Hooper TV report for San Antonio will be
published; radio report in doubt at this time.
Stations in that Texas city reported to be trying to resolve sticky situation themselves, hope
to have it settled by mid-November.
WESTINGHOUSE

PETITION

WESTINGHOUSE Radio Stations Inc. petitioned FCC Friday to dismiss without prejudice its uhf Channel 21 TV application for Fort
Wayne, Ind., which would leave two others
seeking frequency (changed to Channel 69 in
correction to Sixth Report). WRS, owner
WBZ-TV Boston and applicant at Portland,
Ore., Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, told FCC it
"has been investigating the possibility of acquiring (through purchase or application)
television broadcasting facilities in a number
of other cities ... in which the opportunity
for public service may be greater than in Fort
Wayne."
AMEND FARGO APPLICATION
AMENDMENT of TV application to seek
Fargo, N. D., Ch. 6 instead of Ch. 13 by North
Dakota Broadcasting Service presumably
leaves way open for grant to Red River Valley
Television Corp. (combination of KFGO Fargo
and KVOX Moorhead, Minn.), sole remaining
Ch. 13 applicant there. However, change to
Ch. 6 puts North Dakota Broadcasting into
competition with WDAY Fargo. Principal in
North Dakota Broadcasting is John W. Boler,
owner of KSJB Jamestown and KCJB Minot,
N. D.
TV RECEIVER POTENTIAL
POTENTIAL $14 million worth of business
for retail TV dealers in Lubbock and Great
South Plains area during next 14 months was
predicted by Dan D. Halpin, general sales
manager of receiver division, Allen B. DuMont
Labs., in statement released today (Monday).
He added he expects sale of 40,000 receivers
in areas to be covered by KDUB-TV Lubbock,
which goes on air in about three weeks.
FM PERMITS GRANTED
TWO Class B FM permits granted by FCC
Friday, one to Clemson Bcstg. Co., Clemson,
S.C., for Channel 246 with ERP 53 kw; other
to WSNW Seneca, S. C, for Channel 251, ERP
6.5 kw.
Page 6
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In this Issue—
SPENDINGEST campaign in history
approaches a close. Radio and television given an unprecedented workout in the 11th hour of the race.
Page 23.
BUT it isn't all gravy for broadcasters
by any means. Seldom if ever has a
campaign produced so many legal
headaches in political broadcasting.
Long after the election is over, broadcasters will be coping with problems
of the campaign. Page 23.
FCC backs down — at least part way —
on its threat to put broadcasters in
the doghouse if they refuse rebroadcast rights to their programs. Page 25.
NEW $1 million TV film syndicating and
producing company formed by a coalition of broadcasters and film executives. Page 29.
CBS and the American Cancer Society
have teamed up to educate U. S. doctors in the subject of cancer and its
treatment. It will be carried on by
color television and if it lives up to
expectations may reduce cancer to a
secondary disease. Page 32.
DUANE

JONES wins a precedent-setting judgment against former officers
of his agency who formed another
with some of his accounts. Page 40.
EASTERN annual conference of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies looks into problems of costs, new
talent and the use of TV film. Page 71.
WHAT would a shift in control of
Congress mean to broadcasters? Here's
the way new committee assignments
would shape up if control changes
parties. Page 26.
NETWORK and station coverage of the
election returns will be the most elaborate ever. Page 27.
FCC issues a primer on radio and television broadcasting. It's a handy work
for anyone entering the business and
a good refresher course in basic information for those who are in it
now. Page 28.
Upcoming
Nov. 6-7: NARTB Radio Standards of Practice Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington, D. C.
Nov. 6-8: National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters Convention, Minneapolis.
Nov. 6-8: CBC Board of Governors,
Ottawa, Ont.
Nov. 7: Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Jung Hotel, New Orleans.
Nov. 7-8: Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters,
Fort Shelby Hotel, Detroit.
("Otfier Upcomings, page 74)

FIRST WORD from FCC on actual merger
of AM applicants for TV due this week, after
several delays. Slated for consideration is
joint application of WBML and WNEX,
Macon, Ga. (Macon Television Co.). There
are no signs to indicate that approval will
not be forthcoming. Action, if favorable, expected to flush out scores of plans for "marLIKELIHOOD of merger action this week
(see above) brought revelation that fortnight
riages".
ago FCC was prepared to act on Wichita Falls,
Tex., fusion of KWFT and KTRN involving
both newspaper and motion picture interests.
Favorable action there was indicated but block
application was filed day before consideration,
forcing both into hearing.
NEGOTIATIONS UNDERSTOOD underway
for entry of U.S. station representative firms
in Canada with branch offices through partnership or outright purchase of one or more
Canadian station representative firms. Move
is planned to compensate for loss of U.S.
business now being placed through Canadian
offices of U.S. advertising agencies.
WILLIAM WIGHT, for 14 years in charge
of Washington operations of Carl Byoir &
Assoc., resigns Dec. 1 to become director of
public relations of Philco, with headquarters
in Philadelphia. He was former crack correspondent with AP in Washington. Lyle
Youngstrom, second in command, slated to
succeed him for Byoir. One of principal Byoir
accounts is RCA.
INDICATION of headaches facing FCC reflected in agenda, which shows that on Nov. 17
no less than 10 hearings on competitive TV
applications will be held simultaneously in
Washington. This not only taxes its manpower on processing of pending applications
but also raises question as to where so many
hearings can be held.
SOME OF FCC members really lifted their
eyebrows last week when they read in Washington press that Chmn. Paul A. Walker and
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock had appeared before D. C. Board of Education to urge prosecution of application for noncommercial educational TV station on reserved Ch. 26. Amazement came from quote attributed to Chmn.
Walker that FCC would swiftly approve application. School Board agreed to tackle Congress for initial budget of $400,000, and
promptly filed — even without money.
HECTOR CHEVIGNY, official candidate for
president of Radio Writers Guild in elections
Thursday, says he will file suit against 31
Guild members who signed petition said to
charge Mr. Chevigny with "consistently and
publicly"
supporting
an allegedly pro-Communist faction
within Guild.
NBC

LIKES RULE

CHANGE

FCC's order removing 10-day reporting clause
from rebroadcasting rule (story page 25) is
"highly gratifying," spokesman for NBC said
Friday. He said network is "very pleased that
the Commission took a new look at the rule
and changed it."
for more AT DEADLINE see page 110
BROADCASTING
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
Agency
Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Dotted Line
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
In Public Service
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotion, Premiums
Strictly Business
Telerama
Telestatus
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 65

12
62
96
46
58
100
107
14
94
60
106
16
12
18
58
98
14
70
89
74

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Klelty,
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore. Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
lisher.
M.
Seward; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Pub-

wdod

is

operating both AM

and

FM facilities twenty-four
hours a day ... to tap a
new

market . . . the

Southeast's

industrial

night worker.

AM
wdod
CHATTANOOGA'S

Paul
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— 5,000

FM — 44,000
PIONEER

H. Raymer

watts
watts

STATION

Company

BUSINESS:
MAURY
field
R. Levi,
Sales LONG.
Manager;Business
George Manager;
L. Dant, WinAdv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE. Manager; Elwood M. Slee, Sheila
Byrne, Ernest Kanelopoulos, Betty Jacobs, Walter
Cotter.
NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza S-83SS. EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, Nero
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Rocco
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
Vine,
Zone
28,
HEmpstead
8181; Ann
DavidThomas.
Glickman. West Coast Manager; Marjorie
TORONTO:
417
Harbour
Commission,
EMpire
4-0775
James Montagnes.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual
including
BROADCASTING
Yearbook (53rdsubscription
issue): $9.00,
or TELECASTING
Yearbook
(54th issue): $9.00.
Annual subscription t* BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including 54 Issues: $11.00.
Add $1.00 per year for Canadian and foreign post$5.00 age.
perRegular
copy.issue: 35g per copy; 53rd and 54th issues:
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
Circulation Dept., Broadcasting • Telecasting,
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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What

Edward

Leading

Arthur

R. Mitton, President

Jordan Marsh Company
"Jordan Marsh is pleased to begin its fifth consecutive year with WHDH. Our exclusive fifteen
minutes of news every morning 7:30 to 7:45 on
this station plays an important part of our radio
advertising."

What

Francis W. Hatch, Vice President
Batten, Barton, Durstine ScOsborn, Inc.
"Our programs for the First National Bank of
Boston have been on WHDH without interruption
during the past 2% years. This continuing campaign has been most effective in helping to promote
bank services."

Advertisers

G. Plante

Ass't Vice Pres. Public Relations
New Haven Railroad
"Our sponsorship of the radio coverage of the
Democratic and Republican National Conventions
over WHDH exclusively was one of the most
effective advertising promotions ever used locally
by the New Haven Railroad. It was an excellent
supplement to our continuing sponsorship of 'Hal
Clancy Reports the News' 52 weeks of the year."

Leading

Ralph Carey, N. E. Manager
Shell Oil Company
'' Shell Oil Company has sponsored five- minute
news programs at least twice daily over WHDH
for the past five years. When motorists drive in to
service stations with requests for the products
advertised, we know WHDH is producing."

Agencies

J. Paul Hoag, President
Hoag 8c Provandie, Inc.
"For many years we have bought substantial
amounts of both program and spot time on WHDH
for various clients. Listenership figures provide a
measure of the large and loyal audience that
WHDH enjoys. Our own experience proves its
responsiveness, measured by outstanding sales

Think

Think

Jerome O'Leary, President
Jerome O'Leary Advertising Agency
"We find that Boston radio, used intelligently,
will produce more customers per advertising dollar
than any other medium. Our agency's radio billing
is among the highest in New England. More advertising dollars are placed on WHDH than on
any other individual radio station."

results."

c ■
r " .'
Owned and Operated by The Boston Herald -Traveler Corporation

•

Represented Nationally by John Blair 8c Company

About

Boston's

Arthur J. Chanter
New England Regional Manager
Studebaker Corporation
"Studebaker's sponsorship of the 5:00 P.M. news
nightly over WHDH is now in its fifth year. Such
longevity would never have been possible without
the full support of individual dealers. Nor would
that support have been forthcoming but for the
demonstrated value of the program."

Leading

Radio

H. Gilson, President
Washburn Candy Corporation
"The Washburn Candy Corporation has made
great strides in the promotion of its Waleeco
Cocoanut Bar; in this, WHDH has played a major
role. Our program sponsorship is now in its

Station

Ralston H. Coffin
Director of Advertising and
Sales Promotion, Consumer Products
Radio Corporation of America
RCA Victor Division
"WHDH's promotion for 45 rpm records helped
to spearhead our national campaign. Their ideas,
follow-through, and cooperation have been out-

fourth year."

standing."

About

Boston's

Gabriel M. Stern, Exec. Vice Pres.
Hirshon-Garfield, Inc., Boston
"Our numerous weekly radio programs on WHDH
have all done effective jobs for our clients in the
food, clothing, houseware, and luxury product
fields by creating strong New England consumer
demand for the clients' products, at a comparatively small cost."

Leading

Radio

John C. Dowd, President
John C. Dowd, Inc. of Boston
Dowd, Redfield 8c Johnstone, Inc.
of New York
"Placing business from New York as well as Boston,
our agency realizes the stature of WHDH as one
of the country's leading independent stations. We
feel it is an extremely effective vehicle in any local

Station

George C. Wis well, Treasurer
Chambers 8c Wiswell, Inc.
"WHDH and Curt Gowdy make a great sports
team. We are currently sponsoring a very successful sports program on WHDH five nights per
week for the Chevrolet Dealers Association."

advertising campaign."

850

KILOCYCLES

• 50,000

WATTS

• BOSTON

WHD

FRANK

McCORD elected vice president in charge of research and merchandising and WINSOR H. WATSON Jr. elected vice president and
account supervisor at Cecil & Presbrey Inc., N. Y.
BERNARD WEISS, assistant production manager, McCarty Co., L. A.,
to H. M. Gardner Assoc., that city, as production manager.
JAMES W. JOHNSON, account executive with Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
appointed manager of Detroit office, succeeding Elliott E. Potter, who
has resigned effective Jan. 1 to establish new automotive dealership in
Miami.
ARTHUR W. WEIL Jr., vice president and account executive, HirshonGarfield, N. Y., to Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., as account executive.
NORMAN PETERZELL, account executive, Grey Adv., N. Y., to Biow
Co., that city, on Procter & Gamble account.

YOUR

WSPD'S

CONSUMER

BEST

IS

CUSTOMER

Webster defines CONSUMER as "one who spends, a
purchaser." Here in Northwestern Ohio each consumer
spends $1,331 in retail buying — proof that this is a
Top Consumer Market. But the big job is to direct this
spending — towards your product. Statistics prove radio
does that job. Here in this thriving market the total owned
radio sets is Above the nation's average — proof they're
sold on radio. The most important statistic of all — WSPD
delivers 60% more audience than any other local station— proof they're sold on WSPD. So, the answer is
easy — use radio — use WSPD — because Your Consumer
is WSPD's Best Customer. Sell on the station this BILLION
DOLLAR MARKET'S Sold On— WSPD> Toledo.

AM -TV
Storer Broadcasting Company

Represented Nationally

TOM HARKER. NAT. SALES MGR.. 468 MADISON AVE.. NEW YORK

by KATZ
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al
was theandin
parently outst
person
g apA YEN to be
gadfly which drove Robert
Winston Dailey up the more often
than not rocky path to success in
the advertising business.
The vice president and general
manager
of McCann-Erickson's
Cleveland office
some eight years
ago was contented enough as director of publicity, news and special events at WTAM Cleveland,
NBC's o and o station, where he
had worked fpr the
preceding eight
The transition
years.
came when an agency executive, proud
of his trade, did a
little scoffing within
earshot of Mr.
Dailey.

eral assignment, police and labor
stories, ending as radio editor, from
which job he joined WTAM.
As Dailey
a cub reporter
the' Blade,
Mr.
hit theon journalistic
world with a bang when his photograph appeared on the lead page
of Editor & Publisher, showing
him sitting underneath a desk with
a telephone in hand, after he
covered the spectacular Electric
Auto-Lite strike in Toledo from
within the riot-bound plant.
Prowling through
the darkened plant
at night for 14 hours
until the
Ohio
National Guard
arrived
to rescue non-union
employestives,and
execu-a
he gave
blow - countbyof what
- blowis said
ac-

The better a radio
first the
automotive
was
nation's
newsman writes
strike to readers of
news, the advertising man allowed, the
severaltionsextra
ediissued that
worse he writes radio commercials. Mr.
night. Besides the
E & P trade recogDailey promptly pronition, he received
duced some commerMr.
DAILEY
his
first
by-lined
cials— 50 of them —
story and his first
and
McCann-Ericksalary increase from
son just as promptly
the Blade's editor,
hired him.
Grove Patterson.
Born in Olney, 111., Mr. Dailey
As radio-TV director and achad a rather peripatetic early life,
count executive for McCann-Erickspending his boyhood in Minneapson's Cleveland office, he helped
olis, Billings, Mont., Kansas City,
create and produce many outstandCleveland and Toledo.
ing regional programs, including
After attending the U. of Toledo,
the
famous
Sto?-y for Ohio
with a major in economics, he Bell TelephoneOhio
Co. This program,
joined the Toledo Blade and spent
(Continued on page 5U )
the next four years writing genBROADCASTING
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$

$

$

PAUL GERHOLD, director of research, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y.,
elected a vice president in charge of research.
DONALD H. QUINN, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, that city, as head of radio-TV timebuying section of media
department [Closed Circuit, Oct. 13J.
LILYON E. LOUDEN, publicity manager of John Mather Lupton Co.,
N. Y., to Smith, Hagel & Snyder Inc., that city, as vice president in
charge of publicity and public relations.
EDWARD J. THAYER, sales administrator for Pillsbury Mills, to Fuller
& Smith & Ross, N. Y., as research associate.
BOB STRUBLE, account executive, Anderson-McConnell Adv., L. A.,
forms BOB STRUBLE & Assoc., 735 N. Vine St., same city. Telephone
is Hillside 0249. BADEN POWELL, account executive, Marketers Inc.,
L. A., to new agency in same capacity.
MILDRED DUDLEY

to timebuying staff at Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.

WILLIAM FRANKE, copy chief, KCKN Kansas City, to Tilds & Cantz
Adv., Hollywood, as media director. Agency has moved to 6087 Sunset
Blvd. Telephone is Hudson 2-1157.
ROBERT E. WRIGHT, Executive Sales Management Consultant Service
owner, to H. H. Kennedy Adv., Chicago, as account executive.
MALONE, MOORE Assoc., N. Y., moves to larger quarters in Grand
Central Terminal Bldg. there.
ALVIN B. WELLS Jr., Babcock & Wells Inc., to Mann-Ellis Inc., N. Y.,
as account executive and head of new book department. MICHAEL
KRAFT, assistant advertising manager, Doughnut Corp. of America, to
Mann-Ellis as account executive and director of merchandising on all
food accounts. JOAN ROGGEN, Hirshon-Garfield, N. Y., added to M-E
staff as publicity director.

All the towns in the 16 rich sales-yielding WHAM
counties and Rochester are reached by this twice-aday syndicated feature. This high Pulse telephone
quiz program produces remarkable sales results for
spot sponsors.

EDWARD RATNER, radio-TV copy chief, Product Services Inc., N. Y.,
to Friend-Reiss-McGlone, N. Y., as radio-TV director.
MORRIS BAUMSTEIN appointed head of production department and
PEARL ISAACS assistant to the president, Altman-Stroller Adv., N. Y.
ARC Adv. Agency, Hollywood, moves to 9155 Sunset Blvd. Telephone is
Crestview 1-5196.
KAUFMAN-STROUSE
Md.

Adv. relocates at 419 N. Charles St., Baltimore,

Gives the correct answer to any question asked by the
wit testers, brain-busters and curious in his big loyal
audience. Keeps them amazed, amused and intrigued.
So are his participating sponsors as they watch sales
AsR us about WHAM's high Pulse low
grow.
cost per thousand coverage of its rich 16County primary market where most of the
people listen 99.3% of the time to WHAM.
The STROMBERG-CARLSON Station
Rochester, N.Y,
I AM
ROBERT ARNDT (extreme I), executive vice president, John Faulkner Arndt
Adv. Agency, introduces Reggie Schuebel, of Wyatt & Schuebel, to Philadelphia media executives. L to r are Mr. Arndt; David Carlisle, WFIL; Pete
Dannenbaum, WPTZ; Miss Schuebel, and Bob Teeter, KYW. Wyatt & Schuebel serves as the New York radio-video department for Arndt and other advertising agencies.
BROADCASTING

Basic NBC - 50,000 watts
clear channel - 1 180 kc

Him IB mill IUUJ Hi til am y K»rp,_
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Extras

for

feature of the week
|-|
uters on tired, quick to anger and eager to
comm
of
S
ND
SA
THOU
San Francisco's famed Bay get home," Mr. Hamilton observed.
Bridge are "Spanning the Bay
"Anything to keep the motorist's
interest and at the same time inwith KYA" since the station began
ed
ram,
ual
roll
cont
prog
an unus
foi-m him of traffic conditions will
completely from the bridge.
The National Safety Council also
Entitled Car Tunes, the KYA
has
the program and
us."
program is aired 4-6 p.m., Mondayhelp welcomed
contributes
special
traffic messages.
Friday. By dialing 1260 kc, motorists can hear the latest reports on
Mr. Winn's radio vocabulary conforms to that of bridge officials, to
traffic and weather conditions on
the bridge.
whom an accident is an "obstruction." All obstructions are reported
The program is handled by Bert
radio by cruising traffic officers
Winn, KYA disc jockey, who also via
to a central control booth near the
may claim credit for dreaming up
toll plaza.
the program. One day last year,
Car Tunes is controlled from the
Mr. Winn, in commuting, came to
toll plaza where Mr. Winn has set
one of those seemingly inevitable
up a microphone. Music and news
slowdowns caused by some happenare presented from KYA studios
ing ahead.
in the Fairmont Hotel. But at split
Mr. Winn thought to himself,
second notice, Mr. Winn can relay
"How convenient it would be for traffic information to motorists,
the motorist to have some radio even if he has to interrupt the
information of the traffic conditions
vocalizings of Bob Eberly or
just ahead." This thought was the Johnny Ray.
beginning of 15 months of planBiggest stumbling block during
ning. Then H. G. (Jack) Fearnthe months of planning was to win
head, KYA general manager, gave
approval of state officials. To keep
a green light for the program to
the program primarily "public
begin Sept. 8.
service" in nature, Mr. Fearnhead
Bridge Engineer Carl Hamilton
keeps commercials suitable and at
welcomed the program from the a minimum.
Commuters' wives also tune in to
start. "Commuters during the rush
evening hours are in the worst
the program. They know that any
frame of mind of any during our
obstruction on the bridge will make
their husbands late in arriving
88,000-car day. Morning drivers
are fresh, but the 4 to 6 drivers are
home.

OVER
1,000,000
PER

DAY

WRC audience surveys
mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.

Advertisers

=

CARDS

EE
=

|/24-SHEET
POSTERS

r

DISPLAYS

f ^ WINDOW
MAIL
E ^DIRECT

Morning, noon and
night, Washington area
people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening
goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience

strictly

for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of programming to fit any sales
requirement.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

I

FIRST in WASHINGTON

Mr. JEWETT
. . . better than gold prospecting
980 KC * 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 14
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of
JEWE
CARL
agoTT,officemana
the Chic
for ger
Robert
Meeker
& Assoc., station
representative, uses more refined

business

tools to make a living in the broadcast business than he did when he
prospected and mined gold.
In the district,
late 30's,
Canada'sa
Ontario
he inwielded
sturdy drill to blast veins of gold
from the hard - rock formations.
Vocal persuasion in behalf of some
40 radio and 3 video stations superceded this physical strain but results from both professions are rewarding, he says.
Mr. Jewett, who was born in
Pelham Manor, N. Y., spent most
of his early years in Buffalo, and
grew up with a population comprised almost entirely of gold
speculators as the city was directly
across the border from several gold
mining areas.
In addition to working the mines
and helping locate fields, he also
became a gold stock broker in those
halcyon days when a share of stock
could be had for 10 pennies.
His prospecting these days is
limited to agencies and advertisers.
At Meeker, he heads sales activity
(Continued on page U6)

10,000 WATTS
MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
PHILADELPHIA'S
REPRESENTED BY
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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Be

o

the

Beeline

/

Watches or waffle mix, the way to sell in inland California and western
Nevada is ... on the BEELINE! It's the five-station radio combination
that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More audience than the eleven other leading
local stations needed to cover inland California and western Nevada.
(BMB State Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable
Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3V2-billion-dollar market —
inland California and western Nevada.

cClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
KFBK
Sacramento (ABC)
50,000 watts 1530 kc.

BROADCASTING

KOH
Reno (NBC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
watts, night 630 kc

• Telecastip-
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new

Best

for

Best

the

for

That' s

We

the

Why

Grow,

Money

SESAC

Grow,

f^l

. .
Mfg., Paterson, N. J. (auto seat covers), planning radio- TV
campaign in over 40 markets starting this month to push
business. Agency: Emil Mogul Co., N. Y.

SOPHIE MAY CANDY Co. (peanut brittle) is using station identifications before What's My Line? in Charlotte, Atlanta and Jacksonville.
More TV is planned, contingent on clearances. Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.

Show

at

Spot .
RAYCO
spot
Christmas

business

Grow

ORANGE CRUSH, Ltd., Toronto (soft drinks), has started weekly halfhour variety show on number of major market stations for 26 weeks.
Agency: Harry E. Foster Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
LANGENDORF UNITED BAKERIES Inc., S. F., has launched spot
campaign on Washington stations and two programs weekly on KINGTV Seattle, to spotlight new $2 million bakery plant in Seattle. Agency:
Biow Co., S. F.
GARD INDUSTRIES, Chicago (water-repellant spray), starting schedule of TV participations in women's programs primarily in six midwest
markets for minimum of 13 weeks. Firm is considering use of spot radio
in same markets. Agency: Ross Roy Inc., Chicago.
A/atwotk • •
AMERICAN OIL
news commentary
CBS-TV, 4:30-5:30

•
Co., Baltimore (Amoco), sponsoring Year of Crisis
program on New Year's Day on CBS Radio and
p.m. EST. Agency: Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.

PARKER PEN Co., Janesville, Wis., has signed for five five-minute
portions of Today on NBC-TV. Parker will spot time on Dec. 10, 12, 15,
17 and 19 as pre-holiday promotion. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago.
Growing

in subscribers and in

size — now

over 4,200 selec-

tions with new releases going

BURTON-DIXIE Corp., Chicago (mattresses, pillows), will sponsor Paul
Harvey, news commentator, Sun. 11-11:15 p.m. on ABC-TV effective
Nov. 16, taking over time segment canceled by Carter Products with its
Drew Pearson Show. Agency for Burton-Dixie: Turner Adv., Chicago.

out every month.

■Oyencij -{ijajaointmenti • • •
BALLARD OVENREADY BISCUITS, Louisville, Ky., appoints Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis, for West Coast advertising.
SESSIONS CLOCK Co., Forestville Conn., names C. J. LaRoche & Co.,
N. Y., effective Jan. 1.
PIERCE BROS. FISHERIES Inc., Santa Barbara (frozen seafood), appoints Rockett-Lauritzen, L. A. Radio is being used for Golden Cove
Brand.
RUDD-MELIKIAN Inc., Philadelphia (Kwik-Kafe automatic coffee
vendor), appoints M. B. Scott & Assoc., Hollywood. Radio-TV spot
announcement campaign has started on KHJ, KTTV (TV) Hollywood
and KECA-TV Los Angeles.
The

Best

Buy-as little as $45 a month
(based on advertising rates)

LOS ANGELES COUNTY HEART Assn., L. A., appoints Frank-Gold
Agency, that city. Radio-TV is being used.
KRAMER RADIO & TELEVISION STORES, L. A., appoint WalteV
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills. Radio-TV will be used.
BRISTOL-MYERS CO., N.Y., names Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone Inc.,
N. Y., for Mum lotion deodorant.

SESAC
SESAC Inc.

Page 16
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NECCHI SEWING MACHINE SALES Corp., N. Y., U. S. distributors
for foreign-made machines, appoints Doyle, Dane, Bernbach Inc., that
city,
chine. as advertising agency for Swiss-manufactured Elna sewing maADMIRAL CORP., Chicago, appoints Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y., to
handle television series Life Is Wo7*th Living, featuring Bishop Fulton
J. Sheen.
LEROY'S JEWELERS, L. A. (credit jewelers, retail household appliances), appoints Factor-Breyer Inc., that city. Radio-TV will be used.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Put

your

brand

on

Northern

Colorado

Western

Nebraska

BY

Wyoming,
and

USING

WYOMING

COWBOY

NETWORK

KFBC
KEY STATION CHEYENNE

KWRL
RIVERTON

KGOS
TORRINGTON

KOWB
LARAMIE

KWOR
WORLAND

KSID
SIDNEY, NEBRASKA

KRAL
RAWLINS

KODI

KVOC

CODY

CASPER

ALL STATIONS

ABC

AFFILIATED

This is a genuine full-time line-connected
network, keyed and fed out of Cheyenne.

Page
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Animal Act — Curtain
EDITOR:
BEEN FOLLOWING OPEN MIKE LION
STORY WITH INTEREST. GLAD I AM
STILL AROUND TO REPORT THAT ON
APRIL 23, 1946, I DID DIRECT BROADCAST FROM CAGE AT MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM BUFFALO. MY PLAYMATES
WERE LIONS AND LEOPARDS, 14 OF
THEM. . . .
BILL KEATON
WGR BUFFALO.
EDITOR:
Here's news for Del Greenwood
of Evansville, Ind., who thinks that
Miss Rosencranz of WGBF went
into a lion's cage long before Eddie
Chase (now with CKLW).
When we were at WXYZ back
in the early forties, I conned Eddie
Chase to go into the lion's cage at
a circus located in the Arena (in
Detroit) , and further to stroke
the lion on a paw while the king

Hearth
EDITOR:

open

mike

of the jungle was seated on a
perch from which he could have
jumped and demolished said Chase
quite quickly. The date — May,
1944. . . .
Lambert B. Beeuwkes
General Manager
WLAW Boston
EDITOR:
. . . Back to my first station,
WATL, and 1937. Doing special
events (along with many other announcing chores) I handled interviews. The circus came to town,
and with it four wonderful interviews: Harriet and Clyde Beatty,

Hoot Gibson and Esma Wilson . . .
I saw a great deal of them during
their stay in Atlanta and was
allowed to do Clyde's first cage
description before they left town.
It was a commentary of the act
from the big cage which contained
both lions and tigers. . . .
Johnny Clarke
New York
[EDITOR'S NOTE: So many intrepid
broadcasters have recounted their adventures with lions that B.T must call
a halt to further publication of their
exploits. Is there anybody in the industry who has not been in a cage
with a lion?]

KotSn ■

& Home

Having just returned from an
extended trip through Latin America, I have been away from your
magazine for a couple of months,
and on reading the Oct. 13 issue
my favorable reaction is such that
I would
certainly like you to know
of
it.
The presentation of the articles,
together with the advertising,
make it one of the most interesting
magazines now dealing with the
industry.
I know
too items
often '
people
complain
whenthat
various
don't please them, and then again
too seldom do they write when
anything does merit commenda- I
tion. So I would just like you to
know how much I am impressed
by the continuing excellent job
which you and your associates do.
T. Kevin Mallen
Exec. Vice Pres.
Ampex Electric
Corp.
Redwood
City, Calif.
* * *

Wrong Call
EDITOR:
In your Oct. 13 issue, page 112,
call letter assignments to FM stations, you indicate that our present
call letters are WFOW. This is
incorrect. They are now WMFM.
Earl W. Fessler
Licensee
WMFM (FM) Madison, Wis.
% * ^
Readership
EDITOR:

Report

. . . Your complete coverage and
presentation of news in radio and
television are responsible for betof your publication. ter
. . readership
.
Robert N. Aylin
President
Aylin Advertising Agency
Houston

c °u^£

offices
CHICAGO
NEW

YORK

DETROIT
DALLAS
ATLANTA
CHARLOTTE
ST. LOUIS
MEMPHIS
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
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Satisfied User
EDITOR:
... I want you to know that . . .
your book is a tremendous aid in
our operation and one which we
consult frequently . . .
E. H. Ezzes
General Sales Mgr.
Motion Pictures For
Television Inc.
New York
*
* *
Rare Opportunity
EDITOR:
Your issue of Oct. 20, on page
67, didn't include our call letters
for Flint, Mich.
As you have recorded in the
past, we have been assigned WCTV
(TV). . . . Also to bring your
records up to date, our starting
(Continued on page 63 )
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I

what
makes
WLAC

Coverage
FOR

ONE

THING

As enthusiastically reported in a recent independent 12 State
survey of Station coverage for the J. R. STRICKLAND CO. of
Memphis, Tenn. . . . scheduling 11 :00-ll :45 six nights a week on
WLAC since 1950 . . . the Strickland program is being received
SOLID IN 143 OF THE 175 CITIES SURVEYED.
This report indicating "WLAC . . . SOLID AT NIGHT"
in city after city prompted the Strickland Co. to write this . . .
"it's a genuine pleasure to buy WLAC . . . and if you don't quit
producing such outstanding results for us, who knows, we may
schedule 5 or 6 hours a day."
For a greater listening audience
for proven programming results

143
in 12 State
"SOLID

cities

area
AT

report
NIGHT"
t

+
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WLAC

WLAC
CBS

RADIO

50,000

WATTS

NASHVILLE, TENN.
Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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RHRBB

UJBBOCK

,

7EMS

TEXAS

TELECASTING,

INC.

Ask the people of Lubbock!
Through the cooperation of Du Mont with the station
owners, television becomes a reality — on schedule!
)
i
I
-!
KDUB-TV marks another successful station start with
Du Mont — the equipment that pays off in better performance with lower operating costs

TELEVISION TRANSMITTER DIVISION
/ DllMOKr
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
1500 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J.

V

KDUB-T

IN

UIBBOCK

With the Lubbock

area audience, Channel

13 becomes

the No. 1

Channel for the Great South Plains Area. As Texas' first post-freeze
Television Station, KDUB-TV brings TV to the vast untapped
$389,756,000*

West Texas TV Market.

Here is a brand-new audience ready for you. Here are 317,700*
potential customers for your products or services. Here is the heart of
West Texas awaiting your message.
*Estimate based upon figures from the 1952 SALES MANAGEMENT Survey.

TEXAS

TELECASTING,

7&> M/6
CBS

f] AFFILIATES
DU

MONT

of tSte Greet Sovtf

3601

Avenue

1

INC.
Pfethsi

H — Lubbock, Texas

W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President

THAT'S JACK EIGEN, who conducts the successful "Chez Show," interviewchatter program broadcast from Chicago's famed Chez Paree Tuesdays through
Sundays from 11:15 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. PROOF?
Louis Weinberg, Jr., president of Kitchen Art Foods, Inc., makers of PY-O-MY
baking mixes, recently wrote a fan letter to Eigen which said in part:
"I am curious about one factor. Are your listeners, to any degree at all,
typical housewives that are the backbone of our company's business?"
Kitchen Art Foods, Inc., then tested the Eigen sales appeal by inserting a short
schedule of announcements which resulted in mail returns from 24 states. This
immediate demonstration of sales power brought a contract renewal and a letter
from George L. Sternfield, vice-president of Kitchen Art Foods, Inc., which said
in part:
"You have been doing such an outstanding job for us . . . that it would be
unthinkable of us to discontinue at this time. We expect you to continue
your good work, and know that it will be most beneficial to PY-O-MY
products."
Yes, Some Spots Are Better Than Others
and in Chicagoland radio, those better spots are on Station WMAQ where Jack
Eigen and other top personalities offer prime selling help for your product or service.
WM

AQ

REPRESENTED

BY

NBC

SPOT

SALES
CHICAGO
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Record Spending in AM, TV
POLITICAL
TILL
MOUNTS
Democratic National Committee:
Mr. Stolkin, who resigned the
By JOHN OSBON
those appearing represent leaders
or well known persons who are the
past
fortnight as head of RKO PicTHE MAJOR political candidates
FCC Chairman -fPaul A. Walker,
$100; Justin Miller, NARTB board
will place unprecedented reliance most readily identified within the
tures Corp. [B«T, Oct. 27], has inchairman and general counsel, $100;
terests in KOIN Portland, KJR SeAmong those revealed as
today on those twin electronic me- industry.
attle and KXOB Stockton, Calif.,
contributors
to
one
of
the
two
Milton
H.
Biow,
The
Biow
Co.,
$1,dia— radio and television — in their
500; Joseph A. Katz, Joseph Katz Co., both TV applicants, and has sub11-hour whirlwind appeal to the major parties are such figures as
$2,500; Ralph E. Stolkin, former presscribed interest in WMAY Inc.,
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker,
electorate of America.
ident of RKO Pictures Corp., and
NARTB Board Chairman Justin
Some day, somewhere, someone
stockholder in three stations, $2,- applicant for TV in Springfield, 111.
Among other contributors to the
may unveil a magic device that will Miller, CBS Board Chairman Wil500; Nathan Strauss, president of Democratic
National Committee
liam
S.
Paley
and
AFM
President
WMCA
New
York,
$2,000;
Marshall
compute accurately the voluminous James C. Petrillo.
were Paul Herzog ($1,000), NaField,
Field
Enterprises
(radio,
newsexpenditures involved in the "high
Balance Sheet
tional Labor Relations Board; Stepapers), $3,000; Barry Bingham,
cost of campaigning" at all levels.
Louisville
CourierJournal
and
Times
phen
J. Spingarn ($250), Federal
But until then, one may only
The House reports covered con(WHAS-AM-TV Louisville), $5,000;
Trade Commission, and Albert A.
tributions and expenditures for
estimate the flurry of time purJames A. Noe, KNOE Monroe, La., Carretta ($100), also FTC.
chases purchased by the major par- September and most of October.
$2,500; Leo Resnick, FCC hearing
A report on contributions to the
ties and related groups.
They were submitted by the Demoexaminer, $100; Secretary of Com- Republican National Committee inThis has been the spendingest
cratic and Republican National
merce Charles Sawyer, owner of
cluded: Ross D. Siragusa, Admiral
campaign in history — and, not inci- Committees, the Senatorial and
WIZE Springfield, WING Dayton and Corp., $3,000; Arthur Godfrey,
dentally, one that has raised a host Congressional Campaign CommitWCOL Columbus, $500; (the late) CBS Radio-TV personality, $2,500;
of problems and headaches for
tees of each party, and various
Francis
P. Matthews, former stock- Henry R. Luce, publisher of Time,
many broadcasters.
other organizations including the
holder of WOW Omaha, and KODY
Life and Fortune, $3,000, and
The 1952 Presidential campaign
Stevenson Volunteers, Citizens for North Platte,
Neb., $500; Sen. Robert
Cecil B. DeMille, Hollywood prowill be recorded in history as a Eisenhower, the CIO Political AcS. Kerr (D-Okla.), part owner of
ducer, $100. No other radio-TV
multi-million dollar drive, with
WEEK Peoria, 111., and KRMG Tulsa, names were identified.
tion Committee and Labor's League
roots in the primary media of radio for Political
Education.
The Volunteers for Stevenson reOkla., $2,000; Arde Bulova, New York,
and television. Appraisal of overall
(Continued on -page 3 k)
Among
those
contributing
to
the
totals at the national, state and
$2,000.
local levels is nigh impossible.
Some light has been shed on
these huge purchases in reports
Haunts Broadcasters
submitted to the File Clerk of the
LIBEL
LIABILITY
U. S. House. They also point up
WMAL-TV Washington, D. C,
contributions to both parties by THE most feverish campaign in
Q Radio consultant Morris S.
also was confronted with the libel
major radio-TV personalities and recent history was almost over last Novik lashed out at an alleged
those in allied fields.
week, but the end was not in sight practice by network stations of question the past fortnight. A vetThe reports do not include final for the libel and censorship trou- scheduling spot announcements for
erans committee had sought time
timebuys on the major radio and
one
party
right
after
a
program
bles
arising
from
political
broadcandidacy of Joel Broyoppose
to
sponsored by the opposing party,
TV networks the past fortnight as casting.
hill, GOP House aspirant from VirSeldom if ever has there been as and called on the broadcast indusij both parties scraped the barrel for
ginia, and claimed station refused
to air its program.
funds to put their candidates be- much controversy over the use of
try to "clean our own house instead
fore radio-TV audience.
radio and TV in a campaign.
The Evening Star TV outlet
of waiting for legislative action."
Toward the end — with another 24
Nor do they take account of the
said its counsel felt the script con$ Legal counsel for DuMont TV
role that radio and television have hours to go — even the most closed- Network revealed the gist of a
tained "possibly" libelous allegaplayed in whipping up public in- mouth observers were willing to protest filed with FCC charging
tions and advised the advertising
concede
the
need
for
revising
the
that
some
video
affiliates
have
reterest in the 1952 campaign — startagency handling the program.
ing with the July conventions in Communications Act in particular
fused political programs from netFCC was not directly involved in
Chicago, gathering steam around
and campaign procedures in genworks other' than those of which
the WTVN case. Receipt of Mr.
eral. Apparently, the 83d Congress
Labor Day and culminating with a
they are primary affiliates.
Stassen's telegram was acknowlgigantic organized drive for a rec- will tackle the unenviable task of
@ Harold E. Stassen protested
edged in Commission quarters. Sen.
.ord registration that is certain to removing broad casters from
to FCC that the United Auto WorkMcCarthy, who had promised to
be reflected at the nation's ballot casting.
ers
failed
to
properly
label
a
TV
Dante's Inferno of political broadboxes tomorrow.
seek revocation of KING-TV's lisense in that case [B«T, Oct. 27],
program as a "paid" broadcast and
An indication of the high cost
The FCC was placed in the mid- that CBS "declined to offer" him
had filed no formal complaint with
dle of most of the controversies,
of campaigning is written in the
(Mr. Stassen) equal opportunity to FCC as of late Thursday.
contributions and disbursements
but displayed little willingness to answer UAW leader Walter ReuCBS reportedly advised FCC
act
before
the
national
elections
reported on Capitol Hill. The
ther whom he accused of misquotWednesday it felt that Sec, 315 of
tomorrow.
names printed here do not include
the Communications Act was not
ing him.
The difficulties in which stations
all contributors from the radioOther than the Stassen and Duapplicable since Mr. Stassen is not
TV and related field. However,
found themselves stemmed from
Mont complaints, FCC also is idena candidate. Network said sponsorthese developments:
tified with cases involving KINGidentification requirements were
0 WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, TV Seattle's refusal to carry an
met and submitted a transcript of
Also see stories on Congresthem.
reportedly was besieged with pro- earlier McCarthy talk and a prosional lineup in '53, Inaugural
tests
when
it
refused
to
carry
the
coverage plans, network and
WTVN cancelled the McCarthy
test by the National-Volunteers for
telecast of a speech by Sen. Joseph
station election coverage, pages
Stevenson over the purported $2 speech from Chicago minutes be26-27.
McCarthy (R-Wis.) on ABC-TV
(Continued on page 52)
million GOP spot blitz.
last Monday.
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VADEBONCOEUR
Named WSYR President
ELECTION of E. R. Vadeboncoeur as president of Central New
York Broadcasting Corp. was announced effective today (Monday)
by S. I. Newhouse, owner of
WSYR - AM-FMTV Syracuse. Mr.
Vadeboncoeur has
been acting head
of the Syracuse
operation since
Col. Harry C.
Wilder's retirement resignation
from that office
last Sept. 30
Mr. Vadeboncoeur [BWT, Sept. 29].
Mr. Vadeboncoeur, who will continue as general
manager of the stations, joined
WSYR in 1939 as news director
and three years later became
WSYR vice president and general
manager. Before entering radio,
he had spent 19 years as a newspaperman and was author of numerous short stories and articles.
The new WSYR president, who
is director of NARTB District 2,
was forced to drop his 15-minute
daily newscast a year ago because
of increased administrative duties.
NON-N.Y. AGENCIES
Seek Billings Via W&S
MAJOR agencies outside New
York, representing a combined total billing of $40 million, are making a concerted bid for their share
of radio and television advertising
revenue through Wyatt & Schuebel,
New York, it was reported last
week.
Mumm, Mullay & Nichols Inc.,
Columbus, Ohio, has retained Wyatt & Schuebel [Closed Circuit,
Oct. 20], it was formally announced by John Wyatt, partner
of the firm. With this addition, 16
major out-of-New York agencies
are co-sponsoring radio and television planning, production and
placement through W&S.
Their joint effort to participate
in radio and television billing increases, which totaled $87 million
last year, was sparked 20 months
ago when Westheimer & Block,
St. Louis, and Liller, Neal & Battle, Atlanta, named the then new
W&S radio and TV team, to represent them and their radio and
TV departments in New York.
Since then 14 other major agencies have joined under the Wyatt
& Schuebel banner.
Arvin Christmas

Drive

ARVIN Industries, Chicago, plans
to use radio and TV to back its
pre-Christmas campaign for its
full line, including radio-TV sets,
electric housewares, car heaters
and metal furniture. Advertising
is expected to be done cooperatively
with dealers and distributors.
Agency is Roche, Williams &
Cleary, Chicago.
Page 24
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RAWLS
NAMED
Will Head KPHO-AM-TV
RICHARD B. RAWLS, formerly
ABC-TV director of station relations, has been appointed general
manager of KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, it was
last week.
Mr.
R a announced
w 1 s,
effective Nov. 15,
succeeds John C.
Mullins, who resultant. mains as a con-

of Mr.
ment
, V •*"•*•
tappoinwed
The follo
Rawls
by four months
the
approvseal of
FCC purcha
Mr Rawls
KPHO-AM-TV by
the Meredith Publishing Co. [B*T,
June 30]. Meredith also owns
WOW-AM-TV Omaha and WHEN
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"The chief said you'd know what to do with it . . ."
$473.5 Million Hits
RCA
SALES
New High for 9 Months
SALES of products and services of RCA and subsidiaries for the first
nine months of 1952 totaled $473,501,673, an all-time record volume which
compares with $421,281,782 for the same period last year, Brig. Gen.
David Sarnoff, board chairman, announced Thursday.

se.
Syracutelevision
(TV)
Entering
13 years ago,
Army.
Mr. Rawls joined ABC in 1946
after two years service in the
From 1946-49, Mr. Rawls was
manager of television operations
for ABC. From then up to the
present, he was ABC-TV director
of station relations.
Previously, he had been with
CBS as manager of studio operations for WCBS-TV New York.
He served also as manager of
service operations for WCBS-AMFM.

*
federal income
before
Earnings
taxes
amounted
to $36,443,110
as
against $37,851,841 for the comparable 1951 period, while net 'FREEDOMSales
U.S.A.*
Now Total 570
profits after federal income taxes
SALES of the Freedom U. S. A.
Up to that time, Mr. Rawls had
were $17,847,110 for the first nine
been associated with the theatre.
months this year compared to $18,- transcribed radio series to three
He was national technical director
356,841 for the first nine last year. insurance companies for sponsorship
in
nine
markets,
plus
other
of the Federal Theatre, governNet earnings applicable to comsales to bring the total to 570, have
mon stock for the nine-month
ment operator of a national thebeen reported by Frederic W. Ziv
atre with productions in 43 cities
period, after payment of preferred
in 26 states. Earlier, he was active
dividends, were $1.12 per share
Co.Sales Vice President Alvin E. in Broadway theatre and film
while the comparable 1951 figure
Unger said Farmers Insurance Co. circles.
was $1.15.
had bought the series for KFH
This year's third quarter was
itself a record one, the report Wichita, KOMA Oklahoma City,
PONTE VEDRA MEET
showed, with total sales of prod- KERG Eugene, Ore., and KCMO
Ends ABC Sessions
ucts and services reaching $167,- Kansas City in addition to markets
663,848. Earnings before federal the company previously had signed
for; Pilot Life Insurance Co. had ABC top officials completed their
income taxes were $13,106,180 com1952 round of regional meetings
pared with $5,540,480 for last added WMFD Wilmington, N. C,
and stations in Gastonia, N. C, with their radio affiliates last Tuesyear's third quarter, and net prof- Waynesboro, Va., and Jacksonville,
day. Session — fifth in the series,
its after federal taxes were $6,which started Sept. 29 in HollyFla., to its list and American Home
547,180, compared with $2,653,480
wood— was held at Ponte Vedra,
Life Insurance Co. had signed for
a year ago.
Fla., with 48 representatives of
sponsorship
in
Topeka.
some 35 stations in attendance.
The report is as follows:
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA AND DOMESTIC SUBSIDIARIES
Like the four preceding meetCONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF INCOME
ings, the one-day session was de1952
1951
$
$
FOR THE QUARTER ENDED SEPTEMBER 30
voted to subjects of common inProducts and Services Sold
118,948,849
terest to network and affiliates —
167,663,848
113,408,369
Cost of Operations
154,557,668
sales, program, promotion plans
and prospects, the pending merger
Profit before Federal Taxes on Income
13,106,180
5,540,480 of ABC with United Paramount
Federal Taxes on Income
2,887,000
6,559,000
Theatres and its potential effects
Net Profit for the Quarter
Preferred dividend
6,547,180
2,653,480
788,239 on network operations, etc.
788,239
As in the prior sessions, officials
Balance for Common Stock
.13
.42
Earnings per share on common (13,881,016 shares)
5,758,941
1,865,241
reported,tablishthe
network's
plandaytime
to esFOR THE NINE MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30
asingle
rate for
Products and Services sold
473,501,673
421,281,782
and nighttime radio also was exCost of Operations
437,058,563
383,429,941
plored. Executives said afterward
Profit before Federal Taxes on Income
37,851,841 that, although opposition had been
36,443,110
Federal Taxes on Income
18,596,000
19,495,000 manifest by some, they still were
Net Profit for the Nine Months
18,356,841 thinking in terms of effectuating
17,847,110
Preferred dividend
2,364,681
2,364,716
the
plan target
but were
"pushed"
on
Balance for Common Stock
15,992,160
15,482,394
it since
date not
is not
till April
1.12
Earnings per share on common (13,881,016 shares)
1
[B»T,
Oct.
20].
1.15
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REBROADCAST
FCC backtracked in part last week
from its threat to confront radio
and TV stations with the regulatory doghouse if they refuse to let
all comers rebroadcast their programs.
Heeding widespread industry indignation over its oft-termed "legal
larceny" rule, adopted last May 14,
the Commission Thursday dropped
the clause requiring licensees to
file reports within 10 days when
they refuse to give consent for
program rebroadcasts.
Left intact, however, is the Commission's interpretation of Section
325(a) of the Communications Act,
another source of nationwide concern lest stations lose their important property rights in programs.
In essence the FCC contended in
its May 14 order, and still contends, that a station does not have
an absolute property right over
rebroadcasts without regard to its
responsibilities under other sections of the law.
The proposed 10-day requirement, which had broadcasters
everywhere seething during the
NARTB summer - autumn district
meetings, had run into opposition
within the government itself shortly after the May 14 action. This
had developed when Budget Bureau
officials told FCC in plain language
that bureau approval is required
before the Commission can force
anyone to fill out a form calling
for information [B*T, June 16].
(See federal forms story page 50.)
In its latest action the Commission noted it is not saying "that
legitimate property rights, recognized by law, may be freely appropriated by others through the mere
device of demanding rebroadcast
privileges."
Immediate industry reaction was

RULE

EASED

generally favorable, particularly as
to elimination of the 10-day reporting requirement. NARTB President Harold E. Fellows voiced
gratification at the action and
added that broadcasters around the
NARTB district meeting circuit
had adopted a series of strong resolutions protesting the Commission's May 14 rule.
Mr. Fellows said that enthusiasm over the FCC's action "is
dampened somewhat" by its reaf irmation ofintent "to make determinations as to the propriety
of refusal
in given
cases."
He said
that
members
of the
association
"would hail the Commission's statement that it did not intend to state
that legitimate property rights,
licensed by law, may be freely appropriated by others through the
mere device of demanding rebroadcast privileges. Commissioner Hyde
concurred in deletion of the 10-day
reporting requirement but felt the
remainder of the rule should be
reconsidered and deleted.
Commends Change
Col. W. A. Roberts, DuMont TV
Networkon Counsel,
termed issue
FCC'sa
action
the rebroadcast
"very definite improvement." He
said the effect of the change "is
that the FCC carefully reserves to
itself the right to investigate if the
denial of requests for the rebroadcast privilege is on improper
The FCC's May 14 decision arose
grounds."
out
of an appeal for a declaratory
ruling sought by WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., in 1950, after WWJTV had refused permission to rebroadcast some NBC-TV programs
[B*T, July 17, 1950]. The FCC
issued a proposed clarification of
Sec. 325(a) of the Act and called

FCC

for comments [B»T, Oct. 9, 1950].
This call brought a request from
Gordon P. Brown, WSAY Rochester, N. Y., who has long feuded with
networks. He claimed the section
should be interpreted to mean that
if a sponsor approved a rebroadcast of a program it owned, neither
the network nor the affiliate carrying the original program could
object [B»T, Nov. 6, 1950].
Joining him was Rep. Harry R.
Sheppard (D-Calif.) who claimed
legislative history of the provision
justified such an interpretation. He
charged, too, that networks were
trying to stifle competition.
Opponents of FCC's proposed
stand argued that the requirement
of a written report on refusals to
allow rebroadcasts amounted in itself to compulsion.
This fear disappears as a result
of FCC's decision last week.
Twice since last May the Commission has postponed the effective
date of its order. Last postponement had been to Oct. 31. Petitions
had been received from NARTB;
NBC; CBS; WHEN (TV) Syracuse; KLOK San Jose, Calif.; KLO
Ogden, Utah; KPQ Wenatchee,
Wash.; KPHO Phoenix; WKLO
Louisville; KXRO
Aberdeen,
Wash.; KING Seattle; WOW
Omaha.
Sees Industry's Point
Recognizing
the industry's
challenge of the reporting
requirement,
the FCC found on reconsideration
"that the amendments to its rules
requiring a report in each instance
of a denial of consent for a rebroadcast are unnecessary." It
added that no facts have been presented by opponents concerning
"the probable extent of any possible burden which the reporting

THE FCC ate crow
last week. But not the
be given. We Crow
have in mind a Presidential
Eating
'Legalized
Larceny'
address, an extraordinary session of Congress,
whole crow; just a wing or two.
or similar transcendental events, where the
It did a partial about-face on its rebroadcast
rebroadcasting station shares its part of the
rule of last May (we called it "Legalized
expense.
Larceny"). It rescinded the most vicious part
The FCC lawyers seek to make much capital
requiring an originating station to tell the
of the point that there was no outcry back in
FCC within 10 days why it refused any station or network the right to pick up any of its
October 1950, when the rule-making was proposed as the result of a controversy between
programs. It was the most dangerous foray
two television stations. Perhaps they have a
into forbidden fields since the Blue Book of
1946.
point here. But that didn't justify the sneak
effort last May to foist on the broadcast arts
The part the FCC left unchanged at first
rules
that could destroy property rights in
blush would appear unimportant. It uses legalprograms,
stifle creative talents, force stations
istic language about arbitrary refusals to permit rebroadcasts and about doing violence
to endless legal expense and place them in
constant jeopardy.
to the public interest. The danger here, as
Last May, when the FCC smuggled out its
we see it, is that some of the infection renew interpretation (Vice Chairman Hyde and
mains and it can flare up again.
then-Comr. Jones were absent) we commented
The FCC did this on its own motion. It came
editorially:
after strong protests from the NARTB, staIn some saner moment, we must believe
tions and networks, which brought two postthat the FCC will see the error of its ways.
ponements. By acting on its own, the FCC
That, obviously, has happened. Comr. Hyde,
thereby, for the present, avoids a hearing and
in the action announced last Thursday, favored
also saves some face by retaining some of the
reconsideration and deletion of the rule "prelanguage of the rule. Of course, there are instances where the rebroadcast privilege must
viously announced." He isn't satisfied with
BROADCASTING
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Backtracks

in Part

requirement might involve" and
chided the industry for not claiming possible burdens at the time
the rule was first proposed.
FCC conceded situations could
arise in which a station would have
difficulty "in deciding whether particular types of inquiries are requests for rebroadcast privileges,
or whether responses to such inquiries setting fortlv conditions for
granting rebroadcast consent constitute 'refusals.' A station may
thus act at its peril in failing to
file a report which under a different interpretation of the circumstances involved might be deemed
by the Commission to have been
required
the rule."
Anotherunder
possibility,
FCC noted,
was "an undeterminable number of
requests to rebroadcast" involving
situations "which would not be
thought to warrant a complaint or
where a refusal would not be imFCC claimed "the same purposes
may be achieved by leaving it to
the Commission to request explanatory statements from licensees in
proper." in which complaint is
situations
made by another licensee of an
alleged refusal to permit a reThe Commission would not go
along
with the industry claim that
broadcast."
Section 325(a) gives "an absolute
right of refusal, and that the Commission is legislating, contrary to
the intent of the statute, when it
declares that the right to refuse
consent for a rebroadcast is not
Also cited by FCC was the argument "that the use of Section
absolute."
325(a) to prevent a station from
carrying a sponsor's program by
means of a rebroadcast when the
(Continued on page 4-i)

partial action. an
editorial
Nor are we. While the Commission rescinded the most onerous provisions, it retains
a degree of control by saying the same purposes may be achieved through the complaint
procedure, i. e., the FCC itself can investigate
complaints on refusal to permit rebroadcasts.
It can be readily seen what could happen.
Crackpot complaints reach the FCC by the
score. There could be endless harassment of
licensees and networks through the simple
device of chain letters for rebroadcast permis ion — ■ letters which would be answered
negatively with a resultant barrage of complaints to the FCC.
An example of this is what has happened
over the years because of the damned-if-you-door-don't language of the FCC's interpretation
of the political section.
We think the rebroadcast section of the law
is adequate as written. It doesn't need the
interpretative treatment of the FCC's legal
geniuses. An aggrieved station has plenty of
ways of getting its complaint before the FCC.
Failing to get relief there, a broadcaster can
always have his day in court.
November 3, 1952
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Rules Committee, and Sen. Langer,
in line for the chairmanship of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
Missing from the 83d Congress
will be Sens. Herbert R. O'Conor
(D-Md.), who decided to resume
his Baltimore law practice, and
Owen Brewster (R-Me.), defeated
in the primaries. Both are members of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee.
Also not returning are Reps.
Lindley Beckworth (D-Tex.) and
Leonard W. Hall (R-N. Y.), both
members of the House Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
Rep. Beckworth was defeated for
the Democratic Senatorial nomination for the seat vacated by Sen.
Tom Connally (D-Tex.). Rep Hall
resigned to return to his law practice.
Not Returning

^1^2=
CONGRESS
IN
LINEUP
take
over
the
majority
leadership
from
SHOULD a Republican majority in Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (D-Ariz.).
casters to censor candidates'
Congress follow the elections toInterstate & Foreign Commerce —
Sen.
Charles
W.
Tobey
(R-N.
H.)
in
morrow (Tuesday), one possible
speeches
"defamation." up for
AnotherforCongressman
CoL).
immediate result may be the lifting place of Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D- relection is Rep. Walt Horan
Appropriations — Sen. Styles Bridges
of the ban on radio-TV coverage of (R-N.
H.) vice Sen. Kenneth McKel(R-Wash.), who successfully perHouse committees.
lar (D-Tenn.).
Sen. McKellarprimary
was de-in
suaded the House to amend the Mcfeated in the Democratic
That might accrue with the Tennessee;
thus, Sen. Carl Hayden (DFarland Bill to exempt from damAriz.)
would
be
the
ranking
Democrat.
elevation to the House speakerages
any
over which
poForeign
Relations
—
.Sen.
Alexander
ship of Rep. Joseph W. Martin Jr.
liticalstation
candidate uttered
libel. a This
Wiley (R-Wis.) in place of Sen. Tom
(R-Mass.).
Connally (D-Tex.). Sen. Connally,
provision was eliminated in joint
however, did not run for re-election;
When Speaker Sam Rayburn
conference before the bill was
thus Sen. Walter F. George (D-Ga.)
the ranking Democrat. Sen. George
(D-Tex.) "interpreted" House rules isis now
repassed and sent to the White
chairman
of
the
Senate
Finance
to prohibit radio, TV, recordings
committee. Thus it is presumed that House.
and newsreels in coverage of House
Sen. Theodore
Francis Democrat
Green (D-R.
I.)
Others Seeking Re-election
would
be the senior
in the
committee sessions [B»T, March
Other House members running
committee.
3], the minority leader told BroadRules & Administration — Sen. Henry
for re-election are Rep. Harry R.
Cabot Lodge Jr. (R-Mass.) vice Sen.
casting •Telecasting:
Carl Hayden
Sen Hayden
Sheppard (D-Calif.), author of
be in line(D-Ariz.).
for the chairmanship
"What the Speaker says is that would
several proposals affecting netof
the
Senate
AP
Appropriations
Comin the absence of authority, he, the
mittee. The next ranking Democrat
works and the right of rebroadSpeaker, takes it. I believe that the is Sen. Green.
Sen. Fred A. Seaton (R-Neb.),
cast privileges; Rep. Harris Ells- one of GOP Candidate Dwight D.
Judiciary — Sen. Alexander Wiley
authority rests with the committees
worth (R-Ore.), broadcaster-pub(R-Wis.) vice Sen. Pat McCarran (Dlisher who has interests in KRNR
Eisenhower's top level confidantes,
of the House."
Wileymemberalso
ranking
ReThere should be no ban on radio Nev.). Sen.publican
of isthe
Foreign
declined to run for the seat to
Roseburg, KFLW Klamath Falls,
Relations
Committee,
where,
it
is
and television, he indicated, and believed, he would prefer to be chairand KYJC Medford, all Oregon;
which he was appointed last Deneither should the Speaker assume
man; thus Sen. William Langer (R- Rep. William E. Miller (R-N. Y.),
cember upon the death of Sen. KenN. D.) would be chairman.
this authority.
neth S. Wherry. Sen. Seaton is
author of a proposed bill which
All
members
of
the
House
of
Possibility that the Republicans
would have given broadcasters a associated with his family in newsmay take control of the House is Representatives are running for re- better credit base for excess profits
paper publishing in Nebraska and
election. Among those of interest
Kansas and in the ownership of
speculative likelihood among polit- to broadcasters, other than those tax purposes; Rep. E. C. Gathings
ical observers. They are also quite
KHAS Hastings, Neb., and KMAN
(D-Ark.), author of the resolution
Manhattan and KGGF Coffeyville,
unanimous that the Senate will re- mentioned above, are:
which established the Harris subboth Kansas.
Reps. Arthur G. Klein (D-N. Y.) ,
main in Democratic hands.
;ommittee to probe radio-TV proF. Ertel Carlyle (D-N. C), Homer
Continued Democratic leadership
Rep. Clinton D. McKinnon (Dgrams, and Rep. Joseph R. Bryson
Thornberry (D-Tex.), Joseph P. (D-S. C),
Calif.), former owner of KCBQ
of Congress would pose no changes
who proposed legislation
O'Hara (R-Minn.), J. Edgar Che- to bar liquor advertising on the air. San Diego and former publisher of
in important committee chairmannoweth (R-Col.) and Harmar D.
the San Diego Journal, lost the
ships. Some senior Democratic
Running for re-election in the Democratic
nomination for the
(R-Pa.). All are memmembers in both houses are not re- Denny bersJr.
Senate
are
the
following
whose
Senate.
of the Harris subcommittee
turning through resignation or pristanding, come Nov. 4, are of inmary defeat, but the majority of investigating the "moral climate"
terest to broadcasters: Sen. Wilof radio and TV programs.
Democratic chairmen would conliam Benton (D-Conn.), author of
tinue in those posts.
LBS SUIT
Rep. O'Hara also was the author,
proposals to establish a national
although unsuccessful, of an
advisory council on radio and TV
Committee Chairmanships
Depositions To Be Given
amendment to the McFarland Bill programs; Sen. Lodge, in line for
In the event of a Republican
FORMER executives of Liberty
the chairmanship of the Senate
which
would
have
permitted
broadHouse, committee chairmanships
Broadcasting System were in Chiwill change hands. Among those in
cago last week to give depositions
which broadcasters are interested
in
the
long-pending $12 million LibINAUGURAL
PLANS
TAKE
SHAPE
are the following:
erty anti-trust suit against major
Interstate & Foreign Commerce —
league ball clubs.
Radio-TV Specifications Spelled Out
Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.),
chairman during the 80th Congress,
Former LBS President Gordon
would return as chairman. The present
McLendon arrived there Monday
chairman is Rep. Robert Crosser (D- SPONSORSHIP of the 1953 in- the inaugural parade down Pennaugural ceremonies, under the same
Ohio). Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R-Calif.)
sylvania Ave. to the White House.
from Dallas to begin a week-long
would then become, it is believed,
stint with attorneys from Sidley,
the broadcasting - communication ex- conditions which governed the po- It also means proper credentials
pert on the committee, succeeding Rep.
litical conventions last July, was
for the camera crews and techniAustin,
Burgess & Smith, repreOren Harris (D-Ark.).
cians and for the commentators
senting the 13 major league baseAppropriations — Rep. John Taber (R- recommended last week by the radio-TV subcommittee of the District
ball clubs named as defendants in
who will cover the procession.
N. Y.) in place of Rep. Clarence Cannon (D-Mo.).
Situation at Capitol Plaza also the conspiracy charge.
Judiciary — Rep. Chauncey W. Reed of Columbia Inaugural Committee.
(R-Ill.) in. place of Rep. Emanuel CelThe subcommittee also asked that
giving concern. Contract for
Scheduled to follow Mr. McLenler (D-N. Y.). Rep. Celler has been the inaugural committee extend to is
erection of stands is based on duplidon in giving testimony are James
one of the leaders in the fight to ban
radio and TV from House Committee
cation of 1949 inaugural [B#T,
radio and TV correspondents the
Foster, former executive vice pressessions and courtrooms.
Sept. 22]. At that time, only two
Rules — Rep. Leo E. Allen (R-Ill.) vice same courtesies proffered in the
ident, and James Kirksmith, forRep. Adolph J. Sabath (D-Ill.). This 1949 inauguration.
mer vice president of Liberty. The
TV
cameras covered the oath-takis considered the most powerful coming ceremony. This inaugural is baseball clubs have not yet filed an
mitteewhat
in the
since
it deterConditions for sponsorship of
mines
billsHouse,
are sent
to the
floor.
expected to have a minimum of answer to the original complaint
the
political
conventions
carried
Un-American Activities — Rep. Harold
eight TV cameras. Robert M. MenH. Velde (R-ni.) in place of Rep. John
brought by LBS. Court dates set
the following restrictions among
S. Wood (D-Ga.). Rep. Wood is retiraugh, superintendent of the House
by U. S. District Court, Chicago,
others: (a) approval of the spon- Radio-TV
ing and Rep. Francis E. Walter (D-Pa.)
Correspondents Gallery,
would
have been postponed several times.
sor by the committee and (b) comber. be the senior Democratic memis handling requests for space on
The next one set for a formal anmercial
messages
only
at
recess
or
Ways & Means — Rep. Daniel A.
swer is Nov. 17, when the court
Reed (R-N. Y.) in place of Rep. Robert
Hill.subcommittee for Washduring pauses, and pitched at the Capitol
Radio-TV
L. Doughton (D-N. C). Rep. Doughton
may
insist
upon an answer even if
is retiring and Rep. Jere Cooper (D- highest level.
ington activities is headed by Brythe taking of depositions has not
Tenn.) cratic
would
Need for cooperation of D. C. Inson Rash, ABC. Other members are:
member. be the Senior Demobeen completed.
augural Committee for all Jan. 3 Kenneth H. Berkeley, WMAL; WalForeign Affairs — Rep. Robert B. ChipPractice is for the plaintiff to
ter Compton, DuMont; John Hayes,
perfield (R-Ill.) vice Rep. James P. activities, except those occurring at
Richards (D-S.C). Rep. Charles A. the inauguration proper on Capitol WTOP; Eugene Juster, NBC; Hollis
collect depositions after defense has
Eaton (R-N. J.), who is the senior
Seavey, MBS; Lewis Shollenberger,
Republican member of the committee,
finished. This would put the testiHill, was considered more serious
and who would normally be in line for this
CBS; Ben Wilbur, WOL, and William
time
than
in
1949
because
TV
mony of more than 40 persons back
the chairmanship is retirng.
Wood, CBS.
farther because McConnell, Lutkin
coverage
in
1953
will
be
individual
Co-chairmen
of
the
D.
C.
InauThough Senate switch to Repubrather than pooled as previously.
& Van Hook, representatives in
lican control is not believed likely,
gural Committee are Melvin Hildreth,
This will mean four networks plus Democratic national committeeman;
Chicago for Liberty, have this numthe following changes would occur
ber as a minimum with which to
an unknown number of independif the GOP assumed the majority:
and' Joseph McGarraghy, chairman of
begin.
Trial date is Jan. 19.
the^
D.
C.
Republican
Party.
ents
at
about
six
positions
during
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) would
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RADIO and television audiences
NETWORKS'
will
receive the most comprehensive election night coverage in history tomorrow (Tuesday) evening
with major networks fortified by a
host of commentators, electronic
computing devices, visual aids and
other techniques to give up-to-theminute news developments and
trends from across the nation.
For the past month, the networks
have been hammering out work
schedules, testing calculators and
mapping programs for coverage of
every conceivable angle of the election story. Preparations have been
made to go on the air in radio at
8 p.m. and television at 9 p.m.
EST and remain on the job through
the wee hours of the morning, if
necessary, until choice of the new
President has been determined.
All network spokesmen declared
late last week that they are prepared for any contingency that
may arise and voiced confidence
that this year's coverage will surpass all previous ones.
Plans for election night coverage
as reported by the networks follow:
NBC
NBC will begin radio coverage at
8 p.m. and television at 9 p.m. EST,
both under sponsorship of Philco
Corp. Network reports will originate from NBC's combined radioTV election night headquarters in
studio 8-H, Radio City, New York,
under direction of William R. McAndrew, overall supervisor.
The staff in New York, according to Mr. McAndrew, will number
about 250, including 15 top commentators. For NBC-TV, Bill
Henry will give the overall running
commentary, with John Cameron
Swayze concentrating on Presidential returns; Richard Harkness on
Senate and Gubernatorial contests,
and Ned Brooks on the Congressional elections. For radio audiences, George Hicks and Merrill
Mueller will describe the Presidential contests and the general election story; W. W. Chapman will
report on Senate and Gubernatorial races, and Ray Henle on House
elections. William Sprague will
provide color and human interest
angles.
At Party Headquarters
Stationed outside New York
headquarters will be Frank Bourgholtzer and Ben Grauer, who will
broadcast latest news developments
on both radio and TV from Gen.
Eisenhower's
headquarters
the
Commodore Hotel
in New atYork.

relayed to the four TV stations
ELECTION
in Chicago
and the rest of the
country.
NBC will use its electronic calculator, "Mike Monrobot," to give a
rapid comparison with Presidential
returns in 1948 and to compute important trends. Teams of tabulators will be on hand to post the
results and these figures will be
translated into visual presentations, such as animated cartoons,
for which NBC has hired the Howell-Rogin staff for the night. Arrangements have been made for
NBC radio stations to report local
results at 25 and 55 minutes after
each hour and for NBC-TV stations, on the hour and at 35 minutes past each hour.
CBS
CBS coverage, under sponsorship
of the Westinghouse Corp., will
start at 8 p.m. on radio and an
hour later on television. Overall
direction of election night activities
will be under Wells Church for CBS
Radio and Sig Mickelson for CBSTV, directors of news and special
events for their respective networks.
A combined radio-TV force will
operate out of New York and
Washington. The running story will
be provided by a relay team of
Walter Cronkite, Robert Trout,
Allan Jackson and Douglas Edwards. From time to time special
reports, analyses and interviews
will be broadcast by Edward R.

PLANS

DEMOCRATIC Presidential nominee
Adlai Stevenson (I) confers with Edward Lamb, owner of WICU (TV)
and WIKK Erie, Pa., and other radioTV stations and publisher of Erie
Dispatch. Scene took place on special
train en route to Erie where Gov.
Stevenson spoke Oct. 23. Mr. Lamb
publicly supported the Governor in an
editorial on stations.
one of the former's
Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Larry
LeSeuer, Charles Collingwood and
Don Hollenbeck. Bill Wood will
supervise pickups from Washington headquarters of the Democratic
and Republican parties, assisted by
Bill Shadel and Ron Cochran. Ed
Morgan will cover Gov. Stevenson
and Bill Downs will cover Gen.
Eisenhower.
CBS plans an election night staff
in New York City headquarters and

«
COVERAGE
STATION
NATIONAL political campaign
State, Washington, D. C, Balticoverage and plans for election
more, Bridgeport and Hartford disclosed their projected activities.
reporting by radio and TV stations
on the local level across the nation
WNEW New York planned to
were exemplified by reports re- devote its entire facilities and
commercial time to election returns
ceived at Broadcasting • Telecasting last week.
and analyses starting at 7:30 p.m.
In the East, outlets in New York, in cooperation with the New York
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, New York Daily News. News Director John
Jaeger will head WNEW personnel
at the News while Program Director Bill Kaland will direct activities
at headquarters. Plans called for
I PROMISED
broadcasting returns as received;
analysis by WNEW, News and
World Telegram & Sun experts,
WBTH
and telephone interviews with pubTO
lic figures.
WPIX(TV) New York, owned
by the Daily News, also enlisted
V®T
E
the cooperation of that newspaper.
Camera interviews with News
ON
political writers and reports from
Similarly, Ray Scherer and Jack
NOV. 4
election headquarters at the staAngell will report from Gov. Stetion were planned. WPIX is to
venson's headquarters in Springfield, 111.
go ahead with regular programThe Springfield hookup will be THIS is how one station, WBTH Wilming, but will interrupt with elecliamson, W. Va., promoted its vote
tion bulletins. John Tillman and
made possible by Illinois Bell Telephone Co. with a special microwave
campaign. Pictured is the black-let- Kevin Kennedy will coordinate
relay to the nearest coaxial cable
tered, white-background button, near- coverage.
circuits 120 miles away at Danly 4 inches in diameter, distributed
WINS and RKO Theatres of the
ville, from where signals will be
by the station before elections.
BROADCASTING
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will utilize visual devices to interpret the course of results.
MBS
Mutual's election returns will be
broadcast under sponsorship of
Chevrolet Div. of General Motors
and the Chevrolet Dealers of America, beginning at 8 p.m. EST. Before that time, MBS will feature
programs during the day in connection with its "Lights-Out-VotesOn" campaign to get out the vote.
The night's coverage, under cosupervision of Milton Burgh, MBS
news director, and Arthur Feldman, special events director, will
be implemented by a working force
of 250 in New York headquarters.
MBS commentators who will report
developments include Gabriel Heatter, Fulton Lewis jr., Cedric Foster,
Bill Cunningham, William Hillman,
H. R. Baukhage, Robert F. Hurleigh, Everett Holies, Fred Van
Deventer, Lew Nichols, Frank Singiser, Joe McCaffrey, Ed Petitt,
Prescott Robinson and Henry Gladstone, plus the network's
regional
news directors.
The network
has
arranged a three-minute cutout
every half hour and hour to- permit
local stations to report local election results.
ABC
Election results will be broadcast
over ABC radio, starting at 8 p.m.
EST and over ABC-TV an hour
(Continued on page 61)

Campaign,

Election

Greater New York area worked out
a joint
give late
election promotion
news to RKO totheatre
patrons
via announcements and lobby radio
sets tuned to WINS in a plan by
Dick Winters for WINS and Ira
Morais for RKO.
Other Station Plans
WMGM New York said it would
give full returns starting at 7:30
p.m., with
Program
DirectorGeorge
Raymond Katz
supervising.
Hamilton Combs, news analyst and
former Congressman, is slated to
analyze developments.
Municipally-owned WNYC New
York, which FCC refused permission to operate beyond its customary 10 p.m. sign-off [B*T, Oct.
27], said its personnel again would
have "exclusive access" to police
headquarters, where totals from
precinct stations would be sent directly to station studios. WNYC
will stop at 10 p.m. but WNYC-FM
will continue "until the final results t
are known," according to Seymour
N. Siegel, the city's director of
radio communications.
WNYC arranged with stations in
(Continued on page 36)
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Habit's and

' the
MER
ST
CA
WANT
to startAD
a radio
or televioticPRI
frequency situation
before
'BRO
sion station?
first radio act was passed in 1927.
Need the latest official dope on Reviewing legislative history of
educational telecasting ?
regulatory bodies, the document
FCC has the answers — hundreds
outlines the FCC's powers and operations in considerable detail.
and hundreds of them. They are
Separate paragraphs are devoted
wrapped up in a compact 22-page
to such topics as program control,
pamphlet modestly titled "Radio
censorship and free speech, political
Broadcast Primer."
For persons uninitiated in the broadcasts, lotteries and obscenity,
intricacies of radio and television
time charges and station managethe new Commission document is a
ment, networks, monopoly, receivers, call letters, radio operators and
quick and easy education in the
essentials of electronic media.
policing the ether.
Power to Review
For those engaged in the business and techniques of radio and
The legal power to review overTV broadcasting the primer is a
all performance of stations "does
pleasant refresher course.
not, however, give the Commission
The long job of boiling down the authority to direct a station to put
basic facts of radio and TV broada particular program on or off the
casting history, regulation and op- air," it is stated, supported by laneration was handled by the FCC's
guage
the law.
"The Com-of
Office of Eeports & Information,
missionfromhas held
that freedom
of which George O. Gillingham is speech on the radio must be broad
chief. It represents three years of enough to provide full and equal
compiling and editing, covering
opportunity for the presentation
AM, FM, TV and related services.
of both sides of public issues," the
The Commission hopes the primer
says,licensees
adding, of
"Under
such
will serve as a catch-all answer to primer
conditions,
broadcast
routine inquiries, which run about
50 letters a day to say nothing of stations have the right to editotelephone calls and personal inquiries.
Because of limited funds the
primer is not available in quantity
but single copies will be available
at the Commission offices.'
Since the job of explaining electronic media involves historical
background, the primer naturally
starts with the evolution of broadcasting. Referring to advances in
the fields of electricity and magnetism, it cites Maxwell's prediction
of radio waves in 1860 along with
similar experiments leading up to
Marconi's transmissions in 1895.
Station Claims
Moving along into early broadcasts, the primer dwells briefly on
conflicting claims without deciding
them. The oft-argued subject of
who made the first commercial
broadcast is handled this way:
"In 1919, station WHA of the
U. of Wisconsin was transmitting
weather and market reports. A
Detroit experimental station, which
later became WWJ, claimed to
have started daily programs on
July 7, 1920. However, records of
the Dept. of Commerce, which first
supervised radio, show KDKA
Pittsburgh as the first commercially licensed standard AM broadcast station, dating from November 1920."
Taking the air by 1921 also were
WJZ Newark, WRR Dallas, WBZ
Springfield, Mass., WCJ New Haven,
KQL Los Angeles, KQV Pittsburgh,
WJX New York, KYW Chicago and
WDY Roselle Park, N. J., according
to the primer. From that point it
traces use of telephone lines for
experimental networking, citing a
six-station broadcast of President
Coolidge's message to Congress in
December 1923.
Here the primer goes into broadcast regulation, recalling the chaPage 28 • November 3, 1952

Pertinent sentence in the law is
rialize."
cited as follows: "Nothing in this
act shall be understood or construed to give the Commission the
power of censorship over the radio
communications or signals transmitted by any radio station, and no
regulation or condition shall be
promulgated or fixed by the Commission which shall interfere with
the right of free speech by means
of radio communication."
The paragraph on political broadcasts is handled rather gingerly,
an obvious concession to general
confusion inside and outside the
Commission. All that's revealed is
the paragraph from the Communications Act specifying equal opportunity and banning premium time
charges for political talks.
Regulatory resumes include an
explanation for the Commission's
call-letter procedure. Recalling that
the demand for call letters in the
early '20s soon began to exhaust

Dq*
FCC c°m^
the three-letter combinations, the
primer tells about calls having
special significance, including appropriation ofKOP by the Detroit
"This brought a flood of requests
police.
for call letters embodying the initials of places, names or slogans,"
it is explained. "Thus, WRC became the Washington station of the
Radio Corp.; WGN was selected by
the Chicago Tribune because of its
slogan, 'World's Greatest Newspaper'; WCCO by the Washburn
Crosby Co., Minneapolis, and
WACO by the Texas city of that
name. WMCA started in the Hotel
McAlpin, New York; WNEW took
its name from the New York Daily
News; WINS New York from the
International News Service, and
WLIB New York from its slogan,
'The Voice of Liberty'; and WNYC
is operated by New York City.
"WCFL bears the initials of the
Chicago Federation of Labor;
WEVD New York identifies the
(E. V.) Debs Memorial Radio Fund;
and WCBS and WNBC New York
incorporate the initials of the Columbia Broadcasting System and
the National Broadcasting Co., respectively.
Other Call Examples
"Other broadcast station calls
honor individuals. Examples are
KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash., initialed for President Franklin D.
Roosevelt; WJJD Chicago for Sen.
James J. Davis; WMMN Fairmont,
W. Va., for Sen. Matthew M. Neely;
WABD New York for Allen B.
DuMont; WTTG Washington for
Thomas T. Goldsmith, DuMont engineer, and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y., for Dr. W. R. G. Baker
of the General Electric Co.
"Many stations use calls indicative of their local areas. WFTW
Fort Wayne, is typical. Others
refer to slogans. WIOD Miami
typifies
'Wonderful
IsleArk.,
of Dreams,'
and KAGH
Crossett,
stands
for
ArkansaswasGreen
Home.'to
KXGI'Keep
Richmond
licensed
ex-G. I.'s. In Washington WTOP

Suds

SOVIET Union, which recently reported plans for
plug-in color television,
claims that 2,000 TV receivers have been installed in
Kiev, and that the number of
sets has increased in all villages. Radio Moscow adds :
"Regularly, three times weekly, concerts and films are being telecast from the studio
of the Kiev television center.
The use of television sets is
becoming a habit of the SovRadiotheMoscow
also iet
is people."
portraying
U. S.
as a villain in a new radio
soap opera about World War
II titled Happiness.
signifies 'Top of the Dial'; WGMS,
'Washington's Good Music Station,'
and WCFM, 'Washington's Cooperative Frequency Modulation StaCommission methods of policing
the ether are explained as the
primer winds up its story of basic
regulatory techniques. From that
point it goes into more detail in
outlining broadcast application protion'." cedure, including ways of obtaining construction permits, licenses,
renewals and other grants.
The radio spectrum receives careful and enlightening attention,
with two full pages of relatively
simple explanation of radio waves,
channels and frequency allocations.
Similar attention is given the general subject of broadcast operation,
including a dissertation on electronic phenomena. Types and numbers of stations are tabulated.
Brief chapters explain AM and
FM broadcasting. The television
section is necessarily more involved, starting with this simple
definition, "Television (TV) broadcasting involves radio transmission
of visual and aural programs so
synchronized that at the receiving
set they are seen and heard in a
manner resembling talking motion
Historical outline starts with the
scanning disk patented in 1884 by
the German, Nipkow. Vhf and uhf
pictures." are discussed with clarity.
problems
A history of educational broadcasting reviews AM and FM operations, winding up with a summary
of the TV educational situation.
RTMA Names Manson
STANLEY H. MANSON, advertising and public relations manager
of Stromberg-Carlson Co., has been
named by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. as vice chairman of the
RTMA Public Relations & Advertising Committee. Appointment
was made by John W. Craig, chairman of the RTMA Set Division.
He succeeds James M. Toney, RCA
Victor Division,- who has resigned
from the committee post. Mr. Manson heads the public relations
group of the combined RTMA committee, created Sept. 17 at the
RTMA fall meeting.

REPRESENTATIVES of 12 North Dakota stations met Oct. 18 and formed the
North Dakota Broadcasters' Assn. Officers include (I to r) Elmer Hanson,
KNOX Grand Forks, secretary-treasurer; Orville F. Burda, KDIX Dickinson,
president; F. E. Fitzsimonds, KFYR Bismarck, vice president, and Charles
Scofield, KWBM Williston, one-year director. Also elected a one-year director was John B. Cooley, KLPM Minot. Messrs. Hanson, Burda and Fitzsimonds
will serve as two-year directors.
BROADCASTING
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$1 Miiihn vitapix fw
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NEW
FORMATION of a $1 million TV
film producing and syndicating
company by four prominent broadcasters, a Washington attorney
specializing in radio-TV practice
and two Hollywood film executives
was ,announced last weekend.
The company is Vitapix Corp.
Its principals are John E. Fetzer,
president of WKZO-AM-TV KalaV mazoo, Mich., and WJEF Grand
Rapids, Mich.; C Howard Lane,
president of KOIN Portland, Ore.,
and KJR Seattle and part owner
of KFBI Wichita; Harry C. Wilder,
who retired a month ago as president and director of WSYR-AMFM-TV Syracuse and who has interests in WELI-AM-FM and
WBIB (FM) New Haven and in
WTRY Troy, N. Y.; Richard A.
Borel, general manager of WBNSMr. WORMHOUDT
Mr. BROIDY
AM-TV Columbus, 0.; Horace L.
Lohnes, of the Washington law
. . . In key posts for the new Vitapix Corp.
firm of Dow, Lohnes & Albertson;
William F. Broidy, president of
William F. Broidy Productions Inc., Hale Jr. in a 26 V2 -minute advento be handled by the firm.
Hollywood, and Don G. Campbell,
Mr. Wormhoudt was sales manture strip for boys.
owner of the D. C. Electric Co.,
ager of Unity for three and a half
It
has
also
acquired
rights
to
Hollywood, supplier of electrical
years. Before that he was a sales100
Tele-Discs,
which
are
threeequipment to the film industry.
man for Official Films, which he
minute films to be synchronized
President of the new corporation
joined in 1947 after working for a
with standard musical recordings
is Robert H. Wormhoudt, who reyear writing TV news shows at
by top performers.
signed as sales manager of Unity
CBS in New York. Mr. Wormhoudt
As president, Mr. Wormhoudt
Television Corp., New York, as of
served in the Army during World
will direct operations and sales.
last Saturday.
War IL emerging as a captain. A
Mr.
Broidy,
as
vice
president,
will
At present the stock of the corpnative of Iowa, he is 41 years old.
oration is divided among the orig- be the production chief.
Sees Unified Effort
The other officers and Director
, inal principals, none of whom owns
more than 20%. A redistribution of Lane will not be concerned with the
"Vitapix is the best thing that
stock is planned to include Mr.
ever happened to the television
detail of administration or operaWormhoudt in the stockholders.
tions but will act in advisory capacfilm business," Mr. Wormhoudt
When the redistribution is comities in the overall management
said, "both in its conception of pulland in the selection of properties
plete, he and the original principals
ing together all the elements of
the business and in its people, all
will hold equal shares.
of whom have the proven ability
Other Officers
NETWORK
CLIENTS
to create business in the best prinIn addition to Mr. Wormhoudt,
ciples and with the soundest reOct.
'57
-'52
Compared
the corporation's officers are
Messrs. Broidy, Fetzer, Borel and
MORE advertisers used radio netMr. Wormhoudt pointed out that
works last month than in October
Wilder, vice presidents; Mr. Campbell, treasurer, and Mr. Lohnes,
1951—139 this October to 127 for
secretary. The board of directors
the same month of last year — acsults."
includes the officers and Mr. Lane.
cording to an analysis made by
To Stress Spot Growth
Executives Radio-TV Service.
Vitapix will syndicate film which
is produced especially for it by its
Reverse is true for TV, the report JOSEPH WEED, head of Weed &
notes, with 141 advertisers on the
production arm, the Broidy company in Hollywood, and which is video networks in October 1952, Co. and president of National Assn.
of Radio & TV Station Representaacquired from other sources.
compared to 173 TV network clients
tives, is announcing today (Monin
October
1951.
It has already bought both teleday) that NARTSR's name has
vision and theatrical rights to 27
Both media in October 1952 had
to Station RepresentMonogram westerns, 21 starring more food advertisers than any been changed
atives Assn. Inc. (SRA), effective
Johnny Mack Brown and six star- other type, 28 food companies using immediately [B«T, Sept. 15]. Mr.
S ring Whip Wilson — all released
network radio and 27 using net- Weed explained the change was
since 1947. The cost of that acquisiwork TV to advertise their prod- made not only to simplify the
tion is reported to have been nearly
ucts. Makers of home furnishings
name, but to avoid conflict with
$700,000. Vitapix is reprocessing
and appliances ranked second, 17 similar titles.
the features on fine grain film.
advertisers of this category using
SRA reported that in spite of
the radio networks and 20 buying
Although its corporate formation
continued expansion of television
TV network time. Drug companies
was not complete until last week,
business in 1951, there was also a
the company has begun selling ranked third, 13 using network ra- "rapid growth" of national spot
these westerns and has sold the
dio, 14 using network television.
radio in that year. Due to the infeatures to 10 stations.
There were fewer commercial
crease in activity the station repAt the Broidy studios it has in network programs on the air this
resentatives "individually and
production a 26-time series, Case
October than a year ago, the sumthrough
their
association" are enmary shows, declining for radio
History, a 26%-minute show about
gaged in promotion of spot radio
from
210
in
October
1951
to
196
in
the adventures of a doctor, starring
business, "to hold and increase the
October 1952 and for TV from 170 large volume of business already
Regis Toomey, and another 26-time
to
149.
series, Trail Blazers, starring Alan
established."
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Mr. Broidy,
the among
company's
production chief, was
the most
experienced TV film producers in
Hollywood and that Mr. Campbell
was a veteran in the movie industry. The broadcasters in the firm,
he said, were highly regarded in
radio and television and included
the chairman of the NARTB Code
Review Board (Mr. Fetzer). They
will be able to provide sound and
practical advice on the kinds of
film which the company will distribute, he said.

SEARS TESTS
Summarized by BAB
RADIO "out-performed" newspapers in 10 effectiveness
out of 12 dollar-for-dollar sales
tests made
by the ARBI method in Sears, Roebuck stores during the past 18
months, BAB reported last week.
BAB said this superiority of performance referred both to traffic
drawn to the stores and to volume
of sales.
Results of the surveys, which
BAB said were conducted in "Sears
stores from the Pacific Northwest
to Washington, D. C," are summarized in a new 24-page presentation, "Sears Counts Its Customers,"
which has been sent to BAB members. Some principal conclusions of
the presentation, similar to those
contained in the larger "Count
Your Customers" summary of
ARBI tests which was issued by
BAB earlier this year, were described as follows:
"(1) Radio and Newspaper advertising seem to reach entirely
separate audiences.
"(2) Radio reaches a slightly
larger audience than newspapers.
"(3) There is relatively little
over-lap between the radio and
newspaper markets for retailers.
" (4) Store traffic is created by
daily advertising. Other factors including the carry-over effect of previous advertising seem to produce
relatively little traffic even for the
well-established Sears stores."
"Sears Counts Its Customers"
recounts some tests included in the
earlier "Count Your Customers"
brochure, some of which have been
made and released since [B*T,
Aug. 18], and some which have not
been made public before, BAB officials reported. They said copies are
being released to members only.
Reynolds Radio Plans
REYNOLDS Metals Co., Louisville,
for its new product, "Liquid Aluminum," plans to distribute radio
spots in cooperative advertising.
Reynolds, which sells the "Liquid
Aluminum" pigment and distributes labels and promotion material
to paint manufacturers, currently
does not plan any direct advertising program. Agency is Price,
Robinson & Frank, Chicago.
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EKCO
NBC STATIONS
Boca Meeting Support Nil
EFFORTS of some NBC affiliated
stations to stir up a December convention of their own following the
network's abandonment of plans
for the annual session appeared at
the weekend to have developed
little support.
Affiliates in some areas were
slow in replying to informal polls
conducted by members of NBC's
Stations Planning & Advisory Committee. P. A. Sugg, WKY Oklahoma City, requested the polls at
the instigation of affiliates who felt
there should be an NBC station
meeting regardless of the network's
stand [B*T, Oct. 27].
Mr. Sugg told Broadcasting •
Telecasting a large number of
affiliate officials were too busy with
political problems, and related
management headaches, to reply to
the polls by SPAC committeemen.
Chance that a convention may
be held next spring developed during the week, with some feeling
that NBC officials might go along
with the idea. One suggestion was
that NBC stations get together
during the Los Angeles NARTB
convention April 29-May 1.
A meeting of the NBC Television
Affiliates Committee is scheduled
Nov. 12, with rate compensation as
the main topic. The so - called
Damm Committee, headed by
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, may meet before the yearend. This group has had several
discussions during the past year.
Majority Opposes
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR-TV
Syracuse, a television SPAC member, said the 13 affiliates in his
district were preponderantly opposed to a December convention at
Boca Raton, Fla. He added, however, that they voiced belief that
some form of meeting of TV affiliates is necessary or desirable.
Of the 13, he said eight were
opposed to proceeding with the
Boca Raton general convention.
Most of these expressed a need for
a business session of TV affiliates.
Two affiliates favored a general
convention, two stated no preference and one did not reply, he said.
Key problems stirring desire for
a TV meeting, it was understood,
are network - affiliate negotiations
over a new formula to compensate
stations for carrying network commercial programs, and the belief
voiced by several stations that
NBC is not paying enough attention to morning programming.
On the compensation question,
an affiliates committee submitted a
proposed new formula in late summer, NBC came back with a counter-proposal, and further negotiations are due at the Nov. 12 session.
NBC officials indicated no intent
to re-Schedule the cancelled Boca
Raton meeting. Mr. Sugg had notified SPAC members he had been
informed by Tony Provost of
WBAL Baltimore, that Boca Raton
could be made available the week
of Dec. 13.
Page 30
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SWITCHES

Full Line to D-F-S
EKCO Products Co., Chicago,
which spends about $900,000 yearly
on advertising, has switched several portions of its account from
Earle Ludgin Agency to DancerFitzgerald-Sample, both Chicago.
The transfer, effective last week,
brings the entire Ekco line into one
agency.

COL. A. FRANK KATZENTINE, owner WKAT Miami Beach, was presented
with a baby Mexican tiger to use as
the station's mascot. The station uses
a cat as its symbol. Posing with the
"kitten" are (I to r) John I. Prosser,
WKAT general manager; Judy Allen,
lion tamer, and Walter A. Callahan,
WKAT sales manager.
ELECTION RESULTS
VOA to Air Overseas
DEPT. of State's Voice of America
will carry U. S. election results to
various countries in 46 languages,
it was indicated last week.
A staff of 300 announcers, newsmen and engineers will be utilized
to assemble and broadcast the returns starting at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
with stress on shortwave broadcasts behind the Iron Curtain.
Among places slated to receive full
coverage are countries in Europe,
Latin America and the Far East,
Near and Middle East.
Voice programs will be relayed
by domestic networks overseas.
Broadcasts to the Iron Curtain will
employ a special pattern. All
phases of the political race will be
reported, Voice officials said.

Ekco products include Diamondware cutlery, Minute Mop products,
various Flint lines of kitchen tools,
cutlery and food mixers and Ekco
Ware cooking utensils. For the
past two years, the list has been
divided between Ludgin and D-F-S,
with the latter handling Diamondware stainless steel table ware and
Minute Mop products.
In a short one-week period, the
client planned and signed for sponsorship of a quarter-hour segment
of Welcome Travelers on NBC-TV.

SET SALES RISE
Reported in Dept. Stores
DEPARTMENT store sales of
radio - TV receivers and phonographs last July showed a 19%
increase over the same month in
1951 but the 1952 seven-months
total was off about 23%, according to the Federal Reserve Board.
These figures were contained in
the October bulletin of the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. Total of 174 stores
reported in this survey. Drop of
63% was recorded in stocks on
hand in stores at the end of July.
Ratio of stock on hand in terms
of sales was 2.6 for July, indicating stores sold about half their
available supply at month's end.
RTMA

Lists TV

Rise, Radio Drop
SEPT. SET OUTPUT
OUTPUT of TV receivers in September was 124% above the same
month in 1951, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Radio set
production fell below the level a year ago.
The industry produced 755,665 TV sets in September, a five-week
month, compared to 337,341 sets a *•
a year ago. Radio production to- RTMA member companies totaled
taled 865,654 sets compared to 1,- 34,196,286 units in September com100.246 in the same 1951 month.
pared to 27,946,193 a year ago.
In all, 3,670,591 TV sets and 6,- For the nine months of 1952, ship689,535 radios have been produced
ments totaled 245,689,629 tubes
in the nine months of 1952.
compared to 280,795,338 a year
Of home radios, 21,507 had FM
tuning facilities, according to ago.Radio-TV receiving set producRTMA. Another 7,664 TV sets had
tion for the first months of 1952
tuners for the FM broadcast band.
is detailed below:
Shipments of receiving tubes by
January
February
May
March
(5 weeks)
July
April
June
(5 weeks)
August
September
(5 weeks)

Television
404,933
409,337
510,561
322,878
309,375
361,152
198,921
397,769
755,665
3,670,591

Home Sets
288,723
312,705
357,689
286,164
288,927
297,669
203,868
235,728
324,786
2,596,259

Portables
68,433
72,866
99,720
110,529
128,351
205,186
81,353
105,006
126,666
998,110

Auto
195,147
267,779
343,314
275,250
215,478
246,909
95,220
94,315
230,706
1,964,118

AUDIO FAIR
Binaural Demonstrated
FOURTH Annual Audio Fair, under the sponsorship of the Audio
Engineering Society of America,
was held Wednesday through Saturday at New York's Hotel New
Yorker with more than 100 disbition. plays of sound equipment on exhiHighlights of the fair included
displays of binaural sound systems
by Magnecord Inc. and Ampex
Electric Corp. In binaural ("two
eared") recording, musical sound is
picked up by two microphones, recorded on two independent sound
tracks and played back through
separate speakers.
Binaural recording was described
as an effort to give an added dimension to recorded sound in much
the same way that a stereoscope
adds the illusion of depth to a
photograph.
Magnecord presented a demonstration of binaural sound reproduction at a news conference
Wednesday and later that evening
cooperated with WQXR New York
in a broadcast demonstration. The
binaural effect was accomplished
by broadcasting one sound signal
over AM and the other over FM.
Magnetic binaural recording is
presently mercial
notbasisavailable
on a comas no satisfactory
method has been found to massproduce tape recordings. A binaural
system that uses a disk with two
sets of grooves, one set at the
outside of the record and the other
halfway across it, was demonstrated by Cook Laboratories, Stamford,
Conn.
Harry N. Reizes, fair manager,
estimated that at least 15,000 persons visited the exhibition. He said
that 29 technical papers were delivered at the Audio Engineering
Society's convention, which is held
each year in conjunction with the
fair.
Mr. Reizes also announced that
the fair has established an annual
$250 scholarship to be awarded to
a deserving student specializing in
audio engineering. First presentashow. tion will be made at next year's
The Audio Engineering Society
of America is composed of more
than 1,100 members in the United
States and abroad.
Sesac Xmas Scripts
SESAC transcribed library, New
York, will send special Christmas
programs to subscribers along with
regular November shipments,
which will include a complete list
of SESAC's Christmas music. Special program scripts are: "Music
and Christmas," "Music for OnceUpon-a-Time," "Home for Christmas," "The Wondrous Gift of
Christmas," "Christmas Tree Decoration— Homemade Style," "The
Toys' Christmas Eve," and "Mister

Clock Total Radio
80,152
632,455
106,103
759,453
975,892
175,169
748,344
176,003
847,946
115,588
874,253
124,489
441,736
543,802
61,295
108,753
865.654
183.496
1,131,048
6,689,535
Muggins Rabbit."• Telecasting
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In the 1952 Iowa Radio-Television
Survey, just completed by Dr. F. L.
Wichita University and his staff, every
ily reached by personal interview

TIME

ALL

MEDIA

Audience
Whan of
COMBINED!
third famwas asked to

keep an "In-home Activities Diary", quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, the day following the interview.
The graph above shows one significant finding from
this diary study. Dozens and dozens of other new
facts also merit your dareful study.
9,143 families were personally interviewed for the
1952 Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and merchandising man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of the
1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will be sent
you free, of course.

WIKI

®

*for
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

CSS

CANCER

CBS and the American Cancer
Society are joining forces in an
ambitious venture in medical education by color television which
they hope will help reduce cancer
to a "secondary" disease.
Expected to start in about six
months, the project calls for hourlong weekly programs on cancer
detection and treatment to be
transmitted by a closed circuit
color TV network, into cities havdoctors.ing one-third of the nation's
The programs, which leaders
hope will be approved by medical
colleges as "courses" for which
credits will be allowed, will be
prepared under the supervision of
cancer experts with an experienced
radio-TV producer to help make
them "interesting and exciting"
as well as factually educational.
CBS-TV has committed its Tuesday 6-7 p.m. EST time period for
transmission of the programs. The
Cancer Society has committed up
to $250,000 to underwrite the
project, and leaders are hopeful
that others — individuals and organizations— will make contributions to defray additional expenses,
particularly for more projection receivers and other equipment.
CBS Labs. Vice President Peter
C. Goldmark, developer of the
CBS color TV system and originator of the cancer education project,
said enough now is known by a
few cancer experts to render the
disease comparatively "insignificant" if the knowledge is imparted
to doctors throughout the nation.
Save 10,000 Lives
By extending this presentlyknown information to doctors generally, the programs could be responsible for saving 10,000 lives a
year after the first year, he estimated. Dr. Goldmark is adviser
on the project, which is headed
by Dr. Charles Cameron, medical
director of the society.
The society was said to be planning to work closely with county
medical societies in developing its
"audience," since most doctors are
members, and a search is being
made for convenient sites for receivers in the various cities involved. CBS-TV will transmit the
programs, and it is expected that
they will be taken off the intercity relay by local TV stations for
feeding to the receiver locations.
A special projection receiver,
with a screen four feet wide, has
been developed by CBS Labs. —
each one, Dr. Goldmark said, can
serve as many as 500 persons.
Color recordings of the programs also will be made for use
in cities not linked by radio relay.
Dr. Goldmark said such recordings definitely have been proven
feasible.
Approximately 55,000 of the nation's estimated 157,000 practicing
doctors are concentrated in the
Page 32
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PROJECT
cities selected for the programs,
and it is expected that at least
half of these will take part in the
"courses." The cities, with their
estimated doctor populations
shown in parentheses, are as follows:
New York (17,000); Los Angeles (4,100); San Francisco (2,400); Denver
(1,200); Baltimore (2,300); Omaha (545);
Salt Lake City (500); Cleveland (2,000); Toledo (550); Lancaster, Pa.
(151); Philadelphia (4,900); Chicago
(7,500); Des Moines (360); Pittsburgh
(1,600); Johnstown, Pa. (130); Boston
(3,400); Detroit (3,000); Providence
(560); and Washington, D. C. (2,500).
The network at the outset is expected to include the cities of the
Eastern Seaboard and as far west
as Chicago. Those west of Chicago

would be added later.
The project, first revealed Oct.
24, with the Cancer Society's appropriation of the $250,000, was
described as "not a commercial
venture" of either CBS or the
society. CBS is providing its circuits and its color TV technique,
which has been employed extensively in medical demonstrations
since May 1949 and which also
won FCC approval for commercialization despite almost unanimous industry opposition. CBSTV has not engaged in color
broadcasting on a regular basis
since closing down at governmental
request to conserve raw materials,

although this ban was later lifted.
Dr. Goldmark revealed that one
of the primary purposes of the
transcontinental relay of a color
pickup of a heart operation on the
West Coast several months ago was
to provide a fore-test of the current project. He felt the cancer
program ultimately would be extended to other fields of medicine
with vast benefits.
As an indication of the anticipated results of the cancer education project, he pointed out that
in the case of stomach cancer, for
example, the survival rate among
detected cases is 65%, as against
6% where the disease is not detected in time.
In addition to training the nation's doctors to detect the disease
at an early stage and to treat it
properly, project encompasses, a
public educational campaign.
As this course progresses, local
radio and television stations will
be asked to acquaint their audiences with the fact that their
doctors are "enrolled" and learning about cancer, and should be
contacted for checkups if any
question arises.
The CBS-type color equipment
has been used frequently for medical demonstrations in cooperation
with Smith, Kline & French Labs.,
and currently is in daily teaching
use at the U. of Kansas, the U.
of Pennsylvania, and a hospital
in Paris.
Doctor Survey

PROSPECT of a backlog in orders to equip new and prospective
TV
ttST
ATUS
ST
stations
was raised
before the
National
Production •S
Authority
(NPA)
ENT
EQUIPM
last Tuesday.
A member of an industry broadcast equipment advisory committee
who represents a large company
suggested some firms may find it problem in point of supply and
"uneconomical" to gear their pro- quality.
Meeting was attended by repreduction to FCC's TV processing
sentatives of Westinghouse, RCA,
line.
His statement came during a dis- General Electric, Gates Radio, DuCollins Radio, Conticussion by industry and NPA offi- Mont Labs,
nental Electronics and Standard
cials on the TV station picture since
Electronics.
J. Bernard Joseph,
the Commission lifted its freeze
last April, and particularly the NPA Electronic Div., presided.
The Journal of the American
Manufacturers of receiving and
future demand for broadcast equipment.
transmitting tubes also met with Medical Assn., describing medical
has reported that a surNPA reported that since July NPA in separate conferences last color veyTV,
of physicians attending the
FCC has issued more than 80 con- week. Receiving tube producers
Missouri State Medical Assn. in
struction permits for new outlets, said they were against any plan 1950 showed that 91% (of 116)
with an approximate ratio of three for centralized government pro- preferred to watch surgery on
curement of electron tubes as govto one for uhf to vhf. (There was
color television rather than from
ernmentfinished
equipment, exalasttotal
of
92
post-thaw
cp's
as
of
an
operating-room amphitheatre,
Thursday).
pressing doubt such a system would
and that 52% preferred it to a
work.
The industry member, who was
place beside the operating table.
487 Million Units
The Journal also reported on a
not identified by NPA, said a backNPA
estimated
1953
receiving
log of orders looms from these new
tube
output,
at
487
million
units,
survey
Wayne itU.'s
stations and for the many whose
medicine,by which
saidcollege
showedof
applications now pend before the including overall total military re- that; "(1) 96% expressed a preference for watching surgery by
FCC, NPA reported. Feeling was
Industryunits
representatives felt 450 quirements.
million
would
expressed that manufacturers
means of color television, as comshould not feel obliged to expand
be a better guess. No serious shortpared with viewing it from an
age of these tubes was reported.
their production facilities in view
amphitheatre; (2) 85% expressed
Another
industry
group
asked
of the present status of the TV
NPA to relax building curbs Jan. 1 a preference for a clinical presengrant situation — at least until more
tation on color television, as cominstead of the May 1 originally
stations receive permits.
pared with the conventional paper
read
from
the platform; (3) 42%
set, citing an easing of steel supA number of CP holders, howplies in all categories except struc- of this audience considered diagever, have had orders on file
tural. NPA promised to study this
throughout the past year as they recommendation.
nosis the subject matter of greatest interest, 38% treatment, and
anticipate FCC approval of their
While the relaxation would more
applications.
directly benefit commercial and 20% the new advances in reContinuing shortage of skilled recreational construction, any eastechnicians and engineers also was
ing in these fields generally would
reported by the manufacturers.
be regarded as an indication of 72-76 mc Notice
Some foreign personnel is being
greater allotments for buildingsearch."
imported, it was revealed. Producminded radio-TV broadcasters and BECAUSE of extensive interest
tion and operating efficiency losses
other industrial groups.
in FCC proposals to limit interdue to complex electronic designs
ference potential of fixed stations
Broadcasters still may self-aualso were discussed. Military authorize per project and per quar(non-broadcast) in the 72-76 mc
thorities are attempting to meet
ter: 25 tons of carbon steel (includ- band, the Commission has postthe problem, the committee was
ing structural), 5000 pounds of
poned until Dec. 22 the deadline for
informed.
copper and 4,000 pounds of alu- filing of comments. The proposals,
Pinch on first-quarter steel allo- minum.
issued Sept. 3, would require operacations for commercial broadcasttional fixed stations and fixed staNPA also held out hope for intions in the domestic fixed public
creased steel allotments early next
ing production may be eased by
extra deliveries in January and year for civilian goods products,
service to prevent interference to
February, NPA said. Components
stations on Chs. 4 and 5 [B»T,
but did not specify whether set- TV
and materials remain an acute
makers would benefit [B«T, Oct. 6]. Sept. 8].
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Political Till Mounts for Radio-TV
(Continued from page 23)
ported only $9,000 in contributions
J as of Aug. 31, with $5,000 of that
sum donated by Gov. Stevenson.
A later report also will be given in
a subsequent issue. The Demo; cratic Senatorial Committee showed
donations of $3,000 by Lehman
Bros., New York, and $2,000 by
I Marshall Field.
Lehman Bros., a New York stock
firm, reportedly had disseminated
some 500 copies of the GOP "blitz"
plan before the volunteers group
"revealed" it to the press. Ted
Bates & Co., through Rosser
Reeves, creative executive, had announced the plan publicly weeks
in advance.
Among contributors to the ReI publican Congressional Committee
were Arthur Godfrey ($2,500) and
Henry R. Luce ($2,000). Mr. Luce
also contributed $3,000 to the GOP
Senatorial Committee.
Listed among contributors to the
Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon organizations are: A. C. Nielsen,
A. C. Nielsen Co., $500; T. L. Bates,
$1,000; William C. Esty, William
C. Esty Co., $1,000; Sigurd Larmon, Young & Rubicam, $1,000;
William S. Paley, CBS board chairman, $3,000; Mrs. Oveta C. Hobby,
| KPRC-AM-FM-TV Houston, $100.
Contributing to the StevensonSparkman Forum Committee was
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS Central Div.
vice president, with the sum of
$5,000.
Confirmation of the huge network timebuys by both parties also
was given in the House reports as
the campaign drew to a close.
Democratic Spending
The Democratic National Committee reported disbursements of
$943,260.88 and contributions of
$870,087.66 from Sept. 1 to Oct.
23. The committee paid out these
sums:
To CBS— $1,233, $10,865.80 and $36,530.00 listed as broadcasts; to MBS —
$14,091.84 for expenses of a broadcast
Sept. 15; to ABC— $22,847.78 for broadcasting; to Joseph
Co.— $50,529.55
for newspaper
ads Katz
in connection
with
program
on
CBS
Radio
and
ABC-TV
Oct. 3, $52,670.80 for ads with program
on CBS-TV and CBS Radio Oct. 7
(including cable charges), $47,144.80 for
ads with(advance
programs
on CBS forRadio,
$1,275.15
payment)
program
on DuMont TV Oct. 9, $23,388.60 for
t ads with programs Sept. 8 through
Sept. 24, $6,298.19 for ABC radio Oct.
9; to Audio-Video Recordings— $10.41;
to Joint Senate-House Recording Facilities— $343.91 for recordings. Uni paid obligation was shown for Joseph
Katz Co. ($7,969.17).
GOP National Committee reported expenditures of $2,086,921
! and contributions of $2,464,174
during that period. Among disbursem nts :
To Kudner Inc.— $36,017.62, $87,447.20,
$140,082.50,
$27,853,
$53,386,
041,
$74,889.10,
$24,000,
all for$60,673,
radio $57,and
TV broadcasting; to Western RecordLewiston-Au$168.39;
—
ers,
Hollywood
burn Broadcasting Corp., Lewiston, Me.
—$45.50 for
and transcriptions;
$21; to NBC Washington—
$26.32
to WRDO
Augusta, Me.— $256.30; to Radio City
Sales & Servicing, Lewiston, Me.—
Productions, Wash$105; Audio-Video
ington, D. C— $99.40; MBS New York
— $9.75 for transcriptions; Royalty Recording, Hollywood— $69.87 forN. tranD.—
scriptions; toKWBM Williston,
to WMALfor
$45.50
AM-FM-TV transcriptions;
Washington— $15 for TV
service; to Radio Reports, New York—
$41.47.
The Republican Congressional
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Committee also reported disbursements of $528,827 and donations of
$512,587. Disbursements included:
To Kudner Inc.— $27,850, $15,812.50,
$22,200, $15,812.50, $11,667, all for radioTV broadcasting; to Audio-Video Productions—$35.13, $1,287.79, $10,063.58 and
$2,656.18, for slide films and radio;
to Joint Senate-House Recording Facility— $9 film.
for platter service and $27
for slide
The GOP Senatorial Committee
reported additional payments of
$27,852 to Kudner for a Nixon
broadcast; of $3,500 for organization work on the campaign of Prescott Bush, Senatorial candidate in
Connecticut and CBS minority
stockholder, and of $15,000 for the
Herbert Hoover Broadcast fund.
Mr. Hoover spoke Oct. 18. This
group spent $226,352 as against
$198,667 in receipts.
GOP Money
Citizens for Eisenhower paid out
to Ted Bates & Co. $10,000 on Sept.
24, $5,000 on Sept. 30 and another
$5,000 on Oct. 7— all for the controversial GOP radio-TV spot campaign. Other expenditures: Harry
Frost Advertising, $12,500; BBDO,
$44,000 and $87,500, for radio-TV
broadcasting; John Gilbert Craig
Adv. Agency, Wilmington, Del.,
$3,000; Curt Freiburger & Co.,
Denver, $4,400 and $1,100; Kudner
Inc., $674.75 and $74,000; ABC,
$3,000; Movietonews Inc., $27.81.
The Stevenson-Sparkman Forum
group reported an unpaid obligation of $8,880 to Joseph Katz Co.
for advertisements and extensive
production costs related to radioTV broadcasting as of Oct. 22.
Among its disbursements were
these:
To Joseph Katz Co.— $56,179.80, $55,000, $70,000, and $4,000 (for newspaper
ads, radio TV broadcasting); to NBC —
$10,910.50, for radio.
The CIO Political Action Committee reported total contributions
and distribution of literature of
$222,339.73. It listed among expenses recording done by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. totaling
$17.50 and work on TV films by
Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.,
Washington, D. C, amounting to
$1,845.64. Contributions included
$4,261 from the Communications
Workers of America and $1,000
from the International Union of
Electrical Workers.
James C. Petrillo, AFM president, donated $100 to the Labor's
League for Political Education,
which also cited an expense of $150
for a political broadcast, with work
handled by Leon Loeb & Co.
Commenting on financial problems, President Truman exhorted
fellow workers to "fight hard" and
reflected that "today, as four years
ago, our opposition has unlimited
campaign funds while we Democrats never know from one day to
the next whether we can pay for
another radio and television broadcast for Gov. Stevenson."
Mr. Strong of the GOP District

Club had a different version. He
asserted the Democrats' complaint
over money "doesn't mesh with the
radio and television time they are
This financial plight has produced some embarrassing incidents
buying."
for both parties during the camThe Republicans were forced to
paign.
cancel one network commitment
when they failed to come up with
$65,000 for an Eisenhower talk on
the West Coast in September.
Nevertheless, they had to shell out
$12,000 to a network in this instance, according ' to a Kudner
Agency executive.
When President Truman spoke
in Providence, a local Democratic
group reserved time for radio
coverage on WPJB. When the
group failed to come up with funds,
it implored the station to carry
the address as public service.
When WPJB declined, the committee reportedly prevailed on three
other local stations to do so. WPJB
also reportedly carried the talk. As
a result, all stations were besieged
with requests by GOP and other
groups for equal time.

while the New York Republican State
Committee reported a series of last
minute programs on varying radio and
TV station lineups within the state.
• Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.)
urged a change in campaign procesuggesting it tomight
for the dures,
government
makebe . "feasible
. . radio
and TV time available to all bona fide
candidates
an equal
© Nathan onStraus,
WMCAbasis."
New York,
deputy chairman
the Nationalarranged
Democratic Finance of
Committee,
a luncheon for Monday to raise funds
for a Stevenson radio-TV appearance.
© Sen. from
Wayne theMorse
(R-Ore.),party,
who
resigned
Republican
spoke last Tuesday over WBKB (TV)
Chicago, on a statewide radio network
from Peoria, HI., and on NBC last
Thursday from Milwaukee.
9 National Republican Congressional
Committee made two time purchases
under which Gen. Eisenhower was seen
presiding over two panels of governors
at the same time on CBS-TV stations
last Wednesday (10-10:45 p.m. EST).
He conducted one panel of 25 GOP
governors in a broadcast originating
in a CBS-TV studio in New York.
While this telecast was sent to most
sections of the country, affiliates in
about a dozen southern states were
fed, from WTOP-TV Washington, a
film of the nominee and the governors
of South Carolina, Louisiana, Texas.
0 DuMont's WABD (TV) New York
meanwhile reported Citizens for Eihad purchased
heavy
series" of senhower
one-minute
and "a
20-second
spot announcements on the station.
POLITICS

&

TV

Discussed in Nov. 'Harper's'
Windup on Radio-TV
NUMBER of voters going to the
There were few llth-hour timepolls tomorrow (Tuesday) will be
buys by the rival political camps.
a better measure of the effect of
The Democratic National Committee bought time on NBC radioTV on the 1952 Presidential election than the victory of either
TV, 9:30-10 p.m., for a Stevenson
radio address at the Academy of candidate, Bruce Bliven concludes
Music in Brooklyn last Friday. It
in an article, "Politics and TV," in
also lined up a last-minute "fire- the November issue of Harper's
side" chat for the Governor for Magazine.
Monday (this) morning on NBCReviewing the introduction of
TV at 11 a.m. from Springfield, 111.
television
into politics on a naBoth candidates were active on
tional scale this year and its role
radio and television last week, a
before, during and after the conhighlight being the Madison Square
vention, Mr. Bliven writes:
Garden rally for Gov. Stevenson
The claims made for television as
last Tuesday on DuMont TV, 10-11
the cure for all that is wrong in our
politics are obviously too sweeping
p.m., and on NBC-TV, NBC radio
and CBS Radio, 10:30-11 p.m. He
to be true. Those of us who are midalso spoke in Chicago Nov. 1.
dle-aged (a phrase used to describe
Hollywood stars joined in the himself by everyone who is less than
a hundred) remember how radio was
Stevenson Garden reception.
supposed to reform our political life.
Gen. Eisenhower was featured
Before
that,earlier,
it was the
woman's
on simulcasts from Oct. 28 through
and still
secretsuffrage
ballot,
Oct. 30, successively, and again on the direct primary, and the initiaNov. 1. Stars of stage, film and TV
tive, referendum, and recall. None of
also joined in his rally at the these things, nor the combination of
Garden last Thursday.
all of them, has prevented the continuance of corruption, boss rule, and
The big avalanche comes off this demagoguery.
evening, of course, with pre-elecWe shall know better before long
tion appeals to the electorate, and
whether
television has reformed poltomorrow when election returns
itics as much as predicted, or at all.
The answer will not come in the
will dominate the airwaves.
Gen. Eisenhower closes with Sen. outcome of the election; both political parties used television in about
Nixon in Boston with a rally startthe same way, and anyhow, many facing at 10 p.m. on combined ABC
tors enter into a victory. It will come
and NBC radio-TV networks and
when we learn what proportion of
culminating with a full hour from
the eligible voters went to the polls
this year. In the past few elections
11 p.m. to 12 midnight on all major
networks. Gov. Stevenson wraps up
about 50% of those entitled to vote
have bothered to do so. Conceding
his campaign in Chicago with an
that television has brought politics
address at 10:30 p.m. on all major
closer to most of the set-owners, it
networks. Vice President Alben
is still possible that they may regard
Barkley also will speak from St. it as purely a spectator sport, or
Louis, President Truman from
may feel that merely by viewing the
candidates and their friends they
Kansas City, and Sen. John Sparkhave accomplished something. Not
man (D-Ala.) from Chicago.
unless it can pry televiewers in
In other developments last week:
large numbers out of their easy chair
and down to the polling place on the
• The
Federation
Women's
lican Clubs
of New ofYork
State Repubschedcorner can television get credit for
uled a quarter-hour "Get Out the acle.
Vote"
14 radio(Monday),
stations any sort of effective political mirin the broadcast
state this onevening
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You may have heard about a Panhandle
wind-gauge— a concrete block at the end of
a ten-foot chain anchored to the top of a
ten-foot iron pole. If the chain and block
are blown parallel to the ground, it's too
windy to work. There isn't much need for
paint-removers hereabouts, either. Folks
just put the woodwork outdoors, fasten it
down, and let the wind blow the paint off.
Citizens of Amarillo, in common with
most other Texans, have a fondness for tall
tales. Actually, the biggest wind on record
was a 75-mile-an-hour gale. Cotton John,
KGNC's farm editor, says it disrobed a
young lady crossing Polk Street at Sixth (our
Broadway and 42nd). She was spared embarrassment, though, because the same wind
blew sand in men's eyes, opened a store
door, and sailed her right up to the drygoods department, where it wrapped her in
a piece of calico. Cotton John's got a piece
of sand to prove it.

Cotton John also has a passel of surveys
which prove he and KGNC have a loyal
following of farmers and ranchers. Because
he was born and raised on a Texas farm and
knows about 80% of the farmers in the Panhandle by name, he is personally familiar
with their problems. His early morning and
early afternoon farm, weather, and market
broadcasts provide information for farmers
and ranchers throughout Amarillo's trading
area. The programs typify the way KGNC
—industrial
serves its wealthy agricultural and
market.
i
The market is well worth the attention
of an advertiser interested in business, well
covered day and night by KGNC's 10,000
watts of power. For further information,
please check with our national reps.

KGNC
Amarillo

MC AFFILIATE
e 710 KC • 10,000 Watts • Represented Nationally by the O. L. Taylor Company
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Station Coverage
(Continued from page 27)
key states for mutual exchange of
late news, and said the Amateur
Eadio Relay League, a "ham" radio
operators' network covering 400
county seats, and the New York
State Civil Defense amateur radio
service also would be funneling
local returns to WNYC. As in the
past, the WNYC-AM-FM coverage
was made available to other radio
and also TV stations.
WNJR Newark scheduled an
"election night party" to start at
8:30 p.m. and last at least until 1
a.m. The program is to be broadcast
from the Newark News city room,
under sponsorship of Howard H.
Miller, oil distributor. WNJR
News Editor Tom Costigan, staff
newsmen, and Newark News reporters will cooperate in presenting late news, interviews, and analyses.
Philadelphia Planning
WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, to
make voting easier, will send newscaster Shelly Gross to polls in the
WFIL mobile unit to report on the
flow of voters, with the station interrupting regular programs for
election news. Voting returns will
be handled by John Corcoran for
TV and Chuck Harrison for radio,
with a special newsroom to handle
returns and a direct line to the
Philadelphia Inquirer. WFIL will
feed returns to the Quaker Network for Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
WIP Philadelphia will begin
airing returns at 7 p.m. election
day with Fulton Lewis jr. Program Director Murray Arnold reports a staff of 35 persons will
cover the election. The station will
run special lines to headquarters
of both parties.
KYW Philadelphia, will focus
coverage on the city and tri-state
area of Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Delaware. Local returns will
I be aired in five-minute segments
before the half hour starting at
8:25 p.m., with station cutting
away from NBC. KYW correspondents will be stationed at key points
| in city. Station will maintain dual
hookup with sister outlet, KDKA
Pittsburgh. Election reporting is
under supervision of Jim Gantz,
news editor, and Fred Harper, producer in charge of coverage. NewsMammoth Square Dance
FIFTEEN states will send
more than 6,000 dancers to
the third annual International Square Dance Festival in
Chicago Nov. 8. Sponsors are
WLS Chicago and Prairie
Farmer, in cooperation with
the Chicago Park District
and the Chicago Area Callers
Assn. The festival is a station promotion and public
service.
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metropolitan areas. Coverage will
extend into Wednesday morning.
WGMS - AM - FM Washington
plans FM airing of AP reports
from 7 to 11 p.m. and direct broadcasts from the New York Times
radio room from 11 p.m. through
the night. Special features will include actual recorded voices of
every President and his election opponent from Grover Cleveland to
President Truman, plus excerpts
from the writings of Abraham Lincoln and Thomas Jefferson. WGMSAM
day. will duplicate the special broadcast beginning at 4 a.m. Wednes-

OFFICIALS of Ashland Oil & Refining Co. talking to Sports Director J. B.
Faulconer (r), WLAP Lexington, Ky., sportscaster for Ashland Aetna Oil Sports
Network, at reception given Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. at the group's fall
meeting Oct. 13-14 at Ashland, are (I to r) Everett F. Wells, vice president;
F. W. Munro, advertising manager, and P. G. Blazer, board chairman.
men include John Raleigh, John
Franklin, Paul Taylor and Hal
Woodard.
WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia reports radio news director Charles
Shaw will air news flashes and
election returns, with Alan Scott
reporting for TV viewers. A staff
of 25 will back the airings and the
station will cut into network newscasts twice hourly to give returns
on local, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware and Maryland balloting. Newscasters will be stationed in Harrisburg, Wilkes-Barre,
Pittsburgh, Newark and Wilmington, Del., and facilities of the Philadelphia Bulletin and City Editors
Election Service will be available.
Philadelphia's WPTZ (TV) will
telecast news on two five-minute
station breaks every hour, with
George Skinner handling local returns and Norman Brooks and Dr.
Edgar B. Cale assisting with background material. Tally boards and
maps for states, Congressional districts and counties will be televised.
A staff of 50 will be used.
WPEN Philadelphia will begin
airing returns at 8 p.m., cutting
regular programs for latest election news. Jules Rind wilL head
the station's coverage, to include
tape recordings of telephoned interviews with candidates and political figures of both parties.
Election coverage for WIBG
Philadelphia will be handled by
Doug Arthur, Rube Werling, Roy
Walton, Tom Donahue, Bob Knox
and Toni Bourg, with broadcasts to
include street interviews. Direct
wires will connect the Philadelphia
Daily News with parties' headquarters.
Pittsburgh Sponsors
In Pittsburgh, KQV has lined up
sponsors for full election coverage.
J. A. Williams Co. (Duotherm
heaters wholesale distributor) has
signed to sponsor local returns and
is plugging the broadcasts with
spots. Sealtest has bought a spot
package for election night and
Levinson Steel backed a weekend

campaign urging citizens to vote.
KQV also will carry MBS national
returns.
In New York, WENE Binghamton will air returns direct from the
Binghamton Sun offices, and from
headquarters of the two parties.
Program director Hal Graves will
spark the operation from GOP
headquarters, with Daily Bulletin
reporter Martha Doyle interviewing guests. WENE news editor
Hal Hancock and assistant Bob
Maas will report local returns from
the Sun offices and the station's
sales manager, Norm Flynn, and
announcer Tom Rowley will handle
interviews at Democratic headquarters. Station manager Stephen
W. Ryder will edit UP regional
material for announcer Peter Ellis.
Endicott National Bank will sponsor twice-hourly local returns.
WGY Preparations
At Schenectady, WGY has established wire lines in Albany,
Schenectady and Pittsfield, Mass.,
according to Albert G. Zink, programs manager. Senior announcer
Howard Tupper will broadcast from
the Albany Times-Union. Bill Carpenter will be at the Schenectady
Union Star and Bill Bradley will
be at Pittsfield. Telephone reports
will be made from 20 other counties
in cooperation with area newspapers. WGY also will feed results
to WRGB (TV) at alternate halfhours with its twice-hourly radio
reports.
WPTR Albany has mobilized its
staff for coverage beginning at 7
p.m., with a staff of more than 30,
and pickups scheduled from six remote points in the Albany - Schenectady Troy
area. Cooperating
with WPTR to bring coverage of
other areas will be WBEN Buffalo,
WNYC New York, WAGE Syracuse, WRUN Utica and others.
News commentator Leo W. O'Brien
will analyze INS returns every
hour from New York City. WPTR
news editor Roger Stevens will
direct integration of returns from
the six remote points and several

WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md., plans
an innovation in TV coverage election night. It will cut in to the
city's Stanley Theatre every halfhour for a five-minute segment.
Election night schedule gets underway at 8 p.m. with switch to CBSTV at 9 p.m. Gunther Brewing Co.
will sponsor local coverage through
Biow Co. Reporting will be handled
by David Sickle, news director, and
Ernest V. Baugh Jr., Baltimore
Sunpapers analyst. Cartoonist
"Moko" Yardley will provide humorous sidelights.
WAAM (TV) Baltimore will
begin special election features at 7
p.m. Tuesday with the commentary
program of Gerald W. Johnson; at
7:15, WAAM commentators will be
introduced and visual devices for
election coverage will be demonstrated, with a WAAM-produced
film to show "Election Trends in
Maryland,
returns will1916-1952."
begin at 8 Election
p.m., with
Baltimore and Maryland reports,
and starting at 8:25, five-minute
reports will be given until all results are complete. American Oil
Co. will sponsor local segments,
which will supplement ABC national returns and other material
by WTIC
ABC-TV.
Hartford begins election
coverage at 7 p.m., with 370 workers reporting from all Connecticut's
169 towns, and Hartford's 60 polling places. At WTIC studios 90 of
the workers will be on hand to
compile returns. Remote pickups
are planned
fromheadquarters.
candidates'
homes
and party
INS, the AP and the New York
Herald Tribune will use WTIC facilities and information. State-wide
reports will be sponsored by Travelers Insurance Cos. When state
votes are counted, WTIC will join
NBC for national returns.
In the Midwest, Chicago stations
which completed elaborate plans
for election coverage included
WBKB (TV) WGN-AM-TV WNBQ
(TV) WMAQ
WIND
and WLS.WENR-TV WBBM
WBKB (TV) in that city plans
complete local coverage there at
Springfield, and also will air full
CBS-TV reports. Ulmer Turner,
news editor, and Frank Reynolds,
announcer, will handle local cutins, to be sponsored by Nelson
Bros. Furniture Store, Wieboldt's
(Continued on page 38)
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Station Coverage of Election
(Continued from page 36)
Dept. Store and Household Finance
Chicagoland Newsreel, Mutual, DuCorp. Station expects to be on the Mont Network and CBS -TV.
air from 7 p.m. until all results
WGN's special features crew will
are in.
be spotted throughout the city and
state. Carl J. Meyers, engineering
The NBC radio outlet, WMAQ,
will begin newscasts at 7 p.m., with
director, has supervised preparation of a special news center.
its sister station, WNBQ (TV), to
start with a roundup at 8. NewsProgramming, headed by Bruce
men will include Clifton Utley, Dennis, WGN program director,
Alex Drier, Len O'Connor, Jim will feature Robert Hurleigh, WGN
Hurlbut and Jack Angell on the news director, and Bruce MacFarair, with leg men under Bill Ray, lane, Holland Engle, Leslie Nichols,
news and special events chief.
Spencer Allen and Stephen Fentress. TV reports will be sponsored
WMAQ will cut in with local information five minutes every half- by Westinghouse, with AM news
hour, while WNBQ will air five paid for by Chevrolet Div. of Genminutes of video news 10 and 40
eral Motors and Chevrolet Dealers
minutes past each hour through
of America, network - wise. The
evening and morning. Both will Chicago Tribune will sponsor local
feed the networks.
Admiral Corp. has bought local
News at WGN-AM-TV will be portions.
supplied by the stations' own staffs
as well as by the Chicago Tribune,

Another

coverage on WENR - AM - TV
(ABC). ABC Chicago will begin

BLUE

RIBBON

feeding its reports at 7 p.m. Con
O'Dea, director of news and special
events, will supervise news. Commentators will include Austin
Kiplinger and Paul Harvey.
WBBM (CBS) Chicago men will
cover candidates' headquarters in
Chicago and Illinois, and other key
Midwest areas, such as Wisconsin
and Michigan. Julian Bentley is
news director. Chuck Wiley, special
events director, will head a crew
in Springfield and others in Morris
and Dixon. Newscaster John Harrington will handle most air work,
aided by Fahey Flynh, Joe Foss
and Larry Alexander.
WIND, 24-hour independent, will
headquarter at the Chicago Daily
News. News Director Jim Dale will
broadcast from there. Newscasters
will include Jack Quinlan, Bud
Campbell, Tom Pickering and Bill
Guthrie.
Ervin Lewis, news editor at WLS
Chicago, and Bob Lyle will handle

Achievement!

the bulk of the work there. Stationing remote crews at Democratic and GOP Chicago headquarters, WLS, which shares time with
WENR, expects
network
coverage.to carry full ABC
Twelve commentators and newsmen will provide latest developments at all levels for WLW Cincinnati. They will broadcast directly from Indianapolis, Louisville
and Charles P. Taft Headquarters
in Cincinnati. Newsmen include
Peter Grant, Dallas Deweese, William Hassler, Joseph Sagmaster,
John Baker, Glen Wilson, Alan
Stour, Dick Bruce, Dick Witty, Jim
Bruce, Barry Lake and Howard
Chamberlain.
On the West Coast, KPIX (TV)
San Francisco is planning coverage
of returns from nine counties in
the Bay Area. Pre-election telecast from Hollywood by CBS-TV
for an hour will start at 5 p.m.,
plus a quarter-hour of national
coverage beginning at 6 p.m., before CBS-TV begins feeding from
New York and Hollywood alternately at 6:15 in 20- and 15-minute
telecasts, respectively. William
Winter, KPIX news analyst, and
Sanford Spillman, program and
news director, will head election
programming, with Frank Schiro,
promotion director, assisting. Local
coverage will be backed by a KPIX
film team coursing through the
city, recording interesting events.
Political notables also will appear
before KPIX cameras.
AFRS to Overseas
Overseas, servicemen will get
election returns from 50 specialists
of Armed Forces Radio Service,
Los Angeles, in a 13% -hour broadcast from 5 p.m. Tuesday to 6:30
a.m. Wednesday, according to Col.
William M. Wright Jr., officer in
charge. He said AFRS tabulated
returns will be interspersed with
election programs from the networks.

KFAB's Midwest Empire has earned a BLUE RIBBON in recognition ofalmost a billion dollar corn crop this year! Taking
part in this achievement is KFAB . . . serving more hybird
corn advertisers than any other station in this area — THREE
TIMES AS MANY. For years KFAB has been the achievement
station for the farm advertiser. Regardless of what you have
to sell to farmers, you can achieve "bumper crop" results,
too! Write Harry Burke, General Manager; or, contact your
nearest Free & Peters man.

KSFO

San Francisco, independent sister outlet of KPIX, will
join forces with the San Francisco
News for complete national and
local coverage, according to Alan
Torbet, general manager. Newspaper will provide latest returns,
even from correspondents in field.
KSFO plans to start coverage at 5
p.m. Regular programming will be
interrupted frequently for bulletins. KSFO program director Bob
Hansen will head up the news crew,
Kennedy.
including Bob Colvig and Herb

Brewer Names W & G
TERRE Haute Brewing Co., Terre
Haute, Ind., has named Weiss &
Geller, Chicago, to handle advertising on its Champagne Velvet
beer and 76 Ale effective Jan. 15.
Radio and TV are expected to be
used. Account executive is Eugene
Cooper.
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SUIT
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S
AWARD
of $300,000
was
madeNS
to the jury's
JONE
Mr. Boyle, who served as trial
verdict and
the Cohalan
judge's
award
is
erroneous.
Judge
Duane Jones, President of Duane
counsel, paraded witness after
his decision on all as- witness on the stand, including Mr.
Jones & Co., New York, by an 11- has reserved
pects
of
the
case
until
Nov.
14.
man jury in New York County
Jones, to bolster his assertion
Mr. Cullom's latter remarks re- that the new 71-man SB&W agenSupreme Court Tuesday in his
ferred to his motion to set aside
cy and its 10 accounts could not
conspiracy suit against nine formthe verdict on which Judge Cohadevelop without conspiracy.
er employes and Frank G. Burke,
lan reserved decision.
treasurer of the Manhattan Soap
Following the verdict, Mr. Jones
Defendants named in the verdict
said he would not seek, through
Co.
are:
Joseph
Scheideler,
Paul
Exempted from the damages
the courts, an accounting of the
Werner, Philip Brooks, Lawrence
award was one of the nine former
profits of SB&W on the accounts
Hubbard, Eugene Hulshizer,
workers, Donald Gill, now with
he claims that agency took from
Joseph
Beck,
and
Robert
Hughes,
Scheideler, Beck & Werner, and
him. According to Mr. Jones these
all at present with Scheideler,
include: Manhattan Soap Co.,
the Manhattan Soap Co.
Beck
&
Werner;
Robert
Hayes,
Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales
In a statement following the
with Doherty, Clifford, Steers
announcement of the award by now
Co., G. F. Heublein & Bros., In& Shenfield and Mr. Burke.
ternational Salt Co., The Borden
Judge Dennis O'Leary Cohalan,
The
conflict
between
Mr.
Jones
Mr. Jones noted that this was the
Co.,
Mcllhenny
and his employees began on July lin Firearms Co.Corp., and Marfirst time in the history of adver3, 1951, according to his attorneys,
In a separate legal action, the
tising that a verdict of damages
who claimed the group handed
had been won for "pirating of him an ultimatum to resign by nine former employes of the Jones
on June 4 last filed a $13,agency accounts and personnel"
July 5 or they would walk out, Agency
150,000 slander suit against Mr.
by executives and employes.
taking their accounts with them.
Jones [B»T, July 14].
"The significance of this one," Mr. Burke was accused by Mr.
Mr. Jones declared, "is that hereJones of "masterminding and di- JUDGES CHOSEN
after officers and employes of any
recting the conspiracy that resulted
advertising agency, or other servFor Voice of Democracy
in loss of personnel and accounts
ice organization, will think twice
to
the
new
SB&W
agency."
The
NATIONAL
for the sixth
before stealing the top accounts
Manhattan Soap Co., at that time, annual Voice judges
of
Democracy
Conto start a business of their own."
was one of the principal accounts
Neil P. Cullom, counsel for the of
test for high school students wyere
the Jones agency.
announced last week by Robert K.
defendants, made a motion imMr. Jones, his attorneys claimed,
Richards, national chairman of the
mediately after the verdict ancommittee and NARTB assistant
nouncement to set it aside on the refused to accede to his employes'
demands and filed suit for $4,500,- to the president-public affairs di"excessive."
it was
000 against the group, Manhattan
grounds Boyle,
rector.
Thomas
counsel for Mr.
Associate Justice Tom C. Clark,
Soap Co., and Mr. Burke.
Jones, asked that Manhattan
The trial began Oct. 8, during
U. S. Supreme Court, again will
Soap Co. and Mr. Gill be included
which time Mr. Jones lowered his serve as honorary chairman of the
in the verdict. It was explained
damage demands to §2 million,
contest committee.
that this step was taken better to withdrawing one cause of action
National contest judges will be Dr.
assure the collectibility of the
Ralph Bunche, director, Dept. of Trusseeking $1% million for alleged
damages.
teeship, United Nations; Joseph Johnslander. Another was shifted on
son, president, Carnegie Endowment
Commenting on the verdict, Mr.
for
International
Peace; Charles Kutechnical grounds to Equity Court.
Cullom issued the following stateralt, a winner
in the 1948-'49
contest;
During
the
course
of
the
trial
Theodore
S.
Repplier,
president,
Adment Wednesday:
vertising
Council;
Dr.
Susan
B.
Riley,
Mr.
Cullom
sought
to
develop
the
Because we had expected complete
president, American Assn. of University Women; John D. Rockefeller III;
exoneration, we are more than sur- line of attack that .Mr. Jones,
Anna Rosenberg, Assistant Secretary
prised by the verdict. The facts, through dissipation and inattenof
Defense;
Eric Sevareid, CBS news
fully and competently reported . . . tiveness to business, had lost many
analyst; FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker; Judith Waller, NBC director of
in advertising publications, make the accounts, including Manhattan
true picture of our case clear to Soap. He asserted that the de- education.
The contest is endorsed by the
fense had to prove that Mr. Burke
anyone who is familiar with the advertising agency business.
U. S. Office of Education and apdirected the alleged conspiracy and
It is our intention to press the
proved by the National Assn. of
he sought to bring out by questionissue to final legal conclusion, which
Secondary School Principals. Coing
of
both
defense
and
prosecunecessarily is sometime in the fuoperating in sponsorship are
tion witnesses that this contenture.
tion
was
not
established
and
not
Mr. Jones' announcement claiming
Assn.
and Radio-Television^
U. S. Junior Chamber
NARTB,
Mfrs.
proved.
Milton Pollack, an associate of of Commerce.
'JIVE BY NIGHT
WMT Beams Show to Truckers
TRUCK drivers in the WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, area will have
weather and road condition reports
blended with music, and news in a
new "all night" program.
WMT has arranged a network
of strategically located all night
truck stops in Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, Minnesota and Wisconsin.
Truckers who have weather and
road reports, news of accidents and
other obstructions, may leave such
information at these stops, from
where they will be relayed to WMT
for general broadcast.
Wally Pearson, former WMT
announcer, traded his Air Force
uniform for mufti, the same day
he took over the program.
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Twist

C. H. TOPMILLER, station
manager, WCKY Cincinnati,
is cooperating with the current BAB promotion to "Use
Radio to Sell Radio." Since
Oct. 6, WCKY has been using
35 spots weekly
announcements daily)(five
to boost
radio. The station has added
a twist of its own which
brings in a WCKY advertiser
or prospect. Typical of the
spots is
"Here's
word
forthis
Mr. one:
George
Farr,a
of Farr's Trade Mart, Reading, Ohio, who gets^jresults
with WCKY advertising." A
BAB ment,
prepared
selected to fitannouncethe type
of business, follows. Mr. Topmiller and Bob Fleming,
WCKY promotion director,
report much favorable comment on the personalized series. Campaign is to continue
for three months.
ATKINSON NAMED
To ABC Radio-TV Co-op Post
PROMOTION of Frank Atkinson,
manager of ABC's radio co-op department, to the post of manager
of the newly-integrated radio and
television co-op department was
announced last week by Alfred R.
Beckman, ABC national director
of radio and television station relations departments.
Mr. Atkinson joined ABC in
February 1942 as a member of the
sales service department. He was
assigned to ABC radio's co-op department in March 1946, followArmy.
ing his discharge from the U. S.
Mr. Beckman also announced
the promotion of Ross Worthington to assistant manager in charge
of television co-ops and James
O 'Grady to assistant manager in
charge of radio co-ops.
Pulse Extends Service
EXPANSION of Pulse coverage to
Kansas City, Louisville, Denver,
Salt Lake City and the Quad City
group (Davenport, Moline, East
Moline and Rock Island) was announced last week by Pulse Director Sydney Roslow. TV reports will
be issued for all five markets with
radio also reported in Kansas City.
Dr. Roslow noted that Pulse now
covers 45 TV and 70 radio areas
throughout the country.

C-P-P's Net

Income

NET INCOME of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. for the first nine
months of 1952 totaled $6,794,000
compared to $3,749,000 for the
same period last year, President
E. H. Little reported last week.
Domestic net sales for the three
AT PARTY marking third anniversary of Guenther, Brown & Berne Inc., Cin- quarters amounted to $188,990,403
cinnati and Dayton ad agency, are (I to r) Wilfred Guenther, agency's presi- this year as compared to $173,dent; Glen Moore, general appliance sales manager, Cincinnati District Gray- 063,030 for the first three quarters
1951. Third quarter domestic
bar Electric Co.; Mort Watters, Scripps-Howard Radio vice president and in
net sales were up from $52,158,164
WCPO-TV Cincinnati general manager, and Van Beck, manager, Graybarin 1951 to $65,685,553 in 1952.
Raytheon Television Sales.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

If

/

d
here's
why
Although Milwaukee is a thriving metropolis, it's a small town
respects. Milwaukee folks, you see, have an eager inin manyterest in both
local and state news.

For 30 Years WTMJ has led the field in news broadcasting.
WTMJ's news department alone numbers seven full-time newsmen, backed by the active co-operation of The Milwaukee
Journal's 40 reporters, plus nearly 300 correspondents throughout Wisconsin.
Full local and state news coverage is one of the reasons why
more people in Milwaukee and throughout wealthy Wisconsin
listen to WTMJ than any other station.

Your Henry I. Christal representative will welcome the chance
to give you all the compelling reasons why WTMJ dominates in
tee and throughout Wisconsin. Why not call him?

Represented by

THE MILWAUKEE
TS • 620 KC • NBC

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL
New York
•
Chicago

CO.

OKLA.,
N. D. HOMES
RADIO home saturation in Oklahigh saturation as of April 1950,
homa reached a peak in Midwest
when the census data were gathered.
City, with 99.5% of homes having
radios, according to 1950 . U. S.
North Dakota's radio saturation
Census data just released by the was found to be 96.9%, compared
Census Bureau. TV set ownership
to 95.6% for the nation as a whole.
was relatively small at the time Two cities reached the exceptional
the census was taken in April 1950, figure of 99%, it was found. In
there being only 5 million TV sets Jamestown 2,950 of 2,970 reporting
in the nation compared to around
homes were found to have radio
19 million at this time.
sei;s, a concentration of 99.3%. In
Statewide average of radio homes
Grand Forks 6,900 of 6,970 homes,
was 94%, according to the 1950 99%, reported radio ownership.
data, with highest concentration in
TV ownership was negligible at
urban areas.
the time the census data were colCensus Bureau also announced
lected. The state had no TV servradio saturation in North Dakota
ice of its own and at that time TV
is well above the national level.
The bureau found that cities and circulation was only one-fourth the
rural areas alike had unusually
present figure.
RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING—
RADIO
With Radio
1950
Area
oo
t-2 a h-O 3073O S3 Z £
o S| =
oo
The State
94.0 405,754
?x E
Urban and Rural 2,233,351 663,203 649,690 610,630
507,475
nonfarm
94.6
291,685
1,680,285
518,606
480,065
Urban
95.7 204,412
353,740
1,139,481 360,692
141,380 92.0 87,273
Urban nonfarm
540,804 157,914 153,735 338,685
Rural Farm
553,066 144,597 142,215 130,565 91.8 114,069
S.M.A.
OA A J / , J7Z
Oklahoma City
325,352 101,924 99,885 96,455 yo.o
Oklahoma City
Urbanized Area 275,091 87,677 86,635
96.8
Tulsa
251,686 78,003 76,740 83,875 96.1 44,945
73,710
Tulsa Urbanized
Area
206,311
65,487 64,330 62,165 96.6
URBAN PLACES
95.3
Ada
15,995
5,107
5,030
3 380
Ardmore
17,890
4,795
95.6
98.0
5,830
5,855
Bartlesville
5,575
19,228
6,218
4,269
6,130
3^635
6,005
Chickasha
15,842
3,166
5,049
93.7
Duncan
4,940
4,630
15,325
4,715
4,894
4,800
95.0
Durant
98.2
10,541
2,177
2',599
3,274
3,170
El Reno
2,082
10,991
2,486
3,010 92.8
3,485
Enid
3,610 11,085
96.8
3,659 11,455
96.5
36,017
11,669
2
203
Guthrie
7,084
10,113
3,264
Lawton
2,920
93.7
34,757
3,145
10,687
94.4
McAlester
9,870
17,878
5,121 10,535
3)978
4,725 99.5
Miami
5,005
11,801
3,670
3,820
96.1
1,960
3,839
Midwest City
10,166
2,989
Muskogee
37,289 12,074 11,810
2,920 97.8
93.3
2,935 11,015
City
Norman
27,006
6,373
6,230 75,270
Oklahoma
6,995
6,095 96.6 49,854
243,504 78,863
77,910
3,007
Okmulgee
18,317
5,880
5,535 94.6
5,841
Ponca City
20,180
3,315
6,480
4,123
6,563
97.9
6,345 95.1
Sapulpa
13,031
4,119
3,880
4,080
Seminole
93.9
11,863
2,667
3,589
3,435 95.3
3,660
Shawnee
22,948
2,545
7,325
7,376
6,980 97.5
Stillwater
5,142
20,238
96.8
4,735 55,910
4,885 57,760
4,615
2,641
Tulsa
182,740
58,680
35,927
COUNTIES
Adair
14,918
3,875
3,865
1,412
Alfalfa
94.7
3,360 86.7
10,699
3,516
Atoka
14,269
3,330 85.7
3,455
3,127
3,788
3,730
Beaver
3,245
90.6
1,787
92.8
1,578
2,245
7,411
2,170
Beckham
2,035
21,627
3,924
6,749
6,605
Blaine
6,265
15,049
4,603
4,700
4,360 91.3
Bryan
28,999
8,361
3,125
7,630
5,643
8,245
Caddo
34,913
8,930 89.5
9,979
6,526
95.3
Canadian
9,715
25,644
7,564
5,427
7,510 10,360
7,205 93.2
Carter
36,455 11,110 11,055
87.0
Cherokee
7,121
18,989
4,230
4,862
4,865
Choctaw
1,821
20,405
4,905 89.4
5,701
5,485
Cimarron
85.0
671
3,091
1,240
4,589
1,341
1,350
Cleveland
41,443 10,251 10,045
9,730 94.9
5,087
Coal
80.7
1,430
8,056
2,250 14,925
1,815 95.6
2,040 13,950
Comanche
92.0
55,165 15,156
6,259
Cotton
10,180
3,050
3,050
Craig
2,915 94.7
2,167
18,263
4,695
2,932
4,745 12,045
4,445 93.5
Creek
13,028
12,880
43,143
9,417
Custer
94.6
21,097
6,100
4,340
6,405
Delaware
86.2
6,450
2,038
4,143
14,734
4,135
3,565
Dewey
94.7
2,490
93.9
2,632
8,789
2,630
2,001
Ellis
2,140 96.8 10,767
2,275 15,810
7,326 16,032
2,280 15,305
1,544
Garfield
52,820
Garvin
29,500
94.5
8,494
4,026
7,720
Grady
93.4
8,165
34,872 10,489 10,320
6,869
9,635
Grant
95.2
10,461
3,295 96.1
3,430
3,430
Greer
3,117
11,749
3,435
3,542
3,270 95.5
Harmon
2,466
2,418
1,716
8,079
2,340
2,235 96.1
Harper
5,977
1,785
1,800
1,141
1,715
Haskell
13,313
1,964
3,492
88.7
3,405
3,020
Hughes
20,664
5,265 90.8
4,146
5,899
5,800
4.293
Jackson
20,082
6.288
6,330
5.935 94.5
Jefferson
11,122
2,234
3,347
3,240 95.4
3,395
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OKLAHOMA
TELEVISION
With TV
z £
2.7
1.9
3.0
3.5
1.6
6.0
OO dAC
4.7
86,180 3,709 6.2
76,340 5,315
64,060 3,595
3,030 4.7
5 000
130 O A
30 3.0
0.5
5^770
4*990 125 2!o
6,100
4,915
4,780
1455 1.3
135
3.7
3,065
60 3.2
0.2
1 33,620
1 ,330
1 05
80
x.O
365
105 1 0
1 0,470
7.7
0.4
1.6
3,820
19015 4.6
225
OS
11,755
25 5.9
2,940
2.0
6,215
285
77,475
12050
4,580
1.2
80 1.4
5,855
200 4.9
6,450
4,065
230 3.2
3,635
115 2.4
4,730
7,275
40 4.8
57,515
2,775 1.6
1.1
55 0.7
3,780
50
35 0.8
3,455
15
3,725
2,180
0.9
6,600
3.1
4,690
55
0.7
60 4.2
7,805
145
215
2.2
315
9,640
10
10,980
7,495
25 0.5
0.5
0.2
4,805
5,455
1.5
1.335
450 0.9
4.5
10,045
15 0.7
1.5
20
13050
14,860
1.1
2,025
45
3,040
1.0
12,765
4,685
315
5065
1.9
2.5
1.1
6,445
4,130
0.7
2.9
2,625
15
14545 1.8
455
2,265
15,665
1.8
8,190
10,180
30015 0.6
2.9
60
3,420
20
3,430
0.7
2,295
0.4
50
1,790
*n 0.9
. 3,390
15
5,770
45 1.3
3,375
6.2*0
1.1
646,280
3 S- 17 300
504,645 15,060
351,815
152,830
£ o 12,155
141,635
2,240
2,905

94%

Kay Area

Johnston
Kingfisher
Kiowa
Latimer
Le
Flore
Lincoln
Logan
Love
McClain
McCurtain
Mcintosh
Murray
Major
Marshall
Mayes
Muskogee
Noble
Nowata
Okfuskee
Oklahoma
Osage
Okmulgee
Ottawa
Pawnee
Payne
Pittsburg
Pontotoc
Pottawatomie
Pushmataha
Koger Mills
Rogers
Seminole
Sequoyah
Stephens
Texas
Tillman
Tulsa
Wagoner
Washington
Washita
Woods
Woodward

co
0
10,608
48,892
12,860
18,926

■n co
and

.2.E

2,940
15,475
3,988
5,872
2,588
9,820
6,697
6,741
2,168
O At &.
4,179
4,686

9,690
35,276
22,102
22,170
14,681
o 7,721
1 ,3oo
17,829
10,279
19,743
8,177
3,077
5,632
10,775
65,573
2,517
111 Ci 19,199
3,408
1 Do
121 2, 734
3,905
3,922
16,948 101,924
4,665
325,352
13,208
44,561
t*0,UV
33,071
32,218
9,949
9,997
13,616
At. Atn 12,978
4,049
11,480
41,031
30,875
43,517
13,194
9,302
12,001
3,401
2,190
19,532
11,498
7,395
40,672
19,773
5,721
5,002
34,071
10,325
14,235
17,598
4,175
251,686
5,250
78,003
16,741
4,599
32,880 10,269
17,657
4,520
14,526
5,290
14,383
4,133

RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950
Area

The State
Urban
and rural
nonfarm
Urban
Ruralfarm
nonfarmRural

c

619,636
365,149
164,817
200,332
254,487

96.9%

Radio— Census
-0 t
a.
With
TELEVISION
-o t
RADIO
TV
With Radio
1950
co
c
-ao
-n0e
0a
U
k
1940
Z3 3.4
-a
90
92.2
30 1.1
S.E
1.0
1.1
96.7
170
0.9
3.8
95.0
S.E
10,620
01
130
15,225
1,863 15,170
2,830
60 1.0
3,880
2,825 14,725
2,605 95.6
01
3,685
5,800
3,065
25 ^.
5,560
4,179
55
5,815
90.9
87.4
3,870
165
2.5
2,470
2,160 93.3
1,362
2,485
91.1
3.0
1.6
9,775
0)
93.2
6,620
9,735
4,746
95.5
6,630
5,425
1,990
6,665
6,220
1.4
6,020
8,905
4,470
1.1
_ (A
6,605
85.1
i
noc
2,110
200
0.7
2,135
4,140
1,471
44,130
580
75
2,724
/3,955
,vio 88.2
0,ZDD
155 0.9
89.4
3,704
4,585
2,900
25
91.8
4,045
2,496
2,740 91.7
92.4
20 1.9
2,057
1.7
2,360
8,21 5
2,110
2,965
100
3.0
91
1
1,646
3,340
5,550 17,295
270 6.0
5,475
3,065 96.1 10,428
2,355
3,320
5,055
18,860
2,754 18,715
2.7
90.2
96.6
43 745
570
25 1.2
33,865
825
22,043
588
70
220
3 450 92.8
30
0.7
3,870
120
3,070
105
3,715 93.0 57^392
95 0.8
4,595 96,455
4,050
2.6
1y
3,237
99,405
99,885
88.1
2.2
13,200
13,255 12,300 95.0
0.8
10,025
5,965
93.3
80
7,600
8,091
100
9,925
9,230
6,664
220
28560 1 ./
9,970
9,350 96.1
2,897 12,680
10,330
12,245
9,870
111,260
2,705 12,205
3,905
3,800
95 1.0
3,710
6,966
7,465
2.4
91.7
9,115
12,675
93.5
315
94.4
12,665
6,605
9,175 11,845
8,660
9,776
1,918
1.2
3,395
15 0.7
3,020 93.1
89.0
92.5
1.9
2,025
3,405
95.8
87.8
11,295
2.5
100
2,175
3,118
210 1.9
1,564
2,150
11,375
3,160
2,860 10,350
2,645 91.0
60 1.6
5,143 10,180
4,880
1.0
9,746
10,215
35 1.3
4,255
1,915
9,810
35 0.8
96.1
4,845
4,175
96.0
4,150
2.4
93.7
1,919 76,340
4,930
4,000
44,945
4,645
4.7
4,955 73,710
76,740
3,770
10,085
4,495
96.4
89.1
240
10,095
9,735
4,040 95.5
3,595 0.5
6,766
2,285
4,535
5,180
5,175
40
4,940
4,067
25 0.9
4,450
3,244
4,250 95.5
4,445
60 1.5
4,060
3,825 94.2
2,803
3,920
U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING—
NORTH
DAKOTA85
dio
TELEVISION
RADIO
With TV
1950
With

162,105 159,595
101,676 98,890
45,069 55,445
44,445
56,607
60,429 59,705
(Continued on

STATISTICS in adjacent
tables are extracted from
final reports of the 1950 Census of Housing, Series H-A,
No. 36 for Oklahoma and No.
34 for North Dakota, which
will be available in about six
weeks from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C, at 60 and 35
cents per copy, respectively.
Statistics on distribution of
the population in the states
are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, no. 36 and
34, now available from the
the Superintendent of Documents at 20 cents a copy.
Descriptions and maps of
"urbanized areas" are presented in these reports.
Statistics on characteristics

154,630 96.9 131,000
96,570 96.7 70,770 158,860 1,000
43,650 98.2
99.335 515
39,396 44,000 235
52,920 95.4 31,374
55,335 280
58,060 97.2
60,230 59,525 485
page 44)

of the population in the states
are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-B, No. 36 and
34, available from the Superintendent ofDocuments, at 60
and 40 cents per copy. Descriptions ofStandard Metropolitan Areas, if any, are presented in these reports.
A Standard Metropolitan
Area is generally described
as a county or group of contiguous counties with at least
one city of 50,000 or more. In
New England, it is defined on
a town or city rather than
county basis.
An urbanized area contains
at least one city of 50,000 or
more and includes surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated areas.
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• KTUL serves the rich Tulsa trade area
of Eastern Oklahoma BEST . . . with
no waste coverage!
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• Get the KTUL story from your nearest
Avery-Knodel, Inc. office.
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The "HAPPY MEDfUM" Station
JOHN ESAU— Vice President— General Manager
.AFFILIATED with KFPW, FORT SMITH. Ark., and KOMA, OKLAHOMA CITY
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Rebroadcast Rule
(Continued from page 25)
sponsor desires to have that station carry the program, involves a
restraint of trade, and that rebroadcasts are valuable both to
sponsors, independent stations, and
the public."
Explaining its attitude on property rights, the FCC said:
. . . we wish to make clear that we
have not said, and we are not saying,
that legitimate property rights, recognized hy law, may be freely appropriated by others through the mere device of demanding rebroadcast privileges. Moreover, we have not implied,
nor are we implying, that many, if not
most, cases in which request to reoadcast a station's
program
denied may brnot
be justified
underis the
circumstances there presented.
It is clear, however, that a licensee
may abuse its right to refuse rebroadcast privileges, just as it may abuse
other rights. The principle involved is
not novel. Thus, a broadcast station
has a right to decide who shall use
its facilities and for what type of program, but not the right to act arbitrarily in this respect without due
regard to the public interest in a
well-rounded program service. . . .
We do not attempt here to define the
scope and
propertywhich
in-,
terests
in attributes
broadcast of
material
may legitimately
be
entitled
to
protection, or the effect of the antitrust
laws in this field. Nor do we seek to
specify here the situation where such
refusal is justified or where it is unjustified.
Such determinations will obviously
depend upon the facts of particular
cases and upon an evaluation of such
factors as whether licensees of stations, through express or implied agreeconcertmentswithor understandings,
each other or act
within other
interests in refusing rebroadcast reserve thequests,
samewhether
or requesting
a different stations
area as
the station whose program they wish
to rebroadcast, whether the request
is for permission
a simultaneous rebroadcasttoor carry
to rebroadcast
a program at some subsequent date,
whether the requesting station has inicated a willingness
to pay a costs
reason-of
able dshare
of the legitimate
the originating station, whether or not
other persons having interests in the
program have requested or agreed to
the rebroadcast, and whether the program concerned has public service aspects that make its wide dissemination to the public clearly desirable.
The FCC denied a petition by
Mr. Brown requesting investigation
of an alleged conspiracy to restrain
rebroadcasting.

AYLESWORTH WILL
Estate Less Than $10,000
ESTATE of the late Merlin Hall
Aylesworth, first NBC president,
was valued at less than $10,000,
according to a petition for probate
of his will filed in New York Surrogate's Court last week. Mr. Aylesworth died Sept. 30 [B*T, Oct. 6].
He bequeathed his residuary
estate to his widow, Mrs. Caroline
McEnter Aylesworth of Reading,
Conn., and named her executrix of
his estate. Mr. Aylesworth left
legacies of $1 each to a son, a
daughter and former wife, but it
was explained he had provided for
them by designating them as insurance beneficiaries.
Mrs. Aylesworth was quoted as
reporting that the son, Barton
Jerome Aylesworth, disappeared
from his home in Denver in October 1948 and efforts to locate him
during his father's last illness
failed.
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RECORDING of Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony, autographed by Arturo
Toscanini, is presented to Dr. Luther
Evans (r). Librarian of Congress, by
George Marek, RCA Victor Record
Co., for the permanent archives. The
presentation Tuesday was broadcast
on NBC's Hi, Neighbor and Voice of
America. The symphony manuscript
is on exhibition at the Library.
RCA

MOTION

Judge Explains Denial
REASONS for denial of a RCA
motion to quash a government subpoena, regarded as the first step
toward investigation of possible
anti-trust law violations in the
radio and television manufacturing
industry, were in a court order
made
available last week [B«T,
Oct. 27].
Judge Edward Weinfeld of the
U. S. District Court for the Southern District of New York ruled
RCA's two principal objections to
the subpoena
position, outlined invalid.
by JudgeRCA's
Weinfeld,
was (1) the consent decree of 1932
covers all matters up to that date
and "operates prospectively as a
bar to any further proceeding,
civil and criminal, and the sole
and exclusive remedy remaining to
the government is to move for action" in the District Court of Delaware which entered the decrees
and (2) the subpoena was so
"broad in scope as to render compliancefirst
unreasonably
burdensome."
On the
argument,
Judge
Weinfeld said the subpoena was
not limited to information of RCA's
patents and licensing records but
to many documents, dealing with
color TV, FM and other items not
touched by the consent decree. He
asserted the grand jury's right to
inquire into these matters "is not
questioned . . . and the connection,
if any, between these latter items
arid the patent and licensing policies of RCA, may relate to the
conduct of corporations other than
theIn movant."
ruling that the subpoena was
not broad and burdensome, Judge
Weinfeld cited that other companies had complied with it. He
argued
defense. that "inconvenience" is no
COMPLETE sponsorship of Brown
U.'s football home and away games
is being carried by Ballou, Johnson
& Nichols Co., Zenith TV distributors, on WHIM Providence.

URBAN PLACES (10,000 or more)
Fargo
Bismarck
18,640 5,314
38,256 10,665
Grand Forks
Jamestown
26,836
10,697
22,032
2,979
7,000
Minot
COUNTIES
6,068
Adams
Barnes
Billings
16,884
Benson
1,296
4,910
4,611
10,675
452
Bottineau
2,708
Bowman
12,140
Burke
1,777
Burleigh
3,241
Dickey
Cass
1,149
4,001
25,673
Eddy
1,902
6,878
58,877
6,621 15,814
Cavalier
11,840
Divide
2,512
2,936
9,121
5,967
Dunn
1,662
1,741
7,212
Emmons
966
5,372
1,401
Foster Valley
9,715
2,255
Golden
5,337
Griggs
1,459
Grand
Grant Forks
10,317
39,443
Hettinger
1,729
3,499
5,460
7,114
Kidder
1,721
7,100
La Moure
1,475
6,168
1,568
McHenry
Logan
2,480
9,498
Mcintosh
12,556
1,539
3,268
McKenzie
6,357
7,590
2,019
1,903
McLean
18,824
4,886
Mercer
6,849
Morton
19,295
Mountrail
8,686
2,209
Nelson
Oliver
4,906
2,587
740
9,418
Pembina
Ramsey
2,206
Pierce
13,990
8,090
3,091
3,624
Ransom
8,326
14,373
2,036
Renville
3,769
Richland
2,467
19,865
1,482
5,269
8,876
Rolette
5,405
11,102
Sargent
1,987
Sheridan
597
7,616
2,424
Sioux
Slope
784
1,350
5,253
Stark
3,696
Steele
16,137
2,315
Stutsman
1,348
3,989
24,158
5,145
Towner
5,850
Traill
Walsh
11,359
1,707
3,082
6,360
18,859
Ward
34,782
9,488
Wells
4,750
10,417
Williams
16,442
4,753
2,813

10,375
5,270
6,970
5,900
2,970

5,145
10,230
6,900
2,950
5,785

97.6
98.6
99.0
99.3
98.1
98.1

1,335
4,545
440
3,240
2,695
1,910
1,085
15,440
6,820
2,490
1,540
2,915
1,725
1,410
890
2,160
1,475
10,300

1,310
4,455
410
2,590
3,115
1,045
15,240
1,810
6,610
2,825
2,360
1,485
1,380
1,675
2,020
1,430
870
10,115

1,705
1,470
1,720
1,520
2,425
3,220
1,505
2,000
4,810
1,885
2,110
4,810
580
2,465
2,180
3,555
2,015
2,485
5,240
3,795
1,425
770
2,380
1,310
1,965
625
3,990
1,330
5,860
1,610
3,030
4,710
9,170
2,810
4,690

1,445
1,625
1,670
1,435
2,370
1,445
3,095
1,915
4,575
1,820
560
2,005
4,645
2,145
2,375
3,455
1,935
3,740
2,445
1,380
5,105
660
2,115
1,275
1,900
615
3,805
1,310
5,710

96.1
96.3
93.2
98.0
94.8
96.1
96.9
98.7
94.8
96.9
96.4
97.9
97.1
93.5
97.0
97.8
98.2
95.3
98.3
97.1
97.7
96.0
94.4
96.7
95.8
96.6
95.0
95.1

WMAZ OBSERVES
30th Year of Broadcasting
GROWTH from a "dining room"
operation to 10 kw fulltime was
noted by WMAZ Macon, Ga., as
the station observed its 30th anniversary last Thursday.
WMAZ, which actually began
broadcasting in the spring of 1922
before its license was issued,
claims to be the second oldest and
second most powerful station in
Georgia. Besides lesser awards,
WMAZ received a duPont Award
in 1943 and a Peabody citation for
news in 1950. WMAZ is applicant
for vhf Ch. 13 in Macon [B*T,
June 16]. George P. Rankin is
president of Southeastern Broadcasting Co., the licensee.
AIMS

Annual

Meet

ANNUAL meeting of the Assn. of
Independent Metropolitan Stations
will be held Nov. 13-15 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.

96.6
96.3
98.4
96.6
96.0
97.2
98.6
96.8
98.4
88.9
97.4
96.7
97.3
85.7
98.4
98.5
95.4
96.0
97.4

97.3
97.5
1,545 97.8
98.0
4,585
2,955 96.1
8,965
4,505
2,755

8,030
3,564
4,931
4,058
2,094
3,954
963
423
822
2,459
2,851
1,734
4,868
2,665
12,191
2,037
1,397
1,658
1,215
762
1,776
1,221
7,844
1,355
1,231
1,337
1,263
2,027
2,827
1,247
1,536
3,126
1,805
1,599

10,365
SI
4,930
6,950
2,940
fee
5,875
1,340
435
4,545
2,670
3,225
1,900
1,080
6,480
15,410

3,842
671
2,274
1,925
1,661
3,166
3,334
2,122
1,299
1,860
4,320
1,827
656
614
1,255

1,540
2,500
2,885
1,720
1,405
900
2,175
10,280
1,465
1,695
1,720
1,470
1,520
2,405
1,480
3,230
1,875
2,015
4,845
4,815
2,115
585
2,460
2,150
3,460
2,010
3,785
1,435
2,485
5,230
2,385
770
1,955
625

2,848
1,228
4,562
1,520
2,587
3,919
7,244
2,386
3,690

1,295
3,975
1,330
5,835
3,030
1,595
4,700
2,800
9,140
4,685

45
25
65
20
40

0.4
0.5
0.9
0.7

15
255
35
15
30
65
10
20
25
25
155

1.1
0.2
0.6
1.1
0.8
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.8
1.6
0.3
0.4
1.1
1.0
0.6

85 0.8
15 0.9
1.0
10 0.7
0.6
10
0.2
0.3
0.2
20 1.0
20
1.1
30
0.6
10 0.5
30 0.6
10
0.4
20 0.6
0.9
10 0.3
0.5
30 0.8
0.2
5
0.2
20
0.4
10 0.5
15 1.2
15 2.4
15 0.4
10 0.8
35 0.6
355 0.3
1.2
45
1.0
85 0.9
25 0.9
20 0.4

STATIONS
Igloo
Impact'wishing to put
in rival claims to a unique
distinction credited to
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.,
may think twice before setting out to substantiate them.
"WWVA is heard with the
greatest regularity of all the
American radio stations by
Eskimos in the Eastern
Arctic," reports R. D. Cowen,
president of the Mononaghel
& Ohio Coal Co. and who recently completed a tour of
several Hudson Bay posts.
Mr. Cowen wrote the station: "I wish you could have
seen a group of Eskimos
dancing in a pattern similar
to our square dance to the
strains of your mountain
music." This Arctic region
ter. referred to is 3,000 miles
he
from the WWVA transmit-
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If your candidate is elected, somebody will have to eat some words. Man
cannot live by words alone. How much
better to eat a hamburger — from Iowa.
Or an egg — from Iowa. Or an et cetera.
(Iowa raises delicious et ceteras.)

If your candidate is elected, somebody will have to eat some words. Man
cannot live by words alone. How much
better to eat a hamburger — from Iowa.
Or an egg — from Iowa. Or an et cetera.
(Iowa raises delicious et ceteras.)

Iowa produced 781,231,000 pounds
of slaughter beef the first 7 months of

Iowa produced 781,231,000 pounds
of slaughter beef the first 7 months of

'52. Figuring 4 hamburgers to the
pound, Iowa has the inside track on an
awful lot of hamburgers.

'52. Figuring 4 hamburgers to the
pound, Iowa has the inside track on an
awful lot of hamburgers.

Iowa hens are also working overtime. They laid 3,454,000,000 eggs so

Iowa hens are also working overtime. They laid 3,454,000,000 eggs so

far this year — 10% ahead of '51. Ref.
the et cetera, the '51 total for all farm
livestock was 6,392,238,000 pounds.

far this year— 10% ahead of '51. Ref.
the et cetera, the '51 total for all farm
livestock was 6,392,238,000 pounds.

These are grass roots facts which
politicos, time buyers and WMT like
to stay close to. WMT is also close
to Iowa's annual cash farm income of
$2,125 billion; industrial income of
$3,737 billion; and 338,480 radio families listening to WMT every week.
After 30 years of cultivating the latter,
we like to think we know what these
folks vote for in the way of programming. (Up in Waukon, 110 miles
hence, WMT was elected the favorite
radio station of 71 % of the respondents
in a poll WMT had nothing to do
with.)

These are grass roots facts which
politicos, time buyers and WMT like
to stay close to. WMT is also close
to Iowa's annual cash farm income of
$2,125 billion; industrial income of
$3,737 billion; and 338,480 radio families listening to WMT every week.
After 30 years of cultivating the latter,
we like to think we know what these
folks vote for in the way of programming. (Up in Waukon, 110 miles
hence, WMT was elected the favorite
radio
with.) station of 71 % of the respondents
in a poll WMT had nothing to do

. . . well, may the better man* emerge
victorious.

. . . well, may the better man* emerge
victorious.

* The Katz Agency man for example, our
national rep.

rep.Agency man for example, our
*national
The Katz

This is a non-political advertisement published in
the interest of WMT by WMT, Cedar Rapids,
I Iowa. 600 kc. 5000 watts. Basic cbs Network.
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page lb)

SMILING after pact is signed for Road Builders Equipment Co. to sponsor all
U. of Tennessee grid games on WMPS Memphis are (seated, I to r) Homer
Gentry, v. p., Merrill Kremer Adv.; Floyd Sherrod, v. p. of sponsors; Harold
Krelstein, WMPS pres.; standing. Bill Smith, slsmn., Bill Rudner, v. p., and
George Faulder, sta. mgr., all WMPS.

DWIGHT J. BRUCE, prod, mgr.,
WTOC Savannah, watches as Ralston
E. Mingledorff, v. p.. Savannah Machine & Foundry Co., signs to sponsor
Freedom, USA over WTOC. Firm is
devoting series to public service and
to promote better citizenship.

ROY N. CLOTHIER, acting gen. mgr..
Ethyl Corp., Baton Rouge plant, signs
for Louisiana State U. grid games on
Louisiana eight-station network.
Watching (I to r): Douglas L. Manship, pres.. Baton Rouge Bcstg. Co.;
Stephen G. Henry, dir., local Ethyl
com. rel.; Roy Dabadie, v. p. -gen.
mgr.. Baton Rouge Bcstg.

in the Midwest, with high spots at
Detroit, St. Louis, and Minneapolis.
The company has represented three
TV stations for about three years,
one being the originally experimental WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind.
Mr. Jewett has been with the
company since November 1951.
Previously he was Chicago manager of Everett McKinney, station
representatives. In 1945 he was
e astern sales representative
for Radio Market Guide in Cleveland. After leaving the market
data publication he joined WKAN
Kankakee, 111., as commercial manager. He stayed there about a
year for on-the-job-training before
going to Everett-McKinney.
For five years during the war,
Cary Jewett served with the Coast
Artillery and the Army Transportation Corps. He enlisted early in
the war, and when discharged was
a first lieutenant. His work included the procurement of and the
shifting of amphibian trucks and
was centered in France and Belgium, "very old countries" which
he has no desire to re-visit.
Mr. Jewett worked briefly in the
advertising department of the Diamond Match Co., New York, after
completing his schooling. He attended Salisbury Preparatory
School in Salisbury, Conn., and the
U. of Buffalo, where he majored in
commerce and business administration.
He lives on Chicago's North Side,
loves to go duck hunting along the
Illinois River and dreams of playing golf next summer.
HEARING EXAMINERS
Court to Hear Argument
SUPREME COURT has agreed to
hear arguments on the status of
government
hearingwillexaminers
—
and its decision
determine

PRESENT at completion of contract
AT signing for radio show featuring
Hank Thompson, hillbilly artist, are
for Flint Buick Retail Store to sponsor
(seated, I to r) Jim Halsey, Mr.
Michigan State College football
games are (I to r) J. R. McKinley, sta.
Thompson's agent; Leslie Pritchett,
gen. sis. mgr., Burrus Mills Inc.;
mgr., WTAC Flint, Mich.; Warren D.
(standing) Herbert F. Lehman, acct.
Seibold, of store, and David Mendelexec, Tracy-Locke Co. Inc., and John
sohn, WTAC acct. exec.
H. Hicks Jr., adv. dir., Burrus Mills.
SINCLAIR REFINING Co. signs for Game of the Week on WXYZ Detroit. (L
to
r): Fred
V. Anderson,
fuel Sinclair
oil sales,area
Sinclair's
Div.;G.DonRiddell,
Wattrick,
sportscaster;
Jack mgr.,
Curran,
mgr, Central
and James
pres., WXYZ Inc.

5 ■\

;J '
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finally just ' how independent federal agencies' junior judges are of
the agency for which they work.
The court accepted certiorari
two weeks ago on an appeal by the
Civil Service Commission from a
decision of the U. S. District Court
and of the U. S. Court of Appeals
which invalidated a Civil Service
regulation concerning examiners.
At issue is the legality of the
Civil Service Commission's regulation involving hearing examiners'
tenure, compensation and assignments. Opposing Civil Service Commis ion isFederal Trial Examiners
Conference and others. Under present procedures, the FCC is following the practice upheld by the
lower courts — single compensation
for all examiners and rotation of
assignments.

SALES

ADVICE

Aids Advertising — Mitchell
ADVERTISING is "nothing but a
sales help" and close attention to
its effectiveness at the local level is
a vital function of a manufacturer's
sales staff, Maurice B. Mitchell,
vice president of Associated Program Service, asserted last Friday.
Addressing the Sales Executives
Club of the Missouri Valley at
Omaha,
branded
as "ridiculous"
the
idea he"that
advertising
should
be left to the advertising men,"
voicing regret at the tendency to
place advertising in the hands of
"specialists" without first getting
recommendations from field sales
staffs.
Mr. Mitchell said that "nobody
is in a better situation for evaluating media than the man who must
depend on it in his daily work for
that vital sales boost."
He urged the salesmen to "speak
up about advertising," and continued:
"After all, it's no longer an 'optional' sales aid. It's a must in
today's selling world, and that
means it's a part of your working
condition. . . . You shouldn't have
to take the rap for advertising
that doesn't pay off for you.
"One sure way to decide about
the advertising that is being done
for you is to look at the selection
of media. Copy appeal and other
technical factors are simply not as
important as media selection. If
the advertising that is supposed to
help you
just doesn't
people
to whom
you are reach
selling, the
or
if it doesn't reach their customers,
then it just isn't efficient advertising in your area and you owe it to
yourself and your management to
show them the facts. . . ."
SINGLE

RATE

Set by WLAV-AM-FM, KFGO
KFGO Fargo, N. D., and WLAVAM-FM Grand Rapids, Mich., have
established a single rate for both
day and night.
The KFGO new rate for all time
between 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. becomes
effective Nov. 15, Charles G.
Burke, general manager, announced. At the same time, Mr.
Burke announced that in line with
the standardization, a 10% increase
in its local charges for daylight
hours has been effected.
WLAV on Oct. 25 equalized the
day and night rates, setting an
overall base hourly rate of $90.
This represented a 25% reduction
from the previous base rate of
$120. Rate cut was passed along
to all advertisers immediately.
Daytime clients are to be protected
against the slight overall increase
for six months.
The switch to a single rate has
27].
been the subject of much discussion
among broadcasters [B»T, Oct.

PEEWEE REESE, captain of the
Brooklyn Dodgers, will star in 13
WHAS Louisville programs beginning in mid-November. Program will
be directed to young audience and
will co-feature Don Hill, area's playby-playnels' reporter
of Louisville Cologames.
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ZIV
'FAVORITE
Brewers
Take inSTORY'
14 Markets
FOUR brewing companies have
signed for Favorite Story, forthcoming Ziv television series, in 14
markets, H. J. Rifkin, sales vice
president of Ziv Television Programs Inc., reported last week. He
predicted the series, for release in
January, will set a new company
sales record.
Brewers which have bought the program, starring Adolphe Menjou as narrator and actor, were F. & M. Schaefer Brewing Co., New York, for showing in the New York (WNBT), New
Haven, and Hartford markets; Genessee Brewing Co., Rochester, for Buffalo, N.
Rochester,
and Binghamton,
Y.; Syracuse
Blatz Brewing
Co.,
Milwaukee,
for
Milwaukee
(WTMJ-TV)
and other markets not yet set; and
Olympia Brewing Co. for Portland,
Seattle, Spokane, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego.
Sold thus far on a regional basis,
the series will be offered to local
sponsors starting this week.
Buy 'Smith' Segments
TWO new advertisers have signed
for 15-minutes of Kate Smith Hour
on NBC-TV (Mon.-Fri., 4-5 p.m.
EST). They are Block Drug Co.,
through Cecil & Presbrey, New
York, which will sponsor the Tuesday 4:30-4:45 p.m. period for 39
weeks starting Nov. 25, and James
Lees & Sons (carpets and rugs),
through D'Arcy Adv., New York,
which will underwrite the Monday
4:15-4:30 p.m. segment for 26
weeks effective Dec. 8.

SUIT

Vs. Liggett & Myers
SUIT seeking a preliminary injunction against Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfields) was filed
in Federal District Court in New
York last week by the Federal
Trade Commission.
The injunction was asked to require the firm to cease certain advertising claims and to prevent
"injury to competitors who are unwilling to use false advertising."
Claim attacked was that Chesterfields "are manufactured in such a
manner as to prevent irritation to
the nose, throat and accessory orsmokers."
Suitgans ofwas
filed on order of FTC
Comr. Stephen J. Spingarn.
CBS-TV Post to Frank
MILO FRANK of the Hollywood
office of the William Morris Agency, has been named chief talent
scout for CBS-TV to operate on a
roving assignment in line with
CBS-TV's plans to find new talent.
A graduate of the U. of California
at Los Angeles, Mr. Frank entered
the talent field in 1946 with the
Sam Jaffee Agency, Hollywood. In
1949 he joined Century Artists as
head of picture development and
went to William Morris a year
later.

'Watchman'

METROPOLITAN

Clocked

LETTERS attesting listenership to WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga's new all-night programming have been received
from points as distant as
Miami and Detroit, Vice
President Norman A. Thomas
reported last week. He said
a number of all-night grocery
stores, restaurants, and filling stations are sponsoring
portions of The Night Watchman
program,
national
advertisersandhavethat
shown
interest in early - morning
spots. The stations commenced around - the - clock
operations in late September.
C. G. SIMS
Station Executive Succumbs
C. G. (Preacher) Sims, 45, technical director for WKYB and WKYC
(FM) Paducah, Ky., died unexpectedly Tuesday at Illinois Central
Hospital. Mr. Sims suffered a cerebral hemorrhage earlier that day
while at his desk.
Mr. Sims entered radio in 1930
as chief engineer of WPAD Paducah. He was engineering consultant
on construction of at least 20 other
stations in Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee and Missouri. Survivors
include his wife, the former Ethlyn
Rooks, and two daughters.

PLANS

Opera Via Theatre TV
PLANS are under consideration by
the Metropolitan Opera Co. to
channel its productions by television into theatres throughout the
country, it was reported last week.
Anthony A. Bliss, chairman of the
opera's TV committee, said the
project would "give some 200,000
people throughout the country the
experience of coming into the MetMr. Bliss ropolitan's
saidhome."plans are still in
the formative stage. It was learned
that the Metropolitan has been
negotiating with Theatre Network
Television for such a program.
Sawyer to Europe
SECRETARY of Commerce
Charles Sawyer left New York Friday for Europe to study business
conditions. Secretary Sawyer,
owner of WIZE Springfield, WING
Dayton and WCOL Columbus, all
Ohio, will be accompanied by
Henry H. Fowler, director of the
Office of Defense Mobilization, and
other officials. He is expected to
return late this month.
SUCCESS stories of people in show
business are recounted in a new book
by Henry F. Woods Jr., How to Get
the Breaks, published by Wilfred Funk
Inc., New York. Author is manager
of Young & Rubicam's publicity department.

WHAT

BETTER

PLACE

than

here

to hit your point of purchase? John Marsich, Kudner
maker ivho can't miss your advertisement
works
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for you every working day of the year — the annual one-time shot campaign.
RESERVE SPACE IN THE 1953 YEARBOOK TODAY I DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 20 FOR PROOF. DECEMBER 1, FINAL.
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NEW SCORPION F-89 jet fighter tucks in its wheels and climbs with afterburners blazing on night interceptor mission. Jet flames show how F-89 eats

New

Jets

Gulp Fuel 8 Times

Faster

U. S. Oilmen Meeting Biggest
Petroleum

Product Demands

up fuel — around 8 times as fast as World War II fighters. Jet fuel consumption
is just one of the many record oil needs met by U. S. oilmen every day.

Than
SOME

World

War

II Planes

REASONS WHY U. S. OIL USAGE
'952
Sljp
IS NOW AT ALL-TIME HIGH

in History

Defense authorities have issued an urgent call to U. S.
oil companies for sharply increased supplies of jet fuel, as
a result of greatly stepped-up air activity.

M

Since jet fuels are made from the same base stock as heating oils, this new demand adds to oilmen's present problems
in meeting this winter's record heating oil needs. Motorists
are also using more gasoline than ever before.
In spite of these sharply increased demands, U. S. oilmen
are presently meeting all military and civilian needs. They
are able to do this because they have constantly planned
ahead, plowed back much of their profits into expansion,
and taken great risks.
This is the only way America's demand for more and
more oil can be met: under a system of free competition
where privately-managed oil companies have a chance to
stay in business by earning a profit while serving you.
For a free, intriguing booklet, "20 Questions," write to
Oil Industry Information Committee, American Petroleum
Institute, Box 14, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.
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2 JET FIGHTERS NOW USE AS MUCH FUEL AS AN ENTIRE
WORLD WAR II FIGHTER SQUADRON FLYING SAME MISSION
25.6
MILLION
lestimatedl
41*5 MILLION
J*
PEOPLE TODAY OWN MORE CARS, drive further than ever
before. Car owners will use an estimated 27 billion gallons of gasoline
this year — an increase of almost 109% since 1945.
MILLION (estimated)

FAR MORE AMERICANS than ever before now enjoy the comfort
and economy
since
1945. of oil heat. Heating oil demand has jumped 103%
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Working
FCC

RED

Unit

Would

Simplify

Forms

TAPE

NEW steps to cut red tape out of
FCC forms were taken last week
by the Budget Bureau's Committee
on Radio and Television Broadcasting, a unit of the Advisory Council
on Federal Reports.
A series of changes in the FCC's
annual financial report (Form 324)
received committee sanction last
Monday [B«T, Oct. 6]. The recommendations go to the Budget
Bureau, which has complete power
to regulate the record requirements
of nearly all government agencies,
including the FCC.
Monday's actions capped a decade-long series of cooperative
steps involving
the bureau, FCC
and broadcasters. Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington, is chairman of the radio-TV committee.
Currently on
the committee's
Mr. Strouse
lists of projects
is the F C C's
May 14 order which would force
stations to file reports to the FCC
within 10 days after each refusal of
consent for rebroadcast. While no
action was taken last Monday because the FCC's rule has been
stayed repeatedly in line with industry protests, the committee will
be consulted before the Budget
Bureau decides whether it will approve any FCC proposals that
would require reports from stations or networks [B.T., June 16].
NARTB Files Petition
NARTB last Tuesday filed a petition with the FCC asking it to
grant a further stay of its order,
slated to go into effect Nov. 1 (see
story this issue) .
The FCC's May order drew widespread protests from stations and
networks. It became popularly
known as the "legalized larceny
rule" because it would put the burden on broadcasters to justify their
refusal to give away programs to
any broadcaster who wanted to rebroadcast them.
Under the Federal Reports Act
of 1942 the Budget Bureau's approval is required any time FCC
calls on stations to supply information. The bureau does not question FCC's authority from a policy
standpoint but points out that a
rule requiring information from
broadcasters would be invalid without bureau approval.
The advisory council, which has
just celebrated its 10th anniversary, is the central agency through
which government contacts with
business are cleared in an effort
to ease the burden on those who
must fill out federal forms. Russell Schneider is executive secretary of the council. David E. Cohn
is the Budget Bureau's liaison on
the radio-TV committee.
In the 10-yeaj*. period, the radioPage 50 • November 3, 1952

TV committee's activity has led to
a reduction in the number of FCC
application forms from 18 to eight,
and from 379 to 52 pages. Originally the FCC forms were unsuitable for preparation of carbon
copies and were difficult to process.
Cooperation between FCC and the
industry has brought about improvement and simplification of
forms, benefiting both FCC and industry by making available more
necessary information and reducing
the cost and labor involved in preparation.
Committee's Function
Mr. Cohn put it this way, "Our
function is to weigh the needs of
information against those burdens
the needs impose on industry."
Last Monday's committee meeting was devoted principally to improvement of FCC's annual financial report (324). Under the committee's revision, applicants will
be able to submit their own balance
sheets to the FCC, providing the
material prepared for their own
use is substantially that in which
FCC is interested.
This simple step will mean important savings to broadcasters,
since it will not be necessary to
have accounts draw up special balances just for this one FCC form.
The old balance sheet covered many
items considered of minor importance by the advisory committee.
These included listing of items
such as goodwill, prepaid insurance
and others. Stations will be able
under the revised form to lump
many current asset items.
The Form 324 changes were discussed at the committee's June 10
meeting and submitted to FCC for
suggestions. Most of the recommendations were accepted by FCC.
Still pending is a proposal to allow filing of reports May 1, a 30day extension. The committee felt
the present April 1 deadline is too
close to the March 15 date for tax
reports.
Another Project
Another project before the committee centers around the filing of
contracts affecting management.
Present FCC requirements are
fuzzy and indefinite, according to
committee members, with broadcasters often feeling obliged to file
large stacks of contracts in which
the Commission has no interest.
The committee is now trying to
find out just what types of contracts the FCC wants and then will
draw up new language designed
to clear up the confusion, with benefit to both government and industry.
In the last decade, the radio-TV
advisory group has spearheaded
hundreds of changes, with FCC cooperation. For example, the original CP application form required
such detailed material as bank balances at the end of each year for
four years, and each month for 12
months, from each principal. Bank

references were required. Furthermore, each party had to include listing of assets and liabilities, with net worth. This has been
simplified so each party must show
ability to meet his obligations.
Budget Bureau officials point out
that the government gets priceless
technical advice without cost from
leading figures in industry. The
advisory council was formed in
October 1942. Its membership embraces major business organizations. These are American Chamber of Commerce Executives;
American Retail Federation; American Trade Assn. Executives;
Chamber of Commerce of the U. S.;
Controllers Institute of America;
National Assn. of Manufacturers;
National Industrial Council, as well
as members-at-large.
Attending last week's meeting of
a panel representing the radio-TV
committee, besides Chairman
Strouse and Messrs. Cohn and
Schneider, were Kenneth Berkeley,
WMAL Washington Leon Brooks,
CBS; Arthur W. Scharfeld, president, Federal Communications Bar
Assn.; Richard Steele, WTAG Worcester, Mass.; Gordon Hawkins, for
Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc.; Richard Allerton, Ralph W. Hardy, NARTB, and
Elsie Caldwell of the committee
staff.
First chairman of the radio-TV
committee when it was formed a
decade ago was J. Harold Ryan of
the Storer stations. He was succeeded by Wayne Coy then of
WINX Washington and now KOB
Albuquerque, who resigned when he
became FCC chairman in late 1947.
The full radio-TV advisory group
consists of Messrs. Strouse, Baudino, Berkeley, Brooks, Scharfeld and
Steele; Charles Barham Jr., WCHV
Charlottesville, Va.; Carl J. Burkland, CBS Radio Sales; John Elmer,
WCBM Baltimore; E. K. Jett,
WMAR Baltimore; Calvin T. Lucy,
WRVA Richmond, Va.; Gustav B.
Margraf, NBC; Lawrence H. Rogers
II, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W.
Va.; Thomas Tinsley, WITH Baltimore; Charles J. Truitt, WBOC
Salisbury, Md., and C. T. Arney
Jr., NARTB.

MESSRS. Diehm, Rollo and Magee
at the mountain party.

DIEHM

PARTY

Timebuyers Are Guests
TIMEBUYERS were guests of Victor C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.,
at second annual party given by the
Pennsylvania broadcaster at Magee
Museum, Bloomsburg, Pa. Guests
were flown to the mountain site in
a chartered plane.
Aiding Mr. Diehm in entertaining guests were staff members
from WAZL; WHOL Allentown,
Pa.; WHLM Bloomsburg; WIDE
Biddeford, Me. Mr. Diehm is president of WAZL and managing consultant of WHLM as well as part
owner of WHOL and of WIDE.
Harry L. Magee is owner-operator
of WHLM.
Guests included: Sally Reynolds,
Scheidler, Beck & Warner; Frank
Daniels, Lennen & Newell; Mildred
Fulton, Biow Co.; Sid Hartzel, Lennen & Newell; Ethel Weider, Biow
Co.; Tom McDermott, N. W. Ayer
& Son; Adelide Hatton, Young & Rubicam; Joan Rutman, N. W. Ayer &
Son; McDonald Dunbar, Ted Bates
Co.; Dean Eger, Ed Fillion, Lou
Moore, Robert Meeker Assoc.; John
Purves, N. W. Ayer & Son; Sherwood
Heath, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Lucy Kerwin, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Clyde Clem,
NBC; Robert Carpenter, MBS; George
Keet, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove;
Win Levi, Broadcasting • Telecasting;
Reed Rollo, Washington attorney, and
Phil O'Neil, Crolly Adv.
WINCHELL SUIT
'Post' Files Summons

LIBEL proceedings were begun
last week by the New York Post
and its editor, James A. Wechsler,
Seeks Election STA
against commentator Walter WinSPECIAL temporary authority to chell, ABC and Gruen Co., which
sponsors Mr. WinchelPs broadcasts
operate all night following national
and telecasts, and against Hearst
election day, tomorrow, was asked
of FCC fortnight ago by WEEB
Corp. and King Features Syndicate, which publish and distribute,
Southern Pines, N. C, a 1 kw dayrespectively,
Mr. Winchell's newstime outlet on 990 kc. "An approval of our request will make it
paper
column.
The plaintiffs, in a suit begun in
possible for the people of this community to receive news of local elecSupreme Court, New York County,
tion returns along with national re- filed a summons directing the defendants to file notice of appearturns," WEEB said, pointing out
"ours would be the only primary
ance by counsel within 20 days.
The Post announced its intention
signal rendered this section which
to take legal action on Oct. 20
is now without any nighttime
primary service. The penetration
after Mr. Winchell's programs on
of other signals is negligible and of ABC and ABC-TV the preceding
day [B*T, Oct. 27].
poor quality in this area."
BROADCASTING
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Libel Liability Haunts Broadcasters
(Continued from page 23)
fore air time, asserting it had no
advance text to check for possible
libel. The Ohio State Journal reported a "tornado of protest" at
WTVN switchboards.
Some of the protests raised questions bearing on the political philosophy ofEdward Lamb, owner of
WTVN and other radio-TV properties. The Journal quoted one televiewer as asserting he had written
to the McCarran (Senate) Internal
Security Committee. No protests
had been acknowledged by that
group, the Senate Interstate & Foreign or House Un-American Activities Committees.
Walter McGough, WTVN sales
manager, said he was advised by
ABC in New York that "we would
have to carry the speech at our own
risk." He noted Sen. McCarthy was
not a candidate in Ohio. Mr. Lamb
issued this statement:
The rules governing political broadcasts are clear. A station may be
held liable for libelous and slanderous statements even though the station is without power to censor the

speech of the candidate himself.
However, a non-candidate's speech
can be examined for possible libelous
statements. WTVN officials were
merely enforcing the ordinary rules
when they insisted on having copy
of Senator McCarthy's speech for
examination by the station attorneys.
There is no political preference
shown in my stations even though I
personally endorse Mr. Stevenson's
candidacy. I suspect that the Republicans have had a vast majority of
the broadcast time in this campaign.
But every candidate must play according to the same rules.
Nor is there any element of free
speech involved. I have defended hundreds of civil liberties cases. I dare
anyone ever to point to a case where
I, as attorney, newspaper publisher
or broadcaster, have ever failed to be
on the side of protecting the free exchange of ideas.
According to a spot check by AP,
WTVN was the only TV outlet in
the country to cancel the McCarthy
speech after scheduling it. It also
was reported that WTVN and
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa., another
Lamb property, had declined to
carry Clare Boothe Luce's talk on
*

In

HANNIBALAND

THEY

to

have

money

spend!

* HANNIBALAND—
large 41 county
area surrounding Hannibal, Mo.,
Quincy, III., and Keokuk, Iowa.

The population of the rich Hannibaland area is mostly
rural. These are the folks who have the money to spend
to buy your products. To sell 'em use the station they
listen to most— KHMO.
KHMO reaches and sells the buying power of the
240,470 radio families who live in this large, 41 county
area.
Make your selling job easy in the middle-west in
Hannibaland — buy KHMO. Write, wire or phone
KHMO or Pearson today for availabilities.
Representative
John E. Pearson Company
•
Mutual Network
Hannibal, Missouri

KHMO
5000 watts day
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1000 watts at night

communism on ABC-TV Oct. 26.
In the DuMont case, Col. C. A.
Roberts, of the law firm of Roberts & Mclnnis, Washington, D. C,
said he had filed a protest with
FCC on behalf of that network,
citing alleged network - affiliate
practices with respect to politicalcasts. FCC advised him, he said,
that more data is needed, and he
has so obliged.
Citing clearance problems, Col.
Roberts asserted DuMont has been
frozen out of some one- and twostation TV markets despite a lower
rate for time purchases. He questioned whether stations can legally
refuse to carry DuMont network
political programs and take those
offered by another network with
which it has primary affiliation. He
said both parties have wanted to
place time on DuMont but that the
network was thwarted by station
clearances in some instances, with
affiliates claiming they had to
maintain program balance.
Novik's Objection
Question of clearances also was
posed by Mr. Novik in New York.
Mr. Novik, who is radio consultant to the Liberal Party and
the New York Volunteers for Stevenson, and special assistant to
the chairman of the Democratic
National Committee in addition to
serving as consultant to the AFL,
the ILGWU-AFL, and the UAWCIO, wrote in a letter released
Thursday night:
The principle of voluntary clearance for competing products, an established practice in our industry, has
seemingly been forgotten during the
furore
of
the closing days of the political campaign.
No one, in our business, thinks of
scheduling a "Pepsi" spot after a
"Coke"
program. stations
Yet, within
past
week, network
havethe aired
Eisenhower spot announcements immediately after Stevenson programs:
A clearcut violation of the concept
of commercial clearance for competing products.
Due to the limited number of hours
in the broadcast day it is patently impos ible to avoid scheduling competing
political programs in adjacent periods,
especially during the hectic days at
the end of a campaign. And even here
the political purchaser knows that a
cent.
competing political program is adjaBut the same situation does not
prevail
where It"spots"
and "breaks"
are concerned.
is inconceivable
and
indecent for our industry to permit
such incidents to occur; after all, why
buy
a program toif reach
the station
permits
the competition
your audience
via
break.spot announcement or station
This situation transcends party politics since it adversely affects every
party. However, on behalf of the New
York Volunteers for Stevenson, and
on behalf of the Liberal party, I am
asking you to consider this situation
and to take whatever steps are required to end, the practice of followa political program
of a ingcompeting
political with
group. a "spot"
unless it is: ended, I have only
twoFor alternatives
A. To file a protest in behalf of the
New York Volunteers for Stevenson
tice;
and the Liberal Party, against any station or network permitting such pracTo purchase
the adjacent
orB."break"
to protect
my client."spot"
Mr. Novik reminded networks
that the Senate Elections and Privileges Committee "has already announced its intention to hold public hearings on radio and televiBecause Mr. Novik is a consultant to the New York Volunteers
sion."

for Stevenson, his charge was
viewed in some quarters as another prong of the national volunteers group's protest over the socalled GOP spot "blitz." A spot
program had been prepared for
Citizens for Eisenhower Committee.
It was held doubtful Thursday
whether the national group would
re-pursue its complaint with the
FCC before the approaching election. FCC refused to consider the
original complaint which charged
that large corporatons and stato set aside'
choice tions
timehad conspired
for the Republicans.
FCC did say it would consider
any additional specific informaton
and the volunteers embarked on a
drive to elicit data from about 300
radio - TV broadcasters on the
amount of time sold to GOP groups.
the volunteers'
hasWhether
the sanction
of Gov. protest
Adlai
Stevenson, Democratic Presidential
nominee, was not known. In view
of his glancing references to the
GOP "blitz," it was presumed that
he has given his blessing to the
volunteers, to which he himself had
contributed $5,000.
The Governor told his Madison
Square Garden audience last Tuesdaytack"
that would
thebeRepublican
atover soon "air
and the
"all-clear will be sounded."
District of Columbia Republicans
branded the "blitz" report as a
"hoax" and the Democrats continued their attack on media coverage
and advertising agencies in general.
$20,000 Spent
A report filed by the Citizens for
Eisenhower-Nixon for the period
Sept. 9-Oct. 22 showed a sum of
$20,000 in disbursements to Ted
Bates & Co., which undertook the
original creative and production
work on the citizens' spot program.
The sum covered three payments.
The agency is not involved in the
timebuying phase of this campaign.
The citizens' group parcels out recordings and films to GOP state
directors who, in turn, buy time
through their agencies on local
stations.
The $2 million figure was originally recommended by Ted Bates
as part of a plan since discarded as
inoperative. The plan called for
"saturation" of some 63 counties
in 12 "key" states lost to the GOP
in 1948.
George W. Ball, executive director of the volunteers, claims there
is evidence of such a "blitz," and
has denied any attempt by his organization toharass or intimidate
stations which carry the announcements— a charge raised in FCC,
broadcasting and other circles.
Mr. Ball has acknowledged the
"extremely cooperative" attitude of
broadcasters in replying to the
volunteers' questionnaires seeking
time purchase .data, and has said
stations would be willing to offer
equal time
for a reply to the Eisenhower spots.
Many declined.
stations filed replies while
others
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Radio stations utilizing directional antenna systems find this
modern 5 KW AM Transmitter
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It
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performance, plus many extra
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often encountered in directional
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WBS PROGRAMS
Holiday Slate Readied
WORLD filiated
Broadcasting
afstations soon System's
will receive
12 Christmas and New Year programs and features for local sponsorship, World's vice president,
Robert W. Friedheim, announced
last week.
Some of the programs and features:
"Christmas Lane," half -hour dramatic
show starring Pat O'Brien; 30 "Shopping Days to Christmas" songs featuring "The Jesters"; four half-hour
holiday programs of music and continuity; "Sell Sounds," a variety of
holiday sound effects and attentiongetting devices; music selection guides
for musical programs, starring Monica
Lewis and Dick Haymes; special programs presenting holiday readings by
show business personalities and seven
Christmas
and New
Year's prayers
read
by Raymond
Massey.
Retroactive

Pay

SOME

$1 million will be distributed to Hollywood film extras
Avithin the next couple weeks. Sum
represents the retroactive pay provision contained in a Wage Stabilization Board-approved bargaining pact between Screen Extras
Guild and the Assn. of Motion
Picture Producers. Studios have
been paying the basic wage increase since Sept. 21. Extras now
collect in a lump sum the difference between the old and new wage
rates retroactive to Oct. 25, 1951,
the effective date of the guild's
new contract.
SOUTHWEST

WGN

CORN

PICKING

Points Up Station's Farm Service Operation
POINTING up its farm service operation, WGN Chicago, 50 w clear
channel station, co-sponsored the
first mechanical corn picking contest in southern Illinois as a safety
and public service promotion.
The competition, which took
place Oct. 11 on a 640-acre farm
near Bloomington, attracted an
estimated 30,000 persons, most of
whom, station officials believe, attended in direct response to onthe-air mentions.
Sponsored by WGN and the
Bloomington-Normal Junior Chamber of Commerce, the contest
brought together 23 downstate
farmers to husk and pick corn
along a four-tenths of an acre
course.
Norman Kraeft, station farm
service director who broadcasts
nearly two hours of farm news
daily, handled most of the broadcast originations. A temporary
studio was set up atop two flatbed trucks, with Mr. Kraeft using
a portable transmitter to relay onthe-spot reports from the corn
fields more than a mile from the
mobile unit.
Other staffers on hand were
Bruce Dennis, program director;
Jim Hanlon, publicity and public
relations director; Don Coleman
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CONTEST

MISS ILLINOIS, Glenna Pohly,
was WGN's official hostess at its
corn picking contest. Other participants were (I to r) Messrs.
Kraeft and Long.
* * #
and Gene Filip, special events;
Dick Coughlin and Butch Davis,
farm service; Virginia Gale, woman's editor; Ernie Simon, Del
Ward, Saxie Dowell and Frank
Sweeney, station personalities, and
Paul Risdorf, Dick Swan and Don
Raydon, engineers.
Station officials are planning a
similar contest next year.

PROFIT RATE
FTC Releases Figures
REPORT on profit rates (after
taxes) for 512 companies in 25
major industry categories was released by the Federal Trade Commission Oct. 22, comparing 1951
with 1940.
Categories showing lower profits
last year compared to 1940 were
cigarettes, cigars, smoking tobacco,
wool carpets and rugs, soaps and
cleansers, and motor vehicle equipment. Substantial increases were
reported by companies engaged in
production of paper and allied
products, petroleum and refining,
tires and tubes, and matches. Electrical machinery, equipment and
supplies, with 63 corporations reporting, showed a percentage increase from 14.3% in 1940 to 15.2%
in 1951.

IRTAC FORMED
For International Exchange
FORMATION of an International
Radio and Television Advisory
Council, under sponsorship of the
National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, has been announced
in New York. Object is the interchange of radio and TV programs,
primarily for educational broadcasters but it is expected to be of
value for the entire radio-TV industry. Members of IRTAC are:
Peter
Aylen,
UN Radio;
James Fisher-Northrup, Voice
of America;
Lt.
Comdr. H. A. Spindt, Armed Forces
Radio Service; J. Basil Thornton, British Broadcasting Corp.; Pierre Crennesse, French Broadcasting Corp.; Edward Bellemare, Canadian consulate;
Hartney Arthur, Australian consulate;
Max Tak, Netherlands consulate; John
Embertsen, Norwegian Information
Service; sulate;
Licurgo
Costa,
Brazilian
conSam Elfert,
Israeli
consulate;
Philip Barbour, Radio Free Europe;
Seymour N. Broadcasters.
Siegel, National Assn. of
Educational
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
heard over 20 Ohio radio stations
three times weekly for the past
six years, has won a number of
national awards and during one
year was credited by the client for
directly producing revenues three
times the cost of the program.
Clients and their radio and television properties, to which he has
contributed both as radio-TV director and as general manager,
are:
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio), Sohio
Reporter, radio and TV, and Cleveland Orchestra and Midwestern
Hayride, both radio; Ohio Bell
Telephone Co., Ohio Story, radio;
Leisy Brewing Co., Cleveland Indians and Premier Theatre, both
TV; Richman Brothers Co., radio
and TV news and sports programs
in 12 markets ; National City Bank
of Cleveland, Today's Top Story,
with Ted Malone, TV; Perfection
Stove Co. and Moloney Co., radio
and TV spots; Gray Drug Stores,
News Parade, TV.
Mr. Dailey and his wife, Virginia, have two daughters, Donna
Lou, 11, Christine, 6, and a son,
Robert J., 4. Hobbies are golf and
home repair and handicraft.
Cleveland

Simulcast

CLEVELAND radio-TV stations
combined to present an hour-long
simulcast on behalf of the local
Community Fund. Participating
were Wayne Back, Walberg Brown,
WDOK; Bill Mayer, Reg Merridew, Henry Pildner, the Karamu
Quartet, WGAR; Bill Gordon,
WHK; Bill Randle, Lee Sullivan,
WERE; Johnny Andrews, Jake
Hines, Jay Miltner, Seth Cary with
staff orchestra, WTAM - WNBK
(TV); Bob Dale, WEWS (TV),
and Ted Malone, WXEL (TV).

U. of Tampa Visit
BROADCASTERS and mayors of
central and western Florida cities
were guests Oct. 19 of the U. of
Tampa, at Tampa, Fla. Guests included Roger Bennet, WDAE
Tampa; Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
Parker, WTAN Clearwater; Art
Mundorff. WPIN Clearwater; Dick
Both well, WTSP St. Petersburg;
Robert Taylor, WONN Lakeland,
and Mr. and Mrs. Max G. Kimbrel,
WIPC Lake Wales. The university tour included a visit to the
attempt to prove that giving blood
studios and control rooms of the IN
can be fun, the National Assn. of
college's radio station. Gail Potter,
Gagwriters
held aBlood
"Gagwriters
Day"
at
the Red Cross
Donor Center,
WFLA Tampa, assists in radio
N. Y., Oct. 28.
instruction at the university.
BROADCASTING
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HEEBNER
NAMED
Succeeds Ogden at Capitol
APPOINTMENT of Walter S.
Heebner as general manager of
the Studio and Recording Service
Sales Div. and the Broadcast Sales
Div. of Capitol
Records was announced last week
by Glenn E. Wallichs, president of
Capitol Records
Distribut ing
Corp. His office
will be in Hollywood and he will
report directly to
William H. FowlMr. Heebner
er, CRDC's acting general manager.
Mr. Heebner was with Capitol
Records' Artists & Repertoire
Dept. for the past year. He joined
the firm after a decade with RCA
Victor, where he was manager of
the Custom Record Div. and later
West Coast recording director.
In his new capacity, he absorbs
the duties of Clifford Ogden, who
resigned as vice president and general manager of Capitol's Broadcast Div. to become supervisor of
NBC's West Coast TV films sales
division [B*T, Oct. 20].
Mr. Wallichs said the appointment of Mr. Heebner is part of a
plan tiontoin the
strengthen
posibroadcast Capitol's
field.

AWRT MEETING
Program Creation Discussed
CHARLES C. CALEY, WMBD
Peoria, 111., general manager, represented management at a discussion on creating radio and television programs for sale before
members at a meeting Oct. 24 in
Chicago of the Illinois chapter,
American Women in Radio & Television.
Mr. Caley appeared with Peter Cavallo, radio-TV director, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Fred Killian, ABCTV program director; Tom Elvidge,
assistant program director, WGN-AMTV; Judith Waller, NBC director of
education and public service, and Beulah Karney, ABC radio - TV home
economist, all Chicago.
Meeting, which took place at the
Normandy House, was planned by
Josephine Wetzler, AWRT vice
president and education director at
WLS Chicago.

room

• .

room

There can be no room for doubt in the continuity and
fidelity of your broadcast. You demand — and get —
the best in transmitting and studio equipment.
Nor should you compromise with quality in the
tape recorder you select.
AMPEX Recorders are engineered to the highest
professional standards of reliability and performance.
AMPEX

Hailed by Territory Outlets

BROADCASTING

NATIONAL
NIELSEN-RATINGS*
TOP RADIO
PROGRAMS
EXTRA-WEEK
September 14-20, 1952
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current
Homes
Rank
Program Current
%
1 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 8.2
2
(CBS) 7.4
7.5
3 Arthur
You BetGodfrey's
Your LifeScouts
(NBC)
4 Jack Benny (CBS)
7.1
5 Martin
Big Story
6
and (NBC)
Lewis (NBC) 6.8
6.8
7
Suspense
6.3
8 This
Is Your(CBS)
F.B.I. (ABC) 6.1
9 Doctor Christian (CBS) 6.0
10
Life with Luigi (CBS) 6.0
(*) Homes reached during all or any part of
the program, except for homes listening only
1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs, average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
technical supervisor for WKZO and
WKZO-TV. Bruce M. Glycadgis is
given broader duties as technical
supervisor of WJEF Radio. Harry
E. Travis, radio and TV program
director at WKZO-AM-TV, is in
charge of expanding TV production. Ellsworth L. Tait becomes
comptroller.

there's
no
for
doubt

BIRTHDAY

THE 85th anniversary of U. S.
possession of Alaska was hailed
Oct. 17 with simultaneous broadcast over all stations in the Territory, plus KVI Seattle.
Half-hour transcribed program
was presented as a public service
by the Alaska Steamship Co. and
was arranged by its agency, Frederick E. Baker & Assoc., Seattle.
Program was rebroadcast Oct. 19
as one of the first shows of the
new Midnight Sun Broadcasting
outlet, KJNO Juneau.

John W. O'Harrow, besides his
national sales duties, assumes spepids. cial assignments for the company.
Otis T. Gaston, account executive,
broadens his sales activities to include administratve duties in national sales. Thomas P. White continues as local sales director.
Arthur E. Covell becomes transmitter technical supervisor and
Francis L. Morse will be studio

il.iis

FTC Penalty Order
CIVIL penalty judgment has been
obtained against Domestic ShortWave Diathermy Co., New York,
for violation of an order prohibiting false advertising, the Federal
Trade Commission announced
Oct. 23. FTC complaint charged
that a diathermy device was misrepresented in radio, newspaper
and other advertisements. Cease
and desist order was issued by the
agency on June 21, 1943. Penalty
judgment of $20,038.20 was entered
by Federal Judge Irving R. Kaufman of the U. S. District Court,
Southern District of New York,
when the respondent failed to answer charges of the violation.
Principal in the diathermy firm is
Maude S. Jaret.
ALASKA

FETZER EXPANDS
Staff Promotions Announced
SERIES of executive promotions
in connection with an expansion of
Fetzer Broadcasting Co. has been
announced.
Carl E. Lee continues as administrative assistant to the president
in charge of all operations. Dona.ld
W. DeSmit Jr. becomes sales director of WKZO-TV Kalamazoo.
Martin Giaimo is elevated to station manager of WJEF Grand Ra-

brings you these cost-saving operating advantages:
• UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE
Under the demand of heavy-duty programming, AMPEX
Recorders deliver thousands of hours of unbroken service.
Recently a set of AMPEX heads was returned from Honolulu for routine replacement after 11,000 hours continuous
use, 17 hours a day. The heads were still within AMPEX
specifications for new heads and had several thousand
more hours of use remaining.
• MINIMUM "DOWN TIME"
AMPEX Recorders are designed for thousands of hours
of continuous operation with minimum down time, resulting in low maintenance costs and protection from sudden
broadcast failures.
ACCURATE TIMING
AMPEX split-second timing accuracy protects your programs and commercials from embarrassing time overlaps.,
HIGHEST FIDELITY
Even when programs are repeatedly transcribed from one
tape to another, there is no noticeable build-up of noise
level, "wow" or distortion.
LONG LIFE
AMPEX Recorders are designed and built for years of
service dependability. Its recordings match established
NARTB standards. When you have an AMPEX, you
have a machine built for years-ahead performance.

If you plan for tomorrow, buy an AMPEX today
AMPEX
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• 934 CHARTER
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BECAUSE

WCKY's operation is based on sound policies developed
over 23 years under the same management . . .
Management

that is always eager to learn . . willing to

listen . . and
Management

quick to act.
that takes pride in the fact that in 23 years

this is its greatest selling year.
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50,000

WATTS

POWER

CALL COLLECT:
Tom Welstead
Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St, New York City
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Phone: Cherry 6565
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Programming

THE VOLUNTARY restrictions which WKZOTV Kalamazoo, Mich., has imposed on crime
programming and beer and wine commercials
are a handsome example of self-discipline.
The example is the more significant for having been set by a station whose president,
John E. Fetzer, is chairman of the NARTB-TV
Code Review Board.
WKZO-TV has reorganized its schedule to
confine crime shows to hours at which children
are not apt to be in the audience and has limited the frequency and number of beer and
wine commercials. The action was taken after
a careful analysis of audience mail, and as
such it represents the correct method of programming regulation, evolving from the will
of the audience rather than the ukase of
government.
We do not say that the WKZO-TV model
should be precisely imitated by other stations,
since conceivably the tastes of their audiences
may differ from the attitudes of those who
view WKZO-TV. The motivation behind the
WKZO-TV restrictions, however, deserves
praise. It combines self-discipline with enlightened self-interest.

Here's a Proposition . . .
IT WILL be the natural reaction of the nation's
newspapers to circumvent, with every wily resource at their disposal, the offer by Broadcast
Advertising Bureau to underwrite the research
costs of a conclusive test of radio's ability to
move goods for retailers.
The local retailer has been kept so long as
Exhibit A in the newspapers' private preserve
that newspapers are bound to resent, as a
poacher, anybody who wants to let Exhibit A
out.
In the past, newspapers have regarded every
radio development as a death threat to themselves and have reacted with more violence
than objectivity. If they will but examine the
purposes of the new BAB offer, they may find
it possible to treat it calmly.
In making the offer, Kevin Sweeney, BAB
vice president, pointed out that the 200 ARBI
comparisons of radio and newspaper retail advertising effectiveness indicated that the two
media "seem to complement one another and
should be used together for maximum coverage" [B*T, Oct. 20].
These are not the words of a spokesman of
one enterprise which hopes to kill off another.
We venture that the major test which BAB
hopes a big store or retail chain will undertake (with BAB financing the research cost)
would only prove out what already is indicated.
Now if newspapers really believe in their
own promotion, they should not be seriously
worried over the outcome of an honest job of
comparative research. No one imagines for a
moment that a comparative test would suggest
the
elimination of newspapers from a retailer's
schedule.
What it would probably show is that the
advertiser should distribute his budget between
newspapers and radio, if he wants to get the
Page 58
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most out of his advertising dollar.
Presuming that newspapers are interested
in improving the efficiency of retail advertising and thereby strengthening the financial
status of retailers in their communities, we
suggest that newspapers not only should refrain from attacking the test which BAB proposes but indeed should actively assist in
conducting it.
BAB's counterpart in the newspaper world
is the Bureau of Advertising of the American
Newspaper
Publishers
Assn.
Whyhas shouldn't
the Bureau of
Advertising,
which
a much

our respects to.-

larger budget than BAB's, chip in on the
expenses of the test and participate in supervising it?
It would be revolutionary, we must admit.
But it would also be intelligent.

Timing
WHATEVER
tions, itis not
will result in
of the basic
casting.

When

it Counts

the outcome of tomorrow's elecmere optimism to hope that they
a clarification and improvement
law governing political broad-

In the 1952 campaigns, as in no others of
the past, politicians realized the power of radio
and television. What is more important, they
began to understand the almost intolerable
difficulties imposed upon broadcasters in an
election year. Some of the difficulties were
illustrated in the Volunteers for Stevenson
complaint to the FCC regarding the alleged
Republican blitz, the cancellation of a scheduled telecast by Senator McCarthy on KINGTV Seattle, the complaint to the FCC by the
Progressive Party charging stations had violated the law by refusing to carry a speech by
the Progressive Presidential candidate.
Enough of these problems have come up
during this campaign to make politicians of
both major parties acutely aware that an overhauling of the political broadcasting law is
needed before another political season arrives.
We have reason to believe that at the next
session of Congress the legislators will be
receptive to suggested changes in the law.
There will be a chance for broadcasters to
present their case to a far more interested
audience than they have heretofore been able
to summon in either House or Senate.
It is a chance they cannot afford to squander.
They must begin work now on proposed legislation which will improve their own lot in
political years and yet will be acceptable to
Congress.
At the last session, it will be recalled, at
least four different amendments to the political
broadcasting section of the Communications
Act were offered, but none survived. For the
long-run benefit of broadcasters, it is probably
just as well that all these pieces of legislation
died, for although each had its own merits,
each also had defects that could have added to
the broadcasters' burdens.
All had one characteristic in common. They
were drawn up in haste and without adequate
consideration.
The next proposal to correct the law must
not suffer from these shortcomings. If work
is begun at once on framing proposed legislation, there will be time to prepare it carefully
for introduction at the next session.
It is a job which should be given highest
priority by the NARTB and the most skillful
and experienced legal advice it can draw on.
For once, the Congress will be not only willing
but actually eager to listen. What it hears had
better be good.
: ;. . ■ ■

■<u i

JOYCE CLYDE

HALL

THE
in thesoft-spoken
Hallmark individual
Greeting
Card "HALL"
Co. is a rangy,
who set out to create a brand-name preference for his firm's product despite warnings
from the experts that his advertising dollar
would benefit — not only his own Hallmark
cards
— but those of the entire greeting card
industry.
But Joyce C. Hall knew what he was about
and with steady growth, his company by 1943
was the unchallenged leader of the industry.
Hallmark employs more than 2,800 persons at
its main headquarters in Kansas City, Mo.,
and at branch plants in Kansas and Missouri.
The Hallmark president had requested three
of the nation's leading advertising agencies
to survey the market for him. The agencies
came to the conclusion that a greeting card
was such a personal thing — an expression of
friendship and sentiment — that it would be
hard to advertise a brand name effectively.
President Hall recalls: "They said our advertising also would benefit other greeting
card publishers, but we felt this was all right.
For in addition to establishing a brand-name
preference for Hallmark Cards, we were interested in building up the quality greeting
card market — a development that we felt had
to go hand-in-hand with the progress of our
Network radio was chosen by Mr. Hall to
company."
tell the story of Hallmark Cards to the nation,
after : his careful review of all media. Mr. Hall
says
"Our first radio program was the Tony Wons
Show, on which Tony Wons read poetry — and
sentimental verses from Hallmark Cards. The
show was a definite success. Tony Wons acquainted millions of Americans with the variety, beauty, convenience and good taste of
Hallmark
A numberCards."
of radio programs since then have
been sponsored by Mr. Hall's company, including the Charlotte Greenwood show, the wartime Meet Your Navy Show, the Hallmark
Radio Readers' Digest and the current Hallday). mark Playhouse (CBS Radio 9-9:30 p.m. SunThis month, on Nov. 23, the Hallmark Hall
of Fame returns on NBC-TV, replacing the
summer television program, Hallmark Theatre.
Hall of Fame dramatizes high points in the
lives of famous persons. During the past season on two occasions Hallmark sponsored the
hour-long Amahl and the Night Visitors,
composed and directed by Gian-Carlo Menotti.
The opera's Christmas Eve performance re(Continaed on -page 96)
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DALE ROBERTSON
N. Y.

appointed general manager of WENT

Gloversville,

JOHN ROSSITER, general manager, WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, to
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., in same capacity.
front office
AINMAN MARSHALL Jr., salesman, WSYR Syracuse, promoted to
• manager of radio sales. WILLIAM R. ALFORD named director of
sales for WSYR-AM-TV.
ROBERT J. BUROW, general manager of WD AN Danville, 111., assumes
additional duties as business manager of Commercial-News, licensee of
station.
BLAYNE

DON RICH, account executive, WOND Pleasantville, N. J., appointed
representative at station's newly opened New York office in Suite 903,
1564 Broadway. Telephone is Judson 6-5547.
TERRY MANN, account executive, appointed sales manager, KHJ Los
Angeles. He succeeds LEON WRAY, resigned to become
Intermountain regional sales representative for Ziv
TV Programs, with headquarters in Denver.
TED WORK, WBTM Danville, Va., to WNAV Annapolis,
Md., as manager of station's Laurel, Md., studio.

BUTCHER, former radio-TV director, Newell-Emmett, N. Y.,
to WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., as general executive.

CHARLES BERNARD, radio department of Music
Corp. of America, N. Y., to sales staff of WJZ New York.

ROBERT J. BODDEN, general manager, WRDB Reedsburg, Wis., has resigned.
ROBERT L. KRIEGER, account executive, WQXR-AMFM New York, named to newly-created post of assistant commercial manager.

Mr. Butcher

SIDNEY McINTOSH, commercial manager, KTFY
Brownfield, Tex., to KLVT Levelland, Tex., in similar
capacity.

RICHARD RICKER and EDWIN WEISHELBAUM,
classified, to WGN-TV Chicago sales.
BILL HALL, KATL
manager.

Houston, to KLBS

Chicago Tribune

same city, as commercial

EDWARD L. KOENIG, account executive, BBDO, L. A., to KECA-TV
that city in same capacity.
CHESTER C. SHORE, formerly with Washington, D. C, law firm of
Cohn & Marks, has opened his own office there at 1025 Connecticut Ave.
Telephone is Republic 3309.

Mr. Mann

RALPH BROITMAN, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to research and promotion staff of Headley-Reed Co., N. Y.,
station representation firm.

O. L. TAYLOR Co., station representative firm, appointed to represent
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., slated to start operation Dec. 1.
fictional* • • •
WILLIAM M. SAVITT, president and co-owner, WCCC Hartford, Conn.,
presented 1952 Citizenship Award by Jewish War Veterans. . . . JOSEPH H. McCONNELL, NBC president, named to head Salvation
Army's 1953 fund-raising appeal in Greater New York.
HAROLD SEGAL, sales staff, WORL Boston, Mass., is teaching course
in Radio-TV Promotion and Sales at Communication Arts Div., Boston U.
LESLIE C. JOHNSON, general manager, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111., re-elected vice president of state Chamber of Commerce. . . . ROLAND
T. KAY, account executive, Columbia Pacific Radio Network, named
director of Los Angeles Welfare Council, representing Boys Club of
America. . . . ROBERT BEAUCHEIN, sales staff, WHBF Rock Island,
111., father of girl, Michele LOUIS E. SMITH, WOAI-TV San Antonio
sales staff, father of boy, Louis Jr. . . . GILBERT L. BOND, manager,
KVSM San Mateo, father of girl, Cynthia Ann, Oct. 13.
PSI-TV

ADIOS
TOP
• AUDIENCES
• MARKETS
• PERSONALITIES
Reach your listeners through these
Independent Stations that give
them what they want to hear —
News . . . National & LOCAL
Sports . . . music and other entertainment features.
(a)

LAB TO CONVENE
Thursday at New Orleans
FALL MEETING and election of
officers of the Louisiana Assn. of
Broadcasters is set Thursday in
New Orleans, according to LAB
President George H. Thomas,
KVOL Lafayette. The meeting will
close with a dinner dance at the
Jung Hotel that evening.
Featured speakers will be Carl
Haverlin, BMI president; Richard
P. Doherty, NARTB Employe-Employer Relations director; Henry
Clay, NARTB Sixth District director, KWKH Shreveport; Max
Thomas, Louisiana Press Assn.
president; Thad Holt, WAPI
WAFM-TV Birmingham, and
others.

WLIB
(b)
1000 W. BECK.LEY, W. VA. " 620 KC.
JOE RAHALL, PRESIDENT
National Representatives
(a) WEED & COMPANY
•
(b) THE WALKER COMPANY
R A HA
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STATION

S

Block Increase

WLIB New York has revealed that
business for its Negro programming block is up 29% for the third
quarter of this year as compared
with the same period last year.
New accounts for the Negro programming, which runs from 7
a.m. -12 noon daily and 2-6 p.m.
EST Saturdays, include Grove
Labs., Miles Labs., Red Cross Salt
and Black Draught Cough Syrup.

PLANS

Setup Nears Completion
PHYSICAL organization of PSITV will be completed as soon as
production studios in New York
and Hollywood are acquired, Paul
White, president, announced Tuesday before leaving for a business
trip to Europe.
"Our schedule is well ahead of
that announced two years ago,"
Mr. White said. "We are in negotiations for studios in Hollywood
and New York. In addition to executive offices in New York, we
have a separate film center, also
in New York, and sales offices in
Boston, Chicago, Beverly Hills and
Mr. White said PSI-TV had completed arrangements with Gayelord
London."
Hauser, author and lecturer, for a
new series of quarter-hour TV
films and radio transcriptions. Another PSI-TV film series, Play of
the Week, will go into production
shortly, Mr. White added.
While in Europe, Mr. White will
inspect first rough cuts of Orient
Express, a film series being produced on location in Berlin, Paris,
London, Rome and Istanbul, and
also plans to arrange for distribution of his company's film series
in England.
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Network Election Plans
(Continued from page 27)
later under sponsorship of Admiral
Corp. Heading overall operations
will be Thomas Velotta, vice president for news and special events at
ABC radio, assisted by John Madigan, ABC-TV director of news and
special events, and Don Coe, ABC
radio director of news and special
events.
Forty commentators, comprising
a radio-TV team, have been lined
up for the night, including Walter
Winchell, Drew Pearson, Elmer
Davis, John Daly, Mary Margaret
McBride, Martin Agronsky, Dr.
George Gallup, Paul Harvey,
Quincy Howe, George Sokolsky,
Ted Malone, Leo Cherne and Walter
Kiernan. ABC will have a staff of
300 at its New York headquarters.
DUMONT

DuMont will use CBS-TV's Westinghouse coverage of the election
on its three 0 & 0 stations plus
WGN-TV Chicago, beginning at 9
p.m. From 8:30-9 p.m. election
night, DuMont will present the
Keep Posted forum program with
Martha Rountree and Lawrence E.
Spivak as moderators. Archibald
Crossley, John Roosevelt and James
A. Farley will discuss the topic,
"Who Will Win — Eisenhower or
Stevenson?"
Election night broadcast will be
made available by all networks to
Armed Forces Radio Service for
transmission to U. S. troops overseas and to all naval vessels at sea.
Returns will be broadcast all
over the world in 46 languages,
starting at 7 p.m. Tuesday and continuing to Wednesday morning, by
the Voice of America. A staff of
300 announcers, reporters, technicians and special correspondents
will assemble material and broadcast it from headquarters in the
General Motors Bldg. in New York.
The Voice will have at its disposal
the facilities of the major press
services and radio networks. Special repetition patterns have been
worked out for broadcasts beamed
behind the Iron Curtain, to circumvent Soviet jamming.
Other broadcasts around the
world will be over the short-wave
station, WRUL Boston, starting at
7 p.m. and lasting until 5:30 a.m.
Wednesday. The program will be
presented on three wave lengths:
6.015 mc in the 49 meter band,
which beams directly to Europe,
and 9.585 mc in the 31 meter band
and 11.79 mc in the 25 meter band,
which are beamed at the western
hemisphere especially, but reach
other areas of the globe, including
parts of Africa.

770 KC CASE
WJZ Again Petitions FCC
WJZ New York has petitioned FCC
to reconsider its Sept. 30 action
further extending the special service authorization of KOB Albuon WJZ's clear
to operate
channel querque
770
kc [B»T, Oct. 6].
ABC's key outlet, WJZ urged the
Commission to end the 11-year
"temporary" tenure of KOB on 770
kc by requiring it to return to 1030
kc, its licensed channel on which
it has not operated in order to protect WBZ Boston.
KOB's frequency problem grew
out of the 1941 reallocation of U. S.
standard stations according to the
provisions of the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
FCC's Sept. 30 action also included
consent to amendment of KOB's
application to show Time Inc. and
ex-FCC Chairman Wayne Coy as
new owners and removal of the
case from the pending file to proceed "as expeditiously as possible"
to render a proposed decision.
WJZ requested that (1) the sixmonths' extension of the S.SA for
KOB be set aside; (2) KOB be
ordered to return to 1030 kc (with
such extension for 48 hours on 770
kc as may be needed to adjust
KOB's transmitter); (3) that the
770 kc record compiled in 1945 be
dismissed or returned to the pending file to await a decision in the
clear channel proceeding; and (4)
KOB and WBZ be ordered to show
cause why they should not afford
each other substantial protection
on 1030 kc. The 1945 hearing involved KOB's bid for regular license on 770 kc.
Cites Court Opinion
WJZ pointed out that the court
opinion of July 19, 1951, which remanded the KOB case to the Commission, "makes it clear that the
Commission has adequate legal authority" to return KOB to 1030 kc
" 'temporarily' even over WBZ's
protest," pending solution of the
case.
A "more permanent solution
(pending the outcome of the clear
channel decision)," WJZ's petition
said, "would be to order KOB and
WJZ to show cause why they
should not modify their operations
to provide substantial protection to
each other. . . . Both WBZ and
KOB would'in this way be able to
serve substantially the same areas

they now serve."
WJZ explained "the costs to KOB
of adding one tower and to WBZ
of moving one tower" to effect the
mutual protection "would be insignificant compared with the losses
which KOB's illegal operation has
GENERAL Foods Corp., New York, caused WJZ over the past 11 years.
has announced net sales for six Such operation on 1030 kc would be
months ending Sept. 30 were $324,- in accordance with all Commission
243,438 compared with $283,640,951 in rules and would not require further
same period of 1951. Six month net
action. It would not
earnings were $11,032,097 equal to 'exceptional'
$1.91 per common share as against prejudge the clear channel case. It
net earnings of $8,613,071 or $1.47 per would carry out the court's mandate calling for a prompt solution
common share in the same period last
year.
expeditiously reached."
BROADCASTING
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WITH

EFFICIENT

NEW

ALTEC

CONSOLES

The Altec 250A and 230B consoles represent a new quality standard
for speech input equipment. Their frequency response, noise level
and low distortion more than meet the most stringent broadcast
requirements. They are compact and completely self-contained,
without external power supplies, junction boxes or other equipment. Flexibility, compactness, accessibility and ease of operation
are just a few of the outstanding features of these new consoles.

I Console For the ultimate in quality
control the 250 A Console is the finest unit ever made for AM.FM or TV
studio use. Its compactness is made possible by the use of newly
designed miniature plug-in preamplifiers, line amplifiers and power
supplies. The preamps are only 1 5/8"x4V4"x9".The line amplifiers and
power supplies are 23/8"x4V4"x9". You will find that the new Altec
250A Console leads to better control, more economical operation.
Frequency Response (± 1 db 20-20,000 cycles)
Very low distortion
Very low noise level
As(mixmany
as 12 balanced line mike inputs
simultaneously)
4 line 7inputs
4 utility inputs (mix 4 simultaneously)

Miniature plug-in amplifiers and power supplies
Color coded controls according to function
Two output channels with illuminated VU meters
Complete patching panel
Only two amplifier types, three tube types
Built-in tube checking facilities
Compact (36" x 31" x 55" including desk)

console

The 230B is the
ideal console for small
station or individual studio
operation. It has eight low level
microphone or turntable inputs controlled
by four mixing controls and four line inputs controlled by two mixers.
Its low height (9%") provides maximum studio visibility. The controls are color coded and all parts are readily accessible. No other
console in its price range offers as much as the Altec 230B.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
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OBA FALL MEETING
Chairman Walker to Speak
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Walker,
honorary member of the Oklahoma
Broadcasters' Assn., leads the list
of speakers to address the association's fall meeting in Norman,
Nov. 18-19.
Special sessions are planned on
sales, announcing, news, sports and
community relations. Broadcast
executives are urged to bring along
members of their staffs in order
that they may attend the workshop
sessions. Allan Page, KSWO Lawton, Okla., and president of the
association, suggests early registration be made with John B. Freeman, of the U. of Oklahoma.

proPECHT
JERRY LEE
gram director,
KFMBappoint
San edDiego.

NIMO PAUL, creative musical head
of Phil Davis Musical Enterprises,
N. Y., has just completed a symphonic
poem entitled "The Cycle."

PHIL ALAMPI, farm director, WJZ
New York, named to National Garden
& Home Food Preservation Advisory
Committee to serve for 1953.

air-casters

LYNN MORROW, director of public
relations, WTVJ (TV) Miami, named
to new post of merchandising director there, assisted by GENEVIEVE
ANN GEISS, director of media, Grant
Adv., Miami.
LEO GUILD, national syndicated columnist, Warner Bros., Burbank, to
KLAC-AM-TV Hollywood, as publicity director.

Advertisement

Baked
chili

beans
con

in

carne

Bostonin

Texas

To capitalize on regional tastes and preferences
spot radio does a job, say Printers' Ink Editors.
gramming, and
Since the release of Printers'
Ink's "National Spot Radio" re- will turn a deaf
port, radio stations across the
the darcountry have solicited and sold ear to lings
of other
spot campaigns to many local,
areas,"
wrote
our
regional and national advereditors.
tisers.
Any station,
anywhere, that Bob Kenyon
Reprints of this remarkable
study are now in the hands of has not settled
hundreds of Radio executives.
down to telling our readers
And advertisers tell us that it regularly about its station and
has helped them to a better
market (more than 16,000 of
understanding of your medium.
our circulation are buyers of
advertising)
is in for a real surIn it our editors listed ten
specific ways to use Spot. prise.
In Printers' Ink, the Voice of
Specific No. 5, "To capitalize
Authority, you can tell the adon regional tastes and prefervantages of a spot schedule
ences," points out clearly the built and released to capitalize
differences every advertiser en- on the tastes of your own recounters. Baked beans sell well
gion. Here, in one magazine,
in Boston, but if you happen
you
can
your story week
to make a good dish of chili after week,tell
at a modest cost, to
con carne, Texas is a good place the buyers of advertising. Here,
to start.
in one magazine, you plow up
In the Far West sport clothes
are worn for work and play.
Everybody wears seersucker
clothes in New Orleans, but you
don't see many suits of this
material in New York. Spice
sales in California are about
twice the sales in the Middle
West. They like their groceries
hot out there.

the market for your representatives and make your direct
mail more effective.
We are ready to help you add
new customers to your present
list of successful accounts.
When may we call and tell you
our complete story? Contact
any of our five offices, or write
me direct.

Even programming changes
from market to market. On a
500-mile trip in any direction
your car radio will bring you a
variety of shows. "Often one
section will prefer one radio
personality or type of pro-

ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
Advertising Director
P.S. If you haven't yet seen
the National Spot Radio reprint,
I will be glad to send you one
without charge. Additional
copies 5GV each.

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. V:
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta » Boston • London!

inters9 Ink
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YOLANDA TINI, Westinghouse Corp.,
to accounting department, KYW Philadelphia. CHARLENE MacGOWEN,
WCAU that city, to KYW merchandise staff. BETTY DAVIDSON, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, to KYW
program department.
BERNIE LaPLANTE appointed sales
promotion manager at WTAG Worcester, Mass., succeeding ED QUINN.
JEANETTE BELTZ added to WTAG
staff as special program assistant on
Julie n! Johnny show.
EDDIE WAITKUS, Phillies baseball
player, to sports staff, WPTR Albany,
N. Y.
ANNE
HAYES,
of women's
activities,
KCMO director
Kansas City,
named
first national honorary member by
American Women's Business Assn.
JEAN HERSHOLT, star of CBS Radio
Dr. Chi-istian, named to Christmas
Seal Fund Committee of L. A. County
Tuberculosis & Health Assn.
LARRY SAUNDERS, announcer,
WRVC Norfolk, Va., to announcing
staff, WHYU Newport News, Va.
ALLAN BERG, program director,
KALI Pasadena, to KRKD Los Angeles, as staff announcer and disc
m.e.
JOAN SPENCER to music library,
KSFO San Francisco.
JIM AYCOCK, program director,
WMFC Monroeville, Ala., to announcing staff, WABB Mobile, Ala.
HOWARD TINLEY Jr., announcer,
WBTM Danville, Va., to WREV Reidsville, N. C, in same capacity.
JOAN MILLAR to WMTR Morristown, N. J., as advertising copywriter.
CLAUDE MERRITT to cast of
Radio Rodeo on WOAI San Antonio,
as featured vocalist.
HELEN STROHM, Hollywood juvenile
radio actress, assigned role of Kathy
on NBC radio Father Knows Best.
DORIS FOLK, traffic coordinator,
KGO San Francisco, to KVSM San
Mateo, in similar capacity. EDYTHE
TRIMBLE BENNETT, commercial
program director, WDSU New Orleans, to KVSM as Barbara Allen on
Barbara Allen Show.

PAUL MASTERSON, disc m.c, KECA
Los Angeles, father of boy, Paul
Curtis, Oct. 22.
STEPHEN R. CALLAHAN, assistant
chief of programming branch, AFRS
Hollywood, father of girl, Teresa,
Oct. 18.
WILLIAM FROUG, CBS Radio network program supervisor in Hollywood, father of girl, Oct. 23.
DICK SMITH, program director,
WORC Worcester, Mass., and Virginia Brown were married Nov. 1.

PHIL BROOKS, KRKD Los Angeles
disc jockey, appointed news editor.
BEN OMAN Jr., WORD -Spartanburg,
S. C, to WTAG Worcester, Mass., on
news staff.
ED HAAKER, NBC foreign correspondent headquartered in Germany,
to network's Western Div., Hollywood, as newscaster.
JEAN LEWIS, Mutual Central Div.
press writer, and Harold R. Krefting
were married in Chicago Oct. 4.
'JUKE

BOX'
WSB Polls Listeners

WSB Atlanta, Ga., reports "amazing success and significant results"
after applying a "Juke Box" radio
concept to the program preferences of its listeners. The idea
may even revolutionize program
scheduling practices, the station
feels.
WSB launched the experiment
Oct. 13, asking listeners to phone
in their preferences by program
category between 5 and 9 p.m.
for use at a later hour. Station
reported total of 1,275 calls, with
mystery-adventure and classical
music formats running one-two.
Sole promotion consisted of chainbreak announcements at half-hour
intervals until 9 p.m.
Elmo Ellis, WSB program director, claimed results indicated people are "more interested in programming than they have had a
chance to show." He termed the
experiment an "ideal method" for
programming
schedules and said it
survey.
goes a step beyond the ordinary
"It gives you a chance to determine the success of a program idea
before its presentation," he noted.

GRADE A-100% PURE

Vermont

JHapU

Syrup

1952 Crop — Ideal for Christmas Gifts
Hot-packed • Vacuum-sealed • Safe to store anywhere
Gallons
$6.50 Quarts
$2.00
Half-Gallons $3.50 4 Quarts in Carton. $7.00
Many firms ship our syrup to their gift lists annually.
F.O.B. Waterbury, Vt. Check with order, please.
We fill all gallon orders with two Y2 gallon cans. Easy to
refrigerate when opened. Gift
Beautiful
Cards. Lithographed Containers —
states.
Order forms will be rushed showing shipping charges to all
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
NO ORDER TOO LARGE. NONE TOO SMALL

L. E. & G. R. SQUIER, Waterbury
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 18)
the time would have to be divided
date should now be "early 1953."
equally on a commercial basis.
It is seldom that you give anyThe drys finally contacted me,
one an opportunity for a display
heard the story, leaving my office
of righteous indignation by even
your minor omissions. Perhaps it saying they would be back to contract for the time periods. This
is your own high standards that
generate a desire by your readers
they never did. When the set deadline was reached, a contract was
to add or correct?
consummated with the wets.
James L. Rubenstone
Then all hell broke loose.
President
Trans - American Television
The drys hit the streets with
Corp.
thousands of circulars containing
a statement that our station had
■»
Philadelphia
sold out to the wets, had refused
time to the drys. . . . The prohibition forces of America, the AntiSaloon League of America, the
Fry's Fan
WCTU and the late Senator ShepEDITOR:
herd of Texas, another leading proThere is no doubt that your story
hibitionist, were brought to join the
in the Oct. 27 issue was correct in
fight against our 100 w outlet.
stating
Stevenson's
use
Through Senator Shepherd's efof radio Governor
and television
has been
fort, wefrom
received
a "show
more effective than General Eisencitation
the FCC.
. . . cause"
There
hower's.
was
plenty
of
anxiety
before
the
I had thought that this was
whole mess was finally lived
probably due in the main to the
down. . . .
superior skill of Ken Fry of the
C. M. Games
Democratic National Committee.
WSAV Savannah, Ga.
*
* *
Regardless of our political leanings, I think those of us in the
business must admire Mr. Fry for Great Day
his sensitive, imaginative and brilEDITOR:
liant use of radio and television.
I feel he has set new standards.
. . . KFNF had complete coverJ. C. Dine
age of the biggest day that Shenandoah has ever experienced. We
Dir. of Public Relations
Ziv Television Programs Inc. not only had the President of the
New York
United States as a guest of the
annual Harvest Jubilee, to ride in
our parade and make a speech, but
we also had his bitterest rival and
Political Pitfall
opponent [Sen. Robert A. Taft] to
EDITOR:
duplicate his actions, nearly, on
The [implication] of favoritism
the same day, in the same parade
in the current Presidential campaign . . . recalls to my mind a and on the same platform.
To my knowledge nothing like
mess that I once innocently found
this has ever happened to a town
myself involved in.
We had a local option election
before — especially a town of this
coming up in a West Texas county
size. Our cup would have been
back in 1938. I, as commercial
running over if we could have had
manager of a radio station, was
approached by the wet forces who
them meet. But I suppose you can't
have everything. . . .
sought to purchase all available
Wip Robinson III
spot announcement and program
News Editor
times. . . . This group was told by
me that the dry forces would have
KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa
to be furnished with the same
facilities to argue their side, that

Now! —you

can get

"buy Appeal" from bells
The world-famous bell tones of
"Carillonic Bells" can be a "soundX mark" for your station with the
new "Schulmetronic Radio Bells."
Bell music can help you sell air
time. Sponsors and prospects easily
recognize the added appeal of musical spots played with bell melody.
Quicker attention can be secured
for station breaks and commercial
lead-ins.
You can put pleasing punch in
station identification; seasonal and
patriotic programs; religious periods
and time-strikes. "Schulmetronic
Radio Bells" are easy to operate.
They play up to 25 strikes of any
six notes in melodious pattern,
sounding once or repeating as you
desire — at the touch of a button.
■

STATION SAYS-

Building ■

ore osed '** ^eteris«e
<°"ieS',,S°h7e serV.09ditoo BeU5
., Ra
lS,9nl television

V/FIL-TV ^'lein5cer.s words ande
force the °""°u^\he oodienc
*"* arCT a *e visual *

seeming to ring

For further
information, write for
folder "The 'Soundmark' of Your
Station." Or, just fill in the coupon below:
*g,ofOperat.onsV^

Schulmerich Electronics, Inc.
94139 Carillon Hill, Sellersville, Pa.
Please send me copy of your folder "The 'Soundmark' of Your
Station." There is no obligation on my part.
Name.
Station
Position
Address
City
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KNEW COMPLAINT
Against KXLY-TV Tower Site
COMPLAINT against permitting
use of Mt. Spokane, 25 miles north
of Spokane, Wash., by KXLY-TV
[At Deadline, Oct. 27] is based
on two premises, according to the
papers served on the Ed CraneyBing Crosby TV grantee by applicant KNEW. It was held that construction of a TV tower would mar
the beauty of the state-owned park,
and also that the Browne Mt. site
chosen by the KNEW applicant is
superior to the Mt. Spokane site
in coverage of the Spokane area.
In addition to KNEW, plaintiffs
include a Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W.
Streeter, owners of Browne Mt.,
which KNEW optioned for its TV
site. If KXLY-TV is successful in
transmitting from Mt. Spokane,
KNEW said that it would have to
join KXLY-TV there, due to the
prestige involved. This would damage Mr. and Mrs. Streeter, in that
they would lose their opportunity
to sell their property because of
competition from the. state, the
complaint stated. The summons
and complaint were filed in the
Washington State Superior Court
in Spokane.

"GOOD

FCC CALL LETTER ASSIGNMENTS
AM Stations: WRMA Montgomery, Ala. (The Southland Bcstg. Co. of Montgomery, Ala., 950 kc, 500 w daytime; B.T, Aug. 25); KBHS Hot Springs, Ark.
(Resort Bcstg. Co., 590 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Oct. 13); WKSB Milford, Del.
(The Kent-Sussex Bcstg. Co., 1280 kc, 500 w daytime; B.T, Oct. 13); WBTW
Bartow, Fla. (William Avera Wynne, 1460 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Sept. 1);
W1MO Winder, Ga. (Winder-Monroe Bcstg. Co., 1300 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T,
July 21); KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa (Cedar Rapids Bcstg. Corp., changed from
KWCR); WXOK Baton Rouge, La. (Capital City Bcstg. Co., 1260 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Sept. 29); WPTX Lexington Park, Md. (Patuxent Radio Inc., 1570
kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Oct. 20); WMDC Hazelhurst, Miss. (Southwestern Bcstg.
Co. of Mississippi, changed from WHLZ); KRMS Eldon, Mo. (Robert M. Smith,
1150 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, July 14); KNIM Maryville, Mo. (Maryville Radio &
Television Corp., 1580 kc, 250 w daytime; B.T, Sept. 29); KGRN Grand Island,
Neb. (Grand Island Bcstg. Co., 1430 kc, 1 kw fulltime, DA-N; B.T, Aug. 18);
KBIM Roswell, N. M. (Radio Station KBIM, 910 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Oct.
20); WCHN Norwich, N. Y. (Radio Norwich Inc., 970 kc, 500 w daytime: B.T,
July 14); WFMO Fairmont, N. C. (Carolinas Bcstg. Co., 860 kc, 1 kw daytime;
B.T, Aug. 25); WLON Lincolnton, N. C. (Lincoln County Bcstg. Co., 1270 kc,
500 w daytime; B.T, Sept. 1); KLIQ Portland, Ore. (Mercury Bcstg. Co., changed
from KBKO); WJAN Spartanburg, S. C. (James Cozby Byrd Jr., 1400 kc, 250 w
fulltime; B.T, Sept. 15); WFRA Franklin, Tenn. (Williamson County Bcstg. Co.,
950 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Aug. 25); KMEA Lamesa, Tex. (Citizens Bcstg. Co.,
1360 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, Sept. 8); KEXX San Antonio, Tex. (Manuel D. Leal,
1250 kc, 500 w daytime; B.T, July 21); KWHA Waxahachie, Tex. (Cen-Tex Bcstg.
Co., 1390 kc, 500 w daytime; B.T, Sept. 1); WSTK Woodstock, Va. (County
Bcstg. Service, 1230 kc, 250 w fulltime; B.T, Sept. 29); KTNT Tacoma, Wash.
(Tribune Publishing Co., changed from KTRW) ; WISO Ponce, P. R. (South
Puerto Rico Bcstg. Corp., 1260 kc, 1 kw fulltime), and KANI Kaneohe, Oahu.
T. H. (Windward Bcstg. Co., 1150 kc, 1 kw daytime; B.T, July 21).
FM Stations: WTBC-FM Tuscaloosa, Ala. (Tuscaloosa Bcstg. Co., 96.9 mc
[Ch. 245], ERP 17.3 kw, antenna 321 ft.; see FM Grants, FCC Roundup, this issue);
WALK-FM Patchogue, N. Y. (Suffolk Bcstg. Corp., changed from WFSS [FM]);
KTNT-FM Tacoma, Wash. (Tribune Publishing Co., changed from KTNT [FM]).
and KHTL (FM) Honolulu, T. H. (Henry T. Lee, 92.3 mc [Ch. 222], ERP 6 kw,
antenna 33 ft.; B.T, Sept. 22).
Note: Date refers to issue of B.T in which notice of grant was published. For
list of new TV station call letter assignments, see page 72.

NEWS"

Sends 2,000 Sweaters

BETTENAND DORF
DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCKMOL
AND CAST MOLINC
IN ILLINOIS

to the Cleaners
Dry cleaners, Yerbury-Dana Co., with 3 stores, 4
routes serving Quint-Cities, has sponsored "Good News"
on WOC since February, 1950 . . . five 5-minutes weekly,
with Mary Louise Marshall handling woman-slanted
commentary.
Firm's only media advertising, "Good News," has increased business to extent that new finishing equipment
had to be installed. Has sparked many special promotions . . . e.g: last Fall, Yerbury made special dry
cleaning offer on sweaters. Ordered 1000 cellophane
bags for packaging these sweaters. Heard there was
shortage of such bags, so ordered additional 1000 from
another firm.
Both supply houses delivered; Yerbury had 2000
bags on hand — plus doubts that there were that many
sweaters in area needing cleaning.
BUT "GOOD
NEWS" customers
TURNED in
THElessTRICK.
deliver
the necessary
than 3 Helped
weeks
. . . and there were 2000 freshly cleaned in the QuintCities. Take your cue from Yerbury-Dana . . . buy at
their
station.local "cash register level" and you'll buy on this
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC Affiliate
5000 W. - 1420 KC
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
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KPAC PETITION
Would Enlarge Hearing Issues
PORT ARTHUR College, licensee
of KPAC Port Arthur, Tex., and
applicant for vhf Channel 4 there,
petitioned FCC last week to enlarge the issues in the competitive
hearing on that channel so as to
require comparison of Port Arthur
and Beaumont under Sec. 307(b)
of the Communications Act. The
section calls for fair and efficient
distribution of facilities among the
states and communites.
Other applicants for Channel 4
there include Smith Radio Co., Port
Arthur, and . Lufkin Amusement
Co., Beaumont. They are also parties to the hearing. KPAC noted
the two cities are 15 miles apart
and are distinct and separate communities, hence the applicability
of the Sec. 307(b) issue as allowed
by FCC in the Channel 21 hearing
for Portland, Ore., and Vancouver,
Wash. [B*T, Oct. 13]. KPAC also
asked FCC last week to accept
amendment of its Channel 4 bid so
as to increase daily hours of operation from 6V2 to I6V2 and change
estimated cost of construction from
$289,128 to $320,128.

Air Coach

RADIO-TV TRADE PRACTICES
FTC Plans Dec. Hearing
PUBLIC hearing on proposed
trade practice rules for radio-TV
manufacturing industry and related fields has been tentatively set
by the Federal Trade Commission
for mid-December, it was revealed
last week.
This will be the final hearing
on trade standards, with FTC
soliciting comments and recommendations from manufacturers,
dealers, distributors and other
groups. A final draft then will
be submitted to the full Commission for its approval and promulgation, probably sometime next
spring. Hearing will be held
around Dec. 15.
Two sets of rules, governing
pricing, labelling and other practices, have been proposed already
— one a staff draft by the Commission's Trade Practices Bureau
and the other by an industry
group. Hearings were held on
both drafts. Present standards
apply only to the radio industry
and will be amended to encompass
TV as well.
S-C Gross Income
STROMBERG-CARLSON Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., reported last
week that gross income for the nine
months ended Sept. 30 amount to
$31,333,382, compared to $22,162,033 for the corresponding period
last year (both figures including
broadcast sales) . Net earnings were
$779,604, or $2.06 per common stock
share, after provision for preferred
dividends as against §158,921, or
$1.17 a share, for the same period
last year. Stromberg-Carlson operates WHAM-AM-TV Rochester.
WINN-COLONELS
McTigue to Air Baseball
PRESIDENT and General Manager Harry McTigue of WINN
Louisville and the station's sports
director, Jim Mclntyre, will air
play-by-play broadcasts of the
Louisville Colonels baseball games
next year. Mr. McTigue is a
former sports announcer.
The WINN pair supplants Don
Hill, who for 14 years was "Voice
of the Colonels" on WAVE that
city, which did not bid for the
baseball broadcasts for next season because of network commitments. WAVE had carried the
American Assn. club's baseball
games recorded at 10:15 p.m., with
Mr. Hill announcing.
Only other time-of-play broadcasts before the new WINN arrangements had been those by
WRXW (FM), a WAVE affiliate
which
off the air Sept. 22
[B»T, went
Oct. 6].

Agency
COMPLAINTS that a Buffalo user
of- radio time, Royal Air Coach
Agency, failed to provide air transport reservations purchased from
it, have been referred to Civil
Aeronautics Board by the Buffalo
Better Business Bureau. Similar
types of complaints involving free- TITO GUIZAR, star of KTTV (TV)
lance ticket agencies have been re- Hollywood's program, Tito Guizar
ceived by BBB branches in Boston
Show, has signed an exclusive twoand Chicago.
j year contract with the station.
BROADCASTING
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Daytime's
Flying

Sorcerers

THE PAUL DIXON SHOW
—the best way yet for you to bewitch the
network daytime TV audience — economically!
It's the nation's zaniest, most imaginative and most
successful TV disc jockey show. It's live, too, in
every sense of the word. Especially when Dixon
and his distaff sergeants, Wanda Lewis and
Dottie Mack, do their famous pantomimes to the
tune of the country's top records.
And speaking of records, the PAUL DIXON SHOW
had a not so zany average program rating of
10.1 from October '51 to September '52 when it
was local (against 5.8 for Station B and 2.6 for
Station Q*. Which gives you some idea of
how this show will stack up now that it's on the
Du Mont Network.
For an across-the-board network program that will
put across your sales message to the most
entertained audience in daytime TV, find out
today how the PAUL DIXON SHOW can help
your Dollars Do More On DuMont.
'Pulse, Cincinnati

\

\

0U MONT
TELEVISION NETWORK
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. • MU 8-2600
A Division of The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.

REPRESENTING
TELEVISION

LEADING
STATIONS:

Davenport
WOC-TV*
(Central Broadcasting Co.— WHO-WOC)
Denver
KBTV
(Colorado Television Corporation)
Fort Worth-Dallas
(STAR-TELEGRAM)

WBAP-TV*

WTVJ
WAVE-TV*

Louisville
(WAVE, Inc.)
Miami
(Wometco Theatres)
Minneapolis-St.PRESS)
Paul
(DISPATCH-PIONEER
New York
(THE NEWS)
St. Louis
(POST-DISPATCH)
San Francisco
(THE CHRONICLE)
♦Primary NBC Affiliates

WCCO-TV
WPIX

KSD-TV*
KRON-TV*

"HE

SAID

OVER

COULD

BE

15,000,000

WATCHING

PEOPLE

US

TONIGHT!"

As of September 22, 1952, the stations listed at the left
JL X

cover nearly five million television homes — offer a potential

audience of perhaps 15,000,000 viewers, or nearly 10% of the
United States' total population.
Actually, of course, no advertising medium

ever reaches

its total "potential" audience. But if you would like some
conservative and reliable figures — and costs — for actually reaching
television viewers in any or all the markets at the left,
we have them for you. A lot of conscientious work has gone
into this research. You'll be interested!

INC
wesentatives

Since

1932

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
DETROIT
FT. WORTH
HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

TELEQUIP

MENT

NEWS

Published by the General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

HELICAL

DESIGN

MAY

BE

APPLIED

TO

Many

Advantages

Application

G.E. equips

high-

est transmitter

in the country
New 5 kw transmitter and 3-bay
antenna installed on mountain
9,054 ft. above sea level
The highest television transmitter
in the country has just been installed by Station KSL-TV, Salt
Lake City, Utah. The G-E 5 kw
VHF transmitter and 3-bay antenna have been put on top of
9,054 ft. Coon Peak in the Oquirrh
Range. The tower is 370 ft., bringing the combined total elevation
to 9,424 ft. above sea level.
Vince Clayton, chief engineer
for Station KSL-TV said, "On-theair operation confirms our judgement that G-E equipment would
perform most satisfactorily at our
high altitude and under our extremely adverse weather conditions. We were also after wider
coverage — and, again, General
Electric filled the bill!"
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NO
WHEN

RETUNING
TV

MOVES

VHF

to VHF

story
from the station's
recent resulting
move.
Mr. Adanti said, "On the night
of September 6th, a crew of your
engineers together with our people,
movedour four year old G-E TT-6D
transmitter from our Court Street
studios to Sentinel Heights, a distance of approximately nine miles.
. "There are several things about
this move I should like to call to
your attention. In the first place,
under the supervision of your men,
the move was completed in approx-

Seen
High

In New
Channel:

A new twist is being used in
development of the VHF high

high channels. Distinct advantages of this application would

gain Helical TV antenna. Heretofore, most UHF advancements
stemmed from VHF developments. This is one instance where
the procedure is being reversed.

be: (1) very high gain per antenna bay— tests now indicate
this gain might be as much as
4 per bay; (2) a single feed point
per bay to eliminate a multitude
of complex adjustments; and (3)

Design Used For VHF
General Electric engineers, realizing the effectiveness of the
UHF helical design, are investigating its adaptation to VHF-

application will find itself particularly useful since many stations at the same location would
be able to stack or combine their
antennas on the same tower.

NEEDED

AFTER

TRANSMITTER

Station Manager Applauds G-E Equipment Performance
In a letter to W.
R.G.Baker, General Electric VicePresident, Paul
Adanti, Station
Manager and
Vice-President of
WHEN-TV SyraPaul Adanti
cuse, told an outstanding equipment performance

ANTENNAS

imately nine hours from switch-off
to switch-on, a feat which enabled
us to make the change of location
with no loss of air time. The second, and in my estimation, the
most important thing, is that after
being banged and bounced and
otherwise subjected to treatment
I'm sure your design engineers do
not list under 'normal operating
conditions', that four year old
transmitter not only produced a
perfect picture as soon as power
was applied, but the meters registered the same readings as before
moving, even though the transmitter was not retuned!
Crew Praised
"Finally, and by no means least,
the General Electric engineering
crew in charge of the move was
tops and handled all the details

Wells

R. Chapin

After 32 years of
amateur radio
operation, Wells
R. Chapin counts
as many friends
in that chosen
field as in the
business World. Wells R. Chapin
A graduate of St. Louis University, Mr. Chapin has many years
of experience in nearly all phases
of commercial and military electronics. He was chief engineer
of station WIL in St. Louis for a
year and a half prior to joining
General Electric.
War Experience
During World War II he worked
as a field engineer for the Raytheon
Manufacturing Co. His experience
includes work on radar, sonar, and
radio communications and the
problems allied to using this equipment on airplanes and ships.
GENERAL®

smoothly, efficiently, and skillfully."
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INDICATING FCC's temporary
"speed up" processing plan of Oct.
15 is beginning to take effect, the
Commission last week issued grants
for 10 more new TV stations, including eight uhf and two vhf outlets. These authorizations boost
post-thaw permits to 92 and the
total number of TV stations in the
U. S. to 200.
Of the 92 post-thaw construction
permits, 83 are for commercial stations and 9 for noncommercial, educational outlets. Of the 200 stations now authorized, a total of
110 are operating, including two
post-thaw stations.
Applications newly filed since
April 14, when FCC issued its Sixth
Report and Order lifting the TV
freeze, plus amendments of prethaw bids now pending, total in excess of 760, the Commission reported last week. Some 460 are for
vhf stations and more than 300 are
for uhf, the report said.
An unofficial check of applications now designated for hearing or
notified shows nearly 190 bids contesting for about 80 channels in 50
different cities. Hearings for a few
of these cities are already underway and several others are to begin in the next few weeks (see
story, this page).
Hearing Backlog
The temporary speed up plan, announced in September and effective
Oct. 15 [B*T, Sept. 22], seeks to
expedite processing of applications
for uncontested channels in cities
presently without service. FCC
ruled to suspend, for a limited
time, further processing of contested channels when they are
reached on the city priority lines
in view of the large backlog of
hearing cases already in hand.
Cases already set for hearing will
be worked on in the interim, however.
Last week's authorizations, including one to WEST Easton, Pa.,
for uhf Ch. 51 at Bethlehem, Pa.,
to which three Commissioners dissented, were as follows:
Little Rock, Ark. (City priority
Group A-2, No. 27)— Great Plains
Television Properties Inc., granted
uhf Ch. 23, effective radiated power
17.5 kw visual and 9.9 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain
510 ft.
Sioux City, Iowa (Group A-2, No.
39) — Great Plains Television Properties Inc., granted uhf Ch. 36, ERP
18.5 kw visual and 10.5 kw aural,
antenna 530 ft.
BROADCASTING
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Charleston, S. C. (Group A-2, No.
55) WCSC Inc. (WCSC), granted vhf
Ch. 5, ERP 100 kw visual and 50 kw
aural, antenna 310 ft.
Pueblo, Col. (Group A-2, No. 63)—
Star Broadcasting Co. (KCSJ), granted vhf Ch. 5, ERP 12 kw visual and
6 kw aural, antenna 260 ft.
Atlantic City, N. J. (Group A-2, No.
66) — Neptune Broadcasting Corp.
(WFPG), granted uhf Ch. 46, ERP 18
kw visual and 9 kw aural, antenna
430 ft.
Muncie, Ind. (Group A-2, No. 67) —
Tri-City Radio Corp. (WLBC), granted uhf Ch. 49, ERP 16 kw visual and
8.1 kw aural, antenna 500 ft.
Asheville, N. C. (Group A-2, No. 72)
—Radio Station WISE Inc. (WISE),
granted uhf Ch. 62, ERP 23 kw visual
and 13 kw aural, antenna 1,140 ft.
Waterbury, Conn. (Group B-l, No.
7) — WATR Inc. (WATR), granted uhf
Ch. 55, ERP 245 kw visual and 125
kw aural, antenna 800 ft.
Battle Creek, Mich. (Group B-l, No.
15) — Booth Radio and Television Stations Inc., granted uhf Ch. 64, ERP
24.5 kw visual and 14 kw aural, antenna 230 ft.
Bethlehem, Pa. (Group B-l, No. 80)
— Associated Broadcasters Inc.
(WEST Easton), granted uhf Ch. 51,
ERP 2.25 kw visual and aural, an-

HEARINGS

Adds

70, Post-Thaw

tenna 600 ft. Chairman Paul A.
Walker and Comrs. Frieda B. Hennock
and Eugene H. Merrill dissented, with
Comr. Hennock issuing an opinion.
In other actions, the Commission set aside its order of July 23
staying the effective date of its
July 11 grant of a construction
permit to WKNB New Britain,
Conn., for uhf Ch. 30. FCC ordered
that the permit be issued, effective
immediately. The stay order had
been issued in connection with uhf
channel reallocations in other cities
to correct deficiencies in the Sixth
Report [B»T, July 28].
FCC also announced grant of
the request of KGMB-TV Honolulu
for special temporary authority to
commence interim operation on a
commercial basis Dec. 1 on Ch. 9
with ERP of 500 w visual and
250 w aural from a single-bay antenna atop KGMB-AM's existing
tower. The STA is good until April
1, KXOA
1953. Sacramento, Calif., former Ch. 10 applicant, was notified
its amended bid for Ch. 3 has been
set for hearing with applications
of KCRA and KROY scheduled

FAOUm

POST-THAW comparative television hearings went into their fifth
week before FCC examiners last
week as the Commission, faced
with commencement of several additional cases during the next fortnight, found itself without sufficient quarters to accommodate the
proceedings.
By November 17, when hearings
for five more communities are to
commence, the Commission will
have a total of 10 proceedings
underway with another to begin
Dec. 8.
Last week, Portland, Ore., Denver and Tampa - St. Petersburg
hearings were in session in the
Commission's existing hearing
rooms. Three more rooms have
been found at FCC's present headquarters, itwas reported unofficially, but there is only speculation
now where the other four or five
will come from when they are
needed.
In the past, FCC has used rooms
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Labor Dept., Commerce
Dept. and the Post Office Dept. for
• Telecasting

various hearings. It is believed the
Commission will have to "borrow"
such quarters again to take care
of TV.
On Nov. 12, the Wichita hearing
on Channel 3 is to begin, while on
Nov. 17 the Harrisburg Channel 27
case is expected to get underway.
On the latter date, FCC also has
scheduled hearings for certain applicants in the following cities:
Flint, Mich.; Beaumont, Tex.; Duluth, Minn.; Sacramento, Calif., and
Fort Wayne, Ind. The Canton,
Ohio, Channel 29 case is scheduled
Dec. 8.
12 Hearing Examiners Now
The Commission has an even
dozen hearing examiners and has
funds to name two more. These
are enough to handle the cases for
which dates have been thus far
scheduled.
There is, however, a total of some
190 applications designated or notified for hearing in about 80 different channel competitions involving
some 50 cities. Thus far, one examiner has been designated to hear

Total

92

Nov. 17 at Washington. W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc., former Ch.
16 applicant at Flint, Mich., was
advised its amended bid for Channel 12 must be consolidated with
bids of WJR Detroit and WFDF
Flint, also seeking Ch. 12 at Flint,
scheduled Nov. 17 at Washington.
This leaves unopposed the Ch. 16
application of WTAC Flint, with
which Butterfield earlier had been
set for hearing Nov. 17.
KDZA Pueblo, Col., was asked by
the Commission to furnish additional information on financial
qualifications and engineering data
respecting its Ch. 3 application.
By memorandum opinion and
order, the Commission denied a
second petition of WISC Madison,
Wis., tion
seeking
further22reconsideraof the Sept.
denial of
WISC's request that vhf Ch. 3 now
assigned
Madison toforeducational
commercial use beto switched
use and that uhf Ch. 21 reserved
there for education be made commercial. WISC desired that all
three uhf facilities there be commercial. Comr. Hennock and
(Continued on page 108)
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all applicants for all channels in a
given city.
Highlights of the Portland, Ore.,
Channel 12 hearing last week —
aftermath of the earlier unexpected
resignation of the general manager
of one applicant during the proceeding [B«T, Oct. 27] — included:
$ Further details concerning
correspondence between the president of Oregon Television Inc. and
the president of a Portland bank
respecting latter's policy on bank
officers making investments in competitive situations. Letter had been
requested by the bank head.
$ the
Testimony
by Russell
well,
bank officer
who M.
alsoCol-is
stockholder in Columbia Empire
Telecasters Inc., that there is no
bank rule precluding his TV investment. He volunteered that Oregon
Television principals involved in
incident "apparently did it with no
malice and they are perfectly willing that I should be a stockholder."
0 Extensive cross examination
of Columbia Empire witnesses who
are also principals in Portland
(Continued on page 82)
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DENVER

AT opening telecast- of NBC-TV's Hollywood Opening Night Oct. 6 are (I to r)
Frederic W. Wile Jr., NBC v. p. for radio-TV production; Thomas C. McCray,
dir., radio network operations NBC Western Div.; Peggy Ann Garner, guest
star; Richard Duff, v. p. in charge of advertising, Pearson Pharmacol Co.,
program sponsor; William Bendix and Gil Stratton Jr., guest stars.

ENJOYING joke are Philip G. Lasky,
v. p.-gen. mgr., KPIX (TV) San Francisco; Ed Sullivan, TV star-newspaper
columnist, and Lee Giroux, star of
Ladies Day with Lee. Mr. Sullivan
appeared on Mr. Lee's show.

REHEARSING Jack Benny Show (I to
r): Harry S. Ackerman, CBS-TV v. p.
for network programs, Hollywood;
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV v. p.
in charge of network programs; Larry
Berns, CBS-AM-TV
prod, exec, and
Mr. Benny.

ARTHUR BOROWSKY (I), pres.. Television Assn. of Philadelphia, and Ted
Bergmann, sis. dir., DuMont TV Network, talk shopmeeting.
at TAP's first dinner

ROBERT GAINES (I), export mgr..
International Div., Allen B. DuMont
Labs., shows C. L. Albaret (c), French
engineer, and R. C. Williams, British
engineer, new TV equipment.

C. SCHMIDT & SONS BREWING Co. of Philadelphia will sponsor The Abbott &
Costello Show on WCAU-TV Philadelphia for 26 weeks. Celebrating contract
signing are (I to r) Alex Griffin, radio-TV dir., Al Paul Lefton agency; Robert
N. Pryor, v. p., WCAU-AM-FM-TV; Marvin Shapiro, acct. exec, WCAU-TV,
and Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, stars of program.

U.

Ignores Non-Commercial TV,
Favors Business Approach

THE U. of Denver has adopted an official television policy which is
based on cooperation with commercial television stations and ignores
the availability of a non-commercial, educational channel reserved in
its area by the FCC.
★
The university stated that its ican
system of broadcasting based
policy, announced last week, was
upon the sale of programs to combased in part upon the assumption
mercial sponsors, [the university]
that its favorable experiences with
asserts that the commercial sponcommercial radio broadcasters
sorship of its programs is not only
would be repeated with commercial TV operators.
a proper and legitimate arrangement but also one at the moment
The university said that since
best calculated to bring to the
it and commercial operators "are
mutually concerned with the pub- university the financial resources
prerequisite to its optimum use of
lic interest, convenience and necessity, ways and means will be found
for the finest possible relationship,
The school, of course, will insist
television."
on the right to approve sponsors
guaranteeing to the people of our
community the richest use of our
and to retain complete control over
resources toward the mutual objec- the content and presentation of its
tive of their cultural and intellectual enrichment through the medprograms.
In working out cooperative arrangements with commercial staium
of
television."
Its own objectives in utilizing
tions, the university will ask the
TV, the university said, would be stations to provide mechanical and
threefold: To provide professional
engineering resources for the instruction of students. What the
instruction in the field of communications, to provide adult educauniversity hopes to achieve is a
tion beyond the campus, and to keep cooperative relationship that will
the public informed of university
give the commercial broadcasters
activities.
programs and give the university
If it hews to its announced policy,
practical workshops in which to
train its students who are preparthe U. of Denver will not undering to enter TV professionally.
take a heavier programming load
than it can produce with skill and
The university intends to be
finish. "The university will particiindependent in its televipate in televison programming only strictly
sion policies. It said that although
when it can do so on a basis that it had subscribed to the restrictive
will produce excellent results confootball television plan of the Nasistent with the high standards of
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn., it
did so of its own choice.
the university
itself," its statement said.
"The university has entered cerNot only will the university cotain agreements with other instioperate with commercial telecasttutions and organizations [the
ers but it also will offer its proNCAA] in regard to the release
grams for sale to stations, agenof its program resources for telecies and sponsors.
vision [football]," the policy said.
"It has done so freely, believing
The university said that "consistent with its belief in the Amerthat for the present wisdom dictates this course of action.
"It declares, however, that it is
SCREEN EXTRAS
unequivocally opposed to any condition which, through threat of
Support SAG in Break-off
retaliatory action on the part of
SCREEN Extras Guild (SEG)
other institutions or organizations,
board of directors, by unanimous
would impose upon the U. of Denvote, is supporting Screen Actors
ver any loss of its freedom to purGuild (SAG) in its break-off of
sue any course consistent with its
collective bargaining negotiations
own
judgment of proper conduct
with American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and New York film in the public interest."
All U. of Denver TV activities
producers over issue of additional
payments to actors for re-use of will be coordinated by R. Russell
TV film commercials.
Porter, chairman and coordinator
of the radio department.
"The unlimited use and overuse
of filmed commercials, as practiced
by the advertising agencies is unfair to all performers and unfair
WNBK (TV) Sales Up
and insulting to all television viewers," the SEG board said. Other
WNBK (TV) Cleveland reported
last week that its local sales for
actor's unions and guilds also are
being enlisted in active support of 1952 have increased 62.57c over
SAG's stand. They include Amerithe same period in 1951. Charles
can Federation of Television and
H. Philips Jr., WNBK sales diRadio Artists, Actors Equity,
Chorus Equity, American Guild of nationalrector, said also that the station's
spot sales are showing a
Variety Artists and American
44% increase. Combined figures
Guild of Musical Artists. All are
of local and national spots busimembers of the AFL Associated
ness show an overall increase of
Actors
SAG. & Artistes of America as
is
47.8% over 1951 figures.
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that these programs initially met his company was continually on the
PROBLEMS of costs, new talent
and use of television film were ex- resistance from advertisers be- look-out for talent that might because they were costly, but said
come a "personality." He said, he
plored at the radio and TV protries to encourage young actors
they soon won acceptance.
duction group meeting at the 1952
Eastern Annual Conference of the
Mr. Sutton predicted that the and actresses by using them in
minor roles when the occasion is
American Assn. of Advertising
syndication film field will flourish
Agencies Inc., held at the Hotel
if the industry places the emphasis
propitious.
Roosevelt in New York last MonMr. Rosenthal advanced two recon "good taste, competence of proday and Tuesday.
om endations for the development
duction plus intelligence in distriof new talent. One encompassed a
Speakers saw these topics as
bution." He saw a need for entertainment programs, including
stumbling-blocks that have arisen
commitment from all major networks to run a half-hour program,
during the formative days of tele- children's dramatic shows and
family situation comedies, at a 52 weeks a year, on which aspiring
vision's growth and offered various
recommendations to meet them in price economically feasible for both
performers
talent. The could
other "expose"
envisioned their
the
a manner consistent with the conadvertiser and syndicator.
use
of
new
talent
during
the months
ference theme of "Creative ProgTurning to the problem of find- of July and August.
ress Is Our Responsibility."
ing new talent for television, RodSummarizing the problems that
ney Erickson, manager of radio
During a question-and-answer
radio and TV personnel must solve and television contact service for period, Mr. Barry expressed the
Young & Rubicam, proposed a opinion that the new talent would
to achieve "creative progress" was
Lewis H. Titterton, vice president
three-way cooperative effort by the come from the stage and nightand director of radio and TV pro- networks, the sponsors and the talclubs, rather than local television
duction for Compton Adv. Inc. Mr.
stations throughout the country.
ent agencies to meet this challenge.
Titterton, who presided at the sesHe said he based this contention on
He presided over a panel discussion, subsequently outlined in dethe realization that the local stasion
of
the
problem
by
Charles
C.
tail the difficulties of effecting a
tion did not have the money to exBarry, vice president in charge of
wholly satisfactory solution with
periment and attempt programs
programs
for
NBC;
Gail
Smith,
talent unions on production of TV
that were different.
associate member of the advertisfilm.
ing production division of the adLive Shows' Merits
Basic disagreement at the presvertising department of Procter &
In a discussion on costs, Paul
ent time revolves around the prin- Gamble Co., and Herbert C. Rosenciple advanced by the unions of
thal, vice president in charge of Philips, radio and TV director of
increased compensation for additelevision for MCA.
the Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadeltional showings, Mr. Titterton dephia, defended the live show, rather
NBC's Talent Technique
clared. He claimed this principle is
than film, as the saviour of teleThe network approach to the
"brand new in Hollywood" and
vision's future, both on the nawill create problems when the costs
new talent question as practiced at
tional level and "to a very great
of a feature film, for example, are
NBC, is met by the auditioning
degree on the local level." He
borne by sponsors other than the program, the comedy development
urged creative programming and
original advertiser.
program and several other projects
cooperation among station, agency
in the formative stage, Mr. Barry
and advertiser and cited case his"If the negative is to be encumexplained. He said the auditioning
tories of success stories to support
bered by certain re-use payments,"
Mr. Titterton contended, "then the department has more than 7,000 his contention.
performers classified and tries to
producer has to assess carefully
The costs question was further
the business risk involved in defer- audition new talent to the fullest
explored by Arthur Bellaire, head
ring his recouping part of his possible extent.
of television and radio commernegative cost through re-uses of
"Our comedy development procials for BBDO, and E. Carl Winckthe picture under secondary spongram encompasses those comedians
ler, manager of production for
who have been screened by our
CBS. Mr. Bellaire outlined methods
sorship."
auditioning department as possible by which old commercials could be
Differing Approaches
re-edited and re-used, old industrial
Mr. Titterton emphasized there comers," Mr. Barry continued. "We
put them on programs in our the- films could become part of a film
was no unanimity of opinion among
atres where we invite talent people,
commercial and shots in commerthe various unions as to the method
cials that run over a long period
of implementing the re-use prin- agency people and advertisers."
of
time
could be repeated in later
ciple. He cited the case of the
Mr. Smith, speaking for the adstages. Mr. Winckler illustrated
vertisers, confessed that assistance
Screen Writers Guild, which up- for dramatic
actors and actresses
the use of new production techholds indefinite re-use payments,
was a perplexing problem though
in contrast with the Screen Actors
niques to reduce costs and to enand Screen Directors Guilds, which
specify a cut-off point after which
no further payments are required.
Mr. Titterton predicted that all
parties concerned with the making
of TV film would benefit by an
agreement patterned after those
effected by the Screen Writers and
Screen Directors Guilds. But he
warned that if writers balked at
this approach, producers who must
rely upon syndication to recoup
part of their investment face even
darker days.
The future outlook for syndiAT premiere luncheon in New York for CBS-TV's Heaven for Betsy are (I to r)
cated films was pictured as "sunny"
by David Sutton, vice president of John Allen, manager, radio-TV shows for Lever Bros. Co.; Mike Roche, Lever
general advertising manager; Jack Lemmons and Cynthia Stone (Mr. and Mrs.
MCA-TV Ltd. He declared there
Lemmon), stars of show; West Woodbridge, Pepsodent advertising manager,
is a market for film which "by
and Len Erickson, vice president, McCann-Erickson. Lever sponsors show
virtue of its quality and top stars
for Pepsodent and Shadow Wave.
is expensive." Mr. Sutton conceded
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KGMB-TV Honolulu will become a
CBS-TV affiliate Dec. 1 [B*T, Oct.
27]. At contract signing in New York
were (I to r) Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice president in charge of station
relations for CBS-TV; J. L. Van Volkenburg, president, CBS-TV, and
C. Richard Evans, vice president-general manager, KGMB-TV.
large the range of story material.
He listed such developments as a
special paint for use on new type
of flats that results in cleaner pictures and an electronic process
that creates rain with no water at
all.
At an international advertising
group meeting Tuesday afternoon,
Alfred J. Scalpone, vice president
of McCann-Erickson, reported on
"Television Overseas — Its Problems
and ItsclaredOpportunities."
dethat a tremendous Headvertising opportunity existed in South
America
that "if youof
want to but
takewarned
full advantage
TV's opportunities abroad . . .
you've got to continually help all
phases
of TV" there.
Entertainment
was provided at
Tuesday morning's session by NBC
comedians
and Ray"
in a skit
on how to"Bob
become
a successful
junior advertising executive.
The two-day meeting opened
Monday with a talk on "The Challenge of Creative Thinking" by
Marion Harper Jr., chairman of
the conference and president of
McCann-Erickson. Other first-day
speakers were Bayard Pope, vice
president and account group head
of BBDO, on "A Look at the Account Executive," and John P.
Cunningham, executive vice president of Cunningham & Walsh and
chairman of the AAAA board, on
"The Creative Challenge in the Job
At the two-day sessions were
special panel discussions aimed at
such
specialized phases as mechanAhead."
ical
ment production,
and copy. research manage-

ABC-TV Signs KGMB-TV
KGMB-TV Honolulu will become
an ABC-TV affiliate Dec. 1, its
target date for commencement of
operations, Alfred R. Beckman,
national director of the ABC radio
and TV station relations departments, announced last week. The
station, assigned Ch. 9, is owned
by Hawaiian Broadcasting System,
licensee of KGMB, and is under the
generaldent C.managership
of ViceSigning
PresiRichard Evans.
gave ABC its 67th affiliate, KGMBTV also will be with CBS-TV [B*T,
Oct. 27, also picture above].
November 3, 1952
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Oct. 24 through Oct. 30
Grants Since April 14:
VHF
Commercial
22
Educational
A
24
Total
Commercial television stations on the air
1 Includes X ELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
1
Applications Filed Since April111 14:
Amended
New
VHF
503
560
322
Commercial
15
4
Educational
575
322
507
Total
1 One applicant did not specify channel.
! Includes 92 already granted.
NEW

STATION GRANTS
Listed by States
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Great Plains
Television Properties Inc. Granted uhf
Ch. 23 (524-530 mc); ERP 17.5 kw visual.
9.9 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 510 ft., above ground 454
ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
construction cost $247,610, first year operating cost $125,000, revenue $125,000.
Post Office address % United States
Corporation Co. of Illinois. 33 North
LaSalle St., Chicago 2, 111., or % Great
Plains Television Properties Inc., 4
West 58th
New York 19.Transmitter
Studio location to St.,
be determined.
location at intersection of Cedar Hill
Road and Oak St. Extended. Geographic
coordinates 34° 45' 39" N. Lat., 92° 18'
55" W. tenna
Long.
Transmitter
RCA. Legal
counsel DuMont,
McKenna an-&
Wilkinson. Washington. Consulting engineer Jansky & Bailey, Washington.
Principals include President and Secretary Herbert Scheftel, president and
25% stockholder of Transcontinental
Properties Inc., president and 19%
stockholder of Telenews Productions
Inc. and part owner of various newsreel
theatres; and, Treasurer Alfred G. Burger, executive vice president, secretary
and 25% stockholder of Transcontinental ident
Properties
executiveof vice
presand 16% Inc.,
stockholder
Telenews
Productions
Inc.
and
part
owner
of
rious newsreel theatres. All stock va-in
applicant is owned by Transcontinental
Properties
Inc.TVPermittee
permittee of new
station in also
Siouxis City,
Iowa and Duluth, Minn, [see below].
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 27.
PUEBLO, Col. — The Star Bcstg. Co.
Granted vhf Ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP 12
kw visual. 6 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 260 ft, above
ground 355 ft. Engineering conditions.
Estimated construction cost $149,927,
first year
operating
cost $180,000.
nue $175,000.
Post Office
addressreve211
West Fifth St., Pueblo. Studio location
211 West Fifth St. Transmitter location
on Hudson St. Extended, 2 mi. north of
Pueblo. Geographic coordinates 38° 18'
14" N. Lat.,
104° 35' 19"
Long. counsel
Transmitter and antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Bernard Koteen, Washington. Consulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipmentclude
Co., Washington.
Principals
inPresident Douglas
D. Kahle
(67%). Vice President Larry Gordon
and Secretary-Treasurer Robert L.
Clinton Jr. (33%). City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 63.
WATERBURY, Conn. — WATR Inc.
(WATR). Granted uhf Ch. 53 (704-710
mc); ERP 245 kw visual, 125 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
800 ft., above ground 120 ft. Engineering
condition. Estimated construction cost
$283,698, first year operating cost $200,000, revenue $190,000. Post Office ad440 Meadow
St., Waterbury.
Studio dress
location
440 Meadow
St. Transmitter
location West Peak, Meriden, Conn.,
near WDRC-FM and WMMW-FM transmitter sites. Geographic coordinates
41°
33'
42"
Lat., antenna
72° 50' 41"RCA.
W. Long.
TransmitterN. and
Consulting engineer G. W. Ray, Stratford,
Conn. Principals include President
Harold Thomas (98.5%), Vice President
Leon Thomas (0.5%) and B. Z. Zucker
(0.5%).
No.
7. City priority status: Gr. B-l,
MUNCIE. Ind.— Tri City Radio Corp.
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UHF
61
/
68
1

UHF
375
14
389

Total
83
a
92

Total
112^
18
879 =

897 3
(WLBC). Granted uhf Ch. 49 (680-686
mc); ERP 16 kw visual, 8.1 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
500 ft., above ground 542 ft. Engineering
conditions. Estimated construction cost
$196,953, first year operating cost $204,348, revenue $233,909. Post Office address 420 Alden Road. Muncie, Ind.
Studio and transmitter location 2 mi.
west of junction of State Roads 3 and
67, south of Muncie. Geographic coordinates 40° 09'
01" N. Lat.,
22' 45"
W. Long.
Transmitter
and85° antenna
RCA. Legal counsel John H. Midlen,
Washington. Consulting engineer George
C. Davis,
Washington.
Principals
include President
and Treasurer
Donald
A. Burton (51%), general manager of
WLBC and WMUN (FM) Muncie, and
Vice President William F. Craig (46.5%),
commercial manager of WLBC and
WMUN (FM). City priority status: Gr.
A-2. No. 67.
SIOUX CITY, Iowa — Great Plains
Television Properties Inc. Granted uhf
Ch. 36 (602-608 mc); ERP 18.5 kw visual,
10.5 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 530 ft., above ground
345 ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
construction cost $218,414, first year operating cost $125,000, revenue $125,000.
Post Office address % United States Corporation Co. of Illinois, 33 North LaSalle
St., Chicago 2, 111., or % Great Plains
Television Properties Inc., 4 West 58th
St., New York 19. Studio location to be
determined. Transmitter location 3 mi.
NNE of center of Sioux City. Geographic coordinates 42° 32' 14" N. Lat.,
96° 23' 06.4" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel McKenna & Wilkinson. Washington. Consulting engineer Jansky & Bailey, Washington. Principals include President
and Secretary Herbert Scheftel, president and 25% stockholder of Transcontinental Properties Inc., president and
19% stockholder of Telenews Productions Inc. and part owner of various
newsreel theatres; and, Treasurer Alfred G. Burger, executive vice president, secretary and 25% stockholder of
Transcontinental Properties Inc., executive vice president and 16% stockholder of Telenews Productions Inc.
and part owner of various newsreel
theatres. All stock in applicant is
owned by Transcontinental Properties
Inc. Permittee also is permittee of new
TV stations in Little Rock, Ark. [see
above] and Duluth, Minn, [see below].
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 39.
FREDERICK, Md. — The Monocacy
Bcstg. Co. (WFMD). Granted uhf Ch.
62 (758-764 mc); ERP 105 kw visual,
54 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 1,150 ft., above ground
237 ft. mated
Engineering
conditions.
construction cost
$196,000, Estifirst
year operating cost $115,000, revenue
$85,000. Post office address East Church
St. Studio location U. S. 40, near
Frederick. Transmitter location 7.5 mi.
NW of Frederick on Catoctin Mtn.
Geographic
coordinates
29' 57" N.
Lat.,
77° 29'
53" W.RCA.
Long.39°
Transmitter
DuMont,
antenna
Legal
counsel
Hogan & Hartson, Washington. Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
Washington.
Principals
includeLeonard
President and Treasurer
Laurence
(100%), and Vice President and Secretary Evelyn Leonard. [For application,
see TV Applications, B.T, July 7.] City
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 134.
Booth Radio
& BATTLE
TelevisionCREEK,
StationsMich.—
Inc. Granted
uhf

Ch. 64
(770-776
ERP height
24.5 kwabove
visual, 14 kw
aural;mc);
antenna
average terrain 230 ft., above ground
317 ft. mated
Engineering
condition.
construction cost
$167,500, Estifirst
year operating cost $165,000, revenue
$165,000. Post Office address 700 Buhl
Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich.
Studio location
location
to be determined.
Transmitter
Wolverine Tower. Geographic coordi42° 19' 18" N. Lat.,
85° 11'antenna
03" W.
Long. natesTransmitter
DuMont,
RCA. Legal counsel W. T. Pierson,
Washington.
PrincipalsJohn
include
dent and Treasurer
L. PresiBooth
(84.3%), Secretary Edwin E. Nyy, Mrs.
John L. Booth (9.4%) and John L.
Booth II (6.3%). Permittee is licensee
of WJLB Detroit, WBBC Flint, Mich.,
and WSGW Saginaw, Mich. City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 15.
DULUTH,
Minn. Inc.
— Great
PlainsuhfTelevision Properties
Granted
Ch.
38 (614-620 mc); ERP 17 kw visual, 9.6
kw aural;
antenna
height
above
average terrain 620 ft., above ground 447
ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
construction cost $240,122, first year
operating
cost address
$125,000,% revenue
$125,000. Post office
United States
Corporation
Co.
of
Illinois,
33
N.
LaSalle St., Chicago 2, 111., or % Great
Plains Television Properties Inc., 4
West 58th St., New York 19, N. Y.
Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter location corner of 9th St.
and 6th Ave., W. Geographic coordinates 46°Transmitter
47' 15" N. DuMont;
Lat., 92° antenna
06' 53"
W. Long.
RCA. Legal counsel McKenna & WilConsulting
engineerkinson,
Jansky Washington.
& Bailey,
Washington.
Principals
include
President
and
Secretary Herbert Scheftel, president and
25% stockholder of Transcontinental
Properties Inc., president and 19%
stockholder of Telenews Productions
Inc. and part owner of various newsreel theatres; and, treasurer Alfred
G. Burger, executive vice president,
secretary and 25% stockholder of
Transcontinental Properties Inc., executiveholderviceof Telenews
president Productions
and 16% stockInc.
and part owner of various newsreel
theatres. All stock in applicant is
owned by Transcontinental Properties
Inc. [For application, see TV Applications, B.T, Sept. 8, Aug. 18.] See grants
for Sioux City. Iowa, and Little Rock,
Ark., No.
above.
A-2,
10. City priority status: Gr.

TV CALL LETTERS
FCC assigned the following
call letters
to TV station permit e s :
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
(Little Rock Telecasters, uhf Ch.
17;
B.T Sept. Fla.
22); (City
WSUN-TV
St. Petersburg,
of St.
Petersburg, uhf Ch. 38; B.T,
Oct. 13); WTVO (TV) Rockford,
ni. (Winnebago Television Corp.,
uhf Ch. 39; B.T, Sept. 15);
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo. (Independent13);
Bcstg. Co.,
Ch.
10; B.T, Oct.
WOUCvhf (TV)
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
(Chattanooga TV Inc., uhf Ch. 49; B.T,
Aug.
25); KGNC-TV
AmariUo,
Tex. (Plains
Radio Bcstg.
Co.,
vhf Ch. 4; B.T, Oct. 13), and
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. (Texas
Telecasting
B.T,
Oct. 13).Inc., vhf Ch. 13;
tenna RCA. Consulting engineer George
C. Davis,
Washington.
Principals
include President
and Treasurer
Harold
H. Thorns
(99-plus
per
cent)
and
Secretary Meredith S. Thorns (less than one
per
cent).
City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No. 72.
BETHLEHEM,
Pa.— Associated
Broadcasters Inc. (WEST
Easton). Granted
uhf Ch. 51 (692-698 mc); ERP 2.25 kw
visual, 2.25 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 600 ft., above
ground
ft. Engineering
Estimated235 construction
costcondition.
$204,650,
(but $155,150 has already been paid on
equipment
delivered),
first $250,000.
year operating cost $280,000,
revenue
Post
Office address 516 Northampton St.,
Easton, mined.
Pa. Studio
location
to
be
deterTransmitter location at end of
Savercool Ave, on Fountain Hill, 2.5 mi.
SW of Bethlehem on the same site as
KG2XAZ (experimental uhf TV station). Geographic
coordinates
40° 35'
55" N. Lat.,
75° 25' antenna
12"
W. Long.
mitter composite,
RCA. TransLegal
counsel George O. Sutton, Washington.
Consulting engineer James C. McNary,
Washington.
Principals
Chairman of the Board
Johninclude
F. Steinman
(50%), President E. C. Anderson. First
Vice President Clair R. McCollough and
Second manVice
Hale officers
Stein(50%).President
PrincipalsJ. are
and/or stockholders of WDEL-AM-FMTV
Wilmington,
Lancaster,
Pa., Del.,
WORKWGAL-AM-TV
York, Pa.,
WKBO Harrisburg, Pa., and WRAW
Reading, Pa.
Comrs. Walker, Hennock and Merrill
dissented.
City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 80.
CHARLESTON, S. C. — WCSC Inc.
(WCSC). Granted vhf Ch. 5 (76-82 mc);
ERP 100
kw above
visual, average
50 kw terrain
aural; antenna height
310
ft., above ground 360 ft. Engineering
conditions. Estimated construction cost
$290,000, first year operating cost $275,000, revenue
Post Office
address Radio $250,000.
Station WCSC,
Francis
Mariontion corner
Hotel,of Charleston.
Studio
locaCharlotte and East Bay
Streets. Transmitter location 1 mi. east
of Ashley Hall plantation in St. Andrews Township. Geographic coordi32° 49' 26" N. Lat.,
80° 00'antenna
06" W.
Long. natesTransmitter
DuMont,
RCA. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven,
Lohnes
& Culver, WashPrincipals
and
Treasurerington.John
M.include
Rivers President
(100%), Vice
President
G.
L.
B.
Rivers
and
Secretary Martha R. Rivers. City priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 55.
HONOLULU,
H.— 11Radio
Honolulu
Ltd.
Granted vhfT. Ch.
(198-204
mc);
ERP 125tennakwheightvisual,
74
kw
aural;
anabove average terrain
1,740 ft., above ground 174 ft. Engineering
condition; also subject
to condition
that Executive
Vice President
Herbert M. Richards, 6% stockholder,
sever tions
himself
of anyStar-Bulletin
and all connecwith Honolulu
Ltd.,
24% owner construction
of KGMB-TVcostHonolulu.
Estimated
$363,950,
first year
operating
cost address
$156,800, P.rev-O.
enue $156,800.
Post office
Box determined.
2727, Honolulu.
Studio location
location onto
be
Transmitter
Mt. Tantalus, 0.4 mi. north of Tantalus
Drive.
Geographic
coordinates
20'
22" N. Lat.,
157° 48' 53"
W. Long. 21°
Transand antenna
RCA. Washington.
Legal counsel mitter
Barnes
& Neilson,
Consulting engineer Bernard Associates,President
Hollywood,Walter
Calif. H.Principals
include
Dillingham
(4.7%), independent
real estate
broker;
Executive
Vice President
Herbert
M.
Richards (6%), secretary of Kahua
Ranch
Ltd., assistant
secretarypartner
of Waia-of
lua Water
Co., special
(Continued on page 78)

ATLANTIC
CITY, N. J. — Neptune
Bcstg. Corp. (WFPG). Granted uhf Ch.
46 (662-668 mc), ERP 18 kw visual, 9 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 430 ft., above ground 448 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $152,700, first year operating cost $125,000, revenue $140,000.
Studio location Steel Pier, Atlantic
City. Transmitter location Murray and
Ohio Aves. Geographic coordinates 39°
22'
33" N. Lat.,
27' 10"
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 74°
antenna
RCA.
Legal
counsel Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington. Consulting
engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Washington. Principals include Chairman of the Board Jack N. Berkman
(10%), attorney in Steubenville, Ohio,
and owner of minority interest in
WSTV Steubenville, WPIT Pittsburgh
and WBMS
Boston; President Fred
Weber (30%), executive vice president
of WBMS; Executive Vice President
John J. Laux (10%), executive vice
president of WSTV WPIT WBMS and
owner of WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y.;
Vice President Louis Berkman (10%),
president of Louis Berkman Co. (steel
brokers, mfrs. and fabricators) and
owner of minority interest in WSTV
WPIT and WBMS; Vice President Myer
Wiesenthal (10%), owner of Sample
Furniture Co., Steubenville, and owner
of minority interest in WPIT and
WBMS; Treasurer Richard Teitlebaum
(10%), former owner of ladies readyto-wear
shopWSTV
and WPIT
owner and
of minority
interest in
WBMS;
Allen H. Berkman (10%), attorney in
Pittsburgh and owner of minority interest in WSTV WPIT WBMS and
WJPA Washington, Pa.; Helen Teitlebaum (10%), minority owner of WPIT
and WBMS, and Richard Teitlebaum
(10%), assistant treasurer for Loveman, Berger & Teitlebaum Department
Store, Nashville, Tenn., and minority
owner of WPIT and WBMS. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 66.
ASHEVILLE, N. C. — Radio Station
WISE Inc. (WISE). Granted uhf Ch. 62
(758-764 mc); ERF 23 kw visual, 13 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 1,140 ft., above ground 154 ft.
Engineering condition. Estimated construction cost $122,600, first year operating cost $180,000, revenue $180,000. Post
Office address 89 College St., Asheville
Studio location Langren Hotel Asheville. Transmitter location 5 mi. west
of Asheville on Spivey Mtn. Geographic
coordinates 35° 36' 04" N. Lat., 82° 39'
05" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont anBROADCASTING
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GATES offers three speech input consoles
that fully meet every TV need. Whether you select the
ultra complete SA-50 dual channel equipment, the
much used SA-40 single channel console, or the very
popular 52-CS studioette, you can be
certain of top quality through advanced GATES
engineering. For 30 years now, GATES has been building fine speech equipment — and for TV
there is nothing finer!

GATES

SA-50 Dual Channel

Console

. . .

Nine mixing channels, dual program amplifiers, dual
V. U. meters, 10 watt monitoring amplifier, self-contained cueing amplifier, five preamplifiers with room
for two more where required. Complete remote, override, cueing and talk back facilities. Extremely low
cross talk combined with high gain. Deluxe equipment
all the way!

GATES

52-CS Studioette

. . .

All GATES consoles have the same top quality components. This popular, modestly priced console is
made possible by combining functions through key
control. Many TV stations will prefer to use several
52-CS Studioettes instead of a single larger console.
Every progressive TV engineer will find it worth while
to investigate the 52-CS Studioette!

GATES

SA-40 Single Channel

Console

. . .

Perhaps the most used speech input console in TV and
radio today. Nine mixing channels, wide circuit selection, low cross talk, high gain and extreme ease of
servicing are but a few of ihe SA-40's many features.
GATES will gladly send detailed circuit data on request.

GATES Speech Input Catalog — Yours for
the asking is a 44-page catalog on GATES
speech equipment plus a new 12-page
brochure on remote control apparatus. No
obligation, of course. Why not write now?

SALES OFFICES
2700 Polk Avenue, Houston, Texas • Warner Building, Washington D. C.
International Division, 13 E. 40th St., New York City • Canadian Marconi
Company, Montreal, Quebec
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AT&T
to Give Cost Data
THEATRE
HEARING
NEXT STEP in the theatre TV
town - Bethlehem, Reading and
requested by theatre TV prohearings, which ended suddenly
Atlantic City. It also envisages a
ponents.
Cost for the elaborate intercity building cost of $650,000 for proNov. 3-4: Central Canada Broadcasters
early last week, will be the subAssn. Annual Meeting, Royal York
and intracity microwave hookup
mission by AT&T of costs and
gram source links in five of the
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
apparatus data requested earlier
Nov. 6-7: NARTB Radio Standards of
suggested by motion picture wit- cities — New York, Philadelphia,
Practice
Committee, NARTB Hdqrs.,
nesses for a New York to Washthis year by movie counsel.
Baltimore,
Washington and AtWashington.
lantic
City.
ington nine-city theatre TV netTelephone company promised a
Nov. 7: Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters, fall meeting, Jung Hotel, New
Although the construction cost
work, may be expected to be befew weeks ago that it would subOrleans.
tween $50 and $60 million to build for linking up all indoor theatres
mit answers to a long list of estiNov.
6-8:
of Educaand more than $2 million a year in each of the nine cities could
mated requirements late this year.
tionalNational
Broadcasters Assn.
1952 Convention,
Minneapolis, Minn.
not be estimated, the detailed plan
The information will be used to to operate.
This is the best estimate of total for hooking up greater WashingNov. 6-8: Sixth annual Southern Inmake a comparison with figures
dustrial Editors Institute, U. of Georcosts, based on segment breakton's 93 theatres was figured at
submitted two weeks ago by motion
gia, Athens,
downs
submitted
two
weeks
ago
by
Nov.
6-8:
CBCGa. Board of Governors
$1.5
million.
Overall,
approxipicture witnesses on estimated
meeting,
Ottawa,
Ont.
movie
witnesses.
costs for exclusive theatre TV
mately 1,500 theatres may be conNov. 7-8:
Michigan
Assn. ofFort
Broadcastsidered
to
be
involved
in
the
nine
The
capital
investment
figure
is
ers,
Annual
Convention,
Shelby
microwave hookups [B*T, Oct.
Hotel, Detroit.
based on an approximate $6.5 mil- cities chosen as a sample theatre
27].
Nov.
9-16: National Radio & Television
lion construction cost to link the TV network.
Week.
Curtain for the second phase of
Operating costs were based on
the FCC en banc hearings on the following cities in a six-program
Nov. 11 : tians
National Conference of Chrisservice: New York-Trenton-Philaa three-year amortization for capiWashington.and Jews awards luncheon,
request for the allocation of theadelphia -Wilmington - Baltimore tal equipment and on a six-hour
tre TV frequencies is scheduled to
Nov. 13-15: Assn. of Independent
Washington,
with
feeders
to
AllenMetropolitan
daily
operation.
Hotel,
Chicago.Stations, Conrad Hilton
Mantime,
go up Jan. 12. At that
fred K. Toeppen, Los Angeles cost
Nov. 17-18: NARTB Copyright Comconsultant, will testify on overall
mittee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
costs.
Nov. 18-19: Oklahoma Broadcasters
WKRC-TV CHANNEL SWITCH
Assn., fall meeting, Norman, Okla.
Chief Engineer Wins Battle With Elements
Following Mr. Toeppen's testiNov.
19-22: Sigma
Delta Chi, National
mony, it is possible that cross
convention,
Denver.
examination of engineering and
Nov. 20-21: NARTB Insurance Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
cost accounting witnesses may be
Dec.
1-3:
Assn. of
Radio News
the first order of business. That
DirectorsNational
convention,
Cleveland.
may mean AT&T, which has had
Dec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
a battery of scientific and legal
Dec. 4: NARTB
Radio D.Board
counsel observing the hearings,
rectors, Washington,
C. of Dimay be given the opportunity to
Dec. 5-6: Educational TV conference,
Indiana U., Bloomington, Indiana.
present its side of the case.
Dec.
8-9: NARTB TV Board. Cat Cay,
Bahamas.
Direct, formal policy presentation is scheduled to begin next
Dec.
27-29: American
Assn..
1953 Marketing
conference,
Palmer
House, Chicago.
January also. A long list of motion
picture executives are scheduled to
Jan. 12: Theatre TV allocation heartestify in support of their indusing, Washington.
try's request for an allocation of
Feb. 5-7: Southwestern I.R.E. Confrequencies for theatre TV.
Electronics Show, Plaza
Hotel, Sanference & Antonio.
Requested was 360 mc in the
April
18:
Seventh
Annual Spring
common carrier 5925-6875 mc band
Technical Conference, Cincinnati.
for a six-system service, comprisApril
29-May
2: NARTB
Convention.
Biltmore
Hotel,
Los Angeles.
ing two 30 mc channels for each
service. An additional 60 mc was
requested in the mobile services
frequencies, for pickup purposes,
Hooper Adds 22
on a share basis.
SUBSCRIBERS
to the new Los
AT
channel-switching
ceremony
were
(I
to
r)
Hal
Condo,
GE
field
engiLast witness was Dr. John W.
neer and Messrs. Latham, McElroy and Taft.
Angeles and San Francisco TVClark, sales manager of Varian
Area Hooperatings, as announced
WKRC-TV Cincinnati switched
Sept. 27 — passed. Each week thereAssoc., Palo Alto, Calif. Dr. Clark
after was set as the changeover
by C. E. Hooper Inc., include the
testified there were available Klys- from Ch. 11 to Ch. 12 Oct. 22 but
following advertising agencies and
tron tubes capable of meeting the only "after as pesky a group of time. But each time mishaps
pushed
the
date
back.
agency branch offices:
power and bandwidth requirements
problems as ever haunted an engiClimax came Oct. 20. Just as
Abbot Kimball Co., BBDO, Calkins
& Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith,
neer's nightmare."
Campbell-Ewald Co. Foote, Cone &
Chief Engineer George A. Wil- WKRC-TV was taking full page
Belding, Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.
son had to cope with rain, sleet, newspaper ads to announce the
MONRONEY SEES
Mays & Co. Adv., Walter McCreery
fog, broken parts, high winds and change for the following day, the Inc., Dan B. Miner Co., Roche-Eckhoff & Assoc., Barton A. Stebbins Adv.
New TV-Bred Politicking
other obstacles before he could an- vital "T match assembly" was bent
Agency, Milton Weinberg Adv. Co. and
nounce that everything was ready while being hoisted. After hours
West-Marquis Inc., all of Los Angeles.
TELEVISION will "make comAlso BBDO, Brisacher, Wheeler &
of
work,
it
was
straightened.
pletely obsolete the old-type [Presi- for the switch.
Staff, Foote, Cone & Belding, HonigThen, after dark, it was sent
When Neil H. McElroy, presidential] campaign and do away
Cooper Co.,
Meltzer
Adv.McCarui-Erickson,
Inc., and J. Richard
Walter
aloft
again.
This
time
it
caught
in
dent,
Procter
&
Gamble,
pushed
a
with whistle-stop politicking in the
Thompson Co., all in San Francisco.
button
to
put
Ch.
12
in
operation,
future," Sen. A. S. (Mike) Mona girder and was "broken beyond
roney (D-Okla.) has asserted. He Engineer Wilson was sagging after repair.
A hurried phone call to Syracuse
Amends Bid
spoke at the Advertising Women
36 sleepless hours.
Hulbert Taft Jr., executive vice was made to order a new part.
of New York's first fall luncheon
airplane took off and ran into W. S. BUTTERFIELD Theatres
meeting Oct. 21.
president, Radio Cincinnati, li- An
65-mile-an-hour headwinds. MeanInc., TV applicant at Flint, Mich.,
Agreeing in essence with Sen.
censee of WKRC-TV, considered
while, Mr. Taft and U. A. Latham,
has petitioned FCC to amend
Monroney's opinions of radio and sending Mr. Wilson to a quiet
its bid to specify vhf Channel 12
television's strength as "the best South Pacific island to recuperate. WKRC-TV general manager, were
medium for reaching the voting
in lieu of presently requested uhf
Trouble began compounding im- directing switchboard operators
Channel 16. WFDF Flint and WJR
mediately after the start of the who answered 6,000 inquiry calls.
public," Republican Gov. John
Detroit
also seek Channel 12 at
Lodge of Connecticut added that installation of a new 12-bay superMr. Wilson, General Electric Co.
Flint. There is only one other bid
there is still great need for in- gain turnstile. Rain and sleet made
engineers and local technicians
dividual citizen enlightenment. He work inadvisable on the 545-foot worked around the clock. At 7:27 pending for Channel 16, that of
WTAC Flint. WBBC there dispraised the efforts of the nation- antenna. Winds up to 50 miles an
p.m., Oct. 22, the switch finally was
made.
missed its Channel 12 application
hour added further complications.
wide, non-partisan "Get-Out-thein September [B*T, Sept. 29].
The target changeover date — ■
Vote" campaigns.
BROADCASTING
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A

long

drive

is very

New Jersey's group is to study
the possibilities of educational TV
and to submit a report by next
Jan. 1. Six channels have been reserved for non-commercial television in New Jersey.
Other commission members are Mrs.
A. Hobart Anderson, president. New
Jersey Congress of Parents and Teachers; State Sen. Samuel L. Bodine;
State Budget Director J. Lindsay deValliere;
Charles
Hamilton,
executive assistant
to theW.State
Commissioner
of Education; Assemblyman Thomas J.
Hillery; Sampson G. Smith, County
Superintendent of Schools, Somerville,
and Herbert W. Voorhees, president,
New Jersey Farm Bureau.

"soul-satisfying':
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5000 W
790

owned and operated by
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N. J. GROUP
Named on Educational TV
APPOINTMENT of a 10-member
commission on educational television in New Jersey was announced
last Wednesday by Frederick M.
Raubinger, state commissioner of
education.
Group — which includes Allen B.
DuMont, Allen B. DuMont Labs.;
E. W. Engstrom, RCA Labs. Div.,
and Robert B. MacDougall, WATV
(TV) Newark — is similar to the
committee set up earlier this
month for the State of New York
by
Oct.Gov.
13]. Thomas E. Dewey [B*T,

•

together
score!

VifMCT
Memphis' Only
TV Station

National Representatives
The Branham Company

San Diego Applicant Set
PROPOSAL to "start right off
with 30 hours" of color telecasting
weekly upon beginning operations
was made last week by T. B. C.
Television Inc., applicant for vhf
Channel 10 in San Diego [B«T,
Oct. 27], if it is granted the channel. T. B. C. Television is the first
applicant to propose color telecasting since lifting of the TV freeze
by FCC on April 14.
In a statement to Broadcasting
• Telecasting, T. B. C. General
Manager L. N. Papernow said
his firm proposed 30 hours of color
telecasting of a total of 91 hours
weekly, "and we will go to 100% at
the earliest possible moment."
T. B. C.'s application is mutually
exclusive with those of Airfan
Radio Corp. (KFSD) and Charles
E. Salik (KCBQ). The statement:
(1) Did not indicate how soon
T. B. C. would go on the air in case
of a grant, (2) expressed belief
government restrictions on color
equipment would be removed before any FCC hearing over the
channel grant and (3) said T. B. C.
did not anticipate network affiliation.
Sfudebaker Plan
STUDEBAKER Corp., South
Bend, Ind., reportedly may make
a major entrance into network TV
next year after its current 100th
anniversary observance. Studebaker isexpected to look for a prestige show of the non-variety, noncomedy type. Meanwhile, Studebaker dealers in Chicago have
bought 20 spots weekly on WENRTV (ABC) Chicago for minimum
of eight weeks. Agency is Roche,
Williams & Cleary, Chicago.

DAY

TV IMPACT
Stressed by Lawrence
ADVERTISERS have at last found
out how good daytime television
really is, a discovery the home
viewers made long ago, Craig Lawrence, general manager of WCBSTV New York, said Thursday at a
news luncheon in New York.
Last April, Mr. Lawrence said,
WCBS-TV had 27 daytime clients,
using 58 announcements a week.
Today, he reported, the number of
daytime advertisers has increased
to 46, mentsthe
of announceto 267.number
He credited
much of
the increase, which is running at
the rate of $1 million a year, to
the station's "12 Plan" offering
45% discounts on daytime spots to
advertisers using 12 or more announcements aweek. The rest, he
said, is due to an intensive WCBSTV sales drive, pointing out the
advantages of daytime TV.
Launched early in the summer
[B»T, timeJuly
14], when in85%
dayTV advertisers
Newof York
were using three or fewer spots a
week, the 12 Plan has encouraged
advertisers to use daytime TV frequently enough to achieve real
penetration with the 25% to 35%
of the more than 3 million TV
homes in the New York area, who
see the advertiser's message twice
a week on the average.
Tom Dawson, general sales manager of CBS Television Spot Sales,
said that the success of the 12
Plan at WCBS-TV had led to the
adoption of this or a similar daytime volume discount plan by all
other TV stations represented by
the network's Spot Sales division
except WCAU - TV Philadelphia,
and that station is going to begin
such a plan soon, he said.
WNBQ OPEN HOUSE
Draws More Than 300 Guests
BUYERS with a yen for television
satisfied their video curiosity in
Chicago last Wednesday and Thursday as they toured facilities of
WNBQ (TV), the NBC station
there.
More than 300 executives from
advertising agencies and manufacturing companies in the area were
guests at the station's first TV
open house [B#T, Oct. 20].
NBC Chicago personnel, headed
by Vice President Harry C. Kopf,
were hosts. The special promotion
was coordinated by John Keys,
WNBQ promotion and advertising
manager, and by George Heinemann, TV program manager, working with John McPartlin, sales
manager.

Skippy Renews
SKIPPY Peanut Butter has renewed You Asked for It on ABCTV (Sun., 7-7:30 p.m.), for 52
weeks effective Dec. 7. Agency is
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco.
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WCCO-TV
Everyone up here knows the Foshay Tower,
site of our antenna, is the tallest building in
the Northwest; but few will notice the 80 feet
added by the new WCCO-TV— 6-Bay antenna;
even fewer know an mv/m countour from an
end run— can't count the 11,400 watts in
power we added on November 10th.
But thousands of viewers know that WCCO-TV
is better than ever before . . . down around
Owatonna,

out Hutchinson

way, up at Pine

City ... in scores of towns 50 to 70 miles and
more from WCCO's

extended antenna.

This is just the first step . . . power up .
higher antenna . . . 2964 new square miles of
fine, consistent TV service from WCCO-TV;
that means more everyday viewer-buyers.

allowable^l953
power we
on will
the air
. . . 100,000
watts . m. .
the maximu
have*
Hp$jpk
service ... to still more people
TV.
*FCC permitting

i'£m.&POii% MINNESOTA

Nationally represented by
FREE & PETERS for TELEVISION
RADIO SPOT SALES for RADIO
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TV

Grants, Applications
(Continued from page 72)
ident W. A. Porter Jr. (25%), Vice
Weaver & Co., and officer and stockholder in Honolulu Star-Bulletin Ltd. President Ralph I. Richardson (25%)
(which is 24% owner of KGMB-TV
Secretary-Treasurer W. B. Pratt
Honolulu); Vice President Arthur E. and
(25%). Mr. Robertson has no other
Vamer (7.7%), owner and general business interests; Messrs. Porter,
manager of Western Roofing Co.; Secre- Richardson and Pratt are associated
tary William A. Cottrell (17.7%), U. S. with coal mining and construction interests in Minneapolis. [For application,
Veterans employment representative
for Hawaii; Treasurer Albert J. Can- see TV Applications, B.T, July 21.]
trelle (0.4%); Mary S. Herren (30.7%);
Rowland N. Winbush (4.6%); King W. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 15.
Chapman (4.4%), and ten others each
SPECIAL TEMPORARY
with less than 4% interest. [For application, see TV Applications, B.T, Sept.
AUTHORIZATION
GRANTED
22, July 7.] City priority status not
applicable to U. S. territories.
KTBC - TV AUSTIN, Tex. — Texas
Bcstg. Corp. Granted special tempoEL PASO, Tex.— KEPO Inc. (KEPO).
interim operaGranted vhf Ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP
tionrary
of TVauthorization
station onforcommercial
basis
120 kw visual, 60 kw aural; antenna
from
Nov.
15
to
April
27,
1953. Vhf Ch.
height above average terrain 1,000 ft., 7; ERP 20.5 kw visual, 10.1
kw
aural.
above ground 494 ft. Estimated con- Antenna height above average terrain
struction cost $438,484, first year oper- 740 ft.
ating cost $241,800, revenue $246,900.
Post office address % W. B. Pratt, 706
KDUB-TV LUBBOCK, Tex. — Texas
Capital National Bank Bldg., Austin, Telecasting Inc. Granted special temTex. Studio location 2419 N. Fiedras
authorizationon for
interim operSt. Transmitter location on mountain
ation ofporary
TV station
commercial
basis
crest 0.4 mi. north of Scenic Point. from Oct. 31 to April 30, 1953. Vhf Ch.
13; output power 5 kw visual, 2.5 kw
Geographic coordinates 31° 47' 17" N. aural.
Antenna height above average
Lat.,
106° 28' RCA.
48" W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transmitter
terrain 184 ft.
and antenna
Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. ConKGMB-TV HONOLULU, T. H.— Hasulting engineer A. Earl Cullum, Dalwaiian Bcstg. System Ltd. Granted
las. Tex. Principals include President
Miller C. Robertson (25%), Vice Presspecial temporary authorization for in-

Sfeeciat

£0%

terimmercialoperation
of TVDec.station
com-1,
basis from
1 to on
April
1953. Vhf Ch. 9; output power 500
watts visual, 250 watts aural. Antenna
height above ground 338 ft. Transmitter location
1534 to
Kapiolani
Blvd., section
Honolulu; antenna
be single
turnstile mounted atop KGMB (AM)
tower.
PERMIT ISSUED
NEW BRITAIN, Conn. — New Britain
Bcstg. Co. (WKNB). FCC set aside its
order tiveofdateJuly
the effecof CP23 which
which stayed
was granted
for
uhf
Ch.
30
(566-572
mc);
ERP
kw
visual, 90 kw aural; antenna 180
height
above average terrain 920 ft., above
ground 545 ft. FCC ordered that CP
be issued,
mated effective
construction immediately.
cost $323,879, Estifirst
year
operating
cost
$199,950,
not
estimated. Post Office addressrevenue
213 Main
St., New Britain, Conn. Studio location
213 Main St. Transmitter location 3.3
mi. NE of New Britain. Geographic co41° 37' 36.5" N. Lat.,
49' 33"
W. Long.ordinates Transmitter
and 72°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Hogan & Hartson,
Washington. Consulting engineer George
C. Davis,
include Washington.
President JulianPrincipals
Gross, Vice
President Harry Hatsing, Treasurer
Chester Bland and Secretary William
H. Ray. [For original grant, see TV
Grants, B.T, July 21.] City priority
status: Gr. B-l, No. 9.

^eCecue

^*eto&Ue&

. . .

MEW CARTOON
SERIES OF
TV FILM COMMERCIALS!
Since ancient times, beer has played a prominent role in the life and pleasure of people
around the world. A beer shortage, for example,
was the key reason why the Pilgrims landed at
Plymouth Rock! . . . Such highlights from history furnish the interest-compelling theme for
the new series of Alexander film commercials for
the brewery.
Thirteen 20-second and four 60-second films
are included in the series, and are done in cartoon animation! The result is TV advertising
that is packed with appeal and impact!

Available under a low-cost licensing plan, the
films can be used at a fraction of their production costs. Breweries interested in sponsoring
the series should act now, as display rights are
allotted on an exclusive basis in each of the TV
markets. . . . Write or wire today for full details !

COLORADCTSPRLNGS
J^ew York
Hollywood
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Chicago
San Francisco

EXISTING STATIONS
Changes Granted
WBRC-TV BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
Birmingham Bcstg. Co. Granted mod.
CP to change type of antenna.
KDEN
Coil
Co. (TV)
GrantedDENVER.
mod. CPCol.—
to Empire
change
ERP to 110 kw visual, 55 kw aural, and
make slight change in transmitter loca39° av43'
12" N.tion.
Lat.Geographical
Antenna coordinates
height above
erage terrain 950 ft., above ground 153
ft.
WWLP (TV)
AGAWAM,
Mass.Corp.—
Springfield
Television
Bcstg.
Granted mod. CP to change ERP to
150 kw visual, 75 kw aural; change studio location to Agawam, Mass., and
change transmitter location to North
West St., Provin Mtn., Agawam, Mass.
Geographical
05' 04"type
N.,
Lat.,
72° 42' 18"coordinates
W. Long. 72°
Change
of transmitter
and
make
changes
in
antenna system. Antenna height above
average terrain 700 ft.
TV.KXLY-TV
Granted SPOKANE,
mod. CP toWash.—
changeKXLYERP
to 48 kw visual, 28.5 kw aural. Change
transmitter location to atop Mt. Spokane, about 25 mi. NNE of Spokane.
Geographical
coordinates
47° Change
55' 18"
N.
Lat., 117° 06'
48" W. Long.
antenna height above average terrain
to 3,070 ft. and change type of antenna.
GRANTED LICENSE
WPIX Inc.
(TV)Granted
NEW license
YORK for
CITYcom-—
WPIX
mercial TV stations, vhf Ch. 11 (198204 mc); ERP 3.6 kw visual, 2.4 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 1.410 ft.
NEW APPLICATIONS
Listed by States
t
Indicates
pre - thaw application
amended (re-filed).
DOVER. Del. — Rollins Bcstg. Inc.
(WJWL Georgetown, Del.), uhf Ch. 40
(626-632 mc); ERP 195 kw visual, 103.5
kw aural;
age terrainantenna
531 ft., height
above above
groundaver541
ft. Estimated construction cost $264,340,
first year
operating
cost
$150,000.
revenue $175,000. Post Office address Moore
Bldg., Rehobath, Del. (on application,
this
is spelledStudio
both "Rehobath"
and town
"Rehoboth").
and transmitter location 1.4 mi. NE of Harrington on West side of U. S. 13. Geog56' 29" N. Lat.
75° 33' raphic
58" coordinates
W. Long.38° Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel M. R.
Barnes,neer G. Washington.
R. Chambers, Consulting
Rehobath, engiDel.
Principals include President John W.
Rollins (62.5%). Vice President and
Secretary O. Wayne Rollins (33.3%)
and Treasurer Katherine E. Rollins
(4.2%). Applicant also is licensee of
WFAI ford,
Fayetteville.
N. C,Norfolk,
WRAD RadVa., and WRAP
Va.;
applicant inalsoRoanoke,
is applicant
for
newDover.
AM
stations
Va.,
and
779.
Del. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No.
WASHINGTON,
D. C— Board
of Education of the District
of Columbia.
uhf Ch. *26 (542-548 mc); ERP 200 kw
visual, 100 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 399 ft., above
ground 250 ft. Estimated construction
cost $271,794, first year operating cost
$100,000. (No revenue; noncommercial
educational
application.)
dress Franklin
School, Post
13thOffice
and ad-K
Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C. Studio location not specified on applicasendention.
St.Transmitter
and Fortlocation
Drive, near
N. W.Fes-in
vicinity of Howard St. Geographic co30° 57' 13" N. Lat.,
04' 30"
W. Long.ordinatesTransmitter
and77°antenna
GE. Legal counsel Fischer, Willis &
Panzer. Washington. Consulting engi
neer Herbert A. Friede, Washington.
Principals include Dr. Hobart M.
Corning,
superintendent
of schools
and
the Board
of Education
of the
District of Columbia. City priority Si
status not applicable to applicants
for noncommercial, educational TV
stations
cational seeking
channels. noncommercial, edu
ORLANDO, Fla. — Central Florida
Publishing Co., uhf Ch. 16 (494-500 mc) :
ERP 87.1
kw above
visual,average
49 kw terrain
aural; antenna height
425
ft., above ground 450 ft. Estimated con
struction
cost
$249,830,
first
year
operating cost $354,890, revenue $400,000
Post Office
address
Boone St..
lando, Fla.
Studio239location
248 Or-S.
Orangetion onSt.,
Orlando.
Transmitter
locaClarcona Road, at Lockhart.
Fla.Lat.,
Geographic
coordinates
28° Trans37' 32"
N.
26' antenna
45"
W. RCA.
Long.
mitter81°DuMont,
Consult
ing engineer William E. Benns Jr.
Washington.
Principals
include
(Continued
on page
80) Presi-
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Playhouse!

. . .

buyers!

Hollywood Playhouse hits the screen

MON.

at 1 o'clock TV tune-ins really jump. Here is a

1 TO

show that literally captures audiences . . . it's
become an afternoon habit with thousands of TV
fans. We

Television

2

FRI.

P.M.

Baltimore

can give you one success story after

another of advertisers whose products are sold on

WBAL-TV

Hollywood Playhouse. Complete details on request.

Nationally
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Grants, Applications
(Continued from page 78)
dent and Treasurer William Henry Al- 230.054 kw visual, 120.838 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
bright (99.2%), sole owner of Orlando
309 ft., above ground 339 ft. Estimated
Post dent
(weekly
Vice PresiElizabeth newspaper);
J. Albright (0.4%),
wife construction cost $236,941, first year opof Mr. Albright and business manager
erating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000.
of Orlando Post, and Secretary Owen
Post Office address % Donald B. Wood5 South Jefferson St., Dayton,
W. Hurlbert (0.4%), father of Mrs. Al- yard,
bright and passenger and freight agent Ohio. Studio location to be determined.
for Southern Railway System (common
Transmitter location 5211 South Penncarrier), Orlando. In addition, Carl
sylvania Ave., Delhi Township. GeoKazarian has subscribed to 250 shares
graphicW.coordinates
40' 52" N. Lat.,
of Class B (non- voting) stock, for 84°
32'
05.5"
Long.42°counsel
Transmitter
antenna GE. Legal
HarryandJ.
which operheand builder
will pay in$25,000;
he
is
develOrlando, and from Daly, Washington. Consulting engineer
1939 to 1949 was owner and manager of John H. Mullaney, Washington. PrinOrange Pharmacy, Orlando. City pri- Frank cipals
include equal
(i/3) partners
Gallaher,
treasurer
and 8%J.
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 76.
owner of WONE Dayton, Ohio; Loren
DECATUR, 111. — Prairie Television M. Berry, vice president and 12% owner
Co., uhf Ch. 17 (488-494 mc); ERP 18.03 of WONE, and Ronald B. Woodyard,
kw visual, 9.727 kw aural; antenna president and 18% owner of WONE.
height above average terrain 314 ft., For more details on business interests,
above ground 352 ft. Estimated con- see Pittsburgh, Pa., application below.
struction cost $181,230, first year operating cost $184,000, revenue $360,000. City priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 147.
Post Office address 250 North Water St.,
FAYETTEVELLE, N. C— Fayetteville
Decatur, 111. Studio and transmitter Bcstrs. toe. (WFLB), uhf Ch. 18 (494location 1.35 mi. SW of Lake Decatur 500 mc); ERP 94 kw visual, 53.2 kw
Dam, 0.3 mi. west of U. S. 51, 2.25 mi. aural; antenna height above average
terrain 319 ft., above ground 365 ft.
SW from center of Decatur. Geographic
coordinates 39° 48' 45" N. Lat., 88° 58' Estimated construction cost $185,213,
first
year
operating
cost address
$73,620, P.rev-O.
29"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
and
antenna
enue $70,000.
Post Office
RCA. Consulting engineer George C.
Davis, Washington. Principals include Box 512, Fayetteville, N. C. Studio
President W. L. Shellabarger (88%), and transmitter location on Bragg
supervisor of personally-owned invest- Blvd., near Westmont Drive, at WFLB
ments (nature of investments not re- (AM) transmitter site. Geographic covealed in application), and until sold
dinates 35° 04' 06" N. DuMont,
Lat., 78° anten54' 10"
this year owner and general manager
W. Long. orTransmitter
na RCA. Legal counsel Bernard Koof Shellabarger Mills Inc. (grain eleWashington. Consulting engineer
vators and soy bean processing), De- teen,
Commercial Radio Equipment Co.,
catur; Vice President Harold G. Cowgill (10%), associate attorney with Washington. Principals include PresiWashington (D. C.) law firm of Segal,
dentident
HarryNeillB. A.
SteinCurrie
(121/2%),Jr.Vice(12V2%),
PresSmith & Hennessey, and Secretary
David S. Shellabarger (2%), supervisor
Secretary-Treasurer W. M. K. Bender
(12V2%), John W. Hensdale (12V2%),
of personally-owned
ture of investments investments
not revealed(na-in John D. Curtis (12>/2%), R. B. Minges
application), and until sold this year
(12i/2%), T. D. Hatcher (12V2%) and
secretary
and grain department
(12'/2%). City priority statager of Shellabarger
Mills Inc. manCity J. B.us: Gr.Stein
A-2, No. 134.
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 59.
TULSA, Okla. — Arthur R. Olson, uhf
LANSING, Mich. — J. Frank Gallaher, Ch. 17 (488-494 mc); ERP 251.1 kw
visual, 131.8 kw aural; antenna height
Loren M. Berry and Ronald B. Woodabove average terrain 861 ft., above
yard, uhf Ch. 54 (710-716 mc); ERP
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ground 652 ft. Estimated construction
cost $701,052, first year operating cost
$300,000,
Post Office
address P.revenue
O. Box$240,000.
2680, Tulsa,
Okla.
Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter location 3 mi. north of
San Springs, Okla., about 7 mi. WNW
of center of Tulsa. Geographic coor36° 11' 36" N. and
Lat.,antenna
96° 05' GE.
54"
W. Long.dinatesTransmitter
Legal counsel Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington.
Consulting engineer George P. Adair,
Washington. Sole owner of applicant
is Arthur R. Olson, president and 51%
owner of Arlington Texas Industries
Inc. (mfr. of magnesium and aluminum
castings), Arlington, Tex.; vice president
ownerdrilling).
of Olson Tulsa;
DrillingandCo. 12V2%
(oil well
partner and 40% owner of Olson Oil
Co. (oil), Tulsa, and secretary and
37/720ths owner of Principle Films
Inc. (motion picture production), Seguin,
B-4, No.Tex.197. City priority status: Gr.
LANCASTER, Pa. — Peoples Bcstg. Co.
(WLAN),
vhf Ch.
ERP
29
kw visual,
14.5 8 kw(180-186
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 360 ft.,
above ground
390 ft. first
Estimated
construction cost $40,000,
year operating cost $484,500, revenue $640,000.
(DuMont will rent equipment worth
$150,000 to applicant for $6,000 per
month.) Post Office address 252 North
Queen St., Lancaster. Studio location
252 North
Queen Hill
St. Road.
Transmitter
tion on Gypsy
2.4 mi.locaSE
of Lancaster, near Rock Spring Road
(former location of WLAN-FM). GeographicW.coordinates
01' 11" N. Lat.,
76° 16' 39"
Long.40°Transmitter
DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
Stephen
Tuhy Jr. Consulting
and Arthurengineer
Scharfeld,
Washington.
Commercial Radio Equipment Co.,
Washington. [Application filed with
petition for waiver of Rule 1.364 which
forbids multiple applications from being filed; applicant already has request
pending for same channel, but it is involvecaster.
d in hearing
See story.with
B.T.WGAL-TV
Oct. 27. LanFor
application, see B.T. June 9.] City
priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 150.
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — J. Frank Gallaher, Loren Berry and Ronald B. Woodyard, uhf Ch. 47. (668-674 mc): ERP
230.69 kw visual, 121.175 kw aural: antenna height above average terrain 478
ft., above ground 391 ft. Estimated
construction cost $259,800, first year operating costaddress
$200,000, 5 revenue
"8250,000.
Post Office
South Jefferson
St., Dayton, Ohio. Studio location to
be determined. Transmitter location on
Chicago St.. between Mazant St. and
Aner St. Geographic coordinates 40°
28'
39" N. Lat.,
00' 15"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 80°
antenna
Legal
counsel Fly, Shuebruk & Blume. Washington. Consulting engineer John H.
Mullaney, Washington. Principals includelaher.
equaltreasurer
(V3) partners
J. Frank
and 8.1%
ownerGal-of
WONE Dayton (applicant for TV there),
chairman of board and 51% owner of
The Gallaher Drug Co. (chain drugs),
Dayton, and vice president and 50%
owner of Stock Gallaher Co. (building),
plus various real estate holdings and
interests: Loren M. Berry, vice president and 12.33% owner of WONE, president of L. M. Berry & Co. Ltd. (nature
of business not revealed in application)
Winnipeg, Canada, president of Buckeye Liquidation Co., Dayton, and officer
or director in various telenhone companies, and Ronald B. Woodyard. nresident and 17.87% owner of WONE
president
of Fort Myers Bcstg. Co.
(location of companv not revealed in
application), and other broadcast inNo. 180. terests. City priority status: Gr. B-4,

Pa.
(Sunbury,
Pa., priority
channel status:
is sought
A-2,
No. 353. City
by applicant.)
Gr
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — Television Associates of Rhode Island Inc.. uhf Ch
16 ( 482-488
mc); antenna
ERP 95.3height
kw visual;
51.4
kw
aural;
above
average terrain
555 ft., above
grounl
3^9,425,
first year
operatin
450, revenue
$421,200
. Postg cost
Office$242ad-15 Chestnuted
t St.,
Provide
WQ4% dress f?!tuna
constru
ctionncecost3,
Transmitter location on east side of
tv=^c^be determin
° loca£°n
ed.
Mass., iiu+
southacross
of toWJAR-T
V transmittermi.
siteinand
the
from
i/"'
tJE?«used
townshi
of road
Rehobot
h,
site
formerl
y byp WEAN
(FM)

Geograp
41° 51' counsel
42"" N
hic coordina
and
antenna
RCA.tes Legal
Norman71 V7'
S. Case
Washington.
ConnSSS"
22"~WLon*
Transmitter
engineer Vandivere Cohen *,
Wearn,ing Washington.
Principals includ^
an? Chairman of the Board
President David L. Stackhouse (approx
%K ice,
.Lbn?^
Motors, Providence; Vice
Providence,
and(aPProx.
president
i/3%),
and owner
half£lc)-a
advertising
and
publicity
servof AlhiK^
owner
of Stackhouse
Games InT:. Providence; Secretary Warren
Clifton GlanCable Electric Products Co., Providence: Assistant Secretary
Rita for
A.
?ohi£apgf03L-'3%)tOQl supervisor
5££ie
secretary
for
Semenoff; (approx.
Treasureri/3%),Collis
O. Beck
Colonial Engineering Co.,
^™i™SCe^law
of Semenoff
Springfield&
Mass., and eight Signing
other minori
ty stockrnP?^engineer
for
(WRR), uhf Ch. 29 (560-566 mc);
ERP
B-5.
y priori
ty sX&tus
206 ' visual,
No kw
78 kw
aural;- Grantenna
height
above average ofterrain
(wp^L1^-;0^
DaUasTexas
600
ft.
above ground 600 ft. Estimated construction cost $291,081, first year operBldg., Mam at?^ce
Harwood,
Dallas,
Tex
m£J<1™:P?st
address
Municipal
Studio
and !96A°i°'
transmitter
matln00!?
not near
estimtersection
of Forestrevenue
Ave.location
and Cotton
Geographic
£ow!
CLrclecoordinates
in state Fair
32° 46'Grounds
40" N
Lat., 96° 45' 29" W. Long. Transmitter"
C- Lovett, Washington. Consulting engineersDurward J. Tucker. Dallas Tex
Principal
include Chairman of Radio
Commission E. O. Cartwrigh
t, managert
?nn|
cnLo^
of
Merrill
Lynch, Legalgcou™Elio
Fenner
Beane (brokers and Pierce,
dealers in securi-&
and
ies),
ties
commodit
Dallas;
Radio
Commissioner R. W. Baxter, president
oi Kio Grande Life Insurance Co. (life
accident and hospitalization insurance)
Dallas, and Radio
Commissioner R. G

(Dallas Radio
Commiss
mail ormanagerionof members
#eneral
21™°?
serve in 'civic
capacity
serve Dallas.
withon and only,
out compensati
R°ebuck
Co.,
&
teaP'
m/iiocr
have
no
official relationship with municipal other
Sole
ernment.) owner of applicantgov-is
°t, Dallas, Tex. City priority
. NORFOLK, Va.— Tidewater TelecastmS
Co,rPvhf
Ch. 10 f"w«jr
155.
status:
mc);
ERPGr.(WNOR),
316B-2,kw No.
visual,
158 kw (192-198
aural440
ft.,
above
ground
485
ft.
Estimate
construc
cost aboye
$372,000,average
f"n f1™3 tion
Kelght
first terrain
op-d
eratin£j cost $375,000, revenue year
$400,000.
Post Office address 1019 Boissevain Ave
Norfolk,
Va. Studio and transmitter
location 1019 Boissevain
Ave Geo-

antenna
Federal Tele-Co
51'mmunica
49" ter
N. tion
Lat.,
Hfjoap1^c
+ 18 o.^ordin
2* w- ates
Long.36°Transmit
and
Marks, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver? Wash£r i *£'
counsel Cohn t&
ington^Lefal
Principals include
John C Aspinwe
U Jr. (18%), Presiden
chairman
of board and 26% owner of Music- Aire
Corp. (wired music), Norfolk, and 23%
partner in Security Storage and Van
Co. (warehouse and
, Norfolk;
First Vice Presidenshipping)
t E. T.
(4%) president and 75% owner Gresham
of E. T
Gresham Co. (contractor), Norfolk^
becond Vice President Louis
H.
son (35% individually; his wife, PeterMary
L. Peterson
, holds additional 10%),
of WSSV Petersburg, Va. (applicant
for
new fT^OR
TVownsstationNorf°lk
in Petersbu
^nwc0e
owner
(Mrs
Peterson
remainin
g and
5% 95%
ofrg)WSSV)
and owner of Peterson Adv. Co. (outdoor advertising); Secretary- Treasurer
Earl Harper (16%),
director for WNOR
(no other business interests
indicated),
a^d
eight
other
minority
stockhol
ders,
all
Norfolk
resident
status:
s. City
Gr. B-4,
priority
No. 189.

SHAMOKIN, Pa. — Radio Anthracite
uhf Ch.56.665 kw(776-782
Jnc- (WISL),
anaural; mc);
100
ERP
tenna kw
height visual,
above average terrain 841
ft., above ground 300 ft. Estimated construction cost $287,500, first year operating cost $200,000, revenue $225,000
Post Office address
and Sunbury
Streets, Shamokin, RockStudio
location
Rock and Sunbury Pa.
Streets,
Transmitter location in Coal Shamokin
Township
0.5 mi. north of Shamokin,
the first
ridge north of Shamokin. on
Geographic
33' 26"
76°
Lat.,
N.
02"
48'
40°
coordinates
w- Long. Transmitter and antenna
KCA Legal counsel Cohn & Marks,
Washington. Consulting engineer Weldon
& Carr,
Washingto
n. Principals
include
President
Henry
W. Lark
(90.9%), owner of Sunbury Wire
Rope
Mfg. Co. and Walnut Hosiery Mills Inc ■
APPLICATIONS MODIFIED
(9 1%)'
Carl
Secretary-for
Treasurer
Listed by States
secretary
Susquehan
na Rice
Paving
Materials Co. and
SusqueSACRAMENTO, Calif. _ McCIatchy
hanna Industries director
Inc. and for
Turbottville
(Pa.) Water Co., and H. Wilson Lark,
president
and 32% owner
mc);
Change
ERP
CS\tgV.£°(KFBK).
Ch.
National
Cont
to vhf
316page
inue
kw 10visual,
d on
158
90)(192-198
Dime Bank of Shamokin. of Applicant
also is licensee of WHWL Nanticoke
BROADCASTING
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DOROTHY SINCLAIR
and Elementary School students.
"Know Your Schools"
KPRC-TV, 5:00 p.m. daily.

The

Hickory

... as a school room accessory, went out with highbutton shoes! Today's school room methods look to
the future instead of the past. Today's children are
taught by reason instead of rule. In Houston, children
and adults alike look through the word "Education"
and see the machinery that makes it work . . . look
behind the vine-covered walls and examine techniques,
observe activities, meet the educators.
From January 18 through July 4, 1952, KPRC-TV
and the Houston Public Schools presented a total of
73 television programs designed to extend education
in Houston beyond the borders of the school room.
The series, entitled, "Know Your Schools," was conducted by the Supervisor of Television Programs for
the Houston Public Schools, Dorothy Sinclair.
Mrs. Sinclair, acting under the direction of the
School Board, utilized the facilities of KPRC-TV to
present nine different types of programs: Interviews,
with teachers, students, and personnel of professional,
community and cultural agencies; Panel Discussions;
Films of Activities Within Schools; Master Teacher
Demonstrations (elementary, junior, and senior
schools ) ; Pupil Demonstrations, music, dance, civil defense, scientific and others; Exhibition, driving, home

economics, hobbies and others; Dramatizations, folk
lore, citizenship, safety and others; Musical, instrumental, choral, ensembles and others; and Film Discussion groups.
A total of 529 school children from 38 schools, 45
school administrators and 61 teachers and principals
plus 32 persons from community, cultural and other
educational institutions took part in "Know Your
"Know Your Schools" makes no attempt to fabriSchools."
cate any program. Rather, it presents the schools as
they are and situations as near reality as possible, striving to bring the schools to the people informally and
naturally.
Another series of "Know Your Schools" is now
under way. Each afternoon at 5:00 p.m. on KPRC-TV
Dorothy Sinclair greets Houston televiewers with more
information about the schools they support. Reporting, demonstrating, showing and interviewing, Mrs.
Sinclair proves that Channel 2 in Houston is the direct
path to community comprehension of its educational
facilities and the stimulation of greater interest and
cooperation throughout the community.

CHANNEL

HOUSTON

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by EDWARD
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Hearings Facilities Problem
(Continued from page 69)
linquished his subscription to 50
shares. Oregon Television also
proposed to increase its board of
directors from five to six members.
On Monday, Henry A. White,
Oregon Television president, returned to the stand to relate further details of his correspondence
with Frank Belgrano, president of
the First National Bank of Portland.
Earlier, it had been brought out
that Julius L. Meier Jr., Oregon
Television director, met Mr. Belgrano at a party Sept. 21 and Mr.
Meier mentioned an amendment of
Columbia Empire's bid showing
the addition of Mr. Colwell, the
bank official, as stockholder. Because of Mr. Belgrano's expressed
interest, it had been related, Mr.
White showed him a photostat of
the amendment the next day and

Oregon Journal, part owner of applicant, respecting paper's financial
qualifications.
£ Disclosure there have been
informal talks on possible merger
of the Journal and the Newhouseowned Portland Oregonian, with
both sides deciding not to hold further "discussion" of the subject.
Newhouse group owns KGW Portland, Channel 6 applicant.
The witness who resigned during
the Portland hearing a fortnight
ago was Walter J. Stiles Jr., general manager of Oregon Television,
who had not yet been called to
testify. He gave "personal reasons" for his action.
Oregon Television petitioned
FCC last week to amend its application to show removal of Mr.
Stiles as manager and show different stock distribution since he re-
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and
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tisers are successfully
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1,235,000

upon Mr. Belgrano's request, wrote
a letter inquiring as to the bank's
policy.
Mr. White, after reading his letter into the record last Monday,
testified it was dated Sept. 22
whereas the copy shown him earlier
by opposing counsel was dated
Oct. 15. The letter to Mr. Belgrano
stated:
Our Washington lawyer, [Maurice]
Barnes, who is processing our television application for Channel 12 here
in Portland, has forwarded to us the
amended
application
Columbiachange
Empire Telecasters
Inc. ofshowing
of ownership ... by adding Portland
people. We are very much surprised
that (Wesley
cisco has soldI.)a Dumm
portion ofof San
his Franstock
to localtemptpeople,
probably
in
the atto strengthen their case
by
showing a larger percentage of local
ownership. The original application
reflected that Mr. TJumm had 60% of
the stock of Columbia Empire and
the Journal
maining 40%. and KPOJ had the reIncluded in this amended application is Mr. Russell M. Caldwell (Colwell],Bank
vice of
president
the has
Firstagreed
National
Portland,of who
to purchase 6.67%. . . .
We were rather surprised to learn
that an officer of the First National
Bank would be a party to this applica-

who

adver-

programs

on

a local basis.

to sales in the

isn't) WGN-TV

answer.
*Estimate November 1 based on Electric Association figures

tion and are making inquiry as to
whether or not this is the policy of
yourMr.bank.
White also read into the
record Mr. Belgrano's reply of
Sept. 24 which stated bank rules
forbid employes from becoming officers in other organizations without
but "whileto
there isprior
no approval,
specific reference
this matter in our rules, we do
view with disfavor any investment
made by any of our employes, and
particularly officers, in any new
undertaking or organization that
may be in conflict or competition
with any customers or friends of
• "Does it make any difference to
this personally
bank."
you
whether or not Mr.
Colwell is a stockholder in Columbia Empire
Barnes
asked.Telecasters Inc.?" Mr.
"No, it does not," Mr. White
testified.
In response to questioning by
James Juntilla, FCC counsel, Mr.
White said two other bank directors are interested in applicants
"who have made proposals for
channels other than Channel 12."
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith, however, indicated she was
not clear how this was material
to the Channel 12 case.
Budget for Application
Under cross examination by
Jack Blume, counsel for Columbia
Empire, Mr. White testified Oregon
Television budgeted "about $38,000
or $39,000" for prosecuting its application, including hearing costs.
"Do you expect that that sum
will be somewhat increased over
your original estimate?" Mr. Blume
asked.
"In view of the extent of time
involved here, it probably will be,
I don't know," Mr. White replied.
Of initial funds of $55,000, he said,
less than $18,000 is now unexHarry Becker, counsel for Northpended.
west Television and Broadcasting
Co., third competitor for channel
12, noting
Oregonspecified
Television's
original
application
estimated cost of $250,000 while
an amendment specified $558,600,
asked, Mr. White, what happened
. . . that caused the estimated cost
of operation for the first year to
go "As
up roughly
135% our project
we analyze
there, on the basis through our
engineer, our business consultant
and our counsel, it was determined
that the figure referred to was not
said. adequate figure," the witness
an
"Did you conclude that after examining the applications filed by
the other two applicants in this proceeding?" Mr. Becker asked.
"No, sir," the witness responded.
"Then your bid was not in the
continued.
nature
of an auction?" Mr. Becker

&he Chicago tribune ^ekbision station
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"No, sir," was the answer again.
Mr. Colwell was called to the
stand by Mr. Blume to testify on
the Belgrano matter. The witness,
vice president
of the
First 8i)
National
(Continued
on page
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NEW

FRONT

PORCH

Television has brought campaigning a long way from
1920, when candidates campaigned from the front porch
of their homes. Today, presidential candidates simply
step before the television cameras and are seen and
heard by many millions of people.
The first intercity network television broadcast using
today's methods took place between New York and
Philadelphia, only seven" years ago. In the relatively short
period since then, the Bell System has expanded its television network from coast to coast ... so that 99% of

BELL

i '.ROADCASTING
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TELEPHONE

OF

THE

NATION

the country's television sets can receive the same program at the same time.
Such development, at such a pace, requires great
investments of effort, ingenuity and money. Radio-relay
and coaxial cable routes have to be built. Special equipment has to be designed, and special personnel trained
to install, maintain and operate it.

Yet the cost of the service is low. Bell System charges,
for use of its intercity network facilities, average about
10 cents a mile for a half hour.

SYSTEM
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Hearings Facilities
(Continued from page 82)
Bank in charge of its investment
department, related Mr. Belgrano
"was quite concerned" over his interest in Columbia Empire and
said he had "gone against the regulations of the bank." The witness
said he replied "that I felt I had
not."
He continued, "Mr. Belgrano
then produced the regulation book
. . . and after spending considerable
time in reading . . . advised me
that he was wrong and that I had
notMr.violated
regulation."
Colwell any
testified
he discussed
his continued investment in Columbia Empire with Mr. Belgrano but
no decision was given.
"What is your present intention
with regard to continuing your
investment in Columbia Empire
Telecasters?" Mr. Blume asked.
"I sincerely hope if we are successful in getting this channel,"
Mr. Colwell replied, "that the
powers to be in the bank will permit me to carry on and hold my
stock, especially since the boys that
have written the letters and talked
to Mr. Belgrano apparently did it
with no malice and they are perfectly willing that I should be a
stockholder."
Mr. Colwell, to questions by other
counsel, said his position at the
bank is not in jeopardy because of
the incident and his relations with
Mr. Belgrano are "very congenial."
On Tuesday, Mr. Meier returned
to the stand to relate efforts to
obtain a general manager to replace Mr. Stiles. He testified: .
I would like to state . . . that the
persons Imendincontacted
relative toqualified,
recomg to Oregon Television
competent
personnel
for
our
consideration were Joseph McConnell and Harry
Bannister of NBC Television, after I
found out Frank Folsom [RCA president, a personal friend] was still in
Europe; [Herbert] Akerberg and Fritz
Snyder of CBS Television; Ed Friendly
Jr., national director of sales, ABC
Television Network; and Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, president of DuMont Labs.
Each of these gentlemen assured me
they would render full cooperation to
our
group
and would submit names
for our
consideration.
Philip L. Jackson, editor and
publisher of the Journal and president of its KPOJ there, testified
on Tuesday and Wednesday. He is
chairman of the board of Columbia
Empire.
He was asked by Mr. Blume,
"How much cash did you think it
would take to get you into television when you filed the original
application in 1948?"
"As I remember," the witness
said, "we thought it might cost
$100,000 in cash and the rest would
be in credit, but that did not turn
out that way."
"What happened to the financial
condition of the Journal and KPOJ
in the period between 1948 and
1952?" his counsel inquired.
"For one thing, the Journal had
to borrow a great deal of money
for the new building," Mr. Jackson
related, indicating a total of $2.5
million was borrowed in 1948. "The
escalator cost of our press went up
from $800,000 to about $1,500,000
in the period between ordering it
Page 84
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HUMBOLDT J. GREIG (I), president-general manager, WHUM-TV Reading,
Pa., which plans to begin operating Dec. 1 on uhf Ch. 61 with 260 kw ERP,
discusses the station's coverage area with Frank Barnes, broadcast equipment
sales manager for General Electric Co. GE reports it is supplying all station
equipment for the Reading outlet.
and having it installed in our building," he continued, "and other cost
estimates went up too, and we were
forced to borrow."
"What security were you required to post in connection with
those loans?" Mr. Blume asked.
"Everything the Journal had,"
the witness said, "including Mary
Cullen's [KPOJ] kitchen stove."
He explained KPOJ stock was included as security, but all voting
rights were retained.
Mr. Jackson was examined by
opposing counsel respecting the
earlier testimony of William W.
Knight, general manager of the
Journal and vice president of the
applicant. Mr. Jackson affirmed
Mr. Knight's view that the financial condition of the paper is sound.
Mr. Knight, testifying Oct. 24,
was cross examined on the Journal's balance sheet. Asked if he
felt the firm is sound in view of
the fact the ratio between total
current liabilities and total current
assets is 87%, he replied, "On the
face of it, no, but I repeat that
knowing the details as I do, the
company's position is sound." He
reported deferred liabilities are
first mortgage 4.5% bonds, issued
in 1948, at present totaling about
$1.9 million. Payment is $18,000
a month, he said.
Mr. Becker, in questioning the
witness, brought out that the
Journal's monthly payroll is about
$320,000 and the firm's "cash situation" on Aug. 31 was $297,000 plus
and on Oct. 21 was $326,000.
Mr. Becker on Wednesday asked
Mr. Jackson if he had ever discussed with Samuel Newhouse the
merging of the Journal and the
Oregonian.
"We have talked with Mr. Newhouse but never gotten to the point
of
discussion," Mr. Jackson answered.
"How far did those discussions
go?" the attorney questioned.
"To say that we would not talk,"
the witness replied.
"Did Mr. Newhouse ever make a
definite offer for the Oregon Jour"No," the witness said.
"Did you ever enter into discusnal!"

sion as to how much more economic
it would be to operate out of one
plant?" Mr. Becker inquired.
"Yes, we have done that," the
publisher acknowledged.
"In entering that discussion,
what
conclusions
did you reach?"
the attorney
pressed.
"Mr. Newhouse would not act
and
we would not act," Mr. Jackson
affirmed.
Choice of John Sullivan, Denver
investment banker and prominent
civic leader, as the seventh KOA
director highlighted
last week's
testimony
when the hearing
for
Denver's Channel 4 entered the final
stretch. KOA is contesting with
KMYR for the last remaining
Denver TV channel.
Mr. Sullivan, who heads Bosworth-Sullivan & Co., was chosen
at a stockholders meeting Friday
in Washington. KOA is half-owned
by a Denver group, headed by
Mayor Quigg Newton, and halfowned by Bob Hope and associates.
Don Searle, former ABC west coast
network director, owns 6.67% of
each class of stock. Mr. Searle
is executive vice president and
general manager of KOA.
The board was comprised of
three Denver directors and three
Hope directors, with the seventh
to be chosen by the six directors.
Exhibits introduced last week
showed that KOA plans to spend
$521,050.51 on construction of its
TV station, with $602,244.60 for
operating costs the first year. A
net loss of $44,882.60 is estimated
for the first year. Payroll amounting to $271,688 is also planned.
First rate card carries a $500
Class A time charge for a oneAFTRA LA. Talks
WITH current contracts expiring
Nov. 30, American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists started
negotiations Thursday with the
seven Los Angeles television stations for a new basic agreement
calling for an overall 20% wage
increase and improved working
conditions for talent and staff announcers.

hour live program.
The KOA exhibit also showed
that Mr. Searle is a 40% stockholder in KMMJ Grand Island,
Neb., and KXXX Colby, Kan., and
is associated in an application for
950 kc in Columbia, Mo. He is
also half owner of Searle & Parks,
radio-TV package producer.
During cross - examination of
KMYR's A. G. Meyer, allegation
of hidden ownership was made by
KOA counsel. It was claimed that
he was a one-third owner of KMYR
from 1941 to 1944, although FCC
records showed F. W. Meyer reporting as sole owner during that
period. It also was charged that
he was named in a 1939 Securities
& Exchange Commission complaint.
A. G. Meyer suffered a heart attack as his cross-examination was
drawing to a close and has been
in Doctors Hospital, Washington,
since.
In the Tampa-St. Petersburg,
Fla., hearing for Channel 8, WTSP
St. Petersburg General Manager
Joseph Kelley was on the stand
when the hearing was recessed
until Nov. 12 due to a prior commitment of Hearing Examiner
Basil P. Cooper.
HEARING SPEEDUP
Rule Changes Adopted
FIRST steps to simplify and speed
up television hearings were taken
last week by the FCC in line with
suggestions developed at a series of
conferences between the Commission and Federal Communications
Bar Assn.
The cooperative discussions led
to issuance of a report and order
liberalizing rules on depositions by
cutting down paper work. Another
action specifies that Commission
attorneys, in stipulations, henceforth will rely on information already sworn to in applications if
such matter is not disputed by any
party to a hearing.
Under the new rules a motion
and order will not be required before depositions are taken, and the
fixed time limits were relaxed.
In admission of depositions, the
Commission adopted this step:
The provision that depositions of
"parties in interest" may only be admitted in evidence upon a showing
that "the witness is dead or seriously
ill or that the requirement to produce
the witness at the hearing would
cause undue hardship." This provision was designed to exclude from
our hearings, except in the circumstances enumerated, deposition testimony relating to controverted matters of persons with a substantial
interest in or who hold positions of
responsibility with a party to the
proceeding. The term "parties in interest," however,
be denned
include within
it may
a larger
group to
of
persons than was contemplated. In
addition the present rule does not
permit the admission into evidence
of a deposition where in view of the
nature of the testimony no useful purpose would be served by insistence
upon oral presentation at the hearing. The rules adopted herein relating
to the admissibility of such testimony
have
tions. been in light of these considera-
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When you need Hollywood stars, top-notch writers, the finest
directors, unlimited technical facilities, coordinated by established
advertising savvy you need Kling!
Long a leader in graphic arts for advertising, Kling Studios is the first
to combine practical selling and Hollywood art into one organization.
Only this combination can create bigger shows for smaller budgets!
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Hollywood's Award-winning Ray Patin
Productions now a division of Kling's.

SPECIALISTS
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CUSTOM TV COMMERCIALS
TV FILM SHOWS
SYNDICATED TV SPOTS
SYNDICATED TV SHOWS
INDUSTRIALS TRAINING FILMS
DOCUMENTARIES
SLIDE FILMS
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KLING
HOLLYWOOD
Ray Patin Productions
6650 Sunset Blvd.
HUdson 2-1147
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NEW YORK
Thompson Associates
40 East 51st St.
PLaza 9-4770

STUDIOS
CHICAGO
601 N. Fairbanks Ct.
DElaware 7-0400

DETROIT
1928 Guardian Bldg.
WOodward 1-2500
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Explanation: Programs In italics, sustaining:
Time, EST.
L, Live;
P. film;M, K,Midwestern;
kinescopic NI,
re- '
cording:
E, Eastern
network;
non-interconnected
stations.
NBC— Mon. thru Fri. "Today" 7-9 a.m., EDT &
CDT,
7:15-20
Wed.—Mon.—
Pla. Fla.
Citrus,Citrus
7:20-25Tu.-Wed.Wed.—
Kenwill,
7:45-50
Thurs.
—
Riggio,
8:15-20
Wed
—
Mystic,
Tu.Thurs.
— Fla. Citrus, Fri.— Doeskin, 8:20-25 Mon.
—Knox.
Pure-Pak, Thurs. — "Time," Fri. — Fla. Citrus
8:45-50 Wed.— Jackson-Perkins, 8:45-55 Mon.—
Mon.
thru P&G
Fri. "Kate4:45-5,
Smith";
thru
Thurs.
Mon.4-4:15.
Nestle—Mon.
Tue. Doeskin
— 4:45-5. Tues.
Johnson
&4 :15-30,
Johnson—4:30-45, Wed. Pillsbury— 4:45-5. Wed.
Gerher— 4:15-30, Thur. Penick & Ford— 4 :30-45.
Thurs.
Minute
Maid — 4:45-5,
4:00-15,
Fril Toni.
Knomark
4:15-45,Thur.
Fri. Simoniz
Glidden——
4:45-5. Fri.
*** Quaker Oats — Mon. & Fri.
•Tuesdays, 8-9 p.m., Texas Co. for Berie except
every fourth; week when Buick sponsors "Circus
■** Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m.. Scott Paper for Scott
Music Hall alternates with Du Pont for "Caval5:30-6
listed sponsor Howdy
of America."
Doodycadep.m.,
in 15M-F,
min. Firms
segments.
CBS— 10:10-15— Tu. & Th., Star-Kist Tuna.
10:15-30.
Alt. Days.Mon.-Th.— Frigidaire & Owens-Corning,
10:30-45,
Hour."M-Th. — Lever.
10:45-11,
M-Th.— Pillsbury.
taining.
11:30-12 n, Tu. & Th., Strike It Kich. sus1:45-2 p.m. Wed., Best Foods; Thurs., StokelyGary Moore.
taining.p.m., Tu. & Th., Every Where I Go, sus2-2:30
2:45-3 p.m., Fri. — Green Giant Co.; 2:45-3 p.m.,
M-Th— Pillsbury; 3-3:15 p.m., M-W-Th— Lever
Bros.;
3-3:15 Party.
p.m., Tu-Fri— Kellogg; 2:45-3:15
p.m. — House
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Mark

Twain

Because

must have been referring to WSB-TV.

if anybody talks about the weather, we sure do! Six times daily,

either as straight weather
included in news
weather

shows or as summaries

programs, WSB-TV

provides this area with

information. This long established service is another of the reasons

why WSB-TV
dominance

has such an overwhelming

degree of audience

in the Southeast. If you are interested in weather

why not contact a Petry man?

He might have something

Atlanta, Georgia

or in news

good for you.

World's largest TV tower,
50,000 watts, Channel 2.
Affiliated with The Atlanta
Journal and Constitution

♦Popularly attributed to Mark Twain, most
authorities claim the expression originated
with Charles Dudley Warner. Take your pick.
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Station
Dichter

Says of TV

It Bares

Politician

(Report 240)

s political
TELEVISION bring
life to its original emotional
basis of personal contact, Dr.
Ernest Dichter, psychological consultant and president of the Institute for Research in Mass Motivations Inc., reported last week in announcing results of a study on
voting habits.
"Television has brought the candidate so close that he is unable to
disguise sufficiently his full reaction to a situation," Dr. Dichter
said. "The voter can tell when the
candidate is tired, less enthusiastic
than he might be, concerned about
the effects of his words and in any
way inconsistent with his verbal
pronouncements."
*
* *
CTPN

Distributes

First- Rate Card
RATE CARD No. 1 of the newly
formed Columbia Television Pacific
Network has been sent to advertisers and agencies, James T. Aubrey Jr., general manager of
KNXT (TV) Hollywood and CTPN,
announced last Monday. Besides
KNXT, stations in the regional
network are KFMB-TV San Diego,
KPIX (TV) San Francisco, KSLTV Salt Lake City and KPHO-TV
Phoenix.
Advertisers may buy four listed

station combinations using CTPN
facilities. Charges for talent and
production facilities vary with the
type of program.
One-time charge for the various
CTPN combinations for a halfhour, Class A, program follows:
No. 1: Station time (KNXT and KPIX)
$1980. Cable charge $125.
No. 2: (KNXT
KPIX KFMB-TV) $2400.
Cable $165.
No. 3: (KNXT
KPIX$380.KFMB-TV KSL-TV)
$2750. Cable
No. 4: (KNXT KPIX KFMB-TV KSL-TV KPHOTV) $2970. Cable $500.
CBS Television Spot Sales represents CTPN nationally.
*
* *

'52 TV

September Videodex
Lists Top TO Shows
TOP 10 network television programs listed by national Videodex
Reports for the Sept. 8-14 period
for both number of TV homes
reached and percentage of TV
homes reached in the number of
cities indicated are as follows (in
order listed) :
No.NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED*
Cities
Homes
Checked
Program
(000)
57 Godfrey and Friends (CBS) 6,869
49 Your Show of Shows (NBC) 6,245
41 Dragnet (NBC)
5,956
61 Groucho Marx (NBC)
5,940
48 My Little Margie (CBS) 5,803
55 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 5,495

Weekly Television Summary — CityNovember

Toast of the Town (CBS)
What's My Line? (CBS)
5,295
Your Hit Parade (NBC)
5,285
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 4,817
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TV HOMES 4,732
41.1
4157 Dragnet (NBC)
49
23
Talent Scouts (CBS)
40.8
48 Godfrey's
Godfrey and Friends (CBS)
39.8
Your Show of Shows (NBC)
38.5
My Little Margie (CBS)
35.4
44 Toast of the Town (CBS)
34.1
43 What's My Line? (CBS)
61 Groucho Marx (NBC)
33.2
33.5
55 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 31.5
29.5
20 T-Men in Action (NBC)
' Number of diaries tabulated for Videodex
Sept. report: 9,200.
* * *
44
43
56
23

Advertising
Listed by Rorabaugh
TELEVISION advertising for the
first three quarters of 1952 is well
ahead of such advertising for the
comparable period in 1951, exclusive of political billings, N. C.
Rorabaugh reports.
The Rorabaugh Report, issued
last week, covers 104 stations in
63 markets.
For the third quarter of 1952, the
report showed that there had been
145 network advertisers, 1,144 regional radio spot advertisers and
4,952 local-retail advertisers.

3, 1952 — Telecasting Survey

Outlets on Air
Set* in Area
Outlets on Air
City
Sets In Area
Albuquerque
Matamoros
(Mexico),
Browns.
KOB-TV
26,000
16,500
ille,
Tex
Ames
149,217
104,967 Memphis
XELD-TV
WOI-TV
WMCT
215,000 Miami
Atlanta
148,000
WAGA-TV,
WSB-TV,
WLTV
WTVJ
Baltimore
422,253
WAAM, WBAL-TV, W MAR-TV
95,000 Milwaukee
363,176
WNBF-TV
Binghamton
WTMJ-TV
Minn.-St.
Paul
329,200
KSTP-TV, WCCO-TV
122,000
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
Nashville
185,000
WTTV
Bloomington
310,000
WSM-TV
80,380
Haven
Boston
945,914 New
WNHC-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
122,195
292,803 New Orleans
Buffalo
WDSU-TV
WBEN-TV
255,237 NewNewark
WBTV
Charlotte
WABD, WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
York.
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
Chicago
3,059,400
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
1,188,419
Cincinnati
374,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Portsmouth660,547 NorfolkCleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
134,937
Columbus
237,000
Newport News WTAR-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
160,806
Dallas.
Oklahoma
City
WKY-TV
148,438
Omaha
189,341 Philadelphia
Ft. Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KMTV,
WOW-TV
138,000
WCAU-TV, WFIl-TV, WPTZ
WOC-TV
Davenport
Phoenix
1,096,784
67,400
Pittsburgh
Ouad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
KPHO-TV
535,000
253,000 Portland, Ore. WDTV
Dayton
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Denver
KPTV
(not
yet
estimated)
227,000
KFEL-TV, KBTV
60,000 Providence
Detroit
141,888
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WJAR-TV
817,000
WICU
WTVR
Erie
160,000
174,680 Richmond
Rochester
Ft. Worth
WHAM-TV
Rock Island
138,000
Dallas
WBAP-TV, KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
189,341
Quad City
Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Grand Rapids WOOD-TV
223,961 Salt Lake
Greensboro
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
89,820
WFMY-TV
128,576
Antonio
Houston
187,500 San
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
101,892
KPRC-TV
San Diego
KFMB-TV
153,850
HuntingtonCharleston
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
464,000
177,637 San Francisco
WSAZ-TV
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
265,000 SchenectadyAlbany-Troy WRGB
230,100
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
72,000
KING-TV
183,400
177,301 Seattle
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
Kalamazoo
KSD-TV
433,000
241,832 St. Louis
WKZO-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
195,244
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
231,707
Syracuse
Lancaster
167,336 Toledo
WSPD-TV
209,000
WGAL-TV
KOTV
134,275
Lansing
110,000 Tulsa
WJIM-TV
WKTV
79,000
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, K LAC-TV, KNBH
Utica-Rome
Washington
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
395,799
1,381,452
Wilmington
Louisville
179,820
WD
EL-TV
120,479
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
Estimated Sets in Use: 18,996,602
Total Stations on Air 112*
Total Markets on Air 66*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamortfs, Mexico
Editor's
Totals Sources
for eachof market
representare estimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially Note:
duplicated.
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, some may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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Dallas

^elevi&Ctot Station

SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
: *
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION

HOMES

EFFECTIVE COVERAGE
AREA
-TV'S
in KRLD
EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS
— This Is why —
krld-ty)
- is your best buy ■
Channel 4 . . . Represented ay ■
The BRANHAM Company
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TV

Grants, Applications
(Continued from page 80 )
kw aural; Antenna height above aver- Washington. Consulting engineer Guy
age terrain 1,439 ft., above ground 484
Arlington, Tex. Princift. Estimated construction cost $693,159, C. Hutcheson,
pals include President Paul H. DeClouet (25%). Vice President Thomas
first year operating cost $569,283, revenue $422,000. Post Office address 21st A. DeClouet (25%), Vice President
Harold J. Delhommer (25%) and Secreand Q Streets, Sacramento. Studio locatary-Treasurer John W. Mitchell (25%).
tion 22nd and Q Streets. Transmitter location Pine Hill Lookout. 2.2 mi. NW
(Application is re-filed because of
of Rescue, Calif., on Green Valley Road.
change in table of television assignments giving vhf Ch. 10 to Lafayette.)
Geographic coordinates 38° 43' 09" N.
[For original
see TV
ApLat.,
120° 59' RCA
22" W.[ForLong.
Transmitter
plications, application,
B.T, June 23.] City
priority
and antenna
application,
see
TV Applications, B.T, July 7]. City status: Gr. A-2, No. 143.
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 11.
JACKSON, Mich. — WIBM Inc.
COLUMBUS, Ga. — Georgia-Alabama
(WIBM), uhf Ch. 48 (674-680 mc).
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WGBA).
vhf
Ch.
4
(66-72
Change
ERP to 223.2 kw visual, 112 kw
mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 60 kw aural. aural. Antenna
height above average
Studio location 3200 Lumpkin Road.
terrain
1,026
ground 949 ft.
Transmitter location 4 mi. NNW of Studio locationft.,2511above
Kibby Road,
JackPhenix City, on Summerville Road.
son. Transmitter location
on Browns
Road, between Kimmel and
Geographic coordinates 32° 32' 17" N. Lake
south of Jackson
Lat.,
85° 02' RCA.
18" W.[For
Long.
Transmitter
and antenna
application,
see Crouch Roads,SW 6.5of mi.
Prospect Hill. GeoTV Applications, B.T, July 7.] City and 0.7 mi.
graphicW.coordinates
42°Transmitter
09' 09" N. Lat.,
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 42.
84°
24' 20"
Long.application,
antenna
GE. [For
see and
TV
Applications,
B.T,
June
30.] City priLEXINGTON, Ky.— Central Kentucky
Bcstg. Co. (WLEX). Change to uhf Ch.
ority status: Gr. B-l, No. 13.
64 (770-776 mc); ERP 19 kw visual, 8.9
kw aural; antenna height above average
MANCHESTER, N. H. — Union Leader
terrain 361 ft., above ground 355 ft. Corp.
Change
uhf Ch.111 48kw (674-680
Studio and transmitter location on Rusmc);
ERP
222 kwto visual,
aural;
sell Cave Pike. 0.4 mi. outside Lexingheight above average terrain
city limits, IV2 mi. from center of antenna
1,077
ft.,
above
ground
231
ft.
Studio
Lexington, at site formerly used by location to be determined. Transmitter
WLEX (AM). Geographic coordinates
location on South Mtn., about 6.5 mi.
38° 03' 57" N. Lat..
29' 04.5"RCA.
W. Long.
center of Manchester (site forTransmitter
and 84°
antenna
[For west of merly
used by WMUR-FM is 400 ft.
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
NW
of
proposed
transmitter location ) .
June
23.]
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No. 70.
Geographic
coordinates
59" N.
Lat., 71°
35'
19"
W.
Long. 42°[For58'
application see TV Applications,
B.T,
July
40.
fLAFAYETTE, La.— Camellia Bcstg.
28.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No.
Co. (KLFY), vhf Ch. 10 (192-198 mc);
ERP 111.2 kw visual, 67 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 442
ft., above ground 453 ft. Estimated conALLENTOWN,
Pa.— Allentown
vision Corp. (WHOL).
Change toTeleuhf
struction cost $302,000, first year operating cost $76,000, revenue $90,000. Post
Ch.
67
(788-794
mc);
ERP
202 kwabove
visOffice address P. O. Box 992. Lafayette,
ual, 101 kw aural; antenna height
La. Studio and transmitter location on
average terrain 564 ft., above ground
Moss St. Extension, 2.9 mi. north of 527 ft. Studio location 1125 Colorado
St. Transmitter location at intersecLafayette post office. Geographic coortion of State Highways 145 and 329.
dinates 30° Transmitter
15' 43" N. Lat.,
00' 23"
W. Long.
and92° antenna
Geographic
41' 04" N.
RCA. Legal counsel Cohn & Marks,
Lat,. 75° 31' coordinates
20" W. Long.40°Transmitter

in ERIE,

PA.

it's channel
for
LOCAL

TOPS

12
in

PROGRAMMING...
PIUS

NBC-CBS-ABC-DUMONT
NETWORK

Page 90
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and antenna RCA. [For application,
see TV Applications, B.T, July 21.]
City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 6.
GALVESTON, Tex.— Rudman TeleChange
Ch. 41119(632838 mc);vision Co.ERP
227 tokw uhfvisual,
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 469 ft., above ground 482 ft.
Studio and transmitter location on
State Highway 6, 14 mi. NW of Galveston. 95°
Geographic
20'
59" N. Lat.,
01' coordinates
13" W. Long.29°[For
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
Sept.58.22.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
GREEN
BAY, Amended
Wis.— Norbertine
Fath-to
ers (WBAY).
application
change studio location to Bellin Bldg.,
Green Bay. [For application, see TV
Applications, B.T, July 7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 73.
EXISTING STATION
Changes Requested
WCBS-TV NEW YORK CITY— CBS
Inc. vhf Ch. 2 (54-60 mc). Change ERP
to 41.7 kw visual, 20.9 kw aural. Antenna height above average terrain
1,300 ft.,
ground$109,266.
1,465 ft. Estimated costabove
of change
CRUSADE for Freedom, N. Y., moved
headquarters there to 10th floor, 29
,W. 57th St. Telephone is Plaza 3-5201.

KCJB

SIGNING contract affiliating WBRETV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., with NBC-TV
are (I to r) David Baltimore, son of
owner who will hold an executive
post; Sheldon B. Hiekox, NBC-TV director of station relations, and Louis
Baltimore, WBRE-TV owner-general
manager. Station will operate on
uhf Ch. 28. Target date is Dec. 15.

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV BONUS
Gets Jump on Community Video, Trains Crews

TV BONUS for advertisers on
KCJB Minot, N. D., is one way an
AM operator can train a TV crew
and also get the jump on community TV systems, according to
John W. Boler, president of North
Dakota Broadcasting Co., licensee
of the Minot station and also of
KSJB Jamestown, N. D. Both stations are TV applicants.
With camera and small crew,
KCJB started telecasting closed
circuit last July during State Fair
week. Crew operated 13 hours
daily, covered automobile races,
livestock shows, the Midway, and
highlights of the station's AM
schedule
which was originated at
the fairgrounds. Subsequently, the
telecasting was cut back to a ninehour daily operation — from 11 :45
a.m. to 6 p.m. and from 8 p.m. to
10:30 p.m.
Programs are mostly simulcasts
— including coverage of disc jockey
shows. Also covered are local sports
and other events of topical nature.
Most of the station's 50 TV subscribers are Minot business establishments. If they are KCJB advertisers, they pay only $100 installation fee; if not, charge is
$200 installation and $25 monthly.
Most such TV sets are in store
windows. Home subscribers pay
$110 installation fee plus $10
monthly; multiple home residences
pay $67.50 installation and $5
monthly. Potential "circulation" is
believed to be from 300 to 500 subscribers, Mr. Boler estimated.
There is no charge to KCJB advertisers; they get TV4 coverage as
a bonus, according to Mr. Boler.
"We think we have the formula
for small town TV," Mr. Boler
said. "But we still have to prove
it. So far with our closed circuit
we are ahead financially. We are
learning at the same time— so how

can we lose?" Mr. Boler added:
"AM broadcasters who allow outside promoters to set up a [community TV] system in their communities will find that they have
made a grave mistake. It can be
operated very economically in conjunction with your broadcast sta-

LIU CLASSES
Started at WCBS-TV
LONG ISLAND U. is conducttion."
ing workshop classes of its new
TV writing and production course
in studios of WCBS-TV New York,
started last Saturday, it was announced Wednesday by officials of
the college and the station.
WCBS-TV General Manager
Craig Lawrence asserted, "This is
another way where commercial
broadcasters can cooperate with
educational institutions in utilizing
and furthering the television
medium. WCBS-TV's association
with Long Island U. in this new
off - the - air educational activity
augments substantially the station's existing on-the-air educational endeavors."
Friedland Appointed
MILTON D. FRIEDLAND has been
appointed national TV spot sales
manager at WBKB (TV) Chicago.
Mr. Friedland, with the station
four and one-half years, is succeeded in his former post of traffic
manager by Julian P. Kanter.
EDWARD L. BERNAYS Foundation
radio-TV award for 1952 was presented to a married couple, Gladys and
Kurt Lang, at the annual meeting of
the American Sociological Society in
Atlantic City, N. J. Award was presented for the study, "The Unique
Perspective of Television and Its Ef-
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Philadelphia

PEOPLE

WATCH

WPTZ

MORE

THAN

WPTZ
- TV

OTHER

STATION*

TV
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and 1^
1952
entire V-6

AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500, or NBC Spot Sales
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PARENT GUIDANCE
Theme of Kaufman Series
GUIDANCE to parents on rearing
of children highlights a new 15minute series, Bringing Up Parents, produced by Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., Washington, D. C,
and distributed by United Television Programs Inc., Chicago and
New -York.
Assn. for Childhood Education
acted as the series'
International
adviser. It has arranged special
showings in principal cities before
educational, civic and community
leaders. It sponsored a preview
Oct. 23 at the Museum of Natural
History in New York.
"We found the reaction among
these leaders excellent," asserted
Aaron Beckwith, UTP sales director. "We feel this series will do
well as inexpensive, daytime programming pointing up problems
that are highly important to all
parents."

revolutionary
TV

NEW

ANTENNA

—via

Graybar

• • . for present or proposed high-band YHF TV stations
Federal's new 16-bay triangular loop antenna overcomes the
tendency of conventional high-gain antennas to "overshoot"
near-by receivers. Successive bands of low-signal intensity produced by conventional high-gain antennas in near-by service areas
are virtually eliminated by this new FTL design. (See graph
below.)
Distributed nationally by Graybar, the Federal 23B-16 produces 316 KW ERP with a 25 KW transmitter - permits the
installation of smaller, less expensive transmission lines . . .
minimizes transmitter investment and operating costs.
Graybar can supply a complete line of FTL
ment, Blaw-Knox towers, plus any other item
casting equipment. The names and locations
Broadcasting Specialists available to serve you

television equipof quality broadof the Graybar
are given in the

adjoining column. Check with the Specialist nearest you, he'll be
glad to assist you in selecting equipment best suited to your
requirements — whether AM or TV. Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Executive Offices: Graybar Building, New York 17, N. Y.

10 MILES
6 MILES

1

-

SAG MEET SET
Pidgeon Succeeds Reagan
WALTER PIDGEON, by acclamation, will be elected president of
Screen Actors Guild at its annual
meeting next Sunday night in the
Academy Award Theatre, Beverly
Hills. SAG's president, Ronald
Reagan, retires after more than
five years, but continues on the
board. Others to be elected without opposition are:
William
Leon Ames, John Lund andthird
vice
Holden, first, second andPaul Harvey,
vely;
respecti
presidents,
recording secretary; and George
board memr. New
treasure
Chandler
Richard Carlson,
Bond,
bers are, Ward
Millard
Litel,
John
Fred Clark,
SulBarry
Parnell,
, Emory
Mitchelllivan,
Wagner,
Robert
Audrey Totter,
ar
three-ye
for
all
s,
William
Rhys Bub Linn, two-year term; Frank
terms;
A-J
Class
term.
r
Lovejoys, one-yea
of the board, elected for
member
Anne Cornwall
three-year terms, are
d of the
. One-thir
Sowards
and George
.
board
is elected
annually
Heavy attendance is anticipated
this meeting to support SAG's
at
strike threat against the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies and
New York film producers [B«T,
Oct. 27].

A

IP

* \

■VEL

1.0

Schlitz 'Playhouse'
HEEDING union and guild pleadings that TV shows filmed abroad
ment among techcause unemploy
nicians and talent in this country,
Schlitz Brewing Co. has assured
the Hollywood AFL Film Council
that all future productions of
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars on
CBS-TV will be made in the U. S.
The beer company, through its
agency Lennen & Newell Inc., told
the council that a new company
(Meridian Pictures) has been
signed to film future productions.
Edward Lewis Productions formerly filmed the series.
CLAUDE McCue, West Coast representative, American Federation of
Radio Artists, was named West
Coast executive secretary of American
Federation of Television and Radio
Artists, following merger of AFRA
with Television Authority.
November 3, 1952
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Advertisement
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

To Keep You On The Air
Graybar has everything you need
in broadcast equipment . . . PLUS
everything for wiring, ventilating,
signaling, and lighting your entire
station and grounds. Whatever your
requirements, call your nearest
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representative.
Graybar's nation-wide network
more than 100 offices and ware-of
houses assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. Graybar
''Broadcast Equipment Representatives are located in the following
19 cities:
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT ,
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
R. W. Griffiths, Exeter 2-2000
PHILADELPHIA
J. W. Crockett, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
A Few of Our Leading Supplier-Manufacturers — Altec
Lansing • Ampex • Berndt-Bach • BlawKnox • Cannon • Century Lighting •
Communication Products • Continental
Electronics • Crouse-Hinds • Daven •
Fairchild • General Electric • General
Radio • Houston-Fearless • Karp Metal
• Kliegl • James Knights • Machlett •
Meletron • Minnesota Mining • MoleRichardson • Presto • Rek-O-Kut • Sarvis
• Standard Electronics • Tung-Sol •
Webster • Western Electric • Zoomar
Everything Electrical for Broadcasting-Telecasting —
Amplifiers • Antennas • Consoles • Frequency and Modulation Monitors, Test
Equipment • Loudspeakers and Accessories •Microphones and Accessories • Recorders and Accessories • Speech Input
Equipment • Towers • Tower and Studio
Lighting Equipment • Transmission Line
and Accessories • Transmitters, AM and
TV • Tubes • Turntables, Reproducers,
and Accessories • TV Cameras and Film
Equipment • Video and Audio Monitors
I • Wiring Supplies and Devices

RTMA

APPEAL

To Oppose OPS
Parts Recontrol

AN APPEAL to "higher governmental authorities" was being mapped
last Thursday by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. in a move to reverse
OPS recontrol of the component parts industry.
RTMA has challenged the reimposition of controls on radio - TV
*~
*■
levied by the Office of Price
parts
Stabilization Oct. 24 after grantthat suspension of controls over
ing a hearing to the trade associacomponents threatens to impair eftion. Price controls were restored
fectivenes of ceilings in other inlast Monday.
dustries and renders controls over
What action RTMA would take repair services ineffective.
was not known Thursday pending
Overwhelming percentage of inanalysis of legal ramifications by
dustry production is used in manufacture of radio-TV sets. RTMA
its attorneys. But it promised an
cited a survey showing that not
appeallievetowill authorities
"who
we
bebe more inclined to fol- more than 3% of cathode ray tubes
low the clearly expressed intent of and not more than 8% of receiving
tubes are used in other products.
Congress" with respect to controls
on resistors were placed
over products selling below ceil- Estimates
at about 5%.
ings.
Service contracts provide for reJames D. Secrest, RTMA executive vice president, claimed that
placement of parts within a warranty period and for service calls,
while industry had "kept faith"
with the agency in holding prices usually one year, without charge,
RTMA said. The average TV set
below former ceilings, OPS "re- owner calls a service man about
neged on its own promise to restore
controls only after prices had twice a year, with average cost between $8 and $12. About 70% is
passed a fixed 'trigger' point."
attributable to labor, and 30% to
In announcing its recontrol action, OPS noted that there has been parts. Nearly 90% of all calls involve repair in the home, with bea "continued demand" by the Detween 60% and 70% requiring
fense Dept. for components, and
merely
that receiving tubes be realso a "sizable increase in demand"
placed. The balance can be effectfor TV sets which might affect the
ed by minor adjustments or use of
supply of parts [B • T, Oct. 27]. components of negligible cost.
OPS also cited some price increases
Pending Release Order
within the industry on new models.
In another action more favorable
The committee also noted a pending OPS order which would reto RTMA, OPS last Tuesday anmove about 60% of service estabnounced that clock radios are proplishments from controls.
erly "radio receivers" and therefore
The RTMA survey also found
suspended from price controls.
RTMA had asked for specific de- that cathode ray tubes, principal
control through a clarifying order. components and replacement parts
are selling at an average 30% beText of Protest
low ceilings. Receiving tubes are
8% below. RTMA also observed
Partial
Secrest's
pro- that average list prices on TV sets
test over text
the of
OPSMr.action
follows:
about 15% below ceilings, and
The decision of the Office of Price are
Stabilization to restore price controls on radio receivers 5% to 7.5%
on radio-TV parts in the face of un- under. These end products have
been decontrolled, though OPS is
contradicted facts presented by industry representatives is as amazing as it eyeing table model sets.
is high-handed in view of the admission by OPS it was not based on price
movements since controls were suspended on August 29.
A top-level committee representing WASHINGTON APRA
parts, tube, and set manufacturers reSets TV Workshop Series
futed every argument advanced by
OPS in support of its action at an WORKSHOP series on television
RTMA-OPS conference on Tuesday public relations problems will be
(Oct. 21). Then, to our astonishment,
OPS officials reached into their bag conducted Nov. 3, 10, 17 by the
of tricks and came up with a new
National Capital Forge Chapter
excuse for their decision. It was that of the American Public Relations
some standard radio-TV components
are purchased by the military services. Assn. Luncheon sessions will be
All of these facts were well known
held at the Lafayette Hotel, Washto OPS at the time it suspended price
ington, D. C, concluding with an
controls on radio and TV sets and
afternoon-evening meeting in the
- parts. icant
They
were
discarded
as
insignifby the OPS administrators who
studios of WMAL-TV Washingwere charged
enforcement
of con- ton.
trols on our with
industry.
OPS officials,
who have decessors
nowand who
over-ruled
their have
preThe workshop is expected to proadmittedly
duce tangible methods by which
had little or no contact with our industry, based their present action on TV stations and public relations
the discovery
that in
somea variety
radio-TVofcomponents are used
end practitioners can work together to
equipment — a fact long known to every mutual advantage. Gene Juster,
other Government agency having to general manager of WNBW (TV)
do with the electronics industry.
Washington, will be interviewed at
At a hearing granted by OPS
Oct. 21, an RTMA committee cited the Nov. 3 workshop, followed Nov.
10 by Tom Taussig, program opan informal industry survey which
erations director of WTOP-TV
showed that prices of radio-TV
components remain well below their Washington, and Nov. 17 by
former ceilings. The group cate- Walter Compton, general manager
gorically challenged OPS claims of WTTG (TV) Washington.

Telecasting

TOWER

CRASH

Delays WSBA-TV's Debut
TOWER of WSBA-TV York, Pa.,
fell while being hoisted last week
and was irreparably damaged,
thereby crashing hopes of the station making its debut early this
month on uhf Ch. 43.
The 39-foot antenna was to have
been placed atop the 400-foot tower
of WSBA-FM. It fell from a height
of 380 feet when part of the hoistingmanequipment
away.crew
A workon the gave
hoisting
was
slightlytenna injured.
was insured.The $12,000 anWSBA-TV said late last week
that RCA was rushing a duplicate
antenna to York and that the station hoped to get on the air about
Dec. 1. The station reported that
it already had taken orders from
commercial sponsors for November. Station said, however, it had
not estimated what financial loss
may ensue.
THEATRE
TV
Lees to Air Sales Meeting
SIGNING of what was said to be
the first contract for use of theatre TV for a national sales conference— to be conducted by James
Lees & Sons Co., Bridgeport, Pa.,
carpet
Dec. 8—L.
has
beenmanufacturer,
announced byonNathan
Halpern,
president of Theatre Network Television.
Lees will present its program
"live" over closed circuits to a
network of theatres in 15 key
cities: Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati,
St. Louis, Cleveland, Denver, St.
Paul, New York, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Washington, Detroit,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco and
Los Angeles. A two-way audio
hook-up will permit questions from
viewers.
Thetre programs
called
Tele-Sessions"areand
are "Theaunder
the direction of Victor M. Ratner,
formerly vice president of CBS.
Mr. Ratner said the telecasts will
enable
business business
organizations
"to
hold national
meetings
with a minimum of travel, time and
expense and, at the same time,
provide discussion and demonstration as planned by the company."
The Lees program will originate
in NBC-TV's New York studios.
D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York, assisted in negotiating the contract
for the program but Mr. Halpern
said no agency or production firm
has been selected thus far to supervise production details.
KDUB-TV Debut Plan
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., will go
on the air with a test pattern on
Wednesday and commence regular
programming Nov. 13, spokesmen
reported last week. President W.
D. (Dub) Rodgers had announced
the preceding week that the station, on Channel 13, would commence operations "within three
weeks" [B*T, Oct. 27].
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for use during Infantile Paralysis
fund drive.

Sales . . .
NBC-TV's film division has sold
half-hour Hopalong Cassidy TV
film series in 45 markets with the
latest sale to Roberts Dairy Co.,
Omaha, for 52 weeks. One-hour
version of the same series is now
appearing in 34 TV areas.
Jamieson TV Productions, Dallas,
announces that its 15-minute film
series, Betsy and the Magic Key,
is now being telecast by KPRC-TV
Houston.
Sarra, Chicago, has completed commercials for Zenith Radio Corp.
and Hamm's Beer. Zenith, via
Young & Rubicam, Chicago, will
use 20-second spots to show its new
K-53 chassis. Three one-minute
commercials were produced for
Hamm's Beer, which is handled by
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis.
* * #
Tom Kelley TV Studios, Hollywood,
is completing 12 one-minute TV
film commercials, featuring testimonials by Hollywood personalities
for North American Airlines, Burbank. New 13-week spot announcement campaign has started in eight
major markets. Agency is Holzer
Co., Hollywood.
sje; % sj:
W. E. Long Co., Chicago agency,
has completed a series of 60-, 20and 8-second spots for Holsum
Bread at United Broadcasting
PACKS
AL

A WALLOP!
THE

MORGAN SHOW
with 2% million

sales impressions a week!1"
Al's back and still beating the
keyboard in the fascinating windmill style that kept his network
ratings riding high! And he's
back pulling an average of 229,533* viewers a day in WLWTelevision's rich 3-city market.
Average weekly rating— Cincinnati— 14.3*
Average weekly rating in all 3 cities— 11.6*
3 peak week-days,
Wed., Thur.— 15.4*
Nearest Tues.,
competition,
well established kids' show— 6.4*
Competition fades away when Al
moves into the spotlight. And
there's further proof of the Al
Morgan magnetism. Thousands
tune in specifically to watch his
show.
Average sets in use
preceding '/4 hour show— 17.3%*
Average sets in use during his show— 25%*
Let Al Morgan
sing a Song of Sales for you!

The Best Buys 1AI I IAI
fT
to see are on
fD
ARB (American Research Bureau)
Television
\ -WLW-T
WLW-D WLW-C
CINCINNATI
DAYTON COLUMBUS
Sales offices in CINCINNATI. DAYTON. COLUMBUS,
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, and HOLLYWOOD
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Random
film
Studios, same city.
completed several
Studebaker Corp.,
Williams & Cleary,

United also has
film spots for
through Roche,
Chicago.

Volcano Productions, Hollywood, is
in alternate weekly production on
three one-minute combination animated and live action TV film
commercials for Liggett & Myers
Co., N. Y. (Chesterfield cigarettes),
to be shown on NBC-TV's Gangbusters. Agency is Cunningham &
Walsh Inc., Hollywood.
INS-Telenews has sold daily film
services and regular INS wire report toWDTJB (TV) Lubbock, Tex.,
starting Nov. 13, and the complete
package — daily news film, special
TV news wire, regular INS news
wire, INP service, two weekly Telenews film programs, weekly news
review and This Week in Sports to
WTVU (TV) Scranton, which expects to get on the air Jan. 1.
Distribution . . .
United Television Programs Inc.,
New York and Chicago, distributing new 15-minute film series,
Thrill of a Lifetime, presenting
Quenton Reynolds in interviews
with people whose exploits and experiences made headlines in other
years. The series was produced
by Lifetime Productions.
Harry S. Goodman Productions,
New York, has signed an exclusive
sales distribution contract with
Galbreath Picture Productions,
Fort Wayne, Ind., for its TV filmed
programs, King Calico and Bert
and Elmer, both 15-minute presentations.
M. C. Pictures Inc., New York, has
acquired U. S. TV distribution
rights to two British full-length
feature films, "Close Quarters"
and "Life in Her Hands."
Availabilities . . .
Atlas Television Corp., New York,
announces availability of five reels
of Football Hi-Lites, devoted to big
games of past years. Each reel runs
10 minutes. Ford Bond gives playby-play description.
Documentary & Experimental'
Films, New York, has completed
series of five 50-second TV films
on what to do in case of an atomic

report

attack. Films, produced in cooperation with New York civil defense
authorities, have 10 seconds open
at end civil
for defense
sponsor's announcement.
commercial or
local
Production . . .
Beck Productions, Burbank, Calif.,
has been signed by Gyro Skid-Control Co. (anti-skid device), Beverly
Hills, Calif., to produce a series of
television commercials and dealertraining films. TV campaign is
planned for Chicago, Kansas City
and Seattle.
Arrow Productions Inc., Hollywood,
begins the second unit of 13 halfhour Ramar of the Jungle TV films
on Nov. 3.
Telepix Corp., Hollywood, begins
production Nov. 10 of the pilot
film in The Traveling Salesman
and . . ., a half-hour TV series featuring a panel of four traveling
salesmen. Grace Lenard will act as
m.c. for questions concerning each
contestant's most humorous experience and ability to sell unknown

Shots . . .

Reid H. Ray, president of Reid H.
Ray Film Industries, Minneapolis,
has formed Reid Ray Telefilms Inc.,
with headquarters in that city, to
produce TV films. Saul Elkins,
producer-director for Warner Bros.,
is vice president in charge of production and will headquarter in Los
Angeles at 8762 Holloway Drive.
New firm is reported to have access
to $1 million. First video film
series, A Sporting Chance, is a
mystery show.
Shannon & Shallow Inc., Hollywood,
with headquarters at 1552 Highland Ave., has been formed to produce TV film series and commercials. Partners are Bob Shannon,
Hollywood radio-TV m.c, and Jack
Shallow, motion picture producer.
Firm is currently in production on
12 TV film spot announcements for
Whiz Kids, Culver City (used car
dealers). Agency is Hunter &
Scott Inc. Adv., Hollywood.
♦ sfc. %
Robert Frost, a Pulitzer Prize poet,
will appear in a film, At Home
With Robert Frost, on NBC-TV
on Nov. 23 from 5:30-6 p.m. EST.
The program will be second in the
NBC-TV series of conversations
with "elderly wise men." The first
(Continued on page 105)

products.
Paramount Pictures Corp., Hollywood, tomorrow (Nov. 4) starts
filming a series of TV spot announcements, featuring top stars,
MOVIE TECHNIQUE
Will Promote TV Series

CANCER TELETHON
L. A. Show Raises $250,000
PLEDGES totaling $250,000
resulted from Cancer Society's 13hour cast
City
of Hope
Telethon, (TV),
teleOct. 25-26
by KNBH
KLAC-TV, KTLA (TV), KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, KPIX (TV) San
Francisco and KFMB-TV San
Diego. Sponsored by the Greater
Los Angeles Press Club, the proemanating
Carrollgram,
Theatre,
beganfrom
on Earl
Saturday,
Oct. 25 at 11 p.m. (PST) and
finished Sunday, Oct. 26 -at 12 noon

EXPLOITATION of a TV film with
publicity and merchandising devices that have characterized treatment of theatrical films has been
planned by Gross-Krasne Productions, Hollywood, for its series,
(PST).
Heart of the City.
Kinescope, consisting of 28,080
The company has assigned Sol feet of film, was made of the proDolgin, veteran Hollywood pubgram by KNBH (TV). After being edited to about nine hours, it
licist, to promote the films. In the
will be shown in cities throughpromotional program are 20-and
out the country by organizations
55-second trailers for use by stations and sponsors, autographed
which support the City of Hope.
glossy stills of leading performers,
"Why I Like Heart of the City"
contests and elaborate press books.
Series is being syndicated nationally by United Television Programs Inc. Aaron Beckwith, UTP
sales director, said his firm has
Up-to-date
completed arrangements with Mr.
complete!
equip
p e
Dolgin to support the campaign.
/CTOf>£9
MOTION P
Milt Blink, UTP executive vice
president, said: "The movies have
been using these techniques with
great success for years. There is
no reason why these same ideas
won't sell television. . . ."
BROADCASTING
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RADIO'S VALUE
Stressed by Retailer
RADIO offers retailers an effective
means of becoming an integral part
of the community, C. B. Dulcan Sr.,
vice president of the board and
managing director of the Hecht
Co., Washington, D. C, said Tuesday at a luncheon celebrating the
fifth anniversary of the Store's
Community Reporter program on
WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
"It's good business to participate
in community life," Mr. Dulcan
''said. He recalled that the store,
one of the top-ranking retail outlets in the nation, had set out some
years ago to study the difference
between a store that just sells
goods and a store that realizes a
community is more than "just people with money in their jeans."
Mr. Dulcan lauded radio and
WGAY for a "great job on behalf
of Hechts." He commended Joseph
L. Breehner, WGAY general manager, and Ernie Tannen, program
conductor, for their contribution
"to mutual good."
Plaques commemorating their
five years of participation in the
project were presented to Messrs.
Dulcan and Tannen, as well as to
James Rotto, Hecht Co. assistant
vice president and publicity director. Presentations were made by
Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president. Guests at the luncheon included civic leaders; John W. Kluge,
WGAY president, and Harwood
Martin, head of the agency bearing
his name.
The program has attracted nationwide attention as an example
of effective use of broadcasting by
a major department store [B»T,
July 11, 1949]. The Hecht Co. operates a downtown store and two
large suburban stores.
RUSSELL COMER CO.
Mrs. Comer Now Manager
MRS. ELOISE COMER, wife of
the late Russell C. Comer who
died Oct. 17, has assumed management of the Russell C. Comer
Co., it was announced last week.
Mrs. Comer has been an active
partner in the radio transcription
firm since 1945.
Shortly before his death, Mr.
Comer made arrangements with
C. Alec Pollard, of New York city,
to join the firm as head of its Public Relations Dept. Warren Comer,
son of the late Mr. Comer, is soon
to join the company at termination
of his Naval Air Force service.

brings together under cover the
home-type scientific experiments
mainstays.
which have been the TV series'

•< ANY pessimist about the future of radio would have been out of place
at Hecht's luncheon celebrating the fifth anniversary of its community
service program over WGAY. At the plaque presentation ceremonies
were (I to r) Messrs. Kluge, Fellows, Dulcan, Tannen, Rotto, Martin
and Breehner.

book

reviews

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ADVERTISING.
By Irvin
tions Die,Graham.
7 E. 12th Fairchild
St., N. Y. Publica3, N. Y.
606 pp. $6.50.
MORE than 1,100 terms, in advertising and allied trades, have
been catalogued in this reference
source and working manual. Explanations of existing laws affecting the advertising industry, postal
regulations and the various services available to advertisers are
described in detail. An additional
section lists trade associations directly or indirectly related to advertising. Mr. Graham heads an
advertising agency bearing his
name.
#
* *
RADIO
ley.
Book
N.
Y.

& TELEVISION COMMUNICATION. By Charles Frederick LindsPublished
by St.,
McGraw
- Hill
Co.,
330 $5.
W. 42d
New York,
492 pp.

DESIGNED as a college text, this
book offers the reader a not-tootechnical course in the evolutional
and vocational aspects of the broadcast media, and is of interest to
both the embryonic broadcaster
and the seasoned veteran. To the
student, it can be an intelligent
discussion of broadcasting's past,
present and immediate future. To
the veteran, it should afford a
kaleidoscopic view of many developments which have taken place
within the span of his professional
career.
Mr. Lindsley is a professor of
speech at Occidental College and
is director of radio at the Pasadena
Community Playhouse.

STORAGE TUBES AND THEIR BASIC
PRINCIPLES. By M. Knoll and B.
Kazan. Published by John Wiley &
Sons Inc., New York 16, N. Y. 143
Hoosier Theme
pp. $3.
PURPOSE
of this book, authored
by two staff members of RCA Labs.
"EDUCATIONAL TV for Hoosiers" is the theme of the Indiana U. Division, is to explain in concise
video conference scheduled for Dec. form the fundamental operation of
5-6 at Bloomington. Elmer G. different type storage tubes and
Sulzer, director of radio and TV
provide data in an easily accescommunications for the university,
sible form. Substantial part of
has planned a Saturday session on book originally was prepared for
U. S. Army Signal Corps in a
"Low Cost Educational TV Proreport. Book comprises sections on
duction."
BROADCASTING
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equilibrium factors, definitions,
methods of reading and writing,
signal converter storage tubes,
viewing tubes, computer tubes and
TV camera tubes.
*
*
*
MR. WIZARD'S SCIENCE SECRETS.
By Don Herbert. Published by Popular Mechanics Press, 200 E. Ontario
St., Chicago 11. 244 pp. $3.
A BOOK of sheer entertainment,
this volume by Don Herbert, who
is "Mr. Wizard" on the NBC-TV
Saturday program of that name,

As in the network show, the
stress is on entertainment but
viewers — in this case, readers — of
all ages cannot but help to gain
some knowledge of the scientific
principles pointed up by the experiments. The book is illustrated profusely with photographs and drawings. Featured in the book are the
show's stars who in addition to Mr.
Herbert are the youngsters, Willy
Watson and Betsy Taylor. One
could
fly-leaf.
"The agree
'wizard'withis the
Don book's
Herbert,
and
his wizardry consists in showing
that science can be fun!"
Ruppert Radio Buying
JACOB Ruppert Brewery, New
York (Knickerbocker beer), has
expanded its radio avertising for
the Negro market in metropolitan
New York. Company now sponsors
15-minute segments of After Hours
Swing ' Session starring Willie
Bryant and Ray Carroll on WHOM
New York five nights a week, in
addition to the Bryant and Carroll
afternoon program on WHOM.
Participations also will be used on
the station's Negro women's shows.
Ruppert in
sponsors
Cooper's
Spotlight
Harlem, Ralph
Monday,
10-11
p.m. EST over WJZ-TV New York.
Agency is the Biow Co., New York.

THE ONLY
PERSONAL PART
more LISTENING
COMFORT

OF ANY
COMMUNICATION

with

SYSTEM

lightweight TELEX headsets!!
*MONOSET
The modern styling and
dependability and su
perior performance
ofset thehaveTELEX
made Monoold
fashioned headphones obsolete.
Magnetic.
*TWINSET
Modern, lightweight, durable . . .
Easily adjustable
This lightweight 1.6 oz.TELEX
and built for hard
Twinset into
pipesthe signal
directly
ear, blocking
usage,giveTELEX
Headsets
top
out
background
noises
and banishing listening
without
the
.
s_
fatigue.
Magnetic.
quality reception ♦Trade

♦DYNASET
New dynamic
under-chin TELEX ^
Dynaset, with more
highs and
of both
music
and lows
speech,
is the
*EARSET
monitors.of Weighs
delight
radio andonlyTV
1.25 oz.
Sensitive TELEX Earset slips
onto ear and is preferred by
all who use single-phone
headsets. Weighs only 1/2
oz.
ond for
leaves other
ear free
phone calls or
conversation.

punishment of
STANDARD OF THE
WORLD FOR
extra weight and v pressure.
QUALITY
HEADSETS
Electronic
Laboratories
Commercial Communications • Mark
Radio
Monitoring
Office Transcribing Machines
Record
Stores
Theaters
Telecasting - Amateur Radio Phone-Order Boards - W red Music Installations
For complete information on any of the above headsets, write
TELEX/
ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC DIV.
Department 3-C • St. Paul 1, Minnesota
In Canada, ATLAS RADIO CORP., Toronto
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 58 )
ceived the Peabody Award. Foote,

NEW DAYTIMER
To Take Air in February
WBOY Tarpon Springs, Fla., which
received a grant for 5 kw-D on
1470 kc [B°T, Sept. 8] will be on
the air by mid-February, Amherst
H. (Ted) Turner,
executive vice
president-general
manager, announced last
week.
Principal
WBOY owners include Mr. Turner
(25%), who is
former commercial manager of Mr. Turner
WPAG-AM -FM
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Gail D. Griner
(25%), former owner of WABJ
Adrian, Mich., and formerly 50%
owner of WGRO Bay City, Mich.,
and Frank Beauregard (25.% ),
owner of department store in
Milan, Mich.

Ann Hagen to MA
MRS. ANN S. HAGEN, former
correspondent for the UP, has
joined the International Information Adminstration, Washington,
D. C, as officer for press and radio.
Mrs. Hagen returned to the U. S.
from Europe this past summer
after a tour of service with UP.
She is working with Ben Crosby,
director of Congressional and public information for IIA.

Ideal home for permanent tenaticyl
Perfect location (8:30-9:00 a.m. Monday
through Friday) in well established
neighborhood (Kansas City Primary
Trade area). Dedicated recently by Bea
Johnson (formerly Joanne Taylor) to the
women of the Heart of America and operated strictly according to the Heart of
American plan. Immediate occupancy for
advertiser wishing to reach largewealthy
group who dominate 55% of Midwest
purchases. The KMBC-KFRM "Happy
Home' ' is open for inspection at all times.
Call, wire or phone your nearest Free and
Peters office or KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
City, Mo. Locations in the new development are moving rapidly and immediate
committments are recommended.
KM
BC
of Kansas City
KFRM
for Rural Kansas
• • • 6th oldest CBS Affiliate • • •
Page 96
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allied

arts

assistant
HITCHC
S W.
JAME
r ofOCK,
Westinghouse
manage
sales
Television-Radio Div., Sunbury, Pa.,
becomes manager in charge of radio,
television and electrical housewares
for Penn Electrical Engineering Co.,
Scranton, Westinghouse distributor
for northeastern Pennsylvania. He
is replaced by T. J. NEWCOMB.
A. L. CHAMPIGNY, promotion service supervisor, General Electric Co.'s
large motor and generator depts., appointed supervisor of replacement
sales promotion for firm's tube dept.
ROBERT L. KLAUS, publicity director, WCAU Philadelphia, to Phil Edwards & Assoc., same city, TV packaging and producing agency, as promotion-publicity director.
ALLEN H. CENTER, public relations
director, Parker Pen Co., to Motorola
Inc., Chicago, in same capacity.
CHARLES MAECHLING Jr., general
counsel office, Dept. of Air Force, to
RTMA, Washington, D. C., as government relations officer.
PERRY HILLEARY promoted to general manager, George R. Turpin &
Assoc., Fort Worth, Tex. J. LEE
JOHNSON advanced to associate manager.
DON W. LYON, TV program director,
Syracuse U., Syracuse, N. Y., to U. of
Rochester, Rochester, N. Y., as director of radio-TV.
KEN MacASKILL, production staff,
WNAC-TV Boston, and MICHAEL
LAURENCE, former manager of
Dublin Players, to teaching staff,
Communication Arts Div., Boston U.
MILES BOHM AUER, artists' manager, Stemple-Olenick Agency, Hollywood, opens own office at 6335
Yucca St., that city.
PEERLESS ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS Div., Altec Lansing Corp.,
Beverly Hills, Calif., has released
15 page transformer catalog and price
list containing 92 items.
CROSBY LABS. Inc., relocates at Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y., Box 233.
Telephone is Hicksville 3-3191.

•
• • TUBE
S-fyulpmant
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Dept.,
Schenectady, N. Y., announces production of new high-perveanee triode, type 6AH4-GT, for vertical output service in TV receivers, particularly useful in those with large-deflection-angle picture tubes.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Corp.,
Pittsburgh, announces manufacture
of new 25 kw radio frequency genCincinnati

erator for use on long production
runs where readjustment of r-f generator will be infrequent.
INDUSTRIAL
INSTRUMENTS Inc.,
Cedar Grove, N. J., announces production of Type RI-C indicator-controller primarily designed to meet
the needs of industrial control and
measurement of solution concentrations. Instrument is entirely selfbalancing and requires no adjustments or resetting.
LEE ELECTRONIC LABS., Roxbury,
Mass., announces production of precision engineered, professional quality electronic test set for field or
bench servicing of radio, TV, radar
and communications equipment.

"Technical • • •
DAVID J. MILLER Jr. appointed director of technical operations, WEEUAM-FM-TV Reading, Pa. HAROLD
SCHEARER, chief engineer there,
promoted to assistant director of
technical operations.
ROBERT J. SINNETT, chief engineer, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111.,
elected senior member of American
Assn. of Engineers.
NORMAN GERMANI, chief announcer, KXO El Centro, Calif, promoted
to chief engineer.
Canadian Research
SPECIFIC STANDARDS for
methods of radio audience measurement now being used in Canada
are being worked out by the research and development committee
of the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto. The committee
is making an analytical study of
the co-recall method being developed by Gruneau Research Ltd.,
Toronto, and hopes to make a report at the next annual meeting
of the BBM and Canadian Assn.
of Broadcasters at Montreal in
March. Technical advisers on statistical and psychological factors
are Dr. A. H. Shephard and Prof.
K. S. Bernhardt of the Univ. of
Toronto.

Cone
agency. & Belding is Hallmark's
At the
personal Hallmark
direction, all president's
these programs
have been presented on a high
plane. Mr. Hall feels his company's
programs must meet the same high
standards of quality claimed for
its greeting cards; thus, the Hallmark program formula aims at constructive entertainment, suitable
for family listening or viewing,
which will give the audience a lift.
Friends describe the Hallmark
president as a happy combination
of sentimentalist and realist. He
has, they
an people
unshakable
conviction say,
that most
are good,
that the old-fashioned virtues never
go out of style and that character,
loyalty and hard work will decide
a man's success.
Born in David City, Neb., in
1891, Joyce C. Hall attended school
in Norfolk, Neb., where the Hall
family later moved. Working as a
youth in a Norfolk book store
owned by his brothers, Rollie and
William, he became acquainted with
picture postcards, then becoming
The engraved Christmas cards
and ornate Valentines of that era
popular.
later caught
Mr. Hall's
fancy.
In 1910,young
he enrolled
in a
business college in Kansas City,
Mo., attending school evenings and
during the day jobbing postcards,
Christmas cards and Valentines.
Within three years he had formed
the Hallmark greeting card company, beginning with four emMr. Hall today supervises the
ployes.
Hallmark operations from his farm
just outside Kansas City. His
daughters, Elizabeth Ann and Barbara, are married, and his son, Donald, is in the Army.
An insight into Mr. Hall's lack
of pretensions or artificialities is
revealed in his address to employes
last year in which he disclosed two
of his New Year's resolutions:
"To think a little longer and little harder before I speak."
"To have all my pants let out another inch."

IRE Meeting

SEVENTH annual Spring Technical Conference, sponsored by the
Cincinnati Section of the Institute
of Radio Engineers will be held
in that city April 18, it was announced last week. R. W. Lehman,
Baldwin Piano Co., 1801 Gilbert
Ave., Cincinnati, is in charge of
exhibits and advertising.
BROADCASTING
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MRS. CAROTHERS
Was an Ad Executive
MRS. MINNA HALL CAROTHERS, 65, retired advertising executive, died Oct. 24 in Lenox Hill
Hospital, New York.
A native of New York, Mrs.
Carothers' advertising career began
in 1914 when she was one of the
early members of the League of
Advertising Women, now called the
Advertising Women of New York
(AWNY).
Mrs. Carothers opened an .dver\,tising agency bearing her maiden
name, Minna Hall Simmons, in
1930, and was one of the first
women to hold an account executive title.

BINAURAL

Hattie McDaniel
FUNERAL services were held in
Los Angeles last Saturday for
Hattie McDaniel, 54, for several
I years star of Beulah on CBS Radio
and ABC-TV. Transcribed episodes
had been used on the radio series
since her illness. An Academy
Award winner for her portrayal
of Mammy in the movie, "Gone
With the Wind," her death, Oct.
26, was due to the combined effects of cancer, heart condition
and diabetes. She is survived by a
brother, Sam.

BROADCASTING
'Almost- As Old As Broadcasting Itself

WDRC, operating as binaural station in 1924, shows studio containing
right-ear and left-ear microphones and transmitters.
atop Meriden Mt., the possibility
By FRANKLIN M. DOOLITTLE
PRESIDENT, WDRC HARTFORD
of using AM for one channel and
THERE have recently appeared in FM for the other became evident,
and the original experiments were
trade publications several articles
repeated, using WDRC for the
describing new "firsts" in the use
transmission of one ear and
of binaural broadcasting. Actually
binaural broadcasting is almost as WDRC-FM for the other.
For the benefit of those who have
old as broadcasting itself.
Its first use was, I believe, by never heard binaural transmission,
Thomas R. Corwine
WDRC Hartford (then WPAJ) in the effect obtained may be described
FUNERAL services were held Oct. 1924 when two channels were as- as a kind of auditory perspective
26 in Chicago for Thomas R.
signed for this purpose by the or stereophonic effect comparable
(Uncle Tom) Corwine, 83, a fea- Dept. of Commerce, a station emto that obtained with the stereotured performer on WLS Chicago
ploying two microphones and two
scope in vision. Program sounds
and its National Barn Dance since transmitters was actually built and
appear to come from the actual
1925. He died Oct. 23 at his Evanslocation of the instruments in the
operated for about a year, and sevton, 111., home after a short illness.
eral demonstrations of reception
original performance. If the source
of sound moves during the program
A polyphonist or man "of many
were given at Yale's Dunham Lab.
the listener is aware of it, even
sounds," Mr. Corwine traveled the of Electrical Engineering.
This work was described in the though he may be miles away. This
country from 1928 to 1931 with
April 1925 issue of the Electrical
the WLS showboat troups. Servthree-dimensional effect is quite
ices were conducted by Dr. John
World. Soon after these experistartling in its realism and conments the demand for broadcast
Holland, station pastor, with songs
tributes agreat deal to the enjoyment of a radio program.
channels became acute and the sysby WLS's "Maple City Four."
tem was abandoned, for anyone
In Sets of Twos
who had then suggested that all
Henry J. Dosral
radio stations be assigned two freIdeally, the full binaural effect
HENRY J. DOSTAL, national conquencies instead of one would have
requires
the use of two microtract sales manager since August
received an understandably cool
phones at the transmitting station,
of TeleKing Corp., New York, died reception from the regulatory
spaced about the same distance
at his home Oct. 26 after a short authorities.
apart
as the human ears, two transillness. Burial was in Bronxville,
When in May 1939, WDRC estabmitters radiating independently on
N. Y.
lished an experimental FM station
separate channels and two receivers
at the receiving point, each separately connected to one receiver of
a double headset.
With this arrangement the ears
are in effect transferred to the
location of the microphones and
the slight differences in time of
arrival of the sounds at the two
ears, which the brain interprets as
direction and distance, is maintained.
When loudspeakers are subIN
stituted for headphones at the receiving location, some of the ability
PORTLAND, OREGON
to detect accurately the source of
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westsounds is lost. The reason for this
erners comprise KGW's market in 12
is that if headphones are used,
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
each ear hears a separate version
counties, plus a generous slice of Southof the program, but when loudwestern Washington.
speakers are used each ear hears
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
not only the version intended for
BROADCASTING
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it but also, somewhat diluted, the
version intended for the other ear.
Nevertheless, there remains a
diffusion of the sounds into three
dimensions, which gives an effect
quite superior to monaural listening and which contributes much to
the realism.
Any broadcaster who has both
AM and FM can transmit an occasional program binaurally for the
benefit of high-fidelity fans, whose
number has greatly increased.
The regular reception of the stations is not interfered with in any
way, but to take advantage of the
binaural transmission, two receivers must be used, tuned to the
AM and FM transmissions. Reception may be either with headphones
or with loudspeakers properly
spaced in the room. Some experimenting is necessary to find the
proper spacing for maximum effect
if loudspeakers are used.
Although binaural broadcasting
will probably not revolutionize
broadcasting as a whole, it provides a fascinating field for the
broadcaster who desires to render
a service of unique kind to those
who are interested in high fidelity
reception.
CBS RADIO'S Dr. Christian series,
Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m. EST, has
been chosen by Laymen's National
Committee as "the outstanding program contributing to moral growth
and individual and family responsibility of the American people."
THE IN
QUAD-CITIES
16th
EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME
PER FAMILY

among Sales Management's 162 Metropolitan Areas
If
your
advertising
dollar
is seeking the quality
market first — then the
Quad-City area belongs
on your list. Year by year
this community rates
higher and higher among
the 162 standard metropolitan areas. Good ancestry, fine geographical
location and diversified
means of livelihood all
contribute to a high standard of living among QuadCitians.
Les Johnson, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.
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LADIES who win prizes on the
Club 1300 show aired daily
on WPBR Baltimore also are
getting shopping bags to transport
their loot. Dozens of contestants
each week promote the show by
carrying the bags clearly printed
with "Another prize winner on
Club 1300 Monday through Saturday on WFBR."
WTVJ (TV) PARTY PLANS
THREE weeks of festivities beginning Nov. 5 have been planned
Dy WTVJ (TV) Miami to celebrate
the opening of the station's new
studio building. Studio party for
all employes will inaugurate the
ceremonies on that date. Parties
for the local press, network officials
and sponsors are scheduled by the
outlet. All southern Florida viewers are being invited to tour the
station so they will have a chance
to see their favorite local show just
as it is telecast.
TRIPS TO INAUGURAL
CASH prizes up to $1,000 plus a
pair of plane tickets to Washington
for the inauguration to each of
three winners will climax the
■"Operation
Vote Count"
contest
on WSRS Cleveland.
Contestants
guess at the number of citizens
who will vote in Cuyahoga County
on Nov. 4. Estimates are sent to
the stations and the three persons
whose number comes closest to the
actual figure will win.

programs

promotion
premiums

KBIG'S 'BIG PLAY'
MAILING piece from KBIG Avalon, Calif., states that "KBIG is
making the BIG play for tune-in —
and getting it!" Station points out
that all media are used to promote
its music-news programming.
ELECTION

COVERAGE

PLUG

COLORED map showing traditionally Republican, Democratic, and
States' Right states has been distributed by WAVE-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., to promote election
coverage on the stations. Map is
accompanied by a score sheet showing the number of electoral votes
each state has.
WBNS-TV

HISTORY

FOUR-PAGE folder, giving 'the
history and background of WBNSTV Columbus, Ohio, was used by
the station to tell viewers and
clients of the station's third anniversary celebration during October.
Wide circulation of the promotion
piece was assured when station decided that in addition to sending
it to agencies and clients WBNS
talent would distribute folders
when they made personal appearances.

1
ALTRUISTIC

...and for AM, FM and TV
it's Marconi !
The ingredients are blended to perfection! You'll be first with the latest
equipment, first in performance,
first to receive the benefit of the
latest technical advances, because
Marconi are specialists in broadcasting equipment.
OPERATION — Marconi can bring a
wealth of experience to your broadcasting problems because Marconi
owns and operates one of the first
radio stations in North America.
CONSULTING SERVICE— Marconi can
help you with engineering plans and
surveys because Marconi has more
experience
these fields than anyone else in in
Canada.
EQUIPMENT — Everything from microphone to antenna, designed, installed, adjusted and guaranteed
. . . that's the experienced Marconi
service.
Marconi
the greatest name
in radio and television
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Established 1902
Vancouver • Winnipeg • Toronto
Montreal
Halifax • St. John's
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BROADCASTER

BELIEVING that "people have
diversified tastes in entertainment
and if they can't find what they
want on our station they should be
briefed on others," Harry Maizlish,
president and general manager of
KFWB Hollywood, has inaugurated
new policy of two-minute broadcast
every hour, which lists all other
local stations' radio-TV programs.
NEW AM PROMOTION
STORY of WFOB-AM Fostoria,
Ohio, which has just been completed is being told to potential
listeners and advertisers in brochure form. Map of the stations'
coverage area, population statistics
and station location are included.
WFOB-FM has been on the air
since 1946.

ADS PRODUCE RESULTS
BROCHURE featuring reprints of
several ads promoting Vic Diehm
stations which have appeared in
Broadcasting • Telecasting has
been prepared by Mr. Diehm on the
occasion of his 25th year in radio.
In the preface of the booklet titled
Sincerely Yours, Mr. Diehm states
that, "These ads have met with
utmost attention and have resulted
in many fine contracts" for WAZL
Hazelton, Pa., WHOL Allentown,
Pa., WHLM Bloomsburg, Pa., and
WIDE Biddeford-Saco, Me.
SCHOOL TEACHER CONTEST
CONTEST to find the most beautiful school teacher in America will
be launched on Nov. 9 by the Our
Miss Brooks program on CBS
Radio for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet.
The winning teacher will be
awarded a week's vacation in
Hollywood with all expenses paid
during the Christmas holidays. The
two runners-up will get $100 bonds.
The contest is open to grade and
high school students in the United
States.
SONG INSPIRATION
RADIO-TV musical director Hank
Sylvern is creating a program
based on incidents in history that
have served as inspirations for
songs that have been written
through the ages. Working with
him on the radio-TV package is
Malvin Wald, Hollywood scenarist.
UNITED NATIONS TRIBUTE
TRIBUTE to the UN was aired
fortnight ago by WICC Bridgeport, Conn. Format was a play
within a play which took place in
an American school room setting
up a UN program. Cast and chorus
was made up of 40 children from
Bridgeport public schools.

LUCKY NUMBER PROMOTION
MEMBERSHIP of 864,000 is being
claimed by WOKY Milwaukee in
its new Lucky Number Shoppers
League promotion. Every home in
the Milwaukee area has been
mailed a membership card and is
eligible to win a new $15,000 home
and $2,000 in other prizes. WOKY
campaign broadcasts lucky numbers 18 times daily. Winners
names are published in local newspapers and 'announced over WOKY.
WINNER TO BERMUDA
LUCKY winner of Leif Eid's news
show on WNBW (TV) Washington
will soon be relaxing on the sands
of Bermuda. Dunhill Cigarette Co.,
in cooperation with the station, is
offering the trip to the person who
comes up with the best reason for
switching to Dunhills.
• — •— •
WNYC BACKS ARTS
THIRD annual American Art Festival over WNYC New York was to!
begin Oct. 2 and continued through
Nov. 1 with more than 50 hours of
air time allotted for information
on New York City's museums, art
galleries and art treasures. The
project,terest indesigned
to stimulate
the arts, was
launched inby
WNYC in 1950. Condon Riley
served as art consultant for the
festival and Bernard Buck, station
program manager,
as coordinator.
•— • — •
RELIGIOUS SERIES
RADIO Gospel Fellowship, Denver,
has tape recorded a new series of
92 quarter-hour devotional programs Strength For the Day at
Radio Recorders Inc., Hollywood.
Released in groups of five tapes,
the series features Al Salter in
Bible readings, with Joseph Barclay, tenor soloist, and Paul Mickelson, organist.
•— • — •
SPORTS COMMENTARY
KECA Los Angeles Elroy "Crazy
Legs" Hirsch Show, features sports
commentaries by the Los Angeles
Rams end, and will be sponsored by
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, on
thrice weekly basis for 13 weeks
from Oct. 22. It is packaged by
Larry Cotton Presentations, Hollywood. The agency is Mathisson &
Assoc., Milwaukee.

ADS BOOST RADIO
MEMBERS of the staff of KTUC
Tucson, Ariz., are airing 15 spot
announcements daily promoting
station facilities, using the theme
"There's something good to hear
right now on KTUC. . . ." Station
sponsors are also footing the bill
for newspaper ads which utilize the
same phrase.

WIBW BROADCASTING
T-Et' O

P€K
• Telecasting
A

.EDUCATORS MEET
1
Set Up by JCET
iriA GROUP of leaders in the movers ment for educational television con'n ferred in New York Oct. 21 in
4 what spokesmen described as a
^session devoted primarily to an
^exchange of information and ideas.
V/ Meeting was set up by the Joint
Committee on Educational Television and was attended by President Scott Fletcher of the Fund
ifor Adult Education, which has
made a $145,000 grant to JCET.
^thers who attended were listed as :
Chairman Edgar Fuller, Executive
Director Ralph Steetle, and General
Counsel Telford Taylor of JCET; Kendsmeth Bartlett,
of University
College, Syracuse dean
U.; Harry
Boyd, editor
"f&
the
"Cedar
Rapids
(Iowa)
Gazette";
isfLeland Hazard, Pittsburgh Plate Glass
J Co.; John E. Ivey Jr., director of the
""Southern
Education
or Thomas P.Regional
Campbell,
deputy Board;
mayor
)fendent
Denver;
Mark
Schinnerer,
of Cleveland schools; superinWilliam
ISener, U. of California at Los Angles; William Stirton, assistant to the
resident of Wayne U. ; and Raymond
1S I Wittcoff
, chairman
of the
St. Louis
Sducational
Television
Committee.
top

0lKFAL Program Tests
"■'feFAL
Fulton,
Mo.,with
which
license for
900 kc
250 holds
w, hasa
tegun program tests under FCC
Authority with 1 kw. Station is
'iwned and operated by Missouri
Central Broadcasters, a firm owned
m R. W. Nickles, who serves as
general manager, and Roger P.
''ox, who serves as station director.
tADIO

AIDS SEARCH
Stations Score Scoop

VTCAN and WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee aided a 27-hour search for
2V2 -year-old boy and then scooped
apers when the boy was found.
A Milwaukee suburb housewife
'as listening to WCAN's Polka
'arty when she heard the anouncement of the lost boy. Later,
•■'I t'hile hanging out her laundry, she
<eard a child crying. With neightors, she went to a nearby ditch
nd found the sobbing youngster,
rho had fallen in a hole.
Both WCAN and WTMJ tape
?corded reunions of the boy, his
imily and friends.

It's Happening
on
W

POLITICAL

DILEMMA REVIEWED
Salant Says Sec. 315 Needs Re-examining

(See Editorial, Page 58)

sible people on the particular is-

POLITICAL broadcast requirements of the Communications Act
result in "giving less, not more, to
the people" and should be reevaluated after the elections, Richard Salant, CBS vice president, declared last week.
Discussing the complex problem
on
Dwight
Cooke's
You Radio
and the
World
broadcast
on CBS
on

He asserted that "after the heat
of the campaign is over and while'
the experience of all these difficulties I've been telling you about is
still
fresh in our minds, we should
sue."
— all of us: Congress, the other
broadcasters, the FCC — take a long
look at 315 and see whether it works
out the way we expected. Obviously
it's in the best American tradition
that everybody have equal opportunity to get their views to the
people, but 315 also tends to keep
views from the people in the way
that I've just described."
Mr. Salant added that he realized
that "radio and television are so
powerful . . . that we simply cannot use them to ride our own political hobby horses if we happen to
have any," and that whether Sec.
315 is changed or not, "we'll always
stand by the policy that we try to
follow now — to present all the facts

Friday (6:15-30 p.m.), Mr. Salant
singled out the case of Gen. Eisenhower's West Virginia speech at
■fund.
the time of Sen. Nixon's broadcast
explaining the so-called Nixon
Because Gen. Eisenhower was
expected to make some statement
on the Nixon fund, Mr. Salant said,
CBS Radio covered the general's
speech as news, even though in
doing so "we put ourselves under
the obligation of some eight and a
half or nine hours of free time to
other candidates." He continued:
"It happened that we were the
only network to do that. I think
that's undesirable. I'm pretty sure
that the other networks didn't do
it just on account of Sec. 315
[equal-opportunity provision of the
Act]. That isn't
Communications
the kind of result that 315 should
have. Sec. 315 results in giving
not more, to the people."
less,
Mr. Salant and Mr. Cooke also
brought out that the equal-opportunity requirements minimize the
feasibility of using Congressmen
to debate important issues on the
air, even though they may be the
foremost experts on the subject
under discussion. For all Congressmen, and one-third of the Senators,
are running for re-election (except those who have decided to retire), and to put one in a broadcast
debate automatically requires the
broadcaster to make equal time
available to his opponents.
"It just restricts the kind of
people you can have," Mr. Salant
said. "You can't have the best pos-

in NEW
N H C

HAVEN

Steady does it where Connecticut Refining is concerned . . .
988 five-minute programs a year for over six years ! And
still going strong: That's MORE than faith in WNHCRadio . . . it's proof of RESULTS.
WNHC
NBC

NEW

RADIO

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL IN
HAVEN CHOOSE THE STATION THAT SELLS!

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
KOADCASTING
:i og

• Telecasting

to As
the evidence
people. ..."
of the complexity of
the equal-time requirements, he
noted that 18 major and minor
parties are putting up Presidential
candidates this year and that if
each of these were given an hour
of prime time a week they would,
altogether, account for 18 out of
the 21 hours a week between 8-11
p.m. He continued:
"Largely on account of Sec. 315
we have just had to adopt the general policy, with the exception of a
matter like the [Eisenhower speech
which was covered as spot news],
of not giving time to the candidates
but of selling it. I admit that
doesn't seem to be very attractive.
It does mean that the party with
the most money gets the most use
out of this very powerful medium.
But on the other hand, that is a
fact of life.
"The party with the most money
can take out the most newspaper
advertisements, they can issue the
most number of full color pamphlets. There really isn't any reason
in that area why radio and television should be treated any differently from any other method by
which a candidate reaches the people. It would be awfully nice if all
the parties had all the money they
wanted. That would solve our problem. They don't and we can't do
much about that."
New Series Available
DOROTHY OSHLAG, manager,
Communications Materials Center,
last week announced the availability of a new transcription
series in which is told true stories
of criminals and delinquents, using
their actual voices. Series is entitled, Why Did He Do It? The
center, a division of Columbia U.
Press, has offices at 413 W. 117th
St., New York 27.

PALM SPRINGS TV
Construction Underway
CONSTRUCTION of Palm
Springs, Calif., community TV
system by International Telemeter
Corp. (half-owned by Paramount
Pictures) took a long step forward
last week when 4,000 ft. of Styroflex coaxial cable was flown overnight from Yonkers, N. Y., to California by manufacturer PhelpsDodge Copper Products Corp.
The high-power, low loss cable
is being installed to bring Los
Angeles TV signals down the
mountain side to Palm Springs to
TV set owners in the resort area
[B*T, March 3]. Palm Springs is
90 miles from Mt. Wilson, where
all of tions
Loshave Angeles'
seven TV statheir transmitters.
Nielsen Adds Clients
TWO large national manufacturers
and nine leading agencies have
contracted with the A. C. Nielsen
Co., Chicago market research firm,
for its coverage service reports
and radio and TV stations and
networks nationally. Clients are
Procter & Gamble, New York, and
the Toni Co., Chicago, a division
of Gillette. Agencies, which bring
Nielsen's agency subscribers to this
service to a total of 14, are N. W.
Ayer, BBDO, Biow Co., Compton
Adv., Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample,
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford,
McCann - Erickson, Tatham - Laird
and Geoffrey Wade Adv.

■ . .. . . .
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fCC

actions

OCTOBER

J*J
fc
mm;
mm!

24 THROUGH

OCTOBER 30
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant,-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl. -unlimited hours
synch, amp.-synchronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 107.
October 24 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
AM— 1220 kc
KIBE Palo Alto, Calif.— Granted CP
to
increase
D
power from 250 w to 1
kw.
AM— 1260 kc
KPOW
Powell, Wyo.— Granted CP
to increase D power from 1 to 5 kw.
Change to DA-N
KSDN Aberdeen, S. D.— Granted CP
to change from DA-DN to DA-N.
AM— 960 kc
Rogerspower
City,from
Mich.—
CPWHAK
to increase
1 toGranted
5 kw.
KOVO Provo, Utah.— Granted CP to
increase D power from 1 to 5 kw and
install new trans.

Change Studio Location
KVSM
San Mateo, Calif.— Granted
CP to crease
change
studio250location
power from
w to 1 and
kw. inAM— 1380 kc
WTOB
N. C—
ed CP to Winstonincrease Salem,
D power
fromGrant1 to
5 kw, install new trans., and change
from DA-DN to DA-N.
Advised of Hearing
South Plains Broadcasters, Slaton,
Tex. — tionIsfor being
advisedon that
new station
1340 applicakc 250
w-unl., indicates necessity of hearship. ing on question of multiple ownerMerchants & Farmers Station, Raleigh, N. C.
advised
plication— forIsnewbeing
station
on that
1440 apkc,
500
w-D,
indicates
necessity
of
because of interference with hearing
WFVG
Fuqua Springs, N. C.
October 27 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WHKK Akron, Ohio— License for CP
which authorized installation of new
trans. AMENDED to change name of
applicant to The WHKK Bcstg. Co.
License Renewals
of Following
license: stations request renewal
KIBH Seward, Alaska; WTIM Taylorville, 111.; WFMW Madisonville, Ky.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 860 kc
WDMG Douglas, Ga. — CP to change
from 1 kw-D to 5 kw-D.
APPLICATION DISMISSED
Extension of Completion Date
KJNO Juneau, Alaska — Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
extension of completion date.

FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to payl
FITS EVERY PURPOSE— EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — IIGHTW EIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy,
handling -— compact!
QUICKLY
MOUNTED
Units can beRACK
combined
for
studio operation of portable
.equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magne-

j•
i
!

For new catalog —• — wri
write:
rot
INC.
[Masmicord, !««, 340 N. Michigan Av«., Chicago ' , .III. J
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October 28 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WMOZ
Mobile,
Ala.—for
Mod.approval
CP whichof
authorized new AM
ant. and trans, location. AMENDED
to change type trans.
WKSB Milford,
Del.— for
Mod.approval
CP, whichof
authorized
new AM,
ant., trans, and studio location.
WXOK Baton Rouge, La.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval of ant. and trans, location and
change type trans.

Merle

V.

nation

Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

WHLZ Hazelhurst, Miss.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval
trans,type
and trans.
studio locationsof ant.,
and change
Increase Antenna Height
inonWPNX
top. crease Phenix
ant. height City,
and Ala.—
mountCPTVto ant.
AM— 1070 kc
WDIA Memphis, Tenn. — CP to change
from 730 kc 250 w-D to 1070 kc 50
kw-D 10 kw-N unl.; change trans,
location;Increase
install DA-DN.
Tower Height
WMC
Memphis
authorized
removal— Mod.
of FM CP,
ant. which
from
top and mount on side of NW tower,
to increase height of tower.
Renewal of License
Following stations request renewal of
license:
WJCM lumbus,
Sebring,
WDAK WKID
CoGa.; WCRWFla.;
Chicago;
Urbana, HI.; KXLW Clayton, Mo.;
KXOK St. Louis; WIZE Springfield,
Ohio; WWOC Manitowoc, Wis.; WPRSFM
Paris,
111.; WHO-FM
Des Moines,
Iowa;
WOC-FM
Davenport,
Iowa;
KXEL - FM Waterloo, Iowa; WOMC
(FM) Royal
Jackson,
Miss.;Oak,
WVCNMich.;
(FM) WJDX-FM
DeRuyter
Village, N. Y.; WHVA (FM) Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; WOSA (FM) Merrill,
Wis.; KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
October 29 Decisions ....
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner George E. Sterling
Sparton petition
Bcstg. for
Co., dismissal
Jackson, without
Mich. —
Granted
prejudice
new
TV. of application for CP for
WIBMhearing
Inc., Jackson,
— Removed
from
docket Mich.
application
for
CP for new TV.
KFBI for
Die,dismissal
Wichita,without
Kans.—prejudice
Granted
petition
of application for CP for new TV.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Referred to
full Commission petition to withdraw
petition to enlarge issues in proceeding
re applications
for KFBI
CP's for
television stations of
Inc.,new
Wichita,
Kans.. and Wichita Beacon Bcstg. Co.,
Wichita, Kans.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
motion insofar
as itJersey
requestsBcstg.
that Co.,
application of Penn
Bristol, Pa., for CP for new AM be
dismissed with prejudice, and denied
insofar as it requests that application
of WDAS Philadelphia, Pa., to change
facilities of WDAS, be removed from
hearing docket and returned to processing line.
WDAS Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted
petition for extension of time to Oct.
20. 1952, to file opposition to motion of
Chief, Broadcast Bureau, to dismiss
with prejudice application of Penn Jersey Bcstg. Co., Bristol, Pa., and for
KVWO Reports Theft
KVWO Cheyenne, Wyo., last week
reported that thieves forced their
way into a studio and made off
with a Model PT6 Magnecorder.
Al Mann, station manager, would
like other broadcasters to let him
know if they learn of anyone trying to sell such equipment.

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installation!
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

removal cationfrom
hearing docket of appliof WDAS.
Harrisburg Bcstrs. Inc., Harrisburg,
Pa. — Granted petition to amend application for CP for new TV to show issuance ofvoting
500 stockshares
of preferred,
nonto WABX
Inc., and
application, as amended, was removed
from hearing docket.
WABX Inc., Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted dicepetition
for dismissal
of application
for CPwithout
for newprejuTV.
Metropolitan Television Co., Denver,
Col. — Granted request of Oct. 16, 1952,
for withdrawal of petition of Oct. 10,
1952,in for
of time
with-of 0
which 15-day
to fileextension
petition for
review
examiner's
denying
part mo- w
tion for leaveruling
to amend
AV inapplication.
Allentown
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Allentown,
Pa. — Granted petition for extension of
time to Nov. 28. 1952, to file replies to
exceptions in proceeding re application
for CP and that of Easton Pub. Co.,'
Easton,
JacksonPa. Bcstg. & Television Corp.,
Jackson, Mich. — Granted petition for
dismissalcation forwithout
new TV. prejudice of appliWEAT Palm Beach, Fla. — Granted
petition
to
amend
application
for CP*
to
move
WEAT
purpose
of submitting exhibit
3c, for
which
is extension
of
option shown as exhibit 3 in application.
KIMP Mt. Pleasant, Tex. — Granted J_
petition
for dismissal
prejudice of application
for without
CP to change
hours
of
operation.
W. S. Butterfield Theaters, Inc., Flint.
Mich., and Trendle-Campbell Bcstg.
Corp., Flint, Mich. — Granted petition to
amend
TV toCh.specify vhfapplication
Ch. 12 in for
lieunewof uhf
16.
submit changes in hours of operation, C;
etc.; removed from hearing, as amended. Removed from hearing docket application for CP for new TV.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Tampa Television
Times Co.,Bcstg.
Tampa,Co.,Fla.,
and J_
Orange
Tampa,
Fla. — By memorandum opinion and order joint petition to dismiss amendment
tendered Oct. 7 by Tampa Television
Co., Tampa,
Fla., toof Commission
application or
for moTVwas
transmitted
tions
appropriate
tion; commissioner
Examiner willforentertain
for ac-20
days from release of this order such
requests as three applicants for Ch. 13
may desire to file to amend respective
applications, even though hearing on
competitive proceeding began Oct. 15.+—ION
1952.
ByTheHearing
H. B.Co.,Hutchison
Radio Examiner
Station KFH
Wichita,
Kan. — Granted petition to amend application for TV to substitute amended
Sees. V-C and V-G and related new
engineering report, and other related
engineering amendments which are w
purely corrective in character:
Wichita Television Corp. Inc., Wichita, Kan. — Granted petition to amend
application for new TV to substitute
amended
V-Creport.
and V-G and related Sees.
engineering
By HearingCunningham
Examiner James D. —
Metropolitan Television Co., Denver,
Col. — Granted motion to amend application for new TV to show addition of
Don Searle as minority stockholder and
executive vice president, minor changes
in corporate stockholdings, change in
persons
holding
officesandof
executive originally
vice president,
secretary,
treasurer.
October 29 Decisions . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Change Studio Location
WPEO
Peoria, 111. — CP to change

DIRECTORY

SJ:

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
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STATION PI
t. a KM 996
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
' Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
f P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT S215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCB *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
I BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCB*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton 8. Fete, Inc.
m 15th St., N. W.
REpubtlc 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

t } "Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
lollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

ENGINEERS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buclcner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner

Member AFCCB*

Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST.. N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profenional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5S51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
San Francisco Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

RAYMOND

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

dio location and mount TV ant. on crease ant. height.
■ of AM ant.
Modification of CP
Change Name
WLAF La Follette, Tenn. — Mod. CP
VJMO Cleveland — Mod. license to which authorized new AM, for apof ant.,
and change
studio locainge name of licensee to Friendly
tion;provalmake
ant. trans,
changes;
type
rtg. Co.
KMLW Marlin, Tex.— Mod. CP, as
Increase Antenna Height
mod., which authorized new AM, to
VBVP Beaver Falls, Pa.— CP to in- change studio location, change type
r
OADCASTING
• Telecasting

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA, 33 Elm Avo.
San Francisco 8, Calif. Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglat t-t5$S DUnlap S-4871

trans., change frequency control equipment.
Renewal of License
Following stations request renewal of
license:
WJOI Florence, Ala.; KGLN Glen(Continued on page 107)
November 3, 1952

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20* per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25* per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30* per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicant* : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
sent at orowner's
to box numbers
All transcriptions,
please).
inq expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Bboadcasting • TslicastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Assistant & commercial manager for
CBS station with TV application in
Southeastern competitive market. Must
have good sales record. Excellent opportunity for further promotion in
group-owned stations. Reply, stating
salary desired, experience, photo. Box
928R,
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTSales manager. Little Falls, N. Y. MBS
affiliate. Must have proven sales record.
Top opportunity for right man. Full
information to Bob Earle, WLFH,
Little Falls, or Art Feldman, MBS,
1440 Broadway, New York.
Salesmen
Special manradio
program
telephone
sales(comm.)
for GBA
campaigns
throughout CASTIU.
S.
Box
788R,
BROADNG •TELECASTING.
Is your problem more money? Then
write now for full details in radio
selling. Owner has two one kilowatt
stations, fulltime, 250,000 market. If
you sell politan
a zone
daytimer
to metroyou willclose
clean
up in
these isolated markets. $1000.00 per
month or more is possible. Investigate! Box 937R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Immediate opening aggressive salesman
can produce.to 20To
commissionswho
and opportunity
become
sales
manager, if capable. Contact Carson,
KSMN, Mason City, Iowa.
If you can sell radio advertising in a
112,000 metropolitan market or would
like
to learn,
I'llright
pay person.
$75.00 aWRAC,
week
guarantee
for the
Racine, Wisconsin.
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing that sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
letter. $80. for 44 hours. Box 900P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer, 250 watt Virginia
station. Box 300R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer with first phone.
Must have top announcing ability. CBS
station in Southeastern city. Send all
pertinentment,information,
salary etc.
requiretelephone number,
Box
319R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Staff announcer needed for Midsouth.
network and regional affiliate. Top pay
for top man plus good opportunity.
Box
618R. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Two announcers. Top salary. Only
those sending
photo BROADCASTING
and audition con- .
sidered. Box 873R,
TELECASTING.
Regional NBC station in thriving
Southern market has opening for topflight announcer. Good pay, plus talent.
Box
881R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Wanted:
Two inannouncers
progressive station
Southwest. forExperience
preferred, ability necessary. Good pay
and working conditions, congenial staff.
Send full information, disc and photo
first letter
to Box 885R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Mature announcer, authoritative voice,
special events experience, for station
in important Texas market. Box 910R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Fulltime announcer with exceptional potential. Salary $40.00 per
week. Submit audition disc, other
data. Must hire within two weeks. Box
926R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer with
first class license wanted by network affiliate near Atlanta. Good working conditions. Favorable salary. Southerner preferred. Reply to Box 943R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer — Must have network station and news experience. Best of
working conditions. CBS affiliate. Write
giving complete details on education,
experience and salary expected to Norman Loose,
Manager, KAVE, Carlsbad. New
Mexico.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
ticket with emphasis on announcing.
Send details including audition. KDRS,
Box 491, Paragould. Arkansas.
Combination announcer - engineer,
KEVT, Kerrville, Texas. Send disc or
tape, full particulars. Permanent, salary strictly open. Advancement open.
Wonderful town. Housing good. Wonderful Manager.
climate. Call, write or wire
Bill Field,
Combination man with first phone, emphasis announcing, experience not
necessary. No shift before 6:30 a.m.,
none after 8 p.m. Wire or write
KOMW,
Omak, Washington.
Announcer-engineer must be good announcer. Start $80.00 a week, excellent
living
conditions. KTNM, Tucumcari,
New Mexico.
Combo man, first phone. $350. for good
announcer. Call or wire KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Are you combination of any two: announcer, first phone, sales, copy,
sports, special events? We offer great
future including TV for man who is
versatile and qualified. You name
terms. KWSH, Wewoka, Oklahoma.
Expanding announcing staff: Can you
qualify? Old Reliable going to 5,000.
... ABC affiliate . . . modern, progressive city . . . plenty of competition including TV. Good pay . . . good living
conditions. Send audition; photo; background; experience first letter ... to
John Kennedy, KFYO, Lubbock, Texas.
5000 watt NBC station in progressive
city of 15,000 needs good announcer to
handle regular shift plus occasional
newscast and sportscast. Must be a
good man and preferably from Kansas or adjacent states. Send disc, photo,
references and letter of application to
Ray Beals. KVGB, Great Bend, Kansas.
No floaters, please.
Announcer-salesman. New 5 thousand
watt station soon on air, to be housed
in air-conditioned building. Serving
West Coast of Florida. Salary, good
commission. Address all replies to A.
H. Turner, General Manager, WBOY,
Post Office Box 868, Tarpon Springs,
Florida.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Immediately need combination announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing. Daytime independent requiring
good
voice
anddrinkers.
first classGood
license. No drifters or
salary starting with advancement.
WFGN, Gaffney, South Carolina.
Experienced,
announcer who versatile
can handlemorning
established
commercial, hillbilly and quiz programs. Must do good straight selling
job. Rush tape to WFLB, Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer for 1
kw independent. Send disc or tape and
picture to WFPM, Fort Valley, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
5000 watt ABC station has immediate
opening for qualified announcer who
can make a place for himself in closely-knit operation with TV future. Send
recording,
experience
and references
to Ambert Dail,
WGH, Newport
News,
Virginia.
Combination announcer - engineer.
Wire or write WOXF. Oxford, North
Carolina.
Sports announcer. $70.00-$75.00 weekly.
Send recording, photo, letter. WVOT,
Wilson, North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Wanted — Two combo men and one
straight announcer for new North
Carolina daytimer. Good salary. Write
full details to P. O. Box 641, Rock
Hill, South Carolina.
Experienced announcer, top newscaster,
DJ, program
producer
withApply
authoritative commercial
delivery.
only
if worth minimum $75.00 weekly and
send tape, reference names, experience.
Box 1056,
Twin Falls, Idaho. 5000 watt
NBC
affiliate.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTTransmitter engineer 5000 watt station, Iowa, 40 hours week. Box 783R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineer — Permanent employment. Immediate opening. Give details. Box
880R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Small market opening for first phone
holder: announcer-engineer preferred.
Box
891R. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Small market opening for first phone
holder: announcer-engineer preferred.
Box 891R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.Night man to spark midnight to 6:00
a.m. First phone. $86.40 for 40 hours.
Box 907R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted — Firstnouncers
classexperience.
engineer
anBoxwith 936R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Operator with first phone for daytimer
in Ohio. No experience needed. Startinging.$60.00,
No announc- .
Box 938R,overtime.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
North Carolina. Engineer-announcer
with first ticket. Send details plus
audition. Box 939R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Immediately: fulltime first phone engineer. Wisconsin progressive operation.
No announcing. Box 940R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Colorado — KCOL, Fort Collins has
opening for first class engineer with
opportunity to become chief. Mail
complete information and references.
Engineer-announcer progressive Texas
daytimer. nually.
TwoPreferweeks
paid vacation
experienced
man an-to
work chief engineer position. Contact
Ken Duke, KDDD, Dumas, Texas.
Chief engineer-announcer
capable Also
installation new 250 watt daytimer.
two ticket announcers. $350.00 monthly
plus. Write owner KLEA, Lovington,
New Mexico.
Engineer wanted. KOPR, Butte, Montana. Car necessary.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Transmitter
engineerFivewanted
to fillwainmediate
opening.
thousand
MBS-IMN affiliated. Car necessar;
KLO, Ogden, Utah.
01
i
Wanted — First
Combination
engineer-ar
nouncer.
ticket necessary.
Sen
details, availability to Wm. T. Kem] r
KVWO, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
First class phone operator. No expe
rience required. WCFV, Clifton Forg<
Virginia.
Chief engineer and two combinatio
engineer-announcers needed for ne
radio station opening soon. Contact ,
W.
Jacobs, Jr., WDUN, Gainesvill(lJ
Georgia.
ic:
Wanted: Engineer, first phone or con
bination announcer-engineer with firt
phone.affiliate.
No carWEKR,
needed. Fayetteville,
Small town Ter|j
MiJ
tual
nessee.
First
classGood
engineer.
No experience
nec'J
essary.
opportunity
for rigrl
man. Apply WFLB, Fayetteville, NortJ
Carolina.
First class engineer immediately. Nl
experience required. WGEZ, Beloif
Wisconsin.
Wanted,
combination
engineer - an!
arl
nouncer plus
fulltime announcer,
newsman for NBC affiliate soon undel
construction. For details write WMAJ.J
Marinette, Wisconsin.
Immediatewithopenings
— Engineer
arl
nouncer
experience
and top - an
nouncer. Send full details, first lettej
WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.
First class engineer. No experience rel
quired. Car necessary. WNBZ, SaranaJ
Lake, New York.
Engineer, first phone. Car required
Permanent. Have TV CP. Start $1.3*
Phone D. N. Bowdish, C. E.. WFAC|
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Engineer experienced in station mairj
tenance, studio transmitter and mobilf
operation. 40-hour week. Salary, cod
of living bonus. Position available irrl
mediately. Send photo, letter of appll
cation and salary expected to WSRJ]
Cleveland 18, Ohio.
First phone; transmitter operato
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Engineer with first class license carj
able of
taking station.
over chief's
watt
network
Write job
full in
qual2clf
fications, availability and salary rc
quested to: Gustave Nathan, Radio St A
tion WWCO, Waterbury, Connecticut]
First class experienced engineer carl
able of handling directional anteni f
system, some studio maintenance, cJ
necessary. WriteNetwork,
W. D'Orr146Cozzenl
Intermountain
Sout|
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced girl copywriter. Man
pay for man-size job Pennsylvan: |
independent. Time available for won
an's program. Send sample copy an
photo.
Box 278R, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Traffic-copywriter for 1000 watt inds
pendent. Interesting position for tho;
oughly
produce experienced
good selling person
copy andwhohandcs
traffic — topnotch station. Fine centr;
Kentucky city. Real opportunity. Gi\
full particulars and. TELECASTING.
copy. Box 945
BROADCASTING
Colorado — KCOL. Fort Collins, h.
opening for continuity editor, in con
plete charge of all commercial cop
Mail
ences. complete information and refe
Local newsman wanted to cover 50
000 population county. Prefer applicai
now in Midwest. WKRS, P. O. Be g
500, Waukegan, Illinois.
Television
Salesmen
TV salesman for single station mark
in
California. salary,
Send late
*:
ture,Southern
full background,
first pi
ter.
Howard
L. Chernoff. KFMB,
S;le
Diego, California.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer-television — Television expedience not essential. Send educational
5 background, photograph and tape. Box
JPWG.
327R, BRADCASTING
. TELECASTSituations Wanted
Managerial
itl lVill trade 15 years broadcasting expedience major metropolitan indies for
;wimercial
IOpportunity
general
or commanager
withmanager
GM future
your
];erms. Successful record time salesJ nan, operations manager, program director tough competitive area. Family
i1]jrea.
nan, age
residing right
New offer.
York
Will39.goNowanywhere
'^Available January first. Top references.
"■All
inquiries confidential.
Box 730R,
3ROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
JAdministrative assistant to PD or manager. Woman, skilled all phases AM and
TV.
Box 899R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

— My boss could be the man you're seekfor sales orwithgeneral
manager.
jngball-of-fire
know-how
and He's
exDerience — all phases radio and TV.
_l_VIany
in theHe business,
TLerrific years
salesman.
sold me he's
sevena
Ijyears
ago
and
I'm
still
sold
on
SlTonfidentially — he could be hadhim.
— if
aiTVou want to proposition me. (his wife).
TPS:
I'm
sold
on
pop.
too
(junior).
Box 911R, BROADCASTING . TELE~p ASTING.
^•Manager now available. More than 20
Wr/ears radio newspaper. Unequalled
•ecord of efficiency and economical
_jperation based on thorough backTE?round in sales, programming and the
'jjtnowledge
that employee
successfulandoperation
relies on top
public
-elations. West Coast or Northwest
"preferred
but appointment
will consideranyWestern
Warea. Personal
place,
'•f iVill purchase interest or entire station. Box 917R, BROADCASTING .
! rELEC ASTING .
TTSVisconsin or Midwestern stations. Reliable manager-program director soon
*¥ available. Knows programming, sales,
^promotion, public relations. Respected
■fevic-minded family man. Box 927R,
|x3RO ADC ASTING . TELECASTING.
iVantingthesalesman
plus for
profit12 sales?
years Broadcastwith one
, I .tation. Now employed. Twenty years
"Tnvestadvertising.
Prefer
West
or
but not essential. EarningsSouthhigh
-five
Box 942R, BROADCASTcaKNG figures.
• TELECASTING.
general ately.manager
Experienced available
executive immeditwenty
./ears. Finest references. Radio or TV.
"tOetails on request. Box 944R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Manager — Twenty years radio all
)hases. Available for interview, famly man with proven success record.
Prefer city with year-round sports proPaul Roscoe, phone 2-9376, St.
Joseph, -am.Missouri.
Announcers
try
—toMence.
{Announcer,
Light over
on expeSomeveteran.
experience
New
aiwork stations. Beautiful resonant
Disc available.
Box 856R,
in .•oiee.
3ROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Sxperienced
woman
announcer-copyvriter available November fifteenth.
background. Box 882R,
ndif Versatile
3ROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
ot "Jews editor — 250 AM, ready to move
ndI lp. Solid background in gathering,
nt'hvriting,
and editing. including
Top delivery.
ExGi hellent references
present
945 ; ^referred.
-mployer. College,
26.
Eastern
AM-TV
$75.00 minimum. Box 884R,
-f3RO ADC ASTING . TELECASTING.
TSraduate of broadcasting school inter c°X>sted in locating along Eastern Sea~'h
Joard.particulars.
Disc and Box
resume
m, -tate
886R, available.
BROAD[ CASTING . TELECASTING.
jl^ady jockey, name personality, expea: ienced all-round. A driver but a pleasBHint saleslady-AM or PM show. Can
i iperate controls. Wants nice surroundings. Box 888R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Toman broadcaster: TV and AM; news>aper, publicity background. Best ref;rences.
Box 898R,
TELECASTING
. BROADCASTING .
Jhief announcer in five station market,
vith first phone. Two years expeience, three years show biz backIround. Family man, veteran, refer■nces. Box 903R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Sports announcer, four years experience in large market, also staff and
specialball events.
Available
for basketseason. Married,
family,
twenty
seven, college.
Desires
permanent
po-.
sition.
Box
906R,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Spanish regions, announcer, university
graduate, five years each, radio and
Spanish study; desires within six
months any station in Spanish area.
Can leave U. S. Box 912R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Local news specialist 8 years . . . also
announcing-programming. Want larger
market, better salary, TV future.
Box
915R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer — News, sports, disc, staff.
Three years experience. Can operate
console, also experience in script and
continuity writing. Over two years current employer, desire change. Age 30.
Audition, tape and photo on request.
Box
918R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer, some experience. Married,
once settled will stay put. East only.
Box 922R,
BROADCASTING
CA
ST
ING.. TELEHelp! Uncle Sam releases me January
'53. 4 years
radio
and television
direction,
programming,
announcing.
Wife, child, car ... no job. Help!
Box 923R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer. Experienced DJ, news,
board operation. Presently employed
New York State network affiliate.
Veteran. College graduate. Age 24.
Prefer Northeast. Box 925R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Eastern stations attention. Experienced
news and sports man available. Desires only permanent connection offering excellent opportunity. Inquire. Box
929R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Attention Va. -Florida. Program director, disc jockey, newsman desires responsible position with progressive TV
future station. Answer all inquiries.
Box
934R,
CA
SBROADCASTING
TING.. TELESports announcer all major sports,
eight years experience. Veteran, family man. Present employment five
years. Prefer West. Box 941R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer, staff — all phases experiences. Also play-by-play sports. Excellent selling voice. Reliable. Wishes settle small community. Disc available
immediately. Accepting telegrams-calls.
Dan Baxter. 417 Grand Street. New
York, New York. Spring 7-4678.
Announcer, control board operator. Experience light. Capable, reliable, draft
exempt, desires general staff opening.
Specializing sports, play-by-play, prefer small community. Resume, tape,
disc on request. Andy Denonn, 169
Columbia Hghts.. Brooklyn 2, New
York. Main 4-0088.
Announcer, versatile, experienced all
phases, strong play-by-play; reliable,
settle small community. Available immediately. Resume, disc on request.
Nat Habib, 79 Sunnyside Avenue,
Brooklyn 7. New York. Taylor 7-7408.
Wherever you go
DJ-announcer
withthere's
threeradio.
yearsRetired
commercial experience wants return to
broadcasting. 28 vears old. Available
immediately. Jack Little. 3926 Bell
Blvd., Bayside, Long Island, New York.
Announcer-copywriter, sports, play-byplay specialty, one year experience,
prefers permanent Midwest position.
Veteran, 26, available immediately.
Phone
25. Fritz Van Duyse, Sturgeon
Bay. Wisc
onsin.
Five well trained staff announcers, all
operate board, do news, etc. Al Powers
prefers Southeast; Fred Masser prefers
Southeast; sylvania;
JohnJohn Rogers
Morgan formerly
prefers Pennwith
State land.
Department,
Virginia
MaryVivian Waters, colored,or college,
writes copy, traffic and DJ from board.
Pathfinders School of Radio, 737 11th
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Topnotch all sports, basketball, baseball Immediately.
outstanding. All
announcing.
2208 phases
South Fifteenth,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Combination man — Plenty experience
both. News, commercials, play-by-play,
chief engineer or other. Veteran, family, automobile. Dependable man requires goodsas-Texas.
salary.
Oklahoma-ArkanBox 644R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer experienced chief maintedesign. Box 794R, BROADCASTINGnance
. TELECASTING.
(Continued on next page)

Need

Television

EXTRAORDINARY

Equipment

OPPORTUNITY

in a Hurry?

TO NEGOTIATE

TOR EXCELLENT EQUIPMENT AT UARGAIN PRICES

One new GE Co. type TT-6-D high band TV
transmitter, CH. 7-13, 5 kw visual, 2.5 lew
aural, complete with:
two complete sets of tubes and crystals, control console and two cabinet racks with complete standard monitoring and control equipment.
One used RCA TT-5-A, low band TV transmitter, CH. 2-6, 5 kw visual, 2.5 kw aural,
complete with tubes and some spares, plus a
CH. 2 sideband filter.

2000 ft. of new ?>-l/&" Communications Products
transmission line, 20 ft. sections with all
necessary fittings.
One new GE Co. CH. 9 6-bay antenna, type TY12-A with de-icing equipment, dummy load
and 50 kw CH. 9 hybrid diplexer, type
PY-16-C.
Two RCA

16 MM

TV projectors.

One GE iconoscope camera channel.
Picture and waveform demodulator, GE type
TV-21-A.
Visual frequency monitor, type GR-1175-BT.
Visual frequency meter, type GR-1176-A.
Aural station monitor, GE type TV- 3 -A.

Write Box

91 9R, BROADCASTING

• TELECASTINI

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Highly qualified engineer seeking permanent position progressive broadcasting or TV station as engineering head.
Fifteen years experience all phases of
design, construction, management,
operation and maintenance. Top salary
required.
details upon re-.
quest. BoxComplete
823R, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Combination, six years experience,
first phone versatile announcer. Three
years program director. Must return
to native Southern California by January first. Married, family, 30 years of
age.
Box 889R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Combo-first
Veteran,
experienced.phone.
Excellent voice!
Northeast.
Notice.
Box
893R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Engineer — First phone, fifty mile radius
New York City. Salary secondary.
Box
896R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First class operator wants transmitter
work, no announcing. Box 902R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
12 years experience, 250 to 5 kw directional, non-directional FM. Some announcing,
copywriting. 5Presently
ployed chief
engineer,
kw past emtwo
years. Want combination, minimum
$350.00 per CASmonth.
Box
932R,
BROADTING •TELECASTING.
Used but still durable announcer-farm
director. Independent, network experience. 30, single. Prefer Northeast.
Available 2 weeks notice. Full information on request. Harold Andrews,
West Paris, Maine.
First phone license seeking permanent
position. No experience. Paul Samuel,
218 Maujer
Street, Apt. 1288, Brooklyn, New York.
Transmitter operator. First license,
considerable broadcast experience.
Single, move anywhere. References.
Please specify requirements. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 891, Denver 1, Colorado.
Engineer, 25, single, experienced. Engineer or chief, any station through 5 kw.
West preferred. No combo. Box 722,
YMCA, Erie, Pennsylvania.
Production-Programming, Others
News director 50 kw station seeks job
in market over 100,000. Box 807R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sales-conscious PD. Experienced: programming, continuity, overall station
operation. Excellent references, background.
Box
TELECASTING.858R, BROADCASTING .
Newsman: Journalism Degree. ZV2 years
good experience with emphasis on
local coverage. Write, air and gather.
Currently employed. Wants position
with progressive station. Box 869R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Copywriter: Experienced TV and AM;
excellent background; best references.
Box
897R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Radio copywriter with performer talent
wants to write, write, write! 3 years
with NY ad agency. Travel anywhere.
Box
905R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Central

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Copy-continuity writer: Prolific, productive, persuasive . . . colorful, compelling, creative . . . imaginative, in. . . expert,
rietelligent,
nced . . . ingenious
expensive.
Box expe914R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News, continuity or copywriter. Five
months experience as newswriter for
national news publications, also advertising
Could
do broadcast work.
Twoexperience.
years
college
radio
journalism.
Ray
Griffin,
1515
West
Monroe, Chicago 7, Illinois.

For Sale— (Cont'd.)
For sale: One RCA 50 kw transmitter
type 5A-50B. Has been modified to
keep abreast of the rigid requirements
of the FCC. If in need of a well kept
high power radio transmitter, here is
your bargain. You make an offer. Your
inspection of facility will be welcome.
Box
835R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Collins 1 kw AM transmitter. Unconditional component and performance
guarantee.
Box 890R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Television

Will trade extra Collins 1 kw FM transmitter for used 500-1000 watt AM transmitter. Box 920R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

Managerial
Attention television applicants! Complete key staff of 8 including general
manager now available. Combined experience of 107 years. If interested
write
Box 826R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Technical
Third phone, television workshop gradwith married,
camera and
controluateroomexperience
operations,
34 years
old.
Box
916R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Engineer: first class ticket. Graduate
of television workshop; trained in all
phases of television broadcasting.
Veteran. Box 924R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
TV — Anywhere. Bright gal with best
radio experience, some in theater and
TV.
College
graduate.
script-as
er, key
station.
Seek Currently
opportunity
TV programCASTING •TELECASTING.
aide. Box 767R, BROADTelevision experience: director continuity,
programming. ability.
Radio background: PD. Unusual
Staff,
supervisory.
Box
859R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
TV producer-director seeks change by
first of year. Excellent background
and
Now with results
network-all
ownedreferences.
station. Guaranteed
phases programming. Box 921R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
50% plus
one
share
in corporation
ing 500 watt daytime
CP for holdsale.
Building
and
tower
erected.
station in excellent SoutheasternOnly
market.
CASTING
Box 909R, BROADCASTING • TELESouthern California metropolitan FM
station. ment.
Owner
lacks funds forBoxdevelopGood proposition.
933R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western and Midwestern stations. Independents. Affiliates. All prices. Jack
L. Stoll & Associates. 4958 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles 29, California.
Equipment, etc.
250 watt General Electric AM transmitter. Operates and looks like new.
Has been completely overhauled and
refinished. Complete with one set
tubes. $2,400.00.
Box 808R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Midwest

S~5.000.00
This radio property has not been permitted to develop
due to constant disagreement among the absentee owners
and the owners in the area but none of them in management— it has drifted along on a little more than a breakeven basis. Properly established in one of the richest
corn centers of the Midwest — $75,000.00. Some financing.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN - HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn
Ray V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower 235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672

Available approximately December
15th, Gates 250 GY transmitter . . .
$1500.00 FOB Phoenix. . . . We will
crate.lent .condition.
. . Used
years,Arizona.
excelKIFN,three
Phoenix,
Mobile Units. Complete mobile setups
for broadcast stations. RCA, newest
type FMcludesunits,
152-174base
megacycles.
AC operated
station, Infor
cueing and talkback and 6 volt DC
mobile unit, 15 watts. Everything complete from microphone to antenna and
delivered for any frequency you specify. We bought these units from a
bankrupt cab company in business for
less than a year and modified them for
broadcast use. Ideal for stations that
do not have a mobile truck or station
wagon since they fit easily into a
regular passenger car. Everything you
need for complete two way mobile
operation, $995.00 FOB, Omaha, plus
crating. We only have 18 of these units
so wire me if you want sets held for
you
while Todd
we acquaint
you with Omaha,
further
details.
Storz. KOWH,
Nebraska.
Will sell at small discount a new RCA
TG-1A sync generator complete and
a new RCA TK-30A camera chain with
studio control and field camera type
MI-26010 complete. Contact Frank C.
Carman, Radio Station KUTA, Salt
Lake City, Utah.
For sale — Western Electric 10 kilowatt
FM amplifier and power supply. All
offers considered. Contact Chief Engineer, WIST, Charlotte, North Carolina.
For sale: 200 feet of Andrew type 450
coaxial
cable 7/8 information
x 51.5 ohms. write:
For price
and additional
A.
S.
Alexander,
WMAM,
Marinette,
Wisconsin.
One kw AM transmitter (used less
than
year) with
type desk
XT-I-A.
4XTIAI,oneconsole
type Model
BC3A
GE.
3
kw
FM
transmitter
type
BT-3A
also modulation and frequency monitors
and monitor amplifier, jack strip and
rack. 500 feet
Z\'b" becoaxconsidered.
in good
condition.
Termsof will
North Dakota Broadcasting Company,
Box
51-161.1712, Minot, North Dakota. Phone
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Equipment wanted: Complete for 1
kw station including a 300 foot tower.
Box
833R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted to buy: RCA FM four section
standard pylon antenna. RCA or Johniso-coupler. 400 feet
nominal863R,50
ohmson transmission
line.1% Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted — Used turntables and pickups;
console or consolette, also remote studio transmitter link equipment. Box
895R,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTWanted — Collins six-bay FM antenna.
Must be side mounting and for 1%
inch transmission line. Please state
frequency
for which tuned in reply to
CASTING
Box
904R, BROADCASTING . TELEModulation and frequency monitors
wanted for AM station. KFMA Broadcasting Co., 415 Perry Street, Davenport,
Iowa.
Wanted — 5 kw AM transmitter. XEBM,
San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
Miscellaneous
Have knowledge and excellent location
for a kilowatt station. Financial backer
or partner with cash needed. Midwest
area. Box 883R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence and correspondence courses
available. Grantham Radio License
School, 6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California.

Help Wanted
Technical
WANTED
ENGINEERS — COMBINATION MEN— ANNOUNCERS
To fill the personnel needs of our
rapidly
expanding
including newly
formed operation,
regional network
and projected plans for TV. Good
pay, modern facilities, forward lookingernpolicies,
security
and modbenefits ample
such as
hospitalization
insurance.
We hire only competent people who
are interested in permanency. Send
all pertinent data including photo,
audition, references, salary expectations, etc., to Rex G. Howell, President, Western Slope Broadcasting Company, in Grand Junction, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
WIDE
OPEN
for a SMART
SALES DIRECTOR
Salary plus commissions will easily
earn five figures during first year
for right man with a radio station
that's going places. Send your
name, address and one page summary to Box 935R, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
TEAMWORK
produces
RESULTS
and REVENUE
.'/.' THINK HI
I'm General Manager of a success3-station
city.AM-FM Indie in a
ful, NEW,
I'm Commercial Manager of the
station.
If YOUR station needs MORE
REVENUE . . . BETTER PROGRAMMING . . . GENERAL IMPROVEMENT
WE are interested in being the
Manager-Comm. Manager TEAM of
YOUR operation.
WE will consider Comm. Mgr.Account Exe. positions with TV
Station having plans for an Executive type Commercial Department.
NO HURRY! Require 30 to 60 dayspresent employer. Interviews . . .
at your expense. All inquiries confidential ... Box 908R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
GENERAL SALES MANAGER
TELEVISION RADIO
Now employed,
desires
change young,
immediately. Excellent
references,
aggressive, family man. Neat appearance, neat mind. Knows basic principles and details.
Ten years
. . . three
TV. Desire
positionradioas
manager or sales manager.
Reply Box. TELECASTING
930R,
BROADCASTING
Television
Managerial
Thoroughly
experienced
successful TV executive
with and
complete
broadcasting and motion picture background desires profit-sharing percentwith aggressive
stationage orarrangement
AM planning
TV in city TVof
one millionCASTINor
less.
Box
892R,
G .TELECASTING. BROAD-

Film Report
(Continued from page 9U)

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
AVAILABLE

SOON. . .

Television Manager
Years of successful management of outstanding radio station. Past year manager of highlyprofitable television station. Can
bring to new station proven programming and sales techniques
that will pay off. Excellent references. Interview on request. Box
I 913R, BROADCASTING • TELEt CASTING.
PRODUCTION
AND
PROGRAM MANAGER
NOW WITH ONE OF BEST
TV STATIONS IN THE
NATION!
♦
Present programs are attracting
favorable, nation-wide attention.
Add imagination, writing ability,
originality, to organizational ability and you have the reason for
100 first-class local presentations
each week. Need to change because of climate. Salary secondary.
Write Box 931 R, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
♦
Technical
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
CHIEF ENGINEER AM-FM-TV
20 Years Experience
Interested Primarily in TV
Know TV layouts. Experienced with
hearings before FCC, also all
phases design, construction, operation and maintenance from 250
watt to clear channel station, including directional antennas. Experienced in handling union staff.
Box 894R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
FOR SALE:
250 WATT MUTUAL STATION in the most beautiful
town in the Southeast. Best buy!
Here's
1. Pricewhy!
#40,000.
2. Gross sales this year, #50,000.
3. Market, 50,000 ... No TV
competition.
4. Studios in two towns, both over
5,000 population, only station
in county.
5.
sales, app.
6. Retail
Retail outlets
. . .#30,000.
180.
7. Industry:
Textile, Furniture,
Paper, Leather.
8. Agriculture: tobacco, cattle,
apples.
9. Highest average weekly wage per
capita in state.
10. Good yours
staff. forPlenty
prestige. It's
#40,000.
BOX 901R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Miscellaneous
WHO
WBTV's
562 PAINTED
FOOT TOWER?
J. M. HAMILTON &CO.
PAINTING . MAINTENANCE
ERECTION . SKILLED WORKMEN
YEARS Of EXPERIENCE
Box 2432 Gastonia, N. C.
1736 Columbia Rd., N. W., Waih.. D. C.
ROADCASTING

telecast last May, featured Bertrand Russell.
WPIX (TV) New York announced
last week that its First Show program, full-length film on a fivetimes-a-week schedule, had compiled a 32.5 average cumulative
weekly Pulse rating. Shown from
7:30-9 p.m. EST weekdays, the
program presents widely-acclaimed
films. New feature begins each
Wednesday.
J. Armstrong & Co., New York,
offering new series of syndicated
television commercials for banks
titled Bank Synda-Kit.
Arrow Productions Inc., Hollywood,
moved to new quarters at EagleLion Studios last Saturday.
Screen Televideo Productions, Hollywood, has moved to RKO-Pathe
Studios, Culver City.
Film People
. . .
Les Goodwin, motion picture director, to Golden Key Trust Productions, Hollywood, to serve in
same capacity on NBC-TV's My
Hero. Film series, starring Robert Cummings, starts Nov. 8 for
Philip Morris & Co. (Dunhill cigarettes). Agency is Biow Co.
George T. Shupert, vice president
of Peerless Television Productions,
New York, has resigned effective
Nov. 15. While his future plans
are not definite, Mr. Shupert will
remain in the TV syndication field.
Renzo Cesana ("The Continental")
has been signed by Dynamic Films
Inc., New York, for a series of 104
film programs. Production has
started in New York.
Vernon Clark, motion picture producer and more recently released
from active duty with the Air
Force, has been named general
manager of California Studios,
Hollywood. Plan calls for a heavy
schedule of TV film and motion
picture production.
Rosemarie Hickson, motion picture
editor of Caravel Productions, New
York, to Sterling Television Co.,
same city, as supervisor of TV film
production department.
* * ❖
Kingman Moore, NBC-TV Hollywood director, to Revue Produc-

tions, North Hollywood, in same capacity. He succeds George Cahan,
who moves to CBS-TV's My Friend
Irma as director, replacing Richard
Whorf. Mr. Whorf returns to New_
York as star of the new Broadway
play, "A Burglar in the House."
Marc Daniels, director on CBS-TV's
/ Love Lucy during 1951-52 season,
to NBC-TV's I Married Joan in
same capacity. He succeeds Hal
Walker who will fulfill motion picture commitments.
* % !fc
Frank Wisbar, producer-director,
NBC-TV's Fireside Theatre for
Procter & Gamble, will personally
introduce each film instead of the
program star.
Frank Capra, who is set to produce
and direct hour-long science documentary TV film series for American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
[B*T, Oct. 27], will retain all foreign rights to the films. First program, "The Sun," is in pre-production.
'GOOD MUSIC
WITH-FM Airs WGMS Shows
BALTIMORE listeners of WGMSFM Washington were surprised
last week to hear a WGMS announcer suggest that they switch
their
more. dials to WITH-FM BaltiWGMS last Wednesday began an
arrangement with WITH - FM
whereby the Baltimore station will
receive WGMS programs by direct
FM relay. Announcement of the
arrangement was made jointly by
Tom Tinsley, WITH president, and
M. Robert Rogers, general manager, WGMS-AM-FM.
Heretofore,
WITH-FM simply
duplicated programs of its AM
affiliate, WITH, in the 3-9 p.m.
period. Now, WITH-FM operates
from 11 a.m. to midnight.
Mr. Rogers said that more than
10% of the subscribers to WGMS'
monthly program publication lived
in the Baltimore area. WGMS
commercials will be blocked out on
WITH-FM and Baltimore commercials substituted.
WGMS is the key station of a
Good Music Network which has affilates in Philadelphia, New York,
New Haven and Hartford. Mr.
Rogers said the addition of the
Baltimore outlet brings into being a Good Music Network operation which covers homes from Portland, Me., to almost as far south
as Richmond.

D. C. BUDGET
Will Ask Funds for TV
AN indication
of Congress'
attitude
toward
educational
TV should
be
forthcoming early next year when
the District of Columbia supplemental 1953 appropriation request
contains an item for $400,000 to
build and operate an educational
TV station in the nation's capital.
The Washington Board of Education filed an application for educational uhf Ch. 26 last week. Application asked for 200 kw radiated
power, proposed to spend $271,794
in construction and $100,000 for
first year of operation.
Filing of the application was
approved, following several meetings of educational groups in
Washington in the past few months
[B»T, Oct. 20]. The Washington
school board application indicated
that participation would be open
to all educational and cultural
organizations in the greater Wash,
ington area. This includes northern
Virginia and part of Maryland.
At the same time that the Washington school board took its action,
approving the filing of a TV application, the District of Columbia
commissioners announced that they
would include $400,000 in the supplemental budget for the construction of the station and for operating expenses for the first year. Appropriations for all activities of
the D. C. government are made
annually by Congress.

BILL WOOD HONORED
At State Dept. Ceremony
WILLIAM A. WOOD, director of
TV news and special events at CBS
Washington, was honored as a former State Dept. employe last
Friday for
standing of U.furthering
S. foreign "underpolicy
immeasurably through . . . radio
and television," in planning coverageenceof last
theyear.
Japanese Peace ConferMr. Wood, a member of the department from 1946 to 1952, and
more than 190 State Dept. employes, were honored by Secretary
of State Dean Acheson for outstanding performance, at the
Fourth Annual Honor Awards
Ceremony in Washington.
Among other recipients of
awards were two ex-broadcasters
— Jean W. Seymour, former chief
engineer at KSAL Salina, Kan.,
and assistant monitoring officer at
FCC, and Fred G. Taylor, formerly
with KSL Salt Lake City.

Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General Commercial and Program Managers;
Chief Engineers, Disc Jockeys
and other specialists. Delays are
costly; tell us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

Growth
(FM)Philadelphia
WFLN (FM)
WFLN
extended operations Nov. 1 to 7 a.m.midnight, according to Raymond S.
Green, general manager. Formerly
the station had gone on the air at
noon. The FM-only outlet will continue to program good music, news
and special cultural features, Mr.
Green said.

Kendall to ODM
APPOINTMENT
of Charles H.
Kendall as general counsel of the
Office of Defense Mobilization was
announced Oct. 20 by defense mobilizer Henry H. Fowler. Mr. Kendall has been general counsel of
Defense Production Administration
for the past 19 months, a post
which he retains.
November 3, 1952
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KWNO-AM-FM Winona, Minn.,
has received national Community Service Award for "outstanding radio service" to the city
of Winona last April during the
flood. Award was presented by the
Neville-Lien Post of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars. An accompanying
letter to M. H. White, KWNO president, said "KWNO was the single
most influential weapon in the
hands of city officials in their highly
successful efforts to avoid public
hysteria on the one hand while presenting at all times an accurate
picture of flood danger."
WALK Trips Stork
WALK-AM-FM Patchogue, Long
Island, N. Y., was instrumental in
bringing together a maternity patient and her physician when both
feared they would lose the race
with the stork. The patient felt
birth was imminent but the doctor
was spending a few hours out on a
boat. WALK heard of the emergency, interrupted a program to
ask the physician — if he happened
to be listening — to get in touch
with his office immediately. The
Main Street Press commented that
"in less time than it takes a brandnew father to fold a diaper, the
doctor reached shore, made the call
and outraced the impatient stork."
Radio Aids Unfortunate
FURTHER proof that a radio appeal is a key which often unlocks
the hearts of the public was demonstrated byWITH-AM-FM Baltimore's
All Night
Mitch Reed.
One Show,
feature starring
of the
show is called "Party Line" during
which listeners phone in complaints, appeals, etc. A listener told
of an invalid who seemed to have
had more than his share of setbacks. Listeners responded with
money, notes of cheer and — a television set.
Community Chest Marathon
FLOYD OTTOWAY, WSYR Syracuse staff announcer, conducted a
30-hour marathon from the display
window of a department store to
spur donations to the Community

MOST
WVAM

in

public

Chest. WSYR was on the air
throughout one night with Mr.
Ottoway broadcasting. Throughoiit
the 30 hours, prominent Syracusans were guests of Mr. Ottoway
and aired appeal for the civic campaign. Meals were served in the
window and a local barber dropped
in to shave Mr. Ottoway. His
marathon stint won the praise and
gratitude of Syracuse.
WTMJ-TV Chest-Cast
A 90-minute local video show replaced Milwaukee's downtown
parade as the kickoff feature of the
city's 1952 Community Chest campaign. Many entertainers, most
Milwaukee-born, took part in the
WTMJ-TV telecast. Station's Lewis
and Alan Beaumont directed the
telecast.
*
* *
WKEI Sets Record
FEW DAYS after WKEI Kewanee,
111., went on the air [B*T, Sept.
22] the station took part in a Red
Cross blood donations drive and
obtained 361 pledges, with 324
showing up at the bloodmobile and
284 actually donating a pint of
blood each to exceed the quota of
174 pints, which, according to
WKEI President E. D. Scandrett,
has never been met previously with
newspaper promotion. Mr. Scan3rett said the donations established
a 14-state record.
WPIC Political Service
WPIC Sharon, Pa., as a public
service, made series of quarterhours available without charge to
local political organizations to present their views on tomorrow's
election.
KFAB Tells Public
KFAB saw fit to broadcast a story
which other Omaha media were
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careful not to touch, according to
the station. But the broadcast of
the story — that overcrowding and
lack of sanitation facilities in a
South Omaha parochial school were
responsible for an outbreak of
yellow jaundice — earned plaudits
from parents organizations, the
superintendent of parochial schools
in Omaha, and the city-county
health director. As a result of
KFAB's publicity, the school was
closed for necessary repairs, station reported.
KYW

Aids Emergency

KYW Philadelphia has received a
letter from the medical director
of Hahnemann Hospital, that city,
thanking the station for helping to
fill a patient's urgent need for a
rare type of blood. Only 3-4% of
the population reportedly has rare
O-Rh negative blood. Yet within an
hour after the emergency appeal
went out over KYW, about 100
persons with that type of blood
contacted the hospital.
WOC Aids Destitute
SINGLE broadcast on WOC Davenport, Iowa, brought a destitute
family a complete living room
suite, kitchen furniture, a bed,
washing machine and other household equipment and clothing. A
family of eight, from nearby Argo,
Iowa, was left homeless by fire.
WOC made a single appeal on its
Saturday morning program, Free
For All, and the contributions began pouring in.
WFMY (TV) Plasmathon
WFMY (TV) Greensboro, N. C,
has celebrated its third anniversary by presenting The Plasmathon, athree-hour show designed
to stimulate blood donations from
area listeners. Aim was to get a
gallon of blood for every week the
station has been on the air. Arthur
C. Stringer, WFMY promotion
manager, said the Plasmathon
turned out to be a big success and
drew considerable favorable comment throughout the area.

Market

Listeners
Local Advertisers
PUNCH

service

RESULTS

KYA Aids Charity
KYA San Francisco has been
credited with helping the United
Crusade, a new combined charity,

to a good start Oct. 6 through its
assistance in presenting a variety
show from the Emporium department store there. Ed Sullivan flew
from New York to m. c. the program, which attracted an estimated
10,000 spectators.
Emergency Appeal
AN EMERGENCY appeal by Ernie
Kovacs on his Kovacs Unlimited
program on WCBS-TV New York
was credited by a spokesman for
King'slastCounty
in Brook-,
lyn
week Hospital
as having
given
"exceedingly great help" in saving the life of a patient suffering
from a blood disease.
WAGM-Rotary Auction
ANNUAL Rotary Club radio auc-J
tion on WAGM Presque Isle, Me.,
will be held Nov. 25-27. Goods
donated by firms and individuals
in that city since Aug. 25 will be
auctioned and proceeds will be
used for equipment for Presque
Isle General Hospital. Auctions in
the past four years have brought
in $61,000 for the hospital.
Canadian

Set Sales

NEW records are being set each
month in sales of TV receivers by
Canadian manufacturers. A high
of 19,241 sets valued at $8,629,781
was reached in September, according to figures released by the RadioTV Mfrs. Assn. of Canada. In
August, 12,790 sets were sold and
in September 1951 a total of 3,286
sets. 55,534 sets have been sold
in Canada in 1952, valued at $32,016,000, of which 40% are in the
Toronto area, and 24% in the
Montreal area. A total of 148,647
sets, valued at $69,530,000, have
been sold in Canada.
COURT BROADCAST
WSMl Airs Final Arguments
WSMI Litchfield, 111., aired the
final arguments of both defendant
and prosecutor in a murder trial
of considerable interest in that
area.
Anton Nowak, former mayor of
nearby Panama, 111., went on trial
for the murder of an elderly couple.
Since Panama is within range of
WSMI,
the station gave the case
full coverage.
Jack D. Funk, WSMI director
of news & special events, obtained
permission from the attorneys and
the judge to broadcast the final
arguments. The Montgomery News,
in nearby Hillsboro, 111., called the
broadcasts "unique in court history
in this county . . ."

first with the finest
DAY AND NIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
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fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box
AM
FM
TV
V *

SUMMARY

score

Stations
Stations
Stations
Filed since April 14, of

Licensed
On Air
579
2,358
2,340
622
98
Ml
which 92 have been granted.

For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 72.
Docket Actions . . .
REPORT AND ORDER
Standard Broadcast Band — FCC finalized rule-making adding 540 kc to AM
broadcast band. The standard broadcast
S. in
is nowspecifiedbandatfor535usekc intothe1605U. kc,
lieu
of 550 kc to 1600 kc. Use of additional
channel will be subject to "harmful
interference"
of IIfrequency
allocation rules.provisions
U. S. Class
stations
will recognize the priority of use on the
540 kc channel given to Canada under
provisions of the pending North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
FCC rules and standards are amended
accordingly, effective 30 days after
publication in Federal Register. Report
and order Oct. 23.
MEMORANDUM OPINIONS
AND ORDERS
Rebroadcasting Rules — FCC rescinded provision in its report and order
of May 14 [At Deadline, B.T, May 19],
which would have required broadcast
stations to report instances of refusal
of grantcasterspermission
other broadto rebroadcastto programs,
but
affirmed Sec. 325(a) of Communications Act relating to rebroadcasting.
Simultaneously, FCC denied petition
by Gordon Brown, WSAY Rochester,
N. Y., requesting investigation of alleged conspiracy to restrain rebroadcasting [B.T, Oct. 27]. Memorandum
opinion and order Oct. 30.
Oakland, Calif.— KROW Inc. FCC denied mission
petition
requested
Com-in
(1) to which
reconsider
its action
Sixth Report & Order [B.T, April 14],
with regard to vhf television channel
assignments
San Francisco-Oakland;
and
(2) to inreconsider
its action in
removing
petitioner's
application
for
new TV station in Oakland
from hearing docket, and to restore its application to hearing status. Memorandum
and order Oct. 24.
1
tilopinion
Owensboro, Ky.-^-Owensboro On The
Air Inc. FCC denied petition which
requested waiver of one-year rule
St (Sec. 3.609 of rules), and amend table
of TV assignments to assign vhf Ch. 9
to Hatfield, Ind. Memorandum opinion
and order Oct. 24.
Irwin, Pa. — FCC adopted memoran-

r

THROUGH
CPs
146
73
102

OCTOBER

30

Appls. Hearing
In
Pending
299
177
22 2435
897*

dum opinion and order, < effective 30
days after publication in Federal Register, finalizing proposed rule-making
issued3.606
Sept.of2 rules
[B.T, Sept.8], amending
Sec.
to assign
vhf Ch.
4 to Irwin. FCC also adopted memorandum opinion and order dismissing
petition by Matta Bcstg. Co., Braddock,
assign
vhf Ch.Pa.,
4 torequesting
Braddock. FCC
ActiontoOct.
24.
Madison, Wis. — Radio Wisconsin Inc.
FCC denied second petition requesting
further reconsideration of Commission's action of Sept. 22 [B.T. Sept.
29],
which
request
that denied
vhf Ch.Radio
3 nowWisconsin's
assigned
to Madison for commercial operation
be designated for noncommercial eduuse and that uhf Ch.
*21 reservedcational
for noncommercial
educational
operation be made commercial. (Comrs.
Walker and Hennock dissented.) Memorandum opinion and order Oct. 30.
ACTIONS
Princeton, Ind. — M. R. Lankford.
FCC adopted ofproposal
looking
towardsof
amendment
Sec. 3.606
of table
TV assignments to assign uhf Ch. 52
to Princeton. Comments will be accepted by FCC up to Dec. 2. Notice
of proposed rule-making Oct. 24.
Washington,
D. C. — Harry
Barger
and
Henry Stratton.
FCC S.dismissed
petitions which sought permission to
intervene
joinInc.in petition of Transit Riders or
Assn.

Mora-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Geneva, Ala. — Geneva County Reaper.
Granted 1150 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 215 ft.; engineering condition.
Estimated construction cost $25,000, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$36,000. Principals include equal (y3)
partners C. W. Scott, H. G. Scott and
A. N. Scott, publishers of The Geneva
County Reaper (weekly newspaper).
Post office address is % Orson Spivey,
% The Geneva County Reaper, Geneva,
Ala.
Filed Feb. 11, 1952; granted Oct.
24, 1952.
Homewood,
Homewood. Granted Ala.
1320 — kc,Voice
1 kw ofdaytime,
antenna 210 ft.; engineering condition. Estimated construction cost $14,500, first year operating cost $21,500,
revenue $29,000. Principals include
Emory
M. McElroy
owner of McElroy Motor
Co., (%),
Birmingham,
and
Dorsey E. Newman (i/3), English and
speech instructor at Shades Valley
High School, Homewood. Post office
address is % D. E. Newman, 3022
Prince St., Birmingham, Ala. Filed
Jan. 20, 1951, and amended May 2,
July 25 and Aug. 20, 1952; granted
Oct. 24, 1952.
Benton,
Ark.690
— Benton
Service. Granted
kc, 250 Bcstg.
w daytime,
antenna 280 ft.; engineering condition.
Estimated construction cost $8,700,
first year operating cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Principals include partners W. Richard Tuck Jr. (25%), general manager of KVMA Magnolia, Ark.;
Claude Lavelle Langely (25%), commercial manager of KVMA; Roy Morris
Altoona, Pa.
Fish (25%), partner in Springhill, La.,
law
firm
of Bolin. Lowe & Fish, and
Twenty-eight years radio experiJames B. Branch Jr. (25%), sales manager of Branch Bros. Motor Co.,
ence and Roy Thompson's life dedicated to the community has made
Springhill,
and owner
of Dixieis Queen
ice
cream. Post
office address
% W.
WRTA Altoona's friendliest station.
Richard Tuck Jr., 911 West Main,
People like to do business with
Magnolia, Ark. Filed Nov. 13, 1951;
friends. Of course, WRTA — advergranted Oct. 24, 1952.
Fort Walton, Fla. — Vacationland
tised products — sell!
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1260 kc, 1 kw daytime,dition.
antenna Estimated
205 ft.;construction
engineering concost
i
$18,750,
first
year
1
operating
costinclude
$30,ompion
000,
revenue
$36,000.
Principals
Represented by
President George E. Mead (31%), chief
engineer and 10% owner of WBSR
Robert Meeker Associates
Pensacola, Fla.; Vice President and
General Manager Boris Mitchell (31%),
'■.(■Continued on page 109)
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 101)
WJLS Beckley, W. Va.; WJAC Inc.,
wood Springs, Col.; WSOY Decatur, 111.;
KCKN Kansas City, Kan.; WLAV
Meyersdale, Pa. — Are being advised
Grand Rapids, Mich.; KIHR Hood
that applications
for co-channel
operation indicates necessity
of hearing
River, Ore.; KPDN Pampa, Tex.;
because of interference. WJLS requests
WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C; WJPA-FM
CP to increase D power from 1 kw to
Washington, Pa.; KGBX St. Joseph, Mo.
5 kw, operating on 560 kc with 500 w
TENDERED
FOR FILING
N, and would cause interference to
WJAC Inc., applicant for new station
Change Studio Location
on 560 kc, 500 w D; WJAC Inc., would
KDON Palm Beach, Calif.— Mod. li- also receive interference from WFIL
cense, to change
studio Calif.
location from
Philadelphia, as well as from- WJLS
Palm Beach
to Salinas,
Beckley.
WHUN Huntingdon, Pa. — Is- • being
advised that application for CP to inOctober 30 Decisions . . .
stall top loading on existing ant.
tower and improve ant. ground sysACCEPTED FOR FILING
tem, indicates necessity of hearing because of interference to WJAC JohnsAM— 630 - kc
KGPH Flagstaff, Ariz. — CP to change
Silent
' Granted
from 1230 kc, 250 w to 630 kc, 250 w-N
WGNRtown, Pa.New" Remain
Rochelle,
N. Y.—
1 kw-D. AMENDED to change fre- authority
for additional period of 60
quency from 630 to 690 kc; change
days from Oct. 22, 1952, to remain
power
w-N 1 DA-N.
kw-D to 500 silent
pending conclusion of financial
w-N 1 from
kw-D 250
employing
reorganization. Station not to resume
Renewal of License
broadcasting without Commission approval if control is transferred.
of Following
license: stations request renewal
f
Petition Granted
WGWC
Ala.; Hawaii;
WTYS KVOX
MariKSOXtition forHarlingen,
Granted
peanna,
Fla.; Selma,
KILA Hilo,
continuanceTex.—
to Dec.
1, 1952,
Moorhead, Minn.; KFSB Joplin, Mo.;
of oral argument on petitions of
KFRM Kansas City, Mo.; WAIR Winston-Salem, N. C; WFBG Altoona, Pa. WCKY Cincinnati, and KFBK Sacraaction
of Nov.mento,
14,involving
1951 Commission's
granting nondirecTENDERED FOR FILING
tion'al operation of KSOX.
AM— 1260 kc
Request Denied
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio — CP to
WEEB
Southern
Pines,
N. 1.324(b)
C— Denied request
for waiver
of sec.
change from 1 kw-D to 5 kw-D.
in which permission was sought for
acceptance of application for special
October 30 Decisions . . .
temporary authorization to operate
WEEB beyond time specified in license
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
for
purpose
of 4broadcasting
AM— 1290 kc
returns
on Nov.
and 5, 1952. election
WFRO
Fremont,
KINY Juneau, Alaska — Granted CP
quest for waiver ofOhio
sec.— Denied
1.324(b) re-in
to change frequency from 1460 kc to which permission was sought for ac1290 kc, engineering conditions, includceptance of application
specialWFRO
teming provision that program tests will
porary
authorization to foroperate
not be authorized until KFRB Fair- beyond time specified in license for
banks has commenced program tests purpose of broadcasting election proon 790 kccensed onand
will not
be li-is
grams and returns on Nov. 1 through
1290KINY
kc until
KFRB
4, 1952. Extension of Authority
licensed on 790 kc.
AM— 1340 kc
Burns Ave. Baptist Church, Detroit,
Mich. sion— ofGranted
extenauthorityapplication
to transmitforreligious
KSID Sidney, Neb.— Granted mod.
CP to change frequency from 1540 programs to station CKLW Windsor,
kc to 1340 kc and operation from D Ontario, Canada.
to unl., using present power of 250 w.
Extension of SSA
Advised of Hearing
Commission extended SSA to following stations on temporary basis for
period ending Dec. 1, 1952, pending
Bcstg. Co.,
—
action on formal applications:
Is Tallassee
being advised
that Tallassee,
applicationAla.for
KFAR Fairbanks, Alaska, for use of
new AM on 910 kc, 1 kw, indicates
kc, 10 kw, unl.; WNYC New York
necessity ference
of withhearing
WCOC because
Meridian,of interMiss., 6^0
City, for use of 830 kc, 1 kw, to operate
and from WGAF Valdosta, Ga.
additional hours from 6 a.m., EST, to
Madera Bcstg. Co., Inc., Madera,
sunrise New York City, and from sunCalif. —tion Is
beingAMadvised
set Minneapolis to 10 p.m., EST; KWBU
for new
on 1230thatkc,applica100 w
unl., indicates necessity of hearing
Corpus Christi, Tex., for use of 1030
because of interference to KWG Stockkc, 50ton to kw,
Boslocalfrom
sunsetlocal
at sunrise
Corpus at
Christi;
ton, KERO Bakersfield, and KRDU
Dinuba, Calif.
and WOI Ames, Iowa, for use of 640
kc. 1 kw, from 6 a.m. to local sunKNED McAlester, Okla. — Is being
rise, CST.
advised cilities
thatfrom Dapplication
to
change
faReinstatement of CP
to unl. with 1 kw day,
500 w N, on 1150 kc, and install DA
KSWB Yuma, Ariz. — Granted appliindicates necessity of hearing because
cation for reinstatement of expired
CP for new station on 1240 kc, 250 w
of nighttime interference from KXLR
North Little Rock, Ark., and KSAL
unl., tionwith
specification
that1, construcSalina, Kan.
be completed
by Dec.
1952.

Jackson is the hub for fiftythree Mississippi producing oil
and gas fields. This important oil
industry helps to create a prosperous mid-Mississippi market.
You can get your share of this
market by using popular WJDX.
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Theare New
Targetand Dates
HERE
the 92 Grantees'
post-thaw TV Commenceme
grantees, as of nt
last Friday,
the dates
on which they expect to commence operation. Channels authorized, as
well as network affiliation and national representative where signed, are
also given.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
Rep.
Date Commencement
Date
Granted
Network
Call City and State
Weed
Late
1952
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
Sept.
July 244 Unknown
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y.
Oct. 16 Unknown
Branham
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.
Oct. 9 March-April
Taylor
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
McGillvra
Sept.
25
Late 1953
Oct. 2 April
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J
Oct. 30 Unknown
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C.
Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky.
Aug. 3014 Dec.
20
Pearson
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 18 Oct.
Unknown
CBS
July
11
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex.
Nov.
15
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
Taylor
247 July
Aug. 2111 Unknown
CBS
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex.
Adam Young
28 Aug. 14 Late 1952
WAFB-TV
Baton
Rouge,
La.
Booth Radio & Television Stations
64 Oct. 30 Unknown
Inc., Battle Creek, Mich
Petry
Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
Bethlehem, Pa.
51 Oct. 30 Unknown
2)
Unknown
WQTV (TV)Bridgeport,
Binghamton,
N. Y. *4643 July
Aug. 1114 Jan. 1
WICC-TV
Conn.
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn. 49 Aug. 14 Unknown
Unknown
WTVF (TV)Charleston
Buffalo N.S.Y.
24 Unknown
WCSC-TV
C. *235 July
Oct. 30
McGillvra
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug. 21 March
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18 Jan. 1
Forjoe
CBS
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Sept. 18
Free
& Peters
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11 On Air
CBS, ABC
Dec.
17
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col.
July 11 On Air
NBC, DuMont Blair
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
July 11
(July
(Oct 18)
Mountain States TV Co., Denver 26 Sept. 18 Unknown
Great Plains Television Properties
Inc., Duluth, Minn.
38 Oct. 24 Unknown
1953
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct. 16 Mid
May
Unknown
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex. 13 Oct. 24 Jan.
1
Hollingbery
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4 July 31
Taylor
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass. 46
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich. 28 Sept.
July 14
11 Early 1953
Sears & Ayer
1
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23 July 31 March
Unknown
July
31
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 17 Oct. 24 May
Unknown
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md. 62
Boiling
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif 24 Sept. 18 Unknown
Raymer
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
55 Sept. 25 Late 1952
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass. 55 July 11
Free
& Peters
ABC
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
9 Aug. 7 Dec. 1
Grant Tempo Rises
(Continued from page 69)
Atlantic City, reported Dec. 20 as
Walker dissented from the majorthe commencement date for his
ity's ruling.
WEST Easton, grantee for uhf newly granted Ch. 46 station. Mr.
Ch. 51 at Bethlehem, reported the Weber said his transmitter will be
new TV outlet would be placed on the first factory built 1-kw uhf
the air with the greatest possible unit off the RCA line. The antenna
speed but no firm date can be set is already fabricated, he said. John
now. Equipment has been ordered.
Pearson Co. will be national repIt was noted that the station, in a resentative.
The Ch. 51 grant at Bethlehem
tri-city area, will serve Bethlehem,
Allentown and Easton.
to WEST Easton, a Steinman station, followed less than a week
KCSJ Pueblo, Ch. 5 grantee, expects to commence operation about after a request by WLAN LancasMarch 1, it was reported last week.
ter, Pa., that the application be consolidated ina comparative hearing
Equipment is both GE and RCA.
indicated by FCC on the channel
Fred Weber, operator of WFPG
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Date
Call
City
and
State
Ch.
Granted
Radio Honolulu Ltd.,
Honolulu, T. H.
11 Oct. 24
KUHT
Tex. 25
*8 Sept.
Aug. 2111
WJTV (TV)
(TV) Houston,
Jackson, Miss.
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb. 10 Oct. 16
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
12 Oct. 2
KRTV
Rock, Ark.
Great (TV)
PlainsLittle
Television
Properties 17 Sept. 18
Inc., Little Rock, Ark.
23 Oct. 30
U. of Southern California,
Los Angeles
28 Aug. 28
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
11 Oct. 9
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. 13 Oct. 9
KSAC-TV
Manhattan,
Kan.
*8 Sept.
Jury 244
WMAC (TV) Massilon, Ohio 23
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala. 48 Aug. 7
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. 20 Sept. 18
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind. 49 Oct. 30
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass. 28 July 11
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn. 30 July 11
WKST-TV New Casle, Pa. 45 Sept. 4
WGTV (TV)Peoria,
New York
Ciy *25
14
WEEK-TV
III.
43 Aug.
Aug. 28
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. 27 July 11
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
5 Oct. 30
Sir Walter Television & Bcstg.
Co., Raleigh, N. C.
28 Oct. 16
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y. *21 July 24
WHTV
Syracuse,Pa.
N. Y. *43
WEEU-TV(TV)Reading,
33 Sept. 18
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
61
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
27 Sept.
Sept. 44
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
10 Sept. 18
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III. 39 Sept. 11
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich. 57 Sept.
Oct. 11162
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
2 Oct.
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla. 38 Oct. 9
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R. 2 July 24
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
20
WTVU
(TV) Scranton,
Great Plains
TelevisionPa.
Properties 73 Aug. 14
Inc., Sioux City, Iowa 36 Oct. 30
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. 34 Aug. 28
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash. 6 July
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. 4 July
July 1111
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 61
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
10 Oct.
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn. 55
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 28
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 34 Oct.
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
49 Oct.
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
43
11
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio 73 Jury
July 1111
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio 27 July
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio 21
* Educational permittees.
Sept. 25
July
change bids of WGAL-TV Lancaster and WDEL-TV Wilmington,
Del., also Steinman outlets, involving a question of signal overlap
[B»T, Oct. 27, Sept. 22].
The WLAN request was contained inits reply to the McFarland
letter of the Commission notifying
WLAN that its application for Ch.
8 is mutually exclusive with
WGAL-TV's request for the same
channel, indicating need for comparative hearing. WLAN also protested FCC's modification of
WGAL-TV's license for switch
from Ch. 4 to 8, using same power,
pending outcome of the Ch. 8 comparative proceeding.
WGAL-TV, meanwhile, has filed
detailed answers to the WLAN
petitions charging that the latter
has misconstrued the facts of the
ing.
Commission actions in the proceed-

The exchange of petitions has
arisen over the FCC's memorandum opinion and order of Sept. 18
which sought to clarify earlier
controversy between the Steinman group and Peoples Broadcasting Co., WLAN licensee [B«T,
Sept. 22]. At that time FCC took
these actions in its memorandum
opinion and order:
(1) Denied petition of WLAN to reconsider and set aside the Commission's
show cause order of the Sixth Report
which would change WGAL-TV Lancaster from Channel 4 to 8, but (2)
granted
WLAN's
for
comparative
hearingfurther
of itspetition
application
for Channel 8 at Lancaster with the
application
to move fromas
Channel 4 toof8,WGAL-TV
subject to notification
required
by
Public
Law
554 to(McFarland letter notification prior
actual

Commencement
Date
Unknown
Unknown
Dec.
25
Jan.
Feb. 11

PetryRep.
Network
Katz
Pearson
Pearson

April 15
Unknown
Unknown
March
19)
Nov. 4
Pearson
CBS, DuMont Avery-Knodel
Unknown
Feb. 1
Forjoe
Dec. 25 1
March
Taylor
Unknown
Unknown
Early 1952
1953
Late
January
Meeker
Best
Unknown
Headley-Reed
NBC
NBC Spot Sales
On Air
Unknown
(Sept.
Unknown
H-R Reps.
Unknown
Unknown
Mid-1953
Headley-Reed
Dec. 1
CBS
Burn-Smith
Dec.
15
NBC
Dec.
1
Avery-Knodel
Walker '
Unknown
Holman
Unknown
Weed
Headley-Reed
Unknown
May
1
1954
Blair
April
Dec. 25
Unknown
Late 1952
Katz
Early
Raymer
Hollingbery
Walker
Nov. 271953
Late 1952
Unknown
Headley-Reed
Dec.
NBC
April 15
Avery-Knodel
ABC
Jan.
1
DuMont
Radio Reps
Early 1953
Dec. 1
Headley-Reed
July 1953
NBC
Early 1953
Raymer
Unknown
"

designation for hearing); and (3)
granted request
of WGAL-TV
modification of license
to permit for
operation
on Channel 8 with minimum power
(ERP 7.2 kw
upon is"thesubject
expressto
condition
thatvisual)
such grant
being withdrawn upon the determination of the proceeding involving its application and application of Peoples for
Concurrently, FCC announced that
Channel and
8."
WLAN
being advised that theWGAL-TV
applicationwere
of WLAN
for
a new station on Channel 8 and the application of WGAL-TV to move from
Channel
4 to 8the
"arenecessity
mutually ofexclusive
and
indicate
a consolidated hearing, including an issue on
the financial and other qualifications
letter was sent to WDEL-TV
of Similar
Peoples."
Wilmington
to advise that its application for change from Channel 7 to 12,
also pursuant to Sixth Report show
cause order, and for boost in ERP to
316 kw, of"raises
question
of common
identity
ownership
of WGAL
Inc.
and WDEL Inc. and of the overlap
which would result from proposed operations of WDEL-TV and WGAL-TV."
indicating "necessity of a hearing with
above mentioned WGAL-TV application." FCC required WDEL-TV to file
application for operation on Channel
12 with minimum power.
In all of the Sept. 18 actions,
Comr. George E. Sterling dissented
on grounds the show cause channel
changes were part of the reallocation plan, hence not subject to
competitive applications. On the
overlap problem, Comr. Sterling
noted it was the result of FCC's
new engineering standards.
In its reply petition, WGALTV charged that "Peoples seems
to rely on the theory that, because
it has filed an application for a new
station to be constructed and operated on Channel 8 in Lancaster,
WGAL Inc. has lost all rights as
a licensee and any further operation of WGAL-TV was entirely
subservient to the misconceived

BROADCASTING
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~- rights which Peoples has continuously and erroneously alleged."
WGAL-TV continued that "the
Commission found, in its decision
of Sept. 18, that Peoples has misconceived the actions taken by the
Commission, and Peoples again
misconceives the action taken by
the Commission on July 30 when
(it) granted the renewal of license
for the continued operation of
WGAL-TV on Channel 4, subject
to the Commission's decision on
the show cause proceeding."
WGAL-TV noted WLAN did not
^protest the renewal action.
Elsewhere in the petition,
WGAL-TV pointed out that FCC
ilsjiion Sept. 18 did not grant a pending formal application of WGA-L
Inc. "The Commission did, however, grant the request of WGAL
Inc. to modify its license to operate
on Channel 8. Peoples conveniently
forgets that this action of the
Commission was taken pursuant
to the show cause order contained
in the Third Notice of Further Proposed Rule Making [issued in
March 1951, on which Sixth Report is based]. Peoples further
forgets that it did not intervene
in that show cause proceeding, was
not a party thereto, and acquired
no rights thereunder."
WGAL-TV argued "the Commission was legally bound to finalize
the show cause proceeding and
modify the license of WGAL-TV.
. . . Simply stated, the Commission
did not conditionally grant one of
:two mutually exclusive, pending
applications. Thus, the Commission's decision ... in no way contravenes the decision of the
Supreme Court in the Ashbacker
case."
The Steinman station pointed
out that WLAN only has been
notified of hearing on its application according to the McFarland
procedure, hence the hearing has
jnot been formally called at this
time. In her dissent, Comr. Henneck wrote as follows:
"I believe
thatBroadcasters
this application
Associated
Inc. for aby construction permit for a television station in Bethlehem, Pa., raises serious
questions of prejudice to the public interest which can only be resolved in a
full and complete hearing. The grant
of this construction permit will provide

ABC

WIDE BLANKET COVERAGE,
CONCENTRATED AUDIENCE,
BEST PROGRAM FACILITIES,
AND NOW5000 WATT

OUTPUT

!

JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., N«w York,
Can Tall You Mora About
C

H

N
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applicant with three television stations
FCC Roundup
operating in and almost completely saturating alimited area within a triangle
(Continued from page 107)
formed by Bethlehem, Lancaster and
Wilmington, cities less than 65 miles
Harold B. McCarley, staff announcer
program
director
for
WBSR;
Treasurer
apart from each other. Within this
for WRBC Jackson, Miss., May 28, 1952,
Leonard nouncer
Zepp
(31%),andengineer-ancomparatively small but densely popufor
WBSR,
Secretary
to July(silent
15, 1952,
and James
P. Hart-of
lated region, the persons in control of Kirke M. Beall (7%), attorney and
ness
partner),
25% owner
applicant corporation, in addition to former
10% owner of WBSR. Post WSSO. Address is % Harold B. McCartheir existing television stations in Lanoffice address is 121 West Pine Ave.,
ley. P. O. Box 12, Batesville. Miss. Filed
oper1952, 30,amended
Sept. 13, 1952;
Crestview, Fla. Filed June 5, 1951; May
ate six caster
AMand Wilmington,
and three FM own
radioandstations
granted1, Oct.
1952.
and several daily newspapers. There is granted Oct. 24, 1952.
Boonville,
Mo.—
William
R. Tedrick.
Prestonburg,
Ky. kc,
— Elkhorn
Bcstg. Granted 1370 kc, 1 kw daytime,
thus already an unusual concentration
anCorp.
Granted 1270
1 kw daytime,
of ownership and control of the mass
tenna 200 ft.;
engineeringcostcondition.
antenna 205 ft.; engineering conditions.
media of communications. Clearly, the Estimated
Estimated
construction
$14,265,
construction
cost
$27,300,
application for a third TV station in the
operating
cost is$36,000,
first year operating cost $35,000, rev- first year
same vicinity raises a substantial quesenue $60,000.
Sole owner
Williamrev-R.
enue $42,500. Principal stockholder is Tedrick,
tion of monopoly control.
general manager and 25%
DuRan
Moore,
county
court
clerk
for
"There is no need here to elaborate
there are owner ofof Red
WOKZ
upon the harmful consequences of an Floyd County, Prestonburg;
Rock Alton,
Bottling111.Co.,andPop-\'3
businessmen as- owner Bluff,
undue concentration of ownership of nine othersociatedKentucky
Mo. Post office address of
with Mr. Moore in the cor- Mr. larTedrick
these media, particularly in such a
is
1522
Ave.,
poration. Post office address
% Cor- Alton, 111. Filed Mar. Spaulding
limited area. But the general recog- dell Martin,
5, 1952; granted
County isAttorney,
nition — including Commission policy Hindman, Ky.Knott
Filed Dec. 10, 1951, Oct. 30, 1952.
and
the objectionable
Idabel, Okla. — Idabel Bcstg. Co.
amended July 17, 1952; granted Oct.
natureregulations
of such — aofconcentration
from
24,
1952.
Granted 1240 kc, 250 w fulltime; enthe standpoint of the public interest,
gineering condition. Estimated conOakdale, La. — Louisiana Bcstg. Servshould here give the Commission pause.
struction cost $9,100, first year operice. Granted 900 kc, 250 w daytime, an(See particularly Sec. 3.636 of the Comating
cost
$25,000,
revenue $28,000. Sole
tenna
240
ft.;
engineering
conditions
Rules andthatRegulations
owner is Winston O. Ward, owner and
including ferenceacceptance
of such
require a mission's
showing
control of which
more
of KIMP Mount Pleasant,
as would result
frominterthe manager
Post office address of Mr. Ward
than one station would 'foster compeoperation presently proposed in appli- Tex.
tition' and not
result inofan broadcasting
undue conis P. O. Box 990, Mount Pleasant, Tex.
cation of A. R. Blossman Inc., Covingc
e
n
t
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
control
Filed
Feb. 13, 1952; granted Oct. 30.
facilities.)
ton, La., which seeks 900 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 245 ft. [FCC Roundup,
Punxsutawney, Pa. — Punxsutawney
"A thorough
investigation
of
the
prob3, 1951]. Estimated construcBcstg. Co. Granted 1540 kc, 1 kw daylems presented by this application is B.T, Dec.
tion cost $11,550, first year operating
time,dition.
antenna Estimated
315 ft.;construction
engineering contherefore warranted before the applicost
cost
$24,000,
revenue
$30,000.
Princant secures another TV grant. Such a
cipals include equal (50%) general
$18,435,
first
year
operating
cost $35,hearing
would
be
instrumental
in
evolvpartners
Cyril
W.
Reddoch,
50%
owner
000,
revenue
$42,000.
Principals
include
ing some definitive Commission policy of KDLA DeRidder, La., and 25%
Sheridan W. Pruett (52%), proprietor
and standards on this vital question of owner
of Dixieland Bcstg. Co., appli- of Pruett Auto Service & Coal Co.,
concentration and control, the detercant
for
new
AM
station
in
Sulphur,
Bluefield, W. Va.; A. C. MacCumbee
mination of which is so necessary at La., and Klien Evans, chief engineer
(26%), sales engineer for Bearing Servthis critical stage of television's growth
for KDLA and 25% owner of DixieCo., Pittsburgh, Pa., and Charles
land Bcstg. Co. Post office address is M. iceErhard
after
the lifting
of here
the 'freeze'.
The
salesman-anCommission's
action
sets
an
unnouncer forJr.
WHIS(22%),
Bluefield,
W. Va.
% Cyril W. Reddoch, P. O. Box 421,
fortunate precedent for dealing with Sulphur,
La.,
or
%
Cyril
W.
Reddoch,
Post
office
address
is
Punxsutawney
this problem in other areas of the Station KDLA, DeRidder, La. Filed Bcstg. Co., P. O. Box 38, Punxsutawcountry. And the Commission cannot,
ney. Filed May 9, 1952; granted Oct.
on the basis of this application and the Feb. 11, 1952; granted Oct. 24, 1952.
24, 1952.
Rumford, Me. — Rumford Publishing
other facts before it, make the finding
Lubbock,
Tex. — Hub Bcstg. Co.
Co.
Granted
1450
kc,
250
w
fulltime,
required by munications
Sec.Act that
309(a)thisof grant
the Com195 ft.; engineering conditions.
Granted 1460 kc, 500 w daytime, anwill antenna
Estimated construction cost $15,078;
tenna 200 ft. Estimated construction
serve
the
public
interest,
convenience
or necessity.
cost $14,250, first year operating cost
first year operating cost $27,500 to $32,- $40,000,
revenue $55,000. Engineering
$40,000.
Principals
in- condition.
"Themedia
concentration
the 000, revenue
clude President
Melvin
L. Stone
Principals include equal
mass
permitted of
herecontrol
will beofeven
(49.815%
of
voting
stock),
president
of
(20%) bockpartners
further aggravated should the Comattorney;
J.R.C. Briggs
Sanders,Irvin,
ownerLub-of
Rumford
Publishing
Co.
(publisher
of
mission grant the proposals of WGALfive weekly newspapers), and Vice Lubbock Tailoring Co., Lubbock;
TV
and WDEL-TV,
presently
Peter A. Isaacson (50% of Rolan Simpson, partner with Avinger
operating
stations applicant's
in Lancaster
and President
Lumber Co., Lubbock; Wayne D.
voting stock), vice president of RumWilmington, respectively, for increased
Tibbs Jr., program director for KSEL
ford
Publishing
Co. Post office address
power and antenna height. Furtheris
42
Prospect
Ave.,
Rumford,
Me.
Lubbock, and James G. Jarrett, acmore,
these
proposed
increases
in
covcounting and traffic for KSEL. Post
Filed
Jan.
23,
1952;
granted
Oct.
24.
erage, together with the grant of the
office address is % R. Briggs Irvin,
instant application for a construction
Leonardtown, Md. — Southern Mary253
Cotton
Exchange Bldg., Lubbock.
land
Bcstrs.
Inc.
—
Granted
1370
kc,
1
permit, will create an overlap situation
March 12, 1952, amended June
kw daytime, antenna 200 ft.; engi- Filed
between
applicant's
three
TV
stations.
16,
1952;
granted
Oct. 24, 1952.
The Commission has already ruled that
condition. first
Estimated
construction costneering
$23,427,
year operating
Narrows, Va. — Giles Bcstg. Co.
WDEL-TV must be made a party to the
Granted
990
kc,
1
kw daytime, antenna
cost $30,000, revenue $48,000. Principals
comparative proceeding in Lancaster
240 ft. Estimated construction cost
involving WGAL-TV because of the re- include President James L. Bittner
$23,363, first year operating cost $30,(331/3%), chief engineer of WNNT
those two
tions.sulting
Thus,overlap
therebetween
is no reason
why stathe Warsaw, Va., and owner of James L. 000, revenue
$36,000.isEngineering
condition. Sole owner
H. J. Romanus,
Music
Shop
and
Radio
Servinstant application for Bethlehem, in- Bittner
ice, Warsaw; Vice President Charles manager and owner of controlling involving apossible overlap with the proterest in Romanus Inc. (retail dry goods
E. Springer (33V3%). program manager
posals of bothnotWDEL-TV
and WGALdepartment stores), Narrows, Va., and
TV, should
be consolidated
with for WNNT, and Secretary-Treasurer
Fearisburg, Va. Post office address of
the above-mentioned hearing and an William C. Redd (33>/3%), commercial
Mr. Romanus is Narrows, Va. Filed
manager for WNNT. Post office address
issue included therein as to overlap% James L. Bittner, P. O. Box 196, March 21, 1952, amended May 26 and
multiple ownership resulting from the is
Warsaw,
Va.
Filed
Feb.
29,
1952,
June 25; granted Oct. 24, 1952.
proposed operations in Wilmington,
amended Sept. 23, 1952; granted Oct.
Lancaster and Bethlehem. Such a pro- 24,
Roanoke, Va. — Cy N. Bahakel. Grant1952.
cedure would permit the Commission to
ed 1410 kc, 5 kw daytime, antenna 200
Estimated construction cost $31,deal directly, realistically and comBatesville, Miss. — Panola Bcstg. Co. ft.
650, first year operating cost $40,000,
pletely with the entire problem at one
Granted
1290
kc,
1
kw
daytime,
antime. It appears far sounder than a
revenue $60,000. Engineering conditions.
tenna 205 ft.; engineering condition.
Estimated construction cost $23,904, Sole owner is Cy N. Bahakel, licensee
grant suant
of to which
the instant
application,station
purthe Bethlehem
of WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss., and WKIN
first year
operating
cost include
$23,000, equal
revewill be built, thus possibly misleading
nue $30,000.
Principals
Kingsport, Tenn. Filed March 14, 1952,
re-filed and amended March 31; grant(V3)
partners
Travis
A.
Palmer,
chief
the applicant itself and seriously limited Oct. 30, 1952.
engineer for WSSO Starkville, Miss.;
the Commission's
of action
and ingdecision
in futurefreedom
proceedings
on
these issues."
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Ad

Promotion

A ONE-DAY, $17,000 advertising
campaign is slated by ABC tomorrow (Tuesday) to promote its
election coverage. Advertisements
resembling the face of a voting machine will be placed in newspapers
in the five cities where ABC owns
radio-TV stations: New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, and
San Francisco. Ads will range
from full pages to 400 lines. Cost
of the New York campaign, using
five newspapers, was placed at
$11,000. In the four other cities,
using two papers in Chicago and
one each in the others, total cost
was estimated at $6,000.
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KMPC SALE TO BE
WRAPPED UP THIS WEEK
SALE OF KMPC Los Angeles for $800,000
gross, to Gene Autry, cowboy singing star
(and principal owner of KOOL Phoenix,
KOPO Tucson), Robert O. Reynolds, present
vice president and general manager and station associates, will be wrapped up by midweek (Wednesday). Subject to FCC approval,
they are acquiring station from estate of G. A.
(Dick) Richards which also controls WJR
Detroit and WGAR Cleveland, plus 15% stock
of Frank E. Mullen, former NBC executive
vice president and that of other minority holders. Licensee's corporate name remains "KMPC
The Station of the Stars," but as California
corporation, with new officers to be elected
probably today (Nov. 3).
NEW WDTV (TV) STUDIOS
PLANS for construction of new studios and
business offices for DuMont television network's WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh in new Gateway Center there was made today by Chris
Witting, DuMont's director and general manager. Station will occupy three lower floors of
unit in Gateway Center, development under
construction by Equitable Life Assurance
Society. Lease provides 34,000 square feet of
space.
New facilities will include two studios,
measuring 73 by 73 and 44 by 41 respectively.
Offices directly associated with production will
be on first floor with studios, while additional
production offices, rehearsal rooms and talent
lounges will be on basement floor. WDTV's
executive offices, master control and film projection facilities will occupy top floor.
New headquarters for WDTV, one of DuMont's three owned-and-operated stations, will
be ready for occupancy in late spring or early
summer of 1953, Mr. Witting said. New quarters for WTTG (TV), DuMont's Washington
outlet, were recently established in Raleigh
Hotel while construction is entering final phase
on. center at 205 E. 67th St. for WABD (TV)
New York.
TV

PROTEST

DISMISSED

FCC Friday dismissed protest by Valley Television Co., Youngstown, Ohio, against Sept. 19
grant of CP to Polan Industries, Youngstown,
for new TV station on uhf Ch. 21. Polan had
contended Valley protest [B*T, Oct. 20] was
without merit and repetitious pleading.
KDSH

SALE

APPROVED

SALE of two-thirds interest in KDSH Boise,
Ida., for $109,000 by Saul Haas to Willis C.
Moffatt and associates granted by FCC Friday.
Mr. Haas heads KIRO Seattle. Approval also
given sale of WXLW Carlisle, Pa., by Philip
Mathews for $70,000 to Richard Field Lewis
Jr., owner WINC Winchester, Va.
NEW

TYPE

COAX

CABLE

PHELPS DODGE Copper Products Corp. has
delivered 4,000 feet of Styroflex coaxial cable
tqg|nternational Telemeter Corp. for installation in community antenna,, feeding TV ""set
owners iri Palrri.. Springs, Calif., reported as
first such use of this type of cable.
Page 1J-Q

•
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NEWSMEN DODGE TRAIN
GROUP of radio newsmen forced to
jump off railroad tracks in hurry Friday
morning when Democratic campaign
train overshot scheduled stopping place
at Silver Spring, Md., station. Newsmen
were stationeti with mikes at point beyond spot where train was to stop. They
moved up when train halted but barely
scrambled to safety when train moved
another 10 feet. TV crews were safe
atop trucks parked beside tracks. Crowd
estimated at about 1,500. had gathered
despite absence of Gov. Adlai Stevenson.
RTMA ASKS REVERSAL
OF PRICE CONTROL RULING
POLICY decision by Economic Stabilization
Agency on OPS reimposition of price controls
on radio, TV and phonograph parts asked Friday by James D. Secrest, executive vice president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. He asked
Administrator Roger L. Putnam to rescind
OPA's
Oct. 27].Oct. 24 order restoring controls [B*T,
RTMA contends OPS action was contrary to
economic stabilization policy, based on erroneous premise, and "arbitrary and capricious."
It was pointed out that order falls most heavily on small manufacturers who are least able
to afford legal and accounting staffs necessary
to keep check on price ceilings.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
through William Esty Co., N. Y., planning radio spot campaign in selected markets for December.
AMAZO CAMPAIGN £ Amazo Dessert, N. Y.,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, preparing radio spot campaign using evening
spots, minutes and breaks on West Coast, effective Nov. 17 through end of March.
BEVERAGE DRIVE # Orange-Crush Co.,
Chicago, for Orange Crush and Old Colony beverages, plans use of radio spot on cooperative
basis in some 200 markets. Local bottlers will
select starting time, number of spots and duration, dealing directly with local stations. Heaviest campaign normally comes after winter
months except in southern areas. Newly-appointed agency for parent company: H. W.
Kastor & Sons, same city. John Gillis is account executive.

DEWEY

TELETHON

TWENTY quarter-hours between 6 a.m.
and 10 p.m. today (Monday) on WORTV New York bought by Republican National Committee for election eve semitelethon by New York Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey, similar to one he conducted on
own behalf on same station during his
1950 campaign for governor. His total
five hours on camera during 16- hour
period today compares with 1 950 total
of 4.% out of 18. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.

P E 0 P I I . . .
FRANK McCORD, director of research for
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y., named vice president
in charge of research and merchandising.
Winsor H. Watson Jr., account executive with
same agency, also named vice president and
account supervisor.
EDWARD RATNER, radio-TV copy chief of
Product Services Inc., to Friend Reiss McGlone,
N.
Y., advertising agency, as radio-television
director.
JOYCE C. HALL, president of Hall Bros.,
Kansas City (Hallmark cards), (see "Our Respects to . . .," page 58) received American
Cancer Society's distinguished service crusade;
award for sponsorship of Hall of Fame program (NBC-TV, Sun., 10-10:30 p.m. EST) on
which appeared Ordeal By White House drama
dealing
of
cancer.with President Grover Cleveland's cure
BOB DAVIS, MBS presentation writer, to re-;
search and promotion staff of Headley-Reed
Co., N. Y., station representative.
NEW

TV

APPLICATIONS

FIVE new and amended applications for TV
stations received at FCC Friday afternoon.
They are:
New Applications
Fayetteville, N. C— Rollins Bcstg. Inc. (WFAI), uhf
Ch. 18, ERP 212.4 kw visual, 112.4 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 478 ft., above ground
551 ft. Estimated construction cost $264,340, first
year operating
cost new
$150,000,
revenuein $175,000.
Applicant also seeks
TV station
Dover, Del.,
[see TV Applications, page 78].
Amarillo, Tex. — The Texan Telecasting Co., vhf
Ch. 7, ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 832 ft., above ground
813 ft. Estimated construction cost $626,946. first
year operating cost $173,000, revenue $194,000. Sole
owner of applicant is Mrs. Loula Mae Harrison,
president and principal stockholder of Prairie Oil
&Dallas.
Gas Co., and owner of L. C. Harrison Oil Co.,
San Angelo, Tex. — Westex Television Co. (KTXL),
vhf Ch. 8, ERP 10.9 kw visual, 5.45 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 419 ft., above ground
443 ft. Estimated construction cost $165,000, first
year operating cost $222,000, revenue $250,000. Equal
partners
Armistead
D. Rust,
San Angelo and are
president
of KTXL,
and mayor
B. P. ofBludworth,
owner of Brownwood (Tex.) Poster Service Co. and
vice president of KTXL.
Amended Applications
Baton Rouge, La. — Baton Rouge Bcstg. Co.
(WJBO), change to vhf Ch. 2, ERP 100 kw visual, 50
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 424
ft., above ground 478 ft. Estimated construction
cost $421,388,
first year operating
cost $289,063, revenue $345,000.
application,
see (Change
B.T, Julyfrom
7.] vhf Ch. 10). [For
Meridian, Miss. — Mississippi Bcstg. Co. (WCOC),
uhf Ch. 30, ERP 210.5 kw visual, 105.2 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 500 ft., above
groundtion in 251
ft. [Applicant
Jackson,
Miss.; seealso
B.T,seeks
Julynew21.] TV sta-

CBS-TV QUARTER HOURS
SALES
of two additional weekly quarterhours of Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV
(Mon.-Fri., 1:30-2 p.m.) reported Friday:,;..
Masland Rug Co., Carlisle, Pa,, to sponsor \/
Mom 1 :.30-45 segment effective Jan. 26 through
Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., and Ballard & j
Ballard (bread products) to sponsor Tues. |
1:45-2
p.m. periodMinneapolis.
starting Dec;'' ^through
Campbell-Mithun,
USE OF RADIO, TV TOPIC
USE OF RADIO and TV for increased retail
sales will be discussed by panel of retailers
who have used broadcast media successfully
at 2nd annual convention of National Retail) j
Dry Goods I' Assn.,-^to^be held Jan. .12-15 at \
Hotel Statler, New York.
s q
I RO A DC AS T I NG
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Results

are

wha

what

WTVR

spo

Getting results for sponsors is our
business. And our formula for making
sponsors happy is simple indeed. We take
a big helping of public service,
mix it with top network programs, add
the program and engineering
knowhow

we've acquired during our

26 years. Oh, yes, we can't forget the
friendly warmth that characterizes
WTVR announcers. Sponsors like these
ingredients. Have you tasted the result?

's

WWJ

BOB MAXWELL . . . Fraternity of
Early Risers. A Ateu* Jdiiten at
6:30 A. M. Monday through Friday.

TOM MacMAHON

. . . News From

The Editor's Viewpoint. A Afeut
£ute*t at 1:00 P. M. and 2:00 P. M.

Detroit's

Station

JOHN MERRIFIELD ... News for
Detroiters. A A/eiu Jliiten at 7:00
A. M.— 9:00 A. M.

ROSS MULHOLLAND . . . Detroit's
most-quoted disc jockey. A A/eiu
Jliiten at 1:05 P. M. Monday
through Friday.

of AleUA Jti&ten<l

VICTOR LINDLAHR . . . "To Your
Health." A Aetu £iitett at 9:15
A. M. Monday through Friday.

CHARLES PENMAN . . . The Voice
With Music. A Ateu* Jliiien at
7:00 P. M. Monday through Friday.

....

The best in programming— for the best in listening
THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION . . . Owntd and Opwofed by THE DETROIT NEWS . . . Notmraf ft«pr«Mfafiv.t.- THE OEORGE P. HOUINGBERY COMPANY

35c PER COPY

TELECASTING

Something

to

crow

about...

Sales of Ocoma Chicken
have more than doubled in the
San Francisco Bay Area
since Paul West started selling
the product recently on "The
Housewives' Protective League"
programs on KCBS. One
Redwood City market alone sold
more than a ton of Ocoma
Chicken in less than a week.
What's more— "Through your
efforts," Ocoma writes,
"we are gaining new accounts
consistently and steadily."
That's just one example of
how Paul West's HPL
broadcasts, in combination with
direct store tie-ups and
point-of-sale merchandising,
result in increased sales
for all his advertisers.

KENTUCKY
Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

INDUSTRY

FARMING

Kentucky's food industry was big business
ten years ago when it employed more
than 14,000 people. Sales value of
its products was $122,900,000. Eleven
years later, in 1951, this industry employed
more than 30,000 Kentuckians and the
sales value of food products totaled
847 million dollars ! That's an
increase of 114% in employment
and 689% in sales income !
And Kentucky farmers set new records
in 1951. Grain products were valued
at a total of $168,782,000— more than
$20,000 above the big 1950 crop— and
triple the value of 1940 grain crops!

Go

where
SO

there's

GROWTH.

WHAS/

No other station — or group of stations — in this
market can match the audience delivered by WHAS
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
— "Benson and Benson"

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago
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The only station in Dallas and
Fort Worth

not splitting any

part of any network

schedule

with any other station in Dallas or Fort Worth— it's KRLDTV and KRLD-TV
shows

POPULATION
Dallas County
Tarrant County

RETAIL

SALES

648,000 $848,510,000
383,200 508,032,000

TOTAL
1,131,200 $1,356,542,000
(Sales Management 1952)

only for CBS

in both Dallas and Fort

Worth.

John W. Runyon, Chairman of the Board
Clyde W. Rembert, President

The Branham Company,
Sxclusive Representative

^ywwwvwvwwvu
CLOSED

CIRCUIT

DON'T at LOOK
from
FCC
staff for
levelwholesale
as resultresignations
of Eisenhower
sweep. Aside from two Commissionerships
» (Chairman Walker and recess appointee Merrill), no changes at top level immediately indicated. Staff-wise, most employes are
Civil Service, including lawyers who were
blanketed in by executive order several years
ago. New Chief Executive could "unblanket"
such employes but that decision is some distance off. Some staff resignations anticipated,
presumably on theory that it's better to resign
than to get fired (see story page 23).
GOVERNMENT ownership, perhaps unwittingly, being fostered by Chairman Walker
and Comr. Hennock of FCC in urging Washington Board of Education to seek uhf Ch.
26*. They're behind move to have Congress
directly appropriate $400,000 of taxpayers'
fund for non-commercial station. Nation's
capital is federal subdivision and Congress
acts as its legislature. If funds should be
authorized, it would mark first time federal
government has fostered domestic broadcast
station, whether radio or TV. Board's application, incidentally, has brought charges of
double-cross from other educational and cul| tural organizations in Washington.
* RIGHTEOUS
voiced because
by station owners alsoindignation
newspaper being
publishers
of Senate Subcommittee questionnaires on
analysis of time and space purchases by political parties. Whereas radio-TV questionnaire
seeks detailed breakdowns, including moneys
expended, returnable by Nov. 24, newspaper
query is both simple and patronizing. It asks
merely for amount of space purchased (no
money) and places no deadline as to when data
should be submitted. Both letters signed by
Sen. Hennings (D-Mo.) as chairman of
Privileges and Elections Subcommittee.
THOSE POLLSTERS, still reeling under
impact of their country mile miss four years
ago, did little better this election year. Because of their hedging, pussy-footing and rationalizing by leaving enough doubtful votes
to swing it either way, they failed to retrieve
lost prestige.
PROFESSIONAL pollsters, however, were no
worse than news experts working for both
radio and press, covering compaigns. Newsweek's polls consistently showed correspondents
leaning toward Stevenson and Broadcasting
• Telecasting's own poll of network news
men indicated same result. In both cases,
however, these reflected personal views rather
than sampling of public opinion.
TWIN elements of new TV cities and approach of holidays are prominent factors in
disappearance of factory TV inventories, with
many cases of deliveries right from box car
to living room. TV output now over 200,000
weekly, and still climbing.
AMONG post-election dead ducks is Volunteers for Stevenson protest to FCC over purported $2 million GOP spot blitz. Around
FCC it's unofficially tagged as closed incident
(Continued on page 6)
BROADCASTING
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SALES OF RADIO, TV SETS
SHOW SHARP INCREASE
SALES of TV sets by dealers in September
exceeded combined June-July-August sales,
according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
September figure (five-week period) was 875,290 TV sets compared to 700,490 TV sets sold
in three summer months.
Total radio-TV set sales, except auto receivers, totaled 1,768,051 units in September,
weekly average of 353,610, highest weekly
rate since last December. September radio-TV
sales brought nine-month 1952 total to
7,741,656. Dealers sold total of 892,761 radios
in September compared to 1,139,467 in three
summer months.
RTMA announced over 3.5 million TV sets
shipped by factories to dealers during first
nine months of year. Actual figure was 3,537,980 compared to 3,371,624 year ago. September TV shipments were 815,981 sets compared
to 626,793 year ago.
DuMONT WOULD TELECAST
SIX COLLEGE GAMES
PERMISSION for DuMont's three owned TV
stations to telecast six college football games
in schools' local communities on Nov. 15 and
22 was requested Friday by Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Dr. DuMont sent telegrams to heads of nine
universities
and Naval
Academyinstitutions
citing "interest of American
educational
in
television and the opportunity television presents for bringing the university influence
into the home in the public interest," and offering, at each game, to present discussions of
outstanding achievements of respective schools.
Games sought by Dr. DuMont currently are
barred from TV by NCAA restrictions, it
was noted. Each of games involved is near
one of DuMont's owned stations (WABD (TV)
New York, WTTG (TV) Washington, WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh). Contests are: Columbia at
Navy, North Carolina State at Pittsburgh, and
Princeton at Yale on Nov. 15; Yale at Harvard, Penn State at Pittsburgh, and Washington & Lee at Virginia on Nov. 22.

BUSINESS

FORD RADIO SPOTS % FORD Dealers placing radio spots in more than 15 markets to
start Dec. 9 and 12 with contracts ranging
from three days to two weeks. Each district
has different starting date and contract length.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
SWANSDOWN DRIVE £ General Foods
(Swansdown) preparing radio spot announcement campaign to extend for three weeks from
Nov. 17. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
THREE-WEEK DRIVE • Cashmere Bouquet
hand lotion, through Sherman & Marquette,
N. Y., planning special three-week spot radio
campaign to start Nov. 17 in about 25 markets.
AVAILABILITIES SOUGHT • John C. Dowd
Inc. (Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone), Boston,
for undisclosed grocery product, is lining up
availabilities for daytime radio spot announcement campaign to begin before Thanksgiving.
TONI RENEWS • Toni Co., Chicago (Toni
home permanents, Tonette & White Rain),
renewing sponsorship of Tuesday and Thursday, 11:30-11:45 a.m. EST segments of Break
the Bank (ABC-TV, Mon.-Fri., 11:30-12 noon),
effective Nov. 18 for 52 weeks. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago.
AGENCY SELECTED O Laird, Schobej &
Co., Haverhill, Mass., shoe manufacturer,
names Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, N. Y., to
handle advertising.
ROSE

BOWL

SPONSOR

GILLETTE Co. to sponsor Rose Bowl football game from Pasadena New Year's Day
over NBC radio and TV for second consecutive year as part of Gillette's Cavalcade of
Sports, 4:45 p.m. EST until conclusion. Game
will be carried coast-to-coast. Agency: Maxon
Inc.'N.
City Y.

Reports
Compare
Vote
with
LOCAL impact of radio and television in
Adrian, Mich.
bringing out voters demonstrated as commuAkron
Somerset, Ky.
nity reports began flowing into NARTB Washington headquarters Friday.
Martinsburg, W. Va.
Lynchburg, Va.
State and local broadcast chairmen of getFresno, Calif.
out-the-vote campaign (see story, page 24)
Dothan, Ala.
reported increases in voting that ranged up to
Moorhead City, N. C.
100% compared to 1948. Much of credit for
Evansville, Ind.
unprecedented outpouring of voters Tuesday
Stroudsburg, Pa.
Worcester, Mass.
given to radio and TV by American Heritage
Philadelphia
Foundation. NARTB handled radio-TV camU. S. Census Bureau told Broadcasting •
paign.
Telecasting 7 million new voters became eligible since 1948, offset by 3% million deaths,
leaving net gain of 4 million eligibles. Total
increase in vote compared to 1948 was 13
million.
Among first reports from communities on
the comparative vote in 1952 and 1948 were
these estimates shown in adjacent table.

BRIEFLY

Syracuse
Bangor, Me.
Cleveland
Wiriston-Salem
Elmira, N. Y.
Dubuque, la.
Jacksonville, Fla.
New Haven
Hendersonville, N. C.

1948
1952
28,879
190,000
13,456
15,279
11,085
108,000
6,368
71,374
7,000
15,411
100,000
946,182
181,453
35,850
665,000
48,018
43,938
108,762
32,652
83,000
12,672

for more AT DEADLINE turn page
November 10, 1952 •

1948
170,000
18,751
11,555
13,000
6,821
83,000
3,103
60,619
12,794
5,000
94,461
885,279
159,191
27,224
527,428
24,725
38,075
25,913
51,000
59,755
9,632
%
Page 5

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
along with Democratic committee protest over
Winchell tactics.
WALKER SEES 125
GRANTEES BEFORE

1953

HOPE that year's end would see 125 postfreeze TV grantees was expressed by Chairman Paul A. Walker Friday night in speech
at 1952 convention of National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters in Minneapolis. Of 98
CPs granted since July 14 resumption of
processing, six have gone on air, Mr. Walker
said — obviously including KGMB-TV Honolulu
and KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., in addition to
KPEL-TV Denver, KBTV (TV) Denver,
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and KDUB-TV
Lubbock. Honolulu and Austin grantees have
STAs for commercial operation Dec. 1 and
Nov. 15 respectively.
Mr. Walker called on educational broadcasters and educators to work toward establishment of statewide educational TV networks. If state does not have sufficient reserved
channels for that purpose, Mr. Walker said,
they should immediately undertake engineering surveys to determine how to obtain additional assignments. He also urged that educators educate their communities to potentials
of educational TV. His speech was entitled,
"Television— Tool or Toy?"
SETS FOR ESSAY WINNERS
TELEVISION and radio-phono sets will be
given every state and territory winner in
sixth annual Voice of Democracy contest for
high school students, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. W. B. McGill, of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., chairman of
RTMA National Radio & Television Week
Committee, said RTMA member companies
had donated receivers. One member has
donated antennas, he said. Contest is jointly
sponsored by RTMA, NARTB and U. S. Junior
Chamber of Commerce.
WEBC PETITION
INCLUSION of issue to determine whether
TV grant should go to Superior, Wis., or
Duluth, Minn., under Sec. 307 (b) of Communications Act, was asked by WEBC Superior
Friday in petition to FCC. WEBC is opposing
KDAL Duluth for Ch. 3 in hearing due to
begin Nov. 17, last week amended its application to put main studio in Superior. Last
month FCC added such an issue to Ch. 6 hearing between WDSM Superior and WREX
Duluth [B*T, Oct. 27].
KMPC SALE DELAYED
EIGHT stockholders of KMPC Hollywood have
yet to sign papers for sale to Gene Autry,
Robert 0. Reynolds and associates. Group to
pay $800,000 gross to G. A. (Dick) Richards
estate, Frank E. Mullen, TV consultant and
former NBC executive vice president and few
minor stockholders. Under new corporation
'Mr. Autry will be president, Mr. Reynolds vice
president and general manager. Attorney Wesley Nutten Jr. is secretary and Orren Mattison,
station auditor, treasurer. Lloyd Sigmon, vice
president and assistant station manager,
completes group of five stockholders under
new ownership.
W. U. ASKS REHEARING
REHEARING on FCC decision barring requirement that AT&T interconnect its TV lines
with Western Union [B«T, Oct. 20] has been
asked by telegraph company.
Page 6
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In

this

Issue—

NOW that it's over, what does election
mean? For one thing, there'll be some
changes made in people who regulate
communications, and the way regulators operate. Page 23.
FORGETTING the partisan side, election represents victory for radio and
television. The electronic media get
credit as main instruments in bringing
out record vote — 13 million above
1948. Source of credit: American Heritage Foundation. Page 2U.
GOP concentrated on radio-TV time
whereas Democrats spent 10 times as
much newspaper money as Republicans. Page 25.
SENATE'S fire-eating Sen. Tobey, whose
oratory and biblical quotations make
gamblers tremble, Slated to be chairman of Senate commerce committee,
handling radio-TV. Page 26.
EVERY corner of the country was within range of all ears and eyes Tuesday
night as vast election and electronic
machinery brought results into homes,
autos and public places. Page 28.
GROSS income of CBS Inc. up for ninemonth 1952 period but earnings per
share dropped. Page 29.
RADIO might be better off with no research than present statistical portrayals of its audience, Ohio broadcasters are told. Page SO.
THE $4 billion spent by the public for
new radio sets since World War II
wasn't used to buy mere household
decorations, says John J. Karol, CBS
radio vice president. Page U2.
MORE

of them every week. FCC continues to grant CPs for television
stations — six uhf, permits last week.
Page 81.
NEWEST development in educational
TV field is organization promoting
"non-profit semi-commercial" outlets
on commercial channels. Group is
named Washington Associates Inc.
Page 81.
Upcoming
Nov. 9-16: National Radio & Television
Week.
Nov. 1 1 : National Conference of Christians
& Jews awards luncheon, Washington.
Nov. 13-14: MBS Affiliate meeting. New
New York City.
Nov. 13-15: Assn. of Independent Metropolitan Stations, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on Page 100)

NEW CONGRESS expected to hear demand
for curb on politicasts such as GOP Crusade
in America election eve documentary. Dramatic program credited to Walter Tibbels, of
BBDO, and Robert Humphreys, GOP national
committee publicity director.
ROBERT REUSCHLE, manager radio and
television timebuying, McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
expected to resign from agency and join new
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., shortly.
NOT GENERALLY known is close personal
friendship that exists between Freeman Gosden (Amos, of Amos 'n' Andy) and Presidentelect Ike. Relationship reportedly dates back
to pre- World War II days. Incidentally, Mr.
Gosden has told confidantes that recurring reports of retirement of team are premature.
TOUGHEST NUT currently before FCC is
decision on merger of AM applicants for single
TV facility in same market. At last Thursday's meeting, it considered joint application
of WBML and WNEX Macon, Ga., but deferred
issue another week to give members opportunity to consider further short rate benefits of
immediate service against longer range aspects
of issue which, some members feel, might
retard vigor of competition between two AM
operations which are partners in TV.
TO W. B. McGILL, advertising manager of
Westinghouse Radio Stations, goes accolade for
brightest election pun. When General Ike
wound up his campaign at midnight last Monday in studios of WBZ-TV Boston, an energetic
press photographer, attempting to move studio
clock, caused it to drop on candidate's head
(see picture page 38). Said McGill: "That
was the nick of time."
DIRECTORS of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters to present brief Nov. 12 to Canadian
Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent and members of Canadian Cabinet at Ottawa. While
details are secret, it will include requests that
AM stations applications for TV stations be
heard and for recognition of broadcasting and
television as electronic publishing with same
rights as press.
IN EFFORT to satisfy daytime lighting requirements of aeronautical industry on high
towers used for TV, WFAA Dallas shortly will
undertake demonstration of effectiveness of
system utilizing high-intensity pulsed light.
Demonstration will be conducted for 30 days
for industry observers.
NEW TV APPLICATIONS
ONLY two television applications submitted
to FCC Friday, one new and one re-filed.
They are:
Buffalo, N. Y. — Buffalo-Niagara TV Corp., uhf Ch.
59, ERP 91.2 kw visual, 51.6 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 425 ft., above ground
436 ft. Estimated construction cost about $200,000,
first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $160,000.
Principals include President Charles R. Diebold
(i/3), president
of Western
Bank president
of Buffalo; Vice President
Joseph Savings
Davis (V3),
and 75% owner of Joseph Davis Inc. (heating engiSecretaryTreasurer
VincentneersM.and contractors),
Gaughan (%),andBuffalo
attorney.
City
priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 181.
Wichita, Kan.— The C. W. C. Co. [re-filed application], uhf Ch. 16, ERP 198 kw visual, 105 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 957 ft., above
ground 989 ft. Estimated construction cost $136,512,
first year operating cost $180,000, revenue $120,000.
Sole stockholder
is Stanley[Originally
H. Durwood,
Kansas
theatre operator.
filedMissouriJuly 3;
No.
6.
dismissed
July 11.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
for more AT DEADLINE see page 114
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All

It Took

was

a

Honest

Buck...

To start an Indian war. His denial of having kidnaped a settler's child called a lie by
a hotheaded young lieutenant, Cochise stalked from a meeting and ignored the shavetail's ultimatum to return. When the foolish soldier hung his brother in reprisal, the
Apache Chief took his tribe on the warpath. It was later established his denial was the
truth.

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to
6 P.M. Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru Sept., 1952.)

All it takes is a couple of honest bucks (a surprising few) to start an uprising in the
Omaha, Council Bluffs area ... an uprising sales record. Just invest them in spots on
KOWH, sell to the big, "buy-happy" audience indicated by the Hooper averaged below
for the twelve-month period from October, 1951, to September, 1952.
36.2%

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any independent
America!
(Sept., station
1952.) in all

Sta. "A'

OTHER
STATION RATINGS

Sta. "Bn
Sta. "C"

Sta. "D"

Sta. "E*

O

MA

to Indepen lif H 11 •klt'1 11 Ml
"America's
General Manager, Todd Storz; Represented Nationally By The BOLLING CO.
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
IN THIS BROADCASTING
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Dotted Line
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotion, Premiums
Telestatus
TELECASTING Starts on page 79
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66
74
99
60
106
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95
64
16
12
21
60
76
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearnev, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon. Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
M.
Seward;
Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Sales Manager; George L. Dant, Adv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
READERS'
SERVICE:
JOHNSheilaP.
COSGROVE, AND
Manager;
Elwood
M. Slee,
Byrne, Ernest Kanelopoulos, Betty Jacobs, Walter
Cotter.
NEW YORK -BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza
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EDITORIAL:
Rufus Editor;
Crater, Rocco
New
York Editor;
Small, Agency
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
360 N. Michigan Ave.. Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative ; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
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Taft Building, Hollywood
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28,
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Commission,
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SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual
including
BROADCASTING
Yearbook (53rdsubscription
issue): $9.00,
or TELECASTING
Yearbook
(54th issue): $9.00.
Annual subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including 54 issues: $11.00.
Add $1 .00 per year for Canadian and foreign post$5.00 age.
perRegular
copy.issue: 350 per copy: 53rd and 54th issues:
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
Circulation Dept., Broadcasting • Telecasting,
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate. Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932
and Broadcast Reporter in 1933.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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can
you
better
do

s?
SPOT-

with
much

When

better

you buy on a Spot basis, there's no gamble on national coverage

for your TV show. You're sure of these advantages :
your own choice of markets

. . . wholehearted

station cooperation

that translates itself into easier clearances . . . pleasing and uniform
picture quality through film . . . savings in time charges —
enough to cover film prints, their distribution and other costs.

Get the full details from your Katz representative.

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

inc

• National

Advertising Representatives

488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • DETROIT
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MIRACLES

MADE

EZRA STOLLER

EASY

\
Television has always had to lead a sort of trailer-

with it a staggering complexity . . . and a thunder-

camp existence. There never was time to find out

ing impact, with the most direct and spectacular

exactly what it was and what it needed for fluid,

advertising results the world had ever seen.

efficient production . . . for television was in too

But the miracles had to come off more easily,

much of a hurry to pause for station identification.

speedily, economically, so we built a factory for

All the same, miracles happened. Programs got

them to happen in ... a factory where program

on the air, in increasing dimension, to ever-

product could flow on an assembly line, from idea

increasing audiences.
It was clear at once that television was different

to show-time.

from any other kind of show business— that it had

on November

driving demands of its own. Speed, for instance.

full operation. Ready to produce programs as

Last year, our New York studios alone produced

they must be done today— with almost the speed

as many hours of program product in an average

of the light on television's screens. Capable of
growing in any direction this astonishing medium

week as the Broadway theatre does in a season, or

It is called Television City. And in Hollywood
15, 1952, the assembly line begins

as Hollywood's biggest studio does in a year.
It was clearer still that television was different

may take. Providing greater delight for its con-

from any other advertising medium.

.better buy for its advertisers.

It brought

stantly swelling audiences . . . and a constantly

A
A.

#

#

#
agency

ALFRED

L. HOLLENDER, director of radio-TV, Citizens for Eisenhower, to Grey Adv., N. Y., as vice president and director of radio-TV [B*T, Oct. 27, 20].
WILLIAM WALL, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., to
Morey, Humm & Johnstone, same city, as writer in
radio and television department.
PEGGY BAILEY, women's director, KGW Portland, to
Blitz Adv., that city, as head of copy and research

departments.
WRIGHT & Assoc., Chicago, has been changed to
WRIGHT-CAMPBELL Adv. with inclusion of DONALD L. CAMPBELL, an active partner for past year and one-half.

Mr. Hollender

EDWARD D. BROWN Jr., Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y., to radio and television
department, Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.

on all accounts

betweenas a a youn
sibling,
le
middger
STATUS
HERbrot
her
and an older sister,
is the psychological bulwark Ruth
Babick uses when her non-advertising family needles her about the
peculiarities of her business.
Miss Babick, a native Chicagoan
who proves it with an eternal
frown of disapproval at any local
weather condition, handles most of
the timebuying at the Earle Ludgin agency, working with Jane
Daly,an the
womradio -only
television
director for a large
agency in the city.
B r o a d c ast accounts include Best
Foods'
Rit
and Shinola, which
buy

According to the latest available Hooper study.
Represented
Page 12
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ous ramblings. These include golf
ing expeditions.
Exposed
to Earle
private collection
of Ludgin's
fine modern
paintings in the office for the past
seven years,
fondness
for theshe's
art developed
form and isa
diligently applying a water color
brush twice weekly. She claims
her immediate project, copying a
picture of Italian ruins, has ruined
the ruins to the point where no Italian would recognize them. Among
her activities, she
enjoys the theatre,
music and books. She
reads avidly detailed
reports of
court
cases
(especially
those involving mayhem) and Mickey
Spillane's
mysteries.
Advertising,
radio

Garry Moore on
CBS-TV; Jules Monand TV, however,
tenier, with its Stopoutrank all Mr. Spilette, Poof and Filane has to offer
nesse, sponsors of
What's My Line? on
Calmly enthusiastic
NBC-TV; McLaughabout all, even after
lin's Manor House
a hectic seven years,4
Coffee, which used
the highly - praised
sorbed
interest ab-'
in
Stud's Place locally
she retains
radio
she had the
at the
for more than a year
age of 13 when she
on ABC-TV, and
Miss BABICK
handled public servBendix Home Appliice spots for the
ances, which is now bowing out of Chicago Board of Education. She
went to Ludgin as secretary ir
The Name's the Same on ABC-TV.
Ekco Products, reportedly ready to answer to a newspaper ad, and ir
venture into daytime TV with an two years' time was buying some
audience participation show, for- of the same.
She loves to travel, and plans a
merly sponsored The Goldbergs
and Frank Sinatra Show.
trip to Mexico next year, where
An extrovert "in the same kind she optimistically figures she'll be
of a family," Ruth Babick lives on able to take advantage of conJ
the city's south side, using the centrated study of Spanish at the
menage as home base for her vari- Latin-American Institute.
BROADCASTING
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beat

get that

you

PERSONAL-ITY
FRANK A. KEARNEY and DONALD GILL, both account executives,
and JAMES J. TENNYSON, copy chief, elected vice presidents of Geyer
Adv., N. Y.

THE MODERN pl
WOMAN
PROGRAMS
L
us OI
AM-FM 1 1:30 AM DAILY
TV 3:30 PM DAILY

ii
1

4.JH

1VmV " ' SWVSSOW NOUV^oil*^0
RUTH CRANESPOT
*eow Nouvdwuiy, i0ds
JERRY STRONG SHOWS

;' ■ ;:, ; :: ■

ml

AM-FM 4 TO 6 PM DAILY

WBSB: ttmmna
Mr. Tennyson

Mr. Gill

TOUCH...

Mr. Kearney

AM-FM

11:15 PM TO 12:30 AM DAILY

JERRY STRONG

HENRY HILLMA.N, director of public relations, William H. Weintraub
& Co., N. Y., has resigned effective Nov. 21 to open own public relations
office in New York on Dec. 1.

THE JIM GIBBONS SHOWS
. ■ • WMAL SPOT PARTICIPATION PRO©^
'"C/PAr.oN PROGRAMSAM-FM
6:15 PM DAILY

WALTER BOWE, chief timebuyer, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N. Y., father of boy Oct. 31.

>

TV 7 PM DAILY

GRANT Adv. of Canada Ltd., moves to 90 Richmond St. West, Toronto.
<*90W Noav,,

JAMES FISHER Co. Ltd., Toronto, moved to new offices at 215 Victoria
St. Telephone is Waverley 8091.

JIM GIBBONS

MISS RUTH ANNE

JANE RIDLEY, timebuyer, Irwin Co., Beverly Hills, and JACK JENNINGS, account executive, KHJ-TV Hollywood, will be married Nov. 22.

POPULAR CHILDREN'S SHOW
TV 4 TO 5 PM DAILY

PETER FINNEY, vice president Harry B. Cohen Adv., N. Y., has been
placed in charge of all radio-TV activities except timebuying, which
continues to be headed by Mary Dunlavey.
SHERMAN BUTLER SHOWS
AT'0N PROGRAMS . • • V/MAL Sfu
AM-FM 2 TO 4 & 8 TO 9 PM DAILY

GEORGE K. ALLISON, media director, and JESSIE F. WILLSEY, secretary to WALTER BUNKER, vice president in charge of radio-TV, Young
& Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, were married Oct. 25.

TV 1:30 TO 2 PM DAJiY

I GRANT ADV. Inc., Hollywood, moves to 1680 Vine - St. Telephone is
Hollywood 9-5371.
3 ARNOLD Z. ROSOFF elected president, Arnold & Co., Boston, replacing
11 OSCAR E. RUDSTEN who has resigned.
stop
MARY MORISS, agency producer for Biow Co., Hollywood, on CBS-TV
rt|) Racket Squad (Philip Morris cigarettes), adds similar duties on NBC-TV
i My Hero (Dunhill cigarettes).
tef|( ERIC STIGLER, assistant copy chief, Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, to
i creative staff, Beaumont & Hohman, same city.
im
er

•

SWVagoHd Nnnw.

SHERMAN BUTLER

FIVE O'CLOCK THEATRE
FEATURE FILMS
>

TV 5 TO 6 PM DAILY
^OGRAMS

MILTON Q. FORD
.... featuring popular LOCAL personalities
whose personal endorsement
of your product
gives it that BONUS acceptance needed
for MAXIMUM sales results.
Let WMAL's PERSONAL-ITY TOUCH
"touch off" GREATER SALES for YOU!
Call or wire The Katz Agency, Inc.
or WMAL Sales Department.

Guests at Gardner Adv. 50th anniversary party included (I to r) Harry C.
Kopf, vice president in charge of NBC's Central Div.; Gordon Mills, sales
manager of radio at NBC Chicago; Bill Fisher, vice president in charge of
radio and television for Gardner, and George Diefenderfer, network account
executive, NBC Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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two

jumps

ahead

with

Mister

PLUS

These
mister

days, when

you either stay one jump

plus is keeping his clients two jumps

2-to-l listener preference
over the second-best
of the 17,000,000

throughout

network,

radio-only

offers his clients the only network
strength

of radio, market

Your sales can jump

Mutual

Broadcasting

beyond

America.

a

That's the Mutual

margin

by a recent, 1,000,000-interview

study

reach of TV. And

plus

rate structure

by market,

or fall flat on your sitzmark,

ahead. First, he assures them

Non-TV

as measured

homes

ahead

second, mister

that's adjusted

for all America's

to the true

43,000,000

radio homes.

furthest ahead, at lowest cost, on Mutual, the Plus Network!

System

• 1440

Broadway

- New

York 18 • LOngacre

4-8000

WDSU

DEVELOPS
new

More
SALES

business

OUTSTANDING
SUCCESSES!

• Yes . . . here in New Orleans,
WDSU has once again demonstrated itspower to produce
greater sales for dollar wise
clients.
Here are the facts: to determine the advertising effectiveness of WDSU, completely
separate and individual tests
were conducted by four of
New Orleans' leading retail
stores.* Each store selected its
own test item among which
were brunch coats, television
sets, cotton piece goods and
women's hosiery. For the tests,
an equal advertising budget
was allotted to both WDSU
and to a competing medium.
In each store, an impartial
survey group— Advertising Research Bureau, Inc. — interviewed customers who had
been attracted by the advertising. Results of these individual surveys revealed that
WDSU attracted from 12.5%
to 27.4% more people to the
stores than the competing
medium. And in total dollar
volume — WDSU's radio customers spent from 17.6% to
23.1% more than did customers of the competing medium.
If your sales picture is in the
"dark room"— dollar for dollar,- WDSU can "develop"
greater sales for you in the
"Billion Dollar New Orleans
Market".
"(We'll gladly send you complete
details upon request.)

SUNKIST GROWERS, L. A. (frozen orange juice), starts radio-TV
spot announcement campaign for two weeks from Nov. 16. Radio includes 55-, 60- and 20-second transcribed spots weekly on KNX KFI
KECA KHJ and KLAC that city. TV includes 13-, 60- and 20-second filmed
spots weekly on KNXT (TV) KNBH (TV) and KTLA (TV) that city.
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., L. A.
BURLINGTON MILLS, N. Y. (Cameo stockings), currently running
13-week spot announcement campaign, considering expanding length of
time for spot radio schedule. Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
UNITED AIR LINES, Chicago, sponsoring three-week schedule of five-aweek spots in Reno, (Nev.), Fresno, Salinas, Stockton, Sacramento and
Bakersfield, (all Calif.), to promote start of new Mainliner Convair service. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Chicago.
DRUGGISTS SUPPLY Corp. will sponsor two-week Christmas promotion
campaign in 150 markets effective Dec. 1 except in Texas and Oklahoma
where campaign begins Dec. 8. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS Corp., L. A. (Uprite freeze home &
ranch freezers), scheduling 20-second spot announcement campaigns on
KNXT (TV) KHJ-TV and KTTV (TV) Hollywood with other stations to
be added. Agency: Noble Adv. Co., L. A.
HILLMAN MINX (cars) preparing annual spot campaign in New York,
Lakeland, Fla., and parts of California. Agency: Anderson & Cairns,
N. Y.
A/etwotk • • •
ROSEFIELD PACKING Co., Alameda, Calif. (Skippy peanut butter),
renews You Asked For It on ABC-TV, Sun., 7-7:30 p.m. EST, for 52
weeks from Dec. 7. Agency: Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli Inc., S. F.
TONI Co., Chicago (Toni home permanents, Tonette, and White Rain
shampoo), sponsoring Mon.-Fri. 3:15-3:30 p.m. segments of Tennessee
Ernie over ABC radio, Mon.-Fri., 2:30-4 p.m. EST for 13 weeks. Agency:
Weiss & Geller, Chicago.
DERBY FOODS Inc., Chicago, sponsoring adventure film series, Sky
King, over ABC-TV alternate Sats., 11:30-12 noon EST, for 52 weeks.
Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine, Wis., will sponsor The Name's the Same
on ABC-TV from Dec. 2. Johnson will alternate weekly sponsorship with
C. A. Swanson & Sons, Omaha (poultry). Show will be moved to Tues.,
9:30
to 10 p.m. CST. Agency for Johnson: Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago.
DERBY FOODS, Chicago (Peter Pan peanut butter), has signed for
Skij King film series on ABC-TV for 52 weeks from Nov. 8, Sat., 10:30-11
a.m. CST. Agency: Needham, Louis & Brorby, same city.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Corp. signs for two daytime half-hours
a week on CBS-TV, to present Freedom Rings, audience participation
program (Tues., Thurs., 2-2:30 p.m. EST). Starting date to be announced. Agency: Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y.
WALTER H. JOHNSON CANDY Co., Chicago (Powerhouse candy bars
and other products), will sponsor Rootie Kazootie on ABC-TV Sats.,
10:30-11 a.m. effective Jan. 3. Program formerly was Sats. on NBCTV, 5:30-6 p.m. and has been on that network since initial show in
October 1951. Agency: Franklin Bruck Adv., N. Y.
■Qgency
-flppointmanti
CANNON MILLS
appoints N. W. Ayer
towels and bedspreads, effective Jan. 2.

• Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR MAN!
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Son, N. Y., for stockings,

ALCOHOLIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF LOS ANGELES (sanitarium) appoints George Patton Co., Beverly Hills. Radio-TV will be used.
SEE'S CANDY

SHOPS (Continued
Inc., L. A. (California
on page 18)chain), appoints Geoffrey
BROADCASTING
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Get

an

$tmsi
EXTRA

boost

$ofaA

in the

PORTLAND-METROPOLITAN

KEX-rw

area

with

VALUES

A complete merchandising

service by a trained staff

that has for five years worked directly with the biggest
and best stores in the Portland area. Every week these
stores

attract

540,000

customers

who

spend

nearly

,000,000. This represents 60 per cent of the total food sales
the Portland area.

K|X^

VALUES

Service

gives

you:

tIt Weekly calls on all stores in the group.
^

Improved shelf position for YOUR
Checking and maintaining YOUR

^

Identification with KEX
Continuous

point-of-sale displays.

special point of sale display — and top

radio show — "Something
^

product display.

for the Girls."

stock inventory for the grocer and YOUR

sales representative.
j{ Detailed report of activity on YOUR

Available

to advertisers
for the

GET

YOUR

SHARE

OF

on

Girls",
THIS

the

product every 30 days.

KEX

afternoon

featuring

$2,000,000

George

WEEKLY

program

"Something

McGowan.
FOOD

STORE

EXPENDITURE

Back up all of your advertising efforts with time-tested "KEX-tra VALUES"
Merchandising Service where it really counts — AT THE POINT OF SALE!
For additional information contact KEX Sales or FREE & PETERS

WESTINGHOUSE

WBZ.WBZA*

KEX

RADIO

STATIONS

WOWO.KEX.KYW.KDKA.

Inc

WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales

feature

has
rt Mon
poute
15gemin
BnchedBraid
WNAlau
day-Friday program, Behind the Scene, that takes listeners to a local advertiser and
stresses the over-all theme: "Radio
reaches more people more often
than any other medium at less
The
began on Oct. 1, and
ey."series
mon
according
to Commercial Manager
Ray Colonari the response has been
overwhelmingly favorable. Mr.
Colonari
thatagainst
"people using
who
have
beenreports
dead set
radio advertising are calling us up
about a possible advertising radio
schedule for them."
Scheduled in the 12 noon-12:15
p.m. time slot, the program starts
with announcer Bill Edwardson
summarizing
radio's growth

GENE ARCHER
WRC's Gene Archer, to be
exact. With the individual
music of the Cliff Quartette,
plus Gene's own brilliant
baritone style, "Here's
Archer" is the only radio
program i n Washington
regularly featuring live
music.

of the meek

through the years in news, sports
and music. Interspersed with his
summary is an enunciation of the
ority.
theme of radio advertising superiHigh spot of each show is a
five-minute interview with a sponsor, sometimes national and other
times local, who uses time on
WNAB. For these chats, Mr.
Edwardson goes directly to the
place of business of the manufacturer, dealer or distributor, who
tells a story about his product, his
firm and the role radio has played
in his company's plans.
Mr. Colonari noted that the program not only promotes the station's advertisers, but also serves
as a vehicle to promote radio advertising itself.

New Business
(Continued from page 16)
Wade Adv., Hollywood. FRANK
being used.

Participation in this choice
time period (1:45-2:15
PM, Monday through Friday) promises business in
Washington. An impressive
list of current national
spots, including Cuticura,
Sunbeam Bread, Hal's Beer
amply supports Gene's selling story.

RHYLICK is account executive. TV is

TROY LAUNDRY Co., L. A., appoints Philip J. Meany Co., that city.
Spot announcement campaign has started on KBIG Avalon and KHJ
Hollywood.
CALIFORNIA TURKEY PROMOTION ADVISORY BOARD, Fresno,
appoints Lee & Assoc., L. A. LEO PEARLSTEIN is account executive.
AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC LABS., Madison, Wis. (biologies, pharmaceuticals and pesticides), names Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton
& Smith, N. Y., effective Jan. 1.

Audience loyalty of "Here's
Archer" offers an immediate association with a
"Name Performer" in the
Nation's
is known Capital,
about for
townGene
not

GIFT CREATIONS Co., North Bergen, N. J., names Preston-Merrill Adv.,
N. Y., for radio and television participating spots in children's shows.
AVIATION ELECTRONICS Ltd., Montreal (DuMont TV receivers), appoints Walsh Adv. Co. Ltd., Montreal.

only as a radio artist but
as a featured star in theatres and supper clubs.

DOWNTOWN-FIGUEROA ST. NEW CAR DEALERS Assn., L. A.,
appoints Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Hollywood. HENRY W. BARLEY is
account executive.

There's
$22.50
"Here's
contact

a lot of SELL in a
participation on
Archer" . . . .
the WRC Sales Department or NBC Spot Sales
for the few remaining
availabilities.

e • • •
LOU E. TOWNSEND, vice president in charge of advertising, Bank of
America, S. F., has retired.

"Cover up girl" said Adam
to Eve, "we're going out into
the world." Like any good
time buyer, Adam knew the
value of coverage. That's
why you'll do well to get the
facts about this miningmanufacturing market of

S. JAY MILLER, account executive, Shaw-Shon Adv., N. Y., and recently
discharged from Armed Forces, to Tubing Appliance Co., L. A. (TAC
tools), as advertising manager.

nearly 400,000 Adam's and
Eve's. Here in America's
48th market, there are 94,100 radio homes. Retail
Sales . . . $361,371,000.

W

JAMES A. BARNETT, consumer relations vice president and a director
of Lever Bros. Co., N. Y., appointed by Advertising Council as volunteer
coordinator of advertising campaign for 1953 Red Cross Fund Drive.

Wholesale Sales . . . $220,000,000.

FIRST in WASHINGTON

LEON MARSHALL to advertising department of Insuline Corp. of America, Long Island City, N. Y., as assistant to ALFRED S. CHAMBERS,
advertising manager.

Head ley -Reed, Representative

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

GERHARD EXO, advertising and sales promotion manager, Diamond
Crystal-Colonial Salt Div., General Foods, named associate manager of
company's Gaines Dog Food Div. He succeeds HOWARD GORMAN,
who recently was promoted to sales and advertising manager.
980 KC - 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
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W. J. PLUMMER, advertising manager, Sears, Roebuck & Co., L. A.,
named to Christmas Seal Fund Committee of L. A. County Tuberculosis
& Health Assn.
BROADCASTING
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1

Take

a

GOOD

look
at

In Kentucky, you don't have to "cover
the State" to do a really swell radio
job. 55.3% of Kentucky's retail sales,
51.3% of its food sales, 59.8% of
its drug sales are made in the compact
area covered daily by WAVE, alone.
Yet WAVE's rates are low — are
based on 5000 watts of power. It just
so happens that 5000 watts give

radio

in

Kentucky!

you all the juice you need to cover this
golden part of Kentucky, plus an
important hunk of southern Indiana
(with another quarter billion dollars in
effective buying income!).
Ask Free & Peters to show you how
little competition WAVE

has.

And the "exclusive accounts" who've
found that it pays to use WAVE!

WAVE
5000

WATTS

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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New

Pressure

Microphone
Front Cover

/

e-

-ft/styl

BK-lA
All-New
* Pressure Microphone
AM, FM and TV
ThIS IS THE NEW

MICROPHONE

that made

broadcast and television history at the political
conventions. It includes every outstanding
characteristic of the RCA 8 8- A, which it replaces,
plus new advantages found in no other microphone
in its price range or class. Check the facts!
• Type BK-lA is unobtrusive, even in the
"close-ups." New styling, non-reflecting
finish blends right into the TV picture
• Type BK-lA is absolutely insensitive to air
blast and vibration— ideal for "close-ups"
• Type BK-lA has a frequency characteristic that is
independent of distance from the sound source
• Type BK-lA has uniform response over the
essential audio range
• Type BK-lA can be used in any kind of weather
• Type BK-lA detaches from base for handannouncing (it can also be
mounted on floor stands)
• Type BK-lA is equipped with a
ball-and-swivel mount — can be
turned in any direction
• Type BK-lA is only 8 inches high; weighs
just 19 oz. (less base and cable)

For details and delivery information on this new remarkable
semi-directional microphone, call
your RCA Broadcast Sales
Representative

RAD tO
CORPORA
TION
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

1

~f

of

AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

one low rate "corners"

this

open mike

No Wife Beating Here
EDITOR:
... on John Fetzer's newly announced policy on crime programs
[B*T, Nov. 3] ... I am a little
. that asMr.a Fetzer's
bit surprised
^ action
is looked. . upon
novelty.
WSAZ-TV first went on the air
Oct. 24, 1949 and, with some minor
F aberrations, we have pursued this
wonderful new policy of Mr. Fetzer's since that time.
So strongly have we felt on this
subject, and so honest has been
our effort to maintain a policy of
decency ahead of commercial, that
we cancelled Lever Brothers program The Clock and Admiral's
Lights Out, because of their unnecessary gruesomeness, way back
in 1950 when a commercial program was a rarity and our ledgers
showed a great deal of red ink.
My greatest crime has been looking upon this course as a normal
one to be expected of any honest
broadcaster rather than to shout
piously from the rooftops: "Hey,
look! I just stopped beating my
wife." . . .
L. H. Rogers,
Vice President
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
Color Standards
EDITOR:
. . . You will be pleased to know
that we are beginning to design our
Tenth Anniversary Brochure which
will be released on Oct. 27, 1957.
It will be an expensive job because
some of the photographs will be in
color (525/30 standards).
E. K. Jett
WMAR-TV Baltimore
[EDITOR'SandNOTE:
Jett is vice
president
directorMr.of television
for
the Sun Papers of Baltimore and should
know whereof
speaks. commissioner,
He was successively chiefheengineer,
and interim chairman of the FCC beputting WMAR-TV on the air five
years foreago.]

and educational show planners can
easily prove the unending benefits his children are missing without TV.
If Commissioner Merrill objects
to certain shows. for his children,
why couldn't he simply turn them
off? Why condemn all the brilliant
work devoted to planning television fare for the children?
And what we're wondering is
just how much of this negative
thinking prevails in the Commission. It would be a definite service by Broadcasting
• Telecasting to make a survey report.
Arthur Borowsky, Editor
TV Digest
Philadelphia
[EDITOR'Swe NOTE:
To keep
straight,
can report
that record
Comr.
Merrill is planning to buy a TV set
for his home and has one in his office.
Moreover,
it wasn't
Comr. comment
Merrill, but
Mrs. Merrill
who made
on
TV's effect on children. Also for
record, other six members of FCC have
TV sets in offices and homes and
have
had from days of experimental
telecasts.]
*

Leo's Leap
EDITOR:
Your Open Mike column in the
October 20th issue intrigues me.
Certainly Animal Act 3 is a debate
between a gang of Johnny-ComeLatelys. I believe it was in 1932
WBZ Boston with Cy Young and
Hap Myers in charge had an interview with a lion in their Hotel
Bradford studios. The lion was the
famous Leo of MGM fame, and he
broke up the interview in a spectacular fashion when he leaped
from his stool through the control
room window and out into the hall
of the hotel.
Incidentally, Leo. was very embarrassed about the whole event.
All he wanted was the peace and
quiet of his own cage. So, there was
no damage done, except to the
window and the nerves of the participants. This I think should settle
all lion interviews.
Fran Conrad
ABC, Hollywood
[EDITOR'S
the
letter to NOTE:
end all This,
letterspositively,
on lion in-is
terviews.
We
feel
we're
on
safe
since Fran Conrad is the son of ground,
the revered Dr. Frank Conrad, the father of
broadcasting who, in 1920, put KDKA
on the air. We are confident that Dr.
Conrad
casting did
in not
thoseexperiment
aborning with
dayslion-of
radio.]
afe % *

Commissioner and TV
EDITOR:
Our thanks to your news item
on Eugene H. Merrill for bringing out a long-suspected fact about
appointees to the FCC.
If Mr. Merrill holds television
in such repute as to ban it from
his home, how can he sit in judgment of the very life of the meU. of Denver Policy
dium? Just what better qualification for a Commissioner can there EDITOR :
be than a practical, everyday workWOULD LIKE TO CLEAR UP ONE
ing knowledge of his subject?
MISUNDERSTANDING IN YOUR EXCELCommissioner Merrill fears the
LENT STORY ON DENVER UNIVERSITY
adverse effect of TV on his chil- TELEVISION POLICY. AS TITLE INDIdren. This magazine and the nu(Continued on page 46)
merous children's entertainment
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Here's the lush potential in "Personality's" half-millivolt area alone!
TOTAL POPULATION

992,994
250,337

TOTAL FAMILIES
RETAIL SALES
FOOD

$543,571,000

SALES

$111,735,000

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
FURNITURE AND
HOUSEHOLD GOODS

SALES
$80,496,000
SALES

$29,969,000

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME

$965,894,000

Source — U.S. Census and BMB Survey, 1950

POWER

Two power-packed stations to provide a double
"knockout" punch . . with FM for good measure.

PROGRAMMING

The best in ABC and CBS network radio, plus
a local flavoring of programming and news.

PROMOTION

Publishing monthly audience-building consumer
magazines to help promote your program and product.

EXPERIENCE

Operated jointly and staffed by competent, capable
personnel who live . . and love . . radio.

// costs less when you use "Personality" \

BECKLEY— 560 KC
CBS Radio Network Affiliate

the

1000 W DAY ♦ 500 W NIGHT
i I 11 k

personality

WKNA-FM
CHARLESTON —950 KC
ABC Radio Network Affiliate
5000 W DAY • 1000 W NIGHT
Joe L. Smith, Jr., Incorporated • Represented nationally by WEED A CO.
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from

*

WGAL-TV
kitchen

door*

• •
1 C

flour

<2 tsp • sn^s.r'

3

Into the homes of thousands of enthusiastic
Pennsylvania

housewives

comes

capable

Carriebelle Lee Lounsbery each weekday

at

1 p.m., bringing with her — "From the
Kitchen Door"— tempting new recipes,
budget tips, party ideas and homemaking
Mrs. Lounsbery is well-qualified to preside over these
authoritative kitchen doings. Before coming to WGAL-TV,
she was in charge of catering and banquets at the Larchmont Yacht Club and the Commodore Perry in Toledo. She
has also spent several years in Europe studying European
cooking and menus.

hints. An outstanding program

in an out-

standing market, "From the Kitchen Door"
continues — after 23^ successful years — to
enjoy the confidence and devoted support of
homemakers

throughout the Lancaster, York,

Harrisburg, Lebanon

and

Reading

areas

served by WGAL-TV.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, Pres.
Represented by
ROBERT

MEEKER
New York

Associates
Chicago
Los Angeles

San Francisco
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By SOL TAISHOFF
IMPORT
OF
THERE will be changes made
in the regulation of communications when Dwight D. Eisenhower assumes office next
January — changes that augur
less Government in the- broadcast
business and less politics in regulation.
Expected to come almost automatically will be two changes on
the FCC — a new chairman and at
least one additional Republican
commissioner. They will be the
replacements for Chairman Paul A.
Walker, Oklahoma Democrat, who
may stay on as a commissioner
until his term expires next June,
and for Eugene H. Merrill, Utah
Democrat, who gambled on a Stevenson victory by accepting a recess appointment — and lost.
The logical presumption is that
"Vice
H. from
Hyde,a
Idaho Chairman
Republican, Rosel
who rose
legal clerkship at the old Federal

in New

Broadcast

Era

Radio Commission, will be elevated
SWEEP
to IKE'S
the chairmanship. Only
last May
he was approved unanimously by
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee for a new seven-year
term. The Senate followed suit.
Because President - elect Eisenhower is essentially a conservative,
it is deduced that he will condone
no left-wing- slanting by agencies
in his administration — the FCC
significantly included. Those close
to him say he will not tolerate
playing of politics in allocations,
having in mind the latent prospect
of favoritism in allotment of TV
facilities — hottest issue confronting
the FCC.
Under GOP for First Time
The FCC, for the first time since
its creation in 1934, will function
under a Republican administration.
President Roosevelt, in his first
term, appointed the first Commission. It has been New Deal-Fair
Deal-controlled since. Its staff is
preponderantly Democratic. And it

May Be Policy Makers tor Radio-TV
WHEN the Eisenhower Administration takes over Jan. 20, here
are some of the personalities likely to appear on the federal scene
in new positions of responsibility with influence upon the destinies
of broadcasting and telecasting:
ROSEL H. HYDE, Idaho Republican, best bet for elevation
to the chairmanship of the FCC. (This would be in succession
to Oklahoma Democrat Paul A. Walker, whose term as Commissioner expires next June 30, but whose tenure as Chairman
terminates at the pleasure of the President.)
DR. MILTON EISENHOWER, president of Penn State,
youngest brother of the President-elect, who, whether or not
he holds Federal office, is destined to be the President's closest adviser on matters pertaining to radio, press and public
relations.
MAJ. GEN. WILTON B. PERSONS, long-time associate of
Gen. Ike's and his executive officer at NATO. He is expected
to have an important White House status, either as military
aide or as top Secretary. He was for years the Army's Congressional liaison officer, and has wide following on Capitol
Hill and in public life.
SEN. CHARLES W. TOBEY (R-N.H.), slated for chairmanship of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. A
ferocious prosecutor, he has had it in for FCC, notably on
FM's failure to flower; is close friend of Dr. E. H. Armstrong,
FM's inventor, and has worked closely with former Democratic
leadership of committee.
REP. CHARLES W. WOLVERTON (R-N.J.), who resumes
chairmanship of House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee. An old-timer, he has never evinced great interest in
radio, although he comes from Camden, home of RCA Victor.
No great change from chairmanship when in hands of Rep.
Robert Crosser (D-Ohio) who becomes senior minority member.
BROADCASTING
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IKE gives his victory smile as he faces the microphones and cameras in the
small hours of last Wednesday morning.
has a reputation, in Congress, of
being one of the most incorrigible
of the agencies of Government.
Except for the political balance
on the FCC itself, which will be
switched from Democratic to Republican, changes at the staff level
are expected to come gradually.
The responsibility in large measure
will devolve upon the new chairman. But it's generally recognized
that, even in these times of manpower shortages, those Democrats
holding patronage posts will go.
Among these, it is reasoned, are
such figures as Benedict P. Cottone, general counsel, who often
has been at loggerheads with the
erstwhile Republican minority, and
Secretary T. J. Slowie, who has
served from the FCC's beginning,
but seldom has been seen at FCC
meetings. Engineering and accounting staffs, it is thought, might not
be touched, but the Broadcast Bu-

reau, cloaked with broad authority
under
last beyear's
could well
hit. reorganization,
Signs of unrest at the FCC were
apparent as early as last Wednesday, after the Eisenhower tidal
wave had carried his party to the
greatest victory in history. It is
reported that at the Wednesday
morning session of the FCC, the
dire consequences of the election
was the prime topic, With tart language abounding.
Ike's Brother
Who will be the man behind the
man at the White House most
likely to exercise influence in communications matters ? The quick
answer appears to be Gen. Ike's
younger brother, Milton, now president of Penn State, who has a
record of government service identified with public information which
(Continued on page 48)
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VOTE
DRIVE
By J. FRANK BEATTY
RADIO and television, master
salesmen of the media world,
emerged from "the biggest election
in history" with a heavy share of
credit for the record Presidential
vote.
Tribute was paid broadcasters
and telecasters by Thomas D'Arcy
Brophy, chairman of the board of
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and president
of American Heritage Foundation.
He joined other foundation officials
in praising the two media for leading the drive that brought about
"the greatest single expression of
public opinion in the nation's history."
The six-month nonpartisan barrage of radio and TV programs
and announcements [B#T, Oct. 13]
wound up with around 60 million
ballots cast. Equally impressive to
the foundation was the fact that
80% of registered voters cast their
votes, an unpredecented achievement.
13 Million Gain Estimated
Final figures are expected to
show nearly a 25% increase in votes
over 1948, a gain of 13 million.
These figures tell the story of a
triumphant sales job by private
industry, conducted without the
help of government, according to
Clyde Vandeburg, AHF executive
director.
"Everyone said a year ago it
couldn't be done," he said, recalling early predictions that a 55
million vote could be brought out.
"The free enterprise system
brought out 60 million votes, using
the
tools it has long had available,"
he added.

-

.

ELECTION
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in the nation's history, was stimulated by the efforts of more than 50 job in our entire history of ac- the voting machine,
national nonpartisan organizations.
quainting the people with facts Under the leadership of Chairman
with more than 26 million members
the issues and about the Patt, radio and television people in
about
The efforts of these organizations,
not
all over America
communities
: , &lso
said
coordinated by the American Heritage
candidates.
Radio
the
„ ,. and ," TV
m,rHewere
,, most nearly
only wgnt
broadcast
but
Qut intQcampaign
the homecopy
commu.
Foundation, were part of the nation- nonpartisan of all media of commu- nities && actiye citizeng to WQrk to_
wide campaign begun a year ago this nication.
the record-breaking turnout we
month to demonstrate a basic adverBecause of its impartiality and ward
all witnessed with gratification Nov. 4.
tising premise — that people will act flexihbity radio was enabled to help
Thg foundation required the servif they are informed and inspired.
election officers and facilities m comWith the cooperation of The Admunities everywhere by giving guid- (Continued on page 56)
vertising Council and the NARTB,
Radio-TV

Has Radio-TV Aspects
GOVT.
FACELIFT
FTC Chairman James Mead,
Secretary of Commerce, will return
FACELIFTING among federal
agencies involving personnel and to his newspaper and radio inter- former U. S. Senator from New
ests (WIZE Springfield, WING
York, had hinted that he would
policy will be viewed with keen inRadio and TV drew lavish comterest by broadcasters and related Dayton, WCOL Columbus) and to resign regardless of what party
pliments for their sales effort in industries in the months to come.
law practice in Cincinnati.
was in power and a Republican
turning out the vote. Also emphaSecretary of Labor Maurice Tobin chairman will be named. FTC forThe greatest upheaval in political
sized was their role as the most
history within the past 20 years is has not revealed his plans. Harold
merly rotated the post. FTC mempotent school teacher ever known —
certain to result in wholesale
Stassen, an avid supporter of a
bership at present is predominantly
a role they carried out by presentchanges that touch intimately on strengthened Voice of America, has
Democratic,
with only Comr. Lowell
ing the issues and candidates for the welfare of station licensees, ad- been mentioned for this post. Paul
Mason on the GOP side. Other
all citizens to observe and study.
vertising agencies, trade groups
Hoffman, former chairman of the members are Stephen J. Spingarn,
All Americans had the chance to
Albert Carretta and John Carson,
and a host of other organizations.
Ford Foundation and former Marsit right in the middle of major
shall Plan administrator, may get the latter an independent.
Involved
are
such
aspects
as
laevents as they happened, as specthe Commerce Dept. post.
bor relations, advertising practices,
Mr. Carson is serving until his
tators or auditors, it was pointed
Other names mentioned are Sen. successor is named. Terms of
international broadcasting activiout. This chance was given them
Fred Seaton (Neb.), holding in- Comrs. Spingarn and Carretta exties, civil defense liaison, telecomby means of 110 million radio sets
terests with his family in KHAS
munications and public information
pire
and 1954.
chairand more than 19 million television
man inwill1953
be either
Comr.New
Mason
or
operations, not to mention FCCHastings, Neb., and KMAN Manreceivers.
hattan and KGGF Coffeyville, both a new member yet to be named.
licensee relations (see separate
The radio - television campaign
Kansas, and Mrs. Oveta Culp
On NLRB at present are Paul
story) and a turnover of key government officials identified with
M. Herzog (a Democrat who is
Hobby, KPRC-AM-FM-TV Hous'...AND THE WEABY ARE AT BEST
broadcasting.
ton, Texas. Sen Seaton has been
chairman), John M. Houston, Abe
Expected changes will affect not mentioned
Murdock, Paul L. Styles and Ivar
ture Dept. to head up the AgriculH. Peterson. Chairman and memonly the top-level cabinet posts but
bers are Presidential appointees,
Not falling within the governalso appointees serving in such key
ment scope but still intimately a with terms of latter expiring in
government agencies as the Fedpart of the Washington federal
eral Trade Commission and Nasuccessive years. Chairman Hertional Labor Relations Board.
scene are the positions held by Dr. zog's term expires in 1955.
Chairmanships also are involved. John R. Steelman, Presidential asFTC wields jurisdiction over antisistant, and Charles Jackson, White
deceptive ad practices and has kept
Sweep-out of at least 2,000 Democratic career employes was pre- House assistant. Both have maina watchful eye on interlocking ditained relations with the broaddicted in some quarters, though the
rectorates of business concerns,
cast industry through the Broadcast
average civil service worker probwith the other eye cocked for posAdvisory Council and NARTB.
sible monopoly. NLRB exercises a
ably won't suffer.
At the regulatory level, aside great deal of power formerly enjoyed
Speculation over cabinet posts
leads initially to the State and from the FCC, memberships of the by the Labor Dept. and has attained
FTC and NLRB are sure to be a reputation for kowtowing to laDepts., as well as Com.tHt&>*e.<*i * ■»' Defense merce.
(Continued on page 73)
affected, being appointee posts.
Charles
Sawyer,
present
Herblock in The Washington Post
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THE

ELECTION

THE GOP national organization
swept to victory on the wings of
"air power" during the 1952 Presidential campaign, siphoning off
well over $2 million to those twin
electronic media, radio and TV.
This was plainly reflected in a
comprehensive analysis of financial reports filed with the File Clerk
of the House of Representatives
the past fortnight.
By contrast, the records show
that the Democrats spent at least
$1.2 million — and perhaps more —
on radio-TV broadcasting, and a
substantial sum on printed media
advertising. Ratio of newspaper
ads by the Democrats to those by
the GOP was at least 10 to 1 during the last week of October and
somewhat less — but at least 5-1 — in
the overall campaign.
Network Timebuys
The sums substantially cover network time and spot purchases, including time and cable charges and
also any pre-emptions, as well as
payments to the respective advertising agencies of the Republican
and Democratic parties and local
political groups. Reports were filed
by all major committees playing
any vital role in this campaign.
While the records pointed up
the GOP's reliance on heavy time
purchases, there were indications
that the high cost of campaigning
is getting more than passing attention on Capitol Hill.
Most AM-FM-TV stations in the
nation have been asked by the
Senate Privileges & Elections Subcommittee to submit detailed data
by Nov. 24 on amount of time sold
to either party. The group hopes
to tabulate the data and draw up
remedial legislation early in the
83d Congress.
There was consternation in some
industry quarters over the nature
of the information solicited by the
Hill unit and attorneys reported a
number of queries from their client
stations. NARTB is seeking to
clarify the questionnaire for stations after being reassured by the
subcommittee that it seeks the
data merely to help compute the
cost of campaigning with a view to
amending the Federal Corrupt
Practices-Hatch Act.
Filed With House Clerk
The political reports filed with
the House Clerk covered the campaign period from Labor Day to
the end of October. They were
submitted in accordance with law
by the Republican and Democratic
National, Senatorial and Congressional Committees, Citizens for
Eisenhower, National Volunteers
for Stevenson, Stevenson-Sparkman Forum Committee and other
groups, including labor organizations.
The Republicans, through their
various committees, listed $1,573,551.52 for radio-TV broadcasting
from Sept. 1 through Oct. 29,
showing payments to the various
I

BROADCASTING

TAB

networks and agencies. This sum,
plus an estimated $510,000 for last
fortnight network buys, brings the
figure to over $2 million.
The GOP also spent $34,324.84
for allied broadcast aids like films,
recordings, transcriptions and
slides, and production services. It
also recorded a flat $12,870 for
newspaper ads, with perhaps $1,600
split between broadcast and printed
media.
Million Dollar Sums
The Democrats, through their
committees, reported $768,957.31
for radio-TV broadcasting, with
perhaps another $300,000 in lastminute network purchases. They
showed $25,053.15 for related production aids. The various committees also reported expenditures
of $62,483.24 for purchase of
newspaper ads — some of them to
promote their broadcast programs
— and publicity and other materials.
Overall sum was about $1,169,000
for all broadcasts.
A total of $173,733.78 of that
was listed for a combination of

GOP,

Demos

List Radio,

broadcasting and newspaper ads,
plus production work, with an estimated $100,000 of that for radioTV. Much of the amount for newspapers carried the notation of
"unpaid
These obligations."
totals for broadcasting
are predominantly network, with
some payments to individual stations, and do not of course reflect
time commitments at the local
levels. In varying instances, the
payments were made to the major
networks or to the agency.
In any event, it was a multimillion dollar campaign covering
all levels — Presidential, Senatorial,
Congressional, Gubernatorial, state
and local.
Aside from the myriad headaches
the campaign posed for broadcasters embracing libel and equal time
problems, the high cost of camposed by TV's
has given paigning
Congress
someemergence
food for
thought. The specific object of the
politician's eye is the Hatch Act
which limits standing committee
expenditures to $3 million. That it

TV

Monies

will be amended during the 83d
Congress is almost a foregone conclusion.
Television also sparked sober debate on its other ramifications,
viz., the fate of the "whistlestop,"
new radio-TV electioneering techniques, attendance at rallies, and
other phases. There also has been
some talk of shortening the actual
campaigns and setting back political convention dates because of the
grind and pressure on candidates.
Equal Time Headache
Repercussions on equal time requests and censorship also reached
a new high in the recent heated
campaign. (See separate story.)
But the money angle is acute with
the politicians.
The Senate Privileges & Election
Subcommittee looked into campaign
costs in 1944 and 1948, but the
latest study may well be more
sweeping in its implications. This
possibility already has been pointed
up with suggestions in some Congz"essional
quarters
that networks
(Continued
on page
38)

PRESS

CARD

ACCREDITED WAR CORRESPONDENT ON ASSIGNMENT FOR
BROADCASTING

PROPHETIC picture — taken seven years ago at Gen. Ike's
headquarters in Frankfurt, Germany, shortly after V-E
Day. He met in a two-hour huddle with members of the
Broadcasters' Mission to ETO and is gazing at his B*T
press card (see insert) while signing short-snorters. Surrounding him (I to r) J. Leonard Reinsch, Cox stations,
then radio advisor to President Truman; Martin B. Campball, WFAA Dallas; (in background) John E. Fetzer,
WKZO Kalamazoo, then U. S. radio censor; Morris Novik,

• Telecasting

1945 ^^Wjfe
radio consultant; Abel Green, editor. Variety; Clair R.
McCollough, director, Steinman Stations; and Robert D.
Swezey, then Mutual executive vice president, now WDSU
New Orleans. Other mission members who didn't show
in photo were: NARTB chief Justin Miller; Col. E. M.
Kirby, escorting officer; Mark Woods, then ABC president; Joseph H. Ream, then CBS executive vice president; William S. Hedges, NBC vice president; Joe Csida,
Billboard; Jack Alicoate, Radio Daily, Sol Taishoff,
Broadcasting • Telecasting
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THE

IN

GOP

83d

CONGRESS

By EARL ABRAMS
ATTITUDE of new GOP-controlled Congress may be gauged by
the fact that fiery, Bible-quoting
New England Sen. Charles W.
Tobey (R-N. H.) takes command
of the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee when the
83rd Congress convenes Jan. 3.
The Senate committee is by practice more concerned with radio
and TV than its sister committee
in the House.
Realignment of Congressional
control may result in revocation of
the House ban on radio and TV
coverage of committee meetings.
When Speaker Sam Rayburn (DTex.) issued his interpretation of
the House rules last March imposing a blackout on radio-TV coverage, then Minority Leader Joseph
W. Martin Jr. (R-Mass.) balked.
He indicated at that time that he
thought each committee should decide whether or not to permit the
broadcast media to cover its sessions. Rep. Martin is scheduled to
become Speaker and Rep. Rayburn,
Minority leader.
Without regard for the sweeping
Republican victory, it is a foregone
conclusion that the coming Congress will do something about the
broadcasters' nemesis — Section 315
of the Communications Act.
Censorship Provision
This is the provision which forbids broadcasters from censoring
political candidates' speeches. In
the free-swinging and sometimes
bitter campaign which ended last
week, with its heavy use for the
first time of TV, two broadcasters
stuck their necks out on this point.
KING-TV Seattle refused to let
Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy (R-Wis.)
go on in behalf of Sen. Harry P.
Cain (R-Wash.), and WICU (TV)
Erie, Pa., and WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, both owned by Edward
Lamb, refused to carry the same
Senator's national network speech
attacking Gov. Adlai Stevenson.
In these cases, it is to. be noted
that Sen. McCarthy was not a
candidate in the sense that he was
campaigning for his own re-election in his own state.
Also bound to be the subject of
proposed legislation is the matter
of campaign expenditures. This,
again, stems from the heavy use,
for the first time, of television in
the campaign for national office.
Sen. Tobey, who gained national
prominence by his indignant righteousness as a member of the Kefauver Crime Committee during its
televised sessions, has no special
crusade in mind respecting the
broadcast media, according to those
familiar with his thinking.
In fact, some observers close to
his activities as senior Republican
on the Senate Commerce Committee believe there won't be much of
a change from the leadership of
outgoing Chairman Sen. Edwin C.
Page 26
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DUE to head Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee is Sen.
Charles W. Tobey, (R-N. H.).
* * *

NUMBER 2 man on the Senate Commerce radio subcommittee may well
be Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-lnd.).

Johnson (D-Col.). Sen. Tobey's
approach to radio and TV is said
to be akin to his colleague.
In one respect, however, Sen. Tobey has a cause. That is the lack
of success of FM. A personal
friend of Major Edwin H. Armstrong, inventor of the FM system
of broadcasting, Sen. Tobey in
1948 headed an investigation into
the status of FM which saw testimony by FCC officials, RCA-NBC
executives and others.

No report was rendered by Sen.
Tobey, but during the hearings he
expressed himself in no uncertain
terms ; he thought there was a conspiracy afoot to retard the development of FM.
Republican control of the House
of Representatives will return Rep.
Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.)
to the chairmanship he held during
the 80th Congress (1948-1950).
Last Tuesday's Eisenhower landslide saw the defeat of Senate Ma-

AT IKE'S ELBOW
Milton And Earl Schooled in Communications
WHEN

Dwight D. Eisenhower assumes the Presidency he will have
at his elbow, informally at least,
two advisors familiar with communications and broadcasting problems— Milton E. and Earl D. Eisenhower, his brothers.
A college president — of Pennsylvania State College — Milton
Eisenhower's career covers a broad

MILTON EISENHOWER
. . . a potential advisor

range of domestic and international activities. For several years
a Kansas newspaperman and journalism instructor, he entered the
foreign service in 1924 as American vice consul at Edinburgh,
Scotland.
Two years later he went to the
Dept. of Agriculture as Assistant
to the Secretary and in 1928 became information director, a post
he held until World War II. This
responsibility included radio activities of the department. During the
war and postwar years he held a
series of key government posts.
These included service as director
of War Relocation Authority and
associate director of Office of War
Information.
In 1943 he was named president
of Kansas State College, holding
that position until 1950 when he
received the Pennsylvania State
College appointment. During the
postwar years he served on many
government and UNESCO bodies,
including chairmanship of the U. S.
Committee for UNESCO. President, director and 20 % stockholder
in WLIO East Liverpool, Ohio,
Earl Eisenhower also is an engineer in Charleroi, Pa., where he is
a 10% stockholder in WESA there.

jority Leader Sen. Ernest F. McFarland (D-Ariz.) for reelection.
He was the author of the law bearing his name which revised the
Communications Act. Sen. McFarland was beaten by Barry Goldwater, Phoenix department store
owner.
Defeated also was Sen. William
Benton (D-Conn.), author of a bill
to establish a National Advisory
Council on Radio & TV. Republican
William A. Purtell beat Sen. Benton for a full term.
Former partner of Benton &
Bowles, he is now the owner of As-,
sociated Program Service, Encyclopedia Britannica — and Muzak,
among other enterprises.
New to the Senate will be Republican Prescott S. Bush, CBS stockholder and director and New York
stockbroker. He defeated Rep. A.
A. Ribicoff (D-Conn.) for the unexpired term of the late Sen. Brien
McMahon (D-Conn.), which runs
to 1957.
Also a new Senator will be Missouri Democrat W. Stuart Symington, who defeated incumbent Sen.
James P. Kern (R-Mo.). Sen.
Symington, former chief of RFC,
Surplus Property, National Security Resources Board and ex-Secretary, of the Air Force, was president of the old Colonial Radio Co.,
Rochester, N. Y., 1930-35, and president and chairman of the board of
Emerson Electric Manufacturing
Co., St. Louis, 1938-45.
Bricker Returned
Reelected was Sen. John Bricker
(R-Ohio), member of the Senate
Commerce Committee. So was Sen.
William Langer (R-N. D.), due to
be chairman of the important Senate Judiciary Committee, and Sen.
Arthur V. Watkins (R-Utah), who
is Republican member of the Senate Judiciary subcommittee investigating subversives in radio, TV
and the entertainment industry.
Defeated was Sen. Henry Cabot
Lodge Jr. (R-Mass.), who would
have been chairman of the Senate
Rules & Administration Committee.
In line for this chairmanship is
Sen. William E. Jenner (R-Ind.),
reelected last Tuesday. Sen. Lodge
was defeated by Rep. John F.
Kennedy (D-Mass. ) .
Two members of the House Commerce Committee went down to defeat last Tuesday. They are Rep.
Harmar D. Denny Jr. (R-Pa.),
member of the subcommittee investigating radio-TV programs,
and Rep. John A. McGuire (DConn.). Rep. Denny was defeated
by Rep. H. P. Eberharter (D-Pa.),
resulting from the consolidation of
two Pennsylvania districts. Rep.
McGuire was defeated by Albert
W. Cretella (R-Conn.).
Other members of the committee
probing radio-TV programs were
reelected. They are Reps. Oren
Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the
(Continued on page 36)
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New- ProfiHess Hi*h
G
K to new REPORTIN
OR
TW
RADIO
television
went
NEand
The networks and their hunpre-emptions). CBS' standing was
dreds of newsmen, analysts, techrecord lengths last week in provid- more difficult to determine, since
nicians, and general staffs maring1 U. S. and some foreign audi- its contracts with Westinghouse
called for the sponsor to pay extra
shaled ingenuity and effort to keep
ence with up-to-the-minute coverfor some of the many extra hours
viewers and listeners posted from
age of the election balloting which,
thanks in substantial measure to put in on the conventions. Some
the first scattering of returns until
after the Presidential race reached
the efforts of radio and TV, itself unofficial estimates gave the overall CBS political operation losses its unexpectedly abrupt end.
attained new record dimensions.
Unlike the 1948 election which
The deep-into-the-night report- ranging as high as about $1 million, although other authorities
ing brought an end to a campaign
remained undecided until late mornmaintained
it
would
be
no
more
season unmatched in its reliance
ing of the day after elections, and
upon the broadcast media — an end than a fraction of that amount. In also unlike the unexpectedly drawnthat came as a relief to harried
fact, a pre-election prediction was
out July
PresidenDURING LULL in NBC election
tial raceconventions,
came to atheclimax
far
broadcasters and, despite the plau- that CBS expected to make money,
broadcast
Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff
or,
at
worst,
break
even
on
its
ahead of expectations and all the
dits for their work, left the na(r), RCA board chairman, chats with
Westinghouse deal.
networks except one were off the
tional radio-TV networks in parNBC commentator H. V. Kaltenborn
ABC dropped a reported $500,000
air at or before 3 a.m. Wednesday.
ticular no monetary reason for
on the conventions and spent an(I). Mr. Kaltenborn's son and aide,
gratification.
The exception was CBS Radio,
Rolfe, is seated.
other $75,000 to $90,000 on radio- which put in 13% hours with
Money Loss Great
Wednesday.
TV
election
returns
(without
precoverage starting at 6:15 p.m. TuesFor the network organizations
emptions), itwas understood.
day and continuing until 8 a.m.
* *engaged
-4
which operate in both radio and
TV networks,
in their
television were reported in the
first coast-to-coast reporting of a
red on their combination convennational election, employed a broad
tions-elections coverage. NBC,
variety of gadgets, both electronic
ABC, and the CBS Radio and Teleand mechanical, as visual aids and
vision networks registered a comalso, in the case of electronic
bined loss estimated variously up to
"brains" enlisted by NBC and
$2.5 million or more on their reCBS-TV,
as forecasters of final
results.
spective deals with Philco, Admiral, and Westinghouse for reportCBS-TV, which won praise from
ing the Republican and Democratic
many for speedy reporting of returns, encountered a less happy
conventions in July and the returns on election night.
experience in the use of the Univac
Mutual, whose convention cov"brain" as a prophet. Spokesmen
erage was sponsored on a local
said Univac, capable of making
co-op basis, sold its election night
predictions by comparing returns
coverage to the Chevrolet Div. of
with those at comparable periods
General Motors and the Chevrolet
in previous years, forecast at about
Dealers of America and emerged
10 p.m. that Gen. Eisenhower
with a profit estimated unofficially
would win 43 states compared to
at about $50,000. DuMont, which
5 for Gov. Stevenson. But, they
did not operate as a network for
said, outside statisticians employed
either the convention or the electo operate Univac were unbelievtion coverage, carried CBS-TV's
ing, having read public opinion
programming for Westinghouse on
researchers' predictions of a close
its three owned stations and
race. So Univac operators temWGN-TV Chicago and also came
Tuesday night listening to the early
pered data going onintopage
the 85)
machine'
out ahead, although it was not ADLAI STEVENSON, as he looked
(Continued
election returns.
known by how much.
NBC appeared to be the heaviest
loser, having suffered an estimated
$1 million loss on the conventions
and an added approximate $275,000
Aimed at ABC, Other Networks
in election night expenses (including a reported $100,000 in program
grams over ABC Radio and ABCRADIO networks — and ABC in
ABC Radio and ABC-TV last Monparticular — found themselves on TV on Nov. 2 went "beyond mere
dayto gave
covercomment of the news" and said the
age"
the "comprehensive
exchange of telegrams.
the receiving end of an llth-hour
They were aired five times over
commentator "not only attacked
volley by the Democratic National
the Democratic party but gave out- radio and twice on TV, he said.
Committee charging news suppresWhile the Democratic National
sion and denial of equal time
right endorsement" of Gen. Dwight
Committee
had not filed a direct
D.
Eisenhower's
candidacy.
He
reopportunities.
The blasts were unloosed last
quested equal time for an answer
protest
with
the Commission as of
to Mr. Winchell.
late Thursday, it was understood
Monday — the day before the elecMr.
Kintner
replied
by
wire
on
tion—by Stephen A. Mitchell, DNC
a copywas
of Chairman
Mitchell's
Monday that commentators are that
chairman, further compounding
statement
sent to FCC
Chairfree
to
say
anything
they
wish,
man
Paul
A.
Walker.
headaches already experienced by
broadcasters in their handling of pointing out that the network
There was some feeling in DNC
carried broadcasters with various
headquarters that Congress should
politicalcasts [B*T, Nov. 3].
points of view. He offered to carry
look into this area of network
ABC was accused by Chairman
on a newscast any rebuttal the commentators expressing personMitchell on election eve (Monday)
Democratic party wished to make.
of refusing to give the Democratic
nel views and other vexsome problems weighing on broadcasters.
party equal time to reply to a
Mitchell' Retort
Chairman Mitchell had acknowl"partisan
political
speech"
by
ABC
In a second wire to Mr. Kintner,
J. L. Van Volkenburg (r), president,
commentator Walter Winchell. He
that "I onhave
seen prior
no eviCBS-TV, and Lansing Lindquist, ra- declared he would protest to the Mr. Mitchell retorted that the
denceedgedof bias
its part
to
dio and TV director, Ketchum, Macoffer to carry the Democrats' re- the Winchell broadcast." He added:
FCC What he described as ABC's
buttal on a newscast did not conLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, inspect the "flagrant denial of fair play."
The action by ABC in this case
In a wire to ABC President
stitute "equal time or an equal raises grave questions as to whether
network's setup election night. KM&G
the Congress should be asked to make
is agency for Westinghouse, which
Robert E. Kintner, Mr. Mitchell
(Continued on page 52)
A network spokesman said both
sponsored the CBS-TV returns.
said that Mr. Winchell's news proaudience."
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READYING for WBTV (TV) Charlotte election reporting are (I to r) Norman
Prevatte, producer; Jack Knell, news director; Ken Tredwell, operations chief,
and Sam Zurich, production director. WBTV and WBT handled returns election
eve and into Wednesday morning as balloting results came in from Charlotte,
North Carolina and Mecklenburg County.

FULL

COVERAGE

HISTORY'S biggest Presidential
election turnout last week was accompanied by what was also the
most comprehensive coverage ever
recorded by stations on the local
and state level.
Besides furnishing national returns through the networks, news
services and other arrangements,
local stations took elaborate measures to insure their audiences of
complete returns by enlarging
staffs, using special hookups, airing background and promotional
material, cutting into regular programs with news flashes and feeding local returns to networks and
news services.
The coverage followed special
registration and get-out-the-vote
promotion to bring out a recordbreaking number of voters.
Among the reports received from
stations last week, augmenting
plans earlier announced [B«T.,
Nov. 3], were these:
WOR New York cut away from

MANNING WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia
election headquarters are George
Skinner (I), handling vote returns in
the area, and Dr. Edgar B. Cale, U.
of Pennsylvania political science professor, who discussed trends and
analyzed returns. WPTZ team of 50
had city votes tabulated by 1 1 p.m.
Page 28
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MBS election coverage for three
minutes at half-hourly intervals
starting at 8 p.m., to provide returns from New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut and Eastern Pennsylvania. Complete wrap-ups of local news at 11 p.m. and 12:50 a.m.
rounded out the program that was
supervised by George Brown, Manager of the WOR newsroom. Newscasters were Lyle Van, Henry
Gladstone and John Scott. Loew's
Theatres sponsored WOR's local
reports.
WOR-TV New York started at
7:30 p.m. under the sponsorship
of the National Carbon Co., New
York, for Prestone anti-freeze.
John Wingate headed a task force
of newscasters that included Richard Tobin, New York Herald-Tribune reporter; Dr. Frank Kingdon,
New York Post columnist; J. Dickson Edwards, professor of political
science at Columbia U.; Everett
Holies, MBS commentator, and
Dick McCutchen, station's newscaster. WOR-TV's mobile unit was
at Times Square with Barbara
Welles, station's women's commentator, giving the women's angles,
and Paul Killian, WOR-TV special
events reporter, describing the
overall Times Square election night
activities.
WHLI Coverage
WHLI Hempstead, L. I., concentrated on election returns from
Democratic and Republican headquarters inNassau County in addition to National Election coverage.
WHLI news reporters were stationed at Nassau County police
headquarters to receive official tabulations of election returns. Announcers made tape-recordings of
candidates and voters' reactions
that were broadcast during the
night. A four-man staff under direction of WHLI News Director
Jerry Carr aired returns of national and local elections.

KGW Portland, Ore., Freedom Forum, aired weekly shows on controversial
issues in Oregon from August. Shown on the program just before election
day are (I to r) Howard McCallister, Oregon Ad Club president; T. Lawson
McCall, KGW political commentator, moderator; Richard L. Nueberger, Oregon author and state senator, and John Merrifield, state senator.
*
*
*

By Stations
WINS New York's coverage included up-to-the-minute reports
from the station's newsrooms and
broadcasts from studio where John
Bosman, news director; Josephine
Halpin, Lew Fisher and John Bradford interviewed prominent citizens
and supplied local color. The station also received reports from
Stan Burns at Democratic headquarters at the Hotel Biltmore and
from Paul Sherman at Republican
headquarters at the Hotel Roosevelt. WINS Program Director Robert Criar supervised Election
Night activities.
WPIX (TV) New York claimed
to be the first TV station to announce the Eisenhower victory. At
12:08 a.m. Wednesday newscaster
John Tillman read an announcement from Bob Shand, managing
editor of the Nevj York Daily
News (parent company of WPIX),
saying that the newspaper would
announce Gen. Eisenhower's election in its next edition. Station's
coverage, also sponsored by National Carbon Co. on behalf of
Prestone anti-freeze, began at 9
p.m. and ended at 1:52 a.m.
Wednesday. Newscasters who reported the night's developments
included Mr. Tillman, Joe Bolton
and Jack McCarthy. From time
to time News columnist Jimmy Jemail interviewed the newspaper's
political reporters on various
trends of voting.
WNYC-AM-FM New York disseminated telephoned reports from
22 strategic news sources across
the nation, making its resources
available to other stations. The
city's Municipal Broadcasting System paid special attention to reports from 11 New York counties
which had achieved the distinction
of picking every Presidential winner from 1896. According to Seymour N. Siegel, director of communications for the City of New

at Local

Level

York, the following stations requested
of 1952:
WNYC's
Operationsportions
Election,
WCBS,
WNBC, WOR, WMGM, WNEW
and WOV, all New York.
WQXR-AM-FM New York, from
the New York Times newsroom,
aired returns to 21 FM stations on
the East Coast, under supervision
of Mortimer Kroll.
According to M. Robert Rogers,
general manager, WGMS-AM-FM
Washington,
work claimedthea WQXR-FM
beat when netthe
Times credited Gen. Eisenhower
with winning the election at 12:40
a.m. The news was first broadcast,
12-15 minutes before the newspaper itself got the story on the
streets, said Mr. Rogers.
In Philadelphia WFIL-AM-TV
aired coverage of Pennsylvania,
(Continued on page 8U)
Hooper's Analogy
C. E. HOOPER, of the audience research firm bearing
his name, said Wednesday
that the trend of election returns the preceding night
should "serve as a boon to
properly-conducted consumer
research." Commenting on
Election Night returns, Mr.
trend
of the first
%
Hooper noted
that 10"the
of the returns foretold the
final outcome of the election,
both that
in 1948
and 1952."
He
said
in normal
consumer
fact-gathering, research firms
never measure the total but
always sample only a part.
The outcome of this year's
election,
he impressive,
asserted, "provides amost
popular demonstration of the validity of the sampling process
as a means of establishing
factual relationships."
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Up $39 Million Over
CBS
GROSS
Same 9 Months of 'SI
GROSS income of CBS Inc. and domestic subsidiaries for the nine months
ended Oct. 4 was $159,357,292 as compared with $120,303,260 for the
corresponding period last year, it was announced Wednesday.
Income before federal taxes on income was reported at $9,447,171 as
.against $8,782,666 for the same
period of 1951. Net income was *
$3,807,171 as compared with $3,- a cash dividend of $0.40 per share
532,666 last year.
on Class A and Class B stock,
Per share earnings amounted to
payable
Dec. 5 to stockholders of
$1.63 this year as against $1.81 in
record at close of business on Nov.
1951.
The board of directors declared 21. The consolidated statement:
Nine Months Endinng
October 4, 1952
September 29, 1951
(40 Weeks)
(39 Weeks)
Gross Income
$159,357,292
$120,303,260
38,609,309
33,510,216
Less — Discounts, commissions and returns
$120,747,983
$
86,793,044
Deduct:
Operating expenses and cost of
goods sold
$87,768,512
$59,507,951
Selling, general and administra17,228,409
tive expenses 21,770,883
Provision for depreciation and
amortization of leasehold improvements 1,8640,469
1,374,830
78,111,190
111,399,864
$ 8,681,854
100,812
Miscellaneous income, less miscellaneous deductions $ 9,348,119
99,052
Income before federal taxes on income
$ 9,447,171
$ 8,782,666
Provision for federal taxes on income:
Income tax
$
5,610,000
$
5,175,000
Excess profits tax
30,000
75,000
5,640,000
5,250,000
NET INCOME FOR PERIOD
3,532,666
$ 3,807,171
Earnings per Share (Note 2)
$1.63
$1.81
Notes:
*
1. The above figures include the operations of the Hytron group (Hytron Radio & Electronics
Co. and CBS-Columbia Inc.) beginning with June 15, 1951,
date of acquisition.
2. The 1952 per share earnings are calculated upon the 2,340,896the shares
of stock outstanding as of October 4, 1952, and the 1951 per share earnings upon 1,956,003
shares being
the average number outstanding for the 39 weeks ended September 29, 1951.
3. The 1952 results are subject to year-end adjustments and to audit by Lybrand, Ross
Bros. & Montgomery.
' R.eDa
SAMUEL
EAN,

IRE

ELECTS
S. F. JOINT SESSION
McRae to Presidency
To Hear CBS' Stanton
ELECTION of Dr. James W. McFRANK STANTON, president of
Rae, vice president of Bell TeleCBS, is to be principal speaker at
phone Labs, New
joint meetings of the California
State Radio and Television BroadYork, as president of the Insticasters Assn. and the San Frantute of Radio Encisco Ad Club in the Palace Hotel,
gineers for 1953
San Francisco, Nov. 17. Paul R.
was announced
Bartlett, president, KFRE Fresno,
last week. He sucand
side. CSRTBA president, is to pre*~r*M ceeds Dr- Donald
Industry problems are to be dis^* B- Sinclair> chief
A. cussed at an afternoon closed sesof Genengineer
B^.^H^K
eral Radio Co.,
sion attended by broadcasters only.
Dr. McRae
Cambridge, Mass.
Mr. Stanton will participate in the
Elected vice
question and answer period.
president was S. R. Kantebet, general manager of Government of
India Overseas Communications.
All the Angles
New Directors for 1953-55 term
ABC-TV arranged a meeting
are: Stuart L. Bailey, partner in
between Dwight D. EisenJansky & Bailey, Washington, and
hower and Adlai Stevenson
B. E. Shackelford, director of lithe
night
after the elections.
cense department, RCA InternaBut this Eisenhower was not
tional Div., New York. Elected
President-elect Ike but a
regional directors for 1952-53:
seven - year - old boy from
Region 2 (North Central Atlantic) —
Manchester, Mich., and the
John R. Ragazzini, professor of electrical engineering, Columbia TJ.; ReStevenson was a 53-year-old
gion 4 (East Central)— Conan A. Priest,
man from Lowville, N. Y.
assistant to the general manager of
Commercial and Government EquipThey appeared on the ABCment Dept., General Electric Co., Syracuse; Region 6 (Southern)— Archie
TV
program, The Name's the
W. Straiton, U. of Texas; Region 8
Same
EST). (Wed., 7:30-8 p.m.
(Canadian) — John T. Henderson, senior research physicist, National Research Council, Ottawa.
BROADCASTING
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Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
'My competitor got the re-run rights to some of those 'I Love Lucille'

CREAMER
NAMED
ms."
50 KW
TV filWNEW'S
To BBDO Creative Staff
FCC Brings Closer
JOSEPH CREAMER, formerly
EFFORTS of WNEW New York to
advertising-promotion manager of achieve full 50 kw operation on
WOR-AM-TV New York, has been
1130 kc came a step nearer realization last week as FCC granted
appointed to the creative and planning st a ff of the station a license to cover its
construction permit, in part, for 50
BBDO, it was
announced last
kw daytime and 10 kw night, directional night. FCC also issued a
week. Mr. Creamer has served
new CP for 50 kw at night, directional. Station has been testing
WOR,
WOR-TV
and MBS
since
50 kw during the day since last
summer.
1936 in various
advertising and
WNEW has been licensed for 10
kw fulltime on 1130 kc, directional,
promotion posts.
He started his and held a CP for 50 kw, directionMr. Creamer advertising c aal night. The station has conreer in 1930 with
structed a new transmitter buildBBDO in the accounts and copy
ing at its present site and installed
a new 50-kw Westinghouse transdepartment. From 1933-36, he was
mitter and new phasing and coupa reporter for the old New York
ling equipment. In June, WNEW
Sun and was in various editorial
got authority to test the new unit
capacities with Frank A. Munsey
with 50 kw daytime, but continued
Co. and McCall Corp. publications.
to use the old 10-kw transmitter at
Since May of this year Mr. Creamnight. In July, authority was
er has been in Hollywood, a mogranted to use the new transmitter
tion picture freelance writer.
for both day and night operation,
Mr. Creamer is co-author of a 50 kw day and 10 kw night direcbook, Sound Effects. He was the
tional, completing switch to the
new building. How soon 50 kw
first winner, in 1940, of the Harvard U. annual advertising award.
operation at night will commence
under the new CP was not known
late last week.
WFOX Names DeGrace
GEORGE A. DeGRACE, who had
Boston U. Observance
been serving as
BOSTON U. School of Public Relapublic service ditions and Communications will obrector of WISNserve its fifth birthday in a Nov.
AM-FM Milwau14-15 celebration to include such
kee, has been
named station
participants as Harold E. Fellows,
manager of
NARTB president; Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC vice president, and Elmo
WFOX MilwauRoper, marketing consultant and
kee, effective topublic opinion analyst; Robert
day. C. J. Lanphier, WFOX
Saudek, director of the Ford Foundation Radio-TV Workshop ; Harvey
president - general Mr. DeGrace
manager, will
Struthers, WEEI Boston manager,
and Jack Chertok, president of Jack
now devote all his time to WFOX's
television planning, it was reported.
Chertok Productions.
November 10, 1952
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KC CASE
FCC Orders Hearing
HEARING was ordered last week
by FCC on the protest of WJZ
New York against the Commission's Sept. 30 extension of 770 kc
operation by KOB Albuquerque.
WJZ protested KOB's operation on
its 770 kc clear channel, a "temporary" tenure of 11 years duration [B*T, Nov. 3].
FCC contended WJZ could not
show it is injured
"by intention
a mere an-to
nouncement of our
adopt a proposed decision on the
applications of KOB for regular
operation on 770 kc." It held that
continued operation of KOB on 770
kc is necessary to maintenance of
present service pending a decision
after hearing on the plea for extension.
The FCC's action points to a
final solution in the KOB case.
WJZ wants KOB to operate on its
licensed 1030 kc assignment, which
in turn would create interference
with WBZ Boston.
Issues Set Forth
In setting the case for hearing,
with an expeditious decision called
for, FCC cited five issues, with
WJZ and WBZ made parties to the
proceeding. The issues are:
(1) To determine the areas and
populations which may be expected to
receive service from the operation of
KOB as proposed on 770 kc, with a
power of 25 kw nighttime, 50 kw daytime and the availability of other primary and secondary service to such
areas and populations.
(2) To determine the areas and
populations which may be expected to
receive service from the operation of
KOB in accordance with the term of
its license on 1030 kc and the availability of other primary and secondary
service to such areas and populations.
(3) To determine the nature of and
the extent to which the operation of
KOB as proposed would involve objectionable interference with WJZ
New York, the areas and populations
affected thereby, and the availability
of other primary and secondary service to such areas and populations.
(4) To determine the nature of and
the extent to which the operation of
KOB in accordance with the terms of
its license on 1030 kc would involve
objectionable interference with WBZ
Boston, the areas and populations affected thereby, and the availability of
other primary and secondary service
to such areas and populations.
(5) To determine whether pending
a final decision on the above-entitled
applications of Albuquerque Broadcasting Co. for regular operation on
770 kc (Dockets Nos. 6584 and 6585),
the public interest would be better
served by continued operation of KOB
as proposed on 770 kc or by directing
KOB to return to its licensed facilities of 1030 kc.

RESEARCH

ALL COMMERCIALS were dropped on
CBS Radio Grand Slam as Raymond
K. Stritzinger, Continental Baking Co.
chairman of the board, made personal
appeal reminding citizens to vote.
Irene Beasley, star cf show, approves.
Sponsor had vote bands wrapped on
20 million loaves of Wonder Bread.
FCC

NAMES
COX
As Executive Officer
APPOINTMENT of Robert W. Cox
as executive officer of FCC, in addition to his present duties as
budget officer, was announced by
the Commission
last Tuesday. As
executive officer,
he succeeds William K. Holl, who
resigned to accept
appointment
the Districtwith
of
Columbia government.
Mr. Cox has
Mr. Cox
been budget officer since he joined
the Commission in December 1948.
Since September 1950, he also has
served as assistant executive officer. FCC stated no separation of
the budget and administrative functions is contemplated, although
other divisions of the Commission
previously have been separated
along functional lines.
Mr. Cox went to the Commission
from the Bureau of the Budget
where he was principal budget examiner from 1940-48. For two
years prior to that he was research
assistant for the New York State
Div. of the Budget at Albany. Born
in Warren County, Va., in 1915,
Mr. Cox attended Shepherd College
and Syracuse U. He was graduated
from the latter with an A.B. degree in political science in 1937.
In 1942, he received his M.S. degree in public administration from
Syracuse. Mr. Cox is active in
civic affairs at Arlington, Va.,
where he formerly was county
board chairman.

AM AND FM CALL LETTER ASSIGNMENTS
AM Station: WKIK Leonardtown, Md. (Southern Maryland Bcstrs Inc. 1370
kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 200 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Nov. 3).
..FM Station: WPRK (FM) Winter Park, Fla. (Rollins College, 91.5 mc [Ch.
218], 10 w; noncommercial educational).
Note: For TV Call Letter Assignments, see page 82.
Page 30
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Should

Or Abolish, OARTB

Improve
Hears

BROADCASTERS would be better off without any research than with
surveys that fail to give a true picture of the entire radio audience
Frank E. Pellegrin, H-R Representatives Inc., suggested to the Ohio
Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters at their Thursday-Friday
meeting at Dayton. Robert Fehlhad greatly increased
man, WHBC Canton, presided as 50-50
dealer policy,
displays.
OARTB president.
Jack Hardesty, Broadcast Ad
Mr. Pellegrin proposed that
OARTB start a movement to revise vertising Bureau, and Jack Wilson,
vice president of National Cash
radio research 100%. Radio should
get a reliable cross-section por- Register Co., were Friday speakers
trayal of listeners or else cancel
research entirely, he said.
Kitchen Listeners
He observed, for example, that
more listening takes place in the RACE'S CP
Set- Aside by Courtkitchen than any other room, yet
it is not counted in most research.
FCC last week set aside its 1950
He added there are more auto re- grant to Roy Hofheinz (mayorceivers than TV sets.
elect of Houston, Tex.) for a new
Research is needed to find out Dallas AM station on 740 kc with
how much TV cuts into reading of 10 kw day, 5 kw night, directional
(KACE). Action followed a U. S.
advertising and of editorial content
of newspapers, respectively, he Court of Appeals decision last June
said. He favored adjustment of which found the grant was made
without the Commission taking into
ing.
radio rates, both upward and downward, in line with trends in listen- account (1) the nature of the program service of KSEO Durant,
Ckla. in the area of interference,
He contended one leading agency
considers $1 per hundred listeners and (2) evidence on other transmitter sites which might overcome
"par for the radio course" but will
pay $2 for television and $5 to $8 the
need
to deviate
from the FCC's
"blanketing"
standard.
in black-and-white media.
Commission set the Hofheinz
Jack Schmunk, Griswold-Eshleapplication
for further hearing beman Co., Cleveland, urged broadfore Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
casters to provide intelligent sales
Hutchison on those issues.
presentations, followed by marketKSEO's Complaint
ing and other data as well as success stories. Sell your stations
Grant was made over the proinstead of running down competitests of KSEO, which alleged adtion, he suggested. In general,
jacent channel interference. ComMr. Schmunk declared, he prepeting applicant was KTRH Housferred success stories to ratings.
ton, which had asked to change its
Chuck Lloyd, Metropolitan Cloth- daytime
directional antenna system.
ing Co., Dayton, noted that retailers are steeped in the black-andPossibility that the Appeals
white tradition. He said stores
Court
intended the FCC to take into
are not interested as a rule in
account
economic injury to' KSEO
ratings, circulation or related data was dismissed
by the FCC on the
because they think in terms of ground that the Court did not unsales each day compared to the
derstand that the decision granting
same day a year ago. Radio
the station referred to impairment
should be sold on a saturation
of the ability of KSEO to continue
to serve its market on technical
basis, he argued.
grounds, not economic.
40% Sales Gain
The Commission also recognized
Mr. Lloyd said radio should ini- that the Court implied that ecotiate retailers by use of spots,
nomic impact might be considered a
leading up to saturation spot camrelevant issue, but in last week's
decision it decided it was not necespaigns. His store, using all media
including saturation radio, had a
sary to take this into account since
it was not an issue in this par40% sales gain in October with
ticular case.
chance of 60% in November, he
continued.
KSOX Hearing Continued
Sandy Hallock, of Byer & BowMeanwhile, oral argument on the
man, Columbus agency, declared
petition of WCKY Cincinnati for
radio should sell its own medium
a rehearing on the FCC grant of
and stop its defeatist attitude to- 50 kw sunrise to sunset power for
ward television. He called for Hofheinz-owned KSOX Harlingen
more forceful presentation of radio
[B»T, Oct. 27] was postponed to
sales appeals.
Dec. 1 due to the inability of the
William A. Fitzpatrick, M. J. KSOX counsel to be present last
WCKY claimed that it
Gibbons Co., Dayton, discussed the Monday.
suffer sky wave interference
new cooperative advertising policy would
during the morning and evening
of American Radiator & Standard
hours on 1530 kc and that it should
Sanitary Corp. He said the camhave been a party to a hearing before the grant was made.
paign, which includes radio in its
BROADCASTING
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1952 Iowa Radio-Television
just completed by Dr. F. L.
University and his staff, every
reached by personal interview

Audience
Whan of
third famwas asked to
NED1
COMBI
keep an "In-home Activities Diary", quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, the day following the interview.
The graph above shows one significant finding from
this diary study. Dozens and dozens of other new
facts also merit your careful study.
9,143 families were personally interviewed for the
1952 Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and merchandising man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of the
1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will be sent
you free, of course.

WIKI®
♦/or
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
■ Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

ABC 'Spot' Show, CBS on Cut-Ins
SRA
SCORES
ILL-FATED plan by ABC to titled to retain any and all revenue
for networks to sell spot announcereceived from such sales.
launch its new morning program,
ments? Are networks 'persuading'
It
is
understood,
however,
that
we
Live Like a Millionaire, as a paraffiliates to accept sales plans unmay,
on
two
weeks
notice
to
you,
at
der
which
a station might abrogate
ticipating show with both network
any time, and from time to time, reand local advertisers and a CBS
capture for network sale the first of its required responsibility to conRadio inquiry on station cut-in
the two one-minute breaks in each
trol its own time?"
half of the program, namely, partici(The latter question stems from
charges are decried as "a new
pations 2 and 4 as described above, another clause in the contract
outbreak of network attempts to
you hereby agree to continue to
encroach on spot business" by Sta- and
specifying sells
that a"inparticipation
the event the
carry the program and the network
tion Representatives Assn.
network
to
announcements.
In a statement for release today
an advertiser whose product is
In the event that we recapture
(Monday), T. P. Flanagan, SRA
either or both of these available
productsyouas [the
advertised on to
the any
program,
managing director, noted that the announcement periods, we agree to competitive
advise you as to the effective date station] agree to reschedule such
ABC offer of Millionaire as a "spot
of our recapture and after that competitive products outside the
carrier" apparently failed to win
date either spots Number 2 or 4 will
station approval, as the weekday
not be available to you. Effective limits of the program.")
morning half-hour program went
The contract also pointed out
with that date, you shall not pay us
on the network last week as a susany compensation as described be- that effectuation of the plan detained
pended on its acceptance by a
low. You may still, however, sell the
"The contract offered to the af- other availabilities and retain such majority of ABC affiliates, without
revenue. When we recapture either which ABC reserved the right to
filiates," Mr. Flanagan said, "proposed that the station pay for the or both availabilities you will re- withdraw the offer. The offer was
us. ceive no compensation for them from withdrawn and the program put
program until one network announcement was sold, that the neton the network, starting Nov. 3,
Cites Questions
work have the income from a secas a sustainer.
ond announcement, and the stations
"The
proposals
by
ABC
give
SRA sees "a similar implicacould sell four more announcerise to several questions," Mr.
tion of reduced station incomes"
ments."
Flanagan stated. "Is it in the in the query of CBS Radio to its
The ABC contract described the best
interests of radio stations
affiliates
regarding charges for
plan this way:
Each 30-minute program shall be
planned so as to allow time for six
(6) one-minute announcements. The
program will start at approximately
11:00:40 to allow for the first announcement. There shall be two oneminute availabilities between 11:00:40
and 11:15:00. There shall be two
additional availabilities between
11:15:00 and 11:28:50. The program
will end at 11:28:50 to allow an
additional one-minute availability.
For the purpose of clarity, we shall
refer to the availability between
10:59:30 and 11:00:40 as availability
Number 1, and two one-minute breaks
between 11:00:40 and 11:15:00 as
availabilities Number 2 and 3, and
two one - minute availabilities between 11:15:00 and 11:28:50 as
availabilities 4 and 5 and the availability between 11:28:50 and 11:30:00
as Number 6. Any and all of these
six availabilities may be sold by you
to sponsors and you shall be enFRANCIS PRICE
KFKA President Dies
FUNERAL services were held last
Wednesday at Greeley, Col., for
Francis Price, 42, president and
general manager,
KFKA that city.
He died Nov. 2
of a lung ailment.
Mr. Price, who
is survived by his
wife, Thelma,
and three daughters, was in radio
for more than 25
years. He was
with KFKA 17
Mr. Price
years. Born at
York, Neb., Mr. Price came to
Greeley 18 years ago. He was very
active in community affairs. He
was a member of the Radio Pioneers Club, an organization whose
members have been in radio 20
years or more.
Page 32
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local cut-ins on CBS programs
[B*T, Oct. 20].
"Station cut-ins are logically
national spot advertising," Mr.
Flanagan
argue that
a network declared.
advertiser"Tois paying
for
the full time segment anyway, and
therefore cannot be rightly doubletime charged for cut-ins may seem
plausible but is fallacious.
Label Cut-ins as Spot
"The network cut-in is a device
to strengthen the network at affiliates' expense by combining the
advantages of local spot announcements with a network show, in
network time, at little or no extra
cost. In other words, eat the cake
and have it too. Our position has
always been that station cut-ins
on network programs should be
recognized as national spot announcements, billed separately as
national spot advertising at the
regular
full minute, national spot
rate.
"The stability of national spot
advertising is reflected in the
growingtionsindependence
of the staand their individual
and
combined resistance to network
practices that reduce station reve-

ine Advertisers
PROGRAM
By FLORENCE

SMALL

DEVELOPMENT of a plan to prevent costly and arbitrary juggling
of radio and television programs
and formats by national advertisers was discussed in agency
circles last week.
The idea arose as nine major
advertisers started swapping their
radio or TV vehicles in midseason.
This widespread change of format and scrambling search for new
properties at this date was attributed to three factors: (1) the
traditional re-evaluations that
come at the end of a 13-week cycle;
(2) irremediably low ratings of
present shows; (3) unsatisfactory
time periods of current offerings.
One of the advertisers effecting a
change is the Gulf Oil Corp., which
last week signed a contract for
sponsorship of Life With Riley, a
film show, to replace its present live
program, Gulf Playhouse, effective
Jan. 2 (Fri., 8:30-9 p.m. EST) on
NBC-TV. Young & Rubicam, New
York, is the agency.
Serutan, which sponsors two network programs, Battle of the Ages
(CBS-TV, Saturdays) and Life Begins at 80 (DuMont, Fridays), was
considering late last week a revamping of the format of Battle.
Client and agency executives were
meeting also to weigh a new time
or another network for the program. Meanwhile they are currently expanding the Life Begins
show to at least 25 additional markets. Franklin Bruck Co., New
York, is the agency.
American Tobacco Co. (Lucky
Strike cigarettes) , which two weeks

SWITCHES

Plan

a

ago had taken an option on both
Private Secretary, a film featuring
Ann Sothern, and CBS-TV's live
Red Buttons Show, has just about
decided to sponsor the former as a
replacement for This Is Show Business on CBS-TV (Sun., 7:30-8
p.m.), alternating with the Jack
Benny appearances for Luckies in
the same time period. BBDO, New
York, is the agency.
Andrewthrough
Jergens
Co. Orr(Jergens'
Lotion),
Robert
Assoc.,
New York, is dropping its Hollywood Playhouse and replacing it
with a CBS Radio package, Romance, starting Dec. 4 (Thurs.,
9-9:30 p.m.).
S. C. Johnson Increases
S. C. Johnson & Sons is adding
to its alternating sponsorship of
the Robert Montgomery Presents
show on NBC-TV (Mon., 9:3010:30 p.m.) by picking up the
alternate week sponsorship of
ABC-TV's The Name's the Same
(Wed., 7:30-8 p.m.) which is being
dropped by Swanson Foods. Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, is
the agency for Johnson.
U. S. Rubber Co., through Fletcher D. Richards, New York, is
looking for a featured name property. Since its Sunday earlyevening time on NBC-TV was
dropped last season the advertiser
also has been on the lookout for
this new time availability. Among
the shows considered is one featuring Edgar Bergen. This same
firm negotiated with Bing Crosby
for almost a year before abandoning those negotiations. Agency

executives now feel that it most
likely will be early spring rather
than early January, as previously
anticipated, before a property and
time can be acquired and processed.
U. S. Steel Corp., through
BBDO, New York, is another major advertiser still looking for a
program
format.
Reynolds
Metals Co., through
Buchanan & Co., is yet another
advertiser to switch its format this
season. The company dropped Doc
Corkle for the Mr. Peepers show on
NBC-TV after two performances
of the former [B«T, Oct. 20].
Jules Montenier (Stopette deodorant), New York, through Earle
Ludgin, also New York, in addition
to sponsoring What's My Line on
CBS-TV, takes over the radio version of the same program which
was dropped by Philip Morris.
Program is a Goodson-Todman
package.
Meanwhile , a television version
of Halls of Ivy, which is being prepared but which will not go on the
air until next October, is said to
be under consideration by some of
the advertisers who are seeking
new programs.
Nat Wolff, vice president in
charge of radio television production of Young & Rubicam, New
York, suggested, as one possible
preventive of harried mid-season
switches, that agency and client decide on a program six to nine
months before placement so that
enough time is available for mature
preparation and the ironing out
of the inevitable kinks that attend
any
fied. project so costly and so rami-
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cream

Low-cost results and W-I-T-H

goes

with

cake

go together just like ice cream goes with cake.

And how the local merchants

do know

it! W-I-T-H

regularly carries the

advertising of twice as many of them as any other station in town.
Here's why: W-I-T-H delivers more listeners-per-dollar than any other
radio or TV station in Baltimore. And this BIG audience, at such LOW
rates, produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H

can do it for you too. Get in on this natural combination —

low-cost, resultful advertising and W-I-T-H.

Your Forjoe man

will give

you all the details.

IN

TOM

TINSLEY,

BROADCASTING

BALTIMORE

PRESIDENT
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some

spots

are

better

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right place

than

others

Every purchase soon becomes a matter of digits and decimals.
But even in Spot Radio and Television advertising, the
decision to buy is influenced by many factors.
Your NBC Spot Salesmen have top research and program
information staffs at their command. They will supply you with
the market data, audience composition and the cost-per-thousandlisteners statistics you need to develop and launch a
limited campaign or multi-city saturation schedule. Your
NBC Spot Salesmen know the importance of presenting
decision-making facts for your consideration.
It takes expert planning to successfully put the decimals in
your sales figures where you want them. For the complete
service you need to plan successfully, call NBC Spot Sales.

representing
RADIO STATIONS:

®

WRC
WNBC
WMAQ
KNBC
KOA
WTAM

Washington
Neiv
York
Chicago
San Francisco
Cleveland
Denver

representing
TELEVISION STATIONS:
WNBK
Cleveland
Washington
NBCl
WNBW Portland, Ore.
KPTV
WRGB
Albany-Troy
SchenectadyWNBQ
ChicagoYork
Neiv
WNBT
Los Angeles
KNBH
Philadelphia
WPTZ
WBZ-TV Boston

SPOT
SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Chicago Cleveland Washington San Francisco
Los Angeles
Charlotte*
Atlanta* *Bomar Lowrance Associates

GOP Congress
(Continued from page 26)
subcommittee; and Arthur G. Klein
(D-N. Y.), F. Ertel Carlyle (DN. C), Homer Thornberry (DTex.), Joseph P. O'Hara (RMinn.), J- Edgar Chenoweth
(R-Col.).
Rep. E. C. Gathings (D-Ark.),
who proposed the resolution to investigate what he termed "immoral" and "offensive" radio and
TV programs, was also re-elected.
Rep. O'Hara is the author of the
unsuccessful proposal to permit
broadcasters to censor political
candidates' speeches for "defamation." This was rejected by the
House when it was considering the
McFarland Bill in favor of Washington Republican Rep. Walt Hor-.
an's recommendation that broadcasters be exempted from liability
for libeleous utterances by candidates while broadcast. This was
deleted in conference. Rep. Horan
was also re-elected.
Among other House members
who retained their seats:
Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.),
broadcaster-publisher, who has interests in KRNR Roseburg, KFLW Klamath Falls and KYJC Medford, aU Ore.
Rep. Richard W. Hoffman (R-Ill.),
owner of WHFC; WEHS (FM) Chicago.
Rep. Frank
T. Bow Ohio,
(R-Ohio),
former
WPAY
Portsmouth,
commentator
and former general counsel to the
HouseFCC.Select Committee to Investigate
the
Rep. Frazier Reams (Ind-Ohio), who
has controlling interest in WTOL
Toledo, Ohio.
Rep. commentator.
H. R. Gross (R-Iowa), former
radio
Rep.
E. O'Konski
owner Alvin
of WLIN
and WOSA(R-Wis.),
(FM)
Merrill, Wis.
Rep. John Phillips (R-Calif.), forCalif. merly half owner of KPAS Banning,
Rep. John J. Dempsey (D-N. M.),
father of William J. Dempsey, of the
Washington
Koplovitz. law firm of Dempsey &
Rep. Harry R. Sheppard (D-Calif.),
author of several bills affecting networks and rebroadcast rights.
Rep. ofWilliam
E. Miller
(R-N. have
Y.),
author
a proposal
which would
given broadcasters a better credit base
for excess profits tax.
Rep. Joseph R. Bryson (D-S. C),
author of a proposal to bar liquor advertising on the air.
Among state governors chosen
in last week's balloting was Gov.
Howard Pyle, Arizona Republican,
re-elected. Gov. Pyle is a former
vice president of KTAR Phoenix.
Senator-elect Goldwater was Gov.
* * *

Rep. WOLVERTON
. . . Set to head House group
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AMONG those being mentioned as the broadcasting-communications specialist on the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee are (I to r) Republicans Carl Hinshaw (Calif.), engineer; Joseph H. O'Hara (Minn.),
member of subcommittee probing radio-TV programs and author of unsuccessful amendment to McFarland Bill to
permit broadcasters to censor political candidates for libel, and Richard W. Hoffman (III.), owner of WHFC WEHS
* * *
(FM) Chicago.
Pyle's
campaign
manager
when
he
was first elected in 1950.
First all-out user of the radio
Talkathon campaign technique,
Judge Francis Cherry was elected
governor of Arkansas. He defeated
incumbent Sidney S. McMath in the
primaries for Democratic nomination— again tantamount to election.
Broadcast station owner-operator Roy Hofheinz, former president
of FM Assn., led a field of four to
become mayor of Houston. Mr.
Hofheinz owns and operates KTHT
Houston and KSOX Harlingen, both
Texas; has a minority interest in
WILD Birmingham, Ala., and held
a CP for KACE Dallas which FCC
set aside (see story page 30).
Defeated in the Utah Gubernatorial fight was Democratic candidate Earl J. Glade, vice president
of KSL Salt Lake City. Mr. Glade,
who at one time was general manager of the station, was defeated
by Republican Gov. J. Bracken Lee,
who was re-elected.
Republican-controlled Senate puts
Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio) in
the driver's seat. Sen. Taft's family
owns WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati (Cincinnati Times-Star). Licensee of WKRC owns a 20% interest in WBIR Knoxville, Tenn.
Among those mentioned as possible minority leader is Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.), whose
wife owns KTBC Austin, Tex. Station recently got a CP for TV.
Scheduled to head important
Senate committees are Republicans: Sen. Styles Bridges (N.H.),
Appropriations; Sen. Alexander
Wiley (Wis.), Foreign Relations;
Sen. William E. Jenner (Ind.),
Rules & Administration; Sen.
William Langer (N. D.) , Judiciary ;
Sen. Homer E. Capehart, Banking.
Leading GOP possibilities for
important House groups are these :
Rep. John Taber (N.Y.), Appropriations; Rep. Robert B. Chiperfield (111.), Foreign Affairs; Rep.
Leo E. Allen (111.), Rules; Rep.
Chauncey W. Reed (111.), Judiciary;
Rep. Daniel A: Reed (N.Y.), Ways
& Means; Rep. Harold H. Velde,
Un-American Activities.

NEW

FACES

ON HILL COMMITTEES
Elections, Other Factors Aid in Revisions

THIRTEEN -MAN Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee will get five new members
when the 83rd Congress convenes
Jan. 3. It lost that many during
day. recent campaign which culthe
minated in the elections last TuesRemaining are: Republican Senators Charles W. Tobey (N. H.), due
to become chairman (see main
story) ; Homer E. Capehart, erstwhile radio-phonograph manufacturer and owner of a phonograph
company; John Bricker (Ohio), reelected; John J. Williams (Del.),
famous for uncovering the Internal
Revenue scandals; Democratic
Senators Edwin C. Johnson (Col.),
outgoing chairman; Warren G.
Magnuson (Wash.); Lyndon B.
Johnson (Tex.) and Lester C. Hunt
(Wyo.). McFarland Defeated
Defeated last week were Sen.
Ernest F. McFarland (D-Ariz.),
majority leader of the Senate,
author of the McFarland Law revising the Communications Act and
chairman of the Senate Commerce
communications subcommittee, and
Sen. James P. Kern (R-Mo.).
Others who no longer will be with
the Committee are Sen. Herbert R.
O'Conor (D-Md.), who retired; Sen.
Owen Brewster (R-Me.), defeated
in the primaries; and the late Sen.
Brien McMahon.
Communications subcommittee
will be headed by Sen. Tobey, it is
understood, and will include Senators Capehart and Johnson among
others. Sen. Tobey, who sailed with
Mrs. Tobey for the UNESCO conference in Paris Nov. 7, is also
due to become chairman of the
NARBA subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.
Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee on foreign information
activities (including Voice of
America) may be headed by Sen.

Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.), who is
also due to be head of the full committee; or Sen. Bourke B. Hickenlooper (R-Iowa). Both are GOP
members of the present subcommittee, headed by Democrat Sen. J.
W. Fulbright (Ark.).
House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee will be headed
by Rep. Charles A. Wolverton
(R-N. J.), as it was in the 80th
Congress. Who the communications specialist may be is unknown,
but it is believed it may be one of
these three Republicans: Rep. Carl
Hinshaw (Calif.), an engineer;
Rep. Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.),
member of the subcommittee investigating radio and TV programs
and author of the proposal to
permit broadcasters to censor
candidates' speeches for "defamation"; Rep. Richard W. Hoffman
(111.), WHFC WEHS (FM) Chicago.
The House committee does not
have a regular communications
subcommittee as does the Senate
committee.
Four members of the House committee will be missing next January. They are Republicans Leonard W. Hall (N. Y.), who resigned
to return to law practice; Harmar
D. Denney Jr. (Pa.), defeated in
the elections, and Democrats Lindley Beckworth (Tex.), defeated in
the primaries in his bid for the
Senate nomination, and John A.
McGuire
(Conn.), defeated in last
week's balloting.
Others on the committee, in addition
to those named above, are: Republicans Robert John
Hale W.
(Me.),
James (Mass.),
I. Dolliver (Iowa),
Heselton
Hugh D.
B. Bennett Scott
(Mich.), Jr.
J. (Pa.),
EdgarJohnChenoweth
(Col.), crats
John
Beamer (Ohio),
(Ind.). retiring
DemoRobertV.Crosser
chairman; J. Percy Priest (Tenn.), Oren
Harris (Ark.), Dwight L. Rogers (Fla.),
Arthur G. Klein (N. Y.), Thomas B.
Stanley (Va.), William T. Granahan
(Pa.), F. Ertel Carlyle (N. Y.), John
Bell Williams (Miss.), Peter F. Mack Jr.
(HI.), Homer Thornberry (Tex.), Louis
B. Heller (N. Y.), Kenneth A. Roberts
(Ala.),
M. Moulder
Harley Morgan
O. Staggers
(W. Va.). (Mo.), and
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There's a lot more to radio than ratings. But when you
combine radio's top ratings with continuing dominance of
Pennsylvania's top quality market, you get best value for
your money.

Harrisburg's far ahead of every major market in Pennsylvania in retail sales activity — 92% above the national
average.
Mr. 580 delivers 'way above average results, too ... in
all South Central Pennsylvania ... in Lancaster, York and
Lebanon.

HARRISBURG,
5000

CBS

BROADCASTING

RADIO

NETWORK
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Election Tab for Radio, TV
(Continued from page 25)
be required to set aside equal free
time blocks to both major parties.
The subcommittee, headed by
Sen. Thomas Hennings (D-Mo.),
whose term won't expire until 1957,
has sent out questionnaires to all
broadcasters and a number of newspapers, including those with radioTV properties. The radio-TV questionnaire is more detailed, while
newspapers are asked to submit
data on the number of advertisements bought by political groups.
The broadcast form seeks network affiliation (or whether owned
and operated) ; a list of all political telecasts or radio broadcasts,
including spot announcements
"which in whole or in part support
candidates for federal office"; date
and time of programs, including
point of origin, type (live or film)
and whether local, regional or national; name of sponsor, candidate
and speaker; and "the total amount
paid your station."
Varied Data Asked
The form explains the amount
as the "sum paid to you by a network or another station in contrast to payment made directly to
you by the sponsor or his agent."
Attorneys for some stations have
sought clarification on the latter
requests, explaining it's impractical
sometimes to accurately compute
this amount where a national sum
is involved.
NARTB officials conferred last
week with subcommittee counsel,
raising these and other questions.
Subcommittee stressed its primary
purpose is to evaluate the radioTV factor in overall campaign costs
looking toward legislation.
NARTB has advised its members
that, on the basis of these talks
with the subcommittee counsel, "we
are satisfied that this investigation
is limited to the interest (of) the
reappraisal of campaign costs with
a view to making new legislative
proposals. It is not, according to
our information, in any way connected with questions pertaining
to 'equal opportunity,' or 'compararising out of
315 ofablethecharges'
Communications
ActSec.
as
amended by the McParland bill
recently."
NARTB's Comment
The questionnaire, NARTB feels,
"is in no wayrelevant
designed
to produce
information
to these
other
matters, as it does not disclose or
attempt to reach conclusions on the
issue of whether or not stations
provided equal opportunity to all
candidates, or what relationship political charges bear to established
charges made for comparable use
of the radio or television station."
Under Sec. 315, as amended by
the McFarland bill, stations are
prohibited from charging candidates more than the "comparable"
rate offered to commercial sponsors.
A bulletin was prepared by Ralph
Hardy, NARTB government relations director. It said these suggesPage 38
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Listed

tions have the subcommittee's approval.
1. Since all national networks will be
submitting cost figures directly to the
Subcommittee, it will not be necessary
where the information is not readily
available to show "Total Amount Paid
Your Station" with respect to national
network programs. Please < indicate
when dling
younational
adopt
this method
of hannetwork
billings that
the
figures are not readily available, and
that the national originating network
will
supply them direct to the Subcommittee.
2. It will be necessary for you to
show costs for all locally originated
political
or candidates
announcements
in behalfprograms
of federal
and
also for all combinations of stations
or
regional
networks
short
of
a
national
network within the meaning ordinarily
associated with that classification.
3. With respect
reporting with
spot announcements, itisto agreeable
the
Subcommittee if you group all spot
announcements purchased by each individual
organizationunder
or individual. Insponsoring
this connection
the
column headed "Date and Time of
Broadcast
(or Telecast)",
cate information
comparableplease
to the indifollowing,
"30
spot
announcements
cast during the period August broad1, 1952
to November 3, 1952." In the case of
spot announcements
it will
not be were,
necessary to show who the
speakers
but all other information should be
listed.
4. When identifying sponsors, please
do not use short titles such as "Democrats" or "Republicans." Wherever you
can, state that it was sponsored by the
"Democratic
Central Committee,"
for example. State
The Subcommittee
is just
as interested in the identity of the sponsoring
as itinis the
withquestionnaire.
other informationgrouprequested
5. Please do not include political
broadcast information for any state or
local offices. This survey is limited to
campaigns in behalf of the President,
the Vice President,
resentatives only. Senators and RepAn accompanying letter by Sen.
Hennings asked that "as directed
in this questionnaire this form
should be fully completed and returned to the subcommittee not
later than Nov. 24." A similar letter to newspaper executives suggested a reply "at your earliest
convenience." Political programming since Aug. 1 is affected.
Drafted by Staff
Allen J. Goodman, counsel for the
subcommittee, said that the broadcast form was drafted by the staff
after consultation with broadcasters. He added that it would take
"several weeks" to tabulate all figures before specific legislation can
be drafted on campaign spending.
The group is a branch of the powerful Senate Rules Committee.
Members of both branches of
Congress also are limited by the
Hatch amendment to the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act on their
campaign expenditures — for the
Senate to $25,000, for the House,
$10,000 — a fact which has caused
consternation in some political circles, particularly among candidates
who receive minimal contributions.
The House financial reports
threw further light on contributions by personalities identified
with radio-TV and related fields.
Among those listed in the newer
reports — from Oct. 22-23 to Oct.
29-30 and others made available —
were these names:
Frank M. Folsom, RCA president,
$1,500, to the National Volunteers for
Stevenson; Eugene H. Merrill, Falls
Church, Va. (identified as FCC Comr.

Merrill),tional
$100,Committee;
to the Paul
Democratic
NaA. Porter,
Washington attorney, $500, Democratic National Committee; Abbott
Kimball, ad agency executive, $100,
Citizens for Eisenhower; G. Mahlon
Kline, Smith, Kline & French Labs,
$1,000, Citizens for Eisenhower; John
A. Kennedy, KFMB San Diego, $1,500,
Volunteers for Stevenson; the late
Francis P. Matthews, former stockholder in WOW Omaha and KODY
North Platte, Neb., $1,500, StevensonSparkman Forum Committee; Nathan
Straus, WMCA New York, $1,500,
Stevenson-Sparkman Forum Committee.
Sums in Capsule
Following is a capsule of the
sums paid or obligated by each
committee to the network or
agency involved during the last
week of October. Other listings appeared in last
issueare[B*T
Nov. 3].
Localweek's
stations
not
listed here.
Democratic National Committee —
ABC, $11,290.85, $12,412.83, $7,537.68;
CBS, $5,440; Joseph Katz Co., $7,969.17.
Republican
Committee Ted—
Kudner
Inc., National
$5,872.50, $265,000;
Bates & Co., $278.45.
National Volunteers for Stevenson —
ABC, $27,055.15, $28,000, $11,752.10; NBC,
$15,590; Joseph Katz Co., $22,000, $7,646.80, $10,466, $35,917, $58,841.72, $45,000.
Republican Congressional Committee
—Kudner Inc., $110,709.56, $49,025, $1,611.02 (radio-TV -newspapers).
Republican
Senatorial
Committee
Kudner
Inc., $65,000,
$61,500,
$66,890. —
Stevenson-Sparkman Forum Committee— Joseph Katz Co., $78,000, $82,179.80,
$8,880tion cost
(newspaper
producrelated to advertising,
radio-TV programs),
$35,000 (spot radio campaign).
In addition to these sums, other
amounts were paid to recording firms,
special
broadcastetc.funds, film companies,
local stations,
The $278.45 paid to Ted Bates &
Co. presumably was for the production work done by that agency
on the GOP spot campaign which
aroused so much controversy. All
reports included, the agency received $20,278,45 on what was purported to be a $2 million spot blitz,
according to the National Volunteers for Stevenson.
Radio and TV was used exten* * *

HEAD that stopped a clock belonged
to none other than . . . shown here
being treated in the "nick of time"
at WBZ-TV Boston studio last Monday by his staff member. Bill Hamilton. A photographer, maneuvering for an angle shot, inadvertently
knocked a portable clock off a music
stand and onto the President-Elect's

Knew

Voting

WHILE many of the nationwide polls were hedging their
national election predictions,
Dr. Raymond A. Kemper, director of the Psychological
Services Center, U. of Louisville, correctly predicted the
vote on three Louisville bond
issues. Dr. Kemper is well
known for his comprehensive
area study made for WAVE
Louisville on radio as a medium vs. newspapers and
magazines [BeT, Oct. 1,
1951]. Dr. Kemper accurately
called the three bond issue
votes despite the requirement
of a two-thirds majority for
passage.
sively on the local levels, too, along
with Telethons.
In Baltimore, Joseph Katz Co.
noted that in Maryland's Senatorial race, "the winner used radio —
almost exclusively . . . The loser
used
— exclusively."
Glenn television
Beall, the
successful GOPJ.
candidate, utilized saturation radio
spot schedules. George P. Mahoney,
the defeated Democratic candidate,
"didn't spend a nickel on radio but
used a very heavy television campaign," theareas,
agencynotably
reported.
In other
Virginia,
it was perhaps the opposite. Joel
Broyhill, GOP House candidate,
concentrated on television and
came out victorious.
In New York, Gov. Tom Dewey
put on a 17-hour telethon locally
on WOR-TV— an effort which apdividends.
arate parently
story,paidpage
84.) (See sepKSVC

pate.

RENEWAL
Ends Two-Year Case

LONG-PENDING dispute over renewal of the license of KSVC Richfield, Utah, was settled Wednesday when the FCC granted license
renewal to the station. The case
had been set for hearing in 1950
because of stock sale by William
L. Warner Sr. to Sevier Valley
Bcstg. Co.,
which
was interested.in
The sale
was he
declared
to
have been based on need for more
capital in building the station in
1947.
In granting renewal the Commission noted that the true financial situation had not been accurately reported in 1948 but
heeded the explanation that the
applicants believed they had to
supply original ownership data
until FCC granted permission to
change the figures, which involved
loss of control.
FCC said the owners subsequently filed correct reports and it
gave "some but not controlling consideration" toits satisfaction with
KSVC program service.
CONSTRUCTION of a 46,000 square
ft., one-story brick addition to the
Admiral Corp. TV plant in Bloomington, Ind., has been announced by
ident. B. Huarisa, executive vice presJohn
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sfc Pacific Nielsen Ratings, full nefwork average audience, Monday thru Friday.

Don

Lee has the most

coverage

complete,

of the Pacific Coast

per sales impression

consistent,

at the lowest

local
cost

of any sales medium

Averaging $125,000,000 a year, the Pacific Coast fishing industry
is the nation's largest. And don lee is the largest Pacific Coast
network ... the only one big enough to cover all 45 of the important Pacific Coast markets with local network stations.
Therefore, only don lee can consistently reach your prospects in
these widely separated markets from their own local network station. Further, only don lee has the flexibility to match your distribution. You can buy what you need, where you need it. No waste!
That's why don lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional business (with more regional shows in the top ten) than
any other network. Advertisers who know the Pacific Coast
best also know the best Pacific Coast sales medium . . . don lee.
Represented Nationally by JOHN BLAIR
The Nations Greatest
Regional Network

DON
LEE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, California

COUNT
HOMES
RADIO
Also shown are television homes,
OFFICIAL census figures showing the number of radio homes in but TV circulation was infinitesimal in most of the areas when the
Colorado, Kentucky, Mississippi,
Nebraska and New Mexico have
census was taken because fewer
been made available by the U. S. than 5 million video receivers had
Census Bureau.
been manufactured at that time
The figures show the official and not many stations were on
Census Bureau tabulation of radio the air.
Official census data for the
homes as of April 1950 when the
states follow:
nationwide count was made.
RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950

Area

TJ 0!

U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING-COLORADO
£S
RADIO
TELEVISION
With TV
With Radio
1950
Z £
■a t

oo
Z £
sa
E5
3=5 E
3 O.
The State
0.6
1,325,089 391,235 386,070 369,975 95.8 258,573 383,555
S.M.A.
105
Denver
563,832 172,104 169,175 165,090 97.6 107,539 167,445 2,285
0.6
Pueblo
90,188 24,357 24,290 23,360 96.2 15,493 24,155 1,085 0.4
Urbanized Areas
Denver Urbanized
Area
498,743 153,899 151,370 147,945 97.7
149,715 1,020
Pueblo Urbanized
96.7
Area
0.7
80 0.4
73,247 20,261 20,140 19,480
20,040
more)
URBAN PLACES (10,000 or
Aurora
1 1 ,421
20 0.1
0.6
3,415 98.4
3,517
Boulder
99.0
3,470
25
19,999
937
3,490
5,572
5,440
5,495
3,900
5,480
Colorado
Springs
20
45,472
15,470
15,510
15,000
15,661
10,661
Denver
97.5 86,621 126,510
0.7
415,786 130,306 128,490 125,330 96.7
0.5
0.3
Englewood
1 6,869
97.8
99.1
1.0
5,223
930155 0.1
5,020
Fort Collins
14,937
4,975
2,688
4,550
4,450
4,518
5,120
97.4
Grand Junction
45
14,504
4,520
4,260
4,480
3,141
3,471
4,375
4,365
97.4
10
Greeley
20,354
6,397
6,320 18,420
Pueblo
6,155 96.8 12,279
65 0.6
0.3
63,685 19,151 19,020
4,199 18,935
6,315
0.2
Trinidad
94.0
20
12,204
3,454
3,195
3,400
2,511
3,390
COUNTIES
97.1
Adams
30 0.3
40,234 10,383 10,165
10,150
Alamosa
20
92.7
10,531
9,870
4,402
2,836
715
2,795 14,275
2,590 97.8
55 0.4
2,795
Arapahoe
2,105 14,945
52,125 15,160
14,595
Archuleta
803
775
506
5 0.7
630 81.3
7,798
1.3
3,030
aca
15 0.5
0.6
7,964
1,085
2,337
2,360
Jent
0.7
94.9
2,240
30
93.4
2,385
8,775
2,290 13,850
2,135 98.0
2,285 13,570
Boulder
75
48,296 14,073
1,771
2,290
Chaffee
5 1.3
95.3 10,070 13,850
7,168
2,284
995
2015 2.0
2,255
970
945
642
990
Cheyenne
1,936
2,245
2,150 95.5
3,453
0.2
15
Clear Creek
957
1,130
1,135
1,090
3,289
1,092
96.0
81.4
Conejas
10,171
2,360
1,920
73.8
2,360
5
Costilla
970
1,268
1,315
2,370
6,067
1,346
5 0.6
94.6
Crowley
1,305
627
5,222
1,431
1,315
0.4
1,390
Custer
513
540
1,375
1,573
0.4
0.5
575
25
1,041
Delta
93.9
17,365
94.5
447
575
5,205
5,185
Denver
4,810 97.5
5,090 125,330
415,786 130,306 128,490
3,369 126,510
565
Dolores
86,621
562
545
930 0.7
96.5
1,966
565
Douglas
323
1,113
1,125
1,100 97.8
3,507
Eagle
1,120
818
4,488
1,350
91.7
1,385
1,135
1,270
1,380
2.2
30
—o 5.=
.S3 =o ■£

STATISTICS in adjacent
tables are extracted from
final reports of the 1950 Census of Housing, Series H-A,
No. 6 for Colorado, No. 17
for Kentucky, No. 24 for
Mississippi, No. 27 for Nebraska and No. 31 for New
Mexico, which will be available in about six weeks from
the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C,
at 50, 65, 55, 45 and 40 cents
per copy, respectively.
Statistics on distribution of
the population in the states
are presented in final reports
of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, No. 6, 17,
24, 27 and 31, now available
from the Superintendent of
Documents at 20, 20, 15, 20
and 15 cents a copy, respectively. Descriptions and maps
of "urbanized areas" are presented in these reports.
BROADCASTING

Statistics on characteristics
of the population in the
states are presented in final
reports of the 1950 Census of
Population, Series P-B, No.
6, 17, 24, 27 and 31, available from the Superintendent
of Documents, at 45, 65, 60,
50 and 35 cents per copy,
respectively. Descriptions of
Standard Metropolitan
Areas, if any, are presented
in these reports.
A Standard Metropolitan
Area is generally described
as a county or group of contiguous counties with at least
one city of 50,000 or more. In
New England, it is defined on
a town or city rather than
county basis.
An urbanized area contains
at least one city of 50,000 or
more and includes surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated areas.
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lssued for Co1'
rea

ElbertPaso
El
Fremont
Garfield
Gilpin
Grand
Gunnison
Hinsdale
Huerfano
Jackson
Jefferson
Kiowa
Kit Carson
Lake Plata
La
Larimer
Las Animas
Lincoln
Logan
Mesa
Mineral
Moffat
Montezuma
Montrose
Ouray
Morgan
Otero
Phillips
Park
Pitkin
Prowers
Pueblo
Rio Blanco
Rio Grande
Routt
Saguache
San Juan
San Miguel
Sedgwick
Summit
Teller
Washington
Weld
Yuma
Not available.

c

Ky-

Neb ' N- MTELEVISION
RADIO
With TV
With Radio
1950
S.E

Miss'

o
a> c

74,523
4,477 23,214
1,312
18,366
1 1 ,625
314
3,963
263
3,553
5,485
850
1,209
1,628
5,716
10,549
101
1,976 16,255
895
55,687
661
3,014
3,003
8,600
2,458
14,830
6,150
43,554 13,057
4,228
1,795
25,902
17,187
5,909 Total6,994
11,771
,472
218
698 1 4,869
38,974
1,825
5,946
2,808
9,991
15,220
4,514
5,030
18,074
25,275
651
638
7,284
2,103
1,870
4,924
14,836
1,646
516
1,514
90,188
4,276
24,357
4,719
12,832
1,446
3,298
8,940
2,642
792
5,664
2,693
384
1,501
1,471
5,095
937
1,450
1,135
2,754
392
67,504
7,520 18,647
2,161
10,827
3,255

c

S.S
1,270
23,075
285
5,435
3,545
1,100
1,58590
835
705
2,920
15,925
2,385
1,725
13,025
4,155
1,705
4,800
7,005
11,26080
1,745
4,455
2,790
5,030
655
7,235
650
525
1,540
24,290
4,285
1,450
745
3,145
2,630
1,575
390
410
885
1,435
2,115
18,540
3,250

1,200
22,31075
245
5,120
3,355
1,015
1,440
785
590
2,475
15,615

94.5

96.7
86.0
94.6
92.3
94.2
90.9
84.8
83.3
98.1
83.7
94.0
95.6
97.0
89.0
1,535
2,280
3,85575 92.8
87.6
12,640 96.3
94.1
6,135
1,605
4,620
10,780 93.8
95.7
92.8
1,620 93.0
92.2
95.4
4,145
4,800 91.4
2,550
460 95.4
620
87.6
94.7
6,670
620 96.1
1,480 93.6
234,010
360 96.2
1,360 93.8
90.9
91.3
87.9
2,860
94.9
370 89.3
2,400
665
1,385
95.8
390
810 95.1
91.5
1,375
96.7
95.9
17,780 97.4
2,045
3,165

c
a 1555 1.0
1.2

1940
14,593
1,149
78076
4,199
2,216
1,415
437

285
1,260
23,015
5,430
1,105
3,540
705
1,59590

2,308
602
7,718
367
1,441
1,699
8,925
2,901
4,917
1,277
232
7,216
3,796
1,119
1,704
780
3,064
499
3,681
4,855
423
1,170
15,493
653
2,507
2,196
2,331
691
Radio
951
324
481
1,127
1,624
1,636
13,602

15,840
2,910
835
2,340
12,990
1,690
4,140
185
11,250
1,450
6,895
4,790
1,695
655
4,450
650
2,765
5,025
7,170
l
1,535
Tota515
24,155
4,270
1,450
395
765
2,680
3,135
415
1,595
910
1,440
18,715
2,130

20
25
705
5
5
55
405
10
30
5
55
135
3510
10
20
55
35
20
30

1.8
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.6
1.3
0.4
5.6
0.4
0.7
2.0
0.6
1.2
0.7
o.i
1.5
1.2
0.7
0.8
0.4
0.4
1.9

105
4010 0.9
0.4
6.2
5 0.2
0.6
15 0.3
20 0.9
55
0.5

3,290
2,477

RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING—
RADIO
With Radio
1950
Area
JBo
E
Z3
92.1
769,835
444,416
709,165
The State
2,944,806 778,754
95.5 16,678
S.M.A.
Lexington
100,746 27,124
157,630
25,560
96.1 105,487
26,770
576,900 166,122 163,960
96.3
Louisville
Louisvilleized Urban*
area
139,358
132,250
472,736
137,390
URBAN PLACES
92.0
96.3
Ashland
97.0
31,131
6,527
Bowling
Green
19,325
5,388
8,880
8,976
18,347
5,310
Covington
64,452 20,021 19,920
16,417
99.2
Fort Thomas
2,893
92.1
8,555 96.8
4,885
10,870
2,641
11,916
Frankfort
2,499
3,265
3,272
3,656
3,290
Henderson
1 6,837
5,200
90.9
3,620
3,505 94.0 10,813
12,526
4,100
Hopkinsville
5,222 107,285
4,790 95.0
Lexington
15,390 103,050
4,107
15,642
2,921
14,465
55,534 108,825
Louisville
3,725 96.1
2,184
96.0 76,864
369,129
Madisonville
11,132
Middlesborough
94.3
3,310
96.3
14,482
3,485
1,945
3,590
Newport
1,947
31,044
3,610
9,460
Owensboro
3,656
9,080
3,405
33,651
9,750
9,390
32,828 10,264
8,077
Paducah
9,566 10,195
92.6
9,867
6,769
COUNTIES
9,445
4,620
4,085 94.4
92.4
Allen
6,785
Adair
17,603
4,478
88.4
1,902
13,787
3,870
Anderson
3,972
2,580
1,841
3,575 92.7
1,718
87.8
Ballard
92.0
2,623
8,984
2,435 95.1
Barren
1,553
2,608
28,461
7,885
8,545
10,410
2,605
2,415
4,138
7,860
Bath
47,602
Bell
2,440
7,255 88.9
Boone
93.8
2,780
5,026
10,694
2,762 10,570
13,015
Bourbon
1,577
3,410
Boyd
17,752
9,395
3,750
3,585
13,420
5,070
3,513
13,458
95.2
4,755
92.9
2,232
12,775
5,145
49,949
92.9
Boyle
20,532
8,880
1,798
5,275
4,900 87.0
Bracken
5,315
3,238
Breathitt
19,964
2,522
2,535
Breckenridge
80.0
4,065
1,003
15,528
4,052
8,424
2,355
4,230
3,250
3,680
Bullitt
4,303
91.1
11,349
2,965
94.0
84.7
Butler
1
1
,309
3,010
2,550
2,346
3,002
Caldwell
Calloway
88.5
2,625
2,974
13,199
1,475
3,994
3,575
3,925
17,912
2,291
22,290
20,147
1,254
5,891
5,785
76,196 22,348
21,685
5,440 97.3
95.2
Campbell
1,192
Carlisle
1,858
2,995
6,206 (Continued1,770on page
1,685 102)

KENTUCKY
TELEVISION
With TV

5.2
763,005 39,430
26,710 525
163,355 17,035
136,790 14,165

2.0
10.4
4.7
10.4

410
30 31.8
0.6
1.2
19,830
24.7
5,275
1.6
8,695 4,89560 0.7
3,275
0.6
5,180 1,040
24055 1.2
3,625
15,345
106,825
4,055 10,080 0.6
0.9
45
32.2
3,485
9.4
25 0.8
3,615
0.4
9,460 3,050 0.6
10,120
30 0.6
9,680
25
4,580
55 1.4
15
45
15
3,865
0.9
2,575
2,580
40
1.4
7,835
35 0.6
10,460
40
95 18.2
1.9
2,785 650
1.3
5,045 47530
70 3.6
13,225
3,575
155 4.6
6.2
5,220
65 1.0
2,510
55 1.3
135 0.4
4,035
30 1.0
4,195
50
2,955
3,880
35 32.0
2.0
3,005 7,130
22,260
5,780
1,775
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ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICAN

TRANSPORTATION
Washington

RAILROADS

BUILDING
6, D. C.

WILLIAM T. FARICY
PRESIDENT

November

8, 1952

To the PRESS and RADIO:
Subject:

WHAT KIND OF ROADS?

Everybody wants good roads.
But what kind of roads?

heavier

Shall we try to build roads of the kind required only by the
trucks which number about one per cent of all motor vehicles?

Or shall we build less expensive roads with capacity and strength
sufficient for the satisfactory operation of the other 99 per cent of
motor vehicles?
These are questions which call for an answer as the people of
the United States are being urged to undertake the most expensive road
building program in all history — a program proposing
100 billion dollars in the next few years.

expenditures

Light on the answers to such questions is thrown
port, just issued, on the Maryland Road Test conducted for
highway departments and the United States Bureau of Public
Highway Research Board, an impartial scientific government

of up to

by the final reeleven state
Roads by the
body.

The railroads had no part in making the test.
Representatives of
motor trucking interests participated in the selection of the stretch of
road on which the test was made, advised on the. plan of research, and were
represented in the conduct of the test itself.
It was agreed in advance
that the road selected
age of concrete

for test purposes

pavement

...

was typical of an "extensive

mile-

in this country."

Over this typical pavement, on parallel lanes which were substantially identical, trucks were operated with maximum loads of 18,000 pounds,
and other trucks with 22,400 pounds on single axles.
On another pair of
parallel and identical lanes, trucks were operated with loads of 32,000
pounds and 44,800 pounds on dual, or tandem axles.
Differences in the
effects upon the pavement were carefully measured and recorded. These
"differences in physical damage," the report states, are "directly
table to the difference between the axle loads applied."
Measuring

these differences

attribu-

in damage done, the report said that

"the 22,400-lb. single-axle loads caused 6.4 times as much cracking . . .
as the 18,000-lb. single-axle loads" and "the 44,-800-lb. tandem-axle loads
caused 12.3 times as much cracking as the 32,000-lb. tandem-axle loads."
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The report further shows that the 32,000-lb. and 44,800-lb.
tandem-axle loads, despite the fact that they were carried on two axles
instead of one, caused "greater pumping, cracking and settlement" and
"greater distress" to the pavement than the single axle loadings of 18,000
pounds and 22,400 pounds.
It has been contended that the results of the Maryland test
should be discounted because the soil predominantly underlying the pavement
was of a silty clay type.
As to this, the report points out that while
"pumping" develops more readily in pavements laid on fine-grained soil
than on granular soil, progressive damage to concrete pavements requires
that "the frequency and weight of traffic must be great enough to overstress the slab to develop cracking and subsequent settlement."
It further
appears in the report that the predominant type of soil underlying the
stretch of road on which the test was run also predominates over virtually
all the area of states east of the Mississippi River and important areas
in other sections of the country.
"Pumping in concrete pavements," the report says, "did not become
a problem until the advent of the greater use of heavy trucks."
No doubt
it is' possible by spending enough money on specially-prepared subgrades
and extra thick pavements, to build roads which will stand up under such
trucks.
But this does not answer the question, is it necessary or is it
wise, to do so?
Tests conducted by impartial public authority are helping to
find the answer to such questions which concern us all both as taxpayers
and as users of the highways — questions of what kind of roads should be
built, and for whom they are to be built, and who is to foot the bill.
Railroads have the same interest in these questions as other
large users of the highways and heavy taxpayers.
They have, in addition,
a particular interest because of their own highways of steel, designed and
built to take the heavy loads of the nation's commerce.
The more freight
the railroads carry on these steel highways, the less will be the wear
and tear on your public highways, and the less the taxpayers will have to
spend for building and maintaining them.
Sincerely

BROADCASTING
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yours,

November 10, 1952
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This

This

is Mr.

Deauquier

is what

he

says

"Our decision to sponsor Fulton Lewis, Jr. on
KORA back in 19J/.8 was a wise one. Aside from
favorable public relations and institutional value,
the broadcasts have proved to be helpfxd
from a tangible new business point of view.
Our business (Hall Bros. Lumber Co.,
Bryan, Texas) has tripled in size, and much of this
growth has been since 194.8 when Fulton Lewis, Jr.
started doing his terrific selling job for us."

This

is Fulton

Lewis,

Jr.

whose 5-times-a-week program is available for sale
to local advertisers at local time cost plus low prorated talent cost. Currently sponsored on 364
Mutual stations by 752 advertisers, the program
offers a tested means of reaching customers and
prospects. Check your local Mutual outlet — or the
Co-operative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, N.Y.C. 18 (or
Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11).
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'RADIO
REDISCOVERY'
PUBLIC has invested
something like $4 billion in HtSS
new radio sets since
the war — and not for use as "ornaments," John J. Karol, CBS Radio
vice president in charge of network sales, told the Indianapolis Advertising Club last Thursday.
★
He said "we now know that tele- was
good for a laugh in any
vision has not depressed radio
agency,"
he said, "I'm now getting
listening nearly so much as it has phone calls
asking what we have
changed the pattern of listening";
that radio listening is on the up- open at night. And we have increasingly few availabilities."
grade "right in the television
He said his network's evening
homes"; that advertiser faith in
daytime radio has continued and schedule "is substantially ahead of
that evening radio now is receiving last year's in the number of hours
of
commercial
sold,"sales
and made
"this
"a great deal of new interest."
season
will seetimemore
Speaking on "The Rediscovery of later this year." Considering both
Radio," Mr. Karol said that actudaytime and evening, he reported,
ally "the great majority of people "we have more commercial time
never had to rediscover radio — they
sold this fall than last."
never
lost it."that Americans have
He noted
As the "rediscovery of radio"
continues, Mr. Karol said, "as we
bought more than 96 million radios learn
more about the usage of
since January 1946, which means
secondary sets, of portables and
that "about 90% of the 110 million auto
radios, we will, I am certain,
radio sets in the nation are post- find out
that radio has been and is
war models." He continued:
now an even more effective and
"In television areas, it is now an efficient medium than we had beaccepted fact that daytime radio is
by far the most widely used and
efficient advertising medium. So
advertiser faith in daytime radio
AMPEX
RECORDER
has continued. If anything, it has, lieved."
I believe, increased. However, this
Gives Directional Effect
same faith has not been displayed
STEREOPHONIC recorder develby all advertisers in nighttime
oped by Ampex Electric Corp. gives
radio. These advertisers are a part
of the group that is now busily sound a directional effect by employing adual track head assembly
engaged in the rediscovery of radio.
which records or plays back two
The other members of the group
include many agency executives ..separate channels simultaneously,
according to Ampex engineers.
and many radio people."
The new recorder, the Model
Studies show, Mr. Karol noted,
403-2, has the same performance
that TV "has increased tremencharacteristics as the Ampex Model
dously the use of secondary sets." 403 magnetic tape audio recorder.
Radio "continues to be used but its
model allows mause takes place largely outside the The stereophonic
terial
to
be
recorded
by two propliving room, and this usage is
erly placed microphones and played
back through two similarly spaced
largely unmeasured."
Evening Listening High
loudspeakers to give sound a "third
dimension" effect similar to the visContrary to general conjecture,
ual realism of stereoscopic photoghe said, it has been found that
raphy, Ampex spokesmen said.
"evening radio usage in television
as a three-case portable
homes is highest between 8 and 10 or Supplied
for rack mounting, the twop.m." and that "the most popular
speed Ampex machine amplifies reprograms are not news and music
cording or playbacks on each sound
but the same big shows of the type track with separate electronic assemblies. The new model has 7%that are most popular nationally."
and 15-inch tape speeds per second,
In the last October-April season,
full remote solenoid control, builthe said, radio listening increased
28% in the TV homes of the top in pre-amplifiers for microphone
and bridging low level lines, fre10 TV cities. "And that increase
quency response to 15,000 cycles at
occurred
eveningCo.hours,"
he
added.during
A. C.theNielsen
data, 7% -inch tape speed and signal-tonoise ration over 55 db. Informahe said, showed that in New York
tion may be secured from Ampex
"between September 1951 and Sep- Electric Corp., 934 Charter St.,
tember 1952 radio listening in tele- Redwood City, Calif.
vision homes was up and television
viewing was down."
Mr. Karol said many Mondaythrough-Friday daytime advertisers "are moving into nighttime
radio" in an effort to reach "not
only the housewife" but also the
19 million working women, other
millions of working men, and others not available in daytime.
"Where just a year ago the mere
mention of nighttime availabilities

Original Scripts Wanted
GRINNELL College Radio Players,
Grinnell, Iowa, are buying 15minute original (no adaptations)
radio scripts with an "intelligently
patriotic motif." Accepted scripts
will be paid for on acceptance at
$100 a script for anthology and
amateur production rights, the author retaining professional rights.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

KEYSTONE

AFFILIATES

AND

MAY

YOU

STATE

BY

STATE,

BUY
TO

ARE
THESE

KEY

STATIONS

STATIONS,

PINPOINT

YOUR

IN THEIR

COUNTY
OWN

MARKETS

BY COUNTY

—
OR

MARKET

There are 622 Keystone affiliates reaching the rich purses of
Home Town and Rural America where more than half of America
lives. Furthermore, of the total number of the nation's retail stores,
more than half of them are located here — benefiting from
the tremendous purchasing power of these people! Let us show
you how you may build your own network to tap these purses.

•

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

KEYSTONE
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, Inc.
New York: 580 Fifth Ave.
• Chicago: 111 W. Washington
• Los Angeles: 1330 Wilshire Blvd.
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July 1948 through June 1952
28 SHARE OF AUDIENCE IN BOSTON (Pulse of Boston) — 6:00 am1 to 12:00 midnight. Sunday through Saturday,
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This section shows share of radio and TV audience combined. Two TV stations f This section shows share of RADIO audience only. Since September
1949 Pulse has segregated the TV share, anjfc
?
began operations in June and July 1948 but Pulse did not segregate their share. '
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Open Mike
(Continued from page 21 )
CATES, THIS COVERS EXCLUSIVELY
D.U. RELATIONSHIP TO COMMERCIAL
STATIONS AND IS NOT CONCERNED
WITH POSSIBLE USE OP EDUCATIONAL
CHANNEL BECAUSE U. OF DENVER
WILL CONTINUE, AS IN THE PAST, TO
MAKE USE OF EVERY OPPORTUNITY TO
FULFILL ITS EDUCATIONAL OBLIGATIONS TO ITS COMMNUNITY. WE ARE
AT PRESENT SERIOUSLY STUDYING,
WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS, THE
PROPER USE OF AN EDUCATIONAL
CHANNEL IN DENVER. THANKS FOR
OTHERWISE EXCELLENT TREATMENT
OF POLICY STATEMENT.
R. RUSSELL PORTER
CHAIRMAN AND COORDINATOR
OF RADIO
UNIVERSITY OF DENVER
DENVER

Old Subscriber
EDITOR:
A group of us in Cleveland radio
were discussing your magazine the
other night and it suddenly occurred to me that I have been on
your subscription rolls . .. . since
somewhere back in 1934-1935, when
Broadcasting had a grey cover
and came in brown mailing envelopes. .. .
I depend so on my weekly copies
of the one trade publication that
I continued out of meager Army
pay through five years of the war —
that when the postman brings it
three or four days late (as he often
does) I feel horribly out of tune
with my industry.
Briefly — the magazine is a
"must" in my office.
Willard L. Dougherty
Asst. Sales Manager
WSRS Cleveland

EDITOR:
. . . Thank you for, and please
keep up, the good work you are
doing for radio and television.
Guy Hamilton
Director
of Radio
Florida State Game & Fresh
Water Fish Commission
Tallahassee, Fla.
* * *
Erratum
EDITOR:
Now we are responsible for a
minor mistake in [Nov. 3] Broadcasting • Telecasting.
The "Good Music Network" to
which we' feed several live music
programs a week does not include
a Hartford station. It does include
outlets in Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York City, New Haven and
Boston in addition to several

smaller communities. There is a
Good Music Station in Hartford,
WDRC-FM, which carries the
splendid program service of
WQXR. M. Robert Rogers
V. P. and Gen. Mgr.
WGMS Washington
Endemic
EDITOR:
... It is amazing how much free
and really uncalled for publicity is,
given to a competitive medium
through a probable oversight on
the part of either writers, producers or other contributing
parties. A recent case in point
was the Sunday, Oct. 5 broadcast
of the Eve Arden network show.
. . . Reference was made to a newspaper ad as the vehicle for disposing of a trailer.
Granted, radio may not be the
best conveyor of classified advertising, Ifeel that it is not propitious
to even suggest to the listener that
newspapers are so endemic. . . .
Jay H offer
Sales Promotion Director
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.
Complimentary
EDITOR:
May I compliment you on your
editorial regarding broadcasters
meetings [B»T, Oct. 27].
I would like to point out that the
Texas Assn. of Broadcasters have
been adhering to this idea, having
held their last meeting in conjunction with the District 13 NARTB
meeting recently, and the TAB
Spring meeting was held at the
time of the BMI Clinic.
Such combination meetings help
to eliminate the meeting problems.
Richman Lewin
Director, KTRE
Lufkin, Tex.
AUSTRIAN SERIES
Promotes Western Unity

ALL OTHER STATIONS COMBINED!
Fargo - Moorhead Hoopers prove that
WDAY consistently gets a 3-to-l greater Share
of the "in-town" Audience than all other stations combined!*
BMB figures and mail-pull stories also prove
that WDAY "hogs the show", throughout the
entire Red River Valley! Write for all the facts,
today, including availabilities.

Students at North Dakota Agricultural College recently conducted an independent survey
among 3,969 farm families in a 22-county area
around Fargo. Each family was asked, "To
what radio station does your family listen
most?" 3,120 of the families named WD AY;
only 174 named Station "B"! WD AY WAS
A 17-TO-l CHOICE OVER THE NEXT
STATION— A 31/2-TO-l FAVORITE OVER

* Despite the fact that the other three major networks maintain local studios!
WDAY
FREE
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NBC

& PETERS,

•

970

KILOCYCLES

•

5000

WATTS

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

AN Austrian-staffed "Red-WhiteRed" radio network, operating under U. S. sponsorship, promoted
unity among Western European
countries with a special series of
programs Oct. 12-18. Network has
a combined power of 210 kw and
a listening audience on both sides
of the Iron Curtain.
The State Dept.'s Voice of America also cooperated with the Austrian network officials by tailoring
15-minute programs suited to different themes for each country.
Each day during "European Unity
Week" was designated for some
nation.
Dr. Harry J. Skornia, chairman
of Indiana U.'s radio department,
who is on loan to the State Dept.,
is serving as radio officer for the
U. S. Embassy in Vienna. He supervises policy and operation for
the Austrian network.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

NEW LARGE HUB on the "Scotch" Brand 7- inch
professional reel produces a marked reduction in tension changes as tape is spooled off; this, in turn, reduces pitch changes remarkably. You can splice and dub
from reel to reel with hardly noticeable changes in
pitch. Timing errors are also reduced as much as 50%.
Diameter of the new hub is 2%", compared with the
Vyi" diameter of standard 7" reels. This gives it approximately the same ratio of outside diameter to hub
diameter as the standard NARTB 10H" metal reel.
Another feature of this new reel is the single small
threading slot instead of the usual three. This minimizes mechanical distortion of the layers of tape nearest
the hub.
DISTRIBUTOR

FOR

A SUPPLY

I
-

SEE YOUR

7" PROFESSIONAL REELS AND
DRY LUBRICATED TAPE!

The
term "SCOTCH"
and the plaid
registeredby
trademarks
for Sound Recording
Tape design
made are
in U.S.A.
MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn.—
ilso makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tapes,
'Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective
Sheeting, "Safety- Walk" Non-slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives,
'3M" InAdhesives.
General Export:
N.Y.
Canada: London,
Ont., Can.122 E. 42nd St., New York 17,
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NEW

OF

A greatly

improved

this greatly

tape

improved

reel!

• "DRY LUBRICATING" process gives you a tape that practically eliminates sticking, squealing and cupping ... a completely dependable tape that turns in a flawless performance
in extreme conditions of heat and humidity!
• THINNER CONSTRUCTION allows a full 1200 feet of tape to
be wound on the new reel despite its larger hub. Magnetic
properties of this new tape are identical with "Scotch"
Brand 111- A, the industry's standard of quality.
• 100% SPLICE-FREE! Tape supplied on the new 7" professional
reel is guaranteed to be completely free of splices.
• GUARANTEED UNIFORMITY! Output variation of tape wound
on the new 1200-foot reel is guaranteed to be less than plus or
minus % db at 1000 cps within the reel, and less than plus or
minus Y% db from reel to reel.

MAGNETIC
1-

to match

TAPE
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defense agencies.
Around, the President-elect are a
number of workers who presumably could qualify admirably for
the two certain vacancies (Walker
and Merrill) which would give the
FCC its maximum quota of four
Republicans, without disturbing the
remainder of the membership.
Among these would be such figures as Mr. Butcher; Stanley R.
Pratt, president and general manager of WSOO Sault Ste. Marie,
Mich., who served during the campaign as chief aide to GOP National Chairman Arthur Summerfield; Edward T. Ingle, radio-TV
director of the committee for the
past six years, formerly with NBC
in New York, or any of a host of
former Army and Navy communications officers who were identified
with the General during his twoscore years in the Army.
President Truman
last year

Import
of from
Ike'spageSweep
(Continued
23)
began in the Dept. of Agriculture
back in the twenties. He was associate director of the Office of War
Information under Elmer Davis
during the last war. He has many
contacts and friends in radio in
Washington and throughout the
industry.
Whether Dr. Milton will assume
a federal post is problematical.
But whether he does or not, he will
always have the ear of his celebrated brother. Another brother —
Earl — of Charleroi, Pa., holds interests intwo broadcasting stations
— WLIO East Liverpool, Ohio, and
WES A Charleroi.
Another question asked is whether Harry C. Butcher, owner of
KIST Santa Barbara, and wartime Naval aide to Gen. Ike with
rank of Captain, will become a
LEADERSHIP

part of his official family. Mr.
Butcher was Washington Vice
President of CBS when Gen. Ike
was chief of staff. He served with
him for three years. During the
arduous Presidential campaign, Mr.
Butcher was not in the organization's high command, but contented
himself with West Coast campaigning activities.
New Faces at FCC
Who the new appointees to the
upcoming FCC vacancies will be
now is sheer speculation. Gen.
Ike's advisers may have ideas, but
it's doubted whether the new Chief
Executive will even give them cursory consideration until after he
completes his roster of cabinet
members, personal aides at the
White House, and heads of the

IS EARNED
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Comr. HYDE
. . . Best bet for FCC chairmanship
created a new position — that of
Telecommunications Advisor to the
President. The incumbent is Haraden Pratt, a distinguished engineer
and scientist, whose appointment
presumably was made on a nonpolitical basis. Whether Gen. Eisenhower will retain such an office and,
if he does, whether he will continue Mr. Pratt in it, is a question
he must cope with later. Mr. Pratt
has confined his activities to overall allocation policies and coordination. -There is no reason, however,
why thebitious
post,
filledcould
by a not
more
amindividual,
become
the key
communications assignment in Government.
Beyond the expected Republican
appointments to the FCC, what
might happen in that agency is
pure conjecture. If Mr. Hyde aschairmanship,
tain sumes
that theactivities
down it's
the cerline
will speed up. He demonstrated
his ability to keep things moving
several years ago when he was acting chairman for three months. He
jammed through procedures and
deadlines on TV looking toward
the lifting of the freeze. And he
brooked no dilatory tactics from the
staff.
Mr. Hyde is impatient over the
slow progress being made in processing television applications. He
often has found himself in disagreement with the FCC's
woman Commissioner,
Friedaonly
B.

30 years of skilfully fitting a top-quality medium to
a top-quality market is ringing cash registers
all over rich Central New York for WSYR's and
WSYR-TV's local and national advertisers.
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

WW

m^lrmW

am»fm»

tv

NBC AFFILIATE — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institution inCentral New York
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Hennock, who has dedicated herself to the development of educational television. Miss Hennock,
a New York Democrat, is serving
a seven year term to expire on
June 30, 1955. It is doubted
whether her voice will be as strong
in FCC affairs under a Republican
administration.
Meanwhile, jitters were much in
evidence in broadcast circles identified with New Deal-Fair Deal activities. TV aspirants heretofore
regarded as "close" to the White
House, were being counted out by
Washington observers. Reports
were current that little lists, of people at the FCC who should be
routed as "disloyal" to the GOP
were being drawn up. Some ob(Continued on page 52)
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Delegates will visit and be entertained at
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A scenic railroad trip to Colorado Springs and Pikes
Peak region, a tour of the Garden of the Gods, and
lunch at the famed Broadmoor Hotel . . . also an invitation to attend a world premiere of an outstanding motion
picture feature in Denver.
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Import of lke#s Sweep
(Continued from page 48)
servers
a "migration"
from
the predicted
FCC.
What these wishful observers
failed to take into account, however, is that, except for the policy
and patronage jobs, government
employes are protected by Civil
Service regulations. But they ini sist that "there's more than one
way of skinning a cat," and they
point out that in 20 years of New
i Deal-Fair Deal there hasn't been
any occasion for mass reorganizaij tion. They predict that the "lost
touch" will be regained under the
coming administration.
Whatever the speculation, it's
generally agreed that there's the
I beginning of a new era ahead and
i that the embattled area of communications regulation will be part
and parcel of it.

IBEW-IATSE SPAT
Breaks Out on Coast
OPEN WARFARE has exploded
between AFL's IBEW Local 45 and
IATSE over representation of 28
KTLA (TV) Hollywood employes
after IBEW a month ago filed a
petition with National Labor Relations Board asking certification as
a bargaining agent for all station
engineering and stage personnel.
IBEW's contention that IATSE's
contract negotiated last spring
with KTLA has expired was met
with objections by Roy M. Brewer,
IATSE international representative, who charged IBEW with
breach of agreement and said
IATSE will contest IBEW's petition and will move in "legitimately" on IBEW Local 40 (movie
local) at film studios. The NLRB
hearing is set before Los Angeles
Field Examiner Norman Greer on
Nov. 20.
11

"Most

TV

CAMPAIGNING
Lauded by Fred Palmer

TV has replaced the torchlight
parade and the tiresome repetition
of poor speakers in political campaigning, in the opinion of Fred
A. Palmer, radio consultant, Columbus; Ohio.
In a congratulatory letter to
Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio),
who won re-election last Tuesday,
Mr. Palmer paid tribute to television as "a new art of campaigning ... a third dimension of politMr.icalPalmer
impact." wrote glowingly of
". . . this new TV art that is
fresh, entertaining, informative and
interesting." He particularly mentioned the Republican final appeal
over TV, 11 p.m. to midnight on
election eve. "Whoever created
this final TV hour," wrote Mr.
Palmer, "made his mark on his-

HOLMES

KLRA's
Farm Service Director
The KLRA Farm Department mailed out 1,320 radio
questionnaires to names supplied by HD Agents, Vocational
Agricultural teachers and others, in the winter of 1951 and
spring of 1952. Completed questionnaires came back from
526 families — from all but four Arkansas counties (Stone,
Saline, Ashley, Johnson), and no effort was made to control
the distribution.
414

or

78.7%

Listened

to

Farm

Said

KLRA

They

First

for

Information!

Here is the way farm families indicated their preference
for listening to radio stations:

KLRA
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E
Station F
Station G
Station H
Station I
All Others (42 mentions), all 25 or less. . . .

414
337
295
240
222
221
220
184
151
268

If you want the complete story of
KLRA dominance, ask your Taylor Man

-

:

.

P

10,000
5,000
1010

WATTS
WATTS
KC

• CBS

-

JOHNNIE'S SPONSORS:
Mathieson Chemical Co.
Farmers Livestock Commission
Southland Building Products
Staley Milling Company
J. A. Riggs Tractor Co.

—

I1GS1I

RADIO
LITTLE
1

ROCK

Represented Nationally by O. L. Taylor Co., Inc.— New York, Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San "Francisco, Portland
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Republican
party."
Mr. Mitchell
also accused radio
networks and news services of suppressing "the truth" in connection
with a statement by Francis Cardinal Spellman. He said they failed
to mention even once Cardinal
Spellman's
that he had endorsed Gen.denial
Eisenhower.

ported $2 million GOP spot "blitz."
FCC refused to consider the latter's
initialtion.
protest
for volunteers
lack of informaWhether the
group
would file a new complaint was not
known last week.

DAYTIME
NIGHT

a post-election study as to whether
additional legislation is needed to
assure fair treatment of all political
parties by media which are licensed
by the government to provide a service to the public.
The difference of opinion between
ABC and the Democratic National
Committee does not involve merely
the letter of the present law, but the
overall responsibility of radio and
television networks and stations to be
fair and impartial and to act in the
public interest.
Mr. Mitchell said his party had
no funds to buy equal time on ABC
to counteract the Winchell statement aired "without cost to the

What action, if any, FCC would
take was not known Thursday,
though the instant case was viewed
as academic after the election results.
Stassen's Complaint
The Commission also has been
asked to take action on a protest
by Harold Stassen claiming CBS
denied him equal time to answer
statements on a United Auto
Workers TV program. CBS replied
that the Communications Act was
not applicable in that instance.
Also pending with FCC is a protest by counsel for DuMont TV
Network charging that some TV
, stations have refused political programs from a network other than
that of which they are primary
affiliates.
Other complaints involve charges
by Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy
(R-Wis.), who promised to seek
revocation of KING-TV Seattle's
license for censoring his paid political talk on grounds of possible
libel, and by the National Volunteers for Stevenson over the pur-

tory."

Listened-To

JOHNNIE

Demo Blast at Networks
(Continued from page 27)

WWNC
Renewed
RENEWAL of license on regular
basis was granted WWNC Asheville, viewN.of circumstances
C, Wednesday
after inre-a
involved
1940 transfer of stock to Mrs. Don
S. Elias, wife of the WWNC president. The action was taken after
Mr. Elias voluntarily told the Commission he had not realized the
1940 transaction should have been
reported. The Commission approved relinquishment of control
by sale of 62% shares to executors
of the estate of Charles A. Webb,
reducing
the Elias' holdings from
51.3% to 49.6%.
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"What
would you have done?"
asks Mr. George Fehlman
Executive Vice-President, Belnap & Thompson, Inc., Chicago— merchandise prize incentive programs
"Recently, we had to deliver prize
material to client sales meetings, schedday. uled all over the country for the same
ship early—
and"We
we were
must forbidden
not be late to! What
would
you have done?
"We called Air Express.
"Within 24 hours, almost 1,000 shipments were dispatched. All arrived on
schedule. Not a single call or wire inquiring about a shipment was received !

"We've become accustomed to that
kind of service from Air Express.
What's more— on practically every shipment we make, the Air Express rate is
lowest in the field. These rate differences often save several hundred dollars
in one day's shipping!
"Our business has grown from $4i/>
million yearly sales 5 years ago, to more
than $9 million this year. We give
credit for an important 'assist' to Air

GETS

THERE

FIRST

Division of Railway Express Agency
1952 — our 25th year of service

Express !"
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the

Southern

Belle?
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to

Than

Any

Every day is bargain

"Southern-hers"

More

Sells

Other

day on WWL!

Here's how

your advertising dollar go a long, long way
women

customers

Advertising

WWL

toward

Medium!

makes
wooing

in the deep South:

WWL

delights her with
. Wonderful, Wonderful

Listening.

Sparkling CBS stars — Benny, Beulah, Godfrey, Bing!
Outstanding home-grown

personalities. Heartwarm-

ing daytime dramas. Music. Mystery. Homemaking. And

WWL

she listens — highest ratings prove HI

sells her with

a liberal bonus of unex-

celled, multi-medium advertising. Store displays,
24-sheet posters, streetcar and bus dash signs, newsWWL

reaches her with 50,000 watt clear chan-

paper ads and personal calls on jobbers and distributors make her remember, help you sell her. No

nel intensive coverage over a 4-state area. More
coverage than any other medium

can offer — in a

other station South gives advertisers such all-out

market still unquestionably radio dominated.
support.

NEW
50,000 WATTS

ORLEANS

CBS RADIO

AFFILIATE

CLEAR CHANNEL

A DEPARTMENT OF LOYOLA UNIVERSITY
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

LET
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WWL,
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SOUTH'S

GREATEST
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Vote

Drive Shows Radio-TV Sales Power
(Continued from -page 24)
ices of a national organization that these radio and television people cocould provide the active guidance and
operated far more than anybody had
direction of radio and TV at state any right to expect.
levels. The NARTB undertook this
Advertisers and people in advertisdefinite assignment in 48 states by
ing agencies and in networks and staproviding working committees chairtions, including all those national and
manned by state broadcasters. Each
local
personalities, gave the
committee offered its services to the most radio-TV
inspiring
demonstration of an
governor of its state and secured a industry's Americanism
that this
total of 34 proclamations in support
country has ever seen. I am biased,
of community register and vote
of
course,
but
I
believe
this
was the
drives.
biggest reason for the phenomenal —
and I use the word advisedly — vote.
John Archer Cartel-, radio-TV
director of the foundation, said
A special tribute must be paid
there had never been any doubt in Gordon Kinney, of The Advertising
Council, and Messrs. Richards and
his mind that broadcasters and
Smith of the NARTB, for their faithtelecasters would cooperate "most
ful and effectual help — a sentiment in
thousands of our associates
generously"
continued : in the campaign. He which
will wish to join.
Through the years I've come to
know that no other people are more
public spirited. But from early last
March when radio alone was urging
citizens to register so they could vote
in "the biggest election in history,"
right up through the actual election

President Fellows pointed out
that more than 118 days of time
were contributed by radio and TV
stations during the last 11 days of
the campaign alone. He thanked
broadcasters and state broadcaster

associations for their support. He
said:
There are three particularly heartwarming aspects to this story. First,
the listeners and viewers of America
have demonstrated in convincing fashion their loyalty to and reliance upon
radio and television. Second, broadcasting has added a new chapter to
its 30-year record of public-spirited
good citizenship.
And third, one cannot help but feel
that the unparalleled coverage given
to the conventions, the campaign and
the issues by television and radio have
created in the citizen a new feeling
of closeness to political decisions and
a more active desire to have a part
in them.
Station Kits
Mr. Smith supplied three kits of
campaign radio
aids to and
member
nonmember
TV and
stations
around the country. These included
copy for announcements, ideas for
programs, tune-in appeals for use
with local merchants and community service clubs, and scores of
local public relations suggestions.
The NARTB board had thrown

its support behind the drive at the
national convention held last April
in Chicago.
AHF's activity started last March
when it submitted announcement
kits to stations. This project was
first major effort of the foundation
and stations had carried thousands
and thousands of announcements
long before other major organizations had joined the campaign.
After the NARTB board's action,
President Fellows named Mr. Patt
as chairman of the industry committee. Serving on the committee
were Roger W. Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia; Frank Fogarty, WOWTV Omaha; Kenneth D. Given,
WLBJ Bowling Green, Ky.; Paul
W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, and
Joseph Wilkins, KFBB Great Falls,
Mont. Individual state chairmen
were
taking. quickly named and the 38
state associations joined the underFoundation officials declare they
were amazed at the way individual
stations came up with their own
ideas and stunts.
Advertising Council took part in
the campaign, giving priority to
the vote drive as election day
neared. In turn individual agencies
and advertisers turned out their
own projects.
LAW
ASSOCIATES
Three Added to D. C. Firm
ADDITION of three new associates
was announced last Thursday by
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington, D. C, radio-TV law firm.
They
are Alfred
C. Cordon
Jr.,
John B. Jacob and
John A. Rafter,

in the

tb New

England

State

all of whom
received their law
degrees and were
admitted
to practice this year.
of Rigby,
Mr. tive
Cordon,
naI d a., attended
Idaho State Col-

Mr. Rafter

^Effective buying power $800,000,000— (Sales Management, May 1952)

and
WTAG

WT AG

FM

WORCESTER,
See Raymer for reasons

l_
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• 5 8 0 KC

■ BASIC

CBS

MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. Cordon

Mr. Jacob

lege and Utah State Agricultural
College. He received his LLB from
National U. Law School, Washington.
Mr. Jacob, who was with the
Army Air Force in World War II
and is a native of Washington,
was graduated from George Washington U. Law School.
Mr. Rafter, in the Navy submarine service during World War II
and a native of Bevier, Mo., attended Rockhurst College, Kansas
City, and received his LLB from
Georgetown U. Law School, Washington.

J
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SELF-SUPPORTING
Illustration above shows five Truscon Sfee/ Radio Towers
operating for Radio Station WMAK, Nashville, Tennessee
I

AND

UNIFORM

, CROSS-SECTION

GUYED

TOWERS

TRUSCON®
STEEL DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
1074 ALBERT STREET •
YOUNGSTOWN 1, OHIO

The

editorial
How

it Looks

*|

From

Here

IT MAY BE weeks before there's any expression from President-elect Eisenhower on his
approach to problems pertaining to telecommunications— and that encompasses the whole
range of activities of interest to station owners, advertisers and maufacturers.
Yet every sign bodes good. Ike is essentially
a conservative. While he has rubbed elbows
with radio and television militarily only (except for the six months of arduous campaigning), he has close to him many people wise in
the affairs of the media, including two of his
brothers — Earl identified with station ownership, and Milton, a former government official,
now president of Penn State.
What will happen at the FCC? There will
be changes. There are now four Democrats,
two Republicans and one Independent. The
new Administration is entitled to four Republican places, although this does not happen
automatically when the new President assumes
office Jan. 20.
The presumption is that an incumbent Republican will be elevated to the FCC Chairmanship. Of the two, the logical man is Vice
Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, a career official and
a lawyer. Comr. George E. Sterling, the other
Republican, does not aspire to the chairmanship. He, too, is a career official, who came up
through engineering ranks.
Comr. Hyde's promotion would win wide
favor. Last Spring he won unanimous endorsement of the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee for a new term on the
FCC. And the Senate, Republicans and Demmocrats alike, confirmed his nomination by acclamation. He has served as interim chairman
before, and when he served, things got done.
He, more than anyone else, has been goading
the FCC to speed up its TV processing. He
has all of the requisites.
Chairman Walker has stated he doesn't intend to resign. His term runs until next June
30. An old-line Democrat, it's to be expected
that he will be permitted to retire at that time.
The new President also will have the opportunity to name his fourth Republican member.
When Eugene H. Merrill, of Utah, accepted the
interim appointment a few weeks ago from
President Truman, it was a calculated risk.
The
Republican
won'tnomination.
confirm him,
even new
if Mr.
Truman Senate
makes the
So the whole complexion of the FCC will
change in January. Democrats Hennock and
Bartley, whose terms run until 1955 and 1958,
respectively, are safe in their jobs, unless they
elect to resign, which is unlikely. Mr. Hdye's
term runs until 1959, Comr. Sterling's until
1957
1956. and Comr. Webster's (Independent) until
The elections otherwise brought both joy and
sorrow to broadcasters. The defeat of Majority Leader Ernest W. McFarland in the Senatorial contest in Arizona will be regretted,
because he championed many radio causes. On
the other hand, the licking taken by Sen. William Benton, Connecticut Democrat, who has
fostered almost everything short of censorship
and Government control, will bring few tears.
Despite the forays against radio and television during 20 years of Democratic rule, the
media haven't fared badly. But the threats
against their freedom were ever present, and
only extreme vigilance curbed them.
On paper, it looks better for the next four
years. But it behooves broadcasters never to
become complacent.
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Vote

Got

Out

FROM NOW until the next elections, the
pundits and the politicians will be pontificating on the many things the Eisenhower sweep
proved. They probably will eschew the one
point proved more resounding than any other.
And that is "It Pays to Advertise (by radio
andThetelevision)".
number of voters who trekked to the
polls broke all records. There were around 60
million of them, as against the previous high
of 48 million. They voted early. The returns
were known hours before they were expected.
Radio and television did the biggest part of
that job. They did it through literally hundreds of millions of listener impressions. It
was evident that this would happen weeks ago,
because the registrations reached an all-time
high. It was a project initiated by the American Heritage Foundation, but it could not have
succeeded without the wholehearted cooperation of the nation's broadcasters and teleeasters marshalled through the NARTB. Advertisers and agencies cooperated with stations in an
unprecedented display of public service and
good citizenship.
With this lesson learned, it's obvious that
no future national elections will go by default or inertia.
Radio and television broadcasting sold the
nation in this campaign. Could there be any
greater proof that the nation is sold on radio
and television?

The 'Crusaders'
AT THE RISK of being labelled anti-educational, we're constrained again to cite the
almost frenzied crusading that pervades noncommercial educational television.
The crusaders are FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock, and to a slightly lesser degree, Chairman Paul A. Walker. They are hitting the
hustings to cajole educational institutions into
applying forcommercial
TVuse. Miss
facilities
"reserved"
for made
nonHennock,
who first
it a cause celebre, has even put the bite on
broadcasters to contribute equipment, studios,
antennas or anything loose for these illusory
projects which in our judgment are predestined to failure.
We've gone into the economic hazards before. We've cited also the illogical, if not
illegal, action of the FCC in first reserving 242
allocation assignments for education, and then
in granting construction permits without a
shred of evidence showing financial responsibility. We've alluded to the economic plights
of most educational institutions, which are
hard put to adequately compensate their
faculties. And we've- pointed to the ridiculous
approach wherein these stations would be
located in educational centers, where their
classroom students are domiciled, when the
task should be to educate those who may want
to be educated who live remote from these
centers.
Here we have the blind leading the blind.
We have educators who are hardly celebrated
for business acumen being practically coerced
into costly station installations and operations
(some with public funds) by bureaucrats who
have never operated any business, much less
a television station.
It behooves these educators not to let impractical crusaders carry them off into inevitable financial chaos. They would be far better
advised to listen to prudent business men who
are willing and anxious to spread the gospel of
education over commercial stations that depend
upon public acceptance for their success.

our respects to:

EDWARD

THORNTON

INGLE

Sen. Robsay expression
they the
L quarters
IN POLITICA
ert Taft (R-Ohio)
coined
and President Truman embraced the
method. And, while "whistlestopping" did not
quite come of age in the past campaign, it left
its mark on radio-TV campaigning.
One of the first officials in political circles
to foresee the variations of this electioneering
technique- — and victory through "air power"
— was a man who also cautioned the Republicans against selling radio short in the victorious '52 Presidential sweepstakes.
As a veteran identified with radio, newspaper and pubic relations activities the past
20 years, Edward T. Ingle, radio-TV director
of the Republican National Committee, knew
whereof he spoke when he said radio is "basic."
February the
Mr. Ingle
assertedof that
notLast
overlooking
importance
radio"we're
and
won't be carried away with the glamour of
television." With the July conventions out of
the way, the Republican high command blueprinted plans calling for heavy use of radio
and television.
Specialized purchases of split network radio
time to reach the farm and other select audiences were drawn up. Spot radio also figured
prominently. Recognition was taken of automobile radio and other out-of-home listeners.
The Republicans bought time on network
television, to be sure, which besides making
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's face familiar
to the public, also had the direct purpose
of conveying his warmth, force and personality
to the viewer. But everywhere the General
went, radio was there, too.
As radio-TV director, Mr. Ingle has rightly
come into his own as architect of a broadcast
policy that was a mere incidental victim in
GOP defeats of other Presidential races. According to the Republicans, they then looked
wistfully at crimped budgets, and claimed
to be hard-pressed to buy any great quantities
of time in the lean years.
Mr. Ingle has an avid faith in the power
of radio which stems from his days with NBC
in the early '30s. It should be noted that this
faith was justified in the wake of the GOP
victory through air power.
An ex-newspaperman, he is conversant with
the oft-claimed superiority of broadcast media
over the press in political warfare. As a
former public relations expert, he has been
well grounded in the art of selling radio-TV
to the GOP National Committee. And, having served in wartime with the government,
he knows well the virtue of patience — after
(Continued on page 72 )
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Consistently high quality programming —
planned for variety, interest and easy listening— keeps a steady audience tuned to
WREC. Alert listeners, in a receptive
mood, are assured by a perfect balance in
entertainment . . . night and day. With the
highest Hooper rating of any Memphis
station, WREC prestige carries weight
that adds up to extra sales results — Yet,
the cost is actually 10.1% LESS per thousand listeners than in 1946.

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
OUR

BROADCASTING

30th
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Plotting a course for bigger sales on the Pacific Coast? Better check
your bearings carefully. Remember

that, while the seven big metropolitan

markets account for 65.6% of the Coast's retail sales, a fat 34.4% is
scattered beyond metropolitan area limits . . . beyond the reach of most media.

ahead

! Only the Columbia Pacific Radio Network points the way

into the entire West Coast market. Only Columbia Pacific — with its maximum-power

stations

in the bigger markets carefully balanced with lower-power stations in the more compact
markets — takes you into both the metropolitan and the rural areas simultaneously. Because
only Columbia Pacific has power where the people are, encompassing an area where 97.2%
of the Coast's population lives . . . where 97.0% of the Coast's retail business is done.
And Columbia Pacific consistently delivers the Coast's biggest audience, with higher
average ratings than any other Pacific regional network.
To buoy up your sales all over the West Coast, set your course by the . . .
COLUMBIA

PACIFIC RADIO NETWORK
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

front office
Q

How

many

homes

in

America

JOHN FENSTER, ABC Spot Sales, to WQXR
executive.
ALBERT

serve

JOHN

GILLEN,

New York, as account

sales manager, WSYR-TV Syracuse, to
WHAS-TV Louisville, in same capacity. JOHN M. FOUTS, sales staff,
WHAS-AM, promoted to sales man-

beer?

ager.
FRED

SAMPLE, commercial manager, WNAM Neenah, Wis., appointed
general manager, WAPL Appleton,

Mr. Gillen

Mr. Fouts

Wis.
JOHN C. MULLINS, managing director KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
resigns daily managerial duties Jan.
1 t o devote time to outside interests.

MAL KLEIN, night operations manager, KLAC-TV
KECA-TV Los Angeles, as account executive.
W. GERALD
EDWIN

SCHROEDER

Hollywood, to

named general manager, WBBC Flint, Mich.

E. NYY appointed general manager, WJLB Detroit.

WILLIAM VENEMAN, advertising director, Pierce Bros., L. A., to KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, as account executive.
About
three

two

out

homes

America's

of every

serve

beverage

of

moderation — according
to a nation-wide
Crossley

survey.

Survey figures show that 62.2 per cent
of all U. S. families buy beer or ale for
home consumption. This is but one measure of the social acceptance of America's
beverage of moderation— one indication
of how much beer and ale are a part of
this nation's home life.
More about the beverage of moderation
is presented in "Beer and Brewing in
America." For a free copy write to
United States Brewers Foundation,
21 East 40th Street, New York 16, N. Y.
United

States Brewers
Chartered 1862

Foundation

One of America's oldest continuous non-profit trade associations
representing over 85% of the country's malt-beverage production.
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ROBERT BENNETT, assistant sales service manager, KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, promoted to account executive. He is succeeded by JACK
DUFFIELD.
ROBERT S. KELLER Inc., N. Y., appointed sales promotion representative for WIDE Biddeford, Me.
RAYMOND
Calif.

BARNETT

LAYMAN W. CAMERON,
ville, Tex., has resigned.

appointed sales manager, KEAR

San Mateo,

acting general manager, XELD-TV Browns-

JOE HARRY,' commercial manager, KCOR San Antonio, appointed manager there, replacing W. P. SMYTHE who continues as vice president.
WILLIAM A. CREED Jr. to Bertha Bannan Co., Boston, radio-TV representative firm, in sales capacity, after discharge from Armed Forces.
fiet&onaU

• • •

EWING C. KELLY, president and general manager, KCRA Sacramento,
underwent emergency appendectomy in Washington, D. C, last Tuesday.
He was in Capital on his TV application. With him at time attack occurred
was Clyde Coombs, his competitor at KROY who was in town on same
business.
DON FEDDERSON, vice president and general manager, KLAC-AM-TV
Hollywood, and CALVIN SMITH, president-general manager, KFAC Los
Angeles, were presented with citations from Goodwill Industries of
Southern Calif, for part local radio-TV stations have played in "furthering better public understanding of the necessity to employ the physically
handicapped."
HOWARD W. CHERNOFF, general manager of KFMB-AM-TV San
Diego, Calif., and Mrs. Chernoff, left these shores last Friday for a short
vacation in Honolulu, Hawaii.
BROADCASTING
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NEW

To

AM

Broadcasting

Continental

Electronics

One

transmitter

On

kilowatt

the Air

Eimac

Tetrodes

Continental Electronics type 3 14-2 transmitter

By employing 4-400A radial-beam power tetrodes,
and other up-to-the-minute developments in its one
kilowatt transmitter, Continental makes a significant
advancement in the field of AM broadcasting.

As power amplifiers a pair of Eimac 4-400A tetrodes give outstanding performance. Only two RF
amplifiers are used in the 314-2, including the output
stage which takes advantage of the low driving power requirements, high power gain and stability of
Eimac 4-400A's.

Eimac 4-400A's in high level stages.
As modulators two 4-400A's are driven by a high
quality, resistance coupled audio amplifier with fixed
audio feed-back. As in the power amplifier these tetrodes make possible the adaptation of simple,
straight-forward circuitry.
For data about the 4-400A write
Eimac's Appiocation Ewgineerirag
department o

EITEL-McCUlLOUGH,
SMC.
SAN
BRUNO,
CALIFORNIA
Export Agents: Frazar & Hansen, 301 Clay St., San Francisco, California
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O'BRIEN returns to announcing staff, WDXI Jackson, Tenn., after completing
studies at St. Francis School, N. Y.
JIM CHAPMAN to WRFD Worthington, Ohio, as farm service director,
replacing BOB MILLERti who transfers to WLW Cincinna in similar
capacity.
WILLIAM GRIEVE, KSIL Silver City,
N. M., to KSET El Paso, Tex., on announcing-engineering staff.
TERRY FRIZZELL appointed traffic
manager, XELD-TV Brownsville, Tex.
BILL HAWES, announcer of CJCH
Halifax, to CBI Sydney in same
capacity. BOB CADMAN, announcer
of CBI, to CBH Halifax announcing
staff.
FLETCHER MARKLE appointed producer of CBS-TV's Studio One.
KAY LARSON, star of Kay's Kitchen
and Gal Next Door on WHEN (TV)
Syracuse,of appointed
director
the station.women's service
KEN MacDONALD, business and advertising manager, Food Retailing
Magazine to WENR-TV Chicago, as
merchandising manager.
DAVE

herever

air-casters

JAN WEBSTER, publicity department,
Chamber of Commerce, Portland, to
KPTV (TV) that city, as director of
public relations.
GEORGE L. FLAX, production department, WMAL - TV Washington,
D. C, to WTTG (TV) same city as
publicity and promotion director. He
succeeds JAMES P. FOLEY.
BILL BALDWIN,
Hollywood radioTV announcer, assigned role in Universal International
feature film,
"Flame of Timberline."
HERB SHRINER, star of NBC-TV
Two for the Money, assigned role in
M-G-M feature film release, "Main
Street to Broadway."
JOHN BAIRD, director of public af-

fairs, KMPC Hollywood, father of
boy,
Peter
Morris van Arsdale,
Nov. 2.
DEAN LINGER, manager of promotion -publicity department, KNXT
(TV) Hollywood, father of boy,
Bruce Duncan, Nov. 2.
MORRIS SIEGEL, sports staff, V/ashington
(D. C.) Post,
to WTOP-AMTV Washington,
in sports
department.
BILL BALLANCE, disc m. c, KECA
Los Angeles, to KNX Hollywood as
announcer.
HARMON O. NELSON, assistant to
Robert Wolfe, vice president in
charge of Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
Hollywood, to KNBH (TV) that city
as program director.

SewA • • •
ED WOOD, reporter on WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh, Pa., named outstanding
radio-TV newscaster of 1952 in survey of 2,000 Pittsburgh women conducted by Guide-Post Research.
CAL HOLM, news writer, WTMJ-AMTV Milwaukee, and Dorothy Burskey
were married Oct. 25.

adio

you
o

BLAINE WALSH, news director,
WDUZ Green Bay, Wis., to announcing staff, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee.
MELINDA MARKEY, New York TV
actress, assigned role in 20th Century-Fox feature film, "Nearer My
JEAN HERSHOLT, star of CBS Radio
God Christian,
to Thee." awarded honorary docDr.
tor's degree by California Academy
of General Practice during annual
convention.
BOB ATCHER, singing cowboy star
at WLS Chicago and performer on
several video shows there, chosen to
lead Chicago's annual State St. Council Christmas parade Sat., Nov. 22.
GEORGE BURNS, co-star of CBS-TV
George Burns and Grade Allen Show,
named "Cigar Smoker of the Year"
by Cigar Institute of America.
DENNIS DAY, star of NBC-TV
RCA Victor Show, father of girl,
Margaret, Oct. 28.
GEORGE FAUST, operations-traffic
manager, KNXT (TV) Hollywood,
father of girl, Virginia, Oct. 31.
BILL STERN, NBC sportscaster, appointed national sports chairman of
ica.
Muscular Dystrophy Assn. of Amer-

there's

W1CC REMOTE
Nighttime Is Really Black

onto WGR
the biggest
radio "buy"the
in Hop
Buffalo!
gives advertisers
two-billion dollar Toronto-Ontario

WICC Bridgeport says it has lifted
a segment of its nighttime out of
the red and into the black through
a new program aired from a local
nightclub.
The show, entitled Here's Harry
Neigher, is broadcast thrice weekly,
9:05-10 p.m., from Ye Olde Tavern.
It features Mr. Neigher, Bridge-

market as a no-cost "plus" to its intense
coverage of Western New York
and Nortwestern Pennsylvania.

port Herald nightclub
st,
who interviews
a celebritycolumn1'
visiting
the nitery. Dave Bond, WICC night
news editor, directs the show and
lines up guests.
Other firms in addition to Ye
Olde Tavern share sponsorship on
a participation basis. An automobile dealer, a men's wear shop, a
beverage distributor and a fur shop
thus far have participated.

Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpatrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lountberry

CBS Radio
Network
BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters. Ino.
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BROADCASTING from Ye Olde
Tavern are (I to r) Mr. Bond, Mr.
Neigher and guest, Paul LePere,
independent producer-director of
fdms made in Italy.
BROADCASTING
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GERMAN VIDEO
Hamburg Begins Experiments
EXPERIMENTAL telecasts from
Hamburg to the Ruhr are under
way by the Northwest German
Radio (NWDR) . German TV will be
transmitted entirely by uhf relay.
NWDR hopes to have at least two
hours of regular programming between Hamburg and Cologne by
Christmas. Extension to southern
Germany is still in the planning
stage.
Set manufacturers hope to turn
out more than two million receivers
over the next few years. In common with Holland and Belgium
with whom it hopes to exchange
video programs, NWDR uses a
625-line TV image.

WAZL

CELEBRATION marking its 20th
anniversary was held during last
week of October by WAZL Hazleton, Pa., with combined service
clubs of the city paying tribute to
the station. Kiwanis Club served
as host at the anniversary program
with George Hicks, of NBC, as

CELEBRATORS AT WAZL Hazleton's 20th anniversary: Seated (I to
r), Messrs. Diehm, Hicks, Eidam; standing, Mr. Tito, Miss Kahler, Mr.
Chisnell and Mrs. Hilda M. Deisroth (WAZL vice president). ►

Film Index Service
LISTING of films without charge
is offered film distributors by a
new film "clearing house" service,
the Keister- Vaughn Film Index,
designed to bridge the gap between distributors and buyers of
TV films, according to William A.
Vaughn, director of services, whose
firm's address is 1457 Congress
Ave., Indianapolis 22, Ind. The
index service lists and cross-files
information on individual films on
separate loose-leaf pages and publishes regular supplements of additions and revisons, Mr. Vaughn
said.

ANNIVERSARY
20 Years Celebrated

Radio Council Report
ROCKY Mountain Radio Council
Inc., Denver, a non-profit educational organization, has issued its
13th annual report to its members,
officers and executive committee.
Membership includes some 51 radio
stations in Colorado, Nebraska,
Wyoming, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Kansas, Indiana, Illinois, Ohio and
Michigan. Report stated that the
total time value given free by the
broadcasting industry would have
cost educational institutions $77,703.04, or more than double the
council's total year's budget.

Protests KLCN Grant
WCOC Meridian, Miss., operating
on 910 kc with 5 kw day and 1
kw night, has petitioned FCC
in protest of the grant which authorized KLCN Blytheville, Ark., to
increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw
on 910 kc, operating daytime.
WCOC charged KLCN would cause
interference to its normally protected contour, affecting a population of 45,560 in an area of
1,050 sq. mi. KI^CN in April was
granted change from 900 kc to
910 kc.

guest speaker.
Feature of the week's events was
a TV demonstration in which RCA,
NBC and RCA distributors cooperated. WAZL applied five years
ago for a TV facility.
Three members of the WAZL
staff were honored by the Kiwanis
Club. Victor C. Diehm, WAZL president and general manager, was
presented a plaque commemorating
his 25 years in radio and 20th anniversary at WAZL. Kathryn E.
Kahler, administrative assistant,
and Thomas A. Tito, sales manager, were presented gifts. They,
too, were celebrating 20 years with
the station. Presiding at the event
was Charles P. Eidam, Kiwanis
Club, president. George M. Chisnell
is WAZL treasurer.
Robert K. Richards, NARTB assistant to the president, welcomed
Miss Kahler and Mr. Tito into
Radio Pioneers. The ceremony took
place during a buffet supper and
RCA TV demonstration.

WHAT

BETTER

PLACE

ian

here

WKm

to hit your 'point of purchase?
decision-maker

who

Frank

Coulter, Young

can't miss your advertisement

&

Rubicam,

New

York, is the top

if it's in the 1953 Broadcasting

Yearbook. Itworks for you every working day of the year — the annual one-time shot campaign.
RESERVE SPACE IN THE 1953 YEARBOOK TODAY1 DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 20 FOR PROOF. DECEMBER 1, FINAL.
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PORTLAND

THE

HOLLYWOOD

DISTRICT,

where more than 50,000

Portlanders shop, is famous for the fine spirit of civic responsi-

Portland

has the largest per capita home

bility expressed by its merchants These men have long recognized KGW's usefulness in every betterment program.

ownership

of any city in the United States.

Nearly 1 00 per cent of these homes
equipped.
RESTAURATEUR

Fred Nelson,

group

Thus, KGW

Southwest

the reputation of 'The People's
Choice'."

a rich territory in which

buying

offers advertisers a

of listeners well above

operator of Smorgasbord, "Bit of
Sweden" and president of Hollywood Booster's Club, asserts,
"KGW has proven to be the best
in our area and has long enjoyed

power.

average

The ever-growing

Washington

are radio

in

Oregon-

market stands out as
to promote

of every product or service. KGW

the sale

reaches the

people in this great area daily with their
favorite programs.

Listener-loyalty of over

30 years' duration cannot be bested by any
other station!

PORTLAND,

OREGON

REPRESENTED
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HOLLYWOOD'S

VOICE

STORE OWNER Harold Kelley, Hollywood booster for many years, states, "KGW
has given public service throughout its 31
years that makes it the standout radio station in this area."

BACKS

"THE

CHOICE

GROCER W. W. "Dad" Hill, of Hill and
Sons Grocery, and long-time resident of the
Hollywood district, states, "KGW has demonstrated the ability to produce for its advertisers and build the best listening audi-

VICE-PRESIDENT Robert H. Hazen of the
Benjamin Franklin Federal Savings & Loan
Association in the Hollywood district, reports, "The best investment for an advertiser using radio is KGW."

ence."
d1 • • •
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MANAGER Vern Graves of Miller's, Hollywood Junior Department Store, says,
"KGW has always brought dependable
service to its listening audience. It is certainly 'the choice' in Portland."

tancouvej

VSt Johns

44

REALTOR A. A. Horsfeldt, Hollywood
businessman and active booster for the district, says, "Portlanders are 'home folks'
and have enjoyed KGW's 'home' service
for many years."

33^

I MiHs

averton ^"©ra

Stanle
Mi;
CO.,

INC
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[Milwauk

DOCTOR Ray Mangels, prominent Hollywood
civic leader,
"KGW'sus valued
educational
programmingreports,
has brought
entertainment. We've always looked to
KGW for this type service."
November 10, 1952
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KELT

'With Prejudice' by FCC
FOLLOWING by a year and a half
an FCC initial decision charging
illegal transfer of control and
ownership-financial misrepresentation, the Commission last week announced receipt of the construction
permit of KELT Electra, Tex., plus
a sworn letter from C. C. Elkins
Jr. and Bill Frank Lindsay saying,
"The partnership is no longer desirous of ouerating a facility in
Electra." KELT was assigned 250
w daytime on 1050 kc.
In its order released last Tuesday, FCC dismissed "with prejudice" the application of Messrs.
Elkins and Lindsay, doing business
as Oil City Broadcasting Co., which
requested a license to cover the
CP for KELT. The order similarly
dismissed another application for
assignment of the permit from the
partnership of Messrs. Elkins and
Lindsay to a corporation including
them
and Allen Melton, their Dallas
attorney.

ONLY

ONE

DENIED

STATION

COVERS

Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond in
late March 1951 contended in his
initial decision that the corporation
actually had constructed the station but the information was withheld from the Commission [B*T,
April 9, 1951].
HUTU RETAINED
As Pan American Co. Aide

*a compact market of 53
counties in Eastern New
York and Western New
England whose effective
buying income is exceeded
by only 16 states.

• 22 cities
• 458 towns
• 53 counties
• 2,846,300 citizens
• 840,040 radio families
• only NBC station
• more goods purchased than 36 states

• more spendable income than 32 states

THE CAPITAL OF THE 17th state
WGY
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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Studios in Schenectady, N. Y.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL
NEW YORK — CHICAGO — SAN FRANC/SCO
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NAMING of Arno G. Huth as special consultant was announced last
week by Pan American Broadcasting Co., international radio station
representatives and operators.
Dr. Huth, writer, lecturer and
recognized communications authority, will compile data on economic
conditions abroad and on international communications. A Pan
American spokesman said that Dr.
Huth's reports , "may very well
provide the springboard for projecting export and export advertising into the major status they
merit but have not yet achieved."

WOR
SPECIAL
Marks Food Industries Week
WOR New York will broadcast
special Food Industries Week series Monday through Friday of
this week, coinciding with the annual convention of Grocery Mfrs.
of America at New York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Nov. 10-12. The
programs will stress the progress
of the food industry in producing
"greater quantities and higher
qualities
all foods."
Includedin among
special programs
planned will be appearance of Paul
Willis, GMA president, as guest
star today (Monday) on The McCanns at Home. The Martha Dean
Show, also today, will feature
Austin S. Iglehart, president of
General Foods Corp.
Afternoon programs will include
an address by George Coppers, National Biscuit Co., president, on the
Patt Barnes & Barbara Show, and
Ed Malone, publisher of GrocerGraphic, on the Barbara Welles
Show. Clarence Francis, General
Foods board chairman, also will be
heard on Martha Dean Show Friday, offering a summary of highlights of the GMA convention.

ONE -RATE PLAN
KSFO Announces Card
KSFO San Francisco has joined
the growing list of stations which
have established a single rate for
both day and night advertising.
The independent outlet published
a new card showing a single rate
from 6 a.m. to midnight through
upward adjustment of daytime
rates between
and elimination
tial
daytime of
anddifferen-*
nighttime. Latter formerly was twice
the daytime rates at KSFO.
KSFO Manager Alan Torbet said
that independent outlets long have
felt it hard to justify double rates
for evening listening despite larger
nighttime audiences. He foresaw
the same
problem confronting network affiliates.
Under its new rate plan, KSFO
will provide an improved "average
time rating," offering announcement advertisers one-third of their
schedules from 6 to 10 p.m. and
two-thirds in daytime or after 10
p.m. Inclusion of night placements
provides a larger audience, per advertising dollar despite a single
rate higher
time rate. than the former day-

Engineer for Jordan
OPENING for a radio communications engineer for the Hashemite
Kingdom of the Jordan was announced through the State Dept.
last week by the International Telecommunication Union. Minimum
A number of broadcasters have
qualifications include a M. Sc. de- favored,
and some already have
gree in telegraphy or radio engiadopted,
the
neering or the equivalent. A senior
Nov. 3, Oct. single
27]. plan rate [B*T,
radio communications engineer is
desired for this post with 10-15
years experience in as many of the March of Dimes Unit
allied fields as possible. Job would
HAROLD E. FELLOWS, NARTB
pay in vicinity of $700 per month,
tax free. Further information may
president, has been named chairman and Lester Gottlieb, CBS
be had from the Telecommunications Policy Staff, Dept. of State, Radio vice president in charge of
programs, a co-chairWashington 25, D. C, c/o Mrs. network
tee. man of the 1953 March of Dimes
Hazel Briggs, or by phoning Mrs.
National Radio-Television CommitBriggs at Republic 5600, extension
5930.
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in the

supplement

MARKETS

The Consumer Income Data Supplement
to Consumer Markets will be published
in early January. It tells the number of
consumer units in each of four logical income groupings for cities, counties, metropolitan areas, states, and regions across
the United States. That means market
potentials can be established in real

Consumer Income Data Supplement tells
how many have how much to spend. It
identifies the mass markets, the class
markets. It helps route advertising and
selling effort in a way to get maximum
^returns. It helps advertising and sales
executives achieve selective selling to the
greatest possible degree.

Households
4,370,810
72,970
41,970
6,290
4,500
12,610
1,920
. 426,660

Consumer
Inc.
($000)
Spendable
17,417,328
334,468
219,784
11,669
17,177
36,866
14,148
_^ 1,097,373

BROADCASTING

answered

A

numbers, not by averages or percentages.
Knowing the number of households
within given income groups, sales potentials can be established on ability to buy,
and on likely response to given products.

NEW YORK STATE TOTALS

This Supplement will be
sent to all who
receive copies of
CONSUMER MARKETS.
If you are not now using
CONSUMER MARKETS,
you can get both the
1,000-page
CONSUMER MARKETS
and the Consumer Income
Data Supplement
for only $10.

data

ihey?

Now advertising men, sales executives,
market analysts will get complete, neverbefore-accessible facts on consumer incomes ina single, easy-to-use market data
source book.

™8"^
County seat
(it) Central
(•)
city r^™1
of metropolitan
area.

How to get a copy of
CONSUMER INCOME
DATA SUPPLEMENT

MUCH

spend?

to CONSUMER

ALBANY..
Cohoes
Watervliet..
ALLEGHENY....
Wellsville..
BRONX..

HOW

Income
Household $
Per
3,985
4,707
5,237
2,731
2,593
7,369
2,924

NUMBER Ur CONSUMER UNITi
Total
Consumer
Units
Under
$2,000
3,999
4,807,890
1,663,530
1,471,214
$2,00024,563
80,270
46,170
27,773
14,128
15,975
4,950
' '.\2,118
Ml
6,920
1,515
13,870
.2,394
730
1,713
646
2,llu
4,799
,e"
469,330 _
4,244

CM
966,386
5,999
$4,000995
16,134
9,280
424
1,391
2,788

$6,000
& Over
706,760
aq.992
11,850
727
6,787
310
1,017
2,039

, 2,572

The section of a typical page, illustrated
above, shows why advertisers, sales managers, market analysts, and advertising
agencies will live with this new information, how it can increase the efficiency of
their work.
Publishers and radio station managers
have here a new and important medium

consumer
8

MCOME GROUP-

for their story, which can appear adjacent
to the income data for their markets, or
in other pertinent positions. Advertising
forms close December 1st.
For full information on rates and requirements, write or wire Consumer Markets,
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois, or
call the SRDS representative nearest yojj.

markets

The comprehensive single source of authoritative market data
PUBLISHED BY STANDARD RATE & DATA SERVICE. INC. WALTER E. BOTTHOF. PUBLISHER
1740 Ridge Avenue, Evanston, Illinois
New York ' Chicago * Los Angeles
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all, it did take some 20 years.
Mr. Ingle was born in Columbus
Grove, Ohio, on March 5, 1900, and
received his early schooling in
Stryker, Ohio. He turned to newspapers during World War I, in
1917 well before his graduation
with a degree, serving with the
Toledo News, Ann Arbor TimesNews, Cleveland Plain-Dealer and
Toledo Blade through 1924. He was
graduated from the U. of Michigan
with an AB degree a year later.
Between 1925 and 1930, Mr. Ingle
was on the faculty of such universities as Wisconsin, Ohio Wesleyan
and Florida. At one time or another, he taught English and Journalism as an associate professor.
He also worked for the Indianapolis Star and the Washington Evening Star.
Mr. Ingle moved to UP in 1930
and NBC the following year, centering his activity in program promotion and the development of
network shows. In 1936 he was
vice president of Publishers Service Co., New York, a newspaper
servicing firm.
In 1941, Mr. Ingle joined the
Treasury
war bond
tion staff Dept.'s
and directed
bond promorallies
for its Stars Over America. He
joined the overseas branch of the
American Red Cross in 1944. He
helped launch the Red Cross Clubmobiles, traveling to France, the
British Isles and Germany.

liminary arrangements for radioTV commitments, continued to
oversee mechanics and took on the
added chores of planning for campaign trains and supervising requirements for Eisenhower-Nixon
addresses. He also is director of
the GOP National Speakers Bureau,
to which he was named in 1949.
While there was minuscule backplatform electioneering over radio and television and a greater
emphasis on interview-panel formats— not to mention "fireside
chats" by the Democrats — Mr.
Ingle envisions the day when whistlestopping will be even more
widely geared to the coaxial cable
and radio relay.
The evidence was partly manifested in the recent campaign as
candidates accommodated their
train and speaking schedules to
advance network time commitments, using air travel when necessary. TV newsreels caught the
feel more of rear platform campaigning than live broadcasts, but
Mr. Ingle still feels the technique
will develop. He also believes that
attendance
political coverage.
rallies won't
suffer
from attelevision
With the dream
fruitionreflected
of the GOP-er's
National
in last
week's election results, Mr. Ingle
is prepared to play an old role in a
new setting — that of the Adminis-

tration Party. Already he has his
sights set on the '54 Congressional
elections — and you can bet radio
and television will come highly
recommended.
Mr. Ingle is married to the former Mignon Miller of Williamsport, Ind. They have no children.
He belongs to the National Press
Club, the Ohio Society of New York
and the Chi Phi, Sigma Delta Chi
and Phi Delta Phi fraternities.

WIGHT TO PHILCO
As Public Relations Head
WILLIAM WIGHT, Washington
vice president of Carl Byoir &
Assoc., has been appointed public
relations director of Philco Corp.,
according
to William Balderston,
Philco president
[Closed Circuit,
Nov. 3]. He will
headquarter at
Philco's executive
offices in Philadelphia, assuming
office Dec. 1.
Mr. Wight has
Mr. Wight headed the Byoir
Washington office
14 years. In 1944 he directed press
relations for the Republican National Committee, on leave from
the Byoir office. Previously, he had
been a member of the Washington
bureau
of AP, which he joined in
1927.

Information Director
That same year he was appointed
information director for the War
Manpower Commission, and for 17
months put radio and newspapers
to the test on behalf of manpower
mobilization.
While in New York, Mr. Ingle
was appointed to the publicity
division of the Republican National Committee as radio and
television director.

LOWEST
MAJOR

STATION

IN THE DETROIT

BUY
AREA

CKW

Under Mr. Ingle's guidance, the
'46 GOP campaign proved successful on the Congressional level,
largely through use of radio aids.
In December 1947 he again urged
Republican House members to buy
as much radio time as the traffic
would bear during the upcoming
'48 campaign.
Mr. Ingle also handled arrangements for radio and television
coverage of the national convention in Philadelphia in 1948 and in
Chicago this past summer. Additional y, he participated in evolving
the first code for sponsored coverage of the conventions.
The Republican party reorganized functions and responsibilities
when it set up its national campaign headquarters in Washington
for the kickoff of the Presidential
race, coordinating radio-TV activities of the national committee
and its advertising agencies, Kudner Inc. and BBDO, through Robert Humphreys, publicity director.
Mr. Ingle, who had handled pre-
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Govt. Facelift
(Continued from page 2U)
bor groups, sometimes to the detriment of radio-TV broadcasters.
It was created under the New Deal.
The new administration is likely
to re-evaluate the roles played by
the labor board, FTC, WSB, ESA,
Securities & Exchange Commission, and the Federal Civil Defense
Administration. The State Dept.
also is earmarked for revamping.
How the Voice of America would
be affected was open to conjecture.
President-elect Eisenhower is
known personally to favor a
stepped-up psychological warfare
and expansion of international information activities. He intimated
he may not be adverse to creation
of a board along these lines with
cabinet status. Voice functions now
are under the semi-autonomous International Information Administration headed by Dr. Wilson
Compton.

DuMONT EXHIBITS
At Minneapolis, Atlantic City
ALLEN B. DuMONT Labs, participated in educational conventions held simultaneously from
■Thursday to Saturday by the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters in Minneapolis and by the
New Jersey State Secondary
School Teachers Assn. and the
Audio Visual Education Assn. of
New Jersey in Atlantic City.
DuMont exhibited at both meetings a large four-panel display
titled "Educational Television
Moves Forward," depicting the
work of the company in this field.
It also showed continuous films
of the operation of DuMont equipment.
HEALTH Information Service, N. Y.,
and ABC-TV presenting weekly dramatic series of six films stressing progress in health, Anywhere, U. S. A.,
over ABC-TV, 10:30-11 p.m. EST.

WNBT

(TV) GETS
STA to Test Color
SPECIAL temporary authority was
granted by FCC last week to
WNBT (TV) New York to operate
during limited hours as an experimental outlet to further test the
RCA color television system. The
test period is Nov. 10-26, restricted
to a quarter-hour between 9 a.m.
and 12 noon. Test report to FCC
i.s due Jan. 15.
NBC officials reported the STA
is for color tests similar to two
others issued by the Commission
in recent months. Data collected
in those tests, including viewer reaction, is in the hands of an independent opinion research firm for
compilation and analysis, it was reported. In the new tests, RCANBC engineers plan to transmit
programs
three described
sets of technicalunder
circumstances
as
minor variations in the fundamental system.

AFTRA DEMANDS
L. A. TV Stations Resist
RESISTANCE by Los Angeles TV
stations is stiffening to demands
by American Federation of Television & Radio Artists (AFTRA) for
an overall 20% wage increase for
local performers and staff announcers. Current agreement expires
Nov. 30.
The stations are preparing a
counterproposal and ask among
other things that several working
conditions in the proposed AFTRA
contract be modified.
CTS Sales
COMPLETION of 49 individual
sales in October by Consolidated
Television Sales, distribution and
sales agency for filmed television
programming, was announced to(Monday)manager.
by Peter M. Robeck, day
general

Voice is Storm Center
Defense cuts may not rub off on
the Voice, which always has had
stormy going, because of Gen.
Eisenhower's views, according to
some authorities. Gov. Thomas
Dewey of New York is a prospect for the State Dept. vacancy,
along with John Foster Dulles, both
of whom go along with Eisenhower
views on international radio.
Among career employees, those
expected to be affected in any reshuffling are public information officers, division heads and other top
level officials. Generally, civil service employes with ratings below
GS-14 need not be concerned.
This applies to the regulatory
agencies and offshoots of government departments like Commerce,
viz., the National Production Authority. Public information activities in the Pentagon may not be
affected too greatly aside from the
top PI post, now held by Andrew
Berding. Radio-TV activities of
each service won't be directly concerned. There will be changes at
the very top military level.

Photo Courtesy Ford Motor Co.

When
Model
"A" wasFord's
the newest,

International Posts
High information vacancies are
likely to result at the Office of Defense Mobilization, National Security Resources Board (which looks
into censorship and works closely
with the FCC and Defense Dept.
on other emergency aspects), and
FCDA. The same holds true for
other groups — the Defense Production Administration, etc.
What effect the turnover will
have on the State Dept.'s Telecommunications Section and the Commerce Dept.'s National Bureau of
Standards was not known, though
it's thought they will not be greatly
involved because of their specialist
aspect.
BROADCASTING

most powerful and fastest
of Henry's models? It marked
his departure from the 3-pedal way of
driving, It brought new luxury to Ford
owners throughout the world. Do you remember the "Mode! A" debut? We do,
for that was the year WWNC was born.
And speaking of automobiles, quite a bit
is spent here in the WWNC 12-county

5000

WATTS

iYlVJIL*
570 ON YOUR DIAL

CITIZEN-TIMES STATION IN ASHEVIILE, N. C.
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market. Consumer Markets sets the figure
at over 35 million dollars worth
which is okay with us. What we KNOW is
that is seems nearly everyone has a new
car in the area where WWNC reaches
84% of all radio homes. Maybe the figure
would go up 'cause most of the autos have
radio, too.
And
there are quite a few "Model
A's" going after 26 years
just like
WWNC.

AND

NIGHT

DAY

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY H-R REPRESENTATIVES
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CAAB MEETS
With Network Friday
A ONE-DAY closed business meeting of the Columbia Affiliates Advisory Board with CBS Radio top
executives will be held Friday in
Hollywood. The meeting is timed
to coincide with the formal opening of CBS-TV's Television City
in Hollywood (story page 97), at
which the CAAB members will be
guests.
CBS Radio officials slated to attend
the meeting are President Adrian
Murphy;
Kelly Smith,
tive vice J.president;
H. V. administraAkerberg,
station relations vice president; John
Karol, network sales vice president;
William A. Schudt Jr., national director
of station relations, and Ole Morby,
western division station relations manager.
CAAB members are I. R. Lounsberry,
WGR Buffalo, chairman; Arnold
Schoen, WPRO Providence; C. T.
Lucy, WRVA Richmond; Spencer
Mitchell, WDAE
Tampa;Orleans;
HowardHulbert
Summerville,
WWL New
Taft Jr., WKRC Cincinnati; Harry
Burke, KFAB Omaha; Joseph Bernard,
KOMA Oklahoma City; and Clyde
Coombs, KROY Sacramento.

allied

AN, RCA
EDWARD W. SHERID
Victor engineering products
div., to I. D. E. A. Inc., Indianapolis,
as industrial sales manager.
LEWIS & KAUFMAN Inc., Los Gatos,
Calif, (electronic tube manufacturer),
charges
MAN Ltd.name to LEWIS & KAUFMARTIN L. KLEIN, aeronautical designer, to staff of Stancil-Hoffman
Corp., manufacturer of Minitape tape
recorder.
CHIEF ELECTRONICS Inc., Poughkeepsie, appointed distributor of
Westinghouse Reliatron tubes in 10
southeastern counties of New York
State
necticut.and portions of western ConCHARLES H. GODDARD appointed
manager of marketing and product
planning of Lighting Div., Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., Salem, Mass.
WILLIAM F. SHARKEY, I. D. E. A.
Inc., Indianapolis, to Radio Apparatus
Corp., that city, as assistant sales
manager.
MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER
Corp., Chicago, is distributing 36page TV replacement guide containing practical recommendations for
replacing IF-RE coils and transformers in over 6,000 models and chassis
plus exact replacements where required.

UNITED PRESS has reported its radio and TV news client lists have
reached record highs, with 1,339 in
radio in U. S. and 147 foreign and
72 in TV not counting duplications
of services (36 for UP Movietone
News, of which 11 also receive UP
newspictures and six receive leased
wire service, plus 18 other newspictures and 11 other leased wire
clients).

There's

Nothing

arts

Wrong

. . . ti4arf&MCco

withT^
Ca*r? Cute/

TV is a wonderful
thing — but very expensive !
Lots of folks around here
have found this out . . .
and have come back to
Radio. And, after the
switch . . . they've found that
many TV shows look a
lot better on Radio, too !
And with these local
boys. . . WIOD's the choice.
Just ask your Hollingbery
Man for the details!

James M. LeGate, General Manager
5,000 WATTS • 610 KC • NBC
National Rep., George P. Hollingbery Co.
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PAUL G. SCHOLZ Co., St. Louis and
Kansas City, appointed regional sales
representative for Insuline Corp. of
America, Long Island City, N. Y.,
in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa and
Nebraska.
HARRISON JOHNSTON, manager of
product engineering div., Ampex Electric Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
promoted to general sales manager
of firm.
JON EPSTEIN of Frederic W. Ziv
Co. production staff, has returned to
company after two years in U. S.
Army and will be assigned before
end of year to Ziv's Hollywood office
to writing-production post.
LEONARD F. CRAMER, assistant
general manager, Crosley Div., Avco
Mfg. Corp., elected vice president of
Avco in addition to other duties.
COLAN McKINNON, advertising-sales
promotion manager, Hales Department Stores, S. F. (Northern Calif,
chain), to Hoffman Radio Corp., L.
A., in same capacity for Hoffman
television.
COL. JOHN R. HOWLAND, director
of product research, Stewart-Warner
Corp., Chicago, appointed commercial sales manager of Stewart-Warner Electric, firm's TV-radio-electronic products division.

able equipment.
DAVIS ELECTRONICS, Burbank,
Calif., announce production of SuperVision TV antenna for vhf and for
high gain on all channels 2 through
13. Antenna is constructed with electronic dipole separators.
Technical • • •
AURELLE BOISVERT, chief engineer,
CHUM Toronto, has resigned to move
to Los Angeles for electronic defense
work.

ARF

GROUPS
Committees Expanded
PROCEEDING with the plan to
expedite the work of the Advertising Research Foundation's committee radio and TV rating methods by expanding the size of the
working groups [B*T, Oct. 27],
ARF last week announced that
six members have been added to
two of the four working committees.
Working committee to inspect
and review research practices of
the various rating services has
four new members: Mrs. Teddy
Anderson, BBDO; Norman Glenn,
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield; Hal Miller, Biow Co.; Samuel
Thurm, Young & Rubicam. Older
committee members include: Gordon Snowcroft, Campbell Soup
Co., chairman; Harper Carraine,
CBS; Lawrence Deckinger, Biow

Co.Working committee to analyze
data issued by the various rating
EUGENE
M.
KEYS
elected
executive
ent
ptn
£<fout
vice president and director of sales, services has two new members:
Edwin I. Guthman & Co., Chicago. Howard Kuhn, Compton Adv. Inc.;
Bernard Sherak, Kenyon & EckJ. B. RUBIN, member of firm's board
of directors, elected treasurer.
hardt. Continuing members are:
JAMES M. STRAIN, western regional Dr. Deckinger, chairman; Wallace
executive for Capitol Records, to Drew, Bristol-Myers Co.; Richard
World Broadcasting System as ac- Puff, MBS.
count executive in northeast area.
Two other working committees —
RADIO APPARATUS Corp., Indian- one on standards and methods, the
apolis, announces production of V-15 other on specific rating problems —
booster for areas where line voltage have not reported any increase in
is below normal. Unit provides full membership to date. The four
rated performance from any 110-volt
working committees are underelectrical device requiring between
taking their individual assignments
500 and 1,500 w.
to provide the overall committee
MAGNECORD Inc., Chicago, an- on ratings with information that
nounces manufacture of single case will assist this body in its project
portable magnetic tape recorder de- to establish standards for an ideal
signated PT6-VAH. Unit consists of
standard PT6-AH recorder and small, dating service and to determine
how well any one or combination of
light weight amplifier in portable
carrying case.
present services meets those standards. Dr. Deckinger is chairman
INSULINE Corp. of America, Long
of the overall committee and a
Island City, N. Y., announces proof each working commitduction of new line of silver-plated member
tee.
banana plugs and jacks intended for
use in industrial and commercial
equipment requiring very low conCHARLES JONES, publisher of Laugh
tact resistance. Plug is known as No.
Book magazine, will discuss "Your
428; jack as No. 431.
Future in Comedy" at the meeting of
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
the Gagwriters Institute in New York
availability of new miniature at- on Nov. 17. He will analyze the results of a survey showing the best
tenuator, series 120, 1%" in diameter
and 1 29/32" deep. Reduced size is way for comedy writers to enter radio, TV and stage comedy-writing.
particularly suitable for use in portBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

BECKER NAMED
Manages Air Features
I. S. BECKER, CBS Radio vice
president in charge of business
affairs, has been named managing
director of Air Features Inc.,
wholly owned package - producer
subsidiary of CBS, it was announced last week. The move is
effective Dec. 1.
In his new post Mr. Becker will
succeed Maurice Scopp, who will
devote full time to Maurice Scopp
& Co., New York firm of certified
public
accountants.
Mr. Becker's
successor
at CBS Radio
has not
been designated.
Mr. Becker served as vice president in charge of business affairs
for CBS-TV from July 1951 until
his transfer to the CBS Radio business affairs vice presidency last
August. He has been with CBS
since 1934, when he became business manager of Columbia Artists
Inc., then a CBS division.
Julian L. Woodward
JULIAN LAWRENCE WOODWARD, 55, research executive with
the Elmo Roper survey organization, died Tuesday at his home in
New York. Before joining Roper
in 1946, Mr. Woodward had served
as associate professor of sociology
at Cornell U. from 1927 to 1945
and previously as an instructor at
Columbia U. and Dartmouth U.
A former president of American
Assn. for Public Opinion Research,
Mr. Woodward served during
World War II as chief of the surveys division of the Office of Facts
& Figures and later as assistant to
Elmer Davis, director of the Office
of War Information.
NET sales of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. for third quarter of 1952
were $57,995,494, or 43% above
sales of the corresponding period in
1951, President Don G. Mitchell has
reported. Net income for the third
period was $1,632,925 compared with
$1,107,834 in the same period last
year.

In this closing year
of 1952
we

are thankful

1. For an efficient, competent
staff;
2. For a good increase in business.
3. For the nice things people
are saying about us.
VL M
W/odu Stat ioni
KGvo-Kpnn
Anaconda
Missoula
Butte
Day & Nite 250 Watts
MOrVTArVA
THE TREASURE STATE OF THE «
•
Reps: GILL, KEEFE & PERNA,
N.Y., Chi., La. & SF.
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CHICAGO'S

STATE STREET
Featured in Year-Around Radio-TV Spots

KDYL-TV
POWER
New Transmitter Completed
ENGINEERS last week put finishing touches on KDYL-TV Salt Lake
City's
new mountaintop transmitter.

SHORTEST live productions in
television, and probably the most
Station claims the new transsuccessful, second -by -second, are
mitter will enable it to cover 87%
being sponsored six nights weekly
of
Utah's
population and portions
in Chicago by the State Street
of southern Idaho, western WyoCouncil. The council, comprising
ming and eastern Nevada.
business firms located on Chicago's
S.
S.
Fox, KDYL-TV presidentmain shopping thoroughfare, is
general manager, said testing will
running a 52-week schedule of 10begin early this month. The stasecond spots on WNBQ (TV) to
tion plans to go on the air with
promote sales from Chicagoans
the new transmitter later this
and visitors.
month with 30 kw power and by
One 10-second spot six nights
next
spring expects to be operatweekly costs the council about
ing
with 57 kw.
$50,000 yearly for time, with sev- SHOE, HAT and suit boxes are
On the basis of engineering
eral thousand dollars more added
tests, Mr. Fox estimated that some
for production, art and talent costs. demonstrated by WNBQ (TV) announcer Franklyn Ferguson in tie- 225,360 homes will be brought into
The council's current buy-on-StateStreet campaign is concentrated on in with three-point sales theme
the KDYL-TV coverage area — more
of the State Street Council.
television and radio for the first
than twice the number now receivtime with these media late in the
ing service.
summer replacing metropolitan
constant repetition of the theme.
newspapers, which carried the bulk Increasing traffic will benefit all
of the institutional load for many
Dorrell to Talk
the council's 400-plus members, the
years. Television is supplemented
largest
of
which
are
retail
esby some 30 spots weekly on three
WARD DORRELL, research directablishments, although the group
tor, John Blair & Co., will explain
local stations, WIND WBBM
includes also hotels, restaurants
a new means of evaluating rating
(CBS) and WMAQ (NBC), but and theatres.
these schedules vary with the
services to determine whether difseason.
ferences in ratings are significant
The video spots were planned
at a Thursday luncheon meeting of
GROUCHO
MARX,
star
of
NBC-AMwith care and imagination by TV's You Bet Your Life, has asked
the American Marketing Assn.'s
agency officials at the J. R. Per- that blood donations serve as admisdiscussion group. Meetshall Co. and by WNBQ executives
sion to his U. of Oregon Dec. 2 lec- radio-TV
ing is scheduled for 12:15 p.m. at
ture. With quota set at 400 pints,
to get optimum visual effects. All
the Hotel Shelton in New York.
are based on the theme: What do 559 pints have been collected.
you want to buy? What do you
want to pay? State Street's got
it every day! Each commercial is
different, and takes full advantage
The
TAD
STATION
in a
of the station's live announcement
policy which it originated almost a
year ago.
Street Backdrop Used
A permanent backdrop, painted
by artist Curt Nations of the
WNBQ
staff,
Mr. Nations'
conception
of shows
the famous
street
which bisects the city's loop area.
The slogans, presented repetitively
to fix the theme in viewers' minds,
are illustrated with a variety of
props. The three-point message
may be painted on three dinner
plates, on fancily-wrapped gift
boxes, guest towels or on a miniature State Street streetcar.
Gimmicks and gadgets to amuse
the viewer and still educate him
to shopping on the street were
planned by George B. Bogart, vice
president of the agency and account executive who originated the
campaign. He was aided by George
Heinemann, program manager of
WNBQ, and Wee Risser, staging
services manager for the station
who developed many of the visual
effects used on NBC-TV's former
Garroway at Large feature.
The spots are aired at 10:10 p.m.
CST Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday, and at 10 p.m. Thursday and 6:30 p.m. Sunday, with
Saturday omitted. Mr. Bogart says
the campaign is planned on a continuing, multi-year basis so maximum effects may be gained from
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will keep favorable TRADE
WINDS blowing your wayl
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J. Walter Thompson is using W I L K for Ford Dealers Association for the fourth consecutive year. Ifs the best
advertising buy in the market!

• New York
• lot Angeles

• Chicago
AVERY-KNODEL
Inc. Not 'I. Rep.

• Atlanta
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programs

SELL

MORE

IN THE

SOUTH'S
No. 1 State!

proniotj0n
premiums

day,
last iaMon
ECTNIVE
EFFWFL
extended
Philadelph
broadcast day by adding the
morning hours to its schedule of
music and news. Station, now on
the air from 7 a.m. to midnight,
operation "because
augmented its
of the urgency of demands . . .
requesting classical music even
early in the day."
-• — • — •TOWER PROGRESS
A HEALTHY number of "Armchair Superintendents" are watching the progress of the construction of the new 1,037 ft. TV tower
of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, according to word from the station. Each
morning on the Time Out With
Thomas program, a TV camera is
taken outdoors to show viewers
how work is progressing. On Oct.
16, the tower passed the 400 ft.
mark, making it the tallest structure in the state of Wisconsin.
STUDENTS ON WSTV
WEEKLY series of dramatic shows
is being presented over WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio, by students of
Bethany College, Bethany, W. Va.
Students handle all phases of production including sound, music and
direction. Scripts of American
radio writers will be presented for
the next 13 weeks.
CHRISTMAS PRESENTATION
PARENTAL answers to such questions as "Where did Santa's reindeers come from?" have been
woven into a format for a new kind
of Christmas program by Aldridge
Radio Productions, Greenwood,
S. C. The 15 minute narrative,
which attempts to standardize the
answers, is titled Fifty Years Before Christmas and is intended for
presentation on Christmas Eve.
Show is available in either script
form or on transcription.
•— • — •
RAILROAD CONTEST
PENNSYLVANIA Railroad has
announced its second Christmas
contest in connection with its show
on KQV Pittsburgh. Youngsters
under the age of 16 are asked to
send in completions to the phrase
"The Pennsylvania Railroad is important to my community because
. . ." Prize list will include Lionel
trains, bicycles, cameras and flashlights.

Recent official Hooper Ratings
show WSJS, the Journal-Sentinel
Station, FIRST in the morning—
FIRST in the afternoon— FIRST in
the evening! For the finest in
AM-FM
coverage, it's WSJS
in Winston-Salem.
Represented by: HEADLEY-REED CO.
Page 76
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programming directly from classrooms. Numbers of local film sequences also will be telecast showing physical advantages and
handicaps
facilities. of the city's educational

AFRS SERIES
ARMED Forces Radio Service,
Hollywood, has started production
on two new transcribed radio series.
Secret Mission, dealing with factual
stories of escape from behind the
Iron Curtain, features Hy Aver-

back, Hollywood radio - TV announcer-actor. Douglas of the
World stars Jack Moyles, who portrays title role in Columbia Pacific
Radio Network's Rocky Jordan, as
a newspaper reporter. Robert M.
Young is the producer.
'SOUND' CONTESTANTS

UP

OVER 4,500 WLW Cincinnati listeners throughout the United
States have entered the station's
"Sounds of the Century" contest
since it opened Sept. 28, the station
reports. Contest promises a new
hardtop Kaiser Dragon automobile
to a listener who can best complete
the statement: "The sound of the
century that has meant the most to
me was. . . ".
'ANYBODY CAN PLAY'
FLETCHER JONES, Los Angeles
car dealer, is sponsoring a new
show presented once a week on
KNBH (TV) Hollywood titled Anybody Can Play. Program features
William Morrison, Beverly Hills
High School chemistry teacher as
m.c. Home viewers in addition to
audience contestants will compete.
HOME VIEWERS COMPETE
WEEKLY half -hour quiz program
on KECA-TV Los Angeles, Your
Grab Bag Show, enables home
viewers to answer questions concerning old time movie stars via
the telephone. Grab bag prizes for
correct identification range in
value from $10 to $100. Sponsor
of the show is Chest Furniture Co.,
L. A.
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING
DURING National Education
Week, WHAS-TV Louisville plans
to devote 24 TV hours to education
while visiting five schools in its
second "Inside Our Schools" series,
Nov. 8-14. The outlet will originate IOV2 hours of the educational

BALTIMORE 'BOMBING'
CITY of Baltimore was "bombed"
early in October with 150,000 leaflets publicizing a forthcoming civil
defense manual being prepared at
WBAL-AM-TV that city. Leaflets inquiring "If this had been a
bomb, would you know what to
do?" encouraged enlistment of
civil defense volunteers.
BIRTHDAY

AS part of its first birthday celebration, WJET Erie, Pa., ran a
lucky record contest asking listensupply have
the answer
to "How
manyers torecords
been played
on
WJET during its first year of
broadcasting?" Prize for the closest answer was $1,000 in merchandise. The station used the Erie
Times and extensive on-the-air
promotion to plug the contest.
FACTS ON FLYING
FACTUAL information about all
kinds of flying, presented in a
"glamour" format, is incorporated
into Jet Pilot, a new half-hour live
show at WNBQ (TV) Chicago.
Originated there by George Heinemann, TV program manager, the
show includes authentic data presented by a Navy lieutenant commander in an elaborate and realistic airport set. Show material,
beamed to teen-age boys particularly, emphasizes the safety and value
of aviation. It is presented in cooperation with the Civil Aeronautics Authority, commercial airlines
and
forces.air branches of the armed
'ASK WASHINGTON'
NBC-TV inaugurated a daily program last Wednesday titled, Ask
Washington, which answers questions from viewers on the conduct of government and developments in the Nation's Capital. The
program, presented as a public
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service, has Frank Blair as moderator. NBC Washington correspondents Leif Eid; Ray Henle,
Albert Warner, Richard Harkness
and Esther Tufty are among those
who reply to letters and telegrams.

K-NUZ

TV QUIZ SHOW
UNIQUE TV quiz game, Movie
Quick Quiz, had its premiere in
Cleveland on WNBK (TV) on
Nov. 3. It is now scheduled as
a regular Monday through Friday feature. Viewers, selected
■» from the phone book, will be called
and asked to answer questions
whose answers are illustrated in
the Movie Quick Quiz minute
movies. Correct answers will merit
cash awards.
'MIKE' ON DISPLAY
CURRENTLY seen in many stores
in and around Bridgeport, Conn.,
is a display piece of "Bridgeport
Mike," cartoon symbol of WICC
Bridgeport. Caricature holds a
small card plugging shows which
are aired on the station. "Mike,"
according to WICC, is paving the
way for "a new and aggressive
promotion, publicity and merchandising campaign" launched by
WICC to serve its clients.
'TREMENDOUS' MARKET
BROCHURE giving extensive information on the Greensboro, N. C.
market has been prepared by
WFMY-TV
in that city. "Tre-

the

RADIO is selected by Kaiser-Frazer Dealers of Greater Washington for big
promotion drive, based on daily sports show plus play-by-play of Navy games.
Left to right (seated), James Davis, dealer president; Bob Wolff, sportscaster.
Standing, Hubert Arbogast, dealer vice president, and Perry Walders, WWDC
account executive.
mendous" is the word which keynotes the booklet and is used by
the station to describe its listeningarea. Maps, population data, survey of buying power and statistics
on WMFY-TV's effectiveness as an
advertising medium are outlined.
BILL BROWEE, copywriter in CBS
Radio's sales promotion department,
author of book published by Stravon
Publishers, N. Y., titled "The Complete Traveling Salesman's Joke
Book."
WBNS

RADIO

DOMINATES
CENTRAL

OHIO

We'll be a monkey's uncle if WBNS
Radio still isn't the biggest entertainment factor in Central Ohio . . . and
the cheapest! It's a fact . . . more people have radios than ever before. Listeners stay tuned to WBNS. There's
no monkeying with dials because
WBNS offers the 20 top-rated shows
p— _with strong CBS programming and
L^_/ locally-loved personalities. Sponsors
have a billion-dollar listening and
spending audience through WBNS.

ASK JOHN BLAIR
POWES
WBNS — 5,000
WELD-FM— 53,000
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY

i
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WBAL SPORTSCAST
Brewer Renews Contract
NATIONAL Brewing Co., which
began sponsoring WBAL Baltimore's The National Sports Parade
in 1937,
just renewed
tract forhas
another
52 weeks.the conThe Parade is aired Monday
through Saturday 6:15-6:30 p.m. It
features Bailey Goss, WBAL's
sportscaster.
Program's format includes the
latest in sports news, interviews
with national sports figures and
a weekly contest featuring the
"Sport of the Week." Norman Almony is advertising manager of
the brewing firm.
RCA SERIES
Explores Equipment Plans
EQUIPMENT sales section of the
Tube Dept., RCA Victor, is conducting a series of electronics
symposiums designed especially for
equipment manufacturers.
The series is being held to acquaint manufacturers with RCA's
plans for the development and application of a wide range of electron tubes, semi-conductor devices
and component parts.
RTMA

Brochure

Out

EDUCATIONAL brochure designed
to acquaint equipment manufacturers, design engineers, the military
and electronic jobbers with problems created by use of "closelimit" tubes has been prepared by
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. Brochure was published on recommendation ofthe RTMA Tube Division under chairmanship of R. E.
Carlson, Tung-Sol Electric Inc.
RTMA suggested designers work
with tube makers before designs
are finalized and production started.

in

HOUSTON

Yes, K-NUZ corrals the market with programming catering specifically
to Houstonians.
Listeners
are
branded . . . name-branded, that is ... by products
advertised on K-NUZ. Advertisers who buy K-NUZ
get ready-made listener
loyalty . . . which, in turn,
becomes product loyalty.
An increasing list of both
local and national accounts
is proof enough for timebuyers who know that
products identified with KNUZ programming is the
quickest route to the consumer's pocketbook!
Call FORJOE
National Representative
Or DAVE MORRIS,
General Manager
at KEystone 2581
Houston, Texas

HOUSTON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
November 10, 1952
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WRFD PLAY AREA

Artist's view of planned WRFD
NATIONAL NEILSEN-RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
Regular Week September 21-27, 1952
Rating
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current

rcaVictor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your materialspot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's
research. technical experience and
Your order, large or Small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's bestrequipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-110, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. B-110, CHICAGO 11
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-110,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171

Current
Homes
%
Program
Rank
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For
All Programs)
(5.2)
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
9.6
2 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 9.6
3 Nixon Speech (CBS)
8.8
4 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 7.7
5 Great Gildersleeve (NBC) 7.6
6 Eig Story (NBC)
7.3
7 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (NBC) 7.3
8 Dr. Christian (CBS)
7.2
9 Nixon Speech (MBS)
7.2
10 Life With Luigi (CBS)
7.1
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For
All Programs)
(2.9)
1
News of the World (NBC) 5.8
5.8
One Man's Family (NBC)
4.3
Lone Ranger (ABC)
(4.0)
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) 7.8
1 Ma Perkins (CBS)
7.1
2 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
3 Arthur Godfrey (Liggett & Myers) 7.0
(CBS)
4 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
5 Guiding Light (CBS)
6.9
6.9
6 Big Sister (CBS)
6.9
7 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) 6.7
8 Right to Happiness (NBC)
6.7
Young's
109 Pepper
Aunt Jenny
(CBS)Family (NBC)
6.3
6.0
DAY,
grams)SUNDAY (Average For All Pro- (2.2)
1 True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
2 Martin Kane, Private Eye (NBC) 4.4
4.5
3 Hollywood Star Playhouse (NBC)
4.2
DAY,Programs)
SATURDAY (Average For All (2.8)
5.8
5.6
1 Fun For All (CBS)
5.3
2 Theatre of Today (CBS)
3 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
reached
or any
part
of (*)theHomes
program,
exceptduring
for all
homes
listening
only
1
to
5
minutes.
For
5-minute
programs,
average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Company

Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!
custom
record
sales ^
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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'Voices of Europe'
NATIONAL Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters will present a new
series of recorded programs, Voices
of Europe, designed to give the
opinions and attitudes of men and
women from 14 European countries
on contemporary questions. The
series, made possible by a $300,000
grant from the Fund for Adult
Education, will be made available
to member stations of the NAEB
tape-network and to other educational broadcasting groups.

April Completion Planned
RECREATION AREA scheduled
to be completed next April will be
begun by WRFD Worthington,
Ohio, as the second phase in developing center,
the station's
235-acreE.
rural radio
Herbert
Evans, vice president and general
manager of Peoples Broadcasting*
Corp., licensee, said last week.
The recreation area will include
a large shelter house with a 60person capacity and four smaller
ones at a cost of $40,000, and will
contain playground equipment, a
putting green, picnic tables, trading post, charcoal grills, comfort
facilities and 12 outdoor fireplaces.
It eventually will include a restaurant and motel, Mr. Evans said.
The grounds will be available to
employes of WRFD and those of
other firms, particularly those
sponsoring advertising on WRFD
and the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation members.

recreation area.

Ardent Amateurs
WNHC-TV New Haven
wishes to serve notice on amateur song writers all over the
country that its program,
Sc?ig Premiere, is not now on
the air and that the station
has more than 7,000 songs —
more than it needs. Spokesmen said Dave Harris, station production manager, doubled his production staff to
handle increasing mail but
that even after the show left
on summer hiatus, his secretaries were still coping with
song efforts from as far
away as Oregon, California
and the state of Washington.

This

Clock

correct

LAUNCHING of a training program
designed to familiarize employes of
major American aircraft companies
throughout the country with approved
test and installation procedures on
new RCA electronic equipment for
Armed Forces has been announced
by RCA Victor's engineering products dept. Company engineers are
demonstrating the equipment at more
than a dozen aircraft manufacturing
centers.

gives

you

time

Hourly
I Can be Synchronized1
I Unaffected by AC
Power Failures
(Self-Powered)
I Install Anywhere
(AC Power Line Not Required)
One Clock or a Complete Synchronized Clock System
Independent broadcasting stations and the major networks rely on
Self Winding Clocks for Dependable, Exact Time-keeping.
Western Union synchronization optional.*
Write today for full particulars and free estimate for recommended
installation to meet your requirements.
♦Naval Observatory Time
SELF WINDING CLOCK COMPANY, INC.
Manufacturers of Standard and Specially Designed Clocks
and Clock Systems for more than 65 Years
207 WILLOUGHBY AVENUE .
BROOKLYN 5, NEW YORK
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iage Plan Offeree
Educators
Page 81
Piel's Beer joins Cavalier Cigarettes and
The General Tire & Rubber Company as co-sponsors
tppl icatiorv
For Stations

of one of the top-rated dramatic shows on N.Y. television

Page 82
"BROADWAY
test Set Count
By Markets
Page 92

TV

THEATRE"

. . . the show that presents the same Broadway hit— live,
complete— for five consecutive nights, Monday through Friday
from 7:30 to 9 PM. . . reaching an average of 1,800,000
viewers a week (Telepulse— April through October, '52).

in

our

I

year

Miss Claire Figg; Professor Ronkin, University of Delaware; Dr. Edgar R. Miller, heart specialist; Miss Alice Doyle;
John Boiling, heart patient; Miss Irene Bloslciewicz; and Mrs. Gloria Durham, program hostess.

PRESCRIPTION
Act

JwUta

uriZk

ueiots

rfeavt-

The substitution of hope and knowledge for fear and misunderstanding
is the purpose of a series of programs on heart disease presented weekly
by WDEL-TV,

in cooperation with the Delaware Heart Association.

On "Live with Your Heart," eminent medical authorities appear
before the WDEL-TV

cameras to discuss the causes, symptoms, and

treatment of various kinds of heart disease, and to present the case
histories of individual patients. A similar series last year was so well
received that the Delaware Heart Association plans an augmented
series this fall and winter — proof positive of successful programming.
"Live with Your Heart" is one of the many public-service programs
presented by WDEL-TV
WDEL
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WILMINGTON
DELAWARE

A Steinman Station

Represented by
WDEL

in the interests of healthier, happier living.

MEEKER
New York

Associates
Chicago
Los Angelec

San Francisco
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on their competing applications. Ininterim operation on Channel 8.
SIX MORE construction permits
deed, it specifically recognized that
for new commercial TV stations
WLAN, which has protested resuch grants might be issued. See
Ashbacker
Radio Corp. v. FCC, 326
were granted by FCC last week to
peatedly the Commission's proU. S. 327." We also pointed out that
posal to switch WGAL-TV from
bring to 98 the total of post-thaw
the commission's
rules specifically
provide for the issuance
of conditional
authorizations. The total number
Channel 4 to 8 in accord with the
authorizations
where
it
appears
that
of TV outlets now is 206, of which
final allocation, suggested the in- the public interest requires the prompt
HI are on the air,
terim operation pending outcome
establishment of radio service ' in " a
community." (See Sec. 1.385Last week's permits, ail for uhf, 6f the proposed comparative hear- "particular
(a)(2)
of the Commission's
rules.)in the
were issued to the following:
ing on the application of WGALThe Supreme
Court's decision
case circumstances
recognized, therefore,
Wichita Falls, Tex. (City priority TV for regular operation on Chan- " Ashbacker
that
in
certain
a grant
nel 8 and that of WLAN for a of a competing application could
Group A-2, No. 56)— White Televibe
sion Co., granted uhf Channel 22, ef- new TV station on the same chanmade prior to a hearing on both applifective radiated power 18.5 kw visual
s. In our view theexceptions
Court's decinel [B«T, Nov. 3, Oct. 27].
sion andcationthe
and 9.3 kw aural, antenna height
mulgated express
pursuant thereto permit prothe
Interim Operation
isusnace of a conditional authorizaabove average terrain 480 ft.
tion
to
one
of
several
competing
appli^
San Bernardino, Calif. (Group A-2,
cants, in appropriate circumstances,
WLAN proposed the interim opdespite the possibility of prejudice to
No. 64)— KITO Inc. (KITO), granted
eration on Channel 8 since the
one
of the applicants. We now reaffirm
uhf Channel 18, ERP 87 kw visual and
Commission
had
approved
the
same
the
statement
made order
in ourof memoran49 kw aural, antenna 3,680 ft.
dum opinion and
Sept. 16,
that we will not give prejudicial, or
Gadsden, Ala. (Group A-2, No. 69) to WGAL-TV for that channel,
WLAN
contending
it
could
do
the
indeed any, effect to the expenditure
— Jacob A. Newborn Jr., granted uhf
of funds which will be made by WGAL
Channel 21, ERP 22 kw visual and 11 job with less expense and less preInc., in the construction of a station
kw aural, antenna 470 ft.
on Channel 8 with minimum power in
judice toward the hearing.
Lancaster. It must be pointed out,
Warren, Ohio (Group A-2, No. 80)—
Comr. George E. Sterling conhowever,izationthat
conditional
The Warren Tribune Radio Station
issued totheWGAL
Inc., wasauthormade
curred in FCC's opinion respectInc. (WHHH), granted uhf Channel
in
the
light
of
exceptional
circuming WLAN's protest of the Sept.
67, ERP 80 kw visual and 43 kw
stances. In our view if the mere expenditure of funds by WGAL Inc.,
16 ruling while Comr. Robert Bartaural, antenna 510 ft.
would
possibly
result in prejudice to
Elmira, N. Y. (Group A-2, No. 81) ley also concurred.
Peoples
Broadcasting
Co., such possiCommission
majority
noted:
bility
of
prejudice
date
— Elmira Television, granted uhf
does not enable it toat bara future
the interim
Channel 24, ERP 58 kw visual and
use
of
that
channel
for
a
period
which
We
reject
the
view
that
Peoples'
[WLAN] interest, which we recognized
29 kw aural, antenna 850 ft.
is expressly
limited to the
determina-on
to designate for heartion of the comparative
proceeding
Lynchburg, Va. (Group A-2, No. in ouring itsdecision
application for construction
its
application
and
[of]
WGAL
Inc.
permit,
gives it standing
to set aside
85) — Old Dominion Broadcasting
this conditional
authorization
[to
Comr. Bartley said:
Corp. (WWOD), granted uhf Channel
WGAL-TV], As we stated in our memo16, ERP 100 kw visual and 57 kw
randum opinion and order the decision hasI concur
in the result.
petition,
not brought
forwardThe'any
new
aural, antenna 500 ft.
of the Supreme Court in theAshbgcker
questions
which were
notInc.considered
when
we
ordered
WGAL
to
shift
case
"...
does
not
preclude'
the
issuance in appropriate circumstances of
The new station grants result
Channel 4 to Channel 8. This
a conditional authority to one of sev- from
order does not affect the outcome of
from FCC's temporary speed up
eral mutually exclusive applicants
the comparative hearing which we
processing plan which became ef- pending determination of the hearing
fective Oct. 15 and under which
the Commission since then has
been passing over contested applications in order to expedite service
to cities presently without staAN
PLcorpoEa non-profit
AGof
formation
By LARRY
CHRISTOPHER
PACK
tions. The plan, formed in view of SC
HOOL
ration or foundation which will apWILL TV applicants in some major
the large backlog of hearing cases,
ply for the commercial channel in
will continue for a time. Processcities find themselves in comparabehalf of the university or college.
ing continues on hearing applicative hearing before FCC with com% Aid in obtaining all necestions designated or notified prior
petitive applications from local eduto Oct. 15.
cational institutions who propose
sary funds to construct and operate such a station.
The Commission last Friday was
"non-profit,
semi-commercial"
outlets?
expected to issue a list of contested
# Help prepare the foundaapplications passed over since Oct.
Several colleges and universities
tion's application, including engineering, programming and other
15 under the temporary speed up
in Miami, Cleveland and Washingdetails.
(The foundation would
plan (see At Deadline, page 114).
ton were reported last week to have
name legal counsel to prosecute the
By memorandum opinion and
been presented proposals for such bid
before the FCC.)
order, the Commission last week
combined commercial - educational
dismissed a protest and petition
operation on regular commercial
Q any
Uponfacilities
a grant,required,
"erect furand
build
filed by WLAN Lancaster, Pa., for
channels by Washington Associates
nish all personnel, undertake the
reconsideration of FCC's action of Inc., a consulting firm in the naSept. 16 (reported Sept. 18) authorprogramming of all entertainment
tion's capital composed of persons
izing conditional operation of associated
programs,
service all the sales efwith
the
radio-TV
inWGAL-TV Lancaster on Channel 8. dustry.
forts, both on a local and national
In a second order, FCC dismissed
Although the specific proposal to scale, using where possible the perWLAN's petition for waiver of different colleges and universities
sonnel of the foundation*."
is understood to vary, this in subSec. 1.364 of the Commission's rules
At no time would the university
stance is reported to be the plan. incur financial obliga1ak»i= in the
which prohibits filing of multiple
Washington Associates proposes:
applications and dismissed an asiociated application by WLAN for
# Assist and participate in the venture, it is pointed out,, since the
1ROADCASTING
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have designated between WGAL Inc.
and Peoples Broadcasting Co. If the
public is to continue to receive servicetionfrom
opera-of
must abe Lancaster
on Channelstation
8 instead
Channel 4. Due to the availability of
increased power authority for other
stations on Channel 4, it is necessary
that Lancaster operation on Channel
4 be discontinued if the public receiving service from Lancaster is to continueclusion
to receive
service pending
of the comparative
hearing.con_^_The Commission also reported
last week that its notice^ _of_ ^Oct.
30 announcing
the grantto KGMBof sp6J~
cial
temporary authority
TV Honolulu to~eommenceTinterim
' operation Die. 1 on Channel 9
[B*T, cluded
Nov.
have'
innotation3]of should
dissent by
Chairman Paul A. Walker and Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock.
John S. Booth, one-third owner
and general manager of WCHA
Chambersburg, Pa., and 50% owner of Elmira Television, reported it
hopes to commence by March 1-15.
RCA equipment has been ordered.
J. J. Flanagan, KITO president,
estimated the new San Bernardino
Channel 18 station will be on the
air in 8 to 12 months depending
upon DuMont equipment deliveries.
Representative will be George P.
Hollingbery Co.
J. A. Newborn Jr., Channel 2i
grantee at Gadsden, reported he is
seeking personnel and equipment
for expected April commencement.

"c°^
d Ed
0ffere
non-profit
foundation
Would
handle
the construction through gifts or
loans and the complete operation,
including educational programs,
would be sustained by the commercial program revenue. Network
affiliation is contemplated.
For its services, it was reported,
Washington Associates would receive "a negotiated service fee"
yearly which would be based on
grossexpenses
sales, plus
a "small prior
charge"to
for
and overhead
final
action
by
FCC
on
the
application.
It was learned from several
sources that the Ford Foundation
would be approached for funds to
help construct such stations.
Principals in Washington Associates includes President Franklin
C. Salisbury, Washington attorney
and onetime administrative as(G<s<Miyme& on page 88)
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NEW

television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Oct. 31 through Nov. 6
Grants Since April 14:
UHF
VHF
Commercial
22
67
Educational
2
7
Total
24
74
Commercial television stations on the air
1
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico i-Brownsvi l!e.
Applications Filed Since April 14:
111 1
New Amended
UHF
VHF
511
379
Commercial
569
322
4
14
Educational
18
393
Total
587
322
515
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
z Includes 98 already granted.
NEW

STATION GRANTS
Listed by States
GADSDEN, Ala.— Jacob A. Newborn
Jr. Granted uhf Ch. 21 (512-518 mc);
ERP 22 kw visual, 11 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
470 ft., above ground 150 ft. Engineering condition. Estimated construction
cost S140.000, first year operating cost
$96,000, revenue 8128,500. Post Office
address P. O. Box 1592, Beaumont,
Tex. Studio and transmitter location
1200 Bellevue Drive, Gadsden. GeographicW.coordinates
02' 09" N. Lat.,
86° 00' 06"
Long.34°Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Consulting engineer Mcintosh & Inglis, Washington. Sole
owner is Jacob A. Newborn Jr., president and 25% stockholder of Television Bcstrs. Inc., uhf Ch. 31 applicant at Beaumont. Tex.; president and
20% ingsstockholder
& Loan Assn.;ofsoleBeaumont
owner of SavSan
Marcos Laundry, San Marcos, Tex.;
owner of real estate in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama, and
board chairman of Industrial Research
Foundation. [For application, see TV
Applications, B.T, Oct. 6.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 69.
SAN BERNARDINO, Calif. — KITO
Die.
(KITO).ERPGranted
Ch. 1849(494500 mo;
87 kw uhfvisual,
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 3,680 ft., above ground 110 ft.
Engineering condition. Estimated construction cost 3179,821, first year operating cost $180,000, revenue $200,000.
Post Office address 569 Fourth St., San
Bernardino, Calif. Studio location 569
Fourth St. Transmitter location in San
Bernardino Mountain Range. Geographic coordinates 34= 14' 10" N. Lat.,
117=
42" W. Long.
Transmitter
Mont,14'antenna
GE. Legal
counsel Du-H.
G. Wall, San Bernardino. Consulting
engineercludeOwen
Principals
inPresident J.J. Ford.
J. Flanigan
(49%),
generaldent andmanager
of
KITO;
Vice
PresiTreasurer H. G. Wall (23%),
now retired,
but to
officer
38% stockholder from 1942
1948 and
in WDSU
New
Orleans, La., and officer and 75% stockholder from 1938 to 1944 in WIBC Indianapolis.(28%).
Ind., and [For
Secretary
Margaret B. Wall
application
and amendment, see TV Applications,
B.T, Oct. 27, May 12.] City priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 64.
ELMIRA, N. Y.— Elmira Television.
Granted uhf Ch. 24 (530-536 mc); ERP
58 kw visual, 29 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 850 ft.,
above ground
431 ft. construction
Engineering condition. Estimated
cost
$241,380,
first
year
operating
$200,000, revenue S275.000. Post Officecostaddress
% Saylesmira,&N. Y.
Evans,
415 E.location
Water St.,Mark
ElStudio
Twain Hotel. Transmitter location
R.F.D. No. 1, Wellsburg, N. Y., 2.7 mi.
south of Elmira city limits. Geographic
coordinates 42' 01' 51" N. Lat., 76° 47'
10" W. tennaLong.
Transmitter
DuMont, Zias,
anGE. Legal
counsel Loucks,
Young & Jansky, Washington. Consulting engineer Kear & Kennedy,
Washington. Principals include partners T. K. Cassel (50%), president and
99% owner of WDAD Indiana, Pa., sole
owner of WATS Sayre, Pa., and 25.8%
owner of WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.;
and, John
S. Booth
vice owner
president, general
manager(50%),
and 33%
of WCHA, 45% owner of a real estate
firm in Chambersburg and 45% owner
of a farm and real estate development
firm. [For application and amendment,
Page 82 • November 10, 1952

Total
89
9
93

18
Total
1121
891 2.

909 =
see TV Applications, B.T, Sept. 1,
June 81.30.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
WARREN, Ohio— The Warren Tribune Radio Station Dae. (WHHH).
Granted uhf Ch. 67 (788-794 mc); ERP
80 kw visual, 43 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 510 ft.,
above ground
514 ft.construction
Engineering condition. Estimated
cost
$484,421, first year operating cost
$175,000, revenue $150,000. Post Office
address 108 Main St. Studio and transmitter location on SE corner at intersection of Ridge Road and Youngstown Road. Geographic coordinates
41° 13' 07" N. and
Lat., antenna
80° 46' 46"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel Miller & Schroeder, Washington. Consulting engineer John Creutz,
Washington.
include
President Helen Principals
Hart Hulbert,
Secretary
Albert A. Chanson, Treasurer Michael
S. Kuzmack and Assistant Secretary
Mary
The inWarren
TribuneKathryn
owns 100O'Conner.
% of stock
applicant. [For application and amendment,
see TV Applications, B.T, Oct. 20,
July 80.28.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
WICHITA FALLS, Tex.— White Television Co. Granted uhf Ch. 22 (518-524
mc); ERP 18.5 kw visual, 9.3 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
480 ft., above ground 485 ft. Engineering
condition. Estimated construction cost
$275,000, first year operating cost $100.000, revenue
$100,000.
PostFalls.
Office
address 1507 Lamar,
Wichita
Studio
and transmitter location V2 mi. west
of city limits on Seymour Road. GeographicW.coordinates
53' 51" N. Lat.,
98=
32' 44"
Long.33°counsel
Transmitter
antenna
RCA. Legal
Ross and
K.
Prescott, Dallas. Consulting engineer
W. D. Buford, Lawton, Okla. Sole
owner is W. Earl White, president and
16%
ownerFalls.
of White's
Auto Storessee Inc.,
Wichita
[For application,
TV
Applications, B.T, July 7.] City priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 5S.
LYNCHBURG, Va. — Old Dominion
Bcstg. Corp. (WWOD). Granted uhf Ch.
16 (482-488 mc); ERP 100 kw visual,
57 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 500 ft., above ground
553 ft. mated
Engineering
conditions.
construction cost
$166,835, Estifirst
year operating cost 360,000, revenue
$60,000. Post Office address P. O. Box
918, Lynchburg. Studio and transmitter
location Route 501, 0.3 mi. NW of
Lynchburg city limits. Geographic coordinates 79° Transmitter
12' 44" N. Lat.,
37° 26' an27"
W. Long.
DuMont,
tenna RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duval & Southmayd, Washington.
Consulting engineer George E. Gautney, Washington. Principals include
President D. H. Dillard (42.2%), Vice
President P. G. Dillard (17.8%), E. S.
Dillard (17.8%) and W. H. Buruss
(5.6%). [For application, see TV
Applications, B.T, Sept. 1.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 85.
COLOR TV TEST
WNBT (TV) New York City— NBC.
Granted Special Temporary Authority
to use WNBT (TV) as experimental
station with call letters KE2XJV, for
purpose of testing RCA color television system from Nov. 10 to Nov. 26,
1952. Operation to be limited to not
more than 15 minutes daily, Monday
through Friday, betwen 9 a.m. and 12
noon, and to be in accordance with
Sec.
of issued
Commission's
Test
report3.666
to be
by Jan. Rules.
15, 1953.

APPLICATIONS
Listed by States
MESA, Ariz. — Harkins Bcstg. Inc.
(KTYL),
vhf Ch.13.45
12 kw
(204-210
ERP
26.9
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 402 ft.,
above ground 400 ft. Estimated construction$100,000,
cost $326,826,revenue
first year$135,000.
operating cost
Post office address Box 885, Mesa,
Ariz. Studio and transmitter location
1 mi. west of Mesa city limits on south
side of U. S. 80, at site of KTYL (AM).
Geographic
33° 24' 48" N.
Lat., 111= Principals
52' coordinates
35" W. Long.
DuMont.
includeTransmitter
President
Harry L. Nace Jr., Vice President
Harry L. Nace (53.72%), Secretary
DwighturerHarkins
TreasLorenzo K. (35.86%)
Lisonbeeand(10.42%).
Applicant also is licensee of KCLF
Clifton, Ariz., and applicant for new
AM station in Yuma, Ariz, [see FCC
Roundup, B.T, Oct. 27]. City priority
status: Gr. B-3, No. 178.
OAKLAND, Calif.— Channel Two Inc.,
vhf Ch. 2 (54-60 mc); ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 1,280 ft., above ground
212 ft. Estimated construction cost
$683,200, first year operating cost $840,000, revenue $960,000. Post Office ad1516 Central
Bldg.,
landdress
12, Calif.
StudioBank
location
20th Oakand
Broadway. Transmitter location 15 mi.
SW of Oakland, Calif., or 7% mi. SSW
of downtown San Francisco, on San
Bruno Mtn., adjacent to KNBC-FM and
KRON-TV San Francisco transmitter
locations.
37 =
41'
19" N. Geographic
Lat.,
26'coordinates
07"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 122°
antenna
Legal
counsel Cohn & Marks. Washington.
Consulting engineer Weldon & Carr,
Washington.
dent StoddardPrincipals
P. Johnstoninclude
(50% ),Presivice
president of KFMB-AM-TV San Diego,
Calif.; Vice President Ingraham Reed
(5%), vice president of Maloney, Regan
& Schmidt (advertising), San Francisco, and ten other minority stockhold212. ers. City priority status: Gr. B-5, No.
LAKE CHARLES, La. — Southland
Telecasters, uhf Ch. 25 (536-542 mc);
ERP 19.86 kw visual, 10.72 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
330 ft., above ground 348 ft. Estimated
construction cost $177,500, first year
operating
cost $120,000,
000. Post Office
address revenue
P. O. Box3120,30,
Batonter Rouge,
La.
Studio
transmitlocation SE corner and
of Ryan
and
Jackson Streets. Geographic coordinates 30° 14'Transmitter
22" N. Lat.,and93° antenna
12' 58"
W. Long.
RCA. Legal counsel McKenna & WilWashington.
Consulting
engineer kinson,
George E.
Gautney,
Washington.
Principals include Charles W. Lamar
(new 100%), majority owner of Lamar
Adv. Co., Baton Rouge, and subscriber
to minority stock interest of WAFB
Baton Rouge, contingent on grant of
application for new TV station, and
T. E. ager
Gibbens,
vice president,
and minority
stockholderman-of
WAFB. (Net profits of partnership will
be shared in ratio of 75% to Mr.
Lamar and 23% to Mr. Gibbens; after
Mr. Lamar has withdrawn in profits
an amount equal to his capital contribution towillpartnership,
nership
be owned assets
75% ofby partMr.
Lamar and 25% by Mr. Gibbens.)
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 103.
LANSING, Mich. — Lansing Bcstg. Co.
(WDLS),
uhf Ch.12.8
54 kw
(710-716
ERP
25.6
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 375 ft.,
above ground 390 ft. Estimated construction cost $105,254. first year operating cost $280,000, revenue $300,000.
Post Office address 407-11 North Washington St., Lansing
30, Mich.
and transmitter
location
Olds Studio
Tower
Bldg., Capitol Ave. and Allegan St.
Geographic
42°Transmitter
43' 57" N.
Lat.,
84= 33' coordinates
15" W.Legal
Long.counsel
and antenna
RCA.
Welch,
Mott & Morgan, Washington. Consulting engineer
& Inglis,
Washington. Mcintosh
Principals include
President
W. A. dentPomeroy
(26.92%),
Vice
O. D. Campbell (4.25%), PresiVice
President Edwin L. Byrd (17.1%), Secretary-Treasurer John C. Pomeroy
(26.92%), Miriam Byrd (17.1%), Laura
E. Campbell (4.25%), Bessie M. Pomeroy (18.8%) and six other minority
stockholders.
B-2, No. 147. City priority status: Gr.
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C— Cape Fear
Bcstg. Co. (WFNC), uhf Ch. 18 (494500 mc); ERF 17.9 kw visual, 9.9 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 299 ft., above ground 265 ft.
Estimated construction cost $144,500,
first year
operating
cost address
$100,000, P.rev-O.
enue $105,000.
Post Office
Box 1230, Fayetteville, N. C. Studio location 114V2 Anderson
Fayetteville.
Transmitter
location onSt.,north
side of
Bragg villeBlvd.,
0.75
mi.
NW
of Fayettecity limits at transmitter
location

TV CALL LETTERS
FCC assigned the following
call letters to TV station permittees:
KUSC-TV Los Angeles, Calif.
(U. lan
of Hancock
Southern
California,
AlFoundation,
uhf Ch.
*28); WFMD-TV Frederick, Md.
(The Monocacy Bcstg. Co., uhf
Ch. 62);sing,WKAR-TV
East State
LanMich. (Michigan
Board of Agriculture, uhf Ch.
60); KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
(KFEQLincoln,
Inc., vhf Neb.
Ch. 2);(Cornbelt
KFORTV
Bcstg. Corp., vhf Ch. 10); WETV
(TV) Raleigh,
N. C. Co.,
(Sir uhf
Walter
Television
& Bcstg.
Ch.
28);
KFDA-TV
Amarillo,
(Amarillo Bcstg. Co., vhf Tex.
Ch.
10);
(KEPOKEPO-TV
Inc., vhfElCh.Paso,
13), Tex.
and
KAMI-TV Honolulu, T. H. (Radio Honolulu Ltd., vhf Ch. 11).

of WFNC-AM-FM. Geographic coordi35° 04' 46" N. Lat.,
55' 58" GE.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
and 78°
antenna
Legal counsel Loucks, Zias, Young &
Jansky, gineer
Washington.
Consulting
enCraven, Lohnes
& Culver,
Washington.
Principals
include
President Theodore K. Weyher (24.7%),
freight
of Atlantic
Railroad agent
at Dade
County, Coast
Fla.: Line
Vice
President Victor W. Dawson (16.9%),
manager of WFNC-AM-FM; John G.
Dawson torney,
(33.8%),
(N. (24.7%),
C.) atand Mary Kinston
C. Weyher
wife of Theodore K. Weyher. City priority status: Gr. A-2. No. 134.
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. — Rollins
Bcstg. Die. (WFAI), uhf Ch. 18 (494500 mc); ERP 212.4 kw visual, 112.4
kw aural;
age terrainantenna
478 ft.,height
above above
groundaver551
ft. Estimated construction cost $264,340, first year operating cost $150,000,
revenue $175,000. Post Office address
Moore Bldg., Rehoboth, Del. Studio
and transmitter location between Ramsey and North St., just inside city
limits.
Geographic
coordinates
04'
27" N. Lat.,
78° 52' 52"
W. Long. 35°
Transmitter and antenna GE. Legal counsel M. R. Barnes, Washington. Consulting
engineerDel.
G. R.
Chambers,
Rehoboth Beach,
Principals
include
John W. Rollins (62.5%), O. Wayne
Rollins (33.3%) and Katherine E. Rollins (4.2%). Applicant also is licensee
of WRAD Radford, Va., WRAP Norfolk, Va., and WJWL Georgetown. Del.;
applicant for new TV station in Dover,
Del. [TV Applications, B.T Nov. 3],
and new AM stations in Roanoke, Va.,
and Dover, Del. City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 134.
AMARDLLO, Tex. — The Texan Telecasting Co., vhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc);
ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 832
ft., above ground 813 ft. Estimated construction cost $626,946, first year operating cost $173,000, revenue $194,000.
Post Office address 1532 Life of America
Bldg., risonDallas.
Studio location
St. Transmitter
location 5043.9Harmi.
north of Amarillo on Wild Cherry St.,
0.9 mi. east of Western Ave. Geographic
coordinates
35° 17'
35" N. Lat.,
101°
52' 01" W. Long.
Transmitter
DuMont,
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Maurice
R. Barnes, Washington. Consulting
engineer ington.
Robert
M. Silliman,
Wash-is
Sole owner
of applicant
Mrs. Loula Mae Harrison, president
and principal stockholder of Prairie
Oil & Gas Co., owner of L. C. Harrison Oil Co., Dallas, and until March
1951 licensee of KLWN Lawrence, Kan.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 47.
SAN ANGELO, Tex.— Westex Television Co. (KTXL), vhf Ch. 8 (180-186
mc); ERP 10.9 kw visual, 5.45 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 419 ft., above ground 443 ft.
Estimated construction cost $165,000,
first year operating cost $222,000, revenue $250,000. Post Office address 1901
W. Beauregard
St., Sanlocation
Angelo.on Studio and transmitter
SE
corner of intersection of Texas Ave.
and Armstrong St. Geographic coordinates 31° 29'
29" N. Lat.,and100°antenna
26' 03"
W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA. Legal counsel Welch, Mott &
Morgan, Washington. Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington. Principals include general
partners
(50% ofeach)
Rust, president
KTXL Armistead
and mayor D.of
San Angelo, and B. P. Bludworth,
owner of Brownwood
(Tex.) Poster
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Service
Co., 50%advertising),
owner of Mid-West
Co. (outdoor
Abilene,
Tex., 50% owner of Bludworth & Neiswanger ident(oil
production)
and vicestatus:
presof KTXL.
City priority
Gr. A-2, No. 77.
SACRAMENTO,
Calif.— Cal Tel Co.
(Ashley L. Robison and Frank E. Hurd,
formerly d/b as KAA-TV Co.), uhf
Ch. 40 (626-632 mc); ERP 234 kw visual,
120 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 1,384 ft., above ground
391 ft. Estimated construction cost
$442,000,
first year
operating
$366,720,
revenue
$390,000.
Studiocostlocation
to be determined. Transmitter location
10 mi. west of Placerville, atop Pine
Hill. Geographic coordinates 38° 43' 11"
N. Lat.,mitter120°
59' 21" GE.
W. Long.
and antenna
[For Transearlier
application, see TV Applications, B.T
Oct. 11.13]. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
SACRAMENTO, Calif— Maria Helen
Alvarez, uhf Ch. 40 (626-632 mc); ERP
265 kw visual, 138 kw aural. Estimated
construction cost $505,186, first year
operating
cost $510,000,
revenueis Maria
$550,000. Sole owner
of applicant
Helen Alvarez, owner of 50% voting
interest in KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.,
50% owner of Superior Television Co.,
in CorTV station
new and
for Tex.,
applicant
pus Christi,
25% owner of
Wrather, Hill & Alvarez, applicant for
new TV station in Little Rock, Ark.
TV Appli[For earlier
cations, B.T,application,
July 28.] see
City priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 11.
BATON ROUGE, La.— Baton Rouge
Bcstg.ERP
Co. 100
(WJBO),
vhf 50
Ch.kw2 aural;
(54-60
mc);
kw visual,
antenna height above average terrain
424 ft., above ground 478 ft. Estimated
construction cost $421,388, first year
operating
cost $289,063,
$345,000.
Post office
address revenue
is 444 Florida
St., Baton
Rouge.
Studio
and
transmitter location on Roosevelt Road in
East Baton Rouge Parish, site of WJBO
coordinates 30° 25'
Geographic
(AM).
25"
N. Lat.,
91° 10' 30" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna RCA. Legal counsel Hogan & Hartson, Washington.
Consulting engineer Millard M. Garrison. (Change from Ch. 10.) [For application, see TV Applications, B.T,
July 19.7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
MERIDIAN, Miss.— Mississippi Bcstg.
Co. (WCOC), uhf Ch. 30 (566-572 mc);
ERP 210.5 kw visual, 105.2 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
500 ft., above ground 251 ft Post office address is Threefoot Bldg., Meridian, Miss. Studio location Threefoot
Bldg., Meridian. Transmitter location
about 2 mi. south of Meridian on U. S.
45. Geographic coordinates 32° 19' 40"
N. Lat.,mitter88°
41' 28" W.
Transand antenna
RCA.Long.
Consulting
engineer Fred O. Grimwood & Co.,
St. Louis. (Change from Ch. 11.) [Filed
July
16.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No. 101.

W. D. (Dub) Rogers (I), president, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., slated to go on
the air Thursday, is congratulated by (I to r) A. L. Lott Sr., member of the
board of directors, Texas Telecasting Inc., KDUB-TV owner-operator; W. W.
Conley, secretary-treasurer, and Vernice Ford, vice president of the firm.
WPIX Inc. Change to 83 kw visual,
43 kw aural.
WNBK Bcstg.
(TV) CLEVELAND,
OhioNational
Co. Mod. CP (which
authorized changes in existing station)
to change ERP to 100 kw visual, 50
kw aural.
WHUM-TV READING, Pa.— Eastern
Radio Corp. Mod. CP (which authorized
new TV station, as mod.) to move
studio location to Skyline Drive on
Mount
Penn, Lower Alsasce Township,
Pa.
WSEE-TV
RIVERTON,
R. I.—
England
Television
Inc. Mod.
CP New
(as
mod., tion)which
authorized
new
TV
stato change ERF to 85.1 kw visual,
47.9 kw aural.
WSLS-TV ROANOKE, Va.— Roanoke
Bcstg.izedCorp.
CP to
(which
new TV Mod.
station),
changeauthorERP
to 252 kw visual, 126 kw aural. Change
studio location
surance Bldg. to Shenandoah Life In-

TV

WROV-TV to ABC-TV
AFFILIATION of WROV-TV
Roanoke, Va., with ABC-TV, effective Dec. 15, when station goes
on the air, was announced Wednesday by Alfred
Beckman,
ABC's
national
directorR. of
radio and
TV
station relations department. Addition of WROV-TV will increase
number of ABC-TV affiliates to 68.
WROV-TV is owned by Radio
Roanoke Inc., which operates
WROV-AM. New video outlet will
operate on Ch. 27 with 104.7 kw
visual power and 62.6 kw aural
power. General manager is Frank
Koehler.

HEARINGS

HOMES have been mortgaged, savings accounts tapped and other
financial sacrifices undertaken by
two dozen employes of KOIN Portland, Ore., in their effort to retain
EXISTING STATIONS
"family" ownership of the Channel
Changes Requested
6 applicant by purchase of a 43.5%
WAFM-TV BIRMINGHAM, Ala.— The
stock interest relinquished by
Television Corp. (formerly Voice of
Alabama Inc.). Change ERP to 316 Ralph E. Stolkin, Edward G. Burke
Jr. and Sherrill C. Corwin.
kw visual, 189.6 kw aural.
FCC was petitioned last week by
KECA-TV LOS ANGELES, Calif.—
American Bcstg. Co. Change ERP to Mount Hood Radio and Television
155 kw visual, 77.5 kw aural.
Broadcasting Corp., KOIN licensee,
WKNX-TV SAGINAW, Mich.— Lake
Huron Bcstg. Corp. Mod. CP (which for consent to amend the Portland
authorized new TV station) to change
TV application in order to show
ERP to 18.8 kw visual, 12.6 kw aural. the withdrawal of the Stolkin
Antenna height above average terrain group. Messrs. Stolkin, Burke and
441 ft.
Corwin also are giving up their
WPIX (TV) NEW YORK CITY—
43.5% in KJR Seattle.
This development is the second
instance in the Portland television
Hooper Signs Seven
hearings of principals withdrawing
3EVEN new subscribers to the from an applicant. Earlier, Walter
lew TV-Area Hooperatings, bring- J. Stiles Jr., general manager and
minority stockholder in Oregon
ng the total list to 24, were anTelevision Inc., Channel 12 applilounced last week by C. E. Hooper
cant, resigned for unexplained
nc. The 40-city TV reports issued
"personal reasons" just days be>y the firm started this month.
fore he was scheduled to take the
•iew subscribers are : Carter Prodwitness stand [B*T, Oct. 27].
lcts, Campbell - Mithun, Fitzgerald
Mr. Stolkin and two other assoVdv. Agency, Gardner Adv. Co.,
ciates withdrew a fortnight ago
£udner Inc. agency, Ruthrauff & from the presidency and directorlyan and Tatham-Laird.
ships of RKO Pictures Corp., folBROADCASTING
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Mt.

Hood

lowing a series of articles in the
Wall Street Journal concerning
their earlier business activities [B*
T, Oct. 27]. These included punchboard distribution and mail-order
sales and were reported also to
have involved Federal Trade Commission citations and Better Business Bureau complaints.
Messrs. Burke and Corwin, who
also were members of the original
five-man Stolkin group purchasing
the Howard Hughes' $7 million
holding in RKO in September [B*
T, Sept. 29], remain on the RKO
board, it was reported.
Relinquishment of the 43.5%
holdings of Messrs. Stolkin, Burke
and Corwin in both KOIN and KJR
was announced by Theodore R.
Gamble, himself 43.5% owner of
the two stations and chairman of
their boards.
In the KOIN transaction, the
stock is sold to the corporation for
$65,250, its par value and the sum
for which it was acquired by the
Stolkin group. The present seven
officer-stockholders and the 24 other
employes of KOIN who are involved purchase additional and new
stock from the corporation in like
amount and also provide a total
of $550,000 to liquidate obligations

KDUB-TV DEBUT
Operation Begins Thursday
KDUB-TV Lubbock, first postfreeze TV station in Texas, will
begin commercial telecasting Thursday, W. D. (Dub) Rogers, president-general manager, announced
last week.
Amid gala opening ceremonies,
the station is to go on the air with
a live program originating from in
front of the Lubbock National
Bank Bldg. where KDUB-TV has
temporary studios. A temporary
KDUB-TV tower stands atop the
bank building.
Mr. Rogers explained that the
permanent KDUB-TV building will
be completed about March 1. A 1,000-ft. tower is now under construction.
Set owners within a 15-20 mile
range of Lubbock are expected to
be able to receive KDUB-TV programs with the present tower.
When the permanent tower is in
operation, Mr. Rogers estimated
that residents within 50-60 miles
will be able to receive KDUB-TV
programs. The station is affiliated
with CBS-TV and will operate on
vhf Ch. 13.
John Hicks will serve as program manager and, for the time
being, as film director. Mr. Hicks
formerly was assistant program
manager of KEYL (TV) San Antonio.
Mr. Rogers added that he hoped
to be able to announce names of
those who will fill the posts of
commercial manager and chief engineer by last Friday.
Seeks

Amendment

due Marshall Field, former principal owner of the station.
Among the employes who become
stockholders are Louis Bookwalter,
director of engineering; Byron
Paul, transmitter supervisor; Les
Halpin, news director; Owen (Red)
Dunning, music director; William
Mears, production manager; Benjamin Wold, director of copyright
and copy clearance; and Duncan
McLeod, chief announcer.
General Manager Harry H. Buckendahl, vice president and 3% owner, increases his holding to 11.75%.
Program Manager Ted W. Cooke,
director and 2% owner, becomes
vice president and increases his
holding to 2.6%.
Mr. Gamble, upon FCC approval,
personally will take over the Stolkin group's stock in KJR, thus inceasing his interest to 87%. Par
value
of $65,250
will be paid.
licensee,
Mt. Rainier
RadioKJR's
and
Television Corp., which seeks Channel 7 at Seattle, has renegotiated
the note of $650,000 due Marshall
Field in August 1953, extending
the obligation for a five-year
Mr. Gamble and his associates
acquired
KOIN and
period.(Continued
on KJR
page from
9U) Mr.
November 10, 1952
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Broadcasting Co. It aired results
Full Station Coverage at Local Level
from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m. the following
(Continued from page 28)
day, with Graeme Zimmer, Richard
Eaton and Gene Miller handling reNew Jersey and Delaware, both for Alexandria, Arlington and Fairfax
mote reports.
five minutes of each half hour, be- County in Virginia each half hour,
WBAL-TV Baltimore, Md., used
ginning at 8:25 p.m. WFIL-TV
with Phillips radio and TV sponfilms taken throughout the day at
soring this coverage.
coverage was sponsored by American Oil Co., through Joseph Katz
Republican and Democratic headIn Nation's Capital
quarters, with processing handled
agency, with John Corcoran as key
at Pimlico Race Track and rushed
man before the cameras to analyze
WRC and WNBW(TV) Washtrends. Election returns were reington stationed special crews in back to the "studio. Tote boards
by American Totalisator
layed from the Philadelphia In- the Times Herald city room to re- supplied
Co. were used to flash vote totals on
port on Maryland and Virginia
quirer to a WFIL-AM-TV news
desk headed by Donald P. Kahn.
voting twice hourly, starting at TV screens, either as super-impositions over network programs or
WFIL-AM coverage was sponsored
8:25 p.m. on WRC, with Dave Van
by Philadelphia Saving Fund So- Sothen and Kennedy Ludlam air- for straight effect on live segments.
Station claimed exclusive interciety, through Gray & Rogers
ing returns, and at 9 : 35 on WNBW
views and thorough on - the - spot
agency, with Charles Harrison
(TV), with Earl Godwin and Ray
coverage throughout night.
heading election returns airing.
Michael using master charts.
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., reRadio and TV newsmen were staWOL Washington started Marymained on the air until 4:30 a.m.
tioned at various political headland and Virginia coverage at 7 to report on results involving state
quarters to report activities.
p.m., co-operating with WGAY Sil- offices won by the Democrats in
WIP Philadelphia and the Amerver Spring, Md., to bring Maryland
carrying West Virginia. Station
ican Legion, co-operating with results from WGAY newsmen
broadcast from the news room of
MBS and American Heritage FounErnie Tannen, Chuck Dulane and the Charleston Daily Mail with
dation, conducted a pre-election Val Thomas four times each hour,
get-out-the-vote drive Oct. 30 with and stationing its own newsmen at coverage by Mort Cohn, program
director, and Ross Edwards, news
citizens turning on their porch
election headquarters in Ai-lington.
editor, among others.
lights that evening to signify in- WOL
national
returns
were
aired
tentions to vote.
Crosley Combination
by WOL newsmen Gene Berger,
In Ohio, the Crosley TV stations,
Boston Stations
Joseph C. Harsch, George CrawWLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWC
ford and George Campbell. Entire
(TV) Columbus and WLWD (TV)
In Boston, WEEI opened an allcoverage was sponsored by Bradnight session at 6:30 p.m., Tuesday,
Dayton, combined forces to bring
bury Homes.
headed by Charles Ashley, who
election returns. Direct pickups
furnished CBS with Massachusetts
Phillip's, Washington TV and were made by WLWT from Covoting returns.
appliance chain, purchased local
lumbus election points via WLWC,
WBZ-AM-TV Boston started its three- and five-minute cut-ins on with switches to WLWD. More
than 100 WLWT members worked
reporting at 8 p.m. on radio and WTOP-TV WMAL-TV WWDC
9 p.m. on TV, with both breaking WMAL WOOK and WTOP to bring
at election headquarters in its
away from NBC twice hourly to election coverage. Using a Parade
studio B, with direct communicareport on local and Massachusetts
of Progress theme for its sixth antions to candidates' and political
results. Ken Mayer headed radio
locally, in Louisville
niversary,themes
Phillip'sto
employed
tutional
climaxinstiits headquarters
reporting and John Taylor, Boston
and Indianapolis, and to Cincinnati
newspaperman, reported for TV, month-long "Vote With Phillip's" newspapers. WLWT newsmen were
with Arch McDonald reporting on promotion, planned by its agency,
headed by Peter Grant, assisted by
both media.
Cohn & Miller, to give voteless
Glenn Wilson, Bob Provence, Dallas
WNAC-TV Boston preceded its Washingtonians a chance to exDeWeese, Barry Lake, Howard
press Presidential preferences.
election coverage on Nov. 1 by demChamberlain and John Baker, with
onstrating "How to Use Voting
WOOK served as flagship for Terry Flynn in charge of the cenMachines" in an afternoon pro- election returns to seven stations
tral news desk.
gram.
owned and operated by the United
A
special Hooper coincidental
In Hartford, Conn., WDRC combined with the Hartford Times and
the latter's WTHT there to bring
listeners fast and complete returns
DEWEY TELETHON
in an agreement between Francis
Faces WOR-TV Cameras 6% Hours on Election Eve
S. Murphy, Times publisher, and
Franklin M. Doolittle, WDRC
GOV. Thomas E. Dewey of New
as Governor of New York
president. Compilations gathered
[B*T,
York conducted a marathon camNov. 13, 1950].
in the Times newsroom were broadpaign
on
behalf
of
Gen.
Dwight
cast simultaneously on both staStarting at 6 a.m., Gov. Dewey
tions, to mark the first time such D. Eisenhower for a total of 6%
hours out of 18 on WOR-TV New
appeared at least 15 minutes of
a plan has been tried in Hartford.
York on election eye.
In Bridgeport, WICC maintained
every hour, except for a dinner
His performance paralleled his break, until 9:45 p.m., after which
five pickup points, with WICC studios as the main control center for 18-hour stint on WOR-TV in 1950 he remained on the air until midwhen he was seeking re-election
election coverage. Philip Merrynight. He replied to telephoned and
man, president and general mantelegraphed
questions, quoted Gen.
ager, and Manning Slater, vice
Eisenhower's
stand on major issues
president in charge of sales, preand introduced such guests as Mrs.
sented commentaries on trends and
Wendell Willkie, Mrs. Fiorello H.
results, with assistance from J.
LaGuardia, Clare Boothe Luce and
Kenneth Bradley and Benjamin
John Roosevelt.
Leipner. The four remote points,
The marathon stint represented
quarters of candidates, were covered by Jim Elliott, Bob Crane,
a 1%-hour expansion of the origWallie Dunlap and Dave Bond.
inal plan, which was to have Gov.
President Merryman was ConnectiDewey on camera for a total of
cut reporter for MBS, with direct
five hours between 6 a.m. and 10
feeds to the network.
p.m. [B#T, Nov. 3]. The appearIn Washington, WWDC-AM-FM
ances were sponsored by the New
coverage started at 7 p.m. with
York State Republican Committee
Ken Evans heading returns from
before WOR-TV
nearby Montgomery and Prince
on behalf of Citizens for EisenGOV. DEWEY
hower.
cameras.
Georges Counties in Maryland, and
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Campaign Costs
SEN. Ernest W. McFarland
(D-Ariz.), Senate Majority
Leader and Chairman, Commerce Communications Subcommittee, defeated in last
week's election, siphoned
nearly 25% of his campaign
money into radio broadcasts,
according to a report filed
with the Secretary of the
Senate. Sen. McFarland reported he paid $1,913.50 to
KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.,, out of
total expenditures of $4,263.
Rep. Albert Gore, who defeated Sen. Kenneth McKellar for the Tennessee
Democratic Senatorial nomination, reported payment of
$683.35 as half the cost of a
statewide radio broadcast,
listing expenses of $883.35.
rating conducted in Cincinnati election night indicated WLWT (TV)
had a 54.8% share of audience
there, the two other outlets receiving 28.6% and 16.6%, respectively,
with a reported 66.8% of sets in
use, according to WLWT officials,
who said the 9-11 p.m. compilation
represented the most extensive
coverage in the station's history.
WLWC (TV) Columbus coverage
was headed by Gene Ragle, program director, with production by
Walter Jacobs, production manager, and Bill Hindman and Dick
Mall at microphones.
Cleveland Coverage
In Cleveland, WGAR began local
coverage with hourly five-minute
broadcasts at 8:25 p.m., with
Charlessults Day
all reand Jackcoordinating
Dooley supplying
hourly five-minute reports from
Columbus, assisted by Don Hyde.
At telephones in various headquarters were Bob Forker, Glenn
Gilbert, Tom Armstrong and Bob
Smith.
In Steubenville, Ohio, WSTV on
election day celebrated its 12th
birthday with pre-election promotion featuring a get-out-the-vote
campaign.

In Oklahoma City, WKY-AM-TV
coverage was headed by Grant Foster, who said the stations' local
staffs plus those of its parent company, Oklahoma Publishing Co.,
made complete returns possible.
WKY local radio coverage was
sponsored by Oklahoma Tire &
Supply Co., with Southwest Radio
& Equipment Co. purchasing WKYTV local cut-ins while NBC had the
cable, and Walter E. Allen, local
auto dealer, doing the same, while
CBS had the cable. The election
airing had followed a comprehensive get-out-the-vote campaign by
both AM and TV facilities.
At Milwaukee, WTMJ-TV aired a
"Barber Poll" feature during the
10-day period before the election
with announcer Lloyd Pettit sam• Telecasting
BROADCASTING

pling opinions on tape for his 6
p.m. newscast.
In Eau Claire, Wis., WEAU
spurred voting by offering its announcers for carrying- voters for
registration, providing baby sitters,
notarizing registrations for shutins and promoting a contest between the twin cities of Eau Claire
and Chippewa Falls in which the
mayor of the city with the greatest
voting pressure would be pushed
down the street in a wheelbarrow
by the mayor of the losing city.
s The two mayors were given one
minute per hour of WEAU time on
election day to urge voting and a
WEAU-contrived peephole sign
placed to attract the curious urged
them to exercise their voting
rights.
Denver Service
In Denver, KFEL local and state
coverage, sponsored by Albany Hotel and Albany Services, featured
special crews flashing returns from
party tion
headquarters
and' interviews.
the ElecCommission, plus
KFEL also fed returns to MBS for
Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona.
KLZ Denver local and regional
coverage was conducted by a 30man team headed by Sheldon Peterson, supplying information from
the Election Commission and state
party headquarters. The KLZ mobile unit claimed a scoop with an
interview of Sen. Ed. Johnson, who,
the station maintained, was the
first nationally ranking Democrat
to concede a Republican landslide.
In California, Irwin Co., Beverly
Hills, made deals with six sponsors
for coverage of election returns in
the Los Angeles area: KNXT (TV),
Westinghouse Electric Supply Co.;
KTLA (TV), Apple Valley Bldg. &
Development Co., Apple Valley;
KECA, Union Auto Service;
KFWB, Tri-City Nash; KLAC,
Grimes Stationery Co., Los Angeles, and Beverly Hills Transfer
& Storage Co., Beverly Hills.
Bay Area Balloting
In San Francisco, KSFO's fiveman staff flashed news, returns,
trends and interviews beginning at
5 p.m. The five were Bob Hansen,
Bob Colvig, Frank Allan, Bill
Heyward and Bob Bovard. Behind
them was an election night staff of
54, maintaining graphs and charts,
compiling statistics, spotting trends
and arranging interviews. The station installed special high speed
teletypes from several points over
the country.
KCBS San Francisco began its
coverage at 6 p.m., according to
Arthur Hull Hayes, general manager and CBS vice president. Bill
Nietfeld headed most of the KCBS
staff in airing local results twice
hourly. Newsmen on various area
assignments were Don Mozley, Carroll Hansen, Gordon Roth and Bill
Bradley.
KNBC San Francisco started
coverage at 5 p.m., with five-minute
newscasts twice hourly devoted to
BROADCASTING

California election returns aired by
Henry Schacht and Joe Gillespie
and Bob Letts analyzing vote
trends. KNBC state coverage was
under direction of Bill Cothran.
On the KNBC schedule of election
night activities were interviews
with northern California political
figures.
In Portland, Ore., KGW climaxed
with election coverage three months
of informing voters on Oregon
issues via its weekly Freedom
Forum, in which some of the state's
top political figures participated.
Oregon returns election night were
handled by KGW with facilities of
the Portland Oregonian, in addition to local coverage every halfhour. Danny Kaye, stage-screenTV star, aired some returns, spiced
with humor,
Portland's Paramount theatrefrom
via KGW.
CBS-TV fed a dress rehearsal
plan of coverage last Monday afternoon by closed circuit to West
Coast stations. Stations along the
intercity relay route were allowed
to cut in.
NLRB Hearing Set
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board hearing on the petition of
Television Writers of America to
be the bargaining agent for Hollywood writers with live and film
television network shows, tentatively has been set for Nov. 24
with Los Angeles Field Examiner
Norman Greer presiding. Contesting TWA are Screen Writers
Guild and Authors League of
America which already have negotiated agreements with the networks in New York.

Network Reporting at New High
(Continued from page 27)
smooth, efficient, and accurate.
with "corrective factors," to conHighlights, by NBC
network:
form more nearly with pre-election
polls, with the result that Univac
Some 300 commentators, reportshortly was predicting a 24-24
division of the states.
ers, technicians and general staff
members, operating under News
CBS newsman Edward R. Murrow scored a beat on Univac with
and Special Events Manager William R. McAndrew, provided six
his 10:30 forecast that Gen. Eisenhours of TV reportage starting
hower had been elected — at which
time the machine was giving 8-7 at 9 p.m. and six hours and 20 minodds on Gov. Stevenson. When
utes of radio coverage which comstatisticians returned to feeding
menced at 8 p.m., all under sponsorship of Philco at an estimated
Univac unadjusted data, spokesmen said, Univac soon responded
sponsorship cost of about $2.5 million for this and the conventions.
with 100-to-l odds on the General,
A
total
of 25 commentators were
confirming Mr. Murrow's non-electronic prediction.
heard and /or seen from NBC's
NBC, whose Radio City Studio
headquarters in New York, Stevenson headquarters in Springfield as
8-H coverage was watched by an
audience of approximately 1,000 well as Gen. Eisenhower's in New
invited guests, reported better luck York, and from Boston, Washington, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,
with its electronic "brain," which
Los Angeles and elsewhere. The
goes by the name of' Monrobot and
which, the network said, predicted
network said Gov. Stevenson himself followed the returns on NBCGen. Eisenhower's election three
hours before Gov. Stevenson conTV via a special two-hop microceded defeat at about 1:30 a.m.
wave relay into Springfield.
Bill Henry served as moderator
NBC-TV did experience at least
one embarrassment, however. In for the television coverage, with
a switch to the West Coast for a John Cameron Swayze reporting
on the Presidential race and Ned
pickup on Vice President-Elect
Brooks and Richard Harkness on
Nixon, NBC screens suddenly and
somewhat startlingly began to dis- the Congressional and Gubernatorial contests. NBC-TV stations
play the "eye" that is the station
identification of CBS-TV, which
gave local results on a half-hourly
happened to be supplying the feed basis, and pickups were made from
to the West Coast at the moment.
cities across the nation at least
once an hour.
ABC-TV also experienced an unscheduled development, when an
Joseph Meyers supervised radio
Amoco-sponsored local cut-in on reports, which featured Merrill
WJZ-TV New York appeared,
Mueller, George Hicks, Bob Murbriefly, on West Coast screens as
phy, H. V. Kaltenborn, Bill Chaplin, Kenneth Banghart, Ray Henle,
well.
Bill
Fitzgerald
and Bill Sprague.
Overall, however, the coverage
Mr.
Kaltenborn
appeared on both
by all networks, radio and tele- radio and television,
as did public
vision, was characterized as
opinion analyst Elmo Roper. Morgan Beatty reported calculations
and predictions of the Monrobot
"brain" throughout the night.
NBC employed seven TV cameras
and 50 microphones at its New
York headquarters alone and
claimed a number of "firsts" and
"exclusives," including a 10:45 p.m.
interview in which James A. Farley, one-time Democratic committee
chairman and national strategist,
conceded a Republican landslide.
NBC-TV's early-morning Today
program presented a special roundup of election developments on
Wednesday morning, including
filmed highlights from the preceding night and analyses by correspondents inthe U. S. and abroad.

CONFERRING before one of 14 telecasts aired by WABD (TV) New York
from the city room of the New York Journal-American are: (standing, I to r):
Paul Schoenstein, Journal-American city editor; Leslie Gould, Journal-American financial editor; David Lowe, who directed the proceedings for DuMont;
Journal-American Publisher William Randolph Hearst Jr. (leaning), and
Howard Rushmore, the paper's expert on communist activities. Seated: John
Madigan, political editor, the Chicago Herald-American; Sanford E. Stanton,
political writer, Journal-American; and Frank Conniff, Journal-American
columnist.

• Telecasting

CBS
CBS radio and television coverage, bought by Westinghouse as
part of a reported $3 minion
package which included the convention, a get-out-the-vote can)"
paign, and the elections, was under
the direction of News and Special
Events Directors Wells Church for
CBS Radio and Sig Mickelson for
CBS-TV.
Robert Trout, who spent 102 ^
(Continued on page 112)
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all

COMPLETE

equipment

100-WATT UHF — Complete low cost General Electric
transmitter provides adequate community service. Will
operate to drive high power TV amplifiers for maximum
ERP requirements. Also features single crystal stability, air
cooling, and low cost tube complement.

required

TRANSMITTER

for

UHF

TV

LINE

operation!

9 All your equipment requirements
for UHF telecasting today or tomorrow
are available from General Electric. Studio

recently developed ceramic seal tubes for
increased operating efficiency. Big brother
in the line is the 1 2 kw unit with a 1 5 kw

cameras, consoles, film units, antennas and

klystron tube for triple-power.

a complete transmitter line give you quality program facilities— market coverage.

Your area will fit the- General Electric

G-E transmitters now range in power
from 100-watts to 12 kw . . . and all units
are factory tested on your frequency. The
new G-E 1 kw transmitter incorporates

i

UHF program providing a transmitterantenna combination for requirements in
large or small markets. Get power and
equipment produced through years of
G-E development and research.

s 1 1
The industry's highest
power UHF transmitter!
Powered by a 1 5 kw
klystron tube, developed
for UHF. G-E helical antenna boosts ERP up to
20-25 times.

mmm

WRITE

FOR

THESE

NEW

UHF

BOOKLETS

%
General Electric Company, Section 2112-10
Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.
Please send me the following UHF Transmitter and
antenna booklets:

Complete Television Equipment for UHF and VHF

GENERAL

HI)

ELECTRIC

□ 100-watt
I| I UHF
1 kw
UHF

I II 12UHFkw
|

I 1| G-E UHF
|
Helical Antenna

NAMEADDRESS.
CITY.

.STATE.

year in cooperation with WEWS
(TV) Cleveland and at present programs 5% hours a week on that
station. A school official on Thursday said the Washington Associates proposal is under consideration but the institution is "far from

School Package Plan Offered Educators
(Continued from page 81 )
sistant to the late Thad Brown,
consultancy to Washington Associates last week but emphasized
FCC Commissioner from 1934-40;
this work in no way would be
"Vice President Earl L. Boyles, gen- allowed
to interfere with his duties
eral manager of WNAV Annapolis,
Md.; Director Allen M. Jones, at H-R Representatives or conflict
with clients of the representative
Washington attorney and Secretary James E. Waddell, consulting firm.
Proposals for the combination
engineer and attorney.
educational
- commercial stations
Frank E. Pellegrin, vice presi- have been made,
it was reported,
dent of H-R Representatives Inc.,
the University of Miami and
New York, is advertising con- to
Rollins U., Winter Park, Fla., near
sultant to Washington Associates
Orlando; Western Reserve U.,
while Lynne C. Smeby, Washington
Cleveland, and several schools in
radio-TV consulting engineer, has the
Washington area, including
been retained in his professional
Catholic
U., Georgetown U., Americapacity.
can U., Howard U. and George
William E. Ware, president of Washington U.
XSTL St. Louis and of Broadcast
Rollins U. is permittee of a newly
House Inc., applicant for uhf Chanauthorized 10 - w noncommercial
nel 36 at St. Louis, is TV station
educational FM outlet, WPRK
operation specialist for Washing(FM).
ton Associates.
Western Reserve U. began regular college courses on TV last
Mr. Pellegrin acknowledged his

John White, Western Reserve
administrative
vice president, told
decision."
Broadcasting • Telecasting that
in view of the "tremendous results"
from cooperation with WEWS there
is "very little likelihood" that the
proposal will be adopted.
He said the time made available
by WEWS meets Western Reserve's needs at present "very satisfactorily." The school charges
fees to those listeners who wish
college credit from the TV courses,
he related, and the project has been
very successful.
• Miami U. has been presented a
TV transmitter no longer used by
WTVJ (TV) Miami.
Georgetown U. now is conducting

®

Harrington,

Righter

&

Parsons,

Inc.

\ New York

The

only exclusive

TV

Station

WLTV

Representative

\ Chicago
\ San Francisco

Atlanta

owned by Broadcasting, Inc.
WAAM

Bait imore

owned by WAAM,

Inc.

WB

Buffalo

EN-TV

owned by Buffalo Evening News
WFMY-TV

Greensboro

owned by Greensboro Neivs and Record

WDAF-TV

Kansas City
owned by The Kansas City Star

WHAS-TV

Louisville

owned by the Courier-Journal & the Louisville J^imes

WTMJ-TV

Milwaukee

owned by the Milwaukee Journal
WTTG

Washin ston

owned by Allen B. DuMont
m
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a weekly current events forum on
WTTG (TV) Washington while
American U. formerly had a similar
ton.
program
on WMAL-TV WashingDiscussions with Dr. B. F. Ashe,
president of the U. of Miami, began
several months ago, it was learned.
In late August, at the suggestion
of Dr. Ashe, the Washington Associates' president wrote Dr. Jay F.
W. Pearson, the school's vice president, as follows:
. . . Dr. Ashe's letter of Aug. 20 . . .
provides a very acceptable basis for
further discussion for the problems
which he raises are exactly those
which we are prepared to answer.
The president is right that the socalled educational channels do not
permit any revenue from advertisers.
They should be devoted to that type
of educational programming where
they become in effect a part of the
formal educational system of a community. With that role in mind they
can be tax supported or operated from
charitable donations. This is most
likely the purpose that will be served
by the public school application.
Our proposal meets a different need
— the need of the community to have
one TV station dedicated to the highest public service, a goal which would
be inconsistent with the commendable
attitude of the average television station to operate with the highest possible return. Whatever station is
awarded the use of a frequency in
Miami will compete for listeners and
thus directly or indirectly compete
financially. I believe you will find
that the existing station and other
applicants would prefer our proposed
station as competition to a strictly
profit enterprise.
My organization can completely
handle the whole job of setting up a
television operation, complete the
staff, both executive, production, engineering and commercial. We will
assist in obtaining the financial backing. We will cooperate with the university personnel in the educational
side of the enterprise which will —
except to avoid going out of business
entirely — always come first.
. . . Mr. Ben Gale and I will help
in the fund raising necessary to get
on the air and to provide the necessary working capital. We believe this
to be in the order of $400,000. . . .
We believe we will be able to make
available to the university more time
than the numerous departments will
ever be able to program and that the
enterprise supported by the highest
type of advertising will be completely
self-supporting, including the time
and expense to the other departments
of the university for their particiIf we can correspond a while, we
pation.
may be able to reach a meeting of the
mind on the scope of the project
sufficient to warrant our coming down
to reach a formal agreement with the
university. No reimbursement from
the university is contemplated, as we
propose to look
to the new
non-profit
educational
corporation
to be
set up
to handle this for our recompense.
Channels
*2 (reserved), 4
(WTVJ), 7, 10, 27 and 33 have
been allocated to Miami. The educational reserved channel has been
filed for by Lindsay Hopkins Vocational School. Pending for Channel
7 are bids by WIOD and WQAM
there while Channel 10 is sought
by WKAT
and WGBS. WMIE
(Continued on page 90)
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Complete information concerning film selection
and processing available . . . also details
concerning special Eastman technical
services, equipment, and materials.
Address: Motion Picture Film Department,
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division, 342 Madison Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division, 137 North
Wabash Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois.
West Coast Division, 6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 38, California.
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Theare New
Targetand Dates
HERE
the 98 Grantees'
post-thaw TV Commencement
grantees, as of last Friday,
the dates
on which they expect to commence operation. Channels authorized,
network affiliation and national representative, where signed, are given.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
Call City and State Ch. Granted Commencement Network Rep.
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
49 Sept. 4 Spring 1953
Weed
WRTV
Albany, N.
Y.
*17
KFDA-TV (TV)Amarillo,
Tex.
10 July
Oct. 24
16 Unknown
March
Branham
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex. 4 Oct. 9 March-April
Taylor
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
20 Sept. 25 March 15
McGillvra
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58 Oct. 2 Late 1953
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C. 62 Oct. 30 Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky. 59 Aug. 14 Unknown
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 46 Oct. 30 Dec. 20
Pearson
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex. 18 July 11 Unknown
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
7 July 11 Nov. 24
CBS
Taylor
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex. 24 Aug. 21 Unknown
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
28 Aug. 14 Late 1952 CBS
Adam Young
Booth Radio & Television Stations
Inc., Battle Creek, Mich. 64 Oct. 30 Unknown
Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
Bethlehem, Pa.
51 Oct. 30 Unknown
WQTV (TV)Bridgeport,
Binghamton,
Aug. 11
14 Jan.
Unknown
WICC-TV
Conn.N. Y. *46
43 July
1
ABC
Adam Young
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn.
49 Aug. 14 Unknown
WTVF
(TV)
Buffalo
N.
Y.
*23
July
24
Unknown
WCSC-TV Charleston S. C. 5 Oct. 30 Unknown
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
McGillvra
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug. 21 Unknown
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18 March
Headley-Reed
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Sept. 18 April CBS
Raymer
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11 On Air
(Oct. 2) CBS, ABC Free & Peters
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col. 20 July 11 Dec. 17
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
2 July 11 On Air
NBC, DuMont Blair
(July 18)
Mountain States TV Co., Denver 26 Sept. 18 Unknown
Great Plains Television Properties
Inc., Duluth, Minn.
38 Oct. 24 Unknown
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct. 16 Mid 1953
Elmira Television, Elmira, N. Y. 24 Nov. 6 March 8
Forjoe
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex. 13 Oct. 24 Early 1943
Avery-Knodel
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4 July 31 Dec. 1
CBS
Taylor
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
Hollingbery
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass. 46 Sept. 14 May
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich. 28 July 11 Early 1953
WFTL-TV
July 31
31 Unknown
March 1
' Sears & Ayer
WITV (TV)Fort
Fort Lauderdale,
Lauderdale, Fla.
Fla. 23
17 July
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md. 62 Oct. 24 Unknown
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif 24 Sept. 18 Unknown
Raymer
Jacob A. Newborn Jr.,
Gadsden, Ala.
21 Nov. 6 April
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
55 Sept. 25 May
Boiling
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass. 55 July 11 Early 1953
Branham
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
9 Aug. 7 Dec. 1
ABC
Free & Peters
KAMI-TV Honolulu, T. H.
11 Oct. 24 Unknown
KUHT
Tex. 25
*8 Sept.
Aug. 21
WJTV (TV)
(TV) Houston,
Jackson, Miss.
1 1 Unknown
Dec. 25
CBS, ABC,
NBC, DuMont Katz
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb. 10 Oct. 16 Jan. 1
Petry
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
12 Oct. 2 Feb. 1
Pearson
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark. 17 Sept. 18 April 15
Pearson
Great Plains Television Properties
Inc., Little Rock, Ark. 23 Oct. 30 Unknown
KUSC-TV
Los Angeles
Aug. 289 March
Unknown
KCBD-TV Lubbock,
Tex. *28
11 Oct.
Pearson
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. 13 Oct. 9 Nov. 13
CBS, DuMont Avery-Knodel
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va. 16 Nov. 6 Unknown
KSAC-TV
Manhattan,
"8 Sept.
July 244 April
Unknown
WMAC (TV)
Massilon, Kan.
Ohio
23
1
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala. 48 Aug. 7 Dec. 25
Forjoe
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
20 Sept. 18 March 1
Taylor
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind. 49 Oct. 30 Unknown
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass. 28 July 11 Unknown
Walker
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
30 July 11 Jan. 15
Boiling
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa. 45 Sept. 4 February
Meeker
WGTV
New York
City
*25
"
WEEK-TV(TV)Peoria,
III.
43 Aug.
Aug. 14
28 Unknown
January
Headley-Reed
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. 27 July 11 On Air
NBC Spot Sales
(Sept. 19) NBC
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
5 Oct. 30 Unknown
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C. 28 Oct. 16 March 1
Avery-Knodel
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y.
*21 July 24 Unknown
WHTV
(TV)
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
*43
Sept.
18
Unknown
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
33 Sept. 4 Mid-1953
Headley-Reed
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
61 Sept. 4 Dec. 1
CBS
H-R Reps.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
27 Sept. 18 Dec. 15
ABC
Burn-Smith
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
10 Sept. 11 Dec. 1
NBC
Avery-Knodel
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III. 39 Sept. 11 Unknown
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich. 57 Oct. 2 February
Gill-Keefe
Perna &
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
2 Oct. 16 Unknown
Headley-Reed
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
38 Oct. 9 May 1
Weed
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif. 18 Nov. 6 Fall 1953
Hollingbery
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R. 2 July 24 1954
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
20 Aug. 14 April
Blair
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa. 73 Aug. 14 Dec. 25
Great Plains Television Properties
Inc., Sioux City, Iowa 36 Oct. 30 Unknown
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. 34 Aug. 28 Late 1952
Raymer
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash. 6 July 11 Early 1953
Katz
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. 4 July 11 Dec. 25
CBS,
ABC,
Walker,
DuMont NW Bcstrs.Pac.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 61 July 11 Late 1952
Hollingbery
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
10 Oct. 9 April
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio 67 Nov. 6 Unknown
WATR-TV
Waterbury,
White Television
Co., Conn. 55 Oct. 30 Unknown
Wichita Falls, Tex.
22 Nov. 6 Unknown
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 28 Oct. 2 Jan. 1.
NBC
Headley-Reed
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 34 Oct. 2 Jan. 1
Avery-Knodel
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
49 July 11 Early 1953 DuMont
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
43 July 11 Dee. 1
ABC
Radio Reps
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
73 July 11 Early 1953 NBC
Headley-Reed
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
27 July 11 Early 1953
Raymer
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio 21 Sept. 25 Unknown
* Educational permittees.

School Package Plan
(Continued from page 88)
Miami seeks Channel 27. Miami is
city No. 193 in FCC's B Group
temporary processing line.
The proposal to Western Reserve
specifies Channel 65, which would
put it into conflict with pending
bids by WERE and WGAR Cleveland should the school accept the
In Washington, only Channel 20
is unassigned but bids are pending
from
WGMS, WWDC and WEAM.
plan.
The District of Columbia Board of
Education has filed for reserved
Channel 26.
In its presentation to John S.
Millis, president of Western Reserve, Washington Associates explained initial cost of constructing;
the proposed outlet would be about
$380,000 while first year salaries
(staff of about 34) would total
around $195,000 with other operating expenses totaling almost $160,000.
Estimated first year revenue was
given as about $135,000 while in
come for the second year was expected to be around $340,000; third
year, $500,000, and fourth year
$700,000. Annual operating cost of
about $350,000 was noted.
Tax Advantages Cited
The proposal to President Millis
suggested the creation of a nonprofit educational corporation or
foundation with a self -perpetuating
board of trustees which would "enjoy substantial tax advantages."
The
revenues
"from
tuitions,foundation's
research and
development
contracts, donations and advertising would be substantially tax
free," the presentation explained,
while "its surplus earnings would
be used to increase its facilities,
expand its cooperative work with
the university and provide fellow
ships and scholarships to univerpersonnel and students."
Thesity presentation
indicated Mr
Salisbury would be president anc
trustee of the proposed founda
tion.
The presentation pointed out thai
"there would be no financial obliga
tion created for the university, anc
in fact, the earnings of the founda
tion would shoulder those burdens
of the university connected with

Others in Project
television."
The presentation also listed sev
eral persons who would be made
available to the foundation after a
grant.
These included Normar
Bergholm, in radio since 1934
listed as news director; Alton
Whitehouse, 15 years in radio anc
TV, commercial manager; Willian
White, New York agency man
sales manager; Margaret Kindly
10 years in radio, program direc
tor; Paul Clendenin, with RCA 1(
years, chief engineer; and Franl
D. Grosser, novelist and movi
writer, program manager.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

20,000

Miles

Without

EQUALLY RUGGED and service-free on
trip
was GPLwhich
Utility
Projector
intermittent
permits
use with
with "3-2"
I. O.
camera for film telecasting from remotes.

This GPL image orthicon camera has
just completed a demonstration tour
to studios in 67 cities from Maine to
Mexico . . . Michigan to Miami.
Without a single service operation,
it took the bumps of 20,000 miles of
hard driving. It was loaded and unloaded more than 150 times. Every
working element received far more
than normal wear and tear, as usual
on demonstrations. Yet nothing failed,
nothing needed replacing.
This is the kind of ruggedness you

Cross-Country

Camera

Service

may have for both studio and field
operations, PLUS all the precision of
GPL camera design. This unit is engineered for smooth, fast control,
from pushbutton turret change to re*
mote adjustment or iris and focus.
For the stations just starting, it has
many special advantages : in compactness of chains, ease of operations.
Write, wire or phone, for full details of the camera equipment that is
the "industry's leading line— in quality, in design."

General
GPL STUDIO CAMERA CHAIN was packed in
station wagon . . . demonstrating mobility of
entire chain for fast coverage of news events,
sports, other programs in the field.

OADCASTING
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Precision Laboratory
NCORPORATED
PLEASANT VILLE
NEW YORK

Export Department: 1 3 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.

GPL
Cable address: Arlab

TV Camera Chains • TV Film Chains • TV Field and Studio Equipment • Theatre TV Equipment
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Advertest

Surveys Reading

Habits
telestatus

First and only TV
station in South Florida.
Serving and SELLING over
825,000 year-round residents. All new technical
equipment — complete remote facilities — 7 cameras.

,
per
ily
day vidnew
ds a eve
fam
Sunry
reaLY
eospa
NEAR
all but 4% read a daily
newspaper, and three out of four
read magazines.
These statistics were released
last week by Advertest Research,
New Brunswick, N. J., which conducted a survey among 762 respondents inthe New York metropolitan area during the first two
weeks of October.
Average televiewer spends 50
minutes at home and 20 minutes
away from home reading the daily
newspaper. About 1XA hours are
devoted by the set owner to reading the Sunday paper, and about
1% hours daily to magazines.

U. S. Video Leads in
Toronto-Niagara Area
AMERICAN TV continues the
most popular in the Toronto-Niagara area, according to telerating
report for October released by
Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto. The
report, taken during the week of
Oct. 6-12, gave WBEN-TV Buffalo,
77.8% of the audience, CBLT (TV)
Toronto, 22.2?!-. Sets in use were
up from 66.9% in September to
73.1% in October. Top Canadian

of Viewers

(Report 24 1)
It
show was The Big Revue with rating of 42.2. Top tJ. S. show was
/ Love Lucy with 78.5 rating.

Goldwyn

Sees

'Pay-as- You-Go' TV
WITHIN five years 50% of the
nation's movie theatres will be
closed and the motion picture business will be shared equally by the
theatres and pay-as-you-go television, Sam Goldwyn, Hollywood
motion picture producer, predicted
last Wednesday.
"Pay - as - you - go television will
be the big salvation of movies and
television," Mr. Goldwyn said, predicting that the theatres remaining in operation at that time will
be the better ones, which will show
"prestige pictures."
Mr. Goldwyn said the motion
picture producer will be able to
take in more money through payas-you-go television in one night
"than he could formerly make in a
year's theatre run." He added:
"This is where the wedding between motion pictures and television will come."
Saying, "I make pictures for the
people," Mr. Goldwyn added that

his new picture, "Production No.
89," will be available for either
television or theatres, provided the
TV is of the pay-as-you-go variety,
whch he predicted would be a real-1
ished.by the time the picture is finity
TV's Election Role
TELEVISION was credited
by Dr. Allen B. DuMont
Thursday with bringing out
the record vote of more than
57 million persons on Election Day. Calling TV "this
country's newest and most
potent
Dr.
DuMont, political
presidentforce,"
of Allen
B. DuMont Labs., which includes the DuMont TV Network, declared: "In the election, television proved itself
to be the most effective instrument for political education this country has ever
known. Never before was the
electorate in such intimate
association with the candidates and the political questions involved. We in the industry are proud of the major
role that television played in
the nation's choice of its Chief
Executive."

City
November 10, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
City

Outlets on Air
Sets in Are<
Sets in Area
Outlets on Air
ville, Tex. (Mexico), BrownsMatamoros
Albuquerque
Ames
16,500
Memphis
KOB-TV
WMCT
26,001
XELD-TV
104,967 Miami
WOI-TV
Atlanta
WTVJ
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
159,451
215,000
Baltimore
Milwaukee
422,253
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
148,001
Minn.
-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Binghamton
Nashville
WNBF-TV WBRC-TV
KSTP-TV, WCCO-TV
Birmingham
363, 17(
122,000
WAFM-TV,
97,000 New Haven
329,201
Bloomington
WTTV
185,000 New Orleans
Boston
WNHC-TV
WSM-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Buffalo
945,914
WDSU-TV
WBEN-TV
310,001
Newark
Charlotte
292,803
WBTV
WABD,
WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
80,380
255,237
New
YorkChicago
122,19!
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
Cincinnati
1,231,854
WCPO-TV,
WKRC-TV,
WLWT
374,000
3,059,400
PortsmouthCleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
660,547 NorfolkColumbus
Newport News WTAR-TV
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
237,000 Omaha
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
134,937
DallasFt. Worth
Philadelphia
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KMTV, WOW-TV
189,341 Phoenix
148,43!
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Davenport
138,000
Pittsburgh
WOC-TV
160,80i
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport. Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Dayton
WDTV
WHIO-TV,
WIWD
Denver
Portland,
Ore. KPTV (not yet estimated)
253,000
1,096,784
KFEL-TV, KBTV
60,000
Providence
535,000
Detroit
67,400
Erie
817,000 Richmond
WICU
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WJAR-TV
WTVR
174,680 Rochester
Ft.Dallas
Worth
WHAM-TV
227,000
189,341 Rock Island
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
162,750
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
Quad Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline138,000
WOOD-TV
223,961
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
128,576
Salt
Lake
City
KDYL-TV,
KSL-TV
San Antonio
Houston
Diego
187,500 San
KPRC-TV
103,33
89,82
KEYl,
Huntington177,637 San Francisco
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Albany-Troy
Indianapolis
Schenectady.
265,000
WFBM-TV
72,000
Jacksonville
WRGB
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
177,301 Seattle
153,85<
KING-TV
St. Louis
Kalamazoo
241,832
WKZO-TV
464,001
Kansas City
KSD-TV
145,59
Toledo
WDAF-TV
231
,707
172,646 Syracuse
230,101
WHEN,
Lancaster
Lansing
WSPD-TV WSYR-TV
WGAL-TV
433,001
110,000 Tulsa
195,24
WKTV
WJIM-TV
209,00
KOTV
134,27
183,40!
Utica-Rome
Los Angeles
Washington
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Wilmington
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
1,381,452
WMAl-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
179,820
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
WDEL-TV
Total Stations on Air 112*
395,79*
Estimated Sets in Use:
Total Markets on Air 66*
120,47
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
jnts
may
19,058,558
79,001b
Editor's
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where
areas
overlap setelectric
. - TVcoverage
, circulation
^ committees,
...
.. counl
ic companie
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
are
necessarily approximate.
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MSsler

Smith

to

Television

Now WBT's nationally famous, locally-lionized
Arthur Smith and the Cracker jacks are available to
spot advertisers (Tuesday and Thursday, 3-3:30
PM) on WBTV.
Arthur's TV debut
provides a
special opportunity for advertisers to reach 255,237
Carolina television families through the entertainers
they demanded on television.

GERVinG
BIGGEST

THE CHHOLIHHS'

TELEVISIOH

Jefferson

Standard

Broadcasting

HUOIEOCE

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales

TV Hearings
(Continued from page 83)
Field earlier this year for a total
consideration of $1.5 million [B*T,
Aug. 18].
FCC approval of the KJR transaction will be required since transfer of control is involved, but such
approval is not necessary in the
KOIN case. However, approval by
the Commission will be required
for acceptance of the amendment
to the KOIN television application.
The Portland Channel 6 hearing
begins before Examiner Elizabeth
C. Smith on Nov. 19.
Similar amendment to the KJR
television application is expected,
but the Seattle hearing has not
been designated.
In brief, the KOIN stock holdings are affected as follows:
Mr. Gamble, board chairman, retains his 43.5% interest. C. Howard
Lane, president, increases his holding
from 8% to 21.3%. Mr. Stolkin resigns
as vice president and sells his entire
21.75% interest. Mr. Burke resigns as
vice president and sells his 10.875%.
Mr. Corwin sells his 10.875%. Mr.
Buckendahl, vice president, increases
his 3% to 11.75%. Mr. Cooke, director,
becomes vice president and increases
his 2% to 2.6%. Arthur R. Kirkham
becomes vice president and acquires
0.3%. Clyde E. Phillips, secretary-treasurer, acquires 2%. Harry H. Kahn resigns as assistant secretary. Harvey S.
Benson, director, acquires 5.4% and
becomes assistant secretary. Remaining
13% is distributed among the 24 station
employes, no one of whom owns 3%
or more.
Approximately $225,000 has already been expended by KOIN in
conjunction with the acquisition of
land, buildings and television equip-
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ment, the amendment stated, and
upon grant the station would obtain
at least $500,000 from a Portland
bank. The licensee also has cash
in excess of $200,000 on deposit, it
was stated, which funds are available for the TV construction and
initial operation.
Meanwhile, in other TV hearing
developments last week, the Commission scheduled the Sacramento
Channel 40 and 46 cases for Nov.
17 in Washington. Maria Helen
Alvarez and Cal Tel Co. are competing for Channel 40 while John
Poole Broadcasting Co. and Jack O.
Gross both seek Channel 46. The
Channel 3 competition there, involving KXOA, KCRA and KROY,
already has been set for Nov. 17
[B«T, Nov. 3].
FCC consolidated the Channel 12
application of W. S. Butterfield
Theatres Inc. for Flint, Mich., with
the competitive bids there of WJR
Detroit and WFDF Flint. Hearing also begins Nov. 17.
Other cases to commence Nov. 17
in Washington include hearings
for applicants in Harrisburg, Pa. ;
Beaumont, Tex.; Duluth, Minn.;
and Fort Wayne, Ind. Wichita's
Channel 3 hearing begins Nov. 12.
The Canton, Ohio, Channel 29 case
is set Dec. 8. Portland, Ore.'s
Channel 8 hearing is set Jan. 6.
Indication of how FCC is going
to treat TV applicants whose competition drops out — after a hearing
has commenced — was given last
week when the Commission ordered
that the Wichita Beacon's KWBB

be
line.placed back in the processing
Both KWBB and KFBI Wichita
were in hearing for Channel 16
which began Oct. 20, but the latter
a few days before petitioned for
withdrawal. This was granted by
the motions commissioner a few
days after the hearing started. At
the same time he referred to the
full Commission the request of
the FCC Broadcast Bureau that
KWBB's application be returned to
the processing line. KWBB protested this, on the legal grounds
that the hearing had begun and
also its fear that it might get involved in hearing again should another applicant file for Channel 16
before27].
its grant was secured [B*T,
Oct.
In its decision last week, the
Commission said it was not bound
to apply its rules arbitrarily, since
it was obvious that the KFBI application was being withdrawn before the hearing began. It also
said the KWBB application needed
further processing and this could
be accomplished only by returning
it to the processing line.
Quick Handling Seen
Expeditious handling of the
KWBB application is expected,
since Wichita is No. 6 in the A-2
processing line and the FCC staff
has long passed that city.
The Denver Channel 4 hearing
recessed to Dec. 16 last week upon
the completion of the KOA Denver
case. Still unfinished is the cross
examination of A. G. Meyer,
KMYR principal, who suffered a
heart attack three weeks ago while
on the witness stand [B*T, Nov. 3].
FCC was waiting last week to
hear whether Florida Gov. Fuller
Warren was willing to make a deposition on his objections to the
grant of TV stations to the Tampa
Tribune's WFLA and the St.
Petersburg Times' WTSP.
Gov. Warren wrote two scathing
letters to FCC regarding the two
applicants. In both letters he made
accusations against the newspapers
and their affiliated radio stations.
He offered to testify against their
applications but said he was unable to go to Washington.
The Commission noted the
Tampa- St. Petersburg hearings
were in recess until Nov. 12 and
suggested that Gov. Warren let it
know whether he would be prepared
to submit to deposition proceedings
before that date. If the Governor's answer is in the affirmative,

FCC counsel
counselto
would
conveneandin parties'
Tallahassee
take the Governor's deposition and
cross examine him.
FCC granted a petition of its
Broadcast Bureau to add a new issue in the Harrisburg Channel 27
hearing. This concerns whether
the proposal of WCMB would adversely affect the AM operation of
WHP there, new grantee for Channel 55 [B»T, Sept. 29]. WHP was
made a party to the hearing which
also includes TV bid of WHGB.
The Commission granted the
petition of KPAC Port Arthur,
Tex., to enlarge the issues in the
Channel 4 hearing involving KPAC
and Lufkin Amusement Co., Beaumont, so as to determine which applicant would provide the most fair
and equitable distribution of service as required by Sec. 307 (b) of
the Communications Act.
Petition of Casecade Television
Co., Channel 8 applicant at Portland, Ore., to transfer the non-engineering portion of the hearing
on that channel from Washington
to Portland was denied by FCC.
Other Channel 8 contenders are
KEX, Portland Television Inc. and
North Pacific Television Inc.
Portland's Channel 12 hearing is
expected to be completed early this
week before Examiner Smith as
Northwest Television and Broadcasting Co. finishes its case. Presentations of Oregon Television Inc.
and Columbia Empire Telecasters
have been heard.
On Thursday morning, Examiner
Smith accepted an amendment of
Oregon Television's application to
show changes occasioned by General
Manager tensive
Stiles'
withdrawal.
Exlegal argument
preceded
the action.
The examiner also ruled to accept, without amendment of applications, certain exhibits of the
other applicants which showed
alternative program proposals for
independent operation should network affiliation not be obtained. In
legal dispute was question of
whether such exhibits could be admitted since they had not been included in the original applications
submitted prior to the hearing.
The rulings are considered to be
significant as possible precedents
for applicants in other cases.

KRON-TV WALKOUT
Outlet Off Air l1 2 Hours
UNAUTHORIZED walkout of
studio technicians threw KRONKROD-TV Joins CBS-TV
TV San Francisco, off the air from
KROD-TV El Paso will join the 4 to 5:30 p.m. last Tuesday.
CBS Television Network on Jan. 1
The walkout was held in protest
as a primary supplementary nonover current contract negotiations.
interconnected affiliate, Herbert V. Both Charles Thieriot, general
Akerberg, CBS vice president in
of KRON-TV, and Jack
charge of station relations, an- manager
nounced Thursday. The station, Dunn, business manager of Local
which will operate on Ch. 4, is 202, IBEW, said the walkout was
owned and operated by the Rod- in a protest of certain phases of
erick Broadcasting Corp., El Paso. contract negotiations involving
Val Lawrence is president and wages and working conditions.
Union contract expired Nov. 1.
general manager.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Sales . . .
Certina Watch Div. of Illinois
Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111. (watches), and Elgin American Div. of
Illinois Watch Case Co., that city
(compacts, cigarette cases, lighters,
pearls), will co-sponsor on a quarMike in
Stokey's
Hollywoodter-hour
Guessbasis,Stars
20 markets.
New half-hour TV series, filmed by
Mike Stokey Productions, Hollywood, starts Nov. 18 on WBNS-TV
Columbus, KBTV (TV) Denver and
KGO-TV San Francisco; Nov. 19 on
WAVE-TV Louisville and WOWVTV Omaha; Nov. 20 on WPIX (TV)
New York, WENR-TV Chicago,
WXEL (TV) Cleveland, WSB-TV
Atlanta, WFAA-TV Dallas, KDYLTV Salt Lake City, WCPO-TV Cincinnati and WBEN-TV Bufifalo;
Nov. 21 on WXYZ-TV Detroit and
WMAL-TV Washington; Nov. 22 on
WCAU - TV Philadelphia and
WNAC-TV Boston; Nov. 23 on
KNXT (TV) Hollywood; Nov. 24 on
KSTP-TV St. Paul and KFMB-TV
San Diego. Agencies are Frank R.
Brodsky Adv., Chicago, for Certina
Watch Div. and Russel M. Seeds
Co,, that city, for Elgin American
Div.
* * *
Levolar Lorentzen Inc., New York
(Venetian Blind Hardware), this
month starts second run of Little
Theatre on WJZ-TV that city,
WENR-TV Chicago, WMCT (TV)
Memphis and WSM-TV Nashville,
for 26 weeks. Five-minute TV film
series, produced by Marc Frederic,
is currently in its first showing in
33 major markets. Agency is Reiss
Adv., N. Y.
* # *
United Television Programs, Chicago and New York, has sold Movie
Quick Quiz, 15-minute TV film, to
WNBK (TV) Cleveland, bringing
total markets for strip to 20. UTP
also announced George Cherry
Adv., Denver, has bought The
Chimps, for Brookridge Farm
Dairy Co., for showing on KFELTV Denver.
■fc 4* *
Consolidated Television Sales, New
York, has sold the following TV
film packages: Front Page Detective, to WTOP-TV Washington and
to WTTV (TV) Bloomington for
Falls City Brewing Co.; All American Game of the Week, to WENRTV Chicago for Otto Paint Co. and
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., for
Ralph Hoyt Co.; Public Prosecutor,
to WDAF-TV Kansas City, for
Katz Drug Co. and Hollywood HalfHour, to Tri-City Radio Supply Co.
for showing over WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa.
* * *
Two additional post-freeze television stations, WTVU (TV) Scranton and KDUB-TV Lubbock, have
signed for INS-Telenews film and
wire services. KDUB-TV is expected to commence broadcasting
Nov. 13; WTVU, by Jan. 1.

hour TV film series. Starring
Richard Erdman, motion picture
actor, A Sporting Chance will be
filmed on location in and around
Minneapolis and Chicago.
Revue Productions, Culver City,
Stars at Goldwyn|
Studios,
p Hollywood. John Gibbs, New York
literary agent, is supplying story
material. In preparation are
"String of Beads" by Somerset
Maugham and "The Last Kiss" by
F. Scott Fitzgerald.
* * *
Screen Televideo Productions, Culver City, in line with expansion of
TV film production, has signed
Robert Lord as the first in a proposed group of four new writerproducers. Mr. Lord is completing
an assignment for U. S. Army Air
Force Pictorial & Cartographic
Service as a special consultant.
Production starts in mid-December
on a new group of TV films in

Production . . .
Meridian Pictures Inc. is now filming CBS-TV's Schlitz Playhouse of
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

report
ilm
f
Your
Jeweler's Showcase, sponsored on an alternate weekly basis
in 20 markets by Hamilton Watch
Co. and International
* * * Silver Co.
Stars of the World Inc., whose
parent company is Television Varieties Inc., Hollywood, has completed 13 quarter-hour TV films in
The Frankie Laine Show in London. Dubbing of the musical scores
will be done in Hollywood.
Reid Ray Television Productions
Inc., formerly known as Reid Ray
Telefilms Inc., whose parent company is Reid H. Ray Film Industries, Minneapolis, has started production on the firm's first half-

has completed "Gun Club," a halfhour TV film starring Dennis Morgan. Rodney Amateau directed the
psychological mystery from an
original script by Harold Shumate.
Jennings Lang is in charge of production.
^ ^ *
General Electric has signed Gil
Ralston and Arthur Ripley to produce an untitled half-hour dramatic TV film series, in which top
motion picture stars will be featured. Agency is BBDO, Hollywood.
Ted Baldwin Inc., New York, TV
film production firm, will resume
shooting its Spotlight, U. S. A. se(Continued on page 98)
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J 225,000 HOMES
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1 THAN 675,000
1 PEOPLE . . .
I IN PROSPEROUS
1 SOUTHERN
! NEW ENGLAND

Represented Nationally by
Weed Television
In New England — Bertha Barman
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Private Operators
POLICY
Face TV Freeze?
CENTRAL Canada AM broadcasters were warned that they may be
frozen out of television development by present Canadian government
policies. Jim Allard, general manager of Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
in a closed meeting of the Central Canada Broadcasters Assn. at the
Royal York Hotel, Toronto, Nov.
3, told some 50 broadcasters that policy of allowing Composers,
there are many applicants with Authors & Publishers Assn. of
ample funds who are ready to Canada (CAP AC, Canadian
ASCAP) to examine station books
apply for TV station licenses.
to determine gross revenue as
He warned that unofficial govfor a charge of 1 % % for
ernment thinking is that AM sta- basis
tion operators and moving picture 1952 fees.
interests most likely will not be
Mr. Allard said stations, even
those in small markets, which want
granted TV station licenses when
the government opens the TV field to get into TV should file applications with the Dept. of Transport,
to private enterprise within the
Ottawa, for a priority ranking.
next two years.
TV, copyright problems and sell- He noted wired TV can be operated without government sancing featured the two day meet, of
tion.
Ontario and Montreal EnglishCAB Opinions Urged
language station operators, under
chairmanship of Murray Brown,
CBC's proposed revised regulaCFPL London. Officers elected by
tions [B*T, Oct. 13] also were
the CCBA for 1952-53 were Cliff discussed. Feeling was that CAB
Wingrove, CKTB St. Catherines,
should appear before the CBC
president; Grant Hyland, CJIC
board of governors in January to
Sault Ste. Marie, first vice-presigive its opinion on the regulations.
dent; Jack Radford, CFJR BrockHarold Moon, BMI Canada Ltd.,
ville, second vice-president; W.
reported on the status of BMI's
Cruickshank, CKNX Wingham,
operations and expansion in Cansecretary, and Bob Lee, CHUM
ada. Pat Freeman, CAB sales diToronto, treasurer. Three direcrector, unveiled new statistical
tors elected from CCBA to the
data
on
Canadian radio advertisCAB were J. A. Dupont, CJAD
ing,
showing
national selective or
Montreal; Jack Davidson, CKGB
spot radio from Sept. 1951 to
Timmins, and J. E. Campeau,
August 1952 amounted to $9.1 milCKLW Windsor.
lion Canadian station time. This
Mr. Brown reported on the year's total was spent by 584 national
work of CCBA, the BMI clinic, accounts.
engineering clinic and farm proJoseph Sedgwick, CAB counsel,
gram committee meetings held during the year. He said CCBA di- reviewed the effort to obtain the
rectors are planning to repeat next right to advertise beer and wine
spring, with BMI Canada Ltd., the on Ontario stations, which without
successful clinic held at Toronto
Ontario government sanction CBC
last May.
will not permit. The government
On copyr'ght,
re- already has begun to clamp down
ported the status Mr.
of aAllard
test case
on so-called institutional beer adto come before the Exchequer
vertising innewspapers and magaCourt of Canada on Nov. 24. Case zines.
involves CHML Hamilton, which
Open sessions Tuesday dealt prichallenges the validity of the
marily with sales from the adverCanadian Copyright Appeal Board
tiser and the station sales manager's viewpoint. The panels Avere
chairmanned by Cliff Wingrove,
TV Screen Reporting
CKTB St. Catherines, Fred MetMINNEAPOLIS Tribune excalfe CJOY Guelph, and Cam
ecutive sports editor Charles
Johnson has assigned a sports
Ritchie, CKLW Windsor. Comwriter, Joe Hendrickson, to
munity broadcasting services were
discussed by Vin Dittmer, CKNX
cover Chicago Bears and Cardinals professional football
Wingham, and radio for industrial
games telecast weekly on
relations by Grant Hyland, CJIC
WCCO-TV Minneapolis. The
Sault Ste. Marie.
move ushers in a new phase
Resolution was passed favoring
of sports reporting, following
Mr. Johnson's theory that if
people are interested in news,
coverage of live games they
WHUM-TV
Tower
also
will
read
stories
on
tele'
COMPLETION of the 1,036-ft.
casts Oi: games. The Bears
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., tower is
and Cardinals home schedexpected this weekend, according
ules are telecast on a 15station ABC network. Standto the station. The $250,000 strucard Oil of Indiana picks up
ture at Summit Station, Pa., which
the tab on about half of the
will serve the Reading CBS-TV
stations and games, the reoutlet on uhf Ch. 61, expected to
mainder are sold locally.
be on the air by Dec. 1, will be
Schedule calls for games once
higher than the Eiffel Tower in
a week for 12 weeks.
Paris, WHUM-TV noted.

TV

Saves Day

TELEVISION saved the day
when a last-minute strike by
a Detroit Edison Co. local
union prevented Walker L.
C i s 1 e r, president - general
manager, Detroit Edison,
from
the Mid-in
Easternattending
District meeting
Toledo of the Assn. of Electrical Engineers. Arrangements were made through
WWJ-TV Detroit and
WSPD-TV Toledo to transmit his picture and message
to the conference via closed
circuit.
serious Canadian music through
BMI Canada Ltd. and Canadian
stations, and CAB's campaign to
obtain TV station applications for
Canadian citizens was approved.

Sues Wired TV Service
CANADIAN Admiral Corp. has
filed a statement of claims for
damages against Rediffusion Inc.,
Montreal, charging the latter
picked casts
upof Alouette
Admiral-sponsored
teleFootball Club
games which were aired over
CBFT (TV) Montreal, maintaining
that Rediffusion's wired TV service had reduced sale of Admiral
receivers and discredited the wares
of CAC.
Canadian Admiral attorneys stated they warned Rediffusion on Aug.
27 that telecasts of Alouette football games were copyrighted and
could not be supplied to Rediffusion's subscribers. The Admiral
action was filed in Exchequer Court
at Ottawa on Oct. 28.

CANADA SET FEE
NLF Group Asks Abolition
DROPPING the annual $2.50 Canadian receiver license fee has been
proposed by the National Liberal
Federation of Canada at the meeting of its advisory committee at
Ottawa Oct. 28.
The committee is the top governing body of the Canadian Liberal
Party which has been in power for
more than 20 years. The NLF
group also urged the government
to change its TV policy asking for
"the development of television in
Canada by private enterprise along
with the Canadian Broadcasting

Religious Programs
DUNCAN MacDONALD, superviCorp."
sor of women's programs for the
DuMont Television Network, also

will supervise the network's religious programming, James L. Caddigan, DuMont's director of proannounced last gramming
week.and production,
Miss MacDonald
joined DuMont in 1948 as a performer on a morning' show.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CBS TV CITY
Los Angeles Opening Set
RIBBON-cutting by Mayor Fletcher Bowron will start the daylong ceremonies Nov. 15 for official
opening of the first unit of CBS
Television City in Los Angeles.
Initial ceremonies from the plant at
Beverly Blvd. and Fairfax Ave.
will be telecast locally on KNXT,
Los Angeles CBS-TV owned station.
• A tour of the unit will follow
with luncheon for visiting celebrities and press.
The Los Angeles mayor has proclaimed next week as City Television Week in honor of the CBSTV achievement.
With a specially invited studio
audience to witness the telecast,
an all-star 60-minute show is to
originate from Television City on
CBS-TV network at 9 p.m. (EST).
Jack Benny will emcee and head
a cast which includes Eve Arden,
Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, George
Burns, Gracie Allen, Eddie (Rochester) Anderson, Bob Crosby,
Gisele MacKenzie, Cass Daley, Art
Linkletter, Alvin Childress (Amos),
Spencer Williams (Andy), Tim
Moore (Kingfish), J. Carroll Naish,
members of his Life With Luigi
cast, Marie Wilson and Cathy
Lewis, co-stars of My Friend Irma,
Alan Young and others. Lud Gluskin will conduct a 26-piece orchestra.
Jack L. Van Volkenburg, CBSTV president, also is to appear on
the telecast.
Covering 15 acres and built at
an overall cost of $12 million, the
unit consists of four large studios
seating 300 persons each, and a
six story engineering building.
When completed the entire project,
covering 25 acres, will represent an
investment of more than $35 million on the part of CBS. It will
include a 13 story permanent administration building of 600,000
square feet.
The new type "sandwich loaf"
building comprising the initial unit
was devised after more than 50 attempts by William Pereira and
Charles Luckman, architectural
engineers, to come up with a Television City design acceptable to the
network executives, it was said.
Microwave Filing
AT&T Long Lines Dept. has filed
plans with FCC for a six-channel
microwave radio-relay route between Kansas City and St. Louis
which will add two TV and two
telephone channels to the present
service. This would leave one channel each way for maintenance and
protection. Eight radio-relay stations would be built along the 260mile skyway, which is scheduled
for completion by the end of 1953.
The new video channels would provide another route to Kansas City,
now connected to the Long Lines
TV network facilities by coaxial
cable out of Omaha.
BROADCASTING

THREE-WAY handshake marks the
conclusion of business for (I to r):
Ray Pat-in, Ray Pafrin Productions,
Hollywood; Lee R. Blevins, vice president in charge of Kling Studios' West
Coast operations, and Robert B. Eirinberg, president, Kling Studios, Chicago. Mr. Kling has taken over the
Patin animation studio as a division
of the motion picture and television
department.
WDTV

Harry L. Gamson
FUNERAL services were held last
Monday in Hollywood for Harry
L. Gamson, 52, head of Harry
Gamson & Assoc., Beverly Hills
advertising agency. He died Nov. 1
in Las Vegas after a heart attack. Associated with Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago, for 23 years,
he was with Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., Los Angeles, before forming
his own agency last July. Surviving are wife, Hannah; son, Mitchell.; four sisters, and three brothers.

TV Service Income
AVERAGE TV service dealer
last year grossed $21,000 in
business at the rate of $8 per
call, according to a survey by
the General Electric Co. Tube
Dept. Average service dealer
hires 5.3 service technicians
who handle 37 calls each
weekly, 80% in the set
owner's home, and has more
business than he can handle.
His gross income will be up
27%
this year, according to
the survey.

(TV) READIES

New Quarters for 'S3
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, DuMont
Television Network o & o station,
will move into larger and modern
studios in Gateway Center sometime in the late spring or early
summer of 1953, Chris J. Witting,
DTN director and general manager, said last week.
WDTV will lease 34,000 sq. ft.
of space in Gateway Center in an
agreement with Equitable Life Assurance Society, builder of the
Gateway project. Pittsburgh's only
TV outlet now occupies studios in
the Chamber of Commerce Bldg.
The move will follow those of
DTN's two other stations— WTTG
(TV) Washington, which recently
occupied new studios in the Raleigh
Hotel, and WABD (TV) New
York, key DuMont station, which
soon will move into its TV center
at 205 E. 67th St.
The new WDTV facilities will
include two studios, 73 x 73 and
44 x 31 ft., both on the first floor
adjacent to WDTV scenery and
carpenter shops. The centralized
video control plan inaugurated at
WTTG also will be installed at
WDTV, according to Rodney D.
Chipp, DTN engineering director.
Production offices will be on the
first floor, with additional offices
on the lower lobby floor. Executive
offices, master control and film
projection facilities will be on the
second floor.
Harold C. Lund is manager of
WDTV, which premiered Jan. 11,
1949. Mr. Chipp, Jim Bigwood
and Raymond Rodgers, all of DuMont, have been working on the
station's plans for new quarters.

TOUR of ABC's TV installations in
New York was made Oct. 24 by 50
teacher-delegates to Long Island
Teachers Conference to learn more
about TV's role in education.
• Telecasting

4(dHo<j,ef SaCeA Company,
Mr. Robert Thomas
c/o
Television
Columbus,
Ohio Station WBNS-TV
Dear Bob:
Just finished looking over the outstanding report of the merchandising
efforts from WBNS-TV in the launching of the "Wild Bill Hickok" series.
Bob, please accept and convey our
thoughts to those in your organization, our sincere appreciation for
this outstanding work in support of
the Sugar Corn Pops campaign. It is
stimulating and encouraging to work
with a station that is so keenly aware
of the value of merchandising in an
advertising campaign.
Yours most sincerely,
KELLOGG SALES COMPANY
CWW:ak

Carl W. Weber
District Sales Manager

see
difference
WBNS-TV pride themselves on their integrated merchandising
and promotion. This
covered wagon with the
Wrangler,
western
hero,WBNS-TVs
toured the
area distributing free
COLUMBUS, OHIO
samples of Sugar Corn
CHANNEL 10
Pops and
v
t
s
n
terest in thestimulating
Hickok showinuib
...
a
typical
example
CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
of tie-in merchandising
WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
available to WBNS-TV
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
sponsors.
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Film Report
(Continued from page 95)
ries of fact-feature films next Monday when production begins on
Peace of Mind. Firm expects the
first 13 of 12 Vz -minute films to be
completed by February.

ARGENTINE

Family Films, Hollywood, has
started production on last five halfhour films in This Is the Life TV
series of 26 programs, being made
for Lutheran Church - Missouri
Synod.
Great Commission Films, Hollywood, is in production on special
"Pearl Harbor" film to be shown
Dec. 7 on ABC-TV Hour of Decision, half-hour series featuring
Evangelist Billy Graham. Guest
star is Mitsuo Fuchida, chief commander of the Air Squadron that
led the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor.
Availabilities . . .
Association Films, New York, offering free of charge four films of
10 to 25 minutes duration on the
principles of insurance and its
place in the family structure. Films
employ both dramatic and documentary techniques.
Random Shots . . .
Key Productions, now under contract to film the Red Skelton television show, has installed a complete 17.5 mm magnetic recording
system, it was announced by Standi -Hoffman Corporation, which
handled the installation.
Series of six three to five-minute
dramatic vignette TV films, edited
by Filmcraft Productions, Hollywood, are being telecast by all seven
local stations as part of the Community Chest drive.
Film People . . .
Robert Guggenheim, manager of
film operations, KNBH (TV) Hollywood, to Major Television Productions Inc., Culver City, as general
manager. He succeeds Robert DeSousa, who has moved to New
York.
Hamilton Warren, head of film disPROTECT

HANDS are clasped after contract
is signed for Simmons Co. sponsorship
of the CBS-TV program, It's News
to Me, on alternate Saturdays. L to
r: Jack L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV
president; John Daly, show moderator, and Jack Hubbell, Simmons advertising manager.
tribution, Jerry Fairbanks Productions, Hollywood, to Filmcraft Productions, that city, in the same capacity.
Monique Van Vooren, Belgian actress making her American debut
in RKO release, "Tarzan and the
She-Devil," to New York as co-star
in CBS-TV Mr. Pippafox, half-hour
film series, to be produced by William Dozier.
Sandra Spence, featured on former
NBC-TV Pantomime Quiz, assigned
role of Burma in Terry and the
Priates, half-hour TV series being
filmed by Dougfair Corp., Los Angeles, for Canada Dry.
Margaret Buell Wilder, story editor, Frank Wisbar Productions,
Hollywood, to Screen Gems Inc.,
that city, in same capacity.
Al Simon, producer of NBC-TV /
Married Joan, half-hour film series, will discuss TV film production at Nov. 25 meeting of Los Angeles Ad Club.
WAYNE

OLIVEE, West Coast representative of Television Authority
before its merger with AFRA, named
assistant tosecretary
Claude in
McCue,
AFTRA's
executive
Hollywood.

YOURSELF, yoor STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tailored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION - LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
F or details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.
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TV BIRTHDAY
Clark Reports on Status, Lagging Sales

By HERBERT M. CLARK
Buenos Aires Correspondent
ARGENTINE television had its
first birthday Oct. 17, not much
further forward than it was when
it sprang into being, full-blown
and government-controlled, to cover
"Loyalty Day" in 1951.
The occasion was the anniversary
of the day in 1945 when the "descamisados," Peron's beloved "shirtless ones," rallied to spring him
from jail and boost him back into
Their gift from the regime last
power.
year w^s a television transmitter,
1,100 receivers bought by the government and shotted in party headquarters, and imrjort permits
covering another 10,000 reception
sets for sale to the public at large.
Today it is estimated that a
maximum of 3,000 sets are in use
in the Buenos Aires area covered
by Argentina's single transmitter,
LR 3-TV, owned by Radio Belgrano, first broadcasting operation to pass into government hands
back in 1947. Part of the import
licenses originally issued have
been revoked "for lack of foreign
exchange," with another estimated
3,000 sets in the hands of dealers.
The total compares unfavorably
with that of 4,400,000 radio receivers estimated to be in operation.
Sales are still moving slowly,
partly because they are so costly,
partly because there is little proship. gram inducement toward ownerCost of Receivers
Prices for receivers start at 14,000 pesos for a table-top model
(General Electric) with a 17-inch
screen. The cost is the equivalent
of between 3 and 20 times the U.S.
scale: It is $700 at the black-market valuation of the peso, $1,008
at Peron's "free official" rate of
exchange, and absorbs a full year's
income for a qualified newspaperman earning 1,100 pesos a month
or, since the same job would be
worth at least $100 a week in the
States, some §5,200. Television is
further removed into the "superluxury" category by the fact that
the price is cash, with no installment-buying available.
Under the terms of the complicated deal which brought TV to
this country, 10% was siphoned
off the top of retail sales prices
into a program fund — which
should, with 3,000 sets sold at an
average price of 20,000 pesos each,
have created a purse of 6 million
pesos, important money in Argentina. Despite that, however, viewers get more old movies (30% of
program time) than any other
fare in their five hours a day, with
the station going on the air at 5
p.m. and off at 10 p.m. some nights,
midnight when a late show is devised. Government propaganda

gets more time than the Sunday
football match, high spot of any
week's transmissions.
Peron's off-again, on-again ban
against the United States Embassy's radio broadcasting activities in Argentina was off again
this week, but for a price which
does not look like much of a barThe U. S. Information Service,
State Dept. branch which handles
the Embassy's two programs, has
been
paying the equivalent of $45,gain.
000 a year for time which rate
cards indicate is worth a maximum
of $20,000. The new price tag is
$90,000. Banned Third Time
Banned in 1949 after Argentina
had been read out of the InterAmerican Broadcasting Association because of restrictions on freedom of radio speech and again in
1951 as part of general official
resentment against unfavorable
foreign comment on the closing
and seizure of the independent
paper La Prensa, the shows were
cut off the air for the third time
on July 27, day after the death of
Evita Peron, under regulations
which ordered all radio time devoteddent'sto mourning
for the Presiwife.
The present permission to resume
activities was achieved after a
long series of negotiations between
Embassy officials and Argentine
representatives up to the cabinet
level at the Ministries of Foreign
Affairs and Communications.
NEW TV OUTLETS
Charlotte Meet Set Dec. 3-4
MAJOR phases of TV operation
will be explained to prospective
licensees and applicants during
a two-day Southeastern Television Conference, to be held at
Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 3-4, according to Charles H. Crutchfield,
WBT-AM-FM WBTV (TV) Charlotte.
Sessions will cover engineering,
programming, sales, promotion, accounting and management, with
time set aside for queries and discussions. Staff of WBTV and
WFMY-TV Greensboro will conduct sessions. Guests will include
representatives
of NARTB and
the FCC.
PREPARE NOW

FOR JOBS IN

TELEVISION— FILMS
One
America's
film schools
offersof short
study topcourses.
Fully
equipped
stage.
Eves. shooting
Easy courses
terms.
"B".
Also
Write or phone Dep't.
for Amateur Movie
Makers.
STerling 3-9444
29 Flatbush Av., B'klyn 17, N. Y.
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On

the

dotted

line .

WEWS (TV) Cleveland and Gray Drug Store Co. sign 52-wk. pact for daily
news show: Seated (I to r) Milton Neubauer, Gray v. p., and Marvin Kahn,
Gray merchandising mgr.; standing, M. D. Weiss, WEWS slsmn.; Bob Daley,
mgr., McCann-Erickson, Cleveland, and Max Balkin, Gray ad mgr.

POLAN CHALLENGES
Valley Television Protest
POLAN INDUSTRIES, grantee
for a new TV station at Youngstown, Ohio, on uhf Ch. 21, has
asked FCC to dismiss the "protest"
of Valley Television Co., which also
seeks the assignment, on grounds
that it is "a repetitious pleading
totally without merit." FCC denied
Valley Television's earlier petition
for reconsideration of the grant
[B»T, Oct. 20, 13].
Valley Television contended the
Sept. 19 grant to Polan Industries, announced by the Commission on Sept. 22, was premature
since only 17 working days previous, FCC had finalized the allocation of Ch. 21 to Youngstown
and the Commission had not waited
the usual 30 days before the grant
to allow possible applications by
others. Polan Industries, however,
asserted "any contention that protestant (who failed to file by July
1 when for all it knew all three
channels might have been granted)
did not have adequate time to prepare and file an application between July 24 and Sept. 19 approaches the frivolous."
Code

HOWARD L. CHERNOFF (I), gen.
mgr., KFMB-TV San Diego, "ropes
in" Monte Hall, western star, for new
three-year contract. Mr. Hall has
won a national award for his child
safety campaign.

MAX BERGER (c), pres.. New England
Provision Co., sponsors March of Time
on WNAC-TV Boston. Looking on are
Linus Trovers (I), exec. v. p. -gen. mgr.,
Yankee Network, and Myron Silton,
president, Silton Bros. Inc., ad agency.

Subscriber

KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., which
will begin operation Thursday, has
subscribed to the NARTB Television Code. The new station is the
95th subscriber.

some

COMPLETING final details of pact
W. S. BROWN (I), ad mgr., Canada
Dry Co., signs for Terry & the Pirates
for home games of Red Wings on
WXYZ-TV Detroit are (I to r) A. H.
alternate weeks for a year on TV.
Watching are (I to r) Bud Austin,
Bentler, sis. promotion mgr., Stroh
Official Films Inc., series dist.; Read
Brewery Co.; H. S. Wagoner, Stroh
Wright, radio-TV dir., J. M. Mathes
v. p. for sales; Budd Lynch, who will
Inc., Canada Dry agency, and W. T. announce games, and James G. RidOkie, Mathes v. p.
dell, WXYZ
Inc. pres.
JAMES C. GILL Co., Norfolk, Va., to sponsor Ziv series, Boston Blackie, in
Norfolk and Richmond, Va., Charlotte and Greensboro, N. C, markets. Making
orrangsments (I to r) J. J. Cannon, treas.; C. E. McCurry, Ziv dist. rep.; J. C.
Fiveash, pres.; Frank Christian, Lindsay Adv.; J. G. Brockenbrough, v. p., and
Jack Ball, v. p. Gill Co. distributes coffee and tea.

WAAM
(TV) FORUM
Exchanges PR Information
OF 108 original TV stations contacted by WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
44 have responded, giving information on the status of their public
relations staffs, WAAM reported
last week.
Questionnaire returns disclose
the average TV public relations
man is responsible for press information, audience promotion,
sales promotion and facility tours.
Miscellaneous duties include public
service programming, supervising
TV show ticket distribution, ghostwriting and greeting visitors.
Through its questionnaires,
WAAM is seeking to build • an
organization known as the TV-PR
Forum, within which PR men may
exchange information and techniques. The 64 non-respondents
are urged to participate.
GE Uhf Tuners
PRODUCTION of uhf tuners for
its TV sets at the Auburn, N. Y.,
plant was announced last week by
the General Electric Co. Tuners
are designed for installation inside
the company's vhf sets so that they
also can receive uhf. Two types of
tuners are to be made. One type,
for use in GE sets made since
January 1949, will have a list price
of $32.90. Other type, for GE sets
made before that date, will be
listed at $24.95.

spots are better than

In Los Angeles, KNBH TV spots
give you quickest sales results.
Food advertisers are scoring sensationally with integrated commercials delivered by famous Chef
Milani. On Monday thru Friday,
4-4:45 PM, Chef Milani uses
sponsors' products in recipes, gets
messages across solidly.
For the best spot, at the right
time, at the right place use . . .

others

KNBH
HOLLYWOOD _
Channel Gi

Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES
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BILINGUAL CBFT
Sets up a Program Ratio

PROGRAM
GRANTS
Made to 13 Schools

Nov. 9-16: National Radio & Television
Week.
Nov. 11: tians
National
of Chrisand JewsConference
awards luncheon,
Washington.
Nov. 13-14: MBS Affiliate meeting, New
York City.
Nov. 13-15: Assn. of Independent
Metropolitan Stations, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 17-18: NARTB Copyright Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Nov. 17-18: MBS Affiliate meeting,
Chicago.
Nov. 18-19: Oklahoma Broadcasters
Assn., fall meeting, Norman, Okla.
Nov. 19-22: Sigma Delta Chi, National
convention, Denver.
Nov. 20-21: NARTB Insurance Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Nov. 20-21: MBS Affiliate meeting, Salt
Lake City.
Dec.
lanta.1-2: MBS Affiliate meeting, AtDec. 1-3: National Assn. of Radio News
Directors convention, Cleveland.
Dec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 4: NARTB Radio Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 4-5: MBS Affiliate meeting, Biloxi,
Miss.
Dec. 5-6: Educational TV conference,
Indiana U., Bloomington, Indiana.
Dec.
8-9: NARTB TV Board, Cat Cay,
Bahamas.
Dec. 8-9: MBS Affiliate meeting, Dallas.
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
1953
Jan. 3: 83rd Congress convenes, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 12: Theatre TV allocation hearing, Washington.
Feb. 5-7: Southwestern I.R.E. Conference & Electronics Show, Plaza
Hotel, San Antonio.
April 18: Seventh Annual Spring
Technical Conference, Cincinnati.
• April
29-May
2: NARTB
Convention,
Biltmore
Hotel,
Los Angeles.

m 4 Reasons Why
^0 The foremost national and local advertisers use WEVD
year after
year to reach the vast
g»
Jewish Market
^0 of Metropolitan NewYork
B*** 1. Top adult programming
ZZZmiH
2. Strong audience impact
^^mh! 3. Inherent listener loyalty
[gjyqn 4. Potential buying power
BB^^P
Send for a copy of
"WHO'S WHO ON WEVD"
Henry Greenfield, Managing Director
WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,
New York 19
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AWARDING of grants - in - aid
totaling $78,500 to permit 13 colleges and universities in the U. S.
to present educational radio and
television programs has been announced by the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters. Money
for the project was provided by
the Fund for Adult Education of
the Ford Foundation and is being
administered by the NAEB.
The following received awards
for radio projects:
Grinnell College, $3,400, for 13
15-minute Americana programs;
U. of North Carolina, $5,000, for
13 half-hour American Adventures
programs; U. of Michigan, $6,000,
for 13 half-hour Freedom to Learn
sketches; U. of Alabama, $5,000,
for Document Deep South series of
18 half-hour tapes; Boston U.,
$5,800, for 13 half-hour tapes of
New England Renaissance series;
Indiana U., $3,100, for 13 15minute Folklore of Indiana series;
U. of Chicago, $6,500, for several
series on political, economic and
cultural problems.
Awards for TV projects went
to the following:
Wayne U., $2,100 for The Nationalities That Make America
series of 13 half -hour shows; U.
of Miami, $8,200, for 10 15-minute
films titled The Sea, dealing with
the economics of the sea; Stanford U., $8,900 for 13 half-hour
kinescopes of People, Places and
Politics over KPIX (TV) San
Francisco; Syracuse U., S6,700
for 13 half-hour telecasts of Footnotes to America over WSYR-TV
Syracuse; U. of Oklahoma, nine
10-minute films titled Camp Fires
and War Drums and U. of Minnesota, $8,900, for 10 hour-long
telecasts in cooperation with
WCCO-TV Minneapolis and the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
titled A Great Symphony Orchestra and The Region It Serves.

expansion
UNITED TELEVISION PROGRAMS, New York and Chicago,
as part of a company expansion,
last week announced addition of
two more representatives to its
sales staff. John Devine, Standard
Radio Transcription Services, Chicago, will represent UTP in the
Southwest, while George Fisher,
regional manager for Snader Telescriptions, N. Y., will be midwest
representative. Both Messrs. Devine and Fisher will be under supersion of John Rohrs, UTP midwest regional sales manager.
SCHEDULE of educational radio
broadcasts for KVOF (FM), owned
and operated by Texas Western College, has been made available to El
Paso Public Schools. Schedule for
October 1952-January 1953 was offered to teachers as "another tool
with which to do the best job of
possible."
Programs cover
ateaching
dozen school
subjects.

LLOYD c. YODER (r), general manager, KNBC San Francisco, accepts
a certificate from Karl B. Justus,
divisional director, National Conference of Christians and Jews, awarded
for KNBC's 14-week series. Communism— A Clinical Analysis, "exposing
the dangers of Communism to our
cherished way of life."
SNADER
SUIT
Answer Due Wednesday
A SUPERIOR Court judge will determine Wednesday in Los Angeles
whether Alexander Bisno and Samuel Markovitch should be permanently enjoined from selling outright 750 Snader Telescriptions
and other properties without unanimous approval of Louis D. Snader
and other partners in Snader Telescriptions Corp. and interlocking
companies.
Mr. Snader was granted a show
cause temporary restraining order
by Judge Frank T. Swain on Oct.
31, the legal action resulting from
sale by Messrs. Bisno and Markovitch of the entire telescriptions
library to Ben Frye, general manager of Studios Films Inc., Cleveland, for $600,000.
Besides asking for a permanent
injunction to prevent sale of the
3% -minute musical films, he petitioned the court for declaratory
relief, receivership, accounting and
a dissolution of the partnership.
JOHN F. RIDER Publisher Inc., N. Y.,
announces
publication
Television Manual
Volumeof 10.Rider's
Latest volume in the series will be ready
for distribution this month.
Its

PROBLEMS of a two-language
TV station are being solved at
CBFT Montreal, where the 1.2 million population breaks down to
some 900,000 French-speaking and
the balance English-speaking.
Because another Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. TV station is
not expected in the Montreal area
for some time (government plans
stations in other Canadian cities
first), the CBFT staff has had to
develop programs which would hold
most of the audience for the three
hours each evening the station is
on the air.
CBFT has been scheduling shows
in each of the two languages as
well as bilingual programs. Plays
and talks have to be done in either
language. Variety shows and some
sports can be done effectively in
both languages. In the first two
months of CBFT's operations, September and October, the schedule
included a weekly average of about
four hours of bilingual programs,
with the remainder of the weekly
25 hours favoring French over
English.
FCC Cites WGNS
WGNS Murfreesboro, Tenn., a
250-w fulltime outlet on 1450 kc,
was ordered by FCC last week to
show cause why cease and desist
orders should not be issued concerning the operation of the station by Garth Fort Freeze, "an
unlicensed operator, and for failure
to maintain required operating and
program
logs."to FCC's
order also
was
directed
Mr. Freeze
and
Cecil Elrod Jr., president and general manager, and requested the
parties to inform the FCC by Dec.
15 "of appearance at a hearing to
be held at Washington, D. C, to
determine whether said cease and
desist orders should be issued."
ABC Pacific Coast & Mountain Radio Networks (Nov. 2) started new
weekly quarter-hour musical program,
featuring Paulena Carter, concert
pianist.
for

a
SUCCESS

Account:
Merchandise:
Advertising:
Merchandise sold:
Advertising cost:
Merchandise cost:
Advertising cost ratio:

STORY

Sales/

#2

Women's apparel
All-wool winter coats
4 radio announcements
52 coats
$14.22
$988.00

Zanesville
NBC

in

Southeastern
BROADCASTING

Ohio
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INTERCITY TV
Nine Links Opening in '53
NINE new intercity TV links will
be opened during 1953 through
the equipping of coaxial tubes in
cables already built or under construction for video seiwice, according to plans filed with the FCC
by the Long Lines Dept. of AT&T
and 13 associated companies. Overall 1953 construction program, of
which overall cost is estimated at
$32 million, will provide three
million miles of telephone facilities and some 680,000 miles of
telegraph channels for private line
telegraph and teletypewriter exchange service, as well as extensive additions to radio and TV networks, the company announced.
New coaxial cable TV channels
to be opened during 1953 include:
Amarillo-Oklahoma City, Charlotte -Jacksonville, ChattanoogaKnoxville, Dallas-Houston, DallasJackson, Jackson - New Orleans,
Little Rock-Memphis, Memphis-St.
Louis, Orlando-Tampa.
Plans for making microwave
facilities available for connecting
Holyoke and Springfield, Mass.,
and New Britain, Conn., to the
nationwide TV network were announced Thursday by the long lines
dept. Connections for the three
cities would be made to the New
York-Boston radio relay system
at an intermediate microwave
tower about 120 miles north of
New York, AT&T said. TV signals
would be beamed by microwave
antennas to radio relay towers.
Antenna Report
A STUDY of the variations in
radiated field intensity about the
theoretical pattern factor of a
standard broadcast directional antenna has been issued by the Technical Research Div. of FCC's Office of Chief Engineer. The eightpage, highly technical report is
titled "Physical Limitations to Directional Antenna Systems in the
Standard Broadcast Band" (T.R.
R. 1.2.6.) and is available upon
request to FCC. Written by Harry
Fine, the report can aid in adjusting and maintaining directional arrays.

OHIO PRISON RIOT
Well Covered by WHIZ

AMONG 75 commercial and educational broadcasters at the sixth annual
Radio Executives Conference held in cooperation with Wisconsin Broadcasters
Assn. on the U. of Wisconsin campus Oct. 24-25 were (I to r) Walter Donald,
WTCH Shawano; Mrs. Donald, WBA treasurer; Prof. Raymond Stanley, project director of the university's TV laboratory; Mrs. Ben Laird, and Mr. Laird,
WDUZ Green Bay, WBA president.

stones
► ED ALLEN Jr., president-general manager, WDOR -Sturgeon
Bay, and general manager, WWOC
Manitowoc, both Wisconsin, last
Thursday celebrated his 22d anniversary in radio.
► BOB COLVIG, KFSO San Francisco newscaster, completes his
16th year in radio Nov. 15. An
informal KSFO staff party will be
given in his honor. Mr. Colvig
entered radio in 1936, and has been
with KSFO since 1946. In addition
to his newscasts, he emcees KSFO's
The Hour of Melody.
e> WMAR-TV Baltimore commemorated its fifth birthday Oct. 27
by issuing a 34-page, illustrated booklet highlighting important
events in the station's half -decade
span. The booklet chronicles each

of the first four years of the Sunpapers' CBS-TV outlet and devotes
a two-page spread to each of the
past 12 months of its fifth year.
O KBUC Corona, Calif., celebrated
its fourth anniversary as "Four
Years Old and Twice as Powerful"
with its change from 500 w to 1
kw, now effective. E. J. Bucknum
is president and general manager.

WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, flashed
news of the Ohio Penitentiary riot
moments after it occurred and
then via Morgan Beatty's News of
the World, gave latest developments on NBC to the nation.
Allan Land, WHIZ news editor,
arranged for an "on the spot" telephone tape recording for the 6:10
p.m. local newscast. He then contacted NBC in New York. At 6:55
p.m., NBC ordered WHIZ into the
7:30-7:45 program. Necessary
lines weren't ready until 7:27. Information compiled by WHIZ was
put into readable form by 7:29:30.
Mr. Land went on the network at
7:35 p.m.
Following that, Mr. Land, Bill
Harper, engineer, and Bob Maley,
program director, rushed to Columbus (54 miles from Zanesville)
and made the only recording in
the state of Gov. Frank Lausche
and Warden Ralph Alvis after they
concluded an emergency conference. Bill Eberle, WHIZ promotion manager, said the intensive
coverage was possible only through
the coordination of Bill Hunt, chief
engineer, Bob Wagner, sports director, and those mentioned.
KECA-TV Los Angeles Standard HourTV November
named "Program
the District
Month"
for
by L. A.of 10th
Congress
ers Assn. of Calif. Parents & Teach-

mm

B> WFIL Philadelphia has aired
Within Our Gates, a weekly dramatic program promoting intergroup understanding, for the 400th
consecutive broadcast. Series has
been on the air for more than seven
*
* ❖
years.
B>JACK BAILEY, m.c. on MBSDon Lee's Queen for a Day,
crowned his 2,000th "Queen" and
started his ninth year on the Oct.
24 program.
. . . it's wonderful!

the cornerstone
of every..
advertising ,
j— 0.„
;in New
and

Haven

New

England
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Protest Dismissed
PROTEST of Betty Lou Summers
against FCC's action of Sept. 24
renewing the license of WNBW
(TV) Washington without hearing
was dismissed by the Commission
last Thursday on the grounds that
no new information was presented
that had not already been considered in the renewal action. Miss
Summers' protest, filed by Washington attorney Carl L. Shipley,
charged that the station promised
the winner of a contest on one of
WNBW's programs some $4,000 to
$5,000 in prizes and then failed to
27].
make full value awards [B»T, Oct.

. . . we've been going steady
with seasoned national and
local advertisers for over 18
years, so we're inclined to
agree. Make a date with
KFYR to cover the agriculturalket.ly wealthy North Dakota mar-

KFYR
BISMARCK, N. DAK.
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE
Rep. by John Blair
November 10, 1952
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Radio Homes Count For Five States
(Continued from page 39)
RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— KENTUCKY
5=6 § TELEVISION
RADIO
■o o>
With TV
With
Radio
1950
Area
— o-= „
o= mr
ov
I- .2OUc D
t—2 a.a
z£
5.3
z£
o
U
S
'c
o
o
Carroll
91
.0
8,517
2,596
Carter
60
2,560
22,559
2,560
2,330
4,340 89.0
Casey
1,667
5,030 13515 0.4
5,213
85.3
0.8
17,446
5,085
4,030
2,676
4,119
1 .2
Christian
0.8
90.3
42,359 10,623 10,565
, 10,500
4,000
3,585
Clark
1
,635
40
92.3
9,545
1
8,898
4,906
Clay
5,446
959
5,200
30 0.6
23, 116
4,800
3,431
4,683
5,285
3,830 80.9
4,735
8515 0.6
Clinton
10,605
2,230
2,529
87.6
2,545
20
0.6
Crittenden
1
,496
88.6
10,818
2,510
.
4,660
3,150
3,1
10
1 0 0.4
Cumberland
2,755
2,396
9,309 15,619
2,085 87.6
Davies
2,380 14,735
110
0.7
2,006
15,420
3,090
57,241
2,380
1,055 15,225
Edmonson
95.6
9,928
9,376
2,343
2,060
Elliott
1 .3
707
88.2
88.6
2,335
7,085
1,485
1,517
1,117
0.9
Estill
2,330
14,677
1,315 84.9 16,678
3,625
3,400 25,560
20 2.0
1 ,784 26,710
2,885
3,380
1
,490
1 00,746 27,124
Fayette
95.5
26,770
20 2.6
91.6
0.7
Fleming
1.9
1 1 ,962
525
3,386 11,340
25
Floyd
90 0.8
3,045 95.4
3,325 10,175
53,500
3,320
11,466
1
1
,300
2,166
89.7
140
Franklin
25,933
5,906
7,390
7,050 91 .4 4,748
Fulton
8535 0.9
13,668
7,407
3,912
7,375
3,840
5.3
7.2
3,510 92.6
Gallantin
660
1,178
2,486
3,835
3,969
1,155
Garrard
20
1,070
1,135
1 1 ,029
3,082
92.6
Grant
2,970
91.1
1,817
2,750 93.7
9,809
2,917
2,955 200
2,815
60 0.7
2,790
2,565
Graves
1 ,772
31,364
0.8
9,447
17,063
Grayson
9,345
4,560
4,480
9,280
8,760
5,305
1.1
91 .2
Green
11,261
4,055 90.5
1,804
3,183
3,180
2.1
4,465
3,165
Greenup
65
1,547
2,900
24,887
91.1
5,950
6,230
20
35
89.4
5,420
Hancock
939
5,880
125
6,009
1,695
1,725 10,330
5.6
1,515 92.9
Hardin
50,312
1 ,695 10035 0.6
10,295
1.2
4,270 89.8 10,204
Harlan
15,885 1 9,600
71,751 10,376
575
16,151
3,605
3,395
8.8
190
Harrison
13,736
15,690
4,240
4,085
30 0.7
Hart
88.9
93.9
2,150
15,321
4,200
3,835
3,735
2,973
4,293
55
92.2
4,170
Henderson
30,715
8,924
2,121
8,825
105 3.4
Henry
8,140
5,029
1 1 ,394
3,372
3,335
1.1
8,835 185 2.1
3,070 92.1
92.3
Hickman
2,273
3,070
7,778
1,384
2,035
91.5
2,225
2,205
38,815 11,146 1 1 ,090 10,145 80.7
Hopkins
10,770
20
2,205
Jackson
13,101
25 0.5
3,045 1 37,340
2,370 96.3 90,710
6,546
Jefferson
2,935 132,325
1 ,049 136,910
484,615 1 39,257
2,920 14,6105 10.7
0.1
0.7
90.3
Jessamine
12,458
1.1
3,421
3,410
90.8
3,080
Johnson
23,846 315,667
5,530 30,200
3,390
2,172
Kenton
50
5,020 97.3
,242 31,035
104,254
40
0.6
5,520
23,546
80.5
2,757
8,445
27.3
30,890
Knott
20,320
4,054
55 1.3
Knox
3,215 86.1
3,995
1,276
30,409
6,975
1.9
6,958
4,005
Larue
90.6
2,804
6,945
6,005
2,460
9,956
2,766
25 0.7
Laurel
1,424
25,797
2,715
2,695
6,164
88.7
936
9015
6,045
5,360
Lawrence
14,418
2,404
3,100 89.7
3,528
lee
6,020
1,668
3,455
1,845 85.0
8,739
3,450
15 0.5
0.4
Leslie
61
1
2,105
2,170
15,537
85.0
3,005
2,495 87.9
Letcher
60 0.7
2,935
39,522
2,155
89.8
2,875
Lewis
20
0.6
8,615
1.3
13,520
7,545
4,455
8,585
3,403
3,175
45 1.0
Lincoln
8,415
1.2
18,668
2,850 91.3
4,802
1,722
4,295
3,135
25
4,705
Livingston
1,995
7,184
2,525
1,705 85.5
4,695
2,044
logan
1,282
22,335
1,990
6,119
5,535 90.1
0.6
974
91.0
6,080
3,378
6,060
1,620
Lyon
6,853 14,941
1,657 14,870
0.6
1,460 93.1
McCracken
1 ,61 5
49,137
13,845
0.6
20
70
80.5
McGreary
9,318 14,795
16,660
3,586
3,620
10 1.1
30
3,620
McLean
2,915 93.6
1,536
10,021
2,840
85 0.8
2,820
65
Madison
2,640
2,820
31,179
1,891
92.6
8,246
8,190
30 1.0
13,839
4,163
Magoffin
7,585 91.2
80.4
8,130
2,965
30
2,957
91.3
Marion
17,212
1,016
2,965
2,385
3,930
4,043
25
Marshall
3,590
2,243
13,387
4,019
3,920
2,518
20
680
3,575 84.8
Martin
11,677
3,870
2,351
3,875
0.6
3.9
93.8
1,955
Mason
2,280
2,305
18,486
5,020
5,401
175 0.9
Meade
5,350
3,648
90.9
210
2,422
85.5
9,422
1.4
1,895
5,355
945
405
Menifie
2,085
4,798
1,105
1,151
1,309
70 8.4
Mercer
2,085
1.6
94.0
1,110
14,643
4,354
4,300
0.8
20
Metcalfe
90.8
50
2,760
4,040 87.9
4,280
2,630
15
2,410
9,851
2,665
2,655
1,237
Monroe
0.9
30
1.6
13,770
3,040 92.6
3,491
40 1.1
3,460
Montgomery
1,576
13,025
3,625
3,595
1,965
3,330
85.3
13,624
Morgan
3,435 115 1.4
3,580
3,163
2,705
3,170
1,197
89.2
Muhlenberg
32,501
92.0
4,870
8,623
Nelson
3,135 170 3.6
7,635
91.9
4,713
19,521
8,555
4,345
4,725
Nicholas
8,515
3.2
2,614
2,030 85.9
7,532
1,668
2,239
2,210
4,690
30
Ohio
20,840
2,195
5,180
5,903
6,030
3,080
5,905
70 0.5
THE LATEST
WCKY

THE "SELLINGEST"
STATION IN THE NATION
WCKY'S THE STATION
PROGRAMMED TO SELL
A Small Investment on WCKY
will net you
Tremendous Dividends
In Sales

November 10, 1952

RADIO
With Radio
1950

Area
t- oT> a
o !! :
Oldham
Perry
Owsley
Owen
Pendleton
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Robertson
Rockcastle
Shelby
Rowan
Russell
Trigg
Scott
Simpson
Spencer
Todd
Taylor

11,018
9,755
9,610
7,324
46,566

TELEVISION
With TV
oa

0.9,
z £

Z £

160
618
§=5E
o> o o
1,472
1,877
5,438
640
1,924
588

93.3
150
94.4
83.6
15
2,470
2,700
180
2,885
2,345
70
1,355 90.7
94.1
1,595
8,800
2,640
15,870
2,810
89.2
17,095
90.4
1.6
155 1.2
9,735
81,154
6,812
91.7
770 78.1
820
35 4.3
285
38,452
82.3
1,555
1,215
45
1.4
4.3
7,115
13,925
4,611
9,790
86.0
12,708
93.3
1,207
8,870 93.9
2,881
2,990
89.3
30
1,473
2,695
Tota
3,280
13,717
2,620
70
1.6
l
1.8
15,141
10 0.4
3,040 95.4
1,172
17,912
25
0.7
4,670
92.8
1 1 ,678
2,800
4,050 92.4
3,415
50 3.0
14,403
4,925
1,818
210
3,240 91.3
70
4,305
35
3,390
3,384
1,650
1,043
6,157
89.9
1,639
15
3,399
1,530 90.2
1,713
12,890
1,961
3,882
3,615
Trimble
1,527
9,683
3,885
50
930
3.9
3,635
3,260
2,540
91.4
3,600
5,148
Union
1,426
20 0.5
2,578
2,300 92.5
Warren
1,290
14,893 11,996
75
0.6
42,758
1,305
4,110
1
1
,890
11,035 82.1
Washington
94.2
95 0.4
Whitley
4,203
12,777
3.0
87.9
5,787
Wayne
2,970
3,750
83.9
0.5
16,475
Webster
3,186
25 1.0
87.9
1,961
4.883
3,160
1,357
2,995
3,935
105
91.8
3,320
15,555
3,921
Wolfe
2,977
646
5 1.4 jlPi
31,940
4,345
Woodford
4,925
7,590
3,340
11,212
30 0.3 ,|Pi
2,109
1.660
7,722
1,375
7,615
1,725
6,705
* Not available.
20 TV0.5
3,147
2,840
3,075
3,095
RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUSRADIO
OF HOUSING— MISSISSIPPI
TELEVISION
With Radio
1950
With
Area
c
2,509
2,841
1,694
2,881
9,866
17,632
1,623
9,906
854
3,325
3,005
3,458
5,054
4,328

1,620
a c.
2,485
£o
2,895
9,860
2,805
17,495
1,555
9,815
840
3,275
3,045
3,405
4,340
4,975
1,655
3,395
3,895
3,625
2,550
1,430
11,935
4,105
3,180
3,955
4,945
7,630
1,675

1.0
554,765
The State
548,625
Urban and rural 2,178,914
Nonfarm
307,259
1,081,707
607,162 173,843 303,475
Urban
172,025
474.545
Rural Nonfarm
133,416 131,450
Rural
S.M.A.farm
1 ,097,207 247,506 245,150
Jackson
Area Urbanized 142,164 37,599 37,130
Jackson
100,261 27,555 27,150
URBAN PLACES
Biloxi
37,425
Clarksdale
16,539
7,980
Columbus
4,930
7,940
17,172
4,957
Greenville
29,936
Greenwood
4,764
18,061
8,732
Gulfport
4,715
Hattiesburg
22,659
5,435
8,670
Jackson
29,474
5,447 26,580
6,300
26,978
Laurel
98,271
6,354
25,038
8,455
McComb
8,412
7,080
10,401 12,567 12,535
Meridian
41,893
Natchez
7,211
22,740
3,245
3,230
Pascagoula
10,805
Vicksburg
6,603
Tupelo
6,475
11,527
2,950
2,976
27,948
COUNTIES
3,545
8,450
3,520
Adams
32,256
8,687
Alcorn
27,158
7,456
Amite
8,915
Attala
7,395
19,261
4,550
26,652
Benton
6,542
8,765
4,621
Bolivar
6,520
2,040
8,793
Calhoun
15,955
63,004
15,914
2,062
Clay
Carroll
18,369
18,951
Chickasaw
15,499
4,690
4,704
11,009
Choctaw
3,560
3,475
Clairborne
4,806
Clarke
11,944
2,738
4,775
2,770
19,362
17,757
3,010
Coahoma
49,361
4,811
4,510
3,021
4,538 1 4,790
Capiah
3,040
30,493 13,196
16,036
Covington
De Soto
7,825
24,599
7,840
Forrest
3,843 12,340
45,055
Franklin
George
12,357
5,941
3,815
5,975
10,929
Greene
10,012
2,866
2,610
Grenada
18,830
2,494
2,510
1,952
Hancock
11,891
8,215 21,031
Harrison
1,855
4,840
Hinds
142,164
84,073
3,139
3,090
37,130
4,920 20,875
Holmes
Humphreys
37,599
23,115
33,301
Issaquena
7,895
8,088
Itawamba
17,216
1,273
4,966
5,582
5,585
Jackson
1,295
4,365
Jasper
8,433
18,912
31,401
Jefferson
4,372
8,265
1 1 ,306
4,310
4,376
2,958
2,950

463,670
264,645
109,865
154,780
199,025
33,940
25,550
7,430
4,305
4,065
4,785
7,605
24,985
5,730
7,785
6,360
2,995
10,980
5,585
2,815
7,440
3,305
7,225
6,825
3,630
1,530
12,425
5,590
4,155
2,720
4,045
2,400
1 0,635
3,760
2,280
3,550
6,420
11,295
4,690
3,275
2,350
2,105
1,560
19,175
4,075
33,940
945
2,690
5,825
4,400
7,530
3,975
3,475
2,215

84.5 205.613
545,715
87.2 118,466 301,640
90.0
170,840
83.6 71,289 244,075
47,177 130,800
81.2 87,147
14,728
36,885
91.4
94.1
*
26,925
87.3
93.6
7,945
86.2
2,837
1,860
87.7
4,675
4,905
88.0
8,645
2,140
91.0
3,224
89.8
5,430
92.1
11,527
2,508
26,370
94.0
6,270
92.7
2,668 12,525
3,306
86.3
8,390
3,093
6,985
5,486
87.6
2,012
3,230
95.4
93.9
1,119
6,470
88.0
2,935
2,257
4,188
1,548
92.3
3,475
82.4
8,415
79.8
8,730
7,350
77.9
2,798
75.0
85.7
757
4,555
3,702
2,045
2,637
78.3
1,697 15,890
2,333
4,665
6,480
4,889
84.7
88.6
1,487
86.6
3,480
78.5
75.7
829
1,942
1,835
1,138
4,775
81.6
2,745
13,005
4,805
78.7
3,040
91.5
78.5
4,500
81.9
3,058
3,840
1,681
733 12,260
7,815
1,446
85.8
1,514
4,814
90.0
5,925
3,820
83.9
84.1
689
1,860
1,111
84.2
2,675
2,500
4,850
87.1
1,720
3,030
1,285 20,825
78.8
91.9
73.0
91.4
73.8 1 4,728 36,885
7,815
2,460
7,875
1,763
91.1
5,545
1,280
297
80.6
1,636
91.1
4,345
641
3,113
8,215
75.1
4,270
2,950
1,409

BROADCASTING

1.0
5,225
2,545 1.1
0.8
1,285 0.8
0.6
175
1,260
240
2,680
1.1
1.3
0.7
0.6
55 1.1
60
10570
5 0.1
60 1.0
10 1.7
0.1
17550 0.6
40 1.0
1.2
55 0.4
40
0.7
75
20
35
50 0.6
1.0
0.7
45 1.5
1.2
35 0.8
95
25 0.6
70
85 1.0
0.5
50 1.5
1.0
30 0.9
105
13550
40 0.8
0.2
2.3
0.1
2.8
20 0.4
45 0.6
50
455
245
10 0.4
1.3
15 0.6
1.0
2.7
4.1
1.3
70
25 0.4
0.9.
240 0.7
105 1.2
70 2.3
200
5
50
30
45 1.1
25 0.8
0.4

• Telecasting

Ra

3,893
4,726
7,055
6,288
3,689
30,683
3,509
4,877

3,820
4,560
6,980
6,225
3,595
29,960
3,410
4,790

3,720
4,480
6,770
6,135
29,465
3,495
3,335
4,680

97.4
98.2
97.0
98.1
97.2
98.3
97.8
97.7

2,868
3,133
4,944
3,984
2,347
22,887
2,691
3,067

4,525
3,805
6,945
6,255
3,570
29,845
3,400
4,780

45
25
225
55520
5
5

25 0.1

ONLY A COMBINATION
OF STATIONS CAN
COVER GEORGIA'S
MAJOR MARKETS

AGENCY,
ecasting

5.0
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.3
0.1
1.9

INC.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Media Anxious to Cooperate
RADIO and television stations are
anxious to cooperate with public
relations practitioners in promoting community and public service
causes, Eugene Juster, general
manager of WRC-WNBW (TV)
Washington, told a television workshop sponsored by the National
Capital Forge, American Public
Relations Assn.
Interviewed last Monday at a
panel luncheon moderated by Edgar
Parsons, American Automobile
Assn., Mr. Juster answered a series
of questions dealing with network
and station policy on public interest
programming. He contended the
public service factor in a radio or
TV program was unchanged by the
presence or lack of a sponsor. Tom
Tausig, program operations director of WTOP-TV Washington, will
be interviewed at the second workshop panel today. Meetings are
held at the Lafayette Hotel, Washington, D. C.

Homes

680
1,505
9,610
9,706
2,779
696
2,210
2,655
2,239
1,760
1,786
328
4,255
4,165
310
2,310
2,259
4,340
(Continued
4,285on

5,230
2,950
2,621
4,097
3,091
1 ,073
1,808
2,102
2,427
2,422
2,895
4,656
2,097
770
2,350
3,914
5,948
2,287
62,150
961
1,548
2,534
1,290
976
6,748
2,212
663
672
274
546
1,191
6,637
1,460
2,209
1,291
244
3,288
1,715
3,674

PAB Plans May Meeting
PENNSYLVANIA Assn. of
Broadcasters will hold its annual meeting in May, it was announced last week by the PAB
board of directors who met in
Harrisburg's Penn Harris Hotel
Oct. 30.

| Per C
ent

2,600
9,135
680
2,210
1,750
2.300
4,125
4,265
310

0.3
0.7
1.3
5 1.6
25
55

2.4
page
1
Mister Fred Norman
Grant Advurtising Inc.
Chicago, U.S.A.
55
Dere Fred:
You fellers there in Chi. has a newzpapur which I seen th' othur day on tlx'
boss' desk. Th'
paper
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fer
St.
whichWall
I thot
was
in
AT.
but th' paper Y.is
ina story
ChiAnyhow,
itthere
had cago.
tchemicul
e 1 1 i n' plants
how
makes
us Thappy
ond
sales.
h big
ct
are makin'
a'boomin'
Kanawha
here
in Valth'
W.
Fa.
becuzley of we
hev
the country
hull
fer
gestfifth
area in. bigthe
makin'
cul stuff.chemiGood
old WCHS (25
y5,000
r s.) with
580day
hours
on th' onevry
radeo
24is
Algyprogrums
with
Chemiculs
may
fer
Yrs.,this markit.
money.
smell funny but
they rilly make

WCHS

Charleston, W. Va.
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l

94.6
93.5
94.9
98.9
98.1
98.3
5,435
93.9
935
97.9
76,775
2,320
7,835
1,230 94.3
95.2
95.5
2,170
2,880 94.6
95.9
1,495
2,900 98.1
805 96.6
93.6
7,995
1,145
795 96.70U)
295
92.4
94.8
97.9
9,280
1,390 96.6
2,600
97.1
660 95.7
95.7
2,095
1,685
94.6
275 88.7
3,985
93.8
2,185
4,020

2,638
5,453
194
2,770
302
307
2,369
2,469
1,175
1,149

Tota

3,580
1 ,450
2,135
3,340
2,730
3,025
3,575
5,365
2,900
2,810

Number

Number

3,375
2,855
1,375
3,430
1,445
7,225
4,780
3,280

97.7
96.0
98.6
92.5
96.0
98.5
94.8
96.2
96.5
93.2
97.7
93.4
96.1
96.0
96.3
97.3
97.2
96.5
97.1
98.2
96.8

7.4
5 0.4
0.1
69,855 5,180
40
3,885
30
8,080
880
2.8
340
40
200
1.3
1.3
25 1.0
325
2,965
3,485
0.5
1,550
0.7
45 0.8
1,445
0.3
3,490
35
7,330 24025 4.9
4,865
30
3,490
5
15 1.9
13,625
,490
15 0.5
40
3,440
1.2
20 0.7
2,185
1.0
70
3,060
2010
2,820
3,640
35 0.7
950
30
5,645
0.7
0.4
1.1
2,990
2,950
5,700
0.8
25
355 4.5
0.7
2,535
77,510
7,920 5,900
70
1015 2.3
7.6
10
0.6
2,985
1,585
1.2
1,315
15 0.5
2,270
0.7
1.0
20
8,265
2,995
815
1,205
305
1.6
835
5 0.9
40
6555
1,505

Per Cen
t

2,975
3,510
1,450
1,550
7,485
3,510
3,510
4,975
3,680
1 ,505
3,435
2,225
2,830
3,1 15
3,640
5,740
2,995
2,970
5,725
2,365
945
78,400
7,970
1,310
2,280
3,015
1,585
860
3,025
8,280
810
1,210
305

3,735
850
320
185
7,905
350

56,757

Number

Radio

reporting

Per
Cent

Homes

Number

3,120
2,249
1,616
3,042
8,437
1,238
301
889
823
1,521

200
8,090
355
885
325

98.0
69,240 96.0

Number

Number

ing

11,813
14,762
22,682
20,21 1
12,115
98,884
1 1 ,335
15,433

8,778
7,189
2,404
5,867
14,859
1,061
13,623
7,226

3,069
3,593
1,537
1,447
7,603
3,558
3,572
5,1 16
3,736
1 ,563
2,351
3,484
2,887
3,176
5,806
3,641
2,91 1
2,948
5,805
12,656
,01 1
8,236
1,326
80,744

3,890

1940

dwell

1,325,510 394,148 382,070 369,430 96.7 298,790 379,250 10,015 2.6
119,742 35,991 35,340 34,690 98.2 26,329 35,120
670 1.9
30,858 30,145 29,650 98.4
30,030
555
1 .3
99,509 105,407
102,810 100,625 97.9 80,666 1 01,780 7,445 7.3
366,395
*
86,760 6,505 7.5
310,291
90,094 87,715 85,900 97.9

4,354
9,610
7,096
5,282
28,052
9,385
4,114
2,912
2,734
1,057
32,186
5,575

8,167
326
224
366
3,522

70,685

Per Cent

units

ied

occup

Total

populatioi

1
1
1
1
1
l
(:
i
IThe State
S.M.A.
Lincoln
< Lincoln UrbanI ized Area
Omaha
Omaha UrbanI ized Area
| URBAN PLACES
Beatrice
(Fremont
Grand Island
(Hastings
'Kearney
I Lincoln
(Norfolk
'North Platte

Total

RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS
RADIOOF HOUSING— NEBRASKA
TELEVISION
With TV
With Radio
1950
Area

Burt
Clay
Butler
i.ass
Cherry
Leaar
Chase
Cheyenne
Cuming
Colfax
Custer
Dakota
Dawes
Dawson
Deuel
Dodge
Dundy
Douglas
Dixon '
Fillmore
Franklin
Frontier
Gage
Furnas
Garden
wartield
Gasper
Greeley
Grant
Hall
Hamilton
Harlan
Hayes
Hitchcock
Holt
Hooker
Howard
Jefferson

11,624
28,855
803
1,325
1,203
10,721
1 2,279
4,911
25,134
1 5,164
1,536
1 1 ,432
11 6,361
3,843
5,176
12,081
8,397
10,010
1 8,700
2,994
19,170
10,401
1 9,393
9,708
3,330
26,265
9,129
281,020

72,707
4,022

io

3,750
3,025
3,325
5,345
3,765
8,675

251,117
12,858

Omaha
Scottsbluff
COUNTIES
Antelope
Adams
Arthur
Banner
Blaine
Boone
Boyd
Box Butte
Brown
Buffalo

TELEVISION
With TV

dio

Rad

2,066
1,670
639
4,644
2,659
1,550
2,128
1,852
1,365
2,656
1,288
5,371
6,267
1,122
1,457
1,242
1,758
1,770
2,876

3,785
5,260
17,865
3,365
3,035
10,210
4,980
13,190
7,155
9,450
7,655
6,145
5,560
9,470
3,525
6,240
5,735
4,695
5,470
7,735
2,165
5,255
9,215
5,310
5,170
6,290
5,710
5,010
3,220
5,120
3,745
1,685
13,130
7,385
4,350
4,365
4,125
5,430
5,435
1 1 ,545
19,105
3,565

c

Number

Number

1,870
2,909
759
2,360
4,204
2,414
2,276
2,645
2,064
2,072
1,355

3,535
14,450

g

1,051
6,136
1,248
2,054
1,143
956
7,109
1,858
4,734
4,961
2,722
3,583
2,640
1,375
2,081
3,706
1,532
1.089
2,123
2,407

reportin

2,910
13,075
2,880
4,700
2,985
15,240
2,605
4,430
9,455
10,475
6,395
7,655
6,300
5,220
4,420
8,150
2,970
5,665
4,880
3,015
4,500
6,375
4,765
1,865
8,000
4,815
4,650
5,010
5,090
4,310
2,515
4,595
3,360
1,525
1 0,320
5,660
3,395
3,990
3,865
4,020
4,980
3,025
9,785
15,645
3,200
2,705
2,790
4,510
3,185
7,085

reporting

3,580
14,590
3,795
5,290
3,390
17,930
3,030
4,970
10,335
1 3,245
7,170
9,550
7,910
6,185
5,565
9,495
3,595
6,355
5,765
4,695
5,490
7,730
5,280
2,160
9,235
5,320
5,165
6,345
5,780
5,165
3,240
5,115
3,820
1,685
13,155
7,415
4,345
4,370
4,130
5,440
5,435
3,555
11,605
19,225
3,795
3,070
3,335
5,360
3,775
8,715

1.0
110
35 0.5
70
1.3
15 0.8
70
20
0.5
0.4
1.6
50
110
45
135
95 1.4
1.1
1.0
0.8
0.6
45
80
55
120 0.7
0.7
55 0.6
2.2
0.6
1.0
60 0.6
25
0.4
20
160
4010 0.7
3075 1.2
65
0.5
65 2.1
1.3
145 0.8
1.3
0.9
2.3
7550
1.2
1053560
0.8
0.3
755 0.7
1.8
2.1
55
13080
1.7
1.6
1.3
65
120 1.5
2.2
60 1.1
55
65
35 0.2
0.6
0.5
5 0.2
20
0.6
20
35 1.2
10030
0.8
0.7

Area

With
1950
1940

3,611
14,813
al
t3,695
To5,392
3,421
18,128
3,125
5,276
10,375
13,275
7,248
9,564
7,909
6,223
5,681
9,553
3,781
6,442
5,692
4,809
5,485
7,808
5,392
2,218
9,288
5,350
5,239
6,342
5,879
5,339
3,248
5,269
4,002
1,653
13,235
7,479
4,468
4,402
4,055
5,617
5,524
1 3,611
1 ,965
19,321
4,032
3,037
3,416
5,377
3,885
8,883

81.3
89.6
88.8
75.9
88.1
85.0
86.0
89.1
91.5
79.1
89.2
80.2
79.6
84.4
79.4
85.8
82.6
89.1
84.6
64.2
82.0
82.5
90.2
86.3
86.6
90.5
90.0
79.0
88.1
83.4
77.6
89.8
88.0
90.5
78.4
76.3
78.1
91 .3
93.6
73.9
91.6
85.1
84.3
81.4
84.3
88.1
83.7
84.4
84.1
81.3

dwelling

15,500
57,235
15,893
22,798
13,225
64,171
12,639
21,610
38,237
51,813
27,899
37,852
33,860
23,967
25,106
36,543
14,470
25,730
22,681
20,022
24,569
31,271
20,641
9,108
35,137
19,994
19,810
25,885
28,881
21,681
12,903
21,819
16,740
6,264
56,031
30,486
18,011
17,522
15,544
21,664
20,262
15,563
39,616
70,504
17,010
1 1 ,607
14,116
22,231
15,191
35,712

Total

TELEVISION
With TV

occupied

Jefferson Davis
!Jones
Kemper
! Lafayette
' Lamor
' Lauderdale
'!Lawrence
Leake
J Lee
Leflore
' Lincoln
jLowndes
Madison
' Marion
Marshall
I Monroe
i Montgomery
■ Neshoba
^ Newton
' Noxubee
I Oktibbeha
t Panola
t Pearl River
! Perry
Pike
Pontotoc
I Prentiss
Quitman
Rankin
Scott
Sharkey
Simpson
Smith
Stone
Sunflower
Tallahatchie
Tate
Tippah
Teshomingo
Tunica
Union
Walthall
Warren
Washington
Wayne
tWilkinson
Webster
Winston
Yalobusha
Yazoo
* Not available.

c

units

Area

RADIO
io
latWith
Radio
popu 1950

RADIO

|
For sFive
States

RADIO
With Radio
1950

TELEVISION '
With TV 390

Area

g
rtin
rOepo0)

TELEVISION
With TV

occupi

units

Total

(Continued from page 103)
RADIO
With Radio
1950

Total

e

Count

reporting

Homes

Cent Per

Radio

Homes

Number

1940

ed

populatio

Curry
87.9 o> o490o
Chaves
60
10 0.6
0.2
40,605 10,952 10,830
Eddy
Colfax
JS
9,925 91.6
B3
10,780
4,285
35
0.5
95.1
3,955
16,761
10
1.0
895
995
4,424
De Baca
23,351
Z
6,740 10,035
1
.8
6,410
Dona
Ana
45
0.5
3,765
Radio
89.9
4,290
91.5
1
,001
3402
3,014
1,000
680
30
0.3
10 0.2
40,640
6,871 1 0,965
Johnson
40
3,464 11,143
1 986
3,695
87.8
39,557
21 198080
22 245
2,292
7,251
9,485
6 409
9,530
1 6,725
0,945
Grant
10 0.5 Harding
Kearney
71 .0
2 001
025
97.1
8,370
Guadalupe
97.8
2,230
1
594
1,655
21
,649
7
449
9,661
Keith
635
15 0.7 Hidalgo
2 190
94.7
535 78.7
754
2 595
} 65
2 050
5,725
30 1.8
2,993
2,020
5,160
1 602
746
93.2
3,867
21 590
155
2 160
87.6
737
613
540 90.8
Keya
1,175 90.1
1,655
5,640
6,772
280
1 ,625
5,775
1 285
551
Kimball Paha
4 283
.2
1 269
94.9
1
.9
Lea
220 95.4 26*329
3,013
1 ,330
1 ,1 65 78.9
450
70 1 .7 Lincoln
3 244
5,095
31 870
055 34*690
l"a0" te r
880 4 050
14,820
5 0.3
1,360
98.2
30
8,800
670
991 354 340
n
119 742 354,345
Los
Alamosf
30,717
35
120
1
,372
E
o
45 0.3
1.7
8,160
8,760
McKinley
15
970
mcocasn
30
27 380
5 621
7,409
96.8
Luna
9,027
4,254
8
321
83.4
3
235
1,094
7
975
1
,870
8
240
20
0.9
1 ,475 99.1
10,476
2,705
Quay
1 '348
380
380 98.6
97 4
31 3
390
1,875
ogan
357
383
'
2,011
2,130
9
333
27,451
5 0.4
1 .4 25 Mora
2,140
0.8
349
370
8,753
360
35
0.7
2,800
1 ,785 56.1
2,715
2,690
10
2,325
McPerson
232
220
825
355 93.6
Otera
5,315
15 0.5
0.4
8,720
14,909
86.0.1 2,283
5,285
5 477
57.1
91
235
6 975
55
/Vladison
88.7
1
,1
60
40
1.0
743
24,338
205
235
2,980
5,643
6,860
fvlsrr ick
1 .3 Rio Arriba
26,840
600 t
2 610
26,685
535 97.1
0.3
2,054
2,030
2
142
88 263
812
3,300
2,000
1,315
2755
69.8
13,971
96.2
n
2 375
3,872
0.6
2 340
2 380
e
3,835
1.9
1
840
Morri '1
C
40
0.8
2
220
2,069
r
1,039
3,845
Pe
1 870 93.3
Roosevelt
24,997
5
1915
97.7
1 504
Sandoval t
35
1 ,920
16,409
6,512
5,175
4,525
3,971
4,355 58.3
3,985
3,990
10 0.7
0.2
35
Nemaha
5,185
30
1.2
20
0.3
96.6
3 108
4,674
1 0,973
1 2,438
l!s95
96.6
5,648
3,438
4,520
3,630
73.1
San
Juan
3,385
15
3,270
3,610
4
189
2
980
2
880
Nuckolls
25
0.8
1,500
2,575
3)390
3,018
San
Miguel
18,292
2,520
2
207
61.0
9^609
Santa
Fe
f
r
2.8
17 056
5 240
5 095
4 601
4,085
2,490
e
10
1,385
5,299
2,993
b
5,985
26,512
5,965
2,087
2,627
38,153
Pownee
21 365
105
2 025 97.2
96.2
1 863
6550 2.4 Sierra
4,070
4!375 78.6
50
0.6
0.2
145
Num
88.5
105 0.4
46,744
809
12,085
360
8,985
Perkins
12,148
3g2
1 310 96.0
1 062 5,245
7,955 88.7
r 6)087
96.8
e
2,029
Socarro
b
Taos
2
076
9,517
2 720
m
877
2 855
9,048
u
2,385
8,960
2
810
2
795
Phe'ps
2,115
7,136
78.4
970
2,454
N
2,358
17,146
945
920 97.4
930
2,335
5.3 Torrance
2,375
4,074
205 0.3
0.5
2,305
1,835 57.1
881
5.330
9,670
5 565
1,520
199,405
910 2,753
0.4
2J59
95.5
0.8
1 .4 Union
Platte
81 .2
2,130
921
5,520
1,770
2,012
5,525
Polk
130
97.4
1,930
Valencia
97.3
7,372
1,940
3,730
3,882
8,044
3,770
3,951
2
455
8,012
2,529
3
890
22,481
1,995
50
1.6
ppJ
30
2,475
3.785
i\t;u Willow
vv i now
88.7
1,366
12 977
2,520
1,995
1,427
3,970
2,030
647
2,048
5,041
5 100
860
5,015
53 085
60
1 6 886
5 210
4 915 96.4
4,070
42 781
351
Rich a rctson
75 1 .2
4,990
*
Not
avai
9A.0
20 2!2
920
915
y Los Alarr able.
os organized fro m parts of Sandova 1 and
4 860
440 95 1 3 541
4 651
4 670
4 645
20 0 4
1 3,026
4 046
Sarpy
230
5.7
0.6
97.0
15^693
4,043
4^010
3,890 95.0
Saunders
0.9
s°rk
5,185 185 3.6
16,923
5,333
2,257
5,225
4,193
0.2
5,065 95.9
4,005
Scotts Bluff
33,939
6,895
9,750
9,555
97.1
Seward
9,080
13,155
4,089
3,172
4,105
9,525
92.3
5
Sheridan
3,985
CANADA
AWARDS
PRODUCTION PROBLEMS
93.6
4,075
2,779
2,505 91.8
767
2,715
9,539
60 0.8
Sherman
g
6,421
2,122
1,885
n
1,765
1,863
RTES Panel to Discuss
1,363
2,705
355
i
915
840
918
Sioux
t
1,865
3,124
93.4
Stanton
15 0.3 repor Network, Stations Honored
920
6,387
1,876
15
1,930
317
1,900
0.5
0.6
Thayer
1,463
360
1.6 SEVEN programs by independent
1,935
10,563
PROBLEMS of TV production will
97.5
3,306
3,230
3,150
330 91.7
355
Thomas
1 206
3,235
2,676
375
stations and seven by CBC shared
be explored in a panel discussion
35
Thurston
2.230
86.9
2,288
2,245
1,950 94.1
Valley
8,590
1,734
1,738
at this month's Radio & Television
2,294
3.060 2202015 7.2 honors in the annual Canadian
2,280
2,145
7,252
Washington
11,511
3,436
3,010 97.6
2,290
3,085
1.5 Radio Awards at Toronto Oct. 31. Executives Society luncheon meet40 0.7
Wayne
98.7
2,713
95.9
2,810
10,129
2,750
2,760
392
2,316
335
2,725
Webster
390
Special awards went to CKCW
ing, Wednesday, at the Hotel
7,395
425
2,220 85.9
Wheeler
2,380
5
1,691
2,315
1,526
Roosevelt, New York.
2,310
97.9
0.4
York
30
0.7
Moncton
for
outstanding
commu14,346
4,428
390
4,290
4,350
10 1.3
4,380
3,544
Fletcher Markle, producer of
nity service and Ford Motor Co.
RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— NEW MEXICO
of
Canada
for
sponsorship
of
EngStudio
One; Thomas Phipps, writTELEVISION
lish and French dramatic programs.
RADIO
er,
Robert
Montgomery Show; Sid50
"0 O)
With TV
With Ra< lio
ney Lumet, director, Danger, and
The awards were issued by Ca<J
Rita Gam, actress, will participate
nadian Radio Awards Committee,
Area
Im
— "<i= u>
in the discussion. Bob & Ray, NBC
c0
representing all facets of the radio
J>9
§-0_ w£
broadcasting industry, and the Ca- comedy team, will present their
0 = 0) .i
3E
0)
0 .2" =3 =
new advertising agency kit and
nadian Assn. for Adult Education.
1.3
»
5
0
the William I. Kaufman awards
The State
171
,990
681,187 176,993 172,515 148,265 85.9 66,609
Special
award
for
the
most
prom_.? 0
for the best TV plays of the year
Urban and rural
ising newcomer to Canadian radio, will
2,190 1.5
nonfarm
be announced.
549,364 147,077 142,970 126,275 93.5
1.4
142,551
88.3
Urban
96,788
341,889
78.3 32,680
a goldMemorial
key for Award,
the Maurice
Rosen1,955
84,210
94,340
48,360 88,425
Rural nonfarm
207,475 50,289 94,610
feld
was
won
by
520
1.1
19.824
131,823 29,916 29,545 37,850
Rural farm
14,105 29,443 1,435
235 0.8 Don Garrard, bass baritone, who
21,990 74.4 52,5n4
S.M.A.
made his radio debut on CJOR
Albuquerque
145,673 more)
40,240 39,490 37,200 94.2 12,688 39,395 1,470
FTC Studies 1,542 Ads
10 3.7 Vancouver. .
URBAN PLACES (10,000 or
95.9
3.7
0.6
Albuquerque
15
27,890
96,815
27,835
28,524
TOTAL of 1,542 radio and periodi26,750 93.1
Program awards were:
Carlsbad
1,030
8,073
94.3
1,442
17,975
cal advertisements were set aside
5,130
Clovis
4,775
5,202
40 0.3
17,318
4,755
5,110
5,148
5,040
2,179
Children's,
first,
CKFH
Toronto,
for
95.4
Hobbs
0.4
13,875
0.2
—
4,220
4,025
5,025
4,200
by
the
Federal Trade Commission
-i
4,220
Las Cruces
10 0.5 The Magic Blue Box; non-network
2,251
90.8
12,325
3,346
1,336
Roswell
3,010 92.3
3,315
during
August for further study.
25,738
91.8
musical,
first,
CKEY
Toronto,
for
Sir
3,305
2,533
7,623
7,450
35
Santa Fe
27,998
7,420
Among those referred to operating
Ernest Plays Favorites;
Non-network
6,670
7,071
6,880
15
0.5
6,125
6,650
3,316
r
COUNTIES
30
public affairs,
Toronto, first, bureaus of the commission were
mbe CKEY
905
725 94.2 12,688
3.7 for a documentary
Bernalillo
on King George VI;
910 37,200
145,673 40,240 39,490
•Mu
550
1,095 to the Investigation and 77
1.7
938
Catron
39,395
3,533
light entertainment, non-network, first, to
79.7
1,470
the Litigation divisions, both
CKNW New Westminster, for Just
Bureau of Antideceptive Practices;
for
Fun;
non-network
drama,
CFAC
GRADE A-100% PURE
Calgary and CKAC Montreal. CKCW
183 to the Trade Practice ConferMoncton won an award for its anences Division, Bureau of Industry
nual Moncton Music Festival and
CKAC
Montreal
won
first
for
light
Cooperation,
and 187 to the assistyrup
non-network music programs.
Office. counsel, General Counantsel'sgeneral
^Vermont ^Mapte S
Honorable mentions: CJOY Guelph,
1952 Crop — Ideal for Christmas Gifts
drama; CFCY Charlottetown, chilHot-packed • Vacuum-sealed • Safe to store anywhere
dren's; CKFH Toronto, classical;
CJCA Edmonton, public affairs; and
Gallons
$6.50 Quarts
$2.00
Looking for Radio (k
CKWS
Kingston,
light entertainment.
Half-Gallons $3.50 4 Quarts in Carton. $7.00
Television Technicians?
CBC winners: Public affairs, Power
Many firms ship our syrup to their gift lists annually.
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
of the Atom, by Thom Benson, Winniat regular intervals, as technicians,
F.O.B. Waterbury, Vt. Check with order, please.
peg; drama, Ford Theatre, directed by
operators and laboratory aids. Our
Alan Savage of Cockfield, Brown &
We fill all gallon orders with two % gallon cans. Easy to
men graduate with a first class Radiorefrigerate when opened. Gift
Beautiful
Co., Toronto; classical music, Les
Cards. Lithographed Containers —
Telephone License. Call on us for your
Petites
Symphonies,
Montreal;
light
Order forms will be rushedstates.
showing shipping charges to all
technical personnel needs
music, Byng Whitteker for Starlight
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
Moods, Toronto, and Night Wine, Vancouver, produced by Norman CampNO ORDER TOO LARGE. NONE TOO SMALL
ReAisssmts?^ «*t
bell; CBF Montreal and CBU VanA Senrite il Btd:o Corporator ol Smeriti
couver
tied
for
first
in
network
light
35
West
Fourth
Street, New York 14, N Y
L E. & G. R. SQUIER, Waterbury 6, Vermont
entertainment.
Area

ng
dwelli

reporting

•7.

•
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IF NO MONEY
Jolly Well No Commercial

in the public interest . . .

COMMERCIAL TV will not be
successful in Great Britain because
advertisers don't have the money
to spend on video programs, according to a British radio-TV magazine official.
This belief was expressed by
Charles Graves, an authority on
British radio associated with 208
magazine, in an interview with
Mark Evans, WTOP Washington
radio-TV personality. His comments are contained in one of a
series of tape recordings completed
by Mr. Evans during his five-week
tour of Europe.
Mr. Evans made some 25 recordings in 17 countries as well as film
segments for his local radio and TV
shows while abroad. He voiced onthe-spot tapes in the Russian zone
of Germany, Brussels (Belgium) ,
Berchtesgaden, Venice, Spain and
other countries. Tapes cover a
motor tour through Soviet Germany, a bull fight description and
a trip through the Swiss glaciers.
Mr. Graves said British television has been held up by the government for lack of funds due to
defense needs and Great Britain
would not have regular telecasting
before January 1954. Only one
commercial firm has applied for a
charter to operate a video station,
he added.
The British official also described
an unusual growth of Radio Luxemburg from within a two months
period. Noting that it is a commercial network, he termed BBC
radio operation as "tired and
elderly."
New

BAB

Service

NEW

SERVICE, "Sales Management Bulletin," has been started
by BAB. To be issued as subjects
arise which need analysis, the newsletters will cover such topics as
sales staff size, salesmen's compensation, methods of rotating accounts, commissions on retail business, and sales training methods.

Aids School Drive
>

i-JSm

CONSTRUCTION is nearly complete on $100,000 Radio City project of WSCC
Bridgeport, Conn., slated for occupancy Dec. 1. Building will house AM and
TV operations. WICC-TV is to begin a test pattern Dec. 15 and to start
commercial telecasting Jan. 1. Stations will maintain offices in downtown
Bridgeport. Edwin Moss & Son is the contracting firm.
AFTRA SUPPORT
Voted For SAG Strike
AMERICAN Federation of Television and Radio Artists National
Executive Board is unanimously
supporting the Screen Actors Guild
in its break-off of collective bargaining negotiations with the
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and New York Film Producers over the issue of additional
payment to actors for re-use of
filmed TV commercials.
The strike action, voted by
SAG's membership in Hollywood,
has received complete approval of
the radio-TV union's board. Members of 40 AFTRA locals have been
advised not to make any film spots
for companies involved in the controversy when the strike starts.
SAG's New York council members
are to vote next Sunday on the
strike issue.
si's Address
NBC-TV announced last week it
would carry an address by President Truman tomorrow (Tuesday)
as part of the annual Armistice
Day services from the Amphitheater at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at Arlington (Va.) cemetery. Telecast is set for 10:58 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. EST, including the
traditional minute of silence at 11
a.m.

TheVoicetf/Kansas
WIBW
BROADCASTING
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Penetrates Poland
AN ACTIVE black market
for radio sets has developed
in Poland, where the purchase of new sets is restricted
to Communist Party members. Ordinary citizens must
register even to buy a spare
part for an old set, Radio
Free Europe Committee has
reported. Quoting its Berlin correspondent, RFE said
that in their anxiety to
learn what is going on in the
world, Polanders buy sets
clandestinely from black
marketeers who get them
from Soviet Air Force personnel. Sets priced on the
black market from $250 to
$750 find buyers willing to
spend more than a month's
pay and
risk imprisonment for ato chance
to listen
to RFE's Voice of Free
Poland, which broadcasts 14
hours a day, and other noncommunist broadcasts, RFE
stated.

CATHERINE ROER, general manager, KWOS - AM - FM Jefferson
City, Mo., received a letter thanking her for the support KWOS
gave a school bond drive. The
letter, from a campaign co-chairman, said, in
part: won,
"We letcouldn't
have hoped
to have
alone
roll up the big margin for the
school bonds, without the really
great support you gave us at
KWOS. The campaign really began
to take hold when the parade of
speakers went on the air. We had
a lot of evidence of the effective* ^ programs."
#
ness of the radio
Aid Firefighters
THREATENING brush fire, which
raged for eight hours and destroyed more than 50 acres, was
brought under control through the
aid of volunteers who answered
appeal broadcast by WGY and
WRGB (TV) Schenectady. Chief
of police in nearby Rotterdam,
N. Y., praised both stations.
PHIL DAVIS Musical Enterprises has
signed a 13-week contract with Advertising Counselors of Arizona and
the Arizona Brewing Co. for the
rental of Mr. Davis' musical trademark for A-l Pilsner Beer.

TOWER

and

ANTENNA
erection

en series
CBS ey
Board
Chairman
William S.
To
Paley and four other members of
the President's Policy Commission,
which is headed by Mr. Paley, will
appear on CBS Radio in a series
of programs next week to discuss
the contents of the Commission's
report. They will be heard on
Dwight Cooke's You and the World
(Mon.-Fri.,
p'.m.on EST),
starting
with 6:15-30
Mr. Paley
Monday in a discussion of the creation
of the Commission, the basic concepts it employed, and its findings
in general terms. He will be followed, on succeeding evenings
through Friday, by Arthur Bunker,
Climax Molybdenum Co.; Dr. Edward S. Mason, Harvard Graduate
School of Public Administration;
Philip H. Coombs, Fund for Advancement of Education, and Eric
Hodgins, former editor of Fortune
magazine.
PAUL HARVEY, ABC news commentator, isthe author of Remember
These Things, to be published by The
Heritage Foundation this month.

at d&

B>e4i

insist on

THERE'S NO FINER SERVICE
AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!
Entrust this very important project to
ETS who has the experience, equipment
and skilled workmen to insure a QUALITY job. ETS has erected hundreds of
AM, coast
FM, toTV,coastand. .microwave
towers
from
. have satisfied
customers everywhere who vouch for
their enviable record of dependability
and quality workmanship. Save money,
time, and headaches by INSISTING that
ETS do the job. Write, phone, or wire
direct,plierorcontacthaveus. your contractor or supFREE brochure gladly sent on request
Write todayl
Electrical Tower Service, Inc.
P.O. BOX 1205 . PEORIA, ILL. . PH. 3-9846
Competent installation and erection
of all types towers and antennas
November 10, 1952
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NEW AM PROPOSED
By FCC at Foley, Ala.
NEW AM station for Foley, Ala.,
on 1310 kc with 1 kw day is proposed in an initial decision released
by FCC last week recommending
grant of the application of Howard
E. Pill trading as Alabama-Gulf
Radio. Mr. Pill is 25% owner of
WSFA Montgomery, Ala., and onethird owner of WDAK Columbus,
Ga.
The initial decision, issued by
FCC Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond,
recommended denial of the bid of
WEBK Tampa, Fla., to change
from 1 kw daytime on 1590 kc to
1 kw daytime on 1300 kc directional and the bid of Gulf Beaches
Broadcasting Co. for a new outlet
at St. Petersburg on 1310 kc with
1 kw day, directional. In both
proposed denials, the examiner
found the applicants failed to meet
certain engineering requirements.
SDX Names Chatfield
PRESIDENT elected by the newly
organized South Georgia Sigma
Delta Chi chapter is Ben Chatfield,
WMAZ Macon news director and
immediate past president of the
National Assn. of Radio News Directors. Two other Macon radio
newsmen elected by the group were
Joe Andrews, WMAZ assistant
news director, secretary, and Otis
Hughes Jr., WBML news director,
treasurer.

FIRST CHOICE i
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flex- j
ibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay! j
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE! I
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magneror
For new catalog ■—— - wn
write-.
INC.
ogrwcerd, *n<.j 360 N. Mkhigtm Av*., Chicago T, 111.
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Port Arthur College, Port Arthur,
Tex. — Granted petition to amend TV
application,
changes estimated
in minimum hourstoofshow
operation;
cost of construction; program classification percentages; program log analysis,
KSTN etc. Stockton, Calif.— Granted reto dismiss
petitionof filed
for certainquestrelief
in matter
modification
of CP of KMYC Marysville, Calif.
WKY Radiophone Co., Wichita, Kan.
— Granted petition to dismiss without
prejudice
on Ch. 10. application for a new TV
By Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Notice is given of further prehearing
conference to be held on November
7, 1952, in Room 2087 Temporary T
Building, at 2 p.m., on applications
in proceeding re TV applications of
The Enterprise Co., Beaumont Bcstg.
Corp. and KTRM Inc., applicants for
Ch. 6 in Beaumont. Tex., for purpose
of considering taking of depositions
and such other supplemental matters
as may be deemed helpful.
Butts
By Hearing Examiner
William G.

m

actions

OCTOBER

31 THROUGH

NOVEMBER 6
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 111.
October 31 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Change ERP
Following FM stations were granted
CPs
for changes in existing facilities,
as shown:
WJFA-FM Washington, Pa., to change
ERP from 6 kw to 4 kw; WICA-FM
Ashtabula, Ohio, to change ERP from
52 kw to 40 kw; WJMC-FM Rice Lake,
Wis.,
ERP 360
fromft. 4.4
to
9.3 kw toandchange
ant. from
to kw
500 ft.
Remote Control Operation
Granted extension of waivers of Sec.
3.265 of rules to permit remote control
operations of stations WIOD-FM Miami,
Fla., WHBS-FM Huntsville, Ala., and
WDOD-FM Chattanooga, Tenn., for
period
ending both
MarchRichmond,
1, 1953; WRNL-FM
and WRVB
Va., and
WPPA-FM Pottsville, Pa., for period
ending May
and period
WFAN ending
Washington, D. C,1, 1953;
for the
May
3,
1953;
all
extensions
granted
with same conditions as those of
original
grants; and
withWDOD-FM
stations WRNLFM
WPPA-FM
to submit reports of remote control operation
by Dec. 3, 1952.
License Renewal
WBBM Chicago, 111. — Granted license
renewal on regular basis.
Licenses of following AM stations
of National Broadcasting Co. were renewed on regular basis: KNBC San
Francisco; WMAQ Chicago and WNBC
New York.
November 4 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
License Granted
WVOP Vidalia, Ga.— Granted license
covering change of facilities, installation of new trans., and changes in
ant. system; 970 kc, 1 kw-D.
Change Name
WJMO
Cleveland, Ohio — Granted
mod. license to change name to Friendly Bcstg. Co.
Change Antenna System
WKKO Cocoa, Florida— Granted mod.
CP to make change in ant. system.
Change ERP
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP to change ERP of TV broadcast
station from vis. 64 kw, aur. 32 kw
to vis. 58 kw, aur. 29 kw, change trans,
location (same city) and make ant.
changes; ant. 60 ft.
Extension of Completion Date
KWHP Cushing, Okla.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 2-25-53.

Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVALON PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

Change ERP
WKNB -mod.
TV New
Britain,
Conn.ERP—
Granted
CP to
increase
from vis. 180 kw, aur. 90 kw to vis.
205 kw, aur. 105 kw, change trans,
location to South Farmington, Conn.,
make ant. and other equipment
changes; ant. 970 ft.
License Granted
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— Granted
license for CP, which replaced expired
CP to make changes in licensed station; Ch. 293; 21.5 kw.
WLAG-FM La Grange, Ga.— Granted
license to make changes in licensed
station Ch. 281; 2.3 kw.
WIVY-FM
Jacksonville,
Fla.—forGranted license for
CP as mod.,
FM;
Ch. 229; 2.45 kw; 215 ft.
WDWD-FM
Dawson, Ga.— Granted
license for FM Ch. 266; 11 kw; 225 ft.
Change Transmitter Location
KXLK Great Falls, Mont.— Granted
CP totionchange
(same city).trans, and studio locaModification of CP
WBRN Big Rapids, Mich.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
and
studio location, and change type
of trans.
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio— Granted mod.
CP to change studio location (same
city) and mount FM ant. on top of
center tower of directional array.
WSEE-TV Tiverton, R. I.— Granted
mod. CP to change studio location
from To be determined. Fall River,
Mass., to Hambly Road, Tiverton, R. I.
WEEK-TV Peoria, 111.— Granted mod.
CP to designate studio location and
to change designation of trans, location.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. George E. Sterling
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition for extension of time in which
to file exceptions to initial decision re
Farmers Bcstg. Service Inc. (WELS),
Kinston,
Nov. 10. N. C. Time extended to

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FMInstallation!
• TV •
Complete

Kendrick Bcstg. Co. Inc.; Rossmoyne
Corp.,
— Ordered that
further Harrisburg,
hearing rePa.applications
for
new TV on Ch. 27, is scheduled for
Dec. 1, 1952 in Washington.
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Northeastern Ind. Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Granted petition to
amend application for new TV on
Ch. 33, to correct certain errors in
sec. II of application relating to inapplicant and and
officers,
directors tanderests ofstockholders,
to provide
current information
re
costs
of
construction, etc.
News Sentinel Bcstg. Co. Inc., Fort
Wayne, Ind. — Granted petition to amend
TV application for Ch. 33, so as to
show ming,
changes
programfinancial in
data,proposed
etc.
By Hearing Donahue
Examiner Thomas H.
Notice ferenceiswill given
conbe heldthat
on pretrial
Oct. 31, 1952,
in Temporary T Bldg., Washington,
D. C, at 10 a.m., in re applications of
McClatchy Bcstg.
Co., and Sacramento
Telecasters
Inc., applicants
for TV Ch.
10 and KCRA Inc., and Harmco Inc.,
applicants
for Ch. 3,among
all in other
Sacramento,
Calif., to consider,
things,
necessity of desirability of simplification, clarification, amplification or limitationwithof issues;
of stipulating
respect possibility
to facts; procedure
at
hearing;
limitation
of
number
witnesses, and necessity or desirabilityof
of prior mutual exchange between or
among parties of prepared testimony
and exhibits.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison
Sunflower Television Co. Inc., Wichita, Kan. — Granted petition to amend
application for TV station on Ch. 10
re answers to sees. V-C and V-G, as
well asment andportions
exhibits ofE-4engineering
and E-8, to stateshow
decrease in ant. height, etc.
Wichita Beacon Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Wichita, Kan. — Granted motion to
amend application for new TV Ch.
16, tonates forcorrect
proposedgeographical
trans, site. coordiBy Hearing Examiner Benito Gaguine
WJR Flint, Mich. — Postponed to Nov.

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
VACANCY

TOWER SALES & ERECTING 00.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will tion
be owners
seen and
by managers,
15,500 readers—
chief staengineers and technicians— applicants
(or
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE*

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE'

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT S215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE*
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellegg Bldg.
REpublie 39B4

Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton t Fes*. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublie 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 44721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profettional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive St SI
(Niehts-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

17, 1952, action on petition to amend
TV application.

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

and ground system, to make changes
in ant. system.
Change Transmitter Type
November 4 Applications . . .
WABJ Adrian, Mich.— Mod. CP, which
authorized change in frequency, hours
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
of operation and trans, equipment, to
change type trans.
Change Antenna System
Increase Antenna Height
WGRA Cairo, Ga.— Mod. CP, which
authorized change in frequency, ant. WGRD Grand Rapids, Mich. — CP to
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

LYNNE

ENGINEERS

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for Citu
San Francieco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Angclc*
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffner
Member AFCCE*
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.
WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*
RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, K YA, 33 Elm Avo.
San Francises t, Calif.
Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglat t-tSSS DUnlap S-4871

increase height of AM ant. and mount
TV ant. on top (contingent on grant
of TV application).
Extension of Completion Date
WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio— Mod. CP,
as mod. which authorized change in
(Continued on page 111 )
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30c per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4. D. C.
applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates any photos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Bboadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Assistant & commercial manager for
CBS station with TV application in
Southeastern competitive market. Must
have good sales record. Excellent opportunity for further promotion in
group-owned
salary
desired, stations.
experience,Reply,
photo.stating
Box
928R,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
Assistant sales manager, one station
town — successful KW Pennsylvania
daytimer.
bonus.
Mature.Salary,
Experienced
only.Married.
Box 964R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sales manager. Little Falls, N. Y. MBS
affiliate. Must have proven sales record.
Top opportunity for right man. Full
information to Bob Earle, WLFH,
Little Falls, or Art Feldman, MBS,
1440 Broadway, New York.
Salesmen
Special manradio
program
telephone
sales(comm.)
for GBA
campaigns
throughout CASTINU.
S.
Box
788R,
BROADG •TELECASTING.
Texas-Gulf coast station in excellent
single station market, with sound rate
structure, needs hustling, dependable
salesman. Business is here and you
can make mission,
top carmoney;
guarantee,
allowance.
Box com9o4R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman — Experienced, good market.
Independent operation. Liberal draw
against 15 percent commission. Replies
confidential.
Box 986R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesman for Michigan radio station in
metropolitan market. Must be tops. All
replies treated confidentially. Give
complete information first letter. Box
993R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate opening aggressive salesman
can produce.to 20%
commissionswho
and opportunity
become
sales
manager, if capable. Contact Carson,
KSMN, Mason City, Iowa.
Copywriter-salesman. Progressive independent. Single market. Permanent
job. Salary,
land, Michigan.mileage. WMDN, MidSalesman needed for 10,000 watt radio
station located in America's fastest
growing market. Draw and commission. Contact Jim Macri, WMIE, Miami, Florida.
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing tnat sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
setter. 380. for 44. ~hours.
Box 900P,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Staff announcer needed for Midsouth,
network and regional affiliate. Top pay
for top man plus good opportunity.
Box
618R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Two announcers. Top salary. Only
those sending
photo BROADCASTING
and audition con- •
sidered. Box 873R,
TELECASTING.
Wanted:
Two inannouncers
progressive station
Southwest. forExperience
preferred, ability necessary. Good pay
and working conditions, congenial staff.
Send full information, disc and photo
first letter
to Box 885R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Mature announcer, authoritative voice,
special events experience, for station
in important Texas market. Box 910R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING .

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination announcer-engineer with
first class license wanted by network affiliate near Atlanta. Good working conditions.
Favorable
salary.
erner preferred.
Reply to
Box South943R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Opening
for
Texas ABCall-round
station. staff
Tell announcer
all. Box 971R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer with license for 5,000 watt
fulltime independent. Upper Midwest.
Morning shift. Insurance participation,
paid vacation. Salary S275.00 up depending
experience. Box 973R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Must be good announcer and have first phone. Good
working conditions, pleasant Kentucky
city. 1,000 watts. Car needed. Send full
particulars.
Box 979R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Excellent position for experienced commercial
versatile
announcerandwithextremely
emphasis on
news and
sports at Ohio NBC affiliate. Send
picture, tape and full information.
Box
994R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by KAYS, Hays, Kansas. College
town of 10,000. Hospitalization, paid
vacations, good working conditions.
Send tape or disc, full particulars.
Have you a good voice? Can you sell
too? Program ideas? S300.00 month
guaranteed,
plus commission.
lent single market.
Send disc, Excelphoto,
KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Engineer-announcer emphasis on announcing.
Send complete
details
cluding
audition.
Scale $80.00
for in-40
hours, KREW, Sunnyside, Washington.
Combo man, first phone. $350. for good
announcer. Call or wire KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Announcer with first phone, qualify
for chief. 1 kw day. Send details,
salary requirements. Beri Moore,
WAMI, Opp, Alabama.
Experienced
needed
immediately. announcer
Selling optional.
Southerner
preferred. Call collect Phillip Brady,
WAPF, AM-FM, McComb, Mississippi.
Wanted — Announcer, young, energetic,
single for staff work. Going 5,000.
Start S50.00
for or40 wire
hours. fully.
More WBBB,
as deserved. Write
Burlington, North Carolina.
Announcer-salesman. New 5 thousand
watt station soon on air, to be housed
in air-conditioned building. Serving
West Coast of Florida. Salary, good
commission. Address all replies to A.
H. Turner, General Manager, WBOY,
Post
Florida.Office Box 868, Tarpon Springs,
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Immediately need combination announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing. Daytime independent requiring
good
voice
first classGoodlicense. No drifters oranddrinkers.
salary starting with advancement.
WFGN, Gaffney, South Carolina.
Experienced,
announcer who versatile
can handlemorning
established
commercial, hillbilly and quiz programs. Must do good straight selling
job. Rush tape to WFLB, Fayetteville,
North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer for 1
kw independent. Send disc or tape and
picture to WFPM, Fort Valley, Georgia.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Need good morning man for rural and
city audience. Must have selling pitch.
WGAI. Elizabeth, North Carolina.
Experienced staff announcer needed
for 5,000 watt, ABC affiliate. AFRA
contract. Send
detailed
information to M.tapeL. and
Moore,
WKLO,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Technical
Engineer — mediate
Permanent
employment.
Imopening. Give
details. Box
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST880R,
Night man to spark midnight to 6:00
a.m. First phone. $88.40 for 40 hours.
Box 907R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Operator with first phone for daytimer
in Ohio. No experience needed. Startinging.
$60.00,
No announc- .
Box 1J2
938R,overtime.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Immediately: fulltime first phone engineer. Wisconsin progressive operation.
No announcing. Box 940R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Transmitter engineer for 1,000 watt directional. Central Kentucky city. Good
working conditions. Immediate opening. Car necessary. Send full information. Box 980R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
We want a combo man who knows
something about engineering and can
also announce, to take over chief engine r-an ouncer at250 fulltime Mutual
affiliate in Florida. Position starts at
S80.00 for 40 hours. Applicant must
be above average engineering and have
a pleasant listenable voice for board
operation. If you feel you can fill this
position, send us all qualifications in
first letter including tape or disc and
photo.
Box 997R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Engineer-announcer progressive Texas
daytimer. Two weeks paid vacation annually. Prefer experienced man to
work chief engineer position. Contact
Ken Duke, KDDD, Dumas, Texas.
Engineer
tana. Car wanted.
necessary.KOPR, Butte, MonChief engineer must be able to take
relief shift of announcing. Scale S88.00
for 40 hours. Send complete information including audition. KREW, Sunnyside, Washington.
Mutual affiliate wants first ticket engineer, prefer combo but not necessary.
Good shift, friendly conditions. State
experience first letter. Will reply salary
offer. Send reply to Bob Cavanaugh,
Radio Station KRIB, Mason City, Iowa.
Chief engineer wanted for 1.000 watt
fulltime direction. Contact Keith S.
Field, Manager, WARA, Attleboro,
Mass.
Wanted — nouncer.
Combination
engineer
- anWBHF, Cartersville,
Georgia.
Transmitter engineer, immediate opening 40 hour week S70.00. Starting directional Chief Engineer, WDNC, Durham,
North Carolina.
First class engineer. No experience necessary. Good opportunity for right
man. Apply WFLB, Fayetteville, North
Carolina.
Experienced engineer wanted immediately. Must know directional operations. WGAI, Elizabeth City, North
Carolina.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Need first class engineer immediately.
$67.50 formitter,
48 remotss
hours.no Permanent.
Transstudio. Excellent
tucky.
working conditions. Insurance. Write,
phone or wire WKIC, Hazard, KenEngineer with experience . . . would
consider lumbia,
a Tenn.
combo man. WKRM, CoWanted
— Twofirstcombination
engineerannouncers,
class ticket necessary.
WagesrineS100.00
48
hours.
Write
McLaughlin, WKRZ, Oil City,CathePa.
Wanted, nouncer
combination
engineer - and
anplus fulltime announcer,
newsman for NBC affiliate soon under
construction. For details write WMAM,
Marinette, Wisconsin.
Immediate openings — Engineer - announcer
announcer.withSendexperience
full details,and
firsttopletter.
WMLT, Dublin, Georgia.
Wanted immediately — Combination
chief engineer-announcer; announcerengineer;
and announcer
salesman.
Salaries commensurate
with - other
stations. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
First phone: transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
First class experienced engineer capable of handling directional antenna
system, some studio maintenance, car
necessary. WriteNetwork,
W. D'Orr146Cozzens,
Intermountain
South
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
First class
engineer-independent
station, Southern
West Virginia, forty
hour week, good working conditions. Write
or wire Box 184, Pineville, West
Virginia.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
Man's
pay
for man girl
-size copywriter.
job Pennsylvania
independent.
Time
available
for
an's program. Send sample copywomand
photo. Box 278R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
News editor — Gather, write, broadcast
local news. Complete charge of all
station's news. Income here is measured in terms of ability, not the station's power. Inquiries from men who
have learned they cannot eat kilocycles are Cinvited.
Box 987R, BROADASTING •TELECASTING.
Ohio station has opening for experienced announcer-copywriter capable
of producing copy that sells. Send
sample copy and particulars.
Box 996R,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Experienced girl copywriter needed by
December 1 to take over as department head
after Christmas.
Mail qualifications to Manager,
WIZE, Springfield,
Ohio.
Local newsman wanted to cover 50,000 population county. Prefer applicant
now in Midwest. WKRS, P. O. Box
500, Waukegan, Illinois.
Television
Managerial
Television sales manager to take complete charge sales program including
national and regional accounts — build
a sales staff, for new operation. Box
982R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-television — Television experience not essential. Send educational
ING.
background, photograph and tape. Box
827R, BRADCASTING . TELECASTSituations Wanted
Managerial
Will trade 15 years broadcasting experience major metropolitan indies for
opportunity
general
or commercial manager
withmanager
GM future
your
terms. Successful record time salesman,
operations
manager,
program
director tough competitive area. Family
man, age 39. Now residing New York
area.' WillJanuary
go anywhere
offer.
Available
first. Top right
references.
All inquiries confidential. Box 730R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
My boss could be the man you're seeking for sales orwithgeneral
manager.
a ball-of-fire
know-how
and He's
experience— all phases radio and TV.
Many
in theHe business,
terrific years
salesman.
sold me he's
sevena
years
ago
and
I'm
still
sold
on
Confidentially — he could be hadhim.
— if
you want to proposition me. (his wife).
PS:
I'm
sold
on
pop,
too
(junior).
Box
911R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Manager now available. More than 20
years radio newspaper. Unequalled
record of efficiency and economical
operation based on thorough background in sales, programming and the
knowledge that successful operation
relies
on
top employee
public
relations. West
Coast or and
Northwest
> preferred but will consider Western
area. Personal appointment any place.
Will purchase
or entire sta-.
tion. Box 917R,interest
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
General manager available immediately. Experienced executive twenty
years. Finest references. Radio or TV.
Details on request.
Box 944R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Contemplating change to sell for either
radio or TV on commission basis with
good, large market station. Now top
salesman on salary, with leading network station in highly competitive,
Eastern metropolitan market. Excellent references. Middleaged. Ten years
radio experience.
Box 963R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcers
Combination man — Plenty experience
both. News, commercials, play-by-play,
chief engineer or other. Veteran, family, automobile. Dependable man requires good salary. Oklahoma-Arkansas-Texas. Box 644R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News editor — 250 AM, ready to move
up. Solid background in gathering,
writing, and editing. Top delivery. Excellent references including present
employer. College, 26. Eastern AM-TV
preferred. $75.00 minimum. Box 884R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sports announcer, four years experience in large market, also staff and
special events. Available for basketball season. Married, family, twenty
seven, college. Desires permanent position. Box 906R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Spanish regions, announcer, university
graduate, five years each, radio and
Spanish study; desires within six
months any station in Spanish area.
Can leave U. S. Box 912R, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer — 2 years
all
remotes ,write
phases. Handle board, experience
copy, sales, play-by-play of baseball,
football. 24, single veteran. Available
immediately. Box 950R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer - DJ. Fluent.
Adaptable personality. Have worked
independent and network affiliates. Facility with discs, news, live talent. Can
operate board. College education. Draft
exempt.
Box 951R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer and broadcasting school graduate desires to broaden
experience. References, Disc. New
York State preferred. Box 952R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
All-around
announcer.
Convincing Conselling voice. Five
years experience.
trol board operator. Draft exempt. 27.
Wants permanent position in Pacific
Northwest.
Box 958R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
SRT graduate. Experienced in all
phases of announcing. Wide and varied
knowledge of music, sports. Box 959R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Veteran announcer seeks re-location
Northeast. Exceptionally experienced
high-calibreCASTING .man.
Box 961R, BROADTELECASTING.
Good staff announcer-DJ with three
years commercial experience wants
permanent position. Available immediately. Box 962R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Want a "reel" hand who can wind-up
Production-Programming, Others
your TV film problems in a hurry?
can hire a film buyer, film editor,
Copy-continuity writer: Prolific, pro- You
camera man, photographer, and productive, persuasive . . . colorful, comjectionist al in one experienced perpelling, creative . . . imaginative, insonable package.too!
He Iis would
a "reel"
low
. . . expert,
recomrietelligent,
nced . . . ingenious
expensive.
Box expe914R, budget mendoperator
him unequivocally
to anyone
in
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
need he
of program
"knowhow."
could have
come to Imeonlyin
Foreign correspondent. Many years wish
new job. For further information
Europe and recent 3-years Far East my
experience broadcasting over British write to J. David Killian, 411 West 88th
and Australian Radio. Had own weekly
Place, Los Angeles 3, California.
on AusMature, experienced, all-round staff program — news
network. commentary
Also U. N. experience.
For Sale
man, currently employed NBC affiliate. Now ontralian
assignment
but
interested
in
Married, draft exempt, responsible.
settling down as foreign news analyst
Now presenting 12 sponsored newscasts
Stations
on radio or TV. Box 953R, BROADper-week,
plusinterviews.
disc show,References
audience
CASTING . TELECASTING.
participation,
Southern
California
metropolitan FM
Program director: College graduate,
available. Reply Box 970R, BROADstation. ment.
Owner
lacks funds forBoxdevelopexperienced, salesminded. Superb
CASTING . TELECASTING.
Good
proposition.
933R,
of programming and music.
Five years mediately.
experience.
im- knowledge
Good air work. Desire progressive sta- BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Prefer South.Available
S65.00, forty
hours.
Box 972R, BROADCASTING . CASTING
tion, good market.
Box 965R, BROADCalifornia: Located in best town of
TELECASTING.
. TELECASTING.
state. No competition. Gross $80,000.00.
Versatile
woman
broadcaster.
Excel250
W. Independent terms. Box 955R,
I'm 19. Single, Beginner announcer,
lent radio experience. B.A. Experienced
Disc- jockey. Experience light. Write programming,
continuity, news, sales, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
copy,
type,
run
board.
Looking
for
right station to guide me. Box 983R, air. Voice sells. Sample copy, photoBROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
graph, tape,travel.
complete
availEquipment, etc.
■able. Will
Box references
974R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For
sale:
One
RCA 50 kw transmitter
Mr. Station
Manager
—
Here's
an
announcer who will devote himself whole- PD. Experienced: programming, contype
5A-50B. ofHas
been requirements
modified to
heartedly
to
your
interest.
He's
23,
keep
abreast
the rigid
tinuity,
overall
station
operation.
Exsingle, draft exempt, can handle an- IN
cellent
references,
background.
Box
of
the
FCC.
If
in
need
of
a well kept
G.. TELECASTnouncing, news, write commercials,
977R, BROADCASTING
high power radio transmitter, here is
operate control board. Welcomes
your bargain. You make an offer. Your
chance to handle time selling. Free to
inspection of facility will be welcome.
travel. Disc, resume, available. Box
Sports director.
station 8de-emphasizing sports Large
programming.
years Box 835R, BROADCASTING . TELE984R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
radio experience. AA baseball, college CASTING.
basketball. Travel anywhere.
Announcer, all phases. Excel in sports, football,
Highest recommendations. Box 981R, Available approximately December
board operation. Independent and net- BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
15th, Gates 250 GY transmitter . . .
work experience. Box 988R, BROAD$1500.00 FOB Phoenix. . . . We will
CASTTNG . TELECASTING.
Television
crate.lent .condition.
. . Used
years.Arizona.
ExcelNegro —cient
DJ control
specialist,
announcer,I effiKIFN,three
Phoenix,
board operator.
am
Managerial
the man you need to stimulate that
Collins 21-A 5 kw transmitter in good
vast, but hardly-touched market. Light Wish position as TV assistant director, operating
condition. May be seen in
experience. Veteran, free to travel.
actual operation for next three weeks.
manager,
etc.
Have
stage
producTape, resume on request. Box 989R, floor tion
experience,
second
phone,
college
WGBF,
Evansville,
Indiana.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
and willing to go anyRecent graduate leading New York ra- degree. whereMarried
in the U. S. Box 969R, BROADFor sale: 200 feet of Andrew type 450
dio school. Good commercials, newsCASTING . TELECASTING.
coaxial cable Vb x 51.5 ohms. For price
cast, DJ. All details on request. Box Program
and
additional information write: A.
director
for
new
TV
station.
990R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING^
S. Alexander, WMAM, Marinette, WisNow network TV director. 5 years ex- consin.
perience.
Top
network
and
local
backAnnouncer, some commercial expeground. Production, direction, traffic,
rience, 2l,2 years educational. Veteran,
operations, policies, sales, sales New portable Presto 6-N recorder,
college graduate, 25, excellent voice scripts,
development.
bring crack key
85-A amplifier. John Hanson, 3815
and expression. Disc available. Box personnel. ProfitCanknowhow
992R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTstation pay from the start.— will
Box make
975R, Trimble Road, Nashville 5, Tennessee.
ING^
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Combination announcer-engineer, four
Technical
years in radio, married, one child.
Prefer Northeast. Box 999R, BROADTelevision engineer desires connection
CASTING . TELECASTING.
with Southern station. Fifteen years
Equipment, etc.
Sports
announcer
—
5
years
experience.
radio-television installation,
All phases: baseball a specialty. Also experience
operation,
maintenance.
Box
995R,
Wanted
—
Collins
six-bay FM antenna.
news, personality shows. S80.00. Box BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Must be side mounting and for 1%
ING.
IS, BROADCASTING • TELECASTinch transmission line. Please state
Pro du c tion-Programming , Others
frequency for which tuned in reply to
50,000 watt experience in news, music
904R, BROADCASTING . TELEHad enough police action, want job Box
and sports. Interested in permanent action
CASTING.
with progressive TV station.
connection with established Southern
station. Immediate personal interview Recently discharged veteran, 25, married. V/z years experience with two Interested in completely equipped TV
and audition at my expense. Box 4S,
major TV networks. Continuity, traffic, mobile truck in good condition. We
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
operations, production. Box 957R, understand several are available.
Sportscaster-newsman: Topflight bas- BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
WFPG-TV, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
ketball announcer, par-excellent deliv- Weatherman, versatile, capable. Box
ery, possesses strong news background,
ING^
976R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTWanted: Modulation reactor for 5 kw
4 years play-by-play all sports in ath-conscious Ohio. Journalism
gradutransmitter using 892-R final amplifier,
ate, radio and leticnewspaper
experience,
Television experience: director conti- WMBD, Peoria, Illinois.
gathering, writing, announcing, editing
nuity, programming. Radio background;
news. Veteran, 25. Details, disc. Tom
PD. Staff, supervisory. Box 978R,
(Continued on next page)
Hamlin, Oxford Road, Franklin, Ohio. BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Phone Franklin 6-5629.
Technical
Engineer experienced chief maintenance design. Box 794R, BROADCASTATTENTION TV STATION MANAGERS
ING . TELECASTING.
Employment wanted in Southwest area.
Available on Three Weeks Notice
First phone,
11 yearscopy,
experience
neer, some combo,
etc. AlsoengiTV
service experience. Box 950R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
WELL KNOWN WEST COAST RADIO & TV NEWSMAN
Engineer RCA
3 months
experiencegraduate.
directional array.
Desires
transmitter and studio work. Box 991R,
20 Years news Writing and Reporting Experience
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Now with Major Radio and TV Network
Licensed engineer or combination.
Over five years experience. Married,
Have
own
16 MM Cameras and Film Editing Equipment
dependable,
references.
permanent relocation
Missouri Desire
or neighboring
state. Box 998R, BROADCASTING •
Works Without Scripts or Visual TV Prompter
TELECASTING.
Chief engineer — Twenty years construcRECORD OF NAME BRAND NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
tion,
experience 100maintenance,
watts to operations
5 kw directional
10 min. audition film on request
stations. Available immediately. Prefer
Texas or
adjacent.
Family.
Give
comWrite or Wire
plete details first letter. Box 2S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First phone. No experience. 2 years
Box 956R, BROAD CASTING .TELECASTING
technical training TV and radio. Robert Joseph Barrett, 235 Westwood Avenue, Apt. 2C, Staten Island, New York.
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer: Four years experience.
Emphasis on news. Fifty mile PhiladelphiaBoxarea966R,
desirable.
Start immedi- .
ately.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Combination announcer six years. Three
years chief well versed in operation
engineering
programming.
Some selling. Wantstochance
to progress.
Box
968R,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.

Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and correspondence
available. Grantham Kadio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Managerial
SALES MANAGER
Are you willing to accept a position
offering a reasonable income at the
start, uredifthatthe
so ran
figwith compensation
normal billingis you
make an access of $10,000.00 annually,
possibly by the end of your first year?
Frankly, we are a little tired of talking
to men who have an exaggerated idea
of their value. If you are willing to
work for a fair starting income and
wait for the $10,000.00 until you earn
it, I want to talk to you. The oosition
we offer will pay more than $10,000.00
annually. But it can't right now because it's all potential. The local market is wide open. National business
prospects
It's there
for
the man are
who excellent.
has enough
business
acumen to recognize the excellent opportunity offered by this market and
the sales and executive ability to turn
the potential into billing. If you are
willing to work and wait to earn $10,000.00 or more each year, please write
in today. If you are looking for a soft
berth where you can ride on billing
someone else has written, please do
not write.
Believeget me,
there! Some smart man
will
it! it'sBox
985R
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING

SEARS

A PROGRAM
sales results"
July 8 of next
buck & Co. on

Credited Wii-fo 'Remarkable Results'

"having remarkable
has been renewed to
year by Sears, RoeKTTV (TV) Holly-

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
• WILL SELL*
RCA TT5A TRANSMITTER,
CHANNEL 7-13
Console monitors, spares
and RCA 6-bay antenna,
tower also available.
Make offer for lot or part.
BOX 754R
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

Thoroughly
experienced
successful TV executive
with and
complete
broadcasting and motion picture background desires profit-sharing percentage arrangement with aggressive TV
station or AM planning TV in city of
one millionCASTINorG .TELECASTING.
less. Box 892R, BROAD-

Station

L. A. TV

Television
Managerial
EXPERIENCED TV EXECUTIVE (31)
seeks connection as sales manager or
assistant manager new tele station.
Excellent background in TV sales including 3 years national spot level
and 2 years successful TV station. A
personable,
producerofexperienced all competent
executive phases
TV.
Available immediately.
Box
CASTING . TELECASTING. 3S, BROAD-

Managerial

Radio

ON

Mediuo

Situations Wanted

PRODUCTION AND
PROGRAM MANAGER
NOW WITH ONE OF BEST
TV STATIONS IN THE
NATION!
♦
Present programs are attracting
favorable, nation-wide attention.
Add imagination, writing ability,
originality, to organizational ability and you have the reason for
100 first-class local presentations
each week. Need to change because of climafe. Salary secondary.
Write Box 931 R, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
♦

SELLS

•

Miscellaneous
WHO
WBTV's
562 PAINTED
FOOT TOWER?
J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
PAINTING . MASNTENANCE
ERECTION . SKILLED WORKMEN
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432 Gastonia. N. C.
.1736 Columbia Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Employment Service
WANT A GOOD EXECUTIVE?
Competent, reliable General,
Commercial and Program Managers: Chief Engineers, Disc
Jockeys, Sportscasters, other
specialists. Tell us your needs
today. Delays are costly.
Howard S. Frazies
TV & Radio Management Consultants
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D.C.

and

wood. The program is The Dude
Martin Show.
William F. Plummer, Sears' Los
Angeles group advertising sales
manager, announced the extension
of the weekly hour-long variety
show, crediting the demonstrative
and sales techniques employed.
Convinced of TV's power, Mr.
Plummer said, "We see more in
this program than its weekly selling of specific items of Sears merTelevision has attracted the atchandise."tention of many families for the
first time bringing new faces into
the stores. He also believes that
TV sales impression lasts longer.
"Customers have come in to ask
for an item weeks after it has been
advertised on the program, and
they often come in fully prepared
to buy it with no further sales
effort
required."
Pointing
out that Sears is primarily a newspaper advertiser,
both nationally and locally, Mr.
Plummer added that "company policy gives considerable latitude in
media decisions to the local store
management responsible for sales
Readership Survey
Entry into radio advertising folresults."
lowed local coverage surveys by the
firm that indicated many Los Angeles families did not read the
newspapers carrying the bulk of
Sears' advertising.
As TV set ownership increased,
desire in reaching that "extra audience" led the firm to develop a
series of one-minute TV spot announcements in1948.
Last year, after determining
"that costs and difficulty of finding
good availabilities made the use of
TV spots less desirable," Mr. Plummer said the Mayers Co., Los Angeles agency servicing the account,
turned its attention to the possibilities of program presentation.
Local programming started
Sept. 12, 1951 with The Dude Martin Show, advertising major Sears
items. Programs today include:
Four participations weekly on

KLAC-TV Hollywood on Television
for women's apparel; thrice weekly
quarter-hour KNX Tom Harmon
Show for men's apparel; and six
times weekly hour-long radio program, featuring Dude Martin as
disc m.c. on KBIG Avalon, for
small items and appliances.
Spot announcement saturation
campaigns continue to be scheduled
from time to time.
PRESENT TV AREAS
Siragusa Views Set Sales
TV SET sales in present video markets will outstrip those in new or
non-TV markets for another two
years, according to Ross D, Siragusa, president of Admiral Corp.,
Chicago. Speaking Monday in Los
Angeles before the Society of Security Analysts, Mr. Siragusa said
between 750,000 and 1,250,000 TV
receivers will be sold in new markets between now and the end of
next year, but he anticipates a
total U. S. sale of more than
6,500,000 sets during the same
There is a shortage of sets now
period.
because of "exceptional" pickup in
fall sales, which he attributes to
nationwide interest in the Presidential campaigns. Mr. Siragusa
also sees continuation of expanded
sales in now-saturated markets
where owners are replacing smallscreen sets.
Mrs. Bing Crosby

FUNERAL services were held last
Monday in Beverly Hills for Dixie
Lee Crosby, 40, former stage and
screen actress and wife of Bing
Crosby, radio and motion picture
singing star. She died Nov. 1 of
cancer at the Crosby home in S3
Holmby Hills. Besides her hus
band, she is survived by four sons
Gary, Phillip, Dennis and Lindsay
and her father, E. E. Wyatt.
NBC radio's Jason and the Golden
Fleece, weekly half-hour adventure
series, stars MacDonald Carey as the
owner of a New Orleans bar. Art
Jacobson is director and Herb Ellis
and Cleve Hermann are co-writers.
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WANTED

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals
in minimum time.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn Bay V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
Washington Bldg. Tribune Tower 235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672

\

Film Distribution Manager
Active, well-known distribution and production company with
library of some hundred 13 and 27 min. short subjects requires
man well versed in library and TV circulation, also sales. Expanding stock shot library. New subjects added regularly.
Attractive salary plus commission or profit sharing for qualified
person. Give full particulars regarding experience, present or
previous employment, salary wanted. All replies held in strictest confidence. Box 967R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 107)
trans, and studio location and change
in ant. system,
pletion date. for extension of comLicense for CP
KFAL Fulton, Mo.— License for CP
which authorized power increase.
KVAS Astoria, Ore. — License for CP,
which authorized change in trans,
location.
November 5 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal of licenses for regular period:
KCSB San Bernardino, Calif.; KOA
Denver; WARL Arlington, Va.; WFLO
Farmville, Va.; WINL (FM) Lebanon,
Ind.; WLAD Danbury, Conn.; WMRY
Houston, Tex.; WBAY Green Bay, Wis.;
WBEV Beaver Dam, Wis.; WCRA Effingham, 111.; WD AN Danville, 111.;
WEAU Eau Claire, Wis.; WEKZ Monroe, Wis.; WGEZ Beloit, Wis.; WFRX
W. Frankfort, III.; WHBF Rock Island,
HI.; WHBL Sheboygan, Wis.; WHBY
Appleton, Wis.; WIBA Madison, Wis.;
WIGM Medford, Wis.; WIND Chicago;
WIRL Peoria, 111.; WJBC Bloomington, HI.;kakee,WJJD
Chicago;
Kan111.; WKRO
Cairo, WKAN
HI.; WKTY
La Crosse, Wis.; WLBK DeKalb, III.;
iWLCX La Crosse, Wis.; WMAM Marinette, Wis.; WMIL Milwaukee, Wis.;
WNAM Neenah, Wis.; WOPA Oak
:Park, III.; WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.;
WQUA Moline, 111.; WRJN Racine, Wis.;
WTAQ
ville, N.LaC. Grange, 111.; WWNC Ashe-

f?*s

f

why cease and desist orders should not
be issued for operation of WGNS by
Mr. Freeze, an unlicensed operator, and
for failure to maintain required operating and program logs. FCC directed
parties to inform Commission by Dec.
15 of appearance at a hearing to be
held in Washington to determine
whether cease and desist orders should
be issued. Orders Nov. 5.
Beaumont and Port Arthur, Tex. —
Port Arthur College. FCC granted petition filed by Port Arthur College to
enlarge issues in proceeding involving
its application
andnewthat
Lufkinin
Amusement
Co. for
TV of
stations
Port Arthur and Beaumont, respectiveltermine
y, to operate
on vhf Ch. applicants
4, to dewhich of competing
would provide the more fair, efficient
and equitable distribution of television
service. Order No. 6.
DECISION
KSVC Richfield, Utah— FCC granted
application
for
cision Nov. 5. renewal of license. De-

fCC

roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box

SUMMARY

score

THROUGH
CPs
147
75
108

Licensed
579
2,34098
* Filed since April 14, of which 98 have been granted.

AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations

On Air
2,358
622
Ill

For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 82.
Docket Actions . . .
MEMORANDUM
OPINIONS AND
ORDERS
Washington, D. C. — Betty Lou Sumdismissed
"Protest" directed
filed on
behalf mers.
of FCCBetty
Lou Summers
against
Commission's
action
of
Sept.
which cation
granted
without
hearing
appli-24
for renewal
of license
of WNBW
(TV) ionWashington.
opinand order Nov. Memorandum
5.
Wichita,
Kan.—
(1)
Chief,
FCC
Broadcast Bureau: FCC granted petition for
withdrawal of previous petition filed
Oct. 7 to enlarge issues in proceeding
involving applications of KFBI Inc. and
Wichita Beacon Bcstg. Co. for new TV
stations in Wichita, Kan., on uhf Ch. 16;
(2) Wichita
Beacon: FCC and
denied
tion for reconsideration
grantpeti-of
application, and (3) Wichita Beacon:
FCC removed application from hearing
docket and returned it to processing
line. (Petition of KFBI Inc. for dismissal without prejudice of its application
Motions Commissioner
Oct. granted
24.) by
Memorandum
opinion
and order Nov. 6.
KOB Albuquerque, N. M.— FCC (1)
designated for hearing, at Washington,
on Dec. 10, application of KOB for ex-

'November 6 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
AM— 1130 kc
'Icense
WNEWto New
Yorkwith
City—
lioperate
50 Granted
kw-D and
,10 kw-N on 1130 kc, DA-N (license
'covers
part of outstanding
.CP to operate
with 50 kw-NCP);in granted
accordance with present CP for period of
six months (see story this issue).
AM— 850 kc
WILD Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
mod. CP to increase power from 5
kw-D to 10 kw-D on 850 kc with 1
kw-N, DA-N, fulltime; engineering
conditions, including acceptance of interference resulting from operation
proposed
in application
w and exclusive
1 kw-D,
gene Newman
for new of
AM Dorsey
stationEu-in applications
respectively, for
are 500mutually
!Hartselle, Ala.
and indicate necessity of hearing.
AM— 1290 kc
WOKE Oak Ridge, Tenn.— Granted
November 6 Applications . . .
jCP to change from 1430 kc to 1290 kc
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
with present power of 1 kw-D.
To Change FM Allocations
Amendments to Applications
Proposed Rule Making Notice adopted
WASP
Inc., Tallahassee,
Fla. —
to amend Revised Tentative Allocation
application for new AM staPlan for Class B FM stations to de- Amended
tion
to
change
from
1310
kc
to
1330
lete Ch. 266 from Chattanooga, Tenn.,
1 kw-D.
and Ch. 267 from Tuscaloosa, Ala., and kc,Peru,
Ind.
—
The
Peru
Bcstg.
Co.
Apadd Ch. 266 to Cullman, Ala., and Ch.
plication for newfrequency
AM station
amend-kc
289
tountil
Tuscaloosa.
ed to change
to 1130
filed
Dec. 8. Comments may be
IB
with 250 w-D.
5
Television Applications
KLVL Pasadena, Tex. — Amended application to change hours of operation
j
Scheduled for Hearing
from
D to fulltime on 1480 kc, 1 kw-D,
J Sacramento, Calif. — Ch. 40. Maria
500 W-N, DA-N, to change pattern of
.Helen Alvarez and Cal Tel Co., hearing DA.
'Nov. 17 in Washington.
To Change Tower Location
Sacramento, Calif. — Ch. 46. John
WPTX
Md.—station
Mod.
~Poole
Bcstg.
Co.
and
Jack
O.
Gross,
CP (which Lexington
authorized Park,
new AM
pearing Nov. 17 in Washington.
on 1570 kc) to change tower location,
Flint, Mich.— Ch. 12. W. S. Butter- same
site.
ield Theatres Inc. placed in same consolidated proceeding with WJR: The
Seeks Site Approval
Goodwill Station Inc. and Trebit Corp.
WLSH
Lansford,
Pa.— station
Mod. CP on(which
authorized new AM
1410
AM Applications
kc) for mitter
approval
of
studio
Advised of Hearing
locations as State and
Roadtrans209,
650 feet east of Summit Hill Borough
Bayshore,
N. Y.— 1300
250 w-D.
Sey
Bcstg. System
Inc. kc,
advised
that Line.
ipplication indicates necessity of hearLicense Renewal
ng because of interference with
WTNJ Trenton, N. J.
Following
AM stations request renewal of license:
Kane, Pa., and Sayre, Pa.— 960 kc.
Silltop Management Corp. and WATS
WCBD Addison Township, 111.; WAIT
sayre advised that application of Hill- Addison Township; WGN Chicago;
:op for 500 w-D and of WATS to change WEDC Chicago; WLS Chicago; WEBQ
:rom 1470 kc to 960 kc with 1 kw-D
Harrisburg, Dl.; WFOX Milwaukee,
ndicate necessity of hearing because Wis., and WDSM Superior, Wis.
)f interference.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Greenville, S. C. — 1490 kc, 250 w.
AM— 1340 kc
WAKE Greenville advised that applicaWMAW Menominee, Wis.— Requests
:ion to add top loading to existing mod.
CP to increase power from 100
»nt. tower indicates necessity of hear- w to 250
w, fulltime, on 1340 kc.
ng because of interference to WSKY
Asheville,
N. C, which is on 1230 kc,
To Change DA
250 w.
WSCR Scranton, Pa.— CP to make
Tulia, Tex.— 1370 kc. Paducah Bcstg. changes in DA system; 1320 kc, 1 kw-o. and Tulia Bcstg. Co. advised that D, 500 w-N, DA-N.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NOVEMBER
Hearing6
Pending
177In
297
Appls.
5
242

20
tension of special service authorization
to operate on 770 kc, 50 kw-D, 25 kw-N;
(2) made
New York (3)andordered
WBZ Boston partiesWJZto hearing;
that
hearing examiner conduct hearing and
issue initial decision as expeditiously
as possible; (4) ordered that pending
final decision KOB is authorized to
operate on 770 kc as specified909*in above
SSA, and (5) denied petition
of WJZ
in all other respects. Comr. Webster
issued dissenting opinion. Memorandum
opinion and order Nov. 5.
Lancaster, Pa. — Peoples Bcstg. Co.
FCC denied petition for waiver of Sec.
1.364 of rules which prohibits the filing
of multiple applications, and dismissed
application
for new
ate on interim
basis TVon station
vhf Ch.to 8 operwith
ERP
29
kw
visual.
[WGAL-TV
authorization to operate temporarily has
on
vhf ing
Ch.outcome
8 with
minimumon power
pendof hearing
comparative
applications
by Peoples
and frequency;
WGAL-TV
for
regular operation
on that
see story, B.T, Nov 3, Oct. 27; see
application, B.T, Nov. 3.] Memorandum
opinion and order Nov. 6.
Dallas, Tex. — Texas Star Bcstg. Co.
FCC vacated grant of Jan. 27, 1950, for
new AM station on 740 kc with 10
kw-D, 5 kw-N, DA-DN; dismissed as
moot Texas Star application to extend
construction completion date, and designated application for CP for further
hearing in Washington. Action taken
in light of decision of Court of Appeals
upon appeal by KSEO Durant, Okla.,
intervenor in Texas Star proceeding.
Memorandum opinion and order Nov. 6.
ORDERS
Portland, Ore. — Cascade Television
Co. FCC denied petition to change
place for the non-engineering portions
of the tionscomparative
hearing onTelevision
applicaof Cascade, Portland
Inc., Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.
and North Pacific Television Inc. for
TV stations on vhf Ch. 8, from Washington to Portland. Order Nov. 6.
Harrisburg,
Pa. — Chief,
Broad-to
cast Bureau. FCC
grantedFCC
petition
add new issue in consolidated hearing
on applications of Kendrick Bcstg. Co.
and Rossmoyne
Corp.onforuhfnewCh.TV27,stations in Harrisburg
so
as to require a determination as to
whether construction of tower proposed
by Rossmoyne will affect adversely the
operation of WHP Harrisburg; also,
FCC made WHP party respondent in
proceeding. Order Nov. 6.
WGNS Murfreesboro, Tenn.— WGNS
Inc., Cecil Elrod Jr. and Garth Fort
Freeze. FCC ordered WGNS and
Messrs. Elrod and Freeze to show cause

the

NBC

greater
30th

Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANT
Linton, Ind. — The Linton Bcstg. Co.
Grantedtenna1600
kc, 500
ansystem with
170 wft. daytime,
lead length;
engineering condition. Estimated construction cost $15,630, first year operating cost
$25,000,
$45,000. (75%),
Partners
include
Henryrevenue
C. Sanders
75%
owner ofHallWBNL
and Normal
(25%),Boonville,
25% ownerInd.,of
WBNL. Post Office address: WBNL
Boonville, Ind. Filed Nov. 8, amended
Dec. 11,
1951, and Jan. 13, 1952; granted
Nov.
6, 1952.
FM GRANTS
Clemson, S. C. — Clemson Bcstg. Co.
Granted Ch. 246, ERP 53 kw, antenna
height above average terrain 380 ft.,
above ground
354 constructidn
ft. Engineering
condition. Estimated
cost $35,400, first year operating- cost $50,000,
revenue
$60,000.
President S.
Haskel Principals
Lusk (25%), include
president and 80% owner of Pendelton (S.
C.) Lumber Co., and owner of Lusk
Used Cars, Seneca and Pendelton; Vice
President and Secretary John W. Gillespie (25%), chemist at Clemson A &
M College, Clemson; Vice President
Charles V.at Boyd
salesman
WSNW (25%),
Seneca,announcerand Vice
President Fred C. Shealy (25%), salesman dress:
at WSNW
1949-52.
Post
office
St., Clemson, S. ad-C.
1952. June16-A Hunter
Filed
10, 1952; granted Oct. 31,
Seneca, S. C. — Blue Ridge Bcstg. Co.
Granted Ch. 251, ERF 6.5 kw, antenna
height above average terrain 330 ft.,
above ground 225 ft. Estimated construction cost $4,200
(land already
and building, and some
equipment,
on
hand), first year operating cost $6,000,
revenue
$7,000.
Applicant
is
licensee
WSNW Seneca and applicant for newof
AM fice
station
S. C.Seneca,
Post Of-S.
address:inP.Barnwell,
O. Box 443,
C. Filed July 1, 1952; granted Oct. 31,
1952.
Note: Both of the above grantees requested Ch. 287
mc) in their was
applications;(105.3
neither application
amended
to
request
different
frequency, although
different
from FCC
those granted
requested.frequency
TRANSFER GRANTS
WJBB Haleyville, Ala.— Granted assignment of license to Haleyville
Bcstg. Co. (a new corporation) for
(Continued on page 112)

station

serving

YOUNGSTOWN,

population
5,000

area

O.

in U.S.

WATTS

-WFMJDuplicating on 50,000 Watts FM
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 111 )
Fredericksburg, Va., and applicant,
$12,500. Principals in transferee include
President W. P. Thielens (1/6), Vice with Winslow T. Porter (who is to be
general manager of WLXW), for new
President T. H. Gaillard (1/6) Secre- AM
station at Lancaster, Ohio, since
tary-Treasurer William Jordan (1/6)
1947 (clear channel daytime). Granted
and three others; Messrs. Thielens,
Oct.
31.
Gaillard and Jordan each own V3 interest in WXAL Demopolis, Ala., WPBB
Jackson, Ala., and WNPT Northport,
Ala. Estimated yearly operating cost New Applications
AM APPLICATIONS
$20,000, revenue $25,000. Granted Nov. 5.
KDSH Boise, Idaho — Granted consent
Yuma,
Ariz.
— Harkins Bcstg. Inc., 1240
to Queen City Bcstg. Co. to relinquish
kc, 250 wmated
fulltime;
antenna
150 ft. Estipositive
control
(10,000
shares
of
comconstruction
cost $15,000,
first
mon voting stock out of 15,000 shares,
operating cost $50,000, revenue
or 66.67% interest) to Boise Valley year
$60,000.
Applicant
is
Dwight
Harkins
Bcstrs. Inc. for $109,400. Transferees
Co., licensee of KCLF
include President H. Westerman Whil- Amusement
Clifton,
Ariz., and
KTYL-AM-FM
Mesa,
lock (6%), manager of KDSH, president
Ariz.
Post
address Dwight
and 16% owner of Riley & Smith Harkins, P. O.office
Box
885,
Mesa,
Ariz.
(clothiers), Boise, and director and Filed Oct. 24.
25%
owner
of
Arbuckle,
King
&
WhilMonroe, Ga. — Walton Bcstg. Co., 1490
lock Shoe Store, Boise; Treasurer Earl
w fulltime;
ft. EstiGlade Jr. (3%), associate manager of kc, 250 mated
construction antenna
cost $9,949,165 first
year
KDSH; Secretary Willis H. Moffatt
operating
cost
$25,000,
revenue
$40,000.
(8%), Boise attorney; Theresa Whillock
include President John W.
(6%), housewife; Fred M. Taylor (6%), Principals
Jacobs Jr. (50%), general manager and
Boise
attorney; Dr.
Edwin
part owner of WDUN Gainesville, Ga.,
Boise attorney;
RalphSnow
Falk(3l,fe%),
(4%), and
45% owner of Habersham Bcstg.
Boise physician, and Stanley E. King
(10y2%), president and 75% owner of Co., applicant for new AM station in
Arbuckle, King & Whillock Shoe Store.
Cornelia, Ga.; and, Secretary-Treasurer
Transferor is licensee of KIRO Seattle, Claude Williams Jr. (50%), business
manager of Gainesville Ford Co. and
of which Saul Haas is president.
45% owner of Habersham Bcstg. Co.
Granted Oct. 31.
office address John W. Jacobs
KWEI Weiser, Idaho — Granted trans- Post
P. O. Box 25, Gainsville, Ga. Filed
fer of control from Inland Bcstg. Co. Jr.,
Oct.
15.
to Mervin V. Ling (76%) and Edwin
Edwardsville, HI. — Edwardsville Bcstg.
C. Miller (24%) for $4,902.50. Messrs.
1260 Estimated
kc, 1 kw daytime;
antenna
Ling and Miller are both employed at Co.,
180 ft.
construction
cost
KWEI. Granted Nov. 5.
$14,490,
first
year
operating
cost
WTHL Hammond, La. — Granted as- revenue $60,000. Equal (50% $54,000,
each)
signment of license from Sidney H. partners include John W. Lewis Jr.,
Rosenblum to Nicholas Cefalu (51%)
33y3% owner WTBV Belleville, 111., and
and Anthony C. Cefalu (49%), d/b as Melvin
B. Ingram Jr., owner of bookCefalu Radio Station, for $35,000. The
keeping and tax service. Post office
Messrs. Cefalu are president-manager
address
John W. Jacobs Jr., R. R.
and vice president-assistant manager,
respectively, of N. Cefalu Co. (feed #2, Freeburg, 111. Filed Oct. 28.
Frankfort, Ind. — Radio Frankfort, 1570
dealers), Hammond. Granted Nov. 5.
daytime;
160 ft. EstiWWNC Asheville, N. C. — Granted con- kc, 250 wmated
constructionantenna
cost $15,000,
first
sent to relinquishment of control by year operating
cost
$30,000,
Don S. Elias through sale of 62V2 shares $38,000. General partners revenue
include
out of 4,001 shares outstanding (1.56%)
Charles Vandever (50%), former owner
to Executors of Estate of Charles A. of
WVMC Mt. Carmel and now in auWebb. Transferees will pay Wachovia
field in Mt. Carmel; Roland
Bank & Trust Co. $15,762.88 to apply J. DeMarcotomotive (25%),
partner in
on transferor's indebtedness to the Mt. Carmel law firmgeneral
of Barnhard, Debank, whereupon 62 V2 shares of com& Scriber, and Stephen P. Belmon stock of Asheville Citizen-Times Marco linger
(25%), 25% owner of WVMC Mt.
Co. will be issued in the name of the Carmel. Post
office address Stephen
transferees. Purpose of transfer is to P.
Bellinger,
carry out compromise agreement which Filed Oct. 22. RFD 3, Mt. Carmel, 111.
has been reduced to consent judgment
Pontiac, Mich. — James Gerity Jr., 1460
of Superior
Court ofof Buncombe
Counkc, 500 w fulltime, directional antenna
ty, N. C. include
Trustees
of Charles
A. Webb
Juniusestate
G. Adams
and at night; antenna three 190 ft. towers.
R. Stanford Webb. Estate of Charles A. (Transmitter location in Bloomfield
Webb already held 45.54% of WWNC;
Township, Mich., 0.2 mi. south of
after transfer, estate will hold 47.1%. Pontiac, immediately north of interMr. Adams, who as an individual
section of Square Lake Road and Telegraph Road.) Estimated construction
owns 0.125% of Asheville Citizen-Times
Co., is yd partner in Asheville law firm cost $95,828, first year operating cost
of Adams & Adams, and is president $140,000, revenue $140,000. Sole owner
is James Gerity Jr., owner of WABJ
of
Biltmore
Co., owner
Bilt- Adrian,
Mich., WGRO Bay City, Mich.,
moreTheEstate
and Biltmore
Dairy ofFarms,
Asheville. Mr. Webb is owner of Webb
and president, general manager and
Insurance
Agency,
Asheville.
Stock
in7V2%
owner
of Gerity-Michigan Corp.
terest of transferor, Mr. Elias, will be (chrome plating),
Adrian, Mich. Post
reduced from 51.2% to 49.6%. After office address James Gerity Jr., Deer
transfer no one individual will have Park, Adrian, Mich. Filed Oct. 27.
control of Asheville Citizen-Times Co.,
N. C. — Wayne M. Nelson,
licensee of WWNC [see story this 950Greensboro,
kc, 500 w daytime; antenna 240 ft.
issue]. Granted Nov. 5.
Estimated construction cost $25,000, first
year operating cost $24,000, revenue
WLXWment of license
Carlisle,to Pa.
— Granted
Richard
Field assignLewis
$36,000.
is Wayne
M. Nelson,
owner ofSoleW. owner
M. Nelson
Industries
Inc.
Jr. for $70,000 from Philip Mathews.
Mr. Lewis is licensee of WINC Win(owner
of
physical
broadcast
equipchester, Va., and 60% owner of WFVA
ment which is leased to WHIP MooresLOOSE-LEAF TRANSPARENT
DISPLAY ALBUMS
At unusually low prices!
Each album contains 10 acetate
pocketj (each holds 2 subjects) of clear.
non-mfla«unable plastic. Insert from
top. No pocfceti
pasting. mayFifteenbe added
additionalto for ^NF
8'/2 xCOMP1ETE
1 1 size
acetate
each album. Multo Loose Leaf opening 11$3.60
< U size $4.90
and
closing
triggers.
Sturdy
leatherette
hard covers. Prices F.O.B. Baltimore, 14 x 17 sir* 58.20
2% 10count odays
dis- 18 x 24 lize $12.00
n ordersto rated
of 1 2 firms,
or more.1 0%Write
for information on extra acetate All sizes complete with
pockets, scrap books and related items. 10 acetate pocVets.
FULL NEWSPAPER SIZE SCRAP BOOKS $5.00
with 50 sheets (100 pages) of fine quality
Perfect for
publicity
releases,of adverheavy white paper. Sold on a money-back
uses. Will tisements,
take photos,
full and
page scores
newspaper other
ads.
guarantee. This book must be superior
Heavy ableBinder's
Beard, covered
with posts
durto any other book at our low price. In
black Fabrikoid,
with screw
quantities of 6 or more books $4.50.
to allow extra pages. Each book complete
INTERNATIONAL SALES CO.
414 E. Baltimore St.,
Baltimore 2, Maryland
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ELECTION headquarters at MBS has desk operations under the supervision
of Milton Burgh (right). Mutual news director. At far side of table are Bill
Hillman (left), MBS White House reporter, and Cedric Foster, network commentator from Boston. At right in foreground are Robert Crooker, media
director of Campbell-Ewald, handling the Chevrolet account, and Winslow
Case, C-E senior vice president.
Chevrolet sponsored the returns on MBS.
Network Reporting at New
(Continued from, page 85)
hours before the microphone at the
July conventions, provided the running story for CBS Radio, interspersed with comment and analysis
by Mr. Murrow, Eric Sevareid,
Lowell Thomas, Allan Jackson,
Charles Collingwood, and a score
of other newsmen in New York,
Washington, and other cities. Samuel Lubell, political analyst, appeared frequently with interpretations of trends in various sections,

High

and predicted at 8:30 p.m. that
Gen. Eisenhower would crack the
"Solid South" and at 10:05 that
the GOP nominee had a landslide
going, according to the network
CBS-TV used a staff of more
than 200 who, the network claimed,
consistently provided national-vote
totals which ran more than a million ahead of those being posted at
the same time by other networks
Walter
was Murrow,
"anchor" Trout,
man,
assisted Cronkite
by Messrs.
Thomas, Sevareid, Collingwood,
Jackson and Douglas Edwards, Don
Hollenbeck, Griffing Bancroft, Bill
Costello, Bill Downs, Mike Wallace,
and Bill Leonard. Additionally, Bill
Shadel and Ron Cochran reported
from Washington, while Ed Mor

ville, N. C). Mr. Nelson contemplates
forming corporation to own and lease
physical dividual
broadcast
equipment
to inlicensee. Post
office address
Wayne cord,M.N. C.Nelson,
P.
O.
Box
72.
ConFiled Oct. 30.
Mount Vernon, Ohio — The Mount
Vernon Bcstg. Co., 1300 kc, 500 w daytime; antenna 190 ft. Estimated construction cost $20,000, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue $50,000.
Principals include President Dana T. gan reported from Gov. Stevenson's
Burns,
speech,Ohio;
BaldwinWallace professor
College, ofBerea,
Vice Springfield headquarters.
The press corps covering Gen.
President Dr. Charles B. Tramont, physician; Treasurer Marie C. Burns, Eisenhower's headquarters in New
housewife;
Secretary
Charles
M.
Zelkowitz, Mount Vernon attorney; Bert York, the network claimed, watched
W. Martin,
of Shellmar
Prod-F. CBS-TV throughout the evening
ucts Corp.,president
Mount Vernon;
Mittie
Baube, housewife; Raymond M. Lilly, and from that source was able to
high school vocation counselor: Mil- break the news to Eisenhower foldred Lilly, housewife; John T. Glackin,
president of J. T. Glackin Chevrolet
lowers gathered nearby that Gov.
Inc., Mount Vernon, and Paul W. Davis, Stevenson had conceded.
farm implement salesman for Mount
Vernon Farmers'
Exchange
Co., Mountof
Fritz Littlejohn, CBS-TV news
Vernon.
Applicant
is licensee
managing editor, assisted Mr.
WMVOfice (FM)
Mount
Vernon.
Post
ofaddress P. O. Box 390, Mount
Mickelson in supervising the teleVernon, Ohio. Filed Oct. 29.
vision coverage, while Don Hewitt
TRANSFER REQUEST
WKNX - AM - TV Saginaw, Mich.— was senior director and Paul LeviTransfer of control from Radio Sta- tan, special events producer, was
tion WKNX to Lake Huron Bcstg. Co.
through reduction of interest in Radio in charge of remote pickups.
Station WKNX now held in equal
CBS-TV also put Studio 33 in its
(50%) amounts by Howard H. Wolfe
and William J. Edwards, and the in- new CBS Television City in Hollytroduction of new member, Alvin M.
wood in operation for the first time
Bentley, simultaneously with change for election coverage, feeding telein name of the surviving company.
With consummation of transfer,
to KNXT(TV) Los Angeles
Messrs. Wolfe and Edwards will have and thecasts Columbia
Pacific Television
only 33V3% interest each, while new
member, Mr. Bentley, also will have Network and radio broadcasts toj
33V3% interest. Mr. Bentley pays $14,417.52 for his interest, but also agrees KNX Los Angeles and the Colum
to loan company as much as $45,000 bia Pacific Radio Network from
for use in construction of new TV the same studio.
station. Mr. Bentley is 25% owner of
Owosso Mfg. Co. (wood products
ABC
mfr.), Owosso, Mich., and 25% owner
of Philadelphia Screen Mfg. Co. (wood
ABC's
radio
and television re
productspany mfr.),
Pa. [Comdisclosed Philadelphia,
in its application
for porting, directed by News and Spe
TV station that upon grant of fa- cial Events Vice President Thomas
there wouldseebe TVfiledApplications,
this transfercility
application;
B.T, Sept. 1. For grant, see TV Grants, Velotta and sponsored by Admiral
in an estimated $2.5 million deal
B.T, Oct. 6.] Filed Oct. 27.
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CORNER of CBS-TV's election night headquarters shows Walter Cronkite,
"anchor man" for the network's coverage, seated at middle of desk at right.
Trio at center rear before Univac "brain" machine includes (I to r) Charles
Collingwood, CBS-TV Director of News and Public Affairs Sig Mickelson and
Don Hewitt (in shirtsleeves).
which also covered the conventions,
was distinguished by a "speed and
ease" which were in "startling contrast" to the stresses and tensions
of four years ago, spokesmen reported.
ABC originated four separate
programs simultaneously from its
"command post" in Studio TV-1 in
'the New York ABC center: One
each for the radio network, the TV
s network, WJZ, and WJZ-TV New
York.
Latest developments, commentary, analysis, and color were provided by a news staff which included Walter Winchell, John Daly,
Elmer Davis, Martin Agronsky,
Taylor Grant, Erwin Canham of the
Christian Science Monitor, Gunnar
Back, Paul Harvey, George Sokolsky, and public opinion research
specialist George Gallup.
In addition to "command post"
originations, ABC made numerous
remote pickups, both from other
points in New York and from other
cities, and claimed a number of
"exclusives," including interviews
with Gov. Thomas E. Dewey, Connecticut Gov. John Lodge, and Sen.
,'Duff of Pennsylvania.
Mutual
Mutual put the emphasis on
plain-fact, grass-roots reporting,

WELLS CHURCH, CBS Radio director
>f news and public affairs, feeds additional copy to newscaster Robert
Trout duringelection
that network's
all-night
stint.
3ROADCASTING

making a total of 187 pickups from
some 27 key cities throughout the
nation during the seven hours of
Chevrolet-sponsored reporting of
returns under the supervision of
News Director Milton Burgh and
Special Events Director Arthur
Feldman.
Despite the high number of remote pickups, spokesmen said the
switching was carried out smoothly "with absolutely no waste of
time." Special shortwave installations and an additional 50,000 miles
of land-line were employed to make
the city-jumping possible.
MBS 'Anchor' Men
"Anchor" men for the coverage
were commentators Fred VanDeventer and Ed Pettitt, while other
reporters - commentators included
Everett Holies, Frank Singiser,
Cedric Foster, William Hillman,
and Cecil Brown from New York;
Holland Engle and Robert F. Hurleigh from Chicago; Les Higbie
from Springfield; Wallace Fanning
from President Truman's train en
route back to Washington; H. R.
Baukhage, Joseph McCaffrey and
Fulton Lewis, jr., from Washington, and Bill Cunningham from
Boston. Mutual's programming
also was sent overseas by the Voice
of America.
Among exclusives claimed by
Mutual were an interview with former President Herbert Hoover, and
a broadcast from the Truman train.
Switching operations were directed by Mr. Feldman, while Program Operations Manager Harold
Wagner supervised air production.
DuMont
While DuMont did not provide
regular network services on the
elections, executives reported last
week that its clearance of stations
for political programs during the
campaign was "unprecedented in
[the network's] own history and
matched by only one other network
during the '52 campaign." Station
Relations Director Elmore B. Lyford said an average of 44 stations
carried DuMont's regular political
telecasts, and that a talk by Gen.

• Telecasting

OVERHEAD SHOT shows NBC's big Studio 8H from where the network
centralized combined radio and TV coverage of the elections.
Eisenhower was carried by 61 affiliates.

GOV. STEVENSON
Returns After Air Cutoff
GOV. Adlai Stevenson was cut off
the air dramatically Election Eve
when he failed to conclude his final
radio-TV appeal within the allotted 30 minutes — but he still had
the last word, thanks to some fast
thinking by broadcasters.
The final Democratic appeal was
sandwiched between the speech by
Gen. Eisenhower from 10 to 10:30
p.m. and the big GOP Crusade in
America from 11 to 12 midnight.
After talks by Vice President Alben Barkley, President Truman and
Sen. John Sparkman (D-Ala.), the
Illinois Governor began his talk
only to find himself running out of
time. He was cut off all radio-TV
networks.
After the Eisenhower-Nixon documentary, the Governor returned
after a slight mixup on signals
from the control booth. When the
cues straightened out, he wound up
his appeal on radio-TV networks.
NBC-TV cleared all O & O stations within an hour. Charles
Denny, NBC vice president, had
been ordered by NBC President
Joseph McConnell to accompany
Gov. Stevenson to the Studebaker
Theatre. Mr. Denny personnally
checked O & O stations and asked
them to carry an additional 4 minutes, 25 seconds, bought by the
Volunteers for Stevenson.

DuMont's political operations
during the campaign were coordinated by Sales Service Manager
Lynn Cleary, assisted by Traffic
Manager Roylance H. Sharpe;
Richard Geisman of the sales department, and Millard Dickerson
of the engineering department. Additionally, Station Relations Manager Robert L. Coe, Assistant
Manager Edwin G. Koehler, and
Area Supervisor Joseph R. Cox
assisted Mr. Lyford on station
clearances, while John B. Soell, account executive, handled sales.

VISTASCOPE UNITS
To Be Made Available
VISTASCOPE packages, made up
of the lens device, groups of still
photographs and working instructions, will be made available to TV
producers and stations in the production of live shows.
Developed by Vistascope Corp.
of America, jointly owned by Sol
Lesser and Paramount Pictures
Corp., the device is linked directly
with the TV camera to combine
live action with photographs of
foreground settings. This replaces
matte shots or construction of
actual foreground settings, usually
too costly in live video.

Another BMI
JUMP

"Pin Up' Hit

BACK
Published by RushHONEY

On Records: Ella Mae Morse-Capitol;
Sonny GaleVaughn Monroe-Victor; Dorothy
Collins-Snooky Lan— Colum
sonDecc
bia.
a; Jimmy Dorsey-Columbia ;
Hadda Brooks
Broadcast Music Inc.

*»0 Fifth Avenue

N„~ v- i. «.
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PEOPLE...

BAB COMMITTEES
HEAR PROGRESS REPORTS
REVIEW and planning sessions of two of
BAB's major committees wound up Friday
afternoon with completion of New York meeting in which research committee, headed by
Robert Dunville of WLW Cincinnati, heard
reports on research work being done with package goods advertisers, progress of rating
studies being made by Advertising Research
Foundation with BAB support, development of
supplementary auto radio data, and exploratory studies on listening in TV homes.
Promotion committee, under Donald Q.
Thornburgh of WCAU Philadelphia, had reviewed BAB advertising campaign, "sell radio
on radio" campaign, projected farm presentation, and data comparing sales effectiveness
of radio with that of other media during meetings preceding day. Both committees heard
review of BAB finances and report on anticipated income. Full report to be presented
to BAB board Nov. 17.
Committee members on hand for meetings,
with BAB headquarters represented by President William B. Ryan, Vice President Kevin
Sweeney, and Local Promotion Director John
F. Hardesty, were promotion committeemen
Thornburg, H. Preston Peters, of Free &
Peters; Arden Pangborn, of WOAI San
Antonio; Louis Hausman, of CBS; James
Tyler of Mutual (representing Robert
Schmid), and Simon Goldman, of WJTN
Jamestown (N. Y.) ; plus Research Committeemen Dunville, Hugh Potter, of WOMI Owensboro (Ky.) ; George Higgins, of KMBC
Kansas City; George Utley, of WFAA Dallas
(representing Martin Campbell) ; Stanley
Breyer, of KJBS San Francisco; and Ernest
Lee Jahncke Jr., of ABC. BAB Executive
Committee Chairman Edgar Kobak also participated in Friday session.
CHEVIGNY HEADS RWG
RADIO WRITERS Guild announced Friday
that Hector Chevigny has been elected national president of union, and Philo Higley,
vice president of eastern region. Council
members chosen in eastern region for twoyear term are: John Stradley, John Merrimak,
Ira Marion, Bruce Marcus and Franklin
Weiner. Tabulation of results from midwest
and west coast regions was not complete Friday, RWG said. Election was held Thursday.
KFH PAPERS SUBPOENAED
SUBPOENA served Friday by U. S. Marshal
on Marcellus Murdock, executive vice president
of KFH Wichita and publisher of Wichita
Eagle, at instigation of KANS Wichita. Stations are both applicants for TV Ch. 3. KFH
asked to supply contracts, rate cards and editions of Eagle said to involve unfair competition, purported forced evening-morning circulation and alleged compulsory use of both
editions.
SARNOFF

TO

SPEAK

BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA board
chairman, to speak on "World Brotherhood and
Science" in special simulcast on NBC radio
and TV Tuesday (2-2:30 p.m. EST). Program
will originate at 25th anniversary luncheon
completing annual meeting of National Conference of Christians and Jews in Washington's Mayflower Hotel.
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H. SUMNER STERNBERG, Geyer Adv., N. Y.,
to Erwin, Wasey & Co., that city, as account
executive.
INTEREST

IN RETURNS

TV COVERAGE of election returns attracted about 70 percent more viewers
per average minute — approximately 12
million homes during average minute
from 9 to 11 p.m. Tuesday night — than
for nominating conventions last July,
NBC estimated Friday. Estimate was
projected from 10-city survey conducted
by Trendex Inc. Half-hour of highest
interest was 9-9:30 p.m. with 64.9 percent of sets in use, NBC said, reporting
44 percent of this audience for NBC-TV.
PROTEST ON PORTLAND
PROTEST of proposed amendment to Channel
12 bid of KOIN Portland, Ore., and request to
dismiss KOIN application were filed with FCC
Friday by Pioneer Broadcasters Inc., one of
three, seeking channel. KOIN seeks amendment to show withdrawal of Ralph Stolkin,
Edward Burke Jr. and Sherrill C. Corwin, together 43.5% owners (see story page 83).
Pioneer noted hearing began Oct. 1 and contended "amendment substantially changes the
entire case of [KOIN]. No reason is suggested, even were we to concede [KOIN's]
helplessness under the circumstances, why the
penalty for such withdrawals should not be
levied against that applicant who voluntarily
chose its associates and not against innocent
third parties." Pioneer charges, in light of
Stolkin group background and "timing" of
KOIN's petition to amend, that "it is clear
that petitioner is not as innocent as it alleges."

ROBERT HOFFMAN, WOR-AM-TV New York
research manager, to address statistical Assn.
of College of the City of New York Thursday.
JOSEPH S. SAMPLE returns to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Chicago, as media director,
position he held before serving in army for
past
year who
and has
one-half.
HOBBS,
joined He
N. replaces
Y. sales HARRY'
staff of
Henry I. Christal Co. representatives.
MORT GAFFIN, former copywriter Kenyon
& Eckhardt, N. Y., named manager of TV
promotion unit of NBC Spot Sales Dept.
NARTB COMMITTEE
REVISION OF RADIO

STARTS
CODE

NEW

NARTB Standards of Practice Committee adjourned late Friday after two-day
meeting at NARTB Washington headquarters.
John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn.,
said committee has revised language in first
section dealing with program material. Further
revisions, to be made in section as well as in
advertising portion of Code before document
goes to NARTB Radio Board.
Next meeting of committee to be held Jan.
12-13. Attending recent session besides Chairman Meagher were William B. McGrath,
WHDH Boston; Carleton Brown, WTVL
Waterville, Me. ; Walter Wagstaff , KIDO Boise,
Ida.; William Pabst, KFRC San Francisco.
Absent were Clyde Rembert, KRLD Dallas,
and E. R. Vadeboncoeur, WSYR Syracuse.

Passed-Over
TV
Applications
GROUP
FOLLOWING are mutually exclusive applicaAPPLICANT
tions for new television broadcast stations
American Broadcasting Corp.
Central Kentucky Bcstg. Co.
which have been passed in processing pursuant
Bluegrass Bcstg. Co., Inc.
to Commission action of Sept. 17, 1952, effecWestern Mass. Bcstg. Co.
tive Oct. 15, suspending processing of such TV
Greylock Bcstg. Co.
applications for time being in order to expedite
Skyway Bcstg.
Co. Co.
Community
Television
the processing of uncontested TV applications :
Green Bay Newspaper Co.
Valley
Telecasting
GROUP A
James Gerity,
Jr. Co.
APPLICANT
CITY
CH.
Baton Rouge Bcstg Co., Inc. Baton Rouge, La.
2
Bay Bcstg. Co., Inc.
Saginaw Bcstg. Co.
Air Waves, Inc.
Baton Rouge, La.
2
The Bcstg. Co. of the South Columbia, S. C.
10
WQRZ,
WHOO, Inc.
Inc.
Marseco Bcstg. Co
Columbia, S. C.
10
Orlando Bcstg. Co., Inc.
Grandview, Inc.
Manchester, N. H. 48
Central Fla. Enterprises, Inc.
Union Leader Corp.
Manchester, N. H. 48
American Television Co., Inc.
Topeka Bcstg. Assn., Inc. Topeka, Kan.
13
S. H. Patterson
Topeka, Kan.
13
George T. Hernriech
Springfield Television, Inc. Springfield, Mo.
3
GROUP
Tulsa Bcstg. Co.
Springfield, Mo.
3
The Gazette Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 9
B. Byran Musselman, et al.
Queen City Television Co., Inc.
Cedar Rapids Television Co. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 9
Benjamin J., Albert E . Harry W.
Wichtex Radio & Television Co.
Wichita Falls, Tex. 3
Neely G. Landrum
Wichita Falls, Tex. 3
Sanders,
d/b asInc.Sanders Bros.
Joliet
Television,
Wichita Falls Television, Inc. Wichita Falls, Tex. 6
Hudson Valley Bcstg. Co., Inc.
R. E. Chambers
Wichita Falls, Tex. 6
Governor Dongan Bcstg. Corp.
WPTF Radio Co.
Raleigh, N. C.
5
Van Curler Bcstg. Corp.
Capital Bcstg., Co., Inc. Raleigh, N. C.
5
Champlain
Valley Bcstg. Corp.
Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. Terre Haute, Ind. 10
Music Bcstg. Co.
John R. Figg
Terre Haute, Ind. 10
W. S. Butterfield Theatres, Inc.
Albert S. Polan, et al.
Conn.
Radio Bcstg.
Foundation,
d/b as Polan Industries Terre Haute, Ind. 63
The
Corp. Inc.
WIBX,WAVZ
Inc.
Chapman S. Root
Terre Haute, Ind. 63
Midwest Television, Inc.
Champaign-Urbana, III. 3
Richard H. Balch
Illinois Bcstg. Co.
Champaign-Urbana, III. 3
Great Lakes Television Co.
Martin Theatres of Go., Inc. Augusta, Ga.
6
Civic Television, Inc.
The Greenville-News Piedmont Co. Greenville, S. C.
4
Erie Television Corp.
Carolina Television, Inc.
Greenville, S. C.
4
Commodore Perry
Textile Bcstg. Co.
Greenville, S. C.
4
Bcstg. Service, Inc.
Piedmont Radio Co.
Greenville, S. C.
23
Southern Tier Radio Service, Inc.
Greenville Television Co.
Greenville, S. C.
23
Ottaway Stations, Inc.
J. E. West and C. H. Bingham
The Binghamton Bcstrs., Inc.
d/b
as
West-Bingham
Wilson Enterprises, Inc.
Television Co.
Lexington, Ky.
27
BROADCASTING

A
Lexington,
CITY Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Lexington, Ky.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Asheville, N. C.
Asheville, N. C.
Green Bay, Wis.
Green Bay, Wis.
Bay City, Mich.
Bay City, Mich.
Bay City, Mich.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Fort Smith, Ark.
Fort Smith, Ark.
B
Allentown, Pa.
Allentown, Pa.
Joliet, III.
Joliet, III.
Albany, N. Y.
Albany, N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Schenectady, N. Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
New Haven, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
Utica,
Utica, N.N. Y.Y.

2751
CH.64
13
6466
645
64
135
5
9
9
6
6
5
39
48
48
41
59
41
351
23
23
59
19
35
19
35

Erie, Pa.
Erie, Pa.
Erie,
Pa.
Erie, Pa.
40
Binghamton, N. Y.
Endicott, N. Y.
4035
Binghamton, N. Y.
2066
Worcester, Mass.
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The American farmer has always been the backbone of
America. Through far-reaching changes in the last twelve years,
the farmer has become one of America's most important consumers as well.
Here are some of the factors that have made him "\bur Best Customer:"
In 1940 income from farming was less than $11 billion; in 1951 it was $37.5 billion.
In 1950 the farmer's purchases of consumer merchandise were 2 J/2 times
what they were in 1940.
In 1940 total farm assets were $54 billion. By 1951 they were $153 billion.
In this same period,- mortgages, in relation to assets, were reduced 67%.
In 1940 the spendable cash held by farm families was $4 billion; in 1951 it was
nearly $20 billion— $3,178 per family— many times the liquid assets
of the average city dweller.
These are just a few of the statistics that illustrate how important
it is to reach the rural market — your best customer. In WLW-Land,
WLW radio reaches more of them more often for less
than any other medium. Ask to see the WLW story
of '"Vbur Best Customer".

WLW

The

Nation's

Station

1922

• 1952

Thinking
about

next

Plan

s

now

summer

sales

in

'53

In spite of the chilly breezes of winter, many
advertisers and agencies are evaluating markets and
planning 1953 summer schedules right NOW.
When you plan your summer advertising campaigns
remember this . . . Michigan is the Midwest's number
1 vacationland and while it is always an important
market area — accounting for almost 10% of national
sales — it is twice as good in the summer And WJR,
the best known radio Voice in the Great Lakes
region, influences more buyers at less cost than any
other medium summer or winter.
Get complete information on how
to build bigger sales in Michigan
next summer. Call WJR sales or
your Christal representative or . . .

Write today for this important book!
Radio Station WJR, Dept. 90
Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
Please send me a copy of your Michigan
Vacationland Book.

Nefworfc
WJR, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
WJR eastern Office: 665 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
Represented Nationally by the Henry I. Christal Company
Canadian Representatives: Radio Time Sales, (Ontario) lid.
Radio — America's Greatest Advertising Medium

.State.
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sells

New

York

.

.

.

s Gross

on

TV

The William Esty Company

is using "Broadway

Theatre"— seen on WOR-TV,

Channel 9, every

TV

Monday through Friday, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m.— to
advertise Cavalier Cigarettes in the New York market.

They've been advertising on this program

since it

went on the air. They've renewed twice.
During this time, their sales messages have been seen
and heard by an average of nearly two million people a
week . . . over 50 million impressions since April.

People Who

for New

Sell Select
WOR-TV

9

York

ATLANTIC

ATLANTIC

REFINING

CO.

does

a

c OMPLETE

JOB...
WMBG

SO

DO

HAVENS

AND

MARTIN,

Inc.

STATIONS...

WCOD
WTVR

"Atlantic keeps your car on the go"—
slogan for Atlantic Hi-Arc gasoline and
Atlantic Aviation motor oil— expresses the happy
result of the Atlantic Refining Company's
"complete job" from oil wells to service stations.
Havens & Martin Inc. provide Virginians with
another kind of "service stations"— complete
entertainment and public service via WMBG—
WCOD— WTVR. They comprise the first complete
broadcasting institution of the South. Today
advertisers are as enthusiastic as audiences—
and vice-versa— about Havens & Martin Stations.
That's your cue, Mr. Timebuyer.

m

WMBG

am

WCOD

fflsfiist t^msitmitatiot
FIRST

STATIONS

OF VIRGINIA

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

™

WTVR

tv

v

Sla

U
;., t

**

Won
Channel
6

TV
«0*

COLUMBUS

OHIO

1:00-2:30

mmm...
Yes, Sir! She's terrific! Comedy galore that
will keep you in stitches. Can she sell? Yeah,
Man!
So write today for full particulars about
this former star of "Maggie and Jiggs" who
is not only an exceptional TV star and
comedian, but a master of the culinary art.
We have other top participating shows on
WTVN-TV, too, so get the full details when
you write.

always TOPS in
LOCAL PROGRAMMING
ABC • CBS • DUMONT

New VorJc Office— Hotel Barclay —Home Office — 500 Security Bldg., Toledo. Ohio
National Representatives
Edward ("-/
j^/j^f^
Enterprises Inc.
WICU-TV—Erie, Pa.—Headley-Reed Co.
WHOO— Orlando, Fla.—Avery-Knodel, Inc.
ERIE DISPATCH, Erie, Pa.— Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.
W7VN-7V— Columbus, O.—Headley-Reed Co.
WIKK—Erie, Pa.—H-R Co.
WTOD— Toledo, O.—Headley-Reed Co.
V/MAC-TV, Massillon, Ohio (Massillon, Akron, Canton) — now under construction

Published Building,
every Monday,
with 4,Yearbook
Numbersas (53rd
issues)March
published
in January
by Broadcasting
Publications,
Inc., 8703, National
Press
Washington
D. C. Entered
secondandclass54thmatter
14, 1933,
at Post and
OfficeFebruary
at Washington,
D. C, under
act of March
1879.

LANCASTER,

PENNSYLVANIA

years

of

public

service

WGAL — one of the pioneer stations in the nation —
grew rapidly into a community public service bulwark.
After World War II, FM was added to its facilities.
And, in 1949, WGAL

brought the thrill of television

to its viewers.
WGAL, in the future as in the past, is pledged to operate
in the best interests of its listeners and viewers. It is
pledged to present the best in entertainment; bring
news and sports as they happen; place public service
first and always.
WGAL, one of America's complete broadcasting services, will keep faith with its thirty years' heritage.
A Steinman Station
Clair McCollough, Pres.
m Represented by
ROBERT
New York

MEEKER,
Associates
Chicago
San Francisco
Los Angeles-

i ■
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

v LONG-DRAWN negotiations for new formula
governing network compensation of NBC-TV
affiliates, initiated by affiliates in quest of
i. arrangement more favorable to them, may be
near end. Committee of affiliates conferred
with NBC officials again last week in unannounced session (which reportedly ended in
secrecy pledge) that is understood to have
produced tentative agreement on new plan for
submission to all affiliates for approval.
INGREDIENTS of first class explosion on
Voice of America technical operations contained in highly classified report proposing
closing down of some transmitters and expansion of others. Booz, Allen, Hamilton reportedly in picture, along with consulting engineering firms which made study of gigantic multimillion dollar operation which has been burning issue at almost every session of Congress
since last war. Closure of more than dozen
stations, privately owned, reportedly recommended along with activation of new "megawatt" stations.
THOSE in know don't expect any major
Voice action before change of Administration.
President-elect known to be familiar with problems. First issue will be location of Voice in
3 federal setup — status quo in State Dept. or
independent agency. Gen. Eisenhower likely
to consult such in-know personages as Gen.
Lucius Clay, Ben Hibbs, Satevepost editor, and
Philip Reed, GE chairman.
LAST WEEK, FCC was still pondering its
initial decision on merger of AM applicants
for single TV facility in same mai'ket — as
exemplified in pending case in Macon, Ga.
(WBML and WNEX). FCC already has said
it will treat each case on own merits rather
than on industry-wide basis. Despite lengthy
discussion spread over several months, odds
are 2-1 in favor of approval of Macon case
which will flush literally scores of marriage
applications being held until FCC speaks.
SALE OF KROY Sacramento by Harmco Inc.
(Mrs. Hattie Harm and Clyde Coombs) to new
group headed by C. L. McCarthy, former general manager of KQW and now general manager of KGO, believed near final stages last
Friday. Mrs. Harm also owns KARM Fresno.
Gross price understood in neighborhood of
$425,000, including substantial quick assets.
Transaction, subject to customary FCC approval handled by Blackburn-Hamilton.
GREYHOUND Bus Lines, which has never
made major use of broadcast media, reportedly all set to plunge into TV as sponsor of
one-fifth of Ford Foundation TV-radio workshop's 90-minute Omnibus extravaganza on
CBS-TV (Sun., 4:30-6 p.m. EST), starting
late this year. Greyhound will be second
Omnibus sponsor, joining Willys-Overland.
Agency is Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.
CANDIDACY of Walter Johnson, Commonwealth's Attorney of Northumberland Co., Va.,
and former FCC lawyer, for Republican
vacancy on FCC or for general counselship is
(Continued on -page 6)
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MUTUAL'S BILLINGS
OVER SAME PERIOD

UP 31.5%
IN 1951

BUSINESS

MUTUAL'S GROSS billings in October ran
31.5% higher (partly due to political broadcasts) than in October 1951 and total for
first 10 months this year is up 15.2% compared to same period last year, Executive Vice
President William H. Fineshriber Jr. told
regional meeting of affiliates in New York
Friday (early story, page 27). October 1952
total was placed at $2,304,799 against $1,759,467 for October 1951; January-October 1952
figure was $16,838,917 compared to $14,620,653 for January-October 1951.
President and Board Chairman Thomas F.
O'Neil, reiterating faith in MBS future, emphasized advantages of Mutual's grass-roots
type of network, serving large number (now
560) affiliates which, he said, depend upon
MBS to provide solid foundation of programs
around which they can build strong regional
and local programming. Friday session, winding up first of six scheduled two-day regional
meetings of MBS executives and affiliates,
was devoted to questioning of network officials
by station management, with Victor C. Diehm,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., who is chairman of
Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee's District 1, relaying queries prepared by group.
VOLUME

BONUS

FELLOWS SEES RADIO GAINS
LONG-TIME upward trend in broadcasting
revenues will set new record, judging by present indications, NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows said Friday in panel discussion at
Boston U., celebrating fifth anniversary of
School of Public Relations & Communications.
Mr. Fellows is member of Boston U. Board of
Visitors.

Frey,

SPOTS FOR BUICK # Buick Div., General
Motors, preparing radio spot announcement
campaign to start in January. Agency: Kudner, N. Y.
FLORIDA CITRUS EXPANDS # Florida
Citrus Commission, through J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., considering number of additional northern markets for its quarter-hour
radio program three times weekly for 26
weeks, starting latter part of November.
CHICLE REALIGNING • American Chicle
Co. (Clorets) cancelling its radio spot campaign on more than 200 stations effective Nov.
26 due to budget reallocations. New plans for
1953 are being considered, however, and spot
radio will most likely be included, starting
early in year. Agency is Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y.
RENEWALS ON NBC-TV O NBC-TV announced three advertiser renewals Friday:
Procter & Gamble Co., Fireside Theatre (Tues.
9-9:30 p.m. EST) for 52 weeks, effective Jan.
6, through Compton Adv.; Revere Copper and
Brass, Meet The Press (Sun., 6-6:30 p.m.
EST) for 13 weeks, effective Jan. 4, through
St. Georges & Keyes, and P. Lorillard Co. (Embassy cigarettes), Club Embassy (Tues.,
10:30-10:45 p.m. EST) for 13 weeks, effective Dec. 30, through Lennen & Newell.

PLAN

VOLUME sales plan in which "any advertiser
who spends $500 or more per week for four
successive weeks for announcements or participations on the station will receive announcements and participations with the value of
$1,000 or more per week" is being announced
today (Mon.) by WPIX (TV) New York. Packages include participations in "a majority" of
WPIX programs and minute and 20-second
"A", "B", and "C" station break availabilities.
Advertisers taking advantage of offer, which
is effective immediately, get rate protection
for at least 26 weeks.

Scott

Posts

FURTHER STEP in NBC's reintegration of
radio-TV operations to be taken shortly with
unification of sales departments, under John
Herbert, vice president in charge of radio and
TV sales. Following up on Mr. Herbert's appointment to combined radio-TV sales post
several months ago, George Frey, former vice
president and director of TV network sales,
is being named vice president and sales director for both radio and TV, and Walter Scott,
formerly national sales manager for AM, is to
be administrative sales manager for Radio-TV.
Messrs. Frey and Scott report to Mr. Herbert.
Department will maintain staff division for
merchandising, which will continue to be headed

BRIEFLY

BROWN

PETITION

GORDON BROWN, owner WSAY Rochester,
N. Y., and long-time opponent of network
program controls, petitioned FCC Friday to
reinstate original provisions of revised rebroadcast rule which would have required
stations refusing rebroadcasts of their network shows to report reason to FCC. Reporting clause was withdrawn in newest version
of rule [B«T, Nov. 3].
IKE ON ABC-TV
ABC-TV announced Friday it will telecast Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower's arrival in Washington tomorrow (Tuesday) from 1:15-2 p.m.
EST with Martin Agronsky, Bryson Rash,
Gunnar Back and John Edwards as commentators.

at

NBC

Announced

by Fred Dodge, and also sales development and services division, new unit to be
headed by George MacGovern, formerly administrative assistant to Mr. Herbert.
Three new sales divisions to be set up, each
handling both radio and TV: Eastern with
John Lanigan, now in charge of TV sales for
ABC, as manager; Central, managed by Ed
Hitz, now manager of NBC's Eastern Sales
Div. for TV, and Western, managed by John
T. Williams, formerly NBC sales representative for TV in Western Div.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
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JOHNS HOPKINS TO DIAGNOSE
TV PROGRAM
REACTIONS
DIAGNOSIS of public reactions to TV programs in light of practical problems faced by
television industry will be made Saturday by
Johns Hopkins U., Baltimore, pioneer in TV
educational programming. Lynn Poole, Johns
Hopkins public relations director and m. c. of
DuMont Network Johns Hopkins Science Review, will direct one-day probe into television's
program.
Taking part in clinic will be network officials, educators and spokesmen for viewers.
Representing networks will be Davidson Taylor, Charles C. Barry and Hugh Beville, for
NBC; Charles Underhill, for ABC; Chris J.
Witting and James L. Caddigan, for DuMont;
William Wood, for CBS. Sessions will be held
in Mergenthaler Hall on Johns Hopkins campus, Baltimore.
KFBB

SALE

APPLICATION for sale of KFBB Great
Falls, Mont., filed Friday at FCC. Purchaser
is Joe Wilkins, general manager of KFBB
for more than decade. He is paying $147,510 for 1,341 shares of stock owned for about
five years by Fred Birch, contractor. Mr.
Wilkins has been holder of 60 shares, with
2,800 shares comprising total outstanding
stock. Station operates with 5 kw on 1310 kc.
STANDBY

ARGUMENT

SUPREME COURT is scheduled to hear oral
argument on whether standby * orchestra is
required in theatre at sessions either Nov. 20
or 21. Case involves Gamble Enterprises'
Palace Theatre in Akron, Ohio, and local AFM
union [B*T, Oct. 20]. At issue is interpretation of one of provisions of Taft-Hartley Law.
TV

RENEWALS

GRANTED

In this Issue—
FCC examiner recommends approval of
long-pending ABC-United Paramount
merger and transfer of WBKB (TV)
Chicago to CBS. Other findings: Paramount Pictures Corp. does not control
Allen B. DuMont Labs, and is qualified to hold broadcast licenses. If the
FCC follows suit, it will be the go
signal for big expansion. Page 23.
CHANCES are the airtight TV football
monopoly of the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. may blow up in 1953.
Page 25.
SIX big advertisers are scheduling shortterm, intensive radio spot schedules.
Page 26.
HOW the third TV station in Atlanta
got into the black: a primer for other
stations going on the air against entrenched opposition. Page 80.
AN agency timebuyer says radio has
survived the threat of TV and is due
for a long future. Page 64.
POLITICAL campaigns worth $700,000
(figured at gross, one-time rates) went
on radio and TV networks in September. Page 28.
HOW to rate ratings is discussed by
Ward Dorrell, research and program
consultant of John Blair & Co.
Page 27.
NBC offers advertisers a chance to pretest TV commercials at cost. Page 67.
THOUGH no "investigation" in the
usual sense of the word is intended,
the new G.O. P. -controlled Congress
will call in the FCC to report on its
activities. Page 38.

REGULAR renewal of TV station licenses
granted Friday by FCC to KECA-TV Los
Angeles; KFMB-TV San Diego; KGO-TV San
Francisco; KHJ-TV
Los Angeles; KNBH
(TV) Los Angeles; KPIX (TV) San Francisco; KRON-TV San Francisco; WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C; WENR-TV Chicago;
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; WGN-TV Chicago; WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111.; WNBQ
(TV) Chicago; KNXT (TV) Hollywood;
KLAC-TV Los Angeles.

MBS

REHEARING

Upcoming
Nov. 18-19: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn.,
fall meeting, Norman, Okla.
Nov. 19-22: Sigma Delta Chi, National
convention, Denver.
Nov. 20-21 : Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
meeting, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Nov. 22: TV Program Diagnostic Clinic,
Mergenthaler Hall, Johns Hopkins U.,
Baltimore.
Nov. 24: Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting, Andrew Jackson Hotel,
Nashville, Tenn.
Other Upcomings on page 38.

DENIAL

PETITION for rehearing by KJAY Topeka,
Kan., denied by FCC last week. Station sought
reconsideration of FCC decision last September which denied KJAY application to boost
power from 1 kw to 5 kw nighttime (on
1440 kc).
KSL-TV USING NEW SITE
REGULAR TV service scheduled to start
last Saturday from new mountain transmitter site, KSL-TV Salt Lake City announced
Friday. Site described as highest in nation.
Page 6
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will drop 10 MGM Radio Attractions— a $2 million a year package— and substitute mystery shows.
Page 27.

TV's most lavish program,
Ford Foundation product,
Page 30.
FCC grants 10 commercial
in week. Total post-thaw
Page 67.

Omnibus, a
is reviewed.
TV stations
grants: 108.

Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)
announced by Mr. Johnson. He reports he is
"inviting consideration" for either post, pointing out that in addition to his FCC legal
stewardship, he's been Commonwealth's Attorney since 1947, was Republican nominee for
governor of Virginia in 1949 and was nominated by GOP for Congress in 1944 and 1946.
NON-PROFIT educational stations would soon
be "more commercial than commercial stations"
trying to pay off every debt of college "back to
the Indians," FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
said in off-cuff talk to Washington AWRT. She 1
replied to query on advisability of "partiallycommercial" educational outlets (story page
42). Another Hennock observation: Educational TV stations won't compete with regular
outlets, since "popularity isn't the purpose of
these
TALK stations."
OF Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby as probable
woman member of Eisenhower cabinet occasions little surprise. Owner of Houston Post
stations (KPRC-AM-TV) , she was original
supporter of General Ike and also served with
him as first Colonel-Commandant of WAC's.
Her appointment to Cabinet was predicted by
this
journal
Circuit,
July during
14]. GOP convention [Closed
WITH Sen. Homer E. Capehart (R-Ind.) slated
to head Senate Banking Committee in 83d
Congress, prospects are that pressure will be
applied for elimination of economic controls,
including present restrictions on material allocations. Joint Senate-House Committee session, under Sen. Capehart's chairmanship,
scheduled this week on this subject. Sen. Capehart authored amendment to price control
legislation to provide advertising allowances
and was prime mover behind relaxed credit
restrictions.
MARTIN KANE, timebuyer, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., expected to move to Hewitt, Ogilvy,
city.
Benson
& Mather, also N. Y., in similar capaFINAL DETAILS of Conelrad project, looking
toward use of broadcast communications facilities on master plan basis in event of enemy
attack or emergency, reached final stage last
week with approval by Secretary of Defense
Lovett of overall project as drawn by coordinating committee representing Air Defense Command, Federal Civil Defense Administration
and FCC, whose coordinator is Comr. George
E. Sterling. Draft copy of rules to govern
operation shortly will go to all participating
stations for comment. Line interconnection
alone involves nearly half-million and remaining phase has to do with type of programming
in emergencies.
FINAL CONELRAD plan envisages system
whereby broadcasts and telecasts can continue
without providing homing beams for possible
invading
aircraft.
is riggedforalsoexample,
'to enable President
of System
United States,
to talk to entire populace on moment's notice.
Similarly, governors of various states or local
authorities would be cut in to handle statewide or local situations.
IF, as is widely predicted, James Hagerty becomes press secretary to new President, radioTV will have understanding friend in White
House. As press secretary to Gov. Thomas E.
Dewey, Mr. Hagerty had active hand in Mr.
Dewey's effective use of radio-TV questionanswer appearances
natorial campaign. in his own 1950 guberfor more AT DEADLINE see page 102
BROADCASTING
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WSAV- Savannah

BRU'NSWIC]^

That's the full potential of the Savannah Seaboard market — $557,206,000
worth of retail sales ... a million plus people in 79 counties. And you
don't have to reach for it, because WSAV,
and deliver all of it for you.

and ONLY

WSAV,

can reach

Yes, WSAV's long-range frequency covers four times more area, three and
one half times more people than any other medium in this vastly important market. And wherever WSAV reaches, it sells. Ask for case
histories.

630 kc.
5,000 watt*
Full Tim*

in Savannah

WSAV
REPRESENTED

BY
SOUTHEASTERN
REPRESENTATIVE:
HARRY E. CUMMtNOS
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THE NEWSWEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
WASHINGTON, D. C. — More than 34,000 new car
dealer members of the National Automobile Dealers
Association are being mobilized behind a program to
stimulate state and local action leading to solution of
the problems existing throughout the nation as a result
of inadequate highway and parking capacity.
A release giving plans detail has just been made to
all radio stations • . . here are a few startling highlights :
There are more than 52 millions of vehicles on
the highways today ... an increase of 70% in
seven years!
86% of vehicular travel is on 23% of the roads.
$11 billion has been estimated as the cost of modernizing these highways.
Roadways are wearing out. It has been estimated that 69% of intermediate-type highways in
service January 1, 1952, will be worn out and
need replacement within 10 years.
Too many of the principal streets in every town
are loaded beyond capacity.
Losses growing out of traffic congestion and
accidents have increased to the point where insurance alone can be the economic "straw to break
the camel's back" in the family budget . . . making it increasingly difficult for the average wage
earner to own his essential automobile which 57%
of them use to get to and from work.
U. S. Public Roads Commissioner Thomas H.
MacDonald, the NADA brochure points out, has
observed: "We pay for roads whether we have
them or not; and we pay more if we don't have
them than if we do."
Every state automobile dealer association has been
urged by the national association to make its special
highway program an immediate major activity and to
develop, in the public interest, an immediate and specific plan of action leading to the local solution of
these serious problems.
One of a series from the National Automobile Dealers Association
— Any material contained herein may be reproduced without
permission.
a brochure, "The Case for Increased Highway
and Parking Capacity," containing full background information, is available, address:
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC RELATIONS, NADA
1026 17TH ST., N.W., WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
REPUBLIC 6946
Page 8
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzg erald. Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
M. Seward; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Sales Manager; George L. Dant, Adv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Elwood M. Slee, Sheila
Byrne,
Ernest
Kanelopoulos, Betty Jacobs, Walter
Cotter.
NEW YORK BURSAL
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza
5-8355. Florence
EDITORIAL:
Rufus Editor;
Crater, Rocco
Neu>
York Editor;
Small, Agency
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOUYWOOU BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual
including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rdsubscription
issue):
(54th issue):
$9.00. $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
Annual
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including
54 issues:to $11.00.
Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign post$5.00 age.
perRegular
copy.issue: 35( per copy: 53rd and 54th issues:
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
Circulation Dept., Broadcasting . Telecasting,
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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transmitters

ENGINEERING

makes

the

difference

Whether the design calls for a sleek jet fighter or a broadcast
transmitter, engineering is what determines the quality of the finished product. The Collins 20V AM transmitter contains exclusive
engineering features that assure superior performance, lower initial
cost, minimum maintenance and operating costs, and maximum dependability. The 20V is entirely contained in a single, handsome
two-tone grey cabinet that's ruggedly built for long life. This single,
unit takes up to 75 per cent less space than ordinary one KW transmitters. Tuning and operating controls are conveniently located on
the front. Blower cooled tubes, oversized components and all terminals are quickly and conveniently accessible from the rear. All tubes
are visible at a glance.
Collins' consistency in engineering excellence is your guarantee
of dependability and premium performance in the complete line of
broadcast and speech equipment. Write today for complete details
and descriptive literature.

For quality in broadcasting equipment, it's . . .

COLLINS
11 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 36
BROADCASTING

RADIO

COMPANY,
1930 Hi-Line Drive
DALLAS 2

• Telecastin

Cedar

Rapids,

nrmniTO

Iowa

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
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K. MARTINDALE, copy vice president, Dancer-FitzgeraldJAMES
Sample, N. Y., to Hutchins Adv., same city as vice president in charge
of advertising for Philco Corp.
RUSSELL R. CLEVENGER,
a vice president.

o

Albert Frank-Guenther Law, N. Y., elected

STEVE MUDGE, manager of the New York office, Ewell & Thurber
Assoc., elected vice president of agency.

on all accounts

*°
940
r

CBS

RADIO

SOUTHWEST

STATIONS

MARKETS

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales- winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!

National Representatives
JOHN
"Page '10
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BLAIR

&

CO.

or
direct
and televi
radio EA
LER,
HASS
(Dee) sion
DORATH
for Beaumont, Heller &
Sperling Inc., Reading, Pa., made
her deliberate choice of radio as
a career when only a high school
freshman.
Assigned to produce a research
"term paper" assignment on her
plans for a future career, Miss
Hassler, who had no plans at all,
decided it would be fun to explore
a new field. She wrote forthwith
to such personalities
as Bertha Brainard
at NBC and Ted
Malone, asking these
notables what they
would do if they
were standing in her
bobby socks.
The result was
radio, and by the
time she had finished
her term paper she
had received such
encouraging suggestions that she decided to go on with
radio training.

her to officials of Beaumont, Heller
& Sperling Inc., who just at that
time were looking for someone to
organize a radio department. Miss
Hassler got the job — and went to
work the next day.
"It's been the shortest seven
years
my life,"
she bakery,
says. "We
startedof with
a local
and
dairy that were using radio. Now
Maier's Bakery is one of the largest regional food firms in eastern
Her department,
Pennsylvania." since expanded to in
elude television, now
handles the radio
and TV accounts of
Willson sun glasses.
Bowers' Battery &
Spark PlugDairy
Co., Co.,
St.
Lawrence

Gil

Pro-tek-tiv
shoes and children's
Eastern
Gas Assn., compris

ing all
gas appliutilities the
and gas
ance manufacturers SI.
in eastern Pennsyl
vania.
Miss Hassler
Receiving her dethinks
an advertiser
DEE HASSLER
gree and practical
is
making
a mistake
experience in writwhen he considers
ing, production and
radio performance
half - way measures
from the Radio Workshop and
in approaching the radio-TV media.
School of Journalism at Syracuse
"It may be a hang-over from my
U., she began her first radio job time selling days," she observes
at WWNY Watertown, N. Y. "It "but I'm a great believer in conwas during the war," Miss Hassler
sistency inradio and television ad
recalls, "and they were so short
vertising. When I see a client
of manpower that they turned me
contemplating 'sampling' either
loose
on selling
time." at WKNE
medium, I prefer to discourage
Positions
followed
Keene, N. H., where she edited the him from using it at all."
Active in the League of Womer
prize-winning Listener's Guide, and
at WPEN Philadelphia, where she Voters, Miss Hassler is a member
acted as promotion director.
of the board of directors of the
The transition from station to
Girl Scout Council of Berks Counagency came at WPEN, where
ty and the Reading branch of the
Miss Hassler did her own lateAmerican Assn. of University
night celebrity interview show —
"until I got so far behind on my
Women. And, "When and if there's:
sleep that I went to visit my family
any hobby time, it generally goes
for knitting, painting or listening
Reading a friend introduced
in AtReading."
to good music." • Telecasting
BROADCASTING
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MARY

LOUISE CAMPBELL and JOHN W. HUGHES, account executives, Ruse & Urban Inc., Detroit, elected vice presidents.

Pig-in-a-poke

with

Joe...

PETER M. SCUTTER, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. to Foote, Cone &
Belding, same city, as account executive.
CAMERON BLAKE, radio writer, to Frank-Gold Agency, L. A., as associate director of publicity.
CARL SIGLER appointed director of merchandising, Gordon Best Co.,
Chicago.
JOHN BAINBRIDGE, radio-TV director, Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly
Hills, and FRED EGGERS, copywriter, Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., L. A.,
to Holzer Co., L. A., as account executives.
,J,TED YERXA, Hollywood radio-newspaper personality known as "The
Lamplighter," to Bob Struble & Assoc., that city, as account executive.
eijfBRUCE BAILEY, West Coast magazine photographer, and LEN Mc« iLEAN, production department, TV Time magazine, to agency as cineMmatographer and assistant to BOB STRUBLE, respectively,
si
** HOWARD DuBOIS, formerly head of own agency, to Lamb & Keen,
Phila. as director of agency services.
JOHN E. ROONEY Sr., senior account executive, Geare-Marston Inc.,
'Phila., elected president of local branch of Automotive Boosters.
BENJAMIN ESHLEMAN Co., Phila., and branch of DOREMUS & Co.,
that city, will merge Jan. 2 under name of DOREMUS-ESHLEMAN Co.,
1522 Locust St. BENJAMIN ESHLEMAN, E. HOWARD YORK 3rd,
B. FRANKLIN ESHLEMAN 2nd, L. H. GREENHOUSE and J. J. D.
SPILLAN will serve as vice presidents.

JOE

\ ELLEN STEWART, copy chief, Advertising Division Inc., to copy staff

616

WESP

SELLS

"WELL-FIXED"

THE

farmers

WESTERN

NEW

in the

YORK

|at Wright-Campbell Adv., Chicago.
'FRANK J. WESTBROOK, Michael Shore Adv., Chicago, named art dill rector of Fulton, Morrissey Co., same city.
i JAYNE SMATHERS, J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., to media depart; ment, Cecil & Presbrey, same city, as radio-TV timebuyer.
'K.
O. ABBEY
Minneapolis.

to copy-publicity department, Kerker-Peterson & Assoc.,

GILBERT SUPPLE, Lennen & Newell, N. Y., to Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N. Y., as copy writer in radio-TV department.
GEORGE
Toronto.

VALE named radio-TV director of Paul-Taylor-Phelan Ltd.,

BETTY McCOWAN, assistant radio-TV timebuyer, promoted to timebuyer, Henderson Adv., Greenville, S. C.
STAN RHODES, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., TV department, to Fuller
& Smith & Ross, that city, as copy writer.

MARKET

EVERY

DAY!

Joe Wesp is the farmers' friend ... he speaks their
language. Raised on a farm himself, Joe Wesp has made
a host of rural friends with his cross-country buggy. trips,
helicopter adventures and recorded interviews at county
fairs which are well publicized by the Buffalo Evening News
and broadcast over WBEN.
Setting somewhat of a record in Buffalo, Joe recently
completed 20 years as WBEN's Ironic Reporter — 16 years
with one sponsor. He knows what people want — particularly farmers. His early morning show features livestock,
fruit, produce and vegetable prices . . . news, music and
lively interviews. Monday through Saturday.
Represented by

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO. \\ ^^<f*t
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

|"ARLENE KOCH, assistant timebuyer, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., promoted
to timebuyer on Procter & Gamble account.
JOSEPH CREAMER, production director, WOR-AM-TV
creative staff, BBDO, N. Y.

New York, to

LOS ANGELES ADV. CLUB moves to 900 Wilshire Blvd. (Statler
Center), that city.
BROADCASTING
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MOPPET SHOPS, Studio City, Calif, (girls' clothing), appoints Edwards
Agency, L. A. TOBY MILLER is account executive. Radio will be used
after Jan. 1.
nem

MILLER PROTECTO PRODUCTS Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. (Sweet-Aire
household deodorants), names Scheideler, Beck & Werner, N. Y.
busines

s

f jjf

TIP TOP TAILORS Ltd. appoints Muter, Culiner, Frankfurter & Gould,
Toronto.
G. KRUGER
Jan. 2.

A/eturotk • • •
FLAKO PRODUCTS Corp., New Brunswick, N. J. (pie crust mix),
launching campaign to promote use of product for Thanksgiving. Firm
will use 10-second TV spots on 13 stations for two weeks and has also
purchased announcements on CBS Radio's Galen Drake Show, Sat., 1010:15 a.m. EST, using 46 network stations. Agency: H. B. LaQuatte
Inc., N. Y.
SWEETS Co. of America Inc. Hoboken, N. J. (Tootsie Rolls), sponsoring
Paul Whiteman TV Teen Club over ABC-TV, Sat., 7-7:30 p.m. EST, starting Nov. 22. Agency: Moselle & Eisen, N. Y.

Brewing Co., Newark, names Grey Adv., N. Y., effective

T. W. GARNER FOOD Co., Winston-Salem, N. C, appoints Walter J.
Klein Co., Charlotte, N. C. TV is being used.
DESERT PRODUCTS Corp., Long Beach (Accuya wall paneling), appoints Kent Goodman Adv., Hollywood. TV will be used.
RYB Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif, (distributor of new Stephens wireless
mike), appoints Graham & Gillies Inc., that city.
PENTA LABS. Inc., Santa Barbara (precision electronic equipment),
appoints Kemble Co., that city. ED KEMBLE is account executive.

BLOCK DRUG Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Amm-i-dent), will sponsor Kate
Smith on 60 NBC-TV stations, Tues., 4:30-4:45 p.m. EST. Agency:
Cecil & Presbrey, N. Y.

ADDISONS Ltd., Toronto (electrical appliances, receivers), names
Aikin-McCracken Ltd., Toronto.

ALLIS-CHALMERS Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, to sponsor hour-long origination from International Livestock Exposition in Chicago on NBC-TV
Dec. 2, 3-4 p.m. EST. Agency: Bert S. Gittins Adv., Milwaukee.

SOUTHERN BISCUIT Co., Richmond, Va., appoints Compton Adv.,
N. Y., for F.F.V. orange, lemon and vanilla thins, Colonial creams and
Tavern blue cheese crackers, effective Jan. 1.

KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich., to sponsor Friday 1:45-2 p.m. EST
portion of Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV, Mon. through Fri., 1:30-2 p.m.
EST, starting Jan. 2. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

HUNT FOODS Inc., Fullerton, Calif., appoints BBDO, L. A., for tomato

BURTON-DIXIE Corp., Chicago (mattresses), to sponsor Paul Harvey
on ABC-TV, Sun., 10-10:15 p.m. from Nov. 16. Agency: Turner Adv.,
Chicago.

•Qganctj -@ja)aointment5 • • •
CARLETON-STUART, N. Y. (distributor of Carrier Air Conditioning),
appoints French & Preston, same city.

HOWARD ZINK Corp., Fremont, Ohio (automobile seat covers), appoints
paste.
Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland.
city.
THOMAS

SHIRT Inc., L. A. (men's shirts), appoints Banning Co., that

ORIENTAL

RUG CUSHION Co., L. A. (Orcco Brand floor covering
(Continued on page 18)

CHAPMAN'S

E

ON

OHIO'S

RIGHT

AT

FARMS...

Agricultural radio is WRFD's specialty, and Jim Chapman is
well qualified to serve rural folks ! He's been working in farm
radio for 17 years — seven of those in Ohio, close to farmers and
farm organizations. He knows Ohio farm folk — knows what
they want and need in the way of radio farm features. And,
Ohio farmers know Jim Chapman. They like him, too, and
they respect him as an outstanding authority on the latest trends
in farming methods. And, here's a BIG PLUS offered exclusively byWRFD. Jim Chapman has the faithful backing
of the 1500 Farm Bureau Advisory Councils which meet
monthly and of the 60-thousand farm families belonging to the
Farm Bureau Federation, to say nothing of the other rural
organizations which work intimately with WRFD in one of
America's largest and wealthiest farm markets.

WRFD
5,0

Ohio's Best Rural
WORTHINGTON, OHIO
Page 12
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feature

of the week

fijobd d( Safe • . .
In addition to regular
coverage of agencies and
time buyers, may we remind you that WRC Sales
Manager Jim Hirsch has
a busy telephone these
days. Clients know that
WRC can produce.
An inquiry regarding
WRC availabilities is as
convenient as your telephone. Call either National

DEMONSTRATING prizes won at WIBC contest are (I to r) Vem
Teipel, Kaiser-Frazer dealer; Pat Todd and Gene Cherry, co-chairmen
of Rushville Jaycees committee; contest winner Bollinger (in car);
WIBC Farm Director Harper, and Omer Vakoch, Rushville KaiserFrazer dealer.
farmk
L rtoo
SFUunde
SUC
n CES
MOST
promotio
it ever
was the second Indiana and
fourth national mechanical cornpicking contests, both sponsored
last month by WIBC Indianapolis,
the station reports.
Contest officials estimated 85,000
midwest farmers attended the two
events, held Oct. 17-18 on two
farms near Rushville, Ind., 40
miles from Indianapolis and within
WIBC's primary coverage area.
Dix Harper, WIBC farm service

director, as state and national
chairman, was the main single
force behind the big Indiana affairs, which were co-sponsored by
the Rushville Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
The contests were preceded on
Oct. 16 by a three-mile-long parade led by Miss Indiana of 1952,
Ann Gamier of Indianapolis, and
including the 31st Infantry Division band (Camp Atterbury), Ball
State Teachers College ROTC drum
(Continued on page 18)

Spot Sales or WRC, wherever you are.
Washington enjoys excellent position in the first
ten major markets in the

J£

strictly

grams on film with station time
purchased on a spot basis."
That's the way Stan Reulman,
Pacific Coast manager of The Katz
Agency, sees it. He is optimistic
when he sizes up the future of national radio and television spot advertising. The outlook is bright
particularly among Pacific Coast
accounts, Mr. Reulman, who has
his office in San Francisco, feels.
He says:

country . . . you'll find
WRC's results are a telling
reason in these years of
hard selling.

IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

in WASHINGTON

FIRST

980 KC • 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 14
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business

MR. REULMAN
West Coast prospects bright
VERALL spot sales are bound
o to increase in television "because of a trend to use pro-

"This trend enables the advertiser to select those markets which
are most desirable for his particular sales needs and allows him
to shop all stations in each market
for the time period most likely to
attract a substantial audience.
"Advertisers have discovered
that programs on film provide the
answer for a perfect show. They
are taking advantage of the excellent syndicated film packages which
(Continued on page 17)

ot20% DISCOUNT
From Regular Ratej &

^^^^
KRBC Abilene
5,000 Watts Day — 1,000 Night
KGKL San Angelo
5,000 Wafts Doy — 1,000 Nigh*
KBST Big Spring
.250Wo«$ ,
KTRN-- Wichita Falls
5,000 WcH$ Doy — 1,000 Night

for

all

4
♦ //*
See :0t$.counte<f Rotes Under

or contact the
John £. Pearson Co.
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KTUL

73rd in population •

SW*^
ranks
Hm A*»
o
p
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e
M
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• ■
(258,000) .
i„ the U.S.

anksit also r
ES
L RETAIL ^SAL
. 65tMn TOTA
ER CAPITA
IL SALES
• 47th-in RETA
STORE SALES
• 56tM„ DRUG
ALE SALES
• 53rd-in WHOLES
MOTIVE
. 54th-in AUTO
•
STORE SALES

• KTUL serves the rich Tulsa trade area
of Eastern Oklahoma BEST . . . with
no waste coverage!

STORE SALES

imi

fROU

^

• CBS Radio ... top local programing!

Bt
to sojo

TULSA

• Get the KTUL story from your nearest
Averv-Knodel. Inc. office.

HI

■

I;:;;;;::::::; . '

llStlpillBllllliilillll:

LilbiiiBsJ

•
JOHN ESAU — Vice President — Generol Manager
.AFFILIATED with KFPW. FORT SMITH, Ark., and KOMA. OKLAHOMA CITY
L
1
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It's A

Bright

Daytime

WOODIand

Picture!

!

TV

It's a sunny picture for WOOD-TV in the prosperous Grand Rapids, Muskegon, Kalamazoo and Battle
Creek market. Pulse proves that WOOD-TV has a
terrific share of the listeners from sign-on to 6 p.m.
If you want selling power in the great Western
Michigan market, consider WOOD-TV in the light
of these statistics:
60%
PULSE STUDY*
GRAND RAPIDS, MUSKEGON, KALAMAZOO,
BATTLE
CREEK
AREA
90%
Share of Audience, Average '/< Hour Homes Using TV
MONDAY — FRIDAY
10 AM — 12 N
12 N — 6
WOOD-TV
10
STATION B
2
STATION C
SATURDAY
15
38
63
85
WOOD-TV
STATION B
3
STATION C
SUNDAY
34
WOOD-TV
35
STATION B
STATION C
632
•February. 1952
Pick a bright spot in Western Michigan
advertising from this folder of complete
details on all live shows currently available
on WOOD-TV . . . the area's only station
with live facilities and locally produced
shows. Write, wire, call or send a pigeon;
WOOD-TV direct or nearest Katz office.

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company
NBC — Basic; CBS, ABC, DuMONT — Supplementary
National Representatives: Katz Agency
Associated with
WFBM-AM and WFBM-TV — Indianapolis, Ind., WFDF — Flint, Mich.
WEOA — Evansville, Ind.
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Better Late
EDITOR:
I am a little late in writing you
this letter, but the reason is that I
have been away.
I want to congratulate you and
your organization on your 21st
birthday on Oct. 15 last. I well
remember when your publication
started. ... I have watched it grow
through the years with a good deal
of pride and am happy to be among
your earliest subscribers. Your
success, I feel, has been largely due
to the alertness with which you
have reported news in your particular field and your freedom from
bias and the far-reaching vision
which you have portrayed as occasion demanded.
May
you . have
many more years
of sucess.
.
A. L. Ashby
NBC]
If Bronxville, N. Y.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Ashby counsel
is formerof
vice
^president
and Mr.general

applicant, all in Dayton, 0.). Skyway Broadcasting Co. of Columbus,
and in the partnership with Mr.
Gallaher and Mr. Berry. . .
James Lawrence Fly
Fly, Shuebruck & Blume
New York, N. Y.

Lion and * Lamb
* *'
EDITOR:
Little did we know when we sent
you the photo and story on Buddy
Deane doing the show from the
lion's cage that you'd be swamped
with "lion stories."
So O.K. — Miss Rosencranz may
have been the first woman. . . Eddie
Chase may have been before her
. . .;and Johnie Clarke before him.
But you
makes
our don't
story understand
so unique what
. . .

One-Track Publicity
EDITOR:
The other day while awaiting
my turn to make a speech on television I listened to a newspaper
photographer discuss the art of
taking good pictures. For some
reason my thoughts wandered to
your fine magazine and the many
photographs
you managers
are forced signing
to run
of commercial
contracts and other small groups
smiling into the camera.
I know you must cringe every
time one of these pictures comes
in. It occurred; to me you might
send a note to all station publicity
people and offer a yearly prize or
two for the publicist doing the best
job of getting away from these
unimaginative photographs. The
reason why I thought of Broadcasting •Telecasting is perfectly
natural — I spend part of each week
reading cBroadcasting
• Teleasting. .. .
Roy Bacus,
Commercial Manager,
WBAP Fort Worth
[EDITOR'S NOTE: BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING agrees with Mr. Bacus. How about getting a little action
into thosepictures?]
advertising-agency-station
executive

Buddy Deane is a cowardl
Nedra J. Berryman
Program Director
WITH Baltimore

* *
Testimonial
EDITOR:

Too Many Interests
EDITOR:
In your Nov. 3 issue on page 80,
the magazine lists an applicant for
Pittsburgh, Pa., naming J. Frank
Gallaher, Loren Berry and Ronald
B. Woodyard, a partnership. This
is a client of mine.
In describing the other radio interests of Mr. Woodyard. . . your
story dentonof Fort
him Myers
says he's
the presiBroadcasting

*

The trade press of advertising
is outstanding, and, in this outstanding group, Broadcasting •
Telecasting
want
to miss is ansuperb.
issue..... .I . don't
When I was an NBC page, the
magazine was interesting. Now, as
a moderate radio advertiser, with
television coming, it is informative.
Adv. Mgr.,
Edward
G. Weber

Southwestern Public Service
Co.
Co. Mr. Woodyard did have an inAmarillo,
Tex. *
* sfs
terest in Fort Myers Broadcasting
Co. in the past, but he has no
present interest in it. The application called for the listing of all Missing Person
radio intersts of the partners durEDITORS:
ing the past five years. This led
. . . One of our announcers — an
your reporter to the inference that
all the interests continued. . .
ex-GI just returned from Korea —
informed us that a personality DJ
Mr. Woodyard's only present
on the Armed Forces Radio Service
broadcasting interests are with
Skyland Broadcasting Corp., station in Tokyo created quite a
(WONE, WTWO-FM and a TV
following among the soldiers staBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

II

,tioned in the Japan and Korean
zones. He referred to himself
over the air as "Fearless" and advertised "Fearless Products" and
carried the fearless theme throughout everything he did as a gag.
His real name is Fred Forgette,
and he was rotated from Korea
■ ' recently and is now out of the
army and in the United States. . .
We would like to know where the
guy is — we would like to offer him
a job.
Jame§ Wilson
Manager
WAND Canton, Ohio
Hot Medium
EDITOR:
Other than WGMS I have never
, known an advertising medium like
Broadcasting • Telecasting.
We inserted an ad to help one of
i our ex-employes find other work.
',with
Not only
did Ione
get lead
a fast
at least
thatresponse
should
come to fruition, but we also got
all kinds of unexpected responses
, from radio people who said that
they wanted to work for a company
with a management that would
insert an ad like ours.
When anyone reads your advertising carefully enough to try to
switch the message, then you really
1 have got a "hot" medium.
M. Robert Rogers
Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WGMS Washington
* * *
Big Order
^EDITOR:
... I need the help of your readers
— program directors, disc jockeys
and producers.
Can they tell me the "laugh po' or
tential"
area? of their particultr district
, If they help us, maybe we can
help expand the laugh production
in the United States. We'd like to
know how much comedy is used on
each station in the country, how
much time is devoted to comedy,
how many disc jockeys utilize com: edy, how much time they'd like to
use, why they don't use more, and
what percentage of time is devoted
to comedy in contrast to music,
drama, news, etc.
[They can] write me at Room
902, 292 Madison Ave.
George Lewis
Director
National Assn. of Gagwriters
New York
MBS Honors
MBS is asking its 560 outlets
to name communities in their
listening areas deserving of
individual awards for exceptional service in "lights on —
votes out" campaign conceived by Mutual newsmen.
Little Falls, N. Y. (pop.,
9,541), with 99.418% vote
record among its registered,
was announced as the first
community to be honored.
BROADCASTING

Strictly Business
(Continued from page H)
are available at moderate costs.
Others have produced their own
shows giving them complete control of the programs in addition
to creating a ready made show
for new TV markets which may
be placed and re-run at the discretion of the advertiser.
"Original production costs on
advertiser-produced shows can be
amortized through the sales rights
of re-runs or through foreign
rights." Business Crosswinds
Mr. Reulman bases his Pacific
Coast optimism on the great numbers of eastern manufacturers
who are locating branch manufacturing plants and district offices on the Coast as a means of
attracting this tremendous market. "And there will be more," he
says. "Each of these manufacturers becomes a prospect for spot
advertising in those markets in
which distribution is established."
Mr. Reulman began his extensive
advertising and news experience in
the Middle West. He was born in
Cincinnati, May 23, 1907. He moved
at an early age to Detroit and
later to Chicago. His first advertising job was with the Ankrum
Agency, Chicago, where he remained until the agency was dissolved after the death of the owner. He then joined the staff of the
Chicago Herald & Examiner, assigned to cover schools and colleges in the Loop.
Joined Katz in Chicago
Early in 1937, he joined the
Chicago office of The Katz Agency, for which he covered St. Louis,
Cincinnati and Louisville. He
moved to Los Angeles eight years
ago as manager of The Katz Agency office in that city and was later
appointed Pacific Coast manager,
the office he now holds, moving
his office headquarters to San
Francisco last August.
Mr. Reulman is married to the
former Mabel Hawkinson. They
have three children, Stan Jr., 22;
Bill, 18; and Patty Ann, 7. Stan
Jr. is serving his present tour
of duty aboard the USS Rochester
in Korean waters. The Reulmans
are building a home in Hillsborough.

Presenting

the

WOOD

WIODhnd

BUNDLE!

!AM

IF YOU SELL THROUGH A&P IN WESTERN
MICHIGAN ... the WOOD BUNDLE is for you!
It's your big chance to tie your radio advertising
directly to exclusive point-of-sale displays in 29
A&P stores. Here's how it works:
lv You buy 13 consecutive weeks of spots or programs
(time costs not less than $100.00 per week) on
WOOD, the oldest and most powerful station in the
dominant Western Michigan market.
2. During the 13 week period your product gets one
full week of exclusive "end" or "dump" display in
each of 29 A&P stores, with highest volume of any
other food store chain in the Grand Rapids market.
No competing product will be given prominence
during the featured week.
THAT'S THE WOOD BUNDLE ... a hard-hitting
promotion plan that has proved highly successful . . .
a merchandising technique to introduce faster selling. Like to tie up a neat package? This is for you!
SEND TODAY for WOOD
BUNDLE folder stating guarantees and full details. Better
yet, wire or call . . . WOOD
direct or nearest Katz office.

Seal Drive Theme
RECORDINGS of Perry Como's
"One Little Candle," adopted as
the 1952 Christmas Seal Sale campaign song, are being distributed
by the National Tuberculosis Assn.
to radio stations for use during the
annual drive, Nov. 17-Dec. 25. The
records include a special introduction in behalf of the campaign. A
15-minute transcribed radio show
featuring Fred Waring and the
Pennsylvanians also is being pre-

pared.
• Telecasting

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company
NBC — 5,000 Watts
Associated with
WFBM-AM and WFBM-TV — Indianapolis, Ind., WFDF — Flint, Mich.
WEOA — Evansville, Ind.
National Representatives: Katz Agency
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New

COCHRANE Corp., Phila. (water heating equipment), appoints Jobx
Falkner Arndt & Co., same city.

Business

(Continued from page 12)
products), appoints Jere Bayard Adv., that city.
TURCO PRODUCTS Inc., L. A. (industrial cleaning compounds), appoints
Hixson & Jorgensen Inc., that city. CLIFF HOSKING is account
executive.
SYLMAR PACKING Corp., L. A. (Sylmar specialty food products),
appoints Yambert-Prochnow Inc., Beverly Hills. Radio will be used.
RAYMOND PROCHNOW is account executive.
SUN VERTIKAL BLIND Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., appoints Erwin,
Wasey & Co., L. A. ARCH DOUGLASS is account executive.

BERMAN'S, L. A. (men's clothier), STAN'S DRIVE INNS, L. A., (Calif
chain), and UNION AUTO SERVICE, L. A. (financing and insurance fo]
union members), appoint Irwin Co., Beverly Hills. Radio is being used
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA MUFFLER Co., Culver City (Belond Equa
Flow exhaust systems), appoints Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills.
e&jale • • •
C. L. McCALL, advertising manager, G. Heileman Brewing Co., La
Crosse, Wis., appointed general sales and advertising manager there.

FELIX DE COLA Inc., L. A. (E-Z Chord piano attachment), and FOUNDATION FILMS Corp., Pasadena (distributors of religious films), appoint Bob Struble & Assoc., Hollywood. TV is being used on former
account.

EILEEN FULLERTON, publicity director, Bullock's Inc., Pasadena
(department store), to Joyce Inc., that city (shoe mfr.) as advertising
director.

CHRYSLER DEALERS of New York name Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce, that city, for television in New York area.

JOHN DuBOIS, advertising department, Clary Multiplier Corp., Sar
Gabriel, Calif., transfers to Flo-Ball Pen Corp., that city, firm's subsidi
ary, as advertising manager.

QUALITY PRODUCTS MFG Co., L. A. (Tred-Aire foam rubber mats),
and SUPERIOR BEDDING CO., that city, appoint Jere Bayard Adv.,
that city.

RICHARD H. KOEHLER named manager of advertising and sales
promotion for Le Roi Co., Milwaukee, succeeding GUY SCRIVNER.
Feature of the Week
(Continued from, page H)
and bugle corps, Murat Shrin<
horse patrol, eight high schoo!
bands, 25 baton twirlers, 16 competitive and 60 commercial floats
10 drill teams, contestants on then
corn pickers and eight cars oi
notables, including R. M. Fairbanks, WIBC president, and Mrs
Fairbanks.
The WIBC - sponsored contests
featured commercial farm exhibits
by 102 companies in a three-quar
ter-mile exhibit area, plus demonstrations offarm equipment. Eacl
winner and runner-up of picking
contests in seven cornbelt states
competed in the national contesl
for two trophies, a Kaiser-Frazei
auto and other prizes totaling
$4,000. Elmer Bollinger, a Fairbury, 111., farmer, was the nationa
winner.
Sponsors from other states were

THANKSGIVING
Simple spires such as this rise at countless Kansas
crossroads. They rise above recently harvested fields
that have brought their owners the richest yield in all
history. The Spirit of Thanksgiving is all about us
... in the golden corn piled high in cribs and overflowing granaries ... in the sleek, white-faced cattle
and heavy hogs that will soon be on their way to
market . . . and in the faces of those whose labors
have again been so generously rewarded.
We at WIBW share this Thanksgiving spirit with
these farm families because they are our close friends
Page 18
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. . . our daily listeners. Once again we rededicate
ourselves to continuing service in their behalf . . .
for it is only because of such service throughout the
years that we have been able to serve our advertisers
so successfully.

Gen. Mgr. WIBW
C.B.S. Radio for Kansas

KSOO
S. D.; Rapids
WO"W
Omaha, Sioux
Neb.; Falls,
WMT Cedar
Iowa; KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; WGK
Chicago and WEKZ Monroe, Wis
WIBC provided entertainmenl
and broadcast portions of the con
tests. National contest speakers
included C. J. McCormick, Dept. oJ
Agriculture undersecretary, anc
Rep. Ralph Harvey, 10th Indians
District Congressman. Also making
short talks were Indiana's Gov
Henry F. Schricker and Sens
Homer
Jenner. E. Capehart and Willian:
Personalities of WIBC who tool
part in entertainment were Jin
Shelton, m.c. of the Pick-a-Pocke
show; Dixie Four Quartet; Coun
try Cousin Chickie and the Hay
makers, and WIBC Farm Service
Director Harper. Assisting witl"
the events were Mrs. R. M. Fairbanks, Chief Engineer Robert Min
ton and station engineers Clarenc*
Morgan, Jack Faulhaber and Bil
Landrum.
Station officials report they al
ready are at work planning for £
1953 contest in another section oi
the state.
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Again, RCA sets a record in UHF technical
leadership— by delivering to KPTV the entire UHF
transmitter plant that put the FIRST commercial
UHF signals on the air.
Out of the experimental field into the practical,
RCA transmitter-antenna combinations like those
shown here make UHF planning a practical reality.
They enable you to obtain the most coverage at
minimum investment.
RCA UHF PYLON ANTENNA. The high-gain TV antenna that includes a
vertical beam-tilt arrangement — enabling you to cover specific areas more
effectively. Horizontal radiation pattern of the Pylon is virtually circular.

10-KW TYPE TTU-IOA (FOR ERP* TO 270 KW). This UHF transmitter, and a UHF Pylon Antenna, will produce from 240 to
270 ERP on channels 14 to 83. The combination is capable of
serving almost any metropolitan area with strong signals. Type
TTU-IOA is designed for straight-line or block "U" arrangements.
Radiated Power
■

mission line fittings, towers, consoles, UHF loads
and wattmeters, Filterplexers, etc. Everything is
"systems matched" to work together for maximum
performance. All equipment is available from ONE
responsible transmitter manufacturer— RCA.
Make sure YOU get your UHF equipment when
you need it. Your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative is ready to take your order — and show you what
you need to go UHF at lowest cost.

For example, in low-power operation, RCA's lowcost 1-kw UHF transmitter and a high-gain Pylon
Antenna combination is the most economical
choice. Or, if you require higher power, RCA's
"10-kw" UHF and a high-gain Pylon combination
approaches the ultimate in useful coverage.
In addition to transmitter-antenna combinations,
RCA also has the UHF accessories you need to go
"on air"; transmitter monitoring equipment, trans-

i

888

■ ■

SSQB

:

1

* * . *

j

1

l-KW TYPE TTU-IB (FOR ERP* TO 27 KW). This transmitter
and a UHF Pylon Antenna, can develop from 24 to 27 lew ERP
on any channel, 14 to 83. TTU-IB is self-contained and all aircooled. It is well suited as a driver for a high-power amplifier.

NORTH
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of that company and UPT.
terminates if not approved by the
Decision becomes final 40 days
By EARL B. ABRAMS
RESNICK'S
ABC-UPT
REPORT
FCC by next June 23.
following its release ^I£cJlAB^£MS:sSr
last Thursday,
Mr. Resnick's approval of the
IN A CLEAN sweep initial deciunless the FCC decides otherwise.
merger was pegged on the principle
All private parties— ABC, UPT,
sion, FCC Examiner Leo Resnick
Parties have 20 days to file exr that the potential increase in netlast Thursday recommended that Paramount Pictures, DuMont and
work competition outweighed the
CBS
—
appeared
jubilant
over
the
ceptions and request oral arguthe FCC approve the long-pendment before the Commission.
Resnick report. The stock market
possible danger of concentration.
ing- proposal of ABC and United
reacted favorably.
He based his conclusions on the
Petition for the FCC to accept
Paramount Theatres to merge
the
initial
decision
forthwith
was
fact
that consolidation with 650CBS,
which
would
acquire
a
their operations. This would butChicago outlet, has one additional
expected to be filed by all appli- theatre-strong UPT would enable
tress the sagging ABC radio and
cants this week. All were prepared
hurdle — the application of Zenith
ABC to "strengthen its program
television networks with the multifor the Channel 2 assignment now
million dollar resources of the theato waive their rights under the 20- structure, improve its physical
occupied by WBKB (TV), the
plant, build larger audiences and
tre exhibition company.
day rule, it was learned.
thereby attract and retain sponsors
Whether the Broadcast Bureau
Brushing aside the vigorous op- Balaban & Katz (UPT) station
which CBS. would buy for $6 milwill accede was debatable. It was
position of the FCC's own Broadwould, he said, carry out the
lion. Zenith originally had an excast Bureau, Mr. Resnick saw in
felt by some that the Broadcast
andThisaffiliates."
perimental assignment, and there
the fusion the injection of new
Bureau, which had opposed the purposes of the 1941 Chain Broadnow pends before the FCC its bid applicants, might feel compelled to
casting Regulations, which forced
competition in network broadcastfor
the channel. It was not a
NBC to divest itself of the Blue
take exceptions.
ing— both radio and TV — and sucNetwork. At that time NBC had
party to the merger proceedings.
cor for the 300 affiliates of the
Majority on the FCC are sympaboth a Red and a Blue Network.
ABC networks. Backed by $152
In his initial decision, Mr. Resthetic to the merger and the other
The Blue Network was bought by
nick swept clean all the other issues
million in United Paramount reapprovals in the case, it is believed.
Life
Saver magnate Edward J.
sources, and the showmanship
of the complex Paramount case
FCC's favorable attitude was
know-how of its executive manage[B*T, Jan. 21 et seq.]. He found:
shown, it is widely held, when it Noble for $8 million in 1943, and
• That Paramount Pictures Corp. is instructed the hearing examiner to renamed the American Broadcastment, if finally approved by the
qualified to be a broadcast licensee.
FCC, AB-PT — as the new coming Co. The merged ABC-UPT
• That UPT is qualified to be a delete from the record all refercompany will be American Broadi § pany would be known — would be broadcast licensee.
ences to anti-trust violations ocslated for front line status in the
casting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
• That Paramount Pictures Corp.
curring prior to August 1948. This
does not control Allen B. DuMont Labs.
Answering objections to the
competitive radio-television arena.
applied
predominantly
to
Para(Continued on page 2k)
The initial decision now goes to
mount Pictures and to executives
• That(TV)CBSChicago.
may purchase UPT's
WBKB
the full FCC, but, under FCC
procedures, provision is made for
oral arguments — if any of the
parties desire them. The FCC
itself is cognizant of the ABC
plight, and has moved to expedite
|s
cipqmodof Pri"
tion
ls Reoc
started
construction
of most
Dr. Allen
B. '
DuMont, whose
AL
OS
PROP
the proceedings, by eliminating
COMMENTS
from principals
in'GOOD
company was cleared of legal FCC
ern and complete studios and provolved in the initial decision pro- ties
from the case pre-1948 anti-trust
duction facilities in Pittsburgh.
with Paramount Pictures, said :
posed in Paramount case follow:
aspects. It is hoped that a final
"With
all of this and with ac"We
are
highly
gratified
that
decision will be forthcoming beAn ABC spokesman said:
Examiner Resnick completely suscomplishment of our other expanfore the year's end, but that ad"We are naturally pleased that
tained our position with respect to
sion plans, DuMont will be able to
mittedly appears to be a race
Mr. Leo Resnick, FCC hearing
our license rights and control of produce any kind of program, from
against time. The merger contract
examiner, has recommended that our operations. This declaration of the simplest to the most elaborate,
the FCC approve the proposed merindependence for DuMont is a long and deliver it to television receivger of ABC and United Paramount
step toward better television servers in every important market at
Theatres, as being in the public
ice throughout the country.
Text of Resnick's
interest.
the lowest possible cost."
"The examiner's report — when
Report
Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pic"As the examiner designated by it is approved by the FCC — will be
tures vice president whose comthe
FCC
to
hear
all
parties
conTHE following is the verbatim text
our 'go' sign. It removes all quespany was found qualified to have
cerned
with
the
merger,
Mr.
Restions as to the stability of our li- the license of KTLA (TV) Los
of Mr. Resnick's initial decision:
nick personally heard and reviewed
censes in New York, Washington
> Conclusions with Respect to the
Angeles renewed, said:
all the facts they presented in the
and Pittsburgh, and it will make
License and Transfer Applications
"The examiner's decision sounds
FCC's study of the proposed merit possible for us to acquire addi- good to us. I am pleased that the
16. Thus far, we have disposed
tional stations.
conduct of the company has warof the applications relating to Du"Under these circumstances, the
"It
will
also enable us to go forranted the findings Examiner ResMont by granting its license appli- fact
ger. that his findings are in favor
ward with permanent and stable
nick has made. The decision is a
cations, by concluding that Paraof
the
merger
and
he
has
recomwith present and fu- forward step clearing- the way for
mount Pictures, Inc. did not control
mended approval of the merger to relationships
ture television affiliates. For some
DuMont at the time its stock interus to continue to make contribugreatly fortifies our beest in DuMont was transferred to the FCC,
have been spending sublief that the FCC will make final time we stantial
sums and developing plans
tions to television."
Paramount Pictures Corporation,
Neither
Leonard H. Goldenson,
this decison in the public interest,
for
expansion
in
anticipation
.
.
.
and by dismissing the application
president of UPT and of the proas speedily as possible, and under
filed under protest for consent to the merger will permit us to put
"Our multimillion dollar teleposed AB-PT Inc., nor Frank Stanthe transfer of this interest. We
ton, president of CBS, whose $6
into effect plans for both radio and center in New York is nearing comnow turn to a consideration of the television broadcasting which will
pletion. We have just opened ela- million purchase of WBKB (TV)
borate studios and broadcasting
. other license and transfer applicaenable us to serve the public betChicago was approved, would comfacilities in Washington.
We have
ment.
(Continued on page A2)
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Resnick Asks ABC-U PT Merger Approval
(Continued f ■om page 23)
merger, advanced mostly by the anti-trust violations had been
Broadcast Bureau and Allen B. proved since the 1949 Consent
Decree.
DuMont Labs., Mr. Resnick concluded that:
Difficulties with "runs" and
"clearances" have evoked a num1. ABC and UPT combined would
ber of private anti-trust suits, Mr.
still be dwarfed by RCA.
2. UPT could not depress ABC and Resnick agreed, but these are the
result of the new methods of doing
cripple television because of competi- business
in the motion picture field,
tion from other networks.
not understood or trusted by all
3. Autonomous operation of the ABC
network within the new AB-PT com- elements.
pany and the decentralized operation of
Mr. Resnick stated that he was
its theatres— as well as the determina"impressed
by the great progress
tion expressed by officials of both comthat has been made and we have a
panies to promote both media — should
continue the present competition for reasonable expectation that the
audience. Failure to energetically pro- anti-trust activities which the Paramote each medium would probably
mount people are abandoning in
mean audience gains for rival networks
the
unregulated
field of motion picand exhibition chains, rather than the
ture distribution will not be imtransfer of the audience from one of
ported into the licensed field of
AB-PT's operations to the other.
4. No competition for feature films is broadcasting."
As far as the possible restricdiscernible now and in the foreseeable
tions on the use of film, talent or
future. Feature films are not considered
premium fare for TV. Films especially stories on TV is concerned, Mr.
made for TV seem to be the trend.
Resnick did not regard the policies
as constituting a bar to the grant
5. Although UPT is a heavy purchaser
of film for its theatres, ABC will prob- of the license and transfer appliably not gain any great advantage in cations.
its film buying because of this.
Mr. Resnick did not overlook
6. No substantial lessening of compepossible
lessening of competition
tition will result because of competition
of home and theatre television interests. in the merger case, or the fact
The same situation obtains respecting that the "broom did not immediately sweep clean in every corner
competition between home TV, subscription TV and theatre TV.
. . ." in the anti-trust history of
7. There will be increased competi- the Paramount companies. Howtion, not less competition resulting
ever, the affirmative benefits, he
from the merger, thus it does not tend felt, outweighed these negative
to monopoly.
factors.
In holding that Paramount PicFull text of Mr. Resnick's conclusions in both the license and
tures and UPT are qualified to hold
transfer and merger cases starts
licenses, Mr. Resnick found that no

NO REASONABLE
person can Initial
disagree with
The
Resnick
the measured logic of the initial decision of
FCC Examiner Leo Resnick recommending the
merger of ABC and United Paramount Theatres and, in the same group of inter-related
cases, giving all parties a clean bill.
From a maze of complicated testimony in
an as yet uncharted legal field, Mr. Resnick
in simple language draws straight-line conclusions that, to us, defy opposition. He recommends the merger as one that will stimulate
rather than impede competition. He finds that
Paramount Pictures does not effectively control DuMont, leaving them to go their separate
ways in building television properties. And
he finds no basis for exclusion of motion picture exhibitors from the field of television
broadcasting.
Mr. Resnick's decision, of course, is not final.
The FCC is the arbiter — at the Commission
level. But we fail to see where any party,
other than the FCC's own Broadcast Bureau,
can interpose further opposition. That Bureau
has fought the merger and the associated license transfers and renewals every inch of
the way in bitterly-phrased pleadings that are
probably unique in administrative law.
We go along with Mr. Resnick on all counts.
With ABC buttressed by United Paramount's
resources and its manpower versed in show
business, the public stands to get better service
through the inter-play of competition. Some
300 ABC affiliates, both radio and TV, who
Page 24
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on page 23.
Surprise
the examiner's
decision was hisin finding
that DuMont
was not controlled by Paramount
Pictures. Twice before the Commission propounded the conviction
that Paramount Pictures' 25.5% interest in DuMont constituted control in the strict sense of its regulations.
Although there had been many
indications that the Commission
was favorable to the proposed
merger and the related acceptance
of Paramount Pictures and UPT
as licensees, most observers had
been dubious of the outcome of the
DuMont-Paramount control issue.
Control of DuMont
Actual working control by Dr.
DuMont and his associates impressed Mr. Resnick.
". . . under the leadership of Dr.
DuMont, the Class A officers and
directors dominate the corporate
management and policy of the Dumont organization," Mr. Resnick
reasoned. ". . . the veto power possessed by Paramount, as the Class
B stockholder, has not been exercised and is applicable to a limited
class of situations not likely to
occur in the foreseeable future,"
he said.
Paramount Pictures owns all
560,000 Class B DuMont shares
and 43,200 (2.4%) out of 1,801,054
outstanding Class A shares. As
the Class B stockholder, it is entitled to elect three out of the eight
DuMont directors and three of the
five officers. The Class A stockholders elect the president and vice
president of the firm.
Finding that DuMont cannot be

Stocks Advance
MARKET reaction to the
FCC examiner's report in
the ABC-UPT case was good.
Gains Friday were fractional
but all firms involved were
up for the day. ABC, recently averaging around 9%,
opened at 10%, advanced to
10% and then fell back at
the close to 10%. United
Paramount Theatres, which
closed Thursday at 12, opened
at 12%, advanced to 13 and
closed at 12%. DuMont,
which closed Thursday at 17,
opened at 17% and closed
at the mount
same
price.
ParaPictures,
closing
Thursday at 24, showed gains
Friday and ended the day at
24%. There was no change
in CBS A or B.
considered to be controlled by Paramount frees both to extend their
owned and operating stations to
the FCC limit of five. At the present time, DuMont owns WABD
(TV) New York, WTTG (TV)
Washington and WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh. Paramount Pictures
owns KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
During the hearings on this case,
Dr. DuMont, largest individual
holder of Class A stock (3%),
testified that if his company were
free to apply for additional TV
stations, it would file applications
for Boston and St. Louis, withdrawing its pending applications
(Continued on page 3U)

pany in a network — an
not a production
company.
have had slim pickings in ......
network programDecision'
editorial
The decision, if sustained by the FCC, may
ming, stand to benefit. United Paramount
stands pledged, in its testimony, not to package
lead to moves by other exhibition companies —
programs or talent for both its theatres and
competitive with United Paramount — to buy
the broadcast operations — which practice could
into networks. It may encourage efforts of
result in suppression of competition.
some of the major Hollywood producing comDuMont likewise would benefit because the
panies to buy in too, but here an entirely
proposed decision recognizes it as an operating
different issue arises — whether a production
entity apart from Paramount Pictures Corp.,
company can participate in or control "exa minority stockholder. Thus, DuMont, with
hibition" outlets in the form of television stathree stations owned and operated would be
tions. The motion picture consent decree which
forced Paramount Pictures to divest itself of
free to acquire two additional outlets and to
expand its operations without regard to that
theatre ownership, and brought about United
which Paramount Pictures may undertake in
Paramount's creation, was directed at preciseTV station ownership, in addition to its KTLA
ly that kind of control. A television station,
covering a 50-mile radius, obviously could be
(TV) Los Angeles.
the equivalent of hundreds of exhibition houses
CBS would get its own TV station in Chiin point of population reached.
cago, through acquisition of WBKB (TV) for
the all-time record single station price of $6
But this, the question of theatre television
million. CBS then would find itself with three
and of subscriber TV, is for the FCC in the
not too distant future.
wholly-owned stations and with two minorities
(WTOP-TV Washington, 45 % and WCCO-TV
The issue at hand is the salvaging of the
Minneapolis-St. Paul, 47 % ) , edging one unit
admittedly down-at-the-heels ABC through the
closer to the five-station holdings of NBC and
UPT merger. The Resnick recommendation,
ABC.
couched in the convincing language of a judge
Interwoven in the Resnick initial decision
who has a mind for economics and business
are the threads of a new national policy on
philosophy, should make the FCC's course
television station and network ownership and
easy. In its 139 pages, plucked from a millionword record more than a year in the making,
operation in conjunction with motion picture
is the first case analysis of the relationship
interests. That policy ultimately will be decided by the FCC and perhaps by the courts.
of motion pictures, both production and exThe basic consideration here, however, is the
hibition, totelevision broadcasting, in all their
ramified aspects.
ownership interest of a theatre exhibition comBROADCASTING
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Grid Plan Dissension Grows; Revision Likely
UNDER
FIRE
sentatives and athletic directors.
action.
By J. FRANK BEATTY
metered TV will be ready "in anThey were asked last May by
other year." NCAA had put out
THE airtight TV football monopoly
# Growing sentiment in TV
metered TV teasers earlier in the
NCAA's
TV
Committee
to
submit
and
advertising
industries
in
favor
operated by National Collegiate
their ideas.
Athletic Assn. will be sharply reMr. Crisler wants some sharp
of putting up first serious resistWhereas telecasting and adverance to NCAA's monopoly.
vised in 1953, judging by definite
revisions in the NCAA football
tising officials have wondered if
# All-time record in football
signs at the weekend.
plan
year. but still indicates he favors
NCAA's policy makers might be gate receipts despite weekly
A wide-open split among educain some respects the principle of
NCAA-allowed telecast, thus elimtors started coming out into the getting delusions of million-dollar
NCAA control over telecasts.
inating main NCAA argument on
"We're going to have to live with
open last week as rising resentment
grandeur in contemplating TV's
upcoming growth, NCAA policy behalf of one-game-a-week policy.
over NCAA's use of the boycott
he asaid.
on," TV
now give
TV from
makers contend they are merely
# Belief among some NCAA
chance."I
we should
think
weapon developed among TV viewconcerned with what TV might do members that all education and
I think we can do it better if we
ers, alumni and advertising groups.
to football's gate receipts.
all college sports will suffer if pubThis is accompanied by growing
split the program up into eight
If that is the motive of college
lic indignation continues to mount.
conviction inside NCAA that its
districts — the already established
officials
they
will
have
a
chance
to
1952 formula, like the 1951 version,
NCAA districts — and not go across
#
Proposal
of
Francis
T.
Murdisplay their altruism in a series
is a failure.
ray, U. of Pennsylvania athletic
of
regional
conference
meetings
to
director, that colleges make their
Behind this rift is the imminent
Contending
lines." one of the main
district
own TV arrangements next year.
mushrooming of television into be held before the year's end. Final
objections
to NCAA's program is
# Demand by Fritz Crisler, U. the provision for substitution of
every corner of the nation now that action will be taken early next
year
by
NCAA
as
a
whole.
sellout games on a local TV staFCC is again granting TV permits
of Michigan sports head, that oneSeveral major developments
game monopoly be dropped in favor
tion in place of the previously
and stations are starting to take
scheduled national telecast, he
brought the behind-scenes row at of eight-district schedule of games,
the air, stirring up campus dreams
said:
NCAA out of hiding last week.
with Moose Krause, Notre Dame
of big money in football.
These included:
"You make suckers out of the
athletic director, joining him in
A $1,250,000 Melon
# Open charge by Dr. Allen B. the call for a change.
97,000 fans who paid money for
The present NCAA monopoly in- DuMont that NCAA is operating
tickets at our games. . . . You
Crisler and Krause Views
an illegal conspiracy.
make suckers out of radio people
volves a $1,125,000 melon for TV
game rights, split among particiMessrs. Crisler and Krause
who have obtained sponsors in the
# Wielding of NCAA's boycott
on TV. that the game will not be
pating teams. Some NCAA insiders
threat against DuMont to prevent
voiced their views last Tuesday at belief
now envision an acre of electronic
individual colleges from letting the an Ann Arbor, Mich., meeting of
network carry specified games it football writers.
melons, possibly fertilized by me"In addition, the substitution retered TV techniques.
Mr. Krause said the NCAA TV
moves our bargaining power. I
requested.
With TV facing rapid expansion,
think we could have sold telecast
# Signs that the recent election
football program "has been a failfear has been voiced in college may deprive NCAA of purported
ure for two years," according to rights to the Michigan-Michigan
and TV circles that the NCAA
high-level political influence in the Detroit Free Press. "There's
State game for $100,000 but all we
monopoly policy might eventually
Washington and conceivably lead only one thing to do and that is
(Continued on page 78)
head toward operation of a powerto revival of suppressed anti-trust
to
open
it
up,"
he
said,
adding
that
ful syndicate controlling all radio
and TV coverage of ajl college
sports and perhaps embracing profCBS Signs Packard
itable promotional sidelines.
INAUGURAL
BUY
In any case, NCAA faces weeks
of close study as time approaches
sorship plans vary.
A MOTORCADE of sponsorship
coverage when Mr. Trout, who also
for drafting of a 1953 policy.
CBS Radio plans to stop its
appeared
to
be
developing
last
is sponsored by Admiral in a reg- coverage
Dozens of new ways of approaching
at 1 p.m. and pick up
week
for
radio-TV
coverage
of
cereular
series,
handled
the
"anchor
the problem of TV's effect on gate
again
at
4:30
p.m. for an hour remonies
attending
President-elect
man"
role
in
election-night
broadreceipts and its money-making
cap of highlights up to that time,
casts for an Admiral rival, WestEisenhower's inauguration Jan. 20,
charms have been submitted by
while CBS-TV will continue until
inghouse. In that case the problem
with Packard Motor -Car Co. comcollege presidents, faculty repreof not identifying Mr. Trout too
ing to terms with CBS Radio and
approximately
(or .whenever the parade 4is o'clock
completed)
NBC
closely with a competitor of a
CBS-TV for a total expenditure
radio coverage for General Motors
regular Trout sponsor was solved
estimated at $241,000.
runs from the completion of the
General Motors signed a few
by
puttingon an
broadcaster
the air"intermediate"
between him
Inaugural add ress until 2:30 p.m.,
weeks ago to sponsor NB.C's radio
and the Westinghouse commercials.
and TV coverage of the occasion
while GM's NBC-TV coverage will
Although announcement of the continue until about 4:30 p.m.
[B*T, Oct. 27].
Packard-CBS Radio contract awaitUnlike the NBC-General Motors
It appeared unlikely, however —
at least of late last week — that
ed clearance of Mr. Trout's parpackage, the CBS-Packard plans
ticipation, it was estimated unautomotive sponsorship would precall for sponsorship of radio-TV
officially that Packard would pay
vail on all networks. All were
coverage of the Inauguration Ball
approximately
$56,000
for
2V2
actively seeking sponsors, but at
from 11 p.m. till midnight.
hours of coverage. The Packard
least one, ABC was understood
CBS-TV's plans for the event,
CBS-TV deal, all set and announced
nearer agreement with an adveras announced by News and Public
Tuesday, was reported unofficially
tiser outside the auto field.
Affairs Director Sig Mickelson will
to come to about $185,000 for about
A third car manufacturer, Ford,
4 V2 hours of coverage.
employ 16 TV cameras along Penndid figure in last week's developsylvania Ave. and in the National
As in the case of the NBC-Genments: The final wrap-up on the
Guard
Armory,
scene of the Inagueral
Motors
contract,
the
CBS
arPackard-CBS Radio contract, it was
ration Ball. Walter Cronkite will be
rangements call for Gen. Eisenreported, awaited Ford's clearance
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA
hower's actual oath-taking and In- "anchor man" for running commenthe network's use of its anchor
tary, with Eric Sevareid, Edward
board chairman, as he made the prin- of
augural address to be presented unman, Robert Trout, in describing
R. Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Charles
cipal address at the Armistice Day the ceremonies on behalf of rival sponsored, as a public service of the
Collingwood, Don Hollenbeck, Ron
luncheon of the National Conference
respective networks. These cerePackard. Ford is one of the sponCochran, and Bill Shadel among the
monies are expected to extend from
of Christians and Jews in Washingsors of the nightly series of five- noon to about 1 p.m.
newsmen
assisting him. Paul Leviminute newscasts by Mr. Trout.
ton's Mayflower Hotel. Gen. Sarnoff,
The sponsored coverage by both
tan, CBS-TV news and public affairs
using a TelePrompter, described radio
There was precedent, however, for
producer, is in charge of coverage
and television as valuable aids to belief that this conflict would be the CBS and NBC networks will
serve mankind. His talk was carried
arrangements.
cleared away.
start at 11:30 a.m., with the PresiMr. Mickelson estimated more
dential procession from the White
nationally by NBC-AM-TV, originatMost recent precedent, also in- House to
than 20 million TV sets will be in
the Capitol. After the
ing with WRC and WNBW (TV)
volving Mr. Trout and CBS Radio,
use by Inauguration Day.
Washington.
Inaugural address, however, sponcame during the national election
NCAA
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KMPC

"Hello . . . CBS? . . . Arthur Godfrey's on fire!"
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
Six Advertisers
RADIO

SPOTS

Short-Term

Begin

Saturations

AS PART of a sweeping trend toward short-term saturation radio spot
schedules, at least six major advertisers are joining the already active
automotive companies in the use of that flexible type of exploitation.
Taking a leaf from the book of local advertisers, such as department
stores, which for years have used *
short-term radio spots to promote sets), through Maxon Inc., New
special sales, national sponsors are York, is carrying on a six-week
flocking to the technique as a campaign using 232 radio stations
means of introducing new models in 99 radio markets,
and hew products, supplementing Cashmere Bouquet hand lotion,
TV coverage, and sparking special- through Sherman & Marquette,
offer drives.
New York, is starting today (MonAmong auto companies using day) a three-week campaign in 25
this concentrated means of promo- markets [B°T, Nov. 10].
tion to introduce new models are: General Foods Corp. (SwansDeSoto, Lincoln-Mercury, Ford, down) also began on Nov. 17, for
Plymouth, and Kaiser-Frazer. three weeks, a radio campaign
The six non - automotive firms [B#T, Nov. 10] through Young &
known to be undertaking these Rubicam, New York,
short-burst campaigns are: DrugAmong Advertisers
gists Supply Co., Continental Oil
Co., Rapid Shave cream, Swans- Among the auto advertisers, De
down, General Electric (TV sets) Soto, through BBDO, New York,
and Cashmere Bouquet.
used a six-day campaign; LincolnDruggists Supply Co., through Mercury, through Kenyon & EckRuthrauff & Ryan, New York, is hardt, New York, varied its schedpromoting the local independent ule from three days to a week and
druggist in a two-week campaign a half; Ford Motor Co., through J.
starting Dec. 1 in 120 markets. Walter Thompson Co., used a twoContinental Oil Co., through its week saturation schedule; Plympresent agency, Geyer Adv., New °uth, through N. W. Ayer & Son,
York, added a spot campaign start- Philadelphia, employed one week
ing last Monday and Dec. 1 to run while Kaiser-Frazer, which origiuntil Jan. 1 in more than a half- nally placed a two-week campaign
dozen markets. Effective that date to start today, has doubled its inthe account moves to Benton & tensity effective this week, through
Bowles, New York. The latter William H. Weintraub Co.
agency is understood to be recom- Meanwhile. Mennen Products
mending radio and TV spots but will expand its list of 65 markets,
nothing will be decided upon defi- starting Dec. 1, with 52-week spot
nitely until after the first of the announcement contracts in at least
year.
25 other markets. Kenyon & EckColgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., hardt, New York, is the agency,
through William Esty & Co., New
Kingan & Co., Indianapolis, will
York, is conducting its campaign place a 13-week saturation radio
for Rapid Shave cream through campaign in Los Angeles, Seattle
Dec. 31 in about 10 markets. and San Francisco, starting Jan. 1,
General Electric Co. (television through Warwick & Legler.
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SALE

Autry, Reynolds, Others
Pay Some $800,000

WITH details to be ironed out, sale of KMPC Los Angeles for approximately $800,000 from the G. A. (Dick) Richards estate and other minor
stockholders to a group of eight stockholders, headed by Gene Autry and
Robert O. Reynolds [B#T, Nov. ★
10], was completed last week.
Application for approval of the
transfer of the station to the new
owners was scheduled to be filed
with the FCC in about 10 days.
New stockholders will be headed
by Mr. Autry, radio-TV-screen
cowboy star and principal owner
of KOOL Phoenix, KOPO Tucson
and KNOG Nogales, all Arizona.
KOPO last week received a grant
for a TV station in Tucson.
Mr. Reynolds
Mr. Autry
. . . head buying group
Associated with Mr. Autry, who
is expected to be 51% owner and
president of the KMPC licensee,
are the following known stockholdAIMS SESSION
ers: Mr. Reynolds, present vice
Held in Chicago
president and general manager of
the station; Lloyd Sigmon, now vice
MANAGERS from 13 stations met
president and assistant general
manager of the station, both of in Chicago Thursday for a threewhom will continue in those posi- day closed business meeting of the
Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
tions; Wesley Nutten Jr.,* attorney,
Stations at the Conrad Hilton
secretary, and Orren Mattison, staHotel. The group, headed by Todd
tion auditor, treasurer.
Storz, KOWH Omaha, who was
Other Stockholders
elected the first secretary of AIMS
Names of other stockholders and
Thursday morning, discussed behind closed doors all phases of their
the exact breakdown of stockholdindependent operations, with stress
ings were not available at the end on
costs and revenue. A major
of last week.
function
of the group, which comThe Richards estate is the major
prises 32 independent stations in
stockholder. Among the other pres- cities of more than 200,000 populaent owners is Frank E. Mullen,
tion, is to exchange ideas and
TV consultant and former NBC
working
methods
ciation
members. with other assoexecutive vice president, who owns
10% of the station.
After registration, Mr. Storz
KMPC was established in 1927 was elected secretary, with Bill
as "The Station of the Stars." It Ware, KSTL St. Louis, assistant
operates on 710 kc, with 50 kw day, secretary, each to serve one-year
W kw night. It recently turned
terms. Mr. Ware will automatiback a five-year-old CP for 50 kw
cally succeed as secretary next
nighttime, directional, due to tech- year. These are the only two offices.
nical difficulties in staying within
Hooper Speaks
the conditions of the grant [B»T,
Sept. 22]. Non-affiliated, KMPC is
Luncheon speakers each day inrepresented
by H-R Representacluded C. E. Hooper, C. E. Hooper
tives.
Inc., New York, Thursday; Alex
Drier, NBC Chicago commentator,
Friday; and Bill Evans, WGN ChiWTTM PORCHASE
cago disc jockey, Saturday.
Mr. Hooper outlined his system
Peoples Co. Pays $225,000
of measuring out-of-home radio
ACQUISITION of WTTM Trenaudiences "accurately and comton, N. J., by Peoples Broadcasting
Co., wholly owned subsidiary of
pletely." These figures, when added
Farm Bureau Mutual Automobile
to at-home audiences, provide a
total on which time sales can be
Insurance Co., for $225,000 was
consummated last Thursday, sub- made, he declared. Answering a
ject to customary FCC approval.
charge which he said has been
S. Carl Mark, WTTM president
made of his at-home measurements
and general manager, sold 100%
in multiple-set homes, Mr. Hooper
of the stock to the Murray Lincoln
stated his service "comes closer to
concern, which also operates
WRFD Worthington, Ohio, and complete reporting on all home sets
WOL Washington. Herbert Evans,
than any other method."
vice president and general manager
Mr. Storz presided at the semiannual AIMS meeting.
of Peoples, said the acquisition is
part of a radio expansion program
Othersshall,attending
were Bob
T. S.Enoch,
MarWOLF Syracuse;
by the Lincoln interests. The sta- WXLW Indianapolis;
Charles Balthrope,
tion, which operates on 920 kc KITE San Antonio; Rollo Bergeson,
KCBC Des Moines; Dave Wilburn,
with 1 kw, is on NBC and is an WXGI
Richmond, Va.; Jim Ownby,
WJXN Jackson, Miss.; Bob Templer,
applicant for TV Channel 41. The
KREM
Spokane; Steve Cisler, HEAR
transaction was handled through
San Mateo, Calif.; F. Eugene SanBlackburn - Hamilton, radio-newsford, WKYW
J. Robinson, WACELouisville;
Springfield,Ralph
Mass.,
and
Tom Baker, WKDA Nashville.
paper brokers.
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PROGRAM
RADIO program ratings have been
used freely to measure radio and
TV program popularity.
The November rating of a program is compared with its rating
for October and with that for November 1951. It also is compared
with the ratings of programs advertising products competing for
public favor with those of its
sponsor.
How valid are these comparisons? When does the difference in
the ratings of two programs, or
of the same program for different
periods, represent a real difference
in the size of the audience? And
when is the difference merely a
matter of the variation to ' be expected of any measurement based
on a sampling of the total audience, as radio program ratings are?
These questions were raised
Thursday by W. Ward Dorrell, research and program consultant of
John Blair & Co., radio station
representative, and of Blair-TV
Inc., representing TV stations.
Speaking at a luncheon meeting of
the radio-TV discussion group,
American Marketing Assn., in New
York, Mr. Dorrell said the size of
the sample is the chief factor affecting the amount of variation to
be expected.
Noting that the measurer can
increase his sample size at will,
limited only by the amount of
money the buyer is willing to
spend, Mr. Dorrell stated that the
basic question is: What precision
do you wish?

RATINGS

VALIDITY

of two and the almost impossible
sample of 9,750 for a rating of
one!
"When we consider that upwards
of 150 periods are reported upon
in current audience measurement
reports, we realize that 150 times
9,750 requires the report be based
on a total of 146,250 interviews.
At current costs for interviewing
we would find this cost far beyond
any reasonable amount."
Analyzing the precision being delivered by current ratings, Mr.
Dorrell said that with a sample of
225 calls, "for a rating of 10 the
variation is approximately 40%;
for a rating of five the variation is
60% and for a rating of one the
variation exceeds 130%." Even
when the sample is increased to
900, variations are quite large in

the lower rating range, he said,
with a rating of one having a variation of plus or minus 63%.
"Obviously, we will need samples
many times larger than those in
use in some syndicated reports to
have a basis of confidence for making decisions involving so many
thousands of dollars in expenditures," Mr. Dorrell declared. "It
is our opinion that the minimum
sample should be in the order of at
least 1,800 for each period reported.
This represents a considerable increase over the present base for
many reports, particularly those
based upon 225 homes called plus
immediate recall; double or triple
these sample sizes should be in
order.
"If we cannot expect such an
increase in sample size, we must

SIGNIFICANT AREA 4 ^ NON-SIGNIFICANT AREA

Require Sample Sizes
"Should we be satisfied with a
20% plus or minus variation of
the ratings?" he asked. "This may
seem like far from precise tolerance, 40% overall. However, let us
see the required sample size we
would need to provide a 20% precision on ratings from one to 50.
For a rating of five we will require
a sample of 1,860 interviews, for a
rating of 10 we will require a
sample of 990 interviews, for a
rating of 20, 560 interviews, etc."
But currently most ratings in
radio are far below 10, Mr. Dorrell
said. "In Los Angeles we find that
most of the Hooper ratings are below four (1,010 periods or 91.5%
of the reported periods). This is
not unusual ; in all large cities with
multiple stations we find a similar
condition.

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO RATINGS
(UNIFORM SAMPLE)

THIS CHART uses a base of 450 attempted calls or interviews per program
unit. To determine the significance of the difference between a rating of
6.0 and one of 4.0, select the curved line representing the 6.0, follow it to
the right to the point where it intersects with the horizontal line 4.0 (circled).

MBS'
M
PLANS to substituteMG
predominantly mystery shows for the unofficially estimated $2 million block of 10
"In television we do see
we
ratings that are large, but whenmany
weekly MGM Radio Attractions
examine those periods which are
programs now carried on Mutual
were reported last week, effective
for sale and currently being negotiated for we note a similar small
Dec. 29, as network officials
range. In Los Angeles, for in- launched a series of two-day restance, we find that 82.5% of the
gional meetings with affiliates.
daytime, weekday, TV HooperatThe session, first in a series of
ings are below three."
six planned by MBS executives, got
To provide 20% accuracy for underway Thursday in New York
these smaller ratings, Mr. Dorrell
with review-preview reports oh all
phases of network operations amid
stated, requires samples of "2,380
for a rating of four, 3,200 for a assurances by Thomas F. O'Neil,
rating of three, 4,850 for a rating
Mutual president and board chairBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Discussed

by Dorrell

then revise some of our thinking
applied to the use of audience research," he stated. "We should
encourage all who make daily use
of audience measurements to be
more cautious in their decisions
based upon ratings and to have a
better understanding of the significance, or more to the point, the
lack of significance of the difference between two ratings."
To facilitate an understanding,
Mr. Dorrell has prepared a series
of charts showing, for samples
ranging from 225 to 1,800, which
diffei 'ences between ratings are
significant and which are not. These
charts are being published with
the Blair motto; "The Value
of Information Is Measured by
Its Reliability."
Taking two ratings — 6 and 4 —
as its running illustration, the
brochure shows that, for a sample
size of 225, the difference between
the two ratings is not significant
and should not be relied on by the
buyer as a true difference in audience size. When the sample
size is increased to 375 the difference between ratings of 4 and 6
are still non-significant.
The chart reproduced on this
page, drawn for a sample size of
450, shows that there still is no
significant difference between the
ratings of 4 and 6, although the circle representing the intersection of
the two rating lines is closer to
the line dividing the non-significant
area from the significant area than
it was on the earlier charts.
Not until the sample size has
been increased to 1,200 does the difference between the rating of 4 and
that of 6 become significant.
In distributing the brochure to
the buyers of radio and TV time,
the Blair organizations state:
"It is our hope that through the
use of these charts, those concerned with broadcast ratings will
. . . realize that larger sample
sizes than those in common use
today are necessary for greater

precision."
Mysteries
man, ofOC
his faith
BL
Kin the continued
progress of Mutual specifically and
of radio generally.
Mr. O'Neil did not discuss Mutual's plans for television, although ithas been known that the
network is blueprinting TV syndication activities. He did say,
however, that he expected radio
and television generally to complement each other.
Decision to drop the MGM series
after a year's "test" was officially
reported by Julius F. Seebach,
program vice president. It was
attributed to the fact that these

to Replace

transcribed shows, while featuring top name talent, never really paid off for the network as they
had been expected to do, although
the portion offered for local co-op
sponsorship achieved somewhat
greater commercial success.
The programs chosen to replace
the MGM block, which have occupied the 8-9 p.m. period Monday
through Friday since the first of
the year except for summer hiatus,
are of the mystery type in all cases
except for two audience participa(Continued on page 3U)
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lncludes $700'000 in Political Time
GROSS
NETWORK
SEPT.
POLITICS added more than $700,- quarter year, except that drugs soaps fourth and automotive ad- is listed in Table III, and for TV
network time in Table V. Tables
000 to the gross time sales of the rank third and soaps fourth for
vertising fifth. Drug products are
III and VI show the total combined
major radio and TV networks dur- this nine-month cumulative period. not among the top five most extenexpenditures for network time
Four of the same classes of ading September, according to the
sively promoted by TV network
made by each class in radio and
vertising are among the top five advertising as they are on radio
tabulations of Publishers Informanetworks.
TV, both for September and for
TV network users (Table VI) , with
tion Bureau on that month's investments of advertisers in network
the January-September period, with
foods again first, but smoking maLeading advertiser in each prod1952 compared to 1951.
terials second, toiletries third,
uct group using radio network time
time. Political party organizations
and committees supporting the
Presidential candidates spent, at
Table II
Table V
one-time rates, $397,320 for radio
network time and $322,579 for time
TOP TV NETWORK ADVERTISER IN EACH
TOP NETWORK RADIO ADVERTISERS BY
PRODUCT GROUPS FOR SEPTEMBER 1952
on the TV networks in SeptemPRODUCT GROUP FOR SEPTEMBER 1952
AMOUNT I
PRODUCT GROUP
ADVERTISER AMOUNT
ber, first month of intensive camADVERTISER
PRODUCT
GROUP
Agriculture & Farming
paigning.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
$31,137
No political group was a big Apparel,
Apparel,
Access. Footwear &
Brown Shoe Co.
Access. Footwear &
$ 57,705
Automotive, Auto. Access. Cat's Pow Rubber Co.
enough spender to crash the select Automotive, Auto. Equip.
General
Motors
Corp.
& Access.
General
Motors
Corp.
375,570
&
Equip.
list of the top ten advertisers in Beer,
FalstafF Brewing Corp.
Wine & Liquor
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Pabst Brewing Co.
148,120
Building Materials, Equip
either radio or TV networks, howBldg.
Materials,
Equip.
Johns-Manviile
Corp.
&
Fixtures
Glidden
Co.
27,255
ever. Tables I and IV, compiled by Confectionery & Soft
& Fixtures & Soft
Confectionery
Drinks
Drinks
Broadcasting • Telecasting from
Wm.
Wrigley
Jr.
Co.
American
Chicle
Co.
128,708
AT&T
Consumer Services
American Home Products Corp. 196,650
Drugs
& Remedies
PIB figures on the use of network
Miles Labs.
Entertainment
&
& Remedies
Amusements
Entertainment
time for individual products by Drugs
Shipstead
&
Johnson
Ice
Follies
Chicago Bears Football Club
1,500
General Mills
Food & Food Products
Food & Food Products
General Foods Corps.
604,221
individual programs, show Procter
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
Gasoline,
Lubricants
&
& Gamble Co. number one on both
Other Fuels
Other Fuels
Standard
Oil Company of Indiana
Texas Co.
131,925
Philco Corp.
House Equip. &
Household Equipment
lists. General Foods Corp., General
Household Furnishings
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp.
240,192
Naumkeag
Steam'
Cotton
Co.
U.
S.
Steel
Corp.
Supplies Furnishings
Household
Mills, Colgate -Palmolive-Peet Co. Industrial
Armstrong Cork Co.
99,090
Insurance Materials
Industrial Materials
Revere Copper & Brass
82,695
and Lever Bros. Co. also appear
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. 60,517
Prudential
Insurance
Co.
of
America
47,790
& Cameras
among the top ten users of both
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
kinds of networks.
&
Cameras
Longines-Wittnauer
Watch
Co.
55,870
Office Equipment,
Stationery, & Writing
Equip.,Supplies
Stationery
Hall Brothers
65,566 Office
& Writing
Hall Brothers
94,200
Tobacco Firms Emphasize TV
Supplies
Republican National Committee 204,900 Political
Political
Republican National Committee 159,186
First Church of Christ Scientist 13,290 Publishing & Media
Publishing & Media
It may be significant that three
Curtis Publishing Co.
77,025
Radios, TV Sets, PhonoRadios, TV Sets, Phonocigarette manufacturers — Amerigraphs,
RCA
58,757
struments &Musical
Access.Ingraphs,
Incan Tobacco Co., Liggett & Myers
RCA
134,640
strumentsMusical
& Access.
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
3,024 Retail Stores
Retail & Direct Mail
& Direct
Tobacco Co. and P. Lorillard Co. —
R.
J.
Reynolds
Tobacco
Co.
221,046
Smoking Materials
Drugstore Television Productions 101,341
Soaps,
are among the leading users of TV
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
646,765
Smoking Materials
Procter & Gamble Co.
1,025,299
PolishesCleansers &
by Mail
Soaps,
Cleansers &
383,222
network time, whereas not a single Toiletries & Toilet Goods Gillette Co.
Polishes
Procter
&
Gamble
Co.
1,055,245
Assn.
of
American
Railroads
78,263
Toiletries & Toilet Goods Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
cigarette concern shows up in the Transportation
28195,580
,240
American Federation of Labor 100,319
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Quaker Oats Co.
radio network top ten. The tobacco
companies are still large users of
Table III
radio network time, however, as a
GROSS RADIO NETWORK TIME SALES FOR
Table VI
class, ranking fifth among all types
of advertisers on the radio netSEPT. AND JAN.-SEPT. 1952 COMPARED TOJan.-Sept.
1951
Jan.-Sept.
GROSS TV NETWORK BILLINGS BY PRODUCT
works both during September and
September
1951
PRODUCT GROUP September
the first nine months of 1952.
1952
1951
GROUPS FOR SEPTEMBER AND JAN.-SEPT. 1952
Agriculture
First five advertising categories
& Farming
COMPARED TO SAME PERIOD 1951
$485,135
$537,954
$68,420
Jan.-Sept.
Apparel, Footwear $66,799
according to their September ex519,588
235,681
40,402
&
Access.
17,557
penditures for radio network time
1951
September Jan.-Sept.
Automotive, Auto.
September
PRODUCT GROUP
1952 1952*
322,839
(Table III) are foods, toiletries,
299,004
Equip.
&
Access.
1951
1952*
2,819,104
3,113,596
Beer, Wine
Apparel,
Footwear &$241,476
soaps and cleansers, drugs and
Access.
& Liquor
130,486
95,303
Automotive, Auto.
1,701,275
2,636,355
Bldg. Materials,
smoking materials, in that order.
$2,191,626
Acess. & Equip. 1,129,730
965,553 $2,102,767
$397,684
Equip. &
Fixtures
105,988
7,600,451
10,680,026
List is the same for the threeBeer,
Wine
£
Liquor
388,637
786,786
109,352
614,974
1,053,510
Confectionery &
4,014,461
11,890
Bldg. Materials,
4,196,786
Soft Drinks
322,640
Equip. & Fixtures
27,255
356,269
4,618,585
Consumer Services 333,212
4,300,755
Confectionery
&
Soft
2,072,698
1,637,673
160,886
157,184
Drugs £ Remedies
16,777,832 Consumer
Drinks
Table I
256,686
15,286,674
391,661
1,331,130
Entertainment & 1 ,447,027
Services355,997
3,640,286
2,186,194
336,562
4,200
Amusements
Drugs
&
Remedies
473,203
5,723
Entertainment
&
*
186,935
401
Food
&
Food
Prod.
,87
8
26,933,657
1,493,174
3,884,822
31,876,460
Top Ten Radio Network
6,090
Gasoline,
6,090
5,723
2,930,006
Amusements 1,500
8,940
2,985,509
Food & Food
Lubricants
Advertisers for September 1952
Products 2,923,833
&
Other
Fuels
451,806
25,537,492
1,500
3,988,787
17,915,462
4,305,544
Gross Network Horticulture
109,923
87,894 Gasoline, Lubricants
2,410,957
Time Costs
600,853
&
Other
Fuels
299,275
1,500
3,572,759
242,299
Household Eqiup.*
2,635,063
Horticulture
2,111,100
236,937
1 ,847,232
1 Procter 8. Gamble Co
$1,465,456
Furnishings
720,659 Household Equip.
137,277
974,662
2 Miles Labs
595,021
Industrial
12,370
81,285
5,256,268
Household
3 General Mills
574,314
Materials
758,184
& Supplies* 732,640
7,203,983
1,422,867
190,784
217,999
4 General Foods Corp
432,669 Insurance
1,512,697
Furnishings 126,577
263,406
2,602,376
263,160
155,235
2,387,678
5 Lever Brothers Co
401,255 Jewelry, Optical
1 ,587,763
Industrial Materials 247,010
323,570
2,497,249
6 Gillette Co
383,222
342,738
Insurance 81,810
GoodsEquip.,
& Cameras 60,517
873,341
2,133,199
109,947
7 American Home Products Corp. 339,877 Office
289,350
587,565
2,828,504
Jewelry,
Optical
8 Sterling Drug
324,068
42,360
Writing Supplies
Goods & Cameras 163,170
9 Campbell Soup Co
313,613
& Stationery
427,113
453,900 Office Equip.,
65,556
122,461
tionery Writing
& Sta64,608
10 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ... 291,876 Political
1,602,614
1,370,020
397,320
506,289
492,220
268,707
Publishing & Media
46,766
Supplies
94,200
120,510
13,290
Political 322,579
Radios, TV Sets,
465,301
413,130
644,258
1,136,455
Publishing
Media 81,529
113,100
Radios, TV &Sets,
Phonographs,
635,925
cal InstrumentsMusiTable IV
135,738
293,990
Phonographs,
2,143,839
1,185,756
Retail
Stores &
cal InstrumentsMusi&Direct
Access.*
by Mail
Top 10 TV Network Advertisers
21 ,438
362,285
&
Acess.*
238,135
Retail
Stores &
28,286
15,120,444
12,069,433
Smoking Materials
3,058,773
3,024
3,596,536
for September 1952
1,185
Direct by Mail 101,341
1,269,225
1,041,879
Soaps,
Cleansers
&
165,988
915,842
Smoking Materials 2,360,879
Polishes
13,532,568
1,524,634
13,340,141
1,589,147
1 Procter & Gamble Co
$1,291,890 Toiletries & Toilet
20,360,772
1,665,155 12,044,459
1,274,944
Soaps,
Cleansers
2 Lever Brothers Co
714,721
&
Polishes
1
,836,245
Goods
16,646,080
19,700,414 Toiletries &
14,124,664
1,841,329
1,753,644
3 General Foods Corp
604,221
913,724
1,072,554
Toilet Goods 2,017,611
4 American Tobacco Co
502,220 TransportationTravel & Resorts
681,684
17,165,201
10,270,919
891,783
401,223
154,140
5 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ... 468,664 Miscellaneous
78,263
3,808,615
88,758
3,776,816 Miscellaneous
1,659,331
428,886
6 General Motors Corp
435,335
TOTALS $14,398,772
141,557
1,316,873
6,939,621
i
26,098,334
7 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. .. 401,915
TOTALS $12,886,897
$11,920,131 $85,379,619
$1 1 ,860,646 $130,904,666 Source: Publishers Information Bureau
8 General Mills Inc
373,118
Sources:
Publishers
Information
Bureau
$116,875,784*
9 Kellogg Co
368,372
'National political convention programs not included.
* National political convention programs not included.
10 P. Lorillard Co
290,390
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RCA's

Study

of the

First Ultra-High

Commercial

Outlet

PORTLAND, Ore., is fortunate.
same ridge on which the antenna
estimated 26,600 TV sets in the
cal map with a small light at anas of Nov. 1. Prior to KPTV,
Two other areas UHF
are di- area Test
Most of its people live in the Portl
part stands.and's
tenna site to simulate radiated sigRepor
t
nals. These show up shadow areas,
rectly northeast and east of the fringe signals were received in
of the city that is flat — thus, are
transmitter. One small area is
although it was found that the TV
from KING-TV Seattle,
capable of receiving "good" uhf east of the transmitter behind Mt. Portland
130 miles away.
TV pictures from KPTV (TV),
dark area was not as long as indicated by a shadowgraph.
the first uhf television station in Tabor. These are all within the
RCA Service Co.'s determination
city limits. Farther east, outside of a "good" picture was one which
The higher the frequency, the
the country, which began commercial operation Sept. 20 [B«T, Sept. the city proper, two other shadow
just overrode "snow." The average
less possibility
thereother
is of obstruc"fill-in"
22].
areas show up — behind Rocky turned out to be about 66 dbu. It behind
hills and
That is the gist of a five-day Butte and Kelly Butte.
tions,
Mr.
Taylor
observed.
He
is estimated that 95% of the city's
study of reception made by John
Happily, according to Mr. Tay- 383,700 population and 80% of the also compared vhf coverage with
lor, the shadow areas involve less 355,700 population outside the city uhf pattern, determined that alP. Taylor, advertising manager of
RCA Engineering Products Div. than 5% of the population within limits gets a "good" picture.
though the lower frequencies would
Checks were made on four ra- cover a far wider area, it would
Mr. Taylor rode with an RCA Serv- the city limits and less than 12%
of the population of the Portland
ice Co. truck making spot checks
dials from the antenna — north, only cover some 6% more people
trading center.
throughout the city and environs
east, south and west. A 30-ft. cor- — Channel 27 covers 88% of the
ner reflector antenna, having a Portland trading area population
If power is increased, there
of the level of reception of the Ch.
might well be a decrease in the gain of 9 db at 500 mc, was used, and a vhf channel would cover
27 signals.
Mr. Taylor found that a Class A number and area of shadow spots, feeding into a U-70 selector which
94% of the population. However,
signal (74 dbu) extended out Mr. Taylor observed. He figured in turn operated a Model 630 TV
vhf signals would fill in shadow
receiver.
that if KPTV went up to a radiated
roughly 20 miles from the transmitareas, he pointed out.
ter site on Council Crest, about power of 100-200 kw, it would adeKey for uhf TV station operaEven in hilly terrain, a uhf statwo miles east of the downtown
tion in other cities, according to
quately cover the whole Portland
tion might satisfactorily cover
business center, and a Class B cov- trading area of 739,400 people.
most
of the people, Mr. Taylor
Mr. Taylor's
conclusions,
are
conFrom
other
sources
it
was
tained in four factors. They are:
erage (64 dbu) out about 30 miles.
said,
if
the residential area was in
Due to hills within those con- learned that neighborhood commu(1) antenna height, (2) flatness
predominantly flat land. Since TV
of
terrain,
(3)
frequency,
and
(4)
nity
television
systems
have
sprung
tours, the "good" coverage pattern
signals are for viewers, where they
distribution.
of KPTV's signal takes the form up in Portland shadow areas to population
live
is more important than where
Antennas should be at least 500
of a rough butterfly outline, with bring KPTV's signals to hungry
the
signals
go, he implied.
the station's antenna where the in- TV set owners living behind hills. ft. above average terrain, Mr. TayUhf receiver installations are
Who
is
doing
these
installations
lor estimated. That is to encomsect's head would be.
being easily handled by servicemen,
Six major shadow areas — hills could not be ascertained.
pass as much line-of-sight recepMr. Taylor found.
behind which the signal was not
KPTV, owned by Empire Coil
tion as possible, he pointed out.
good enough for an adequate pic- Co., New Rochelle, N. Y. (Herbert
A copy of Mr. Taylor's report
Terrain is the "predominating
ture— were found by the RCA test- Mayer, president) , parts manufac- limitation on uhf coverage," Mr. is available from the Broadcast
turer and licensee of WEXL (TV)
Section, Engineering Products
ing crew. Major dead area is imTaylor stated. He also described
mediately northwest of the trans- Cleveland, radiates 16 kw from an use of shadowgraphs — topographiDept., RCA Victor, Camden, N. J.
mitter, due to the elevations of the antenna which is 1,000 ft. above
average terrain.
The 1-kw transmitter and other
•A
gear were bought by Empire Coil
from RCA - NBC's Bridgeport,
Conn., experimental uhf TV station, which was in operation from
i ' f* ) '• "
/
1949 to the latter part of last August. The equipment was trucked
to Portland from Bridgeport and
/
installed in two weeks. Special 548554 mc antenna was built at Camden and installed within 24 hours
4-t
after arriving in Portland Sept. 11.
Station, first in Portland area,
4
k/
J*
KPTV (TV) STATUS
\ .... '
0
Now in Black, Mayer Says
MONTH after starting commercial
operation, KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore., is in the black, according to
Herbert Mayer, president of licensee, Empire Coil Co.
>4"
Portland's
first
TV
station
—
and
BW
/
JOHN P. TAYLOR, author of first
V
country's first uhf outlet — is
report on actual commercial uhf TV the
80% sold out in Class A time, and
coverage, has been advertising and 50% sold out in Class B and C
\ '/ \
sales promotion manager pf RCA time for national and local spots,
/
x
\■
Victor's Engineering Products Dept. Mr. Mayer told Broadcasting •
\ 1 t
since 1943, and with RCA since 1930.
Telecasting. Station, which began
He was graduated from Harvard U. Sept. 20 [B»T, Sept. 22], operates
in 1929 with a B.S. in Electrical 13
hours daily, Mr. Mayer said,
Communication, took graduate with all network and film procourses at Union College and U. of
C SA *A\ yPennsylvania. From 1933 to 1937, on grams.
"By the end of the year, we
are shown on this
leave due to a serious illness, Mr.
'
should be as sold out as any sta- OUTER limits of KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., V*coverage
Taylor turned to freelance technical
topographical map of Portland area. Circle A, having 20-mile radius, cortion
could
possibly
be,"
Mr.
Mayer
writing. In his present executive
declared. He also estimated that
responds to signal level of 74 dbu (5 mv/m). Circle B, with 30-mile radius,i Jposition, Mr. Taylor is also editor of Portland will have 75,000 TV sets corresponds to signal level of 64 dbu (1.6 mv/m). However, terrain obstacles
by
Jan. 1, 1953. (On Nov. 1 it had black out some of these areas, and outline C shows how Grades A and B coverRCA's Broadcast
News and
26,600.)
vises Communications
News.superage looks with this factor taken into account.
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IN CENTER is Mr. Cooke. Others,
starting at top left and running
clock-wise, are : Mr. Green, Mr. Destine, Jeanne Ramoon, Mr. Harrison
and Miss Palmer. Cowboy is Malcolm Broderick. Drawing is by Al<
bert Hirschfeld.

BY ALL ODDS TV's largest and
most lavish program, Omnibus, in
its Nov. 9 debut matched quality
with quantity by presenting a series of top-notch features in what
might be called an intellectual variety show. In every one of its 90
minutes this new Sunday afternoon
CBS-TV program was the answer
to the plea of many viewers for
adult entertainment from their TV
receivers.
Conceived and produced by the
TV-Radio Workshop of the Ford
Foundation, Omnibus in its initial
production was an adult program,
but no more highbrow than, say,
Life magazine, which the program
much resembles in its widespread
interest in all facets of the world
around us. Robert Saudek, director of the workshop, has stated that
the program is in no sense an
American version of the BBC's
"Third Programme," aimed at the
intelligentsia, but is intended to
"Omnibus,"
36 stations
(25
live and on
11 CBS-TV,
kinescoped),
Sundays,
4:30-6 p.m.
First
Inc. Sponsor — Willys-Overland Motors
Agency
Inc. — Canaday, Ewell & Thurber
Producers
— TV-Radio Workshop of the
Ford Foundation
Executive Producer — Robert Saudek
Administration — John C. Turner
Producer — William Spier
Director — Andrew McCullough
For Production — Paul Feigay
For Film — Boris D. Kaplan
Set Designer — Henry May
Master of Ceremonies — Alistair Cooke
Writer — Alistair Cooke
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appeal to the vast multitude of
middlebrows who make up the majority of the broadcast audience
as well as the majority of the population.
High spot of the first Omnibus
telecast was the historical drama,
"The Trial of Anne Boleyn," written especially for the program by
Maxwell Anderson and superbly
acted by Lilli Palmer as Anne and
Rex Harrison as Henry VIII. To
Alex Segal, director of the telecast
of this play, must go a large part
of the credit for the successful
transmission of the dramatic intensity of the action through the
cameras and into the minds and
hearts of the viewers at home.
Another play in quite a different
mood also was included in the first
Omnibus program — William Saroyan's "The Bad Men," a shapeless
bit of emotion in which two halfdrunk Indians befriended an embittered girl and helped a five-yearold cowboy to capture them, to the
annoyance of the harassed station
master of the railroad depot in
which the sketch was enacted. The
playlet was introduced by its author, who, like Mr. Anderson, had
written it for Omnibus.
Two films unlike anything previously shown on TV were the
novelty items on the opening Omnibus bill. One was a Haitian voodoo number, thrillingly danced by
Jean Destine to the pulse-quickening rhythms of the voodoo drum.
The other was a series of X-ray motion pictures of a woman applying

make-up, a man shaving and a
child eating a candy bar which
cast a macabre shadow over these
everyday actions in a vivid demonstration of how such films are aiding medical science in its fight
against disease.
A beautifully produced condensation of "The Mikado," with Martyn Green as Koko, captured much
of the charm of this classic operetta, but somehow missed the underlying humor which sets Gilbert
& Sullivan apart, leaving the viewer with the feeling that he had
seen a well-preserved museum piece
whose chief interest lay in its antiquity.
Humor was the one missing element in what was otherwise a
well-rounded program. One might
smile at the whimsy of Mr. Saroyan or the quaintness of "The Mikado," but there was no opportunity for a chuckle, let alone a fullbodied guffaw. Even Alistair
Cooke, whose writings and broadcast commentaries sparkle with
humor, performed his duties of
master of ceremonies as soberly as
if he were conducting a guided tour
of a medieval cathedral. To this
reviewer, 90 minutes is too long
to sit in solemn silence and Omnibus would be all the better for a
touch of comedy.
Omnibus is designed as an experiment in commercial television,
which will explore new paths in
programming but always with the
goal of finding
TV entertainment whichtypes
can beof adopted
by
commercial sponsors. Omnibus itself has a sponsor, Willys-Overland
Motors, and hopes to add others to
a total of five for its 90-minute
telecasts.
Mr. Saudek and his associates
are to be warmly congratulated for
making a fine start of what promises to be the most stimulating
program series yet to emanate
from a TV studio.
ASCAP

Gross Rises

WITH GROSS income of $10,375,000 for the first eight months of
1952, ASCAP should gross more
than $15 million for the full year,
according to the Society's treasurer, Louis Bernstein. Reporting
to the ASCAP membership meeting in New York, Mr. Bernstein
said ASCAP expenses for the «ightmonth period totaled $2,092,000 or
19% of the gross, slightly less than
the usual 20%. Accordingly, writer
and publisher members of ASCAP
this year should receive somewhat
larger royalty checks than for 1951,
when the gross was approximately
$14 million, of which about $12 million was distributed to members.

NARFD

MEET

Set in Chicago, Nov. 29-30
NATIONAL Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors will conduct its ninth annual convention Nov. 29-30 at Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel along
the "know-how" theme, Sam B.
Schneider, KVOO Tulsa, NARFD
president, said last week.
An Indian theme, "Know-How
Pow-Wow," will dominate the convention, which will include panel
discussions, speeches and workshop
sessions aimed at covering more
ground concerning a radio farm
director's job than has been attempted in other years, Mr. Schneider said.
President Schneider, at the Saturday morning opening session,
will set the theme for the convention by emphasizing
that "RFDs"
are dedicated
to agriculture.
Workshops on "Fundamentals of Farm
Broadcasting" are planned after
various committee reports and the
annual Sears, Roebuck Foundation
luncheon.
Forum Plans
Phil Alampi, WJZ New York,
will direct the convention forum,
with a well known NARFD member handling each phase, including
talks on tapes, interesting interviews, home economics and use of
free handouts from commercial
firms.
Other talks will bring to light
answers to problems besetting television farm programs. Sandy
Saunders. WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma
City, will head a panel on TV and
secondradio
day. during the convention's
AM
Maury Malin, director of advertising for Ralston -Purina, St.
Louis, will follow with a discussion of AM radio.
Also to be featured during the
NARFD convention will be a report from Secretary of Agriculture
Charles Brannan. Wallace Kadderly, agricultural information
specialist with ECA in Paris, will
report on foreign farm radio.
Awards Announcements
Among highlights of the two
days will be presentations of the
National Safety Council award to
the farm director who has rendered
exceptional service to safety on the
farm, and of the American Farm
Bureau Federation Award to the
farm director who has best interpreted agriculture to the American
public during the past year.
New officers will be named at the
convention, which will offer a complete schedule of luncheons, banquets and social gatherings. Chairmen of all standing committees
have planned a thorough convention program, according to President Schneider. The workshop idea,
he believes, will enable both newcomers and veteran NARFD members to do a better liaison job
among the farmer, the college and
the advertiser.
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GETS

0

In New

York it's WQXR

it's WITH-FM!
From

1 1 A.M.

ONE!

MUSIC

... in Washington

it's WGMS

. . . NOW,

in Baltimore,

The Good Music Station! The dream station for lovers of good music!
till midnight, WITH-FM

will broadcast only the world's greatest music,

performed by the world's greatest artists. Special live broadcasts of such outstanding musical
organizations as the National Symphony

and the Julliard Quartet will be included.

Here's a ready-made, class audience for you. These music lovers are loyal listeners. The Good
Music Station is their favorite station. Many of them won't listen to any other radio station.
And the rates are low — way low! Let your Forjoe man give. you all the details about
this great new advertising buy!

IN

BALTIMORE

THE

TOM
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typical:

"AP so far superior all night that there was
no comparison. It got so I didn't even bother
to look at other machine" — Hal Phillips, Neivs
Editor, KTOK, Oklahoma City.
"Coverage good, cooperation splendid" —
Thomas E. Martin, President, WAPX, Montgomery, Ala.
"AP was right on top" — Olaf Soward, News
Editor, WIBW, Topeka, Kansas.
"Good. All right !" — Dick Gavitt, News
Editor, KFH, Wichita, Kansas.

"Well pleased; AP fine" — Rex Davis, Manager, KMOX, St. Louis.
"Gave us everything wanted" — Ed Hoemer,
Program Director, WWL, Neiv Orleans.
"AP fast and complete ... as usual. Depended almost entirely on AP" — Les Mawhinney, Neivs Director, Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles.
"Fast and accurate. Filled the bill all the
way" — Howard K. Martin, General Manager,
WALA, Mobile, Ala.
"Good

job. Ahead your oppositions, decidedly" — Richard Oberlin, News Director,
Louisville.

"Our dependence on AP more than justified"
— Charles Price, KMLB, Monroe, La.

WHAS,

"AP
WATO,

Charles,

"Swell job!" — Lester W. Lindoiv, General
Manager, WFDF, Flint, Mich.

"Beyond comparison competitively. Made
me proud to be a member of AP" — Len
Higgins, KTNT, Tacoma, Wash.

"Finest and fastest election coverage job I've
seen in 16 years of news handling" — John W.
Eure, News Director, WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.

"Wonderful job. Although we are network,
your regional returns hit us just right. Best
ever" — Tom Bostic, KIMA, Yakima, Wash.

"Good! Whole national scene well handled"
— Allison McDowell, WEDO, McKeesport, Pa.

"AP way ahead — did much better job" —
Carleton Schirmer, Program Director, KFEQ,
St. Joseph, Mo.

"I was very happy with the service" — Paul
Long, KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa.

better than ever" —
Oak Ridge, Tenn.

"All right" —
KWK, St. Louis.

•

have

enabled The Associated Press to score its own
The magnitude of their performance is attested

These
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Jack Griffin, News

Editor,

"AP good" — Claude Dorsey, News
KMBC, Kansas City.

Editor,
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"Best election coverage ever given by AP"
— Norman Gallant, Manager, WFAU, Augusta,
Me.
"Splendid job all the way. We stuck with
you all night" — Jack Knell, Director, Neivs and
Special Events, WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
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"Couldn't have asked for finer state coverage. Accuracy of national wire gave us confidence in what we were reporting" — Roy Eisner, Program Director, KECK, Odessa, Texas.
"Best election coverage we ever had in Maine"
— Jack S. Atwood, Manager, WRDO, Augusta,
Me.
"Sincere compliments on election coverage!"
— Wes Cook, News Director, KIJJL, Garden
City, Kansas.
"Finest election job I have ever seen AP
perform" — Robert S. Hix, General Manager,
KRES, St. Joseph, Mo.
"Fine and accurate! Way out in front all
night long !" — C. P. Vogel, Jr., Program Director, WGKV, Charleston, W. Va.
"Fine sure-footed job!" — Julian Goodman,
Manager for AM and TV Netvs, WRC, Washington.
"Fast and concise ! Gauged to the continuing
needs of telecasting up-to-the-minute results"
— Robert B. Cochrane, Program Director,
WMAR-TV, Baltimore.
"AP

fine, logical" — Hale Bondurant, Manager, KFBI, Wichita, Kansas.

"Couldn't have asked for better cooperation"
— Dick Goden, Program Director, KHQ, Spokane, Wash.
"We were ahead" — Cole E. Wylie, Owner,
KREW, Sunny side, Wash.
"Up-to-the-minute, continuous and accurate!"— Bill Dean, Program Director, WIBC,
Indianapolis.
"Well ahead nationally and regionally" — Al
Loive, WNEX, Macon, Ga.
"Congratulations! Fast, concise coverage"
— John Alderson, News Editor, WFBR, Baltimore.

The
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"Left absolutely nothing to be desired" —
George M. Burbach, General Manager, KSD
and KSD-TV, St. Louis.
"On top all the way! Filing was tailored to
fit our broadcast schedule to the minute" —
Bob Shipley, News Editor, WSAV, Savannah,
Ga.
"Fastest I have seen yet" — James Caldwell,
Program Director, WAVE, Louisville.
"Smoothest election coverage job I ever saw"
— Bob McCoy, KOB, Albuquerque.
"Congratulations on a fine job" — Paul White,
News Director, KFMB, San Diego.
"Congratulations on comprehensive, efficient
coverage. Well organized, rapid, complete.
Particularly impressed with your clear beat
on Arvey's concession of Illinois" — Ben Strouse,
Vice President WWDC, Washington.
"Excellent. A-l in every respect. State coverage best ever and ahead of everybody else" —
Howard E. Pill, President, WSFA, Montgomery, Ala.
"AP coverage, both state and national, was
tip-top"
Tulsa. — Glenn Condon, News Editor, KRMG,
"Extremely fine. We worked exclusively
from your radio wire and found it entirely adequate as to speed, accuracy and good writing"
— Walter Paschall, Neivs Director, WSB, Atlanta.
"Terrific. Filled all non-network periods
exclusively with AP" — Horace Logan, program
Director, KWKH, Shreveport, La.
"Tops and well ahead of opposition" — Max
Sepaugh, WSLI, Jackson, Miss.
"It was AP all the way here" — Paul Goldman, KNOE, Monroe, La.
"AP great. Whipped opposition" — George
Gow, News Editor, KANS, Wichita, Kansas.
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ABC-UPT Proposal
(Continued from, vage 2k)
for Cleveland and Cincinnati. Paramount Pictures officials made no
estimates on where they would
apply if free to do so.
Since approval of the merger
would leave AB-PT with two TV
stations in Chicago in conflict with
the FCC's duopoly rule, Mr. Resnick also approved the sale of the
facilities of WBKB (TV) to CBS
for $6 million. ABC already owns
WENR-TV there and UPT subsidiary Balaban & Katz owns
WBKB.
Not significant, but one of the
issues was whether the official
transfer of control of KTLA (TV)
Los Angeles to the new Paramount
Pictures Corp., and of WBKB
(TV) Chicago and WSMB New
Orleans to UPT, occurred before
the FCC approved — in contravention of the Commission's regulations on the subject.
Mr. Resnick held that failure to
notify the FCC in time should not
bar the approval of the transfers,
which were in a sense involuntarily
forced by court order. Prior FCC
approval is not required for involuntary transfer of control.
However, Mr. Resnick took the
opportunity to warn members of
the FCC bar that the Commission's
jurisdiction should be called to the
attention of a court when radio
properties are involved in a judicial order involving changes of
ownership.
Fact that there is some overlap
of stockholdings in Paramount Pictures, which owns KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles and the to-be-formed ABPT Inc., owning KECA-TV Los
Angeles was found not to be significant enough to conflict with the
FCC's
duopoly Stockholders
rules, according
to
Mr. Resnick.
of the
old Paramount Pictures Inc. received equal shares in both the new
Paramount Pictures Corp. and UPT
when the two new companies came
into being in 1950.

SANGER CITED
Gets Columbia Award
ELLIOTT M. SANGER, executive
vice president and general manager of WQXR-AM-FM New York,
received one of two 1952 awards of
the Columbia School of Journalism
at a meeting in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel Thursday commemorating the 40th anniversary of the
school's founding. The other winner was Carl W. Ackerman, dean
of the school and a member of its
first class.
Mr. Sanger's citation stated that
he "has for 16 years brought to the
City of New York and to thousands
within a radius of many miles of
New York, superb music, objective
news and cultural and public service programs over a station which
he has developed into one of the
most respected in the world."
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MBS'

FAMOUS Ralston Checkerboard
trademark was the pattern in two
gifts from Ralston Purina officials to
H. S. Gardner, founder and board
chairman of Gardner Adv., during
50th anniversary party [BaT, Nov.
10]. Mr. Gardner (r) wears a
Checkerboard cap and a mammoth
"campaign" button plugging "H. S.
for president on the Checkerboard
ticket." With him are J. V. Getlin (I),
sales Div.,
manager,
RalstonBaker,
Purina's
Cereal
and Geoffrey
vice
president. Cereal Div.
AB-PT OFFICERS
Goldenson Would Be Pres.
HEADING the proposed American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres
Inc. radio-TV and theatre combination would be young, able, 47-yearold Leonard H. Goldenson, who
came up from legal specialist in
reorganizing Paramount Pictures'
theatres to chief of its theatre division, and since 1950 president of
United Paramount Theatres. He
would be president of AB-PT.
Edward J. Noble, present chairman of the ABC board, would become AB-PT chairman of the finance committe and a director.
Robert E. Kintner would remain
president of the ABC Div. of ABPT, and would also become a vice
president and director of the parent company. Robert H. Hinckley,
present ABC vice president, would
remain as a vice president of ABPT. Earl E. Anderson, ABC vice
president, would become a director
of AB-PT. ABC director Owen D.
Young would serve in the same
capacity for AB-PT.
To the ABC Div. would come these
executives of UPT: Robert H.
O'Brien, executive vice president
and also vice president, secretary
and director of AB-PT; Robert M.
Weitman, vice president, also vice
president of AB-PT.
Stations involved in the merger
proposal are:
ABC — WJZ-AM-FM-TV New York,
WENR-AM-FM-TV Chicago, WXYZAM-FM-TV Detroit, KECA-AM-FM-TV
Los Angeles, KGO - AM - FM -TV San
Francisco.
UPT — WBKB (TV) Chicago (to he
sold to CBS), WSMB-AM-FM New Orleans (half-owned by UPT).
THREE-dimensional sound recordings
creating the effect of listening in the
actual concert hall are being made at
the U. of Illinois, Urbana. First such
recording was made last week with
Leopold Stokowski conducting the
university's symphony orchestra.

MGM
Block Dropped
(Continued from page 27)
Pa.; Art Feldman, WLFH Little Falls,
tion-quiz shows which will be aired
Utica.Y.; Charles King, WKAL RomeFriday nights. Many of them, it N.
Rudygar F.Marcoux,
K. Smith
and EdShepard, EdWCMB
Harrisburg;
was reported, are known from exJoel H. Scheier, WIRY Plattsburg, N. Y.;
tive.
perience to be commercially attracHarry L. Goldman, WROW Albany;
Irving F. Lyke, WVET Rochester; MichStarting Dec. 29, Mr. Seebach
ael Ryan,
N. Y.;
Bill
Ewing
and WIEA
Edwin Hornell,
A. McKoen,
WAMS
Wilmington.
disclosed, the following half-hour
Andrew Jarema, WKOP Binghamton;
shows will be inserted in the 8-9 Arthur
Kyle, WNDR Syracuse; Flem
Evans, WPLH Huntington, W. Va.;
p.m. periods, with some available
for network sale and others for Berton Sonis, WTD? Charleston, W. Va.;
Benedict Gimbel Jr., WD? Philadelphia;
local cooperative sponsorship:
J. Patrick Beacon and Robert M. Drummond, WWW Fairmont, W. Va.; Sam
Townsend, WKST New Castle, Pa.;
Mon., Falcon and Hall of FanThomas
Tito and Bill Graham, WAZL
Hazleton,A. Pa.
tasy; Tues., Mickey Spillane's That
Hammer Guy, and High AdvenNorman Read, Herman Paris and Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington; Robert L.
ture; Wed.,
CrimeFighters;
Files of Thurs.,
FlamDreher, WGAL Lancaster, Pa.; Harold
and and
Crime
Pat Kane, WJOC Jamestown, N. Y.;
Official Detective and John Steele,
William Crawford, WOR New York;
John
Adventurer ; Fri., Movie Quiz and
JosephH. R.Stenger,
Brandy,WBAX
WSLB Wilkes-Barre;
Ogdensburg,
True or False.
N. Y.; John W. Downing, WBOC Salisbury, Md. J. Borgstein, WMAJ State
The programs they will replace
Milton
include Woman of the Year, the College, Pa.; Stuart W. Phillips and
Henry Gladstone, WCRO Johnstown,
MGM Musical Comedy Theatre,
Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Thompson,
Adventures of Casanova, The
WRTA Altoona.
regional meetings
Hardy Family, and Adventures of beSubsequent
held as follows:
Chicago, are
todayto
(Monday)
and
Tuesday;
Salt
Lake
City,
Maisie.
In a discussion of the evolution
Thursday and Friday; Atlanta, Dec. 1-2;
Biloxi, Miss., Dec. 4-5; Dallas, Dec. 8-9.
of radio programming through the
years, Mr. Seebach also said Mutual now is putting renewed emphasis on networking of programs
that have shown outstanding sucNARTB EXHIBIT
cess as local features. He cited,
Heavy Equip. Plans Begin
for
John example,
Gambling WOR
programNewand York's
WGN
PLANS for the heavy-equipment
Chicago's Cliff's Family, both be- exposition at the NARTB convening offered on the network as local
tion in Los Angeles April 28-May 1
co-op shows.
were set rolling last Thursday at
a meeting of NARTB officials and
Hear Schmid's Reports
heavy-exhibitor members in New
York.
The approximately 40 persons
representing affiliates at the New
A score of exhibitors attended
York regional meeting also heard
meeting to hear of floor space
reports from Robert Schmid, vice the
availabilities in the Biltmore Hotel
president in charge of advertising,
convention headquarters and to
research and press information.
submit estimates of respective
He said entation
Mutual's
overall
space requirements to Arthur
had been shown
to presmore
Stringer, consultant to NARTB
than 2,000 advertising agency men
and exposition director for the conand women from coast to coast
during the last six months. Bert J. vention.
Hauser, director of co-op programs,
Clair McCollough of the Steinman stations, who is chairman of
and E. M. Johnson, vice president
in charge of station relations and the NARTB Convention Committee, said arrangements had been
engineering, who opened the meeting, presented Victor C. Diehm of made to provide more space for
WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; chairman of heavy exhibits than was available
District One of the Mutual Affil- when the convention was held in
iates Advisory Committee.
Los Angeles in 1948, and that a
The Friday session was to be record number of requests for space
reservations was indicated.
devoted to a question-and-answer
session, with affiliates putting the
In all, it was estimated, 11,000
questions to network officials.
square feet will be available to
In addition to Messrs. O'Neil, See- heavy exhibitors.
bach, Schmid, Johnson, and Hauser,
the Mutual delegation at the meeting
included Executive Vice President William H. Fineshriber; J. Glen Taylor, Court to Review
vice president of General Teleradio
Inc., General Tire & Rubber Co.'s ra- SUPREME COURT last week
dio-TV subsidiary (Mutual, WOR-AMto review a lower court verTV New York, and the Yankee and agreeddict that
the New Orleans TimesDon Lee networks); James Wallen,
MBS treasurer; Charles Godwin, direc- Picayune Publishing Co. violated
tor of station relations; Robert L. Ken- the anti-trust laws by requiring
nett, station relations division manager; and Francis X. Zuzulo, public advertisers to buy classified advertor.
tising in both its morning Timesrelations and press information direcPicayune and evening States. The
Appeals Court decision followed a
Representatives of affiliates on
hand included:
Dept. of Justice suit against the
Kathryn Kahler and Mr. Diehm, New Orleans newspaper. The SuWAZL Hazleton, Pa., and WIDE Biddepreme Coui't's decision is expected
ford, Me.; John Laux, WSTV Steubento have some importance to newsville, Ohio; Jim Martinson, WDYK
paper-radio owners as well as pubCumberland, Md.; William H. Paullishers of morning and evening
grove, WJEJ Hagerstown, Md.; Wil- newspapers.
liam E. Germann, WHUN Huntingdon,
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how

6.5

9.8
5.0

5.8
3.4

about

newscasts?

STATIONS

Station WBZ
Station B
Station C
Station D

MORNING
NEWS
15
.7%

PREFERRED

NOONTIME
17
.0%
NEWS

21.9%
SUPPERTIME
NEWS

12.5

12.6
8.8
6.3

13.7
10.3
7.2

9.7
6.8

X

Day ortonight,
most" England.
to WBZ
than
any more
otherpeople
station"listen
in New

2

At night the preference for WBZ over its nearest competitor is better than 3 to 1.

any time of day or night — is WBZ. Here's the listening
situation in New England:

news sources, more New Englanders get their news

USUALLY
HEARS

FOR

NEWSCASTS
In this comprehensive report, the most thorough audience-survey ever completed in
New England, you'll find precise, dependable
guides to efficient use of your time-buying
dollar . . by day, by night, by specific hour,

25.5%
LATE EVENING
NEWS
13.7
10.7
5.5

by types of program. We invite you to consult this impartial report and then choose
the New England station that looks best
for your purposes. If you haven't a copy, get
in touch with WBZ or Free & Peters.

survey, page 23)
(Whan

DOSTON
50,000

WDZ

ENGLANDERS

from radio than any other medium, including newspapers. And the radio station they prefer for news —

New Englanders are news hungry; they've always been
keen to have the latest news. And when it comes to

RADIO

NEW

In other words:
12.3

(from Whan survey, page 21)

.. and

BY

19.6%
NIGHTTIME

15.3%
DAYTIME

WBZ
Station B
Station C
Station D

TO

NBC

reaches the most people, most often, in all New England !
WATTS

AFFILIATE WESTINGHOUSE
KYW • KDKA • WOWO

RADIO

STATIONS

Ine

• KEX • WBZ • WBZA • WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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NEW HAVEN welcome is accorded
fur-collared Dwight D. Eisenhower by
Rudy Frank, promotion manager of
WELI that city, during the Presidentelect's New England tour on the eve
of election. Man in center is unidentified.
PROPHET DUNBAR
Political Score Above Par
WKZO Kalamazoo and WJEF
Grand Rapids, Mich., John E. Fetzer stations, claim prophetic powers for their news commentator,
Dr. Willis Dunbar. Here's a list of
his top achievements for the year:
Republican Convention — Predicted three days in advance that
Eisenhower would beat Taft on
first ballot. It happened that way.
Democratic Convention — Predicted five days in advance that Stevenson, or a dark horse, would be
nominated.
Nov. 2 — "It looks to this observer
like Eisenhower would win by a
very large majority. Gov. Williams (Mich.) will get largest vote
of any Democratic candidate in
state and win by a narrow margin."
Nov. 4 — Predicted Eisenhower
"landslide."
NARND
MEET
Newsmen Urged to Attend
RADIO and TV newsmen were invited last week by Tom Eaton,
WTIC Hartford, first vice president of National Assn. of Radio
News Directors, to attend
NARND's seventh annual convention Dec. 1-3 at the Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland.
In the belief the meeting "will
go a long way toward advancing
radio-TV news professionally," Mr.
Eaton explained that attendance
is not limited to NARND members.
Station managers will be invited
this year because NARND feels
the front office should have a sympathetic understanding of its functions.
Professional workshops will be
held for radio and TV newsmen,
with topflight figures being lined
up to conduct clinical studies. The
popular "bull session" feature will
be repeated. Ted Koop, CBS Washington news director, will lead the
discussion on impact of radio and
television coverage of news conferences.
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SiE
ISSUE
TIME
EQUAL
FCC has virtually written off complaints raised during the recent political campaign involving problems of equal time opportunities and station
clearances, it was learned last week.
Obviously marking time until the new Republican administration
takes office next Jan. 20 — and
partly because the election rendeclining
business
and
the DuMont's
controlling political
terms of
your
dered some complaints academic —
affiliation
agreements
with
these
stathe Commission has sidestepped is- tions.
Counsel for DuMont claimed the
sues posed by the Democratic National Committee, Allen B. DuMont
network was unable to "clear suffiLabs, and GOP spokesman Harold
cient stations on national and reStassen.
gional hookups" for political broadFCC reportedly has reminded
casts, presumably for the Democratic Party. It quoted stations as
the Democratic National Committee that the overall yardstick for replying, on advice of counsel,
that they need not clear time expolitical programs is the presentation of all views. The committee
cept for their
respective
Counsel
explained"parent"
:
claimed that ABC refused to give networks.
It
is
quite
obvious
that
the
present
it equal time to reply to a "partisan
practice, and a further extension of
this doctrine, would force all national
politicaltatorspeech"
by
ABC
commenWalter Winchell, though it political programming over television
the control of a single network or
acknowledged that in the main the into
possibly two networks. Because of the
great number of one and two station
network had been fair throughout
cities, we conceive this to be opposed
the campaign [B«T, Nov. 10].
to the public interest, in violation of
the policies
announced by the ComIt's conceded unofficially in FCC
monopoly.mission and conducive to dangerous
quarters that the Winchell case
and purported $2 million GOP spot
DuMont asked FCC to issue a
"blitz" plan claimed by the Volun"policy statement" declaring its
teers for Stevenson are closed in"regarding the basic quescidents [Closed Circuit, Nov. 10]. position
tion of the public service responsiThe Democratic committee did
bility of a local station" on this
not officially file a complaint on
question. Apart from the immedithe Winchell incident but only subate case, counsel said, "the situamit ed a copy of the protest wired
tion presents a basic question for
by Committee Chairman Stephen
determination by the Commission
Mitchell to ABC President Robert
Kintner.
for this and for future years."
Counsel noted FCC's "keen interStassen Answer
TV. est" in monopoly aspects of radioThe Commission reportedly advised Mr. Stassen that Sec. 315 of
the Communications Act (on equal
time requirements) does not seem
applicable to his charge that CBS
had "declined to offer" him equal
time to reply to a United Auto
Workers telecast. The Commission
thus upheld CBS' position that the
act is not applicable because Mr.
Stassen3]. was not a candidate [B*T,
Nov.
In the DuMont case, FCC requested more specific data on DuMont's charges that some TV stations had declined to carry the
network's political programs on
grounds of basic affiliation with
other networks.
In still another case, Commission
sources said FCC had received as
yet no communication from Sen.
Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.), who
threatened to seek revocation of
license of KING-TV Seattle. Station
asked the Senator to delete what
it considered libelous remarks from
his script and when he refused,
cancelled his scheduled TV appearance. Sen. McCarthy was speaking
on behalf of Sen. Harry Cain (RWash.), who was running for reelection.
In its reply to DuMont counsel,
W. A. Roberts of Roberts & McInnis, Washington law firm, FCC
said :
So that we may give further consideration to the problem you pose,
it is requested that you furnish us
with more detailed information. . . .
We do not know, for example, which
local stations have refused to clear
time . . . which of these have assigned "parent network" reasons for

RWG ELECTIONS
Council Members

Chosen

RESULTS of Radio Writers Guild
elections in the eastern and western
region were announced last week.
Hector Chevigny was elected national president [B»T, Nov. 10],
while Philo Higley and Ben Starr
were chosen vice presidents of the
eastern and western regions of the
RWG, respectively.
Council members elected in the
Eastern region were: John Stradley,
John Merriman, Ira Marion, Bruce
Marcus and Franklin Weiner. Alternates: Robert Cenedella, Lillian
Schoen, Graham Grove, Abram Ginnes
and Sam Moore. In the Western region council members chosen were:
Milton Merlin, Irvin Ashkanazy, Sherwood Schwartz, Van Perrin, Howard
Blake, Pauline Hopkins, David Friedkin and Bud Lesser. Alternates: Gomer Cool, William Freedman, Les Farber, Jerry D. Lewis and Mort Fine.
Thesaurus Yule Package
RCA THESAURUS sent last week
subscriber stations a special "7 in
1" Christmas package designed for
local sponsorship. The program
package includes such transcribed
Christmas classics as Charles Dickens' "Christmas Carol"; a dramatization of "A Visit From St.
Nicholas," and "The Story of the
Nativity," starring Walter Hampden.

Remarkable Martin
WTAM Cleveland newswriter
Gene Martin forecast the
Eisenhower landslide in the
Presidential election with an
uncanny degree of accuracy,
according
to Director
WHAS Louisville News
Dick
Oberlin. Mr. Oberlin said he
received a letter from Mr.
Martin "weeks" before the
election in which Mr. Martin
said the GOP nominee would
carry 36 to 40 states, including Texas, Virginia and Florida, would receive "400 or
more electoral votes," and
would carry Ohio by as much
as Sen. Taft won in the TaftFerguson Senatorial race.
"Republicans might even
carry
Mr.
Martin.Kentucky,"
With final wrote
Kentucky
returns still incomplete, candidate Stevenson last Wednesday had a narrow majority
by unofficial returns, and a
"good many" absentee ballots
still to be counted are running 2-1 for President-elect
Eisenhower, Mr. Oberlin said.
JONES VERDICT
Appealed and Supported
OPPOSING counsel in the Duane
Jones conspiracy case submitted
briefs in New York County Supreme Court last week with defense attorneys seeking dismissal
of the suit and Mr. Jones' lawyers
insisting upon upholding the jury
verdict of $300,000 against eight
defendants [B»T, Nov. 3].
Defense counsel Neil P. Cullom,
in a brief filed Monday, moved for
dismissal on the grounds that there
was no evidence to support the
verdict. Brief noted that although
the conspiracy allegedly was "conceived, engineered and masterminded by Manhattan Soap Co. and its
treasurer, Frank Burke," the company wasItexcepted
the jury's
verdict.
further from
cited testimony
by Mr. Jones that neither Manhattan Soap Co. nor Mr. Burke received any "financial benefit, directly or indirectly, as a result of
theMr.alleged
Jones'conspiracy."
counsel, Thomas F.
Boyle, filed a brief Wednesday declaring that the jury had rendered
its verdict after proper instructions from the court. It stated that
Manhattan Soap Co. should have
been included in the verdict and
noted that the plaintiff has a motion before the court to that effect.
Judge Dennis O'Leary Cohalan
gave Mr. Cullom until last Friday
to file a counter-brief.
Kennedy Named
REV. Dr. James W. Kennedy, director of Christ Church, Lexington, Ky., has been named acting
executive director of the recentlyestablished radio and television
division of the National Council
of The Protestant Episcopal
York.
Church, headquartered in New
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No wonder WJBK always scores with
sports fans throughout Michigan! For
many years the key station for Detroit
Tiger baseball broadcasts, WJBK now
Al Nagler
WJBK's POPULAR
SPORTSCASTER
Every Red Wing game comes alive
with Nagler's graphic play by play
description of each home game
and vivid recap of all games away.

A

STORER

comes up with another "must" for sports
minded listeners ... all the games of the
Detroit Red Wings, the National Hockey
League champions and winners of the
Stanley Cup. That's another good reason
why your best buy in the nation's hottest
sports town is WJBK, Detroit's leading
sports station.

STATION

CBS and DUMONT Television . . . Tops in MUSIC, NEWS and SPORTS on Radio
National Sales Mgr., TOM HARKER, 488 Madison, New York 22, ELDORADO 5-2455
Repre.enled Nationally by THE KATZ AGENCY
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Hits Fixed
APPEAL
THE "basic legal authority" of several which have been taken to
the courts. Appeals of the Sixth
FCC to adopt a "rigid table of asRepoii; were filed earlier by WLOA
signments and inflexible rule proBraddock, Pa.; KVOL Lafayette,
hibiting the filing, acceptance and
La.; WISC Madison, Wis.; WWSW
consideration of applications specifying achannel not listed in the Pittsburgh, and KROW Oakland,
Calif. However, in view of allotable of assignments" is challenged by WSAL Logansport, Ind.,
cation "corrections" made by FCC
since issuance of the Sixth Report,
in an appeal of the Sixth Report
and Order filed last Monday in the the WLOA and KVOL appeals have
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Dis- been dropped.
trict of Columbia.
WSAL's petition to the court contends that the table of assignments,
FCC's
from
stems
appeal
The
embodied in Sec. 3.606 of the Commemorandum opinion and order remission's rules by the Sixth Refusing to reconsider the Sixth Report, as petitioned by WSAL, so
port, "was not based upon conas to add vhf Ch. 10 to Logansport
sideration of applications and demand as required by Sec. 307(b)
[B«T, Oct. 13]. WSAL had asked
of
the
Communications
Act . . .
reconsideration on grounds that the
and therefore, is unlawful. Sec.
Commission, in the Sixth Report,
arbitrarily refused to switch Ch. 307(b) ... is a specific section
10 from Terre Haute, Ind., and as- limiting and defining the powers
and authority granted the Comsign it to both Logansport and
Owensboro, Ky., or in the alternamission" by other previous provisions of the Act.
tive, to Logansport and Carbondale, 111.
Sec. 307(b) provides that "In
considering applications for liFiled by Washington radio counsel Herbert M. Bingham, William
censes, and modifications and renewals thereof, when and insofar as
A. Porter and Robert M. Booth Jr.,
the WSAL appeal is the latest of there is demand for the same, the

Table

of Channels

WSAL

And

Other Agencies
Is Hill Plan

FOCUS
ON FCC
AN ACCOUNTING of its stewar dship of supervision over radio and
TV and other communications ser vices apparently will be required of
the FCC as one of the first orders of business when the GOP-controlled
83d Congress convenes Jan. 3.
*—
That is the plan of Rep. Charles
would be "in the same spirit of cooperation we look for when we meet
A.Wolverton (R-N. J.), chairmandesignate of the House Interstate
with other agencies." The FCC
was established in 1934 as the suc& Foreign Commerce Committee.
cessor to the Federal Radio ComRep. Wolverton declared last
mission. Before that, radio matweek he intends to have all reguters were handled by the Dept. of
latory agencies, coming under his
Commerce.
committee's jurisdiction, report to
the committee on their problems
Most observers think that notand their activities.
withstanding Rep. Wolverton's senMost of the agencies never have
timent, some activities of the FCC
would undoubtedly come under
served under a Republican administration, having been established
challenging scrutiny. Among them,
under New and Fair Deal execit is thought, would be the operautives.
tions of the Broadcast Bureau and
the Office of the General Counsel
No "investigation" is portended,
Rep. Wolverton made clear.
under the new provisions of the
"What we have in mind," he McFarland Act.
The McFarland Act, which besaid, "is to have the regulatory
agencies come down and tell us of
came law last July, revised many
their experiences and what changes
of the legal procedures under which
they think should be made in the the Commission operated.
laws under which they operate.
Rep. Wolverton recalled that a
"There has been a chasm between
similar group of meetings had
Congress and the agencies down
the street. We want to have closer been held during the 80th Congress
when he was chairman of the
relations with them. After all they House Commerce Committee.
were created by Congress."
Rep. Wolverton sailed Nov. 12
New members of Congress will
on a Caribbean cruise.
be able to learn the "scope" of the
In addition to the FCC, the
agencies' activities through such House
Commerce Committee also
meetings, Rep. Wolverton added.
Officials of industries controlled
has jurisdiction over the Interstate
or regulated by the agencies will Commerce Commission, the Civil
also be invited to appear before Aeronautics Administration, Securities & Exchange Commission,
the House Commerce Committee,
Federal Power Commission, RailRep. Wolverton said.
road Retirement Board, National
As to the FCC, Rep. Wolverton
declared he had nothing specific in Bureau of Standards, Weather
mind regarding that agency. He Bureau and the Public Health Servsaid the meeting with the FCC
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Commission shall make such distribution of licenses, frequencies,
hours of operation, and of power
among the several states and communities as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of
radio service to each of the same."
FCC has held the table of assignments best achieves this intent of
the law.
WSAL's pleading recalled that
in mid-1948, after FCC refused to
act on Yankee Network's application for a new TV station in Bridgeport, Conn., because the city and
channel were not in the table of
assignments at that time, the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
contended Sec. 307(b) "required
the Commission to accept and consider any complete application specifying any television broadcast
channel irrespective of whether or
not that channel was assigned by
rule to that particular community
by the table of assignments as it
had done prior to the Yankee Network opinion."
WSAL
pointed out that "despite
the serious questions raised by the
FCBA, it was not until three years
later that the Commission finally
held oral argument on the Bar Association's petition. During those
intervening three years, the Commission had proceeded upon the
basis that it did have the legal
authority to adopt and execute the
proposed rules. Thus, it was no
surprise when the Commission issud its memorandum opinion in
July 1951 upholding its own contention that it was acting within the
authority nications
granted
by the CommuAct.
"To have held otherwise would
have been an admission that the
three-year suspension of consideration of applications for new television broadcast stations commonly
called the 'freeze,' and at least a
portion of the overall proceedings
had been unnecessary."
Similarly, WSAL contended Sec.
3.607(a) of FCC's new TV rules is
unlawful if the table of assignments is invalid and further so because it"effectively denies an applicant the statutory right to a hearing
specified
Sec. 309(a)"
the Act.
Sec.by3.607(a)
providesof

Nov. 17-18: NARTB Copyright Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Chicago.
Nov.
17-18: MBS Affiliate meeting,
Nov. 18-19: Oklahoma Broadcasters
Assn., fall meeting, Norman, Okla.
Nov. 19-22: Sigma Delta Chi, National
convention, Denver.
Nov.
19-21: Group
RadioTelevision
Mfrs. meetings
Assn. atof Palmer
House, Chicago;
Roosevelt
and
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nov. 20-21: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters meeting, Daytona Beach, Fla.
Nov. 20-21: NARTB Insurance Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Nov.
Lake20-21:
City.MBS Affiliate meeting, Salt
Nov. 24: Tennessee
Assn. of Andrew
Broadcasters annual meeting,
Jackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
Nov. 29-30: National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors annual convention,
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Dec.
lanta.1-2: MBS Affiliate meeting, AtDec.
1-3: National
Assn. of
Radio News
Directors
convention,
Cleveland.
Dec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 4: NARTB Radio Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 4-5: MBS Affiliate meeting, Biloxi,
Miss.
that the principles of assignment
based upon priorities would be
abandoned; and no notice that new
principles of assignment would be
considered by the Commission in
passing
upon your
counterproposal.
. . . Thepetitioner's
Commission, in effect, unlawfully changed
the rules in the middle of the
As athat
result,
no
notice
much WSAL
of its "had
evidence
would not be considered" since that
evidence was directed to the previous assignment principles, the
appeal
WSALasserted.
further contended that
game."
FCC
without notice unlawfully
adopted new and increased maximum powers and antenna heights.
In discussing the Carbondale counter-proposal, WSAL charged that
the Sixth Report illegally, without
notice,
geographical"
zones created
having three
different
mileage

separation requirements.
The appeal pointed out that the
adoption of 170-mile minimum cochannel spacing for vhf in Zone I
was unsupported by the evidence
and produced an "inefficient utilization of the radio spectrum in violation of Sec. 307(b) of the Communications Act." Lesser spacing
that applications will not be ac- would have allowed use of Channel
cepted or considered unless the
10 at Logansport.
channel specified in the application
At another point, WSAL argued
is specifically assigned to the city that "even if the assignment of
by the table of assignments.
Ch. 10 to both Logansport and
"The failure of the Commission
Owensboro had been proposed for
to assign vhf Ch. 10 to Logansport
the first time on the 'petition for
will result in dismissal of the ap- rehearing,' the failure to consider
plication ofLogansport Broadcastthat proposal was arbitrary, caing Corp. now pending before the
pricious and unlawful when conCommission and will have the
sideration isgiven to the Commission's action in itself proposing
practical effect of denying the apand subsequently adopting new vhf
contended..plication without hearing," WSAL
assignments to Lafayette, La., and
Concerning FCC's denial of the Temple, Tex., and also adopting a
new proposal to add vhf Ch. 4 to
Logansport - Owensboro counterproposal in the Sixth Report,
Irwin, Pa., long after adoption of
WSAL charged it had "no notice
the Sixth Report."
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Either of these ultra-modern GATES

Limit-

ing Amplifiers may help you reach a whole NEW
area of listeners where you do not now provide
satisfactory reception.
With safe, sure and fast peak limitation you
can keep modulation right up to the top, and without chirps, thumps or distortion. Every broadcast
lgineer knows the value of extra audio power, as
w^ll as the increased audience thus gained.
ages 19 and 20 of the Gates Speech Input
italics tells the whole story of GATES
with

SA
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If You aon't have a copy — drop us a line — we
will Madly send you one.

smart new GATES

Limiters are

yet no better can be built. Both
models useNiofcptioal circuits. Model SA-38 has a
4-inch compression^ VU and output meter, with
24 step range contrA Model SA-39 has a 3-inch
compression meter oiu%J3elect the one best suited
to your needs and save ti^gXifference.
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HEADLEY-REED CLOSES
Detroit, New Orleans Offices
HEADLEY-REED Co., station
representation firm, has closed its
Detroit and New Orleans offices
after arranging to assure stations
of continued service in those cities,
officials reported last week.
Gino Cio, Chicago office account
executive, will spend one week a
month — and more time as indicated— in Detroit to serve HeadleyReed stations, it was explained. In
New Orleans, Milton DeRaynor,
formerly of the firm's office there,
continues independently as DeRaynor Inc., serving stations on the
Headley-Reed list wishing freelance New Orleans representation.
In the New York office, Ralph
Broitman and Bob Davis have
joined the research and promotion
staff, and Barry Keit, account executive, has been named assistant
to Vice President Sterling Beeson.

Tube Production
ELECTRONIC tube production has
begun in two new Westinghouse
Electronic Tube Div. manufacturing plants, it was announced last
week. The new plants are located
in Elmira and at nearby Bath,
N. Y. Full volume production of
virtually all types of radio and television power and receiving tubes
is planned.

THERE'S A TUBE
In Your Radio Present
THAT electron power tube, which
some engineers said could not be
made, today is helping to sharply
reduce operating costs and make
more efficient use of much electronic equipment, RCA Victor,
Harrison, N. J., pointed up last
week.

CITATION from U. of Maryland
Assn. on behalf of D. L. (Tony) Provost, vice president-general manager
of Hearst Corp. Radio & Television
Div., for his work in furthering education via radio and television, is
received by Leslie H. Peard Jr. (r),
WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore manager,
from Talbot Speer (I), UMA Alumni
president.
WIBW Bereavement
FUNERAL SERVICES were held
recently for parents and relatives
of three WIBW Topeka. Kan., figures: Mrs. William Butler, mother
of Mrs. LeRoy Carlson, program
director; Mrs. Joseph Hann, mother
of Mrs. Bob N. Ferguson, assistant
to General Manager Ben Ludy, and
Donald C. Ross, father-in-law of
Irvin Lehman, transmitter engineer.

Broadcasters and industrial users
of a wide range of electronic equipment are enjoying the performance
of "these tubes which couldn't be
made." The tubes are high-power
vacuum types which use filaments
of thoriated tungsten instead of
conventional pure tungsten, explains L. S. Thees, general sales
manager, RCA Victor Tube Dept.
Just prior to World War II, RCA
tube engineers undertook a review
of problems involved in using
thoriated-tungsten filaments in
high-power tubes. Although the
war interrupted this research,
knowledge gained during that
period pointed the way toward the
goal. In 1947, the company introduced its first such tubes commercially. Since then, still further
developments have been made,
RCA Victor noted.
WBEL Beloit, Wis., has issued its
rate card No. 3, effective Nov. 1,
40%.
with increases ranging from 20% to

DAYLIGHT SAVING
Barred in Washington State
AS A RESULT of the election,
broadcasters in Washington state
will have a regional problem in
their network scheduling next sumVoters in the state have aponly. mer. proved
a measure on the ballot
which recognizes standard time
Daylight saving will be permitted only as a wartime measure or
if proclaimed nationwide. State
measure ran behind in votes in the
Seattle area but was put over by
the
statewide
rural balloting,
It was
backed and
principally
by the 'j
Washington Grange but opposed
among others by broadcasters who
asserted radio networks and other
national enterprises east of that
region follow the daylight saving
pattern.
Public Service Panel
PANEL on "Public Service Aspects of Broadcasting" highlights
this Wednesday's meeting of the
Los Angeles Chapter of Public Relations Society which meets at the
Hotel Statler in the West Coast
city. Moderated by Alan Herrick,
advertising director, Security First
National Bank (Los Angeles),
panel is made up of John Baird
and William Whitley, public affairs directors, respectively, of
KMPC and KNX Hollywood, and
Howard Rhines, KFAC Los Angeles program director.

IS.

to hit your point of purchase?

Paul Kizenberger,

N. W. Ayer & Son, New

York, is the top

decision-maker who can't miss your advertisement if it's in the 1953 Broadcasting Yearbook.
It works for you every working day of the year — the annual one-time shot campaign.
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"We receive an average of one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand dollars every month from
out of the State sources as a direct result of our KVOO

ten o'clock newscast! We

know that the news

brings it in for we always write and ask the folks how they happened to open an account with us. And
today, we have savings accounts from people living in 43 of the 48 states!" So said Mr. Louis W. Grant,
President of Home Federal Savings and Loan Association of Tulsa, on the occasion of the beginning of his
firm's 12th consecutive year of sponsorship of the ten o'clock P.M. newscast over KVOO.
Our congratulations go to Mr. Grant and his staff as they reach this radio milestone. During the past
eleven years on KVOO

Home

Federal has grown from a five million to a thirty-four million dollar organi-

zation! This is a great record and is convincing proof of Home
KVOO

Federal's wise and astute business acumen.

is proud to have been of such important service to this great financial institution and we look

forward with confidence to Home

Federal's continuing growth and increasing prosperity!

Luncheon at the Tulsa Club celebrated Home Federal's signing of their
12th consecutive sponsorship of KVOO's
ten P.M. newscast. Enjoying the steaks
and birthday cake were, from left to
right, Mr. Louis W. Grant, Jr., vicepresident; Mr. Wm. B. Way, vicepresident and general manager of
KVOO; Mrs. Phyllis Edmonds, vicepresident in charge of advertising and
public relations; Mr. Robert A. Eakin,
vice-president; Mr. Gustav Brandborg,
assistant general manager of KVOO;
and Mr. Louis W. Grant, Sr., president.

RADIO
50,000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

STATION
KVOO
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EDWARD PETRY AND CO., INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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ABC-UPT Text
(Continued from page 23)
tions in this proceeding, exclusive
of the transfer or assignment applications involved in or resulting
from the proposed ABC-UPT merger, which will be considered later.
One of the principal matters with
which we are now concerned is the
transfer of stock interests from
Paramount Pictures Inc. to UPT
and Paramount Pictures Corporation in companies holding broadcast authorizations, transfers
which took place before we had an
opportunity to pass upon the applications relating thereto. More
specifically, we shall consider the
facts and circumstances surrounding the transfers of stock interests
from Paramount Pictures Inc. to
UPT and Paramount Pictures Corporation to consider whether they
indicate violations of the Communications Act or the Commission's
Rules, and whether they adversely
affect the qualifications of Paramount Pictures Corporation and
UPT to be licensees, or, more precisely, to have controlling stock
interests in companies holding
broadcast authorizations from the
Commission. The applicants contend, among other things, that
these transfers, occurring principally on December 30, 1949, were
involuntary in that they were pursuant to the judgment of the United States District Court for the
Southern District of New York,
entered on March 3, 1949, and also
that their applications for consent
to these transfers were filed as
soon as possible in view of the fact
that the two new companies were
not incorporated until November
15, 1949.
17. In view of the Supreme Court
decision (U. S. v. Paramount Pictures Inc., et al, 334 U. S. 131)
looking toward a divorcement of
theatre facilities from production
and distrbution (even though the
matter was remanded for decision
to the District Court) and in view
of the adamant position of the Department of Justice in requiring
such divorcement and the success
it had in arranging for such divorcement of the RKO facilities
late in 1948, it would appear that
Paramount's entering into the consent judgment of March 3, 1949,
had very little of the aspect of a
voluntary action. The handwriting
on the wall was legible for anyone
to read. The feeling of the Paramount officials and counsel that
the contemplated divorcement and
transfer of assets was involuntary,
received some support on October
3, 1949, when the Apellate Division of the Supreme Court of New
York in the case of Kokol v. Paramount Pictures Inc., 275 App. Div.
1021, held that the distribution of
assets to the two new companies
was not a voluntary transfer insofar as the right of an objecting
stockholder to have his stock appraised was concerned. We do not
regard this decision by the New
York State Court with respect to a
different problem to be binding
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JOHN C. MULLINS (I), managing director, KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, shows
Walter Fulkerson, manager, Phoenix' Sky Harbor Airport, the new weather
board which KPHO presented to the airport. The lighted board, located in
the airport lobby, indicates latest weather reports in major cities across the
nation. Mr. Mullins is resigning from the stations Jan. 1 to devote time to
outside interests [B«T, Nov. 3].
upon this Commission in applying
the Communications Act or the
Commission's Rules with respect to
transfers of control over broadcast
stations. To do so would be "lumpccncept thinking" indeed. Nevertheless, this decision8 is entitled
to some weight in considering the
nature of the transfer of assets
which occurred, and it does support,
on and after October 3, 1949, the
claim of the Paramount people
that they truly regarded the transfers of assets, including broadcast
interests, as being pursuant to the
consent judgment and therefore involuntary.
18. The consent judgment, together with the letter incorporated
therewith, requires the transfer of
certain broadcast interests, directly or indirectly. It does this expressly with respect to television
station WBKB in Chicago and,
reasonably construed in the light
of the circumstances and testimony,
it does it also with respect to the
other broadcast interests which
were transferred prior to the close
of 1949. We entertain little doubt
that if the transfer of the broadcast interests had been more completely described both in the proposed consent judgment and incorporated document and in the oral
argument before the Court, and if
the Court had been apprised of the
Commission's jurisdiction with respect to such transfers, the Court
would have recognized the Commission's jurisdiction and acted accordingly. We do not care to speculate whether the Court would have
waited until the present date. In
this connection, we think it appropriate to announce at this time
that hereafter if this or any similar situation should ever arise
again, we would expect members
of the Federal Communications
Commission Bar, as officers of the
Commission in a manner of speaking, under circumstances similar to
those which prevailed in the Paramount case, to advise the Court of
the Commisson's jurisdiction. We
do not consider the consent judgsApproved
without 300opinion
by the
Court of Appeals,
N. Y. 685.

ment to have deprived the Commission of its jurisdiction to review the pending transfer applications and we are exercising that
jurisdiction now.
19. While Section 310(b) of the
Communications Act of 1934 requires the prior approval of the
Commission for a transfer of control, whether voluntary or involuntary, the Commission as a matter of practice has recognized, in
its Rules and in its actions, that in
certain types of cases such as death
or legal disability, prior approval
is impossible or impracticable. Section 310(b) must be viewed in
terms of the facts of life, both
personal and corporate. In these
cases, the Commission has permitted applications to be filed even
subsequently to the occurrence of
legal disability and, where the circumstances warranted, approved
Such applications. Under certain
circumstances, the Commission has
recognized a transfer to a trustee
in bankruptcy or a receiver as an
involuntary transfer even where
the bankruptcy was voluntary and
the appointment of the receiver
was due to legal action voluntarily
initiated. It would appear that the
term "legal disability" could also
apply to a situation where, as here,
a judgment not only required the
transfer of assets to two corporations required to be established but
contemplated as well the dissolution of the existing corporation.
However, we hesitate, pending
some elaboration on the meaning
Hennock Talk
OPPORTUNITIES for women in
educational radio and TV were discussed by FCC Comr. Frieda B.
Hennock last Thursday at a dinner
meeting of the District of Columbia
chapter of American Women in Radio and Television. Question and
answer period included discussion
of current status of educational
applications and Commission policy.
Meeting, one of monthly series, was
presided over by President Nancy
Osgood, NBC, and Program Chairman Helen Coar of the Congressional Recording Facility.

of "legal disability," in rule-making or other proceedings of a more
general nature, to make a pronouncement not necessary, as we
shall see, to the decision of the
case and relating to a fact-situation unprecedented in our history
and unlikely to occur again. Meanwhile, we shall not expect of the
parties a clairvoyance which we do
not ourselves possess.
20. The applicants filed formal
applications for consent to the
transfers prior to the actual consummation of the transfers, and
within a reasonable time after the
formation of the new companies
named as transferees. In this respect, the situation differs from the
so-called "unauthorized transfer" I
cases, in which the parties effectu- :
ated transfers without notice or
application to the Commission and
concealed the transfers. In this
case, some notice was given directly to the full Commission as
early as January 17, 1949, during
an oral argument9 in a rule-making
proceeding, that some transfers
of Paramount television interests
might become necessary as a result
of litigation in the United States
District Court for the Southern
District of New York. However,
this offhand notice does not comply with our Rules (Sections 1.342
and 1.343) requiring the filing
within 30 days of execution, of
contracts or documents relating to
or affecting ownership, management or control of a licensee or
permittee, or rights or interests
therein, as well as the filing of
interim ownership reports containing information as to any transac- j
tions affecting ownership or voting
rights within 30 days of their occurrence. Until they filed the applications referred to above, the
applicants had not provided the
Commission with the consent judgment, the plan of reorganization,
the proxy statement to stockholders or any of the other documents
relating to the proposed transfer
of assets. Paramount Pictures Inc.
and UPT also failed to file a copy
of the May 30, 1949, contract
whereby E. V. Richards agreed to
sell to Paramount Pictures Inc. or
UPT his 50% interest in Paramount-Richards Theatres Inc. In
addition, we note that a technical
transfer occurred in the month of
May, mon
1950,
51% of power
the com-of
stock when
and voting
UPT passed from the trustee to
persons theretofore holding only
certificates of interest in UPT.
This was unreported to the Commission; however, the plans for
placing 'the stock of UPT in the
hands of the trustee and thereafter
for exchanging stock for certifi!'See Paragraph 34 of the Findings.
(Continued on page UU)
UPT Dividend
BOARD of directors of United
Paramount Theatres declared a
dividend of 25 cents per share on
outstanding common stock, payable
Dec.
19 to holders of record on
Nov. 28.
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Text of ABC-UPT Initial Decision
(Continued from page i2 )
stances that the transfers which
cates of interest, were fully disclosed in the documents filed with
occurred should not bar a grant of
the transfer applications before us.
the applications, and no stockhold22. A second principal problem
ers' meetings took place during
the time when technically the trus- to be considered- is the question of
tee held over 50% of UPT stock compliance with the anti-trust laws
and potentially had voting control.
on the part of Paramount Pictures
21. While the series of failures
Inc., Paramount Pictures Corporato comply with our rules, referred
tion, UPT, B&K, Paramount Television Productions Inc. and others.
to above, may be explained by the
preoccupation of the Paramount
Findings with respect to this matter are contained in paragraphs 35
people with the tremendously complicated and deadline-studded prob- to 41 as well as paragraphs 21 to
lems of the reorganization and di- 31. On the record as presently convestiture proceedings, it does not
stituted, it does not appear that
excuse them and we do not condone
any of these companies or their
their non-compliance. Nor are we officers or directors have engaged
satisfied with the very limited un- in any violations of the anti-trust
derstanding of our transfer re- laws in the fields covered by Sections 311 and 313 of the Communiquirements shown by the top officials of the Paramount companies.
cations Act or in any other fields
On the other hand, we are con- except for the violations by Parascious of the fact that these same
mount Pictures Inc. or Paramount
officials have demonstrated a Pictures Corporation referred to in
knowledge of the public interest the findings. As far as Paramount
Pictures Inc. or Paramount Picrequirements of broadcast station
tures Corporation is concerned, we
operation and that television stations KTLA and WBKB have in note that both prior to and subsetheir operations over the years put
quent to the entry of the consent
into practice the policy of public judgment of March 3, 1949, their
service. We are also mindful of officials proceeded to put their
the advance notice of such trans- house in order, at least with refers arising from the Paramount
spect to the major aspects of distribution and exhibition. The dilitigation given to the Commission
vorcement of exhibition from other
en banc as early as January 17,
1949, and of the very real distinc- activities was timely complied with ;
tions that exist between the cir- the divestiture program has proceeded with due diligence (under
cumstances here and the typical
officials of Paramount Pictures
"unauthorized transfer" case, in Inc.
until the end of 1949 and under
which neither notice has been given
nor application filed prior to the UPT officials since that time) ; as
transfer. In view of these circum- far as the injunctive requirements
stances, we do not believe that the are concerned, procedures for compliance were established promptly
failure to provide formal notice of
transfers which have many of the and our attention has not been
aspects of an involuntary transfer, called to any action by the Departshould operate as a bar to the grant
ment of Justice asserting non-compliance with these requirements. It
of the* applications with which we
are here concerned. Furthermore,
may be that the broom did not immediately sweep clean in every
even if the participation by Paramount in the formulation and entry corner of their house and every
of the consent judgment did not aspect of their motion picture operations. Partly because of the
have the requisite degree of involition to warrant a conclusion that difficult decisions presented in esParamount Pictures Inc.'s dissolutablishing "runs" and "clearances"
tion on December 30, 1949, consti- on a basis satisfactory to everyone
tuted legal disability within the concerned (as pointed out in paragraph 38 of the findings) and
meaning of the Commission's Rules,
partly because the procedures for
we are persuaded by the circum-

GREEK Ma j. Gen. Christodoulos Gigantes (I), director general of the National Broadcast Institute of Greece,
and Charles H. Crutchfield, executive
vice president of Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co. and general manager of WBT and WBTV (TV) Charlotte, discuss Voice of America problems in Greece
the general's
visit toduring
Charlotte.

picture feature films unless it decides to produce special film for
television consumption. Other
things complicating the question of
release of these films are the restrictive agreements imposed upon
the major
producers
by the American Federation
of Musicians
and
various guilds, and the uncertain
status of television rights to some
of the feature films. As for stories,
Paramount stands ready to sell
television rights to them, if it has
such rights, provided the price is
sufficient to compensate for the loss
of revenue which might be expected
from further use of the stories in
the motion picture field. Some of
Paramount's stories have already
been released for use on television.
As forstars
talent,
mosttelevision
of Paramount's
top
have
rights,
although subject to certain limitations. Paramount's junior stars and
beginners, who are being trained
and groomed for larger roles, are
required to give all their time to
Paramount and may not appear on
television or other media of entertainment during the period covered
by their term contracts and until
they graduate into the position of
top stars. The restrictions placed
on these junior stars or beginners
do not appear designed to interfere
with the development of television
but are imposed for other reasons,
more fully referred to in paragraph 68 of the findings. We do
not regard the policies of any of
the applicants with respect to film,
stories or talent, as these policies
have been revealed to us on this
record, as constituting a bar to a
grant of the license and transfer

bidding or negotiating for feature
films are either not completely disclosed or understood and are therefore sometimes productive of suspicion and distrust, private trebledamage anti-trust suits continue to
be filed and such litigation may
continue unless and until some
method of operating in a goldfish
bowl is devised or a comprehensive
system of arbitration is put into
practice. Meanwhile, we are impressed by the great progress that
has been made and we have a reasonable expectation that the antitrust activities which the Paramount people are abandoning in the
unregulated field of motion picture
distribution will not be imported
24. On the basis of the detailed
applications.
into the licensed field of broadcastfindings herein, which are in turn
ing. They have not done so in based upon a careful consideration
their broadcast operations in the of the record, as presently constipast and we do not anticipate that
tuted, and in view of our concluthey will do so in the future. Their
sions above,, we find and conclude
officers and directors were exposed
that the applicants and their offito thorough and searching crosscers and directors are qualified to
examination and demonstrated that be licensees and that a grant of
they understood that broadcast sta- these license and transfer applications are licensed to operate in the
tions would serve the public in(Continued on page 61)
public interest and that free competition isa basic principle of the
Communications Act. They have
committed themselves on the record
OBA MEETING
and we shall hold them to it.
Set Tomorrow, Wednesday
23. In addition to the matters alAGENDA
the meeting of the
ready
referred
to,
we
are
concerned
^>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»»»»»»(T^^!S^)<«««««««««««««««««««««A-aa with the policies and methods of Oklahoma for
a
a
Broadcasters Assn.
A
y\
A
A
AA operation of the applicants, par- Tuesday and Wednesday at the
ticularly with respect to possible Memorial Union Bldg. on the main
A
xA
subject to -prior sale —
$a/\ restrictions on the use of film, campus of the U. of Oklahoma,
A
A
aA talent or stories on television.
Norman, Okla., will feature a banquet speech tomorrow (Tuesday)
a
^Metropolitan independent now earning at rate of $40,000 annually a These policies and methods of operation are dealt with at length in by FCC Chairman Paul Walker.
£
with tax carryover in excess of $50,000. ^Prici $185,000 cash, X£ the findings, particularly in paraA
Tomorrow's schedule includes sessions on writing commercials from
graphs 61-68, 77-83, 85 and 94, and
£
with partial financing arranged.
£/\
A
a
y\ require no further consideration at 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.; regular OBA
point expect with respect to business meeting from 11 a.m. to
*
A Complete information furnished to lona fide inquiries. JAA* this
A
A
A
/N^ Paramount. As pointed out in 12:15 p.m.; news and sports, 2
paragraphs 61-65 of the findings, p.m.; announcing, 3:30; reception,
Paramount has no policy prohibit- 5, and banquet, 6:30 p.m. WednesI
R. C. CRISLER
& Co.
|
A
A
ing the utilization of its motion
day talks will be held on selling at
9 a.m. and on public relations at
picture films by television broadcast stations. It will make films
RADIO STATION BROKERS— FINANCING
|
10:30 a.m. Registrations are avail%
CINCINNATI,
OHIO
X
able at $7.50 each, including lunch
available
from its library to televiA
AA
A
sion when the television industry and dinner tomorrow, from John B.
A
A
can pay as much as motion picture Freeman, Dept. of Short Courses
I
1109 UNION TRUST BLDG.
DUNBAR 7775 I
A
A theatres
and Conferences, North Campus,
A
.A
can; it will also make
available for television new motion U. of Oklahoma.
,-;<««««««««««««««««««««««««»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>»»»»»»»7
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MICHIGAN!

WESTERN

Whether you use radio, television or both, the
Fetzer Stations are by all odds your best advertising "hooks" in Western Michigan!
RADIO: WKZO, Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand
Rapids, are among the most productive radio
buys you'll ever find, anywhere. Together they
give you about 57% more Kalamazoo and Grand
Rapids listeners than the next-best two-station
combination in these two cities — yet cost 20%
less! And "in-town" superiority is only part of
the story. The 1949 BMB Report shows that
WKZO-WJEF have greatly increased their unduplicated rural audiences over 1946 — up 52.9%
at night, 46.7% in the daytime!

brilliant Channel 3 picture effectively serves more
than a quarter million television homes in America's 18th television market — a 28-county area
with a Net Effective Buying Income of more than
two billion dollars. This is actually a larger TV
market than Kansas City, Seattle or New Orleans!
And here's the payoff: An August, 1952 Videodex
Diary Study proves that WKZO-TV delivers 93.4%
more television homes than Western Michigan's
other TV station!

TELEVISION: WKZO-TV is the Official Basic
CBS Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. Its

Ask your Avery-Knodel man for all the facts on
WKZO-WJEF and WKZO-TV.
Or write direct.

* In 1926 Laurie Mitchell got one this long, weighing 976 pounds, in Bay of Islands, New Zealand.
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HOMES
RAD
. is based
but TVKAN
circulation
on IO
NUMBER
of radio homes fLA
in Con- .,
CONN.,
necticut, Florida and Kansas as
April 1950 when fewer than 5
are presented in final reports
STATISTICS in adjacent tables
of April 1950 is shown in official million TV receivers had been
manufactured
and
stations
were
of the 1950 Census of Popuare
extracted
from
final
refigures just released by the U. S.
lation, Series P-B, No. 7, 10 and
ports of the 1950 Census of
coming on the air in most
Census Bureau. Figures show the just
16, available
from the Superareas.
Present
TV
circulation
for
Housing,
Series
H-A,
No.
7
for
intendent of Documents,
at 40,
official tabulation of radio homes
Connecticut, No. 10 for Florida
the nation as a whole is about 19
60
and
60
cents
per copy, reand
No.
16
for
Kansas,
which
as determined by the 1950 decenmillion.
spectively. Descriptions of
will be available in about six
nial census.
Official census data for the states
Standard Metropolitan Areas,
weeks
from
the
Superintendent
follow:
Television homes are also shown
if any, are presented in these
of Documents, Washington 25,
D. C, at 40, 60 and 50 cents
reports.
A Standard Metropolitan
RADIO AND TELEVISION — 1 950 ocU, S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— CONNECTICUT
per copy, respectively.
cupi
Area is generally
t: described as
Statistics
on
distribution
of
u
n
its
repor
TELEVISION
RADIO
the
population
in
the
states
a
county
or
group
of cond
well With TV
With Radio
-O O)
reporti are presented in final reports
tiguous counties with at least
1950
i
e
one city of 50,000 or more. In
of the 1950 Census of Popua
Area
c
c
oe
lation, Series P-A No. 7, 10
New England, it is defined on
and 16, now available from the
a town or city rather than
0)
Superintendent of Documents
county
basis.
!: =
at 15, 20 and 20 cents a copy,
An urbanized area contains
respectively. Descriptions and
at least one city of 50,000 or
The State
2,007,280 569,638 561,915
553,475 98.5 417,259 559,625 86,360 15.4
maps
of "urbanized
areas" are
Numb)
Urban & Rural
more and includes surrounding
O
J
presented
in
these
reports.
Nonfarm
1,944,624 552,604 545,320 537,285 98.5 396,513 543,095 84,840 15.6
closely settled incorporated and
Statistics on characteristics
Urban
1,558,642 445,923 439,990 433,940 98.6 285,068 438,160 71,020 16.2
unincorporated areas.
of the population in the states
Rural Nonfarm 385,982 106,681 105,330 103,345 98.1 111,445 104,935 13,820 13.2
Rural farm
S.M.A.
9.2
62,656 17,034 16,595 16,193 97.6
16,530
*
1,520 21.9
258,137 74,054 72,890 71,800 93.5 20,746
Bridgeport
72,475
15,865
TELEVISION
Hartford
RADIO
358,081 101,071 100,130
11.0
98.9
99,985
*
With TV
42,100
New Britain-Bristol 146,983 42,505 42,200 98,995
41,770 99.0
8,245 8.2
New Haven
264,622 75,108 74,150 73,060 98.5
With
Radio
c
35.7
20.9
4,625
1950
73,665
*
19,270
53,995 15,425
Stamford-Norwalk 196,023 55,399 54,340 53,685 98.8
mbi Area
*
14.4 Nu
Waterbury
154,656 42,879 42,495 41,855 98.5
42,355 6,095
Urbanized Area
*
21.2
Bridgeport
237,435 68,307 67,215 66,220 98.5
98.9
*
66,825 14,190 7.7
Hartford
300,788 86,121 85,240 84,270
*
85,130 6,525 10.0
New Britain-Bristol 123,079 34,984 34,715 34,385 99.0
34,650
*
URBAN PLACES (10,000 or more)
36.2
New Haven
3,480 21.0
244,836 69,604 68,710 67,680 98.5
*
68,265 14,345 13.7 Ansonia
730 10.9
13.7
98.7
Derby
Stamford-Norwalk 173,536 49,190 48,325 47,730 98.8
Bridgeport
48,015
17,405
460 17.7
18,706 46,000 45,135
5.8
*
5,360 44,380 98.3 36,826
4,631
Danbury
Waterbury
131,707 37,547 37,180 36,610 98.5
37,040 5,090
Bristol
158,709
45,050
98.8
35,961 10,288
665 10.4
98.5
5,441 10,210 10,090
5,330
10,175
5,290
15.8
7,148
22,067
Hartford
6,430
6,335 98.1
5,529
10,259
1,110 12.3
41,374
2,915 50,100
177,397
7,955
2,440
Meriden
50,870
22.8
2,928
50,805
6,594
12,780
44,088 51,404
6,410
13,146
Middletown
2,860 98.5 10,119 12,910
12,965
630 12.5
2,915
29,711
98.6
2,925
5,422
Naugaruck
5,060
2,940
98.7
New Britain
7,160 20,560
7,309
17,455
7,070 99.1 16,025
885
19.6
7,170
New
Haven
5,120
73,726 20,923
5,157 20,745 45,390 98.7
3,951 45,885
New London
335 3.9
99.1 39,912
164,443
20,705 1,895
46,891
Norwalk
33.4
98.2
5,055 96.7
30,551
13,780
Norwich
1.9
8,520
135 9.2
49,460 14,409 46,215
14,040
4,660
7,591
10,130
Watch
for
8,600
98.3
Shelton
8,764
23,429
98.1
7,170
13,935
8,985
3,430
39.4
Stamford
8,575
2.1
12,694
98.8 11,468
Torrington
265 20.1
5,820 20,235
6,950
7,005
6,775
74,293 20,649
Waterbury
3,410
690
27.820
Wallingford
3,526 20,390
3,470 20,155
2,509
7,980 13.5
96.9
98.8
11,994 29,640
104,477
8,085
2,938
23.2
Willimantic
8,189
3,675
98.4 23,863
6,643
3,540
7,990 98.2
28,835
830 3.3
29,305
8,055
29,225
3,605
13,586
COUNTIES
3,585
4,084
3,890
2,967
4,020
Fairfield
4,015
98.6
143,779 140,940
140,135 36,980
504,342
138,990
3,945 26.4
Hartford
8.8
98.9
108,626
148,900
103,147
539,661
150,265
G
Litchfield
BI
151,873 150,545
98.1
\*
1
3,27085 10.7
Middlesex
98,872 28,868
5.9
18,628
28,255
21,479
18,065
13,002 28,150
18,365 151,710
New
18,315
27,715
545,784
67,332 155,673 153,995
New Haven
London
98.4 120,312 153,195
3.3
97.6
Tolland
2,085 18.8
40,852
98.5
39,920 28,870
7.0
97.7
144,821
29,676
39,120
40,080
Windham
11,735
1 1 ,460
11,730 1,965 7.4
44,709 11,755
18,210
97.3
17,515
* Not available. 61,759
18,000
7,531 17,915
13,486
*\NEWS
820
1,315
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The State
S.M.A.
2,771,305
Jacksonville
304,029
Jacksonville
Urbanized Area 242,909
Miami
495,084
Miami
Urbanized Area 458,647
Orlando
114,950
Orlando
Urbanized Area
Petersburg
73,163
Tampa-St.
Tampa
409,143
Urbanized Area 179,335
St. Petersburg
Urbanized Area 114,596
URBAN PLACES
Bradenton
13,604
BrownsvilleGoulding Brent(Uninc.)
Clearwater
15,581
20,269
Coral-Gables
19,837
30,187
Daytona
Beach
Fort Lauderdale
36,328
Fort Myers
Fort Pierce
13,502
13,195

952,131
85,277
154,462
68,020
144,219
35,833
23,719
131,683
55,384
42,236

807,060

742,845 92.0 217,044
83,695 78,790 94.6
*
94.1 78,790
63,040
151,020
66,610 145,520
62,001
96.4
141,515 136,875 96.7
35,410 33,600
14,992
*
94.9
23,370 22,515 96.3
129,630
94.6
122,605
58,845
*
54,640 51,460
*
94.2
41,595 40,210 96.7

93.7
4,710
4,821
92.6
4,415 98.1
5,050
95.4
5,495
5,455
5,170 92.8
5,502
5,420
91.9
6,045 95.5
11,990
10,108
6,295 11,625
6,160 11,105
9,170 91.2
3,950
4,190
9,885
3,505
3,630 48)
(Continued on page
3,966
3,845
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*
1,625
2,243
2,368
4,851
3,933
1,983
1,187
•

4.0
2.1
3.9
17,180
801,460
6.4
83,355
3,320 6.2
66,330
150,220
0.5
140,810 2,575
9,360
165 0.5
35,325
9,030
120
725
0.6
23,315
128,675
0.5
54,120
1.1
90
41,395
255
1.7
50 7.8
275
10 4.4
5,460
4,690
480 0.3
10 0.1
5,415
0.2
6,145
10
11,585
9,850
10 0.3
515
3,755
3,840
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Area

Conn., Fla., Kan. Radio Homes
(Continued from page 46)
RADIO
With Radio
1950
c

TELEVISION
With TV

450 8.0
75 1.1
0.3
5.5
15 0.2
260
2,00030 1.5
3.5
5.4
0.8
4,135
280 0.6
1,470 0.7
11070 9.7
0.6
8.5

94.2

Year in . . . year out WDOD
has been the most productive radio station in
the Chattanooga marketing
area. Yes, for 27 years
WDOD

has brought more

advertisers more profitable results. You can
count on wider coverage . . ,
more responsive listeners
when you schedule —

AM -5,000
wdod

CHATTANOOGA'S

Paul
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FM- 44,000
PIONEER

H. Raymer

watts
watts

STATION

Company

Gainesville
Hialeah
26,861
5,738
Hollywood
19,676
5,650
6,545
97.7
6,165 97.3
57,907
6,742
Jacksonville
14,351
94.2
5,500
95.3
204,517
4,814 56,700
4,785 53,415
4,675 95.1
Key
West
26,433
Lakeland
6,210
6,408
30,851
5,920 90.7
Lake Worth
Miami
9,640
4.570
9,758
11,777 78,385
249,276
4,625
96.2
77,360
9,165 96.9
15,906
Miami
Beach
14.825
15,300 74,435
90.8
North Miami
46,282
98.0
96.1
4,195
10,734
Ocala
3,245 90.5
Orlando
1 1 ,741 16,794
3,310 15.985
52,367
Panama
91.9
3,354 16.630
3,640
Pensacola
3,305
3,580 12,700
25,814 12,801
43,479
St.
Augustine
92.7
St. Petersburg
7,403
16,730
,495 96.5
7,325 1 3,870
13,555 35,773
Sanford
4,186 35,485
96,738
Bay
4,175 34,245 87.5
Sarasota
Tampa
95.5
18,896
6.518
Tallahassee
11,935
3,565
3,120 88.3
93.5
6.370
6,285
6,000
3,645
4.030
27,237
Warrington (uninc.) 124,631 38.146
4.011 37,560 35.130 96.6
7,275
98.0
West Palm Beach
7,215 13,280 88.7
13,570 14,068 13,745
43,162
3,950
COUNTIES
57.026
Alachua
79.4
Baker
14.811
92.4
6.313
10.515
12,745
1,594
42,689
Bradford
14,375
1
1
.525
83.4
Brevard
11,457
90.9
3,000 1 1 ,375
Broward
23.653
2.460
1.291
7,395
1,625
94.0
Calhoun
26.533
Citrus
85.2
Charlotte
7,553
2.950 24,415 87.4
83.933
2,018 25.965
7,922
6,725
4,286
1,830
6.111
1,498
1,470
Collier
2,030
85.2
1,285
1,730 82.9
1,620 88.5
Columbia
Clav
1.750
14,323
6.488
1,863
4.070
Dade
3,480
18,216 154,462
4,910
3,370
495.084
2,870 76.0
1,852
De
DixieSoto
82.5
4,878 151,020 145,520
2,120
96.4
Duval
3.928
9,242
1,101
EcF 1aCambria
76.5
gqer
77.0
304,029 85,277
11,750
.330
91.7
2,456
78,790
830
1,085
112.706
785 94.1
83,695
30,255
1,020 27,740
30,510
Frank ' in
Gadsden
1,020
1,700
1.335
78.5
3,367
79.8
81.0
Gilchrist
5,814
1.723
893
840
36,457
Glades
7,719
635
Gulf
2.005
7,735
6,175
3,499
Hendry
Hamilton
680 83.5
27.460
199
2.015
Hardee
530 87.2
2,340
10,073
84.8
1,780 90.0
76.1
1,805
2,322
8,981
Hernando
6.693
86.6
Hiah'ands
89.4
1,694
2,914
2,895
1,705
2,525
6,051
1.700
Hillsborough
1,445 93.5
2.005
4,146
2.040
249,894
13.636 74,828
Holmes
4,025 69,125
3,600 84.8
Indian River
73,900
74.4
113,988
1 ,872
3.495
Jackson
85.6
84.2
34,645
Jefferson
Levy
Lee
10,413
2.950 87.2
3.653
3,665
913
Lafayette
Lake
8,834
3.405
3,195 89.8
1 2,667
1 ,263
36,340
3,440
8,710 10,325
11,295
805 85.9
1,945
Liberty
2,61 5
Leon
51,590
7,401 12.775
6.365 91.4
10,637 12.861
10,970
23,404
78.4
940
7,085
82.2
872
Madison
79.2
2.820
2,425
Manatee
3,109
14,197
3,095
870 10.135
3,182 11,166
715
Marion
34,704
3,601 10,925
7,330-85.9
38,187
10,960
Martin
3,560
92.8
90.6
Monroe
9,410
11,091
29,957
7,807
Nassau
93.9
86.4
2,521
3,298
2,170
Okaloosa
2,395
90.4
12,811
7,317
Orange
Okeechobee
890
6,615
2,865
7,045
6,696
27,533 35.833
1,000
94.9
1,022
3,315
6,475
5,855 89.0
Osceola
114,950
11,406
3,454
89.7
Palm Beach
35,410 33,600
90.2
4,044
114,688
3,530 91.3
Pasco
36,998 36,510 32,940
Pinellas
53,480
3,935
Polk
6,386 55,730
20,529 56,855
6.295
159,249
5,750 9184.6.7
Putnam
123,997 35,925
35,805
32,835 96.0
St. Johns
23,615
24,998
90.0
St.
7,384
6,901
20,180
88.5
5,963
SantaLucie
Rosa
6,475
5,820
6,550
5,540
Sarasota
4,675
5,240 87.5
7,315
18,554
Seminole
Sumter
28,827
89.0
9,814
8,800 88.0
26,883
4,615
4,040
93.4
Suwanee
11,330
7,877
84.2
7,565
9,425
Tavlor
83.6
3,171
3,105
16,986
10,416
4,435
6,660 82.1
Union
Volusia
91.7
3,685
Wakulla
1,230
4,375
8,906 24,478
74,229
2,765
2,964 23,945
2,900 212,425
,960 75.6
1,010
Walton
1,230
3,960
Washington
14,725
5,258
1,370
1,005 85.4
1,330
11,888
3,920
Not available.
3,470 88.5
3,115
3,140
2,630
RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U, S. CENSUS
The State
1,905,279 586,650 577,735 556,365 96.3
S.M.A.
105,418 32,774
Topeka
31,405 97.1
Topeka
32,330
Urbanized Area
OF
Wichita
28,010
89,104 28,444
222,290
69,426 68,005 27,310
66,505 97.5
Wichita
97.8
98.0
Urbanized Area
194,047 61 ,223 59,980 58,770
URBAN City
PLACES
Arkansas
97.3
12,903
4,329
4,140 96.5
Atchison
4,255
4,025on page 50)
12,792 (Continued
4,018
3,885
BROADCASTING

2,448
34,266
867
1,669
2,338
40,710
2,040
4,545
6,876
1,608
1,992
8,408
6,598
16,255
2,535
1,813
2,427
22.810
*
2,845
7,432
938
479
4,844
3,160
626
7,515
663
3,021
756
813
57?
1.424
639
62,001
749
40,627
1,132
11,317
348
307
663
2,237
884
1,270
1,445
817
738
777
35,836
1,048
350
1,454
426
2,414
4,696
3,172
3,857
1,054
1,229
4,567
4,129
243
1,057
1,301
2,555
1,207
14,992
385
14,879
2,008
23,009
14,802
2,276
2.408
1,663
3,315
1,375
1,276
3,220
953
3,470
1,459
10,747
472
387
874
1,120

5,620
6,535
56,465
4,760
6,185
77,050
9,615
4,595
15,115
3,300
1 6,600
3,665
7,310
12,350
4,150
220
20
25
35,310
15
6.275
3,550
7560
185
7,195
37,455
13,675
4,045
14,3<>5 135
14590
35
1 ,625 255
11,340 65
2,850 80
7,375 50
25,840 1,060
1,790 105
1,470
1.835 5
3,340 80
1 .740 355
4.900
150.220 9,360
2,120
1 .09*)10
83.355 3,320
29.590 170
11,000
.700 10
850 50
7,725
625
1.840 205
2.320
2,525 25
1 ,695 255
2.000
3.990 20
73,190
3.400 350
35
3,655 5
8,660 65
2,610
920 10
11,200
50
6.885 25
12,735 60
3,120
865 155
3,500
25
10,885
10.885 90
60
2,380 5
7,015 25
3,295 25
6,430
995 25
35.325 165
3,925 15
36,345
370
6,280
40
55,485 375
6.580 170
75
35,480
7,265 190
5,820 155
4.350
9.400 20
7,530 35
3,105 15
4,355 50
2,910 5
1 ,235 5
23,825
1 ,325105
3,920 30
3,110 15
—KANSAS

0.5
0.6
0.2
2.7
0.6
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.3
0.6
2.8
0.7
4.1
0.3
0.7
0.3
2.4
0.3
0.7
6.2
4.7
4.0
0.6
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.9
1 .0
0.3
1.3
0.5
0.5
1 .0
0.1
0.8
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.4
1 .0
0.6
0.7
1.1
0.5
2.6
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.5
1.1
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.5

HOUSING
41 1 ,984 574,940
*
23,202
36,943
*

27,915
32,225
67,805
59,800

9,960
605
515
520
495

1.7
1.9
0.8
1.9
0.8

15
175 4.4
3,427
4,010
0.4
3,275
4,235
• Telecasting

perfeo

TAPE

REPRODUCTION

.

16

TURNTABLE

Whether you're in a 250-watt local station in California ... a 5,000-watt network outlet
in Ohio ... or a TV station in a large metropolitan center . . . you should oivn a PRESTO TL-10.
This unique unit immediately converts any 16" turntable into
a tape reproducer, of maximum accuracy. Mounted on a
simple hinge arrangement, the TL-10 lowers on the turntable
and is ready for instant use. Just as simply, it can be swung
upward, out of the way, to free the table for disc playback.
Tape speed can be selected by merely changing the capstan.

here's

what

if does:

Reproduces tape without
tying up a regular
recorder.
Attaches to any

No more traffic problems with tape when regular recorders
are tied up. No more fear of motor failures— the TL-10 has no
motor. No need to buy an additional tape machine. The TL-10
will solve all your tape playback problems at a low cost.

standard
1 6" turntable.

Ask your presto distributor for a demonstration today—

Speed! 7'/2"/sec.
and 1 S"/sec. with
response to 1 5,000 cps.

or order your TL-10 direct. A limited quantity is on hand
for immediate delivery.

Easy to operate
and maintain.
RECORDING CORPORATION
■J PARAMUS,
PA RAM
NEW JERSEY
Export Division: 25 Warren Street, New York 7, N. Y.
Canadian Division: Walter P. Downs, Ltd., Dominion Square Bldg., Montreal
WORLD'S

LARGEST

MANUFACTURER

OF PRECISION

Has the fidelity of
high-priced machine
at a fraction of the cost.

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

AND

DISCS

report
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(Continued from
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"Spots

great

3,430
5,640
3,555
3,480
4,965
3,525
3,285
3,815
10,835
3,810
4,285
38,065
6,050
6,735
5,165
3,635
3,210
4,670

3,335
5,455
3,485
3,385
4,835
3,375
3,165
3,680
10,400
3,665
4,115
36,930
5,890
6,375
5,060
3,565
3,120
4,550

aid

for

2,697
4,394
2,088
2,590
3,555
2,678
1,459
2,234
7,663
2,943
2,304
30,176
4,080
5,044
3,241
2,830
2,584
3,590

15
40
2015
45
80
20
40
70
100
20

0.6
0.4
0.7
0.4
2.3
0.9
0.6
1.0
0.9
1.9
4.2
5.4
3.4
0.5
1.0
0.7
0.6
3.0

3,395
5,630
3,540
4,965
3,480
3,500
3,830
3,260
10,790
3,700
37,830
4,265 2,060
200
5,845
50
6,720 28025
5,165
3,630
30
4,660
3,195
95
Advertisement

special

merchandising
events"
Hundreds of advertisers use Spot Radio for
special and seasonal selling drives
Today, probably this very
minute, greeting card spots are
being listened to by women who
want to earn from $50 to $200
before Christmas, selling greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Some experts say that almost
half of all the cards sold by the
dozens of greeting card manufacturers are bought during
September, October and Novem-.
ber.
Comes early spring and we
will hear offers of bulbs that
will be in full bloom for Easter.
In May, fountain pen and
watch manufacturers start
their schedules of spots featuring graduation presents. And in
August, the "back-to-school
time"
in
and folks
week will
out. use spots week
All of which is an extension
of ideas that appeared in the
now famous National Spot Radio report that our editors released in the July 11 issue of
Printers' Ink. (I will be glad to
send'
a reprintcopies
without
charge.youAdditional
are
50c: each) .
It is well to keep in mind,
however, that these special merchandising events are only a
part of the year-round schedule
manufacturers use to sell, and
sell, and sell.
Now that the election is history and most of us are back on

our daily rounds
of selling, it
must be obvious
to all that 1953
will be one of
the most competitive selling
Bob Kenyon
years we have
known for some
time. We, too, will see some
changes.

Any radio or TV station that
is interested in new business
will be pleased to learn that of
our total circulation of 23,793,
more than two-thirds are buyers of advertising. Who are
they? Advertising managers,
sales managers, agency officials,
and the top management group
who
ules. give the final OK to schedPrinters' Ink alone, with its
circulation concentrated where
most of the advertising in this
country originates, is the greatest selling tool now available
for you, your station and your
representatives. Used regularly,
Printers' Ink will enable you to
reach practically every important buyer of advertising in
this country.
Contact me now, while you
are planning sales strategy for
1953, and I will send you the
facts.
ROBERT E. KENYON, JR.
Advertising Director

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.
Chicago • Pasadena • Atlanta • Boston • London!
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Graham
Greeley
Grant
Greenwood
Harvey
Hamilton
Harper
Haskell
Hodgeman
Jackson
Jefferson
Kearney
Jewell
Johnson
Kingman
Kiowa
Labette
Lane
Leavenworth
Lincoln
Linn
Logan
McPherson
Lyon
Marion
Marshall
Meade
Miami
Montgomery
Mitchell
Morton
Morris
Neosho
Nemaha
Ness
Osage
Norton
Osborne
Ottawa
Phillips
Pawnee
Pottawatomie
Pratt
Riley
Rawlins
Reno
Republic
Rice
Rooks
Rush
Russell
Saline
Scott
Sedgwick
Seward
Shawnee
Sheridan
Sherman
Smith
Stafford
Stanton
Stevens
Sumner
Trego
Thomas
Wabaunsee
Wallace
Washington
Wichita
Wilson
Woodson
*Not available.
Wyandotte

29,909
19,153
8,521
14,651
31,001
4,831
25,144
7,376
5,668
3,946
16,104
11,697
10,408
3,888
40,231
36,905
21,190
10,499
6,185
34,086
5,936
19,043
6,679
15,092
19,670
8,465
19,928
21,671
4,447
5,020
4,638
4,894
13,574
2,010
10,263
3,696
21,698
12,606
1 ,098
1 3,310
1 ,084
9,698
62,783
3,492
10,324
4,743
29,285
42,361
2,808
10,053
4,206
26,576
6,643
23,670
16,307
17,926
5,710
19,698
10,320
46,487
14,341
8,485
20,348
2,610
6,322
8,808
12,811
8,558
7,265
11,041
9,273
12,344
12,156
5,728
54,058
1 1 ,478
15,635
33,405
9,043
7,231
13,406
33,409
222,290
4,921
105,418
9,972
4,607
7,373
8,846
2,263
8,816
23,646
4,516
7,572
5,868
7,212
2,508
12,977
14,815
2,640
165,318
6,711

5,989
3,309
6,311
2,715
6,416
8,853
4,89D
9,787
1,568

2,456
8,156
1,702
1,230
5,134
3,914
3,414
11,507
1,232
13,587
2,017
6,842
3,290
9,358
1,904
2,229
4,833
2,653
4,350
6,027
6,380
1,176
6,071
1,470
567
1,274
1,397
4,382
3,335
1,080
918
6,605
745
964
3,608
3,530
3,158
18,751
3,156
1,487
806
10,991
9,348
2,143
1,208
3,355
7,270
8,391
5,807
5,020
1,673
5,732
15,430
3,188
799
2,761
4,246
6,635
1,915
2,721
4,006
2,786
2,429
2,753
3,018
3,796
3,904
17,061
1,631
3,840
8,104
4,964
2,746
2,180
10,522
4,140
1,416
69,426
3,022
32,774
1,263
2,215
2,949
2,838
506
1,298
7,701
2,258
720
1,687
2,310
737
4,106
4,910
2,218
49,245

1,935
6,740
3,315
9,150
1,875
2,145
4,885
2,545
4,370
5,925
5,920
6,315
1,140
1,490
550
1,220
1,375
4,335
730
1,035
3,265
930
6,495
3,615
3,470
990
18,390
3,160
3,030
1,470
II,9,420
030
810
2,160
3,245
1,185
7,230
4,840
8,335
5,785
1,630
5,775
15,165
3,050
890
2,755
4,230
2,680
1,935
6,545
3,930
2,390
2,775
2,615
2,960
3,840
3,715
17,045
1,535
3,775
4,975
8,135
2,685
1,875
4,005
10,445
1,370
68,005
2,975
32,330
1,275
2,100
2,900
2,745
525
1,285
7,705
725
2,215
1,665
710
2,265
4,035
4,925
2,245
48,110

Homes

3,185
5,605
3,065
6,085
2,520
8,285
5,925
4,625
9,250
1,500
2,210
7,600
1,670
3,795
1,155
4,875
3,275
10,920
1,145
12,705
1,850
6,535
3,045
8,830
1,815
2,055
4,750
4,195
2,425
5,800
5,680
6,085
1,425
1,075
535
1,140
1,200
4,120
1,000
3,190
6,280
695
915
3,380
3,295
3,040
18,000
945
2,915
800
1,400
9,025
10,440
2,090
1,135
2,985
7,995
6,760
4,645
5,605
1,575
5,560
14,435
2,940

96.1
91.7
95.2
94.4
96.3
98.3
98.3
95.2
94.6
96.6
96.3
96.3
91.9
95.6
96.5
95.8
97.0
96.8
97.2
95.3
97.9
96.0
96.4
95.9
94.3
95.6
93.4
87.3
97.3
96.6
95.0
96.7
97.7
95.2
98.4
93.5
95.0
97.9
96.2
95.5
98.8
96.2
95.8
95.2
96.8
94.7
92.0
95.8
95.9
96.0
96.9
96.3
93.5
96.6
96.4
95.2
97.3
89.9
94.7
96.3
94.6
94.7
99.5
96.9
95.6
97.9
95.4
94.8
95.2

2,680
800
4,005
6,300
1,925
2,535
2,690
3,720
2,285
2,560
2,825
3,520
16,250
96.7
1,485 94.7
3,655
95.3
97.9
97.9
3,575
4,870
7,965 96.8
96.5
97.2
95.3
2,590
1,795 95.7
10,155
97.8
3,875 95.5
66,505
1,305
2,840 97.1
31 ,405 96.9
98.3
485 95.9
2,065
1,235
96.5
2,650
2,780 92.4
97.3
94.9
96.2
1,250
7,410 96.4
2,135
710
1,580
93.8
2,125 97.9
96.4
670
3,890 94.4
94.7
4,665
46,660
2,125 97.0
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5,030
18,437
5,403
30,605
2,646
4,430
5,109
2,430
2,039
5,763
4,764
4,142
7,391
1,754
1,356
1,151
6,325
880
3,365
3,974
1,023
2,596
10,881
9,164
5,698
1,453
6,609
2,611
I, 446
1,694
3,071
2,174
2,120
4,811
3,806
748
348
3,104
847
529
1,003
424
310
3,486
2,866
656
5,063
2,783
2,541
493
2,554
8,279
2,655
591
1,123
7,546
7,002
1,788
712
2,208
5,586
6,186
4,011
4,779
1,060
4,144
II,2,599
565
406
2,334
4,954
3,466
1,321
1,848
3,392
2,220
2,294
2,073
2,133
2,954
1,340
12,483
2,897
2,974
4,291
790
1,664
1,743
5,171
3,037
36,943
7,315
1,425
854
23,202
1,359
244
2,201
604
2,351

25,135
8,335
6,260
53,035

Number

3,305
5,910
3,195
6,340
2,620
8,560
4,815
6,295
9,625
1,575
8,050
2,410
I, 175
1,735
3,860
5,120
3,390
1,210
13,190
11,345

24,610
6,220
52,110
8,135

97.5
97.5
97.9
97.6
96.4
94.8
96.0
95.9
96.2
96.8
94.1

Number

ng

6,380
25,210
53,220
8,340

3,290
5,835
3,175
6,330
2,615
8,570
6,260
4,795
1,560
9,605
2,385
1,730
8,025
1,100
3,855
5,100
3,120
11,315
13,030
1,215
1,920
6,715
1,860
3,300
8,945
4,850
2,155
2,530
5,915
4,345
6,290
550
5,905
1,500
1,135
1,225
1,385
4,330
730
3,280
1,040
930
6,470

3,460
18,330
3,625
3,135
985
1,470
11,000
3,025
810
9,405
2,145
3,220
1,180
7,210
8,325
4,810
5,785
1,625
14,990
3,060
880

0.6
30 0.4
445 1.8
400 0.8
0.5
3545 0.6
0.8
20 0.6
100
15 0.8
1.2
25560 1.8
1.4
65 Per
80 Cent
11010 0.6
1.3
0.7
5
10 0.9
50 0.6
30
15 0.6
0.3
1.1
35
1.0
5 0.4
60 0.5
1.8
0.5
10 0.1
60
345 3.9
1.2
35 1.9
65 1.2
205
30
30 0.7
30 0.5
2.0
1.2
25 0.1
0.8
20 1.8
15530
15 2.5
1.0

Per Cen
t

3,477
5,764
3,585
3,554
4,996
3,630
3,289
3,944
10.852
3,863
4,405
38,965
6,198
6,698
5,137
3,666
3,284
4,681

97.2
96.7
98.0
97.3
97.4
95.7
96.3
96.5
96.0
96.2
96.0
97.0
97.4
94.7
98.0
98.1
97.2
97.4

25,589
6,591
8,350
54,278
3,339

Radio

10,109
17,113
1 1 ,262
11,037
15,669
10,335
10,905
12,665
133,575
1 ,335
13,462
129,553
23,351
20,579
19,056
11,590
10,081
14,750

19,341
26,176
78,791
168,279
10,264
18,187
10,267
21,496

Per Cent

lli

Number

Number

dwe
KANSAS (Cont'd.)
Chanute
CofTeyville
Dodge City
El Dorado
Emporia
Fort Scott
Garden City
Great Bend
Hutchinson
Independence
Junction City
Kansas
LawrenceCity
Leavenworth
Manhattan
Newton
Ottawa
Parsons

Satina
Topeka
Wichita
Winfield
COUNTIES
Allen
Anderson
Atchison
Barber
Barton
Bourbon
Brown
Clay
Butler
Chase
Chautauqua
Cherokee
Cheyenne
Clark
Coffey
Cloud
Cowley
Comanche
Crawford
Decatur
Dickinson
Doniphan
Douglas
Edwards
Finney
Elk
Ellis
Ellsworth
Geary
Ford
Franklin
Gray
Gove

1940

population

l

Area

Pittsburg

45
10
50
40
355
15
40
605
40
20
5
1,57580
40
5
45
5

0.3
2.5
1.5
0.6
0.7
0.2
1.6
8.6
4.1
1.1
2.3
0.3
0.6
0.7
1.0
0.2

100
10

3.7
1.4
0.4
0.6
1.7
0.5
0.6
3.4
1.1
1.2
2.3
1.5
1.8
0.6
0.5
1.0
1.8
0.8
0.7
2.7
0.3

2,965
3,820
3,660
17,005
1,525
4,965
3,770
8,095
10,435
2,675
1,865
67,805
3,980
1,375

25
iio
35
10
75
10
20
10
50
10
515
10

0.6
0.9
0.2
0.9
0.4
1.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.8
0.3

32,225
2,950
525
1,250
2,095
2,885
2,750

605 1.9
20 1.0

2,740
4,230
6,470
1,925
2,690
3,835
2,370
2,590
2,775

8
300
10
85
180
195
20
40
35
715
500
2650

30 1.1
5 1.0
0.7
40
30 1.4
0.4
0.5
10 1.4
1520 1.3
30 4.2
1.1
30 0.6
25
30
5.8

1,270
720
1,425
6,313
2,210
1,110
7,685
416
1,660
1,858
409
720
2,255
4,035
3,406
4,910
3,952
1,616 47,800
2,245
35,577
• Telecasting
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tSiSS
AWARD
FOUNDERS
BRIG. GEN. DAVID SARNOFF, RCA board chairman, is the first
recipient of the new Founders Award of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
it was announced last week.
The award, to be presented only on special occasions rather than
annually, was given "for outstanding contributions to the radio engi- Progress, is the theme of the
neering profession through wise March 23-26, 1953, convention.
and courageous leadership in the There will be an accompanying explanning and administration of
hibition of new products and comtechnical developments which have
ponents in nearby Grand Central
greatly increased the impact of Palace. Color TV and uhf TV are
expected to occupy a major place
electronics on the public welfare."
The award, it was explained, was
on the convention's agenda, although the program committee has
established 10 days ago by the
not as yet announced the schedule
IRE board of directors to recognize
of technical sessions which make
an outstanding leader in the radio
industry and to commemorate the up most of the four-day program.
In addition to the award to Gen.
three pioneers who founded IRE
40 years ago: Alfred N. Goldsmith,
Sarnoff, the board named Dr. Robert M. Page, superintendent of
editor of IRE and consulting engiRadio Div. Ill and associate to the
neer; John V. L. Hogan, president
of Hogan Labs., New York, and director of research of the U. S.
the late Robert H. Marriott. IRE
Naval Research Lab., as recipient
now has more than 30,000 members
of the 1953 Harry Diamond Memorial Award for contributions to the
in the U. S. and abroad.
The award, along with others, development of radar; Richard C.
will be presented March 25 at the Booton Jr. of Massachusetts Institute of Technology to receive the
annual banquet during IRE's na- 1953 Browder J. Thompson Memotional convention at the WaldorfAstoria in New York.
rial Prize for a technical presentation by an author under 30, and
Radio-Electronics, a Preview of Edward O. Johnson and William
M. Webster Jr. to receive the 1953
Editor's Award for literary excellence.
LAB URGES
Parity as State Journals
RADIO and TV stations should
DeFOREST, MILLIKAN
have parity with the press as offi- Feted at WCEMA Anniversary
cial journals for state business,
the Louisiana Assn. of BroadcastCLIMAXED by its all-industry
ers has declared. Meeting at New
banquet Thursday during which
Orleans Nov. 7, the LAB passed
engraved plaques were presented to
a resolution as follows:
radio pioneer Dr. Lee DeForest and
A. Millikan of the Cali"Since the public should be fully Dr. Robert
fornia Institute of Technology,
and completely informed by radio
as well as the printed media on all West Coast Electronic Manufacturofficial business of the state, now,
ers ,Assn. celebrated its 10th annitherefore, be it resolved that the
versary at Hotel Statler, Los AnLAB legislative committee seek the
geles.
proper ways and means to conDr. DeForest was lauded as "renowned scientist, inventor, author,
vince the state legislature to designate the radio
whose invention of the three elecand television
trode tube opened the way to modstations of Louiern radio and spearheaded the desiana as official
velopment of the electronic indusjournals of the
Dr. Millikan was referred to as
State of Louisiana along with
"eminent scientist, scholar, teacher,
the press.
try." whose researches as a physauthor,
In other busiicist provided a foundation for our
ness of the onemodern technology and whose leadday meeting, E.
ership as a scientist and citizen proNewton Wray,
foundly influenced the development
Mr. Wray
KTBS Shreveof
the
West."
port, was elected LAB president;
B. Hillman Bailey Jr., KSIG
Crowley, vice president, and Bill
IBS Advisory Group Set
Patton, KLFY Lafayette, secretary-treasurer.
FORMATION of a "sales direcNamed to the board of directors
tion committee" to guide the selling
were W. E. Jones, KSLO Opelouactivity of Intercollegiate Broadsas; Harold Wheelahan, WSMB
casting System's national repreNew Orleans; Paul Goldman,
sentative, Thomas F. Clark Co.,
KNOE Monroe; Henry Clay, and of the IBS sales department
KWKH Shreveport; David Wilson,
was announced last week by IBS
Sales Manager Walter Hofer. The
KPLC Lake Charles; George
committee includes college students
Thomas, KVOL Lafayette; George
Martin, KROF Abbeville, and
and alumni, representatives of
Dierrell Hamm, KANE New
IBS member stations, and IBS
executives.
Iberia.
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WGST

wins by a landslide in Atlanta

because

it

has CPM — the platform endorsed

by time-buyers

everywhere.

of Atlanta

C — means

the 36 surrounding
zone.

coverage

counties

and

in the retail trade

P — for the best in local and net programs,

M — for high-powered
jobbers, chains

and

Join the winning

merchandising
independent

party — contact

support

to

retail outlets.
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national reps for the full story.

~

MR.
ATLANTA

ATLANTA

NATIONAL REP.
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12 KW TRANSMITTER DESIGN. Hundreds of intricate design
problems were solved in daily conferences. C. A. Wadsworth,
left, confers with W. R. Fraser, right, and E. W. Harvey,
center, on model design of a UHF unit.

KLYSTRON TUBE INSTALLATION. H. M. Crosby, project engineer on UHF transmitters, checks an installed
15 kw klystron tube as part of a life cycle test. This tube was developed for G.E. by Varian Associates.

HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA DEVELOPMENT. L. O. Krause, G-E
electrical engineer, left, is one of the men responsible for
helical antenna development. Above, he discusses antenna
components in the instrument shop.

G.E. offers a complete

plan of equipment

require-

ments—backed byyears of research and engineering!
As early as 1 949 General Electric predicted the nearness of UHF telecasting.
They also recognized this basic fact— only high-power transmitters would
solve UHF equipment requirements. Top G-E engineers went to work on a
new transmitter design for UHF operations.
Experiments went on for many months to achieve maximum transmitter
power. Investigation of resnatron, traveling wave and tetrode tubes proved
that the war developed klystron was superior to all others. G.E.'s application
of the klystron makes high-power UHF telecasting a here-today reality!
A completed 1 2 kw transmitter is available now— months ahead of other
manufacturers. Plus, a complete plan to include all equipment requirements
for UHF television operations today!
G-E industry leadership today is a product of thoroughly trained engineers and invaluable experience in the field of UHF television.
Complete Television Equipment for UHF and YHF
G-E HELICAL ANTENNA TEST. A field intensity test is run
on a four-bay helical antenna installed at Electronics Park.
The helical antenna, used with all UHF transmitters, boosts
Effective Radiated Power up to 20-25 times.

GENERAL®

ELECTRIC

HIGH-POWER TRANSMITTER CONFERENCE. A wealth of electronics
experience is represented in the picture above at a conference in

100- WATT EXCITER TEST. G. A. Mayoral runs a typical test on the General
Electric 100-watt exciter which will be used as the driving unit for both the
12 kw transmitter and the 1 kw transmitter. A veteran in the broadcast field,
Mr. Mayoral played an important part in this work.

Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. Here H. B. Fancher and his staff lay the
groundwork to make UHF telecasting with maximum power a reality.

UHF EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION. 100-watt UHF exciter units on the UHF equipment production line— part of the complete requirements for new TV stations.
Tesfing on customer frequencies assures superior design and performance of
equipment that is years ahead of other manufacturers.

editorial

*|

DuMont on the Ball
THE MONOPOLISTIC football television
policy practiced this season by the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. has proceded far
enough for its serious flaws to be clearly
visible.
If its flaws are evident, its virtues are completely obscure.
The only virtue ever claimed for it by its
adherents is that it would prevent a disastrous
decline of admissions at the stadia. And that
assumption was made on the basis of the most
questionable research.
Its major flaws have been pointed out by
Dr. Allen B. DuMont. As reported elsewhere
in this issue, Dr. DuMont calls the TV restrictions "collectivist" in nature and "contrary
to the principles of the American incentive
system."
We believe Dr. DuMont is entirely correct.
The unfortunate thing about the NCAA's restrictions isthat they are subscribed to by a
group of institutions which presumably are
shaping the minds of a whole generation of
young Americans.
If these institutions flout basic principles in
arranging their football affairs, the effect on
their students is bound to be harmful to their
confidence in the American system.
Dr. DuMont has the ball, and we hope he's
headed for the goal line. He deserves some
interference as well as cheers.

Loyal Opposition
A NUMBER of Adlai Stevenson's supporters
have proposed that funds be raised to underwrite regular radio and television appearances
of the defeated Democratic candidate. Though
their motives may be wholly partisan, we
cannot help feeling that Mr. Stevenson could
perform an excellent service to the entire
electorate if he were able to broadcast on a
fixed schedule.
We do not advance this proposal out of
partisan interest. Indeed this publication has
never been an advocate of any party. It is out
of a broader concern for the enlightenment of
the American people through the incomparable
media of radio and television that we would
like to find Mr. Stevenson on the air.
We believe it could be managed successfully,
despite the practical obstacles that appear, at
first glance, to block the way.
Broadcasters might be inclined to shy away
from a regular Stevenson schedule for fear
that it would invite incessant requests for
equal time from the Republicans. Perhaps they
would be assured by the reminder that since
neither Mr. Stevenson nor President - elect
Eisenhower will be candidates, in the legal
sense of the word, the restrictions of Section
315 of the Communications Act would not
apply.
Nor would they be violating the general
rules of the FCC regarding impartial presentation of rival views. It is a practical fact that
the party in power, especially the President, is
given frequent access to the people by radio
and television simply because it is the party
in power or, in a word, the government.
It seems to us that with Gen. Eisenhower
as President and Mr. Stevenson as titular head
of the party out of power, the situation is
Page 54
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made to order for an illuminating presentation
of differing views. Both are gentlemen and
both intelligent. We would not expect either,
in aerial appearances, to stoop to demagoguery
or rabble-rousing. In the unlikely event that
either did fall below the levels of respectability
that are typical of them, broadcasters could
keep them off the air. There is no restriction
against censoring a speech of a non-candidate.
Mr. Stevenson could serve as the moderate
and thoughtful spokesman of the loyal opposition whose 25 million votes certainly cannot
be ignored. And radio and television could add
another important public service to their
already unsurpassed record.
Valid

our respects to:

Inquiry

THERE CAN BE no valid objection to the
plan of Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-N. J.) to
take inventory of the regulatory agencies
under the legislative jurisdiction of the House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
when he takes over the chairmanship next
January. The FCC is one of the agencies to be
called to justify its expansion, both in manpower and in authority, during 20 years of
Democratic control.
The FCC, it would appear, has little to fear
or to lose — manpower-wise — under such Congressional scrutiny. As to arrogation of
powers, we think the story is different. A
couple of years ago, the FCC might have been
hard pressed to justify its payrolls and its
appropriations. That was during the height of
the TV freeze. And in the late '30's and '40's,
the featherbedding propensities of the FCC
were in tempo with the WPA projects of that
era.
Today, the FCC has 1,125 employes, at headquarters and in the field. Most of them do a
full day's work. There remains a group of
lawyers, and perhaps others, who, in the staff
vernacular, are "in Siberia." These are the
men who were not regarded as sympathetic
to the New Deal-Fair Deal philosophy, but
who, because of civil service status or political
connections, were never released or transferred.
Of course, the elections will have a sobering
influence on many of the young "autocrats"
on the FCC staff, who have been the law unto
themselves. But we suspect that some of the
worst offenders will find it expedient to leave
Government service just about the time Congress convenes.
The Wolverton committee, of course, will
give the FCC -its day in court. We think a
strong current case can be made on the number
of people on the staff. We doubt whether an
effective case can be made on its usurpation
of power beyond that contemplated by the 1934
law. But many of those shortcomings were
caught up in the McFarland Bill, which became
law at the last session, after a half-dozen
efforts had been thwarted largely by the FCC's
legal staff.
In addition to the hearing of FCC testimony,
we hope the committee will call other witnesses
in assaying the FCC's size, scope, shape and
color during these past two decades. The most
competent observers, it seems to us, would be
the practitioners before the FCC. The Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and the Assn. of
Federal Communications Consulting Engineers
should be invited to offer testimony. And the
NARTB, representing most of the nation's
radio and television broadcasters, might well
be asked for its appraisal of 20 years of FCC
under Democratic rule.
/

JOSEPH PATRICK WILKINS
IT'S
ANYBODY'S
guess,
many of electhe
61 million
votes in
the how
Presidential
tion were cast because of Joe Wilkins. But
it is safe to say that at least part of the 13
million increase in ballots over 1948 was made
possible because of him.
No, Mr. Wilkins was not a candidate for
any office. He is a veteran broadcaster, who
believes that the United States is the greatest
and freest country in the world and the right
to vote is one of the most important of those
freedoms.
Mr. Wilkins is interested in his community,
which happens to be Great Falls, Mont. There
he operates KFBB. After the 1948 election he
was talking politics with some of his friends
at the country club and was surprised at how
many of them hadn't taken time to vote.
He started making inquiries — a sort of oneman survey- — at Lions Club meetings, lodge
gatherings and on the street. The results convinced him that something should be done to
get otherwise patriotic and loyal Americans to
cast their ballots on election day.
Being a radio man he felt that it was
through radio that the most people could be
reached. He started a one-man crusade. Whenever he took a business trip to Chicago, New
York or Washington he sought out people
who could help.
One such trip enlisted the cooperation of
his network, CBS. Another that of the NARTB,
several trade magazines, his Congressman and
others.
Soon the efforts began to bear fruit. Others
joined in the crusade. Everyone favored getting out the vote. It was a natural. Several
groups took it up and called it their own idea.
That was all right with Joe Wilkins. He was
working toward an end and was glad to have
as many recruits as he could get.
The result is well known. Radio and television everywhere cooperated. Many people
had a hand in the record balloting but it is
doubtful that the total would have attained
the
proportions
it didback
if Joe
Wilkins hadn't
started
his campaign
in 1948.
Joseph Patrick Wilkins was born on March
13, 1903, in Butte, Mont. His father was
freight house foreman for the Great Northern
Railroad. When he was promoted to station
agent the family made several moves until
mining
camp. in Neihart, Mont., an old time
they settled
There young Wilkins went to grade school,
learned to fish, hunt and ski. When he was 12
(Continued on page 92)
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Oddly enough, some people take extraordinary things for granted.
Like radio, for instance.
Today radio entertains, informs and sells more people in more places at lower cost
than any other medium

in the entire history of advertising.

Today there are 105,300,000 radio sets in the U. S. A.
Virtually every home is a radio home — and over half
of them have two or more sets.
The average American now spends more time with radio
than with magazines, TV and newspapers combined.
No wonder advertisers invested more money in radio
last year than ever before!
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Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau, Inc.
BAB is an
organization
supported
broadcasters,
by
independent
networks and
station
representatives
America
2ia PARK AVE., allNEWoverYORK
city
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CHARLES JOHNSON appointed manager of newly opened San Francisco office of KROW Oakland, Calif. Office is located at 681 Market St.
Telephone is Douglas 2-8172.
front

office

X^eUonaU
ROGER

ILLIAM V. ROTHRUM, program director, WSYR-AM-TV
cuse, N. Y., elected vice president there.
ROBERT

Syra-

HYLAND

Jr., national sales director, KMOX St. Louis, appointed general sales manager. RAY McCARTHY,
director of public relations and publicity, transfers to
sales as account executive.

NORMAN SIMPSON
commercial manager.

to WBRK

LU BASSETT, commercial manager, WELC Welch,
W. Va., to WMOH Hamilton, Ohio, as promotion director and account executive.

LESTER SEIFFER appointed commercial manager, KRAM
Nev.

Las Vegas,

JOHN H. WHITE, account executive, KXOK St. Louis, to KMOX
city, in same capacity.
FRED SAMPLE, commercial manager, WNAM
general manager, WAPL Appleton, Wis.

same

Neenah, Wis., appointed

JULIAN HAAS, commercial manager of KARK Little Rock, Ark., has
taken over active direction of KAGH Crossett, Ark. Station became
bonus on NBC as of Nov. 1.

fie
CAoosykf
...about his
transcription

D-J

Tone Arms— proof that
Gray meets their exacting standards.

Choose the famous
106-SP or the new viscousdamped 108-B. Both provide superb fidelity, long
serviceability, and perfect
tracking at all record
speeds. Write for the Gray
Tone Arm Bulletin RD-T1.

RESEARC
PRESIDENT
and Development Co., Inc.. 59S Milliard St., Manchester, Conn.
Oiv. of The Gray Manufacturing, Co.— Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Gray Audoaraph
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HAMILTON SHEA, general manager, WTAM and WNBK (TV) Cleveland, presented with plaque from John Carroll U. there on behalf of
stations' cooperation in presenting series titled Catholics Believe. . . .
BUD PENTZ, general manager, KWBE Beatrice, Neb., elected vice
president of city's Kiwanis Club for 1953.
PLYMOUTH
DRIVE
Record Concentration Set

WETHINGTON NAMED
Ram beau Executive V. P.

TO INTRODUCE the 1953 Plymouth, the auto company is using
the greatest advertising concentration in its history, through its
Plymouth campaign agency, N. W.
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
The car will be presented to the
public on Nov. 20. During that
week, Plymouth will sponsor nine
half-hour radio programs on NBC
and CBS Radio. The programs,
spaced during evenings of the announcement week, are The LineUp, Junior Miss, Gunsmoke, Mr.
Chameleon, the Henry Aldrich
Show, Meredith Wilson's Music
Room, Jason and the Golden Fleece,
Judy Canova Show, and Red Skelton Show. Also on radio, frequent
daytime commercials will be broadcast in approximately 270 cities.
Two segments of the Today program on NBC-TV will be used and
20-second chainbreaks will be telecast in evening periods in all TV
cities. Each city will get 13 to 17

PROMOTION of James A. Wethington to executive vice president
of William G. Rambeau Co., station
representation firm, was announced
last week
President byWilliam
G.
L

JB

jg »9MhHI

Rambeau.
Mr. Wethington

manag
vice
oeenandsales
nas er
ent
presid
of
the
New York office
of the company
since last January. He joined the

zation inorgani
MarchgtonanRambe
Mr. asWethin
1951
a salesm
afterauservice
on
the sales and announcing staffs of
WICC Bridgeport, WLCS Baton
Rouge and KSLO Opelousas, La.
He entered radio in 1948 at KSLO.
NOVEL PROMOTION
Wins Advertiser Approval

spots.

equipment

Look around — you'll find the
top disc jockeys on the top
stations are using Gray
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W. CLIPP, general manager, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, appointed campaign director for March of Dimes drive in that city.

Pittsfield, Mass., as

JACK MULLIGAN, account executive, KLAC Hollywood, promoted to sales manager.
Mr. Hyland

• • •

RADIO STILL TOPS
In Canada — McDermott
CANADIAN AM station operators
are improving their programming
and have as yet had no competition from Canadian TV, Andy McDermott, general manager of
Radio & Television Sales Inc., Toronto, vtold
Men's
Adertising the
& SalesYoung
Club of
Toronto
last week. He stated that based
on TV viewing ratings in the Toronto-Hamilton area, it costs about
$1 per viewer for advertisers using
CBLT tainly
(TV)
cermust be Toronto.
for reasons "It
beyond
good business practice that present
advertisers are using the medium,"
Mr. McDermott said. "Even the
smallest Toronto station can deliver more than 300 listeners for
every dollar spent by an adver-

THROUGH a novel promotion,
KEPO El Paso is using recorded
stationbreaks made by prominent
local business executives.
Carefully planned tie-in copy is
used. For example, "This is John
Doe of the Friendly Furniture Co.,
reminding you that this is KEPO,
the friendly voice of El Paso," or,
"This is James Doe of X-Premium
Beer, saying that for premium listening, its KEPO El Paso."
Miller C. Robertson, KEPO president, explains promotion was begun: To obtain in usable form,
either direct or implied, approval
of well-known personalities; to give
the advertiser a plus service, without spending much money and
without tampering with the rate
structure; to make on-air accounts
more conscious of the call letters;
to give management an opportunity to show impressive facilities
to hard-to-reach businessmen, and
to give stationbreaks enough distinction to draw listener comment.
As an added feature, KEPO
photographs the person at a KEPO
microphone, frames and mails the
picture.
a result,
the on
station's
call
lettersAs are
displayed
office
walls throughout the city.

He told his audience that more
than 94 % of all Canadian homes
have at least one radio set, that
tiser." automobiles are radio922,907
equipped in Canada. "Television
and radio will eventually complement one another in advertising.
But Canadian advertisers will find
radio the much better buy for
years to come," he forecast.
BROADCASTING
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local"

150

miles

There are 14 other radio stations in the 47
communities of KFRE's Central California market.
Yet so well does KFRE blanket the entire area
that leading retailers in those surrounding
radio communities buy KFRE in preference to
their home town stations — for better
■ and
home town coverage. *
The incontestable survey that sells them
resells them — is the continuous tinkle
of their cash registers.
* The latest independent, area-wide Pulse study
tells the same story. Ask Avery-Knodel.

tKFRE
FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
BROADCASTING
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Paul Bartlett, President
• 50,000 WATTS

• 940 KC • CBS
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FREEDOM

No! No!
It's all in the
BROADCASTING

air-casters

YEARBOOK

You don't need the T
square, graphs, slide rule,
geiger counter or a seismograph to find out all the
information you want to
know about the business of
broadcasting.
You'll find it all in the 1953
BROADCASTING Yearbook.*
Enter your reservation today. Single copies $5.00.
$11.00 for complete subscription, including weekly
issues of BROADCASTING
TELECASTING, and the
1953 TELECASTING Yearbook.*
* Publication dates: BROADCASTING
Yearbook, mid-January; TELECASTING Yearbook, mid-February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Here's my reservation for the 1953
Yearbooks and enter my subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING with the next issue:
(

) $11 end

(

) Bill

Name
Company
Street
City

Zone

State

1953 Broadcasting Yearbook
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diappointed
LYALL
ROBERT rectorE.of field
sing for
merchandi
WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
WLWC (TV) Columbus and WLWD
(TV) Dayton.
NORM KELLER, disc jockey, WMOHAM-FM Hamilton, Ohio, promoted to
program director.
P. S. ANDERSON appointed coordiliator of local and national promotion and publicity, KMOX St. Louis.
HARRY MITCHELL appointed program director, KCBQ San Diego.
EDWARD R. CAPRAL, former program director, WATL Atlanta and
now on active duty with U. S. Army,
to staff of WLTV (TV) Atlanta, after
discharge Jan. 1.
CHET COOPER, production staff,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, promoted to
studio manager there.
BEA JOHNSON, director of women's
activities,
KMBCKFRM Kansas
City, tional
elected
presidentna-of
Gamma Alpha Chi,
professional
tising adverfraternity
for women.
ROBERT ROBERSON, assistant
manager, William
Foote Homes Projects, Memphis,
Mrs. Johnson
named to coordinate Negro public
relations activities for KWEM West
Memphis, Ark.
PAT TURNER, traffic manager,
WANN Annapolis, Md., to WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., in similar capacity.
KATHRYN D. HEISER, wife of the
late ALBERT E. HEISER, presidentgeneral manager, WLEC Sandusky,
Ohio, to station as promotion director.
DON THOMPSON to WBRK Pittsfield, Mass., as announcer. JOE DOBSON, Chicago White Sox pitcher, added to station's staff for weekly sports
show.
BRANDON LEE CHASE, KFH Wichita, Kan., to announcing staff, WDSU
New Orleans.
STAN KAPLAN to announcing staff,
WCMA Corinth, Miss.
MAURY RIDER, chief announcer,
KIRO Seattle, to announcing staff,
KJR same city.
JOHN STEADMAN, Hollywood free
lance radio-TV producer-announcer,
to Armed Forces Radio Service, that
city, as producer.
BOB RAIFORD added to announcing
staff, WTOP-AM-TV Washington.
ARTHUR P. CRITCHLOW appointed
merchandising director for WIP
Philadelphia's Kitchen Kapers show,
replacing ROBERT F. TURNER who
has resigned.
MILLIE
SOULE
director and
officeappointed
manager, women's
WMOH
Hamilton, Ohio. DOROTHY KRAUS,
continuity staff, and VIRGINIA BLEVINS, traffic department, promoted
to head respective departments. HAZEL De CICCO added to continuity
staff. KEN MALONEY and LANCE
BEARD to WMOH as announcers.

HARRY J. VOELKER to KTBC Austin, Tex., as director of merchandising and promotion for TV outlet expected to begin operation Dec. 1.
GENE FLAVIN, graduate of Television Workshop of New York, to production staff, WSYR-TV Syracuse,
N. Y. BOB WHITNEY added to
WSYR's announcing staff.
LARRY THOR, TOM HANLON, JOHN
WALD, BILL BALDWIN, GIL WARREN and SAM HAYES, Hollywood
radio announcers, sports and newscasters, assigned roles in Allied Artists feature film, "The Roar of the
BEN WRIGHT, who portrays Nicky
on
NBC radio One Man's Family, asCrowd."
signed role in 20th Century-Fox feature film, "The Desert Rats."
WALTER SCHARF, musical director,
NBC radio Phil Harris-Alice Faye
Show, has composed new symphony,
"Saga of Scrooge," to be premiered
by Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra
during December.
ALAN YOUNG, CBS-TV personality,
father of girl, Nov. 7.
NICK CAMPOFREDA, sports director,
WAAM
(TV) Baltimore, father of
girl, Ellen, Nov. 11.
PAUL M. ROBERTS, combination
man, WSPB Sarasota, Fla., father of
girl, Deborah Jean. DEAN L.
FLEISCHMAN, special events man
there, father of girl, Carolyn Susan.
Mau/i • • •
LAWRENCE J. WARICK, deputy chief
of Radio-TV Liaison Branch of U. S.
State Dept., to Washington staff of
CBS-TV News and Public Affairs as
assistant producer.
WORC Local Sales Rise
LOCAL billings of WORC Worcester, Mass., for last month were up
nearly 320% over October of 1951,
General Manager Kenneth M.
Cooper announced last week. Station for the past year has been
under the same ownership-management as WHIM Providence.

CRUSADE

Sparked by Ike, Adlai
THE 1952 Crusade for Freedom
campaign opened Tuesday with
speeches by President-elect Dwight
D. Eisenhower, his Democratic
opponent, Gov. Adlai E. Stevenson,
and Henry Ford II, national chairman of the Crusade for Freedom,
over ABC, CBS, MBS and NBC.
Gen. Eisenhower paid tribute to
the Crusade for the effective steps
it has taken to combat communism,
citing accomplishments of Radio
Free Europe and Radio Free Asia.
But he declared that "the truth
must be told over an ever-increasing number of transmitters to frustrate Communist attempts to
drown it out." Gen. Eisenhower
noted that Radio Free Europe is
using 13 transmitters and Radio
Free Asia three.
Gov. Stevenson lauded the
project
"conceived
financed as
by one
private
citizens and
and
foundations . . . without governmental participation. He noted
that this private character of the
Crusadeances gave
weight
the utterof Radio
Free "toEurope
and
Radio
Free radio
Asia" behind
becausethe"there
is
no free
Iron
Mr. Ford, who introduced Gen.
Eisenhower and Gov. Stevenson,
offered
Curtain."the two speakers as the
best evidence that all Americans
can unite in a common cause. He
called on all Americans to back
the campaign.
The 1952 campaign is the third
annual appeal by the Crusade for
Freedom and continues to Dec. 15.
SESAC

Contracts

SESAC last week completed contracts with W. Oliver Cooper, Cullman, Ala., and Marion Davis,
Payette, Ala., publishers of religious music, according to K. A.
Jadasohn, general manager. Mr.
Jadasohn said that these contracts
give SESAC agreements with virtually all of the publishers of sacred
music. More than 900 radio stations carry regularly scheduled
programs of gospel hymns, the
SESAC executive stated.

IN
PORTLAND,

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

OREGON

1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGW's market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthBY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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WCHS Spreads Word
TALKS to 22 West Virginia
service clubs have been made
in the past three months by
the newly-established Speakers Bureau of WCHS Charleston. Among speakers are
Harry Brawley, public affairs
director; Morton S. Cohen,
program director; Frank E.
Shaffer, director of sales promotion, and Ernie Saunders,
sports director. Thus far,
they have talked in 10 of the
station's 32-county coverage
area. The theme, "radio is
bigger and better than ever,"
is constantly emphasized and
receiver sales totals (localized for whatever county being addressed) are quoted to
substantiate this contention.
NEW BAB BOOKLET
Stresses Retailer's Needs
BAB has distributed to members
a new presentation titled "Monthly
Retail Sales Trends by Regions,"
to help radio salesmen understand
the retailer's advertising needs.
The booklet includes Federal Reserve Board's report of sales in
300 department stores in more
than 100 U. S. cities.
Presentation is the second step
in BAB's five-way expansion of retail services. The first was "Sales
Opportunities Calendar," which
has been issued monthly since June.
BAB plans to distribute data on
advertising lineage and trends, a
how-to-do-it book to help retailers
use radio and "Advertising Planning Sheets" for retailers' use in
working out advertising schedules.
NRDGA

Contest

RENEWAL of the cooperation of
BAB and the National Retail Dry
Goods Assn. in conducting an annual radio contest for retail stores
was announced last week by BAB
President William B. Ryan and
Howard P. Abrahams, manager of
NRDGA's sales promotion division
and visual merchandising group.
The contest, open to all NRDGA
stores, is separate from BAB's
"Radio Gets Results" contest in
which stations themselves submit
entries. Certificates will be awarded
in three store classifications, and
special awards also will be made.
Deadline for entries is Dec. 10.
Winners will be announced during
NRDGA's annual convention in
New York. Jan. 12-15.

INTRA-RWG
SPAT
Chevigny, Higley Sue 31
TWO officers of Radio Writers
Guild, Hector Chevigny and Philo
Higley, last week filed separate
libel actions in New York County
Supreme Court asking $100,000
each in damages from a group
within the union known as "We The
Undersigned."
Mr. Chevigny and Mr. Higley,
who were elected national vice
president and vice president of the
Eastern Region of RWG, respectively, on Nov. 6, charged that 13
members of "We The Undersigned"
have accused the guild's administration with pro-communist sympathy. Sidney Fass instituted the
libel action as Mr. Chevigny's attorney while Milton H. Friedman
acted for Mr. Higley.
"The 31 have been part of a
group which in three successive
elections has charged pro-communist sympathy
the has
guild's
administration but to indate
elected
but

An

ready

one candidate," Mr. Chevigny declared. "My action has been taken
as an individual but it should
deeply interest the industry for
reasons other than the mere curious
fact of a union president suing his
membership."
Mr. Chevigny said that during
the past three years this segment's
tactics had the effect of frightening "sensitive sponsors and their
agencies into eliminating some of
our most experienced creative
He said that in a mailing sent
tominds."
the guild membership in October,
the 31 named defendants called the
entire administration's slate of candidates "a group . . . that consistently and publicly has been supported" by 13 individuals who
either had been uncooperative with
investigative committees or who
had been named associates by exCommunists.
Mr. Chevigny called this an attempt "to create the impression
that these 13 people formed a bloc
all in the guild's New York region
and influential in our administraMr. Higley charged injury to his
tion." name, credit and reputation
"good
as a man, as a member of the Radio
Writers Guild as an officer of such
guild and as a member of my profession." He also referred to the
purported mailings by the "We The
Undersigned" group as a basis for
his suit.
Named as defendants in the suit are:
Ruth Knight, Paul Milton, Vera Oldham, Knowles Entrikin, Doris Halman,
Nora Stirling, Stedman Coles, John
Styles, Gordon G. Day, Carl Bixby,
Stanley Niss, Joseph Mindel, Ann Dixon, Tex Edmonsen, Elinor Abbey, De
Witt Copp, Howard Merrill, Stewart
Hawkins, Howard Hotchner, Leonard
G. Zanca, Gene L. Farinez, House
Jameson, Roy L. Deets, Cosmos J.
Reale, Nancy Moore, Marie Baumer,
Jim McMenemy, Gail A. Ingram, Allen J. Coleman, Frank Wilson and
Wanda Ellis.

TAB Meeting
FULL agenda has been mapped
for the annual meeting of the Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters to be
held Nov. 24 at the Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. President
and presiding officer of TAB is
John Parry Sheftall, WJZM Clarksville. Luncheon and dinner are
planned for the one-day conference.
BROADCASTING
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Supreme reliability is the most important quality your
tape recorder can have — whether your station is 250
watts or 50,000 watts. Countless operators have found
that AMPEX eliminates the fussing, the adjustments and
the uncertainty they had previously suffered in using tape
recorders that were "built to a price."
The AMPEX 400 Series Recorder is the one outstanding
bargain in tape recorder service. It costs least per hour of
use ; it minimizes maintenance and adjustment ; it protects
your programs from the hazard of sudden failure ; and its
reliability frees your engineer's attention for other tasks.
Even after thousands of hours of service, your AMPEX
Recorder will be reliable in these important ways:
When you press the button, it operates
Program timing stays accurate
Starting, stopping and rewind will operate smoothly
Fidelity will still be high
Maintenance costs will still be low
If you plan for tomorrow,
buy an AMPEX today.
Model 403C

Model 403P
For new broadcast application bulletin, write Dept. D

AMPEX
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
934 CHARTER
STREET
• REDWOOD
CITY. CALIF.
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CANADIAN LICENSES
CBC Denies Changes
TWO Canadian AM stations were
refused license changes by CBC's
board of governors, meeting Nov.
7 at Ottawa. CHNO Sudbury's request for a supplementary 250 w
transmitter on 900 kc to operate
from existing antenna was turned
down. CJNT Quebec's application
to operate a French-language station was refused.
CKCW Moneton's application for a
power increase from 5 kw to 10 kw
on 1220 kc was deferred for further
study. CKRS Jonquiere was granted
a frequency change and power increase. CFJR Brockville and CKY
Winnipeg were granted licenses for
emergency transmitter equipment,
and share transfers were allowed
CKLS La Sarre, CJAD Montreal,
CKNW New Westminster, CJEM Edmunston, CFJX Antigonish, and CHAB
Moose Jaw.

Evans Resigns CAB
T. ARTHUR EVANS, since 1934
secretary of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, and in recent years
secretary-treasurer, has resigned
to become executive secretary of
the Society for Advancement of
Canadian Music. The society was
formed recently to represent Canadian music organizations and to
protect these organizations against
the increasing demands of copyright societies in other countries.

0
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allied

arts

presiTOWER,
BERTRAMdent andB.comptrol
ler, vice
n
America
Cable
&
Radio
Corp.,
elected
to
firm's
board of directors.
RICHARD A. WILSON, general manager of industrial and defense products, Magnavox Corp., Ft. Wayne,
Ind., elected vice president.
MAJ. GEN. EDMOND H. LEAVEY
U.S.A. (ret.), elected vice president,
International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp., N. Y.
ELECTRO - VOICE
Inc., Buchanan,
Mich., chased
hasRadio Mfg.
purEngineers Inc.,
Peoria, 111. (amateur communications
receivers,
Maj. Gen. Leavey converters and accessories).
ROBERT B. SAMPSON, finance and
business div., RCA Tube Dept., appointed administrator of new business and financial consulting service for company's distributors of
electron tubes, parts, test equipment
and batteries.
EDWARD A. MALLING appointed
manager of marketing, components
dept., General Electric Co., Syracuse,
N. Y.
H. B. STEINHAUSER, senior engineer, promoted to manufacturing engineer, instrument div., Allen B. DuMont Labs. L. E. FLORANT will
head tion
firm's
secand A. engineering
W. RUSSELLservices
will head
electrical design section.
RICHARD D. GILLESPIE, director of
publicity and member of sales promotion department, WKRC-AM-FMTV Cincinnati, to radio sales promotion department of Frederic W. Ziv
Co., transcribed program company.
JOHN S. MAHONEY, advertising
manager, Hallicrafters, Chicago,
named director of advertising.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE,
N. Y., is distributing illustrated manual detailing services offered to advertisingNewsprofession
by INS and International
Photos.
JIM BRENT, owner of his own advertising agency, Glendale, Calif., to
Mercury Television & Radio Corp.,
L. A., as advertising manager.
DAVID SHER, radio-TV department,
William Morris Agency, Beverly Hills,
has resigned.
KARL von GAA, district sales manager in New York metropolitan area
for Allen B. DuMont Labs., to
television div. of Canadian Aviation
Electronics Ltd., Montreal, as national
sales manager.
JACK CLOUD, editor, Playthings
magazine, to Jewell Radio & Television Productions, Chicago, as merchandising director.
EARL KIRK promoted to distributor
sales manager, Regency div., I.D.EA.
Inc., Indianapolis.

NORFLEET CALLICOTT, manager,
Long Beach branch, Hoffman Sales,
L. A., to Oregon Television Distributors, Portland outlet for Hoffman
TV sets, as general manager.
HOMER CANFIELD, NBC-TV Hollywood assistant network program director, resigns to become independent
TV packager.
ELECTRO PRECISION PRODUCTS
Inc., College Point, N. Y., appoints
Adolph L. Gross & Assoc., N. Y., as
sales representative in metropolitan
New York area.
RICHARD J. McCUSKER named assistant sales manager, radio-TV div.,
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Sunbury, Pa., succeeding J. W. HITCHCOCK who has resigned.
ROBERT C. TAIT, president of
Stromberg-Carlson Co., Rochester,
appointed chairman of finance campaign of National Planning Assn.
NORMAN GREER, partner, Foladare, Greer & Bock, Hollywood pubNov. 5. licity firm, father of twin girls,

INSULINE Corp. of America, Long
Island City, N. Y., announces manufacture of multiplier probe said to extend d-c voltage ranges of standard
vacuum-tube voltmeters 100 times.
Known as 100X, device is of special
interest
to TV engineers and service
men.

"Tacknical • • •
FRANZ HARTMAN, engineering staff,
WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., elected to
membership in Phi Beta Kappa, nanity.
tional scholastic honorary fraterJACK ANDREWS, transmitter engineer, WISH Indianapolis, father of
girl, Nov. 3.

It's Happening
on
W

DUNN ELECTED
Heads New RCA Division
ELECTION of Cecil M. Dunn as
president and Robert A. Seidel as
board chairman of the new RCA
Estate Appliance Corp. was announced last week after stockholders of Noma Electric Corp. approved the sale of Estate Stove Co.
of Hamilton, Ohio, to RCA.
RCA acquired Estate Stove, manufacturer of "Heatrola" stoves and
equipment, several weeks ago subject to approval of the stockholders
of Noma, the parent company. With
that approval, Estate becomes a
wholly-owned subsidiary of RCA.
Election of the new officers was announced Wednesday by Frank M.
Folson, president of RCA.
Mr. Dunn was president of Estate
under the former ownership. Mr. Seidel,
the board chairman, is a vice president
of RCA.
Other newly-elected
officers
of
RCA Estate
Appliance Corp.
are
Gordon Kemp, vice president and treasurer; Ellsworth Sims, vice president
in charge of manufacturing; Loretta
Welsh, secretary; Robert Ireland, comptroller; Robert Isinger, assistant treasurer, and Margaret Stevenson, assistant
secretary.

CAPAC Copyright Fees
NO INCREASE in copyright fees
for 1953 is being asked by the
Composers,
PublishersAuthors
Association ofandCanada
(CAPAC), in a tariff filed at
Ottawa. A special issue of the official Canada Gazette on Nov. 6,
showed rates for broadcasting stations to be the same as for 1952.
Written objections to the fees will
be accepted at Ottawa till December 6. Public hearings will be held
by the Canadian Copyright Appeal
Board early in the year, it is expected. At present, the basis on
which the rates were set by the
Canadian Copyright Appeal Board
for 1952 is under a court appeal by
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters and CAPAC, in the form of a
test case against one Canadian station not paying the 1952 fees set
by the board.

in NEW
N H C

HAVEN

28,040 Radio Programs Ago
The PERELMUTTER CO. started to sell clothing over
W N H C
They're still doing it SUCCESSFULLY now
in their eighth Consecutive Year!
The cash registers ring when New
Haven Merchants put their advertising
investment on WNHC.
WNHC
NBC

RADIO
I

■
NEW

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL IN
HAVEN CHOOSE THE STATION THAT SELLS!

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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and that discussion need not be answer, and such loans have reText of ABC-UPT Initial Decision
cently been obtained only through
repeated here. ABC has been un(Continued from page UU)
able to compete effectively with
the personal endorsement of ABC's
NBC and CBS, principally because
terest. IT IS THEREFORE OR- with the necessity of stimulating
principal stockholder. The management of ABC therefore decided to
it lacks the financial resources, the
DERED that the following appli- competition in network broadcastcations (more completely identified
working
capital,
and
the
diversity
seek a merger with another coming, as discussed in detail in paraby file numbers and call letters on
graph 99 of the findings, that led of revenue-producing activities of
pany and,
unsuccessful
discussionsafter
with other
organizations,
to
the
establishment
of
ABC
in
page 1 to 4 supra) BE and they
the other networks or the cominitiated negotiations with
are HEREBY GRANTED:
1943 as an independent, competipanies with which they are asso- finally
tive network. However, while ABC
ciated. Increased financial re- United Paramount Theatres Inc.,
(a) License applications of Parwhich resulted in the proposed
sources are essential to enable ABC
. amount Television Productions Inc. has been aggressive in securing
merger.
AM affiliates, in obtaining its full to improve its program structure,
(b) License applications of Balabuild
larger
audiences,
and
thereby
28. The financial, organizational
ban & Katz Corporation.
quota of owned and operated television stations in major markets,
(c) License applications of
attract and retain sponsors and af- and operational details of the proWSMB Inc.
filiates. ABC has attempted from
in pioneering with respect to cerposed merger are set forth in paratain practices now standard net- time to time to secure additional
(d) Applications by Paramount
graphs 113 to 126 of the findings.
work usage, and in developing spe- capital but with only meager suci. Pictures Inc. and Paramount PicThey indicate that the merged comcial events and news programs
cess. The methods by which large
tures Corporation [and United
pany will have an ABC Division
amounts of capital can be attracted
which will be a self-contained unit
Paramount Theatres Inc.] for con- which could be produced at moderate cost, it has not been able to to a non-diversified and somewhat
sent to the transfer of control of
having full charge of the day-toParamount Television Productions
compete effectively with NBC and
speculative enterprise are limited,
day broadcast operations and folCBS
either
in
radio
or
television.
particularly where the enterprise,
lowing existing ABC program and
Inc. and Balaban & Katz Corporation.
27. The dominant positions of in nine years of operation, has public service policies, and which
never paid a dividend. Attempts
(e) Applications by Paramount
NBC and CBS in network broadwill continue to have as its PresiPictures Inc., E. V. Richards Jr.
casting, both in radio and in tele- to secure equity capital through
dent, Robert E. Kintner; that the
and United Paramount Theatres
vision, together with some of the public issues of stock have been
merged
company will have adequate
Inc. for consent to the transfer of reasons for their position, have
only partially successful. Short
resources
to enable the ABC Diviterm
bank
loans,
already
resorted
control of WSMB Inc.
been discussed in detail in para(Continued on page 62)
graphs 105 to 110 of the findings to by ABC, afford no permanent
Conclusions With Respect to the
Merger of American Broadcasting Company Inc. and United
Paramount Theatres Inc.
25. This part of the proceeding
involves the proposed merger of
American Broadcasting Company
Inc. (ABC) into United Paramount
Theatres Inc. (UPT), the merged
company to be known as American
Broadcasting - Paramount Theatres
Inc. (AB-PT). The particular applications before us in connection
with the proposed merger are apa
plications for assignment of ABC's
authorizations for television, AM
s
and FM stations in Chicago, Los
it'
Angeles, San Francisco and New
York and for the transfer of control over ABC's wholly-owned subfad!
sidiary, WXYZ Inc. (licensee of television, AM and FM broadcast stations in Detroit) to AB-PT, and
the application by UPT to transfer
to AB-PT its negative control over
The average American spends more time with radio
WSMB Inc., license of WSMB and
WSMB-FM in New Orleans. While
than with magazines, TVand newspapers combined!
the particular applications we must
pass upon are related, strictly
speaking, only to the stations referred to above, in applying the
It's also a fact — WGN reaches more homes per
statutory standard of "public interest" we must consider the effect
week than any other Chicago station* — in the
of the merger not simply upon the
second largest market in the nation!
owned and operated stations but
also upon the ABC radio and television network and its competitive
*BMB Study No. 2
status.
26. We have long recognized that
network broadcasting is an integral
and necessary part of radio,10 and
we have more recently extended
this recognition of the benefits of
Chicago 11
Illinois
network broadcasting to the field
A Clear Channel Station . . .
of television." We have also recog50,000 Watts
nized that the public interest is
Serving the Middle West
720
served by competition among the
MBS
On
Your
Dial
networks, both radio12 and television.13 Indeed, it was our concern
Chicago office for Minneapolis-St. Paul, Detroit, Cincinnati and Milwaukee
Eastern Sales Office: 220 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y. for New York City, Philadelphia and Boston
10 ReportNo.on5060,
Chain
(Docket
1941),Broadcasting
page 88. The
Geo. P. Hollingbery Co.
benefits of network broadcasting, as set
Advertising Solicitors for All Other Cities
forth in this Report, are referred to in
Los
Angeles
—
411
W.
5th
Street
•
New
York — 500 5th Avenue • Atlanta — 223 Peachtree Street
I paragraph 97 of the findings supra.
Chicago — 307 N. Michigan Avenue • San Francisco — 625 Market Street
a
Notice
of
Proposed
Rule-Making,
Docket
No. 9807, adopted October 5,
1950.
12 Inica, 10reFCCRadio
212. Corporation of Amer13
Notice
of
Proposed Rule-Making,
supra.
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Text of ABC-UPT Initial Decision
(Continued from page 61 )
sion to strengthen its programby AB-PT, while formidable, would
ming and improve its physical
place it in a dominate position.
properties, and thereby compete
Another possible adverse argument
more vigorously with the other is that UPT is entering into a
networks; and that the ABC Divi- merger with ABC in order to supsion, while retaining substantially
press ABC and thereby cripple television. The obvious answer to this
its existing personnel organization,
will secure the benefit of the full- is that pursuing such a course
time efforts of four of UPT's top would have only a relatively minor
executives, including Robert H. adverse effect on television, would
O'Brien, a former member of the cripple UPT financially, and produce only a minute increase in
Securities and Exchange Commission. ABC will have representaattendance at UPT's own theatres.
tion on the Board of Directors of There are, however, elements of
the merged company and Edward
competition presently or potentially
existing between ABC and UPT as
J. Noble, organizer and presently
majority stockholder of ABC and separate organizations which will
Chairman of its Board of Directors,
probably suffer to a degree should
will be a director of the merged
the merger be effectuated, and
these elements require and have
company, Chairman of its Finance
Committee and the largest indi- received serious consideration.
vidual stockholder.
Paragraphs 127 through 142 of the
findings contain a brief analysis of
29. Thus far, we have been concerned with the affirmative aspects
the competitive factors involved in
of the proposed merger, chiefly the the merger, particularly with reincreased competition that ABC
spect to competition for audience
would be able to provide to the and competition for product, the
other networks. We now turn to a availability and future use on television of motion picture feature
consideration of the possible adverse effects arising from the film in comparison with films made
merger of a theatre chain and a specially for television, and the
radio and television network.
effect upon competition of theatre
television and pay-as-you-see tele30. One possible adverse arguvision. The autonomous operation
ment is that the merged company
could dominate the field by virtue
of the ABC Division and the deof its size. However, ABC comcentralized operation of UPT's
bined with UPT would still be theatre subsidiaries
and the obvious determination of the AB-PT
dwarfed by the Radio Corporation
officials to promote both media
of America, and the organizations
now enjoying network supremacy
should serve to preclude the elimare too strong to warrant any fear
ination of the competition for authat the competition to be afforded
dience that probably exists between
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UPT theatres and ABC television
stations and affiliates; on the other
hand, we do not for a moment believe that some lessening of competition may not inevitably occur.
However, we feel that there will
not be any substantial lessening of
competition, in view of the external
competition facing UPT theatres
and ABC radio and television stations and affiliates in every area,
as pointed out in paragraphs 131
to 135 of the findings, and in view
of the reasonable expectation that
this competitive situation will continue, for the reasons stated in
paragraph 136 of the findings.
Furthermore, this external competition, particularly in radio and
television, is sufficiently strong to
compel AB-PT, even if it were not
already so committed, to promote
vigorously its activities in each
medium; failure to develop strong
ABC programming would more
probably result in greater audience
for programs of its broadcast competitors than for AB-PT theatres.
31. It is the aforementioned factors, among others, which distinguish the proposed merger from
the situation which existed within
NBC at the time it operated two
networks, the Blue and the Red, a
situation which the Commission
regarded as adversely affecting
competition. Specifically, the competition, or more accurately, the
potential competition between the
Blue and the Red networks could
have been the
directcompetition,
and on "all present
fours,"
whereas

vision and theatres for films assumes that current motion picture
feature films produced by the major
producers would be made available
to television; based upon the financial and other problems referred to
in the findings, particularly paragraphs 61 to 65 and 128, we do not
anticipate
that the
the next
"majors"
will
initiate during
few years
a general release to sponsored
home television of current feature
film produced for motion picture
theatre exhibition. In any event,
we must bear in mind that the ABC
network does not regard motion
picture feature films as having
much value for networks, and that
the trend, for reasons outlined in
paragraph 130 of the findings, is to
film made specially for television.
Such films are presently being produced by independent companies (as
distinguished
"majors")
and
three offrom
the the
networks
are
either actually engaged in making
them or, as in the case of ABC,
preparing
to dotheir
so. The
may
find that
high "majors"
costs of
production, high standards of technical perfection, late start in making film specially for television and
the existence of other sources for
such film give them only a modest
role in the television film market.
In summary, it appears unlikely
that the "majors," who are the
principal source of film for UPT
theatres, will be the principal
source or even a substantial source
of film for the ABC network or
ABC owned and operated stations.
To
extent
that bethea source
"majors"of
may the
in the
future
film, either substantial or minor,
for both UPT theatres and the
ABC network and owned and operated stations, to that extent, the
merger might reduce the competition between them that might
otherwise exist, but then only to
the extent that the merged com-

or potential, between a television
network and a theatre chain is by
no means as direct and complete
as that between two independent
networks. Secondly, whereas ABPT will face the competition of
other theatres, and of other networks in a dominant position, and
will have to promote both of its
activities vigorously, NBC was the
dominant company in the field, had
no great need to promote both net- WOR's 'Anonymous' Ads
works vigorously and, as a matter
WOR New York will launch a
of fact, did not promote the Blue
network as vigorously as it did the trade
campaign
of "anonymous"
publications
this week ads
usingin
Red. In fact, as we pointed out in
slogans
and
headlines
incorporatthe Network Report (page 45) the
ing the station's call letters.
Red and Blue networks were not
"even two distinct operating divisions or departments
NBC,"
and there
was no realwithin
competition,
as indicated in part by the policy
of granting discounts on combined
m
billings of the two networks (page
45). Finally, whereas the proposed
merger offers the affirmative beneNational Advertisers
fit of fostering competition between ABC and the dominant netWhen Shopping for BIG RETURNS in
works, the preservation of the two
networks under NBC would not
the
Maritimes,
BASKET"
is CHNS your
... best
Ask "MARKET
have promoted competition but
would have limited it and mainJOS. WEED & CO.
tained the dominant position of
350 Madison Ave., New York
NBC.
They also know about our new
32. Turning to the question of
5000-WATT TRANSMITTER
competition for product, we find
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
that there is little, if any, competition presently existing between
theatres and television for films,
CHNS
and the sources from which theatres and television secure films are
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
separate and distinct. Any expectation of competition between teleBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

AP

UNIT HEAD
Elected in Michigan
ELECTION of Milton L. Greenebaum, president of WSAM Saginaw, as president of the Michigan
Associated Press Broadcasters
Assn. was announced last week.
He was named Nov. 7 to succeed
J. P. Scherer, general manager of
WHFB Benton Harbor, as head of
the AP group.
Other new officers: Frank Benesh,
news director of WKZO Kalamazoo;
Dan E. Jayne, general manager of
WELL Battle Creek, and Bob Runyan,
news director of WOOD Grand Rapids, all elected vice presidents; and Ray J.
Keiser, of Detroit, secretary.
On behalf of WKZO, Mr. Benesh
accepted a trophy donated by
Lester W. Lindow, general manager of WFDF Flint, for the best Mr. Benesh (third from I) accepts trophy from Burl Ely (extreme I) of
contributions to the AP news reNew York, AP administrative assistant for radio. Watching are Mr.
port from the Michigan radio field.
•<
Scherer (second from I) and Mr. Lindow (r).
pany's pledge to promote both
media aggressively and the autonomous operation of ABC and
decentralized operation of the theatre subsidiaries prove ineffective
to maintain that competition.
33. While UPT, through its
theatre subsidiaries, has been a
substantial purchaser" of film
(amounting to approximately $30,000,000 in 1951), its so-called purchasing power must be considered
in the light of the requirement of
the consent judgment that pictures
must be licensed, picture by picture
and theatre by theatre, solely upon
the merits and without discrimination in favor of affiliated theatres,
circuit theatres or others. Furthermore, the announced policy of ABPT is to make no package deals
for theatre and television, and as
stated above, its proposed organization isdesigned to effectuate this
policy. Under these circumstances
and in view of all of the uncertainties concerning the purchase by
television and theatres of films
from the same sources, we cannot
credit with reasonable probability
any suggestion that an unfair
competitive advantage might accrue to ABC in the purchase of
M UPT does not produce or distribute
film. As for its relationship to Paramount
see paragraphs 28 Pictures
and 29Corporation,
of the findings
and
paragraph 37 of the conclusions.

films, as a result of being associated with UPT.
34. The competition between theatre and home television for audience and product, as it exists today,
is analyzed briefly in paragraphs
138 and 139 of the finding. Paragraphs 79 to 83 of the finding refer
to the number of theatre television
installations in theatres of UPT
subsidiaries, the number of events
televised, the financial results of
theatre television events, the use of
theatre television by the Civil Defense Administration and its projected use by business corporations
for meetings. On the basis of the
facts and findings on this record,
we do not believe there is any
reasonable probability that the
merger of the home television and
theatre television interests here involved will result in a substantial
lessening of competition. As far as
the future of theatre television is
concerned, we do not propose to
anticipate here what will develop
in the pending rule-making proceeding (Docket No. 9552).
35. As far as pay-as-you-see television is concerned, to evaluate its
role in the competitive situation in
view of its experimental status,
calls for stacking one assumption
upon the other. This we have done
in paragraph 140 of the findings.
—
—
—
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However, the competitive situation
assumed is too remote and speculative to require or warrant any conclusions. The competitive situation
with respect to stories and talent
is referred to in paragraphs 141
and 142 of the findings; it is sufficient to state here that no competitive problems arise as far as stories are concerned and, as for talent,
it is unlikely that the merger would
substantially lessen competition in
that respect.
36. Upon reviewing the competitive factors hitherto discussed, we
conclude that while the merger may
result in some lessening of some
aspect of the competition that
exists, either presently or potentially, between ABC and UPT as
separate companies, there is no
reasonable probability that the
merger will substantially lessen
competition or tend to monopoly in
any section of the country or in
any line of commerce. We believe
that the merger meets the test of
Section T'- of the Clayton Act, 15
U.S.C. 18, as amended on December
29, 1950, as well as the test of
Issue No. 91U of the Commission's
Order of August 27, 1951. In our
opinion, the merger will not only
fail substantially to lessen competition but will promote competition. The merger will provide ABC
with the financial resources to
carry out its plans to strengthen
its programming and improve its
physical plant and thereby provide
substantial competition to the other
networks, enabling both its owned
and operated stations and its affiliates to improve their service to
15 No "corporation engaged in commerce shall acquire, directly or indirectly, the whole or any part of the
stock or other share capital and no corporation subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Trade Commission shall acquire the whole or any part of the
assets of another corporation engaged
also in commerce, where in any line of
commerce in any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition may
be substantially to lessen competition,
or to tend to create a monopoly."
1(1 "To determine whether the effect
of the proposed merger of American
Broadcasting-United Paramount Theatres Inc., if consummated, would substantially lessen competition or tend to
monopoly in any line of commerce in
any section of the country."

the public, and stimulating the
other networks and stations to compete in turn. Furthermore, the
increased competition which the
merger will foster appears certain,
substantial and immediate whereas
the lessening of competition which
may occur would be minor, limited
and remote. We therefore conclude
that the merger will be in the
public
interest.
37. As
far as compliance with
the multiple ownership rules are
concerned, upon approval of the
merger, as indicated in paragraph
143 of the findings, UPT proposes
to have filed requests for dismissal
of the three pending television
applications of its subsidiaries and
B&K proposes to surrender its authority to operate FM station
WBIK and assign its license for
television station WBKB to CBS.
The proposed assignment to CBS
is dealt with in the next section
of the conclusions and is approved.
There remains for consideration in
connection with the multiple ownership rules the question as to
whether KECA-TV and KTLA,
both located in Los Angeles, would
be under common control by virtue
of the substantial amount of stock
of Paramount Pictures Corporation (the parent company of Paramount Television Productions Inc.,
which operates television station
KTLA) which would be owned by
stockholders of AB-PT, the com(Continued on page 6 A)
Professional
Portable
Battery-Operated
Spring-Motor
Tape Reorder

Field
can now
be :made
ite
Magnem
Therecordings
with equivalent quality and with as
little effort as studio console recordings. Smaller than a portable typewriter (WVi x lOx 8 inches), and
weighing
15 lbs.
the dry-cell
batteries that
last including
100 operating
hours,
the Magnemite* is easily carried and
operated anywhere.
Here are truly professional specifications:
• Model 610-SD (7'/2 ips, 50 to 7500
cycles)
standards. meets secondary NARTB
• Model 610-E (15 ips, 50 to 15,000 cycles)
meets primary NARTB standards.
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0.1%. 50 db.
• Governor-controlled constant speed
spring
• Headphone
facilities.motor.monitoring and playback
Write for complete technical literature
and ^p-ect factory prices to:
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of AMERICA
398 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N.Y.
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Text of ABC-UPT Initial Decision
(Continued from page 63)
pany succeeding to ABC's license
for KECA-TV upon the approval
of the merger. Detailed findings
are set forth in paragraphs 24(b),
28, 29, 47 and 143(c), supra, with
respect to the extent of the common ownership of Paramount Pictures Corporation and UPT; the
wide distribution of UPT stock
among thousands of small stockholders residing in every state of
the Union and the similar wide
distribution of Paramount Pictures
stock; the requirements of the consent judgment that the two companies operate wholly independently without common directors or
officers and that officers and directors of each company dispose of
stock interests in the other, and
the compliance with these requirements; the injunction in the consent judgment against the companies attempting to control or
influence the policies of each other,
and the continuing supervision of
the Court; the further dilution of
the common ownership between
UPT and Paramount Pictures which

Latest

will result from the merger of
UPT and ABC; and the expectation
that this common ownership will
continue to decline so as to approach the degree of common
ownership prevailing among other
companies selling on national security exchanges. On the basis of
these findings, we conclude that
there will be no common control
of AB-PT and Paramount Pictures
Corporation.
38. AB-PT is legally, technically,
financially and otherwise qualified
to be a licensee of the Commission. Its officers and directors are
likewise qualified. In view of the
foregoing findings and conclusions,
we conclude that a grant of the
merger applications, referred to in
paragraph 25 of the Conclusions
and more completely identified by
file numbers and call letters on
page 3 supra, would serve the
public interest, convenience and
necessity, and it is ORDERED
that they BE and THEY ARE
HEREBY GRANTED.

PULSE

ANOTHER
for
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LANDSLIDE
KMTV

KMTV Captures 9 of the TOP
Television Shows in Omaha

10

All the precincts have reported, and it is another
sensational landslide for KMTV. According to the
most recent Pulse survey (October 8-14), KMTV
carries nine of Omaha's ten television favorites. Only
the program in the #8 position among the top ten was
lost to Omaha's second TV station. Such an overwhelming endorsement of popularity and programming
superiority is seldom received by any one TV station.
KMTV also landed the first three out of the top
five favorite multi-weekly television programs. The
average Monday-thru-Friday ratings for the 10:0010:30 weather-news-sports summaries also revealed
KMTV's dominance.
KMTV
#2 Station
10:00
24.3
16.0
10:15
19.6
15.2
And for still further proof, KMTV's average weeknight (6:00 p.m. to midnight) share of audience was
a big 61% as compared to 39% for the second station.
It is an unsurpassed vote of popularity for KMTV. When
you place your advertising campaign, be sure you order the
TV station with the big audience. Order KMTV. Check today
with KMTV or your Katz representative for availabilities and
further particulars.

■mill
■
W
DUMONT
"bc
KltlTV
CT
OMAHA, NEBR.
Represented by KATZ, INC.
MAY BROADCASTING COMPANY
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Radio Has

Passed

It,

Vortman Tells SAAB
TV 'THREAT
RADIO has made substantial progress in the past year despite television's advance and has "passed the point where some considered that
TV was a threat to its continued existence," Clyde D. Vortman, timebuyer of Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit agency, told the Michigan
'*
Assn. of Broadcasters. sales
field — particularly on drugs
Speaking Nov. 8 at the concluding session of MAB's two-day
Michigan group elected W.
meeting in Detroit, Mr. Vortman
andThefoods."
A. Pomeroy, WILS Lansing, as
said, "No medium has ever been
president. William Edwards,
able to reach the potential coverWKNX (WKNX-TV and grantee)
age of radio." He explained that
14% of the people never read . Saginaw, was elected vice president
newspapers and 17% take no
and Gayle Grubb, WJBK-AM-TV
magazines. "This means," he said, Detroit, secretary-treasurer.
New directors elected were John
"that radio could provide the exclusive means of reaching a miniWismer, WHLS Port Huron; Arch
mum of some 15% of the total
Shawd, WKBZ Muskegon; Dick
Burnett, WSOO Sault Ste. Marie,
market. 'Wherever you go — there's
radio.' This is particularly im- all for two-year terms.
portant in terms of mass purFranklin Sisson, program direcchase items and necessities.
tor of WOOD-TV Battle Creek,
"While television can deliver
urged
"modest-market TV stamore audience to some programs
tions" to leave extravaganzas to
at certain times — primarily night- the networks and program with
time—there is a mounting cost plenty of panels, news, interviews,
factor involved. There are many
weather,
women's
cost comparisons which are favorshows i andchildren's
amateur and
productions.
able to radio. I know of one pro- James Keachie, of RCA, Cleveland,
gram, which is both broadcast and
spoke on economical operation of
telecast, where television produces
live cameras. Thad Brown, NARTB
from five to seven times the auditelevision director, reviewed the asence ratings, but when costs of
sociation's TV activities.
audience are compared radio is
Glen
Dolberg,
BMI vice presisubstantially lower and its ratings
dent, told of a recent BMI survey
are of total homes, where the TV
showing that three-fourths of staratings are limited to TV homes.
tions are broadcasting concert
music. Other speakers included
Radio's Plusses
Franklin Mitchell, WJR Detroit;
"There are additional plusses in Fred Palmer, radio consultant;
the fact that each radio broadcast
Kevin Sweeney and Jack Hardesty,
of Broadcast Advertising Bureau;
is over a period of about four times
the length of the telecast, and the Mr. Edwards; Robert Cessna,
broadcast is additionally heard
WFYC Alma.
on many car radios. When we consider that the radio audience is
unduplicated and lower in cost, WSAZ
BIRTHDAY
this advertiser would be unwise to
Station
Enters 30th Year
consider not using both media.
"Many advertisers do not have
unlimited funds and there are
many products where the sight
message or . demonstration is an
unnecessary luxury. Go after them
with your radio sales story. You've
got
a good one,
if you'll trouble
to organize
its presentation
and
point it specifically to the product
or service you're soliciting."
Mr. Vortman said television "is
today and for some years to come
will be working toward a goal
that radio has already achieved —
virtually complete coverage of all
families in the United States.
The progress of television coverage-wise in the past year is toward
increased penetration in existing
television markets — still far short
of radio's coverage even in these
comparatively
few ofcities."
Howard Meyers,
O. L. Taylor
Co., urged broadcasters to keep in
close touch with regional and local
sales managers of manufacturers
and packagers since much advertising isnow directed through these
sources. "Every one of you must
get to know every wholesaler,
every distributor, every jobber in
your primary area," Mr. Meyers
said. "You must get into the retail

LAST Thursday WSAZ Huntington, W. Va., ABC affiliate, entered
its 30th year of broadcasting in
the Ohio Valley region. The station was founded Nov. 13, 1923.
Among notable WSAZ achievements was one during the Ohio
River Valley floor in 1937, when
the station broadcast nearly 200
hours continuously, providing a
public service by warning people
of the flood dangers, and airing
emergency messages and news to
families, the staff traveling to and
from the station by rowboat.
A humorous highlight of WSAZ's
chronology was the oft-told tale
that onetime sports writer Duke
Ridgley, instructed to stay by the
microphone and talk about sports
until an announcer returned, stayed
two and a half hours alone in the
studio for what probably was
WSAZ's longest
sertation on sports.off-the-cuff dis-

WSAZ today is licensed to WSAZ
Inc., which also licenses WSAZ-TV.
Col. J. H. Long is WSAZ president
and Lawrence H. Rogers, general
manager. On 930 kc, it has 5 kw
local sunset power and 1 kw night.
BROADCASTING
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Storer Broadcasting Company
JOM HARKER. NAT. SAIES MGR.. 488 MAOISON AVE.. NEW YORK

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

THE

KING

OF

WESTERN

£ Every Saturday night, 8:30 to 9:30
over 1,200,000 Californians view

4^ Most folks are just plumb
\

"The Spade Cooley Show" on Channel 5. In fact, the "King of Western
Swing" offers his sponsors the largest
audience of any local TV program on
the seven Los Angeles stations. Spade
Cooley moves merchandise for American Home Foods, Inc., Boyle-Midway,
Inc., Whitehall Pharmacol Co., and
Bristol-Myers.

SWING

crazy about Spade's fiddleplayin' and all the commotion
of a jamboree with comedy,
lavish costumes and that big,
hot swing band. You will be,
too! If you want Southern
California to buy your product,

Sept. '52 ARB Rating

you buy on KTLA. Channel 5 is
the leading station in America's second television market.

For an audition print, wire, write or telephone . . .
KTLA Studios • 5451 Marathon St., Los Angeles 38 • HOIIywood 9-6363
Eastern Offices • 1 501 Broadway, New York 36 • BRyant 9-8700
j>anunounl

PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
New York • Detroit • Chicago • Boston • Memphis • Hollywood • San Francisco
ALWAYS
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By LARRY CHRISTOPHER
grantedE
vhf Ch.
4, ERPS
11 kw visual certainG™*
r°'°'
the nine noncommercial, C
educafrequency bands
and m
make
N
I
U
and 5.5 kw aural,
antenna 220 ft.
Q
tional outlets
authorized
since the K
PACE
S
other changes to accommodate the
C'
FC
INDICATING FCC's temporary
• Tucson, Ariz. (Group A-2, No. 91) new uhf, as well as vhf, outlets.
lifting of the freeze has completed
"speed up" processing plan is be- construction.
— Old Pueblo Broadcasting Co.
ginning to function in earnest,
By memorandum opinions and
(KOPO), granted vhf Ch. 13, ERP 316
Here are last week's 10 new
grants for 10 more new commercial
kw visual
and 160 kw aural, antenna
orders, the Commission also denied
280
ft.
TV stations were reported by the grants :
petitions of WFOX and WISN Mil• Waco, Tex. (City priority Group
waukee for review of Sixth Report
• Williamsport, Pa. (Group A-2,
Commission last Thursday to bring
A-2, No. 38)— Central Texas Televi- No. 92)— WRAK Inc. (WRAK), grant- decisions pertaining to the Milthe total of new post-thaw stations
sion Co., granted uhf Ch. 34, ERP
ed uhf Ch. 36, ERP 21 kw visual and
waukee allocation and status of
to 108 and the overall TV outlets
5 kw visual and 3 kw aural, antenna
10.5 kw aural, antenna 1,280 ft.
in the U. S. to 216.
pre-thaw
applications [B*T, June
height above average terrain 350 ft.
• Santa Barbara, Calif. (Group A-2,
Confining its actions to the
• Pueblo, Col. (Group A-2, No. 63) No. 94) — Santa Barbara Broadcasting 30, 23L
Group A-2 city priority list again —Pueblo Radio Co. (KDZA), granted and Television Corp., granted vhf Ch.
Meanwhile, WWSW Pittsburgh
vhf Ch. 3, ERP 10.5 kw visual and 3, ERP 50 kw visual and 25 kw aural,
last week— cities without TV and
petitioned
FCC to stay the effec5.3 kw aural, antenna 300 ft.
antenna 3,000 ft.
more than 40 miles from an existtive date of its final allocation of
•
Green
Bay,
Wis.
(Group
A-2,
No.
• Pensacola, Fla. (Group A-2, No. vhf Ch. 4 to Irwin, Pa., from Dec.
I ing station — the Commission
73) — Norbertine Fathers (WBAY),
96) — Southland Telecasters, granted 4 until such time as the U. S. Court
reached city No. 96, Pensacola,
granted
vhf
Ch.
2,
ERP
100
kw
visual
uhf
Ch. 15, ERP 20 kw visual and 10
Fla., where uhf Ch. 15 was awarded
and 50 kw aural, antenna 450 ft.
of Appeals for the Third Circuit,
kw
aural,
antenna 280 ft.
to Southland Telecasters, owned by
• Fort Smith, Ark. (Group A-2, No.
Charles W. Lamar, operator of 84) — Southwestern Pub. Co. (KFSA),
In other TV developments last Philadelphia, rules on WWSW's
KCIL Houma, La.
of the
granted uhf Ch. 22, ERP 265 kw vis- week the Commission issued a appeal
to put Ch.
4 at Commission's
Pittsburgh. failure
ual and 145 kw aural, antenna 270 ft. notice of proposed rule making
Current Speed to Continue
The Broadcast Bureau of the
• Lynchburg, Va. (Group A-2, No. which would amend the rules
According to responsible sources
85) — Lynchburg Broadcasting Co. governing TV auxiliary services so Commission reported last week it
I within the Commission, the pace
(WLVA), granted vhf Ch. 13, ERP
as to provide for additional TV has notified WANE Fort Wayne,
28 kw visual and 14 kw aural, antenna
of new station grants to unconWayne Broadpickup, studio-transmitter link and Ind., andcastingAnthony
2,090 ft.
tested applicants in cities now withCo., both seeking uhf Ch.
• Tucson, Ariz. (Group A-2, No. 91) intercity relay stations. FCC would
out service can be expected to
(Continued on page 81)
reapportion existing channels in
— Arizona Broadcasting Co. (KVOA),
continue and possibly pick up even
more toward the year's end.
The television processing staff
1 has been bolstered [B*T, Sept. 1,
Aug. 25] and the temporary speed
up has been officially in effect since
t Service
Oct. 15, considered sufficient time
0f*ered TV Commercial Tes
CLIENTS
NBC
Schwerin test audiences.
for its results to begin to appear
of the viewers. The other comNBC Thursday announced a comAt the audience sessions, viewers
mercial, in which the announcer
[B»T, Sept. 22]. Under the temmercial testing service for its TV
network clients by which the net- are shown programs into which the stood beside an exposed chassis of
' porary speed up, the Commission
the set and, while giving the same
work makes available, at cost, commercials have been inserted.
for an undefined but "limited"
i period of time is passing over con- facilities for producing experi- After the program, viewers are
engineering story, pointed to each
< tested applications when they are
mental TV commercials and pre- asked to write the brand name of part as he described it, drew rereached on the processing list in
sponses from 41% of the viewers,
testing them before special audi- the advertised product and all they
order to devote attention to unence groups.
remember having seen or heard
or eight times as much recall when
opposed bids in cities without servboth sight and sound were utilized
The plan was announced at a about it in the commercials. Later
\ ice. Hearings and processing of New York news conference by they are asked reactions to the be- simultaneously.
contested applications scheduled or
lievability of major claims made
The importance of demonstration
John K. Herbert, NBC vice presi- for
notified prior to Oct. 15, however,
the product in the commercials.
was illustrated with commercials
dent
in
charge
of
radio
and
TV
will continue as before. Reason for
showing a kitchen cleanser in use,
network sales, who also released a
2,000 Tests Made
the speed up plan was the large
a model washing her hair with the
new research report, "How to InThe "How to" research presentabacklog of hearing cases already
advertised shampoo which produced
crease the Effectiveness of Teletion reported conclusions from
in hand. List of bids passed over
more suds than an unnamed brand
some
2,000
tests
made
for
several
vision
Commercials,"
developed
was announced a fortnight ago
used by another model, and a side
from research, conducted by hundred nationally advertised
! [B*T, Nov. 3].
of meat shown being trimmed to
products to discover what TV comA number of TV hearings are Schwerin Research Corp., to be emthe choice portion placed into a
ployed
in
the
new
testing
service.
mercial sales points were best reunderway today (Monday). Only
membered and why. The informapackage.
This service offers to NBC-TV
last Thursday
FCC
was jugThe rule, keep it simple, was
tion has been refined into five gengling quarters in which to hold advertisers a means of pre-testing
demonstrated
with two cigarette
eral
rules:
Correlate
audio
and
them, a housekeeping problem ac- their commercials to eliminate un- video; demonstrate; keep it simple;
commercials. The first, in a span
successful sales appeals and replace
knowledged earlier [B*T, Nov. 3],
use the right presenter; keep the of 60 seconds, introduced ten
them with more fruitful messages
(see story, page 69).
scenes. The announcer praised the
Of the 216 TV outlets authorized
before telecast to nationwide au- setting authentic.
product, then followed a testimonial
diences. XBC will make its New
A
study
of
two~
commercials
for
11in the U. S., a total of 112 are now
a TV receiver illustrated the first from an athlete, a second anYork studios available at scheduled
i operating with the commencement
nouncer, ashot of the product in
times for rehearsing and shooting rule: Correlate audio and video.
j of KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., last rough commercials, which need not In one commercial, an announcer
use,
another
testimonial, etc. This
\ Thursday (see story page 70).
elaborate and expensive production
stood beside a set and recounted
meet finished production standards.
Many other new grantees plan comevoked a 13</c response, but when
mencement dates in the near future
These commercials will be kine- its special engineering features.
(Continued on page 100)
scope-recorded and played back to This received responses from 5%
(see summary, page 72). None of
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Nov. 7 through Nov. 13
Grants Since April 14:
VHF
2
29

Commerciol
Educational
Total
Commercial television stations on the air
31
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
112 1
Applications Filed Since April
14:
New Amended
VHF
514
Commercial
574
323
4
Educational
18
518
Total
S92
323
* One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 108 already granted.

UHF
70
7
77
1

UHF14
382
396

Total
99
9
108

113 1
18
Total

897 2
915 3

NEW

STATION GRANTS
Listed by States
TUCSON, Ariz. — Arizona Bcstg. Co.
<KVOA).
Granted
vhf 5.5
Ch. kw4 aural;
(66-72
mc);
ERP 11
kw visual,
antenna height above average terrain
220 ft., above ground 500 ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated construction
cost $249,033; first year operating cost
5180,000; revenue $180,000. Post Office
address P. O. Box 2911, Tucson, Ariz.
Studio and transmitter location N. 10th
Avenue and Lee St. Geographic co32° 14' 32" N. Lat.,
58' 30"
W. Long.ordinatesTransmitter
and110°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, Washington. Consulting engineer George C. Davis, Washington.
Principals include President R. B. Williams (10.13%), Vice President Richard
O. Lewis, Chairman of Board John J.
Louis and Secretary-Treasurer B. R.
Fulbright. [For application, see .B.T,
July
No. 91.7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
TUCSON, Arizona — Old Pueblo Bcstg.
Co. (KOPO).
Ch. 13160(210216
mc); ERP Granted
316 kw vhf
visual,
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 280 ft., above ground 500 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $369,733, first year operating cost $300,000, revenue $221,000. Post
Office address 115 West Drachman,
Tucson. Studio and transmitter location 115 West Drachman St. Geographic
coordinates 32° 14' 22" N. Lat., 110° 55'
32" W. Long.
Transmitter
antenna GE. Legal
counselDuMont,
Maurice
Barnes, Washington. Consulting engineer E. C. Page, Washington. Princiinclude owner
PresidentTovrea
HaroldRealty
C. Tov-&
rea pals
(10%),
Insurance Co.; Vice President Tom
Chauncey (20%), owner Tom Chauncey
Jewelers;
Charles
H.
GarlandSecretary-Treasurer
(10%), general manager,
secretary treasurer and 5% owner
Maricopa Bcstrs. Inc., licensee of
KOOL Phoenix, and Gene Autry (48%),
president and 85% owner of Maricopa
Bcstrs. Inc. [For application, see B.T,
July 91.7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
FORT SMITH,
Ark. — Southwestern
Publishing
Co. (KFSA).
Granted vhf
Ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP 265 kw visual,
145 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 270 ft., above ground
349 ft. mated
Engineering
conditions.
construction cost
$288,988, Estifirst
year operating cost $244,400, revenue
$260,000. Post Office address 920 Rogers
Ave., Fort Smith, Ark. Studio and
transmitter location 920 Rogers Ave.
Geographic coordinates 35° 23' 02" N.
Lat.,
94° 25'
22" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmitter
DuMont,
antenna
counsel
Haley & Doty, Washington. Consulting
engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Washington. Principals include President Donald W. Reynolds, Southwestern Publishing Co. president, interest
in WIKK Erie, Pa., KBRS Springdale,
Ark., KHBG Okmulgee, Okla., KAKE,
Wichita. Kan., KWRN Reno, Nev.
(662/3%); Secretary - Treasurer H. K.
Seymour, Comptroller C. W. Parkinson,
and Edith R. Reynolds (33y3%). [For
application, see B.T, July 7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 84.
SANTA BARBARA, Calif., Santa Barbara Bcstg. & Television Corp. Granted vhf Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 50 kw
visual, 25 kw aural; antenna height
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above a,verage terrain 3,000 ft., above
ground 158 ft. Engineering condition.
Estimated construction cost $289,014,
first nue
year
operating
cost $209,154,
reve-O.
$241,200.
Post Office
address P.
Box 157,
Santa
Barbara.
Studio
location to be determined. Transmitter
location San Ynez Peak. Geographic
coordinates 34° 31' 36" N. Lat., 119° 58'
38"
Long. counsel
Transmitter
and Fleming,
antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Kirkland,
Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington.
Consulting engineer Seymour F. Johnson, Santa Barbara. Principals include
Chairman of Board Harry C. Butcher
(14%), owner of KIST Santa Barbara;
Fresident Colin M. Selph (22%), vice
president and general manager of KDB
Santa Barbara from August, 1951, to
July, urer1952;
and TreasCecil I. Vice
Smith President
(12%), resident
manager of Schwabacher & Co. (investment
bankers), Santa Barbara; Secretary
Alvin C. Weingand (4%), president,
manager and 51% owner of San Ysidro
Ranch Corp. (ranching resort), Santa
Barbara; Ronald Colman (10%), vice
president and 49% owner of San Ysidro
Ranch Corp., owner and feature player
of Halls of Ivy (NBC radio program)
and independent motion picture actor;
C. H. Jackson Jr. (28%), manager and
25% owner of Petan Co. (ranching,
real estate and dairy), Santa Barbara,
and 50% owner of Teluride Mines Inc.
(mining), Nevada, and Arthur F. Marquette (10%), 50% owner of Sherman
& Marquette (advertising agency),
Chicago and New York. [For application, see B.T, Aug. 4.] City priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 94.
PUEBLO, Col. — Pueblo Radio Co.
(KDZA). Granted vhf Ch. 3 (60-66 mc);
ERP 10.5 kw visual, 5.3 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 300
ft., above ground 505 ft. Engineering
condition. Estimated construction cost
$167,000, first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $115,000. Studio and transmitter location 3011 Elizabeth St. Geo17' 30" N. Lat.,
104° 36' graphic
40" W.coordinates
Long.38°Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Consulting engineer J. B.

Heffelfinger, Kansas City, Mo. Principals include President Dee B. Crouch
(16%), dentmanager
of KDZA;
PresiAllen Pezoldt
(20%),ViceColorado
Springs (Col.), residence and business
construction; Secretary-Treasurer Zula
Seaton (52%), retired businesswoman,
and Assistant Secretary-Treasurer Nina
Ulrich (12%), owner of travel courts
in Arkansas
City, Kan.Pueblo,
Post Col.
Office [For
address 3011 Elizabeth,
application, see B.T, June 16.] City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 63.
PENSACOLA,
Fla.—uhfSouthland
Television Inc. Granted
Ch. 15 (476-482
mc); ERP 20 kw visual, 10 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
280 edft.construction
Engineering
Estimatcost condition.
$177,500, first
year
operating
cost
$120,000,
revenue
000. Post Office address P. O. Box$120,30,
Baton Rouge,
Studio
and transmitter locationLa.
corner
of Government
and Tarragona Streets. Geographic co30° 24' 36" N. Lat.,
12' 45"
W. Long.ordinatesTransmitter
and87°antenna
RCA. Legal
counsel
McKenna
&
Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting engineer George A. Gautney, Washington.
Charles W. Lamar is sole owner of
applicant, but T. E. Gibbens will get
25% of profits from station. Mr. Lamar
is partner in Lamar Adv. Co., Baton
Rouge, La., owns KCIL Houma, La.,
and is minority stockholder in WAFB
Baton Rouge. Mr. Gibbens is vice president,
manager and
stockholder
in WAFB.
[For minority
application,
see
B.T, No.
Sept.96.1.] City priority status: Gr.
A-2.
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. — WRAK Inc.
(WRAK).
uhf Ch.
mc);
ERP Granted
21 kw visual,
10.5 36kw (602-608
aural;
antenna height above average terrain
1,280 ingft.,conditions.
above ground
242 ft.construction
EngineerEstimated
cost $137,700, first year operating cost
$50,000,dressrevenue
$70,000.St.,Post
Office ad244 W. Fourth
Williamsport.
Studio location 244 W. Fourth St., Williamsport. Transmitter location N.
White Deer Ridge Road, near Williamsport.
Geographic
41° 11' 21"
N. Lat.,
58' 53"coordinates
W. Long.
ter and 76°
antenna
RCA.
LegalTransmitcounsel
Spearman & Roberson, Washington.
Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
Washington. Principals include President E. N. Case, Vice Presidents Margarette T. Steele (3.8%) and John E.
Person, Treasurer W. Van Person and
Secretary- Asst. Treasurer George E.
Joy (1.3%). Sun- Gazette Co. owns
66.6^ of grantee, and West Branch
Bank & Trust Co. owns 27% of grantee.
[For application, see B.T, July 7.] City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 92.
WACO, Tex. — Central Texas Television Co. Granted uhf Ch. 34 (590-596
mc); ERP 5 kw visual, 3 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
350 ft.,
above ground
398 ft.construction
Engineering conditions.
Estimated
cost $225,685, first year operating cost
$200,000, revenue $225,000. Post Office
address % Ross K Prescott, Room 1430
Life of America Bldg., Dallas, Tex.
Studio and transmitter location Medical
Arts Bldg., N. 9th and Austin Streets.
Geographic
coordinates
33' 12" N.
Lat.,
97° 08'
08" W.RCA.
Long.31°
Transmitter
DuMont,
antenna
Legal
counsel
Ross K. Prescott, Dallas, Tex. Consultington.engineer
Weldonis Clyde
& Carr,Weatherby,
WashingSole owner
owner of KCLW Hamilton, Tex., and
Clyde Weatherby (Ford) Motor Co. and
Tractor Co., both in Hamilton. [For
application, see B.T, July 28.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 38.
LYNCHBURG, Va.— Lynchburg Bcstg.

M. H. (Tack) HAMMER (I), assistant to the president of KHQ-TV Spokane,
and Frank P. Barnes, General Electric Co. sales manager for broadcast equipment, inspect the station's five-bay, Ch. 6 antenna. KHQ-TV is expected to
begin operating early next year.

Corp. (WLVA). Granted vhf Ch. 13
(210-216 mc); ERP 28 kw visual, 14 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 2090 ft., above ground 117 ft.
Estimated construction cost $161,920,
first year operating cost $90,600, revenue $93,987. Engineering condition.
Post Office address 925 Church St.,
Lynchburg,
Studio location
Church St. Va.
Transmitter
location 925
on
Tobacco Row Mountain, 11 mi. north
of Lynchburg. Geographic coordinates
37°
33' 54" N. DuMont,
Lat., 79° 11'antenna
31" W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal
George engineer
O. Sutton, Craven,
Wash- 1'
ihgton.counsel
Consulting
Lohnes & Culver, Washington. Prin-J
cinals (27.77%),
include Vice
President
Edward A. i:
Allen
President-General
Manager Philip P. Allen (27.77%) and |
Secretary-Treasurer J. P. Read Jr.
(4.16%). [For application, see B.T,
July 85.
7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2,!,
No.
GREEN
BAY, Granted
Wis. — Norbertine
Fathers (WBAY).
vhf Ch. 2 (5460 mc) ; ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
450 ft., above ground 383 ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated construction
cost $463,700, first year operating cost
$180,000,
address P.revenue
O. Box $120,000.
633, Green Post
Bay, Office!
Wis.
Studio location Columbus Club Bldg.,
115 South
Transmitter
location Jefferson
Glenmore Road,St. East
of De Pere.f
Wis.Lat..Geographic
44° 24' 20"
N.
58' 10"coordinates
W. Long.
ter and 87°
antenna
RCA.
LegalTransmitcounsel;
Hogan & Hartson, Washington. Conengineer George
C. Davis,
Wash-|S.
ington. sulting
Principals
include
President
M. Kolleen Vice President D. M. Burke,,
Treasurer M. J. Beemster and R. D.
Mulroy.stockApplicant
is non-profit,
corporation. [For
application, nonsee
A-2,
B.T, No.
July73.7.] City priority status: Gr.
EXISTING STATION
Change Granted
WDEL-TV
WILMINGTON,
—
WDEL Inc. Granted
change to Del.
vhf Ch.i
12 ( 204-210 mc); ERP 2.5 kw visual, 1.25
kw aural;
age terrainantenna
480 ft. height
(Changeabove
fromavervhf
Ch. 7 [174-180 mc]; ERP 0.48 kw visual,
0.34 kw aural.) Change required under
provisions of FCC Sixth Report &
Order [B.T, April 14]. Grant Nov. 12.
EXISTING STATIONS

r

Changes Requested
WSB-TV
ATLANTA,
Ga. — Atlanta
Newspapers Inc. Vhf Ch. 2 (54-60 mc). A
Change ERP to 100 kw visual, 50 kw
aural; antenna height above average!
terrain 932cost
ft., ofabove
1,059estittM .:■:.!
Estimated
changeground
$100,000;
yearly operating cost $600,000,
revenue mated
$900,000.
KFOR-TV LINCOLN, Neb.— Cornbelt
Bcstg. Co. Mod. CP (which authorized
new TV station) to propose slight
change in geographical coordinates.
Vhf Ch. 10, ERP 59.27 kw visual, 29.625
kw
height above aver- : -gje
age aural;
terrain antenna
286 ft.
NEW APPLICATIONS
Listed by States
t
Indicates
pre-thaw application
amended (re-filed).
f LAFAYETTE,
La. — Evangeline
Bcstg. Co. (KVOL), vhf Ch. 10 (192-198
mc); ERP 117 kw visual, 70 kw aural; .
antenna height above average terrain
444
ft., above cost
ground$317,900,
473 ft. first
Estimated
construction
year
operating
$84,000,
revenueBuchanan
$96,000 '
Post
Office cost
address
519 South
St., Lafayette,
La.mi.Studio
transmitter location 2.5
NW ofand
Lafayette
on Sunbeam Lane, site of KVOL-AMFM transmitters. Geographic coordi- •
nates 30°
14' 29" N. and
Lat., antenna
92° 03' 31"RCA
W. I
Long.
Transmitter
Legal counsel Scharfeld, Jones & Baron,
Washington. Consulting engineer A. D. *
Ring
Co., Washington.
Principals who
in-1 Ffeo
elude &President
Morgan Murphy,
owns controlling interest in Superior pi
(Wis.) Evening Telegram; Manitowoc I
(Wis.) Herald-Times; Two Rivers (Wis.) i
Reporter;
Chippewa
(Wis.)
Her- FP6
aid-Telegram;
VirginiaFalls
(Minn.)
Messab
M
Daily,
News;
Lafayette
(La.)
Daily
Ad- , „
vertiser; Los Angeles (Calif.) Eaglt
Rock News and Highland Park News- : •
Herald; similar control over WEBC- ,
AM-FM
Duluth,
Minn., WMFG
Hib- e«
bing, Minn.,
WEAU-AM-FM
Claire
M[
Wis.,
and controls
Lafayette Eau
Advertise]
,
Co.,
50%
owner
KVOL;
Vice
Presideni
m
Mrs.
George
H.
Thomas
(no
other
business interests indicated); Secretarj Jo,.
Harry Squiers 10% owner and editor o; ft
Lafayette (La.) Advertiser Gazette Inc.
and Treasurer George H. Thoma<
(Continued on page 101) f.
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\ FCC CONTINUES to face problems of housing for its many com, parative TV hearings in Washington as proceedings for cities al. ready underway go on and on —
leaving applicants for other cities
virtually standing at the door waiting for a chamber in which to be
i heard.
By late in the week, through
juggling of regular hearing rooms
and addition of new ones, the Com. mission is barely meeting the demand. Commission officials acknowledge that as new hearings
j commence, the matter of finding
j space probably will continue nip
and tuck.
As an example, at the end of the
week Ch. 8 applicants for Tampa. St. Petersburg, Fla., had presented
only about half of their case beC fore Examiner Basil P. Cooper in
p regular hearing room 1703 Tem; porary T Bldg. Yet today (MonKOIN

ANSWERS
On Ch. 6 Bid
KOIN Portland, Ore., TV Ch. 6
_l applicant, filed a detailed answer
1. J with FCC last week in response to
5? the protest of Pioneer Broadcasters
w Inc., one of two Ch. 6 competitors,
to':)amend
directed its atbid KOIN's
so as to request
show with-to
12 drawal of Ralph Stolkin, Edward
Burke Jr. and Sherrill C. Corwin,
together 43.5% owner of KOIN
Nov. 10].
D(ai [B*T,
c)j
"An examination of the opposikiv
tion
' by^ Pioneer discloses that
ggfiled
ja
g. Pioneer
has attempted to becloud
jjjr:the issues by advancing arguments
which have no conceivable bearing
leltjtiiupon the question of whether or
jffinot the public interest would be
;es. : served by the grant of the [KOIN]
j?E tended.
amendment," the KOIN reply conhad too
charged
KOIN's
bid
to Pioneer
amend was
late and
in effect
constituted unfair strengthening of
uts competitive position following
unfavorable "publicity" on the
Stolkin group and its withdrawal
from RKO Pictures Corp. [B«T,
:, Oct. 27]. KOIN held the RKO
ea matter was "completely irrelevant"
:in to the Ch. 6 case and asked FCC
Hfrjto dismiss an exhibit of newspaper
clippings submitted by Pioneer.
"Pioneer has failed to come forth
y, with one shred of evidence that
••* would justify its unwarranted asjl sumption that the presence of
M Messrs. Stolkin, Corwin and Burke
3 was detrimental in any manner,
; shape or form," KOIN argued,
pointing out that FCC had details
if Mr. Stolkin's business back• ground in hand when it approved
-he recent sale of KOIN (and KJR
Seattle) to the present licensee in
tW August.
*l : KOIN also noted Ch. 6 competiel»]j|;or KXL Portland did not consider
he KOIN amendment detrimental
;o its competitive position in the
TV hearing.
\tf 1ROADCASTING
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day), Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
begins her Fort Wayne, Ind., Ch.
33 proceeding in that room. Examiner Cooper and Tampa- St.
Petersburg move to new hearing
room 1416 New Post Office Bldg.
Similarly, Wichita's Ch. 3 hearr
ing which began last Monday before Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
in hearing room C of the Interstate Commerce Commission (used
by FCC before), today must move
to regular hearing room 2232 New
Post Office Bldg., just vacated by
the Denver competition.
Room C in ICC today will be
filled with Duluth, Minn. -Superior,
Wis., applicants for Chs. 3 and 6
and Examiner Herbert Scharfman.
Denver's Ch. 7 case is over, but
the Ch. 4 proceeding recessed until
Dec. 16 because of the illness of a
principal witness [B*T, Nov. 10],
will be resumed, Examiner James
D. Cunningham knows not where.
Portland, Ore.'s multiple hearings before Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith, underway since Oct. 1, continues in room 2230 New Post Office
Bldg. with the Ch. 12 proceeding.
This case was expected to have
been ended last week but runs over
into this week. The Ch. 6 case is
to begin Wednesday, the Ch. 8 proceeding Jan. 6 and further hearing in the Ch. 21 hearing in early
February.
Flint Hearing Today
The Flint, Mich., hearing for
Ch. 12 begins today before Examiner Benito Gaguine in new hearing
room 20704 Temporary T Bldg.,
while Examiner Thomas H. Donohue commences the Sacramento,
Calif., hearings for Chs. 3, 10, 40
and 46 in new hearing room 2107
New Post Office Bldg.
Another hearing starting today
is the Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.,
competition for Ch. 6, to be heard
by Examiner Annie N. Hunnting at
the Commission's regular meeting
room, 6121 New Post Office Bldg.
This pushes the Commission itself into the office of Chairman
Paul A. Walker for its regular
Wednesday and other executive
sessions.
Helping to keep FCC from bulging out onto Pennsylvania Ave. itself, one hearing slated to commence today, Ch. 27 for Harrisburg, Pa., was postponed until Nov.
28. Examiner is William G. Butts.
Canton, Ohio, Ch. 29 hearing
presently is slated to commence.
Dec. 9 before Examiner Litvin.
No date Ijas been set for the
Tampa-St. Petersburg Ch. 13 competition before Examiner Cooper.
Meanwhile, first storm in the Ch.
3 hearing for Wichita, which
opened last Monday, involved disposition of a petition for a subpoena on Marcellus N. Murdock,
executive vice president of the
Wichita Eagle and KFH. Asked
by KANS, the petition requested
that Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
subpoena Mr. Murdock to present
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all papers, records, contracts, memoranda, etc., concerning the newspaper, going back to 1930.
The request contained an affidavit
by O. L. Taylor, principal ownef
of KANS, alleging violations of
anti-trust laws.
Mr. Hutchison took the request
under advisement after the pros
and cons were argued before him
Nov. 10.
There are three applicants for
Wichita's Ch. 3. They are KFH,
KANS and Wichita Television
Corp., comprising the George M.
Brown and David M. Moyer families. Mr. Brown is president and
general manager of the Wichita
Ice and Cold Store Co. Mr. Moyer
is an attorney.
Application calls for 100 kw on
a 676 - ft. - above - average - terrain
antenna, with $460,626 for construction and $371,890 for first
year's operating expenses.
KFH Application
KFJI-Wichita Eagle application
calls for 100 kw on a 939 ft. antenna, with $661,049 estimated for
construction and $556,920 for first
year operating expenses. It was
the first applicant on the stand.
KANS application looks for a
57.44 kw operation with a 500 ft.
antenna. Construction is estimated
at $576,452 and first year's expenses at $624,000. KANS is owned
by O. L. Taylor, president of radioTV station representative firm
bearing his name. Mr. Taylor also
owns KRGV Weslaco, Tex.
At a pre-hearing conference Nov.
12, tentative date of Dec. 10 was
set for Wichita Ch. 10 competitors.
They are KAKE, Sunflower Television Co., comprised of E. V. Yingling, Chevrolet distributor; Willis
Hartman, oil; Virgil Brown Jr.,
Coca-Cola franchiser; George Hollingbery, radio-TV station representative, and Mid Continent Television Inc., comprising Theodore
and Ralph Gore, oil men.
Poynter on Stand
Meanwhile, Tampa-St. Petersburg hearing for Ch. 8 resumed
Nov. 12 with Nelson Poynter, owner of WTSP-Sf. Petersburg Times
on the witness stand. Mr. Poynter
is also publisher of the Congressional Quarterly, Washington.
In the course of Mr. Poynter's
testimony, he submitted standards
for ownership of a newspaper and
radio enterprise, drawn up as a
guide for his heirs. Some of the
follow:
high points of Mr. Poynter's code
• Ownership or participation in
ownership of a publication or broadcasting property is a sacred trust, and
a great privilege.
• Any publication or broadcasting
property has unusual obligations to
the community in which it operates,
and any new owner must be sensitive
to •this.
The owners of a publication or
broadcasting station can not compromise with the integrity of the news and
information that is sold or given to
the public.
• A publication or broadcasting
station must be aggressive in its serv-

NELSON POYNTER, owner of
WTSP and St. Petersburg (Fla.)
Times, as he appeared on witness
stand during Tampa-St. Petersburg TV hearings in Washington
last week.
ice to the community and not wait to
be prodded
into rendering
that service. A publisher
or broadcaster
must
share the zeal and enthusiasm for what
is new each day. He does not belong
as an owner unless he has such enthusiasm.
• A "chain" owner cannot do justice to local publications or radio
stations. His devotion and loyalty to
any one area is bound to be diluted or
divided
if he has other ownerships
and
interests.
• I expect every member of any
staff to be above average in his respectivemand
job. Istandards
expectof myhis successor
to destaff as high
or
higherpects than
mine.
A
concern
that
exits staff to be above average must
be willing to pay staffers above averft Any
institution must modern
expect tocapitalistic
provide pensions
age. promise
that
honest and
dignified
retirement to members
of the
staff who
have
devoted their lives to the institution.
• A publication or broadcasting
station cannot best serve its community if it is encumbered with outside
interests. Its editorial policy should
not be tinctured with ownership in
enterprises not related to newspapering or broadcasting.
Corporation Profits
PROFITS after taxes of U. S.
manufacturing corporations (a
number of them radio-TV advertisers) during the second quarter
of 1952 paralleled those for the
first quarter, although profits before income and excess profits
taxes were approximately 5% lower. These facts were given last
week by the Federal Trade Commission and Securities & Exchange
Commission in a joint report. Of
23 different industries classified in
report, 14 showed increases and
nine decreases in profits after
taxes from' the first to the second
quarter. Greatest increase was
shown by apparel and textiles
(89%)(—43%).
and decrease by iron and
steel
KTSM-TV

Buys

KTSM-TV El Paso has bought
NBC-TV's Daily News Service for
26 weeks for use when the station
begins broadcasting, according to
John B. Cron, national manager of
Syndicated Film Sales. Mr. Cron
also said that KPHO-TV Phoenix
will. carry Dangerous Assignment,
starring Brian Donlevy, for another 13 weeks on behalf of Clark
Smith Auto Dealers.
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SAG STRIKE VOTED
In Film Commercial Issue
STRIKE vote was to have been
taken yesterday (Sunday) by New
York members of Screen Actors
Guild against the Film Producers
Assn. of New York and the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
in a dispute over a contract covering actors in TV film commercials.
Hollywood members of the guild
last week voted unanimously to
strike. An SAG spokesman told
Broadcasting • Telecasting
Thursday that if New York members decided to strike, the dispute
was likely to spread to other cities
since New York negotiations were
designed to evolve an industrywide pattern of wages and working
conditions.
Negotiations were broken off on
Oct. 22 principally over failure to
reach agreement on a formula for
payment on issue of films [B#T,
Oct. 27].
John Dales Jr., SAG's national
executive secretary, declared the
New York agencies and producers
"forced a breaking off of negotiations" and that a strike appears
inevitable "unless they changed
their attitude." SAG has a $634,316 "strike war chest" for use in
the walkout if necessary.
Besides Screen Extras Guild and
American Federation of Television
and Radio Artists, other members
of the Associated Actors and Artists of America pledging support
to SAG in its strike action are
American Guild of Variety Artists,
Actors Equity, Chorus Equity,
and American Guild of Musical
Artists.
TVWA NOMINATES
Powell and Freedman
RICHARD POWELL and Ben
Freedman have been nominated for
presidency of the newly-formed
Television Writers of America,
which is seeking to become bargaining agent for writers of Hollywood
orginating live and filmed TV
shows.
Other nominees to be voted on
Dec. 16 along with any who may be
named within the next few days by
the general membership are John
Murry, Ben Brady, vice president;
Robert White and Bernie Ederer,
secretary-treasurer. An executive
board of 12 will also be elected.
NLRB hearing on TVWA's petition to be made bargaining agent
for writers with live and film television network shows has now been
tentatively set for Nov. 25 before
Los Angeles Field Examiner Norman Greer. Opposing TVWA are
Screen Writers Guild and Authors
League of America, which some
weeks ago negotiated similar agreements with the networks in New
York. [B*T, Nov. 10].
DuMONT Television Network's Quick
on the Draw program (Tues., 9:30-10
p.m. EST) has been cited by the
Assn. for the Help of Retarded Children.
Page 70
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KDUB-TV'S START
Switch Thrown Thursday
KDUB-TV Lubbock went on the
air last Thursday after upwards
of 3,000 persons helped to throw
the switch.
Texas' newest TV station, on
Ch. 13, went on the air at 8 p.m.
only 36 days after receiving its
construction permit.
During a gala street party, with
three bands, massed spotlights and
varied entertainment, a giant rope
was unrolled on Texas Ave. in
downtown Lubbock. A huge switch
on a reception platform was hooked
to the rope and wired to the station's 5 kw DuMont transmitter.
Lubbock citizens lined both sides
of the
rope,
heldsignal,
it tug-ofwar
style.
At and
a given
they

TYPIFYING the elaborate facilities of CBS Television City is this one
corner of the huge Studio 31 where a scene from My Friend Irma is in
rehearsal. Studio 31 is one of the four giant studios in the video plant.

CBS

TV

CITY

Three-Day Dedication
Climaxed Today

TODAY (Monday) marks the climax of a three-day dedication of CBS
Television City in Hollywood, which began Saturday morning with a
two-hour parade concluding with the raising of the American Flag over
the building. An hour-long coast-to-coast telecast (9-10 p.m. EST Saturday) presented most of the netCBS-TV studios in New York.
top stars, was
along open
with* house
civic
Moveable walls permit easy
officials.work'sSunday
changes in size and shape of studio
day for representatives of indusstages, with audience space, curtry,
government
and
the
entertainment world. Celebration concludes
rently accommodating 350 people,
this evening with a banquet honorreadily altered or eliminated altogether if need be. Even the
ing CBS,
West Holly-in
woodgiven
ChamberbyoftheCommerce
building walls can be moved as
much as 300 feet.
cooperation with leading civic and
More than 3,386,000 pounds of
business organizations of Los Anstructural steel and 190 miles of
heavy steel reinforcing enough
The 15-acre Television City, said
geles.
to be the largest as well as the concrete for an 8% -mile highway,
four oversize freight elevators of
newest plant designed especially
for TV, contains 374,620 square
7,500-pound capacity each, 12,000
square feet of exterior glass walls,
feet of floor space. A core of four
10,000 yards of translucent rayon
gigantic studios, each measuring
draperies, 155,800 square feet of
12,100 square feet of floor space,
acoustical material, two million
plus its own make-up and costume
watts of electrical lighting (enough
rooms, is served by set design
for 275 night baseball games), an
facilities, carpenter and paint
shops, set storage space and
outside storage yard covering 11,000 square feet, about three acres
property rooms, organized on an
assembly line production basis.
of lawn, parking facilities for 710
cars, 1,200 lineal feet of outside
Nearby are three rehearsal halls
fencing — those are a few of the
of 2,550 square feet size apiece,
components that go to make up
plus dressing rooms for 208 perCBS Television City.
formers. The Administration Building, a 35,000 square-foot office
area, includes conference rooms
and other facilities for writers, di- WJZ-TV Plans Telethon
rectors and producers.
WJZ-TV New York will present
Designed by William L. Pereira
a 16-hour telethon titled Celebrity
and Charles Luckman, who drafted
Parade for Cerebral Palsy beginand discarded some 50 sets of
ning Dec. 6 at 10 p.m. EST and
plans in the 18-month process, the continuing until 2 p.m. Dec. 7.
More than 100 entertainers are
CBS Television City with its four
huge studios has a capacity of expected to appear in the peroriginating 28 hours of live TV
formance, designed to aid over 50,shows a week, about half as much
000 cerebral-palsied children and
as the combined output of all 18 adults in New York area.

began pulling. W. D. (Dub)
Rogers, president-general manager,
notes that now some 3,000 persons can say, "I put west Texas'
first TV station on the air."
TV executives attending the
formal opening included Herbert E.
Taylor Jr., manager, and James B.
Tharpe, national sales manager, TV
Transmitter Div., DuMont; Edward Scoville, station relations,
CBS, and Tom Flynn, David O.
Alber Assoc.
Meanwhile, KDUB-TV reported
last week that the rapidly increasing number of TV sets in its coverage area had reached the 7,000mark.
IATSE-IBEW TRUCE
Reach Amity Over KTLA (TV)
TRUCE was called last Monday in
the jurisdictional battle between
AFL's IATSE and IBEW over representation of28 KTLA (TV) Hollywood employes when IBEW Local
45 withdrew its petition to the
National Labor Relations Board for
certification as collective bargaining agent for all station craft
workers. IATSE now will move to
negotiate a new contract, replacing
the one that expired Oct. 1.
IBEW's retreat followed a threat
by Roy national
M. Brewer,
IATSE
representative,
to fightinterthe
rival union in both TV and movie
studio jurisdictions [B*T, Nov. 10].
With war clouds dispersed, IATSE
now will respect IBEW jurisdictions, Mr. Brewer said, but will
intensify its campaign to organize
craft workers at all TV stations in
the local area where bargaining
contracts are not in force.
Cotton Speaks
RICHARDS COTTON, chairman of
the Electronics Production Board
and director of the Electronics Div.
of the National Production Authority, addressed the Armed Forces
Communications Assn. at a dinner
in Boston last Thursday. Mr. Cotton spoke on "Trends in the Electronics Industry From a Govern-
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TheareNew
Grantees'
Commencement
Dates
HERE
post-thaw
TV grantees
and the dates onTarget
which they
expect
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
national representative, where signed, are given.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
Rep.
Ch. Granted Commencement Network
Call City and State
Weed
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
Sept.
4 Unknown
Spring 1953
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y.
July
Oct. 24
16 March
Branham
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.
Oct. 9 March-April
Taylor
March
15
McGillvra
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
Sept.
Late 1953
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.
Oct. 252 Unknown
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C.
Oct. 30 Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky.
Aug. 30
14 Dec. 20
Oct.
Pearson
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J.
Unknown
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex.
Dec.
1
July
11
CBS
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
July 11 Unknown
Taylor Young
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex.
Aug. 21 Late 1952
Adam
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, la.
Aug. 14 Unknown
CBS
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich.
Oct. 30
Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
Oct. 30 Unknown
Bethlehem, Pa.
WQTV (TV) Binghamton, N. Y.
Aug. 14 Unknown
Adam Young
1
ABC
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
July 11 Jan.
Unknown
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn.
Aug.
14
Unknown
WTVF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y.
July
Free & Peters
Oct. 24
30 April 1
WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C.
Unknown
McGillvra
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug. 21 March
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Sept. 18 April
Raymer
CBS
Free
& Peters
CBS,
ABC
On
Air
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11
(Oct. 2)
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col. 26 July 11 Dec. 17
NBC, DuMont Blair-TV Inc.
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
2 July 11 On Air
(July 18)
Mountain States TV Co., Denver 20 Sept. 18 Unknown
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn. 38 Oct. 24 Unknown
September
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct. 16 March
8
Forjoe
Elmira Television, Elmira, N. Y. 24 Nov. 6 May
1943
Avery-Knodel
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex. 13 Oct. 24 Early
Dec.
1
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4 July 31
Hollingbery
Taylor
CBS
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass. 46 Sept. 14
Early 1953
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich. 28 July 11 March
1
Sears & Ayer
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23 July 31
Unknown
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 17 July
31
June
1
Nov.
13
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark. 5
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md. 62 Oct. 24 Unknown
KM J -TV Fresno, Calif 24 Sept. 18 Unknown
Raymer
Jacob A. Newborn Jr.,
Gadsden, Ala.
21 Nov. 6 May
Boiling
Weed
March 1
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis. 2 Nov. 13 April
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa. 55 Sept. 25 Early 1953
Branham
ABC
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass. 55 July 11
Free & Peters
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
9 Aug. 7 Dec. 1
KONA (TV) Honolulu, T. H. 11 Oct. 24 Unknown
KUHT
Tex. 25*8 Aug. 21 Unknown
Petry
Dec. 25
CBS, ABC,
WJTV (TV)
(TV) Houston,
Jackson, Miss.
Sept. 11
Katz
NBC,
DuMont
Jan. 1
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb. 10 Oct.
Feb. 1
Pearson
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
12 Oct.
RTMA

BOARD
To Study School TV
PROPOSED program of educational TV development under sponsorship of the radio-television industry will be considered by the
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. board
of directors at a meeting to be held
Nov. 21 in New York. A special
educational TV committee headed
by Benjamin Abrams, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co., will review the problem at a Nov. 20 session.
A. D. Plamondon Jr., Indiana
Steel Products Co., will preside at
the board meeting as RTMA president and board chairman.
A series of RTMA quarterly
group meetings will be held Nov.
19-21 at the Palmer House, Chicago, and Roosevelt and WaldorfAstoria, New York. The Set Div.
Executive Committee, of which
John W. Craig, Crosley Div., is
chairman, will review a proposal to
establish an experimental clinic for
service technicians at a New York
City trade school. It will also take
up other plans to keep consumers
informed on servicing needs of TV
sets.
The Parts Div. Executive Commitee and Tube Div. will review
efforts of RTMA to obtain a rePage 72
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Cow Catcher
A COW and milk story from
Whitby, Ont., is supplied by
farmer Russell Fleming. He
claims a boost in milk production of some 15 gallons
daily from his 30 cows ever
since he installed a large
screen TV set in the barn!
Mr. Fleming put the set there
for his own viewing pleasure
when milking in the evenings.
But the cows got the viewing bug, too, particularly
for Arthur Godfrey and
Eddie Cantor. The comics,
he says, "seem to do the
cows most good."
versal of OPS reimposition of
price controls on all radio-TV components.
Drafting of a public relations
program for the radio-television industry will get under way at a
meeting of the new Public Relations & Advertising Committee,
headed
Corp. by John F. Gilligan, Philco
RTMA last week expanded its
Receiver Section and changed the
name to General Electronics & Receiver Section with L. M. Clement,
Crosley Div., as chairman of the
executive committee.

Call
City and State
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
KETV
Rock, Ark.
KUSC-TV(TV)LosLittle
Angeles
KCBD-TV
Lubbock,
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Tex.
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va.
KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.
WMAC (TV) Massilon, Ohio
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.
WGTV (TV) New York City
Southland
Inc.,
Pensacola,Television
Fla.
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
KCSJ-TV
KDZA-TV Pueblo,
Pueblo, Col.
Col.
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C.
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y.
WHTV
Syracuse,Pa. N. Y.
WEEU-TV(TV)Reading,
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
WTVO
Rockford,Mich.
III.
WKNX-TV(TV)Saginaw,
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif.
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
Santa
Barbara Corp.,
Bcstg. &
Telecasting
Santa Barbara, Calif.
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
WTVU
(TV) Sioux
Scranton,
KWTV (TV)
City,Pa.Iowa
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Central
Waco, Texas
Tex. Television Co.,
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
White Television Co.,
Wichita Wilkes-Barre,
Fal's, Tex. Pa.
WBRE-TV
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio
* Educational permittees.
SWG-ATFP

Commencement
Ch. Granted
Oct. 30 Unknown
Sept.
*43 15
Aug. 2818 Unknown
April
11 Oct. 9*21
1713 Oct.
On
Feb. Air15
Nov. 1396 March
13 Nov.
1236
Unknown
Unknown
23 July 24
48 Sept.
4 Dec. 25
20 Aug. 7 March
April 1 1
Sept.
18 March 1
Oct.
30
28 July 11 Unknown
February
15
30 July 11 Jan.
45
Sept.
4
49 Aug. 14 Unknown
January
Nov. 13 June
Aug. 28
43
28
27
Air(Sept.
July 11 On
March
1 19)
30 Unknown
155 Oct.
3 Nov. 13 March
1
Oct. 16
July 24 Unknown
Unknown
15
33 Sept. 18 May
57 Sept. 4 Dee. 7
4
27 Sept.
Dec.
15
10 Sept. 18 February
Dec.
May 1
39 Sept.
Oct. 11112 Unknown
Sept.
61
1
Unknown
2 Oct. 16 May
96 Fall
38 Oct.
1953
Nov.
1954
18
2 July 24
3 Nov. 13
20
73 Aug.
14 Dec.
April 25
36 Oct. 30 January
Unknown
Late 1952
34
July 2811
106 Aug.
4 July 11 Dec. 25
61 July 11 Late 1952
Nov. 139 Jan. 15
6713 Oct.
Unknown
4 Nov. 13 April
Nov. 136
34 Nov.
Unknown
Unknown
55 Oct. 30 Unknown
28
73
36
4922
43
34
27
21

Nov. 6
Oct. 2
Nov. 13
July 11
July 11
July 11
July 11
Sept. 25

Feb. 1
Jan.
April 1.
Unknown
Early 1953
Dec. 11953
Early
Early 1953
Unknown

Network

CBS, DuMont

Pearson
Hollingbery
Pearson
Avery-Knodel
Boiling
Forjoe
Young
Taylor
Meeker
Headley-Reed
NBC
Spot Sales
Avery-Knodel
Avery-Knodel
H-R Reps.
Headley-Reed
Burn-Smith
Avery-Knodel
Gill-Keefe
Perna Walk&er '
Hollingbery
Headley-Reed
Weed
Inter-American

NBC
CBS
ABC
NBC

ABC, DuMont,
Blair-TV Inc.
CBS, NBC
CBS,
NBC ABC,
DuMont

Raymer
Walker,
Katz Bcstrs.Pac.
Hollingbery
NW
Hollingbery
Raymer

NBC
ABC-DuMont
DuMont
ABC
NBC

Headley-Reed
Avery-Knodel
Radio Reps
Headley-Reed
Raymer

UNITY

Compromise Seen This Week
SCREEN Writers Guild's 14-week
strike against Alliance of Television Film Producers is expected to
be settled this week on an amicable
compromise basis.
Under an agreement blocked out
and yet to be signed, (1) exclusive
TV rights only are to be bargained
for by video producers and these
on a seven-year option leasing
basis, with (2) all other rights remaining property of the author.
On the controversial payment
for re-runs issue, SWG's original
royalty plus minimum demands
have been compromised by a plan
under which writers will receive
continuous payment for each rerun of the TV film, rather than a
gross percentage against the negative which SWG previously had demanded.
Both groups are in "broad agreement" on all other points in the
proposed collective bargaining contract, itwas said. SWG claims 400
TV writers in its membership.
NASH Automobile Dealers of New
York and New Jersey have signed to
share in sponsorship of WPIX (TV)
New York's 93-event winter sports
schedule from Madison Square Garden. Agency is Geyer Adv., N. Y.

WTVJ

OPENS
New Studio Building

SEVENTY-EIGHT agency representatives and 17 network executives were guests of WTVJ (TV)
Miami during opening ceremonies
of the station's new studio building
Nov.
Col.7-9.
Mitchell Wolfson and Sidney
Meyer, co-owners of WTVJ, were
hosts to the group which converged
on Miami from New York, Chicago,
Memphis, Durham, Detroit, Atlanta
and New Orleans.
At a banquet, Sylvia Kessler,
chief, Office of Opinions & Review,
FCC, congratulated the WTVJ
owners.
"WTVJ has the most functional
plant that I have ever visited,"
said Miss Kessler. "I expect that
many, many new television station
operators will want to visit WTVJ
before they finalize plans for their
was host Nov. 10 to 2,200
ownWTVJ
stations."
local sponsors, their wives, civic
and business leaders. The station
mailed 2,000 copies of a 12-page
brochure on the new building's
facilities and equipment for the
benefit of those unable to visit the

BROADCASTING
plant.
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• FORD •
• AMAZO • UNITtu
• MILES • BORAX • ALCOm
• CARTER • SINGER • KAISER • LUw
• COLGATE • CHASE & SANBORN • SChL...
• DUNHILL • LEEMING • SIMMONS • KELLOGG • LONGINE • SERUTAN • CAVALIER • EMBASSY • SYLVa.
• BORDEN'S • DEL MONTE • SWANSDOWN • PILLSBURY • PALl-..
• CARNATION • OLDSMOBILE • BEST FOODS • DR. PEPPER • C & H SULv.
• LUCKY STRIKE • CHESTERFIELD • WESTINGHOUSE • LARUS & BROS. • GENEkM.
• BRISTOL MYERS • DIAMOND MATCH • OWENS-CORNING • GENERAL MILLS • CAMPb...
• LYNDEN CHICKEN • U. S. ENVELOPE • PHILLIP MORRIS • AMERICAN CHICLE • SCHICK • SW^,
• LINCOLN MERCURY • LANGENDORF BREAD • GENERAL ELECTRIC • PROCTOR & GAMBLE • CH
• STOKLEY-VAN CAMP • BANK OF AMERICA • HELENA RUBENSTEIN • HILLS BROS. COFFEE #,WE<
• AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS • WINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA • RIVIERA PACKING •lSYLV/
• TUTTLE'S COTTAGE

CHEESE • KILPATRICK'S BREAD • BELFAST • AUTO-LITE • BLATZ • PALL MALL

• BENGAY • QUAKER OATS • CITY OF PARIS • GALLO WINES • CUDAHY • SHASTA WATER
• TONI • DODGE • RYBUTOL • STAR OLIVE OIL • HASTINGS • YELLOW CAB • LUDEN'* ~
• GENERAL CIGAR • WATER BAKER • LUCKY LAGER • NABISCO • JERGENS •
• RAINIER • STOPETTE • P. LORRILARD • SPRECKELS-RUSSELL
• M & M CANDIES • WESTON'S BISCUITS •! AMIDENT • D«='
• TRANSOCEAN AIR LINES • JONNY MOP • r*1"
• PACIFIC TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH • cr~"
• UNITED AIR LINES • SCHLIT7 • CARDINET CANDY *

• EMD * *

• GREEN Gl*k"

r
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SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. *>
Affiliated with CBS and DuMont Television Networks . . . Represented nationally by the Katz Agency

• M^k ]
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Children'

hi

Times change, Mr. Longfellow. Specifically, the early
evening TV time that children used to call their own.
Along came WCBS-TV's "Early Show" at 6:15,
and a revolution in more than a million New York
homes. Its top feature films drew mothers from the
kitchen, fathers straightway from work. It changed
dinner hours . . . moved TV sets into dining rooms.
While competitive shows were still attracting
chiefly children, "The Early Show" came up with a
73% adult audience !
And this audience not only grew older. It grew
far bigger. "The Early Show" increased its shareof-audience from 23% to 56%— more than the other
six New York stations combined.
Today "The Early Show" is New York's highestrated daily local program ... of all types. One out of
three TV families watches it at least once a week !
"The Early Show" is everyone's hour... and yours
in particular. With it, you can tell your story and
sell your product to a huge audience. At low cost!
For more details, just ask your CBS Television Spot
Sales representative or . . .

_ _ _

WCBS-TV
Channel 2 • CBS Owned
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

Hearings Again Postponed;
Now Set for Jan. 26

WALKER
SPEECH
Urges Educator Action
EDUCATORS
prepared
to
demonstrate should
to the "be
Commission
that it would be in the public interest to continue the reservation
in their community" beyond next
June 2, FCC Chairman Paul A.
Walker asserted last week.
At the same time he suggested
as a goal "the establishment of
statewide networks in every one
of our 48 states," and urged educators lacking . sufficient reservations to "move promptly to make
an engineering survey and arrange
additional channels."
Chairman Walker spoke last
Thursday at the 66th annual meeting of the Assn. of Land-Grant
Colleges & Universities at the Statler Hotel in Washington, D. C. His
subject was "Educational Television."
The association announced during the three-day conference that
it has asked the Commission to extend the deadline on reservation of
educational TV channels beyond
June 2, 1953. Such an extension,
it was explained, will give institutions and agencies a full "opportunity to take advantage of the
Commission's statemanlike action
in reserving the channels originally."
While he did not comment directly on the association's petition
in his prepared talk, Chairman
Walker noted that Commission
rules provide that "any channel
assignment whether an educational
reservation or not, may be modified if it appears in the public interest to do so."
Continue Reservation
The FCC Chairman said he is
"sure that educators who have not
actually filed an application by
June 2 of next year will be prepared to demonstrate to the Commission that it would be in the
public interest to continue the reservation in their community —
should that reservation be sought
and challenged by commercial interests."
It was perhaps the first time that
the FCC Chairman asserted publicly that the Commission possibly
might entertain thoughts of extending the deadline on educational non-commercial reservations.
He said educators "should look
ahead and lend support to the creation of regional educational networks and eventually a national
network. Such a network, which
might ultimately have 300 or more
member stations, could exchange
or relay programs by coaxial cable,
microwave relay, direct pickup,
motion picture films and kinescope
recordings."
Notice that the association has
asked FCC to extend the deadline
was announced by James H. Denison of Michigan State College, delegate to the Joint Committee on
Educational Television from the
land-grant organization. JCET
Page 76 • November 17, 1952

SURVEYING site of WAVE-TV Louisville's planned new tower and transmitter near New Albany, Ind., are
George W. Norton Jr. (I), WAVE Inc.
president, and Brig. Gen. Richard
Howzie, assistant commandant at
Fort Knox, Ky. Antenna will be 1,600
ft. above sea level. WAVE-TV plans
to switch from Ch. 5 to 1 00 kw ERP
on Ch. 3 about Feb. 1, increasing
coverage by 50% or to total of 507,000 homes.
was a prime mover in the educational TV fight.
Milton S. Eisenhower, president
of Penn State and brother of the
President-elect Dwight D., was
succeeded as association president
by Arthur A. Hauck, president of
the U. of Maine. Dr. Eisenhower
remains the chairman of the association's executive committee.
Organization also approved a
proposed national project in agricultural communications, to be administered jointly by a board comprising representatives of the
National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors and American Agricultural Editors' Assn. and land-grant
institution administrators. Project is intended to encourage and
improve use of communications
media and methods of extending
land-grant services to the public.
ROBERT REUSCHLE
To WHUM-TV From M-E Adv.
RESIGNATION of Robert Reuschle
as associated media director and
manager of the timebuying department of McCann-Erickson, New
York, to become national sales
manager of WHUM-TV Reading,
Pa. [Closed Circuit, Nov. 10], was
announced last week.
WHUM-TV, uhf station now
under construction, is slated to go
on the air in mid-December. For
several months, Mr. Reuschle will
make his headquarters at the New
York office of H-R Representatives,
which will handle the station in
the national spot field.
Westinghouse Renews
WESTINGHOUSE Electric Corp.
has renewed Studio One for 1953
on CBS-TV (Mon., 10-11 p.m.
EST), using 37 stations live and
16 stations by TV recording. The
program has had one of the longest television runs, starting on Nov.
is
7, 1948, and has been sponsored by
Westinghouse since May 11, 1949.
McCann-Erickson,. New York,
agency.

THEATRE
TV
RESUMPTION of theatre-TV hearings, scheduled for Jan. 12, has
been postponed to Jan. 26, the FCC announced last week. Difficulty of
witnesses in securing accommodations in Washington during the inaugural period (Jan. 20) was given as the reason for the postponement.
At the same time, the FCC or- ★
dered that all appearances for the that 18 copies of all exhibits be
January sessions be filed by Dec. 1, filed with the FCC by Dec. 22.
In a supplemental notice, FCC
and that an original and 14 copies
of a list of witnesses, including a listed the frequencies requested by
summary of their testimony and theatre TV proponents. These were
specifications of their proposals, if the same as those proposed during
any, be filed with the FCC by Dec. the engineering and accounting
22. Commission order emphasized
testimony last month [B*T, Nov.
that a summary of proposals, not S, Oct. 27] :
a mere outline, was required. The
5925-6875 mc or above 10,000 mc
or on a share basis as an industrial
Commission's order also requested
radio service in the 6575-6875 mc
band, including 100 mc below 0575
RULE-MAKING
mc.
The postponement came after a
Proposed by FCC on Towers
NEW standards for the painting Nov. 12 conference between FCC
staff officials and attorneys for the
and lighting of antenna structures motion
picture interests.
more than 500 feet in height have
During the week-long engineerbeen proposed by FCC to help safeing hearings last month, the FCC
guard air navigation. Details were
made public last week by FCC in a was asked for 360 mc for exclusive
theatre TV channels, permitting a
notice of proposed rule-making.
service comprising two 30 mc chanIndustry and government groups
nels. Six such services were reare cooperating in the standards,
quested for competitive purposes.
developed under guidance of FCC
Comr. Edward M. Webster and Estimates of construction costs for
New York to WashDeputy Adm. F. B. Lee of the a nine-city
ington system was given as $60
Civil Aeronautics Administi*ation. million.
NARTB, Federal Communications
Representing the motion picture
Bar Assn., Assn. of Federal Comindustry is the Motion Picture
munications Consulting Engineers,
military and civil agencies of the Assn. of America, for producers,
and the National Exhibitors Theagovernment, and aeronautic assotre TV Committee, for exhibitors.
ciations are participating in the
Doubts Expressed
project.
Under Part 17 of the FCC's
Meanwhile,
preparatory to the
present rules, the painting and national convention
of the Allied
lighting of antennas up to 500 feet States Assn. of Motion Picture Exin height are specified. With telehibitors in Chicago's Hotel Morrivision bringing many high towers,
son Nov. 17-19, Abram F. Myers,
the FCC proposes to specify paint- chairman of the board and general
ing and lighting for structures up counsel, expressed doubts about the
to 1,500 feet high.
success of the request for theatre
Comments on the detailed rules TV allocations. He said:
will be received up to Dec. 15, with
We have carefully observed the hearings before the FCC on the engineering
15 days for replies. Oral argument
and accounting
of theTheapplicawill be held if comments warrant
tions for theatre phases
television.
talent
employed
by
the
National
Exhibitors
such procedure, it was stated.
Theatre Television Committee appeared
to be doing an excellent job.
We hoped that the Commission would
give some sign of encouragement —
would in some manner indicate a faDuMONT AFFILIATES
vorable attitude toward the theatres'
Two Added to Total 68 application
for channels.
Regretfully we must report that in
ADDITION of four new television
our judgment
occurred are
to indicate that the nothing
Commissioners
inaffiliates to DuMont Television Netclined to allocate channels for theatre
television.
work, bringing the total to 68, was
announced last week by Elmore B.
On the contrary most of the questions propounded and observations
Lyford, DuMont's director of sta- made seemed to be quite discouraging.
tion relations.
. . . the fight is not lost by any
means, and facts calculated to overNew affiliates are: XELD-TV
come these objections will be presented to the Commission in January.
Matamoros, Mex., on the air since
Among the sessions scheduled for
September 1951, owned and operthe Allied convention is a theatre
ated by Television de Matamoros,
S. A.; KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., TV clinic Nov. 18 which will feature a panel to be led by Nathan
which began operations last ThursL. Halpern, president of Theatre
day, owned by Texas Telecasting
Network Television. Among memInc.; KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., to
bers of the panel will be Trueman
begin Dec. 1, owned by Texas
T. Rembusch, chairman; Jack
Kirsch, Leon R. Back, Wilbur
Broadcasting Co., and WKBN-TV
Youngstown, Ohio, to go on the Snaper, John Wolf berg and Nathan Yamins of the Allied TV
air Jan. 1, 1953, owned by WKBN
Broadcasting Corp.
committee. •
BROADCASTING
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*Psalm

133:1, Behold, how good and how pleasant it is
for brethren to dwell together in unity.

KPRC-TV is proud of its daily religious program, "Strength of Our Nation" seen at 9:30 a.m. On
"Strength of Our Nation," the churches of Houston,
with representatives of all denominations, combine
forces to bring Faith closer to the lives of all people.
"Strength of Our Nation" celebrated its first solid
year of telecasting on KPRC-TV on October 1, 1952.
Approximately 300 telecasts had been given within
that year, including several remote telecasts of Sunday
services held within the churches, plus occasional Sunday devotional services telecast direct from the studios
of KPRC-TV.
The religious programs on KPRC-TV are planned
by a central committee of members representing the
Baptist, Methodist, Jewish, Catholic, Presbyterian,
Lutheran, Episcopalian, and Disciples of Christ denominations. The general chairman of this committee is
the Reverend Robert Copeland, pastor of Garden
Villas Community Church and treasurer of the Ministerial Alliance.
Reverend Copeland and members of the committee plan their programs in 13 week segments, meeting
for that purpose with KPRC-TV Vice President and
General Manager, Jack Harris, and Program Director,
Bert Mitchell.

Each denomination is assigned one or more weeks
for which they are responsible. Technical advisory
assistance is given individual groups by the staff of
KPRC-TV. However, at no time is material used,
edited, or controlled, except by members of the individual denomination according to their own judgment.
The "Strength of Our Nation" programs define
distinctions among denominations, discuss specific subjects with panel groups, dramatize religious scenes,
and give devotional services with music, prayer, scripture and short talks.
The popularity of "Strength of Our Nation" is attested to by a daily deluge of mail from the large
viewing audience. More significant, these telecasts
foster deeper understanding among people of all faiths;
enlighten, instruct, and strengthen the spirit of Faith
for all who view it daily on KPRC-TV.
KPRC-TV also carries additional religious programs on Sunday,
the University,
"Jack Hammand Show"
with Jack
Hamm including
from Baylor
Billy
Graham's popular series, "Hour of Decision."
KPRC-TV is proud to offer its full facilities for
the purpose of bringing religion into the homes of
its viewers with special programs and the daily devotional period.

CHANNEL

HOUSTON

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by EDWARD

PETRY & CO.
\
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the dollar — and that is literally
tion insist the department, handiNCAA Grid Plan Under Fire
capped by lack of funds and polit- 10 to 15 to 20 millions" could lead
(Continued from page 25)
ical crises, is concentrating on the to commercialization and then proprofessional football suit and fessionalization and the incentive
got was the two-hour rate of Navy
WABD over
(TV)WTTG
New (TV)
York;Washington;
Columbiabuy a team.
North Carolina State-Pittsburgh over figures the final decision will set to Penn
has telecast its football
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh.
$3,050."
Under the NCAA 1952 program,
the
pattern
for
its
action
on
colNovember 22 — Yale - Harvard, over
games since October 1940, Mr.
18% or almost $200,000 of the WABD;
lege sports.
Virginia- Washington and Lee,
$1,250,000 fee for rights goes to over
over WDTV.
WTTG; Penn State-Pittsburgh,
Another Washington angle cenMurray said, pioneering such teleters around the license obligations
NCAA itself with around $900,000
casting, "and from that time we
Because
of
public
interest
in
the
of
stations.
Some
telecasters
fear
have
felt very solidly that there
divided among a score of particiNotre
Dame-Oklahoma
game
Nov.
FCC reprisals if they surrender a has been no adverse effect." He
pating colleges whose games are
cited educational benefits along
telecast.
8, DuMont's New York station,
large share of their sports proWABD
(TV),
carried
the
entire
with
goodwill and better relations
General Motors paid roughly $2,gramming control to a college600,000 for the package, with the play-by-play telecast without
with
alumni.
He added,should
"We not
beoperated
syndicate.
lieve that universities
charge, including the General
account handled by the Kudner
Mr. Hall contended on the NBC
Motors commercials.
expose themselves to charges of
American Forum of the Air Nov.
agency in cooperation with individual agencies for GM products.
NCAA and opponents of the col- 9 that colleges of the country are commercialization in a vain attempt
lege TV plan have carried on a united in NCAA's restriction of to compel more people to pay their
Dr. DuMont's Charge
running fight over antitrust aspects
way into the stadiums. A univerfootball TV, charging that opposDr. DuMont, as head of DuMont
sity must be tremendously careful
of the monopoly. The subject has
institutionsabove
"put those
theirof own
TV network, made his charge that received serious attention at the
selfishinginterests
the that it never acts in an illegal
NCAA is operating a monopolistic
Dept. of Justice, which has filed overall community, the colleges of manner, and, of course, the legality
boycott after contacting 10 colleges antitrust action against the Nathe country." Appearing on the of the NCAA's position has been
in an effort to acquire TV rights
tional Football League. The oft- program with Mr. Murray, he said constantly challenged.
to six college games over the Nov.
"We feel a university has a
court hearing is schedthe colleges want to protect foot15 and Nov. 22 weekends for local postponed
uled to come up in January, having
ball and the athletic programs
great responsibility to the public
been deferred from Nov. 6.
telecasting.
to make it desirable, to make telethat depend upon attendance.
All colleges refused permission,
vision desirable for the millions
He concluded:
Political Influences
including the Naval Academy at
of
viewers.
They are the youth
"We in the NCAA believe that
Charges have been made that
Annapolis, a publicly-owned instiof
the
land,
the
shut-ins, the concolleges
can
live
as
they
are
doing
high political influences prevented
tution. The academy told DuMont
valescing servicemen and veterans
today, as long as we steer a middle
Network that as a member of the Dept. of Justice from taking
and
others
unable
to attend an
course between the extremists on
athletic
event
of
a
college, and
NCAA it is precluded from accept- action against NCAA for its TV
one side who would bar all telemonopoly during an election year.
ing the proposition. The reply was
they should have a wholesome
vision and the extremists on the
It's known that department attor- other side who want it unlimited,
typical.
atmosphere.
neys have looked into the use of
Robert A. Hall, Yale sports diwithout
regard
to
the
consequences
Football Worthwhile?
rector, and Asa S. Bushnell, di- boycott threats as a means of enforcing the monopoly.
rector of the college TV program,
to their fellow colleges."
"The question in my mind is
responded to the individual college
U. of Pennsylvania efforts to
Murray Skeptical
this: Is football a worthwhile
telecast football locally were met
request by saying they were
Mr. Murray replied that the sport if making money is the only
by NCAA with a fiat refusal.
"amazed that the DuMont Network
way you can justify it? If so, I
This was construed as one of the NCAA action on TV was marked
should endeavor to break down a
think the entire institution of inprogram with which the network is signs that NCAA wants to set up by "almost a 50 % absentee vote."
tercollegiate football is open for
He questioned legality of the
thoroughly familiar." Mr. Hall is a vast college monopoly by which
consideration. Otherwise, what do
chairman of the NCAA TV comit would operate a nationwide all- NCAA policy, with Mr. Hall conwe have? The question is whether
mittee and Mr. Bushnell is direct- sports syndicate of vast propordeemed it tending
legal. NCAA's counsel had
they see it from the grandstand or
tions.
ing the 1952 football telecast profrom their homes. I think the
NCAA has contended repeatedly
When Mr. Hall implied the pub- athletic directors of the nation
gram.
lic supported NCAA, Mr. Murray
that the Dept. of Justice is famiReplies to Hall
have a great opportunity to build
liar with all its operations and
said, "The public doesn't realize
Dr. DuMont replied to this comthat
the
department
has
expressed
they are being quoted as being in here, rather than destroy."
ment as follows:
Mr. Hall replied that NCAA
Members of the NCAA Television no objections. Mr. Murray and
favor of this program. I'd like
others
argue
that
NCAA
actually
to
get
an
outstanding
expression
wants
to get rid of the commerCommittee who are conducting a
cialization aspects. He said every
monopolistic boycotting operation, is afraid of a legal test and that of opinion from them regarding
college president has been asked
should never be amazed or surprised
the department hasn't approved
the
whole
issue
and
the
plan."
submit a plan to eliminate the
when DuMont attempts to serve the the NCAA project.
Mr. Hall told the Forum audi- to
dollar aspect.
public interest or oppose any plan
Some persons close to the situaence "uncontrolled competition for
which we believe to be contrary to
Mr. Murray described his plan
the principles of the American infor
unlimited TV in this way, recentive system.
We did not bid on the restricted
plying to a query from the Forum
audience:
NCAA football program for 1952 because we are opposed to monopoly
First, that for the 1953 season each
and because we believe the NCAA
member of the NCAA be permitted to
plan is illegal and against the public
make its own arrangements for teleinterest.
vising its own games.
We requested the presidents of
It
is
further proposed that oneten institutions to permit us to broadthird of the gross television receipts
cast their football games in the beof each member televising shall be
lief that there is sufficient interest
put into a trust fund in charge of
among alumni and the public -to justhree trustees of outstanding stature.
tify the broadcasts. We addressed
These trustees shall be authorized to
our request to the institutions themuse this fund to make payment to
selves rather than to NCAA because
any members of the NCAA of a finanwe believe that under our American
cial loss at the gate due to the live
system they should have the right
television of other colleges and unito make their own decisions. We
versities of their football games as
doubt that many
heads ofrealize
America's
compared to their 1951 and 1952 ateducational
institutions
the
tendance figures, the last years of
extent to which their athletic decontrolled television.
partments have surrendered their
Any funds remaining in the telerights and obligations to a collectivvising trust fund shall be used for
ist type of activity which disreFIRST ANNIVERSARY of KEYL (TV) San Antonio under Storer Broadcasting
post-graduate scholarships for playgards public interest and subscribes
ers who have made good scholastic
to the principles of enforcement by Co. management, on which day station had its highest one-day production in
records and who are in need of asboycott.
history, brings congratulations from Stanton P. Kettler (I), Storer Southern
sistance.
District vice president, to (I to r) Bill Kelley, national sales manager; George
DuMont asked the right to teleB. Storer Jr.; Bill Jackson, chief manager.
cast these games :
engineer, and Barney Higgins, local sales
Bob Wolff, sportswriter, moderated the program.
November 15 — Princeton- Yale, over
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WPTZ

5fsNot our estimate but ARB figures
for the entire year of 1951 and
the first six months

of 1 952

NBC

- TV

AFFILIATE

1600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa.
Phone LOcust 4-5500, or NBC Spot Sales
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The

Report

of a Newcomer

From

By WILLIAM T. LANE
Vice President and General Manager,
WLTV (TV) Atlanta
WLTV (TV) Atlanta, ABC affiliate owned by Broadcasting Inc.,
a group of 25 Atlanta business
men, has broken into the black in
its 13th month of operation. It
was an uphill battle which has
attracted some attention in the
industry.
I believe we are permanently out
of the red, and that we have surmounted difficulties as numerous
and severe as any third station is
likely to encounter in a comparable
market. We made a respectable
profit in October, after all charges,
including depreciation and amortization. Political billing was a
negligible factor.
We'll do better in November and
December.
The case history of WLTV may
hold some significance for new entries into the TV field, particularly
those who contemplate third stations in markets where competition is firmly entrenched.
WLTV began operations on
Sept. 30, 1951, going in against
two strongly-established television

Mr. LANE
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Station

Red

to

in an

Established

Black

TV

in 13

Market:

Months

THIRD STATION in a medium-sized market, WLTV Atlanta found
the going hard for its first 12 months. But careful management, hard
selling and wise programming have paid dividends. Here's Vice President and General Manager William T. Lane's case history of how WLTV
has broken into the black in its 13th month of operation. This memorandum should prove worthwhile reading to anybody interested in TV
station problems.

stations: WSB-TV (NBC), owned
by Atlanta Newspapers Inc., which
also owns WSB radio, The Atlanta
Journal and The Atlanta Constitution; and WAGA-TV (CBS and
DuMont), owned by the George
Storer organization, which also
operates WAGA radio. There are
a total of three TV stations and 10
radio stations in greater Atlanta.
WLTV's beginning — the station
went on the air nine days after the
FCC approved transfer of license
for Channel 8 when WSB-TV
shifted to Channel 2— was one of
the extraordinary episodes in television history. We found ourselves
up against certain bleak realities
which will, I believe, confront all
third-station operations.
For example :
(1) ness,
We withcouldn't
"back
busijust three
or into"
four hours
daily of on-the-air operation, expanding as commercial revenue warranted expansion. We had to program immediately far above our income potential in order to vie for
audience and advertiser acceptance,
in competition with two stations,
each of which was programming 14
hours daily.
(2) Meager network service meant
that we had to buy most of our programming. Local programming is
costly, whether by film or live studio
productions. (WLTV currently is programming more than 85% of its 72hour broadcast week with feature
film and live programs.) If there is
a formula for cheap operation of a
local television station, as in local
radio station operation, I wish some
bright young man would discover it
quickly. We find that operational
costs soar in exact ratio to the
amount of local programming. Not
only must we buy expensive film and

talent, but local programming also
boosts the requirement for basic
operating and production personnel.
(3) Advertisers and viewers alike
display
a sophisticated
attitude toward
the brave "so
new what?"
station
that comes into the picture, long after
the novelty appeal of television has
worn off. Lacking the big prestige
programs which presently are monopolized by NBC and CBS, the new station attracts no automatic billing.
During its early months of operation, it can only look longingly at
the vast proportion of national spot
billing that goes into high-rated network adjacencies.
(4)
are not
the
answer"Dirt-cheap"
for the newrates
station,
trying
to attract advertisers away from the
prestige major network stations.
Saddled with a high operating cost,
the third-station operator can only
lose more money, quicker, if he sells
local, live commercials at a charge
less than his production costs. The
third station has to prove that it can
"sell merchandise" — and that's the
hard way to get business. It takes
time, patience, ingenuity — and, above
all, talented performers, producers,
directors and salesmen. Talented personnel is high-priced, and a little
scarce.
(5) The third station soon realizes
the fallacy of the theory that there
is a lot of "slop-over" business to
be had, because his competitors are
richly burdened with commercial business. Those rich competitors always
seem to have room for more business, and the new station operator,
as soon as he makes a new sale, has
to start defending it against the
raids of his rival stations, who always
seem to have glamorous adjacencies
available.

with practically no network service. But our experience likewise
proves that bitter disillusionment
will be the lot of those third-station operators who expect that a
mere television franchise means
quick and easy riches.
It seems to me that the thirdstation operator who requires 12
months to get into the black will
be doing about par for the course.
His operational losses, in addition
to capital investment, are likely to
be from $100,000 upward during
that first painful year, depending
upon how aggressively he fights for
viewer-advertiser acceptance. Until
there is a strong third network,
giving the third station a strong
skeletal structure for its program
day, the third station almost inevitably will show a smaller margin of annual profit than the
strong, ably-managed network station. This is because operational
costs, perforce, will be distressingly
high in relation to gross income.
Gross Noteworthy

It may not be noteworthy that
WLTV has gotten into the earnings column after 12 months. It
is noteworthy how much gross
billing we had to do in order to
show any earnings.
WLTV operates with a total staff
of 38 full-time employes. Of these,
14 are in the technical department,
which includes film handling and
cameramen; 12 are in the program
department, which includes art
work, props and settings, as well
as direction, writing and announcing; seven are in administration
and general office work; five in
sales.
The station has three studio
camera chains and two film
cameras. It averages only nine
clock hours of network programs
weekly. It produces 21 hours of
live studio programming weekly,
and most of its commercial announcements are live because most
of its commercial revenue is from
I think WLTV's experience
proves that a third station can be local advertisers. WLTV has a
successful in a secondary market,
single rate card for national and
BROADCASTING
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local advertisers alike.
Here is a breakdown of October
income for WLTV:
LOCAL (Announcements) . 15.10%
(Programs)
34.24%
49.34 %
NATIONAL SPOT
(Announcements)
(Programs) ....

22.41 %
1 1 .03 %

33.44%
NETWORK
10.48%
Production & Talent Charges 6.74%
*

Total
100.00%
Just a moderate increase in network service will greatly improve
our situation. Our profit margin in
October, barely more than 10% of
our gross billing, could easily have
been 30% if WLTV had had as
much as three to four hours daily
of network service.
The difference would have been
not so much in increased revenue
as in decreased programming expenses. With the development of
a reasonably strong third network,
third stations in cities of half a
million in population or better,
aggressively operated, can be comfortable, if not fabulpus, moneymakers. And TV stations which
have had only one competitor, or
none at all, will develop more muscle and less fat.
HALL

ELECTED
President of NEMA
L. G. HALL, president, Stackpole
Carbon Co., St. Marys, Pa., was
elected president of the National
Electrical Manufacturers Assn. last
Wednesday at the association's annual meeting in Atlantic City, N. J.
Mr. Hall succeeds J. F. Lincoln,
president, the Lincoln Electric Co.,
Cleveland.
Vice presidents elected were:
Arthur A. Berard, president, Ward
Leonard Electric Co., Mt. Vernon,
N. Y.; J. L. Busey, vice president,
General Electric Co., New York
City; J. W. Corey, president, the
Reliance Electric & Engineering
Co., Cleveland; W. A. Elliott, president, Elliott Co., Jeanette, Pa.;
Hoyt Post Steele, executive vice
president, Benjamin Electric Mfg.
Co., Des Plaines, 111.
A. F. Metz, president, the Okonite Co., Passaic, N. J., was named
treasurer.
Pearson on DuMont
COMMENTATOR Drew Pearson
will be presented over the DuMont
Television Network on Wednesday,
7:30-7:45 p.m. EST for 13 weeks,
starting Dec. 24, under sponsorship of Carter Products Inc., New
York. The contract was negotiated
through Ted Bates & Co. Inc., New
York. Carter Products also sponsors Mr. Pearson over ABC radio
(Sundays, 6-6:15 p.m. EST). The
company terminated the commenTV Nov.tator's9. Sunday program over ABCBROADCASTING

Pace Quickens on Post-Thaw Grants
(Continued from page 67)
69 there, that they are mutually
ordered. Paul H. Raymer Co. will
exclusive and must be consolidated
be representative.
for hearing.
The other Tucson grantee,
KOPO-TV on Ch. 13, a Gene Autry
In another action by the Broad- interest,
hopes for commencement
cast Bureau, WDEL-TV Wilmingwithin the next 60 days, according
ton, Del., was granted construction
permit to change from vhf Ch. 7 to Charles Garland, vice president
of the Autry radio interests which
to 12 as required by the Sixth Re- also include KOOL Phoenix. Both
port reallocation. Effective radiated
power is to be changed from 0.48 RCA and DuMont equipment will
kw visual and 0.34 kw aural to 2.5 be used by KOPO-TV, he said, and
George P. Hollingbery Co. will be
kw visual and 1.25 kw aural, pursuant to conditional order of the representative.
Six Months to Go
Commission proposing to consolidate the regular application of
Harry Butcher, owner of KIST
WDEL-TV with a similar applica- Santa Barbara and chairman of the
tion of associated Steinman Sta- board of Santa Barbara Broadcasttion WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., ining and Television Corp., now Ch.
volving issues of overlap as well
3 grantee, stated it will take six
as competitive bid of WLAN-TV
months to get the TV outlet on the
Lancaster for Ch. 8 [B«T, Sept. air since the transmitter will be
22, et seq.]. FCC already has con- located on a mountainside and a
ditionally changed WGAL-TV to new road must be constructed to
Ch. 8.
the site. RCA equipment has been
Concerning the new Ch. 34 grant ordered and delivery is expected in
to Central Texas Television Co., about 90 days. The outlet plans to
sole owner Clyde Weatherby, oper- affiliate with all networks, using
ator of KCLW Hamilton, Tex., re- a relay from Los Angeles, Mr.
Butcher said.
ported he hoped to get the new
station on the air as soon as equipT. E. Gibbens, who will be assoment is obtained and installed.
ciated with Mr. Lamar in operation
of
the
new Ch. 15 grantee at PenCh. 3 grant to KDZA Pueblo is
sacola, reported the outlet may be
the second grant to that city, FCC
on the air by May or June. Adam
earlier granting vhf Ch. 5 to KCSJ
Young Jr. Inc. will be representathere [B»T, Nov. 3].
tive.
Haydn Evans, manager of WBAY
Green Bay, reported the new
WBAY-TV hopes to commence in- TV'S COMPETITION
terim operation on Ch. 2 by March
Cited by Brorby
1. A temporary 300 ft. FM tower
would be used. Effort is being TELEVISION, like radio 25 years
made to get the RCA equipment
ago, is a challenge to every iminstalled soon because of the
portant advertiser's budget, in the
weather, he said. Weed & Co. will opinion of Melvin Brorby, vice president of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
be representative.
Chicago. Speaking Monday on adJune Target Date
vertising generally to a veterans
Donald W. Reynolds, president group, Mr. Brorby said "the swift
stream of competition" in business
of KFSA Fort Smith, said his new
change the rule, with all
Ch. 22 outlet there is planning a makes
June 1 commencement at the latest media affected.
Television, despite its challengand equipment negotiations are
ing nature, can be competed with
underway. With Kenyon Brown,
Mr. Reynolds also is grantee of by "intelligent selling, by recognition that when we stop growing
new KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.,
and
improving,
death starts to set
on uhf Ch. 17, expected to begin
in, for individuals, companies and
operation April 15.
Lynchburg gets its second new
even
He nations."
cited several publications
TV station with the grant to
which
have
met TV's competition,
WLVA there for Ch. 13. FCC
earlier awarded uhf Ch. 16 to saying others can do the same by
their product. He sugWWOD that city. Philip Allen, improving
gested that television may prove
WLVA vice president-general manto be a positive factor for other
ager, said WLVA-TV may be on media, noting that radio "acted as
the air within 90 days. DuMont
ferment" in the economy and
equipment is expected to be used. abecame
so successful that it helped
AT&T network line already is increase budgets for all media.
available, he said, but network
Cost-wise, video's money is comaffiliations have not been concluded.
ing from old as well as new
George P. Hollingbery Co. will be
budgets,
he said. And if adverWLVA-TV's representative, Mr.
tisers use the medium to its fullest
Allen reported.
potential, "it could prove to be
Dick Lewis, president of KTAR
another leaven for the entire loaf."
Phoenix and head of associated
KVOA Tucson, said no target date
NET profits of Sterling Drug Inc. and
can be set now for commencement
subsidiary companies for three month
of KVOA-TV on Ch. 4 but it is period ending Sept. 30 was $2,735,921
hoped this will be within a few compared with $2,724,732 for the
1951 corresponding quarter.
months. RCA equipment has been
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WEBC FILES
For Consolidated Hearings
PETITION to consolidate hearings
on two separate TV channels —
both involving Duluth, Minn., and
Superior, Wis. — was filed with FCC
last week by WEBC Superior. Station earlier petitioned the Commission to include Sec. 307(b) issue
(fair distribution of services) into
the Ch. 3 hearing to which it is
party [B»T, Nov. 10].
WEBC's competitor for Ch. 3 is
KDAL Duluth. WEBC asks the
Commission, however, to also consolidate these bids with the Ch. 6
hearing involving competitive applications of WDSM Superior and
WREX Duluth, which earlier had
the Sec. 307(b) issue added by the
FCC [B*T, Oct. 27].
Only by consolidating all four
applications can WEBC be afforded
a fair hearing, the petition points
out, since a prior ruling on either
channel would have effect on any
subsequent ruling concerning the
other. WEBC asks waiver of the
Commission rule calling for processing of TV bids on a channel-bychannel method.
Claims 'Unlawful' Possibilities
WEBC's petition contends that if
the applications for Ch. 3 and Ch. 6
were heard separately, as now
scheduled for today (Monday) before the same hearing examiner,
"one of several unlawful results
would occur." These are cited:
(a) If ceeding
either
Ch. 3 orprior
Ch. 6to proshould the
be decided
the
other
proceeding,
the
decision
in the
first case would affect, and even dictate,
the decision in the second case. Thus,
a grant to an applicant for Superior in
the first case might well require a grant
to the Duluth applicant in the second
case, to the prejudice of the Superior
applicant in the second case. Since
there is no legal basis for concluding
one case prior to the other and thus
dictating the result in the second case,
such action would unlawfully deny a
ceeding.
full
and fair hearing in the second pro(b) If the two proceedings were
heard separately but the decisions in
the two cases determined after comparative consideration of the records
in the two cases, the applicants would
be denied their rights to cross-examine
competing applicants, and thereby be
deprived
of their rights to a full and
fair
hearing.
(c) If decisions
were
simultaneously in each of
the issued
two separate
proceedings without reference to each
other, a gross violation of Sec. 307(b)
might occur. Thus, it might be decided
in each proceeding that Sec. 307(b) required thattelevision
Superior channel
(or Duluth)
should
have the
concerned
rather than Duluth (or Superior), with
the result that Superior (or Duluth)
would have two vhf television stations
while the other city had none. On the
other hand, if all four applications were
given comparative
hearing
and consideration in a single
proceeding,
Sec.
307(b)
could
be
applied
so
as
distribution of Chs. 3 and to6 assure
fairly,
equitably, and efficiently, in accord
with the requirements
of the Communications Act.
NBC-TV

Sells Show

NBC-TV's film division has sold the
15-minute Lilli Palmer Show to
Katz Drug Co., Kansas City, for
showing over WDAF-TV in that
city. The Bruce B. Brewer Co.,
Kansas City, was the agency handling the sale.
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Station
Nielsen Gives TV Ratings
Of World

9ni

Series

telestatus
K

u

0
Dallas

^7etevi4ioH Station
★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile- area . . .
NOW

TELEVISION

HOMES

V'S
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WQRTH
AREAS

Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM
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WEEK
high enough to make any
of the average Nielsen ratings of
the top 10 TV shows, A. C. Nielsen
Co. report for October indicates.
On October 4 (Saturday) the
percentage of homes reached by
the Yankees-Dodgers game was
52.6, the next day it was 59.4. The
latter percentage is only nine below the top rating TV show 7 Love
Lucy for that period.
Nielsen ratings for the two
weeks in October follow, with eaeh
game of the series listed separately
as to number of homes and percentage of homes reached (preceding regular ratings) :
Homes
Homes
%
(000)
42.2
42.3
Wed., Oct. 1
7,902
Thurs., Oct. 2
7,884
52.6
Fri., Oct. 3
43.5
Sat., Oct. 4
8,126
59.4
11,098
Sun.,
Oct.
5
9,826
51.6
46.6
Mon. Oct. 6
Tues., Oct. 7
8,706
NUMBER OF TV HOMES9,640REACHED
Homes
Rank Program
(000)
I Love Lucy (CBS)
12,324
Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 9,454
Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett & Meyers Tobacco) (CBS) 9,009
Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 8,903
Dragnet (NBC)
8,902
Buick Circus Hour (NBC) 8,856
You Bet Your Life (NBC) 8,586
Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Pillsbury Mills, Inc.) (CBS) 8,310
Arthur Godfrey & Friends

(Toni-Gillette (NBC)
Razor Co.) (CBS)
Gangbusters
10
7,860
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED8,000
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Rank Program
%
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
68.4
2 Buick Circus Hour (NBC) 58.6
3
Arthur
Godfrey's
Scouts
(CBS)
57.9
4 Texaco S'ar Theatre (NBC) 55.8
5 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 52.5
6 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS) 52.0
7
(NBC)
51.8
108 Dragnet
Arthur Godfrey
& Friends
(Pillsbury
Mills,
Inc.)
(CBS)
50.5
9 Gangbusters (NBC)
49.1
Jack Benny Show (CBS) 47.3
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

'Lucy' Breaks Record
In Homes Reached
LUCILLE BALL'S / Love Lucy,
which last April became the first
regularly scheduled program to
reach 10 million homes, set another
record last month when it reached
12.25 million homes, and 34 million viewers. These figures are
based on an American Research
Bureau report for Oct. 1-7. ARB
ratings
for the top 10 shows follow :
Program Network Rating
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
65.9
2 Talent Scouts (CBS)
60.6
3 Circus Hour (NBC)
54.6
4 Gangsbusters (NBC)
54.1
5 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 53.0
6 Godfrey & Friends (CBS) 52.5
7 Toast of the Town (CBS) 48.8

8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

47.0
45.1
Jack Benny (CBS)
40.8
Show of Shows (NBC)
World Series (Oct. 5) (NBC)
Network
Program
Homes
I Love Lucy (CBS)
12,250,000
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
9,810,000
Godfrey
& Friends
Circus Hour
(NBC) (CBS)
9,750,000
World Series (Oct. 5) (NBC) 8,600,000
8,490,000
Show
Shows
8,400,000
Toast ofof the
Town(NBC)
(CBS)
7,900,000
Gangbusters
(NBC)
Talent Scouts (CBS)
7,890,000
Jack Benny (CBS)
7,300,000
7,280,000

KTBC-TV#s First Card
Effective Dec. 1
KTBC-TV Austin has announced
its first rate card, to become effective Dec. 1, when it is scheduled to begin interim operation.
Station is owned by Texas Broadcasting Corp. (KTBC) and will
operate on Ch. 7 (174-180 mc) with
interim power of 20.5 kw ERP.
Card comprises Class A time
(6 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., Monday
through Sunday), Class B (5 p.m.
to 6 p.m., Monday through Friday;
1 p.m. to 6 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday) , and Class C (all other
times). One-time rates vary from
$250 for one hour to $50 for one
minute or 20 seconds in Class A;
(Continued on page 101)
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Wofikly T8l&vision Summary
Area
Sets in Area
Sets 104
in
Outlets on Air
City
Outlets on Air
16
Matamoros
(Mexico),
BrownsMemphis
26,000
122, .967
Albuquerque KOB-TV
XELD-TV
159,453
Ames
WOI-TV
Miami ville, Tex. WMCT
152,400
WTVJ
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
945,
185,
422
Milwaukee
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
215 ,500
329,200
000 Minn.-St.
363,176
,000
Binghamton WNBF-TV
Nashville Paul WTMJ-TV
000
KSTP-TV, WCCO-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
New
Haven
80,380
310,000
Bloomington WTTV
,253
WSM-TV
914 New Orleans
WNHC-TV
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
292
122,195
WDSU-TV
Buffalo WBEN-TV
255 ,803 NewNewark
Charlotte
WBTV
WABD, WBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
YorkWOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
3,059,400
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
1,231
Portsmouth660 ,237 Norfolk.
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
374
237
Newport News WTAR-TV
130
193 000
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
141,961
000 Omaha
138 ,854
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
160,806
148,438
,547
Dallas174, ,000 Philadelphia
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Phoenix
KMTV,
WOW-TV
000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
67,400
Pittsburgh
Davenport
WOC-TV
KPHO-TV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline253
535,000
1,096,784
Dayton
KPTV
WDTV
WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Portland,
Ore.
Denver
KFEL-TV, KBTV
60 000
680 Providence
227,000
26,600
Detroit
817
WJAR-TV
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WTVR
Richmond
WICU
Erie
130 Rochester
162,750
145,954
Ft.Dallas
Worth
WHAM-TV
177,
193
Rock Island
138,000
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
WHBF-TV
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
223
Quad
Cities
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E, Moline
187
WOOD-TV
Greensboro
135 ,000
896 Salt Lake City KDYL-TV,
WFMY-TV
KSL-TV
Houston
Diego
KPRC-TV
500 San Antonio
104,949
89,820
KEYL, WOAI-TV
153,850
Huntington*
KFMB-TV
Charleston
San
Francisco
WSAZ-TV
172,
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Albany-Troy
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
265
464,000
,961 Schenectady120,
Jacksonville
WRGB
80
WMBR-TV
Seattle
Johnstown
177
WJAC-TV
KING-TV
237,400
,637
Kalamazoo
241 ,000
832 St. Louis
WKZO-TV
451
,000
KSD-TV
197,300
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
243 357 Toledo
Syracuse
Lancaster
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
WGAL-TV
646 Tulsa
Lansing
,000
195,244
WSPD-TV
452
WJIM-TV
KOTV
209,000
,301 Utica-Rome
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
WKTV
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
1,381 000 Washington
134,275
Wilmington
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
179
79,000
WMAl-TV,
WNBW,
WTOP-TV,
WTTG
WDEL-TV
123,540
Lubbock, Tex. KDUB-TV
7,,000
395,799
Total Stations on Air 113*
Total Markets on
Estimated Sets in Use: 19,175,251
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
,820
Editor's
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
television distributors,
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from
circulation
67* dealers,
and
manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly, some mayAir rcnain
unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily
approximate.
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WHIO-TV

(or the scheduling !

coverage

fat in, *DaqtoH
Twelve out of the top fifteen once-a-week shows in the
WHIO-TV service area — all of the first seven shows -M
are seen on WHIO-TV. (September Pulse)

WHIO

coverage

fa t t*t *D€Uf tOK
37.9% of the total radio audience. This compares with
13.5% for Station B; 26.5% for Station C; and 14.1%
for Station D.
(Hooper average for the past year)

THE

DAYTON

MARKET

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457 families. Payrolls
in Dayton for 1951— $630,951,822. Retail sales for Dayton
and Montgomery County — $475,000,000. Average weekly
industrial pay check — $83.67 — highest in Ohio, one of
highest in the country. Dayton has been designated a "Preferred City" by Sales Management for the past 20 months.

,
i

_

YOU CAN DOMINATE

^\

WHIO-TV OR WHIO— WITH BOTH OF THEM TOGETHER,
YOU CAN SATURATE IT. ASK NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

'j^

THE DAYTON

MARKET

WITH EITHER

>RGE P. HOLLIN 5BERY CO. FOR FULL I

DAYTON
V

IOADCASTING
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ACLU

PROTESTS

KXLY-TV ANTENNA
Located on Mountaintop

McCarthy Speech Canceling
THE AMERICAN Civil Liberties
Union last week said it protested
KING-TV Seattle's calling off a
scheduled political speech by Sen.
Joseph McCarthy (R-Wis.) when
the Senator refused to delete material which the station's attorneys
considered libelous [B»T, Nov. 3].
Noting that Communications Act
provisions "require you to permit
political candidates to speak without censorship of content," ACLU
suggested that as a safeguard
against possible libel suits KINGTV "seek an indemnification agreement holding the speaker totally
responsible for the statements he
makes."
ACLU President Patrick Murphy
Malin said that "as a non-partisan
organization we take no position
with respect to the political expression of any political candidate, but
we believe that active practice of
the American principle of free
speech is essential to the health of
our democracy."

KXLY-TV
transmitter building
now under construction. ►
DuMont Shipments
SHIPMENTS of DuMont television receivers for 12-week period
ended Nov. 2 were 153% greater
than comparable period last year
and exceeded those of any similar
period
in company's
Allen
B. DuMont
Labs, hashistory,
announced.
NEW studio and control room facilities are being added at WAAM (TV)
Baltimore for rehearsal and production of local programs.

THE mountain-top transmitter of
KXLY-TV Spokane is going to afford the station coverage "which
may be disappointing or may be
something out of this world."
Ed Craney, head of the XL sta"Ouris elevation ontions,
ton explains
of Mt.that
Spokane
going
to be 6,018 feet. We are 3,068 feet
above average terrain . . . which
means we are sticking up there like
a sore thumb." KXLY-TV received
its grant July 11, and hopes to be
operating on Ch. 4 by Christmas.
"The Lord has been with us and
kept the snow away thus far," says
Mr. Craney, adding that he hopes
the snow will not show itself until
the station's operation gets underway. Before the winter is over,
he acknowledges, the area probably will get up to 24 inches of
frost and ice.
SCHOOL CLOSED CIRCUIT
DuMont's Arnett Suggests
USE of an internal closed circuit
television system in schools to supplement the 242 channels allocated
for educational purposes by the
FCC has been advocated by Keeton
Arnett, general assistant to the
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
He told a Nov. 7 joint meeting
of the New Jersey Secondary
School Teachers Assn. and the
Audio-Visual Education Assn. of
New Jersey in Atlantic City that
broadcasters
couldservice
"supply
a partial educational
to schools
in its areas." But he urged educato give "serious
tiontorsto further
and moreconsideraeffective
utilization of the video medium."

HOW

TO

COOK-UP

SALES

in the Quint-City Area
"Today's Cooking" — 1:30-2:00 p.m., Monday thru
Friday, conducted by capable home economist, Norida
Frank — has recipe for increased sales in WOC-TV area.
For example, Kaukauna Dairy Company, using three
participations weekly, ran 8-week test.
For $1.00, offered viewers link of cheese, cheese
grater, simple recipe folder. Total response to offer
was 2,175.
Cost of this 8-week telecasting, $1,500 — for which
sponsor received IN EXCESS OF $2,100 in direct sales
to viewers . . . plus direction of THOUSANDS OF
PEOPLE TO GROCERS for Kaukauna Klub products
If you have a product adaptable to home economics
type of telecasting, "Today's Cooking" will put it on
front burner, sales-wise. Get the facts from your
nearest F & P man ... or direct from us.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
^

C-TV
Channel
5
WO
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The Quint Cities
COL. B. J. PALMER, President
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager
Davenport, Iowa

Colonial

Remodeled

NBC-TV's Colonial Theatre at 62d
St. and Broadway, New York, was
remodeled in time to house Show
of Shows, starting with the Nov. 8
telecast, according to the network.
Included in the installation is an
electronic lighting system capable
of memorizing five pre-set changes.
In lighting, 520 lighting fixtures
are used. Also installed are 48
microphone outlets and 20 microphone control positions in the
audio - control booth. Orchestra's
location gives TV stage greater
area and cameramen greater
mobility. Studio audience is accom odated in the mezzanine and
balcony.

AMP's New Office
ASSOCIATED Music Publishers
has opened a Hollywood office at
6331 Hollywood Blvd., Charles A.
Wall, AMP president, announced
last week. Carl Post, concert artist,
is in charge of the new office, acting as general representative in
Hollywood for AMP's catalog of
orchestral, chamber
and choral-

KBTV (TV) DATA
Her old Says Business Good
BREAK-EVEN point within three
months after commencement of
operation on Oct. 12 was predicted
last week by Joe Herold, station
manager of KBTV (TV) Denver,
new vhf Ch. 9 station owned by Colorado Television Corp. He reported
"business is exceeding our expectations," with set ownership seen
topping 100,000 in the area by
Jan. 1.
\
KBTV was incorrectly identified
as owned by Empire Coil Co., permittee of uhf Ch. 20 KDEN (TV)
Denver, in a B#T story several
weeks
ago concerning Empire Coil's
Oct. 20].
KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore. [B*T,
Colorado Television Corp.'s
KBTV also has added the following new personnel, Mr. Herold
reported: Norman Larson, formerly of Alexander Film Co., continuity editor; Kathleen Macklin,
film secretary ; Rosser Willis, salesman; Robert Lebsock, former chief
engineer of KFXJ Grand Junction,
Col, engineer; George Barron,
studio engineer; James Lannon
and Dave Fitchett, cameramen;
Lynn E. Higby, announcer, and
Bill Michelsen, news announcer.
Sam Worsham, TV production
facilities director, has been promoted to program and production
manager.
"We have amazing reception reports from the entire area within
a radius of 100 miles of Denver,"
Mr. Herold said, noting "this is
with our fairly low interim power
of 12 kw ERP. We are expecting
great things in the way of coverage when we make our permanent
installation some time in May or
June of next year and increase the
power 240 kw ERP."
KLZ Solves Dilemma
ROCKY Mountain Oil & Gas
Assn. had planned for 700
guests at an association banquet Nov. 1, in the grand
ballroom of the Cosmopolitan
Hotel. More than 1,200 reservations poured in with the
result that two mezzanine
dining rooms were used to
accommodate the overflow.
This created the dilemma as
to how to provide the extra
500 with entertainment and
the usual speech-making. A
KLZ Denver crew had the
answer. They simply set up
a closed circuit TV arrangement which kept all of the
overflow guests in full view
of the proceedings. [KLZ is
an applicant for Ch. 7.]

ILLINOIS Institute of Technology,
Chicago, has launched fall series of
educational TV programs on WBKB
(TV) that city with show titled
Atomic Fireworks. It featured Dr.
Richard F. Humphreys, chairman of
the physics dept., and Leonard Reiffel,
supervisor of nuclear physics.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

'Dammfino'
QUANDARY of grantees
asked exactly when they will
be able to get their TV stations on the air was solved
by G. Pearson Ward, KTTS
Springfield, Mo. Mr. Ward
and his colleagues received a
grant for KTTS-TV on Ch.
10 last month. To satisfy the
curious, Mr. Ward had cards
printed which bear the word,
"Dammfino." Since the cards
have been printed, however,
Mr. Ward has been able to
establish his target date as
April.
LIVE

VS. FILM

Discussed by RTES Panel
LIVE TV programs are preferred
to filmed video shows as a medium
in which to work, according to the
consensus of participants, with a
lone dissenter, at a round table
discussion of video production at
last
Wednesday's
luncheonExecutives
meeting
of Radio
& Television
Society in New York.
Actress Rita Gam likes the feeling of "this is it" she gets when
performing for a live TV show.
Fletcher Markle, a producer, also
felt the immediacy and spontaneity of live productions are great assets not found in filmed shows. A
writer, Thomas Phipps, said he
likes to have his scripts produced
while they are still fresh.
Opportunity afforded by films
to correct little things that go
wrong in live productions and to
present a more perfect production
to the viewing audience gives films
a big plus over live TV programming, according to Sidney Lumet,
TV director. Discussion was moderated by William I. Kaufman, associate supervisor of program
procurement at NBC-TV and author of The Best TV Plays of the
Year.
Robert Sarnoff, RTES president,
presented the William I. Kaufman
awards for the best TV plays of the
1950-51 season to:
"The Schulberg
Pharmacist'sforMate,"
writtenPrize
by
Budd
Pulitzer
Playhouse; "The Kathryn Steffan Story," written by Kathryn Steffan for
Big Story; "The Night They Made a
Bum
Helen
written
by
Billy Out
Rose offor
The Hayes,"
Billy Rose
Show;
"The
Rocking
Horse,"
written
by
Doris
Halman for Armstrong Circle Theatre;
"Rosie's Haircut," written by Gertrude Berg for The Goldbergs; "BorFear," written
Anna
Roof andderline ofEdward
Mably by
for JoDanger;
"Vincent
Van
Gogh,"
written
by
Hoffman R. Hayes for Philco Playhouse;
"The
Lottery,"
written
by
Shirley
Jackson for Cameo Theatre.
Bob and Ray, NBC comedy team,
presented their "Radio & Television Executives' Kit" at the luncheon. Next RTES meeting will be
the Christmas Party on Dee. 17
at the Roosevelt Hotel, New York,
site of last week's luncheon.

WITNESS'
RIGHTS
Noted by Sen.
-Elect Bush
CONGRESSIONAL witnesses
should be protected from the "glare
of publicity" caused by radio microphones, television and newsreel
cameras, Senator-elect Prescott S.
Bush (R-Conn.), New York banker
and CBS director and stockholder,
said last week during a news conference in Washington.
The test of whether radio, TV
and newsreels should be permitted
to cover Capitol Hill sessions is the
purpose of Congressional hearings, the new Connecticut Senator
told Broadcasting • Telecasting.
"If its purpose is educational, as
it was in the Kefauver hearings,
then all media should be permitted," Sen. Bush said.
Without Embarrassment

magnecoraer

"But there are many kinds of
hearings where information is required. If it will make it easier
for good citizens to appear and
testify, then I feel radio, TV and
newsreel should be barred. Witnesses should not be embarrassed
through the glare of publicity
which emanates from a hearing
which is covered by radio and television and newsreel cameras."
If the rules forbid the broadcasting of Senate sessions, Sen.
Bush thinks that the question of
changing them should be studied
carefully. "If the rules prohibit
it," he said, "that's a good reason
to look things over carefully before changing them." Senate procedure is to permit each committee
to establish its own rules on coverage, although a bill was introduced
to ban radio and TV apparatus in
the 82d Congress by Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.).
Sen. Bush said he was not familiar with Sec. 315 of the Communications Act and the political broadcast problem. That question never
came up in CBS board meetings
that he recalled, he said. Sec. 315
forbids broadcasters from censoring political candidates' speeches.
CBS Director 21 Years
A partner in Brown Bros. Harriman Co., New York banking firm,
Sen. Bush said he has been a director of CBS for 21 years — "and
it has been a very stimulating experience." He said he was also a
director in eight other corporations. He said he does not intend
to sever all his business connections; he made it plain he would
not resign from the banking firm.
The Senator-elect was born in
1895, was graduated from Yale U.
in 1917. He lives in Greenwich,
Conn. In 1950 he ran unsuccessfully against Sen. William Benton (D-Conn.), who was defeated
for the full term in the Nov. 4
elections. Sen. Bush's victory
three weeks ago was over Rep. A.
A. Ribicoff (D-Conn.) for the unexpired term of the late Sen. Brien
McMahon (D-Conn.), which runs
to 1957.

EDDIE CANTOR, star of NBC-TV
Colgate Comedy Hour, named Citizen
of the Year, by Guardians of the Jewish Home for the Aged, L. A., for his
"blood-bank
activities,
sale American
of War
Bonds and efforts
to build
morale."
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SDX

CONFERENCE

Agenda, Speakers Set
LEGAL aspects of broadcast coverage of congressional and court
proceedings will be reviewed by
radio-TV and newspaper executives
during one of several panel discussions slated for the Sigma Delta
Chi convention in Denver this week.
Among those scheduled to participate are Ted Koop, CBS Washington director of news and special
events; William Ray, director of
news and special events, NBC Central Div.; Charles H. Campbell,
director, British Information Service, Washington, D. C; E. Ray
Campbell, president of Denver Post
Co., and Jack Foster, editor of the
Rocky Mountain News. Mr. Campbell will preside.
Forum discussion on freedom of
information will highlight the Friday' agenda, with Palmer Hoyt,
Denver Post, the chairman. Other
speakers include James Pope, executive editor, Louisville CourierJournal and Times (WHAS-AMFM-TV) ; V. M. Newton, managing
editor, Tampa Tribune (WFLAAM-FM); Sen. Fred Seaton (RNeb.), who is associated with his
family in radio-newspaper interests, and Gene Cervi, publisher,
Rocky Mountain Journal.
The conference will be held at
the Cosmopolitan Hotel, Wednesday through Saturday. Dinner will
be given by the Denver Post
Wednesday evening.
138,000 TV SETS
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
Each month this TV set
total is ascertained by
Quad - City wholesalers
serving this area. Actually,
the total of TV homes
reached by WHBF-TV is
considerably larger as our
TV signals are received
over an extensive area beyond the Quad-Cities.
Increased power has
doubled WHBF-TV radiated strength; the staff and
facilities have recently
moved into enlarged quarters.
True to a 25 year tradition
of service in radio broadcasting, WHBF-TV now
also serves Quad-Citians
well — and advertisers profitably.
Les Johnson, V. P. and Gen. Mgr

£?fuv/- Cities'^at^tite
WHBF
TEICO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by A v ei y- Knodel, Inc.
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CONGRATULATIONS are given Leonard F. Cramer (c), assistant general
manager of the Crosley Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., following Mr. Cramer's election
as an Avco vice president at a directors' meeting held in Crosley's new plant
at Evendale, near Cincinnati. Handshaking at left is Victor Emanuel, accompanied by John W. Craig, Avco vice president and general manager,
Crosley Div. Mr. Cramer now is in charge of Crosley's entire radio and TV
activities, including new tube plants at Batavia, III., and Crosley's Canadian
subsidiary, Crosley Radio and Television Ltd.
Urges

Private Licenses;

Cites Massey Sentiments
CAB
'S
TV
PLE
A
CANADIAN AM operators are ready and have the finances to operate
TV stations throughout Canada. The Canadian cabinet headed by Prime
Minister Louis St. Laurent was told this last Wednesday by a delegation from the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. The brief, which was
*
to have
understood
presented,
covered all is
arguments
against
the Dr. Surveyer's remarks on that
entry of private enterprise into topic when he said in his minority
television broadcasting.
report that "there is a tendency
The brief, it is learned from
to underestimate the importance
good authority, stated that the of advertising in the economic
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. has
the country."
already reached the point in its lifeTheof brief
detailed, it is reported,
TV service visualized in the Massey
on the investment and programCommission recommendations. The
ming costs of typical U. S. small
CAB delegation pointed out that city TV stations and referred to
Chairman Vincent Massey had
FCC reports on capital investment
cleared up an ambiguous point in of U. S. TV stations. On the arguthe recommendations in a speech
ment that TV costs are so high
in Montreal following publication
that private capital cannot enter
of the report. Mr. Massey, now
the field, the CAB delegates stated
that if private interests want to
Canada's governor-general, stated
risk their money they should be
that the commission's recommendaallowed to do so. They showed FCC
tions dealt with a national TV program service by the CBC, not a figures that the majority of Canadian broadcasters could enter TV
national TV network or group of
for less than $400,000.
stations operated by the CBC.
They concluded their presentaAdded Employment
tion with a list of U. S. TV staThe brief pointed out that the
tions in small cities and their inemployment of more than 4,000
vestment and operating costs and
Canadians in AM broadcasting sta- a breakdown of investment and options as well as the investment of
erating costs of TV stations prethese stations is in jeopardy if
pared by Joseph Herold, U. S. conCanadian stations are not allowed
sultant.
to start TV soon. These statements were based on reports of
U. S. radio listenership in TV
areas and the minority report of OA PACKAGE
Dr. Arthur Surveyer of the MasPurity Buys in 24 Markets
sey Commission. It also pointed
out that granting applications to PURITY Bakers Corp. (Tastee
Canadian citizens for TV stations
Bread) , through Young & Rubiwould provide an impetus to the
cam, New York, concluded a $250,entire TV receiver and servicing
000 agreement with United Artists
Television, which is providing a
industry, and open up new industries in TV in many Canadian
new TV program, Cowboy G-Man,
communities.
in 24 key TV markets, for Purity
The CAB delegation also told to sponsor.
the Canadian Prime Minister and
Before Feb. 1, the program will
be launched in 15 TV markets and
his cabinet that the 100,000 Canadian TV set owners now primarily
will go on the air within the first
tune in U. S. stations, and that
60 days of TV service in Akron;
Canadian stations . would create
Beaumont-Port Arthur; Decatur,
reception of Canadian programs.
111. ; Springfield, Mo. ; Flint, Mich. ;
Duluth, Minn.; Muskogee, Okla. ;
They also dealt with the advertising value of TV and referred to
Sedalia, Mo., and Wichita Falls.

SMALL
CITY TV
Zenith Sees Subscription
SUBSCRIPTION TV is advocated
as one answer to the warning of
a marketing expert last month that
TV stations in many small cities
will have hard going in getting
billings.
their share of national advertisers'
Ted Leitzell of Zenith Radio
Corp., in a letter to members of
the industry, suggested subscription television as a source of income for stations in cities of 25,000
or less. Attaching a clip sheet of a
Broadcasting* Telecasting story
in which Sidney W. Dean Jr., vice
president and director of marketing services for McCann-Erickson,
New York, forecast that the biggest share of TV's expected $750
million income from national advertising by the end of 1954
will go into the 125 major markets
[B*T, Oct. 6], Mr. Leitzell said
results of a Zenith Phonevision
survey indicate stations in smaller
communities can make a good profit
from subscription TV.
Assuming a hypothetical market
of 15,000 homes and 7,500 TV sets,
Mr. Leitzell said all the TV owners
would pay $1.50 to $2 per week for
three to four hours daily of choice
TV entertainment, such as "good
motion pictures, and a reasonable
variety of Broadway openers, championship fights, other major sports,
The gross would approximate
$11,000, Mr. Leitzell said, of which
25% ted(nearly
$3,000)
be netby stations
after would
line charges
and payment for program material.
Of 900 communities of less than
25,000 with allocated TV channels,
Mr. Leitzell said only 76 were represented by TV applications, indicatingin small
the problems
etc."casters
towns TV
wouldbroadface
because of national advertisers' inability to buy more than the expected 125 biggest TV markets.
A hearing on Phonevision has
been set by the FCC.

VIP RE-FORMED
Moser is Pres. -Treasurer

MIKE MOSER, creator-producer
of ABC-AM-TV Space Patrol, has
taken over VIP Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, as president-treasurer.
Firm, to be known as NFP Inc., is
land.
headquartered at 1540 N. HighOriginally formed by partners,
Ralph Hoge, Lee Garmes and
Robert Smith [B«T, June 2], VIP
holds exclusive rights to the new
Hoge universal focus camera. Fourteen years in development, the
camera keeps foreground, middleground and
taneous focus.background in simulUnder new ownership, firm will
concentrate on production of TV
film ture
commercials
and video feafilms.
Other officers
Mr. Hoge,Beverly
vicepresident;
Herbertare Baerwitz,
Hills attorney, secretary; and Aubrey
Ison,
Patrol,"program
general coordinator
manager. on "Space
BROADCASTING
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minimum
rate

six

months

protectior

BONUS

0-

100,00

BONUS

WOAI-TV

RATE

20%

90,000-

NOV

80,000-

Total sets in the
WOAI-TV market
HAVE INCREASED
MORE THAN 20% in
the last 16 weeks —
from 85,742 on July 1 5th to more
than 103,000 on November 1st.
Set sales are averaging above
1 1 00 per week and the Christmas
buying season is still to come.

MORE

LISTENERS

—

PROGRAMMING —
PICTURES
WOAI-TV
BETTER

THAN

BETTER
SHARPER

IS A
EVER

BUY

YOU CAN BUY WOAI-TV AT
JULY 15th RATES and get 20%
more coverage plus the accumulative bonus of all sets sold for a
minimum of 6 additional months.

Represented Nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & COMPANY, INC.
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
St. Louis, Dallas, San Francisco, Detroit.
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Adlai's Air Plans
PSI-TV

PACTS
European Plans Set
SIGNING of contracts for television film productions to be made
in Europe at total budgets of $2.3
million were announced Wednesday
by Paul White, president of PSITV, upon
his return
seas business
trip. from an overMr. White also announced opening of a Paris office in the Hotel
George V with John Nasht, supervisor of the company's European
operations, in charge.
Appointment of Charles Torem,
member of Coudert Bros., French
and American law firm, as European counsel for PSI-TV with offices in Paris, also was announced.
Mr. White noted that the firm now
maintains legal offices in production centers in the U. S. and
abroad, with Leonard Loewinthan,
PSI-TV vice president and general
counsel, at New York headquarters,
and Leon Kaplan in Los Angeles.
Mr. White said he had completed
production arrangements in France
for two new film series. These include a series of 26 with Pathe
Cinema and another to be produced
by Paul Wagner. Both companies
are
firm'sis
Orientpresently
Express producing
series which
scheduled for release this spring.
It is being done on location in
Paris, London, Rome, Berlin,
Vienna and Istanbul.
In Rome, Mr. White contracted
for two additional series to be coproduced by Victor Pahlen and
Thetis Film. Mr. Pahlen is currently preparing for PSI-TV 26
films of the Great Loves series
starring Hedy Lamarr.
Mr. White left New York for
Mexico City later last week for a
conference with Oscar Dancigers
on production of nine additional
films. Mr. Dancigers, who recently
completed "Robinson Crusoe," is
now producing several films for
PSI-TV.

vorite
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EDUCATIONAL TV
Meet Set at Indiana U.
FORUMS, a demonstration and
several speeches have been planned
for the conference on educational
television at Indiana U. in Bloomington Dec. 5-6. The meeting will
conclude with a demonstration of
low-cost educational techniques by
Edward -Stasheff, producer for the
U. of Michigan, and his assistants,
Jerrold Sandler and William
Kinzer.
Forum leaders include Katherine
Fox, director of special interest
programs, WLW WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati; Robert Petranoff, program director, WTTV (TV)
Bloomington; Bill Ladd, radio-TV
editor, Louisville Courier- Journal.

SO INDELIBLE was the imprint left by Gov. Adlai
Stevenson via radio and television during the campaign
that a national organization
is being set up to provide
funds for the defeated Democratic Presidential nominee to
continue his air appearances.
Plans for the new organization were announced in Los
Angeles last Monday by
Jerome L. Doff, attorney and
chairman of the Stevenson
Speaks Committee. The proposal will be submitted to the
Illinois Governor for his
approval.
FTC

ACTION

In Soap and Watch Ads
FEDERAL Trade Commission last
week announced it had signed stipulation agreements providing for
discontinuance of certain advertising claims by soap and watch
manufacturers.
Four large companies agreed to
rinse out their advertising copy
for well-known laundry detergents.
They were Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Fab),
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati
(Tide, Cheer), Lever Bros., New
York (Surf) and The Theobald
Industries, Harrison, N. J. (Hum).
The commission also announced
that the Bulova Watch Co. and
Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences have promised to stop
using
words "Academy
Award"
and the
"Oscar"
in advertising
watches. The latter had authorized
use of the words under licensing
rights to Bulova, which henceforth
must qualify use of the words and
note the rights.
The detergent manufacturers
have claimed that the respective
products wash clothes as clean
without rinsing as soap does with
rinsing. Claims had been made in
radio and/or TV continuities (viz
on the Comedy Hour, The Red
Skelton Show, others). Bulova's
claims were aired on TV spot announcements.
On another front, FTC held a
hearing in Washington last
Wednesday on a complaint charging Sylvania Electric Products
Inc., New York, with price discrimination in the sale and purchase of radio tubes, and thus violation of the Clayton Antitrust Act.

ABC Signs WKBN-TV
WKBN-TV Youngstown will affiliate with ABC-TV during the first
quarter of 1953, Alfred R. Beckman, ABC's national director of
Radio and TV Station Relations
Depts., announced last week.
Owned by the WKBN Broadcasting
Co., the station will operate on
Ch. 27. J. L. Bowden is WKBNTV's station director.

MYRON FREEDMAN, WJZ-TV New
York engineering staff member, will
lead a forum discussion Nov. 28 on
"Film & TV" at the New Institute
for Film & Television, Brooklyn.
BROADCASTING
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When Ken Richter
makes a foreignlocation documentary for a firm like Reed and
Barton, Silversmiths • . . you
can expect to find the Maurer
"16" on the job. To the public, this sequence illustrates
"The Romance of Silver De-

THE MODEL F PRIME RECORDING OPTICAL
SYSTEM AND GALVANOMETER, a complete
light modulating unit for recording sound
photographically upon standard film, requires no special servicing or spare parts
(other than recording lamp).

sign." To the professional it
proves the better results
achieved with the camera
designed for professional use
... the Maurer "16."

J.

THE 16MM. SOUND ON-FILM RECORDING SYSTEM combines the
highest fidelity in 16mm. recording practice with wide flexibility and
extreme simplicity of operation. For details on this and other
MAURER equipment, write:

A.
MAURER,
itvc.
37-01 31st Street, Long Island City 1, New York
1107 South Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles'35, California
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THE MAURER 16MH., designed specifically
for professional use, equipped with precision high-power focusing and view-finder.
Standardsolvingequipment
includes:
disshutter, automatic
fade235°
control,
view finder, sunshade and filter holder, one
400-foot gear-driven film magazine, a 60cycle 115- volt synchronous motor, one
8- frame handcrank, power cable and a
lightweight carrying case.

maurer

CABLE ADDRESS:
JAMAURER
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Sales . . .

FAR

ywood has acK LAC-TV quired Holl
28 feature films from
Atlantic Tele - Vision Corp.
Sale was concluded by Fred Henry,
station program director, and Tom
Corradine, head of T. J. Corradine
& Assoc., West Coast representative for film distributor.

WMAR-TV Baltimore has acquired
13 feature films for three runs each
and WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia has
acquired 12 features for four runs
each from Standard Television Co.,
Los Angeles, according to Marcus
Loew, president.
% !!* ifc
George F. Foley Inc., New York,
film production company, signed by
Fuller & Smith & Ross, same city,
to produce a 16mm color film, "Your
Fiber Lifeline," for the Plymouth
Cordage Co., Plymouth, Mass.
Thomas Mitchell will serve as narrator.
* ^ *
Fall City Brewing Co., Louisville,
Ky., has purchased the Ziv Television Programs Inc. package,
Favorite Story for showing in three
markets. This sale, plus three
others, brings total for Favorite
Story to 19, M. J. Rifkin, Ziv vice
president in charge of TV sales,
announced Thursday.
* # *
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Col., announces the recent
TV commercial productions for the
following organizations :
Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis, Mo.,
one film through Tracy -Locke Co.,
Dallas, Tex.; Gruen Watch Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio, two 60-second
films; Treegreen Inc., Portland,
Ore., one 60-second film, Imperial
Sugar, Sugarland, Tex., three 10second films through Tracy-Locke
Co., Dallas; Gas Service Co., Kansas City, Mo., four 20- second films ;
P. F. Peterson Baking Co., Omaha,
Neb., 13 films through Allan &
Reynolds Adv. Agency, Omaha, and
Surface Combustions Corp. (Janitrol Heating Systems), Toledo,
Ohio, five 20-second films.
Production . . .
Father Patrick Peyton, head of
Family Theatre, Hollywood, is producing special quarter-hour TV
film adaptation of the poem, "The
Hound of Heaven," by Francis
Thompson for release to all TV stations during Thanksgiving week.
Adapted by Fred Niblo Jr., the special program is being filmed by
Cascade Pictures of Calif., Culver
City, with Pivar Productions, that
PREPARE NOW FOR JOBS IN
TELEVISION— FILMS
One of America's top film schools
offers short study courses. Fully
equipped shooting stage.
Eves. Easy terms.
Write
phons courses
Dep't.
"B". orAlso
for Amateur Movie
Makers.
STerling 3-9444
29 Flatbush Av., B'klyn 17, N. Y.
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Smith TV series. Upon their completion, he returns to New York
for three more half-hour films in
NBC-TV's The Doctor for Parsonnet Productions.
Jack Covel, vice-president of Crown
Pictures International, Hollywood,
named president and chairman of
the board. He succeeds Maxwell
Fenmore, who resigned to devote
all of his time to his law practice.

IT TAKES muscles to frolic with
"Simba," a pet lion, who is starred
in the "Boy & Simba," a jungle series
being filmed for TV in Africa by
Goodwin-International, Johannesburg.
Producer Jack Goodwin is the strong
man.
city, in charge of editing. It is
narrated by MacDonald Carey.
* * *
TeeVee Co., Beverly Hills, goes into
production on 26 five-minute TV
films in Little Theatre series, Dec.
9. Programs, sponsored on a regional basis, currently are being
shown in 43 markets. Marc Frederic is executive producer.
Lincoln TV Productions, 6040 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, has been
formed to film half -hour TV series
by partners, Larry Stern, Max and
Arthur Alexander. Being considered
for January production is a series
based on "You Know Me, Al," a
novel by Ring Lardner.
Distribution . . .
M. & A. Alexander Productions
Inc., Hollywood, has acquired TV
distribution rights to "Captain
Tugboat Annie," feature film released by Republic Pictures in
1945.
Random Shots . . .
Sixty-three TV stations currently
are carrying
Christophers'
15minute
filmedTheseries,
What One
Person Can Do, according to Father
James Keller, director of the organization. The films, free, present
Hollywood personalities in anecdotes of what an individual can do
with the help of God to improve
world conditions.
Reid Ray Television Productions
Inc., Hollywood, has acquired
"Touchdown" by Bob Panella,
sports editor of Hollywood CitizenNews, as first script in new halfhour TV film series, A Sporting
Chance.
Film People . . .
Robert Aldrich, signed by PSI-TV,
Beverly Hills, to direct two halfhour films in Adventures of China

Michael Tomeo, recently discharged
from Air Force, to Filmcraft Productions, Hollywood, as production
staff member.
Harry McMahan, president, Five
Star Productions, Hollywood, introduces his new book, The Television Commercial, at the weekly
meeting of the Hollywood Ad Club
today (Monday). The book will be
published next year.
COLOMBIAN
TV
Debut Next Year Seen
PREDICTION that television will
be introduced as a new advertising
medium in Colombia by the end of
1953 was voiced last week by Guillermo Toro, correspondent for J.
Walter Thompson Co. in Bogota;
during offices.
a visit to the agency's New
York
He said two or three major TV
stations may be opened in such
Colombian markets as Bogota, Cali,
Medellin and Barranquilla, but
that "at this stage, it is difficult
to predict whether all stations will
be operated. on a commercial basis
or whether some will fall under
Mr. control."
Toro, general manager of
state
Guillermo Toro Escobar Publicidad, is in the U. S. to study the
development of advertising in this
country. In Colombia, he said, the
field is expanding rapidly, with
prospects
of "greatest
in future years.
He also prosperity"
noted that
a large number of his countrymen
have taken TV training in New
York.
Bartley to Speak
FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley
will address a dinner meeting of the
New York chapter of the Armed
Forces Communications Assn. tonight (Monday) at Schwartz Restaurant, his first talk in New York
since becoming a member of the
Commission. Title of talk is "The

EAST

PLANS

Kilgore Reports on TV
TV PLANS in Thailand, Philippines and Japan were described by
Scott Kilgore, Mutual Security
Administration radio-TV consultant, who has returned from a
90-day tour of broadcast installations in Europe and Asia.
Mr. Kilgore, who formerly was
with Collins Radio Corp. and is
vice president of WKBR Manchester, N. H., found that a privatelyowned TV station was being
planned for Bangkok, the capital
of the country formerly known as
Siam. A 20-year concession has
been given to Thai Co. Ltd., which
has as its principals Police General
Whao Sriyanond and Air Vice
Marshal Thra V. Rungsarit. Bids
have been received from RCA, GE,
British Marconi and Pye Ltd., Mr.
Kilgore reported.
Due in March or April will be
Manila's first TV station, a sister
to DZBC owned by Juan Quirino,
brother of Philippine President
Elpidio Quirino. James B. Lindenberg is manager of DZBC and will
also manage the Channel 3 TV station. Under construction is a 15,000 sq. ft. TV studio.
Now on an experimental basis,
Japan'stion ingovernment-owned
Tokyo broadcasts TV
two stato

t
V
I
rc

i:

\,::

\

three hours on Fridays and Saturdays. Due for completion in about
30 days or so is a new TV studio.
Planned for the next year are the
installation of microwave units to
cover the major Japanese cities.
The Japanese station, run by government-sponsored Nippon Hoso
Kyokai (NHK), is using a 500-w
RCA transmitter and General Precisionpickups.
Lab. field equipment for remote
In the planning stage is a privately-owned commercial TV system, to be owned by a group of
Japanese newspapers.
Both the Philippine and Japanese TV systems are using U. S.
525-line TV standards.
'TODAY' SEGMENTS

Seven Advertisers Signed
SEVEN advertisers have signed
within the last few weeks for sponsorship of a total of 76 five-minute
segments of NBC-TV's Today
(Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m. EST and CST)
between now and the end of December, John K. Herbert, NBC
vice president in charge of radio
and TV sales, announced last week.
The advertisers and their agencies were listed as follows:
Parker
Co. Pub.
(J. Walter
Thompson Co.);Pen
Curtis
Co. (BBDO);
Murine Inc. (BBDO); Eastco Inc.
(Ruthrauff
& Ryan);
Dictograph
Products (Buchanan
& Co.);
Ponds Extract
Co. (J. Walter Thompson Co.); and
Sawyers Inc., for Personal Cameras
(Carvel, Nelson & Powell Adv.).

Plugged Nickel."
RCA Service Co. and TelePrompter
NBC-TV kinescope -of President Truman's Tour of the White House has Corp., N. Y., have announced that
been released by the U. S. Informalatter firm's cueing equipment used in
tion Service, a division of the State
TV studios
shortly
will be
Dept., to TV stations in England,
able
to public
speakers
in made
other availfields * \
on a nationwide basis.
France, Mexico and Cuba.
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Ball Views
POST-MORTEMS
hold hearings on the issue.
RADIO-TV industry should re-examine its standards for political
Chief objections voiced by the
'broadcasts in the interest of avertWashington attorney were those involving atele-documentary format
ing remedial legislation by Conand techniques of the controversial
gress, aleading Democratic Party
campaign official said last week.
S2 million spot "blitz" utilized by
Spokesman was George W. Ball, Republican organizations. It was
Mr. Ball who scored "Madison Ave.
a Washington attorney and executive director for the National
hucksters" and who "revealed" existence of the blitz campaign.
Volunteers for Stevenson during
Mr. Ball said he felt broadcastthe 1952 Presidential sweepstakes,
ers might mend their own political
fee is associated with the law firm
before Congress takes acof Cleary, Gottlieb, Friendly & fences tion.
He said broadcasters are
Ball, Washington, D. C.
open to complaints that they were
In an interview with Broadcasting • Telecasting, Mr. Ball mildly "accessories in misleading presentations" prepared by the Republicriticized certain alleged practices
cans for radio and television.
by radio-TV broadcasters during
A similar warning was raised
the recent campaign and said he is fortnight ago by radio consultant
reviewing the entire political
Morris S. Novik, who charged that
broadcast question with an eye to- network stations had violated "the
ward suggesting possible corrective
principle of voluntary clearance
^measures, should the 83d Congress
for competing products" in the
closing days of the campaign. Mr.
Novik, consultant to the New York
Volunteers for Stevenson chapter
and special assistant to the DemoSCHOOL TV FUNDS
cratic National Committee, called
Commercial Set Up Urged
on industry to "clean our own
house instead of waiting for legisUNIVERSITIES "at the proper
lative action." He cited interest
ttime" should petition FCC to
change noncommercial reserved
of the Senate Privileges & Elections
Subcommittee in the matter
channels to commercial channels —
and operate commercial rather
[B«T, Nov. 3].
Mr. Ball alluded specifically to
than noncommercial stations.
Lester E. Cox, member of the the documentary, Crusade in Amerjoard of curators of the U. of Misica, aired election eve under sponsouri, advocated this at the 30th
sorship of the Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon. He also cited the
mnual meeting of Assn. of Govblitz spots, in which answers were
erning Boards of State Universities and Allied Institutions, held filmed and recorded in advance by
Gen. Dwight Eisenhower and later
Fortnight ago in Portland, Ore.
matched with questions asked by
Mr. Cox is chairman of the board
various persons.
)f curators' radio and television
:ommittee.
Dramatization Policy
Pointing to the patterns of comTo support his position, Mr. Ball
nercial operations, Mr. Cox said
said one network ruled out prononey from advertising revenue
grams (either in 1944 or 1940)
vould pay for construction and
naintenance costs of a video sta- when the late Arthur Vandenberg
ion, would enable high-quality in- coupled his own comments with excerpts of talks by President Frankstructors and station personnel to
lin Roosevelt for a recorded series.
>e hired and would encourage
CBS later adopted a policy against
>etter programming. He said be- dramatization
of political issues on
ween $250,000 and $300,000 is a
its network, it will be recalled.
ninimum price for station installaMr. Ball suggested the industry
ion, and $1 million is the cost of
TV
code should frown on so-called
in "excellent" one.
"stage" or "hokum" presentations.
He recommended that universitywned stations take the air full The Television Code, adopted in
1951,
thatclearly
"poime, because a few hours of daily Octoberlitical
telecastsprovides
should be
peration probably could not be identified as such, and should not
ustified cost-wise. He suggested
be presented by a television broad6 or 18 hours airtime daily, every
caster in a manner which would
ay of the week through the year.
mislead listeners or viewers to beEducational radio stations, he
lieve that the program is of any
bserved, are not as effective as
other
character."
hey might be because they are
The director of the volunteers
oncommercial and 100% educagroup, which will continue in some
ional. Commercial stations' popuform as a standing unit, acknowir entertainment command large
ledged he did not have any ready
udiences, he said, suggesting an
answers to these and other probducational station operating for
lems but felt they should be clarirofit could do the same. He recomfied before 1956 when, he said,
lended diversity in programming
television will play an even more
nd sale of certain educational
effective role.
hows.
Mr. Ball said he had no concrete
Also explored was networking
evidence that large advertisers had
y a group of stations, and use of agreed to give up choice time to the
lm over microwave relay.
Republicans and to support charges
ROADCASTING
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Political

Problems

of collusion between large corporations and broadcasters. This
charge was contained in the original volunteers' protest to the FCC,
which refused to consider it for
lack of specific data. The Commission reportedly has written off
the
complaint
[Closed Circuit,
Nov. 10].
Mr. Ball said his organization
received few if any protests charging failure of network affiliates to
clear time for major Stevenson addresses. He reported some complaints, however, from local Democratic groups who claimed they
found it difficult to get their own
candidates or spokesmen on the air.
He was far more critical of newspapers on coverage of political developments.
Mr. Ball said he planned "to do
nothing" with the replies to questionnaires mailed to over 300
broadcasters in 64 critical GOP
counties seeking data on the
amount .of time sold to GOP groups.
He queried stations, he said, to
measure the extent of the blitz but
conceded the volunteers' protest to
FCC is "academic" now. He felt,
however, Congress should look for
possible violations of the Federal
Corrupt Practices and Hatch Acts,
and the Communications Act as
well.
Data Requested
Meanwhile, it was learned that
the Volunteers for Stevenson, Citizens for Eisenhower and other national organizations are being asked
to furnish Congress with the names
of various related political groups
who bought radio-TV time or newspaper space.
The Senate Privileges & Elections Subcommittee has solicited
information from broadcasters
covering the amount of time sold
to all political groups, including
programs and spot announcements.
Questionnaires are to be returned
day.
to the subcommittee by next MonBy contrast, newspapers are
asked to fill out a similar form,
returnable "at your earliest convenience" and covering merely the
number of printed advertisements
bought by political organizations.
This variation in questionnaires
has raised some concern among
station owners identified with
newspaper interests [Closed Circuit, Nov. 10].
A subcommittee spokesman said
last week that newspaper replies
will serve as a source against which
the space purchases of all political
groups will be checked. He said
there is no significance in the lack
of a deadline on newspaper forms.
He said forms returned by broadway.
casters will be checked in the same
NARTB had advised its members that "we are satisfied that
this investigation is limited to the
interest [of] reappraisal of campaign costs with a view to making

new
proposals."
addedlegislative
its conviction
thatNARTB
equal
time opportunities and political
charges are committee
notis studying
involved. campaign
The subcosts in view of possible amendment of the Hatch Activities Act.
It was learned that one station,
in replying to the questionnaire, attached astatement from a director
of the Democratic committee in
that state asserting the station
had not refused equal time to the
Democrats. Station filed the letter,
noting it had sold time only to Republican forces. The committee
is not interested in this type of
data, it was explained.
The subcommittee is headed by
Sen. Thomas D. Hennings (D-Mo.)
and comprises Sens. A. S. Mike
Monroney (D-Okla.) and Robert
C. Hendrickson (R-N. J.).

USE FOR FARMER
More Radio-TV Urged
INCREASED use of radio, television and publications was urged
last week as a means of disseminating latest agriculture information
to upper-income farmers.
The recommendation was aimed
at the Dept. of Agriculture by Lauren Soth, assistant editor of the
Des Moines Register & Tribune in
a pamphlet entitled "How Farm
People Learn New Methods," prepared for the National Planning
Assn., Washington, D. C.

FOR
SALE
For television micro-wave
relay use— one 200 foot
"Skyline" double guyed
tower complete with required obstruction lighting. Could be used as two
separate 200-ft. towers.
Also, four reflecting
screens which permit the
mounting of micro-wave
dishes on ground.
FOR

DETAILS.

WRITE j. m. Mcdonald,
Assistant Director of
Engineering
Crosley Broadcasting
Corporation
Crosley Square,
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
November 17, 1952
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Our Respects To
(Continued from, page 5U)
he was a good telegraph operator.
He earned spending money by delivering telegrams and carrying
mail sacks from the depot to the
post office. Whenever the Sears
Roebuck and Montgomery Ward
catalogs arrived he tried to resign
but the resignation was forcefully
rejected by father Wilkins.
Finally he saved enough money
to buy a small wagon and branched
out into delivering groceries for
a local store.
In 1918 Joe Wilkins'- mother
died during the influenza epidemic
of that year and he was sent, with
a younger brother, to Mt. Charles
College (now Carroll College) a
boarding school for boys. There
he went to high school and graduated in 1922 with honors. He
earned letters in football, basketball and baseball.
During vacations he worked as
a section hand on the railroad, as
a farmhand and in the mines at
Neihart. He attended Gonzaga U.,
Spokane, for a year before he had
to drop out because of lack of
funds.
He went to work as a roustabout
for the Silver Dyke Mining Co. in
1924 and eventually worked up to
assistant to the chief chemist. In
this job he assayed all silver and
gold for the mine.
About this time he organized a
dance band and promoted an
athletic association for the entertainment of the miners and their
families. Since the mining camp
was isolated in winter this became
an important part of camp life.
Boxing and wrestling matches
were promoted every week. Whenever an argument developed between a couple of workers they
were immediately signed up for a
fight on the next card. Everything
taken in was used to buy athletic
equipment for the kids. There was
usually plenty of bloodshed, he recalls, but nobody objected because
it was for a good cause. After he
left Silver Dyke, Mr. Wilkins
worked in mining camps in Nevada,
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Arizona, California, Idaho and
held every job from mucker to
hoisting engineer.
Joe Wilkins may be the only station manager in the country who
worked free for the station he now
manages for six months before he
was hired.
It was 1931 and the state of
Montana was feeling the depression. Mr. Wilkins had been doing
odd jobs. He was auditioned, along
with eight others, for a position
on the station but was told there
was no opening. He offered to
work for nothing just to gain
experience.
On Jan. 8, 1932, he went to work
and a few weeks later was able
to persuade a local flour milling
company that he was the man they
needed to put on their six-day-aweek 15-minute program. He sang
songs and "advised ladies on their
baking
Even problems."
then it was six months before he was put on the station
pay roll. He has enjoyed that
distinction ever since.
The 'Winning Jockey' Listened
It was about that time that an
event occurred which Joe Wilkins
still recalls vividly.
Every year KFBB carries a
heavy schedule of broadcasts, including the horse races, from the
North Montana State Fairgrounds.
A few days before the fair opened,
Mr. Wilkins decided to show the
rest of the staff how a horse race
should be broadcast. Using the
station audition system he gave a
spine tingling description of the
imaginary race which ended with
the horse ridden by F. A. Buttrey,
the then owner of the station, winning by a nose.
As the description ended Mr.
Wilkins was summoned into the
manager's office. There he was
confronted by Mr. Buttrey, who
had just arrived in time to hear
the whole performance.
Mr. Wilkins was horrified and
expected to be fired on the spot.
But instead the owner made him

race and special events announcer
for the fair, a job he held for
many years.
In addition to his job as announcer, Joe Wilkins served successively as bill collector, copy
editor, program director, local
salesman, commercial manager and
on Sept.
13, 1940, was made general manager.
In that post he has had full
responsibility for the station, has
handled all national spot and CBS
network contacts as well as public
relations. He personally takes
charge of all public service programming.
"I believe in better tmblic service
programming,"
Mr. about
Wilkins
mented, when asked
this compart
of his work. "I believe it is the
responsibility of every station manager to look at public service, not
so much as a duty to be done at
the least possible cost, but rather
munity.
as a privilege to serve the com"If as much time and effort is
put into public service production
as is put into commercial programs the station operator will find
that not only are his program ratings kept high but he will reap
a harvest of good will that will
more than repay his program cost."
Mr. Wilkins is particularly
pleased at the result of the drive
to get out the vote although he
in
it. no claims for his own part
makes
"The first organized effort of
radio and TV to get the people
to register and vote has been extremely successful. Everyone in
the industry is to be congratulated
on a job well done. We now have
an example of what our industry
can do to promote a better America.
Would Counter Fear
"I think it is our responsibility,"
he continued, "to start thinking of
an effective method to sell a constructive program on Americanism
and to counteract the gospel of
fear that is heard and read every
day in our lives.
"We in radio can and have sold
billions of dollars worth of goods
and yet we have done very little
to sell our most precious possession— America. Let's get busy on
the greatest job of all."
KFBB has an application for
TV Ch. 5 in Great Falls.
Mr. Wilkins married the former
Lillian Albright on June 29, 1935.
They have three children. Joe Jr.
is a junior in high school and works
Saturdays and holidays as announcer and librarian at the station. Their daughter, Janet, is in
the eighth grade and is accompanist
for the orchestra and the chorus.
Son, Tom, is in kindergarten.
Active in civic affairs, Mr. Wilkins is a past president of the
Great Falls Lions Club, member of
the Elks, Chamber of Commerce,
Knights of Columbus, Quarterbacks, Athletic Round Table, vice
president of the Meadow Lark

COL. Clark Hungerford (I), president,
Frisco Railroad, which has just signed
with KMOX St. Louis to sponsor
thrice weekly newscasts by Lindley
Hayes, discussesHayes.
the show with Mr.
Country Club and vice president
of the Executives Club.
He likes to hunt, fish, golf and
read and his ambition is to travel
with enough time to stop and make
a study of every place he visits.
MANPOWER
Sarnoff Group to Hold Meet
FIRST meeting of the Citizens
Advisory Commission on Manpower Utilization in the Armed
Services will be held during next
week, it was announced by Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman and head of the new
fact-finding task force.
Gen. Sarnoff said the commission will meet in Washington about
Nov. 25. It was expected that two
remaining vacancies will be filled
by that time.
Appointment of eight members
to the commission was announced
by Secretary of Defense Robert A.
Lovett. The group will study "the
most economical and effective use"
of the nation's military manpower.
Gen. Sarnoff was appointed chairman last month [B*T, Oct. 27].
Among those named to the task
force are Clarence Francis and
Robert W. Johnson, board chairmen of General Foods Corp. and
Johnson & Johnson, respectively.
Others appointed are :
The Rev. John J. Cavanaugh, former
president of Notre Dame U.; Artemus
L.
the Gates,
Navy; former
Admiral' Under
John Secretary
H. Hoover,of
USN; Maj. Gen. St. Clair Streett,
USAF; Maj. Gen. Merritt A. Edson,
USMC,son, USA.
and Maj. Gen. John B. AnderABC

Affiliates

ABC radio's affiliates total 351 with
addition of three stations, the network has announced. New affiliates
are KABI Ketchikan, Alaska (1 kw
day, 500 w night on 580 kc), Arvid
Erickson, general manager; KJNO
Juneau, Alaska (1 kw day, 500 w
night, on 630 kc), Del Day, general manager ; WRNO Orangeburg,
S. C. (250 w on 1450 kc) , Frank B.
Best Jr., general manager. Effective date of the Alaska affiliations
is Dec. 1, WRNO's Dec. 15.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

REXALL DRUG Co., which
sponsors Amos 'n' Andy on
CBS Radio, put on one of the
biggest advertising and promotion
campaigns in its history in connection with the show's 10,000th broadcast Nov. 9. Store display kits were
sent to the 10,000 Rexall druggists,
special "Radio Celebration Packages" were set up in stores and advertisements innewspapers and national magazines called attention to
the broadcast date. The show consisted of highlights of Amos 'n'
Andy broadcasts over the past
quarter-century, with Bill Hay, for
many years its announcer, coming
out of retirement to participate.
•— • — •
PROGRESS NOTED
PROMOTION sheet showing the
growth of WOAI San Antonio, the
state of Texas and the city where
the station is located during the
30 years since WOAI went on the
air, has been released by the station. In 1922, the then 50 w station
aired programs to a city whose
population was 161,000. Today the
number of people living in San
Antonio has increased nearly 300,000 and WOAI, which has added
TV, operates with 50 kw.
•— • — e
MEET THE STAFF
PRESENTATION of the staff of
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb., and
KXXX Colby, Kan., has been prepared by the stations in a promotion piece titled "Family Album."
Pictures of the stations' "air salesmen" appear in the booklet along
with photographs of the studios at
KMMJ and KXXX.
.
•— »— •
BINAURAL BROADCASTS
WEEKLY series of binaural broadcasts will start shortly at WDRCAM-FM Hartford, Conn. Connecticut artists will be featured in the
series. An education program is
being prepared to acquaint listeners with the high fidelity programs
and how they can take advantage
of them by listening to two radio
sets at the same time.

FOCUS ON EDUCATION

Pro!'*

UA USES RADIO
CONCENTRATED radio campaign
is planned by United Artists for
its motion picture release, "Return
to Paradise," starring Gary Cooper
and produced by Aspen Pictures.
Four and a half hours of interviews
and narration, tape recorded on
location in Samoa, feature film's
stars and native music backgrounds. Now being edited into
quarter and half-hour programs, a
saturation campaign will start in
late February.
■
e— o— •
BLOOD DONATION DRIVE
TO stimulate blood donations,
Virgil Pinkley, ABC Pacific Radio
news commentator and editor-publisher of Los Angeles Mirror, starts
a new campaign today, offering to
deliver recorded Christmas messages to servicemen in Korea in
return for blood. Mr. Pinkley,
sponsored five times weekly on a
quarter-hour basis by Prudential
Insurance Co., L. A., will fly to
Korea Dec. 8 with the tape recordings and blood donations and
return with answering messages.
BIBLE READINGS
WCBS-TV New York began a
weekly program, Our Goodly Heritage, yesterday (Sunday) from
11-11:45 a.m. EST, devoted to readings from the Bible by William
Bush Baer, dean of New York U.'s
College of Arts and Sciences. Produced and written by Dean Baer,
the program is directed by Vern
Diamond of the station's staff and
supervised by Clarence Worden,
director of WCBS-TV's public
affairs department.

THE LATEST
WCKY
STORY

BROADCASTING
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m
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4

CANINE PROTOCOL
PROPER methods of teaching a
dog obedience were demonstrated
Nov, 8 on WATV (TV) Newark.
Program, arranged by Frank V.
Bremer, vice president in charge of
engineering at the station, also
featured an exhibition of American
Kennel Club dogs showing the result of proper training.
•— e — •
WDVA GOES TO MARKET
WHEN the Danville, Va., tobacco
market opened recently, visiting
dignitaries at the 20 tobacco warehouses were curious about the
number of tractors moving up and
down streets in center of city on
routine calls to business organizations. Explanation came when the
drivers were recognized as personnel of WDVA there who parked
their cars and drove borrowed
tractors during the market days to
effect a tie-in with the annual
event.
•— « — •
TV IN AMARILLO
INTEREST in the coming of TV to
Amarillo, Tex., was evidenced by a
feature story written in the October issue of the Chamber of Commerce publication there. Plans
which the city's radio stations have
formulated were outlined in the
article. Photograph of the new
KGNC-AM-TV studios now under
construction
was also used in the
story.
■

•— o— o

RADIO AUDIENCE SURVEY
FACTS on the Washington, D. C,
radio, audience have been released
in brochure form by WRC in that
city. Data came from a survey
conducted by the station in which
562 individuals were interviewed by
members of WRC's research staff.
Breakdown in the booklet includes
radio ownership in the city, hours
of listening, station preference,
late evening and morning listening
as well as reasons for listening.
•— • — •
WOR CHRISTMAS FUND
ANNUAL Christmas Fund drive
for the benefit of children in hospitals in the New York area, has
been launched by WOR-AM-TV
New York. Station personalities
who will appeal to listeners to support the drive include Barbara Welles, Martha Deane, John B. Gambling, Patt Barnes, Stan Lomx and
John Wingate. Station collected
over $30,000 in a similar campaign
last year.

HOUR-long, on-the-spot telecast
will be presented each weekday
morning from classrooms at Monroe School, Davenport, Iowa, Nov.
9 through 15 by WOC-TV in that
city. Programs are a part of the
station's plans for American Education Week. WOC will also carry
a series of daily radio programs
devoted to the public schools in the
Quint-City area.
•— • — •
WWJ AT FESTIVAL
FURTHERING a WWJ Detroit
policy of meeting the puplic personally, Ross Mulholland, station
disc jockey, originated a two and
one half hour show from the
Detroit Food Festival fortnight
ago. Over 2,000 pounds of food
and $700 worth of food and prizes
were given away on the show.
WWJ reports it was the only
Detroit station to broadcast directly from the Food Festival.
•— •— •
ADDIE'S SPORTS SHOW
BOB ADDIE, sports columnist at
at the Washington, D. C, Times
Herald, and his wife, the former
Pauline Betz, tennis star, are presenting aweekly show on WMALTV Washington titled The Addie's
Spo?-ts Show. The 15-minute program, which began Nov. 9, is being
devoted to scores and results of
sporting events as well as general
information about the world of
sports.

it's Marconi
...and for
AM. FM ! and TV
The ingredients are blended to perfection! You'll be first with the latest
equipment,
firstthein benefit
performance,
first to receive
of the
latest technical advances, because
Marconi are specialists in broadcasting equipment.
OPERATION — Marconi can bring a
wealth of experience to your broadcasting problems because Marconi
owns and operates one of the first
radio stations in North America.
CONSULTING SERVICE— Marconi can
help you with engineering plans and
surveys because Marconi has more
experience
these fields than anyone else in in
Canada.
EQUIPMENT — Everything from microphone to antenna, designed, installed, adjusted and guaranteed
. . . that's the experienced Marconi
service.
Marconi
the greatest name
in radio and television
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
Esfablished 1902
Vancouver • Winnipeg • Toronto
Montreal • Halifax • St. John's
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fCC

actions

NOVEMBER

7 THROUGH

NOVEMBER

13

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 99.
November 12 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Frieda B. Hennock
Knoxville Ra - Tel Inc., Knoxville,
Tenn. — Dismissed petition of Oct. 23,
1952, to amend application for CP to
specify 800 kc in lieu of 860 kc and
for removal of application, as amended, from hearing
plemental petitiondocket;
of Nov.granted
7, 1952,sup-to
withdraw without prejudice petition
and amendment above described.
Knoxville Ra - Tel Inc.; Dick Bcstg.
Co., tionKnoxville,
petiof Knoxville Tenn.
Ra-Tel— Granted
Inc. to amend
application for CP to specify 900 kc
in lieu of 860 kc and for removal of
amended application from hearing
docket; also removed from hearing
docket Dick Bcstg. Co. application.
Dick Bcstg.
Co., petition
Knoxville,seeking
Tenn. —to
Dismissed
as moot
have Commission require Knoxville
Ra-Tel Inc. to file evidence of intention to present application through
designated hearing and in absence of
such evidence to dismiss application.
Metropolitan Television Co., Denver,
Col. — Granted petition for extension
of time from Nov. 3 to Nov. 4, 1952, to
file reply to petition of KMYR Bcstg.
Co. for review of examiner's ruling

This booklet
helps you
choose the
right unit for
your needs,
This free booklet will help you select
the right type, the right size, starting
method, etc. for your particular
cation. Whateverappliyou
need,
you'll
find
it
in
the "U.S." line — for
&\ U.S. builds over 300
jl| models, backed by more
than 60 years
manufacturing of
experience!
I
UNITED STATES MOTORS CORP.
I 354 Nebraska St. Oshkosh, Wis.
Please send me the free booklet on
I Electric Plants. I am interested in
I
□ Gas powered, □ Diesel,
□ Gasoline powered
I
I Name
£ Address
...
^ity
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on Metropolitan
motion
to amend.Television Co.'s second
WISL Shamokin, Pa. — Granted petition to intervene in proceeding re applications of Atlantic City Bcstg. Co.,
Atlantic City, N. J., et al, with respect
to
application
of WDAS Philadelphia,
Pa., only.
WQAN
Pa. —application
Granted petition for Scranton,
dismissal of
for
CP without prejudice.
Lufkin Amusement Co., Beaumont,
Tex. — Granted petition to amend TV
application to submit exhibits 1-A and
5-A which bring up-to-date financial
information with regard to petitioner
and also includes letter of credit from
First National Bank of Beaumont, Tex.
By Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Head of the Lakes Bcstg. Co., Duluth,
Minn. — Granted petition to amend TV
application by adding to exhibit 1 verified copy of an amendment to its articles of incorporation; granted petition to amend TV application by modiproposed
sionfyingsystem,
etc.radiator and transmisBy Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
KCRA missedInc.,
— Dis-to
as mootSacramento,
motion forCalif.
order
take depositions filed on Oct. 28; on
Oct. amended
29 sec. 1.821
of Commission's
rules
was
to eliminate
requirement
that depositions be taken only upon
motion and order and to permit taking
of depositions after reasonable notice
to other parties, subject to specified
limitations that may be raised by appropriate motion of such other parties.
McClatchy Bcstg. Co.; Sacramento
Telecasters Inc., Sacramento, Calif. —
Granted petitions to amend TV applications Sacramento
:
amendment to delete corrective
minority stockholder,
make certain
changes in engineering,
etc., and McClatchy to bring up to
date information concerning broadcast
interests of applicant corporation, to
modifyposedprogram
proposalsetc.and prohours of operation,
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
Northeastern Indiana Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Granted petition to
amend TV application to reflect changes
in price of equipment to be purchased
by it and to furnish name of registered
civil engineer to determine coordinates
of proposed transmitter site.
By Examiner William G. Butts
Notice is given of prehearing conference re applications of John C.
Pomeroy,Michigan
William and
R. Southern
Reed forMichiCP's,
Pontiac,
gan Bcstrs. (WSTR), Sturgis, Mich., for
mod. license, in room 7118, New Post
Office Bldg., Washington, D. C, at 10
a.m., Nov. 13, 1952, for purpose of
considering procedure to be followed
in hearing; necessity or desirability of
simplification, clarification, amplification or limitation of issues; possibility
of stipulating facts and limiting number of witnesses; necessity or desirability of prior mutual exchange of
lU

exhibits among parties; and such other
matters as may be deemed helpful in
proceeding.
notice
James Gerity,Copy
Pontiac,
Mich.mailed to
By Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
The Enterprise Co.; Beaumont Bcstg.
Corp.;
Beaumont,
Tex.Co.—
Granted KTRM
petitionInc.,
of The
Enterprise
to amend TV application to reflect
change in power gain of proposed ant.;
to submit
revised grade
map showing
locations of predicted
A and grade
B television service contours, etc.; petition cbyationBeaumont
to amendto TV
applito show amendment
corporate
charter increasing capital stock and
stating purposes of corporation, etc.,
and supplemental
by Beau-in
mont to amend to petition
show increase
height of ant. and changes in related
engineering data; a petition by KTRM
Inc. to amend TV application to show
changes in data with reference to
holders of preferred common stock and
preferred stock in KTRM Inc.; type and
cost of equipment to be used, etc.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Mt. Scott Telecasters Inc., Portland,
Ore. — Granted petition to amend TV
application to show conformity with
evidence presented during hearing con(1) stock
estedcerningparties
and subscription
correction of
of intererror
in connection therewith due to misunderstanding of terms used in table
I of sec. 11 of original application; (2)
rental of land for proposed trans, site
rather than purchase of such land, and
lease agreement relative thereto; (3)
arithmetical corrections in sec. IV,
paragraph
of application;
and (4)
transfer of 4(b)
contract
between General
Electric and Clackamas Bcstrs. Inc., to
run between General Electric and Mt.
Scott Telecasters Inc.
Pioneer Bcstrs. Inc.; KXL Bcstrs;
Mount Hood Radio & Television Bcstg.
Corp., Portland, Ore. — Ordered that
further
hearing
for CP's for new
TV
stations tinued
onfrom Ch.
Nov. 6,10Portland,
to Nov. be
19, con1952,
at Washington, D. C.
Mt. Scott Telecasters Inc., Portland,
Ore.; Vancouver Radio Corp, Vancouver, Wash. — Ordered that further hearCP'scontinued
for new from
TV stations
Ch. ing21,for be
Nov. 7, onto
Feb. 9, 1953, at Washington, D. C.
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc.;
Portland Television Inc.; North Pacific
Television Inc.; Cascade Television Co.,
Portland, Ore. — Ordered that further
hearing
for new from
TV stations
on Ch. for
8 beCP's
continued
Dec. 1,
D.
1952,C. to Jan. 6, 1953, at Washington,
Pioneer petition
Bcstrs. to
Inc.,amend
Portland,
Ore. —
Granted
application
for CP for new TV station on Ch. 6
to eliminate
any possibility
interfering with operation
of DA of
of KOIN
and tocauseshow
revised
cost
figures
beof necessity of insulating tower
and increased price of steel.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
License Renewal
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee,
Wis.— Granted
renewal
of licenses
for commercial
TV
subject
to
final
determination
of
matters raised in Dockets 8736 et al., with
respect to show cause order which requires3 to
WTMJ-TV
from Ch.
Ch. to4. change frequency
Granted renewal of licenses of following stations on regular basis:
WAND tabula,Canton,
WICA-FM AshOhio; WFMWOhio;Madisonville,
Ky.;
WHNC Henderson, N. C; WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.; WCLO Janesville, Wis.;
WTMJ Milwaukee. Wis.; WTMV East
St. Louis, 111.; WTRW Two Rivers, Wis.;
WVMC
Mount Carmel, 111.; WWOC

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

eciicjirj.

Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coasf since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

Manitowoc, Wis.; WCMY Ottawa, 111.;
WKID Urbana, 111.; WHCU Ithaca, N.Y.;
WSB Atlanta, Ga.; WINZ Hollywood,
Fla.; KRCT Baytown, Tex.; KRMG
Tulsa, Okla.
CPs Extensions
extended for one year
CPsCommission
of following:
KRON-FM San Francisco; WHAT-FM
Philadelphia; WFMT Chicago; WJKOFM Springfield,
Mass.;SanWRCM
Orleans, La.; KSBR
Bruno,NewCalif.;
WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y.; KWPC-FM
Muscatine, Iowa; KUGN-FM Eugene,
Ore.; KWBW-FM Hutchinson, Kan.;
WNJR-FM Newark, N. J.; WHP-FM
Harrisburg, Pa.; WROW-FM Albany,
N. Y.; WJHL-FM Johnson City, Tenn.;
WKAT-FM Miami Beach, Fla.; WELD
(FM) Columbus. Ohio; KCBS-FM San
Francisco; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, and
WISN-FM Milwaukee, Wis.
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Advised of Hearing
Radio Fort Wayne Inc., Anthony
Wayne
Bcstg., that
Fortapplications
Wayne, Ind.
Are
being advised
for— new
TV stations on Ch. 69 are mutually
exclusive solidated
and hearing.
indicate necessity of conGranted License
WTVB Coldwater, Mich.— Granted license covering change in hours of operation, increase in power, installation of
DA, changes in ant. system and change
type trans.; conditions.
WIMS covering
Michigan increase
City, Ind. in
— Granted
license
power,
change in hours of operation, installation of DA-N
and change in trans,
location;
condition.
KFAL Fulton, Mo. — Granted license
coveringlation ofincrease
in power and instala new trans.
KVAS Astoria, Ore. — Granted license
covering change in trans, location.
Change Name
WNAC-TV Boston, Mass. — Granted
CP to change name from Thomas S.
Lee
Inc. toant.General
radio Enterprises
Inc., and make
changes.TeleChange Type Transmitter
KCRB Chanute, Kan.— Granted mod.
CP to change type of trans.
Request Granted
WGBF Evansville, Ind. — Granted request forthorized
cancellation
CP which
increase in N ofpower
to 5 aukw
and Extension
change in ofDA-N.
Completion Date
KMYC-FM Marysville, Calif.— Granted mod. CP for extension of completion
date
to 12-7-52.Boston, Mass. — Granted
WNAC-FM
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
12-15-52. Ohio— Granted mod.
WHIZto Zanesville,
CP 5-5-53;
for extension
to
conditions.of completion date
KWOC
Poplar
Bluff, Mo.
— Granted
mod. CP for extension
of completion
date to 6-17-53; conditions.
Modification of CP
WABJ Adrian, Mich. — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.; conditions.
Modification of CP
KEXX San Antonio, Tex. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant. and trans,
location, specify studio location and
change type trans.
Modification of CP
KVOM Morrilton, Ark.— Granted mod.
CP for
approval of ant., trans, and studio location.
WDLC Port Jervis, N. Y. — Granted
mod.
CP forlocation
approvalandof change
ant., trans,
and studio
type

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

DAvfflRF
• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon
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JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
Notional Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT B215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE *

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

TBI JEVISXO

N

—Established 1926—
PAUL

GODLEY

CO.

Upper Mentclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Natch, N. J.
Member AFCCE •
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ENGINEERS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

WELDON & CARR
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1605 Connecticut Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Seattle, Wash.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd. 4742 W. Ruffnor

Member AFCCK *

Member AFCCE*

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

REAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton ft Fees. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILL! MAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

trans.; condition.
WMOZ Mobile, Ala.— Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, location
and change type trans.
WAMI Opp, Ala.— Granted mod. CP
for approval of ant., trans, and studio
location and change type trans.
KCTG Cottage Grove, Ore.— Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
location, specify studio location, and
change type of trans.
BROADCASTING

Member AFCCE *
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profeetional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

November 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Change Name
WAPI and WAFM (FM) Birmingham, Ala. — Mod. license to change
name to The Television Corp.
WSLS Roanoke, Va. — Mod. license to
change name to Shenandoah Life Sta• Telecasting

(A Chicago suburb)
GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
Son Francieco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS — 3352
Member AFCCE *
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE*

Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA. 33 Elm Avo.
San Franeiwo 8, Calit.
Mill Valley. Calif.
DOuglat t-tSSS DUnlap 8-4871

tions Inc.
Extension of Completion Date
WCAR Pontiac, Mich.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized installation of
new vertical ant., for extension of completion date.
WSAY Rochester, N. Y. — Mod. CP, as
mod. which authorized changes in ex(Continued on page 99)
November 17, 1952

•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please). All transcriptions, photos, etc. sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting • Telecasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager wanted. Salary
and commission. Personal interview.
Tom Morris, WNCA, Siler City, North
Carolina.
Salesmen
Texas-Gulf coast station in excellent
single station market, with sound rate
structure, needs hustling, dependable
salesman. Business is here and you
can make mission,
top carmoney;
guarantee,
comallowance.
Box 954R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING .
Immediate opening sales manager of
aggressive Southeast network affiliate.
You will take over substantial billing
with guarantee against commission on
all station sales. If you can sell in a
competitive market, rush summary of
experience
to Box 25S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesman
have opening
for energetic,—cleanWesalesman
in Southwestern
market of 200,000. Station is 50 kw
network affiliate and a TV applicant.
We have plenty of AM and TV competition, so right man must be willing
to invest lots of creative shoe leather.
Salary plus commission. In first letter, give all details including photograph, references and earning expectancy. Box 54S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Copywriter-salesman.
Progressive
independent. Single market.
Permanent
job. Salary,
mileage.
WMDN,
Midland, Michigan.
If you want to sell for aggressive daytimer, good market, naming terms —
within reason
— in Box
return721forat proven
ability,
contact
once,
Metropolis, Illinois.
Announcers
Florida coast station. Need two combination men. Both must be heavy on
announcing that sells. Send tape or
disc, experience record, references, first
letter. S80. for 44 hours. Box 9O0P,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: Two announcers for progressive station in Southwest. Experience
preferred, ability necessary. Good pay
and working conditions, congenial staff.
Send full information, disc and photo
first letter to Box 885R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Mature announcer, authoritative voice,
special events, experience for station
in important Texas market. Box 910R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer with
first class license wanted by network affiliate near Atlanta. Good working conditions.
Favorable
salary.
erner preferred.
Reply to
Box South943R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Opening
for
Texas ABCall-round
station. staff
Tell announcer
all. Box 971R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Aggressive
manage branch salesman-announcer
studios Ohio town ofto 14,000.
Must be experienced with references.
Salary-commission
send photo
and details. Box 15S,basis,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Wanted: Hillbilly disc jockey for early
morning show.
Must .be. .a SE.
definite
sonality. Start $75.00
Box per24S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Junior news man ready take next step
to news director. Enterprising local
station, Northeast. Send full story in
letter. Box 29S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Combination announcer - engineer for
small Virginia network station. Strong
on announcing, $60.00 to start. No
drunks or prima donnas. Box 49S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcer opening. Give complete details first letter. George Overton, Rahoma.dio Station KMUS, Muskogee, OklaAnnouncers and engineers needed immediately, easy hours, good pay. ConManager, KPDN, Pampa, Texas.
Phonetact1100.
Have you a good voice? Can you sell
too? Program ideas? $300.00 month
guaranteed,
plus commission.
lent single market.
Send disc, Excelphoto,
KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Announcer-newsman: Immediate opening top operation in pioneer station.
Air mail audition, photo, salary desired,mation,
48 hours,
other complete
KSPR, Casper,
Wyoming. inforImmediate opening — Announcer-operator, emphasis announcing, start $325.00
month. KTFS, Texarkana, Texas.
Combo man, first phone. $350. for good
announcer. Call or wire KVOC, Casper, Wyoming.
Announcer - salesman needed for our
Perry Studios. Good salary plus commission. KWBG, Boone, Iowa.
Wanted — Announcer, young, energetic,
single for staff work. Going 5,000.
Start $50.00 for 40 hours. More as deserved. Write or wire fully. WBBB,
Burlington, North Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer wanted by WBYS, Canton, Illinois. Send
disc or tape, full particulars. Salary
strictly open, advancement open, housing good. Apply now.
Experienced announcer - pioneer Michstation has Excellent
opening for
capableiganstaffradioannouncer.
working
conditions. Graduated wage scale. Send
audition, photo, and letter of qualifications to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Immediately need combination announcer-engineer with emphasis on
announcing. Daytime independent regood voice oranddrinkers.
first classGoodlicense.quiring
No drifters
salary starting with advancement.
WFGN, Gaffney, South Carolina.
Combination announcer-engineer for 1
kw independent. Send disc or tape and
picture to WFPM, Fort Valley, GeorAnnouncer-salesman,
Opportunity angia.
nouncer evening shift, salary and sell
day, York.
15<v commission, WGAT, Utica,
New
1 kilowatt central Florida Mutual station wants permanent combo man. 40
hour week. Shirt-sleeve climate. Write
or call WLBE, Leesburg, Florida."
Need combination man — Immediate
opening. 44 hour week. Contact WNVA,
Norton, Virginia.
Announcer — experienced in gathering,
editing and delivering local news. Salary commensurate with ability. WSLB,
Ogdensburg, New York.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K,
ING. BROAD CASTING . TELECASTFlorida — Maintenance engineer with
college degree, first phone, commercial
experience, start January for college
radio-TV CDept.
Box 21S, BROADASTING .TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First phone man, experienced or inexperienced.
Downtown studio-transmitier operation
Midwest
small market.
Box
60S,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Sober, dependable, married, exempt,
first ticket mediately
holder
with good
voice imfor Midwest
independent.
Experience unnecessary. Good pay.
Rush INGdetails.
Box 63S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
First phone, engineer wanted for 250
watt ern
combined
operation.
NorthwestPennsylvania
metropolitan
area.
Experience not necessary. Box 67S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for first phone enGood pay. 250Inexperienced
applicantsgineer.considered,
watt ABC station.
Send background and reference information with first letter to KBIX, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
First phone engineer wanted November
21 in fast growing Southwestern city.
Starting salary $260.00 per month. Livingsary.
quarters
single Texas.
man. Car necesKECK,forOdessa,
Mutual affiliate wants first ticket engineer, prefer combo but not necessary.
Good shift, friendly conditions. State
experience first letter. Will reply salary
offer. Send reply to Bob Cavanaugh,
Radio Station KRIB, Mason City, Iowa.
Combination men for new daytime AM
where small town advantages include
cosmopolitan living. Send disc or tape
to
lina.WCHL, Chapel Hill, North CaroFirst class engineer. No experience necessary. Good opportunity for right
man. Apply WFLB, Fayetteville, North
Carolina.
Combination operator-announcer. First
ticket nance,
necessary.
chief handles No
this.plant
Averagemainteduty
6 hours
daily.
Congenial
lent working conditions. staff,
Goodexcelpay
with advancement. WHIP, Mooresville,
North Carolina.
Engineer, with first class license. No
experience
necessary. Union
Paid hospitalization and insurance.
scale. Give
full resume first letter. Write Technical Supervisor, Radio Station WJEF,
Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids, MichiEngineer with experience . . . would
consider
a combo man. WKRM, Cogan.
lumbia, Tenn.
Wanted
— Twofirstcombination
engineerannouncers,
class ticket necessary.
Wagesrine$100,00
48
hours.
Write
McLaughlin, WKRZ, Oil City,CathePa.
Wanted: First class radio engineer for
250 watt daytime station. Apply WKOV,
Wellston, Ohio.
Engineer - announcers wanted. State
salarytion required.
resume,WNCA,
auditape or disc. Photo,
Tom Morris,
Siler City, North Carolina.
Wanted immediately — Combination
chief engineer-announcer; announcerengineer; and announcer - salesman.
Salaries commensurate with other stations. WNNT, Warsaw, Virginia.
Wanted: First class engineer, no experience required. Write WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
First phone: transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
First class experienced engineer capable of handling directional antenna
system, some studio maintenance, car
necessary.
WriteNetwork,
W. D'Orr146Cozzens,
Intermountain
South
Main Street, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Chief engineer, some announcing. Excellent working conditions. Two fifty
watt,
ida. day. Phone 37-366, Tampa, Flor-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
girl copywriter.
Man's
pay
for man-size
job Pennsylvania
independent.
Time
available
for
an's program. Send sample copywomand
photo. Box 278R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Ohio station has opening for experienced announcer-copywriter capable
of producing copy that sells. Send
sample
copy
and particulars.
Box 996R,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program-production director with ability and experience for independent
operation in large market. Box 59S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Immediate opening available on full
time regional net affiliate. Top salary.
Call collect
Station
Manager
or Program Director,
WCEN,
Mt, Pleasant,
Michigan.
Experienced girl copywriter needed by
December 1 to take over as department head
after Christmas.
Mail qualifications toManager,
WIZE, Springfield,
Ohio.

Television

Announcers
Announcer-television — Television experience not essential. Send educational
background, photograph and tape. Box
ING.
827R, BRADCASTTNG . TELECASTAnnouncers
Need announcer to fill the bill of an
aggressive 5 kw with TV application
in leading Carolina city. Good starting
salary with talent opportunities. Insurance and hospitalization.
experienced and willing to Must
settle bedown.
ING^
Rush
audition and background. Box
26S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTS80.00 a week for good announcer
strong
on "sell" market.
and DJ. Send
TV future
good Midsouth
completein
details in
first
letter.
Replies
confi-•
dential. Box 763R, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Technical
AM engineer with first phone. Emphasis on control room experience.
Promotions can take you into wellestablished TV plant. State AM experience and CAtraining.
Box 47S, BROADSTING .TELECASTING.
Produ c tion-Pro gramming , O thers
Head radio-TV time buyer . . . Man
or woman for top job in well known
New York Agency. Must have substantial network and spot buying experience with emphasis on large national
spot
for important
Abilitycampaign
to administer
departmentclients.
of 20
people essential, handling details of
contracts, estimates and budgets with
great accuracy. A really big job for top
buyer.
Our employees
of Box
this
advertisement.
Write fullknow
details.
12S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Assistant sales manager with proven
sales record interested in commercial
manager spot. Dry climate preferred.
Box
13S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Mr. Small Station Owner! 15 years radio,ager,eightenables
manager-commercial
management
your manstation economically,
profitable.
Cut
monthlyenue.net
substantially,
raise
revCombine manager, commercial
manager, program director, sports,
part-time announcing into one job and
guarantee
results small
one year
renewable
contract. Desire
station,
small
city,
large
opportunity
—
out
of Highsnow
belt. est8100.00
week
with
10%
net.
trade references. Write Box 27S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Two man team does five jobs! We want
to keep working together as news
editor, program director, morning and
afternoon deejay and sports team.
Specialists
building
and you.
audience.inInterview
will sales
convince
Box
41S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Far West only. Presently employed as
assistant to general manager in metropolitan market. Seek same or program
manager in California, Arizona, New
Mexico, or West Texas. Native of California in East for past 6 years. Present
employer knows of desire to return.
Network and local station experience.
Excellent background in programming,
operations, and promotion. Knowledge
of all broadcast facets, including FCC,
wage-hour,
man,stillveteran,
30. In radio etc.
sinceFamily
1939, but
young
enough to grow with organization.
May I outline my story for you? Box
40S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Program manager: Station experience
'from 250 to 50,000 watt as program
manager, manager, announcer, continuity director. Network and agency
experience over NBC and ABC. Will
furnish highest references from past
and present affiliations. Presently program manager for leading station and
regional network. Box 61S, BROAD CASTING . TELECASTING.
Merchandising manager with sales
background with network station in
Major market desires change. Prefer
Midwest orCASTING •TELECASTING.
East. Box 62S, BROADSalesmen
Experienced salesman, announcer (not
tops),ferengineer,
phone,
PreOklahoma, first
Texas,
Newcopy.
Mexico.
Small station and town. State all first
contact. Employed. Box 68S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Armouncer8
Veteran announcer seeks re-location
Northeast. Exceptionally experienced
high-calibre man. Box 961R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sports announcer — 5 years experience.
All phases: baseball a specialty. Also
news, personality shows. $80.00. Box
IS, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
ZVz years
as
announcer,
program
tor. Restricted engineers license. direcWant
good salary for any combination of
above qualifications.
Young. Hard- .
worker.
Box 14S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer desires one to
five kilowatt station. All night or early
morning. Box 19S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Announcer. Thoroughly Experienced
news, commercials, DJ, board operation. Presently employed New York
State network affiliate. College graduate. Age 24. Veteran. Box 32S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Top-rated morning man — staff announcer. College graduate, 28, 11 years radio,
including 1 year TV. Also, successful
salesman. Program director 5 years.
Perfect record. Excellent references.
Seeking better opportunity for advancement. Now announcing for Southeastern 10,000 watt, CBS station. Contact
Box 37S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Successful morning man with ideas,
experience, proven moneymaker for
self and
station.
Won't send
glad
to visit
for audition.
Box tapes,
42S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Mature sportscaster with appealing
voice and diction, extensive background high
in professional
coaching,
established
Hooper rating,
experienced
in spot sales and special events shows,
currently employed, desires permanent
location of high order. Recordings and
trustworthy recommendations are
yours. Write Box 44S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer, veteran. Producer. DJ personality. Four years radio-stage performance. Single, young, highly versatile. Specialty: musical production,
interviews, quiz shows. Employed net
station.
Seeking AM-TV .operation.
Box
45S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer: eight months experience
. . . Prefer a Midwest station. . . . Dependable, good worker. . . . Draft exempt. . . . One kw experience. Box
SOS, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Announcer, versatile; some experience
all phases. Strong play-by-play. DJ,
control board operator. Willing to settle small community. Reliable, draft
exempt. Available immediately. Box
52S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
News, sports, popular and hillbilly
deejay. Experienced, proven record
of success. In person auditions only.
Box 43S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Money maker-Audience builder. Fresh,
unique merchandising team, ideal for
metropolitan radio, TV, agencies. Original, different approach. Top MC and
top merchandising manager. Available
soon. Know all angles. Like to work.
Guarantee CASTIresults.
Box 58S, BROADNG •TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Assistant manager and publicity director available new TV station; lJ/2 years
TV as assistant manager; 15 years
radio, 8 as perienced
manager.
Thoroughly new
exproblems establishing
TV station. Highest references. Write
Box 28S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Announcer, colored, top board and
commercial man. DJ and news — now
working, personality adaptable East or
West. Box 57S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Qualified SRT graduate desires position
on the announcing staff of a MiddleWestern radio station. Write Johnny
Hagan, 210 N. Kolin Avenue, or phone
Austin 7-5924, Chicago, Illinois.
Announcer, DJ, handle control board.
Light experience. Desires staff position
small station operation for development. Young, hard worker. Determined
career. Free to travel. Available. Resume, disc reference. Joseph Kover,
426 East 71st Street, New York, New
York. Regent 4-7496.
Engineer — RCA
graduate.array.
3 months
experience directional
Desires
transmitter and studio work. Milton
Simkins, 937 Faile Street, Bronx 59,
New York.
Technical
Combination, six years experience,
first phone versatile announcer. Three
years program director. Must return
to native Southern California by January first. Married, family, 30 years of
age. Box 889R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Personable studio supervisor, 34. Five
broadcast years include good transmitter experience but prefer studio activity. Box 17S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Chief engineer available for employer
who needs performance. Ten years experience. Box 65S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Broadcast engineer, first class phone.
4 years TV servicing. Some broadcast
experience.
Graduate
Commercial
Radio Institute,
Baltimore,
Maryland.
Relocate Southern California. Kermit
Cohen,
5316 Nelson Avenue, Baltimore
15, Maryland.
Transmitter operator available. Texas
enemies proved nothing. Smear campaign. My side of story available. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 891, Denver 1, Colorado.
Combo-first phone. Veteran, some experience. Good voice. South. Notice.
Box 179, Athens, Ohio.

Salesmen

Produc tio n-Programming , Others
Copywriter - announcer. Experienced,
young, married, draft exempt. East
Coast preferred. Tape and sample copy
available.
Box 607R, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Mature, experienced, all-round staff
man, currently employed NBC affiliate.
Married, draft exempt, responsible.
Now presenting 12 sponsored newscasts
per-week, plus disc show, audience
participation, interviews. References
available. Reply Box 970R, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Sports director. Large station de-emphasizing sports programming. 8 years
radio experience. AA baseball, college
football, basketball. Travel anywhere.
Highest recommendations. Box 981R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
PD — Three years experience; all prostation opera- .
tion.duction
Box phases
34S,overall
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Commercial conscious PD; experience
all phases programming, production,
station
minded; operation;
Eastern dependable;
U. S. Box civic39S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News director, currently situated with
strong network
Writer,director.
newscaster, assistantaffiliate.
production
Single, young, college background.
Dramatic, public affairs experience. TV
news training. Seek minimum 5 kw or
TV. Box 46S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Television
Managerial
Family man, 32, with four years radio
and two
years commercial
TV experience as director
and production
head,
desires supervisory position with progressiveCASTTVING .station.
Box
US,
BROADTELECASTING.

Young gramman
experienced
in TVchance
proand sales
service desires
in TV sales. Own car and will locate
anywhere. Have recommendation from
present employer. Wish to grow with
young and progressive operation.
Qualifications
and BROADCASTING
photo will be air-•
mailed. Box 33S,
TELECASTING.
Technical
SRT graduate
seeking
position
Television studio.
Prefers
Eastin Coast.
Knowledge Television servicing and
some
film. Veteran. Photo on request.
CA
ING.• TELEBox 20S,ST
BROADCASTING
First phone. Broadcasting experience.
Thorough TV background. Ambitious.
Car. tionDesire
stationEastplanning
TV operaif possible.
preferred.
Ernie
Lipshutz, 1333 51st Street, Brooklyn,
New York.
Production-Programming , Others
New TV license! Attention! If you're
new to TV, you're naturally interested
in heading your staff with an experienced man. He'll save you time and
money because he's met TV's unique
problems
beforedirector
— and solved
He's
now program
for a them.
metropolitan station owned by one of the nation's
independent ofTVover
operations. largest
With background
six
years successful executive experience,
he's able and
readyoldto and
movefamily
into management. 30 years
man,
his price is reasonable and negotiable.
More information available through
CASTING^
Box
10S. BROADCASTING . TELENewsman, two years experience editing
TV news, plus experience writing and
broadcasting
radio Presently
news. Master's
degree in journalism.
employed,
but seeking situation with better opportunities.to
Would require
threeBROADweeks'
notice. Reply
Box 18S,
CASTING .TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Producer-director-program manager, 2
years with
major television
TV network.
Experienced all phases
production.
Interested
in
heading
program
operation on new television station. Address
replies
Box
23S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Continuity, programming, production;
supervisory, staff. Three years experience television,
radio. Box 35S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Television
producer-director
position with
independent or seeks
network
station. Experienced programming and
traffic, can train personnel. At present
with network production, available on
reasonable notice. Box 36S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wish to relocate away from New York.
Can offer top background of production, directing, writing, field production, top show credits. Experienced in
photography and film production, commercial production. Resume upon request. Box 48S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Well-established daytime Midwest AM
independent in single and non-TV
marketdentshowing
profitdueto toresi-ill
owner who excellent
must retire
health. Cash, princioals only. Box 64S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Western and Midwestern stations. Independents. Affiliates. All prices. Jack
L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles 29, California.
Equipment, etc.
Television channel 2 or 3 RCA TF3A 3
bay bat wing antennae. Available for
immediate shipment. Box 66S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
For sale: Used RCA six bay TV antenna, type TF6A/B for channel 11;
1%" phasing
section Ohio.
and diplexer.
WKRC-TV,
Cincinnati,
RCA type 308-B field intensity meter.
With loop for broadcast band and 93-A
power
Excellent
condition.
All
offers supply.
considered.
WKYB,
Paducah,
Kentucky.
(Continued on next page)

Due to Reorganization We Must
Lose the Services of a Competent,
J;

Superbly-qualified

Administrator .

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER-DIRECTOR

. . . who is a vice-president and
member of our management team.

We are anxious to find the right spot for this man. He is a
skilled recording director, has dealt with top talent of all
kinds both here and abroad. He is a fine musician, producer,
director — and an excellent administrator — he heads his own
department. Extensive experience in radio and TV. Excellent
budget-sense, has dealt with unions, is an asset to any organization in the entertainment or allied fields. We will be proud
to put you in touch with him.
Write Box 69S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING

For Sale— (Cont'd.)
16mm Houston processing machine.
Model K1A. Like new. List $5,500. Bargain at $3,500. Camera Equipment Co.,
1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Antennas: Cheap. Four-section RCA
aluminum pylon; four-section RCA
heavy-duty steel pylon. Both for 96108 megacycles. WKRC-TV, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Wanted to Bay
Stations
Highly qualified engineering manager
with AM and TV background wishes
purchase station or partnership in successful operation. Prefer station with
TV possibilities. Box 16S, BROADCASTTNG . TELECASTING.
Wanted — To buy from absentee or nonoperating ownership willing to surrender control for profits and capital
gains, 51% or more of managementtroubled or poor -profit station, by mature, highly successful manager with
top qualifications, reputation and experience. 20-year
professional.
Property must
be radio
realistically
priced
with genuine potential in city 25 to
150,000 population. Substantial cash
available. Principals only in strictest
confidence. No brokers. Box 22S,
BROADCASTING ♦ TELECASTING.
Wanted to buy major or entire interest
station Southwest from owner. Complete details first letter, confidential.
Box
38S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted — 1 kw transmitter, frequency
monitor, turntables and limiter amplifier—also tower. Box 31S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Wanted: A FM Collins 4-bay strapon
antenna or any other FM side mount
antenna. WHOS, Decatur, Alabama.
Telephone 991.
Wanted: Modulation reactor for 5 kw
transmitter using 892-R final amplifier,
WMBD, Peoria, Illinois.
Equipment wanted — Complete or any
part for 1 kw station. E. M. McElroy,
421 South 21st Street, Birmingham,
Alabama.
Miscellaneous
FCC
first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and correspondence
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28.6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial Manager's Position
in
Oregon's
Willamette
Valley with
kilowatt
station.
Good guarantee
and
percentage of gross. We want a
young but experienced man who can
sell a well-produced idea to intelligent clients. Station has excellent acceptance, is independent, serves an
area of over 150,000. Excellent city
for family and good future. Reply in
detail to Box 30S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING. West Coast men given
preference.

LOOK!
Available first time in ZVz years.
The number one DJ spot in metropolitan market for showman
who can sell. Call me collect —
maybe Norfolk,
you're it.
Jack Black,
WNOR,
Virginia.
Technical
WANTED
COMBO MAN
Who's looking for the chance to
do "more and more air work."
We'll let you — and pay you well
— if you're our man. Call me
collect — let's talk it over! Jack
Black, WNOR, Norfolk, Virginia.
Situations Wanted
Salesmen
TV SALES
CONTACTS
NATIONAL & LOCAL
Good organizer. Extensive sales,
promotion and public relations experience. Excellent employment record and references. Active in civic
affairs. Age 38. Married.
Presently employed. Willing to
leave New York area. Box 51S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

F I L M
Programming, Production,
Procurement
Personally experienced in all
phases TV film operations.
Presently employed New York
key network station. Write
Box
56S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
•'• WHO PAINTED WBTV's
562 FOOT TOWER?
J. M. HAMILTON &CO.
PAiNTIKG . MAiHTENAKCE
ERECTION . SKILLED WORKMEN
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432 GastonU, N. C. .
1736 Cclumb!a Rd.. N. W.. Wieh.. D. C.

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
James W. Blackburn Ray V. Hamilton Lester M. Smith
Washington Bldg.
Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Sterling 4341-2 Delaware 7-2755-6 Exbrook 2-5672
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Equipment, etc.
•WILL

SELL*

RCA TT5A TRANSMITTER,
I

CHANNEL 7-13
Console monitors, spares
and RCA 6-bay antenna,
tower also available.
Make offer for lot or part.
BOX 754R
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING

•

Employment Service

FCDA'S

PROGRESS
Aided by Radio-TV
CIVIL defense "is now a cohesive
and moving part of the national
securitymains toprogram"
but "much
rebe done before
our homefront preparedness is in proper
balance with the military proWith these words, Millard P.
Caldwell Jr., resigned as Federal
Civil Defense Administrator Nov.
7, effective last Saturday. James
Wadsworth, deputy administrator,
was named acting administrator.
A gram."
number of activities involving
radio-TV were launched under Gov.
Caldwell.
He has been at the helm of FCDA
since it was set up in December
1950. Since then, his stewardship
has been characterized with criticism over Congressional fund cuts
and an uphill battle over public
apathy, thanks to the efforts of
radio, television and newspapers.
Gov. Caldwell has been lavish in
his praise of public service efforts
of all media, the use of which
members of Congress urged concation. sistently as a means of public eduUnder his leadership, FCDA carried its story to radio-TV networks
and stations throughout the country with various live programs,
films, kinescopes and recordings.
Groundwork also was laid for the
preparation of a program format to
be
used inbroadcast
connection
Conelrad
alertwith
plan.FCC's
The
agency has participated in a number of conferences with broadcasters.
Faced with the task of training
volunteers for specialized services
on a broad scale, FCDA also became the first government agency
to embark successfully on closed
circuit theatre television programs.
It was not expected that President Truman would appoint a new
administrator ministration
pending
the new adnext January.
Clinton Twiss

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have mercial
selected
General.
Comand Program
Managers;
Chief Engineers, Disc Jockeys
and other specialists. Delays are
costly; tell us your needs today.
Howard S. Frazieb
TV dc Radio Management Consultant/
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Independent

M509000.00
One or the outstanding single station market independents in the
East — this property has a remarkable record of high earnings over a
period of several years. Two owner-operators can each take $25,000.00
yearly out of this highly successful property. Financing arranged.
Appraisals

For Sale

Television
Production-Programming , Others

EASTERN
Eailltime

FM CPs EXTENDED
But* FCC Cautions Stations
CONSTRUCTION permits of 19
FM stations were extended by FCC
last week for another year but the
Commission cautioned that the outlets will be expected to meet engineering standards and obtain
proper licenses or else modify their
CPs accordingly.
The Commission extended for
one year the CPs of the following:
KRON-FM SanWFMT
Francisco;
Philadelphia;
(FM)WHAT-FM
Chicago;
WJKO-FM Springfield, Mass.; WRCM
(FM) New Orleans; KSBR (FM) San
Bruno, Calif.; WWOL-FM Buffalo, N. Y.;
KWPC-FM Muscatine, Iowa; KUGNFM Eugene, Ore. ; KWBW-FM Hutchinson, Kan.; WNJR-FM Newark, N. J.;
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa.; WROW-FM
Albany, N. Y.; WJHL-FM Johnson City,
Tenn.; WKAT-FM Miami Beach, Fla.;
WELD (FM) Columbus, Ohio; KCBSFM San Francisco; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh, and WISN-FM Milwaukee.
In its public notice, FCC stated:
From one to six years have elapsed
since these stations received their construction permits and none has yet
completed construction in accordance
with the terms of its grant. In one
case, as many as 13 extensions of time
for completion have been granted.
This is pointed out by the Commission
in letters to the permittees which state
that, though the Commission recognizes
the desirability of their continued operation, it expects that during the curextension
"careful
consideration
will berentgiven
to the
possibility
of either
completing construction ... or in lieu
thereof modifying the permit consistent with the Commission's rules and
engineering
standards
which will permit the issuance
of a license.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers

Co;
Irj
FUNERAL services were held Nov. its
10 in North Hollywood for Clinton
sp:
(Buddy) Twiss,
writer-star
Columbia
Pacific48,Radio
Networkof tor
Long, Long Trailer. He died Nov. 7
of a heart attack. Formerly an SI
NBC announcer, for many years he
was associated with Carlton Morse
ted
and One Man's Family. Surviving to:
are wife, Merle, and two sisters.
k

PROTECT
WITH

YOUR
GOOD

TV

INVESTMENT

MANAGEMENT

A competent, mature, well-known
network station manager is considering
a move because of questionable TV
future. Fully experienced — 13 years
manager. All replies confidential. Box
53S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

BROADCASTING

ft

plic

• Telecasting

signment of license from Amos A.
Govero, Donald M. Donze and Clifton
M. Poindexter to Donald M. Donze,
individually, d/b as Jefferson County
Radio & Television Co., for $3,000. Mr.
Glovero, who has already received
$1,000 receive
as a loan,
keep that
amount
fCC roundup
and
an will
additional
$1,000;
Mr.
Poindexter will receive $2,000 for his
interest. Estimated yearly operating
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
cost $30,000, estimated yearly revenue
f
$33,000. Filed Sept. 18; granted Nov. 12.
Transfer of Control
WDAK Columbus, Ga. — Radio Columbus Inc. Granted reacquisition of posiEMBER 13
Y THROUGH NOV
tive control (65%) by Allen M. Woodall
SC0T6 On AirSUMMAR
Appls. Hearing
In
bOX
Licensed
CPs
Pending
and Margaret A. Pill; 33V3% of stock
being
transferred to Mr. Woodall, Mrs.
AM Stations
2,358
2,340
152
848
177
Pill and Howard A. Pill for $75,000.
FM Stations
622
579
76
20
5
Transfer
deathFiled
of 33x/3%
TV Stations
112
98
118
915* 242
stockholdernecessitated
Ernest D. byBlock.
Oct.
3; granted Nov. 12.
* Filed since April 14, of which 108 have been granted.
WVOW-AM-FM Logan, W. Va.— Logan Bcstg. Co. Granted acquisition of
control by J. E. Craft, H. H. Farley and
AM CALL LETTER ASSIGNMENTS
Clarence W. Meadows, trustees, through
and for a voting trust agreement. Mr.
KBBA Benton, Ark. (Benton Bcstg. Service, 690 kc, 250 w daytime, antenna
is president, general manager
280 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Nov. 3); KIBS Bishop, Calif. (Inyo Bcstg. Co., 1230 Craft
and 52.9% owner of Consolidated Bus
kc, 250 w fulltime, antenna 200 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Oct. 20); KREH Oakdalej
Lines,
Bluefield,
W. Va.; Mr. Farley is
La. (Louisiana Bcstg. Service, 900 kc, 250 w daytime, antenna 240 ft.; FCC Roundup,
operator and 75% owner of Mercy
B.T, Nov. 3); WHYL Carlisle, Pa. (Richard Field Lewis Jr., change from WLXW,
Hospital,
Bluefield,
and Mr. Meadows
Transfer Grants, B.T, Nov. 10), and WPME Punxsutawney, Pa. (Punxsutawney
Charleston (W. Va.) attorney. No
Bcstg. Co., 1540 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 315 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Nov. 3). is
monetary
consideration.
Filed Oct. 15;
Note: For TV Call Letter Assignments, see page 101.
granted Nov. 12.
WTVH Peoria, 111.— Hilltop Bcstg. Co.
revenue $30,000. Four equal (25%)
Granted acquisition of control by Hugh
November 13 Decisions . . .
stockholders in permittee corporation R. Norman through purchase of 50%
are: President Frank Edward Holladay, interest from Walter F. Kean for $16,For Television Grants and
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
commercial manager and program di- 000. Mr. Norman already owns 50%
of WTVH. . Also transferred is Mr.
rector for WMOX-AM-FM Meridian,
Applications, see page 68.
AM— 1340 kc
Miss.; Vice President Joseph William Kean's interest in company's application for new TV station (uhf Ch. 19)
Carson, manager of WMOX-AM-FM;
KAGH Crossett, Ark.— Granted CP to
Peoria. (WTVH formerly had call
TreasurertributorJohn
SheltonMiss.,
Primm,
dis- for
change from 1240 kc, 100 w to 1340 kc,
letters
WWXL.) Filed Nov. 5; granted
in
Meridian,
for
Gulf
250 w-unl.; engineering condition.
Docket Action . . .
Refining Co. products, and 1952 presi- Nov. 12.
dent of Meridian Chamber of Com-»
Change to DA-DN
KGHL Billings, Mont. — Northwestern
INITIAL DECISION
merce, and Secretary William Rollins Auto
Granted
transfer of
KMYC Marysville, Calif. — Granted
controlSupply
from Co.
Charles
O. Campbell
to
Parkes,
former manager of WROB
Hearing
Examiner
Leo
Resnick
ismod. CP to change from DA-N to
The
Walter
E.
Schott
Co.
for
$1,247,186
West
Point,
Miss.,
and
former
program
sued
initial
decision
proposing
to
grant
DA-DN; engineering conditions.
director of WNAG Grenada, Miss. Post for 91.4%
includesparts,
remerger of ABC and United Paramount
tail store interest.
handling Price
automotive
Theatres Inc. and transfer of WBKB
office address: P. O. Box 111, Louisville,
Change Studio Location
(TV) Chicago from Balaban & Katz Miss. Filed March 24, amended June accessories, and appliances. Walter E.
KRMS Eldon, Mo.— Granted mod. CP
Schott (49.5%) is midwest industrialist;
to CBS. Initial decision Nov. 13. 1952.
19 and Oct. 3, 1952; granted Nov. 13, Margaret
to change trans, and studio location Corp.
See story page 23.
C. Schott (24%) is his wife.
to Osage Beach 16.4 mi. from Eldon;
Filed Oct. 15; granted Nov. 12.
engineering conditions.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
FM GRANT
WJEH Gallipolis, Ohio— Ohio Valley
on the Air Inc. Granted assignment
Application Granted
Freeport,
111. — Stephenson Corp. of
AM GRANTS
from E. W. Wippel to John
Granted 102.5 mc (Ch. 273), ERP 9 kw; E. control
WSID
Essex, Md.
— Granted
Halliday and Marjorie B. Halliday
tion to establish
additional
mainapplicastudio
Birmingham,
Ala.
—
Chapman
Radio
antenna
height
above
average
terrain
for
$8,667.
Mr. Halliday is Gallipolis
12.
& Television Co. Granted 1260 kc, 1 kw 230 ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
at Baltimore.
(Ohio) attorney, 33V3% owner of
daytime;
antenna
190
ft.
Engineering
WBEX
Chillicothe,
Ohio, and before
construction
cost
$10,000,
first
year
opcondition. Estimated construction cost
Advised of Hearing
erating cost $18,000, revenue $24,000. control assignment owned 30% of
$15,608,
first
year
operating
cost
$48,000,
WJEH.
Filed
Sept.
10; granted Nov.
Tucson Radio Inc., Tucson, Ariz. —
$58,000. Principals include Principals include John D. Holmes
Is being advised that application for revenue
William A. Chapman (50%) and George
(92.5%),
employe
of
WFJS
(FM)
Freenew AM on 1230 kc, 250 w. unl. indi- K. Chapman (507c), owners of Chap- port, 111., and Ralph Bergstrom (7.5%),
KFTV Paris, Tex.— Lamar Bcstg. Co.
cates necessity of hearing because
man Radio & Television Co. (radio partner in Bergstrom Automotive Parts Granted
acquisition of control by David
of interference to and from KSUN Bis- and television
set sales and service), Co., Rockford, 111. (Stephenson Corp. W. Brawner
Cecil Hardy for $22,bee, Ariz.
Birmingham. Post office address: 725 has bought equipment of deleted 000 for 100% from
interest. Mr. Brawner is
South 22nd St., Birmingham, Ala. Filed WFJS [FM] and will operate on that owner of Brawner
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C; Rol- Jan.
Merchandise Co.
23, 1951, amended Feb. 6, July 7
lins Bcstg. Inc., Roanoke, Va. — Are bestation's frequency.) Filed Oct. (dry goods and appliances), Hugo,
ing advised that applications to oper- and
1952. Sept. 30, 1952; granted Nov. 13, former
ate on 570 kc, 500 w-D, involve mutual
10, 1952; granted Nov 12.
Okla. Filed Oct. 22; granted Nov. 12.
interference and indicate necessity of
Mountain Home, Ark. — Mountain
TRANSFER GRANTS
hearing.
Home Bcstg. Corp. Granted 1490 kc.
New Applications . . .
KPLT Paris, Tex.; Memorial Bcstg. 250 w fulltime; antenna 150 ft. EngiAssignment
of License
AM APPLICATIONS
Co., Commerce, Tex. — Are being adcondition. first
Estimated
construction costneering
$13,363,
year operating
vised that applications to operate on
KLTF Little Falls, Minn. — Capital
1450 kc, 250 w-unl., involve mutual cost $25,000, revenue $32,500. Filed City Bcstg. Co. Granted assignment of
Ottumwa,
Iowa — Lee E. Baker, 1480
license to John H. Lemme (75%) and kc, 500 w daytime;
interference and indicate necessity of March 7, amended Oct. 3, 1952; granted
antenna 190 ft.
hearing.
Oscal Lemme (25%), d/b as Little Falls Estimated construction
cost $12,750,
Nov.
13, 1952-.
Bcstg. Co., for $30,000. John H. Lemme
Chattahoochee,
Fla.
—
Tiger
River
Designated for Hearing
was law student at U. of Minnesota un- first year operating cost $53,000, reveCorp. Granted 1380 kc, 500 w daytime.
nue $65,000. Sole owner of applicant
til last June, and Oscal Lemme is pubEstimated conJames Gerity Jr., Pontiac, Mich. — Engineeringstructioncondition.
cost $17,244 (represents
cost Nov. lic12.accountant. Filed Oct. 3; granted is Lee E. Baker, vice president and
Designated for hearing application for of equipment
stockholder
of KDKD
Clinton, Mo.,
already
bought
and
on
new station on 1460 kc, 500 w-unl., in
first year operating cost $24,000,
consolidated proceeding with applica- hand),
KJCF Festus, Mo. — Jefferson County
(Continued
on
page
100)
revenue
$36,000.
Principals
include
Radio & Television Co. Granted astions of John C. Pomeroy, hearing
H. manager
L. Lowder
(3.5%),
comscheduled to commence in Washington President mercial
of
WWGP
Sanford,
on Nov. 17; made WCLC Flint, Mich.,
C; Secretary-Treasurer E. O. Koa party to proceeding with respect to N.
priver (3.5%), chief engineer for
Gerity application only.
WWGP; Director Ralph Oliver
(47.75%),
ownersaleofofGulf
Service parts
Station (garage,
automobile
and accessories,
and (42.75%),
petroleumphysical
prodAnother BMI
ucts);
J.
H.
Lowder
Montenier Ads
"Pin Up' Hit
director, Young
Men's
Christian
Association,
Albemarle,
S.
C,
and
H.
E.
STIPULATION has been signed by Bergman (2.5%), Chattahoochee (Fla.)
attorney. Post office address: % Harold
Jules Montenier, Chicago (Stopette E.
YOURS Pub
Bergman, Chamber of Commerce,
(O
lisui
heder
spray deodorant), agreeing to dis- Chattahoochee, Fla. Filed July 19, 1951,
byem
Mareks Mucho)
amended
Sept.
30,
1952;
granted
Nov.
continue certain representations for 13, 1952.
—Vic; B
On Records
Vera Lynn— Lon.; Xavier Cug
its product, the Federal Trade
Lewistown, Idaho — Cole E. Wylie.
at
Granted 740 kc, 250 w daytime; antenna
Commission announced Friday. 270
ft.mated
Engineering
condition.
Esticonstruction
cost
$27,167,
first
Firm will stop using statements,
operating cost $45,000, revenue
contained in broadcast and other year
$55,000. Sole owner of permittee is Cole
E. Wylie, licensee of KREW Sunnyside,
V.e
TnoA e"n
Vie.;
Gu1Zar_
-« Cur
Eddy How
ard •
^ Go0
^man-C
Jimmy
oI.; DorseyDee
and former owner of KREM
Ray
copy, "claiming directly or by im- Wash.,
a-Mer.
; Les Baxter
-Ca
p
Spokane,
Wash.
Post
office
address:
Monroe- MONTREAL
VaU^h"
P';
SSe"~Ca
plication that the product stops KREW Sunnyside, Wash. Filed March
^
Tit
Vie
Broadcast Music,
underarm odor or keeps the underInc.
21, 1952; granted Nov. 13, 1952.
Louisville,
Miss.
—
Louisville
Bcstg.
arm free of moisture; [it] does Corp. Granted 1270 kc, 1 kw daytime;
not irritate the skin; and that the antenna 200 ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $16,product is safe."
450, first year operating cost $18,000,
November 17, 1952
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 95)
isting AM, for extension of completion
date.
License Renewals
Following
stations request renewal of
license:
KCLScago, 111.;Flagstaff,
Ariz.; Iowa;
WENR KRMD
ChiKRNT Clarinda,
Shreveport, La.; KREI Farmington,
Mo.; KSGM St. Genevieve, Mo.; KSWM
Joplin, Mo.; KWOC Poplar Bluff, Mo.;
KICK Springfield, Mo.; KWPM West
Plains, Mo.; KFGT Fremont, Neb.;
WUSJ Lockport, N. Y.; KWKC Abilene,
Tex.; KAPA Raymond, Wash.
Move Transmitter
KREDtrans,
(FM) toEureka,
CP to
move
8 mi. Calif.
E of —Eureka;
change ERP from 4.6 kw to 5.6 kw.
Extension of Completion Date
WNAC-FM Boston— Mod. CP for extension of completion date.
TENDERED FOR FILING
AM— 1240 kc
KTIL Tillamook, Ore. — CP to change
frequency from 1590 to 1240 kc.

FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 99)
and consulting radio engineer. Post
office address: 1330 South Fremont
Ave., Springfield, Mo. Filed Nov. 12.
Westminster, Md. — Carroll County
Bcstg. Corp., 1470 kc, 1 kw daytime;
antenna 200 ft. Estimated construction
cost $22,050, first year operating cost
$30,000, revenue $35,000. Principals
include President E. Miller Richardowner of E. Miller Richson (3.54%),
ardson store (seeds and farm equipRussell H. Morment); Vice President
chief engineer for WBMD
gan (17.7%),Md.;
Baltimore,
Secretary Ralph G.
Hoffman (3.54%), Westminster (Md.)
E. Koontz
attorney; Treasurer Howard
farmer, near Westminster;
Jr. (3.54%),
Leo
Karns (4.42%), engineer for
other stockholders,
WBMD, and 19 interest
in applicant.
each with 3.54%
St., West15 Court
address:
Post officeminster, Md. Filed Nov.
7.
Wheaton, Md. — Commercial Radio
[FM] WashCo. 540(WASH
Equipmenington,tD. C),
kc, 250 w daytime;
Estimated construcantenna 329 ft. first
year operating
tion cost $5,230,
(Concost $48,000,
include studio
does not $60,000.
struction costrevenue
technical equipment, antennad attower,
cost
land or buildings, constructe
Washing[FM]
WASH
for
of $66,060
owner
Sole
ton and valued at $100,000.)
Dillard, liis Everett
of applicant
,
(FM)L. Washington
censee of WASH
Network
FM
l
Continenta
the
of
owner
of Commercial Radio Equipand owner
ment Co. (consulting engineering firm),
Post office address: 810
n.
Washingto
International Bldg., 1319 F St., N.W.,
Washington 4. D. C. [See story, this
page.] Filed Nov. 13.
Columbus, Miss. — J. W. Furr, 1580 kc,
antenna 250 ft. Esti10 kw daytime;
mated construction cost $42,757, first
cost $25,000, revenue
year operatingowner
of applicant is J.
$48,000. Sole
of WestW Furr, owner and manager
batern Auto Associate Store (tires,applielectrical
bicycles,
teries,
radios,
parts
ances, sporting goods, oils, paints,
and accessories), Columbus, Miss. Post
office address: 123 North 5th St., Columbus', Miss. Filed Nov. 8.
Kane Pa. — Northern Allegheny
an500 w daytime;
960 kc,
Co.,240 ft.
Bcstg. tenna
construction
Estimated
cost
operating
year
cost $22,770, first
revenue
$36 000 clude
Jr.
Potter inA. DavidPrincipals
President$42,000.
general
and
(15 9% ) , president WRRN (FM) manWarWNAE
agerrenof Pa.;
Vice andPresident Homer M.
Haines (15.9%), chief engineer for
Secretary-TreasWNAE-WRRN
urer James W.(FM):
Potter (15.9%), sales
(FM); DiWNAE-WRRN (22.8%).
managerrectorforAndrew
reD. Potter
for
director
also
and
tired physician
Director W. LeWNAE-WRRN (FM); program
director
Schneck (15.9%),
Roy
for WNAE-WRRN (FM), and six others
with interests ranging from 1.1% to
is licensee of
4 6% each. Anolicant
Warren, Pa.
WNAE and WRRN (FM)
office address: 310 Second Ave.,
Post
Warren, Pa. Filed Nov. 12.
Lake City, S. C— Lake Bcstg. 205
Corp.
ft.
kw daytime; antenna
1260 kc, 1 construction
Estimated
cost $22,589, first
$26,500, revenue
year operating cost
$32,500. President James Olin Tice Jr.
Vice PresiCBS;
for
(40%),dentannouncer
Edwin P. Latimer (10%), president
of the American Discount Co. (general
Secretary-Treasurer Edfinance mundfirm);
Cason Bunker Jr. (13.33%), account executive for CBS; Mrs. John
Mack Truluck (26.66%), farm manager,
and Joseph C. Edmundson (10%), owner and general manager of Edmundson
office address: 211
Co. Post St.,
Supply Alexander
South
Florence, S. C.
Filed Nov. 10.
Seattle, Wash. — W. Gordon Allen,
630 kc, 1 kw daytime; antenna 280 ft.
Estimated construction cost $15,900, first
year operating cost $72,000, revenue
$108,000. Sole owner of applicant is W.
Gordon Allen, 60.1% owner of KGAL
Lebanon, Ore., 33V3% owner of KGAE
Salem, Ore., 50% owner of KSGA Redmond, Ore., and sole owner of Oregon's BeaverSalem.
NetworkPost(radio
and
promotion),
office sales
address:
260 Hansen Ave., Salem, Ore. Filed
Nov. 10.
Evanston, Wyo. — Advertising Enterprises Ltd., 1240 kc, 250 w fulltime;
antenna 200 ft. Estimated construction
cost $11,001, first year operating cost
$36,000, revenue $41,000. Equal (50%)
partners include Melvin E. Whitmore,
who has had no financial interest in
any business for the last five years,
November 17, 1952
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SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER BOXSCORE
TV FCC:— As of
STATUS of broadcast station authorization at the
October
—AsAM of September
30 —
AM
FM
FM
191
642
162
Total authorized
114
624
Total on the air
2,506
2,483
963
581
98
577
Licensed (all on air)
641
192
2,364
624
11165
152
60
TV93
139
65
Construction permits
2,368
965
193
Total applications pending
2,344
5
57
177
5
167
2,354
62
Total application in hearing
97
1,046
8 840
276
10
255
903
Requests for new stations
36
23
Requests to change existing facilities
3
2
0
3 8550
Deletion of licensed! stations
20501
1991
3 31 — 0
1
0
Deletion of construction permits
65
67
and Edwin L. Bullis, owner of Bullis
Furniture Co., Powell, Wyo. Post office
NBC Clients
address: % General Delivery, Evanston,
(Continued from page 67)
Wyo. Filed Nov. 12.
TRANSFER REQUEST
simplified to three elements — a
KCLX Colfax, Wash.— Interstate Ra- close-up
with voice description, a
dio Inc.
of license
EugeneAssignment
Pournelle (50%),
formerto vice
testimonial
from a housewife, and
president, commercial manager and
49% owner of WWOS Springfield, Ohio, a final close-up — produced a 32%
and ferafter
approval
this trans-of response.
requestFCCto be
generalof manager
KCLX, and to Bradley Kincaid (50%),
Importance of using the right
president of WWSO. Consideration to presentation was demonstrated with
be $17,500. Filed Nov. 12.
two commercials for a cake mix,
one showing its use by a chef, the
second by a little girl. The second
WASH
(FM) BID
First to Ask 540 kc, Class II commercial drew 73 responses per
100 viewers to 16 for the first.
FIRST application for 540 kc, Class
The study
revealed
comII station just opened by FCC
mercials oftenalso
can be
made more
[B*T, Oct. 27], was filed last week
effective by condensing their length.
by WASH (FM) Washington.
A food commercial drew a 54%
Everett Dillard, president and sole response in its original form, but
owner of WASH and Commercial
stepped that up to 61% when 40
Radio Equipment Co., applied for a seconds
were cut from its running
250 w daytime station in Wheaton,
time.
Md., Washington suburb.
KMBC Kansas City long had
The study concluded: "It becomes
been an applicant for the facility, increasingly clear that the findings
having applied in 1944, but the put a premium on clear thinking
and bold imagination. These prinapplication was dismissed by FCC
in 1946. Adoption of the 540 kc
ciples are not tricks which automatically turn out good commerproposal last June was hailed as a
victory for Arthur B. Church,
cials; they merely establish boundaries marking off the wide areas in
owner of KMBC and Midland
which creative initiative has full
Broadcasting Co., operating KFRM
Concordia, Mo., on 550 kc with 5 play. But we do feel the advertiser
who keeps these principles in mind
kw directional, daytime only.
Mr. Dillard's application speci- can substantially raise the performance level of his TV commerfied that Wheaton, Md., about 15
miles from downtown Washington,
has a population of 50,000. The
The "How to" presentation is
unincorporated town is site of the being showji to advertisers and
WASH transmitter. It is one of agencies in slide film form and
cials."
the fastest growing areas in the also
has been published as a 48country. The application specifies page illustrated book. Both the
there would be no interference with
presentation of this report and the
WGMS Washington, operating on plan for pre-testing commercials of
570 kc, because the 25 mv contours
NBC-TV clients were developed
will not touch or intersect.
under supervision of Ruddick C.
Lawrence, NBC director of promotion, planning and development.
STEEL SUPPLY
Set Firms May Fare Better
RADIO-TV set manufacturers will $10,000 Sales by CTS
be in line for additional steel al- CONSOLIDATED Television Sales,
lotments in the first quarter of Eastern Sales Div., has announced
sale of Hollywood Half Hour to
1953 under an allocation quota anWTVR (TV) Richmond and
nounced by the Defense Production Administration the past fort- WTAR-TV Norfolk; Crusader
Rabbit, to WCAU-TV Philadelphia,
night.
DPA allotted the Electronics
and Public Prosecutor to WFBMDiv. of National Production Au- TV Indianapolis and WJAR-TV
Providence. Sales totaled more than
thority some 8,000 tons of extra
steel for the quartr, of which a $10,000, according to General Manager Peter M. Robeck.
good but undetermined percentage
will be siphoned off to electronics
firms for civilian products.
RCA, Camden, N. J., will honor 158
Regular steel quotas for set makers in the current and 1953 first men and women who have achieved
25 years of service at ceremonies to
quarters were based on previously
be held in various RCA plants this
reduced estimates by manufacturmonth. Gold watches will be presented.
ers prior to the steel strike.

FREEDOM
FIGHT
NCFC Issues Plea
AMERICAN Civil Liberties Union's
16 local branches and 47 state correspondents were urged by ACLU's
anti-censorship affiliate last week
to undertake local campaigns of
their own to counteract private
pressure
groups' inefforts
restrict
free
expression
radio,to TV
and
motion pictures.
In a memorandum distributed to
the ACLU groups on Wednesday
the National Council on Freedom
from Censorship noted that efforts
are being made, "some successful,"
to force withdrawal, or non-scheduling, of certain motion pictures
and radio-TV programs. "Whatever
the means used or the ends obtained," the memorandum asserted,
"the public right to see, read and
hear can only be aided by the development ofcounter-pressures."
With respect to radio and television, the memorandum said:
"Local programming, from time
to time, has been affected by pressure group action. No advance information can therefore be obtained, but if it occurs, we suggest:
"(A) Advise local station manageranced
of obligation
programming;to provide bal"(B) Urge responsible station
officials to exercise independent
judgment on programming as their
obligation under
munications Act; the Federal Com"(C) If necessary, organize citizens groups to protest [to the station] against [withholding or withdrawing a program because of
pressure-group
The statementaction]."
emphasized that
ACLU supports the right of every
group to protest and to persuade
others to adopt its views but is
opposed to methods or results
which would effectively deny the
public its rights generally to see,
read and hear — subject to appropriate criminal law. Broadcasters
and motion picture exhibitors
should be assured of ACLU support in resisting such pressures,
"save in instances of clearly justified criminal prosecutions," according to the memorandum.
ACLU local branches are in San
Francisco,
Angeles,
Seattle, Denver, Des Los
Moines,
Minneapolis,
St.
Louis,
Chicago,
Cleveland,
Cincinnati,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York,
New Haven, Boston, and Buffalo.
ACLU has a correspondent in every
state except Florida.
Rating
NATIONALEXTRA-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATINGS*
September 28-October 4, 1952.
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Current
Rank Program Homes
%
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
8.7
2 lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 8.7
3 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS) 8.2
4 People Are Funny (CBS) 7.9
5
(NBC)
6 Big
You Story
Bet Your
Life (NBC) 7.9
7.2
7 F.B.I, in Peace and War (CBS) 7.2
3 Gene Autry (CBS)
7.1
9
Mr. and Mrs. North (CBS) 6.8
10
Railroad Hour (NBC) 6.8
(*) Homes reached during all or any part
of the program, except for homes listening
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs.
Average Audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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Grants and Applications
(Continued from page 68)
Robert D. Sanders, who also is
(50%), also general manager and 50% dren of
guardian, and as their father and
owner of KANE New Iberia, La. La- their
guardian
38/50ths of stock in
fayette Advertiser Gazette Inc., La- firm. R. heD. votes
Sanders is president and
fayette, La., owns 50% of applicant.
of Aponaug Mfg. Co., MagCity priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 143. treasurer
nolia Textiles Inc., and J. W. Sanders
Cotton Mill Inc. (all textile mfg. firms);
DETROIT, Mich. — Knight Newspahe is president and treasurer of Delta
pers Inc.,visual,
uhf Ch.16462 kw(758-764
ERP
250 kw
aural;mc);
antenna
Chenille Co. (chenille products mfrs.),
height above average terrain 667 ft., The Sanders Co. (wholesale dry goods),
Industrial Suppliers Inc. (industrial
above ground 695 ft. Estimated consupplies for home, farm and industry),
cost $255,545,revenue
first year
op- Jackson
eratingstruction
cost $448,190,
$472,500.
Opera House Co. (rental
Post Office address 321 W. Lafayette
property) and the Robert D. Sanders
Ave., Detroit 31, Mich. Studio and Foundation (non-profit philanthropic
transmitter location 645 Griswold St., organization principally awarding schol■ Detroit. Geographic coordinates 42° A-2, No. 29.arships). City priority status: Gr.
19' 49" N. Lat.,
02' 51"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 83°
antenna
Legal
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Buffalo-Niagara
counsel Loucks, Zias, Young & JanTelevision Corp. uhf Ch. 59 (740-746
sky. Washington. Consulting engineer, mc);
ERP 91.2 kw visual, 51.645 kw
A. D. Ring
&
Co.,
Washington.
Prinantenna height above average
cipals include President John S. aural;
terrain 425 ft., above ground 436 ft.
Knight, (50.3%), Vice President James
Estimated
construction cost $189,631,
L. Knight (30.02%), Vice President
first year operating cost $150,000 revClara I. Knight (6%), Vice President,
enue
$160,000.
Post Office address 382
Secretary-Treasurer and General ManEllicot Square Bldg., Buffalo 3, N. Y.
ager J. H. Barry (2.54%), Assistant Studio
and
transmitter
location Hotel
Secretary - Treasurer K. L. Milburn
Lafayette, 391 Washington St. Geo(0.12%) and Lois H. McDowell (3.03%).
graphic coordinates 42° 53' 05.4" N
Applicant
owns
publishes
Detroit (Mich.)
FreeandPress
and Miami
Lat., ter78°Du 52'
24.1" antenna
W. Long.GE.
TransmitMont,
Legal
(Fla.)
Herald
(licensee
of
WQAM-AMcounsel Frank J. Delany, WashingFM and applicant for new TV station),
ton. Consulting engineer John H. Mulcontrols the Akron (Ohio) Beaconlaney, Washington. Principals include
Journal
(45%for owner
WAKR-AMFM
and CP
new AMof station),
and President Charles R. Die bold (331/r)%),
president
of Western Savings Bank of
owns 50.426% of Chicago Daily News
Buffalo, and vice president of New
(42% owner
of
WIND
Chicago
and
applicant for new TV station). City Dickenson Mines Ltd., Toronto; Joseph
Davis (33 V3%), president and 75% ownpriority status: Gr. B-2, No. 161.
er of Joseph Davis Inc. (heating conJACKSON, Miss.— Delta Sales Corn.,
tractors), Buffalo, president and 60%
vhf Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 100 kw vis- owner of Davis Refrigeration Co., Bufual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above
falo,
and
president
and 50% owner of
average terrain 500 ft., above ground
Sprinkler Co. (sprinkler
581 ft. Estimated construction cost Davis-Ulmer
systems and fire protection), Buffalo,
$461,761, first year operating cost $400,and Secretary-Treasurer Vincent M.
Gaughan (33Y3%), Buffalo (N. Y.) attor000, revenue
$400,000.
OfficeMiss.
address Century
Bldg., Post
Jackson,
No. 181.ney. City priority status: Gr. B-4,
Studio and transmitter location on NE
corner of U. S. 80-W and Harrison St.,
ENJD, Okla. — Streets Electronics Inc.,
within building now housing The Sanvhf Ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP 100 kw visders Co. and Industrial Suppliers Inc.
ual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 750 ft., above ground
Geographic coordinates 32° 17' 10" N. 816
ft. Estimated construction cost
Lat., 90° 12' 32" W. Long. Transmitter
and antenna RCA. Legal counsel $381,970, first year operating cost $180.000,
revenue $200,000. Post Office adKrieger & Jorgensen, Washington.
dress P. O. Box 807, Enid, Okla. Studio
Consulting engineer Robert M. Silli- location
206 E. Randolph St., Enid.
man. Washington. Principals include
Transmitter
9.4 mi. east of
President Audrey M. Williams Brand Enid, 0.37 mi.location
south of U. S. 64 Geo(10/50ths), housewife; Vice President
graphic coordinates 36° 23' 07" N. Lat.,
97° 42' 30" W. Long. Transmitter and
Herman Ogeltree (l/50th), office manager for Aponaug Mfg. Co., Jackson, antenna RCA. Legal counsel Philip
Consulting enand Secretary-Treasurer Edwina Bo- Bergson,gineer A. Washington.
Cullum Jr., Dallas, Tex.
nom (l/50th), whose business interests Principals Earl
include
President
George
were not given. James William SanStreets (22.84%), president of Streets
ders II (ll/50ths), Julia Sheila Sanders
Co.
(retail
appliance
sales);
Vice
Pres(10/50th) and June Kelly Sanders
ident Bruce E. Wallace (12.86%) president and 50% owner of Youngblood
(17/50ths), all students, are minor chilHotel Corp., Enid, and Hotel Camden,
Camden, Ark.; Treasurer Walter P.
Scheffe (12.86%),
owner drugs),
of Scheffe's
Prescription
Shop (retail
Enid;
Secretary Robert M. Greer (12.86%).
TV CALL LETTERS
secretary-treasurer and 3% owner of
George E. Failing Supply Co (mfrs. of
FCC assigned the following
portable drilling rigs), Enid; P. R.
Banta
(12.86%), owner of Banta Concall letters to TV station perstruction Co. (paving construct:on),
mittees:
Enid; George E. Failing (12.86%). president and 85% owner of George E. FailKETV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
ing Supply Co., and Ed McGivney
(Great erties
Plains
Television
(12.86%), partner in Valley Lumber
Inc., uhf
Ch. 23,PropTV
Co.. Tonkawa, Okla. City priority
Grants, B.T, Nov. 3); KCSJ-TV
status: Gr. A-2, No. 123.
Pueblo, Col. (The Star Bcstg.
Co., vhf Ch. 5, TV Grants, B.T,
TULSA, Okla.— UHF Television Co.,
Nov.
WATR-TV
Waterbury,
uhf Ch. 23 (524-530 mc); ERP 249 kw
Conn. 3);
(WATR
Inc., uhf
Ch. 53,
visual,
131 kw aural; antenna height
TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 3); WLBCabove average terrain 469 ft., above
TV
Muncie,
Ind.
(Tri-City
Radio
ground
470 ft. Estimated construction
Corp., uhf Ch. 49. TV Grants,
cost $408,500, first year operating cost
B.T, Nov. 3); KWTV (TV) Sioux
$364,000,
revenue $360,000. Post Office
City, Iowa (Great Plains Teleaddress UHF Television Co., 1012 Life
vision Properties Inc., uhf Ch.
of
America
Bldg., Dallas, Tex. Studio
36, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 3);
and transmitter location Adams Hotel,
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich.
corner
of
Cheyenne
Ave. and 4th St.
(Booth Radio & Television Stations Inc., uhf Ch. 64, TV Grants,
Geographic coordinates 36° 09' 10" N.
Lat., antenna
95° 59' 28"
Long. counsel
Transmitter
B.T, Nov. 3); WFTV (TV) Duand
GE.W. Legal
Ross
luth, Minn. (Great Plains TeleK. Prescott, Dallas. Consulting engivision Properties Inc., uhf Ch.
neer Guy C. Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex.
38, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 3);
Principals include general partners R.
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J.
J. Fryer (56V4%), 56y4% owner of Stand(Neptune Bcstg. Corp., uhf Ch.
ard-Fryer Drilling Co. (oil well drill46. TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 3);
ing), Dallas; R. C. Hanson (25%), 25%
WISE-TV
N. uhf
C. (Raowner of Standard-Fryer Drilling Co.;
dio StationAsheville,
WISE Inc.,
Ch.
Roland J. Fryer (12"/2%). 12y2% owner
62, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 3);
of
Standard-Fryer
and
WCSC-TV
Everette
R. Jones Drilling
Jr. Co., 6V4%
(WCSC Inc.,Charleston,
vhf Ch. S.
5, TVC.
owner of Standard-Fryer Drilling Co.
Grants. B-T, Nov. 3), and KONA
City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 197.
(TV) Honolulu, T. H. (Radio
Honolulu Ltd., changed from
APPLICATIONS MODIFIED
KAMI-TV; vhf Ch. 11, TV Call
Letters, B.T, Nov. 10, TV Grants,
B.T, Nov. 3).
BATTLE CREEK, Mich. — Michigan
Bcstg. Co. (WBCK), uhf Ch. 58 (734740 mc); ERP 18.63 kw visual, 9.31 kw

Telestatus
(Continued from page 82)

TV
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from $187.50 for one hour to $37.50
for one minute or 20 seconds in
Class B; and from $125 for one
hour to $2.5 for one minute or 20
seconds in Class C.
J. C. Kellam is general manager
of KTBC and 0. L. Taylor Co. national representative. After next
March 31, station will be authorized to operate with 102.9 kw ERP.

FIRST act of First Lt. Stoddard P.
Johnston (I), vice president of KFMBAM-TV San Diego, upon arriving
home from the Korean war, was to
file application for vhf Ch. 2 in Oakland, Calif., as president of Channel
Two Inc. [B*T, Nov. 10], organized
last spring by 12 businessmen. He is
shown above with his mother, Mrs.
John A. Kennedy, president of KFMB.
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 578 ft., above ground 500 ft.
Studio location 402 Security National
Bank Bldg. Transmitter location 0.75
mi. north of M-96 on 44th St., Augusta,
Mich.
21'
25" N. Geographic
Lat., 85° 20' coordinates
15" W. Long.42°[For
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
Aug. 4, July 7.] City priority status.
Gr. B-l, No. 15.
STEUBENVILLE, Ohio — WSTV Inc.
(WSTV), vhf Ch. 9 (186-192 mc), ERP
200 kw visual, 100 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain changed
to 425 ft. [For
see priority
TV Applications, B.T,application,
July 14.] City
status: Gr. A-2, No. 31.
ALLENTOWN,
— Penn-AIlen
Bcstg.
Co. (WFMZ Pa.
[FM]),
uhf Ch. 67
(788-794 mc); ERP 101.6 kw visual, 57.5
kw aural;
antenna
height
above
age terrain 261 ft., above groundaver336
ft. Studio location Masonic Temple
Bldg., 1524
Linden
location 0.5 mi.
westSt.ofTransmitter
Highway 329,
1.35 mi. due north of Allentown city
limits.
Geographic
40°
38'
15" N. Lat.,
75° 29'
56"coordinates
W. RCA.
Long. (Change
Transmitter DuMont,
antenna
from uhf Ch. 45.) [For application, see
TV Applications, B.T, July 14] City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 6.
ERIE, Pa. — Great Lakes Television
Co., visual,
uhf Ch.33 kw
35 (596-602
mc); ERP
kw
aural; antenna
height66
above average terrain 415 ft., above
ground 1,362 ft. Studio and transmitter
location near intersection of Grandview Blvd. with Parade Blvd. Geo42° 05'
55.7" N.
Lat., 80° 03'graphical
14.5"coordinates
W. Long.
Transmitter
DuMont, antenna GE. [For applications,
see
TV
Applications,
B.T,
July
145.
7.] City priority status: Gr. B-2, No.
GALVESTON, Tex.— Gulf Television
Co., vhf Ch. 11 (198-204 mc); ERP 58.5
kw visual, 29.3 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 547 ft., above
ground 580 ft. Change from partnership to corporation;
principals
in cor-of
poration identical to
principals
partnership, and percentage of interest
held tion
by identical
each to
stockholder
corporashare of in
partnership
formerly owned by same person as
partner. No actual change of ownership or control; no monetary consideration [Forr
application, see TV Applications, B.T, July 7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. a
58.
HAMPTON, Va. — Penninsula Bcstg.
Corp. (WVEC),
15visual,
(476-482112mc),
change
ERP to uhf
200 Ch.
kw j
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain changed to 476 ft. [For application, see TV Applications, B.T, July
189. City priority status: Gr. B-4. No.
21.]

'Lucy' Leads Videodex
In Sept. 8-T4 Report
VIDEODEX report of top 10 network television programs for Sept.
8-14, showing both number and
percentage of TV homes reached
in the number of cities indicated,
is as follows (in order listed) :
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
No.
Cities
Checked
Programs Homes
(000)
61 I Love Lucy (CBS)
9,993
60 Groucho Marx (NBC)
6,946
52 Godfrey and Friends (CBS) 6,922
5242 Your
Show
of
Shows
(NBC)
6,278
Toast of the Town (CBS) 5,928
46 Buick Circus Hour (NBC) 5,713
38 Jack Benny Show (CBS) 5,712
2239 Godfrey's
Scouts (CBS) 5,534
GangbustersTalent
(NBC)
5,442
32 Red Skelton (NBC)
5,140
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TV HOMES
61 I Love Lucy (CBS)
54.3
22
TalentFriends
Scouts (CBS)
(CBS) 47.4
52 Godfrey's
Godfrey and
41.3
60 Groucho Marx (NBC)
38.1
42 Toast of Town (CBS)
37.8
46 Buick Circus Hour (NBC) 37.8
39 Gangbusters (NBC)
37.5
38 Jack Benny Show (CBS) 37.3
52 Your Show of Shows (NBC) 36.4
30 Life With Luigi (CBS)
30.3
31 My Friend Irma (CBS) 30.2
Voter Dividend Plan
JOHN H. PERRY Jr., president
of WJHP Jacksonville, WCOA
Pensacola, WTMC Ocala and
WDLP Panama City, all in Florida, and of the Perry group of 30
newspapers, has published a plan
entitled "National Dividend for
Every Voter." Under the plan,
Mr. Perry advocates (1) that no
income tax in excess of 50% of net
income shall be levied by Congress
on the income of any corporation;
(2) that there be no further
tax on invested capital; (3) that
funds raised by corporate income
tax should then be distributed to
each voter on an annual basis; (4)
that no voter should be entitled to
receive this dividend unless he or
she shall have voted in a national
election.
WALLA WALLA, Wash.— Walla Walla Union Bulletin Inc., vhf Ch. 5 (7682 mc), ERP 11.38 kw visual, 5.69 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terraintion,changed
to 271 ft. [ForB.T,applicasee TV Applications,
Sept.
15.] City priority status: Gr. A-2. No.
211.
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NBC RETIREMENT PLAN
IMPROVEMENTS MADE
CHANGES IN NBC retirement plan described
as more beneficial to workers were outlined by
President Joseph H. McConnell at luncheon
Friday at Waldorf-Astoria in New York wel22 network
employes
into Dec.
company's
25-Year coming
Club.
Changes
take effect
1.
"Under the present plan," Mr. McConnell
said, "you buy less retirement income each
year as you grow older. With the changes, you
will buy a level amount of retirement income
at every age — and income to you each year
after retirement has been increased to 40% of
your total contributions. Not only are benefits
increased but your contributions will become
less after Dec. 1. Company will make up the
difference in cost to the point of paying into
the fund almost $2 for every dollar paid by
the employe, whereas before the company
matched employe's payment dollar for dollar."
Mr. McConnell also presided at cocktail party
later in day for 106 new members of NBC Ten
& Twenty Year Club. First to receive ten year
financial vice presipin
dent.was Joseph Heffernan,
COLLEGE

NETWORK

KEYSTONE BROADCASTING SYSTEM, Chicago, is inaugurating sale of its newly-formed
College Network Div., which comprises 236 of
its 620 affiliates. These 236 stations in college
towns, KBS reports, cover 300 colleges and
universities of all kinds with an enrollment of
366,890 students. Network being pitched to
national sponsors wishing to reach student
bodies and is offered also as plus to regular
advertisers buying hometown and rural audiences. Merchandising will reach every campus
in effort to gain maximum point of sale results,
according to Sidney J. Wolf, president.
WIBK

PLEA

REFUSED

BOLSTERED by thousands of Bible-quoting
letters and telegrams to FCC from listeners,
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn., sent last-minute plea
to Commission for continued operation but
was turned down in special meeting late Friday. Ordered off air last night (Sunday) following refusal of Supreme Court few weeks
ago to hear station's appeal, WIBK had asked
for further extension of operation until FCC
could act on bid of its manager, Marvin
Thompson, for 1 kw daytime assignment on
800 kc. FCC several years ago refused license
to WIBK on grounds of misrepresentations
in application by Fundamentalist J. Harold
Smith, has continued outlet on temporary
operation pending court appeal outcome.
WFAA RULING AFFIRMED
RULING of National Labor Relations Board
examiner that technicians of WFAA and
WFAA-TV Dallas should be included in one
unit was upheld Friday by NLRB. TV technicians had petitioned to form separate IBEW
unit but NLRB pointed to interchange of employes of two stations.
CLARK FOR KYA
STATION KYA San Francisco has appointed
George W. Clark Inc., Chicago, as its national
representative effective Dec. 1.
Page 102
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PARADES

SPONSORED

NBC-TV will present annual Thanksgiving Day parades from Philadelphia
and Detroit under sponsorship, respectively, of Gimbel Bros.' Philadelphia
store and J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit department store. Detroit parade will be
carried 10:30-11 a.m. EST and one from
Philadelphia 11-12 noon EST.
APPLICATIONS PASSED
FOLLOWING are additional mutually exclusive applications for new TV stations which
have been passed in FCC "speed-up" processing plan, see story, page 67. This procedure
is pursuant to Commission action Sept. 17,
1952, and effective Oct. City
15, suspending processing of such TV applications for time being
in order to expedite processing of uncontested
TV applications. For previous listings of such
applications, see B*T, Nov. 10.
GROUP A
File No.
nel
1120
La Crosse, Wis.
8
WKBH Television
ApplicantInc.
1117
8 (BPCT-)
La Crosse Broadcasting Co.
Citizens Broadcasting Co. Abilene, Texas Chan1163
Inc.
9
900
1350
Reporter
Co. Wilmington, N. C. 69
1121
WMFD-TV Broadcasting
Inc.
1178
WGNI Television Co.
6
1179
Mansfield, Ohio 36
Mansfield Journal
863
36
Fergum Theatres Inc.
Gulfport
Broadcasting
Co.
Pensacola, Fla.
Inc.
3
WCOA Inc.
LIST3
ADDITIONS TO
862
1297
Columbus, Ga.
Television Columbus
PREVIOUS
"A"
1331
Community
Phenix City, Ala .hannel)
Co. Inc. Broadcasting
28
(Columbus, Ga. c LIST28
ADDITIONS TO
Lorain Journal Co.
Lorain, Ohio
31
1116
1124
Elyria-Lorain Broadcasting PREVIOUS "B"
31
Co.
Elyria,
Ohio
(Lorain channel)
412
In
Patroon
Broadcasting
c. Co. 1[AlbanySchenectady
23
405
23
Troy Broadcasting Co. Inc. J Troy, N. Y.
KXLW PURCHASE
PURCHASE of control of 1 kw daytimer (on
1320 kc) KXLW St. Louis by John Kluge, president and majority stockholder of WGAY Silver Spring, Md., and Mark Evans, WTOP
Washington radio-TV personality, for $96,000
plus acceptance of $42,000 debt, was announced
Friday. Mr. Kluge will, own 66% of common
stock and 22% of preferred; Mr. Evans 23%
common and .09% preferred. Sellers are Lee J.
Sloan, T. Virgil Sloan, S. E. Sloan and Leslie
P. Ware. Mr. Ware, present station manager,
will remain in that position.
NEW AND BETTER?
MYSTERY of uhf TV baffles people.
Herbert Mayer, prexy of country's first
uhf outlet (KPTV Portland), also owns
three-year-old WXEL (TV) Cleveland.
Some friends there, having read of
Mr. Mayer's exploits in getting KPTV
going so soon, chided him. "Why did
you bring uhf TV to Portland?" they
inquired, "Why didn't you bring it to
Cleveland first." Obviously, Mr. Mayer
reports, they thought that since it was
something new it must be improvement.

HERBERT WEST, CHARLES E. DALTON
and LEN CAREY, group account supervisors
in N. Y. office of BBDO, and JAMES C. C.
HOLDING Jr., copy chief in Pittsburgh branch,
named vice presidents.
STEVE MUDGE, manager of N. Y. office of
Ewell & Thurber Assoc., appointed vice president.
F. WINSLOW STETSON Jr., formerly Foote,
Cone & Belding, named vice president of Sherman & Marquette, New York.
FRANCIS VELTHUYS, timebuyer, Compton
Adv., N. Y., has resigned. She will announce
her future plans shortly.
IVAN REINER, former program manager
WNBT (TV) New York, to WOR-TV New York
as production manager, succeeding Harvey
Marlowe, resigned.
NARTB

GROUPS

TO

MEET

TWO

NARTB committees — copyright and insurance— meet this week at association's Washington headquarters. Edward Breen, KVFD
Fort Dodge, Iowa, is chairman of copyright
group, meeting Monday-Tuesday. Roger W.
Clipp, WFIL Philadelphia, is chairman of inFriday.
surance committee which meets ThursdayNEW TV APPLICATIONS
THREE new television station applications
and two amended applications were filed at
FCC Friday. They are:
NEW APPLICATIONS
Los Angeles, Calif. — Lawrence A. Harvey, uhf Ch.
34
(590-596height
mc); above
ERP average
45.6 kw terrain
visual, 2,185
24.6 kw
antenna
ft., aural;
above
ground 128 ft. Estimated construction cost $301,000,
first year operating cost $250,000, revenue $235,000.
• Sole owner of applicant is Lawrence A. Harvey,
Los Angeles attorney and executive vice president
and
stockholder
in Harvey
Co.
(mfrs.331/3%
of aluminum
extrusions,
with Machine
affiliates and
subsidiaries engaged in same general business), vice
president and 25% stockholder in Subway Terminal Corp. (real estate holdings consisting of
downtown terminal and office buildings). City
priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 170.
Festus, Mo. — Ozark Television Corp., uhf Ch. 14
(470-476 mc); ERP 170 kw visual, 90.2 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 875 ft., above
ground 644 ft. Estimated construction cost $279,694,
first year operating cost $206,316, revenue $218,400.
Principals include President John T. McKenna
(36%), Clayton,
Mo., tax consultant
and CPA; (46%),
Vice
President
and Secretary
Carl G. Mclntire
50% owner of GMB Productions (television film
production), St. Louis; Treasurer George Menos
(9%), from 1945 to 1952 sole proprietor of Mississippi
Valley mondSchool
Aeronautics,
St. Louis,
RayW. Karst of(9%),
general counsel
for and
Economic
Stabilization Agency, Washington. City priority
status: Gr. B-l, No. 72.
Milwaukee, Wis.— Cream City Bcstg. Co. (WMIL),
uhf Ch. 31 (572-578 mc); ERP 14.57 kw visual, 7.88
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 488
ft., above ground 461 ft. Estimated construction
cost $170,314, first year operating cost $240,000, rev$300,000. Principals
Posnerenue(74.5%),
Milwaukeeinclude
(Wis.) President
attorney; Gene
Vice
President Ruth Posner (wife of Gene Posner) (0.2%),
partner and 50% owner of E & R Real Estate Account, Milwaukee, and Secretary-Treasurer Jerome
Sill (25.3%), 19% owner of Lakehead Telecasters
Inc., applicant for vhf Ch. 6 in Duluth, Minn. City
priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 182.
AMENDED APPLICATIONS
West Palm Beach, Fla.— WIRK-TV Inc. (WIRK).
Change 11.7
to kw
uhf aural;
Ch. 21antenna
(512-518height
mc), above
ERP 21.9
kw
visual,
average
terrain 225 ft., above ground 255 ft. [Change from
vhf Ch. 12, ERP 27.5 kw visual, 13.8 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 274 ft., above
groundMay297 26.]
ft. For application, see TV Applications,
B.T,
Jackson, Miss. — Lamar Bcstg. Co. (WJDX). Change
to vhf Ch. 3 (60-66 mc), ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 592
ft., above ground 499 ft. [Change from vhf Ch. 12,
ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 586 ft., above ground 443 ft.
For application, see TV Applications, B.T, July 7.]
BROADCASTING
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For years, there's been a strange courtship going on in the Heart of
America. It has been the wooing and winning of the Kansas City Primary
Trade Area by The KMBC-KFRM Team. The Team was the successful suitor
— in fact the only logical suitor from the very first. KMBC-KFRM made it a
point to understand and coddle "Miss Kansas City Market" from the moment
they met. KMBC-KFRM helped the Market grow — saw her through good
times and bad — served her with the greatest in radio — was her best friend
and through this intimacy became "Market-wise".
There is no record of when the wedding of The KMBC-KFRM Team and
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area actually took place. But it's been a
tremendously successful union. The heart of the Team and The Heart of
America beat as one and advertisers will tell you that the best proof of this
union are the thousands and thousands of "sales"— large and small — begat
by this powerful voice of The KMBC-KFRM Team and the plump purse of
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area.
tThis is the fourth of a series on The KMBC-KFRM know-how
which spells dominance in the Heart of America.
Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the
Kansas City Market Story. BE WISE-REALIZE. ..to sell the Whole
Heart of America Wholeheartedly it's . . .

^KWIBC-KFRM^
CBS RADIO FOR THE HEART OF AMERICA
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

BY

MIDLAND

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

SAN

FRANCISCO

ATLANTA
HOLLYWOOD

Radio-TV Protest
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Page 23

go

NBC Sales
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tuto Supply Dealer
Grows With Radio
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by RCA
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Baltimore merchants go for WITH like elephants go for
peanuts. At low, low rates, WITH delivers a huge, responsive
audience — more listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or
TV station in town. And that means low cost results!
And that's why WITH carries the advertising of twice as many
local folks as any other station in town!
So take a tip from these smart advertisers. Put WITH on your
schedule. Get the whole story from your Forjoe man today!
IN

BALTIMORE
WITH

year
THE

NEWSWEEKLY

OF RADIO

AND

TV

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT • REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY

peanuts

KENTUCKY

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

INDUSTRY

FARMING

and

In the period 1939-51, Kentucky's electrical
machinery industry doubled its employment, and the sales value of its products
jumped from $10,000,000 to $60,000,000.
General Electric's vast new "Appliance
Park" at Louisville, now under construction, will employ approximately 16,900
persons. It will add an estimated $70,000,000 to Kentucky Payrolls !
Most any crop records reveal Kentucky's
farm growth ! In egg production, a banner
year was 1948 when egg sales grossed farmers $31,093,000. But 1951 egg sales topped
all past years with $32,960,000!
*A unlr of energy or work

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

mWHAS/
No other station — or group of stations — in this
market can match the audience delivered by WHAS
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
— "Benson and Benson"

_

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago

you

can
with
much

When

do

better

SPOTbetter

you place your TV show on a Spot basis, you're on the right track

for national coverage. You go into markets of your own choice . . .
find stations clear time more readily. You^get uniform

and pleasing picture

quality through film. And you effect savings in time charges —
enough to cover film prints, their distribution and other costs.

Get the full details from your Katz representative.

THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

mc

• N ational Advertising Representatives

488 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA . DALLAS • KANSAS CITY • DETROIT

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.. 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

*

AM

• FM

Wilmington,

• TV

Delaware

TOPS
all stations

in this

richest market.

Let it sell your

product

effectively,

economically.

^

Write

for information.

Represented hy
ROBERT
New

York

MEEKER
Chicago

ASSOCIATES

Los Angeles

San Francisco

'Figures released August 1952
by U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

POSSIBILITY of production of Lawrence tricolor tube before end of year reportedly under
consideration by Chromatic Television Labora•■- tories of San Francisco. Paul Raibourn, vice
president of Paramount Pictures Inc., which
owns 50% of Chromatic, in San Francisco last
week on project. Tube is said to work with
either CBS or dot sequential systems and it's
estimated that, on production basis, color set
would cost $50 more than black-and-white.
RATE-CUTTING stations getting less business from larger advertisers whose advertising is divided among several agencies. Special
rate obtained by any one agency creates pressure from client for equal or better deals from
others, who have to work overtime to cut their
own billings. Result is timebuyers are avoiding trouble by giving preferential treatment to
stations that stick to card rates.
THIRD AUTOMOBILE manufacturer reportedly all set to sponsor radio-TV coverage of
President-elect Eisenhower's inauguration:
Willys-Overland on ABC. All inauguration
sales thus far to car companies: General
Motors on NBC networks, Packard on those of
CBS. Willys Agency: Ewell & Thurber Assoc.,
N. Y.
ANY NOTION that radio properties are going
begging, even in deeply penetrated TV markets, is dispelled in verified report that within
last fortnight, offer of $3,500,000 for midwestern independent was turned down. Station has
million in assets and reportedly nets $1 million
before taxes on $3 million gross, thus offer was
$2,500,000 net.
TEST telecast in which simulated hearing
would be covered unobtrusively, using normal
room lighting and concealed microphones, in
works at NARTB. Demonstration would supply
dramatic answer to false charge that TV requires batteries of floodlights and other trappings, all disconcerting to participants.
PACKARD CARS through Maxon Inc., New
York, is returning to use of radio for first
time in several years with three-day spot announcement campaign planned for 250 stations,
Nov. 27-28 and Dec. 1. Day and nighttime
spots will be used. This is in addition to Packard's sponsorship of Rebound on DuMont TV
Network and Presidential inauguration coverage on CBS-TV and CBS Radio.
DISTURBED over repeated charges of bias in
newspaper, radio and TV coverage of elections,
Sigma Delta Chi, national professional journalistic fraternity, has under advisement plan for
comprehensive objective survey of all coverage
of Presidential candidates, both quantitative
and qualitative. Special committee, probably
to be headed by Barry Bingham, publisher of
Louisville Courier- Journal & Times (WHAS
AM-TV), may be appointed during next few
months.
THAT TV watch-dog attitude of Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee won't
change at upcoming session of Congress is
evidenced by presence in Portland, Ore., of
(Continued on page 6)
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TWO STATE GROUPS FILE
KOREAN POOL PROTESTS
TWO state broadcaster associations — Florida
and Maryland — formally protested to President-electwight
D
D. Eisenhower Friday on
omission of radio and TV newsmen from
three-man news pool to accompany him on upcoming Korean trip (see story page 23).
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting at
Daytona Beach, adopted resolution urging
President-elect to modify his plans to include
radio and TV newsmen. FAB contended that
"only by including radio and television in the
news coverage of this epochal trip can most of
the world be given the report in the detail they
demand and which radio and TV supplies."
FAB noted that radio and television "can
reach more people quicker with the legitimate
news of the trip than all other media combined." It added that two electronic media
were important factors in election of Gen.
Eisenhower.
Maryland-District of Columbia Radio &
Television Broadcasters Assn., meeting in Baltimore, unanimously adopted resolution of protest against "this unwarranted exclusion of
two great news media" and sent protest off to
General Eisenhower by telegraph.
KOA APPOINTS PETRY
DON SEARLE, executive vice president and
general manager of KOA Denver, Friday announced appointment of Edward Petry & Co.
as exclusive national representative after
Dec. 1.
CHRISTMAS

SPIRIT

SATURATION plan being offered advertisers
by WNBT (TV) New York in special Christmas gift plan of 30-second spot announcements on morning, afternoon and early evening
programs, starting Dec. 1. Prices for announcements range from $20 to $100 each for
minimum of 15-18 days. For 18-day period, for
example, five-minute early morning segment
of Today, with eight availabilities — totaling
4 of 5 minutes — would total $2,280 and 15minute early evening Skitch Henderson program, with 20 availabilities, would total
$36,000.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

MAXWELL HOUSE DRIVE # Instant Maxwell House Coffee, N. Y., through Benton &
Bowles, also N. Y., will use short-term campaign in December in eight radio markets for
special pressure drive.
ADDS NEW MARKETS 9 Morton Mfg. Co.,
Lynchburg, Va. (Chapstick), which added halfdozen markets in November to its list of participations inpre-8 a.m. radio shows, will take
on four more markets in December. Agency:
Lawrence B. Gumbinner, N. Y.
13TH YEAR AS SPONSOR % Texas Co.,
N. Y., sponsoring Metropolitan Opera broadcasts for 13th consecutive year over ABC
Radio (Sat., 2-5 p.m. EST), starting Saturday
for 18 weeks. Agency: Kudner Inc., N. Y.
BOOK CLUB NAMES • Folia Society of
London, book club, names Wexton Co., N. Y.,
to handle its advertising. Radio will be used.
RED BAND RENEWS % General Mills Inc.,
Minneapolis (Red Band flour), renewing sponsorship of Joe Emerson's Hymn Time over
ABC Radio (Mon.-Fri., 3-3:15 p.m. EST), for
52 weeks, effective Dec. 22. Agency is Knox
Reeves Adv., Minneapolis.
CIGARETTE SPONSOR # Philip Morris
signs for sponsorship of My Little Margie on
CBS Radio (Sun., 8:30-9 p.m. EST), starting
Dec. 7 with Philip Morris Playhouse on Broadway moving from that spot to 9-9:30 p.m.
EST Wed. Firm also set to sponsor My Little
Margie on CBS-TV [B«T, Oct. 27], effective
Jan. 1, as replacement for Racket Squad
(Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m.). Agency, Biow Co.,
N. Y.
PILLSBURY BUYS © Pillsbury Mills signs
for sponsorship of Mon. 1:45-2 p.m. segment
of Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV (Mon.-Fri.,
1:30-2 p.m. EST), effective in December, in
addition to sponsorship of Tues., 1:45-2 p.m.
period starting Dec. 2. Six of program's 10
weekly quarter-hours have now been sold.
Pillsbury agency, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.

New
York
BBB
Plan for Christmas
Offers
TO PROTECT against usual pre-Christmas
advertiser and/or agency that arrangements
onslaught of unscrupulous mail-order "fast
have been made to handle refunds requested
buck" promotions, Better Business Bureau of
in accordance with the terms of the offer."
New York City recommended five-point plan
BBB said station cooperation last year "apto radio and TV stations Friday:
preciably reduced" number of consumer com"(1) That the station assure itself of the
plaints on Christmas mail-order offers, and
reliability
of
the
firm
or
agency
responsible
for
the offer;
that individual stations this year "have indicated a cautious attitude toward the accept(2) That the . actual item be examined in
ance" of such offers. Bureau renewed its offer
the light of claims made in the copy and the
to New York City stations to make available
copy be edited accordingly to insure accuracy
its
file information on previous complaints or
and to avoid exaggeration;
investigations, to conduct "shoppings" to de(3) That the station require that the distermine retail availability and price of items
tributing agency provide ample evidence that
similar
to
those offered in mail-order promoall orders can be filled and completed in time
tions, and to check commercial scripts against
for pre-Christmas delivery;
accepted BBB standards, previous offers, and
(4) That the closing date on the offer of
examination of item involved.
delivery;
the ad be early enough to assure pre-Christmas
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
(5) That assurance be obtained from the
November 24, 1952
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(Continued from page 5)

RTMA TO STUDY
SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION
WITH TV set production for 1953 estimated at
6.4 million, Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. board
voted Friday at its quarterly meeting in Chicago to take careful look at subscription
television.
For first time, subscription TV will be explored by special RTMA committee. RTMA
Chairman A. D. Plamondon Jr. is to name
committee members this week. No time limit
was set for report, indicating study will be
exhaustive.
Three-day meeting, which ended- Friday, also
formally endorsed educational TV stations.
Committee on educational TV is to continue its
study, though without services of Benjamin
Abrams, president, Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., who resigned as chairman of
RTMA panel.
Looking ahead to new administration, board
recommended that Electronics Div. of National
Production Authority be retained as separate
unit when NPA reverts to Dept. of Commerce.
Move to solve long-time servicing problem
was approved by board, which voted $80,000
for two-year pilot study at New York trade
school, privately operated. Industry advisers
will plan course and teach radio-TV servicing.
As for 1953 receiver output estimate, 6.4
million figure was average between estimated
low of 5.7 million and high of 8 million.
MD.-D.C. ELECTS OFFICERS
CHARLES J. TRUITT, WBOC Salisbury,
Md., elected president of Maryland-District of
Columbia Radio & Television Broadcasters
Assn'. Friday. Other officers named at meeting in Sheraton Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore,
were Charles E. Smith, WTBO Cumberland,
vice president, and Joseph L. Brechner, WGAY
Silver Spring, secretary-treasurer.
New directors also elected at meeting were
Alan W. Long, WFMD Frederick; Robert C.
Embry, WITH Baltimore; John E. Surrick,
WFBR Baltimore (retiring president) ; Earl
L. Boyles, WNAV Annapolis; Ben Strouse,
WWDC Washington; Eugene Juster, WRCWNBW (TV) Washington, and Tom Maguire, WCEM Cambridge.
KPBX

SALE

SALE of 1 kw daytimer KPBX Beaumont,
Tex. (on 1380 kc), from J. M. Gilliam and
associates to Joe B. Carrigan (as trustee for
Laura C. Fitzsimmons) and James King Smith
will be announced this week. Amount of purchase price not announced. Under name of
Smith Radio Co., Mr. Carrigan, as trustee for
Mr. Smith, is applicant for Ch. 4 in Beaumont
(see TV hearing story on page 71).

In this Issue—
RADIO AND TV rear up and start
battling for their reportorial rights
as Eisenhower Korean pool omits
electronic media. Page 23.
SIGMA DELTA CHI delegates concede
radio and TV deserve parity news
privileges but remind newspapers have
fought 150 years for their rights.
Page 23.
RETAIL prospects good, wages leveling off, end of controls looming,
says Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
economist. Page 2i.
DR. DuMONT, head of TV network,
denounces controlled telecasts of college football as restraint of trade.
Page 25.
NBC sets up unified sales command combining radio and TV under Vice President John K. Herbert. Page 25.
IF IT'S impact you're hunting, try short
commercials. Page 26.
TRANSISTORS, pea-sized substitutes
for vacuum tubes, to find first use in
studio gear, according to RCA.
Page 27.
BROADCAST Advertising Bureau plans
annual budget of $600,000, with rates
to be doubled. Page 27.
MAJOR

league baseball clubs deny conspiracy charges of defunct Liberty
Network. Will network be re-born?
Page 28.
HOUSE Commerce subcommittee to resume probe of radio-TV programming
Dec. 3-4, with FCC and advertising
agencies to be heard. Page 29.
SENATE subcommittee calls for overhauling of Voice of America. Page 62.
LIST of post-freeze TV grants reaches
122 stations. Uhf stations granted
Greensboro, N. C, and Johnstown, Pa.,
each now having one vhf outlet.
Page 71.
KOIN Portland, Ore., to appeal FCC
examiner's rejection of amendment to
TV application, other TV hearings.
Page 71.
EDUCATORS meet in Hershey, Pa., to
weigh plans for four educational channels allotted to Pennsylvania. Gov.
Fine appoints Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower to 20-man planning group.
Page 73.
Upcoming

ROBINSON

NAMED

BY ABC

THOMAS P. ROBINSON, director, Political
Sales Div. of ABC and formerly business
manager for ABC-TV network sales, named
regional manager for New York and New
England areas of ABC's radio and TV station
relations departments effective today (Mon.),
completing integration of these departments
under Alfred R. Beckman, national director.
Page 6
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Nov. 23-25: Public Relations Society of
America, Statler Hotel, Washington.
Nov. 24: Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters
annual meeting, Andrew Jackson Hotel,
Nashville.
Nov. 29-30: National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
(Other Upcomings on Page 38.)

Nick Zapple, Senate Communications expert,
during week of Nov. 10. After inspecting operation of KPTV (TV), first uhf to hit air, he
is convinced uhf can do coverage job even in
rather rugged terrain and will so report to
Senate Committee. He attests to good reception 40 miles away and "lookable" signal 100
miles away, marred by some snow.
PREDICTION made that 1953 will see at least
50 TV stations in Latin America supplement-'
ing dozen now in operation. One of newest —
XEQ-TV Mexico City — :now testing, has tower
13,000 feet above average terrain on Popocatepetal, and with 30 kw ERP expects to cover
200-mile area of 3% to 4 million people.
EMILIO AZCARRAGA, Mexican broadcasterimpressario, in Hollywood last week to negotiate with NBC on possible network affiliation
for upcoming XETB (TV) at Tijuana, to operate on Ch. 6 beginning about Jan. 1. Station
will serve San Diego area as well, and is
owned by Azcarraga, Romulo O'Farrill Jr. and
Jorge Rivera. Azcarraga and O'Farrill interests also own XELD-TV Matamoros, Mex.,
across from Brownsville, Tex., as well as individual radio and TV stations in Mexico City.
WHAT is significance in FCC ruling to grant
100 w night on regional 1280 kc to 1 kw daytimer KSOK Arkansas City, Kan., now on that
channel? (see story page 30). Some see precedent for other AM outlets to gain low power
night coverage of their immediate area while
others point to desire of certain fulltime outlets to go daytime in order to avoid night competition of TV.
NARTB
GROUP

COMMITTEE
INSURANCE

REVIEWS
PLANS

PROPOSED group insurance covering station
policies, designed to effect major savings for
industry, studied by NARTB Insurance Committee at Thursday-Friday meeting. Roger W.
Clipp, WFIL
Philadelphia, presided as committee chairman.
William Russell, insurance analyst, reported
group of underwriters interested in group
tower coverage with formal proposal expected
soon. Among types of insurance discussed by
committee are group life, libel and slander,
tower and retirement. Attending meeting besides Chairman Clipp were Harold Essex,
WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C; C. T. Lucy,
WRVA Richmond, Va., and Gilmore N. Nunn,
WLAP Lexington, Ky. Edgar Kobak, WTWA
Thomson, Ga., was excused.
STEP

TO

SPEED

HEARINGS

IN FURTHER step to liberalize procedural
requirements to expedite TV hearings, FCC
Friday amended Sec. 1.767 (b) of its rules to
permit proof of service of documents by means
of appropriate certificates in lieu of notarized
affidavits. This step helps applicants more
easily serve papers to other parties in their
proceedings. Change is one of several being
worked out by FCC with special committee of
Federal Communications Bar Assn.
KLIL ON

AIR

KLIL Esterville, Iowa, independent, took air
yesterday (Sun.) and expects to broadcast fulltime starting next weekend.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 106
BROADCASTING
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It Took

All

a

was

Patched

Peeper...

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. tor
6 P.M. Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru Sept., 1952.)

To win a naval victory. When Fleet Admiral Hyde Parker's part of a two-pronged
sea attack became becalmed, he signaled the other prong to retire. One-eyed Lord
Nelson, reluctant either to disengage or to disobey the order, placed his telescope
to his blind eye and truthfully claimed to be unable to see the signal. He continued
his attack and soundly defeated the Danish fleet off Copenhagen.
Even a half a glance will tell you how to out-maneuver the Omaha,
area, too. Just cock an opportunity-seeking eye at KOWH's position
Hooper chart averaged for the twelve-month period from October,
tember, 1952. You'll know who's in the best position to deliver your

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any
independent
America!
(Sept., station
1952.) in all

Council Bluffs
on the below
1951, to Sepbroadside!
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General Manager, Todd Storz; Represented Nationally By The BOLLING CO.
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In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, WMT has two
listeners for every one shared by all
other stations combined. The total number
of families listening every week is
338,480 (in 87 counties) . The last
Hooperatings indicated an evening share
of audience of 72.2; afternoon, 69.1;
morning, 80.4.
Iowa, with more than 4% billion dollars
annual cash income (half industrial, half
farm), is 97.6% radio saturated.
Eastern Iowa has one CBS radio outlet —
WMT. The station was established thirty
years ago. To keep in touch with farm
problems, WMT's Farm Service Director
operates a farm as a service project; many
farmcasts originate there. To keep abreast
of the news, the station uses UP, AP, INS
services, plus 38 Iowa regional
correspondents.
WMT sponsored a mechanical cornpicking contest last month in Riceville,
Iowa, 110 air miles from Cedar Rapids.
The station must necessarily have a wide
listening area — ten thousand people
attended.
A recent count showed 189 advertisers
using WMT spots in a month. 138 of them
are on a 52-week basis.
There's probably room for one more.
5000 WATTS, 600 KC,
Represented Nationally
by the Katz Agency
BASIC
Page 8
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KTNG, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald. Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Klelty.
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
M.
Seward; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Sales Manager; George L. Dant, Adv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sneehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant
ART
AND Auditor.
LAYOUT: Duane McKenn*.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Elwood M. Slee, Sheila
Byrne,
Ernest
Kanelopoulos, Betty Jacobs, Walter
Cotter.
NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza
5-8355. Florence
EDITORIAL:
Rufus Editor;
Crater, Rocco
New
York Editor;
Small, Agency
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine,
HEmpstead
8181; Ann
DavidThomas.
Glickman,
West Zone
Coast 28,
Manager;
Marjorie
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue): $9 00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
(54th issue): $9.00.
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subscription
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Estate.
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Advertising*
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•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
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Tape

on new

reel is improved

4 ways!

1 "DRY LUBRICATING" process gives you a tape that practically eliminates sticking, squealing and cupping ... a completely
dependable tape that turns in a flawless performance in extremes of heat and humidity.

V

Extra-large hub gives new "Scotch" Brand
reel exclusive advantages
LOWER ROTATIONAL SPEED produced by new larger hub
means less vibration, decreased machine wear. Recording
equipment stays on the job longer with fewer stops for repairs and adjustments. The new 2% " hub gives this 7"
reel approximately the same ratio of outside diameter to
hub diameter as the standard NARTB 103^ " metal reel.
Rewind speed is actually 10% faster than the ordinary 7"
reel despite the slower rotating speed.
CUTS TIMING ERRORS 50%! By reducing tension changes as
tape is spooled off, this new reel reduces timing errors to a
minimum.

2 100% SPLICE-FREE! Tape supplied on the new "Scotch"
Brand 7" professional reel is guaranteed to be completely
free of splices.
3 THINNER CONSTRUCTION allows a full 1200 feet of tape to
be wound on the new reel despite its larger hub. Magnetic
properties of this new tape are identical with "Scotch"
Brand #111-A, the industry's standard of quality.
4 GUARANTEED UNIFORMITY! Output variation of tape wound
on the new reel is guaranteed to be less than plus or minus
M db at 1000 cps within the reel, and less than plus or minus
Vz db from reel to reel.

REDUCES PITCH CHANGES! Using this new reel, you can
splice recordings of long musical programs with far
greater stability of pitch.
SEE YOUR

DISTRIBUTOR

FOR A SUPPLY

'SCOTCH" BRAND 7" PROFESSIONAL
AND NEW DRY LUBRICATED TAPE!

OF

REELS
MAGNETIC

TAPE

The terra "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn. —
also makers
"Scotch" General
Brand Pressure-sensitive
Tapes,
Coating, London,
"Scotchlite"
Sheeting,- "Safety- Walk" Non-slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" ofAdhesives.
Export: 122 E. 42nd
St., "Underseal"
New York 17,Rubberized
N. Y. In Canada:
Ont., Reflective
Can.
BROADCASTING
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some

spots

are

better

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right place

m

than

others

Freckle-faced kids and children with measles have no
control over their spot coverage. But national
advertisers do !
Today, through NBC Spot Sales you can get Radio or
Television Spot Advertising coverage in one to eleven
top markets. These lucrative business centers
account for nearly 73 billion dollars of retail sales — ■
or 48.2% of the national total.
For complete coverage of the healthiest markets in
the country, call NBC Spot Sales.
Source : Sales Management

MiCl

SPOT
SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Chicago Cleveland Washington San Francisco
LOS Angeles
Charlotte* Atlanta*
*Bomar Lowrance Associates

representing
TELEVISION STATIONS:
WNBW Wasliington
NBC
Portland, Ore.
KPTV
WRGB
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
New
WNBQ
WNBT
ChicagoYork
Los Angeles
KNBH
Philadelphia
WPTZ
Boston
WBZ-TV
WNBK
Cleveland
representing
RADIO STATIONS:
WMAQ
New York
WNBC
Chicago
KNBC
Sail Francisco
WTAM Cleveland
KOA
Denver
Washington
WRC

#
On/Jinm

SHOE

FITS... WEAR

#

#

IT!

RICHARD J. FARRICKER, account executive, J. W. MILLARD, ac
count executive and research director, and MARTIN B. RICE, service
man on Buick account, Kudner Agency, N. Y., elected vice presidents anc
assigned to firm's Detroit office. Mr. Farricker will serve as managei
there.
F. WINSLOW

STETSON Jr., vice president-account supervisor on General Foods account, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., tc
Sherman & Marquette Inc., same city, as vice president
WATSON F. BUHLER, group sales and advertising
manager, Block Drug Co., Jersey City, N. J., to Waltei
McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, as copywriter and con
tact man.
JOHN SANDBERY, account executive, J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, elected president of Chicago
Federated Adv. Club.

Mr. Stetson
GEORGE E. HOLMEZ, art director, Town Adv.: Phila.
to Hening & Co., same city.

Old Dobbin here is a nice old horse who is not

on all accounts

nearly as fortunate as you. The blacksmith
selects his shoe and Old Dobbin has no choice
but to wear it whether the shoe fits or not.
People are better off than old Dobbin . . . they
can carefully select their shoe from a wide
variety. But many people end up no better than
our horse friend because they buy the first shoe
that comes along, and often get a bad fit.
The same thing is true of some advertisers and
time buyers. They buy schedules on weak-sister
stations and the results are no more satisfactory
than a tight shoe.
Don't be a Dobbin! You don't have to get in a
"tight" shoe in the Oklahoma City market . . .
not when you can place a schedule on the best
cost-per-thousand buy in the market, KOMA —
the only 50 kw CBS outlet in Oklahoma, serving
you from a brand new quarter-million dollar
studio.

/fmy^mti/,"
KOMA
AFFILIATED WITH KTUL, TULSA RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
50,000

WATTS

J. J. BERNARD
Page 12
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in 1936
st to
— Midwe
in 1950
Dame
M s Notre
FRODalla
Southwest — suggests only part
of the road traveled by Philip
(Phil) McHugh in pursuit of his
interests in the radio and television
field.
As a student at South Bend,
Ind., Mr. McHugh grounded himself in broadcasting by a variety
of chores. He wrote, directed and
announced several hours of programs each week at the campus
studios of the CBS
outlet, WSBT. This
experience was to
stand him in good
stead later.

eluding variety and dramatic programs. Included were the Jack
Leonard Show and the Gay Nineties Revue. He also was associated
with the Columbia Workshop productions and the CBS documentary,
Twelve Crowded Months, which he
helped write.
When war broke out in Europe,
Phil McHugh was assigned as liaison between the CBS Network
Operations Dept. and the network's
news department. In that carectpacitythehe helped
European
dinews roundups aired
under the title,
World Today. He
was named
ciate directorassoand

Today,
after inservice with CBS
various capacities and
Columbia
a stint in Navy
ative on arepresentnumber
and radio production
of commercial profirm work, Mr. Mcthur
grams Godfrey
including and
ArHugh is director of
radio and television
Hit Parade.
for Tracy-Locke
Agency
Dallas.
he left CBS to acWith intwo
years
In September 1941*
mission, handling
under his belt at
cept a Navy
comNotre Dame and an
public
relations
work
adult education
and arranging special events for the
course in radio comMr. McHUGH
pleted at New York
four
major networks.
U., Mr. McHugh
Four years later Mr. McHugh rejoined CBS in 1938 as an apprenturned to CBS as a director on such
tice. He spent three months in
shows as Bouquet for You, The
research and new program ideas
before becoming an associate di- Janette Davis Program, Cinderella
rector on the CBS staff.
Inc., Sing Along, Let's Dance,
America and Robert Q. Lewis. HeUntil 1941, Mr. McHugh directed
(Continued on page 16)
all types of CBS sustainers, inBROADCASTING
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Obviously

beat

OUTSTANDING

# ♦ ♦

DONAL J. O'BRIEN, account supervisor, Procter & Gamble unit, Biow
Co., N. Y., elected a vice president of agency.
HENRIETTA F. KIESER, copy chief, Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha, elected
vice president in charge of creative writing.
RUTH JONES, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., media department, to Compton
Adv., that city, as timebuyer.
F. J. KNITTLE, vice president, Market Research Corp. of America, N. Y.,
to Robert W. Orr & Assoc., same city, effective Dec. 1.
DON JOHNSON, account executive, BBDO, Los Angeles, to Mayers Co.,
that city, in same capacity.
EDWARD KLEIN, executive vice president, Storm & Klein, N. Y., appointed advertising chairman, Federation Jewish Philanthropies of N. Y.
JACK HULL, account executive, Ben Bezoff & Co., Denver, to MacGruder,
Bakewell & Kostka Inc., that city, as radio-TV director.
ALAN HARVEY, copywriter, Walter McCreery Inc., Beverly Hills, to
Frank J. Miller Inc., Hollywood, as copywriter and TV producer.
E. A. BOLAN, copy chief, W. E. Long Agency, Chicago, to copy staff,
Fulton, Morrissey Co., same city.
EDWARD FIRESTONE to Lott Adv., Santa Monica, Calif., as head of
radio-TV department. DON MINOR and JOHN HEALEY added to
agency staff as account executive on automobile accounts and art director, respectively.
JOHN WIELAND, vice president of Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, resigns
Jan. 1 to join Pure Oil Co., same city, as general merchandising manager.

CITY
IN

COUNCIL
PEORIA

QUESTION

PLEASE

CARL SIGLER, general sales manager of Grove Labs., St. Louis, to
Gordon Best Agency, Chicago, as director of merchandising.

DOLORES

NICHOLAS

JACK V. SCHULLER

ASK

BRADLEY

to Post Adv., Chicago, as art director.

RAYMOND R. MORGAN Jr., account executive, WDSU-TV
to Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, in same capacity.
HOWE

Each week a panel of . experts broadcasts answers
to questions phoned in by
listeners.

Bradley University faculty members make their
knowledge available to
Peoriarea by answering
questions on the air.

to Russel M. Seeds Co., Chicago, as art director.

ROSENGARTEN & STEINKE Inc., Memphis, Tenn., elected to membership in Affiliated Adv. Agencies Network.

GEORGE

HOMES

TAXES . . . STREETS . . . PARKING — all vitally
important to Peoria people. Each week, WMBD convenes the city council in Peoriarea homes — a public
service for community improvement.

PAUL BENSON, head of media research department, Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., promoted to timebuyer on Procter & Gamble accounts.

RENEE BABITTS, Fashion Bureau of New York, to Friend-Reiss-McGlone, N. Y., as director of public relations department.

MEETS

New Orleans,

to art staff, Phil Gordon Agency Inc., Chicago.

JAMES THOMAS CHIRURG, president, James Thomas Chirurg Co.,
Boston, reappointed to U. S. Chamber of Commerce committee on advertising.

CASE

HISTORY

A dramatic narrative of
case histories of prisoners
in
Joliet penitentiary . . .
story.
the prisoner tells his own

These public service programs plus the industrial
community relations programs carried on WMBD
are representative of WMBD's service to the
community — another reason why all Peoriarea
listens to WMBD.

STORM & KLEIN Inc., N. Y., relocates at 331 Madison Ave. Telephone
remains Murray Hill 74460.
G. M. BASFORD

Co., N. Y., relocates on 21st floor, 60 E. 42d St.

JOE DOOLEY, public relations staff, Lewis & Gilman, Phila., father of
girl, Anne Marie, Nov. 2.
BROADCASTING
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PEORIA
FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

CBS Radio Network
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PORTLAND
/

OREGON
This is Portland, one of the fastest-growing markets in the
West, deriving its income from vast lumber, agricultural, industrial and shipping enterprises. Peopled by well-paid workers
who are accustomed to higher-than-average standards of living.
Principal city in Oregon and the heart of KGW's

coverage area.

More than 30 years of daily contact on a local
level, with thousands
in the KGW

area has brought this station the

kind of audience
DRUGGIST Gurth M. Cole, owner, Woodland Park Drugs, states,
"KGW's public service policy has
given surrounding communities
countless benefits through the
years, proof of a fine sense of public responsibility."

of prosperous families

every advertiser thinks of

as his ideal consumer

group.

KGW

IS the

voice of the great Oregon-Southwest

Wash-

ington market to a large share of the people.
Every program-day is planned
this friendly interest.

to maintain

Insist on getting your share of the business
in this growing area. Sell quick-to-respond
customers via KGW!

PORTLAND,

OREGON

REPRESENTED
Page 14
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Nationally

by

EDWARD

BROADCASTING

PETRY
&
Telecasting

OUTSTANDING

CHOICE

LUMBER DEALER K. R. Santee, Woodland
Park Lumber Co. owner, asserts, "Community service of the highest order has won
KGW its well-deserved position as Portland's favorite radio station."

Of

THE

RADIO

APPLIANCE MAN Leon A. Wadsworth of
Wadsworth's Plumbing and and Appliance
Store says, "Everyone in our area is a consistent KGW listener, depending on this
fine station for news of products and fine
entertainment."

AUDIENCE:

GROCER

KGW!

Hiro Takeuchi, owner of the

Halsey
Food Center,
"KGW's
series
of community
salutesreports
has been
the best
in
Portland radio history."

GROCER Mary Teresi, says, "KGW is our
choice! Customers constantly demand
products advertised over this great radio
station. It's a responsive audience in every
respect."

APPLIANCE DEALER, John M. Jerman,
Woodland Park Appliance Store, "This
great pioneer station has taken an interest
in our community that equals our own. We,
in turn, are enthusiastic backers of KGW!"

GROCER Al Erlandsen, of Al's Food Market, says, "Thirty per cent increases in sales
are the rule when nationally-advertised
CO.,

products go on the air via KGW!"

INC

BROADCASTING
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ILL.

FRED W. AMEND Co., Danville, 111. (Chuckles candy), to sponsor Hail
the Champ on ABC-TV alternate Sat., 11:30-12 noon EST, starting Dec.
27. Program will alternate with Derby Foods' Sky King. Amend Agency:
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago.
new

business

GEMEX Co., Union, N. J. (expansion watchbands), sponsoring Stork
Club on CBS-TV, Sat., 7-7:30 p.m. alternate weeks effective Jan. 3.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
SWANK Inc., Attleboro, Mass. (men's jewelry), sponsoring Steve Randall, detective series, over DuMont TV Network, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. EST.
Agency: Bert Goldsmith Inc., N. Y.

AMERICAN SOUL CLINIC Inc., Huntington Park, Calif, (religious
group), started Church in the Home on KECA-TV Los Angeles and
KGO-TV San Francisco, Sun., 11 a.m.-12 noon, for 52 weeks from Nov.
23. Agency: Arthur V. Jones Adv., L. A.
A/eturotk • • •
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit, renewing sponsorship of Your Land
and Mine news program featuring Henry J. Taylor, Mon., 8-8:15 p.m.
EST over ABC radio for 52 weeks, effective Dec. 15. Agency: Kudner
Agency, N. Y.
LEWIS FOOD Co., L. A. (Dr. Ross dog and cat food), started The
Hollywood Story on 26 Columbia Pacific Radio stations, Sun., 1-1:30 p.m.
PST, for 52 weeks from Nov. 16. Agency: Rockett-Lauritzen, L. A.

■fifenct/ •QppointmenU • • •
TRUMBULL ELECTRIC Dept., General Electric Co., Plainville, Conn.,
appoints Wilson, Haight & Welch Inc., Hartford, Conn., effective Jan. 1.
CHUN-WONG Inc., L. A. (Wong's frozen Chinese food), appoints
J. Walter Thompson Co., that city. W. C. LEWELLEN is account executive. Radio-TV is being used.
DODGE DEALERS Assn., Kansas City, appoints Scott Assoc., same
city. TV is being used and radio will be added.
CHRISTIAN HEURICH BREWING Co., Washington, D. C, appoints
Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, same city. Plans call for use of all media. Ac(Continued on page 50)
On All Accounts
(Continued from page 12)
also assisted in developing Sing It

f herever

o

Mr. McHugh left CBS in 1948
Again.
to accept a post with Brown Radio
Productions in Nashville, as executive producer.. He produced the
J ax All Star Jubilee, Light Crust
Flour Show, Lew Childre Show,
Second Spring, Hometown Review
and Purina Checkerboard Jamboree. He also helped build and produce the transcribed George Morgan Robin Hood Hoedown.
On Feb. 15, 1950, Mr. McHugh
joined Tracy-Locke Agency as
radio-TV director. Currently he is
producing Light Crust Doughboys
(with Hank Thompson), which has
started on 25 southwestern and
southeastern stations. He also is
producing the Welcome Neighbor
Show.
In addition to these duties, Mr.

you

there's

adio

. . . and wherever you go in
Western New York, Northwestern Pennsylvania or in the twobillion dollar Ontario area, you'll
find WGR is the most listened-to
radio station

CBS Radio
Network
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free & Peters, Inc.
Leo J. ("Fitz") Fitzpalrick
I. R. ("Ike") Lountberry
Page 16
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McHugh is responsible for supervision of southwestern-southeastern
radio-TV campaigns involving the
Borden Co., Mrs. Baird's Bread,
Imperial Sugar, Comet Rice, Maryland Coffee Club, Haggar Slacks,
Ireland's Chili and Barbecue Sauce,
Skillern's Drug Stores, AdletaRCA, King Candy and Budweiser.
Under Phil McHugh's guiding
hand, the agency pursues continuing research for advertisers to help
them select media best suited to
their needs. Staunch believer in
television, the Dallas firm keeps a
continuing cost-per-thousand check
on all radio-TV spot announcements and programs.
Claiming to be the first agency
in the Southwest to use and develop
station ID announcements, TracyLocke was in an excellent position
when network TV came to that
area. Mr. McHugh has had more
than an incidental role in the
agency's development to a point
where it now enjoys annual TV
billings of over $1 million compared to $250,000 when he joined
the firm.
BROADCASTING
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TO

SELL

THE

$3.5

BILLION

METROPOLITAN

and no comparable

NYC

and Chicago are bigger markets—

area is more effectively covered by a single radio

is heard 3 to 7 times a week

station. WNAX

MARKET

Land

Aggie

Big

POLIT AN

WNAX's

Till

ONLY

COUNTRY

in 80%

of the country-

of Big Aggie Land.

politan homes

• That's 267 counties in Minnesota, the Dakotas, Nebraska
• That's where

WNAX

averages

more

and Iowa.

than 3 times the share-of-

audience of its nearest competitor.
• That's where WNAX

has top rating in

97.3% of the 500 segments covered by the
1952 Diary Study.

THAT'S

WHERE
your Class A chainbreak reaches 20,000 radio homes for $1.
That's WNAX,

your sales message

where

tills fertile ground.

Further

information

from The Katz Agency.

70
-5
X
NA
YANKTON-SIOUX CITY

CBS
BROADCASTING
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Radio

570

KC

5000

WATTS
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feature

of the week

ti

Mister Gene Cogan
Marschalk & Pratt
New York City, N. Y.
Dere Gene:
How come you fellers let Wall St. get
to Chi. I seen a newspaper boss'
with desk
th' Wall
but
it come
frumI
th'
thing
St.
name
on
th'
Chi. Well sir.
h e e r d said
thet paper wuz
a story about
chemical
sales
Ov course, you
rilly Reportur
boomin'.
Esso
on WCHS with
fellers
has 580
th'
5,000 on
and
this you
here know
place
is th' fifth biggest chemicul
stuff
in
th'producur
hull
U.S.A.
Seems
like evrytime
I
radeo I heer a
Esso
turnnews.on Also
th'
seems like
evrytime
git
feller
th'
th' roadwithII see
my modul T on
Happy
shun.
Guess
an Esso
staEsso covurs
this
markit
WCHS, like
jist
likeYrs.a Algy.
blankit.
fer

CAMERAMAN Bob Hall aims WSPD-TV camera at (I to r) Mr. Evans,
Dr. Dowries and Mr. Stahl during telecast of credit course on Ohio history.
WOOPS

!!

Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRCs
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.

WRC

listening is up — way up.
Some very choice availabilities
in spots and programs are keyed

ionsuni-in
stating
o cast
the
try vide
tele
ONEthe ofcoun
versity courses for credit is
WSPD-TV Toledo, which began
two half-hour TV courses — one in
homemaking and the other in Ohio
history — on Oct. 15 at 9:45 a.m.
daily in cooperation with the U. of
Toledo.
The presentations are part of
Toledo U.'s adult education program headed by Dr. Arnold E.
Hanson. They were worked out by
Bob Evans, WSPD-TV program
director, with Murray W. Stahl,
university TV and radio coordinator.
The course in Ohio history was
planned in conjunction with the
state's sesquicentennial in 1953
and covers significant developments
in Ohio's chronology, including the

ballot issue of Ohio constitutions.
The course is being taught for two
hours' credit Monday, Wednesday
and Friday by Dr. Randolph C.
Downes, director of the Historical
Society of Northwestern Ohio.
The homemaking course was
planned to cover such topics as
table settings, furniture design or
millinery and occupies the Tuesday-Thursday 9:45 a.m. slot on the
WSPD-TV schedule. Dr. Helen
Marley, head of the university
home economics department,
teaches the one-hour-credit course.
Assignments are received and
returned by mail, with student
viewers taking final examinations
at the university. The courses also
are taken without credit and interested listeners are able to buy
study guides to follow the course.

Motorin',
WCHS

Charleston, W. Va.

to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this
market, and we know what we

t? Hit

can accomplish for a product.
We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.

4t*

strictly

th* Jatest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand oh that!
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS

filmed television enic.
publ"Providing
tertainment to what ultimately
must include every average home
in the nation," means, according to
Mr. Broidy, "that we shall be responsible, within the next decade,
for the introduction of new standards of living, dress and speech, as
a result of the indirect influence

FIRST in WASHINGTON

980 KC < 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18
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business
ident of William F. Broidy
presy-IDY,, Holl
tioF.ns BRO
duc
Inc.
Pro
M
IA
LL
WI
wood, and vice president in charge
of production for the new $1 million Vitapix Corp., lives a philosophy based on taking seriously his
responsibility to the American

MR. BROIDY
Within the next decade

upon audiences of all these."
No neophyte despite his 37 years,
Mr. Broidy pulled up his New England stakes for California in March
(Continued on page 52)

Ever Get That
"Tired" Feeling?
Take a Hp from little Bismarck
— you'll sleep like a baby if
you've put KFYR to work, selling families with the 4th highest buying power in the nation* ... in wealthy North
Dakota.
*SM 1951 Survey of Buying
Power.

BISMARCK. N. DAK." ,
5000 WATTS-N. B.C. AFFILIATE

Rep. by John Blair
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

College athlete turned WBT newsman, Phil Agresta
threatens to triple the rating of the next most
popular Charlotte radio program heard at the
same time as his "Carolina News." Score: WBT
15.1, next highest rating station, 5.9. (Pulse, 1952)
If competition threatens you in the Carolinas,
put in the first team— WBT

and WBT

local

personalities.

COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

CHARLOTTE,

Jefferson

NORTH

Standard

CAROLINA

Broadcasting

Company

Re preset? ted Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

rjh

A

NEW

Editorial

FORMAT

&

Advertising

r

fo

i we appear in our new typographical dress.
But the changes will be physical only; the news (whiie it is
news) will reach you as usual, every Monday morning.

Tha restyling ss tailored to make your readme e<m> yie me
"
z<=
type face, for maximum clarity. BCT
contain a brand-new feature section, specializing in "How To"
articles. No more "jumps" from front to middle or back. Bigger
The same kind of news will appear in the same relative positions every week (except for top spot news stories). Thus the
interests of all readers -advertisers, agencies, broadcasters, researchers, syndicates, packagers, trade groups, networks, sup:-!
,
'
be:;'mmm
'>*mem res *«•!! Ss- mc fut. The book will be side-stitched; the stock heavier and whiter.
pplying most modern techniques in the presentation of
s in radio and television, in tempo with the strides of
ve have been privileged to serve for 21 excitinq years.

More

in

Leading

Louisiana,

Jobbers

Arkansas,

Texas

Praise

Q. T. HARDTNER, JR., President
Ocean Coffee Co.,
Hardtner Lumber Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"KWKH is Ark-La-Tex's
favorite radio station"

KWKH

/very smart, progressive manufacturer
good

distributor can make

knows

that a

all the sales difference in

the world, in any market. That's why more and more
heads -up companies are not only working with the
very best jobbers and distributors available, but are
also asking their advice about local business conditions,
regional peculiarities, and
in each market.
HAROLD W. HARGROVE,
Sales Manager
Shreveport Beverage Agency
(Jax Division), Shreveport, SAYS:
"KWKH has been the greatest
single factor in building
demand"

They

the best advertising values

know

that local men

know

the

local picture best.
The

three men

at the left are among

the most

success-

ful distributors in Shreveport — the natural distribution
center for the big Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas area. Read
the excerpts we've taken from letters they've recently
written us — then ask your Shreveport distributor for
his recommendations on radio in this area!

JAMES E. CAWTHON, President
Shreveport Grain &. Elevator Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"For
have
used several
KWKH years
withweunfailing

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
Texas
SHREVEPORT

f

The Branham Company
Representatives

LOUISIANA
Arkansas

Henry Clay, General Manager

50,000

Watts

•

CBS

Radio

Vol. 43, No. 21
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Korean

Pool

for Ike Draws

Protests

RADIO-TV
EXCsion
viewers.
LUS
ION
test against such discrimination.
casters and telecasters face a simi^ RADIO and television, only on-theThere can no longer be any doubt
NBC President Joseph H. Mcf spot news media that tell history
lar
battle,
with
good
chance
of
sucConnell wired Gen. Eisenhower
that the country as a whole relies
! at the instant it happens, last week
cess if they act with discretion.
more heavily on radio and television
served notice they will fight for a that radio and TV problems "are
Rep.
Joseph
W.
Martin
Jr.
(Rfor news and major events than on
better break from the new Conseparate and distinct from press
Mass.), slated to be House Speaker
any other medium, and radio and
gress and the new Administration
and theatrical newsreels."
in the new Congress, added an entelevision representatives must be
in covering public events.
Confronted by rising pressure
couraging note to the radio-TV sit- able to obtain first-hand information
Significant development among a to bar them from covering current
uation when he disagreed with
if they are to discharge their obligaseries of incidents last week was
tions to the public.
happenings, plus arbitrary official
Speaker
Sam
Rayburn's
ban
on
raan industrywide protest against the rulings, and court decisions, the
dio and TV pickups from the House
We anxiously await your reconsideration. The existing proposal to
freezing out of radio and TV newselectronic media find their problem
of Representatives. Appearing on
cover your important mission with
men from the Korean trip of Presis receiving closer attention inside Man of the Week, Rep. Martin
one photographer, one newsreel
and outside the government.
ident-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower.
said he could not go along with the but
camera, and one press association
A few minutes after James C.
Last week the coverage question
flat Rayburn prohibition. He concorrespondent sets a dangerous precwas discussed on several occasions
tended the decision on radio and TV
Hagerty, the President-elect's news
edent and should not prevail.
secretary, had announced Thursday
— the Sigma Delta Chi convention
pickups of hearings and related
Mr.
telegram to Mr.
afternoon that a three-man pool in Denver, a broadcast debate on
proceedings should be left to indi- HagertyFellows'
follows:
would make the trip, protests
WWDC Washington (see story,
vidual committee chairmen. (See
Urge reconsideration your propostarted coming out of industry
story page 97.)
page 97) and the CBS-Television
sal for news coverage of Korean
circles. The pool, as announced,
Man of the Week.
trip. Respectfully suggest your proCBS President Stanton's protest,
will comprise one reporter, one still
Representing all sides of jouraddressed to President-elect Eisengram for three-man team does not
photographer and one newsreel
nalism, Sigma Delta Chi delegates
give radio and television adequate
hower, follows:
man.
at their national meeting (see story
opportunity to fulfill their responsiWe have been informed by James
bility as news media.
First to protest was Radio
this page) reminded radio-TV re- Hagerty, your press secretary, that
There
should be a radio correspondporters that the press had fought
Correspondents Assn. It was soon
radio and television may not assign
ent specially trained in techniques of
150 years to attain the full privijoined by NARTB, National Assn.
representatives to report your forthreporting including recorded
coming trip to Korea. CBS desires to radio (Continued
of Radio News Directors and netleges now enjoyed. There apon page 38)
work news executives. Within a
register the strongest possible propeared to be agreement that broadfew hours Thursday a whole series
of objections had come from executives and organizations, all concerned over what they felt was an
SDX Meet
unjustified omission of radio and
' TV Cqutione
CESS
fact. d
These°*included allusions to
EQUAL andAC
BROADCASTERS
telecasters
the press, Radio
achieved over 150 years
TV from the mission to Korea.
the bright lights and noise of TV
were told last Friday that they of newspapering.
Stanton, Kintner Objections
and to the desirability of a code
will acquire access to information
The report was drawn by a comof ethics for TV news handling.
mittee headed by Palmer Hoyt,
Industry reaction was uniform.
on a parity with the press as a
CBS President Frank Stanton
These were deleted, it became
natural evolution but not by elbow- publisher of the Denver Post. Raknown, after it had been pointed
their way into places they may
dio-TV viewpoints were representregistered "the strongest possible not ing
be wanted.
ed on the committee by Oliver out that TV does not require bright
protest against such discriminalights and that there exists the
That was the substance of a re- Gramling, assistant general mantion." He called it "a dangerous
ager of the AP, and William Ray, NARTB television code which deals
port submitted to the 33d national
precedent." ABC President Robert
with news handling.
convention of Sigma Delta Chi, director of news and special events,
Kintner expressed "great concern"
"Newsmen learned long ago,"
over omission of representatives
national professional journalistic NBC Chicago.
It was learned that the original
fraternity, in Denver. Implicit in
"of the two largest mass news
said the report, "that part of the
campaign is a natural evolution
media." Other network officials the report was the view that tele- draft was modified after Mr. Ray
took a similar stand.
vision particularly at this stage had proposed to submit a minority
of building slowly a public acceptance of methods and devices in
Addition of both a radio and a should mind its manners and not report taking issue with certain observations regarded as errors of gathering news, rather than to
expect the full privileges granted
television reporter to the Korean
force them upon those who are repool was asked by Harold E. Felluctant because of their unfamiliarlows, NARTB president. He pointed
out that reporters for the electronic
ity with and consequent fear of
new methods and gadgets.
media are highly trained in their
special type of work.
"Sigma Delta Chi certainly is
on the record that it is sympathetic
Hollis Seavey, president of Radio
with the contention that television
Correspondents Assn., referred to
should enjoy the same rights as
the pool as "an unprecedented deother elements of the press. The
cision denying representation" to
project of mapping a program of
radio and TV. He urged inclusion
education of public and federalof radio and TV in the party.
civil authorities alike and selling
Jim Bormann, WCCO Minnethem
will not be a popular one.
apolis, president of National Assn.
Nor will it include shortcuts. But
of Radio News Directors, said the
it will be the effective method of
pool plan "was discriminatory to
achieving TV goals, as has been
an alarming
degree." He
that
Gen. Eisenhower
in added
effect
the result in the newspaper field."
Contending that newspapers do
Mr. GRAMLING
Mr. HOYT
Mr. RAY
would be "turning his back on mil(Continued on page 36)
lions of radio listeners and televi. . . express views on media parity.
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GOLDEN

TO

NBC

Heads Spot Sales Research
APPOINTMENT of Richard W.
Golden as manager of sales development and research for NBC
Spot sales was announced Wednesday by H. W. Shepard, manager of sales development, advertising and promotion for the department.
Mr. Golden was formerly with
Lester Lewis Assoc., New York,
as a program producer and writer.
Previously he was administrative
assistant to the president of Theatre Network Television.

KMPC

Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Dick Wang
"Doris, darling, you would make me the happiest man in the world if
you would do me the honor . . . too much contrast . . . do me the honor of
becoming . . . no, that's the brightness . . . the honor of becoming my . . ."
Foreseen
RETAIL

SPIRAL

by Doherty

At D.C.-Md.

Meet

RETAIL business promises to continue upward next year but the momentum to wage increases already has slowed down, although still on the
upgrade, Richard P. Doherty, NARTB employe-employer relations department director and nationally known economist, told the Maryland-District
of Columbia Radio & Broadcasters *■
riod where private business action
Assn. Friday at the SheratonBelvedere Hotel, Baltimore.
wTill equal and then exceed government commitments as a basic eco"During the last few months, the
nomic force.
most typical wage increase in
Business Indicators
American industry has been at
about 5 cents per hour, with 7% of
In Mr. Doherty's opinion basic
new union contracts or renewals
business indicators "do not lend
carrying no regular rate advances,"
support to the rather popular current assumption that a downward
Mr. Doherty said. "The number
of
'no wage
will readjustment in production, emincrease
over change'
the nextrenewals
six months
ployment and sales will take place
but the overall average rise in
by
mid-1953."
He said the overall
straight-time rates will probably
business picture "will remain prosfall within a 2% or 3% range.
perous during the next 12 months,"
"However, with business holding up with retail trade up 59c to 10%
at current levels, such increases will over 1952 and Christmas trade excause a further upward pressure on
ceeding last year. Farm prices
will continue their gradual decline
operating- costs and a thinner margin of profit, especially in businesses
but increased acreage and larger
where payrolls are a substantial opercrops will provide the same level
ating cost item. Avoiding further ex- ting.
pansion in fringe or hidden labor of farm income, weather permitcosts will be necessary if manageHe anticipated an increased tenment is to minimize profit-margin
reductions in 1953."
dency for a buyer's market in autos, appliances, jewelry, real estate
Controls Relaxation
and consumer soft goods. Net profMr. Doherty predicted wage conits (before taxes) may be shaved a
trols will be washed up within five bit in 1953 except in companies and
months and probably much earlier.
industries able to expand volume
Price controls will be relaxed,
output or services to offset higher
withdrawn in specific areas and
unit labor costs, he said. Average
finally scrapped except for a few hourly wage rates will move up
critical commodities by late spring,
but at a slower rate than has been
he said. He estimated price ceil- true since June 1950, he predicted.
ings over a broad range of consumer goods and services will exKern Joins Geyer
ceed market price tags before the
end of winter.
GEORGE KERN, Benton & Bowles,
New York, has joined Geyer Adv.,
Whereas government spending
has been the major stimulant to also New York, as associate director of radio and TV media, Harold
business, employment and prices
since June 1950, Mr. Doherty deH. Jaeger, vice president and general manager, announced last week.
clared the nation is entering a pePage 24
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SALE

FCC Application Filed
APPLICATION for approval of
the sale of KMPC Los Angeles
from the estate of the late G. A.
Richards to screen-radio-TV cowboy star Gene Autry and KMPC
General Manager Robert 0. Reynolds for $800,000 less about $230,000 quick net assets [B«T, Nov. 17,
10] was filed with the FCC last
week.
FCC approval is asked for the
assignment of KMPC's license to
KMPC Inc., with Autry-owned Melody Ranch Enterprises Inc. as
51% owner; Mr. Reynolds, 40%;
Lloyd Sigmon, 3.33%; Wesley L.
Nutten
1.66%. Jr., 4%; Oren Mattison,
Mr. Autry will be president of
the new company; Mr. Reynolds,
vice president and general manager; Mr. Sigmon, vice president
and assistant general manager;
Mr. Nutten, secretary, and Mr.
Mattison, treasurer. Mr. Sigmon is
the present assistant general manager, and Mr. Mattison, auditor of
KMPC. Mr. Nutten is an attorney.
Other Autry Holdings
New to the transferee is Mr.
Autry, who already owns KOOL
Phoenix, KOPO Tucson, and KNOG
Nogales, Ariz. Mr. Reynolds increased his holdings from 7% to
40%. The other principals will
maintain the same stockholdings
they now have in the station.
In addition to the Richards'
estate, Frank E. Mullen, TV consultant and former NBC executive
vice president, is a stockholder.
He owns 10% of KMPC.
As an independent outlet, KMPC
operates on 710 kc with 50 kw day,
10 kw night. It was established
25 years ago as "The Station of the
Stars." For the past five years it
held a construction permit to increase its nighttime power to 50
kw, directional, but due to technical
difficulties it was found impossible
to meet the requirements laid down
by the FCC. Last September it
turned back the CP to the FCC
[B«T, Sept. 22]. KMPC is represented by H-R Representatives.

SCHECHTER
FIRM
Enters Pub. Rel. in N. Y.
A. A. (ABE) SCHECHTER, prominent news executive, announced
last week the formation of a new
public relations firm, A. A. Schechter Assoc., with
offices at 250 Park
Ave.,
York. is
Mr. New
Schechter
wTidely known in
radio, having
directed the news
operations
of both
ABC and Mutual
during also
a career
that
has
included service
Mr. Schechter
with Crowell-Collier Pub. Co., Associated Press, International News Service and the
old New York World among other
newpapers.
He resigned as a general executive of NBC preliminary to opening his new public relations firm
[Closed Circuit, Oct. 27]. He was
in charge of NBC's revolutionary
new television communication prouary.
gram, Today, a two-hour morning
show, from its inception last JanNews Reporting
Mr. Schechter
NBC's
world-wide
news organized
organization in
1935 and directed its operations
until he entered war service. During this tenure he was credited
with many innovations in newscasting, including the sale of Esso
Reporter, which pioneered the field
of radio news reporting under commercial sponsorship.
In 1941 he was named consultant
to the War Dept. Bureau of Public
Relations and subsequently served
on Gen. MacArthur's public relations staff in charge of communications for war correspondents. He
served in the Pacific area, attaining the rank of lieutenant colonel.
After the war he joined Mutual
as vice president in charge of news
and public relations. He resigned
in late 1950 to join Crowell-Collier,
where he became vice president in
charge of public relations, a post
he held until the first of this year,
when he moved back to NBC as a
general executive to handle special
assignments.

KROW

Contract

WHAT was reported to be
"the largest sale of block radio time in the history of
northern California broadcasting" was signed last week
between KROW Oakland and
Athur Murray Dance Studios.
The contract calls for use
of KROW facilities six nights
weekly between midnight and
6 a.m. and totals 1,872 hours
during the year. Russell,
Harris & Wood is the agency
with Ted Carlson representing KROW.
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Debate
DUMONT-NCAA
D/FFfR
THE NATIONAL Collegiate Athdeclared. "And this trade association says that television is detriletic Assn.'s (NCAA) football television program was denounced last
mental— the public and the alumni
week as an activity "in restraint have no rights in the matter."
Dr. DuMont charged that NCAA
of trade" that ignores "the public
interest" and defended on the other brandishes the threat of "boycott"
hand as a legal plan designed to
against any school that "dares to
protect college football and pre- violate" regulations. He contended
serve the overall college sports any school that planned to telecast
curriculum.
its games "is threatened with
These divergent viewpoints were
blacklisting by the NCAA" and
must submit or abandon its interpresented by Dr. Allen B. DuMont,
collegiate program.
president of Allen B. DuMont Labs,
and DuMont Television Network, in
He listed what he called the "two
the role of critic, and by Asa S. pet arguments" of the NCAA in
Bushnell, director of the NCAA TV
support of its plan: (1) TV must
Committee, at a luncheon meeting be restricted to protect college attendance, and (2) NCAA members
of the New York Football Writers'
must not succumb to what the
Assn. last Monday in New York.
Pointing out that the NCAA pro- committee calls the "irresistible
gram restricts the telecasting of lure of TV receipts."
college football to only one game
On the matter of gate receipts,
per week, Dr. DuMont declared this Dr. DuMont insisted, the commitis tantamount to telling the public
tee has never been able to prove
that "you may see this game we that television has had— or would
have chosen for you to see, but no have — "any lasting detrimental efother, no matter what your perfect on the box office." He declared
that "careful studies" of the situasonal desires may be."
In similar fashion, Dr. DuMont
tion— "including one that cost the
asserted, NCAA says to the TV NCAA $50,000 last year"— demonnetworks that "only one of you
may carry this game and the rest
of you are out of luck." Dr. DuMont charged that NCAA pegged
the price of this football program
SALES
"so high that only a few of the NBC
richest corporations in the land can
UNIFICATION of its radio and
afford to sponsor it."
television network sales staffs, with
"I submit that this is morally an accompanying organization of
and legally contrary to the con"sales units" to service clients,
cept of our American free enter- agencies
and
prise system," he declared. "It is
was
restraint of trade inappropriately prospects,
announced by
disguised by an academic cap and NBC last week

strated that "attendance declines
were more marked among colleges
where there was no television.. Dr.
DuMont referred to figures of the
National Opinion Research Center,
U. S. Dept. of Commerce, and last
year's mid-season survey by AP to
bolster his contention.
Dr. DuMont said he interpreted
NCAA's other reason for restricting television as meaning that the
committee "wants to save its colleges from the temptation of going
out and buying good football teams
in order to be assured of lucrative
television contracts."
Questions Reasoning
"That, it seems to me, is slander
of every educator and educational
administrator and every educational institution in the country,"
Dr. DuMont asserted. "Does the
NCAA mean that college presidents can't be trusted? Or does it
mean that college managements have so little control over their
own athletic departments than an
outside
agency stressed
has to take
over?"
Dr. DuMont
he was
not
quarreling with individual schools

Football

TV

Controls

or colleges. He added that, in the
final analysis, the schools should
decide whether to telecast all, part
or none of their games. But in any
eventuality, Dr. DuMont declared,
no undue pressure should be applied by NCAA.
In summarizing
his position, Dr.
DuMonttempt tocharged
"athamper that
and NCAA's
hem in television isa return to the Dark Ages
— an attempt to pervert science's
greatest contribution to communication and understanding into an
instrument that threatens the
public's freedom of choice and
the integrity of our educational
Mr. Bushnell defended his declaration that the NCAA 1952 television plan was legal by pointing
out that it was undertaken on the
system."of competent counsel." He
"advice
declared that lawyers have told
him that the test of legality in
this case revolves around the
"simple question of reasonable"As we understand
it," Mr.
Bushnell
continued,on "the
(Continued
page anti-trust
67)

ness."
Combines

Radio,

TV

UNIFIED
the three sales divisions and of the
work of the two staff divisions.
Walter D. Scott, who has been
national sales manager for the
radio network, becomes administrative sales manager. He will act
for Mr. Herbert in special sales,
policy and planning assignments,
and in departmental administrative
matters. Messrs. Frey and Scott
will both report directly to Mr.
Herbert.
Under Mr. Frey, each of the
three sales divisions will be headed
by a sales manager. They are:
Eastern Sales Div. — John Lanigan, formerly ABC vice president
in charge of TV sales, is leaving
that network to become manager
of this division. Walter Gross,
NBC sales representative in Detroit, will report to Mr. Lanigan.
Central Sales Div. — Edward R.
Hitz, who has been manager of the
Eastern Sales Div. for the NBC-TV
network, becomes Central Sales
Div. manager with headquarters
in Chicago.
Western Sales Div. — John T.

gown."
[B»T, Nov. 17].
.This year's NCAA TV series is
Under John K.
sponsored by General Motors on
Herbert, elected
NBC-TV.
vice president in
Would Fight Threats
charge of both
Dr. DuMont served notice that he
TV netwould fight vigorously any threat radio and
work sales last
to "the foundations of our incentive
Mr. Herbert
July, the reintesystem." He noted this system
grated departmade possible the support of interment will consist of three radio-TV
collegiate sports and went on to
accuse the NCAA of violating prin- sales divisions — Eastern, Central
ciples [of the free incentive sys- and Western — and two staff divitem] that made its existence possions, Merchandising and Sales Desible.
velopment &Services.
The attitude of NCAA, Dr. DuGeorge H. Frey, who has been
Mont continued, poses a paradox
and director of telebecause educators have praised vice president
vision network sales, was elected
television as "the most effective
vice president and sales director
means ever known for promoting
for both radio and TV, in overall
understanding and enlightenment
in almost every field." He cited charge of the selling activities of
statements filed with FCC last year
by more than 800 educational institutions and systems whose ultimate goal was some 500 TV stations "not alone for teaching students .. . but to acquaint the public with all of their activities."
"Yet here is a case of many of
these same institutions delegating
to a trade association — the NCAA
— the rights and obligations connected with one of their important
Mr. Dodge
Mr. MacGovern
activities— football," Dr. DuMont
Mr. Scott
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Mr. Williams

Williams, former western sales
representative for NBC-TV, becomes Western Sales Div. manager
with headquarters in Hollywood.
Frank A. Berend, who has been
in charge of network sales there,
moves to a new position on the
staff of John K. West, NBC Hollywood vice president.
Of the staff divisions, also under
Mr. Frey, the newly established
Sales Development & Services Div.
will be headed by George MacGovern, former administrative assistant to Mr. Herbert, while the
Merchandising Div. will continue
under the direction of Fred N.
Dodge, who established it.
Under Mr. MacGovern in the
Sales Development & Services Div.
will be: Frank Reed, former manager of Television Sales Service,
who becomes manager of Sales
Services for both radio and TV,
heading a department which includes aRadio Sales Services Sec(Continued on page b2)

Mr. Frey

Mr. Hitz
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OKLAHOMA

TIRE § SUPPLY

Short

l(T)
today's
levels,
W\ ADIO,
gives at
more
for cost
the money
than any. other medium of
advertising we have ever used."
Those are the words of the veteran advertising executive of the
Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co.,
which claims to be largest independent automotive chain in the
world.
The growth of that firm from a
single two-man store in 1918 to its
present stature of 207 stores in
four states has been intimately
connected with radio.
Always a believer in advertising,
Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co;
early discovered that many of its
customers were located in areas
that were not covered effectively
by newspapers.
An intensive study in 1934
showed that the 15 Oklahoma markets that it covered at that time
were at least half "rural." Residents in those areas were not seeing advertising in newspapers.
' As an experiment the firm appropriated $600 for radio to use
over, a four -month period oh one
stjatidn.
" "The success of this first radio
schedule was very gratifying," says
D. C. Sperry, advertising manager,
looking back on these early tests.
"The next year a second station
was added in another market, and
the radio budget was increased to
$3,000," he continued. "Again the

D. C. (Clem) Sperry, advertising manager of the firm. He superintends
placing of advertising on 58 radio
stations in the four-state area which
the company serves.
Page 26
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CO.'S EFFECTIVE

POLICY:

Commercials

for

Impact

ASTUTE use of radio is reflected in the 18-year growth of Oklahoma Tire & Supply
Co. From its first four-month broadcast test, the firm has steadily increased its use
of stations throughout the southwestern states that comprise its selling area. Otasco
and its agency carefully keep an eye on the type of program that interests the buyer,
maintain a constant aircheck on sales impact of its messages, and adhere to a
policy that short, to-the-point commercials do the best selling job.

success achieved with this new
medium was sufficient to induce
the company to go further into
radio as an advertising medium."
Year after year new stations
were added. In 1937 there were 16
stations on regular schedule. At
that time the firm used one 15minute musical program, Monday
through Friday at noon. This was
supplemented with spots at two
other periods during the day.
IN 1941 Otasco, a name by which
the company had become known
through its radio programs, discovered the intense interest in
news.
World events were occurring at
such a rapid pace that year that
the public was turning in ever increasing numbers to radio for
quick and accurate reporting. The
company bought all of the news
programs that were available in
all of its operating markets. By
the end of 1942 the news schedule
covered 31 stations throughout the
firm's four-state territory.
The decision to concentrate on
news proved to be the "jackpot,"
according to Mr. Sperry. Sales of
tires, auto supplies and home appliances soared. Company officials
were so pleased with this success
that they have continued with the
news format since that time. At
present they are using 58 radio
stations, located in 41 markets.
All of the regional and clear
channel stations in the area are
used as are 27% of the 250 w local
stations. One third of Otasco's entire advertising budget goes for
radio, a total of $160,000.
Advertising executives at Otasco
have discovered that they get best
result in sales by appealing to

their audience at times the husband and wife are together. All

Tulsa. The firm also handles much
of the research done on radio advertising.

advertising
copy is of
"pitched"
toward both. Because
this policy
they use three daytime time periods: 7 to 8 a.m./ 12 to 1 p.m. and
5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
To check the efficiency of this
system the company makes regular
surveys in specific markets with
special bargains not advertised by
any other medium and offered for
a very limited time only. The store
operators check the results and file
reports with the home office.
In addition air checks are made
in all markets by special crews.
Stations never are informed when
these checks are going to be made.
The entire history of the Oklahoma Tire & Supply Co. has been
an unusual one. The firm was
founded in a building with a 25foot front in Okmulgee, Okla. Other
stores were added in the border
states of Ax'kansas, Kansas and
Missouri.
In the 30s, the company expanded
into the "associated" store field.
These stores, each with an independent owner, now total 153. The
company owns 54 stores in the
larger markets of the four-state
area.

Early this year, the company
opened a new $850,000 general office and warehouse building in
Tulsa.
Mr. Sperry, who keeps a close
watch on the entire advertising
schedule, believes that radio copy
should be easy to listen to. The
company never uses long commercials and tries to get a "lot of selling appeal" into a few words. The
advertising department supplements its agency research with its
own and analyzes each station and
program before making a purchase.
BINAURAL SOUND
WQXR Program Sponsored
FIRST continuous sponsorship of
binaural sound reproduction was
started Nov. 16 over WQXR-AMFM New York with Harvey Radio
Co. Inc., New York, distributors
of radio parts, underwriting
weekly programs of WQXR String
Quartet (6:05-7 p.m. EST) for 52
weeks.
President Harvey E. Sampson
and Sales Manager Roy Nesch of
Harvey Radio acted for the sponsor in contract negotiations. Robert L. Krieger, assistant commercial manager of WQXR, was
account executive for the station.
Commercial copy throughout the
series will stress equipment of
Magnecord Inc., tape recorder manufacturer, apioneer in binaural
sound. System attempts to offer
to listeners the experience of action. tual presence in music reproduc-

ALLcompany
of the isstock
of the
parent
owned
by officers
and employes. Officers include:
Maurice Sanditen, president; Julius
Sanditen, vice president; Ely Sanditen, vice president, Herman Sanditen, treasurer; Carl Kerr, secretary; Samuel Minsky, personnel
director; D. C. Sperry, advertising manager; Abe Brand, sales
promotion manager.
The firm places its radio advertising through Watts-Payne Adv. of
BROADCASTING
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TRANSISTOR
FIRST use of transistors at broadcasting stations will be in studio
equipment, although eventually
scientists working with these tiny
semi-conductors hope to be able to
use them in transmitters in place of
power tubes, Dr. E. W. Engstrom,
vice president in charge of RCA
Laboratories, said Monday, following a news conference and demonstration at the RCA Labs, in
Princeton, N. J.
Session was a forerunner of a
series of technical conferences for
RCA licensees, to which more than
500 executives and engineers have
been invited, to be brought up to
date on RCA's progress in the development of transistors. Demonstrating laboratory model radio
and TV receivers and other devices powered by transistors made
from specks of germanium, Dr.
Engstrom stressed the experimental nature of these instruments
but commented:
"These demonstrations highlight
the fact that transistors are today
no longer entirely a research concern. They are, in the fields of
radio and television, an immediate
problem for advanced development
by industry engineers who can
learn how to put them to work in
evolving more versatile, smaller,
sturdier and eventually lower cost
equipment for industry and public."
Portable Set

c*ed g* RCA Sh™-8
VALUE
transistors to portable radios simitory were demonstrated, with conlarly reduced size and weight of
stant emphasis on the experimental
these units, without noticable
nature of the operations and on the
need for much more work before
change in quality in AM but lacking quite as much sensitivity in transistors can be mass-produced
FM, in the present preliminary
and before they can be used in
form of the transistor models.
commercial products. To expedite
Reduction of size does not mean
the developmental period, RCA is
much in an auto radio, but here
making four types of transistors
the importance of transistors is in available to other companies at
prices ranging from $14 to $25
power savings, the transistor receiver that was demonstrated needeach.
In addition to small size and low
ing only as much current as is used
by the two dial lights.
weight, the transistor has the advantage of ruggedness lacking in
In Tiny Transmitters
vacuum tubes, of immediate reUse of transistors in tiny radio
sponse without need for warm-up
transmitters was demonstrated by
time, and of the ability to operate
a wireless phonograph jack for conon very low power, producing very
necting aradio speaker to a record
little heat. However, Dr. Engstrom
player and by a roving microphonepointed out that transistors can
transmitter whose signal can be not
just be plugged into a system
picked up and amplified by any
in place of tubes but that their use
broadcast-band radio receiver
called for specially-designed circuitry.
within 25 feet of the transmitter.
A transistor ukelele and toy piano
Far from replacing the vacuum
were also demonstrated as was the
application of transistors to elec- tube completely, the transistor will
work side by side with the tube and
tronic computers.
The growing and refining of may even increase the tube market,
germanium crystals and the manuDr. Engstrom
said. will
"This
is the
because the transistor
allow
facture of transistors in the labora-

BAB

BUDGET

FORECAST that Broadcast AdMost spectacular of the tranvertising Bureau's annual operatsistor-equipped devices shown by
ing budget will pass the $600,000
RCA was a portable TV receiver,
mark by next March 31 was a highbattery-operated and tubeless exlight of BAB's annual membership
and board meeting in New York
cept for the picture — single-channel
operating receiver contained in a last week.
case no larger than that of a
Other activities were election of
portable typewriter (12 by 13 by officers and five new board memseven inches) and weighing only
bers, appointment of new key committees and revision of membership
27 pounds. Unit was said to get
dues structures.
good reception on its 5-inch screen
with its self-contained loop anPresident William B. Ryan pretenna up to five miles from the
dicted that station membership,
NBC-TV transmitter in New York
now at 690, will grow to about 750
and up to 15 miles when a small by the March 31 close of BAB's
rabbit-ear antenna was used.
fiscal year and that in the same
period more than $40,000 will be
Questioning whether anyone
added to the current $620,000 anwould want to own a small-screen
nual operating burget. He said
portable TV set, Dr. Engstrom said
145 stations have been added to
that the purpose of constructing
membership rolls during the past
the model was to test transistors
seven months.
in all TV receiver circuits to see
BAB Board Chairman Charles
what problems would arise and to
make a start on their solution. He
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria; President
predicted that through transistors
Ryan, Vice President Kevin B.
the size and weight of standard TV
Sweeney, and Assistant SecretaryTreasurer William L. Morison
sets could be reduced appreciably,
were re-elected.
with costs dropping to about twothirds of their present level (asPatt Is Treasurer
suming no further inflation).
John
Patt,
of the Goodwill StaUse of transistors in "walkietions, was elected treasurer to suc, the portable TV
lookie" equipment
ceed Allen M. Woodall, WDAK
transmitter such as was used at
ns,
Columbus,
Ga., and Simon Goldthe political conventio
resulted
man, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., was
in cutting the unit's weight to
elected secretary, succeeding Wilabout one-fourth and its power
liam B. Quarton, WMT Cedar
consumption to one-tenth ("An imRapids.
portant factor when you are carryJoseph Baudino, Westinghouse
ing your own power supply," Dr.
Engstrom noted). Application of Radio Stations, was appointed
BROADCASTING
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May

Hit

Dr. Engstrom examines 10 types
of transistorsstrations.
employed in demondevelopment of electron devices
now undreamed of. Many of these
devices will still require the work
of electron tubes and in quantities
that will continue to tax the manufacturing capacity of the electron
tube industry. Thus, as transistors
begin to replace certain tubes in
present electronic equipment, the
displaced tubes will find new jobs
in new devices made possible by
the development of the transistor."

$600,000;

chairman of the Executive Committee to succeed Edgar Kobak of
WTWA Thomson, Ga., and Kenyon
Brown, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.,
was named to succeed Mr. Patt as
finance chairman.
Five new directors were added
to the board. They were: Herb
Hollister, KBOL Boulder, Col.;
James H. Moore, WSLS Roanoke,
Va.; Arch L. Madsen, KOVO
Provo, Utah; F. Van Konynenberg, WCCO Minneapolis, and
Ward L. Ingrim, KHJ Los Angeles.
Dues Structure
The new dues for station members, following recommendations
advanced by the finance committee
after a four-month study, will be
based on a monthly payment equal
to the station's one-hour rate. The
change, which spokesmen said
eventually will mean an increase
in BAB income, is effective immediately but present members will be
protected at the current rate of
payment, which is based on onehalf of the station's highest published hourly rate (per month) .
New members who apply before
Jan. 31 will pay dues based on the
old formula as applied to rate
cards in effect Nov. 17.
The dues structure for station
representation firms and service
organizations also was revised, to
make the formula simpler.
The following were named to
serve with Mr. Baudino on the

Ryan

Re-elected

Executive Committee: William H.
Fineshriber Jr., MBS; Adrian
Murphy, CBS Radio; and Messrs.
Goldman, Kobak, Woodall and
Named to the Finance Committee
Quarton.
with Mr. Brown: John K. Herbert,
NBC; H. Preston Peters, Free &
Peters; George B. Storer, Storer
Broadcasting Co., and Mr. Patt.
Robert Swezey of WDSU New
Orleans was reappointed chairman
of the By-Laws Committee. Donald
W. Thornburgh, of WCAU Philadelphia, and Mr. Hollister were
named to assist him.
Gene Cagle of KFJZ Fort Worth
was named chairman of the Membership Committee, to be assisted
by Charles T. Ayres, ABC ; William
McGrath, WHDH Boston, and John
Meagher, KYSM Mankato, Minn.
Kobak Lauded
The board voted special commendations for Mr. Kobak for his contributions duringoftwotheyears'
service as chairman
Executive
Committee; for Mr. Patt, retiring
Finance Committee chairman, and
for out-going members of the
board: William Beaton, KWKW
Pasadena; George Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City; Eugene Katz, The
Katz Agency, and Theodore Streibert, formerly of WOR New York;
and for Messrs. Ryan and Sweeney
and the BAB staff for the bureau's
progress
to date.
Next board
meeting
is scheduled
in late March in New York.
November 24, 1952
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By 13 Teams
LBS
CHARGES
DENIED
CATEGORICAL denial was made
and shows a preference for these
erty's earlier petition for a temby 13 major league baseball clubs in signing over game broadcast
porary restraining order against
in Chicago Federal District Court
rights. The clubs deny this flatly.
the telegraph company was denied
last Monday that they violated
Liberty claims WU operates as by Judge Barnes.
anti-trust laws or participated in a common carrier under permissive
Answers were filed individually
an illegal conspiracy against the rather than compulsory powers of for each club and for three innow-defunct Liberty Broadcasting
dividuals. They include Ford C.
FCC regulations, thus making WU,
System.
as a permissive common carrier, Frick, National League president
Liberty last February filed suit liable to suit. If its power were
until this season and now Commissioner of Baseball; Warren C. Giles,
against the 13 American and Na- compulsory, the FCC regulations
National League president now,
tional League clubs for $12 million would have to be challenged.
under the Clayton and Sherman
The network claims the tele- and Will Harridge, American
Anti-Trust Acts, which carry triple
League president.
graph company, as a common
damages if the plaintiff wins. A carrier, is required by law to servNational League clubs named are
co-defendant, Western Union Teleice anyone, in or outside a ball the Boston Braves, Chicago Cubs,
graph Co., named in April, peti- park, in sending messages. Lib- New York Giants, Philadelphia
tioned Federal Judge John P.
Phillies, Pittsburgh Pirates and St.
erty's stand is that it was refused
Barnes for a postponement in filing WU service
because of broadcast
Louis Cardinals.
an answer, and will appear in court agreements between WU and the
American League teams involved
today (Monday) with its official re- ball clubs. Defendants claim Libare Boston Red Sox, Detroit Tigers,
ply to Liberty charges. All other deNew York Yankees, Philadelphia
erty's application for service from
fendants filed formal answers with
WU
"did
not
comply
with
applicAthletics, St. Louis Browns, Washthe court last Monday preparatory
able tariffs of Western Union on
ington Senators and Cleveland
to a January trial.
Indians.
file
with
FCC"
and
did
not
comply
Liberty charges restraint of with terms of agreements between
Both National and American
trade, and a conspiracy among the the defendant clubs and WU. Lib- League clubs are represented in
baseball clubs and Western Union
in keeping its Game of the Day
McLendon Asks
feature off the air by refusing to
supply games. This, LBS says,
Tariff Revision
LBS REBIRTH?
resulted in cancellation of station
affiliation contracts and several
FIRST glimmerings of a possible rebirth of the defunct Liberty Broadlawsuits. The alleged financial loss
casting System were seen last week when Barton McLendon, former cochairman of the LBS board, filed a petition with the FCC against Southforms the basis of the network's
immediate and irreparable damage
western Bell Telephone Co.
claim. It charges defendants
Petition asked the FCC to force *
thereby restrained the flow of in- Southwestern Bell to revise its who was the other co-chairman of
LBS.
terstate commerce, an essential
tariff for Class A lines (100-5,000
charge in presenting a federal
cps) to permit them to be ordered
Mr. McLendon's
anti-trust case.
counted that he had petition
asked forre-a
for six hours per day, seven days
quotation from Southwestern Bell
a week on a monthly basis. PreLegal Implications
for the noon to 6 p.m. use of Class
sent tariff, petition charged, reA lines and that Southwestern Bell
Defendants deny they are enquires that Class A lines be ordered
gaged in interstate commerce, but on a 16-hour per day basis.
offered only Class C lines (200Liberty's legal advisors believe in3,500 cps) on that basis.
Purpose of the six hour daily
terstate commerce is involved by
Since Class C lines are good only
requirement
is
to
establish
a
redefinition, although not actually
for
voice and for not over 250 miles,
gional network among KLIF Dalparticipated in. They claim deMr. McLendon felt that Southwestlas,
KELP
El
Paso
and
KLBS
fendants are liable inasmuch as
Houston, Mr. McLendon said. All
ern Bell's tariff was unjust and unLBS was engaged in interstate
reasonable. Dallas is 223 miles
commerce and was affected ad- are owned by Trinity Broadcasting
from
Houston,
El Paso is 573 miles
versely by the corporate de- Corp., owned by Mr. McLendon and
from Dallas and 677 miles from
his
son,
Gordon
B.,
who
was
presiHouston.
fendants' actions.
dent of LBS during its two year
He figured that to connect his
Because of Illinois' two - year
operation on a national basis.
three stations 16 hours a day with
statute of limitations, prior damClass A lines would cost $9,063 per
ages cannot be claimed by the
Network's Beginning
month. Same use of Class C lines
broadcasting company. Claims,
Genesis of LBS was in a 1948
therefore, are based on the period
would cost $4,110.75, Mr. McLensouthwest regional network which
don estimated.
following formal filing of the comcarried baseball games to affiliated
plaint against the ball clubs, Feb.
Requirement
that users order
In 1950, LBS spread na21, 1952. The amendment to the stations. tionally,
Class A lines for1 at least 16 hours
carrying major league
complaint, naming WU as a de- baseball games as the core of its daily discriminates against small
fendant, was filed April 11, 1952.
program service. At the end it and regional networks in favor of
the larger and more powerful netLiberty's basic charges concern
claimed more than 400 affiliates.
various agreements among the
works, Mr. McLendon charged. This
Inability
to
secure
the
rights
to
baseball clubs, between the Amerimakes
unfeasible
all the baseball games it needed, for localit or"economically
can League and the National
regional networks . . .
and the high cost of tranconti- from operating in competition
League, and between the clubs and
nental lines were the two basic with larger and more powerful netWU. It alleges all these contracts
works except if such local or reare illegal, and will attempt to causes for LBS' demise, Gordon B.
McLendon declared when he angional networks will operate close
prove that the entire basic patterns
to 16 hours per day. The larger netnounced cessation of LBS programare in conspiracy, stifle competiworks which operate for long
ming last May [B»T, May 19].
tion and encourage restraint of
periods
each day are thus afforded
trade.
LBS sued 13 major league basea competitive economic advantage
ball
clubs
for
$12
million
on
The network also alleges that,
over smaller networks such as that
directly or indirectly, each of the charges of monopoly and damages.
proposed herein by Trinity BroadAssociated with the McLendons
13 clubs controls, manages, owns
Corp."
New casting
program
sources are reor operates networks or stations, was H. R. Cullen, Texas oilman,
Page 28
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LOS ANGELES' Mayor Fletcher Bow
ron
(c) proclaimed
Nov. of16theas comedy
"Amos
'n' Andy
Day" in honor
team's 10,000th broadcast. Above,
Freeman Gosden (I), who portrays
"Amos," and Charles Correll who
plays the role of "Andy," are congratulated.
Chicago by Sidley, Austin, Burgess
& Smith and James E. S. Baker of
that
firm.McConnell
Liberty's and
attorneys
Thomas
James are
O.
Smith. Mr. McConnell has a record
of several successes in anti-trust
cases, one involving motion picture
distribution which was won in the
U. S. Supreme Court.
Detailed exhibits of all agreements between the clubs and WU
were included in the formal answers. Under present baseball
agreements, there are only three
broadcast rules. Major League Rule
1-D, which went into effect Dec. 7,
1946 and was rescinded Oct. 8,
1951, was in effect during the time
LBS was involved in re-creating
Gaines of the Day broadcasts.
The broadcast and telecast rules
agreed upon by the clubs gave
each club exclusive rights on games
from its park. A club could not
authorize broadcasts or telecasts
outside its home territory and
within another club's territory.
Home territory was defined as the
(Continued on page 66)

quired by many AM stations to
meet the "competitive challenge of
television," Mr. McLendon stated.
The Southwestern Bell tariff and
those of other AT&T subsidiaries
"make it economcially impossible
for AM stations to join together in
a network to meet the competitive
challenge of television except if
they operate for 16 hours per day
every day of the week or very close
to 16 hours per day," he said.
Mr. McLendon asked, therefore,
that the Commission institute proceedings under Section 205 and 208
of the Communications Act of 1934:
(a) to establish charges, classifications, regulations and practices in the
premises, which will be just, fair and
reasonable.
to require
to (b)
modify
Tariff the
FCC defendant
No. 24 so herein
as to
eliminate the discrimination against
defendant which exists by virtue of
that tariff and
(c)anttohereinorder
prohibit
defendfrom and
affording
undue
and
unreasonable preferences and advantages to any persons under its tariffs
relating to channels and program
transmission furnished in connection
with radio broadcasting.
BROADCASTING
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PROBE
RADIO-TV
HARRIS
HOUSE Commerce subcommittee
educational
foundations began last
Committee to Investigate TaxTuesday. The Select Committee,
resumes its probe into radio and
Exempt Foundations began work
last Tuesday. A House Select
headed by Rep. E. E. Cox (D-Ga.),
TV programming Dec. 3-4, it was
announced last week.
author of the resolution to investiCommittee to Investigate PornoThe schedule, prepared by Rep.
graphic Literature announced
gate foundations for "un-American
plans to begin hearings Dec. 1.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
and subversive influences," heard
a number of prominent educators
of the subcommittee, calls for the
Both the radio-TV program
FCC to be heard Dec. 3 and the
and experts. One, Dr. Vannevar
probe and the "dirty books" probe
American Assn. of Advertising
Bush, war-time chief of scientific
were instigated by Rep. E. C. GathAgencies Dec. 4.
ings (D-Ark.). Investigation of development, urged that the ComMeanwhile, one other probe got radio-TV programs was handed to
mittee recommend legislation reunderway on Capitol Hill last week
the House Commerce subcommittee.
quiring all foundations to make a
and a third was scheduled to be- Rep. Gathings was made chairman
complete annual report on income
TENTH straight year of sponsoring
gin next month. A House Select of the Congressional look into and grants made.
News With Henry Gladstone Sundays
on WOR New York is observed by
smutty literature.
No Witch-Hunt
(I to r) Mr. Gladstone; Dorothy Hill,
The two-day December hearings
Fears the foundation probe
Al Paul Lefton agency, and Robert
on radio-TV programs will coninto a witch-hunt, exCALIF. MEET
Cowen, vice president of A. Goodman
clude public hearings on the sub- would turn
pressed vigorously by opponents of
& Sons, sponsor.
70 Broadcasters Attend
the resolution, were allayed by
Hearings began last June, fol- Rep. Cox at a news conference last
NEW OFFICERS and directors of ject.
said, since it inlowing House passage of a resoluthe California State Radio and TV
volved atax he
angle.
Monday. Mr. Cox said that on the Committee,
Broadcasters Assn. were elected in
tion to look into the "morality" and
basis of the cooperation by foundaThe foundation hearings are extion officials as well as results of a
"offensiveness" of radio and TV
San Francisco last Monday. The
pected to run another three weeks.
study of answers to more than 600
meeting, in the Palace Hotel, was
programs, proposed by Rep. GathMembers of the Select Commitings. With the exception of a twoheavily attended by 70 broadquestionnaires, "I am less inclined
tee, in addition to Rep. Cox —
day sitting in New York, the Comcasters from all parts of the state.
now to point an accusing finger." who also headed the bitterly opmittee
has
held
all
its
hearings
in
A feature of the meeting was a Washington.
In answer to an inquiry concernposed FCC investigation in 1943 —
speech by Frank Stanton, CBS
ing the committee's intentions re- are: Reps. Donald L. O'Toole (DMajor complaints regarding radio
president, delivered before joint
N. Y.), Aime J. Forand (D-R. I.),
garding tax-exempt foundations
and TV have come from prohibi- whose grants are used in competimemberships of the association and
Brooks Hays (D-Ark.), Richard M.
tionists.
tion with private enterprise, Rep.
the radio and TV departments of
Simpson (R-Pa.), Angier L. GoodCox said that committee would not
the San Francisco Ad Club. Mr.
win (R-Mass.) and B. Carroll
Report Forthcoming
touch
that
aspect.
It
was
a
matter
Stanton spoke at greater length to
Reece (R-Tenn.). Harold M.
Completion of next month's hear- for the House Ways & Means
Keele is general counsel.
broadcasters in a "closed door"
ings will be followed by a final resession later in the day.
port, it is believed. Just what its
New officers for 1953 are:
nature will be cannot yet be deDecision Speedup
President, Arthur Westlund,
termined. Final report must be
KRE Berkeley, re-elected for a submitted to the House clerk before
second term; vice president, Wilthe beginning of the 83d Congress,
Urged at FCC
ABC-UPT
liam J. Beaton, KWKW Pasadena;
which convenes Jan. 3.
CAMPAIGN
to
persuade
the
Broadcast
Bureau
of
the FCC not to ask
vice president, Lloyd E. Yoder,
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
for oral argument on the initial decision proposing to approve the merger
KNBC San Francisco; secretarywill be the principal FCC witness,
of ABC with United Paramount Theatres [B°T, Nov. 17] got underway
treasurer, Paul R. Bartlett, KFRE
it is understood. Other Commislast week with meeting between Broadcast Bureau Hearing Chief
Fresno, also re-elected.
sioners may appear. AAAA PresiFrederick W. Ford and attorneys
Directors for 1953 are:
dent Frederic R. Gamble is schedfor the network and the theatre
(TV)
Los Angeles and WBKB (TV)
Gene De Young, KERO Bakersuled to appear to discuss advertis★
company, as well as CBS, Parafield, and Harry Maizlish, KFWB
Chicago and WSMB-AM-FM New
ing agencies' responsibilities for
mount
Pictures
and
Allen
B.
DuLos Angeles, both new; Les
Orleans, respectively) be renewed;
programming. A possible witness is Mont Labs.
Hacker, KVEC San Luis Obispo;
Gordon P. Brown, owner of WSAY
that a finding be made that ParaRochester, N. Y., who has been the
mount Pictures does not control AlEndeavor to speed up FCC's final
Ewing C. Kelly, KCRA Sacradecision is reason for unprecedented
mento, and John A. Kennedy,
len B. DuMont Labs, through its
networks' gadfly for many years.
move. No opposition is being posed
The study of philanthropic and
25.5% stock interests, and that
KFMB San Diego, all re-elected.
to Broadcast Bureau filing excepCBS be permitted to purchase
tions to Hearing Examiner Leo WBKB (TV) for $6 million.
Resnick's "clean sweep" but hope is
Date Effective
that oral argument, with attendant
tirely.
Initial decision will become efdelays, might be circumvented enfective 40 days after Nov. 13 unDecision as to whether he will or
less the Commission decides otherwise. FCC regulations permit
will not accede to requests to forego possible time-consuming legal exceptions to be filed and oral
step has not been made by Mr. argument requested within 20 days
of the date the initial decision was
Ford. He has until Dec. 3 to file issued.
exceptions
and
also
to
ask
for
oral
hearing.
The Commission is also being

NEW OFFICERS of California State Radio & TV Broadcasters Assn., elected
at one-day meeting last Monday in San Francisco, are (I to r) Les Hacker,
KVEC San Luis Obispo, and Gene DeYoung, KERO Bakersfield, directors;
Arthur Westlund, KRE Berkeley, president; Lloyd E. Yoder, KNBC San Francisco, vice president; Paul R. Bartlett, KFRE Fresno, secretary-treasurer; Harry
Maizlish, KFWB Los Angeles, director, and Leo Schamblin, KPMC Bakersfield,
retiring director. Not pictured were William J. Beaton, KWKW Pasadena,
vice president; Ewing C. Kelly, KCRA Sacramento, and John A. Kennedy,
KFMB San Diego, directors.
BROADCASTING
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It is believed that Mr. Ford will
file exceptions.
Hope of parties to two-year-old
Paramount case is to convince FCC
that final decision should be issued
at earliest opportunity. General
consensus is that Commission will
accept initial decision in toto.
Decision proposed, in addition
to grant of the merger, that Paramount Pictures and United Paramount Theatres licenses (for KTLA

importuned to make a quick decision on Zenith Radio Corp.'s petition for a hearing on Chicago's
Ch. 2 [B«T, Oct. 27]. CBS asked
that the Zenith petition be denied
or, if not denied, that the WBKB
license be conditioned so that CBS
will be protected in event Zenith
wins the channel. WBKB operates
on Ch. 4, but is under order to
move to Ch. 2 in line with the FCC
Sixth Report and Order [B*T,
April 14].
November 24, 1952
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JOINT billing on TV film panel
at the Boston U. celebration was
shared by (I to r) Film Producer
Chertok and NBC Vice -President
Sarnoff.
CANADA

TV POLICY
Change Indicated
OPENING for privately operated
television stations in Canada was
indicated last week as the Canadian Parliament started session at
Ottawa.
The government announced it
will consider applications for television stations in all centers except Toronto, Montreal, Ottawa,
Vancouver, Winnipeg and Halifax.
The action was taken to extend
television quickly and as widely as
possible in Canada.
Funds were asked to expand TV
service in the above listed cities.
Disclosure that private enterprise would be given some privileges in Canada was deemed the
most important domestic issue
settled in the speech from the
throne, read by Governor-General
Vincent Massey. The speech announced the government "is now
prepared to consider applications
for licenses for private television
broadcasting stations."
This marked change in government policy was ascribed by observers -to the expansion of United
States television service to cover
heavily populated Canadian areas
near the border.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. announced Thursday that Al Ouimet
had been named general manager
of CBC to replace Donald Manson, who retires at the end of the
year.
Mr. Manson will remain with
CBC in the capacity of consultant
for one year. Succeeding Mr. Ouimet, who leaves the assistant
general manager's post, will be E.
L. Bushnell, director of general
programs.
NLRB Orders Election
NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board has ordered an election
among carpenters and set erectors
at Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Los Angeles (motion pictures for TV), to
determine their bargaining agent.
Unions are the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
(AFL) and Studio Carpenters Local 946 of United Brotherhood of
Carpenters & Joiners (AFL).
Page 30
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Cited by Top Figures
At Boston U. Event
DURABLE
RADIO
NEVER has a new medium, once it has become generally accepted, gone
out of existence, NARTB President Harold E. Fellows told a group
celebrating the fifth anniversary of Boston U.'s School of Public Relations and Communications Nov. 14 [B*T, Nov. 17].
President Fellows made the
uation comedy and documentaries,
statement to support his viewpoint
★
he
said.
on "Why Will Radio Continue as
Both panelists saw a big advana Major Communications Medium?"
tage for TV filming in flexibility of
— subject of a panel studded with
programming, which allows the
talks by two other leaders in the
sponsor to select the time he preradio and TV field and which reachfers, and permits editing and reed the same general conclusion.
doing of scenes.
The NARTB president, opening
with definitions of radio's role in
the public interest, as a public convenience and as a public necessity,
described the medium's growth
from 400,000 sets in 1922 to 105
million today. "All but 2% of the
people listen to radio," he said.
Others on the panel were Harvey
Struthers, manager of WEEI Boston, and Robert Saudek, director
of the Ford Foundation Radio-TV
Workshop.
"What can television do that radio can't do better?" asked Mr.
Struthers, describing radio's efforts, in the face of TV inroads, to
improve its offerings both to public and advertiser. Radio offers
advertisers, at a cheaper rate,
audiences all over the country and
a continually improving technique,
said Mr. Struthers.
'Lack of Imagination'
Mr. Saudek indicted radio, including university stations, for
what he called its failure to utilize
its full educational powers, saying
the medium showed "a lack of
imagination." Television, he said,
must take over much of radio's field
and will find special fields for itself,
although he said, radio will continue to be important.
In a panel on "Developments in
the Use of Film in Television,"
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC vice president, and Jack Chertok, president
of Jack Chertok Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, shared joint billing.
Mr. Sarnoff saw no threat to
home broadcasting by the advent of
theatre video. "If 8,000 theatres
holding 1,000 people each were
filled for theatre television, that
would eliminate only 8 million from
a potential audience of 60 million
which we now have," he said.
He described technological developments in electronic filming
and simultaneous sight and sound
recording on tape as two new
methods which will bring greater
development of good filmed pictures. He also reported excellent
audience response to such top documentary and educational features
as the Ford Foundation's new
Omnibus and the weekly series,
Victory in the Pacific.
Mr. Chertok predicted Hollywood
and New York would become TV
film making centers, with Chicago
a possible third. Types of shows
shown to be good for filming are
westerns, dramatic half-hours, sit-

700 W NIGHT
Given on Class III Ch.
THE FCC re-interpreted one of its
regulations last week when it
reversed a hearing examiner and
granted KSOK Arkansas City,
Kan., permission to operate nighttime with 100 w on Class III regional frequency 1280 kc. KSOK
operates on that channel with 1 kw
daytime at the present time.
Examiner turned down KSOK's
bid in 1951 on the grounds the station didn't meet all the requirements for exceptions to the rule
which requires minimum 500 w
operation on regional wave lengths.
Last week's decision by the Commission declared that an applicant
did not have to meet all requirements— it could prove the 500 w
requirement was uneconomic or engineeringly impracticable.
Other two requirements for exceptions to the 500 w specification
are (a) no other transmission facilities to cover the town, and (b) no
local channel available. These, presumably, must be both met. Although station made no major effort to prove inadequate economic
support for 500 w operation, it had
stressed that 3-element array necessary to meet engineering practicability, at cost of $35,000, was
impracticable. Difference between
that and non-directional 100 w operation was 1,200-1,500 people.
With 100 w nighttime power,
non-directional, KSOK estimated it
will cover 98% of Arkansas City's
12,752 people and 13,565 people to
its 8 mv/m interference-free contour.

PANELISTS (I to r) WEEI Manager Struthers, NARTB President
Fellows and Ford Foundation
Workshop Director Saudek talked
on radio at the Boston U. observance.

VOTE

UP 30%

In 40-City Radio-TV Poll
INCREASE in the total vote during the recent Presidential elections averaged 30% above 1948 in
the 40 cities that have reported to
NARTB their part in the nationwide radio-TV campaign to bring
out a record vote.
These cities show a total vote of
12,388,699,
fifth
of the representing
national votesabout
cast. oneThe

figure compares with 9,647,670
votes in the same cities in the 1948
Presidential election.
Radio and TV have been credited
by American Heritage Foundation
with a heavy share of responsibility for the big turnout of voters
[B»T, Nov. 10]. The vote rise in
the 40 reporting cities compares
with a national increase of 25%.
Figures from broadcasters are
being compiled by John H. Smith
City
Jr., of NARTB.
Vote figures for the 40 cities, as
reported to NARTB by radio and
TV stations in those areas, follow:
1948 Vote 1952 Vote
Birmingham
48,220
24,639
Little Rock
70,500
37,904
Los Angeles
San
Diego
1 ,749,632
263,922
209,413
365,000
San Francisco
2,140,000
359,134
883,518
Hartford
Wilmington
1,091,764
120,442
97,722
Jacksonville
108,777
Miami
181,554
222,000
Atlanta
59,755
114,410
Indianapolis
89,697
204,013
270,853
177,639
140,401
Fausra Puffenberger
Louisville
363,356
Boston
351,132
Detroit
FAUSTA M. PUFFENBERGER,
693,273
844,397
345,813
289,062
Minneapolis
144,113
61, secretary to FCC Comr.
174,288
St. Paul
122,600
Omaha
97,953
Robert Bartley, was killed
294,693
Rochester
181,453
159,191
231,618
Thursday night by a bus near
Syracuse
Akron
Commission headquarters in WashCharlotte
24,725
Winston-Salem
1 77,767
90,382
ington. Miss Puffenberger, native
33,185
170,000
351,172
50,972
of Seneca County, Ohio, joined FCC
Cincinnati
303,273
Cleveland
527,428
680,000
in 1934 as secretary to Comr.
Columbus
196,896
232,785
179,886
Dayton
147,691
Bartley, then head of the Tele244,662
Portland,
192,133
PhiladelphiaOre.
946,182
graph Division. Miss Puffenberger
Chattanooga
from 1937 to 1940 was secretary
885,279
28,000
74,608
Knoxville
41,196
to the late Comr. Thad Brown and
57,974
Memphis
137,097
Dallas
in 1946 became aide to General
37,643
Nashville
64,186
187,299
111,206
87,489
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone. She
Fort Worth
Houston
94,038
125,000
60,778
285,000
117,287
rejoined Comr. Bartley's office
San
Antonio
Wheeling
Salt
Lake
City
60,000
when he was named to the Com142,378
124,556
Seattle
297,065
mission in February. Burial is to
Milwaukee
34,172
380,081
37,201
be in Bryan, Ohio, following serv430,000
TOTAL
ices in Washington today.
263,846
9,647,670
12,388,699
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PERCENTAGE OF "AT HOME AND AWAKE"
TIME SPENT USING THE RADIO, WEEKDAYS,
IN THE HOME ONLY

IOWA

WOMEN

SPEND

TEEN-AGERS, 12 TO 18

CHILDREN, 4 TO II

18.7%

32.8%

HALF

THEIR
The 1952 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey

NEARLY

TIME

WITH

offers new proof of radio's tremendous, penetrating
impact on Iowa families and Iowa living.
In the 1952 Survey, each of 1,164 families kept
an "In-Home Activities Diary", quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, the day following their interview.
The diaries showed, among many other things, that
radio-listening is by far the most dominant activity
in Iowa homes. Iowa people depend on radio not
only for recreation and entertainment, but also for
most of their news, their farm and market reports,
their home-making hints, their cooking recipes,
their religious and educational inspiration, etc.
Radio reflects life, in Iowa.

RADIO!

Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff
personally interviewed 9,143 families for the 1952
Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and marketing man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of the
1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will be
sent you free, of course.

t/or
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

WIHI©

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

POLITICAL TIME
JHSNHi
1
SHEPPARD
ASKS
To Retain Rebroadcast Cut
New Post-Election Claims
PROTESTS over the political
REP. HARRY R. SHEPPARD (Dtime issue which generated heat
Calif.), previous critic of network
during the closing days of the
programs practices, petitioned FCC
last week to reinstate the station
Presidential campaign still were
on fire last week.
reporting provision of the modified
rebroadcast rule, withdrawn by the
Newest participants were the
Commission following petitions of
American Civil Liberties Union
protest by major networks, NARTB
(ACLU) and KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
and stations [B»T, Nov. 3]. Rep.
Okla., as well as local Democratic
Party individuals.
Sheppard charged he had not been,
AGGREGATE of 185 years of service to WCKY Cincinnati are represented
properly served with the petitions
KOTV (TV) has refuted fresh
by these employes, who were awarded diamond "microphone" pins by the as required by FCC rules.
charges filed with the FCC that it station
for more than 10 years. President-General Manager L. B. Wilson
discriminated against the Demo(center, r) presents pin to George Moore (center, I), account executive with
Rep. Sheppard asked the Comcratic Party in the allotment of 23 years, dean of the group. Others and years service (I to r): Arthur Gillette,
mission to restore the original protelevision time toward the end of chief supervising engineer (19); Bud Spenlan, control engineer (16); Mrs.
posed requirement that stations
the campaign.
must report within 10 days the reaEssie R'upp, continuity and music director (15); Thomas Ware, maintenance
son for refusing permission to reMeanwhile, ACLU showed an
(16); Adrian Lentz, control engineer (12); Paul Sommerkamp, sports editor
broadcast their programs. This
interest in the Democrats' elec(10); Charles H. Topmiller, station manager (21); Mrs. Jeanette Heinze, trafthe licensee was retion eve protest that ABC refused
fic manager (21); Alex Sanford, maintenance (11); John E. Murphy, news di- burden upon
when FCC issued the
to grant them time to reply to a
rector (10); Robert Fleming, promotion manager (10). Gold pins went to eight modified moved
rule a fortnight ago.
other staff members for five to ten years service.
Walter Winchell broadcast allegThe
Congressman
also asked
edly endorsing Gen. D wight Eisenhower [B*T, Nov. 10]. Protest
that amendment of FCC's rebroadwas filed with ABC and FCC by COLUMBIA NAMES
'Pre-Merger' Assignment
casting rules include a clause simiStephen A. Mitchell, Democratic
lar to the following:
Three New Executives
ROBERT M. WEITMAN, who
national committee chairman.
No
station shall refuse authority for
is slated to become vice presiSERIES of executive appointments
the rebroadcast of a program broadcast
In the KOTV case, the Commisdent in charge of program
at
Columbia
Records
Inc.
was
anby it over its facilities, unless such
sion had received a complaint
originating
the network
nounced last week by Paul Wexler,
and talent development for
with
which station,
it may beor affiliated,
paid
from half a dozen local Demoboth
radio
and
television
in
vice
president
and
director
of
sales
the
major
cost,
to
purchase,
or to precratic Party members claiming the
produce and
prothe proposed merger of ABC
station had violated Sec. 315 of and merchandising, on the heels of
grampare,
in question
and present
no majorthe
portion
of such
costs were
defrayed
by
any
and United Paramount TheTerry Southard's appointment to
the Communications Act. They
other person, firm, corporation or
national sales manager effective
asked FCC to probe KOTV pro- Dec. 1.
sponsor.
atres, last week got a "pregramming practices.
"I wish to inform the Commismerger" assignment. CurChanges, also effective Dec. 1,
rently aUPT vice president,
In a telegraphed reply to FCC's
sion," Rep.authorized
Sheppard insaid,
"that byI
have been
writing
are Div. Manager Bill O'Boyle to
he was named executive prorequest for comment, Helen Maducer
and
chairman
of
the
supervise
Columbia's
Canadian
disover
165
broadcast
station
licensees
ria Alvarez, KOTV general mantribution, and New York, New
talent committee of the cereof the Commission, to testify in
ager, stated crimination
there between
wasEisenhower
"no dis- Jersey and Connecticut territories,
their behalf, that these stations
bral palsy telethon scheduled
and Bill Nielsen, Chicago Div.
favor the enactment of rebroadcast
and Stevenson on TV" and said manager, to be sales manager for
by ABC's WJZ-TV New
York on Dec. 6-7. Under
program logs would reveal a five- Okeh Records. Another shift places
legislation similar to that outline
minute differential in the time
normal FCC procedure, the
Stan Kevan, merchandising mantelethon dates will precede
given to both parties. She promager for Popular Records, as genHe tionalso
ised a further letter explaining
final action by the Commisdid notcharged
reflect NARTB's
the desirespetiof
eral merchandising manager of the
sion on the pending merger.
the station's position.
firm.
all
member
stations,
"hundreds
of
Leonard H. Goldenson, presabove."know nothing about the petiDouble Protest
which
ident of UPT, is president
tion and many of which strenuously
of
United
Cerebral
Palsy
The protest was two-fold, al- WKRC SALES
Assn.
leging KOTV (1) cancelled a
object
to the
contents."
Gordon
Brown,
owner of WSAY
Stevenson address Oct. 28 without
Taft Reports Increase
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
and longtime
notice, to air a "beer program,"
DAVID G. TAFT, vice president
network program control opponent,
KSJV SALE
although the Governor had been
John Poole Buying
earlier petitioned for review of the
scheduled, and also suddenly car- of Radio Cincinnati Inc., and managing director of WKRC CincinFCC action [B*T, Nov. 17].
ried an Eisenhower talk earlier,
nati, announced last week that time
SALE of KSJV Sanger, Calif., for
although it had not scheduled it in
sales for the past six months (Mayadvance; and (2) had maintained
$75,000 to John H. Poole, owner of
Oct.) exceeded by 21. 6% a similar
KBIG Avalon, Calif., was an- CBS-TV Documentary
a practice of carrying other Stevnounced last week. It is subject
enson talks without advance publi- period in 1949, a peak year.
Mr. Taft pointed out that 1949 to FCC approval. Station is li- CBS-TV will present what was
cation in program schedules.
described as the first full-hour
ACLU reported it had asked for was the last year that Cincinnati
censed to Radio Sanger Co.
documentary prepared for and by
a copy of the Winchell script and radio stations were comparatively
Sellers of the 1 kw daytime sta- television next March when it
free of video competition. He added
promised to support the Demotion on 900 kc are Earl J. Fenston,
broadcasts "Resources for Freenow, "In a market of 500,000,
crats' protest "if the facts are as that
Fresno attorney, and his son,
dom," the recently concluded report
having seven radio and three TV
Mr. Mitchell stated them." ABC
had contended that it offered to stations, WKRC . . . national sales James Guthrie Fenston. They are of the President's Materials Policy
are up 24.8% and local sales up buying KNGS Hanford, Calif, for Commission. Commission, created
carry a rebuttal to Mr. Winchell
to study the materials problem of
$150,000 plus, from Samuel and
during a newscast and, although
the U. S. and its relation to the
Harriett Beaubaire. Overall purthis offer was rejected, did give 47.4%."
free nations of the world, was
chase includes the Hanford Daily
"comprehensive coverage" to the
FTL New Switchboard
headed
by William S. Paley, CBS
Sentinel, Hanford Journal (daily)
Democratic claim via both ABC
board chairman.
DEVELOPMENT
of
a
Television
and
the
Kings
County
News
radio and ABC-TV.
Mast Switchboard for increased
(weekly) with total price at $606,Officially, FCC has acknowledged
operating control and flexibility 000. Under FCC multiple ownerreceipt of Mr. Mitchell's complaint,
last week by FedMathews to D-F-S Post
ship rules, Messrs. Fenston must
noting the presentation of all views was announced
eral Telecommunications Labs.,
NORMAN
MATHEWS, TV film
as the yardstick of fairness. Un- Nutley, N. J., research associate dispose of KSJV.
production
supervisor
at Ruthrauff
Mr.
Poole
also
operates
uhf
exofficially, both the FCC and Demoof IT&T. The unit permits chan&
Ryan,
New
York,
moves to
perimental
TV
station
KM2XAZ
cratic National Committee have
neling six separate inputs to six
Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, that
Los
Angeles
and
has
applied
for
destinations
by
means
of
indirect
written off the protest as acacity, as manager of radio and
uhf Ch. 53 at Fresno.
relay switching.
television commercial production.
demic [B»T, Nov. 17].
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Small

Remember

wonder.

.

.

when microphones were big as china plates and twice

as fragile? See what a difference research and experience have produced.
Spot radio has developed in much the same way. Gone are the hit-or-miss
techniques, the waste motion of yesterday. Today, the spot business
is a complex and vastly efficient science. And its foremost practitioner —
by virtue of twenty years of growth, study and front-line experience — is
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Today, we're 81 people — all radio people. There are 22 account executives,
with six years' average local-station experience behind them ... so they
know station operation from the inside. (Our department heads have been
around, too. They have an average of 1 3 years in radio! )
The account executives are bulwarked by the biggest research, sales
service and promotion departments in spot ... so they have at their fingertips all the information you need to engineer a successful sales campaign.
They'll give you complete information on 1 3 major markets . . . provide
the best availabilities for you . . . and show you just how many
men, women and children your sales message will reach. (You can also
predict your results with considerable certainty. For the 1 3 stations
we represent are "Radio's Royal Family." Each one delivers the largest
average total-week audience in its market, month after month!)
Small wonder then that advertisers and their agencies find CBS Radio
Spot Sales gives them better service . . . insures bigger results.
Call us when we can do the same for you.

RADIO

SPOT

SALES

Representing Radio's Royal Family: WCBS, New York — WBBM, Chicago — KNX, Los Angeles
WCAU, Philadelphia-WEEI, Boston -KMOX, St. Louis -WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul
KCBS, San Francisco — WBT, Charlotte- WRVA, Richmond -WTOP ', Washington- KSL, Salt Lake
City — WAPl, Birmingham — Columbia Pacific Radio Network — Bonneville Radio Network

Equal Access
(Continued from page 23)
not fear television as a competitor
that will "chase them out of business," the committee said that
newspapers discovered that they
thrived, rather than died, with radio. "History has repeated itself
with the advent of the third major
medium, television."
A spirited discussion of the whole
issue of direct broadcasts and telecasts of news events occupied the
closing session Thursday afternoon. Moderator was Clifford F.
Weigle, journalism professor of
Stamford U. Participants were
Frank E. Mullen, former executive
vice president of NBC; Jack Foster, editor, The Rocky Mountain
News; E. Ray Campbell, attorney
and president of the Denver Post,
and Mr. Ray.
"It is only a matter of time until radio and television will be allowed access to public functions of
government," Mr. Ray declared.
These media, he argued, can so
arrange their technical equipment
that they will be no more intrusive
than a reporter taking notes. "We
want the same rights as the press,"
he asserted.
Agreeing with Mr. Ray, Mr. Mullen said that radio and television
"are just as much entitled to get
the news as anyone else."
Proper Attitude Urged
Mr. Mullen urged newspapermen
not to regard radio and television
as antagonists or as competitors.
"What you are going to permit radio and TV to do," he said, "is
what you're going to permit the
press to do," because freedom of
the press is "a common problem."
In presenting the viewpoint of
a practicing newspaperman, Mr.
Foster declared himself as "unequivocally opposed" to broadcasts
or telecasts from courts, committee
hearings, or Presidential news
conferences. They would tend, he
argued, to "freeze the news at its
source" by making the danger of
verbal slips more pronounced than
at present.
As the second newspaperman on
the panel, Mr. Campbell disagreed.
While pointing to the obstacles radio and television must overcome
to obtain equal rights with newspapers, he said that he would "not
be unhappy if radio and TV people can get themselves included by
the courts" in the term "press."
He pointed out that only one court
thus far has upheld the rights of
radio and TV to broadcast legislative proceedings.
Newspapers do not have unlimited rights to gather the news, Mr.
Campbell explained. They are limited by the "inherent power of the
court to control the courtroom,
notwithstanding the freedom of the
press clause." The legislature, he
continued, also has the right to
punish summarily any infringement of its powers to carry out
its functions.
Mr. Foster argued that admission
Page 36
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WWSWMOVE
'Thaw'
MOVE toProds
speed Court
up court onconsideration of its appeal from FCC's Sixth
Report and Order which fixed TV
channel assignments in the U. S.
was
taken last week by WWSW
Pittsburgh.

AMVETS Comdr. Marshall E. Miller (third from I) presents Sigma Delta Chi
officers a resolution commending radio, TV and the press "on their consistently good presentation of the Korean war news during the hectic and demanding days of the election." At presentation in Washington's Shoreham Hotel
were (I to r) Theodore F. Koop, Washington news director, CBS Radio;
Howard L. Kany, AP's Washington Bureau; Comdr. Miller, and John C.
O'Brien, Washington Bureau, Philadelphia Inquirer.
of radio and television into Presidential press conferences might
cause the President to abandon his
weekly press conference rather
than face batteries of microphones
and cameras.
Mr. Ray answered that "we
don't want to go into the President's press conference" because
radio and television recognize the
limits this might impose on the
free utterances of the Chief Executive. From the floor, however,
Eugene Cervi, publisher of Denver's Cervi's Journal, said he
thought radio and television should
enter the press conferences to "end
the danger of paraphrase."
Mr. Cervi referred to the reports
following the unsuccessful effort of
the President to seize the steel mills
in which it was alleged that President Truman felt he had inherent
powers to seize even the press if
necessary. Mr. Cervi said that the
presence of radio and television at
the conference would have eliminated the controversy.

AD CLUB REVIEW
L. A. Panel on TV Slated
CURRENT status of the TV business will be reviewed by a panel
tomorrow (Tuesday) at the 40th
anniversary meeting of the Los
Angeles
Ad Club at that city's
Hotel Statler.
Panel, moderated by Donn
Tatum, ABC Western Div. director of TV, comprises Klaus Landsberg, KTLA (TV) Hollywood,
whose topic is on price and value
of the medium; Al Simon, head,
Al Simon Productions, Hollywood,
and producer, NBC-TV's I Married
Joan film series, on producing films
for TV; Nat Wolff, vice president
in charge of radio-TV production,
Young & Rubicam, New York, on
"Advantages of Package TV
Shows"; Hal Roach Jr., vice president and executive producer, Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City, on producing TV spot commercials.

LABOR
ACT
Court Studies Sections
FUTURE of the anti-featherbedding provisions of the Taft-Hartley Act are in the hands of the
Supreme Court, after oral argument last week on two cases involving made work. Supreme
Court's ruling is expected to be of
significance to broadcasters.
One case involves the American
Federation of Musicians' attempt
to force
Gamble
Enterprises'
ace Theatre
in Akron,
Ohio, to Paluse
musicians when "name" bands performed on the stage [B«T, Oct. 20].
The other case involves the setting
of "bogus" type by printers. This
involves the setting of type for advertisements which are submitted
to newspapers in matrix form.
The National Labor Relations
Board appealed to the Supreme
Court in the theatre case, when a
Cincinnati Court of Appeals overruled its decision that Gamble Enterprises did not have a case
against AFM. The American
Newspaper Publishers Assn. appealed aChicago Court of Appeals
decision that the Taft-Hartley Law
did not bar payments for "bogus"
typesetting.
In the course of the argument
by Cleveland attorney Frank C.
Heath in behalf of Gamble Enterprises, Justice Robert H. Jackson
observed that Congress failed to
meet the question of made work
when it passed the Taft-Hartley
Law. "Congress walked up to it
and then backed away," he said.
"It has been unwilling to solve
theAt economic
problem."
issue is the
interpretation of
Section 8(b) (6) of the labor act.
This makes it an unfair labor act
for a union to force payments for
work "not performed or not to be
performed."
TUBE Dept. of RCA has launched a
series of electronics symposiums designed to acquaint equipment manufacturers with RCA's present and
future plans for the development and
application of a wide range of electron tubes, semi-conductor devices
and component parts.

Station filed a petition with
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington, D. C, to dispense with the
need for the FCC to file its "voluminous and cumbersome" record in '
its June petition for review of the
non-assignment of Ch. 4 to Pittsburgh [B«T, June 16]. Record
is not necessary to make a finding,
WWSW said.
Instead, WWSW asked the court
to order briefs to be filed on the
case by 30 days after Dec. 1. If
the court will not do that, WWSW
asked that a pre-hearing conference be ordered to determine
whether or not the filing of the
record in the three-year-long TV
freeze leading up to the issuance
of the thaw order last April [B*T,
April 14] cannot be avoided.
At the same time, WWSW petitioned the court for permission to
amend its June petition in order to
bring it up to date.
Facts Related
In a copy of the amended petition, which accompanied the motion
for leave to amend, the facts concerning the FCC's assignment of
Ch. 4 to Irwin, Pa., [B*T, Nov. 3]
were related. This assignment
specifically forbade Pittsburgh applicants tohowever,
apply forpermit
Irwin'sappliCh.
4. It did,
cants from Braddock, Pa., to apply.
This discriminates against Pittsburgh, in favor of Braddock,
WWSW averred. It filed a motion
with the FCC two weeks ago to
17]. the effectiveness of the Ch. 4
stay
assignment to Irwin [B»T, Nov.
In its original petition for the
court to review the Pittsburgh station's grievance, WWSW emphasized that although Pittsburgh is
162-odd miles from the transmitter
of WLWC (TV) Columbus, Braddock was 169.31 miles distant.
FCC rule specifies minimum of 170
miles for co-channel separation.
It called on the court to find that
the FCC's reasons for not assigning Ch. 4 to Pittsburgh or Braddock are improper and to remand
the case back to the FCC for a
redetermination.
The WWSW appeal to the court
from the FCC's Sixth Report and
Order was the first such taken.
At one time there were five appeals in of
thethecourts,
FCC's
revisions
table but
of assignments resulted in two being withdrawn. As of now there are four
in the
courts,
the latest Ind.,
beingwhich
that '
of
WSAL
Logansport,
questioned the legal basis for the
"inflexibility" of the Commission's
table of assignments.
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Independent

In

the

Retail

Baltimore

station

programming, merchandising
and production departments
behind this great food event.

more has turned to Baltimore's
promotion -minded, knowhow station, WFBR, to make
sure their Annual Food Show,
held at the Fifth Regiment
Armory in Baltimore, goes
over with a bang.

The result? Every year, bigger

Every year WFBR has thrown
the full weight of its promotion,

crowds, more exhibitors, better
displays — and firmer loyalties,
friendship and cooperation between the 2765 members of the
Independent Retail Grocers
Association and WFBR.
To the left, you'll read what
Joseph Manning, executive
secretary of the Association
thinks of us. Elsewhere, a list
of food and allied accounts
we've carried this year.

"WFBR's know-how and showmanship have been invaluable to our
Association for over 16 years by their
cooperation in our Annual Food Show

One last word: it's more true
today than ever, for real showmanship, solid merchandising
and active, day-in, day-out
promotion, you need

-just as independent grocer cooperation has helped make WFBR dominant
in grocery and allied products merchandising."
(Signed)

ABC
BASIC
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

NETWORK
• 5000
WATTS
NATIONALLY
BY
JOHN

• Telecasting

say:

for

Every year since 1936, the
powerful Independent Retail
Grocers Association of Balti-

Grocers

us!

LET'S
AT

THE

LOOK
RECORD!

The following food and allied accounts
have been on WFBR
Nestea Jinoy 1952:
Becker Pretzels
CloverlanrJ Farms Dairy Peter Paul Candy
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
J. H. Filbert
Schmidt Baking Co.
Coca Cola
Kress Farm Dairy
National Biscuit Products
Koester Bakery
Griffin Shoe Polish
Hellman's Mayonnaise
Esskay Products
Albert F. Goetze, Inc. Kool Cigarettes
Renuzit
Hendler's Ice Cream
Baltimore Spice Co.
Cornfetti
Levering Coffee Co.
McCormick & Co.
Pan American Coffee
Greenspring Dairy
Bureau
Wilkins Coffee
Planter's
Rockwood Peanut Oil
Park
Royal Sausage
Dunloggin Dairy
Seven
WheatiesMinute Pie Crust
Pepsi ColaDairy
Breeze
Delvale
Grass Noodle Soup
Camel
Fab Cigarettes
Florida Citrus
Commission
IvoryWashington
Soap
G.
Coffee
Ivory Flakes
Ivory Snow
La France
Nucoa
Sterling Salt
Ward Baking Co.
Ralston
Rival Dog Food
Windex

Holiday Coffee
Junket
Lifesavers
Lipton Tea
Chesterfields
Birdseye
Satina
Jeli-0
Bab-0
Frostee
Chase & Sanborn Coffee
Corn Kix
33 Bleach
Preen Floor Wax
Drano

IN BALTIMORE,
MD.
BLAIR
& COMPANY
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Radio-TV Excluded from Ike Pool
(Continued from page 23)
voice interviews. There should be a and television — have been omitted
television cameraman in addition to from the pooled news coverage of
your Korean trip. Confident that this
newsreel cameraman since techniques
here differ markedly too.
is an oversight in plans, we respectfully request that you include in this
Believe radio and TV have qualiorder
first
the
of
fied as news media
news pool both a radio and television news representative to round
and merit equal consideration.
Realize this would require carry- out the coverage of your visit along
representatives of the press,
ing two more passengers but believe with pool
and newsreels.
interest of American people in get- stills,
NBC President McConnelPs wire
ting full report on trip would compel any reasonable expedient to make to Gen. Eisenhower follows:
this possible as long as the safety
Respectfully request reconsider arof the President-elect is not jeorangements for coverage your propardized.
posed trip to Korea. Realize there
are
numerous
difficulties but no
Mr. Seavey wired Mr. Hagerty
provision made for the two biggest
as follows:
mass communications mediums, radio
Radio Correspondents Assn. re- and television. Our problems are
spectfully protests unprecedented de- separate and distinct from press and
cision denying representation to re- theatrical newsreels. We earnestly
porter representing radio and televi- hope our industry will be properly
sion media Korean trip. Strongly recommend addition of radio and TV represented.
Thomas F. O'Neil, president and
pool correspondent.
board chairman of MBS, sent this
Mr.
Signing this protest with
message to Gen. Eisenhower:
Seavey, who represented MBS,
It is certain that millions of citiwere Richard Harkness, NBC;
zens who depend upon radio news
Marand
CBS,
Willard F. Shadel,
coverage in keeping abreast of imAgronsky,
tin
ABC.
portant events are being unfairly
Mr. Bormann sent the following
treated by the exclusion of a radio
protest to Mr. Hagerty on behalf correspondent on President - elect
Eisenhower's forthcoming trip to
of the radio-TV correspondents
Korea. Therefore, we urge that argroup :
rangements be changed to provide
This office has been advised that for the appropriate radio representradio and television newsmen will ative.
be excluded from the group that will
Witting Joins Others
travel with the General to Korea.
Chris J. Witting, director and
We understand that the press and
newsreels will accompany the General general manager of DuMont Television Network, joined officials of
and report his trip on a pool basis.
If this is the case, the NARND re- other networks in urging that
spectfully reminds the General that television be represented on the
this would appear to be discrimina- General's Korean trip.
tory to an alarming degree.
Sig Mickelson, director of news
We urge you to point out to the
General that through this omission of and public affairs, CBS-TV, said:
radio and television, he will in ef- "It is a serious error not to allot
fect be turning his back on millions television a position of equal imof radio listeners and television
portance to that of other media.
viewers. Please present these rep- The television industry should cerresentations as strongly as possible,
urging reconsideration of present
tainly protest."
Imposition
of a news blackout on
plan.
the Korean trip for security reaABC President Robert E. Kintsons was announced Thursday by
ner sent the following telegram to Defense Secretary Robert A. LovGen. Eisenhower:
ett. His statement, which he said
We note with great concern the had the approval of Gen. Eisenreports that representatives of the
hower, follows:
two largest mass news media — radio
The President - designate of the
United States promised the American
people he would go to Korea. He is
going to Korea some time in the future.
The security of the President-designate is of paramount importance
to the people of the nation as well as
^
to the peoples of the free world. In
ng
upcomi
Nov. 23-25: Public Relations Society of order to assure him all possible proAmerica, Statler Hotel, Washington.
tection during his coming trip to the
Nov. 24: Tennessee Assn. of Broadwar zone in Korea, it is necessary
casters annual meeting, Andrew
to observe the following precauJackson Hotel, Nashville, Tenn.
tions :
Nov. 29-30: National Assn. of Radio
Farm Directors annual convention,
1.
There
will be no published schedConrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
ule of the trip at any time, includDec.
1-2:
MBS
Affiliate
meeting,
Atlanta.
ing departure date, arrival in Korea
Dec. 1-3: National Assn. of Radio News
or departure from that country.
Directors convention, Cleveland.
2. No news reports of the PresiDec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
dent-designate's activities will be
Dec. 3-4: Southeastern Television Con- cleared through the Korean theatre
ference, under WBTV (TV) auspices, of operation until after the PresidentCharlotte, N. C.
designate leaves Korea. News coverDec. 3-4: House Commerce subcommittee resumes investigation of raage will be arranged by theatre comdio-TV programs, New House Ofmanders, probably on a pool basis.
fice Bldg., Washington.
I sincerely trust that the American
Dec. 4: NARTB Radio Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
people and the American press, radio,
Dec.
Miss.4-5: MBS Affiliate meeting, Biloxi, television and newsreels will realize
Dec. 5-6: Educational TV conference, the necessity for such precautionary
measures and that they will cooperate
Indiana U., Bloomington, Ind.
Dec.
8-9: NARTB TV Board, Cat Cay, with the Department of Defense in
Bahamas.
Dec. 8-9: MBS Affiliate meeting, Dallas. carrying them out.
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Not Keystone Comedy
KTBC-TV START
Set for Thanksgiving
FOUR days ahead of schedule,
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., will commence operation Thanksgiving Day
with coverage of the traditional
football game between Texas U.
and Texas A&M. Game will be
sponsored by Humble Oil & Refining Co.
Announcement by Manager J. C.
Kellam also stated that construction was speeded when an 87-foot
long antenna, weighing 4% tons,
was assembled on the ground and
then lifted as one piece to the top
of a 500-foot tower.
Addition of KTBC-TV as an affiliate of ABC-TV, effective on or
before Dec. 15, was announced last
Thursday by Alfred R. Beckman,
national director of the radio and
television station relations departments of the network.
KTBC-TV, owned by Texas
Broadcasting Corp. (KTBC), is a
basic affiliate of CBS-TV and also
is affiliated with NBC-TV as well
as ABC-TV. All three networks
reported progress last week in selling network sponsors on adding it
to their regular lineups.
Starting Date Dec. 1
The station is scheduled to begin
operations about Dec. 1, and AT&T
is expected to have relay facilities
available by approximately that
time linking the station with the
telephonetercity company's
TV network. nationwide inOfficials of CBS-TV said they
were awaiting word from most advertisers and agencies as to their
decisions on use of some new affiliates which have been offered,
among them KTBC-TV, but that
already the Austin station had
been ordered for the Ford Foundation TV-Radio Workshop's 90-minute Omnibus (Sun., 4:30-6 p.m.
EST), which is sponsored in part
by Willys-Overland, with Greyhound Bus Co. slated to be added
late this year, and for Quiz Kids
(Sun., 4-4:30 p.m., EST), sponsored on alternate
weeks by Cat's
Paw Rubber
Co.
NBC-TV officials said the following advertisers had ordered
KTBC-TV, though clearances had
not yet been received from the station: Scott Paper Co., for Scott
Music Hall (Alt. Wed., 8:30-9
p.m.); American Tobacco Co. and
S. C. Johnson & Son for Robert
Montgomery Presents (Mon., 9:3010:30 p.m.); RCA Victor for
Dennis Day Show (Fri., 8-8:30
p.m.) and Kukla, Fran & Ollie
(alt. Sun., 4-4:30 p.m.); Crosley
Div. of Avco for Paul W'inchellJerry Mahoney (Mon., 8-8:30
p.m.) ; Gillette Co. for Cavalcade
of Sports (Fri., 10-10:45 p.m.);
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. for
Voice of Firestone (Mon., 8:30-9
p.m.) ; American Tobacco Co. for
Hit Parade (Sat., 10:30-11 p.m.);
Hall Bros, for Hallmark Theatre
(Sun., 4:30-5 p.m.); various advertisers for Kate Smith Hour
(Mon.-Fri., 4-5 p.m.) ; Hazel
Bishop for This Is Your Life

EVEN cops are TV conscious.
One Washington police inspector,
detail
in front of
theaddressing
Whitea House
last Tuesday when President-elect Dwight D. Eisenhower conferred with President Truman, cautioned his
men: "Remember, we are on
television, and this is going
all over the country. Face
the crowd and don't turn
around to peer at Gen. Eisenhower. Idon't want you to
look like a bunch of Keystone
(Wed., 10-10:30 p.m.), and, from
General Motors for the ArmyNavy football game on Nov. 29.
ABC-TV officials meanwhile said
they had
clearances from
cops."received
KTBC-TV
for orders placed by
Sweets Co. of America for its Paul
Whiteman TV Teen Time to be
shown in Austin on Saturdays at
7-7:30 p.m. local time, and its
Tootsie Hippodrome on Sundays at
5:45-6 p.m., also local time.
TURNER
NAMED
To Gen. Teleradio Post
GENERAL Teleradio Inc., the General Tire & Rubber Co.'s, radio-TV
subsidiary, has employed a motion
picture exploitation expert who
will "direct his efforts to accelerating attendance in motion picture
theatres with the heavy aid of radio
and television advertising."
He is Terry Turner, former director of exploitation for RKO Radio Pictures. He joins General
Teleradio Dec. 1.
Phrasing of the announcement,
issued through MBS, a General
Teleradio property, was construed
to mean Mr. Turner will promote
use of radio and TV time by motion
picture exhibitors as a means of
exploiting their pictures.
"He will also apply his promotional capacities to other channels,
where they might be considered
most effective," it was said.
It was noted that during his
tenure with RKO Mr. Turner used
radio and TV with considerable
success — to promote re-issue of
"King Kong" after a 21-year layoff
for example, and in connection with
such other pictures as "Snow White
and
the Seven
Dwarfs,"
"Hitler's
Children,"
"Sudden
Fear,"
and
"Lusty Men." The "fabulous grosses" on these pictures were cited
as evidence of his success.
Mr. Turner, formerly in the
newspaper business, was director
of advertising, publicity and exploitation for Loew's Theatres and director of exploitation and advertising for RKO Theatres and the
Radio City Music Hall in New York
before
tures. moving to RKO Radio PicGeneral Teleradio includes Mutual, the Don Lee and Yankee NetYork.
works, and WOR-AM-TV New
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Highest

rated

daytime

TV

you

show

can

The Kate

buy

Smith

Hour

4 to 5 p.m., EST

To reach and sell the women

of America, you should have these advan-

tages— Kate Smith's exclusive advantages:
1. A rating that's still climbing. Compare this October's 12.2 to last
October's 11.5*.
2. Reaches more homes than any other daytime TV show*.
3. Twice the sales effectiveness, per dollar spent, of the average TV show.
(NBC's study, "TV Today.")
4. No network competition.
5. Big 57- station live network.
6. A merchandising natural. NBC's Merchandising service will help you
capitalize at the point of sale on Kate's famous name and faithful following.
7. Demonstrated selling success with these famous advertisers represented
now: Procter & Gamble, James Lees, Nescafe, Doeskin, Block Drug, Johnson
and Johnson, Pillsbury, Gerber, Penick and Ford, Minute Maid, Simoniz,
Knomark, Glidden, Toni.
Add the inherent advantages of television — action, product demonstration,
personal selling — and you have the most assured advertising buy you can
make in the lucrative women's market.
* Nielsen October (Average Audience)

NBC

Television
a service of Radio Corporation of America
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Lesson

learned!

Everyone

should know

by now that radio is the best

way to chalk up sales in Los Angeles. It's a principle you'll profit by.
Because 99% of all homes in metropolitan Los Angeles are radio homes.
Reducing

this factor to an even simpler form, we know

that for every TV set

owned in Los Angeles, there are nearly 4 radios. Radio's at the head of the class.
And for the first half of this year, KNX made the grade far better than all other

BECKER-HOROWITZ

Los Angeles radio stations, winning

42.7%

stations combined. At night, too, when

TV

more quarter-hour firsts than all these
viewing hits its highest mark, KNX

delivers more families than the average of all TV

stations ...at less than y2 cost!*

Lesson learned? Let's go over it once again: In Los Angeles, radio reaches just
1% less than everybody! And your best sales primer in Southern California
is 50,000-watt KNX...

*Class A one-minute announcements

the most listened^

station in Los Angeles. Class dismissed.

Los Angeles
KNX
Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales
SourcesManagement,
:
Sales
May 1952;
SRDS, June 1952,
Radio and TV Pulse
Jan.
1952;
of Los-June
Angeles,
BMB 1949
i

both radio and TV, has been with
NBC since WEAF (now WNBC)
New York was purchased by RCA
in 1926, and before that was with
the station for two years under
AT&T ownership. He served RCANBC first in engineering and promotion, switched to NBC sales in
1929, rose to sales service manager
in 1940, later became eastern sales
manager, and, in November 1949,
when TV and radio network operations were separated, was named
director of TV sales.
Joined NBC in 1938
Mr. Scott, new administrative
sales manager, joined NBC in 1938
in sales, became eastern sales
manager in 1949, and advanced to
the post of New York radio network sales manager in February
1951. He formerly served in the
sales department of Hearst Radio
Inc., and, before that, was on the
advertising staff of the Daily Okla-

NBC Sales Unified
(Continued from page 25 )
tion under Sackett B. Miles and a
Television Sales Services Section
which, pending appointment of a
manager, Mr. Reed will head on
an "acting" basis; Howard Gardner,
former assistant manager of radio
sales planning, who becomes manager of Sales Development and
Training; and Hamilton Robinson,
former administrative assistant to
Mr. Frey, who becomes manager
of Office Services.
Announcing the reintegration
move, which virtually completes
the radio-TV reunification which
NBC set in motion several months
ago, Mr. Herbert noted that henceforth the network sales force will
operate in "sales units," instead of
following the former policy of
having advertisers and agencies
served by individual salesmen.
LEADERSHIP

Each sales unit will consist of an
account supervisor and one or
more account executives, and each
client, agency and prospect will be
served by a unit.
"More and more," Mr. Herbert
said, "radio and television are being
bought and sold as complementary
media. Many advertisers recognize
that they must use both media to
achieve the most effective and comprehensive coverage. Our new
sales organization will enable us
to serve the immediate needs of
such advertisers more efficiently
and also will enlarge the scope of
our service in participating with
all advertisers and their agencies
in forward planning for sales, distribution and merchandising."
Mr. Frey, taking over as vice
president and sales director for

IS EARNED

• LEADERSHIP

IS EARNED

30 years of skilfully fitting a top-quality medium to
a top-quality market is ringing cash registers
all over rich Central New York for WSYR's and
WSYR-TV's local and national advertisers.
Write, Wire, Phone or Ask Headley-Reed

WW

tt^irmW

AM • FM • TV

NBC AFFILIATE — The Only Complete Broadcasting Institut ion inCentral NewYork
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homan and Times.
Mr. Hitz, moving into the Central Sales Div. managership, has
been with NBC since 1928, serving
variously as salesman, head of the
Philadelphia sales office, assistant
to the vice president in charge of
sales, assistant manager of eastern
network sales, assistant director of
network sales, and manager of the
Eastern Sales Div. for the TV network.
Mr. Lanigan, assuming the
Eastern Sales Div. managership, ,
has been vice president in charge
of TV sales for ABC since last
February. He was a specialist in
consumer advertising for Time
magazine for three years before
joining ABC, and also had served
previously with Eureka Williams
Corp., Good Housekeeping and the
Reynolds & Fitzgerald firm of
newspaper representatives.
Mr. Williams, heading the Western Sales
Div.,
joinedtransferring
NBC's research staff
in 1935,
later to the Radio Recording Div.
He was named manager of TV
sales for NBC's Western Div. in
October 1950 after service as assistant to the director of television
sales for the network.
Dodge's Background
Mr. Dodge, head of the Merchandising Div., has been with
NBC since 1951. He formerly was
with American Weekly Magazine
and Puck — The Comic Weekly for
15 years in addition to service as
general sales manager for Harriet
Hubbard Ayer Co.; general sales
manager and assistant to the president of Moto Meter Gauge &
Equipment Corp. of Toledo; sales
vice president of J. C. Heartz Co. 1
of New Haven, Conn.; executive
vice ^president and general manager of Dictograph Products, and
account executive for two agencies:
McManus Inc., Detroit, and Lambert & Feasley, New York.
Mr. MacGovern, heading the new
Sales Development & Services Div.,
gained broad experience in the research, marketing, account executive, and administrative fields with
BBDO, Campbell-Ewald Co., and
MacFarland, Aveyard & Co. agencies before moving to NBC in 1949
as a rate supervisor in the finance
division. He was appointed director
of sales planning for the radio network in 1950 and later was given
additional responsibilities as administrative assistant to the vice ,
president in charge of radio network sales.

New

RTMA

Committee

A NEW Electronic Application
Committee has been formed by Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. to collect and disseminate information
on design, manufacture and installation of electronic gear as an aid
to improved military apparatus.
Chairman of the group is Lewis M.
Clement, Crosley Div.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

In England, in the 18th century,
people were taught to write on
"sand tables." Novices practised
on the sand surface; the two
boards were used as "erasers."

hough we live in one of the world's
most literate nations, people must still be
taught to write, to read, to add or subtract.
But they never need be taught to listen.
That's why radio is and always will be
such a potent medium of communication,
of education, of advertising.
And because Westinghouse radio stations
believe in making programs listenable-first, last and always . . they continue to
increase their audiences in six leading
market-areas: Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne,

and

Portland, Oregon.
Advertisers needn't be taught that these
audiences comprise a substantial slice of
the country's purchasing power!

WESTINGHOUSE
WBZ

WBZA

WOWO

RADIO STATIONS
KYW
K EX

Inc

KDKA

WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for
WBZ-TV; for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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COMPARATIVE

NETWORK

S
MONDAY
Nil in Service

Not in Service
5:25 State Farm
Ins., C. Brown

Ranger (153)
Gen.
Lone '
(See Mills,
Footnote)
Richard Hudnut
Charlie McCarthy
Show (202) R

Jazz Nocturne

Reynolds
MetalsS
Fibber
MollyMcGee
(HP)
Alistair Cooke
C-P-P,
10-10:05LParson:
(182)
Dream Harbor
Meet the Press
Steve Allen Show -

Cedric Adams
10:35-45 S

The Embers
(See Footnote)

Dance Orchestra

SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Elder
Trinity Choir HappinessMicham
Hour
News
S
Christian Ret.
Prophecy,
Inc.
Biggs
E.
Power
Voice of Prophec)
BackChurch
to God
(99)

ABC
Milton Cross
9:00 AM OperaAlbum
S
9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00

Message of
Israel
S

Church of Air
S

10:15
10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15
11:30
|l1:45
12:00 N
1

Voice of
Prophecy

Negro College
Choirs
S
Fine Arts
Quartet
S
The Christian
In Action
S

News
S
Brunch Time
S
Co-op
PM
5
:1
12
1
Piano
Playhouse
0
3
12:
1
M2:45
Churches ol
Christ Herald of
Truth (101)
1:00
|
1:15

Radio Bible
Class
(311)

(317)
Salt Lake City Dawn Bible
Tabernacle Frank & Ernest
Dixie Four
Quartet U.
Invitation to Northwestern
Review
S
S
Learning*
EastMiddle
Story

College
Choirs

Howard K.
Smith
BillNews
Costello

Co-op
Bill Cunningham
Co-op

UN Report
String
Sernidi

Merry Mailman
Vandevaater S
The Newi
S
Wm. Hillmii

Co-op
Co-op
Co-op
Co-op
MONDAY - FRIDAY
Today
Co-op
SATURDAY
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC Corp.
CBS
MBS
Co-op
CBS
MBS
O-Cedar
News
No
Network
News
No School
NoService
Network
Break'ast (290)
Club
RobL Hurleigh
World News (M-F-W)
Lockwood Doty
Service
Family
Swift
&
Co.
We Hold
No Service
These Truths Breakfast Club No Service
(290) R
Carnival
TBA
Books of
Co-op
Philco Corp
(139)
GardenRobL
Gate Q
PSG Day
Brighter
Milner,
Lewis
(104)
Faith In Action Breakfast Club
Godfrey
(J89)Drug Toni-Fr.
Flako
(48)
Sterling
Cliff's
Sardine
National
(189)
Welcome
Miscellaneous
Radio
Pulpit My True Story
Cecil(92)Brown PSG,Travelers
<m
Galen Drake
Program
S
S
(212)
(186) R
Co-op
MutualBox
Owens-Corning Music
I
J
Grass
(60)
Super
Noodle
Godfrey
(191) R
FrigidaireBruce
Lever
Bros.
Let's*(157)
Pretend
Ralston
Mills Arthur
Show
Whispering
Godfrey
ArtDr.ofPeale
Living General
DoubleCampbell
or Nothing
Take
a
Number
Streets
(224)
Pillsbury
S
Space(284)Patrol
News
MacFarlane
(147)
(182) R
Seeman
Sterling
When A Bros
Girl Arthur Godfrey
Highlights
S
Marries(201)
(Tu-Th)
Faultless
Junior
National Biscuit
Guard
Cream TBA
of Wheat CoastParade
Starch Time
11-11:25Fair
Ladies
Live
Like AS Arthur(191)Godfrey
R
StrikeC-P-P
It Rich
Junction
Cadets H.-ll
on
Millionaire
S
Helen
A3
(59) Spl.
Liggett
Myers
(193)&Godfrey
R
tt
Viewpoint
Arthur
USA
U.N. Is
(200)Baking
R Queen For a Day
Bristoj-Myers Contnl.
Farm
Eddie Fisher Cannon
Mills
S Ray
Grand Slam 11:30-45 TuSTh BobC-P-P
(MWF)
H
hr
Give(152)
S Take
My SBeat
Break the Bank
S
(52)
Conference
am
Show
Ivory Snow Quaker
Toni & Seeman PSG Rosemary
H hr
The Living Word (Tu-Th)
M-F
Prudential
Lorillard
(142)Foods P.11:45-12
General
Armstrongof Today
Cork
Curt
Massey
(See
Footnote)
Network 101 Ranch Boys Theatre
Time
Miles
Labs - No Service
The
Jack
Berch
Wendy
Warren
Show
(250)
S
Sunday
Sammy Serenade
Kaye's
(155)
(188)
Man on the Farm
Lever
Bros.
News
Aunt Jenny Johnson S Son
Valentino
S
5thQuaker
Army
(144)
(12:15-12:25)
News
Band
General
Mills
Carnation,
Stars
Whitehall
The Eternal The Bill Ring Helen Trent
Over
Hollywood
American
Farmer
Headlines
Light
Show (174)
S
S
(175)
Co-op
Whitehall
Co-op
Our
Gal
Sunday
Not in Service
Faith
la
Ton!
Our Tine
P&G(1*8)Ivory
-JUS>
Navy Hon
Harvey
Youth Wants PaulCo-op
Dance Orch
Fun For All
Big(151)
Sister
S
Cedric
to Know
MusicFoster
By
(181)
PSG(HO)Oiydol
Mi Perkins
Willard
Ted Malene

ABC
NBC
ikclly
Oil
This Farming
Business (30)

National
Vespers
1:30 PM

S
Pan Union
American

Mind
Your
Manners
Archie
Andrews
S
Pet Milk
Mary Story
Lee Taylor

1:45
2:00
2:15

Love Story
Hollywood
S
Arthur Barriaolt
News from
Washington
Public SAffairs
Coffee in
Washington
Allis-Chalmers
Natl.HoarFirm(111)S H

LoneMountaineers
Pine S H

2:30
2:45
3:00

(144)
My Secret

S

3:15
3:30
3:45

Marines In
Review
S
Dr. Billy Graha
Hour of Decisii
Gospel
Bcstg. C
Old-Fashione
Revival Hr. (24 S

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

This Week
Around The
World S
m
Goodyear
Greatest Stcr

N I N G
ESDAY
MBS
Repeat of
Kid Strips
a

Fulton Lewis jr.
(349)
Co-op
Men's Corner
Noxzema
Gabriel Heatter
Co-op
7:45-7:55
Mutual Newsree
Co-op
MGM Musical
Comedy Theatre
*

Family Theatre
Co-op
Off and On
The Record

THURSDAY
ABC
NBC
CBS
MBS
Metro.
Lite las.
No network
Not
ia
Service
Kid
Stripsof
Allan
Jacksoa
Repeat
service
(29)
You
and
u
the World
Bill Stern's
Sports
Review
S
(MM)
u
„
No Network
No
Service
Service
PSG-lvory
Sun Oil Co.
u
a
Lowell Thomas
3-Star Extra
Co-op
(34)
(107) R
PSG-Oxydol.
Pure Oil Co.
Lewis jr.
Headline
Dreft. Beulah FultonCo-op
News Time
(349)
Edition
Co-op
(«7)
(34)
P&G-Tide
No Network
Rukeyser
Jack(143)
Smith
Elmer Davis
Service
Reports
General
Mills
Miles Labs
Deepfreeze
News of World Silver Eagle Mindy Carson
Co-opHeatter
Appliance
Gabriel
(137)
Miles(168)Labs
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
Co-op
7:45-7:55
Cnnlnnla 1 Ed. R.(101)Murrow Mutual
(oee rooinoiei
1 Man's
Family /Can
Newsreel
(166L_Rp
R. J. Reynolds The Top Guy American Chicle Modern Adv.
Meet Millie
Walk A Mile
9
of Casanova
(199)
(179)
a
(Co-op)
J. Montenier
Kraft
Newsstand
Hardy
Theatre What's My Line TheFamily
Gildersleeve
*u
S
(160)
(115) R
Co-op
DeSoto Plymouth Escape with Mi Andrew Jergens Rod 8 Gun
Cm
Romance
Dealers, You Be
(110)
Club of the Air
Your Life (191)
a
a
Co-op
«
Amer. Cig. 8 Cig. Michael Shayne Gen.• ElecL
Off and On
Bing Crosby
Big Story
5
The Record
(196)
(191)

NBC
No network
Sports
Review
Bill(MM)
Stern's
No Service
Network
Sun
Co.
3-StarOil Extra
(34)
Pure Oil Co.
News Time
(34)
No Network
Service
Miles Labs
News of World
(168)
Miles Labs
1 Man's
(166) Family
Rp
General Foods
Roy(162)
Rogers
News 8:25
General Foods
Father
Best Knows
(160)

ABC
Not ia Service

Co-op
a
Co-op
Headline
Edition
Elmer Davis
Gen.Ranger
Mills,(153)Loni
(See Footnote)
(See Footnote)
Toni Co.
A Crime Letter
From Dan Dodgi
(327)

FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
Una Mae
Metro. Lite Ins. Kid Strips
No network
Carlisle
Allan Jackson
Co-op
Repeat of
S
service
(29)
FaithFuture
For
You and
the
the SWorld
S
Sports Review
(MM)
Stern's
Bob Soorts
Finnegan
NoBillService
Network
No Service
PSG-lvory
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star
Lowell Thomas
Management
S
(34)
PSG-Oxytol, Fulton Lewis jr.
(34)Oil Co.
Pure
(107)Beulah
R
Dreft.
News Time
Labor(117)
Women
P&G-Tide
Unilorm In
No
Network
(349)
Dinner Date
Service
Jack(143)Smith
S
Co-op
Miles Labs
Campbell
Dinner At The
Club 15Soup Murine
Co. News
Green
of World
S Room
Gabriel H ea Iter
Party
(168)
Co-op
Miles
Labs
(164)
7:45-7:55
Am.
Dancing
Ed. R.Oil-Hamm.
Murrow Mutual
Newsreel 1 Man's
(166) Family
Rp
(101)Ch cle
Amer.
Amer
Tobacco
Co
Mr Keen Adv. of Maisie Hit Parade
S
(191)
(198)

Yours Truly
ThisEquitable
Is YourLifeFB Johnny Dollar
(280)a R

Pet Milk
Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet
Truth or sConequences (16 ) Lambert & Mr. Chameleon
Hotpoint
(325)
Electrsponsors)
c Cos.
EddieShowCantor (alt.
Meet Corliss
TBA
Archer
(325)
S

(Co-op)
GracieShowFields Name that
a Tune
Great» « Day
a now
Co-op

a

Judy Canova

Gillette
Cavalcade(325)of
Sports

Swayze
Citizen
Views
theCo-op
News
(OT)«
Jane Pickens JohnGulfDalyOil(310)
rcoinoie;
Show 10:36-11
The Playboys
S
News of
Sports
Report
the World
S
Morgan
Beatty

(10-10:05)
R. Trout(111)
Ford
Capitol Cloakrm.
Dance
Orchestra

News
Dance
Orchestra

.

A. F.Edwards
of L.
Frank
Co-op
Fal(157)
staff
Thompson
8 His
Valley Boys
1Mystery
Love
Co-op A
Dance
Orchestra
Baukhage
Talking
U.N.
Highlights

Hy Gardner
WordsNightin
the
Swayze
Citizen Views
the News
RadioviewsCity10:35-10:45
PrePro and Con
No Service
Network

General Foods
Grapenuts
Gangbusters

(158) R
, 1 Gunsmoke

Off andRecordOn
The
Calling

A.F.olL
(10-10:05)
Gulf Daly
Oil
Jason 6 the
■Frank
A. F.Edwards
o< U
John
R. Trout (168) Frank Edwards
Golden Fleece News
General
Foods
(310)
(157)
Falstafl
Three Suns
a
Co-opBoys
8 His
10:05-30
ZehOrchestra
Carver's
Valley
S
Autumn
ia N. Y. Thomascn
Swayze
Co-op
The Embers Dance Orchestra 1 Love A
Citizen Views (See
1 Love A
Mystery
rooinoie)
the News
Mystery
Dangerous
Dance
u
Dance
Co-op
Assignment
Orchestra
Orchestra *M-M,
10:35-11
Baukhage
Co-op
The Playboys
Talking
No Network
Newt
Baukhage
S
Service
Talking
News of
U.N.
Sports SReport
U.N.
Dance
the World
Highlights
Orchestra
Highlights Morgan Beatty

(150) R

Best Plays
a

SATURDAY
MBS
(7) Salt
MortonCBS
Vititing Time
Orchestra
UN on the
Otto Thurn's
Saturday
Record
Hume Dixon
Co-opEditor
Sports Roundup Country
Preston
Sellers
LarryNews
LeSeuer
Broadway Is
Al Heifer
My Beat
The
ReportPentagon
From
R. J. Reynolds Down You Go
Vaughn Monroe
State Farm
(7:30-7:55)
(177)
Wrigley
Auto Ins. Co.
C.Wildroot
Brown
Gene Autry
20 Questions
20 (Co-op)
Questions
(180) R
S
GF-Post Cereal MGM Theatre
Tarzan
of the Air

.
Saturday at
Shamrock
S
TBA

News
S
News ol
Buddy
Weed
Tri
the World
Morgan
Beatty
S

Steve Allen

a

Orchestra

a
The uForty
Million

«
News
Dance
Orchestra

6:15

7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45

Inside Bob 8 Raj

8:00

«

8:15

Reuben, Reuben

8:30
8:45
9:00

3

Grand Ole Opry
Lombardoland
R. J. Reynolds
U.S.A.
(178)
S
Chicago
of theTheatre
Air
S

U,UU 1 III i
66:
0030
PM |

6:45

Pee Weea King

Country Style
News
Dance

News from NBC
H.V.Kaltenbon
MM
Symphony
NBC
Orchestra

Dude
Ranch
Jamboree

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15

Music Room
S
M. Willson's
NewsNBCfrom
News
Alex Dreier

10:30
10:45
11:00
11:15PM

TIME
SUNDAY
CBS
MBS
Lutheran
Syncopation
Hour
Piece
(Lutheran)
LonginesWittnauer
Symphonette
(155)

Bandstand
USA

NBC
U. if Chicago
Rouadtable
The Hour
Catholie

US Military tmerican Forum
Willys-Overland
Motors Inc Academy
Band ol the Air
New York
Philharmonic
Sumphony
(194)
Tunes
Elmo Roper
withTop Trendler
Sunday
News Desk
Mutual Ben.
On the
Crime Fighters LineH8Aw Considiae
(183)
Critic at Large
The Chase
Riggio-King
Size Under Arrest
America Calling
S
22
Seabrook Farms
Private Files ol
Matthew Bell
4:55NewsViek
•Cedric Adams
Wildroot
Kingan
Arthur Godlrey (sponsors IS min.
Roundtable (102) only) The Shadow
Qoiz Kids

Admiral
Boat'( Trail
192)

Williamson 8
Motorola
(alLwks.)
True Detective
Mysteries

U. S. Yebacce
Martin Kane
<m
American Biker:
Assae. Hollywooi
Playhouse (190)
Gulf
Oil Ca.
Counterspy

Explanation: Listings in order: Sponsor, name of
SATURDAY
program,
of stations:
sustaining:
reMONDAY
- FRIDAY
CBS
MBS
broadcast number
West Coast;
TBA toS be
announcedR BP
ABC
NBC
CBS
MBS
NBC
ABC
Co-op
News
Carter
repeat
performance.
Time
EST.
('
Vincent
Lopez
»)
P8G Crisco
Luncheon
with
Lopez Merrill Mueller
ABC John
— 8:55-9
Not la Service Dr. Maloae
City(155)
Hospital Music Meeting The Downhomers
Contea.m..
ShowM-F.
(295).Stokely-Van Camp. The
Shaw
S
S
8:40-8:45
a.m.,for2:30-2:35
p.m., Gen.
4:25-4:30
p.m.,
Wesson
Oil
P8G Duz
M-F.
Time
Betty
Crocker.
Mills (319).
Sylvan Levin's
Dr. Paul
Guiding Light
5:55-6
p.m.,
M-F,
Finnegan's
Sports
Show
(S).
5:45-5:55 p.m., M-F, Bonnie Kemper.
Co-op
Hormel 8 Co.
7:30-8
p.m.,
M-W-F, Amer. Bakeries (southeast).
Lone
Ranger.
(156)
(61)
2-5
Approx
Texas
Co.
GF Swan-Cal.
Met
Opera
JaneShow
Pickens
Music
Games
SayMusic
It With
Football
Girls with(121)H,
7:55-8 p.m.,p.m.,
EST, M-F,
M-F, Philco
Police Blotter Edwin
(sustain)
M. M. McBride Mrs.(139)Burton
(350)
10:30-10:35
Every Day
Hill and the Human
Side ofCorp.,
the News (310)C.
P8G Tide 2:25 Johnson 8
2:25 Johnson
CBS— 8:30-9:15 a.m.. Sun.. General Foods, Sunday
MM
Perry Mason Son, News
News
Morninga.m..
Gatherin'
(107).
Georgia
Make
Way
8:30-8:45
M-F, Pillsbury,
Jack Hunt (40).
2:30-45
Garroway
Toai,
Seeman
(160)
TeaaesseeS Ernie Nora Drake Amana-M-W-F
10:00-10:15
a.m..
Sat..
Flako
Prods.Shadel
Galen (187)
Drake.
Crackers
2:45-55
Kuben
11:00-11:05
a.m..
Sat.,
Campana
For
Youth
Party.
Paula
Stone
547),
Pequot-Tu
Fran
8
Ollie
2:55
(See Footnote)
1:55-2
p.m..
Sat.,
Gen.
Foods,
G.
Drake
(153).
(172)
P8G
IvoryDayFl. No Co-op
3:30-3:45
Network
3:45-3:50 p.m.,
p.m., Tu. & F., Kellogg Co., House
Brighter
Service
M-F, Toni
Kellogg,
Smith (145).
4:00-4:05
p.m. M-F,
Co. ItC.Happens
Every
day (157).
Miles Labs
P8G —
Life-Beautiful
OverseasFrom Bandstand USA
Hilltop(151)House
Report
John B.
5:55-6:00
p.m.
Sun.,
Best
Foods,
LeSueur
(184).
(170)
Gambling Club
9:25-9:30 lutesp.m..
Pillsbury
(155)K. Sat., General Foods. Sanka SaCo-op
(146) R
P8G
Adventures
Toni Co.
10-10:05
p.m., Tu..
House Party
Road of Life
1:25News
Johnson
ella Parsons
(183).Colgate-Palmolive-Peet. LouIn
Science
(163)
CM)
11:30-11:35
a.m.. Sun., Bill Shadel (S)
pIg
Party
(167)
Lever, Kellogg
*3:15-30
p.m..
M-Thur.,
Pillbury Mills, House
Farm News
Pepper
Young
Sports
Parade
3:15-3:30
p.m.,
Frl.,
Green
Giant. House Party
Houseoarty
*
(172)
R
(180) R»
(170).
P86
(166)
C.A. Jemina
Smith-Kellogg
3:50-4
p.m..
M-F.,
Quaker Oats. Aunt Jemima,
Correspondents
Home
Folks
(115).
(145)
Scratchpad
Right
Happinessto(163)
Quaker (115)
Sun. 4:55-5 p.m. Sonotone-Cedric Adams (142 sta.)
Slan Dougherty
General
Mills General Foods M-F 4-4:30 Co-op
ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON
SaluteNationto the
Cal Tinaey
Presents
Grady Cole Jack Kirkwood Backstage Wife
String Sernada. 2:30-3 p.m.; Galaxy of Hits;
M-F 4:30-5
(174)
CW)
3-3:45
p.m.; Main Street. Music Hall, 3:45-4
(175)Drug
MTW Chicagoan Lucky U Ranch Sterling
p.m.; Band of the Day. 4-4:30 p.m.
Stella
Dallas
MBS—M-W-F—
Titus Moody
SpeakingT —& 7:55-8:00
p.m. Co.
Matinee
(151)Drug
Sustaining.
Th— Wildroot
TiFTreasury
SL Lin's M-Bobby Benson Sterling
8:55-9
a.m.,
M-F,
Gabriel
Heatter-VCA
Mac
McGuire
The
Chicagoan
Sustaining Brown Widder
11:25-11:30
& Son.Labs.Xewi
(151)
Show
Bandstand 5-5:15
12:25-12:30 a.m..
p.m.. M-Sat..
M-F. CarlJohnson
Smith-Kellogg
Co.
5:15-5:30 Kraft Young
(See Footnote)
Manhtn. Soap
5:55-6:00
p.m.,
M-F,
Cecil Brown-S.
C.Henry.
Johnson.
Woman
ia
My
9-9:05
p.m.,
M-F,
Johns-Manville.
Bill
Jack Owens Show
House (181)
S
4:55-5 Naws
NBC — 8-8:15 a.m.. Skellv Oil. M-F. Xews (28);
Ca-ep
Roseland Bal
8:15-8:30
M-F. Serutan Co., "Victor LindShow Shop
lahr", a.m.,
153 stations.
Whitehall
Eddie
Fisher
5-5:45 p.m. TuSTh Quaker
Musicana
8:30-9:00
a.m.. Man"
Sat., Howdy-Doody.
Na Service
Just (143)
Plain Bill room SOrch.
Big Jaa 8
•MM
—
"Minute
Programs.
SgL
Preston
of
the
Yukon
Walter Preston's
Shaw
Whitehall
*
OT
Operation
Tandem
— Emerson Drug.
W8F
FunSparkie
Factory
Front Pago
P8G"
R. J. Reyaildsfi
S
Saturday
Ke logg
Songs
ef the Farrell (138)
B-Bar-B
Hazel Bishop
Camel Football
m
at the Chase
Jones
Scirebeard
5:30-5:55 M-W-f Lorenzo
BROAIX^tsTI NG
MWF (111)
TBA (155»
Wild
Bill Darby
Hickal Ex-Lax lac.
tho Ntwiw«eWf»^l ladle and Television
TuSTh
Miles
Labs
ClabClibAliaaim
Cart Massey
FJT
JohnsonNews
8 Saa
Tina
Doetor'i
Wile
Sky King
(Sea Faetaate) Time (141) R
NG
November TE^ECASTI
24, 1952
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Top
...for

Coverage
bigger

Western

sales!

NBC's
hard-hitting team of radio stations
every time it carries the ball for you!

scores

sales

When your advertising message is put in play
by the NBC Pacific Coast Network, it reaches
a bigger western audience than any other network ... or any other medium of advertising.

on NBC Radio and get your share ! NBC's extra
lift will send your sales soaring over your 1953

And at lower costs-per-thousand than anycompetitive network!
An estimated 30 billion dollars will be spent

Consult your local NBC Sales Office for full
details on availabilities.

by consumers on the Pacific Coast in 1953!
Kick off your west coast advertising campaign

goal.
WESTERN NETWORK
NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY
A Division of Radio Corporation of America
HOLLYWOOD • SAN FRANCISCO • CHICAGO • NEW YORK
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Early Hill Deliberations
Are Underway

CONTROLS
A JOINT Congressional Committee on Defense Production last week
started wrestling with wage-price controls, legislation for which has
touched intimately on the welfai-e of broadcasters, set-makers and advertisers alike.
At the same time, Economic *
Stabilizer Roger Putnam promised
controls, as suggested by Sen. Capehart. There were other indications
Radio - Television Mfrs. Assn.
(RTMA) he would review Office of of moves to let controls expire next
Price Stabilization (OPS) action
April 30.
In the event of the latter conrecontrolling radio, TV and phonograph parts and components.
tingency, activities of such agencies as OPS, the Defense ProducExtensive hearings on control
tion
Administration
and National
legislation were promised last week
Production
Authority
would be
by Sen. Homer E. Capehart (RInd.), slated to be chairman of the greatly curtailed and, perhaps,
even eliminated.
Senate Banking & Currency Committee in the 83d Congress. He
tentatively set Feb. 1 as deadline
CURE
for hearings and April 1 for floor MANPOWER
debate. Controls expire April 30.
Presented by Cotton
Under the Defense Production
SIMPLIFICATION of electronic
Act, enacted after the Korean war
equipment and special inducements
started, restrictions were invoked
for technicians to re-enlist in the
on installment purchases of radioarmed services have been offered
TV receivers (now suspended but as two solutions to the manpower
retained on a standby basis). But
problem
dustry. facing the electronics inthere is provided relief in advertising and other allowances to manuThe recommendations were given
facturers under the Capehart
by
W. Cotton, chairman
amendment. Relief formulas also of Richards
the Electronics Production
are in controlled critical materials
Board, in addressing the Armed
used in station construction and
Forces Communications Assn. of
receiver output.
Boston in that city Nov. 14.
Broadcasters and manufacturers
Mr. Cotton said the problem was
receive quotas of steel, copper,
a
shortage of experienced enaluminum and other metals under
gineers and an inability of the
the Controlled Materials Plan,
armed
services
to keep trained
which faces serious study after
technicians. Engineering shortage
January.
will continue for several years, he
Set Price Controls
predicted.
Mr. Cotton, who also heads up
Production control law also governs price ceilings on radio-TV
National Production Authority's
Electronics Div., said production
receivers, which are now exempt,
and components which OPS re- of military electronic products
cently recontrolled. OPS noted the reached over $200 million last
month, although 95% of the items
increase in defense purchases and
spread of components output to was newly designed. He urged the
other than the electronics field.
armed forces to simplify equipment.
When OPS reimposed component
The government official lauded
controls, RTMA took the issue to
the industry for speeding in-plant
the Economic Stabilization Admintraining programs for student and
istration under Mr. Putnam,
junior engineers.
charging the recontrol order was
"arbitrary and capricious" [B*T,
Nov. 3, Oct. 27].
In a letter last week to A. D. COMM. EMPLOYMENT
Plamondon Jr., RTMA president
New Post- War Peak in Aug.
and board chairman, and James
EMPLOYMENT in the communiSecrest, RTMA executive vice president, Mr. Putnam acknowledged
cation equipment manufacturing
the association's original protest to industry moved upward in August
OPS and subsequent appeal to the to a new post-war peak of 408,200
Economic Stabilization Agency
persons, according to the Bureau
(ESA). He said he is studying
of Employment Security, Labor
Dept. Based on a survey of 309
them and "discussing with OPS
the considerations which they have
factories, the bureau found the increase was due to rising demand
given to the problem. On the conclusion of this investigation, I shall for TV sets and equipment for
new TV stations, along with incommunicate with you."
creasing defense requirements.
RTMA's efforts to reverse the
order were reviewed last week by its
The
bureau
foresees "a fertile
Parts Div. Executive Committee
market for equipment firms for at
and Tube Div. in quarterly group
least the next three years. A nameetings held in Chicago and New
tural consequence of such new construction isthe increased demand
York (see separate story).
What sort of legislation may
for TV receiving sets."
come out of the 83d Congress was
anybody's guess. There is some
EFFECTIVE Nov. 10, WLAW Boston
speculation that, as long as the
advanced morning sign-on time 10
Korean war continues, provision
minutes to 5:50 a.m., to feature Farm
will be made for at least standby
and World News program.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

SETTLING final details for Willys-Overland to sponsor N. Y. Philharmonic
concerts on WEEI Boston are (I to r) Harvey J. Struthers, WEEI gsn. mgr.;
Francis P. Mutrie, treas., Willys-New England, S. Walter Wales, Willys-New
England, and W. P. Thompson, gen. Mass.
mgr., Quincy-Nantasket Motors, Quincy,

JOHN H. HICKS (c), ad mgr., Burrys
Feed Mills, signs for quarter-hour
Mon.-Fri. show on KRLD Dallas. W.
A. Roberts (I), KRLD assit. gen. mgr.
for sales, and J. Earl Goss, acct. exec,
Rowland Broile Adv., are witnesses
to signing of contract.

WILLIAM L. WARNER (I), dist.
Frederic W. Ziv Co., and Claude
(c), sis. rep., KID Idaho Falls,
watch as Edwin F. McDermott,
pub., Idaho Falls Post-Register,
for Ziv's Freedom, U. S. A., on

rep.,
Cain
Ida.,
ed.signs
KID.

YEAR-long pact for some $500,000
worth of time is arranged by (I to r)
Bernard Weinberg, pres., Milton
Weinberg Adv., L. A.; Klaus Landsberg, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles gen.
mgr., and Fred Hailparn, of Jim Clinton Clothing Co., menswear stores.

AT Planter's Nut & Chocolate Co.'s
signing
Lee's Lucky
U Ranch,of
are
(I toforr)Don
Raymond
R. Morgan,
Hollywood agency bearing his name;
Betty Taylor, singing star, and Harry
Guppy, Planter's Western Div.

NEW Jersey Natural Gas. Co. sponsors 10 high school grid games on WJLKAM-FM Asbury Park, N. J. At signing are (I to r) station's Richard E. Lewis,
announcer, and Ed Gorman, sportscaster; Dan Williams, gas company's sis.
mgr., and Herbert Liesentritt, station's time salesman.

Speed Record?
EDITOR:
Voters numbering 17,965 in the
21 election districts of Rome (population 41,680) voted for a Presidential candidate Nov. 4, the polls
closing at 9 p.m.
WRUN, in ©ooperation with its
affiliate newspapers, the Rome
Daily Sentinel, announced at 9:06
that evening that Eisenhower was
sweeping Rome and at 9:12 (12
minutes after the voting machines
closed) reported the vote was Eisenhower 10,242, Stevenson, 7,678.
WRUN and the Sentinel reported
the Rome result to the AP at 9:15,
making it the 44th time in the past
52 years that the Rome results were
| the
York first
state.to be reported in New
The combination of radio and
newspaper working together in the
public interest is unbeatable. We
wonder if any station, reporting
for a city of comparable size was
quicker with complete Presidential
results?
Fritz S. Updike
General Manager
Rome Sentinel Co.
Rome, N. Y.
* * *
Operator Rules
EDITOR:
I recall that at one time your
magazine made the comment that
you had said all you intended [to
say] on the proposed technical operator rule changes requested of
the FCC. I have neither seen
nor heard anything further on
| these changes and believe that a
straightforward news story on its
current status would be of interest to broadcasters.
W. E. Bradford
Manager
KSST Sulphur Springs,
Tex.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: comment
B.T did onhavethisto subcall
a halt to further
ject in Open Mike, but has by no
means quit reporting developments in
its news columns.]
♦ ♦ ♦

I

Loyal Opposition
EDITOR:

Your editorial, "Loyal Opposition," [B»T, Nov. 17] is a truly
fine expression of real democratic
thinking. Without a doubt, radio
I and television could add to their
great public service records through
some sort of arrangement whereby
the party-out-of-power would have
a voice.
I am enough of a partisan of democracy towish that the plan could
be followed through without resorting to the purchase of time. . . .
Come the day that the Republican
Party is replaced in the White
House with another Democratic
administration, the idea could be
carried forward for the benefit of
the Republican point of view. . .
Julian N. Jablin
PR Assoc.
New York
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nice feeling to hear my town station broadcast over 5,000 miles
away." The letter was signed by
Wilmer
Wahl
and postmarked
Baffo Bay, Liberia, West Africa.
Frank Riordan
Commercial Manager
WGBS Miami

primary market before Christmas.
With figures from many of the top
manufacturers still missing and
with the community antennas in
this area, WHUM-TV in the primary market can claim better than
100,000 families who will be able
to receive Ch. 61 by the first of
the year. . . .
Jack Schuler
Operations Manager
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:of uhf
Sincestations
interestis so
in
the
development
high, B.Tdictions othought
Mr.
Schuler's
pref set distribution worth passing on. WHUM-TV is not scheduled to
begin operation until December.]
* * *

Uhf Forecast
EDITOR:
. . . We have received replies
from some of the top manufacturers which indicate that better than
50,000 all-wave television sets and
converters will be delivered in our

Caw, Caw
EDITOR:
. . . The campaign just closed
does seem to indicate . . . that the
editors of the nation's papers were
far and away ahead of the radio
commentators and news analysts

mike

Liberia or Bust
EDITOR:
I read, with a great deal of interest, your article about the
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va. coverage
in Eskimo territory (Nov. 3). Do
they think that's distance? Well,
get a load of this!
WGBS received a letter from
West Africa, more than 2,000 miles
farther away, as follows : "Thought
you might be interested to know
that I listened to the Miami-VMI
game this a.m. with very clear
reception from your station. I am
a resident of Miami and it was a

on predicting the result of the
election. In short, I think you will
agree that the one outstanding poll,
indeed the only one that had any
merit, was the [David] Lawrence
poll of the editors. His poll pretty
closely forecast what did happen.
The radio boys, on the other
hand, at least as far as the Broadcasting •Telecasting poll indicates, were very far off the lot. So
I say to you that the members of
the press have indeed scored one on
the members of the radio. And to
you, Mr. Editor, I also say that it's
indeed up to Broadcasting • Telecasting, as pollster, to eat a little
crow. Brace yourself now, ol' boy,
unless you've
got some
good explanation as to how
the newscasters
who participated in your poll got
so far off the track. And were
they off the track — or something!
J. F. Clagett
Attorney at Law
Washington 5, D. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: B.T does not think

that crow is on its menu, since the
predictions it reported were not its
own
but those
leading radio-TV
newsmen.
For theof majority
of them
however,
crow
may
order — if
there is enough left tobe goinaround.]
Tall Tale From Texas
EDITOR:
Out of curiosity we have analyzed the effective antenna heights
authorized in the first 83 commercial television construction permits
which
have the
beenfreeze.
grantedWeby were
'the
FCC since
primarily concerned over the effect
on air traffic and while at first
glance it may seem that consideration of effective height would give
an erroneous indication, further
reflection will show that air navigation also is concerned over height
above average terrain.
In analyzing the antenna heights
on a percentage basis, we find that
of the 22 commercial vhf grants,

50% of the grants were for effective antenna heights of over 1,050
feet. Of the 61 uhf grants, 50%
were for effective antenna heights
of over 980 feet. Of the combined
vhf and uhf grants, 50% were for
effective antenna heights in excess
of 590 feet and 20% were for effecfeet. tive antenna heights of over "1,000
As proponents of tall towers for
the television service, we were
gratified to note this trend to tall
antennas.
J. G. Rountree,
A. Earl Cullum Jr.
Consulting Radio Engineers
Dallas, Tex.
MGM RECORDS, Culver City, to release an album from the soundtrack
of 20th Century-Fox feature film,
"Stars and Stripes Forever," marking track
first from
time
firmthan
has MGM
used feature
soundother
film.

CECIL B. HOSKINS (I), general manager, WWNC Asheville, N. C, looks
on as James M. Lorick (c), WWNC
control room supervisor, receives a
25-year service pin from Don S. Elias,
president, Asheville Citizen-Times
Co., licensee of WWNC.

TV

FACES TEST
McMahan Tells Ad Men
TELEVISION will face its most
critical test as an advertising medium during the next 12 months,
Harry McMahan, president of Five
Star Productions, predicted last
Monday at the Hollywood Ad
Club's meeting in the Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel.
Declaring that many advertisers
will desert TV and return to other
media, he added, "They are demanding 'harder sell' from their
agencies to increase tangible returns from video.
"Changing economic conditions
are forcing appliance manufacturers and others to roll up their
sleeves and go to work for the first
time in 12 years. This will force
TV into its first great test of
strength," he continued.
The imitative formulas of commercials have lessened the impact
on TV advertising, he said. Viewers are developing "fatigue response" to the once novel jingles,
cartoons and camera tricks and
now demand believability, Mr. McMahan said.
Monotony Decried
"Certain industries are damaging their efforts in video advertising by use of highly similar commercials," Mr. McMahan reported.
"For example, in some markets 20
breweries are using TV commercials with almost identical scenes."
The trend to filmed programs
and commercials continues, according to Mr. McMahan's surveys, but
increasing costs of production are
placing many advertisers in the
arms of the law of diminishing returns, he concluded.
Emil Schaeffer
EMIL SCHAEFFER, 64, designer
of radio towers, died last Monday
at St. Elizabeth Hospital, Elizabeth,ness.N. HeJ.,wasafter
illchiefa two-week
of the tower
fabricating division of the Elizabeth Iron Works. During World I
War II he designed radio towers
for the Navy. Surviving are his
wife and a daughter.
November 24, 1952
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New Business
(Continued from page 16)
count executives are HARRY L. MERRICK and WILLIAM B. MULLETT.
UPHOLSTERY LEATHER GROUP Inc. names J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y., as its advertising and public relations counsel.
BUTICAPS Co., L. A., div. of Stanley Drugs Products, Portland (vitamins), appoints Frank-Gold Agency, L. A. Radio is being used.
DOWINGTOWN FARMERS MARKET & AUCTION, Downingtown, Pa.,
appoints Weightman Inc., Phila. Radio and TV are being used.
CALIFORNIA THERAPY EQUIPMENT Co., L. A. (Dri-Aire lamp),
and KLEIN MORTGAGE Co., that city, appoint Mayers Co., that city.
Former firm has scheduled live TV spot announcements in San Francisco,
San Diego and Los Angeles.

tion department, named to supervise market and consumer research.
FRED WILLIS, director of market research, placed in charge of creative
advertising and media research under Mr. Miller.
ROBERT BAMBERGER, account executive, J. M. Korn Adv., Phila.,
appointed advertising manager, Jordan Refrigerator Co., same city.
ED DEWEY, account executive, Dozier, Eastman & Co., L. A., to Fluor
Corp., that city, as supervisor of sales promotion.
W. L. STUTTAFORD, vice president in charge of sales and advertising,
Tea Garden Products Co., S. F., to Golden State Co., Southern Calif.
Div., L. A., as sales manager.

SLOANE

INCIDENT

Issue Remains
Unresolved

DIFFERENCES between CBS and Allan Sloane, radio-TV freelance
writer who also is listed in Red Channels and who has been notified by
the network that it will accept no more scripts from him pending
D. T. BUCHANAN appointed manager of advertising and sales promofurther notice, appeared still unresolved last week.
tion, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio. G. G. CARTWRIGHT
Mr. Sloane, who is suing Red *
named advertising manager of firm's general products department and
Channels for $200,000 on charges Sun., 3-3 :30 p.m.), a sustainer. His
H. F. COOK assumes similar duties in tire department.
of libel and defamation of charac- last story was to have been preWILMORE H. MILLER, vice president of the Toni Co., div. of Gillette
ter, has been preparing scripts for
sented Nov. 9.
Lamp Unto My Feet (CBS-TV,
The writer said that several netCo., Chicago, and manager of company's advertising and brand promowork officials told him that the decision not to buy additional scripts
from him stemmed from pressure
exerted by unidentified persons who
so means
had pointed out the inclusion of
his name in Red Channels. Mr.
Sloane contended that his anticommunist position is proved by
his legal suit and his taking the
initiative to clear his name.
GOOD
He accused CBS of attempting

MARKET

mm

THE

LARGEST

GM

PLANT

CITY

IN

THE

WORLD

Flint is the largest GM City in the world,
and Flint wages are 32% ABOVE THE NATIONAL AVERAGE. Yes, Flint earns more
—AND FLINT BUYS MORE! (Retail sales
were $315,840,000.00 last year!)
The sales story in the rich Flint market is
good . . . and prospects for the future look
EVEN BETTER; because an over-all halfbillion expansion program is now in progress!
The Flint market is a big, rich market . . .
and STILL GROWING! Sell Flint through
its FIRST STATION, WFDF.

Associated with: WOOD
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Grand
WEOA

WFDF
FLINT

MICH

to put him "under prejudicial trial"
while he was engaged in his litigation against Red Channels. He
noted that his suit in Supreme
Court in New York may not come
up for trial for another year because of congestion of the court's
calendar.
"CBS should defend itself against
violation of the pi-inciple that a
man accused shall have the opportunity to know what he is accused
of, know who is accusing him and
face his accuser to answer the accusation," Mr. Sloane declared.
Network's Stand
Network officials denied that
CBS was passing judgment in Mr.
Sloane's case except to "take a
look at the situation." They said
that after full exploration of the
matter the network may buy additional scripts from the writer, and
that Mr. Sloane was one of several
persons whose "acceptability" by
some segments of the network audience was being examined.
Though the officials cited no
specific criticism against Mr.
Sloane, it has been reported that
an anti-communist group in upstate New York has been protesting to networks against hiring persons cited in Red Channels. It is
said to have threatened to boycott
products of mendations
sponsors
if its recomare not followed.
Lamp

Unto My Feet, however, is not
sponsored.
The Sloane incident prompted a
REPRESENTED BY
letter from the Radio Writers Guild
to the network, asking for a meeting to explore the question of
AGENCY
KATZ
j THE
"blacklisting" of writers because
Rapids— WFBM and WFBM- TV Indianapolis —
of "unacceptability" resulting from
Evansville
threats of boycotts from certain
groups.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
AMERICAN

BROADCASTING COMPANY—

Has

America

enough

POWER?

The U. S. today uses twice as much electricity as before World War II. Is there enough for
defense, for civilian needs and for such giant jobs as A-bomb manufacture? Here's how the
electric light and power companies are meeting — and staying ahead of — these huge needs.

NO JOB TOO BIG. Some people say that the really big
electric power projects are jobs only the government
can handle. The facts disprove this. Five local electric
companies have offered to develop all additional power
available at Niagara Falls with a giant new power plant.
Five other business-managed companies are completing
one of the largest single power plants ever built at one

time— a project that will supply power to the new A-bomb
plant at Paducah, Ky. Fifteen companies are ready to
handle an even greater project for the Atomic Energy
Commission. The electric light and power companies are
ready and able to do the nation's power job — and they
can save you and other taxpayers many millions of dollars
by doing it!

PLENTY OF POWER. The electric companies have kept
pace with the fast-growing demands for power. These
companies met the unprecedented needs of World War II.
And now, in the midst of their greatest expansion program, they have already doubled that wartime supply!
The only real shortages of electricity are in countries
where national governments control the power industry.

ERA OF TEAMWORK. The electric companies, where there
is no interference from the federal government, work together with municipally-owned power systems and farm
electric groups. Electric companies' rates and earnings,
of course, are closely regulated by state commissions or
local authorities. However, federal electric projects are
not subject to such regulation.

Important strides have been made by electric light and power companies in meeting the nation's huge
power needs. The companies' record of performance shows the fallacy of arguments advanced by those
who want the federal government to take over more and more of the electric business. This brief report
is brought to you by America's ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES*.
LISTEN TO CORLISS ARCHER— new time effective October 3rd— Fridays, 9:30 P. M., E. S. T.-ABC Network

BROADCASTING
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*Names on request from this magazine
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
1946. Eastern friends in film dis- hand in by turning out three to
tribution and theatre exhibition
five full-length features yearly in
stimulated his interest along these
his "spare time" for release through
Allied Artists.
lines. Leaving interior decorating
which he entered from the textile
But emphasis is definitely on
business, he spent the next three
video, because "inevitably, our inand a half years learning motion
dustry must replace, in terms of
picture production.
mass entertainment, the theatrical
This took place at Monogram
motion picture industry as we have
Productions Inc. (now Allied Art- known it during the past 40 years,"
according to Mr. Broidy.
ists), where his brother, Steve
Broidy, was on the way to his cur"It is not a responsibility we can
rent position as president. Jobs as shrug off lightly, but must be approached with deadly seriousness,
errand boy, general production assistant and assistant studio manto provide maximum mass entertainment, at moderate costs and in
ager led Mr. Broidy into independent motion picture production.
good taste, so that our fare conAt this time he was associated
sistently will be welcomed into the
with Lindsley Parsons, who since living rooms of America," he conhas added video film production to tinues.
features.
Believing television, to grow,
Since forming William F. Broidy
must depend upon films "to a
degree far beyond our fondest
Productions in 1950 to film programs for television, he keeps his dreams," he also feels "Hollywood

is destined to become the actual
center of video film activities and
TV's tremendous celluloidal appetite will tax the production capacity of not merely eight major studios, but 30 to 50 majors, when and
as they come into existence."
Produced 'Hickok' Films
In the past two and a half years,
he has produced Wild Bill Hickok,
half-hour TV film series starring
Guy Madison and Andy Devine, for
Kellogg Co. Currently in production on Phantom Pirate, new halfhour video series in color starring
Robert Stack, Mr. Broidy's filming
schedule has been augmented by
recent formation of Vitapix Corp.
[B°T, Nov. 3]. It will syndicate
film produced by Mr. Broidy, besides that from other sources. He
has scheduled Case History and
Trail Blazers as the first two series
under the Vitapix banner.
Mr. Broidy grew up in Chelsea,
Mass., where he was one of four
children. He soon learned from his

textile manufacturer father that
business is "for keeps." Illness cut
short his studies at Northeastern
U. in Boston and precipitated his
entry into textiles.
He married the former Frances
Rubin of Chelsea in 1947. They
live in the Toluca Lake area of
North Hollywood with two children,
Leah Lynn, 4, and Julia, 8 months.
His business leaves Mr. Broidy
little time for hobbies, but he is
active in several civic organizations. He is a member of the Alliance of Television Film Producers.
CBS

UNIT

Lounsberry Renamed

Chmn.

I. R. LOUNSBERRY, WGR Buffalo, was reelected chairman of
the CBS Station Advisory Board
and Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC-AMTV-FM ^Cincinnati, was elected
secretary at a meeting in Los
Angeles Nov. 14 in conjunction
with the dedication of the new CBS
Television city.
The committee instructed Messrs.
Lounsberry and Taft to confer
with representatives of the emergency rate committee, originated

4

In

Erie

it's

ERIE, PA. - 5,000 WATTS
Time buyers agree...
ERIE, PA. is

by 1YIKK
WRITE

FOR

DETAILS

Erie's ABC affiliate with top
Hooperatings and merchandising assistance, plus, invites your inquiries.

* RADIO
* TV
* NEWSPAPER

StMl&d

INC.

Edward Lamb Enterprises, Inc., New York Office, Hotel Barclay; Home Office,
500 Security Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.
National Representatives
WICU-TV— Erie, Pa.— Headley-Reed Co.
WH00 — Orlando, Fla. — Avery-Kriodel, Inc
WTVN-TV— Columbus, 0.— Headley-Reed Co.
WIKK— Erie, Pa.— H-R Co.
WT0D— Toledo, 0— Headley-Reed Co. ERIE DISPATCH, Erie, Pa. — Reynolds-Fitzgerald, Inc.
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v
Mr. Taft

Mr. Lounsberry

last summer and headed by John
Fetzer, WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo,
prior to the end of the year in the
hope of merging into a single affiliates' organization. It is under■
agreed stood
toKthat
paythe
its committee
own way atalso*
all
future sessions.
TOP CANADA SHOWS
Six of U. S. Origin
FOUR Canadian and six U. S. programs shared honors as top 10
evening network shows in Canada
in October, according to national
ratings report of Elliott-Haynes
Ltd., Toronto. First is Edgar Bergen Show, rated 26.3, followed by
Amos 'n' Andy 24.6, Radio Theatre 23.6, Our Miss Brooks 22.1,
Your Host (Canadian) 17.6, Great
Gildersleeve 17.4, Treasure Trail
(Canadian) 16, NHL Hockey
(Canadian) 15.9, Suspense 15.7,
and Share the Wealth (Canadian)
15.3.
Five leading daytime shows: "Pepper
Young's Family" 16.2, "Ma Perkins"
16.1, "Big Sister" 15.3, "Bight to Happiness" 14.6, and "Boad of Life" 14.
French-language evening shows: "Un
Homme et Son Peche" 33.8, "Metropole" 29.7, "Badio Carabin" 26.3, "Chanson de PEscadrille" 24.1, and "Tambour Battant" 24. Daytime French-language Doree"
shows: "Bue26.8,Principale"
28,
"Jeunesse
"Les Joyeux
Troubadours" 25.4, "Francine JLouvain"
21.2, and "Grande Soeur" 20.7.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

How

safe

is work

in

a big

Each year the Metals Section of the
National Safety Council gives awards
to industrial plants with the best
safety records. In the contest that
ended on June 30 of this year, this

rate of 0.85. That figures out to one
accident in 1,180,000 man-hours of
work. If the span of life were long
enough, the average man could work
in a plant with so good a safety record

company's plant at Bethlehem, Pa.,
for the third time in a row, won first
place in safety in competition with all
the largest steel plants of America.
Eighteen other Bethlehem operations —including steel plants, manufacturing plants and fabricating works
— won safety awards and certificates
in the same contest.
Just how safe is a big steel plant
like the one at Bethlehem?
The Bethlehem Plant won the top
award with an accident frequency

for 600 years without losing one day's
time through an accident.
Where is an employee of such a
plant safer — at work, or off the job?
During the twelve months of the contest, the 23,000 employees of the Bethlehem Plant had 8.57 times as many
injuries while off the job as while
working in the plant. Nearly nine

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

BETHLEHEM

steel

plant?

accidents while at home or driving the
family car, for each accident while
at work!
There is a special reason why we at
Bethlehem Steel get such satisfaction
out of this award.
The steel industry was a pioneer in
organized accident-prevention work.
Its safety standards are high. The
Bethlehem Plant has once more won
top safety honors in an industry that
is one of the leaders in what it has
accomplished to help employees do
their work the safe way.

STEEL
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WSPD

11

TOLEDO

OHIO
DIFFERENT

M&4
STATIONS

WWVA

Toledo's most powerful radio station, WSPD is the voice of authority
on the radios owned by 98% of Toledo's
300,000 retail buyers. Advertisers who want
more than their share of the Toledo market,
get on WSPD.

WGBS

WHEELING
OV. VA./

Blanketing the industrial heart of
America, WWVA brings big results.
Four announcements from Wheeling's farreaching, 50,000 watt station pulled 11,300
mail replies from 25 states. CBS in Wheeling,
WWVA is a natural for better coverage and
eye-opening sales results.

WJBK
DETROIT
Tigers and Baseball and Detroit and
WJBK all go round together. It's
Detroit's popular sports, news, and music
station where folks who like better entertainment set their dials. For a better buy, better
try WJBK.

WMMN

MIAMI
Florida's "spendingest" market is
blanketed by WGBS. Miami's only
50,000 watt outlet. Its CBS programming reaches a whopping 8 million dollar
trading area. Within listening distance are
790,000 people, . . . over a quarter of Florida's
total population plus 400,000 Winter vacationers.

WSAI
OHO J CINCINNATI

Progressive Cincinnati buys by
WSAI, basic ABC station. Broadcasting better
programs on a full-time regional channel,
WSAI fans out through a. sound, substantial
market where the business index climbs
steadily up. Let WSAI put your product into
this growing Ohio market.

WAGA
ATLANTA

FAIRMONT
IW. VA.

The .most powerful radio station in
eastern West Virginia, WMMN sells families
in a thriving industrial area as well as a fertile
agricultural region. A natural for farm or
urban products, WMMN will carry your sales
message to the people who buy.
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For the best bet in Atlanta's giant
market, put your dollar on WAGA.
A recent 12 -month Pulse survey
showed 22% of home listeners tune in WAGA
. . . PLUS a majority of out-of-home listeners.
With primary coverage over a million in 29
counties,
and listeners in 109 counties, WAGA
is
your buy.

BROADCASTING

• Telecast

KEYL-TV

ru
SAN
ANTONIO
TEXAS >| THREE networks, ONE station ...
Texas
KEYL-TV offers the high Hooper
programs of CBS and ABC and
DuMont to San Antonio's 119,380
buying households. The third largest city in
the first largest state, San Antonio is the pick
of wise advertisers who want their products
carried home.

WAGA-TV

i

§

WJBK-TV

<^

CBS and DuMont outlet. It's a best buy for
advertisers with an eye on this rich 102
million dollar Detroit retail market.

1

WSPD-TV
TOLEDO

ATLANTA
Booming retail sales in Atlanta make
WAGA-TV a best buy for advertisers who want results. With retail sales increased over 6 times their 1940 total, WAGATV offers you a top sales opportunity in a
fast growing market.

DETROIT
Most Detroiters keep their dials
set to WJBK-TV because top TV
shows are normal for this popular

Toledo's only television outlet,
WSPD-TV covers the third largest
of the eight major Ohio retail markets. Affiliated with all networks, this popular station
is the effective way of reaching Toledo's
438,000,000 retail dollars.

Does your product need a climate that's hot . . .
or cold? Should the market be urban or rural . . .
large or small? Whichever it is there's a top-value
Storer Station to sell your product successfully!
In broadcasting— and telecasting too— wide-awake
programming

and friendly service have built

enthusiastic audiences. So put your product on
Storer Stations . . . stations where wise buyers
hear what wise sellers have to say.

STORER
BROADCASTING
COMPANY
WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAG A, Atlanta, Go.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. •
WJBK, Detroit, Mich. •
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
WSPD-TV, Toledo, O. • WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich. • WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga. • KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Maditon Ave., New York 22, Eldorado 5-2455
• 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-64?8
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Hollywood's
Newdemolishes
Look any
A VISIT
to the West Coast
notion that Hollywood is giving up the ghost
in program originations. Television is Hollywood's No. 1 business. Just about every other
establishment seems to have relationship to
TV. The newspapers in Los Angeles are loaded
with TV news.
Last week CBS dedicated its new Television
City project involving an estimated $12 million
initial investment. It was a year-and-a-half
in construction. A few weeks earlier NBC
dedicated its new TV plant — rushed to completion in about six months. Both networks have
diverted their mid-town Hollywood studios to
, fl radio production exclusively.
Each of these new plants is simply the first
installment. Provision has been made for sixor eight-fold studio expansion. The CBS plant
is now about double the size of NBC's. But
NBC has 50 acres in which to expand. And
| CBS
has optioned the Gilmore baseball
. stadium, immediately adjacent to its new
Gargantuan structure — in essence, a movie lot
j tailored to television's requirements. It is
almost beyond description.
ABC's plant — the former Vitagraph lot —
will undergo modernization and further expansion when that network is fused with
United Paramount Theatres, now confidently
expected in view of the Resnick initial decision
to the FCC recommending approval. Mutual
has its own elaborate studios through its Don
Lee Network division. And DuMont has its
essential production capacity through its
affiliate, KTTV (TV).
Hollywood, it is evident, is in television
production for keeps. But it is broadcastercontrolled production — not motion picture.
These developments connote confidence not
only in the broadcast media, but in the stability
of our national economy.
Yet it shouldn't be all New York and Hollywood. More and more new facilities, with
capacity for program originations, both network and recorded, are being built. They're
now in San Francisco, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Baltimore, Washington and Miami. Considerable talent is developed in the so-called nonoriginating centers. With modern relay facilities and adequate production capacity, there's
no reason why more programs should not be
originated at such points. In radio, virtually
everything but Hollywood and New York were
written off early. There are great opportunities
for diversification ahead in both TV and radio.
Not

For Granted

LAST WEEK this journal published an adveri tisement that featured a George Price cartoon
of an eager performer flying, unassisted, above
the desk of a bored booking agent who yawned:
"Bird imitations . . . that's all you can do?"
The copy beneath said : "Oddly enough, some
people take extraordinary things for granted.
Like radio, for instance. Today radio entertains, informs and sells more people in more
places at lower cost than any other medium in
the entire history of advertising."
This was the last in a series of three ads
which were prepared and placed by the advertising committee of Broadcast Advertising
Bureau in the New York Times, New York
Herald-Tribune, Chicago Tribune, Wall Street
Journal and a number of trade publications.
They also were placed in an unknown but prePage 56 • November 24, 1952

sumably substantial number of other newspapers by more than 100 stations which
ordered mats from BAB.
A couple of months ago, when the first ad
in the series appeared, a few broadcasters
complained that BAB should not be spending
money in newspapers when it had at its command the facilities of radio. It seems to us
that these complaints were not well reasoned.
In the big sell-radio drive it has conducted
this year, BAB has used the facilities of radio
to good advantage. Its entire membership plus
some 450 non-member stations have been provided with both transcribed spots and scripts
for live delivery which carry out the same
themes of the newspaper ads. The newspaper
campaign was only part of the total effort and
as such was entirely justified.
Louis Hausman, CBS Radio administrative
vice president who directed the production
and placement of the campaign, his committee
and the management of BAB deserve the
thanks of broadcasters for doing a splendid
job on a budget which can only be described as
meager, at least in comparison with the resources that the rival Bureau of Advertising
of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
can draw upon.
As the last ad of the BAB series said, some
people take extraordinary things for granted.
We hope this won't be so in the case of the
BAB campaign.

The

Labor

Lesson

LABOR was taught a lesson in the elections.
The question now is whether that lesson was
learned — not only by labor, but by management.
The lesson taught was that there is no bloclabor vote. In the sanctity of the voting booth,
the working man couldn't be cheeked-off, or
strong-armed. The citizen thinks for himself
under such circumstances.
The Eisenhower Administration, because of
the all-out campaign of labor for the opposition, isn't beholden to labor leadership. Thus,
it's presumed that in making his appointments
to Federal labor posts, the incoming President
will see to it that both sides — labor and managements— get a fair shake. Heretofore, there's
little question that boards and panels have
been weighted heavily in favor of labor.
In the broadcast field, labor has become a
constantly worsening problem. In television,
now gradually spreading its wings to nationwide proportions, there are several score unions
jockeying for recognition. These unions hit the
big markets first, but they are now permeating
the secondaries. Strikes have been called on
slightest provocation, and employers have
scared easily because of uncertainty about
their fate before Washington tribunals. Today
union is pitted against union, with the broadcast media caught in the riptide.
No owner or operator should be so brash as
to hope that the pendulum will swing all the
way back to the pre-New Deal era. It won't.
The new administration will not be anti-labor.
It will be middle-of-the-road. And that should
mean that those mutual benefits derived both
by management and labor will be retained.
It would be unfortunate if ownership and
management construed the Eisenhower sweep
as a repudiation of labor unions. It wasn't
that. But it was very definitely an overwhelming defeat for those who would have labor
control government.
It means that the likes of James C. Petrillo
won't be wielding the baton on the White
House steps during the next four years.

£~

our respects to:

STANLEY

GERALD

BREYER

A LITTLE over two years ago, the broadcast
advertising world was jolted by an earthquake
that originated in a city famed for its tremors
in the past.
The quake took the form of a paid advertisement inserted in Broadcasting • Telecasting by Stanley G. Breyer, sales manager
of KJBS San Francisco. In this advertisement
Mr. Breyer called attention to the confusion in
audience rating services and he proposed a
showdown.
This brief gesture proved to be the quake
that was felt around the media world. Advertisers, agency executives, media people, research specialists — all responded quickly to the
commercial temblor. The excitement hasn't
yet subsided, but the early roars have now
taken the form of quiet and orderly studies
into the whys, ifs, wherefores and what-doyou-knows of radio and television audience
measurements.
The job had to be done by someone. Stanley
Breyer isn't the extrovertish type who hunts
for spotlights and headlines, but he saw a
situation that needed to be corrected and did
something about it. Two years later, at an
NARTB district meeting, he set off another
tremor of a less spect«acular sort by proposing
that broadcasters sign an anti-rate cutting
memorandum assuring timebuyers that all are
paying the same rates for the same schedule.
In both cases the remedies for obviously
difficult situations were relatively simple. For
the research confusion he proposed practical
field studies designed to reveal true values of
each technique, with the hope that a satisfactory common denominator might develop. For
the rate-cutting epidemic he suggested a simple pledge to treat all customers alike.
Around San Francisco Mr. Breyer has quite
a reputation as a salesman. Here again his
technique is simple — a combination of patience,
efficiency and energy. He sets a pace that sales
and office personnel often find too swift for
regular purposes but no one has yet been able
to prove that the less dynamic among them
resort to dexadrine by day and sedatives by
night.
In any case, Mr. Breyer's enthusiasm is felt
all around the office, which consumes a minimum of nine hours out of his normal day.
In a prominent niche of the KJBS headquarters is a large and heavily-loaded file cabinet
devoted to the mass of unsolicited correspondence that grew out of his proposal to settle
the research confusion. The letters came from
all parts of the nation and from major figures
(Continued on page 68 )
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OUR

30th

ANNIVERSARY

YEAR

Engineering Perfection,

Ade-

quate Power and Quality Programming make the right combination that continues to build
prestige for WREC — Memphis
No. I Station. It means listenerconfidence that clicks for advertisers, year after year. Today,
the audience is greater than ever
before and the cost is 10.1%
LESS per thousand listeners than
in 1946.

MEMPHIS

REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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Advertisement
front
From

6y

where

Joe

office

I sit

Marsh

WALBERG BROWN, vice president-general manager, WDOK Cleveland, has resigned. He will retain financial interest and directorship there.
CECIL GREEN, general manager, WHKK Akron, Ohio, appointed manager of WATG Ashland, Ohio.
FRED I. GEIGER, commercial manager, WAGE Syracuse, N. Y., to
WSYR-TV Syracuse, as sales manager.

Going

. . . Going

Almost

Granny

Robinson

CY KAPLAN, midwest sales executive, World Broadcasting System, to WONS Hartford, Conn., as sales
manager.

. . .

Gone

put on quite a

show the other night at the White Elephant auction at the Women's Club.
Towards the end of the evening, she
had the ladies battling for anything
she put up. "What am I bid for this
woman's lovely black coat here — good
as new? Who'll say ten dollars?"
she asked.

Mr. Geiger

DON R. HARRINGTON, publisher, Monterey Park
Califomian, to KBIG Avalon, Calif., as account executive for Long Beach, Orange County and San Diego
areas, with headquarters in Long Beach. He succeeds
CARL HILL, resigned.

PAUL
KEEFE,
program
director, WOTW-AM-FM
Nashua, N. H., promoted to station and program manager.
JOHN T. WILLIAMS, western sales representative, NBC-TV, named
western sales manager with headquarters in Hollywood. He succeeds
FRANK A. BEREND, currently being reassigned within network.
RICHARD CHALMERS, WICC Bridgeport, Conn., sales representative,
appointed local sales manager, succeeding MANNING SLATER, who
will devote full time to commercial end of station's TV operation.
WALTER C. LINDLEY Jr., retail advertising department, Chicago
Tribune, to WGN Chicago sales staff.

Granny held the coat up, and commenced describing the lining, sleeves,

MILTON R. BENJAMIN resigns as general sales manager of Jewel
Radio Corp., Newark, effective Dec. 31.

buttons— really "selling hard." Then,
suddenly, she took a close look and

JOHN H. D'AIUTOLO, WOR-TV New York sales staff, to the 0. L.
Taylor Co., N. Y., as sales representative.

blurted out "Land

ALFRED LARSON, recently discharged from U. S. Navy, returns to
WDRC Hartford, Conn., as sales representative.

sakes, no more

bidding please — this is my coat!"
From where I sit, what almost happened toGranny was good for a laugh,
but sometimes when people "get carried away" with their own talk it's
not so funny. I prefer a glass of temperate beer while listening to my favorite radio program — you may like
soda pop — or cider. I suggest we hold
on to our personal opinions — and believe in them — but take a good close
look at them before we try to "sell"
them to our neighbor!

HERBERT W. HOBLER, NBC-TV sales, to CBS Television Network
Sales, as account executive.
J^etionaLA • • •
WILLIAM S. PALEY, chairman of the board, CBS Inc., will be awarded
Poor Richard Club's Gold Medal of Achievement for 1953 at organization's annual banquet, Jan. 17 in Phila.
CARL DOZER, sales manager, WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa., elected chief
barker, Variety Club Tent No. 1 in that city.
JOHN C. PEFFER, general operations manager, WTAR-AM-FM-TV
Norfolk, Va., and SUZANNE ARNOUX daughter of CAMPBELL
ARNOUX president of the stations, were married Nov. 7 . . . SY
WHITELAW, KCBS San Francisco sales executive, father of twins,
John and Alison, Nov. 1 . . . MORTIMER HALL, president, KLAC-AMTV Hollywood, father of boy, Richard Roman, Nov. 12. Mother is RUTH
ROMAN, film star.

BMI-VA CONTEST
Announced Song Judges

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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and cial
in Services
cooperation
Spebranch.with
FirstVA's
25 prize
winners also will receive U. S.
Savings Bonds.
Other judges are Jimmy Hilliard,
Decca Records; Mitch Miller, Columbia Records; Milton Gabler, Coral Records; Hugo Winterhalter, RCA- Victor;
Ralph
Flanagan,
orchestra Arnold
leader; Shaw,
Bernie Wayne,
song-writer;
Duchess Music Co.; June Valli, songstress; Hal Webman, Downbeat magaazine. zine; Joesph Csida, The Billboard mag-

ROBERT SOUR, composer and assistant vice president of BMI in
charge of publisher relations, will
be one of 11 judges in a song-writing contest for patients in Veterans
Administration hospitals.
Contest is being conducted by a
music publisher group with BMI
BROADCASTING
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Ace

newscasters

AP

praise

NEWS

*2>

Sw&
#1 p

Tom McCarthy,

Dee D. Denver, Jr.,

News Director,
WKRC.

Newscaster,
KFEQ,

Cincinnati, 0.

St. Joseph, Mo.

"AP news is definitely a prestige program because it is accurate, factual and fast. I use AP

"My AP newscasts have enjoyed
top Hooper ratings for years. One

■ news every morning to sell M.F.A.
Feeds to farmers on behalf of The

of our sponsors, Farm and Home

Missouri Farmers Association. Mr.

Center, says its 6 AP newscasts

A. J. Loutch, Manager of the M.F.A.

per week over WKRC are an im-

rural advertising. It says AP news

Cooperative Grain and Feed Company, tells me that his customers
praise these AP newscasts as a
real service to the farm area, and

is as vital as electricity on a

that AP is a permanent part of his

portant factor in both its city and

advertising program. Revenuewise
AP news does the job for KFEQ
and all its sponsors."

)r full information on how you can put Associated Press news to work
for you and your sponsors, contact your AP Field Representative or write

RADIO
THE

DIVISION

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

s of the country's finest stations announce with pride

IATED

PRESS."

IOWA U. MEET
Radio Ads Emphasized
It's all in the
BROADCASTING

Yearbook

You don't need the T
square, graphs, slide rule,
geiger counter or a seismograph to find out all the
information you want to
know about the business of
broadcasting.
You'll find it all in the 1953
BROADCASTING Yearbook.*
Enter your reservation today. Single copies $5.00.
$11.00 for complete subscription, including weekly
issues of BROADCASTING
TELECASTING, and the
1953 TELECASTING Yearbook.*
* Publication dates: BROADCASTING
Yearbook, mid-January; TELECASTING Yearbook, mid-February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Here's my reservation for the 1953
Yearbooks and enter my subscription to BROADCASTING • TELECASTING with the next issue:
□ $11 end

□ Bill

Firm
Street
City

Zone

State
1953 BROADCASTING Yearbook
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WILLIAM NEILSON, production
manager, KING-TV Seattle, to
KHQ-TV Spokane, as program director.
LESLIE GORALL, director at ABC,
New York, to WDSU-TV New Orleans,
as TV director. HUBIE WEISS, producer-director atlatter station, promoted to TV program director.
JACK E. DOUGLAS, program director, WTVB Coldwater, Mich., to
WFIN Findlay, Ohio, in same capacity, replacing ALLEN P. DUDLEY,
now promotion and public service
manager, Findlay Pub. Co., licensee of
station.
DON HLNE, production administrator, KNXT (TV) Hollywood, appointed program manager. BOB ADAMS,
assistant to station's program director, promoted to executive producer.
LUCIAN DAVIS, associate director,
KNX Hollywood, shifts to CBS Radio,
that city, as production coordinator.
JACK O'MARA, partner, John I. Edwards & Assoc., Hollywood, to KTTV
(TV) that city, as director of merchandising and promotion.
COLEMAN PATTERSON, staff announcer, WPTF Raleigh, N. C, recalled to active duty with Air Force.
ROBERT L. WILLIAMS, transcription
clerk there, has enlisted in same
service.
JACK SNYDER, KYOU Greeley, Col.,
to KTRB Modesto, Calif.
MIKE McDOUGALD, WSB Atlanta
announcer, inducted into U. S. Army
and is stationed at Fort Jackson,
S. C.
LES TREMAYNE, Hollywood radio
actor, elected president of Hollywood
Actors Council. PAUL FIERRO, TV
actor, is vice president; CAROLE
RICHARDS, radio singer, secretary,
and BUDDY EBSEN, movie-TV actor,
treasurer.
RALPH MENARD, KRXL Roseburg,
Ore., to announcing staff, KCBQ San
Diego.
MAX LEIB named musical director,
WJR Detroit.
IVOR McLAREN to WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, as producer-director.
JACK KENASTON, advertising and
promotion manager, KTTV (TV) Hoi-,
lywood, to KNBIL (TV) that city, in
same capacity.
TOM ROGSTAD, KING-TV Seattle
producer, promoted to production
manager.
VIC PERRTN, Hollywood radio-TV
actor, assigned role in Paramount
Pictures feature film, "Forever FeCONNIE RUSSELL, New York TV
male." assigned role in Columbia Picsinger,
tures feature film, "Here Comes the
Showboat."
JOE ROCKHOLD, farm director,
WHIO-TV Dayton, presented with
Outstanding Achievement Award by
executive committee of Ohio Safety
Council for promotion of fire safety
on his program, The Farmer's Guide.
ERNIE LEE, entertainer, WLW Cincin ati, to WHIO-AM-TV Dayton, for
daily simulcast in that city.

BARBARA MARGOLIN to advertising
and promotion staff at NBC Chicago,
as writer.
ED SMITH, announcer - engineer,
KULE Ephrata, Wash., and more recently discharged from Armed Forces,
to KLWN Lawrence, Kan., as announcer-engineer.
NEAL VAN ELLS, program manager,
WLWD (TV) Dayton, and PHYLLIS
McGL'IRE, former vocalist on station's Coffee Club show, were married
Sept. 27.
EDWIN BAILEY, director, NBC radio
Truth or Consequences, father of boy,
Nov. 13.
JACK CLARK, announcer, KCBS San
Francisco and BARBARA McKNIGHT
CLARK, formerly of station's program department, ^parents of boy,
Leslie, Nov. 2.
ewi • • •
FRANK BARTON, assistant news editor at WBBM Chicago, named features editor. TOM KOCH appointed
assistant to news editor, JULIAN
BENTLEY.
JOSEPH KRAMER, KFH Wichita,
Kan., to KRES St. Joseph, Mo., as
head of news bureau. BEN HUBBIRD,
KRTJL Corvallis, Ore., and FRANK
SMITH, KCLO Leavenworth, Kan.,
added to KRES news staff.
JOHN HALVORSON appointed news
director, KCBQ San Diego.
DICK KEPLLNGER, Seattle newscaster and free-lance radio personality, appointed
chairman
of city's
1953 March
of Dimes
campaign.
GEORGE BALL, WHLI Hempstead,
L. L, director of public affairs,
father of boy, Steven, Nov. 8. GABE
VIERA of station's news department,
father of girl, Pamela, Nov. 4.
LEN O'CONNOR, NBC-AM-TV Chicago newsman, father of boy, Nov. 6.
TOM WABER, announcer-newscaster,
WXYZ-TV Detroit, father of boy,
Oct. 28.

MORLEY TESTIMONY
KAREN Charges
MORLEY, 'Blacklisting'
film actress,
testified she is "blacklisted" on
radio, TV and movies at a hearing
a fortnight ago before the House
Committee on Un-American Activities.
Miss Morley refused under oath
to tell the committee whether she
is now or ever has been a Communist party member. She was accompanied byher attorney, former
Rep. Vito Marcantonio. For many
years she has spoken in favor of
using radio, TV and films to
strengthen labor unions, she told
the committee. Abe Burrows, TV
actor, told the committee he had
attended parties given by hosts
who turned out to be Communists
but said he had never joined the
Communist party.

RADIO rather than television received all the attention at the recent
advertising conference sponsored
for the first time by the U. of Iowa
at Iowa City.
Planned by the School of Journalism, the College of Commerce
Marketing Dept. and the Extension
Div., the three-day seminar early
this month featured Arthur M.
Barnes, journalism professor, as
chairman of the radio advertising
section.
Key speakers were Edward
Breen,
president,
Iowa
Broadcasters Assn.,
and W. J.
Teich,
general
manager, KOEL Oelwein. Mr.
Breen sees an "exciting, lively and
adventurous future" for radio, with
its flexibility and change. Modern
radio, he said, should contain ad
lib elements and should handle hot
issues, sell spot rather than programs and shape the local station
to the home town commentator. He
recommended a combination of community soap box, sports station
and juke box.
Speaking on press freedom for
broadcast media as well as newspapers,open
Mr. Breen
called
for "a
crusade to
courts,
legislative
bodies and hearings in order to
bring the processes of government
back to the people." Newspapers,
he said, have become "fat and lazy
in their acceptance of handouts
(publicity Editing
releases)."
Option
"Radio should have as much right
to edit tape recordings of meetings
as a newspaper has to edit its stories," he asserted.
Mr. Breen, discussing the whys
and hows of retailers' use of radio,
emphasized that "radio cannot be
overlooked, especially if you seek
a mass market." Recommending
use of all media, he said ARBI
studies have shown "the retailer
who puts all of his eggs in one basket is losing
customers."
Allan
Peterson,
advertising director for A. W. Peterson Furniture Co., Cedar Rapids, outlined
his
company's
successful
use he
of
radio. In the past
seven years,
said, store volume has increased
More than 6,500 persons attended a recent
remodeling sale
'
fivefold.
after radio spots were aired. He
recommended retailers inaugurate
a feature-of-the-month campaign,
similar to the plan used by Peterson in which the firm sets up model
rooms featuring one item each
month.
Panelists included Claire E.
Grant, sales manager, KCBC Des
Moines, "We Got This Way by Accident"; William B. Quarton, general manager, WMT Cedar Rapids,
"What's Happening Between Networks and Stations," and Hugh R.
Norman, president, KSTT Davenport, "TV Competition: Its Effect
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THE
NEW

TYPE

312

250
WATT

TRANSMITTER

The continental Type 312 is a 250 watt AM
Transmitter in which the design is entirely new and
different. Extreme simplification of circuitry with
unexcelled performance are its most important features.
Extremely low values of both RMS and Intermodulation distortion are obtainable.
Only two RF stages following the crystal oscillator
are utilized. The first of these is fixed tuned for
the entire broadcast range of 540 to 1600 KC and the
.output stage has only one control to cover the entire
range. The transmitter has one other control — the output
loading control. Since tetrode type tubes are used,
the necessity for neutralizing circuits is eliminated.
The Type 312 Transmitter is contained in one
of CONTINENTAL'S new, all aluminum cabinets. This
cabinet is of special unified, frameless design and
incorporates the well-known Transview styling together
with functional features that afford maximum
accessibility, shielding and circulation
of cooling air.
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New
VOICE

Developments

SCRUTINY

May Encourage
THE VOICE of America and other foreign broadcast activities of
the U. S. came in for close scrutiny by Congressional investigators last
week, with the prospect of far-reaching reforms in the entire overseas
information setup.
Implicit in a new Senate Foreign ★
Eelations subcommittee staff report key government authorities on their
and discussions by its members
respective foreign information
with top government authorities
activities. The briefings were desis sentiment for overhauling the
cribed as exploratory, with subshortwave radio arm.
committee members slated to inSignificant points made by the
spect programs abroad and, finally,
staff were in suggestions that the to hold extensive open hearings
Voice might perform more effec- next January in the 83d Congress.
tively if:
State Dept. officials were to appear
(1) It were completely divorced
last Friday.
from the State Dept. and operated
Programs Being Studied
independently, and
Spadework
was done by the
(2) Overseas broadcasts "concentrating on and perfecting one
group last summer on the basis of
a resolution (S Res 74) co-authored
type of program," say, newscasts.
The subcommittee staff did not by Sens. William Benton (D-Conn.)
deprecate Voice operation as such
and Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.),
but took a different approach: It also members of the bi-partisan
lauded BBC's success, saying that subcommittee. Headed by Sen. Fulas an example "it [BBC] might be
bright, group is studying the effectiveness of the programs to
worth while to follow."
eliminate
any
overlap in functions.
"It is clear . . . that, although
the external services of the BBC
Chairman Fulbright leaves for
Europe Nov. 29; other members
are subject to general policy guidance by the Foreign Office, they will visit different areas. These inare considerably more independent
clude Sens. Guy Gillette (D-Iowa),
of Foreign Office control than the Bourke Hickenlooper (R-Iowa) and
Voice of America is of State Dept.
Karl Mundt (R-S. D.).
These developments, particularly
regulation," according to the rethose affecting the Voice, were
port.
Second Report
dramatically pointed up by the
selection of John Foster Dulles as
A second report traced the backSecretary of State, subject to Senground of foreign information proate confirmation next January. Mr.
grams operated by the Dept. of
Dulles'
views on international raDefense, Mutual Security Admindio coincide in the main with those
istration, the Psychological Stratof President-elect Eisenhower, who
egy Board and the State Dept. This
has favored a strengthened interreport made no recommendation.
national information and psychoA significant disclaimer prefaced
logical warfare operation.
each report, however under the
Gen. Eisenhower is on record for
signature of Chairman J. William
an intensified program, including
Fulbright (D-Ark.). He characpossibility of independent status
terized itas a "background study"
for VOA, or for perhaps a broader
and noted "it does not represent
the views of members of the subgeneral headquarters type of organization encompassing features
committee."
The reports were released in of the wartime OWI and OSS.
VOA now functions semi-autonomconnection with the opening Thursday of closed-door discussions be- ously under the International Information Administration.
tween subcommittee members and

INITIAL PLANS for heavy-equipment exhibit at the NARTB Convention at
Los Angeles' Biltmore Hotel next April 28-May 1 were made at a meeting of
NARTB officials and exhibitor members in New York Nov. 13 [B*T, Nov. 17].
Seated (I to r): Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, convention committee
chairman; NARTB President Harold E. Fellows; F. R. MacFarland, AT&T.
Standing: Lewis Newman, Daven Co.; John Taylor, RCA; V. A. Droser, AT&T;
R. Bach, Federal Telecommunications Labs.; Arthur Stringer, NARB consultant and exposition director.

FIVE exhibitor members and one "alumnus" are shown with NARTB Secretary-Treasurer C.E. Arney Jr. (extreme right). Former member is R. B. Russell,
Western Electric (left). Others, I to r: J. W. La Marque, Graybar Electric Co.;
W. O. Hadlock, RCA; M. E. Fearis, Caterpillar Tractor Co.; J. H. Hickerson,
Federal Telecommunications Labs.; Frank Newman, Allen B. DuMont Labs.

THE LATEST
WCKY
THE "SELLINGEST
STATION IN THE NATION
WCKY'S THE STATION
PROGRAMMED TO SELL
A Small Investment on WCKY
will net you
Tremendous Dividends
In Sales
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IN THIS group of exhibitors at the meeting are, I to r: Seated, George Gill,
Kliegl Bros., and Alice Heinecke, SESAC; standing, Hy Reiter, BMI; Robert
Stone, SESAC; G. I. Jones, Graybar; Jim Myers, SESAC; Larry Cervone, Gates
Radio Co.; E. S. Gagnon, Collins Radio Co.; Bob Lamons, Andrew Corp. BMI
and SESAC, not in heavy equipment field, were represented because they use
open space in heavy-equipment section.
BROADCASTING
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CONTROLS
LIFT
On Metals by April 1 Studied
PLAN for removal of allocation
controls over steel, copper and
aluminum — all vital in station construction and radio-TV set production— will be studied by the government this week.
If it goes into effect by April 1,
as suggested by a Steel Industry
Advisory Committee which drafted
the proposal, controls would be
lifted on these materials for all
civilian output.
It would mean an end to restrictions on station projects, including new TV station grantees, as
well as set manufacturers.
The proposal will be studied today (Monday) by officials of the
National Production Authority, Defense Production Administration
and the government's Production
Policy Committee. It involves the
NPA-DPA Controlled Materials
Plan under which applicants obtain certain quotas. DP A authorities see July 1 as the date for removing consumer goods restrictions.
The plan recommends immediate
steps to decontrol steel by April 1
on all but military and atomic
energy products. Provision would
be retained to reimpose controls if
necessary with certain inventory restrictions on steel until July 1.
Steel group noted "there is no
shortage of consumer durable goods
notwithstanding a 54-day steel
strike and many consumer goods
are in more than adequate supply."
Broadcasters currently are able
to self-authorize 25 tons of steel
per quarter per project on minor
construction. They have been able
to obtain steel on building already
underway, although most new major construction has been halted
until the first of the year because
of the steel setback.
Fate of allocations from a legal
viewpoint will rest on action by the
83d Congress on the Defense Production Act, which expires April
30, unless extended.

AFTRA

Strike Vote

AMERICAN Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA)
received strike authorization by
unanimous vote at a meeting in New
York Monday in connection with
negotiations now in progress with
the networks on television and radio contracts. A vote also will be
t^ken in Los Angeles today (Monday) and in Chicago later this
week. An AFTRA spokesman said
that present contracts have been
extended until Nov. 30 by mutual
consent. The union has been seeking a basic 20% overall increase
in pay.

OLSON Travel Organization renews its sponsorship of the Norman Ross Hour
show, Saturday mornings on WMAQ (NBC) Chicago. Seated, (I to r) Rudi
Neubauer, station sales manager; Harry Olson, company president, and Mr.
Ross; standing, Richard Faulkner, WMAQ salesman; Harvey Mason, Olson
vice president; Frank Carney, midwest manager, Lissone-Lindeman, U. S.
agency.
WEEB

CARRIES

ON

Despite Denial of STA
DESPITE the FCC's denial of a
special temporary authorization for
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C, to
cover election-night returns, the 1
kw, daytime-only station threw into
motion pre-arranged plans to cover
the election even though it did not
take the air, according to Jack
Younts, general manager.
The WEEB building on the main
street of Southern Pines was
brightly lighted, with police barricading the street to provide
benches for listeners, while network service returns were piped
through loudspeakers in front of
the building.
The station's mobile unit, equipped with a police transmitter and
receiver, cruised the county during
election day, interviewing persons
at the 17 precincts. It also cooperated election night with police
in radioing returns from the large
area surrounding Southern Pines.
All WEEB personnel were on dutv
until early morning and WEEB
studio facilities were made available to the AP and UP. Teletype
service
was displayed for spectators.

SCBA Meets Jan. 9-10
SOUTH CAROLINA Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting will be held
at the Francis Marion Hotel,
Charleston, Jan. 9-10, T. Doug
Youngblood, WFIG Sumter, SCBA
secretary-treasurer, has announced.
Wallace Martin, WMSC Columbia,
is program chairman, and reservations may be made by contacting
J. Oliver Riley, manager of the
Francis Marion Hotel.

Watch

Thesaurus

*\NEWS

T
F

/

Series

RCA's Thesaurus is issuing to subscriber stations a new series of
military and patriotic music by the
U. S. Army Band that can be used
in conjunction with recruiting announcements. Series can be programmed as a quarter-hour of
military band music and can be
integrated with other Thesaurus
productions, according to RCA
Recorded Program Services.

TOTAL of 23 new accounts and renewals has been reported by Storecast
Corp. of America which features
"Music to Buy By" in super-markets.
BROADCASTING
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FCC's letter denying WEEB's requested STA was draped in black
crepe and placed next to the board
showing Presidential returns, Mr.
Younts said.

RCA

HATCH ACT
Weeks Favors Amendment
TWO major political parties spent
between $40 million and $50 million for political purposes during
the 1952 campaign, it was estimated
last week by Sinclair Weeks,
chairman of the GOP National
Finance Committee.
Noting the increased cost of campaigning because of television and
the devalued dollar, Mr. Weeks
felt the 1940 Hatch Act should be
amended. He said he personally
plans to recommend legislation
raising the $3 million ceiling on
campaign expenditures by the major political parties. His campaign
estimate covers all levels — federal,
state and local.
The Senate Privileges & Elections Subcommittee is currently
studying campaign data with the
intent of revising the Hatch Act
during the 83d Congress. Hearings
are indicated. It is gathering figures from radio-TV broadcasters,
newspapers and political groups
in its study. Broadcasters were to
return questionnaires by today
(Monday) .
The Republican and Democratic
national organization, comprising
key committees, spent about $3.5
million on network-spot radio and
TV broadcasting alone during the
campaign, with unknown thousands
of dollars committed for Congressional, Senatorial, Gubernatorial
and city campaigns [B*T, Nov. 10].
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HAYTER NAMED
To McCann-Erickson Post
EVAN H. HAYTER, marketing
and advertising manager of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada
Ltd., •will manage the new offices
McCann-Erickson will open in
Canada, Marion Harper Jr., president, announced last week. The
first office opens in Toronto Dec. 1,
the second in Montreal in the immediate future.
Accounts to be served immediately in Canada are Shadow Wave
Div., Pepsodent Co. of Canada Ltd.,
and American Safety Razor of
Canada Ltd.

Sarnoff Group
MEMBERSHIP of the Citizens
Advisory Committee on Manpower
"Utilization in the Armed Services,
headed by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, was
rounded out last Monday with two
new appointments. C. R. Smith,
president of American Airlines
Inc., and Lewis L. Strauss, consultant and financial advisor, were
named by Secretary of Defense
Robert A. Lovett. Created to study
economical and effective use of
military manpower, the commission
will hold its first meeting tomorrow
(Tuesday).
ARMED Forces Radio Service, Hollywood, has released special transcribed half-hour program, The AFRS
Story, for general distribution. Robert Vinson is writer and Will Scott,
producer.

allied

arts

COCHRD ,L.dean
EDWA(Ret.)
VICE ADM.
RANE, U.S.N.
of
school of Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of Technology elected
a director of Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
Waltham, Mass.
E. TERRY SOUTHARD, Columbia
Records Inc. division manager for
New England and Middle Atlantic
territories, named national sales
manager, effective Dec. 1.
JOHN B. OTTMAN, advertising manager, Stewart-Warner's Electric Div.,
to Admiral Corp., Chicago, as radioTV sales promotion manager.
EDWIN CORNFIELD to sales staff,
Adolph L. Gross Assoc., N. Y. (manufacturers representative firm).
JOHN S. SPEER n appointed sales
manager of Speer resistor div. and
Jeffers electronics div., Speer Carbon
Co., St. Marys, Pa.
MICKEY FREEMAN, director of publicity-promotion, KLAC-AM-TV Hollywo d, to Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A.,
as publicity manager.
BERT P. CAIN, appliance sales manager, ARD Distributing Co., St. Louis,
appointed zone manager for radio-TV
sales in St. Louis area for Crosley
Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati.
LYLE YOUNGSTROM promoted to
head of Washington, D. C, office of
Carl Byoir & Assoc., national public relations firm, succeeding WLLLIAM WRIGHT who transfers to
Philco Corp., Phila., in executive
capacity.

NATHAN TANENBAUM, New York
attorney, appointed to head legal department of Ram Productions, radio
program production and transcription firm. His office is at 1407 Broadway, N. Y.
ROBERT C. UPTON, vice president
of Whirlpool Corp., St. Joseph, Mich.,
elected to board, filling vacancy created by death of his father, LOUIS
C. UPTON.
JACK SIEGRIST, advertising and
sales promotion manager, Admiral
Corp., N. Y., to Motorola Inc., as advertising manager. ROBERT VAN
BRUNDT appointed assistant advertising manager in charge of retail
cooperative advertising. ARTHUR
TIMMERMAN named copy chief.
JERRY ROSENTHAL, radio-TV department, William Morris Agency,
Beverly Hills, to Lou Irwin Inc., Hollywood (talent agency), in same capacity.
HERMAN NORWOOD Jr. and A. F.
SCHONEFELD Jr. appointed field engineers with instrumentation div.,
Audio & Video Products Corp., N. Y.
L. F. HICKERNELL, chief engineer,
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co., Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y., elected to
board of directors of American Institute of Electrical Engineers, replacing W. J. BARRETT who was
elected treasurer. N. S. HIBSHAM,
former
secretary.treasurer, is now assistant
CHARLES J. CAREY, producer-director, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, to Brown

U., Providence,
I., to produce
halfhour
educationalR. series,
An Evening
on College Hill, on WJAR-TV Providence.
BOB WOLCOTT & Assoc., L. A. (public relations firm), moves to 631 S.
Westmoreland Ave. Telephone is Dunkirk 5-1439.
PRESTOSEAL Mfg. Co. (PrestoSplicer, film - splicing device), has
moved to larger quarters at 37-27
33rd St., Long Island City, N. Y.
FRED SHEVIN, radio-TV publicity,
Columbia Pictures, Hollywood, father of boy, Nov. 14.

AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC Corp.,
•
£<fiu!jamN.ent
Hicksville,
Y., announces production of new uhf and vhf twin tetrode
known as 5894-A. Tube is designed
for wide band operation and employs
new type construction which enables
it
to withstand greater shock and vibration.
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS Dept.,
RCA Victor, Camden, N. J., announces
availability of community Antenaplex
converter system, designed to improve reception quality and operating economy of RCA Antenaplex
systems
converting
channels byreceived
aboveallCh.vhf6 TVto
lower frequencies.
SUM of $10.2 billion was obligated
by the Defense Dept. for electronics
and other "hard goods" equipment
during the first three months of fiscal
1953 (July through September). Most
of the orders placed with private industry and military establishments
were for Air Force needs. Congress
provided $24.1 billion for all hard
goods during the new fiscal year, and
another $4 billion in military assistance funds for electronics and other
procurement.
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COURT

ENJOINS

Health Aids' Claims on Air
PRELIMINARY injunction has
been granted by a federal court
restraining National Health Aids
Inc., Baltimore, from using certain
advertising claims in radio and TV
broadcasts.
The injunction was granted by
the U. S. District Court for Maryland at the request of the Federal Trade Commission, which has
charged that advertising claims for
the company's NHA Complex are
false. Sample TV scripts were part
of the case record.
Among stations which carried the
advertisements, according to the
original complaint, were WMAR
(TV) and WBAL-TV Baltimore,
WTOP-TV and WTTG (TV) Washington and WJZ New York. Account is handled by Television
Advertising Associates Inc., also
Baltimore.
The court order enjoins dissemination of claims which represent
that the product (1) will make one
well and keep one well if used as
directed, (2) is a competent or
effective treatment for a variety
of ailments (arthritis, rheumatism,
etc.), (3) is of any value in treating diseases, disorders and symptoms an-d (4) must be used — or at
least some dietary supplement
should be used — to obtain vitamins,
minerals and proteins for good
health.
PR SOCIETY
Holds Meeting in D. C.
FIFTH annual conference of the
Public Relations Society of America
opened yesterday (Sunday) at the
Statler Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Sessions end Tuesday evening.
Board of directors meeting was
scheduled Sunday, along with exhibits and a conference on development of PRSA chapters. The opening convention meeting this morning will include a panel on relationship of public relations and the
social sciences. Ed Lipscomb, of
National Cotton Council of America, will speak at today's luncheon
as PRSA president.
Discussion of public relations'
problems is scheduled in the afternoon. Robert Saudek, director of
the Ford Foundation's TV-Radio
Workshop, will take part.
Government public relations
problems will be discussed at a
Tuesday morning panel. Group
meetings on specific problems are
scheduled in the afternoon with
the annual dinner to be held Tuesday evening.
L. A. Red Probe
HEARING on Communist activities in radio and TV, scheduled by
House Un-American Activities subcommittee for Los Angeles last
week, was postponed indefinitely.
No indication was given when the
committee will return. About 40
members of radio-TV industries in
the area were under subpoena.
BROADCASTING

Broadcasters
IDAHO

MEET

Advised

productions to be crude, low cost
live shows. Mr. Hurt advised TV
stations to cut costs by building
their own TV equipment. Almost
all were against use of expensive
remote
equipment for special
events.

On Sports Restrictions
IDAHO broadcasters must pool their equipment for combined coverage
of the 1953 state basketball tournament because state schools have voted
to allow only one broadcasting unit at the scene, more than 70 members
representing 20 of Idaho's 23 radio stations were told at the Idaho
Mr. Wagstaff estimated Boise
Broadcasters
Assn.'s
vention which
ended two-day
Nov. 15conat president, Cline Advertising Serv- would have 15,000 TV sets within
the first year and 40,000 within
ice Inc., Boise.
Pocatello.
two years.
' Charles (Chic) Crabtree, KWIK
Lunchtime panel, "Profitable TV
Other Friday afternoon talks
Pocatello, chairmanbroadcas
of IBA's sports
Operation in answering
Small Markets,"
saw
were made by Don Thomas, KRLC
ting participants
questions,
rights committee, with Milo Petersen, KGEM Boise, Lewiston, on news and special
said broadcasters
events; Mr. Crabtree on lotteries,
as moderator. They included
will be allowed Messrs. Wagstaff and Hurt; C. N. and R. J. Wright, KJRL Pocatello,
one set of equip(Rosie) Layne, KID Idaho Falls, following.
on programming, with discussions
ment, one sports- and Frank C. Mclntyre, KLIX
caster and one
Twin Falls.
Halliday Guest Speaker
color man at fuPanelists agreed budgets for
ture tourneys, and operating Idaho TV stations must
Eugene M. Halliday, KSL Salt
that participating be kept down to a start of $100,000
Lake City, Utah, guest speaker at
stations will share
annually — some $40,000 less than the Friday banquet, told broadcosts
of
line
Mr. Fletcher
one of the least expensive budgets
casters television is the best thing
charges, equipment and salaries.
now employed by a station — with that ever happened to radio: "Television has shocked radio out of its
a third to a fourth fewer personnel.
The first day of the Friday-SatMr. Layne said a TV station lethargy. Radio is not on trial. It
urday sessions, held in Pocatello's
Hotel Bannock, saw other talks on manager must prepare to lose is still the greatest advertising
development of new personnel for money for the first few months of medium in the world today."
A closed-circuit TV demonstraradio, libel legislation and tele- operation, and that 30-second spots
tion was presented by Idaho State
vision, plus panels, a TV demonin Idaho's biggest cities should sell
stration, a cocktail party and for no more than $15 to $20.
College Television Dept.
dinner. Saturday's program feaMr. Mclntyre differed with Mr.
The Saturday sales panel speaktured a sales panel, followed by
ers and their subjects were: Hugh
sales discussions.
Layne, saying he couldn't afford to
lose money; he also estimated as Shelley, KIDO Boise, "Barnum
Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI Poca- "too high" the $15 to $20 spot
Was Wrong"; Mr. Silvester, "Protello, was elected president, suc- price cited by Mr. Layne.
ceeding Earl J. Glade Jr., KDSH
gram vs. Announcement Selling";
Most panelists, all applicants for and Leonard Wasden, KID, "MerBoise, who remains on the board
of directors.
TV, anticipated a five-hour daily
chandising— Its Benefits and PitTV schedule at first, with all local
Ed Hurt, KFXD Nampa, was
elected vice president, and Florence
Gardner, KFTI Twin Falls, reelected secretary-treasurer. New
board members are Milo Petersen,
KGEM Boise; Dewain Silvester,
NO
ARGUMENT
HERE . .
falls."
KEEP Twin Falls, and Mr. Crabtree. Bert McAllister, KRPL Moscow, was re-elected to the board.
WBNS has more listeners than
After a talk by Walter E. Wagall local stations combined!
staff, KIDO Boise, on libel legislation, the IBA membership endorsed
a bill for submission to the 1953
Idaho State Legislature which
All the neighbors listen in when
would eliminate liability for defamatory statements by stations
carrying political broadcasts.
WBNS is on the air. And you can't
argue with these facts: WBNS has
Liability Measure Endorsed
After his morning talk on libel,
the top 20 rated programs ... a comMr. Wagstaff, as chairman of
bination oftop CBS shows and local
IBA's committee on NARTB Radio
favorites.
WBNS reaches a BillionStandards of Practice, addressed
Dollar audience of almost milmembers on "The Code for Radio,"
during the afternoon session. Carl
lion, both urban and rural. WBNS
_L. Isaacson, radio director, Idaho
State College, Pocatello, spoke duris the neighbor other local stations
ing the morning on development of
try to keep up with.
new personnel for radio.
The broadcasters became the
state's first trade association to
endorse the "Advertise Idaho ProASK JOHN BLAIR
gram," after its purpose was derowic
fined by William W. Shields, genWBNS — 5,000
eral manager, Hotel Bannock,
WEID-FM— 53.000
Pocatello, who is chairman of the
COLUMNS, OHIO
Advertise Idaho Committee. The
group also endorsed a move to
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY
form an Idaho State Federation
OUTLET
of Advertising after plans were
advanced by R. C. Ostrander, vice
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Radio Array

LBS Charges Denied
(Continued from page 28)
area within a 50 - mile radius.
Games could not be broadcast or
telecast within 30 minutes before
the start of a home game or within
! three and a half hours afterward
in the case of a single game, five
and a half when a doubleheader
was played.
Ball clubs deny agreements then
or now concerning broadcast regulations are "unlawful, unreasonable
or in restraint of trade." Broadcast agreements effective now are
the National League Broadcast
Agreement, signed Dec. 10, 1951;
Western Union Agreement, Jan. 1,
1943. and renewable each year, and
the Major League Agreement on
the Central Fund. Feb. 4, 1950,
which involves World Series rights.
Mutual Broadcasting System and
Gillette Safety Razor Co. have purcbased Series rights for the seasons
1951 through 1956. Liberty claims
this contract excluded it from competition and challenged the right of
the Commissioner and the baseball
clubs to make such an agreement.
Liberty carried major and minor
league games in the seasons of
1948 through 1951, under provisions of Major League Rule 1-D,
since rescinded.
Violations Claimed
Several clubs claim contract violations bv Liberty. National
League's Boston Braves, for example, signed a contract with LBS
in Anvil 1952 for specific games,
with LBS meeting certain financial
and other stipulations. Liberty,
the club charges, "has failed and
refused from the date of signing
said contract to this day to make
said payments or to perform any
of the terms and provisions of said
contract."
Attorneys for the Braves said
during 1951 one of the terms was
that LBS not sell more than four
and a half innings to any one
sponsor. Replying to Liberty's
allegation that LBS suffered financial loss when the games were not
available to affiliates, the National
League answered, "If LBS contracted with any stations, sponsors

or advertisers to broadcast baseball games in which the defendant's
team participated, such contract
was made without Liberty having
secured
Gordonrights."
McLendon, former LBS
president, completed his deposition
to the defendants' attornevs in Chicago last week. Depositions will
be taken from two other former
officers of the network starting today (Monday).
Before trial, LBS attorneys exnect to send a team to get depositions from some 40 people across
the country. Trial is scheduled for
Jan. 19. although attorneys on both
sides doubt that inspection of LBS
and ball club files and documents
can be completed by that time.
NIELSEN BUILDS
New Addition at Chicago
A. C. NIELSEN Co.. Chicago market research firm, will build a twostory addition to its plant facilities on the north side of the city,
increasing its present floor space
bv about 60 Or. Workers in radio
and TV services will be returned
to the headquarters building from
temporary cmarters in nearby suburban Evanston when the plant is
built.
The new building, which will include a basement and tower, will
be air conditioned and fireproof,
and will have a modern loungecafeteria, kitchen and conference
rooms.
This is the third major addition
Nielsen has made since the original
building was occup;ed in October
1935, when the company employed
130 persons in food and drug index
services only. Nielsen now employs more than 2,000 full-time
workers in five countries on various types of research.
BOARD of directors, Mid-Hudson
Bcstrs. Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., has
declared an 891- dividend on common
and preferred stock to all stockholders
of record Oct. 1. Firm is licensee of
WEOK Poughkeepsie.
QUINCY,
I

ILLINOIS

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE. .
. . . . TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY ....
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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MORE THAN 5,000 stories
from some 150 remote points
have been broadcast on the
CBS Radio News of America
program (Mon.-Sat., 9-9:15
p.m. EST) which went into
its Sixth year in mid-November, according to Wells
Church,
of news CBS
and Radio's
public director
affairs.
During the recent Presidential campaign some 50 remote
pickups were made for use
on the cooperatively sponsored series, Mr. Church
noted.
CBS

RADIO TRIO
Leads Pulse Report

THREE

CBS Radio network programs were rated in first position
in the evening, Monday-Friday
daytime, and Saturday and Sunday daytime categories in the
Multi-Market Radiopulse for the
September - October period published by The Pulse. Ratings folJuly
low:
Rating
EVENING
Program Average
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
5.3
7.2
Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
5.1
Dec. Bride, Jack Benny (CBS) 7.0
4.7
F. Fontaine, E. Bergen (CBS) 6.5
6.3
5.2
D.
Bob Day,
HawkAmos(CBS)'n Andy (CBS) 5.6
Groucho Marx (NBC)
5.6
Philip Morris Playhouse (CBS) 5.2
D. Pearson, W.(CBS)
Winchell (ABC) 5.5
5.6
5.1
Gangbusters
5.3
5.2
Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS)
MCN.-FRI DAYTIME
Arthur Godfrey (CBS)
7.2
7.4
6.7
Helen Trent (CBS)
6.9
6.7
6.8
Ma Perkins (CBS)
6.7
6.7
Big Sister (CBS)
6.7
Our Gal Sundo ■ (CBS)
6.6
Aunt Jenny (CBS)
6.5
6.6
WendyGuiding
WarrenLight
"(CBS)(CBS)
6.7
6.2
The
6.7
6.2
6.1
Young
Dr.
Malone
(CBS)
Grand Slam (CBS)
6.0
6.1
6.1
SAT. & SUN. DAYTIME
Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
4.2
Theatre of Today (CBS)
4.3
4.0
City Hospital (CBS)
4.5
4.4
Fun-All,
Grand
Central
Station (CBS)
4.3
3.9
4.1
3.7
3.8
The Shadow (MBS)
3.9
True Detective Mysteries (MBS)
Let's Pretend (CBS)
3.5
3.6
3.6
Give and Take (CBS)
Music With The Girls (CBS)
Martin Kane (NBC)
3.5
Whitehall
3.8
Counterspy1212,(NBC)
3.5
3.2
3.4
3.5
3.4
Johns Hopkins Speakers
FOUR network executives last Saturday were to address a symposium
on the possibilities and problems
of television programming, jointly
sponsored by the Baltimore Council
of Parents & Teachers Assn. and
Johns Hopkins U. on the school's
campus.
werepresident
NBC's
Charles C.Speakers
Barry, vice
in charge of radio and television
programming; Davidson Taylor,
director of public affairs, and Hugh
M. Beville, director of research
and planning. Representing DuMont TV Network, James L. Caddigan, director of programming
and production, was to discuss programming and its problems at the
symposium.

TRANSIT RADIO
Court Asked to Overrule
CALL for the U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington to overrule
the FCC decision that the Transit
Riders Assn. (TRA) is not a "party in interest" and therefore had
no standing in protesting the renewal of the license of WWDC-FM
Washington [B*T, Aug. 25] was
made by the Transit Riders organization last week.
Petition for review of the Commission's August order claimed
that members of TRA were forced
to ride the public transportation
system in Washington and are
"compelled ... to endure a continuous din of music, propaganda,
and advertising messages they do
not wish to hear, suffer disturbances of health and physical injury,
which . . . gives petitioner a 'legitimate' interest in the Commission's action."
TRA petition also stated that
"the economic gain to WWDC-FM
[through its arrangement with
Washington Transit Radio Inc. and
Capital Transit Co. for transitcasting rights] is an economic injury
to Narrow
petitioner's
members." of Sect.
construction
309(c) is what TRA accused the
FCC of committing, in its appeal
to the court. TRA declared:
By a strained and tortured reading
of that portion of the legislative history of Section 309(c) . . . , the Commission reduces the section to a nullity,
Commission
tion since
wouldtheleave
the Act interpretaexactly as
it was prior to the passage of P. L.
554, 82nd Congress [McFarland Act]
and treat Section 309(c) as mere surplusage or a restatement
of existing
law. Petitioner
submits Congress
had
no such fatuous intent, but on the
contrary intended to extend and
broaden the right of protest beyond
the narrow limitations which the Commission and the Courts had heretofore imposed.
TRA asked that the Court remand the FCC's order to the Commission, and instruct it to hold a
hearing on WWDC-FM's renewal.
Among the TRA objections, in its
opposition to the renewal of
Ww'DC-FM's license was that
transitcasting was not broadcasting, but point-to-point communications [B«T, Aug. 11]. Dissent to
the Commission's decision that
TRA was not a party in interest
was made by Comr. Edward M.
Vvebster. Comr. Frieda B. Hennock also questioned the status of
transitcasting as broadcasting, but
went along with the majority that
IRA had no standing in the case.
FCC Honors Pakistanis
PAKISTANI nationals who have
completed a telecommunications
study sponsored by the FCC under
the government's Point IV program were presented certificates
of merit last Wednesday by acting
FCC Chairman Rosel H. Hyde.
They are Abdul Rauf, deputy assistant engineer for wireless, and
John D'Cruz, wireless supervisor.
Four other Pakistanis received
certificates Oct. 22.
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DuMont,

NCAA Differ on Football
(Continued from page 25)

laws do not bar restraint as such,
but they do bar unreasonable restraint. Thus if the NCAA's plan
for television control is reasonable
then it is legal."
Mr. Bushnell said that the "reasonablenes " of NCAA's plan is
based upon its worthwhile purposes— protection of "college football from damaging TV impact at
the gate," and preservation "on
campuses everywhere of the sports
programs and the physical fitness
programs." In this latter connection, he said that many schools
depend upon proceeds from college
football to support other sports
programs.
In proclaiming the legality of
the plan, Mr. Bushnell mentioned
that in 1951 DuMont Television
Network apparently did not question it because the network "demonstrated great interest in the
possibility of carrying and presenting to the public the games
making up the NCAA telecast program."
NCAA TV's director decried
what he termed Dr. DuMont's
reference to NCAA as if it were
"an independent agency, separate
and divorced from the colleges and
striving to impose its unwelcome
will upon the colleges of the country." Mr. Bushnell insisted that
NCAA "is the colleges — 372 of
them, large and small."
To illustrate this contention, Mr.
Bushnell said NCAA takes action
only through the votes of the colleges as registered by their delegates. He noted the present TV
plan was adopted by a vote of 185
to 15, adding that "the NCAA
wasn't forcing this policy upon the
colleges, the colleges were embracing it of their own free will."
Questions NCAA Sincerity
He declared that Dr. DuMont
questioned the sincerity of NCAA
when it warned that uncontrolled
live TV, in time, will give a small
number of colleges disproportionate rewards from rights fees of
pay-as-you-see receipts. But Mr.
Bushnell asserted that the committee was "positively sincere"
about preventing "the creation of
a TV aristocracy among these few
institutions."
Commenting on Dr. DuMont's
contention that TV does not have
a significant effect on college football attendance, Mr. Bushnell said
that ^college directors are not
dubious about the various surveys
prepared for the NCAA and
added :

Controls

merits of televison in its broader
aspects — the subject is football,
television, the televising of college
games, and the results thereof."
He said the colleges are "no more
opposed to television than they are
to that other modern wonder,
atomic energy." But he insisted
that the colleges believe in sensible
control of football television.
"Furthermore the NCAA joins
Dr. DuMont in his belief in and
support of the enterprise system
and its incentives," Mr. Bushnell
said. "When it comes to competition, however, the colleges realize
that in the conduct of their football games, they just can't compete
at the box office with free tickets,
and television means free tickets —
millions
of them." by Dr. DuMont
The discussion
and Mr. Bushnell touched off editorial comment from various sports
editors throughout the country.
Sports Editors Arch Ward of The
Chicago Tribune, Bob Cooke of the
New York Herald Tribune and
Jimmy Powers of the New York
Daily News all expressed dissatisfaction with the TV plan in its
present format but voiced different
approaches to meeting the problem.
Scores Division Proposal
Mr. Ward criticized an NCAA
TV Committee proposal that would
divide TV receipts among all member schools, instead of giving them
to participating teams, and added:
Can you imagine what would happen if the TV program advocated by
the college radicals were applied to
American industry and business? . . .
It is unthinkable that ideas of that
character can make progress in
sports. Our athletic fields have demonstrated more convincingly, perhaps, than any other activity in the
twin attributes that made the republic great — the spirit of competition
and individualism.
Mr. Cooke observed in his column, "Another Viewpoint":
Regardless of the sensitive feelings
of the NCAA's television committee,
and its bottle-neck attitude, the public will have to be served ultimately.
At the moment the public is thoroughly displeased with the NCAA program.
Mr. Powers, writing in his "Powerhouse" column, voiced belief that
ing:
the NCAA plan is doomed, remarkThe NCAA blackout of good football games will solve itself. You cannot continue to telecast contests that
have only lukewarm, interest on many
Saturdays, absolutely no sectional interest and expect to come up with
bankrollers to foot the bills. When
the sponsors evaporate, the whole
plan will explode. Colleges then will
have the handcuffs off and, in their
own areas, will satisfy their own
local followings. The few big elevens
that have national followings — and
they are only a few — will go on the
national networks.
Dr. DuMont had asked 10 colleges for local TV rights to six
college games over the Nov. 15 and
Nov. 22 weekends. They replied
that as members of the NCAA they

"Actually, the athletic directors
didn't need surveys to prove this
point to them, for they see at first
hand what happens when their
games in the stadiums are obliged
to compete with football telecasts,
and they know what happens to
their attendance in these circumstances."
Mr. Bushnell declared that the
discussion did not involve "the
BROADCASTING
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had to abide by its rules and could
not
17]. accept his offer [B»T, Nov.
As the football telecast argument continued . during the week,
Doug Mills, U. of Illinois athletic
director, said he would propose
double feature football TV at, the
January convention of NCAA in
Washington, D. C. Major centers
from which such games draw
crowds would be blacked out unless
the game was a sellout, under the
plan, but fans still would be assured of at least one major game.
Ed Krause, Notre Dame athletic
director, said he will accompany
the Rev. Edmund Joyce, athletic
board chairman and executive vice
president of the school, to the Nov.
30 meeting of the NCAA TV Committee in New York. They plan to
ask NCAA to open up college football television. Notre Dame has
criticized the controlled TV programs of the last two seasons on
the ground they infringe on rights
of individual schools.

COPYRIGHT
NARTB Reviews Status
REVIEW of the broadcast copyright situation was conducted last
Monday and Tuesday by the new
NARTB Copyright Committee at a
Washington meeting. Edward
Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge, la., presided.
The committee went into legal
phases of the copyright problem
along with legislative matters and
developments in the music licensing
field.
Attending besides Chairman
Breen were Donald G. Graham,
KOMO Seattle; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio; Joseph McDonald, NBC; A. J. Mosby, KGVO
Missoula, Mont.; Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
James W. Woodruff Jr., WRBL Columbus, Ga., was unable to attend.
A second committee meeting has
been scheduled tentatively Jan. 2627.
Asks to Drop WNYC

KXLW Bid Filed
APPLICATION for transfer of
control of KXLW St. Louis to John
Kluge, WGAY Silver Spring, Md.,
president, and Mark Evans, WTOPAM-TV Washington, was filed at
the FCC Thursday [B*T, Nov.
17]. Purchase figure is $96,000
plus acceptance of $42,000 debt.

ELIMINATION of the municipallyowned WNYC New York, which
has a budget of approximately
$315,000, was proposed by City
Comptroller Lazarus Joseph last
week as part of a broad plan to
improve the city's financial plight.
Similar proposals made in the past
have not gained substantial sup-

port.

R
W ValleyOWNE
NE
The
Mahoning
Broadcasting
Corp.
owners of Radio Station WBBW, Youngstown, Ohio, are the new owners and
operators of WATG in Ashland, Ohio
ricinr
AFFILIATE
■NE
■■ . TWORK
MEW
WATG is now the new voice of MUTUAL
in the Mansfield area which serves the
needs of 200,000 prospective buyers.
WATG is the most important station location between Cleveland and Columbus,
Ohio.

ASHLAND

Serving the RICH MANSFIELD- ASHLAND MARKET
250 Watts, AM and FM. Day and Night.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 56)
in all facets of the media world.
Stanley Breyer did for a while. It
For weeks it was almost a fulltime
was worthwhile, apparently, because in 14 years he has attained
job just answering these letters.
his present position, gained when
Stanley Breyer is a native San
Franciscan. He was born there Oct. the Brunton family disposed of
its KJBS interest due to the FCC
11, 1908. During summer vacations
duopoly ruling.
while attending U. of California
He married Theresa Lowey in
he ran a boys' camp, developing
an interest in youth that is still 1937. They have three children:
one of his main interests. For nine
Barbara, 13; Richard, 11, and
Joan, 3.
years he has worked with the San
Francisco Ad Club and Golden
Two hobbies dominate his interGate College, directing a series of
ests— a recently acquired yen for
radio advertising classes. For three
golf and a desire to find solutions
years he has lectured at Stanto the rating and rate-cutting
ford U.
problems.
His first business experience
Urges Accurate Ratings
came in Hollywood as an assistant
His
radio philosophy is perhaps
director and film cutter for Fox
best summarized by this quotation
Film Corp. Homesick for the Golden Gate, he went to work with the from a recent talk, "In addition to
the many times expressed convicadvertising agency now operating
tions that ratings are with us (and
as Sidney Garfield & Associates.
we should be certain that they are
From the agency field he went to as accurate as possible) is the recent switch from the crusade on
KJBS in 1937 to promote a fourstation group, Northern California
'ratings' to 'rates.' Just as we are
Broadcasting System.
going to have to continue using
ratings, we will always have rate
It was considered quite sporting
to boast that you were employed,
cards. Let's use as many as we
want, but make charges stick. Any
in the latter depression years, even
other road is a disastrous one for
if without pay. That was what

ONE
TWO

ANNOUNCEMENTOUT-OF-TOWN

$2,450

CUSTOMERS

BETTENDORF
ANO
DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
AND INEAST
MOLINE
ILLINOIS

in Sales

Davenport's Burkeholder Custom Kitchens has had schedule
of advertising on WOC for 2% years. Store
owner J. K.
Burkeholder knows this schedule builds sales volume. Has
many specific instances proving this fact.
For example, in January '52, a Clinton, Iowa, man driving
near Davenport on his way to Burlington, heard
a Burkeholder
announcement. Stopped in Davenport store; told them to get
in touch with his wife about remodelling their kitchen.

Within week, Burkeholder had a $1,350 order from this
Clinton family. But more, Clinton man's brother contacted
Burkeholder; purchased a SI, 100 custom-built steel kitchen.
Result of one WOC announcement— $2,450 in sales. Said the
Clinton man: "Credit WOC with this sale, for until I heard
the announcement, I didn't know about the Burkeholder firm."
Proof that when you want sales volume in the Quint-Cities
—nation's 71st retail market — you want WOC. Contact us
direct, or your nearest F & P man.
Free & Peters, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
Davenport, Iowa
Basic NBC Affiliate
5000 W. — 1420 KC
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
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both the stations, individually, and
the industry, collectively."
He won't give up the fight because he believes sincerely these
policies must be followed by the
industry. His influence is felt at
Broadcast Advertising Bureau
where he is a member of the Research Committee.
RADIO FUTURE
Reaffirmed by Walker
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker, in
an address before the Oklahoma
Broadcasters Assn. last Tuesday,
waxed sentimental about his
adopted affirmed
"Sooner"
and rehis belief instate
the future
of
radio.
Referring to the action of the
OBA in making him an honorary
member, Mr. Walker said, "Many
honors may come to a man in the
course of his career but none can
touch his heart so deeply as recognition by the people of his own
home
state."
As for
radio, the FCC Chairman
told the broadcasters assembled at
Norman on the U. of Oklahoma
campus, in
"I am
of those
who
believe
the one
future
of aural
broadcasting.
"America needs the immediacy,
the universality, the diversity of
radio," he declared. "The multiplication of radio stations until we
now have 3,000 of them gives this
nation facilities for the exercise
of our privilege of free speech that
no nation could ever dream of beThe Chairman cautioned, however, that radio stations will not
flourish without experimentation.
Hefore."
urged broadcasters to make a
more careful study of their community needs than ever before.
"Instead of too great a preoccupation with surveys and ratings to
find out who is listening to what,
I suggest a more intensive effort
to find out who wants to listen to
something that is not now being
offered," he added.
NOVIK IN PARIS
Attends UNESCO Meeting
MORRIS NOVIK, broadcasting
consultant, is in Paris attending
the UNESCO conference as communications member of the American delegation. Mr. Novik, accompanied by Mrs. Novik, flew
from New York Wednesday in order
to attend the first meeting of the
UNESCO communications group on
Thursday. He plans to return to
New York after the conclusion of
the session, expected Dec. 10.
U. S. delegation to the conference is headed by Howland H.
Sargeant, assistant Secretary of
State for Public Affairs. Its other
members include Sen. Charles W.
Tobey (R-N. H.) ; Luther H. Evans,
librarian of Congress, and representatives of the Dept. of State,
religious and educational organizations.

JONES

AWARD

Judge Upholds Verdict
THE $300,000 award to Duane
Jones, president of Duane Jones &
Co., was upheld by Justice Dennis
O'Leary Cohalan in New York
Supreme Court on Nov. 14. The
judge denied all motions by defense
counsel to set aside the verdict.
Justice Cohalan issued a stay of
execution of the judgment, which
holds back Mr. Jones from collecting the award for 20 days and permits that time for appeal. Defense attorney Neil Cullom told
Broadcasting • Telecasting last
week that appeal is being drawn
up and will be submitted within a
few weeks.
A jury on Oct. 28 found guilty 10
of the 12 defendants involved in a
conspiracy
business [B«T, against
Nov. 3].Mr.
TheyJones'
are these
ex-employes of Mr. Jones: Joseph
Scheideler, Paul Werner, Joseph
Beck, Philip Brooks, Lawrence
Hubbard, Eugene Hulshizer, Robert Hughes, all with Scheideler,
Beck & Werner, and Robert Hayes,
now with Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield. Also named were
Frank Burke, vice president of the
Manhattan Soap Co. and the
Scheideler, Beck & Werner agency.
In denying the motions, Justice
Cohalan declared:
"The trial of this closely contested jury case lasted 13 court
days and resulted in a verdict (one
juror dissenting) for plaintiff
against some of the defendants.
The jury manifested selectivity in
deciding in favor of each defendant. Each attorney moves to set
aside the part of the verdict which
displeases him. . . .
"Examination of the court's
charges discloses that the very matters now advanced
defendants'
attorney
as groundsby for
setting
aside the verdict were submitted
to the jury substantially in the
main charge."
CHICAGO FM DRIVE
Plans Are Drawn Up
PLANS for special FM Month promotion in Chicago were drawn up
Thursday at a meeting held at the
offices of the Electric Assn. in
Chicago. Ed Wheeler, WEAW
(FM) Evanston, 111., is broadcaster
chairman, with Harry Scrabit, of
Zenith Distributors in Chicago,
serving as distributor chairman.
C. C. Simpson, managing director of Electric Assn., will handle
basic management of the campaign,
scheduled to be held in February.
John H. Smith Jr., NARTB FM
director, took part in the Thursday planning session. Participating with Chicago outlets will be
stations from Racine, Chicago
Heights, Oak Park and other nearA by areas.
month-long FM campaign is
under way in Alabama, winding up
Dec. 6. Henry P. Johnston, WSGNman.
FM Birmingham, is state chair-
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Fables

of the leopard
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the hippo -3*

HUNTING

THE HIPPO;
"Standing here, I pick up floating tid-bits to eat. ..and meantime snooze a bit."

THE LEOPARD:
"Contrariwise, I find more
satisfaction in stalking the
hearty game ...wherever
it roams."
WSB-TV

THE MORAL:
Advertisers who (like the wily
Spotted Leopard) choose
each market, know that profitable sales are made where
you make them.
TV advertisers find that Spot
is an efficient way to do just
that.,. to open new distribution areas.. . to bolstersagging
sales territories ... to do so
economically.

in

our

A

th

Baltimore

WFAA-TV

Dallas

KPRC-TV

Houston

KECA-TV

Los Angeles

KSTP-TV . . .M'pTs-St. Paul
WSM-TV
Nashville
WJZ-TV

New York

WTAR-TV

Norfolk

KPHO-TV

Phoenix

The thirteen markets listed here have been chosen by Spot
TV advertisers in your field. Perhaps by your toughest
competition.

WOAI-TV

Let us tell you more about the sales potential of these
markets for your product.

KOTV

San Antonio

KGO-TV ... .San Francisco

REPRESENTED

EDWARD

PETRY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO

&

CO.,

INC,

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

year

Atlanta

WBAL-TV

• DALLAS

Tulsa
BY

TELEQUIPM

ENT
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GIANT

"SWITCHBOARD'

ABC

NETWORK

ROUTES

SOURCES

Custom-made control system
links 348 station network

Translator

Becomes

For Field Intensity

A G-E custom-made, master control system is now in operation in
the New York, Chicago and Los
Angeles studios of the ABC network. The three units link the 348
station network and serve like giant
switchboards routing all ABC network sources across the country.
This master control system for
AM radio was a cooperative venture between General Electric and
ABC. Emil Vincent, chief ABC
audio facilities engineer, and his
staff outlined network requirements. G.E.'s Bill Dean, audio

project engineer, and assistant
Chuck Angus, then designed the
units to the ABC specifications.
Displayed in WJZ

Studio

WJZ, New York's ABC station,
has its master control unit placed
behind a glass panel in the main
reception room.
Also included at these key network points are G-E consoles employing recently developed plug-in
amplifiers and power supply. The
entire project represents a complete
revamp of ABC's audio facilities.

Channel

Kits Now

Production of new G-E film channel part kits will enable broadcasters to bring their film equipment up to date at a modest price.
The part kits now available are
signal and noise kits, back light
kits, and edge light kits. The cost
of the three combined is less than
$260.
The kits incorporate the industry's latest improvements in film
channel equipment, and are a continuing service by G. E . to help their
customers to keep up with the
Page 70
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Available

latest equipment techniques and
developments. Thus, old film channels are easily converted to the
finest available today.
Most parts can be purchased
locally and changes may be made
by chief engineers or complete kits
of parts can be ordered directly
through General Electric broadcast representatives. All new film
camera channel units now being
shipped include the modifications
and improvements rendered by
these kits.

Measurements

Engineering trick-of-the-month honors go to James C. McNary, Radio
and Consulting Engineer of Washington, D. C.
As consultant for experimental TV station KG2XAZ, located near
Bethlehem, Pa., operating at 513 megacycles, and a power of 3.32 kilowatts (Effective Radiated Power), Mr. McNary found it necessary to
make field intensity measurements of the station. But no commercial
UHF field measuring equipment was available at the time.
Translator Modified
upon the car a miniature, single
Mr. McNary, however, had heard
of the General Electric UHF Television Translator Type 101 and
decided to try it as a converter for
use in conjunction with standard
VHF field measuring equipment.
After obtaining a G-E Translator, Mr. McNary and his associate, Richard S. Duncan, modified
it for field use. Then they mounted

Widely
Film

Converter

bay, UHF super-turnstile antenna.
Praise for Equipment
"The Translator worked very well,
indeed," Mr. Duncan said. "After
a warm-up period in the morning
the unit could be used for field intensity measurements all day without sign of drift or instability. Also,
the Translator did not add to the
inherent noise level of the system."

Experienced
J.
Comer's
highM.standing
on
the General
Electric Broadcast
Equipment sales
staff is well supported by his 20
years of wide
electronics experience.

J. M. Comer
Mr. Comer was appointed District Sales Manager in July, 1950.
Responsible for the sale of radio
and TV broadcast equipment in
North Carolina, South Carolina,
Georgia and Florida, his headquarters are at the General Electric
offices in Atlanta, Georgia.

Sales Engineer
He held various engineering positions with southern broadcasting
companies from 1930 until he entered the Signal Corps in 1942.
From then until 1945 he was in
charge of engineering, inspection,
field installation and supervision
of major radio projects in the
Fourth Service Command Reclamation Center.
Mr. Comer is a member of the
I.R.E., the American Association
of Science, and the LeConte Honorary Scientific Fraternity.
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e cps; Tw° uM ,n £x,'
14 Mor
H 11, ERP
TC
BA
Commission
denied a petition by
(KELO),
granted
vhf
Ch.
By
LARRY
CHRISTOPHER
TS
149)
—
Inter-City
Advertising
Co.
of
AN
GR
W
NE
Greensboro (WCOG), granted uhf Ch. WHIS Bluefield, W. Va., seeking
57 kw visual and 29 kw aural, antenna 500 ft.
TWO MARKETS which have been
57, ERP 115 kw visual and 59 kw reconsideration of an earlier reaural, antenna 240 ft.
Lima,
Ohio (Group A-2, No. 79) —
operating vhf stations — Greensboro,
WLOK Inc. (WLOK), granted uhf
fusal to waive the Sixth Report's
Johnstown, Pa. (Group B-2, No. one-year
N. C, and Johnstown, Pa. — rewaiting rule to add a vhf
Ch. 73, ERP 20 kw visual and 11 kw
151)— Rivoli Realty Co. (WARD),
ceived grants for new uhf stations
channel
there [B«T, Sept. 22].
aural, antenna 340 ft.
granted uhf Ch. 56, ERP 91 kw visual
WMCT (TV) Memphis, changed
last week as the FCC's temporary
Colorado Springs, Col. (Group A-2, and 46 kw aural, antenna 610 ft.
from Ch. 4 to Ch. 5 by the Sixth
No. 90) — Pikes Peak Broadcasting Co.
"speed up" processing plan brought
In
other
actions
last
week,
FCC
forth construction permits for a
(KRDO), granted vhf Ch. 13, ERP
Report, was granted a permit to
memorandum opinion and order
total of 14 new commercial outlets.
boost ERP to 100 kw visual and 50
11.5 kw visual and 5.8 kw aural, an- by
denied
a
petition
by
James
A.
Noe
tenna minus 630 ft.
These two cities become the first
kw aural with antenna height above
which
requested
reconsideration
of
Jackson, Mich. (Group B-l, No. 13)
existing TV markets to acquire new
terrain 970 ft.
— WIBM Inc. (WIBM), granted uhf the Commission's action in late Sep- average
stations since the lifting of the TV
KCNA Tucson, Ariz., applicant
Ch.
48,
ERP
225
kw
visual
and
115
freeze and the commencement of
denyingvhfMr.channel
Noe's proposal
for vhf Ch. 9, was asked by the
kw aural, antenna 1,030 ft.
to add atembernew
to New
application processing.
Battle Creek, Mich. (Group B-l, Orleans. Mr. .Noe, licensee of Commission to furnish further inGreensboro, where WFMY-TV is No. 15) — Michigan Broadcasting Co. WNOE New Orleans, wanted to
on its bid, as"including
statement offormationintentions
to future
operating, was granted a new out(WBCK), granted uhf Ch. 58, ERP
let on uhf Ch. 57. CP went to 18.5 kw visual and 9.3 kw aural, an- substitute vhf Ch. 3 for Ch. 2 at
ownership,
control
and
manageBaton Rouge, La., so as to permit
tenna 580 ft.
WCOG Greensboro. The Johnstown
allocation
of
Ch.
2
to
New
Orleans
ment
of
the
proposed
station."
Belleville,
111.
(Group
B-l,
No.
23)
grant, for uhf Ch. 56, went to
WTIP Charleston, W. Va., in
has substiWARD there. Local operating out- — Signal Hill Telecasting Corp., as welltutedasCh. 8Ch.for8.Ch.FCC
competition
with WKNA there for
2
at
New
Orgranted uhf Ch. 54, ERP 220 kw vislet is WJAC-TV.
uhf
Ch.
49,
was advised that its
ual and 120 kw aural, antenna 630 ft.
leans, reserved for educational use.
(Continued on page 80)
Last week's authorizations swell
In another opinion and order, the
Greensboro, N. C. (Group B-2, No.
the television station total in the
U. S. to 230, of which 122 have
been approved since July 11, date
when the Commission issued the
' first
post-thaw
grants.
the now
230
stations,
a total
of 113Of are
Bid
ing onin gainRul
PROPOSED amendment of the Ch. andAL
er's
Sherrill C. Corwin, together
Examin
courts
if it is
unsuccessful
on the air, the most recent addiAPPE
TO
IN
KO
43.5%
owners.
Their
holdings
6
TV
application
of
KOIN
Portland,
ing acceptance of its amendment
tion being KONA (TV) Honolulu
were assumed a fortnight ago by before the Commission, it was re(see story page 73). Thus far, .five Ore., was refused by FCC Hearing
Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith last other stockholders and some two
ported last week by station counsel,
post-thaw grantees have comweek and the station plans to apmenced operation. For estimated
dozen station employes who mortPaul A. O'Bryan of Dow, Lohnes &
Albertson.
commencement dates for all new
peal the ruling to the Commission
gaged their homes and made other
grantees, see summary on page 76. itself today (Monday).
financial sacrifices to keep the staThe Stolkin group withdrew from
in the Ch. 6 proceeding [B*T,
New Permittees
KOIN, and associated KJR Seattle,
KOIN seeks to amend its applicaNov. tion10].
tion so as to show withdrawal of
shortly after their resignation
Here : are last week's 14 new perKOIN will take the case to the
Ralph Stolkin, Edward Burke Jr.
mitees
from top posts in RKO Pictures
[B»T, Oct. 27].
Flint, Mich. (City priority Group
A - 2, No. 7) — Trendle - Campbell
Pioneer Broadcasters Inc., liBroadcasting Corp. (WTAC), grantcensee of KGW Portland and also
ed uhf Ch. 16, effective radiated
Ch.
6
applicant, protested the
power 59 kw visual and 29.5 kw aural,
proposed KOIN amendment on
antenna 380 ft. above average terrain.
grounds it was too late and conHenderson, Ky. (Group A-2, No. 17,
stituted a strengthening of the
Evansville, Ind.) — Ohio Valley Television Co. (WSON Henderson), grantKOIN
competitive
position followed uhf Ch. 50, ERP 26 kw visual and
ing
unfavorable
"publicity"
on the
13 kw aural, antenna 330 ft. Comr.
Stolkin group and its withdrawal
Frieda Hennock voted for hearing.
from the RKO firm. KOIN
Sioux City, Iowa (Group A-2, No.
promptly refuted the charges in a
39) — Cowles Broadcasting Co., grantreply petition [B«T, Nov. 17, 10].
ed vhf Ch. 9, ERP 29 kw visual and
The examiner's ruling to deny
15.5 kw aural, antenna 700 ft.
the KOIN amendment was highGalveston, Tex. (Group A-2, No. 58)
lighted by another development in
— Gulf Television Co., granted vhf
Ch. 11, ERP 59 kw visual and 30 kw
the Ch. 6 competition — a petition
aural, antenna 550 ft.
by KXL Broadcasters, licensee of
KXL Portland, to withdraw its apGalveston, Tex. (Group A-2, No.
plication. KXL said part owner Ed
58) — Rudman Television Co., granted
uhf Ch. 41, ERP 230 kw visual and
Craney
"is
presently engaged in
120 kw aural, antenna 470 ft.
supervising the construction and
PONDERING
an
exhibit
during
hearing
recess
are
officers
and
direcDecatur, 111. (Group A-2, No. 59) —
installation of KXLY-TV Spokane,
tors of KFH Wichita. Seated (I to r) : Howard T. Fleeson, director and
Prairie Television Co., granted uhf
Wash."
and on the basis of his
counsel;
John
Rigby,
president;
Marcellus
M.
Murdoch,
executive
vice
Ch. 17, ERP 18 kw visual and 9.8
kw aural, antenna 310 ft.
president; standing, Walter P. Ennis Jr., director; Richard Price and
experience "he has informed petitioner that present day costs of
Sioux Falls, S. D. (Group A-2, No. Frederick Bullard, directors; Frank V. Webb Jr., vice president and
(Continued
on page 82)
general
manager.
74) — Midcontinent Broadcasting Co.
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Nov. 14 through Nov. 20

GE. Legal counsel Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, Washington. Consulting
engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Washington.
licensee
KRNT-AM-FM Applicant
Des Moinesis and
WNAXof
Yankton,
S.
D.
The
Des
Moines
Regis-in
ter & Tribune Co. owns all stock
applicant. [For application, see TV
Applications, B.T, July 7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 39.
HENDERSON,
Ky.— Ohio
ValleyuhfTelevision Co. (WSON).
Granted
Ch.
50 (686-692 mc); ERP 26 kw visual, 13
kw aural;
heightground
above 340
aver-ft.
age terrain antenna
330 ft., above
Engineering
conditions.
(Comr.
Hennock voted for a hearing.) Estimated
construction cost $154,788, first year operating cost $106,000, revenue $140,000.
Post Office address Route #3, Henderson,
Ky.
transmitter
location 2.5 mi.Studio
ESE ofanddowntown
Henderson on Zion Road. Geographic coordi37° 49' 36" N. Lat.,
87° 33' 00"RCA.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
and antenna
Legal counsel
Pierson
&
Ball,
Washington. Consulting engineer George C.
Davis, Washington. Principals include
President H. S. Lackey (10%), owner
of WSON, and Treasurer Leo King
(2%), attorney. Citizens Theatre Co.,
Henderson,
holdsof 60%
interest
in applicant; officials
Citizens
Theatre
Co.
include President M. A. Lightman Jr.,
Vice President Leo King and SecretaryTreasurer W. E. McClure. Malco Theatres Inc., Memphis, Tenn., holds 50%
interest in Citizens Theatre Co. [For
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
July
City priority
status: 15
Gr. miles
A-2,
No. 1728.](Henderson
is within
of Evansville, Ind., to which Ch. 50 was
assigned and, accordingly, channel
could be applied for within that radius).
JACKSON, Mich. — WIBM Inc.
(WIBM).
uhf Ch.115 48kw (674-680
mc);
ERP Granted
225 kw visual,
aural;
antenna height above average terrain
1,030 ft.,
ground
ft. Estimatedabove
construction
cost 950
$487,685,
first
year operating cost $125,000, revenue
$100,000. Post Office address 2511 Kibby
Road, Jackson, Mich. Studio location
2511 Kibby Road. Transmitter location
Browns Lake Road, Jackson. GeographicW.coordinates
09' 09" N. Lat.,
84° 24' 20"
Long.42°Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel Arnold,
Fortas & Porter, Washington. Consulting engineer
George include
C. Davis,
Washington. Principals
President
and Treasurer
Roy Radner (40%),
Vice
President Herman Radner (60%), Vice
President
Radner,
and Secretary MyronIrving
A. Keys.
[For application,
see TV Applications, B.T, June 30.]
City priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 13.
BATTLE CREEK, Mich. — Michigan
Bcstg. Co. (WBCK). Granted uhf Ch.
58 (734-740 mc); ERP 18.5 kw visual,
9.3 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 580 ft., above ground
455 ft.mated
Engineering
condition.
construction cost
$161,000. Estifirst
year operating cost $120,000, revenue
$135,000.
Post Bank
OfficeBldg.,
addressBattle
402 Security National
Creek,
Mich. tional
Studio
location
402
Security
NaBank Bldg. Transmitter location
0.9 mi. east of Riverside Drive. GeographicW.coordinates
17' 40" N. Lat.,
85° 11' 00"
Long.42°Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Guilford
Jameson.
Washington.
Consulting
engineer Kear & Kennedy, Washington.

Principals include President Robert H.
Holmes
and (50%).
Secretary-Treasurer
David N.(50%)
Holmes
[For application, see TV Applications, B.T, Aug. 4,
July 15.7.] City priority status: Gr. B-2,
No.

FLINT, Mich. — Trendle - Campbell
Bcstg. Corp. (WTAC). Granted uhf Ch.
16 (482-488 mc); ERP 59 kw visual, 29.5
Grants Since April 14:
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain construction
380 ft., above ground
432 ft.
Estimated
cost $298,666,
Total
113
VHF
first
year
operating
cost
$240,000,
UHF
Commercial
80
33
nue $380,000. Post Office address reve1800
Mutual Bldg., 26 West Adams Ave.,
Educational
2
7
9
Detroit 26, Mich. Studio and transmitter location 740 S. Saginaw St. GeoTotal
35
122
graphicW.coordinates
00' 49" N. Lat.,
83°
41'
20"
Long.43°Transmitter
DuCommercial television stations on the air
871
Mont, antenna GE. Legal counsel Bingham, Collins, Porter & Kistler, WashIncludes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
ington. Consulting engineer Kear &
113
1
Kennedy,
Washington.
inApplications Filed Since April 14:
clude
President GeorgePrincipals
W. Trendle
114 1
Amended
(51%),
president
and
treasurer
of
Tren18
New
VHF
UHF
Total
dle-Campbell-Meurer Inc. (radio and
589
323
392
Commercial
television program production), owner
519
18
of
all rights to Lone Rangrer, Green
Educational
4
14
Hornet,
Sergeant Agent;
PrestonVice
of the
Yukon
406
523
323
and
American
President
Total
607
and General Manager H. Allen Campbell (35%), Secretary Raymond J.
1 One applicant did not specify channel.
Meurer (5%), Assistant Secretary
912 2
George W. Trendle Jr. (4.5%) and Mary
3 Includes 122 already granted.
K. Johnston (4.5%). [For application,
930 3
see TV Applications, B.T, July 14.]
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 7.
716 mc); ERP 220 kw visual, 120 kw
GREENSBORO,
C. — Inter-City
NEW STATION GRANTS
Advertising
Co. of N.
Greensboro,
N. C,
aural; antenna height above average
Inc. (WCOG). Granted uhf Ch. 57
terrain 630 ft., above ground 590 ft.
Listed by States
(728-734 mc); ERP 115 kw visual, 59 kw
Engineering condition. Estimated conaural; antenna height above average
FORT SMITH, Ark.— Southwestern
struction cost $331,182, first year operPublishing Co. (KFSA). Granted uhf
terrain 380 ft. Estimated construction
ating cost $225,000, revenue $275,000.
Post Office address 6900 West Main St.,
cost $158,500, first year operating cost
Ch.
ERP 265
kw visual,
145 22kw C518-524
aural; mc);
antenna
height
above
$216,000, revenue $216,000. Post Office
Belleville, 111. Studio location 10200
address 316 S. Greene St., Greensboro,
West Main St. Transmitter location 0.8
average terrain 270 ft., above ground
N. C. Studio location 316 S. Greene St.
349 ft. [Publication of this grant in TV
mi. west of Belleville at 88th St. GeogTransmitter location 4.3 mi. west of
Grants, B.T, Nov. 17, in error insofar
raphic
coordinates
38°
34'
16"
N.
Lat.,
center of Greensboro immediately west
as it listed frequency first sought by 90° 04' 11" W. Long. Transmitter and
of town limits of Hamilton Lakes and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Monroe
grantee and not that frequency which
0.57
mi. north of U. S. 421. Geographic
Oppenheimer,
Washington.
Consulting
later was requested and granted.]
engineer J. H. Heffelfinger, Kansas
coordinates
36° 04'Transmitter
40" N. Lat..DuMont,
79° 52'
City, Mo. Principals include President
COLORADO SPRINGS, Col.— Pikes
05" W. Long.
antenna GE. Consulting engineer
Peak Bcstg. Co. (KRDO). Granted vhf
and son
General
Managerexecutive
Bernardat T.KMOX
Wil(10%),
account
Ch. 13 (198-204 mc); ERP 11.5 kw vis- St. Louis; Vice President Theodore F.
GeorgepalsC.include
Davis,President
Washington.
Princiual, 5.8 kw aural; antenna height
George
W.
above average terrain minus 630 ft., Weiskotten (10%), producer-director at
Dowdy
(25%),
Vice
President
B. T.
KSD-TV St. Louis; Vice President
Whitmire
(25%).
Treasurer
J.
Horton
above ground
465
ft.
Engineering
condition. Estimated construction cost John I. Hyatt (10%), account execuDoughton (25%) and Secretary Harold
B.
(25%). B.T,
[For application,
see
tive at KMOX; Treasurer Paul F. Pel$237,009, first year operating cost
TV Thorns
Applications,
July 21.] City
$163,190, revenue $211,110. Post Office tason (33.75%), 26% owner of Peltaaddress Alta Vista Hotel, 118 North
son, Tenenbaum Co. (investment bankpriority status: Gr. B-2, No. 149.
ing), St. Louis; Assistant Treasurer
Cascade Ave., Colorado Springs, Col.
Studio location to be determined.
and
Assistant
Secretary
Harry
TenenLIMA. Ohio— WLOK Inc. (WLOK).
Transmitter location near intersection
baum (33.75%), 26% owner of Peltason,
Granted uhf Ch. 73 (824-830 mc); ERP
Tenenbaum Co., and Secretary H. M.
of South Eighth and Coatilla Streets.
20
kw visual, 11 kw aural; antenna
Stolar (2.5%), partner in St. Louis law
height above average terrain 340 ft.
Geographic coordinates 38° 49' 42" N. firm
of Lowenhaupt, Waite, Chasnoff
Estimated construction cost $130,731,
Lat.,ter104°
50'
15"
W.
Long.
Transmit& Stolar. [For application, see TV
and antenna RCA. Legal counsel
first vear ODerating cost $102,000, reveApplications, B.T, Oct. 27.] City priGeorge O. Sutton, Washington. Connue $109,900. Post Office address 1101
sulting engineer James C. McNary,
ority status: Gr. B-l, No. 23.
National
Bank Bldg., Lima, Ohio.
Washington. Principals include PresiStudio
and transmitter location 1424
dent
Joseph
H.
Rohrer
(51%),
Vice
SIOUX
CITY,
Iowa—
Cowles
Bcstg.
President and Treasurer William J. Co. Granted vhf Ch. 9 (186-192 mc);
Rice
Ave.N. Geographic
40°
44' 53.5"
Lat., 84° 07' coordinates
55.5" W. Long.
Gregory (30%), and Secretary Paul C. ERP 29 kw visual, 15.5 kw aural; anTransmitter DuMont. antenna RCA.
tenna height above average terrain 700
Crozier (1%). [For application, see TV
Legal
counsel Dow,Consulting
Lohnes & engineer
AlbertApplications, B.T, July 28.] City pri- ft., above ground 500 ft. Estimated conson, Washington.
struction$474,619,
cost $307,500,revenue
first year$577,598.
operority status: Gr. A-2, No. 90.
Craven, Lohnes & Culver, Washington.
ating cost
Principals include President Lloyd A.
Post Office
SiDECATUR, 111. — Prairie Television
Pixley
Vice Case
President
and
oux City. address
Studio Frances
location Bldg.,
5th and
Co. Granted uhf Ch. 17 (488-494 mc);
Treasurer (51%),
W. Lyman
Jr. (16.4%),
Pierce
Streets.
Transmitter
location
ERP 18 kw visual, 9.8 kw aural; anWard C. Case (16.4%) and Robert B.
tenna height above average terrain 310 41st and Howard Streets. Geographic
CaseApplications,
(16.2%). [For
application,
ft., above ground 352 ft. Engineering
coordinates 42° 32' 33" N. Lat., 96° 23'
TV
B.T. Oct.
10, July see
7.]
condition. Estimated construction cost
34" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 79.
$181,230, first year operating cost $184,000, revenue
$360,000.
address 250 North
WaterPostSt.,Office
Decatur,
JOHNSTOWN. Pa.— Rivoli Realty Co.
111. Studio and transmitter location 1.35
(WARD). Granted uhf Ch. 56 (172-178
mi. SW of Lake Decatur Dam, 0.3 mi.
mc); ERP 91 kw visual, 46 kw aural;
west of U. S. 51, 2.25 mi. SW from
antenna height above average terrain
610 ft., above ground 540 ft. Estimated
center of Decatur. Geographic coordiconstruction cost $187,300, first year
nates 39" 48'Transmitter
45" N. Lat.,and88° antenna
58' 29"
W. Long.
operating
$150,000,
$200,000.
Post cost
Office
addressrevenue
c/o WARD
RCA. Consulting engineer George C.
Davis, Washington. Principals include
Johnstown, Pa. Transmitter DuMont,
President W. L. Shellabarger (88%),
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Fisher,
supervisor of personally-owned investWayland, ington.
Duvall
Southmayd.
Wash-C.
ments; Vice President Harold G. CowConsulting& engineer
George
gill (10%), associate attorney with
Davis,
Washington.
Principals
include
Washington (D. C.) law firm of Segal,
President and Treasurer Walter M.
Smith & Hennessey, and Secretary
Thomas (12.5%) and Secretary MarDavid S. Shellabarger (2%), supervisor
garet E. Gartland (57.5%). [For appliof personally-owned investments. [For
cation, see TV Applications, B.T, April
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
21.]
City
priority status: Gr. B-2. No.
151.
Nov.
3.]
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No. 59.
SIOUXCo.FALLS,
D.— Midcontinent
BELLEVILLE, 111.— Signal Hill TeleBcstg.
(KELO).S. Granted
vhf Ch.
casting Corp. Granted uhf Ch. 54 (71011 (198-204 mc); ERP 57 kw visual, 29
kw aural;
antenna
height
above
average terrain 500
ft., above cost
ground
530
ft. Estimated
construction
$200,500.
GROUND-BREAKING ceremonies for the transmitter of WGBI-TV Scranton
first year
orjerating
$240,000,address
reveTV CALL LETTERS
nue $260,000.
Postcost Office
(station's target date to be on the air is April) were held Nov. 3. Transmitter
Phillips
Ave.
at
8th
St..
Sioux
Falls,
FCC assigned the following call
will be located atop Bald Mt., seven miles from Scranton. At ceremony were
S. D. Studio location Phillips Ave. at
letters to TV station permittees:
8th St. Transmitter location 7 mi. SE
(I to r) Ted Rodgers, president, Scranton Chamber of Commerce; Mrs. Douglas
KRIV (TV) Denver, Col.
of Sioux Falls. Geographic coordinates
(Mountain States Television Co.,
Holcomb, WGBI vice president; Kenneth Cooke, chief engineer; Walter H. 43°
29' 16" N. Lat., 96° 38' 02" W. Long.
uhf Ch. 20, TV Grants, B.T,
Transmitter
and antenna RCA. Legal
Birchard, Sweeney Construction Co., Scranton; Mrs. M. E. Megargee, WGBI
Sept. 22),
and(Bryant
KCBD-TV
counsel
Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
bock, Tex.
RadioLub-&
president;
Robert
F.
Riley,
Sweeney
firm;
Scranton
Mayor
James
T.
Hanlon;
Washington.
Consulting engineer A. D.
Television, vhf Ch. 11, TV
Walter Schlager, Sweeney firm; Willis Jones, Chamber of Commerce secre- Ring & Co., Washington. Principals
Grants, B.T, Oct. 13).
tary, and George D. Coleman, WGBI general manager.
(Continued on page 10 A)
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HONOLULU
TV
KONA Starts Operation
KONA (TV), which started operating Nov. 16, is Honolulu's first TV
station to go on the air. Station,
owned and operated by Radio
Honolulu Ltd., is backed by a group
of five Honolulu business men.
Utilizing General Electric equipment, operation started with 123
kw ERP, which will be increased
to 316 kw within the first year.
Firm's officers are Walter H. Dillingham, president; Herbert M.
Richards, executive vice president;
Arthur V. Arner, vice president;
Maurice R. Barnes, vice president
and attorney; Albert J. Cantrelle,
treasurer, and William A. Cottrell,
secretary.
Station executives include George
H. Bowles, former West Coast station owner - manager, as general
manager; Bill Ray, production
manager and program director,
KFWB Hollywood, as assistant
manager and program director;
and Vic Rowland, director of publicity, ABC Western Division, as
director of public relations.
Station, now using film and local
programming, expects to announce
affiliation with three of the major
networks. Station is represented
nationally by Forjoe & Co.
According to GE, the new station
went on the air just ten days after
the equipment had been shipped
by plane from Syracuse. Five GE
engineers made the flight to direct
the Ch. 11 installation.
KONA also has on order a 50 kw
GE amplifier to boost transmitter
power ten times, and a six bay antenna to increase its ERP by six
times. Total cost of equipment, including the amplifier and antenna
to be delivered later, is nearly half
a million dollars, Paul L. Chamberlain, GE manager of commercial
equipment sales, declared.

WFPG-TV
DEBUT
Is Planned for Dec. 20

WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., scheduled to begin operations Jan. 1, has named
Headley-Reed Co. as its national representative. Making final arrangements
are (I to r): Sterling Beeson, vice president, Headley-Reed; David Baltimore,
WBRE-TV general manager, and Bill Faber, vice president, Headley-Reed.
WBRE-TV has been assigned Ch. 28, and will be affiliated with NBC-TV.

PA.

EDUCATORS

Eisenhower Named
To Plans Group

HAVING received the blessing of Pennsylvania's Gov. John S. Fine,
a two-day conference on educational television closed Thursday after
drawing an extensive plan for construction of the necessary stations
and programming on the four educational channels allotted to the state
of Pennsylvania.
under standards set at state level;
The conference, at Hershey, was
attended by 125 educators, leaders
(4) that the state subsidize construction and operations costs, but
in the television industry, and repthat
efforts be made to meet some
resentatives ofcommunity organizations from throughout the state.
of the costs of transferring to television certain expensive educational
It was called by the Joint Committee on Educational Television for services now being carried on otherwise; and
Pennsylvania. Addressing the
group Nov. 19, the governor
(5) that the State Department
pledged his support and appointed
of Public Instruction seek to promote local interest in areas not
a twenty-man state-wide committee to prepare plans.
falling within the coverage areas
of educational televisions stations.
Among those named to the committee were Dr. Milton S. EisenSpadework for the conference
hower, president of Pennsylvania
was done by the Joint Committee
on Educational Television for
State College; Harold Stassen,
Pennsylvania, which was set up
president of the U. of Pennsylvania; Dr. Francis B. Haas, state last July after a series of the conferences with state leaders. Dr. C.
superintendent of public instrucR. Carpenter of Pennsylvania
tion; Roger W. Clipp, general manState College is chairman of the
ager of WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia, and president of the Penncommittee. Last week's conference
sylvania Assn. of Broadcasters and voted to ask the Steering CommitRCA COURSE
tee of the Joint Committee to conTelecasters, as well as representatives of other universities and
tinue to function until the Gover62 TV Engineers Attend
colleges
and
educator
organizanor's Committee is organized and
tions.
SIXTY-TWO broadcast engineers
operating.
from U. S. and Canadian TV staIt is assumed here that necesThanks Commercial Broadcasters
tions attended RCA's 14th Technisary legislative authority and apAt the concluding luncheon, the
cal Training Program last week in
will be sought at the
Philadephia and at the RCA Victor
conference adopted a resolution ex- next session ofpropriationsthe
General AssemDiv. plant in Camden, N. J.
tending its appreciation to the asbly, which convenes in January.
sistance given the Joint CommitConducted by RCA's Engineering
tee by the commercial broadcasters,
Products Dept., the clinic is deand expressed assurance that such
signed to better acquaint engineers
cooperation could continue in the ABC-TV Soles Post
in operation and maintenance
future. It also recommended that
POST of television sales vice presitechniques of uhf and vhf equipment.
the following proposals be laid bedent of ABC, vacated by the resfore the Governor's Committee.
ignation of John Lanigan to join
A 200-page, leather-bound textNBC (see story page 25), probably
book containing material covered
(1) An immediate engineeringwill not be filled until after FCC
at the sessions was prepared for educational survey of the state;
each of the broadcasters attending,
acts finally on the proposed mer(2) creation of a division within
ger of ABC and United Paramount
for subsequent use as a reference
the Department of Public InstrucTheatres, it was reported last week.
tion to assume such responsibilities
guide.
Since RCA held its first TV clinic as shall be delegated to it by the Examiner Leo Resnick issued an
initial decision to approve the
Governor's Committee on Educain May 1947, a total of 1,026 broadtional Television;
cast engineers and video consultmerger 10 days ago and final — and
favorable — action is expected withants have taken the five-day train(3) that the Governor's Comin several weeks [B»T, Nov. 17].
ing course. Last week's clinic
mittee
"give
serious
consideration"
closed the 1952 program. Training
Mr. Lanigan moved to NBC to beto a plan for local control in apcourses will be resumed in early
come manager of its Eastern Sales
plications for license and operation,
Div.
1953.
but that the stations be operated
BROADCASTING
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WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J., will
go on the air Dec. 20, John E. Pearson Co., the station's representative, announced last week.
Utilizing Ch. 46, WFPG-TV will
telecast programs from NBC-TV,
CBS-TV, DuMont and ABC-TV.
WFPG-TV will operate with an
RCA uhf transmitter. Its tower
will soar 458 feet.
Dealers and distributors have
guaranteed a minimum of 5,000
uhf converters by Jan. 1. There
are now 23,967 TV sets in the two
counties in WFPG-TV's primary
coverage area, it was claimed.
WFPG President Fred Weber
said the TV outlet's visual ERP
will be 19.7 kw and it will operate
from 5 to 11:15 p.m. daily, using
the "lowest rate in TV of $150
hourly and $20 for chain break
spots and minutes." He said the
station will use RCA's first factorybuilt uhf transmitter.
Staff will include Blair Tron, operations director; Edna Lattimer,
film buyer; Earl Godfrey, chief engineer; Pearl Kogen, auditor and
personnel director; Sue Hannja,
traffic manager; Ed Davis, program
director, and Russell Truex, sales
manager.
DuMONT

ADDS FOUR

All to Begin by Jan. 1
AFFILIATION of four new television stations, all scheduled to go
on the air by Jan. 1, with the DuMont Television Network was announced last week by Elmore B.
Lyford,
DuMont's director of station relations.
The new affiliates: WKAB-T.V
Mobile, Ch. 48, owned and operated
by Pursley Broadcasting Service,
to open Dec. 7; WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, Ch. 28, owned and operated
by Modern Broadcasting Co. of
Baton Rouge Inc., to open Jan. 1;
KROD-TV El Paso, Ch. 4, owned
and operated by Roderick Broadcasting Corp., to open Dec. 15, and
KONA (TV) Honolulu, Ch. 11,
owned and operated by Radio
Honolulu Ltd. (see story on commencement, this page).
NL&B

TV

Billing

TELEVISION billing at Needham,
Louis and Brorby agency, Chicago,
has increased by more than $3 million this year, according to Maurice
H. Needham, president. Mr. Needham reported this figure, along
with the fact that combined radioTV billing is $8 million plus, when
announcing last week that J ames G.
Cominos, a vice president and account executive, had been named
director of radio and television.
Alan Wallace continues as manager
of the broadcast creative staff.
November 24, 1952
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ZIV

BUSINESS

Record-Breaking Year Cited
ESTIMATED increase in business
by the end of this year of 115 %
over 1951 was reported last week
by Ziv Television Programs Inc.
The success of nine series was
credited by the company for its
record-breaking sales year.
In addition to the new Favorite
Story series, scheduled for January
release with sales in 27 markets
thus far, other Ziv-TV properties
and their sales include: The Unexpected, 52; Boston Blackie, 58;
Your TV Theatre, 35; Yesterday's
Newsreel, 21; Sports Album, 17;
The Living Book, 10; The Cisco
Kid, 60 and Story Theatre, 26.
Company also announced sale
back-to-back of Story Theatre and
Your TV Theatre to the Hudson
dealers in Chicago through the
Malcolm Howard Agency. The
programs will start Dec. 3 over
WGN-TV Chicago.
Sales expansion, company says,
has led to appointment of five more
Ziv TV field representatives : Frank
J. O'Leary, formerly with NBC
sales; William R. Dothard, former
director of local sales, WFBR Baltimore; Leon Wray, formerly sales
manager, Don Lee Network, and
Jack Howard, who was with KBON
Omaha and Ben Coleman, who was
Liberty network sales manager.
RKO EXECUTIVES
Board Chairman Grant Quits
LATEST executive to leave RKO
Pictures Corp. was Board Chairman Arnold Grant on Nov. 13,
leaving control in the hands of the
two remaining directors, Edward
Burke Jr. and Sherrill C. Corwin.
Ralph E. Stolkin, former president,
and two directors resigned earlier
[B*T, Oct. 27].
Mr. Grant acted after two men
he proposed as directors were rejected by Messrs. Burke and Corwin, who did not offer substitute
names.
Rudolph Halley Show
WJZ-TV New York will present a
Report to the People, starting
Wednesday, 8-8:15 p.m. EST, featuring Rudolph Halley, president
of New York's city council, in a
discussion of city affairs. Mr. Halley has been described as a critic
of the current city administration
and is expected to air his position
on a variety of topics on the weekly, unsponsored program. Mayor
Vincent R. Impellitteri, who had
been invited to appear on the program on Wednesdays alternate to
Mr. Halley's appearance, has advised the station he would be
unable to accept because of pressure of official business. In Mayor
Impellitteri's stead, the station has
invited the five borough presidents
of New York to appear on alternate Wednesdays.
Page 74
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<SOME members of Ziv Television Programs Inc.'s expanded sales force
are shown in conference on Ziv's new Favorite Story TV show. Seated (I to r):
Michael Sillerman, director of sales training; M. J. Rif kin, vice president in
charge of sales, Ziv Television Programs; standing (I to r), four of Ziv's
recently added sales representatives:
Frank J. O'Leary, William R.
Dothard andLeon
JackWray,
Howard.
The Watchwords:
Efficiency, Economy
DTN
TV-CENTRE
EFFICIENCY and economy are the watchwords at the DuMont TeleCentre, which by next June will be the focal point of DuMont's New
York programming.
Closely cooperating with architect William T. Meyer, who also drew
plans
studios for
and DuMont's
for the twoWanamaker
New York
handles
all such activities, keeping
★
them out of master control.
theatres used for audience programs, DuMont programming and
Throughout the set-up efforts have
engineering executives have at- been made to avert errors before
tempted to incorporate all possible
they happen, with the basic prinfeatures to expedite and improve
ciple, "It's got to be right before
production.
office space is arFor example, the continuity acit Ground
starts."ranged tofloor
handle actors, writers,
ceptance editor's office contains a
large-screen cabinet connected to sponsors, agency executives and
all studios, film projection rooms
others concerned with programming, from one side of the main
and rehearsal halls, permitting the
lobby, while members of the studio
editor to supervise all program
audiences are accommodated at the
components from his desk by TV.
other.
As another aid, one of the
Another unique feature is the
two stairways is assigned to prodesign of control rooms, a pattern
gram and production personnel, the
tested at the Ambassador Theatre
other to engineers and technicians.
studio, which eliminates much confusion by separating programming
Largest of the building's five
studios, a three-story affair with a
and engineering operations. Program and production men are lo- floor space 110 by 80 ft., can accommodate a full-fledged circus
cated in the middle section, with
and sets showing the entire face
the video engineer at one side and
of a building without difficulty.
the audio engineer at the rear. The
There are four two-story studios,
electrician also is situated at the
three measuring 70 by 35 ft., and
rear so he can control the lighting
according to what appears on the the fourth somewhat larger, 75 by
50 ft. Portable seats will be used
monitor screens, instead of by the
way things look on the studio floor. for studio audiences for expansion
of production space as required.
Each unit occupies a glass-enclosed
Control rooms for the studios are
space in which it can function with
located one above the other to
minimum distraction from other
simplify wiring and expedite
operators.
To expedite the handling of trouble-shooting. Access to control
rooms is by ramps instead of
filmed commercial announcements
stairs, so spare and replacement
and station breaks, the integration
apparatus can be dollied in.
of film sequences into live proProps for all programs will be
gramming or studio commercials
stored in the building, as well as
into remote pick-ups, cut-in ansets for programs telecast daily.
nouncements and other quick
A large hand truck will carry sets,
changes, the Tele-Centre contains
props and costumes needed for a
a special switching studio which

WCCO-TV
SIGNAL
Boosted; Bays Doubled
SUCCESSFUL addition of three
bays to the WCCO-TV antenna,
atop the Foshay Tower in Minneapolis was completed Nov. 14 when
the station switched from its temporary antenna which it has used
for two months. Improved signal
was reported from the entire
WCCO-TV market.
The addition increased the number of bays from three to six and
the height of the tower from 530
feet to 601 feet. WCCO-TV Ch. 4
superturnstyle antenna has a place
on the community tower above that
allotted to the 9-bay super-gain
antennas which will be used for
Chs. 9 and 11. There are eight
applicants now before the FCC for
these two channels.
Work of co-ordinating the arrangements for use of the tower
was handled by WCCO Chief Engineer John M. Sherman. Magney,
Tusler & Setter is architect for
the Foshay Tower. Design of the
tower was by Edwards & York,
structural engineering firm, which
handled the antenna structure for
the Empire State Bldg. in New
York.
* • •

Workmen

complete addition of
three bays.

program
to The
the studio
a complete unit.
freightas elevator,
about 10 by 20 ft., is separated
from studios by sound locks.
Construction work to transform
the nine-story building, built in the
1890s and containing a theatre, a
swimming pool, ballrooms, meeting
halls, etc., into an up-to-date video
program center, was started early
this year and now is about 90%
complete. Equipment installation
already has started and the first
studio is expected to be ready for
on-the-air operation in mid-January, with the full $4 million
project to be finished by June.
Tele-Centre is located at 205 East
67th St., New York.
P & G Names

Compton

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, names Compton Adv., New
York, to handle its new dentifrice,
Gleem toothpaste.
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WBTV
(TV) CASE
Court- Remands to NLRB
PROLONGED dispute involving
the discharge of nine technicians
at WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C,
three years ago was remanded by
the District of Columbia Court of
Appeals to the National Labor Relations Board last week for further
hearings.
The court ruled that the labor
board had failed to prove its contention that dissemination of certain handbills by the employes was
illegal.
The original charges of unfair
labor practices were filed by Local
1229 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
(IBEW) and supported in findings
of a board trial examiner. NLRB
subsequently reversed the initial
decision, finding that WBTV did
not violate the Labor Management
Relations Act.
The handbills attacked the station during the heat of contract
negotiations between January and
August 1949. According to the
board, "the employes . . . deliberately undertook to alienate their
employer's customers by impugning
the technical quality of his product." It found that distribution
of the handbill was not a type of
activity protected by law.
"The gist of their appeal to the
public was that the employer
ought to be boycotted because he
offered a shoddy product to the
consuming public — not because he
was 'unfair' to the employes who
worked on that product," the board
had noted [B»T, July 2, 1951].
The NLRB decision had charged
that the IBEW action caused
WBTV enue"adue to
loss dissatisfaction
of advertising with
revits television broadcasting service."
The board also dismissed the
complaint that the company, Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.
(WBT-AM-FM WBTV), had refused to bargain with the AFL
union, claiming the local had lost
its majority.
NLRB did rule Jefferson had
violated the law in giving Sterling
L. Hicks, one of the engineers, an
"unsatisfactory" rating with the
FCC, but took no action because
it found the rating had not injured the technician.
Mr. Hicks previously had been
indicted by a grand jury and convicted of charges of conspiracy in
attempting to dynamite the station's radio tower. He was identified as business manager of IBEW
Local 1229.
Regarding the handbills, NLRB
felt that "in our judgment, these
tactics, in the circumstances of
this case, were hardly less 'indefensible' than acts of physical
sabotage."
The court's decision, by Judge
David L. Bazelon, said the labor
board had misconceived the scope
of Sec. 7 of the law, which assures employees the right of collective bargaining, in calling the
handbill "hardly less 'indefensible'
Page 76 • November 24, 1952

EMMETT LANCASTER (I), KPHO-TV
Phoenix staff artist, puts finishing
touches on caricature of Julian Kaufman (r), station executive sales manager. Series of caricatures satirizing
local TV personalities is on display
this month at the Arizona State Fair.
than acts of physical sabotage."
"We think the Board failed to
make the finding essential to its
conclusion that the concerted activity was unprotected," Judge
Bazelon said. "Sound practices in
judicial review of administrative
orders precludes this court from
determining 'unlawfulness' without
a prior consideration and finding
by the Board. Since the initial
judgment is within the province of
the Board, the petition for modification and enforcement of that
part of the order before the court
is denied and the case is remanded
to the Board for further proceedings not inconsistent with this
opinion."
SAG POLLED
On Strike Support
SCREEN Actors Guild conducted
a referendum of its entire membership last week to learn whether
rank-and-file members approve the
action of the West Coast and East
Coast branches authorizing the
executive board to call a strike
against the Film Producers and
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies over the issue of TV
film commercials.
Complete tabulation of the referendum was not expected before this
week.
Negotiations were broken off
Oct. 22, principally over the question of re-issue of films [B*T,
Oct. 27]. A spokesman for the
Film Producers Assn. of New York
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
that there is some sentiment within
SAG to call in the Federal Mediation Service in an effort to resolve
the dispute. He stressed that
authorization of a strike does not
necessarily mean a strike.
A report on negotiations will be
made at a meeting of the National
Television Council in New York
Wednesday by Mel Gold, president.
The council also will hold nominations for officers for 1953.
Screen Writers Guild earlier
had ing
voted
support
SWG's90).pendstrike (see
story,to page

TheareNew
Grantees'
Commencement
Dates
HERE
post-thaw
TV grantees
and the dates onTarget
which they
expect
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
national representative, where signed, are given.
Rep.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
Ch. Granted Commencement Network
Call
City and Stale
Weed
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
49 Sept. 4 Spring
Unknown1953
WRTV
Albany, Tex.
N. Y. *1710 July
Branham
KFDA-TV(TV)Amarillo,
Oct. 24
16 March
Taylor
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex. 4 Oct. 9 March-April
March 15
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich. 20 Sept. 25 Late 1953
McGillvra
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58 Oct. 2
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C. 62 Oct. 30 Unknown
July
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky. 59 Aug. 14 Dec.
20
NBC, ABC Pearson
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 46 Oct. 30
CBS, ABC,
DuMont
Nov. 27
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex. 18 July 11 Unknown
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
7 July 11
NBC
Jan. 1
Taylor
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex. 24 Aug. 21 Unknown
CBS, DuMont Adam Young
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. 28 Aug. 14
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 58 Nov. 20 Unknown
Adam Young
1952
NBC
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 64 Oct. 30 Late
CBS
Signal Hill Telecasting Corp.,
54 Nov. 20 Unknown
Belleville, ill.
Associated Broadcasters Inc.,
Bethlehem, Pa.
51 Oct. 30 Unknown
Unknown
Adam Young
Aug. 14
Jan. 1
ABC
WQTV
(TV)
Binghamton,
N.
Y.
*46
11 Unknown
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn. 43 July
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn. 49 Aug.
Free & Peters
July 14
24 Unknown
April 1
WTVF (TV) Charleston,
Buffalo, N. S.Y.
WCSC-TV
C. *235 Oct. 30 Unknown
McGillvra
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
WTVT
Chattanooga,
KRDO-TV(TV)Colorado
Springs,Tenn. 43 Aug. 21
McGillvra
Col.
13 Nov. 20 April
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18 March
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Sept. 18 April
CBS
Raymer
Prairie Television Inc.,
Nov. 20 Unknown
Decatur, III.
17
CBS, ABC
Free & Peters
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11 On Air (Oct. 2)
Spring 1953
KDEN (TV)Denver,
Denver,Col.
Col. v 262 July 11 May
Blair-TV Inc.
On Air
•8
KFEL-TV
(July 18) NBC, DuMont
July 11 Unknown
KIRV (TV) Denver
20 Oct. 24
18 March 1
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn. 38 Sept.
16 September
March 8
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct.
Forjoe
Elmira Television, Elmira, N. Y. 24 Nov. 6 Dec. 15
Early
1943
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex. 13 Oct. 24
Avery-Knodel
CBS, DuMont Taylor
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4 July 31 Jan. 1
Hollingbory
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass. 46 Aug. 14 Unknown
Nov. 14
20 Early 1953
WATC-TV Flint, Mich
16 Sept.
1
Sears & Ayer
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich. 28 July 11 March
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23 July
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 17 July 3131 Unknown
June 1
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark. 22 Nov. 13 Unknown
24 Unknown
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md. 62 Oct.
•8
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif 24 Sept. 18 May
Raymer
Jacob A. Newborn Jr.,
Nov.
6
April
Gadsden,
Ala.
21
Gulf
Television
Co.,
Galveston, Tex.
Nov. 20 *2March
1
8
Rudman Television Co.,
Boiling
Nov.
20
March
1
41
Unknown
Galveston, Tex.
Weed
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
2 Nov. 13 Unknown
WCOG-TV Greensboro, N. (
Nov. 20
55 Nov.
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
WSON-TV Henderson, Ky.
Unknown
50 Sept. 2520 Early
ABC
Branham
1953
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass.
July
11
Forjoe& Peters
Free
57
Dec. 12
9 Aug.
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
Oct.
24
7
11
KONA (TV) Honolulu, T. H.
On Air
(Nov. 16)
DuMont
55
Unknown
Petry ,
KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex.
56
CBS, ABC,
Nov. 2120 Dec.
48
W IBM-TV Jackson, Mich.
Unknown
73 Aug.
25
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.
NBC, DuMont Katz
11 •25
12 Sept.
Weed
Unknown
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.
Nov.
Nov. 20
20 Unknown
WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio
2510 Oct. 16
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb.
1
Pearson
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Oct. 2 Jan.
Feb. 1
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Pearson
Oct. 30
Sept.
18 Unknown
KETV
(TV)
Little
Rock,
Ark.
April 15
KUSC-TV Los Angeles
Aug. 28 Unknown
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Pearson
99 March
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
17 Oct.
Feb. Air15
CBS, DuMont Avery-Knodel
Oct.
On
Nov.
13
Hollingbery
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.
4112383 Nov. 6 Unknown
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va.
6
11 July 24 Unknown
K SAC- TV Manhattan, Kan.
Dec. 7
Forjoe
2133
WMAC (TV) Massilon, Ohio
DuMont
Boiling
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
April
1
Sept.
4
Aug.
7
Murch
1
March 1
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
20
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.
Sept. 30
18
Walker
Taylor
49 Oct.
Unknown
February
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass. 28 July 11 Jan.
15
30 July 11
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
Meeker
45
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.
Sept. 144 Unknown
Aug.
WGTV (TV) New York City
(Continued on page 8k)
area today (Monday) at the Hotel
DTN-Dealers Dinner
Roanoke. The Bluefield Supply
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT, presi- Co. is sponsoring the meeting, andent of Allen B. DuMont Labs.,
ticipating early television in the
and several DuMont Television
Network executives are slated to area because FCC has issued construction permits for stations in
attend a dinner for TV dealers in
Roanoke and Lynchburg.
the Roanoke- Lynchburg- Bluefield
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Our

Mr.

HI

is

an

extra-

The symptoms

are common.

You are

putting together a TV spot schedule.
You're eager for facts, then baffled and,
in the end, mentally myopic . . .
you have TV spots before your eyes.

That's where our Mr. H. comes in.
As a tv spot specialist, he is prepared
for your most delicate operation.
And as an e^ra-specialist, he offers you
more than anyone else.
specialist
He's the best-traveled account man
in his seven top television markets . . .
with the most first-hand facts and the
best perspective on these markets
you'll find anywhere.
He works side-by-side with TV spot's
finest research staff. If it's thorough,
case-hardened research you are looking
for, they are the consultants for you.
And our Mr. H. has the surest hand
with local live talent in the business.
He will guarantee the product you sell
its warmest welcome ever.

Next time you're planning TV spot,
let's talk about your operation. Mr. H.
will be most* happy to take the case.
CBS

TELEVISION

SPOT

SALES

Representing WCBS-TV, New York; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia;
WTOP-TV, Washington; WBTV, Charlotte; WAFM-TV, Birmingham;
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City; and KNXT, Los Angeles.

*Mr. H. H. Holtshouser of Memphis, or
Mr. Robert B. Hoag of New York. Or
then again, our Messrs. A. through Z,

Fourteen in New Grants Batch
(Continued from page 71 )
mence in early 1953.
request for an experimental TV
outlet to operate on Ch. 49 to ingrant Henderson,
of Evansville's
50
WSON
Ky.,Ch.was
vestigate uhf propagation and the to The
effects of local rough terrain "involves questions which indicate the
necessity of a hearing," particularly in view of the competing applications.
Howard-Yale Inc., Palm Springs,
Calif., was advised that its application to build an experimental
booster station to amplify the signal of all Los Angeles vhf stations
"in order to determine the feasibility of providing TV service beyond the normal reception range,"
involves questions requiring a hearing.
The Ch. 16 grant to WTAC-TV
Flint is the second uhf authorization for that city, the first being
the July 11 grant of Ch. 28 to
Trans-American Television Corp.
for WCTV (TV), slated to com-

made possible by the 15-mile rule
of the Sixth Report which allows
application for use of a channel
anywhere within 15 miles of the
principal city to which it is assigned without amendment of the
assignment table.
Grant of Ch. 9 to Cowles Broadcasting, Sioux City, Iowa, is the
second authorization within a fortnight to that city, the earlier being
uhf Ch. 36 to Great Plains Television Properties [B«T, Nov. 3].
Cowles is operator of KRNT Des
Moines and WNAX Yankton. Robert R. Tincher, vice president and
general manager of WNAX, reported the new Cowles' TV outlet
will be put on the air as fast as
possible.
Paul E. Taft, Houston business-

Over
The

SUCCESS!
A

WELL-USED

WORD...but

Believes WSAZ-Television

Came

man and part owner of Gulf Television, Ch. 11 grantee at Galveston,
reported the new outlet hopes to be
on the air by March 1 although no
equipment has been purchased.
Two manufacturers have promised
December delivery, he said, but
tower construction is the "stumbling block," indicating Jan. 15
starting date would be possible if
it were not for the latter problem.
The Ch. 11 grant was made possible by withdrawal of Mirador
Television.
Oil producer M. B. Rudman is
sole owner of Rudman Television,
Ch. 41 grantee at Galveston. He
also is applicant at Bismarck and
Minot, N. D.
Evans A. Nord, commercial manager of KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.,
Ch. 11 grantee, said commencement has been set for Feb. 1, and
RCA equipment will be used. 0. L.
Taylor Co. will be representative.
Joseph H. Rohrer, KRDO Colorado Springs, Ch. 13 grantee, re-

WSAZ-Television

World's

Most

Powerful

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET

Through

Magnificently

. . . Read

CO.
Their

Story and Find The Facts . . .

I

COVERAGE
AREA:
• 103 Counties— in W. Va.,
Ohio, Ky. and Virginia
• Over 3,000,000 Population

REPORT
Outlined by Halpern

PAST successes of theatre television and an outline of its future
were detailed for Independent
Theatre Owners in Chicago Tuesday by N. L. Halpern, president of
Theatre Network Television.
Mr. Halpern was key speaker on
a panel discussion which was sent
close circuit to the Hotel Morrison and projected on a large RCA
screen for members of Allied
States Assn. of Motion Picture
Exhibitors, attending an annual
convention Monday through Thursday with theatre
equipment manufacturers and dealers.
Others who appeared on the, telecast with Mr. Halpern were these
members of Allied's TV committee:
Trueman T. Rembusch, chairman,
and Jack Kirsch, Leon B. Back,
Wilbur Snaper, John Wolfberg,
Nathan Yamins, all independent
exhibitors.
Mr. Halpern asserted theatre TV
will continue regardless of the outcome of FCC's hearings slated for
January, because the Commission
has awarded channels to common
carriers, such as AT&T, for use by
theatre television. His group, however, seeks allocation of additional
channels for motion picture usage.
Theatre TV equipment can be
paid off in five years, he said, pointing to monies made by theatres
which carried the Walcott-Marciano
fight. This bout was carried in 50
theatres in 33 cities, whereas the
first networked show for theatres
in the summer of 1951 was seen in
only nine theatres in seven cities,
located primarily in the East.
Theatre Network Television now
has coast-to-coast facilities, he reported, and installations are being
made rapidly.
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WSAZ-TVI
HUNTINGTON,
WEST
VIRGINIA

Labs. Dividend

QUARTERLY dividend of 25 cents
per share on outstanding shares of
5% cumulative convertible preferred stock was declared last week
by the board of directors of the
Allen B. DuMont Labs. Inc. It is

• 2,873,118,000 Effective
Buying Power

•

TNT

DuMont

• 1,828,557,000 Retail Sales
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ported target date for March or
April and said RCA equipment will
be used. He is negotiating with
NBC and ABC for affiliation. Joseph Hershey McGillvra Inc. will
be representative.
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, according to President Robert H. Holmes,
plans to commence operation on
Ch. 58 in mid-1953. RCA equipment is planned.
WARD-TV Johnstown, Ch. 56
grantee, plans RCA and DuMont
equipment. According to Robert
Nelson, general manager, the station hopes to set a construction
speed record. CBS affiliation is
expected. Weed & Co. is representative.

j
I

payable holders
Jan.
1 to preferred
stockof record
at the close
of
business Dec. 15.
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WWJ-TV
busiest

station

in

television

At time-change, a weekly total
of 5V2 hours of new studio
shows were added to the busy
WWJ-TV schedule that already
averaged more than 5 hours of
live studio programming daily.

MUSICALLY

SPEAKING

7:15 P.M. Mondays . . . a quarter-hour variety show with Janie Palmer and Marv Welsh.

STUMP

US

6:30 P.M. Wednesdays . . . Johnny King and
Mary Roy test their musical memories.

FILMS

6:30 P. M. Mondays . . . Fritz Crisler comments on Saturday's football game.
6:00 to 6:05 P.M. Mondays thru Fridays . . .
household hints.

U. OF M. FOOTBALL

FAYE ELIZABETH
SPORTS

ROUNDUP

CLUB ARTHUR
YOUR

6:05 to 6:1 5 P.M. Mondays thru Fridays . . .
Paul Williams, popular sportscaster reviews
sports news.
8:00 P.M. Fridays ... a popular spot with
Doris Eaton Travis as hostess.

MURRAY

HOLLYWOOD

HOST

1 :00 P.M. Mondays thru Fridays . . . Bill
Kennedy, star of more than 150 movies, as
film host.

A station that's busy is a station
that's getting business for its
clients. Let WWJ-TV do a selling job for your product in the
4-billion dollar Detroit market.

WUIJ
WW

NBC

AFFILIATE

ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
FIRST IN MICHIGAN

BROADCASTING

•

Owned and Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS • National Representatives THE GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY COMPANY
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KOIN To Appeal Ruling
(Continued from page 71 )

equipment, construction and installation substantially exceed those
set forth in petitioner's application."
"In the light of this information," the KXL petition said, "petitioner has some question as to its
present financial ability to erect and
operate a television station in Portland."
Examiner Smith meanwhile, at
KOIN's request, continued the Ch.
6 hearing until Dec. 1 pending Commission action on the appeal.
Portland's Ch. 12 hearing was completed before Examiner Smith last
Thursday, except for issues relating to possible interference to local
AM stations. The latter testimony
is to be heard starting Feb. 12.
The Ch. 12 competition includes
bids of Oregon Television Inc.,
Columbia Empire Telecasters
(KPOJ) and Northwest Television
and Broadcasting Co. A great part
of last week was devoted to examination of John D. Keating, a
principal partner.
Mr. Keating, who is part owner
of KPOA Honolulu, was questioned
about KPOA's competitive bid for
Ch. 4 with that of KGU Honolulu,
as well as an earlier AM application in which he had interest that
was in competition with Royal V.
Howard for 850 kc. Mr. Howard
now is owner of KIKI Honolulu, a
250 w outlet on 860 kc.
Newspaper's Operations
Significant decision is awaited
in Wichita TV hearings for Ch. 3
which would require Wichita EagleKFH to present documents concerned with newspaper's operations
dating back to 1930 [B»T, Nov.
17].
FCC Hearing Examiner Hugh
B. Hutchison has promised to rule
Friday or today (Monday) on a
motion by KFH to quash a subpoena already issued calling for
that material. The subpoena was
requested by KANS which, with
Wichita Television Corp., is com-

peting for Ch. 3.
Essence of the reasons for the
subpoena, given in a memorandum
to Examiner Hutchison by KANS,
seems to point in the direction of
establishing possible anti-trust violations bythe Wichita Eagle. Reference was made in the memorandum to the recent New Orleans
Times-Picayune case, the Lorain
(Ohio) Journal case, and "forced
advertising." Some items seem to
point to an attempt to show that
the Wichita Eagle promoted its
subsidiary KFH to the detriment
of other stations in the Wichita
area.
KFH exhibits indicated that it
planned a staff of 111 for the proposed TV station, of which 52 would
be solely devoted to TV. It estimated cost of construction at $757,669.10, first year's operations at
$597,411.88, and estimated first
year's revenue at $426,500 with a
$300 per Class A hour rate and
$48 for announcements.
The KFH balance sheet as of
Sept. 30 showed total current assets of $149,314.44 and total current liabilities of $68,846.24. KFH
made a net profit after taxes in
1950 of $119,423.19, in 1951 of
$125,902.37 and for nine months
of 1952 of $141,238.40.
Exhibits also showed that KFH
spent $53,435.06 for a camera chain
to train personnel for TV.
In Tampa-St. Petersburg, third
applicant for Ch. 8 started Friday,
following the completion of the
WTSP case. Other applicant is
WFLA. Tampa Bay Area Telecasting Corp.'s first witness was
Dr. Ludd M. Spivey, president of
Florida Southern College at Lakeland. Dr. Spivey is a member of
the Tampa Bay program advisory
council.
Today, Tampa Bay stockholders
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Ruskin, Dr.
Chester Goodnow and L. W. Baynard are scheduled to appear. Dr.
Ruskin is also chairman of the
health and civil defense advisory
committee to the proposed station;

PRINCIPALS in WGL and WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind., competitors for
uhf Ch. 33 there, listen to proceeding before FCC Examiner Fanney N.
Litvin. Front row (I to r) : Miss Helene R. Foellinger, owner, WGL
and News Pub. Co.; Leslie Popp, vice president-treasurer and 28.5%
owner, WKJG; and Colo Mahlock, WKJG program director. Behind
them are Henry Page, vice president-treasurer, WGL, and Edward G.
Thorns, general manager, WKJG.
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CORRIDOR lineup of KR 1 C-Beaumont (Tex.) Enterprise and Journal
officials during TV hearing for Ch. 6 in Washington. L to r: W. W. Ward,
editor,' Beaumont Journal; E. C. Davis, executive vice president, Enterprise Co.; R. W. Akers, editor, Beaumont Enterprise; O. E. Davis, president, Enterprise Co.;. Charles Baskerville, -manager, KRIC.
Mr. Ruskin, educational programs;
Dr. Goodnow, veterans; Mr. Baynard, religious. Mrs. Ruskin is
also a vice president of the comThe Tampa-St. Petersburg hearpany.
ings will recess after tomorrow until Dec. 8. During that time, depositions of other Tampa Bay stockholders will be taken in Florida.
New hearing beginning last
week was for Ch. 6 in BeaumontPort Arthur, Tex. Three contestants are KRIC, KTRM and
KFDM. KRIC began the hearings,
which are being held before Hearing Examiner Annie N. Hunnting,
with Forrest McClenning, FCC
counsel.
KRIC Plans
KRIC plans to spend $466,135.80
to build, $321,966 for first year's
operations, with estimated revenue
$325,000 on a $250 Class A hour
rate and $50 per announcement
rate. Station plans to employ 32
people in the TV station.
KRIC is owned by the Enterprise
Co., publisher
of the Beaumont
Enterprise and Journal.
Enterprise
Co. balance sheet for Sept. 1,
showed current assets as $415,915.51, current liabilities $394,451.02. Current assets included
KRIC plant and equipment carried
at $145,040.10 and KRIC accounts
receivable at $13,089.76.
Appearing for KRIC were R. W.
Akers, editor of the Beaumont Enterprise; W. W. Ward, editor of
the Beaumont Journal, and Charles
Baskerville, manager, KRIC.
Next Beaumont Ch. 6 applicant
to present its case will be KFDM.
The Fort Wayne hearing for
uhf Ch. 33, which began Monday
before Examiner Fanney N. Litvin, involves the competitive applications of WKJG and WGL. All
of last week was devoted to the
WKJG presentation and WGL is
to offer its direct case this week.
The Duluth, Minn.-Superior, Wis.
hearings for Chs. 3 and 6 began
before Examiner Herbert Sharfman with the full week being
devoted to engineering presentation and proposed coverage arguments between the Ch. 6 applicants, WDSM Superior and WREX
Duluth. Lay testimony is not ex-

pected to commence until early
December because of the engineering deadlock.
WEBC
Duluth, Ch. 3 applicant,
petitioned the Commission a fortnight ago to consolidate the two
channel hearings because of the
Sec. 307 (b) issue (fair distribution of services) which is involved
[B*T, Nov. 17]. WEBC asked continuance of both proceedings until
a ruling but the examiner requested the Ch. 6 contestants to begin their engineering data in the
interim. WEBC is opposed for
Ch. 3 by KDAL Duluth. The Ch.
3 case is scheduled Dec. 17.
Sacramento Hearings
The Sacramento hearings, involving Chs. 3, 10, 40 and 46, have
been also stalled temporarily because of engineering conflict involving proposed antenna sites on Pine
Hill, 29 miles from the city. The
state has ruled that only one tower
permit will be issued for Pine Hill,
requiring applicants who want to
use the site to amend their proposals to show a common antenna
structure. The site also poses
shadow problems for uhf applicants.
Further conference is to be held
today (Monday) on the engineering
difficulties before Examiner Thomas H. Donahue. Presently, the Ch.
10 hearing is to resume Dec. 15,
ary.
Ch. 3 on Jan. 1, Ch. 40 about Feb.
1 and Ch. 46 sometime in FebruCh. 10 competitors are KFBK
and Sacramento Telecasters Inc.
Seeking Ch. 3 are KXOA, KCRA
and KROY. Maria Helen Alvarez
and Cal Tel Co. are competing for
Ch. 40 while John Poole Broadcasting Co. and Jack O. Gross are
contestants for Ch. 46.
The Flint hearing for Ch. 12,
slated to begin last Monday before Examiner Benito Gaguine,
has been continued until Tuesday
when engineering testimony will
be offered. Contestants are WJR
Detroit, WFDF Flint and W. S.
Butterfield Theatres Inc.
The Harrisburg hearing for Ch.
27 between WCMB and WHGB,
scheduled to have begun earlier,
is to commence
aminer William Friday
G. Butts.before Ex-
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fine

opens

a new

era for local advertisers . . .
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^Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. Presents

(Your Brand Name)

Theater'

"Douglas
Fairbanks
Presents"
was sold
in 23 titles
before its
first

appearance.
There's still
time to
put it to
work in
43 major
markets.
See your
NEC- TV film

No more must local and regional advertisers settle for less than the very finest
TV drama to showcase their products. For

pense, high comedy and deep drama , . .
and its host, director and occasional star

now. NBC presents 39 half-hour film programs that measure up to the best ever
offered by network television, Hollywood,
or the Broadway stage.

"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" is a program
for local advertisers to use with pride, and
success— similar network TV drama rates

"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" is filmed on
location in the great capitals of America
and Europe. It stars the top talent of two
continents in a variety of original and
classic stories ... it runs the gamut of sus-

is Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., himself.

consistently in the 30's and 40's. Best of
all, it's a fine dramatic program at a practical price.
For further information on this new film
series, and other NBC
write, call, or wire:

Quality Films,

representative
now.

programs
NBC
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. • Offices in: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
a service of America's No. I Network
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WAVE-TV
OFFERS TOP
AVAILABILITY!
A few excellent spot participations are now available on
"THE OLD SHERIFF" —
WAVE-TV's amazingly popular film series, for kids of
all ages I
FORMAT: A complete Western
film or Mickey Mouse type cartoon shown each day. Film is
cleverly introduced and summarized from an authentic
Western jail setting by "The
Old Sheriff", played by
WAVE-TV's versatile Foster
Brooks.
FOSTIR BROOKS-A colorful,
dynamic television personality,
known and loved by thousands
and thousands of WAVE-TV
viewers. He gives the show a
remarkable "live" touch, lifting ithead and shoulders above
conventional film programs!
TIME} 5:30 to 6:00 P.M.,
Monday thru Friday — a wonderful before-supper time slot !
CHECK WITH: F & P!

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

NBC

• ABC • DUMONT
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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report

Sales .
Peerless Television Productions
Inc., New York, announced last
week it has concluded a pre-opening deal with KHQ-TV Spokane
for the company's group of 26 film
features, including "Raw Deal,"
"My Son, My Son," "Last of the
Mohicans" and "Brewster's MilPeerless has also signed with
KING-TV
Seattle for a re-run on
lions."
the films and with KMTV (TV)
Omaha, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.,
KPHO-TV Phoenix and KFMB-TV
San Diego, according to General
Sales Manager Maurice Gresham.
Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit,
renewed Rebound, half-hour film
series produced by Bing Crosby
Enterprises, Culver City, on an alternate weekly basis on 18 stations,
from Nov. 20. Initial station lineup consists of KTTV (TV) Hollywood, WABD (TV) New York,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, WTTG
(TV) Washington, WGN-TV Chicago, WAAM (TV) Baltimore,
WTVN (TV) Columbus, WDTV
(TV) Pittsburgh, WXEL (TV)
Cleveland, WCPO-TV Cincinnati,
WFAA-TV Dallas, KEYL (TV)
San Antonio, WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind., WNAC-TV Boston,
WXYZ-TV Detroit, WFMY-TV
Greensboro, KSTP-TV Minneapolis
and KGO-TV San Francisco. Agency is Maxon Inc.

Grantees' Commencement Target
(Continued from page 76)

Dates

Call
City and State Ch. Granted Commencement Network Rep.
Southland Television Inc.,
Pensacola, Fla.
15 Nov. 13 June
Young
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
43 Aug. 28 January
Headley-Reed
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. 27 July 11 On Air
NBC
NBC
Spot Sales
(Sept. 19)
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
5 Oct. 30 March I
Avery-Knodel
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col.
3 Nov. 13 Unknown
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C. 28 Oct. 16 March 1
Avery-Knodel
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y. *21 July 24 Unknown
WHTV (TV) Syracuse, N. Y. *43 Sept. 18 Unknown
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
33 Sept. 4 May IS
Headley-Reed
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
61 Sept. 4 Dec. 7
CBS
H-R Reps.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
27 Sept. 18 Dec. 15
ABC
Burn-Smith
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
10 Sept. II Dec. 1
NBC
Avery-Knodel
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III. 39 Sept. 11 Unknown
WK NX-TV Saginaw, Mich. 57 Oct. 2 February
Gill-Keefe
Perna &
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
2 Oct. 16 Unknown
Headley-Reed
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla. 38 Oct. 9 May 1
Weed
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif. 18 Nov. 6 Fall 1953
Hollingbery
WKAQ-TV
San Bcstg.
Juan, &P. R. 2 July 24 1954
Inter-American
Santa Barbara
Telecasting Corp.,
ABC, DuMont,
Santa Barbara, Calif. 3 Nov. 13 May
CBS, NBC
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
20 Aug. 14 April
B loir-TV Inc.
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa. 73 Aug. 14 Dec. 25
KWTV
Cowles (TV)
Bcstg.Sioux
Co., City, Iowa 36 Oct. 30 Unknown
Sioux City, Iowa
9 Nov. 20 Unknown
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
11 Nov. 20 Feb. 1
Taylor
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. 34 Aug. 28 Late 1952
Raymer
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash. 6 July 11 January NBC
Katx
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. 4 July 11 Dec. 25
CBS, ABC, Walker, Pac.
DuMont NW Bcstrs.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 61 July 11 Late 1952
Hollingbery
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
10 Oct. 9 April
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz. 13 Nov. 13 Jan. 15
Hollingbery
KVOA-TV
Tucson,
Ariz.
4 Nov. 13 Unknown
Raymer
Central Texas
Television
Co.,
Waco, Tex.
34 Nov. 13 Unknown
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio 67 Nov. 6 Unknown
WATR-TV
Waterbury,
White Television
Co., Conn. 55 Oct. 30 Unknown
Wichita Falls, Tex.
22 Nov. 6 April
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 28 Oct. 2 Jan. 1.
NBC
Headley-Reed
W ILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 34 Oct. 2 Feb. 1
ABC-DuMont Avery-Knodel
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa. 36 Nov. 13 Unknown
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
49 July 11 Early 1953 DuMont
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
43 July 11 Dec. 1
ABC
Radio Kept
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio 73 July 11 Early 1953 NBC
Headley-Reed
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio 27 July II Early 1953
Raymer
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio 21 Sept. 25 Unknown
....
* Educational permittees.

Distribution . . .
Specialty Pictures Corp., New
York, has acquired TV distribution rights for feature film, "Jigsaw," starring Franchot Tone,
Myron
McCormick
and Jean Wallace.

$ New York,
Sterling Television
$ $ *Co.,
distributing five-minute sports quiz
film, Beat the Experts, featuring
sports personalities. Series created by Telenews Productions Inc.
* * *
Cornell Film Co., New York, has
acquired distribution rights from
United Films of Tel Aviv for film
feature, "The Life and Times of
Chaim Weitzman."
Availabilities . . .
Association Films, New York, is
offering TV stations free-loan movie, "The Miracle of Rubber," a 22minute documentary film on the
growth of the rubber industry.
Production . . .
Production has started on NBCTV's Life of Riley at Hal Roach
Studios, Culver City, to be sponsored by Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh, on NBC stations east of the
Rocky Mts. Agency is Young &
Rubicam Inc., Hollywood.

Some
are
than

spots
better
others

In Los Angeles, where retail food sales total more
than 2V2 billion dollars per year, KNBH has best
spot availabilities. FOODS FOR THOUGHT, on
Monday thru Friday, 11-11:30 AM, offers top
merchandising assistance, big audience. Stars are
hard-selling Jane Hawkins and Jimmy Wallington.
For the best spot, at the right
time, at the right place use
KNBH
HOLLYWOOD

Channel

1

Represented by
NBC SPOT SALES
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. . J.l .

• Choice of 5 lock-in sources: crystal, power
line, free, external or interlace.
• No timing operating controls other than
master oscillator frequency.
• Linearity dot pattern mixed with blanking
available on a separate output jack for testing
receivers and monitors.
• Both negative and positive outputs available independently.
• Excellent transient characteristics.

Federal

Telecommunication
Laboratories Jnc.
an associate of the Internationa! Telephone and TelegraDh Corp.
500 Washington Ave.
Nutley, N. J.

Domestic Distributors: Graybar Electric Co., Inc. •
Offices in 108 cities
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., N. Y.
Canadian Distributors: Federal Electric Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.

'Lucy' Leads

YESTERDAY

Latest

telestatus

and

in

Ratings

(Report 243)

TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV
'JiA&L

in, Qndiana,"

Yesterday

• • • •

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

....
are

265,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

M-

WFB
Channel
6
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RATINGS for top 15 regularly
scheduled once - a - week TV
shows and 10 regularly scheduled
multi-weekly TV shows were issued
by The Pulse last week, based on
Oct. 8-14 programs, as follows:
TOP 15 ONCE-A- WEEK SHOWS
Rating
Program
Average
Oct. Sept.
Program
42.3 . .
I Love Lucy (Mon., CBS)
Texaco Star Theatre
41.3 ..
(Toes., NBC)
Godfrey's
Talent
Scouts
39.7 33.5
(Mon., CBS)
Your Show of Shows
36.4 33.1
(Sat., NBC)
Godfrey and Friends
35.9 31.3
(Wed., CBS)
35.2 . .
Dragnet (Thurs., NBC)
Colgate Comedy Hour
34.1 . .
(Sun., NBC)
You Bet Your Life
(Thurs., NBC)
33.0
30.3 27.1
Fireside Theatre (Tues., NBC) 29.6
.. ..
Red Skelton (Sun., NBC)
TV Playhouse (Sun., NBC)
29.4
26.7
28.2 . .
All Star Revue (Sat., NBC)
27.7 25.6
What's
Boxing My
(Wed.,Line?CBS)(Sun., CBS) 27.5 26.4
Mama (Fri., CBS)
27.4 24.7
TOP 10 MULTI-WEEKLY SHOWS
Howdy Doody (Mon .-Fri., NBC) 13.5 11.2
Perry Como
(Mon., Wed., Fri., CBS) 12.3 11.3
Camel News Caravan
(Mon.-Fri., NBC)
12.1 10.4
Kate Smith (Mon.-Fri., NBC) 11.3 ..
Dinah Shore
(Tues., Thurs., NBC) 11.0 8.8
Captain Video
(Mon.-Fri., DuMont) 9.7 7.7
Strike it Rich (Mon.-Fri., CBS) 8.7 8.3
Big Payoff (Mor&Fri., NBC) 8.5 7.8
CBS-TV News (Mon.-Fri., CBS) 8.2 7.7
Hawkins Falls (Mon.-Fri., NBC) 7.9 8.4

Trendex Ratings Given
For Week of Nov. 1
TRENDEX ratings of the top 10
evening and network sponsored TV
programs based on one live program for the week of Nov. 1-7
showed CBS-TV's I Love Lucy in
first place. Listings were as follows:
Rank Program
Rating
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
58.5
2 Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 43.1
34 Godfrey's
Friends
(CBS)
41.3
Dragnet (NBC)
40.8
5 Jack Benny (CBS)
36.7
6 T-Men in Action (NBC)
30.7
7 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
30.5
8 Your Show of Shows (NBC) 30.5
(CBS)
30.4
109 What's
Strike itMyRichLine?
(CBS)
29.3

It's 'Lucy# First,
Hooper Reports
CBS-TV's / Love Lucy took first
place in ratings in all six cities
surveyed in the "Hooperade of
Stars" for October, following its
return from summer hiatus, C. E.
Hooper Co. reported last week.
Only
Your one
Showother
of show
Shows— NBC-TV's
— placed
among the first 15 programs in
each of the six cities, although six
made the first 15 in five cities. The
cities: New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit.

Survey Made of
Chicago Set Market
TV dealers in Chicago still can sell
an estimated 660,000 sets, despite
the city's current "saturation"
figure -of 1,231,854. The Chicago
Tribune, licensee of WGN-AM-TV
Chicago, reports that 84.8% of the
660,000 figure it cites is a replacement market.
The newspaper has just completed a study, "The Opportunity for
TV Set Sales During the Second
Offensive in the Chicago Market,"
based on 3,000 interviews in the
city and suburbs. A check on set
purchase dates shows that about
500,000 of the sets now in use
throughout the area have small
screen sizes. This coincides roughly with the Tribune survey, which
reports that 36% of the TV families answered that they had 14inch screens or smaller.
Other replacements will be in
demand by families dissatisfied
with their present sets because of
the model or performance, adding
tential.
another 60,000 to the area's poPlans by 19.3% of non-TV
homes to purchase a video set, according to the survey, adds 103,072
prospects to the list.

City
November 24, 1952 — Telecasting Survey
Weekly Television Summary—
Sets in Area
Outlets on Air
City
Outlets on Air
ville, Tex. (Mexico),
Sets in Area
Matamoros
Browns16,500
Memphis
Albuquerque KOB-TV
WMCT
104,967
XELD-TV
Miami
Ames
WOI-TV
WTVJ
215,000
155,000
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
159,453
27,300
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
Milwaukee
434,807
Minn.-St.
Paul
97,000
122,000
WTMJ-TV
Binghamton WNBF-TV
374,877
194,050
Nashville
KSTP-TV,
WCCO-TV
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
New Haven
329,200
Bloomington WTTV
310,000
WSM-TV
84,786
945,914
New Orleans
133,213
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
292,803
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WDSU-TV
Newark
255,237 New YorkCharlotte WBTV
WABD,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WOR-TV,WBS-TV,
WPIX, WATV
1,231,854
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
383,000 NorfolkCincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
3,059,400
Portsmouth660,547
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
237,000 Oklahoma
Newport City
News WTAR-TV
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
141,961
WKY-TV
Omaha
1 60,806
Dallas193,130 Phoenix
154,876
Philadelphia
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
KMTV,
WOW-TV
156,000
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Pittsburgh
Davenport
WOC-TV
Moline
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
1,096,784
WDTV
KPHO-TV
Dayton
67,400
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Ore. KPTV
253,000
535,000
Denver
KFEl-TV, KBTV
78,198 Portland,
Providence
237,000
817,000
Detroit
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
Richmond
26,653
WJAR-TV
175,550
Erie
WICU
WTVR
145,954
164,000
Rochester
Ft.Dallas
Worth
WHAM-TV
156,000
193,130 Rock Island
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
WHBF-TV
Grand
Rapids WOOD-TV
223,961
Quad City
Cities Include Davenport. Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline
Greensboro
135,896 Salt Lake
WFMY-TV
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
106,507
Houston
89,820
201 ,000 San Antonio
Diego
KPRC-TV
KEYL, WOAI-TV
153,850
HuntingtonKFMB-TV
Francisco
177,637 SanAlbany-Troy
WSAZ-TV
464,000
Charleston
265,000
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
SchenectadyJacksonville
WRGB
WMBR-TV
1 80,000
77,301
Seattle
237,400
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
197,300
KING-TV
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
St.
Louis
241,832
451,000
KSD-TV
243,357
Kansas City
WDAF-TV
172,646
WHEN, WSYR-TV
Syracuse
120,000 Toledo
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
202,556
Lansing
WJIM-TV
WSPD-TV
KOTV
209,000
Tulsa
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KIAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
Utica-Rome
WKTV
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
134,275
Washington
1,381,452
179,820
Wilmington
Louisville WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
81,000
WMAl-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
395,799
Lubbock, Tex. KDUB-TV
WDEL-TV
7,000
123,540
Total
Stations
on
Air
113*
Total
Markets
on
Air
67*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note:
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
soma
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
are
necessarily approximate.
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PROOF: ''Block Party"
A WMAR-TV feature which guarantees increased retail
distribution; plus constant merchandising with evergrowing cortsumer results.
Wednesdays: 3.15-3.45 P.M.
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PROOF: "The Woman's Angle"
Another WMAR-TV package with a record for the successful moving of merchandise.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: 1-1.30 P.M.
Wednesdays: 3.45-4 P.M.
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'TV CIRCULATION'
Hooper Releases Figures
NEW "TV-set circulation" totals
being released with city-by-city
TV-area Hooperatings for the
first time give broadcasting figures
which can qualify as "circulation,"
C. E. Hooper said Nov. 13. This
circulation figure is the "sum of
sets tuned between 'sign-on' and
'sign-off' totaled for each 15-minute
period within one week" and as
such, he commented, is "realistic
with reference to the frequency,
and length of the public's use of
radio and television, while preserving the effectiveness connotations
of actual audience measurement."
October TV-set circulation figures released to date by the Hooper
organization are: Atlanta, 20,126,000; Baltimore, 40,122,000; Boston,
79,438,000; Chicago, 120,916,000;
Cleveland, 75,790,000; Detroit, 86,278,000; Los Angeles, 123,471,000;
New York, 280,793,000; Philadelphia, 104,583,000; Washington, 35,444,000.

Altec

1
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Index)
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efficiency for sound
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showing
6 selectivity
9^

patterns

TV Channel Changes
Since Sixth Report
HERE, in convenient form, is a
listing of- all TV channel changes
effected by FCC since issuance of
the Sixth Report and Order which
finalized the TV reallocation and
lifted the freeze on construction of
new stations [B«T, April 14]. The
10+
changes are:
Added
•
Deleted
ALABAMA
Mobile
8
83+
CALIFORNIA
4+
14
Palm Springs
*24
DELAWARE
Wilmington
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
3+
Washington
*24—
FLORIDA
53—
Orlando
24+
24
24+
Pen sa cola
16+
Tallahassee
GEORGIA
Elberton
4—
21 +
INDIANA
69
Fort Wayne
33+
3—
Princeton
KENTUCKY
64
Lexington
52+i
Somerset
LOUISIANA
10
102
Baton Rouge
22—
Lafayette
New Orleans
29—
MARYLAND
74+
40+
3+
Baltimore
MASSACHUSETTS
Fall River
68
IS304—+
North Adams
60—
MISSISSIPPI
59+
Jackson
"
i
OHIO
* 67+
Columbus
73
Fremont
Lima
Warren
33
Youngstown
33+— 2
PENNSYLVANIA
2133+
55+
Allentown
45 —
67 4
Harrisburg
21 —
Irwin
Reading
70
SOUTH CAROLINA
37
Newberry
41 6" +
TENNESSEE
4+«
5
Nashville
Old Hickory
TEXAS
6 55+'
Beaumont-Port Arthur
Corpus Christ!
6
San Angelo
Temple
6
6—
INotice of proposed rule making.
—
2EfEective approx. Nov. 24. 6
3—
Effective Dec. 4. Petition of WWSW Pittsburgh pends, requesting stay until court action
on appeal.
Effective Nov. 20.
use.*Reserved for educational noncommercial
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TOPS
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PERFORMANCE

. . . and

quickly

Investigate these Altec
companion microphones, too!
THE ALTEC 633

*8

Employing the same dynamic
element as the 639, the
Altec 633 microphone features a more compact
housing. Long a standard
of comparison for less
critical applications, in
studios and for
remote pickups, it meets all AM, FM and
TV requirements for fidelity of response.
THE ALTEC 660A AND B
This new and smaller version
of the 633 microphone
is available at substantial
savings in cost.
Altec 660A and 660B
units are ideal for
voice or music pick-up
wherever 10,000 cycle top response
is adequate.

EVERYTHING

FOR

available

TELEVISION
via

Grayba

Many "new models" and "latest developments"
have come and gone since Bell Telephone Laboratories and Western Electric produced the first
639-type microphone.
Now manufactured by Altec-Lansing, the 639
has adequately met the tests of time and proved
itself in an almost unlimited variety of applications. Its cardioid directional response throughout the 40 to 10,000 cycle frequency range . . .
its high signal-to-noise ratio ... its choice of 3
to 6 response patterns — all combine to make
the 639B a natural for TV . . . and still tops for
AM, FM and sound reinforcement systems.
Your near-by Graybar Broadcast Equipment
Representative will be glad to give you specifications and prices on the complete line of Altec
microphones, as well as on any of your other
broadcast requirements.
Make it a point to call today for full particulars. Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive
offices: Graybar Building, New York 17, N. Y.
238-112

ELECTRICAL TO KEEP YOU

ON

THE AIR...

5* '

IN

OVER

ONE

HUNDRED

PRINCIPAL
CITIE
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Advertisement
WFAA-TV
CASE
NLRB Rules Out IBEW Bid
To Keep You On The Air
PETITION by an IBEW union local
Graybar has everything you need in seeking representation of all TV
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS technicians at WFAA-TV Dallas
everything for wiring, ventilating, was dismissed by the National
signaling and lighting your entire Labor Relations Board Nov. 15.
station and grounds.
The petition was filed by Radio
Graybar's nation-wide network of
more than 100 offices and ware- Broadcast Technicians, Local Union
houses assures you of convenient 1257, of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL).
service wherever you are. There are
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Rep- WFAA-AM-TV is operated by A.
resentatives located in the follow- H. Belo Corp. The final order was
ing 21 cities to assist you with any signed by NLRB Chairman Paul
problem.
M. Herzog and members John M.
Houston and Abe Murdock.
ATLANTA
The decision upheld the station's
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
contention which held that only a
BOSTON
unit comprising radio and teleJ. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
vision technicians is appropriate. «NLRB cited "the common
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
overall supervision of technical opW. H. Hansher, Main 0600
erations (AM and TV), the comCLEVELAND
parative proximity of the radio and
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
TV stations, the similarity of duDALLAS
ties and qualifications of the emC. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
ployes and the substantial interDETROIT
change among technicians in the
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
two stations."
HOUSTON
A. H. Belo Corp. bought WFAAR. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
TV in 1950, and maintains radio
JACKSONVILLE
and TV outlets about two and a
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
half miles apart, the board noted.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Company also owns the Dallas
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
Morning
News. WFAA-TV operLITTLE ROCK
ates on Ch. 8.
W. E. Kunkel, Little Rock 5-1246
LOS ANGELES
MIKE & CAMERA
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
Future's Twin Campaigners
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
TELEVISION will mean the end
R. W. Griffiths, Exeter 2-2000
of the whistlestop as the candidates
OMAHA
know it and greater reliance on
L. J. O'Connell, Atlantic 5740
broadcast media in future political
PHILADELPHIA
campaigns.
J. W. Crockett, Walnut 2-5405
These views have been expressed
PITTSBURGH
since the election by Vice-President
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
elect Richard M. Nixon and Wilson
RICHMOND
Wyatt, personal campaign manE. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
ager for Gov. Adlai Stevenson.
SAN FRANCISCO
Vacationing in Florida, Sen.
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
Nixon observed that because of TV
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
"it may have been the last of the
ST. LOUIS
whistlestop campaign. In the fuJ. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
ture we may have back-porch campaigns with television plus the
A Few of Our Leading Supplier-Manu- press and radio bringing the canfacturers — Altec Lansing • Ampex •
Berndt-Bach • Blaw-Knox • Cannon •
didates right to the people."
Century Lighting • Communication
Mr. Wyatt predicted whistlestops
Products • Continental Electronics •
Crouse-Hinds • Daven • Fairchild • will be "unnecessary" and that
General Electric • General Radio • candidates will appeal to the people
Houston-Fearless • Karp Metal • Kliegl directly through radio and TV.
• James Knights • Machlett • Meletron
• Minnesota Mining • Mole- Richardson
"With the expansion of the num• Presto • Rek-O-Kut • Sarvis • Standber of TV stations in the next four
ard Electronics • Tung-Sol • Webster years, the need for many personal
• Western Electric • Zoomar
visits throughout the country by
Everything Electrical For Broadcasting- candidates will not exist," he said
Telecasting — Amplifiers • Antennas • in a statement to WAVE-AM-TV
Consoles • Frequency and Modulation
Monitors, Test Equipment • Loudspeak- Louisville. His remarks were aired
ers and Accessories • Microphones and
Nov. 9 upon his reAccessories • Recorders and Accessories by theturnstations
from Springfield, 111.
• Speech Input Equipment • Towers •
Tower and Studio Lighting Equipment
Mr. Wyatt feels radio-TV will
• Transmission Line and Accessories •
Transmitters, AM and TV • Tubes • take over the process of helping
Turntables, Reproducers, and Accessories to elect a candidate, with the
• TV Cameras and Film Equipment • public's approval. He explained he
Video pliesandand Devices
Audio Monitors • Wiring Supwas able to persuade Gov. Stevenson to forsake whistlestops for
radio-TV appearances this year and
felt the Governor would not use
the former technique if he runs
for the Presidency again in 1956.
Mr. Wyatt attributed Gov. Stevenmedia. son's popularity to the broadcast
as ting
BROADCASTING
• Telec
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

For Late Sleepers
KECA-TV Los Angeles on
Jan. 1 will telecast twice the
complete two-hour Pasadena
Rose Parade, each time for a
different sponsor and from a
different vantage point. Big
Four Appliance Dealers, Los
Angeles, through Irwin Co.,
Beverly Hills, will sponsor
the first telecast at 9 a.m.
(PST), and Challenge Cream
& Butter Assn., through
Davis & Co., both that city,
will sponsor the second, at 11
a.m.
PRODUCTION FIRM
Reactivation Plans Set
PLANS to reactivate Harvey Marlowe Television Assoc., film production firm, were announced last
week by Mr. Marlowe, who has resigned as production manager of
WOR-TV New York.
Mr. Marlowe said his firm, which
he founded in 1948, will concentrate on the production of lowbudget films for television. He
currently is negotiating for New
York quarters.
TRUTH

IN

ADS

TV Points Up — James
TELEVISION'S penetrating force,
"more powerful than anything in
advertising history," offers a "commanding challenge for truthfulness
in all advertising," Alden James, P.
Lorillard Co. advertising director,
told
the Washington Ad Club last
Tuesday.
Appearing as a last-minute substitute for Robert M. Ganger, Lorillard president, Mr. James warned
that criticism of advertising is
mounting, especially among those
who really believe in advertising
and private enterprise. In the case
of cigarette advertising, he said,
skepticism is at a peak. He recalled
that Old Gold's messages have
"good-naturedly kidded other cigarette advertising" for a score of
Mr. James criticized cigarette
years.
companies that make "a football of
the
He added
thatmedical
these profession."
medical claims
are
"absurd," throwing in a slap at
claims that a specific cigarette is
less irritating because of the flavoring or moistening ingredients.
"All methods and ingredients are
available to all manufacturers," he
explained.
Pseudo-scientific claims should be
discontinued, he said, since extravagant statements hurt the whole
industry. He scoffed at advertisers
aiming at the one-third of smokers
who are bothered by the nicotines
and tars in tobacco.
F. A. WANKEL, manager of NBCTV's technical operation, demonstrated one of network's new crash
trucks used in mobile operations, during second annual meeting of Institute of Radio Engineers at Franklin
Institute, Philadelphia.

TV

SELLING
Lyman Urges Proper Use
TELEVISION as an advertising
medium can do what no other medium can — demonstrate a product
or service to a mass audience, Peter
Lyman, radio-TV director, Frederick E. Baker & Assoc., Seattle,
told
a TV clinic in Spokane last
Wednesday.
Mr. Lyman said that TV is still
suffering from growing pains, but
is "capable of very great things
when used right." It also is capable of very great waste when not
used properly, he said.
Evaluating TV from the viewpoint of an advertising agency, the'
speaker told his audience of Spokane advertisers, agency men and
prospective telecasters:
1. Even with the high relative
costs of television time, an agency
can seldom "come out" on the customary 15% commission on live
shows. Most agencies, he said,
must charge fees for writing and
production.
2. "Canned" programs and filmed
commercials are the easiest way
out, but not necessarily always the
most efficient.
3. Film programs with live commercials are one way of keeping a
"fresh commercial approach."
4. Silent film commercials with
live sound result in a flexible format, permitting changes in copy.
5. Television ad writing calls for
an undertsanding of what the advertiser can do with cameras,
lighting, props and other facilities
at his disposal.
Stressing the importance of a
good relationship between the adagency Mr.
and Lyman
the station's
production vertising
staff,
said,
"If these two work together with
mutual respect, they can produce
a successful show. Without it,
there's a mess for all concerned."
The speaker cited successful TV
campaigns used in Seattle, including Formula #40 [B*T, May 5,
1952] and Peoples Parade. He
concluded:
"Above everything else, show
'em! Make everything possible visible as well as audible. Demonstrate your product or service; forget radio when you are using television. Most unsuccessful television is due to misplaced radio
technique."
16MM SUIT
New Time Delay Granted
DEFENDANTS in Dept. of Justice
suit to force release of 16mm feature films to television have been
granted a third time extension to
Dec. 31 for filing answers.
Previous filing date was set for
Nov. 15 after defense attorneys
had asked for an extension from
Oct. 15 [B»T, Oct. 13]. Suit was
filed in Los Angeles July 22. Counsel for film companies are undecided whether to file answers to
the suit or ask for a motion to
dismiss, it was reported.
November 24, 1952
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DAMAGE
SUIT
Filed by Film Producers

WWJ-TV
STUDIOS
$2 Million Facility Opened
WWJ-TV Detroit dedicated its new
$2 million studios last Monday with
a special telecast saluting Detroit,
telling about the city and its people
and those of southeastern Michigan, with vignettes presenting the
station as the "busiest in televi-

PINPOINT
YOUR
PERSISTENT
! SALESMAN

UNDUPLICATED
COVERAGE IN
235,000 HOMES
WITH PERSISTENT
j SELLING TO MORE
I THAN 705,000
! PEOPLE . . .
j IN PROSPEROUS
I SOUTHERN
I NEW ENGLAND
I

Representee/ Nationally by
Weed Television
In New England — Bertha Bannan
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Sixth TV station in the U. S. to
go on the air, March 4, 1947, WWJTV was the second postwar station
and the first in Michigan. The
dedication ceremonies were attended by Detroit Mayor Albert E. Cobo
and Gov. Mennen Williams.
Others included Warren S. Booth,
president of the Detroit News, station licensee; Edwin K. Wheeler,
general manager, WWJ-AM-FMTV; Joseph H. McConnell, NBC
president; Willard E. Walbridge,
station manager, WWJ-TV, and
members of the News board of directors.
On Nov. 14 a special closed cirsuit program was viewed by 300
Detroit advertising executives. Last
Thursday 300 New York advertising men watched on 10 large-screen
TV receivers in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel a program including a
camera tour of the new studios,
parade of local WWJ-TV stars and
talent and a review of the station's
commercial techniques, plus a documentary on Detroit. NBC wires
were leased for the show. .
Other Programs
A similar program will be shown
tomorrow (Tuesday) to midwest
advertisers and agency people at
Chicago's Hotel Blackstone. WWJTV believes it is the originator of
this novel promotion of TV "with
The new two-story WWJ-TV
building offers 20,000 sq. ft. of
floor space and adjoins the WWJAM-FM
TV." building. About 120 miles
of television wiring are connected
by cable runs to a central duct
shaft which extends from the basement to the second floor. Some 150
tons of refrigerating equipment
neutralize heat of the high lighting
intensities used in the studios.
Stairways and passageways provide access to and from the various
facilities.
Occupying much of the first floor
are three studios, the largest of
4,600 sq. ft., including a 25-ft.
turntable, 221 ft. of wall space and
18 motor-operated light battens.
Each studio has central control
boards for lighting, and adjoining
control rooms are four feet above
studio floor levels. Offices, conference room and a garage also are on
this floor.
The second floor contains a master control room of 1,100 sq. ft.,
with 90 ft. of relay racks; film
projection room of 600 sq. ft., announcers booth, engineering workshop of 660 sq. ft. and engineers'
offices. There is an additional studio for audience shows and a roof
area for outdoor shows.
The lower level area is occupied

SEEKING to restrain further release of the theatrical motion picture,
"Shedfirms
No Tears,"
television, two
filed a to$500,000

WWJ-AM-FM-TV General Manager Wheeler (I) is congratulated
by NBC President McConnell on
completion ofstudios.
new Detroit TV
•<
by a central storage area of 5,600
sq. ft., adjacent area for scenery
design and carpentry and paint
work, talent and production offices,
film office, newsroom, rehearsal
and dressing rooms, costume and
wardrobe rooms and a talent
lounge.

DR. DuMONT'S VIEW
Cites TV's Practical Uses
TELEVISION is not merely an entertainment or news medium but
also a strong force in education,
industry and defense, Dr. Allen B.
DuMont, president, Allen B. DuMont Labs, asserted in the current
(November) Academy Magazine,
published by the Academy of Radio
and Television Arts and Sciences.
Dr. DuMont cited TV's use in
colleges and universities to supplement regular teaching methods and
bring adult education programs
into viewers' homes. He said TV's
ability to see in "unseeable" places
provides aid in industrial processes
and noted TV'is employed in atomic
energytions plants,
research
and in troop
training.installa-

precedent - setting damage suit
against Chesapeake Industries and
others last Monday. Frost Films
Inc., and Equity Pictures Inc. filed
in Los Angeles Superior Court.
Also named as defendants are
Motion Pictures for Television
(MPT), United Artists, Eagle
Lion Classics, Eagle Lion Films,
Pictorial Films and Pictures Unlimited.
The film producers charge that
Chesapeake, formerly known as
Pathe Industries Inc., had no right
to assign the movie's TV distribution rights to MPT without consulting them. They maintain current showing on TV will destroy
further theatrical revenue by preventing re-issue. The film stars
Wally Ford
atrically fourand
yearswasago.released theBesides damages and a restraining order, the producers ask that
the existing agreement between
them and Chesapeake be ended.
SWG SUPPORT
Backs SAG on AAAA Issue
SCREEN Writers Guild (SWG)
following settlement of its own
long drawn-out labor contract diswith Alliance
Television
Film pute
Producers
(seeof story
page
91) last week voted "complete supcooperation"
Screen
Actorsport and
Guild's
(SAG) to pending
strike against the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies and New
York film producers. The issue
involves additional payment to
actors for re-use of filmed TV
commercials.
Terming SAG's proposals "just
and reasonable," SWG's executive
board said it would ask the Authors League of America to take
similar support action.

all
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INDEPENDENT
SWG-ALA
STRIKE
Ends With ATFP
FOURTEEN-week strike of Screen
Writers' Guild and the Authors'
League of America against the
Alliance of Television Film Producers was called off early Monday
under a compromise settlement yet
to be ratified by all groups involved.
Under the agreement, SWG
capitulated on its demands to the
I producers for a percentage of the
gross against minimums, a controversial issue. They compromised on
a plan whereby writers will receive
continuous payment for each rerun of the individual TV film.
The Alliance membership voted
acceptance of the contract Thursday, with SWG members to do like24). ALA's rati(Nov.
wise today
fication of the
contract is expected
to follow.
The agreement provides that
writers of one-time shows and
anthology series will lease their
basic material to the producer for
TV use over a period of seven
years. On payment of additional
compensation, radio, motion picture and sequel rights may be exploited by the producer within a
time limit to be fixed; otherwise
rights revert to the author at the
end of such period.
Author's Rights
All remaining ownership rights
remain the property of the author.
On episodic series and serials,
where basic material is owned by
the producer, all rights in the TV
scripts shall be the property of
the producer.
Provision is made in the contract
for a scale of payments for half
hour TV scripts. Payments for
hour and quarter hour scripts are
still to be agreed upon.
All categories however, call for
a flat sum plus continuing payments for re-use over a period of
years. At the end of the seven
year leasing period, rights in the
basic material revert to the author
although the producer may continue to re-issue or remake the TV
film.
For original stories for one-time
shows, anthology series and episodic series, the writer will receive
$200 for the story and $550 for the
TV script. When one person writes
both the story and TV script, he is
to receive $700 plus continuing
payments for re-use in any case.
In the fields of Westerns and
serials, the agreement stipulates a
flat payment of $600 for the TV
script, plus continuing payments.
Where a series or a serial is developed from an original TV story,
the writer is to receive an additional payment for each subsequent episode, regardless of
whether he works on the story or
video play. The amount of payment is still to be worked out.
BROADCASTING

TV

'Caravan'

Urged by Canadian Advertisers
CANADIAN advertisers are in
favor of a change in government
policy banning independent television stations and are ready to
sponsor programs should independent TV stations be permitted,
according to H. T. Venning, president of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers.
The ACA directors, meeting at
Kingston, Ont., have concurred
with the Canadian Liberal Party
advisory council's recommendation
that the present ban on independent
TV stations be lifted and that a
separate regulatory body for radio
and television be established. The
ACA directors have notified the
Canadian government to that effect
and declared that private development of TV will benefit the public
and business in general.
"Private capital," Mr. Venning

From
to

Station

Feature

Speedup

NBC-TV has installed a private television system spanning the five miles between
Radio City headquarters in
New York and the news film
operations at 106th St. to
speed production on the
Camel News Caravan program (Mon.-Fri., 7:45 p.m.
EST and PST). The setup
permits newsmen in Radio
City to view the films on a
standard set and order cutting and editing at the lab.
said, "is now ready to venture into
and further develop the TV industry, a move which would
naturally add to technical employment, encourage initiative, and
give more Canadians experience."

TV COMMERCIALS
Selling Factors Discussed
"A COMMERCIAL is more effective if delivered by an authority
on the product instead of a regular
announcer," according to John
Boyle, chief, TV program section,
Daniel Starch & Staff, media research organization.
In a talk before the Television
Assn. of Philadelphia at the, Poor
Richard Club, Mr. Boyle said it is
not necessary to entertain in a
commercial in order to sell the
product. He said a certain amount
of the audience will be lost if they
are not entertained but that viewers who remain have product interest and will do the buying. Daniel Starch & Staff has just completed areport on TV commercials
in
Philadelphia,
New York, Boston
and Chicago.

Break

. . . the

NEW

i

"BALANCED"

XV
is doing

Tripod
a

whale

a job

of

every

day!

"BALANCED"
TV TRIPOD
mounted
3-wheelon
dolly
portable
collapsible
illustrated.

WE CALIBRATE LENSES ■ ■ • Precision "T" STOP CALIBRATION of all type lenses, any focal length. Our method is
approved by Motion Picture Industry and Standard Committee of SMPTE. Lenses coated for photography. Special
TV coating. Rapid service.
WE RENT AND SERVICE CAMERAS * MOVIOLAS *
DOLLIES • • • Complete line of 35 mm and 16mm equipment
available for rental.
MITCHELL: Standard, Hi-Speed, BNC, NC, 16mm. Bell &
HOWELL: Standard, Shiftover, Eyemos. MAURER: 16mm
Cameras. ARRIFLEX. MOVIOLA: Editing machines. Synchronizers.
WE DESIGN and manufacture Lens Mounts and camera equipment for 16mm — 35mm and TV cameras.

• Telecasting

We THREW THE book away and engineered a
brand new "BALANCED" Tripod for every photographic and video need. The result — a revelation in effortless operation, super-smooth tilt
and 360° pan action.
PERFECT BALANCE prevents mishap if the lock
lever is not applied. Quick release pan handle
locks into desired position. Mechanism is enclosed, rustproof, needs no lubrication. Tension adjustment for Camera Man's preference.
Built-in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle. We defy you to get anything but the
smoothest, most efficient operation out of this
tripod beauty.
FRANK

C.ZUCKER

(Tflm€RH €quipm€nT
(o.
i6oo BROflDuuRy \ new yoRK cuy
'
IF YOU WORK WITH FILM . . .
It will pay you to get to know us. The country's foremost
professionals depend upon our portable, versatile,
adaptable equipment.
November 24, 1952
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KSL-TV

Dec. 3-4 Agenda
Is Announced

WBTV
(TV) MEET
AGENDA for WBTV (TV) Charlotte's Southeastern Television Conference Dec. 3-4 was announced last week.
Film operation, programming, production and engineering will claim
the first sessions. Taking part in the discussions will be Gaines Kelley,
general manager, WFMY-TV
Greensboro; Ken Tredwell, operaCovington, Jefferson Standard
tions director, Sam Zurich, producCo.'s vice president in
tion director, M. J. Minor, chief Broadcasting
charge of sales and promotion, will
engineer, Tom Callahan, audiovideo supervisor, Lacy Sellars, film speak on TV promotion.
manager, all of WBTV, and Andrew
Wally Jorgenson, WBTV's sales
manager, and C. K. Spicer, the busD. Ring, of A. D. Ring & Co.
iness manager, will speak on their
Joseph M. Bryan, president, and
respective departments. Afternoon
Charles H. Crutchfield, executive
session will include a talk by Dick
vice president, Jefferson Standard
Doherty, NARTB employe-employBroadcasting Co., licensee of WBTer relations director, on "Staffing
AM-FM and WBTV, explained
that the conference was being held
and Managing the TV Station."
Closing out the calendar will be a
as a service to prospective TV operators in the Carolinas and nearby
banquet at Charlotte's Hotel Barringer, conference headquarters .
states.
Four states will be represented
Also slated for the opening day
is a talk by Reed T. Rollo entitled, at the Charlotte sessions.
Those who have indicated that
"What's Happening to Your Application?" Mr. Rollo is associated
they will attend from North Carolina are:
with the Washington firm of KirkHarold Thorns, Loyd Leonard, Art
land, Fleming, Greene, Martin & ElBorgeson. WISE Asheville; Charles
lis, counsel for the Jefferson StandNewcomb,
Charles
Ashe-J.
ville; James
Poston,Britt,
Ken WLOS
McClure,
ard Broadcasting Co. "The TV
B.
Clark,
WAYS
Charlotte;
OUn
NisCable"
will of
be discussed
by H. Bell
Y. bet, Wallace Stone, J. R. H. Wilson,
Alexander
the Southern
WMIT Charlotte; E. J. Gluck, Armand
Bodie, L. L. Caudle, WSOC Charlotte;
Telephone
Harmon Duncan, Floyd Fletcher, WTIK
lotte Div. & Telegraph Co.'s CharDurham; George Barber Jr., WCOG
Hartwell Campbell, Hank
First day's activities will be Greensboro;
John Clark, Carolina Broadrounded out by a barbecue at Tribley, casting
System, Greenville;
B. M. Ralph
Middleton, WHKP
Hendersonville;
WBTV's transmitter atop nearby
Epperson,
Bruce
Fleming,
WPAG
Mt.
Spencer Mt.
Airy; Worth White. James Reid, Alton
Opening the second day, J. Robert
Tripp,ertS.Wallace,
T. Liles,
WPTF
Raleigh;
RobWOHS Shelby; Robert
Estes, Phil
Hedrick,
Salem;
James
Coan, WSJS
John WinstonJohnson,
WTOB Winston-Salem; R. A. Dunlea
Jr., WMFD Wilmington.
From South Carolina; J. Drayton
Hastie, Walter Nelson, Henry Hoppe,
R
K
»
N
WUSN
Charleston; E. H. Keown. WilU
NOW
liam Birchfield, WHAN Charleston;
Miss
A.
L. Quarterman, Mrs. Alma
IONI
Davis, Charles Hall, Wilbur Albee,
EOMSTBUCT
WCSC Charleston; Charles Pittman,
WCOS Columbia; Roger Shaffer, Harold Beckholt, Guy Vaughn, John Parker, Dudley Saumenig, Herbert Eidson,
Charles Batson, Broadcasting Co. of the
South, Columbia; Don Willoughby,
Frank Harris, John Sholar, W. C. Bochman,
WNOK
Columbia;
BevoDuncan,
Whitmire, W.
E. Garrison,
Norvin
WFBC Greenville.
From Virginia: Robert Walker,
WCHV Charlottesville; Edward Gardner, Lyle Motley, WBTM Danville;
William T. Howard, Graydon Olive,
Forest Pinkerton, Richard Gooch,
WWOD Lynchburg; Robert Wolfenden,
Mrs. Robert Wolfenden, WMEV Marion; Thomas Tinsley, Irving Abeloff,
WLEE Richmond; Charles Ballou, John
Eure, WDBJ Roanoke; and Walter
Windsor from WGBA Columbus, GeorSERVING
THE

EL

PASO

SOUTHWEST
SOON
. . .
RODERICK BROADCASTING CORP.
EL PASO, TEXAS
Oorrance D. Roderick. Chm. of the Board
Val Lawrence. President
CBS RADIO NETWORK
KROD STATION IN El PASO
600 KC
5000 WATTS
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gia.Prospective educational TV applicants will be represented as well
as members of the Consolidated U.
of North Carolina Trustee Committee on Television.
General chairman for the conference is Chase Idol, employe services supervisor for Jefferson Standard Broadcasting.
ACADEMY of Television Arts & Sciences, Hollywood, has opened its membership to executives, account executives and production personnel
(except clerical) of advertising agencies active in TV. New membership
classification also includes executives and production personnel (except clerical) of talent agencies active in TV.

KSL-TV tower site affords panoramic view.
DAYTIME SPOT
WCBS-TV Reports Increase
BETWEEN April and October,
WCBS-TV New York's daytime naspot business
increased
"to
almost tional
twice
as many
accounts,
four times more business" per
week, Craig Lawrence, general
manager of the CBS-owned station,
reported last week.
"In April 1952, 27 advertisers
were using a total of 58 daytime
announcements a week on WCBSTV," whereas "in October 1952, 46
advertisers were using a total of
267 daytime announcements a
week," Mr. Lawrence said. During
the same period, he added, WCBSTV's daytime network business increased from 56 to 77 sponsored
quarter-hours a week, while evening time remained "virtually sold

NLRB HEARING
Deferred on TWA Petition
NATIONAL
Labor Relations Board
out."
hearing on the petition of Television Writers of America (TWA)
to be the bargaining agent for
Hollywood writers with live and
film television network shows,
scheduled to start tomorrow (Tuesday), has been postponed to Dec.
10. Hearing will be held before Los
Angeles field examiner Norman
Greer.
TWA is contesting the claim of
the Screen Writers Guild that it is
the TV writers' proper representative. SWG and Authors League of
America have already negotiated
agreements with the networks in
New York. They cannot be put
into effect, however, until the
NLRB settles the controversy.
Zoomar
FILM

Interest Sold

PRODUCER Jerry Fairbanks has sold his interest in the
Television Zoomar Corp., New
York, which he has served as president, to Jack Pegler, general manager, and Dr. Frank G. Back, inventor of the lens. Mr. Pegler becomes president and Dr. Back, vice
president, secretary and treasurer
of the corporation.

TOWER

Signal Serves Four States
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, which
claims to operate America's highest video transmitter, passed another milestone Nov. 15.
Ivor Sharp, executive vice president of Radio Service Corp. of
Utah, licensee of KSL-AM-FM-TV,
says on that date KSL-TV became
the first TV station in the Intermountain West to serve residents
of four states.
According to Mr. Sharp, the
mountain - top transmitter will
reach 87% of the population of
Utah,
thousands in Idaho,
Nevada plus
and Wyoming.
D. Lennox Murdoch, KSL-TV
manager,
adds that
station'sto
growing market
is the
expected
reach a retail sales volume of more
than $700 million this year.
Culmination of nearly 15 years
of research, exploration and mountain-peak development, the KSLTV transmitter is located atop
9,425-foot Coon Peak. The transmitter is located some 17 miles
west of Salt Lake City and cost
more than $300,000 to put into
operation.
KSL-TV's former transmitter
was located atop the Union Pacific
Bldg. in Salt Lake City.
Microwave relay has been inCity. stalled on the roof of the KSL-TV
studios in downtown Salt Lake

ROCKFORD TEST
CTISA Sees Raytheon Show
MEMBERS of the Rockford (111.)
Certified Television Installation &
Service Assn. Inc. witnessed a
demonstration of uhf conversion
and installation techniques by
Raytheon at the LaFayette Hotel
there Nov. 13 as part of the group's
preparedness
program for the adMarchvent of1.local television around next
The Raytheon demonstration was
anational
field test
the firm's program
planned
uhf ofeducational
and was attended by Mort Farr,
president of National Appliance &
Radio-TV Dealers Assn.
SOONER
o r LATER
some
a g g r i. e v • o u of
accuses ? d listener

DER
SLAN
sS3 „ - A TUt \T
UNIQUE hazard.
INSURANCE
covering
covers also
Invasion this
of Privacy, ItPlagiarism,
Piracy and Copyright. OItPis
L
ADEQUATE. SURPRISINGLY
E
INEXPENSIVE.
B
I
L
In use Nation-wide.
GET IT IN TIME!
WHITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Insurance Eicnange - Kansas C I, Mo
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TRIPLE

' Swing
CI
Production
inTY
Full
TV
CBSPRODUCTION is in full swing at
the Los Angeles CBS Television
City, currently capable of turning
out about 28 hours of live programming weekly.
Output capacity of the TV center,
which opened officially Nov. 15,
constitutes almost half the combined production of CBS-TV's 18
New York studios and 22 times
I that produced yearly on any large
Hollywood movie lot, according to
CBS officials.
Following by six weeks the dedication of the NBC TV Center's
initial two-studio plant in Burbank, the new CBS operation, a
corporate entity in itself, comprises
four large studios, two equipped to
handle audiences of 350 persons
each.
Besides studios and a six-story
engineering building, the unit includes make-up, costume and prop
rooms, an assembly line arrangement for set design facilities, carpenter and paint shops, set storage,
a 35,000 sq. ft. office area and three
large rehearsal halls.
All CBS-TV Hollywood-originated live shows soon will emanate
from the new plant, moving from
current quarters at Columbia
Square and the Don Lee Bldg. The
administration and production departments eventually will make the
move.
KNXT (TV), CBS-TV o & o
Hollywood station, will continue to
headquarter in the Don Lee Bldg.,
1313 Vine St.
RELIGIOUS

THREAT

POWER
Most Powerful TV Station
in Syracuse

PROGRAMMING

CBS NETWORK star Jean Hersholt is flanked by CBS President Frank
Stanton (I) and Board Chairman William S. Paley at banquet cele^
brating TV City opening.

Programs from three major
networks... CBS, ABC, Dumont,
and excellent local shows.

PROVEN
RESULTS
See your nearest KATZ
AGENCY for time on Central
New York's most looked at
television station.

TV

Baker Sees a 'New Pulpit'
"TELEVISION gives religion a
new pulpit, a clearer voice, a wider
audience," declared Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, General Electric vice president and general manager of the
company's Electronics Div.
Dr. Baker spoke Nov. 14 during
a Religion Television Workshop
session sponsored by the National
Council of the Churches of Christ
at the Syracuse Hotel in Syracuse,
N. Y.
The GE engineer-executive urged
churchman "not to expend the valuable and expensive gift of television time carelessly," and said
brevity can be an advantage. He
outlined a three-point program: (1)
the pulpit should be replaced by the
|TV studio for religious programs;
i (2) the telecast should be short and
uncomplicated, and (3) the religious message should be presented
■ in an easily-understood manner.

'IRMA' AND 'LUCY' — Marie Wilson and Lucille Ball (seated, I to r),
stars of My Friend Irma and I Love Lucy, respectively, chat with
(standing) Desi Arnaz, Miss Ball's husband and co-star; Mrs. Phil
Lasky, and Phil Lasky, general manager, KSFO and KPIX (TV) San
Francisco, at CBS-TV affair.

"Growing Stronger
N"
say "WHE
CBS

•

ABC

•

DUMONT

Every Day"
WHEN

JIMMY DURANTE, who stars in
NBC-TV's All Star Revue, awarded
Star of Italian Solidarity, Italian
?overnment's only civilian honor to
"oreigners
or Italians to
living
vho have contributed
moralabroad
and
naterial rehabilitation of Italy.

TELEVISION

1ROADCASTING
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AMONG NOTABLES at CBS Los Angeles ceremonies are (I to r) Harry
Burke, general manager, KFAB Omaha, CBS affiliate; Mrs. Harry C.
Wilder, Phoenix, Ariz., and CBS-TV President J. L. Van Volkenburg.
• Telecasting
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RE and promotion kit
BROCHU
on Favorite Story, new Ziv
Television Programs Inc.
series have been released by that
production firm. Star of the series
is Adolphe Menjou. Kit contains
ad mats, ad proofs, publicity stories and publicity pictures to be used
in connection with presentation of
the program. Brochure tells a pictorial story of the series, as Mr.
Menjou sees it.
HOUSEWIFE

vs. ACTRESS

TO give housewives a chance to
prove they can do TV commercials
better than some model or actress,
a contest has been started on KTTV
(TV) Hollywood Glamour Session,
twice weekly quarter-hour program. Inaugurated by Dr. Sparling's RX-Thirty, L. A. (vitamins),
sponsor of half the program, contest closes Jan. 31, 1953. Contestants, selected on basis of letters
and physical appearance, will compete for chance to do a series of
filmed TV commercials. Agency is
Frank J. Miller Adv., Hollywood.
•— • — •
WNAX

'CONCERT TICKETS'

PAIR of "season tickets," patterned after those which any box
office has for sale, were distributed
to 1,000 music organizations in the
WNAX Yankton, S. D., listening
area, to promote the first program
of the New York Philharmonic
Symphony broadcasts on the station Nov. 7. Letter accompanying
the tickets listed guest who would
be featured on the program.
•— • — •
RADIO BOOK REVIEW
QUARTER-HOUR book reviews
for teen-agers are now being aired
weekly by 33 member stations of
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. The program is prepared by
CAB for its member station on a
co-operative cost basis, with reviews by a leading Canadian author,
Charles Clay of Ottawa. Books reviewed include current best sellers
as well as classics. Three books
are discussed each week.

Another BMI
IT'S

REPORT

programs

WLWT

WINNERS

BY the Oct. 31 deadline, the "If I
Were President" contest on WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati netted 53,000 entries, station has related. Three
top prizes went to Mrs. Warren C.
Hanna, Troy, Ohio, housewife who
will move into a new $25,000 house
which was first prize in the contest.
Second place prize, a Chevrolet
convertible, goes to Joseph Davids,
Wilmington, Ohio. A complete
Crosley kitchen was won by Roy
J. Hale, Dayton, Ohio who placed
third.
■
•— •— •
DONOR DEMONSTRATION
IN AN effort to make viewers in
the Richmond, Va., area see how
easy it is to be a blood donor, newscaster John Shand gave a pint of
blood on his daily news show, Virginia Today, on WTVR (TV) Richmond. While the donor demonstration was in progress, Mr. Shand
aired his news, weather report and
best market buys of the day.
•— • — •
■
POWER INCREASE PUBLICITY
AIR promotion as well as newspaper ads preceded an increase in
power to 1000 watts at WLCS
Baton Rouge, La., on Nov. 8. Station operates on 910 kc. Several
contests were run by the station
using the theme " '910' First on the
Dial in Baton Rouge." Over $1,000
in prizes were awarded to the
winners.
•— • — •
COOKING SESSIONS
THIRTEEN week series of cooking
demonstrations has been launched
by Agnes Lancaster over WJEL
Springfield, Ohio. Programs take
place on the floor of the appliance
department in Atherton's furniture
store in that city. Guests are interviewed and prizes are awarded
during each session.

"Pin Up' Hit

I1V THE
Published by Magnoli BOOK

On Records:
Capitol
Mercury

Johnny Standley
AI Bernie
Broadcast Music, Inc.
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REPORT on the radio-TV audience
in 1952 in Kansas, compiled by Dr.
F. L. Whan, U. of Wichita, is being
distributed to the industry by
WIBW Topeka. The 100-page report is the 16th consecutive study
of listening habits in that state.
• — •— •

promotjoll

(TV) NAMES

New Y.lk M

ON KANSAS

premiums
PLEASURABLE PAIN
TV outlets in Philadelphia are being plugged in a new fashion by
Dr. Bernard Helicher, a dentist
there who is offering patients TV
while dental work is being done.
The TV set is suspended from the
ceiling and is attached to a gadget
which Dr. Helicher can manipulate
with his foot so that sound can be
cut off if the patient desires.
•— • — •
SHOW ADDS FEATURE
New feature has been added to the
hour-long The Woman's Page program on WFIL-TV Philadelphia
titled "Bringing Up Junior" with
Helen Hickler. Well known authorities on child guidance will
appear on the program to assist
parents in learning the whys and
wherefores
children's
mental health. of
Thetheir
feature
will follow
the child through various stages
of mental development and the specific problems involved in each
stage will be discussed.
e— • — •

MINK FOR WINNER
FIRST prize of $1,000 mink stole
and other awards totaling over two
thousand dollars will be awarded
winners of KNX Hollywood "Mystery Voice Contest,"
started
last week.
Listeners which
must identify
voice of well-known feminine personality, which will be heard daily
and nightly on KNX programs, and
include a slogan in 15 words or
less telling why they listen to the
station.
•— • — •
NBC-TV KIDS' SHOW
AIMED at children from three to
five years old, Ding Dong School,
which has been presented over
WNBQ (TV) Chicago for the past
six weeks, will be carried over
NBC-TV Mondays through Fridays
(10-10:30 a.m. EST), starting next
Monday. The program features
"Miss Frances," who tells stories
and nursery rhymes and shows
toys, games, puzzles
and cut-outs.
•— • — •

KOSY BIRTHDAY
HIGHLIGHT of a first birthday
celebration on Nov. 14 at KOSY
Texarkana, Tex.-Ark., was a program broadcast by staffers on anniversary eve describing what it
takes to put a station on the air
and keep it there. In addition to
the opinions of KOSY personnel,
guest executives and talent from
MBS, of which the station is an
affiliate appeared on the show.
Peter Tripp, who wrote, announced
and produced the program, spent
50 hours putting it all together,
according to the station.
•— • — •
HOUSEHOLD HINT SHOW
NEW series over WOAI-TV San
Antonio is A Trick in Time, 15minute studio production featuring
household hints. Cast of show, telecast twice weekly, includes Al Hopper and Darline Mercer. Format
consists of helpful household information imparted by "Uncle Allie" to Miss Mercer who plays the
average young housewife.
■
•— •— •

MORNING SPORTS SHOW
NEW show called Sports in the
Morning is being aired daily at 8
a.m. on KXLW St. Louis featuring
Del Wilber, catcher for the Boston
Red Sox. Mr. Wilber slants his
sports at overnight results, the
day's events and personal stories
of his many years in baseball. Interviews with his friends in the
sports world are also featured on
the program.
•— • — •
SUBWAY CLEANUP
NEW editorial policy was begun
last Monday by George Hamilton
Combs, WJZ New York commentator, on his 6-6:15 p.m. EST Monday-Friday program. He told his
listeners he planned to devote the
last portion of his program each
night to crusading against "glaringly unwholesome and dangerous
conditions" in New York. Inadepolicingsubject
of the city's
was thequatefirst
to comesubways
under

CHILDREN HELP OUT
PARENTS in Erie, Pa., can now
view their offsprings' progress in
the Erie Parochial School system
through facilities of WICU (TV) in

COLLEGE GIRLS' BROADCAST
IN CONJUNCTION with a radio
course offered at Centenary Junior
College, Hackettstown, N. J., young
women from the college are presenting a weekly one-hour show
produced in their campus studio
and broadcast over WGPA Bethlehem, Pa. The various segments of
the show include children's programs, special music and interviews.

that
city.move
Twiceintoweekly,
station's
cameras
the classroom
for the half hour telecast. Unusual
twist of the show is that the
youngsters work with WICU personnel in writing, producing and
directing the program.

Mr. Combs' scruntiny.
■
•— •— •
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APRA WORKSHOP
News Release Timing Hit
NEWS releases would receive more
careful consideration by radio and
TV stations if their time of release
were geared to the media's normar news peaks instead of newspaper hours, the National Capital
Forge, American Public Relations
Assn., was told last Monday at the
concluding session of its Television
Workshop.
Ruth Crane, women's director of
I WMAL-TV Washington, outlined
the techniques used by TV stations
in processing publicity material.
The workshop discussion was held
I in the WMAL-TV studios. Howard
P. Hudson was general chairman
of the workshop committee.
Others taking part in the final
workshop session were these
WMAL-TV staff executives: Bryson Rash, special events director;
Harry Hoskinson, television opera. tions director; John Ghilain, director of promotion; George Griesebauer, director of TV sales; Van
De Vries, director of publicity;
Charles L. Kelly, assistant general
manager; S. Tebbs Chichester Jr.,
assistant promotion director.
At luncheon meeting Walter
: Compton, general manager of
WTTG (TV) Washington, discussed low-cost programming techniques. He said major costs center
around personnel, with overtime a
major factor.
AWRT
Counsel Service
AMERICAN Women in Radio &
Television has organized a job
counselling service for members
who are seeking employment. Requests for information should be
made in writing to Lillian Okun,
committee chairman, WMCA, 1657
Broadway, New York. Miss Okun
stressed that the service is not an
employment agency. She said it
will function as a source of information on job contacts, preparation of presentations and, whenever possible, on jobs waiting to be
filled.
GREENVILLE
is
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREA . . .
In GEN. MPSE.
GREENVILLE

SALES

$22,089,000

Columbia

15,836,000

Charleston 12,204,000
Sales Management, 1952
MAKE IT YOURS WITH

5000 watts
F B C
f>e N'-ws-Picdmoni
Station, Greenville, S. C
NBC affiliate for the
Greenville- AndersonSpartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel
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Stations, Ad Council
Are Lauded

PUBLIC
SERVICE
HIGH ranking government and national organization officials have contributed to a 16-inch transcription congratulating the Advertising
Council, radio stations, networks and advertisers for their efforts in
promoting public service causes.
Life campaign
— "I on
wishtheto help
congratuCopies of the transcription, prolate broadcasters
they
duced by the council on the occagive to our Religion in American Life
sion of its 10th anniversary, al- campaign . . . that urges all Ameriready have been requested by 750
cans to attend and support the
stations and the four radio netchurches or synagogues of their
works. Stations may receive copies
choice. We can be proud of broadcasters and the Advertising Council
of "Thanks for Radio" for local
broadcasting by writing to the for helping to strengthen religion in
Advertising Council, 25 West 45th American life."
THOMAS DARCY BROPHY, presSt., New York 36.
ident of the American Heritage
Here are some typical comments,
Foundation — "The American Heritage
included among the 16 messages:
Foundation's first activity — the Freedom Train — was heralded by radio
DR. JOHN R. STEELMAN, assist- stations
wherever it went. Since the
ant to President Truman — "Radio
stations have broadcast special pro- Freedom Train, broadcasters and the
grams and public service messages to Advertising Council have supported
millions of Americans every year. an effective public service campaign
And through the Advertising Council, urging each of us to register and
radio advertisers give time to help vote in elections, to serve on juries
school boards and to help as
these campaigns — salvage drives, re- and
individuals to make our free system
cruiting of volunteers, the defense
bond programs and more recently, our
national blood program. I wish to take
this opportunity to congratulate the
Advertising Council and broadcasters
work." POLICIES
for their generous service to the gov- MEDIA
ernment and the nation."
To Affect Canada Elections
Defense Secretary ROBERT A.
LOVETT — "Radio stations have given RADIO and TV policies apparently
valuable assistance to many infor- will play important roles in Canamation projects of the armed forces.
da's national election which probAnd on this, the 10th anniversary
ably will be held next summer.
of the Advertising Council, I wish to Advance notice was seen in speeches
congratulate broadcasters and their
of George Drew, leader of the Proadvertisers on their generous support
gressive-Conservative Party (the
of Dept. of Defense programs requiroposition).
ing broad voluntary public action."
In Vancouver, Mr. Drew said it
Treasury Secretary JOHN W. SNYwas unfair for all taxpayers in the
DER— "The American people now
own $2 billion worth of E bonds.
country to pay for limited TV proWe could not have sold so many bonds
gram ing inthe Montreal and Torwithout enthusiastic advertising
onto areas. He attacked the govhelp. And radio stations, networks
ernment-owned Canadian Broadand advertisers have helped enorcasting Corp. for excluding private
mously by broadcasting special programs and events and thousands
interests from TV broadcasting,
upon thousands of forceful defense
saying that if his party assumes
bond messages."
power
at Ottawa, it would elimCommerce Secretary CHARLES
inate
supervisory authority of the
SAWYER — "In connection with the
CBC over independent stations. In
1950 census, the iron and steel scrap
salvage campaign and various activ- its place, Mr. Drew said his party
ities of defense mobilization, the con- would substitute an impartial board
tribution of the Advertising Council
has been outstanding. On its 10th over both CBC and independents.
anniversary, I congratulate and thank This board would resemble those
the broadcasters and advertisers for which govern railway and air
what they have done to assist in the transport operators in Canada, he
solution of our social and economic
said.
U. S. Comr. of Education EARL J.
problems."
McGRATH — "I sincerely congratulate the Advertising Council on its
10th anniversary for its great contribution to American education
through the Better Schools campaign.
I wish to commend the radio stations of America for the part they
have played in the nation-wide effort to help give our children better
education."
E. ROLAND HARRIMAN, president of the American Red Cross —
"Through the Advertising Council,
radio advertisers give millions of dollars in time and talent in support of
the Red Cross. We can be proud of
the generous manner in which the
radio industry helps the Red Cross
to do its job for the country."
CHARLES E. WILSON, chairman of
the National Committee of Laymen,
sponsors of the Religion in American
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AUSMUS
ELECTED
Is New NAEB President
GRAYDON AUSMUS, director of
broadcasting and manager of
WUOA, U. of Alabama station,
has been elected president of the
National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters. He succeeds Seymour N. Siegel of the Municipal
Broadcasting System and WNYC
New York City.
Mr. Ausmus was NAEB vice
president for the past two years,
and a member of the board of directors for four years. He also is
a consultant to the Joint Committee on Educational Television.
Other officers, elected Nov. 8 in
Minneapolis at the annual NAEB
convention, are:
Burton Paulu, U. of Minnesota, vice
president; James Miles, Purdue U.,
secretary; Frank Schooley, U. of Illinois,rectors
reelected
treasurer.
Regional
diare Parker
Wheatley,
Lowell
Institute of Cooperative Broadcasting,
Boston, Mass.; Earl Wynn, U. of North
Carolina; Waldo Abbott, U. of Michigan;
B. Hull,
State College; Richard
John Dunn,
U. of Iowa
Oklahoma,
and
AHen Miller,
State
College
of Washington. Mr. Siegel, as past president,
is director-at-large.
Under its new officers, NAEB
plans to increase the exchange of
cultural and informational programs with Europe. NAEB will
utilize its 91-station non-commercial educational tape network to
distribute European programs in
the U. S.
The NAEB holds a $245,000
grant from the W. K. Kellogg
Foundation and a $300,000 grant
fromAdult
the Education.
Ford Foundation's Fund
for
ODESSA BUILDING
KECK Owner Announces Start
BEN NEDOW, owner - manager,
KECK Odessa, Tex., has announced
construction is underway of a 10story office building in Odessa, for
which ground-breaking ceremonies
were held the last fortnight.
The structure is to be known as
the Phillips 66 Building, in honor
of the Phillips Petroleum Co.,
which has taken a long-term lease
on the top seven floors of the building. Construction of the building
was hailed by civic leaders and the
local press as a long step forward
in community life.
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ELECTRONICS
Floberg Gives Talk in L. A.
FUTURE of the electronics industry on the West Coast will be"
bright if manufacturers economize
and simplify their equipment in
line with military needs, the West
Coast Electronics Manufacturers
Assn. was advised Nov. 13.
Assistant Secretary of Navy
John F. Floberg told the association, meeting at the Statler Hotel
in Los Angeles, that the Navy will
continue to make available to industry and the public all products
of its research which do not jeopardize national security.
Secretary Floberg attributed
some decreases in electronic production to "engineering difficulties," including a shortage of certain component parts. As evidence
of progress, he cited efforts to
improve vacuum tube designs and
develop devices to replace them.
He urged manufacturers to make
"the simplest equipment which can
• be built and which will still meet
specific operational requirements."
Secretary Floberg also gave
some statistics: (1) some 54 West
Coast concerns hold military orders
amounting to 7% of the total $6
billion program; (2) about 24% of
the $1 million needed for each
Naval aircraft pays for electronics,
compared to 4% in 1926; (3) Navy
electronics appropriations for fiscal
1953 is about $350 million less
than in fiscal 1952 (ended last June
30) when, moneywise, the program
reached its peak.
TWIN CITY AFTRA
Honors Media Programs
FIRST annual awards luncheon
sponsored by Twin City Local,
AFTRA, Minneapolis-St. Paul, held
Nov. 13, saw 12 awards go to local
radio and television shows. Judges
were Arthur Lund, CampbellMithun Agency; C. T. Hagman,
WDGY general manager; Sherman
Headley, assistant WCCO-TV manager, Lester Rees, Variety; and
Mrs. C. A. Russ, civic leader.
"Bests" were as follows:
KSTP, farm show, Land-OLakes, radio commercials, Bee
Baxter Show; WLOL, disc show,
Swing Club; WCCO, radio variety,
Showboat, radio news, Noontime
News; WCCO-TV, TV variety,
Arthur Murray Show, TV sports,
Sports Review, TV public service,
Video School, TV commercials,
Master Bread Films; WDGY, radio sports, Spor-ts Beat, radio public service, Let's Talk Turkey;
KSTP-TV news, Today's Headlines.
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FCC, OWI

WARTIME

ROLES
Brought Info Katyn Forest Probe

WARTIME operations of the FCC
and the Office of War Information
came into the news during the
Washington sessions of a Congressional committee investigating the
responsibility for the Katyn Forest
massacre of 15,000 Polish officers
during World War II.
The hearings were held a fortnight ago by a House committee,
headed by Rep. Ray J. Madden
(R-Ind.), to determine whether the
Administration suppressed documents establishing that the Russians slaughtered the Poles.
During the war, the Russians
claimed the Nazis massacred the
Poles and the Germans blamed the
Russians.
After a year of hearings, the
House committee concluded that
the Russians were responsible for
the crime.
Last week's hearings seemed to
point to indirect government censorship over anti-Soviet broadcasters during the war. Witnesses
related how Allen Cranston, head
of the foreign language division of
OWI, and Mrs. Hilda Shea, FCC attorney, succeeding in getting Polish language commentators to tone
down anti-Soviet approach in the
interests of the U.S.-Russia alliance during World War II.
FCC's Licensing Power
FCC's control over broadcasters'
licenses was given as the main reason broadcasters check-reined their
commentators, it was pointed out.
Among the witnesses corroborating
this were Joseph Lang, vice president of WIBG Philadelphia, then
general manager of WHOM New
York; Arthur Simon, Radio & TV
Daily; Jan Marion Kreutz, commentator for WJLB Detroit, then
Polish commentator for WJBK
Detroit; Kasimir Soron, program
director of WXRA Buffalo, then
commentator for WBNY Buffalo.
Also appearing was Robert K.
Richards, assistant to the NARTB
president, wartime censorship officer, who told the committee that
it appeared OWI and the FCC had
exercised censorship during the
war.
This was denied by Elmer Davis,
OWI chief. Mr. Davis also testified that in a 1943 broadcast he
had accepted the Russian version
of the massacre, but that "for once
Goebbels [Nazi propaganda minister] was right."
Supreme Court Justice Robert
H. Jackson, chief U. S. prosecutor

of Nazi war criminals, testified
that although the Russians tried
to bring charges against the Germans for the Katyn Forest massacre, the Nuremberg war crimes
tribunal never took the charges up.
He said that it would have been
helpful to have had American
Army siansreports
blaming the Rusfor the killings.

SET

SHIPMENTS
RTMA Lists 4.6 Million

MANUFACTURERS shipped 4,^99 083 r?dio receivers to dealers
in the first three quarters of 1952,
uc cording to an estimate by RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. Third-quarter shipments totaled 1,719,377
radios compared to 1,383,781 in the
second quarter and 1,495,925 in the
first quarter. Radio set shipments
to dealers by states in first nine
months of 1952 follow:
State
Total
Alabama
83,691
Arizona
32,081
Arkansas
41,348
California
319,408
Colorado
43,176
Connecticut
51,139
Delaware
13,120
District of Columbia
48,637
F'nrida
119,199
Georgia
116,777
Idaho
19,560
Illinois
259,279
Indiana
101,391
Iowa
65,032
Kansas
68,663
Kentucky
68,902
Louisiana
86,612
Maine
42,270
Maryland
66,794
Massachusetts
137,366
Michigan
163,386
Minnesota
69,536
Mississippi
44.217
Missouri
123,373
Montana
17,900
Nebraska
40,127
Nevada
7,700
New Hampshire12,282
New Jersey
157,807
New Mexico
19,777
New York
495,946
North Carolina
109,820
North Dakota
24,708
Ohio
270,117
Oklahoma
71,475
Oregon
48,443
Pennsylvania
354,747
Rhode Island
18,310
South Carolina
49,444
South Dakota
24,062
Tennessee
82,054
Texas
264,863
Utah
21,106
Vermont
10,735
Virginia
81,368
Washington
72,800
West Virginia
58,881
Wisconsin
88,808
Wyoming
10,846
U. S. Total
4,599,083
Philco Sales Record
PHILCO Corp. has announced that
sales for third quarter 1952 had
s°t a rew record for that period
with total sales of $82,227,000.
This compares with $57,408,000 for
the same period last year. Net
income for the third quarter of
1952 after federal income taxes
was $1,784,000 or 48^ per share of
common stock as compared with
$2,222,000 or 60<i a common share
in 1951.

EDUCATION
AID
WLWT (TV) Sets Programs
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati has gone
a step further in its program to
aid adult education on television
by making its facilities available
to 10 universities and colleges for
a half -hour dramatic program Dec.
8, James D. Shouse, board chairman of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.,
announced last week.
Crosley is cooperating with the
Allied University Council to help
promote audience - building and
evaluate the program's effectiveness on the viewing audience. The
company has been experimenting
the past two years with various
phases of television and education
by issuing grants to individual colleges for special studies.
The new dramatic feature will
be produced by WLWT's Charles
Vaughan, based on a script, "Money
for Mars," written by Fred Smith,
head of the Cincinnati College of
Music.
Schools participating through the
Allied University Council are: U.
of Cincinnati, Xavier U., Indiana
U., Ohio U., Miami U., U. of Kentucky, U. of Louisville, U. of Dayton, Ohio State U. and the Cincinnati College of Music. Among recipients of grants are Cincinnati,
Xavier and Miami universities,

ELECTRON FIELD
Sarnoff Optimistic
FUTURE growth of the electronics
industry will provide young men
and women of America with tremendous opportunities for personal success and to explore new frontiers, Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff,
RCA board chairman, wrote in the
Nov. 16 issue of American Weekly,
in an article called, "Hitch Your
Wagon
an Electron."
Gen. toSarnoff
said more opportunities exist today than ever before in history and cited the electron as the unit that would provide
"one glowing path to success." He
added that the electron "can create
anything from well-paying technical jobs to great careers in science,
art and industry."
Dale Newbold Retires
DALE NEWBOLD, after handling
KOA Denver's financial and personnel affairs for 27 years, has
retired, it was announced last
week. From 1927 to the present,
Mr. Newbold served under six
managers and three ownerships.
Reminiscing, Mr. Newbold commented that the station's monthly
income now more than equals that
which it took in during its first
year of broadcasting. Mr. Newbold
said he and his wife will move back
to the family home at Evergreen,
Col., where Mrs. Newbold operates
an antique shop.

BROADCASTING
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GPL

REMOTE
WHUM-TV First to Use
FIRST use of the General Precision
Laboratory new remote control
camera system will be made by
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., scheduled to take the air in December,
according to GPL officials. All four
of WHUM-TV's image orthicon
chains will have the remote feature
[B»T, Aug. 11].
Each camera will be a standard
GPL type fitted to a pan-and-tilt
pedestal housing the servo-drive
motors for control of camera movements from a distant point. All
camera actions of pan and tilt plus
lens change as well as focus and
iris adjustments may be controlled
from a point as much as 1,000 feet
away. The servo-drive puts the
camera through a pan action of
250 degrees, with 30 degrees tilt
above the horizontal and 60 degrees below, it was explained.
Pre-set positions include an
electronic "memory" of camera
shots previously set up in exact
adjustment. Six pre-set camera
shots may be set up in advance.
With all four chains in use, a choice
of 24 pre-set camera shots will be
available merely by pushing buttons. The shift to conventional
tripods is quickly effected, according to GPL.
Major reduction in operating
costs along- with greater camera
efficiency is predicted for the set up
by Humboldt Greig, WHUM-TV
president. He said the system
"makes us feel that these will be
self - liquidating » cameras." The
remote camera system is understood to have military applications.

OAKITE PLANS
To Use More Radio, TV
OAKITE PRODUCTS Inc., New
York, maker of Oakite (detergent),
plans increased use of radio and
TV this fall and winter, according
to Frank A. Conolly, manager,
Oakite Package Div.
Oakite advertising messages go
out over 71 radio and TV shows.
Mr. Conolly was not specific about
additional use of the broadcast
media, but said "Oakite is preparing for a landslide of Oakite voters
in grocery stores, through their
increased activities to millions of
additional televiewers and radio
listeners."
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
at regular intervals, as technicians,
operators and laboratory aids. Our
men graduate with a first class RadioTelephone License. Call on us for your
technical personnel needs
(g)
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER

*~ •RCA
ttrrltt INS
«t Ritflt
CtrnufiM
TIT
UTES,t! Anariei
mt
IS West Fourth Street, New York 14, N Y.
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Martin

Expresses

Opposition
RAYBURN'S
BAN
CHANCE for relaxation of Speaker
Sam Rayburn's ban
on radio and TV
pickups of proceedings in the House of Representatives [B*T, March 3,
10] appeared likely last week as Rep. Joseph W. Martin Jr. (R-Mass.),
slated to be Speaker in the new Congress, expressed his opposition. Speaking on the CBS-Television
Man of the Week program Nov. 16, and TV coverage are influenced
Rep. Martin said he could not go by showmanship and public interalong with the flat ban imposed
est in special people and particular
hearings.
by Speaker Rayburn (D-Tex.).
As to the rights of witnesses,
Rep. Martin contended the decision as to radio and TV pickups of Mr. Wasilewski conceded there can
be cases where a private hearing
hearings and related proceedings
is necessary but reminded that the
should be left to individual committees [B»T, Nov. 3, 10].
TV camera doesn't need glaring
The radio-TV issue has been klieg lights.
Moderator of the WWDC proalive since the Kefauver hearings
gram, District Roundtable, was
when prominent figures in the
Charles Cutler, attorney of Kirkgambling world were portrayed on
land, Fleming, Green, Martin &
the TV screen.
Ellis, Washington.
A panel of Washington attorRep. Martin's response to a
neys discussed the subiect Sunday
radio-TV coverage question on the
night (Nov. 23) on WWDC Washof the Week forum folington. Panel members seemed in CBS lows Man
:
agreement that sponsorship of
"I never really agreed with the
radio and television coverage of ruling
of Speaker Rayburn. I can
Congressional hearings and other
see where he could rule that way,
government proceedings was not you understand. I believe that in
objectionable if properly handled.
the lack of specific authority that
They could not agree, however, on
the regulation of broadcasting in
the rights of radio and TV to pick the committees should be left to
up hearings, floor debates and
the committee and Speaker Raycourt trials.
burn ruled that because of the
committees proceeding, under the
Cites January Sponsorship
rules of the House that gave the
Speaker full authority over the
On the subject of sponsorship
question. I don't believe that. I
Paul A. Porter, former FCC chairman, agreed the participation of believe that it is the other way
advertisers was proper, citing the around — that lacking the specific
authority, the power rests with the
fact that most of the Presidential inaugural ceremonies will be
committees."
broadcast and telecast under commercial auspices.
Thad Brown, NARTB television
Raytheon Antenna
director and counsel, contended
television had just as much right RAYTHEON MFG. Co., Waltham,
Mass., announced last week that a
to carry advertising in connection
commercial radar antenna it dewith such coverage as newspapers
but added that the advertising
as theturned
"world's
will soonscribedbe
over largest"
to the
should be handled with decorum
and taste.
Navy for transfer from Fort Wadsworth, Staten Island, to an undisMr. Porter said radio and TV
closed location. The antenna, which
are entitled to parity treatment in has a span of 41 feet, is part of an
covering hearings and trials, but installation which Raytheon has
limited the parity to presence of lent to the Port of New York Aureporters operating in the same
thority since April 1951 for study
way as newspaper reporters.
of its feasibility as a navigational
aid for the port.
Presence of "the public" through
radio and TV coverage prevents
star chamber proceedings, Mr.
Brown argued. Francis Flanagan,
chief of the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations,
contended the presence of microphones and cameras makes witnesses nervous. "It's unfair to
make a witness testify before 20
or 30 million people," he said. Vincent Wasilewski, NARTB attorney,
said television "merely opens the
door of the hearing room to the
When Mr. Porter said there was
danger
public." that viewers would tune
in a program in the middle and
not get the complete story, Mr.
Brown replied that newspaper reporters hear portions of testimony
and base their reports on these
segments. Both sides of the debate
agreed newspaper as well as radio
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WGN Goes Along
RETIRED Army officer from
Unitah County in Utah wrote
WGN Chicago asking if he
could advertise on the station
for tenants needed on his
farm. Request was turned
over to salesman Norman
Stewart rector,
by WGN's
farm Mr.
diNorm Kraeft.
Stewart sold the Utah farmer
two spots at $36 each in the
6-6:30
a.m. farm period for
two days.

MBS MEETING
Midwest Affiliate Conclave
MUTUAL

carried its new programming plans and long-range
sales concepts to the Midwest last
week in the first of a series of six
regional meetings designed to outline objectives of the network and
its affiliates and to bring them
closer together [B»T, Nov. 17].
Thomas
F. O'Neil,
boardandchairman and president
of MBS
key
executives of the network met at
Chicago's Drake Hotel Monday and
Tuesday with almost 80 affiliated
station representatives from more
than one-half of MBS outlets in
the midwestern area. Area hosts
included E. J. McKellar, KVOX
Moorhead, Minn.; J. Porter Smith,
WGRC Louisville; Fred WagenKy.
voord,
KCRG Cedar Rapids, and
Hugh Potter, WOMI Owensboro,
Mr. O'NeiPs blueprinting of the
network's long-range plans, and his
conviction that radio will continue
to do well in TV as well as non-TV
markets, was reiterated to affiliates
at the Monday morning business
session. He was followed by Robert
Schmid, vice president in charge
of advertising, research and press
information. Other speakers that
day were Julius F. Seebach, vice
president in charge of programming; Bert J. Hauser, director of
co-op programs, and William H.
Fineshriber, executive vice president. The Tuesday business session was concerned primarly with
a lengthy question and answer session, closed to non-affiliates.

TheVoiLwKansas
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fCC

actions

NOVEMBER

£jt

14 THROUGH

NOVEMBER

20

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 103.
November 14 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Renewal of License
Granted renewal of licenses for following stations for regular period:
KIRO-FM Seattle, Wash.; KRE-FM
Berkeley, Calif.; WAFB - FM Baton
Rouge, La.; WCPO - FM Cincinnati,
Ohio; WCVS-FM Springfield, 111.;
WDAE-FM Tampa, Fla.; WDBQ-FM
Dubuque, Iowa; WDNC-FM Durham,
N. C; WEAU-FM Eau Claire, Wis.;
WEEI-FM Boston, Mass.; WENR-FM
Chicago, 111.; WEVD-FM New York;
WFHR-FM Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.;
WFJL (FM) Chicago, 111.; WHBL-FM
Sheboygan, Wis.; WHMA-FM Anniston,
Ala.; WHO-FM Des Moines, Iowa;
WIBA-FM Madison, Wis.; WITH-FM
Baltimore, Md.; WJBC-FM Bloomington, 111.; WJEJ-FM Hagerstown, Md.;
WJLN (FM) Birmingham, Ala.; WJPGFM Green Bay, Wis.; WKMH-FM Dearborn, Mich.; WLDS-FM Jacksonville,
111.; WLIL-FM
Lenoir City, Tenn.;
F FOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING
WRGA
Rome, Ga.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easyhandling — compact*
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED .
Units can be combined forstudio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich Magnefor new catalog — write:

jjfoamcord, tat., 360 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago 1 , III.
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WMIX-FM Mt. Vernon, 111.; WMSA-FM
Massena,
N. Y.~; WOC-FM
Davenport,
Iowa; WOMC-FM
Royal Oak,
Mich.;
WOSA
(FM)
Merrill,
Wis.;
Portsmouth, Ohio; WRJN-FMWPAY-FM
Racine,
Wis.; WRUF - FM Gainesville, Fla.;
WSLB-FM
Ogdensburg,
FM Crewe, Va.;
WTMV-FMN. E.Y.;St.WSVSLouis,
111.; WWST-FM Wooster, Ohio; WIKYFM Evansville, Ind.; KTYL-FM Mesa,
Ariz.; WLEE-FM Richmond, Va.;
WPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa.; WPICFM Sharon, Pa.; WPJB-FM Providence,
R. I.; WPRS-FM Paris. 111.: WQDI (FM)
Quincy, 111.; KIXL-FM Dallas. Tex.:
WARL-FM Arlington, Va.; KXEL-FM
Waterloo. Iowa: KYSM-FM Mankato,
Minn.; WAYS-FM Charlotte, N. C;
WCNT-FM Centralia, 111.: WHVA (FM)
Poughkeepsie,
Y.; WJPA-FM
Washington. Pa.; N.WMAQ-FM
Chicago:
WMBD-FM Peoria, 111.; WMFM (FM)
Madison. Wis.; WMUN (FM) Muncie,
Ind.; WSJS-FM Winston-Salem. N. C:
WSOC-FM Charlotte, N. C; WSOY-FM
Decatur, 111.; WSTV-FM Steubenville,
Ohio; WTAX-FM Springfield, 111.;
WVCN (FM) Ithaca, N. Y.; WJDX-FM
Jackson, Miss.; WLOS-FM Asheville,
N. C; WTWO (FM) Dayton. Ohio;
WWHG-FM Hornell. N. Y.; KECA-TV
Los Angeles; KFMB-TV San Diego;
KGO-TV San Francisco; KHJ-TV Los
Angeles; KNBH (TV) Hollywood; KPIX
(TV) San WBTV
Francisco;
KRON-TV N. San
Francisco;
(TV) Charlotte,
C;
WENR-TV Chicago; WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C; WGN-TV Chicago; WHBFTV
cago.Rock Island, 111.; WNBQ (TV) ChiNovember 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WRMA Montgomery, Ala. — Mod. CP,
which authorized
new trans,
AM, location,
for approval of ant. and
specify studio location and type trans.
Springs,
— Mod.
CP,WBOY
whichTarpon
authorized
new Fla.AM,
for
approval of ant., trans, and studio
location.
WION Ionia, Mich. — Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, for approval of
ant., trans, and studio location and
change type trans. AMENDED to
change type trans.
WFRA Franklin, Tenn. — Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for aption. proval of ant., trans, and studio locaChange Type Transmitter
WJAZ Albany, Ga.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, to change type
trans.
License for CP •
KICA Clovis.'N. M.— License for CP,
which authorized changes in DA.
Extension of Completion Date
KGKO Dallas, Tex.— Mod. CP, which
C W
Id I rtir i
m
Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

authorized new AM, for extension of
completion License
date. Renewals
Following stations request renewal
of license:
WBBM Chicago; WVLN Olney, HI.;
WNBS Murray, Ky.; WCBI Columbus,
Miss.; WMNE Menomonie, Wis.; WFHR
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.; WEAW (FM)
Evanston, 111.
Change Antenna Height
WHYN-FM
Holyoke, Mass.— CP to
changerain from
ant.985height
ft. to above
968 ft. average terAPPLICATION DISMISSED
Kings which
Mountain,
N. C— Mod.
CP,WKMT
as mod.,
authorized
new
AM, to change from 500 w to 1 kw.
November 18 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Change Antenna Height
WHYN-FM Holyoke, Mass.— Granted
CP to change ant. height from 985 to
970 ft.
Change ERP
WICC-TV
ed mod. CP toBridgeport,
change ERPConn.—
from Grantvis. 81
kw, aur 46 kw to vis. 180 kw, aur 91
kw; change studio location.
WRAK-FM Williamsport, Pa.— Granted application to change ERP from
3.2 kw to 4 kw and ant. height from
1270 ft. to 1220 ft. Change trans, location.
Granted License
WIREcense for Newport,
Va.—250Granted
AM, 1490 kc,
w unl. liWARM
Scranton,
Pa.
—
Granted
cense covering changes in facilities lito
590 kc, 5 kw-unl. installation of new
trans, and change in trans, location;
engineering condition.
Change Transmitter Location
WSLM Salem, Ind.— Granted mod. CP
to changecations;
trans,
and conditions.
main studio loengineering
Change Name
KOTV (TV) Cameron Television Inc.,
Tulsa, Okla. — Granted mod. license to
change name to Wrather-Alvarez Inc.
WAFM mod.
(FM)licenses
Birmingham,
Granted
to change Ala.
name—
to The Television Corp.
Granted STA
KONA Honolulu, T. H.— Granted STA
to operate TV on Ch. 11 on commercial
basis for period ending May 14, 1953,
with power of 5 kw vis., 2.7 kw aural;
ant. height 337 ft., with single section
battery
ant. mounted on top of KPOAAM
tower.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
Fort Wayne Television Corp., Fort
Wayne, Ind. — Granted petition for distion formissal
newwithout
TV. prejudice of applicaKPRC Houston, Tex.— Granted petition to intervene in proceeding re applications for CP's
Jerrell
Shep-&
herd, Jefferson
City,of Mo.
and A.Town
Farm Co. Inc., Columbia, Mo.
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petition cefor
dismissal
as mootof ofWSPD
proding in matter
of petition
for designation for hearing of the application of WKJG Fort Wayne, Ind.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
Aladdin Radio & Television Inc.;

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, 0. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installations
TOWER SALES & ERECTING 00.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

Denver Television Co., Denver, Col. —
Granted joint motion for extension of
time from Nov. 17 to Nov. 24, 1952, to
file proposed findings in proceeding re
applications
sion stations. for CP's for new televiBy Examiner William G. Butts
John C. Pomeroy, Pontiac, Mich.;
William R. Reed, Pontiac, Mich.;
WSTR, Sturgis, Mich. — Hearing in this
proceeding continued to 10 a.m., Nov.
28, 1952,
at Washington,
D. Pomeroy
C, because of pending
petition of
to dismiss application and of statement by counsel for Reed at prehearing conference that petition would
forthwith
filed to by
dismiss
application and bestatement
counsel
for
WSTR that petition would be filed to
amend application.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
News Sentinel Bcstg. Co. Inc., Fort
Wayne, Ind. — Granted petition to amend
application for CP for new TV to show
currentship anddata
with respect
to citizen-of
percentage
of ownership
stockholders, officers and directors in
News Pub. Co., parent corporation of
By Examiner Benito Gaguine
applicant.
Notice is given of further prehearing
conference
in proceeding
new
television
stations onreCh.CP's12 forin
Flint. Michigan— WJR: Trebit Corp.,
and W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc.— in
Room 2704,
Bldg..Nov.
Washington, D.Temporary
C, at 10 Ta.m.,
13,
1952, to consider, among other things
necessity or desirability of simplification, clarification, amplification or limitation of issues; possiblity of stipulating with respect to facts; procedure
at hearing; limitation of number of
witnesses; necessity or desirability of
prior mutual exchange between or
among parties of prepared testimony
and exhibits.
By Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Notice ferenceisin proceeding
given of prehearing
conre applications
for CP's for new television stations on
Ch. 46 — John Poole Bcstg. Co. and Jack
O. Gross and on Ch. 40 — Maria Helen
Alvarez and Cal Tel Co., all at Sacramento, California, in Room 2091, TemBldg., 13,
Washington,
C, at
10 a.m.,porary T Nov.
1952, to D.
consider,
among other
things,
necessity
or
desirability of simplification, clarification,
amplification or limitation of issues;
possibility of stipulatng with respect
to facts; procedure at hearing; limitation of number of witnesses and necessity or desirability of prior mutual
exchange between or among parties of
prepared testimony and exhibits.
By Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Head of the Lakes Bcstg. Co., Duluth, Minn. — Granted petition to amend
TV application by changing location
of proposed main studio to Superior,
Wis., with another studio at Duluth.
Red River Bcstg. Co., Duluth, Minn.
— Granted petition to amend TV application by substituting new Form 301
and related exhibits.
Lakehead Telecasters Inc., Duluth,
Minn. — Granted petition to amend TV
application by (1) inter alia, specifying Duluth, Minn., as site of main
studio and Superior, Wis., as site of
auxiliary studio; (2) changing officers
and directors listed in Sec. II; (3) substituting certain financial and program
data for certain answers in Sees. II and

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

*

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will tion
be owners
seen and
by managers,
15,500 readers—
chief staengineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

TELEVISION

ENGINEERS

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE"

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT S215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE'

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
12H WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477
Member AFCCE *

1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Mtmber AFCCE*

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avonuo
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton ft Fen, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpubtlc 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century PrefeeiiemeU Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics -Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1230 — Executive 5151
(Nirhts-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE*

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
Son Franeitco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Lot Angela
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *

RAYMOND

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

IV; and (4) correcting certain errors
in Sec. V-C.
November 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WAPI
Birmingham,
— Licensein forD
CP. which authorizedAla.increase
power.
KJNO Juneau, Alaska — License for
BROADCASTING
• Tele

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

Member AFCCE*
RUSSELL

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 3984

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM.
WMOC Covington, Ga. — License for
CP, which
change
frequency,authorized
increase in power
and in
change
in hours of operation, to change type
trans.
WALM Albion, Mich. — License for
CP, which authorized new AM.
KPRS Kansas City — License for CP,
which authorized changes in ant. sysa s tin g

tern and change in studio and trans,
location.
WMOU Berlin, N. H.— License for CP,
which authorized change in trans,
location and change in ant. system.
KSGA Redmond, Ore. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM.
KIJV Huron, S. D. — License for CP,
(Continued on page 102)

WELDON
& CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington, D.Engineers
C.
Dallas, Texas
1605 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Member AFCCE*
M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church Street, N.W. DEcatur 1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA. 33 Elm Ave.
San Francisco 8, Calif. Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglai t-SSSS DUnlap S-4S71

Member At-CCE *
November 24, 1952 •
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed— Monday preceding publication date. Display— Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg, Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
sent at orowner's
to box numbers
All transcriptions,
please).
ing expressly
repudiates any photos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Upperager toMidwest
manopen officedaytimer
and studioneeds
in second
city tailwith
over
20
million
annual
resales. Must sell, program and MC
one or more hours daily. Best references and personal interview required. Box 77S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Wanted: Assistant manager for 5,000
watt CBS station with TV application.
Located in Northwest. Must know
sales promotion and be able to handle
personnel. Box 111S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: Aggressive sales and community-minded manager for 1 kw daytime independent; non - competitive,
Mid-Atlantic market. Salary plus incentive. Box 118S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Immediate opening sales manager of
aggressive
Southeast
network affiliate.
You will take
over substantial
billing
with guarantee against commission on
all station sales. If you can sell in a
competitive market, rush summary of
experience to Box 25S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Aggressive salesman to take over complete sales. No drifters or hotshots.
$75.00 ingper immediately.
week plus KBMX,
10 percent.Coalinga,
OpenCalifornia.
Copywriter-salesman. Progressive independent. Single market. Permanent
job. Salary, mileage. WMDN, Midland, Michigan.
If you want to sell for aggressive daytimer,
naming
within good
reason market,
— in return
for terms
proven—
ability, contact Box 721 at once,
Metropolis, Illinois.
Phone salesman sell GBA campaigns
for stations. Top comms., bonus. 727
Meriden Road, Waterbury, Conn.
Announcers
Combination announcer-engineer with
first class license wanted by network affiliate near Atlanta. Good working conditions.
Favorable
erner preferred.
Reply salary.
to Box South943R,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Opening
for
Texas ABCall-round
station. staff
Tell announcer
all. Box 971R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Aggressive
manage branch salesman-announcer
studios Ohio town ofto 14,000.
Must be experienced with references.
Salary-commission
send photo
and details. Box 15S,basis,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Junior news man ready take next step
to news director. Enterprising local
station, Northeast. Send full story in
letter. Box 29S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Combination announcer - engineer for
small Virginia network station. Strong
on announcing, $60.00 to start. No
drunks or prima donnas. Box 49S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Florida. Announcer with first class
ticket. Must have better than average
voice. Air mail tape or disc. Ninety
dollars for forty hours. Box 116S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer strong on DJ
and news. $55.00 for 40 hours to start.
Mutual affiliate 90 miles from New
York City. Pleasant living and working
conditions.
Congenial
Send 121S,
resume, picture,
disc or staff.
tape. Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Successful Iowa independent will pay
excellent salary to combination announcer-engine r who can do top air
work. Send audition, picture, etc. Box
123S,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Experienced announcer with deejay
personality.
North for
Carolina
independent. Good salary
right man.
Box
ING.
1?8S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTCombo man, accent on accounting,
must have first phone. $75.00 per week.
Opportunity to sell on commission.
Openinglinga,January
California. first. KBMX, CoaA station with a sense of humor in
wonderful Hawaii is looking for a
combination announcer-engineer. Prefer a discchandisejockey
on the airwho
and can
who sell
has merhad
some writing experience. Air mail,
KIKI, Honolulu, tape and photograph.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer. Accent
on announcing. Salary commensurate
with ability. Write General Manager,
KNEX, McPherson, Kansas.
Wanted: combination announcer-engineer. Salary 60 to 70 dollars per week.
Write
Arkansas.KPOC, Box 250, Pocahontas,
Night man to spark midnight to 6:00
a.m. First phone. $86.40 for 40 hours.
KREM, Spokane, Washington.
Immediate
opening
— Announcer-operator, emphasis
announcing,
start $325.00
month. KTFS, Texarkana, Texas.
Announcer-engineer: Excellent working conditions, good salary, 40 hour
week, near New York. WALK,
Patchogue, Long Island, New York.
Experienced announcer - pioneer Michstation has Excellent
opening for
capableiganstaffradioannouncer.
working
conditions. Graduated wage scale. Send
audition, photo, and letter of qualifications to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Combination announcer-engineer for 1
kw independent. Send disc or tape and
picture to WFPM, Fort Valley, Geor1gia.kilowatt central Florida Mutual station wants permanent combo man. 40
hour week. Shirt-sleeve climate. Write
or call WLBE, Leesburg, Florida.
WMTE, Manistee, Michigan needs one
good
with license.
44 hourannouncer-engineer
week.
Wanted — Exprienced announcer. Good
air man. Willing to accept responsibility. Chance for PD. Good starting
wage.
7700. WRMN, Elgin, Illinois. Phone
Announcer - combination man. First
class license. 5,000 watt fulltimer.
WTVB, Coldwater, Michigan.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Experienced announcer for new 1 kw
station opening in Griffin, Ga. Must
be good. We do not mind paying what
you are worth. Send disc or tape and
experience to R. H. Thompson, WWNS,
Statesboro, Georgia.
Technical
Florida — Maintenance engineer with
college degree, first phone, commercial
experience, start January for college
radio-TV CDept.
Box 21S, BROADASTING .TELECASTING.
First phone man, experienced or inexperienced.
Downtown studio-transmitter operation
Midwest
small market.
Box
60S.
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Sober, dependable, married, exempt,
first ticket holder
with good
voice immediately for Midwest
independent.
Experience unnecessary. Good pay.
Rush INGdetails.
Box 63S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Help wanted: First class engineer for
250 watt small town network station.
$45.00
start — regular
raises. Box 82S,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Need combination man or operator.
Good proposition for right man. Box
84S.
ING. BROADCASTING • TELECASTVirginia imum
kw salary
needsexpected.
engineer. State
Box min94S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First class engineer. 1.000 watt fulltime
ABC INGaffiliate.
Box 103S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for engineer with
first phone. Permanent. Box 124S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for first phone engineer. Good pay. Inexperienced applicantsSendconsidered,
250 watt
station.
background
and ABC
reference
information with first letter to KBIX,
Muskogee, Oklahoma.
First phone engineer wanted November
21 in fast growing Southwestern city.
Starting salary $260.00 per month. Livingsary.
quarters
single Texas.
man. Car necesKECK,forOdessa,
AM transmitter engineer. Permanent
position.
Television
near future.
Station opportunities
KGHF, Pueblo,in
Colorado.
Needed at once — Chief engineer 5 kw
CBS. 100 dollars wk. Knowledge of
TV required. Also assistant engineer
for transmitter duty at 70 dollars wk.
Contact Manager, KGVO, Missoula,
Montana.
Transmitter engineer — Immediate
opening for experienced man capable
of handling
transmitter
maintenance on some
5 kilowatt
directional.
Salary commensurate with experience
and ability. Apply Chief Engineer,
KWWL, Waterloo, Iowa.
First class engineer, no experience
needed: $50.00 for 40 hours: time and
a half for overtime. WCBT, Roanoke
Rapids, North Carolina.
Combination men for new daytime AM
where small town advantages include
cosmopolitan living. Send disc or tape
to
lina.WCHL, Chapel Hill, North CaroWanted: nouncer,
Combination
daytime station. engineer-anGood salary.
lina.
Permanent.
WEAB, Greer, South CaroEngineer. Chicago suburban. First
phone. No experience necessary. 49
hour week. $60.00. All details first letter. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.
First classessary.
engineer.
No experience
necGood opportunity
for right
man. Apply WFLB, Fayetteville, North
Carolina.
Engineer, first phone, $50.00, 40 hours.
Unexperienced.
Time andMaryland.
half, overtime. WFMD, Frederick,
Engineer, with first class license. No
experience
necessary. Union
Paid hospitalization and insurance.
scale. Give
full resume first letter. Write Technical Supervisor, Radio Station WJEF,
Pantlind Hotel, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination engineer-announcer wanted for indie, must be strong on announcing and ad-lib. Permanent job
with good
Modern
facil-to
ities. $70.00organization.
weekly to start.
Write
George C. Shurden, General Manager,
Radio Station WMFC, Monroeville,
Alabama. Send audition. All auditions
will be returned. If close, call 1220.
WMTE, Manistee, Michigan needs one
good announcer-engineer
with license.
44-Hour
week.
Engineer with
firstimmediately.
phone, some Also,
announcing, needed
one salesman. Call 2639, Mr. Hanly,
WNAV, Annapolis, Md.
First phone. No announcing. $60.32 for
443,4 hoursditions.week.
Goodfrom
working
conStation mile
bus line.
Send qualifications and references to
Harold I. Peters, Chief Engineer,
WOMI, Owensboro, Kentucky.
Wanted: First class engineer, no experience required. Write WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
First phone: transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Chief engineer, some announcing. Excellent working conditions. Two fifty
watt,
ida. day. Phone 37-366, Tampa, FlorProduction-Programming, Others
Experienced
girl copywriter.
Man's
pay
for man-size
job Pennsylvania
independent.
Time
available
for
an's program. Send sample copywomand
TELECASTING.
photo. Box 278R. BROADCASTING .
Program-production director with ability and experience for independent
operation in large market. Box 59S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Excellent Texas small market needs
ING
PD
with
emphasis
local angle.
programming including
farm,onranch
Box
99S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTProgram director, immediately-expeversatile,
sales-minded,
for
music andrienced,
news
independent
in good
market. Present and future income
commensurate with ability. Wire or
phone KFMA Broadcasting Co., 415
Perry Street, Davenport, Iowa.
Television
Announcers
$80.00 a week for good announcer
strong
on "sell" market.
and DJ. Send
TV future
good Midsouth
completein
details in first letter. Replies confidential. Box 763R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Technical
AM engineer with first phone. Emphasis on control room experience.
Promotions can take you into wellestablished TV plant. State AM experience and .training.
Box 47S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
TV applicant in fine Midwestern city
is nowfiedaccepting
personnel inapplications
all phasesfor ofqualiTV
engineering. Please state experience,
qualifications, marital status and salaryING .expected.
Box 86S, BROADCASTTELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Program manager: Station experience
from 250 to 50,000 watt as program
manager,tinuitymanager,
announcer,
condirector. Network
and agency
experience over NBC and ABC. Will
furnish highest references from past
and present affiliations. Presently program manager for leading station and
regional
Box 61S, BROADCASTING network.
. TELECASTING.
Settled, married. 12 years local staING
tions. Qualify Like
as manager
or PD-announcer-sales.
small towns.
Box
93S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTManager for small station. Strong on
sales. Mature. Experienced in all
phases of .radio.
Box 95S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Major market general - commercial
manager with long time record for
"bringing
in theforbusiness"
plan
with
rewards
results. desires
Experience
both independent and network AM
operations.perience.Television
consulting exBox 115S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Salesmen
Salesman with knowhow. Excellent
sales record. College graduate. Car.
Send complete details. Box 96S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, veteran. Producer. DJ personality. Four years radio-stage perSingle, musical
young, highly
versatile.formance.
Specialty:
production,
interviews, quiz shows. Employed net
station. Seeking AM-TV operation. Box
45S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING..
Announcer — Four years experience;
college graduate;
Florida pre-.
ferred. Box 75S, veteran;
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Sportscaster, four years experience.
Outstanding basketball. Veteran, 26,
single. References, disc available. Box
79S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Schools-colleges — Announcer-news editor. Six years
in radio. Desires
Teachingposition
background. MA degree.
in radio department. Now employed
5000 watt MidSouth Station. Box 80S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer, narrator, actor, radio, TV,
film experience. Versatile utility man.
Formerly
free with
lance,aggressive
desires permanent position
station
where ability
and
ingenuity
are recog- •
nized. Box 85S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer, control board operator,
graduate-radio broadcasting school.
Experience
light. Ambitious,
tious and willing.
Single, 29, conscienavailable
immediately. Box 88S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
If DJ, newscaster, MC, etc., wants assistant, Iam available. New in business, little experience. Want to learn
with topnotch
men. Box 89S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer, few months experience.
Married. Will stay once hired. Box
90S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING;
Capable announcer, thoroughly experienced. Desire permanent position in
congenial regional station. Married
veteran. References, disc. Box 97S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Young sires
man,
21, college
debroadcasting
job. graduate,
Will do any
work but sports is specialty. Limited
commercial experience. Available immediately. Box 107S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey, beginner, single, veteran,
Travel anywhere. conscientious.
Available immediately.
Box
109S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Radio announcer; currently employed;
veteran; married; 24. Steady and sober.
Specialty is personality DJ work. Audience builder. Can read, cast, talk
news. Operate board. Write or wire
Box 113S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING for tape. Available anytime;
immediate replies.
Announcer-copywriter with personality and ability. Strong commercial delivery. Willing, enthusiastic, ambitiousexperience
— my ♦ TELECASTING.
goal. Box 127S,
BROADCASTING
Personality announcer: Friend of the
housewife.
years Just
widereleased
experience. HaveOver
own 4shows.
from Navy. Married, 30, college graduate, prefer Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
or Northern Ohio. Minimum salary
$300.00 per month. Box 120S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer — 2 years experience. 27
years of age. Single. Northern. Eugene L. Books, Rumback Hotel, Littlefield, Texas.
Announcer-DJ.
NewandYorkaudition
experience. Resume,Some
photo
disc on request. Good voice and appearance. Draft exempt, married, no
children. Conscientious worker — wishes
to become part of good community.
Wire collect, Carl Servel, 66 Riverside
Avenue, Lyndhurst, New Jersey.
Announcer, DJ, control board operator.
Married, draft exempt. Versatile-adaptable. Willing travel, settle down small
community. Some experience. Disc
and resume available. John Skripko,
4205 Kepler Avenue, Bronx, New York.
Announcer-engineer. First phone. Network experience. Veteran with family.
Prefer West. Available immediately.
Ernie Stevens, 4303 Elmer Ave., North
Hollywood, California.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Announcer - copywriter - salesman.
Metropolitan experience. Advertising
agency background. West preferred.
Box
81S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer, 4 years experience, maintenance construction. Married, draft exempt, CASpermanent.
Box 98S, BROADTING •TELECASTING.
First phone, no commercial experience.
Single, duate.
veteran.
Technical
graImmediately
available.school
Box 102S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineer — First phone, experienced
transmitter and console. Desire position with progressive station. Box
117S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First class operator desires engineering position. Seven years electronics
experience. Southwest preferred. Sixty-five dollars. .Auto.
Box 119S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
First phone license. No broadcast experience. Technical school graduate.
Experienced radio technician. Speak
Spanish
fluently.
Veteran. New
Wilfredo Rios. 264 Married,
Tenth Avenue,
York, N. Y.
Transmitter operator available. Texas
enemies proved nothing. Smear campaign. My side of story available. Lewis
Sherlock, Box 891. Denver 1, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
News director, currently situated with
strong network affiliate. Writer, newscaster, assistant production director.
Single, young, college background.
Dramatic, public affairs experience. TV
news training. Seek minimum 5 kw or
TV. Box 46S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Research analyst, young, M.A. social
psychology,
experienced
audience
research, radio
and TV effect
studies
utilizing most up to date research
techniques. Desires association with
research firm or department. Box 91S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Topflight newsman-copywriter: Korea
veteran. Over one year writing experience. College graduate and radio
school background. Details, tape on request.
Box 100S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Concentrated four years experience
announcing, news, promotion. Grade
A. Industrious. $80.00. Box 106S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Twenty years experience in program
direction, production, personnel supervision,
commercial
writing;
also professional
theater and
film direction;
have sold to nets as free lance writer.
Have training in TV. Desire AM-TV
position. Top-drawer references include immediate employer. Interested
in station with TV CP. Will go anywhere with future. Box 108S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
I'm
looking
Are
you? Staff for
withsomething
sports, better.
basketball.
Punch or purr, but sell. Plenty expedirector.
Money's
nice, tion.
but rience;
also program
solid,New
happy
Pennsylvania,
York, organizaCollege,
married,
car. Box 114S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Television
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman, two years experience editing
TV news, plus experience writing and
broadcasting
radio Presently
news. Master's
degree in journalism.
employed,
but seeking situation with better opportunities.to
Would require
threeBROADweeks'
notice. Reply
Box 18S,
CASTING •TELECASTING.
Producer-director-'program manager, 2
years with
major television
TV network.
Experienced all phases
production.
Interested
in
heading
program
operation on new television station. Address
replies
Box
23S,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
TV station
operators
the staff?
thaw
draining
off the
cream— ofIs your
Program
director
of
famous
metropolitan TV station is ready to work for
you at reasonable rate. Has a good
job — wants a better one. Box 78S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Television consultant — Why increase
your tion
personnel?
program-producproblems bySolve
letting
me join you
temporarily, training and working with
your staff, adding inexpensive and
saleable local presentations, improving
worrysome shows, saving you more
than I cost! This I accomplished at
one important station, costing management less than their best directorproducer!provedCompetition
demandshaving
imtelevision! I know,
worked from dolly pusher to production manager.
Write Box 87S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Have experience and record to qualify
as television news director. One year
TV, ten years radio. Delivery with no
prompting aids. Desire permanent post,
South fers
or involving
West. air
Interested
ofwork. all
BoxTV 105S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Well-established daytime Midwest AM
independent in single and non-TV
market showing excellent profit to resident owner who must retire due to ill
health. Cash, principals only. Box 64S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Southwest. 250 Watt independent. Gross
over $125,000.00. Fast growing area.
Good proposition available for good
operator.
Box 83S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Television channel 2 or 3 RCA TF3A 3
bay bat wing antennae. Available for
immediate shipment. Box 66S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
New installation releases for immediate sale: 1 kw transmitter and auxiliary equipment
including
rectifier,
modulation
monitor,
new and
used
tubes, etc. Write for complete list.
Box
92S.
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
1250 feet Andrew
typemodel
833,s" coax
Raytheon
250 watt
R. A.cable.
250
transmitter 730 kc. One Doolittle frequency monitor 730 kilo, crystal. Box
104S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
RCA model 300-C phase monitor, well
maintained. Original cost $550.00. Recently replaced by later model. For
quick sale CASTI$200.00.
Box 122S, BROADNG .TELECASTING.

Chief engineer — College graduate. Five
years experience as field engineer with
leading television manufacturer. Qualified to design, construct, and maintain
VHF or UHF television station. Box
110S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

For sale: Used RCA six bay TV antenna, type TF6A./B for channel 11;
1%"
phasing
section Ohio.
and diplexer.
WKRC-TV,
Cincinnati,
For sale— One Federal Telephone & Radio Corp. 193A, 10 kw FM transmitter; one Hewlett-Packard 335-B FM
monitor used one and one-half years.
Good as new. Also, one Truscon selfsupporting insulated triangular tower,
229 feet above the insulators, complete
with A-3lators.lighting
and insu-•
Box 129S, equipment
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Twenty years
broadcasting,
manufacturing, andofinstallation
experience,
four years TV. Capable of supervising
the installation of your UHF or VHF
equipment from camera to antenna.
Desire connection with a progressive
organization with the future a prime
consideration. Finest references. Box
112S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Like new, Magnecorder tape recorder.
Includes; PT63-AH with case, PT7-P
(mixer, 3 mike inputs, 1 bridging input, will feed phone line) with case,
PT6M spooling mechanism (one hour
capacity) and PC-MA case. All cables.
Was spare recorder. Cost $955.00 new.
What do you offer? Bill de Dufour,
Chief Engineer, WFUV-FM, Fordham
University, New York 58, N. Y.

Five years chief engineer, fifteen years
experience.
Employer
in hearing. Iam anxious
to gettiedintouptelevision.
Complete details upon request. Box
76S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

For Sale— (Cont'd)
Presto TL-10 playback mechanism with
adapter
plate, months.
7'/2 and 15Good
IPS capstans.
Used three
as new.
$125.00. KMMO, Marshall, Missouri.
Antennas: Cheap. Four-section RCA
aluminum pylon; four-section RCA
heavy-duty steel pylon. Both for 96108 megacycles. WKRC-TV, Cincinnati.
Wanted to Buy
Ohio.
Stations
Highly qualified engineering manager
with AM and TV background wishes
purchase station or partnership in successful operation. Prefer station with
TV possibilities.
Box 16S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Wanted to buy major or entire interest
station Southwest from owner. Complete details first letter, confidential.
Box 38S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: A FM Collins 4-bay strapon
antenna or any other FM side mount
antenna. WHOS, Decatur, Alabama.
Telephone 991.
Wanted: Modulation reactor for 5 kw
transmitter using 892-R final amplifier,
WMBD, Peoria, Illinois.
Miscellaneous
Commercial crystals and new or replacementElectric,
broadcast crystals
Bliley, Western
RCA for
holders,
etc.,
fastest
service.
Also
monitor
and
3-3901.
frequency Co.,
measuring
Electronic
Temple,service.
Texas, Eidson
phone
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence and correspondence courses
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Managerial
Commercial
Manager's
Position
in Oregon's
Willamette
Valley
with
kilowatt
station.
Good guarantee
and
percentage of gross. We want a
young but experienced man who can
sell a well-produced idea to intelligent clients. Station has excellent acceptance, is independent, serves an
area of over 150,000. Excellent city
for family and good future. Reply in
detail to Box 30S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING. West Coast men given
preference.
For Sale
Stations
WEST NORTH CENTRAL PROPERTY
PROFITABLE
You walk into a good billing. Numerous
accounts well-spread. Strong backlog local
biz, 80% operating
of total on ratio.
station. Solid! Very
favorable
KILOWATT DAYTIME - Fine Dial Spot
Low operating cost. Top Equipt. Daytime
headache-less operation, TV no problem.
real
deal! competition doesn't register. A
AM-FM
FINE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Station that is a solid investment. Current business very favorable. Future prospects better. Stand to increase billings
30%. Middle of 200.000 close-in market
Half-million in half-millivolt. Good programs— No network tangle. Freehand operstrong local-market
support. A good
deal foration,active
owner or owners.
Priced in line with Gross & Earnings
Buyer must be ready to take over soon.
Seller wishes to enter new interest. Inquiries to Box I0IS, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING, Prompt replies.
(Continued on next page)

Radio-TV

Equipment, etc.
ADLAI
FEDERAL
TYPE 101 -A
FIELD INTENSITY METER
Good Condition
1949 NBS calibration. Contact
Frank B. Hales, Chief Engineer,
WBRY, Woterbury, Conn.

Are you trying to get on the air
quickly with your new television
construction permit?
Here's the answer to the
steel shortage for you. For sale,
erected 400' self-supporting
Truscon type D-30 tower. Designed to resist thirty-pound
wind pressure in accordance
with specification of RTMA.
Can be dismantled and shipped
within thirty days. Wire or
write Box 663R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

Miscellaneous
How about Erecting, Altering, Painting
your Tower-Antenna-Lights?
We're ready
J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
PAINTING . ERECTING
MAINTENANCE . YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432, Tel: 4-2115, Gastonia, N. C.
316 BrilandAlexandria,
St., Tel: Va.
King 8-B230,
Employment Service
WANT A GOOD EXECUTIVE?
Competent, reliable General,
Commercial and Program Managers: Chief Engineers, Disc
Jockeys, Sportscasters, other
specialists. Tell us yonr needs
today. Delays are costly.
Howard S. Frazier
TV & Radio Management Consultants
708 Bond Bldg., Washington S, D.C.

Watt

California

Network

Station

$185*000.00
Profitable network affiliate in market that has retail
sales over $80,000,000.00. Excellent plant. Liberal financing.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Tribune Tower
235 Montgomery St.
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 4341-3
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Evokes

Plan

Displeasure

EFFORTS to set up a national organization which would raise radio-TV
funds on his behalf — perhaps for regularly-scheduled appearances — have
evoked disfavor from Gov. Adlai Stevenson, it was learned last week.
The move has been gathering more momentum than moss since the
Democratic
Presidential nominee ★
went down in defeat.
against the proposal. The reasons
(all way:
political) can be summarized
There had been some reports
this
that the Illinois Governor had per(1) The networks have a definite
sonally frowned on the proposal
policy
governing
political programs
and off-campaign
might be reluctant
that money be raised through such
to
cope
with
a
regular
series
on
the
an organization for either periodic
equalnortime
issue,be although
the Goverwould not
a candidate
in the
or regular radio and television
Act.
strict sense of the Communications
speaking dates.
(2) Regular
appearancestheof effectivethe GovA close associate of the Governotwithstanding
ness ofernor,
his talks
during the campaign,
nor also has doused the proposal.
might serve to diminish his broadcast
Carl McGowan, a special assistant
appeal and his stature politically.
Feeling
to Gov. Stevenson and a practiccally. is that he should be withheld
ing attorney, told Broadcasting • for more propitious moments politiTelecasting last week that the
(3) The Democratic Party will be
able to obtain a reasonable amount of
movement was not authorized and
free time for his addresses (like a Jefferson-Jackson Day dinner) without
indicated strongly that the Demohaving to buy it. One estimate is that
cratic nominee was not in favor
the Governor may appear as many as
of the proposed plan.
a dozen times during 1953.
Since the plan was revealed, the
There has been speculation similarly on whether President Trusubject has evoked widespread apman would be inclined to accept
proval from other political groups
as well as radio-TV trade editors
any network-sponsorship arrangement after the end of his White
and segments of the listeningHouse tenure. The possibility has
viewing public.
been discounted in at least one
Plans for a new organization
circle as moot. There have
along this line were reported in- party
been reports since last spring
itially by Jerome L. Doff, attorney
[Closed Circuit, April 14] that
and head of the Los Angeles Ste- offers
may be forthcoming for his
venson Speaks Committee. The Naservices as a radio-TV commentaVolunteersinterest.
for Stevenson"
tor. White House intimates indialso hastionalshown
George
cate Mr. Truman has had a variW. Ball, Washington attorney, has
ety of employment offers. But no
reported he plans to confer with
details were given.
Gov. Stevenson on it in the next
Gov. Stevenson also is identified
fortnight [B*T, Nov. 17]. The
Governor has announced plans, with radio and television in another aspect — his association with
meanwhile, to return to law pracstation interests. After his nomitice soon.
nation last July, Gov. Stevenson
It has been suggested that Mr.
indicated he would dispose of his
Stevenson appear regularly— either
2.5% interest in Sangamon Valley
weekly or monthly — on a major
Television Corp.'s application for
radio and/or TV network to "talk
vhf Ch. 2 in Springfield, 111. Sangasense" to the American people and
speak for the "loyal opposition."
Sponsorship also has been mentioned. There have been recommendations, too, that arrangements
be made for him to appear on
public service panel programs.
There is strong sentiment in
some regular Democratic quarters

Central
1000

FROWNS

Fund

NEWSPRINT STATUS
More Being Made Available
MORE newsprint is being made
available this year than in 1951,
the government has advised the nation's newspaper publishers in a
meeting the past fortnight.
Officials of the National Production Authority gave a resume of
newsprint production and consumption to the Newspaper Industry
Advisory Committee. NPA authorities reported that newsprint consumption appears likely to exceed
5,950,000 tons this year. Production estimates for 1952 are placed
at 6,057,536 tons, compared to a
total available supply of 6,043,320
tons last year.
With consumption of newsprint
by newspaper publishers increasing in 1952, shortage problems have
been tackled by Congressional committees in the face of price boosts
by Canadian manufacturers. Inherent in the concern over newsprint shortages, now somewhat alleviated, was the long-range effect
on media advertising budgets.

mon is licensee of WTAX-AM-FM
there. He also maintains a quarter interest in the Bloomington
(111.) Pantagraph, which owns
WJBC-AM-FM there.
His family still holds part interest in Sangamon's bid for the
Springfield TV station, in any
event. Whether Mr. Stevenson
would seek to retain his TV interest was not known last week. At
the time, however, the Governor
relinquished his stock because he
felt it would not be proper, as a
Presidential nominee, to be assoFCC. ciated with an applicant before the
FCC Actions
(Continued from page 99 )
which
authorized change in trans, and
studio location.
WVOW-FM Logan, W. Va.— License
for CP, which authorized new FM.
Change Type Transmitter
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska— Mod. CP,
as mod., which authorized new AM, to
change type
trans.
Modification
of CP
KREH Oakdale, La.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM for approval of
ant., trans, and studio location.
Change Transmitter Location
WGR Buffalo, N. Y. — CP to change
trans, location from township of Hamburg. N. Y., to Buffalo, N. Y. and
make changes in DA-N.
License Renewals
Following
of license: stations request renewal
WNHC New Haven, Conn.; WTAN
Clearwater, Fla.; WKEI Kewanee, HI.;
KWLM Willman, Minn.; WRHI Rock
Hill, S. C. WRAD Radford, Va.
Replace Deleted CP
WCOH-FM Newnan, Ga.— License for
CP, which replaced CP deleted 8-15-51.
Extension of Completion Date
KMYC-FM
Marysville, Calif Mod.
CP, which authorized changes in extion isting
date. FM, for extension of compleWCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich.— Mod. CP,
as mod. which authorized new FM, for
extension of completion date.
Change Antenna and ERP
WSLS-FM Roanoke, Va.— CP to make
change ant. type, ERP and correct
coordinates.
November 19 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WHBS Huntsville, Ala.— License for
CP, as mod., which authorized change
in frequency,
increase,in installation of DA-DN power
and change
ground
WIMOauthorized
Winder, Ga.
License for CP,
system.
which
new— AM.
KFMA Davenport, Iowa — License for
CP, which authorized new AM.
KWSKauthorized
Pratt, Kan.—
for CP,
which
new License
AM.
Chickasha,
Okla. increase
— Licensein
forKWCO
CPt which
authorized
D power.
License Renewals
Following
stations request renewal of
license
:
WROD Daytona Beach, Fla.; WMIX
Mt. Vernon, 111.; KJFJ Webster City,
Iowa; KDKD Clinton, Mo.; KVER AlbuqueAM—
rque, N. M. 1280 kc
WGAA Cedartown, Ga. — CP to change
from 1340
1 kw-unl.
to 1280 kc, 1
kw-D.
and kc,
change
type trans.
Extension of Completion Date
. WJBK Detroit, Mich.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized changes in
existing pletionAM,
date. for extension of comWCAM Camden, N. J.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized change in
trans, location, for extension of completion date.
WMRN Marion, Ohio — Mod. CP,
which ticalauthorized
installation
ant. and mount
FM ant. of
on verAM
date.
tower,
for extension of completion
AM— 1600 kc

WJEL Springfield, Ohio— Mod. liBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

cense to increase power from 500 w-D
to 1 kw-D.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Change ERP
WAGA-TV
Atlanta, Ga. — CP to
change ERP from 18 kw vis. 10 kw aur.
to 100 kw vis. 50.1 kw aur.
WBZ-TV Boston— Mod. CP to change
ERP from 14.3 kw vis. 7.3 kw aur. to
100 kw vis. 50 kw aur. Ant. height
above average terrain 529 ft.
November 20 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Renewal of License
Following stations granted renewal
of licenses for regular period:
'Dillon,
WWDCS. C;
Washington,
KILA Hilo,D.T. C;
H.; WDSC
KPDQ
Portland, Ore.; WKJB Mayaguez, P.
R. ; KBOK Waterloo, Iowa.
AM— 1450 kc
KPUY
Puyallup, Wash, — Granted
mod. CP to increase power on 1450 kc
from 100 to 250 w.
Change Transmitter Location
WKVM San Juan, P. R. — Granted
mod. CP to change trans, location to
Guaynabo, and make changes in DA;
engineering conditions, including acceptance of any interference from
WDAE Tampa, Fla., and WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
Advised of Hearing
James W. and Hope N. Miller; Lester E. Gavitt, Southbridge, Mass. — Are
being advised that applications for
new AM stations are mutually exclusive in overlap and indicate necessity
of hearing. The Millers seek operation
on 970 kc, 1 kw-D and Gavitt requests 940 kc, 500 w-D.
Extension Granted
WGNC tension
Gastonia,
Granted
of waiver N.ofC. —Sec.
3.165 ex-of
rules, to permit operation of station
by remote
for period
ending June 1,supervision,
1953 with same
conditions
as those of original grant.
AM— 1370 kc
. WMOD MoundsviUe, W. Va.- Granted CP to
to 1370
kc. change frequency from 1470
Decrease Tower Height
— Granted
CP WMCto Memphis,
decrease Tenn.
effective
heightmod.of
one tower in present four element DA
array; engineering conditions.
Increase Antenna Height
WMCF
Tenn.—
ed mod.(FM)
CP Memphis,
to increase
FMGrantant.
height from 480 to 900 ft. to give ERP
of 330 kw instead of 300 kw as Class
B station on Ch. 259.
Request Denied
WIBK Knoxville, Tenn. — Denied reauthority
operate
station quest
until forFeb.
1, 1953. toPresent
authority to operate station expires 3 a.m.
Nov. 17, 1952.

Go ahead! I have my
fCC
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box

score

SUMMARY

THROUGH

Licensed
On
AM Stations
2,358Air
FM Stations
622
2,340
TV Stations
113
57998
Filed since April 14, of which 122 have been granted.
For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 72.

Docket Actions . . .
FINAL DECISION
KSOK Arkansas City, Kan. — The
KSOK Bcstg. Co. FCC granted CP to
operate on 1280 kc with 100 w night,
subject to condition that measurements
shall be submitted to Commission prior
to program test authorization showing
that the modified 1 kw transmitter
operating
withof 100
w night
complies
with Sec. 3.46
Rules.
Estimated
cost
of change between $200 and $500.
(KSOK now licensed to operate on
1280 kc with 1 kw daytime only.) [For
initial decision by Hearing Examiner
J. D. Bond, which denied application
to operate with 100 w night, see FCC
Roundup, B.T, Oct. 1, 1951]. Application filed April 13, 1949; final decision
Nov. 17, 1952.
INITIAL DECISION
Foley, Ala., St. Petersburg, Fla., and
Tampa,
Fla. — Hearing
Examiner looking
J. D.
Bond issued
initial decision
toward grant of application of Alabama-Gulf Radio for 1310 kc, 1 kw daytime,wardat Foley,
and, looking
todenial ofAla.;
application
of Gulf
Beaches Bcstg. Co. for 1310 kc, 1 kw
daytime, at St. Petersburg, Fla., and
denial of application of WEBK Tampa,
Fla., to change from 1590 kc, 1 kw
daytime, to 1300 kc, 1 kw daytime, DA.
Initial decision Nov. 4.
ORDERS
KELT Electra, Tex.— Oil City Bcstg.
Co. FCC dismissed
prejudice
application for licensewith
to cover
CP and
for assignment of CP to corporation
from partnership.
Partnership
sisted of C. O. Elkins
Jr. and conBill
Frank Lindsay; corporation would have
consisted of Messrs. Elkins and Lindsay
and Allen Melton. Permittee stated
in sworn letter that partnership is no
longer desirous of operating KELT and
returned its CP for cancellation. Order
Nov. 4.
Spur, Tex. — Marshall Formby. FCC
November 20 Applications . . . denied
petition for reconsideration and
grant
without hearing application for
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
1260 kc, 250 w daytime. Order Nov. 4.
Modification of CP
Allocation of Frequencies and ProWXOK Baton Rouge, La.— Mod. CP,
Dodge, Iowa; KGLO-FM Mason City,
which authorized new AM, for ap- Iowa;
KXOK-FM
proval of ant. and trans, location,
FM Hamilton,
Ohio. St. Louis; WMOHspecify studio location and change
type
trans. AMENDED to change trans,
Change Antenna Type
location.
WBEZ (FM) Chicago— CP to change
AM— 1580 kc
from Wincharger LP-6, 6 section,
WPAC
Patchogue, N. Y. — CP to ant. GE,
BT-6-B, 6 section circular;
change from 1580 kc, 250 w to 1580 to
overall
height above ground from 594
kc, 1 kw and change type trans. to 609 ft.
AMENDED to change type trans.
License for CP
AM— 960 kc
WBGO
(FM)
J.— Licensein
for
CP, FM.
which Newark,
authorizedN. changes
WHYL Carlisle, Pa. — CP to change
licensed
frequency from 1380 kc to 960 kc and
WEHS (FM) Chicago— License for
; make
changes
in ant. system.
CP,licensed
as mod.,FM.which authorized changes
AMENDED to change name of appli- in
I cant to Richard Field Lewis Jr.
WCPO-FM Cincinnati — License for
CP, which
Extension of Completion Date
censed FM. authorized changes in liWKSR Pulaski, Tenn.— Mod. CP, as
WEVA-FM
Emporia, Va. — License for
! mod., which authorized changes in CP.
1 existing AM, for extension of com1 pletion date.
FM— Ch. 297, 107.3 mcs
WQAN-FM
Scranton, Pa. — CP to
Renewal of License
change frequency to 107.3 mcs; change
Following
stations
request
renewal
type
trans,
and
ant.
of license:
Change ERP
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa; WEXL
Royal Oak, Mich.; WKOZ Kosciusko,
KRIC-FM Beaumont, Tex.— CP to
Miss.; KSD St. Louis; WJRI Lenoir,
change ERP from 14 kw to 14.9 kw;
N. C.; WGNY Wilmington, N. C; increase overall height of ant. and
KWNW Wenatchee, Wash.; WEPM
change ant. to Collins Type 37M-6, 6Martinsburg, W. Va.; KFMY (FM) Ft. bay circular.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

CPs
154
77
132

NOVEMBER 20
Hearing
Pending
In
Appls.
848
20
5
242
177

mulgation of Rules and Regulations —
Theatre Television Service. FCC ordered that all persons who desire to
appear and submit evidence at January
session of hearing, with the exception
of those who filed appearances on the
record at the Oct. 20 session, shall file
notice of appearance with FCC before
Dec. 1; also, all parties who 915*
file notice
of appearance and also those who filed
an appearance on the record on Oct.
20 shall, before Dec. 22, file with FCC
an original
a statement settingand
forth14 acopies
list ofof witnesses
who will testify and a summary, not
merely an outline or list of subjects,
of the testimony which each witness
will present, including specific probe made
at the
hearing
suantposalstotothe
specified
issues,
or ifpurno
testimony is to be offered, a statement
to the effect that the party will limit
its participation to cross-examination;
also, each party shall file with FCC 18
copies of each exhibit it plans to offer
at the hearing before Dec. 22, and
shall serve copies of exhibits on other
parties to the proceeding in accordance
with a list of parties to be published
by FCC; also, that the hearing now
scheduled for Jan. 12 is postponed to
Jan. 26, when it will be held before
Commission en banc at 10 a.m. in
Washington. Orders Nov. 14.
MEMORANDUM OPINIONS AND
ORDERS
KJAY Topeka, Kan.— S. H. Patterson.
FCC denied
for ofrehearing
requestingpetition
reconsideration
Commission
decision which denied application to
increase power from 1 kw night to 5 kw
night, using same directional antenna
parameters now used, on 1440 kc [FCC
Roundup, B.T, Sept. 15]. Memorandum
opinion and order Nov. 14.
Lancaster, Pa. — Peoples Bcstg. Co.
(WLAN). FCC dismissed protest and
petition for reconsideration of Commission action which authorized, conditional y, the operation by WGAL Inc.
of WGAL-TV on vhf Ch. 8 in Lancaster, Pa. [FCC Roundup, B.T, Sept. 22].
(Comr. Sterling concurring in result;
Comr. Bartley concurring with separate
statement.) Memorandum opinion and
order Nov. 4.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Wisconsin Bcstg.
SystemtionsInc.
(WFOX). FCC ofdenied
petifor reconsideration
television
assignments in the Sixth Report &
Order and for leave to amend application and be retained on the hearing
docket.
opinion and
order Nov.Memorandum
17.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Sedalia, Mo. — Yates Bcstg. Co. Granted 1050 kc, 1 kw daytime; engineering
condition. Estimated construction cost
$22,543,
first $45,000.
year operating
cost Yates
$32,000, revenue
Carl Wesley
Jr. and Christine Yates, son and mother, are equal partners. Mr. Yates was
announcer and student engineer for
KMMO Marshall, Mo., and Mrs. Yates
is owner
gift address:
store and702confectionery. Post ofOffice
Rich St.,
Slater, Mo. Application filed April 21,
amended June 25 and Aug. 24, 1952;
granted Nov. 20, 1952.
New Martinsville, W. Va. — Magnolia
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1330 kc, 1 kw daytime; engineering
ed construction
costconditions.
originally Estimatthought
to be $21,298, but permittee has bought
all equipment needed for $11,924, plans
to rent land and building for from
$65 to $75 per month for the next ten
years, and estimates tower and modification of building will cost about $1,300 more ($8,000 originally set aside
for land and building construction not
now needed for that purpose); estimated first year operating cost S25.000,
(Continued on page 10 h)

Yes, you go to the head of
the class in any quiz on
radio with your BROADCASTING Yearbook under
your
arm.in on the jackpot
To cash
of information covering
commercial radio, reserve
your copy of the 1953
BROADCASTING Yearbook
now. Send $11.00 for a
subscription that includes
BROADCASTING Yearbook,* TELECASTING Yearbook* and 52 weekly
issues.
* Publication dates:
BROADCASTING Yearbook midJanuary.
TELECASTING Yearbook
mid-February.

BROADCASTING TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Here's my reservation for the 1953
Yearbooks and enter my subscription to BROADCASTING TELECASTING with the next issue:
City
Name
□ $11 end
Firm

□ Bill

Street
Zone
State
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gineer for KTTV (TV). City priority City, La. Geographic coordinates 32°
33' 17" N. Lat.. 93° 31' 06" W. Long.
status: Gr. B-2, No. 170.
Grants, Applications
Transmitter and antenna GE. Sole
(Continued from page 72)
ORLANDO, Fla. — Hazelwood Inc. owner of applicant is Jacob A. Newborn Jr., president and 20% owner of
(WLOF), vhf Ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP
106 kw visual, 53 kw aural; antenna
(Tex.) Savings & Loan
include President Joseph L. Floyd
ident veyand
33y3%
in Har- height
above average terrain 545 ft., Beaumont
Assn., sole owner of San Marcos (Tex.)
Machine
Co. stockholder
(mfrs. of aluminum
<33V3%) Vice President N. L. Bentson
Laundry,
sole
owner of Bridge City
574 ft. Estimated conextrusions, with affiliates and subsi- above ground
(33V3%)'R. and
Secretary
-[For
Treasurer
(Tex.) Lumber
Co.,
owner Co.,of
struction cost $284,705, first year operatdiaries engaged in same general busiEdmond
Ruben
(33\'3%).
appliBeaumont
(Tex.)
Sashsole
& Door
ing cost $220,000, revenue $250,000. Post
cation, see TV Applications, B.T, July
ness),holdervicein president
and 25% stocksole
owner
of
Trade
Winds
Motor
Office
address
Angebilt
Hotel,
Orlando,
Subway
Terminal
Corp.
7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 74. (real estate holdings consisting of Fla. Studio location not indicated.
Hotel, Port Arthur, Tex., 25% owner
Transmitter location 2 mi. west of of Television Broadcasters, and also TV
GALVESTON, Tex. — Rudman Teledowntown
terminal
and
office
buildvision Co. Granted uhf Ch. 41 (632-638
ings), Los Angeles (Calif.) attorney Orlando, between Orlando and Orlo- permittee for Gadsden. Ala., and TV
mc); ERP 230 kw visual, 120 kw aural;
for Tyler, Tex. City priority
office association with Louis Vie- vista, at site of WLOF (AM) trans- applicant
status: Gr. A-2, No. 537.
antenna height above average terrain in
reck,
president
and Ve stockholder in
mitter.
Geographic
coordinates
28°
32'
470 ft., above ground 480 ft. Estimated
San Juan Water Co. (privately-owned 25" N. Lat., 81° 26' 20" W. Long. TransFESTUS, Mo. — Ozark Television
construction cost $422,500, first year
public utility water company), San
mitter and antenna RCA. Legal counCorp.,
Ch. 90.2
14 (kw
470-476
ERP
Juan
and interested
operating
cost
$366,000,
revenue
$420,sel Dow,ington.
Lohnes
Albertson,
170
kw uhf
visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
000. Post Office address Mercantile
in realCapistrano,
estate andCalif.,
investments.
City
Consulting &engineer
A. D.WashRing
height
above
average
terrain
875
ft.,
Bank Bldg., Dallas, or 5507 Elden
& Co., Washington.
Principals
priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 170.
President
William Joe
Sears include
(50%),
above ground
644 ft. Estimated
conDrive, Dallas, or c/o Ross K. Prescott,
struction
cost
$279,694,
first
year
oper1430 Life of America Bldg., Dallas.
Jacksonville
(Fla.)
attorney;
Vice
LOS ANGELES,
CalifInc.,
.—Spanish
Inter-34 President John F. Thorwald, general
ating cost $206,316, revenue $218,400.
Studio and transmitter location on
national Television
uhf Ch.
Post Office address 702 Louderman
State Highway 6 at Hitchcock, Tex., 14 (590-596 mc); ERP 81.14 kw visual, 47.5 manager of WLOF, and SecretaryBldg., 317 North Eleventh St., St.
Treasurer Walter C. Shea (50%), Jackmi. NW of Galveston. Geographic co- kw aural; antenna height above aver1, Mo. Studio and transmitter
sonville attorney. City priority status: Louis
age terrain 709 ft., above ground 125 ft.
9° 20' 59" N. Lat.,
01' 13" Estimated
location 3.5 mi. west of Kimmswick,
W. Long.ordinates 2Transmitter
and95°antenna
construction cost $225,661, Gr. A-2, No. 76.
Mo.,
about
20 mi. SW of St. Louis, Mo.
GE. Legal counsel Ross K. Prescott,
operating
Dallas. Consulting engineer Guy C. first year
LOUISVILLE, Ky.— Robert W. Rounsnue $257,000.
Post cost
Office$360,000,
addressreve127
Geographic
coordinates
22' 21" N.
Lat.,
90°
25'
47" W. Long.38°Transmitter
Hutcheson, Arlington, Tex. Sole owner
avilleERP(WLOU),
uhf visual,
Ch. 41125.461
(632-638
South Broadway, Los Angeles. Studio mc);
and antenna GE. Legal counsel
242.196 kw
kw
and transmitter location on Flint Peak,
of application is M. B. Rudman, indeaural;
antenna
height
above
average
Washington. Radio
Conwest of KUTE (AM) transmitter site, terrain 260 ft., above ground 335 ft. George M.
pendent oil operator. [For application,
sultingMoore,
engineer Commercial
see TV Applications, B.T, Sept. 22.] near Glendale, Calif, (actually part of Estimated
construction cost $293,500,
Equipment
Co.,
Washington.
PrinciCity priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 58.
City of Los Angeles). Geographic co- first year operating cost $300,000, revepals include President John T. McordinatesTransmitter
34° 09' 50" Lat.,DuMont,
118° 11' an46"
nue $330,000.
Post
Office
address 2549
GALVESTON, Tex.— Gulf Television
Kenna (36%),
Clayton,
tax conW. Long.
sultant and CPA;
Vice Mo.,
President
and
South
Third
Street,
Louisville,
Ky.
Co. Granted vhf Ch. 11 (198-204 mc);
counsel Harrison M. Studio and transmitter location 2549 Secretary
Carl G. Mclntire (46%),
ERP 59 kw visual, 30 kw aural; an- Dunham,tenna GE.LosLegal
Angeles.
Consulting
enSouth
Third
Street
at
site
of
WLOU
50%
owner
of
GMB
Productions
(teletenna height above average terrain 550
gineer Edward M. Benham, North
vision film production), St. Louis;
ft., above ground 580 ft. Engineering
Calif. Principals include
(AM). N.Geographic
coordinates
38°
12' Treasurer George Menos (9%), from
condition. Estimated construction cost Hollywood,
41.5"
Lat.,
85°
45'
41"
W.
Long.
President
Frank
Fouce
(25%),
presi1945 to 1952 sole proprietor of MisTransmitter and antenna GE. Legal
$339,523, first year operating cost $315,dent and owner of Fouce Amusement
School ofW. Aeronautics,
000, revenue $270,000. Post Office ad- Enterprises Inc., president and owner
counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan, WashSt. Louis,sissippi
andValleyRaymond
Karst (9%),
ington. Consulting engineer John
dress 801 Union Station Bldg., Gal- of Million Dollar Theatre Corp. and
veston, Tex. Studio location to be 25% owner of Pan American Television
general
counselWashington.
for EconomicCityStabilizaH. Mullaney, Washington. Sole owner
tion
Agency,
priority
of
is Robert
Rounsaville,
determined. Transmitter location ap- Corp., Los Angeles; Vice President
status: Gr. B-l, No. 72.
alsoapplicant
sole owner
of WQXIW. Atlanta,
Ga.,
prox. 2 mi. west of Lamarque, Tex.
Frank L. Fouce (13%), son of Frank
WBAC Cleveland, Term.; 51%
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — Capitol
Geographic coordinates 29° 22' 10.4" N. Fouce and employed in operation of and
owner of WBEJ Elizabethton, Tenn.;
Television Corp., vhf Ch. 13 (210-216
Lat..
59' 37.4"Federal.
W. Long.Legal
Transmitter
companies;
Secretary
Robert
applicant
for uhf Ch. 36 in Atlanta;
GE, 94°
antenna
counsel father's
mc);
ERP 55.6 kw visual, 27.9 kw aural;
M.
Purcell
(also
spelled
Percell
in
the
applicant to buy WMBM Miami Beach.
antenna height above average terrain
Arthur W. Scharfeld, Washington. Con(8%), (TV)
director
ofAngeles;
operaFla., and president and 75% owner of 500 ft., above ground 437 ft. Estimated
sulting engineer Vandivere, Cohen & application)
tions
for
KTTV
Los
Southern Premium Stamp Co. (trading
construction cost $287,848. first year
Wearn, Washington. Principals include
Treasurer Peter Mole (20%), president stamps),
Atlanta. City priority status: operating cost $350,000, revenue $350,General Partners Paul E. Taft (55%),
owner of Mole-Richardson Co. Gr. B-2, No.
156.
000.
Post Office address Central Trust
assistant to president and 3.55% of and
(character of this enterprise not reDuncan Coffee Co., assistant manager
Jefferson
City,oldMo.StateStudio
and
MINDEN, La. — Jacob A. Newborn Jr., Bldg.
vealed in application); Emilio Azcartransmitter
location
Highway
and 12.25%, Commodity Transport Co., raga (20%),
sole owner of Cadena
uhf Ch. 30 (566-572 mc); ERP 265 kw
both Houston; Francis Kirk Johnson
Radiofusora Mexicana S. A., 50%
visual,
140
kw
aural;
antenna
height
54;
South
Rogers
St.
Extended.
Geo(15%), individual oil producer vice
above average terrain 449 ft., above
president of Pan American
38° 33' Transmitter
39" N. Lat.,
92° 11' graphic
35" coordinates
W. Long.
president and 16%% of Texota Oil Corp., owner and Corp.,
sole owner of Radioground 230 ft. Estimated construction
antenna GE. Legal counsel
chairman of board and 7% (also 43% as Television
programas de Mexicana S. A., and cost $220,000. first year operating cost DuMont,
& Wilkinson, Washington.
trustee), Ute Royalty Corp., president,
$138,700, revenue $186,400. Post Office McKenna
of XEW-AM-TV and XEQ-AMsole owner, Ambassador Oil Co. (in- owner
Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes &
TV. all in Mexico City, and XEWW
address P. O. Box 1572 Beaumont, Tex.
Culver,
Washington.
Principals include
active), president, 55% Leek Royalty
Studio
and
transmitter
location
0.7
mi.
and XEQQ, in Mexico; Herbert Silver& Oil Co., vice president, 50% Gibson
President Forrest Smith (7.5%), gover(10%), Los Angeles attorney, and west-SW of Fillmore, La., on Giddens
ner
of
Missouri
(term
expires Jan. 1,
& Johnson Inc. (inactive), all Fort berg
Worth; James M. Stewart (15%), actor, Edward E. Benham (4%), chief en- Hill Drive, at site of KKG889 Bossier
1953) and Missouri State Auditor from
Ranch, Pierre, S. D., chairman of
1933 to 1949; Vice President Thomas O.
board, 28% Central Airlines Inc., Fort
Payne tor;
(32.5%), -independent
oil
opera-H.
Worth; James M. Stewart (15%), actor,
John
FCC Roundup
Hendren Secretary
(7.5%), Treasurer
Jefferson City
(Mo.)
oil and property investor, lessee of
Franklin Ranch, Blanco, Tex., less than
attorney; H. C. Cockburn (32.5%), in(Continued from page 103)
25% Central Airlines; president, 98%
d
e
p
e
n
d
e
n
t
o
i
l
operator;
Dr.
Glenn
W.
Stewartair (airplane charterers) Bev(Mo.) (10%).
physicensed security dealer), Lexington, Ky., Herndren
cian, and(10%)~
John Liberty
E. McCarthy
revenue $36,000. Principals include
erly Hills, Calif., president, 100% OlymPresident J. Patrick Beacom (95%),
and vice president of Lexington Fi- construction and real estate. City
pic Investment Co. Inc. (real estate),
licensee of WWW Fairmont, W. Va.
nance 303Co.,Grosvenor
Lexington. Ave.,
Post Lexington,
office ad- priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 203.
Beverly Hills; Ballinger Mills (15%),
dress:
Post
office
address
:
%
Magnolia
Bcstg.
partner, Wigley McLeod, Mills & ShirCo., 403 Second St., Fairmont, W. Va., Ky. Filed Nov. 19.
ey (attorneys), secretary, 27% GalvesST. LOUIS, Mo. — Missouri Bcstg.
or % Fairmont Bcstg. Co., P. O. Box
ton Baseball Club Inc., less than 25%
Corp. fWIL), uhf Ch. 42 (638-644 mc);
Ky.— W. S. Jett, 1340 kc, ERP
1213, Fairmont, W. Va. Application filed 250Richmond,
interest in following: Gulf, Colorado
81.7
kw above
visual, average
46.2 kw terrain
aural; anw fulltime; antenna 180 ft. EstiApril 7, amended May 12 and Oct. 21,
& Santa Fe Rwy. Co., Gulf & Interstate
tenna height
489
mated construction cost $11,630, first ft., above
Rwy. Co., Union Passenger Depot Co. 1952; granted Nov. 20, 1952.
ground
542
ft.
Estimated
year
operating
cost
$50,000,
revenue
construction
cost
$312,051,
first
year
of Galveston, Gulf, Colorado & Santa
FM GRANT
$48,000. Sole owner of applicant is
Fe Hospital Assn., Texas Bus Lines,
W. S. Jett, Richmond (Ky.) attorney.
operating
$600,Clanton, Ala. — Southeastern Bcstg. Post
Galveston Transit Co., The Galveston
000.
Post cost
Office$500,000,
address revenue
Chase Hotel,
office address: 24V2 North Main
Co. (WKLF). Granted Ch. 265, ERP
Corp., Cotton Concentration Co., Bay
St.
Louis
8,
Mo.
Studio
and
transmitter
St.,
Richmond,
Ky.
[This
application
370
w,
antenna
255
ft.;
engineering
Cotton & Bagging Co., Gulf Transfer
to be mutually exclusive with location 520 De Baliviere Ave. GeoCo., United States National Bank of conditions (applicant requested Ch. 269 appears
38° 39' Transmitter
06" N. Lat.,
with ERP 365 w and did not amend ap- application filed by Radio Richmond
17' graphic
02" coordinates
W. Long.
Galveston, The Sealy & Smith FoundaEstimated construction cost Inc., which seeks 1340 kc, 250 w full- 90°
tion for the John Sealy Hospital. All $4,695, firstplication).
DuMont,
antenna
RCA.
Legal
counsel
time;
FCC
Roundup,
B.T,
July
28.]
year operating cost $1,- Filed Nov. 12.
firms are in Galveston. [For applicaJohn W. Giesecke, St. Louis. Consult$1,200. Applicant is lition, see TV Applications, B.T, July 7.] 000, revenue
ing
engineer
Commercial
Radio
censee
of
WKLF
(AM)
Clanton.
Post
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 58.
ment Co., Washington. PresidentEquipand
office address: P. O. Box 110, Clanton,
Morgan City, La. — The Tri City sole owner
of applicant is Lester A.
Ala. Filed Oct. 23, granted Nov. 20.
Bcstg. Co.,
1430
kc,
500
w
daytime;
anBenson
(100%),
also
90%
owner
of
Blue
tenna 195 ft. Estimated construction
NEW APPLICATIONS
cost $25,303, first year operating cost Ridge Realty
& Investment
(operaownership
of real Co.
estate),
St.
New Applications . . .
Listed by States
$24,000, revenue $36,000. Principals in- Louis.tion andCity
priority
status:
Gr.
B-4,
clude
general
partners
A.
A.
Bensabat
AM APPLICATIONS
No.
179.
tlndicates pre-thaw application amendJr. (y3), manager of WMPA Aberdeen,
ed (re-filed).
Richmond, Ky. — Dages I. Boyle, 1420 Miss.; Joe Phillips (V3), partner and y4
ROCHESTER, N. Y.— Rochester Bcstg.
owner of both WSSO Starkville, Miss.,
kc,
1
kw
daytime;
antenna
200
ft.
LOS ANGELES, Calif .—Lawrence A. Estimated construction cost $44,480, and
Co. (WRNY), uhf Ch. 27 (548-554 mc);
WMPA
Aberdeen,
and
Mortimer
Harvey, uhf Ch. 34 (590-596 mc); ERP
first year operating cost $55,000, revkw visual, 52.9 kw aural; an(\'3), general
and ERP 98 tenna
45.6 kw visual, 24.6 kw aural; antenna
executive vice
presidentmanager
of WMRY
enue $65,000. Sole owner of applicant Silverman
height above average terrain
height above average terrain 2,185 ft., is Dages
I.
Boyle,
president
and
sole
New
Orleans.
Post
office
address:
%
437
ft.,
above
ground 325 ft. Estimated
above ground 128 ft. Estimated conowner of Bankers Security Corp. (li- Joe Phillips, WSSO Starkville, Miss.
construction cost $231,956, first year
struction cost $301,000, first year operating cost $250,000, revenue $235,000.
operating
$250,000. Post cost
Office$250,000,
addressrevenue
1073 Clinton
Post Office address 19200 South Western Ave., Torrance (Los Angeles
Ave.,
Rochester,
N.
Y.
Studio
and
AM-FM
CALL
LETTER
ASSIGNMENTS
County), Calif. Studio location to be
transmitter location Pinnacle Hill, at
AM Stations: WLSA Andalusia, Ala. (The Montezuma Bcstg. Co., 920 kc, 1 kw
determined. Transmitter location atop
site of WHAM-TV. Geographic coordiMt. Wilson, 6.8 mi. NE of Pasadena
daytime; FCC Roundup, B.T, Sept. 29); WGEA Geneva, Ala. (Geneva County
Reaper, 1150 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 215 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Nov 3);
nates 43° 08' 07" N. Lat., 77° 35' 02" W.
(Calif.) City Hall, 13 mi. from Los AnLong. Transmitter and antenna RCA.
WRUM
Rumford,
Me.
(Rumford
Publishing
Co.,
1450
kc,
250
w
fulltime,
antenna
geles business district, in close prox195 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Nov. 3); WLSE Wallace, N. C. (Duplin Bcstg. Co., Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
imity to transmitter sites of KHJ-TV,
1400 kc, 250 w fulltime, antenna 150 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Oct. 13); WBAW
KECA-TV and KTLA (TV). GeoWashington.
Consulting
VanBarnwell, S. C. (Blue Ridge Bcstg. Co., 740 kc, 250 w daytime; FCC Roundup,
divere, Cohen
& Wearn,engineer
Washington.
graphic coordinates 34° 13' 40" N. Lat., B.T,
Oct. 20); KVSP Lubbock, Tex. (Hub Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc, 500 w daytime,
118°
04'
01"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
Principals
include
President
Stanley
RCA, antenna GE. Legal counsel
antenna 200 ft.; FCC Roundup, B.T, Nov. 3), and WRIS Roanoke, Va. (Cy N
Bachman (48.4% held and subscribed).
Prichard & Brenner, Beverly Hills, Bahakel, 1410 kc, 5 kw daytime, antenna 200 ft.; FCO Roundup, B.T, Nov. 3).
President and Treasurer Bernard
FM Stations: WTUN (TV) Tampa, Fla. (U. of Tampa, Ch. 205, ERP 770 w, an- S.ViceBachman
Calif. Consulting engineer Western
(48.4% held and subscribed)
Television Consultants, Pasadena, Calif.
tenna 240 ft.), and KACC Abilene, Tex. (Abilene Christian College, Ch. 220, ERP
160 w, antenna 53 ft.).
and Jerome H. Bachman (3.2% held and
Sole owner of applicant is Lawrence A. Harvey, executive vice pres*■«.•». subscribed). "The three are associated
BROADCASTING
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in several business enterprises located
in Rochester engaged in selling surplus and hardware and wholesale and
retail, manufacturing and supplying
parts to aircraft industry, and military
and industrial
status:
Gr. B-4, packing."
No. 191. City priority
PORTSMOUTH, Ohio— Woodruff Inc.,
uhf Ch. 30 (566-572 mc); ERP 110 kw
visual, 55 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 436 ft., above
ground 125 ft. Estimated construction
cost $225,680, first year operating cost
$170,000, revenue $150,000. Post Office
address 500 Security Bldg., Toledo,
Ohio. Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter location 0.2 mi. south of
Route 22 on south bank of Ohio River,
0.2 mi. east of WPAY-FM antenna
site and 0.3 mi. north of WSAZ-TV
microwave relay station. Geographic
coordinates 38° 43' 20" N. Lat., 82° 59'
53" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont, anv &tenna
GE. Legal
counsel Consulting
Fly, Shuebruk
Blume,
Washington.
enMcintoshinclude
& Inglis,
Washing-H.
ton.gineer
Principals
Prudence
Lamb (71.1%) and Edward Lamb
(24.5%). Applicant is engaged in real
estate business. Mr. and Mrs. Lamb
own 1350 out of 1800 shares of The
Erie (Pa.) Dispatch, licensee of WIKK
and WICU (TV) Erie, own WHOO Orlando, Fla., control WTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, principal owner of permittee of WMAC-TV Massillon, Ohio,
and Edward Lamb Enterprises. City
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 19.
SALEM, Ore.— Willamette-land TeleInc., vhf 1.54
Ch. kw
3 (60-66
ERP
3.08 kw visionvisual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 802 ft.,
above ground 303 ft. Estimated construction cost $166,280, first year operating cost $120,000, revenue $144,000.
Post Office address Marion Hotel Bldg.,
Salem,tel.Ore.
Studiolocation
location 2.2Marion
HoTransmitter
mi. west
of Salem. Geographic coordinates 44°
56' 31" N. Lat.,
123° 06'antenna
35" W. Long.
Transmitter
DuMont,
RCA.
Consulting
engineer
Harold
Singleton, Portland, Ore. PrincipalsC. include
President W. Gordon Allen (25.1%),
33'/3%
KGAE Salem,
60.1%
owner owner
of KGALof Lebanon,
50% owner,
of KSGA Redmond, Ore., and sole
owner of application for new AM station in Seattle [FCC Roundup, B.T,
Nov. 17]; Vice President Otto W. Heider (25%), Sheridan (Ore.) attorney;
Secretary-Treasurer Harold C. Singleton (25.1%), 50% owner of KSGA,
34% owner of KTEL Walla Walla,
Wash., 9.9% owner of KGAL and chief
engineer for KGW Portland and four
other persons with 1% each, leaving
20.8% of authorized stock unsubscribed.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 99.
AMARILLO, Tex. — Plains Empire
Bcstg. Co. (KLYN), vhf Ch. 7 (174-180
mc); ERP 45 kw visual, 25 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
620 ft., above ground 574 ft. Estimated
construction cost $308,280, first year
operating
cost $155,000,
000. Post Office
address P.revenue
O. Box $180,2387,
' West
Amarillo,
Tex.
Studio
location
1014
Seventh St. Transmitter location
2y2 mi. north of Amarillo city limits
and 1 mi. west of Route 87. Geographic
coordinates 35° 17' 23" N. Lat., 101°
j, 50'
49" GE.
W. Long.
and an-&
tenna
LegalTransmitter
counsel Colton
Caviness,gineerWashington.
Consulting
enWeldon & Carr, Washington.
Principals include President Richard
G. Hughes (98%), owner of KHUZ
Borger, Tex., and Hughes Development
Co., Pampa, Tex.; Vice President
Howard Roberson, Secretary-Treasurer
Troy Curlee, and Estate of Clyde K.
Bowman (2%). City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 47.
TYLER, Tex. — Jacob A. Newborn Jr.,
uhf
Ch. 1.319 kw
(500-506
ERP 2.4
kw
visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height
above average terrain 376 ft., above
ground 308 ft. Estimated construction
cost $110,000, first year operating cost
$98,400, revenue $133,000. Post Office
address P. O. Box 1572, Beaumont,
Tex. Studio and transmitter location
College at Erwin. Geographic coordinates 32°Transmitter
21' 05" N. and
Lat.,antenna
95° 18' GE.
09"
W. Long.
Sole owner of applicant is Jacob A.
PREPARE NOW FOR JOBS IN
TELEVISION— FILMS
One of America's top film schools
offers short study courses. Fully
equipped shooting stage.
Eves. Easy terms.
Write
phone courses
Dep't.
"B". orAlso
for Amateur Movie
Makers.
STerling 3-9444
29 Flatbush Av., B'klyn 17, N. Y.
BROADCASTING

Newborn Jr.; for his various business
interests, see Minden, La., TV application above. City priority status: Gr.
A-2, No. 109.
BELLINGHAM, Wash. — BeUingham
Telecasters (KPUG), vhf Ch. 12 (204210 mc); ERP 8.69 kw visual, 4.35 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 105 ft., above ground 297 ft.
Estimated construction cost $149,100,
first year
operating
enue $150,000.
Post cost
Office$150,000,
addressrev-P.
O. Box 665, Bellingham, Wash. Studio
and transmitter location 2340 Sunset
Drive at site of KPUG (AM). Geog48° Transmitter
46' 35" N. Lat.,
122° 26' raphic
20" coordinates
W. Long.
and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel McKenna
& Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting
engineer Archer S. Taylor, Missoula,
Mont. Principals include General Partner Jessica L. Longston (51%), president
president andand 50%
56% owner
owner ofof KPUG;
KSEM Moses
Lake, Wash.; president and 86% owner
of KBIO Burley, Idaho; president and
67% owner of KAVR Havre, Mont.;
90% owner of Mist Publishing Co.,
St.
Helen's, Ore.,
and Burley,
Idaho
(semi-weekly
newspapers);
y3 owner
of Pollock, Zaser & Langston (home
builders), Zilah, Wash., and contract
to buy 51% of KRSC Seattle; Limited
Partner Mervyn D. McKenzie (20%),
DVM, Pacific Veterinary Hospital, Bellingham; Limited Partner C. V. Zaser
(15%), vice president and 25% owner
of KPUG, KSEM, KAVR, contract to
buy 35% of KRSC, and Y3 owner of
Pollock, Zaser & Longston; Limited
Partner Low J. Tusing (10%), president and 70% owner of Associated
Underwriters Inc. (life insurance);
Limited Partner Robert Pollock (2%),
general manager of KPUG, KSEM,
KBIO, Mist Publishing Co., contract
to buy 14% of KRSC and V3 owner of
Pollock,
ZaserJames
and Longston,
and (2%),
Limited Partner
L. Hamstreet
resident manager of KPUG. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 138.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Cream City
Bcstg.
Co. (WMIL),
Ch. 317.88
572-578
mc); ERP
14.57 kw uhfvisual,
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 488 ft., above ground 461 ft.
Estimated construction cost $170,314,
first year
operating
cost $240,000,
enue $300,000.
Post Office
address rev2625
West Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3,
Wis. Studio and transmitter location
2625 West Wisconsin Ave. Geographic
coordinates 43° 02' 18" N. Lat., 87° 56'
48" W.tennaLong.
and an-&
GE. LegalTransmitter
counsel Krieger
Jorgensen,
Washington.
Consulting
engineer Nathan Williams, Washington.
Principals include President Gene Posner (74.5%), Milwaukee (Wis.) attorney; Vice President Ruth Posner (wife
of Gene Posner) (0.2%), partner and
50% owner of E. & R. Real Estate
Account,
SecretaryTreasurer Milwaukee,
Jerome Silland(25.3%),
19%
owner of Lakehead Telecasters Inc.,
applicant for vhf Ch. 6 in Duluth,
Minn.
No. 182.City priority status: Gr. B-4,
EXISTING STATION
Granted Change
WMCT (TV) MEMPHIS — Memphis
Publishing Co. Granted CP to increase
ERP to 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural, following change from Ch. 4 to Ch. 5 required by FCC Sixth Report & Order
[B.T.
April
14]. Engineering conditions.
Changes Requested
WNBQtional Bcstg.
(TV)
111. — mc);
NaCo., CHICAGO,
vhf Ch. 5 (76-82
change ERP to 100 kw visual, 50 kw
aural. (Change from ERP 23.25 kw
visual, 12.29 kw aural.)
MODIFIED APPLICATIONS
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.— WIRKTV Inc. (WIRK). Change to uhf Ch. 21
(512-518 mc), ERP 21.9 kw visual, 11.7
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 225 ft., above ground 255
ft. [Change from vhf Ch. 12, ERP 27.5
kw visual, 13.8 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 274 ft.,
above ground 297 ft. For application,
see TV Applications, B.T, May 26.]
JACKSON, Miss.— Lamar Bcstg. Co.
(WJDX). Change to vhf Ch. 3 (60-66
mc), ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
592 ft., above ground 499 ft. [Change
from vhf Ch. 12, ERP. 316 kw visual,
158 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 586 ft., above ground
443 ft. tions,
ForB.T,application,
see TV ApplicaJuly 7.]
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — WCAN - TV
(WCAN). Change to uhf Ch. 25 (536542 mc); ERP 1,000 kw visual, 500 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 478 ft., above ground 496 ft.
Change estimated construction cost to
$485,433. (Change from vhf Ch. 12.)
[For application, see TV Applications,
B.T,
Oct. 182.
20.] City priority status: Gr.
B-4, No.

• Telecastin

WIBG

PETITION

.

Opposes Poller's Request
WIBG Philadelphia petitioned FCC
last week to refuse acceptance of
the TV application of Lou Poller,
competitor for uhf Ch. 23 there, on
the ground that it is incomplete
with respect to financial and certain
other qualifications. Mr. Poller is
chief owner of WPWA Chester, Pa.,
and WARL Arlington, Va. He also
is part owner of WCAN Milwaukee,
Ch. 12 applicant in that city.
WIBG contended an oral agreement by Mr. Poller with Jules Yellin for loan of $400,000 at 5% interest plus 20% share in station
raises basic legal questions concerning his application. WIBG also
cited an "undisclosed" agreement
Mr. Poller named in his application
with WIP Philadephia, whereby
WIP, unopposed for uhf Ch. 29,
would share a common antenna site
with the proposed Poller outlet on
Ch. 25.
Noting it had gone through competitive hearing in 1948 for Ch. 12,
before the TV freeze, WIBG alleged
that because of the competitive
bid of Mr. Poller it "will be forced
to go through a second hearing
against an applicant who has failed
to disclose full information as to
his financial backing."

top

SPANISH TV BID
Gov. Smith Also Files
SPANISH-language TV outlet is
proposed for Los Angeles on uhf
Ch. 34 by Spanish International
Television Inc., a new applicant
owned 20% by Emilio Azcarraga,
a Mexican citizen and leading
Mexican broadcaster and telecaster.
Another new TV bid, that of Capitol
Television Corp., seeking vhf Ch.
13 at Jefferson City, Mo., is headed
by Missouri Gov. Forrest Smith.
Mr. Azcarraga is not an officer
or director in Spanish International
Television because the Communications Act prohibits aliens from
holding such office, an FCC attorney
explained last week.
NBC-TV RENEWALS
Two Sponsors Sign
RENEWALS of NBC-TV programs by two advertisers, who
placed the business through the
Chicago sales office are:
Kraft Foods Co., Chicago, for Kraft
Television Theatre (Wed., 9-10 p.m.
EST) , for 52 weeks effective Jan. 7,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
Hall Bros. Inc., Kansas City, for
Hallmark Theatre (Sun., 4:30-5 p.m.
EST), for 52 weeks beginning- Jan. 4,
through Foote, Cone & Belding.

performance

guaranteed
RADIO

& TV

STOPWATCH

special features!
& EXCLUSIVE,
SPRING wear,
MECHANISM eliminatesCOIL
all friction,
breakdowns . . . and is unconditionally
guaranteed for the life of your stopwatch.
is 90 FOOT PER MINUTE SCALE as well
as 36-foot per minute scale, to register
footage in 35 mm. and 16 mm. film.
is THE LONG HAND COMPLETES ONE
REVOLUTION in 60 seconds. The small
hand registers up to 30 minutes.
INDEPENDENT HAMMER SPRING GUARANTEED FOR LIFE to give perfect fly-back to
zero on Time Out features.
is NON-MAGNETIC—7 JEWELS
Accuracy certified by our
Western Electric Electronic Timer
Write today for new catalog

(side-slide model
also available)

M.

DUCOMMUN
CO.
Specialists in Timing instruments
580 Fifth Avenue, New York 19 • PLaza 7-2540
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CONTROL CHANGE FOR
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
TV FILM producers Jack Gross and Phil
Zrasne are to assume control of California
Studios, Hollywood, today (Monday). Messrs.
Gross and Krasne made $50,000 down payment
to meet immediate claims and operational expenses. Over period of 18 months they are to
repay balance of $135,000 owed by estate of
Harry Sherman, California Studios owner, who
died Sept. 26. Gross-Krasne Inc. produce CBSTV's Big Town series and early next year is
to start filming CBS-TV's Video Theatre, currently live from New York. Ziv TV Programs
Inc. will continue to operate from California
Studios, it was reported.
APPLICATIONS

FILED

SHOWING belief in uhf TV [B*T, Nov. 17],
Herbert Mayer, owner of WXEL (TV) Cleveland, KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., and permitee of KDEN (TV) Denver, filed Friday
for uhf Ch. 25 in Kansas City and uhf Ch. 30
WXEL is only vhf in Mr. Mayer's
in St. Louis.
hands;
it operates on Ch. 9.
Among other six applications filed Friday
was one from Notre Dame U. for commercial
uhf Ch. 46 in Notre Dame, Ind., with 90% commercial schedule for nighttime hours. Ch. 46
is assigned to South Bend, Ind. Another was
filed for uhf Ch. 50 by WMEV Marion, Va.
(pop. 6,982).
Synopsis of applications filed Friday follows :
Modesto, Calif.— Ralph M. Brown, uhf Ch. 14.
ERP 20.4 kw visual, 10.2 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 278 ft., above ground 304
ft. Estimated construction cost $169,341, first year
operating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000. Mr. Brown
is 40% owner of KBOX Modesto and Modesto
attorney. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 307.
Notre Dame, Ind. — Michigan Telecasting Corp., uhf
Ch. 46, ERP 226 kw visual, 113 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 496 ft., above ground
479 ft. Estimated construction cost $400,000, first
cost $360,000, revenue $400,000. Apyear operating
plicant isowned by U. of Notre Dame du Lac, Notre
Dame, Ind. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 23.
(Applicant seeks South Bend, Ind., channel.)
Kansas City, Mo.— Empire Coil Co., uhf Ch. 25.
President Herbert Mayer. Empire Coil Co., New
of coils and transY., is manufacturer
Rochelle, forN.
mers, is licensee
of WXEL (TV) Cleveland and
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., holds CP for KDEN
(TV) Denver. See also St. Louis, below.
St. Louis, Mo. — Empire Coil Co., uhf Ch. 30.
President Herbert Mayer. Empire Coil Co., New
Rochelle, N. Y., is manufacturer of coils and transformers, is licensee of WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., holds CP for KDEN
(TV) Denver. See also Kansas City, above.
Billings, Mont. — Rudman-Hayutin Television Co.,
vhf Ch. 2, ERF 6.36 kw visual, 3.18 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 396 ft., above
ground 199 ft. Estimated construction cost $179,200,
first year operating cost $135,240, revenue $144,000.
Equal partners are M. B. Rudman, permittee of
new TV station in Galveston, Tex. [see TV Grants,
page 104], and Albert Hayutin, independent oil
producer. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 152.
Corpus Christi, Tex. — K-Six Television Inc., vhf
Ch. 10, ERP 209.3 kw visual, 104.7 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 675 ft., above
ground 699 ft. Estimated construction cost $445,286,
first year operating cost $294,000, revenue $300,000.
Applicant is licensee of KSIX Corpus Christi. City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 25.
Marion, Va. — Mt. Empire Bcstg. Corp., uhf Ch.
50, ERP 112.32 kw visual, 56.16 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 1,616 ft., above
ground 283 ft. Estimated construction cost $185,088, first year operating cost $75,000, revenue $75,000. Applicant is licensee of WMEV Marion, Va.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 708.
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EQUAL RIGHTS
APPEAL that radio-TV be accorded
equal rights with press in covering legislative hearings made Friday by Sen.
Herbert R. O'Conor (D-Md.) at speech
before Maryland-District of Columbia
Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn.
Sen. O'Conor described it as "inconsistency" that radio and TV should be
barred from hearings to which newspaper reporters and photographers are ad"The people,"
"are
entitled mitted.
to have
radio he
and said,
television
bring those matters (public hearings)
into their homes." (For comments by
Rep. Joseph Martin and others on same
subject, see stories pages 97 and 23.)
MRS. PUTNAM HEADS WCFM
MRS. JEAN PUTNAM, former program
director, named acting manager of WCFM
(FM) Washington, working under management committee. She succeeds Leon Loeb, of
Sound Studios Inc. Mrs. Putnam will work
under management committee comprising William H. Petri, general manager of Rochdale
Cooperative Inc. and Rochdale Cooperative of
Va. ; Mrs. Sarah Newman, chairman of Listeners for Better Radio Inc., and C. Edward
Behre, WCFM treasurer. Station plans to resume transcription service for conventions
and organizations.
FELLOWS HITS CRITICS
SELF-APPOINTED critics of radio and television, described as "tomato throwers," sharply
answered by Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, in speech scheduled for delivery Monday
at Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters session,
Nashville. He hit newspaper critics who belittled radio and TV coverage of Presidential
campaign and called for equal right to cover
public events (see story page 23). Mr. Fellows cited radio-TV programs promoting register-vote campaign, citing also radio and TV
codes and public service broadcasts.
MOVE

GARROWAY

SHOW

ARMOUR & CO.'s Dial Dave Garroway on
NBC radio to move from 11:45-12 noon EST
spot to 2:30-45 p.m. EST period effective Dec.
1. Program, heard Mon.-Fri., is presented on
behalf of Dial soap.

KROY

SALE

SALE OF KROY Sacramento for $425,000 by Harmco Inc. to six Californians
headed by C. L. McCarthy, general manager, KGO San Francisco, was completed late last week [Closed Circuit,
Nov. 17]. Sellers of 250 w CBS basic
affiliate on 1240 kc are Mrs. Hattie
Harm, who also owns KARM Fresno,
and Clyde F. Coombs, KARM general
manager. New ownership is incorporated as KROY Inc. with Mr. McCarthy
32% stockholder and president. He becomes general manager on FCC sales
sanction. Blackburn-Hamilton negotiated transaction.

PEOPLE.,.
AMBROSE J. ADDIS, director of Pepsodent
Co. of Canada Ltd., to Pepsodent Div. of Lever
Bros. Co., N. Y., as vice president in charge of
advertising, succeeding DAVID KETNER, resigned.
WILLIAM T. FARICY re-elected president of
Assn.
American
Railroads
organization's
annual ofmeeting
in New
York at
Friday.
JACK DODMAN, 44, engineer at WBBM Chicago since 1942, died Thursday after
brief illness. He is survived by wife and three
children. Well known for his short wave ham
operation, he sent college football scores to
men in Korea when they had been getting
them week late.
FRED L. RYNER, manager of research department Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample, N. Y.,
named director of research for Sherman &
Marquette, same city.
WAYNE MASHBURN, WHPE High Point
(N. C.) announcer, to WDOD-AM-FM Chattanooga, Tenn., as announcer.
RADIO AUDIENCE LARGER
THAN REALIZED SAYS ROSLOW
ADVERTISERS are getting more listeners for
their radio dollars than they realize, Dr.
Sydney Roslow, head of The Pulse Inc., told
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters Friday. He
spoke at luncheon session on second day of
association's meeting, held at Sheraton Beach
Hotel, Daytona Beach.
William T. Stubblefield, NARTB station relations director, reported on association activities at Friday morning session. George W.
Thorpe, WVCG Coral Gables, presided at two
day meeting as FAB president. Hamp Dunn,
editor of Tampa Times (WDAE), addressed
Thursday dinner on steps being taken to speed
collection of election results. Sixty-five attended FAB meeting.
TABLE

CHANGE

ASKED

CANTON, Ohio, uhf TV Ch. 29 competitors
WHBC and WCMW jointly petitioned FCC
Friday to amend allocation table so as to add
one of three workable uhf channels there, thus
eliminating need of hearing and enabling grant
of both proposed stations. They cite Chs. 71,
77 or 83. Stations ask further delay of comparative hearing, now set Dec. 8, until Jan. 12
or 15 everdays
is later.after FCC rules on petition, whichFRIDAY

AM

ACTIONS

IN FIRST of two AM actions Friday, FCC
rescinded grant of Oct. 8 to KLCN Blytheville,
Ark., for change from 1 kw on 900 kc to 5 kw
on 910 kc, daytime, and designated case for
hearing with WMOK Metropolis, 111., and
WCOC Meridian, Miss., made parties. In other
action, Commission refused petition of WMPS
Memphis to reconsider grant of Oct. 24 for new
station on 690 kc with 250 w daytime at Benton, Ark., to Benton Broadcasting Service.
FCC GRANTS STA'S
SPECIAL temporary authorization granted by
FCC Friday to WMCT (TV) Memphis, Tenn.,
to operate on Ch. 5 (change from Ch. 4), and
for WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa., to operate
on Ch. 2 (change from Ch. 3). Channel changes
required under Sixth Report & Order [B*T,
April 14].
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AL

MORGAN
with 2%

SHOW

million

sales impressions

a week!*

Al's back and still beating the keyboard
in the fascinating windmill style that
kept his network ratings riding high !
And he's back pulling an average of
229,533* viewers a day in WLW-Television's rich 3-city market.
Average weekly rating— Cincinnati
Average weekly rating in all 3 cities
3 peak week-days,14.3*
Tues., Wed., Thur.
11.6*
Nearest competition, well established kids' show
Competition fades 15.4*
away when Al moves
c
< I
ON

WLW
D

into the spotlight. And there's further
proof of the Al Morgan magnetism.
Thousands tune in specifically to watch
his show.
6.4*
Average sets in use preceding y4 hour show
Average sets in use during his show
17.3%*
Let Al Morgan

WLW

Television

25%*
sing a Song of
Sales for you!

WLW-T
CINCINNATI

WLW-D
DAYTON

WLW-C
COLUMBUS

Sales Offices: CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS, CHICAGO
NEW YORK, HOLLYWOOD

ARBi American Research Bureau)
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of

FRIENDLY PUBLIC SERVICE
But yesterday is past. TODAY is the only
day that counts. Right now is the time to
give the best you have! WHB is doing
that: Continually proving its worth, day
after day, year after year, in campaign
after campaign. With alert programming
and superb coverage, attracting an evergrowing and responsive audience! Your
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WOR

sells foods, drugs, cosmetics, tobaccos, bird seed

and everything else it has ever been asked to sell.
That's why more advertisers invest more money with WOR
ND

than with any other station in the entire country.
WOR

works because it reaches the largest station audience

in America; because it provides personalities who sell;
and because it delivers more listeners who actually buy!
year

Let us show you how WOR

THE NEWSWEEKLY
OF RADIO

AND

TV

can work for you./ wor

• 1440 broadway,

new york 18, n.y.

"COST

MUCH",

TOO

they

said

...

until

started

people

rtfiem!

dslb'nafo

A certain manufacturer makes a tractor brake requiring
original factory installation on new tractors. It can
not be used for replacement.
This brake is exceptionally high quality . . . and has
an unusual safety factor . . . but is somewhat more costly,
so most tractor manufacturers hesitated to use it.
Their costs had already sky-rocketed . . . and they didn't
think farmers would pay more for tractors with
these better brakes. As a result, these brakes
were available on only twenty-three 1950 models.
An intensive advertising campaign on WLS "sold" the
idea and advantages of these better brakes to
farmers . . . and the demand thus created readily convinced
leading tractor manufacturers. As a result, these brakes
were offered on forty-eight 1952 models . . .
and the brake manufacturer had $3,000,000 in orders.
1 -\m

^

WLS

GETS RESULTS

k

If you have a product or service of merit . . . you'll find
the vast WLS audience equally receptive and
responsive to sound reason and sincere appeal.

AUTOMOTIVE
SUPPLY

Better see your John Blair man or contact us today. . .
and add yours to the growing list of success stories

INDUSTRY

being developed for WLS advertisers the nation over.
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The

Children's
Hour...

Once a week, under the auspices of the Wilmington Junior

\
League, WDEL-TV

takes the young in heart on a well-guided

TV tour. Each half -hour tour features an activity of special
interest to young people, and shows a group of children
engrossed in some exciting project. They may be busily at
work making mobiles, or dress-making, or learning to dance,
or — as in the photograph — having a try at fashioning
puppets. Whatever the activity, the participants and the
television audience learn a new skill together — and develop
the wonderful capacity to "do it themselves."
The Junior League's "TV Tours" are another example
of WDEL-TV's

planned programming —

programming

so

versatile that it reaches, and serves, every segment of
the wide and ever-growing television audience.

Wilmington
A STEINMAN STATION
WDEL-TV

Delaware

Mrs. T. Leigh Williams supervises
a group of young puppet-makers

Represented by
WDEL
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THAT NEW administration isn't going into
FCC situation half-cocked, indicated by studies already under way of FCC staff, opera► tions and policies. At least two highly-placed
independent broadcasters, who worked hard
for Gen. Ike, are making investigations, and
■will report to headquarters. One broadcaster
is from East; other Middlewest. They'll also
be consulted on filling of two upcoming vacancies: Comr. Merrill, who holds recess appointment, and Chairman Walker, whose term
doesn't actually expire until June, but is past
retirement age.
MINNESOTA Mining officials give credence
by lack of denials to reports their engineers
i are cooperating on finishing touches of system
to record pictures for television on magnetic
tape. No further comment has come from
Bing Crosby Enterprises since statement
[Closed Circuit, Oct. 27] that system has
been "90% perfected."
WATCH for White House order this week
formalizing mechanics of Conelrad broadcast
alert project. Order will authorize FCC to
proceed with formulation of final rules and
regulations, but Conelrad won't become effective until completion of programming and
» sequential lines three months hence. Draft
copy has gone out to all stations for comment. Final plan encompasses only AM-FM
outlets, not TV, as previously reported.
NOW THAT FCC has broken back of TV
allocations through granting of stations on
consistent weekly schedule, it has opened way
for authorizations for maximum power for
established stations, beginning Dec. 1 (see
* page 57). Such applications, it's understood,
I will be granted virtually as routine at staff
level, rather than by Commission itself. Thus,
stations on vhf Chs. 2-6 can have 100 kw
maximum power almost automatically. Those
on Chs. 7-13 can get 316 kw. And those in uhf
up to 1 megawatt (1 million watts) when
equipment is available.
THIRTEENTH FCC Hearing Examiner will
be H. Gifford Irion, now attorney in Aural
Facilities Div. of Broadcast Bureau. Mr. Irion's
appointment will be announced shortly.
TIDE MAY be turning on FCC attitude toward
t "marriage" of broadcast applicants in same
market for purposes of applying for single TV
» channel. Whereas outlook was favorable several weeks ago, Commission hasn't yet agreed
which way to turn and there's chance that
initial case (expected to involve WBML and
WNEX Macon, Ga.) may be rejected.
RE MERGED applicants, one FCC school
figures that manner of overcoming problem
would be for one of two AM licensees to sell
out, thereby eliminating AM duopoly issue.
Feeling grows stronger that FCC would have
to impose far more rigid regulation of stations involved in such mergers to insure open
competition in AM operations.

. IT'S STILL in blueprint stage, but NBC has
(Continued on page 6 )
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NETWORKS CAN'T AGREE
ON RELAY ALLOCATIONS
DISPUTE over allocation of network use of
AT&T's intercity TV relay facilities, precipitated by ABC on grounds it isn't getting equitable treatment, drew terse statement from
AT&T spokesman Friday that "allocation
meetings have been held and other meetings
are scheduled." Other than that, spokesman
said, "we have no comment," because "allocation proceedings and the resolution of overlapping service requirements are, and have
been, treated as a confidential matter."
One further meeting of network and AT&T
representatives is set for Dec. 8, but ABC
takes position that, while it's agreeable to
joining other networks in advising AT&T,
actual quarterly allocations henceforth must
be made by telephone company. Last time
AT&T made its own allocation was in 1950,
after networks failed to agree among themselves. This allocation drew protests from both
ABC and DuMont, as result of which FCC
called for investigation. Probe later was postponed "indefinitely" when networks, encouraged by both AT&T and FCC, finally worked
out formula governing allocation of AT&T
network facilities in areas where there are
not enough for all.
That agreement expires Dec. 31. Wording
of AT&T statement, however, indicates telephone company is hopeful that new accord
may yet be reached.
It's deemed almost certain that ABC — or any
other network — would appeal to FCC again if
future allocations are "unsatisfactory."
NEW AND BETTER COAXIAL
NEW coaxial cable system with triple capacity
of previous ones has been developed by Bell
Telephone Labs and is now undergoing tests,
with first actual service expected early next
year between New York and Philadelphia. For
first time, new "L-3" coaxial system permits
simultaneous transmission of 600 telephone
conversations plus TV program in each direction, or 1,800 phone calls alone, which Bell
acmevement.
terms "revolutionary" achievement

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

INAUGURATION SPONSOR # WillysOverland Motors, Toledo, will sponsor coverage
of inauguration of Gen. Eisenhower as President on Jan. 20 over ABC's radio and TV
networks from 11:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Areo
Willys passenger cars, Universal Jeeps and
Willys Station Wagons will be advertised on
broadcasts, placed through Ewell & Thurber
Assoc. [Closed Circuit, Nov. 24].
RYBUTOL PROGRAM ® Vitamin Corp. of
America, Newark (Rybutol), through Kastor,
Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, N. Y., planning to
use quarter-hour radio program of its own in
selected markets for six to eight weeks starting Jan. 1.
WHITEHALL TO RENEW ® Whitehall
Pharmacal Co., N. Y., expected to renew all
of its present spot schedules on more than
800 stations for period from Dec. 31 through
March. Agency: John F. Murray, N. Y.
SPOTS FOR COFFEE © Chase &
for its regular coffee, is planning
only spot radio campaign in scattered
for 52 weeks commencing Jan. 1.
Adv., N. Y., is agency.

Sanborn,
daytimemarkets
Compton

DAN RIVER AGENCY RESIGNS % Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., announced Friday that
effective Dec. 31 it would no longer serve as
agency for Dan River Mills. "We wish to stress
(Continued on page 9i)
NEW CBS-TV CARD
CBS-TV distributing new rate card (No. 8) to
advertisers and agencies. Card, effective today
(Dec. 1), adds new KBTV (TV) Denver ($250
gross hourly rate) to basic interconnected
group, gorybringing
total in
thatalso
"must-buy"
cateto 30 stations.
Card
lists 10 other
affiliates added since FCC lifted freeze, but
contains no station rate increases not announced previously.
nounceu previously.

Tarcher, Cecil & Presbrey Merge
Effective Jan. 1
OFFICIAL
of
on C&P list are Block Drug Co., Cunard SteamOFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
ANNOUNCEMENT
of Cecil
Cecil &&
Presbrey-J. D. Tarcher & Co. agency merger
ship Co., Electric Auto-Lite Co., Graflex Inc.,
Julius Kayser & Co., Philip Morris & Co.
was made last Friday [B»T, Oct. 6], to take
effect Jan. 1. Combined billings for 1953 will
(Marlboro cigarettes), McCormick & Co.,
be more than $20 million, with over half of
Mennen Co. (Foam Shave), Nestle Co. (Nesthat amount in radio and television. Tarcher
tle's chocolate products), Redtop Brewing Co.,
Sylvania
adds
about
$3
million
to
C&P's
radio-TV
macal Co. Electric Products, Whitehall Pharbillings.
Firm will be located in New York at 247
Officers of new company, which will continue
Park
Ave., 444 Madison Ave. (TV, radio and
as Cecil & Presbrey, are James M. Cecil, presipublic relations) and 480 Lexington Ave. (redent; David Lyon, radio-TV supervisor; T. J.
search, merchandising).
Maloney, executive vice president; E. B.
Fifteen members of Tarcher firm will join
Noakes, chairman of executive committee; J. D.
Tarcher and Samuel Dalsimer, all named senior
C&P.
Tarcher agency was founded in 1925, while
vice presidents; David C. Thomas, secretary
Cecil & Presbrey originated in 1896 as Frank
and treasurer; Ben Laitin, Edmund Ridley and
Presbrey Co. About 15 years ago its name was
Leonard Tarcher, new vice presidents. J. D.
Tarcher also becomes director and member of
changed to Cecil & Presbrey. James M. Cecil
started business with brother, John H. Cecil,
executive committee.
now
deceased, in Richmond in 1916 as Cecil
Tarcher clients which will be serviced by
Adv.
new firm are Benrus Watch Co., Seeman Bros.,
Julius Wile Sons & Co., Personna Blade Co.
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
and Eagle Pencil Co. Some of leading clients
December 1, 1952
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Closed
Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

TV APPLICANTS WARNED
CP IS NECESSARY
STERN WARNING to all prospective TV
grantees not to start construction prior to
grant set forth by FCC Friday in issuing 131st
post-thaw permit to TV Colorado Inc. for vhf
Ch. 11 at Colorado Springs, Col., with ERP of
125 kw visual and antenna height above average terrain 1,850 ft. Grantee is owned 50'}
each by KVOR Colorado Springs and KGHF
Pueblo (for earlier grants, see story, page 57).
In making grant, FCC noted Sec. 319 of
. Communications Act precludes Commission
from licensing station "the construction of
which is begun before a CP has been issued"
and stipulated TV Colorado Inc. "may not use
a transmitter building and three piers for
antenna supports which it erected prior to this
authorization." Comr. Robert Bartley dissented from majority ruling of Acting Chairman Rosel Hyde and Comrs. E. M. Webster,
George Sterling and Eugene Merrill.
THREE NARTB COMMITTEES
PLAN PRE-BOARD SESSIONS
MEETINGS of three NARTB board committees scheduled before combined radio and TV
boards meet jointly Wednesday morning at association's Washington headquarters (board
story page 29). By-Laws Committee, headed
by A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.,
meets at 2:30 p.m. Tuesday. Group will review final draft of rewritten by-laws, slated
for joint board action.
Board's Finance Committee meets at dinner session Tuesday evening, reviewing status
of association's finances. Chairman is Harold
Essex, WSJS Winston-Salem, N. C. Membership Committee meets at breakfast session
Wednesday. H Quenton Cox, KGW Portland,
Ore., is chairman.
HENNOCK SEES OPPORTUNITY
FCC Comr. Frieda B. Hennock, in talk Friday
before San Francisco Branch, American Assn.
of University Women, said that "Educational
television offers an opportunity which we may
never see again to benefit not only ourselves
and our families but our community and
country as well.
"It is an opportunity," Comr. Hennock cautioned, "which
be guided
and guarded
by
all in order
to must
achieve
the maximum
benefits
of which it is capable. Whether we meet the
challenge of that opportunity is a question
that may benefit or plague' all Americans for
generations to come," she concluded.
WSLS-TV TEST PATTERN
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., new Ch. 10 grantee,
hoped to put test pattern on air over weekend
with regular programming starting tonight
(Monday), James Moore, executive vice president, reported Friday when special temporary
authority from FCC became effective. WSLSTV, to be 115th on air, is basic NBC, will carry
some CBS. Starting effective radiated power
to be 12.6 kw. ERP to be doubled in few weeks,
then boosted to full 252 kw in three months.
Bill Pape, chief owner of WALA-TV Mobile,
Ala., also new Ch. 10 grantee, said Friday station will ask FCC this week for consent to
interim operation starting Christmas week
using 2 kw ERP. Operation hoped for Dec. 20.
Page 6
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In this Issue—
AT FIRST excluded from the news pool
party rean
covering
Gen.andEisenhower's
trip, radio
television Koare
promised
representation.
It's
a
triumph
for radio-TV leaders who refused to
take the original affront lying down.
Page 23.
JAMES HAGERTY, central figure in
the off-and-on radio-TV coverage of
Gen. Eisenhower's trip, is appointed
news secretary to the new President.
Broadcasters are included in other high
appointments. Page 23.
UP TILL now advertisers have loved
television with unrestricted passion,
but now that more stations are coming
on the air, they are exercising more
discrimination. Page 25.
WLW has embarked on a radical plan,
block programming throughout the
week. Has it paid off? A special report is on Page 26.
LABOR trouble threatens broadcasting,
with a strike by Screen Actors Guild
against producers of TV film commercials set for today and with AFTRA
contracts with radio and TV networks
expiring at the same time. Page 57.
WHAT'S the FCC's future under the
Eisenhower administration? A summary of informed speculation is presented by B*T. Page 27.
NOTRE DAME issues heated objections
to the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn.'s controls on football television.
Page 27.
SEARCH is started for a way to let the
public express its attitudes toward radio-TV programs and advertising.
Page 28.
FCC grants two vhf and six uhf construction permits, including four in
existing TV markets. Page 57.
Upcoming
Dec. 1 : Special House Committee to Investigate 1952 Campaign Expenditures. Room 313, House Office Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.
Dec. 1-2: MBS Affiliate meeting, Atlanta.
Dec. 1-3: National Assn. of Radio News
Directors convention, Hollenden Hotel,
Cleveland.
Dec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors,
Washington, D. C.
Dec. 3-4: Southeastern Television Conference, under WBTV (TV) auspices,
Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 3-4: House Commerce subcommittee
resumes investigation of radio-TV programs. New House Office Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Dec. 4: NARTB Radio Board of Directors,
Washington, D. C.
Dec. Miss.
4-5: MBS Affiliate meeting, Biloxi,
(Other Upcomings on Page 38)

plans to build big television center in Washington, D. C. Network now in Wardman Park
Hotel quarters. Long regarded as stepchild in
network TV expansion, Nation's Capital already
getting recognition via huge WMAL-TV (ABC)
Ice Palace plant, WTTG (DuMont) facilities
in Raleigh Hotel, and upcoming studio building for WTOP-TV (CBS).
WARREN JENNINGS, resigned as sales manager of WJZ New York (see story page 24),'
will join CBS Radio Spot Sales as account
executive Dec. 15.
THERE ARE signs that educational applicants
won't have as easy sailing before FCC as in
past (9 out of 18 applicants granted). Within
last fortnight, FCC held up action on educational authorization to Rutgers, in New Jersey,
on ground of inadequate information on financing. Besides, it was felt that since N. J. Gov.
Driscoll had appointed State Commission to
investigate subject, FCC should await its findings.
LOU RUPPEL, John Denson and Bill Stapleton, who since last October have experimented on ABC-TV with All Star News, halfhour show five times weekly, leaving Dec. 15
to enter new field, yet unannounced. Progx-am,
it's understood, will be continued by ABC-TV
with new personnel.
APPLICATIONS

PASSED

FCC Friday released following list of additional mutually exclusive TV applications
which have been passed in its "speed-up"
process [B«T, Nov. 24, 10]:
GROUP A
Applicant
Channel
James Broadcasting Co. Inc. Jamestown, N. Y. 58
Chautauqua Broadcasting Corp.
58
WJNO Inc.
West Palm Beach, Fia. 5
Palm BeachTheatre
Television
Inc.
" 5
Television
of the
Palm Beaches Inc.
" 12
Palm Beach Broadcasting Corp.
" 12
Oregon Radio Inc.
5 a 'em. Ore.
Willametteland
Television Inc.
3
Birney Imes Jr.
Meridian, Miss. 11
Southern Television Corp.
11
Lee Broadcasting Co.
Quincy, III.
10
Quincy Broadcasting Co.
10
Calcasieu Broadcasting Co. Lake Charles, La. 7
Sowela TV Inc.
7
GROUP B
City of Dallas, Tex.
Dallas, Tex.
29
Trinity Broadcasting Corp.
29
Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. Philadelphia 17
South Jersey Broadcasting Co.
17
Daily News Television Co.
23
Lou Poller
"
23
AFTRA REJECTS OFFER
AMERICAN Federation of Television & Radio Artists (AFTRA) last Friday rejected
counter-proposals by seven Los Angeles network and independent TV stations in negotiations for new collective bargaining contract. h
AFTRA, asking overall 20% wage increase
with improved working conditions for actors
and staff announcers, let it be known that it
was geared to strike unless acceptable terms
are worked out this week.
ATLAS

SERIES

ATLAS TELEVISION CORP., N. Y., distributing The Hank McCune Show, half-hour TV
film sex-ies, which was released initially for
television in 1950. Thix-teen of these films are
available as second or fix-st runs.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 94
BROADCASTING
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Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 1022
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Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
M.
Seward; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.
BUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Sales Manager; George L. Dant, Adv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Elwood M. Slee, Sheila
Byrne, Ernest Kanelopoulos, Betty Jacobs, Walter
Cotter.
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offers all this plus topnotch radio programing 24 hours
a day.
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SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual
subscription
including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd
issue):
(54th issue):
$9.00. $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
Annual
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including
54 issues:te $11.00.

watts

Addage.
postRegular
issue:year
35< for
per Canadian
copy! 53rdandand foreign
54th issues:
$5.00
per$1.00
copy.per

STATION

ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
Circulation Dept., Broadcasting • Telecasting,
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.

FM - 44,000
PIONEER

NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22.
Plaza 5-8355. EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Rocco
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midtuest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
Vine,
Zone
28.
HEmpstead
8181; Ann
DavidThomas.
Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.

Company

Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting • — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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THOMAS B. FRIEDMAN
Chief Engineer, WXEL — Cleveland

Our audience is loyal, because — for one thing— WXEL
programs rarely are interrupted by transmission failures. Part of the reason is G-E tube dependability. Rectifiers,
power tubes, receiving types: all these G-E tubes keep doing
their rated job once we install them— don't fail unexpectedly,
'blacking out' our signal without warning.
"I'd like to say something about service, too. When we
need a tube, G-E distribution goes all-out to get it to us fast.
Their service day is 24 hours long. If a critical power tube
arrives in the city by plane at 1 1 P.M., G.E. gets it to us from
the airport before midnight!"
★
★
★
Thanks for your praise of G-E tube dependability and service,
Mr. Friedman. General Electric is glad to have contributed
to WXEL's success.
Station engineers everywhere can rely on (l) reliable G-E
tube performance, (2) fast deliveries, (3) help from local
G-E distribution in obtaining— by sound conservation measures—long life and high value from tubes in service. Benefit
from these plusses. Get in touch with your nearby G-E tube
distributor today.
AVAILABLE TO STATION ENGINEERS -"Essential Characteristics," a
pocket guide to all receiving tubes in common use. Ask your G-E
tube distributor for this convenient, useful reference book! Or write
to Section A, Tube Dept., General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

TELECASTS ALL INDIAN HOME GAMES
• To thousands of Cleveland baseball
fans, WXEL takes first place in video as
a result of putting Indian home games
on the air. Good mobile facilities also
enable the station to cover all other
local events of importance. Cleveland
viewers have come to rely on WXEL
for their spot pictorial news, and highquality unbroken transmission— to which
G-E tubes contribute — plays a key part in
maintaining station popularity.
BROADCASTI
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WILLIAM G. GEOGHEGAN, vice president, Compton Adv., N. Y., has
resigned. He has not yet announced future plans.
JOHN F. MacKAY, vice president, Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y., to Anderson &
Cairns, N. Y., as copy chief.
WILLIAM A. FOXEN, associate account executive, promoted to account
executive on Assn. of American Railroads account, Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
MARTIN
EDWARD

M. STONE to Doremus & Co., N. Y., on copy staff.
F. GLACY, elected secretary of Harold Cabot & Co., Boston.

ROBERT W. BROWN, production manager, Ringer & Assoc. Inc., L. A.,
to Abbott Kimball Co., that city, in same capacity.

on all accounts

SHOTGUN

GUARD

FOR

TOLEDO'S^^SPENDING
At this time of year throughout the nation spendable incomes are swelled by savings and bonuses
— cash registers ring extra loud as TV sets, electrical appliances, autos, clothes and foodstuffs are
added to Christmas shopping lists. To advertisers
this season can mean extra volume — if the potential buyers are guided in their purchases. Here in
Northwestern Ohio's Billion Dollar Market there is
such a positive guide — WSPD. For 32 years people
in this area have tuned to WSPD as their Christmas
shopping advisor — have spent
dent in "Speedy's" suggestions.
in this heavy spending season —
medium in Northwestern Ohio

their dollars confiSo protect yourself
buy WSPD the one
that offers guided

results. In a sense — put "Speedy" on as your Shotgun Guard for Toledo's Christmas Spending.

AM -TV
Stertr Broadcasting Company
TOM mm HAT. SALES MGR.. 488 MMISON AVE.. MEW YORK
page 10 • December 1, 1952

Represented Nationally
by KATZ

A S president of Broadcast Pro/% ductions Inc., Detroit all-girl
-LlLadvertising agency which primarily handles automotive accounts, Lois Michels offers an explanation no more complicated
than:
"Women are conscientious, hard
workers in this field."
B-P-I, as the firm is better
known, began in 1948 with Miss
Michels and two men partners, as
a production company producing
and packaging radio
and TV shows for
advertising agencies.
After the two men
left the firm about
two years ago, B-P-I
emerged as a fullfleged advertising

around Detroit soup kitchen for
homeless individuals.
In a promotion two years ago,
B-P-I helped bring 30,000 people
to Detroit's Convention Hall to a
charity bazaar for the Christian
Brothers, a Catholic order which
operates a high school and a
college in that city. The affair,
featuring Dagmar, Jerry Lester
and their television troupe which
came from New York for the occasion, was one of the
most
able of its
typeprofitever
held in Detroit.
Some few weeks
later, Ralph
Ellsworth Inc., which
claims to be the
world's largest suburban Ford dealership, opened- adollar
new
half - billion

agency. The firm's
growth intovertising
an agency
adplant in Garden
and an all-woman orCity, justPromoting
west of
Detroit.
ganization just came
about naturally, its
the event
as
a service for Ellsworth,
feminine president
says.
for which it had
been
Miss Michels, toradioproducing
campaign,a
a genB-P-I drew on eneral gether
sales with
manager,
Miss MICHELS
tertainment field
four account executives, a production
acquaintances to
manager and an
stage a show that
artist, all are women.
brought 40,000 neighbors and potential customers into the new
B-P-I, as a production company
showroom and shop.
with as many as seven shows runWord of B-P-I's success in these
ning at once, was tapped to assist
with many promotions, both civic two campaigns established a new
and commercial. Each year, for respect for the firm and for Miss
instance, the firm promotes the Michels, and she was smart enough
"Soup Bowl" football game, with to take advantage of the new
profits going to the Capuchin
status by organizing B-P-I into an
agency
when she
Charity Guild to finance a year- advertising
BROADCASTING
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WILLIAM R. HILLENBRAND, advertising staff, Procter & Gamble Co.,
to Sherman & Marquette, N. Y., as account executive.
ALDEN

E. FORK to Tim Morrow Adv., Chicago.

EVAN W. HAYTER named managing director of new office which McCann-Erickson will open in Canada.

TO

GEORGE McGIVERN, media director, Grant Adv., Chicago, to GlennJordan-Stoetzel, same city, as director of media.

MOVE
AT

A

LOW

PRODUCT
COST

ROBERT C. DURHAM,

general supervisor of advertising services, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
N. Y., effective Dec. 1 as assistant to president in nonadministrative functions.
FREDERICK A. LONG has resigned as radio-TV director for Geyer Adv., N. Y.

Mr. Durham

EDWARD SUTHERLAND, Hollywood motion picture
director and producer, to radio-TV staff, McCann-Erickson, N. Y., as director of radio-TV production.
ROBERT J. WANAMAKER, Florsheim Shoe Co., to
copy staff of Fulton, Morrissey Co., Chicago.

TOM SCHOLTS, head of Scholts Adv. Service, L. A., has become partner
in Rhoades & Davis, S. F., and will represent that firm in L. A. while
continuing his own agency operations.
W. RAY LUCAS Jr., copy and account man, Horton-Noyes Co., Providence, R. L, to copy staff, Gray & Rogers, Phila.
RICHARD I. CLARK
Staff, S. F.

MORT
NUSBAUM
This master radio persuader
and makes sales zoom. His
tener impression sales boosts
for sponsors on CLOCKWISE

provides the urge to buy
low cost per thousand lishave made business grow
and FOR WOMEN ONLY.

appointed media director, Brisacher, Wheeler &

GENE L. COON to Patch & Curtis Adv., Long Beach, Calif., as public
relations director.
CRAMER & Co., Hollywood, relocates at 6777 Hollywood Blvd. Telephone
remains Granite 4137.
ELISE GAIGE, John Mather Lupton Co., N. Y., to Smith, Hagel & Snyder,
that city, as publicity assistant.
ROSS WELLER
found the firm besieged by new
program for Ford-Ferguson tracaccounts.
tors. When Ford and Ferguson
separated in 1946, Miss Michels
Although B-P-I accounts vary,
the all-feminine agency handles no served as an account executive for
"lace and perfume" or food ad- a Detroit advertising agency until
vertising, the nearest to these be- she helped organize B-P-I.
ing advertising of the James dishMiss Michels has a high opinion
washer and Lewyt vacuum for the of the broadcast media:
Daybert Distributing Co. in the
"Building an advertising agency
Detroit area. Included in the nonhas been a lot of hard work, but it
feminine accounts is a sand and
would have been more difficult if
gravel firm.
it hadn't been for all the wonderful
Lois Michels, after completing
cooperation and help we have rehigh school and a two-year busiceived from everyone connected
ness course, entered radio as a with radio and television.
secretary at CKLW Detroit, then
"B-P-I
very fortunate to be
owned and operated by George B. associated iswith
industry where
Storer. While at the station she consideration of anothers
is the rule
learned to write continuity, handle
exception
the
than
rather
."
traffic, edit a weekly newspaper
Miss Michels lives with her famradio column and handle publicity
ily near where Lake St. Clair
and promotion for the station.
empties
into the Detroit River, a
She joined the Fred Eldean Or15-minute drive from B-P-I's ofganization 12 years later as ason the top floor of Detroit's
sistant to the firm's Detroit of- Music ficesHall.
She finds some time
fice manager, and aided in hanfor
golf
and
for the Republican
dling that firm's "Prosperity From
Business Women's Club.
the Ground Up" public relations
BROADCASTING
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Offer of a free weekend in New York City and real entertainment lured 40,000 to attend this audience participation quiz show last year. Conversion of his audience to buyers and boosters of the products he sells
comes natural to Ross Weller.
^> Ask us about WHAM's high Pulse,
low cost per thousand coverage of the
rich 10 -county primary market where
most of the people listen 99.3% of the
time to WHAM.
The STROMBERG- CARLSON Station
Rochester, N.Y.
Basic NBC - 50,000 watts
clear channel - 1 1 80 kc

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

COMPANY,

National Rep^htbti
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GREYHOUND Corp., Chicago, signs as second participating sponsor of
Omnibus, 90-minute Ford Foundation TV-Radio Workshop series on
CBS-TV, Sun., 4:30-6 p.m. EST, effective Jan. 4 [Closed Circuit, Nov.
17]. Agency: Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.
new

business

t

SABERLY PRODUCTS Corp., Phila., appoints McKee & Albright, same
city, for new luggage line.

Spot
BROWN

& WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (Life cigarettes), adds total of 39 spot announcements weekly to those already
scheduled on KNBH (TV) KLAC-TV KTLA (TV) KTTV (TV) and
KNXT (TV) Hollywood, for 13 weeks from Nov. 17. Firm also started
8:20-8:30 p.m. PST segment of Frosty Frolics on KTLA (TV), Wed., for
seven weeks from Nov. 19. Agency : Ted Bates & Co., Hollywood.
ACME
Legion
Diego,
Foote,

BREWING Co., L. A. (Acme and Bulldog beer), renews Hollywood
Boxing Main Event on KECA-TV that city, and KFMB-TV San
Sat., 10 p.m. to conclusion PST, for 26 weeks from Dec. 13. Agency:
Cone & Belding Inc., L. A.

A/eturotk

• • •

AMERICAN CHICLE Co., N. Y., will sponsor return of half-hour Date
With Judy show on ABC-TV, Wed., 7:30-8 p.m., effective Jan. 3. for 52
weeks. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
SONOTONE Corp.,
tary on CBS Radio,
Adams' 10:35-10:45
Kudner Agency, N.

CINEMA RESEARCH Corp., Hollywood (motion picture optical printing
and effects), appoints George Burtt Adv. Service, that city.
COLONIAL DAMES Inc., Hollywood (cosmetics), appoints Geoffrey
Wade Adv., that city. SNOWDEN HUNT Jr. is account executive. RadioTV will be used.
EAGLE LOCK Co., Terryville, Conn., subsidiary of Bowser Inc., appoints
Wilson, Haight & Welch Inc., Hartford, effective Jan. 1.
AMERICAN Div., Kiwi Polish Co., Melbourne, Australia, appoints N. W.
Ayer & Son, Phila.
J. P. SMITH SHOE Co., Chicago, appoints Kuttner & Kuttner, same city.
Broadcast media is under consideration.

Elmsford, N. Y., sponsoring Cedric Adams' commenSun., 4:55-5 p.m. EST and first five minutes of Mr.
p.m. EST Monday program, effective Dec. 1. Agency:
Y.

MARGARET HERBST to advertising department, Monsanto Chemical
Co., St. Louis, as public relations consultant.

AMERICAN LARDER SUPPLY Corp., Woodside, Long Island, N. Y.,
sponsoring Payroll Party on ABC radio, Sat., 11:30-11:55 a.m. Agency:
M. J. Jacobs Inc., N. Y.

WALTER ADDISON WATSON, advertising manager, Packard-Bell Co.,
L. A. (radio-TV sets), to Great Lakes Carbon Corp., that city, as advertising manager of Perlite Div. (Permalite products).

PHILCO Corp., Phila., renewing Edwin C. Hill and the Human Side of
the News over ABC radio, Mon.-Fri., 10:30-10:35 p.m. EST for 52 weeks,
starting Dec. 29. Agency: Hutchins Adv., Phila.

HENRY C. RICE sales manager, and HOWARD HAYES, advertising
manager, Southern Calif. Edison Co., L. A., promoted to sales director,
and advertising-publicity director, respectively.

WHAT

BETTER

PLACE

than

here

to hit your point of purchase? Dewey

Y eager, J. Walter Thompson,

maker who can't miss your advertisement
works

if it's in the 1953

New

York, is the top decision-

Broadcasting

Yearbook.

for you every working day of the year — the annual one-time shot campaign.
RESERVE SPACE IN THE 1953 YEARBOOK TODAY! FINAL DEADLINE: DECEMBER 8. CALL COLLECT
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a
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Advertising-Merchandising
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OPERATION
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with radio commercials,

of sale. Food

Plan!

and at the point

advertisers guaranteed

point of sale promotion

YOUR.
PRODUCT

powerful

in over 213 leading

chain food stor^f^cbupled

with the unequalled

power of radio advertising for mass selling. Give
your product s advertising that needed, douhledbarrelled impact
Complete

with

CHAJN-

details on request.

50,000
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WBAL
NBC
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te da
promoindee
radioogueto was
USE
TOfashi
on catal
unusual.
When the Friend-Reiss-McGlone
Agency, New York, recommended
that Grayson-Robinson try radio
to distribute its new Christmas
catalogue, the dubious client
scoffed. Catalogues were never
prompted via radio. Ad men Harold
Reiss and Ed Ratner persuaded
the client that radio might do the
job and suggested Jack Sterling on
CBS Radio at 5:30 a.m. The client
recoiled at first, but then agreed
to test radio and Mr. Sterling.

JmjcUjcwl&

The result was that Jack Sterling promoted the Grayson-Robinson catalogue with one - minute
spots for one week on his early
morning show. He asked his listeners to send in for free catalogues. More than 1,200 requests
were mailed within a week.
The extraordinary success of the
unorthodox method of catalogue
distribution is a testimonial to the
still great pulling power of radio.
In view of the results, the firm
plans to use extensive radio in the
future for promotion and dissemination of its catalogue.

Jxdqsi

Do you want to know whether
you can take a dog into Canada
on a hunting trip? Or the cost
of a hunting license in Ohio? Or
how to cook blowfish?
Or do you want to know how to
sell more fishing tackle and
hunting equipment, or beer, or
potato chips, or soft drinks?
If you have a product which appeals to the outdoorsman, young
or old, man or woman, "Ludlam's Lodge" can answer these
questions.
In the 5-5:30 p.m. Saturday spot
on WRC for two years, "Ludlam's Lodge" is now available to
national advertisers. Kennedy
Ludlam solves problems in the
field of outdoor sports for all his
listeners. He's also the man who
can solve your selling problems
in the Washington market — so
why not call your nearest NBC
Spot Sales office now for details?
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

980 KC « 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 16
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KAUFilm
s N,
ident ofR.Guild
Inc.,
presEN
REUB
is a salesman at heart. And
he realized that ambition approximately a year and a half ago, when
he closed the doors of his Chicago
advertising agency and became a
"TV film peddler."
Belief that the "high price of
TV advertising has to come down
to reasonable levels" and a feeling
that the answer "lies in greater use
of film" were behind his move.
It was a big decision to make.
Kaufman & Assoc. Inc. had a billing close to the three million mark
for 1950. Seven months prior to
disbanding the agency, Mr. Kaufman's enthusiasm over television's
future led him to obtain exclusive
sales rights to the three-and-ahalf-minute Snader Telescriptions.
By the end of 1950 he had formed
and was heading Snader Telescriptions Sales Inc., in addition to
conducting his agency business.

Unshaken by First Experience
This confidence in video was unshaken despite the agency's first
TV show, "an experience so horrible that it's best forgotten." But
others, more successful, followed,
until in 1950 he was handling nine
lives, one network and two film
shows for TV.
As the "film shows were a pleasure to handle," distribution of such
programs became the next step.
But the combined activity of his
interests proved too much. In June,
1951, the agency was disbanded
with the accounts going to the
firm's account executives.
Distribution of the Snader musical films kept him busy for the
next year. In June, 1952, he organized Guild Films, "dedicated to

business

Mr. KAUFMAN
. . . urges film, at reasonable prices
the distribution of outstanding
quality TV film shows at down-toearth prices." Headquartered in
New York, syndication and sales
offices are located in Hollywood,
Chicago and Cleveland.
The know-how that went into
formation of Guild comes from
long experience. Starting some 33.
years ago in Chicago as a copywriter for a local department store,
Mr. Kaufman furthered his sales
education through association with
various agencies in that city. Then
the birth of TV gave him his
medium.
"Selling is a talent based on fundamental principles," according to
Mr. Kaufman's way of thinking,
"which are the same whether you
are selling film or anything else."
In the matter of eliminating un(Continued on page 52)

10,000 WATTS
MOST POWERFUL
INDEPENDENT
PHILADELPHIA'S
REPRESENTED BY
RADIO REPRESENTATIVES, INC.
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Appliances or automobiles, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE! It's the five-station radio
combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations and
the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
<bmb state Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this 3V2-billion-dollar market — inland
California and western Nevada.

McClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
KFBK
KOH
KERN
KWG
FresnoKMJ(NBC)
Stockton (ABC)
Reno (NBC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Sacramento (ABC)
5000
watts 580 kc.
250
watts
1230
kc.
5000
watts,
day;
1000
50,000 watts 1530 kc.
1000 watts 1410 kc.
watts, night 630 kc.
KFBK-FM
KMJ-FM
KBEE-FM
Modesto
KERN-FM
Sacramento
Bakersfield
Fresno
96.9 megacycles, channel 45
97.9 megacycles, channel 50
94.1 megacycles, channel 31
103.3 megacycles, channel 77

A
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• Dual focus controls
New precision optical system — f 1.5 projection lens with "built-in" infra-red filter

Handles 4000-ft. reels — compensated
"take-up" provides constant tension

• "Still frame" projection with 2-second
stabilization of picture and sound

• Framing without image displacement

• Framing and motor hand-turnover controls
accessible from either side

• Instantaneous exciter lamp change . . . lever
operated!

• Everything unit-built for easy maintenance

mm
film

.ERE IS A professional equipment
H.
that fits television film standards exactly
. . . the new RCA 16mm Film Projector
Type TP-6A. It is designed to meet
every requirement of the TV station
looking for the best picture quality
possible from 16mm film.
Unlike standard 16mm projectors
now available, the TP-6A is newly

Automatic projection
lamp change — takes less
than a second!

An

engineered from "base-to-reels." New
//l.5 lens, new framing system, new
dual focus arrangement, are among the
features that contribute to its outstanding picture quality. New

outstanding

example

of

broadcast-

design

quality amplifier assures high-quality
sound. New 4000-foot reels (with compensated take-up), new 2-3 claw intermittent in oil, and new automatic lamp
change-over, combine to provide unsurpassed operating convenience and filmshow reliability.
For a vast improvement in 16mm picture
quality — nothing approaches the TP-6A.
Check the 10 important features at the left
For more details and delivery information call your RCA Broadcast Sales
Representative.

simplicity

♦'See-through'*
Lucite door panel
Full inch clearance
between aperture
plate and lens gate

RADIO
ENGINEERING

CORPORATION
PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT

of

AMERICA
CAMDEN. N.J.

Savvy Savoyard
EDITOR:
I looked in vain for a by-line on
"In Review" [Nov. 17] wherein
somebody did a swell critique on
the initial trip of TV's new Omnibus. . . .
I did get a neat little kick out
of your reviewer's undoubted acquaintance with G & S which he
neatly betrayed by mentioning in
the same paragraph "The Mikado"
and that "90 minutes is too long
to sit in solemn silence. . . ."
Simple how one Savoyard detects another, isn't it?
W. B. (Pe-Yu-Bah) McGill
Advertising Manager
Westinghouse Radio
Stations Inc.
Washington, D. C.

open mike

Rooter
EDITOR:
. . . Your NCAA-TV article
[B*T, Nov. 17] ... is a most comprehensive coverage of all phases
of the controversy, and should go
a long way toward bringing about
a better understanding of the situation.
Francis T. Murray
Director
Dept.
of Intercollegiate
Athletics
U. of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia

Poo To Peru
EDITOR:
. . . Those of us who abide in
Lima, 0., have desired to do something about the incorrect pronunciation by so many who refer to our
fair city as "Leema." This long
burning desire on our part came
to a head recently when the first
letter from a service man in the
Pacific, concerning the hydrogen
bomb, was published by our newspaper, the Lima News, and subsequently sent throughout the country, through Associated Press, thus

causing network commentators to
make reference to "Leema" and
the "Leema News."
Through the joint efforts of the
Lima Assn. of Commerce, the Lima
News, Austin Productions and radio stations WIMA and WLOK,
the attached limerick has been sent
to all network commentators. . . .
In the land of the llama
There's a city named Lima.
Such
in Peru,
'tis true.
But bea city's
it known,
commentators,
Pundits, prognosticators :
For
oncefairwe've
In our
Ohio gotcity,news for you —
Oft mispronounced, a pity,
The llama never was, nor the
So"leem."
remember
It's
Lima,
U.S.A.what we say;
The city's pronounced like the bean.
B.
O. Runnerstrom
General
Manager
WLOK *Lima,
* # Ohio
Testimonial
EDITOR:
I am a regular reader of
it. ... excellent
your
magazine and like
O. L. Westgate
Vice President
Atlantis Sales Corp.
(French's Mustard)
Rochester,
N. Y.
* * *

Commercials
EDITOR:
o

CHICAGO©

© SAN FRANCISCO

DETROIT

ST. LOUIS o
MEMPHIS

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK

CHARLOTTE
Q

O

©

o

ATLANTA

OALLAS

|JV

Branham offices representing Radio and Television Stations

on Campus

I read with great interest your
article on the Keystone Broadcasting System [At Deadline, Nov.
17] and their college network division. Certainly we in college radio
are delighted to see this interest
which is being shown not only by
the Keystone Broadcasting System
but by broadcasters and advertisers all over the country.
However, I don't think that the
campus-limited radio stations
which are operated by students
should be overlooked when considering reaching the college market
by radio. The Intercollegiate
Broadcasting System was formed
in 1940 to represent these stations
nationally and it is still successfully doing so today. . . . These
undergraduate radio stations are
found on campuses throughout the
country at every major university. .. .
President
Ralph D. Schmoll
WKCR Columbia U.
New York
* * *
Faithful Reader
EDITOR:

THE

BRANHAM

COMPANY

. . . No matter how busy I get.
I always manage to read Broadcasting •Telecasting from cover
to cover as I have done for over
20 years.
Harry Bannister
NBC
Vice President
New York
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PRECISION-MOLDED

MYCALEX

TRANSISTOR
Mycalex 410
Transistor Socket
shown actual size

—

now

In keeping
of progressive

in advance
with

Achievement in

The production
Transistor
Sockets ofis Mycalex
a real
accomplishment of precision
molding in miniature. The
holes for the leads are the
smallest ever molded. All
tolerances are exceedingly
close. Mycalex production
engineers are proud of their
achievement . . . particularly
because low<cost( mass production techniques can be
adhered to.

Mycalex

stage

of actual

the MYCALEX

design in advance

these Transistor
months

SOCKETS

in the pilot production

—engineered

Mycalex 410
Transistor Socket
enlarged to
show detail

410

Sockets

ago and

were

are now

need
policy

of needs,

engineered

in small

scale

pilot production. They'll be available
in quantity in advance of actual needs.

The body is precision-molded of MYCALEX
410, glass-bonded mica insulation for lasting dimensional stability, low dielectric
loss, immunity to high temperature and
humidity exposure combined with maximum mechanical strength. The loss factor
is only 0.014 at 1 MC and dielectric
strength is 400 volts/mil.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWING
INDICATES THE MINUTE
SIZE OF MYCALEX
TRANSISTOR SOCKETS

MYCALEX "410" BODY

Contacts can be supplied in brass or beryllium copper. The sockets are readily solderable. The socket bodies will not warp or
crack when subjected to high soldering
temperature. They function in ambient
temperatures up to 700° F.

Low-loss

Tube

Sockets and Multiple Headers
and custom Tube Sockets or Multiple Headers, call,
A complete line of tube sockets including sub-miniawire or write . . . there is no obligation, of course.
ture types is available in Mycalex 410 and Mycalex
410X glass-bonded mica insulation. Comparative in
MYCALEX TUBE SOCKET CORPORATION
cost to ordinary phenolic sockets they are far
Under Exclusive License of Mycalex Corporation of America
superior in every respect. Dimensional accuracy is
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N.Y.
unexcelled. For complete information on standard
Mycalex
Corporation
of America
Owners of 'MYCALEX' Patents and Trade-Marks
Executive Offices: 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20— Plant & General Offices: CLIFTON, N. J.
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Like

go

horses

for

sugar

Baltimore merchants go for WITH

like

horses go for sugar. They love the quick,
profitable results they get from this lowcost station. At low, low rates, WITH
delivers a huge, responsive audience — more
listeners-per-dollar than any other radio
or TV station in town. And that means
low cost results! And that's why WITH
carries the advertising of twice as many local
folks as any other station in town!
So take a tip from these smart advertisers.
Put WITH

on your schedule. WITH

can produce low- cost results for you,
too!

Get

the whole story from your

Forjoe man today!

IN

TOM
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RADIO-T
Hagerty,
HobbyV

DECEMBER

1, 1952

Places forTION
Both
WIN
EISENHOWER'S
RECOGNI
Vigorous protests against exclusion of radio and teleIn Korean Pool
New Appointees
vision from the news party covering Gen. EisenTHE APPOINTMENT of James
RADIO and television triumphed
C. Hagerty as press-radio secrehower's Korean trip paid off last week when James
in their battle for equal treatment
tary to President-elect Dwight D.
with other news media last week
Hagerty agreed to admit both to pool. The experiEisenhower, announced last Thurswhen they were each granted repreday, came at an auspicious moence should set a valuable precedent in Mr. Hagerty's
sentation on President-elect Dwight
ment for radio-TV broadcasters
dealings
with
news
media
after
he
becomes
the
White
D.
Eisenhower's
projected visit to
throughout the nation.
Korea.
House press secretary.
Mr. Hagerty has been in the
The decision to include radio and
forefront of the controversy over
television
representatives followed
the original selection of newsmen
a storm of protests from broadcasto cover Gen. Eisenhower's Korean
House Inquiry
ters 10 days ago [B*T, Nov. 24]
trip. Pool was changed last week
and a series of conferences in New
to accommodate radio-TV newsmen,
Underway Today
York last Tuesday and Wednesday
FUNDS
omitted from the original list — a CAMPAIGN
between network executives and
marked triumph for the broadcast
James C. Hagerty, the PresidentCONGRESSIONAL scrutiny of 1952 campaign expenditures, including
media, (see adjoining story.)
money spent on radio and television, assumes concrete form this week
elect's press-radio secretary.
Mr. Hagerty, who has been servAfter broadcasting executives
with the opening of week-long hearings on Capitol Hill.
ing as Gen. Eisenhower's news sechad outlined their reasons for inSessions get underway today (Monday), with Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.)
retary since the convention, held
sisting upon radio and TV repreheading up a Special House Coma similar post with Gov. Thomas
ming for future campaigns. Adsentation at Tuesday's session, Mr.
mittee to Investigate 1952 CamDewey of New York from the
visability of raising the ceiling on
paign Expenditures. Plans for the
Hagerty agreed to add a radio re1944 campaign. He formerly was
porter to the pool of three press
expenditures by candidates is being
inquiry were announced last
with the New York Times, and is Thursday.
studied.
association reporters, one still
regarded generally as friendly to
photographer and one newsreel
This was the tack by the Senate
the broadcast media. He has been
Ralph Hardy, NARTB governman, originally designated to proment relations director, has been
Privileges
&
Elections
Subcommitactive on behalf of Gov. Dewey's
vide coverage. But network repretee last April when industry witradio-TV activities.
chosen to testify at Wednesday's
sentatives pressed for the inclusion
nesses testified. This group also
hearing. He was named by NARTB
Hobby Appointment
President Harold E. Fellows in re- has been active recently, but on of a TV man at another meeting
In another development Presisponse to a request from Rep. another approach — compiling data late Wednesday and finally won
on time and space purchases by their point — at least in part.
dent-elect Eisenhower's appointBoggs.
ment last Tuesday of Mrs. Oveta
political
groups.
TV to Join in Korea
Chairman Boggs notified Mr.
Culp Hobby to be Federal Security
Subcommittee
spokesmen reportAdministrator marked the first Fellows that his group had called
It was explained that the TV
ed gratifying response from broadtime that a woman broadcasterthe sessions for the purpose of rerepresentative could not be accomcasters to their questionnaires
publisher will attain near-Cabinet
examining the Hatch and Federal
modated on the Eisenhower plane
seeking
detailed
information
on
status.
Corrupt Practices Acts regulating
because of space needs, and the nettime
purchases.
Deadline
on
the
While the Federal Security
works agreed to use a man already
the conduct of campaigns and elec- forms was last Monday. Similar
in the Far East.
Agency is an independent office tional committees. Basis of the
questionnaires have been mailed
with sub-Cabinet status, the PresiBy a drawing it was decided
dial legislation during the 83d
out to newspapers and political
MBS should supply the radio
dent-elect has stated Mrs. Hobby
Congress.
organizations.
will be asked to attend Cabinet
and NBC the TV pool representaThe Senate unit, unlike the
meetings.
Re-examination Needed
tives on the trip. MBS designated
commentator Everett Holies to
Mrs. Hobby is editor-publisher
Boggs group, has not scheduled
of the Houston Post, which owns
Rep. Boggs said the "tremendous
any hearings on the study, the pur- accompany President-elect Eisencost" of radio-TV "suggests the
KPRC-AM-FM-TV, and is former
hower and NBC chose cameraman
pose of which is similar — revision
need for an immediate re-examinadirector of the World War II WomJulius
Zenier of the Tokyo staff to
of federal laws permitting candition" of election laws. Aside from
joi
»
the
party in Korea.
dates
for
membership
in
the
Senate
en's Army Corps. Her new apMr. Hardy, experts from advertispointment occasioned little surprise
Participating in the conferences
and
House
to
spend
more
than
the
ing,
newspaper
and
political
groups
in political and broadcast quarters
with Mr. Hagerty were: J. L. Van
$25,000 and $10,000, respectively,
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 17, July 14]. will be called as witnesses, includnow authorized. Reason for this
Volkenburg, CBS-TV president, and
ing chairmen of both political naIn announcing the appointment,
tional committees. Basis for this
scrutiny is the inflated value of the Fritz Littlejohn, managing editor
Gen. Eisenhower praised her as an
of CBS-TV news division; Milton
inquiry is H Res 558 authored by dollar and high cost of radio-TV
"outstanding woman" and said he
campaigning.
was honored to have her participaRep. John McCormack (D-Mass.)
Burgh, MBS director of news; Jotion in government. Mrs. Hobby,
The Senate group is contenting
The committee is expected to
seph Meyers, NBC's manager of
a registered Democrat who backed
central news desk, and Frank
itself, for the present, with merely
elicit information on the radio-TV
the General from the outset, acBourgholtzer, NBC White House
time sold to political groups, net- a fact-gathering job on one hand,
cepted the post "with great humilcorrespondent;
Dallas Townsend,
while
looking
into
overall
campaign
work policies on political broadShe succeeds Oscar Ewing,
irregularities in certain areas in CBS Radio special events director,
casts, equal time opportunities and
presentity."Administrator.
and
Henry
Wefing, assistant
other aspects, including perhaps
conjunction with the House PriviPresident-elect Eisenhower's
(Continued on page 38)
leges & Elections Subcommittee.
(Continued on page UO)
suggestion of block time programTel e c a s t i n g
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ABC PROMOTES
Materne, Samuels, Renault
APPOINTMENT of WJZ New
York's manager, William M. Materne, to the new post of national
spot sales manager of ABC's
owned radio stations, and two
other major promotions within
the^&nkssiaf the^
ABC key station
are being announced today
(Monday) by Ted
Oberfelder, director of owned radio stations.
Mr. Materne
Hartley L .
Samuels, WJZ account executive, advances to the
position of manager of WJZ, succeeding,- Mr. Materne, while Michael A. Renault, another WJZ account executive, becomes sales manager of the station succeeding Warren Jennings, who has resigned.
All three appointments are effective today (Dec. 1).
In his new role as national spot
sales manager for the network's
owned radio stations, Mr. Materne

Mr. Samuels

Mr. Renault
will handle administrative matters
for the network. National spot
sales for these five stations, as
well as ABC's five TV stations, are
handled by the representation firms
of Edward Petry & Co. and the
John Blair organizations.
With ABC Since '49
Mr. Materne has been with ABC
since September 1949, when he
joined the sales staff as an account executive after serving as a
salesman for MBS. He was promoted to general manager of WJZ
last March 7. He started his radio
career in 1938 as a member of the
sales staff of the Blue Network,
ABC's predecessor. During World
War II he was in the Navy from
1941-45, attaining the rank of
lieutenant.
Mr. Samuels also has been in
radio since 1938, having served
with CBS and NBC — as director
of program promotion at the latter network— and, more recently,
with WOR New York and, as
general manager, with WFDR
(FM) New York.
Mr. Renault was associated with
national spot representation firms
for a number of years. He joined
the WJZ sales staff in December
1950.
Future plans of Mr. Jennings,
leaving the WJZ sales managership, have not been announced.
Page 24
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WAFB STOCK
WDSU Buys Minor Interest
PURCHASE of a minor stock interest in WAFB-AM-FM-TV Baton
Rouge,
WDSU-AM-TV
New
Orleans La.,
wasby announced
last week
bv principals of both stations.
WDSU has acquired an option to
purchase additional stock to a total
amount of about 20%. FCC consent
is not required.
Modern Broadcasting Co., li
censee of WAFB and permittee of,
uhf Ch. 28 WAFB-TV, now under
construction, had outstanding 1,970
shares of $100 par common stock
prior to the WDSU agreement.
WDSU buys 250 shares newly issued stock and agrees to "secure
purchaser" for 5% debentures totaling $10,000. WDSU holds option
to buy up to 510 additional new
shares, concurrent with which it
would arrange for purchase of
$28,000 in debentures.
Louis S. Prejean, president of
Modern Broadcasting, said having
WDSU as a shareholder would be
"exceedingly helpful" to the firm.
He continued: "WDSU-TV has
been operating as the only television station in Louisiana for a period of almost four years and the
opportunity to consult with, and
draw from the experience of its
staff in television will be of unquestionable value to the management
of WAFB-TV, particularly in the

Equalized Scale
Adopted
DON
LEE RATES
STEP toward a single rate structure for Don Lee Broadcasting System
was effected last week with announcement by President Willet H. Brown
that the network will have a new basic rate of $1,500 per hour between
7 a.m. and 10:30 p.m., effective Jan. 1.
The approximate 44% cut in the
establishment of a single rate
prevailing nighttime rate of $2,700 mate
structure for both day and night
per hour was not "predicated on
what other networks serving the broadcasting."
same area are doing or may do in
the future," Mr. Brown said. "It WCBS NAMES BLAKE
has been done to assure present adearly stages of its operation."
To Top Publicity Post
vertisers of greater values than APPOINTMENT of Robert Blake,
WAFB-TV Target Date
ever before and to attract new adWAFB-TV hopes to commence
publicity director of WORvertisers who have never experi- former
AM-TV New York, as director of operation around Jan. 1. It will
enced the tremendous potential of public relations, publicity and ex- carry all four networks.
Don Lee radio advertising."
ploitation for
Edgar B. Stern Jr., president of
CBS-owned
As agreed upon last week by the
WDSU Broadcasting Corp., stated, |
WCBS
New
York
45 Don Lee affiliates in California,
"It has been our desire for some
was announced
Nevada, Oregon, Washington and
last week by time to have a closer affiliation
Idaho, the remaining time periods,
with the capital city of Baton
George Crandall,
6-7 a.m. and 10:30 p.m.-12 middirector of press
Rouge, and we are confident that
night, will keep the hourly rate of
information for
our participation in the operation
CBS Radio, and
of WAFB-TV will have a definite
§1,000.
Carl Ward, gen- value to us and our viewing public
Weekly Discounts Continue
eral manager of in terms of exchanging program
Weekly discounts, applicable on
WCBS.
Mr. Blake
materials and maintaining a close
He succeeds
$600 minimum per week, will continue as at present. The discounts
Margaret Kennedy, who moves to link with the activities of the
the WCBS program writing staff,
follow :
Weekly
52
assigned to the Emily Kimbrough
12!/2%
2'/2%
5%
Expressing confidence in the fuConsecutive
^V^% Weeks:
Gross Billing :
ture of uhf there, Mr. Stern said
15%
10%
Show.
Mr. Blake served on the staff of
15%26 20%
17V2%
that
"based
upon its performance
10%
capital."
the New Yorker magazine for five in Portland, Ore., we believe that
7V2% 12V2%
$600-$l,200
13
20%
22V2%
$1,200-$1,800
years before joining WOR as a it will render excellent service in
15%
25%
12 V2%
$l,800-$2,400
continuity writer and editor. He the Baton Rouge area, where the
$2,400-$3,000
was successively trade news editor,
S3,000-$3,600
assistant director of publicity, and geographical characteristics are
$3,600 or more
director
of publicity before resign- ideally suited for uhf."
"Most advertisers have been
ing from WOR last June.
watching closely the changes in all
He currently teaches a class in
radio network's rates for the past radio and television publicity at Fire Safety Contest
year-and-a-half," Mr. Brown ex- New York U.'s School of General
Education.
RADIO and television and newsplained. "Some of these changes
have had their origin in the evolupapers were invited by the National Board of Fire Underwriters
tion of TV markets. Others have
Miss
Byers
Joins
BAB
last week to participate in its 1952
been founded on pressures from
JANET BYERS, director of sales Goldmedal awards competition for
various sources and a few were
promotion and merchandising for
made necessary in order to mainWBNS-TV Columbus, has joined public service in fire safety and fire
tain a competitive position.
prevention. This marks the 11th
Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau's
straight year the awards have been
local
promotion
department
in
New
"These revisions," Mr. Brown
made
in radio, the first time in
York
as
sales
aid
publications
opined "have been merely tempotelevision.
writer.
rary stops on the road to the ultiBROADCASTING
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Growth Brin9s B"yers
VER?
O
N
O
O
M
Y
E
N
HO
work outlets, will require in its lure of good programs. Thus, inBy FLORENCE
SMALL
optional markets a coverage of
stead of waiting for the market to
, IS the honeymoon in television
about 30,000 sets.
develop, the tactic is to develop the
j over ?
Other grocery accounts, such as
market. The similarity to the other
With more and more stations
Pet Milk, National Biscuit, Pills- techniques of selectivity derives
bury and Lever Brothers, follow
taking to the air, national adverfrom the acknowledgment that
what amounts to the same princi- where the market fails to develop
tisers and their agencies are growple but in slightly different form.
the promotion will be curtailed or
ing increasingly selective in their
discontinued.
It was described by one industry
demands
on their transmitting
member
as
the
"policy
of
creeping
Conoco, typifying the same prac' partners in the new medium. As expansion." The pattern generally
tice but in spot advertising, acts
'<far as the outlets are concerned,
is to buy approximately 30 sta- in a like manner to secure its
tions on the network and then to rights to preferred time periods.
it has become a buyer's market
[ and station executives are being
forced to sell harder and harder to branch out, when expansion is reYet even these "pioneering" adquired, into already proven outlets,
vertisers presumably will shortly
retain what they have and to fore- adding brand-new markets slowly
reach a point where the formidable
stall any roving to other stations
and only after careful checking for economics of television will impose
and other media.
proof of performance.
a limitation on their missionary
From the point of view of the
Another policy, which on the face ventures to only those areas where
advertiser and his agency, the gal- of it would seem to be different but without a doubt, the natives are
loping expansion of stations is is actually not too dissimilar in friendly.
causing him to take a long second
effect, is that of such advertisers
look, from which have emerged
as Lucky Strike and Westinghouse.
several "patterns for housekeepWorking with somewhat more marSESAC Extras
ing"
represented
in
the
policies
of
gin than the earlier mentioned ada number of industrial bellwethers.
vertisers, these sponsors march
special New Year's scripts
As one agency executive put the rather boldly into new stations to TWO
are being distributed to SESAC
transcribed library subscribers with
problem, "we just can't go on buyestablish time "franchises."
ing indiscriminately any new statheir December shipments: New
The motive, as one executive extion that opens up. Our budgets
plained it,is to inspire the sale of Year's Eve Dance Parade, and
simply can't stretch to cover the more sets in the new area by the Mr. Muggins Meets the New Year.
limits of the new expansion, and
we're finding that some of the outlets just aren't worth covering with
good money."
Indicated Pattern

CHARLES (Chick) Freeman (I), sales
manager of WLS Chicago, takes over
as president of the Western Advertising Golfers' Assn., succeeding Don
Smith, advertising manager of Wilson
& Co., meat packers. The group was
established in 1904, and includes
200 members of the advertising field.
UP Radio Bonuses
UP announced last week that three
of the 10 year-end bonus features
it will deliver to radio clients are:
Man of the Year (President-elect
Dwight D. Eisenhower) ; Woman
of the Year (Mrs. Eisenhower),
and The Year's Biggest News Story
(Gen. Eisenhower's election).

Commercial Poiky Set
STRICT E
ban onI
commercials
while
RAL
U
G
Congress,
headed
by
Sen.
Styles
U
A
N
rade, Washington's Chesapeake &
IK
Potomac Telephone Co. engineers
broadcasting from Capitol Hill dur- Bridges (R-Me.). These added up
ing the oath-taking ceremonies Jan.
to eight cameras — two for each of were beginning to link up requested
locations for radio and TV cover20 when President-elect Dwight D. the four networks — on the main
Eisenhower is sworn in as the 34th stand in front of the Capitol steps
age. Orders placed up to the end
of last week indicated that all four
President of the United States was
to cover the swearing-in ceremonies; four on the Senate side of networks would have TV cameras
laid down by the Citizens Inaugural Committee last week.
the Capitol; two on each side in at the Capitol, the Esso Bldg., on
lower Pennsylvania Ave. ; the
In a memorandum handed to the rear of the oath-taking stand
and four in the Rotunda of the
representatives of radio and TV
Treasury Department, where Pennsylvania Avenue turns before it
networks by Joseph R. McGarraCapitol. NBC also asked for a singhy, chairman of the committee,
gle camera position in the Dome
PATTON
SUIT
passes the White House, and at Laof the Capitol.
the following points were made:
fayette Park, opposite the White
Token Settlement Made
Commercial sponsorship of the inControl gear will be located in House reviewing stand.
dustries' coverage conditions:
will be permissible
single requests have
TOKEN settlement, made out of on the following
the street floor of the Capitol im- beenAdditional
received for a hookup at the Old
1. Type of client sponsoring the
court, has resolved the $121,000
mediately
beneath
the
Rotunda.
coverage shall be approved by the
Post Office Bldg., midway on Penndamage suit filed by Roche-Eckhoff
Citizens Inaugural Committee.
Radio-TV correspondents comsylvania Aye., between the Esso
2. All televising and radio broad& Assoc., Hollywood advertising
mittee
was
established
to
act
as
casting from the Capitol will be preand the Treasury Departagency, against George Patton,
sented by the networks on a sustain- liaison with Arthur E. Cook, as- Bldg. ment,
and also at the Riggs Bank
ing basis.
former account executive with the
sistant architect of the Capitol,
3. Commercial messages will be in
Bldg.,
where
Pennsylvania turns
firm and now head of a Beverly
good taste and such messages will and James P. Selvage, of Selvage,
originate at points remote from the Lee & Chase, public relations
again
to
pass
the White House.
Hills agency bearing his name
Presidental Reviewing Stand.
C&P
also
received
requests from
[B*T, Aug. 18].
consultants,
assisting
Sen.
Bridges.
4. No
super-impositions
of commerCBS
and
NBC
for
facilities to
cial
messages
or
trade
names
will
be
The legal action, instituted Aug.
Committee Members
made using the background of the
cover the Inaugural Ball at the
Capitol
or
the
Presidential
Reviewing
5 in Superior Court of Los AngeStand.
The committee comprises: Bry- Armory in Washington.
les, charged that Mr. Patton took,
son B. Rash, ABC; R. G. Thompson,
Radio and TV independents must
No reference was made regardthree accounts with him when he
put their requests in to cover the
ing sponsorship of coverage of the CBS; Roger B. Coelos, DuMont,
. severed relations with the plainCapitol ceremonies to Robert M.
Inaugural Ball at the District of and Charles Colledge, NBC. Also
tiff, Nov. 1, 1951.
Columbia Armory the night of Jan. on the committee is Hollis M. SeaMenaugh, superintendent of the
Under terms of the settlement,
20.
House Radio-Television Correvey,ForMBS.
Roche-Eckhoff released Mr. Patton
TV newsreels, the following
Original code, tendered by Mr.
spondents Gallery. Requests for
from all claims arising out of their
were named to act in a liaison ca- positions to cover the inaugural
McGarraghy,
shocked
broadcast
past association. The three ac- representatives. It included a
parade should be made to Bryson
pacity: Anthony Muto, UP-Movcounts, Urich's Serve Yourself
requirement that commercial an- ietone News ; Julian Goodman, NBC
B. Rash, ABC, chairman of the
Gasoline Stations, James J. Kernouncements should be restricted
radio-TV subcommittee of the
TV
News;
Charles
E.
Shutt,
Telenews.
win Co., Los Angeles distributors
Citizens Inaugural Committee.
to
institutional
public
service
anof Raytheon TV, and Dr. L. A.
nouncements (The XYZ Corp.
Members of the radio-TV netAlso attending both the Citizens
Brinkley, chiropractor, will conwork
and
TV
newsreel
committee
presents. . .). It also frowned on
Inaugural
Committee meetings and
tinue to be serviced by George
were scheduled to meet with Mes"selling" commercials.
the Joint Inaugural Committee
Patton Co.
srs.
Cook
and
Selvage
today
to
Meanwhile, TV network repremeeting last week in Washington
sentatives submitted their requests work out details of radio and TV
Mr. Patton was represented by
were Thomas Velotta, ABC; Sig
for Capitol Hill camera positions to positions at the inauguration.
Ryan & Burlington, and RocheMickelson, CBS, and Davidson
the Joint Inaugural Committee of
Eckhoff by Austin Clapp.
Preparing for the inaugural paTaylor, NBC.
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The emergent patterns of selectivity— and they affect principally,
of course, the secondary markets —
would seem to be represented by
the following:
Procter & Gamble, it is understood, is considering setting up
what is called a "penetration standard." By its terms the company,
after purchasing its staple of net-

. . . NOT

content to offer its listeners block programming
then sit back to merely observe results, WLW

and
Cin-

I

i| cinnati has embarked on an active campaign of
promotion and research. Here Crosley Broadcasting
Corp. President Dunville tells what

is being done

jto implement the revised schedule. Conceding it's
■still too early for a final judgment, Mr. Dunville
here describes the stir created by. . . .

Block

Roy
Programming

By ROBERT E. DUNVILLE
President
Crosley Broadcasting Corp.

Time
8:00

WLW-Radio's new block programming, which went into effect Sept.
28, may or may not be working —
it's still a bit early to know for
certain.
In any event, to me, two things
seem certain:

8:30
9:00
9:30

(1) The move to "vertical" or
"mood" listening has stirred up
more listener interest in WLWLand than any other single move
in broadcasting in recent years.
(2) Specific audience appeal is
more readily determined. These
two important facts were first disclosed in the form of press notices
which, when carefully weighed,
stated definitely that "this was a
bold undertaking and that only
time would tell whether it was the
right or wrong move." In all, 16
programs have been effected in the
block programming move.
Charlton Wallace, radio editor
of the Cincinnati Times-Star, made
this comment: "WLW is being a
very brave radio station in my opinion by starting block programming
next week after the time change.
Instead of offering a variety of
programs nightly, WLW will offer
programs of only one category each
night. My chief criticism of this
block programming is that any one
type of program can be boring if

JAMES ANDERSON (seated),
Crosley Broadcasting director of
research, and Charles Hinderson,
his assistant, study a PAC report.
Page 26
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10:00
10:30

Sunday
Drama
Cavalcade
of America
Theatre
Guild
Theatre
H'wood
GuildStar
Playhouse
Martin
Kane
Peter Grant
News

Monday
Music
Railroad
Hour of
Voice
Firestone
Telephone
Hour
Band of
America
Meredith
Wilson
Peter
Grant
News

Tuesday
Comedy

spy
Wednesday
Mystery
The
Dragnet

Groucho
Marx
The Great
Shadow
Gildersleeve
Martin
StoryBig
andFibber
Lewis The
CounterCraig
Barrie
McGeeFor
Two
The
Money
PeterNewsGrant PeterNewsGrant

Thursday
Comedy
Rogers
FatherBest
Knows
Truth or
Consequence;
Phil
Harris,
Alice Faye
Hope
Bob
PeterNewsGrant

at
Friday

Saturday
Judy
Folk-Music
Comedy-Quiz
Red
Skelton
Time
Walk
A
Canova
Twenty
Mile
Ohio
River
Jamboree
Ole
Opry
Questions
Sammy
Visitin'
Hit
Kaye
Grand
Parade
Midwestern
PeterNewsGrant Duke
Hayrideof
Paducah

Monday through Saturday looks like this at WLW
overplayed."
Jo Bradley Reed, radio-TV editor of the Columbus Citizen, had
this to say: "This is a noble experiment. Ithink WLW will face some
serious listener problems. Making
such a drastic transition may prove
difficult for some listeners. At any
rate, I'll be very interested in seeing the results.
new step
forward
could be WLW's
a real milestone
in radio history."
Bob White of the Oxford Ohio
Press, reported this to his readers:
"With the innovation of block programming, WLW will attempt to
follow a rigid schedule for each
evening's shows. We'll wait and
see what is the outcome."
Magee Adams, radio editor of
The Cincinnati Enquirer, said : "As
block programming goes, this is
strikingly unusual. And it seems
likely to be the most significant of
WLW's reshuffles this year."
Additionally, from the station's
standpoint, WLW's promotion and
advertising of the new programming structure has been given an
unusual twist.
We decided, not only to keep the
people informed of what was being
done, but also to maintain a constant check on the public's pulse.
It is my belief that radio editors
often speak for themselves rather
than for their readers. Of course,
we welcome the comments of these
informed men and women, but, as a
50 kw radio station, it is imperative, in order to create a maximum
interest, that we of WLW know
intimately the opinions and desires
of all our listeners.
It was with this in mind that

we launched our $35,000 "Sounds
of the Century" contest. Based on
the theme of "building interest
through sounds," the contest utilizes a "sound-story" technique in
which a series of sounds related to
the present century are recorded
"on-the-spot" throughout the entire four-state area of WLW-Land.
These sounds are then broadcast
intermittently throughout the day
and night. Phone calls are made to
radio homes in WLW-Land during
local programs which emanate
from Crosley Square in the course
of the broadcast day.
Each "Sound of the Century" is
aired for the entire audience as
well as the person telephoned, who,
upon being called, is asked to identify the mystery sound. If the
sound is correctly identified the interviewe isawarded a 1953 Kaiser
Manhattan.
Five Winners Thus Far
Since the contest began on Sept.
28, after an extensive 10-day buildup, five cars have been awarded.
The first was won by a Dayton
man who correctly identified the
sound of a nickel being dropped
into a parking meter in Richmond,
Ind. It: was the second phone call
made in the contest. The second
sound, recorded in Dayton, was
identified by a Morehead, Ky.,
woman who recognized the loading
of a furnace stoker. The third
sound, recorded in Wheeling, W.
Va., was indentified by a Cincinnati
woman who described it as a roller towel. The fourth sound, recorded in Maysville, Ky., was identified by a woman in Attica, Ohio,

WLW

as a change maker. The fifth sound
identified, which was recorded in
Cincinnati, was correctly described
as a record changer.
All listeners in WLW-Land have
an opportunity to compete for the
"Sounds of the Century" grand
award by sending to the station a
card or letter explaining, in 25
words or less, what sound of this
century has meant the most to
them. The winner of this phase
of the contest will receive a Kaiser
Hard-Top
show
car. Dragon, Kaiser's finest K.
By the use of 10- and 20-second
spot announcements, sandwiched
between big nighttime programs,
listeners hear the "Sound of the
Century," and they are urged to
listen to the shows on which phone Sal
calls will be made.
To test the cities, towns and
hamlets, a very tactful interviewer, WLW's "Sounds of the Century"
girl, Brenda Hollis, is touring 97
communities, talking with small
town editors, business men and
folks-on-the-street. She reports on
the comments and the opinions of
listeners as she cruises through
the four-state area of WLW-Land.
The reaction which Miss Hollis has
reported to us at WLW after two
weeks in the field indicates that
listenership is higher now than at
any point since 1949.
After a swing through central
(Continued on page 92)

MISS HOLLIS— WLW's "Sounds
of Thewheel
Century
— seatedcar.at the
of a Girl"
giveaway
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FUTURE

By EARL B. ABRAMS
SPECULATION was rife last week
regarding the future of the FCC
in the heralded reorganization of
President-elect Eisenhower's executive offices.
That a new "chain of command"
to the President is in the offing
was virtually promised by New
Hampshire Gov. Sherman Adams,
whose appointment as the new

MASS

MARKET
Sweeney Prods Radio
"RADIO— with 98% of all families
— has to be the spearhead of any
marketing attack on half of all
families who earn $58 a week or
less because it is the only medium
that reaches them," Kevin Sweeney,
BAB vice president, stated Monday
in a talk before the Peoria Advertising & Selling Club.
Pointing out more than 41 million Americans, most in the low
income brackets, have less than
eight years formal education, Mr.
Sweeney said these people are
likely to be poor readers and, therefore, not readily reached by newspaper and magazine advertising.
Nor can they be sold through
"polysyllabic
Fifth Avenue copy,"
he
said.
"Copy written for the 11 million
adults who have some college education by chichi retail copywriters
who think all advertising should
be like Lord & Taylor's is another
roadblock in the way of reaching
the mass market," he said. "Department stores particularly are
shutting out the volume market
with copy that is over the heads
of the customers, run in media
that do not cover this market."
Lambasting the "snobbishness"
and "smugness" of advertisers who
concentrate on "the same side of
the street, the high income group"
are apparently reluctant to do business with the $15 billion market
represented by families with low
incomes," Mr. Sweeney said that
too many advertisers, both national
and local, seem to be making no
effort to get their advertising messages across to the 52% of all U. S.
families with annual incomes of
$3,000 or less.
He cited Federal Reserve figures
showing that families with incomes
of $2,000 or under bought 7% of
all the new cars and 19% of the
used cars purchased in the country
last year. Nearly half of them
have automobiles and more than a
third are home owners, he reported.
Mr. Sweeney noted a BAB study
made this year in Cincinnati revealed that in an average week,
two-thirds of the families earning
less than $2,000 a year bought
breakfast cereals, coffee, packaged
bacon and toilet soap, while half of
the families also bought soda
crackers and canned or frozen
orange juice.
BROADCASTING

Adamsf

President's special assistant was
announced last week.
In a news conference following
the announcement of his appointment to the $20,000 a year post,
Gov. Adams acknowledged that
studies were being made looking to
the reorganization of the President's executive offices.
Best guesses indicated that the
executive offices would be divided
into three groups — planning, monetary and coordination.
Presumably, the planning branch
would comprise the Council of
Economic Advisers, the National
Security Council and the National
Securities Resources Board. NSRB
is charged with the formulation of
manpower, censorship and other
wartime policies, most of which
would affect the broadcast industry.
Monetary and fiscal affairs apparently would continue to be
handled by the Bureau of the
Budget, which reviews appropriation requests for all departments
and independent agencies, including the FCC.
The coordination branch is believed to be planned as the liaison
between the above two branches,
and the President's personal staff,
the Cabinet and military aides.
Just where the Office of Telecommunications Advisor to the
President would fall has not been
made plain. At the present time
Telecommunications Advisor Haraden Pratt, former IT&T executive,

Naming

Significant

reports directly to President Truman. His functions include overseeing overall government allocations and frequency policy, working with members of the Interder
partment Radio Advisory Committee. The FCC, State Department and the military services
maintain representatives on IRAC.
It was believed that Gov. Adams,
whose term as New Hampshire
executive expires this year, would
oversee executive responsibilities
calling for liaison with the radioTV and other major industries on
vital public service projects.
Dr. John R. Steelman, President
Truman's assistant, has worked
with the Broadcast Advisory Council, launched under NARTB imGov. Adams explained that
petus.
changes
in government organization would not be violent, but
would come gradually. He said
major changes can be expected in
both the personnel and the functions and responsibilities of independent agencies.
"Better control and coordination
can and will be effected," he said.
He said that studies underway
encompass the 1949 Hoover Commission recommendations on the
reorganization of the Executive
Department, as well as new ideas
and suggestions.
He hinted that some of the independent agencies may be realigned, consolidated or abolished.

READY for jet flight is Edward D.
Madden (r), vice president and assistant to the president of NBC,
shown with Brig. Gen. Stuart P.
Wright, commander of Eglin AFB,
Fla., where industry leaders and
others attended a joint civilian
orientation conference conducted by
the Dept. of Defense.
Big question is whether Gov.
Adams was referring to such agencies as the FCC, Civil Aeronautics
Administration, Federal Trade
Commission, Interstate Commerce
Commission, Securities & Exchange
Commission and similar groups
when he spoke of independent
agencies.
All of these were created by Congress. Any changes in their status,
functions or responsibilities would
require legislation.
A possible
to Gov.
Adams'
thinking
may clue
be seen
in the
fact
that President-elect Eisenhower,
(Continued on page UO)

NCAA

POLICY
Rev. Joyce Labels 'Short-sighted'
when it undertook to have its own
A CHARGE that NCAA is pursugreat
good to reported
us."
WhendealMr.of Spivak
that
telecast despite the NCAA
ing a "short-sighted" policy on games
restrictions in 1951.
football TV was leveled last week
Stanford and Michigan authorities
by The Rev. Edmund J. Joyce,
Pennsylvania's Mr. Murray ob- estimated they lost $31,000 on their
C.S.C., executive vice president of
own game because the Notre Dameserved that NCAA had "immediOklahoma game the same day was
ately advised us we were a member
Notre Dame U., who voiced confitelecast, Father Joyce said he
dence that "in the long run televinot in good standing," and, after
sion will help the attendance at a "review" suggested by NCAA,
"would like to have proof of that,
games — even the small college
four of Pennsylvania's scheduled
because
that
it would Ibereally
true, don't
and believe
particularly
opponents
indicated,
"two
quite
Father Joyce took part in an forcibly," that they would cancel
in the helongexpressed
run of things."
It was
then
his conviction
often
sharply worded debate on the their games for this year if Penngames."
sylvania went ahead with its TV
restricted-TV policy of NCAA on
that "in the long run" TV will help.
Mr. Bushnell, noting that almost
Curtis Pub. Co.'s Keep Posted protwo-thirds
of the 91 eastern confergram on DuMont TV Network
plans. Notre Dame's Stand
(Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.). The NCAA
ence
member
colleges
are "small,"
wanted to know
whether
Father
Father Joyce, asked by New York
policy was defended by Jeff ColeHerald-Tribune
sports
editor
Bob
man, U. of Alabama athletics manJoyce didn't feel that "large
colleges have some family obliCooke whether Notre Dame's proager and a member of NCAA's TV
Committee.
TV stand was "100% philanthrogation to the small colleges." Small
Francis Murray, U. of Pennsylpic," replied that "I believe it is colleges, Mr. Bushnell said, "have
to
a
large
extent
philanthropic,
if
had
proof
that they just cannot
vania athletics director, t a longtime critic of the NCAA plan ; Asa
you want to call philanthropic be- compete in the promotion of their
ing concerned with the future of football games with the millions
S. Bushnell, director of the NCAA
American football and with the
TV programs ; Thad Brown,
of free tickets that television gives."
public interest in football.
NARTB TV director, and a numasserted
that small
"we
ber of sportscasters and sports
"Of course," he said, "we do have
areFather
just asJoyce
interested
in the
a personal interest in it, and it is colleges as you are" — and, he said,
writers also got into the argument.
At the outset, under questioning
not entirely financial, either, be- "if only the small colleges could
cause we have felt all along that
get on television, I think that they
by editor Lawrence Spivak, Mr.
Coleman claimed that 92%% of the football teams have focused the at- themselves would build up a greattention of the public upon the unier audience and a greater follownation's colleges had voted for
versity that has the team, gets
"some type of limited television"
Mr.ing than
Bushnell
contended
they now
have." the small
them interested in our educational
and denied knowledge of any "com(Continued on page 35)
processes, and has accounted for a
pulsion" on U. of Pennsylvania
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some 80 radio and video stations
RADIO and TV journalism have
Hartford, for the outstandmade important progress in their competing for news awards will be WTICing special
events broadcast, and
announced.
battle for recognition and have
WBAP-TV Fort Worth, for its
made progress in the fight to preJudging in three classes — for video operation.
A radio workshop session today,
serve freedom of information, ac- outstanding radio news operation,
cording to the annual report of Jim
headed by F. O. Carver, WSJS
outstanding television news operation and outstanding special events
Winston-Salem, N. C, calls for
Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis, submitted to the National Assn. of broadcast — was completed a week
a clinical study of the way various
Radio News Director, of which he ago at Northwestern U. by the stations covered big stories, with
is president.
judges. They include Baskett critical examinations by delegates
The NARND opens its annual
the stations' coverage patterns.
Mosse, associate professor of jour- of
Jack Shelley, WHO Des Moines,
nalism in the broadcast department
convention today (Monday) at the
will head a report and discussion
Hollenden Hotel, Cleveland, with
at N. U.; Mr. Bormann, WCCO
session during the workshop on the
Minneapolis, NARND president;
proceedings winding up Wednesday.
Ben Baldin, assistant director of continuing study of wire services,
as head of the committee for that
Mr. Bormann cited such blows
news and special events, MBS New
to radio-TV freedom as the ExecYork; Don Brown, journalism professor, U. of Illinois, and Fred M. purpose.
TV workshop tomorrow will
utive Order authorizing heads of
demonstrate by closed circuit the
Whiting Jr., assistant journalism
federal agencies to withhold inforprofessor, N. U. Trophies will be advanced techniques in TV covermation on a public interest basis
and the decision by Speaker Sam
age, preparation and presentation
presented
by N. U.,'s Medill School
of news. Remote coverage setup
of Journalism.
Rayburn to exclude radio and TV
with
mobile equipment and TV film
from hearings. He referred, too,
Last year's winners were WHO
Des Moines, for its radio operation;
and photo services will be described.
to the ruling by Sen. Pat McCarran (D-Nev.) barring the media
from Senate Judiciary Committee
RTMA Group Sees
proceedings.
All-Time High
These arbitrary acts, opposed by SPORTS
INCOME
NARTB on principle, "were in a
TOTAL income of the sports industry in 1952 will probably reach an
sense over-ruled by the electorate
all-time
high of more than $1.7 billion, according to the Sports Comin the Nov. 4 political contests,"
mittee of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
he said, referring first to the stateIn a report issued over the weekend, the RTMA committee said it
ment by Rep. Joseph W. Martin
(R-Mass.), slated to be the next
felt "television and broadcasting *
The Sports Committee paid high
have helped to achieve the excellent
Speaker, that he could not go along
results this year. Certainly there tribute in its annual report to the
with the Rayburn ban.
is no reason to believe that the understanding and foresight of
Favorable Sign Cited
rapid growth of TV has hurt either sports leaders, writers and anAnother favorable sign pointed
nouncers in making possible a
spectator or participating sports.
out by Mr. Bormann was the apThe record is very clear on this record-breaking sports year.
parent "willingness to accept reaNational Collegiate Athletic
sonable requests" shown by PresiAssn.
was asked by the committee
College
and
professional
football
dent-elect Eisenhower in heeding
to
broaden
its program for 1953
should
exceed
their
all-time
highs
the protests over omission of radio
inpoint."
gate receipts, according to the by giving colleges more individual
and TV newsmen from the Korean
committee. It added that racing is decision to televise games to their
party (see story page 23).
sure of its best year, boxing has alumni, friends and neighbors.
Noting that the position of the
The committee warned against
jumped
to a national popularity
press in general "has been somewhat less than friendly toward
not enjoyed in years but profes- the danger of "opinion guessing"
sional baseball, especially the
blaming- any loss in attendance
our media," Mr. Bormann said minor leagues, has been hardest hit in
on television. Baseball club ownthere have been "some indications
by wartime draft and dislocation
ers were urged to conduct a scienof a tendency to relent" and added
of millions in defense work.
that he had tried to avoid quarrels
project showing TV's
the game.
While baseball was the only effecttificonresearch
with other media. He said joint
TV audiences for major sports
major sport to show a definite de- events
newspaper-radio-TV action is called
often exceed 30 million
cline in attendance and income,
for in some problems but thus far
RTMA pointed out the difference viewers, the committee reminded,
newspaper interests have preferred
is partly made up by the sale of on the basis of American Research
to work independently in fighting
radio and TV rights for nearly
Bureau figures, emphasizing that
common battles.
women and children frequently
$5 million.
NARND is becoming stronger
The committee report quoted a equal the number of male viewers.
with each year, he said, reminding
letter from Lt. Jerry Jordan,
TV was described as standing
that officers serve on a gratis basis
and sacrifice time and money. In sports analyst, comparing the cur- alongside newspapers and radio in
rent 3,700,000 men in uniform with helping to interest more men and
the last year he has traveled 12,000
miles as NARND spokesmen, de- the 4,355,000 in World War I. "It women in sports contests.
The committee report said past
is not possible," Lt. Jordan said,
livering 62 speeches in 49 com"to take about 4 million men from Jordan studies show that the avermunities, he said. He, said NARND
home, with other millions diswas grateful to WCCO for underage adult does not go to one baselocated for war work, without
ball or one football game a year.
writing NARND costs running over
seriously affecting the attendance
If TV could help get everyone to
$3,000. He advocated appointment
of a permanent executive secretary
at sports events." Lt. Jordan pre- attend one game of each a year, the
for NARND.
dicted another big gain in attendreport noted, there would not be
ance with end of the Korean war, enough seats in the parks and
Keynote luncheon address was to
stadiums to hold the crowds.
as happened after both world
be delivered today by Paul W.
wars.
TV will help create new fans and
White, executive editor of KFMBJ. B. Elliott, RCA Victor Division, develop larger gates as the novelty
TV San Diego, Calif, and for 15
heads
the
RTMA
Sports
Committee.
years head of CBS news operations.
Other members are John F. Gilligan, period of set ownership passes, it
Philco Corp.; A. A. Brandt, General was stated. RTMA members use
Some 500 radio and TV newsmen
Electric Co.; Dan D. Halpin, Allen B. their own advertising and promoare expected at the NARND meetDuMont Labs.; William H. Kelley,
tion facilities to help stimulate
ing, which will feature a banquet
Motorola
Walter L. Stickel, HoffRadioInc.;
Corp.,
tonight at which winners among
Zenithman Radio
Corp. and L. C. Truesdell, interest in sports attendance.
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TV

On Club Executives' Agenda
TELECASTING of Major League
baseball games loomed as a majori
subject of controversy as baseball:
executives prepared for the annual
Major-Minor League winter meetings which start today (Monday)
in Phoenix.
Fred Saigh, owner of the St.!
Louis cardinals, has proposed that;
TV be banned from Major League^
games, while Bill Veeck, of the St.,
Louis Browns, stirred up additional
repercussions last week with a
threat
to bartheTVBrowns
from get
Browns'
games unless
a cuti
of the home team's TV revenues.
In answer to Mr. Veeck's threat,
a Yankees official was quoted as
suggesting
the Browns
remainedthat,
truculent,if they
might get
no part of the 14 night games
which the New York team plans to
play in Yankee Stadium next year.
The attendance difference between
day and night games at the stadium was "conservatively" estimated at 20,000 persons — a factor
which, the Yankees obviously felt,
would provide strong leverage to
dissuade Mr. Veeck from his "no
cut,Theno Chicago
TV" stand.
White Sox were said
to be tion,
siding
withbased
Mr. on
Veeck's
posiwhich was
the theory
that it takes two teams to make a
ball game and the Browns are 50percent
of any game's
The Yankees'
intentionattraction.
to hold
up the scheduling of night games
at the stadium was implied by general manager George Weiss, who
was
quoted
that night
"The
Yankees
will as
havesaying
a 14-game
program at home again, but the
dates and the teams won't be decided until after (this week's)
Mr. Saigh's proposal for an outright ban on TV meanwhile was
meetings."
attributed to an incident last
season when the New York Giants
refused to let a Giants-Cardinals
game in New York be telecast in
St. Louis. Mr. Saigh was said to
be sending the Giants a bill for telecasts by WPIX(TV) New York,
which covered all Giants' home
games, involving two subsequent
contests with the Cards.
Publicity Workshop
RADIO-TV publicity workshop
will be held Dec. 3 by the District
of Columbia chapter of American
Women in Radio & Television.
Panel discussion will feature Helen
Coar as moderator. Panel members
will be Esther Cannon, for advertising agencies; Pat Griffith Mower, Armed Services ; Florence Lowe,
trade publications; Gertrude Broderick, government agencies, and
Mary Pauline Perry, general publicity. Ruth Crane, WMAL Washington, and several of her sponsors
will be hostesses at the WMAL studios. Advertisers whose food
products are featured on Miss
Crane's radio and TV programs
will provide the buffet supper.
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Industry Embarks on Stu
ON
TI
AC
RE
DE
CO
likely to take an action which will
By J. FRANK BEATTY
strong denial last week after hearing that the National Council of limit the ability of faith groups to
SEARCH for a sensitive pulse- Churches was concerned lest the
carry
on their
work." in the
feeling method that will show what
NARTB
thusgood
is caught
TV Code's religious advertising
the public thinks of radio-TV pro- paragraph be dropped.
middle of an intramural contrograms and advertising is getting
He denied that the review board
versy between the two principal
under way as NARTB, networks
had been considering action which
religious factions — the National
and stations show growing concern
Council of Churches, favoring free
over first signs of serious trouble. would deny "free religious time on
time and opposing paid time, and
television,"
as
stated
in
the
Nov.
23
NARTB was called on last week issue of the Washington Sunday
an evangelical group, firmly insistSt -.to put out a Television Code fire Star. The Star's story was based
ing on the right to buy time.
that started when the National
on a statement by Frank S.
The
NARTB TV Code authority
Council of Churches became
Ketcham, Washington attorney
has been sifting the relatively
alarmed over a rumor that the as- and general counsel for the Broadnumber of complaints rei sociation was going to amend its
casting Film Commission of the small ceived
in the nine-month operation
video code to curtail free religious National Council of Churches.
of the voluntary standards. Serious
time in an effort to stimulate timeIt was stated in the Star that the study has been given the religious
council had been informed NARTB
buying by religious groups.
problem, along with programming
The temporary flareup pointed had "decided tentatively to elim- for children, crime and mystery
inate a provision of the Television
to the danger that a small touch of
"pitchmen
commercials"
and
fear or a misunderstanding among
Code providing free time for reli- shows,
TV visual
advertising
techniques.
viewing groups or civic and religious programs," adding that the
Fighting Back
recommendation was to go before
a,j' gious agencies might touch off a the
NARTB
board for ratification
fast-spreading wave of resentment.
The association has been showearly December.
ing signs of starting to fight back
While NARTB's TV Code Re- in NARTB
President Harold E. Fel- at critics, particularly those who
view Board was quickly denying
lows conferred with Mr. Ketcham
use the industry as a whipping post
the religious charge, the association, along with networks and other last Tuesday. After the conference
and columnists whose favorite pastime Mr. Fellows described as
both said there had been a misE( ) industry and civic groups, was conunderstanding. Mr. Fetzer then "driving a ten-ton truck back and
ducting serious study of the video
program problem and what to do issued his denial. He said:
story.)the medium." (See sepaforth rate
over
about it.
"The (Review) Board has been
The church council incident last
These developments are under asked by one religious organization
to remove from the Code the provi- week convinced both religious and
way:
sion which now time
states,to 'Achurches
charge
broadcast officials of the need for
for television
# NARTB's TV Board meets
better understanding on the part
next week to consider proposed and religious bodies is not recomchanges in the TV Code.
of the industry and those whom it
serves.
# The TV Code's Seal of Ap- mended.'
"Since the petition of this organproval isto be revised so the public
Mr. Ketcham told Broadcasting
ization, supported by personal apwill be induced to write letters
pearances by its representative,
•
Telecasting he had reached "a
voicing opinions on programs.
other organized religious groups
very satisfactory understanding
have expressed an opposing interNARTB's
Standards
for the present" with Mr. Fellows
est. No recommendation for action
of #Practice
will beRadio
revised.
and NARTB. He said he will write
be made by the Television Code
Q Johns Hopkins U., Balti- will
Mr. Fellows on behalf of the naReview
Board
until
all
interested
more, has started a TV program
tional council as well as American
groups
and
churches
have
been
research project to bridge the gap
Jewish
Committee and representagiven
an
opportunity
to
state
their
between the public and those who views.
tives of the Catholic church, exprovide programs.
"At all events, the board is not
pressing his appreciation and "reRevision Set

Mi

Revision of the TV Code's seal
and the Johns Hopkins project are
designed to probe the inner
thoughts of those who look at the
20 million TV receivers. Both projects have been spurred by the separate discoveries that people don't
realize that those who supply the
programs want to know how their
offerings are being received in the
home. Both projects give recognition to the danger that a minor
misunderstanding by a listener or
viewer can lead to serious results.
NARTB's Television Board will
hear a detailed report from John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo,
chairman of the Television Code
Review Board. The review group
has met several times since the
code went into operation last
March. It has drawn up a series
of recommendations for the TV
Board. Ed Bronson, TV Code supervisor, will attend the meeting,
to be held at Cat Cay, an island
off the Florida coast. (See separate
Radio and TV Board story this
page.)
Mr. Fetzer came back with a
BROADCASTING

NARTB

BOARDS

COMPLETE rewriting of the
NARTB by-laws to cover the radiotelevision merger of 1951 and the
vesting of management powers in
the president's office will be taken
up Wednesday by the combined
Radio and Television Boards of
Directors, meeting in Washington.
Draft of the new by-laws has
cleared the NARTB By-Laws Committee, headed by former Executive Vice President A. D. Willard
Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga., and will
come before the joint directors for
final approval.
Accumulated changes covering a
13-year period have been whipped
into sequential and simplified form
by the committee on the basis of
a rewriting job performed by Judge
Justin Miller, NARTB board chairman and general counsel, and other
staff executives.
Three separate directorial meet• Telecasting

Heavy

CAKE is presented to (I to r) Perry
Kallison, department store owner, by
Charles Lutz, manager, KTSA-AM-FM
San Antonio, and W. G. Egerton,
KTSA chief engineer. Mr. Kallison
has onsponsored
KTSA forKallison's
the past Trading
16 years.Post
stating strongly that the code
should remain as it is or the religious sponsorship ban should be
strengthened." He conceded some
council leaders, who had met a
fortnight ago in New York, had
been unduly agitated because they
hadn't been given all the facts and
didn't understand all phases of the
Clayton Griswold, representing
problem.
Presbyterian Churches, told Broadcasting •Telecasting reports had
come from three different sources
that NARTB planned to change
the religious part of the TV Code.
He said evangelical and "splinter
groups" are buying more TV time.
Some religious units and individuals not recognized by the national
council, he contended, are not responsible to any church organization. He described the TV Code
ban
on paid
telecasts
"mild"
and said
TV stations
and asnetworks
had been most cooperative with
churches.
Considerable pressure has been
(Continued on page 73)

Agenda

ings are scheduled in the next ten
days. When the combined boards
adjourn Wednesday, the Radio
Board will convene. The radio directors will wind up their work
Thursday. The Television Board
will meet Monday-Tuesday of next
week at Cat Cay, Florida coastal
island.
While the by-laws problem is
the principal item on the agenda
of the combined boards, other subjects of joint radio-TV interest
may be discussed, including Capitol
Hill and other political developments. Some of these topics likely
will be passed on to the separate
radio and TV directors for more
detailed study.
The directors will receive membership applications from 31 broadcast stations, with another six TV
stations applying for membership.
Recent upward trend in member-

Faces

Directors

ship, signifying increasing unity in
the industry, was ascribed by
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows to the Station Relations Dept.,
headed by William T. Stubblefield.
He praised field work done by Assistant Director William K. Treynor, who recently opened a West
Coast office for NARTB, and Jack
L. Barton, who recently joined the
field staff.
One of the pressing problems
facing the Television Board will be
proposals to amend the nine-monthold Television Code. John E. Fetzer,
WKZO - TV Kalamazoo, Mich.,
chairman of the NARTB TV Code
Review Board, will attend the
Florida meeting. He is expected
to submit suggestions for revision
(see program review story this
The video directors will conpage).
(Continued on page 92)
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FARM SAFETY
19 Awards at NARFD Meet
AWARDS to 15 radio stations, a
network and three TV stations for
outstanding farm safety activities
during the 12 months ending last
July were made by the National
Safety Council yesterday (Sunday) at the National Assn. of
Radio Farm Directors convention
at Chicago's Conrad Hilton Hotel.
The non-competitive Public Interest Awards, presented at a
luncheon given by NSC for NARFD
members, were conferred for safety
activities during national farm
safety week in July 1952, and for
the preceding calendar year.
Judges were C. L. Mast, secretary, American Agricultural Editors Assn.; Norman Kraeft, farm
director, WGN Chicago; Creston J.
Foster, public relations director,
American Farm Bureau Federation,
and Maynard H. Coe, farm director. NSC.
The recipients and their awardwinning achievements in farm
safety :
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo. — 40 special
programs, 1,460 spot announcements
and other work.
KLRA Little Rock— 3,088 safety references on programs, work resulting
in a state farm safety week proclamation, 43 stories, 11 interviews.
KRLC Lewiston, Idaho — Series of
daily 15-minute interviews with
county agent, 320 references, 31 special programs, 285 spots.
KUOM St. Paul — 200 references, 19
special programs, distribution of
taped safety programs to 38 stations
and of 27 radio shorts to 80 stations.
KVOO Tulsa — Originality, quantity
and quality of safety efforts estimated at $220,000 in time, including
a safety slogan contest which drew
1,100 entries.
WDIA Memphis — Farm safety information programs to 300,000 area
Negro farm people by taped interviews with listeners.
WFTM Maysville, Ky. — Five special
recordings concerning accidents.
WHFB St. Joseph, Mich.— References, interviews.
WHO Des Moines — 275 references,
sponsorship of a safety contest, safety promotion in other media and
in special events.
WIBX Utica, N. Y. — Five minutes
each on safety during 250 farm programs, 96 special programs, 372 spots,
safety jingles aired to non-Englishspeaking listeners and publicity releases to 60 rural newspapers.
WIOU West Lafayette, Ind. — 35
special programs, 936 spots, a 4-H
safety contest and safety "tags" distribution to 4-H members.
WKAR East Lansing, Mich. — 28
special programs, 322 spots, distribution of 34 tapes to other state stations.
WNAX Yankton, S. D. — Series of
safety shorts recorded and made
available to 490 other stations
through NSC, safety jingles, 35 special programs, 1,200 spots and a
contest.
WTIC Hartford, Conn. — 3,600 announcements, jingle contest, 14 special programs.
NBC — Remote pickup safety feature
on a Future Farmers of America
chapter, references on 10 National
Page 30
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OKLA. MEET
Meyers Warns on Rate Cuts
BROADCASTERS who cat rates
will not only deplete their revenue
but put advertising money in the
pockets of newspapers, their biggest competitor, Howard Meyers,
Chicago manager for O. L. Taylor
Co., told the Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. at its recent meeting.
FCC Chairman Paul Walker spoke
at
Nov.the24].Nov. 18-19 session [B*T,,
PARTICIPANTS in Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. meeting included (I
to r) : Bill Logan, majority floor leader of the Oklahoma Senate; FCC
Chairman Walker, Mr. Page, and Dr. Lawton.
>
Farm & Home Hour weekly programs.
WBKB-TV Chicago — Half - hour
program promoting farm safety week.
WCPO-TV Cincinnati — 317 special
programs, 637 spots.
WNBK-TV Cleveland— Daily safety
program during farm safety week,
89 spots, 4 special programs.
UNION
ATTACKED
By N. Y. Fed. Grand Jury
THE UNITED Electrical, Radio &
Machine Workers of America, an
independent union which holds bargaining contracts with key electronic and communications firms,
came in for sharp criticism last
week.
A federal grand jury in New
York urged the National Labor
Relations Board to revoke certification of the union as bargaining
representative. It charged both
that union and the American Communications Assn. are a "menace
to the national security."
At the same time, Rep. Harold
E. Velde (R-Ill,), who is slated
to head up the House Un-American Activities Committee in January, said labor groups, including
UERMWA, will come under Congressional scrutiny next year. He
said a probe of unions was "more
important" than that of Communism in Hollywood.
The grand jury described the
union situation as "acute" and of
"immediate concern," pointing out
the two unions represent workers
holding key positions in defense
plants and communications centers.
UERMWA has about 300,000
members.
Both UERMWA and ACA, which
has had relations with broadcast
stations and electronic companies,
have been expelled from the CIO
on the Communist issue.
NLRB has served notice that it
will revoke the certification of any
union as bargaining agent where a
court finds that one of its officers
has filed a false non-Communist
affidavit (see separate story on
page 52).
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., announces two new console combination instruments, the Westland at
$525 and the Penfield at $595. Each
set combines 21-inch TV, radio and
3-speed phonograph.

'SPACE PATROL'
Station Contest Underway
LOCAL level promotion contest
among ABC-AM-TV stations which
air Space
Patrol gathered momentum last week.
The competition, entitled "Space
Patrol Blood Booster Contest," is
handled by Gardner Adv. Co. for
the Ralston Purina Co., sponsor of
Space Patrol. American Red Cross,
welcoming this aid to its national
blood program, is lending support
at national and local levels. Thus
far, 66 ABC radio stations and 11
ABC-TV outlets are competing for
the prizes.
A 30-45 second spot on each
Space Patrol program (aired Saturday) is reserved for Buzz Corry,
commander-in-chief of Space Patrol, to give the three million children listeners and viewers an educational talk on blood: What blood
is, its life-saving qualities, and the
urgent need for blood donations.
Whereas, children can not donate
blood until they reach 21 (18 with
parents' consent), the aim of the
program is to enlist future blood
donors. Red Cross officials have
told Don Cole, promotion director,
Gardner Adv. Co., that the Oct. 11Dec. 31 program is the longest continuous public service promotion of
the blood program. Mr. Cole is
supplying complete promotion kits
to
all interested and eligible stations.
Grand prize is a 1952 Nash
Rambler station wagon. Other
valuable prizes are offered. Documented entries must be submitted
not later than Jan. 31 to Gardner
Adv. Co., 915 Olive St., St. Louis 1,
Mo.
Judges for the contest are Gordon M. Philpott, vice president,
Ralston Purina Co.; Elmer G. Marshutz, Gardner president, and Sol
Taishoff, editor-publisher, Broadcasting • Telecasting.
RCA INSTITUTES Inc. awarded diplomas to 164 graduates last Monday
in the Great Hall of Cooper Union,
New York. Graduates represent students from 12 states and District of
Columbia, 46% of whom are World
War II veterans.

Mr. Meyers predicted TV saturation will be "a great boom to the
whole causebroadcasting
business"
beit will bring larger
consumer
advertising budgets. "TV is here
and it is here in a big way," Mr.
Meyers said, adding that no intelligent agency or timebuyer has
sounded a death knell for radio.
He said, "Radio isn't dying nor is
it Allan
even Page,
ill." KSWO Lawton, OBA
president, presided at the meetings.
Conducting a panel on commercial
copyright was Lowe Runkle, president of Lowe Runkle Adv. Co.,
Oklahoma City. On the panel were
Howard Newman, Runkle agency
account executive, and Max Fuller,
KOMA Oklahoma City. Examples
of commercials were passed around
the audience, with suggestions for
improvement made by the panel,
followed by audience comments.
The problem of broadcast rights
for high school athletic events was
discussed by the association, along
with proposed legislation to revise
the libel law covering political
broadcasts. A news roundup was
given by Bill McReynolds, KSWO
Lawton. He explained how to operate a one-man news department.
Carter Bradley, UP, and Austin
Bealmar, AP, discussed wire service policies. Paul Brawner, WKY
Oklahoma City, conducted a panel
on announcing, with work of students of Dr. Sherman P. Lawton,
radio professor of Oklahoma U.,
analyzed by panel members.
A nominating committee to propose new OBA officers was named
for the January meeting, likely to
be held at Stillwater. Members are
Ed Ryan, KSWI Woodward, chairman; J. J. Bernard, KOMA Oklahoma City, and John Riesen, KVSO
Ardmore.
At the OBA sales panel, Guy
Farnsworth, KCRC Enid, was
chairman. Sales demonstrations
were conducted by Bill Hoover,
KADA Ada, and Charles Unger,
KGLC Miami.
AMA

to Hear

Borsky

PAUL BORSKY, of the New York
office of the National Opinion Research Center and associate director of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s survey of television
influence on football, will discuss
results of the survey and ideas
prompting it at Chicago Dec. 11 in
a talk to the local chapter of American Marketing Assn. at a noon
luncheon in the Veranda Room of
Marshall Field & Co.
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General

Better

$194,000

Motors

Highways

in awards

to America's
livery American is intensely aware of
the inadequacy of our roads and streets
to meet today's highway transportation
needs. Yet too few have given thought
to a practical solution.
It is a difficult problem, because modern
highways cost a lot of money. But lack
of them is costing even more!
To encourage all Americans to think
about this critical situation and come
forward with practical solutions,
General Motors is instituting the GM
Better Highways Awards for the best
essays submitted on the following
subject:
"How to Plan and Pay for the
Safe and Adequate Highways We Need"
A total of 162 State, Regional and
National Awards will be given for those
entries which are considered best by
an independent board of five judges.
The following have accepted appointment to the board:
Ni d H. Dearborn
President, National Safety Council
Thomas H. MacDonald
Commissioner, Bureau of Public
Roads, U.S. Department of Commerce
Curtis W. McGraw
Chairman of the Board, The
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company
Dr. Robert G. Sproul
President, University of California
B. D. Tallamy
Superintendent, New York State
Department of Public Works and
President, American Association of
State Highway Officials.
Entries will be judged for originality,
sincerity and practical adaptability —
not on literary merit.
To help you in preparing your entry,
background information about the
present highway crisis has been compiled in "The General Motors Better
Highways Awards Facts Book." A copy,
containing official contest entry form,

for the most
critical

Awards

practical

highway

will be sent you on request, or can be
obtained from any General Motors car
or truck dealer.
Contest closes midnight, March 1,
1953. Winners will be publicly
announced as soon thereafter as the
judging can be completed.
CONTEST RULES
mit ing an essay agrees
1. WHO PETE:MAY
COMto be bound by all rules
Any individual
who is a resident of a of the contest. Each
shall be in English,
state of the United States essay
on one side of the paper
or the District of Columonly,
and preferably
bia may compete for an
award, except Contest typewritten. Illegible
Judges
and immediate
the members
essays will be automatiof
their
Whileno
families.
brevitycallyisdisqualified.
suggested,
limitation
is
placed
2. WHAT IS TO BE the length of the essay.on
SUBMITTED: Each
Participants should use
contest anparticipant
shall the
number of words
submit
original essay,
they
believe necessary.
with any supporting
No essays will be rematerial ticipant
or data
the
parturned. Upon submisand the
the subject may desire, on contentssion, eachandessay
therein become theideasproperry
"How to Plan and Pay
of General Motors Corfor the Safe and
poration which shall
Adequate Highways
have the exclusive
right
to make unlimited use,
in
whole
or
in
part,
of
3. HOW, WHEN,
the same. A participant
AND WHERE
We Need"ENTRY
IS TO BE SUBMITTED:
an essay that its contents,
represents
in whole byandsubmitting'
in part,
To be eligible each
for award
consideration,
essay are original, and particimust be submitted with
pant
further
represents
an official entry blank that
essay hasor notin
been such
submitted,
which may be secured
any manner disposed of,
from any General
to other than General
Motors car or truck
dealer or by writing to Motors Corporation.
General Motors Better
5.of AWARDS:
essays will beContents
judged
Highways
Awards
for originality, sincerity,
BuildingMotors
General
and
practical
adaptabilDetroit 2, Michigan
ity.
in the listed
number andAwards
amounts
below will be made as
Essays may
be sub- determined
mitted withonly
a completed
by a Board
ollicial entry blank, and of judges.
must be mailed to the
SIX NATIONAL
address
immediately
above.
AWARDS
First
Award, $25,000;
To be eligible for award
consideration, a contest Second Award, $ 1 0,000;
Third Award, $5,000;
entry must
be postmarked not later
than Three Honorable Menmidnight, March 1,
tion Awards, each
1 9 53, and
must 14,
be
received
by March
NINE REGIONAL
1953.
$3,000.
4. GENERAL RE- For theAWARDS
subQUIREMENTS AND
mittedbest
from eachessayof nine
CONDITIONSCERNINGCONregional
sections*
of
the
ENTRIES: United States, each
A participant by sub$2,500.

solutions

problem
THE GENERAL MOTORS
BETTER HIGHWAYS AWARDS

"How

fo Plan and Pay

for the Safe and Adequate
SIXways
NATIONALWeAWARDS
High
Need"
FIRST AWARD
$25,000
SECOND AWARD
$10,000
THIRD AWARD
$ 5,000
THREE HONORABLE
mention awards .... each $ 3,000
NINE REGIONAL AWARDS
For the best essay submitted from
each
nine regional
of theofUnited
States .sections*
. . each $ 2,500
147 STATE AWARDS
49 First Awards, one for every
state and District of Columbia
each $ 1,500
98 Honorable Mentions, two for
every state and District of
Columbia
each $ 500
•States included in each region are listed in "The
General Motors Better Highways Awards Facts Book."
•States included in each
Generalare Motors
region
listed in Better
"The
Highways Awards Facts
147 STATE AWARDS
49 First Awards, one for
each trictstate
and the each
Disof Columbia,
$1,500.
98
Honorable Mention
Awards, two for each
stateBook."
and the District of
Columbia, each $500.
The selection of award
winners will be made
from all entries as a
group.
award
winners National
will be selected
first and thereupon
automatically eliminated
from further
consideraward
winners ation.
willRegional
be selected
next from the remaining
entries and will automatically upon selection
be eliminated from
further ation.
award
From theconsiderentries
remaining after the selection of national and re-

gional award winners,
state award winners will
be selected. No participant may winIn more
than
one award.
the event
of ties for a particular
award, or in the event
that an essay of an employe of Generalor Motors
Corporation,
one of
its domestic subsidiaries,
is an award winner,
made.
duplicate awards will be
6. ANNOUNCEMENT
OF AWARDS: The
namesnersofwill all
winbe award
announced
asthe soon,
as
possible
after
close of the contest.
7. The decision of the
Board of Judges with
respect to awards and ali
other
matterson
are finalcontest
and binding
each participant.
8. The contest and
awardstion withmade
in connecthe contest
are
subject to all applicable
local, state, and federal
laws and regulations.

Addressallentriesto: Genera! Motors Better Highways Awards, General Motors Bldg., Detroit 2, Mich.
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Broadcast

Bureau

Files Objections

ABC-UPT
MERGER
which it has owned and operated
BLANKET objection to Hearing- asked the Commission to rule working capital for ABC, would
stations and from Washington.
Examiner Leo Resnick's initial de- quickly on the matter, so that its concentrate in radio on (1) more
In discussing the need for the
cision, which granted the ABC
arrangement to buy the facilities
daytime programs, (2) heavier in- development of new talent, Mr.
merger with United Paramount
of WBKB might not be endangered
vestments in comedy talent and
Kintner touched on, but did not go
Theatres among other things [B«T because of the equivocal position of
programs, (3) increase in the numinto detail, a plan to "seek out new
Nov. 17], was voiced by the FCC's the station's license [B«T, Oct. 27].
ber and quality of dramatic preBroadcast Bureau in exceptions
sentation, and (4) expansion of talent in all parts of the country."
Meanwhile, conjecture is rife in
filed Friday with the FCC.
radio-TV circles on just what ABC
In addition to Mr. Kintner's republic service operations, particThe Broadcast Bureau also ex- plans to do in programming followularly in forums and commentators.
marks on program
referred plans,
to theABC's
conFor TV, Mr. Kintner foresaw (1) Exhibit sensus70of both
ing the formation of the new
cepted to the
Examiner's Pictures
findings
the
network
and
in favor
of Paramount
more comedy and dramatic shows,
American Broadcasting-Paramount
UPT
that
efforts
will
be
"intensiand UPT's qualifications to hold Theatres Inc. company.
(2) expansion of news coverage,
broadcast licenses, that Paramount
fied" in the presentation of radio
ABC officials declined comment
including the establishment of
Pictures did not control Allen B.
documentaries. For TV, the exABC's
own
TV
newsreel,
(3)
exon the subject last week. HowDuMont Labs, through 25.5%
hibit referred to the "excellent
pansion into daytime TV, and (4)
studio facilities for the production
ever, some indication as to ABC's
stock ownership, permitting CBS
more
"elaborate
methods"
of
public
future
can
be
gleaned
from
testito buy WBKB (TV) from UPT for
service presentations.
of TV motion pictures" in ABC's
network's
$6 million, and subsidiary con- Robert monyE.by the
Kintner
when hePresident
was on
As to this last, Mr. Kintner said Los Angeles properties. It also
clusions.
the witness stand earlier in the that ABC would, for example,
spoke of a decided effort to "tap
No oral argument was demanded.
the stream" of everyday life for
cover
more
fully
UN
Assembly
Instead, the Broadcast Bureau sugTV presentation.
Mr.
Kintner
said
then
that
the
meetings
on
a
regular
basis,
and
gested that the Commission hold year.
Added resources will permit ABC
also develop pickups from cities in to increase and improve its radio
oral argument, but left it up to combined company, with greater
the FCC to decide whether an oral
and TV facilities, the exhibit noted.
hearing was necessary.
Due this week are exceptions by
PR SOCIETY
DuMont to the initial decision as
Views Govt. Information
it related to approval of the ABCUPT merger and the qualifications
INFORMATION officials in Fedof Paramount Pictures and UPT as
eral agencies serve a necessary and
broadcast licensees.
valuable function in aiding newsAs it did in its proposed findings,
men who cover the government, a
the Broadcast Bureau, which acts
panel
of public relations and offiindependently of the FCC in these
cialnualspokesmen
agreed
at the
anconvention
of the
Public
cases, also objected to the ComRelations
Society
of
America,
mission's order last August which
struck from the record all refermeeting Nov. 24-25 at the Hotel
ences to anti-trust activities of the
Statler, Washington.
principals (primarily Paramount
Obvious turn toward more symPictures and UPT) occurring bepathetic treatment of information
fore August 1948.
men
developed
at the panel, in conThe Broadcast Bureau accomtrast to bitter criticism leveled a
panied its exceptions with a sepayear ago when the Administration
OFFICERS of the newly-formed Charlotte (N. C.) Broadcasters Assn. include
rate brief outlining in a general
was charged with operating an ofway its objections to the exam(I to r): Charles Dudley, of Charlotte's merchants' association, who provided
ficial gag or censorship program.
impetus for the new group; John Dunnegan, sales manager, WSOC-AM-FM,
iner's initial decision.
Robert Ramspeck, chairman of
chairman; Babs Hamby, WBT-AM-FM promotion department, treasurer; Fred the U. S. Civil Service Commission,
In this brief, the Broadcast
Bureau emphasized its belief that Vinroot, WIST-AM-FM program director, vice chairman, and Hank Grad,
defended the need for information
WGIV sales manager, a member of executive committee.
the risks of the combination radioagencies in government but said he
TV and motion picture company
thought it "improper" for Secreoutweighed the expected beneficial
tary of Agriculture Charles F.
consequences. It also pointed up
Brannan
to promote his farm proAGRICULTURE
DEPT.
FAVORS
RADIO
that a duopoly situation might be
gram
with
taxpayers' money.
considered to exist in Los Angeles
In Handbook for Farm Extension Agents
Others on the panel were
through the fact that 54% of the
J. R. Wiggins, managing editor
stock ownership of Paramount
EXTENSION agents are being adsors
the
extension
workers"
and
of
The Washington Post (WTOPare told:
Pictures owned 33% of the merged
vised by the Dept. of Agriculture
AM-TV); Ludwig Caminita Jr.,
company — American Broadcastingthat "radio reaches more people
Have an understanding with the sta- Washington public relations conParamount Theatres Inc. Paration thatmation
youwithout
areinfluence
free to present
inforquicker than any other means" but
sultant; Earl B. Steel, U. S. Chamof sponsor.
mount Pictures owns KTLA (TV),
are cautioned to appear on sponDo
not
permit
a
commercial
within
ber of Commerce information deand AB-PT would own KECA-TV
sored programs only under certain your presentation.
partment; Sen. Blair Moody (Dthere.
conditions.
Avoid putting a guest in the posiMich.)
;
Osgood
Roberts, Defense
tion
of
endorsing
the
sponsor's
prodHope among ABC, UPT and
in radio's efficacy and tips uct.
Dept. deputy director of public
Paramount officials is that the on Belief
its use are contained in a new
See that music, station break, or a information.
non-commercial item separates your
commissioners will not find it
"Making Radio Work for part of mercial
the program
announcements. from all comnecessary to hear arguments on booklet,
You," on which farm broadcasters
Do
not
appear
on any program that, Weiss Ready to Aid
the Broadcast Bureau's exceptions,
theof Information
Dept. of Agriculture's
of product or content, would
and that a final decision might be and fice
collaborated.Of- because
embarrass the state college or Dept. LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, former
forthcoming in time to consummate
of Agriculture, or yourself as a servThe handbook urges extension
ant of all the people in your county.
president of Don Lee Broadcasting
the merger before Christmas.
Check with your director of extenagents to "use radio to build inSystem and MBS board chairman,
sion
before
agreeing
to
appear
on
the
terest, get out news, make anStill unresolved is CBS's posisponsored program.
"would like to join the Eisenhower
nouncements and present useful
tion regarding the purchase of
The booklet explains that the team in a capacity where he would
UPT-owned WBKB (TV) Chicago
and needed information." It points
be most castuseful,"
he told
for $6 million. Pending before -the out, however, that "even the best Dept. .of Agriculture "still looks
ing • Telecasting
lastBroadweek.
to
stations
and
networks
for
susFCC is an application and petition
radio
program
needs
promotion"
Mr.
Weiss
indicated
interest
in
the
from Zenith Radio Co. for Channel
taining time in which to present
and that "good promotion will
FCC chairmanship and said he had
build
your
audience
quicker
than
2 in Chicago. That is the wavenecessary public information" but talked it over with Sen. William
length to which WBKB is scheduled
if your program goes on the air "may agree to use time on sponF. Knowland (R-Calif.) and Vice
sored programs under approved
to move in line with the FCC's
President-elect Richard M. Nixon,
unheralded."
Sixth Report and Order. WBKB
Appearances on sponsored pro- conditions," holding the station or both longtime friends. Mr. Weiss
grams also are covered. Agents
operates at present on Channel 4.
network "responsible" for advertising content.
is a pioneer executive in both raCBS, opposing the Zenith request,
are reminded that "no one spondio and television.
Page 32 • December 1, 1952
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SELL advertising, set out to find the most effective and at the same time the most economical way
to reach people who would buy his goods.

He began by trying all kinds of advertising— local
newspapers, direct mail, hand bills, and all the local
radio stations, network and independent alike. Then,

MR. NATIONAL ADVERTISER, the point of
this story is that an advertising dollar buys the same
customers for you as for a local merchant. Nationally
advertised products are sold through local merchants.
If a medium brings customers into local stores, it
sells your products. You can avoid expensive trial
and error placement of advertising and costly tests
and measurements by following the example of successful local merchants.

by asking the customers, (everyone who made a purchase) he learned that the greatest number heard
about his store on the radio, and that they liked a
friendly hillbilly personality with hillbilly music. So,
using a hillbilly show, he set out to find which station
would reach the most customers, and with this information as a yardstick, he worked out his advertising
budget.
PRODUCES

KSTL

RESULTS

PRODUCES
The St. Louis AIMS

FOR

aMet

die

Now, this merchant, CARSON-UNION MAY
STERN, is the largest single retail buyer of radio
advertising in the St. Louis market. He knows where
his sales come from. He does most of his advertising
by radio, and uses KSTL exclusively in St. Louis,
because he knows KSTL PRODUCES MORE CASH
SALES PER ADVERTISING DOLLAR THAN
ANY OTHER LOCAL STATION.

A St. Louis merchant, desiring some real TELL

KSTL

^S/.

FOR
THE

THE

LOCAL

NATIONAL

ADVERTISER

ADVERTISER

Station — St. Louis' Outstanding Independent

Wm. E. Ware, Pres.
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THE

50,000

WATT

NBC

RADIO

STATION

THAT

COVERS

THE

WEST

announces
the

immediate

appointment

EDWARD

PETRY

of

& CO., «

as
national

sales

representatives
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SDX

IKE REASSURES
Sarnoff on Manpower Group

COMMITTEE

To Survey '52 Campaign
A SPECIAL committee to explore
prospects of underwriting an impartial survey of the coverage of
the 1952 Presidential campaign by
newspapers, magazines, radio and
television shortly will be named by
Lee Hills, president of Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, in pursuance of action
taken Nov. 22 at the closing session
of the organization's 33d annual
convention in Denver [B«T, Nov.
24].
Adopted unanimously, the resolution was the answer to charges
that the news media were biased in
favor of the Republican candidate
during the elections. Because SDX,
with a 22,000 membership, is representative ofall facets of journalism, it was felt that it was the
logical body to explore such a survey. Funds, it is understood, will
be sought from one of the major
foundations, with the survey to be
undertaken by accredited researchers at leading universities.
Hills Named President
Mr. Hills, executive editor of the
Miami Herald (WQAM) and the
Detroit Free Press, was elected
SDX president to succeed Charles
C. Clayton, editorial writer of the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat (KWK).
Other officers elected were Robert U. Brown, editor of Editor &
Publisher, vice president in charge
of professional chapter affairs;
Alvin E. Austin, director of U. of
North Dakota's School of Journalism, vice president in charge of
undergraduate affairs; Alden C.
Waite, president, Southern California Newspapers, vice president
in charge of fraternity expansion;
Mason R. Smith, editor of TribunePress, Gouverneur, N. Y., re-elected secretary, and Ed Dooley, managing editor, Denver Post, elected
treasurer. Re-elected to the executive council were J. Donald Ferguson, editor, Milwaukee Journal
(WTMJ-AM-TV), and Sol Taishoff, Broadcasting • Telecasting. New members of the council
are Bernard Kilgore, president and
publisher of the Wall Street Journal, and John Colt, news editor of
the Kansas City Star (WDAFAM-TV).

State Dept. Posts
VACANCIES for an installation
and maintenance expert for telegraph and telephone work and a
cable welding specialist, both in
Iran, have been announced by the
State Dept. Prospective candidates
are asked to contact the Telecommunications Policy Staff, Dept. of
State, Washington 25, D. C. (attention: Mrs. Hazel Briggs). Requested data from applicants must
be submitted not later than Dec. 2.
Call for specialists was presented
to the State Dept. by the International Telecommunications Union.
BROADCASTING

MEN behind the project for a "thorough objective analysis" of news coverage
of the 1952 political campaign by all media are (I to r) Lee Hills, executive
editor, Detroit Free Press and Miami Herald (WQAM Miami), newly elected
Sigma Delta Chi president; Barry Bingham, president and editor, Louisville
Courier-Journal and Louisville Times (WHAS-AM-TV Louisville), and Charles
Clayton, editorial writer, St. Louis Globe-Democrat, chairman of SDX executive council, who made the proposal to answer the one-party press charges.

NCAA

Policy
Labelled
(Continued
from page'Short-Sighted'
27)

colleges'
problemwith
in the
is to continue
theirmeantime
football
programs — and that they won't be
able to, that
"if we
televise
much
football
there
is no sofootball
left to televise."
Mr. Murray, meanwhile, called
attention to the NCAA-sponsored
survey, released last spring, which,
he recalled, showed "that in 1951,
when we had rationed television,
teams playing in TV areas suffered
a decline of 4% [in gate receipts].
Teams playing in non-TV areas,
without television, suffered a decline of 10%. And in the Rocky
Mountain area alone, where there
was no television, I understand
it was a 40% decline."
Cites Commerce Figures
Further, he said, U. S. Commerce
Dept. figures placed receipts from
college football at $103 million in
both 1950 and 1951.
"So the premise that this does
affect the small college, which no
one wants to do, doesn't seem to
be very well founded," he declared.
Mr. Coleman stressed that "I
have confidence in football" being
able to remain competitive with
other
attractions,
do
not have
confidencebutinthat
the "I
small
colleges, and many of the larger
colleges, being able to continue to
support the athletic program, intra muural program, and overall intercollegiate athletic program without using other funds than those
that come from gate receipts."
Sportscaster Harry Wismer suggested that the question of football TV, instead of being left up to
the colleges, might be submitted
to a vote of the fans, "the people
who have supported the colleges
and universities this year." Mr.
Coleman said fans "have been very
happy to have good college games
every Saturday."
When Irving Marsh, HeraldTribune sports writer, asked
whether NCAA isn't "trying to
find out exactly how to limit this

• Telecasting

thing so that the greater need of
the greater number may be protected," Father Joyce replied that
"our experience in this has been
that once control has started, it
always tends to expand, to get a
further stranglehold." Asserting
he felt this is true of the NCAA
program, he continued:
"When it first started out there
were fewer restraints, more the
second year . . . and now they are
beginning to talk about sharing the
proceeds that a team would receive from television, and if that
isn't an encroachment upon private
rights, I don't know what is."
Sportscaster Bob Wolff solicited
Father Joyce's views about scheduling big games "late in the day or
Saturday night" so smaller colleges
could proceed with their Saturday
afternoon contests without TV
competition.
Father Joyce felt "something
like that probably could be worked
out." He noted that many small
colleges play their games on Fridays. "Why couldn't we get to
that, let the [larger] colleges continue to play their games on Saturday,
the smaller ones on Friday?"
he asked.
Brown's Viewpoint
NARTB TV Director Brown
sought to bring out that individual
colleges subscribing to the NCAA
policy have "completely surrendered" their individual rights
to make up their own minds and to
negotiate freely regarding telecasts.
In response, Mr. Coleman agreed
that NCAA members must get permission for telecasts "as long as
we wish to belong to [NCAA]. We
can resign any time we wish," he
added.
Referring to NCAA acting for
all member colleges in competing
with TV, Mr. Spivak posed this
hypothesis to Mr. Coleman:
"What would you think if a

BRIG. GEN. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, was assured by
President - elect Eisenhower last
week that he "can count on the
support of the incoming Secretary
of Defense and of myself" in his
"important and difficult task" as
chairman of the Citizens Advisory
Commission on Manpower Utilization in the Armed Services.
Gen. Eisenhower conferred with
Gen. Sarnoff for a half-hour Monday morning. After the talks the
President-elect issued a statement
in which he reviewed the background of the creation of the commission, and asserted:
"I am in full sympathy with the
purposes and objectives for which
this commission has been created
and believe that its studies and
recommendations will be helpful to
the new Congress and to the new
Administration.
"In my meeting with Chairman
Sarnoff in New York today we discussed this subject and I assured
him that in the important and
difficult task that he has undertaken at the request of the government, he can count on the support
of the incoming Secretary of Defense [Charles E. Wilson of Detroit] and of myself."
group of automobile manufacturers
and oil dealers and tire companies
and battery companies got together
and said that unless the television
networks would limit their television to a few hours a day, so as
not to interfere with driving, they
wouldn't do any more advertising
on television and since they are
important advertisers, they could
have some real restrictive force . . .
do you think that would be a good
thing ... a wise thing?"
Mr.
Mr. Coleman's
Bushnell response:
reiterated "No."
that
NCAA "is not a powerful group
trying to throw its weight around,"
but "is merely trying to preserve
football
. . .that
." on the day of the
He said
Notre Dame-Oklahoma telecast,
the NCAA TV Committee made a
"spot check throughout the country, and found that attendance at
all games . . . were lessened on the
average of what was expected from
10 to 25%; those games competing
with
televised TV,game."
Withoneunlimited
he continued,
"What chance would the other
game have to maintain the attendance they need to get the revenue
they need to conduct their proFather Joyce said he was not
sure where Mr. Bushnell got his
statistics, but that attendance is
affected by many factors and each
game should be judged on the basis
ofgrams."
its own circumstances.
WICC Bridgeport, Conn., has reported
that October business at the station
was 33%% better than it was during
the same month last year.
December 1, 1952
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New house
WNDR

SUES

Named

Interests
in Suit

WNDR Syracuse filed a $1,088,112 damage suit last week against
Samuel I. Newhouse, his WSYR-AM-FM-TV Syracuse, and two local
Newhouse newspapers, charging they had "engaged in a combination
and conspiracy in unreasonable restraint" of interstate commerce in
an effort to put WNDR out of — — — — —
business.
issued Tuesday, asserted that "the
Mr. Newhouse promptly replied charges made by the Syracuse
in a statement that the suit's Broadcasting Corp., owner of
charges were "wholly without foun- WNDR, in the broadside suit filed
dation" and that "the liveliest kind in Utica are wholly without foundation. WNDR as well as the other
of competition" exists among Syracuse radio stations and newspapers.
radio stations in Syracuse have
WNDR's suit, filed Monday in been operating in a radio-crowded
Federal District Court in Utica,
The statement continued:
charged that Mr. Newhouse tried
In addition to the WSYR stations
to buy WNDR in June and July there
field."
three other radio stations
1947 for about $475,000 and that besidesareWNDR.
These are WOLF,
he warned in effect that if the ownWAGE and WFBL. There is also
ers didn't sell, then "the plaintiff
WHEN-TV, the CBS Television outlet. Far from being a monopoly, the
[WNDR] would end in bankruptcy; that it could not survive in radio field in Syracuse is, in fact,
wide open.
competition with said newspapers
The Syracuse newspapers have
owned and controlled by him, and
operated on a basis of friendly relathat he was in a position to make
tions with all of these stations. The
it very difficult for plaintiff to suc"Herald - Journal" furnishes news
cessfully operate. . . ."
broadcasts without cost to WOLF,
In July 1947, the complaint
a completely independent station. The
noted, Mr. Newhouse contracted to election returns services of the "Postbuy WSYR for $1.2 million. Since
Standard" were offered on election
day to all radio and television stathat time, the suit charges,
tions gratis.
WNDR's fair market value has
WHEN-TV and WAGE took advandropped from $750,000 to not more
tage of this offer. WNDR did not but
than $75,000 "as a result of the it could have if it so desired. The
daily listings of programs of all local
acts of defendants," while it has
suffered $163,112 in operating
radio stations including WNDR, are
published without charge in the
losses and "has been precluded
from earning profits of at least "Herald-Journal" and the "PostStandard" together with highlights,
$250,000."
columns cluding
on WNDR.
the day's offerings, inNews Distortion Alleged
Contrary to the claims of WNDR
WNDR charged that Mr. Newthere is the liveliest kind of comhouse's Syracuse papers, the Herpetition between the "Herald-Jourald-Journal and Post - Standard,
nal," and the "Post-Standard" and
WSYR
as
well as generally among
have published "false, misleading
the newspapers and radio and teleand distorted" news items about
vision stations in Syracuse.
WNDR while publicizing WSYR
It is no secret that WNDR has
"with items of little or no public
had financial problems. This may be
interest"; failed to associate
unfortunate, but a lawsuit based on
WNDR personnel with the station
unfounded
charges is not the soluin news stories except when the tion.
publicity was "unfavorable or undesirable," and failed to report
changes in WNDR personnel; that
Radio 'Coverage'
the defendants "from time to time
CONTEST promoting wear. . . have falsely and maliciously
ing of hats among Ivy League
represented to [WNDR] advertiscollegians, backed by 540
ers and potential advertisers" that
radio spots in college comthe station was going out of busimunities in conjunction with
ness, was bankrupt, or was unable
clothing store tie-ins, was
to fulfill its contracts; that "unpronounced a success by the
ethical and false items" were pubFrank H. Lee Co., hat manulished relating to "litigation in
which plaintiff was engaged with
facturers of Danbury, Conn.
Students were awarded cash
creditors"; that potential advertisers on WSYR had been granted
prizes for writing sample
free ads in the newspapers; and
radio commercials on hatthat some advertisers have been
wearing among college men.
refused space in the papers unless
Contest was accompanied by
they advertised with WSYR.
a survey in the communities
Among the results claimed by
around Princeton, Harvard,
WNDR were "to compel advertisYale, Cornell, Pennsylvania
ers to refrain from advertising"
and Dartmouth, which indiwith WNDR, and "to irreparably
cated college men bought an
injure [WNDR] and to destroy its
average of 24% more hats
business. . . ."
during the past fall than
WNDR's suit was filed in the
during fall of 1951. The hat
name of Syracuse Broadcasting
firm announced plans to exCorp., the licensee. Arthur C. Kyle
tend the contest to other
Jr. is general manager.
schools.
Mr. Newhouse, in a statement
Page 36
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FRANCES VELTHUYS, Compton Adv., surrenders her gold key in exchange
for two complimentary drinks at Bermuda's Elbow Beach Surf Club. Key is
souvenir of Westinghouse Radio Stations' "Shangri-La" trip to Bermuda two
years ago [B»T, Dec. 18, 1950]. G. W. Gentry (r), club's assistant to the
general manager, presides. Bartender
Keith Tucker, who served the ShangriLa isgroup.

Petry Booklet
TV DIVISION of Edward Petry &
Co., station representation firm,
last week re-issued its presentation
on "Sure-Fire Sales Formula —
Women Selling Women, Through
Television." The presentation has
been revised to reflect development
since its May 1951 report, which a
Petry company spokesman said
is still drawing requests for 25 to
30 copies a week. Booklets cite
commercial advantages of women's TV particiption shows, analyzes the housewife's role as "the
country's purchasing agent," and
in new data on New York TV programming by categories, shows
women's interest programs running second only to feature films
in number of quarter-hours telecast.
CO-OPS

URGED
Be Wise, Use Radio

COOPERATIVES, often viewed
as vigorous opponents of commercial advertising, would benefit
from the use of radio. This is
recommended by Edgar T. Carter,
columnist of the Pacific Northwest
Cooperator, writing in the November issue.
The Cooperator published by the
Pacific Supply Cooperative, has a
circulations of about 65,000 in four
Pacific Northwest states.
The columnist quotes Broadcasting •Telecasting on the costs
of operating a TV station and
concludes :
If nothing else, these facts obviously indicate that the public is
terrifically interested in radio listening and looking. Co-ops which
wish to thrive and grow — be progressive— will accordingly be wise to
consider radio in their advertising
budget. Farm co-operatives, being
the very essence of good will organizations in the field of business
as they are, will find radio a natural
medium to carry sales messages into
the home of potential customers.
The fable concerning 'The Better
Mouse Trap' is a fallacy. Unless augmented with a bit of well-placed adMAMMY! vertising, that is — and then OH

lanta.1-2: MBS Affiliate meeting, AtDec.
Dec. 1-3: National Assn. of Radio News
Directors convention, Cleveland.
Dec. 3: NARTB full Board of Directors, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 3-4: Southeastern
Conference, under WBTV Television
(TV) auspices,
Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 3-4: House Commerce subcommittee resumes investigation of radio-TVWashington.
programs, New House Office Bldg.,
Dec. 4: NARTB
RadioD. Board
of Directors, Washington,
C.
Miss.4-5: MBS Affiliate meeting, Biloxi,
Dec.
Dec. 5-6: Educational TV conference,
Indiana U., Bloomington, Ind.
Dec. 8-9: NARTB TV Board, Cat Cay,
Florida.
Dec. 8-9 : MBS Affiliate meeting, Dallas.
Dec. 27-29: American
Assn.,
1953 Marketing
conference, Palmer
House, Chicago.
Jan. 3: 83rd
Congress convenes, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 9-10: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting, Francis Marion
Hotel, Charleston, S. C.
Jan. 26: Theatre TV allocation hearing, Washington.
Jan. 26-27: NARTB Copyright Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Feb. 5-7: Southwestern I.R.E. Conference & Electronics Show, Plaza
Hotel, San Antonio.
April 18: Seventh Annual Spring
Technical Conference, Cincinnati.
April
29-May
2: NARTB
Convention,
Biltmore
Hotel,
Los Angeles.
RADIO-TV EXHIBIT

Highlights Phila. Show
years progress in communications was outlined at the
radio and television center exhibit set up at the "Made in
Greater Philadelphia Show," sponsored by the Junior Chamber of
Commerce at the Commercial
Museum.
Early radio-TV equipment used
in the city was contrasted with
today's models at the show's weeklong exhibit. Broadcasts of local
shows direct from the museum
were highlights as well as personal
appearances of local performers.
Stations participating in the radio
and TV center were WPEN WHAT
WD AS KYW WPTZ(TV) WFIL
WFIL-TV WCAU and WCAU-TV.
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Now

ready

Radio

Profile

of

a new

and

the

for

TV

executives

Advertising

study of today's market

its dimensions,

characteristics

for national

Market

advertising—

and potential!

How many national advertisers are there? How
many products do they advertise? Who are
they? Where are they? How much do they
spend? When

do they make up media lists?

The answers to these and other basic questions
appear in Profile of the Advertising Market—
a new study just published by the Advertising
Department of Printers' Ink.
Here, for what we believe to be the first time
in advertising history, is a clear-cut picture
of today's national advertising market— based
upon
research
reported
on ordata
donefrom
by Printers'
Ink, as
well as
available
several
media groups.
Some of the information will be familiar to you.
More, however, may be a surprise. For never
before have the facts and figures of advertising
been analyzed in this way!
Our purpose is to help media executives more
accurately gauge the size of the market and
the selling job, and to show how Printers' Ink
can help you sell more advertising to national
advertisers.
Profile of the Advertising Market is now in
the mail to media executives. If you do not
receive it within the next week, ask your
Printers' Ink man for your copy or write on
your letterhead to Robert E. Kenyon, Jr., Advertising Director.
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with SESAC'
ed
Double-barrell

Sales

Aids

You can't miss with the SESAC Transcribed Library and its
double-barrelled sales aids. You get big, colorful sales
brochures — which you individualize by filling in your call
letters and rates — and complete sample shows on discs.
The sponsor sees, hears, and buys.
You get the programming protein to keep sponsors happy after
they've signed, too. Over 4,200 varied musical selections
recorded by the best musicians in the business, network-quality
scripts, program notes, and a catalog of bridges, moods and

Places in Korean Pool
(Continued from page 23)
the entourage until it reaches Koto CBS Radio's news director;
rea, Dave Oliver of Pathe News,
Thomas Velotta, ABC vice presirepresenting the newsreel pool, will
dent in charge of news and special
furnish films of the trip for use on
events, and William A. Whithouse,
TV as soon as security precautions
ABC radio director of special
events.
In a statement Wednesday night
Present plans call for three news
reporters representing AP, UP,
reviewing developments, NBC
permit.
pointed out that only after "per- and INS; a still cameraman, a theatre newsreel man, the radio resistentsentatives
demands'TV reprewas thefrom
decision
made
porter and TV cameraman.
to include a television cameraman
Eisenhower
iniin the pool. ABC called the move
tial decision to headquarters'
exclude radio and
"another victory in the industry's
TV
precipitated
a
flood
of
protests
continual struggle to obtain equal
from Such organization as the Ratreatment with all other news
dio Correspondents Assn., the National Assn. of Radio News DirecSince Mr. Zenier will not join
tors and executives of radio and TV
networks [B*T, Nov. 24]. Most
messages stressed that radio and
media."
VOA STUDY
television have proved their merit
in gathering and disseminating
Congressmen Visit Field
news. They further pointed out
STUDY of the Voice of America
that radio and TV are, in fact, the
and other aspects of the U. S. two largest mass news media and
foreign information program
that omitting their representatives
moved afield last weekend as Conon the trip was either an oversight
gressional probers set off for in- or undeserved discrimination.
spection tours overseas.
Announcement of the trips
follow executive sessions held by
a Senate Foreign Relations sub- WOHP SOLD
committee with top officials of the
Lake Erie Pays $40,400
State Dept. and government
agencies, and release of staff reports on existing information pro- WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio, new
1390 kc, 500 w daytime station
grams in the U. S. and Great
owned by C. H. Chamberlain, was
Britain [B»T, Nov. 24].
First contingent slated to leave sold last week to a group of five
was headed by Sen. William Ful- principals who comprise Lake Erie
Rad'o & Television Corp., owners
bright (D-Ark. ) , subcommittee
chairman, who will tour Western of WIRO Ironton, Ohio. Sale price
European countries. He will be was $40,400, with a rental agreement on real estate.
accompanied by Ben Crosby, director of Congressional and Public
The principals are Theodore M.
Information, Dept. of State. Nelson, William Patrick Shannon,
Group was to leave Saturday.
David S. Gifford, Clinton E. McOther units will be led by Sen. Elroy and Clarence A. Baker, each
Guy Gillette (D-Iowa), scheduled
to leave today for the Near East, with 20% interest in the purchasing group. The sale was handled by
and Sen. Bourke Hickenlooper (R- Blackburn-Hamilton
Co. It is subIowa), who will go to the Far
ject to usual FCC approval.
East. He was to leave over the
weekend. Both are subcommittee
members.
PROF. DONALD N. BIGELOW, modInspection tours are authorized
erator of ABC-TV's Seminar, is the
under S Res 74, which is the basis
for the Congressional inquiry into author of a biography titled William
Conant Church and the Army &
all U. S. overseas information
operations, including that of the Navy Journal, published Nov. 15 by
State Dept.
Columbia U. Press.

themes. See and hear for yourself by dropping us a card
for samples, discs, and data.
— as low as $45 a month
(based on advertising rates)
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When an advertising medium produces thousands ot inquiries
for literature or samples, that's good. When a medium produces
thousands of actual orders (at $1 each, plus 25c postage) that's
better. And when simple arithmetic shows that each reply cost
less than 15c, that's wonderful! This, in short, is the outline of
another success story for a KYW advertiser. With only $360
worth of time, spread among various KYW-produced participating programs, this advertiser received 2,459 replies. "This
offer has been on several hundred stations," writes the advertiser,
"and KYW is producing far in excess of any other station on our
list." For sales action like this in the booming Philadelphia
market-area, your first choice is KYW. Availabilities? Check
KYW or Free & Peters.

PHILADELPHIA

V^eSTtM6« GuS£ RAD\0

STATIONS

\HC

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
BROADCASTING
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Hagerty, Hobby Are New Appointees
(Continued /? om page 23)
choice of the prominent Houston
agencies, possibly including the
FCC (see story page 27).
broadcaster-publisher was highly
Following these appointments,
regarded in most circles, since it
reflected his desire to give the speculation centered on two reSouth representation in the Palace
maining Cabinet posts — Secretaries
of Commerce and Labor. Also to
Guard and bestow a top-ranking
job on a woman.
be picked was the new ehairman
of the Republican National ComOthers Are Named
mittee.
Among those mentioned for the
Mrs. Hobby's selection capped a
week of developments at EisenGOP committee chairmanship, left
hower headquarters, among them .
vacant by Arthur Summerfield's
the appointment of Gov. Sherman
as Postmaster GenAdams of New Hampshire, top Ike appointment
eral, were Sen. Fred A. Seaton (Itstrategist, as Assistant to the Neb.) and Walter Williams, a
President. Also named was Maj. Seattle banker.
Gen. Wilton B. Persons as special
Mr. Williams also was menassistant.
tioned, along with M. S. Pitzelle,
labor editor for a McGraw-Hill
Gov. Adams' role in the official
Eisenhower family is expected to Publishing Co. publication, for the
presage a wholesale realignment of Commerce or Labor posts.
the Executive Office of the PresiSen. Seaton, a leading Eisenhower campaign strategist, who is
dent, government departments and

leaving the , Senate, is associated
with his family in station ownership and newspaper publishing interests. Radio properties include
KHAS Hastings, Neb., and KMAN
Manhattan and KGGF Coffeyville,
both Kan.
Mr. Williams headed the radioTV minded National Citizens for
Eisenhower-Nixon Committee.
Gen. Persons will serve as special
advisor on legislative and certain
other duties assigned by the President. His appointment to such a
post has been widely anticipated
[B*T,of Nov.
He and
is a served
long-timeas
aide
the 10].
General
executive at NATO.
Wide Responsibilities
Mrs. Hobby will have jurisdiction over a number of government
programs as FSA Administrator.
Among those offices under her authority will be the Office of Education, the Food & Drug Administration, Public Health Service and

no

brings you these cost-saving operating advantages:
• UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE
Under the demand of heavy-duty programming, AMPEX
Recorders deliver thousands of hours of unbroken service.
Recently a set of AMPEX heads was returned from Honolulu for routine replacement after 11,000 hours continuous
use, 17 hours a day. The heads were still within AMPEX
specifications for new heads and had several thousand
more hours of use remaining.
• MINIMUM "DOWN TIME"
AMPEX Recorders are designed for thousands of hours
of continuous operation with minimum down time, resulting in low maintenance costs and protection from sudden
broadcast failures.
• ACCURATE TIMING
AMPEX split-second timing accuracy protects your programs and commercials from embarrassing time overlaps.
• HIGHEST FIDELITY
Even when programs are repeatedly transcribed from one
tape to another, there is no noticeable build-up of noise
level, "wow" or distortion.
• LONG LIFE
AMPEX Recorders are designed and built for years of
service dependability. Its recordings match established
NARTB standards. When you have an AMPEX, you
have a machine built for years-ahead performance.

If you plan for tomorrow, buy an AMPEX today
AMPEX
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Texas Parliamentarian
Mrs. Hobby was a parliamentarian in the Texas House of Representatives when 20 years old.
Since then she has been particularly active in politics, culminating
with her stewardship of the Democrats for Eisenhower Committee,
with headquarters in New York.
Educated in public schools, Mary
Hardin Baylor College and the U.
of Texas, she obtained a law degree
and was granted a license to practice that calling. She married the
former Gov. William P. Hobby of
Texas in February 1931.
From that time on, Mrs. Hobby
was engaged in the intricacies of
newspapers and radio stations, and
played a major part in helping
build KPRC into one of the South's
strongest outlets. At the Houston
Post, she rose from book review
editor to assistant editor, then executive vice president. Last month
she was named editor-publisher.

FCCs Future
(Continued from page 27)

room

o
d'
for re
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bt
There can be no room for doubt in the continuity and
fidelity of your broadcast. You demand — and get —
the best in transmitting and studio equipment.
Nor should you compromise with quality in the
tape recorder you select.
AMPEX Recorders are engineered to the highest
professional standards of reliability and performance.

AMPEX

others. Programs range from social security to vocational rehabilitation.

CITY, CALIFORNIA

Sen. Robert A. Taft (R-Ohio), who
may well be the 83d Congress'
Senate majority leader, and Speaker-to-be Rep. Joseph Martin (RMass.) agreed two weeks ago to
extend the Reorganization Act of
1949 to April 1, 1954. The law is due
to expire April 1, 1953, a bare 70
days after General Eisenhower is
sworn in as the 34th President of
the United States.
The act permits the President to
reorganize executive departments,
unless his recommendations are
opposed by the Senate and the
House of Representatives.
Prompted by Hoover Report
It stemmed from the Hoover
Commission report of the same
The act specifically forbids the
President to consolidate independyear. ent agencies.
In the 82d Congress, legislation
affecting the tenure of commissioners of regulatory agencies, including the FCC, and granting the
chairman of each such agency more
administrative powers, was passed
by the Senate. It failed to be considered by the House.
This was one of the recommendations of the Hoover Commission.
An effort to place the ICC under
the Department of Commerce, similar to the position the CAA occupies there, was defeated in the
Senate in 1950. This had been recommended by President Truman
under theization authority
of the ReorganAct.
Thus, if Gov. Adams was referring to regulatory bodies when he
spoke of independent agencies, it is
believed that changes would require
legislation or be taken through the
Reorganization Act.
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un

Mr. Joe L. Hooper,

Asst. Vice President

of Fidelity

Federal Savings & Loan Association, says, "What makes
WLAC click is not near so important to me as the way
WLAC

makes Fidelity Federal click. We have been running spot announcements on WLAC, and we have clicked
for savings accounts amounting to over $172,875.00
in deposits as a direct result of this advertising. These
deposits came from 13 states ranging from Illinois to
Florida. There has also been a noticeable increase in new
savings accounts locally. What makes WLAC click? I
would say its tremendous loyal radio audience. They
are clicking for me."
WLAC
Whether

Clicks

...

Its Audience

Clicks

it is selling savings accounts, a public service

assignment, cosmetics ... or a job selling any merchandise . . . WLAC programs with personalities know how
to attract, hold and SELL radio listeners . . .

VILLE.TENN

The

Nashville

SALES

50,000

Power

Station

WATTS

For further information contact The Katz Agency, Inc.,
National Advertising Representatives
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'53 MEET
Set for Cleveland
THE 49TH annual convention of
the Advertising Federation of
America will be held in Cleveland's
Hotel Statler June 14-17, 1953,
Robert M. Gray, advertising manager of Esso Standard Oil Co. and
AFA chairman, announced last
week. More than 1,000 delegates
are expected to attend.
Acting as hosts will be Cleveland Advertising Club and Women's Advertising Club. Stanley C.
Patno of Fuller & Smith & Ross
and Virginia M. Hood of BBDO
serve as presidents of the respective organizations.
AFA, meanwhile, is seeking a
new emblem to symbolize its new
campaign for Truth and Higher
Standards in advertising. It will
pay $100 and other prizes for the
best ideas submitted. Presentation
will be made at the Cleveland convention.

PACT
Signed in Chicago
TWO-YEAR contract was signed
Monday by WGN Inc., Chicago,
and the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers (IBEW).
Agreement, retroactive to Oct. 1,
covers salary and fringe benefits
for 117 technicians at WGN-AMTV.
Top wage is now $147.50, increased from $137.50, with the
minimum starting wage remaining
at $80. Terms provide $1 to $2.50
per week more after one year.
Workers also are to receive a day
off for each holiday, totaling five
days or another week which can
be added to the regular vacation.
Negotiators were Carl J. Meyers.
WGN Inc. chief engineer; Andrew
Hamilton, Kirkland, Fleming,
Green, Martin & Ellis, Chicago
Tribune law firm, and Thomas
Antrim of the Tribune. IBEW was
represented by Walter Thompson,
president of Local 1220.

Looper Named
DON LOOPER, a former farm
broadcaster, has been appointed
supervisor for single stations in
the Dept. of Agriculture's public
information division. He will work
with Kenneth Gapen, assistant director of public information in
charge of radio and television.

NAEB Series
NATIONAL ASSN. of Educational
Broadcasters is producing series of
seven one-hour radio broadcasts
titled People Under Communism,
designed to give listeners an insight into important phases of
Russian life, propaganda and political techniques.

AFA

WGN-IBEW

CBCS

NEW GEN. MGR.
Ouimet Youngest at 44

J. ALPHONSE OUIMET at 44
will be the youngest man to hold
position of general manager of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., when
he assumes office on Jan. 1 [B*T,
Nov. 24]. He succeeds Donald Manson, who retires at age of 65 after
spending his career in the radio
branch of the Dept. of Transport,
and since 1936 with the government-owned CBC.
Announcement of the change
was made by Canadian Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent in Parliament at Ottawa on Nov. 20. Mr.
Ouimet, who has been assistant

Mr. Bushnell

Mr. Ouimet

general manager of CBC since Dec.
1951, has been with CBC since its
inception in 1936, moving up last
engineer and coyear from ordinatorchief
of TV. Mr. Manson became general manager at end of
last year, having been assistant
general manager since 1944.
Succeeding Mr. Ouimet is Ernest
L. Bushnell, director-general of
programs with CBC at its national
office at Toronto since
program
1944. He started in radio as a
singer in the early twenties,
formed one of the first Canadian
radio advertising agencies in 1927,
became co-manager of CFRB Toronto in 1928 and became manager
of former CKNC Toronto in 1929.
In 1933 when the Canadian Radio
Broadcasting Commission was
formed he was named program director for Ontario and western
Canada, moved to CBC when it
succeeded the CRBC, as general
supervisor of programs.
'Crusade1 in Carolina
CAROLINA broadcasters are being asked by Charles H. Crutchfield, vice president and general
manager of WBT-AM-FM WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, to carry a
half-hour radio-TV program on behalf of the Crusade for Freedom.
WBT will originate the program
Dec. 5 at 8:30 p.m. on AM-FM-TV,
with Gordon Gray, WSJS Winston
Salem, and other personalities
scheduled to participate. Mr. Gray
is state chairman of the Crusade
and Mr. Crutchfield, co-chairman of
the Western North Carolina district. Broadcasters will carry the
program picking up the signal of
WBT-FM or other nearby outlets
for simultaneous airing or rebroadcast.
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CENSORSHIP
Hurts U. S. News Arm
FREE world coalition is operating
at a great disadvantage in the
propaganda
with censorship,
Soviet Rus-a
sia because war
of rigid
Senate Foreign Relations subcommittee staff report asserted a fortnight ago.
The report was one of a series
being released by the subcommittee staff which also has been studying the foreign information programs of the U. S. and Great Britain, including broadcast operations
(see separate story).
The USSR has massed some
1,400,000 skilled propagandists in
the fight against the western nations, throwing all communications
media into the campaign, the report said. While correspondents of
Tass, the Soviet News Agency,
have free access to American news
sources, foreign reporters in Moscow are subjected to rigid censorship, it noted.
RADIO-TV EARNINGS
For 8 Firms Up 124.3%
EARNINGS for eight corporations in the radio and television
industry during the 1952 third
quarter ended Sept. 30 were reported up 124.3% over earnings
for the same quai-ter in 1951, or
$12,571,000 for the 1952 quarter
compared to $5,604,000 for the 1951
This report is based on a Wall
Street
period. Journal final tabulation of
the earnings of 727 corporations
in 29 fields, with a 5.2% average
increase for all firms. The radioTV percentage increase was second highest among the 29 groups.
IRE D. C. Meet
KEYNOTE address by Dr. W. R.
G. Baker, vice president in charge
of electronics at General Electric
Co. will highlight a list of speakers
at the third annual meeting of the
Professional Group on Vehicular
Communications, Institute of Radio
Engineers, in Washington, D. C,
Dec. 3-5. Theme of conference, to
be held at the Hotel Statler, will
be "Spectrum Conservation." Other
speakers slated on agenda are
Haraden Pratt, Telecommunications Adviser to the President,
who will address IRE banquet Dec.
4; E. N. Singer, FCC; and N. H.
Shephard, General Electric, who
will give a report on "Channel
Splitting Demonstration Conducted in Syracuse." Granville Klink
Jr., WTOP Washington, is in
charge of exhibits and space.

TUBE Dept., RCA Victor, has begun
production on the 1953 edition of
yearly pocket reference and calendar
notebook. Book contains technical reference material on RCA kinescopes,
receiving and transmitting tubes, electronic components, test equipment and
radio and industrial batteries.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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King with the listeners!
They've given WWDC the best ratings we ever had — against the toughest kind of radio and TV competition.
King with national spot advertisers!
They've spent more on WWDC in the first 11 months of 1952 than in any similar period in our history.
King with local advertisers!
They spend more money on WWDC

than any other radio station in the Washington area.

Yes!
The king of the advertising buys is radio! And the king of the stations in Washington is WWDC!
Let your John Blair man give you the whole WWDC story.

In

Washington

on

a

value

basis

—

XiS

King?
WWDC
REPRESENTED
BROADCASTING

NATIONALLY
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JWT SEATTLE
Closes Doors After Jan. 1
J. WALTER THOMPSON Co. will
close its Seattle office soon after
Jan. 1. Accounts being relinquished include the Washington
State Apple Commission, the
Washington State Dairy Commission, the state-operated ferry system, and the Puget Sound Navigation Co. The apple account, one
of the largest in the Pacific
Northwest, has averaged $250,000
in annual billings in the past five
years.
Floyd Flint, Seattle manager for
JWT, will then join another Seattle
advertising firm after Jan. 1. He
declined to reveal the agency's
name. Dave Jeffords, the other
Seattle staff man for JWT, will go
to Thompson's San Francisco
office.

FAB

REUNION was held Nov. 13 in New York in honor of Gene Rayburn, a new
WNBC WNBT (TV) New York disc jockey. Among those present were (I to r)
Gordon Vanderwarker, former NBC guide, now BBDO media coordinator; Ted
Cott, NBC vice president and WNBC-WNBT general manager; Mr. Rayburn;
W. G. Martin, Lennen & Newell Inc., also a former NBC guide, and Frank
Dodge, radio-TV producer, Leo Burnett Co. It was a particularly happy occasion for Mr. Rayburn. He began his career in broadcasting as an NBC page
several years ago.

BBOH
BUll M

ACHIW

ON LYRICS
Asks Firms to Clean Up

RECORDING companies have
been asked by Florida Assn. of
Broadcasters to clean up their lyrics. The action was taken at the
association's Nov. 20-21 meeting at
Daytona Beach [B«T, Nov. 24].
A resolution covering record
lyrics was adopted after opponents
to the action had contended broadcasters were responsible for the
moral standards of the musical
programs rather than the record
manufacturing industry.
The resolution called attention
to "a growing supply of questionable musical recordings" and called
on station managers to caution
their staff employes to be diligent
in screening program material.
Recording companies were reminded that "cleverness coupled with
vulgarity will not be substitute
for clean entertainment."
Among other actions, the
Florida group voted its appreciation for the hurricane warning
system set up by Johnn Prosser,
WKAT Miami Beach. It urged the
U. S. Senate to take prompt action to ratify the NARBA treaty.
Ken Ballinger, attorney for the
Florida association, said the
group's charter had been approved.
He added that the remodeled State
Legislature quarters include space
for radio and TV as well as the
The association voted thanks to
W. A. Smith, owner of WPLA
press.
Plant City, for filing a suit to test
constitutionality of the 1951 Florida campaign expenditures law.
Mr. Ballinger said the suit, now
before the Supreme Court, could
lead to a new Florida law governing freedom of speech. The suit
challenges constitutionality of
parts of the 1951 law dealing with
rights of the general public to participate in political campaigns.

CROSLEY PROMOTION
P-O-P Plan Attracts Firms

Achievement in merchandising and promotion that builds
extra value for the advertiser! Art Stadler, Omaha Branch
Manager for Pillsbury Mills, Inc., congratulates KFAB's Promotion Director Don Shoemaker for one of the outstanding
jobs of merchandising in connection with the company's advertising. In commending Shoemaker, Stadler stated: "This
is the type of cooperation and support that keeps Pillsbury
sold on radio as one of our most effective advertising
mediums." A Free & Peters "Colonel" will be glad to tell
you more about the achievement station — or write Genera
Manager Harry Burke.

SIX of the nation's top food and
drug chains have joined Crosley

il
i

m
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Broadcasting Corp.'s Point-ofPurchase Plan, R. E. Dunville,
Crosley president, announced last
week.
Latest to join is the Cincinnati
branch of the Kroger Co. Others
include Alber's Super Markets,
Cincinnati; the Eavey Grocery Co.,
Xenia, Ohio; Grays Drug Chain,
Columbus; Gallaher Drug Co.,
Dayton, and the Haig Drug Co.,
Indianapolis.
CBS Radio's Edgar Bergen launched
his second annual "Operation Santa
Claus" campaign over his program
Nov. 16 to provide Christmas gifts
for wounded soldiers in U. S. government hospitals. Last year the performer collected and distributed personally some 32,000 gifts.
BROADCASTING
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QUIZ

Are

You

the
who

these

One
can

Out

of

96

answer

5 questions

about

oil?
{for answers see bottom of page)

1 . What are the odds against bringing in an oil well
in a promising area where oil has not been found
before?
(a) 2 to I
(c) 60 to 1
(b) 12 to 1
(d) 8 to 1

2. The United States used the greatest amount of
oil in history in 1951. How much oil was found
last year?
(a) as much as was used (c) twice as much as was used
(b) less than was used (d) slightly more than was used

3. Today U. S. oil
gallons of oil every
pare with 1940 ?
(a) 83% increase
(b) about the same

companies refine 273 million
24 hours. How does that com(c) 47% increase
(d) 13% increase

The answers to these questions give
some indication of the job U. S. oilmen
are doing to bring you and your neighthe finest oil products at the world's
lowestbors prices.
In spite of constantly growing demands, U.S. oilmen continue to meet all
military and civilian needs. They are able
to do this because they have constantly
planned ahead, taken risks, and plowed
back much of their profits into expansion.
America's demand for more and more
oil only can be met under a system of free
competition where privately-managed oil
companies have a chance to stay in business byearning a profit while serving you.
4. How much does it cost to ship a gallon of
gasoline by tanker from Houston, Texas to Portland, Maine?
(a) 5 cents (c) 1 cent
(b) 8 cents (d) 6% cents

5. How does the quality and price (excluding taxes)
of the gasoline you buy today compare with 1925
(a) 50% better, costs no more (c) same quality, price
gasoline?
(b) 20% better, costs less (d) 50% better, costs more

Perhaps you, too, have some questions about the oil business. If so, write
to Oil Industry Information Committee,
American Petroleum Institute, Box 29,
50 West 50th St., New York 20, N. Y.

•3-iora ou sisoo 'jajjaq %09 (^) 'S Uuao \ (3)
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NABET MEETING
Cancels Three ABC Shows
THREE network shows were
blacked out Sunday Nov. 23 in Chicago when ABC members of the
National Assn. of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians (NABETCIO) were summoned by the international office of the union for
an hour-long meeting.
The emergency session, scheduled from 4 to 5 p.m. (CST) for
all NABET-ABC workers resulted
in a blackout of Super Circus on
the entire video network, originating as a Chicago feature. Radio
shows piped in from New York,
Light and Life and the Greatest
Story Ever Told, were replaced
with transcribed music from the
transmitter site.
NABET officials say the meeting
was called for ABC members to
discuss several grievances, one of
which was an unfair labor practice
charge which NABET filed with
the National Labor Relations Board
Nov. 20. More than 200 persons,
some not affiliated with ABC, attended the meeting. Union chose
this time in order to gain maximum
attendance from workers on duty
at the ABC stations, WENR-AMTV, a spokesman said. Network
claims the meeting caused a workstoppage, charging violation of
terms of the ABC-NABET agreement.
Present contract expires Jan. 31,
nolthwest

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
Regular Week October 5-11, 1952
Rating
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
All
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK (Average
11.2
Programs)
for (5.0)
1 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
11.1
2 Lux Radio Theater (CBS)
10.6
3
4 Jack
9.3
Benny
(CBS)' Show (CBS)
Charley
McCarthy
5 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (CBS)
8.8
6 People Are Funny (CBS)
8.6
7 Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC) 8.2
8.2
8 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
81
9 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
Suspense (CBS)
7.6
10
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For (3.3)
All Programs
1
5.6
Lowell Thomas (CBS)
2 One Man's Family (NBC)
5.4
3 News of the World (NBC)
5.4
WEEKDAY
For All Programs) (3.8)
1 World(Average
16.0
Series (MBS)
2 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
6.6
3 A. Godfrey (Liggett & Myers)
(CBS)
6.6
4 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS)
5 Arthur Godfrey (Nabisco) (CBS) 5.8
6.2
6 Guiding Light (CBS)
6.0
6.5
7 Ma Perkins (CBS)
8 Pepper Young's Family (NBC)
5.7
5.6
9 Right to Happiness (NBC)
5.7
10DAY, Backstage Wife (NBC)
SUNDAY
(Average
For
All
(3.0)
Programs)
1 World Series (MBS)
18.3
2 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 4.3
DAY,
3 Wilson, Glickman and Lee
4.1
6.9
SATURDAY (Average For All
(3.0)
Programs)
1 Theatre of Today (CBS)
6.T
2
Fun For All (CBS)
3 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS)
6.1
(*)
Homes
reached
during
all
or
any
part
of the program, except for homes listening
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minufe programs,
average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
1954, although there is a wage reopener clause which becomes effective next January.
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SELECTION of 100 scripts of CBS
Radio's This I Believe program was
published in book form last week by
Simon & Schuster. CBS news commentator Edward R. Murrow, who
also conducts the program, wrote the
foreword.

RADIO

FIGHTS
Fellows Hits Critics
BROADCASTERS are getting
tired serving as a target for groups
and persons who want "a first-class
whipping
NARTB
President
Harold E.post,"
Fellows
declared
last
week.
Speaking Monday at the meeting
of the Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters in Nashville, he chided the
"self-appointed experts who devote
their genius to an evaluation of
radio and television."
Point to the popularity of radio
and TV with the public, Mr. Fellows suggested columnists' favorite
past-time "is driving a ten-truck
truck back and forth over a medium that has done more for the
welfare of the citizens of the United
States than any other medium in
the history of this nation.
NARTB isn't going to be "dissuaded" from its radio and TV selfregulatory codes "by the tomato
throwers in the gallery," he added.
Listing some of the radio-TV
troubles, he said:
"There's Sam Rayburn telling us
we can't take microphones and
cameras into Congressional hearing rooms; and the State of New
York passing a law forbidding television coverage of public hearings.
High School athletic organizations
at the state level are getting that
old "pro bono pro" look in their eye
and trying to set up miniature
NCAA plans. Before long, the
rasslers will be demanding dressing rooms and ten-year contracts.
One religious group says we should
forbid paid religion on the air;
another says we should permit it.
The law says we are subject to
libel and defamation suits; and the
Commission says we can't censor
political speeches.
"It seems like nobody likes us but
the public. Some day, some annointed soul is going to get on his
feet and say himself a piece about
radio and television.
"About how radio and television
cover wars and elections. . . . About
how radio and television went all
out in the greatest mass medium
effort to deliver the vote that has
ever been undertaken in America;
yes, and delivered it, too."

LISTENERS

■ Established 1924 . CBS Since 1929
I AM . 5000 WATTS . 960 KC
I FM . 41.000 WATTS . 94.9 MC
ROANOKE,
VA.
by the TIMES-WORLD CORPORATION
INC.. National Representatives
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president
of Civic
Broadcasters
Inc.,
WDOK licensee.
Mr. Camp, who
joined WQAM
four and a half
Mr. Camp
years ago, was
for nine years previously sales
manager of WGAR Cleveland. He
succeeds Walberg Brown [B*T,
Nov. 24], who resigned as WDOK
president and general manager to
take a much needed rest.
Mr. Camp also will acquire a
minority stock interest in WDOK,
the WDOK president said. The new
manager resumes his former active
role in Cleveland civic and social
affairs; he was president of the
Cleveland Kiwanis Club in 1946, a
member of the Cleveland Boys'
Town Foundation board of directors, Cleveland Sales Executives
Club and of the Assn. of Grocery
Mfrs. Representatives.
In Miami, Mr. Camp was director of the Dade County Community
Chest and belonged to the Salvation Army Advisory Board. Miami
Kiwanis Club, Miami Shores Country Club and Miami Beach Rod and
Reel Club.
Mr. Shore
Camp will
live WDOK
at Cleveland's
Lake
Hotel.
stockholders also are stockholders of
Civic Television Inc., applicant for
uhf Ch. 35 at Erie, Pa. [B*T, Oct.
20]. Mr. Pierce said these stockholders feel Mr. Camp's long association with Cleveland advertising
media and civic and social organizations adequately qualifies him
for the WDOK position.

%
5
2
SALES

MADE

CAMP
JOINS WDOK
As Vice President, Manager
APPOINTMENT of Harry Camp,
assistant general manager of
WQAM Miami, Fla., as vice president and general manager of
WDOK land
Cleve(effective) ,
today [Monday]
was announced
last week by R.
Morris Pierce,

V

TheVoiLwKansas
in

TOPE
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FORD

GROUP
Studies Gl Information
THE FORD Foundation was off on
a new exploration last week — a
study of armed forces public information programs by its Fund
for the Advancement of Education.
Role of the various media also will
be looked into.
The study was requested by Mrs.
Anna M. Rosenberg, Assistant Secretary of Defense (for manpower
and personnel) , "to assist in the
continued development of existing
information programs." Stress
will be laid on "proven techniques
and procedures that are adaptable
to the needs of the armed forces."
Peacetime conscription twice
within the nation's history has
created problems and issues for the
programs and "have led to repeated
critiques and reviews both by nonmilitary committees and agencies,"
Mrs. Rosenberg noted.
Dr. Frank H. Bowles, director of
the College Entrance Examination
Board, will head research on all
information materials and programs, including media, in the U.
S. and abroad.
UN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Considering Own System
UN was reported last week to be
considering the establishment of
its own telecommunications system
to avert any breakdown in communications as a result of labor
difficulties.
A spokesman said that the
world organization is reviewing
the existing system with a view
toward improving staff harmony
and efficiency as well as reducing
costs. Currently all work in connection with installation, operation, and maintenance of radio
broadcast, television, facsimile,
and audio equipment is handled on
contract by B. Eichwald & Co.,
New York, which has an agreement with Local 1212, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL).
Several high UN officials, the
spokesman said, were critical of
this arrangement because the
union has on occasion voiced strike
threats, leading to friction among
personnel. They also believe, the
spokesman added, that its own
system would be less expensive.
Some problems under a UNoperated system would be the
initial outlay needed to bring
qualified technicians from abroad
and the use of personnel at times
when the General Assembly is not
in session.
WGAR

Binaural Feature

NARTB

CODE DEBATE
Con's Best Pro's at- Chicago TV Council Meet

CHICAGO columnists blasted the
NARTB Television Code Nov. 19
in a Chicago Television Council panel session at which only
two station representatives held
up a strong defense. Although the
pre-announced topic was pro's and
con's of the Code, the cons took
over the regular luncheon session
at the Sheraton Hotel.
Stalwarts in the defense strategy
were Bob Savage, continuity acceptance manager at ABC Chicago,
and Harry Ward, who has the same
assignment at NBC Chicago. On
the offensive were Larry Wolters,
columnist critic for the Tribune;
Janet Kern, Her aid- American, and
Jack Mabley, Daily News, along
with Dave Parsons, legal advisor
for the Tribune and WGN Inc., and
S. C. Quinlan, assistant manager
of WBKB (TV). NBC (WNBQ)
and ABC (WENR-TV) subscribe
to the Code. WGN-TV and WBKB
do not.
Mr. Ward attempted to refute
negative arguments outlined by the
panelists by saying the Code was
not designed to "be a be-all and
end-all" formula. "Inevitably one's
morals are as high as one's sales,"
he opined, "and Code interpretation is based on this." Terming the
Code a good yardstick, he said
NBC would have formulated one of
its "ownvised had
not the NARTB deone first.
Care Is Exercised
Mr. Ward pointed to sections of
the Code pertaining to advertisers,
saying "we don't want just any
old con man on our station, and
bad dollars drive out good dollars.
We have a lot of good clients and
we don't intend to lose them" by
taking bad accounts, he said. The
Code is relative, "as are all matters
of good taste." He noted that NBC
Chicago tries to attract more viewers and good clients, and that the
Code aids in these objectives. In
answer to one of the columnists,
who said the Code was "hilarious"
because of the discrepancy between Code theory and station
practice, Mr. Ward noted that he,
taking the same approach, could
"consider the Ten Commandments"
a big joke when viewing the
naughtiness of some of my neighbors.
Mr. Mabley, columnist-critic for
the Daily News & TV Forecast, a
fan magazine, and a trade paper
correspondent, said the Code was
"a lot of hooey." Terming it "nothing more than good public relations," he recommended adoption
of the Code by the Chicago Television Council merely as a public
relations measure. As "an effective
working weapon," however, he
considered it a "joke" because there
are no enforcement provisions.
The language is ambiguous and
the interpretation a matter of

WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland reported it received a "whopping" mail
response to its Nov. 10 binaural
broadcast. The binaural technique was used to attract further
interest in Hal Morgan's Pop Concert, featuring light classics from
11:15 p.m. to 1 a.m. weekdays.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

opinion, he asserted, with the Code
serving as a "good crutch when
youMr.
wantWolters
to turn something
down."
of the Tribune
termed the Code as useless as "a
code in the head." He cited telecasts election night, when four or
five spots were "cemented together
with a few bulletins." Moral and
ethical standards of the licensee
determine program quality, he said.
Miss Kern suggested that the
Code was not a good public relations vehicle as the public knew
nothing about it, and she therefore
recommended that it not be sanctioned by members of the council.
She charged the Code accomplishes
none of its purposes.
The panel was moderated by
Frank Reynolds, newscaster at
WBKB, who was introduced by
Council President George Heinemann. The next meeting of the
group is scheduled for Dec. 17,
when Kukla, Fran & Ollie will
be guests of honor at the Christmas luncheon.
PEERLESS Photo Products Inc. has
prepared for free distribution a guide
listing documents which, under federal law, may not be reproduced photographically. Guide may be obtained
by writing to the company at Shoreham, Long Island, N. Y.

NBS BUILDING
Underway in Boulder, Col.
CONSTRUCTION is underway on
a new building at Boulder, Col., to
house the Central Radio Propagation Lab. of the National Bureau
of
Standards,
it has been announced.
Building will be located on a
210-acre site directly south of the
city, near the campus of the U. of
Colorado. It will provide facilities
for research on the propagation of
radio waves and expended utilization of the radio spectrum now
being used for FM, television, facsimile and radar.
More than 50 members of the
NBS tropospheric research group
are now housed in temporary quarters at Boulder, pending completion of the new building sometime
early in 1954. Within two years a
staff of about 500 will be employed
there.
Drawings and specifications were
prepared by Pereira & Luckman
(Charles Luckman, former president of Lever Bros.), architects.
Thesaurus Release
RCA Thesaurus is releasing to
subscriber stations this week two
special quarter-hour script shows
for broadcast during January to
help
promote the "March of Dimes"
campaign.
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Reach your listeners through these
Independent Stations that give
them what they want to hear —
News . . . National & LOCAL
(a)
Sports . . tainment
. music
features. and other enter-
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Always

AS

SIMPLE

buy WCKY,
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A-B-C

with 50,000 watts of selling power

which not only blankets all of the Cincinnati Trading Area,
but gives you a big PLUS
your #1

in outside coverage.

make

WCKY

Buy

the station that gives you
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buy in Cincinnati.

a bigger audience
which

at a

lower cost — WCKY — with news

and music
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a large responsive audience. You

get big results on WCKY

with a low, low budget.

Call collect Tom
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Eastern Sales Manager
53 E. 51st St., New
Phone:
TWX:
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GULF OIL
BULOVA WATCHES
GENERAL ELECTRIC
TIDE
SHULTON OLD SPICE
BAYER ASPIRIN
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
HALO SHAMPOO
ROMAN CLEANSER
NEW YORK CENTRAL R.R.
MINIPOO
LIFE SAVERS
ZEST
VIRGINIA DARE WINE
MOTOROLA
SPIC V SPAN
SILVER STAR BLADES
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STANBACK
KROGER
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LINCOLN MERCURY
CONTINENTAL BAKING
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A
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The

editorial
Bias Versus

*|
Fact

WE LIKE the plan of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic fraternity, to sponsor a
survey of charges of bias in news coverage of
the Presidential elections. While the allegations of a "one-party press" were levelled
principally against the newspapers, radio and
television were not spared in the attacks of
Democratic spokesmen.
Because the 22,000 membership of SDX embraces all facets of news gathering and dissemination, asurvey under its auspices would
not be suspect. SDX, of course, must seek
funds for this all-inclusive impartial analysis.
It has in mind the Ford Foundation. That
organization has as one of its objectives the
maintenance of our free institutions. Certainly
the maintenance of a free press and radio fall
in that category.
The facts should be known — for the guidance
of the public and the media too. The study
should be made prior to the Congressional elections two years hence.
Bad

Starr

IT WAS unfortunate that the President-elect
should have become embroiled in a dispute
over the rights of rival news media before he
even moved into the White House.
Unfortunate and unnecessary.
It was also unfortunate that radio and television were obliged to protest so vigorously
against their exclusion from the pool party
of newsmen covering the Korean trip.
That may have been unfortunate, but it
was undeniably necessary.
The arrangements first announced by James
Hagerty, Gen. Eisenhower's press secretary,
could not be allowed to stand as a precedent
for news coverage of the new administration.
Though the compromise of last week did not
satisfy the requirements of TV, it at least
emphasized the principle that broadcasting can
no more be represented by a pool confined to
a press association reporter, a still photographer and a newsreel man than newspapers
could be represented by broadcasters.
We find it hard to understand how the decision to exclude radio and TV came about.
Surely Gen. Eisenhower himself understands
the importance of radio and television, the
media successfully used by his running-mate
in the recent campaign to explain away a
situation that could have cost the election.
Perhaps the decision did not come from
him. Perhaps it came from a subordinate who
still thinks
in termswith
of "-press
instead of relations
all the relations"
news media.
While we're on this subject, we'd like to propose that the title of the Eisenhower staffer
assigned to this job be changed from that of
"press secretary" to "public information secretary" or any other name that would not
suggest he was restricted to dealing only with
the press, and in the alternative, a separate
secretary for radio and TV.
The public's reliance upon radio and television was superbly demonstrated during the
recent campaigns. We would remind the
President-elect and his advisers that the public will certainly not turn from these great
media now that the elections are over.
If newsmen are to go along on the Korean
journey, they should include one from each of
the two media which deliver the news fastest
and to the most people.
Page 50
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FCC

and

Ike

WEEKS

MAY PASS before the incoming Eisenhower Administration divulges what plans
it
may have for reorganization of the FCC,
if any.
Notice already has been served by Gov.
Sherman Adams, who becomes the new Assistant to the President, that there will be
changes in the "alignment and status" of some
of the independent agencies. This, of course,
could include the FCC.
In the absence of specific mention of the
FCC, however, one must look to the record.
It is obvious that Gen. Eisenhower is using the
recommendations of the Hoover Commission of
1949 as his thesis. That report, only partially
complied with by President Truman, dealt with
reorganization of the executive branch.
Where did the Hoover Commission stand on
the FCC? It recommended that it remain an
independent agency and that it be not lumped
into one of the existing departments or into a
new department of transportation and communication.
This 1949 report found many deficiencies in
the FCC methods of operation. It criticized
red tape and unnecessary delays and expense
in its operation. But it found the same condition in other agencies, too. The FCC wasn't
singled out. It found the then stipulated
$10,000 salaries too low to attract good men.
Congress subsequently increased the stipend
to $15,000.
Since the Hoover Report, the FCC has been
under fire because of lethargy and ineptness
in the handling of television allocations. The
FCC has complained about lack of manpower
to cope with this big job. Others have argued
that the FCC bungled the allocations because
of its "planned economy" approach.
If there is general dissatisfaction in the
GOP over the FCC (and we certainly haven't
yet detected it), the new Administration could
resort to drastic measures. It could offer
"ripper" legislation, to reorganize the FCC.
Thus terms of the incumbent Commissioners
could be terminated. The President then could
nominate an entire new Commission. Without
a new law, the incoming President would have
only two vacancies to fill — one immediately
and the other in June. But this would be
sufficient to swing the political balance from
the Democrats to the GOP. There' are now
four Democrats (Walker, whose term expires
in June; Merrill, who holds a recess appointment and won't be renamed; Hennock, -whose
term runs until 1955; and Bartley, whose term
runs until 1958). The Republicans are Hyde
(1959) and Sterling (1957). Webster, Independent, serves until 1956.
The President selects his own Chairman.
Gen. Eisenhower could name one of the present
members (Hyde is being strongly supported)
or he could name one of the new Commissioners to the post.
Radio regulation has been a controversial
subject since it began in 1927. The FCC, which
took over in 1934, has been involved in more
controversy and intrigue than any of the other
old-line agencies. It has a tough job because
whenever it pleases one side, it simultaneously
arouses the wrath of one or more unsuccessful
contenders.
We hope the new Administration doesn't
resort to "ripper" legislation. The FCC isn't
that bad. So far as we know there's been no
corruption. A couple of Commission-level
changes and a GOP Chairman who knows the
ropes, could make the FCC one of the better
agencies of Government.

jf - our respects to:

DR. FRANKLIN

DUNHAM

DUNHAM,
alN director
FRANKLI
now chiefNBCof
and longtime
DR. education
the Radio-TV Div., U. S. Office of Education, seemed a little surprised when a reporter asked if he regretted leaving the broadcast industry.
Dr. Dunham didn't feel that he had left the
industry at all, but rather had simply broadened his scope of participation.
His daily tasks keep him intimately associated with both radio and television, although it
is true that his energies are directed at aiding
efforts of schools' broadcast activities.
Latest events in commercial broadcasting
continue to absorb his interest. And he is frequently in touch with broadcasting's top-level
executives.
The dual aspects of radio and education
have intertwined throughout Dr. Dunham's
broadcasting career, which dates back to 1922.
Although "Frank" Dunham belongs to that
honored circle of radio pioneers, he grew into
manhood expecting to become an engineer.
He was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., May 17,
1892. His father, the late Frank Dunham, had
been an early executive of silent motion picture producing firms in New York.
It was he who advised young Franklin to
study engineering because that appeared to be
the most lucrative profession. Toward that
end, Dr. Dunham attended Columbia U. A
change of heart made him switch to law school,
also at Columbia. In addition to his law
studies, he showed an early interest in journalism. He was editor-in-chief of the Columbia
Spectator, was president of the Intercollegiate
Press Assn. and was campus correspondent
for The New York Times.
Fresh out of college, he answered a "want
ad" in The New York Times. The ad had been
placed by the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
of Camden, N. J.
Dr. Dunham landed the job. His duties generally were to stimulate music appreciation
among schools as a part of the pupil's training.
During the years 1916-1921, he was instrumental in placing 600 Victrolas in New York public
schools.
In 1922, he joined the Aeolian Co. as educational director. That year, he began to present programs over WJZ New York.
His interest
musicin study
led to inseveral
residence
at workin and
Europe.years'
He
was decorated by the French Government with
the Cross (with Palms) and given the title
of Officer Instruction Publique for his work
in recorded music. He was appointed an
(Continued on page 84)
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Typical of the increasing Italian . influence on
American

industry and arts is this experimental

Chrysler sedan built in Turin, Italy, by Carrazzeria
Ghia, noted Italian body maker. In the world of
fashions, furniture , food and film, the Italian influence'also continues to play an ever increasing
part in the art of good living. A study of the New
York Times and New York Herald-Tribune for the
first six months of the year shows that the Italian
influence on American home decoration, furnishing

old world and the new. It is upon this tremendous
group that the growing Italian influence for better
living makes its first and most penetrating impactThe intimate association between WOV and this
largest Italian- speaking community in the entire
world calls for a new appraisal of the great Italian
audience in New York.
We are ready to give you the details.

and table is far greater than that of any other
country, and in fashions, Italy is second only to
the French and rapidly closing the gap.
What does all this mean to you? Just this. To
more than two million Americans of Italian origin
in the New York area, WOV is the link between the

Representatives:
John E. Pearson Co.

BROADCASTING
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
necessary TV costs, he believes
"the reducing job should be a cooperative effort, coupled with better know-how, both in program-

front office
NEIL

D. CLINE, sales director, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., appointed assistant director of outlets. JOHN FOUTS and AL GILLEN named radio and TV sales managers, respectively.
GARY HARGER added to WIGC Bridgeport, Conn., sales staff.
ROBERT MERRYMAN, WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati announcer
and STAN CORDREY, sales promotion manager in Cincinnati area for
Nash Motor Co., to WLWT (TV)'s sales staff.
KENNETH M. QUAIFE, sales staff, WOW Omaha, Neb., elevated to
assistant sales manager.
AL LaGUIRE, former program director and assistant manager, WMTE
Manistee, Mich., appointed general manager of WION Ionia, Mich., new
station now under construction.
GEORGE W. CLARK Inc. appointed national representative for KYA
San Francisco, effective Dec. 1.
FREE & PETERS, station representation firm, changing New York office
telephone number to Plaza 1-2700, effective Dec. 8.
WALKER REPRESENTATION Co., N. Y., appointed national representative for WFCB Dunkirk, N. Y.
fictional* • • •
JOHN F. PATT, president, WGAR Cleveland, elected member of board
of directors representing radio, Ohio State Chamber of Commerce. . . .
NORMAN NELSON, managing director, Southern California Bcstrs.
Assn., presented with certificate of appreciation by Rear Adm. Richard
W. Berry "for outstanding public service to the Civil Defense & Disaster
Corps of Los Angeles" by SCBA. . . . BOB WOOD, account executive,
KNXT (TV) Hollywood, father of girl, Virginia, Nov. 22.
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STYLE 37-15" S. S
Sweep Seconds
Self-winding

% Hourly
Can be Synchronized w
I Unaffected by AC
Power Failures
(Self-Powered)
% Install Anywhere
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One Clock or a Complete Synchronized Clock System
Independent broadcasting stations and the major networks rely on
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*Naval Observatory Time
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ming and production."
To this end, Mr. Kaufman is
stantly on the lookout for
packages,
stipulating
"they've
to be superior
in production

connew
got
and

entertainment value."
Already being shown throughout
the country are such Guild distributed quarter-hour TV film series
as Invitation Playhouse, dramas;
Close-Up, news dramatizations;
Lash of the West, adventures; and
Call the Play, live and film action
sports quiz.
Convinced of the market for library services, he has started distribution of The Guild Sports Library, group of 30-second film clips
of 400 sports personalities. Contracts include unlimited use and
receipt of 10 additional film clips
perGuild
month.Film Library includes
scenes of floods, fires, earthquakes,
and national buildings in groups of
400. It is available on an unlimited basis to TV stations, networks,
and advertising agencies (except
theatrical and TV film producers)
for incorporation into live-action
video programs.
In preparation is Guild News Library, which will use the same
treatment on national and international news personalities and
events.
Instead of waiting for more stations to start operations, which
might better pro-rate expenses,
Mr. Kaufman has prevailed upon
his producers to reduce the cost of
Guild distributed film programs in
anticipation of the new outlets.
Though the Kaufmans, Reub
and Jane, now reside in New York
where their apartment overlooks
the East River, Mr. Kaufman is in
close contact with his various offices. Their son, Curtis, now in
Germany with U.S. Army Jnformation,
to follow
lead
and plans
has asked
himhisto father's
keep a
job open in the film shipping department.

GA

NLRB ACTIONS
Set Precedents in Cases
THE NATIONAL Labor Relations
Board last week deprived two
unions, of bargaining benefits whose
officer filed a falsified non-Communist affidavit and served notice
it will back up any employer who
refuses to bargain with his emdown. ployes' union during a work slowThe two cases did not touch intimately on radio and television
but the implications are significant
to the broadcast industry in its
labor-management relations.
The board (1) acted on the first
as result of a conviction by a U. S.
District Court (Camden, N. J.) of
a union officer who had filed a false
statement, and (2) ruled unanimously as to employer rights — the
first time this question had come
before the board.
The labor groups involved in the
Communist issue are Local Industrial Union 80 and 80A (CIO),
comprising food, tobacco and packinghouse workers,
whichservices
were denied further
NLRB
in
election and unfair labor practice
cases and whose certifications as
bargaining agents were revoked.
Anthony Valentino, business manager of the union groups, was convicted of filing the affidavit.
The other action involved the
Phelps Dodge Copper Products
Corp. and Local 441 of the International Union of Electrical Workers (CIO). The board ruled that
the slowdown at Elizabeth, N. J.,
plants constituted "an absence of
fair dealing" which precluded testing the employer's own good faith
and termed it a "harassing tactic." Employers already are permitted to discharge such employes.

BAB's Budget Figure
BAB's annual operating budget
currently is $620,000 and is expected to exceed $660,000 by
March 31,fiscal
the year.
end of Athe report
bureau'sin
current
the Nov. 24 issue of Broadcasting • Telecasting, while correctly
reporting the current budget, inadvertently gave the expected
figure by March 31 as $600,000,
rather than $660,000.
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A

VAST

OIL

SOURCE

STILL

1* Many Americans have probably never
heard about oil shale— one of our country's
greatest natural resources. Shale is a rock
formation that contains kerogen— a solid that
breaks down into oil and coke when heated.
There are a number of shale formations in
the U. S.,the richest of which is in the Green
River Basin of Colorado and Wyoming. This
single 1000-square-mile deposit contains
three times as much oil as the total proven
crude oil reserves of the U. S. !

OF

U.S.

UNTOUCHED

S

2. However, the big problem has been how
to extract the oil from this shale on an economical basis. Union Oil research men have
been experimenting with shale oil extraction
since 1943. One of their accomplishments was
the development of a retort that can extract
shale oil far more economically than any previous method.
3* This retort— along with improved mining
and refining techniques— has reduced the cost
of producing oil from shale more than most
people realize. And each year the cost of finding and producing crude oil continues to rise.
At some time, then, it is probable that oil can
be obtained from shale at a cost competitive
with crude oil.

of theirs will be developed at the earliest possible date with the greatest efficiency only if
private enterprise is left free to do the job.
For our competitive private enterprise system
has demonstrated time and time again that it
can develop better products, for more people,
at lower prices than any method yet devised
by man.
UNION

OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890

This series, sponsored by the people of Union
Oil Company, is dedicated to a discussion of how
and why American business functions. We hope
you'll
feel free to send in any suggestions or
4» When this will come about is anybody's
criticisms you have to offer. Write: The Presiguess. But one thing is certain : the American
dent, Union Oil Company, Union Oil Building,
people can be sure that this natural resource
Los Angeles 17, California.
MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
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THE QUAD-CITIES
11th IN EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME
PER CAPITA
among Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan Areas
•
Distributors and merchants
here are pleased that the
Quad-City area has moved
3 steps ahead to 11th place
in the effective buying income category. This great
depth of quality among
240,5 00 Quad-Citians is a
pretty good promise of success for the advertiser who
has good merchandise to
sell and does it wisely
through the use of WHBF
— a Quad-City sales medium for over 25 years.
Les Johnson, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

'GOSPEL HOUR'
Program Is on 100 Outlets

air-casters

MAJ. JERRY ROSS, USAF, returns
to ABC Western Div. as director of publicity, following separation from Armed Forces.
ROBERT C. CANEPA to KMOX St.
Louis, as merchandising manager.
T. J. MARTIN, program director of
WGHF (FM) New York, to WBUD
Trenton, N. J., as disc jockey.
DAN GRIFFIN, WGTM Wilson, N. C,
to WBIG Greensboro, N. C, as program director.
WILLIAM A. VAUGHN, WFBM Indianapolis, to KRES St. Joseph, Mo.,
as program director.
BOB LEWIS, KOWH Omaha, and
JOHN MacDONALD, CKOY Ottawa,
to WJON St. John's, Newfoundland,
as producer and sports announcer,
respectively.
HAL BELFER, dance director, Universal International,
and choreographer, NBC-TV Colgate Comedy
Hour, starring DONALD O'CONNOR,
resigns from former position to devote all his time to television.

WHBF;:
TELCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Of
Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
Central

NX

Market

Write, Wire, Phone
or
Ask Headley-Reed
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SAM BALTER, sportscaster, KLACTV Hollywood, named to board of
directors, Greater Los Angeles Press
Club.
GEORGE C. BIGGAR, director of the
National Barn Dance at WLS Chicago,
elected vice president of downtown
Chicago Kiwanis Club.
JACK BRICKHOUSE, sportscaster
at WGN-TV, is writing 1952 baseball review for Encyclopaedia Britannica.
J. WINSTON PENNOCK, photographer, KNX and KNXT (TV) Hollywood,
promoted to head of photographic
department.
BOB HENDRICKS, head of transcription department, KNX Hollywood,
promoted to associate director.
JOHN C. DRAKE, publicity director
at WLS Chicago, elected president of
Oak Park, 111., Kiwanis Club.
RUS CONKLIN and PAUL MARION,
Hollywood radio-TV actors, assigned
roles in Paramount Pictures feature
film, "Arrowhead."
DON PORTER, co-star of upcoming
NBC-TV Private Secretary series, assigned role in Paramount Pictures
feature film, "The Caddy."
DICK LANE, KTLA (TV) Hollywood
personality, awarded plaque from
Fort MacArthur (Calif.) for "consistent and outstanding contributions
in boosting morale of service personnel."REINERT, staff artist, WXEL
RICK
(TV) Cleveland, appointed art director there.
BILL HERSON, morning man on
WRC Washington Timekeeper show,
has retired.
DON JAMES, former program director, WEAT Lake Worth, Fla., to
WORZ Orlando announcing staff.

BILL WRIGHT, disc jockey, WPIN
St. Petersburg, father of boy, Nov. 10.
JOE BEHAR, WPTZ Philadelphia
staff director, father of boy, Jeffrey, Nov. 20.
CHARLES PARKER, control room
operator, WDRC Hartford, Conn.,
father of girl, Kathleen Anne,
Nov. 13.
FREDDIE KIMZEY, assistant to LEO
GUILD, publicity director, KLACAM-TV Hollywood, and BRUCE
CAMERON, log editor, Radio-TV Life,
will be married, Dec. 10.
ED LOCKE, WIP Philadelphia announcer, and Alice Rubin, announce
their engagement.
IRENE ZEITZ, accounting staff, WIP
Philadelphia, and Norman L. Blumberg, have announced their engagement.

GEORGE
HAMILTON COMBS,
WMGM signed
New'
York
analyst,
as special news
assistant
U. re-S.
attorney and chief trial counsel for
Office of Price Stabilization effective
Nov. 30, to resume private practice
of law and continue radio and TV
assignments.
JAY CROUSE, formerly of KFRU Columbia, Mo., to WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., as writer in news department.
FRANCIS J. KENNEDY, news editor,
WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111., father of boy, Peter, Nov. 15.
Boston AFA Meet
ADVERTISING Club of Boston
will be host for the annual New
England District of the Advertising Federation of America meetings
Feb. 16-17, Leonard M. Marcus of
Springfield, Mass., district governor, reported last week. Program dealing with media and advertising problems has been
planned for the two-day session.
Paul A. Newsome, public relations counselor, is president of the
Advertising Club of Boston.

the comer
of every

ONE, HUNDRED radio stations
now broadcast the non-denominational Children's Gospel Hour, according to Rev. Henry C. Geiger,
its director. The program is furnished free to stations as a public
service and is intended, according
to Rev. Geiger, to r,each the "30
million boys and girls" who do not
now attend Sunday School.
The programs are supplied on
"mini-groove" discs recorded by
Allied Record Mfg. Co. from tape
supplied Each
by the
Children's
Gospel
Hour.
12-inch
disc records
a 14-min., 30-second program. Each
is a recording of a Sunday School
service with a different group of
children and includes singing, answering questions, and a short
message by the director. All races
and creeds are included. Children's
Gospel Hour is supported by voluntary contributions and programs
are furnished free to stations accepted by the group. Mailing address .is Livingston, Tenn.
ZIV

HATS

Off for 'Freedom' Show
FREDERIC W. ZIV Co. is tipping
its hat collectively to sponsors of
its transcribed radio series, Freedom U. S. A.
According to the Ziv company,
the red, white and blue cardboard
hats were distributed as part of
Ziv's promotion of the program and
also to fit in with the campaign's
theme: "I like America."
Total sales of the series have
reached 600, according to Alvin E.
Unger, vice president and radio
sales manager,
who Corp.,
noted Tulsa,
MidContinent
Petroleum
will use the Freedom program to
bolster its sale drive in two
areas — on KGFF Shawnee, Okla.,
and KUOA Siloam Springs, Ark.
He to
alsosix
announced
the program'sof
sale
more distributors
the Pan-Am Southern Corp. in Alabama and Mississippi divisions.
Sales with that company in the
past two weeks total 14.

stone

.

advertising
campaign
in New
and

Haven

New

England
represented by/the Jdaiz Clgency
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"WE

WE

Jf&ffo...

SERVE

the

SELL

the

MARKET

PEOPLE"

It is our firm policy to give the people the utmost
in local and public service programming, to
further the progress of the community, and at all
times the very best in commercial shows. To the
advertiser we guarantee merchandising assistance plus and complete cooperation.

EDWARD LAMB
president

US. C^u«v Of
THE ERIE DISPRTCH

ERIE, PA. - 5,000 WATTS
Channel

6
TV

WTVN
COLUMBUS OHIO

Edward

\/hflik^^)

Enterprises

Inc.

New York Office— Hole! Barclay —Home Office — 500 Security Bldg., Toledo. Ohio
National Representatives
WICU-TV—Erie, Pa.—Headley-Reed Co.
V/HOO— Orlando, Fla.—Avery-Knodet, Inc. ERIE DISPATCH, Brie, Pa.—Reynolds-fitzgerald, Inc.
WTVN-TV— Columbus, O.—Headley-Reed Co.
WIKK—Erie. Pa. — H-R Co.
WTOD— Toledo, O.—Headhy-Reed Co.
WMAC-TV, Massillon, Ohio (Massillon, Akron, Canton) — now under construction
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Published by the General Electric Company, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y.

NINTH

ORDER

FOR

12-BAY

BAT-WING

ANTENNA

Waco Television Corporation, Waco, Texas,
Selects G-E Antenna

After Detailed Study

The nation's ninth 12-Bay Bat-wing Antenna was purchased
Waco TV, Waco, Texas. Jesse Dove, director of engineering for
Waco Television Corporation said, "We bought this G-E 12-bay
tenna because we knew it would give us a high gain on channel
Made Investigation
"Also, after a thorough investigation we knew it would give us
uniform coverage. And thirdly, we
realized G.E. engineers would
adapt the antenna, if necessary, to
our particular location and requirements. They'd see to it that Waco
TV coverage had no null spots
and would give fine reception in the
fringe areas."
G-E representative Hugh Granberry, who sold the ninth 12-Bay
antenna to Waco TV, comments,
"It wasn't too long ago the indus-

by
the
an11.

try was saying 12-bay antennas
couldn't be made. And here, General Electric already has nine of
them throughout the country."
Nine Throughout Country
These antennas have been installed and are operating at Stations WHAS-TV, Louisville,
WHEN, Syracuse, WNBF, Binghamton, WKRC, Cincinnati, and
Waco TV, Waco. One is being installed atStation WCPO, Cincinnati, and three are on order by
Stations WKTV, Utica, WFPG,
Altoona, and KFEA, Amarillo.

New Portable Equipment

For TV Pickups Shown

New portable field pickup equipment for televising sporting events,
parades and similar location programs was demonstrated recently
at a Television Studio Lighting
Clinic held at the G-E Lighting
Institute at Nela Park, Cleveland.
The versatile, high quality equipment, comprised of one or more
cameras and associated control
units, is lighter and includes fewer
cables and connections than existing models, according to General
Electric electronics engineers from

Syracuse, New York, where the
equipment was developed.
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Special Effects
Optional addition of one small
unit to the system makes possible
a number of special picture effects
electronically produced at the remote pickup location. These effects
include dual-vision shots and horizontal, vertical and wedge wipes.
This stimulates viewer interest and
offers unlimited use for more arresting commercials.

Fresno

Enjoys

Closed

Circuit

Election

Hugh

Granberry
General
tric's
Hugh ElecGranberry took the
order for a 12-Bay
Bat- Wing Antenna to be installed
at Waco TV,

Returns

- — i Closed circuit

n succewas
ss ina
\ \jprove
¥
television
^ggflfe^
f : Fresno on Nov. 4
' during the evening of the
electiondentialpresi
returns. This was
the opinion shared
Paul Bartlett
presi-KFREo adver
by Fresn
dent, Paul Bartlett,
tisers, the technical crews of radio
station KFRE, and more than
100,000 enthusiastic fans who
crowded in to see the telecasts at
the Elks Club, Sequoia Club, California Hotel and the McMahan
Furniture Stores.
The camera and engineering
crews received invaluable experience for the technical operation of
TV equipment prior and during
the July political conventions.
It was the plan of KFRE to
present this closed circuit audience
with a service that would be similar
to regular TV broadcasting.

Waco, Texas.

Hugh Granberry

1 9 50 as district representative
in the
Appointed
in
Southwestern District, Mr. Granberry isresponsible for the sale of
broadcast equipment in the Houston, San Antonio, Beaumont, Waco
and Brownsville markets. His
headquarters are in Houston.
Mr. Granberry, a native of Jacksonville, Arkansas, graduated from
Texas Technological College at
Lubbock, Texas, in electrical engineering. He joined the General
Electric Company and was assigned to the Dallas Apparatus
Office. After subsequent assignments in engineering in Schenectady and Syracuse, Mr. Granberry
went with the transmitter sales
section and held that position until
his present appointment.
GENERAL®
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EIGHT
By LARRY
FOUR

NEW

CHRISTOPHER

existing TV markets — including Philadelphia, which has
three operating outlets — were
among eight cities which received
construction permits for new commercial TV stations from FCC last
Wednesday as processing of postthaw applications continued at an
accelerated pace.
In all four cities where vhf Stations are on the air, the Commission made uhf grants.
Last Wednesday's two vhf and
six uhf CPs boosted new station
grants since lifting of the freeze to
a total of 130, of which 9 are for
noncommercial, educational stations. Total TV stations authorized
in the U. S. stood at 238 as of
Wednesday.
The 108 pre-thaw operating vhf
stations in the U. S. thus far have
been joined by one uhf and five vhf
post-thaw grantees. New on the
air is KTBC-TV Austin, Tex. (see
story page 73). Another, WSLS-TV
Roanoke, Va., hoped to commence
regular programming today (Monday). Complete summary of estimated commencement dates and
other data on new grantees is presented on page 74.
Details of New Permits
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GRANTS
(WONE), granted uhf Ch. 22, ERP
210 kw visual and 105 kw aural, anWLWD).tenna 470 ft. (Operating: WHIO-TV,
Philadelphia (Group B-2, No. 160)
— Pennsylvania Broadcasting Co.
(WIP), granted uhf Ch. 29, ERP 275
kw visual and 140 kw aural, antenna
800 ft. (Operating: WCAU-TV, WFILTV, WPTZ).
Additional TV developments included:
0 Designation of Dec. 1 (today)
by FCC as commencement date for
processing of new applications for
changes in facilities of existing
stations, including power boosts
and similar improvements.
# Another challenge to the
basic legality of FCC's fixed allocation plan, contained in an appeal
filed by WLAN Lancaster, Pa., in
the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
on Monday.

Philadelphia,

Other

WLAN protests conditional grant
to WGAL-TV Lancaster to switch
from Ch. 4 to 8 pending outcome of
a comparative hearing on the Ch. 8
bids of both stations. WLAN asks
stay of change pending ruling on
appeal. Gimbel Statement
Benedict Gimbel Jr., presidentgeneral manager of WIP, expressing gratification over the FCC's
action,
pointed
Philadelphia city
"is
the
first
majoroutmetropolitan
to be granted a commercial license
to operate a uhf television station.
. . . This represents a long and
continuous effort on the part of
WIP to secure for Philadelphia another TV facility."
WIP's licensee, Pennsylvania
Broadcasting Co., is a subsidiary
of Gimbel Bros.
WALA -TV
Mobile,
Ch. 10

TV

Cities

Get

CPs

grantee, expects to affiliate with
NBC, same network as the AM
outlet. RCA equipment probably
will be used, it was reported. National representative will be Headley-Reed Co.
WONE -TV Dayton, Ch. 22
in Jujy. estimates commencement
grantee,
The WLAN Lancaster appeal
follows by a fortnight the Sixth
Report appeal filed in the same
court by WSAL Logansport, Ind.
[B»T, Nov. 17]. Counsel for
WLAN are Arthur W. Scharfeld
and Stephen Tuhy, Washington
radio-TV attorneys.
WLAN told the court FCC ruled
properly that the Ch. 8 bids of
WLAN and WGAL-TV should be
set for comparative hearing but
erred in issuing a conditional grant
(Continued on page 62)

olved
RA, SAG Demands Inv
RIFEDetroit, and AFT
SPECTER
of R
two strikesST
hovered
LABO
ratified by mail
cipally over failure to agree on a
over the broadcasting industry
ballot. Strike action has re- yardstick to settle payment when
ceived the approval and support of a film is re-issued [B«T, Oct. 27].
last week, with the Screen Actors
Guild scheduled to begin its strike AFTRA, Actors Equity and Chorus
SAG's position was that an
today (Monday) against producers
Equity Assns., American Guild of actor should be repaid his original
of TV film commercials, and the Variety Artists, American Guild of
fee ($70) every time the film is reMusical Artists and Screen Extras
American Federation of Television
issued on a network basis (deGuild, which have pledged their
fined as more than one station).
&
Radio
Artists
closeted
in
overHere are last Wednesday's new
the-weekend negotiations with the members not to accept employgrantees :
In theoncase
of a "wild
spot" —break
one
ment in the TV film commercial
networks over radio and television
used
a network
station
Mobile, Ala. (City priority Group
field.
contracts
which
expire
today.
or in a single locality — the film
A-2, No. 16) — Pape Broadcasting Co.
could be used four weeks, after
The union notified all producers
(WALA), granted vhf Ch. 10, effective
AFTRA, which has been conwhich
the fee would have to be
radiated power 316 kw visual and 235
ferring with the networks since and 8,500 SAG members last
kw aural, antenna height above av- late October, originally demanded
week that the stoppage would take repaid. SAG also specified that
erage terrain 460 ft.
a 20% general wage increase plus effect today. It warned producers
after one year the TV commercial
San Angelo, Tex. (Group A-2, No. provisions for setting up a welshould be withdrawn from further
that
"if
any
production
of
tele77)— Westex Television Co. (KTXL),
vision
film
is
attempted
by
using
fare
fund.
George
Heller,
execuse.
granted vhf Ch. 8, ERP 11 kw visual
utive secretary of the union, de- the services of non-union actors,
and 5.5 kw aural, antenna 420 ft.
The producers' counter-proposal
clined last Wednesday to reveal we will immediately place such included
Oshkosh, Wis. (Group A-2, No. 104)
the use of a filmed comwhether AFTRA has relaxed its producers, advertising agencies,
— Oshkosh Broadcasting Co. (WOSH),
mercial on a network (defined as
their clients and products on the more than 30 stations) for the
granted uhf Ch. 48, ERP 1.31 kw vis- proposals. He would not speculate
ual and 0.7 kw aural, antenna 310 ft. on what course the union would
unfair list of the American Federaoriginal payment plus a premium
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. (Group A-2, take if an agreement was not effor a period of 13 weeks, at the
No. 105) — Mid-Hudson Broadcasters
tion of Labor."
fected by last night (Sunday).
end of which time the fee would
Inc. (WEOK), granted uhf Ch. 21,
First Contract in Field
Mr. Heller said AFTRA memERP 105 kw visual and 60 kw aural,
be repeated for subsequent use.
bers in New York, Chicago and
antenna 230 ft.
The strike was ordered by SAG
They also opposed any overall
Kalamazoo, Mich. (Group B-2, No. Hollywood last week approved a following negotiations with the limitation on the life of the spot.
strike authorization but added he Film Producers Assn. of New York
152 — Howard D. Steere (WGFG),
For less than 30 stations they degranted uhf Ch. 36, ERP 83 kw visual was not prepared to declare what
and the American Assn. of Advermanded that original payment to
and 47 kw aural, antenna 270 ft. action would be adopted if terms
tising
Agencies
since
Sept.
8
to
(Operating: WKZO-TV.)
were not reached. He said the produce the first contract in the the actor permit unlimited use for
Louisville, Ky. (Group B-2, No. 156)
planned on negotiation ses- field. These discussions were to 26 weeks. With respect to "wild"
— Mid - America Broadcasting Corp. union sions
through Sunday to iron out have evolved a nationwide formula
spots, the producers maintained
(WKLO), granted uhf Ch. 21, ERP
differences.
that would have set the pattern that original payment should per200 kw visual and 100 kw aural, anSAG strike authorization meanmit unlimited use for 13 weeks on
tenna 500 ft. (Operating: WAVE-TV,
while was voted unanimously at for a contract in all film producing
WHAS-TV).
a
national
basis, 52 weeks on a
membership meetings in Los centers in the country. NegotiaDayton, Ohio (Group B-2, No. 158)
tions
broke
off
on
Oct.
22,
prin(Continued
on page 66)
— S k y 1 a n d Broadcasting Corp. Angeles, New York, Chicago and
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tion 2 mi. west of Lamar que and 2
mi. NE of Hitchcock. Geographic coordinates 29° 22' 10.4" N. Lat., 94° 59'
37.4" W.
Transmitter
and antenna GE.Long.
Principals
include President
television grants and applications
Paul E. Taft (40.5%), assistant to president, director and 3.55% stockholder of
Duncan
Coffee Co. of(importers,
Digest of Those Filed Wtih FCC Nov. 21 through Nov. 26
ers and distributors
coffee and roasttea),
Houston,
Tex.,
and
assistant
manager
14:
Grants Since April
and 12.25% stockholder of Commodity
Transport Co. (contract carriers
Houston; Vice President Ballinger
Total
UHF
VHF
Mills (1.6667%), partner in Galveston
121
Commercial
(Tex.) law firm of Wigley, McLeod,
9
7
Educational
2
Mills & Shirley, and secretary, director
35
86
and 27% stockholder of Galveston Baseball Club Inc. (professional baseball
130
87
Total
35
team),
Tex.; SecretaryTreasurerGalveston,
V. W. McCleod
(1.6667%),
1
Commercial television stations on the air
partner
in
Galveston
law
firm
ley, McCleod, Mills & Shirley; ofR. WigLee
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
Kempner
(20%),
president
1%
owner
of The
United
States and
National
Applications Filed Since April 14:
Bank of Galveston (banking), trustee
for H. Kempner (Trust Assn.), GalTotal
40014
UHF
New Amended
1151
(cotton merchants),
and presiVHF
dentveston
of United
States National
Co.
524
Commercial
602
323
61
11
(building
operation),
Galveston;
F.
19
5
Educational
19
Kirk Johnson (9.1667%), individual oil
producer,
Fort
Worth,
president
and
523
414
Total
621
323
16%% stockholder of Texota Oil Corp.
(oil leases and exploration), Fort
' One applicant did not specif/ channel.
Worth, Chairman
the board of
of 7%
directors and owner ofbeneficially
925 =
3 Includes 130 already granted
of stock and as trustee 43% of stock
of Ute Royalty Corp. (oil royalties).
Fort Worth, president and sole owner
944 s
of Ambassador Oil Co. (now inactive;
organized for oil exploration), president and 55% stockholder of Leek RoyNEW STATION GRANTS
age terrain 230 ft., above ground 397
alty & Oil Co. (oil royalties and proft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
Fort Worth, vice president
Listed by States
construction cost $250,230, first year op- and 50% duction),
of Gibson &
erating cost $240,000, revenue $290,000. Johnson Inc.stockholder
(organizedchairman
for oil exploraMOBILE, Ala. — Pape Bcstg. Co. Post Office address 385 Main St., Poughtion).
Fort
Worth,
of the
(WALA).
vhf Ch.235 10kw (192-198
Studio
location
be deterTransmitter
locationto South
side board of Lazy T M W Ranch, Pierre, S.
mc);
ERP Granted
316 kw visual,
aural; keepsie. mined.
chairman of the board of directors
antenna height above average terrain of Pendall Rd. between Violet Ave. D.,
of Central Airlines Inc. (commercial
460 ft.,
above ground
500 ft.construction
Engineer- and Brown Memorial Hospital. Geo- feeder
airline), Fort Worth, and direcing conditions.
Estimated
graphic
coordinates
41°
43'
14"
N.
Lat.,
tor of Fort Worth National Bank (local
cost $450,650, first year operating cost 73° 54' 32" W. Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel bank), Fort Worth; James M. Stewart
$250,000, revenue $300,000. Post Office
address 210 Government St., Mobile, Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington.
(9.1667%),
stage inand oilmotion
picture actor,radio,
investor
prospects
Ala. Studio and transmitter location Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
and/or properties, lessee with 100% inCo.,
Washington.
Principals
210 Government St. Geographic coordi- Equipment
terest in Franklin Ranch (ranching
nates 30° 41' 23" N. Lat. 88° 02' 36" W. include President and Treasurer Arthur
operations), Blanco, Tex., stockholder
Long. Transmitter RCA, antenna GE. J. Barry Jr. (50.25%), Vice President and
director
of Central Airlines Inc.
Alice
Ryan
Barry
(25.25%),
and
SecreLegal
counsel Dow,Consulting
Lohnes & engineer
Albert(commercial feeder airline). Fort
tary Paul S. Samuels (1.75%). [For ap- Worth,
son, Washington.
president
and 98% stockholder
plications,
see
TV
Applications,
B.T,
L. J. N. du Treil & Assoc., New Or- Aug. 11]. City priority status: Gr. of Stewartair (airline
charter service),
leans, La. Principals include President A-2, No. 105.
Beverly
Hills,
Calif.,
and president and
W. O. Pape (99.5%), Vice President
H. K. Martin (0.25%), general manager
100% stockholder
of
Olympic
Investment Co. (real estate developers),
DAYTON, Ohio— Skyland Bcstg. Co.
of WALA, and Secretary W. B. Pape
(0.25%), national sales manager of (WONE). Granted uhf Ch. 22 (518-524 Beverly Hills. Calif.; James Ward Bradner Jr. (2.0833%), sole owner of KGBC
ERP 210 kw visual, 105 kw aural);
WALA. [For applications, see TV Ap- mc);
and seven other stockholdplications, B.T, Sept. 15, July 14.] City antenna height above average terrain Galveston,
ers with less than 2.1% interest each.
470 ft. Engineering conditions. Estipriority status: Gr. A-2, No. 16.
mated construction cost $349,378. Studio
Wigley, McLeod, Mills & Shirley (law
and transmitter location near Lebanon
partnership), Galveston, owns 4.1667%
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Mid-America
of applicant. City priority status: Gr.
Bcstg. Corp. (WKLO). Granted uhf Ch. Pike, 5V2 mi. south of center of Dayton.
58. Grants,
TNote: B.T,
This Nov.
grant24,pub21 (512-518 mc); ERP 200 kw visual, Geographic coordinates 39° 40' 03" N. A-2, No.
lished in TV
but
100 kw aural; antenna height above Lat., 84° 10' 01" W. Long. Transmitter
average terrain 500 ft., above ground and antenna RCA. Legal counsel Fly, did not show new stockholders brought
Shuebruk
&
Blume,
New
York.
Coninto
applicant
firm
when
changed
from
564 edft.construction
Engineeringcostconditions.
Estimatcompany to corporation.]
sulting engineer George P. Adair,
$293,000, first
year
Washington. Principals include Presioperating
cost
$350,000,
revenue
dent Ronald B. Woodyard (18%), Vice
000. Studio location 604 S. 3rd$340,St.
SAN visionANGELO,
Westex
Tele-8
Transmitter location 507 S. 3rd St. President Loren M. Berry (12.3%), presCo. (KTXL). Tex.—
Granted
vhf Ch.
ident, L. M. Berry Co., Winnepeg, Can(180-186
mc);
ERP
11
kw
visual,
5.5
kw
Geographic coordinates 38° 15' 00" N.
ada, and Buckeye Lumber Co., Dayton;
aural: antenna height above average
Lat.,
85° 45' 22.8"
Long.counsel
Transmitter
terrain 420 ft., above ground 443 ft.
and antenna
GE. W.Legal
Haley Col. Gustav Hirsch (12.3%), 99% owner
of Gustav struction
Hirsch
& Con-F. Engineering conditions. Estimated con& Doty,
Washington.
Principals
Co., and Engineering
Treasurer James
clude Chairman
of the Board
James in-F.
struction cost $165,000, first year operGallaher (8%), chairman of the board
Brownlee (4.9%), President Emanuel
ating cost $222,000, revenue $250,000.
and 51% owner of Gallaher Drug Co. Post Office address 1901 W. Beauregard
Levi (10.5%), First Vice President Mil- Post
Office address 5 South Jefferson
St., San Angelo. Studio and transmitter
ton S. Trost (10.2%), Second Vice Preslocation on SE corner of intersection
ident William H. Veeneman (5%), St., Dayton 2, Ohio. [For applications,
see
TV
Applications,
B.T,
June
9.]
City
of Texas Ave. and Armstrong St. GeoSecretary-Treasurer
L. Altshelter
(5%), E. R. Plunkett E.(15%),
Harold J. priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 158.
graphicW.coordinates
29' 29" N. Lat.,
Plunkett (15%), Henry Fitzhugh Jr.
100° 26' 03"
Long.31° Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Welch,
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — Pennsylvania
(5%), Mary Peabody Fitzhugh (5%),
John Kadel (5%), and Allan D. Emil Bcstg. Co. (WD?). Granted uhf Ch. 29 Mott & Morgan, Washington. Consult(5%). Post Office address Henry Clay (560-566 mc); ERP 275 kw visual, 140
ing enginer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Hotel, Louisville, Ky. [For applications, kw aural; antenna height above averWashington. Principals include general
age terrain 800 ft., above ground 632 partners (50% each) Armistead D.
see TV Applications, B.T, June 9.] City
ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
president of KTXL and mayor of
priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 156.
construction cost $600,000, first year Rust,
Angelo, and B. P. Bludworth,
cost $500,000, revenue not San
owner of Brownwood (Tex.) Poster
KALAMAZOO, Mich. — Howard D. operating
Steere (WGFG). Granted uhf Ch. 36 estimated. Post Office address 35 South Service Co., 50% owner of Mid-West
(602-608 mc); ERP 83 kw visual, 47 Ninth St., Philadelphia. Studio location Co. (outdoor advertising), Abilene,
kw aural; antenna height above aver- 35 South Ninth St. Transmitter loca- Tex., 50% owner of Bludworth & Neistion Waverly Road, Hillcrest, Pa. Geoage terrain 270 ft., above ground 305
wangerident of(oil
production)
and vice presft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
KTXL.
[For applications,
see
graphic coordinates 40° 05' 00" N. Lat., TV Applications,
B.T, Nov. 10.] City
construction cost $159,730, first year op- antenna
75° 10' 38"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and
Legal counsel, Dow,
erating cost $150,000, revenue $175,000.
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No.
77.
Post Office address Station WGFG, 301 Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. ConState Theatre Bldg., Kalamazoo, Mich.
engineer E.
C. Page,
Washing-of
OSHKOSH, Wis.— Oshkosh Bcstg. Co.
Studio and transmitter location on Gull
ton.sulting
Principals
include
Chairman
(WOSH). Granted uhf Ch. 48 (674-680
Road, 4 mi. NE of center of Kalamazoo, the Board Arthur C. Kaufman, Presi- mc);
ERP 1.31 kw visual, 0.7 kw aural;
dent Benedict Gimbel Jr., Treasurer
at site of WGFG (AM) transmitter.
A. Filske and Secretary A. antenna height above average terrain
Geographic coordinates 42° 19' 53" N. Raymond
310
ft.,
above ground 344 ft. EngineerArthur Miller. Gimbel Bros. Inc., New
Lat., 85° 31'
33" W.RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmitter
ing conditions. Estimated construction
DuMont,
antenna
counsel, York, is sole stockholder of Pennsylvania Bcstg. Co. [For applications, see cost $133,839, first year operating cost
Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd,
Applications, B.T, Oct. 20, June
Washington. Consulting enginer Van- TV
$80,000, revenue $120,000. Studio and
160. City priority status: Gr. B-2, No. transmitter
divere, Cohen & Wearn, Washington. 23.]
location 1235 Bowen St.,
Sole owner is Howard D. Steere, licenOshkosh. Geographic coordinates 44°
see and general manager of WGFG
02' 46" N. Lat., 88° 31' 43.6" W. Long.
GALVESTON, Tex.— Gulf Television
since Oct. 5, and licensee and general
Transmitter and antenna GE. Legal
manager of WFEC Miami, Fla., from Co. Granted vhf Ch. 11 (198-204 mc);
counsel Frederick A. Collatz, St. Paul.
1950 to June, 1952. [For applications, ERP 59 kw visual, 30 kw aural; antenna
see TV Applications, B.T, Oct. 27.] City height above average terrain 550 ft., Consulting engineer Nathan Williams,
above
ground
580
ft.
Estimated
conOshkosh. Principals include William F.
priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 152.
struction cost $339,523, first year operJohns Jr. (51%), William F. Johns Sr.
ating cost address
$315,000, 801
revenue
$270,000.
POUGHKEEPSIE,
N.
Y.—
Mid-Hudson
(17%), Penrose H. Johns (17%), and
Post
Office
Union
Station
Bcstrs. Inc. (WEOK). Granted uhf Ch.
Frederick
Renshaw (15%). Post Office
21 (512-518 mc); ERP 105 kw visual, 60 Bldg., Galveston, Tex. Studio location
address
Oshkosh Bcstg. Co., Oshkosh,
kw aural; antenna height above aver- to be determined. Transmitter locaPage 58
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TV CALL LETTERS
FCC assigned the following
call letters to TV station permittees:
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz. (Arizona Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 4, TV
Grants,
B.T, Nov.
WLEVTV Bethlehem,
Pa. 17);
(Associate**
Bcstrs. Inc., uhf Ch. 51, TV
Grants,
; WRAK-TV
liamsport.Nov.Pa.3) (WRAK
Inc., Wiluhf
Ch. 36, TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
17);
WLVA-TV
Lynchburg,
(Lynchburg Bcstg. Corp., Va.
vhf
Ch. 13, TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
17);
Lynchburg,
Va.
(Old WWOD-TV
Dominion Bcstg.
Corp., uhf
Ch. 16, TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
10), and WBAY-TV Green Bay,
Wis. (Norbertine Fathers, vhf
Ch. 2, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 17).
Wis. [For
Application,applications,
B.T, June 9.] see
CityTV priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 104.
SPECIAL TEMPORARY
AUTHORIZATION GRANTED
WSLS-TV ROANOKE, Va.— Roanoke
Bcstg. Corp. Granted special temporary
authorization to operate on vhf Ch. 10
(192-198 mc); ERP 13.1 kw visual, 6.55
kw aural;
aver-77
age terrainantenna
1.894 ft.,height
aboveabove
ground
ft. Post Office address Shenandoah
Life Bldg.,
301 First
St., S.Shenandoah
W., Roanoke, Va. Studio
location
Life Bldg.,
301
First
St.,
S.
W.
mitter location on west side of TransU. S.
221, at Poor Mtn., Va., 13 mi. SW of
Roanoke.
37°
11' 51" N. Geographic
Lat.,
09'coordinates
10"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 80°
antenna
Legal
counsel Hanson, Lovett & Dale, Washington. Consulting enginer George C.
Davis, Washington. [For grant, see TV
Grants,
B.T,
effective Nov. Sept.
28. 15.] Authorization
KONAHonolulu
(TV) HONOLULU,
H.—
Radio
Ltd. Granted T.special
temporary authorization to operate on
vhf Ch. 11 (198-204 mc); ERP 5 kw
visual, 2.7 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 337 ft., with
single section antenna mounted atop
KONA (AM) tower.
NEW

APPLICATIONS
Listed by States
t Indicates pre-thaw application amended (re-filed).
MODESTO, Calif— Ralph M. Brown,
uhf Ch. 14 (470-476 mc); ERP 20.4 kw
visual, 10.2 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 278 ft., above
ground 304 ft. Estimated construction
cost $169,341, first year operating cost
$120,000, revenue $150,000. Post Office
address P. O. Box 1292, Modesto, Calif.
Studio and transmitter location 1507
10th St., between O St. and Needham
Ave.
Geographic
coordinates
37° Trans38' 36"
N. Lat.,
121°antenna
01' and
06" studio
W. Long.
mitter,
equipment
RCA. Legal counsel Frank Fletcher,
Washington. Consulting engineer Paul
S. Farrelle, Modesto. Sole owner of
applicant isand
Ralph40%M. owner
Brown, of
secretarytreasurer
KBOX
Modesto, partner in Modesto (Calif.)
law firm of Brown, Brown & Bacon,
member of California State Legislature
for last ten years, partner and 50%
owner of Paramount Lumber Co. (retail lumber sales), Modesto, and secretary and chief counsel for Financial
Indemnity Co. (insurance). City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 307.
ORLANDO,
Fla. Ch.
— Orange
Television
Enterprises, uhf
18 (494-500
mc);
ERP 94.8
kw
visual,
53.7
kw
aural;
tenna height above average terrain an312
ft., above ground 337 ft. Estimated construction cost $183,047, first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $100,000.
Post Office address 1304 Morvenwood
Road, Jacksonville
StudioRoad,
and
transmitter
location7, Fla.
Orlavista
about 3 mi. west of business center
of
Geographic
28°
32' Orlando.
52.6" N. Lat.,
81° 25' coordinates
33.3" W. Long.
Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
Legal counsel Samuel Miller, Washington. Consulting engineer Edward F.
Lorentz, Washington. Sole owner of
applicant is James Dandelake, vice
president and 10% stockholder of
Miller Electric Co. (electrical contractors), Jacksonville, and vice president
and 15% stockholder of Jacksonville
Metal & Plastics Co. (manufacturers
of electrical equipment and supplies),
(Continued on page 64)
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Asks
KOIN

FCC

to Reverse

Examiner

AMENDM

KOIN Portland, Ore., petitioned
FCC last week to reverse a hearing
examiner's ruling which denied
KOIN's proposed amendment of its
vhf Ch. 6 application to show withdrawal of Ralph Stolkin, Edward
Burke Jr. and Sherrill C. Corwin,
together 43.5% stockholders [B»T,
Nov. ,24]. KOIN charged the
examiner erred in finding "necessary
cause"
the amendment good
had not
beenforshown.
The station asked the Commission to continue the Ch. 6 comparative hearing until Dec. 8 or
a reasonable date following action
on the review petition, whichever
is later.
KOIN further contended a procedural question exists concerning
the competitive Ch. 6 application
of Pioneer Broadcasters Inc., licensee of KGW Portland and protestor of the KOIN amendment.
KOIN charged the KGW application "was never properly designated for hearing in the Ch. 6 proceeding" in compliance with Sec.
309 (b) of the Communications
Act as newly amended by the McFarland Act.
Third competitor for Ch. 6 is
KXL Broadcasters Inc., operator
of KXL Portland, but the application is being withdrawn because of
high costs involved in construction of newly authorized KXLYTV Spokane, associated property.
Other Hearing Developments
In other important TV hearing
developments last week, a ruling
believed to have significance especially for newspaper applicants
was handed down when Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison granted a motion to quash a subpoena he had
first granted in the Wichita hearing for Ch. 3.
The subpoena was requested by
KANS Wichita and called for the
Wichita Eagle, owner of KFH, to
produce documents, rate cards,
news stories, circulation figures
and contracts, some dating back
to 1930.
In a memorandum supporting its
request for this information, KANS
implied that it had evidence of
anti-trust violations on the part
of the newspaper.
Examiner Hutchison turned
down the request because he
thought it was not specific enough.
He said it did not meet the requirements of Sec. 1.832 of the
FCC's rules,
respect . to. ."particularity ofwith
documents
and
is so vague and indefinite in its
character it would be impossible
to determine the relevance of any
of the classes of documents requested."
In his decision, which explored
the legal precedents of requests for
documents, Mr. Hutchison said:
"Also, even if the books and
documents were specified, I think
that the request still has to go
further and show on some reasonable basis that there is at least
BROADCASTING

a reasonable likelihood that these
documents would prove facts which
are relevant to issues in this proThe necessity of establishing a
ceeding."
chain of events to show illegal
activities does not permit fishing
expeditions, he said. However, he
added: "If it can be shown that
specific papers or documents would
form the basis for relevant evi-

dence which prove a fact in a
chain or in a pattern, taken in
connection with other facts proved
by equally competent evidence,
then I would say that there is a
legal compliance with the requirements of the rule."
In answer
to a claim by the
Wichita Eagle that even if the
facts charged were true they would
not disqualify the applicant, Mr.

VENEZUELA'S first TV station. Televise of Caracas, to begin operations early
next year, signs for INS and Telenews Productions TV service. Seated, (I to r):
Gonzalo Veloz Mancera, Televisa president, and Jack D. Fendell, INS Latin
American sales representative; standing, Andrew H. Weilandt, INS foreign
sales staff; Robert H. Reid,
INS TV
sales manager.
manager, and Charles N. Burn's,
Telenews
general

Hutchison disagreed. If the facts
charged were proved true, he said,
such things as monopoly, restraint
of trade and violations of the antitrust laws could be used to disqualify an applicant.
He also stressed that subpoenas
should not be requested to obtain
documents already in the possession of attorneys or that refer to
information already a matter of
public record.
Jo'ning KANS in its request for
the subpoena was Wichita Television Corp., the third applicant
for the vhf channel. Wichita Television is composed of the George
M. Brown and the David M. Moyer
families. Mr. Brown is president
of the Wichita Ice and Cold Store
Co. Mr. Moyer is an attorney.
The FCC last week squared
away the Ch. 4 hearing for three
applicants for Beaumont - Port
Arthur, Tex.
In a memorandum opinion and
order, the Commission dismissed
the petitions of Smith Radio Co.
(Joe B. Carrigan as trustee for
John King Smith) against Port
Arthur ment College
and Lufkin AmuseCo.
Smith Radio had asked FCC to
dismiss the Port Arthur College
petition because, it said, the school
was not authorized to engage in a
commercial venture and was not
financially qualified to be a TV
grantee. Smith Radio also asked
that the Commission dismiss the
Lufkin Amusement Co. bid because
(Continued on page 60)

Applicants Sum Up Claims
HEARING
DENVER
perienced applicant will perform its;
ificat:ons on the following:
PROPOSED findings and concluduty
. .
The . record
does establish that TV
sions in the first post-freeze TV
(1) Local residence, (2) integand AM in practice, are complementary
ration of ownership and managehearing now completed [B*T, Oct.
media
to
a
much
greater extent than_
ment, (3) program balance, (4)
they TVareservice
competing
mediaimproved
— that AM
20-; 6]— for Denver's vhf Ch. 7—
and
arc
each
by
were filed with Hearing Examiner
"clean record" of its stockholders,
their affiliation with each other . . .
James D. Cunningham last week by directors and officers, (5) "supeDenver Television made these
KLZ, Denver Television Co. and
rior" record of truth and candor,
points in its discussion:
the FCC Broadcast Bureau.
(6) diversification of ownership,
... it is obvious that the publicinterest is much' better served by hav(7) promotion of free competion.
In a 140-page document, KLZ
ing these two vitally important media
urged that it be given the coveted
[AM and
TV] same
underhands.
separateSimilarly,
control
Heavy emphasis by Denver Telethan
in the
grant. Denver Television, in which
vision on "diversification" criteria
as
competitors
for
the
same
advertheatre owner John M. Wolfberg
tisers, who can deny that competition— that it would promote competiwould be more vigorous if these two
is a major stockholder, urged its
tion to grant the TV channel to a media are separately owned than if
case in an 87-page document.
their
policies From
are determined
thenonbroadcaster
— drew heavy fire
same owner?
the point ofby view
Broadcast Bureau, in a two-page
from KLZ.
of
the
advertiser,
the
full
benefits
of
filing, limited itself to engineering
free competition are available where
the television and AM station are
Other Media Cited
considerations only, concluding that
separately owned. He is free to
utilize either medium and competition
engineering-wise both applicants
will
determine the price he has to
If
that
point
is
well
taken,
KLZ
were qualified.
pay.
the common
AM and ownership,,
television
station Where
are under
KLZ based its bel'ef of its su- said, then the Commission must enconsiderations
other
than
competitive
compass
other
bus'ness
activities
periority on seven points:
forces are capable of coming into play.
(1) Local control and interest,
competing for the public's time in
...tion areIfseparately
the AM and
television
owned,
it is to stathe
its policies — such as AM and FM
(2) integration of ownership and
interest of each one to produce the
ownership,
newspaper
ownership,
best
management, (3) penetration and
hours possible
so as to programs
secure the during
maximumall
interest in community affairs, (4) theatre ownership, sports arena
audience.
If
they
are
under
mon cont.ol, owner
it is toto the
interestcombroadcasting experience, (5) char- ownership, etc. KLZ brief declared:
the
common
program
bothof
Where one applicant is experienced
acter of principal stockholders, ofstations in such a way as to secure
in broadcasting and another inexficers and directors, (6) merit of
return from the combinaperienced, the public is not only ad- maximum
tion of the two. Since the investment
its program proposals and policies
vantaged by the employment of ex- in television is likelv to be much
perience, but the
Commission's
abilityin greater than in AM and since revenue
and its ability to perform its promto accurately
predict
the manner
are likewise likely to be
which an experienced applicant will possibilities
ises, and (7) adequacy and comin television than in AM, an
perform his duty to the public is greater
petency of its proposed staff.
incentive exists for the common
great, whereas it can only conjecture
owner to avoid putting his best proDenver Television urged its qualand speculate as to how a non-ex(Continued on page 68)
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ion and petitioner of necessity must
as precedent for her denial —
Asks Amendment Grant
rely upon it. Further, we are not cases
which cases KOIN told the Compersuaded
by for
McClatchy's
(Continued from page 59)
mission were inappropriate to the
that
in order
petitionercontention
to show
good cause its proposed amendment
circumstances of the present case —
must not equalize what McClatchy
and radio management consultant,
the application was not complete.
characterizes as a "competitive ad- Examiner Smith concluded:
The Commission, in its opinion
were among witnesses for WGL.
vantage." Assuming arguendo that inWhile the proposed amendment
creased towerwhen
heightsuch
is aan"competitive
would not require a change in the
Engineering testimony was preheld that the school's legal right
advantage,"
advantage
issues
as heretofore delineated by the
flows as an inseparable corollary to a Commission,
to engage in commercial broadcastsented Tuesday and Wednesday be- course
it does encompass changes
of action that otherwise meets
fore Hearing Examiner Benito
ing was a proper issue to be deterin the stock ownership, officers and
the necessarily
standard of follow
"good that
cause"the itentire
does directors, finances and financial plans
mined in the TV hearing and that Gaguine in the Flint, Mich., Ch. not
of the applicant petitioner of such
course of action is nullified by the magnitude
there was no rule prohibiting an
12 hearing with further session
as to constitute a major
existence of that factor.
educational institution from en- scheduled this Tuesday. Non-techrevision of its application. It also
Engineering
evidence
was
to
be
would
have
a disadvantageous effect
gaging in commercial broadcasting
nical evidence will be heard startupon the
preparation
for hearingapplialstipulated before Examiner Donoready
made
by
the competing
even though there were noncoming in early January, but a short
hue in the Ch. 10 case last Friday
cant,
and,
in
addition,
would
result
in
mercial reservations for educahearing is predicted since much
afternoon and the same may be other competitive disadvantages to such
tional purposes.
competing applicant. We do not believe
of the material is being stipulated.
done also for the Chs. 3, 40 and that
an applicant in a hiehly competiSince Lufkin Amusement had
Contestants are WJR Detroit,
tive proceeding such as this should be
46
proceedings.
Non-technical
case
Dermitted to amend its application to
amended its application, the ComWFDF Flint and W. S. Butterfor ' Ch. 10 is tentatively set Dec. the extent which the proposed amendmission dismissed the Smith re- field Theatres Inc.
ment here under consideration con15; Ch. 3, about Jan. 1; Ch. 40,
quest as moot.
templates, even though the circumIn the Sacramento Ch. 10 hearabout Feb. 1, and Ch. 46, sometime
stances which brought about the necesin February.
Meanwhile, in the Beaumontsity for such amendment may have
ing,
Examiner
Thomas
H.
Donobeen beyond its control.
Port Arthur Ch. 6 hearing, KRIChue approved an amendment of the
Ch. 3 contestants are KXOA,
Beaumont Enterprise and Journal
In its pleading to FCC to reapplication
of
Sacramento
TeleKCRA and KROY, all Sacramento.
case continued through the second
verse the examiner and approve
casters Inc. to alter its proposed
Seeking
Ch.
40
are
Maria
Helen
week. Scheduled to begin this week
the
amendment,
KOIN contended
tower so as to meet the newly anAlvarez and Cal-Tel Co. while Ch.
is the case for KFDM. The third
nounced requirement of the State
the
examiner's
"ultimate con46 opponents are John Poole
clusion that the changes are of
Beaumont-Port Arthur Ch. 6 ap- of California that the first grantee
Broadcasting
Co.
and
Jack
O.
plicant is the KTRM group, in to specify Pine Hill, 29 miles outsuch magnitude as to constitute a
Gross.
which the Houston Post has a 10%
major revision of the Mount Hood
side Sacramento, shall put up a
Duluth,
Minn.
-Superior,
Wis.,
apownership, with an option to buy structure to hold antennas of all
plicants for Chs. 3 and 6 are to application is not supported by the
up to 35 %, plus a commitment to prospective stations there. Commeet today (Monday) with Exlend the company $150,000 to help
KOIN Cites Reasons
petitor KFBK, McClatchy outlet
aminer Herbert Sharfman on timbuild a TV station.
there, opposed the amendment on
KOIN
argued that the proposed
ing.
The
Ch.
6
case,
on
which
The Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., grounds the change would make
engineering testimony already has amendment "does not result in the
Ch. 8 hearing continued last week
the tower equal to that proposed by been taken, is to resume Dec. 9. substitution
of a new legal entity,
facts."
with witnesses for Tampa Bay
WDSM
Superior
and
WREX
KFBK,
thus
eliminating
a
"comnor
could
it,
by any stretch of the
Area Telecasting Corp. It recessed
Duluth are the contestants. The imagination, be characterized as
petitive
advantage"
of
the
latter
until Dec. 8 to permit the taking
in the hearing.
Ch. 3 case, involving WEBC and a new application; the governing
of depositions in Florida from
KDAL Duluth, is slated Dec. 17. board of the corporation remains
Examiner Gives Views
other stockholders of the company.
WEBC, however, has petitioned substantially unchanged with five
Tampa Bay Area Telecasting is
Examiner Donohue concluded:
FCC to consolidate both cases be- of seven directors being unafheaded by builder Robert A. James,
In brief, petitioner confronted by a
fected; the ultimate stockholder
cause of an issue relating to equal
president and 12.93% stockholder.
difficult engineering problem on short
ownership continues predominantly
distribution of facilities among
notice
notified
all
parties
of
the
posOther officers and major stockholdsible necessity of making one or more
different communities according to to be vested in participants in the
ers are Wilberta M. Ruskin, vice
amendments to its application in order
to achieve a realistic antenna proposal,
original application; the control
president, 1.62% (with husband,
Sec. 307(b) of the Communicaexplored
specifying
of Mount Hood remains unchanged,
tions Act [B»T, Nov. 17].
an antennathethatpossibility
would notofincrease
the
Dr. Joseph J. Ruskin, also holding
height presently specified and later disThe Harrisburg, Pa., uhf Ch. 27 particularly inasmuch as there is
1.62%) ; John Trevor Adams, gencarded
engineeringly
unno evidence whatever to indicate
case between WCMB Lemoyne,
sound.the idea
Petitioneras appears
here now
eral manager of WJZ-TV New
with an amendment which it believes
that Messrs. Stolkin, Corwin and
York, vice president and 8.86%
will not only afford petitioner with a Pa., and WHGB Harrisburg was
stockholder; John S. Houseknecht,
realistic antenna proposal but also an continued again last week to Jan. Burke, in combination with any
other stockholder or stockholders,
that will fully acTV department, William Esty Co., antenna structure
commodate other Sacramento appli- 5 by Examiner William Butts upon
vice president and 8.86% stockcants specifying Pine Hill as their the request of WHGB because the voted as a unit to control the
site. Such conduct under the circumthe principal posiholder; Robert W. Evans, assostances constitutes due diligence and latter's counsel is involved in the organization;
ciated with Mr. James in the contions, namely, chairman of the
Tampa-St. Petersburg hearing.
meets the requirements of good cause
set forth in Section 1.365 of the Comstruction business, secretary-treasand secretaryHearing Examiner Elizabeth C. board, president
mission's Rules.
are not involved; the
urer and 12.93% stockholder.
Smith, in finding KOIN had not treasurer
The fact, as urged by McClatchy, that
amendment presents no significant
Among the 25 other stockholders
it is engineeringly possible to construct
a tower on the site that would accomadvanced sufficient "good cause"
change
in the plan of financing
are Hal James, vice president and
modate five channels without raising to merit approval of its amend.
.
.
and,
of major importance,
the antenna height, presently proposed
director of radio-TV for the Ellingset forth her reasoning in
by applicant, has little impact on the one of ment,the
there are no modifications whatsoton Co., and Harry Wiggin Benmost detailed memoquestion of good cause since it is the
ever presented with regard to the
nett Jr., vice president of Sherman
considered engineering judgment of
randum opinions and orders ever
petitioner's
consultants impracticable.
that such a issued by an examiner in such a programming and staffing pro& Marquette. These, with Mr.
proposal is engineeringly
Houseknecht, are also associated
In that judgment they may be wrong
situation.
posals, the construction and equipand we here make no finding on that
in the ownership of WVET Rochesment plans,cifications
and the
Citing a number
of previous
question
but
it
is
their
expert
opinheretoforetechnical
includedspein
ter, N. Y.
Tampa Bay plans to spend $599,148 on construction, $438,805 for
the examiner's ruling is althe"Ifapplication."
first year operations and hopes to
lowed to stand," KOIN stated, "it
take in $631,100 in first year
is submitted that the private inrevenues with a rate card of $250
terest of Pioneer will prevail over
for one hour Class A time, $50
the public interest of the people
per announcement.
of Portland in being served by the
Although the comparative, hearbest qualified applicant for Ch. 6,
ing for Fort Wayne, Ind., uhf Ch.
said applicant to be determined by
33 is due to resume today (Monday) after skipping last Friday,
competitive
hearing."
KOIN further
pointed out that
the end is within sight. Both the
"Pioneer
has
made no claim that
direct testimony and the cross
examination of WKJG was conthe acceptance of petitioner's
cluded. There is still some direct
amendment would require additional time on its part in order to
FRANK E. MULLEN, former executive vice president of NBC, stands before
testimony to be heard by principals
of WGL.
microphone in panel discussion Nov. 20 in Denver just prior to the annual
complete the preparation of its
Last week, Helen R. Foellinger,
Sigma Delta Chi convention [B*T, Nov. 24], Panelists included (I to r) case." Only new officer added is
president of WGL and publisher of E. Ray Campbell, attorney and president, Denver Post; Jack Foster, editor.
Arthur R. Kirkham, who becomes
Rocky Mountain News; Clifford F. Weigle, Stanford U. journalism head;
the Fort Wayne News-Sentinel,
vice
president and 0.333% stockand Howard S. Frazier, television
Mr. Mullen, and William Ray, director of news & special events, NBC Chicago.
holder, KOIN said. He has been
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with KOIN since 1928.
The petition charged the examiner "also misplaces emphasis upon
the significance of the introduction
of the 24 employe stockholders who
were not named individually in the
amended Table 1. Not one of these
24 employe stockholders has been
elected as a director or officer of
the corporation and no single one
owns 3% or more of the petitioner's
capital stock .... This particular
part of the amendment is not prejudicial to Pioneer nor does it require either further proof or inves* tigation on the part of Pioneer for
the simple reason that the individuals would not have been named
if they had been stockholders at
the time of the filing of the original application."
The KOIN petition further
argued, respecting the effect on
Pioneer, as follows:
The Examiner erred in adopting Pioarguments
relative
the itpossibleneer's
prejudice
to be
vested toupon
by
virtue of a grant of the Mount Hood
amendment.
Pioneer'swere
principal
tions to prejudice
totallyallegain a
negative
e.g., that toit would
denied thevein,
opportunity
inquirebe into
certain matters purportedly adverse to
the Mount Hood case. Inasmuch as
there has been no evidence introduced
in these proceedings to demonstrate the
existence of any such adverse proof,
and Pioneer has not come forward
with
any cannot
such be
proof,
amendment
deniedpetitioner's
upon the
basis of conjecture and unsupported
claims.
It has
alsoproposed
been alleged
that theis ef-to
fect of the
amendment
improve the competitive position of
Mount Hood. Inasmuch as no proof has
been made, such allegations are again
premised on simple conjecture. In any
event, the examiner erred by failing to
find that the Commission has consistently granted leave to amend just prior
| to or during the course of the hearing
even though the effect of the amendment ostensibly
improved
an applicant's
competitive
position,
where
other elements
of
good
cause
existed.
Abilene Broadcasting Co., 3 Pike & InFischer
R. R. 787, the Commission, after an
initial mentdecision,
permitted anof amendto effect dissolution
a 30%
stockholder, where the presence of such
stockholder was detrimental to the applicant'sAbilene
chances in does
the competitive
proceeding.
not stand
alone.ted to An
applicant
has
been day
permitamend on the opening
of a
competitive hearing for the purpose of
eliminating interference problems
which most certainly would have been
detrimental to its case. Frank M. Helm,
4 Pikecant &has also
Fischer,
R. 1297. to
An amend,
applibeen R.permitted
during the course of a competitive
hearing, to specify a new transmitter
site, tion
even
though itsimproved
competitive
posiwas probably
by virtue
of better coverage to the city involved,
and by reason of the elimination of
the antenna as a possible aeronautical
hazard. On The Air, Inc., 5 Pike & Fischer R. R. 558. Only in those cases
where the sole purpose of the amendment appeared to be the improvement
of antheapplicant's
position,to
has
Commissioncompetitive
been reluctant
grant leave to amend.

Canadian Programs
CANADIAN TV programs are
becoming more popular, judging by
November ratings for the TorontoNiagara area released by ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto. While U.S.
programs, mainly from WBEN-TV
Buffalo, continue to hold a majority
of the audience, CBLT (TV)
Toronto polled 25.5% and WBENTV 74.5%. The increase was due
in part to start of National Hockey
League telecasts from Toronto on
Saturday evenings. October ratings gave CBLT (TV) 22.2% and
WBEN-TV 77.8%.
BROADCASTING

WWSW
APPEAL
FCC Warns on Rights

CONGRATULATING new president of Maryland-D. C. Radio & Television
Broadcasters Assn., Charles J. Truitt (second from I), WBOC Salisbury, Md.,
is retiring president John E. Surrick (I), WFBR Baltimore. At right are Charles
E. Smith, WTBO Cumberland, and Joseph L. Brechner, WGAY Silver Spring,
vice president and secretary-treasurer, respectively.
TV

BUYS

AM

Raleigh Sale Nears
PURCHASE of an AM station by
a TV grantee was on the verge of
agreement last week in Raleigh,
N. C.
Station involved is the Raleigh
News & Observer's WNAO (on 850
kc). It is being bought by owners
of WETV (TV) Raleigh which got
a TV grant for uhf Ch. 28 Oct. 16.
Price is understood to be about
$250,000.
WEVT is owned by Sir Walter
Television & Broadcasting Co.,
comprising equal partners John W.
English, Erie, Pa., attorney; John
J. Boland Jr., Buffalo, N. Y., ship
cargo broker; James R. McBrier,
president of Trask, Prescott &
Richardson department store, and
James B. Donovan, New York and
Washington attorney.
Messrs. English and Donovan
are each 14.8% stockholders in
Erie Television Corp., TV applicant for Erie, Pa. Messrs McBrier
and Donovan are each one-third
owners of Capitol Television &
Broadcasting Co., TV applicant for
Baton Rouge, La.
Five-year-old WNAO is affiliated
with ABC, operates with 10 kw day,
5 kw night, directional.
WEVT, which will radiate 280
kw, is due on the air March 1. Its
cost was estimated at $296,500 for
construction. First year's operating costs were estimated at $160,000, revenues $180,000.

WNBT(TV)

to Air Ball

WNBT(TV) New York will telecast the second annual Mardi Gras
Ball of the Junior League of the
City of New York on Feb. 17 from
11:15 p.m.-12:15 a.m. EST. Leading business firms, which have contributed $1,500 apiece to the
League's welfare fund and which
will have their products displayed
in costumes, include: Chesterfield
cigarettes, Lipton tea, Pepsodent
Co., Skinner Satin, I. A. Wyner &
Co. and WNBT-WNBC New York.

• Telecasting

BARTLEY TO SPEAK
At WBTV Video Conference
PRINCIPAL speaker at the final
session of WBTV (TV) Charlotte's
Southeastern Television conference, scheduled Wednesday and
Thursday [B«T, Nov. 24], will be
FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley,
WBTV General Manager Charles
H. Crutchfield said last week.
The TV conference is being
sponsored in Charlotte by the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.
and WBTV in the interests of
rapid and efficient growth of television in the Southeast, Mr.
Crutchfield said. He said about a
dozen prominent North Carolina
educators, public officials, industrialists and other leaders, all
of whom are expected to be asked
by Gov.-elect William Umstead
to serve on his State Educational
Radio and Television Commission,
have been invited to the conference.
TV FILM COUNCIL
Nominations for '53 Made
NOMINATIONS for officers for
1953 were held at a meeting of the
National Television Film Council
in New York last Wednesday.
Those named were:
President, Arche Mayers, Sidney
Mayers and Andrew Jaeger; vice
president, David Savage and Sally
Pearl; secretary, Dave Bader, Bill
Van Praag and Miss Pearl; treasurer,
William Reddick and Waldo Mayo;
and board of directors, Mel Gold, Bill
Holland, Henry Brown, Sidney Mayers, Gene Sharon, Dr. D. Feldman,
Arche Mayers, Frank Bibas, Mr.
Bader, Dr. Thomas Goldsmith, Mr.
Reddick, Connie Lazer, and Lou
Cameron.

WBEN's

New

Tower

WBEN-FM-TV Buffalo, N. Y., Nov.
24 began regular broadcasting and
telecasting from a 1,057-ft. tower
which is located in the town of
Colden.

IF WWSW Pittsburgh wants the
U. S. Court of Appeals in Philadelphia to dispense with the record
leading up to the Sixth Report and
Order, which ended the three-yearlong TV freeze, the FCC will not
object, the Commission said last
week in its answer to the WWSW
petition [B«T, Nov. 24].
However, the FCC warned, such
a move means that the Pittsburgh
station
may notin challenge
finding contained
said Sixth"theReport
and Order based upon said record,
or the factual bases of the conclusions made therein." Nor can
WWSW attack any of the facts not
contained in the Sixth Report and
Order, the Commission asserted.
In the event the petition to dispense with the record is granted,
the FCC titioner
saidmay beit believed
thaton"peheard only
its
challenges to the legal power of
the Federal Communications Commission to promulgate the Order
herein attacked, and its claim that
the Sixth Report and Order is
arbitrary or capricious on its face."
Fortnight ago, WWSW also
asked permission to file an amended petition challenging the Commission's denial for the assignment
of Ch. 4 to Pittsburgh. The vhf
frequency has been assigned to Irwin, Pa., but WWSW petitioned
the Commission to stay the effectivenes of its order until the court
acts on its petition to upset the
Commission's decision not to assign
it to Pittsburgh [B«T, June 16].

TV SET ADS
RCA Victor, Zenith Differ
READERS of the Fresno (Calif.)
Bee who may be potential set-owners have been confronted with conflicting claims as the result of local
advertisements inserted by RCA
Victor and Zenith Radio Corp.
Trade battle was sparked by an
RCA Victor advertisement last
Oct.
12 which
asked
readers
"not
to install
an RCA
Victor
television
receiver (or any other make) in
your home
right date
now."
Noting1,
probable
starting
of May
1953, for Fresno's first TV outlet
(KMJ-TV, uhf Ch. 24), the ad said
"it is absolutely necessary to tune
the antenna to the station signal."
Firm suggested readers should wait
until the station goes on the air.
Referring to RCA Victor, Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, bought similar ads on Nov. 4 and Nov. 9 telling
readers, "You can enjoy good TV
reception in Fresno today . . . why
wait?" Zenith claimed "there are
many TV receivers giving satisfacreception inof Fresno
now"tuning
and
that tory
"addition
a simple
strip and standard uhf antenna
will enable every Zenith in this
area to receive Fresno's new uhf
station without any outside conDecember 1, 1952
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Eight New Station Grants
(Continued from page 57)
to WGAL-TV for operation on Ch.
8 pending outcome of the hearing
[B»T, Nov. 10, Sept. 22].
The court on Thursday will hear
argument on WLAN's request for
an injunction to prevent WGALTV from moving to Ch. 8 pending
outcome of the litigation. WLAN
last week had asked FCC to stay
the WGAL-TV channel change,
which WGAL-TV had asked to take
effect Nov. 30 (yesterday), pending
the Dec. 4 court argument.
The basic cause of the WLANWGAL-TV dispute is the show
cause order of the FCC's Sixth
Report which would require WGALTV to move from Ch. 4 to Ch. 8.
FCC deleted Ch. 4 from Lancaster
in the reallocation plan to eliminate
interference problems of insufficient
co-channel spacing in the eastern
U. S. Ch. 8 was added to the city
in the final plan.
WLAN long sought to intervene
in the show cause proceeding and
once before took an appeal to the
present court. WLAN dropped this
litigation when FCC acknowledged
that Ch. 8 had not been finally
assigned to WGAL-TV, despite the
show cause order, and indicated
WLAN had lost no right to compete for the channel [B«T, Aug. 4].
In the September 18 ruling, the
Commission denied WLAN's petition to set aside the show cause
order which would change WGALTV from Ch. 4 to 8, but granted
another WLAN request for comparative hearing on Ch. 8. This
same ruling included the conditional Ch. 8 grant to WGAL-TV.
Earlier Plea Denied
In early November, WLAN's
plea to FCC to reconsider the conditional grant was denied.
In its protest to the court,
WLAN charged this most recent
ruling
of FCC
"is contrary to law"
for
these
reasons:
(1) The license of WGAL-TV for
Ch. 4 at Lancaster, which has been
purportedly modified by the Commission to specify Ch. 8, was illegally
granted and was lawfully non-existent
when modified; (2) the license of
WGAL-TV for Ch. 4 was purportedly
modified to specify Ch. 8 under 312(b)
[now Sec. 316(a)] of the Communications Act pursuant to the order to
show cause directed to WGAL Inc.,
.the. . decision
which wasof effectively
revoked reby
the Commission
leased Sept. 18 refusing to modify the
license of WGAL-TV and granting
petitioner a comparative hearing for
Ch. 8; (3)
theWGAL-TV
Commission's
assigning
to Ch. 8 order
is based
upon the alleged necessity of removing WGAL-TV from Ch. 4 to prevent
interference with the operation of the
Commission's
plan which
for tele-is
vision in the allocation
United States,
itself unlawful as a violation of Sees.
307(b) and 309(b) of the Communications Act; and (4) the Commission can
not legally authorize the construction
of WGAL-TV to operate on rh. 8 bv
modification of license pursuant to Sec.
316(a) of the Act.
The appeal pointed out that the
renewal of license granted WGALTV on July 30 for operation on
Ch. 4 "was contrary to the Commission's4Ruleto3.606,
which didWhile
not
allocate Ch.
Lancaster.
petitioner has never had any standing to attack the said renewal of
license of WGAL-TV to operate on
Ch. -4, it has always had standing
Page 62
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as an applicant for Ch. 8 at Lancaster to protest such a renewal if
the renewed license were to be
manipulated by the Commission as
a stratagem or excuse for the assignment of WGAL-TV to Ch. 8."
Concerning the alleged revocation of the Sixth Report show cause
order by FCC's Sept. 18 opinion,
WLAN argued "the Commission
cannot legally revoke the show
cause order for the purpose of
granting petitioner a comparative
hearing on its application, and at
the same time, regard the show
cause order as valid for the purpose of permitting WGAL-TV to
operate on Ch. 8 conditionally."
Hits Fixed Allocation Plan
Regarding the fixed allocation
plan, WLAN told the court:
The allocation of television channels
to specific communities in the United
States pursuant to the "Third Notice
cf FurtherNos.Proposed
Rule9175Making"
Dockets
8736, 8975,
and 8976,in
by the adoption of present allocation
Rule 3.606, was unlawful because television channels were assigned to communities independent of specific applications therefor required by Sec.
307(b) of the Communications Act, and
because such allocation was in violation of Sec. 309(a) mow Sec. 309(b)l
of the Act, which provides for a full
and fair hearing of applications for
broadcast facilities. Since the Commisorder assigning
WGAL-TV
Ch. 8 atsion'sLancaster
is based
unon theto
alleged necessity of removing WGALTV from Ch. 4 to prevent interference
with the operation of the Commission's allocation
television
the United
States plan
(Rulefor3.606),
the saidin
order has no legal basis and is arbitrary and unlawful.
Pointing to FCC's own statement
that construction of facilities on a
contested channel might involve
financial considerations which
would have the practical result of
adversely affecting the competitive
position of another applicant,
WLAN contended WGAL-TV's proposed investment of $140,000 to
make the conditional change allowed by FCC would unlawfully
prejudice WLAN's situation.
WLAN further argued:
The Commission's
WGAL-TV
to operate order
on Ch.authorizing
8 violates
Sec. 319 of the Communications Act
in that WGAL Inc. has been authorized to engage in extensive construction, including installation of a new
antenna, a new transmitter, a new
aural modulation monitor, and a new
frequency monitor, without being required to secure a construction permit
as required by Sec. 319 of the Act.
The purported modification of the license of WGAL-TV from Ch. 4 to Ch.
8 is, also, much more than a mere
modification of license under Sec.
316(a) of the Act because the new station will operate with two to eight
times the amount of power presently
used by WGAL-TV on Ch. 4 and because of the extensive physical construction which must take place.
In announcing Dec. 1 as effective date for processing applications of existing stations for improvements infacilities, the Commission explained these bids fall
in priority Group D set forth in
the temporary processing procedure of the Sixth Report. At that
time, FCC said Group D processing
would not commence before Nov. 1
at the earliest.
Group D requests, according to
the temporary processing procedure include:
Group D — (1) Applications for
changes in existing facilities filed prior
to April 14, 1952, bv licensees and permit e s of operating television sta-

tions, which applications were placed
in the Commission's pending file pursuant to mission's
the "freeze"
provisions
of September
the Comorder of
-1 applications for
30, 1948; (2) all other
changes in existing-3 facilities filed on
and after April 14, 1952, by licensees
and permittees -2 of operating television
stations; and
(3) all aDplications
for
television
broadcast
station licenses
filed on and after
Apvil
14,
1952.
Applications--4 and requests for Special
5-6 -8
Temporary Authority
and extensions
thereof submitted
-7 pursuant to the provisions of the Commission's Fifth Report and Order (FCC 51-752) in Dockets
8736 et al, are-9 excluded from Group D.
FCC issued the following Group
D city priority list to show the
order in which bids would be
Index
processed:
Location
1950 Pop.
-10
1 111 UI1C UpCI atlllg X V S+atiATi
O LA LJUll
Cities M St.
Louis
Pittsburgh
D -12
856,796
D -11
676,806
D
Buffalo-Niagara Falls,
N. Y.
Milwaukee
671,004
D -13
-14
D -15
637,392
Houston, Tex.
596,163
D -16
New Orleans
467,591
570,445
D -18
Seattle, City,
Wash. Mo.
Kansas
D
456,622
438,776
D
Newark, N. J.
D -17
Indianapolis, Ind.
427,173
-19
396,000
D -20
-22
Memphis, Tenn.
D -21
Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News, Va.
335,910
D
San Diego, Calif.
334,387
D -23
Rochester, N. \ .
-26
-24
D -25
Toledo, Ohio
303,616
D -28
AlbanySchenectady299,091
Trov. N.
Y.
■27
Fort Worth, Tex.
D -70
Miami, Fla.
D -29
249,276
278,,?78
D
Providence, R. I.
248,674
D •33
Oklahoma
-31
Richmond. City,
Va. Okla. 243,504
D •32
230,310
D
Jacksonville, Fla.
204,517
182,740
D -34
Tulsa, Okla.
D ■35
176,515
Grand Rapids, Mich.
D ■36
Nashville, Tenn.
174,307
D •37
New
Haven, N.Conn.
D
Utica-Rome,
Y.
164,443
D •39
Charlotte,
N.
C.
143,213
134,042
Erie, Pa.
D
130,803
D
Wilmington, Del.
110,356
106,818
D
Phoenix, Ariz.
D
Albuquerque, N. M.
96,815
D 40
Lansing, Mich.
D
92,129
Huntington,
W.
Va.
86,353
D
Binghamton, N. Y.
D
Greensboro,
N.
C.
74,389
D
Lancaster, Pa.
80.674
63.774
Johnstown, Pa.
D
Kalamazoo, Mich.
57,704
63,232
Bloomington, Ind.
Ames, Iowa
3841
22,898
28,163
Cities with two operating TV Stations
D-42
Minneapolis-St. Paul 833,067
D-43
Boston
801,444
D-44
Dallas, Tex.
434,462
D-45
San Antonio, Tex. 408,442
D-46
Louisville, Kv.
369,129
D-47
Birmingham, Ala. 326,037
D-48
Omaha, Neb.
251,117
D-49
Davton, Ohio
243,872
D-50 D-Syracuse, N. Y.
220,583
D-51
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah
182,121
DD-52
Davennort, Iowa — Rock
Island-Moline, 111. 160,656
Cities with three operating TV Stations
D-53
Philadelphia
2,071,605
DD-54
Detroit
1,849,568
D-55
San Francisco 1,159,932
D-56
Baltimore
949,708
D-57
Cleveland
914.808
D-58
Cincinnati 503,998
D-59
Columbus, Ohio
375,901
D-60
Atlanta, Ga.
331,314
Cities with four operating TV Stations
D-61
Chicago
3,620,962
D-62
Washington, D. C. 802,178
Cities with six operating TV Stations
D-63
New York
7,891,557
Cities with seven operating TV Stations
D-64
Los Angeles 1,970,358

WJBK-TV
CENTER
Storer Buys Property
STORER Broadcasting Co. will
start construction next spring on
a new Television Center in Detroit,
representing an initial investment
of at least $3.5 million.
Purchase of property for the
structure was announced last week
by George B. Storer, president of
Storer Broadcasting Co., and
Gayle V. Grubb, vice president and
managing
TV Detroit.director of WJBK-AMThe building will provide new
studio facilities for WJBK-AMTV on the southwest corner of
Second Blvd. and Bethune in the
New Center Area. The property
has a 125-ft. frontage on the
boulevard, with an area of 30,625
square
In hisfeet.
announcement, Mr. Storer
said : "We anticipate bringing to
the city of Detroit enlarged facilities for television and radio
service together with a substantial
contribution to the beauty of the
building situated in the New
Structure
Center
Area."will be 10 stories high
and provide easy access for station personnel as well as the public.nectA pedestrian
tunnel
the New Center
Areawillof conthe
General Motors Bldg., the Fisher
Bldg. and the New Center Bldg.
Main TV studio will be located on
the ground floor, with additional
facilities on the upper floor.
WJBK is now building and testing its new 10 kw transmitter on a
57-acre site on Dix Rd. WJKB-TV
has a 100 kw transmitter with a
1,057-ft. tower in the Mile Rd.Southfield area, one half-mile
northwest of the J. L. Hudson
Shopping Center.

RCA VICTOR GIFT
D. C. Schools Get 25 Sets
GIFT of 25 television receivers
from RCA Victor Div. was accepted Wednesday by Dr. Hobart M.
Corning, District of Columbia superintendent of schools, in ceremonies marking a step forward in
the district's experiment in classroom training by television.
The district TV teaching experiment is in its third year, having
started in 1950 with teaching of
elementary music to six classes
through facilities of WNBW (TV)
Washington, NBC - owned outlet.
Stone Appointed
WNBW broadcast the Wednesday
APPOINTMENT of Robert L. ceremonies. Presentation was made
Stone, account executive of the
television sales staff of ABC, as by Henry G. Baker, vice president
and general manager of RCAbusiness manager for network
Victor Home Instruments Dept.
television sales was announced last
The District teaching program
week by Edwin S. Friendly Jr.,
ABC national director of television
has been expanded to include scisales. Mr. Stone succeeds Thomas
ence, French and Spanish, with
P. Robinson who was named
lessons being viewed by 14,000 puregional manager of the New York
pils weekly in 438 classes. Most
24],
of the 58 sets used were provided
and New England areas for ABC's
radio and TV station relations de- by Parent-Teacher Assns. The sets
partments last week [B*T, Nov.
donated by RCA will be placed in
schools not now having receivers.
BROADCASTING
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20,000 sets to start . . . 10,000 to 15,000 each month thereafter
1 1 5,000 to 1 40,000 Television Homes in WSBA-TV coverage area!
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09" N. Lat.,
94° 34' 44"
Long. counsel
Transmitter and antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Lyon, Wilmer & Bergson, Washington.
Consulting
engineer
Communication Labs.,
New Adler
Rochelle,
N. Y.
Principals include President Herbert
Mayerlin Snyder,
(45.2%),
Vice President
Treasurer
Frances FrankMayer
(wife ofandHerbert
Herbert
Mayer
FrancesMayer),
Mayer and
in trust
for
Herbert Mayer Jr. (9.6%) (minor son
of Mr. and Mrs. Mayer). Applicant is
licensee of WXEL (TV) Cleveland,
permittee of KPTV (TV) Portland,
Ore., and KDEN (TV) Denver, Col.,
and applicant for new TV station in
St. Louis, Mo. City priority status:
Gr. B-4, No. 186.
ST. LOUIS, Mo.— Empire Coil Co.,
uhf Ch. 51.2
30 (566-572
mc);antenna
ERP 102.3
kw
visual,
kw aural;
height
above average terrain 473 ft., above
ground 493 ft. Estimated construction
cost $310,400, first year operating cost
$525,000,
$650,000. Ave.,
Post Office
address revenue
85 Beechwood
New
Rochelle, N. Y. Studio transmitter
location 611 Olive St. Geographic cordinates 38° Transmitter
37' 42" N. Lat., 90°antenna
11' 26"
W.
RCA. Long.
Legal counsel Lyon,andWilmer
&
Bergson,gineer
Washington.
ConsultingLabs.,
enAdler Communication
New Rochelle,
N. Y.Herbert
Principals
include President
Mayer
(45.2%),
Vice
President
Franklin
Snyder, Treasurer Frances Mayer
(wife of Herbert Mayer), and Herbert
Mayer and Frances Mayer in trust
for Herbert Mayer Jr. (9.6%) (minor

TV

Grants & Applications
(Continued from page 58)
Jacksonville. City priority status Gr. height above average terrain 423 ft.,
A-2, No. 76.
above ground 340 ft. Estimated concost $160,900,revenue
first year$120,000.
operNOTRE DAME, Ind. — Michiana Teleating struction
cost $90,000,
Post Office address % Suite 809, 225
casting Corp., uhf Ch. 46 (662-668 mc)
[channel assigned to South Bend, Ind.];
Peoria, 111. Studio and transERP 226 kw visual, 113 kw aural; an- Main St.,
mitter location on NE corner of intertenna height above average terrain
s
e
c
t
i
o
n
of Pennsylvania
Ave.coordinates
and Bla496 ft., above ground 479 ft. Estimated
densburg Road.
Geographic
construction cost $400,000, first year 41° 01' 30" N. Lat., 92° 22' 51" W. Long.
operating cost $360,000, revenue $400,- Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
000. Post Office address % Rev. Ed- Consulting engineer Lloyd C. Amoo,
mund P. Joyce, Michiana Telecasting Des Moines, Iowa. Principals include
Corp., Notre Dame, Ind. Studio loca- President John R. Livingston (50%),
tion
on
Juniper Road,
general manager and sales manager of
Rd. Transmitter
locationnorth
on of
westEdison
side WPEO
Peoria, sole owner of Rogers
of Ironwood Road between Jackson
& Co. (advertising agency), Peoria, and
and Kern Roads, at same site as WSBTself-employed
business consultant
station management,
and Viceto
TV South Bend, Ind. Geographic co- radio
President and Treasurer Errett G.
o
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
4
1
°
37'
05.4"
N.
Lat.,
86°
13'
09"
W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
Zendt (50%), consultant and agent,
RCA. Legal counsel Dempsey & Kop- Broker, First Line, Insurance, Peoria.
lovitz,neerWashington.
Consulting
engiCity priority status Gr. A-2, No. 141.
Kear & Kennedy, Washington.
Principals include President Rev.
KANSAS CITY, Mo.— Empire Coil
Theodore
SecretaryCo., uhf
Ch. 25
mc); ERP
101.6
Treasurer M.
Rev.Hesburgh
Edmund and
P. Joyce.
Sole kw
visual,
50.8(536-542
kw aural;
antenna
owner of applicant is U. of Notre Dame
height above average terrain 471 ft.,
du Lac, Notre Dame, Ind. South Bend, above ground 410 ft. Estimated conInd.,23. city priority status: Gr. A-2,
struction$475,000,
cost $303,400,revenue
first year$550,000.
operNo.
ating cost
Post Office address 85 Beechwood
New Rochelle, N. Y. Studio and
OTTUMWA, Iowa— Valley TV & Ra- Ave.,
transmitter location 10th and McGee
dio Inc., uhf Ch. 15 (476-482 mc); ERP
95 kw visual, 53.8 kw aural; antenna
Streets. Geographic coordinates 39° 06'

Harrington,
The

only exclusive

Righter
T V Station

&

Parsons,

Representative

Inc.
New York
Chicago
San Francisco

WI/TV

Atlanta

owned by Broadcasting, Inc.
WAAM

Baltimore

owned by WAAM,

Inc.

WBEX-TV

Buffalo

owned by Buffalo Evening News
WFMY-TV

Greensboro

owned by Greensboro News and Record
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
owned by The Kansas City Star
WHAS-TV

Louisville

owned by the Courier- Journal & the Louisville Times
WTMJ-TV

Milwaukee

owned by the Milwaukee Journal
1>VTTC

Washington

owned by Allen B. DuMont
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Labs., Inc.

son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mayer).
Applicant is licensee of WXEL (TV)
Cleveland, permittee of KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., and KDEN (TV) Denver, Col.,
applicant
new City
TV
station
in and
Kansas
City,forMo.
priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 179.
BILLINGS,Co., Mont.—
Rudman-Hayutin
Television
vhf Ch.
2 (54-60 mc);
ERP 6.36 kw visual, 3.18 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
396 ft., above ground 199 ft. Estimated
construction cost $179,200, first year
operating cost $135,240, revenue $144,000. tin
PostTelevision
Office Co.,
address
Rudman-Hayu% Ross
K. Prescott,
1430 Life of America Bldg., Dallas, Tex.
Studio and transmitter location on Coburn Hill Road, 2 mi. east of downtown
Billings.
Geographic
coordinates
45° 46'
56" N. Lat.,
28' 41"RCA.
W. Long.
mitter and 108°
antenna
Legal Transcounsel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas. Consulting engineer
Guy
C.
Hutcheson,
Arlington, Tex. Principals include General
Partners M. B. Rudman (50%), independent oil operator in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, North Dakota, Illinois, Georgia, Florida, Alabama
and South Dakota, 50% owner of Navarre Bldg., Denver, permittee of new
uhf station in Galveston, Tex., and applicant for new TV stations in Minot,
N. D., and Bismarck, N. D., and Albert
Hayutinducer,(50%),
pro50% ownerindependent
of Pennant oil
Drilling
Co., Denver, and Globe Furniture Co.,
Denver.
No.
152. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
BEAUMONT,
Tex.—4 Jefferson
Amusement Co., vhf Ch.
(66-72 mc);
ERP
100 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 1,000 ft.,
above ground 1,035 ft. Estimated construction cost $565,650, first year operating cost $200,000. revenue $180,000. Post
Office address Jefferson Theatre Bldg.,
Beaumont, Tex. Studio location Tivoli
Theatre Bldg. Transmitter location Old
Beaumont Orange Road, 0.6 mi. NE of
U. S.
30°
08'
59" 90.
N. Geographic
Lat.,
58'coordinates
54"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 93°
antenna
Legal
counsel Maurice R. Barnes, Washington.
Consulting engineer William L. Foss,
Washington.
include President Julius M.Principals
Gordon (2.334%),
president of Jefferson Amusement Co. and
East Texas Theatres Inc., Beaumont,
and Beverly Gordon Horswell (5%),
stockholder in Jefferson Amusement Co.
The Estate of Sol E. Gordon holds 15%
interest in applicant, East Texas Theatres Inc. owns Theatres
25% interest
and 49.9%
United Paramount
Inc. owns
No.
9.
interest. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
CORPUS
Tex.—
Television Inc. CHRISTI,
(KSIX), vhf
Ch. K-Six
10 (192-198
mc); ERP 209.3 kw visual, 104.7 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 675 ft., above ground 699 ft.
Estimated construction cost $445,286,
first year operating cost $294,000, revenue $300,000. Post Office address Vann
M. Kennedy, % Radio Station KSIX,
Show Room Bldg., Corpus Christi, Tex.
Studio location 533 North Upper Broadway. Transmitter location State Highway 44, 1.5 mi. east of Violet, Tex.
Geographic
46' 54" N.
Lat.,
97° 34' coordinates
17" W. Long.27° Transmitter
and antenna GE. Legal counsel McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting engineer Mcintosh & Inglis,
Washington.
dent Vann M.Principals
Kennedy include
(1.333%), PresiVice
President Charles R. Manning (0.666%),
Vice President Guy I. Warren (13.333%)
and 59 others with less than 3% each.
Cortms Christi Bcstg. Co., licensee of
KSIX Corpus Christi, owns 51.133% of
applicant.
City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No. 25.
SAN ANGELO, Tex. — KGKL Inc.
(KGKL),
vhf Ch.
ERP
6.48
kw visual,
3.24 3kw(60-66
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 441 ft.,
above ground
473 ft. first
Estimated
construction cost $142,145,
year operating cost $240,000, revenue $250,000.
Post Office address P. O. Box 850, San
Angelo,
Studio and
transmitter
location Tex.
at intersection
of Texas
Ave.
and Santa Fe Railroad, at site of KGKL
(AM). N.Geographic
coordinates
29'
36.5"
Lat.,and100°
24' 56"RCA.
W. 31°
Long.
Transmitter
antenna
Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment
Co., Washington.
Principals
include President
H. C. Ragsdale
(5%),
Vice President Houston Harte (25.25%),
Vice President Herbery Taylor (7.875%),
Secretary-Treasurer Lewis O. Seibert
(10%), Harte
Ed Harte
(26.75%),
Harriman
(16.75%)
and Houston
seven others
with less than 2.5% interest each. City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 77.
TYLER, Tex. — Tyler Bcstg. Co.
(KTBB),
vhf Ch.14.87 kw
(174-180
ERP
27.6
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 488 ft.,
(Continued on page 66)
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In the City of Houston, 995% more votes were polled
for mayor than in the largest previous vote (1950) . . .
919% more votes for the school board than in the largest
previous vote (1951) . . . and 831% more votes for the
City Council than in the largest previous vote (1950).

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager
Nationally Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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TVWA PETITIONS
For NLRB Certification
TELEVISION Writers of America
last week filed a petition for certification as collective bargaining
agent with the National Labor Relations Board for writers employed
by six Hollywood video film companies who are not members of
the Alliance of Television Film
Producers.
Companies include Joan Davis
Productions, Desilu Productions,
Filmcraft Productions, Don Sharpe
Enterprises, Key Productions and
McCadden Corp.
Charles Isaacs, TVWA president,
said the move was taken to "protect" TVWA members and that
"conditions at these plants were
much better" than those embodied
in the Screen Writers Guild contract negotiated with the Alliance.
TVWA several weeks ago petitioned the NLRB to be the bargaining agent for Hollywood writers with live and film television
network shows. Hearing is scheduled before Los Angeles field examiner Norman Greer on Dec. 10.
The newly organized guild is contesting SWG's claim that .it is the
TV writers' proper representative
[B*T, Nov. 24].
EMPLOYMENT
RISE
Noted in Major Cities
WIDE-SCALE improvement of employment conditions in the nation's
major metropolitan labor markets
was noted by the Dept. of Labor
last week.
Among cities showing the most
dramatic change, according to Secretary of Labor Maurice Tobin,
was Detroit. "The easing of material supplies for civilian production
and a growing volume of defense
employment during the summer
and fall reversed the unemployment trend," he stated. A year
ago, he added, a crisis faced the
city.
Brockton, Mass., also was attributed employment gains because of
increased electronics and ordnance
manufacturing, and tightening of
available labor supply was noted
for St. Louis, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
Houston, Miami, Oklahoma City
and Sioux City, Iowa.
'Amahl' Revisits
HALL Bros., Inc., Kansas City
(Hallmark greeting cards), will
sponsor for the third time a presentation of Gian Carlo Menotti's
opera, "Amahl and the Night Visitors," over NBC-TV on Christmas
Day, 6-7 p.m. EST. Opera had its
premiere TV appearance last
Christmas Eve and was presented
again at Easter by Hallmark. Hallmark will not use any selling commercials during the performance,
but will insert an institutional
message.
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MUSICAL

THOUSANDTH broadcaster to attend
one of the clinics under technical
television training program held by
RCA Victor Div. Products Dept. at
Camden, N. J., and Philadelphia, is
Alvin Leeman (I), chief engineer,
WKBH La Crosse, Wis., who is presented aclock radio by E. T. Griffith,
director of the clinics.
Labor Strife
(Continued from page 57)
local basis and no restriction on the
overall life of the spot.
Peter Mooney of Audio Productions, president of Film Producers
Assn. of New York, told Broadcasting • Telecasting last
Wednesday that SAG's demands
were "unrealistic and unworkable."
He conceded that the strike would
hurt the producers, the advertisingagencies and the sponsors but
added that the actors themselves
would suffer as well as unions not
directly involved, such as the
International Alliance of Theatrical
& Stage Employes.
He expressed regret that for the
first time in 19 years of negotiations with SAG such a "drastic
step appears unavoidable." He
noted that the timing of the tieup is "particularly unfortunate"
because the Christmas holiday period is normally a highly active
one. He estimated that some 400
film producers throughout the
country would be affected by the
strike.
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
representative of SAG, told Broadcasting • Telecasting that it is
"highly doubtful" that the disnute
could be mediated. She said SAG
and the producers are "poles
apart" on their positions and added
that "our people won't stand still
for anything less than re-issue
principle as we have outlined it
to Intheaddition
producers."
to the 8,500 members
through the country, Mrs. Marston declared, the strike has the
support of the 35,000-odd members
of unions belonging to the Associated Actors and Artistes of
America. These performers have
pledged not to accept work in TV
film commercials until the dispute
is settled, she said.
TOTAL of 41,529 TV sets sold in Los
Angeles area during October marks
the largest number of sets sold in
that area in any month in the last
two years, according to Electric
League of Los Angeles Inc.

STRIPS

Needed, Says Beckwith
NEW TV STATIONS faced with a
dearth of network programming
are finding musical film strips "an
excellent source of local sponsorship," according to Aaron Beckwith, sales director of United Television Programs Inc., Chicago and
New York.
Mr. Beckwith noted UTP has
required distribution rights to
some 1.120 musical films belonging
to Studio Films, Cleveland, which
r°cntly acquired 750 Snader telesTintions to bolster its own library
of 370 musical film shorts.
Interest in musical films has
been increasing, Mr. Beckwith said,
with some 50 stations, which have
been carrying the 370 films, renewing contracts for the more extensive library. He added that stations
coming on the air have contracted
for the library, with six sales negotiated in the past two weeks.
The film shorts, of 2% to 4 minutes, present well-known singers
with a story-line motif, and can be
programmed in 5-, 10-, 15- or 30minute segments to accommodate
the local sponsor, Mr. Beckwith
said. The present studio films library represents an investment of
more than $2 million, he added.

south of Colgate. Geographic coordi43° 11' 12" N. and
Lat., antenna
88° 14' 28"RCA.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
Legal counsel Krooth & Altman, Washington. Consulting engineer Walter F.
Kean, Riverside, 111. Principals include
President Harry Balaban, Vice President Elmer Balaban and SecretaryTreasurer Otto Zeman. Sole owner of
applicant
is Hexhibition)
& E Balaban
Corp. Harry
(motion picture
in which
Balaban,
Elmer
Balaban
and
Otto
Zeman are stockholders, directors and
officers. H & E Balaban Corp. is 50%
owner of WTVO (TV) Rockford, HI.,
uhf Ch. 39 permittee [see TV Grants,
B.T. Sept. 151. City priority status:
Gr. B-4, No. 182.
NONCOMMERCIAL
EDUCATIONAL
APPLICATION
MILWAUKEE, Wis.— Board of Voca& Adult ERP
Education,
Ch. 14.5
*10
(192-198tional mc);
29 kw vhf
visual,
kw aural;
antenna
height
above
average terrain 407 ft., above ground 447 ft.
Fstimated construction cost $260,000,
first year (noncommercial,
operating cost educational
$75,000. no
revenue
station). Post Office address 1015 North
Sixth St.. Milwaukee 3. Wis. Studio
locationmitter1015
SixthMartin
St. TranslocationNorth
5407 West
Drive
?t North 54th St.. at site of WEMFAM-FM.
43°
02' 44" N. Geographic
Lat.. 87° 58'coordinates
50" W. Long.
Transmitter GE. antenna RCA. Legal
counsel Walter J. Mattison, city attorney. Milwaukee. Consulting engineer
Glenn Koehler. Madison. Wis. Principals include President Otto A. Jirikowic, general organizer for Federated
Trades Council, Milwaukee: Vice President Richard S. Falk, assistant to presof Falk Corp. Secretary
(gear manufacturprs), ident
Milwaukee;
John J.
Metz, editor of Industrial Arts and
Vocational Education magazines. Bruce
Publishing Co., Milwaukee: Mrs. Arthur S. Ehrmann,
president
of Fertzborn Funeral
Directors.
Milwaukee,
and
Harold S. Vincent,
Milwaukee
superintendent of schools. City priority
statuscial,noteducational
applicable
to noncommerapplications.

AMENDED APPLICATIONS
JACKSON, Miss. — Standard Life
Bcstg.ERP
Co. 212
(WSLI),
vhf Ch.
kw visual,
113 12kw (204-210
aural;
above ground 437 ft. Estimated con- mc);
antenna height above average terrain
struction
cost
$216,277,
first
year
oper700
ft.,
above
ground
666
ft.
Estimated
ating cost $168,500, revenue $200,000.
Post Office address Blackstone Hotel, construction cost $430,523, first year operating cost address
$215,640, P.
revenue
Tyler, cation
Tex.North Studio
lo- Post Office
O. Box$226,850.
1847,
side of and
East transmitter
Lake between
Jackson,
Miss.
Studio
and
transmitter
South Baxter and South Mahon. Geo- location west of Robinson Road
(extengraphicW.coordinates
20' 14" N. Lat.,
sion), about 0.3 mi. north of Route 18,
95° 17' 00"
Long.32°Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel Eugene L. and 4.5 mi. WSW of center of Jackson
(antenna of WJTV [TV] will be loBurke,neerWashington.
Commercial RadioConsulting
Equipment engiCo.,
cated at same site). GeograDhic coordiWashington. Principals include Equal
nates 32° Transmitter
17' 02" N. Lat..
90° 15' 52.5"
W. Long.
and antenna
GE.
(V3) Partners M. E. Danbom, general Legal
Kirkland. Fleming, Green,
manager and owner of 95/750 shares of Martin counsel
& Ellis, Washington. Consulting
KTBB; David H. Bothwell, assistant
manager and owner of 35/750 shares engineer Commercial Radio Equipment
of KTBB, and Calvin N. Clyde Jr., gen- Co., Washington.
[For earlier
tion, see TV Applications,
B.T, applicaJuly 7.]
eral manager- of T. B. Butler PublishCity
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2.
No. 29.
ing
Co.
(Tyler
Courier-Times
and
Telegranh), and owner of 135/750 shares of
KTBB.
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
tEASTON,
Pa.
—
Easton
Pub.
Co.
No. 109.
rWEEX122.8
[FM]),
Ch. 5761.4(728-734
mc);
ERP
kw uhf
visual,
kw aural;
MARION, Va. — Mountain Empire antenna height above average terrain
ft., above ground 169 ft. Estimated
Bcstg.
Ch. 56.16
50 (686692
mc);Corp.
ERP (WMEV),
112.32 kw uhf
visual,
kw 763
construction cost $290,241, first year opaural; antenna height above average
erating
revenue 30not North
estiterrain 1,616 ft., above ground 284 ft.
mated.costPost$108,000,
Office address
Estimated construction cost $185,088, Fourth St.,
Easton, Pa. Studio location
first year
operating
cost $75,000,
(FM) studios on State Highenue $75,000.
Post Office
addressrev-% at WEEX
way 115. Transmitter location on GaffWMEV, Park Blvd., Marion, Va. Studio
and transmitter location on Walker ney Hill, 5 mi. SW of Easton. GeographicW.coordinates
37' 35" N. Lat..
Long.40°Transmitter
DuMountain, about Vi mi. west of High- 75° 15' 19"
Mont. antenna RCA. [For application,
way 16, 5.5 mi. from highway inter- see
TV Applications, B.T, July 7.] City
section at Hungry Mother Park. GeographicW.coordinates
54' 08" N. Lat.,
81° 22' 33"
Long.36°Transmitter
and priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 127.
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Loucks,
f OLD Co.HICKORY,
Tenn. — Tenn.),
Capitol
Young, Zias & Jansky, Washington.
Bcstg.
(WKDA Nashville,
Consulting engineer O. K. Garland,
ERP height
100 kwabove
visJohnson City,
Tenn. Principals
include vhf Ch.
ual, 50 kw5 (76-82
aural; mc);
antenna
President
L. Preston
Collins (18.33%),
terrain 878 ft., above ground
lieutenant governor of Virginia (de- average
709 ft. Estimated construction cost
ceased): Vice President C. C. Lincoln $434,395,
first year operating cost $583.Jr. (8.33%),
breeder; Vice
Pres- 669, revenue
$720,872.BankPostBldg.,
OfficeNashadident Robertcattle
C. Wolfenden
(20.55%),
dress First National
general managertary-Treasurer
of LeonWMEV,
and
Secreville,
Tenn.
Studio
location
to
be
deterD. BeVille (8.5%),
mined. Transmitter location on Union
furniture manufacturer. City priority
Hill. 2.8 mi. west of Goodlettsville. Geostatus: Gr. A-2, No. 708.
graphicW.coordinates
19' 30" N. Lat.,
86° 45' 42"
Long.36°Transmitter
and
MILWAUKEE,
Northwest
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Segal,
vision Corp., uhf Wis—
Ch. 25
(538-542 Telemc);
Smith
&
Hennessey.
Washington.
ConERP 183 kw visual, 99 kw aural; ansulting engineer Millard M. Garrison,
tenna height above average terrain
Washington.
1,110 ft.,matedabove
ground
ft. EstiPartners A.PrinciDals
G. Beamaninclude
(50%), Gen50%
construction
cost 1,047
$495,000,
first ownereral of
WKDA and 45% owner of
year operating cost $300,000, revenue
$350,000. Post Office address Room 642, WCOP Boston, and T. B. Baker Jr.
190 North State St., Chicago 11, 111. (50%), general manager of WKDA and
45% owner plication,
of seeWCOP.
[For earlier B.T,
apStudio location to be determined. TransTV Applications,
mitter location V2 mi. south of Waukenumber
not
yet
assigned.
July
7.]
City
priority
status:
Gr.
B-3,
sha County line, 2 mi. west and \'2 mi.
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LEVOY

POLL

OF the nearly 700 industry executives polled in the fifth annual
Gordon M. Levoy Television Poll,
60% prefer live TV programming
to especially made video films, old
motion pictures or kinescopes.
Mr. Levoy, Hollywood TV consultant and head of General Television Enterprises, has based his
results on questionnaires sent to
212 advertising managers, 161
agency TV executives, 111 station
program directors and 169 publication TV editors. He received a 65%
return.
Breakdown in favor of live programs shows: Agencies 52%, stations 60%, sponsors 55% and TV
editors 80%. The remaining percentage in each classification favored filmed shows.
As to type, 57% named dramatic
programs first, with 87% placing
them among the first four favorite
types. Following, in order, were:
Sports, 11% and 51%; comedy,
11% and 45%; variety, 9% and
43%; news, 3% and 42%; panel
shows, 2% and 33%; old motion
pictures, 0% (one vote only) and
15%; audience participation, 1%
Denver Hearing
(Continued from page 59)
grams on his AM station durine those
hours when the earning potential of
television is at its highest . . .
Basic to Denver Television's position is the long-time policy of the
FCC to be more sympathetic to a
newcomer in the broadcast field
than to one already, in the business.
A corollarv to this is the Commission's policy, also long-time, prefer ing a non-newspaper applicant
over a newpaper applicant.
Both applicants for the $1 billion Denver market (with a population of 765,167) have motion
picture exhibition stockholders.
Charges and counter charges in the
proposed findings were made concerning brushes with anti-trust
laws and competive factors involved in common TV and mot;on picture theatre ownership.
KLZ heavily emphasized the long
list of civic activity of its stockholders, and pointed to the alleged
lack of similar associations on
the nart of Denver Television
principals.
Ability of Harris P. Wolfberg
to meet his financial commitments
in guaranteeing
son's obligations in Denver his
Television
were
questioned by KLZ.
KLZ also stressed the length of
residence in Denver of three of its
five directors — 60, 34 and 12 years,
respectively. Two of Denver Television's three directors have each
lived in Denver seven years, KLZ
pointed out.
Wide holdings in other radio
stations by some of KLZ's stockholders were stressed by Denver
Television. It referred to J. ElPage 68
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700

Executives

Prefer

Live TV

and 13%; concert music, 1% and
same cast portraying different
11%, and talent shows, 2% and characters. Breakdown: Sponsors
11%.
16%, agencies 12%, stations 11%
and TV editors 4%.
Further breakdown in response
to types:
In the method of production,
cies tions
38%
60% Editors
overall
view was 52% for live stu70%
,
%
sors
91%
Dramatic:
53%
53%
81%
dio audience; 46% for no audience;
6%
85%
TV
Agen11%
Spon- 44%
37% audience 57%
17%
and 2% for dubbed-in
re49%
4%
44%
first —
action.
2%
12%
60%
70%
6%
Stagroup
—
tions
Sports:
10%
39%
61%
53%
17%
cies
44%
11%
first —
Comedy:
28% Editors
sors
45%
2%
44%
group —
2%
0%
Live audience: 52%
2%
No audience: 47%
33%
11%
TV
Dubbed-in: 1% Agen44%
News:
first
46%
40%
9%
51%
group— —
SponThe questionnaire concluded with
16%
first —
11%
1% 62%
Variety:
33%
a
request
for the pollee'sSta-foremost
group —
suggestion to advance television
36% weekly
first —
programming. The following suggroup
With— the half-hour
gestions were among those listed.
gram preferred by the majority
Sponsors — Keep commercials at
for length, the percentage tally is:
SponSta- Editors
TV
sors Agencies tions
Half-hour
weekly:
RELAY FUTURE
first— 58%
79%
68% 52%
second— 40% 20% 18% 42% proHeur-long:
Tube May Have Role
first— 25%
14%
13% 43%
TRIPLE USE of a single copper
second
25%
39%
29%
40%
daily:
Quarter-hour
tube, which holds promise for radio
first— 13%
0%
15% 0%
and TV broadcasters, has been desecond—
12%
20%
30% 0%
veloped in London, it was reported
last
week.
Separate stories with different
casts was voted favorite method
As explained by Prof. Harold M.
of dramatic programming by 71%.
Barlow, head of electrical engineerBreakdown: Sponsors 63%, agening department, London U., a
cies 70%, stations 67% and TV
cylindrical, hollow, copper tube can
editors 83%.
be used to pass microwaves through
Next in preference, voted by its center, electrical energy along
the "skin" and vhf signals along
17%, was separate stories with
the outside. Prof. Barlow said he
the same cast portraying the same
believed that the hollow tube could
characters. Breakdown: Sponsors
be used not only to supplant pres20%, agencies 17%, stations 21%
ent microwave tower links, but also
and TV editors 13%.
Third choice, voted first place by to carry broad color TV bands
"along the surface."
11%, was separate stories with
U. S. Signal Corps Labs, at Fort
Monmouth, N. J., reported that
roy McCaw's holdings in nine AM
wave guide specialists are running
stations, to Theodore R. Gamble's
interests in three stations and to a close parallel with the British.
Several years ago, Dr. Georg GouFrankstation.
H. Ricketson's holdings in bau
one
of the USSC Labs., demonstrated his development where a
Mr. McCaw, who is a 20.4% KLZ
single copper wire, was made to
stockholder, owns 100% of KORC
"guide" high frequency signals for
Mineral Wells, Tex.; 50% of KYA
a mile or more. Possibilities of
San Francisco, KPOA Honolulu,
the idea supplanting coaxial cable
KILA Hilo (T.H.), and KELA
were broached at the time.
Centralia, Wash.; 33%% of KALE
Richland and KYAK Yakima,
Wash.; and 100%. of KRSC SeatTV DEBUT
tle, which is being sold [B*T, Oct.
Revised Date Set Dec. 15
13]. Mrs. McCaw owns 25% of TARGET date for commencement
KAPA Raymond, Wash.
of WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., on
Mr. Gamble is also a 20.4% KLZ
uhf Ch. 61 has been revised from
stockholder, owns 49% of KCMJ
Dec. 7 to about Dec. 15, it was
Palm Springs, Calif., and 43.5% of announced last week by Blayne
KOIN Portland and KJR Seattle.
Butcher, general executive. Test
Mr. Ricketson, who is a 13.6%
pattern is to be put on the air about
owner of KLZ, is an 8% stockDec. 11, he said.
holder and a director of Cheyenne
Mr. Butcher reported last
Newpapers Inc., which owns 66%%
Wednesday that the WHUM-TV
of KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.
tower at Summit Station has been
Denver Television also charged
completed after slight delay because of bad weather. Transmitter
violations of FCC's Chain Broadcast regulations on the part of and , antenna were expected to be
KLZ. This was a reference to the
delivered in four or five days, he
said.
CBS affiliation contract which contained a clause giving CBS first
To be a CBS-TV primary affilirefusal rights for TV affiliation.
ate, WHUM-TV already has cleared
The Denver Ch. 7 hearings be- about 60% of the network's evegan Oct. 1 and ran until Oct. 17.
ning shows, the executive reported.
Both applicants proposed 316 kw
H-R Representatives will be national representative.
effective radiated power.

beginning and end of program and
do not integrate them with entertainment. Use more programs with
educational value and more concert
music. Cut transmission costs and
needless studio expense and nut the
money into good scripts and cast.
Use more experimentation.
Agencies — Stop turning out illconceived film shows and single
pilot films. Use more religious programs. Make sensible search for
new talent. Combine station effort
to see that excellent programs do
not conflict with each other. Develop a distribution setup for all
stations as in theatre distribution
and cut out network or middleman.
Stations — Learn from motion
picture industry. Use more urograms made especially for TV on
film. Integrate commercials. Concentrate more on simple, local live
programming. Utilize new talent.
Keep networks out of producing.
TV editors — Don't use too many
commercials, for which the only
cure is subscription-TV. Use more
rehearsal. Use more integrity and
creative imagination in development of shows. Do not use too much
formula thinking. Stop trend toward putting everything on film.
All four categories required that
programs give the audience credit
for some intelligence and that TV,
while borrowing from motion pictures and radio, develop its own
talent,
technique.production personnel and
TV STUDIO SPACE
Proposed in N. Y. Project
PLANS to erect a 25-story building north of Times Square with
studios for television offices, and a
parking garage at an estimated
cost of $10 million including ground
rentals, were announced last week
by Herbert Fischback, president of
Herbert Charles & Co., New York.
Mr. Fischback represented the
1660 Broadway Corp., a syndicate,
in acquiring the ground lease for
an entire square block bounded by
Broadway and Seventh Ave., 51st
and 52d Sts. from the Taylor
Holding Corp. Mr. Fischback said
present buildings will be razed to
accommodate the proposed project.
He revealed that "several television
firms" have indicated interest in
renting the 16,000 square feet of
TV studio space but declined to
give details.

LEES THEATRECAST
15-City Plan Completed
COMPLETION of plans for what
was said to be the first theatre
telecast of a business meeting was
announced last week by James
Lees & Sons Co., Bridgeport, Pa.,
with 16 motion picture houses in
15 cities scheduled to receive the
program on Dec. 8 from 12 noon1 p.m. EST [B«T, Nov. 3].
The telecast will present Lees'
production, merchandising, advertising and promotional plans for
1953 and will include an appearance by Katie Smith.
BROADCASTING
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Message

Your

Highest
Now

America's

On

Transmitter

TV

Reaches

87%

Of

Population!

Utah's

HIGH!
Put your product on
and you're on your
America. 9,425 feet
so high an overhead

America's highest TV transmitter,
way to top sales in Intermountain
high — almost two miles up — it's
tramway will be used to reach it!

WIDE!
You'll get coverage over a wider area than TV ever
offered you before ... an area which includes 87% of
Utah's population (not to mention thousands of Idahoans
and Nevadans), 89.7% of the state's effective buying
income or $854,491,000!

HANDSOME!
That's the word for the profits you will make if you get
on KSL-TV early ... if you beat the rush ... if you ask
us or your CBS Television Spot Sales representative for
details today.

CHANNEL

lhen

ewKS

L.Ty

SALT

5

LAKE

CITY

Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
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Station

Quiz — Audience

Type

Preferred — The Pulse
telestatus

(Report 244)

it

Dallas

*7ete<Ai4t<Mt Station

SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area

apartricip
IENC
proall othe
led E
tion shows
QUIZ-AUD
gram types in number of
quarter-hours of network programming during October, according to
the Multi-Market TelePulse issued
by The Pulse. The report showed
total TV time was 4% over the September total. Number of quarterhours and average rating by types
follow:
•A hrs. Avg.
No. Rating

Quiz-Audience
Participation
News
Drama & Mysteries
Daytime Variety
Kid Shows
Interviews
Comedy Variety
Football
Forums, Discussions
Comedy Situation
Serial Stories
Musical Variety
Political
Film Shorts
Wrestling
Boxing
Homemaking Service
Religion
Westerns
Talent
Educational & Science
Sports News
Music
Miscellaneous
Total

99
56
74
66
75
41
33
35
32
20
3319
19
10
16
15
10
8
8
6
5
5
2
2
689

9.1
4.6
19.5
6.3
4.9
9.3
29.8
15.1
17.3
3.5
6.9
12.0
7.1
2.9
6.7
18.0
2.2
2.9
14.0
3.0
21.6
8.2
13.5
8.7

'Lucy' Maintains Lead
In Nielsen October Report

ARB

LUCILLE BALL'S J Love Lucy
still leads the top 10 television
shows, according to a Nielsen report for the two weeks ending Oct.
25. The CBS-TV show led in both
number of homes reached and in
percentage
ratings. The ratings
follow :

CBS-TV's IbyLove'Lucy'.
Lucy topped the
Topped
first ten TV programs in the
November television report compiled by American Research
Bureau. The report covered the
week of Nov. 8-14. Ratings follow:
Program
Network Rating
1
I Love Lucy (CBS-TV) 70.6
2 Talent Scouts (CBS-TV) 58.8
3 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC-TV) 52.2
4 Comedy Hour (B. Hope) (NBC-TV) 51.5
5 Godfrey & Friends (CBS-TV) 50.4
6
You Bet Your Life (NBC-TV) 49.1
7 What's My Line? (CBS-TV) 44.6
8 Your Show of Shows (NBC-TV) 44.3
9 Gangbusters (NBC-TV) 40.4
10
Television Playhouse (NBC-TV) 40.4

NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHEDHomes
(000)
Rank
Program
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
12,363
2 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC)
3 Godfrey & Friends (Liggett &
Myers Tobacco) (CBS)
9,494
4 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 9,865
8,867
5 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 8,850
6 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC) 8,406
7 Gangbusters (NBC)
8,140
8 You Bet Your Life (NBC) 7,897
9 Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC) 7,896
10 Razor
GodfreyCo.)& (CBS)
Friends (Toni-Gillette 7,558
PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Rank
Program
%
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
65.3
56.5
2 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts (CBS)
3 Godfrey & Friends (Liggett &
Myers Tobacco)
(CBS)
54.5
4 Texaco
Star Theatre
(NBC) 54.5
5 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 53.0
6 Gangbusters (NBC)
49.8
7 Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts (CBS) 48.4
8 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC) 46.7
9 Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC) 44.3
10 Life with Luigi (CBS)
43.6
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

Nov. Report

Big-Screen Set Sales
Up in Canada — RTMAC
SALES of large-screen TV receivers in Canada boomed during
October, according to the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. of Canada,
with 23,631 sets worth $10,204,684
sold, of which 12,054 had screens
larger than 17 inches.
The October sales shattered the
previous September record of 19,(Continued on page 72)

More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .
NOW

WeBkly TSlBViSiOll SlinWry

December l, 1952— Telecasting Survey

Sets in Area
Sets in Area City
Outlets on Air
City
Outlets on Air
Lubbock,
Tex.
KDUB-TV
Albuquerque KOB-TV
ville,
Tex
16,500
7,000
Matamoros (Mexico), BrownsAmes
WOI-TV
Memphis
109,771
215,000 Miami
27,300
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
WMCT
XELD-TV
WTVJ
159,453
Austin
KTBC-TV
155,000
12,200
193.130
434,807
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
WTMJ-TV
374,877
97,000 Milwaukee
329,200
Minn.-St.
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
122,000
Nashville Paul KSTP-TV, WCCO-TV
[
1 Birmingham WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
194,050 New Haven
Bloomington WTTV
84,786
340,000
966,000 New Orleans
WSM-TV
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
WNHC-TV
305,102
133,213
TELEVISION HOMES
Buffalo
WBEN-TV
WDSU-TV
268,203 NewNewark
Charlotte WBTV
WABD,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
YorkWOR-TV,WBS-TV,
WPIX, WATV
1,231,854
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
3,059,400
383,000 NorfolkCincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
PortsmouthCleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
679,012
237,000
170,801
141,961
V'S
Newport News WTAR-TV
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
KRLD-T
in
154,876
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
Dallas193,130
Omaha
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
156,000 Philadelphia
KMTV,
WOW-TV
Phoenix
AREA
WCAU-TV,
WFIl-TV,
WPTZ
Pittsburgh
Davenport
WOC-TV
WDTV
Quad Cities WHIO-TV,
Include Davenport,
KPHO-TV
535,000
67,400
Dayton
1,124,585
WLWD Moline, Rock Ise. E. Moline253,000 Portland, Ore. KPTV
Denver
KFEL-TV,
KBTV
Providence
78,198
Detroit
30,734
817,000
237,000
WTVR
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV,
WXYZ-TV
WICU
WJAR-TV
Richmond
EXCLUSIVE CBS
Erie
175,550 Rochester
145,954
Ft.Dallas
Worth
164,000
WHAM-TV
193,130
Rock
Island
156,000
WBAP-TV,
KRLD-TV,
WFAA-TV
WHBF-TV
Grand Rapids WOOD-TV
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
Ouad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E.
223,961
135,896
Greensboro
WFMY-TV
Salt Antonio
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSl-TV
Moline
201,000 San
Houston
Diego
KPRC-TV
90,800
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
106,507
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
153,850
HuntingtonK
FMB-TV
1 17,637 San Francisco
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
481,000
292,000
WRGB
Indianapolis
Albany-Troy
WFBM-TV
SchenectadyAREAS
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
177,301
Johnstown
Seattle
80,000
WJAC-TV
237,400
241
,832
St. Louis
KING-TV
197,300
Kalamazoo
WKZO-TV
KSD-TV
Kansas City
243,357 Toledo
451,000
WDAF-TV
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
172,646
WSPD-TV
Lancaster
Lansing
WGAL-TV
— This is why — ^
202,556
120,000 Tulsa
KOTV
WJIM-TV
209,000
Utica-Rome
WKTV
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Washington
Wilmington
WMAl-TV,
WNBW,
134,275
KTLA,
KNXT,
KTTV
1
,422,981
Louisville
210,000
WTOP-TV,
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
81,000
405,407
Total
Sets WTTG
WDEl-TV
123,540
KRLD-TV
)
Use: 19,440,427
Total Stations on Air 114*
Total Markets on Air 68*
-is your best buy —
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may
remain
unchanged
in
successive
summaries.
Total
sets
in
all
areas
are
necessarily approximate.
The BRANHAM Company
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Atlanta

is a

city

of

churches

Beside one of them each Sunday may be seen
WSB-TV's mobile remote control unit. Rotating among this
community's churches and denominations, WSB-TV
brings to its audience a complete service directly from the
church every Sabbath. The people of Georgia like
this. And they like WSB-TV

for doing it. All expenses

are borne by the station. The program is not
for sale. However, you can capitalize on the unswerving loyalty
and audience dominance which public service of this
nature has built for WSB-TV. Your Petry man
can tell you about a few "not so religious" programs which
are ready to work for you — hard. Ask him.

Atlanta, Georgia

World's tallest TV tower
50,000 watts, channel 2.
Represented by Petry

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal
and The Atlanta Constitution
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m

CAN

YOU

AFTER

OUR

INTERESTS

S.-A
x

LOOK

/N AMERICA?

W

We need an organization who can promote our interests
in America on an exclusive basis . . . whether it be an
agency, syndicate, or TV station, or sponsor direct . . .
Please write and give us all the necessary information
about your organization and potential.
JjL&teA

JbsJjDiv

Wis. Ajomc

fVwdwdtionA
THE

BOY

ANV

SI MBA

The adventurous tales of a white boy, lost
in the jungle when a baby and brought up
by a wild African Tribe. Now in early manhood the boy roams the jungle with Simba,
his pet lion: In a series of adventures the
Boy and Simba rescue lost hunters, save a
white girl from tribal tortures, prevent ritual
murder, and have fun with wild game, etc. Each film
story and fills a 15 minute segment. Series is limitless.
call for three films weekly. All the stories are within
reality. The natural show for "Superman" type TV

MR.

THE

is a complete
Present plans
the realms of
popularity.

BACHELOR

HUMAN

TV FILM COMMERCIALS.
ideas in African settings.

STOKY

Write for quotes and unusual

WILD LIFE LIBRARY. Progressive telecasters . . . write
for quotes to use our extensive library and facilities for
special wild life shots to intercut with your own films.
GOODWIN
INTERNATIONAL
P. O. BOX
480 1
JOHANNESBURG
SOUTH

AFRICA
Cables: "GOODHOLD"
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Appear
to Have
Ironed Out
Bid
D.C. EDUCATORS
FOLLOWING several weeks of controversy concerning the District of
Columbia Board of Education's allegedly unexpected application for
reserved uhf Ch. 26 in Washington, local educators last week appeared headed for cooperative action in support of the bid, now pending
before FCC.
This station, if approved by the edged he did not know Chairman
Commission, would become the first Walker prior to that time, but that
broadcast station in the U. S. to be
he
previously had known Comr.
Hennock.
directly supported by federal money
since the District of Columbia must
Notice was taken at Monday's
go to Congress for an appropriaof possible financial astion to build and operate the outlet. meeting sistance
from the Ford Foundation
A temporary committee comor other similar organizations, Dr.
posed of representatives of WashCarl F. Hansen, D. C. public schools
ington-area educational and cul- assistant superintendent in charge
tural institutions met on Monday
of radio-TV, reported. He said
with public school Superintendent
there has been "an opportunity for
Hobart M. Corning, who asked
them to draw up an outline for a exchange of ideas" on the subject
Foundation, but incommunity advisory group to con- with thedicatedFord
the foundation might be insult with the board on program
terested in aiding with program
and operation policies for the nonmaterials
and funds instead of stacommercial station. Problems intion construction.
clude how to apportion time and
expenses among the non-public
school groups who would wish to
(TV) RATES
produce programs, as well as WNBT
handling of controversial issues.
Upped Effective Nov. 75
Earlier, a dispute arose when
NBC's WNBT (TV) New York has
the board filed the request with raised its local rates, with the
FCC since the school board had gross hourly charge for Class A
time going from $3,750 to $4,250,
been represented on a communitywide committee considering how to at the same time making other
make use of Ch. 26, including a adjustments to attract both smallbudget advertisers and those with
possible "joint" bid through a new
larger budgets wishing to wage
nonprofit corporation or foundation. Some felt the board had saturation campaigns.
"jumped the gun" and there was
The new rate card, No. 11, went
talk of filing a competing applica- into effect Nov. 15, affording custion. The board, however, extomary protection to current adplained the community committee
vertisers. Authorities said, howwas an exploratory group and had
ever, that new discount structures
bound no participant to await joint on announcements make it economiaction.
cal for some advertisers to shift
District Commissioner Renah F. immediately to the new card.
Camalier, who plans to include in
Whereas the maximum discount
his public school budget request to on announcements formerly was
Congress an item of $400,000 for
constructing the Ch. 26 outlet and 10%, the new card provides discounts as high as 50%. This maxioperating it .the first year, told
mum is allowed when 13 announceBroadcasting • Telecasting he
ments are used each week for 52
was responsible for the prompt
weeks. In the case of 13 announcefiling of the application before
ments aweek for 13 weeks the disFCC. He said FCC Chairman Paul
count is 35%; for 26 weeks, 40%,
A. Walker and Comr. Frieda B. and for 39 weeks, 45%.
Hennock had been extremely helpRates for announcements in A
tion. ful in preparation of the applica- and C time are raised; in B and D
periods, unchanged.
District Comr. Camalier acknowlDiscarded is the former practice
of setting the rate for 10-second
announcements at one-half the rate
Telestatus
for 20-second commercials. On the
(Continued from page 70)
new card, the 10-second rate always
is less than 50% of the 20-second
241 sets. Total sales for the first charge — slightly less than 50% in
10 months of 1952 were 93,840 re- the case of AA time and scaling
ceivers valued at $42,221,474 of down to 33%% of the 20-second
which 67,111 had screens 17 inches
rate if D time segments are involved.
or less.
By areas sales for the 10 months
show 38,177 sets sold in the ToronTournament of Roses
to-Hamilton area, 23,406 in Montreal, 15,186 in the Windsor area
F. W. WOOLWORTH Co., N. Y.,
(opposite Detroit), 11,805 in the will sponsor the Tournament of
Niagara Falls area, and 5,266 else- Roses Parade in Pasadena, Calif.,
where in Canada. To date 172,278
on New Year's Day on NBC-TV,
sets valued at $79,735,499 have been
12:30-1:30 p.m. EST, preceding the
sold in Canada, 67,905 in the TorRose Bowl game. Agency is Lynn
onto-Hamilton area.
Baker Inc., New York.
BROADCASTING
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Code

Reaction Study Underway
(Continued from page 29)

applied on NARTB to abandon its
religious advertising clause. Last
June Dr. Theodore Eisner, president of the National Assn. of Evangelicals, appeared before the code
group, asking elimination of the
sponsorship paragraph on the
ground it is discriminatory.
As a result of the religious incident and other developments
NARTB is anxious to make its
code more responsive, to public reaction.
Major Operation
First step will be a major operation on the Seal of Approval given
approximately 100 TV stations
subscribing to the code. These stations display the code from time to
time for viewers but with little
response. The new design is expected to feature a mail address
and carry language that will induce
viewers to write their views to the
NARTB code authority. The present seal features the symbol
"NARTB" and the words "Seal of
Good Practice."
If a revised seal stimulates letter
writing, NARTB believes the code's
effectiveness will be extended and
the language can be changed as
public reaction indicates.
Modernizing of the Radio Standards of Practice is underway at
NARTB. This document became effective in 1948. Little effort has
been made to find out how many
radio stations conform to the rigid
ethical standards and no one knows
how effective they are in lifting
the calibre of radio program and
advertising standards. An NARTB
committee has started rewriting
the document.
The Johns Hopkins research
project got underway Nov. 22 as
the university held a seminar on
the campus in Baltimore. Executives of the four TV networks took
part, along with officials of the Baltimore Parent-Teachers Assn. and
educators. WAAM (TV) Baltimore and the project got underway Nov. 22 as PTA group cooperated with the university.
Delighted Reaction
It was the first step in a serious
effort by Johns Hopkins to bring
viewers and the industry together.
Out of the all-day meeting came the
delighted reaction of parents and
educators to the discovery that
telecasters are eager to get their
ideas about programs and commercial continuities.
Lynn Poole, Johns Hopkins public relations director and proprietor of the award-winning DuMont
Network program, Johns Hopkins
Science Review, said the parenteducator views could be summarized thus: "We didn't know you
cared."
Morning talks by network officials and educators were followed
by a series of afternoon clinics
that wound up with a seminar discussion. The discussions were recorded by the university and will
be evaluated as a starting point
BROADCASTING

DUMONT

in the audience analysis project.
One thought expressed a number
of times by parents dealt with dinner-hour programs for children,
leading to suggestion that networks
try to bracket a half-hour hiatus
around 6 p.m. when the kiddies can
be drawn to the dinner table beprogramming isn't tailored
to theircause
likes.
This, of course, was only a minor
phase of the discussion, which
brought out the problems networks
and advertisers face in their effort
to turn out balanced programming.
Representing networks at the
campus seminar were Charles C.
Barry, NB.C vice president in
charge of radio and TV programming; Hugh M. Beville, NBC director of research and planning;
Davidson Taylor, NBC director of
public affairs; James L. Caddigan,
DuMont TV Network director of
programs; Kenneth Carter, general manager of WAAM; William
Wood, CBS Washington director of
public affairs and special events;
Charles Underhill, ABC director
of network programs; Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-TV Baltimore.
Lack of Knowledge
Mr. Poole, pointing to the lack
of knowledge about public radio
and TV dislikes, said schools and
colleges teach appreciation of art,
literature and music but do little
to teach appreciation of the services and products coming out of
the commercial world.
Educators willingly offered opinions about the value of radio and
TV in enlightening the younger
generation. One Baltimore teacher.
Mrs. Blanche Rogers, said radio
and TV commercial are giving
pupils in her marketing classes
valuable training in consumer buying. Need was expressed by teachers for more TV programs aimed
at the pre-adolescent group (8-11
years).
The results of the first Johns
Hopkins experiment will be given
to the annual convention of the
national parent-teachers group.
PTA delegates will hear a report
including the belief that individual
program views are more valuable
than group program criticism.
KTBC-TV ON AIR
Lists Network Programming
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., went on
the air Thanksgiving Day as scheduled [B*T, Nov 24] to bring coverage of the traditional Texas U.Texas A&M football game to listeners in that area, according to
J. C. Kellam, general manager.
Weekly network programming to
be offered by the new station, which
claims an audience of 12,200 sets,
will be 15% hours NBC-TV, 8V2
hours CBS-TV, 1 hour ABC-TV
and 1 hour DuMont TV Network.
Station is a basic CBS-TV affiliate.
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,€HAItnEL,

finest entertainment from all
"^j^E will continue to present the
four networks plus outstanding productions bylocal sponsors.

A ND

for the 200,000-odd

■ workers
work

around

"SWING

and

midnight

SHIFT

midnight-to-morn
evoked

others

widespread

i's

defense

who

we

finish

have

the

THEATRE"
show

which

a
has

approval.

Television

Channel

DUMONT

2
WDTV

Note: As soon as transmitter alterations are
completed, early in 1953, WDTV will have six
times more power making a Great TV Station
GREATER.
HAROLD C LUND
General Manager

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BLDG., PITTSBURGH
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Rep.
Ch. Granted Commencement Network
The New Grantees' Commencement
Dates
Call
City andTarget
State
HERE are post- thaw TV grantees and the dates on which they expect
46
WSEE-TV
Fall
River,
Mass.
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
16 Nov. 20 Unknown
WTAC-TV Flint, Mich
national representative, where signed, are given.
28 Sept. 14 Early
WCTV
(TV)
Flint,
Mich.
Sean t Ayer
July 11 March 1953
1
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23
July 31
Rep.
June
1
17
July
31
Unknown
Ch.
Granted
Commencement
Network
Coll
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
City and State
Nov. 13
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
Weed
49 Sept.
4 Spring 1953
62 Oct. 24 Unknown
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
WFMD-TV
Frederick,
Md.
•17
July
24
Unknown
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y.
24
May 1
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif
Branham
*8Raymer
10 Oct. 16 March
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.
Sept. 18
Jacob A. Newborn Jr.,
Taylor
4 Oct. 9 March-April
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.
22
Nov.
6
21
Gadsden,
Ala. Co.,
March 15
20 Sept.
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
McGillvra
Gulf
Television
March 1
Oct. 252 Late 1953
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58
11 Nov. 20 April
Galveston, Tex.
62 Oct. 30 Unknown
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C.
Boiling
Rudman
Television
Co.,
59 Aug. 14 Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky.
41 Nov. 20 Unknown
Weed
Galveston, Tex.
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 46 Oct. 30 Dec. 15
NBC, ABC Pearson
2 Nov. 13•28 March 1
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
CBS, DuMont
WCOG-TV Greensboro, N. C. 55 Nov. 20 Unknown
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex.
July 11 Unknown
NBC
On Air
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
CBS, ABC, Taylor
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
July 11 (Nov.
Nov. 20 May
Unknown
27)
WSON-TV Henderson, Ky.
Branham
55 Sept. 25 Early 1953
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex. 24 Aug. 21 Unknown
WHYN-TV
Holyoke,
Mass.
Forjoe& Peters
Jan.
1
Free
July
11
57
CBS,
DuMont,
Adam
Young
9
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. 28 Aug. 14
Dec.
12
ABC
KGMB-TV
Honolulu,
T.
H.
Aug.
7
NBC, ABC
11 Aug.
•8
21
Nov.
20
July
KONA
(TV)
Honolulu,
T.
H.
On
Air
Oct.
24
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 58
50
NBC
Unknown
CBS
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 64 Oct. 30 Late
Unknown
(Nov. 16) DuMont
July
Adam Young
1952
Signal Hill Telecasting Corp.,
Petry
KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex.
48 Nov. 20 Unknown
W IBM-TV Jackson, Mich.
Belleville, III.
Dec. 25
CBS, ABC,
Unknown
Oct.
30
25
Sept.
11
WJTV
(TV)
Jackson,
Mist.
WLEv*-rV
Bethehem,
Pa.
51
WONT-TV Dnyton, Ohio 22 Nov. 26 Unknown
NBC, DuMont Kotz
Bethlehem, Pa.
51 Oct. 30 Unknown
56 Nov. 20 Unknown
Weed
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.
Aug.
14
Unknown
Adam Young
36
WQTV (TV)Bridgeport,
Binghamton,
N. Y. *46
WGFG-TV
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
*Unknown
1
25
ABC
WICC-TV
Conn.
43 July 11 Jan.
Nov.
20
26
WLOK-TV
Lima,
Ohio
73
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn. 49 Aug. 14 Unknown
10 Oct. 16 Jan. 1
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Pearson
July 24 Unknown
WTVF
(TV) Charleston,
Buffalo, N. S.Y.
Free & Peters
12 Oct. 2 Feb. 1
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
WCSC-TV
C. *235 Oct. 30 April 1
McGillvra
Unknown
April 15
KRTV (TV) little Rock, Ark.
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
Oct.
30
Pearson
Unknown
KETV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 18 Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug. 21
KUSC-TV Los Angeles
KROO-TV Colorado Springs,
McGillvra
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.
Nov. 2826 Unknown
21 Aug.
July
Col.
13 Nov. 20 March
Hollingbery
April
17
11 Oct. 9 March
Pearson
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18 Aoril
CBS
K DUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Nov.
1233 Oct. 9 On Air
CBS, DuMont Avery-Knodel
Sept. 26
18
Raymer
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.
Feb. 15
WONE-TV Dayton, Ohio 22
Nov. 136 Unknown
113 Nov.
Prairie Television Inc.,
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va.
41860
Decatur, III.
17 Nov. 20 Unknown
KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.
24 Unknown
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11 On Air (Oct. 2) CBS, ABC Free & Peters
1
23 July
WMAC (TV) Masiilon, Ohio
Forjoe
Nov. 264 April
Sept.
Headley-Reed
Dec. 20
WALA-TV
Mobi'e,
Ala
2
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col. 26 July 11 Spring 1953
8
Boiling
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
Dec.
7
DuMont
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
2 July 11 On Air
NBC,
DuMont
Blair-TV
Inc.
(July 18)
20 Aug. 7 March 1
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
18 March 1
KIRV (TV) Denver
20 Sept. 18 Unknown
Walker
Taylor
Oct. 30
49 Sept.
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.
Unknown
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn. 38 Oct. 24 March 1
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.
Jury 11 Jan.
16
September
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct.
15
30
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
Nov. 6 March 8
Young
Forjoe
Elmira Television, Elmira, N. Y. 24 Oct.
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.
45 July 11 February
Early 1943
Meeker
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex. 13 July 24
Avery-Knodel
Sept.
4
Unknown
WGTV
(TV)
New
York
City
31
Dec.
15
CBS, DuMont Taylor
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4
Hollingbery
WOSH-TV Oshkosh, Wis.
Nov. 1426 Unknown
48 Aug.
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
Southland Television Inc.,
Pensacola, Fla.
15 Nov. 13 June
January
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
43
Aug.
Headley-Reed
29
Nov. 28
26 Unknown
WIP-TV Philadelphia, Pa.
WNBH-TV TESTS
PACKS A WALLOP!
On
Air
NBC
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
27 July 11
NBC
Spot Sales
(Sept. 19)
Plan to Seek FCC Authority
THE
Dec. 1953
WEOK-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 21 Nov. 26 March
1
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
5 Oct. 30 Unknown
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.,
Avery-Knodel
AL MORGAN SHOW
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col.
3 July
Nov. 2413 March 1
*21
uhf Ch. 28 grantee, plans to seek
28
Oct.
16
WETV
(TV)
Raleigh,
N.
C.
Avery-Knodel
*43
Sept.
18
with 2% million
Unknown
authority from FCC to hold covWROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y.
Unknown
H-R Reps.
WHTV
Syracuse,Pa. N. Y.
erage tests in the area to determine
sales impressions a week!*
WEEU-TV(TV)Reading,
Headley-Reed
33
Sept.
4
the
most
suitable
transmitter
site,
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
Dec. 15
15
CBS
61 Sept. 4 May
Al's back and still beating the
Bum-Smith
the
station
announced
last
week.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
27 Sept. 18 January ABC
keyboard in the fascinating windNBC, CBS
10 Sept. 11 On Air
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
mill style that kept his network
Basil Brewer, vice president-treasAvery-Knodel
Dec. 1
urer
of
E.
Anthony
&
Sons,
per39
Sept.
11
Unknown
ratings riding high! And he's
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III.
back pulling an average of 229,57 Oct. 2 February
Gill-Keefe &
mittee, said the site study is part WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.
May
533* viewers a day in WLWPerna
of WNBH-TV's effort to afford
2 Oct. 16
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
Television's rich 3-city market.
Hollingbery
Headley-Reed
optimum coverage of the market.
May
1
Weed
38 Oct. 9 Fall 1953
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
Average weekly rating— Cincinnati— 14.3*
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif. 188 Nov.
6 Unknown
A 1 kw RCA transmitter, anApril
Nov.
26
Average weekly rating in all 3 cities— 11.6*
KTXL-TV
San
Angelo,
Tex.
tenna and pickup equipment have
Inter-American
2 July 24 1954
3 peak week-days, Tues., Wed., Thur. — 15.4*
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
Nearest competition,
been promised for February delivSanta
Barbara Corp.,
Bcstg. &
Telecasting
ABC, DuMont,
ery, according to Charles J. Lewin,
well established kids' show— 6.4*
Santa Barbara, Calif.
3 Nov. 13
general manager. The coverage
Competition fades away when Al
CBS, NBC
Blair-TV Inc.
April
Scranton, Pa.
20
tests would be conducted with the WGBI-TV
moves into the spotlight. And
73 Aug. 14 Dec. 25
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa.
use of an existing FM tower, not
KWTV
Oct. 3014 Unknown
36 Aug.
there's further proof of the Al
Covles (TV)
Bcstg.Sioux
Co., City, Iowa
Morgan magnetism. Thousands
presently in operation, near TaunSioux City, Iowa
9 Nov.
tune in specifically to watch his
Nov. 20 Unknown
ton, Mass. The tower and antenna
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
11
Feb. 1
show.
January
Taylor
are
500
ft.
above
ground.
WSBT-TV
South
Bend,
Ind.
34
Katz
Aug. 28 Late 1952
Average sets in use
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
6 July 11
NBC
Raymer
"While
testing
procedures
will
Walker,
Pac.
preceding % hour show— 17.3%*
CBS, ABC,
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.
4 July 11 Dec. 25
have to be conducted at considerHollingbery
Average sets in use during his show— 25%*
DuMont
NW
Bcstrs.
able expense," Mr. Brewer said, "it WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 61 July 11 Late 1952
Let Al Morgan
Hollingbery
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
is essential that we produce the
10 Oct.
Nov.
139 Jan. 15
sing a Song of Sales for you!
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Nov. 13
67
best
possible
signal
for
the
greatKVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Unknown
WLW
4
April
Raymer
est number of television viewers."
Central
jj
The Best Buys
Waco, Texas
Tex. Television Co.,
Nov.
13
Nov.
6
Unknown
34
to see are on
13
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio
March 1
Oct. 30 Unknown
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
55
Rambeau
ARB (American Research Bureau)
White Television Co.,
Rambeau Appointed
Nov. 6
22
Wichita
Fal's,
Tex.
Jan. 1.1
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
43
28 Oct. 2 Feb.
NBC
WATR - TV Waterbury, Conn.,
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
3473 Oct.
Nov. 132 April
Headley-Reed
ABC-DuMont Avery-Knodel
which is slated to commence op- WILK-TV
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.
Unknown
Television
36
erations on uhf Ch. 53 about March
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
DuMont
49 July 11 Early 1953
WSBA-TV
York,
Pa.
1, has named William G. Rambeau
ABC
Radio Reps
Early
Dec. 11953
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
ABC
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
NBC
Headley-Reed
July 1111 Early 1953
Jury
Co. as its national representative.
27
July
CBS, DuMont, Raymer
WLW-T
WLW-D
WLW-C
Station is being constructed by WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio
COLUMBUS
DAYTON
CINCINNATI
Unknown
21
Sept. 25
WATR Inc., licensee of WATR.
Sales offices in CINCINNATI, DAYTON, COLUMBUS,
* Educational permittees.
Samuel R. Elman is manager.
CHICAGO, NEW YORK, and HOLLYWOOD
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BAY AREA TV
Transmitter Site Urged
NEW TV applicants are urged by
ithe San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce to join with existing
stations in the use of two present
transmitter locations in the Bay
[Area as a means of improving
public television reception and
simplifying receiving antennas.
Concentration of transmitters
was recommended by a special
chamber subcommittee after it reLportedly conferred with the FCC,
'Civil Aeronautics Administration
land KGO-TV, KPIX (TV) and
'KRON-TV, all San Francisco. The
[city is not listed among the new
TV grants already announced by
the FCC.
Transmitters for KGO-TV and
KPIX are now located on Mt.
Sutro, while KRON-TV maintains
its equipment on Mt. San Bruno.
These sites, the chamber group
noted, "appear relatively equal in
coverage" and are "considered the
best points in the Bay Area." It
said it would work with new channel applicants and existing stations toward that goal.

MET'S 'CARMEN'
TNT to Telecast Dec.

EVERYBODY had a hand in putting KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., on the air
Nov. 13. Station estimates more than 3,000 people helped pull rope stretching several blocks and attached to huge switch connected to KDUB's DuMont
TV transmitter to send Texas' newest TV station into initial operation during
ceremonies [B*T, Nov. 17]. Above is part of crowd near the transmitter
switch.

77

COMPLETE production of the
Metropolitan Opera's Dec. 11 performance of "Carmen" will be telecast by closed circuit to theatres
throughout the nation.
Announcement of the telecast
was made jointly by Nathan L.
Halpern, president, Theatre Network Television, and Rudolph
Bing, general manager, Metropolitan Opera Assn. Net proceeds
will go to the association.
I
Messrs. Halpern and Bing noted
that the benefit telecast is being
made possible by the cooperation
of the performers and the following unions and officials: James C.
Petrillo, president, AFM International; Richard F. Walsh, president, International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes; Lawrence Tibbett, president, American
Guild of Musical Artists; IATSE
Local No. 1, and AFM Local No.
802.
Henry Souvaine will serve as
producer and Clark Jones as director of the production. DuMont
cameras and technical crews will
be used.
Service to Austin
TV NETWORK service was extended to Austin Thursday, coincidental with the inaugural of
KTBC-TV Austin on that day
[B«T, Nov. 24], AT&T has announced. Network service was
brought to the Texas city by connecting KTBC-TV to the DallasSan Antonio radio-relay link of
the nationwide TV network hookup, which now serves 111 TV stations in 68 U. S. cities. KTBC-TV
is affiliated with ABC-TV, CBSTV and NBC-TV.
BROADCASTING

From

I'm

FTC DISMISSES
Ekco-Nesco Complaint
A FEDERAL Trade Commission
hearing examiner last Thursday
ordered dismissal of a complaint
charging interlocking directorates
at Nesco Inc., Milwaukee, and The
Ekco Products Co., Chicago. FTC
said reason for the complaint had
been eliminated.
Ekco Products has been a substantial user of radio and television
time, including network programs.
Nesco also has used the broadcast
media. The order, an initial decision, becomes final 30 days after
it is served unless docketed for
review.
David G. Baird and Arthur Keating had served as directors of both
firms, thus violating Section 8 of
the Clayton Act, according to the
original complaint. Since the
charge was filed, both have resigned directors' posts.

Colorado
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FILM

COMMERCIALS

COLORADO

[

SPRINGS'

ARE

FINEST

!

As a matter of fact, there aren't any other film producers
in Colorado Springs, so Alexander Film Co. is irrefutably
the best in the city.
"Sujferin' fignewtons!" you say, "I must see that our
television director hears of this!"*
* (Please have him note, also, that the
Alexander Film Co. offers the advertiser and agency the most complete
TV film commercial service in the

serve the advertiser. . . . And, with
more than 30 years of experience and
progress in audio-visual advertising,
Alexander is the pacemaker in

world! It's a fact! . . . With 17l/2
acres of modern film production, processing and distributing facilities,
Alexander is completely geared to

quality, too ! . . . That's why more than
400 ofselected
the world's
major foradvertisers
have
Alexander
their TV
film commercials !)

— Write or Wire Today for Full Details —

COLORADO
^ J
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MAJOR Canadian cities will be re'Soutlet,
stricted to oneDA
television
CANA
under the change in policy on TV
licenses announced Nov. 20 by the
Canadian government [B»T, Nov.
24]. In its dictum the government
said that the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., may now recommend licenses for privately-owned television stations in areas where the
CBC has no present stations or
does not contemplate putting up
stations. This has ruled out, for
the time being at least, more than
one station in the major cities
where CBC has or will be building
stations. At the same time the
government has asked Parliament
to provide funds for CBC to build
statiorls at Vancouver, Winnipeg,
Ottawa and Halifax. Construction
is unofficially estimated at about
$5,000,000.
Change in government policy
was brought about by public pressure and the forthcoming federal
elections. The government announcement indirectly paid tribute
to this pressure, stating that it
was "now prepared to consider applications for licenses for private
television broadcasting stations
which may be recommended by the
CBC to serve areas which could
not be served at this time by public
stations, with the objective of making television as widely available
throughout the country as may be
feasible through appropriate cooperation between the CBC and
private agencies."
Service Areas Not Defined
There is nothing in the government's statement to say that present AM and FM broadcasting stations will get first chance at TV
stations, though some 40 are known
to have applications on file with the
Department of Transport, licensing
body. Nor is there any definition
of what will be considered CBC
service areas. One of the first tests
on this will likely be for the application of CHML Hamilton, the
second largest city in Ontario,
about 40 miles southwest from Toronto where CBC has its CBLT
(TV). When CHML applied for a
channel about two years ago, it
was turned down on the grounds
that the CBC had plans to erect
a station there itself, and only one
channel was assigned the city
under the international agreement
with the United States. Since that
time two uhf channels have been
assigned to Hamilton by international agreement, giving the city
ch. 13, 51 and 57.
Ken Soble, owner of CHML, has
announced that he will be ready to
go on the air with a TV station
within four months of a station
grant. There are three stations
in Hamilton at present, CHML and
CKOC on AM and CJSH-FM.
Whether CBC will feel that CBLT
Toronto, adequately serves Hamilton will be shown in its recomPage 76
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^by
mendationED
of CHML
or other**■ oly. This policy will set back
ICT
TV
years the provision of TV programs
Hamilton applicants for a license.
AM operators in major cities that Canadians will look at; and the
general
development of the Canadian
industry.
across Canada feel government ac- TV
tion in not allowing additional staThat the CBC will not permit comtions in these cities is unfair.
petition with its present or proposed
Foster Hewitt, CKFH Toronto, ex- TV stations indicates the value it
pressed the sentiment with the places itself on its own programming
service and finally defines its real
statement that "It looks as though
aim of establishing a powerful comthey've
picked
the
bone
and
tossed
mercial monopoly in large populait to whoever wants to take a
tion centers, backed by tremendous
gamble. . . . The government has
chosen the most lucrative spots, powers of control.
where the TV market is reasonably assured, and thrown open the PENNANT
STOCK
doubtful areas to private enterTo Sell $300,000 in Shares
D. Malcolm Neill, CFNB FredPUBLIC sale of 300,000 shares of
ericton, chairman of Canadian
$1 capital stock, in the state of
Assn.
of
Broadcasters,
pointed
out
prise."
California, has been announced by
that the new TV policy "is de- Pennant Television Productions
signed only for the convenience of Inc., 1040 N. Las Palmas Ave.,
the CBC and has disregarded any
consideration for the Canadian tax- Hollywood 38.
Officers of Pennant are listed as
E. R. Woodworth, president and
CAB's Statement
director; Herbert W. Dixon Jr.,
A prepared statement of CAB,
vice president and director; John
payer."
over the signature of T. J. Allard,
Shanks, treasurer; Harrison M.
general manager, Ottawa, states
Dunham, secretary and director;
that "the policy will solidify the Jack Murton, director.
CBC's huge commercial monopoly.
The prospectus says the company
It shows clearly that CBC is not a intends
to engage in packaging and
purely public service body, and
production of TV films, with Date
that it pays no more than lip servWith Destiny as the initial series.
ice to the development of Canadian
culture and Canadian talent. The It is to be distributed by Wm.
announced policy permits CBC to Morris Agency, the prospect explains. The first 75,000 shares are
establish by its own choice a mobeing
offered
to produce three epinopoly on television in the commersodes of the series, it is stated,
cially attractive areas; leaving remote and outlying areas to be with the other 225,000 to be used
for the 10 remaining episodes.
served
by non-government capital." According to the prospectus:
He added:
For each share of stock sold to the
Experience in Toronto has shown
it is proposed that one share of
that CBC's monopoly is driving the public,
majority of Canadian viewers to stock be retained by the organizers of
United States programs. As the the company. These shares will not,
however, be entitled to dividends until
CBC's monopoly in other cities sets all other shareholders shall have rethe same pattern, Canadian TV set
ceived dividends equal to 100% of the
owners will be increasingly subjectamount of their investment, nor to
ed to U. S. programs and influence, participate in any distribution of assets of the corporation until all other
establishing habits that will be difficult to break when and if the CBC
shareholders shall have received return of the full amount of the purever permits non-government TV in
chase thereof and any unpaid accumthese cities. This policy places stagulated dividends thereon. The total
gering power in the hands of the
selling
of distributing"
these
CBC; permitting it not only to mainshares, expense
including
all commissions,
tain its present regulatory powers,
shall not exceed 20 cents per share
but to decide for itself in what areas
or a total of $60,000 for the entire
issue of 300,000 shares.
it will have a complete TV monop-

AMONG those at the dedication of the new studio building for WTVJ (TV)
Miami [B»T, Nov. 17] were: (I to r) Lee Ruwitch, vice president-general
manager, WTVJ; George Frey, NBC vice president in charge of network sales;
Col. Mitchell Wolfson, station co-owner, Fritz Snyder, CBS-TV director of
station relations, and Robert Wood, CBS station relations department.

North has been installed as
DN, co~
Hollywood's first Honorary
Mayor by Lt. Gov. Goodwin
Knight. Appointed to the
board of honorary commissioners are: Red Skelton,
NBC-AM-TV star, fire chief;
Hal Peary,
NBC water;
radio's
Great
Gilder ofsleeve,
Jean Hersholt, of CBS
Radio's Dr. Christian, health;
Jack Benny, CBS-AM-TV
star, treasurer; Robert Cummings, of NBC-TV's My
Hero,
Whit-c,
tinghill,airports;
KMPC Dick
disc m.
administration; Richard Denco-star, CBS-TV's
Mr.
& Mrs.ning, North,
police; and
Art Linkletter, CBS-AM-TV
performer, public works.
VIDEO FARE
Headley Views Development
TV PROGRAMMING currently is
in the "organ music stage" of early
radio — and while perfection is still
remote, the techniques are being
developed. That appraisal was
given during an Advertising Club
of Minneapolis clinic by Sherman
K. Headley, assistant manager of
WCCO-TV that city.
Noting that present TV fare is
70% to 80% entertainment, Mr.
Headley observed programming
cycles through which programming
has passed — variety, dramatic quiz
show and now situation comedy.
He cited similar patterns for commercials, claiming over-elaborate
presentations have defeated their
objectives
messages. and overshadowed sales
Mr. Headley suggested the future
of video commercials may lie in a
combination of live and film presentations.
WBEN-TV TOWER
Power Increased to 50 Kw
WBEN-TV Buffalo on Nov. 24 began telecasting from its 1,057-foot
tower in Colden, 21 airline miles
from Buffalo. Top of the antenna
on an elevation of 1,642 feet, is
2,699 feet above sea level.
The station reported also that
its visual output was increased
from 16.2 kw to 50 kw ERP.
WBEN-TV's "good" coverage area,
formerly covered a population of
974,550 and 2,010 sq. miles, but
now covers 10,067 sq. miles with
a population of 2,104,000, according to the station.
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY has
presented a distinguished service crusade award for See It Now, CBS-TV
Sunday evening program, to Edward
R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly,
who conceive
produce
the telecasts. Award wasandmade
specifically
for
April 27 coverage of a "Cancer
Thanksgiving Party" in Cedar Rapids, celebrating the 70,000 lives
saved annually through ACS efforts.
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There are many good reasons why Houston-Fearless
television camera pedestals and dollies are standard
equipment in a vast majority of television stations. They
are skillfully designed to give complete mobility to the
camera, engineered to withstand constant usage, and built
to give dependable performance at all times.

DURANTE,

rotating
NBC

Review

star —

Television

Network

They embody 26 years of leadership in manufacturing
camera and film processing equipment for the motion
picture studios of Hollywood and throughout the World.
You can rely on Houston-Fearless
dependability.

• DEVELOPING MACHINES • COLOR PRINTERS • FRICTION HEADS

HOUSTON
FEARLESS

r
r

BROADCASTING

for quality and

• COLOR DEVELOPERS • DOLLIES 'TRIPODS • PRINTERS • CRANES
11807 W. OLYMPIC

BLVD

• LOS ANGELES 64, CALIF.

"WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF MOTION PICTURE PROCESSING
• Telecasting
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KRON-TV

PUBLIC SERVICE SHOWS
Deal With Daily Problems, Youth Opportunities

KRON-TV San Francisco reports
success from its two recently inaugurated half-hour public service
programs, It Happens Everywhere,
a bi-weekly presentation, and Made
in
California, seen every other
Sunday.

AT PREMIERE of Reynolds Metals' Mr. Peepers on NBC-TV are (I to r) Hal
Keith, NBC show dir.; Wayne Grimstead, Russel M. Seeds agency; John Boyle,
Reynolds radio-TV dir.; Jim Fritzell and David Swift, show writers.

It Happens Everywhere is presented by the San Francisco Mental Health Society and deals with
solutions to routine difficulties in
everyday life, including such topics
as family disagreements, child discipline, teacher-pupil relationship,
and adoption of a baby.
The problem is posed via a dramatic sketch by members of Theatre San Francisco, under Monty
Ash, tor,that
group's written
managing
direcwith scripts
by Maury

INSPECTING Eimac Klystron tube,
part of 5kw uhf TV transmitter to be
installed by WNOW-TV York Pa.,
with associated DuMont equipment,
are (I to r) Lowell Williams, gen.
mgr., and Ned Jay, TV coordinator,
WNOW-TV, and James B. Thorpe,
nat'l sis. mgr., DuMont
mitter Div. Labs. Trans-

AMERICAN
Cancer
Society's
guished Service
Crusade
awardDistingoes
to Joyce C. Hall (c), pres.. Hallmark
Cards, for Hallmark's NBC-TV Hall
of Fame drama, "Ordeal by White
House," on President Cleveland's
cancer cure. Presenting award are
ACS officials Louis H. Ehrlrich (r) and
Ralph Erichsen.

SAMPLING products of sponsor of
Madison Square Garden events on
WPIX (TV) New York are (I to r)
Kevin Kennedy, WPIX cmml. announcer; Thomas P. Hawkes, adv. &
sis. prom, mgr., Piel Bros, beer, sponsor; Bud Palmer, sportcaster.

AMONG 300 Chicago agency and
client representatives at WNBQ(TV)
Chicago open house were John McPartlin (standing), sis. mgr. of the
NBC m & o outlet, and Robert Nelson,
sis. prom, mgr., Oscar Mayer & Co.,
who bends to sign guest register.

AT SIGNING for Little Symphony series on WGN-TV Chicago are Joseph
Shelly (seated), v. p., Chicago Title & Trust Co., sponsor, and (I to r) Joseph
Caro, acct. exec, Buchen Co., agency; Cole Keyes, WGN-TV slsman; Fergus
Mead, Buchen v. p., and George A. Kupyer, mgr., Chicago Symphony Orchestra.

Hamilton. After the dramatic segment each program's problem is
discussed by a panel of experts,
with Dr. Alfred J. Azevedo, registrar of Benjamin Franklin Adult
School, San Francisco, as moderator. Panelists include experts in
psychology and psychiatry, SFMHS
members, juvenile court members
and others. Vern Louden of KRONGERMAN

TV directs the program.
Made in California, which first
went on the air last Aug. 17, deals
with career opportunities for youth
in California industries. A film is
made in which three to five ybung
people take a field tour of an industry in which they are particularly interested, exploring its major
operations. The first part of the
program features the film of 5 to
10 minutes. Then the same young
people question a panel of experts
from the particular industry being
studied, with Paul Speegle as moderator.
The program
featured:
California Redwoodhas
Assn.
(forestry);
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
(telephone industry) ; Canners
League of California (fruit and
vegetable canning) ; Cutter Labs,
of Berkeley (pharmaceutical and
biological manufacturing) ; Oil Industry Information Committee
(oil); Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
(utilities) ; and the airline industry.
A special program by the local
Employ the Physically Handicapped Committee is planned in
early December.
'SIZZLE' FILM

TV LINK

Now in Operation
WHAT is claimed to be the longest wireless television relay leg
in the world went into operation
in October in Germany. Signals
reach from a relay tower in Berlin's Nikolassee district 80 miles
where they are picked up by a
tower in Hoehbeck in West German territory and relayed to the
Hamburg TV transmitter of
NWDR (North West German Radio network) in the British zone.
Inaugurated Oct. 20, the relay
link cuts through the Soviet Zone
and by next year is expected to
operate in the opposite direction
also, from Hamburg to Berlin,
making possible TV program exchange between the two cities.
Later exchange with Munich and
Frankfurt is expected. The TV
image was reported clear and free
of defects except for slight technical deficiencies to be eliminated
during experimental telecasts three
times weekly [B*T, Nov. 10].

DuMont Prods Retail Sales it
TO ENCOURAGE selling at the
retail level, Selling the Sizzle, a
30-minute color film on sales produced for the receiver division,
Allen B. DuMont Labs., was shown
for the first time at the Nov. 18 B
luncheon meeting of the Sales Executive Club of New York.
Film star Elmer Wheeler, cur- J
rentlysales
engaged
in DuMont'sprogram,
nationwide
information
and will be available to DuMont
distributors for dealer showings
and to other sales groups. Excerpts
were shown on WABD New York
Tuesday night on The Week in
Review program. Both Mr. Wheeler
and Dan D. Halpin, general sales
manager of DuMont's receiver division, appeared on the program.
Wakefield-B unker
MRS. RAY C. WAKEFIELD, of
San Francisco, widow of the late
FCC Commissioner, and Harry S.
Bunker, Colorado Springs, general
manager of Speidel Newspapers
Inc., were wed Nov. 23 in Menlo
Park, Calif., it was reported last
week. The couple left immediately for Honolulu. Upon return,
they will
make their home in Colorado Springs.

Chirurg Clinics
BOSTON office of the James
Thomas Chirurg Co. has renewed
its annual staff creative clinics, a
weekly refresher course designed
to enhance the agency's skills in
view of new developments in the
advertising field. The clinics are
being conducted under the direc- Hour,
d's Children'
Hollywoo
(TV)weekly
r talents
half-hou
tion of Gilbert Williams, copy KTTV new
sponsored by Authorized
chief of the Boston office. In- program
Guild Schools, Los Angeles, features
cluded among courses of study children 3-16 years old, who are in
are "Consideration of Current TV training at professional schools in I
city's area.
Commercial Techniques."
BROADCASTI N G • Telecasting

H" Sales ...
United Television Programs, Chicago and New York, has sold its
15-minute series, Double Play, to
the Lloyd Candy Co., Denver, for
showing over KFEL-TV, and the
A 11- American Barn Dance to Ted
Levy Adv., Denver. Both sales
were on 26 weeks.
iis Filmcraft Productions, Hollywood,
ngplhas completed special five-minute
commercial TV film, featuring Louffljiella Parsons, for Colgate-PalmolivejorijPeet Co., Jersey City. Agency is
fcplsherman & Marquette Inc., New
toifYork.
Production . . .
%Ziv TV Programs Inc., Hollywood,
"nils completing shooting on "The
j|Goldincluded
Bug," in
halfMy-hour
TV film
ili-jlbe
Favorite
Storyto
r);i: series. Adapted from the Edgar
Co.
Allan Noreen
Poe shortNash,
story,Neville
the filmBrand
feaersj;'.itures
die and Lloyd Corrigan.

film
in Indio, Calif., and Zane Grey
Ranch, Payson, Ariz.
Abner J. Greshler Productions
Inc., Hollywood, has completed
second half -hour film in Peck's Bad
Boy TV series.
*
* *
NFP Inc., Hollywood, is producing a 20-second live action TV film
commercial for Drackett Co., Cincinnati (Windex). Agency is
Young & Rubicam Inc.
Distribution . . .
Helen Ainsworth Corp., Beverly
Hills, has named sales representatives in seven cities to handle dis-

f Reid Ray Television Productions,
• Minneapolis, is in preparation on
|5four half -hour TV film series. A
jJSporting Chance, starring Richard
Erdman, is being filmed in Minnetapolis and Chicago. One producI-;tion company is on tour with Royal
(iAmerican Show, shooting carnival
and state fair backgrounds for
King Carnival, and another company is in Pensacola, Fla., shooting
a naval training film in addition
to background footage for an un1 titled upcoming series. Plans are
under way in Hollywood for a
feminine panel show, Are Men Necessary?
J
* * *
Murphy-Thomas Productions Inc.,
■ Hollywood, goes into production
Dec. 8 on This is Charles Laughion, a quarter-hour TV film series
for Duffy-Mott Co., New York
■ (Mott's Products and Sunsweet
, Prune Juice) . Pre-sold in 22 marikets, the series features readings
jfrom the Bible, Thomas Wolfe,
Shakespeare and others. Agency
iis Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollyfwood.
Camera work has been completed
on the Mr. Lincoln TV series of
five documentary dramas prepared
for the Ford Foundation's Omnibus on CBS-TV (Sun., 4:30-6 p.m.
EST), according to producer Richard de Rochement, president of Va]vin Inc., New York. The first was
shown Nov. 16 and others are' in
S- the editing stage, he said.

report

tribution in 59 markets of firm's
video and theatrical film acquisitions, according to Sam Nathanson, vice - president. Distributors
include: Affiliated Artists, New
York; Albert Dezel, Detroit; R. F.
Pinson, Charlotte, N. C; W. M.
Richardson, Atlanta; Harry Gaffney, Kansas City; O. K. Bourgeois
and John Jenkins, Dallas, and Bernard Rubin, Cleveland. The Ainsworth firm will handle Western
distribution. Now being released
are two quarter-hour TV film series, Hollywood Newsreel and Adventures ofPatches.
Availabilities . . .
The Princeton Film Center Inc.,

... A 4&CutiO><€
CHICAGO

Princeton, N. J., has announced the
release of a series of filmed Christmas carol vignettes featuring the
Columbus Boy Choir. Musical direction is under the guidance of
Herbert Huffman, director of the
Columbus Boy Choir of Princeton,
N. J.

SALES

TO

and

Central Illinois Telefilms, whollyowned subsidiary of Mace Adv.
Agency, Peoria, 111., went into TV
film production last week. The 39year-old agency is one of the few
in the Midwest to organize a sep(Continued on page 80)

YOUR

PROBLEMS

During
retail

National Cotton Council is offering
stations the loan of a 12% -minute
film titled "One-Third of Your
Life," which gives hints on how
to wash and iron bed sheets and
how to make a bed properly. Prints
are available from National Cotton Council, 271 Church St., New
York 13.
Random Shots . . .

local

1952,

more

spot

advertisers

national

than
sponsored programs onWGN-TV
on any other TV station in Chicago.
These

advertisers

receptive

If you
(and

are seeking
who

and

are

active

selling

buying

a great,
audience.

sales in the Chicago

isn't) WGN-TV

is your

market
answer.

Al Simons Productions, Hollywood,
producer of NBC-TV / Married
Joan, is filming a series of shorts
,for U. S. Treasury Dept. to encourage government bond sales.
Lionel Barrymore narrates first
film.
* * *
Romer Grey Productions, Altadena,
Calif., is completing filming on
'"Light
of the Western
hour program
to be Stars,"
includedhalfin
Zane Grey Sports Trail TV series.
The film is being shot on location
BROADCASTING
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Film Report
(Continued from page 79)
arate film service for its own clients as well as for outside accounts
and agencies. J. J. Keith is general manager of Mace Adv., and
Robert D. Stamm is technical director for CIT.
❖ * *
Scott Associates Inc., Kansas City,
is making final preparations for
the audition filming of a new TV
adventure series. Film stories are
being written by Lynn Rowan.
Camera work will be handled by
Hal Parker Studios and sound by
Damon Studios. According to Peter
T. Scott, president of SAI, production plans indicate a minimum
number of key professional actors
will be featured, with "natives"
making up a large part of the cast.
ifc ♦ s(s
Broadcasting & Film Commission
of the National Council of the
Churches of Christ in the U. S. A.
television film series, What's Your
Trouble?, will be presented on
WFIL-TV Philadelphia in cooperation with the Philadelphia Council
of Churches.
Film People . . .
Haan J. Tyler was appointed West
Coast sales director of Guild Films
Inc., with headquarters in Hollywood, Reub Kaufman, president of
the distribution
firm, announced
last week. Mr.
Tyler has been a
consultant in Hollywood, and formerly was general manager of
KFI-TV Los Angeles. Prior to
Mr. Tyler
joining KFI-AM
in 1943, he was
commercial manager of KSFO San
Francisco.
Broderick Crawford, 1949 Academy
Award winner, has been signed by
Don Sharpe Enterprises, Culver
City, to serve as producer-star of
"Knockout," half-hour TV film to
be included in CBS-TV Singer Four
Star Playhouse. Blake Edwards
will direct from a script co-written
with Robert Wells. Singer Sewing
Machine Co. sponsors.
* * *
Jack Voglin, motion picture-TV film
producer and president of Voglin
Corp., Hollywood, to Young & Rubicam Inc., that city, on a special
filming assignment. He will serve
in an advisory capacity on CBSTV Singer Four Star Playhouse,
Our Miss Brooks, NBC-TV I Married Joan, Life of Riley and the upcoming This Is Charles Laughton
film series.
* * *
Al Gannaway, star of Small World,
half-hour TV series now being
filmed by Filmcraft Productions,
Hollywood, has joined the firm as
director of programming. Prior
to producing The Big Picture TV
Page 80
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ARTIST'S sketch of proposed studio building for KGNC
Amarillo, Tex., which is celebrating its 30th anniversary.
series for the Army while on active
military duty, Mr. Gannaway was
a New York producer-packager.
Bradford Cross has joined the
Princeton Film Center Inc., Princeton, N. J. He was formerly with
Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia advertising agency.
* * #
Harry McMahan, president of Five
Star Productions, Hollywood, in
New York for conferences with advertising agency executives on
plan
for
pre-testing
TV film commercials.
Edward Lewis, executive producer,
and Anthony Z. Landi, co-producer,
of Authors & Players Co., Hollywood, in England to hire talent for
TV film series for March production.
^
& *
Robert Finkel, director, Revue Productions, North Hollywood, father
of girl, Nov. 12.

NBC-TV SIGNS FOUR
Total Now 77 Outlets
SIGNING of four new television
stations as NBC affiliates, bringing
the network's TV total to 77, was
announced last week by Station
Relations Vice President Harry
Bannister. Of the 77, 66 were on
the air and the 11 others were
scheduled to commence operations
within the next few months.
The four new ones: KTBC-TV
Austin and WFPG-TV Atlantic
City [B»T, Nov. 24]; KTSM-TV
El Paso, and KGMB-TV Honolulu.
KTSM-TV, owned by Tri-State
Broadcasting Co. (KTSM) with
Karl 0. Wyler as manager, is
scheduled to go on the air on Ch.
9 today (Mon.). This also was
the target date for commencement
of operations by KGMB-TV, which
is owned by Hawaiian Broadcasting System (KGMB) and will
operate on Ch. 9.
KTBC-TV, owned by Texas
Broadcasting Corp. (KTBC) under
the managership of Jesse C.
Kellam, was slated to begin operations last Thursday, four days
ahead of its original schedule. It
is on Ch. 7. WFPG-TV, owned by
Neptune Broadcasting Corp.
(WFPG) with Fred Weber as
president, is to go on the air on
Ch. 46 on Dec. 20. KTBC-TV and
WFPG-TV are members of NBC's
live (interconnected) network,
which now numbers 64 stations.

and KGNC-TV for which Ch. 4 was granted Oct. 9. KGNC
TV has set next March-April as target date to begin
Begins to Shine in
Educational TV

TON'S
STAR
THE NAME of Milton S. Eisenhower cropped up again last week ir
connection with educational television.
Dr. Eisenhower, along with Mar ion B. Folsom, Eastman Kodak Co
announced formation of a National Citizens Committee for Educationa
Television. They will serve as cochairmen.
ganization which comments period
This development followed close- ically on the nation's fiscal anc
security trends.
ly the appointment of Dr. Eisenhower, president of Pennsylvania
Activity of the National Citizens
State College, to a 20-man state- Committee for Educational Tele
wide committee. This group will vision apparently will assume
map plans for construction of four major status, since it will work
educational TV stations in that closely with the Joint Committee
state [B»T, Nov. 24].
on Educational Television, a lead
Formation of the citizens unit in ing exponent of TV in education
Washington, D. C, announced last
What precise pattern this par
Monday, presumably foreshadows
ticipation would take was not
the important role Dr. Eisenhower
known last week. But Messrs
is expected to play in the con- Eisenhower and Folsom said that
tinuing educational, non-commercial video fight at government and JCET will furnish "legal and en
gineering" aid to those seeking
local levels.
educational TV licenses — a prac
It also presages a more active tice it already has been following
campaign by educators to interest
Robert R. Mullen, former public
business, civic and other organizainformation director for the Eco
tions in the development of the 242 nomic Cooperation Administration
educational TV channel reserva(now MSA),
has of
been the
namedcitizens
executive director
tions set aside by the' FCC. By far
the majority has been lying fallow
group, which will headquarter in
for lack of funds.
Room 602 of the Ring Bldg
June Deadline Noted
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Mullen said its purpose
Deadline- on the reservations is
June 2, 1953, but the Commission
generally will be to make con
has been urged by some groups to tacts in communities where edu
extend it beyond that date.
cational TV is lacking — either foi
With Dr. Eisenhower serving as
lack of funds or local interest —
co-chairman of the citizens' group
in an attempt to put the medium
and on the membership of the across. This could take the form
Pennsylvania committee, educators
are marshalling their efforts to of encouraging firms to donate
sums of money or civic leaders to
win a receptive ear when the new
Eisenhower Administration takes rally behind the movement by
office Jan. 20. Appointment of Dr.
Eisenhower to a policy post in helping to organize local citizens'
government would enhance their groups.
Dr. Eisenhower is chairman of
the
executive committee, and
opportunities.
Educators' efforts on TV have re- former president, of the Assn. of
ceived the blessing and support of
Land-Grant Colleges & UniverPresident Truman in the past.
sities, which also is interested in
This was based on the initiative educational television.
taken by FCC Chairman Paul A.
Walker and Comr. Frieda Hennock.
Another member of the Pennsyl- Coast Guard Film
vania committee is Harold Stassen,
U. S. COAST Guard announced
president of the U. of Pennsyllast week it has released a new
vania, who becomes Director of
16mm film, Artificial Respiration,
Mutual Security next year.
for public service use on television.
Mr. Folsom, treasurer at Eastman Kodak Co., is chairman of the Copies of the 10% minutes film
may be obtained at Coast Guard
Committee for Economic Developheadquarters, Washington 25,
ment, a non-profit, advisory or- D. C, or at USCG District Office
BROADCASTING
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Telepulse survey of San Francisco area
election viewing showed KPIX with
nearly 20% more audience
than the second station,
66% more than the third station.

Affiliated with CBS and DuMont Television Networks . . . Represented nationally by the Katz Agency
Ms. sh.
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L
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Sports
Boyle-

Derby
Foods
(alt.
KingSky
wks.)
F

Amer. Oil
Co. Years
of Crises
1/1/53 only
(4:30-5:30)
Longines
Wittnaur
Christmas
Festival
12/25
only
(5-6 p.m.)

DuMONT

The Big
Paul
Dixon
Show

Payoff
CPP
(M-W-F)
P&G
Welcome
Travelers
L

Kate LSmith

LeverFalls
Jwkns.
Gabby
L
Velch.
Klog.
Hars,
C-P-P
Int. Shoe
iauerHayes**
& Blk.
Standard
Brands
L
Howdy Ddy.

JtfC.

7:30
7:45
8:00
8:15
:30
:45

USA
Canteen
S

Midway

SATURDAY

- FRIDAY
PuMONT

n
7:15

E

SUNDAY
CBS DuMONT

WillysOverland
Ford
oundation
Omnibus

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

Capt.
Video

>L

General
Foods
Capt.
Video

Gen. Cigar
jO. Herman Sweets Co.
Hickman Whiteman
Teen
So Service
Network TVClub
P&GTwo
L
Those
L
Lorillard
Camel
News
Like A
Caravan L Live
Millionaire

6:15
6:30

9:15
9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30
10:45

11:15
11: PM

Explanation: Programs in italics. sustaining:
Time, EST.
L, Live;network;
P, film; K, kinescopic recording; E, Eastern
non-interconnected
stations. M, Midwestern; NI,
NBC— Hon. thru Fri. "Today" 7-9 a.m., EDT &
CDT,
7:15-20
Wed.—Mon.—
Fla. Fla.
Citrus,Citrus
7:20-25Tu.-Wed.Wed.—
Kenwill,
7:45-50
Thurs. — Fla.
Riggio,
Wed— Mystic,
Tu.Thurs.—
Citrus,8:15-20
Fri.— Doeskin,
8:20-25 Mon.
—Knox.
Pure-Pak, Thurs.— "Time," Fri.— Fla. Citrus
8:45-50 Wed. — Jackson-Perkins, 8:45-55 Mon. —
Mon.
thru P&G
Fri. "Kate
Smith";
thru
Thurs.
4:45-5,
Mon.4-4:15,
Nestle—Mon.
Tue.
Doeskin — 4:45-5.
Tues.
Johnson
&4 :15-30,
Johnson—4:30-45, Wed. Pillsbury— 4:45-5, Wed.
Gerber— 4:15-30, Thur. Penick & Ford— 4 :30-45.
Thurs.
Maid — 4:45-5,
4:00-15, Minute
Fril Toni.
Knomark
4:15-45,Thur.
Fri. Simoniz
Glidden ——
4:45-5,
Fri.
*** Quaker Oats — Mon. & Fri.
* Tuesdays. 8-9 p.m., Texas Co. for Berle except
every fourth) week when Buick sponsors "Circus
** Wednesdays, 8:30-9 p.m., Scott Paper for Scott
Music Hall alternates with Du Pont for "Cavalof America."
5:30-6
listed sponsor Howdy
Doodycadep.m.,
in 15M-F,
min. Firms
segments.
CBS— 10:15—
ton Foods, Mon.
alt. -Th.,—
days. Star-Kist Tuna & Clin10:15-30;
Alt.Hour."
Days.Mon.-Th.— Frigidaire & Owens -Corning.
10:30-45, M-Th, — Lever.
10:45-11, M-Th. — Pillsbury.
taining. n, Tu. & Th., Strike It Rich, sus11:30-12
1:45-2 p m. Tues. — Pillsbury; Wed., Best Foods;
Thurs., Stokely-Gary Moore.
'
taining.p.m., Tu. & Th., Every Where I Go, sus2-2:30
2:45-3 p.m., Fri. — Green Giant Co.; 2:45-3 p.m.,
M-Th— Pillsbury; 3-3:15 p.m., M-W-Th— Lever
Bros.;— House
3-3:15 Party.
p.m., Tu- Fri— Kellogg; 2:45-3:15
p.m.
1:45 to concl. Thurs. 1/1/53 only— Gillette Safety
Razor Co.-"1953 Orange Bowl Game."
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Product Test
KLAC-TV

Honorary Fellow of Trinity College, London, where he served as
educational director of Aeolian
Hall. In this capacity, he presented
several programs on BBC.
In 1928, he returned to New
York, where he served as educational director of Aeolian Hall.
That same year, Dr. Dunham began the music department in the
Fordham U. School of Education.
In 1929, he instituted the Aeolian
Hour, reportedly the first sponsored
program of symphonic music on
NBC.
The following year, x in response
to repeated bidding from the late
George McClellan, then vice president in charge of NBC programs,
Dr. Dunham went to NBC as educational director, a post he held
until 1941.
In his new post, he was instrumental in presenting such programs
as the Damrosch Hour, Town Meeting of the Air, Our American
Schools, On Your Job, Art for Your
Sake, Information Please and the
Chicago Round Table.
It is characteristic of Dr. Dunham that he was never satisfied
with holding only one job. And the
second job usually involved teaching. At various times during his
tenure as NBC educational director,
he served on the faculty of Harvard
U. (summer, 1937) and Columbia
"U. (1939).
From 1941-1943, he was executive director, National Catholic
Community Service Board of Directors— USO.
World War I Service
During World War I, Dr. Dunham had enlisted as a private and
risen through the ranks to become
a first lieutenant. In 1943, he again
answered a call to duty and served
as a special consultant for radio
services to the Secretary of War.
He established The Star-Spangled Network, the GI radio system
in which qualified men in the service were encouraged to develop
their own radio programs.
In 1945, he was named chief of
radio, U. S. Office of Education.
That same year, he became executive secretary, House and Senate
Committee, Interparliamentary
Union. Since that time, he has
received special assignments to In-

QUAitry
p/CTt/PBS
1932 Up-to-dat

completely'
e q u ip p e
New Yof|
Video Varieties
CORPORATION
OfTce 41 E 50th Sr. N.Y. 22 MU 3 1162
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terparliamentary Union Conferences in Cairo, Rome, Stockholm,
Istanbul and only several weeks ago
he returned from Bern.
Honorary degrees he has received
include a Doctor of Music, New
York College of Music; Doctor of
Letters, Bonaventure U., and
Doctor of Humane Letters, St.
Michael's College.
Awards include the 1951 Award,
Radio-Television, National School
Broadcast Conference; Pontifical
Medal, Pope Pius XII; the A. Abbott Lowell Medal of Harvard U.,
and the Alumni Distinguished
Service Medal of Columbia U.
Clubs and fraternities include
Author's (London), Beethoven
(Bonn), Conservatoire National
(Paris), Cliff Dweller's (Chicago),
Columbia U. (New York), Cosmos
(Washington), Pi Delta Epsilon,
national college journalism fraternity; Phi Mu Alpha, national music
fraternity; Alpha Epsilon Rho, national radio-television fraternity,
and the Knights of Columbus.
Assigment to Brazil
In 1951, he received a special
assignment from the Dept. of State
to serve as consultant at the InterAmerican Broadcasting Conference,
Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Dr. Dunham, in his present position, aids the development of radio
and video activities of schools
throughout the nation. When he
took over his current post, seven
years ago, there was only one educational FM station, that being
WBOE (FM) Cleveland. Incidentally, Dr. Dunham had a hand in the
establishment of that station. Today there are 104 FM educational
stations and 30 AM stations operated by schools or colleges. He may
truly
be referredFMto as
"the father"
of educational
development.
He thinks that there are educational functions both for the strictly
educational television station and
for the commercial station (he prefers the mercial)word,
"standard," to com.
Dr. Dunham counsels broadcasting executives not to discard too
quickly the older radio men (with
the wealth of their experience) in
favor of the "bright young men" in
filling television posts.
With his wife, the former Mary
Elizabeth Burke, whom he married
Oct. 15, 1921, Dr. Dunham lives
in Arlington, Va., across the Potomac River from Washington.
There are three children, Alvin,
Franklin and Mary Gertrude.
As for hobbies, Dr. Dunham has
just given up golf and now spends
leisure hours with books and music.
His favorite composer is the late
George Gershwin.
Still not satisfied with only one
job, Dr. Dunham early in October
began teaching a course at Washington's American U., entitled
"Radio and Television in Education."

Hollywood is experimenting with super-improducts
posing its clients'
into motion
pictures to augment sponsor identification.
Plans call for the insertion
of products, such as cigarettes, canned products, etc.
into filmed scenes that would
not interfere with the plot
progression.
expected
to be workedIdeaoutis by
early
next year.
PEABODY
AWARDS
Entries Being Accepted
ENTRIES for the 13th annual
George Foster Peabody Radio &
Television Awards are now being
requested by the U. of Georgia's
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism, Athens, Ga.
Closing acceptance date is Jan.
14. All awards will be made for
work done during 1952, Dean John
E. Drewry specified.
Award winners will be announced in the spring at a luncheon
meeting of the Radio & Television
Executives Assn. of New York.
Eight awards will be made for
outstanding work in radio and four
will be made for television. Radio
awards are made for outstanding
public service by a regional station, public service by a local station, reporting and interpretation
of news, drama, music, education,
children's programs and promotion
of international understanding.
Television awards will be made for
outstanding work in education,
entertainment, news and children's
programs.
PATENT AGREEMENT
By IT&T Affects Tarzian
A PATENT license agreement
granting Sarkes Tarzian Inc.,
Bloomington, Ind., the right to
manufacture selenium rectifier
stacks in accordance with patents
owned or controlled by IT&T was
announced last week. IT&T said
the agreement terminates litigation in which International Standard Electric Corp. and Federal
Telephone & Radio Corp., associates of IT&T, charged the Tarzian
firm with patent infringement and
unfair trade practices.
IT&T said it originated the miniature selenium rectifier and had
supplied more than 30 million of
these stacks for radio, TV, and
other uses, and that Tarzian also
had become an important manufacturer in this field as well as one of
the largest producers of switch
type television tuners. Tarzian
owns and operates WTTV (TV)
Bloomington.

NBC-SHERWOOD
Five Year Pact Signed
SIGNING of playwright Robert E.
Sherwood to a contract by NBC
calling for nine original one-hour
plays within a five-year period was
announced last week by NBC President Joseph H. McConnell. Minimum guarantee for the assignment, exclusive of subsequent royalties, issaid to run into six figures.
The pact between NBC and Mr.>
Sherwood, who has won the Pulitzer Prize for drama three times
and for biography once, will become effective Jan. 1. Under the
terms the network maintains rights
to the plays for exclusive use on
radio and TV for five years, with
an option to continue the rights
for five more years.
Mr. Sherwood will write and
NBC will produce an average of
one manuscript every four months.
NBC noted the agreement grants
Mr. Sherwood complete freedom
and independence in selecting subject matter and its treatment.
"It is a significant milestone in the
progress of television," Mr. McConnell stated, "when a man of Mr.
Sherwood's stature in the theatre and
in contemporary writing brings his
talents to us. This is another of
NBC's steps for continually elevating the quality of American radio
and television. It is my hope this
will have a constructive influence in
attracting other prominent authors
to these fields."
AT&T LONG LINES
Eastern Dept. Plans Move
EASTERN AREA Long Lines
Dept. of American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. will move its headquarters from 100 William St., New
York 38, to 400 Hamilton, Ave.,
White Plains, N. Y., on completion
of a major structure in 1954, Carl
E. Wideberg, Eastern Area general
manager, reported last week.
Ground-breaking ceremonies are
scheduled for Dec. 10 and the conshortly. struction contract will be awarded
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Construction of a 200-foot tem- 8
porary tower to test transmission
of microwave signals between
White Plains and other points on
Long started
Lines' last
radio-relay
was
Monday. networks
Engineers estimate that office
space
in the
new for
six-story
structureby
will be
ready
occupancy
early 1954, with complex switching
equipment expected to be in operation by the end of that year.
:.■
PREPARE NOW FOR JOBS IN
TELEVISION— FILMS
One of America's top film schools
offers short study courses. Fully
equipped shooting stage.
Eves. Easy terms.
" B". Also courses
Write or phons Dep't.
for
Makers.Amateur Movie
STerling 3-9444
29 Flatbush Av., B'klyn 17, N. Y.
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CONTEST promotion to back
its early morning cross-theboard programs has been
launched by WCAU Philadelphia.
Top prize is a trip to the coronation of Queen Elizabeth this coming June along with a side trip to
Paris. Contestants are being asked
to write "What I like about radio"
in 25 words or less. Included in
each reply must be three coronation clue words. The words are
broadcast over WCAU every half
hour in the early morning period
from 6 to 9 a.m.

TV TOURS FOR CHILDREN
CHILDREN in Salt Lake City,
Utah, are now able to travel
t. around the world via their TV sets
d and a new 13-week video play
; series produced by the Junior
League and presented weekly by
i KDYL-TV there. Programs at; tempt to give the juvenile audience
, an appreciation of traditions in
. other lands. Assisting in proj duction of the series are students
in the radio-TV school at the U. of
Utah.
EARLY CHRISTMAS
FOR the third consecutive year,
; Christmas Comes Early in Korea
was broadcast over WEEI Boston
on behalf ofto Mayor
committee
collect John
fundsB. toHynes'
send
Christmas gift packages to Boston
men in the Armed Forces. Program was aired 9-10 p.m. Nov. 28.
Gift boxes, contributed at cost by
S. S. Pierce Co., contained canned
meats, fruits and juices as well as
a stocking filled with toys that the
9 recipient may give to his favorite
I Korean child.
; WGFG PLAYS HOST
„ BUSINESS
Education
Day in
e Kalamazoo, Mich., was sponsored
I by the city's Chamber of ComImerce a fortnight ago to familiarj ize educators with the workings of
i business institutions in the area.
WGFG, located in that city, re! ports that it was host to group of
teachers for the day. Manager
Bud
Popke
interviewed each
teacher on tape for broadcast on
i the station's evening newscast.

oy ^Jkompdon

ars . . .
^^ITH 28 ye
erience
RADI
and O. . . exp
how, operTRADE ates . .know
.
ONA's most comALTOmun
it y-c o n s c i o u s
station . . .
. . . and from community
service com** community
interest in your product.
Repreiented by Robert Meeker Associates
ABC
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programs

Dave Moss, WESC program director, will travel with the team
and do a play by play of all home
and away games.
prorn0tjoil

SERIES PLANS
COLUMBIA Transcriptions, a division of Columbia Records Inc.,
N. Y., is producing a 13-week series
of 15-minute shows entitled, The
American Trail, for the ladies auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign
"Wars. The series, centering around
little known historical incidents
that contributed to the growth of
America, will be distributed to a
selected group of radio stations
throughout the country.
PHOTO

SHOW

KHJ-TV Hollywood Photography
Is Fun, weekly half -hour program
sponsored by Craig Movie Supply
Co., L. A., features Ted Meyers and
Amos Carr, Hollywood photographers, pitting their skill against
that of home viewers. Amateurs
will direct portrait shots to be compared with photographs of the
same subjects by professionals.
Agency is Degner & Assoc., L. A.
PUZZLE PROMOTION
FULL-PAGE newspaper ads using
a "game" theme are being scheduled by WRC and WNBW(TV)
Washington. Jig saw puzzle ad,
for example, pointed out that
"Entertainment is no puzzle when
the picture is complete on WRC
and WNBW." Pictures of network
and local stars appear in each ad.
RURAL PROGRAMMING
RURAL programming has been
inaugurated at WBAL Baltimore
with a new show, Beyond the City
Limits. The weekly three-quarter-of-an-hour program features
news of Maryland's farms and
communities. Through the use of
a portable tape-recorder, farmers
themselves are given an opportunity to air their views of agricultural conditions in the state.

premiums
FESTIVAL COVERAGE
ALL-OUT effort is claimed by
WKBV Richmond, Ind., in recent
coverage and promotion of the Fall
Festival in that city. A float
carrying the outlet's call letters
represented the station in the
festival parade. WKBV engineers
worked out a hidden radio and
public address arrangement under
the float so that the estimated
100,000 people who gathered to see
the parade could hear a radio account of the happenings as. the
WKBV float passed by.
ONCE-UPON-A-TIME

TALE

SUCCESS story on the effectiveness of a radio plea for volunteers
to rebuild and expand a charitable
summer camp for youngsters, is
being told by KDKA Pittsburgh in
guise
a fairy tale.
time" ofbrochure
tells "Once-upon-a
of the work
which was accomplished after
Evelyn Gardiner, of the station's
Home Forum show, aroused interest in the project.
-• — • — •WWRL SERIES
SERIES of programs intended to
acquaint foreign-born listeners of
WWRL Woodside, L.I., with information on health and social
service agencies in the New York
area has been started on that station. Series is broadcast on
Polish, German, Czechoslovakian,
Greek, Hungarian, Lithuanian,
French, Ukranian and Syrian programs.
-• — • — •LISTENERS INVITED
FURMAN U. basketball schedule
is being promoted by WESC Greenville, S. C, with tape voice tracks
of basketball players on the team
inviting listeners to see the game
"... if not, listen in to WESC."

BIBLE READING SERIES
ON Thanksgiving Day, WOL
Washington began presentation of
a series of Bible readings by
Bishop Angus Dunn, Washington
diocese of the Protestant Episcopal
Church. Series, scheduled for
broadcast seven days a week until
Christmas, has been planned to
emphasize the true spirit of the
Yuletide season.
TEACHER TELECAST
SPECIAL film dramatizing the
teacher as a professional person
was presented last month by
WLWT (TV) Cincinnati. Entitled
What Greater Gift, the 15 minute
film was produced by the National
Education Assn., and stressed that
a teacher needs professional preparation to acquire, the skills essential to good teaching.
-• — • — •'SALUTE TO SCHOOLS'
KFH Wichita Nov. 14 aired Salute
to the Schools, an hour -long
documentary featuring more than
900 school children. For the broadcast, several thousand feet of tape
recording was made in 14 schools.
Beulah Roth, KFH promotion manager, saidTthe show stressed the assimilation ofdifferent nationalities
in Wichita schools and student
selection of their own officers and
monitors.
HEALTH SERIES
HEALTH program sponsored by
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio will be
telecast beginning Dec, 28 by
WXEL(TV) Cleveland. Weekly
show, produced in cooperation
with the Cleveland Health
Museum, will use museum exhibits
and models. Physicians will also
appearcast willonhave
the as
show.
The new
teleits theme
an Ohio
family in its daily life.

SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL
CROWD of 900 square-dancers
and 2,500 spectators traveled to
Sioux City, Iowa, Nov. 15 for the
third annual WNAX Yankton-Sioux
City Square Dance Festival. Sioux
City Mayor Ralph Henderson was
on hand to launch activities. Station relates that one group came to
the festival from Minneapolis, some
330 miles away.
AS HOLLOWAY SEES IT
RADIO show which attempts to
appeal to all types of listeners
through timely and humorous comments on news and events is being
broadcast by Hubert Holloway on
WKRC Cincinnati. I See Today
runs the gamut from commentary
on crime and corruption to politics and high taxes.
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IN
PORTLAND,
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OREGON

1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGW's market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, western
plus Washington.
a generous slice of SouthBY EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
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WHYL STAFF
Lewis Changes Call
NEW staff members for WHYL
Carlisle, Pa., were announced last
week. The station, formerly
WLXW, was purchased by Richard
Field Lewis Nov. 1. Call letters
were changed Nov. 10. Mr. Lewis
also owns WINC and WRFL(FM)
Winchester, Va., and WFVA,
Fredericksburg, Va.
New personnel is listed as Winslow T. Porter, general manager;
Clinton H. Morse, program director; Jack Simmons, chief
engineer; Peggy Jane Goodyear,
continuity director-local news editor, and Nancy Virginia Foreman,
traffic manager.
Harsch Scholarship
A GRADUATE scholarship in
journalism has been established at
the U. of Wisconsin, Madison,
from funds provided by Joseph C.
Harsch, Washington radio news
commentator and foreign affairs
columnist for the Christian Science
Monitor. Mr. Harsch turned over
to the university's School of
Journalism the $1,000 prize awarded him in May 1952 by the Alfred
I. duPont Awards Foundation "for
his consistently excellent and accurate gathering and reporting of
news by radio, and his expert, informed and reliable interpretation
of news and opinion."

*
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NOVEMBER

27

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.- unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis.-visual
CG-conditional
grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 91.
November 21 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Grant Rescinded
KLCN Blytheville, Ark.— By order,
rescinded grant of Oct. 8. 1952, of mod.
CP to change from 900 to 910 kc and
power from 1 to 5 kw; designated same
for hearing; made WMOK Metropolis,
111., and
WCOC Meridian, Miss., parties to proceeding.

November 24 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WPID Piedmont, Ala.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for aption. proval of ant., trans, and studio locaWCRE Cheraw, S. C— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, for approval of
ant., trans, and studio location and
change type trans.
WAEW Crossville, Tenn.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for aption. proval of ant., trans, and studio locaKIBS Bishop, Calif. — Mod. CP,
FOfcWNEST TAPE RECORD! NG j"1 which
authorized new AM, for approval
of ant., trans, and studio location and
change
type trans.
WROK
Replace AM Antenna
KGAF Gainesville, Ga. — CP to reRockford, III.
place present AM ant. and mount TV
ant. on top (contingent on grant of
TV application).
License for CP
WRSW Warsaw, Ind. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new AM.
AM— 1010 kc
WAPF McComb, Miss. — CP to increase power from 250 w to 1 kw and
mount FM and TV ant. on AM tower.
AMENDED
AM tower. to mount FM ant. only on
Change Antenna System
KREI authorized
Farmington,
Mo. in— frequency,
Mod. CP,
which
changes
vertical ant. and ground system, to
change ant. system.
Change Hours of Operation
FIRST CHOICe
WCUE Akron, Ohio— CP to change
OF ENGINEERS!
from D to unl. using 500 w-N, 1 kw-D
employing DA - DN. AMENDED to
Only Magnecorder offers oil the flexchange DA-N.
ibility, high fidelity and features you
Extension of Completion Date
require— at a price you want to pay!
WRDB Reedsburg, Wis.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
iRTS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
extension of completion date.
License Renewals
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
of Following
license: stations request renewal
Recorder in one case
Amplifier in the other. Easy
KCOM Sioux City. Iowa; KWWL Wahandling — compact!
terloo, Iowa; WNBH New Bedford.
Mass.: KLWT Lebanon. Mo.; WKRZ
Oil City, Pa.; KIJV Huron, S D ;
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOtETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich MagneOver $5,000,000.00 in successful solas
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
ccr/a/og — wri
write:
For new catalog
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
INC.
1931. Phone 26239 or 46440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.
Wed, Int., 360 N. MUhfgon A«., Chicojo 1, III..
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WHHM Memphis, Tenn.
November 25 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
Chief, for
Broadcast
Bureau
— Granted
petition
extension
of time
from
Nov. 24
to
Dec.
15,
1952,
to
file exceptions to initial decision re applications
of Gulf tersburg
Beaches
Beach, Fla.Bcstg. Co., St. PeJohn
C.
Pomeroy,
Pontiac, without
Mich. —
Granted petition for dismissal
prejudice of application for CP.
William R. Reed, Pontiac, Mich. —
Granted petition for dismissal without
prejudice of application for CP.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Mount Hood Radio & Television
Bcstg. Corp., Portland, Ore. — By memorandum opinion and order denied petition to amend TV application; proposed amendment was for purpose of
substituting new Table I to delete certain named officers, directors and
stockholders, or both, and all information relating thereto; to report acquisition ofparties
additional
stock by persons already
to application,
and
election of vice president and director
and changes in offices and directorships
held by three persons already parties
to application; to substitute new page
3 of sec. II in order to report amended
total number of stockholders, etc.
Mount Hood Radio & Television
Bcstg. Corp., Portland, Ore. — Granted
request for continuance of hearing
from Nov. 19 to Dec. 1, 1952, at Washington, D. C, of application, to obtain
review by Commission of denial by
hearing
on this date of petition for examiner
leave to amend.
By Examiner Benito Gaguine
Trebit Corp., Flint, Mich.— Granted
petitions of Oct. 28 and Nov. 17, 1952,
to amend in various respects TV application.
W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc., Flint,
Mich.— Granted petition of Nov. 17,
1952,
to amend
television application
in various
respects.
WJR Flint, Mich.— Granted petitions
of Oct. 24 and Nov. 17, 1952 to amend
in various respects TV application.
By Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Lakehead Telecasters Inc., Duluth,

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

Minn. — Granted petition to amend TV
application by supplying informatior
with respect to recent amendment oil
by-laws
of applicant,
to interests
of R. F. and
Granwithin resped
certain
pending
applications
before
Commission.
Ridson Inc., Superior, Wis. — Granted
petitions of Nov. 10 and 12 to amend
in various respects TV application.
Head of the Lakes Bcstg. Co., Superior, Wis. — Granted
petition toproposed
amend
TV application
by changing
hours of operation, etc.
By Examiner James D. Cunningham
Notice ference
is ingiven
prehearing
conmatterof of
Albuquerque
Bcstg. Co. (KOB), Albuquerque, N.
M., for extension of SSA in hearing
Room "C,"
Commerce
Com-at
missionInterstate
Bldg., Washington,
D. C,
10:00 a.m., Nov. 20, 1952, for purpose L
of considering: necessity or desirabil
ity, clarifying or simplifying issues
possibility of stipulating facts and
prior mutual exchange of exhibits
among parties; and such other matters
ceeding.
as
may be deemed helpful in proBY COMMISSION EN BANC
I
License Renewal
WLOAnewal of license
Braddock,
— Granted
refor thePa. regular
period
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Granted CP
WFPG Atlantic City, N. J.— Granted
CP to install TV ant. on top of AM
tower.
Change Studio Location
WHUM-TV
Reading, Pa.— Granted
mod. CP to change studio location to C(
Skyline
Drive
on
Alsasce Township, Mount
Pa. Perm, Lower
Ml
Request Granted
WFPG-FM
Atlantic City, N. J.—
Granted request to cancel license and
dismiss
pending
for mod.
license and
delete application
FM.
Change DA System
WBET
Brockton,
Mass. — Granted
mod. CP to make changes in DA system; conditions.
Change Transmitter Type
WJAZ
Albany,type Ga.—
CP to change
trans.Granted mod.
Modification of CP
WAPL Bartell Bcstrs. Inc., Appleton,
Wis. — Granted mod. CP for approval of
ant. trans, and studio location, and
change type trans.
WBID Henderson, N. C— Granted
mod.
CP for
approvalandof change
ant. trans.
and studio
locations,
type
trans.
KJRG Newton, Kan. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant. trans, and
studio location, and change type trans.
Extension of Completion Date
WCAR-FM Pontiac, Mich.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date
KGKOto 3-1-53.
Dallas, Tex.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 2-1-53. License Granted
WDMJcovering
Marquette,
— Granted
license
change Mich.
in frequency,
increase in power, installation of DAN, change trans, location; condition.
KPRScenseKansas
City, Mo.—
Granted
licovering changes
in ant.
system
and change in studio and trans, locations.
WMOU Berlin, N. H.— Granted litioncense
and incovering
ant.change
system. in trans, locaWCOH-FM Newnan, Ga.— Granted li-

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty ail night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

at*

ft

• TOWERS •
AM • FMinsto/Zations
• TV •
Complete
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100Portland
N. E. Columbia
11, OregonBlvd.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

CONSULTING

R ADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.
26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG. REPUBLIC 2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

TEL £ VISION

— Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J. MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Groat Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE *
There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG.
NA. 3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

IENGINEERS

GEORGE C. DAVIS
501-514 Munsey Bldg.— STerling 0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
GEORGE

E. GAUTNEY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 7757

WELDON
& CARR
Consulting

MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 4477

RUSSELL P. MAY
1422 F St., N. W. Kellogg Bldg.
Washington, D. C.
REpublic 3984

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
MICHIGAN 2261

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18TH ST., N. W. HUDSON 9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton t Foes. Inc.
927 15th St., N. W.
REpublic 3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
AR 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Profettional Experience
Radio-TelevisionEloctronics Communications
1610 Eye St., N.W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 1239— Executive St 51
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION,
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N.W., Wash., D. C.
Phone ORdway 8071
Box 2468 Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE*

GRANT R. WRATHALL
Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
San Franeieco
Seattle
Salt Lake
hot Angele*
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE*

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.

Craven, Lohnes It Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT S215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C
Member AFCCE*

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX. 8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545
Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
412 Evans Bldg. NA. 2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hilond 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WION Ionia, Mich. — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, and
studio
location, and change type trans.;
condition.
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska. — Granted
mod. CP to change type trans.
Extension of Completion Date
WKSR Pulaski, Tenn.— Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 12-15-52; conditions.
WCAM Camden, N. J.— Granted mod.
• Telecasting

jiense for CP which reinstated CP deeted 8-15-51
at request ofofCPapplicant.
Modification
WMOC Covington, Ga.— Granted mod.
pP to change type trans.
| KMLW Marlin, Tex. — Granted mod.
| -P to change studio location, change
ype trans, and frequency control
■quipment.
WTRP La Grange, Ga.— Granted mod.
:P for approval of ant. and trans,
ocation; condition.
IROADCASTING

JOHN

JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel. KYA. 33 Elm Av«
San Franiiseo (. Calif. Mill Valloy, eeJIf.
DOuglat t-t5SS DUnlap $-4171

Radio & Television
Washington,
D.Engineers
C.
Dallas, Texas
1605 Conn. Ave.
4212 S. Buckner
Blvd.

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. S HUMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 6646
Washington 7, D. C.

Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

Fred O. Grimwood & Co., Inc.
Consulting Radio Engineers
S.C. Grimwood, Pres. Ralph J. Bitzer, Ch. Eng.
Chestnut 4977
2026 R R Exchange Bldg.,
St. Louis 1, Mo.
Since 1932

CP 1-15-53.
for extension of completion dateto
WCAR Pontiac, Mich. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to WSAY
3-1-53. Rochester. N. Y.— Granted
mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 6-1-53; conditions.
Change ERP
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio— Grant(Continued on page 91 )
December 1, 1952
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Situations Wanted
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed— Monday preceding publication date. Display— Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30tf per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting. 870 National Press Bldg.. Washington 4, D. C.
ipplicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
sent at orowner's
to box numbers
All transcriptions,
please).
ing expressly
repudiates any photos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting . IelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Wanted: Assistant manager for 5,000
watt CBS station with TV application.
Located in Northwest. Must know
sales promotion and be able to handle
personnel.
Box HIS, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager wanted for small city station
in Midwest. Good area, excellent possibilities. Opportunity to buy substantial
interest. Send full information on past
record, photo, financial status and all
other pertinent information. Box 154S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Immediate opening sales manager of
aggressive
Southeast
network affiliate.
You will take
over substantial
billing
with guarantee against commission on
all station sales. If you can sell in a
competitive market, rush summary of
experience
to Box 25S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Superior single station Texas market,
sound rate structure, needs hustling,
dependable salesman. Box 141S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Southern California. Large, active market. Independent wants aggressive
salesman with successful record in
competitive market.
Salary,andbonus,
advancement. Send photo
resume
to
Box
149S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Aggressive salesman to take over complete sales. No drifters or hotshots.
$75.00 ing
perimmediately.
week plus KBMX,
10 percent.Coalinga,
OpenCalifornia.
Salesman for progressive, independent,
station. Good salary, plus commission.
Will be assigned accounts to get started.
Call or write Joe Fife, WWCA, Gary,
Indiana.
If you want to sell for aggressive daytimer, good market, naming terms —
within reason — in return for proven
ability, contact Box 721 at once,
Metropolis, Illinois.
Phone salesman sell GBA campaigns
for stations. Top comms., bonus. 727
Meriden Road, Waterbury, Conn.
Announcers
Announcer-engineer, 250 watt Virginia
station. Box 300R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Combination announcer-engineer with
first class license wanted by network affiliate near Atlanta. Good working conditions.
Favorable
salary.
erner preferred.
Replv to
Box South943R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: First class engineer. No experience required.working
Virginiaconditions.
network
station. Excellent
Box
144S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Want topnotch night DJ who has a
proven record of air sales. Must have
unique style and show with audience
building appeal. Thousand watt independent quality station in Kentucky.
Send complete information. Box 151S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Combination announcer with first ticket
seeking college town for part time employment.
to Box 152S. BROADCASTINGWrite
. TELECASTING.
State
qualifications.
This may be your big break: We want
two men with good voices, who can
gather local news. Extensive experience unnecessary,
we'll train.
TV Box
imminent. Tell us about
yourself.
160S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Wanted — Announcer - program director
at 250 watt East central network affiliate. Emphasis on local programming,
sales.
Box 168S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Wanted — Experienced announcer for
progressive
station in Austin,
Minnesota. Prefer Midwesterner.
Send qualifications, picture, disc, salary expected
to
Program Director, KAUS, Austin,
Minnesota.
Combo man, accent on announcing
must have first phone. $75.00 per week.
Opportunity to sell on commission.
Openinglinga,January
California. first. KBMX, CoaPermanent, able staff man. Family
man preferred. Present opening. Good
salary. KMAN, Manhattan, Kansas.
Wanted: combination announcer-engineer. Salary 60 to 70 dollars per week.
Write KPOC, Box 250, Pocahontas,
Arkansas.
Night man to spark midnight to 6:00
a.m. First phone. $86.40 for 40 hours.
KREM, Spokane, Washington.
Immediate opening ■— Announcer-operator, emphasis announcing, start $325.00
month. KTFS, Texarkana, Texas.
Announcer-engineer: Excellent working conditions, good salary, 40 hour
week, near New York. WALK,
Patchogue, Long Island, New York.
Immediate
— Twolicense.
announcerengineers withopening
first class
Salary
$60.00-$65.00
for
40
hours
to
full information first letter, start.
plus Send
disc.
WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Experienced announcer - pioneer Michstation has Excellent
opening for
capableiganstaffradioannouncer.
working
conditions. Graduated wage scale. Send
audition, photo, and letter of qualifications to Station WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Combination announcer-engineer, with
emphasis on announcing and showmanOpportunity
for additional This
earn-is
ingsship.
through
sales commissions.
a permanent
position,
with
a
good
future for the right man. $75.00 a week
to start. CBS Radio affiliate, WGAU,
Athens, Georgia.
Announcer - engineer — $60.00 weekly,
44 hours. WJBB, Haleyville, Alabama.
Have immediate opening at 5,000 watt
NBC station for first class announcer.
Salary commensurate with ability and
experience. Send all in your reply.
WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
One (1) announcer with first class license, salary arranged, car necessary.
WKEI, Kewanee, Illinois.
1 kilowatt central Florida Mutual station wants permanent combo man. 40
hour week. Shirt-sleeve climate. Write
or call WLBE, Leesburg, Florida.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tlfton, Georgia.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTNeed combination man or operator.
Good proposition for right man. Box
84S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Virginia kw needs engineer. State minimum salary expected. Box 94S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Florida. First class engineer. No experience
necessary. Box 116S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Immediate opening for transmitter engineer with first phone. Experience
not necessary. Write or wire Box 143S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Metropolitan Washington, D. C. AM
and FM station needs engineer with
studio experience and first class license.
Box
162S BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted — Engineer, announcer-engineer
at 250iate.
wattAnnouncing
East central
network
affilexperience
desirable;
not essential.
Box
167S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination man. Better than average
pay
dependable
good
radio forvoice.
Friendlyman
townwithof atwenty
thousand
ideal forLee
family
man.Palmer
Contact Mr. Herbert
or Mr.
Dragsten, KDHL, Faribault, Minnesota.
Wanted — Transmitter engineer, first
phone, immediate opening for steady
man. Good
salary, KSDN,
insuranceAberdeen,
and vacation benefits.
South Dakota.
Engineer, 1,000 watt station; directional
antenna. Contact Chief Engineer,
WAMS, Wilmington, Delaware.
First class engineer, no experience
needed; $50.00 for 40 hours; time and
a half for overtime. WCBT, Roanoke
Rapids, North Carolina.
First class engineer. No experience necessary. Good opportunity for right
man.
Apply WFLB, Fayetteville, North
Carolina.
Wanted — Chief engineer. CBS station
with TV application at Fayetteville,
North Carolina, WFAI. Phone 2-8131.
Wanted . . . Two first phone engineers
with or without experience. Good
salary
excellent
working
conditions.
Give allanddetails.
Nathan
Frank,
WHNC,
Henderson, North Carolina.
Engineer present
AM-FM. toBuilding
Excellent
opportunity
learn TV.
all
phases. Car required. Phone collect,
D. N. Bowdish, Chief Engineer, WPAG,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Wanted: First class engineer, no experience required. Write WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
First phone: transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Ambitious young engineer, first phone,
fine wages and working conditions.
This is a large market with a terrific
potential. WTVH, Peoria 3, Illinois.
Production-Programming , Others
Excellent Texas small market needs
PD with emphasis on local programming including farm, ranch angle. Box
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST99S.
Continuity writer for Southern metropolitan radio-TV station. Must have
strong sell and ideas. State experience,
reference,
personal
and minimum salary
first history,
letter. Box
150S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Television
Announcers
$80.00 a week for good announcer
strong
on "sell" market.
and DJ. Send
TV future
good Midsouth
completein
details in first letter. Replies confidential. Box 763R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.

Managerial
We practice economy! Station management problems? Please check BROADCASTING . TELECASTING, November 3, Page 104, Box 908R.
Program manager: Station experience
from 250 to 50,000 watt as program
manager,tinuitymanager,
announcer,
condirector. Network
and agency
experience over NBC and ABC. Will
furnish highest references from past
and present affiliations. Presently program manager for leading station and
regional network.
Box 61S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
I want to grow, but I want a station
to grow with. Sales manager 5 kw
indie two years with proven sales
record, doubled billings. Experience all
branches
I don't living
want
a fortune,AMjustoperation.
a comfortable
with tial.
a property
has a good
Age 38 andthat
married.
Will potentravel
anywhere inCASTING .TELECASTING.
U. S. Box 138S, BROADExperienced manager 4 years present
station in N. Y., metropolitan area
desiresform change.
and operation.
can perall phases Knows
of station
Experienced
licensed
engineer.
Can 300
increase sales. Will relocate within
miles New York. $10,000.00 minimum.
Box
166S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcers
Young sires
man,
21, college
debroadcasting
job. graduate,
Will do any
work but sports is specialty. Limited
commercial experience. Available immediately. Box 107S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer: Two years independent and
network experience. All phases, excel
in sports.
Box 135S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer. Strong news, DJ, commercials. Operate board. College graduate, 24, veteran. Presently employed
New York State network affiliate. Prefers Northeast.
Box 137S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Announcer, 19, amiable, Air Force veteran. Desires opportunity from bottom
up.
Tapes to send,
Cambridge
Schoolof
of Broadcasting
background,
variety
styles.
Box
142S,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.
IUinois only! Vast experience. $100.00
week. Buzz me, Miss Blue! Box 145S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced news man, disc jockey,
desires position. Draft exempt, referING . TELECASTING.
ences, disc. Box 146S, BROADCASTTogether — Mr. & Mrs. team. Separately
—ING^
announcers, disc show, station operation. Experience in radio and TV. Box
147S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTWhat more do you want? Friendly
record show specialist, all-round announcer,photogenic,
fluent, imaginative,
commercially alert,
5 years
radio
background,
first
class
ticket,
32.
Earning $450.00 month
director
kw
affiliate.
Want program
station that
knows5
CASTING^
and pays talent. DJ or TV. State offer.
Box 153S, BROADCASTING . TELETop personality
DJ — thirteen
years. Intelligent, hilarious
ad-lib, gimmicks.
Formerly WNEW (N. Y. C.)— Mutual
Network (Dixieland Matinee). ETpress book. Now leading Miami indie.
Desire
change.Draft
$200,000
week-less
with
percentage.
exempt.
Box 157S.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer: 4 years experience all
phases, radio,consider
news specialty,
draft free,
education,
television.
Box
ING.
158S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTWriter-producer: History of success in
all forms,
phases, and
facets ofproduction,
commercial copywrrting,
scripting,
and direction at agency, broadcasting,
and theater levels. Taste in showmanship, tact in talent relations, ingenuity
in budget istrator.
situations,
adminBox 161S, competent
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Able, reliable announcer. Handles all
phasession toincluding
board. HasSingle,
no aversmall community.
25,
veteran.
Box 163S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Nite ern
discstation.
jockey,Pay^time
no experience.
Southadvertise
my
hair pomades.
Box 164S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer, draft exempt, capable, reliable, desires general staff opening
specializing
sports play-by-play,
prefer
small
community.
Audition, resume
on
request. Box 165S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Single, 29, graduate top Midwest radio
school. Dramatic background. Operate
console. Will travel. Disc on request.
Box
171S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer would like position at independent station. Have third class ticket.
Write Radio Station WFVG, Fuquay
Springs, North Carolina.
SRT graduate seeks immediate announcing position Can
— would
like records,
to specialize in sports.
do news;
popular, bitioclassical;
interviews;
etc. Cole,
Amus, 24, draft exempt.
George
6557 S. Kimbark, Chicago, Illinois.
Sportscaster-ncwsman:
Topflight
basketball announcer possesses
strong news
background.
4
years
play-by-play
athletic - conscious Ohio. Journalismin
graduate. Radio newspaper experience,
gathering, editing, announcing news.
250, 1 kw experience. Details, interview call Franklin 6-5629, Tom Hamlin,
Oxford Road, Franklin, Ohio.
Announcer-engineer,
yearsPresently
experience, three as morningfiveman.
employed 5 kw directional. Can handle
all types recordings, remotes and studio
link equipment. Wishes to relocate
near as possible to home, New Orleans,
Louisiana. Available two weeks notice.
Can furnish references. Contact Joe
• Miles, beth409City, East
ElizaNorthBurgess
CarolinaStreet,
or phone
[7236.
Announcer-disc jockey, news, sports,
controlence,board
operator.
Light experireliable and
conscientious.
Sales
background, desires station connection,
small community. Available immediately. Tape, disc, resume on request.
Jack O'Connor, 32-64 34th Street, Astoria, Long Island, New York. Ravenswood 8-1082.
Announcer, DJ, control board operator.
Strong on news. Draft exempt, sober,
resourceful, conscientious. Resume and
disc on request. Richard Phillips, 282
City Island Avenue, Bronx 64, New
York. Phone CI 8-1878.
Technical
, Engineer — First phone, experienced
transmitter
console. station.
Desire position with and
progressive
Box
117S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
' First ingclass
engineerposition.operator
Seven desires
years electronics
experience. Southwest preferred. Sixty-five dollars. .Auto.
Box 119S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Engineer-announcer, now happily employed, wants job where he can work
way through college since he was in
U. S. Army when he should have been
finishing education. Age 20, single, with
car. Will go anywhere in U. S. Apply
Box 169S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Engineer with ambition wants position
with progressive station. Available
soon. Box 170S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Experienced engineer — some announcing. Desire permanent position. SouthwestDelivery,
preferred.Monroeville,
Wilton Highfill,
General
Alabama.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman: Experienced, able take complete charge newsroom. Currently employed New England network affiliate.
Authoritative delivery. Contact Box
136S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING^
Need girl, staff writer- Script writing,
continuity, promotion, and general
secretary experience, both radio and
TV. Available January 1. Box 155S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
' Radio orsired. TV
oopywriting
positionbackdeFive years
experience,
; ground in all phases broadcasting.
Presently employed major market,
want advancement opportunity afford! ing permanency. 26, veteran, draft
. exempt, single. Box 156S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Program director, mature, ten years
varied radio
Adeptloyalties.
at developing experience.
local talent, local
Can do every job in program department, desire
to do
just one: Box
build 159S,
bigger,
steadier
audience.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Television
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman, two years experience editing
TV news, plus experience writing and
broadcasting
radio Presently
news. Master's
Degree in journalism.
employed,
but seeking situation with better opportunities.to
Would require
threeBROADweeks'
notice. Reply
Box 18S,
CASTING .TELECASTING.
Producer-director, efficient administrator. Extensive experience budget and
budget control. Dealt with top talent
all fields. Musical director and writer.
Personal interview with independent
preferred. Box 148S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
For Sale
Equipment, etc.
RCA model 300-C phase monitor, well
maintained. Original cost $550.00. Recently replaced by later model. For
quick sale CASTI$200.00.
Box 122S, BROADNG .TELECASTING.
400 feet coax line, Andrews, 3Vb", type
552-1,
right angles,available.
three 45 WTRY,
bends,
all new,fourimmediately
Troy, New York.
For sale — Two complete Western Elec#109-A with
filterstricandreproducer
712- A groups
side brackets.
Like
new. $95.00 for both. KXA, Seattle,
Washington.
For sale: Make offer. Gates BF-1A 1
kw FM transmitter. WKST, New Castle,
Pennsylvania.
For sale: Gates
52-CS desk.
consolette,
mounted
on custom
Pricednew,at
$500.00 FOB Vidalia. Guaranteed perfect. Radio Station WVOF, telephone
327, Vidalia, Georgia.
Gates 250 watt transmitter — 250-C1.
Like New.
Phone Mr. Lee, 6-1614, Gadsden, Alabama.

Situations Wanted
Announcers
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□
SPORTS-COMMERCIAL
ANNOUNCER
Topflight announcer seeks position
with prominent AM-TV station as
commercial and/or sports specialist. Past three years major league
baseball play-by-play announcer.
Wish to avoid traveling demanded
by present baseball assignment.
10 years general radio experience
in best metropolitan station. 3
years TV. Best baseball, radio station and agency references.
Box 139S
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□

'Majestic' Decree Issued
DECREE issued in U. S. District
Court, Brooklyn, on Nov. 13 terminated an action brought by Wilcox-Gay Corp. (Majestic Radio &
Television division) and Garod Radio Corp., both Brooklyn, against
Majestic Industries Inc., Brooklyn.
Under terms of the decree, Majestic
Industries agreed to discontinue
the use of the name "Majestic" in
its corporate title and in the conduct of its business.
Miscellaneous
BEWARE
STOLEN
Stolen night EQUIPMENT
of November 21 by
breaking and entering.
Minitape recorder M5A, Serial 1585MS; twoplifiers,Collins
Remote
Serials 254 12Z3
and 297;
also Amtwo
RCA 77D mikes; Magnecorder PT6P
Amplifier, Precision 612 tube tester
and Simpson 260 testmeter.
7/ offered
local
police for
and sale,
notifyplease
Guy contact
Rauer,
Chief Engineer.
w c s s
AMSTERDAM, NEW YORK

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Are you frying to get on the air
quickly with your new television
construction permit?
Here's the answer to the
steel shortage for you. For sale,
erected 400' self-supporting
Truscon type D-30 tower. Designed to resist thirty-pound
wind pressure in accordance
with specifications of RTMA.
Can be dismantled and shipped
within thirty days. Wire or
write Box 663R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

We're ready
How about Erecting,
Altering, Pointing
your Tower-Antenna-Lights?
J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
PAINTING . ERECTING
MAINTENANCE • YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432, Tel: 4-2115, Gastonia, N. C.
316 BrilandAlexandria,
St., Tel: Va.
King 8-8230,

15 kw Onan auxiliary power unit with
transfer panel, used 160 hours. Excellent condition. WTRY, Troy, New York.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted
or Tedrick,
part equipment
for 1 kw— Complete
station. Bill
WOKZ,
Alton, Illinois.
Send price of working used facsimile
equipment. Dr. Kenneth Harwood,
Drawer D, University, Alabama.
Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence and correspondence courses
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.

For the first time
in over 20 years operation
of this 5 kw fulltime station
operating in one of the 15 major markets of the country
with VH F television application pending
we are planning major program changes
and are seeking a . . .
PROGRAM

MANAGER

Help Wanted
Salesmen
CAPITALIZE
ON YOUR CONTACTS
INCREASE YOUR EARNINGS. Part or fulltime
opportunity with ESQUIRE INC. CALENDAR
DIVISION. Average order pays $28. commission, plus BONUS. Exclusive line, protected
accounts, opportunities to advance with
growing organization.
Write today for details
H. A. Sabes, Sales Manager, Esquire CalenIllinois.dar Division, Esquire Building, Chicago 1,
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have selected General Commercial and Program Managers;
Chief Engineers, Disc Jockeys
and other specialists. Delays are
costly; tell us your needs today.
Howakd S. Frazieb
TV & Radio Management ContvXtantt
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

• Telecasting

with the know-how and initiative to determine program requirements then plan,
develop and put into effect programming
for this market on both a local and
national basis.

This is an executive position with high responsibility — it is a
challenge which good program men often wish for'.' It requires
outstanding ability to plan policy and administer a department.
If you are interested in a real opportunity and can qualify, please
write telling us about yourself and what you have done. Top
salary for the right man. Replies will be held in strictest confidence.
Box 140S,
BROADCASTING
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LBS
allied

arts

HERTZBERG, vice president, Adolph L. Greene Assoc.
Inc., N. Y., resigns to resume activities as publications and public relations consultant with offices at 2512
84th St., Jackson Heights, N. Y.
VTXCE J. FIOREMO to Personality
Features, Chicago, which syndicates
Creative Cookery and Garfield Goose
and Friends, as publicity representative.
ALL EX B. DuMOXT LABS., International Div., has moved headquarters
to Suite 8201, Empire State Bldg.
Telephone is Murray Hill 8-2600.
WARD PRODUCTS Corp., Cleveland,,
Div. of Gabriel Co., relocates at 1148
Euclid Ave., same city. Purchasing
and factory offices remain at 4710
State St., Ashtabula.
DR. ROBERT ADLER appointed associate director of research for Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago.
LEOXARD S. CUTLER, chief engineer, Gertsch Products Inc., L. A.,
elected vice president in charge of
engineering.
ROLAND J. SHERWOOD, vice president in charge of sales, Hallicrafters
Co., Chicago, has resigned effective
Jan. 1, to become president of Waler
ilfg. Co., Crystal Lake, 111., automotive firm and electrical machinery
manufacturing firm.
G. T. MARCHMONT, district manager for Southwestern and Gulf
Coast districts of Graybar Electric
Co., has retired. He will be succeeded by V. A. ELMBLAD as Southwestern district manager, and J. E.
FONTAINE as Gulf Coast district
manager.
JOSEPH J. ALVIN, member of Carl
Byoir & Assoc., L. A. (public relations firm) elected vice president.
He succeeds CHARLES E. McVARISH, who transfers to N. Y. headquarters as national director of publicity.
MORRIS MAYERS, recently returned
from active duty in Korea, named
special sales representative in New
York area for Transmitter Div., Allen B. DuMont Labs.
F. P. WILLIAMS appointed zone manager for radio-TV in Kansas City
area for Crosley Div., Avco Mfg.
Corp., Cincinnati.

ROBERT

DEAN MCCARTHY, assistant program manager, TV department of
National Council of Catholic Men.
Washington, D. C, promoted to TV
director.
MASLLXE RADIO & ELECTRONICS
EQUIPMENT Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
appointed distributor of Westinghouse Reliatron tubes in 13 counties in Rochester area.
ATLANTIC WIRE & CABLE Co., N.
Y. ("twin-lead, antenna rotor cable,
coaxial cables, wire products), names
George Davis Sales Co., L. A., as
electronic representatives for Southern California, Arizona and Nevada.
PAUL WESTON, West Coast musical
director, Columbia Records Inc., Hollvwood. father of boy, Timothy John,
Nov. 19. Mother is JO STAFFORD,
recording artist.

nt • • • Co., North
£^uijameELECTRIC
SPRAGUE
Adams, Mass., announces development of Type 85P molded paper capacitor for precision electronic
equipment requiring high quality
components.
RADIO TUBE Div., Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Emporium, Pa., announces production of two new diodes, 6AX4GT and 12AX4GT, for use
in TV horizontal frequency damper
circuits. Diodes are designed to withstand high voltage pulses of line frequency between cathode and both
heater and plate elements encountered in direct drive circuits.
TECH-MASTER PRODUCTS Co., N.
Y., announces availability of two amplifier kits, Model TM-15A and Model
TM-15P. Former has power output
of 15 w undistorted and output impedance of 4-8-16 ohms. Latter features 4 input channels and selector
switch for high and low-level input.
DAVEN Co., Newark, N. J., announces
availability of new Series 920 volume
level indicators designed to extend
range downward to cover signal levels
too low to be measured without amplification.
"Technical • • •
HARRY BEKKAR, engineer, ABC
Hollywood, and Jane Harriet Gonyer
were married Nov. 16.

California

Southeast

$60*000.00

$63,000.00

The only station in
most desirable cities
nia. Excellent living
and in a real growth
Appraisals

one of the
in Califorconditions
area.

A network property with a
steady record of good earnings.
Located
al city. in an attractive coast-

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN -HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAK* BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D
Lester M. Smith
James W. BlackburnC.
Bay
V. Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
Tribune
Tower
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-«
Sterling 4341-2
Page 90
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SUIT

WU Files Formal Answer
WESTERN Union Telegraph Co.,
last Monday, in Chicago Federal
District Court denied LibertyBroadcasting System's charges of
conspiracy with 13 Major League
baseball teams. The company filed
a formal answer to Liberty's
original
it as
codefendantcomplaint
with thenaming
clubs in
a $12
24].
million anti-trust suit [B«T, Nov.
Liberty named Western Union
last April following the original
suit against the ball clubs earlier
in the year in February. Network
claims it "demanded the right" to
purchase from Western Union the
official scorer's account. for Game
of the Day baseball broadcasts during the 1952 season, that it paid
"such lawful tariff charges or
other charges" required, and that
Western Union accepted its application and some 811,000 in payment but never supplied the service
nor lived up to the agreement.
Western Union says the agreement was never made legal because Liberty failed to get permission from each of the ball clubs involved to re-broadcast the club's
games. Prior permission of this
kind, Western Union asserted in its
brief, is necessary, and each baseball broadcast agreement involving
Western Union is contingent on the
applicant getting this permission.
Western Union reports that
Liberty did file an application in
Dallas April 10, and that on the
same day LBS delivered a check
for $11,095 and a list of the games
which Liberty had selected as
Games of the Day for the 1952 season, beginning April 21 and continuing through Sept. 28.
Return of Money
Western Union stated that on
April 14 it returned to Liberty the
check with a statement that the
telegraph company, under terms of
its tariff provisions filed with FCC,
could not furnish service unless and
until Liberty got permission from
the baseball clubs involved.
In addition, Western Union
claims the application which
Liberty and its president, Gordon
McLendon, submitted for teletype
service from the ball parks was
never official because it bore no
authorization from an officer of
Western Union. Mr. McLendon had
struck out a pertinent clause of the
Western Union application-contract, the company asserted.
After the statement that the
telegraph company could discontinue servicing the reports under
certain conditions, Mr. McLendon
inked out a condition that the service could be stopped without notice
"whenever directed so to do by said
baseball club or by the Commissioner of baseball, or by any other
source from which such reports are
obtained," it was claimed.
Western Union claims that the

Hep Chicks
RADIO and WLS Chicago
are responsible for a new
kind of broiler breeding. A
Wisconsin farmer reports he
is able to raise 5,200 broiler
chickens in a single room
because he keeps them tuned
in all day long to WLS. Now
they never "get frightened
when we open the door, and
never crowd in corners and
smother." If the radio
weren't
dare raisegoing,
them "Iall woudn't
in one

owner of the news source, in this
case the baseball clubs, has control
over sale of its news according to
terms of the baseball-Western
Union place!"
agreement tariffs, filed with
FCC and known as FCC Rule 216,
entitled "Baseball-Sports Service."
This agreement establishes rates
and regulations governing Western
Union's release of reports of baseball, football and other sports to
radio companies and stations, as
well as to other communications
m^dia. Western Union claims these
regulations are "valid and binding
upon Western Union and the public
generally, and have the force of
law and cannot be modified, set
aside or held invalid without first
applying to the regulatory body
[FCC]
which
approved
them." is
Liberty
claims
the agreement
invalid and illegal, and says this is
basis for suit inasmuch as regulatory powers given to Western
Union as a common carrier are permissive rather than compulsory.
Western Union's filing of an
answer, through John Neal Campbell of the Chicago firm of Eckhart,
Klein, McSwain & Campbell, completes the formal filings in the Chicago court. Attorneys for the
Major League clubs filed answers
with the court the previous week.

ADLAI'S STAND
Given on Media Funds
GOV. Adlai Stevenson will not
"actively encourage" efforts to
organize a national organization
for the purpose of raising radioTV funds on his behalf, George
W. Ball, executive director of the
Tuesday. for Stevenson, said last
Volunteers
Mr. Ball, a member of the law
firm of Cleary, Friendly, Gottlieb
& Ball, Washington, D. C, conferred with the Illinois Governor
in Springfield within the past 10
days. He said Gov. Stevenson
would take no part in the campaign and quoted him as saying
he felt such a proposal would not
be appropriate, with obligations
still outstanding by the DemoNov. 24].
cratic National Committee [B«T,

BROADCASTING
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Actions

(Continued from -page 87)
ed mod. CF to change ERP from
200 kw vis., 100 kw aur. to 160 kw vis.,
95 kw aur. and make ant. changes; ant.
550 feet.
November 26 Decisions . . .
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
Granted CP
Glacus G. Merrill, Keyser, W. Va—
Granted CP for new AM on 1270 kc,
1 kw-D; engineering condition.
William CPO. for
Barry,
Tenn.1340—
Granted
new Lebanon,
station on
kc, 100 w-unl.; engineering condition.
Advised of Hearing
WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.— Is being
advised that application to change facilities from 1240 kc, 250 w.-unl. to
980 kc, 1 kw-unl., DA, indicates necessity of hearing because of N interference which would be received from
WONE, Dayton, Ohio.
Charles W. Balthrope, Corpus Christi, Tex.
Is being
advised
thatkc,application for— new
station
on 1150
1 kw,
DA-D,
indicates
necessity
of hearing
because of mutual interference
with
stations WTAW College Station, Tex.,
and WJBO Baton Rouge, La.
Request Granted
Robert N. Pinkerton, Harlingen, Tex.
— Granted request for authority to
transmit play-by-play description, in
Spanish, of football game being played
by Military Academy of Mexico City
and Texas A&I College of Kingsville,
Tex., in Harlingen High School Stadium, Harlingen, for period of 24 hours
beginning 3 a.m. Nov. 29, 1952; program to be delivered by direct telephone line by Southwestern Bell Tel.
Co. and Telefones de Mexico, S. A.
for
transmission by XEO Matamoros,
Mexico.

antenna height from 260 to 215 ft.;
engineering conditions.
November 26 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Change Antenna System
WJLD
Bessemer,
Ala. — CP to
change ant. system by adding TV ant.
Change Transmitter Location
KBHS authorized
Hot Springs,
CF,
which
new Ark.—
AM, toMod.
change
trans, and studio location and change
type trans.
WWSC trans,
Glenslocation
Falls, andN. type
Y.— CP
change
trans.to
Change Studio Location
KDONcense to Palm
Mod.fromlichangeBeach,
studio Calif.—
location
Palm Beach, to Salinas, Calif.
WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C— Mod.
license to change studio location.
AM— 1280 kc
KTLN Denver, Col.— CP to change
from 1150 kc, 1 kw-D to 1280 kc, 5 kwunl.; install DA-DN; change trans,
location from S from center of Denver to S of Englewood, Col. AMENDED to change DA-N.
Extension of Completion Date
WINZ Hollywood-Miami, Fla. — Mod.
CP, as mod., which authorized changes
in existing AM, for extension of completion date.
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio — Mod. CF, as
mod., which authorized new AM, for
extension of completion date.
AM— 860 kc
WDMG Douglas, Ga.— CP to increase
power from 1 to 5 kw.
AM— 1230 kc
WLFH Little Falls, N. Y.— CP to increase power from 100 to 250 w.
Erect New Antenna
WFAI
N. TV
C— ant.
CP onto
erect new Fayetteville,
ant. and mount
top.

KTXL San Angelo, Tex.— CP to erect
new ant. and mount TV ant. on top;
Application Removed
change trans, and studio location.
WOC Davenport, Iowa — Ordered that
CP to
application for CP to make changes in newWVEC
ant. Hampton,
and mount Va.—
TV ant.
on erect
top.
ant. system be removed from position
Change DA System
n AM processing line and placed at
;op of line for immediate processing.
KCJB in
Minot,
D.— CP' to make
changes
DA N.to accommodate
TV
Pursuant
show cause
o Centralto Bcstg.
Co. inorder
recentissued
TV ant.
and change studio location.
proceeding. Central Bcstg. Co. has filed
AM— 1260 kc
application to change frequency of ' WNXT
Portsmouth, Ohio — CP to
WOC-TV, power
from and
Ch. 5ant.,
to and
Ch. make
6, to change from
1 kw-D to 5 kw-D and
increase
equipment changes; and application of employ different
AM—DA-D.
1240 kc
WOC-TV
is
ready
for
processing
in
I accordance with provisions of temKTIL Tillamook, Ore.— CP to change
porary processing procedure of TV frequency
from 1590 to 1240 kc.
broadcast stations.
Change Antenna System
Extension of SSA
WOPI Bristol, Tenn.— CF to make
changes in ant. system.
Granted further extensions of SSA
AM— 1290 kc
for period
ending Feb. 1, 1953, for following stations:
KIVY
Crockett,
Tex.— CP to change
WNYC New York, N. Y., for use of
1570 kc, 250 w-D to 1290 kc, 500
330 kc, 1 kw, to operate additional from
w-D,
and
change
type
trans.
hours from 6 a.m. (EST) to sunrise
AM— 1050 kc
New York City, and from sunset Minneapolis to 10 p.m. (EST); KFAR
WRAP Norfolk, W. Va.— Mod. license
Fairbanks, Alaska, for use of 660 kc, 10 kw-D.
to increase power from 500 w-D to 1
kw-unl.;
KWBU
Corpus
Christi,
Tex.,
License Renewals
for use of 1030 kc, 50 kw, from local
sunrise Boston, Mass. to local sunset
Following stations request renewal:
Corpus Christi, Tex.; WOL Ames, Iowa,
WCTA Andalusia, Ala.; KWFC Hot
for use of 640 kc, 1 kw, from 6 a.m.
Springs, Ark.; KAVL Lancaster, Calif.;
to local sunrise (CST).
KWSD Mt. Shasta, Calif.; KIST Santa
Barbara, Calif.; WBBQ Augusta, Ga.;
License Renewals
is;
WMLT Dublin, Ga.; WMAQ Chicago;
The following stations granted re- WSBC Chicago; KSTT Davenport,
newal of licenses for regular period:
Iowa; WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa; WFAU
Augusta, Me.; WEVE Eveleth, Minn.;
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, WAVA,
Cape Girardeau, Mo.; KRES
Ava, 111.; WDOR, Sturgeon Bay, Wis.; KGMO
St. Joseph, Mo.; WIRY Plattsburg, N.
WTIM, Taylorville, 111.; WJMC Rice Y.;
WENT Gloversville, N. Y.; KUIN
Lake, Wis.; WKEI Kewanee, 111.; KLJ
Pass, Ore.; KFIR North Bend,
Sparta, Wis.; WMNE Menomonie, Wis.; GrantsWHAT
Philadelphia, Pa.; WBAC
1 KFOR-FM Lincoln. Neb.; KSL-FM Salt Ore.;
Cleveland,
Tenn.; WKRM Columbia,
L Lake City; WBYS-FM Canton, 111.; Tenn.; KOLE
Port Arthur, Tex.;
WMOH-FM Hamilton, Ohio; WDLB-FM
WOBTton, 111. Pelican, Wis.; WBYS-FM CanMarshfield, Wis.; KPRC-FM Houston,
Tex.; WOPA-FM Oak Park, 111.; WBBM
Change ERP
Chicago, 111.; WAIT, Addison, 111.;
WCRW Chicago; WDSM Superior, Wis.;
WLCS-FM Baton Rouge, La.— CP to
WEBQ Harrisburg, 111.; WEDC Chicago;
change
ERP
to 2.54 kw; move trans,
l WFOX Milwaukee, Wis.; WGN Chi- and change ant.
system.
cago; WIBU Poynette, Wis.; WMAQ
License
for CP
Chicago, WMIX Mt. Vernon, 111.; WMRO
Aurora, III.; WOBT Rhinelander, Wis.;
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— License
WSBC Chicago; WTAX Springfield, 111.; for CP, as mod., which replaced expired CP, which authorized new FM.
( WVLN Olney, 111.; WFMF Chicago;
WOMT Manitowoc, Wis.; WSDR SterModification of CP
■*Ung, III.; WLS Chicago.
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa.— Mod. CP,
Permits Modified
as mod., which authorized new FM,
to change type ant.; ERP; increase
Following FM stations granted modifoveralldressheight
of studio. of ant. and change adi ications of existing permits as shown:
KRED Eureka, Calif. — To change
TENDERED FOR FILING
'. ft.
ERP to from
1,100 4.6ft. to 5.6 kw, ant. from —30
AM— 1070 kc
WSLS-FM
Roanoke,
Va.
—
ERF
from
4.7 to 10.5 kw, and ant. from 2,000 ft.
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — CP to
to 1,910 ft.; engineering condition.
increase power from 10 kw-D to 50
kw-D.
WGAL-FM Lancaster, Pa. — To change
BROADCASTING
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New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box

SUMMARY

score

On Air
622
115
2,358

FM Stations
TV Stations

* Filed since April 14, of which 130 have
For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 58.
Non-Docket Actions . . .
AM GRANTS
Lebanon, Tenn. — William O. Barry.
Granted 1340 kc, 100 w fulltime; engineering conditions. [Full details will
be published in FCC Roundup, B.T,
Dec. 8.] Granted Nov. 26.
Keyser, W. Va. — Glacus G. Merrill.
Granted 1270 kc, 1 kw daytime; engineering conditions (Comr. Merrill not
participating). [Full details of grant
will be published in FCC Roundup,
B.T, Dec. 8.] Granted Nov. 26.
TRANSFER GRANTS
WKTM Mayfield, Ky.— Mayfield Bcstg.
Co. Granted consent to Noble J. Greget al.,
to transfer
senseeory, to
William
H. Beck,control
Meyer ofLay-liman, Al Hendershot and W. Howes
Meade for $35,000. Granted Nov. 26.
KAMQCo. Amarillo,
— Top toof Walter
Texas
Bcstg.
Granted Tex.
consent

THROUGH

Hearing
NOVEMBER
26
Pending
20
In
Appls.
848
177
5
242

CPs
Licensed
156
579
77
140
2,340
been granted.
98
L. Hull
and Mary Frances Hull to
transfer negative control to Robert D.
Houck and Hoyt Houck. Granted
Nov. 26.
WKLVCorp.
Blackstone,
Va. — Blackstone
Bcstg.
Granted consent
to Maxey
E. Stone to transfer control of licensee
to Harris L. Umstead for $10,200 for
85% interest. Granted Nov. 26.
Note: Full details on above transfer
grants will be published in FCC
Roundup, B.T, Dec. 8.
915*
VITAL IMPORTS
Cited by Navy Official
THE U. S. is becoming increasingly dependent
"on free
obstructed commerce
over and
the unsea
lanes" for critical materials used
not only in consumer goods but all
kinds of commercial and industrial
electronic and communications

WCSS STUDIOS
Looted by Radio-Wise Thugs
ROBBERS -with an apparent
knowledge
of station
what'sbroke
valuable
around a radio
into
WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., early in
the morning of Nov. 22, leaving
with this loot: Two Collins remote
amplifiers, two RCA 77D mikes,
a Magnecorder amplifier, Minitape
recorder, Precision tube tester,
Simpson testmeter, and two tone
arms from turntables.

equipment.
This point was made by Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Air
John F. Ploberg before the Chicago
Bar Assn. last Tuesday in emphasizing need for American control
of the seas. He cited columbite ore,
used in the vacuum tubes of radioTV receivers, and other materials,
including cobalt, which is used in
alnico-magnetic loudspeakers.

WFPG-TV Debut
DEBUT of WFPG-TV Atlantic
City, N. J., has been rescheduled
to Dec. 15. Date of the beginning
of the station's commercial operations previously had been announced for Dec. 20 [B*T, Nov.
24]. WFPG-TV is to begin airing
test pattern Dec. 6.

Goddard, Hughes Named
APPOINTMENT of Don Goddard
and John B. Hughes as WOR-TV
New York news commentators was
announced last Wednesday by Warren Wade, station manager. Mr.
Goddard formerly was with NBC
and Mr. Hughes with MBS.

Another BMI

DON'T

"pjn Up' Hit

LET THE STARS
YOUR EYES
Published by 4 Star

GET

IN

On Records: Perry CoI„o-Vic;
Gise
Kenz.e— Cap.; Lola Ameche— Mer., Siim lle MacWillet—
4 Star; Ray Price-Vic; Eileen Barton-C
oral;
Skeet* McDonald— Cap; Red Foley—
Dec
Broadcast Music, Inc
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NARTB

sider a number of legislative problems, including the Harris subcommittee hearings on TV programming in the Senate; noncommercial
educational TV assignments; height
of towers; theatre TV; subscription TV; football TV monopoly conducted by National Collegiate
Athletic Assn. (see NCAA story
page 27); standard spot TV contract, now ready for final approval;
access of TV to public proceedings;
political problems; interference in
the 72-76 mc band; FCC's rules
covering rights to rebroadcast TV
programs; community antennas;
1953 Los Angeles convention.
This agenda adds up to two full
days for the television directors.
The TV group will meet at an
island site free from usual city
interference due to appointments
and telephone calls.
The Radio Board also has a long
list of problems to be taken up in
its day-and-a-half schedule. Some
of the items are of an interlocking
board nature, including plans for
the Los Angeles convention in late
April and the combination dues
schedule.
Reports will be given on proposals to change the rule covering
technician ticket requirements and
remote transmitter operation.
These matters are now pending before the FCC. The proposed revision of rules covering transcription announcements will be reviewed.
As always is the case at yearend meetings, directors will review
the district meetings held in summer-autumn months and discuss
suggestions to change the format
of these sessions. Membership and
financial problems will be taken up.
A review of the recent Register
and Vote Campaign will be given.
President Fellows announced last
week that 649 of the 3,090 radio
and TV stations have submitted
reports on their activities during
the election campaign. Broadcasters have been given much of the
credit for the record-breaking turnout of 61 million voters.
Biggest increase in voters oc-

MOST

WVAM

curred in the South, he said [B»T,
Nov. 24], with 1948 figures more
than doubled in some cases. The
649 reporting stations used a total
of 178,630 spot announcements,
plus 7,488 register-vote programs
ranging from five minutes to 1%
hours. NARTB will publish the
final story in booklet form, presenting copies to top government
and state officials as well as members of Congress.
In announcing applications ' for
membership, Mr. Fellows listed the
stations as follows:
ALABAMA— WHOS Decatur; WMSL
Decatur; WFPA Fort Payne; WGSV
Guntersville; WLAY Muscle Shoals.
CALIFORNIA— KBOX Modesto; KGST
Fresno; KIBE Palo Alto; KPOL Los
Angeles;RADO—KFEL-TV
KVSM San
Mateo.
COLODenver.
FLORIDA—
WFEC Miami; WGGG Gainesville,
WJBS Deland; WROD Daytona Beach;
WSPB- Sarasota; WTAL Tallahassee;
WTAN Clearwater. GEORGIA— WGST
Atlanta. INDIANA— WANE Fort Wayne.
IOWA — KFMA Davenport. MASSACHUSET S — WWLP-TV Springfield.
NORTH CAROLINA— WTSB Lumberton. NEW YORK— WCHN Norwich.
OHIO— WAKR-TV Akron. PENNSYLVANIA—WCDL Carbondale; WHYL
Carlisle; WLEU, WLEU-FM Erie;
WLAN, WLAN-FM Lancaster; WD AS
Philadelphia; WEEU - TV Reading.
TENNESSEE— WGAP Maryville; WOKE
Oak Ridge.
— KDIJB-TV
Lubbock; KTERTEXAS
Terrell;
WFAA Dallas.
HAWAII— KONA (TV) Honolulu.
'WE7

GOT BALL
WTVH Handles With Care

WTVH

Peoria, 111., used two announcers who alternated at the
microphone to give listeners one
of the most unusual broadcasts of
the past football season.
To head off any comment of
sports fans that the announcer
was partial to either team, 0. D.
Duewall, WTVH manager, had
one gridcaster take the mike while
one team had the ball and the
other announcer take over when
the sides were changed.
WTVH reports favorable comment from listeners who heard the
broadcast.
BOARD of directors of Western Electronic Show & Convention has voted
to hold show Aug. 19-21, 1953, at San
Francisco Municipal Auditorium.

POWERFUL-MOST

POPULAR

has attained the dominating

position
in this Altoona — Central Pennsylvania Market
With Listeners
^
POWER

With
+

Local Advertisers
PUNCH

first with the finest
DAY AND NIGHT
Weed & Co. representatives
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the 13 advertisers who moved their
shows into new positions to aid the
experiment ?
Norman Cash, general sales manager of WLW,
said: "They
watching
for indications
just are
as
closely as we are. However, it is
encouraging to note that the activity ming
generated
block itsprogramhas givenbyWLW
biggest

Board Faces Heavy Agenda
(Continued from page 29)
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CBS

EWELL K. JETT (r), vice president
and director of television, WMAR-TV
Baltimore, accepts from David Marks,
Optimist Club of Northwood, a certificate honoring Mr. Jett as "The
Optimist of the Year."
Block Programming
(Continued from page 26)
Ohio, northern and central Kentucky and northeastern West Virginia, Misstalked
Hollis reported,
"WLWas
is being
about today
though it was something completely
new. People don't recognize block
programming as such. They simply point out they like 'Mystery
Night' or that they miss hearing
their favorite program on some
certain night and have to wait until another night to receive it. But
the important fact is that everyone is aware of and is talking about
the
change
at WLW."
Thesereturns
facts
are borne out
in the first
from phone surveys and from mail
and on-the-street interviews now
being
conducted
in cities in
WLW's
coverage
area. Complete
tabulation
of the more than 100,000 listener
contacts on these research efforts
will not be available for another 60
days, but we are confident that the
over-all opinions and reactions of
listeners will be well documented
by Jan. 1, 1953.
Concurrently, the WLW Research
Department is conducting a comPeople's Advisory
Council survey prehensive
covering
2,600 homes
which it feels certain will give the
answers to listener tastes and preferences.
Initial figures released on this
latest WLW-PAC study have disclosed that listeners, both rural
and urban alike, rate programs in
the following classifications and
preferences
1. News :
2.
Today's popular
3. Comedy
programs music
4.5. Mystery
and music
detective shows
Old familiar
6.
Sports
7. Religious programs
8.9. Hymn
programs
Folk music
10. Drama
By comparing these facts with
normal rating services and our
other research facilities, we are
now in a position to determine the
programming which is proving successful and that which is not successful.
Formerly, we often guided our
programming efforts, as did all
broadcasters, with 40-40 vision.
Today,
radio. 20-20 vision is required in
What has been the reaction of

nighttime sponsor lineup in three
years." WLW will close out 1952
with a "sold" tag on 80% of its
nighttime
addi-a
tion to 127 programming,
new advertisersin and
tangible overall billing increase
and WLW's plan has been termed
an experiment by both the network and the station itself. It is
believed that when the results are
in, the statistical proof will permit
NBC to schedule its programming,
on a national basis, in compliance
with the findings of the new WLW
test.
Such a move is believed likely
since WLW covers a tenth of the
nation with 14 million people representing farming, industry, and
coal mining, and is, therefore, an
ideal testing area.
Ninety-eight per cent of the
homes in the WLW area own radios
and the coverage area comprises
39 trading areas and 330 counties,
an excellent proving ground for
block tion.
programming
Advertisers andexperimentaadvertising
agencies who have reviewed the
plan thus far have lauded not only
the plan itself but also the stimulating effect its adoption has exerted upon WLW and the sponsor
acceptance that the block programming plan has achieved.
WEXLEY

LOSES
Suit on Telecast
DECISION in favor of the defendants, KTTV (TV) Hollywood
and Screencraft Pictures, was
rendered last Tuesday by Los
Angeles Federal Judge William M.
Byrne in playwright John Wexley's $20,000 copyright infringement suit [B«T, Oct. 20].
Suit, filed April 1951, charged
the station with telecasting a
theatrical film version of Mr.
Wexley's
Last his
Mile,"
in
November play,
1950"The
without
prior
knowledge or consent.
Judge Byrne ruled that the
plaintiff, while reserving TV
rights, had sold all motion picture
rights in 1931 to Tiffany Co.
(predecessor of Screencraft) and
that these are interpreted as inversion. cluding telecasting the theatrical
His further ruling that Tiffany
(Screencraft), as the producer of
the movie, had the right to exhibit
it "by inanyrelease
means,"
is expected
result
of new
groups to
of
old motion pictures to TV and
blocking of future similar suits.
Mr. Wexley will appeal the decision to a higher court, it is re-

ported. CHALMERS Mfg. Co. has
ALLIS
signed a contract for broadcast of 19
U. of Wisconsin basketball games on
WTMJ Milwaukee during the 195253 season. Agency is Bert Gittens
Adv., Milwaukee.
BROADCASTING
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MUSIC PROJECT
Started by WNBC WNBT
Program: This Is Your Life, on approximately 64 NBC - TV stations,
Wednesdays, 10-10:30 p.m. (EST).
Sponsor: Hazel Bishop (Non-Smear
Lipstick).
Agency: Raymond Spector Co.
Producers:
Paschall. Axel Gruenberg and Alfred
Director: Axel Gruenberg.
Master of Ceremonies: Ralph Edwards.
RALPH EDWARDS, who achieved
a zany's fame with his. machinations on Truth or Consequences, is
hiding his light under a bushel
these days as m.c. for one of NBCTV's newest Hollywood originations.
That is just as well, perhaps, for
the theme of This Is Your Life is
inspirational and a far cry from
the format (if, indeed, there be
one) of T or C. "There's a story in
everyone's life," is the motif.
Probably no one ever will name
a city or town after Your Life
(like Truth or Consequences, N.
M.), but this would prove no great
tragedy. What may loom as a
tragedy, if we read the Hollywood
film producers correctly, is the terrifying thought this program may
go the way of film — a fate predicted
for perhaps 85% of all TV fare.
This TV venture is not only a
worthy follow-through on the
highly-regarded radio series of the
same name but also a feature that
lends itself uniquely to visual techniques. Its charm and attraction
lay in its spontaneity (Red Skelton, please copy) and viewer identification with the personal subject
whose life is being unfolded. There
are, happily, too, faint undertones
of that evasive quality of empathy.
Identity Unknown
Mr. Edwards tells his viewers
and studio audience that one of
them will be selected as the subject.
His or her identity is unknown beforehand to all, including the subject, save Mr. Edwards. He then
calls out the name, and the story
begins to unfold of the life of a
celebrity or a member of the audience. The subject disclaims any
advance knowledge of his selection. On a recent Wednesday's program, Mr. Edwards planted an
NBC Hollywood switchboard operator, complete with equipment, on
the stage. Ostensibly selecting a
name from a San Diego telephone
directory, he asked NBC operator
Billie Clevenger to place the call
to a person who turned out to be
her brother. Flustered and taken
unawares, Miss Clevenger suddenly

discovered she was the subject and
came center stage.
Your Life is recounted in flashbacks, generally with the aid of recorded voices of close acquaintances
and relatives of the subject through
the years. In Miss Clevenger's
case, there were intimate clips by
Jimmie Durante, Bob Hope and
others. As the flashback unfolds,
the friend or relative bounds out
from behind the curtain in person.
They are flown in, Mr. Edwards
dutifully reports, by TWA for the
happy reunion. Gifts follow.
Throughout the program ran
the theme that Miss Clevenger has
been a source of inspiration to
those around her, including those
who pass through the portals of
NBC Hollywood.
The tipoff on the effectiveness of
this device is that viewers are apt
to find a non-celebrity just as interesting as a celebrity — say, like
Jeannette McDonald the preceding
week when husband Gene Raymond, Nelson Eddy and others
magically turned up.
Hazel Bishop Non-Smear Lipstick commercials leave a reasonably good taste as given by announcer Bob Warren and actress
Anita Louise— given as convincingly as if Your Life depended on
it.

WBNS

Jim Yerian, promotion director,
said the rewarding response shows
"that something can be done to
help radio. We will be glad to share
the details with any other stations
because we believe this venture
will pay off for them just as it has
forTheus.""Festival" theme was placed
throughout the broadcast day — 6:05
a.m. to 1 a.m. — during the week of
Oct. 5-11.
Festival Heralded
Special prizes were awarded to
listeners of many shows. Staff
personalities made visits as guests
to other programs. There was
much "trumpet-blaring," heralding
the "Festival" both in newspapers
and on-the-air promotion.
This brought surprising results.
For example, a recipe for baking
a cake was offered — of all times!
— on a nighttime disc jockey show.
Yet there were 2,000 requests for

IS
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CREATION of a "WNBC-WNBT
Music Foundation" under the supervision of Jackie Robinson,
Brooklyn Dodgers baseball player
who is director of community services for the NBC radio and TV
outlets in New York, was announced Nov. 18 by Ted Cott, NBC
vice president and manager of the
stations.
Funds for the foundation,
which will provide record players
and record libraries to hospitals
and other community service organizations inthe New York area,
will be administered by NBC's legal and financial sections. The stations will launch a promotional
campaign shortly for funds via onthe-air promotions and on a special program featuring top WNBCWNBT (TV) personalities.
The foundation will distribute
through such organizations and
agencies as Catholic Charities,
Federation of Protestant Welfare
Agencies, Federation of Jewish
Philanthropies, Dept. of Hospitals,
and the Welfare Council.
New York Mayor Vincent Impellitteri praised the plan : "I would
like to extend my heartfelt congratulations to Jackie Robinson
and stations WNBC-WNBT for
initiating the Music Foundation
project. I feel . . . that the foundation is filling a definite need in the
community."

'FALL FESTIVAL'Promotion Draws 11,000 Letters

WBNS Columbus, Ohio, last week
had counted 11,000 letters resulting
from
tion. its "Fall Festival" promo-

mm

(TV)

KLICKIN

the recipe.
"The promotion created a great
deal of excitement about radio,
both in the minds of the public and
among our own people," said Mr.
Yerian.

"We think, too," he added, "that
the success of our 'Fall Festival'
goes a long way toward proving
that radio in central Ohio still
occupies its same high place."

FAN'S

DEVOTION
WWVA's Welch Gets Proof

EVIDENCE of a listener's devotion has come to Jack Welch,
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., in the
form
of a crocheted 40x24-inch
U. S. flag.
Mrs. Isabelle Paige of West
Haven, Conn., is a semi-invalid who
listens avidly to Mr. Welch's late
evening record show of western

Mr. Welch displays flag.
tunes. She sleeps in the daytime so
she can crochet and listen to the
program at night, it is asserted.
Mrs. Paige writes daily letters to
Mr. Welch and frequently phones
him after 2 a.m., at the close of
his program.
The flag is finished on both sides
which means that Mrs. Paige crocheted 96 stars instead of 48. Other
presents the 61-year-old listener
has sent include a set of dolls in
crocheted cowboy costumes.
BBC is telecasting closed-circuit educational programs to 12 London
schools to test effectiveness of inschool teaching by TV, according to
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters. BBC for many years has
presented lessons daily by radio to
schools all over Great Britain.

WHAS-TV SERIES
2d 'School' Feature Aired
WHAS-TV Louisville has just
completed its second annual Inside
Our School series.
Last year, WHAS-TV's Inside
Our Schools series brought the station national recognition. The series received a special award from
the Institute for Education by
Radio, sponsored by Ohio State U.,
and other awards including a special commendation from the Alfred
I. duPont Awards Foundation.
The series this year ran Nov. 815, a total of 55 program periods,
of which 23 half -hour periods originated in the schools. As in the
past, WHAS-TV made no attempt
to glorify, criticize or lecture.
Rather, it reported conditions simply as they existed, good or bad.
The series this year also covered
school lunchroom facilities.

RESULTS?
THAT'S US
CHNS
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
Maritimes Busiest Station
5000 WATTS-NOW!
Interested? Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
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RTMA TO APPEAL DENIAL
OF PARTS-TUBES RELIEF
APPEAL will be taken by Radio-Television
Mfrs. Assn. from ruling by Economic Stabilization Agency declining to set aside OPS restoration of price controls on radio-TV parts
and tubes. James D. Secrest, RTMA executive
vice president, was notified by ESA Administrator Roger L. Putnam that relief would not
be granted.
In announcing plan to appeal, Mr. Secrest
said Mr. Putnam "failed to produce any new
or more convincing reasons for the arbitrary
action of OPS than did the price agency itself,
and these reasons have been discredited. It is
unfortunate that the Economic Stabilization
Administrator did not see fit to consult with
industry representatives as well as with OPS
officials and thus to check the erroneous findings of the price agency."
Joint protest will be filed by RTMA members under OPS appeal procedures. If this
fails, Mr. Secrest said, RTMA will carry its
appeal to courts.
KTRH PETITION
KTRH Houston, competitor in hearing which
resulted in 1950 new station grant on 740 kc
at Dallas to Roy Hofheinz and W. N. Hooper,
petitioned FCC Friday to be made party to
further hearing ordered by Commission several
weeks ago when it set aside grant following
remand of case by U. S. Court of Appeals for
District of Columbia [B»T, Nov. 10]. Court
took action upon appeal of KSEO Durant,
Okla., which charged objectionable interference. KTRH, which asks de novo hearing
since record is "stale," is assigned 50 kw on
740 kc, had applied for change in daytime directional array. Hofheinz-Hooper grant
(KACE) was for 10 kw day, 5 kw night. KSEO
already made party to further proceeding.
FCC TV EMISSION RULE
AMENDMENT of FCC rules [Sec. 3.687 (i)
( 1 ) ] on television broadcast stations would be
amended by FCC, pending further study, to
specify 60 db as minimum for spurious emission by TV broadcast stations for all frequencies at least 3 mc removed from edge of channel. Notice of proposed rule making announced Friday. Addition of harmonic filter
to transmitter designs expected to be adequate
on temporary basis.
DISMISS KLINE SUIT
NEW YORK supreme court jury Friday dismissed suit of Mrs. Dubie Kline against Charles
Antell Inc., finding for defendant. Mrs. Kline
had recorded program for Antell firm which
she alleged was used beyond time stipulated
in contract and asked $112,700 damages for
this excess use. Lewis & Mount represented
Mrs. Kline; A. Walter Socolow handled Antell
defense.
WSAL PLEA REFUSED
PLEA of WSAL Logansport, Ind., that FCC
again review its denial of station's counterproposal of TV allocation in that area was
turned down by Commission Friday. FCC also
refused to withhold action on new station applications pending outcome of WSAL's protest
of fixed allocation plan and Sixth Report before U. S. Court of Appeals for District of
Columbia, filed several weeks ago [B*T, Nov.
17].
Page 94
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RADIO'S HOT ON FARM
NO OTHER advertising medium can
even approach radio's coverage of farm
market, which accounts for one-third of
nation's retail purchases, Gale Blocki Jr.,
BAB's midwestern sales manager, said
in address prepared for delivery Saturday at annual convention of National
Assn. of Radio Farm Directors in Chicago. Farm homes with one or more radios even surpass national average of
98.1 % and farm incomes today are over
$40 billion, he said, making farm market
"greatest single consumer group in the
U. S., a group reached best — and often
exclusively— by radio."
Business Briefly
(Continued from, page 5)
that the parting is made under the friendliest
circumstances and in an atmosphere of high
mutual respect," announcement said.
MAGAZINE SPONSORS % Woman's Home
Companion starting sponsorship of women's
participation shows in 19 cities in three-day
campaign to promote its Christmas issue.
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., is agency.
DIGEST SPOTS
@ Readers Digest planning spot announcement campaign for one
week on more than 50 radio and TV stations,
starting Jan. 1. Agency is Schwab & Beatty,
N. Y.
FINANCIAL FORM CHANGES
FINALIZED BY FCC
FINAL rule-making announced Friday by
FCC in revision of annual financial report
Form 324, applying to networks, licensees and
permittees of broadcast stations. Number of
pages in form is reduced from 15 to nine by
action.
Series of changes to cut red tape out of
form reviewed recently by Budget Bureau's
Committee on Radio & Television Broadcasting, headed by Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington [B«T, Nov. 3], following decade of
cooperative study. Notice of proposed rule
making was adopted Oct. 1 [B«T, Oct. 6].
Balance sheet requirements of Form 324
are revised to simplify work of filling out
form. Certification is substituted for verification under oath. Some of identification requirements are deleted. As to stations under
special temporary authority, general instruction Iis changed to require that permittees of
all broadcast stations file, instead of merely
FM permittees as originally proposed.
FELLOWS LAUDS HAGERTY
TELEGRAM voicing thanks of NARTB
and entire radio-TV industry sent to
James C. Hagerty, secretary to President-elect Eisenhower Friday, by Harold E. Fellows, NARTB president, following decision to add radio-TV newsmen
to Korean trip (see story page 23). Mr.
Fellows said broadcaster confidence in
intent of new Presidential staff to treat
all media equally has been strengthened
by decision. He congratulated Mr. Hagerty on appointment to post of Presidential news secretary and promised
industry cooperation.

PEOPLE...
PAYSON HALL, controller of Meredith Publishing Co., named director of Meredith
radio and television, including WHEN
(TV) Syracuse,Phoenix,
WOW-AM-TV
Omaha
KPHO-AM-TV
Ariz., along
with and
TV
applications in St. Louis, Minneapolis and
Rochester.
W. J. (BILL) FLYNN, assistant treasurer of
CBS, and with company since December 1938,
named comptroller of CBS Television Div.,,
new position created as result of expanding
operations,
in programcontinues
and oper-as
ations fields.particularly
NORMAN HADLEY
director of television accounting operations.
ALAN

T. MANN named manager of advertising and sales promotion for Cribben &
Sexton, Chicago, replacing John J. Brandt,
resigned.
HOWARD E. SANDS JR., Charles Dallas
Reach Co., to Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to
handle special projects in media department.
DEL MOLARSKY, staff writer, Transfilm
Inc., N. Y., to Hicks & Greist Adv. (N. Y.)
radio, TV and film department in same capacity.
BYRON GOODELL, CBS-TV sales staff, to
New York office of Robert Meeker Assoc.,
station representative.
BOB REED, director of NBC Name That Tune
program,
new Dec.
"Timekeeper"
at WRC
Washingtonnamed
effective
1, succeeding
Bill
Herson, who is moving to Florida.
NEW

APPLICATIONS

SIX applications for TV stations were filed
with FCC late Friday, and WNBW (TV)
Washington requested authority to boost its
ERP to 100 kw visual. New applications are:
Alexandria, La. — Jacob A. Newborn Jr., uhf Ch. 62,
ERP 1.5 kw visual, 0.8 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 318 ft., above ground 334 ft.
Estimated construction cost $125,000, first year operating cost $94,100, revenue $127,000. Mr. Newborn
is permittee of new TV station in Gadsden, Ala.,
and applicant for new TV stations in Minden, La.,
and 131.
Tyler, Tex. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
No.
New Orleans, La. — Supreme Bcstg. Co. (WJMR),
uhf Ch.tenna32,heightERP
kw visual,
100 kw
anabove200 average
terrain
416 aural;
ft., above
ground 416 ft. Estimated construction cost $198,200,
operating cost $160,000, revenue $140,000. Applicant
is licensee of WJMR and WRCM (FM) New Orleans.
City priority status; Gr. B-4, No. 184.
Jefferson City, Mo.— The L. H. P. Co., vhf Ch. 13,
ERP 199.3 kw visual, 106.4 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 690 ft., above ground 574 ft.
Estimated construction cost $300,948, operating cost
$140,000, revenue $140,000. Sole owner of applicant
is Stanley H. Durwood, Missouri theatre operator.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 203.
Reno, Nev. — R & L Co., vhf Ch. 4, ERP 16.9 kw
visual, 8.4 kw aural; antenna height above average
terrain 2,876 ft., above ground 465 ft. Estimated construction cost $222,600, operating cost $184,048, revenue $184,048. Owners of applicant are J. E. Riley
and H. H. Luce, who have interests in mining, real
estate, rentals and sale of heavy duty equipment.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 148.
Fargo, N. D. — Rudman Television Co., vhf Ch. 13,
ERP 59.2 kw visual, 32 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 338 ft., above ground 374 ft.
Estimated construction cost $258,200, operating cost
$127,000, revenue $168,000. Sole owner of applicant
is M. B. Rudman, permittee of new TV station in
Galveston,status:
Tex., Gr.
andA-2,
independent
priority
No. 114. oil operator. City
Aiken, S. C. — Aiken Electronics Advertising Corp.
(WARN), uhf Ch. 54, ERP 98.7 kw visual, 49.8 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 160 ft.,
above ground 350 ft. Estimated construction cost
$184,500, operating cost $100,000, revenue $156,000.
Applicant
licensee
of WAKN Aiken. City priority
status: Gr. isA-2,
No. 700.
*
*
*
WNBW casting(TV)
Washington,
D.
C—
National
BroadCo., vhf Ch. 4. Requests change
to 100
kw
visual, 50 kw aural (from 20.5 kw visual, 10.5 kw
aural); increase antenna height above average terrain to 499 ft., above ground to 538 ft. Estimated
cost ofment
newinstallation
transmitter,
$250,000.antenna changes and equipTel e c a s 1 1 n g
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In 1948 Havens & Martin dedicated Television Station
WTVR to the people of Virginia.
How well it's appreciated is expressed
by the fact that today there are over
145,000 sets installed in the WTVR area.
Yet as Christmas 1952 rolls around, WTVR,
now nearly five years old, is still the only
TV station operating in Richmond.
Nearly 27 years ago WMBG took the air as a pioneer
radio station. Its record is studded with firsts.
In this postwar era WCOD, the FM outlet,
was added to the Havens & Martin group
to provide Virginia's only complete broadcast advertising service.
Linked with NBC through the years, these First Stations
of Virginia have captured the fond loyalty
of a people who fully appreciate pioneering and public service.

WMBG

<"

WTVR

tv

WCOD

"»

Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
WTVR Represented Nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG Represented Nationally by The Boiling Co.

almost

area

k
WJR

MARKET
DATA
(Primary Coverage Area)

% of U.S. Total
Population
12,601,300 8.3
Radio Homes
3,784,170 8.1
Retail Sales
$ 1 3,6 1 3,43 1 ,000 9.3
Food Sales
$ 3,266,766,000 9.4
Drug Sales
$ 464,447,000 10.3
Filling Station Sales
$ 739,614,000 10.1
Passenger Car Registrations. ...
4,1 1 6,934 1 0.2
Almost 10% of the total U. S. (national) sales are made within
WJR's primary signal area. Get your share of sales in this rich
market. When you set your budgets and plan your schedules, use
WJR, the only single medium that reaches this entire market
effectively and economically ! Contact WJR or your Christal
representative today!
Radio — America s Greatest Advertising Medium
WJR, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan
WJR Eastern Offices: 665 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
nationally by the Henry I. Christal Company
Representedrepresentatives:
speech
MIKE Canadian
Radio Time Sales, (Ontario) Ltd.

*— -• :
50,000 woffs
Cieai Channel
CBS Radio
Network

¥

WJft Detroit
JPhe Goodwill Station
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in the driver's

seat !

KCBS' Bill Weaver not only delivers more potential
customers than any of his early morning
competitors in San Francisco (source: Pulse)... he
drives home more sales as well (source : his sponsors) .
Witness this letter from an agency which places
several automotive accounts on KCBS:

signs
Toni Account

"Weaver has produced such excellent results that this
agency's faith in radio has reached a new high. With only
6 announcements, for example, Weaver sold $800 worth
of auto seat covers. Similar results were reported on items
ranging from $1 polish kits to $49.50 radios.

Page 23

itions Backing
jw Radio Study
Page 25

"Another account has used Weaver for over 2 years
with gratifying results. Daily checks made at all locations
show that Weaver is one of our top buys. He has an
audience that's almost fanatical in its loyalty to him!"
No matter what you sell (other ktng-time Weaver
sponsors : Hostess Cup Cakes, 3 years ; Bayer Aspirin,

tTB Plans Fight
>r News Parity

3 years; Durham-Enders Razors, 2 years), Bill Weaver
can speed up your sales in Northern California.
For a winner every time, just contact KCBS or your
nearest CBS Radio Spot Sales office.

Page 29

San Francisco • CBS Owned • 50,000 watts KCBS
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Go
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INDUSTRY

FARMING

Petroleum

and

otatoes
p

Kentucky's petroleum industry is an impressive
wealth producer. Yet, roughly 2/3rds of
Kentucky's oil fields have been unexplored and
untapped. In 1948, the state's petroleum
production was valued at $24,003,172. In 1951
petroleum production increased to $32,100,000
Kentucky-grown potatoes, like most other crop
reflect Kentucky's farm growth. 1950 potato
crop, for example, brought a cash income of
$1,021,000. The 1951 crop topped that
figure with $1,330,000.

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

WHAS/

No other station — or group of stations — in this
market can match the audience delivered by WHAS
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
(Benson and Benson )

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Sales Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago
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A

TOWER

Of

*1,356,542,000

RETAIL

SALES:

The SOUTHWEST'S greatest concentration
of population, buying power and retail
sales is
SERVED AND SOLD BY KRLD-TV
CHANNEL 4, DALLAS
The Dallas - Fort Worth

TV Viewing Area depends

exclusively on

KRLD-TV for the top-rated Columbia Broadcasting System's
television programs. The only station in Dallas or Fort Worth not
splitting any part of any network schedule with any other station
in North Texas.
POPULATION
Dallas County
Tarrant County . .
.
TOTAL.
. .

.
.

EFFECTIVE BUYING POWER

648,000
$1,136,546,000
383,200
615,413,000
1,031,200
$1,851,959,000

PER FAMILY INCOME:
Dallas County
Tarrant County
(Sales Management 1952)

THE

BIGGEST

MARKET

/A/

$5,674.00
5,229.00

BUY

IN

THE

THE

BIGGEST

EXCLUSIVE

KRLDTV

I CBS TELEVISION
OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FT. WOf
AREAS

S'

MOST
POWERFUL
TELEVISION
The Branham Company, Exclusive Representative

BIGGEST
STATE

John W. Runyon,
Chairman of the Board
Clyde W. Rembert,
President

STATION
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

NEW

APPROACH to settlement of AM station "marriage" problem for purpose of getting prompt TV service, expected to go to FCC
from major market. It will involve bringing
in of third party who will hold minority interest but balance of power into entirely new
corporation, thereby eliminating "duopoly" isjteue in AM. Prominent industry figure expected to become president-general manager
of newly-formed company to seek vhf facility
Kor which individual companies are now competing.
LAME DUCKS — those unsuccessful candidates
for re-election . . . are entering fringe of
IPCC appointment picture. Among those
understood interested in upcoming FCC vacancies (see story page 25) are Edward H. Jenison, Paris, 111., 45, editor of Paris Daily Beacon
fTVews; Albert M. Cole of Holton, Kans., 51,
attorney, and Harmar D. Denny Jr. of Pittsburgh, 66, attorney and former investment
banker. GOP headquarters at Commodore in
|New York reportedly beehive of job-seeker
activity.
ACTIVITIES around both ABC and United
Paramount in New York portend far-reaching
and revolutionary changes in both radio and
TV network operations, once approval of
merger comes from FCC. Basic program
planner is Robert Weitman, who becomes vice
.president in charge of programming and talpnt of AB-PT, coordinating through Robert
Kintner, ABC president, who despite fast-flying rumors will continue to run ABC show.
One thing certain is that UPT will immediately
pump new money into ABC operations.
WJLLSOX M. TUTTLE, vice president in
charge of radio and television and member of
board of directors of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York, for 13 years has resigned to assume
important post in one of largest television film
irms. Details soon. TOM G. SLATER, also
vice president, Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York,
will succeed Mr. Tuttle.
IT'S STILL in discussion stage but signs are
appearing that some victims of NCAA football
telecast monopoly intend to abandon vocal
criticism in favor of cooperative effort to combat entrenched college syndicate. Final NCAA
TV policy to be decided at early January convention in Washington.
THERE'S little sentiment among House Campaign Expenditures Committee members for
subsidization or setting aside of program
blocks for political candidates, on either free
or paid time basis. Write off possibility of
any such recommendation in committee's report, to be filed by Jan. 3.
MAYBE it's because of his stellar performances during Kefauver hearings of 1950 or
maybe it's his recognition of modern techniques, but it's learned authoritatively that
^Sen. Charles W. Tobey, who takes over next
■■session as chairman of Senate Interstate &
■Foreign Commerce Committee, will espouse
(Continued on page 6)
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EARLY END SEEN
TO SAG STRIKE

BUSINESS

WITH "several" TV film producers and advertising agencies in New York, Chicago and
Hollywood having signed interim contracts last
week covering actors in video film commercials,
early end of week-old Screen Actors Guild
strike is in sight. Although SAG executives
would not reveal number of producers and
agencies who have met Guild terms, they reported them as several and said agreement
includes controversial added payment for reuse of filmed spots and other demands originally made to Film Producers Assn. of New
York and American Assn. of AdvertisingAgencies.
Interim agreement gives actors and announcers minimum of $70 per commercial, with
different rates for network and local re-use.
Talent gets added payment for each run on
network spots. On local "wild" spots there is
unlimited run for four weeks. Upon renewal
after that period, actor must be paid his full
original fee for another four-week run. Provision stipulates "wild" spots must be telecast
not later than six months after being made.
They cannot be telecast after one year beyond
date of completion of production. If same
filmed spot is used again on program, actor
must be paid two separate full fees.
K. C

TO

DALLAS

RELAY

RADIO-RELAY route between Kansas City
and Dallas, providing six broad band channels,
two in each direction for telephone service
and two southbound for TV, has been completed, AT&T announced yesterday (Sunday).
One TV channel is being put into immediate
operation, making second network TV program available to stations in Oklahoma and
Texas, now receiving their network shows
from Jackson, Miss. New channel will deliver
programs to them out of Omaha.

BRIEFLY

35 MARKETS % Hood Chemical Co., Philadelphia (Easy Starch), placing radio spot announcement campaign starting Jan. 2 in 35
markets for 13 weeks. Hilton & Riggio, New
York, is agency.
AMMIDENT IN RADIO # Block Drug Co.,
New York, for Ammident, preparing spot announcement radio campaign to start Jan. 16
in number of widely scattered markets for 39
weeks. Client is asking for package which
includes one-minute spots, five-minute and
quarter-hour program availabilities. Cecil &
Presbrey, New York, is agency.
SEABROOK DECISION SOON % Seabrook
Farms Co., Bridgeton, N. J. (frozen foods),
through Hilton & Riggio, New York, currently
considering whether to renew its Matthew Bell
show on MBS or place this money in spot
campaign. Decision is expected by middle of
this week.
NEW GARRETT PLANS # Garrett ,& Co.,
New York (Virginia Dare wine), planning to
run extensive radio and TV spot announcement campaign starting early in February.
David J. Mahoney Adv., New York, is agency.
Firm's current spot campaign concludes at end
of December.
VAPORUB DRIVE # Vick Chemical Co.,
New York, for its Vaporub, planning twoweek radio spot announcement campaign — five
times weekly — to start Dec. 29 on more than
100agency.
stations. Morse International, New York,
is
BASEBALL IN CHICAGO ® Chicago Cubs
home and away baseball games to be aired
again next year on WIND Chicago, which will
feed to its regular midwest baseball network.
Bert Wilson handles coverage again. Twenty(Continued on page 102)

Combined
Gross
NetworkTimeSal
es
Up
NETWORK TELEVISION
14,694,523
COMBINED GROSS time sales of major radio
ABC
$ 1,453,811 $ 1,897,427 $ 15,485,052 33,128,970
CBS
6,754,231
4,731,219
54,220,665
5,976,258
46,042,872
and TV networks for October totaled $32,249,DuMont 995,376 768,684 7,793,817
May
NBC
7,805,668
7,060,289
65,599,420 99,842,623
MBS
967, according to Publishers Information BuTotal; NETW
$17,009,086 $14,457,619 $143,098,954
Jan.
reau. Figure represents increase of 9.7 perDATE
ABC ORK CBS
RADI 0 TOTALS TO NBC
Feb.
TOTAL
cent over $29,405,724 of network gross billings
March
July
14,520,393
$ 13,560,894
14,519,51 I
Aug.
for October 1951.
1,600,399 $ 4,357,353
3,994,018 13,948,063
5,161,397
$ 3,244,146
3,301,479
3,355,715
3,177,970 $ 4,943,400
4,788,507
1,826,527 4,184,074 ♦12,853,561
5,154,077 $ 1,699,282
1,681,924
April
Radio networks, with combined gross of
June
13,970,339
4,078,593
4,963,794
*4,81
3,802 1,632,977 3.861,882
3,323,092
9,557,469
3,708,014 12,971,559
$15,240,881 for month, exceeded October 1951
Sept.
3,001,314 4,629,254 1,821,571
2,878,196
1,339,276
2,082,666 3,994,905
10.940,659
3,338,843
billings total of $14,948,105 by 2.0 percent,
3,257,331
1,325,059
Oct.
2,281,852
1,607,107 4,230,576
2,533,785
Total:
3,898,867 15,240,881
while TV networks, billing $17,009,086 this
2,887,571 5,817,930 2,304,804 $38,530,416 $132,083,329
May
October against $14,457,619 for that month of
Jan. $29,189,590 $47,524,397
CBS $16,838,926
NETWORK TELEVISION
TOTALS TONBC DATE TOTAL
July
1951, showed 17.6 percent increase.
5,074,643 $ DuMont
ABC
717,148
$ 7,259,307 15,071,559
Feb.
For ten-month, January-October period, comMarch $ 2,020,461
748,544 6,813,549 14,813,603
2,148,467 $ 5,103,043
15,789,126
760,593
5,643,123
bined radio-TV network gross is up 12.0 perApril
738,926
14,704,722
15,027,268
7,320,358 *I4.422,
5,641,831
775,063 6,946,751
1.699,760 '5,746,166
166
2,065,052
Aug.
5,602,634
cent from last year to this; TV alone being up
,
13,209.836
1,504,043 5,385,820
6,822,982
Sept.
June
749,497
10.315,067
5,794,534
1.279,985
943,387
43.0 percent and radio alone down 9.3 percent.
653,415
845,780
5,618.643 17,009,086
Oct.
1,166,169 4,163,245
995,376 4,555,020
809,475
Detailed network-by-network breakdowns fol1,203,917 5,105,929
6,662,608 12,736,521
6,754,231
lows:
7,805.668 $143,098,954
1,453.81 1 $54,220,665 $ 7,793,817 $65,599,420
$15,485,052
Total
NETWORK RADIO
* Revised as of December 3, 1952
Note: Radio and television cumulative totals do not include
July national
political
programs
by Admiral
Oct. 1951
Oct. 1952 Oct. 1951
Corp.,
Philco Corp.,
and convention
Westinghouse
Electricsponsored
Corp. This
applies
Oct.
1952
ABC
to
all
radio
and
television
networks
but
Mutual.
Mutual
carried
CBS
no
convention
programs
and
is
therefore
complete.
$
27,187,867
$
3,158,714
$
29,189,590
Jan.5,615,723
47,524,397
58,248,81
1
$ 2,887,571
Jan.5,817,930
1,759,468 16,838,926
MBS
NBC
14,620,653
2,304,804 4,414,200 38,530,416
for more AT DEADLINE turn page W
45,665,064
4,230,576
$132,083,329
$145,722,395
Total
$14,948,105
$15,240,881
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FIRST ELECTION FORMS
ARE MAILED BY NARTB
FORMS for certification of persons who are
eligible to become candidates representing
radio stations on NARTB Radio Board were
mailed Friday by Secretary-Treasurer C. E.
Arney Jr.
Board vacancies will occur in 1953 in oddnumbered districts. One of each of four director-at-large directorships will also become
vacant, total of 13 board places to be filled
by radio members.
All odd-numbered district directors now in
office are eligible to run for re-election except
Glenn Shaw, KLX Oakland (see story, page
29). Mr. Shaw is completing his second term,
maximum under by-laws. Directors-at-large
whose terms end in 1953 are John H. DeWitt
Jr., WSM Nashville, large stations; Hugh B.
Terry, KLZ Denver, medium stations; Edgar
Kobak, WTWA Thomson, Ga.. small stations;
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington, FM
stations. All these directofs-at-large are
eligible to run for re-election.
NBC 'BEAT ON IKE
NBC CLAIMED clear beat over other radioTV networks on Friday morning broadcast
of pool announcement that Gen. Eisenhower
had been to Korea and was headed home. Acting on "hunch" that news might break before
radio network lines opened at usual hour of
8 a.m. EST, spokesmen said, NBC had ordered
standby facilities from AT&T for 7-8 a.m.
period, and thus was able to get report of pool
newscaster Everett Holies, of Mutual, on network at 7:02:30 a.m. EST. It also was carried
on NBC-TV, whose Today show opens at 7
a.m., and both NBC networks followed with
Gen. Eisenhower's statement that "there is no
easy solution for the war in Korea." Other
networks had to wait for normal opening hour
of networking facilities, but affiliates broke
news locally from wire service reports —
though NBC claimed its broadcast also beat
wire services by "several minutes."
Wells Church, director of news and public
affairs for CBS radio, protested late Friday
that NBC had violated agreement among networks that, if news of Gen. Eisenhower's trip
to Korea should break while networking facilities were closed, use of pool newscaster Everett
Holies' report on Korean trip would be delayed
till all networks were opened. NBC authorities
could not be reached late Friday for comment.
KOIN FILES REPLY
FIGHT of KOIN Portland, Ore., to get FCC
to overrule hearing examiner's decision that
it may not amend its application to show new
stockholders continued late Friday when it
filed reply to oppositions filed earlier in week
by Broadcast Bureau and KGW Portland,
Ore. (see story page 69). KOIN is seeking
permission to amend its application for TV,
now engaged in Portland, Ore., hearings, to
show withdrawal of Ralph Stolkin, Edward
Burke Jr., and Sherrill C. Corwin, 43.5
stockholders. In its reply, KOIN said Broadcast Bureau's opposition is in conflict with
FCC's policy regarding newspaper applicants.
It also called KGW's arguments "irrelevant."
said best way of determining which station
is best is through hearing. KOIN also asked
FCC to postpone resumption of Ch. 6 proceedings, due to resume Dec. 10, to Jan. 6.
Page 6
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Congressional radio and television broadcasts.
He so confided to folks in Paris where he is
delegate to UNESCO. He favors them on
special events basis, when important subjects
are set for debate. Filibusters would be
avoided through precise scheduling, he feels.

In this Issue—
Foote, Cone & Belding quits the Toni
account, which has been spending $3.5
million a year in radio and television.
The reason is the same that caused the
agency to give up the big American
Tobacco business several years ago —
inability of the advertiser and agency
to see eye-to-eye on campaign strategy.
Page 23.
Who will get the FCC Chairmanship and
Commissionership that are available
for the GOP to fill? Best bet for chairman seems to be Comr. Hyde, but not
even that is settled, and a big field is
in the running for both jobs. Page 23.
Seven leading radio stations join to
underwrite a qualitative measurement
of radio. Though details of the survey
are not revealed, it apparently will
provide new and basic information
about the medium. Page 25.
Labor trouble hits radio and television.
Screen Actors Guild strikes commercial film producers. AFTRA negotiations for new radio-TV contracts
^proceed
on
day-to-day basis,
threat in background.
Pagewith26. strike
Congress gets an earful of the problems
created for broadcasters by political
campaigns. Chances are that the special House committee that started out
to investigate the high cost of campaigning may wind up recommending
legislative relief in political broadcasting. Page 27.
Pressure mounts at FCC against merger
of ABC and United Paramount Theatres. Two senators throw their weight
against the merger, and DuMont files
exceptions to the initial decision that
proposed approval. Page 26.
NARTB decides to join the fight against
exclusion of radio and television from
public events and sports to which the
press has access. Page 29.
How to sell the farm market — the nation's "greatest single group consumer"
— is theme of annual convention of
National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors. Page 28.
The 1952 controlled football television
plan of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. "worked satisfactorily."
Who says so? The TV committee of
the NCAA. Page 67.
Upcoming
Dec. Florida.
8-9: NARTB TV Board, Cat Cay,
Dee. 8-9: MBS Affiliate meeting, Dallas.
Dec. 12: AAAA, Southern Chapter, Capital
City Club, Atlanta, Ga.
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
conference. Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 3: 83d Congress convenes, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 5-10: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. convention, Mayflower Hotel,
Washington.
(Other Upcomings, page 38)

FCC soon will have before it illegal transfer
of control case involving local station in important southwestern market. Transfer of
75% interest reported locally but without required notice and approval of FCC under
Section 310 (b) of Communications Act.
SAM JONES, former Washington newsman
and for past several years commentator on
KOY Phoenix and other Arizona stations, reportedly in negotiation with national network
interested in his uncanny election predictions,
both in 1950 and in recent Presidential campaign. In 1950 he predicted defeat of Tydings, Lucas and Thomas, and big victory for
Taft. This year, minimum of 27 states with
317 electoral votes for Gen. Ike, plus probability that he would carry others in North
and at least two in solid South.
FCC STAFF late last week was close to completion of processing on several priority Group
D television applications — those of existing
stations for improvement of present facilities
— and grants may be forthcoming this week.
Processing officially began Dec. 1. Actions will
be handled by Broadcast Bureau to save time
of Commission.
WALKER BROADCASTS
CALL for more educational activities on commercial broadcast stations was sounded by
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker in speech to
fifth anniversary banquet of Empire State
FM School of Air in Syracuse, N. Y., Friday
night. With Washington flights cancelled due
to inclement weather, Mr. Walker made his
talk via broadcast over Continental FM networkmeeting.
which was picked up off air at ballroom
Empire State FM School comprises 21 commercial FM stations in New York state which
devote half-hour daily for in-school programs,
heard by 750,000 elementary school pupils.
Budget is $11,500 per year.
Among other addresses scheduled for Chairman Walker in next few weeks is talk to Fedei-ation of Women's Clubs in Washington today; to Southern Regional Conference on Educational TV in Atlanta Dec. 11, and to Governor's Conference on Educational TV in Sacramento, Calif., Dec. 15.
N. C. EDUCATIONAL

SESSION

MEMBERS of North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters have been invited to meet at Chapel
Hill Dec. 15 by President Gordon Gray, Consolidated U. of North Carolina, to discuss statewide television programming of educational
nature. President Gray has assured NCAB, in
reply to resolution adopted by association,
that university will not go into commercial
television.
TRAVELERS

SPONSORS

TRAVELERS Insurance Co., Hartford, for
third successive year will sponsor NBC Radio's
annual "Voices and Events of 1952," (Sun.,
7-8 p.m. EST), featuring six network commentators. Kenneth Banghart will narrate.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.

for more AT DEADLINE see page 102
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All

It Took

was

a

"Folly"...

# Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to
6 P.M. Monday through Saturday!1952.)
(Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru Oct.,

(Or so friends called Johann Sutter's decision to build a saw mill) to start the California
gold rush. During the mill's construction, one of the laborers digging the mill race found
a handful of glittering pebbles. When the word leaked out the pebbles were gold, the
rush was on!

♦ Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any
independent
station) in all
America!
(Oct., 1952.

There may be a shortage of gold at the grass roots in the Omaha, Council Bluffs area, but
there's plenty of legal tender in the hands of KOWH's big audience. Just "dig" the
Hooper averaged below for the thirteen-month period from October, 1951, to October,
1952. With an audience "lode" that's loaded, KOWH always pans out!
36.0%

25,
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"America's
Most
Listened-to
Independent
Station"
General Manager,
Todd Storz;
Represented Nationally
By The BOILING
CO.
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Franklin M. Doolittle, president of
WDRC and WDRC-FM, broadcasts
voice transmission using carbon-arc.
Broadcast heard and reported from
ship in Long Island Sound.

m
WDRC

HELPS

MAKE

BROADCASTING

192 1

Football broadcast of Yale-Princeton game from Yale Bowl over Mr.
Doolittle's amateur station 1 AGI.
Probably first football broadcast.

HISTORY...

30
WORC
1922

Broadcast license granted to WDRC,
Connecticut's Pioneer Broadcaster.

back to its very beginnings in 1922.
WDRC

1924

CjBjS
1 930

19 3 9

1 947

1952

Patent for binaural broadcasting
and recording granted to Mr.
Doolittle. Second channel license
granted WDRC for testing and
broadcasting binaurally.

years in broadcasting dates

$ A ill m \

is proud of the part it has played

in the development of one of the
country's important industries, proud
too that it is still going strong with two
more notable contributions in 1952
(see list ). 30 years young, WDRC

WDRC becomes basic CBS affiliate.

looks

forward to an even more exciting era
WDRC becomes first commercial
broadcaster to build and operate
FM. First broadcast May 13, 1939.
Major Armstrong sets up -first FM
network broadcast without wires.
WDRC-FM takes part.

WDRC applies for TV Station.

of service in the field of communications.

■
■ ::::: ■ ■ ■ ■ ,. ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .

. ■

■ ■
■ . ■■ ■

BASIC CBS
5000 WATTS
WALTER HAASE
General Manager

WDRC-FM offers separate programming rebroadcasting programs of
WQXR and news of The New York
Times. WDRC and WDRC-FM broadcast first multi-station binaural programs with WQXR.

CONNECTICUT'S
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

WILLIAM MALO
Commercial Manager
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
National Representatives

PIONEER

BROADCASTER
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some

spots

are

better

For the best spot, at the right time, at the right place

1 •

♦
#

than

others

It takes the right approach to reach a lot of women. And the
radio stations represented by NBC Spot Sales are experts
in approach.
24 million women buy your type of product in the radio markets
covered by NBC Spot Sale's. And the way to sell them your brand
is through such local favorites as Faye Emerson (WNBC New York) ,
Johnny Andrews (WTAM Cleveland), Gene Archer (WRC Washington),
Norman Ross (WMAQ Chicago) and Judy Deane (KNBCSan Francisco).
These popular personalities influence the buying habits
of hundreds of thousands of housewives and working girls daily . . .
for less than a dollar per thousand female listeners.
To sell a product that appeals to women, use the local daytime
Radio programs women like to hear. For Radio spots with
sparkling feminine appeal, call NBC Spot Sales.

M^ISPOT
SALES
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
Chicago Cleveland Washington San Francisco
Los Angeles
Charlotte* Atlanta*
"Bomar Lowrance Associates

representing
RADIO STATIONS:
WMAQ Chicago
KNBC San Francisco
WTAM Cleveland
WRC Washington
WNBC New York
representing
TELEVISION STATIONS:
KPTV
Portland, Ore.
INBCI WRGB SchenectadyAlbany-Troy
WNBT
New York
WNBQ Chicago
KNBH
WPTZ
WBZ-TV
WNRK
WNBW

Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Boston
Cleveland
Washington

#

#

#

agency

kkk
WDEF
CHATTANOOGA,

FREDERICK C. BRUNS, vice president and director, Ruthrauff & Ryan
N. Y., to Donahue & Coe, N. Y., as member of executive staff.

TENNESSEE

J. R. WARWICK,

vice president, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Morey,
Humm & Johnstone, same city, as vice president and
chairman of plans board.
CARTER CORDNER
quette Inc., N. Y.

has

to copy staff of Sherman & Mar

FRANK CHAPMAN WILLIAMS, art director, Foote,
Cone & Belding Inc., L. A., and BOB CODY, copywriter,
Anderson-McConnell Adv., that city, to Hixson & Jor
gensen Inc., that city, in same capacities.

more

Mr. Warwick

GEORGENA S. MELIN, free lance Hollywood fashion
advisor, rejoins Abbott Kimball Co., L. A., as fashion
advisor and account executive.
audience,

ah

morning,

in

Chattanooga

the

next

network

than

two

stations

MARTIN

M. STONE to copy staff, Dorrance & Co., N. Y.

on all accounts

adt oflean
in theagenciescircui
EWIRE
LIVtowar
vertising
which
d the
electronic
media
for results, is Lester Kamin, who
at 33 is president of the expanding
Kamin Advertising Agency which
he founded in Houston six years
ago.Started by Mr. Kamin in 1946,
the agency has grown from a oneman operation to its present staff
of 20, with television making up
about a third of its annual billing
of more than $900,000.
Video unquestionably is responsible
for his organization's greatest
growth, according to
Mr. Kamin, who
says the
foresaw theagency
tremendous
impact of the medilong ago. agency,
It was
the umKamin

combined/*
1370 KC • ABC
5000

WDEF
CHATTANOOGA

CARTER M. PARHAM, Pres.

•

WATTS

KEN FLENNIKEN, Gen'f Mgr.

* According to the late ist available Hooper study.

Represented
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BRANHAM

advance with television's progress
supports the agency's claim as
Houston's pioneer in the TV field.
"Not a day passes without a
Kamin-produced television show or
sponsor,"
he adds.the Kamin agency
Last October
opened its first branch in Austin,
where the first TV station in that
area (KTBC-TV) has begun operation. Mr. Kamin plans a full
staff there and has named one of
his top account executives to head
the
activi
ties agency's
there.
Les Kamin attend
ed Baylor U. Law
School. He began his
career asnouncerain Waco
radio and
anin
Texas.Christi, both
Corpus
Mr. Kamin's de
sire to start
an agency
advertising
came from his term
in the Army, where
he served in the public relations field,
performing radio
andLeaving
newspaper
work
the Army,
he went to Houston
and started his own

he says, which channeled much - needed
advertising revenue
into television when
Houston had only
3,000 sets in 1948
Mr. KAMIN
and other agencies
were shying away
from the medium.
agency,sought
and for
Today Houston's lone television
eral months vainly
for sevacstation (KPRC-TV) fans out to
counts until a friend, today a radio
more than 180,000 sets, he says,
executive, helped him gain his first
with an aggregate audience of account, an automobile agency.
more than 600,000. TV's rapid
Approximately 90% of his agengrowth has made the Kamin agency's billings during its early days
was radio, until the advent of TV.
cy's name a byword in Houston's
video advertising, maintains Mr.
Video, however, did not diminish
the Kamin agency's radio billings.
Kamin, who feels his organization's
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

is Jim Gibbons'

Why
&

&

beat

PERSONAL-ITY
TOUCH...
first choice of local advertisers?
That

S. R. 0.

"The Town
sign frequently
hung on Jim

MARGUERITE FRANKEL named associate director of public relations,
N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y. JO PARRISH BACON added to agency's PR
staff. WILLIAM CROASDALE and LAWRENCE SWEET to Ayer radioTV department as timebuyer and traffic assistant, respectively. DUANE
B. ROACH to agency's Philadelphia office on production staff.

Clock", indicates
sponsors are happy

NOEL CORBETT, head of his own public relations office, S. F., to Young
& Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, to handle special campaign for daily NBC
radio Bob Hope Show.

not prone to move,

BASIL MATTHEWS, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., to Kenyon &
Eckhart, that city, as vice president and account executive.
PHILIP R. CRANE, Futterman-Gerber, Chicago, to
Lester Earle, same city, as account executive.
W. E. MORTON Jr. elected vice president of Russell T.
Gray Inc., Chicago.

Mr. Matthews

ELWOOD J. ROBINSON, head of Elwood J. Robinson
& Co., L. A., named board director, Children's Home
Society of Calif.

McCARTY Co. has opened Chicago offices at 20 E.
Huron St. Telephone is Superior 7-1847. HARRY L.
BAUER, manager, Barber-Coleman Co., Rockford, 111., joins agency in
same capacity.
HENRY A. LOUDON Adv., Boston, elected to membership in American
Assn. of Adv. Agencies.
ERWIN A. LEVINE, William H. Weintraub Agency, to copy staff, Cecil
& Presbrey Inc., N. Y.
TERRE VAN COTT, KHJ-TV Hollywood, to Arc Adv. Agency, that city,
as production assistant.
CHARLES A. WINCHESTER, research department, Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y., named account executive in agency's BristolMyers unit.
A. L. PAUL Adv., L. A., has changed name to PAUL & BAUM Adv.
with new offices at 7958 Beverly Blvd. Telephone is Webster 7281.
A. L. PAUL is owner and MACY BAUM account executive.
J. GORDON MANCHESTER Adv. Inc., N. Y., has opened Washington,
D. C, offices at 1726 Pennsylvania Ave., N. W. Telephone is Metropolitan 8-0060.
DONAHUE
5-2772.

& CQE, N. Y., has changed telephone number to Columbus

which have shown an increase dur- is back on television sponsoring a
ing the past year.
weekly 15-minute sports show,"
But television still holds a special Mr. Kamin says.
fascination to Mr. Kamin: "I like
Mr. Kamin's pride is a half -hour
the medium principally for what it show titled Fashions in Motion,
wholly produced, directed and writhas done for my clients," he says.
ten by the agency. Since its be"Every TV account we have had
has, without exception, profited.
ginning two years ago it has been
And, moreover, we have never had among Houston's top five TV shows.
a cancellation on TV because it Its- m.c, Joy Mladenka, has continually won the title as Houston's
didn't pay off."
The Kamin agency had one client, TV queen, Mr. Kamin says.
Mr.
Kamin
is married and the
however, who cancelled his TV advertising because he was un- father of two children. His hobby
equipped to handle the increased
is what he calls a "mediocre game"
business brought by television. It of golf.
was a cleaning establishment,
His TV philosophy: "Don't be
which, from a small beginning, to- afraid of television. Utilize it
day has 32 sub-stations and still properly, acknowledge its potential
is growing. "Needless to add, it and you will reap the harvest."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Gibbons' program,

that his
I and

are

As the

first choice of local
listeners, Jim also
rates as the first choice
of LOCAL

advertisers

who supply him with 70% 1
'

Hardof his business.
hitting
salesmanship
combined with his universal appeal find their
mark on WMAL radio's
"Town Clock"— 6 to 9
a. m. daily and "Sport's
Round-up" — 6:15 to 6:25 p.m.
daily; WMAL-TV's
"Jim
Gibbons' Show" — 7 to 7:15 p.m.
daily. He also does play-by-play
and color
Maryland!

, on the Univ. of
and Redskin

(

ry
untby
"Coed
low
football

his annual
games fol-

Store" charity drive at Christmas. Small wonder his is the PERSONAL-ITY
TOUCH

that is the "Midas

To uch" for SALES!

Of course, that S.R.O. sign isn't always up so why
not check today !
Call or Wire
The KATZ AGENCY Inc., N. Y. PLaza 9-4460
\ or WMAL Sales Department
Kellog 7-1100
AM
WMAL
THE EVENING

STAR STATION

Fin
IN

WASHIh

T\
JGTON,
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feature

OVER
1,000,000
PER

DAY

WRC audience surveys
mean something more than
passive listeners. Daily and
Sunday "circulation" is also
measured in terms of results over the counter for
advertisers.

in general and
POWE
St. oLouis in particKXOKof radi
of R
ular was aptly expressed in a
114,032 cards, k letmail responseotsofdur
ing one wee of
ters and ball
the station's popularity contest for
high school football players.
Cause of the excitement in the
St. Louis area and nearby southern Illinois is the station's "Prep
Player of the Week" contest on
its 6-6:15 p.m. Sports Gallery, conducted Monday through Saturday
by France Laux, sports director.
Total mail count for the high school
football season is 214,609.
The 114,032 mail-pieces payoff
came during the 10th week of the
11-week contest, now in its second
year. The promotion contest is
repeated during the basketball
season.
Details of the contest and daily
progress reports are aired on
Sports Gallery by Mr. Laux. Listeners send in votes for their favorite player via signed cards, letters and ballots, with each contest
running from Sunday through Saturday. KXOK reports some ardent schools which organize their
entire student bodies to vote for
one candidate.
Winners all receive certificates
at a special banquet in their honor

of the meek

KXOK Sports Director Laux looks
over part of the deluge of mailed
votes representing listener-response
to station's* football
* * contest.
at the close of the season which is
attended by players, their fathers,
coaches and school principals. At
the KXOK banquet a committee of
local high school officials name
from weekly winners a "Prep Player of the Year," who receives a
trophy.
citation, while his school receives a
KXOK reports leading educators
in the area have endorsed the contest and praised the station for its
part in promoting sportsmanship
and school spirit.

Its Coverage
that

Morning, noon and
night, Washington area
people tune to the continuing editions of WRC-NBC.
Combined total listening

strictly

goes well over nine digits
... a tremendous audience
for your commercial message.
The entire WRC schedule
represents a range of programming to fit any sales
requirement.
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON
Mr. BEHREND
. . . two main ingredients

980 KC • 93.9 FM
/(•presented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 14
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vice
D, man
RENral
BEHgene
t and
ISidenD.
MORRpres
ager of Sarra Inc., New
York and Chicago, pins his faith
on two main ingredients in a TV
film commercial — they being high

business

quality and visual selling.
Though he confesses it is not an
easy task to attain these goals, he
referred to the following pithy observation by his boss, Valentino
Sarra, the famed photographer, to
pinpoint his attitude:
"Those art pictures for art's
sake are the easiest thing in the
world to do. But to take a television
set, and father and mother smiling
at little girl and dog coming out of
television set, and little girl trying
to give television dog a dog biscuit
for slogan, 'G. E. Makes You Feel
It's Real,' and have it come out like
anything anybody wants to look
at— that is really a tough job."
How well Mr. Behrend and Sarra
have succeeded is clearly pictured
in the firm's business graph which
plots a 100% upswing since 1945
when Sarra took the plunge into
TV film commercial-making. Mr.
Behrend estimated this phase of
the business accounted for 35% of
gross income.
Some of the accounts that Sarra
handles include Pabst Beer, Gerber
(Continued on page 44)

Counts!

In the days of the great Kublai
Khan whose Mongol Empire
stretched from the Arctic Sea
to the Indian Ocean and from
the shores of the Pacific to central Europe, there lived Marco
Polo .fabulous
. . one travelers
of the world's
most
... a
man who knew the value of
coverage.
From every part of the Mongol
Empire, he brought home
treasures and knowledge that
even today are yet untapped
sources of human and commercial progress.
And so it is like buying time
on WBRE ... we have the
coverage that counts in this Industrial and Mining area, and
day untapped sales
every
sources are discovered by those
whom we serve.
Headley-Reed, Representatives

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

The South's No. 1
rhythm and blues disc
jockey. His frantic lingo
and jive talk captures
the 250,000 New Orleans Negro audience
and sells 'em.
"HONEYBOY" HARDY
South's premiere Gospel
and Spiritual DJ. His program has high appeal
to the Negro women.
Biggest mail pull on station.

ORLEANS
NEW
IN
fiEff/£T$
GETS
It's not just mouth music but actual hard hitting, well planned audience holding
. . . and audience selling that WBOK does. Time after time the advertisers
have been in ecstasy about our results. Time after time they have renewed . . .
such actions speak more than all the talk.

AGAIN!
SELLS
AND
SELLS
TflfoQK
Retailers, food sellers, appliance dealers, automobile dealers all have a record
of success on WBOK. It is a record proven by the fact that until Christmas
WBOK has no more time available.

"GRAN 'PAPPY" DAVIS
A two voiced country
character that has a
large following in the
nearby rural areas.
ED "CORNPONE" BISHOP
This hillbilly character
specializes in a modern
approach to folk music
which has built him a
tremendous following.
ED PRENDERGAST
His "Man from Mars"
and "Man About Town"
shows have the biggest
"pop" music audience in
town.
BOB HASSELMAN
The man with the soft
spoken voice that catches
the moneyed audience
with special events, news
and religious programs.

1

BUY
NOW
FOR
SPRING
CAMPAIGNS
You can get the select time and availabilities now in the high rated periods
that will do the job for you. Now is the time to select your hard punching,
audience interested spots and program times . . . soon it will be too late if you
delay. Buy Now!

II
\
V
1

DIAL
NEW

800

IN

ORLEANS

II
Forjoe & Co., Nat'l. Representatives— Stanley W. Ray, Jr., Gen. Mgr.

TwinSAVINGS
CityA NO Federal
LOAM

RADIO

WG(^0

IN
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BILLION

DOLLAR

PRESENT

"SANTA

FROM

CLAUS"!

• That generous old gent, Santa
Claus, brings presents to most
people only once a year. But
down in New Orleans, WDSU
* is in the position of being
/ "Santa Claus" all year long
7 (366 days this annum)! The
reason ... is the "gift" that
WDSU delivers — worth one
BILLION dollars!

Yes . . . the "Billion Dollar
New Orleans Market" is
WDSU's gift to alert and aggressive advertisers. In addition to a rich metropolitan
area, the powerful and persuasive voice of WDSU
thoroughly saturates the surrounding trade territory of 17
parishes (otherwise known as
counties). This "present" contains over one million persons
W whose retail buying habits account for the spending of
; more than one billion dollars
+ annually!
If your sales picture has been
"bad" . . . why not do as so
many other "good" boys (and
girls) have done. Write a letter to "Santa Claus"-WDSU
that is— and let us tell you all
about the wonderful "present"
we have for your future!

ET. BROWNE DRUG Co., N. Y., preparing radio spot campaign for
skin soap to start in January in 30 large Negro markets.
t
Sp•oPalmer
Agency: Herschel Z. Deutsch & Co., N. Y.
A/eturotk • • •
PHILCO Corp., Phila., renewing sponsorship of daily 9:45-10 a.m.
portion of Don McNeill's Breakfast Club, Mon.-Fri., 9-10 a.m. EST on
ABC radio for 52 weeks, effective Dec. 29. Agency: Hutchens Agency,
Chicago.
SWANK Inc. (men's jewelry and leather accessories), N. Y., sponsoring
Steve Randall on DuMont TV Network, Fri., 8-8:30 p.m. Agency: Alfred
J. Silberstein-Bert Goldsmith Inc., N. Y.
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS, Chicago (margarine and coconut), sponsoring When a Girl Marries and Don Gardiner News on ABC from Dec. 1,
Mon., Wed. and Fri. for 52 weeks. Agency: Leo Burnett, same city.
CREAM OF WHEAT Corp. to sponsor Grand Central Station on CBS
Radio, Sat., 11:05-11:30 a.m., effective >Dec. 13. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
REMINGTON RAND Inc., N. Y. (Electric Shavers Div.), participating
in sponsorship of Omnibus, CBS-TV, Sun., 4:30-6 p.m. EST for a fourweek period. Agency: Leeford Agency, N. Y.
AMERICAN SAFETY RAZOR Corp., Brooklyn, sponsoring Frank Goss
and the News on 15 CPRN stations, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 7:30-7:45 a.m.
PST, for 52 weeks from Dec. 2. Agency: McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co., Akron, renewing The Greatest Story
Ever Told on ABC radio, Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. EST, for 52 weeks, effective
Jan. 4. Agency: Kudner Inc., N. Y.
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS Inc's Radio and Television Div. to
start sponsorship of 15-minute segment of The Shadow on Mutual, Sun.,
5-5:30 p.m. EST on Jan. 4. Other quarter-hour period is sponsored by
Wildroot Products. Agency for Sylvania: Roy S. Durstine Inc., N. Y.

■flqancy ■^pjoolntmenti • • •
HARRISON CONSTRUCTION Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., appoints Wasser,
Kay & Phillips Inc., same city.
IRVING BERMAN, L. A. (men's clothier), and RABUZZI MOTORS,
Culver
City (M.G. dealers), appoint J. E. Coyle Adv., L. A. Radio-TV
will
be used.
BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., appoints N. W.
Ayer & Son, Chicago, effective June 1, 1953. Account executive will be
F. M. TUTON.
B-B PEN Co., Hollywood (B-B Rollright pen), appoints Roy S. Durstine
Inc., L. A. ROBERT NOURSE is account executive. Pre-Christmas TV
spot announcement campaign is scheduled in Seattle, San Francisco.
Denver and Los Angeles.
SALLY SHOPS OF CALIFORNIA, L. A. (fashion chain), appoints
Holzer Co., Hollywood. FRED EGGERS and JOHN BAINBRIDGE are
account executives. Radio-TV will be used.
JELL-WELL DESSERT Co., L. A. (Safeway subsidiary, Edwards Food
Co.), appoints Erwin, Wasey & Co., that city.
€ • e e

Write, Wire
or Phone Your
JOHN BLAIR Man!

JOHN A. BURNS, radio-TV advertising manager, Swift & Co., appointed
advertising manager of Pan-American Coffee Bureau, N. Y.
S. L. DALRYMPLE, regional sales manager in L. A., A. Schilling & Co.,
S. F. (coffee, tea, spices), elected to board of directors.
J. E. POTTS, advertising manager of Lever Bros. Ltd., Toronto, named
advertising manager of Pepsodent Co. of Canada Ltd., same city, succeeded by R. G. SPENCE.
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*l ought

to

be

able

to

figure

this

out!"

Kentucky isn't like a lot of the other
47 States. Here, a tremendous part
of our total buying power is crowded
into a relatively small market. 55.3% of

permit you to buy the golden part
of Kentucky (plus an important
hunk of Southern Indiana, with another

Kentucky's retail sales are made in
WAVE'S daytime area — and you need
several other stations to get the
remaining 44.7%.

buying income) at lowest cost per

WAVE'S

low "regional-station" rates

quarter billion dollars in effective
potential good customer.
Well, those are the facts. We bet
you've already figured your
conclusions!

WAVE
5000

WATTS

•

LOUISVILLE

Free & Peters, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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open mike
This

is Miss

Wilson
Distance
EDITOR:

This

is what

she

says

"The Sheffield Federal Savings and Loan
Association (of which Miss Sarah Wilson is
executive vice-president) has long sponsored Fulton
Lewis, Jr. on WLAY (Sheffield, Ala.) He
reaches people who sooner or later are in the
market for our type of service. We
believe that the clear cut explanations which
Mr. Lewis has for his views (which we do not
always agree with) let the average person make his
own decisiojis. He reaches the audience we need to
reach — consistently. He deserves the vast
following he has in the Muscle Shoals
area.

This

He is doing a good job for us."

is Fulton

Lewis,

Jr.

whose 5-times-a-week program is available to local
advertisers at local time cost plus low pro-rated talent
cost. Currently sponsored on 364 Mutual stations by
752 advertisers (among them 60 savings institutions
and banks), the program offers a tested means of
reaching customers and prospects. Check your
Mutual outlet — or the Co-operative Program Department, Mutual Broadcasting System, 1440 Broadway, N.Y.C. 18 (or Tribune Tower, Chicago, 11).
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Record?

ting •
Broadcas
reading
While ing
Telecast
of Nov.
24 I chanced
upon the letter from Mr. Frank
Riordan, commercial manager of
WGBS Miami, Fla., regarding
their record reception report from
Baffo Bay, Liberia, West Africa.
That was over 5,000 miles from
the WGBS transmitter, but here is
another distant reception record.
On Jan. 27, 1951, from 2 a.m.
until 3 :06 a.m. the writer ran a test
program during the experimental
period. Several days later WBKV
received an airmail letter from
Arthur T. Cushen, 212 Earn St.,
Invercargill, New Zealand, with a
perfect cation
logging
of station
and musical
selectionsidentififrom
2:56 a.m. until the sign-off at 3:06
a.m. ter:
I quote
from covers
Mr. Cushen's
let"The above
the conclusion of your test broadcast on 1470
kc as received here in Invercargill,
at the southernmost tip of New
Zealand and some 8,000 miles from
your transmitter." . . .
WBKV is a 500 w daytime station. . . .
Paul J. Ripple
Secretary
WBKV West Bend, Wis.

Cheer the Cheerleader
EDITOR:
. . . Since this is All American
football selection time across the
nation, I would like to make a nom- ,
ination for an All American Cheerleader to go along with the All
American team.
Miss America [Neva Jane Langley] appeared as official sponsor
for three of U. of Georgia's biggest games this fall, Pennsylvania,
Auburn and Florida. As a Georgia
cheerleader, she got more out of
the crowds than a legion of other
cheerleaders.
The picture was made at the
Georgia-Auburn game during inter-

Homework
EDITOR:
I am enclosing a letter we remission when Miss America took
ceived, and I think that you will
chuckle as you read it. . . . Every
part in the
station's half-time
festivities.
one of us across the country who is broadcast
.
.
.
We
have
nominated Miss
in the process of putting a TV station together would have to laugh
LangleyicanasCheerleader,
the nation's
Amerand Allsincerely
as he read what this girl casually
requests in her letter. If she knew
second the motion.
the years of work and the daily hope you'll
Ed Thilenius
effort of management and its staff
Sports Director
that goes into the development of
U. of Georgia Football
Network
a TV property, she would be apAthens,
Ga.
palled with the assignment her professor has given and which she
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: ourWe'll
second it as
soon
as we catch
breath.]
frankly admits is "an individual
* # #
project
of some
magnitude."
We are
working
so hard on
Wanted: Criticism
WEEK-TV for our Jan. 1 starting
date that the reading of this letter
EDITOR:
led to sort of hysterical laughter
... It is extremely difficult for
which comes when you are near the
anyone to suggest any improvebreaking point. . . .
ment in Broadcasting • TeleFred C. Mueller
in view
the* fine
General Manager
zine thatcastingit
is. of...
Theremagaare
WEEK Peoria
some of us in government service
who are always anxious to learn
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The letter was from
of any constructive criticisms by
a student at a midwestern university
who had been assigned, in a graduate
members of the general public or
course,
"to which
set up hasa television
station by others as to the propriety of the
in
any area
recently received
a franchise, design the physical plant actions we do or do not take, so
in its entirety, establish personnel and that our actions can be improved.
budgets, then program this station for
an entire week using local merchants
Eugene H. Merrill
as sponsors."
askedhelp
WEEK
information She
that would
her for
in the
FCC Commissioner
Washington, D. C.
project.]
BROADCASTING
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Represented by
THE MILWAUKEE

JOURNAL

5,000 WATTS

RADIO STATION

• 620 KC • NBC

THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL
New York
•
Chicago

CO.

Like

little

for

go

girls

dolls

Baltimore merchants go for WITH

like

little girls go for dolls. They love the quick,
profitable results they get from this lowcost station. At low, low rates, WITH
delivers a huge, responsive audience — more
listeners-per-dollar than any other radio
or TV station in town. And that means
low cost results! And that's why WITH
carries the advertising of twice as many local
folks as any other station in town!
So take a tip from these smart advertisers.
Put WITH

on your schedule. WITH

can produce low- cost results for you,
too!
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FCC

CHAIR

AFTER 20 years of political
famine, Republican king-makers are on a rampage, with
the field of communications no
exception.
Who will be the next chairman of the FCC? Who will
get the nod on the two definitely upcoming vacancies, to
swing the balance from Democratic to Republican? Those are
the key questions.
The answers aren't yet in clear
focus. But there appears to be little disagreement, at this writing,
that the popular and logical choice
for chairman is Rosel H. Hyde,
Idaho Republican, and career lawyer who rose from the ranks of the
old FCC. Mr. Hyde is making no
statements and doing no campaigning. He is vice chairman now. As
chairman, he would succeed Paul A.
Walker, Oklahoma Democrat, who
is slated to leave either after the
Eisenhower inauguration Jan. 20
or when his present term expires
June 30.
The other upcoming vacancy is
that of Eugene H. Merrill, Utah
Democrat, who assumed office under
an interim appointment last Oct.
14. His acceptance of this appointment was regarded as a strict gamble on a Democratic victory. Even
if President Truman should nominate him for the unexpired portion
of the term of former Comr. Robert F. Jones, which runs until 1954,
the Senate hardly would consider
it, awaiting the incoming GOP
organization.
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UNDER
THE
both Vice President-elect Richard
Nixon and Sen. William F. Knowland (R-Calif.) for an FCC appointment. He is avowedly a candidate for the chairmanship. His
candidacy is premised upon the
need of having a "practical broadcaster" and business man on the
FCC. He directed the destinies of
Don Lee for many years, and he
served for 14 months as assistant
administrator of National Production Authority and director of the
DPA Office of Civilian Requirements. He resigned last March. He
is well rooted in California Republican politics, as is his wife, who
headed the women's unit in Los
Angeles.
Likely Prospects
Here are some of the names being
talked about for the FCC vacancies :
Theodore C. Streibert, former
president and directing head of
WOR-AM-TV, who recently announced his plan to retire from the
presidency of General Telecasting

GOP

Hyde

Tops

System, subsidiary of General
Tire's General Teleradio, but has
not disclosed his new activities. He
is not an active candidate, but is
being espoused for the FCC by
friends who have a high regard for
his administrative prowess and his
background in business and economics.
Roland C. Davies, editor of Telecommunications Reports, Washington newsletter service specializing
in communications. Mr. Davies has
a wide experience in following the
news of domestic and international
communications and, since the war,
of mobile radio as well. In his
early fifties, he established the
news service in 1934, after a successful career as a newspaper correspondent and as Washington
manager of Lord, Thomas & Logan,
predecessor of Foote, Cone & Belding. He is being actively supported
by those primarily interested in
common carriers, on the theory that
the FCC should have an expert in
that field, notably in view of the
imminent departure of Chairman

List of Prospects

Walker, whose experience was in
the utility field.
Mary Jane Morris, FCC attorney
in the office of General Counsel
Benedict P. Cottone. A native of
Michigan, Miss Morris was active
in GOP politics during the campaign, and in 1948 was associated
with the Speakers' Bureau. An
active campaigner for the position,
she has enlisted the support of a
number of Washington legal practitioners.
Thad H. Brown Jr., manager of
television operations and counsel
to the TV Board of NARTB. He
reportedly has been urged to seek
one of the two upcoming vacancies.
The son of the late Thad Brown,
who served as general counsel and
then as a member of the Federal
Radio Commission (1932-34) and
the FCC (1934-1940), young Thad's
appointment would mark the first
time that a second generation
would have served on a radio regulatory body. His mother, Mrs. Howard Coffin, is prominently identified
(Continued on page 32)

Drops $5-5 Million Billing
FC&B
clientT
and the agency.
TO
CBS-TV and alternate-day segIN
A NI
SURPRISEAC
move,CO
Foote,UN
Cone & Belding last week resigned
Mr. Cone told Broadcasting •
ments of CBS Radio's Godfrey
show; This Is Nora Drake on
Telecasting that the effective date
its $5.5 million Toni Co. account,
effective at a date not yet set.
CBS Radio (Mon.-Fri., 2:30-45
of resignation has not yet been
It was the second time in less decided but since the firm was
p.m.) ; quarter-hours of the Kate
Smith
show on NBC-TV, portions
currently in the middle of spring
than five years that FC&B resigned
a multi-million dollar account be- plans the agency would prob- of two quarter-hours per week on
ably continue to service the ABC's Break the Bank, and prodcause of "differences of opinion."
uct participations in special events
In April 1948 the $12 million ad- account for several more months.
broadcasts of The Gillette Co.,
Products handled for Toni by FC&B
vertising budget of American
which owns Toni.
Tobacco Co. was dropped by the are Toni home permanent, Creme
Others in Running
A fourth Toni agency is Leo
agency.
shampoo, Tonette (children's set), Burnett & Co., Chicago, which
There are others in the running
and test products. The account is
It was understood that negotiahandles the advertising of Bobbi
for the chairmanship, however.
tions are underway for the lucraserviced by the agency's office in
Cropping up repeatedly is the name
tive Toni account to be split beChicago, where Toni is located. Ac- permanent.
of former Comr. Jones, and it is
FC&B has handled the major
tween two agencies which already
count supervisors are Leo Rosenknown that he has been contacted.
portion
berg,
a
vice
president
of
the
agency,
of the Toni advertising
But it is felt that he would not handle a portion of the company's
business almost from the time of
estimated $7 million overall ad- and J. S. Stolzoff.
allow himself to be endorsed by his
Prom Agency
Toni's formation in Minneapolis
vertising budget: Weiss & Geller,
Ohio delegation, or otherwise stand
early in 1944. Original agency
Chicago and New York, and
in the way of Fred Palmer, radio Tatham-Laird, Chicago.
Weiss & Geller handles Prom
was J. Walter Thompson Co.;
consultant, and former station
FC&B took over in 1945.
home permanent, which co-sponWell
over
$3.5
million
of
Toni's
manager (KOY Phoenix) who is advertising appropriation goes into
sors Fun for All on CBS Radio
Toni's first use of radio came in
an active candidate for one of the
(Sat., 1-1:30 p.m.) with White
1946 with sponsorship of Meet
radio and television, it was estivacancies. Mr. Jones resigned to mated.
Rain shampoo, Toni product which
the Mrs. on the CBS Pacific Netjoin the law firm of Scharfeld,
is serviced by Tatham-Laird. LatIn an inter-office memo, Fairfax
work. The company's volume in
Jones & Baron, and is reportedly
ter agency also placed I've Got a that area tripled its sales in any
Cone, president of the agency, exvery happy in his association.
other section. Its first national
plained that the move took place Secret on NBC-TV (Thurs., 10:3011 p.m.) for White Rain.
after months of consideration. He
Lewis Allen Weiss, former Munetwork show, Give and Take on
tual Board chairman and veteran
FC&B placed for Toni the. sponnoted that differences of opinion
CBS Radio, started in January
sorship of alternate-week halfconsistently ended in compromise
West Coast broadcaster, is under(Continued on page 38)
stood to have the active support of which he said was bad for both the hours of Godfrey and Friends on
December 8, 1952 • Page 23
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Agenda
High on McCarthys
CC
F
OF
E
OB
PR
INVESTIGATION
of the FCC is
high up on the priority agenda of
the Senate Committee on Expenditures in the Executive Departments, Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy
(R-Wis.) announced last week.
The committee, of which the controversial Sen. McCarthy is scheduled to become chairman, has the
right to investigate any government agency for economy and efficiency.
Complaints made by a number of
senators charge "incompetence,
waste and favoritism," Sen. McCarthy told Broadcasting* Telecasting.
The junior senator from Wisconsin refused to divulge any details
of the complaints, but stated that
he felt the Expenditures Committee should look into any complaint
made by a Senator.
"I, personally, have no opinion
on
said. the matter," Sen. McCarthy
He added that he would coordiDrawn for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Sid Hix
nate any investigation with other
committees having jurisdiction and
'It took 27 weeks and we didn't get the station . . . but we sure had
with the new GOP chairman of the
a h — I of a hearing!"
FCC.
There has been some doubt exTobey (R-N. H.) is scheduled to and WHOO Orlando, Fla., and
pressed whether the Senate Inter- be
chairman of the Senate ComWTVN (TV) Columbus, Ohio, and
state and Foreign Commerce Commerce Committee.
WICU (TV) Erie, Pa. He holds
mittee would sit idly by since it
Sen. McCarthy said he had no in- a construction permit for WMAC
is charged with responsibility for
(TV) Massillon, Ohio, and is an
tention of duplicating the work of
communications matters, including
applicant for TV (WHOO) in
radio and TV. Sen. Charles W. any other committee.
Orlando.
Just what the Communist-huntEarlier in the campaign, Sen.
ing Sen. McCarthy is looking for
OCT. SET OUfPUT
McCarthy was barred by KINGwas not determined. Speculation
TV Seattle, where he was camconcerning Communists in the FCC
RTMA Gives Figures
was shrugged off by those who
paigning for the re-election of Sen.
UPWARD trend in the weekly rate should be in a position to know.
Harry Cain (R-Wash.), who was
defeated. KING officials claimed
of home radio set production conSome years ago, however, there was
tinued An October, according to some talk about Reds in the FCC.
that Sen. McCarthy refused to demonthly figures released by Radiolete portions of his speech which
There has been no such talk in
the station claimed were libelous.
Television Mfrs. Assn., covering the recent years.
entire manufacturing industry.
Even before the recent elections,
Fishing Expedition?
Total home radio output for the
in which Sen. McCarthy was refour-week month was 314,459 sets
elected, his seat in the Senate
Some observers felt that an incompared to 324,786 in September,
was under attack. Charges were
vestigation
would
be
in
the
nature
a five-week work month.
brought by Sen. William Benton
of a fishing expedition.
Total radio production ran 772,(D-Conn.), defeated in the Novem"After
20
years,
there
probably
346 sets in October compared to are some bodies buried at the Comber elections, aimed at ousting
865,654 in September, also repreSen. McCarthy from the Senate.
mission," was the way one Capitol
senting an increase in the weekly
A Senate subcommittee, headed
Hill watcher put it.
production rate but a decline from
by
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr.
the 1951 rate.
During the Presidential cam(D-Mo.)
has been investigating
paign, Sen. McCarthy ran afoul of
Output of TV sets in October
rose 75% above the same month a Edward Lamb when the latter re- Sen. Benton's charges.
year ago.
fused to carry his anti-Stevenson
Home radio sets with FM facil- broadcast on both his Columbus
Ted Bates Named
ities totaled 21,524 in October plus and his Erie TV stations. Sen.
3,982 TV sets with tuners for the McCarthy said he understood the MORTON PACKING Co., LouisFM band.
ville, Ky. (packer of frozen meat
speech was telecast at midnight
Sales of receiving tubes and that night on a delayed basis.
pies), names Ted Bates & Co., New
Mr. Lamb is the owner of WIKK
cathode ray picture tubes increased
York., to handle its advertising
substantially in October, according
Erie, Pa., WTOD Toledo, Ohio, after the first of the year.
to RTMA. Receiving tube sales
Clock Total Radio
totaled 41,880,318 units in October
Auto
Television Home Sets Portables
632,455
759,453
compared to 34,196,286 tubes in January
106,103
80,152
404,933
288,723
195,147
68,433
312,705
975,892
72,866
February 409,337
September. In October 862,431
267,779
175,169
99,720
(5 weeks) 510,561
847,946
343,314
357,689
176,003
cathode ray picture tubes were sold March
748,344
275,250
110,529
April
322,878
286,164
115,588
to TV equipment manufacturers
128,351
215,478
874,253
288,927
May
309,375
124,489
205,186
compared to 640,793 in September.
246,909
June (5 weeks) 361,152
297,669
441
,736
81 ,353
203,868
198,921
RTMA found that 71% of tubes July
61 ,295
543,602
108,753
105,006
95,220
235,728
397,769
183,496
865,654
sold to set makers were 18 inches August
94,315
126,666
230,706
(5 weeks) 755,665
324,786
772,346
180,841
113,552
163,494
314,459
and larger. Ten month totals are September
October
724,117
shown at right.
Total
4,394,708
2,910,718
1,111,662
2,127,612
1,311,889 7,461,881
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GRID SALES
Three Tilts Already Sold
MUTUAL announced last week it
had lined up exclusive coverage of
four season-end football games,
with three to be sponsored on a
network basis and the fourth being made available for sale locally
by Miller
affiliates.
Brewing Co., Milwaukee,
will sponsor MBS coverage of the
Dec. 21 game between the winners
of the American and National Conferences of the National Football
League. Gillette has signed for
the Blue-Gray Charity Game at
Montgomery, Ala., on Dec. 27 as
part of its "Cavalcade Of Sports"
series, and Chrysler's Plymouth
Div. will sponsor coverage of the
East-West All-Star Game at San
Francisco following the Blue-Gray
contest.
Coverage of the 'Gator Bowl
game between the U. of Florida
and Tulsa U. at Jacksonville, Fla.,
on New Year's Day will be made
available to affiliates, for the third
straight year, for sale to local and
regional advertisers.

SHAW QUITS KLX
Milton Levy Succeeds
GLENN C. SHAW resigned last
week as general manager of KLXAM-FM Oakland, Calif., after a
nine-year tenure. He will be replaced bystation
Milton
L. Levy,
advertising and
sales manager.
Resignation
Colonel R. Vause,of
assistant ,general
manager of KLX,
took place at the
same time.
Mr. Shaw subMr. Shaw
mitted his resignation while
meeting in Washington with the
NARTB Radio Board, of which he
is completing his second term as a
member. Official announcement of
Mr. Shaw's resignation was to
come today (Monday) from J. R.
Knowland Jr., KLX president. His
successor, Mr. Levy, was advertising manager of KBKR Baker,
Ore., before joining KLX. Mr.
Shaw did not disclose future
plans, but it was expected he would
remain in the broadcast industry.

CBS-TV Talent Merger
INTEGRATION of the talent
scouting and casting departments
of the CBS Television Network
under the direction of Milo Frank
was announced Thursday by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV vice
president in charge of network
programs. Mr. Robinson said the
move means that Mr. Frank will
supervise one of the largest talent
development and placement organizations in show business.

BROADCASTING
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NEW
RADIO
SEVEN major stations picked up
the radio research ball last week,
arranging to underwrite, for the
benefit of all radio, a qualitative
study to provide a "fresh perspective" and pave the way for broader, continuing industry research
of the same type.
A project of the sort that affiliates of NBC and CBS Radio, in
particular, have urged their respective networks to undertake, especially in times of rate crisis, the
study will be made by the nationally known firm of Alfred Politz
Research Inc., New York, and is
expected to require about three
months.
First findings are slated for delivery in advance of the NARTB
convention in late April.
The sponsoring stations, all affiliated with NBC or CBS Radio
and all represented in the spot
sales field by Henry I. Christal Co.,
are WBEN Buffalo, WGAR Cleveland and WJR Detroit, WDAF
Kansas City, WHAS Louisville,
WTMJ Milwaukee, and WGY Schenectady.
Pioneer Project
The station group, which approved final plans last week, said
the study "will be concerned with
the use of radio and with attitudes
of the American population toward
the medium," and described it as
a "pioneer project for radio in a
research dimension which has been
used successfully by other major
media."
It is "designed
to provide
a solid
foundation
of factual
information
on the significance and impact of
radio," the stations' announcement
said, andof "will
practical
evidence
how develop
radio reaches
its
audiences and how people react to
radio."
The study will "not resemble or
compete with" any existing or former measurements, "which traditionally compare one broadcasting
facility or program with another,"
but "will contribute the more fundamental kind of knowledge that
the industry needs about radio before it can properly judge what the

STUDY
medium is worth or what it can ac"While people talk about how racomplish."
dio has gone down," a spokesman
said, "we think nobody has ever
ascertained how good it really is."
The projected survey will concentrate on radio, not on competitive statistics. It will not try to
rate radio against any other medium, or stations against each
other.
It will be nation-wide in scope.
But to avoid charges that it is unrealistic or prepared under circumstances most favorable to radio,
it will be limited to areas which
now are served also by television.
"We are going to survey radio
where its competition is toughest,"
one spokesman asserted.
The two primary objectives were
defined as follows:
"1. To provide broadcasters, advertisers, and agencies with a
fresh perspective on the medium,
its inherent values and characteristics.
"2. To chart a course of future
research that the industry might
profitably undertake on a broader
scale, in greater detail, and on a
continuing basis."
The stations made clear that the
study is for the interests of all of
radio and will not produce data of
special benefit to the sponsors. All
findings will be made available to
other radio stations and to the
networks, as well as to advertisers
and agencies.
The station group did not refer
to network plans, or lack of plans,
to comply with NBC and CBS affiliates' past urgings that research
of this nature be undertaken by
the networks. But the seven stations' decision to underwrite the
study themselves seemed clear indication of impatience with the
networks' attitudes or their disagreement with network thinking
on the subject.
Perhaps significantly, in this respect, the managements of three of
the seven stations in the sponsoring group are represented on CBS

Toward
Enlightened
QUALITATIVE research designed to find out
more about radio and its great ability to influence people has been called for repeatedly
by radio leaders, and it is gratifying that seven
important stations have agreed to underwrite
what is promised to be a thorough job of this
kind.
Though, of course, we must withhold endorsement of a research project which as yet
has been only sketchily described, we are in
full accord with the spirit of leadership that
motivates these seven stations and their national representatives, the Henry I. Christal
Co.
As far as we know, theirs is the first tangBROADCASTING
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Seven-Station
Radio's Research
ident John Patt
Stations (WGAR,
President and
Sholis of WHAS.

Committee: Presof the Goodwill
WJR) and Vice
Director Victor

In response to affiliates' insistence, and as part of the plan involved in CBS Radio's approximately 25% cut in evening time
costs last summer, that network
agreed to underwrite, and participate in, "a study of the present-day
status
18]. of radio listening and radio
sales effectiveness" [B*T, Aug.
Affiliates Resolution
In an earlier meeting with CBS
Radio officials during the series of
crisis sessions on rates, the affiliates passed a resolution calling
upon CBS to "initiate immediately
a program of sound qualitative research that will establish the real
value and impact of radio broadcasting as an advertising medium,
make the results thereof available
to all advertisers and associated
advertising groups, and abandon as
a principal selling tool of radio all
present purely quantitative rating
systems and other research data of
limited, temporary and questionable value" [B*T, July 7].
NBC affiliates went on record as
favoring basic research a year ago,
when NBC was trying — in vain,
then — to effect a new rate formula.
By a vote of 72 to 22 at their Boca
Raton conventions, the stations
urged the network to hold off until
"present day radio values" could
be researched afresh in a study
which the affiliates offered to help
support [B»T, Dec. 3, 1951].
The all-radio Affiliates Committee also has come out strongly in
favor of basic research in radio.
The Politz firm chosen by the
seven-station group to conduct the
forthcoming study is widely known
in the research field. Mr. Politz,
credited with conceiving and applying new research measurements in
other media and marketing fields,
twice won the American Marketing
Assn.'s leadership award for the
development of techniques. He is
noted for his development of the

Group

Names

Politz

"randomness"
method.
While the sampling
Politz organization
has been primarily active in other
areas, it also has been called into
the radio field on occasion.
The firm conducted a study of
audience remembrance of commercials, on behalf of Edward Petry
& Co., station representation firm,
in 1946 and made another study for
the same organization two years
later. Politz also made a technical
appraisal of the first BMB study.
Its current radio project is slated
to get under way "at once" and
will employ "the most modern techniques of probability sampling and
attitude and behavior questioning,"
the announcement said. Field work
is to be conducted during December
and January. First findings, according to the present time-table,
will be presented "prior to the
broadcasting industry's convention
1953." asserted that, alApril Politz
in Mr.
though the radio industry generally isnot familiar with the "qualitative" approach, advertisers know
its significance and have shown
confidence in it.
"I am sure that advertisers and
agencies will appreciate this forward-looking step on the part of
the individual stations who are
sponsoring the study and making
the results freely available for the
rest of the industry to use and build
on," he said.
Asks

WABC

Call

ABC's request for use of
the WABC call for the network's New York key outlets,
WJZ-AM-FM-TV, was relayed by the FCC staff last
week to the Commission for
action. The call was dropped
by CBS for its New York key
following approval of the
WCBS signature in late 1946.
When the latter change was
approved, it was specified
that re-issue of WABC in the
New York area would require
approval of the Commission
instead of usual staff action.

Self-Interest
an editorial
and well worth its modest costs.
ible response to the often-expressed desire for
research that would go deeper than the station
We have every confidence that the proposed
vs. station type of measurement which radio
Politz study will expose new values in radio,
has historically embraced and which, in the
even though it is not intended as a comparative
absence of other information, has sunk a knife
measurement between radio and other media.
in the medium that embraced it.
Much is wanting in the way of knowledge
At last summer's meetings, preliminary to
about what radio actually does. To the extent
the rate readjustments of July, affiliates of
that the Politz study adds to that knowledge,
both CBS Radio and NBC passed resolutions
it will perform a useful function to all radio.
urging the networks to embark on qualitative
The seven stations have displayed a high
surveys of radio's influence. Their belief was,
and still is, that such research would show
order of business statesmanship in pooling
that although television may have diluted the
their resources to do the job. It is an example
impact of radio to some extent, radio was still
of enlightened self-interest that could be
imitated with profit by others.
a vigorous and fruitful advertising medium —
December 8, 1952
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B»T

TR
AF
BROACASTING
industry
wasA
SAG,
steeped in labor problems last week
with Screen Actors Guild declaring a strike Monday against producers of TV film commercials
[B«T, Dec. 1] and American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists and the networks still occupied in negotiations over radio
and television contracts.
Though the AFTRA deadline
originally had been set for midnight Nov. 30, and conferences
over that weekend failed to effect
a settlement, union and management representatives continued to
meet by agreement on a day-today basis last week. By Thursday
afternoon no definite course of action was announced by AFTRA,
which said that negotiations were
"still in progress."
Paramount differences are the
union demand that the discharge
of any staff announcer automatically be submitted to arbitration;
that staff announcers be paid extra
fees for commercial announcements
during station breaks, and that
commentators and news analysts be
brought under union jurisdiction.
Though no firm agreement is reported on the wage issue, this consideration was described by a union
spokesman as secondary for the
moment to other demands. AFTRA
was said to be demanding a 15%
wage increase for TV performers
and 10% for radio artists. The
networks are reported to have offered 10% and !Vz% increases for
TV and radio, respectively. With
respect to radio and TV staff announcers, the union is reportedly
seeking $135 a week after one
year's service with the networks
countering with a $130 figure.
Separate contracts are to be written for radio and television, but a
mutual agreement provides that
FIGHTCASTS
Bayuk to Sponsor on ABC
BAYUK Cigars last week was
ready to start sponsoring a Saturday night fightcast series on ABCTV, with bouts originating at
various arenas around the country.
The series is slated to start Jan.
24. Bouts will be scheduled at 9
p.m.
Arrangements for the fights
were made through Famous Sports
Enterprises Inc., a new organization headed by Ray Arcel, well
known trainer and manager. Cities
in which the bouts originate will
be blacked out in the TV plan.
Meanwhile, the sponsor of another fight series — Pabst — officially
confirmed earlier reports that it
will drop its Wednesday night
fightcasts on CBS Radio, effective
Dec. 17, but will expand its lineup
of i stations for coverage of the
matches on CBS-TV.
Page 2d
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neither
settlement
be made been followed by producers throughout the country.
without the other.
Both union and management
Meanwhile, SAG's strike against
the producers reaches the end of spokesmen in New York last Thursits first week today (Monday) with
day said theynowere
"sittingmove
tight"
no immediate break in sight in and planned
immediate
to
New York where 70% of TV film resolve the deadlock.
commercials are produced. HowMrs. Florence Marston, SAG's
ever, settlement prospects were
eastern representative, declared
brighter in Hollywood where the the union had made its position
Alliance of Television Film Proclear" during the producers and the Hal Roach group of "perfectlytracted
negotiation sessions and
companies held several meetings
contemplated
last week in an effort to reach an at mediation. no immediate effort
agreement on a formula for solvJohn Wheeler, attorney for the
ing the TV film commercial di- New York Film Producers, said
lemma.
his clients are vigorously opposed
to the repayment principle and for
Long Negotiating
the time being will produce no TV
SAG called the strike last Moncommercial films but will rely on a
day after several months of negobacklog that has been built up
tiations with the Film Producers
over the past few months.
Assn. of New York and the AmerIn Hollywood, the 20 companies
ican Assn. of Advertising Agencies, principally over union de- involved are signatories of a recently-negotiated Guild contract
mands for repayment to actors
when film is telecast more than
covering TV entertainment film. A
clause in that contract gives either
once. The New York meetings
were set up to formulate a basic the Guild or the producer the right
contract pattern that would have
to open negotiations on film com-

Phone

Change

NEW

Broadcasting • Telecasting telephone number in
Washington, D. C, as of Dec.
6 (Saturday), is MEtropolitan 8-1022. Most Washington area telephone numbers
changed
to five digits that
date.
mercials. SAG is asking the same
terms as are demanded of the Film
Producers Assn. of New York and
the AAAA.
Should the Alliance and the
Roach group work out a compromise deal with SAG, as is generally predicted in Hollywood, it
could set a pattern to be followed
by the New
mercial York
Producers TV
and Film
thus Comend
the strike.
Although major Hollywood advertising agencies believe that the
strike will be long and drawnout,
most present TV advertisers are
unaffected by the walkout. They
have a reservoir of filmed commercials on hand, plus the use of
live spots . on shows. Their concern, however, is on future activity.

^i*^
MERGER
C-UPT
AB
It also declared that the examiner
PRESSURES on the FCC against
as possible or that, if the Commisshould have disregarded the Comsion felt oral argument was necesapproving the merger of ABC and
sary, oral argument be heard
United Paramount Theatres began
mission's order, and that since the
quickly. It also stated that only Commission did not grant DuMont
to mount last week.
date, it was disAllen B. DuMont Labs, filed exreply planned to Broadcast Bu- the same cut-off
ry infavor of Paramount
reau's exceptions were to be sub- Pictures and criminatoUPT.
ceptions tothe Hearing Examiner's
mitted by DuMont and that no other
initial decision which proposed apDuMont repeated its objections
party planned to file replies to exproving the merger [B*T, Nov.
17]. Although DuMont found the ceptions.
to approval of the ABC-UPT merIn his initial decision, Hearing
ger on the grounds that it tended
decision proper regarding the find- Examiner
Leo Resnick okayed (1) to monopoly, restraint of competiing that Paramount Pictures does
tion and that approval would be
not control DuMont by virtue of the merger of ABC and UPT, (2)
a violation of the anti-trust laws.
25.5% stock ownership, it chal- the sale of WBKB (TV) Chicago
from UPT to CBS for $6 million,
lenged most of the other findings
Replies to the two exceptions will
in line with its opposition during
(3) the renewals and licenses of presumably be filed by the other
the
90-day hearing [B»T, Jan. 21 KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, owned
parties in the case — ABC, CBS,
et seq.].
by Paramount Pictures, and of UPT and Paramount Pictures.
Commission also was in receipt WBKB and half interest in FCC rules require replies to excepWSMB - AM - FM New Orleans,
of a cablegram from Sen. Charles
tions to be filed within 10 days of
W. Tobey (R-N. H.), slated to head owned by UPT.
the date the exceptions were filed.
He also found that Paramount
the radio-TV powerful Senate InSen. manTobey's
to FCC
terstate and Foreign Commerce
Pictures did not control DuMont
Paul A. cable
Walker
was Chairfrom
Committee, expressing "shock" at Labs, through 25.5% ownership of Paris, where he is attending a
the examiner's proposal that the DuMont stock. In this, Mr. Res- UNESCO conference as a member
Commission approve the merger.
nick reversed two previous rulings
of the U. S. delegation. It was
Same word, "shock," was used — one by the Commission and the dated Nov. 17 and read as follows:
by Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.)
other by a hearing examiner.
Disturbed and shocked by trial exin a three-page letter sent to each
aminer's report in Paramount-ABC
Other
Objections
merger case, particularly
in view
reCommissioner. Sen. Langer excom endations ofyour own
legalofstaff
which your examiner seems to have
pressed energetic objections to the
In addition to DuMont, FCC's
completely ignored. I trust you and
Commission's August order that Broadcast Bureau entered objecall members of Commission will give
the hearing examiner disregard
tions to the examiner's initial de- this matter
longreaching
and thorough
consideration before
a decision.
evidence of anti-trust violations
cision two weeks ago [B»T, Dec.
1].
Acting Chairman Rosel H. Hyde
occuring more than three years
Neither DuMont nor the Broadreplied on Nov. 20. Mr. Hyde said
prior to 1951 [B»T, Aug. 4]. The
Senator is due to become chairman
cast Bureau specifically demanded
that the "hearing examiner, in preparing his initial decision, makes
of the important Senate Judiciary
oral argument. Both, however, deCommittee. He also has said he
clared that they thought oral ar- an independent evaluation and bases his findings and conclusions upon
gument should be held.
desires to head that committee's
the testimony, pleadings and other
monopoly subcommittee.
Basic objection that DuMont
Late last week, ABC filed a pe- made in its exceptions was to the matters of record."
He also related the steps that
tition with the FCC to expedite
Commission's August order deletstill remain to be taken before
the final decision. It asked that a
ing evidence in the record concern(Continued on page 72)
final decision be issued as soon
ing pre-1948 anti-trust violations.
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COVERAGE COSTS
Some $2V2 Million for CBS
COST of CBS's coverage of DemoAsked °< House G™*
REMEDY
cratic and Republican National conLIABILITY
tices Act regarding commercial
# Political campaigns provide
ventions and elections amounted to
LICENSEES' ordeal in the political
sponsorship by corporations or a "major upheaval" in the broadbroadcast arena was placed forcesome $2% million, Frank Stanton,
labor unions of political broadcasts
fully before Congress last week,
cast industry, dislocating program
CBS president, told the December
with FCC and industry forces unit- — "so that licensees and the po- schedules with "solid block periods"
meeting of the New York State
tential sponsors . . . may know
ing in a plea for remedial legislaof speeches that prompt listeners
Chamber of Commerce Thursday.
tion.
and viewers to switch stations.
Mr. Stanton discussed the impact
their
rights."
Ironically, members of a special
of an election year on radio and
"The listening break is substan# available
To spell to
out some
whether
"time
made
candidates
House committee had called heartelevision networks.
tial,"
creating
an
audience
problem
ings to determine what could be on a sponsored program is to be to the industry.
Mr. Stanton estimated that CBS
classified as free time" by the Com> done to curb the "high cost of cam9 Radio-TV broadcasters took Radio and CBS-TV spent 200 hours
mission where no expenditure is a "major role in the successful
paigning" and to study the role of
on the air to bring the story of conbroadcast media in soaring political involved on the part of the candivention and election proceedings to
arousing of major interest and pardate or his party.
expenditures.
the
nation. He noted that research
ticipation in the recent unpreBut they came away, after four
Commercial Sponsorship
cedented vote total cast by the studies showed that 91.6% of famidays of testimony, with a potent
lies in the U. S. heard portions of
Chairman Walker's comments on
American people."
appreciation of the problems that commercial sponsorship by corpoconvention
Q Broadcast networks and sta- television. coverage by radio or
have confronted licensees during
rations and free time carried underdon't prosper nearly as much
the 1952 Presidential sweepstakes
tones of certain complaints raised from tions
Dwelling at length on the large
political programs as is genand in other years. There appeared
during the recent campaign and
number of persons and volume of
erally
supposed
and
their
actual
to be strong sentiment for removechoed during last week's sessions.
time charges represent only a frac- equipment needed to provide coverMr. Hardy drove home these
ing broadcasters from the "damned
tion of overall program costs to
age, Mr. Stanton asserted that
candidates.
if you do and damned if you don't" points :
both radio and TV played a signifipolitical cauldron.
cant
role in helping the people
Other witnesses during the four-day
0 Radio-TV licensees are "exWith the Commission and
sessions
included
Stephen
A.
Mitchell
make
their
decision.
pressely forbidden" by FCC deciArthur E. Summerfield, chairmen
NARTB joining forces and amid
sions and pronouncements to edit a and
of
the
Democratic
and
Republican
He
called
television "the world's
National Committees, respectively;
scattered complaints from political candidate's speech for libel: They
W. Walter Williams, chairman of the greatest mass medium of commuauthorities, there was evidence that are exposed to Commission license
nications" and predicted it will be
National Citizens for Eisenhowerthe special House Campaign Ex- revocation proceedings on one hand,
Nixon Committee and President-elect an ever-growing force in preservchoice for Under Secrependitures Committee, headed by and to court action on the other if Eisenhower's
ing democratic traditions in the
tary of Commerce; Hermon Dunlap
Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.), would
they permit libelous statements to Smith, chairman of the National U. S.: "On television," he said,
Volunteers for Stevenson; Reps. Clarstrongly recommend relief for the be uttered.
ence J. Brown (R-Ohio) and Clare "a phoney is soon trimmed down to
industry in its final report, to the
O Equal time opportunities sub- Hoffman (R-Mich.) and others.
submitted by Jan. 3.
ject broadcasters to many predicaServing on the committee, beCulloch (R-Ohio). Only Rep. Rooney
ments, what with a potential large
sides Rep. Boggs, are Reps. John
Other Committees
number of legal parties, and Sec. J. Rooney (D-N.Y.), Frank M. did not attend the inquiry, which
was based on H Res 558 authored
315 as now interpreted exerts a Karsten (D-Mo.), Kenneth B. KeatPresumably, the more immediate
(Continued on page 78)
and perplexing problems will fall restrictive force upon them.
ing (R-N. Y.) and William M. Mcin the laps of the Senate and House
Interstate & Foreign Commerce
size."
Committees in the 83d Congress.
Broadcasters may be only incidentally involved in any revision of the
as Hearing Ends
RTits sessions Jan. 3. Expected
REPO
Federal Corrupt Practices and
NEXT
in LS
the Congressional
begins
RA
Chairman Walker added:
MOstep
Hatch Acts regarding candidates.
General sentiment of committee
investigation of the morals of radio
No code can, or should, relieve the
subscribing stations of their individual
and TV programs is the writing of members as well as Chairman Oren
Specific limitations on radio-TV
responsibility
in the
publicto
campaign expenditures appeared
interest. It is to
not operate
a sufficient
answer
a report on the six-month-long
Harris (D-Ark.), indicates that no
valid
criticism,
in
our
opinion,
for a
remote.
recommendations will be made for station to say that it has lived up
probe by members of the seven-man
to
House Commerce subcommittee.
The campaign money picture was
legislation to censor radio or TV
the standards established by an industry-wide
code,
or
that
a
particular
The report is required to be sub- programming. Best guesses are
overshadowed during last week's
course of action is not prohibited by
mitted before the new Congress
hearings by considerations of centhe code.. Nor can licensees rely on the
that the committee will emphasize
adherence to the provisions of any insorship, libel, equal time opporthe responsibility of broadcast
dustry code as an excuse for failing to
licensees in keeping the air pure
tunities, candidates' qualifications,
provide
positive
impetus
for improvement
of their
program
standards.
Codes
political time sponsorship and
and that some sort of a suggestion
should
not,
and
cannot,
be
allowed to
other aspects — none of which is
might be made for the continuance
act as a prescription for nationwide
the precise concern of the Boggs
of the committee in the nature of a uniformity or as the automatic touchstone for determining how individual
"watch-dog" group.
group.
licensees should meet the particular
programming
needs and objectives of
The committee wound up public
Appeals for revision of Sec. 315
their particular communities.
sessions
on
Friday
when
it
heard
of the Communications Act to proMr. Walker declared he was optect broadcasters came from FCC
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
Chairman Paul A. Walker and
posed to any Government censorrecommend legislation to license
ship and spoke of the difficulties in
networks and to ban hard liquor
Ralph Hardy, NARTB government
determining
violations of the laws
relations director.
advertising on radio and TV.
against
obscenity,
indecency and
Mr. Walker said FCC control
Appearing Thursday morning
and profanity.
before the committee, Chairman
over networks was needed to regulate the chain broadcasters and also
Walker asked Congress:
He method
said thatof the
Commission's
best
ensuring
proper
to
protect
individual
stations
affili# To extend Sec. 315 "to at
ated with the networks.
programming was through its obleast cover authorized spokesmen
stations'
The FCC Chairman also urged
tions to ligation
seeto review
that they
were operain the
for legally qualified candidates,"
legislation to ban the advertising
and to exempt broadcasters from
public interest.
of hard liquor over the air, but
libelous statements aired by legally
Rep. Arthur G. Klein (D-N.Y.)
said he did not mean to include
qualified candidates and their aucalled for some regulation which
thorized spokesmen.
beer.
would require stations to mainBoth were personal suggestions,
Both these proposals, Mr. Walker
tain scripts or recordings of all
he said.
noted, were offered as amendments
that goes over the air. He told
The
NARTB
TV
Code
is
not
the
to the Communications Act by Rep.
Chairman Walker that if legislawhole answer, Mr. Walker said. It
Walt Horan (R-Wash.) within the
tion was needed to accomplish this,
McFarland Bill. The Horan rider
should not be accepted as a panathe FCC should ask Congress for
it.
cea for programming ills, he said,
was passed by the House but reMR. GAMBLE before committee.
nor should it be considered the
jected in conference.
Day before it heard Frederic R.
(Continued on page 7U)
. . . wants few legal restrictions
# To clarify the Corrupt Pracproper approach to the problem.
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FARM SAFETY awards were given by the National Safety
Council to 15 AM and 3 TV stations and NBC at the
National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors convention in
Chicago [B«T, Dec. 1]. Present at the annual NSC
luncheon in the Conrad Hilton Hotel was this group:
Seated (I to r) Sam Schneider, KVOO Tulsa, retiring
NARFD president; George Menard, WBKB (TV) Chicago;
Ned H. Dearborn, president. National Safety Council;
Judith Waller, NBC Chicago; Everett Mitchell, NBC Chicago, representing WNBK (TV) Cleveland; Frank Atwood,
WTIC Hartford. Standing (I to r) Gene Waters and Colonel
Scott True, WFTM Maysville, Ky.; John Chase, WHFB

FARM

MARKET

THE

FARM MARKET, the nation's "greatest single group consumer," offers a vast potential to
advertisers because of its $40 billion-plus annual income and its
93.2% saturation by radio. The
fertile field, which some advertisers
have overlooked, comprises 27 million persons on six million farms.
More than 30% (31.5%) of all
U.S. radio homes are located in
rural and farm areas.
How to sell the farm market, and
why it can be sold successfully as
an economic unit, were themes of
the ninth annual convention of the
National Assn. of Radio Farm Directors (NARFD), which took
place at Chicago's Conrad Hilton
Hotel Nov. 28-30. The "knowhow pow wow," complete with
hand-made Indian rugs, handicraft
and tom-toms, was keyed in an
opening luncheon address by Gail
Blocki Jr., director of midwest
sales for the Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
Mr. Blocki explained how radio,
when aimed for the farm market,
can result in success for the manufacturer, producer and processor.
The farmer, "top man on the
economic totem pole" because of
high land values, high crop prices,
mechanization replacing manpower,
high savings and low debts, probably represents the greatest and
most powerful single economic
group in the country, Mr. Blocki
said.
The farmer and his family like
radio. More than 36% of farm
families own two or more sets.
They buy in the same quantity or
better than city-dwellers, Mr.
Blocki said, with 9 in 10 owning
electric washing machines, 7 in 8
owning refrigerators and 2 in 3,
vacuum cleaners.
While car ownership is high (5%
Page 28
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Benton Harbor, Mich.; Bill Hitt, WIOU Kokomo, Ind.;
Herb Plambeck, WHO Des Moines; Ed Scannell, Weed &
Co., Chicago, representing KRLC Lewiston, Ida.; Dix
Harper, WIBC Indianapolis; Frank Reed, John E. Pearson
Co., Chicago, representing WDIA Memphis; George German, WNAX Yankton; John Holmes, KLRA Little Rock;
Harold Schmitz, KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; Raymond Wolf,
KUOM Minneapolis; Howard Hass, WKAR East Lansing,
Mich.; Ed Slusarezyk, WIBK Utica, N. Y. WCPO-TV Cincinnati's representative was unable to attend the
presentation.

Place

for Sales— NARFD

million for 6 million farms), firms
in this advertising category never
take advantage of the potentially
profitable market, Mr. Blocki said.
The character of the market is
two-sided, he said, with individuals
buying consumer goods and the
farm being equipped with industrial goods.
Discussing problems of distribution and costs, he noted the advertising consideration is where
buyers live and for sales it is
where they buy. According to one
survey cited, although 71% of
market buying is done within the
market center, only 43% of buyers
actually live there. Some 57% of
the buyers live outside the market
center, and population in these surrounding areas represents 62% of
the U.S. families. Every third
supermarket is located in a town
of 25,000 population or less, the
speaker noted.
Farmer Buying Practices
Buying habits of the farmer and
city resident are similar, and in
many instances the farmer is a
better customer. The farmer
spends every third retailing dollar
in the U.S., and families in towns
of less than 10,000 population buy
427c of the 18 most heavily advertised classifications, Mr. Blocki
said.
He recommended use of radio to
reach this market, pointing out a
lack of newspaper, magazine and
television circulation in these areas
and the high cost to an advertiser
who wants to reach a large number
of persons with any medium other
than radio.
Farm directors from about 180
stations met for the "know-how
pow wow," conducted by Sam
Schneider, KVOO Tulsa, retiring
president who was given the American Farm Bureau award for the

Hears

best interpretation of agriculture
during the year.
Mr. Schneider, who also received
a National Safety Council award
for his promotion of farm safety
[B*T, Dec. 1] turned over the
gavel on closing day to Mai Hansen, WOW Omaha, elected president for a one-year term. Serving
with Mr. Hansen are Jack Jackson,
KCMO Kansas City, vice president, and Frank Atwood, WTIC
Hartford,
Conn., secretary-treasurer.
Other safety awards went to NBC
for its National farm and Home Hour,
sponsored by Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee; WBKB (TV) Chicago, WCPO (TV) Cincinnati, WNBK
(TV) Cleveland, KFEQ St. Joseph,
Mo., KLRA Little Rock, KRLC Lewiston, Ida., KUOM St. Paul, WDIA
Memphis, WFTM Maysville, Ky.,
WHFB Benton Harbor, Mich., WHO
Des Moines, WIBC Indianapolis,
WIBX Utica, WIOU Kokomo, Ind.,
WKAR East Lansing, Mich., WNAX
Yankton and WTIC Hartford. Bob
Miller, WLW Cincinnati, was emcee
at the awards luncheon, sponsored by
the council.
10 Resolutions Passed
Membership, which passed the
300 mark during the meetings,
voted approval of 10 resolutions
submitted by Merrill Langfitt,
KMA Shenandoah, and his committee.
Expressing
"great
alarm"
because of attempts
to ban
the free
working press, radio and television
from Congressional hearings and
other discussions of "vital interest
to the American public," NARFD
went on record as opposed to "unwarranted limitations of freedom"
and authorized its officers to protest violations in the association's
name. The group recommended
individual members discuss such
actions with their congressmen.
The NARFD president was au-

thorized to select a committee to
study and revise the code of ethics,
adopted in 1946, and report back
at the next annual meeting. Members of the committee reported the
association membership is "disturbed by the problem of a continuing flow of commercial matter from
companies desiring free publicity
for their products or services," and
the corollary problem arising from
offers of gratuities, such as free
transportation to the radio farm
director.
One suggested ruling forwarded
was: "Never accept gratuities in
lieu of paid advertising."
NARFD's theme for 1953 is
"Public Relations in Agriculture."
This was in line with recommendations of the public relations committee, headed by Dix Harper,
WIBC Indianapolis, who petitioned
members to present the story of
radio "as the key to the world's
fastest growing market — the rural
The group also will petition the
new Secretary of Agriculture, to
include
market." an NARFD representative
in his advisory committee on all
branches of agriculture. NARFD
also will suggest that several services be streamlined, and has
pledged its cooperation.
Wire Copy Improvements
Improvement of wire service
farm copy was suggested by a
committee headed by Herb Plambeck, WHO Des Moines. Members,
in various meetings with representatives of the national news services, suggested expanded coverage
of national farm events, more
short stories, a humorous feature
daily, scheduled transmission of
weather and market information on
time,
careful
of "handout"
material,
andediting
strengthened
local
and
regional
cooperation
with
RFDs.
A television report, submitted by
a committee chairmanned by Sandy
Saunders, WKY Oklahoma City,
blueprinted for new TV stations
methods of successfully telecasting
farm events.
Specifics of combining general
farm service information with
home economics for women in the
broadcast audience was outlined at
a panel session by Agnes Krugh
of WGN-AM-TV Chicago and Margaret McKeegan of WOI-TV Ames.
They also discussed video methods.
Session was moderated by Phil
Alampi, WJZ New York, who with
other speakers, was introduced by
leans.
George Shannon, WWL New OrAt the same session, methods
and techniques of tape recording
were discussed by Harold J.
Schmitz, KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.;
Bob Crom, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture; George German, WNAX
Yankton and Burnis Arnold, WHAS
Louisville. Interviewing techniques
were described by Maynard Speece,
WCCO Minneapolis; Frank Atwood, WTIC Hartford; John McDonald, WSM Nashville; Murray
(Continued on page 32)
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EQUAL

ACCESS

By J. FRANK BEATTY
NARTB decided last week to take
definite action in the all-industry
fight against efforts to freeze radio
and TV out of public events and
sports contests.
The combined Radio and Television Boards took the first step
Wednesday by calling for an inves!> tigation into the whole problem of
obtaining equal access to hearings,
trials, meetings and sports with
other news media. (See other
board stories below and on page
36).
NARTB President Harold E.
Fellows, who has been beating a
path around the country to warn
broadcasters of the need for action,
received instructions from the
board to appoint a committee representing the broadcast media.
To Probe All Angles
This committee will probe the
problem from all angles, including
congressional and legislative proceedings, National Collegiate Athletic Assn. football monopoly
(NCAA story, page 67) , local trials
and civic gatherings. It will be
charged with the job of finding out
why radio and TV aren't treated
on an equality with other news
media.
President Fellows, observing he
planned to name the committee in
a fortnight, with all industry
facets represented, said the growing tendency in several areas "to
deny radio and television equal
standing with other public media
is, we believe, contrary to the interest of the American people. The
great broadcasting media of this
nation cannot live up to their obvious responsibility to serve the
American public in such an atmosphere of denial and prejudice.
This thing has been going on too
long and is growing to dangerous

NARTB

PROBE

proportions. We intend to do something about
it." Miller, NARTB
Judge
Justin
board chairman, will work with
the committee in examining legal
angles. He said many of the
denials of access to public events
and sports contests "are very possibly in violation of our anti-trust
An hour-long discussion by the
laws."
combined
boards preceded adoption
of the resolution authorizing President Fellows to name an investigating committee. Several NARTB
districts had protested radio-TV
coverage restrictions during the
summer-fall series of meetings
around the nation.
One of the district actions had
called for an investigation of the

Marciano-Walcott fight held last
fall in Philadelphia. Radio and
TV were denied access to the fight,
which was covered by theatre TV.
The fight ban even precluded
round-by-round recreation after
the match was over.
Other district resolutions had
proposed
NCAA'sthatfootball
monopoly that
be studied;
rules
governing coverage of legislative
hearings by public media be investigated; that limitations placed
in coverage of baseball and other
sports events be probed.
Network Support
Paul W. Morency, WTIC Hartford, and Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-TV New Orleans and
NARTB Television Board chairNARTB

BUSINESS

Leads

ETHICS

Will Study

For Stations

DEVELOPMENT of a set of business ethics "for successful radio station
operation" will be undertaken by NARTB at the suggestion of broadcasters and related industry figures. This is the first formal effort to
attack double-billing and rate-cutting practices.
President Harold E. *
NARTB
er, KJBS San Francisco. Mr. Breyer
Fellows was asked by the NARTB
Radio Board to investigate the idea had urged delegates at the NARTB
of setting up trade practices as District 15 meeting in September to
"ethical guideposts" similar to sign a memo which would assure all
voluntary business codes in other advertisers they are paying the
industries. He was directed to same rate for the same schedule
recommend action at a meeting of [B*T, Sept. 8].
the
Adoption of a "Guaranteed Rate
ruary.joint NARTB boards in FebCard Seal" was proposed in August
by Todd Storz, KOWH Omaha, to
The other
idea of borderline
attacking "chiseling"
and
business
curtail rate-cutting practices [B»T,
tactics by means of a voluntary Aug. 18].
set of ethics was first discussed
Several NARTB districts adopted
in public by President Fellows last resolutions condemning rate chiselsummer at NARTB district meeting, with broadcasters around the
ings.
country conceding the level of rate
At that time he said the subject practices is low in many areas.
NARTB President Fellows exmight come up at the first meeting of the newly revised Standards
last week's Radio Board action thisplainedway:
of Practice Committee, named to
overhaul
the
voluntary
programNARTB
MEMBERS
Various proposals have been sugadvertising standards adopted in
gested to us by members of the assoAM Total Passes 1,000
1948. This committee held its
ciation for developing standards for
business
practice, such as those that
AM STATION membership of meeting Nov. 6-7 with John F.
have
been
adopted by other profesMeagher,
KYSM
Mankato,
Minn.,
NARTB has passed the 1,000-mark
sions and trade associations. This
for the first time in several years,
as chairman [B*T, Nov. 10].
subject first was considered by the
according to a report given the
One of the tough problems in the Radio Standards of Practice CommitNARTB combined boards at their ethical situation is danger of runtee at a recent meeting and was
Wednesday meeting in Washington.
passed
to the Board
of Direcning
afoul
of
anti-trust
laws
affecttors foralong
consideration.
The Board
has
Report from the Membership Dept.,
ing rate regulation and price-fixing.
headed by William T. Stubblefleld,
agreed
that
the
proposal
should
be
showed 78 associate members as of NARTB's approach is strictly from
thoroughly explored.
Nov. 30. New associates include Cinema
the
ethical
viewpoint,
according
to
Engineering Co., Burbank, Calif.; association officials.
I have been given the task by the
Standard Electronics Corp., Newark;
board to study the proposals and recTower Engineering & Construction Co.,
The standards committee conommend action at a meeting of the
Houston; Telenews Productions, New
sidered the idea in November but full association board to be held in
York; A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago; H-R
Representatives
Inc.,
New
York;
AssoFebruary
1953.
ciated Program Service, Television, decided to turn it over to the Radio
The Radio Board considered several
New York; Palladium Radio Produc- Board.
tions, New York; Raytheon Mfg. Co.,
District meeting resolutions referred
(too late for board consideration).
Attention was called in Septemto it for action. One of these, adopted
ber
to
the
fact
that
rate
chiseling
The rate of new AM member acby Districts 1 (New England) and 4
and special deals violate the stand(D. C, Va., N. C, S. C), requested
quisitions isnearly double the numassociation members to subscribe to
ard NARTB-AAAA spot radio conber of resignations and defaults.
tract, in a statement by Frank
a pledge that each would abstain from
Membership also includes nearly
any form of double billing. The reso400 FM stations, two networks, 97 Silvernail, chairman of the AAAA
lution was referred to the president,
Committee on Radio & Television
TV stations and four TV network
as was a resolution adopted by Dismembers, a grand total just short
Broadcasting and radio-TV timetrict 12 (Kan., Okla.) which recomof the 1,600 mark.
buying manager of BBDO [B«T,
mended that the present policy of rate
Sept. 29].
The membership report was
protection, usually effective for 12
Mr. Silvernail had voiced his days.
months, be reduced to a period of 180
deemed the most encouraging received in several years.
views in a letter to Stanley G. BreyBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

All-Industry

Fight

man, drafted the joint board resolution. It was seconded by Michael R. Hanna, WHCU Ithaca, N. Y.
National networks, through representatives sitting at the board
meeting, pledged to support the industry inquiry and made available
the services of their sports specialists.
The committee is to examine all
aspects of the problem. It will go
carefully into legal implications involved in cases where radio or TV
cannot gain coverage rights on a
basis of equality with other media.
Even high school athletic associations are getting a professional
gleam in their eyes as they contemplate the revenue possibilities
of controlled radio and TV, Mr.
Fellows said. He added that the
outcome might be a "miniature
NCAA" monopoly in the secondary
school field.
Recent court decisions involving
the rights of witnesses at hearings
and trials have aggravated the coverage problem of the broadcast
media. Last spring Speaker Sam
Rayburn, of the House, slapped
an outright ban on radio and TV
pickups of hearings and related
House proceedings.
Offsetting
Speaker
arbitrary
action
was theRayburn's
promise
by Rep. Joseph W. Martin Jr. (RMass.), slated to be House Speaker
in the new Congress, that he could
not go along with the Rayburn
policy. Rep. Martin contended in
the CBS-TV Man of the Week show
Nov. 16 [B»T, Nov. 24] that the
decision as to radio and TV pickups of House proceedings should
be left to individual committees.
Ike Trip Incident
A bright spot in the radio-TV
recognition situation was the heeding by President-elect Eisenhower's staff of a radio-TV protest
against the original exclusion of
the two media from the Korean inspection trip [B«T, Nov. 24, Dec.
1]. After protests had been made
by NARTB, National Assn. of Radio News Directors, Radio Correspondents Assn., network executives and others, the decision was
amended by James C. Hagerty, the
President-elect's news secretary, to
carry a radio man on the trip and
pick up a TV cameraman in Korea.
NARTB directors were indignant at their last meeting in June
over efforts to keep radio and TV
out of public events [B«T, June
16]. One of the first steps was to
wage a strong fight against an effort by FCC to throw stations and
networks into regulatory irons if
they refused to allow program rebroadcasts by other stations. FCC
later softened the rule [B«T, Nov
3], by dropping
clause requiring
licensees
to file areports
within 10
days when they refuse to give consent for program rebroadcasts.
Text of the resolution unanimously adopted Wednesday by the
(Continued on page 36)
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Newsmen
NAME

NEW NAME for the broadcast
news professional association was
adopted last week as National
Assn. of Radio News Directors,
meeting in Cleveland, decided to
include TV in the title. The association is now Radio - Television
News Directors Assn.
RTNDA voted to wage a continuing fight on behalf of freedom of
information and radio - television
access to news sources. The association was active in the move to
obtain radio-TV recognition on the
Korean inspection trip of President-elect Eisenhower [B*T, Dec.
1, Nov. 24] and has battled for
coverage rights at sports and other
public events.
Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford, was
elected RTNDA president, succeeding Jim Bormann, WCCO Minneapolis. Jim Byron, WBAP Fort
Worth, was elected vice president,
and Sheldon Peterson, KLZ Denver, was elected treasurer. Named
to the board of directors were Dick
Oberlin, WHAS Louisville; Paul
White, KFMB San Diego; Harold
Baker, WSM Nashville; Charles
Harrison, WFIL Philadelphia;
Charles R. Day, WGAR Cleveland.
The association voted to co-sponsor with Northwestern U. a radiotelevision news institute. Next
convention will be held in Washington.
White Is Keynoter
Mr. White, who is executive editor of KFMB-AM-TV stations,
was the keynote speaker at the
Monday luncheon. For many years
he was head of the CBS news op-,
eration. In his keynote speech he
offered this five-point program:
First, more and more local news.
The fastest growing large city in the
world (San Diego) is still a pretty
small matter.
town — but so's New York, for
that
Secondly, get on the phone and talk
with people. Then record it and use it
whenever you get a chance. We put
on a half-hour program once a week
that consists of nothing but recorded
interviews with townspeople and visitors. It's sponsored, too — by Butcher's Union Local No. 229.
Thirdly, don't take your press association or your network for granted.
When service on a story or the writing is bad, take the time to tell them
so. Always remember that no matter
where the news originates you're responsible for it when it goes out on
your station.
Fourthly, try to get the boss to
take advantage of his FCC-given right
to editorialize. Is there anything more
listenable than crackling controversy?
Fifthly, do things. Don't go along
this week with exactly the same
schedule you had last week. Make
people talk about you.
Theodore F. Koop, CBS Washington, presided at a panel on
press conferences at the Tuesday
evening session. Walter Ridder,
Ridder newspapers Washington
correspondent, contended the press
conference is disappearing as a
Washington news source now that
radio and TV are present. There
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is little off-the-record material, he
said.
Cassius Keller, WRC Washington, said use of the off -record designation was hardly proper. He
pointed out that Tass has accredited correspondents and that the
American people are deprived of
news they legitimately should have.
N. R. Howard, editor of the
Cleveland News, said newspapers
and radio-TV are interdependent
and all should be able to give a
full, free report. He suggested
newspapers write news on an adult
level whereas radio and television
are designed for the 12-year-old
mind.
In addressing the convention
Louis B. Seltzer, editor of the
Cleveland Press, said radio-TV and
newspaper interests should get together for a common fight on behalf of freedom of information.
Eventually, he said, news presses
and distribution methods might become obsolete and some technique
such as facsimile could be used by
all news media, placing newspapers
under the same licensing situation
marking radio and TV operation.
Awards Winners
Three stations won NARND gold
trophy awards for news excellence
and 18 others received distinguished achievement citations.
Top winners in the annual competition were WTVJ (TV) Miami,
WBAP-TV Fort Worth and WHO
Des Moines.

WTVJ and News Editor Ralph
Renick were commended for the
"outstanding TV news operation,"
which is managed by Lee Ruwitch ;
"outstanding coverage of a special
event" was the commendation for
WBAP-TV and News Director
James
WBAP-TV's
prizewinningByron.
telecast
was Operation
Longhorn, a military maneuver.
WHO Des Moines was cited for
its outstanding radio news operation under supervision of News Director Jack Shelley and General
Manager Paul Loyet. Station also
won the award in 1951.
Prof. Baskett Mosse of Northwestern U., chairman of the
NARND Awards Committee, presented winners with gold trophies
at the banquet which concluded the
three-day convention. He is radio
and
of the college's
SchoolTV ofchairman
Journalism.
Distinguished achievement
awards went to stations in these
groups: Radio, WMAQ (NBC) Chicago, KNX Hollywood, WBBM
(CBS)
Chicago,Findlay,
WKBN 0.,
Youngstown, WFIN
and
KITE San Antonio. Television,
WNBQ (NBC) Chicago, WBAPTV Fort Worth — outstanding special event or news feature, KCBS
San Francisco, WGAR Cleveland,
WOW-TV Omaha.
James Van Sickle, news editor of
KWKH Shreveport, La., and the
station were cited for the second

Generated
HEAT
SASESALL
ing that all National League clubs
RADIO-TELEVISION
coverage of
professional baseball games touched ban telecasting of all games in
off a heated controversy as annual
1953 "to determine once and for all
winter baseball meetings opened
whether it hurts or helps baseball."
late last week in Phoenix, Ariz.
The Cardinals executive made
Bill Veeck, St. Louis Browns, and the statement after an earlier
Frank Lane, Chicago White Sox, threat to prohibit telecasts of home
broke up the American League games of other teams in which his
radio-TV pact by withdrawing per- club participates, unless the Carmission to the six other clubs to
dinals receive an "equitable" share
broadcast and telecast road games
of their teams. Mr. Veeck said he of the home club's TV receipts.
games are not telewas fighting to get some of the Cardinalvised, buthome
the club owns the largradio-TV revenues paid to the
est radio network in baseball, enother clubs.
compas ing 92 stations.
He said, "I want each of those
six clubs to set aside half of its
Saigh's Threat
television-radio money for the benePresident Saigh was directing
fit of the teams playing in their his threat chiefly to clubs in New
parks. They cannot force me to York and other places where baseball enjoys lucrative TV receipts.
change
my other
stand." clubs drew up a
The six
At least three National League
new agreement among themselves.
clubs were backing the Cardinals
Minor league officials devoted
boss- — the Cincinnati Reds, Pittsburgh Pirates and Boston Braves.
considerable time to radio-TV, with
Browns President Veeck had
Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Col.),
Western League president, asking threatened as early as two
money derived from rebroadcasts months ago to prohibit his club from
or recreations of major league raplayinggames,
in the unless
New York
dio and TV games that come from home
the Yankees'
Browns
outside minor league territory go got a share of TV receipts. Yankee
into a trust fund.
General Manager George Weiss
Fred Saigh, president of the St. countered Nov. 27 with a hint the
Louis Cardinals, enlivened the pre- Yankees might schedule such uncooperative teams for the Yankee
major league meeting by suggest-

WMGM
Reception
RECEPTION of WMGM
New York programs while
aboard the U.S.S. Duxbury
Bay in the Mediterranean
Sea waters near Port Said,
EgyptYork),
(5,743
New
was miles
reportedfromin
a letter to the station last
week by four sailors. They
wrote they had "the very
high and very morale-building pleasure of being listeners to your station" and added theyriodic
planned
to "send
pereports on
reception
qualities"
Station noted of
thisWMGM.
was the first
time on record the Mediterranean Sea has been reported in its coverage area.
straight year "for courage in radio
reporting in connection with the
brutality
investigations"
gola State
Prison. KFABat Anand
KOIL Omaha received special notice for their community service
broadcasts during the Missouri
River flood last year, and KTAC
Tacoma, Wash., was commended
for "enterprise in community service throughstations
radio cited
news."by the news
Foreign
directors for outstanding service were
CFQC Saskatoon, Godfrey Hudson,
news director; CJCA Edmonton, Russ
Sheppard, and 2 GB MacQuarie, Sidney, Australia, Hugh Elliot.
Judges in addition to Mr. Mosse
were Mr. Bormann; Ben Baldwin,
news editor, MBS New York; Prof.
Don Brown, U. of Illinois, and Prof.
Fred Whiting, Northwestern U.

on Media Coverage
Stadium's sparsely-attended afternoon games, instead of the customary Yankee night home gate bonanza of two games apiece for each
visiting team.
Sen. Johnson in a 40-minute
speech to minor league executives
discussed the radio-TV problem.
Previously George Trautman, president of the minors, appealed to
major leagues to "give us a little
help
before described
you destroy
Mr.
Trautman
two us."
proposals
to be submitted to the majors.
The country will soon become
saturated with television accounts
of major league
games impact
"with an
increasing
detrimental
on
baseball," Sen. Johnson said. "It is
just and equitable that the minor
league clubs suffering from damage by reason of such broadcasts
and telecasts should receive some
measure of compensation to restore
their respective losses at least in
"I have great hope that the major leagues will discover some day
that there is in this country a
minor league system that can be
destroyed," Mr. Trautman said.
"On both of these resolutions we

can only
We can't
demand. Butrequest.
we do hope
they will
part."
give us a little consideration."
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PERCENTAGE OF "AT HOME AND AWAKE"
TIME SPENT USING THE RADIO, WEEKDAYS,
IN THE HOME ONLY

IOWA

WOMEN

SPEND

TEEN-AGERS, 12 TO 18
18.7%

CHIIDREN, 4 10 11

NEARLY

HALF

32.8%
THEIR

The 1952 Iowa Radio-Television Audience Survey
offers new proof of radio's tremendous, penetrating
impact on Iowa families and Iowa living.

TIME

WITH

In the 1952 Survey, each of 1,164 families kept
an "In-Home Activities Diary", quarter-hour by
quarter-hour, the day following their interview.
The diaries showed, among many other things, that
radio-listening is by far the most dominant activity
in Iowa homes. Iowa people depend on radio not
only for recreation and entertainment, but also for
most of their news, their farm and market reports,
their home-making hints, their cooking recipes,
their religious and educational inspiration, etc.
Radio reflects life, in Iowa.

RADIO!

Dr. F. L. Whan of Wichita University and his staff
personally interviewed 9,143 families for the 1952
Study. Their response has furnished much new
and authentic data which will be of greatest value
to every advertising and marketing man who has
a stake in Iowa. Write today for your copy of the
1952 Survey — or ask Free & Peters. It will be
sent you free, of course.

+/©r
Iowa
PLUS
+
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Walts

Willi®

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

FCC

Chair Under the GOP
(Continued from page 23)

with GOP activities, both in Ohio
and Washington, and has served
as national committeewoman. Thad
Jr. is 36 and prior to his association with NARTB nearly two years
ago, was connected with the Washington law firm of Roberts & McInnis.
Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R-Ore.),
publisher and partnewspaper
owner of KRNR Roseburg, Ore.
One of the best-liked members of
Congress, Mr. Ellsworth isn't a
candidate, but it is known that
some of his friends and admirers
are trying to convince him that he
should accept an FCC appointment.
He reportedly evinced an interest
several years ago. He has been a
member of the House Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee, and
is one of the few practical broadcasters in Congress.
Harry C. Butcher, owner of KIST
Santa Barbara, and former naval
aide to Gen. Ike. He is no candidate, but his name continues to
bounce into the speculation, largely
because of the efforts of friends.
He is an "Eisenhower Democrat"
but this would not bar his appointment as a Democrat, Republican,
or even an independent. It is
thought Mr. Butcher would accept
only if the command came from
"the boss." He is now in the throes
of building a new vhf station on
Ch. 3, and it's believed he would be
loath to leave the West Coast, unless the orders came from the top.
Edward T. Ingle, radio-TV director of the Republican National
Committee and former NBC promotion executive in New York. Mr.
Ingle's name has been mentioned
frequently because of the party
victory and the part he played in
lining up the vital radio-TV phases
of the campaign. He also directed
Speaker's Bureau activities. Within
the party
organization,
understood to have
formidablehe'sbacking,
although he isn't beating the bushes
himself.
Broadcaster Mentioned
R. Morris Pierce, president of
WDOK Cleveland, and former vice
president in charge of engineering
of the G. A. Richards stations
(WJR Detroit, WGAR Cleveland,
KMPC Los Angeles). Mr. Pierce
served in the Mediterranean as a
radio-engineering expert during
World War II, and was instrumental in designing and improvising installations used effectively
against the enemy. In the African
theatre, he served in communications under Gen. Eisenhower's command and won commendations for
his ingenuity in coping with difficult and delicate communications
projects. Although now back at
WDOK, Mr. Pierce during the past
several years has handled a number of special assignments on a
global basis for the State Department, notably in connection with
Voice of America operations.
Former Gov. Harry F. Kelly of
Michigan. During his tenure from
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1943 to 1947 as Republican governor, he evinced more than casual
interest in broadcasting matters.
An attorney, his candidacy is being
endorsed by some broadcasters in
the area. It was thought that the
incoming Postmaster General, Arthur Summerfield, who chairmanned
the Republican National Committee during the campaign, might get
behind him.
Still More Aspirants
There are probably a dozen other
aspirants working both sides of the
political street. Because of the 20year wait, many of the Washington
observers admit that they have to
learrt all over again how to appraise situations involving a fullscale change of administration.
They know that the GOP high command has set up a top-level screening organization for all jobs. But
very little work has been done in
the open.
Great interest centers upon Mr.
Walker's immediate status. He has
said that he did not intend to resign either as Chairman or as a
member of the FCC, but had in
mind serving his term to expiration
next June 30. The President, however, selects the chairman from
among the qualified FCC members.
It is a foregone conclusion that
Gen. Ike will name a Republican.
There were indications last week
that, in order to obtain Republican
control, Gen. Eisenhower might find
it expedient automatically to terminate Mr. Walker's term, if he does
not tender his resignation. This
could be accomplished, according to
legislative experts, under the statute itself. The "Chief Executive"
(Mr. Truman) issued the Executive
Order on Dec. 21, 1950 which extended Mr. Walker's term beyond
the statutory retirement age of 70.
(He is now 71.) It is argued that
the new "Chief Executive" (Gen.
Ike) on Jan. 20 or thereafter can
countermand the Executive Order,
thereby creating the vacancy. It is
emphasized that the chairman
serves Executive.
"at the pleasure" of the
Chief

TRUMAN CALL
'Just Personal/ Says Walker
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker,
serving a one-year extension of
term beyond his retirement period,
called at the Executive Offices
Monday afternoon.
After leaving President Truman's
office Chairman Walker gave newsmen a stock reply to all questions
about the purpose of his visit.
"Just a personal call," he said
when asked if he had submitted
his resignation, or intended to resign. He said he had not discussed
the Conelrad plan, which was supplied to newsmen in release form
by the White House while he was
in the President's office.

SE

AAAA MEET
Set Friday in Atlanta
FALL meeting of American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies' Southeast
Chapter,
Friday
Capital City
Club, at
willAtlanta's
feature
talks by advertising executives,
broadcasters, a publisher, trade oradvertiser. ganization representatives and an

LARRY HAEG (I), general manager,
WCCO Minneapolis, applauds as Arthur Page (r), WLS Chicago, presents
a hand-hewn gavel to Sam Schneider
(c), KVOO Tulsa, retiring president
of the National Assn. of Radio Farm
Directors. Gift was presented during
annual banquet at two-day NARFD
convention in Chicago.
Farm Market
(Continued from page 28)
Cox, WFAA Dallas, and John Bradshaw, Toronto.
Also appearing at the Saturday
session were R. L. Webster, director of information, and Kenneth
M. Gapen, assistant director of information, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, and Wallace Kadderly, former
president of NARFD, now agricultural information specialist for
UCA-OSR in Paris.
Mr. Schneider gave the president's report and prospects for the
future of the association at the
annual dinner, at which Mr. Harper of WIBC was toastmaster.
Sunday morning closed sessions
were followed by afternoon meetings at which Alvin Bauer, KPOJ
Portland, Ore., headed a panel
discussing "Television and AM Radio." The group was made up of
Bruce Eagon, KOTV Tulsa; Norman Kraeft, WGN-AM-TV Chicago; "Doc" Ruhmann, WBAP-TV
Fort Worth, and Bill Zipf, WBNS
Columbus.
Maury Malin of Ralston Purina,
St.
Louis, use
detailed
his and
company's
successful
of radio
station
farm directors.
Larry Haeg, former farm director at WCCO Minneapolis and now
general manager, was toastmaster
at the annual banquet Sunday evening. George German, WNAX Yankton, gave the invocation, and Art
Page, WLS Chicago, made the annual gavel presentation to Mr.
Schneider.
The weekend meeting preceded
the annual International Livestock
Exposition at the city's Amphitheatre, held in conjunction with the
National 4-H Club Congress.

'Client-Agency' Talk
Theme of the chapter meeting
will be advertising's role in the
expanding South, with Stuart
Broeman, president, American
Bakeries Co., Atlanta, discussing
"The Client-Agency Relationship"
at the 12:15 p.m. luncheon session,
and the 7 :30 p.m. dinner gathering
to be addressed by Earle Ludgin,
president, Earle Ludgin & Co.,
Chicago, and AAAA director at
large
member of the associatee. and
tion's member operations commitWilliam W. Neal, of Liller, Nealj
& Battle, Atlanta, and chairman of
the Southeast Chapter board of
governors, will preside at the 9:30
a.m. business session. At this session James M. Henderson, Henderson Advertising Agency, Greenville, S. C, will discuss AAAA
examinations as chairman of the
chapter's committee on that subject. August Nelson, AAAA senior
staff executive, will talk on membership qualifications.
Later administration session will
be headed by Carol Porter, Crawford & Porter Advertising Inc., Atlanta, chapter
board'sD. secretarytreasurer.
Douglas
Connah,
Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta, will
speak on efficient operation of an
agency.
Panel on Rates
Late morning panel, "Where Are
Radio Rates Headed?" will feature
G. Richard Shafto, WIS Columbia,
S. C; Allen M. Woodall, WDAK
Columbus, Ga.; Charles C. Coleman,
manager,
Atlanta office,
and Avery-Knodel's
moderator Aubrey
Williams, radio director, FitzOrleans. gerald Advertising Agency, New
Tucker Wayne of Tucker Wayne
& Co. will preside over the luncheon
session and Dan W. Lindsey Jr.,
Richmond, Atlantic Council member of A AAA's board of directors,
will head afternoon discussions.
Mr. Lindsey
will talk on
AAAA's
benefit
to a southern
advertising
agency, after which William B.j
Ryan, BAB president, will advise
delegates on "How to Use Radio

Other afternoon features will include a slide presentation on the
importance
of the 2% discount to
in
'53."
DePue Elected
the advertising industry, an address on newspapers by George C.|
GEORGE DePUE JR., account supervisor for Jergens Lotion and Pan Biggers, Atlanta Newspapers Inc.
American Coffee Bureau at Robert president, and a discussion of successful TV commercials by Leyton
W. Orr & Assoc., last week was
elected executive vice president in Carter Jr., director of TV research,
charge of all agency operations.
Gallup & Robinson, Princeton, N. J.
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LINE
L
ANNE
LTIMU
ton and Philadelphia. These signals
U.
S. SIGNAL
CORPSCH
has developed a copper transmission guide have been fed "through" the line
and have shown up as images on
which has the potential of carrying
30 TV picture channels, it was re- TV receivers at the other end.
Possible applications that occur
ported last week.
System is an outgrowth of the immediately, said Mr. Lacey, include master antenna lead-ins (in
1950-51 "G-string" development
work carried out by Dr. Georg place of coaxial cable), communityGoubau, German scientist now
TV systems, and as transmitter
working at Fort Monmouth Sig- lines for vhf broadcast stations.
Possible future development may
nal Labs, in New Jersey.
Signal Corps labs have strung mean an entirely new and cheaper
method of linking cities for coma single copper line, three-quarters
munications and TV, he said.
of an inch in diameter, for two
miles on telegraph poles, Raymond
Another development has a %-in.
line to handle frequencies around
Lacey, chief of the microwaves
700 mc. This also carries a 60section at Coles Labs., told Broadcasting* Telecasting. It carries a cycle current, used to overcome icing conditions, Mr. Lacey said.
200-mc bandwidth in the vhf, he
This will be used in conjunction
said, and is virtually in commercial
with radio relay systems, he said,
development. The wire is covered
and gives promise of eliminating
with a polyethelene insulation.
An antenna at one end of the coaxial cables or wave guides.
line is oriented to pick up TV
Tube Queries
signals from Baltimore, WashingDevelopments were disclosed in
response to queries regarding the
announcement in London of a holKKTV#S RUSH JOB
All Aid in Denver Building
low copper tube capable of carrying vhf, uhf and electrical energy
COMMUNITY spirit showed forth
simultaneously [B«T, Dec. 1].
last week in unusual cooperation to
Both Signal Corps and National
help build a new transmitter house
Bureau of Standards scientists
in 28 hours for KKTV (TV) Colowere of the opinion that British
rado Springs, Col., the Ch. 11 out- references to the possibility that
let of TV Colorado Inc. which was
triple-threat line could be used
sternly chided fortnight ago by the the
for black and white and color TV
FCC for constructing its transmeant that the British were conmitter building and tower foundatemplating broad-band color TV on
tions prior to receiving a grant
uhf wavelengths. Present TV vi[B»T, Dec. 1].
deo channel in the U. S. is 4 mc
As a result of the all-out effort, for both monochrome and color.
KKTV was to begin interim operaBritish also use 4 mc bandwidth
tion last night (Sunday).
for black and white video signal
TV Colorado is equally owned by but have set no standards for color.
KVOR Colorado Springs and
Meanwhile, Bell Telephone Labs,
KGHF Pueblo. Both cities were
has developed a new and improved
expected to receive better than
coaxial
cable system — "revolutionminimum signal from the tempoary" is their term for it — which
rary reflector-type antennas mountcan simultaneously carry 600 teleed on a platform beside the new
transmitter house.
Since the ground is frozen at the
site on Cheyenne Mt., 5 miles from
and 3,000 ft. above Colorado
Springs, the new building was
CONELRAD
guyed to rocks and cliffs pending
BROADCAST blueprint for naspring-thaw installation of permational security embodying special
nent foundation.
emergency
techniques will be
Promptly after FCC's condition
grant, issued Nov. 28, DuMont flew pressed into effect around March 1.
Plans for alerting and controllengineers to the site while local
ing the operation of all standard,
■carpenters, electricians and others
FM and TV stations in the U. S.
dropped regular jobs to rush construction of the new structure in were announced last Tuesday by
the White House in an official
the snow.
statement on Conelrad — the conThe rush job began 8 a.m. Nov.
trol of electromagnetic radiation
29 and by noon the following day
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 1].
the transmitter was in the building
Participation in the plan has
although not connected. A DuMont
voluntary on the part of
5 kw unit is being used, giving ef- been
fective radiated power of 45 kw. broadcasters.
Under the emergency system,
Eventual full ERP will be 253 kw.
KKTV applied for its STA last standard (AM) stations would be
permitted to remain on the air
Monday, Dec. 1, and the request
immediately before or during an
was approved by the Commission
air attack — in accordance with cerWednesday. The telephone comtain FCC procedures — and the use
pany planned to have the studioof radio as a navigational aid to
transmitter link installed by 12:01
hostile aircraft would be mina.m. yesterday.
imized.
KKTV's national representative
is. George P. Hollingbery Co.
"No engineering method has yet
Page. 34 • December 8, 1952
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phone conversations plus one TV
program in each direction, or 1,800
phone calls over a single pair of
coaxial pipes [B»T, Dec. 1]. This,
is a 'first"
to Bell Labs.,
according
in
communications
history.
Coaxial systems now in use can handle only 600 telephone calls or one
TV program at a time, not both
at onceaxial pipes.
over a single pair of cois
system,
testednamed
by a "L-3,"
nowNewbeing
series of
field trials being conducted by Long
Lines Department of AT&T (which
operates the intercity circuits for
telephone, radio and TV) and associated companies of the Bell System. AT&T engineers expect to
introduce the new system into actual service on circuits between
New York and Philadelphia early
in the new year.
called
forDevelopment
the design ofofthenew"L-3"
types
of
transmission equipment, Bell Labs,
reported. New amplifiers or "repeaters" were needed, for example.
In the "L-3" as in earlier coaxial
systems the repeaters get power
from widely separated power points
along the coaxial cable and the
higher power requirements of the
new repeaters, plus the new system's use of twice as many, presented anumber of technical problems.
Bell Labs, scientists also had to
develop means for putting TV signals on the line and distributing
them at intermediate points without introducing distortion. New terminal equipment was necessary to
pile up 1,800 telephone circuits and
permit the addition and subtraction of smaller groups at intermediate points. Simultaneous transmission of both TV and telephone
signals required the development
of a way to prevent interference
between the two kinds of signals.

HERBERT GORDON (I), vice president, World Broadcasting System, announced last week signing of Gisele
MacKenzie (c), songstress, and Jerry
Gray, orchestra leader.
IRION NAMED
FCC's 13th Hearing Exam.
ANNOUNCING the appointment
of H. Gifford Irion, attorney in the
Aural Facilities Div. of the Broadcast Bureau, as an FCC examiner
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 1], the Commission brought to 13 the number
of hearing examiners. This completes the FCC authorized quota.
Mr. Irion entered government
service in 1934 with the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and then
spent six years as an attorney with
the Rural Electrification Administration. He first joined the FCC
in April of 1942, but left six
months later for Navy duty. After
convoy duty, he served with the
Bureau of Ships and the Judge Advocate General's office leaving active duty with rank of commander.
Returning to the FCC in 1946,
Mr. Irion has worked on broadcast
legal matters, including aural facilities, television and transfer and
assignment cases. He was a member of the survey teams which conducted reorganization studies of
the Broadcast and Safety and Special Radio Services Bureau.

Effective Date About March 1
PLAN
been found to enable FM and TV
authorities over this vital role of
stations to remain on the air," both
broadcasting, with some military
the White House and FCC exquarters
seeking restrictive measures.
plained.
The novel deception system is
Official announcement of the prowithout precedent in U. S. broadject,ecutive
which Order
wasissued
based a onyear
an ago,
Excast annals. During World War II,
stations operated under the shadow
culminated months of study and coof complete radio silence in the operation between industry
event of enemy air attack, and
(through the NARTB Broadcast
there were one or two instances of
Advisory Council) , the Commisstations silenced for brief periods.
sion, the Federal Civil Defense AdThe plan will enable a great
ministration and the Dept. of Demany standard outlets to remain
fense. Congress also figured in deliberations.
on the air even during an attack.
Promulgation of the system repreThe President authorized FCC
"either to silence radio stations or
sents agreat victory for broadcasters and national civil defense
their operations"
to miniauthorities alike, who fought hard to control
mize the possibility
of homing
by
for such a system on grounds that
enemy aircraft [B»T, Dec. 17,
1951]. FCC subsequently drew up
the public needed vital information
in an emergency. At times, indeed, the plan, which received the apthere were conflicting views by
proval of the Secretary of Defense
(Continued on page 61 )
civil defense officials and Air Force
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BRISTOL-MYERS
SPOT
MARKET
Bristoldoes

er

better

with

A TV FILM

My

SPOT

CASE

HISTORY

Bristol-Myers had a tough TV problem:
to reach a lot of men, in a lot of markets—
at a low cost.
To the agency, Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, male audiences spelled
sport shows and evening periods. So they
developed "Sports Parade," a low-budget
15-minute film program. They realized
that back-to-back adjacencies with other
sport shows would increase their audience.
So they looked into availabilities—
and ended up with a Spot campaign.
With Spot, they cleared good evening time
in 39 markets. On 31 stations they follow
either the Pabst fights on CBS or the
Gillette fights on NBC. (With Spot, you can
cross network lines to get the best buys.)
Market-by-market Spot clearances are shown
in the table, which proves once again . . .
YOU

CAN

DO

SPOT -MUCH

THE

BETTER

WITH

BETTER

KATZ

AGENCY,

Atlanta
Birmingham
Bloomington
Charlotte
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Erie
Grand Rapids
Greensboro
Huntington
Jacksonville
Johnstown
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Lancaster
Los Angeles
Miami
Milwaukee
Minn.-St. Paul
New Haven
New Orleans
Norfolk
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Providence
Reading
Richmond
Rochester
San Antonio
St. Louis
Toledo
Tulsa
Wilmington

INC

'SPORTS

PARADE*'

CLEARANCES
DAY & TIME

PRECEDING PROGRAM

Wed-10:45
Fri- 9:45
Wed- 9:45
Wed-10:45
Wed-10:45
Sat-10:30
Wed-10:45
Wed- 9:45
Fri- 8:45
Wed-10:45
Wed-10:45
Wed-10:45
Fri-10:45
Wed-10:45
Wed-ll:00
Fri-10:45

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Wed-10:45
Fri-10:45
Wed-10:45
Thur-10:45
Fri-10:45

pm
pm
pm
pm
pm

Thur-10:45 pm
Fri- 9:45 pm
Mon-11-00
1 VI VS ■ 1 A A . \J \J Dm
l/lll
Wed-10-45 Dm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Wedo:4b5 pm
*We
d-10:4
pm
*Tues-ll:15 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Wed-10:45 pm
Thur- 6:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Sat- 7:45 pm
Wed- 9:45 pm
Fri-10:45pm

Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Premier Theatre
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights
Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights
Pabst Sports
Fights
Gillette Fights
Wrestling
Pabst Fights
Gillette Fights
Thurs. Nite Theatre
Gillette Fights
Studio One
News
Pabst
Pabst
Pabst
Pabst
Pabst

Fights
Fights
Fights
rights
Fights
News
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Fights
Pabst Sports
Fights

Going
Pabst
Gillette
*alternate

Places
Fights
Fights
weeks
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NARTB TRAVEL
Dist. Meets Burden Eased
FIRST step toward cutting the
travel burden imposed on broadcasters who attend NARTB, BMI,
BAB, state association and related
meetings was taken last week by
the NARTB board.
Heeding widespread complaints
from station and network executives who lose valuable office time
because of the heavy travel load,
the board adopted a condensed
schedule of NARTB district meetings. It mainly benefits NARTB's
own staff.
First leg of the schedule, based
on a six-day, three-meeting week,
starts Sept. 14 in District 17 (Ore.,
Wash., Alaska), goes down the
Pacific Coast, across the Mountain
States and through the upper Midwest. It winds up Oct. 3 in District
7 (Ohio, Ky.).
Second leg starts Oct. 12, giving
a week of time for NARTB staff
executives at association headquarters in Washington. This leg opens
in District 12 (Kan., Okla.), moves
across the South and then up the
East Coast to New England, closing Oct. 29.
While this schedule will keep the
annual "flea circus" hopping madly
around the country, it cuts down
elapsed time of the annual 17meeting series.
The board also heard a report
from Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman of the
NARTB Convention Committee. He
predicted the annual industry convention at Los Angeles April 28May 1 will be the largest in the
association's history.
Multiple Meetings
In discussing the district meeting problem the board got into a
lively discussion about the multiple-meeting problem created by
two-score BMI clinics, state association sessions and the frequent
workshops held by Broadcast Advertising Bureau.
The meeting lineup in 1952 was
the most extensive in industry
history, whereas in 1951 BAB
clinics were tied into the district
meeting schedule and BMI clinics
frequently were held on adjacent
district meeting days.
The combined boards, and the
separate radio board, failed to
agree on a site for the February
directors meeting. Biloxi, Miss.,
was considered seriously as well as
Northern Florida. Final decision
awaits action by the TV Board,
which meets today (Monday) and
tomorrow at Cat Cay, Fla.
Following is the schedule of
NARTB district meetings for 1953
as adopted by the directors:
First Series
Dist. 17 Mon.-Tues., Sept. 14-15
15 Wed.-Thurs., Sept. 16-17
16 Pri.-Sat., Sept. 18-19
14 Mon.-Tues., Sept. 21-22
10 Wed.-Thurs., Sept. 23-24
11 Fri.-Sat., Sept. 25-26
9 Mon.-Tues., Sept. 28-29
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Proposed Revision
NARTB
BYLAWS
Okayed by Board
COMPLETE rewriting of the NARTB bylaws to clear up duties of
key officers and specify exact rights of radio and TV members was
approved Wednesday by the combined NARTB Radio and Television
Boards, meeting in Washington (see main board story page 29).
The revised bylaws will be sent
TV New Orleans; Leonard Kapner,
to all NARTB member stations for WCAE
Pittsburgh; Kenneth L. Carter,
vote on Dec. 29. Ballots are to be WAAM (TV) Baltimore, and Merrill
Lindsay,
WSOY Decatur, 111. President
returned by midnight Jan. 16. The
Fellows; C. E. Arney Jr., secretarytreasurer; Thad H. Brown Jr., director
new document becomes effective
of television and TV Board counsel,
Feb. 1, if ratified.
and Judge Miller served as advisers.
The bylaws went through the
Major bylaws revisions were
board with few changes. Besides
made in 1938 as well as in 1951.
bringing order into the chaotic col- They have been amended 14 times
since 1940.
lection of paragraphs that accumulated during a decade of changes,
The full board at its Wednesday
the new version lays out specific
meeting considered several resoluduties of key association officers.
tions referred to it by 1952 annual
Under the new version the presmeetings of 17 NARTB districts.
ident is given extensive manageA resolution adopted by District
ment powers. This puts into formal
14 (Mountain States) asking
language the ideas adopted in 1951
NARTB to obtain protection for
when the board brought television
from political libel
offer." Wed.-Thurs., Sept. 30-Oct. 1 stations into the association and broadcasters
suits was referred to President
Fri.-Sat., Oct. 2-3
abandoned the old name, National
Fellows for action.
Second Series
Assn. of Broadcasters.
13 Mon.-Tues., Oct. 12-13
Dist. 12
A resolution adopted by District
President Harold E. Fellows,
Wed.-Thurs., Oct. 14-15
13
(Texas) asking for a detailed
6 Fri.-Sat., Oct. 16-17
operating under a five-year constudy of congressional probes of
tract, has assumed management
5 Mon.-Tues., Oct. 19-20
radio and TV, aimed at examining
authority under terms of the 1951
4 Wed.-Thurs., Oct. 21-22
action. The chairman of the board
adequacy of reporting procedures,
3 Fri.-Sat., Oct. 23-24
2 Mon.-Tues., Oct. 26-27
is relieved of active direction of was referred to the president as
1 Wed.-Thurs., Oct. 28-29
was a resolution adopted by five
association affairs. The president
districts on tower insurance rates.
is given overall authority over both
radio and television segments of
Resolution on Training
WRITERS SUE GRANTS
the organization.
The board accepted a resolution
The Bylaws Committee, in re- from District 12 (Kan., Okla.) askClaim Caused Program Demise
porting to the board, pointed to
ing NARTB to encourage proper
RADIO writers Morton Lochman
need for a complete revision of
and Charles Stewart last week filed the
school training in radio-TV for
the assorted paragraphs and
suit for $15,250 against film star amendments, looking toward a young people. State associations
were urged to join this movement.
Cary Grant and his actress wife, closely knit structure in which
Another resolution asking the
Betsy Drake, charging in Los Anboth radio and TV would work
geles Superior Court that the together for mutual benefit.
board to prepare and distribute a
report that would give the public
couple prematurely caused the end
Judge Justin Miller, in his
of production on an NBC radio
a true conception of radio's public
program in 1951 for which the August draft of a new set of by- service contributions was referred
laws, had pointed to the surplus to the president. This proposal,
plaintiffs were contracted to write
words and paragraphs as well as which conceivably could involve a
scripts.
cumbersome structure of the heavy cost and develop into a major
Messrs. Lochman and Stewart, the
who seek settlements of $8,125 and assembled articles.
project, originated in Districts 11
The Bylaws Committee con(Minn.,
N. D., S. D.) and 15 (Calif.,
$7,125, respectively, claim they presidered
revised
language
at
an
T.
H., Nev.).
pared the scripts for Winkle Radio
Aug.
7-8
meeting,
with
final
action
Productions Inc., described as
At its Thursday meeting the
wholly owned by the Grants. The taken last Tuesday.
Radio
Board accepted a resolution
A. D. Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta,
program, sponsored by TransGa., is committee chairman. Other from District 5 (Fla., Ala., Ga.,
World Airlines, was on the air members are Robert D. Swezey, WDSUP. R.) urging that the proposed
from Jan. 21 to June 17, 1951.
North American Regional Broadeast Agreement be favorably conEqual Access Probe
sidered by the Senate and PresiSmith Leaves FCC
(Continued from page 29)
dent of the United States.
E. STRATFORD SMITH, chief of joint NARTB boards follows:
In Washington for the sessions were:
Akerberg, CBS; Kenyon Brown,
telephone services and facilities
Whereas, it is vitally important for Herbert
KWFT Wichita; Kenneth L. Carter,
branch, FCC Common Carrier
the welfare of the public and the ra- WAAM (TV) Baltimore, Md.; Henry B.
dio and television broadcasting in- ton
Bureau, resigned from the FCC
Clay,Cox,
KWKHKGWShreveport,
QuenPortland, La.;
Ore.;H Harold
dustries that both radio and television
last week to join
Essex,
WSJS
Winston-Salem,
N.
C;
have access, on an equal basis, with
the Washington
William Fay, WHAM-TV Rochester;
law firm of all other media to all sources of news, William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
WHCU-FM
sporting events and special events of Wyo.;
Ithaca, Michael
N. Y.; R.E. Hanna,
K. Hartenbower,
Welch, Mott & all
kinds, including Congressional
KCMO Kansas City; Thad Holt, WAPI
Morgan. Mr.
and
and other public hear- Birmingham; Lee W. Jacobs, KBKR
Smith was FCC
level,legislative
ings, on both a national and local Baker, Ore.; Albert D. Johnson, KOY
counsel in several
Phoenix; Leonard Kapner, WCAE Pittsburgh; Edgar Kobak, WTWA Thomson,
broadcast cases,
Therefore be it resolved, the presi- Ga.; H. W. Linder, KWLM Willmar,
Minn.;
Lindsay,
WSOY WMRN
Decanotably one which
dent is hereby authorized and intur, Merrill
111.; Robert
T. Mason,
led to the decision
structed to appoint a Committee, rep- Marion, Ohio; Clair R. McCollough,
that AT&T must
resenting both radio and television WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; William B.
Boston;
Paul R.W.Pratt,
Mointerconnect with
broadcasters, for the purpose of McGrath,
rency, WTICWHDH
Hartford;
Stanley
Mr. Smith
WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.; Paul
studying the broad problem outlined
privately owned
Raibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles;
intercity TV systems. He also above, with the primary purpose of Frank
M. Russell, NBC; Glenn Shaw,
obtaining for radio and television
KLX Oakland, Calif.; Henry W. Slavick,
handled the complaint of ABC and
appropriate recognition and fair ac- WMCT, Memphis; Alexander Stronach,
DuMont against AT&T respecting
WWDC-FM Washcess to all -proper places for the ABC; Benington;Strouse,
the allocations of intercity circuits.
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
broadcasting of all such news and New Orleans;
Jack
Todd,
KAKE WichThis led to the formulation of a events.
ita; Hugh Terry,
KLZ Syracuse;
Denver; A.
E. D.
R.
Vadeboncoeur,
WSYR
plan for quarterly allocations.
Major by laws revisions were
Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta, Ga.
JACK ENGLAND, manager,
KFDR Grand Coulee, Wash.,
sent the following telegram
to President Truman :
"Would like your services as
soon as possible as a disc
jockey on KFDR. You would
do a one hour show five days
a week. You would be working for the station named
after President Roosevelt,
which is the finest station in
the nation by a dam site. And
you would be working among
friends. In the past election,
every Grand Coulee precinct,
with one exception, voted
overwhelmingly Democratic.
One Democrat received over
92% of the votes. May I
hear from you soon on this
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tion
Networks File Opposi
CASE
^
Y
A
W
A
E
V
have
broadcast
a
show
that
FCC
I
G
exerted in the contest, rather than
OPPOSITION
to the FCC's giveaway rules— originally effective might construe to be a lottery.
the manner in which the partici"The Commission has power, in
Oct. 1, 1949 but postponed pendpants were selected, was the prin8-9: NARTB TV Board. Cat Cay.
cipal factor in the game and in the Dec.
ing court ruling [B»T, Aug. 22, granting or withholding licenses for
Florida.
1949]— was filed by ABC, CBS and radio broadcast stations, to take
NBC in the U. S. District Court in into consideration all facts rele- award
prizes."
CBS ofalso
took exception to the Dec. 8-9: MBS Affiliate meeting, Dallas.
Dec. 12: American Assn. of Advertising
New York last week.
vant to the statutory test of public rules' tests of "consideration,"
Agencies, Southeastern Chapter, CapThree-man court will hear oral interest . . . ; and it is assumed
pointing out that on the programs
ital City Club, Atlanta, Ga.
that a violation or prospective
argument on the three-year-old
"no member of the public is in- Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
case Dec. 15. Scheduled to sit are violation of Sec. 1304 [the lottery
duced to stake any sum of money
conference, Palmer House, Chicago.
1953
Circuit Judge Charles E. Clark and provision] of the Criminal Code
or anything of value on the promise
might
be
one
of
those
factors.
The
District Judges Vincent L. Leibell
that he will be given a chance to
Commission does not have the
and Edward Weinfeld.
Jan. 3: 83d Congress convenes, Washthe contest."
power, however, to isolate that one participate
ington, D. C.
Basis of the networks' briefs was
The courtsin have
held, CBS mainfactor from all others and make it
that the FCC has no right to draw
Jan. 5-10: National Collegiate Athletic
tained,
that
lottery
laws
"are
aimed
Assn., Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
at the suppression of schemes
up regulations interpreting the lot- solely determinative ... of what
D. C.
which constitute an evil in that
tery laws. In addition, they ob- is in the public interest. The Commission does not have the right to they lead to improvidence by and Jan. 9-10: South Carolina Broadcasters
to the Commission's
definiAssn. annual meeting, Francis Marion
tionsjectedof what
constitutes a lottery
set itself up in place of the De- the impoverishment of the public
Hotel, Charleston, S. C.
as applied to broadcast programs.
partment ofJustice as the law en- as a result of the expenditure of
Jan.
26: Theatre TV allocation hearforcement
agency
for
Sec.
1304
of
FCC, in conjunction with the Demoney for the chance of a larger
ing, Washington.
partment ofJustice, also filed its the Criminal Code. The proposed
return." Quiz-giveaways do not
NARTB Copyright Combrief last week upholding its rjght rules, therefore, are invalid as fall into the category, CBS insisted, Jan. 26-27:
mittee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
to provide regulations on lotteries. beyond the authority of the Comquoting an FCC stipulation that the Feb. 5-7: Southwestern I.R.E. Conmission, apart from any question
Commission premised its concluCommission has made no finding of
ference & Electronics Show, Plaza
as to the correctness of the Comsions that giveaways embraced
Hotel, San Antonio.
fact that such programs have had
"consideration" in the sense that
mission's interpretation of Sec. a "demoralizing or other dele- April 18: Seventh Annual Spring
Technical Conference, Cincinnati.
the audience was "bought" to listerious, harmful or evil effect on
ABC also claimed that the giveten to giveaway shows by the posApril
29-May
2: NARTB
Convention,
away rules are illegal because
sibilities of winning merchandise
Biltmore
Hotel,
Los Angeles.
1304."is no support in court deci- the"The
only court — a state court —
public."
or cash.
there
which has specifically considered
sions for the Commission's inter- the legality of a quiz-giveaway
Lotteries Defined
Toni Account
pretations of the lottery laws.
Lotteries are usually defined as ". . . in at least one important re- program of the type here pre(Continued from page 23)
scribed by the Commission, ruled
involving "consideration, chance
spect," ABC brief said, the Comthat it did not constitute a lottery," 1947 and is acknowledged as treand reward."
mission "actually rewrites the the
brief noted. This was a 1939
mendously effective in the rising
Giveaways were extremely popuas worded by Congress."
lar radio fare several years ago, statute
CBS, in a brief filed by the law decision involving WMBD Peoria, sales curve of the company thereafter.
but have faded from the air in re- firm of Rosenman, Goldmark, Colin which was sued to force performance of a contract to broadcast
cent years. Not involved in the
During the Toni growth years,
it invested "hunFCC rules, nor in the case, are & Kaye,dreds ofclaimed
1947-49, the company channeled
thousands of dollars" in Mu$ico. WMBD had refused, conaudience participation giveaway
tending the contract was unenas much as 80% of its advertising
quiz-giveaway programs and that,
shows.
forceable because the program conalthough they were highly profitbudget into radio.
stituted alottery.
Case began in 1948, when the
This Is Nora Drake is the curable and yielded "a substantial
Other
Rulings
Commission proposed amendments
rent Toni oldtimer, having been
weekly profit," they have been
to its regulation spelling out what
dropped by their sponsors because,
carried for about five years. The
"The Post Office Dept. and the
constituted a lottery.
among other reasons, FCC issued
bought a portion of the
Dept. of Justice have both issued company
its ban.
After oral argument in the same
Godfrey simulcast about three
rulings
that
programs
similar
to
"For the same reason CBS has
year, the Commission issued its
years ago.
[the quiz-giveaways of CBS] do not
final decision incorporating the pro- been unable to attract new sponFC&B served as agency for the
lottery laws," CBS de- entire Toni account during the
posed changes in its rules.
sors" for such shows, the brief violate the
clared,
noting
that
these
are
the
Networks appealed to the Dis- continued. It contended the pro- agencies directly charged with lot- company's early days. As Toni
grams were not lotteries, and that
trict Court, which issued a tembrought out new and competitive
tery law enforcement.
porary restraining order. At this, FCC's rules incorrectly interpret
products,
additional agencies were
named.
Further, the brief said, Congress
the Commission postponed the ef- the lottery law and exceed the
cannot
declare
activities
illegal
fective date of its new regulations
Commission's jurisdiction. Further,
Gillette Bought Company
pending a court decision on their CBS argued, such programs have unless they have "a demoralizing
legality.
been broadcast with FCC's knowlor evil effect on the public," with
Gillette bought the company in
edge for about 10 years, during the result that to ban giveaways
In revising its regulations on
1948 for approximately $20 milwould
deprive
CBS
of
property
lotteries (Sections 3.192, 3.292 and which time "literally thousands of
lion and now operates it as a diviwithout due process under the fifth
carrying these shows
sion, which is responsible for a
3.656— AM, FM and TV, respec- stations"
amendment
and
of
freedom
of
have
been
granted
license
renewals.
tively), the Commission declared
speech
under
the
first
amendment.
large
portion of Gillette's volume.
that a station's license would
CBS' Stand
It is operated by the former ownbe forfeit if it broadcast any
NBC's brief, filed by the firm of
ers, R. N. W. Harris and I. E.
CBS took issue with FCC's de- Cahill, Gordon, Zachry & Reindel, Harris, brothers. They are presi"lottery, gift enterprise or similar
dent and executive vice president,
finition of "chance," arguing that offered two main arguments against
scheme. . . ."
respectively, though at present I. E.
In detailing just what it would the law's ban on "offering prizes FCC's anti-giveaway order:
dependent in whole or in part upon
Harris is engaged in voluntary
consider a lottery, the Commission
"(1) The order is void because
lot or chance" is not the same as the Commission is forbidden to work for the Menninger Foundaspelled out the following:
tion in Topeka.
1. If winner had to furnish money or selection of contestants by lot or censor program content and has no
thing of value, or have in his possession chance, which was the method used
Advertising manager of Toni
product of sponsor of program.
power to enforce criminal statues,"
on thewould
programs
almost from the start of its expan2. Winner required to be listening rules
and "(2) the order is void because
forbid.and which FCC's
to or viewing program.
it incorrectly interprets Sec. 1304
sion was Don Nathanson, who reThe brief cited court cases up3. Winner
required
to answer
ques-is
signed about six months ago to
of
the
Criminal
Code."
tion correctly,
the answer
to which
move to Weiss & Geller, where he
holding the principle that "the test
given on a program broadcast; or if for a lottery
The brief, noting that FCC's
is whether skill or
key phrase is given over station.
rules apparently are directed is vice president and account exABC argument, in a brief filed chance predominates." Accordingly,
ecutive on Toni's Prom home peragainst the telephone type of givemanent. When he left, Toni did
by the law firm of Cravath, Swain it continued, "when the participants
away
program,
called
attention
to
& Moore, claimed that the Com- are first selected by chance and the 1940 action of FCC's then not name a new advertising head.
mission does not have the right to then participate in a contest in- Chairman James Lawrence Fly in Instead, plans are handled by the
volving skill, it is a question of
revoke or deny a license solely on
company's various product man(Continued on page 101)
fact in every case whether the skill
the ground that the station may
agers.
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33 1/3% more local advertising has been placed on KRNT in the last 5
years.
Over 36% of these advertisers have DOUBLED their investments
with KRNT since starting.

•
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47% more national advertising has been placed on
KRNT in the past 5 years. Over 11% of these advertisers have DOUBLED their investments with KRNT since
starting.
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DEMO POST
Fritchey Gets Deputy Spot
CLAYTON FRITCHEY, former
government information officer and
ex -newspaperman, has been named
deputy chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, with supervision over radio-TV, public relations and other activities.
Mr. Fritchey joined the White
House staff last May as an assistant to the President. He was given
leave of absence to work for Gov.
Adlai Stevenson at the Democratic
Presidential nominee's headquarters in Springfield, 111., after the
July conventions. He was assistant
to the Governor.
A former editor of the New Orleans Item, Mr. Fritchey entered
government service in November
1950 as assistant to the Secretary
of Defense and director of public
information. He resigned that post
late last spring to join the White
House staff.
In his new post, just created by
the Democratic National Committee, Mr. Fritchey will supervise
and coordinate radio, television,
public information, research, Congressional liaison and other functions. He also will study issues
and help develop strategy. Operational duties will remain with
Kenneth Fry, committee radio-TV
director, and Sam Brightman, director of public information. A research director will be named soon.
Mr. Fritchey will serve directly
under Stephen A. Mitchell, Democratic National Committee chairman, who has indicated he has no

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
Extra Week October 12-18, 1952
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK
Rating
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
Current
Rank
%
Program
9.6
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
8.8
2 People Are Funny (CBS)
8.7
3 Amos
Andy (CBS)
4 Charlie 'n'McCarthy
(CBS)
8.3
5
Lux
Radio
Theatre (CBS)
6 You Bet Your
Life
7.6
7.0
7 Great Gildersleeve (NBC)
(NBC)
8.7
7.1
8 Gangbusters (CBS)
8.1
9 Life With Luigi (CBS)
6.9
10
Dragnet (NBC)
(*) Homes reached during all or any part
of the program except for homes listening
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs,
average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
intention of resigning his post.
In a Washington news conference last Tuesday, Mr. Mitchell
revealed that the Democratic national organization still faces a
$550,000 campaign deficit. He said
the national committee owed $225,000, with . the remainder obligated
by the Stevenson-Sparkman Forum
and Stevenson Headquarters Committee. Part of this deficit presumably involved radio-TV time purchases, on the basis of reports filed
with the Clerk of the House last
month [B»T, Nov. 10].
Gov. Stevenson issued a statement Nov. 28 disclosing he would
defer future radio-TV plans on his
behalf until "substantial deficits"
are paid off. He described this as
his "first concern," despite efforts
of local groups to raise funds for
Stevenson broadcast appearances.
CONSUMER sales at Webster-Chicago
Corp., Chicago, were 31.8% higher in
third quarter this year than for same
period in 1951.

HILL MEDIA BAN
Committee Hears Hardy
CONGRESSIONAL soul-searching
over the ban on radio-TV pickups
of hearings on Capitol Hill was
evidencedmitteebylast aweek
specialduring
House public
comsessions on campaign expenditures.
Rep.man Hale
(D-La.), group,
chairof the Boggs
investigating
asked Ralph Hardy, NARTB government relations director, what he
thought about throwing open committee hearings and other proceedto television.
(See Velde's
stand, ingspage
44.)
Mr. Hardy said the radio-TV in"tremendously
interested industry
the wasproblem
and admittedly
disappointed when Speaker Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.) imposed a ban
last spring. He said NARTB felt
it had an obligation to demonstrate
the "unobtrusiveness" of radio-TV
equipment in hearing rooms.
NARTB proposes to show that
"radio and television are no more
obtrusive than the very microphone
used in this room," and require no
additional lights or . impinge on
silence of the room. NARTB is
preparing a test telecast in which
a simulated hearing would be so
covered, using normal room lighting and concealed microphones.
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 24].
Asked by Rep. Frank M. Karsten
(D-Mo.) whether the media question should be left to individual
committee chairmen or to the industry, Mr. Hardy said he personally felt that, because of the nature
of the procedure, it would be "wise"
to leave it up to committee chair-

ROBERT E. SHERWOOD (1), playwright, signs five-year contract with
NBC [B»T, Dec. 1]. Watching are
Sylvester L. Weaver Jr. (standing),
NBC vice president in charge of radio-TV networks, and Joseph H. McConnell, NBC president.
men. He said access might depend
on the nature of the hearing and its
public interest.
Referring to an earlier statement by Mr. Hardy that political
campaign talks are "not necessarily
inspirational,"
Karsten
sought from Mr.Rep.
Hardy
some also
tips
to make political offerings more
palatable to viewers. None was
forthcoming.
Rep. Joseph W. Martin Jr.
(R-Mass.), who is slated to be
House Speaker in the 83d Congress, contends that any decision
on radio-TV pickups in the House
should be left to committee chairmen [B»T, Nov. 24].
The NARTB combined boards
discussed the Congressional ban
last week at their meeting (see
separate story).

WHAT

BETTER

PLACE

than

here

I

to hit your point of purchase?

Walter J. Bowe, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson

& Mather,

Inc., New

York, is the top decision-maker who can't miss your advertisement if it's in the 1953 Broadcasting Yearbook. It works for you every working day of the year — the annual one-time shot
campaign.
STILL TIME TO RESERVE SPACE IN CERTAIN SECTIONS OF THE 1953 YEARBOOK. CALL COLLECT

NOW

ON Wcue

AKRON,

OHIO EVERY DAY

7 TO

9 AM

Monday

thru Saturday

Akron's best known
and most listened to
platter personality

you'll get better
results in Akron
with WCUE

and

JACK
When you take Akron's fastest-growing station and northeastern Ohio's super-salesman
. . . then put them together on the Sunshine Club . . . you have a combination
that can't be beat . . . for sales punch . . . for vigorous merchandising
. . . for direct results . . . it's WCUE in Akron, Ohio.

AKRON!

OHIO

One

of Ohio's outstanding

SEE

YOUR

FORJOE

Independent

MAN

FOR

Stations

DETAILS

Like everything

else wrought by

man, every advertising medium

has a

hitch in it. Skywriting is splendid —
except on windy days and during
rainy spells. Newspapers are nice —
but it takes so many of them to get
your story into different markets from
coast to coast. Magazines are mighty
fine — if only your sales and distribution
pattern happened to fit a given
publisher's total circulation. And
television is tremendous — but it still
costs so much to reach so small
a fraction of your 48-state market.
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There is even a hitch in network radio,
the only true mass medium. All four
networks blanket the biggest centers,
of course — but recent research reveals
that only one of the four really
dominates the 17,000,000-family radio
audience throughout Non-TV

America

. . . largely because this network, singlehanded, provides more stations there
than the other three combined. Mutual
is the one network with this unique
plus — and timely rate adjustments
make Mutual the one network for you
to hitch to . . . right now for '53.

MUTUAL
the plus network of 560 affiliates

1
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Strictly Business
(Continued from page H)
in a short stint in the classified
Baby Foods, Pet Milk, Cunard
advertising department of the old
Lines, Sunoco Gas, French's Mustard, Stopette, Elgin Watches,
New York Telegram and in 1919
Schick Electric Razor and Philco.
joined Underwood & Underwood,
The commercials last anywhere
well-known illustration photografrom eight seconds to two minphers, as service manager. He reutes, Mr. Behrend noted, and the
mained with the firm until 1941
price range is from $1,800 to when he joined Sarra Inc.
$15,000.
It was during his tenure at Underwood & Underwood that he met
Show Business Background
Mr. Behrend, who was born in Mr. Sarra, whom Mr. Behrend conBaltimore 54 years ago, received
siders "the only honest-to-God
his basic training in show busi- genius I've ever worked with." He
ness and commented that he felt said he thoroughly enjoys his relationship with his boss and is happy
he has never really left the theatre.
He went to New York after finish- to be associated with an industry
that has a tremendous growth poing high school to study at New
tential. The only drawback to his
York U. but left college to take a
job, Mr. Behrend conceded, was
position as a stage manager. For
that he has had to forego a large
the next three years, Mr. Behrend
worked both in New York and on portion of the sales end to concentrate on overall administrative
the road until World War I interrupted his stage career.
supervision.
Mr. Behrend is strong in the
Following army service, he put

belief that the TV film commercial
does "a terrific selling job" when
proper attention is directed to its
creation. He explained he applies
the following yardstick, for which
he did not claim originality, to test
effectiveness : he turns off the sound
and judges the commercial purely
by its visual quality.
Mr. Behrend predicted that
filmed commercials would continue
to improve in the future with emphasis on simplicity. The coming of
color television is going to have
tremendous impact on all spheres
of advertising, he noted, but he
voiced one mild regret.
"We're going to have to learn
techniques all over again," he said.
"But we're trying to get ready for
it. We're continually experimenting
and hope to come up with some interesting techniques by the time
color arrives."
Staff of About 100
Mr. Behrend supervises a staff
of about 100 persons.
The firm

maintains offices in New York and
Chicago, plus a sales outlet in
Hollywood.
For all his success in the business world, Mr. Behrend is no joiner. He belongs to no clubs and has
no hobbies except reading and the
theatre. His wife is the former
Esther Cohen of Jersey City, whom
he married 29 years ago. They have
three children, Daniel, William and
Dean.
And perhaps the best index to
Mr. Behrend's aversion to fuss is
that this key executive of one of 1
the top photographic companies in
the world confessed he had no
recent picture of himself.
"I've still got my photo when I
grinned.
army,"
was
and
hair "But
a lothe more
that inwilltheshow

leave out a lot of the gray ones."
After much urging, he sat for
the one accompanying this sketch.

VELDE'S STAND
May Relax Radio-TV Ban
SOME of the 1953 hearings by the
House Un-American Activities
Committee will be broadcast, Rep.
Harold E. Velde (R-Ill.), who will
take the helm of the committee as
chairman, said last week.
This is the first announcement
that radio microphones and TV
cameras will be permitted to cover
House committee meetings since
Speaker-to-be Joseph W. Martin
Jr. (R-Mass.) declared he favored
the right of each committee to determine for itself whether its hearings should or should not be broadcast or televised [B»T, Nov. 24].
Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.)
banned radio and TV equipment

edo

Tol

early last year under an "interpretation" of the House rules. He
said that because the rules did not
encompass radio-TV coverage of
committee meetings, it could not
be permitted [B»T, March 10, 3].
t6e Tftuaicat

Spate

COVERS the RICH NORTHWESTERN
OHIO MARKET

"Wtaxe ^64te*ten4. foci 72olt<vi

National Representative
Headley-Reed Co.

MUSIC

t.v.
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Rayburn's 'Ruling*
In discussing the Un-American
Activities Committee's plans to investigate Communists in colleges
and labor unions, Rep. Velde said
that televising some of the hearings would "educate" the public
and enhance the committee's prestige.
It was an Un-American Activities Committee hearing in Detroit
last March that brought the radioTV ban into existence. Since then
no House committee session has
been covered by the broadcast media.
In the Senate each committee decides whether its hearings should
be broadcast or not. In the 82d
Congress, Sen. Pat McCarran (DNev.), chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, introduced a
resolution (S. Res. 319) to ban microphones and cameras from Senate committees. The resolution
was never reported out of committee.
BROADCASTING
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The

Man

in

the

Blue

WE

see by the New Yorker that some fellow who
makes shirts has 279 of them, mostly colored,
and that he would rather be caught reading the Daily
Worker than have anyone see him in a white shirt before
sundown.

We

know 279 fellows who are in complete sartorial

agreement with him. They have one kind of shirt — a 5%ounce blue chambray, usually worn buttoned to the top
without necktie — which goes on at sunrise. By sundown
it has been replaced by a fleece-lined long-sleeved pullover (familiar to ex-GI's as a winter undershirt). Yet,
gentle reader, these men are impeccably well-dressed,
especially when they visit the bank to throw another crop
check on the hopper. They're Iowa farmers, of the group
that raised, among other things, 685,736,000 bushels of
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Chambray

Shirt

corn
turkeys.this year, 6,754,000 tons of hay and 3,415,000
They owned 17,307,402 acres of farm land, operated
another 17,407,144 acres, purchased 35,841 pieces of new
power machinery last year (bringing the total on Iowa
farms to 485,068), produced 6,392,238,000 pounds of
farm livestock, and (with the help of their chickens)
five billion eggs.
These blue-shirted capitalists had $2,125,000,000 in farm
income last year, enough to buy all the shirts they want —
and practically anything else you have to sell. Next time
you are in the market for markets, ask the Katz man to
show you some WMT patterns, custom-tailored to the
5j4-ounce chambray set. In New York, telephone PLaza
9-4460. WMT, Cedar Rapids, 600 kc, 5,000 watts,
Basic CBS Network.
December 8, 1952
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BBC

PREFERRED

OVER

in influence in Yugoslavia, Greece
and Turkey although BBC is still
regarded in those countries as
superior.
BBC continues to dominate the
field in the Middle East, South
Africa and India and VOA's effect
in Japan is reported as "insignificant," according to the Times survey. In Latin America, VOA is
improving in effectiveness in Panama, El Salvador, Guatemala and
Argentina but in the rest of the
continent the BBC was reported to
be generally preferred.
The survey indicated that educational and documentary films
distributed by USIS and the Mutual Security Agency were regarded as "the most effective propa-

VOA

But Voice Is Improving, 'Times' Survey Finds
VOICE OF AMERICA'S broadcasting program has improved in effectivenes in some areas of the
world since 1948, but in many countries the programs still have limited effect and influence, The New
York Times has reported after
making a survey of U. S. government information activities covering 44 nations.
British Broadcasting Corp., the
survey showed, still is preferred
over VOA in many countries because of "great objectivity and
newsworthiness." In some coun-

COVERAGE
5000 wafts ihM time
on 630 fcc, blanketing
NEW ENGLAND'S SECOND LARGEST MARKET,
and of so covering the
rich fail River-New
Bedford, Mass., marketing area with a Signal greater than 2 my.

AUDI E N
An active audience,
loyal to a BALANCED
schedule of TOP-RATED
CBS and local programs
—programs designed
for PRIMARY listening
attention, important
because— listeners who
reaiiy ttSTEN, are buyers who ready BUY*.

tries, locally sponsored radio programs using material supplied by
U. S. Information Service were reported "increasingly effective," the
survey noted, while U. S. Armed
Forces Radio Network programs
were ever
described
available. as "popular" wherIn most European countries
checked, with the exception of
Italy, the BBC was preferred. VOA,
according to the survey, was sometimes criticized in France as "pedestrian, wordy, naive, trivial and
frequently pedantic" but is rising

ganda device."

more

New

Englanders

listen

than

to

any

Rhode

WPRO

other

SERVICE SKILLS
RTMA Training Program Set
VOCATIONAL training program
designed to raise technical skill
and business technique of radioTV service technicians is being
started by Radio-Television Mfrs.
Assn. First step is opening of a
24].
"pilot" course in the New York
Trade School [At Deadline, Nov.
The project was developed by
the RTMA Service Committee
under Chairman R. J. Yeranko,
Magnavox Co. It aims to upgrade
TV service technicians through
existing vocational and trade
schools. This is to be done by developing manuals and teaching
aids reflecting recommendations of
the radio-TV industry.
A model training program will
be developed by a subcommittee
headed by W. L. Parkinson,
General Electric Co., aided by an
advisory group representing all
segments of the industry.
First material will be developed
from an experimental course of
lectures and bench work involving
servicemen now practicing their
trade. The New York Trade
School is an endowed institution
offering similar practical courses
in various trades.
Industry subsidy of S80.000
will be needed to run the program
for the first two years, after which
it is to be self-supporting. Half
the fund will consist of equipment
to be donated by RTMA members.
Nearly 250 prizes, including
amateur receivers, kits and other
gear, are being donated for award
to winners of a nationwide radio
listening contest for youngsters.
The contest is directed by R. W.
Mitchell,teurchairman
of RTMA Section.
AmaRadio Activities
Nearly ceived9,000
been rein the entries
contest, have
sponsored
by
RTMA and Boys Life magazine in
cooperation with American Radio
Relay League.

Island
L. A. AD WOMEN
Awards Luncheon Planned

station.

to reach
most

the

buyers,

BUY BASIC.

1. WPRO
B J

PROVIDENCE- 630 KC - 5000 W

REPRESENTED
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LOS ANGELES Advertising Women will hold their seventh annual
Frances Holmes Awards luncheon,
ler.
April 12, at the city's Hotel StatOpen to all advertising women in
the eleven western states and British Columbia, the competition will
culminate in the presentation of
"Lulus," gold trophies symbolic of
outstanding achievement. Closing
date for entries is March 12.
Martha Jeffres, Southern California
Adv. Agencies Assn., Los Angeles, has
been named coordinator of the competition. Serving with her are Beatrice
Kentz. The Katz Agency, associate coordinator:Marion
Mary Cripps,
Shaw Co..
grams;
Sternbach.
Dan pro-B.
Miner Co.. brochures; Doris Allen,
Southern California Gas Co., ticketsprinting; Glad Hall Jones. KBKD.
awards: Martha Fuller, Toys & Novelties Publishing Co., ticket-sales;
Adene Wilson, Los Angeles Examiner,
reception and hostesses: Jacqueline
Britton, Smalley, Levitt & Smith Inc..
publicity; and Harriette Bryson. Sparkletts Drinking Water Corp., decora1 tions..
BROADCASTING
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Columbia
Tape

Records,
for

Inc. uses

its toughest

"Scotch"

recording

Magnetic
jobs!

in the industry call

Music lovers everywhere look to these superb recordings for

for the finest recording material available . . . that's why "Scotch"
Brand Magnetic Tape is used by Columbia Records, Inc., for the
exacting original recordings of famed Columbia Masterworks.

true, lifelike performances by the world's great artists. "Scotch"
Magnetic Tape captures every note faultlessly, assures matchless quality of reproduction every time.

THE HIGHEST RECORDING

►Here's

why

engineers
Tape

than
•
•
•
•
•
•

STANDARDS

the nation's

use more
all other

top recording

"Scotch"

Magnetic

brands

combined

Lower noise level than any other tape
Greater output sensitivity than any other tape
Better reel-to-reel uniformity than any other tape
Erases cleaner than any other tape
No curling or cupping — always lies flat on head
Lubricated for longer head life

The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound
Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. — also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-Sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating,
"Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting,"Safety-Walk" Non-Slip Surfacing,"3M"Abrasives,"3M"Adhesives. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont.,
Can. (g) The exclusive trade-mark of Columbia Long Playing Records— symbol of highest quality. Trade-Marks "Columbia," "Masterworks," 0]), (g) Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Marcas Registradas.
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JENNINGS SHIFT
To Join CBS Radio Sales
WARREN JENNINGS, former
commercial manager of ABC's
WJZ New York, will join CBS
Radio Spot Sales as an account
executive on Dec.
15 [Closed Circuit, Dec. 1], it
was announced
last week.
Mr. Jennings,
who had held the
WJZ post since
Sept. 1, previously served for two
years as national
Mr. Jennings
sales manager for
the radio division
of ABC Spot Sales, and before that
was eastern sales manager for
WLW Cincinnati, with headquarters in New York, from 1939 to
1950.

duPONT

AWARDS

Scholarships Suggested
THE Alfred I. duPont Awards
Foundation last week invited winners of the duPont Radio and Television Awards to apply the monetary value of the awards to the
establishment of scholarships.
In accordance with a revision of
declared purposes, the foundation
believes that award winners, representing the highest development
of radio and TV, will feel that the
making of such a grant would be
a gracious and persuasive phase of
the best public relations both for
the winners and for the broadcasting industry.
Nominations for the 1952 duPont
Awards will be received until Dec.
31 at the office of O. W. Riegel,
curator, Alfred I. duPont Awards
Foundation, Washington & Lee U.,
Lexington, Va.

INDIANA THEFTS

Listener Response
AS WPTW Piqua, Ohio, was
airing the winter's first report of bad driving conditions, a motorist, who was
tuned to the program while
station, lost conpassing
trol of histhecar, which skidded
into a utility pole. Result:
A power transformer was
knocked out, putting WPTW
off the air more than an hour.

Radio Club Anniversary
RADIO Club of America will hold
its 43d anniversary banquet Dec.
12 at the Advertising Club of New
York. Capt. L. V. Berkner, USNR,
president of Associated Universities Inc., will speak on the future
in science relation to
progress
communications and atomic energy.
1

When

statistics

Analyze

They

you

compare

or e-v-a-l-u-a-t-e,

give us the

very best

share

th New

and

WT AG

FM

WORCESTER,

England

HOLLINGS WORTH, president, Key Broadcasting System
Inc., licensee of WKBS Oyster Bay,
Long Island, N. Y., has offered to
lend the Pennsylvania & Long
Island Railroad a helping hand.
What's more, Mr. Hollingsworth is
willing to help, free of charge.
Mr. Hollingsworth wrote the firm
that he noticed that in an annual
report, the Long Island Railroad
listed liabilities of $2,801,782.37.
"Send us a description of all
Long Island Railroad properties
that are offered for sale and we
will advertise same as a public
service; to insure that the Long
Island taxpayer and our public
schools, realize as much as possible
from the sale of these properties,"
Mr. Hollingsworth wrote.

State

■ 5 8 0 KC

. BASIC

CBS

MASSACHUSETTS

See Raymer for reasons
J
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Seminar

WKBS PROPOSAL
Offers Railroad Free Ads

*The lion's share of this 3rd largest New England market

•

RCA-NBC

PUBLIC relations seminar for Negroes in the Chicago area will be
conducted by NBC and RCA Dec.
11 at the network's studios in the
Merchandise Mart. More than 50
leading Negroes in the area will
be invited to the day-long session
to discuss NBC and RCA relations
with members of the colored community. Speakers will include
Sydney Eiges, NBC vice president
in charge of press and information; Edward D. Madden, vice president and assistant to the president
of NBC; Stockton Helffrich, manager of continuity acceptance, and
Joseph V. Baker, public relations
counsel. Executives on the Chicago
staff will attend.

LEE

of the
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To Delay WSLM's Debut
THEFT of an estimated $10,000
worth of equipment has been reported by Don H. Martin, general
manager, WSLM Salem, Ind.,
which was slated to go on the air
today (Monday). It was reported
that
debutthea theft
month.would delay WSLM's
Indiana State Police are reported
to have been working on a theory
that the thieves are an interstate
gang who may be selling the equipment overseas. Similar thefts were
reported at WCNB Connersville;
WMRI Marion, WTTV (TV)
Bloomington, and several relay
stations during the past few
months.

New WGH Studio
WGH-AM-FM Newport News, Va.,
announced last week that it had
awarded a contract to the James
B. Denny Jr. contracting firm for
construction and equipping of a
new Norfolk studio. Work already
has begun. New studio and offices
will occupy the entire second floor
of the recently constructed home
of the Tidewater Automobile Assn.
under
Jan. 1. a 10-year lease, effective
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CO-OP TAB
BOOST
Hears Fellows
BKOADCASTERS and dealers
should work together for their mutual advantage in encouraging use
of cooperative advertising, members of the Tennessee Assn. of
Broadcasters were told Nov. 24 at
their Nashville meeting. Featured
speaker was Harold E. Fellows,
NARTB president, who lashed at
self-appointed critics who are
sounding radio's death knell [B»T,
Dec. 1].
In the co-op discussion A. A.
Woodruff, General Electric Supply
Corp., told broadcasters they could
help the dealer buying co-op time
by assisting him in selecting the
best type of programs and aiding
him in processing claims.
L. J. Mulhall, Philco, advised the
small dealer to tie in with the national advertising program. He
stated that too many small dealers
of nationally advertised products
do not know about tie-ins.
Other panel speakers were
George Hill, General Shoe Corp.,
L. M. Rowe, RCA, and H. W. Goll,
Sinclair Refining Co. F. C. Sowell,
general manager, WLAC Nashville,
was the moderator.
Fred A. Palmer, radio consultant, urged broadcasters to keep an
eye peeled on their programming.
"Programs built the radio industry,
but broadcasters are strangling radio because they are getting away
from programs."
Rep. J. Percy Priest (D-Tenn.),
and member of the House Inter-

IN

ABC SHIFT
Oberfelder Elected V. P.
TED OBERFELDER last week was
elected vice president in charge of
owned radio stations for ABC. He
has been director of owned radio
stations since last
Mar. 15,
and was
before that
general manager
of ABC's WJZ
NewMr. York.
Oberfelder,
whose promotion
was
announced
Thursday
by

NEWLY-ELECTED TAB officers include (I to r) Mr. Cleghorn, Miss
Clinard and Messrs. SheftaU, Winger and Soivell.
state & Foreign Commerce Committee, told the group that grass
roots advice from broadcasters
would result in better legislation
affecting the industry.
Other convention speakers included Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.), Tennessee Governor-Elect
Frank Clement, and C. E. Arney
Jr., secretary-treasurer of NARTB.
TAB re-elected Parry Sheftall,
WJMZ Clarksville, president; Ruth
Clinard, WMAK Nashville, secretary-treasurer, and Earl Winger,
WDOD Chattanooga, was elected
vice president.
New directors chosen included
John Cleghorn, WHBQ Memphis,
and Carter Parham, WDEF Chattano ga. F. C. Sowell, WLAC Nashville, was re-elected to the board.
TAB voted to have next year's
meeting in Chattanooga.
KRANTZ Brewing Co., Findlay, Ohio,
through Marcus Adv., same city, has
commissioned Phil Davis Musical Enterprises to originate a musical trademark for its Old Dutch beer.

Million Man

President Robert
Kintner, was
Mr. Oberf elder E.
credited with an
instrumental role in "the new impetus given to the five key stations
of
the ABC
radio WENR
network."
The
stations
are WJZ,
Chicago,

WOR New York account executive Zang Golobe was
credited by the station last
week with bringing in net
billings of $1 million in the
past 2% years. To honor his
initiation
into the select cir$1
cle of "million dollar men,"
WOR presented Mr. Golobe
with an inscribed wrist
watch.

WXYZ Detroit, KECA Los Angeles, and KGO San Francisco.
The new vice president has been
with ABC since February 1945,
when he joined the advertising and
promotion department.
Entering radio in June 1934, Mr.
Oberfelder served first as director
of promotion, merchandising and
research for Hearst Radio, moving to the Philadelphia Inquirer
in September 1937 as promotion manager. In October 1941
he went to WCAU Philadelphia as
promotion manager and in September 1943 was named director of
promotion, publicity, merchandising, and research for WFIL Philadelphia.

CBS Retroactive Pay
WAGE Stabilization Board has approved a new wage contract between CBS Hollywood and Radio
Writers Guild and between $4,500
and $5,000 in retroactive pay was
distributed to staff continuity
writers this past week. Wage increases negotiated in the new contract, retroactive to Nov. 1, 1951,
bring the scale to $110 per week for
the first year and $130 weekly
thereafter.

SYRACUSE
SWPl£4f€#75

• ••Does
of

NOT

Replace

Entertainment

Syracuse is a two-TV-station city. According to Niagara Mohawk
Power Company monthly surveys, 71% of the homes in the
Syracuse area have TV sets. According to the calamity howlers,
radio in Syracuse should be a dead duck. But two separate surveys
of television homes show that radio is alive and vigorously kicking.
(Details, including methods of sampling, free on request). Here
are the results:
TV Homes Only,
Number
Number of Average
Homes of
Survey
Dot*
Hours per Day
Called
TV Homes
Radio
4.50
Television
493
763
2.90
No. 1
Oct. 51
4.76
493
No. 2
704
3.24
Dec. '51
986
1467
Combined
3.07
4.52
ACUSE
570 KC

it as

and

4

X4P/0

n

a

Source

Information

"S m non-Ty f,

d*y of TaA-

(vSyo'^'WcM,*,

NBC Affiliate. WSYR-AM-FM-TV — the Only Complete Broadcast
Institution in Central New York. Headley-Reed, National Representative
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Mr. J. Stewart Jatnieson, President, Lincoln Printing Company, New York City and Chicago

Would

$50,000,000

"If a $50,000,000 sale depended on
your shipment being delivered overnight—you'd benervous, wouldn't you?
"But that's just routine for us!
"We are financial printers. When
securities are issued, our job is to get
prospectuses into the hands of underwriters and dealers on time.
"Success or failure in marketing the
issue, depends to a very great extent
on our performance.

BROADCASTING
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make

you

nervous?"

"We don't take chances. We use Air
Express. In a matter of hours, those
precious papers are being delivered in
financial markets all over the country.
That kind of dependability is priceless.
Yet Air Express rates on our shipments
are usually the lowest!
"Air Express has saved us many an
ulcer— and many a shipping dollar! In
a very real sense, we have grown because of Air Express."

Mft 'fXPRfSS
GETS THERE FIRST
Division of Railway Express Agency
1 952 — our 25th year of service
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"FAVORITE
Week

STORY"

after week,

sfory after

story, the most vivid and exciting dramas ever presented
to any

audience

SUCCESS

WILL BE

anywhere!

STORY!
. » *•*

* ACTORS , . . always the perfect
cast . . . a galaxy of headliners!
• SETTINGS AND COSTUMES
on artistic triumph for each program!

audience eager for next week's show!

* MUSIC AND DIRECTION
fresh and vigorous that make each
ir'ograrn coaa.e vibrantly alive!

• SCRIPTS spark ig w rtff.the creative genius of Lawrence ond Lee!

• PROMOTION
. finest g?'cv
c~ merchandising aids in TV history!

• STORIES

NOT

that lecve fhrs -.ee< 5

ANYWHERE,

BY ANYONE,

HAS

TELEVISION

BEEN

SO

HANDSOMELY

AND

LAVISHLY

STAG !

editorial

4

Playing

Cop
WE SOMETIMES wonder whom the FCC is
kidding other than itself. A fortnight ago it
issued a construction permit for a new vhf
television station at Colorado Springs to TV
Colorado Inc. But it did so with conditions.
The applicants, in their zeal to prepare for
operation, poured concrete foundations and
put up a transmitter building, to beat the
Pike's Peak winter freeze. They did this to
the tune of $30,000.
The FCC, in issuing the conditional permit,
reprimanded the station for beginning construction prior to obtaining its grant. It cited
the alleged law to back it up. The condition
imposed was that it abandon its §30,000 worth
of construction and start over again, even
though it would be only a few dozen feet away.
What earthly good did the FCC do in meting
out this punishment? It simply takes additional manpower and materials to do the same
job. We question whether there was even a
technical violation of the law, since equipment
was not hooked up and there was no unauthorized transmission. The applicants took a gamble on getting the permit.
It's our guess that the FCC just doesn't
want to meet head-on a situation where an applicant has an investment in facility, whereas
his opponent might not. The FCC ought to
disregard these collateral factors and have the
guts to say "no" if the gambling applicant
doesn't make the better case.

Great

Patent

Mystery
NEARLY a year ago grand jury proceedings
were instituted against 20 corporations in the
radio, television and electronics industry by
the Attorney General alleging violations of
the anti-trust laws and other criminal statutes.
They were initiated under circumstances that
even today are cloaked in mystery.
The 20 companies were asked to dredge up
patents, records, correspondence, memoranda,
license agreements, and related data going
back to 1934. RCA, as the largest single entity, is called upon to supply tremendous volumes of data. Color television is prominently
in the picture. So is FM.
RCA sought to have the proceedings quashed
as unreasonable and oppressive. Moreover, it
contended that the 1932 Consent Decree disposed of practically all of the issues as to patents. RCA lost on this motion last October
in the U. S. District Court in New York.
At this time, when government is being reappraised, and when the Dept. of Justice itself
is under pains to root out corruption, it is appropriate for Attorney General McGranery to
take a look at this case and what motivated it.
There's reason to believe that
under other auspices, did not the
act Department,
on its own
motion
last February. That's a mystery within
the mystery.
There's more than a suspicion that the case
germinated in the FCC. It apparently had its
beginnings in the bitterly fought color television controversy. There are overtones that
lead back to the frenzied battle over FM. We
suspect that the case incubated in the FCC's
Law Department, and with the knowledge,
if not the consent, of certain members of the
FCC itself.
During the white heat of the color TV hearings, the FCC conducted a questionable surPage 54
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vey into patent holdings through one of its
staff lawyers, William K. Bauer. General
Counsel Benedict P. Cottone was in it too.
There was guidance, perhaps extra-officially,
from certain FCC members. It now seems
obvious that these records were turned over
to the Dept. of Justice and that the then Attorney General, Mr. McGrath, was inveigled
into instituting the proceedings.
It isn't necessarily true that there was mischief in this proceeding. But it is true that
the Dept. of Justice has undergone sweeping
top-level realignment since then because of disclosures of corruption.
We are in a half-war economy. Every resource is being geared toward maximum production in electronics, as important as the
production of guns and bullets. Many of the
companies are hard put to get competent personnel. The dragnet subpoenas constitute an
excruciating
There's
in electronics burden.
than there
is inmore
the competition
automotive
industry. There's wide open patent interchange. At the Government's insistence, electronics has been stepped up from about $1 billion to $8 billion since the last war — capacity
to meet any contingency.
Many of the companies cited are FCC licensees, through owned-and-operated radio and
TV stations or networks. The jobs performed
in production and in radio and TV broadcasting have won general commendation. Industry
growth has been spectacular. It has not been
oppressive.
In the light of these considerations, we commend to Mr. McGranery, in these final weeks, a
full review of this proceeding. Ventilation is
called for. If there was error, innocent or
willful, his duty is to correct it. If there's
justification in his judgment, he should make
that conclusion known.
If the incumbent Attorney General does not
review this case forthwith, we venture that
Attorney General-designate Brownell will dig
into it shortly after he assumes office next
Jan. 20.

McCarthy on the Prowl
EVEN BEFORE the Republicans have had
the opportunity to reorganize the Senate, truculent Sen. McCarthy of Wisconsin announces
that the FCC is practically No. 1 on his hit
parade of investigations. He charges the FCC
with dire transgressions. He alleges complaints against the agency, but doesn't disclose
who did the complaining.
There may well be an investigation of the
FCC at the next session. After all, the Republicans have been waiting for 20 years to fry
a few Democratic fish. But Mr. McCarthy
seems to forget that there is another standing
committee of the Senate — the Interstate & Foreign Commerce Commitee — which is vested
with control over communications, among other
assigned functions under the Congressional
Reorganization Act.
We doubt whether Sen. Tobey of New Hampshire, slated for the Commerce Committee
chairmanship, will step aside for Sen. McCarthy's Government Operations Committee.
Mr. Tobey is a firebrand in his own right, and
on a jurisdictional question of this kind it's
likely that both Democratic and Republican
members of his committee will side with him
on whose meat the FCC happens to be.
Seems to us that the solons might well wait
until they find out what incoming President
Eisenhower proposes to do about the FCC before they embark upon investigations. It's
more than likely that many of the fish they
want to fry will have left for other waters
before the changing of the White House guard
next January.

£ - our respects to:

SIDNEY JOSEPH WOLF

WITH
Sidney business
Joseph
Wolf undue
enteredoptimism,
the broadcast
fully expecting to annex his radio interest in Keystone Broadcasting System as
just another investment. He's learned differently in the past 12 years as his earlier preoccupations with law and real estate have
become subsidiary interests.
Now president and majority stockholder of
Keystone, the nation's only transcription network, Mr. Wolf headquarters in Chicago, supervising from there sales on both coasts. He
has applied fundamentals gleaned from many
years in law and business to his broadcast
endeavor, bringing to it also a perspective
from the outside world in which radio "was
merely
listened Mr.
to." Wolf has cut
Still asomething
practicing weattorney,
down his corporation and trial work to about
10% of his working time, wandering in and
out
suite. of his law offices next to Keystone's
Mr. Wolf was born in Chicago July 5, 1898,
and has two sisters and two brothers, one of
whom, Arthur, is a lawyer in partnership with
him and is also secretary-treasurer of Keystone.
Despite lucrative inducements from his
father, who owned a successful furniture store
chain, Sidney Wolf followed through on his
youthful determination to become a lawyer,
getting his jurisprudence degree from the U.
of Chicago in 1921.
Mr. Wolf also took his pre-law work at the
U. ofgree inChicago,
his the
bachelor's
de1919. Hegetting
lived on
South Side
campus, as the family home was far north.
He was a charter member of Zeta Beta Tau
social fraternity, and served as an officer
several times.
The basics of trigonometry and solid geometry, he's convinced, help immeasurably in
logical thinking, a requisite for legal success.
This, plus post-graduate work in accounting
at Northwestern U., have enabled him to supersede Keystone's
original red figures with lots
of black
ones.
His college studies were interrupted briefly
for a stint in the Army field artillery. He
enlisted in June 1918, trained at Ft. Sheridan,
graduated from officers candidate school at
Camp Taylor in Louisville and emerged the
following December as a second lieutenant,
returning to the U. of C. to graduate with his
regular class in the spring of 1919.
Mr. Wolf has two especially poignant money
memories, one happy and one sad. He's still
(Continued on page 62)
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Memphis
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Area

1 Station

If you're looking for bigger and better markets
to conquer, here are two strong points in your
favor in the Mid-South: (I) The Memphis Market comprises 76 rich counties with a buying
potential of over $2 Billion. (2) You can get
complete coverage of this vital area with a
single schedule on WREC. With the highest
Hooper rating of Any Memphis radio station,
WREC has the power, the engineering perfection and the quality programming to keep a
steady audience of interested listeners in a
receptive mood. And, WREC prestige adds
impetus to buying, too!

MEMPHIS

NO.

1

STATION

Celebrating Our 30th Anniversary Year
REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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ELIMINATE

OVER-MODULATION

front office
SIBLEY MOORE, assistant treasurer, WJR Detroit, promoted to
F. vice president.
FELIX ADAMS, program director, KLAC Hollywood, transfers to sales
as account executive.
ALEX BUCHAN, manager, WMMW Meriden, Conn., to WICC Bridgeport, Conn., in same capacity, replacing PAUL MARTIN
who has resigned. NELSON DANIELS, WARNER
MOORE and WILLIAM CRUIKSHANK added to sales
staff, WICC.
WILLIAM A. CORMAN, KHJ-TV Hollywood sales account executive, to similar post at WOR-TV New York.
MERRIT WILLEY, vice president and general manager,
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli Inc., S. F., to KHJ Hollywood
as account executive.
G. P. RICHARDS, manager, WHBL Sheboygan, Wis.,
has resigned. Future plans have not been announced.
GEORGE R. TURPIN elected vice president and general
manager, KEYY Provo, Utah.
ARTHUR W. BAGGE promoted to radio sales manager in Chicago office
of Free & Peters Inc., radio-TV station representative firm.
MARGARET NORTHRIDGE named assistant to JOSEPH A. LENN, vice
president in charge of sales at WHLI Hempstead, N. Y.
Mr. Buchan

The ALTEC

A-322C

Limiter

Amplifier

Here is a limiter amplifier that has a truly rapid attack
time (0.2 milli-seconds) and will let you maintain high
modulation percentages without fear of exceeding
your modulation limits. It provides you with completely automatic maximum volume control.

GEORGE BAREN BREGGE, assistant sales director, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, Pa., named
promotedoperations
to sales manager.
director. DONALD MENARD, station's
sales staff,
SAM JOHNSTON to sales staff, WKRC-TV Cincinnati.
WILSON LEFLER, account executive, KECA-TV Los Angeles, to KMJTV Fresno, in same capacity.
ED MASON elected vice president of Western Plains Bcstg. Co. and
manager of KXXX Colby, Kan.
FRANK SMITH, sales service representative, KLAC Hollywood, promoted to account executive.

The A-322C operates as a true linear amplifier up to
a selected level and then limits the volume output
above that point without audible noises associated
with most limiter amplifiers. In every way — attack

VANCE

time — power output — quality and flexibility — the
Altec A-322C limiter amplifier is the finest.

JOHN H. NORTON Jr., ABC Central Div. vice president, elected vice
president of Chicago Tower Club. . . . THAD M. SANDSTROM, general
manager, KSEK Pittsburg, Kan., elected president of Pittsburg Chamber
of Commerce. . . . GILBERT W. KINGSBURY, administrative assistant
to the president, Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Cincinnati, elected vice pi >sident
of Cincinnati chapter, Public Relations Society of America.

HARRISON

to WSYR

Syracuse on sales staff.

BILL LAMAR

appointed assistant manager, KCOR San Antonio, Tex.

Petlonali

• • •

Attack Time: 0-.0002 second
Release Time: 0.5 second
Compression Ratio: 10:1 beyond limiting point
Limiting Threshold: -f25.2dbm, +33.2 dbm.
Power Output: 2.1 watts
Gain: 60 or 68 db
Frequency Response: ±1 db, 20-20,000 cycles

the Symbol of Quality
ALTEC

935 6 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. V^r
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York
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LUNCHEON gathering at first of Mutual's six regional affiliates meetings
being held from Nov. 13-Dec. 9, includes (looking clockwise from front) Ben
Strouse (head turned), WWDC Washington president; J. Glen Taylor, General
Teleradio vice president and MBS board member; Victor Diehm, president,
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., and WIDE Biddeford, Me.; J. Patrick Beacon, president,
WWW Fairmont, W. Va.; Thomas F. O'Neil, MBS president and board chairman, and Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP Philadelphia president.
BROADCASTING
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In an office with a number but no name on the door, in
a building that may be within walking distance of your
own, a man is manipulating a machine against the public
interest. A counterfeiter, you ask?
Yes — a counterfeiter of truth. The powers behind this man
have discovered that in murdering facts, a mimeograph is
mightier than a meat-ax, and that you can'i beat a duplicator for sheer duplicity!
Mr. Nameless is busily grinding out propaganda against
inter-city trucks. Some of it may see print, where it will
help Mr. Nameless' backers to forge chains that will
shackle the trucking industry and, in doing that, cripple
the nation's economy, too.
Streaming from this busy mill is a flood of handouts for
press and radio. They take many forms. But all of them
have five glaring deficiencies in common :
1) Usually just the ghost of a fact has been blown up,
twisted and distorted to serve selfish interests.
2) When you try to track down the source, you'll find
a "front" organization of some kind, financed wholly or in
part by the antitruck faction.
3) When the writing makes direct reference to trucks,
the stories are tinged with emotional words instead
of the factual tone that editors, broadcasters and commentators have a right to expect.
4) The stories are salted with cliches. Samples, like
"highway boxcars" and "behemoths of the highways",
you may recognize on sight. These labels work best when
read by the uninformed, but they also fool a lot of smart
people who don't bother to look behind the label for the
reality.
5) Another clue to the true nature of this material is this:
No mention is ever made of the tremendous contribution of the trucking industry to the American economy,
the defense effort, and the well-being of every man,
woman and child in the United States. Such information, were it generally known and appreciated, would
put Mr. Nameless out of work!
JOHN V. LAWRENCE, Managing Director
American Trucking Associations

AMERICAN

TRUCKING

INDUSTRY

American Trucking Associations, Washington 6, D.C.
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SOUTH'S
No. 1 State!

FREDERICK P. LAFFEY returns
to WLAW Boston as program
director, after discharge from U. S.
Army.

BOB CRANE appointed program manager-, WICC Bridgeport, Conn., succeeding WALLY DUNLAP who will
devote full time to station's TV
operation.
JUDITH WALLER, director of public
affairs and education for NBC's Central Div., was honored for "30 years
of outstanding public service in radio" during American Medical Assn.
broadcast on NBC Nov. 22.
ROBERT COSTA, program director,
KGMB Honolulu, named program director of KGMB-TV, succeeded by
ARTHUR HANSEN, announcer at
KGMB.
BOB REED, director of Name That
Tune on NBC, to
* Winston-Salem
WRC Washington
Is the home of
to star on TimeR. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.
keeper show, replacing
SON who BILL
hasHERresigned [B»T, Dec.
1, 1952].
RICHARD M.
MALL appointed
director of public
affairs, WLWC
(TV) Columbus,
Mr. Reed
Ohio.
JANE WINNE, production staff,
WFMB - AM - TV Indianapolis, to
KRES St. Joseph, Mo., as production
director.
ROBERT HINNERS, program director, WSGW Saginaw, Mich., to WLEC
Sandusky, Ohio, in same capacity.
JACK SHANNON, program director,
WONW Defiance, Ohio, added to
WLEC's announcing staff.
CHARLES
C. CRAIG, production and
all
of
Hth
sales departments, KFMB-TV San
Diego, to KLAC Hollywood, as program director.
s
Automobile
NUELL BENTON, promotion-publicity, Sunland Music Inc., L. A. (distributors for MGM records), to KROP
Sold in North Carolina
Brawley, Calif., as program director.
STUART GRAY, NBC, Chicago, to
ARE SOLD IN
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, as announcer.
JAY CREEDON to WICE Providence,
WINSTON-SALEM'S
R. I., as disc jockey.
NILES CUNNINGHAM, film department, KLAC-TV Hollywood, transfers
to head of traffic operations.
BOB VAN CAMP, WSB-AM-TV Atlanta personality, elected president
of Atlanta Opera Co., and member of
15-COUNTY
board of Atlanta Theatre Guild.
RUTH CRANE, WMAL-AM-TV WashMARKET
ington women's commentator, pre* 104,500,000 S. M.
sented with Red Feather "Oscar" for
participation in Community Chest1952 Survey of Buying Power
USO Campaign in that city.
MARION CLARK, Ford Foundation,
N. Y., to WLOW Norfolk, Va., as head
of continuity department. RAY BATERecent official Hooper Ratings
MAN, WTAR Norfolk, transfers to
show WSJS, the Journal-Sentinel
WLOW.
Station, FIRST in the morning —
FIRST in the afternoon— FIRST in
JUNE MANDEL, ASCAP, and JOAN
the evening! For the finest in
KIEF, Radio Free Europe, to WHLI
Hempstead, N. Y., script department.
AM-FM coverage, it's WSJS
in Winston-Salem.
JOAN LEE FERBER appointed assistant to GEORGE BALL, WHLI direcRepresented by: HEADLEY-REED CO.
tor of public affairs.
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AL HELFER, chief sports announcer
at MBS, has taken on added duties
as sports editor of Real Magazine,
monthly magazine for men.
MARYLEE ROBB, who portrays Marjorie on NBC radio Great Gildersleeve,
and CHARLES VANCE SMITH will
be married Dec. 13.
DON FORBES, executive director,
KLAC-TV Hollywood, is completing
narration for RKO feature film, "The
Sea Around MAESTRI
Us."
DOROTHY
to WICC-TV
Bridgeport, Conn., as traffic manager.
WALTER ORWALL, WGN-TV Chicago, appointed floor director there.
JOAN VOHS, Hollywood TV actress,
and EDWARD BINNS, New York TV
actor, assigned roles in Sequoia Productions feature film, "Harness
JOHN LUND, film star, assigned title
role on CBS Radio Yours Truly,
Johnny Dollar.
JIM GIBSON, clerk in transcription
Bull."
department,
KNX Hollywood, promoted to head of department.
LEE LEONARD to WLOW Norfolk,
Va., as disc jockey.
SIDNEY L. GUNTER Jr., composer
and entertainer,
to entertaining
staff, WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.
JERRY GRAY, orchestra leader on
CBS Radio Club 15, father of boy,
Albert, Nov. 22.

LEWIS KLEIN, WFIL-TV Philadelphia staff director, father of boy,
Nov. 20.
FRANCIS SCOTT, assistant to TV
operations manager at NBC Chicago,
father of boy, William Francis,
Nov. 23.
BOB BURNHAM, announcer - disc
jockey, KSTP Minneapolis, father of
girl,
JACK father
HORNER,
sports and
director,
of boy.station's
GEORGE
CAMPBELL FLOURNOY,
Hollywood TV director, and NANCY
SHELDON, Hollywood TV actresssinger, were married Dec. 6.
FRED WALKER, director of public
affairs for WTTM Trenton, and Catherine Sullivan were married Nov. 26.
SKIP MADDOX, announcer - disc
jockey, WANE Fort Wayne, Ind., father of girl, Donna Jean. WILLIAM
S. FRASER, WANE announcer, father
of- boy, William.
JACK
WEBB, producer-star of NBC29.
AM-TV Dragnet, father of girl, Nov.
GENE NORMAN, disc m.c, KLAC
and KHJ-TV Hollywood, father of
boy, Dec. 1.
JACK K. HOLT, KFUO-AM-FM St.
Louis, to WCNT Centralia, 111., as
news editor.
GEORGE FRIEDMAN, KGVO MisChicago.soula, Mont., to news staff of WBBM
ALBERT B. LARSON, assistant news
editor, WALL Middletown, N. Y., promoted to news editor there.
ROBERT THOMAS, news editor, KEX
Portland, Ore., elected president of
city's chapter of Sigma Delta Chi.
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WROL SERVICE
Aids in Snowstorm Crisis
DURING what it believes was the
heaviest snowfall in southeastern
history, WROL Knoxville "added
i a feather to radio's cap" and that
( of its own by functioning "as only
a radio station can," in helping its
listeners through the crisis, accordweek. ing to the station's report last
\ The station operated on auxiliary
equipment for more than 52 hours
when its main transmitter failed
during the 22-inch snowfall, which
assumed serious proportions Friday afternoon, Nov. 19, and lasted
1 through the weekend.
During the snowstorm, which
the station says virtually paralyzed
the city's communication, power
and transportation systems, WROL
devoted the greater part of its
schedule to public service announcements and programs, weather information and reports on highway
conditions.
Announcers Hal Durham, Bill
Johnson, Joe Halburnt, Louis
Chiles, Tom Carlisle and Art Metzler kept listeners posted on late
developments. No NBC service was
available for most of the crisis.
WROL newscasts were devoted
mostly to local news because the
UP wire was out until Saturday
afternoon. WROL fed the Kentucky-Tennessee football game in
Knoxville over the one line available from the telephone company
to the Vol Network of 35 stations,
and to Kentucky stations which had
planned to air the event, in a single broadcast. It was aired by announcers for WROL; WVLK Lexington, Ky., which feeds three other
stations; WHAS Louisville and
WLAP Lexington, which feeds the
26-station Ashland Oil Network.
WLEX Lexington also carried the
broadcast.
Knoxville "ham" radio operators
relayed sports' writers accounts of
the game to other radio stations
and newspapers, after regular communications failed.
WROL also broadcast information from city and state officials
and utility representatives by telerecording.

L. A. PROGRAM CHANGE
Made After AFTRA Ruling
FOLLOWING an American Federation of Television and Radio
Artists ruling that members of
church choirs, soloists and actors
who appear on TV religious shows
with any commercial aspect must
belong to that union and be paid
scale, Inspirational Hour on KE CATV Los Angeles has changed its
name to Inspirational Guest Hour,
with program now open to amateur participants on a contest
basis.
Format change was made after
AFTRA pointed out that the nondenominational Inspirational Hour
group, through a local advertising
agency, sold spots to various advertisers on the weekly program,
thereby making it commercial. Program, on KECA-TV since July 20,
was started on KLAC-TV Hollywood in October 1950 under the
old format with Cordell Fray as
producer.
Amherst

Ad

Panel

PANEL discussion on "Advertising as a Profession and Its Relations to Radio and Television" was
to be held on the Amherst College
campus Saturday as part of the
school's annual Career Conference
for undergraduates. Panel members included George Bristol, CBS
Radio director of sales promotion
and advertising; John U. Reber,
vice president, J. Walter Thompson Co., and James P. Wilkerson,
account executive, Young & Rubicam.
Capitol Records Income
CAPITOL RECORDS Inc. reports
net income of $439,721 for the 12
months ending Sept. 30, equal to
87 cents a share on 476,230 common
shares. For the preceding year
the figures were $477,738 or 83
cents a share. President Glenn E.
Wallichs said sales have been increasing for several months and
for the 12 month period totaled
$14,312,017, an increase of $1,068,172 over the $13,243,845 in the preceding year.
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QUINCY,
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ILLINOIS

(Advertisement)

From
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Little

where
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Joe

Matter

I sit

of

"Safe-Keeping"
Our town had a bank crisis yesterday. Luckily our financial wizards were
equal to the situation.
When

Chip Howell, manager

of

one of our two banks — the Farmer's
National — came to work they told
him that the vault wouldn't open.
Somebody had set the time lock two
days ahead by mistake!
"What a spot we were in!" Chip relates. "The only cash available was in
our pockets. So, swallowing my pride,
I hustled over to the Bradford Trust
on Willow Street. They laughed plenty
— but lent us enough cash to get by."
From where I sit, we can all be
proud of the Bradford Trust folks for
co-operating that way with a rival
bank. It's a good example of how
people, in our town, even though they
may have conflicting interests, will go
out of their way to help their neighbor.
Democrats

and Republicans, towns-

people and farmers, buttermilk fanciers and those who prefer a temperate
glass of beer — you'll find they all have
a genuine community spirit. They respect each other's opinions and they
know they can "bank" on each other
when the need arises.

THESE OFFICES
TO SERVE YOU
QUINCY,
'••/''
TEL 8202
HOUSTON,ILL
TEXAS
TEL.
ATWOOD
8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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R. MATTHEWS, manager
JOSE
andPHhead of West Coast station
relations for Weed & Co., to A. C.
Nielsen Co., Chicago, as western sales
manager with headquarters in San
Francisco.
RAYMOND A. KELLEY elected comptroller and vice president of finance
at Shure Bros., Chicago, microphone
and acoustic devices manufacturer.
JOHN FELTMAN, assistant manufacturing manager of receiver div., Allen B. DuMont Lahs. Inc., to company's cathode-ray div. as assistant
manufacturing manager.
BARTON FELLOWES, southern representative, National Retail Radio
Spots Inc., headquartered in Atlanta,
promoted to sales manager, headquartered in Hollywood. He succeeds
FRED M. SHEPARD, who moves to
New York.
HARRY G. BRIGHT appointed station relations manager for radio, The
Fremar Co., Knoxville, Tenn., promotion and program service company.
LNSULINE Corp. of America, Long
Island City, N. Y., is issuing monthly
supplement to regular catalog indicating availability status of racks,
panels, chassis, etc. Eight-page publication is being mailed regularly to
electronics-parts distributors.
GEORGE C. WILKINSON, Mobile,
Ala., appointed distributor of Bendix that
Radioarea.Corp.'s radio-TV products
in
BRUCE T. DuMONT, director and
general superintendent of Allen B.
DuMont Labs., cited as "Man of the
Year" of by
Jersey Alumni
Assn.
the North
Peddie School.
WILLIAM J. DOYLE, vice president

allied

in charge of sales, Astatic Corp.,
Conneaut, Ohio, has resigned.
BERNARD L. CAHN, general sales
manager, Insuline Corp. of America,
Long Island City, N. Y., elected vice
president of firm.
EDWARD W. PEARSON appointed
director of research, Channing L.
Bete Co., Greenfield, Mass., public
relations firm.
JOHN FREEMAN, publicity director
and head of publications, Capitol
Records Inc., Hollywood, resigns to
devote time to writing for radio-TV.
R. A. HACKBUSCH, president and
managing director of Stromberg-Carlson Co. Ltd., Toronto, re-elected president of Canadian Radio Technical
Planning Board. C. W. BOADWAY,
communications engineer, Ontario
Hydro-Electric Power Commission,
re-elected vice - president, and STUART D. BROWNLEE, Toronto, reelected secretary -treasurer.
TUBE Dept., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., has published
new booklet describing essential
characteristics of G-E Five Star
miniature and subminiature high reliability tubes.
HARRY LEWIS, New York attorney,
to Henry Lewis Agency, Hollywood
(writers' services), as head of newly
created TV department.

LOWEST
^

<°re:s„%. -r

Adam J. Young, Jr., Inc.,
National Rep.
\ Guardian Building
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FREDERICK S. BUCHANAN, managing director, Market Facts Inc.,
Chicago, to Chicago client service
office, Market Research Corp. of
America.
RADIO WRITERS
GUILD, N. Y.,
moving today (Monday) to larger
quarters at 6 E. 23d St.
JACK F. BREMBECK, advertising
manager, Kaye-Halbert Inc., Culver
City 16.
(TV sets), father of girl,
Nov.

RADIO Corp. of America, Long Island City, N. Y., announces production of new FM-AM radio tuner intended for use as central control head
of high fidelity music system. Unit
is known as Pilotuner Model AF-821.
PRECISION ELECTRONICS, Franklin Park, 111., announces development
of Model 100 BA amplifier for average
high fidelity home system. Features
include full range reproduction with
low distortion together with tonal
purity.
RADIO APPARATUS Corp., Indianapolis, announces availability of new
Monitoradio pager, Model AmC-1,
which is radio paging receiver for
use in cars as supplement to pocket
receivers.
RELIGION ON TV
Discussed at Ohio Meet

AMPEREX
ELECTRONIC Corp.,
Hicksville, L. I., announces addition
of line of seven germanium diodes
of hermetically sealed glass variety
which are not affected by atmospheric conditions of humidity, altitude and extremely low temperature.
Types are IN34A, IN38A, LN58A, IN86, IN87 and IN88.
DAGE ELECTRONICS Corp., Beech
Grove, Ind., announces production of
new portable self-contained TV
camera designed to utilize any standard TV receiver.
TUBE Dept., General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., announces production of new power pentode for
use in video output stage of TV receivers. Tube makes it possible to
obtain voltage gain of from 40 to
45 in wide band video circuits.
"Tecknieal • • •
WILLIAM PENDERGRAFT appointed
assistant chief engineer, WEEK Peoria, 111.
RUSS BELLES, engineer, WANE Fort
Wayne,
Russell. Ind., father of boy, Martin
News

Makes

Music

AN

original musical composition, and
dedicatedwomen
to "the
newspapermen
of
the free world" and titled
"United Press March," will
have its premiere performance today (Monday) on the
Cities Service Band of America radio program on NBC,
9 :30-10 p.m. EST. The march,
composed by Paul Lavalle,
grew out of talks between
Mr. Lavalle and Hugh Baillie,
UP president. Composer visited UP's New York headquarters to observe a news
room in operation for background color.

CHURCHMEN at a two-day Religious Television Institute in Cleveland last week were told they can't
use "last Sunday's warmed-over
FORD GRANT
sermon" to fill free time segments
granted them by television stations.
Mich. State Gets $100,000
This advice came from the Rev.
MICHIGAN State College has
Charles H. Schmitz of New York,
head of the National Council of been given $100,000 by the Ford
Fund for Adult Education to furChurches of Christ Broadcasting
Commission, who said religious
ther develop the college's TV protelecasters should make their segAnnouncement
of the grant was
ments "something worth watchmade
by
MSC
President
John A.
ing." The institute was co-spongram. a month after FCC authorHannah
sored by the Council and WEWS
ized the school to construct a TV
(TV) Cleveland.
TV, the churchmen learned at antenna and install a transmitter
the institute, is more costly and to operate on uhf Ch. 60.
Dr. Armand L. Hunter, director
more complicated than radio and,
therefore, requires "more study, of TV development at the school,
said that the money would go toplanning and work." Wesley Goodward purchase of a transmitter.
man, also of the Council's New
The college has been operating
York office, addressed the group of
30 attending the institute, which its own fully-equipped closed-circuit campus TV network for two
included discussions, studio practice sessions and tape-recorded lesIf the necessary equipment is
sons in other techniques.
available for purchase, Dr. Hunter
"Don't turn up your noses at years.
estimated that the station will be
commercial TV shows," the churchoperating on Ch. 60 by next aumen were told by George A. Moore,
tumn. A 1,000-foot tower will be
WEWS producer-director. "Instead,
constructed
to carry the college's
study their techniques. They can
educational programs over a rahelp you appeal to a wide audience.
dius of 34-65 miles, it was said.
It's a waste of money and effort to
The $100,000 grant was made
use a mass medium like video to through
Robert Blakely, director of
talk just to people already con- the central regional office of the
vinced of what you're saying." Fund for Adult Education, Chicago.
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Conelrad Plan Effective March 1
(Continued from page 8U)
and the chairman of the National
itoring surveillance — "within the
Security Resources Board.
limit of funds and personnel." This
applies to both Plan No. 1 and
The broadcast alert plan is now
No. 2.
in the "interim" phase and will continue so until Conelrad is effected
It is the latter which will require
all FM and TV stations notified
in about three months. Under these
arrangements, the White House
of an alert to observe "radio silence" — a controversial question
noted, "a detected air attack would
have the immediate effect of silencthat dates back to the Hopley reing all broadcasting and telecastport of 1948, a study which provided the spadework for current
ing until the attack or threat is
planning.
ended."
For stations participating in the
Broadcasters have been operating
under this phase in recent months.
project, "equipment or other failures" beyond their control will not
All of the nation's 50 kw outlets
be
considered by the FCC as a viohave been participating in so-called
lation of the obligation or respon24-hour skywave programming.
They have consulted periodically
sibility provided they take "imwith local civil defense directors on
mediate steps to correct such failphases of the plan.
FCC is drawing up rules and
Alert Messages
regulations and will solicit station
Those
stations
observing radio
ure."
comment in the next fortnight.
silence will, before leaving the air,
Copies of the two-pronged plan as follow certain FCC directives, inannounced by the White House
cluding the broadcast of an apwere to be mailed out last week to
proved alert notification message if
some 4,000 broadcasters. Actually,
such an order be forthcoming. If
Conelrad will become effective
not,
they will leave the air at once.
when construction of line interconFactors in decision to silence
nections (for programming) has
been completed at an estimated cost FM outlets were these: The relatively small number, proximity to
of $500,000.
towns,
and prevalence of some 12
Conelrad programming format
million
battery-powered receivers
has been evolved by the Federal
(AM). AM stations will be conCivil Defense Administration. The
fined during an alert generally to 5
agency is preparing a Conelrad pro- kw, and in no instance more than
motion kit (scripts, etc.) and fact
10 kw. Exact role of amateur radio
sheet for guidance of local civil de- operators is still undetermined,
fense groups and broadcasters as
though some will remain on the air
well. Data will be distributed
in an alert.
shortly, it was learned.
The mechanics of Conelrad have
Numerous Volunteers
been known to most broadcasters
since the plan was unfolded early
"Although no station is required
last year at a meeting called by
to remain on the air in this plan," FCC in Washington, and amplified
the White House pointed out, "to at the 1951 NARTB convention in
date more than 1,000 privatelyChicago.
owned standard broadcast stations
Primarily, the plan covers four
have volunteered to participate in
Conelrad and have spent approxitypes of operation:
mately $1.5 million of their own
Sequential — Stations are arranged
into groups, or clusters, of two or
funds to make equipment changes
more stations, located in one or more
necessary. . ." Stations are per- municipalities,
or states. All
mitted to withdraw from the plan use the same counties
or both frequencies.
after 30 days' notice to FCC.
Stations go on and off the air in a
Conelrad would be put to the non-cyclical sequence, with periods
actual test upon announcement of varying from 5 to 40 seconds.
an air raid alert by the Air DeOn-Off — This applies to individual
fense Command, USAF. Standard
stations or cluster outlets. FCC reguoutlets would switch to either 640
lates power to achieve Conelrad obkc or 1240 kc and broadcast a
jectives. Typical air-time of individual outlets is about 10-30 seconds
continuous flow of information,
off-air time about 3-6 minutes.
news and instructions. The plan and
outlets implement air time of
is built around various ADC posts. These
cluster groups.
Plan No. 1 covers operatingPulsating — This system also apalerting phases, while Plan No. 2
plies to both groups. Power of transmitter of station on the air is varied
involves controlled operations inover a certain range.
cluding the factor of minimizing
Synchronous — Two or more staradio as a navigational aid.
tions in a given area are on the air
Under Plan No. 1 some stations
at the same time, all assigned the
are grouped as Basic Key or Relay
same system frequency and their
Key stations within certain ADC
power adjusted by FCC.
Greatest number of stations will
areas, while others are given no
special designations. Basic outlets use sequential and on-off methods.
will notify relay stations of alerts
Participating stations in Coneland all-clear, by telephone or acunder Plan
No. 2, will
kept
tual broadcasts.
in a rad,
state
of constant
and "beinstant
FCC will determine the specific readiness" to broadcast (1) mesrole of each station, changing desigsages requested by the proper aunations from time to time, holding
thorities (alert, all-clear notifications) and (2) official civil defense
periodic tests and maintaining monBROADCASTING
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programs.
When
not
these programs, stations
their own responsibility,
such other programs as

carrying
may, "on
broadcast
they may

Other features of the plan:
A ire
After
notification of an alert and
." period
des the
until
of the alert is ended,
no on-air identification will be permitted by any broadcast station unless
expressly authorized by the FCC.
• In broadcasting civil defense proparticipating
stationsgramsshallor messages,
comply with
the applicable
mode-of-operation and refrain from
any on-air
identification,
direct, unless
authorized. direct or in• Participating stations will prepare
and effectuate plans and procedures
for meeting civil defense and other
programming requirements.
• FCC will issue detailed instructions gested
to participating
stations
on sugcourse of action.
Commission
also will attempt to monitor the entire
radio spectrum, when plan is operative,
to ascertain whether any clandestine
operation
is being utilized by enemy
forces.
SWG

Elects Breen

RICHARD BREEN, vice-president, has been elected president of
Screen Writers Guild succeeding
Mary McCall. Valentine Davies, a
former guild president, was chosen
first vice-president and Ranald
MacDougall, second vice-president.
Also named by SWG were David
Dortort, secretary, and Donald M.
Marshman Jr., treasurer. Morgan
Cox and Walter Reisch were reelected to the executive board, with
new members being Richard Tregaskis, Adele Buffington, Warren
Duff, Charles Hoffman, James
Webb and Beirne Lay Jr.

JOHNSON
RENEWS
Adds Half-Hour MBS News
S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Racine,
has renewed its heavy schedule of
MBS newscasts — totaling 2 hours,
25 minutes a week — and has added
another five - minute Mon. - Sat.
series, Mutual Sales Vice President
Adolf N. Hult announced last week.
The new strip adds a half-hour
per week to the Johnson schedule,
which, when launched Dec. 31, 1951,
was described as the largest newscast series sponsored by a single
radio advertiser. Covering morning, mid-day, mid-afternoon and
late-afternoon periods, the series
will be carried by all 540 MBS
affiliates.
In the new strip, Frank Singiser
will be heard at 10:30-35 a.m. EST,
Mon.-Sat. from New York. The Mon.Fri. lineup presents Holland Engle
from Chicago at 11:25-30 a.m. EST;
H. R. Baukhage from Washington at
12:15-25 p.m. EST; Sam Hayes from
Los Angeles at 2:25-30 p.m. EST, and
Cecil Brown from New York at 5:556 p.m. local time. On Saturdays, in
addition to Mr. Singiser's morning
program, Mr. Engle is heard at 11:2530 a.m. EST,. Mr. Hayes at 2:25-30
p.m. EST, Mr. Singiser at 3:25-30 p.m.
EST, and Mr. Baukhage at 5:55-6
p.m.Decision
local time.to renew and expand
this schedule was attributed to high
public interest in both national and
international news. The Johnson
company is presenting the series in
behalf of its wax products. Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, is
the agency.
mB %
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 5k)
pleased with his rejection of $150 a
week and a partnership with his
father after graduation from law
school. He chose, instead, to work
"for nothing a week" as a clerk in
a law firm. The job was shortlived. During the boss' absence,
the young clerk sat on his elaborate glass-topped desk, cracked it
and in the adhesive-repairing realized at his current salary rate
it could take years to pay for the
damage. He decided to quit, a resolve clinched by fate in the form
of another law firm, which offered
him $15 a week.
Investment Practices
He's despondent, although fatalistic, about the financial deal in
which he turned down a third interest in a new company, offered
for $30,000. That third today
would be worth several million.
His judgment has improved, however, and he continues to invest in
various enterprises, primarily commercial real estate holdings.
With a bravery that youth monopolizes, he opened his own law
firm in 1932, the depression's depth.
He "wouldn't do it again," but at
that time optimistically hired a
clerk and a stenographer. Fortuitously, alarge bread-and-butter
account came in the second month,
remaining with him to this day.
His brother, Arthur, became a
partner in 1937.
Life was smoother and somewhat
less involved in Mr. Wolf's preradio days — and less interesting, he
confesses. He entered broadcasting's back door, more or less unwit ingly, in the winter of 1940
while on a legal case in California.
A friend drafted him into buying
part of Keystone, incorporated unprofitably since January of that
year, with a three-way partnership. This remained the operating
basis until three years ago, when
Mr. Wolf assumed control and became president.
To his own astonishment, he sold
the network's first account. The
client was Miles Labs., which
bought hum, 'n Abner for Alka

Seltzer. It remained on the air
seven years. The station list has
expanded from an original 120 to
623 today. Affiliates receive free
an original KBS library of 40 tunes
monthly. Business has tripled in
the past three years, Mr. Wolf says,
and the company has many- new
promotion, merchandising and sales
plans for its clients, some of whom
are General Mills, with four regular shows; Pillsbury Mills, and
Chesterfield, Ford and LincolnMercury with spots. Dr. Charles
Fuller, with his Old Fashioned Revival Hour, is the oldest Keystone
client, having been on the air with
a one-hour Sunday show for 10
years.
Mr. Wolf claims "we've been very
lucky, because the trend has been
toward spot buying." In addition,
"television has given us a terrific
break" because Keystone stations,
ranging in wattage from 100 to
10,000, are located in non-video
areas. "We are the most flexible
network in the world, obtaining for
each client the best possible local
periods in each section of the country," he says.
Sales Concept
Keystone's success is based on
the concept of personalized sales
and service, and stations as well as
clients are sold on this policy. A
minimum of 85% of the affiliates
cooperate irt such time-consuming
merchandising efforts as placement
of window cards, displays and promotion material in local grocery
and drug stores. Mr. Wolf directs
the network's "educational job",
aided by a full sales and programming staff which pitches the theme,
"There's gold in them thar little
Mr. Wolf's professional absorphills."tion in radio and Keystone is
leveled by many outside interests.
Sports-wise, he rides horseback
every Sunday morning along the
city's lake front. He loves to walk
at a fast pace, sprinting to and
from work daily, a distance of two
miles each way. He finds increas-
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PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGWs market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
counties, plus a generous slice of Southwestern Washington.
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

ingly less time to fish in the north
woods, a hobby which got off to a
booming start several years ago
when on his first trip, armed with
a cheap bamboo pole, he snared an
expensive rod and reel on his first
cast.
He loves travel, and has visited
England and Europe twice, as well
as portions of South and Central
America, Mexico and Jamaica. He
goes to California about three times
each year, home of his daughter,
Greta, by a previous marriage. He
married Esther Korr of Chicago
five years ago, and they live on the
city's near north side.
Mrs. Wolf is a buyer of accessories for an exclusive women's
shop chain, and has been active in
the fields of fashion and design for
several years.
Mr. Wolf has memberships in
the Standard Club, the American,
Illinois and Chicago Bar Assns. and
the Chicago Law Institute. Interested in art and music, he supervised remodeling and the modern
decor of Keystone's new offices,
selecting paintings for each office.
His two favorite office spots are
behind his mammoth semi-circular
executive desk and in the kitchen.
Acknowledged as the best bartender in the office, he challenged
the versatility of Duffy himself
during the recent elevator strike.
Each afternoon, he whipped up
exotic concoctions for over-tired
staffers who endured the 17-story
climb.

'HOMETOWN,
USA'
Legion Asks Station Aid

HALL TO DIRECT
Meredith Radio-TV Activity
PAYSON HALL, who has been
named director of Meredith PubcontrolCo.'s radioMeredith
TVduties
activiler [B*T,
ties inlishing
addition
to and
his
as
Dec
1],
has been active
in
the company's
broadcast
expansion since
inceptionits
in 1947,
according to E. T.
Meredith, vice
president and
general manager
of the publishing
Mr. Hall
firm, who announced the appointment.
As director of Meredith radioTV, Mr. Hall heads operations including WHEN Syracuse, WOWAM-TV Omaha and KPHO-AMTV Phoenix. Meredith also has
applications on file for TV in St.
Louis, Minneapolis and Rochester,
N. Y.
Mr. Hall, who joined Meredith in
1947 as assistant controller and
who was named controller in 1950,
is a graduate of Cornell U., with
aadministration
post-graduate degree in business
from Columbia U.
Before joining Meredith, Mr. Hall's
various experiences included work
in public accounting in New York,
credit analyst with Chase National
Bank there, executive accountant
for the U. S. Army during World
War II, chief accountant for
Bridgeport Brass Co. and industrial engineer and budget manager
for Trans World Airlines.
Mr. Hall's assistant in radio-TV,
also announced by Mr. Meredith,
will be Howard Stalnaker, formerly
promotion field staff manager in
Meredith publishing activities. A
Drake U. graduate and a Naval
lieutenant commander during World
War II, he joined Meredith in 1946.

OVERSEAS troop morale is receiving a shot in the arm these
days. The booster is a project on
which domestic U. S. stations are
cooperating with the Armed Forces
Radio Service and the American
Legion.
Emil Schaeffer
The Legion's National Public
EMIL
SCHAEFFER, 64, an expert
Relations Div. in Washington,
in
the
design of radio towers, died
D. C, is asking stations to parNov. 17 in St. Elizabeth Hospital,
ticipate in the Hometown, USA
Elizabeth, N. J., after a brief illproject. Hundreds of broadcasters
ness. At the time of his death,
already are airing recorded mesMr. Schaeffer was chief engineer
sages and dedications throughout
the U. S. on a public service basis, and technical manager of the Elizabeth Iron Works Inc., Greenlane
the Legion said.
Union, N. J. During World War II,
Members of families write mesdesigned radio towers of steel,
Navy.
sages and dedicate tunes, which are he
aluminum and magnesium for the
transcribed and distributed overseas through the Armed Forces
Radio Networks. Service men and
women, in turn, reciprocate by re- Omaha's Third Call
cording similar programs.
MBS will present for the
third successive year the
In a letter to stations, James J.
Mutual of Omaha Calling
Condon, of the Legion's Public Reprogram on Christmas Day
lations Division, noted that Stateside Calling, a similar series, was
(2-3 p.m. EST) during which
aired 1948-50 via the Far East
GI's in Korea and their relaRadio Network.
tives in the U. S. will have
the opportunity to speak to
"The American Legion, in coeach other. Sponsored by the
operation with, and with full apMutual Benefit and Accident
proval of, the Dept. of Defense,
Assn. of Omaha, the program
and many, many public - spirited
will
originate in MBS studios
radio people, are endeavoring to
in New York, San Francisco
expand Stateside Calling on a gloand Omaha, connecting with
bal scale, through the medium of
servicemen at Tokyo.
Hometown, USA," Mr. Condon said.
BROADCASTING
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KXRN NOW
KLAN
Ridalls Announces Plans
KLAN RENTON, Wash., is the
new call - letter identification of
KXRN, purchased from Robert S.
McCaw and Mrs. Velva Dickinson
Fuller by Harold Ridalls and William L. Simpson for $49,500.
Mr. Ridalls, who has been general manager of KRSC Seattle, becomes president and general man-

Mr. Ridalls

Mr. Simpson

ager of the Renton station, and Mr.
Simpson, KRSC sales manager, is
vice president and sales manager
of KLAN. Mr. Ridalls announced
that the staff of the Renton station
will otherwise remain unchanged.
The new call letters, he told
Broadcasting • Telecasting, have
been adopted to keynote the Scotch
theme — "the thrifty buy" — which
will be used on the air and in station promotion.

top
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LEG WORK
For Naph-Sol Refinery in Lansing

RADIO'S low-cost, high-power effectivenes at the local level has
been demonstrated again in Lansing, Mich.
The Naph-Sol Refinery advertised the opening of a new Zephyr
Gasoline service station with spots
on WILS Lansing and large space
in the local newspaper, then asked
motorists visiting the new service
station on the Friday and Saturday opening how they learned
of it.
Advertising comprised a fullpage newspaper ad and four spot
announcements on Thursday, a
half-page ad and 10 spots on Friday and 11 spots on Saturday before 3:30 p.m. Survey was made
from 3 to 6 p.m. Friday and from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m., Saturday.
Total number of interviews was
363, of which 137 people said they
came because of newspaper advertising, 96 because of radio, 77
who answered "both," 41 who
answered "neither" and 12 for
other reasons. Of the total advertising expenditure, 77% went
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for newspaper space, 23% for
radio time.
Thus, while the newspaper ads
pulled about half again as much
traffic than radio, the cost per individual was much lower for radio,
on the ratio of about two and a
half to one.
The Naph-Sol Refinery executive
in charge of the opening said: "It
was the biggest opening we've had
service station lessee said:
in The
Michigan."
"I was more than gratified. We
exceeded our most optimistic
Pay-off for WILS was a oneyear advertising contract from
the service station and a promise
of a larger share of advertising for
quota."
subsequent
Naph-Sol station openings in the Lansing area.
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BAKERY
INAUGURAL GROUP
Includes Industry Names
AMONG members of the finance
committee of the Washington Citizens Inaugural Committee, announced last week by Chairman Joseph C. McGarraghy, were the following individuals associated with
the broadcasting industry:
Earl H. Gammons, CBS Washington vice president; Philip L. Graham, publisher of the Washington
Post (WTOP-AM-FM-TV); S. H.
K a u (T man. president, Washington
Evening Star (WMAL-AM-FM-T V) ;
Edgar Morris, Hallicrafters radioTV distributor; Frank M. Russell,
NBC Washington vice president, and
James H. Simon, Zenith radio-TV
distributor.
The committee hopes to raise
$300,000 to underwrite the eost of
the inaugural festivities.
Purity Hearing Set
HEARING has been scheduled by
the Federal Trade Commission on
a complaint charging interlocking
directorates at Purity Bakeries
Corp., Chicago, and American
Bakeries Inc., Atlanta, Ga. Purity
has been a substantial radio-TV
advertiser in the Midwest. Hearing was tentatively set for last
Friday, with possibility of continuance to a later date. In another case involving broadcast advertisers, FTC had dismissed a
similar complaint against Nesco
Inc., Milwaukee, and Ekco Products
Co., Chicago, announcing reasons
for the charge had been eliminated
[B»T, Dec. 1].
CHESTY FOODS Inc., Terre Haute,
Ind., for Chesty Potato Chips and allied products, has gained permission
from the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. to sponsor 10 home games of Indiana U. Big 10 basketball squad at
reported cost of $60,000. Series begins Dec. 20 and continues through
March on WTTV (TV) Bloomington.
Agency is Ruben Adv., Indianapolis.
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PLOUGH SALES MEETS
Begin Dec. 19 in Memphis

rcaVictor

Good program ideas and top talent
deserve RCA Victor transcription
quality and service. Your material —
spot announcements to full-length
shows— should get the benefit of
RCA's technical experience and
research.
Your order, large or small, is
recorded, processed and pressed in
the country's best-equipped studios
and plants . . . receives world-famous
RCA Victor engineering. Complete
transcribed radio production and
script-writing facilities are available.
Contact an RCA Victor Custom Record office today:
630 Fifth Avenue
Dept. B-120, NEW YORK 20
JUdson 2-5011
445 North Lake Shore Drive
Dept. B-120, CHCAGO 11
WHitehall 4-3215
1016 North Sycamore Avenue
Dept. B-120,
HOLLYWOOD
38
HILLside
5171
Write now for our fact-filled
Custom Record Brochure!
custom
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sales ^
RADIO CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION
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► WBAL Baltimore last month
honored with a banquet six employes with over 25 years service
and 12 with 10 years plus. Hosts
were D. L. (Tony) Provost, vice
president-general manager of
Hearst Corp.'s Radio and Television Div., and Freeman Cardall,
WBAL business manager. With 25
years: William C. Bareham, Raymond Brunner, Wallace Christhilf,
Eleanor Gambrill, William Grant,
Walter N. Linthicum. With 10
years: WBAL Manager Leslie H.
Peard Jr., Marvin Blank, Harrison
Brooks, J. A. Denisch, Fred Dierken, George M. Eburg, Galen
Fromme, A. H. Jones Jr., J. M.
Kennedy, Mel Quinn, Charles
Riley, Al Ross.
► Described as radio's oldest
Coast-to-Coast musical program,
Voice of Firestone (NBC, Mon.,
8:30-9 p.m. EST) will begin its
25th year on the air next Monday.
The program is in its fifth year
as simulcast on NBC-TV.
►NBC radio's Grand Ole Opry
(Sat., 9:30-10 p.m. EST), said to
be the oldest continuous commercial program in radio history, celebrated its 27th anniversary on the
air Nov. 15. Program is sponsored
by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
► WLEC Sandusky, Ohio, observed
its fifth birthday Dec. 7 with a
special broadcast from 1:30 to 2
p.m. The 250 w, MBS affiliate,
on 1450 kc, reports receipt of 14
citations for public service broadcasts, which it values at $70,000
in time and effort. Licensed to
Lake Erie Broadcasting Co., general manager is Jay Wagner.
► WLBK DeKalb, 111., studios are
being remodeled for the station's
fifth anniversary the week of Dec.
7. Listeners in the area will be
invited to attend WLBK's open
house. Manager Bob Brown will
arrange tours of studios and plant
facilities.

CHICAGO UNLIMITED
Seiferth Named Director
CHICAGO Unlimited, the organization backed by various industry
segments to promote local talent
and origination of more network
features in that city, has hired a
full-time executive director to work
as liaison with agencies, advertisers, networks and local civic
groups. He is Joseph M. Seiferth,
former regional vice president in
Chicago for the now-defunct Liberty Broadcasting System, who has
a background of some 25 years in
the broadcast business.
Mr. Seiferth last week set up
headquarters at 75 E. Wacker Dr.
and began detailing plans to promote the city and its radio-TV interests which will be presented at a
mass meeting for the industry
before Jan. 1.

AT fete marking 25th anniversary of
WCHS Charleston, W. Va., are (I to r)
John T. Geider Jr., vice president. The
Tierney Co., operator of WCHS; West
Virginia Gov. Okey L. Patteson (cutting the cake); George Kallem (behind Gov. Patteson), Tierney Co. auditor, and Lewis C. Tierney, company
president.
FCDA

Spots

RADIO-TV spot project promoting
home defense at the public level
has been completed by the Federal
Civil Defense Administration. The
spots were aired by broadcasting
stations from Nov. 11 (Armistice
Day) to Nov. 27 (Thanksgiving
Day) throughout
the U.
Theatres also cooperated
in S.
showing
the film, "Survival Under Atomic
Attack," during that period.

x T

K

PLOUGH
yeararound use INC.'s
of radioconsistent
and television
in promoting sales of its various
drug products will be stressed at
eight days of sales meetings to be
held from Dec. 19 to Jan. 3 at the
firm's Memphis headquarters.
Division managers and salesmen
from nine coast-to-coast sales divisions will attend the four meetings on Dec. 19-20, 22-23, 29-30,
and Jan. 2-3, which, according to a
spokesman, arein to
be Plough's
far-reaching
recent
years. most
OPS Ups McClanahan
W. W. McCLANAHAN Jr. has
been named public information director of the Office of Price Stabilization, succeeding Max Hall, who
resigned to join the Mutual Security Agency. Mr. McClanahan
served in executive positions with
the Nashville Tennessean, Toledo
Times, and Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (WWSW-AM-FM). In 1943
he headed domestic news at the
Office of War Information. In 1950
he was named special information
assistant to Stuart Symington,
then head of the National Security
Resources Board. He later helped
set up information facilities at the
Economic Stabilization Agency and
transferred to OPS, becoming deputy information director last April.

J tHE

SPOT/

WBNS Radio has a point to
prove and facts which add up to
an answer sponsors like to hear.
Here's why sponsors profit from
spot announcements on WBNS:
Domination of 24 Central Ohio
counties, 1% million strong, that
spend a billion dollars annually.
WBNS carries the 20 top-rated
programs with more listeners than
all other local stations combined.
For more sales, put Central Ohio's
only CBS outlet to work for you.
ASK JOHN BLAIR
WSNS — $.000
WRD-FM— 5 3.000
COLUMBUS. OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY ffcUf OUTLET
BROADCASTING
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how

an

an

agency

English

America's

In the most

sells

product

top

competitive

in

market

market

in the U. S.,

Hilton & Riggio is building consumer

demand

for Bovril Beef by using WOR-TV.
They are using "The Merry
show that solves man-sized
Every week, the Mailman

Mailman,"

a kid

sales problems.
delivers more than

a million and a quarter sales impressions in over
a half-million TV homes.
The
in

our

agency knows

returned

— from the thousands

Bovril labels — the Mailman

of

delivers

first-class results. Have him make your deliveries.

CHANNEL 9

WOR-TV

MEANS
NEW YORK

BUSINES

rowing

Years

of

Gj

TV

JM

AM

WILMINGTON,

195£ marks, for WDEL

DELAWARE

three decades of broadcast opera=

Hon- — thirty years of growing with the many

vigorous,,

expanding communities in its listening and viewing area.

Established in 1922, WDEL

was

Delaware's first station.

In 1947, it broadened its services to bring frequency modulation to its listeners. And three years ago, in 1949, it
pioneered the State's first television station. Today, WDEL
is Delaware's only three-way broadcast operation.

On the occasion of its thirtieth birthday, WDEL

restates its

past and future plans and philosophy of operation. These
are to improve constantly its programming

and tech-

nical facilities and to serve always the best interests
of the people in its area — listeners, viewers and
advertisers.
Represented by

ROBERT
NEW
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COMBINED
By LARRY

CHRISTOPHER

CLEAR indication was given by
FCC last week that no firm policy
will prevail respecting TV bids of
"married" AM stations other than
the Commission will rule on a caseto-case basis, considering all facets
of the local situation, including
control of newspapers and other
like mass media.
The Commission policy to have
no "formula" was indicated in McFarland letters sent to Macon Television Co., applicant for uhf Ch. 47
at Macon, Ga., composed of WBML
and WNEX there, and to El-Cor
Television Inc., applicant for uhf
Ch. 18 at Elmira, N. Y., composed
of WELM Elmira and WCLI Corning, under common ownership with
the Corning Leader, and WENY
Elmira, owned by the Elmira Star
Gazette.
The Commission in effect split on
the Macon application, the first
such bid to be considered. It has
been before the FCC for some
weeks. All seven Commissioners
indicated serious doubts about approval of the Elmira bid in view of
the common control of AM stations
and local newspapers.
Comrs. George E. Sterling, Robert T. Bartley and Eugene H. Merrill dissented on sending the McFarland letter to Macon Television.
Comr. Bartley's Opinion
Comr. Bartley stated: "I would
vote for a grant in this case for
the following reasons: (1) It would
provide television competition at
an earlier date; (2) it would provide uhf an opportunity to commence operation about the same
time as vhf in a new market;
(3) in my opinion, the AM stations
will continue to compete so long
as the conditions agreed upon are
followed."
Comr. Sterling voted for a grant
of the Macon bid and concurred
with Comr. Bartley's views.
"I think that any public hearing
on this case," Comr. Merrill observed, "should be held in Macon,
Ga., at the earliest time. I do not
feel that the action taken by the
Commission sufficiently meets that
objective."
Chairman Paul A. Walker, however, concurred with the adoption
of the letter to Macon Television
"but in doing so I wish to make
clear that I am not persuaded that
BROADCASTING
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POLICY

a hearing upon the application will
ultimately prove necessary."
The Chairman continued:
Under the procedure established by
Public Law 554, 82d Congress, Second Session, commonly known as the
McFarland Act, when the Commission
is unable to grant an application upon
the basis of the information before
it, an applicant is notified of the reasons for such inability. The applicant is given the opportunity to make
such further showing as will render a
hearing unnecessary. In the present
case, I believe it appropriate that the
applicant should have the chance to
demonstrate that the ability and intention of the two radio stations involved to compete with each other
will be unimpaired by the joining of
forces by their owners in the proposed television operation. If such
a demonstration is made, the necessity for hearing may be obviated.
Macon could thereupon be afforded a
new television service without the delays consequent upon a hearing.
In other TV actions last week,

FCC

to Rule

on 'Case-to-Case

the Commission:
© Granted one new vhf and five
uhf stations, including a uhf permit for a noncommercial station to
New Jersey Dept. of Education,
New Brunswick, although the latter
said it has no funds. Comrs. Sterling and E. M. Webster dissented
on the educational authorization.
# Denied pleading of WWSW
Pittsburgh to stay effectiveness of
assignment of vhf Ch. 4 to Irwin,
Pa.,
of WWSW's
court pending
appeal. outcome
Ch. 4 allocation
went
into effect Dec. 4.
9 Advised WMAZ Macon, Ga.,
that its bid for vhf Ch. 13 will be
held in the pending file while FCC
studies methods to correct an allocation error in the assignment of
the channel there. Commission
found allocation to Macon does hot
meet required minimum co-channel
spacing with WAFM-TV Birmingham, operating on Ch. 13. Error

involves distance of less than a
mile.
ft Denied petition of WMIT
(FM) Clingman's Peak, N. C, to
assign uhf Ch. 18 there. Action
was without prejudice to re-filing
after end of one-year freeze on
such allocation table amendments,
June 2.
® Ordered
of substandard correction
assignment spacing
of
uhf Ch. 42 at Abbeville, La., and
Ch. 38 at Lafayette, La., by adopting proposed rule making proceeding to substitute Ch. 27 for Ch. 42
at Abbeville.
New TV construction permits
were awarded the following:
Beaumont, Tex. (City priority
Group A-2, No. 9) — Television Broadcasters, granted uhf Ch. 31, effective
radiated power 14 kw visual and 7.1
kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 820 ft.
Lima, Ohio (Group A-2, No. 79) —
(Continued on page 70)

With
NCAA

Its TV

Plan

SATISFIED

FACED by widespread criticism
of its 1952 TV football program,
the NCAA 1952 television committee announced last week, at the end
of a two-day meeting in New York,
that this year's program had
"worked satisfactorily."
This conclusion, contained in a
statement released by the committee, noted that it was based on
"opinion surveys and the overall
reaction of the public, press, and
the colleges themselves."
The two-day meeting, the committee said, was held to review and
evaluate the 1952 program. Committee also discussed phases of
various "share the wealth" plans
advanced for distribution of TV
finances, including that advocated
by Francis Murray, director of
athletics at U. of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Murray's plan would allow
colleges to make their own TV
arrangements on condition that
one-third of the TV receipts be
allocated to a special fund to be
administered by NCAA. Plan
would provide that the fund be
used to relieve the losses of small
colleges which could prove that
television competition in their
area had restricted attendance.
The commjttee also announced it

• Telecasting

Basis

had met with two representatives
of Notre Dame U.: The Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, CSC, university
vice president and chairman of the
faculty athletic committee, and Ed
(Moose) Krause, director of athletics. They were said to have presented the university's views on
college football television, which in
the past have been critical of
NCAA policy [B»T, Dec. 1].
During the next few weeks, the
statement said, the committee will
formulate final conclusions and
make recommendations for next
year's program that will be presented to NCAA's pre-convention
meeting in Washington. The
group's national convention is
scheduled to be held there Jan. 8-10.
Committee Members Present
Present at the meeting were the
10 members of the committee :
Robert S. Hall, 1952 chairman;
Asa S. Bushnell, director; J. Shober Barr, Walter Byers, Keff C.
Coleman, Howard Grubbs, Willis
0. Hunter, Reaves E. Peter, E. L.
Romney and Kenneth L. Wilson.
Before the meeting adjourned,
the NCAA group discussed the
Radio & Television Mfrs. Assn. report which said that total income
from sports may set a record in

1952 and urged telecasting of more
sports events. Committee said
it questioned the RTMA figures,
which indicated that total income
for college and professional sports
may exceed $1,700,000.
"How did they arrive at that
figure?" asked Mr. Bushnell.
"Where did they get it?" He said
that if it was based on the "socalled" Dept. of Commerce figures,
he suggested that the RTMA study
the analysis and statement made
by National Opinion Research Center, Chicago, on this point.
Meanwhile NORC released last
week the text of its letter to the
NCAA TV Committee in which
NORC re-asserted its finding that
TV hurts attendance at college
football games. The letter was an
answer by the research firm, which
has been studying the problem since
1949, to claims by Dr. Allen B.
DuMont Labs., and DuMont Television Network, that harmful influences of TV on college football
game attendance have not been
proved [B*T, Nov. 24].
Considering
contentions pointDr.
by DuMont's
point, NORC
noted that denials of adverse TV
(Continued on page. 78)
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed With FCC Nov. 27 Through Dec. 4
Grants Since April 14:
Commercial
Educational

VHF
37L

Total
39
Commercial television stations on the air
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
117 14:
1
Applications Filed Since April
New Amended
Commercial
616
323
VHF
5
Educational
19
...
529
Total
635
323
534
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 130 already granted.

Total
12710

UHF
90
3
98
1

UHF
409
42314

Processing on city priority status Gr. A-2 line has extended to city number 113.
Processing on city priority status Gr. B-2 line has extended to city number 160.

137

1 18 1
Total
19
939 2
958 3

nue not estimated. Post office address
STATION GRANTS
State House, Trenton. Studio location
Listed by States
College
Heights,
Rutgers U.Rock.
Transmitter location
Washington
GeoCOLORADO SPRINGS, Col. — TV
Colorado Inc. Granted vhf Ch. 11 (198- 74° 28' 31"
graphic
coordinates
40°
36'
49"
N. Lat.,
W. Long. Transmitter
Du204 mc), ERP 250 kw visual, 125 kw
Mont, antenna RCA, studio equipment
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 1,850 ft., above ground 187 ft. DuMont. Legal counsel Attorney General of New Jersey, Trenton. ConsultEngineering conditions, and, because
ing engineer Paul Godley Co., Upper
Sec. 319 of Communications Act preMontclair, N. J. Projected educational
cludes
Commission
from
licensing
stastation will be under supervision of
tion the construction of which is begun
Chester Robbins, Acting Commissioner
before CP has been issued. Commission
of Education of New Jersey. [For apis stipulating that TV Colorado Inc.
plication, see TV Applications, B.T,
not use transmitter building and 3 piers
for antenna supports which it erected
Aug. 4.] City priority status not applicable.
prior
to this authorization.
Bartley dissented.)
Estimated (Comr.
construction
LIMA, Ohio — Northwestern Ohio
cost $304,071, first year operating cost
Bcstg. Corp. (WIMA). Granted uhf Ch.
$213,000,
$192,400. Bank
Studio Bldg.
loca- 35
(596-602 mc); ERP 91 kw visual, 50
tion revenue
Exchange National
antenna height above averTransmitter location "The Horns," 1.3 kw aural;
age terrain 330 ft., above ground 344 ft.
mi. N. Cheyenne Mtn., 38° 45' 42" N. Engineering
conditions. Estimated conLat., 104°
51" W. Long.
Studio antenna
equipstruction cost $227,564, first year operatment and 51'
transmitter
DuMont,
$180,000,
$220,000.
Post
RCA. Legal counsel Pierson & Ball, officeing cost
223 revenue
North Main
St., Lima,
Washington. Consulting engineer E. C. Ohio. address
Studio
and
transmitter
location
Page, Washington.
firm in- 121 West High St. Geographic coordicludes licensees ofApplicant
KVOR Colorado
40° 44' 28" N. Lat.. 84° 06' 25" W.
Springs, Col., and KGHF Pueblo, Col., Long. natesTransmitter
DuMont, antenna
two stations each independently owned,
GE. Legal counsel Bingham, Collins,
each with 50% interest in TV Colorado
Inc. tions
Representatives
of the Principals
two sta- Porter & Kistler, Washington. Consultwould manage station.
ing engineer
George include
C. Davis,
Washington. Principals
President
include: James D. Russell, president
Georgedent E.
Hamilton
(50%),
Vice
and general manager of KVOR, Gifford
Robert W. Mack (42.7%) and PresiF. E.
Phillips, president of KGHF, Robert
Mack (7.3%). [For application, see TV
Ellis, general manager of KGHF, Betty Applications,
B.T,
July
14.]
City
priZ. Russell, of Colorado Springs, H. C.
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 79.
Harmon, Colorado Springs businessman,
and Harry C. Schnibbe, Denver busiBEAUMONT, Tex. — Television Bcstrs.
nessman. [For application, see TV
Granted
uhf Ch.1431kw(572-578
ERP
Applications, B.T, May 5]. City prior- 31
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
ity status: Gr. A-2, No. 90.
height above average terrain 820 ft.,
above ground
ft. construction
Engineering conMONROE, La. — James A. Noe
ditions. 844
Estimated
cost
(KNOEi. Granted vhf Ch. 8 (180-18S $275,000, first
year
operating
costaddress
$105,mc); ERP 175 kw visual, 88 kw aural;
000,
revenue
$82,000.
Post
office
antenna height above average terrain
P. O. Box 1592, Beaumont, Tex. Studio
740 ft.,
above ground
774 ft.construction
Engineerlocation to be determined. Transmitter
ing conditions.
Estimated
Washington Blvd., 2.75 mi. west
cost $331,920; first year operating cost location
$214,690; revenue $195,260. Post office of Beaumont. Geographic coordinates
30°
03'
27"
Lat., 94° 09'antenna
45" W. Long.
address Bernhardt Building, Monroe,
TransmitterN. DuMont,
RCA.
La. Studio location Bernhardt Building, Monroe. Transmitter location 22nd Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
Washington.
Consulting
engineer
McSt. (0.4 mi. north of U.S. 80). Geo& Inglis,
Washington.
Principals
graphic coordinates 32° 31' 37" N. Lat., includeintoshpartners
J. A. Newborn Jr.
92°
06'
16"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
and
(10%), president of Beaumont Savings
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Roberts
& Loan Assn. and grantee of new TV
& Mclnnis.
Washington.
en- station
in Gadsden, Ala.; N. D. Wilgineer Mcintosh
& Inglis,Consulting
Washington.
(30%), president of Beech Creek
Sole owner is James A. Noe. [For ap- LumberliamsCo.,
Warren, Tex.; Randolf C.
plication, see TV Applications, B.T, Reed (30%), president
The Reed Co.
July
7.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, and The Gulf -York Inc.,of Beaumont
and
No. 112.
New Orleans (wholesale appliances and
air
conditioning
businesses),
and
Jack
NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J.— State of S. Josey (30%), independent oil proNew
Jersey.
Ch. *1953(500ducer. [For application, see TV Appli506 mc);
ERPGranted
105 kwuhfvisual,
kw
cations, B-T. Aug. 4.]. City priority
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 780 ft., above ground 461 ft. status: Gr. A-2, No. 9.
Engineering
conditions.
(Comrs.
WebYAKIMA, Wash. Cascade Bcstg. Co.
ster and Sterling dissented. Comr.
(KIMA). Granted uhf Ch. 29 (560-566
Sterling
stated:
"It
is
illegal
in
my
opinion to grant a construction permit
mc); ERP 55 kw visual, 27.5 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain,
unless funds are immediately available
to construct the station. A positive
950 ft.; above ground, 143 ft. Engineering condition. Estimated construction
statement
has
been
made
by
the
applicant that the funds are not available
cost $234,770; first year operating cost,
$150,000;
revenue, $175,000. Post office
in this
Comr.
on
the case."
basis of
his Webster
previous dissented
dissents address Terrace Heights Rd., Yakima.
in the Binghamton and New York City Studio location East County Rd. Transmitter location Ahtanum Ridge Rd.
grants to the Board of Regents, U. of
the State of New York.) Construction
Geographic coordinates 46° 31' 57" N.
Lat., 120° 30' 26" W. Long. Transmitter
cost, first year operating cost and revePage 68 • December 8, 1952
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and antenna RCA. Legal counsel Prince,
Taylor & sulting
Crampton,
Washington.
Conengineer Mcintosh
& Inglis,
Washington. Sole owner is A. W.
Talbot. [For
see TV
Applications,application,
B.T, Aug. 11.] City
priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 113.
YAKIMA,
Wash.— KIT Inc. (KIT).
Granted uhf Ch. 23 (524-530 mc); ERP
22 kw visual, 11 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 960 ft.,
above ground
150 ft. construction
Engineering condition. Estimated
cost
$233,467,
first
year
operating
cost Office
$200,000, revenue not estimated. Post
address 914V2 Broadway, P. O. Box
1651, Tacoma, Wash. Studio location
4141,2 East Yakima Ave. Transmitter
location Ahthanum Ridge Road. GeographicW.coordinates
31' 56" N. Lat.,
120° 30' 30"
Long.46° Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel Bingham,
Collins, Porter & Kistler, Washington.
Consulting
engineer Principals
Millard M. include
Garrison, Washington.
President
Carl E. Haymond
(97.64%),
and Vice President Carl D. Haymond
(2.36%). [For
see priority
TV applications,application,
B.T, July 7.] City
status: Gr. A-2, No. 113.
SPECIAL TEMPORARY
AUTHORIZATION GRANTED
KOPO - TV TUCSON, Ariz. — Old
Pueblo Bcstg. Co. Granted special temporary transmitter
authorization to output
operatepower
on vhfof
Ch. 13 with
33 kw visual, 16.5 kw aural, between
Dec. 3 Mont,
andantenna
JuneRCA.3. Transmitter DuKKTV (TV) COLORADO SPRINGS,
Col. — TV Colorado Inc. Granted special temporary authorization to operate
on vhf Ch. 11 with transmitter output
power of 5 kw visual, 2.5 kw aural;
antenna 24 ft. above ground. Transmitter DuMont, antenna temporary composite. Temporary studios 115 East Mill
St., Colorado Springs, Col.
WFMJ-TV YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio —
Vindicator Printing Co. Granted special temporary authority to operate on
uhf Ch. 73 with transmitter output
power of 1 kw visual, 0.6 kw aural;
antenna mitter
334RCA.ft.Transmitter
above ground.
Trans-ft.
site 200
SSW of site specified in CP; temporary
studios 101 West Boardman St., Youngstown.
KROD-TV EL PASO, Tex.— Roderick
Bcstg.raryCorp.
Granted
special on
tempoauthorization
to operate
vhf
Ch. 4 with transmitter output power of
500 w visual, 200 w aural; antenna 20
ft. above ground. Transmitter RCA.
KDUB-TV LUBBOCK, Tex. — Texas
Telecasting Inc. Granted special temporary authorization to operate on vhf
Ch. 13 with transmitter output power
of 30.8tennakwheightvisual,
kw terrain
aural; anabove 15.4
average
841
ft., above ground 823 ft. Studio at
transmitter site.
KONAHonolulu
(TV) Ltd.
HONOLULU,
T. H. —
Radio
Granted modification of special temporary authorization
[TV Grants, B.T, Dec. 1] to operate on
vhf Ch. 11 with ERP 5 kw visual, 2.5
kw aural; antenna height above ground
325 ft. Temporary transmitter location
atop Alexander Young Hotel Bldg., 1071
Bishop
geographic
21°
17' 44" St.;
N. Lat.,
157° 50'coordinates
53" W. Long.
EXISTING STATION
Channel Change Granted
WTTV Tarzian
(TV) BLOOMINGTON,
Ind—to
Sarkes
Inc. Granted CP
change channel from vhf Ch. 10 to vhf
Ch. 4; ERF 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
1,000 ft.
NEW APPLICATIONS
Listed by States
SALINAS, Calif. — Salinas-Monterey
Television Co., uhf Ch. 28 (554-560 mc);
ERP 107 kw visual, 60.3 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
2,340 ft., above ground 146 ft. Estimated
construction cost $204,140, first year
operating
cost address
$130,000, P.revenue
000. Post office
O. Box $150,1070,
Monterey,
Studio location
be
determined.Calif.
Transmitter
locationto 10.5
mi. NE of Salinas on Fremont Peak,
6.4 mi. SSE of San Juan Bautista. Geo45' 28" N. Lat.,
121° 30' graphic
13" W.coordinates
Long.36°Transmitter
DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
Stephen sulting
Tuhyengineer
Jr.,Grant
Washington.
ConR. Wrathall,
Aptos, Calif. Principals include equal
50% partners S. A. Cisler Jr., partner
in permittee of new AM station in
Bishop, Calif., president and 55%
owner of KEAR San Mateo, Calif.,
president and 50% owner of KXXX
(FM) San Francisco, sole owner of
KXXL Monterey, Calif., and 25%
owner of Broadcast Equipment Corp.

TV CALL LETTERS
FCC assigned the following call
letters to TV station permittees:
WTVSA. (TV)
(Jacob
NewbornGadsden.
Jr., uhf Ala.
Ch.
21, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 10);
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz, (Arizona Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 4, TV
Grants,
B.T. Nov. 17);
KITO-TV
San Bernardino,
Calif.
(KITO
Inc., uhf Ch. 18, TV Grants,
B.T,
10); Radio
KDZA-TV
Pueblo,
Col. Nov.
(Pueblo
Co., vhf
Ch.
3, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 17);
WTVE
(TV) Elmira,
N. Y.24. (Elmira Television,
uhf Ch.
TV
Grants, B.T, Nov. 10); WHHH-TV
Warren,
Ohio
(The
Warren
Tribune Radio Station Inc., uhf Ch.
67, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 10);
WLEV-TVsociatedBethlehem,
Bcstrs. Inc., uhfPa.Ch.(As51,
TV
Grants,
B.T,
3); WRAKTV WiUiamsport,NovPa.
(WEAK
Inc., uhf Ch. 36, TV Grants,
B.T, Nov.
KCBD-TV
bock, Tex.17);(Bryant
RadioLub-&
Television Inc., vhf Ch. 11, TV
Grants,
B.T, Oct.
WLVATV
Lynchburg,
Va. 13);
(Lynchburg
Bcstg. Corp., vhf Ch. 13 TV
Grants, B.T, Nov. 17); WWODTV Lynchburg,
Va. uhf
(OldCh.16,
Dominion Bcstg. Corp.,
TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 10), and
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
(Norbertine Fathers, vhf Ch. 2,
TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 17).
(building and selling of broadcast
equipment). Lincoln, Neb.; and Grant
R. Wrathall, 25% owner of KUTA Salt
Lake City, KGEM Boise, Idaho, 12y2%
owner of KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho,
12V2% owner of KWTK Pocatello. Idaho,
16.75% owner of KOPR Butte, Mont.,
sole owner of KPOO San Francisco,
and consulting television and radio enNo. 164. gineer. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
OTTUMWA, Iowa— KBIZ Inc. (KBIZ),
uhf Ch. 15 (476-482 mc); ERP 91.1 kw
visual, 49.2 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 582 ft., above
ground 553 ft. Estimated construction
cost $260,000. first year operating cost
$168,000,
revenue
Office
address 2513
North $185,000.
Court St.,Post
Ottumwa,
Iowa. Studio location 2513 North Court
St. Transmitter location south of
Elmdale Ave. (extended) about 0.1 mi.
west of city limits. Geographic co1° 02' 54" N. Lat.,
24' 42"
W. Long.ordinates 4Transmitter
and92°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland,
Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.
Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment
Co., Washington.
include President
James J.Principals
Conroy
(66%), also president of WBIZ Eau
Claire,
Wis., andC.WLCX
Crosse, Wis.,
and Roland
BuckLa (33%).
City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 141.
ALEXANDRIA,
— Jacob mc);
A. Newborn Jr., uhf Ch. 62La. (758-764
ERP
1.5 kw visual, 0.8 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 318 ft.,
above ground
334 ft. first
Estimated
construction
cost $125,000,
year$127,000.
operating
cost
$94,100,
revenue
Post office address P. O. Box 1572,
Beaumont,
StudioBlvd.
and (U.
transmitter locationTex.
on Loop
S. 71
Bypass),
0.4
mi.
south
of
Alexandria
city limits. Geographic coordinates
31° 17' 14" N. Lat., 92° 27' 41" W. Long.
Transmitter and antenna GE. Sole
owner of applicant is Jacob A. Newborn inJr.,Gadsden,
permittee Ala.,
of uhfapplicant
Ch. 21 station
for
new TV stations in Minden, La., and
Tyler, Tex.,
andpermittee
25% owner
Bcstrs.,
for ofTV Telestation invision
Beaumont,
Tex.; president
and
20% owner
of
San
Marcos
(Tex.)
Laundry, sole owner of Bridge City (Tex.)
Lumber Co., sole owner of Beaumont
(Tex.) Sash & Door Co., and sole owner
of Trade Winds Motor Hotel, Port
Arthur,
Tex.131.City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No.
NEW ORLEANS, La.— Supreme Bcstg.
Co.
Ch. 32100(578-584
mc);
ERP (WJMR),
200 kw uhfvisual,
kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
416 ft., above ground 416 ft. Estimated
construction cost $198,200, first year
operating
cost $160,000,
revenue
000. Post office
address 1500
Canal$140.St.,
New terOrleans,
La. Studio
location 1500
Canal and
St. transmitin Jung
Hotel.
Geographic
coordinates
29°
57'
35" N. Lat.,
90° 04' 30"
Long. counsel
Transmitter and antenna
GE.W. Legal
Cohn & Marks, Washington. Consultingcuse,engineer
George A.include
Mayoral,
SyraN. Y. Principals
President
Chester F. Owens (96%), Vice Presi(Continued &n page 87)
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Attacks
KGW
KGW

KOIN

Portland, Ore., in competitive hearing with KOIN there for
a new TV station on vhf Ch. 6,
presented FCC last week with a
detailed
upon KOIN's
petition to theattack
Commission
for consent
to amend the KOIN application so
as to show withdrawal of Ralph
Stolkin, Edward Burke Jr. and
Sherrill C. Corwin, together 43.5%
Wners [B*T, Dec. 1].
KOIN's proposed amendment,
which would show that other principal stockholders and 24 station
employes have taken over the Stolkin group stock and other obligations, was denied by Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith [B«T,
Nov. 24] on grounds that the
amendment involves a substantial
change, the proceeding is highly
competitive and KOIN did not advance sufficient "good cause" to
warrant approval under such circumstances.
KOIN thereupon appealed to the
Commission to overrule the examiner, claiming she had erred in her
findings. KOIN argued good cause
was shown and the changes are
not substantial in nature.
KGWs opposition, in addition to
attacking KOIN's grounds for
amendment, asks the Commission
as an alternative to dismiss the
KOIN application for Ch. 6 on the
grounds that under FCC's rules
the amended bid "constitutes in
effect a new application, and as
such, is filed too late for consolidation in the Portland proceeding."
Examiner Smith meanwhile has
postponed the Ch. 6 hearing until
Wednesday, pending FCC's ruling
on the petitions. KXL Portland
last week also was authorized to
withdraw its Ch. 6 application,
thereby leaving KGW and KOIN
the only remaining contestants in
the proceeding.
Concerning the proposed KOIN
amendment, the KGW petition
noted "at least four major factors
govern whether 'good cause' has
been shown within the meaning of

Sec. 1.365(a) of the Commission's
rules and regulations. They are:
(1) The timeliness of the proposed
amendment; (2) the substantiality
of the proposed amendment; (3)
the reasons for the proposed
amendment, and (4) the degree of
prejudice to opposing parties."
KGW argued that "as to each
and every one of these four factors," KOIN "has failed to sustain
its burden of showing why said
amendment would be in the 'public
As to timeliness, KGW contended
interest'."
KOIN did not submit its amendment until Nov. 3, some 33 days
after commencement of the hearing
on Oct. 1. As to substantiality,
KGW argued the "amendments pro-

CHARLOTTE

Plea

posed are major in character and
in effect are the equivalent of a
new"Noapplication."
valid reason is given for
amending,"
"and in
fact, on any KGW
one ofalleged,
three grounds,
the amendment should be denied."
KGW cited these grounds for
denial :
(a) Bad faith is shown because the
inference is clear that [KOIN] amended for the sequpurpose
avoiding proof
the conence of possibleof adverse
and
for the purpose of strengthening its
application.
Even affirmative
if no bad faith
was(b) the
acts isof shown,
[KOIN]it
which allowed these men to sever their
corporateporaterelations
escape their
corobligations; and
accordingly,
[KOIN]
cannot claim innocence or surprise, nor
can it claim the amendment was necessitated by circumstances over which it
had no control.
(c) Even if [KOIN] is completely

SESSIONS

PROSPECTIVE television operators from five states received a two-day
dose of local operation "facts of life" during last week's Southeastern
Television Conference held in Charlotte, N. C, under the sponsorship
of WBTV (TV). The Dec. 3-4 agenda climaxed by FCC Comr. Robert
Bartley's talk on Thursday evening *
gave those planning to enter the operations, film buying and hanvideo medium a comprehensive
dling, local live programs, and
discussion of the TV cable. Norris
prospectus of the many problems
in operating local TV stations.
Russell, special contact representative for Southern Bell Telephone
Reed T. Rollo, of the legal firm of
Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin
Co., described that company's plans
for expansion of present cable and
& Ellis opened the session, speaking
microwave facilities in the South.
on "What's Happening to Your
After talks on promotion by Bob
Application?" Mr. Rollo traced the
Covington, sales by Wally Jorgenitinerary of contested and uncontested applications through the son, and business management by
FCC, and warned delegates against Ken Spicer, all of WBTV, Dick
Doherty of NARTB gave delegates
small defects in applications.
the "facts" of TV economics (see
Ken Tredwell, WBTV operations
director; Howard Head and A. D. story, page 85).
FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley,
Ring, consulting engineers; and
Gaines Kelley, general manager of speaking on a topic which he called
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, "The Plugged Nickel," said FCC
operations cost less than five cents
rounded out the first morning's
session with discussions of faciliper capita
for the FCC
nation's
population. He outlined
regulatory
ties and engineering. The afterfunctions, claiming the 150-person
noon session of the first day was
staff of the Broadcast Bureau was
taken up with talks on program
barely comparable to a normal
AM-TV organization in a metropolitan city.

ATTENDING WBTV (TV) Charlotte TV conference last week were (I to r),
seated, Legette Blythe, Piedmont Electronics Corp., Charlotte; Shirley Silvers,
CBS-TV Spot Sales, New York; Charles Hall, WCSC Charleston, S. C; standing, J. Robert Covington, WBTV; Alton Tripp, WPTF Raleigh, and Wilbur
Albee, WCSC.
BROADCASTING
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innocent and was unable to prevent
this severance, it is submitted that voluntary severance by shareholders can
never be the sole basis for amendment.
Supporting
Examiner
findings,
contained
in her Smith's
memorandum opinion and order to deny
the KOIN amendment, KGW said
these findings "without a doubt"
constituted "a reasonable exercise
of the discretion vested in her in
an area where there are a number
of complex and variable factors.
Accordingly, the Commission
should not upset her determination
unless it is clearly erroneous and
not in accordance with established
Commission policy."
KGWthisfurther
argued to
thatassume
"even
were
Commission
the complete innocence of [KOIN]
"and its inability to resist this
mass migration of its shareholders,
it would be a strange anomaly to
hold that this lack of shareholder
responsibility constitutes a sufficient basis for amending. [KOIN]
chose these shareholders, not
[KGW]; holders
andcannotifbe[KOIN's]
share-it
relied upon,
would seem unreasonable to suppose that the consequences of such
misplaced reliance should fall on
those who chose the irresponsible
shareholders, and not upon innocent
third parties."
EMERSON GRANTS
First Planned Soon
FIRST of ten $10,000 grants to
educational TV stations offered by
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. [B»T, June 30] will be made
within the next six months, Emerson President Benjamin Abrams
predicted last week, probably to
either U. of Southern California or
U. of Houston, whose stations are
nearest completion.
Estimating that $35 million will
be needed to get educational TV
launched on national basis, with
annual operating budget of $25 million, Mr. Abrams announced that
Emerson will extend its own assistance beyond the $100,000 initially
offered. His resignation as chairman of RTMA Educational TV
Committee frees him to solicit support of individual manufacturers,
which he feels is urgently needed.

WBTV (TV) Charlotte personnel greets Washington speakers at its TV comference last week. L to r: Larry Walker, WBTV assistant general mensoges-;
Reed Rollo, of Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington attorneys; Charles H. Crutchfield, WBTV general manager; J. Robert Covington, WBTV promotion manager; Howard Head, A. D. Ring & Co., Washington;
Kenneth Tredwell, WBTV programs and public relations.
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Combined Bids
page
'
(Continued fr omPoli
of FCC
cy 67)
to allocate Ch. 4 to Pittsburgh,
Northwestern Ohio Broadcasting
Corp. (WIMA), granted uhf Ch. 35, the Commission pointed out that
ERP 91 kw visual and 50 kw aural,
the station's appeal is not directed
antenna 330 ft. Granted earlier (not to
the Irwin action and does not
on air) : WLOK-TV Lima, Ch. 73.
mention the Irwin assignment in
Monroe, La. (Group A-2, No. 112)—
James A. Noe (KNOE), granted vhf its pleading.
Stating public interest requires
Ch. 8, ERP 175 kw visual and 88 kw
denial of the stay request, FCC
aural, antenna 740 ft.
Yakima, Wash. (Group A-2, No. 113)
saiu, "Wnile it is true, as petitioner
—KIT Inc. (KIT), granted uhf Ch. asserts, that it may be some time
23, ERP 22 kw visual and 11 kw aural, before an authorization to operate
antenna 960 ft.
Ln. 4 in Irwin could be granted,
Yakima, Wash. (Group A-2, No. 113)
no legitimate purpose would be
— Cascade Broadcasting Co. (KIMA),
serveu Dy postponing tne time-congranted uhf Ch. 29, ERP 55 kw visual
suming processing of applications
and 27.5 kw aural, antenna 950 ft.
for tne cnannei until the courc acLast week's grants boosted the
tion is finally terminated. It is
post-thaw total of new authorizatrue that m tne event oi reversal
tions to 136 permits, of which 10
oi the Irwin assignment such proare for noncommercial, educational
ceeding would have been iruitiess.
outlets. Total TV station authorizations in U. S. now stands at 244. ±5uc m the event of affirmance, the
Of this number, 117 are in oper- public would receive a new teleation.
vision service far more quickly."
Uov. JNoe, respecting the KfMoEIn his dissent on the noncommerTV
grant
ior Ch. », reported the
cial grant to the New Jersey Dept.
station
would
be constructed "with
of Education, Comr. Sterling said,
tne
greatest
possible
but no
"It is illegal in my opinion to target date could bespeed"
set at this
grant a construction permit unless
time.
Negotiations
with
equipment
funds are immediately available to manufacturers are underway.
construct the station. A positive
j. A. i\ewoorn jr., partner in
statement has been made by the Television
Broadcasters, Beaumont
applicant that the funds are not Ch. 31 grantee, hopes to commence
available in this case."
interim operation with GE equipWebster Also Dissents
ment in May. American Telephone
Comr. Webster dissented for the and Telegraph Corp. has indicated
same reasons he gave in refusing
a network line may be available by
that time, he said. Mr. Newborn
to approve earlier permits awarded
the Regents of the U. of New York
also is permittee for uhf Ch. 21 at
State for New York City (uhf Ch. Gadsden, Ala., and has bids pend25) and Binghamton (uhf Ch. 46)
ing at Minden and Alexandria, La.,
and Tyler, Tex.
[B«T, Aug. 18].
At that time he issued a detailed
Reports also have been received
opinion in which he indicated it is from other new grantees concerning prospective commencement.
unwise to make grants to statesupported institutions prior to their
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., uhf Ch.
getting TV funds because long de- 61 permittee proposing high towerlays would ensue while they waithigh power operation soon, indied for their legislatures to meet
cated starting date is being postand consider their budget requests.
poned from Dec. 15 to Jan. 4 since
GE cannot deliver the antenna
During this time, he indicated,
private educational groups with wave guide until Dec. 20.
ready money would be precluded
WSriA-TV York, Pa., earlier
from obtaining the channels and hoping to be on Dec. 1, now is
putting them on the air.
planning Dec. 20 starting date. It
Meanwhile, several more new
is assigned uhf Ch. 43.
grantees put signals on the air
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., uhf
last week or planned to over the Ch. 34 grantee, plans Dec. 15 comweekend.
mencement.
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., began
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich.,
commercial operation on vhf Ch. 10 uhf Ch. 64 grantee, plans a May
last Monday. It is an NBC and 15 commencement date according to
CBS affiliate. The same day, John L. Booth, president of Booth
KGMB-TV Honolulu began pro- Radio and Television Stations Inc.,
gram operation on vhf Ch. 9, car- permittee. The station also is exrying CBS, NBC and ABC shows.
pected to serve Kalamazoo, the toKROD-TV El Paso, Tex., was
tal area containing a population in
granted special temporary authorexcess of 1.7 million. There are
ity to commence telecasting on
182,500 vhf sets within a 32 mile
Wednesday and promptly upon re- radius of the WBKZ-TV tower, he
indicated.
ceipt of the authority put a test
pattern on the air. Regular proBooth Radio and Television has
gram ing is to begin Dec. 14.
purchased the plant of WELL-FM
KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Battle Creek, Mr. Booth reported,
Col., was to begin programming at for use as the WBKZ-TV studio and
8 p.m. Sunday night following rush transmitter site. It is mid-way beconstruction of new transmitter
tween the two cities. RCA equipment will be used.
house (see story page 34).
WBKZ-TV has affiliated with
In turning down WWSW's request for a stay of the effective ABC and DuMont, Mr. Booth stated.
date for allocation of vhf Ch. 4 to
WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio, plans inIrwin, Pa., pending court ruling on
terim operation on uhf Ch. 73 by
WWSW's protest of FCC's failure mid-March, it was reported last
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week by R. O. Runnerstrom, general manager. GE equipment will
be installed. New combined radioTV studio-transmitter building is
under construction and when completed WLOK plans to vacate present radio studios and offices in the
National Bank Bldg. H-R Representatives will handle national
sales for WLOK-TV.
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col., vhf Ch.
3 grantee, expects to complete studio construction by Dec. 15 and its
tower will be up by the end of the
month. President Dee B. Crouch
reported last week that delivery of
all equipment has been promised by
Jan. 10 enabling a test pattern to
be put on the air by Feb. 1.
Mav 1 is target date reported for
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark., uhf
Ch. 22 grantee.
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif., assigned
uhf Ch. 24, also plans May 1 starting date, it was reported last week
by Eleanor McClatchy, president
of McClatchy Broadcasting Co.,
permittee.
GE announced last Tuesday it
had shipped its first uhf transmitter, a 100 w unit, to WKAB-TV
Mobile, Ala., assigned uhf Ch. 40.
Frank P. Barnes, GE broadcast
equipment sales manager, said a
special antenna developed by GE
will boost the station's ERP to 2.5
kw and is now undergoing final
tests at Syracuse. It is to be shipped
this week.
WKAB-TV plans to commence
interim operation immediately,
with Dec. 15 presently set as target date. The antenna will be
erected atop WKAB's 340 ft. tower
in downtown Mobile and will provide reception over a 15-mile radius. A 12 kw GE amplifier is to
be delivered in the spring. This
unit will boost the ERP to 250 kw
and the range to 40 miles or more.
WKAB-TV already has received
complete studio equipment from
GE. The station plans to kinescope
CBS, ABC • and DuMont. Direct
network connection is expected to
be made next year.
Merger Bid Letters
Following are given pertinent
portions of FCC's McFarland letters to Macon Television and ElCor Television. The letter to Macon
Television said in part:
It appears from your application that
the Macon Television Company was
organized by the Middle Georgia
Broadcasting Comoany, licensee of Stations WBML and WBML-FM, Macon,
and Macon Broadcasting ComDany license s of Stations
WNEX
and~WNEXFM, Macon;
that issued
each
of5 the
above
censees has been
shares
(50%)liof the authorized common stock; that
control of the applicant is vested in
a Board of Directors consisting of six
members, three of whom have been appointed by each stockholder; that each
director is also an officer of the applicant corporation; that Alfred Love,
owner of 21% of the stock of WNEX,
will become general manager of the
proposed TV station; that, in addition
to
channel operation
4", there inis Macon,
availableChanfor
commercial
nel 13; and that the sole applicant for
Channel 13 is the Southeastern Broadcasting Company, licensee of Station
WMAZ in Macon.
In your application you state that the
"two aware
partiesof tothethepolicy
instant
application
are
considerations
present when two corporations, each
of which is a licensee of an AM station
in a particular community, join together as an applicant for a television
station to serve that community." You
B R OA

submit that the exercise of sound discretion by the Commission requires a
grant of your application for the reabelow.sons alleged by you and summarized
(1) At the present time there is no
television station in Macon. Presumably, the applicant for Channel 13 will
be granted a permit without a hearing.
If the parties to this application proceed separately as applicants for Chan4", the public
will the
haverecipient
purchasedof
VHF nel receivers
before
the UHF grant is decided, and the
problem of building up a UHF audience may prove insurmountable. The
granting of this application will mean
that VHF and UHF reach Macon at
the same time, and thus, competition on
an equal basis will exist.
(2) It will involve less cost on the
part
of the for
public
install receiving
equipment
bothto channels
at the
same time. There are many advantages
incurring to the public from competitions. tion between the two television sta(3) Competition between WBML and
WXEX, the AM stations, will not be reduced, and the following commitments
are made:
(a) Each and
partyoperate
is fully aqualified
construct
televisionto
station, and if this application is not
granted, each will refile for channel
47. (b) The two AM stations will be
operated independently and separatelysalesfrompolicies
each other.
policies,
and 'Program
the discharge
of pubic service responsibilities will
be determined and effectuated independently for each station by persons
who have no interest, financial or
otherwise, in the other station.
(c) Separate
cardsandfornoalladverthree
stations
will berateused,
tiser will be required to purchase
time on one station as a condition
to obtaining time on another. Xo
special inducements, such as combination rates, will be offered adverto use more
three tisers
stations.
. . . than one of the
We have given careful consideration
to your proposals and to the showing
upon which you rely in support of your
allegation that a grant thereof would
not result in diminution of competition
and that such grant would serve the
public interest. Upon a careful review
of these representations, however, we
are unable to conclude merely on the
basis of the facts and circumstances
presented by your application, that the
public interest would be served by a
grant thereof, in view of the above,
the Commission at this point is of the
belief that your application must be
designated for hearing on issues relating to the question and problems
raised above and to determine whether
aserve
grantthe ofpublic
your interest.
application
. . . would

j
i
I
!
I
.
I

Letter to El-Cor Television Inc. : |
This is with reference to your appli- j
cation (File Xo. BPCT-513) for a new
television broadcast station to operate
on Channel 18 in Elmira, Xew York.
The Commission has carefully consirered your application. It appears
therefrom that El-Cor Television, Inc.
was organized by Corning Leader, Inc.
and Elmira Star-Gazette, Inc.; that W.
A. Underhill and E. S. Underhill, Jr.
together own 100% of the stock of Corning Leader; that said W. A. Underhill
and E. S. Underhill also own together
100%
of the stock
of Elmira-Corning
Broadcasting
Corporation,
licensee
Stations WELM,
Elmira, New
York,of
WCLI and WCLI-FM, Corning, New
York; that the officers and directors of
Elmira-Corning Broadcasting Corporation hold substantially the same positions writh Corning Leader; and that
Elmira Star-Gazette is the licensee of
AM Station WEXY, Elmira, New York.
It
that El-Cor
Inc.alsowillappears
be managed
by a Television.
Board of
Directors consisting of five members,
three of whom will be selected by
Corning Leader and two of whom will
be selected by Elmira Star-Gazette;
that ing
theLeader
Directors
by Cornare E.appointed
S. Underhill,
Jr..
W. A. Underhill and Walter Valerius;
that the Directors appointed by Elmira
Star-Gazette are Paul Miller and T. V.
Taft; that the applicant is authorized
to issue 2,000 shares of common stock
having
no parissued
value,andof which
200 shares
have been
are outstandine
and 300 shares subscribed for; that
Corning Leader holds 102 shares (51%)
of the issued stock and has subscribed
to
153 shares;
and 98thatshares
Elmira
Gazette,
Inc. holds
(49%)Star-of
issued stock and has subscribed to 147
shares.
your application
theIn following
statement: you also make
"It is the definite intent of the stockand directors
of El-Cor
vision toholders
continue
to compete
with Teleeach
(Continued on page 7U)
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Robert Vines and
Hubert Mewhinney
on KPRC-TV's
NATURE IN ACTION,
2:30 p.m., Sunday

in ActionNature
Houston's Museum of Natural History, in collaboration with KPRC-TV, brings the amazing truths of NATURE IN ACTION to thousands of very interested
viewers on the Texas Gulf Coast.
The NATURE IN ACTION programs presented on
KPRC-TV cover a wide variety of subject matter. Some
of the outstanding programs featuring scientists and guest
authorities presented to date are:
"The Origin of Oil — How It Was Formed" by
Dr. J. Brian Eby, Geologist, Houston.
"Fossil Animals of the Past" by Dr. H. J. Sawin,
Professor of Science, University of Houston.
"Plants That Eat Animals" by Mr. Robert Vines,
Director, Houston Museum of Natural History.
"Cosmic Rays and Atomic Energy" by Dr. Charles
F. Squire, Professor of Physics, Rice Institute.
"Snakes the World Over — Presenting Slinky, the
Six Foot Live Boa Constrictor" by Mr. Carl
Stimson, Herpetologist.
"Human Embryology" by Dr. Joseph I. Davies,
Professor of Biology, Rice Institute.
"Fishes, Rare and Common" by Mr. J. L. Baughman,
Chief Marine Biologist, Texas Game, Fish and
Oyster Commission.
"Parasites of Humans" by Dr. A. C. Chandler,
Professor of Parasitology, Rice Institute.

HOUSTON

"Diamonds, Past and Present" by Mrs. J. Hanford,
American Jewelry Association, New York City.
"Meteorites, Our Stone-pelted Planets" by Mr. H. H.
Nininger, Expert on Meteorites, Winslow, Ariz.
"Science in Ancient Times" by Dr. C. D. Leake,
Vice-President, University of Texas Medical
Branch, Galveston.
"Indian Culture" by Hubert Mewhinney, Naturalist-Columnist, Houston Post Company.
The above listed programs and many others continue
to leave a lasting impression on the viewers of KPRC-TV.
Robert Vines and Hubert Mewhinney, who conduct the
television program, often receive inquiries pertaining to
specific programs as long as four or five months after it
has been presented. Mr. Vines attributes this to the tripled
comprehension resulting from the audio-visual combination. He adds that the program also does much to dispel
groundless fears based on folklore or misinformation since
it leads KPRC-TV viewers throughout the Texas Gulf
Coast to contact Houston's Museum of Natural History
whenever they face a puzzling aspect of Nature. It has notably increased the attendance and interest in the Museum.
KPRC-TV is proud of the fact that NATURE IN
ACTION appeals to the entire family — with 60% of its
enormous mail-pull coming from adults and 40% from
children. Through NATURE IN ACTION, Mr. Vines,
Mr. Mewhinney, and guest authorities answer endless questions from the viewers, fulfilling their desire to SEE
straight-forward, scientific demonstrations, both informative and entertaining.
It's a program for the people, presented as a public
service by KPRC-TV.

JACK HARRIS, Vice President and General Manager
CHANNEL
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ABC-UPT Merger Attacked
(Continued from page 26)
a final decision is rendered, and assured Sen. Tobey that "the Commission will give this proceeding
careful study and consideration before issuing its decision."
Sen.20 Langer's
wasa dated
Nov.
and also letter
received
reply
from Acting Chairman Hyde, on
Nov. 28, in behalf of all the Commissioners. Mr. Hyde detailed the
remaining steps to be taken before
a final decision was made, begged
off making any comments on the
matter since it was still under active consideration.
of Sen. Langer's letter was
as Text
follows:
. . . As a member of the Senate
Judiciary Committee who has long
been interested in the enforcement of
our antitrust laws, I am shocked at the
proposal of your hearing examiner,
particularly in view of the proposed
findings of fact calling attention to
the antitrust record of the motion
picture producers and exhibitors
which was filed with your hearing examiner by members of your legal
staff. In these findings, they say
there have been at least 180 antitrust actions against Paramount
which
ing. were settled or are still pend-

Represented Nationally by
Weed Television
In New England — Bertha Barman
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I note that, in large measure, the
findings of your hearing examiner are
predicated on a prior order of the
Commission limiting his consideration
of anti-trust violations of the various
applicants to those occurring within
the last three years. There are no
circumstances which can justify such
a limitation. It made irrelevant a record of law violation extending over
several decades. It permitted consideration only of the record of these
companies and their officials after the
Supreme Court condemned their law
violations and forced them into a probationary period of good behavior and
pious utterances. I regret that this
order of the Commission did not come
to my attention until recently and
that I, therefore, did not have an opportunity to protest against this
action.
Those of us in Congress who are
charged with responsibility for the
Department of Justice and the amending of the laws dealing with monopolies and restraint of trade cannot but
look askance at the actions of any
federal agency which, in effect, condone and sanction antitrust violators,
even to the point of refusing to consider their record in any realistic
sense. It is my understanding that
you are charged to consider the character of applicants who seek to use
the radio and television frequencies
and that in the past your commission
has refused to condone antitrust violations by giving those who have been
found guilty of such acts the invaluable license to use the air. Similarly,
I recall that prior commissions have
sought to avoid any monopoly or
tendency toward monopoly in the radio field by compelling the sale by
NBC of its Blue Network. As is apparent to anyone who reads a daily
newspaper, television licensees are
immediate and direct competitors with
the theatres for a viewing audience.
The severe competition between TV
and theatres is accepted by theatre
owners except on occasions when it is
in their selfish interest to contend

otherwise. It is self-evident that this
competition will increase. It is selfevident that the theatres and the television licensees will be competitors
for the product of motion picture producers. It is also evident that this
will be true both with respect to socalled "free" television programs and
"pay-as-you-see" programs. To indicate otherwise, as does your examiner,
is to deny facts known to every child
who looks at a TV set.
In the face of these incontrovertible
facts, your hearing examiner proposed to approve as a licensee of the
Commission persons and corporations
who have been notorious violators of
the antitrust laws. He would place
them in a position to violate the antitrust laws in all respects similar to
the position the Supreme Court struck
down except that TV stations are substituted for motion picture houses.
Additionally, the approval of this
merger permits a combine of persons
who would otherwise be competitors
for the product of motion picture and
other producers. A network, stations
owned and operated by a network
and a motion picture theatre chain
with theatre TV installations will be
joined together. Theatre TV interests
have already monopolized outstanding
sporting events to the exclusion of
home TV. The competition for audiences between the owned and operated
stations of ABC and the theatres of
UPT is real, direct and effective today. The same is true with respect to
film. It must be apparent to all that
this competition will intensify and
increase in the future unless its elimination is condoned by your commission. I cannot believe the day will
ever arrive when a federal government agency will, by its action, eliminate competition, encourage monopoly and unfair competition.
Your hearing examiner naively assumes that there can and will be competition between two subsidiaries of
the same corporate head. Those of us
who have had experience with the
antitrust laws know that such an
assumption is preposterous. It is to
assume that the left hand will not
know what the right hand is doing.
On the basis of such an assumption,
the commission was wholly unwarranted in requiring the divorcement
of the Red and Blue Networks of NBC.
As your lawyers so well pointed out,
this proposed merger is but the parallel first step of what transpired in the
motion picture industry where complete unification of production, distribution and exhibition was finally
achieved and then declared illegal by
the Supreme Court. You will remember that as Governor of my State I
secured the passage of that first divorcement law. The pattern established by the very people who urged
this merger and urged themselves as
acceptable licensees to the Commission is clear and will result in the
ultimate unification of the motion picture and television industries. It must
be anticipated that if this merger is
approved and these persons allowed
to enter the television field to achieve
equal competitive status and the end
result again will be the merging of
production, distribution and exhibition with the exhibition in this instance encompassing the new media
of television.
I suggest to you that the complacent acceptance by your hearing examiner of the self-serving statements

WBEN-TV Buffalo's 1,057 -foot tower
from which station began telecasting
Nov. 24 [B»T, Dec. 1]. Atop the
super-gain antenna, attached to the
tower itself, is the pylon antenna of
WBEN-FM
that they will do no wrong in the
future by men who have charted the
unrestrained and illegal course of
companies involved in the past stands
in distinct contrast to the statement
of the Supreme Court in the Paramount case when it said:
"Those who have shown such a
marked proclivity for unlawful conduct are in no position to complain
that they carry the burden of showing that their future clearances come
within
the law."
I sincerely
hope that no action taken
by your commission will require those
of us charged with the supervision of
antitrust laws to inquire whether
federal agencies are treading down
those laws rather than seeking to
further them. I am sending a copy
of this letter to the Attorney General
so that he may have his Antitrust
Dept. make a thorough study of this
matter and make recommendations to
you and to the Judiciary Committee.
WDTV

Channel

Switch

DuMONT'S WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh completed its switch-over
from Ch. 3 to Ch. 2, in compliance
with FCC's freeze-lift order, on
Nov. 23 and plans to implement its
grant for increased power by installing a new transmitter next
spring, spokesmen reported last
week. To accomplish the channel
change, a new transmitter was put
into use; the old one will be modified to Ch. 2 for use during the
transition to higher power (100 kw
standby.
ERP
from 16.7) and, later, as a
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In

.

Philadelphia

. people

watch

WPTZ

more

other

than

TV

any

Station!

*Not our estimate but ARB
figures for the entire year
of 1951 and the first
6 months

of 1952

WPTZ

NBC

- TV

AFFILIATE

1 600 Architects Building, Phila. 3, Pa. Phone LOcust 4-5500, or NBC Spot Sales
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Morals

Report Expected, Hearing Ends
(Continued from page 27)
Gamble, president of the American
programs they will or will not
Association of Advertising Agen- listen to.
Whether a program is immoral
cies, urge that the broadcastingadvertising industry be permitted or offensive is a question of perto police is own activities.
sonal opinion subject to an indiMr. Gamble stressed that in all
vidual's outlook and the changing
contracts, the broadcaster is given mores of society, Mr. Gamble said.
final authority on acceptance of
"I do not believe that Congress
will want to go beyond this [laws
artists and program content.
The American system of broad- on obscenity and regulations adcasting, Mr. Gamble said, makes
ministered byFederal Trade Comthe people the final judge. The
mission, FCC, Federal Alcohol
public is constantly voting on which
Commission and Food & Drug Ad-

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &-Bayles,Inc.
437 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK lb

4

Mr. Jerome R. Reeves
WBNS-TV
495 Olentangy River Road
Columbus, Ohio
Dear Tad:
Afraid I have waited much too long in writing to tell
you what an excellent job your station did on the film
spots for the
project.
So nowBeeman's
I wouldPepsin
like commercial
to register production
a most sincere
thanks to you, your Film Department and other members of
your staff who participated in this project, for your
splendid cooperation.
We all felt the finished results were most satisfactory,
and have just gotten approval to extend this spot campaign in Columbus through June 30.
You
may
interested
know thethatmonth
Beeman's
Pepsinshowed
sales
for the beColumbus
area toduring
of April
the improvement
hoped
for.
Since
TV
is
the
"plus"
advertising being done on this brand in your market, this
seems to Indicate that our spot campaign out there has
produced results.
Again, my sincere thanks for a job well done.
Best regards.

Anderson, Jr./fdg

COLUMBUS,
OHIO
ns-tv
uib
CHANNEL 10
CBS-TV NETWORK • Affiliated with Columbus Dispatch and
WBNS-AM • General Sales Office: 33 North High Street
REPRESENTED BY BLAIR TV
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Film commercials for
the successful Beeman's Pepsin spot
campaign were produced m WBNS-TV s
own 16 mm. laboratory, and are indicative of WBNS-TV s all
inclusive services
available to local,
regional and national
advertisers.

ministration] and regulate opinion,
any more than the Congress has
wanted to curtail free speech or invade the free press,"
he said.
Broadcasters
are best
able to
cope with improper programs or
commercials, Mr. Gamble replied in
answer to one question.
Only 2.8% of the 37,426 radio
continuities the Federal Trade
Commission examined in 1950 were
set aside for further study, Mr.
Gamble said. Only 3.9% of the
2,102 TV continuities were set
aside, he added.
Referring to an AAAA "Monthly
Interchange of Opinion on ObjecGamble
said that tionable
in theAdvertising,"
last twoMr.
years
only
12% of the advertisements singled
out for objections were radio, only
6% TV. Mostly, he said, the objections were for poor taste,
although there were substantial
objections to certain products being
advertised on the air.
Brown Attacks Networks
Earlier the House subcommittee
heard Gordon Brown, owner of
WSAY Rochester, N. Y., recommend that Congress require the
FCC to license networks.
Mr. Brown, who has waged a
long fight against what he alleges
to be network domination, told the
committee that network programs
contained the material which some
people found offensive. He declared that locally originated programs by station operators rarely
could be accused of offending the
public's
tastes.
Recommendation
that cigarette
and beer advertising be banned
from the airwaves from 4 to 8 p.m.
— as sort of a "children's hour" —
was offered by Paul C. Mitchell,
chairman of the Committee on
Peace and Social Action of the
First Methodist Church of Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
Mr. Mitchell, who said his only
complaint was the effect such advertising has- on minors, called attention to a program featuring the
Rev. Norman Vincent Peale, minister of the Marble Collegiate
Church in New York, author and
lecturer, which he said was interrupted by the announcer after the
introduction with "And now a word
about Knickerbocker beer."
In the program, which his group
adopted, Mr. Mitchell also urged
that (1) children not be used in
radio or TV commercials advertising cigarettes, beer or wine; (2)
programs which have large appeal
to youth — like baseball games,
circuses, etc. — should not be sponsored by cigarette, beer or liquor
interests; (3) no cigarette, beer or
liquor advertising to be inserted
near or between cultural, religious
or educational programs, and (4)
no cigarette, beer or liquor advertising be broadcast on Sundays.
Appeal for the Harris committee
to recommend legislation banning
the interstate advertising of alcoholic beverages was made by Clayton M. Wallace, Natibnal Temperance League.
Inserted in the record was a
letter from Frederic C. Clair, man-

ager of WHYU Newport News,
Va., expressing his opposition to
any censorship. He said that his
station policed itself and gives the
public far less off-color material
than can be found in newspapers.
Rep. Harris also read into the
record a letter forwarded by Thad
H. Brown, NARTB TV director,
from John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Lansing owner and chairman of
the NARTB TV Code Review
Board, which described the new
policies of the Lansing station respecting crime programs and beer
commercials [B*T, Oct. 27].

Combined Bids Policy
(Continued from, page 70)
other in both the newspaDer and radio
broadcasting fields in this area. Each
newspaper
each radio
involved willand
continue
to havestation
its own
distinct and separate staff. There is
now no common personnel between
station
the the
Elmira
StarGazette, WENY
Inc. or and
between
Underhill
group of radio stations and the CorningmonLeader,
Inc. between
There willthebe television
no compersonnel
station and these newspapers or radio
stations. There will be no combination
rate cards or joint sales, contracts or
proposals in the television operation.
The only occasions upon which a community of interest will operate will be
at the meetings of the directors and of
theThestockholders
El-Cor
Television."
facts set offorth
in the
subject
application raise questions involving
the
Commission's
Rules
and
existing
Commission policy. Section 3.35 of the
Commission's Rules limits the extent
to which AM stations with overlapping
primary service areas may be under
common control. In additon, and as a
mattersion of
general policy,
the Commishas required
that there
be complete divorcement of management,
ownership and other interests between
stations of the same class in the same
community or serving substantially the
same area. The above Rule and policy
was adopted after extensive consideration of the problems raised by the concentration ofcontrol of standard broadcast stations serving substantially the
same area and was promulgated for
the purposecentratioof
preventingor undue
conn of ownership
of interest
in AM stations
serving
the
same
community or area. The Commission has
consistently taken the position that any
degree of cross-ownership or overlap-,
ping interests between licensees of the
same
sirable.class in the same city is undeThe sionsuccessful
of a televi-of
station ownedoperation
by the licensees
two AM stations requires a close and
harmonious relationship between the
two AM licensees. We are unable to
determine now that such a relationship
would not be inimical in a significant
degree
the normallyin expected
armslength tocompetition
the operation
of the two AM stations. The capacitv
for competition between the two AM
stations, as well as the independent determination of their activities
policies with
pect to day-to-day
such re-as
the
programming
of
their
respective
stations and the competitions for
revenue, cannot remain unaffected by
the joint television venture. The same
persons who must reach agreement
with respect to matters such as television
programming,
and adver-to
tising policies
would rates
be required
plan with respect to their AM interests
on the very same matters, but in comwith each other.
economicspetition
and psychology
of suchThea joint
venture militates against the separate
and independent operation of the two
AM stations. Any proposal for such an
operation
must,examination.
therefore, receive the
most careful
We have given careful consideration
to your proposals and to your showing
that a grant of your application would
not tion
result
diminution
of competiand thatin such
a grant would
serve
the public interest. We are unable to
conclude, however, merely on the basis
of the facts and circumstances presented by your application, that the
public interest would be served by a
grant thereof. In view of the above,
the Commission, at this point, is of the
belief that your application must be
designated
hearing and
on issues relating to thefor
raised above
andquestions
to determine problems
whether
athegrant
of your
application
public
interest.
. . . would serve
BROADCASTING
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Where

crosses

Broadway

"Main

Street"

The curtain goes up on Broadway and people in towns and on
farms across the country can
watch from front row center on
their television sets.
Seven short years ago the first
intercity television broadcast,
using today's methods, took
place between New York and
Philadelphia — a distance of 95
miles. Since then the Bell System
has expanded its network until
today it contains over 30,000
channel miles.
This expansion required great
investments of ingenuity, effort
and money. Yet the cost of the
service is low. Bell System charges,
for the use of its intercity television facilities, average about 10
cents a mile for a half hour.

fjlJ

BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

PROVIDING TRANSMISSION CHANNELS
FOR INTERCITY RADIO AND TELEVISION
BROADCASTING TODAY AND TOMORROW.
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Rep.

May

The New Grantees' Commencement

Target Dates

HERE are post-thaw TV grantees and the dates on which they expect
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
national representative, where signed, are given.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
Call City and State Ch. Granted Commencement Network Rep.
Weed
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
49 Sept. 4 Spring
Unknown1953
WRTV
(TV)
Albany,
N.
Y.
*17
July
24
Branham
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex. 10 Oct. 16 March
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex. 4 Oct. 9 March-April
Taylor
15
McGillvra
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich. 20 Sept. 25 March
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58 Oct. 2 Late 1953
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C. 62 Oct. 30 Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky. 59 Aug. 14 Unknown
NBC, ABC Pearson
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 46 Oct. 30 Dec. 15
CBS, DuMont
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex. 18 July 11 Unknown
CBS, ABC,
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
7 July 11 On(Nov.
Air 27)
NBC
Taylor
July
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex. 24 Aug. 21 Unknown
1
CBS,
DuMont,
Adam
Young
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. 28 Aug. 14 Jan.
May
NBC, ABC
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 58 Nov. 20 May 15
WBKZ-TV
Creek, Mich. 64 Oct. 30
ABC, DuMont
Television Battle
Broadcasters
Beaumont, Tex.
31 Dec. 4
Adam Young
Late 1952
CBS
Signal Hill Telecasting Corp.,
Belleville, III.
Meeker
WLEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa. 51 Oct. 30 Unknown
ABC
Aug. 14 Unknown
WQTV
Binghamton,
N. Y. *46
Adam Young
1
WICC-TV(TV)Bridgeport,
Conn.
43 July 11 Jan.
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn. 49 Aug. 14 Unknown
July 24 Unknown
WTVF
Buffalo, N. S.Y.
Free & Peters
April 1
WCSC-TV(TV) Charleston,
C. *235 Oct. 30 Unknown
McGillvra
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug. 21
KKTV(TV) Colorado Springs, Col. 11 Nov. 28 On Air
(Dec. 7)
McGillvra
July
KRDO-TV Colorado Springs, Col. 13 Nov. 20 March
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18 April
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Nov.
Raymer
Sept. 26
18 April
CBS
VYONE-TV
Dayton,
Ohio
22
Prairie Television Inc.,
Decatur, III.
17 Nov. 20 Unknown
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11 On Air (Oct. 2) CBS, ABC Free & Peters
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col. 26 July 11 Spring 1953
NBC, DuMont BlaiMV Inc.
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
2 July 11 On Air
(July 18)
Unknown
KIRV (TV) Denver
20 Sept.
18
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn. 38 Oct. 24 March 1
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct. 16 March
September
Forjoe
8
WTVE(TV) Elmira, N. Y.
24 Nov. 6

Your Super TV Time Salesman!
Gray Telops are used by more TV
imposition, lap dissolve, fade-outmore effective handling of weather
stations than any other 4x5 commercial slide projector! With the
reports, ticker tape news, time announcements, etc. Gray Telop II
new Telop II you can make even
handles slides, photographs, artretail commercials interesting and
work or cards . . . needs only one
effective— at low cost. You get the
operator. Write for Circular RD-12.
professional studio effects of superRESEI!

itCH

and Development Co., Inc., 598 Milliard St., Manchester, Conn.
Div. ot The Gray Manufaeturim C«. — Originators of the Gray Telephone Pay Station and the Gray Audograph
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Call
City and Stats
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex.
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex.
WS EE-TV Fall River, Mass.
WTAC-TV Flint, Mich
WCTV (TV)FortFlint,
Mich. Fla.
WFTL-TV
Lauderdale,
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md.
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif
WTVS(TV)
Gadsden,
Gulf Television
Co., Ala.
Galveston, Tex.
Rodman Television Co.,
Galveston, Tex.
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
WCOG-TV Greensboro, N. C.
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
WSON-TV Henderson, Ky.
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass.
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
KONA (TV) Honolulu, T. H.
KUHT
(TV)Jackson,
Houston,Mich.
Tex.
W IBM-TV
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.
WGFG-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio
WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb.
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
KETV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
KUSC-TV Los Angeles
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va.
KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.
WMAC (TV) Massillon, Ohio
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
N. New
J. Dept.
of Education,
Brunswick,
N. J.
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.
WGTV (TV) New York City
WOSH-TV Oshkosh, Wis.
Southland Television Inc.,
Pensacola, Fla.
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
WIP-TV Phi'adelphia, Pa.
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
WEOK-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col.
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C.
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y.
WHTV
Syracuse,Pa. N. Y.
WEEU-TV(TV)Reading,
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III.
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif.
KTXL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
Santa
Barbara Corp.,
Bcstg. &
Telecasting
Santa Barbara, Calif.
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa.
KWTV (TV) Sioux Citv, Iowa
Cowles Bcstg. Co., Sioux City
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
KTTS-TV
KOPO-TV Springfield,
Tucson, Ariz.Mo.
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Central Texas Television Co.,
Waco, Tex.
WHHH-TV
Warren, Ohio
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
White Television Co.,
Wichita Falls, Tex.
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.
KIT-TV Yakima, Wash.
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio
* Educational permittees.

Ch. Granted Commencement
Early 141953
Oct. 24 Dec.
July 31
Aug. 14 Jan. 1
Nov.
20 Unknown
Sept. 14
Early 1953
July 11 March
July 31 Unknown1
July
Nov. 3113 May 1
Unknown
Oct. 24 May
May 1
Nov.
6
Sept. 18
11 Nov. 20 April
March 1
Nov. 20 Unknown
March 1
2 Nov. 13 *28
Nov. 20 Unknown
Nov. 2520
41 Sept.
Unknown
July
IT Early 1953
579
5548 Aug. 7 On(Dec.Air 1)
5011 Oct. 24 On Air
(Nov. 22)
55
Aug.
21
Unknown
Unknown
Nov. 20 Dec.
25
Sept.
11
56 Nov. 20 Unknown
36
2355 Dec. 4 Unknown
Unknown15
20 March
73 Nov.
Nov. 26
10 Oct. 16 Jan. 1
*Feb.
19 1
12
Oct.
2
Oct.
30
Sept. 18 *25April
15
Unknown
Aug.
2826 Unknown
Unknown
Nov.
21
17
1116 Oct. 9
Spring 1953
1323
Oct.
On(Nov.
Air 13)
Nov. 139 Feb.
15
13 Nov. 6
Unknown
24 Unknown
23 Jury
4 Dec.
Dec. 2015
10 Sept.
Nov. 26 April
48 Aug.
1
Dec.
74 •21Unknown
8
30
20
March
49 Oct. 30 *43 March 8
4285 Sept. 18
July 11 Unknown
July 11 Jan. 15
Dec. 4 February
Unknown
4 Unknown
Aug.
48 Sept.
Nov. 14
26 Unknown
January
15 Nov. 13 June
43 Aug. 28
29 Nov. 26 Unknown
July 11 On Air
(Sept.
21 Nov. 26 March
1 19)
Dec. 1953
5
273 Oct. 30 Feb. 1
28 Nov. 13 March 1
Oct. 16
July 24 Unknown
Unknown
33
61 Sept. 18 May
January
15
2757 Sept. 4 Jan. 4
Sept. 18 On Air
February
39 Sept. 11 Unknown
Oct. 112
10 Sept.
May(Dec.
382 Oct.
Oct. 169 May
1
Fall
18 Nov. 6 April1953
Unknown
8 Nov. 26
2 July 24 1954
3
20
73
9

Nov.
Aug.
Oct.
Aug.
Nov.
Nov.

13
14 April
Dec. 25
30
1420 Unknown
Unknown
20 January
Dec.
Feb. 151
366 Aug. 28
4
July 1111 Dec. 25
11 July
34 July 11 Late 1952
10
67 Oct.
139 Jan. 15
4 Nov.
Nov. 13 April
Unknown
61
Unknown
Nov.
13
Nov.
6
13 Oct. 30 Unknown
March 1
53
Jan.
1.
34
28 Nov. 6 Feb. 1
April
Oct.
Nov. 1322 Unknown
36 Oct.
29 Dec. 4 Unknown
22
Unknown
23
34
Early
43 July 11 Dec. 201953
73 July 11 Early 1953
July
July 1111 Early 1953
2149
Unknown
27 Sept. 25
BROADCASTING

Network

Taylor
Avery-Knodel
Hollingbery

CBS, DuMont
Sears I Ayer

Raymer
•8
ABC

Boiling
Weed
Branham
Free & Peters
Forjoe

DuMont
CBS, ABC,
NBC, DuMont

Petty
Katz
Weed
H-R Reps
Pearson
Pearson

CBS, DuMont

Pearson
Hollingbery
Avery-Knodel

DuMont, CBS

Forjoe
Headley-Reed
Boiling
Taylor
Walker
Young
Meeker

Headley-Reed
NBC Spot Sales

NBC

CBS
NBC, CBS
ABC

Avery-Knodel
Avery-Knodel
H-R Reps.
Headley-Reed
Burn-Smith
Avery-Knodel
Gill-Keefe &
Perna
Headley-Reed
Hollingbery
Weed
Inter-American

ABC, DuMont,
CBS, NBC

CBS, ABC,
NBC
DuMont

Blair-TV Inc.
Taylor
Katz Pac.
Walker,
Raymer
NW
Bcstrs.
Hollingbery
Hollingbery
Raymer
Rambeau

ABC-DuMont
NBC

Headley-Reed
Avery-Knodel

DuMont
ABC

Radio-TV Reps
CBS,
DuMont,
Headley-Reed
ABC
NBC
Raymer
• Telecasting

INCREASE

COOKIE

IN

5

IN

SALES

MONTH

That's what the Cal Ray Cookie Company
(one of Los Angeles' largest and oldest manufacturers)
did on KHJ-TV in the first 5 months of their
daytime TV spot campaign. No other advertising
was used during this period.
You will be amazed at the low rates and the
high ratings of KHJ-TV

in Los Angeles.

Note to other food accounts:
The entire Cal Ray budget spent on KHJ-TV
would have bought % page weekly in only one
of the leading Los Angeles newspapers.

For further information on how
you, too, can increase your
Los Angeles market sales, call or write
KHJ-TV SALES
1313 North Vine Street
Hollywood 28, Calif. • HUdson 2-2133
KHJ-TV SALES
c/o WOR-TV, 1440 Broadway
New York 18, N. Y. • LOngacre 4-8000
KHJ-TV SALES
2107 Tribune Tower
Chicago, Illinois • SUperior 7-5110
KHJ-TV SALES
1000 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco 9, California
PRospect 6-0500
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Liability Remedy Asked of House
(Continued from, page 27)
by Rep. John McCormack (D-Mass.)
take advantage of their legal opearlier this year. Purpose of the
portunities ifthey do not have the
study is to streamline political funds to purchase as much time as
campaign procedure, with more
their opponents," he observed.
realistic laws governing expendiTurning to commercial coverage
tures.
of the political conventions and
In his prepared statement, Chair- other sponsorship factors, the FCC
Chairman declared :
man Walker, who was accompanied
I think it is fair to state that in
by FCC General Counsel Benedict
Cottone, lauded the radio-TV in- all instances which have been reported to the Commission of commercial
dustry's record over the years —
sponsorship of political programs
"and especially in the recent camthere is no evidence that any of the
paign"— as one "of which we can commercial sponsors intended by
be proud." He termed it "essential their sponsorships to favor any parat the same time that these valticular candidate or party. On the
uable media do not become the other hand, a question is raised as to
monopoly of any one point of view, whether such programming, especially
of one political party, or of one where it is carried on, as some was,
after the nominations and during the
particular candidate."
campaign itself,
constitutesanda party
"conEqual Time Vs. Opportunity
tribution" tothe candidate
who is therefore enabled, without cost
Stating Congress' intent was to to it, to present its case to the American people.
insure "fair and equal treatment"
for all candidates on radio-TV, Mr.
This
practice raises several quesWalker noted Sec. 315 (1) is
tions. In the first place, it is not
directly applicable only to legally clear whether such commercial sponsorship by corporations or labor
qualified candidates, (2) does not
of political broadcasts in which
require stations to afford free time unions
valuable air time is made available
to any such candidates (unless it to the political candidates for federal
has permitted use of its facilities offices or their parties, is consistent
to another), and (3) bounds sta- with the existing provisions of the
tions, when they do sell time, to Corrupt Practices Act. On this point
offer it at comparable rates to all we believe that Congress should clarcandidates.
ify the situation so that licensees and
sponsors of such proChairman Walker cited the dis- the potential
grams may know their rights, and
tinction between providing an equal take such
action as may be approamount of time and making equal
priate to comply with the provisions
of
law.
And
whatever determination
opportunities available. "All candidates may not be in a position to is made as to whether such financing

"TV

STUDIO

OPERAT
IONS"
New, Non-Mathematical CREI Course

Prepared

with

Complete

of all 4 Major

TV

Cooperation
Networks

Station executives pondering the problem of where to find
trained personnel for anticipated TV operations may expect help from a new home study course just announced by
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute of Washington, D. C.
"TV Studio Operations," was developed by CREI, in
cooperation with all 4 major television networks. Because
of the chains' help, the course will train station staffers the
way networks want them trained.
CREI suggests to station executives that they recommend the new non-mathematical course to their own
personnel so as to have trained people available for
forthcoming TV operations.
The home study method by which this course will be
completed is the same plan by which CREI has successfully trained many thousands of men for industry and
for the armed services.
For further information write to Mr. E. Corey,
Dept. 412D, Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
3224 Sixteenth St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.
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of campaign broadcasts should be
permitted or prohibited, this method
of paying some of the costs of political campaigns must enter into
the Committee's over-all calculations.
But there is a more immediate
problem which has already been presented to the Commission arising out
of this new method of paying for political programs. For the question
has arisen as to whether, for purposes
of applying munications
Section
ComAct, such 315
timeof astheis made
available to some candidates on a
sponsored program is to be classified
as free time because no expenditure
on the part of the candidate or his
party is involved, or paid time because the stations carrying the program received compensation from the
sponsor.
The from
importance
this ifquestion results
the factofthat,
the
time is classified as free, stations
will, if a candidate appears on such
a program, be under an obligation
under the law to afford time, without
cost, to legally qualified opposing candidates, whether or not the station
can secure a sponsor for the time
utilized by the opposing candidate.
On the other hand, if the time were
to
classified
as "paid weapon
time" itforis
clearbe that
a tremendous
NCAA

political favoritism would be placed
in the hands of corporations or unions
willing to take advantage of it.
Sen. Monroney had informed
Chairman Walker of some concern
in network quarters that a local
GOP candidate running against a
Democratic speaker who appeared
in a commercially-sponsored debate
program could demand free time
on stations in his state or Congressional district. Chairman Walker replied that such programs
must be considered as free and opposing candidates could demand
equal time on the lower local level.
"We think this determination
. . . was the only one possible in
view of the obvious objective of
the Act to maintain equality of
opportunity among legally qualimittee.fied candidates," he told the comReferring to the Horan proposal,
the FCC Chairman said he felt
Congress should study it. He said
"legally qualified candidates" are
defined by state law — not the Commission or Congress — and noted the
(Continued on page 80)

Satisfied With Control
(Continued from, page 67)

effects "have come unanimously
from precisely those parties who
stand to gain financially by the
elimination
of anytherestrictions."
In
this connection,
letter cited
RTMA, "one or two colleges who
could obtain large sums from the
sale of their own TV rights," advertising agencies, and Dr. DuMont. It suggested that Dr. DuMont, as a businessman, wished to
"provide his customers with the
best possible wares" but remarked
that as a scientist, he should examine all factors "carefully" and
avoid "citing misleading statistics
to prove a point to which his own
self-interest has already led him."
Answers Dr. DuMont
In answer to Dr. DuMont's
charge that the TV committee has
never been able to prove that TV
has had — or would have — a lasting
effect on the box office, NORC
called this statement "true but entirely irrelevant." It pointed out
that what will happen in the future
can never be "proved" but said it
has been established that in each
of the last three seasons, TV has
had an adverse effect.
NORC challenged Dr. DuMont's
assertion that its own study demonstrated that declines were more
marked among colleges where there
was no television. NORC declared
that even in 1951 with a restricted
TV program, colleges in TV areas
drew only 85% of their 1947-48
pre-TV attendance, while other colleges improved over those base
years to 106 %. It decried Dr. DuMont's comparison of trends from
1950 to 1951 as evidence of TV effects, noting that a fair criterion
is to measure trends before and
after the advent of TV.
In countering
Dr. other
DuMont's
tention that factors
than conTV
could affect football attendance,

Plan

NORC edly replied
said that that
TV it
is has
only "repeatone of
many
factors"
and
it
has
tried
to
control these other factors (i.e.,
bad weather, poor teams, decreasing enrollment) to "observe the ineffect of
television."
The letterdependent
said
NORC
cannot be
charged with self-interest in the
controversy because the organization's research on the problem was
initated jointly by the colleges and
the four networks, including DuMont, in 1950.
Paul B. Sheatsley, eastern representative ofNORC, who signed the
letter to the NCAA TV committee,
told Broadcasting • Telecasting
last week that since 1951 the organization has been working solely
for the NCAA. He noted that
NORC is an academic, non-profit
research organization that "has
been guided solely by the facts."
CAMPAIGN

COSTS

RADIO-TV
by the
'
Million — 'Times
May Top $5expenditures
two major parties during the 1952
election
campaign
may the
"easily"
have exceeded
$5 million,
New
York Times reported last week on
the basis of a 48-state survey of
campaign spending.
Out of a "rock-bottom" estimate
of "at least" $32,155,251 total expenditures by political organizations, independent groups, and candidates, the Times said an estimated $3,511,800 went for network
radio and television campaigning.
This sum, based on estimates supplied by the networks, was divided
as follows : $2,083,400 spent by the
Republicans;
$1,428,400 by the
Democrats.
Figures are close to those reported earlier by this journal [B*
T, Nov. 10].
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the stars of >

viewing the Blues on their way to the
changing of the guard — to bring home
far places and peoples — to do it quickly
and economically
..... |J§[* JPfkHfl
Compter* information water sing film selection and processing available . . . also details concerning special
Eastman technical services, equipment, and materials.
Address: motion Picture PHm Department, Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. East Coast Division, 342
Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. Midwest Division,
137 North Wabosh Avenue, Chicago 2, Illinois. West
Coosf Division, 6706 Sunta Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38,

Liability Remedy Asked of House
(Continued from page 78)
Communist Party is legal in many
states.

Say"WHEN"
TELEVISION

Sound programming that creates viewer preference, plus
smart merchandising, makes
WHEN your best TV "buy" in
Central New York. Here's a
rich market that will look at
your product, listen to your
story, and buy, when you Sell
via WHEN.

YOU'LL

GET
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ON CENTRAL NEW YORK'S MOST
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Represented Nationally
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•
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•
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Citing the Commission's prohibition against censorship of political
material of candidates, Mr. Walker
referred to an "apparent Congressional mandate" and expressed belief that broadcast licensees "are
not subject to being sued under
state libel and slander laws."
The Commission recognizes, however, he added, that this immunity
has not been "universally recognized" and has supported the Horan
proposal. He continued:
It should be made clear that there
does exist an important area of governmental concern with those political programs which fall outside of
the provisions of Section 315. For
the Communications Act clearly provides that station licenses and renewals thereof may only be granted
where the Commission is able to find
that the "public interest" would be
served thereby. And the Commission
has consistently held that one of the
most important factors in any station's operation in the "public interest" is its willingness to afford opportunity for the expression of opposing
viewpoints on controversial issues of
interest to the listening public. In
our view, as expressed in a report on
"Editorializing by Broadcast License s" . . . the public interest of the
community served by the station
rather than the personal interests of
the licensee chosen to provide a public
service, is paramount, and while the
licensee is not precluded from stating his own opinion, he cannot do so
to the exclusion of other points of
view.
Since elections are clearly both
highly controversial and of great
community interest, it is clear that
stations have an obligation to be fair
and to present opposing viewpoints
in their programming relating to election campaigns, even with respect to
the programs which do not fall within
the provisions of Section 315 and with
respect to which absolute mathematical equality of opportunity is not
required. And in reviewing the overall record of stations in licensing
proceedings — usually in connection
with their applications for renewal of
license, the Commission has an opportunity for determining whether these
obligations of stations to present both
sides of public issues, has been met.
This fact has meant that even with
respect to political broadcasts not
falling within the protections of Section 315, broadcast stations have been
conscious of their duty to present a
relatively balanced presentation of
opposing viewpoints. This, of course,
is not the same thing as providing
candidates with an absolute right to
equal treatment and we do not mean
to suggest that the general duty of
stations to be fair obviates the necessity for requiring absolute equality
of treatment of the candidates themselves. But it is important to point
out to the Committee that we are
not confronted with a situation in
which stations are free to permit or
sponsor partisan one-sided presentations of election issues to the exclusion of opposing points of view,
through the device of confining such
programming to programs not falling
within the rather restricted ambit of
Section 315 of the Communications
Act.
Committee members perked up

on the censorship question, apparently disbelieving the dilemma confronting broadcasters. In response
to a request by Rep. Boggs for
clarification, Mr. Cottone recited
the history of political broadcast
cases, including the Felix vs. Westinghouse and Port Huron rulings.
Mr. Cottone said there has been
no direct court decision exempting
stations from libel. In the Port
Huron case (WHLS Port Huron,
Mich.), he pointed out, the Commission found an "unauthorized
act of censorship" (it refused facilities to all candidates) but waived
penalty
In theaction.
Westinghouse situation,
he noted, three stations (KYW
WFIL WCAU Philadelphia) would
not have been held liable if there
had been a legally qualified candidate—not merely a spokesman —
involved.
The stations claimed Sec. 315
forbade censorship and were upheld by a district court. The U. S.
Court of Appeals reversed the decision, however, and rendered the
stations liable. A spokesman for
a candidate had labeled another
person a Communist. Mr. Cottone
noted the stations had pleaded Sec.
315 as defense.
The Dilemma
Rep. Boggs wanted to know
whether a station can deny its
facilities to another candidate if
there's obvious libel. Mr. Cottone
replied that if it offers its facilities to one candidate, it cannot
refuse them to another, under the
Port Huron ruling.
"You mean a station cannot deny
and cannot permit, at the same
time?" Rep. Boggs asked. Mr. Cottone felt there should be no culpability where there is no means for
a station to protect itself, but noted
in the Westinghouse case the stations were liable under state law.
Until the Port Huron case, he said,
some stations censored talks and
others did not.
In instances where the licensee
or someone under his control was
responsible for libelous utterances,
Chairman Walker replied, upon
questioning, that "then something
ought
be done."
Mr. toHardy
also referred to the
Horan bill and advocated a "realistic solution" to the broadcasters'
problem. In response to questioning from Rep. Karsten, he said
some networks have commentators
who take a strong position on
political issues, and others have a
policy against them, but felt that
overall the views of commentators
were well balanced.
Mr. Hardy said it would be "extremely impractical" to put a limit
on radio-TV expenditures on behalf of candidates, as suggested in
some quarters.
Equal Time Discussed
On equal time opportunities, the
NARTB official said this is difficult
to comply with, though in many
cases, parties seemed satisfied with

Cheaper by Five
SIDELIGHT of the New York
Times survey on campaign
expenditures was the revelation that a one-minute TV
spot announcement in Washington state costs political
parties more than a five-minute program, newspaper reported. Campaign officials reported a rate of $135 for a
20-second spot, $170 for a
one-minute announcement
and $160 — a special rate —
for a five-minute show. The
story did not identify the station but presumably it was
KING-TV Seattle. (Survey
story is on page 78.)
the offer of equal time.
He was asked about the amount
of time sold to each major party at
the national or network level. Mr.
Hardy said it was fairly evenly
distributed, with perhaps a slight
edge to the GOP. He noted the
Senate Privileges & Elections Subcom it e iscollecting data.
Asked about mushrooming TV
costs, Mr. Hardy cited line charges,
operation costs and other expenses.
He said politicians feel sometimes
they are charged twice in the event
of pre-emptions but said this would
come out of the broadcasters'
pockets otherwise. Mr. Hardy
stressed that responsibility for preempting programs rests with the
individual licensee, which evidently
surprised Rep. Keating.
He said a breakdown by political
committees on actual amount paid
out for time alone would be helpful
and a "truer picture." He also gave
committee members profit-and-loss
data of TV stations in different station markets, based on the FCC
annual report.
Throughout the hearings, the
New York Times survey on political expenditures popped up for
comment. Mr. Hardy also was
asked for his views on the Congressional ban on telecasts of committee hearings and proceedings.
(See stories pages 78, 40.)
Mr. Mitchell testified that the
various committees sometimes
"collided" on plans for getting
radio-TV time, and felt efforts
should be coordinated from the
national committee. He said the
current $3 million limit is too low.
He suggested that while Gov. Adlai
Stevenson may have been on TV
more often, there was more money
available for President-elect Eisenhower's personal appearances. Mr.
Mitchell said that, all radio-TV appearances considered (Gov. Thomas
Dewey, etc.), the Republicans spent
much more on broadcast media.
One program Oct. 3 cost the
Democrats $52,000 — $33,000 for
CBS-TV, $11,000 for CBS Radio
and
for newspaper
he
noted.$8,000
Mr. Mitchell
conceded adsit —may
not have been wise to have reserved
time segments early this year, despite no payout for pre-emptions,
which he estimated would have
boosted cost of programs 50%.
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HAWAII'S

FIRST

ELECTRONICS

TV

STATION

FLOWN

FROM

PARK

at;
Equipment sent Nov. 8 via transoceanic
puts KONA

flight

Honolulu on air Nov. 17

Complete station equipment was
shipped by air from General Electric's headquarters in Electronics
Park, Syracuse to KONA Honolulu
to open the Islands' first active
television center. Flying Tiger Air
Lines made the initial hop to San
Francisco where Transocean Air
Lines took over final delivery of
the expedited shipment.
29,090 lb. Shipment
Flies 4900 Miles
One of the largest air loads of
electronics equipment ever moved,
the shipment totaled 29,000 pounds

including a dozen 20' boxes of
transmission cables. G-E engineers
traveled 4900 miles with the 5 kw
transmitter, single bay antenna,
and studio equipment in order to
supervise immediate installation.
Total cost of the delivered units
approaches a half million dollars.
Additional Equipment Ordered
Radio Honolulu, station owners,
have already placed an order with
G-E for a 50 kw amplifier to boost
transmitter power 10 times plus a
six bay antenna to increase
KONA's ERP (Effective Radiated
Power) six times.

G. B. Leonard, General Sales Manager of Transocean Air Lines, far left, supervises equipment loading at Oakland, Calif. Transocean used four planes on this special assignment.

ON THE AIR 10 DAYS
AFTER

ENGINEERS

RATE

SALUTE

WAS

EQUIPMENT
SHIPPED!

George H. Bowles
General Manager
KONA

G-E and Radio Honolulu engineers are shown with the equipment
they installed to put KONA on the air in record time! L. to R.—
R. Walser, Chuck Smith, L. Haven, C. A. Prohaska, Paul S. Appling,
C. T. Haist, R. Bird, R. Utterback, N. Rotolo, E. Pratt and R. Thompson. KONA will operate on Channel 11 using a temporary TV antenna
mounted on the tower of radio station KPOA.

HANDLED
EQUIPMENT

ORDER

A key figure in the carefully
executed air delivery of complete
station equipment to KONA Honolulu, was Charles T. Haist, District Sales Manager for G. E. on
the West Coast.
Mr. Haist worked closely with
Radio Honolulu
officials for many

Talk about speed
— just 10 days
1after equipment

months in plantion
ning facilities
required and
sta-

was shipped from the General Electric plant in Syracuse, New York,
Station KONA Honolulu went on
the air. This record time was made
possible by aerial delivery of all
units and six General Electric engineers who were flown to Honolulu to direct installation.

expediting
ery. He wasdelivon
hand at Oakland

Praises G-E Engineers
In a cable to the General Electric
Company, George H. Bowles,
General Manager of KONA, said
the station opening was a complete
success, "thanks to your staff and
the wonderfully enthusiastic and
efficient group of engineers sent

KONA

loading and accompanied the
c.t. Haist
to help supervise
equipment
from there to Hawaii.
San Francisco Headquarters
Haist maintains headquarters in
San Francisco since his appointment as District Sales Manager,
Broadcast Equipment in July,
1950. His territory covers Wyoming, Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon plus portions of
Nevada and California.
GENERAL

A

ELECTRIC

here by G. E."
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'Lucy' Still First,
Videodex

telestatus

(Report 245)

it

sixth month, excluding
FOR
show's summer hiatus,
the the
CBS-TV's I Love Lucy was in
first place among network television programs for both percentage
of TV homes and number of TV
homes reached, in the November
Reports. Complete breakVideodex follows:
down
No. of
Program
Cities Homes
1 I Love Lucy (CBS) 54 %TV
63.0
23 Godfrey's
42.5
46.7
Godfrey &Talent
FriendsScouts
(CBS)(CBS) 19
4 Groucho Marx (NBC)
42.3
59
5 Jack Benny (CBS)
41.9
54
6 Dragnet (NBC)
33
41.6
45
7 Buick Circus Hour (NBC)
41 .3
8 Your Show of Shows (NBC) 37
40
9 Toast of Town (CBS)
38.6
39.9
58
10 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 54
38.1
No. of
No. of TV Homes
Program
Cities (000)
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
54 10,539
2 Groucho Marx (NBC)
59 7,720
3 Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
54 7,519
4 Your Show of Shows (NBC) 54 7,154
5 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC) 58 6,985
6 Buick Circus Hour (NBC)
45 6,315
7 Jack Benny (CBS)
37 6,272
8 Toast of Town (CBS)
40 6,076
9 Dragnet (NBC)
33 5,915
10 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC)
51 5,909
Wash. State Outlines
Educational TV Plan
THE newly-formed state of Washington Citizens' Committee on Edu-

cational Television has announced
plans to establish a statewide TV
educational system. At a meeting
of some 150 committee members in
Seattle, it was decided to establish
local groups in Tacoma, Omak,
Wenatchee, Ellensburg, Yakima,
the Tri-City area (Pasco-RichlandKennewick), Walla Walla, Spokane and Pullman.
Newly selected officers of the
statewide group are chairman, Edwin C. Whiting and vice-chairman, Mrs. Arthur Skelton, both of
Seattle; executive secretary, John
E. Hansen, Olympia, and treasurer,
Edward J. Lehan, Spokane.
Likelihood that Seattle soon will
use Ch. 9 for educational television
was seen last week after an announcement that equipment worth
$183,000 has been contributed to
the Seattle Committee on Educational Television by Mrs. A. Scott
attle.
Bullitt, president of KING-TV Se-

staff advice on technical, operations
and program matters.
Gift becomes effective when
KING-TV completes installation
of new equipment to increase its
own power, and when the educational TV group obtains a construction permit for its proposed station.
In a statement acknowledging
the gift on behalf of the Seattle
Committee on Educational Television, Edwin H. Adams, chairman,
said :
This group, with representatives
from the various educational institutions in the area, has been working
for some time towards utilizing Ch.
9 for an educational TV station in
Seattle. Mrs. Bullitt's most generous
offer solves one of our biggest problems and just about assures this area
of making use of Ch. 9.
Prof. Adams is director of radio
and television for the U. of Washington, and manager of KUOW

Equipment includes antenna,
tower, transmitter, a two-camera
chain, two motion picture projectors, a Monoscope slide projector,
monitoring equipment and other
items. KING-TV also has offered
the proposed educational station

(FM) Seattle.

WfV*L

Weekly Television Summary — December s, i952-tElecaSting survey
Sets in Area
City
Outlets on Air
Albuquerque
KOB-TV
1 16,500
09,771
Ames
WOI-TV
2T5,000
Atlanta WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
12,200
Austin KTBC-TV
434,807
Baltimore WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
122,000
98,500
Binghamton WNBF-TV
194,050
Birmingham
WAFM-TV, WBRC-TV
Bloomington WTTV
966,000
305,102
Boston WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
Buffalo WBEN-TV
268,203
Charlotte WBTV
1,258,765
Chicago WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
679,012
383,000
Cincinnati WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
Cleveland WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
237,000
Columbus WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
196,985
Dallas156,000
Ft. Worth KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
Davenport WOC-TV
E.
Moline
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.
253,000
Dayton
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Denver
817,000
78,198
KFEUTV, KBTV
Detroit
WICU
Erie
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
175,550
Ft.Dallas
Worth
196,985
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
WOOD-TV KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Greensboro
223,961
WFMY-TV
135,896
Houston
KPRC-TV
201,000
Huntington'
Charleston
WSAZ-TV
127,904
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
292,000
WMBR-TV
177,301
Johnstown
WJAC-TV
80,000
WKZO-TV
241 ,832
Kalamazoo
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
243,357
177,313
Lancaster
WGAL-TV
Lansing
120,000
WJIM-TV
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
Los Angeles
KTLA,
KNXT,
KTTV
1,422,981
Louisville
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
210,000

( '•

Call your FREE &
PETERS COLONEL
today!
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ABC-TV's Adventures of Ozzie &
Harriet was voted "Program of the
Month" for December by 10th District
P.-T.A.,
Angeles,
"as in
demonstrating thatLos
families
are fun
everyday
living."
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City
Outlets en Air
Sets in Area
Lubbock,
K DUB- TV
ville, tex.Tex.(Mexico),
Matamoros
BrownsMemphis
7,000
WTVJ
WMCT
27,300
Miami
X ELD-TV
159,453
Milwaukee
155,000
Minn.-St. Paul WTMJ-TV
Nashville
KSTP-TV,
WCCO-TV
New Have*
374,877
329,200
WSM-TV
WNHC-TV
NewNewark
Orleans
84,786
340,000
133,213
WDSU-TV
New YorkWABD,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
WOR-TV,WBS-TV,
WPIX, WATV
Portsmouth.
3,059,400
NorfolkNewport News WTAR-TV
141,961
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
170,801
Omaha
KMTV, WOW-TV
154,876
Philadelphia
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
KPHO-TV
1,124,585
Pittsburgh WDTV
67,400
Portland, Ore. KPTV
535,000
Providence
Richmond WJAR-TV
WTVR
30,734
237,000
145,954
Rochester WHAM-TV
164,000
Rock Island WHBF-TV
156,000
Moline
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
Rock
Ise.,
E
Salt Antonio
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
San
San
Diego
90,800
110,212
KEYL,
KFMB-TVWOAI-TV
San Francisco
158,050
WRGB
KGO-TV,
KPIX,
KRON-TV
Albany-Troy
481,000
Schenectady.
Seattle
KING-TV
St. Louis
197,300
451,000
KSD-TV
237,400
Toledo
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
WSPD-TV
KOTV
202,556
Tulsa
209,000
WKTV
Utica-Rome
134,275
Washington
Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
WDEL-TV
81,000
Total Sets in Use:
405,407
123,540
19,490,022

Total Markets on Air 68*
Total Stations on Air 118*
* Includes XELD-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
areas overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may be
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
fiom television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and
manufacturers.
Since many are compiled monthly,
some may remain unchanged
in successive summaries.committees,
Total sets in all areas are
necessarily
approximate.
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the
kitchen
is

bigger
now

With a schedule move from mid-afternoon
to 1 P.M. and double the television
sets to draw from, Suzie Mclntyre's
"Carolina Cookery" (Monday through Friday)
is winning an average Videodex rating of 14.5

The merest mention of a recipe for Japanese
fruit cake last month drew 570 mail requests
on one day. Come into Suzie 's kitchen for
sales results in the Carolinas.

SERVING
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Jefferson

Standard

Broadcasting

AUDIENCE

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Television Spot Sales
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television programming will move
to New York, he pointed out that

Ngt
FAVORED
S
FILMof
FILMING
video shows was
people are particularly interested
roundly endorsed at a television
in making TV films when they can
forum that marked the opening of obtain residual rights, Mr. Wolff
new headquarters for the Advermade the personal observation that
tising Club of Los Angeles in the the value of residuals is not yet
known.
Hotel Statler.
He cautioned agency executives
Speaking on "advantages of
package television shows" Nat that although the change to package film shows this fall has brought
Wolff, vice-president in charge of
radio and television production,
good ratings, a program cannot be
called successful unless it sells
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
merchandise.
declared that his agency last year
had many house-produced pro"It is through the proper selecgrams, but this year is using only
tion of the right program for the
film packages.
right product, and the exercise of
From a cost standpoint, he judgment and experience that
pointed out, one show alone last agency men will earn their 15%
even though they are no longer
year required 14 persons the year
around. It represented a $3,000 loss responsible for production," he
said.
per week to the agency. Such losses
do not exist when shows are filmed
Film Termed Economical
packages, he reminded.
Mr. Wolff said he believes in
Klaus Landsberg, vice-president
packages because they utilize the and West Coast director of Paratalents of specialists who know how
mount Television Productions and
to build entertainment. The entergeneral
manager of KTLA (TV)
tainment value must be achieved
Los Angeles, decried the fact that
for an audience before the program
the cost of television is getting be"sell" can be built, he emphasized.
yond the reach of the local advertiser. He endorsed film by saying
, "An agency or advertiser could
hot afford to hire such specialists
that $30,000 will produce a good
because top creative men in film program that is economically realproduction can earn from $60,000
istic when spread over 60 marto $125,000 a year. But it is possible kets.
to obtain their services by buying
In his opinion, video films are
the death knell for networks. A
a film package."
Although
many
top creative
film can be used in any market and
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lightweight TELEX headsets!!

*DYNASET

*MONOSET
The modern styl!
dependability a
performaMo
ofperior
the TELEX
set have made o
fashioned headphones obsolete.
Magnetic.
Modern, lightweight, durable . . .
Easily adjustable
and built for hard
usage, TELEX
Headsets give top
quality reception
without the
punishment of
extra weight and
pressure.

New dynamic
1 under-chin TELEX
Dynaset, with more
highs and lows of both
music and speech, is the
delight
radio andonlyTV
monitors.of Weighs
1.25
oz.
*EARSET
*TWINSET

This lightweight 1.6 oz.TELEX
Twinset pipes signal directly
— X outintobackground
the ear, blocking
noises
and banishing listening
fatigue. Magnetic.

STANDARD OF THE
WORLD FOR
♦Trade Mark QUALITY HEADSETS
Commercial Communications • Electronic Laboratories
Office Transcribing Machines - Radio Monitoring
Telecasting - Amateur Radio - Record Stores - Theaters
Phone-Order Boards - Wired Music Installations
For complete information on any ol the above headsets, write
TELEX,
ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC DIV.
Department 8-D • St. Paul 1, Minnesota
In Canada, ATLAS RADIO CORP., Toronto
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Sensitive TELEX Earset slips
onto ear and is preferred by
all who use
headsets.
Weighssingle-phone
only Vi
oz. and leaves other
ear free for
phone calls or
conversation.
Telex produces
headsets
to
specification
manufacturers'

Wolff Cites Benefi*s
the advertiser can choose the time
and station. When this can be done
there is no need for interconnected
stations telecasting the same program simultaneously. This is the
reason the networks fight for live
programming even though it is not
economical, he opined.
At the same time, Mr. Landsberg said it is possible to build a
good local live show at a reasonable price if: (1) It is based on
sight as well as sound; (2) it fits
into the local community; (3) and
is produced at a price an advertiser can afford.
Mr. Landsberg revealed that
KTLA is now planning to break
away from the traditional blanket
rate on the card to a formula
based on audience times length of
commercial times number of commercials. The audience would be
estimated through a composite of
all ratings.
Hal Roach Jr., vice-president
and executive producer of Hal
Roach Studios Inc., a panel member, screened a number of commercials, and observed that costs
can be cut if: (1) The agency
trusts the producer and the suggestions he makes; (2) trick shots are
kept to a minimum; (3) sufficient
time is allowed for the 70 steps in
production to take their normal
course. Rush work costs more because of added labor and other
costs, he emphasized.
As a producer, Mr. Roach said
he has observed these faults: (1)
Too much copy with the result that
the viewer can't absorb what he
hears; (2) audio which does not
match the action seen; (3) copy
which does not relate to what is
seen.
Al Simon, head of Al Simon Productions, a • panel member, confessed to having been converted
from a "live" viewpoint to film as
a result of his association with
such programs as I Love Lucy,
George Burns & Gracie Allen
Show, I Married Joan and others.
Current technical developments
portend that film quality will be
equal to live within a few years,
he predicted.
Scoffing at the idea that most

the"Even
space the
isn'tnetworks
there.
can't compete with Hollywood studios when
it comes to cost of sets and props,"
Mr. Simon said. "A film studio can
tie up a stage from week to week,
which a network can't afford to
Pointing out that the cost of
lighting, set construction and striking may be as high as $15,000 for
a show in New York, he asserted
that labor costs are higher there,
too.
Donn Tatum, director of television, ABC Western Division,
was moderator of the panel and
James W. Staples, Los Angeles
manager of Beaumont & Hohman
Inc., chairman of the session.
do."
Video's Potential
Charles Luckman, co-designer of
CBS Television City in Los Angeles, at the luncheon meeting that
preceded the panel session, told
members of the ad club that television, if used judicially, can improve this country's politics and
government. "It can stop wars and
bring lasting peace," he declared.
"Long political campaigns may
be
ended
by television
in 1956,"be hea
said,
adding
that it would
"blessing to all."
"Television made the last camthe most president
costly in history,"
said thepaign former
of Lever
Bros. "Unless controlled, the next
one will be even more extravagant."
He proposed that campaign costs
be limited to $3 million by Congress and that the money be allotted to each party by the government itself (see separate story).
He further suggested that Congress
make it illegal for private or vested interests, labor unions as well
as corporations, to contribute to
political parties.
Mr. Luckman urged the telecasting of all
observing
: sessions of Congress,
"If we televised to the nation
what I saw [when he visited Congress in session], we would get
either a new modus operandi or a
new Congress. Television may be
the means of performing a gigantic job of air-conditioning the halls
of Congress."
CANADIAN

KTLA (TV) EXPANDS
Additional Space Planned
KTLA (TV) Hollywood, with
clearance granted by the Los Angeles Building Commission, will
start construction on additional
studios and executive offices within
six months.
Plans call for a new three-story
building in addition to three separate theatre-type studios, which
will more than double KTLA's
present production facilities, it is
said. Present one-story building is
to be augmented by one or two
additional stories to house station's
offices.

MFRS.

Urge Govt. Alter Policy
CANADIAN television manufacturers plan action against the government's recent policy of limiting
privatement totelevision
station developsmaller centers.
Following a board meeting of
the Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. of
Canada on Nov. 27, a statement
was issued "that there is no logical
reason why long-standing applications for privately-owned television
should not now be considered. . . ."
The association's statement pointed out that there are already over
20 million U. S. homes enjoying TV
on a competitive basis without any
annual license fee.
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Noncommercial' 's Cost
Higher — Doherty
SOME small educational TV stations may cost as much to operate as
small commercial TV stations, according to Richard P. Doherty, NARTB
employe-employer relations director.
Speaking Thursday before the Southeastern Television Conference at
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C. (see *
in commercial TV station operation,
conference story this issue), he debunked some of the predictions
Mr. Doherty said that to operate
about low-cost possibilities of edu- professionally with overall expendicational video operation, presenting
tures kept at a minimum of $150,000 to $175,000 a year, a station
results of several years' analysis
must follow four basic rules. He
■♦of TV station expenses. Mr. Dohlisted these as follows:
erty is a former educator, having
headed the Economics Dept. at
Keep staff under 15 persons, preferBoston U. for many years.
ably 11 or 12.
Integrate AM-TV operations, with
"Some persons who have estimated small educational TV sta- some top management personnel servtions might be run at a total cost
ing both.
Have network affiliation, even if
of $150,000 a year are completely
on a bonus basis, to get four or five
off base," Mr. Doherty said. "Actual
hours network shows per day.
operating cost of such an educaOperate at least eight hours a day,
tional outlet will certainly be dou- with
four or five hours network and
ble that of a small commercial
the rest film or local live.
station and this assumes a small
TV

OPERATION

educational operation can get free
services from faculty members and
others day in and day out, and
week in and week out."
He predicted educational stations
soon will find that faculty members
tire of the novelty and will balk at
giving away many hours of their
time every week. He said schools
will find they must reduce the
teaching load of faculty members
engaged in television activities.
The Small Outlet
Getting specific, Mr. Doherty
predicted that "small educational
stations doing a limited, simple and
not very professional programming
job will cost at least $1,000 a day
to operate."
The average medium-sized educational TV station will cost at
least $2,000 a day to operate if it
performs a moderately professional
live-programming job 30 to 35
hours a week and depends heavily
on free personalities, he said.
The large educational television
outlet "doing a high-grade professional programming job four to five
hours a day will cost $1.5 million
a year," Mr. Doherty said. This
figure assumes use of professional
producers and directors, but still
using some free personalities, he
said.
Recalling cost data he has been
collecting since TV stations started
on the air in 1948, Mr. Doherty said
the average per-station cost of existing small commercial TV outlets
in 1951 was $297,000.
He offered figures based on a
university scientific program produced in collaboration with a commercial TV station to show that
each weekly half -hour program requires around 110 to 120 hours a
week from the university staff, not
counting time donated by the commercial outlet. The station donates
a producer-director (1% days per
program), art director, floor manager and other personnel. With
four hours' rehearsal, the weekly
program consumes up to 200 manhours of time and it is not an elaborately staged production, he said.
In reviewing cost items involved
BROADCASTING
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hook

There will be "a fair number of
small stations in this category,"
Mr. Doherty predicted. He warned
those planning to enter TV "never
to underestimate the magnitude of
details and never assume someone
will do the thousands of little
things
his left
Many
of thesewith
details
are hand."
found at
an
AM outlet, he explained.
As an example, he cited the time
consumed in the shipping room receiving, handling and sending out
films. Another maze of detail centers around the making, handling
and scheduling of slides, he said,
calling it a much more complicated
operation than writing commercial
copy for AM stations.
"A steady diet of slide commercials isnot television," Mr. Doherty
said, "and in the long run will not
merit continued commercial sponsorship at the previous high-level
TV spot rates. TV is action. Without action, the fullest impact of
television is lost."
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TOURIST CAMPAIGN
Kentucky Enlists Video
KENTUCKY, aiming to increase
its annual $335 million tourist
trade to $500 million by 1955, has
found a valuable ally in television.
Using WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
the Kentucky Div. of Publicity last
August began a series of spots,
bespeaking the grandeur of Kentucky's mountains, lakes and caves.
Prospective visitors were sent a
booklet in color in response to each
inquiry.
Marshall Peace, associate director, the publicity unit, said, "During the fall campaign when we
used television for the first time,
our costs were 40% less on TV
than in any other media. ... I
must say that we were more than
pleased with the results of this
campaign which was extended
through the first part of Novem-

• Telecasting
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—to give you the selling punch
in this two billion dollar market

owned and operated by the Commercial Appeal
National Representatives - The Branham Company
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TABLEAU TV LTD.
Labeled 'Unfair' by Unions
TABLEAU Television Ltd., Hollywood, producers of China Smith,
video series, last week was labeled
"unfair" by unions because the
firm plans Mexico filming: of six
half-hour episodes. The unions are
affiliated with the Hollywood AFL
Film Council.
This was believed to be the first
official union "crackdown" on producers who make TV films in
foreign countries. The council, by
unanimous vote, decided to notify
individual market sponsors of its
action and of the recent AFL convention pledge of union affiliates
not to buy products advertised by
films made abroad because it causes
unemployment of craftsmen in this
country. The series stars Dan
Duryea.
KDYL-TV Transmitter
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City has
begun regular telecasting from its
transmitter atop 8,700-foot Mt. Vision, 17 miles west of the city.
Highlight of the first day of transmission from the new site — Nov.
22 — was the airing of the U. of
Southern California-UCLA football
game.
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KEYL (TV) TOWER
Construction Completed
COMPLETION of the erection of
film
Sales . . .
Negotiations involving $250,000,
have been concluded by William
Phillipson, director of ABC Western Division, with Unity Television
Corp.,
New York,
Unity's which
entire
film library.
Theforpackage,
includes 18 feature films never before telecast and 65 Pacific Coast
TV first-run features, will be
shown on KECA-TV Los Angeles
and KGO-TV San Francisco. ABC
recently concluded similar arrangements for WXYZ-TV Detroit and
WENR-TV Chicago.
* * *
Gross-Krasne Inc., Culver City,
Calif., producers of CBS-TV Big
Town for Lever Bros., has been
contracted by the firm to produce
four half -hour test films for inclusion in CBS-TV Lux Video Theatre
series, currently being done live
from New York. Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.
The production firm, which expects to move into its recently purchased California studios, 650 N.
Bronson, Hollywood, this week, will
start filming "Grandma Robbed a
Bank" for CBS-TV Big Town.
WCBS-TV New York is the 20th
station to lease programming
rights to Invitation Playhouse,
quarter-hour TV film series distributed by Guild Films Inc. Program started Dec. 6 for 26 weeks.
* * *
KHJ-TV Hollywood has leased
1,000 three-minute musical television films from Official Films Inc.,
New York, on an exclusive basis
for the Los Angeles area.
* * *
Paramount Television Productions
Inc. New York, reported 13 sales
amounting to $30,000 during November on such syndicated TV programs as Hollywood Reel, Time
for Beany and Wrestling From
Hollywood. * ■ - $ . *
Unity Television Corp., New York,
has signed with WCBS-TV New
York for package of 18 Hollywood
feature films produced by Sol
Wurtzel during 1946-49, granting
exclusive first-run on TV showing
in New York area. Unity has
concluded a similar arrangement
on the package with WTOP-TV
Washington.
* * *
Chevrolet Dealers of Southern California, Los Angeles, has started a
weekly half -hour film series, Abbott & Costello, on KTTV (TV)
Hollywood, Dec. 2. Filmed by TCA
Productions, Culver City, the series
is distributed by MCA-TV Ltd.
Agency is Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Los Angeles.
Alexander

Film

Co., Colorado

report

Springs, Col., announces the recent
TV commercial productions for the
following organizations :
Lennox, Marshalltown, Iowa, six
26-second films through Henri,
Hurst & McDonald, Chicago. Frigidaire, Dayton, Ohio, five 60-second
films through Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago. Monark Silver, Chicago, two 20-second films. Pearl
Brewing Co., San Antonio, Tex.,
four 8-second films through Pitluk
Adv. (Continued
Co., San Antonio.
on page Borden's
92)
SALES

FILM

NBC-TV Promotes 'Today'
FORMAT of Today, NBC-TV twohour weekday morning program, is
used in a 22-minute sales promotion film for the show which NBC
previewed Thursday to the advertising press preceding showings to
advertisers in New York, Chicago
and on the West Coast.
Serious-comic film relates a story
of a harassed sales manager who,
through a dream sequence, learns
that Today can solve his problems
of big inventory and low sales by
getting his message to more people
at less cost than in other media.
Dave Garroway and other performers on the breakfast-time program hammer home the point that
a five-minute segment of Today is
seen by an estimated 1,802,000
viewers at a cost of $1.47 per thousand, compared to newspaper-noters at $6.83 per thousand or magazine noters (four black-and-white
pages in Life and three in Good
Housekeeping) at $2.83 per thousand.
Film was conceived and written
by Jack Fuller. NBC sales promotion manager, and produced by Ted
Mills under the supervision of Ruddick C. Lawrence, director of promotion planning and development,
and Jacob A. Evans, director of
advertising and promotion.
Use of kinescope recording technique permitted NBC to produce
the film for slightly more than
$3,000, Mr. Fuller said, compared
to the $18,000 to $20,000 it would
have cost if produced by usual film
procedures.

GM's 'Motorama' on TV
GENERAL Motors Corp., which is
holding the "GM Motorama of
1953" show displaying new automotive lines at New York's WaldorfAstoria hotel Jan. 17-23, will sponsor a preview on Jan. 16 from 9-10
p.m. on CBS-TV and two five-minute and two 10-minute segments
of coverage on NBC-TV's Today
program (Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m. EST
and CST) Jan. 14-23.

KEYL
tower (TV)
atop San
the Antonio's
Transit 75-foot
Tower
Bldg. in that city and of the installation of a 100-foot, six-bay
antenna was reported by the station last week.
KEYL formerly operated with a
62-foot tower and a three-bay antenna. New six-bay General Electric Type TY27F antenna is said
to be capable of operating with 50
kw input and to enable the station
to use any of the high-power amplifiers now on the market for
eventual maximum power operation of 100 kw. KEYL has on file
with FCC an application for 100 kw
operation.
During the change-over period,
the station operated with a temporary one-bay GE Type TY13A
antenna leased from that company
in order to maintain telecasting
operations. The top of the Transit
Tower Bldg. was reinforced during
the construction period with six
tons of steel to accommodate the
additional weight and strain of the
new tower and antenna.
BROIDY ELECTED
Is 1MPPA President
STEVE BROIDY, president, Allied
Artists Productions Inc., Hollywood, (formerly Monogram Pictures), last week was elected president of the Independent Motion
Picture Producers Assn. succeeding
the late I. E. Chadwick. Mr. Broidy
also is president of the Motion Picture Industry Council.
Jack Broder, Robert Lippert and
Sam Katzman were named IMPPA
vice presidents and Ed Finney reelected secretary - treasurer.
IMPPA, with membership of 35
independent movie producers, has
moved offices to Hollywood Athletic
Club, 6526 Sunset Blvd.
Deepfreeze Buys Moore
DEEPFREEZE Appliance Div.,
Motor Products Corp., North Chicago, 111., has purchased segment
of Garry Moore show on CBS-TV
from Jan. 8 for 52 weeks. Agency
is Roche, Williams & Cleary, Chicago. Portion purchased is Thursday, 12:30-2:45 p.m. (CT) on a
minimum of 58 stations [Closed
Circuit, Nov. 3].
PREPARE NOW FOR JOBS IN
TELEVISION— FILMS
One
America's
film schools
offersof short
study topcourses.
Fully
equipped
stage.
Eves. shooting
Easy courses
terms.
"B".
Also
Write or phon« Dep't.
for Amateur Movie
Makers.
STerling 3-9444
29 Flatbush Av.# B'klyn 17, N. Y.
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Television Grants

and Applications

(Continued from page 68)
dent Mrs. Chester F. Owens (2%) and ft. Estimated construction cost $222,600,
operating cost $184,048, revSecretary-Treasurer Robert E. Jeffers first year
$184,048. Post office address %
(2%).184.City priority status: Gr. B-4, R & L enue
Co., 29 East First St., Reno, Nev.
No.
Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter location 7.7 mi. NW of
NORTHAMPTON, Mass. — Regional
Reno
near Peavine Peak. Geographic
TV Corp., uhf Ch. 36 (602-608 mc);
39° 34' 34.8" N. Lat., 119°
ERP 21.4 kw visual, 12.8 kw aural; an- coordinates
42.6" RCA.
W. Long.
and
tenna height above average terrain 949 56'
antenna
Legal Transmitter
counsel Bruce
ft., above ground 194 ft. Estimated
Reno,
Nev.
Consulting
enconstruction cost $115,000, first year Thompson,
gineer Bernard Associates, Los Angeles.
operating cost $185,000, revenue $185,include J. E. Riley and H. H.
000. Post Office address Hotel Bridg- Principals
mining and real estate, rental
way, Springfield, Mass. Studio location Luce,
and selling of heavy duty equipment.
vMain and Center Streets. Transmitter
City
priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 148.
location on Mt. Tom. Geographic coo
r
d
i
n
a
t
e
s
4
2
°
14'
55.5"
N.
Lat.,
72°
38'
47"
BISMARCK, N. D.— Meyer Bcstg. Co.
W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Loucks, Zias, kw
(KFYR),
(76-82antenna
mc); ERP
100
visual,vhf50 Ch.
kw 5aural;
height
Young &sulting
Jansky,
Washington.
Conengineer Jansky & Bailey, above average terrain 533 ft., above
Washington. Principal stockholder is ground 704 ft. Estimated construction
President and Treasurer John S. Begley cost $279,800, first year operating cost
revenue $90,000. Post office
(99% of voting stock, subscribed to $110,000,
address 200 Vz Fourth St., Bismarck
1,900 shares out of 2,900 shares of stock), N.
D. Studio location 202 Fourth St.
also treasurer and 66%% owner of Transmitter
location 2V2 mi. north and
WACE Chicopee, Mass. Regional Bcstg.
Vi mi. west of Menoken, N. D., at site
Co., licensee of WACE, has subscribed
to 1,000 shares out of 2,900 shares in of KFYR (AM). Geographic coordRegional TV Corp. City priority status:
inates 46° 51'Transmitter
12" N. Lat.,and
100° antenna
32' 37"
W. Long.
Gr. A-2, No. 177.
RCA. Legal counsel Hogan & Hartson,
Consulting engineer E. C.
FESTUS, Mo.— Donze Bcstg. Co. Washington.
Page Consulting Radio Engineers,
(KJCF),
uhf
Ch.
14
(470-476
mc);
ERP
Washington.
Principals
include Meyer
Presi3.28 kw visual, 3.28 kw aural; antenna
Secretary
Etta Hoskins
height above average terrain 221 ft., (8.4%)dent and(plus
85.8%
interest
above ground 233 ft. Estimated con- executrix of another
Estate of P. J. Meyer,as
struction cost $79,440, first year operand as trustee for Marietta
ating cost $72,000, revenue $84,000. Post deceased,
Ekberg Trust, for a total of 94.2%
office address Station KJCF, North M.
interest controlled by Mrs. Meyer),
Mill St.,mitter
Festus,
Executive Vice President and
location Mo.
1 mi.Studio
northandof transtown and
on county road at site of KJCF (AM). Treasurer F. E. Fitzsimonds (5.3%).
City
priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 287.
Geographic coordinates 38° 14' 29.6" N.
Lat.,
90°
23'
50.8"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
and antenna GE. Consulting engineer
FARGO, N. D. — Rudman Television
Fred O. Grimwood & Co., St. Louis, Co., vhf Ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP
kw visual, 32 kw aural; antenna
Mo. Principals include Donald M. 59.2
Donze (50%), general manager, owner height above average terrain 338 ft.,
of KJCF, and Elmer L. Donze (50%), above ground 374 ft. Estimated construction cost $258,200, first year opercommercial manager, president and
ating cost $127,000, revenue $168,000.
treasurer of KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo.
Post
office
c/o Ross K. PresThe Messrs. Donze each own Y3 inter- cott, 1430 Lifeaddress
of America Bldg., Dallas
est in Hilltop Club (night club), Tex. Studio and
transmitter
location
Perry ville, Mo., and Ys interest in Hilltop Drug Sundries (pharmacy and 10 mi. NW of Fargo. Geographic cosundries), Perryville, Mo. City priority W. Long. oTransmitter
rdinates 46° 55' 39" N.andLat.,antenna
96° 59' GE.
30"
status: Gr. B-l, No. 72.
Legal counsel Ross K. Prescott, Dallas,
Consulting engineer Guy C.
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo— The L. H. P. Tex.
Arlington, Tex. Sole owner
Co., vhf
Ch. 106.4
13 (210-216
mc); ERP
199.3 Hutcheson,
of applicant
M. B. Rudman,
kw
visual,
kw aural;
antenna
pendent
oil is
operator,
sole ownerinde-of
height above average terrain 690 ft., Rudman Television
Co.,
permittee for
above ground 574 ft. Estimated con- new TV station in Galveston,
Tex. [TV
struction cost $300,948, first year oper- Grants, B.T, Nov. 24], applicant
for
ating cost $140,000, revenue $140,000. TV stations in Minot and Bismarck,
Post office address The L. H. P. Co., N. D., and 50% owner of application
1806 Studio
Baltimore
Kansas location
City 8, for TV station in Billings, Mont. City
Mo.
and Ave.,
transmitter
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 114.
about
1
mi.
south
of
Holt's
Summit,
near U. S. 54. Geographic coordinates
PORTSMOUTH, Ohio— The Brush38°
38' 03" N. and
Lat., antenna
92° 07' 19"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal Moore Newspapers Inc. (WPAY.), uhf
Ch. 30 (566-572 mc); ERP 265 kw visual,
counsel Hogan & Hartson, Washington.
aural; antenna height above
Consulting engineer George P. Adair, 138.6 kw terrain
564 ft., above ground
Washington. Sole owner is President average
Stanley H. Durwood, Missouri theatre 219 ft. Estimated construction cost
operator and motion picture exhibitor. $295,000, first year operating cost $120,$90,000. St.,
PostPortsmouth,
Office adCity priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 203. 000, revenue
dress 110 Chillicothe
Ohio.
Studio
location
1009
Gallia St.
RENO, Nev.— R & L Co., vhf Ch. 4 Transmitter location about 2 mi.
SW of
(66-72 mc); ERP 16.91 kw visual, 8.454 center of Portsmouth, across Ohio
kw aural; antenna height above aver- River, at site of WPAY-FM. Geographic
age terrain 2,876 ft., above ground 465 coordinates 38° 43' 21" N. Lat., 83° 00' 06"

It's Happening
on
W

in NEW
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HAVEN

More than 18,000 quarter-hour programs have been provided
to WNHC Radio listeners by Chamberlains Furniture & Appliance Co. in nearly eight years of uninterrupted broadcasting!
Let WNHC teach YOUR advertising dollars more sense.

WNHC
NBC
RADIO
EW HAVEN

NEW

IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL IN
HAVEN CHOOSE THE STATION THAT SELLS!

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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W. Long. Transmitter and antenna GE.
Legal
counsel Dow, Consulting
Lohnes & engineer
Albertson, Washington.
A. D. cipals
Ringinclude
& President
Co., Washington.
PrinRoy D. Moore
(9.154%), Vice President Joseph K.
Vodrey (7.4%), Vice President Thomas
S. BrushH. (2.1%),
William
Vodrey Secretary-Treasurer
(8.184%), Assistant
Secretary William H. Vodrey Jr. (7.4%),
Assistant Treasurer James R. Troxell
(7.116%),
Vodrey
BoydT. (7.4%),
(no stock Louise
interest),
William
Moo"re
Maude S. Brush (20.284%), Jane Moore
Hershey (7.114%), Lucile D. Moore
(7.0%)
and Elizabeth
son (4.0%).
Applicant Brown
also is Thomplicensee
of WHBC-AM-FM Canton, Ohio, and
publishes Portsmouth Times, Canton
Repository, Steubenville (Ohio) Herald
Star, Marion
(Ohio)
Star, East (Ohio)
Liverpool (Ohio)
Review,
News and
Salisbury
(Md.)Salem
Times. City
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 19.
OKLAHOMA
KLPR19
Television
Inc. CITY,
(KLPR),Okla.uhf— Ch.
(500-506 mc); ERP 90.2 kw visual, 48.7
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 576 ft., above ground 551
ft. Estimated construction cost $214,916,
first year
operating
cost $170,500,
revenue $205,000.
Post office
address 128V2
West Commerce, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Studio location 128 West Commerce.
Transmitter location SE 69th St., 0.15
mi. west of Atcheson, Topeka & Santa
Fe Railroad, 0.5 mi. east of KLPR
(AM) antenna site. Geographic coordinates 35° 23' 26" N. Lat., 97" 29'
12.5" W.tennaLong.
Transmitter
anRCA. Legal
counsel and
William
Howard Payne, Washington. Consulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipment
Washington.
Principals
includeCo.,President
Byrne Ross
(500/2570),
sole owner of KLPR Oklahoma City;
Vice President R. Lewis Barton
(250/2570), owner of Barton Theatres,
Oklahoma City; Secretary-Treasurer
Lester dent
E. of Johnson
vice Bank,
presiOklahoma(5/2570),
National
Oklahoma City; M. E. Nesbitt
(50/2570),
plumbing
contractor,
Oklahoma City;
R. N. Salmon
(25/2570),
owner of dry cleaning establishment;
Hugh ister;
Bumpas
f 5/2570),(10/2570),
Baptist OklaminHerman Merson
homa City attorney; Fred M. Farha
(150/2570), commercial manager of
KLPR, and Monty Wells (150/2570),
account executive of KLPR. City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 194.
AIKEN, S.Corp.
C. — (WAKN),
Aiken Electronics
Advertising
uhf Ch.
54 (710-716 mc); ERP 98.7 kw visual,
49.85 aural; antenna height above average terrain 160 ft., above ground 350
ft. Estimated construction cost $184,500,
first year operating cost $100,000, revenue $156,000. Post office address c/o
John Mare, Station WAKN, Aiken,
S. C. Studio and transmitter location
on north side of old U. S. 1, east
margin of village of Stiefeltown, 3.8
mi. west of business district of Aiken,
at point about 250 ft. south of WAKN
(AM) tower. Geographic coordinates
33° 33' Transmitter
11.5" N. Lat.,
47' 14"RCA.
W*.
Long.
and 81°
antenna
Consulting engineer W. J. Holey,
Atlanta, Ga. Principals include President B. T. Whitmire (20%), Vice President Jack Younts (10%), Vice President J. P. Williamson (10%), Secretary-Treasurer John Mare (30%),
Oliver Grace (20%) and John Shealy
(10%).
No.
700. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
OLD HICKORY, Term.— Life & Casualty Insurance Co. of Tennessee
(WLAC
vhf Ch.
(76-82
mc); ERPNashville),
100 kw visual,
50 kw5 aural;
antenna
height
above
average
rain 935 ft., above ground 1,009 terft.
Estimated construction cost $855,772,
first year operating cost $515,702,
revenue $461,797. Post Office address
159 4th Ave. No., Nashville, Tenn.
Studio location Third National Bank
Bldg., Nashville, Tenn. Transmitter
location Pennington Bend Road. GeographicW.coordinates
13' 46" N. Lat.,
86° 41' 48"
Long.36°Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel Spearman
& Roberson, Washington. Consulting
engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas,
Tex. Principals include Chairman of
the Board Paul Mountcastle (0.66%),
President Emeritus A. M. Burton
(0.73%), President Guilford Dudley
and Director J. T. Ward. First American National Bank of Nashville and
Paul Mountcastle, co-executors U/W
Elizabeth S. Young, control or hold
15.7% of applicant. Because rule
making which allocated vhf Ch. 5 to
Old Hickory has only recently been
finalized, FCC has not yet assigned
city priority corporated
number
thatpriority
uninvillage. to
City
status for Nashville, Tenn., is Gr. B-4,
No. 198.
AMENDED APPLICATIONS
f Indicates pre-thaw application
which has been amended ( re-filed)

since April 14 and is now amended
again.
f PEORIA, 111.— WIRL Television Co.
(WIRL),
vhf Ch.1588 kw
(180-186
ERP
316
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 991 ft.,
above ground
875 ft. first
Estimated
construction cost $673,940,
year operating cost $552,000, revenue $584,000.
Post office
addressPeoria
921 2,
Central
National Bank Bldg.,
111. Studio
location mitter
115 location
North0.28Jefferson
Ave.
Transmi. east of center
of Groveland. Geographic coordinates
40°
35'
27"
N.
Lat.,
89°
31' 43"
W. Long.
Transmitter and antenna
RCA.
Legal
counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
Southmayd, Washington. Consulting
engineer Robert Silliman, Washington.
[For earlierplications,application,
see TV
ApB.T, July 14.] City
priority
status: Gr. A-2, No. 24.
EVANS VILLE, Ind.— On the Air Inc.
(WGBF), vhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP
316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 609 ft.,
above ground 569 ft. Estimated construction$350,000,
cost $550,000, first year$357,000.
operating cost
Post office
address 1001revenue
Diamond Ave.,
Evansville 11, Ind. Studio location 1001
Diamond Ave. Transmitter location on
Chandler Road, 1.1 mi. south of
Chandler, 10 mi. ENE of Evansville.
Geographic
01' 31" N.
Lat., 87° 21' coordinates
43" W. Long.38° Transmitter
and antenna RCA. Legal counsel Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis,
Washington. Consulting engineer
Robert M. Silliman, Washington. [For
earlier application, see TV Applications, B.T, July 7.] City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 17.
EXISTING STATIONS
Changes Requested
WNBW (TV) WASHINGTON, D. C—
National Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 4 (66-72
mc). Change to ERP 100 kw visual,
50 kwaural);
aural ('from
20.5 antenna
kw visual,height
10.5
kw
increase
above average terrain to 499 ft., above
ground to 538 ft. (by adding 155 ft. to
existing tower). Estimated cost of new
transmitter $73,000, antenna $102,000,
and equipment installation $75,000;
total estimated cost of change $250,000.

Bon

Voyage!

. . . little Bismarck doesn't realize that candy and flowers
often lead to engagements
and showers. It's a clear case
of increased sales in a bright
new market when you make
a date with KFYR. Any John
Blair man will tell you why.

/ KFYR
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ment directly if they have information on any of the criminals.
•— • — •
B»T REPRINTS

No, No, Perkins!
programs

It's all in the
BROADCASTING

promotion

Yearbook
Y-FIVE years from now
SEVitENT
will be possible to hear a portion of a WBAL-TV Baltimore program of Nov. 25, 1952, according
t from the station. Segto a repor
ment of the Brent Gunts Show was
recorded that day by Thomas A.
Edison Co. Until 2027, it will be
stored in an Edison Time Capsule.
Recording is one in a collection
being made by the Edison company
to reflect taste and customs of
present-day civilization.

. . . you won't need any T
squares, graphs, slide rules
or geiger counters to get
all the information you
want and need in this business of broadcasting.
No sir! Ifs all in the 1953
BROADCASTING Yearbo k. *
Don't delay — order today.
Single copies are $5.00.
Or you may subscribe to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING for a full year
and get 52 weekly issues,
the 1953 BROADCASTING
and the 1953 TELECASTING Yearbooks for only
$11.00. You save $6.00.
* Publication dates: BROADCASTING
Yearbook, mid-January; TELECASTING Yearbook, mid-February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Please reserve both 1953 Yearbooks
for me, and enter my subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
□ Bill me

□ $11.00 enclosed

Name
Firm
Street
City

Zone

State
1953 BROADCASTING Yearbook
Page 88
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CHILDREN'S QUIZ SHOW
NEW TV program conducted for
and by school children made its
debut on WNBK (TV) Cleveland
on Nov. 29. Quizdown resembles
the old - fashioned "spelling - bee."
Groups will be broken into teams
of boys versus girls. Questions are
being submitted by students of
participating schools under supervision of their teachers. High-point
winner will receive a Rand-McNally Cosmopolitan Atlas.
SUCCESS STORY BOOKLET
STORY of a successful public
service feature presented by
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, has been
recorded in booklet form by the
station. Booklet tells the story of
a Let's Be Good Drivers series
which the station presented in cooperation with the Wisconsin
Motor Vehicle Department. Copy
features a breakdown on the contents of each program and details
on planning the series.
MAILING PIECE
CARD listing grocery firms which
advertise on WDIA Memphis is
being mailed by the station monthly to 561 grocery stores in the
greater Memphis area. Copy stress
that $274,000,000 is spent each
year "by people who buy these
grocery products with confidence
because they are advertised on

premiums
D-J BIRTHDAY PARTY
STUDIOS at WWDC Washington
will be open to the public on Dec.
15 to celebrate the birthday of disc
jockey Art Brown who has been on
the air in Washington for 17 years.
Affair will be tied in with WWDC's
Christmas promotion of aid for the
old and needy of Washington. Admission to birthday festivities will
be a cash donation which will be
applied
Fund. to the station's Christmas

RE-CHRISTENING CONTEST
SIX Arvin radios are being offered
by WTIC Hartford, Conn., on the
Juke Box Jingles broadcast in a
two-week letter-writing contest to
re-christen the daily program. Contestants must present their proposals for the program's
name
and reasons
for their new
selection.
Winner, who will be chosen on the
originality of his suggestion, will
receive two radios, an AM-FM
table model and a portable, and
four runners-up will be awarded
table models.
WINS PARIS TRIP
SANDY JACKSON, KOWH
Omaha, Neb. personality, has won
an all-expense paid trip to Paris
in a Jello Pudding contest in which
120 disc jockeys throughout the
country participated. In addition
to prizes for contestants, the Paris
trip was offered to the disc jockey
who produced the best results. Mr.
Jackson, who came out on top, also
receives $500 for baby sitters and
miscellaneous expenses.
-• — • — •WPLX (TV). HELPS POLICE
WPIX (TV) New York has begun
showing photographs of New York
City's most wanted criminals in an
effort to help the police department apprehend them. The photographs are carried as a once-aweek feature of the daily Tomorrow's News program. Viewers are
advised to notify the police depart-

REPRINTS of a KCBS San Franciscograms,
ad, plugging
Paul onWest's
prowhich appeared
the cover
of Broadcasting • Telecasting on
Nov. 10 are being sent out by that
station. Attached note from Arthur Hull Hayes, vice president
and general manager, states that
"Now that the election's over and
done with we can name the San
Francisco Bay Area's real favorite— Paul West — ..." Story of
the effectiveness of his broadcasts
constitutes the ad.
— • — •CANADIAN -•ELECTIONS
FOR the first time in Canada, municipal elections used television
when CBLT Toronto televised
talks by candidates for mayor and
controllers a few days before the
Dec. 1 civic election. The talks
were on a sustaining basis, with
all candidates given equal time
duringsults ofthe
one-hour were
period.
Rethe election
televised
as they came in from returning
officers, with telecasting being done
from the editorial rooms of the
Toronto Globe & Mail, morning
daily.
•— • — •
'TOWN HALL PARTY'
KTTV (TV) Hollywood Town Hall
Party,
sponsored
by Brother
Bob'sin
furniture
and appliance
stores
El Monte, Long Beach and North
Hollywood, is divided into two
half-hour segments separated by
another half-hour program. Featured on the Western variety-audience
participation
showa is
a "send
out" stunt
in which
contestant
leaves the studio during first halfhour and must complete his assignment by the second segment. Program started Dec. 1 for 26 weeks.
WEEKLY NEWS SHOW
MILK Foundation of Minneapolis
— St. Paul has started sponsorship
on KSTP-TV of News in Sight
each Tuesday afternoon at 12:30
p.m. Newscaster Bill Ingram is
handling the program with the aid
of film and telephoto pictures.
Agency
for the account is NelsonWillis, Minneapolis.

WDIA."
WESTERN MAN'S HERITAGE
ABC RADIO will begin a weekly
program series, still untitled, on
Dec. 11, 8:30-9 p.m., that will dramatize the heritage of free men in
the West. Series will trace the accomplishments of western man
from the Middle Ages to the present with stress on America as the
hope for civilization of the future.
BULLETIN DISTRIBUTION
DAILY noon .news bulletins are
being distributed by WKBV Richmond, Ind., to all service clubs,
downtown hotels and restaurants.
Station points out that the releases
are particularly effective because
no local newspaper is delivered before 3 p.m.
BROADCASTING
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ALEXANDER
HEADS
Great Plains TV Stations
APPOINTMENT of Clarence G.
Alexander, well known TV executive, as general manager of Great
Plains Television Properties Inc.
stations, was announced last week
by Great Plains
President Herbert
Scheftel.
The company
has grants for
new uhf stations
in Duluth, Little
Rock, and Sioux
City, and is applying for one in
Mr. Alexander
Springfield, 111.
Mr. Alexander's immediate responsibility, the announcement said, will
be to get all four stations on the
'air as quickly as possible. He has
1 temporary headquarters in New
;York.
Mr. Alexander, who most re[ cently has been operations manager
; of the RHC-Cadena Azul radiotelevision network in Cuba, was
1with NBC from 1936 to 1942, helping organize that network's TV
operations. He returned to NBCTV in 1946 after wartime service
; in charge of the Willow Run
bomber
plant and the PrattWhitney engine plant.
He moved to Kenyon & Eckhardt
'in
in the
West1948,
Coastserving
and New
Yorkagency's
offices
until 1950, when he became director of network operations for DuMont TV Network. He resigned
that post as of June 1 this year to
join the new U. S. -Cuban ownership of RHC as operations manager [B«T, May 17].
Calif. Educational TV
TELEVISION station operators
have been invited to participate in
a two-day state-wide conference on
educational TV called by California Gov. Earl Warren in Sacramento, starting Dec. 15. Julian A.
McPhee, president of the California State Polytechnic College, San
Luis Obispo, will be general chairman. The conference will consider
the possibilities of utilizing 8 uhf
channels tentatively reserved for
California by the FCC for noncommercial educational use.

the

NBC

greater
30th

Go ahead! I have my
book

MODERN PUBLICITY. Edited by Frank
A. Mercer. The Studio Publications
Inc., 432 Fourth Ave., New York 16.
144 pp. $8.50.
THIS 22d issue of "art & industry's international annual of advertising art" confines itself to
printed media advertising. Therefore, it is of interest mainly to
those whose daily pursuit of bread
falls within that category. Representative samples of the best advertising art of 27 countries are
contained in this beautifully-printed annual. Many of the illustrations are reproduced in color. The
book, containing many masterpieces of advertising art, is a
masterpiece itself, particularly to
anybody interested in advertising
layout.
* * *
DESIGNING FOR TV: The Arts and
Crafts in Television Production. By
Robert J. Wade. Pellegrini & Cudahy,
41 East 50th St., New York 22, N. Y.
216 pp. $8.50.
THIS BOOK, the first volume in
a number of years which covers so
thoroughly the field of graphic
arts in television, is excellent, as
far as it describes all phases of
art and design for network television productions is concerned.
But it illustrates the Cadillac class
of art work and design which may
be out of reach of many of the TV
outlets now going on the air.
While it is worthwhile to know
how the networks stage television
shows, it also would have been
worthwhile if the author had included tips to the medium or small
town television station artist.
The design and construction of
elaborate sets for the Show of
Shows, NBC-TV operas and other
high-budget programs are discussed in detail. Mr. Wade has
written from the viewpoint of how
NBC does things. The material
presented, therefore, is of great
educational interest, for it describes very well the birth, planning and production of a television program from the NBC artist's viewpoint.
Commercials, costuming and
make-up, and even costs and accounting, are reviewed.
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But even with its emphasis on
network television, nearly everyone
interested in TV will gain knowhow from reading the book. And
there are more than 200 pictures
to show how network productions
are staged, how commercials are
worked out and good examples of
the finished scene, seen by the
viewer.
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.,
NBC vice president in charge of
radio and television, wrote the
foreword for the book. Mr. Wade,
formerly production facilities manager for NBC, is production director for P. J. Rotondo Co.
* * *
PARIS IS A NICE DISH. By Osborne
Putnam Stearns. Henry Regnery Co.,
20 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4. 169
MR.
STEARNS, who has broadpp. cast
$3.
under his own name and as
"The Food Magician" on various
stations, takes a trip to Paris and
samples its food. His anecdotes
about Paris restaurants and .the
histories of famous dishes are interesting but not as sprightly as
the 100-odd recipes of great French
cookery that are provided.
RADIO OPERATING— Questions and
Answers. Eleventh edition. By J. L.
Hornung and Alexander A. McKenzie. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W.
42d St., New York 36. 557 pp. $6
THIS "completely rewritten and
re-edited" edition answers 1,900
questions on radio law, operating
practice and theory for those
studying for FCC commercial radio
operator examinations of various
license grades, including all questions in the FCC Study Guide of
Feb. 1, 1951. Questions are grouped
in several general topic categories.
Diagrams and illustrations are
brought up to date.
N.C. EDUCATORS
Favor Statewide TV Programs
STATEWIDE television programming of a noncommercial educational nature was favored for
North Carolina by a group of 10
college presidents and 12 radio
representatives at a Nov. 24 meeting at Chapel Hill, N. C. They
felt the ultimate goal should be a
statewide TV network, starting
with activation of Ch. 4, already allocated to the Greensboro-RaleighDurham area.
The group also favored creation
of a state educational radio and
TV commission. President Gordon
Gray, of Consolidated U. of North
Carolina, was requested to ask
Governor-elect William B. Umstead
to name such a commission. President Gray said the university, in
case TV program funds became
available, would not apply for even
one channel unless resources were
in sight for at least two years'
operation. He lauded TV and radio
stations for the "fine cooperation"
they have given the university.

. . . you'll be the winnah in
any quiz on television with
your TELECASTING Yearbook in front of you.
To cash in on the jackpot
of information covering
commercial television, reserve your copy of the
1953 TELECASTING Yearbook right away. It's just
$11.00 for a subscription
which includes the BROADCASTING Yearbook; the
TELECASTING Yearbook,*
and 52 weekly issues.
* Publication dates:
BROADCASTING Yearbook midJanuary.
TELECASTING Yearbook
mid-February.

BROADCASTING TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Here's my order for both 1953
Yearbooks and for a subscription to
BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING.

City
□ $11.00 enclosed
Name

□ Bill me

Firm
Street
Zone
State
1953 TELECASTING Yearbook
December 8, 1952
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IRE MEETING
Pratt1 Talks on Spectrum
RADIO engineers in vehicular
communications must plan carefully in using scarce radio frequencies to the fullest, the Institute of Radio Engineers' Professional Group on Vehicular Communications was told Thursday at
its third annual convention banquet
at Washington's Hotel Statler.
Haraden Pratt, telecommunications advisor to the President, said
fullest use of frequencies is imperative in establishing mobile radio and microwave systems in the
vehicular communications field.
Mr. Pratt, a former IRE president, said engineers in the mobile
radio field should not only plan
operations on a comprehensive engineering basis, but also recognize
economic factors related to their
systems. He compared present frequency problems with those of a
decade ago.
The Wednesday-Thursday sessions featured a dozen reports on
mobile radio and microwave by officials and engineers of manufacturing and research organizations
in those fields.
The reports at the convention
sessions emphasized frequency
economy, channel spacing and operations in the spectrum portions
now assigned to mobile receiver
services and future prospects of
operation in uhf and microwave
bands.
On Wednesday, Dr. W. R. G.
Baker, General Electric Co. vice
president and general manager for
electronics, depicted mobile radio
equipment of the future. Complete membership of the FCC and
leading officers of Armed Forces
communications branches were
present for Dr. Baker's talk.
Several manufacturers on Friday demonstrated their equipment
in the different bands.
Washington planners for the session
were T. B. Jacobs, GE representative;
E. L. White, chief, FCC Special and
Radio Services Bureau; Fred Albertson and Joseph E. Keller, of Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson, attorneys; George
P. Adair, former FCC chief engineer,
and Granville Klink, WTOP chief
engineer. Mrs. office,
Christinesupervised
Jones, of GE's
Washington
the
ladies program.

'HAM' RULES
Modified for Emergencies
THE FCC last Wednesday ordered,
effective Feb. 2, modification of
Sec. 12.156 of its rules governing
the amateur radio service, enabling
the Commission to declare a general state of communications
emergency in designated areas and
to specify amateur frequency bands
to be used by amateurs participating in emergency communication.
The FCC prohibited all transmissions within designated amateur emergency frequency bands
except those relating directly to
relief work, emergency service or
operation of amateur radio networks for the handling of such
communications.
. The Commission also asserted its
right to designate certain amateur
stations to assist in handling emergency communications, monitoring
the designated amateur bands and
warning noncomplying stations.
Task of determining frequencies
to be used for emergency communication by amateurs in any stricken
area was left up to appropriate
FCC field offices.

Traffic Safety

WCSS STOLEN EQUIPMENT
Reported in N. C.
FBI agents in North Carolina were
on the alert this past weekend for
broadcasting equipment stolen
from WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y.
[B«T, Dec. 1]. An appliance dealer in Marion, N. C, said a man
offered some of what he believed to
be the material to him at a bargain
price Thursday morning. He refused to buy and later checked an
advertisement he recalled reading
in the Dec. 1 issue of Broadcasting* Telecasting.
The ad warned prospective purchasers that a Minitape recorder,
two Collins remote amplifiers, two
RCA mikes, a Magnecorder amplifier and some testing equipment
had been stolen from the Amsterdam station on Nov. 21.
Police, FBI agents and WCSS
were notified. The North Carolina
Assn. of Broadcasters sent a lookout reminder to all stations in the
state.

last week. Serving on committees:
Radio — Charles C. Barry, NBC vice
president in charge of programming;
Tom Carson, supervisor of broadcast
media,
Bowles;director,
Frank Young
Coulter Jr., Benton
associate& media
& Rubicam; William H. Fineshriber Jr.,
MBS executive vice president; Ernest
Lee Jahncke Jr., ABC vice president;
Hal James, vice president, radio and
television, Ellington & Co.; Nicholas E.
Keesely, vice president in charge of
radio and television, Lennen & Newell;
Stanley J. Keyes Jr., executive vice
president, St. Georges & Keyes Inc.;
Adrian Murphy, CBS Radio president;
Keith B. Shaffer, business manager,
radio-TV department, Erwin, Wasey &
Co., and Frank Silvernail, manager of
timebuying department, BBDO.
Television — Grant Y. Flynn, business
manager, television department, Ruthrauff
& Ryan;
Sig and
Michelson,
director
of news
public CBS-TV
affairs;
Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV vice
president in charge of network programs; Alexander Stronach Jr., vice
president,
ABC-TV;radioWilliam
B. Templeton, director,
and television,
Sherman & Marquette; J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV president, and SylL. Weaver
NBC vice
president vester
of radio
and Jr.,
television
networks.

FCC

JOHN E. SURRICK, vice
president - general manager,
WFBR Baltimore, said last
week that the station has
added another aspect to its
drive for traffic safety. Working with the Statistics Div.
of the Maryland State Police,
WFBR gives a daily midnight
report of all dead and injured
in highway accidents. The
announcer concludes each
tally with a warning, such
as: "Tomorrow drive carefully. We don't want to add
your
name
to our list."weekly
Each
Saturday midnight,
totals are given; Sundays,
monthly figures are aired.
HEART FUND UNITS
Headed by Neale, Pryor
ELECTION of J. James Neale,
vice president of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, as chairman of the
National Radio Committee for the
1953 Heart Fund, and Roger Pryor,
vice president in charge of radio
and television for Foote, Cone &
Belding,vision
as Committee
chairman
the Telewas of announced

Zenith Addition
ZENITH Radio Corp., Chicago, will
spend an estimated $3 million on
construction of 300,000 feet of additional floor space at its main plant.
New building, to be used for packing and shipping, will be erected
adjacent to the west end of the
plant. Although no starting date
has been set, completion is slated
for late 1953, according to Hugh
Robertson, executive vice president.
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NATIONAL Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters will present a 13week series, The Ways of Mankind,
for broadcast over member stations
of the NAEB network, starting
Sunday. The series, which is financed under a $300,000 grant
from Ford Foundation's Fund for
Adult Education, will seek to explore cultural forces in other parts
of the world.

WBZ

KC

Asks SSA Rehearing

WBZ Boston, owned by Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc., last
week asked FCC for rehearing of
its Nov. 3 order calling for a hearing on the grant of special service
authorization for KOB Albuquerque, N. M., to operate on 770 kc
[B*T. Nov. 10].
WJZ New York had earlier
asked FCC to reconsider its Sept.
30 action further extending the
special service authorization of
KOB to operate on WJZ's clear
channel, 770 kc [B»T, Nov. 3, Oct.
6]. WJZ had asked FCC to end the
11-year "temporary" tenure of
KOB on 770 kc by requiring it to
return to 1030 kc, the WBZ frequency, its licensed channel on
which it has not operated.
Westinghouse was made a party
to the KOB hearing by the Commission. A pre-hearing conference
was held Nov. 20 before Examiner
James D. Cunningham. Westinghouse asked FCC to reconsider and
reverse its Nov. 3 action "insofar
as they find that the petition of
ABC, filed Oct. 21, 1952, meets the
specific requirements of Sec. 309 (c)
and order a hearing upon the application of KOB for extension of
special service authorization.
In case the relief asked by Westinghouse is denied, it then requests FCC to reconsider its Nov.
3 order insofar as it orders Westinghouse to be made a party to
the
hearing
on extension
of KOB'son
special
service
authorization
Dec. 10, 1952.
It is stated that if the Commission wants Westinghouse to take
part in a hearing involving KOB,
"the only appropriate hearing is
that requested by Westinghouse on
Feb. 14, 1941, to the temporary
continuance of which Westinghouse
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i
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01

consented only on the Commission's
assurance that the assignment of !
KOB to 1030 kc was a temporary
expedient and that permanent as- iv
signment of KOB to a satisfactory
frequency would be effected as
soon as possible. The Commission
should now carry out that promise 3
and, if it is to hold any hearing
to which Westinghouse is to be
made a party, that hearing should
concern itself with the problem of
determining the frequency to which
KOB is to be assigned perma-

nently."
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
at regular intervals, as technicians,
operators and laboratory aids. Our
men graduate with a first class RadioTelephone License. Call on us for your
technical personnel needs.
^
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
^ RCA INSTITUTES, INC
A Stain 4 M\t CannrtSM «i JumriM
35 West Fourth Street, New Vwk 14, N. Y.
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HONORS
Five Aiding Agencies
jBRAND Names Foundation Inc.
honored five advertising agencies
at a luncheon in New York Thursday for their services since 1949
in bringing the "story back of
brands" to an estimated five million consumers a day. Those receiving plaques of appreciation
were :
H. Paul Warwick, president of
Warwick & Legler, New York,
Volunteer agency for the Foundation's 1952 media campaigns;
iRudyard C. McKee, vice president
iof McCann-Erickson, New York,
volunteer agency for 1951 ; Maurice
;Needham, president of Needham,
iLouis & Brorby, Chicago, and
(Bernard C. Duffy, president of
BBDO, New York, the two agencies
.which served in 1950; and J. L.
Johnston Jr., vice president of
Lambert & Feasley Inc., New York,
which helped prepare the 1949 campaigns.
I Presentations were made by John
W. Hubbell, Foundation's chairJman of the board and vice president of the Simmons Co., New
York, and Frank White, treasurer
Jof the Foundation and NBC vice
president. Mr. Hubbell noted that
'since 1949, some 1,800 radio stations in the U. S. and Canada have
been contributing time to broadcast institutional spot announcements on an average of three times
a week.
Mr. Hubbell announced that the
Foundation's 1953 media campaigns
will be ready in two weeks, with
ads built around the theme: "Name
Your Brand — Better Your Brand
of Living." The volunteer advertising agency, which will prepare
advertisements for the 1953 campaigns, is Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson
& Mather.

INTERCULTURE

BNF

Rosner's New Duties
'BENNETT S. ROSNER, advertising manager for RCA Custom Record Sales, has been given additional responsibilities as manager of
advertising services for the RCA
.Victor Commercial Record Dept.
In his new post he reports to W. I.
Alexander; in the custom record
sales post he reports to James P.
Davis.
Its

a

ZIV MERCHANDISING FOR LOCAL SPONSORS
'Freedom, U.S.A.' Clients First to Get Aids
PLANS

for comprehensive merchandising campaigns aimed at revitalizing radio advertising for
local sponsors were announced for
release today (Monday) by the
Frederic W. Ziv Co. First clients
to benefit will be those sponsoring
Freedom, U.S.A., transcribed radio
series starring Tyrone Power.
Frederic W. Ziv, president, said
"the days are over — if they ever
really existed — when a business
man could buy a radio program,
then sit back and watch the customers break down his door.
"But there is still nothing wrong
with radio for advertisers who
understand that you only get out
of a plan what you put into it— in
the way of planning, promotion,
and energy. Radio is moving
millions of dollars of goods for
advertisers who know how to merchandise their programs.
"We intend to prove that, properly and skillfully merchandised
and promoted, there is no more effective advertising medium than
radio." Comprehensive Drive
Mr. Ziv added that this campaign will "not mean a few dozen
on-the-air announcements" but
"tools that will provide a hardhitting campaign for small businessmen to create a larger audience for his radio program." He
said the promotion, based on the
"I Like America" theme, is geared
to benefit both large and small
markets.
Even sponsors of the Power
show in the smallest markets will
receive a minimum of 1,500 posters,
Mr. Ziv explained. Suggestions
from Ziv will point out to sponsors
that posters, calling attention to
the program and the sponsor's
product, will be placed on store
windows and inside the stores. In
addition, Ziv will supply hats and
display
the he
sponsor's
salesmen buttons
to wearforwhen
makes
contact with dealers.
In the largest markets, Mr. Ziv
added, his company will provide
for

Sales/

itb
SUCCESS
Account:
Merchandise:
Advertising:
Merchandise Sold:
Advertising cost:
Merchandise sales:
Advertising cost ratio:

STORY

#3

Department store
Plastic garment bags
2 radio announcements
144 garment bags
$7.1 1
-$144.00
4.9%

ZanesviHe
NBC
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Ohio

more
free. than 40,000 promotion pieces
According to Leo Gutman, advertising director for the Ziv companies who is directing the campaign, the outstanding promotion
piece probably is a printed copy of
the U. S. Constitution. Some 2%
million copies of the Constitution
have been distributed in the past
two weeks, Mr. Gutman said.
Other aids in the campaign, Mr.
Ziv pointed out, will be recorded
public announcements by Mr.
Power and Edwin C. Hill, narrator
of the program; spot announcements by Mr. Power and Mr. Hill,
inviting listeners to tune in to
Freedom, U. S. A. and a complete
instruction manual on how to tie
in with local campaigns of recorded station-break announcements/
WDRC

OBSERVES
30th Anniversary Week
WDRC Hartford, Conn., is setting
aside this week to commemorate its
founding 30 years ago, Dec. 10,
1922, by Franklin M. Doolittle,
WDRC-AM-FM president. Mr.
Doolittle built the station's first
transmitter and microphone and,
WDRC claims, is the inventor of
binaural broadcasting.
Mr. Doolittle participated in
early FM experiments with Maj.
Edwin H. Armstrong, who was responsible for FM's early development. WDRC, which calls itself
Connecticut's pioneer station, says
WDRC-FM was the first individually-owned commercial FM station on the air. WDRC General
Manager Walter Haase has been
with the station since 1924.

Fay N. Seaton
FAY N. SEATON, 70, who extended his newspaper and radio holdings to four states, died last
Wednesday in Manhattan, Kan.
Editor and publisher of the Manhattan (Kan.) Mercury-Chronicle,
Mr. Seaton was the father of Sen.
Fred M. Seaton (R-Neb.), who
leaves his Senate seat next month.
Sen. Seaton's holdings in radio are
KHAS Hastings, Neb., and KMAN
Manhattan and KGGF Coffeyville,
both Kan. The elder Seaton, born
in Champaign County, 111., came to
Kansas with his parents in a covered wagon in 1882. He eventually
built up his publishing and radio
interests in the states of Kansas,
Nebraska, South Dakota and Wyoming. Another son, Richard M.
Seaton, publishes the Coffeyville
Journal.
DIRECTORS of Seiberling Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio, have declared quarterly dividends on common and preferred stocks. Payable Dec. 20 to
stockholders of record Dec. 5 is a
25-cent dividend on common shares.

AID

Hayes Says of Radio-TV
RADIO and video, by presenting
the life and flavor of groups within
the community, become powerful
aids to intercultural education,
John
S. Hayes, Washington,
president of WTOPAM-FM-TV
told a
conference on "Community Responsibility for Intergroup Understanding" last Thursday.
Addressing the group in Washington under auspices of the Citizens' Committee on Intercultural
Education in Greater Washington,
Mr. Hayes cited examples of programs which help intercultural
understanding.
These included Life With Luigi,
story of an Italian immigrant;
The Goldbergs, story of a Jewish
family, and Mama, about an immigrant Norwegian family. The
Eternal Light, Lamp Unto My
Feet and The Catholic Hour were
cited in the religious field. Omnibus, new CBS-TV show underwritten by the Ford Foundation,
was described as a milestone in
American cultural life.
"Radio and television already
have contributed a great deal to
intercultural understanding," Mr.
Hayes
said, predicting
our performance
in the that
next "If
20
years duplicates our performance
in the past two decades, radio and
television will more than justify
themselves."
'Hit Parade' Dropped
AMERICAN Tobacco Co., N. Y.
(Lucky Strike cigarettes), dropping its Hit Parade on NBC radio
(Fri., 8-8:30 p.m.), has signed to
sponsor Horace Heidt show on
CBS Radio (Thurs., 10-10:30
p.m.)
startingon Janair1. since
Hit Parade
has been
1935.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
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rapher, Hollywood, to John S. Nash
Productions, that city, as head of
the sales department.

Film Report
(Continued from page 86)
Charlotte Freeze, Dallas, Tex., one
20-second film through TracyLocke Co., Dallas.

Cleo McCartney, head of auditing
department, Horace Heidt Productions, Hollywood, to Filmcraft
Productions, that city, as head of
the accounting department.

Dudley Television Corp., Beverly
Hills, has completed 25-minute film,
Flight to California, for TransWorld Airlines, New York, for TV
release.
Distribution . . .
High Definition Films, London,
England, is negotiating for distribution of British TV films in Canada
and the United States. The films
are especially made low cost movie
productions using as many as three
electronic cameras simultaneously.
According to Norman Collins, managing director of High Definition
Films, this allows the making of
a finished 30-minute film in one
shooting instead of taking a week
or 10 days to do it. The films will
make cheap TV production possible
in smaller centers, according to Mr.
Collins. He claims advantages
from a technical standpoint to include viewing of all rehearsals on
a screen, watching the actual picture on the electronic screen during
taking of the picture by production
staff, and allowing all editing to be
done while actual taking of picture
is being done. Production is to
start at London next January. Mr.
Collins was formerly controller of
p-fOR FINEST TAPE RECORDING^
WROL
Knoxville, Tenn.

—FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers alt the flexibility, high fidelity and features you '
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE - EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder iVi one case —
Amplifier in the other. Easy
handling -— compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined forstudio operation of portable
equipment,
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in ri<h MagneFor new catalog — - writet

225 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, III.
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Irving Starr, motion picture pro
ducer, joins Screen Gems Inc.,
Hollywood, as alternate producer
with Jules Bricken on NBC-TV
Ford Theatre film series.

ON HAND for ceremony during which RCA Victor gave 25 TV receivers to
District of Columbia schools [B*T, Dec. 1] are (I to r): Henry G. Baker, vice
president-general manager, RCA Victor Home Instruments Dept.; William J.
O'Connor, president. Southern Wholesalers Inc.; FCC Comr. Rosel Hyde; C.
Melvin Sharpe, president, D. C. Board of Education; Dr. Hobart M. Corning,
superintendent of D. C. schools, and Eugene E. Juster, general manager, WRC
WNBW (TV) Washington.
TV
Corp.for the British Broadcasting
* * #
Consolidated Television Sales,
Hollywood, has acquired distribution rights to half-hour TV film
version of "A Christmas Carol"
from Tableau Television Ltd., that
city. The program is narrated by
Vincent Price and features Taylor
Holmes and the Mitchell Boys
Choir.
Production . . .
Dougfair Corp., Los Angeles, is
completing the first six half-hour
films in the NBC-TV Douglas Fairbanks Presents series, currently in
production in London. Liebmann
Breweries Inc., Brooklyn (Rheingold Beer), will sponsor the series
in New York area. Agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., N. Y.
Phillips Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla., will sponsor it in the
South and Middle West. Agency is
Lambert & Feasley Inc., New York.
Random Shots . . .
Novel Films Inc. has been formed
to produce integrated film programs for television, with J. Milton Salzburg as president, Frank
Soule, vice president, and Jack H.
Rosner, treasurer. The first series
will consist of 13 stories from
literary classics and is scheduled
for release early next year. Novel
Films headquarters: 1501 Broadway, New York.
* * *
Caribbean Pictures has been formed
by Raoul Walsh, motion picture
director, and Robert Newton, film
star, to produce two half-hour TV
film series, based on the characters
of Long John Silver and Capt.
Blackbeard. Production will start
shortly after first of the year in the
West Indies.
Italian Films Export, New York,
has established a television department under the direction of Ralph
Serpe to represent Italian producers in developing co-production

transactions with American television producers. The firm also is
planning to create its own package
shows for American distribution,
Mr. Serpe said.
Vitapix Corp., new television film
firm headed by Robert H. Wormhoudt, has opened headquarters at
509 Madison Ave., New York.
West Coast office is at 5540 Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood, where William
F. Broidy is vice-president in
charge of production.
Film People ....
Alex Leftwich has been named diof television forrectorthe
Jam
Handy motion
picture studio,
Detroit. He has
directed Lilli Palmer,
sonFaye
andEmerIlka
Chase, and TV
programs
ing Toast includof the
Town, This Is
Leftwich
Show Business
and Robert Q. Lewis.
Robert Godwin, free lance photog-

Over 200 manufacturing plants
are located in Jackson. This
diversification in industry helps to
create steady pay rolls year in and
year out. Let WJDX help you sell
this
ket. consistently prosperous mar-

Jack Ishmole, manager of sales
promotion and bookings for Peer
less Television Productions, New
York, named account executive.
GUILD

FILMS CUTS
Distribution Rates

GENERAL reduction in prices up
to 20% on all TV film series distributed nationally by Guild Films
Inc. has been announced by Reub
Kaufman, firm president.
Retroactive to Oct. 15, 1952, the
rate reduction "is geared to next
year's expected increase in the
number
he said. of operating TV stations,"
Belief that "lowered program
costs at this time will facilitate the
entry into video of many sponsors
who,, otherwise, would be unable
to enter into this pay-off advertising
medium" is behind Mr. Kaufman's decision.
"Smaller profits per unit can be
made up by large volume sales and
distribution," he said.
Already being shown throughout
the country are such Guild-distributed TV film series as "Invitation
Playhouse," "Close-Up," "Lash of the
West," "Call the Play" plus "Guild
Sports Library" and "Guild Film
Library."
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE, ABC
radio commentator; Arlene Francis,
TV personality, and radio and TV
actress Lilli Palmer named "Key
Women of the Year" in radio, television, and stage and screen, respectively, by fashion division, Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies.

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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KXLY-TV WINS
Judge Okays Station Site
EIGHT of KXLY-TV Spokane,
Wash., to construct and operate its
facilities atop 6,000-foot Mt. Spokane was upheld last Monday
by Acting Superior Court Judge
Ed B. Powell, Spokane. The station
hopes to take the air by Christmas.
While this is a state, rather than
a federal ease, it does set precedent
^because it is the first known case in
which location of a broadcast transmitter on Government property has
FRED WEBER (I), president, WFPGbeen contested. It had been
watched with great interest in AM-FM-TV Atlantic City, N. J., signs
to affiliate the TV outlet with NBCofficial quarters in Washington,
Looking on is Thomas E. Knode,
since the FCC is bending every ef- TV.
manager,
station relations.
fort to expedite the licensing of WFPG-TV isNBC
slated to make its debut
new TV stations, notably in marDec. 20 [B*T, Dec. I].
kets, such as Spokane, which have
no existing service.
In a memorandum opinion Judge
Powell ruled the State Parks & that the state can benefit by leasing
concessions.
Recreation Commission was within
its authority in leasing such a
KXLY-TV has completed a concrete building at the mountain
site to KXLY-TV. Station owners
are Symons Broadcasting Co., 50%,
site, with tower erected and electronic gear unpacked and in process
and Harry L. (Bing) Crosby, 47.6%.
The Symons firm is owned by E. B. of erection. A microwave beam will
carry the signal from Spokane, 25
Craney (49.6%), John L. Wheeler
(16.3%) and Lulu M. Wheeler
miles away, with radio-telephone
connection. The station will operate
(33.23%).
on Ch. 4.
Television-Spokane Inc. (KNEW)
Television - Spokane Inc. is an
and Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Streeter,
applicant for Ch. 2, as is Louis
owning land on Browne's Mountain
which Television-Spokane Inc. had Wasmer. The competing applicaunder option to buy, were plaintiffs
tions are slated for hearing. Prinin a suit asking the court to void
cipals in Television-Spokane Inc.
the lease agreement [B*T, Nov. 3, are Burl C. Hagadone and Harry
Oct. 27]. Former Sen. Clarence C. Henke. Mr. Hagadone heads Inland
Dill represented KXLY-TV in the Empire Broadcasting Co., operataction.
ing KNEW. KHQ-TV Spokane has
Judge Powell pointed out that a grant for Ch. 6.
public conception of a park has
changed in the last century. He
TV
said, "The idea that a park is a THEATRE
place for peaceful contemplation
has yielded to the conception that
Bendix Plans C-C Cast
a park is the place for recreation
TREND
toward industry use of
and amusement. If members of the
closed
circuit
theatre television bepark commission feel that telecame more pronounced last week
vision and radio facilities will
when Bendix Home Appliances Div.,
appeal to the public generally, then
Avco Mfg. Corp., said it will utilize
they are within the province of the this
medium Dec. 30 to introduce
law."
a new product in more than 40 key
cities.
No Specifying Law
James Lees & Sons, Bridgeport,
The court found nothing in the
Pa., carpet manufacturer, plans its
law specifying that park benefits
had to be confined to those actually national sales conference today
in the park, noting the mountain
(Monday) via theatre TV [B»T,
could be viewed for a distance of Nov. 3].
Bendix and Teleconference Inc.,
30 miles around the park by many
more people than make the trip to New York, announced jointly that
the summit.
their one-hour program will origJudge Powell said the TV towers
inate in the Garrick Theatre, Chicago, and will be viewed by an
"may appear to be objects of
estimated 100,000 company distribbeauty to persons with the meutors, dealers, salesmen and guests.
chanical and esthetic qualifications
Judson S. Sayre, Avco vice presto judge." He compared TV towers
ident and general manager of
with ski lifts and runways which
appear to be blemishes to an older Bendix, said theatre TV possesses
generation, whereas, they are at- "unlimited opportunities" for pretractions "to the young and vigorsenting new appliances "to the best
ous addicts of that sport."
possible
advantage." has arranged
Teleconference
Concluding, Judge Powell observed the state had the right to with United - Paramount Theatres
gain a profit from the TV lease, Inc., Warner's, Loew's, RKO, Faholding that although parks were
bian and others to carry the pronot intended primarily as revenue
gram in theatres throughout the
country.
sources "the implication is clear"
B I BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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fCC

actions

NOVEMBER

27 THROUGH

JLJL

DECEMBER

5

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant. -antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis.-yisual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 99.
December 1 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WLCS Baton Rouge, La. — License for
CP, ing
which
AM. authorized changes in existKEUN
Eunice, La.
License for CP,
which authorized
new— AM.
WBBB Burlington, N. C. — License
for
crease.CP, which authorized power inBlackwell,
— License new
for
CP,KBWL
as mod.,
whichOkla.
authorized
AM.
WEVA authorized
Emporia, new
Va.— License
for CP,
which
AM.
KTNT Tacoma, Wash. — License for
CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM.
Change DA System
WSCR Scranton, Pa.— CP to make

fa
TOWER

and

ANTENNA
erection
at d&

B&U

insist on

THERE'S NO FINER SERVICE
AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!
Entrust this very Important project to
ETS who has the experience, equipment
and skilled workmen to Insure a QUALITY Jab. ETS has erected hundreds of
AM, FM, TV, and microwave towers
from coast to coast . . . have satisfied
customers everywhere who vouch for
their enviable record of dependability
and quality workmanship. Save money,
time, and headaches by INSISTING that
ETS do the Job. Write, phone, or wire
direct,plierorcontacthaveus. your contractor or supFREE brochure fladly sent on request
Write today 1
Electrical Tower Service, Inc.
P. O. BOX 1205 . PEORIA, ILL . PH. 3-9846
Competent installation and erection
of all types towers and antennas
Page 94
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changes in DA system.
AM— 1340 kc
WMAW
Menominee,
Mich. — new
Mod. AM,
CP,
as mod., which authorized
to
increase
power
from
100
to
250
kwDN.
AM— 770 kc
KOB
Albuquerque,
N. M. 1180
— Mod.to CP,
as mod., to change from
770
kc. AMENDED
to change officers,
stockholders and directors.
License Renewals
Following
of license: stations request renewal
KBTA Batesville, Ark.; KATY San
Luis Obispo, Calif.; WOOK Washington, D. C.J KDMO Carthage, Mo.;
WOXF Oxford, N. C; WFIG Sumter,
S. C; WLDY Flambeau, Wis.
December 2 Decisions ...
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
License Granted
KWSK Pratt, Kan. — Granted license
covering new AM; 1570 kc, 250 w-D.
KIJV Huron, S. D. — Granted license
covering
locations. change in trans, and studio
WIMO Winder, Ga.— Granted license
covering new AM; 1300 kc, 1 kw-D
WTOP-FM Washington, D. C— Granted license covering changes in existing FM; 96.3 mc (Ch. 242); 20.5 kw;
ant. 390 ft.
WJOI-FM Florence, Ala. — Granted license covering CP as mod.
WCPS-FM Tarboro, N. C. — Granted
license covering new FM station; Ch.
282; 7 kw.
WCPO-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted
license covering changes in licensed
station; Ch. 286; 12.5 kw.
WEHS covering
(FM) Chicago,
license
changes m.—
in Granted
licensed
station; Ch. 250; ERP 21 kw.
KXEL-FM Waterloo, Iowa— Granted
license covering changes in licensed
station; Ch. 289; 8.5 kw.
Change Name
WAFM-TV Birmingham, Ala. — Granted mod. license to change corporate
name to The Television Corp.
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — Granted
mod. license to change name to The
Television Corp.
Change Antenna System
KREI Farmington, Mo. — Granted
mod. CP to make changes in ant. system; engineering condition.
Change Tower Location
WPTX
Lexington
— Granted mod. CP
to changePark,
towerMd. location.
Modification of CP
WSPN mod.
Saratoga
Granted
CP forSprings,
approval N.of Y.ant.,—
trans, and studio location.
WNBK mod.
(TV)
Ohio —
Granted
CP Cleveland,
to change facilities
in TV station from ERP 87 kw visual,
44 kw aural, to 100 kw visual, 50 kw
aural; antenna 1,000 ft.
KRCHCP Hot
Springs, of
Ark.—
mod.
for approval
ant.,Granted
trans,
location and to specify studio location.
KCHE Cherokee, Iowa — Granted mod.
CP for approval of ant., trans, location; to specify studio location and
change type trans.; condition.
Extension of Completion Date
WJBK Detroit, Mich. — Granted mod.
CP for extension of completion date
to 6-9-53.
WMRN Marion, Ohio — Granted mod.

CP for extension of completion date
to 3-9-53.
Granted STA
WSLS-TV
Roanoke, Va. — Granted
STA to mercial
operate
station
on combasis for TVperiod
ending
May
10, 1953. on Ch. 10.
Granted CP
WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.— Granted
CP to make changes in facilities of
existing station to change from Ch. 9
to Ch. 11; ERP 316 kw visual; 158 kw
aural; antenna 490 ft.
WRHT Griffin, Ga. — Granted mod.
CP forlocations.
approval of ant., trans, and
studio
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
Chief, Broadcast Bureau — Granted
petitionminefor
extension
of timeto topetition
deterwhether
to file reply
for consolidation of TV applications for
Superior and Duluth and waiver of
procedural rules; time for waiver of
procedural
cluding rules
Dec. 1. extended to and inKXL Broadcasters, Portland, Ore. —
Granted petition to dismiss without
prejudice TV application for Ch. 6.
By Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Tampa
Tampa,
Fla. G.—
Granted Television
motion to Co.,
admit
Michel
Emmanuel to Bar of Commission pro
hoc vice
purpose
deposi-re
tionsfor
beginning
Dec. of8 taking
in Tampa,
applications for TV Ch. 13 by Tampa
Tele. Co., et al.
By Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Oregon Television Inc., Portland,
Ore. — By memorandum opinion and
order granted
application for TV petition
Ch. 13, to
to amend
show change
in
by-laws
and
other
corporate
changes.
Mt. Hood Radio & Television Bcstg.
Corp.,continuance
Portland, Ore.
— Granted petition
for
of consolidated
hearing on applications for TV Ch. 6
from Dec. 1 to Dec. 10 in Washington.
By Examiner William G. Butts
WSTR Sturgis, Mich.— Granted petiAUSPICIOUS START
WEVA Spadework Pays Off
SPADEWORK before the station
went into operation on the part of
Harris L. Umstead gave WEVA
Emporia, Va., an enviable start.
During four weeks prior to
WEVA's taking the air Nov. 4,
Mr. Umstead — at that time the entire sales staff — visited businesses,
clubs and mingled wherever there
was a group. "In short," relates
Mr. Umstead, "I made it a point
to be seen and heard as often as
practicable within good taste."
On opening day, WEVA, a 250 w
AM-FM operation owned by the
Stone Broadcasting Corp., went on
the air with better than $5,600 a
month in signed time sales. Several programs sold were from the
AP wire, it was noted.

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

tion to amend application to request
250 w-unl., 1240 kc instead of increase
in D power from 500 w to 1 kw on 1460
kc. Application
as amended
moved from hearing
docket. was reJamesderedGerity
Jr.,
Pontiac,
Mich. — Or-of
that hearing on application
Gerity for new station on 1460 kc, 500
w-unl., tinued
scheduled
Nov. 28,to befurther
conwithout date,for subject
order scheduling definite date for hearing, eitheraminer'supon
Commission's
or Exmotion
or upon
priate motionown being
duly
filed byapproany
party
to
this
proceeding
or
by
Chief
of Broadcast Bureau.
Kendrick Bcstg. Co. Inc., Harrisburg,
Pa. — Granted motion for continuance
of consolidated hearing on application
and that of Rossmoyne Corp., from
Dec. 1, 1952 to Jan. 5, 1953.
By Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Sacramento Telecasters Inc., Sacramento, Calif.
— By granted
memorandum
opin-to
ion and
order
petition
amend application for TV Ch 10, to
specify different type ant., and other
changes.
By Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Head of the Lakes Bcstg. Co., Superior, Wis.; Red River Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Duluth, Minn.— Ordered that hearing
on applications for TV Ch. 3, now
scheduled for Dec. 17, be continued to
Feb. 17, 1953, in Washington.
By Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
The Brush-Moore Newspapers Inc.,
Stark Bcstg. Corp., Canton, Ohio —
Granted joint petition for continuance
of hearing on applications for new TV
stations
on Ch. 29, from Dec. 8 to
Jan. 12, 1953.
By Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
KTRM Inc. — Beaumont, Tex. — Granted petition to amend TV application
for
Ch. 6, etc.
to show changes in stock
ownership,
December 2 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WLSH Lansford, Pa.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM. for approval of
ant., trans, and studio location and
change type trans.
License for CP
RTFS Texarkana, Tex.— License for
CP,
and which
studio authorized
location. change in trans,
License Renewals
Following
of license: stations request renewal
WBIW Bedford, Ind.; WJMB Brookhaven, Miss.; WAML Laurel, Miss.;
KCMO Kansas City, Mo.; WHAP Hopewell, Va.; KOWB Laramie, Wyo.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of License
WNPT Northport, Ala.— Mod. license
to designate main studio location at
Tuscaloosa, Ala., instead of Northport.
Change Hours of Operation
KCHJ Delano, Calif. — CP to change
hours of operation from D to unl.:
change
power change
from 1 type
kw-D trans,
to 1 kwN,
5 kw-D;
and
install DA-DN.
Change ERP
KNX-FM
Hollywood, Calif. — CP to
change ERP to 71.5 kw; type ant. to
Andrew cation1308,
8-bay; 1 change
trans, Mt.
loto approx.
mi. WNW

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

k

• TOWERS •
AM • FM(ntfof/afroni
• TV •
Compter*
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers— station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM,
facilities. FM, Television and facsimile

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111

Upper Montclair, N. J.
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 8-3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 8-7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 8-3984

Member AFCCE *

WELDON
& CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington, D.Engineers
C
Dallas, Texas
1605 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 3-5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ADAMS 2-2261

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram

Member AFCCE *

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 7-6646
Washington
7, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 — Executive 3-5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

927 15th St., N. W. Republic 7-3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

Wilson P. O.
Change Antenna Type
WESN (FM) Salisbury, Md.— CP to
changeRing;
ant. ant.
typeheight
to Collins,
sec.
above 37M6,
average6terrain to 366 ft.
License for CP
WKRC-FM Cincinnati — License for
CP
tion. to make changes in licensed staBROADCASTING

KEAR

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vctndivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License Renewal
WJMA Orange, Va. — RETURNED application for renewal of broadcast license.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED
AM— 1280 kc
WANA
Anniston, Ala. — Mod. CP,
(Continued on page 99)

• Telecasting

& KENNEDY

Member AFCCE *
GUY

C. HUTCHESON

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.

Member AFCCE *
GRANT

R. WRATHALL

Aptos, California
Appointments arranged for
San Francisco Seattle Salt Lake City
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO. 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church St., N.W. DEcatur 2-1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
JAMES

R. BIRD

Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA.
33 Elm Ave.
San Francisco 8, Calif. Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglas 2-2536 DUnlap 8-4871

Fred O. Grimwood & Co., Inc.
Consulting Radio Engineers
S. C. Grimwood, Pres. Ralph J. Bitzer, Ch. Eng.
Chestnut 4977
2026 R. R. Exchange Bldg.
St. Louis 1, Mo.
Since 1932
December 8, 1952

•
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
»
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed— Monday preceding publication date. Display— Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 254 per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word— $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting. 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4. D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
sent at orowner's
to box numbers
All transcriptions,
please).
return. risk. Broadcasting • Tilecastfor theirarecustody
responsibility
liabilityetc.or sent
repudiates any photos,
expressly
inq
Help Wanted
Managerial
Wanted: Assistant manager for 5,000
watt CBS station with TV application.
Located in Northwest. Must know
sales promotion and be able to handle
personnel.
Box 111S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Manager wanted for small city station
in Midwest.
area,to excellent
possibilities.Good
Opportunity
buy substantial
interest. Send full information on past
record, photo, financial status and all
other pertinent information. Box 154S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Immediate opening sales manager of
aggressive Southeast network affiliate.
You will take over substantial billing
with guarantee against commission on
all station sales. If you can sell in a
competitive market, rush summary of
experience
to Box 25S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Southern California. Large, active market. Independent wants aggressive
salesman with successful record in
competitive market.
Salary,andbonus,
advancement. Send photo
resume
to
Box
149S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.

Salesman who can announce and who
doesn't necessary.
mind hard $91.50
work for
and 6 long
when
day hours
week
if you plete
know
your
business.
Mail
qualifications, references and comdisc
to Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
New Mexico.
Phone salesman sell GBA campaigns
for stations. Top comms., bonus. 727
Meriden Road, Waterbury, Conn.
Announcers
Combination announcer-engineer with
first class license wanted by network affiliate near Atlanta. Good working conditions.
Favorable
salary.
erner preferred.
Reply to
Box South943R,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Somewhere
there's
clever, expeexperienced DJ with
the amaturity,
rience and personality to carry a three
hour early morning block on a major
market indie in the Northwest. We
want him! Man selected will get personalSendpromotion;
will operate
on contract.
tape, complete
resume.
This
ad is meant to attract a thoroughly
seasoned DJ who is ready for a major
market "break."
Box 187S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
North Carolina. Full time independent.
Program
Director
announcer. Good
Must
have ability
and - experience.
salary for someone who can produce.
Box
193S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Opening for staff announcer some experience
required. Box 201S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Newscaster plus regular announcing
shift. Permanent. Texas location. Tell
all. Box 202S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

Morning disc and newsman. Some experience
necessary. Box 209S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Wanted — Experienced announcer-copywriter. 5,000 watt CBS affiliate. $78.00
per week. Give complete details first
letter. Box 215S, BROADCASTING ♦
TELECASTING.
Wanted — Announcer deejay — emphasis
on personality.
5,000 watt
station. Above average
paySouthern
this locale.
Submit resume, audition, disc or tape
together with date available. Box 218S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Combo man, accent on announcing
must have first phone. $75.00 per week.
Opportunity to sell on commission.
OpeningCalifornia.
January first. KBMX, Coalinga,
Experienced combo man with executive ability to advance to manager.
Also chief engineer with new installationcantsability.
desired.Only
KCRE,permanent
Crescent appliCity,
California.
First class ticket, engineer-announcer.
No training
necessary
eitherNewfield.Mexico,
Telephone collect,
875, Raton,
KRTN, Brown.
Good combo man needed by Southwest CBS affiliate. $91.50 for 6-day
week if you know your business. Mail
complete qualifications, references and
disc toMexico.
Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
New
Immediate opening — Two announcerengineers with first class license. Salary
$60.00-$65.00 for 40 hours to start. Send
full information first letter, plus disc.
WDEC, Americus, Georgia.
Help wanted: Combination man. Heavy
on announcing. Small station. Small
resort town. $80.00. Forty Hour week.
For details, call collect. Telephone
Number 65, WKAM, Warsaw, Indiana.
Immediatenouncer.
opening
Permanent— Experienced
position. Disc an-or
tape, photo first letter. WMLT, Dublin,
Georgia.
Immediate opening at growing central
Florida independent for announcer
with first phone, opportunity to do
selling too. Send complete details on
background. WPLA, Plant City, Florida.
Live wire independent needs personality staff announcer. Pay commensurate with ability. Contact WVSC,
Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Technical
Need combination man or operator.
Good proposition for right man. Box
84S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTVirginia kw needs engineer. State minimum salary expected. Box 94S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Florida. First class engineer. No experience
necessary. Box 116S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
First class operator, preferably with
experience and capable of assuming
duties ofnancechief
setting upproofs
mainte-of
schedule,in handling
performance,
etc.
250
watt
network
affiliate in beautiful Shenandoah Valley.
Send complete details including salary
requirement, experience, etc, to Box
196S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
North Carolina. Engineer-announcer
with emphasis on announcing. 40 hour
week. Top CASsalary.
Box 200S, BROADTING •TELECASTING.
Chief engineer to announce approximately 20 hours weekly net station.
Ideal
living conditions. Start $80.00.
ico.
Inquire KLEA, Lovington, New MexCombination man. Better than average
pay
dependable
good
radio forvoice.
Friendlyman
townwith
of atwenty
thousand,
ideal
for
family
man.
Contact Mr. Herbert Lee or Mr. Palmer
Dragsten, KDHL, Faribault, Minnesota.
Engineer with first class ticket wanted
immediately. Experience not entirely
necessary. Good pay. Ideal place to
live.
North WBBO,
Carolina.AM and FM, Forest City,
First class engineer studio transmitter.
Work $57.50, 40 hour week. Experience
desirable, not necessary. WCEM, Cambridge, Md. Phone 1580.
Operator with first class license. No
experience necessary. WEAV, Plattsburg, New York.
First class engineer. No experience necessary. Good opportunity for right
man.
Apply WFLB, Fayetteville, North
Carolina.
Combo man, first phone, $250.00 to
$300.00 month for good voice, 1,000
watts. WTVY, Jacksonville, Florida.
Combination engineer-announcer wanted immediately. Send full details and
audition in first letter. Call 1220 if close.
Radio
Alabama.Station WMFC, Monroeville,
Immediate opening — Experienced engine r-Chief's job open. WMRI, Marion,
Indiana.
Engineer present AM-FM. Building TV.
Excellent opportunity to learn all
phases. Car required. Phone collect,
D. N. Bowdish, Chief Engineer, WPAG,
Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Wanted: First class engineer, no experience required. Write WREL, Lexington, Virginia.
First phone: transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.

Production-Programming , Others
Continuity writer for Southern metropolitan radio-TV station. Must have
strong sell and ideas. State experience,
reference, personal history, and minimum salary first letter. Box 150S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Immediate opportunity — Combo man,
some
copywriting.
TalentedMissouri.
beginner
considered.
KDKD, Clinton,
Experienced traffic manager-copywriter
needed immediately. Pleasant working
conditions. Prefer man, but will acwoman. Florida.
Jim Steele, WIRK, West
Palm cept
Beach,

Announcers
$80.00 a week for good announcer
strong
on "sell" market.
and DJ. Send
TV future
good Midsouth
completein
details in
Replies confi-•
dential. first
Box 763R,letter.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
TV Technician with TV schooling or
broadcast experience. Southwest. Enclose fullsirable.particulars,
recent photo de-•
Box 180S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Technical
Excellent opportunity for advancement
in TV. Now open, jobs for engineers
holding first class ticket. TV station
WKTV, Utica. New York. Contact D.
T. Layton immediately.

Production-Programming, Others
Television news teacher needed in f
large university journalism school, beginning February. Television news exfor gradu-.
ate work. perience
Box essential.
189S, Chance
BROADCASTING
tc
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial

Program manager: Station experience
from 250 to 50,000 watt as program
manager,tinuitymanager,
announcer,
con- ie
director. Network
and agency
experience over NBC and ABC. Will
furnish highest references from past L
and present affiliations. Presently program manager for leading station and
regional network.
Box 61S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

I want to grow, but I want a station
to grow with. Sales manager 5 kw
indie two years with proven sales a
record, doubled billings. Experience all
I don't living
want
abranches
fortune,AMjustoperation.
a comfortable
with tial.
a property
has a good
Age 38 andthat
married.
Will potentravel III
anywhere inCASTING .TELECASTING.
U. S. Box 138S, BROADii
Salesman

S

Salesman for local accounts. Salary
plus commission. Good market: Texas
ABC INGstation.
Box 203S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Experienced, radio time salesman.
Starting pay $100.00 weekly, must have
car, experience, references. Contact
Manager
KCHJ, P. O. Box 262, Delano, California.
Nebraska. Radio time salesman wanted
for position
at KCOW,
Alliance, man
Nebraska. Prefer
young married
with car. Opportunity for advancement.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Aggressive Southeastern independent
needs experienced, versatile, quality
announcer. January opening. Must be
capable board operator. Semi-rural
area
offers "better-than
average"
livingthat
and
conditions.
Automobileworking
desirable. Send
tape, photo,
resume. All material will be returned.
CA
Box
206S,
BROADCASTING
ST
ING.. TELEIndependent station in city over 100,000, South,
needsticket.
announcer-engineer
with
first class
Starting salary
$1.60 per hour, minimum 40 hour week.
Must be good. Talent and other opportunity to make money. Write full details first Cletter.
Box 207S, BROADASTING .TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Television

Can you use a hard-hitting salesman
with limited but well-recommended
disc jockey experience? Then write, ■ ■
SteveMinneapolis,
J. Sumgla, 3132
Irving Avenue
S.,
Minnesota.
Prefer J■ *
South or West.
Salesman — 5 years broadcasting, 31
sales, strong record. Settled, 30 wants 1
TV future or large market. Anywhere j
North East, Atlantic to Mississippi.!
Meredith Williams, 429 Fairmount]
Avenue, Warren, Ohio. Phone 2-9076. 1
Announcers
Young sires
man,broadcasting
21, college
de- J
job. graduate,
Will do any
work but sports is specialty. Limited j
commercial mediately.
experience.
Available im- II
Box 107S, BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Writer-producer: History of success in
all forms,
phases, and
facets ofproduction,
commer cial copywriting,
scripting,
and direction at agency, broadcasting,
and theater levels. Taste in showmanship, tact in talent relations, ingenuity
in budget istrator.
situations,
adminBox 161S, competent
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer, salesman and
sportscaster, desires better opportunity
Now employed in 250 watt station
Prefer Minnesota or upper Midwest
Box
181S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
MC - announcer, experienced, sports
color, in person Mc work, wants TV
future,
tape, resume,
photo. Box 184S
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Announcer — One year experience announcing. Did Canal Zone league baseball play-by-play-stage experience.
Young, hard worker, dependable
wantsel. start.
Single,available.
veteran. Box
Will travDisc, photo
188S
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer-disc
jockey.
Desire Presently
progressive station, larger
market.
- employed. Box 190S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
- i Announcer — Strong on news; veteran;
in three years experience; console board
att! operation;
collegeSouth
graduate;
dependable; references;
preferred.
Box
5- 192S, BROADCASTING • TELECAST■ ING.
Announcer: desires to get into pro' gramming with AM or TV, experience,
; 1 education, draft free. Will consider
„ I good staff or news job. Box 194S,
\ BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Excellent — Experienced play-by-play
- i fiootball - basketball - baseball — West
Coast, now East. Desire full sports
I schedule. Accurate for TV. Audition
- proof available. Box 198S, BROADnt|CASTING . TELECASTING. :: SRT graduate. Experienced in all phases
!?l'bf announcing. Wide and varied knowD I ledge
of music, . sports.
Box 211S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Announcer, versatile, sports specialty,
s control board operator. DJ, married.
_ I Willing to settle small community.
;„ Available immediately. Box 212S,
I BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
x- Announcer — Two years experience all
phases.
Prefer news,
sports,
special
events. Married,
veteran.
References,
disc, photo furnished. Available January 12th. Box 213S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Top Western disc jockey, singing with
own guitar accompaniment, records.
Three more years draft exempt. Want
station in college town. Am 19. Box
- 214S, BROADCASTING . TELECAST « !;ING.
5* Announcer — Experienced net and inStaff, record
,1„ die.
boardSober
work.veteran.
Now working.
Want andto
:; settle. Box 217S, BROADCASTING .
™ i'telecasting.
nil Announcer — 22, 4F, 5 years experience.
D- 1 Desires Florida for health. Excellent
references. Box 221S, BROADCAST- ING . TELECASTING.
j£ Zany, clever two-man show for alla night operation or morning segment.
Is Extra voices, gimmicks, real use of
dl [production. Tapes on request. Box
snt 223S. BROADCASTING . TELECAST fl? i'tNG.
;Bj|
Announcer,
capable, versatile.specialist
Strong
l?jjn
news, commercials-DJ
llay-by-play sports. Single, draft eximpt. Available now. References, disc
an request. Ronnie McKelvey, Toms
River, New Jersey.
Technical
First class operator desires engineering position. Seven years electronics
inexperience. Southwest preferred. Sixifff'ty-nve
dollars. .Auto.
Box 119S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
. first phone. CREI graduate. 4 years
,! :ontrol room and transmitter. Chief
'■"
Single, draft exempt, car. North
• mly. 2 weeks. Box 191S, BROADCASTNG . TELECASTING.
5. i Engineer, first class. Nine years expelience
FM. Experienced
renotes, AM
tape and
recorders.
Age 49, draft
I sxempt. Available at once. Box 204S,
_ 3ROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

AVAILABLE

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Engineer; five years commercial radio.
Currently in charge engineering staff
in city of one million. Desire studio
position large station. 29; married.
Prefer West Coast. Box 205S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Chief engineer, 6 years experience desires chief position or position in TV
or large station. TV training. Box 219S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Transmitter operator. License plus
broadcast experience. Qualified technician available reasonably because various factors. Please specify requirements. Lewis Sherlock, Box 891, Denver 1, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman: Experienced, able take complete charge newsroom. Currently employed New England network affiliate.
Authoritative delivery. Contact Box
136S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Radio or TV copywriting position desired. Five years experience, background in all phases broadcasting.
Presently employed major market,
want advancement opportunity affording permanency. 26, veteran, draft
exempt, single.
Box 156S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Must get a start someplace! Missouri
University journalism graduate, 25,
single. Gather, write, edit, present news
and sports. Available immediately.
Box
182S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
News director, 50 kw station, aims at
market
or TVoutlook. over
Seeks150,000,
stationwith
withTV energetic
newscal and
attitudes,
especially
toward
loregional direct coverage. Box
183S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Newsman, seven years radio, now head
news department network affiliate
Midwest. Want position with plenty
to do. Three weeks notice. Box 185S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Writer, colored girl, college. Traffic,
board, D-Jay. Trained and capable. Vi
Waters, 737 11th Street, N. W., Washington 2, D. C.
Television
Technical
Engineering supervisor of TV studios
and remoted desires position as chief
engineer with TV station in West.
Excellent background, proven ability
and best of references. The man you
need to build your engineering department from CP to a well organized,
efficient operation.
Box 186S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Stations West of the Mississippi. Independent. Affiliates. All prices. Jack
L. Stoll & Associates, 4958 Melrose
Avenue, Los Angeles 29, California.

APPROXIMATELY

JANUARY

For Sale— (Cont'd.)
Equipment, etc.
RCA model 300-C phase monitor, well
maintained. Original cost $550.00. Recently replaced by later model. For
quick sale CASTI$200.00.
Box 122S, BROADNG .TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Announcers
Personality
Announcer
Network
station with
TV future in
Southeastern metropolitan market of
175,000 nouncer
seeks
experienced
versatile anwith warmth
and salesmanship.
Well paying position. Extra pay if capable as vocalist
pianist-organist.
We want
a manand/or
who really
wants a
job. Send full particulars, photo and
references to Box 222S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

North
Carolina station
FD1A Frequency
Monitorhasand"Doolittle"
General
Radio 731-B Modulation Monitor. Excellent condition. $250.00 each or both
for $475.00.
Box 199S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
5 kw American modulation transformer,
heavy
duty;1.5 PRI.
sec.
8400 ohms;
amps.4660-4660
Max Peakohms;
DC PRI.
$500.00tion F.O.B.
Ogden, Utah, Radio StaKLO.

Situations Wanted
Managerial

Western Electric 250 watt AM transmitter
antennaold tuning
mitter sixandyears
and willunit.passTransFCC
specifications. Price, $1,200.00. Contact
J. V. Sanderson, Station WSGN, Birmingham, Alabama.
For sale: Gates 52-CS consolette, new,
mounted on custom desk. Priced at
$500.00fect.FOB
Vidalia. WVOP,
Guaranteed
perRadio Station
telephone
327, Vidalia, Georgia.
16mm Houston processing machine.
Model K1A. Like new. List $5,500. Bargain at $3,500. Camera Equipment Co.,
1600 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
Gates 250 watt transmitter — 250-C1.
Like New. Phone Mr. Lee, 6-1614, Gadsden, Alabama.
Wanted to Buy

GENERAL

MANAGER

AVAILABLI JANUARY i, igj3

I am a station manager with 20
years in the business. I am interested
in taking over an existing property,
or building a new one in radio or
television, or both. Although I am
41, my experience includes II years
with a basic 50,000 watt network
affiliated station, growing up with the
property. For the past nine years I
have operated a major independent
in one of the country's biggest and
most competitive markets. The station is now No. I in its area.

Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Field strength meter. Please
state make and model, also last date
that meter was in laboratory for calibration. State price and availability.
Address replies to Box 197S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Two 944 MC Dish antennas, STL transmitter and receiver. Interested in any
TELECASTING.
part. Box 220S, BROADCASTING .
Any orandall transmitter
equipment for
including
200'
tower
1 kw station. W. A. Wynne, Rocky Mount,
North Carolina.
Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence and correspondence courses
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

I have been active in industry affairs and know my way around the
agencies in the East, Midwest and
West Coast. Plenty of references,
including present employer. Wire or
write Box 2I6S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

We have two salesmen; one earns
$20,000.00; the other $14,000.00. No
ceiling on earnings for another top
man. Good market and top station. If
you can sell in a competitive market,
send complete resume to Box 208S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. All
replies confidential.

(Continued on next page)

I
Long established company in broadcasting

RCA type 5-C 5 kw AM

TRANSMITTER

in excellent operating condition, price $6,000.00, FOB
California. Price includes spare tubes and tuning unit.
Inquire Box 21 OS, BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING,

Taft Building, Hollywood & Vine, Hollywood 28, California.

field interested in purchasing substantial
share of VHF

TV

station now operating

or about to be constructed. Write
195S, Broadcasting

Box

• Telecasting

\
WMCA New York has launched
its third public service program this month with resumption of station's prize-winning
series, New World A-Coming
(Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. EST). The
first broadcast highlighted a dramatization of Carl T. Rowan's book,
South of Freedom.
Last month

For Sale
Equipment, etc.
Are you trying to get on the air
quickly with your new television
construction permit?
Here's the answer to the
steel shortage for you. For sale,
erected 400' self-supporting
Truscon type D-30 tower. Designed to resist thirty-pound
wind pressure in accordance
with specifications of RTMA.
Can be dismantled and shipped
within thirty days. Wire or
write Box 663 R, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Miscellaneous
How about Erecting, Altering, Painting
your Tower-Antenna-Lights?
We're ready
J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
PAINTING . ERECTING
MAINTENANCE . YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432, Tel: 4-2115, Gastonia, N. C.
316 Briland St., Tel: King 8-8230,
Alexandria, Va.
WANTED • RADIO & TV CONTRACTS
We have three of the hottest radio and
TV offers available! Radio station managers and others with contacts phone
J. Pinkus-Mitchell 2-5475, 318 Market
Street, Newark, New Jersey.
Employment Service
WANT A GOOD EXECUTIVE?
Competent, reliable General,
Commercial and Program Managers: Chief Engineers, Dlac
Jockeys, Sport scasters, other
specialists. Tell as your need*
today. Howard
Delays are
costly.
S. F*azie»
TV & Radio Management Consultants
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5. D.C.

CAROLINA

TOP

in

public

WMCA began Reports to the People (Wed., 9:30-10 p.m. EST),
on-the-spot crime reports, and
The Challenge (Thurs., 9:30-10
p.m. EST), series on important
talks in the New
* *York# area.
Korean Christmas Gifts
WLOL Minneapolis, on Dec. 1,
began a long 20-hour marathon
radio broadcast urging listeners
to contribute blood to American
Red Cross blood bank. Each contributor is to be given a Christmas card for mailing to a relative
or friend in Korea which will explain blood donation is Christmas
* * *
gift. WCBS-TV Record High
CBS-OWNED WCBS-TV New York
contributed $300,375 worth of air
time — via station breaks, participations inregular programs, public
features in regular shows and
special full programs — to civic and
non - profit organizations during
1952's third quarter, Clarence Worden, station's director of public
service and educational programs,
announced last week. He said this
was a record high for WCBS-TV.
WOW Emergency Work
WOW Omaha went on a 24-hour
schedule the night of Nov. 25 with
coming of the first snows, accompanied by winds and freezing conditions, its first such schedule since
the Missouri River flood disaster
last spring. The station aired emergency material and handled 800
telephone calls asking for specific
information on school closings,
transportation, weather and road
conditions.
Turnpike Bulletins
A SERIES of accidents on the New
Jersey Turnpike has prompted
WOR New York to begin broadcasts of weather and driving conditions bulletins on regularlyscheduled weekend newscasts. Sta-

NETWORK

STATION

$125,000.00
A very profitable top network property located in one
of the important growth markets of the Carolinas. Showing
consistent increase.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
235 Montgomery St.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2
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service
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.

tion currently carries similar reports regarding other highways in
the New York - Connecticut - New
Jersey area. $
Combined Effort
KRES and KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.,
combined efforts on behalf of the
Red Feather campaign and presented a simultaneous hour program featuring local leaders of
the various Community Chest agencies. Program brought a Community Chest "Oscar" to each station.
* * *
Fire Victims Aided
KXIC Iowa City, through a 2Yzhour broadcast appeal to aid a firestricken family, opened the hearts
and pursestrings of nearly 500
donors who contributed more than
$3,000. The radio appeal also
brought a large quantity of food,
clothing, furniture, household items
and even an offer to build a home.
WKLK Birthday Party
EIGHT months ago an unidentified
girl about 6 was left at a tuberculosis sanitorium near Cloquet,
Minn. Little is known about her,
not even her exact age. The girl,
seeing other children enjoying
birthday parties, felt left out. "I
guess I'm too old to have birthday
parties," she remarked. In cooperation with interested local citizens, WKLK Cloquet proclaimed
Armistice Day as "Caroline's
Birthday." Caroline ended up with
a sizable bank account and more
gifts than the hospital authorities
would permit her to have at one
time. In addition, Caroline's story
is expected to greatly aid the local
tuberculosis campaign.
* * *
WLBJ Aids Family
KEN GIVEN, manager, WLBJ
Bowling Green, Ky., is proud of
his station and proud of that city,
too. And with good reason. Fire
swept through the apartment of a
local family, snuffing out the life
of a nine-months-old son and reducing most of their possessions to
ashes. An appeal by WLBJ
brought contributions which completely furnished a new apartment
and added $1,200 to the bank account of the bereaved
* * * mother.
Forest Saved
AN urgent appeal for firefighters
by Ned Skaff, WCHS Charleston,
W. Va., personality, has been
credited by state conservation officials with saving Kanawha State
Forest from destruction. Officials
also paid tribute to Ross Edwards,
WCHS news editor.
* * *
Christmas Appeal
JUDY DEANE, KNBC San Francisco performer, is now making
her second annual appeal for

Christmas gifts for children served
by the Youth Guidance Center of
San Francisco. The center serves
neglected or abandoned children,
truants or minor offenders and delinquents. Miss Deane is working
with the chairman of the Voluntary
Auxiliary for the center on the
Yuletide project.
* ♦ ♦

\
Finds Missing Woman
WSMI Litchfield, 111., was responsible for finding a woman missing
19 hours, when a relative, of Wilsonville, 111., notified police that
the woman, who could not speak
English, was lost in Litchfield.
Jack D. Funk, news and special
events director, aired a description of the woman on his newscast
and searchers found her unharmed
after a listener reported seeing the
missing woman.
'Heart'
* * Series
*
WDEL-TV Wilmington again this
year is making time available to
the Delaware Heart Assn. for a
series entitled Live With Your
Heart. Each week a different heart
specialist from the area speaks on
a varied phase of heart disease,
illustrating his talk with an actual
heart model, slides, X-ray prints
and other devices. A similar series
was presented last spring.
Christmas Gifts
KFH Wichita,
les
fortunate,
has tosetaidthethegiftcity's
of fooc
or a toy as the price of admissio
to its studio broadcasts. The foo
is for Christmas baskets which ar
distributed by the Salvation Army
Toys are turned over to 1,000 un
derprivileged children who will at
tend a huge holiday party, joint!
sponsored by KFH, the Salvatio
Army and the Veterans of Foreigi
Wars.
* * *
Aids Milk Fund
WROL Knoxville on Nov. 29 tool
part in the "kick off" of the Knox
ville Journal's campaign to suppl
milk to underprivileged childre
throughout the year. Appearing oi
the broadcast were WROL's Archi
"Grandpappy" Campbell and th
entire cast of Country Playhouse
RADIO'S ROLE
Community Influence Cite
RADIO'S ROLE as an influence i
community life was described fo
New Jersey manufacturers by Fre
L. Bernstein, vice president, WTTR
Trenton.
In an article for the manufac
turer association's
leaflet "You
Public
Relations Communications,
Mr. Bernstein commented tha
while it has been proven that radi
can sell a product, it is too ofte
overlooked that radio also can sel
ideas and good will.
"Radio beams direct planes safe
ly through storms and clouds, an
local radio beams, properly uti
lized, can go far to carry a busines
along the safe path of good com
wrote.
munity relations," Mr. Bernstei
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fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box

SUMMARY

score

Licensed
On Air
2,358
2,340
622
579
98
117
Filed since April 14, of which 137 have been granted.
For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 68.
Docket Action . . .
INITIAL DECISION
Evanston, 111., and Rockford, 111. —
Blearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued
initial decision looking towards grant
of application of North Shore Bcstg. Co.
for 1330 kc, 500 w daytime, DA, engiconditions,
and Bcstg.
grant ofCo.applicationneering
of Rock
River
for
1330 kc, 1 kw daytime, DA, engineering
^conditions, for Evansville, 111., and
Rockford,
cision Dec.111.,
2. respectively. Initial deNon-Docket Actions .
AM GRANTS
Listed by States
Yuba City, Calif.— John H. Steventon.
Granted 1450 kc, 100 w fulltime. antenna 170 ft.; engineering conditions.
Estimated construction cost $11,900, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$36,000. Mr. Steventon is San Francisco
J grain dealer and lessee of KMOR Oro"rville,
(Equipment
Yuba Grass
City
ioiiiistationCalif.
purchased
from for
KGFN
I Valley, Calif.) KMYC Marysville, Calif.,
is vacatingPost
1450office
kc, making
ih] possible.
address: this
John grant
SteJ.venton, 465 California St., San Fran"'f'cisco
4, Calif. same
Application
1M1951. seeking
frequencyfiledwithNov.250 28,w
^fulltime; amended Oct. 16, 1952, to
specify same frequency with 100 w fulltljjltime; granted Dec. 4, 1952.
j Putnam, Conn. — The Israel Putnam
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1350 kc, 500 w day-time; engineering condition. Estimated
construction cost $6,630, first year operatingcipal
cost $45,000,
$48,000.
Prinstockholdersrevenue
include
President
Roland A. Gayette (26%). owner of
Liberty Foundry & Mfg. Co.. Central
O't Falls, R. I.; Vice President-Treasurer
! Rene Cote (26%), owner of Black D!a.Lmond Fuel Co., Pawtucket, R. I.; Daniljp'iel
J. Hyland (10%),
el|.I public
and employe
sales
forhandling
Paquin
Moving relations
& Storage
Co., Providence,
OWR. I.; G. Stanley Shaw (3%), banker,
[jjiiPutnam,
(3%),
. Putnam Conn.;
(Conn.) William
attorney,P. Barber
and 22 other
stockholders.
PostConn.
officeFiled
adWD| minority
dress: 42 Main
St., Putnam,
Oct. 3, 1951, amended Nov. 12, 1952;
granted Dec. 4, 1952.
Hutchinson, Minn. — McLeod County
ilj,;Bcstg. Co. Granted 1260 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 206 ft.; engineering condition. Estimated construction cost
$19,728. first year operating cost $50,000,
revenue $60,000. Applicant is licensee
of WCOW South St. Paul, Minn., and
WKLJ Sparta, Wis. Post office address:
• Victor J. Tedesco, 741 East Geranium
! St., St. Paul 6, Minn. Filed March 6,
icpi1952, amended May 7, June 6 and Oct.
Hj; 27; granted Dec. 4, 1952.
, Kansas City, Mo. — David M. Segal.
^'
kc, 1 kw daytime,
Vf Granted
205 ft.; 1380
engineering
condition.antenna
Estiiimated construction cost $18,500, first

Over $5,000,003.00 in successful sales,
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.
BROADCASTING

THROUGH
CPs
161
77
147

DECEMBER 4
Hearing
Pending
In
Appls.
843
1775
242
20

vear operating cost $42,000,* revenue
929
$60,000.
For listseeof Warrensburg,
Mr. Segal's
broadcast interests,
Mo.,
grant below. Post office address: 409^
State Line Ave., Texarkana, Tex. Filed
Feb. 7, 1952, amended May 19; granted
Dec. 4, 1952.
Warrensburg, Mo. — Clinton Bcstg. Co.
Grantedtenna1450
250 w fulltime.
an150 ft.;kc,engineering
condition.
Estimated construction cost $12,000, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$48,000. Sole owner of permittee is
David M. Segal, 79% owner of KTFS
Texarkana, Tex.. 79% of KDMS El
Dorado.ville, Ark.,
of WGVM
Miss., 51%72 ofV2%KDKD
Clinton,GreenMo.,
51% of mittee
KDAS
Malvern,
Ark.,
perof new AM station inandKansas
City, Mo.
[see
above].
Post
office
address: P. O. Box 1260, Texarkana, Tex.
Filed April 9, 1952; granted Dec. 4.
Lebanon, Tenn. — William O. Barry.
Grantedtenna 1340
100 w fulltime,
an150 ft.;kc,engineering
condition.
Estimated construction cost $11,944, first
year operating cost $24,360, revenue
$36,000. Mr. Barry is program director
of WCOR
Tenn., andPost
\'3 owner
of
Barry Lebanon,
Farms, Lebanon.
office
address: P. O. Box 221, Lebanon, Tenn.
Filed June 25, 1951, amended Oct. 24,
1952; granted Nov. 26, 1952 [FCC
Roundup, B.T, Dec. 1].
Keyser, W. Va. — Glacus G. Merrill.
Granted 1270 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna 205 ft.; engineering condition.
Estimated construction cost $19,970, first
year operating cost $21,000, revenue
$38,000.urer and
Mr.owner
Merrillof is866/892
president,
treas-of
shares
common stock of WHAR Clarksburg,
W. Va., and is cousin of FCC Comr.
Eugene Merrill (Comr. Merrill did hot
participate in Commission voting on
grant). Post office address: P. O. Box
1526, Clarksburg, W. Va. Filed May 29.
1952; granted Nov. 26, 1952 [FCC
Roundup, B.T, Dec. 1].
TRANSFER GRANTS
Listed by States
WKTM Mayfleld, Ky.— Mayfield Bcstg.
Co. Granted consent to Noble J. Gregory, et al., to transfer control of licensee to: William H. Beck (25%), Lexington (Ky.) attorney; Meyer Layman
(25%), president, general manager and
81% owner of WSFC Somerset, Ky.;
Al Hendershot (25%), from 1949 to 1952
salesman for WLSI Pikeville, Ky., and
W. Howes Meade (25%), Lexington
(Ky.) Ky.,
attorney,
WSIP and
Paintsville,
from owner
1949 toof 1951
70%
owner of WSFC Somerset, Ky., from
1950 to 1951. Consideration is $35,000
for 100% interest. Filed Oct. 2. amended Nov. 12; granted Nov. 26 [FCC
Roundup, B.T, Dec. 1].
WRBC Jackson, Miss., and WJDX
Jackson, Miss. — Rebel Bcstg. Inc. and
Lamar Life of
Insurance
Grantedfrom
(1')
assignment
license Co.
of WRBC
Rebel Bcstg. Inc. to T. E. Wright, et al.,
d/b as Rebel Bcstg. Co.; (2) granted
assignment of license of WBRC from
Rebel anceBcstg.
Co. to
Lamar LifethatInsurCo., subject
to condition
it is
not consummated until assignee divests
itself of interest in WJDX, and (3)
granted assignment of license of WJDX
from Lamar Life Insurance Co. to T. E.
Wright, et al., d/b as Rebel Bcstg. Co.,
subject to condition that it is not consummated until assignee partners divest
themselves of interest in WRBC. WRBC
transfer involves consideration of $250.000 and that of WJDX involves $100,000.
(Negotiators
were transfer
unable toauthorizfd
consummate a previous
July 10, 1952 [see FCC Roundup, July
14, 1952], hence their new applications
for somewhat different procedure).
Granted Dec. 4, 1952.
KAMQ Amarillo, Tex. — Top of Texas
Bcstg. Co. Granted consent to Walter
L. Hull and Mary Frances Hull to trans(Continued on page 100)
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FCC Actions
(Continued from page 95 )
which authorized new AM, to change
CP, as mod., which authorized new AM.
from 1280 kc, 250 w-unl. to 1490 kc, 1
WMAW Menominee, Mich. — License
kw-D, and change
for CP, as mod., which authorized new
AM— 1490typekc trans.
AM.
WHLF authorized
S. Boston, new
Va.—AM.
License for CP,
WPID Piedmont, Ala. — Mod. CP, which
which authorized new AM, to change
WWOC Manitowoc, Wis. — License for
which authorized power increase.
from 1280 kc, 1type
kw-Dtrans,
to 1490
250' CP,KTBS-FM
w-unl.;
and kc,
specify
Shreveport, La.— License
trans, andchange
studio location.
for CP, which authorized new FM.
Modification of CP
December 4 Decisions . .
WPIN St. Petersburg, Fla.— Mod CP,
BY COMMISSION
EN
BANC
which authorized change in station
AM— 1380 kc
location and trans, site, to change
and studio location.
WACB Kittanning, Pa.— Granted CP trans,
WCGA Calhoun, Ga.— Mod. CP, which
to increase power from 500 w to 1 kw-D
authorized
new AM, for approval of
on 1380 kc; engineering condition.
ant., trans, and studio location, specify
Granted CP
studio location and change type trans.
WTCW Whitesburg, Ky.— Mod. CP,
WLIN MerrUl, Wis.— Granted CP to
authorized new AM, for approval
increase power on 550 kc from 1 to 5 which
ant., trans, and studio location.
kw, change studio and trans, locations of WNRI
R. I.— Mod. CP,
to Wausau, Wis. install DA-DN and as mod., Woonsocket,
which authorized new AM, to
install
new type trans.; engineering change trans,
conditions.
and studio location and
change type trans.
Advised of Hearing
KOVO Provo,
Utah—inMod.
CP, whichto
increase
D power,
KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska— Is being authorized
advised that application to increase change type trans.
power from 1 to 5 kw operating on
Extension of Completion Date
930 kc, 1 kw-N, and install new trans,
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Mod. CP,
indicates necessity of hearing because
as mod., which authorized new AM, for
of high blanket area populations makextension of completion date.
ing proposed site unacceptable.
San Antonio, Tex. — Mod.
KSGM Ste. Genevieve, Mo.— Is being CP,KITE-FM
as mod., which authorized new
advised that application to increase D
power from 500 w to 1 kw, and change FM, for extension of completion date.
from DA-DN to DA-N operating on
License Renewals
980 kc, 500 w-N, indicates necessity of
stations request renewal
hearing on question of interference to cf Following
license:
KMBC Kansas City, Mo., and proposed
Pa.WFEB Sylacauga. Ala.; KGFW
new station at Danville, 111., also overlap with station KJCF Festus, Mo.
WXNJ Inc. Plainfield, N. J.— Is being Kearney, Neb.; WBRE Wilkes-Barre,
advised that application for CP for new
TENDERED
FOR kc FILING
AM— 930
AM on 1580 kc, 1 kw-D would cause
interference to WPAC Patchogue, N. Y.,
and WQXR New York and indicates
WKSB
Milford, Del.— Mod. CP to
necessity of hearing.
change from 1280 to 930 kc; install
Esther Blodgett, Harvard, 111., WinneDA-D.
Bcstg. Co.,
111. — Are
being bago
advised
thatRockford,
applications
are
mutually exclusive and indicate necessity of hearing; Blodgett requests 1600
kc, 500 w-D and Winnebago same fre- MITCHELL HEADS
quency with 1 kw, DA-2 unl.
Screen Gems Inc. Sales
Protest Dismissed
KSWB Yuma, Ariz. — By memorandum
JOHN
MITCHELL,
vice president
opinion and order, dismissed protest of United Artists Television,
has
filed Nov. 24, 1952, by Harkins Bcstg.
Co., against Commission action of Oct. been named general sales manager
24 in granting CP to KSWB to replace of Screen Gems Inc. effective today
expired
CP 250
for wnewunl.station to operate
on 1240 kc,
(Monday), Screen Gems and
WFAK Memphis, Tenn. — Is being United
Artists Corp. announced
advisedcensethat
application
to
assign
lito Chickasaw Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
last Wednesday.
indicates necessity of hearing on ques- jointly
Under General Manager Ralph
t'on of assignment
contracts and
agreements upon
which
is based.
Cohn and Mr. Mitchell, Screen
Gems will expand to sell packaged
December 4 Applications . . .
film programs to national adverACCEPTED FOR FILING
tisers as well as being a nationChange Studio Location
wide syndication organization, the
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.— Mod. license to change studio location from announcement said.
114 State St., Bridgeport, to Booth Hill
Both Mr. Cohn and Mr. Mitchell
6.9 mi. N. of center of city.
Extension of Completion Date
have been elected vice presidents
WBRY Waterbury, Conn.— Mod. CP, of the firm, which produces the
as mod., which authorized replacement
NBC-TV Ford Theatre series and
on ant., and changes in DA and ground
system,
for extension of completion
approximately half the duPont
date.
Cavalcade of America shows on the
License for CP
WMYR Ft. Myers, Fla.— License for same network.
PROTECT

YOURSELF, your STAFF, your CLIENTS
from the daily hazard of

LIBEL, SLANDER, INFRINGEMENT OF
COPYRIGHT, INVASION OF PRIVACY
Arising from Editorializing, Speeches, Newscasts, Ad libs, Financial
Comment, Mystery Plots, Gossipy Announcements, Man-on-the-street
Interviews.
Hundreds of Broadcasters and Newspapers guard this continuous hazard with our special, tallored-to-the-risk Insurance.
USE CAUTION - LADY LUCK IS A DESERTER !
IT COSTS SO LITTLE TO BE SURE WITH INSURANCE.
F or details, write to the Pioneer in this line.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE CORPORATION
Insurance Exchange Bldg.

—

Kansas City, Mo.
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FCC Roundup
(Continued from page 99)
fer negative control to Robert D. Houck
and Hoyt Houck through exchange by New Applications . . .
the Hulls of their 40% interest in
AM APPLICATION
KAMQ bock,forTex.,32%
KSELMessrs.
Lubnow interest
held byin the
Riverside,
Calif. — Riverside Radio &
Houck. whose interest in KSEL will be Telecasting Co.,
910 kc, 1 kw daytime;
reduced from 40% to 8%, and whose
antenna 245 ft. Estimated construction
interest in KAMQ will be increased cost $18,930, first year operating cost
from 30% each to 50% each. Filed Nov. $32,820, revenue $46,000. Sole owner of
3; granted
is Florence P. Raley, RiverDec.
1]. Nov. 26 [FCC Roundup, B.T, applicant
sideaddress:
(Calif.) business
office
1531 Northwoman.
Van NessPostAve.,
WKLV Blackstone, Va. — Blackstone
Santa Ana, Calif. Filed Dec. 5.
Bcstg. Corp. Granted consent to Maxey
E. Stone to transfer control of licensee
to Harris L. Umstead, sales manager of New Applications . . .
WKLV,
through
transfer
Stone's
119 shares
of stock
to of
Mr.Mr.Umstead,
TRANSFER REQUESTS
payment by Mr. Umstead to Mr. Stone
of $5,000 cash, and issuance of promisListed by States
sory note to Mr. Stone by Mr. Umstead
in amount of $3,000 (without interest,
KMPC
Los
Angeles,
Calif. —The
Assigndue in one year), and assignment of 22
mentof the
of license
from
KMPC:
Stashares steadof to preferred
stock
from
Mr.
Umtion
Stars
Inc.
to
KMPC
Inc.
for
Mr. Stone. Consideration is
(of which $536,992 is to be cash,
$10,200 for 85% interest. Filed Nov. 3; $799,986
S190.687
is
to
be
notes
and
$72,307
granted
exchange of stock). Principals
Dec.
1], Nov. 26 [FCC Roundup, B.T, through
in assignee include President Gene
KCLX
Colfax,
Wash.—
Interstate
RaAutry,
owner
of KOOL Phoenix, Ariz.,
dio Inc. Granted voluntary assignment
Tucson, Ariz, and KNOG Noof license to Eugene Pournelle (50%), KOPO
gales, Ariz., and radio, television and
former vice president, commercial manmotion picture
actor; (40%),
Vice President
Robert
O. Reynolds
general
agerfield,andOhio,
49%andowner
of
WWOS
Springto be general manager
manager of KMPC; Vice President
of KCLX, and Bradley Kincaid (50%), Lloyd Sigmon (3.33%), assistant general
president of WWSO, for $17,500 for 100%. manager of KMPC and radio engineer;
interest. Filed Nov. 12; granted Dec. 4. Secretary Wesley L. Nutten Jr. (4%),

Must

reading
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of the

for
executives
Advertising

Market

a new study of today's market for national advertisingits dimensions, characteristics and potential!

' A,
1. ■ i

How many national advertisers are there? How
many products do they advertise? Who are
they? Where are they? How much do they
spend? When do they make up media lists?
The answers to these and other basic questions
appear in Profile of the Advertising Marketa new study just published by the Advertising
Department of Printers' Ink.
Here, for what we believe to be the first time
in advertising history, is a clear-cut picture
of today's national advertising market— based
upon research reported on or done by Printers'
Ink, as well as available data from several
media groups.

®
Printers' Ink
205 East 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York
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Some of the information will be familiar to you
More, however, may be a surprise. For never
before have the facts and figures of advertising
been analyzed in this way!
Our purpose is to help you more accurately
gauge the size of your market and your selling
job, and to show how Printers' Ink can help you
sell more advertising to national advertisers.
If you do not now have a copy of Profile of the
Advertising Market, ask your Printers' Ink man
for your copy or write on your letterhead to
Robert E. Kenyon, Jr., Advertising Director.

Los
Angeles
attorney,
and
Treasurer
Oren(Calif.)
G. Mattison
(1.66%),
auditor and accountant for KMPC.
Melody Ranch Enterprizes Inc. owns
51%
of voted
assignee;
this Autry.
stock Melody
is and
will be
by Mr.
Ranch Enterprizes Inc. schedules public performances, motion pictures,
sound recordings,
and AM and teleNov. 24.vision broadcasting for actors. Filed
KSAL ofSalina,
— Acquisition
control
KSALKan.Inc.,
licensee, byof
Salina Journal Inc. through sale of 56
shares of stock held by R. J. Laubengayer forInc.$60,000.
Purchasein of344stock
by
KSAL
wifl result
shares
outstanding,
of
which
Salina
Journal
Inc. will hold 194 shares, or positive
control. Hutcheson Publishing Co. will
hold 150 shares of stock. Filed Nov. 26.
WARE Ware, Mass. — Assignment of
license from Donald W. Howe to Central Bcstg.
for S70.000.
holder in Corp.
assignee
is JohnSoleB. stockPoor,
partner
in
Boston
(Mass.)
law member
firm of
Dalton & Poor, director and
of executive committee of General
Teleradio Inc. (which is licensee of
WOR-AM-FM-TV New York, WNACAM-FM-TV Boston, KHJ-AM-FM-TV
Los Angeles. KFRC and TV application
for San Francisco, WONS and TV application for Hartford, Conn., KGB
San Diego,
Providence
WGTR
(FM) WEAN
Worcester,
Mass.), andVs
stockholder of Paxton Realty Co.,
Boston, and president of Hope Broadcasting Co., Providence, R. I. (appliNov. 26.cant for TV station there). Filed
WJR-AM-FM Detroit, Mich.— Voluntary relinquishment of control by
Frances S. Richards, individually and
as executrix of Estate of George A.
Richards,
to C. Russell
man
and deceased,
L. R. Jackson
through Feldsale
of 12,740 shares of stock (2.4%) for
$9,125 per share, or $116,252.50 cash,
payment to be made by trustees from
funds of surance
George
A. Richards'
intrust. Before
transferlifeMrs.
Richards dividual
hasand 26.12%
24.91% of
stock
as
inas executrix of
Estate; after transfer she will have
22.45% of stock as individual and
26.12% as executrix. Messrs. Feldman
and Jackson have 5.81% of stock: after
transfer they will have 8.27% of stock
(together). Filed Nov. 20.
of KFBB
control Great
from Falls,
ButtreyMont.—
Bcstg.Transfer
Inc. to
J. P. Wilkins for $147,510. Mr. Wilkins,
who already has 60 shares of stock in
station, is general manager of KFBB
[see Our Respects to Joseph Patrick
Wilkins, B.T, Nov. 17]. Filed Nov. 21.
KXLWto Clayton,
Mo.— Transfer
control
John W. Kluge
and Marcusof
Austad for S96.000 plus purchase of
notes and mortgages of corporation in
amount of $41,633. Mr. Austad (also
known as Mark Evans) is employed by
CBS and director of Housewives Protective League
WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington
andfor WRVA
Richmond,
and Mr. Kluge is president and 53%
owner of WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
(Washington, D. C. suburb), sole owner
of Kluge & Co. (food brokerage),
Washington,
president
and of25%Diatetics
owner
of New York
Institute
Inc. (diatetics school), New York City,
president and 25% owner of New England Fritos Corp. (distribution of food
products),
president
of James A.Boston,
Aicardi and
Co. vice
(manufacturer
of food products), Boston. Filed
Nov. 20.
WTTM Trenton, N. J. — Transfer of
control from S. Carl Mark (Trent
Best. Corp.) to Peoples Bcstg. Corp.
for S225.000. Transferee is licensee of
WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C, and
WRFD Worthington, Ohio. Filed Dec. 2.
KSWS Roswell, N. M.— Transfer of
control from McEvoy Bcstg. Co. to
John A. Barnett for $90,000. Mr. Barnett is independent oil producer and
applicant
new 26.TV station in Roswell. FiledforNov.
KSWS
Roswell,
N. M.— Assignment
of license from McEvoy
Bcstg. Co.
(which would be 100% owned by John
A. Barnett), to John A. Barnett as
individual. Assignment contingent on
grant of transfer of control of McEvoy
Bcstg. Co. noto new
Mr. Barnett.
would
introduce
element and
of control
or ownership but would be change
fromfer ofcompany
to individual [see transNov. 26.control application, above]. Filed

No 26.
monetary consideration. Filed
Nov.
KWIN Ashland, Ore. — Involuntary
assignment
of license to No
H. R.monetary
Morris,
trustee
in bankruptcy.
consideration. Filed Nov. 26.
KRUN Ballinger, Tex. — Assignment
of license to Runnels County Bcstrs.
for $27,500.
assigneeAmainclude WalterPrincipals
G. Russellin (30%),
rillo ant;(Tex.)
certified
public
accountM. Rochester
commercialM.manager
for KSEL (30%),
Lubbock,
Tex.,
D. P. Pinkston (30%), general manager of KSEL Lubbock, and Wesley
Youngblood (10%), program director
for KSEL Lubbock. Filed Nov. 26.
KITE-AM-FM San Antonio, Tex.—
Assignment of license from Charles W.
Balthrope
to Radio
KITE Inc.
Principal stockholder
in assignee
Charles
W. Balthrope,
who
is the isassignor,
and he will have 99.98% interest after
assignment. Change from individual
to corporation;
monetary
considera-or
tion. No actual nochange
of control
ownership. Filed Nov. 26.
JOHN

H. PERRY
Succumbs in Florida
JOHN H. PERRY, who built a radio and newspaper empire in Florida, died last Thursday at West
Palm Beach of a cerebral thrombosis suffered a few days before.
He was 71.
Though he personally held no
direct stock interest in any radio
properties at the time of his death,
all were owned through newspapers
in which he and his family were
the principals.
He was chairman of the board
and director of WJHP Jacksonville and director of WCOA Pensacola. His son, John H. Perry Jr.,
is president and director of WJHP,
WCOA, WTMC Ocala and WDLP
Panama City and a director of
WNDB Daytona Beach, which is
owned by the News-Journal Corp.,
a Perry property.
His other son, Farwell Perry, is
president of Western Newspaper
Union.
He is survived by his wife and
his two sons, all of whom were at
his bedside when he died.

SCHWERIN
CORP.
Will Pre-Test NBC Films
NBC has signed the Schwerin
Research Corp., New York, to a
contract for exclusive pre-testing
of NBC film properties for syndication, Robert W. Sarnoff, vice
president in charge of NBC Film
Div. announced Wednesday.
Mr. Sarnoff said pre-testing of
pilot films formation
willon audience
provide reaction
valuable for
inguidance in production of an entire
film series. This project, Mr. Sarnoff added, will throw light on such
subjects as suitability of casting,
effectiveness of titles, potential
audience loyalty, appeal to sex and
age
groups, and reaction to types
sorship.
of products most suitable for spon"NBC hopes that the use of the
Schwerin research techniques for
pretesting our film properties will
be an important step toward eliminating much of the guess work in
film syndications," Mr. Sarnoff said.
He added that the Schwerin research will be applied also to any
film series which NBC undertakes
to distribute.

WHDL-AM-FM Olean, N. Y. — Involuntary transfer of control of Olean
Times Herald Corp. (parent corporation of licensee corporation, which is
WHDL Inc.) to E. B. Fitzpatrick, Robert L. Davis and The Exchange National Bank of Olean, executors of Estate of M. G. Fitzpatrick, deceased,
E. B. Fitzpatrick and Grey Fitzpatrick.
BROADCASTING
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Giveaway Case Opposition
(Continued from page 38)
referring certain giveaways to the
Justice Dept. for investigation.
These programs "were in all respects similar to those against
which the present order is directed,"
NBC contended, and yet the Attorney General declined to take
action against any of them.
NBC also noted that Mr. Fly had
proposed the enactment of legislation against telephone giveaways
but that Congress never followed
his proposal.
"The entire purpose of [FCC's]
order ... is to prohibit the broadcast of certain types of programs,
a function expressly forbidden to
the Commission, and to impose an
unusually drastic sanction for noncompliance," the brief charged.
What FCC is trying to do is decide between what it considers
"good" programming and what it
considers "bad," NBC claimed, citing court rulings which held that
such a decision involves censorship.
In its interpretation of the lottery law, NBC contended, "the
Commission's order and the rules
which it embodies play fast and
loose with the elements of chance
and consideration. . . ."
By the Commission's line of
reasoning, the network argued, "a
professional golf tournament in
which an entrance fee is charged
and a substantial prize is awarded
meets the test of consideration and
prize," and "no golfer, moreover,
would deny that the element of
chance plays a considerable part
in the outcome. Yet no one would
dare claim that such a contest was
a lottery subject to criminal
penalties."
Holding that future Commissions
might extend the giveaway ban
even further, so as to include programs that the present Commission considers blameless, the brief
concluded :
"The vice of allowing an administrative agency to 'interpret' a
criminal statute has never been
better illustrated than in this proceeding. Under the guise of 'interpretation,' the Commission has
converted into lotteries contest programs which the Dept. of Justice
refused to take action against . . .
has actually succeeded in extending
the 'Congressional mandate' to programs which the Congress itself
did not see fit to include in the
statutory prohibition . . . has completely changed the concepts of
chance and consideration [and] has
substituted the awkward and confusing phraseology of its own rules

for the language chosen by ConThe FCC, in its brief, claimed
that it not only has the power to
gress."the regulations opposed by
adopt
the networks, but that its interpretations are correct as describing
violations of Sec. 1304 of the Criminal Code.
It is in the FCC's concept of
"consideration" that most significance attaches.
"The usual lottery schemes . . .
are conducted by commercial interests for a commercial reason,"
the Commission said.
"Where an enlarged radio audience is 'purchased' with the chance
of prizes, in that listening to the
program is directly or indirectly
made a prerequisite to winning
prizes, there is an immediate technical consideration in the act of
listening."
Calling attention to the fact that
sponsors desire large audiences,
the Commission continued :
"Under these circumstances, the
temptation
audiences with isthestrong
offer toof'buy'
a chance
to win a large prize.
"Defendants [FCC] believe that
wherever the chance to win is conditioned upon the affirmative act of
listening to a radio program, consideration isfurnished by the participants. This is so whether the element of consideration be viewed
in narrow technical terms, or upon
the basis of a realistic economic
analysis of the manner in which
the entire scheme operates ..."
In a summary paragraph, the
FCC put its thinking on the subject
in these words:
"In the long run the radio audience as a whole pays for the prizes
'given' away, and more besides.
For advertisers buy advertising on
the well established theory that it
pays — i. e., that sales traceable to
advertising produce a profit greater than the cost of the advertising.
A sponsor will buy time on the air,
and give away prizes on his program if and only if he is persuaded
that members of the radio audience
will buy enough of his product to
make it worth while. The fact that
inducing a mass audience to listen
will result in more sales is at once
the basis and the essence of the
illegality of the denned schemes.
To be sure, the product thus sold
may be a good one and well worth
the price charged . . . But the law
does not sanction the promotion
of sales by lotteries. The vice lies
in inducing people by the bait of a
lottery to buy what they otherwise
would not have, or might not have,

WLAN

U. S. COURT of Appeals for District of Columbia on its own motion
last week postponed until this
Thursday hearing oral argument on
the request of WLAN Lancaster,
Pa., for an injunction to prevent
WGAL-TV Lancaster from moving
to vhf Ch. 8 pending the court's
final ruling on WLAN's petition for
review of FCC's conditional grant
to WGAL-TV to switch from Ch. 4
to 8 [B»T, Dec. 1].
Meanwhile, NBC, in behalf of the
network's Ch. 4 stations WNBW
(TV) Washington and WNBT (TV)
New York, petitioned the court for
leave to intervene in the WLAN
on grounds
ence to both
stations. of
It interferwas belitigation
cause of the sub-standard co-channel spacing between Lancaster and
Washington (86 miles) and Lancaster and New York (132 miles) that
the Sixth Report, which finalized
the TV reallocation, ordered
WGAL-TV to switch channels.
WLAN has protested the action
because of its competitive bid for
a new station on Ch. 8 but the Commission has indicated a comparative hearing will be afforded. Hence,
FCC approved the WGAL-TV
change to Ch. 8 conditionally, pending outcome of such hearing.
WLAN argues the conditional
grant prejudices standing of its
application since it would have to
compete with a going operation on
the channel it seeks.
WGAL-TV last week presented
the court with its response to the
WLAN
pleadings, contending
WLAN has no legal standing to
request comparative hearing- of its
application
Sixth Report since
actionthewasCommission's
done under
Sec. 316 of the Communications Act
rather than Sec. 309. The Ashbacker principle of comparative
consideration applies only to Sec.
309, the petition pointed out.
WGAL-TV further charged that
WLAN's "prayers for temporary
and interlocutory relief, coming as
they do 68 days after the decision
and order complained of and without action by [WLAN] to secure
a Commission order staying or
postponing the effective date of
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president
of XL
stations. Then
he
flew planes for
£p ea r nr y American,
e d them
Mr. Hawkins
across
the Atlantic, served in the
Army, rejoined Pan American, then
entered broadcasting at WWJ-TV.
New CBS-TV Affiliate
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va., will
join CBS-TV as a primary supplementary interconnected affiliate
about Feb. 1, Herbert V. Akerberg,
network station relations vice president, announced last week. The
station, assigned Ch. 13, is being
constructed by Lynchburg Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WLVA.
Philip Allen is general manager.
[WGAL-TV's] obligations under
such order, not only fail to present
a proper case for the equitable relief requested but are suggestive
of a total disregard of the hardship
which would result to WGAL-TV
and the public as well in the circumstances of this case."
Similar opposition to WLAN's
injunction plea was filed with the
court by FCC and the U. S. Attorney General.
WGAL-TV's reply was filed by
George 0. Sutton, William Thompson and Duke M. Patrick, Washington radio-TV counsel.
COLUMBIA College, Chicago school
specializing in radio-TV training, is
expanding activities to include the
West Coast with the establishment of
a branch at 2823 W. Seventh St., Los
Angeles.

"Pin Up' Hit

FULL
TIME
JOB
Published by Acuff-Rose

i-'
KLICKIN'

and becata KXLY
m e friendly
with Ed Craney,

Another BMI

bought."

IS

HAWKINS NAMED
Is KXLY-TV Local Sta. Mgr.
NORMAN HAWKINS, formerly
of WWJ-TV Detroit, has just been
appointed local station manager of
KXLY-TV Spokane. KXLY-TV
plans to begin
on Ch.
4operations
on Dec. 25.
Mr. Hawkins
worked as a boy

PROTEST
Court Delays Hearing

bia); Eddy ArnoId-(Victor) ; Eddie
t\RZZdS: D°riS D^ Joh-- Ray_(Colum.
Hill(Mercury).

Broadcast Music, Inc.
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WLAN SECOND SUIT
FILED IN WASHINGTON
WLAN Lancaster, Pa., Friday filed second suit
in U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
against FCC's conditional grant for WGALTV Lancaster to move from Ch. 4 to 8 (see
story on page 101). New appeal is based on
Sec. 402(b) of Communications Act, which
gives applicant right to appeal from Commission action which was not publicly proposed
before action. This is one of changes incorporated in Communications Act by McFarland Law passed last July. As corrollary
to petition, WLAN also filed motion to stay
Commission's grant to WGAL-TV pending
Court's determination of its appeal under
402(b) clause. WLAN suit filed fortnight ago
[B*T, Dec. 1] is "petition for review" of FCC
order filed under Hobbs Act provisions. It also
includes request for injunction.
DuMONT TO ADD SIX
DuMONT Television Network will gain six
new affiliates by spring of 1953, Elmore B.
Lyford, DuMont's director of station relations,
announced Friday. Stations are:
WNOW-TV York, Pa., owned and operated
by Helm Coal Co., Ch. 49, to go on air in
April; WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C, Palmetto
Radio Corp., Ch. 67, May 1; WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., Clarion-Ledger and Jackson Daily
News, Ch. 25, January; WFPG-TV Atlantic
City, Neptune Broadcasting Corp., Ch. 46, approximately Dec. 20; KOLN-TV Lincoln,
Neb., Cornhusker Radio & Television Corp.,
Ch. 12, sometime in spring, and WTVE (TV)
Elmira, N. Y., Elmira Star-Gazette, Ch. 24,
March.
SEEK TO AVERT STRIKE
MANAGEMENT of six Chicago stations
huddled late Friday in effort to avert proposed
AFTRA strike there this week which would
tie up talent on both coasts also. AFTRA,
after more than 60 hours of negotiation last
week, called for strike, first in its history
there, late Thursday night. National board
authorized support if issues at stake in Chicago and Los Angeles were not settled "shortly". All AFTRA contracts begin and terminate on same dates, which is why all locals
are involved simultaneously. Chicago has five
basic issues to be resolved, Los Angeles two.
Stations involved are WGN-AM-TV (MBS)
WMAQ-WNBQ (NBC) WENR AM - TV
(ABC) WBBM (CBS) WBKB (CBS) and
WLS.
APPLICATIONS PASSED
FCC Friday released following list of additional mutually exclusive TV applications
which have been passed in its "speed-up"
process [B»T, Nov. 24, 10]:
GROUP A
Channel
Applicant
Lewiston, Maine
8
Lewiston-Auburn Bcstg. Corp.
8
Twin City Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Great Falls, Mont
Television Montana
3
Montana Farmers Inc.
3
Lucille Ross Buford
127
Tyler, Texas
127
Tyler Bcstg. Co.
Jcplin, Mo.
Air-Time Inc.
Four States Bcstrs. Inc.
SAN DIEGO SWITCH
EXCHANGE of ABC and CBS Radio station
affiliations in San Diego, with KFMB becoming CBS Radio outlet and KCBQ joining ABC
[Closed Circuit, Aug. 25], becomes effective
Friday.
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PEOPLE
STUART K. HENSLEY named vice president
in charge of sales for Toni Co., Div. Gillette,
where he has worked as sales representative
since 1946.
10 MINUTES BETWEEN
GENERAL MANAGER Carl Ward of
CBS-owned WCBS New York denied
Friday charge made by witness at House
subcommittee hearing that introduction
of clergyman on WCBS was delayed
because m.c. stopped to say: "But first a
word
aboutevent
Knickerbocker
beer."
Mr.
Ward said
occurred on Bill
Leonard
program, but not in manner witness
claimed.
Mr. Ward said m.c, following his
usual procedure, summarized various segments of program to follow, including
"and you'll meet Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale (clergyman and author), who has
a message on the power of positive thinking." Then Mr. Leonard added: "First
the 9 o'clock news brought to you by
Ruppert's beer." Dr. Peale's introduction came quarter-hour later, Mr. Ward
said,
"andbetween
there was
separation
of 10
minutes
the alast
reference
to
the beer and the actual introduction of
Dr. Peale." Mr. Ward said "we do not
believe that any listener could reasonably conclude that Dr. Peale was sponsored by or had any relationship to the
beer sponsor," and that no association
was implied.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
two U. of Illinois basketball games will be
sponsored on WEAW (FM) Evanston, 111., by
Illinois Bell Telephone Co., from Dec. 10
through Feb. 2.
CIGAR CAMPAIGN • Bayuk- Cigars, Philadelphia (Phillies cigars), through Ellington &
Co., New York, planning to start spot announcement radio campaign in small number
of markets in addition to Saturday night fights
on ABC-TV (story page 26). Client is looking
for early morning availabilities.
RENEW

CORLISS % Electric companies advertising program renewing sponsorship of
Meet Corliss Archer over ABC radio (Fri.,
9:30-10 p.m. EST), for 52 weeks, effective Jan.
2. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
BREWERY TO SPONSOR % Drewry's Ltd.,
South Bend (brewery), to sponsor Ziv Television Programs Inc.'s forthcoming Favorite
Story series in five markets. Agency: MacFarland-Aveyard, Chicago.

BUYS 8 TV STATIONS % Pacific Mercury
Television Co., Los Angeles, signs for sponsorship of Boston Blackie, Ziv Television Programs Inc. film series, on eight TV stations
and renews on ninth.
BIG 10 PROPOSAL
BIG 10, meeting in Chicago Friday for
two days, was considering recommendation to National Collegiate Athletic Assn.
that it adopt regional rather than national control of college football telecasts,
suggested by Big 10 year ago. Group
blacked out live telecasting of its games
in 1950, but released some to NCAA program last year.

HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE Jr., NBC television producer and director, appointed by
Citizens Union, N. Y., as chairman of organization's active Committee on Traffic & Transportation.
MARTY HOGAN, long-time Chicago freelance
announcer-disc emcee and former Chicago
manager of Frank B. Sawdon agency, joins
WCFL Chicago as assistant general manager,
working with manager Arthur Harre.
JACK LAZARE, WINS New York staff announcer, to WNEW
New York's announcing
and featured
talent staff.
FRIDAY

TV

APPLICATIONS

FOUR new TV applications were filed with
FCC late Friday afternoon and three applicants amended their applications.
New Applications
Jacksonville, Fla. — The Jacksonville Journal Co.
(WJHP), uhf Ch. 36, ERP 121.4 kw visual, 60.7 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain 350 ft.,
above ground 379 ft. Estimated construction cost
$303,560, first year operating cost $183,000, revenue
not estimated. The Metropolis Co., which in turn
is owned by the John H. Perry family, owns the
applicant. City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 196.
Cape Girardeau, Mo. — KGMO Radio & Television
Inc. (KGMO), vhf Ch. 12, ERP 30.5 kw visual. 15.6
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain
148 ft., above ground 193 ft. Estimated construction
cost nue
$131,475,
year operating
$132,000. first
Applicant
is licenseecostof $144,000,
KGMO. reveCity
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 239.
Salem, Ore. — Lawrence A. Harvey, uhf Ch. 24
ERP 104.7 kw visual, 56.53 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 995 ft., above ground 223 ft.
Estimated construction cost $295,300, first year operating cost $225,000, revenue $285,000. Mr. Harvey is
applicant for TV station in Los Angeles and is vice
president and Y3 owner of Harvey Machine Co
(manufacturer of aluminum extrusions), Los Angeles. City priority
status:Worth
Gr. A-2,
No. 99.Co., vhf
Fort Worth,
Tex.— Fort
Television
Ch. 10, ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 989 ft., above ground
1,074 ft. Estimated construction cost $700,574, first
year operating cost $700,000, revenue $700,000. Principals include general partners Raymond O. Shaffer
(20%), chairman of board for Welex Jet Services
Inc., Fort Worth; Sterling C. Holloway (20%). Fort
Worth attorney; M. J. Neeley, trailer manufacturer;
Arch Rowan
oil well
drilling
and oil producer; F. Kirk(20%),
Johnson
(10%).
oil producer,
and
O. P. Newberry (10%), vice president of Fort Worth
National Bank. City priority status: Gr. B-5, No. 205.
Amended Applications
Chicago, 111. — Johnson - Kennedy Radio Corp.
(WIND),
uhf aural;
Ch. 20.antenna
Change height
ERP toabove
1,000 kw
visual, 500 kw
average
terrain mitter
570 location
ft., above
ground
602
ft.
Studio
and
transDaily News Bldg. [For application,
No.
see 167.
B.T, July 14.] City priority status: Gr. B-2.
Corpus Christi, Tex. — Superior Television Inc., vhf
Ch. 10,pals:ERP
visual, 111Jr. kw(25%),
aural.
PrinciPresident222J. kw
D. Wrather
Hollywood
film producer and owner of 25% of voting stock in
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.; Vice President and TreasMariainHelen
owner of Edgar
50% votingurerstock
KOTVAlvarez
(TV); (25%),
Vice President
M
Linkenhoger (25%), president and 55% owner of The
Transport Co. of Texas (interstate transportation of
bulk petroleum and chemicals); John F. Lynch
(15%), president of La Gloria Corp. (oil and gas
production),
Corpus
Tex.,Corp.
and Binford
Ar'ney
(10%),
director
for Christi,
La Gloria
[For applicaA-2, No.
tion, see 25.
B.T, July 28.] City priority status: Gr.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Cream City Bcstg. Co. (WMIL)
uhf Ch. 31, ERP 14.57 kw visual, 7.874 kw aural.
Change antenna height above average terrain to 439
ft., above ground to 461 ft. [For application, see
B.T, Nov. 18.] City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 182.
AFTRA

NEGOTIATIONS

FOR SECOND straight week, AFTRA and
network representatives scheduled over-weekend negotiating sessions in effort to reach
settlement on radio and television contracts.
Both pacts have expired and have been exday-to-day
menttended
(seeon story,
page basis
26). by mutual agreeBROADCASTING
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WLW-TELEVISIO
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do

for

YOU
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WLW is radio's most famous merchandising
and promotion organization.
Now, to WLW-Television, comes this same
know-how . . . experience . . . vigor . . . But
Expanded!
It's the WLW-Television Client Service Department . . . with
20 . . . yes, 20 complete and distinct services ... all at work
for yon!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

The WLW-Television-Albers Shopper Stopper Plan.
Display service, major grocery, drug outlets.
Retail Trade mailings.
Jobber, broker, wholesale trade mailings.
Newspaper advertisements.
Specialty publicity releases.
On-the-air promotions.
Cab covers.
Window displays, grocery, drug outlets.
Sales meetings for dealer, jobber, distributor salesmen.
Car cards.
Newsstand posters.
Newstruck posters.
All-inclusive promotion campaigns.
Tie-in with national promotions.
Client follow-up reports.
Client television market research department.
The WLW-Television-Gallaher point-of-purchase

19. Promotion consultation service.
20. Client Rating service.
The Clientplan.
Service Department is your creative assault unit
in the WLW-Television coverage area . . . doing for your
product everything . . . from holding dealer meetings to jetrocketing your sales charts with point-of-purchase action!
Plussing your advertising dollar ... many fold!

WLW

Television

WLW-T
WLW-D
CINCINNATI DAYTON

WLW-C
COLUMBUS

Sales Offices: Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, New York, Hollywood

weed

&

company

DETROIT
SAN

FRANCISCO

ATLANTA
HOLLYWOOD
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N. W. Ayer is using WOR-TV

to advertise Dole

Hawaiian Pineapple to consumers throughout the
New York market area.
The Dole display in "Sally Smart's Kitchen" creates

adio's Nighttime
Power Cited

more than a quarter of a million sales impressions

Page 26

every week. Also, Dole products are featured in
cooking schools which the show's producer conducts

TELECASTING
Begins on Page 69

throughout New York and its suburbs.
WOR-TV's

effective technique— combining TV's

selling impact with consumer-level merchandising—
gets sales results in America's top market!

SUSINESS

How do you get them to look and listen
in Virginia's greatest market?
They look via WTVR, Richmond's only television station.
They look so enthusiastically that
although WTVR must work alone in stimulating set sales,
already there are over 145,000 television
sets in the WTVR area.
They listen via WMBG

(AM) and WCOD

(FM)

And they've been listening to WMBG first since 1926.
These constitute Havens & Martin Stations,

the only complete broadcasting institution in Richmond,
the NBC outlets (both sight and sound) for this huge market.
These First Stations of Virginia stop sales problems
in the Old Dominion.
Try them and see.

WMBG

AM

WTVR

TV

WGODFM
Havens and Martin Stations, Richmond 20, Va.
WTVR — Represented Nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG — Represented Nationally by The Boiling Company

Channel

6

COLUiMBUS THRILLS TO THE GREATEST
TV SHOWS IN CENTRAL OHIO-LOCALLY WTVN
COLUMBUS
OHIO
PRODUCED ON WTVN, CHANNEL 6
THE BIGGEST, MOST MODERN
TELEVISION CENTER IN THE MIDWEST!

All ot Central Ohio raves about NITA'S
GUEST BOOK . . . the musical interview show that dares to be different . . .
starring Nita Hutch.
Hundreds of housewives each day attend
PAT'S
OPENWTVN
HOUSEstudios.
in the large, air
conditioned

.0?

on^oi0b-,o

PROSPECTOR BILL entertains many
youngsters each day at his chuck
wagon. He has over 2 5,000 "prospectors" in his club. It's a Columbus
must!

Edward

0

+
The Renie Riano show
— comedy, plus helpful
kitchen hints on cook- W
culinary
master of the f
ing by a art.

fl/^/jVif^

0
eV, P1

*
OA*

(o^

6^0

Enterprises

Inc.

New York Office— Hotel Barclay, 111 E. 48th St.— Home Office — 500 Security Bldg., Toledo, Ohio
National Representatives : WIKK—H-R Co. W/CU-JV, WTVN-TV, WTOD — Headley-Reed Co. ERIE DISPATCH —Reynolds-Fitzgerald, he.
WHOO — Avery-Knodel, Inc. WMAC-TV, Massillon, Ohio (Massillon, Akron, Canton) — now under construction

Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc. 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3. 1879.

AM

♦ FM

Wilmington,

• TV

Delaware

TOPS
all stations

in this

richest market.

Let it sell your

product

effectively,

economically.

—

Write

for information.

Represented by

ROBERT
New

York

MEEKER
Chicago

ASSOCIATES

Los Angeles

San Francisco

•Figures released August 1952
by U. S. Dept. of Commerce.
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CIRCUIT

WITH

RETURN of President-elect Eisenhower to home shores this week, stepped . up
activity on appointments to upcoming vacancies on FCC is anticipated. Best guess remains
Hyde for elevation to Chairmanship. On Commissionerships to fill expected Merrill (twoyear term) vacancy and Walker (seven-year
term) expiration in June 1953, feeling is that
one former member of Congress and one "practical" broadcaster will be named.
COUNT OUT Rep. Harris Ellsworth (R.
Ore.) as candidate for one of upcoming vacancies on FCC. He reports from his Roseburg,
Ore., home that, whereas he had been interested
few years ago, he now wants to serve out his
new two-year term. Part-owner of KRNR
Roseburg and also newspaper publisher, he
will move to important Rules Committee this
session, leaving Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee where he was mainstay on
broadcasting matters.

ATTY. GEN. James P. McGranery's terse
comment on anti-trust suit against 20 electronics corporations: "No comment." Evidence
still before grand jury sitting in New York.
View of one highly-placed official in Justice
Dept.'s Anti-Trust Div. is that proceedings will drag on before jury indicts firms
or rejects evidence. Attorney General-designate Brownell, however, has already stated he
intends to review all pending anti-trust cases
upon assuming office Jan. 20.
PLANS to establish General Telecasting System film network program service for TV stations are not dead but held in abeyance for
present, pending resolution of more pressing
problems of parent company, General Teleradio.
IS FCC Commissioner, Eugene H. Merrill (D.
of Utah) angling for post of Telecommunicaftions Advisor to President, now held by Haraden Pratt, former president of IRE? Reports
;were current last week that he's interested in
this assignment under Eisenhower and that he
has Gen. Lucius Clay, one of Ike's top advisors,
pitching for him. Mr. Merrill served under
!Gen. Clay as communications coordinator when
former was High Commissioner in German
Occupied Zone.
STATION Representatives Assn. warning
^members to "watch out for advertising agency
that puts out feelers to bribe commercial managers and sales managers of radio stations on
per inquiry deal." Unless such unethical practices are brought to quick halt, SRA declares,
"we will all go to hell in a handbasket."
EFFORTS to have all four applicants for Ch.
8 assignment in Portland, Ore., merge in
interest of getting immediate grant evaporated
Est week. Project would have given each onefourth interest, but it couldn't be sold so
luhey're all going their own way in four-way
battle. Applicants are Westinghouse (KEX) ;
North Pacific Television Inc. (Gordon Orput,
IPresident, Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, Exec. Vice
(Continued on page 6)
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NEW YORK FIRST
ORIGINATION POINT
NEW YORK easily outdistances all other cities
as point of origination for television network
program transmission, according to weekly
Ross Report out today (Monday).
Report shows four major TV networks will
transmit 139 hours of programming, live and
film, from New York during week of Dec. 14-20,
and from Los Angeles, 11 V± hours; Chicago,
8% hours; Washington, 6% hours; Philadelphia,, 41/! hours, and Pittsburgh, % hour.
CBS-TV according to report, will send total
of 67% hours of programming to affiliates
this week to lead all networks. NBC will
transmit 66% hours; DuMont, 35 % hours and
ABC, 22 hours.
TWO MORE TV PROGRAMS
EXCEED 10 MILLION HOMES
TWO more programs have reached more than
10 million TV homes, making three in all,
according to American Research Bureau. November figures of ARB show Comedy Hour
(NBC-TV) and Godfrey and Friends (CBSTV) passed mark which had been reached only
once before — by I Love Lucy (CBS-TV). Lastnamed show went to 10 million mark in April.
James W. Seiler, ARB director, said Nov. 9
Comedy Hour starring Bob Hope was seen on
10,170,000 sets and second 30-minute segment
of Godfrey and Friends Nov. 12 went to 10,030,000 TV sets. ARB said Nov. 9 Comedy
Hour reached 32,544,000 viewers and Godfrey
segment attracted 29,087,000 persons.
Debut of Ford Foundation Omnibus program
on CBS-TV Nov. 9 in 20 markets drew 3,780,000 viewers with average ARB rating of 10.6
for full 90 minutes. In first hour audience was
almost constant at 11.3 but dropped to 9.3 in
last half-hour. Available coverage was about
56% of TV homes in nation, with 1,260,000
sets tuned to 4:30-6 p.m. telecast.
ECAC FAVORS RESTRICTED
FOOTBALL ON TV
EASTERN Collegiate Athletic Assn. voted 48
to 2 Friday for continued restrictions on national football television next year.
Francis Murray, U. of Pennsylvania, and
Douglas Greene, Drexel Tech., were listed as
dissenters. E.C.A.C. also voted down Mr. Murray's proposal that Dept. of Justice be asked
to rule on legality of any limited television
plan (see story, page 23).
WRS EXECUTIVES CITED
TWO veteran executives of Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc. received long - service
awards Friday during managers meeting at
Washington headquarters (picture on page 27).
Arthur C. Goodnow, headquarters engineering,
received 20-year WRS service pin. George E.
Hagerty, assistant engineer-manager, received
15-year pin.
ROANOKE TV LINK
MICROWAVE link connecting Roanoke, Va.,
with nationwide TV network facilities opened
Friday, AT&T announced, making TV network
service available to 112 stations in 69 U. S.
cities. First Roanoke TV station, WSLS-TV,
began operations Dec. 1. WROV-TV expected
to go on air in January.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

SCOTT PARTICIPATES $ Scott Paper Co.
signs for participation in sponsorship of Ford
Foundation's Omnibus on CBS-TV, Sun.,
4:30-6 p.m. Program now sold out, with five
sponsors. Scott participation starts Dec. 21.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
FLORIDA CITRUS DRIVE * Florida Citrus
Commission, through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, planning spot radio campaign
using minutes and /or 20-second announcements starting on varied dates from Jan. 1 to
Jan. 8 in number of scattered markets. Five
announcements weekly for 20 weeks will be
placed on some stations and two announcements weekly for five weeks on others.
FLOTILL TO MOVE # Flotill Products
Tasti-Diet, N. Y., spot advertiser, is expected
to move its account from Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y., to Geyer Adv., N. Y.
TRAVEL SHOW • Fram Corp., Providence,
sponsoring Vacationland America, 15-minute
weekly travel program starring John Cameron
Swayze and his family, over NBC-TV, starting
in late Feb. 1953. Time period not set. Agency:
Van Sant, Dugdale, of Baltimore.
FITCH AGENCY # Grove Labs., St. Louis,
expected officially to appoint Harry B. Cohen
Adv., New York, as its advertising agency for
Fitch shampoo. Latter account has been handled by Gardner Adv., St. Louis.
DANCE CAMPAIGN 6 Dale Dance Studios,
national chain, planning local radio program
schedule in Baltimore, Washington, New York
and San Francisco, and in New Jersey, starting early in January. Firm will use 10 to 15minute programs for 26 weeks. Agency: William Warren, Jackson & Delaney, New York.
ALLEN SERIES • Sportscaster Mel Allen
preparing series of 39 five-minute radio programs of sports anecdotes for recruiting service of U. S. Marine Corps. They are to be
broadcast on 2,000 stations, starting in early
1953.
MUSICAL TRADEMARK $ Phil Davis Musical Enterprises Inc., N. Y., commissioned by
Leonard M. Sive & Assoc. to originate musical
trademark for new 1953 Chevrolet.
CONSIDER CAMPAIGN # Bob Richards
Nursery, Div. of Owen Nursery, Bloomington,
111., considering use of broadcast media after
first of year. Schedules being worked on now
at C. Wendel Muench, Chicago. Mr. Muench
is account executive.
KKTV (TV) JOINS CBS-TV
KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs joins CBS-TV
as primary supplementary non-interconnected
affiliate, effective immediately, Herbert V.
Akerberg, CBS-TV vice president in charge of
station relations, announced Friday. Operating on Ch. 11, station is owned and operated
by
dent.TV Colorado Inc. James Russell is presifor more AT DEADLINE turn page
December 15, 1952
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Pres., 64.46% owner of KING-AM-TV Seattle) ;Portland Television Inc. (Ralph E. Williams Jr., president), and Cascade Television
Co. (George C. Sheahan, president, David McKay, vice president, owner of KOLO Reno,
' KORK
Vegas and minority owner KGYW
Vallejo, Las
Calif.)

a
KHQ-TV STARTS TESTS
IN SPOKANE WITH 100 KW
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., reported it started
airing test patterns last Monday at 2 p.m.
(PST) with full power of 100 kw. Report was
made by Dick Dunning, KHQ-AM-TV president and general manager.
KHQ-TV expects to go on air with commercial programs next month, operating on
vhf Ch. 6 (80-86 mc). It will affiliate with
NBC-TV and ABC-TV (story page 73).
Due on air Dec. 25 in Spokane is KXLYTV on Ch.-4 as CBS-TV affiliate that city.
KXLY-TV is half -owned by Harry L. (Bing)
Crosby and by KXLY, of which E. B. Craney
is principal stockholder.
REFUSE TO DISMISS
TWA PETITION
NBC, CBS and ABC were thwarted last week
in attempt to have dismissed Television Writers
of America's petition for certification as bargaining agent for Hollywood writers on network shows.
NLRB Field Examiner Norman Greer ruled
this motion must be acted upon by National
Labor Relations Board as whole. He continued
with hearing in which Screen Writers Guild
and Authors League of America have intervened. SWG and ALA, too, had their move
for dismissal referred to full NLRB.
Attorneys argued that contract already exists between networks and TV Writers and is
bar to TWA petition. They further contended
that new union is not representative of craftsmen it seeks to represent.
Desilu Productions Inc., producers of CBSTV's I Love Lucy, respondent to another TWA
filing, sought dismissal on grounds that writers of that program are not employes but
independent contractors. Hearing which began
Thursday was expected to continue well into
this week.
DRUG

STORE

AGENCY

NEA Advertising Agency, Drug Store Adv.
Assoc., has been formed by Prof. S. B. Jefferies,
chairman of Pharmaceutical Business Administration Dept. of L. I. U.. Brooklyn College of
Pharmacy and Hilton Soba, management consultant, to handle Pharmaceutical Council of
New York. Latter is representative for 4,000
independent retail pharmacies in New York.
Agency plans to use radio and television
and other media.
Prof. Jefferies is former director of video
trade promotion for National Assn. of Retail
Druggists'
television
which
starred
Jackie show,
Gleason.Cavalcade of Stars,
KLZ REPLY TO
WOLFBERG MOTION
OPPOSITION to proposal of Denver Television (Wolf berg Theatres) to reopen record in
hard-fought Ch. 7 proceeding, in order to correct record, filed with FCC Friday by Aladdin
Radio & Television Inc. (KLZ). Contention
made that correction of record proposed by
Denver TV is "untimely" (see early story,
page 74).
Page 6 • December 15, 1952

In this IssueThere's talk that somebody may sue the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn. in
an effort to break up its monopolistic
restrictions on telecasting football
games. With or without legal action,
the explosive question is expected to
dominate the NCAA's annual convention, just three weeks away. Page 23.
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. is buying
WLTV (TV) Atlanta for $1.5 million.
The syndicate of 25 businessmen who
are selling the station bought it for
$525,000 in March 1951, but probably
have about $1,250,000 tied up in the
property. Page 23.
Two rival newspapers owning rival radio
stations join to apply for Miami TV.
The unique part of this consolidation
is that a third party would hold the
balance of power. Page 25.
The third party in the Miami TV consolidation isNiles Trammell, who resigns as NBC board chairman after
almost 30 years' service in RCA and
NBC. He'll continue as consultant to
both companies. General Sarnoff will
return to the NBC chairmanship, at
least temporarily. Page 25.
In the past two years, a majority of U.S.
radio stations have increased their
circulation. The 1952 Nielsen Coverage
Reports show that small and medium
radio outlets have fared better than
big ones. Page 26.
How big is TV and how big a punch does
it deliver? NARTB President Fellows
is directed
the association's
television boardbyto recommend
a research
project to measure TV circulation and
to outline a plan for TV sales promotion. Page 27.
Three Crosley stations in Cincinnati,
Dayton and Columbus are granted
change to new frequencies and higher
power. The FCC originally raised a
question as to overlap of the three stations. The decision may ease the sailing
for others in somewhat the same boat.
Page 69.
FCC dashes hope for quick decision on
the ABC-United Paramount merger,
orders oral argument for Jan. 5.
Page 69.
Seven TV C.P.'s are granted by the FCC,
including one for a commercial uhf station in Los Angeles, where seven vhf
outlets are already in operation.
Page 71.
AFTRA is on the verge of reaching
agreement on new radio and television
contracts with the networks. Page 76.
Upcoming
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.
conferences. Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 3: 83d Congress convenes, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 5-10: National
Collegiate Athletic
Assn. annual
meeting, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
("Other Upcomings, page 38)

THAT new radio project, Hometown, USA announced by American Legion touched off minor
controversy in Defense Dept. Legion said
series would work both ways — with servicemen overseas and families in U. S. recording
messages for reciprocal use. Armed Forces
Radio Networks don't have adequate facilities,
however, to play recordings abroad, though
Army Dept. is working on that goal. One of
guiding hands behind morale project is Col.
Ed Kirby, Army radio-TV chief.
GORDON OLIVE, 54, director of engineering
for Canadian Broadcasting Corp., understood
resigning next spring to devote his time to
farming. W. G. Richardson, assistant chief
engineer, will succeed Mr. Olive.
THREE TV APPLICATIONS
FILED FRIDAY
THREE requests for new television stations,
plus one request to modify license and another
to modify CP, filed with FCC late Friday.
They are:
NEW APPLICATIONS
Alexandria, La. — Barnet Brezner, uhf Ch. 62
(758-764 mc); ERP 21 kw visual, 11.43 kw
aural; antenna height above average terrain
644 ft., above ground 620 ft. Estimated construction cost $178,584, first year operating
cost $137,540, revenue $180,000. Barnet Brezner, sole owner of applicant, is general contractor in Alexandria and also owns 50% of
Red River Construction Co. (general contracting), Shreveport, La. City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 131.
Montpelier, Vt. — Colonial Television Inc., vhf
Ch. 3 (60-66 mc); ERP 6.76 kw visual, 3.18
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 817 ft., above ground 449 ft. Estimated
construction cost $113,150, first year operating
cost $150,000, revenue $150,000. Principals include President and Treasurer George A gel,
Burlington, Vt., attorney, and Clerk Shirley
Agel, no business interests, who own 50% of
stock jointly, and Vice President Frank Wool,
general contractor and roofer, who owns 50%'
of stock. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 604.
Honolulu, T. H. — Territorial Telecasters, vhf
Ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 12.13 kw visual,
7.12 kw aural; antenna height above average
terrain 793 ft., above ground 437 ft. Estimated construction cost $158,400, first year
operating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000. Principals include President Christmas Early
. (12.5%), actress and employe of KHON Honolulu; Vice President William B. Murphy, em-i
ploye of KPOA Honolulu from 1951 to November 1952; Ada (Mrs. E. L.) Cragen (41.7%),
war surplus equipment business owner and
wholesale hardware, Honolulu; Jerry J. Nevil'e
(33.3%), owner of Press Dispatch (transoceanic radio communications) and owner of
Hawaiian Hills Communications (radio telephone service), both in Honolulu, and Frank
W. Fitch Jr. (12.5%), electronics consulting
(Continued on page 106)
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Dere Ted:
Santy Claus will be comin
I'm sure lookin
stockin .

Ov

fer somethin

good in my

course, evryday

in th' yere

these fellers here at WCHS
stockin

with thousands

stashun.

reel soon and

kind of fill a

of lisseners to th'

As a mattur of fack, them

tisurs here on WCHS

gets more

advur-

W. Va. lis-

seners then on any othur stashun in th' state
which is a purty good deel fer any time of
th' yere.

Pleeze say hullo to Mr. Mac

Mr. Erickson fer me
very merry

and

and I hope you hev a

Yrs,

Christmas.
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WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon. Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
lisher.
M. Seward; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the PubBUSINESS: MAURY LONG, Business Manager; Winfield R. Levi, Sales Manager; George L. Dant, Adv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller,
Auditor
Assistant Auditor.and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE. Manager; Elwood M. Slee, Sheila
Byrne, Betty Jacobs.
NEW YORK BUREAU 488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355. EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, New
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Rocco
Famighetti,
Dorothy
Munster,
Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate
Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and
Vine,
Zone
28,
HEmpstead
8181; Ann
DavidThomas.
Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual subscription including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rd issue):
(54th issue):
$9.00. $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
Annual
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including
54 issues:to $11.00.
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Addage.
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copy.per
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350 for
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copy; 53rdandand foreign
54th issues:

5,000 watts

ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
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National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.

580 KC
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Charleston,

W.
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Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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SoME of our best friends are surveys.
Surveys are handy things. After you make
one you can always throw it away if it
doesn't show your station in a favorable
light. We just had one made and have no
intention of throwing it away. That should
give you a clue.
If you can bear to wait just a minute,
here are a couple of old Texas stories which
might be considered appropriate:
"That guy just slipped a card
bottom of the deck!" said a naive
another watcher of a poker game.
ter, aweather-beaten old cowman,

from the
visitor to
The latanswered

equably, "His deal, wasn't it?"
This is about another poker game. The
dealer unexpectedly pulled his gun, leveled it
at a fellow player, and ominously remarked,
"This game's crooked. You're playing a different hand than the one I dealt you."
# * #

ers were interviewed. Results were tabulated
by counties and preferences. Of our 38 BMB
counties in Texas (50% or better), KGNC
was the undisputed first choice as a farm
station in 33, tied in one, second in the
other four. Of the 53 BMB Texas counties
in which KGNC shows a BMB of any kind,
we were first choice in 41 (3 ties), second
in 6, third in 3.
Well, it's true that we were the dealer.
But the players didn't know it. Neither interviewers nor interviewees knew who sponsored the survey. And if you want to cut the
deck, our national reps will show you a copy.
KGNC - TV is now under construction, with a mid-March target date.

-rJ
1
c
[kgn
Amarillo

About this survey: It was conducted at
Amarillo's 1952 Tri-State Fair by Market
Research of Cleveland. One thousand farm-

NBC AFFILIATE

710 KC
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SPOT

RADIO

WSB
WBAL

Atlanta
Baltimore

KOA
KSO *
WFAA
KARM

KARK
KECA
KPRC*
KSTP

WSMB
WJZ
WTAR

friends
to

all

to

read

a

radio,
may

who
this,

warm

and
for

in

joyous

our

good
holiday

and

chance
sincere
wis
^ hes
~
season.+

KOIL
W1P
KPHO

KGO
KOMO
WOAI*
KTBS
KGA
KVOO
KFH

Little Rock
Los Angeles

Phoenix
Portland, Ore.
Richmond

KGW
WRNL

WMAS

\Ft. Worth)
Denver
allas )
JD
Des Moines
Fresno

IMinneapolis!
(St. Paul f
Nashville
New Orleans
New York
Norfolk
Omaha
Philadelphia

WSM

many

NBC
NBC
NBC

Houston
Lincoln

KFOR

our

LIST

San Antonio
San Francisco
Seattle
Shreveport
Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Wichita

*Also represented as key
stations of the
TEXAS QUALITY
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY

inc.
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO.,
CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
• DETROIT
ST. LOUIS
• SAN
FRANCISCO
• DALLAS

NETWORK

ABC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
NBC
ABC
MBS
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC
CBS
NBC
CBS

CENTRAL
CALIFORNIA ARTICHOKE
GROWERS
Assn., Salinas,
Calif., will sponsor Junior Rose Bowl Game on 23 CPRN stations, 1:154:30 p.m. PST Sat., Dec-. 13. Agency: John Cohan Adv., Salinas.
new

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE Co., L. A., renews Virgil Pinkley on 60
ABC radio Pacific & Mountain stations, 5:15-5:30 p.m. PST, Mon.-Fri.,
for 52 weeks from Dec. 29. Agency: Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc., L. A.

business

0 • •
Spot
TV TIME FOODS, Chicago, is using radio jingles and TV kid shows
with contests to open new distribution areas nationally for its TV
Time Popcorn. New product has been introduced successfully in some
90 markets. Agency: M. M. Fisher & Assoc., Chicago.
J. HENRY HELSER & Co., Portland, Ore., expands sponsorship of
London Calling to include KPOJ Portland, KSLM Salem, KITO San
Bernardino, Calif., and KNEW Spokane. The 15-minute program will be
broadcast for 10 weeks on each station.
A/eturotk • • •
AMERICAN MACHINE & FOUNDRY Co., N. Y., to sponsor segment of
Ford Foundation's Omnbius on CBS-TV, Sun. 4:30-6 p.m. effective Dec.
21. Firm is fourth advertiser to sign for sponsorship of program. Agency:
Fletcher D. Richards, N. Y.

Kansas
Doing

Farmers

FORD MOTOR Co. reportedly set to sponsor five-minute newscasts by
Robert Trout on CBS Radio five times weekly, Mon.-Fri., 10:30-35 p.m.
EST, starting in January. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
EDWARDS FOOD Co., S. F. (supplier for Safeway stores), starts Art
Baker and the News on 14 NBC Western radio stations, Mon. through
Fri., 4:55-5 p.m. PST, for 13 weeks. Agency: M. E. Harlan Adv., S. F.
MERCURY TELEVISION & RADIO Corp., L. A., starts Chet Huntley's
news commentaries on 30 ABC Pacific & Mountain radio stations, five
times weekly, 5:30-5:45 p.m. PST, for 52 weeks from Jan. 1. Agency:
Edwards Agency, L. A.
REGAL AMBER BREWING Co., S. F., renewed Tom Hanlon's Press Box
on 12 CBS California radio stations, Sat., 5:30-5:45 p.m. PST, for 13
weeks from Dec. 6. Agency: Abbott Kimball Co., S. F.

are

a Lot of Building

In every direction, you'll see the results of another year of bumper crops.
Kansas farmers are building, remodeling, buying new equipment, home
appliances.
You can sell this statewide army of
farm families as a unit with WIBW.
These families themselves say so. For
the 16th consecutive year they report
that WIBW is the station they listen to
most — day in and day out.
Right there is the reason that WIBW
gets such consistently fast results. You
sell more goods when your message
reaches more buyers.

FRAM Corp., Providence, R. I.,
plans early spring sponsorship of
new 15-minute series titled Vacationland America, on NBC-TV.
Series will star John Cameron
Swayze and his family. Agency:
VanSant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore.
FAITH FOR TODAY (formerly
called Voice of Prophecy) has renewed its half-hour title series on
ABC-TV, Sun., 12:30-1 p.m. EST,
effective Jan. 4, for 52 weeks.
Agency: Rockhill Co., N. Y.
STANLEY HOME PRODUCTS
Inc., Westfield, Mass., sponsoring
Boys Town choir of 50 voices for
fifth straight year in program of
Christmas carols and Christmas
music over ABC radio, Dec. 21, 55:30 p.m. EST. Agency: Charles
W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
MUTUAL BENEFIT HEALTH &
ACCIDENT Assn., Omaha, renews
On the Line With Bob Considine on
NBC-AM-TV for 52 weeks. Radio
show, Sun., 2:30-2:45 p.m., becomes
effective Jan. 19; TV renewal for
Tues., 9:45 p.m. on 20 stations,
begins Jan. 27. Agency: Bozell &
Jacobs, Omaha.
BENDIX
HOME APPLIANCES,
South Bend, Ind., sponsoring 13
five-minute participations in NBCTV's Today Feb. 23-April 3.
Agency: Earl Ludgin & Co., Chicago.

Let us prove it by increasing sales for
your product.

WIBW
Stivf»j aid Selling
'THE MAGIC CIRCLE"
Rap.: Capjwr Pabllations, hi. • GEN IUDY, Gtn. Mjr. • WIBW • KCKN
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SOLAR LIGHT Mfg. Co., Chicago,
appoints Bozell & Jacobs Inc., same
city. Account executive is HAROLD
KAPLAN.
MINNEAPOLIS BREWING Co.,
Minneapolis, appoints Bruce B.
Brewer & Co., same city.
(Continued on page 64)
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building

or

monuments

smitters

broadcast

.

.

.

The best manufacturing processes in the world can't create a
quality product without sound, advanced engineering — whether
you're building monuments or broadcast transmitters. The Collins
300J transmitter has engineered features that give you superior
performance, minimum operating and maintenance costs and
maximum dependability.
Enclosed in the full-size, two-tone grey cabinet of this 250
watt transmitter are other engineering accomplishments that have
established Collins as the leader in broadcast equipment quality.
Tuning and operating controls are conveniently located on the
front. Blower cooled tubes, oversized components and all terminals are quickly accessible from the rear. All tubes are visible at
a glance.
Collins consistency in engineering excellence is your guarantee of dependability and premium performance in the complete
line of broadcast and speech equipment. Write today for complete details and descriptive literature.

Collins 300J 250 watt
Broadcast Transmitter

For quality in broadcasting equipment, it's .

r
COLLINS
11 W. 42nd St.
NEW YORK 36
BROADCASTING

RADIO

COMPANY,
1930 Hi-Line Drive
DALLAS 2

• Telecasting

Cedar

Rapids,

Iowa

2700 W. Olive Ave.
BURBANK

Dogwood Road, Fountain City
KNOXVILLE
December 15, 1952
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FREMONT J. KNITTLE, vice president of Market Research Corp.,
N. Y., to Robert W. Orr & Assoc., same city, as vice president in
charge of marketing and research.
MARTIN

T. KANE Jr. to media department, Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather Inc., N. Y., as radio-TV timebuyer.
JOHN T. McHUGH elected senior vice president, The
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore. Following agency personnel were elected vice presidents: ROLAND BRAVE
and EDGAR KASSAN, account and copy executives;
GEORGE C. ADAMS, art director, and STANLEY E.
BLUMBERG, manager of retail department.

Mr. Kane

RICHARD W. LIPPMAN, Ed Shapiro Inc., Phila., to
Lavenson Bureau of Adv., same city, as account
executive.

NEAL D. IVEY Jr., Neal D. Ivey Co., Phila., has formed own agency.
LUCREZIA KEMPER, manager, Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc., S. F.,
elected vice presidency of agency.

WJVJVJ *V

on all accounts

TWO
CBS

TOP

RADIO

STATIONS

SOUTHWEST

MARKETS

ONE

LOW

COMBINATION

RATE

Sales-winning radio schedules for
the Great Southwest just naturally
include this pair of top- producing
CBS Radio Stations. Results prove
this ! Write, wire or phone our
representatives now for availabilities
and rates!

National Representatives
JOHN
Page 14
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BLAIR

&

CO,

a remote control studio at Lake
als imhas
mer & Scott commerci
Charles for a station in nearby
Schw
of clients a Beaumont,
y of
biliter
THEsaved weara
a numb
the young Knapp took
over a bread commercial and also
Some radio trick
lot of money.
lines, created as long ago as 10 worked the board.
years, are still in use.
He was hired, and his indoctriA few film commercials shot in
nation included one and one-half
hours daily remote duty for six
1948 are still aired occasionally.
That shooting was the TV debut months. Thoroughly converted to
of Bob Knapp, radio-television di- radio, he journeyed as an announcer-producer-writer to Memphis,
rector of the Chicago agency. He
worked on location with a camera
Shreveport,
Cincinnati
and elsewhere.
crew for 28 straight hours.
The pace has
He cago
settled
in Chislackened a bit now,
after marrying
a librarian whom
but S & S continues
he'd met at the Chias a Chicago leader
in the broadcast
World'sformer
Fair.
She iscagothe
business, handling
Patricia
Bryan,
now
some 30 such aclibrarian of George
counts. Mr. Knapp
Williams College,
is creative director
Chicago. They have
on all r a d i o-T V
business, supervismany mutual intering a department of
ests, among which
10 persons whose
are "amateur indefunctions are divided
photography,
jazz,
between writing and
pendent politics",
golf
and
traveling,
production.
He has been with
and "even radio and
the agency since
1939, when he was
Mr. Knapp deviMr. KNAPP
hired as a writer afated from his parent's classical music
ter submitting "cold"
a successful
sales
patterns by taking
up the vibraphone, which he learned
pitch by letter.
during off-hours at radio stations
Bob Knapp was born in Bloomington, 111. He lived later in Loui- when the records he was turning
bored him. Politics and civic afsiana, where his father, who was
fairs take most of his spare time,
head of the music department at
the U. of Wyoming (now a newshowever. He is a past board member of the Independent
TV." Voters of
paperman), acquired an orange
a board member of the
grove without oranges. One day Illinois,
(Continued
on
page 6h)
while his father was singing from
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1057 FEET HIGH
(2699 Feet Above Sea Level)

4!

beat

LELAND C. ARBUTHNOT to Patch & Curtis Adv., Long Beach, Calif.,
as vice president in charge of marketing.
■.JEAN G. LALONDE appointed radio-TV director of Stewart-BowmanMacpherson Ltd., Toronto.
LEE LAUFER, editor, Industrial News, L. A., to Elwood J. Robinson &
Co., that city, as director of publicity.

0»

STANFORD MEIGS, account executive, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, named
manager of agency's N. Y. office. He replaces DONOUGH PRICE,
resigned.
MARILYN LAND, media director, Yambert-Prochnow Inc., Beverly Hills,
to Vick Knight Inc., Hollywood, in same capacity. ROBERT B. JARVIS,
publicity director, 1952 Red Feather Campaign, L. A., rejoins Vick
Knight as director of creative activity.

fSv.- ■

NEW

GIANT
PLUS

FOR

MORE

POWER

WBEN-TV
and

HAMILTON Adv., Chicago, will merge with REINCKE, MEYER &
FINN, same city, Jan. 1, with headquarters at 520 N. Michigan Ave.,
where RM&F is now located. JOHN J. LAWLER, Hamilton president,
and CLAIRE C. LOVELESS, vice president, worked previously for RF&M.

TOWER

WBEN-FM

LEONARD FORSGREN, account executive, Searcy Adv. Agency, Portland, Ore., elected vice president. Agency has moved to 530 S. W. 10th
St., that city.
WILLIAM DRAGER, Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y., to Morey, Humm &
Johnstone, that city, as director of research.
WALTER W. MEAD, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., to
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, that city, as copy supervisor.
EDWARDS AGENCY and JAMES K. SPEER, both L. A., elected to
membership in Southern California Adv. Agency Assn.
HAYES MacFARLAND, board chairman of MacFarland, Aveyard
& Co., Chicago, elected a director of Hallicrafters Co., same city.

H t^^^B HP WBEN-TV now carries your
HbhI
P^^^^
television sales message
wBP^^
clear and strong to over one million
potential customers never
reached before with Grade A coverage.
This increase makes
WBEN-TV Grade A reception available
to a total of 2,144,000 people
— all concentrated in the high income
areas of Western New York,
Western Pennsylvania, and Southern Ontario.
Check with our representatives
for further facts on the great productive
market served exclusively

SID KAHN, recently separated from U. S. Navy, to Carson-Roberts Inc.,
L. A., as production manager.
LEWIS S. ROSS, formerly vice president, Hosier Adv., Peoria, 111., and
ROBERT L. FLINK, former art director, John H. Wells & Assoc., Chicago, have formed ROSS Adv., Peoria. Mr. Ross will serve as president;
Mr. Flink as vice president.
EDWARD B. SCULL, account executive, Geare-Marston Inc., Phila., to
Gray & Rogers, same city, in contact department.
WILLIAM
director.

WBEN-TV, with
and WBEN-AM.
WBEN-FM
in bycombination
Effective Monday, Nov. 24,
WBEN-TV increased power from 16.2 KW to 50 KWERP.
WBEN-FM increased from 6 KW to 105 KW.
(WBEN-FM carries
WBEN'S regular programs.)

REGA to MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, as radio-TV
TV

ROBERT E. ADAMS, H. M. Dittman Adv., Phila., forms own agency
in that city.
CARTER CORDNER, Lennen & Newell, N. Y., to copy staff, Sherman
& Marquette, same city.
FREDERICK GOLDMAN, copy chief, Adrian Bauer Adv., Phila., promoted to merchandising director.

FM
NBC

BASIC

BUFFALO

WBEN-TV Rep. — HARRINGTON, RIGHTER S PARSONS, INC.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco.
WBEN and WBEN-FM Rep. — HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco.

LEE LAUFER appointed director of publicity department, Elwood J.
Robinson Adv., L. A.
OSCAR E. RUDSTEN, president, Arnold & Co., Boston, forms OSCAR
E. RUDSTEN & Assoc., 262 Washington St., same city.
HARRY
city.

FEIGENBAUM

BROADCASTING

Adv., Phila., relocates at 1922 Spruce St., same
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to remember

No one was more surprised than Thomas A. Edison when in 1877
a cylinder covered with tin foil faithfully repeated words he had
spoken. Many years later, as he listened to a modern recording, he
may well have remembered

those first words. They were simple,

"Mary had a little lamb . . .", but the uproar they created swept
'round the world. They heralded a new day in the world of communications. Few people those days recognized the true scope of
this invention or even what tremendous influences it was destined to
have in almost every industry.
One of the most widespread influences has been in the field of radio.
Edison's discovery paved the way for programming as we know it
today, opening vast new opportunities for popular broadcasting . . .
opportunities that have made possible the progressive policies and rapid
growth of the storer broadcasting

company.

This year storer

stations are celebrating 25 years of broadcasting in the public
interest. This public trust is a responsibility that has been accepted and
firmly maintained for this quarter century. It has built a strong
following in each of the eight markets served by storer stations
. . . stations where wise buyers hear what wise sellers have to say.

STORER

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

WSPD, Toledo, O. • WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. • WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. • WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
WGBS, Miami, Fla. • WJBK, Detroit, Mich. • WSAI, Cincinnati, O. • WSPD-TV, Toledo, O.
WJBK-TV, Detroit, Mich.
•
WAGA-TV, Atlanta, Ga.
•
KEYL-TV, San Antonio, Tex.
NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS:
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, ELdorado 5-2455
•
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

BROADCASTING

•
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feature

WOOPS

!!

Just to catch your eye, Mr. Timebuyer — Here at WRC, we feel
that our sales story is something
more than marks on paper. The
statistics live, breathe and tell
the wonderful success of WRC's
dominant position in this rich,
always-growing market.

rn and large
st jewel
conceT'S
biggest
user ers
of
DETROI
television in that market, according to WJBK that city, is program ing tolate night-early morning radio listeners in addition to
sponsoring concurrent time on television.
Assuring itself of maximum unduplicated coverage in the Detroit
market, Rose Jewelers has inaugurated Symphony Hall, a two-hour
musical broadcast beginning at
11:30 every night on WJBK.
Symphony Hall is aired in direct
competition with heavy video program ing inthe area. The musical
show, according to WJBK General
Sales Manager Harry R. Lipson,
is aired exclusively on that station
while the jewelers firm itself sponsors movies on television beginning at 11:15 p.m.
Rose Jewelers' President Emil
Rose and his associates, according
to Mr. Lipson, inaugurated the
WJBK program after a careful
analysis of the radio market which
indicated a substantial radio tunein at 11:30. WJBK was chosen for
its high listenership and its reputation as a music station, Mr.
Lipson said.
An outstanding feature of the
program is presentation of a complete work without interruption,

of the meek

SELL

PAULsic" —"BUZZ"
BERLIN
—
("Mission
in Mu"Dinner
APPROVING two - hour WJBK
musical show are station's Messrs.
Murphy and Lipson (standing, I
and r) and sponsor's President
Rose.
# * *
according to Mr. Lipson. Musical
selections include classical, semiclassical, pop-concert and theatre
music. Host and commentator on
Symphony Hall is Bob Murphy,
WJBK personality.
The sponsor, a shrewd Detroit
merchandiser who realizes the
importance of radio in producing
sales, added the two-hour musical
show to assure completion of its
local sales picture, Mr. Lipson said.

WRC listening is up — way up.
Some very choice availabilities

A?

strictly

can accomplish for a product.
We've been here a long time,
growing with our audiences.
The latest American Research
Bureau report tells the story.
We'll stand on that!
IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL
YOUR BEST BUY IS
FIRST in WASHINGTON

980 KG • 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Page 18
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music
bined! jockeys comWALTER
Show" —
Sanctum")
N
V I"Joe
as

COL"Spinner
Known
e's
("Jo
Chrysanthemum"
to
a
tremendous following
of both Negroes
and whites, Walt
spins
platters the
in thefinest
jazz,
blues, and be-bop
COLLIE—
—BIFF
"Houston
Hoe("Collie's Corral" —
down")
rated as Billboard'
one of
the top Western

to the listening tastes of the capital city. You see, we know this

WRC

Date") Houston's
Number One — the
most popular radio
personality
ever anto
hit
town — with
audience
greater
than all other
pop

department.

in spots and programs are keyed

market, and we know what we

YOUR PRODUCT!

Mr. COFFIN
. . . radio to sell TV sets

zen
than uphalf-do
THE words more
that make
the title
of Ralston H. Coffin — director
of consumer products advertising
and sales promotion for RCA Vic-

business

tor — take in a lot of territory.
Certainly, Mr. Coffin, who is coordinator of these activities in the
company's consumer products departments, each of which operates
as a separate independent unit,
must
do just that — take in a lot
of territory.
In his advisory capacity, Mr.
Coffin must determine promotion
policy on such varied products and
activities as Victrola phonographs,
radio and television sets, records
and the RCA Service Co.
Radio and television advertising accounts for nearly a third of
RCA Victor's advertising budget.
Thus, Mr. Coffin has some practical experience to support his belief that:
"Radio is the better medium for
the sale of television sets to new
owners. But to trade up present
owners to larger size tubes or different models, where demonstration is vital, television can do a
Radiojob."is used extensively by
better
(Continued on page 102)

jockeystion,intional
naBiff'sthepopularity
sensaand loyalty to his
commercial
ucts makes himprodthe
finest sales vehicle
in the market.
BILL CRAWFORD (News"Dateline Houston") Bill gathers
and reports local,
national, and
world news daily
over K-NUZ. Legman, reporter, editor and writer
Crawford
is second—
to none in Houston!
FOR CONSISTENT SALES RESULTS, PUT
YOUR ALITY
PRODUCT
PROGRAM ON A K-NUZ PERSONCall FORJOE
National Representative
Or DAVE MORRIS,
General Manager
at KEystone 2581
Houston, Texas

HOUSTON'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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Be

on

the

eeline

/

Appliances or automobiles, the way to sell in inland California and
western Nevada is ... on the BEELINE! It's the five-station radio
combination that gives you
THE MOST LISTENERS More than any competitive combination of
local stations . . . more than the 2 leading San Francisco stations and
the 3 leading Los Angeles stations combined.
<bmb state Area Report)
LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND More audience plus favorable Beeline combination rates naturally means lowest cost per thousand
listeners.
(BMB and Standard Rate & Data)
Ask Raymer for the full story on this SVE-billion-dollar marketCalifornia and western Nevada.
cClatchy
Broadcasting
Company
Sacramento, California
Paul H. Raymer, National Representative
KERN
KWG
KOH
KFBK
Reno (NBC)
Bakersfield (CBS)
Sacramento (ABC)
5000 watts, day; 1000
1000 watts 1410 kc
50,000 watts 1530 kc.
watts, night 630 kc.
KFBK-FM
KMJ-FM
Sacramento
Fresno
97.9 megacycles, channel 50
96.9 megacycles, channel 45

BROADCASTING
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COMPLETE

SkftOh
TELECASTING EQUIPMENT

c

c

G

MONT

A

DESTINATION:

COIOMOO

TV

COLORADO,

INC.

All eyes turn to "Lucky Channel 11" as 265,000 people watch
TV become a reality. Du Mont, the leader in successful telecasting "starts" across the country, marks another TV "first" in
Central Colorado.
The nation's newest TV station to throw the "big switch", is
on-the-air. Du Mont is proud to have been selected to give television to the people in this great Colorado area— on schedule!

DU
TELEVISION

TRANSMITTER

DIVISION

Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
1500 Main Avenue, Clifton, N. J.

C

C

C

COLORADO

Serving

COLORADO

SPRINGS

SPRINGS

and PUEBLO

The light manufacturing of Colorado Springs,

Washington

heavy industry of Pueblo, and the agricultural
abundance of the Arkansas Valley,

Arapahoe

create a rich market that
Douglas
gy^^y
or
COLORADO

spells advertising results.
Cheytnrw

From the heights of Cheyenne Mountain
—nearly a mile above the market area

POPULATION*
FAMILIES

channel 11 booms your sales message to 265,000 new
potential customers in the fast growing Colorado market

265,000
75,000

RETAIL SALES
DRUG SALES

$248,288,000

HOME FURNISHINGS$9,564,000
COLORADO

SPRINGS

BLDG. MAT. HDWR.$14,086,000
second

largest retail market in the state.

APPAREL
County

$24,549,000
$11,469,000

EL PASO
Population
75,700
PUEBLO
91,300
ELBERT
CROWLEY
4,600
DOUGLAS
OTERO
3,600
5,300
25,800
LINCOLN
ARAPAHOE
52,700
6,000the
•Estimates based on figures from
'SRDS
Consumer
Markets
Survey
of
1951-1952.
TV COLORADO, INC,
115 East Mill St.
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Mississippi — market place for the rich Arkansas Valley

JAMES D. RUSSELL
President
General Manager
ROBERT D. ELLIS
V. P.
National Sales Manager

NORTH

CAROLINA

IS THE

SOUTH

S

NUMBER

ONE

STATE

North Carolina rates more firsts
in recognized market surveys than
any other Southern state. More
North Carolinians, according to
BMB

study, listen to WPTF

than

to any other station.
north

Carolina's

esman
Sali

umoer

50,000
nbc

affiliate

for

FREE
R. H. MASON,
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GENERAL

raleigh-durham

& PETERS,

MANAGER

watts

& eastern

NATIONAL

•

north

680

kc.

carolina

REPRESENTATIVE

GUS YOUNGSTEADT,

SALES MANAGER
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TOWARD
MEN
ENT
RES
MOVES
developing
inside
National TNCAA was
using "fear" tactics in
Collegiate Athletic Assn. to break
an "unworkable, unmoral and undown the tight football TV moAmerican" monopoly was made
nopoly gathered speed last week as Thursday night in the DuMont TV
behind-scenes talk of damage suits Network program The Author
Meets the Critics. Mr. Ward is
was heard at several points.
author of an article in Sports
The chance that multi-milliondollar suits might be filed served to magazine that gives NCAA a shakemphasize the wide public and in- ing-up because of its plan.
Suppose a college with a strong
dustry resentment of NCAA's
science school made threats to its
tactics in enforcing its so-called
smaller college neighbors to close
monopoly by threats. Several major
down their science departments,
developments in the football area
Mr. Ward suggested in describing
occurred last week, with NCAA's
annual convention in Washington,
the way NCAA's plan operates to
squeeze all but a handful of college
D. C, just three weeks away.
teams out of TV coverage. He reDevelopments included:
called that the Ivy League and Big
# NCAA charged by Arch
10 froze radio out of football three
Ward, Chicago Tribune, with operdecades ago only to have the late
ating "unworkable, unmoral and
Knute Rockne break up the ban by
un-American" monopoly based on
offering Notre Dame football to
radio.
use of "fear" tactics.
# Deceptive use of NORC data
Loss Less in TV Areas
by NCAA charged by C. L. Jordan,
N. W. Ayer & Son executive vice
Mr. Jordan claimed NCAA's represident, who claimed NCAA has
ports prepared by NORC actually
never been able to show TV causes
show that games in TV areas drew
a decline in gate.
# High Notre Dame official 4% fewer persons whereas the loss
in non-TV areas was 10%. He cited
charged NCAA controls "are not specific tables in the study.
in public interest."
Capt. Tom Hamilton, U. of Pitts% Survey by Chicago Heraldburgh athletic director, said NCAA
American showed five midwest colwants to save the game of football
leges "don't need" NCAA's "pro- from TV and preserve athletic
tection."
0 Big
10 'national
Conference
NCAA
to drop
controlurged
for
regional telecasting of football (see
story, page 70).
0 Top Southeastern Conference
SALE
official, Dr. J. H. Miller, U. of WLTV
Florida president, advocated reNEGOTIATIONS for the acquisigional TV schedule.
tion of WLTV (TV) Atlanta by
Grounds for Action
the Crosley Broadcasting Corp. for
Thus far the talk about filing a reported price of $1.5 million
damage suits against NCAA, in- were completed last Friday. It was
expected that the application for
dividual colleges, telecast facilities
and sponsors has not reached the transfer from Broadcasting Inc.
will be filed forthwith with FCC.
point of imminent action. It's
James D. Shouse, chairman of
known, however, that interests
the board of Crosley, and vice
affected by the NCAA monopoly
president of its parent Avco Corp.,
feel they have grounds for damage
was in Atlantia last Thursday and
suits because of what they consider
a conspiracy to freeze them out of Friday for the closing of the contract whereby the capital stock of
football telecasting.
More than one aggrieved college the station, held by 25 prominent
is understood to be seriously con- Atlanta businessmen, would be acquired. The station has been on
sidering legal action.
the air since Oct. 1, 1951, and in its
At this stage none of the groups
is willing to come out in the open.
13th month of operation began
Legal angles of the situation have showing black ink [B«T, Nov. 17].
A joint announcement Friday by
been explored, however, and a
number of attorneys feel NCAA is Messrs. Shouse and Lane said:
highly vulnerable to damage suits.
"The Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
The charge by Arch Ward that announced today that an agreeBROADCASTING
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NCAA
training programs for college stu- emphasis off education, the school's
dents. Capt. Hamilton defended the primary function. This angle is
NCAA policy against criticism by omitted completely in telecasts as
Mr. Ward and Mr. Jordan.
they are now managed, he said,
Theory that TV hurts gate at- explaining that before the NCAA
tendance was ridiculed last week
system went into effect Notre
by Fr. Edmund P. Joyce, CSC,
Dame made its own network agreeexecutive vice president of Notre
ments and arranged for educational
material to be incorporated into the
Dame U. and secretary-treasurer
of Michiana Telecasting Corp., football telecasts. One season, he
Notre Dame subsidiary and appli- said, the school spent more than
cants for commercial uhf Ch. 46.
$50,000 for a single series of TV
He told B*T radio originally had films showing the educational feabeen under criticism because of a
tures of Notre Dame. He reported
belief it hurt the gate at sports
that this sum is all the school reevents. When efforts to ban radio
ceived last fall for the airing of the
Oklahoma contest.
were made, he said, it was shown
conclusively that broadcast coverDr. Miller, who is vice president
age helped schools get increased
of the Southeastern Conference as
well as Florida U. president, said,
stadium attendance. "Television
"The NCAA has eight regions with
may do the same," he added.
Arguing against NCAA controls,
good men in each region. I think it
Fr. Joyce said controls "tend to be would be advisable to let each
restrictive, and they are not in the region handle its own TV program.
public interest." Referring to a The regions are more familiar with
projected scheme of NCAA to the particular problems involved in
share a percentage of television
televising football games in their
receipts with all member schools,
areas. It's a ticklish matter that
the Notre Dame official termed this will require a lot of study but I
suggestion "socialistic" and one
don't think a nationally controlled
which many lawyers think is program by the NCAA is the best
"illegal" and in violation of federal
answer. Maybe the regional method
anti-trust laws.
wouldn't be ideal either, but it
He said control of Notre Dame
(Continued on page 38)
football telecasts has taken the

To

Crosley

for $1.5 Million

ment has been reached with the ent. Crosley also is an applicant
stockholders of Broadcasting Inc., for TV stations in Indianapolis
and Toledo.
owners and operators of television
WLTV is an ABC outlet and
station WLTV, Atlanta, for the
operates on Ch. 8, with effective
purchase of all the outstanding
capital stock of that company,
radiated power of 23.8 kw visual
and 12.5 kw aural. It holds a consubject to approval by the FCC."
struction permit for the maximum
Crosley pointed out Avco already
Ch. 8 power of 316 kw, however,
has a major investment in the
South at Nashville, where it is and is now awaiting CAA clearance
of its new antenna site.
heavily engaged in the manufacRobert E. Dunville, Crosley
ture of appliances, freezers, ranges
etc.
president and general manager,
Crosley now is the operator of . was in Atlanta a fortnight ago to
three television stations and two
inspect the WLTV operations with
broadcasting outlets, as well as
William T. Lane, vice president
several international shortwave sta- and general manager, who placed
tions functioning as part of the the station on the air. Mr. Lane
Voice of America operations. The
left the co-ownership and managerTV stations are WLWT Cincinship of WAGE Syracuse to benati, WLWD Dayton and WLWC
come operating head and minority
stockholder of WLTV. In the
Columbus. The 50 kw WLW operates in Cincinnati, and Crosley also transaction, he is slated to sell his
(Continued on page 36)
owns WINS, New York independ\
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THROWER
QUITS
Hylan Succeeds at CBS-TV
FRED M. THROWER resigned as
vice president in charge of network
sales for CBS Television last week,
effective today (Monday) and is
succeeded by Eastern Sales Manager William H. Hylan.
Both the resignation and the
appointment were announced by
CBS-TV President J. L. Van Volkenburg. It was understood that
policy differences led to Mr.
Thrower's resignation.
Mr. Thrower said his future
plans would be announced later
and that, in the meantime, he
would spend part of his time in
helping Audio - Video Products
Corp. launch its first major entry
into the TV package field. He is a
substantial stockholder and a director of Audio-Video.
President Van Volkenburg said
he accepted the Thrower resignation "with considerable regret." He
asserted :
"The outstanding gains that CBS
Television Network sales have enjoyed during the past year, and
the fact that this network has led
all others in increased gross billing is due to Mr. Thrower's efforts
and leadership in no small measure. Naturally, we all wish him
every success in his new endeavors."
Mr. Thrower joined CBS-TV in
November 1951 after nine years
as a vice president of ABC. Before that, he was with NBC from
1929 to 1942 as an account execu-

Mr. Hylan

Mr. Thrower

tive and as a member of the program department.
Mr. Hylan, the new vice president
in charge of network TV sales, has
been with CBS since 1937 and in
the eastern sales managership for
the past year. For the preceding
six months he had been assistant
sales manager, including service as
head of color TV sales during the
period CBS-TV engaged in commercial colorcasting. He was an
account executive in CBS-TV sales
during the 1948-51 period.
Servel Ad Budget
SERVEL INC., Evansville, Ind.,
has allotted $6 million for its overall 1953 advertising budget to promote a new product line featuring
the "Ice Maker" refrigerator. The
budget will include a radio-television campaign totaling 5,000 spots
in 80 markets. Starting date
would be around mid-March. Hicks
& Greist, New York, is the agency.
Page 24
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ARF ELECTIONS
Schachte Board Chairman
HENRY SCHACHTE, director of
advertising of the Borden Co., was
elected chairman of the board of
the Advertising Research Foundation at an ARF board meeting
Thursday afternoon. He will serve
for one year.
Re-elected for one-year terms
were Frederic Gamble, president'
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, as ARF treasurer,
and Paul West, president of the
Assn. of National Advertisers, as
ARF secretary. Edgar Kobak continues to serve as ARF president,
a board appointment not requiring
annual election.
At an ARF membership meeting
that morning, B. B. Geyer, retiring
board chairman, reported an increase from 89 subscribers a year
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix
"Now, Johnny, you have 15 seconds . . . what's the capital of Colorado?'
Four Agencies
TONI

BUSINESS

TONI CO., division of Gillette, split its $10 to $12 million yearly advertising budget among four Chicago agencies last week after the account
was resigned by Foote, Cone & Belding, same city. [B«T, Split
Dec. 8.]
Weiss & Geller, which formerly handled the Prom home permanent
account, gained the largest chunk *
of business, getting an estimated
Stolzoff, F C & B account executive, will continue as Toni account
$4 million worth in Toni home permanent and Tonette, a companion
supervisors until the switch is
home permanent designed for chil- completed.
dren.
Don Paul Nathanson, W & G vice
NEFF-ROGOW
president and former advertising
manager of Toni, is account superAgency to Terminate Jan. 1
visor on all Toni products.
WILLIAM
ROGOW, president of
Other Account Executives
Neff-Rogow, New York, last week
Account executive on the new
announced the termination of his
products is Eugene Cooper. Prom
agency effective Jan. 1.
home permanent, previously hanMr. Rogow explained that after
dled by Weiss & Geller, has moved
25 years of applying himself to
to Leo Burnett, which now has radio and television he had decidBobbi home permanent. Bobbi,
ed to take a six-month trip to Euwhen the changeover is completed
rope for a rest. He will be accomMarch 1, will go to Tatham-Laird.
panied by Mrs. Rogow.
John Willem, a vice president of
Mr.
Rogow
told Broadcasting
Leo Burnett, is account executive
Telecasting that
he had notified•
for Bobbi.
his clients of his determination to
The executive on Toni products
disband the agency in September.
at Tatham-Laird is James McHe thought that new affiliations
Edwards. That agency continues
would be announced shortly.
White Rain shampoo and Toni
The agency handled the spot
Creme rinse, in addition to the new
radio and television activity of
Bobbi business. Tatham-Laird, as Bond Stores, Melville Shoes, and
well as Price, Robinson & Frank,
Martinson's Coffee.
has tested products in behalf of the
Bond Stores, New York, it was
client.
learned, plans to appoint Biow Co.,
P R & F was named to handle
also New York, as its agency. OffiToni Creme shampoo, formerly
cial announcement probably will be
billed through Foote, Cone & made within a fortnight.
The two other accounts, Thom
Belding. Guy Mercer is the P
McAn Shoes, a division of Melville
R & F account executive.
Shoe Corp., and Joseph Martinson
How They Rank
& Co., effective Jan. 1 have named
Anderson & Cairns, New York, to
Agency rank, in terms of billing:
handle their radio and television
Weiss & Geller, Tatham-Laird, Leo
advertising. Stewart Pierce Brown,
Burnett and Price, Robinson & who joins the agency at that time,
Frank.
will supervise both accounts. Mr.
Leo Rosenberg, vice president of Brown has been with Neff-Rogow
Foote, Cone & Belding, and Jerry
as vice president and timebuyer.

ago
to 163 at income
present, concurrently
with ARF's
subscription
rising from approximately $100,000
to $167,000.
Analyzing the increase by type
of membership, Mr. Geyer noted
that media subscribers had shown
the largest increase, from 13 to 49.
Advertiser members in the past
year have increased from 35 to 52
and agency members from 39 to 60.
The two founder members, AAAA
and ANA, complete the roster. Mr.
Kobak reported that renewals have
come from 90% of those whose subscriptions expired Nov. 1 and from
more than half of the Dec. 1 expirations, with an almost 100%
renewal record anticipated.
Directors
for the coming year were
elected
as follows:
Advertisers members: John S. Aspey
Jr., Black & Decker Mfg. Co.; Lowrey
H. Crites, General Mills; W. B. Potter,
Eastman Kodak Co.; Mr. Schachte; Paul
Smelser, Procter & Gamble Co.; H. M.
Warren, National Carbon Co.; Mr. West.
Messrs. Crites, Smelser, Warren and
West were appointed by ANA in accordance with ARF by-laws which provide for four ANA appointees, including
the
ANA
president, on the ARF
board.
Agency members: Mr. Gamble; Marion HarperEarle
Jr., Ludgin
McCann-Erickson;
Earle Ludgin,
& Co.; Fred
B. Manchee, BBDO; Fergus Mead,
Buchen Co.; Charles Pooler, Benton &
Bowles; W. H. Wulfeck, William Esty
Co. Mr. Geyer, Geyer Adv., as immediate past board chairman, automatically remains on the board for another
year. Messrs. Gamble, Harper, Ludgin
and Manchee were AAAA appointees,
ursder by-law provisions similar to
those
ANA.
Mediafor members:
Paul Montgomery,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.; Adrian
Murphy, CBS Radio; Vernon C. Myers,
Look
magazine;
E. A. Schirmer,
Crow-C.
ell-Collier
Publishing
Co.; John
Stirling, This Week magazine; Frank
White, NBC. One media directorship
was left unfilled at this time to provide
for representation of another type of
media on the board as these memberships increase in number.

ANAHIST Signs
CO., Yonkers, 'Plan'
N. Y.,
Anahist
signed
last week forCBS
participation
in CBSfor Radio's
"Power Shows:
Plan"
shows
three weeks.
FBI in Peace and War, Wed.;
Meet Millie, Thurs. ; and Mr. Keen,
Tracer of Lost Persons, Fri., all at
8-8:30 p.m. First Anahist commercial under the new contract was
aired on the FBI program Wednesday night
few hours set.
after
sponsorship awas definitely
Agency:
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
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Trammell
MIAMI

CH.

7

Key

Man

in Consolidated

Application

BID

A NEW and unique approach to
the problem of the consolidation of
two AM stations applying for TV
was put before the FCC last week.
The WIOB-Miami Daily News
group (Cox) and WQAM-Miami
Herald principals joined forces —
>with Niles Trammell, resigned
chairman of NBC board, holding
the key to control [Closed Circuit,
Dec. 8].
Application is in the name of
Biscayne Television Corp., applying for Miami's Ch. 7.
Mr. Trammell, who is president
and general manager, is practically
the controlling stockholder by virtue of his 15% stockholding. This
carries the balance of power between the 42.5% held by the Cox
Mr. TRAMMELL
Mr. KNIGHT
Mr. COX JR.
group and the 42.5% held by the
. . . Join in Biscayne's application for Ch. 7 in Miami
Knight stockholders.
Corporation was carefully drawn
up with balanced stockholders in eral manager of WIOD, 3.5%;
Lee Hills, executive editor of the be $792,000, and revenue is estiorder to overcome any FCC objecMilton C. Scott, chief engineer of Detroit Free Press, 5%, and C.
mated at $876,000. Affiliation with
tion to the "marriage" of the two
Blake McDowell,
Akron, Ohio, at- NBC-TV and ABC-TV is contemAM broadcasters in the TV field. WIOD, 3.5%, and John L. Fox, an
torney, 5%.
executive of WIOD-Mmmi Daily
plated, the application indicated.
Grade A service was calculated at
The applicants hope the arrangeNews, as a director.
In
addition
to
the
WQAM-AMments— which include a statement
FM and the Miami Herald, and 33 miles from the transmitter site,
In addition to the Miami radioassuring the Commission of the newspaper
and Grade B service 50 miles from
the Detroit Free Press, Mr. Knight
properties, former Ohio
continued "arms length" competiGov. Cox and Mr. Cox Jr., and publishes the Akron (Ohio) Beacon
that point, reaching south to betion of WIOD and WQAM— will
Journal, which owns 45% of
yond Key Largo and north almost
family own WHIO - AM - FM - TV
convince the FCC that there is no
WAKR-AM-FM Akron, holder of to Lake Worth.
Dayton,
Ohio;
WSB-AM-FM-TV
question of duopoly involved.
Total assets of the corporation
a TV grant for Ch. 49 there, and
Atlanta, Ga., and the Dayton News
Two Previous Cases
are $250,000, all paid in by the
the Chicago Daily News, which
and Journal Herald, Atlanta Jour11 stockholders. The applicant
nal and Constitution, and the owns 42% of WIND Chicago.
In two previous cases, the FCC
has
commitments from the Winters
Springfield
(Ohio)
News
and
Sun.
notified the applicants that doubt
The application asks for 316 kw
National
Bank and the First Nawith
the
antenna
at
the
site
of
the
Publisher-broadcaster John S.
existed whether a grant of a TV
tional Bank, both of Akron, for a
channel could be made without a Knight heads the WQAM group as WIOD two-element directional arloan of $500,000 each.
ray in Biscayne Bay. The TV anhearing and "McFarland letters" a vice president and 17.5% stockIn the event of a grant, Biscayne
tenna
will
be
443
ft.
above
average
were sent. They went to Macon
holder in the Miami applicant. Asterrain.
sociated with him is his brother,
proposes to buy the land and buildTelevision Co., applicant in Macon,
ings at the WIOD transmitter
James L. Knight, treasurer and
Station construction will be $1,Ga., for uhf Ch. 47, comprising
site.
It
plans also to construct ad10%
stockholder;
Owen
F.
Uridge,
249,951, the applicant estimated.
WBML and WNEX, and to El-Cor
(Continued on page 60)
general manager of WQAM, 5%;
Television Inc., applicant in Elmira,
First year's operating costs will
N. Y., for uhf Ch. 18, composed of
WELM Elmira and WCLI Corning,
associated with the Corning (N. Y.)
Sarnoff to Absorb Duties
Leader, and WENY Elmira, owned
by the Elmira (N. Y.) Star Gazette
[B«T, Dec. 8].
WITH
THE RESIGNATION of
TRAMMELL'S
POST
manent basis, or only for an in- his status as board chairman, he
Contract with Biscayne Televi- NBC Board Chairman Niles Tramterim
period, was not disclosed.
would have been eligible for apsion gives Mr. Trammell a salary
mell,
Brig.
Gen.
David
Sarnoff
will
He
held
the
post prior to Mr. Tramproximately $33,650 a year startof $25,000 a year, plus $10,000 an- act as board chairman of the net- mell's elevation
to it from the NBC
ing at age 65, according to an RCA
nually for expenses. It also prowork in addition to his duties as presidency in October 1949.
proxy statement issued last March.
vides for one-year's sick leave with chairman of the RCA Board,
Mr. Trammell's resignation was
Mr. Trammell's contract, coverpay.
spokesmen said last week.
ing a 10-year span extending to announced Tuesday morning, to
Mr. Trammell, whose retirement
coincide with the filing of the
One of radio's best known fig- the retirement age of 65, had about
becomes effective Dec. 31 (see sepseven years to run when he re- Miami TV application.
ures,
and
generally
acknowledged
arate story this page), will conIn a formal statement, Gen. Sartinue as a consultant to the net- to be one of its top salesmen, Mr.
signed. Previous Earnings
noff said:
work and RCA. Now 58, he will Trammell resigned effective Dec.
The
network
board
chairman
was
31
to
become
president
of
Biscayne
"It
is with a deep sense of percontinue to participate in the netsonal regret that I acceded to Mr.
work's pension-retirement fund un- Television Corp., Miami TV appli- paid $125,000 last year— $100,000
Trammell's request to relinquish
in salary, and $25,000 as incentive
cant formed by two major news■ til the age of 65. But his entire
paper publishers, James M. Cox compensation. This represented a the chairmanship of the NBC, a
time will be devoted to Biscayne,
post he filled with great distinction
John S. Knight, and as- gain of $25,000 over what he was
except for his availability for gen- Jr., and sociates
(story, this page).
he had done with every other
eral consultation.
paid the preceding year. In addi- as
office he held in the RCA and the
tion,
on
his
behalf
the
company
Terminating
almost
30
years
of
The WIOD group consists of
paid $6,138 into the RCA RetireJames M. Cox Jr., head of the Cox active service to RCA-NBC, Mr.
ment Plan, while he contributed a
Gen. Sarnoff described him as
TrammelPs resignation also cov- like amount.
radio-TV and newspaper properered his position as member of the
"a fine example of the opportunity
ties, who will be a vice president
Board, but he will continue as
Officials said Mr. Trammell, if America affords for self-developand 30.5% stockholder in the Mi- aRCA
consultant to both NBC and the he continues as a consultant to
ment and personal advancement to
ami applicant; J. Leonard Reinsch,
man who wants to work hard,
RCA-NBC until he reaches retire- theNBC."
executive director of the Cox radio- parent corporation.
to serve faithfully, and to make his
Whether Gen. Sarnoff will serve
ment age, will be eligible for beneTV properties, secretary and 5%
(Continued on page 38)
fits under the retirement plan. In
stockholder; James M. LeGate, gen- as NBC board chairman on a perPage 25
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NIELSEN

STUDY

DESPITE growth of television in
the past three years, analysis of a
true cross-section of radio stations
throughout the country shows the
majority have increased circulations since 1949,
Arthur C. Nielsen, president of
A. C. Nielsen Co.,
reported today
(Monday).
This conclusion
is based on the
1952 Nielsen CovMr. Nielsen
erage Reports for
radio and TV,
first nationwide study of radio station and network circulation since
the second BMB survey completed
in 1949, and the first such study
.for TV. The NCS reports stem
from a survey last spring. Subscriber stations now are subscribing individual reports.
Taking a representative group of
96 stations which had not changed
power, frequency or network affiliation since the last BMB study,
Nielsen found an average coverage
increase of 11% daytime and 5%
night. To insure statistical stability and significance, the analysis
was confined to stations with 1949
NIGHT RADIO
Listening Up in TV Cities
EVENING radio listening in TV
homes in the top 18 television cities
went up 17% between October 1951
and October 1952, and the city with
the greatest gain — 37% — was the
one that has "had the most television for the longest time," New
York.
These findings, based on Telepulse sets - in - use figures, were
pointed up by CBS Radio last week
in a second edition of its "Radio in
TV-land" presentation. Copies are
available from the Presentations
Div., CBS Radio.
The booklet notes that over a
three-year period, starting October
1949, evening radio listening in TV
homes in New York increased
107%.
For the 18 cities covered, the
presentation shows October 1951
and October 1952 Telepulse average sets-in-use figures as follows
for the 6-11 p.m. period, Sunday
through Saturday:
Oct. Oct. %
1951 1952 change
New York
12.7 17.4 +37
Los Armeies 14.7 17.3 +18
Chicago
12.9 16.6 +29
Philadelphia 15.9 16.2 + 2
Boston
15.0 14.9 - 1
Detroit
14.2 16.2 +14
Cleveland 13.8 17.4 +26
St. Louis
16.9 17.8 +5
Washington 14.0 15.2 +9
San Francisco 16.9 16.4 — 3
Atlanta
17.1 15.1 -12
Birmingham
18.1
Buffalo
15.5 15.4
15.8 —15
+ 2
Cincinnati 13.7 15.7 +15
Dayton
15.3 15.5 +1
Minneapolis-St.
Paul 21.1
17.5 21.6
17.2 —+22
New Orleans
Seattle
16.5 20.5 +24
WEIGHTED AVERAGE 14.4 16.8 +17%
Page 26
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Radio Group Up Since '49
circulations of 10,000 homes or in a specific market in the course
more.
of a week. They indicate the net
These average figures varied result of the increase in radio
widely among individual stations, homes since 1949, changes in
Mr. Nielsen noted. The 11% aver- power, frequency and programage daytime increase ranged from
ming, the influence of TV and
-48% to +213%. The average
other factors affecting station cov5% nighttime increase varied from
-63% to +112%.
Increases were found among all
types of stations, but were more
erage."RENEWALS
MBS
prevalent among small and medium outlets, while decreases were
Billings Total $11 Million
more noticeable among large stations.
ELEVEN MBS programs totalling nearly $11 million in annual
Influence of TV on radio circulation depends on saturation of TV gross billings have been renewed
in each area, NCS reported. Where on the Mutual network effective
more than 50% of area homes con- Jan. 1, Adolf N. Hult, MBS vice
tained television sets the average
in charge of sales, anradio station showed a coverage president nounced
last week.
loss since 1949 of 4% daytime and
Representing
9 hours and 30
30% night. Conversely, where TV
minutes
of
sponsored
time on Muownershp is below 10%, radio statual, the advertisers signed for 1953
tions showed average increases of
include S. C. Johnson & Son Inc.;
21% daytime and 31% night.
Other pertinent changes from Johns Manville Corp.; P. Lorillard
1949 to 1952 reported by Mr. Niel- Co.; Sterling Drug Inc.; Kellogg
sen are: Increase of 11% in total Co.; Kraft Foods Corp.; American
U. S. radio homes; an average de- Federation of Labor, and State
crease of 11% daytime and 29%
Farm Insurance Co.
night in number of radio stations
listened to by the typical home;
Among"Queen
programs
renewed:
Fair,"
for a Day,"
"Bill "Ladies
Henry
an increase of 5% in the average
and the News," and "Frank Edwards
number of radio and TV stations News," all five days a week; "S. C.
News Reports," six days weektuned in by the typical family over Johnson
ly [B.T,
"Wild two
Bill days,
Hickok,"
days;Dec.Cecil8];Brown,
and
the number of radio stations dialed three
Bobby Benson and Gabriel Heatter,
both weekly programs.
in 1949. (Once-a-week data were
used for both years to compare the
1949 BMB figures and 1952 NCS
findings.)
Flexiclogs Agency
Mr. Nielsen said, "In the face of FLEXICLOGS, New Holstein,
evidence that the over-all levels of
national radio listening are down, Wis. (shoes), has named Phil
these first NCS studies sharply Gordon Agency, Chicago, to handle
emphasize the fact that generali- its advertising. Phil Abrams is
ties cannot be applied to a specific
market or station. NCS reports account executive. Broadcasting
show the total number of different has been used. Media schedules
homes reached by a specific station will be completed in January.
Network
IBC

REPORT

Costs Down,

Magazines

Rising

NIGHTTIME radio today offers advertisers the best buy in the industry's
history — delivery of a multi-million audience at a new low cost-perthousand which has steadily declined in the past three years, while costper-thousand circulation of leading magazines has risen just as steadily —
NBC stated last week in releasing *
Nielsen Coverage Survey figures
ing figures were issued by NBC to
on network radio.
show the 1949-1952 trend of media
All four radio networks show
cost-per-thousand :
RADIO(Evening)
NETWORKS
decreased cost-per-thousand while
leading magazines show increases,
17.5
Per Cent Decrease
according to data presented by NBC
9.3
14.3
9.1
Ruddick C. Lawrence, NBC direc- MBS
CBS
ABC
tor of promotion, planning and development, and Hugh M. Beville
MAGAZINES
Jr., director of research and planPer Cent Increase
ning. NBC uses BMB figures for
Ladies' Home Journal
7.7
1949 and NCS for 1952 for the
Good Housekeeping
8.4
Woman's
Home
Companion
8.9
weekly radio audience, and Audit
Better Homes & Gardens
11.8
Bureau of Circulation figures for Life
14.5
McCall's
16.0
magazines for the first six months
Saturday Evening Post
16.9
of each year. The network comCollier's
24.6
Look
25.4
pares net time cost of a weekly
Sale of 8,335,000 new radio sets
half-hour network program with
so far this year offers further proof
net cost of a black-and-white magazine page run in each issue of radio's vitality, NBC pointed
out.
throughout a full year. The f ollow-

NATIONAL NIELSEN-RATINGS Rating
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
Regular Week October 19-25, 1952
Current
NIELSEN-RATING*
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
EVENING, ONCE-A-WEEK (Average For
All Programs)
(5.3)
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
13.5
2 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 11.2
3 Amos 'n' Andy (CBS)
11.2
4 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS) 11.1
5 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
10.1
6 Great Gildersleeve (NBC) 9.4
7
Bet Your
(NBC) 9.3
8 You
Railroad
Hour Lire
(NBC)
8.6 •
9 Fibber McGee and Molly (NBC) 8.4
10
People Are Funny (CBS) 8.2
EVENING, MULTI-WEEKLY (Average For
All Programs)
(3.4)
1 News of the World (NBC) 6.1
2
Family (NBC) 5.4
5.9
3 One
Club Man's
15 (CBS)
WEEKDAY (Average For All Programs) (4.1)
1 Ma Perkins (CBS)
7.7
2 Guiding Light (CBS)
7.6
3 Our Gal, Sunday (CBS)
7.2
4 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 7.1
5 Big Sister (CBS)
6.8
6 Aunt Jenny (CBS)
6.6
7 Right to Happiness (NBC) 6.6
8 Perry Mason (CBS)
6.4
9 Young Dr. Malone (CBS) 6.4
10 This Is Nora Drake (Toni) (CBS) 6.4
DAY,
SUNDAY (Average For All
Programs)
(2.2)
1 New York Symphony (CBS) 4.2
2 True Detective Mysteries (MBS) 4.0
3 Symphonette (CBS)
3.7
DAY, SATURDAY (Average For All
Programs)
(2.6)
1 Stars Over Hollywood (CBS) 5.1
2 Fun For All (CBS)
4.8
3 Theatre of Today (CBS) 4.7
(*)Homes reached during all or any part
of the program, except for homes listening
only 1 to 5 minutes. For 5-minute programs,
average audience basis is used.
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
CANADA

RATINGS

Top 70 Programs Listed
MORE Canadian programs this
season are among the top 10 evening network programs than ever
before. According to November
national program ratings of Elliott-Haynes Ltd., Toronto, 5 of 10
leading shows are Canadian. The
same percentage applies for the
23 evening network programs covered in the survey.
Leading were American imports,
with Edgar Bergen having rating
of 30, followed by Amos V Andy
28.7; Our Miss Brooks 25.8; Radio
Theatre 24.7; Your Host 18.6 (Canadian) Great
;
Gildersleeve 18.4;
NHL Hockey 18.1 (Canadian) ;
Share the Wealth 17.8 (Canadian) ;
Treasure Trail 17.3 (Canadian),
and Ford Theatre 17.3 (Canadian).
Topping were
daytime
programs16.2;in
November
Ma Perkins
Pepper Young's Family 15.3; Big
Sister 15.3; Happy Gang 14.3 (Canadian), and Life Can Be BeautiLeading
evening French - lanful 13.6.
guage shows were Un Homme et
Son Peche 35.2; Metropole 28.3;
Radio Carabin 26; Tambour Battant 24.1; Chanson de VEscadrille
24.1.
Five high - rated French - language daytime shows were Rue
Principale 31.8; Jeunesse Doree
30.9; Les Joyeux Troubadours
28.3 Je Vous ai Tant Aimee 25.4
and Vies de Femmes 23.3.
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NARTB

Looks

tainly not at this time. It was obto explore the chance of finding a
By J. FRANKSPRE
BEATTY
TV'S
AD
IMPACT
vious, however, that with 117 U. S.
standard AND
of circulation measureTELEVISION broadcasters will
stations on the air and the FCC
ment — a standard that sound
start looking for a uniform plan broadcasters have been, groping for turning out construction permits
to show station and network cir- since the medium was born in 1920.
at a rapid rate there's obviously
culation— a search that has been
Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV
future.
a sales promotion problem in TV's
going on three decades in sound
New Orleans, chairman of the TV
broadcasting.
The board requested President
board, explained the project this
way:
Even as seven radio stations
Fellows "to prepare and propose
a long-range well-integrated plan
One of the most difficult problems
\vere planning a continuing refor a continuing industrywide sales
search project to bring out the sig- facing television, the fastest growing
nificance and impact of radio [B*T,
public service medium, is the selec- promotion of the medium."
President Fellows then told the
tion of a system which reduces to
Sept. 8], the NARTB's Television
standardized form the measurement
directors he would see that the
Board last week was working out
of the medium's circulation.
study is carried out and submit a
details of a study that will cover
Advertisers know of the medium's
report to the next board meeting.
video's spread and impact.
a fact which is demonThis meeting is tentatively set
Having decided to help TV find a selling power,
strated by the tremendous support
around Feb. 1. It will be held
way to discover its strength, the which they have offered. But as we
NARTB directors promptly took
grow, and before the nation is satu- jointly with the Radio Board. One
rated with stations — which may be site now considered is Belleair, Fla.,
another step — a plan to cash in on
where the 1951 winter meeting was
research findings for the benefit of quite some time in the not-too-distant
future — we feel it is necessary to held.
the entire television industry. This
establish basic policies now that will
The sales promotion study will
action looks toward industrywide
meet the needs of the future when
involve consultation with all of the
sales promotion.
competition becomes more intense.
One of these policy problems, of TV networks and many stations
Day and Night Sessions
course, is basic research in circula- throughout the nation, Mr. Fellows
tion. We need such a standardized
said, adding that stations and netThe NARTB Television Board
to demonstrate the value of
works alike have already made conmet Sunday-Monday-Tuesday of program
the medium to new advertisers; and
siderable progress in this field. He
last week at Cat Cay, Florida
of course we need it to properly eval- said the association's effort will be
coastal island. Holding both night
uate our own business enterprises.
directed toward coordinating these
and day sessions, the board took
In the search for such a single system
promotion plans and supplementseveral major steps in addition to of standardized measurement we have
ing them with other proposals for
every intention of profiting fully from
the research and sales promotion
all-industry
selling. Network memthe
experiments
which
have
been
projects. Besides, it reviewed from
bers of the board volunteered _to
made in the general field, both in
a TV standpoint some of the deci- radio and other media.
help carry out the project.
sions reached at the Dec. 3-4 joint
Much votedof
the board's
time was The
deStudy
Immediate
radio-TV board session [B»T, Dec.
to code
consideration.
8]>
President Fellows is getting his only change made in the code itself
The Florida meeting produced
study underway at once. It ap- was minor, originating at the sugpeared at the weekend that the
these developments:
gestion of the National Society for
• Decision to watch attempts to field work would be conducted by the Prevention of Cruelty to Anikeep TV cameras out of public events an outside research firm.
mals. In essence this new language
The research action was taken
and sports contests, with action to be
points out that humane treatment
taken where indicated.
on motion of Campbell Arnoux,
should be given animals in TV pro• TV Code Board to hear religious
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., and sec- gramming.
groups on code operation.
onded by Herbert Akerberg, CBS.
As chairman of the TV Code
• Set of ground rules adopted to
Recognizing that the story of Board, John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
help stations follow code provisions.
Kalamazoo, Mich., reported to the
TV's impact must be told to those
• Code seal redesigned and word- who buy its facilities, the TV di- board on enforcement problems.
ing changed in effort to get public to
rectors felt the time had come to He was flanked by Edward H. Broncomment on programs and advertising. work out a system of industrywide
son, director of television code af• Be-kind-to-animals clause added
sales promotion. Apparently the fairs.
to code.
need for a separate sales agency
In reporting on the religious
• Committee named to study sub- such as radio's Broadcast Adverlanguage of the code, Mr. Fetzer
scription TV.
tising Bureau is not planned — cer- told of the plan to hear the reacIn deciding to throw open the
whole problem of TV research,
with emphasis on circulation, the
NARTB TV directors turned down
a proposal to contribute $10,000
toward a project started by the Advertising Research Foundation.
This cooperative agency was set
up at the instigation of Assn. of
National Advertisers along with
American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies and media. It proposes
to conduct cooperatively financed
studies of the effectiveness of ways
of measuring advertising media,
with much emphasis on television.
The NARTB TV directors, after
rejecting the ARF proposal, decided that NARTB President Harold
E. Fellows should conduct a study
MANAGERS meeting was held Thursday-Friday at Washington headquarters
of Westinghouse Radio Stations Inc. Taking part were (seated, I to r): W. C.
of TV research techniques and reSwartley, WBZ-AM-TV Boston; Joseph E. Baudino, WRS vice president; Carl
port to the board "as soon as feasVandagrift, WOWO Fort Wayne. Standing, Eldon Campbell, WRS general
sible" on any plan the association
staff might develop.
sales manager; Frank Tooke, KYW Philadelphia; L. R. Rawlins, KDKA Pittsburgh.
In essence the Fellows study is
BROADCASTING
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Survey

tions of all religious groups to the
code language recommending
against sale of time to religious
organizations. He recalled that the
National Council of Churches of
Christ had been concerned lest
NARTB's code be changed to drop
the recommendation [B*T, Dec.
1]. The council had felt such a step
might mean that telecasters were
going to stop giving free time to
churches and try to sell more time
to them.
Religious Situation
The religious situation pointed
up the danger of misunderstanding
in the practical operation of the
code. The TV Board was then presented aset of ground rules drawn
up by Chairman Fetzer and Mr.
Bronson. These ground rules were
described as follows:
That the Television Code Board
should deal directly with top station
and network management in the continuing effort to improve the character of television programming and
advertising.
Decisions reached through full Code
Board consideration constitute the
Code Board's policy on such matters
and serve as a guide to everyone
concerned.
The Code Board is not prepared to
preview
advance-may— but the scripts
director oroffilms
code inaffairs
render
informal
and
advisory
opinions.
The director of code affairs is to
handle inquiries from subscribers as
"simply as possible by correspondence
attempt should be made to
or Every
telephone."
give
stations advisory help so they
can
more completely render code decisions.
Continuing contact with code
subscribers — 95 stations at this
writing — is necessary, Mr. Fetzer
said, so they themselves will become expert in interpreting the
letter and spirit of the code. Chairman Fetzer conceded some critics
of the standards are saying the
document is not effective but he
claimed the Code Board members,
who have studied the subject
thoroughly since it went into effect
last March, feel much progress has
been made in elevating industry
standards and eliminating undesirable practices.
"Serious-minded and thoughtful
people in legislative and judicial
bodies and among the general public believe we're on the right track,"
Mr. Fetzer said. "We don't plan to
be diverted from our course by unjust criticism — nor do we plan to
disregard intelligent comment."
Voluntary efforts made by the
networks in code enforcement
brought a tribute from Mr. Fetzer.
He said Mr. Bronson, as director
of TV code affairs, had personally
called on all the networks as well
as numerous stations on behalf of
the code enforcement group.
The proposal to redesign the
seal was approved by the full TV
board. Idea of the new design is to
(Continued on page 105)
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Report This Week
Is Indicated

of NBC radio's
afterCo.,performance
offered
congratulations
MUTUAL
Milwaukee. L to r: Charles
Brewing
Miller
sponsored by are
Nighter,
First
C. Smith, West Coast mgr., Mathisson & Assoc., L. A.; Michael T. Pural,
Sierra Div., Miller Co.; Joseph Ainley (in rear), prog, prod.; Barbara Luddy
and Olan Soule, program stars.

HELPING to celebrate KWKW Pasadena's 10th anniversary are (I to r)
Willard Waterman, star, NBC radio's
program. The Great Gildersleeve;
Claire Hughes, KWKW asst. mgr.,
and William J. Beaton, gen. mgr.
of KWKW.

PLANS for Virgil Pinkley's thriceweekly quarter-hour ABC newscasts
are discussed by (I to r) William
W. R. Peterson, mgr.. Prudential Insurance Co.; Mr. Pinkley ed.-pub.,
Los Angeles Mirror, and Andrew Potter, radio-TV dir.. Calkins & Holden,
Carlock, McClinton & Smith, L. A.

7-UP Bottling Co., Phila., has signed
for 52-week co-sponsorship of Children's Hour on WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia. At lunch following first program are (I to r) H. C. Grigg, pres.,
7-Up, St. Louis; Stan Lee Broza, show
m. c; A. Imbesi, 7-UP, Phila.

CHARLES GLETT (r), CBS v. p. for
network services, Hollywood, explains
"Izenhour" stage lighting control in
new CBS-TV City to Glenhall Taylor
(I), mgr., Hollywood office, N. W.
Ayer & Son, and Wayne Tiss, mgr.,
Hollywood office, BBDO.

COMPLETING contract for commercial sponsorship of series of binaural
sound transmissions are (seated I to r) Harvey E. Sampson, pres., Harvey
Radio Co., and Robert L. Krieger, asst. coml. mgr., WQXR-AM-FM New York;
standing, Roy Neusch, Harvey sis. mgr.; Norman S. McGee, WQXR v. p. for
sales, and James E. Kovach, WQXR sta. mgr.

MORALS
INQUIRY
POSSIBILITY that the House Commerce subcommittee investigating
radio-TV programs for immoral and offensive material might have its
final report ready for release this week was indicated last week by
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the seven-man subcommittee.
*
Subcommittee staff is drawing up and
referred to the radio and TV
a report on mendations
themade basis
of
recomtwo weeks ago,
codes.
In windup sessions two weeks
after the public hearings came to
ago, FCC Chairman Paul A.
a close [B#T, Dec. 8]. Rep. Harris
Walker, who shied from any resaid that a meeting of the subcomquest for censorship powers, was
mittee might be held today (Monasked whether he favored licensing
day) at which time members would
of networks. He replied that he
go over the report for final ap- did. He also declared he was in
favor of the prohibition of hard
Strong belief exists among those
proval.have followed the hearings
liquor advertising on the air, but
who
that the subcommittee will not rec- not beer and light wines. He emphasized that these were personal
ommend legislation to censor broadopinions
and
cast programs.
ommendations. not official FCC recThese same sources believe, however, that the subcommittee will
Klein's View
stress licensees' responsibilities as
Subcommittee member Rep. Arto what goes out on the air from
their stations. This has been a key
thur G. Klein (D-N.Y.) early in
consideration in the hearings which
the hearings expressed the view
that if a listener or viewer did not
began early last June [B*T, June
like what he was hearing or seeing
9].Because of the widespread pub- he could turn his receiver off.
Later, the New York congressman
licity, within the industry as well
reversed
himself [B*T, Sept. 29].
as to the general public, the subIt was Mr. Klein who suggested
committee may indicate that its
probe had a salutary effect, it is to FCC Chairman Walker that all
broadcast stations contribute free
believed. Call for the continuance
of the committee, in some form or time for political candidates during
other, as a "watchdog" group is a campaign. He also urged that
also looked for by those who have
stations be required to maintain a
watched the proceedings.
record of all that goes out over its
transmitter.
'Dry' Witnesses
Great majority of witnesses were
temperance and dry representatives, striving to have liquor, beer
and wine commercials prohibited
from the air.
Next in numbers were industryadvertising appearances. Their recommendations all stressed one
thing: That the subcommittee not
recommend legislation which would
give the FCC the right to censor
programs. Observations from most
of the members of the subcommittee indicated that they, too, were
against censorship.
Although the probe was instituted following House passage of
a resolution to investigate "immoral" and "offensive" radio-TV
programs submitted by Rep. E. C.
Gathings (D-Ark.), complaints
against performers and program
material were least in number.
Effect of crime and horror shows
on children was the basis for the
majority of these charges. Few
specific accusations were levelled
at indecent performances.
Rep. Gathings charged that he
had witnessed a "hootchy-cootchy"
dance on a TV program when he
appeared as the lead-off witness
last June. This was later determined to have been a film of a
Haitian native dance. He was one
of
the very few who alleged indecency.

In addition to Reps. Harris and
Klein, the subcommittee is composed of Democratic Reps. F. Ertel
Carlyle (N. C.) and Homer Thornberry (Tex.), and Republican Reps.
Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.), J. Edgar Chenoweth (Col.) and Harmar
D. Denny Jr. (Pa.).

ANTI-TRUST SUIT
Is Filed Against Decca
AN anti-trust consent judgment
against Decca Records Inc. and
The Decca Record Co. Ltd. of London, England, has been entered in
the Federal District Court in
New York City, Atty. Gen. James
P. McGranery announced last
Wednesday.
The judgment
terminates "restraints" in the manufacture
and
sale of commercial phonograph
records and prohibits each of the
Decca firms from entering into any
agreement with the other, or with
Electric & Musical Industries Ltd.,
the Justice Dept. announcement

said.
The government's complaint was
filed Aug. 3, 1948, naming the two
Decca companies and E&M as coconspirators. Itcharged that they
entered into cartel agreements dividing world markets into territories and limiting the sales of records to those areas.
Subcommittee heard network offiThe judgment involves terms
cials as well as NARTB executives
upon which the two Decca firms
during the course of the hearings.
will lease matrices (from which
All urged that the industry be
pressed in other coungiven a chance to regulate itself records tries)are
to each other or to E&M.
BROADCASTING
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ZWORYKIN
HONOR
AIEE Awards Edison Medal
AMERICAN Institute of Electrical
Engineers last Friday announced
award of its 1952 Edison Medal to
Dr. V. K. Zworykin, pioneer researcher in electronics, who is
vice president and
technical consultant of RCA Labs.
D i v., Princeton,
N. J.
The medal will
be presented to
Dr. Zworykin at
Dr. Zworykin
the opening session of AIEE's five-day winter
General Meeting Jan. 19 at New
York's Hotel Statler, for "outstanding contribution to the concept and design of electronic components and systems."
The award is the latest of many
won by Dr. Zworykin, according to
H. H. Henline, Institute secretary,
who made the announcement. Dr.
Zworykin has been associated with
RCA since 1929.
A pioneer in electronic research
since his pre-World War I undergraduate days at the Petrograd
(Russia) Institute of Technology,
Dr. Zworykin evolved basic principles of the iconoscope television
pickup tube after coming to the
U. S. in 1919, afterward helping
develop the tube for practical pic'ture transmission. He also was a
leader in development of the kinescope video picture tube and did
pioneer work on secondary emission multipliers, image tubes, electronic microscope and industrial
TV systems.
Other honors which have gone
to Dr. Zworykin include the Institute of Radio Engineers' Morris
Liebmann Memorial Prize, Howard N. Potts Medal of the Franklin Institute and AIEE's Lamme
Medal, all for TV work, and the
Poor Richard Club Gold Medal for
Achievement and Chevalier Cross
of the French Legion of Honor.
He is a member of National
Academy of Sciences, American
Academy of Arts and Sciences,
American Philosophical Society,
National Research Council and an
officer of the French Academy of
Science. He is a fellow of AIEE,
IRE, American Physical Society
and American Assn. for the Advancement of Science.

HOWE
BUYS WIRA
After Service With AF
JAMES L. HOWE, who built
WCTC New Brunswick, N. J., after
his release from military service
in World War II, got out last week
after a second hitch and promptly
expanded his radio operations

GOV. HERMAN TALMADGE of Georgia displays a pair of MBS' "Mr. Plus"
red suspenders. Gift was presented by Victor Diehm, president, WAZL
Hazleton, Pa., and vice president, WIDE Biddeford, Me., during the Mutual
Affiliates Regional Meeting in Georgia. At the suspender ceremony (I to r):
William H. Fineshriber Jr., MBS executive vice president; J. Glen Taylor, MBS
board member; Gov. Talmadge; Charles Godwin, director of station relations;
Mr. Diehm, who also is a member of the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee; E. M. Johnson, MBS vice president for station relations and engineering;
Robert Rounsaville, WQXI Atlanta, and Robert A. Schmid, MBS vice president
for advertising, public relations and research.

SRA

NAMES

BLAIR

Assn. Expands
Plans

JOHN BLAIR, board chairman of John Blair & Co., radio station representation firm, and of Blair TV Inc., TV station reresentative, was elected
president of Station Representatives Assn. atvits annual meeting Dec. 10.
Also elected were John E. Pearson, John E. Pearson Co., vice president;
*
J. Young
Adam Adam
course, in the increased volume of
Jr.,
J. of
Young Jr. Inc., business we have enjoyed continusecretary ;
ously for many years. It is also reflected in the heightened activity of
Thomas F. Clark,
which this year, under the able
Thomas F. Clark SRA,
direction of Tom Flanagan and Joe
Co., treasurer,
itself in such projand the following Weed,ects asexpressed
a new spot radio presentation,
directors : Joseph
a new Spot Estimator, about to be
J. Weed, Weed & released, standardization of ID [station identification] requirements for
Co., 1952 SRA
television stations — now universally
Mr. Blair
president;
Rusaccepted — and the Spot Clinics. It is
sell Woodward,
gratifying to note that, while we are
Free & Peters; Joseph Timlin, vigorously
competitive with other
Branham Co.
media, a substantial number of association projects are in the nature of
SRA adopted an increased budget and dues schedule for the new
direct service to the industry, espethe agencies. We expect to
year and voted for increased per- continueciallythis
kind of activity.
sonnel at the association office,
Now that total national spot radio
which Thomas F. Flanagan will
passed total network revcontinue to head as managing di- volumeenue, ithas
is obvious that more and more
rector.
advertisers have become aware that
Mr. Weed, in his annual report,
radio is the only truly national merecommended that the spot radio
dium— the only medium which reaches
virtually the entire population. As
and TV clinics held by the association not only be continued but the freeze slowly lifts, the same becomes true of the sister broadcast
expanded on a regional or national
medium, television, market by market.
scale. The directors authorized
The use of spot radio and spot telepreparation of a new presentation,
vision is a challenge to the agency —
"How to Use Spot Radio," for use ■ they require the utmost care and
early in 1953. In addition to the judgment in their use. But because
At His Word
annual SRA Spot Radio Estimator,
they are the only truly national media
which can be tailored to the exact
the group also decided to publish
JIM MORGAN, radio-TV dia new directory of members and
merchandising and distribution patrector for Raymond R. Morthe stations they represent for the
tern of any advertiser, agencies which
gan Co., Hollywood, on Don
use of advertisers and agencies.
are fundamentally interested in getLee Queen for a Day and
ting results for their clients are makLucky U Ranch, also writes
Other Standards
ing the investment in time and study
the daily "Unofficial Weather
Success of the organization's ef- which the media require.
Report" News.
in theInHollywood
forts in developing a standard TV
Citizen
a recent
station identification formula has
dispatch he suggested that
encouraged SRA to work on other
dispositions might improve
New Panel Show
standards, which will be announced
with sunny days, and bosses
shortly, Mr. Weed said.
SERUTAN CO., Newark, will
might be receptive to being
Assuming office Mr. Blair said:
sponsor 'a new panel show, Wishit for raises. The following
day, his entire staff, faithful
I am delighted at this new oppordom of 'the Ages, on DuMont TV
tunity to be of service to our industry. Network, Tues., 9:30-10 p.m. EST,
readers of his column, asked
starting Jan. 6 for 52 weeks.
The increasing vigor of those engaged
for raises.
in the national spot field is reflected, Agency is Ed Kletter Assoc., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
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Major Howe, president and maagain.
jority owner of WCTC, signed
Monday for the acquisition of
WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla., from
Douglas Silvers and 0. L. Peacock
for $62,450, subject to FCC approval. The application to the Commis ion isbeing prepared for filing
within a fortnight by John H.
Midlen, Washington radio attorney.
Purchase of WIRA, a 250 w outlet on 1400 kc, is being made in
the name of Chanticleer Broadcasting Co., licensee of WCTC. Mr.
Howe owns 51% of the stock. The
rest is held by a number of businessmen in the New Brunswick
area.
Mr. Howe plans to supervise the
WIRA operations under the new
ownership, at least at the outset,
but said he contemplated no
changes in personnel.
Before he was called back into
the Air Force in March 1951, Mr.
Howe took an active role in New
Jersey radio affairs. He helped to
organize, and was the first president of, the New Jersey Broadcasters Assn. He also was instrumental in the formation of the
original New Jersey Network,
which became the Civil Defense
Network of the state.
NBC-TV at Bowls
NBC-TV announced Thursday it
will present the Pro Bowl football
game from Los Angeles Jan. 10,
4:15-7 p.m. EST and the Poinsettia Bowl (all-service championship) from San Diego next Saturday,
NBC-TV
also will2:30-5:30
cover p.m.
the EST.
Rose Bowl
and
Day.
Cotton Bowl games on New Year's

BILL ROBINSON (I), vice president in
charge of programming for WLW Cincinnati, and Norm Cash (r), WLW
general sales manager, look at Krazy
Kwilt recording held by Walter Phillips, WLW disc jockey. Krazy Kwilt
is a new WLW show based on patter
between Mr. Phillips and excerpts
from recorded commercials.
December 15, 1952
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KOREAN BREAK
NBC Denies Violation
NBC news executives denied last
week that they had violated an
agreement among the various networks to delay the use of the pool
report on Gen. Eisenhower's Korean trip in event the news broke
at a time when regular networking facilities were not available.
NBC scored at least an hour's
beat over its rivals on the 7 a.m.
newsbreak because it had ordered
standby facilities from AT&T covering the period from 7 a.m. until
normal network opening time an
hour later. Other networks did
not have network lines available
until their regular opening hours.
CBS Radio news executives protested that the networks had
agreed in advance to hold up the
pool report, by Everett Holies of
Mutual, in such case [B»T, Dec. 8].
NBC authorities denied there
had been any agreement to delay
use of the pool broadcast. They
cited a letter from Milton Burgh,
MBS news director, summarizing
arrangements made at a meeting
of representatives of the various
networks to work out pool operations. On timing the letter said:
"It is our endeavor to have report
come on even one-half or onequarter-hour periods. Preferred
times are 10 a.m. EST or 4:30 p.m.
EST."
The fact that 10 a.m. was a

«7,

CS
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IKE S SECURITY
Radio-TV Helped Preserve
RADIO-TV and other media have
been commended by Secretary of ;j
Defense Robert Lovett for "selfrestraint and help in observing i
precautionary measures" imposed
during President-elect Dwight Eisenhower's Korean trip.
In a statement Dec. 5, Secretary j
Lovett thanked radio, television, , 1
press and newsreels in the United |
States for their assistance in preserving the news blackout of the i
General's tour. "We feel that the
public should be aware of the help
rendered us in response to our Nov.
20 request for cooperation," he
added.
The Defense Secretary referred
to the Defense Dept. request which
preceded selection of newsmen to
accompany Gen. Eisenhower. Original pool excluded radio and television newsmen but was broadened
24].
to include them after a concerted
industry protest [B«T, Dec. 1, Nov.

EXPANSION during the past year at WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati led to
several changes. Among those involved were (I to r) Wilford H. Kennedy,
promoted to chief engineer for WKRC-AM-FM; George Wilson, who becomes
director of engineering with full technical supervision, and Hugh J. LaCrosse,
promoted to WKRC-TV chief engineer.
times — and Mutual withheld use
on the air at 5:30 p.m. on Dec. 7.
DuMont TV Network claimed a
of the pool broadcast itself until
10 a.m., although Mr. Holies is an 45-minute beat on use of the pool
MBS newsman — stations individu- films, which it put on the air at
4 :45 p.m. Dec. 7.
MBS' Everett Holies represented
ally flashed the news of Gen. Eisenradio, and NBC cameraman Julius
hower's trip shortly after the 7
Zenier, TV, on the trip, filing
a.m. break, based on wire service
NEW
WBZ
POSTS
their reports after the blackout was
reports.
Fact that films of the trip, made
Go to Ha user, Duf field removed. Pictorial report on the
by a newsreel cameraman also as- NEW administrative posts at General's trip was aired on network
signed to represent TV, were not
programs,
including
CBS-TV's
delivered until Dec. 7, two days WBZ-AM-TV Boston will be filled See
It Now and
NBC-TV's
Today
after the story broke, prompted by two long-service Westinghouse
and others.
Radio
Stations
men,
W.
C.
Swartspeculation among TV authorities
Meanwhile, Korea pool media
ley, station manager, announced
that delivery had been deliberately last
representatives accompanied Gen.
week.
delayed.
Eisenhower to Guam and Pearl
"preferred" time did not mean the
Named as WBZ-AM-TV assist- Harbor
last week. Discussions and
report had to be held until then,
NBC-TV got its own films, made
ant
manager
is
Willard
H.
Hauser,
NBC authorities maintained.
decisions on U. S. foreign policy
by its cameraman, Jules Zenier,
engineer of the staEven though the others could not and flown back by NBC Presiden- formerlytions,chief
taken by the President-elect and
who will take over broad
put the Holies report on their nettial Reporter Frank Bourgholtzer administrative responsibilities for his advisers were blacked out at
works until their normal opening
on a special round-trip mission, both radio and video operations, in- the source, however, with newsmen
unable to report any details.
cluding technical duties, Mr. Swartley said.
Robert G. Duffield, KDKA PittsPRINCETON-WNBT JOINT STUDY
burgh manager, will be shifted to CENSORSHIP
Educational TV Problems and Potential To Be Explored
WBZ-TV next Monday as televiServices Give Korean Policy
sion film and traffic manager, headFIELD censorship in Korea will
ing a new department which conJOINT project by Princeton U. terial are, and what the objectives
solidates all station film and TV
be vested with public information
and WNBT (TV)- New York de- of Princeton-WNBT cooperation
offices of the Army, Navy and Air
traffic operations.
signed to explore the problems and should be.
Mr. Hauser, who has been with
Force rather than intelligence offipotentials of educational television
Mr. Cott outlined the following Westinghouse 24 years and who
cers of the various services, it was
was announced for release today phases of the project: (1) Mutual
announced
last Thursday.
has
been
WBZ
chief
engineer
since
(Monday) by President Harold W. education of university and network
October
1943,
has
been
assigned
The services said liberalized proDodds of Princeton and Ted Cott, representatives in the common
additional duties from time to time
cedures for field censorship on news
NBC vice president and general
problem; (2) research into what
in combat zones will assure prompt
since opening of the WBZ radiomanager of WNBC-WNBT.
has been done on commercial and TV center in June 1948, Mr. Swartrelease of information. News will
The first step, according to Mr.
be censored "for security only," not
Cott, will be a survey of the field educational channels; (3) experi- ley said.
mentation with actual programs
for policy, it was explained.
Mr. Duffield's service with Westby Princeton faculty members with
inghouse radio dates back to 1928.
The new regulations were reWNBT placing its staff and facili- and (4) provision for use of lessons
After serving in World War II
garded as a victory for critical
ties at the university's disposal. learned, in whatever form seems
as a Signal Corps lieutenant col- newspaper editors who sought more
Appointed to the survey team, feasible, from publication to proonel, he was manager of WOWO
rapid handling of the news. What
under a special WNBT grant, are
gram production.
Fort Wayne, Ind., until July 1951,
effect they would have on radio-TV
Assistant Prof. Thomas Riggs Jr.
MutuaT Problem
when he was named KDKA mancorrespondents in Korea or when
of the Dept. of English and assistPresident
Dodds
commented
that
they would become effective were
ant Prof. Richard Harbinger of
ager.
not immediately known. It was bethe "problem of education and telethe Dept. of Air Science. Assigned
lieved the policy would benefit
vision is also one of the mutual
to work with the faculty men is
broadcast media, which emphasize
education of both broadcasters and
Richard Pack, director of programs
speed in transmission.
and operations for WNBC-WNBT.
educators."
The authority of field press cenRemarking that experimentation
Mr. Cott said the survey specisors, who will be trained in applyfically seeks to learn how television
is as much in place in a studio as
ing the new regulations during
can best serve the modern univer- in a scientific laboratory, Mr. Cott
maneuvers next year, "will not be
sity, how Princeton can make the declared that the results of the
used to prevent the transmission
most effective use of TV, what the Princeton project should be of inof news upon the ground of anticbest TV formats and techniques
ipated adverse reaction by the
terest and importance to the community and the nation.
for presentation of educational maMr. Hauser
Mr. Duffield
American public," it was said.
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Like

brandy

goes

More listeners-per-dollar and W-I-T-H go together just like
brandy goes with cigars! It's a natural combination!
Baltimore retailers know all about this. That's why
W-I-T-H carries the advertising of twice as many of them as
any station in town!
These more listeners-per-dollar that W-I-T-H delivers mean
low cost results! That's what you want from radio, isn't it?
Let W-I-T-H produce for you too — at low, LOW cost!
Your Forjoe man will give you the whole story.
BROADCASTING
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BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, PRESIDENT

•

REPRESENTED BY FORJOE & COMPANY
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Of Possible Action
On False Radiations

FCC WARNS
VEILED warning that FCC may be forced to take action unless the
radio-TV manufacturing industry puts its house in order and acts to
suppress spurious radiations from transmitters and receivers, was implied
by the Commission in a letter last week to the Joint Technical Advisory
★■
Committee.
to radio broadcasting, communication
The letter requested that JTAC
and navigation services.
study the problem of limiting spuri2. Review the technical problem of
ous radiations from transmitters
reducing
radiation
various devicesspurious
to determine
the from
feasibility
and receivers. It called attention to
of the suppression measures necessary
to
accomplishunder
the radiation
the newly-published JTAC report
determined
Item 1. limitations
on radio spectrum conservation.
3.
Review
the
problem
of instrumenFear that uncorrected interfertation necessary to effectuate a national
program
of
the
control
of spurious
ence from transmitters and receivradiation. The study should consider
ers might jeopardize the TV table
the practical
problems
of
quality
trol measurements for the factory conand
of allocations of uhf channels also
simple tests which can be applied in
was expressed.
the field to completed installations.
4. Study the procedures and organizational activity in this field to deter"Since the entire uhf plan was
mine whether additional effort is
based upon the assumption that
required
to efforts.
coordinate interference resuch standards [41.25 mc receiver
duction
5. Determine any needed action to
intermediate frequency] would be
coordinate the external performance of
adhered to, this apparent lack of receivers
with the
engineering of servstandardization casts doubt on the
ice and station
allocations.
continuing
validity of the plan,"
the
FCC wrote.
JTAC is scheduled to meet Dec.
18 at which time the subject of the
FCC's
request
will be taken will
up. be
It
is believed
a subcommittee
appointed on the radiation problem.
Problem of interference from
spurious radiations from transmitters and receivers has become
more acute in recent years, the
Commission said.
In TV, the problem has become
critical, the Commission said, because the harmonics from transmitters fall in the wavelengths used
by aviation communications and
navigational facilities.
Current TV transmitters, which
use only a 30 db suppression, are
"clearly not sufficient to achieve
adequate harmonic suppression,"
the FCC said. It referred to its rulemaking proposal several weeks ago
to require TV transmitters to have
a 60 db suppression [B«T, Dec. 1].
FCC Not Satisfied
The Commission said it was not
satisfied "that the rate of industry
progress [referring to suppression
of receiver emissions] is consistent
with the seriousness and urgency
of the problem." It referred to its
letter last September to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. on the problem
[B»T, Sept. 29].
The September letter to RTMA
was answered by Glen McDaniel,
then president of the manfacturers' trade association, who told
the Commission that RTMA Committee R-15 was working on the
problem and hoped to submit findings to the Commission in the near
future.
For the last few years the Commission has had outstanding a proposal that would require all devices
that are not technically transmitters to curb radiations to 15
uv/m at 100 feet.
Specific request to JTAC was
contained in the following list of
topics recommended for study:
1. The limits which should be established for radiations, which are incidental to the operation of equipment
and which do not fall within allocated
frequency bands, to assure safe and
reasonable protection from interference
Page 32
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OBSERVANCE of the 27th anniversary of Grand O/e Opry at WSM Nashville,
Tenn. drew agency and station executives, and more than 100 rural disc
jockeys. Enjoying cocktail party festivities which preceded dinner, are (I to r):
Max Wylie, William Esty Co., New York; Minnie Pearl, Opry entertainer,
WSM; Jack Stapp, WSM program director; Judge Hay, originator of Grand
O/e Opry; Uncle Ollie Hamilton, WJZM Clarksville, Tenn.; Eddie Birnbreyer,
William Esty. Special section of 100 seats was set off for visiting guests who
mingled with show's personalities after anniversary program. WSM reports
program was so successful it plans to hold an annual observance.

'FREE ENTERPRISE TRAIN'
Would Exhibit- Progress, Products of Industries
ADVERTISING executive J. Carson Brantley's dream of "Free Ento reality.terprise Train" is well on the way
Mr. 'Brantley,
head of the Salisbury, N: C, advertising firm
bearing 'his name
and advertising
director! of Stanback Co., has completed details
after two years
labor.
"Free EnterMr. Brantley
prise Train,"will
as
envisioned by Mr. Brantley,
tell the story of free enterprise in
the U. S. through a series of exhibits aboard a special train.
Mr. Brantley has been in the advertising field a quarter century.
His agency has been credited with
being one of the first to adopt radio as a major medium and he has
been credited with having pioneered
the dramatized radio commercial.
His accounts have included such
major advertisers as R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co. and at one time his
placements exceeded 500 broadcasts daily the year round.
Major industry leaders have
been invited to purchase a minimum of a half car for participation.
Each half car of exhibition space
will cost the participating company $75,000.
The train is to exhibit at 83
cities in 36 states, beginning in
Washington, D. C, around next
May 1. It will tour four months,
with one to three days exhibition
time at each stop, according to
population.
Mr. Brantley plans exhibits by
22 major industries on 11 cars, with
participation limited to industries
of national prestige. Exhibition
theme would show continuity of
progress from the founding of each
firm to its current operation and

its product.
In a brochure sent to prospective
exhibitors, Mr. Brantley explained,
"Your exhibit should be a revealing and inspiring panorama of the
birth, progress and present-day operation of your company, culminating in a striking display of your
product
or products."
Prospective
exhibitors are advised
they
can
design',
build and
install their exhibits
or assign
any
part of the operation to the display
contractor for the train.
Three cars (six half -car exhibits) are to be devoted to the
general theme, "This Is America."
In addition to the 22 industry exhibits, this general theme would be
carried out in other half-car exhib ts :
Democracy and industry at work;
religion and the American way of
life; education and advancement
of truth in a free world ; labor in
a democracy — progress since 1900
— statistics; the farmer in a democratic agriculture, and science and
advancement of human welfare.
Advance units would contact
mayors, ministers, educators, civic
clubs, newspapers and radio and
television stations, Mr. Brantley
noted. The "Free Enterprise
Train" publicity organization —
aboard the train — is to plan and
direct national and local publicity.
Payment of the $75,000 is contingent on participation by at least
18 exhibitors.
Mr. Brantley, now 49, began his
own agency in 1928. His was one
of the first agencies to realize radio's worth. A Boston station reportedly gave his agency credit as
the first to air dramatized commercials. At one time the agency's
radio placements exceeded 500
broadcasts daily the year around
[B*T, April 28, 1941].
Further details about "Free Enterprise Train" may be obtained
from Mr. Brantley, Salisbury, N. C.

WBT SHIFTS
Sales Staff Is Reorganized
WALLACE J. JORGENSON has
been named national sales manager
of WBT WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N. C, it was announced last week.
Mr. Jorgenson
formerly was
WBTV
general
sales manager.
Other changes
announced were
the elevation of
Bennett
McK i n n o nK.from
WBT local sales
manager to Carolinas sales manager, and Paul B.
Marion, formerly WBTV sales representative, to WBTV Carolinas
sales manager.
All three sales managers will
work directly under J. R. Covington, assistant vice president in
charge of sales and promotion. All
appointments are effective Jan. 1.
Shifts result from the resignation of Keith S. Byerly, WBT general sales manager, who accepted
a post as manager of the Atlanta
office of the Katz Agency.
Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice president and general
manager, Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co., licensee of the
stations, commented:
"We have accepted Mr. Byerly's
resignation with genuine regret.
He has contributed substantially to
the sales progress of our station
for over six years. He carried with
him to his new position our sincere
thanks and best wishes."
Mr. Jorgenson

Mr. Marion Mr. McKinnon
BROADCASTING
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"OPERATION

CREATES

NATIONAL
One of the most successful sales and
prestige building promotions we've experienced this year, reports E. J. Chaplicki, Chicago Branch Manager, National
Tea Co.

MIDWEST
Although the general trend of retail
sales, locally, was below normal, our
sales rose nearly 8% due, largely, to this
promotion, says Stanley M. Dunin, Merchandising Manager, Midwest Grocery
Co.

GROCER

SALES.

.

CENTRELLA
Sales of WLS advertised products showed
increases of 20% to 167% during the sale
. . . and up to 50% increase since the sale,
according to H. G. Jasker, Vice President,
Central Grocers Cooperative, Inc.

PROGRESSIVE
It is with a great deal of pleasure that I am
able to report an increase of 8V2% in the
movement of WLS advertised products during our tie-in promotion, writes J. R.
Hulbert, Merchandising Manager of Progressive Food Stores, Inc.

Step up the sales of your grocery-sold product in the great Chicago market by
making it a part of the time-tested, result-proven, OPERATION GROCER
Merchandising-Advertising Plan. The above are typical accomplishments . . .
many report far greater sales increases from their participation in OPERATION
GROCER. Your John Blair man can supply all the facts . . . facts you should have
if you're interested in increasing your sales in the nation's second largest market.
Write, 'phone or wire today for complete information!
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WLTV

Sold to Crosley for $1.5 Million
(Continued from page 23)

stock to Crosley, but may continue
as general manager and operating
head.
In his announcement, Mr. Shouse
expressed hope that the present
management and operating personnel of WLTV will stay with the
station. The reputation of Crosley
for operating outstanding TV and
radio properties was praised by
Mr. Lane, who said that under the
new ownership WLTV would be a
top-notch facility and perform
mavimum service in the public interest.
WLTV was Atlanta's third TV
station. The others are WSB-TV,
owned by the Atlanta Newspapers
Inc., now on Ch. 2, and WAGA-TV,
owned by Storer Broadcasting Co.,
assigned to Ch. 5.
WLTV was acquired by Broadcasting Inc., from the Atlanta
Newspaper Inc., following consolidation of the Journal and the Constitution in 1951. The Journal had
operated WSB and WSB-TV, while
the Constitution had held the construction permit for WCON-TV.
Because of the duopoly regulations,
one of the AM stations and one of
the TV permits had to be disposed
of. WCON-AM was discontinued,
while WSB-TV took over the Ch.
2 assignment of WCON-TV, and
the equipment for the Ch. 8 assign-

ment was sold to Broadcasting Inc.
This transaction, closed in March,
1951, covered transmitter, building
and land as well as FM equipment.
It involved an initial $525,000 outlay but Broadcasting Inc. is now
reported as having in excess of
$1,250,000 in the property.
There have been periodic reports
that WLTV was for sale. Last summer it was learned that Westinghouse Stations Inc., had tacitly
agreed to purchase the property for
approximately the same figure —
$1,400,000. It was then estimated
that another half-million to $600,
000 would be entailed in bringing
the station to maximum permissible
power of 316 kw, which would involve a new transmitter location,
new transmitter and tower. At that
time, however, the station was losing money.
The Atlanta group in Broadcasting Inc. is headed by Walter C.
Sturdivant, president, owner of
the Montgomery Knitting Mills of
Summerville, Ga. Other major
stockholders, in addition to General Manager Lane, include Clement
C. Evans, Alfred Kennedy Jr.,
Harris Robertson and Arthur
Montgomery. The station was the
108th to go on the air and the last
of the "pre-freeze" operations.

SUBSCRIPTION

TV

Faught Sees in One Year
BELIEF subscription TV will receive FCC approval within a year
and will be available to home
viewers within three years was expressed last Monday by Dr. Millard
C. Faught, head of his own New
York
tants. firm of management consulIn a talk to the Electric Club of
Los Angeles, Dr. Faught claimed
"the dollar signs in TV's economics
will never stop chasing their tails
until TV gets its own box office."
Dr. Faught said tremendous
marketing potentials of video will
not be realized until such time and
"everybody who has anything to
do with television, from sponsor to
viewer," will be better off.
"It will make more video stations
economically possible by giving all
stations, big and small, an added
source of revenue," he said. "Culture commodities — such as spectator sports, opera, Broadway plays
and education — will be merchandisable via television, giving more
people more reasons to buy and use
Dr. Faught said the advertiser
will
not lose his audience under
TV sets."
such a system, because family
entertainment budget limitations
"would still keep the average set
available to the sponsor at least
90% of the time."

Shades of CBS-TV
THE COLOR in televisionblack - and - white television,
that is— is gray, CBS-TV has
decided. The network reported last week that, for monochrome TV, gray has been
found to be "such a handy,
functional color" that sets
for virtually all CBS -TV
shows, particularly dramatic
productions, will be done in
different shades of gray.
Other able"
colors
"unpredict-to
on TV,areaccording
Carlton Winckler, production
manager
CBS-TV's operationsofdepartment.
DuMont's Tele-Centre
PROGRAM, engineering, teletranscription and film syndication departments of the DuMont Television Network will occupy new
quarters
the East
network's
Centre atat 205
67th new
St., TeleNew
York, effective today (Monday).
Transfer of office equipment from
the main DuMont network offices
at 515 Madison Ave. was to be
completed over the weekend. TeleCentre [B«T, Nov. 24] eventually
will become the main source of
programming for the network,
starting in January when the first
of the building's five studios is expected to be ready for telecasting.

the New York station
where listeners listen
and sponsors sell . . . key
station of MUTUAL
Broadcasting System
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CENSUS
HOMES
RADIO
NUMBER of radio homes in but TV circulation is based on
Indiana, North Carolina, District April 1950, when fewer than 5
million TV receivers had been
of Columbia, State of Washington
and Minnesota is shown in official manufactured and stations were
figures just released by the U. S. just coming on the air in most
Census Bureau. Figures show the areas. Present TV circulation for
official tabulation of radio homes
the nation as a whole is nearing 20
as determined by the 1950 de- million sets.
cennial census.
Official census data for the
states follow:
Television homes also are shown
STATISTICS in adjacent tables are extracted from final reports of the
1950 Census of Housing, Series H-A, No. 14 for Indiana, 33 for North
Carolina, 9 for D. C, 47 for State of Washington and 23 for Minnesota,
will be available in about six weeks from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C, at 55, 65, 25, 40 and 50 cents per copy,
respectively.
Statistics on distribution of the population in the states are presented
in final reports of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, No. 14,
33, 9, 47 and 23, now available from the Superintendent of Documents
at 20, 20, 15, 30 and 25 cents: a copy, respectively. Descriptions and maps
of "urbanized areas" are presented in these reports.
Statistics on characteristics of the population in the states are presented in final reports of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-B,
No. 14, 33, 9, 47 and 23 available^ from the Superintendent of Documents,
at 60, 65, 25, 45 and 55 cents per copy, respectively. Descriptions of
Standard Metropolitan Areas, if any, are presented in these reports.
A Standard Metropolitan Area is generally described as a county or
group of contiguous counties with at least one city of 50,000 or more.
In New England, it is defined on a town or city rather than county basis.
An urbanized area contains at least one city of 50,000 or more and
includes surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated
areas.

D C ' Wqsh-

lnd' N-c-

Listed

Minn-

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— INDIANA
RADIO
TELEVISION
With TV
With Radio
1950
c
Area

RADIO AND TELEVISION— 1950 U. S CENSUS OF HOUSING— INDIANA
826 604
The State 3,934,224 1,168,916 1,156,170
1 152 170 75 180
1,114,485 96.4
S.M.A.
Evansville 160,422
47,140
96.0
47,045
Fort Wayne 183,722
47,597
98.3 31,356
45,255 97.5
54,785 160,835
515
39,150
Indianapolis 551,777
54,818 165,015
53,845 98.2 120,282
167,571
164,335
54,685
Muncie 90,252
97.4
27,110
320
27,308
26,395
27,105
1
9,877
South Bend 205,058
59,230
40,180
58,800 13,515
57,845
58,890
Terre Haute 105,160
245
33,195
33,135
31,625 95.3 25,651
33,510
805
URBANIZED AREAS
Evansville 137,573
95.9
*
41,325
41,786
2,855
Fort Wayne 140,314
43,006
153,812
41,220
42,415 98.8
365
151,315
97.4
42,930
*
Indianapolis 502,375
39,630
42,835
147,390
*
South Bend 168,165
150,685
260
98.4
49,007
48,815
*
Terre Haute 78,028
48,010
48,735 12,150
25,733
24,260 95.2
25,405
25,470
URBAN PLACES
Anderson
14.605 97.8
14,895
155
Bedford
46,820
15,164
14,930
2,075
96.2 11,376
12,562
55
Bloomington
95.7
C'nn'rsville 28,163
365
3,233
100
Columbus
4,027
96.2
685
4,030
96.9
5,094
6,941
6,940
4,015
3,875
Cr'wf dsville 18,370
5,730
4,715
5,510
15,550
4,435 96.2
6,645
6,875
East Chicago 54,263
5,756
12,851
3,268
130
14,300
5,715
97.3
275
14,478
96.6
12,072
4,595
4,610
4,020
Elkhart
520
4,066
98.5
3,399
14,235
13,815
Elwood
11,355
35,646
11,260
11,095
3,895
4,005
11,230
50
3,066
9,216
11,362
Evansville
38,960
37,380
3,285 97.0
3,390
3,477
Gary
Fort Wayne 128,636
230
95.9 24,293
39,403
195
98.8 31,046
345
3,375
38,870
40,825
133,607
Frankfort
41,000
40,415 97.4
3,335
40,920
130
97.4
15,028
36,780
2,911
37,323
133,911
35,965
4,825
36,930
Goshen
27,177
13,003
3,699
4,904
4,700 99.0
Hammond
97.6
25,060
4,845
24,950
25,230
3,980 8,870
3,985
3,880
24,465
17,402
87,594
Hobart
3,229
4,074
4.850 8,12140
10,244
Huntington 15,079
97.7
102,322
129,520
97.2
125,930
128,895
Indianapolis 427,173 131,746
3,050
2,960
2,930
1,843
2,960 1,010
4,864 (Continued
on page 4.6) 3,750
4,855
4,745
9.60S

The only worthwhile

investment

6.5
0.9
0.7
8.2
3.0
4.9
0.7
4.3
0.6
0.9
8.1
0.6
4.8
4.6
11.3
1.4
5.3
3.9
2.5
0.6
23.8
0.8
73
1.3
1.7
2.7
24.1
34.1
32.5
0.8

is one

that pays off.

Advertising on WOR
For years, WOR

is really worthwhile !

has paid off with more sales

for more advertisers than any other
station in the country.

WOR,

the most sales-effective station in the

U. S., serves 26,000,000 people in 14 states,
and provides them with programs
to (WOR

is first choice among

both news and women's

they listen

listeners in

service programs).

You'll find it worth your while to learn
what WOR
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New York in 1939 as executive vice
Sarnoff to Absorb Trammell Post
president.
He was soon elevated
(Continued from page 25)
to the presidency in 1940 and
1928 as a salesman. There he elected chairman of the board Oct.
contribution to the industry and
found
his proper niche in the busithe public."
7, Niles
1949. Trammell was born July
ness world and within two months
He said he was "proud to have
brought him into our organization
was named manager of the NBC
6, 1894, in Marietta, Ga. He was
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
Central Division, headquartering in educated at Sewanee Military
30 years ago," that "his success
conference. Palmer House, Chicago.
Chicago.
Academy, Sewanee, Tenn., and U.
1953
is due to his own fine accomplishof
the
South,
Sewanee.
During
ments,"
and
that
"I
am
certain
he
Many of NBC's major accounts
World War I he was a lieutenant
will succeed in the future as he
Jan. 3: 83rd
convenes, Washand programs were introduced to in the infantry, serving until
ington, D. Congress
C.
has in the past."
through Mr. Trammell's sales March 1923 as staff officer under
Jan.
5-10:
National
Collegiate
Athletic
RCA and NBC, Gen. Sarnoff said, radio
efforts. For a decade he scoured
Assn. convention, Mayflower Hotel,
Maj. Gen. Charles G. Morton,
Washington.
"are happy that Mr. Trammell has the Midwest, getting new accounts
Presidio, San Francisco. From the
accepted their invitation to con- and keeping old ones contented.
Jan. 9-10: South Carolina Broadcasters
Army he moved into a business
tinue as a consultant and that they
Assn. annual meeting, Francis Marion
His
success
led
to
transfer
to
NBC
career
via
RCA.
Hotel, Charleston, S. C.
will have the benefit of his great
Jan. 26: Theatre TV allocation hearexperience and wise counsel."
Terms of the consultancy agreeing, Washington.
Resentment Toward NCAA TV
ment were not officially disclosed.
Jan. 26-27: NARTB Copyright Committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
(Continued
from
page
23)
Mr. Trammell said that "I cannot
Feb. 5-7: Southwestern I.R.E. Confully express my feeling of regret
ference & Electronics Show, Plaza
schedule can be blamed for this deseems to me it would be better."
at leaving the magnificent organcline. In answer to the inroads of
Hotel, San Antonio.
ization with which I have been
Small colleges "apparently don't major football television on our Feb. 16-17: Advertising Federation of
associated for almost 30 years; nor
need" the protection of NCAA's
America,
New Springfield,
England District
crowds, I can report that we drew
nual meetings,
Mass. ancan I adequately express my grati- controlled football plan, sportsthe second biggest crowd of the
writer James Enright reported
tude for the help and cooperation
season Nov. 8, the same afternoon
I have had from my associates in in the Chicago Her aid- American
WALKER
SPEECHES
after polling athletics officials at the Oklahoma-Notre Dame game
the company, my many friends
was covered by video. Only the
among the advertisers and their five midwest colleges within teleSpotlight Educational TV
homecoming game outdrew that
vision range of Chicago.
agencies, the stations affiliated
one.
FCC's
speech-making Chairman
with NBC, and the radio and teleNoting that NCAA claims the
vision artists.
"Lake Forest, however, isn't de- Paul A. Walker hit the educational
welfare of the small colleges is its
pendent on attendance to support television trail twice last week,
main concern in restricting TV
"I am delighted to be associated
with Mr. Knight and Mr. Cox in football coverage, Mr. Enright con- its athletic program. We feel this once on Monday before the District
program is just as important as of Columbia Federation of Womtheir effort to bring another telecluded that the colleges he sur- any course of study we offer, and
en's Clubs at a luncheon meeting
vision service to the important exveyed "haven't been hurt, even by we plan to support sports in the
panding market of Miami at an
at Washington's Wardman Park
same manner we do any individual
the big games in this area."
Hotel, and again on Thursday in
Of the athletic directors or branch of study.
early date."
Atlanta
before the Southern Recoaches
he
questioned,
he
quoted
McConnell Statement
"That is why we aren't directly
gional Conference on Educational
TV.
His resignation brought this one who said his school was "not concerned about television. In fact,
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock also
statement from NBC President Jo- afraid of television"; another who we like it and are happy to know it
blamed
attendance
decline
on
"lack
is
bound
to
improve
and
get
bigon
Monday,the D. C. women's group
seph H. McConnell:
addressed
of natural rivals," though he found
.
"We here at NBC are going to a one-game case where TV hurt a
The Atlanta conference was
"A ger. ..year
ago, we played Beloit
sorely miss Mr. Trammell's sound
year ago; another who saw no rea- at home and the same day Wisadvice and guidance. No other
by the Southern Regionconsin and Illinois met in a na- sponsored
son to "get excited" about TV's
al Education Board, Joint Combroadcasting operator has contribgate effects; one who said poor
tionally televised game, and since
mittee on Educational Television
early-season showings were to our fans, as well as Beloit's, had
uted so much as he to the public's
blame for attendance decline at a stake in the major contest, they and the American Council on Eduenjoyment of radio and television.
cation at the Biltmore Hotel. ChairHe commands the respect of every
his school, and one who felt at
man Walker, warning educational
If I hadn't
advertiser, every station owner,
least another year must pass be- by-passed
decided to our
takegame.
up coaching
and reservations must not be taken
and every artist with whom he has
fore TV's effect can be appraised.
wasn't involved in this one game, lightly, pointed out commercial
dealt. The people of Miami are
I probably would have done the grants are being made faster than
Circulated Story
fortunate indeed to have such a
same thing myself. After all, you transmitter
manufacturers can
The DuMont TV Network, one can't laugh off anything as big as handle supplying them.
person serving them."
Mr. Trammell, in radio since he of the leaders in the fight against
was hired by Gen. Sarnoff in 1923
the NCAA plan, circulated extracts
Respecting the end of the oneChick Evans, Northern Illinois year
television."
cut-off date, June 2, 1953,
as an RCA West Coast commercial
from the Her aid- American story as
State College, at De Kalb — "We when FCC will consider petitions
representative, has won broad reca press release.
can't see any reason to get excited to amend the table of channel asognition both as a salesman and as • Views advanced by the schools' about
television. The expense of
a showman.
athletics officials, as quoted by Mr. our athletic program is defrayed
signments, Chairman Walker pointthat reservation of channels
Enright, included the following:
With NBC since March 1928, and
by student support, and it costs willed outnot
automatically
terminate
its president from July 1940 until
Cai-1 Henrichs, athletic director, them $2.00 each per term."
on that date. Petitions to change
his advancement to board chairDolph Stanley, athletic director,
Valparaiso
(Ind.) U. — "We
not
the channels to commercial assignafraid of television.
We are
realize
man in 1949, he has helped guide
ments must be filed in each case,
Beloit
(Wis.)
College—
atthe radio industry through crucial
it is here to stay and we just have
tendance was the
best "Our
in years.
he indicated.
There
were
two
reasons
for
this.
years and contributed to the develto live with it. Right now, it hasn't
opment of the television pattern.
hurt us one bit, and I don't think First, we had an excellent team,
He is credited with bringing into it will if we step up our promotion
and the fine weather all fall was
and selling campaigns.
another helpful factor. Frankly, I PRICE ELECTED
broadcasting many of today's mathink it will take at least another
jor advertisers and many of the
Pres. of TV- Radio Editors
"Our
attendance
was
up
at
least
top programs and stars.
15% over last season. Of course, year to tell about the inroads telePAUL
PRICE, Los Angeles Daily
vision will make in secondary interthe fact that we opened the seaOutstanding Executive
News, was elected president of
collegiate football. In the meantime,
son with a string of 21 straight
Editors of SouthThree decades in radio and comvictories didn't hurt the interest I'm hoping our football in the fu- Television-Radio
ern California at a reorganization
munication comprise one of the
ture
will
pay
its
own
way
like
basour team. . ."
meeting of the former Southern
most distinguished careers in in Johnny
Breen, Lake Forest Colketball does now."
Society of Radio-TV
broadcasting history, and Niles
Editors.
Milton (Bud) Hinga, Hope Col- California
lege,
just
north
of
Chicago
—
"Lake
Trammell's thousands of friends
Forest's attendance declined from 1 lege, Holland, Mich. — "We didn't
Other officers are Tom Danson,
point to him as one of the in- 15% to 18% compared to last seadraw too well, but we know why. Universal Syndicate (TV news
Our
team
lost
its
first
five
games
son, but it produced an odd situadustry's outstanding executives.
tion. Our gate sales were up, and before winning the final four. It service), vice-president; Allen
After executive jobs with RCA
Rich, San Fernando Valley Times,
on the West Coast, starting in our student attendance was down.
is difficult to drum up interest durtreasurer;
Jane Pelgram, TV"Lack of natural rivals on our
1923, he moved into NBC in March
Radio Life, and
secretary.
ing a slow start like that."
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Orders Elections at KSD-AM-TV;
Looks at WWOL-NABET
Tiff
THE NATIONAL Labor Relations Board has ordered elections be held
at KSD-AM-TV St. Louis, the Pulitzer Publishing Co. outlets, to determine the bargaining representative for engineers, projectionists, cameramen, soundmen and stagehands. Four AFL locals are affected.
Involved in the elections are Lo- *
execute oral agreements already
cal 1217 of International Brotherreached.
hood of Electrical Workers (AFL),
"For an employer, or a union, to
and Locals 6, 143 and 166 of the
repudiate agreements already
International Alliance of Theatrireached by the refusal of one, or
cal Stage Employes & Moving Picture Operators of the U. S. (AFL).
the other, to execute the contract
is in itself an unfair labor practice
Direction of elections was announced by the labor board last and would result in complete reSaturday. Chairman Paul M. Herpudiation of the collective barzog and members Paul L. Styles
gaining
process," Mr. Ryan
asand Ivar H. Peterson signed the
serted. He recommended
the conorder.
tract be executed, effective last
In another case, an NLRB trial
examiner issued an initial decision
April
9. urged in line with usual
It was
requesting WWOL Buffalo, N. Y., NLRB practice, that the board issue an order requiring compliance
to bargain with the National Assn.
of Broadcast Engineers & Techniif the station refuses to accept recommendations within 20 days of
cians as agent for certain station
employes.
the date it receives the examiner's
In the Pulitzer case, involving
report.
radio-TV properties of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch, IBEW seeks a bargaining unit of all broadcast enBROADCAST
MEDIA
gineers, projectionists, stagehands
Hill
Unit
to Discuss
and film cameramen. The IATSE
THE SPECIAL House Campaign
locals each request separate
Expenditures Committee will meet
groups for stagehands, projectionists and film-sound cameramen.
early this week to discuss staff
KSD-AM-TV has taken a neutral
recommendations for streamlining
stand save for its contention that
federal election laws and crystalcameramen are not employes but
lizing the role played by the broadcast media.
independent contractors. Only the
engineers (about 36) have been
First portions of the draft were
covered under IBEW contracts,
in preparation last week, but recdating back to 1941.
ommendations governing radio and
television had not yet been evolved.
Elections Decreed
The committee's report is expectNLRB ordered elections in two
ed to include specific suggestions
separate groups : (1 ) among engifor resolving some of the problems
neers and projectionists, and (2)
confronting broadcasters in politcameramen and soundmen. IATSE
ical campaigns. A host of these
questions was raised during the
Local 143's bid for a projectionists' unit was rejected. Stagehands
recent hearings in which NARTB
were bracketed in a separate group.
and the FCC joined forces to apThus, stagehands will vote bepeal for remedial legislation covertween IBEW Local 1217 and
ing libel, censorship and other
IATSE Local 6; engineers and prothorny issues [B*T, Dec. 8].
The committee, headed by Rep.
jectionists between IBEW Local
1217 and IATSE Local 143; and
Hale
Boggs (D-La.), will submit
cameramen and soundmen between
its report within the next fortnight
IBEW Local 1217, IATSE Locals
— before the Jan. 3 deadline set by
143 and 666. The latter involves
the resolution (H Res 558) which
IATSE's International Photogset the inquiry into motion. Committee members will review the staff
raphers branch.
suggestions
and incorporate their
According
preliminary
ings by W. toGerard
Ryan,'findthe own proposals dealing with radioappropriate bargaining unit at TV — all from the vantage point of
streamlining overall campaign proWWOL should comprise all engineers, studio technicians and ancedures, including broadcast exnouncer-technicians. NABET has
penditures.
been the employes'
certified1951.
representative since September
Herbert Peele
The CIO union filed a complaint
with NLRB last April charging
that Greater Erie Broadcasting Co. FUNERAL services for Herbert
(WWOL) had refused to bargain
Peele, 70, president and news director of WGAI Elizabeth City,
with it. Leon Wyszatycki, WWOL
owner, admitted certain allegations
N. C, and who with his family
of the complaint but denied comowned the station, were held Dec. 4
mission of any unfair labor pracafter his death two days earlier.
tices, Mr. Ryan said.
The board examiner said he Mr. Peele formerly had operated
the Elizabeth City Daily Advance.
found WWOL had refused to barSurvivors are his wife and a son,
gain since Oct. 29, 1951. He based
his decision on a provision of the who also are stockholders. C. Alden
Labor-Management Relations Act Baker will continue as WGAI general manager.
which obligates both parties to
NLRB

\\ck

ihe

\ht

one

sales. ..and
with WDOD...
the Chattanooga station
that gives you the most
listeners... the widest
coverage. No other
station in this market
can match our 27 years
of leadership.

Check the latest Nielsen and Standard
Audio Measurement Service figures!

AM-5,000
wdod
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(5W e're glad again, in Yuletide verse,
to toast you guys and gals
who

buy and sell and advertise . . .

nd in the bright New

.

Year to come,

says radio's dying?
o here's to YOU
and YOU . . .

Santa's ridin by our side . . .
It's been a grand ol' year;

.

We know you'll all be buying
the best ad medium there is . . .
Who

believe us, you're our pals!

^Uear

and YOU

top billing still for radio . . .

and here's to '53;
Accept our Yuletide sentiments

we're full of Christmas

We

cheer

mean

'em — and they're free.
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GRADY INSTITUTE
Jackson Named Chairman
EIGHTH annual Georgia Radio
and Television Institute will be
held Jan. 28-30 at the Henry W.
Grady School of Journalism, U.
of Georgia, Athens, it was announced last
week. Glenn C.
Jackson, manager, WAGA - AM FM-TV Atlanta,
will be chairman.
Institute will
be under joint
sponsorship of
Mr. Jackson
the Georgia Assn.
of Broadcasters
and the Grady School.
Program possibilities for the Institute were discussed at a meeting
last fortnight. Among those present at the meeting were S. J. Carswell, WSFT Thomaston, GAB vice

Aid Appreciated
RADIO and TV networks and
stations, advertisers and advertising agencies received,
through the Advertising
Council last week, thanks of
the U. S. Forest Service for
public service broadcasting
of warnings during the recent forest fire emergency.
president; E. F. MacLeod, WBML
Macon, GAB secretary; L. H.
Christian, WRFC Athens, Institute chairman last year; Frank
Crowther, WMAZ Macon, another
former Institute chairman; A. D.
Willard Jr., WGAC Augusta;
Carter C. Peterson, WCCP Savannah, and John W. Watkins, WBBQ
Augusta.

WANTED: EDUCATORS
To Bolster Truth Campaign
EDUCATORS should take an active part in the psychological offensive of the U. S. by aiding the Voice
of American and other facets of
the Compaign of Truth, a State
Dept. official told school authorities.
Reed Harris, acting administrator of the International Information Administration, under which
VOA operates, called on school officials to aid in an "educational
crusade." He addressed the Conference of State School Officials,
meeting in Washington, D. C, under sponsorship of the U. S. Office
of Education last Tuesday.
Mr. Harris said the Voice
reaches a daily potential of 300 million people in 46 languages. Russians and their satellites are using
more than 1,000 stations in "just
trying to smother our radio messages," he stated.

WSPD SHIFTS
Dana, Kimble Promoted
SHIFTS of three members of the
WSPD - AM - TV Toledo executive
staffs were announced last week
by Allen L. Haid, vice president
and general manager of the stations.
Lester A. Dana, WSPD program
director and chief announcer during the past year, has been named
WSPD-TV program director. For- .
merly with WTOL Toledo, he has
more than 10 years experience in
broadcasting and before becoming
radio program director was assistant program director of combined
operations.
Succeeding Mr. Dana as WSPD
program director is Emerson Kimble, sports and radio announcer,
who has been with the station four
years. Mr. Kimble previously had
served on the staffs of WLW Cin-

Mr. Dana

Mr. Kimble

cinnati, WTAM Cleveland and was
news director of WSAI Cincinnati.
Mr. Dana, as TV program director, replaces Robert Evans, who
has joined the TV sales staff as
account executive. Mr. Evans' 18
years in the broadcast industry
includes 15 years on the WSPD
staff and service with stations in
New York, Pittsburgh, Akron and
Youngstown.
WWCA
SCOOP
Newsmen Tape Confession

NBC

• 5000

970

FREE
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WATTS

KILOCYCLES

WWCA Gary, Ind., newsmen taperecorded admissions of a confessed
killer minutes after his arrest and
then aired the tape less than a
half-hour later.
The WWCA newsroom Dec. 6,
received a police radio report that
a man was running amok with a
rifle and already had killed one victim. Todd Branson, program director, Ted Thorne, news editor,
and Tom March, newsman, rushed
to the scene with a tape recorder.
The gunman had fired three
bullets into a neighbor, killing
him instantly. He then reloaded
his rifle, went into the street and
fired three bullets into the rear
of a moving automobile. None of
these bullets injured anyone.
Arrested shortly thereafter, the
killer immediately confessed to police. By that time, the WWCA trio
had their tape-recorder in action,
preserving
statements
got the gun such
and shot
him. He as:
owed"I
me The
money.
I killed
him." prosecutor
Lake
County
heard the broadcast and asked
WWCA to save the recording for
use as trial evidence.
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Yes! Just a minute spot can sell your product in
America's richest market — KEYSTONE'S Hometown
and Rural America. In fact, thousands of these
one minute spots are used every day by many of
the nation's leading blue chip advertisers.
Build your own network with these one minute
spots over all or any part of KEYSTONE'S 631
sales-producing stations to meet your distribution
and marketing requirements.

KEYSTONE
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, inc.
• New York: 580 Fifth Ave.
• Chicago: 111 W. Washington
• Los Angeles: 1330 Wilshire Blvd.
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December

No
NPA

ONE

STATION

S

COVERS

*a compact market of 53
counties in Eastern New
York and Western New
England whose effective
buying income is exceeded
by only 16 states.

22 cities
458 towns
53 counties
• 2,846,300 citizens
• 840,040 radio families
• only NBC station
• more goods purchased than 36 states

• more spendable income than 32 states

the CAPITAL of the 17th state
WGY
A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION
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CONTROLS

Relief Sighted

For Major Projects

. NO IMMEDIATE relief is in sight for radio and television broadcasters
who contemplate major station construction after Jan. 1, although the
government relaxed building curbs last week.
This is the consensus of allocation authorities who handle broadcast
applications for vital controlled restrictions
* on large projects (ramaterials at the National Producdio, television centers, cities, etc.),
tion Authority.
NPA announced Wednesday it some broadcasters have leased or
purchased theatre properties in rewill ease restrictions on recreacent years to accommodate studio
tional, amusement and entertainment projects, bringing them on a audiences for their productions.
The ban on these and related
level with radio-TV broadcasting
and other industrial building.
projects will be lifted Jan. 1, instead of May 1 as scheduled origiBroadcasters have been subject
Rapid recovery of the steel
to a "no new start" policy since last industrynally.was
said to be the major
August when the government laid factor. The steel
layoff also was
down stringent criteria governing
major construction and expansion
the reason behind NPA's "no new
programs. At that time, NPA said start" policy last August.
But any hope controls on steel
all but defense, "critically or highly
and other vital materials — used in
important" and "hardship" projects
station construction and radio-TV
would be deferred until next year.
receivers — may be lifted after next
[B#T, Aug. 11].
There is no indication how soon
April 1 have been dashed tentatively by Defense Mobilizer Henry
after Jan. 1 unlimited new conFowler,
struction may be authorized on a Jan.
1. who plans to resign after
steady basis. It was felt greater
Mr. Fowler said he felt it would
supplies of steel may point to such
a relaxation.
not be "practicable or desirable to
abandon the controlled materials
Waits on Applications
plan before July 1." He added it
It was learned, however, that would be a "grave mistake" to
NPA's Industrial Expansion Div. is scrap any controls now.
"sitting" on about a dozen broadMr. Fowler thus rejected a steel
cast applications, with no attempt
industry
advisory committee proto screen them. Virtually all the
posal that controls on steel for conbids reportedly were filed by new
sumer goods be eased Jan. 1 and
TV station applicants.
suspended April 1. The decision
should rest with the new adminisEach application will be protration, he said.
cessed by NPA as — and not until —
the FCC approves each new grant
In other developments last week:
and issues a CP, it was explained.
• Manufacturers of selenium rectiThis condition was set forth in the
fiers predicted their business volume
would
jump 25% in 1953 because of
earlier days of the construction ban
military orders and consumer needs,
but not included in NPA criteria
and asked NPA to retain allocation
control — but on a quarterly rather than
last summer.
monthly allotment basis.
Actually, this condition has been
• NPA reported no more nickel (used
in receivers) will be given to civilian
an implied requirement by NPA
users than the amount allocated during
since the Commission lifted its the fourth quarter. It also said the
military
electronic
freeze last April, although not ex- high point
ment outputof may
be reached
afterequipnext
pressly stated. Reasoning is that
April
1.
NPA would be ill-advised to au• The Defense Production Adminisprepared to issue 1953 secondthorize construction materials be- quarter tration
quotas (for April-June) on
fore FCC takes any action.
steel, copper
and aluminum.
It's likely
radio-TV
set-makers
will receive
subWhile NPA officials did not menstantial y the same quantities as in the
first
quarter.
DPA
also
announced
an
tion this factor, it's entirely posexpansion program for cobalt (used in
sible the Industrial Expansion Div.
alnico loudspeakers).
would ofre-a
a current shortageThisbecause
is aware of a recent incident in- heavy lievemilitary
demand for jet plane
volving TV Colorado Inc., Colorado
engines and electronic devices.
Springs, Col. In this instance, the
Commission reprimanded the TV
station (KKTV) for starting conCopt. Chas. Duffy
struction before it obtained a TV
CAPT. CHARLES G. DUFFY, 53,
former director of public informaIt is generally acknowledged
grant.
tion for the Navy Dept., died of a
that broadcasters embarking on
heart
attack in Naples, Italy, last
small alterations, additions or remodeling jobs have not found it Wednesday. Capt. Duffy was chief
of the public information division
very difficult to get materials.
of Allied Headquarters in SouthUnder last week's order broadcastern Europe at the time of his death.
ers may continue to self-certify
per project, per quarter, 25 tons of He was in charge of Navy public
steel, 5,000 pounds of copper and relations early in the Korean war.
Capt. Duffy is survived by his wife,
4,000 pounds of aluminum.
Another factor of interest to two sons and a sister.
television network and station
WCBS New York is conducting its
broadcasters in last week's announcement involves theatres. The
10th annual drive in cooperation with
United Hospital Fund of New York
government lifted the ban on new
collect books for distribution at
construction and provided for self- to
Christmas to patients in New York
authorization of materials. With
metropolitan hospitals.
BROADCASTING
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YOU

MIGHT

FLY

THE

WORLD*—

NON-STOP

AROUND

BUT...

YOU

NEED

THE

FETZER

FOR

"AIR

OF

STATIONS

SUPREMACY"

WESTERN

MICHIGAN!

If you want to see your sales soar in Western Michigan,
"climb aboard" the Fetzer stations — WKZO-WJEF in radio,
WKZO-TV in television.
RADIO
WKZO,

Kalamazoo, and WJEF, Grand Rapids, do an outstanding radio job in their home cities. Together they deliver 57% more listeners than the next-best two-station
choice in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids — yet cost 20% less!
Rural coverage is equally spectacular. 1949 BMB figures
credited WKZO-WJEF with big increases over 1946 in unduplicated rural audiences — up 46.7% in the daytime,
52.9% at night! And there is good reason to believe that

similar increases have occurred since 1949.
TELEVISION
WKZO-TV, Channel 3, is the Official Basic CBS Television
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids. It serves more than a
quarter million TV homes in America's 18th television market. This 28-county area embraces 58.1% of Michigan's
non-Detroit population and 60.1% of the non-Detroit retail
dollar. The October 1952 Videodex Report credits WKZOTV with 106.1% more afternoon viewers than Station
"B" — 213.4% more evening viewers!
Get all the Fetzer facts today. Write direct or ask AveryKnodel.

*The United States Air Force did, in 1949.

WKZO-TV

WJEF

MICHIGAN
WESTERN INDIANA
t^PA
and mNORTHERN

m GRAND RAPIDS
ifopA
AND KENT COUNTY
(CBS
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¥
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ALL
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OPERATED
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Radio Homes Census
(Continued from page 37)
Indiana — [Cont'd]
Area

WOODIand

TELEVISION
With TV

RADIO
With Radio
1950
c

! AM
94.6
Kokomo
Jeffers'nville
Lafayette
La Porte
Logansport
Mich. City
Marion
Mishawoka
N'w
Alb ny
Muncie

14,685
38,672
35,568
17,882
21,031
30,081
28,395
32,913
58,479
New Cattle 29,346
Peru
18,271
13,308
Richmond
39^39
Shelbyville
11,734
South Bend 115,911
Terre Haute 12,028
Va Iparaiio 64,214
Vincennes
18,831
Wabash
Washington 10,621
W. Lafayette 10,987
11,873

Sold-384,320

Cook

Books,

a story of real sales action!
WOOD and WOOD-TV offered a series of 24 "WOOD and
WOOD-TV Cook Booklets" to the important food outlets
in Western Michigan. Normal profit margins were granted
and WOOD and WOOD-TV assured adequate radio and
television advertising backing.
Booklet No. 1 was offered for sale the first week. Each
week thereafter throughout the 24-week period a new booklet was added. The promotion started February 28, 1952.
OBJECTIVES?
1. To promote WOOD and WOOD-TV to our audience and your customers.
2. To obtain a factual report on the ability of WOOD
and WOOD-TV to move merchandise at the retail
level — in large volume and at reasonable
advertising cost.
USED RADIO AND TV EQUALLY . . .
We budgeted $400 a week for radio and TV advertising
over the 24-week period. This broke down as follows:
Daytime TV (announcements only) — first and third
six-week periods
Daytime and Nighttime Eadio (announcements and
programs) second and fourth six-week periods
Each medium received an equal share of the budget. No
other promotion was used.
(Copy continued in ad at right)

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company
NBC — 5,000 Watts
Associated with
WFBM-AM and WFBM-TV — Indianapolis, Ind., WFDF — Flint, Mich.
WEOA — Evansville, Ind.
National Representatives: Katz Agency
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COUNTIES
Adams
Allen
Bartholomew
Benton
Clay
Blackford
Boone
Brown
Cass
Carroll
Clark
Clinton
Crawford
Daviess
Dearborn
Decatur
De
Kalb
Delaware
Dubois
Floyd
Elkhart
Fayette
Fountain
Franklin
Fulton
Gibson
Grant
Greene
Hamilton
Hancock
Henry
Jay
Harrison
Hendricks
Howard
Huntington
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jennings
Johnson
Knox
Kosciusko
Lagrange
Lake
La Porte
Lawrence
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Martin
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Newton
Noble
Orange
Perry
Ohio
Owen
Posey
Parke
Pike
Porter
Pulaski
Rip!ey
Putnam
Randolph
Rush
Shelby
St. Joseph
Scott

22,393
183,722
36,108
11,462
14,026
23,993
16,010
38,793
6,209
48,330
23,918
29,734
26,762
9,289
25,141
18,218
26,023
90,252
23,785
84,512
23,391
17,836
43,955
16,034
16,565
30,720
62,156
27,886
28,491
20,332
17,858
24,594
45,505
54,498
31,400
28,237
17,031
23,157
21,613
15,250
26,183
43,415
33,002
15,347
368,152
76,808

34,346
103,911
551,777
29,468
10,678
28,201
50,080
29,122
23,726
11,006
25,075
16,879
4,223
11,763
15,674
17,367
14,995
40,076
19,818
12,493
22,950
27,141
18,763
19,799
205,058
11,519
28,026
16,174
Starke
15,282
Steuben
Spencer
17,087
Sullivan
Switzerland 23,667
74,473
Tippecanoe 15,566
7,599
Tipton
Union
Vand'burgh
160,422
Vigo
Vermillion
6,412
19,723
105,160

11,805
4,457
10,977
5,766
6,858
7,813
10,329
9,675
18,007
9,173
5,790
12,224
4,375
34,426
3,911
21,333
3,387
5,984
3,483
3,376
2,565
54,818
6,297
10,798
3,329
4,338
7,631
1,720
5,113
11,393
13,621
7,752
9,404
7,814
2,747
5,508
7,345
27,308
7,976
6,390
25,674
6,831
13,234
5,652
4,244
5,242
9,422
18,624
9,031
6,379
8,821
5,050
13,402
7,372
16,468
9,783
4,679
8,371
7,325
5,773
7,872
13,260
3,843
10,855
102,226
4,279
22,269
10,235
31,682
167,571
8,921
2,973
12,889
8,939
9,194
7,134
3,365
7,657
1,287
4,962
3,616
4,911
4,864
11,166
4,613
5,832
3,644
6,343
8,700
5,468
5,836
59,230
3,35*
8,897
4,557
4,487
5,195
7,799
19,950
2,344
47,597
1,933
4,695
6,326
33,510

4,415
10,860
11,645
5,700
6,815
9,475
7,725
10,245
17,895
5,765
8,970
4,290
12,170
34,315
21,106
3,875
3,310
5,900
3,370
3,365
2,500

11,415
4,175
10,645
5,580
6,7*5
9,150
7,575
17,395
10,015
8,520
5,595
11,855
4,265
33,790
3,715
20,120
3,270
5,575
3,320
3,310

98.0
98.0
98.4
98.4
97.8
98.1
97.2
97.1
95.0
99.4
97.4
95.9
98.5
95.3
98.8
94.5
98.5
95.4
99.0

2,475 95.2
98.3
5,990 97.2
95.7
53,845
10,250 98.0
97.9
3,280
4,180
4,300
3,215 97.8
87.2
7,720
5,130
7,555 94.6
11,335
1,635
11,080
93.4
4,790
12,865
13,605
1,425 94.4
86.7
96.2
7,710
7,275
93.0
9,280
8,925
2,710
2,350
7,670
7,135 94.7
7,240
94.4
6,835 97.4
5,435
7,700
5,145 95.6
26,395
97.5
94.4
7,505
27,110
5,980
24,170 96.0
25,275
6,335
95.5
95.6
12,440
13,015
6,650
6,385 94.1
5,305
97.7
5,555
3,965 95.9
17,760
18,390
5,165
4,215
5,045 96.7
96.6
92.8
9,440
9,055 91.9
8,955
6,310 97.9
8,735
8,450
8,310
6,445
4,385
12,820
7,225
4,770
13,305
7,000 96.9
15,923 97.7
16,295
96.4
94.7
9,760
9,520 97.5
4,560
8,275
7,840 97.2
4,715
7,165
96.7
5,720
6,965 93.4
94.6
5,343
12,950
3,795
3,590 97.3
12,170
10,21$
7,445
9,800 95.9
94.0
7,655
101,125
98,320 97.2
97.5
4,235
3,465 97.6
81.8
21,315
21,855
89.9
3110,655
,205 160,835
9,375 97.5
165,015
30,470
96.0
92.5
8,340
8,685
2,695
12,835
8,840
12,180
8,645 96.6
93.8
97.8
97.0
2,915
94.9
9,080
7,060
8,810
3,230
6,625
96.0
3,345
96.7
94.0
94.5
7,305
7,255
1,265
1,215 93.5
4,730
5,005
92.0
3,610
3,395 92.5
4,380
4,895
11,010
4,575
10,795 98.0
4,760
92.8
4,510
5,740
96.1
4,170 97.7
5,325
3,600
6,300
3,460 95.8
8,660
5,975 94.8
5,400
8,465
5,000
92.6
98.2
57,845
5,840
58,890
5,595 95.7
93.7
3,1 lO 94.0
3,320
8,705
4,520
8,330 92.4
4,105
96.8
4,175 93.2
7,010
4,365
4,995 97.7
5,160
19,365
90.0
19,770
98.0
7,525
2,150 96.0
2,390
96.3
1,805 93.3
45,255
47,140
4,635
1,875
4,745
31 ,625 94.9
33,195
6,285
5,965
BROADCASTING
54,785
6,295
10,710

7,423
2,745
8,785
4,365
5,743
7,142
13,448
7,308
6,188

11,635
10,840
4,390
5,690
9,475
6,690
10,215
7,655
17,890
5,760
8,910
12,170
4,270

370
220
150

1.9

13.6
8.4
2.8
0.8
1.4
775 25.3
760
320 1.0
500 5.6
1,935
8.5
3.1
2.5
4.2
65 3.1
80
1.1
0.6
55
6,537
4,460
145 1.0
120
3,461
9,396
130
680
25,974
17,189
2,966
21,055
34,245
45 22.6
3,875 1,450
50 1.5
3,290
2,425
74535 1.0
5,780
4,444
2,572
35 1.4
3,350
3,365
2,361
1.0
1,805
50
2,480
30
1.5
0.7
' 2,720 515 4.8
0.9
4.6
495 4.2
39,150
54,685
10,685
4,779
952
1.3
6,275
6,790
370
2,678
3,538
70
65
3,270
5,891
4,295
65
0.9
7,695
1,650
11,195
9.3
3,837
13,495
1.4
105
5,100
30
9,223
105
3.1
5,728
1,255
40
6,371
7,705
85 16.0
1.1
1,636
7,340
9,245
290
7,640
5.7
5,364
445 1.5
27,105 1,150
5,231
7,175
3,912
5,455
310
85 1.3
19,877
6,193
7,655
1.8
18,372
0.4
25,245
805
775
4,067
3.0
9.0
6,315
12,950
60 11.7
1.1
4,839
6,640
4,450
320 7.6
8,406
1,170
1.3
5,550
40 0.4
4,185
2,766
1.4
3,999
250
14,058
5,140
95 1.1
6,812
540
70 6.2
18,355
6,922
9,345
9.1
6,494
21565
7.1
515
8,940
8,685
4,514
6,415
2,961
585 4.4
380
4,820
7,215
10,140
425
2.6
13,240
4,949
12,300
16,260
0.7
4.5
100
1.5
165 2.0
205
9,740
110 2.9
7,702
1.4
5,703
8,260
4,670
185 1.2
5,713
2.9
150
3,930
7,180
3,214
390
5,695
110
155
12,785
7,650
3,780
3.2
5,415
2,252
1.0
9,955 100,730
10,165
2.6
4.6
5.1
7,381
28.4
20.2
69,917
15,219
2,846
4,230 28,625
21,710
105
10,220
31,100 4,385 8.2
164,335
22,920
120,282
7,655
5.4
335
13,515
7555 3.9
1.9
1,420
1,648
135 1.5
8,630
6,094
690
2,840
12,770
235 2.6
7,215
7,868
270 3.8
9,150
170
8,815
1.0
4,296
7,160
7,040
5,634
180
2,479
85 14.7
2.4
5.1
3,325
854
1,225
100 2.1
7,495
3,339
105
4,965
55
1.2
3,605
2,296
3,814
2.1
4,860
3,033
14,740
1 ,000
7.1
85 25.9
1.5
3,242
4,500
75 2.1
5,750
140 2.2
4,000
2.1
2,493
290
6,867
2,850
110
95 3.8
4,867
6,270
3,575
355
6.1
8,650
5.3
4.9
3,722
5,395
40,180
58,800
6,855
385 3.4
330 1.0
5,795
65 1.4
1,880
4,712
230
6,547
8,705
3,280 2,85550 1.4
4,490
4,310
2,872
40
2,615
3,455
135 5.6
5,120
19,695
7,465
1,676
5,940
165
12,781
185 0.5
270 0.7
320
2,405
47,045
1,522
31,356
4,740
90
3,872
5,297
3.5
0.7
9.9
25,651
1,865
6,280
• 33,135
Telecasting
245 1.4

6.0
2.9
2.0
1.7

95.4
94.8
89.3
89.5
90.7
87.8
85.1
85.7
85.9
83.9
94.3
91 .8
96.6
92.6
90.4
90.9
90.8
95.4
91.5
87.0
90.7
89.5
92.6
86.2
87.2
92.7
9190.0.6
95.1
92.2
87.6
95.1
90.0
94.6
90.2
93.9
85.2
88.3
89.0
A8)

9,675
860
1,596
2,731
2,218
1,285
3,822
2,273
2,342
19,024
1,406
10,315
5,242
656
4,775
2,321
1,691
8,733
2,827
1,902
1,200
513
8,022
4,331
704
3,598
909
6,079
8,729
2,003
14,882
3,684
22,900
5,497
14,656
2,703
799
537
2,680

0.7
1.5
1.1
3.2
3.1
0.3
1.6
1.5
0.7
3.3
1.1
1.9
0.7
3.7
3.8
2.3
0.2
1.0
0.3
2.3
4.2
2.2
1 .5
0.2
U.,3
0.2
2.7
0.9
no
2.3
0.6
11J .6.0T
0.5
Z./
0.2
1 .5
1.7
1.0
0.9
1.3
1.0
1.7
0.9
0.5
0.4
1.3
0.2
1.3
0.7
2.7
1.2
1.0

Number

Per Cent
reporting

0.7
1.0
1.5
3.2
2.8
0.6

Number

1.4

P e r Cen
t

Number

Member

ing
dwell

96.1
*
96.3
95.8
96.5
96.9
94.2 *
97.7
909
96.2 10,512
96.4
2,490
96.2 19,077
94.8
95.8 1 3,139
1 ,944
92.1
2,024
92.9
93.5
2,510
3,998
96.6
93.1
2,770
89.5 12,170
90.2
2,137
97.2
1,242
95.3
2,639
98.2
7,278
90.3
2,551
96.8
1,914
94.9
1,073
87.0
1,806
96.9
8,853
92.8
1,943
93.9
97.2
4,622
97.3
4,059
993
96.5
95.6
2,448
95.9
2,178
2,033
92.6
90.9
5,529
94.0 15,060
3,076

977 495 13,500
215
32,375 1,635
51,885
245
25,745
48,950 1,359
205
32,800
600
no
38,815
16,280
38,315
205
18,525 1,240
20,955
650
55
16,815
365
24,915
55
100
14,850
3,440
100
6,815 1,185
17070
36,405
18,025
190
4,610
65
3,650
9,060
225
5,890
10
18,580
5,765
52510
40
4,090
170
2,950
240
4,045
1 1 ,070
175
7,640
10
4,510
5510
3,600
65
42^415
415
03
1 5 960
50
260
73<« ACC
385
A4
1 Ju
30
24 590
265
1 ouAH
A AHS
1
J. J
30
1 Din
45
30
1 Z,OAU
2,620
A 1 CC
355
AO,/7U
1e
17,715
31080
30
3,460
20
2,000
6,105
90
5,170
2,925
8010
9,215
25
30
5,770
21530
6,440
4,290
135
32,375
445
10,545
140
1 6,580
10,290
15
1,285
5,820
41060
50
50
4,215
15,870
35
6,035
4,275
2,870
5
31530
15,190
1 1,470
1 ,405
90
14530
1 1 ,295
20,495
35
1,735
1,550
265
15,765
24525
3,845
100
9,655
25,745
11,755
60025
38,815
35
990
7,220
27,440
1553010
2,160
1,520
6,745

1940

tio
ula
pop

units
ied
occup

al

• Telecasting

19,024
26,847
14,882
28,486
16,529
22,900

! TV

g
reportin

Total

Tot

BROADCASTING

94.3
95.3
95.1
95.6
95.2
94.6

Number

0.9

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING-NORTH CAROLINA
RADIO
TELEVISION
With TV
With Radio
1950
c
Area

The State
4,061,929 1,058,367 982,4m
S.M.A.
Asheville
124,403
32,435 30,575
32,849
Charlotte
197,052
52,398 52,095 49,655
Durham
101,639
26,099 25,830 24,575
Greensboro-High
Point
191,057
49,769 49,060 46,880
136,450
Raleigh
33,249 32,865 31,285
Winston-Salem
146,135
39,694 39,125 37,015
Urbanized Areas
Asheville
16,484 1 6,325
58,437
Charlotte
140,930
15,695
37,040
38,816
Durham
18,902 38,450
73.368
18,605 17,830
83.412
Greensboro
21 ,427 21,015 20,275
Raleigh
68,743
17,018 16,820 16,305
Winston-Salem
92,477
23,362 23,140 23,670
URBAN PLACES
Albemarle
11,798
3,416
3,440 14,335
Asheville
3,360
13,029
53,000
14,895
Burlington
24,560
6,580
6,825
6,837
Charlotte
35,160
134,042
36,899
36,540
Concord
16,486
4,410
4,650
Durham
4,717 18,105 17,345
71 ,31 1
18,414
Elizabeth City
12,685
3,713
3,360
3,650
Fayetteville
34,715
9,293
8,455
9,100
Gaston ia
23,069
6,133
3,625
3,890
Geldsbore
21,454
5,783 18,623
3,790 18,000
5,390
Greensboro
74,389
18,997
Greenville
4,218
16,724
4,090
Henderson
10,996
3,660
2,660
2,997
2,950
Hickory
14,755
4,106
3,970
11,158
High Point
1 4,083
1 ,090 10,570
39,973
Kannapolis (uninc) 28,44*
7,621
7,640
7,505
Kinston
18,336
4,989
4,970
4,490
Lexington
13,571
3,640
3,713
3,525
Monroe
10,140
2,731
2,345
2,470
New Bern
15,812
4,440 15,470
4,529 1 3,963
3,865
Raleigh
65,679
16,166
Reidsville
11,706
3,280
7,033
3,327
3,045
Rocky Moont
27,697
7,573
7,495
Salisbury
20,102
5,650
5,490
5,749
Sanford
10,013
2,684
2,600
2,530
Shelby
15,508
4,280
4,263
4,115
Statesville
16,901
4,485
4,734
4,690
Thomasville
11,154
2,844
2,823
2,711
1
1 ,740
Wilmington
45,043
1
2,673
12,794
Wilson
23,010
6,155 22,535
5,595
6,189 23,975
Winston-Salem
87,811
24,362
COUNTIES
71,220
Alamance
18,419 17,615 16,810
Alexander
14,554
3,300
3,509
3,480
Alleghany
8,155
2,111
1,785
2,000
Anson
26,781
6,130
6,199
Ashe
5,560
21 ,878
5,184
4,625
5,165
Avery
13,352
2,580
2,940
3,065
Beaufort
37,134
9,230
9,250
7,875
Bertie
26,439
5,803
4,945
5,770
Bladen
29,703
6,546
6,485
5,570
Brunswick
19,238
4,404
4,290 30,575
3,600
Buncombe
124,403
32,849 32,435
Burke
45,518
1
0,600
10,545
9,685
16,065
Cabarrus
16,669 16,630
63,783
Caldwell
10,439 10,235
43,352
9,475
Camden
5,223
1,320
1,300
1,175
Carteret
23,059
5,340
5,875
Caswell
5,902
20,870
4,441
4,240
3,850
Catawba
61,794
16,094 15,925 15,195
Chatham
25,392
6,195
6,110
Cherokee
5,590
4,295
18,294
4,310
3,735
Chowan
12,540
2,880
2,625
2,895
Clay
6,006
1,480
1,474
1,325
Cleveland
15,510 15,280 14,145
64,357
Columbus
11,399 11,310
50,621
9,925
Craven
48,823
11,506 1 1 ,330
9,880
Cumberland
96,006
21,032 20,555 19,055
Currituck
1,580
1,691
1,755
6,201
Dare
1,545 13,088
1,415
5,405
1,349 15,860
Davidson
16,079
62,244
IDavie
15,420
3,938
3,570
3,870
Duplin
41,074
9,700
9,773 25,830
8,500
Durham
101,639
26,099
10,610
11,824 1 1 ,790 24,575
Edgecombe
51
,634
146,135
Forsyth
39,694 39,125 37,015
Franklin
31,341
7,115
7,230 25,885
6,520
Gaston
110,836
27,880
27,575
Gates
1,845
2,165
9,555
2,186
Graham
1,603
1,625
1,435
6,886
Granville
31,793
6,804
6,790
6,045
(Continued on page

Homes

mODIand

Per Cent

14015
1,20585
10550
115

Number

1.2
1.3
0.6

reporting

100

1940

Number

Number
8,665
2,650
6,310
4,860
20,065
6,020
5,645
5,700

Homes

97.5
97.3
97.8

6,708
2,075
3,833
14,864
3,210
4,776
4,055
4,280

Radio

97.3
95.5
93.0
93.0

">er Cent

8,475
2,530
5,935
4,500
19,540
l
a
5,920
t
To 5,500
5,575

reporting

tioi

Total

8,710
2,650
6,380
4,840
20,050
6,085
5,650
5,700

dwelling

8,800
2,650
6,397
4,929
20,136
6,122
5,669
5,780

TELEVISION
With TV

occupied

popula

units

Area

Wabash
29,047
Warren
8,535
Warrick
21,527
Washington 16,520
68,556
Wayne
Wells
19,564
White
18,042
Whitley
18,828
* Not available.

RADIO
With Ra dio
1950

io
copy continued from preceding
RESULTS? PLENTY !
WE SOLD 384,320 COOK BOOKS . . .
More than twice the total population of Grand
Rapids! Moreover, our well-heeled WOODlanders
bought 7,100 binders to hold the complete 24-book
series. That is a lot of impulse merchandise in anybody's league! Profits to the book publishers and
to the retailers were most satisfactory.

Rad

ad

WE'LL TELL YOU HOW WE DID IT . . .
In a report printed especially for our Missouri-born
friends. It's a complete breakdown of the WOOD
and WOOD-TV Cook Booklet Story, including stores
used, copies sold and detailed description of the
radio and television advertising schedules. Once
again, we offer conclusive proof — THE RICH
GRAND RAPIDS MARKET IS YOURS OVER
WOOD

AND WOOD-TV!
Write for your copy
today, direct to us
or your nearest Katz
Agency.

1.2
2.6
1.2
0.6
1.0
0.3
0.8
0.3
2.1
0.7
0.0
2.0
1.7
0.7
1.0
0.3
0.9
1.5
0.5
3.6
1.4
2.3

GRAND
RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
Grandwood Broadcasting Company
NBC — Basic; CBS, ABC, DuMONT — Supplementary
National Representatives: Katz Agency
Associated with
WFBM-AM and WFBM-TV — Indianapolis, Ind., WFDF — Flint, Mich.
WEOA — Evansville, Ind.
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30
10
50
270
10
30
70
40
45
185
50
35
5
30
1,63580

FUNERAL PARLORS

SKATING RINKS

strikes a NEW
performance

NOTE

0.6
1.9
0.4
0.4
0.7
0.8
0.4
2.8
0.8
0.8
0.1
1.3
0.7
3.2
1.9

50

music

STEAMSHIPS

THE

PEX45D
• Up to eight hours of uninterrupted performance —
day after day, year after year
• Requires no attention during operation
• Lowest cost per hour
The new AMPEX 450 gives you hours of high-quality background music delivered at lowest cost per hour of any musical
reproduction system. With the AMPEX there are no interruptions, no records to change and no attendants since it needs
no attention during operation. It plays at the touch of a button
and keeps on playing for as long as eight hours without repetition. Because tape doesn't lose quality with repeated playings,
music is always scratch-free and pleasant, with less background noise and distortion.
The Model 450 is engineered to rigid AMPEX standards and
is capable of delivering thousands of hours of service with
no breakdowns and minimum maintenance.
For further information, write to Dept. D
IF YOU PLAN FOR TOMORROW, BUY AN AMPEX TODAY
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
934 CHARTER STREET . REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.
Page 48
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3 98,040
13,390
17,380
6,025
8,200
7,615
Eo
2,475
6,345
4,220
2,275
5,535
13,675
3,050
13,145
9,600
19,700
16,340
19,960
11,460
11,095
5,750
9,780
4,900
10,775
2,240
3,630
1,215
9,655

70
150
55
50
75
75
10
95
45
15
40
80
10
225
140
90
210
390
275
65
30
135
30
65
10
20
5
195

0.9 !
1.1 !
0.3
0.8
0.9 |
1.0 i
0.4
1.5 I
1.1,
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.3
1.7
1.5
0.5
1.3
2.0
2.4
0.6
0.5
1.4
06
06
0.4
0.6
0.4
2.0

ADDITION of three radio affiliates to ABC, bringing total to 353,
was announced Dec. 5 by Alfred
R. Beckman, national director of
ABC's radio and television station
relations departments.
Stations include two outlets in
North Dakota whose affiliation
takes effect on Jan. 1. They are:
KGCU Bismarck-Mandan, N. D. (1
kw day and 250 w night on 1270
kc), owned by Mandan Radio Assn.
Inc. with Paul C. Gussman, general
manager, and KLPM Minot, N. D.
(5 kw day and 1 kw night on 1390
kc), licensed by Minot Broadcasting Co., with John B. Cooley as
manager.
The third new affiliate is WMAW
Menominee, Mich. (100 w on 1340
kc), licensed to Green Bay Broadcasting Co. with Ken Peterson,
general manager. WMAW joined
Nov. 15.

DANCE STUDIOS

INTRODUCING

_ O <u
93.0 3,631
91.8 6,246
92.1 7,803
85.7
90.0 1,950
1,445
92.9 3,374
84.2 817
89.5 2,998
81.1 1,449
87.9 1,001
92.3 2,629
86.4 6,802
91.8 1,511
93.7 6,595
90.1 4,619
86.1 6,788
93.2 8,865
96.1 12,697
91.9 6,349
89.5 4,239
86.9 2,090
95.4 5,419
92.7 2,639
94.6 5,605
84.5 941
88.8 1,570
83.1 579
94.1 4,997
50)

ABC ADDS THREE
Affiliates Now Total 353

in continuous

playback

Homes

Number

Number
2.8
0.9
0.8
1.5
1.1
0.6
0.8
1.0

»c
8,295 8,090 7,525
13,688 13,550 12,435
17,646
17,490 16,110
6,064
8,159 6,040
8,210 5,175
7,385
E
7,781
b S' 7,655 7,110
o2,470
2,475 2,085
6,374 6,355 5,690
4,233 4,240 3,440
2,370 2,275
2,000
Eo
5,634 5,550
5,120
14,389 13,655 11,795
3,026 3,060 2,810
13,337 13,285 12,450
9,760 9,740 8,775
19,117 18,990 16,350
16,617 16,420 15,310
20,197 19,970 19,200
11,633 11,540 10,600
11,373 11,170 10,000
5,990 5,875 5,105
9,859 9,810 9,360
5,218 4,965 4,605
11,426 10,925 10,330
2,295 2,265 1,915
3,682 3,650 3,240
1,198 1,215 1,010
10,193 9,785 9,210
(Continued on page

Number

units
dwell
ing

3,800
4,185

35
60
105
1,350
90
125

reportin
g

reporting

2,048
2,178
26,847
1,924
1,923

48,950
3,735
12,830
1 1 ,040
9,550
8,445
4,660
3,145
14,495
1,560
4,325
15,630
2,295
10,310
5,600
6,605
5,965
3,820
4,765
5,930
51,885

33,129
59,919
63,272
28.432
42,047
34,435
9,993
24,347
18,423
9,602
24,361
63,789
11,627
50,804
39,597
87,769
64,816
75,410
46,356
49,780
26,336
37,130
21,520
45,593
9,921
15,194
5,048
rCent
Pe42,034

1940

95.0
87.1
85.6
92.7
95.2
88.5
92.8
90.6
87.8
91 .8
88.6
95.3
92.0
88.5

28,486
2,015
4,967
5,029
4,449
4,076
1,854
665
1,246
7,621
1,664
862
7,063
2,718
5,182
3,411
2,893
1,453

Moore
Nash
New'
Hanover
Northampton
Onslow
Orange
Pamlico
Pasquotank
Pender
Perquimans
Person
Pitt
Polk
Randolph
Richmond
Robeson
Rockingham
Rowan
Rutherford
Sampson
Scotland
Stanly
Stokes
Surry
Swain
Transylvania
Tyrrell
Union

With TV

t.E

Number

Per
Cent

90.8
95.6
86.9
92.3
93.0
90.6
89.6
85.3
82.6

Radio

3,400
46,880
11,205
10,205
8,960
7,670
4,260
2,690
1,305
13,830
14,490
3,795
1,990
5,340
9,530
6,225
5,445
3,390
4,390
5,275
49,655
3,505
3,740

ed

3,745
49,060
12,895
1 1 ,060
9,630
8,470
4,755
3,155
1,580
14,555
4,355
15,635
2,325
5,610
10,770
6,705
6,010
3,860
4,780
5,955
52,095
3,810
4,225

j>z ■£2

Z 2

occupi

i
tio
ula
pop

3,753
49,769
13,001
11,210
9,570
8,554
4,768
3,228
1,632
14,567
4,439
15,734
2,371
10,866
5,737
6,633
6,346
3,939
4,827
6,002
52,598
3,686
4,313

Total

l
Tota

18,024
191,057
58,377
47,605
37,631
30,921
21,453
15,756
6,479
56,303
19,261
65,906
1 1 ,004
23,522
45,953
27,459
25,720
16,174
20,522
27,938
197,052
15,143
17,260

Area

TELEVISION
With TV

TELEVISION

RADIO
With Radio
1950

— 5.= »

Radio Homes Census
(Continued from page A7)
No. Carolina— [Cont'd]
RADIO
With Radio
1950
Area

Greene
Guilford
Halifax
Harnett
Haywood
Henderson
Hertford
Hoke
Hyde
Iredell
Jackson
Johnston
Jones
Lee
Lenoir
Lincoln
McDowell
Macon
Madison
Martin
Mecklenburg
Mitchell
Montgomery

■o en

Model 450 rack-mounted.
Also available in portable or console mount.
FEATURES
• 50
7500-cycle
frequency response at
33/itoinch
tape speed
• Standard NARTB reels up to 14 inches
• Pushbutton controls
• Automatic reverse control available as
an accessory permits full eight hour
program without interruption.

TCA Point IV Aids
MATERIALS are being made
available by the Technical Cooperation Administration (TCA)
for the development of radio-TV
programs in connection with the
Point
overseas.
TCA's
Office IVof program
Information
& Reports
announced it has three semi-documentary radio scripts, a Point IV
Radio-TV Fact Sheet, and general
discussion tapes for use by broadcast stations. Currently in process
are tape-recorded interviews and
statements from specialists. Photographic and visual material for
television productions also are
available. Tape recorders may be
used at TCA Washington headquarters for use by visiting broadcasters. Requests for material
should be addressed to the Office
of Information & Reports, Technical Cooperation Administration,
McShain Bldg., Washington, D. C
officer)
.
(Attention:
Radio-TV information

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PEUEGRIN, Vice President
CARLIN FRENCH, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

— and perhaps rightly so, in a sense. H-R Representatives
has no desk-bound brass hats. Every one of
the owners is pounding the pavement every working day
in the interest of their member stations.
Yessir, it's revolutionary because EVEN THE BOSSES
ARE WORKERS.

TELEVISION

RADIO

405 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Murray Hill 9-2606
35 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Illinois
RA ndolph 6-6431
And On the West Coast:
Harold Lindley, Vice President
6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Granite 1480
James Alspaugh, Manager
1 10 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Exbrook 2-3407
ROADCASTING

• Telecasting

The owner-salesmen of H-R constitute one of the most unusual
combinations of experience and sales background
in the electronic industry. Each is a mature, seasoned sales
executive with diversified years of successful
background in radio station ownership, radio station
management, sales management, agency account executive
work as well as years and years in top rank representation.
You can't get business just sitting behind a desk.
Because every man on the H-R payroll
is a pavement pounder, this representative organization
has established enviable records for its family stations. Ask
any of these stations — AM or TV — about
the firm that always sends a Man to Do a Man's Work.

December 15, 1952
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Radio Homes Census
(Continued from page 48)
No. Carolina — [Cont'd]
Area

iElEVISION
RADlU
With
1950 Rcsciio

co
i- a0

Vance
32,101
Wake
136,450
Warren
oo
23,539
Washington
Watauga
13,180
Wayne
18,342
Wilkes
64,267
Yancey
45,243
Wilson
54,506
Yadkin
22,133
* Not available. 16,306

7,664
33,249
5,018
15,038
4,315
3,039
10,748
1 2,780
5,604
3,809

7,555
32,865
3,050
5,005
15,050
10,630
4,210
12,780

316,735
,285
4,205
2,755
13,610
3,855
1 9,645
1 ,570

5,615
3,805

5,310
3,325

95.2
9184.0
89.1.6
90.3
90.4
90.7
90.5
87.4
94.6

With TV

16,529
3,290
1,440
1,200
2,008
6,736
6,191
4,086
1,475
2,566

32,800
7,545
4,975
10,585
3,030
15,000
4,145
12,755
5,610

60
205
15
10545
280
10535

0.3
0.8
0.6
0.9
0.5

1.7
0.7
2.6
0.8
150 2.7
65

3,820
RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U.'iS. CENSUS OF HOUSING-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
s
RADIO
TELEVISION
With TV
1950
With Radio
Area
c

WGST

delivers a satchel full of sales the year

round because

we're loaded with C.P.M.

C — as-

802,178
The District
Washington,
S.M.A.
D. C.
The
District Cty, 1 ,464,089
Montgomery
802,178
164,401
Prince Georges
Md.
194,182
Alexandria
Cty, Md. City,
Va.
Arlington Cty, Va.
Fairfax
Cty, Va. 135,449
Va. Church
Falls
City, 61,787
98,557
Urbanized Area
7,535
Washington,
D. C.
Not available. 1 ,287,333

224,142 219,085 213,585 97.5
405,111 398,075
213,535
224,142 219,085 388,515
44,935
44,110
45,264
48,735
50,799 50,245
18,351 18,100 17,680
39,230
40,127 39,640
24,317 24,045 23,175

97.6
97.5
19,109
17,644
7,931
97.7 15,059
96.4
6,93*
99.0
98.8Per
Cent 630
97.0
98.2

2,026
2,000
2,111
98.0
356,455
363,119
349,160

44,725 15,945
49,960 19,905
17,995 5,640
39,465 44,085
23,990 8,460
2,015 710

35.7
39.8
31.3
35.7
35.3
35.2

354,285 112,925 31.9
TV

sures coverage of the 36 counties
retail trade zone.
produced

P — means

and net programs

in Atlanta's

the best in locally

from ABC.

antees top-drawer merchandising
ber, chain and retail outlets.

M — guar-

support to job-

Let WGST

work on your account — by contacting

go to

us or our

national reps today.

1kW
5,
. - i k MT A
KC
A'
ABC
TA
N
A
L
T
A
•
or
NATIONAL REP.

MR.
ATLANTA

Page 50

JOHN BLAIR
S
000 WATT IN SOUTH EAST
JAMES S. AYERS
•

December 15, 1952

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING— WASHINGTON
RADIO
TELEVISION
With Radio
1950
c
* With
Area
Radio
j I
E
•>
n z3
Z
TheS.M.A.
State
2,378,963
732,992
Seattle
221,561
Tacoma
Spokane
Urbanised Areas 275,876
Seattle
621,509
176,004
Spokane
Tacoma
Urban Places 167,667
Aberdeen
19,653
Bellingham
Bremerton
34,112
27,678
Everett
11,123
Kennewick
Hoquiam
33,849
10,106
Longview
20,339
Pasco
Olympia
15,819
Port Angeles
10,228
11,233
Pullman
Puyallup
12,022
Rinton
Richland (uninc.) 21,809
16,039
10,010
467,591
Seattle
Tacoma
Spokane
161,721
143,673
Vancouver
41 ,664
Walla
Walla
Wenatchee
24,102
Yakima
13,072
38,486
COUNTIES
Adams
Asotin
Benton
10,878
Chelan
6,584
5139,301
,370
Clallam
Ferry
Clark
26,396
Columbia
85,307
Cowlitz
4,860
53,369
Douglas
10,817
4,096

735,746 724,180
236,258
232,170
78,850
77,630
68,949 68,170
201,506 198,295
56,605
57,387
55,518 54,630
11,355
11,415
6,714
6,600
11,716
9,183 11,625
9,115
3,060
3,675
3,736
6,286
6,220
3,090
5,529
5,135
3,244
3,175
3,709
3,640
2,702
2,710
4,889 151,910
3,290
5,735
4,770
3,369
154,582
47,260
52,195
5,644
52,994
47,954
12,648 12,460
4,455
7,240
7,165
12,617
4,500 12,370
2,072
3,432
14,190
12,484

2,035
14,235
12,255
3,405

25,900
8,216
16,158
1,603

25,100
8,025
16,055
1,560

3,238
3,210
1,198
1,160
(Continued

z £
720,450 20,310
25
231,135 12,795
45
47,445
77,085
330
197,435
2,560
54,300
55,940 11,490
240
1,975
420
11,325
240
15
4,600
9,110
11,590
10
35
3,655
110
20
6,185
3,080
16075
5,125
3,435
3,160
2,700
3,290
50
10
151,200
220
4,745
5,710
8,510
51,545
50
12,295
30
1,670
44,945
15
15
40
4,460
55
7,170
12,320

97.4 472,553
98.1
97.6 150,794
97.7 44,715
49,690
98.2
97.8
97.5
96.6
98.4
98.8
97.3
5,306
97.6
8,699
99.0
4,682
*
96.1
8,761
98.6
3,042
95.9
3,422
97.8
97.3
4,028
1,024
98.9
98.2
2,592
1,368
*
99.4
1,347
2,288
98.0
111,729
97.7
99.0
97.4 35,337
98.3
33,079
96.6
5,080
97.7
4,374
3,284
94.8
97.4
7,579
95.9
97.4
1,507
2,174
2,748
95.2
13,235
98.2
98.1
9,027
97.8
5,406
95.2 10,329
990
90.1
1,427
3,055
on 1,045
page 52) 2,202
•
705,410
227,735
66,620
75,780
194,715
55,355
53,240
11,175
6,375
11,345
9,010
3,575
6,155
2,970
5,065
3,045
3,560
2,680
3,200
148,835
4,685
5,700
51,015
46,025
12,295
12,090
7,045
4,305
1,930
11,755
13,860
3,315
24,635
7,640
1,525
15,770

BROADCASTING

2,035
14,175
3,395
12,240
24,910
8,010
15,975
1,565
•

1,140
3,200

30
17565
14010
90
30

2.1
3.3
5.f
0.5
5.1
4.4
3.4
0.4
0.4
1.1
0.4
0.3
0.4
1.5
0.4
2.1
0.9
0.2
3.4
0.2
0.4
5.4
0.4
0.3
3.6
0.5
0.7
0.4
0.5
0.4
2.2
0.6

■■Hi

0

USE
lot

of
o

load

SERVICE
casters

tio

i

NPA DIVISION
Electronics Changes Seen

December 15, 1952

Number
Number

reporting

Tot
al

•

ng

Page 52

lli

John E. Pearson Co.

Other Changes Anticipated
Envisioned in the Electronics
realignment — the claimant agency
which determines military needs
before allotting materials to radioTV set-makers — are changes in
section heads and probably merger
of some groups. Electronics is
headed by Richards Cotton, director, and Donald S. Parris, deputy
aide. No changes are seen at this
level.
One major vacancy is that posed
by the imminent resignation of Lee
Golder, chief of the Radio-TV
Section. He is slated to leave the
next fortnight. Replacement will
er seniority rights.
depend, again, mbon
Mr. Golder, Nuwho was associated
formerly with General Instrument
Co. and Magnavox, has been closely
identified with NPA's deliberations
over color TV equipment restrictions.
dwe

or contact the

ed

See Discounted Rotes Under

upi

4:

occ

all

ling

for

dwel

★ KTRN- Wichita Falls
5000 Wotts Doy— 1000 Night

s

Spring

647,499 830,005 51,420
415 13.4
0.6
96.8 62,661 74,325
6.2
235
98.5 246,791 321,700
43,140 0.6
*
98.1
41,945
*
98.5
287,510 38,430 13.4
30
98.0
20 0.5
0.3
4,015 99.2
165
20
4,055
3,059
6,490 94.0
15
0.7
6,525
4,544
0.4
97.8
2,152
2,820 97.8
2,995
30,235
3,605 98.6
0.7
100
98.1 26,21 1 30,815
3,685
2,974
3,625
40
3,685
2,821
3,145
97.7
2.7
4,800 98.5
60 12.3
1.1
2,179
154,465
3,170
4,024
4,860
156,320
5,135 98.4
3,953
5,230
19,300
98.3 134,314
0.8
25 0.7
3,735
100 3.3
2,960 99.3
545
215 0.6
3,800
2,304
99.8
3,020
99.7
970 21.3
2,522
3,360
2,141
17.9
1,032
4,550 98.9
3,340
6.4
4,560
8,040
3,040 98.4
1,554
99.5
160
2.4
5,906
3,045
6,685
0.5
8,130
88,785 98.2 75,866
5,102 90,130
13.5
12.9
1,380
21.5
6,795 1 1 ,600
6,430
6,425 98.9
2,157
595
50
4,420
20 1.0
4,370 98.5
97.2
2,809
35
0.8
3,855
65 0.5
3,890
7,050
3,331
7,225
5,550
94.0
35 13.2
0.4
4,240
3,970 93.4
98.0
3,739
9,405
1,240
9,215
6,215 91.2
4,795
80
6,615
6,295 97.2
5,149
125
65 1.2
1.7
1.1
3,755 97.4
98.1
6,900
3,865
5 0.4
0.2
10,460
10,375
5,041
2,555
2,303
40
3,084
2,520 97.4
96.4
36030
7,200
6,400 97.0
6,995
8,547
25 1.0
7.4
6,660
5,778
3,750
4,780
5,212
90.1
18515 0.8
4,895
96.3
4,725 98.3
45
3,856
0.5
5,010
98.3
4,710
4.9
4,630
0.0
3,655
3,908
7,720
606
60
0.8
0.6
3,790
3,027
5,514
2,765
92.1
7,840
0.8
2,560
2,133
760 92.7
820
96.4
4,295
5025
98.7
4,465 98.4
12,860
12.0
6,778
12,665
8,720 1,54070
8,470 97.5
3,557
8,534
97.1
90 2.6
1.1
3,365 95.6
98.9
2,873
0.8
4,487
3,435
5,845
5,990
10
5,459
35
5.5
6,310
6,690
510
5,673
75
96.2
97.7
6,365
80
9,490
97.5
7,267
9,675
6,605
0.5
9,090
7,358 197,720
152,246
195,600
2,520
2,156
9,285
2,615 26,625 13.5
98.5
on page 60)
0.4
72,125
317,785
41,225
284,050

unit

★ KBST-Big
250 Watts

TheS.M.A.
State
2,982,483 845,265
Duluth-Superior
252,777 75,520 74,490
MinneapolisSt. Paul
13,
1,116,509
327,791 322,750
Urbanized Areas
Duluth-Superior
143,028 42,742 42,005
MinneapolisSt. Paul 98512, ,101
292,978 288,500
Urban Places (10,00023 or545more)
Albert Lea
10
4,148
Austin
100
12, 001
Bemidji
104,
4,095
6,540
16, 637
6,614
Brainerd
3,056 30,835
3,000
Duluth
18,
3,685
Faribault
313,848
,312
16
14,
Hibbing
Fergus Falls
10,
3,675
3,731
276
917
,511
3,215
Mankato
3,233
809
,028
4,865
5,336
4,875
5,255
870 159,345
Minneapolis
157,020
Moorhead
52110 645
Owatonna
3,864
Red Wing
,718
3,795
15,
3,010
Richfield
17 502
3,017
3,385
3,366
4,565
4,611
Robbinsdale
289
11 ,191
Rochester
29
3,082
3,045
St. Cloud
8,130
22
8,277
St. Louis Park
6,945
22 ,885
6,795
St. Paul Paul
6,455
90,380
311
92,159
6,554
South St.
,781
4,455
Virginia
486
12 ,644
Winona
3,915
4,420
25 ,349
031
3,934
7,255
7,255
,909
COUNTIES
Aitken
14,327
4,259
Anoka
4,225
Becker
35,579
9,405
24,836
6,655
9,434
Beltrami
6,726
24,962
Benton
15,911
6,873
6,900
Big Stone
3,865
Blue
Earth
3,912
2,631 10,655
2,570
9,607 10,837
25,895
Brown
38,327
7,185
Carlton
7,302
24,584
Carver
18,155
6,633
6,640
4,988
4,930
Cass
Clay
19,468
Chippewa
5,362
16,739
5,245
Chisago
4,710
12,669
4,821
3,816
7,855
30,363
7,960
3,795
820
Clearwater
923
10,204
Cook
2,780
2,801
2,900
Cottonwood
15,763
Crow Wing
4,575
9,150
30,875
4,525
Dodge
Dakota
49,019 13,030 12,875
8,785
12,624
Douglas
3,450
21,304
3,520
6,093
6,020
Faribault
6,380
23,879
Fillmore
24,465
7,146
6,729
Freeborn
9,710
34,517
7,000
Goodhue
32,118
9,761
9,477 198,500
Grant
9,325
2,620
2,656
Hennepin
676,579
9,542 201,456
(Continued

o

★ KRBC- Abilene
5000 Watts Doy— 1000 NigT>t '
★ KGKL-San Angelo
5000 Watts Doy— 1000 Night

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING-MINNESOTA
RADIO
TELEVISION
With TV
With Radio
1950
c
Area

wholesale
is Evidence
reflected inoflayoff
notices.changes
These '
will affect the future of key officials
in various electronics sections
throughout NPA. Indication is that
the structure of the Electronics
Div. will remain in a confused
state until at least next Feb. 1.
The effect of the economy movement is particularly sweeping because seniority rights will play a
major part in "bumping" key personnel throughout the Commerce
Dept., under which NPA operates.
Involved are the U. S. Census Bureau, the National Bureau of Standards and others — all part of Commerce.
The Electronics Div. is now
functioning under a new boss — C.
W. Potter, Indiana Bell Telephone
Co. executive. He was named acting
assistant administrator of the
NPA Textile, Leather & Specialty
Equipment Bureau, under which
Electronics and nine other divisions
function. A communications expert, Mr. Potter replaces Richard
W. Murphy, National Cash Register Co.

lati

at 20% DISCOUIVT
from Regular Rates

0.6
1.0
0.8
0.4
3.3
4.7
0.5
0.3
5.5
1.1
5.1
4.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
1.4
3.3
3.2
0.3
2.7
0.9
0.5
2.3
0.4
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.3
0.5

popu

< OVEIlAtil

Total

TEXAS

25
120
2,560
305
1,11030
330
5
35
.320
140
25
205
l

15,250 WATTS
KOIVII) WEST

25
10
55
75
105
150
12,795
20
40
65
1,170
15
195
15
35

Tota

96.2
13,563
880
4,191
4,065
4,050
3,910
1,035
99.0
1,020
95.3
24,346
1,040
1,025
1,548
3,204 17,463
17,170
17,150
16,560
6,785
6,465
97.5
6,954
53,644
13,918
96.4
6,740
11,079
97.1
3,916
11,618
3,165
1,652
3,245 227,735
3,352 232,170
3,130 98.1
732,992 236,258
150,794
3,220
2,092 231,135
98.4
3,354
23,035
3,225
3,215
75,724
12,731
23,185
96.2
Kittitas
23,060 22,695 93.7
22,235
Klickitat
6,689
12,049
6,375
6,630
4,964 13,475
3,743
Lewis
6,610
43,755
Lincoln
3,655 13,135
97.2 10,278
3,650
3,425 96.3
10,970 13,768 13,520
2,618
97.6
15,022
Mason
4,635
3,437
Okanogan
94.0
3,350
3,480
2,929
4,803
29,131
4,525
2,967
8,520
4,605
Pacific
3,470
8,680
16,558
8,540
8,030 95.8
5,368
Pend Oreille
92.4
855
5,540
4,101
5,520
7,413
Pierce
77,085
2,180
78,850
5,310
2,243
2,185
5,501
77,630 75,780 96.5
275,876
San
1,572
97.6 49,690
96.4
SkagitJuan
2,020
1,100
1,163
13,269
13,220
1,060
12,755
13,210
43,273
3,245
97.3
Skamania
1,100
9,659
Snohomish
1,460
111,580
1,134
4,788 35,895
1,519 35,305 34,360
24,388
1,370 93.8 44,715
1,445
221,561
35,225
67,445
Spokane
97.7
Stevens
68,949 68,170 66,620 94.0
18,580
Thurston
4,240 13,825
97.1 10,324
5,358 13,950
5,290 13,550
44,884 14,497
4,975 97.8
Wahkiakum
5,300
96.5
97.6
1,173 11,700 11,425
Walla Walla
11,685
3,835
1,130
40,135
1,100
11,858
1,012
Whatcom
7,319
16,660
1,140
66,733 21,095 20,840
20,775
Whitman
98.1
32,469
96.0
Yakima
7,138
135,723
9,067 39,280
9,115 20,375
9,010
39,916
8,945
37,710
24,026 39,150
Not available.

t

Franklin
Garfield
Grant
King Harbor
Grays
Island
Jefferson
Kitsap

Cen

c

REALIGNMENT of the Electronics Div. of the National Production
Authority, and perhaps consolidation of certain sections, are slated
to hit the emergency agency early
next year because of personnel cutbacks.

Per

Area

TELEVISION
With TV

pied

OVER

RADIO
With Radio
1950

occu

[Cont'd]

pop

ula

Washington State

STARS

units

Total

Radio Homes Census
(Continued from page 50)

A second move, involving J. Bernard Joseph, is being deferred. Mr.
Joseph, head of the Broadcast
Equipment Section, is being persuaded to remain. There has been
speculation that the Radio-TV and
Broadcast Equipment sections may
be combined next year, depending
on who is "bumped." There are at
present seven Electronics units, including foreign TV.
Other alterations are in the
works. A sizable number of NPA's
Public Information Division personnel has been diverted to similar activities in the policy parent
agency, the Defense Production
Administration.
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Independent

in

the

Retail

Baltimore

station

programming, merchandising
and production departments
behind this great food event.

more has turned to Baltimore's
promotion -minded, knowhow station, WFBR, to make
sure their Annual Food Show,
held at the Fifth Regiment
Armory in Baltimore, goes
over with a bang.

The result? Every year, bigger
crowds, more exhibitors, better

Every year WFBR has thrown
the full weight of its promotion,

displays — and firmer loyalties,
friendship and cooperation between the 2765 members of the
Independent Retail Grocers
Association and WFBR.
To the left, you'll read what
Joseph Manning, executive
secretary of the Association
thinks of us. Elsewhere, a list
of food and allied accounts
we've carried this year.

"WFBR's know-how and showmanship have been invaluable to our
Association fcr over 16 years by their
cooperation in our Annual Food Show

One last word: it's more true
today than ever, for real showmanship, solid merchandising
and active, day-in, day-out
promotion, you need

-just as independent grocer cooperation has helped make WFBR dominant
in grocery and allied products merchandising."
(Signed)

ABC
BASIC
REPRFSFNTED
BROADCASTING

NETWORK
• 5000
WATTS
NATIONALLY
BY
JOHN

• Telecasting

say:

for

Every year since 1936, the
powerful Independent Retail
Grocers Association of Balti-

Grocers

us!

LET'S
AT

THE

LOOK
RECORD!

The following food and allied accounts
have been on WFBR in 1952:
Nestea
Becker Pretzels
Peter Paul Candy
Cloverland Farms Dairy Joy
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
J. H. Filbert
Coca Cola
Schmidt Baking Co.
Kress Farm Dairy
National Biscuit Products
Koester Bakery
Griffin Shoe Polish
Hellman's Mayonnaise
Esskay Products
Albert F. Goetze, Inc. Kool Cigarettes
Renuzit
Hendler's Ice Cream
Cornfetti
Baltimore Spice Co.
Levering Coffee Co.
McCormick & Co.
Pan American Coffee
Greenspring Dairy
Bureau
Wilkins Coffee
Planter's Peanut Oil
Royal
Dunloggin Dairy Rockwood
Park Sausage
Seven
Minute Pie Crust
Wheaties
Pepsi ColaDairy
Delvale
Breeze
Grass Noodle Soup
Holiday Coffee
Fab
Junket
Camel Cigarettes
Lifesavers
Florida Citrus
Lipton Tea
Commission
Chesterfields
Ivory
Soap
G. Washington
Coffee
Ivory Flakes
Ivory Snow
La France
Nucoa
Sterling Salt
Ward Baking Co.
Ralston
Rival Dog Food
Windex

Birdseye
Satina
Jell-0
Bab-0
Chase
Frostee& Sanborn Coffee
Corn Kix
33 Bleach
Preen Floor Wax
Drano

IN BALTIMORE,
MD.
BLAIR
& COMPANY
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Here is the all-new TV camera the
industry is talking about. The camera
the leading networks are planning to
use in their new Hollywood studios!
The camera which will be used in
most of the new stations this year—
and next!
Leading network engineers (after

picture
viewflndser larger,
7-inch produce
^^r^lA
* f tube
brighter, and sharper pictures to help
the cameraman.

fier—stabi
n< highi*C*
withlity
fre9 '°9-«ampli
tAf video
jk/£TV
quency response uniform to 8.5 Mc!

careful tests) have proclaimed the
TK-11A the finest camera ever produced, easiest in the world to handle,
and the simplest one to get at.
The TK-11A has all the proven
performance of the world-renowned
RCA TK-10— plus these new features:

w
the deflecti
coil cooland
bloweron for
plug-in
AfiZiA/ ing
the Image Orthieonl
M^r*g
^electronic -protection sysf*£Zwv
*em deflection
9uarc's your
Imageor
Orthicon against
failure,
loss of driving signals.
f*i~vw
burden off Image
Orthicon
A/jC'ijfjf''overstan''
control
takes
during warm-ups and rehearsals; new
vertical reverse switch for film pick-ups.

For complete information on the 7K-HA,
call your RCA Broadcast Safes Representative.

i

editorial

Dollar

4b

Politics

THE HOUSE Campaign Expenditures Committee, which set out to investigate the high
costs of campaigning and wound up getting a
basic education in the perplexities of political
broadcasting, will soon be submitting a report
that could have a profound effect — for good or
bad— on radio and TV.
There is virtue in the very fact that a House
committee is dealing with this subject, which
in the past has been repeatedly shoved aside.
The danger inherent in the situation, however,
is that the separate problems of high campaign
costs and political broadcasting will become
associated as one.
Though it cannot be questioned that the
rival parties in the 1952 campaigns spent more
on radio and television than ever before, it is
no less true that radio and TV were only partly
responsible for the huge increase in total
campaign spending.
The reliable New York Times estimates some
$32 million was spent in all during the 1952
campaigns. Of that amount, perhaps $5 million
was for radio and television. Considering the
tremendous impact that political broadcasting
exerted, in comparison to the effects of other
types of campaigning, the money spent on it
was disproportionately small.
We cannot help suggesting that some of the
$32 million which was not spent on broadcasting was not spent as well as that which went
into radio and television.
Indeed there is abundant evidence that TV,
if properly used, could largely replace the
whistle-stop, a time-consuming and moneyconsuming, not to mention rather old-fashioned,
way of introducing the candidate around.
At best only a fraction of the electorate is
able to see the candidate, no matter how many
whistle-stops he makes. On a cost-per-thousand
basis, the whistle-stop can't compare with TV
in reaching voters.
It seems to us that the problem is not only
one of rewriting the law on political expenditures but also one of educating political candidates to modern techniques of advertising.

To

Marry

&

Win

IN THE nine months since the lifting of the
TV freeze, the FCC has been groping for a
way to speed licensing of stations in the
larger markets having inadequate service. The
rub is that the number of applicants almost
invariably exceeds the assignments available.
The most plausible approach to solution of
this dilemma has been the "marriage" of competitive applicants for the purpose of applying
for a single channel, thus eliminating a competitive hearing that could run for months and
become embroiled in lengthy litigation. The
hearings thus far are the most grueling we've
ever witnessed. An applicant must bare his
soul. He must spend weeks on end and thousands of dollars simply to get his case before
the hearing examiner. And then he has a
gamble at best.
To date the FCC has been adamant about
"mergers." Some Commissioners fear that
when two or more AM station licensees get
together in a separate corporation to run TV,
they will cease to be competitive in radio.
They are fearful of "monopoly" in the moulding of public opinion if a newspaper is inPage 56
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volved. They're wary of a precedent.
The FCC should realize media are competitive, whatever the ownership. Newspapers are
competitive with radio; AM is competitive with
TV, magazines are competitors of all the
others. They have to be to exist.
But maybe the FCC has a point in moving
cautiously. Perhaps it should not set a clear
precedent by treating each case on its merits.
In the two cases it has tackled thus far involving mergers, the FCC turned thumbs down
unanimously on one — El-Cor Television Inc., of
up-state New York, and divided just about
3% to 3% on Macon Television Inc. In the
El-Cor case, wherein the only newspaper in
Corning, N. Y., which owns an AM station
there, proposed to apply for uhf with the only
newspaper in Elmira which also owns an AM
station, the FCC may have had an extreme
case. We still think it is wrong, however, in
its appraisal of competition among the media.
But in the Macon case, there would be other
radio competition and TV competition, too.
More than likely this merger will be approved,
but the FCC proposes to exact further guarantees on maintenance of competition in radio.
Now on file is a new and unique project to
make it easy for the FCC to approve "marriages." It is the application of a new company— Biscayne Television Corp. — for a station
in Miami, now with a single TV outlet. The
Miami Daily News, which owns WIOD, and the
Miami Herald, which owns WQAM, would be
stockholders, but neither would control the new
company. Niles Trammell, who resigned as
NBC board chairman after 30 years in communications, would become president and general manager and holder of 15% interest,
under a long-term contract. He would hold
the "balance of power."
The joining of hands by Gov. James M.
Cox' News and John S. Knight's Herald is
practically the millennium. The former is
rabidly Democratic — Gov. Cox himself was
1920 nominee of his party. Mr. Knight is an
original Eisenhower Republican. The papers
have opposite philosophies. Their radio stations are vigorously competitive. There are
nine other AM stations in the Miami area.
Here, we think, is a pattern that well could
be emulated. It could mean the swift authorization of dozens of stations in markets
in which the public is clamoring for service.
There aren't many Niles Trammells around to
bridge the gaps in setting up such companies.
But there is presented here a formula that, in
our judgment, would allay the FCC's fear of
suppression of competition and at the same
time gratify its desire to license more stations
swiftly in underserved markets.
Home,

Sweet

Home

(Reprinted, by 12,
request,
1949) from B*T, Dec.
HAVE YOU ever tried to carry a crate of
grapefruit piggy-back from a skyscraper office
to a cab; thence to the station to catch the
5:15? Or perhaps a Smithfield ham from
Virginia, an oversized carton of dates from
Arizona, cigars from Puerto Rico, a hickory
smoked turkey from the Catskills, and two
gallons of maple syrup from Vermont? At
this season, when Kris Kringle begins his
jaunts from the hinterlands to agency, advertiser, network and station offices, the beleagured but none-the-less grateful recipients
wonder whether the donors realize that people
do not live at their offices, despite the grinding
radio [and TV — 1952 addition] pace. They
can't say so openly without looking a gift
horse in the mouth, but they'd much prefer
that you ask their secretaries about that Home,
Sweet Home address.

£ - our respects to:

ALEX KEESE
I HERE'S "no such thing as a TV home,"
in the opinion of Alex Keese, manager of
"Furthermore," says Mr. Keese, "I would
like to see the industry quit using the phrase,
'TV home.' Where there is one TV set, there
are three or four radios. Radio will continue
to be a basic medium."
That, emphatically, is Mr. Keese's thinking
on radio's niche in the broadcasting structure.
"Radio and TV are highly competitive for
the advertisers' dollar, and they are highly
competitive for audiences. Both can be strong
industries when they recognize their product,
which is programs, and quit sharing their
product," he added.
One might say that Mr. Keese unlocked the
door to the broadcasting industry with a violin.
That story, however, begins in his childhood.
Alexander Courtland Keese was born Feb.
28, 1899, in Fort Gaines, Ga., the son of a Baptist preacher. He grew up in Chattanooga,
Tenn.,
he began playing the "fiddle" at
the
age where
of eight.
He started studying at the Cadek Conservatory, now the music department of the U. of
Chattanooga. It was at the conservatory that
he met Amy Macdonald, later to be his wife.
She played the piano and would often acrecitals. company him at the conservatory's monthly
In 1916, he was called out by the National
Guard for service with the late Gen. Pershing
at the Mexican Border. In World War I, Mr.
Keese served in Europe. Upon his return to
this country, he and Miss Macdonald were wed.
To gain a livelihood, Mr. Keese played violin
in several orchestras. Not satisfied with being
just another member of an orchestra, Mr.
Keese soon became music supervisor and music
director in several Paramount-Publix theatres.
During the 1920s, on behalf of ParamountPublix theatres, he visited Boston, Kansas
City, Atlanta, Birmingham, Chattanooga,
Houston and Dallas. He was the youngest
person on the theatres' payroll.
During these theatre tours, Mr. Keese had
much contact with entertainment headliners of
the day and with persons who were to gain
stardom later. He has scores of memories
about such persons as Morton Downey and
Sophie Tucker. And he remembers Ginger
Rogers when she was beginning her career.
From the Palace theatre in Dallas, Mr.
Keese joined WFAA in 1930 as music director.
He shifted to sales in the early thirties. He
became intrigued with this facet of broadcasting when he would accompany the sales man(Continued on page 95)
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The basis of listener enjoyment
is variety in high quality programming. The foundation of
profitable advertising results is a
receptive audience. WREC

is

proud to be serving the best interests of the audience and the
advertiser by providing programs of public interest to keep
an alert audience always in a
receptive mood. It's a proven
formula that keeps WREC the
top Hooper station in Memphis
— and brings advertising costs
down

MEMPHIS

to 10% LESS per thousand listeners than in 1946.

NO.

1

STATION
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front

office

AC. DOWDEN, city sales manager, KARK
• moted to commercial manager there.

Little Rock, Ark., pro-

NORMAN H. CHESTER, WNBC New York account executive, to similar
post in radio sales department of WJZ New York.
LEWIS H. AVERY, president, Avery-Knodel Inc., station representative
firm, J. W. KNODEL, vice president, B. P. TIMOTHY, secretary, ARTHUR H. McCOY, treasurer, and DAVID H. SANDEBERG, director,
re-elected to respective offices.
SOUTHERN MINNESOTA NETWORK (KROC Rochester, KSYM Mankato and KATE Albert Lea) appoints Robert Meeker Assoc., N. Y.,
effective Jan. 1.
MELBADEAN WELLS, former manager and operator, KULP El Campo,
Tex., to sales staff, KTBC-TV Austin, Tex. PROF. E. ROBERT NORRIS,
U. of Texas, to latter station as consultant.
ROBERT

E. NEWSHAM

Jr. to sales department, WFIL Philadelphia.

JERRY DUNPHY, former news director, KSTT Davenport, Iowa, returns
to station as general manager.
JOHN NORTH, former Chicago manager of Radio Reps., to WOR New
York's Chicago sales staff.
GEORGE DRASE, sales staff, WCFL Chicago, to local sales department,
WBBM same city.
MICHAEL

HORN to WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn., as account executive.

ARTHUR M. FORD, manager of Sapulpa, Okla., studios of KOME Tulsa,
to sales staff, KVOO Tulsa.
DAVID R. ALLEN, salesman, WSYR-TV Syracuse, to Sports Car Club
of America, as public relations and publications director.
Pet£onaU

magnecorder
professional tape recorder
Greater Flexibility — Your Magnecorder can be mounted in
standard racks, combined with others for continuous recording systems, or used in console mounttings— unmatched flexibility because of our exclusive unit construction. Conversion kits keep
the equipment up to date or adapt it for special
purposes.

Balanced Fidelity— Magnecorders catch all sound from the highest
to the lowest tone. Frequency response: flat from
50-15,000 cps ± 2 db at 15"/sec. tape speed.
Exceeds 50 db with less than 2% harmonic distortion.
For further information and demonstration, see your Classified
Telephone Directory under "Recorders," or write
INC.

Dept. B-l 2, 225 W. Ohio St., Chicago lO, III.
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HARRY ACKERMAN, vice president in chai'ge of network programs,
CBS-TV Hollywood, named to serve on advisory board of Woodbury
College, L. A. (training in business administration and professional
arts). . . . MA J. JAMES L. HOWE, owner of WCTC New Brunswick,
N. J., cited for "invaluable service" by Air Force.
FRED WEBER, president of WFPG Atlantic City, N. J., cited by state
defense officials for his "hard work" on behalf of civil defense. . . .
JOSEPH A. LENN, vice president in charge of sales of WHLI Hempstead, L. I., cited by United Cerebral Assn. of Nassau County for
". . . outstanding accomplishment in the fight for the betterment of the
cerebral palsied of Nassau County." . . . FREDERIC B. VANDERHURST,
account executive, KBIS Bakersfield, Calif., and Marilyn Christine Johnson were married Nov. 22.
DICK JOLLIFFE, account executive, Columbia Pacific Radio Network,
father of boy, Nov. 19.
BOB PRATT, manager, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., father of boy, William.

Weissman Plans Talk
Percy S. Anderson
J. G. WEISSMAN, applications
PERCY S. ANDERSON, 65, head
engineer, physics laboratories, Syl- of public relations at KMOX St.
vania Electric Products, will dis- Louis, CBS o & o station, died last
Monday in that city after being
cuss "Transistor Circuit Considerastricken with a heart ailment. Fortions" at the meeting of Radio Club
merly sales manager of KMOX, he
of America at 8 p.m. Thursday in
joined the station in 1946 as acthe General Electric auditorium,
count executive. Previously he was
New York. Annual business session
with MaGuire Industries, Falveyfor members from 7:30-8 p.m. will Vadell Co. and War Production
precede the open session.
Board. His wife, Julia, survives.
BROADCASTING
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Deerwood

Foods

sales

40°/.
going

to

soar!

Three years ago the Bluffton Grocery Company
began sponsoring the "Deerwood News & Sports
Review" on WOWO. Now sales are up more
than 40%, and the company is moving to new
and far larger quarters in Fort Wayne.
With radio receiving more than 85 per cent
of the advertising budget, both the advertiser
and its agency, Gemmer Associates, Inc., share
with WOWO credit for the booming trade.
Proof in abundance is on hand pointing up
the fact that to reach the rich tri-state, 49 county
area centering in Fort Wayne, WOWO
is a
"must." For more evidence get in touch with
WOWO or Free & Peters.
An expenditure of thousands of dollars on WOWO has brought
returns of millions of dollars to our client.
Duane Zimmerman, Gemmer Associates, Inc.
Because of our radio program, we have been able to place our
line in a rapidly expanding list of outlets.
P. E. Painter, President, The Bluffton Grocery Company

RADIO

WESTINGHOUSE
KYW

• KDKA

• KEX

STATIONS
• WBZ

Inc

• WBZA

WOWO
FORT
NBC

BROADCASTING

WAYNE
AFFILIATE
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WOWO

• WBZ-TV

National Representatives, Free & Peters, except for WBZ-TV;
for WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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Miami

Ch. 7 Bid With Trammell
(Continued fr om page 25)
ditional buildings to house TV stu- application has never been amended in line with the Sixth Report
dios, transmitting gear, etc. Price
and Order. Under FCC procedure,
for the present land and buildings
such applications are dismissed
was given as §150,000; other conwhen the city is reached in the
struction will amount to $350,000,
the application stated.
processing line. Miami's priority
Although the transmitter site is Group B-4, No. 193. The Commission reached Group B-3, No. 173
land and buildings will be purchased from WIOD, the towers will in last week's grants, which would
indicate that there were only 20
remain owned by WIOD. Biscayne
Television proposes to lease the more cities to be considered before
Miami is reached.
south tower for its TV antenna.
Present applications for Miami's
Biscayne's Statement
Ch. 7 by WIOD and WQAM were
In the statement associated with
dismissed last week. Other Miami
the application, the Biscayne prinTV applicants are Storer-owned
cipals state that their holdings in
WGBS, a CBS affiliate and WKAT,
Biscayne will not affect their AM
owned by A. Frank Katzentine, an stations or their newspapers. They
MBS affiliate, for Ch. 10, and declared that they are agreed not
WMIE, independent, owned by E.
to combine "in any manner, shape
D. Rivers Sr., for Ch. 27.
or form" to diminish competition
Applicant for non-commercial,
between WIOD and WQAM.
educational, reserved Ch. 2 is LindThey also agreed that: (1) the
say-Hopkins Vocational School of
Dade County Board of Public In- operation of WIOD and WQAM
struction.
would continue "distinct and separate;" (2) there would be no comWINZ Application
binations of staff, salesmen, rates,
program
sources or talent; (3)
A pre-freeze application from
Miami-Hollywood Television Corp. there would be no tie-ins regarding
for Ch. 7 is still being carried on the purchase of time; (4) the TV
station will compete "vigorously"
the FCC's books as pending. Howwith WIOD and WQAM for adverever, principal owner Jonas Weiltisers and programs.
and (WINZ) was killed in an airplane crash in August 1951 and the
The application was prepared by

the Washington law firms of Dow,
Lohnes & Albertson (for Cox) and
Loucks, Zias, Young & Jansky (for
Knight) . Consulting engineer was
Millard Garrison, Washington.

Judge Backs Newsmen
STATE law protecting news reporters in Alabama from disclosing
confidential news sources was supported last week by Federal District Judge Seyboum H. Lynne,
who refused to rule the law unconstitutional. Acting on a petition
by former Gov. James E. Folsom
and three aides, who filed $4 million libel actions against several
magazines, Judge Lynne supported
the 1935 Alabama law protecting
newspaper reporters. He said he
will hand down a written decision.
DIVIDEND of 40 cents per share,
paid Dec. 12, was voted by directors
of WJR Detroit to share-holders of
record Dec. 5, according to President
John F. Patt.

Radio Homes Census
(Continued from page 52)
Minnesota — [cont'd]
Area

I If! •
,y..-

1, INC.
NBC
affiliate EDWARD Kc,,e.eUei
PETRY t»,<i.„.Ui
COMPANY,
TQN
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CIVIL SUIT
Filed Against Soap Firms
THE CIVIL suit filed last Thursday in Federal Court, Newark,
N. J., against three major soap
companies involves network advertisers
substantial annual radio-TVwithbillings.
Filed by the Justice Dept., the
suit accuses Procter & Gamble Co.
of Cincinnati, Lever Bros, of New
York City and Colgate-PalmolivePeet Co. of Jersey City of monopolizing the household soap industry.
The suit asked that the three firms
be broken up into smaller organizations.
In a statement President E. H.
Little said Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Tot
Co. emphatically denied the charges
al
against C-P-P. Mr. Little noted
the Dept. of Justice had previously
submitted facts to a federal grand
jury in Newark which only last
month completed an investigation
of the soap industry lasting 18
months. The grand jury failed to
take any action.
Jervis J. Babb, Lever president,
issued a statement denying that
his company had violated the antitrust laws in letter or spirit.

e
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94.8
Houston
96.2
14,435
Hubbard
Isanti
11,085
4,045
4,040
Itasca
3,885 95.6
12,123
3,174
3,227
3,200
3,035 98.0
3,182
33,321
94.4
Jackson
3,120
Kanabec
16,306
2,127
4,576
9,460
2,481
2,945
8,990 98.0
Kandiyohi
4,505
Kittson
4,595
95.9
9,405
9,192
3,722
6,943
1,994
28,644
Koochiching
2,465
2,365 91.8
5,646
16,910
7,638
7,570
2,611
97.1
9,649
Lake
2,530
7,420 98.8
Lac qui Parle
- 14,545
19,088
2,123
2,605
4,420
2,647
95.2
3,427
5,065
94.7
Lake of thi Woods 4,955
4,050
4,815
4,000
1,420
97.2
7,781
2,526
1,868
4,002
Le Sueur
3,335
96.3
Lincoln
1,330
1,260 97.3
1,119
2,475
5,560
10,150
98.3
4,419
5,405
2,355
22,253
McLeod
5,594
2,878
2,770 93.3
2,298
Lyon
4,712
Mahnomen
2,875
22,198
4,676
97.8
1,719
6,287
6,312
6,120
6,150
6,015
Marshall
16,125
1,590 96.9
99.1
Martin
7,059
6,320
4,264
1,705
4,190 96.2
Meeker Lacs
3,629
25,655
1,325
4,285
18,966
Miile
7,291
7,090
Murray
5,616
4,030
5,313
5,300
5,135
15,165
4,175
7,025
Morrisin
25,832
4,190 11,515 94.1
4,321
Mower
5,163
42,277
14,801 1 1 ,701 11,675
6,380
98.7
Nicollet
98.6
3,263
8,346
6,613
6,005 97.7
20,929
97.9
Nobles
95.6
3,871
4,931
3,081
4,760
22,435
3,725
Norman
12,909
3,805
6,223
6,055 12,615
4,787
Olmsted
48,228 13,099
4,850
3,681
95.1
12,835
5,915
3,530
3,710
Otter
Tail
51,320 13,637
3,585 13,400
98.3
9,193
Pennington
10,604
3,012
12,965
Pine
3,565 12,805 96.4
Pope
4,349
98.4
14,003
18,223
4,935
3,435 94.4
Pipestone
3,624
Ramsey
Polk
5,295
2,766
35,900
5,225
3,843
3,720
3,018
9,730
97.4
101,970
103,871
12,862
3,660
7,880
355,332
97.7
Red Lake
9,753
81,216
3,635 100,305
2,924
9,480
Redwood
3,609
98.4
Rice
22,127
3,550
Renville
1,690
1,665
4,836
1,385
98.5
98.3
6,193
5,880 97.6
97.0
6,806
1,684
6,060
5,300
36,235
23,954
97.9
6,506
Rock
6,895
11,278
8,570
8,658
6,657
6,775 95.2
Roseau
14,505
96.7
St.
59,055
SibleyLouis
206,062 613,154
3,010 97.9 51,295
8,365
2,475
Scott
,850 61,080
3,075
2,812
3,760
16,486
Sherburne
3,809
3,580 95.5
4,140
4,055
10,661
97.8
2,995
4,369 16.145
15,816
96.7
Stearns
2,623
Steele
2,520
1,899
70,681 16,351
2,640
15,605
4,290
4,325
4,195
21,155
12,424
Stevens
98.5
3,425
97.7
11,106
5,830
5,695 98.1
98.0
Swift
5,956
4,518
2,930
95.4
2,920
15,837
Todd
25,420
2,274
2,875
Traverse
4,380
4,190
2,155
6,885
4,270
Wabasha
95.2
8,053
6,866
16,878
97.3
6,565
5,594
2,236
4,495
3,298
Wadena
2,200
1,846
Waseca
95.2
12,806
4,846
4,720
97.4
4,245
Washington
98.5
3,440
14,957
4,365
3,275
2,504
3,919
Watonwan
97.9
4,414
34,544
96.3
3,416
6,125
13,881
3,427
Wilkin
4,033
9,080
9,415
Winona
3,935
10,860
2,753
11,280
2,660
4,020
10,567 1 1 ,308
3,158
9,215
Wright
97.4
2,730
2,180
27,716
39,841
7,380 98.1
Yellow Medicine
8,631
7,580
7,703
* Not available 16,279
5,889
4,460
4,572
4,375
3,754•
BROADCASTING
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With TV
1

3,085
4,045
9,420
3,120
4,595
7,570
2,440
4,025
4,805
2,600
1,325
2,470
5,545
2,880
6,125
6,300
1,705
4,300
6,985
5,265
4,175
11,625
6,395
3,800
12,785
4,845
6,025
13,365
3,685
3,585
5,205
9,750
3,695
101,715
3,615
1,690
6,900
6,045
8,575
3,035
3,765
60,990
4,035
4,300
2,640
16,110

30
140
45

0.7
1.1
0.5
1.0
1.0
4.5
5 0.2
5035 1.4
0.7
1.0
455 0.6
35
3.0
70 4.2
10 0.9
35
23530 0.4
190
10
25 0.6
0.3
40
180 3.4
50 2.6
110
0.7
60 0.6
3030 0.8
75 1.5
50
0.5
4.5
50 1.1
10535
75
160 1.2
1.4
1.0
0.5
1.4
0.8
65
0.6
105
45
13.5
13,735 1.1
0.5
1.8
4.7
0.0
2
1260 0.4
1.6
41015500
340 0.7
4.2
31131550 1.3
1.9
8.4
1155 0.5
31505 3.1
35 0.5
1 .5
2.0
0.7
1 10.5
76505 7.5
1.3
1.1
6
97 5
5645055 0.2
0.4
0.7
40 0.9

5,850
2,920
4,265
2,190
6,870
4,680
4,345
3,445
9,195
3,965
11,260
2,735
7,575
4,460
Telecasting

RADIO
Vie

PROFIT

Vieh

There's nothing "big shot" about any of us. We don't try to give
you a lot of statistical mumbo jumbo and big talk about our abilities
to sell your client's products on our stations. We're the so called
"small people" . . . the workers . . . the producers of sales. We're
the people who work day and night to make it possible that your
client's messages are properly directed to the millions of people we
serve and who depend upon us for news, sports, mystery, drama,
music,mentchildren's
programs . . . yes, for information and entertainfor every age.

HAZLETON, PA. NBC-MBS
ALLENTOWN, PA. CBS
BLOOMSBURG, PA.
BIDDEFORD-SACO, ME. MBS- YANKEE
(Represented by Robert Meeker Associates). (Owned and Operated by Harry L. Magee).
(Represented by Edward Devney).
BROADCASTING
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N. V. CD PROGRAM
All Radio-TV Outlets Air
ALL New York City radio and TV
stations were to be interconnected
last Saturday to carry a special
Civil Defense drill program, according to Seymour N. Siegel, WNYC
New York director and communifor the city's
Office ofcations
Civilcoordinator
Defense.
The drill, ordered by the New
York State Civil Defense Commission, was to begin at 8:30 a.m.
Stations were to fade out their own
programs and connect the Civil Defense line to their transmitters for
the special 15-minute program.
Regular programming was to resume at 8:45 a.m. TV stations were
expected to carry the sound portion
and display a sign indicating the
drill was in progress.
RADIO MEMENTOS
Pioneers to Preserve
OLD-TIME broadcasters with
memorabilia they would like preserved for posterity are invited to
send their relics to Carl Haverlin,
chairman of the Radio Pioneers
project committee, at 580 Fifth
Ave., New York.
Pending establishment of a permanent Radio Pioneers headquarters club house, Mr. Haverlin will
store rate cards, promotion pieces,
photographs, scripts and other souvenirs of the days when radio was
young, which will comprise the nucleus of an industry history. Idea
was proposed by Mr. Haverlin last
Tuesday at a luncheon meeting of
the New York chapter of the Pioneers, which unanimously adopted
the plan.

WOIO

air-casters
OWARD BROWN appointed chief
H announcer, WTVJ (TV) Miami.
DAN RUSSELL, program director,
KFWB Hollywood, to program department, Hollywood headquarters, KBIG
Avalon.
WILLIAM McCLUSKEY, sales service
director, Crosley Bcstg. Corp., Cincinnati, elected to board of governors,
Cincinnati Grocery Mfrs. Representatives.
HARRY VOELKER to sales and promotion staff, KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
BOB PERRY and ELMO BROWN to
station as director-announcer and
cameraman, respectively. WYNN
EVANS and CAROLYN BUSH added
to station's continuity staff.
BILL LAMAR to KCOR San Antonio,
Tex., to handle sales promotion and
merchandising activities.
JOHN HANLEY, WNAV Annapolis,
Md., to WCBM Baltimore, as m.c. of
Morning Glories show. WILL TAYLOR
and JOHN McLEAN to latter station
as night announcer and sportscaster,
respectively.
ALAN GANS, sports director, KYW
Philadelphia, elected president of
city's Basketball Writers Assn.
DR. MASON ROSE, head of National
Foundation for Psychological Research and author, to KLAC-TV Hollywood as consultant psychologist on
children's programs.
LEROY LAND returns to KCBD Lubbock, Tex., as promotion manager,
after discharge from U. S. Air Force.
HAL MOON added to station's announcing staff.

REACHES

PEOPLE..

THi
NAStfVILLt
MARKET

urn

OK

TO
WSIX/

♦Cover the 53 counties
in middle Tennessee and
southern Kentucky with
WSIX alone!
Celebrating a Quarter-Century of Service!
Setter
Bui
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: r
GEO. P. tHOLLlNGBERRY CO.
ABC Af FILIATE ■ 5000 WATTS -980 KC & WSIX FM VIW
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JAY JASIN to WHKC Columbus,
Ohio, as disc jockey.
RICHARD T. HICKOX, chief announcer, WLAW Boston, promoted
to production manager there.
BELA KOVACS, company manager
and actor on ABC-AM-TV Space
Patrol, assigned role in 20th CenturyFox feature film, "Desert Rat."
LLOYD HOWE, WENT Gloversville,
N. Y., to WCSS Amsterdam, N. Y., as
staff announcer-producer.
BILL HYDEN, KRMG Tulsa, Okla.,
to KVOO same city, on announcing
staff.
TOM
WILLETTE to WDXI Jackson,
Army.
Tenn., after tour of duty with U. S.
DON BELL, disc jockey, KRNT Des
Moines, Iowa, appointed public information officer for Iowa wing of Civilian Air Patrol.
CHIP CIPOLLA, sports director of
WGNR New Rochelle, to announcing
staff, WHLI Hempstead, L. I.
JACK KRUSCHEN, Hollywood radioTV actor, assigned role in MGM feature film, "The Great Diamond RobJERE SILVERN, New York radio-TV
actress-singer, and HY HOLLINGER,
staff member of Variety, will be marbery."
ried Jan. 4 in Hollywood.
JOHN EGAN, announcer, WONS
Hartford,
Conn., father of girl, Maryann
Therese.
LEWIS KLEIN, WFIL-TV Philadelphia staff director, father of boy,
Stephen, Nov. 20.

LT. COL. JAMES
C. McNAMARA,
former news editor, KLAC-AM-TV
Hollywood, after 19 months as press
advisor to Gen. James A. Van Fleet
in Korea, returns to civilian life this
month.
RUDY RUDERMAN, New York Daily
News, to news desk at WHLI Hempstead, L. I.
VIC AVERS, news director and commentator, WAND Canton, Ohio, presented with 1952 award from Canton
Newsmen's Assn. as city's outstanding local news reporter.
EDDIE FENTON to news staff,
WCBM Baltimore.
JULIAN BARBER, newscaster and
special events man with Far Eastern
Network, AFRS, to WGIV Charlotte,
N. C, as news director.
DEAN H. NAVEN, news staff, KRNT
Des Moines, father of girl, Jeri
Annette, Nov. 19.

ALOIS HAVRILLA
Was Veteran Announcer
FUNERAL SERVICES for Alois
Havrilla, 61, veteran WNJR Newark radio announcer and commentator and winner of the American
Academy of Arts
and al Letters
for dictionmed-in
1935, Tuesday
were held
last
at
St. Paul's Episcopal Church,N.En-J.
glewood,
Mr. Havrilla died
Dec. 7 after a
long illness.
Brought to the
Mr. Havrilla
U. S. at the age
of six from Austria-Hungary, and
unable to speak English until he
was 12, Mr. Havrilla became known
to millions from the New York stations of WEAF (now WNBC),
WJZ, WABC (now WCBS) and
WOR from 1924 to 1946 on such
network programs as Jack Benny's
Chevrolet Hour, Fred Waring's
Ford program
and Ben
Bernie's
American
Can Hour.
He also
was
narrator for Universal Pictures,
Paramount Pictures, RKO travelogues and Pathe Newsreels. He
joined WNJR in 1946.
During the recent Presidential
campaign he introduced Gen.
Dwight D. Eisenhower over the air.
He also had introduced Herbert
Hoover in 1932, Alf Landon in
1936, Wendell Willkie in 1940 and
Gov. Thomas E. Dewey in 1944.
In 1923 Mr. Havrilla had appeared as soloist at Carnegie Hall,
where he came to the attention of
Graham McNamee and Elliot Shaw,
who introduced him to radio in
1924.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Marion Munson Havrilla, and a
daughter,sociatedConstance
Havrilla,
aswith the Compton
Agency,
New York.
CBC

PLANS

SERIES

On Queen's Coronation
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
plans an elaborate program series
before and during Queen Elizabeth
IPs coronation June 2. All Canadian stations are being offered full
coverage coronation day by CBC
reporters W. E. S. Briggs, Andrew
Cowan and Matthew Cowan and
the British Broadcasting Corp.
CBC's April - May programming
will include six half-hour broadcasts by English authorities on
British sovereigns and a series on
persons with major roles in coronation ceremonies. CBC's TransCanada network will present special choral and orchestral programs
AFM 802 Elections
during May and its Dominion netELECTIONS at New York Local
work will air a weekly one-hour
802, American Federation of Musimusical series starting April 21.
cians, on Dec. 4 resulted in unseatThe week before coronation CBC
ing of three officers of the incumwill
carry BBC sketches on the
bent Blue Ticket with only Charles
Queen, the coronation route and
R. Iucci returned to office as secreWestminster Abbey, plus talks on
tary. Others elected were Al Manthe
event's religious significance.
uti, president; Al Knopf, vice presSpecial music commissioned by
ident, and Hy Jaffe, treasurer.
CBC will be aired May 31.
BROADCASTING
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IDEALLY
DIRECTIONAL

SUITED

ANTENNA

TO
OPERATION

... The c*-vL±JLH^a-aJL
5000

WATT

AM

Type 315

TRANSMITTER

Radio stations utilizing directional antenna systems find this
modern 5 KW AM Transmitter
especially suited to their requirements. offers
It
unexcelled
performance, plus many extra
features not ordinarily incorporated intransmitters of this
class, including special equipment for matching transmitter
output into sharply tuned loads
often
arrays.encountered in directional

For 10 KWTINENTAL operation,
also offers the CONType
316 Transmitter with identical
features and performance.

The &ryOLLsLALMjUi£
CONTROL

Type 315 -C

CONSOLE
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CBS REPLACES
Dropped P&G Segments
CBS Radio last week completed its
program plans for the two quarterhour strips in the 7-7:30 p.m. period
being dropped by Procter & Gamble
on Dec. 26.
The Beulah series, using transcribed repeats, will be continued
in the Mon-Fri. 7-7:15 segment on
a sustaining basis until a new
sponsor is signed, while Junior
Miss, now a Thursday night halfhour series, will be changed into a
quarter-hour strip and moved, also
sustaining, into the Mon.-Fri. 7:1530 p.m. segment now occupied by
P&G's Tide Show. Plans for replacing an adjacent quarter-hour
series — Club 15, in the Mon-Wed.Fri. 7:30-45 p.m. slot, which Campbell Soup Co. is dropping Jan. 16 —
have not been completed, although
a musical program is contemplated.

Must

reading

Radio

and

Profile

TV

of the

OCTOBER-NOVEMBER BOXSCORE
STATUS of broadcast station authorizations at the FCC:
—AMAs of October
— AsAMof November 30 —
FM 31 —TV
640
Total authorized
116
626
624
155
2,506
Total on the air
19198
583
641
581
FM
230
2,513
TV98
2,368
Licensed (all on air)
114
93
164
60
152
Construction permits
2,374
136
963
903
2,354
Total applications pending
2,358
5 13263
57
167
19358
9 957
Total applications in hearing
907
70
37
193
67
Requests for new stations
199
57
2553
3 8360
2502
2 8400
Requests
to
change
existing
facilities
Deletion of licensed stations
0
0
1
0
3
1
Deletion of construction permits
36
AP

Holiday Scripts

AP RADIO members will receive
10 special Christmas and year-end
scripts which can be sponsored.
Package, delivered Dec. 14-28, will
include a 10-minute Christmas Day
script; review of 1952's general,
sports and business news, plus features on the man and woman of
the year who are selected by AP
member stations and newspapers.

for
executives
Advertising

Market

a new study of today's market for national advertising—
its dimensions, characteristics and potential!

WBUZ (FM) PETITION
540 kc Amendment Dismissed
PETITION by WBUZ (FM) Bradbury Heights, Md., seeking permission to amend its application for a
new AM station on 1540 kc by
specifying 540 kc instead, was dismissed by Comr. Eugene H. Merrill
last week because an initial decision looking toward denial of the
1540 kc application was issued last
The Bradbury Heights station,
April.
located
in a suburb of Washington,
D. C, is principally owned by Leslie
L. Altman. He also is principal
owner of a suburban transit company, in whose busses WBUZ
(FM) transit radio is heard. To
date there has been only one other
application for the newly-opened
540 kc channel, that of Everett M.
Dillard, who seeks a new AM station in Wheaton, Md., another
Washington,
D. C. suburb [B*T,
Nov. 17].

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 14)
South East Chicago Commission
(devoted to better law enforcement
and a better community), and a
delegate
the Council,
Hyde Park-Kenwood to
Community
in which
he represents the South Side area
where he lives.
He "pitches" civic improvement
as diligently as Realemon, with a
persistence and aptitude no doubt
acquired
on hethehad
World's
Fair midway where
once worked
as
a pitchman.
Speculative about the television
cost, he sees the medium eventually
pricing itself out of business if current trends continue, and reiterates his position of some years
back when he was "the only bird
out on the limb" on subscription
television. Video, despite its eminent qualifications as a fine medium
for advertisers today, puts buyers
under more and more economic
stress as costs go up, he explains.
Some form of boxoffice TV could be
sustained along with commercial
TV as it is now, he believes, citing
the duality of motion picture houses
which charge admission and also
run film "commercials."
Says Mr. Knapp: "As far ahead
as I can see," radio will be "useful
and listened to." He doesn't know
if all radio stations will survive,
but the medium is more effective
now than the "trend of thought
seems to indicate."

New Business
(Continued from page 12)
THE
free
may
is A.

Printers' Ink
205 East. 42nd Street,
New York 17, New York

How many national advertisers are there?
How many products do they advertise?
Who are they? Where are they? How
much do they spend5 When do they
make up media lists?
The answers to these and other basic
questions appear in Profile of the Advertising Market — a new study just published bythe Advertising Department of
Printers' Ink.
Some of the information will be familiar
to you. More, however, may be a surprise. For never before have the facts
and figures of advertising been analyzed
in this way!
Our purpose is to help you more accurately gauge the size of your market and
your selling job, and to show how Printers' Ink can help you sell more advertising to national advertisers.
If you do not now have a copy of Profile of the Advertising Market, ask your
Printers' Ink man for your copy or write
on your .letterhead to Robert E. Kenyon, Jr., Advertising Director.
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SETHNESS Co., Chicago (Twang root beer and Diet-Aide sugarbeverages), names Tim Morrow Adv., same city. Broadcast media
be used cooperatively at option of local bottlers. Account executive
E. FORK.

HOLLYWOOD LIQUEFIER Co. (kitchen appliance) and CHIC LINGERIE Co., both Hollywood (Pandora line), appoint Smith & Bull Adv.,
that
used. city. ROBERT I. LETHE is account executive. Radio-TV will be
DIAMOND T MOTOR
Co., Cleveland.

CAR Co., Chicago, appoints Griswold-Eshleman

P. H. DAVIS TAILORING Co., Cincinnati, and its affiliate, WILLIAM
WARREN TAILORING Co., appoint Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago. Account
executive is HENRY FLARSHEIM.

HENRY L. BUCCELLO, assistant to L. E. TOWNSEND, recently retired vice president in charge of advertising, Bank of America, S. F.,
named advertising manager.
CHARLES F. MOORE, assistant general manager of General Foods
Corp.'s Diamond Crystal-Colonial Salt Div., St. Clair, Mich., named
general manager, succeeding J. J. Le CLARE, retired.
ALLAN

E. ROSS, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. of Canada Ltd., appointed advertising manager.

HOMER LAUGHLIN, advertising department, Southern Counties Gas
Co., L. A., promoted to advertising manager of newly created separate
department.
WALTER SALA named national advertising manager of Dad's Root
Beer Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING
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AP

NEWS

for

-a

New

"Natur;

Stations

"In our 2 years of operation, AP news
has produced 20-25%

of our gross

"Our first sponsor requested AP news
. . . never any renewal problems."

revenue.'

Wendell H. Siler
Manager

Thomas A. Rogers
General Manager

WRAD
Radford, Va.

WCLT
Newark, Ohio

"Approximately 11% of our air time is

"Since we went on the air five years ago,

devoted to AP news programs. They're our
most salable product. And they stay sold

we've had a waiting list of sponsors for
AP news. Our 48 weekly AP newscasts are

because they produce results for spon-

completely sold out. A typical AP spot has

sors. Here's what sponsors say:

,a rating of 19.2 compared to the nearest

Our AP news appeals to all classes of potential customers . . . Maintains good will with

competitor's 2.2. In addition to spot news,

present customers . . . Gives us added prestige

AP's various feature programs sell readily

...Our most effective advertising . . . Brings

—

in the traffic . . . Exceeds all expectations. "

much as 'Sports Memory,' sponsored

• five days a week by a brewery."

For full information on how you can put Associated Press news to work
for you and your sponsors, contact your AP Field Representative or write

RADIO
THE

DIVISION

ASSOCIATED

PRESS

50 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

Hundreds of the country's finest stations announce with pride
"THIS

STATION

IS A MEMBER

OF THE ASSOCIATED

PRESS."

AMATEUR RADIO
Sterling Recounts Growth
GROWTH of amateur radio since
World War II has been healthy,
FCC Comr. George E. Sterling told
the New York Club meeting Dec. 8.
"There are today 117,069 licensed radio amateur stations, an
increase of approximately 67%
over the number at the end of
World War II," Comr. Sterling
said. He also paid tribute to radio
amateurs for their services in time
of disaster.
Advisory Group Named
LEWIS M. CLEMENT, Crosley
Div., Avco Mfg. Corp., Cincinnati,
has been named chairman of an
Advisory Group on Reliability of
Electronic Equipment. Appointment of Mr. Clement, technical adviser to the vice president and
general manager of Avco, was announced by Walter G. Whitman,
chairman of the Defense Dept.'s
Research & Development Board.
Also named to the group were
Stuart L. Bailey, Jansky & Bailey,
Washington, D. C., consulting radio
engineer firm, and Frederick J.
Given, Sandia Corp., Albuquerque.
Among consultants are Albert F.
Murray, consulting radio engineer,
and Joseph A. Chambers, Phoenix
Motorola Research Lab. Group was
set up to seek methods of improving reliability of military electronic devices.

You

Can't

it RURAL

Get

ROUND HONORED
Awarded Armstrong Medal
allied

nt
, assista
KELLEY
ONDler, L.Shure
RAYM
Chicago,
Bros.,
control
elected controller and vice president
in charge of finance.
S. L. SPRAGGINS, vice president in
charge of production, Hoffman Radio
Corp., L. A., has resigned because of
ill health. H. LESLIE HOFFMAN,
firm president, assumes duties of
general director of TV manufacturing.
GLENN E. WEBSTER to General
Electric Co., Chicago, as district
sales manager for
broadcast equipment in North and
South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin and parts
of Illinois and Indiana.
KAYE - HALBERT
DISTRIBUTORS
City,
Inc' Culver
Mr. Webster appoints
Electronics Associates Inc., Honolulu, as distributor in Hawaiian Islands.
WILLIAM H. BOEDEKER Jr. named
assistant to LOUIS J. COLLINS, sales
director for Capehart - Farnsworth,
Fort Wayne, Ind.
EDWARD TRUDDEAU appointed
merchandise manager for popular and
folk records department of Columbia
Records, N. Y.

\.--\
Results

in the

with

MIDWEST

a

"Two Legged Stool" Schedule
KMA offers impact in 140 RURAL counties in Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas. ... 2^ million farm
and small town listeners who are NOT reached by
Omaha-Des Moines schedules.
They live in 1705 cities, towns, and hamlets and on
hundreds of thousands of farms. They prefer the
KMA type of midwest programming.
PULSE PROVES
In 23 rural Iowa, Nebraska and Missouri counties, KMA was the MOSTLISTENED-TO station dur-

MAY
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5000 WATTS
960KC
SHENANDOAH, IOWA
Represented by
AVERY-KNODEL, <NC.
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IT!

ing
234 quarter-hours
each week — more than
ALL other stations heard
in this area combined.

THE No. 1
FARM STATION
in
THE No. 1
FARM MARKET

arts

COMPANY

MAX R. SHOHET, director of radiotelevision section, Office of Rent Stabilization, appointed chairman of national public relations committee,
American Public Relations Assn.
NEWARK ELECTRIC Co., Chicago,
has published new parts catalog
titled "The Complete Electronics RefWARRENerence Book."
GIEFFERS appointed assistant works manager of civilian
operations, Consumer Goods Div.,
Motorola Inc., Chicago. HANS SCHIFF
named to similar post in military
operations.
HAL SHRIBER, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va., to Ferris Organization
Inc., N. Y., radio-TV program publicity firm.
ADOLPH L. GROSS Assoc., N. Y.,
appointed sales representative in New
York area by General Hi-Fi Speaker
Co., N. Y.
DICK LUKIN, TV director, WOR-TV
New York Broadway TV Theatre
show, resigns and will form own
package-production firm.

PICKERING & Co., Oceanside. N. Y.,
announces production of new Model
260 turn-over pickup with output of
30 millivolts at 10 cm per second.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Syracuse,
N. Y., announces manufacture of new
series of diffused junction germanium
rectifiers for use in computers, magnetic amplifiers, and TV receivers.
Included are Models 4JA1A1, 4JA1A2,
4JA1A3, and 4JA2A4.
SHALLCROSS Mfg. Co., Collingdale,
Pa., announces production of line of
precision wirewound resistors which
are hermetically sealed in ceramic for
stable performance under wide temperature variations and high humidity. Resistors are designated RB10A,
RB11A, RB12A, RB13A and RB14A.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., announces production of Forbes Model
2XF91, new combination static-free
AM-FM table radio. Separate dials
are employed for AM and FM tuning.
"Tecknieai • • •
JAMES W. ROBERTSON named chief
engineer, WROV Roanoke, Va.
EARL HUFF, WBAP-TV Ft. Worth,
Tex., to KTBC-TV Austin, as assistant chief engineer.
J. P. GILMORE, assistant coordinator
of engineering projects and services
at CBC Montreal, named assistant
coordinator of TV for CBC, succeeded
by J. E. BUBREUILL, supervising
engineer of CBC at Montreal.

AMPLITEL Inc., New York, has announced availability of new master
amplified TV antenna system for owners of apartment buildings, hotels, institutions and TV service organizations. Equipment also is available to
local TV servicing organizations and
electrical contractors to whom Amplitel extends
lation counsel.engineering and instal-

CAPT. J. HENRY ROUND, British
officer whose radio work enabled
the English fleet to intercept the
Germans, leading to the battle of
Jutland in World War I, was
awarded the Radio Club of America's prized Armstrong Medal Friday
at the club's annual banquet in
New York.
One of the few surviving pioneers who assisted Marconi in his
early work, Capt. Round is wellknown to radio old-timers in this
country for his service, 1905-7, as
an operator at the first U. S. commercial radio telegraph station at
Babylon, N. Y. He came to New
York from England to accept the
award in person.
JOSEPH PROPOSAL
Protests Uphold WNYC
RECOMMENDATION that New
York City's owned and operated
station, WNYC, be abolished has
been protested in virtually all of
some 8,000 letters received by the
station, Seymour N. Siegel, the
station's director, reported last
week.
City Controller Lazarus Joseph,
who made the recommendation several weeks ago to save the city the
station's annual operating budget
of $315,000, said a large majority
of the 3,000 letters he received
urge that the station be retained.
But he added he has not modified
his position.
WNYC broadcast 12,947 hours in
1951 at a cost of $22 per hour, a
lower cost than in 1950, Mr. Siegel
said in an earlier letter accompanying the annual report of the Municipal Broadcasting System.
The reduction in cost-per-hour
was attributed to "an improvement
in operating efficiency."
Mr. Siegel said the city's broadcasting unit "was largely instrumental in the design and establishment of the civil defense communications systems of the city" in
1951; that WNYC increased its
share of audience in many periods
of the broadcast day despite TV
competition; that WNYC-FM
maintained third place in popularity among the city's 19 FM stations
in the area ; and that the Television
Film Unit produced several films
"which have enjoyed an expanded
demand from commercial television
He also..."
noted that the city is
stations
applying for a television station.

SHOULD plastic props, designed by
art director Furth Ullman for a recent production of Colgate Comedy
Hour on NBC prove successful, future
programs will switch from wood and
papier-mache to the acetate product
for its props. Plastic can be painted,
flame-proofed, is very durable and
when dipped in a solvent is pliable.
BROADCASTING
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IF YOU

CAN
NOW

AFFORD
YOU

RADIO—

CAN

AFFORD

TELEVISION!

Startling?
New?
Yes, but it's no gimmick. No miracle. It's another
big step by DuMont to bring television to a wider circle
of advertisers-to many advertisers who should
be
television
just thought they couldn't scale
the inwall
of high but
prices.
It's proof again that in television— as in any
business— plain horse-sense plus creative thinking are
the best, the only ways to beat down costs.
The proof this time is in Du Mont's revolutionary
new daytime drama series "ONE WOMAN'S
EXPERIENCE" (11:30-11:45 AM) and
"ONE MAN'S EXPERIENCE" (1 1 :45-noon). These
exciting, across-the-board shows are now captivating
WABD viewing audiences in the New York area.
These are two selling packages that are available
to you, each at
ONLY

$2,500

A WEEK

INCLUDING

TIME

CHARGES!

Sound like radio? The price may. But not the
show. Not the results. That's
most important contribution
to television advertisers since
the use of daytime TV. Your
inquiries will be welcome.
Dollars Do More On Du

Key

why this offering is the
DuMont has made
DuMont first pioneered

Mont.

Station

of the
channei5
WABD

DUMONT
TELEVISION NETWORK
515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. MU 8-2600
A Division of The Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc.
J

Here
San

in the
Francisco

Bay

Area

(ONE OF "FIRST 10" MARKETS IN TV SETS)

is a major
medium
major

. . . and

TV

market

advertising
the

station

in the

is

KRONtir
which
on

Channel

more

£ ye-f '

I

operates

eyes

4 and
on

puts

SPOTS

Most Advertisers! Rorabaugh reports that
KRON-TV serves the largest number of advertisers inthis 3-station market
Biggest Audience! Pulse shows that
KRON-TV offers the greatest percentage of
audience, day and night, and all week
Best Shows! Pulse counts more top-rated
shows on KRON-TV than on the other two
San Francisco stations combined
Clearest Coverage! The market's highest
antenna sends KRON-TV's signal throughout
the Bay Area market, deep into Northern and
Central California
ASK FREE & PETERS for availabilities . . .
in New York, Chicago, Detroit, Atlanta,
Fort Worth, Hollywood. KRON-TV offices
and studios in the San Francisco Chronicle
Bldg., 5th and Mission Streets, San Francisco.
An NBC Affiliate, KRON-TV is owned and
operated by the San Francisco Chronicle. It
has pioneered in San Francisco TV (Channel
4) since November 15, 1949.
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CROSLEY

IS

CLEAR and unconditional grants
to the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
TV stations to change to new frequencies and higher power were
made by the FCC last week. The
Commission raised the question of
overlap among the three Crosley
TV outlets— WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton and
WLWC (TV) Columbus— last September [B»T, Sept. 22].
This is considered the first major
case in which the intent of the
McFarland Act changes to the
Communication Act was carried
out successfully. The McFarland
Act provides that the Commission
notify an applicant when it cannot
grant a request without a hearing.
Purpose is to give the applicant
the opportunity to answer the objections, or make changes in the
application, in order to obviate the
need for a hearing.
Free-Lift Involved
The three Crosley-owned Ohio
stations were required to change
wavelengths in accordance with
reshuffles in the light of the new
allocation table and new separation criteria formulated by the FCC
last April in its Sixth Eeport and
Order [B»T, April 14]. The
changes applied also to 27 other TV
stations.
Success of Crosley in convincing
the Commission that a hearing on
overlap was not necessary is presumed to be a forerunner of pos-

15, 1952

GRANTED

sible similar action in the WGALTV Lancaster, Pa., and WDEL-TV
Wilmington, Del., case. These
Steinman-owned stations also were
informed by the FCC that due to
the question of overlap between
them on their new frequencies
(they were among the 30 TV stations required to change channels)
and with higher power a hearing
was necessary [B»T, Sept. 22].
Following that action, WDELTV withdrew its application for
higher power, thus eliminating the
overlap situation with its sister
WGAL-TV station.
At the time the question of overlap among the Crosley stations
arose, the Commission conditionally granted them changes in frequency as required by the Sixth
Report and Order. WLWT was
changed from Ch. 4 to Ch. 5;

FCC

Okays

WLWD, from Ch. 2 to Ch. 5, and
WLWC, from Ch. 3 to Ch. 4.
Also at that time, WGAL-TV was
granted conditional authority to
change from Ch. 4 to Ch. 8. At the
moment, this switch is in litigation, based on appeals to the Federal courts by WLAN Lancaster,
applicant for Ch. 8.
In the Crosley cases, the FCC
contended that there would be overlap of the Grade A service between
the Cincinnati and Dayton stations,
and overlap of Grade B service
between all three stations.
In its response to the Commission's "McFarland letter," Crosley
stressed that this particular question had been investigated by the
FCC in 1947 at the time of the
WLWD and WLWC grants and
that the overlap had been found to

Channel

Changes

be insignificant [B»T, Oct. 27].
Commission's action in sending
Crosley and Steinman notification
of a need for a hearing last September brought objections from
Comr. George E. Sterling. He argued that any overlap conditions
were caused by the FCC's new
engineering regulations and not by
the applicants.
In the Crosley grants last week,
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
and Comr. Frieda B. Hennock dissented.
Chairman Walker issued the dissent, in which Miss Hennock concurred, stating:
The authorizations that have been
granted to Crosley today condone a far
greater amount of overlap than has
ever been previously authorized by this
Commission. Operation of the three
Crosley stations in such close proximity with maximum power is a rejection of the underlying principles of
the
Commission's
multiple ownership
rules ...

Oral Argument Is Set
FUSION
tures to United Paramount Theatres
Commission otherwise.
THE FCC ordered oral argument
Inc. Latter was formed as the theatre
Only exceptions to the initial de- company after the 1949 Supreme Court
on the significant ABC - United
decision ordering motion picture procision were filed by the Broadcast
Paramount Theatres merger last
ducers to divest themselves of their
exhibition holdings.
Bureau [B«T, Dec. 1]. DuMont
week. A five-hour hearing was
3. Licenses for DuMont owned WTTG
scheduled for Jan. 5.
filed exceptions to the merger and
(TV) Washington and WDTV (TV)
Pittsburgh.
The week also saw DuMont file other findings, but understandably
4. Question whether Paramount Picdid not object to the control findreplies to the Broadcast Bureau's
tures'stituted
25.5%control
interest
DuMont
conings [B°T, Dec. 8].
of the inlatter
company.
exceptions to Hearing Examiner
Argument
before
the
Commission
5.
Approval
of
the
merger
of
ABC
Leo Resnick's initial decision last en banc on Jan. 5 was scheduled
with UPT, to form a new American
month which approved the merger,
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
to
give
each
of
the
parties
one
as well as license and transfer
6. Approval of the sale of WBKB to
hour.
CBS for $6 million upon approval of
approvals of other parties in the
the merger of ABC and UPT, which
would result in the new AB-PT comcase [B»T, Nov. 17].
BLACKBURN TO GEYER
Paramount Pictures Set
pany owning two stations in Chicago.
The Broadcast Bureau filed oppoABC also owns WENR-TV there.
First
scheduled
is
Paramount
Resigns NBC-TV Post
sitions to the initial decision in
NORMAN BLACKBURN has re- virtually all its aspects.
Mr. Resnick approved all the rePictures. Next on the list is Dusigned as West Coast director of
quests in a 140-page document.
Mont, followed by UPT, ABC and
One
of
the
issues
in
the
case
The merger contract between
television, NBC-TV, to join Geyer
finally the Broadcast Bureau.
and UPT terminates if not
was the question of whether ParaAdv., New York, as vice president
Twenty minutes is reserved for ABC
mount Pictures controlled DuMont
23.
and director of
WSMB New Orleans if it desires
approved
by the FCC by next June
radio and televi- in the light of FCC regulations by to participate.
Although CBS would seem to
sion, it was an- virtue of its 25.5% stock ownerCBS, which is buying UPT's
nounced lastweek.
ship in the manufacturing-telecasthave clear sailing for the acquisiWBKB
(TV)
Chicago,
for
$6
milMr. Blackburn
ing firm. The examiner found that
tion of WBKB if the merger is
lion, notified the Commission that
has been with it did not.
it was filing no papers and did not approved, it has an additional
NBC since 1948
Although strong hope had been
hurdle. Pending before the Comcare to participate in oral arguand previously
held by most of the parties to the ment.
mission is an application for Chicase
that
oral
argument
would
not
was vice presiThe involved Paramount case,
cago's
Ch. 2 by Zenith Radio Corp.,
dent in charge of be necessary, protests to approval
which ran for 90 days [B*T, Jan. which has an experimental station
the Hollywood of- of the merger by Sen. Charles W. 21 et seq.], included the following
occupying that frequency. WBKB,
fice of J. Walter
Mr. Blackburn
Tobey (R-N. H.), scheduled to be issues:
now on Ch. 4, is due to move to
Thompson C o., chairman of the radio-TV powerful
1. License renewals of KTLA (TV)
where he supervised the Lux radio
Los Angeles, WBKB (TV) Chicago and Ch. 2 under the FCC's Sixth Report
Senate Interstate & Foreign Comand Order which required 30 opermerce Committee, and by Sen. WABD (TV) New York.
program, Kraft Music Hall, Elgin
2.
Approval
of
the
transfer
of
conating TV stations to change waveHoliday shows, and the first comWilliam Langer (R-N. D.), due to
trol of the Los Angeles station from
the old Paramount Pictures Inc. to the lengths.
mercial television programs of the head the important Senate Ju- new
Paramount Pictures Corp., and of
In October, CBS asked the ComSouthern California Appliance Deadiciary Committee [B*T, Dec. 8], WBKB and a half interest in WSMB
were believed to have swayed the New Orleans from old Paramount Piclers' Assn.
(Continued ' on page 86)
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KGMB-TV
DEBUT
Regular Programming Begun
KGMB-TV Honolulu has begun regular program service.
A CBS-TV affiliate on Ch. 9,
KGMB-TV covers an area in which
some 86.000 families live. KGMBTV officials predicted that 5,000
sets would be in use in Honolulu
in mid-December.
While KGMB-TV is a primary
CBS-TV affiliate, it also holds affiliation agreements with NBC-TV and
ABC-TV.
The outlet is owned and operated
by the Hawaiian Broadcasting System which has operated KGMB in
Honolulu since 1930 and KHBC in
Hilo.
Among station officials are J.
Howard Worrall, president; C.
Richard Evans, vice presidentgeneral manager; Wayne Kearl,
sales and sales promotion manager; Melvin B. Wright, merchandising director; Robert Costa, program director, and Ernest Lindemann, chief engineer.
The station operates on an STA
with a 500 w RCA transmitter.
Next year, it plans to place into
operation a more powerful transmitter atop 3,200-foot Mt. Konahuanui. Official debut date was
Dec. 1.
POLLER

REPLIES
Hits WIBG Protest

LOU POLLER, competing with
WIBG for uhf Ch. 23 at Philadelphia, filed a reply with the FCC
Dec. 2 asking denial of the latter
applicant's Nov. 19 petition [B«T,
Nov. 24] requesting the FCC to
refuse to accept the Poller application.
Mr. Poller, through Philip M.
Baker, his Washington attorney,
argues that a hearing will provide
"ample opportunity" for examining
Mr. Poller's financial qualifications,
which WIBG questioned in its petition. To WIBG's questions concerning an oral agreement by which
Jules Yellin was to loan Mr. Poller
$400,000 at 5% interest plus a 20%
share in the station, Mr. Poller
replied that Mr. Yellin is only one
source for financing the proposed
Poller station, and that "it is not
at all uncommon for one man with
money to join forces with another
having proven ability."
Mr. Poller defended his agreement with WIP Philadelphia,
whereby WIP would share its antenna site for its Ch. 29 station
granted Nov. 24 [B«T, Dec. 1],
with the Poller outlet on Ch. 23.
He dismissed WIBG's statement
describing its attempt to obtain a
grant since 1945, saying, "The
fact" that WIBG "failed to vigorously prosecute the application it
filed in 1945 puts it in no better
position than any other applicant
for TV facilities."
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MESSRS. Lindemann, Worrall and
Evans (I to r) discuss final details
just prior to KGMB-TV's debut. In
background is KGMB-AM tower
atop of which is located a television
turnstile.
TUBE

CLINIC
GE Sponsors at Boston
MORE THAN a hundred design
engineers representing 27 Bostonarea electronic manufacturing
firms attended a tube application
clinic program meeting sponsored
by General Electric Co.'s Tube
Dept..Thursday.
at Boston's Hotel Shelton
last
Under discussion at the meeting
were electronic tubes for uhf TV,
radar, military aircraft and other
applications.
The meetings, according to W.
Hayes Clarke of Clifton, N. J.,
eastern regional manager for GE
equipment tube sales, are to give
engineers information on tube developments and on tubes in electronic equipment design.
Other GE representatives at the
meeting, besides Mr. Clarke, were
H. W. Barber of Clifton, eastern
regional sales representative for
the GE Tube Dept.; E. C. White
of Schenectady, N. Y., industrial
specialist for GE equipment tube
sales; W. E. Cronburg, Schenectady, and F. W. Tietsworth, Clifton, commercial engineers for the
eastern region, and E. O. Van
Deven, Syracuse, N. Y., commercial
engineer for germanium products.
RCA EXPERIMENT
Transistor Used in Vhf
WHAT is believed to be the first
use of a transistor in vhf radio
transmission was reported by the
Tube Dept. of RCA. A transistor
is a tiny amplifying device built
around a speck of germanium crystal, which performs some of the
functions of an electron tube.
Although the historic radio communication was conducted on an
experimental basis with home-made
equipment, it was performed as a
regular amateur transmission and
enabled the transistor station to
contact three licensed "ham" radio
operators in the New Jersey area,
the RCA Tube Dept. reported. One
of the stations contacted was more
than 25 miles away.

NOTRE
DAME
TV
Profit Would Aid Programs
NOTRE DAME U. seeks a commercial rather than a noncommercial educational TV channel to pay
for the extensive, high-quality prosrammins: school officials want, according to the Rev. Edmund P.
Joyce, C. S. C. He is secretarytreasurersidiary
of company
the which
university's
subis looking
for a commercial uhf channel.
Fr. Joyce told Broadcasting •
Telecasting the South Bend, Ind.,
Catholic institution would operate
its TV station as a profit-making
subsidiary and would expect to pay
federal and state taxes, putting
profits into plant and programming. The subsidiary, Michiana
Telecasting Corn., has filed with
FCC for Ch. 46 at South Bend
[B*T, Dec. 1].
Estimated construction cost of
the station is $400,000. Fr. Joyce,
who also is executive vice president
of Notre Dame U., said the station,
if granted, probably would affiliate
with a commercial network to add
entertainment to a TV schedule of
educational, cultural and public
service activities.
There is no direct link between
the proposed video station and the
Notre Dame football team's success on television, Fr. Joyce said.
Notre Dame is opposed to the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s
present system of controlled system
of telecasting football games, but
does not plan to resign from the
NCAA.

NCAA

POLICY

Big 10 Prefers Region Plan
THE BIG 10 conference of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn. has
voted to continue its support of the
nationally controlled telecasting
plan adopted by NCAA, but has
gone on record as preferring a
regional administration of the proBig 10, comprised of 10 large
midwestern schools, met in Chicago
for
gram.a two-day session to discuss
television policy, along with other
matters, after an earlier day-long
meeting of the conference television committee.
Adoption of a regional system of
control over football telecasts may
be proposed on the floor of the
NCAA convention next month by
Big 10 delegates, depending upon
acceptance of the group's sentiments by the NCAA Television
Committee. It controls all subject
matter introduced from the floor.
A regional plan such as is
favored by the Big 10, which suggested this type of organization to
NCAA a year ago, would eliminate
networking automatically. Implication of this position is that telecasts of a football game from a Big
10 stadium would not be aired outside the line of the Big 10 district,
one of eight in NCAA.

Local Option Wanted
The TV committee of the Big 10
seeks local jurisdiction on the basis
that a national group cannot know
the individual problems of each
school and each district. A Big 10
Fells
KOB-TV
Sportscaster
spokesman said the conference has
SON'
L NEL
TUL
made no specific plans which could
be effected under a regional control
COMMOTION reigned at KOB-TV
Albuquerque, N. M., on the evening
system, and that if such a plan
of Dec. 4 and it took the station
were to be adopted by NCAA it
two hours to get its programming
would be up to the Big 10 at that
back on schedule — thanks to a point to blueprint a workable program. This program could range
sportscaster who had to be "convinced" and a wrestler who didn't from a complete blackout of live
know his own strength.
TV to a fee system and a preThe occasion was KOB - TV
determined number of outlets
sportscaster Charlie Teas' regular which could carry game schedules.
program, In the Locker Room. Mr.
In general, the Big 10 favors
Teas invited wrestler Reggie Las- NCAA's 1952 plan of controlled
owski to appear as guest. The idea video with the exception of the
was to publicize a mat benefit.
sellout feature, which provided
The sportscaster and wrestler
that a game could be telecast
agreed to demonstrate the full locally if the boxoffice were sold
Nelson to televiewers but Mr. Teas
out; some 15 games this past seamade it plain that, "When I say
son were put on the air as a result
of
sellouts.
stop,
you
release
the
hold."
The
hold was applied and later Mr. Teas
Big 10 Television Committee, which
slumped to the floor, out cold. The
met for aference
full commissioner,
day, included
conK. L.the(Tug)
wrestler explained that his knuckles
Wilson;
Fritz
Crisler,
U.
of
Michigan;
swelled up and he couldn't let go, Dick Larkins, Ohio State; Doug Mills,
despite two minutes of prying by
U. of Illinois; Ted Payseur, Northtwo other participants.
western U., and Chuck Flynn, U. of
Ray Jacobs, KOB - TV control
Illinois,
athletic pubboard operator, rushed into the
licityrepresenting
directors.
studio in a bid to resolve the comThe Big 10 was the first college
motion— and forgot the time. As a conference group to take action on
result, the program ran 90 seconds
the television problem, and in 1949
over and there was no commercial.
ordered a complete blackout on live
television. An advocate of film,
Mr. Teas appeared later on KOBhowever, the Big 10 has encouraged
TV's Jonny G Show to convince
viewers he wasn't badly hurt. numerous film features and has reKOB-TV insists it wasn't a stunt.
cently appointed Sportsvision Inc.
Stiff-necked Mr. Teas isn't nodding of Los Angeles and Chicago as its
assent
nor shaking disapproval
official TV film producer and sellthese days.
ing organization.
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UHF

GRANT
In other actions last week, the
LOS ANGELES, the nation's fourth
Commission:
largest city and already with seven
© Granted construction permits
operating vhf stations — more than
to the three Crosley stations to
any other city in the world — was
granted its first commercial uhf change channels and increase
outlet by FCC last week. Permittee
power, pursuant to show cause
is John Poole, uhf experimenter
orders in the TV proceedings (see
story, page 69) .
and owner of KBIG Avalon, Catalina Island, Calif.
0 Denied a request by WORTV New York that its pending
Mr. Poole's purchase of KSJV
application for power increase be
Sanger, Calif., pends FCC approval.
removed from the Group D processing line and be acted upon
In all, seven new station construction permits were announced
promptly. However, the FCC
last Wednesday.
granted in part its request for
In making the Los Angeles
special temporary authorization to
grant, FCC skipped down its Group
operate with effective radiated
B-2 processing line from No. 160 power of 88 kw visual, 44 kw
(Philadelphia, where WIP got uhf aural, between midnight and 6
Ch. 29 fortnight ago) to No. 170 —
a.m., for six months. WOR-TV
the end of the Group B-2 line.
sought same effective radiated
The Commission thus passed
power fulltime.
over applications from Detroit,
# Proposed to assign vhf Ch. 13
Baltimore, Cleveland, Cincinnati, — deleted from Macon, Ga., because
Columbus, Atlanta, Chicago, Washit did not meet the 190-mile minington and New York, where comimum assignment spacing — to
parative hearings will have to be Warner-Robins, Ga., slightly more
held since there are competitive
than 15 miles from Macon.
applications for all available chan0 Adopted an order finalizing
nels.
proposed rule making so as to add
Two grants were made last week uhf Ch. 52 to Princeton, Ind. Asto Tacoma, Wash., which is in
signment iseffective 30 days after
Group B-3, No. 173. Tacoma is publication in Federal Register.
about 20 miles from Seattle, where
Comr. Eugene H. Merrill disKING-TV is located.
sented in the grant to Delta TeleTV grants last Wednesday
boosted total construction permits
issued since July 11 to 144. Of
these, 10 are noncommercial educa- FILM
firms
tional grants.
Here are last Wednesday's new
THREE organizations joined tograntees:
last week to form an allZanesville, Ohio (City priority purpose getherfirm
which will distribute
Group A-2, No. 107) — Southeastern
and produce television films on a
Ohio Television System (WHIZ),
national, regional and local level,
granted uhf Ch. 50, effective radiated
power 91 kw visual and 52 kw aural, with Willson M. Tuttle as president
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 1].
antenna height above average terrain
530 ft.
United Television Programs Inc.
Monroe, La. (City priority Group
its plan for such an asA-2, No. 112) — Delta Television Inc., announced sociation
with Gross-Krasne Progranted uhf Ch. 43, effective radiated
ductions Inc. and Studio Films Inc.
power 77 kw visual, 44 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain The affiliation, described as the
320 ft.
"biggest news in TV in '53," will
Danville, III. (City priority Group bring distribution, production, and
A-2, No. 115)— Northwestern Publish- financial interests of the three
ing Co. (WDAN), granted uhf Ch. 24,
all under the United
effective radiated power 19 kw visual, companies
Television Programs banner. The
9.5 kw aural, antenna height above
average terrain 420 ft.
recent purchase by Gross-Krasne
Birmingham, Ala. (City priority of California studios makes this
Group B-2, No. 157) — Johnston Broadcombination
the only television
casting Co. (WJLN), granted uhf Ch.
48, effective radiated power 230 kw
visual, 120 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 650 ft.
Los Angeles, Calif. (City priority
Group B-2, No. 170)— John Poole
Broadcasting Co. (KBIG Avalon),
granted uhf Ch. 22, effective radiated
power 540 kw visual, 320 kw aural,
antenna height above average terrain 2,930 ft.
Tacoma, Wash. (City priority Group
B-3, No. 173)— Tribune Publishing Co.
(KTNT), granted vhf Ch. 11, effective
radiated power 29.5 kw visual, 15 kw
aural, antenna height above average
terrain 450 ft.
Tacoma, Wash. (City priority Group
B-3, No. 173) — KMO Inc. (KMO),
granted vhf Ch. 13, effective radiated
power 115 kw visual, 58 kw aural,
L. to r: Messrs. Blink, Tuttle and
antenna height above average terrain
560 ft.
Frey in conference last week.
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Seven

vision, Monroe, La., because he felt
the Commission should delay action
on the application one week in
order to examine additional information.
Earlier in the week, Mr. Poole,
the Los Angeles uhf Ch. 22 grantee,
dismissed his applications for uhf
outlets in Bakersfield, Salinas and
.Stockton, Calif. He still has applications pending for Sacramento
and Fresno, Calif.
Mr. Poole has been conducting
uhf propagation tests with
KM2XAZ, experimental TV station
atop Mt. Wilson in Los Angeles. In
New York last Thursday he said
that uhf experimentation will now
be transferred from the purely
technical aspect to the economic
and promotional.
Mr. Poole said that immediate
efforts will be made to induce the
public to convert its vhf sets with
uhf tuner strips. Perhaps when
100,000 sets are capable of tuning
uhf in the Los Angeles area, the
station will begin full-time operation, he added.
"Our immediate desire," Mr.
Poole declared, "is not to sell time,
but to convert the technical experimentation in uhf which we

New

CPs

Issued

have conducted for five years, to
this bigger experiment in ascertaining whether a commercial uhf
station can compete with vhf in a
saturation
No targetmarket."
date has been set for
the new commercial uhf permittee,
which is to have call letters of
KPIK, according to Mr. Poole. A
General Electric 50 kw transmitter
has been ordered, he said, but delivery may first be made on a 12
kw unit using the Klystron tube.
In this
*28.event, interim operation will
be undertaken, he said.
Although the grant to Mr. Poole
was the first commercial uhf authorization inLos Angeles, it is the
second uhf construction permit to
be given the West Coast city. The
first grant was awarded to the
Allan Hancock Foundation, U. of
Southern California, for uhf Ch.
Vernon A. Nolte, WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, general manager, said
Southeastern Ohio Television System expects to be operating on its
uhf Ch. 50 by April 1. The station
will use RCA equipment; representative and network have not
been selected yet, Mr. Nolte said.
Howard E. Griffith, president of
(Continued on page 84)
Three

Under

UTP

UNITE
company that has its own lot, the
announcement said.
New film properties for national
and syndicate sponsorship will be
announced soon. They will augment
UTP's present distribution catalogue, which, spokesmen said, represents atotal investment of more
than $10 million in TV film products. In addition to Gross-Krasne's
Big Town series and studio telescriptions the present UTP offerings include Bing Crosby's Royal
Playhouse, Parsonnet's Hollywood
Off Beat,
Old others.
American Barn Kling
Dance,Studios'
and many
The new board of directors of
the combined companies is to include Gerald
King, Willson M.
Tuttle, Milton
Blink, Ben Frye,
Sam A. Costello,
Philip N. Krasne
and Jack J.
Gross.
Mr. Tuttle,
president of
Mr. King
UTP, resigned as
vice president in
charge of radio
and television and as member of
the board of directors of Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York, in order
to take the new post.
Mr. King, president and cofounder of UTP in 1950, is being
named chairman of the new organization's board of directors. He
was associated with Warner Brothers until 1933 when he organized

Standard Transcription Services
with Mr. Blink.
Mr. Blink, executive vice president and co-founder of UTP, will
continue in the same capacity and
as
treasurer.
has the
been company's
in radio since
1926. He
Mr. Frye, general manager for
Studio Films, will be vice president in charge of sales for the new
organization.
Mr. Costello, president and
founder of Studio Films in 1950,
recently purchased the Snader
Telescription Library of more than
800 short subjects, which, combined
with the company's original library, was described as dominating
the TV musical film field.
Mr. Gross, former producer and
executive producer for Universal
Pictures and RKO, has a number of motion picture credits,
among which are "The Enchanted
Cottage," "I Married a Communist," "The Big Steal," and others.
Mr. Krasne has been engaged in
independent film production from
1936 to 1950, and produced the
"Charlie Chan" and "Cisco Kid"
series along with other feature
films. In 1950 he launched one of
the first TV films series based
upon "Cisco Kid" and in 1952
formed Gross-Krasne Inc. with Mr.
Gross.
Film production for UTP will
be supervised by Messrs. Gross and
Krasne.
December 15, 1952
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television grants and applications
Digest or Those riled with rL.u Dec 5 Through Dec. 7 7
74:
Gronts S/nce April
UHF
VHF39
95
Commerciol
8
2
Educotionol
Total
41
103
1
Commercial television stations on the air
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico). Brownsville.
117 14:
1
Applications Filed Since April
418
New Amended
VHF
UHF
Commercial
632
323
5365
14
Educational
19
...
Total
651
- One applicant did not specify channel.
s Includes 144 already granted.

323

541

STATION GRANTS
Listed by States
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Johnston Bcstg.
Co. mci:
(WJLD).
Ch. 48120(674680
ERP Granted
230 kw uhf
visual,
kw
aural: antenna height above average
terrain 646 ft., above ground 331 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction$200,000:
cost S234.578;revenue
first year$200,000.
operating cost
Post office address Box 147. Bessemer,
Ala. Studio and transmitter location
1817 11th PI. South. Birmingham, Ala.
Geographic coordinates 33- 29' 02" N.
Lat..
86- 48' 35"
Long.counsel
Transmitter
and antenna
GB. W.Legal
Pehle,
Lesser. Mann, Riemer & Luxford. Washington. Consulting engineer Craven,
Lohnes and Culver. Washington. Principals include George Johnston (40%)
and George Johnston Jr. (60%). [For
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
July
7.] City priority status: Gr. B-2,
No. 157.
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — John Poole
Bcstg. Co. (KBIG). Granted uhf Ch. 22
(518-524 mc); ERP 540 kw visual, 320 kw
aural: antenna height above average
terrain 2.930 ft., above ground 146 ft.
Engineering condition. Estimated constructionS150.000.
cost S392.000,revenue
first yearS100.000.
operating cost
Post office address Top Floor, Security
Bldg.. Long Beach 2. Calif. Studio location 6540 Sunset Blvd. Transmitter location on Mount Wilson. Geographic cordinates 34= 13' 36" N. and
Lat.,antenna
118s 03' GE.
59"
W. Long. oTransmitter
Legal counsel McKenna & Wilkinson.
Washington. Consulting engineer
George P. Adair. Washington. Sole
owner is John H. Poole, who also has
investments, oil and mining interests,
licensee of KBIG Avalon and applicant
for new TV stations in Sacramento and
Fresno. Calif. [For apnlication. see
TV Applications, B.T, Julv 7. Sept. 22.]
City priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 170.
DANVILLE, ni.— Northwestern Publishing Co. (WD AN). Granted uhf Ch.
24 (530-536 mo: ERP 19 kw visual, 9.5
kw aural: antenna height above average terrain 420 ft., above ground 445 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost S251.600, first year opercost S300.000,
revenue
S350.000.
Studio atingand
transmitter
location
1500
Washington St. Geographic coordinates
40- 08' 58" N. and
Lat.,antenna
87° 37' 35"
W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal
counsel Dow. Lohnes & Albertson,
Washington. Consulting engineer Bernard C.pliO'Brien.
Y. Apcant is licenseeRochester.
of WDAN N. Danville,
WHEC Rochester, N. Y., WTHT Hartford. Conn., and WENY Elmira. N. Y.
All stock in applicant is held by Gannett Co. Inc.. Rochester, N. Y.. publisher of Rochester Times-Union and
Democrat & Chronicle, Albany Knickerbocker News, Utica Observer - Disand Press,
News, BeaconpatchNews,
Ithaca Newburgh
Journal, Ogdensburg
Journal, Malone Telegram, Saratoga
Springs Saratogan, Massena Observer,
Elmira Star - Gazette and Advertiser,
Binghamton Press, all in New York;
Hartford (Conn.) Times, Plainfield
(N. J.) Courier-News and Danville (111.)
Commercial News. Principals include:
President Frank E. Gannett, who owns
33% of Gannett Co. Inc. stock; Vice
Page 72
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118 1
Total
19

432
955 2

Processing on city priority status Gr. A-2 line has extended to city number 115.
Processing on city priority status Gr. B-3 line has extended to city number 173.
NEW

Total
1 1A
10
144

9743

President Frank E. Tripp; Treasurer
Herbert W. Crickshank; Secretary Lynn
N. Bitner; Director Paul Miller; Assistant Secretary Clayton Gallagher, and
Assistant Secretary Thomas V. Taft.
Frank E. Gannett Newspaper Foundaowns 66-">
Co. Inc.
stock.tion Inc.Address
17-19of Gannett
West North
St.,
Danville. [For application, see TV
Applications. B.T, June 9.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 115.
MONROE, La.— Delta Television Inc.
Granted uhf Ch. 43 (644-650 mc): ERP
77 kw visual, 44 kw aural: antenna
height above average terrain 319 ft.,
above ground 332 ft. Engineering con(Comr. Eugeneconstruction
H. Merrill cost
dissenteditions.
d, i Estimated
S195.236, first vear operating cost S135,000.
Post office
3708 revenue
De SiardSl'35.000.
St.. Monroe,
La. address
Studio
and transmitter location NE of railroad
crossing on Forsythe Ave. Geographic
coordinates
32' 31' 59" N.DuMont,
Lat., 92°antenna
06' 40"
W. Long. Transmitter
GE. Legal counsel Kirkland, Fleming,
Green. Martin & Ellis, Washington.
Consulting engineer Commercial Radio
Equipment Co.. Washington. Principals
include President Howard E. Griffith
(49%). owner of Griffith Electric Co.
(industrial radio communications).
Monroe, La.: Vice President J. O. Willet
(49% ). owner of pipeline stringing and
motor carrier company. Monroe, and
Secretary - Treasurer Maurice Glazer
(2%), certified public accountant, Monroe. [For application, see TV Applications. B.T, July 21.] City priority
status: Gr. A-2. No. 112.
ZANESVILLE, Ohio — Southeastern
Ohio TV System (WHIZ). Granted uhf
Ch. 50 (685-692 met; ERP 91 kw visual,
52 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 533 ft., above ground 492
ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
construction cost S259.994.65. first year
operating cost S200.000, revenue not estimated. Post office address 48-52 N. Fifth
St., Zanesville. Ohio. Studio and transmitter location Downerd Ave. and

Downerd Rd., Zanesville. Geographic
coordinates
39°Transmitter
55' 42" N. DuMont,
Lat., 81° an59'
06"
W. tenna
Long.
RCA. Legal
counsel Dow, Lohnes
& Albertson, Washington. Consulting
engineer Craven, Lohnes & Culver,
Washington.
Principals
Manager and General
Partnerinclude
Clay Littick
(25%),
secretary-treasurer
and
48.9%
owner of Zanesville Pub. Co. which
owns 60% of Southeastern Ohio Bcstg.
Co., licensee
WHIZ B.Zanesville;
General Partners:of Orville
Littick (25%),
and 49.3% owner of Zanesville Pub.
Co.; Arthur S. Littick (25%), and 1.8%
interest in Zanesville Pub. Co.: Ernest
B. Graham
and firm;
owns Clarence
20% interest in WHIZ(15"^),
licensee
A. Graham (10%), and owns 20% of
WHIZ licensee firm. [For application,
see TV Applications, B.T, June 30, Oct.
20.]
107. City priority status: Gr. A-2, No.
TACOMA, Wash. — Tribune Publishing Co. (KTNT). Granted vhf Ch. 11
(198-204 mc); ERP 29.5 kw visual, 15 kw
aural: antenna height above average
terrain 450 ft., above ground 287 ft.
Engineeringstructionconditions.
Estimated
concost S188.000, first
year operating
cost
$75,000,
revenue
$100,000.
dio and transmitter location 1701 S. Stu11th
St.
Geographic
coordinates
47°
15' 06"
N. Lat.,
122°
27'
34"
W.
Long.
Transmitter and antenna GE. Legal counsel
Dow. Lohnes & Albertson, Washington.
Consulting engineer Alvin H. Barnard.
Portland. Ore. Principals of Tribune
Publishing
Co., owner
of Tacoma
Tribune, include
President
FrankNewsS.
Baker (62.6%); Vice President Elbert
H. Baker H; Treasurer George F. Russell; Secretary Charles B. Welch; Alton
F. Baker (12.46%). president and 63'2^
owner of Eugene (Ore.) Register-Guard
and KERG Eugene; Elbert H. Baker Jr.
(12.46%), president of Locke Machine
Co., Cleveland. Ohio, and Louise B.
Hastings
(12.46c7).
711 St. Helens
Ave.. widow.
Tacoma Address:
1, Wash.
[For
application,
see
Applications.
B. T, June 16.] City TVpriority
status:
Gr. B-3. No. 173.
TACOMA, Wash. — KMO Inc. (KMO).
Granted vhf Ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP
115 kw visual, 58 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 560 ft.,
above ground
400 ft. construction
Engineering condition. Estimated
cost
S341.945,
first
year
operating
cost
$240,000, revenue S250.000. Studio location
to be determined. Transmitter Dash
Point.
Geographic
coordinates
47° 18'
20"
N. Lat.,
i22= 24' 56"
W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
counsel Bingham,
Collins,RCA.
PorterLegal
& Kistler,
Washington. Consulting engineer Millard M.include
Garrison,
Princi-I.
pals
Carl E.Washington.
Haymond (93.3%
principal
owner
of
KMO
and
KIT-AMTV Yakima, owner of Foster Freeze
Stores, Nos. 5 and 118. Long Beach,
Calif., and owner of Hot Dog Show.
Long Beach, Calif., and Vice President
Carl D. Haymond
Address
914>2
Broadway,
P. O. (6.7^).
Box 1651,
Tacoma.
Wash. [For
Applications. B.T.-application,
June 16.] see
CityTV priority
status: Gr/ B-3, No. 173.
SPECIAL TEMPORARY
AUTHORIZATION GRANTED
W ALA - TV MOBILE, Ala. — Pape
Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 10. Granted special
temporary authority to operate with
transmitter power output of 2 kw visual, 1 kw aural, antenna height above
ground 115 ft. Effective from Dec. 20
to Feb. 20.
WSBA-TV YORK, Pa.— Susquehanna
Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 43. Granted special

HALF-BLOCK long building just purchased by Colorado Television Corp. to
house new studios of KBTV (TV) Denver is fireproof, has 30,000 sq.
ft. of
floor space, a huge basement and first floor. Remodeling is expected to be
completed within 90 days. Purchase price was not disclosed.

temporary authorization to operate with
transmitter output power of 1 kw visual, 0.55 kw aural, and waiver of Sec.
3.687 of Rules (transmitter and associated equipment technical standards).
Effective from Dec. 15 to May 22.
EXISTING STATIONS
Changes Granted
WOR-TV Dae.
NEW Granted
YORK inCITY—
Teleradio
part General
request
for special temporary authorization to
operate with ERP 88 kw visual (infrom 22forkwperiod
visual)
frommonths.
midnightcrease
to 6 a.m.
of six
FCC denied request that WOR-TV
pending creased
application
for fulltime
power be removed
from Gr. in-D
processing line and acted upon
promptly.
WABD
(TV) Labs.
NEW Inc.
YORK Granted
,CITY—speAllen B. DuMont
cial temporary authorization to test
color television transmission with call
letters KE2XND using WABD facilities
for period of six months.
NEW APPLICATIONS
PINE Co., BLUFF,
Central-South
Sales
vhf Ch. 7Ark.—
(174-180
mc); ERP
24.5 kw visual, 12.25 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 510 ft.,
above ground 537 ft. Estimated construction cost $248,445, first year operating cost $168,000, revenue $216,000.
Post office address 1850 South Boulder,
Tulsa, Okla. (temporary); general offices
201 North Second St., Fort Smith, Ark.
Studio and transmitter location 4600 W.
Sixth Ave., Pine Bluff. Geographies
coordinates
13' 21" N. and
Lat., antenna
92° 93'
06" W. Long.34°Transmitter
GE. Legal Counsel Spearman & Roberson.neer Washington.
engiPaul Godley Co., Consulting
Upper Montclair,
N. J. Principals include President John
T. Griffin (41.67%), Vice President
James C. Leake (41.67%), Administrative Vice President John Esau (10%)
and Secretary-Treasurer Bryan Mathes
(6.66%). Applicant
is licensee of KTULAM-FM
Tulsa. KFPW-AM-FM
Fort
Smith, Ark., and KOMA Oklahoma
City, Okla, and applicant for new TV
stations in Muskogee, Okla. (vhf Ch.
8). Springfield, Mo. (vhf Ch. 3). and
Oklahoma City (vhf Ch. 9). City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 119.
STOCKTON, Calif.— San Joaquin Telecasters (KSTN), uhf Ch. 36 (602-608
mc): ERP 145 kw visual, 77 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
306 ft., above ground 326 ft. Estimated
construction cost S228,050, first year operating cost $200,000. revenue $250,000.
Post office address KSTN, Clark Hotel,
Stockton. Calif. Studio and transmitter
location at Sutter and Market Streets,
immediately south of Clark Hotel. GeographicW.coordinates
57' 08" N. Lat.,
121 3 17' 02"
Long.37°Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel John P.
Hearne, San Francisco. Consulting engineer Robert
L. Hammett.
San Fran-of
cisco.
Principals
include Chairman
the Board Leo E. Owens, president of
Browen Industries Inc., president, publisher and 30% owner of Richmond
(Calif.) Independent, 6^3% owner of
Northwest Publications, which owns
50% of WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis;
President
Warren Brown
Jr., vice
ident of Browen
Industries
Inc. presand
vice president and associate publisher
of Richmond Independent; Vice President. Treasurer and General Manager
Knox La Rue (20%), president and
49.17% owner of KSTN Stockton, 33.33%
owner of KONG Visalia, Calif., 37.5%
owner of KMOR Oroville, Calif., and
former vice president and manager of
the San Francisco office of George P.
Hollingbery sentative),
Co.and L.(radio
station repreE. Chenault
(5%),
general manager and 15% owner of
KYNO
Fresno,of secretary-treasurer
and
12.5% owner
KSTN and 50% owner
of Don's Drive-In (Fresno drive-in restaurant). Browen Industries Inc. owns
75% of applicant; this firm is 97% owner
of Fontana (Calif.) Herald News, the
sole owner of La Mesa (Calif.) Scout,
the sole owner of Contra Costa Photo
& Photo Engraving Service and sole
owner of real estate and building at 164
10th St., Richmond, Calif. Principals
in Browen Industries Inc. include Warren Brown Jr. (20%), Leo E. Owens
(16%), Lee Owens Jr. (16%), Ellen
Owens Vincent (16%), Owen M. Owens
(16%) and Peter Owens (in trust)
No.
53. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
(16%).
JACKSONVILLE,
ville Journal Co.
(602-608 mc); ERP
(Continued
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Fla.— TheuhfJackson(WJHP),
Ch. 36
121.4 kw visual, 60.7
on page 82)
• Telecasting

May Have
WFAA-TV
LIGHTING
lA YTIME
WFAA-TV Dallas may have found
a solution to the "biggest unsolved
problem" respecting tall television
towers — daytime lighting to warn
aircraft — if its current test of a 10million candlepower light proves
successful.
The light is one of several which
'would be installed on the station's
proposed new million-dollar, 1,747
ft. tower which may also support
: antennas for KRLD-TV Dallas and
WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
Key To Authorization
Should the lighting experiment
! prove practical, some industry obi servers feel the aviation industry
and the Civil Aeronautics Admin■ istration will be amenable to the
authorization of much higher TV
i and radio towers in areas where
HELPING launch a beacon in first rests for WFAA-TV Dallas' proposed power
increase are (I to r) Ralph Nimmons, station manager; W. C. Ellis, chief
such height would be completely
engineer, and Paul Barnes, plant superintendent, radio transmitting services
ij out of the question at the present.
of WFAA and WBAP Fort Worth. Beacon, capable of producing 10 million
Others point out that further
candle power, was designed by Westinghouse for air traffic.
modification of Part 17 of FCC
rules on towers may be in order to
others reportedly have similar
| require daytime lighting of all the tall tower problem [B»T, Nov.
I towers above 750 ft. Part 17 al- 17]. Deadline for comments is to- towers under consideration but are
day (Monday).
1 ready is in the process of modificaawaiting outcome of WFAA-TV's
Sec. 17.34 of the new proposed
!i among
tiori* following
months
of
meetings
application.
Besides consent to build the
FCC, CAA, aviation and
rules, pertaining to lighting of antenna structures over 1,500 ft. in tower, nearly 300 ft. higher than
broadcast representatives to solve
height, gives no details other than
the Empire State Bldg., WFAA-TV
the indication that such towers
also seeks boost in effective
radiated power from 27.1 kw visual
"shall
be
lighted
in
accordance
with
CTS OUTLOOK
specifications to be determined by to full 316 kw. Station operates on
vhf Ch. 8.
the Commission after aeronautical
$1 Million Sales Mark Seen
study which will include lighting
PROSPECTS for a $1 million sales
A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas radiomark in its first year of operation
TV consulting engineer who pressed
recommendations."
All of the proposed rule changes
the case for high TV towers before
were .termed "bright" by officials
: of Consolidated Television Sales, were published in the Nov. 29 FCC during the reallocation proFederal
Register.
New York and Los Angeles, last
ceeding and who warned of impendThe fear of air hazard came to a
Monday. First quarter year sales
ing applications for such towers
in excess of $250,000 were listed. climax following issuance of FCC's
when participating in the governSixth Report and Order last April
ment-industry tal tower meetings,
The sales and distribution firm
which finalized the TV reallocation
was
retained
by
WFAA-TV for its
; for filmed television productions
and provided for the construction
proposed new structure.
! based this healthy outlook on comof 2,000 ft. towers in many inMr. Cullum reported that the
pany charts showing that each
stances. WFAA-TV, however, is 10 - million candlepower daytime
month's sales topped those of the the first station to have requested
warning light is an experimental
preceding month. At the time of FCC's consent to construct a tower
model developed by Westinghouse
its formation last August, Consolaproaching that height. Several
Electric Corp. at Cleveland and
idated acquired distribution rights
originally was contemplated for
to most of the Jerry Fairbanks prouse on the Empire State Bldg. as
ductions and subsequently signed
NBC-TV ADDITIONS
well as for daytime ground marking
contracts with other producers.
Three New Outlets Join
of aircraft landing strips to overAccording to Peter M. Robeck,
general manager, who is currently
AFFILIATION of three new telein New York for sales conferences
vision stations with NBC was anwith Eastern sales manager HalABC-TV AFFILIATES
nounced Thursday by Harry Bansey Barrett, Consolidated salesmen
nister, vice president in charge of
KHQ-TV, WAFB-TV ro Join
have completed 29 individual sales
station relations. They are KHQTWO new television stations will
in the past two weeks. These are
TV Spokane, WEEK-TV Peoria, become affiliates of ABC-TV within
Front Page Detective, seven mar111., and WAFB-TV Baton Rouge.
the next two months, bringing its
kets; Hollywood Half Hour, five
KHQ-TV is owned by KHQ Inc., total to 73 stations, Alfred R.
which also operates the NBC radio
markets; Ringside with the RassBeckman, ABC national director of
lers, seven markets; Public Prosestation in Spokane. The TV sta- radio and television station relation
is
scheduled
to
go
on
the
air
cutor, four markets ; Crusader Rabtions, announced last week.
bit, five markets, and Jackson and today (Monday), operating on
Effective today (Monday), KHQCh.
6.
Jill, one market.
WEEK-TV is expected to begin TV Spokane affiliates with the network. Operating on vhf Ch. 6, staoperations on uhf Ch. 43 on or
tion is owned by KHQ Inc. R. O.
COMPLETE "South Jersey" edition about Jan. 1. Owned by West CenDunning is general manager.
tral Broadcasting Co., the station
of TV Digest published in PhiladelWAFB-TV Baton Rouge, on uhf
will
be
under
the
supervision
of
phia, will be introduced Dec. 20, pubCh. 28, joins ABC-TV next Feb.
Fred C. Mueller.
lishers Arthur and Irvin Borowsky
1. Under General Manager Tom
have announced. Magazine now has
WAFB-TV, owned by Modern
E. Gibbens, station is owned by
weekly circulation of 17,000. Initial Broadcasting Co. of Baton Rouge
Broadcasting Co. of Baton
"South Jersey" issue will have print- Inc., will operate on uhf Ch. 28, Modern
Rouge Inc.
ing of 21,000.
starting on or about Jan. 1.
BROADCASTING
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Air Hazard Solution
come fog and other visibility
hazards.
Mr. Cullum related the light was
placed
atop on
WFAA-AM's
570 kc tower
Nov. 10 but 650-ft.
one of
the light's transformers burned out
the following day and it had to be
removed. The transformer was replaced a fortnight ago, he said,
but rainy weather, the first for
many months, delayed replacement
of the unit until Dec. 4. It began
to function at that time.
Just an hour before completion
of the re-installation, however,
WFAA-TV received word from
CAA in Washington that a proposed top-level inspection group
would not arrive Dec. 8 to watch
the lighting demonstration as
planned. The junket, to include
CAA and FCC officials as well
as representatives from both the
broadcast and aviation industry,
probably will be delayed until after
the New Year, it is understood.
Meanwhile, Mr. Cullum said, the
light is being operated from 8:30
a.m. until 5:30 p.m. for various
tests and 1,000 questionnaires have
been sent out to Army, Navy, commercial and civilian pilots in the
area for their observations and reLights in All Directions
The light, a neon type which is
ports.
reddish but is so bright it appears
almost white, weighs about 700
lbs. and uses 750 w to operate. It
projects
hence
four such over
lightsa 90°
wouldradius,
be used
on
the proposed WFAA-TV tower to
cover all approaches.
The light can be regulated to
flash from a few times a minute up
to about 300 times and presently is
flashing 40 times each minute.
The light costs about $1,500, he
indicated.
Mr. Cullum pointed out that the
aviation
concern
about tallindustry's
antenna greatest
structures
is a
pilot's ability to see them on a clear
day, particularly when flying into
the sun in late afternoon. The
problem arises over such a tower's
spindle-like construction and its
surrounding background.
"What aviation desires is a warning light brighter than the sun,"
he explained.
Other warning aides which have
been suggested for high towers include asmoke generating signal device, he said.
WFAA-TV's application before
FCC reveals the proposed tower
will be 1,714 ft. above average terrain and 1,747 ft. above ground. It
will be located southwest of Dallas
and southeast of Fort Worth on
Arlington Route 3, 1.8 miles northeast of Webb, Tarrant County.
The tower itself, an Ideeo guyed
structure, would be 1,673 ft. in
height, topped by a 74-ft. RCA 12
bay antenna. An elevator would
(Continued on page 103)
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HEARINGS
IN WHAT is considered by many
to be a precedent ruling, a majority of the FCC last Tuesday
overruled a hearing examiner and
approved amendment of the vhf
Ch. 6 application of KOIN Portland, Ore., in hearing with the
competitive bid of KGW there.
In the 4-to-2 ruling, Chairman
Paul A. Walker and Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock dissented and voted to
uphold Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith who had refused to accept
the amendment on the ground the
changes were substantial and sufficient good cause was not shown
[B«T, Nov. 24]. Comr. Robert
T. Bartley did not participate in
the action.
The subject of extensive controversy between KOIN and KGW
before the examiner and the Commission, the amendment of the
KOIN bid shows withdrawal of
Ralph Stolkin, Edward Burke Jr.
and Sherrill C. Corwin, together
43.5% stockholders, and the asDENVER

CH.

7

Hearing Reopening Asked
REQUEST to reopen the Denver
Ch. 7 TV hearing, formally closed
two months ago [B*T, Oct. 20],
was made by Denver Television Co.
(Wolfberg theatre interests) last
week.
Reason for the request, according
to pleadings filed with Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham by
Denver Television, was to correct
the transcript and submit a new
exhibit concerning loan agreements
among the stockholders.
Agreement by principal stockholder John M. Wolfberg, president
of the company, was not signed, the
pleadings pointed out. Therefore,
a substitute copy, signed by Mr.
Wolfberg, was offered in place of
the document already in the record.
The transcript also indicated that
Mr. Wolfberg testified that the
document bore his signature. Correction of the record to indicate
that the copy Mr. Wolfberg testified about did not bear his signature
was also requested.
Proposed findings and conclusions by Denver Television and
KLZ were filed three weeks ago
with the hearing examiner [B«T,
Dec. 1].
Denver Television contended, as
it has throughout the hearing, that
the Commission should prefer newcomers over established licensees.
Statement in this journal's report
on the findings that this has been
a long-time FCC policy was in
error.
KLZ urged its position on the
ground that it had greater local
control and interest, as well as
integration of ownership and management. It also pointed to the
civic and broadcast experiences of
its owners and management and of
its staff, as well as the character
of its ownership and the merit of
its program proposals and policies.
Page 74
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FCC

Approves

sumption of this stock and certain
obligations by other principal
KOIN stockholders and 24 station
employes.
The FCC ruled on the eve of the
Ch. 6 hearing, which was to get
underway Wednesday before Examiner Smith but later was postponed to Dec. 17, in order to clarify
the status of the parties to the
proceeding. The reasons supporting
the ruling were not disclosed, but
the Commission indicated a memorandum opinion and order would
be issued this week.
Late last week several FCC
sources reported the opinions supporting the majority's position
were still being written and were
not in final form. It was noted this
unusual procedure had been taken
to accommodate the two Ch. 6 contestants.
KOIN earlier had stated that if
the amendment were not approved,
it may have to withdraw from the
hearing. KOIN contended that if
this occurred the public would not
benefit from a comparative proceeding in which the better ap-

KOIN

Amendment

plicant would be chosen. KGW,
which would be in position for
grant without hearing, opposed
this view.
KGW's Washington counsel last
Thursday said the station expected
to petition for reconsideration of
the FCC ruling and indicated the
fight may be taken to court if
necessary. However, any action
depends first upon receiving the
Commission's memorandum opinion
in the case.
KOIN previously had stated it
would go to court if the amendment
were not approved.
FCC's Broadcast Bureau also is
awaiting the memorandum opinion
so that it may be informed as to
the Commission's present policy
with respect to amendment of applications designated for or in
hearing, according to one source.
Examiner Smith is presiding
over hearings for all of the available Portland assignments, uhf Ch.
21 and vhf Chs. 12, 8 and 6. Records of all four proceedings were
officially opened Oct. 1 and then
continued to future dates for full

FIRST witnesses for Tampa Bay Area Telecasting Corp., bidding for TampaSt. Petersburg's Ch. 8 [B*T, Dec. 1], are the above stockholders. They are
(I to r): Dr. Joseph J. Ruskin, Mrs. Ruskin, L. W. Baynard and Dr. Chester L.
Goodnow.

CONFERRING during recess in Wichita Ch. 3 TV hearings in Washington
[B*T, Dec. 1] are (seated, I to r): O. L. Taylor, president, Taylor
&
Television Corp.; Byron W. Ogle, vice president and general manager,Radio
KRGV
Weslaco, Tex. Standing: Fred Teed, secretary-treasurer, Taylor Radio &
Television Corp.; Millman Rochester, TV director, Taylor Radio & Television
Corp.; and Archie J. Taylor, manager of KANS Wichita.

EXECUTIVES of KFDM BeaumontPort Arthur, Tex., study a point in
their exhibit during the BeaumontPort Arthur Ch. 6 hearing [B«T
Dec. 8]. L to r are: D. A. Cannon,
president; Dave Russell, program director, and C. B. Locke, vice president
and general manager.
presentation. The Ch. 21 and Ch. 12
hearings are over except for presentation of several minor exhibits
and the Ch. 8 hearing is to get
underway in February.
The Harrisburg, Pa., uhf Ch. 27
hearing is scheduled Jan. 5 before
Examiner William G. Butts.
Examiner Basil P. Cooper hopes
to complete the Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla., vhf Ch. 8 hearing by
this Friday. The hearing on Ch. 13
applicants from those cities is to
begin
Jan. 7. James D. Cunningham
Examiner
several weeks ago closed the record
in the Denver vhf Ch. 7 hearing
and proposed findings have been
filed by the contestants [B»T, Dec.
1] , but last week request was filed
to reopen the case (see story this
page). Examiner Cunningham is
to start the vhf Ch. 4 hearing Tuesday. He also is to hear a non-TV
case beginning Jan. 21 involving
KOB Albuquerque.
Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
has been holding many pre-hearing
conferences with his Sacramento,
Calif., applicants for vhf Chs. 3
and 10 and uhf Chs. 40 and 46 in
an effort to shorten the respective
proceedings through stipulation of
engineering and other evidence. He
is to commence the Ch. 10 case
today (Monday) while the Ch. 3
hearing is to start Jan. 5 or soon
thereafter. No dates are presently
set for the uhf proceedings.
Examiner Benito Gaguine has
concluded the engineering portion
of the Flint, Mich., vhf Ch. 12
hearing and non-technical testimony will commence Jan. 7. Examiner Gaguine presently is vacationing in Florida.
Examiner Annie N. Huntting
last week was completing the Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex., vhf Ch. 6
hearing and today (Monday) was i
scheduled to begin the vhf Ch. 4 ]
proceeding although it appeared
late last week the Ch. 4 case may
be continued in view of oral argument set Tuesday on two petitions,
one by Lufkin Amusement Co. to
dismiss its Ch. 4 bid without prejudice and the other by Jefferson
(Continued on page 104)
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LABOR

STRIFE

LABOR picture in the broadcasting
field brightened considerably last
week.
The American Federation of Television & Radio Artists appeared
set to conclude an agreement with
the networks on new radio and television contracts for performers
and announcers, while the Screen
Actors Guild signed interim agreements with some producers. Its
strike in the TV filmed commercial
field continued.
AFTRA was reported to have
reached settlement with the networks in New York and Los Angeles, except for a few technicalities
in contract phraseology. Bargaining sessions continued in San Francisco and Chicago, where network
programs also originate. Actual
signing of a pact will be held in
abeyance until regional negotiations are concluded.
In the national SAG dispute,
although some producers signed interim agreements last week with
the union along the lines of demands originally laid down by
SAG, both union and producer
spokesmen in New York declared
that these moves did not necessarily
presage
old
strike.a "break" in the two-weekThe proposed AFTRA contract
would run for two years. Under
its terms, television artists would
be granted a 12%% increase in
minimum pay retroactive to Dec.
1 and radio performers, a 10%
raise, dating back to Nov. 1. Radio
and television announcers would
be given a base pay of $135 a week,
an increase of $20 per week.
Negotiators effected a compromise on the issue of bringing certain categories of newsmen into the
union. They agreed that newscasters and news reporters will be included in the contracts but news
analysts and news commentators
be exempt.
They defined a newscaster as
reading a news report on the air;
a reporter, as gathering information at the source but expressing
no opinion; an analyst, as choosing
and editing his copy, and a commentator, as expressing his perWHUM-TV STRIKE
Technicians Picket Station
GROUP of technical employes
started picketing WHUM-TV Reading, Pa., last Monday morning,
claiming the station's labor practices are -unfair. Station officials
have been negotiating with IBEW.
The station is non-union.
Station officials said picketing
affects only the TV operation at
the transmitter outside the city.
WHUM-TV is not on the air pending delivery of its transmitter.
The transmitter house is described
as nearly complete. Last week's
picketing did not cause any loss of
WHUM radio time, it was stated.
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AFTRA,

sonal opinion.
News reporters previously were
not included in the contracts. The
question of category may call for
arbitration in some cases.
The networks agreed to
AFTRA's demand that discharge
of staff announcers be subject to
arbitration but rejected a request
that dismissal of employes be made
in direct line of seniority.
The proposed pact would cover
NBC, ABC, CBS Radio, CBS-TV,
MBS and DuMont network.
In Chicago, where AFTRA was
negotiating with six radio and TV
stations, "substantial" agreement
was reported on new contract terms
by four of the outlets.
Union officials were to meet last
Friday with NBC, ABC, CBS and
WBKB(TV) executives to settle
terminology and contractual
clauses. WGN and WLS, which
withdrew earlier from talks, also
were about to meet.
In essence, major points in disagreement were resolved, management agreed to a general increase
in base pay for staff radio announcers from $135 to $150 weekly.
The hotly-contested unit sysFREELANCE TALENT
Detroit Local Discusses
DETROIT local of AFTRA and
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit are holding
discussions on use of freelance talent on the stations, according to
Jay Michael, president of the local. Originally the union had
threatened to order all AFTRA
members "to refrain from working
at WJBK-AM and TV after Dec.
5," but this threat was withdrawn
Dec. 8 after discussions started.
The station has taken the position that since its announcers are
not AFTRA members it is actually
not a party to contracts between
AFTRA members employed by
agencies or advertisers.

SAC

Pacts

Near

tem point, by which announcers
were not paid extra for the first
12 commercials, was not abolished,
as desired by the union. Units remain in local radio contracts, but
will not be extended into TV. (Two
of the AM stations, WENR and
WMAQ,
TV affiliates,
TV and have
WNBQ
(TV).) WENRNew terms provide that AM stations with TV affiliates can use a
staff announcer for six video commercials (half of the 12 units) if
the announcer is assigned, works off
camera and is paid 50% of the
local radio rate. Any amount above
six requires full radio rate payment.
Prices for performers, working
under the local television code,
were increased a flat 10%. Performers in continuing roles must
be given two weeks advance notice
on employment for the sponsor to
get the benefit of a multiple rate.
Local commercial radio rates for
actors and announcers were hiked
10%. Local radio contracts expired
Oct. 31 and were extended until
Nov. 30 for further negotiations.
Television contracts expired Nov.
30 and the WBKB (TV) staff announcing contract on Dec. 1. Therefore, new contracts will provide
some retroactive pay.
In the SAG picture John K.
Wheeler, council to the film producers Assn. of New York, which negotiated with the union over a twomonth period seeking a basic
formula for a TV filmed commercial pact, said some producers
"were frankly on the spot." He
explained some were half-way
through shooting commercials when
the strike started and others were
committed to advertisers and agencies.
Mr. Wheeler insisted his group
of producers is still determined to
resist SAG's demands for payment
on re-issue of film. He said his

group was not concerned over the
interim agreement reached because
he has been notified that Hollywood
producers believe a basic contract
should be signed in New York
where an estimated 70% of the
commercials are produced.
Mrs. Florence Marston, eastern
representative of SAG, similarly
did not attach strong significance
to the settlements. She would not
specify which or how many producers signed but said "there have
It was reported that at least
been Hollywood
several." producers and three
two
other companies in New York and
Chicago had signed interim agreements. One is Roland Reed Productions, aleading producer of TV
filmed commercials in Hollywood,
which is shooting commercials for
General Mills, sponsor of The Lone
Ranger.
Under the contract with Reed
and other firms, actors are paid a
minimum fee of $70 per commercial not to exceed three minutes
running time. If the film is used a
second time as a program commercial, the actor must be paid the
full amount of his original salary.
The agreement further stipulates
that the film must be shown within
six months after production is completed. It cannot be telecast beyond
one year of its making. In the case
of "Wild Spots," the minimum fee
is $45 per commercial, which can
be used for four straight weeks.

AFTRA

PACT

Signed in L. A.
CLOSELY averting a strike, a twoyear contract has been worked out
between seven Los Angeles network
and independent TV stations and
the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists (AFTRA).
The contract, effective to Oct. 31,
1954, work
alsoAM outlets.
covers Los Angeles netThough AFTRA originally had
sought a 20% overall wage increase for its members, the new
contract gives a 10% raise in local
TV. It applies also to freelance
announcers, singers and actors on
network radio stations on a local
and regional basis.
New rate for staff announcers
at all TV and network AM stations also was worked out, at the
rates of $120 per week for first
year employment, then $135.
Regional
scale was
creased TV
from thepaypresent
rate inof
local-plus 35% to local-plus 50%.
AFTRA withdrew demands for
elimination of the daytime preferential rate. Discount rates for
long weekly shows were eliminated.
For in-shift participation programs on radio,
fee is
increased
from announcers'
10% to 33%%.
They also will receive 50% of the
commercial fee on five and 10minute radio and TV participation
shows, with 33%% on 15-minute
or longer
programs.
TV for
announcers continue
to be paid
every
on-camera commercial spot.

OFF-CAMERA at the United Cerebral Palsy telethon (story, page 94) are
(I to r) Leonard H. Goldenson, UCP president and head of United Paramount
Theatres; Robert M. Weitman, UPT vice president; Jane Pickens (only head
showing), singing star; Dennis Day, video personality, who stayed on the job
for 15 hours as m. c, and Charles Holden, assistant national director, ABCTV Program Dept. Girls in background are volunteer Conover models.
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In a continuing tradition of public service, the WTVJ
News Department has become an integral part of
South Florida— serving the area's 825,000 year-round
residents with complete news coverage of community
life as it happens — when it happens.

Recipient of the NARND Distinguished Achievement Award for 1951, the News Department has
kept pace with the phenomenal growth of WTVJ.
Today, a substantial portion of WTVJ's local program ing isin the public service tradition of NEWS.

WTVJ is mindful of its public trust and the high honor bestowed by
the NARND . . . and pledges itself to continued community service.
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The New Grantees' Commencement

Target Dates

HERE are post-thaw TV grantees and the dates on which they expect
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
national representative, where signed, are given.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
Rep.
Ch. Granted Commencement Network
Call City and State
Weed
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
49 Sept. 4 Spring 1953
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y. *17 July 24 Unknown
Branham
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex. 10 Oct. 16 March
Taylor
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex. 4 Oct. 9 March-April
March
15
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich. 20 Sept. 25 Late 1953
McGillvra
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58 Oct. 2
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C. 62 Oct. 30 Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky. 59 Aug. 14 Unknown
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 46 Oct. 30 Dec. 20
NBC, ABC Pearson
CBS, DuMont
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex. 18 July 11 Unknown
NBC
Air 27)
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
7 July 11 On(Nov.
CBS, ABC, Taylor
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex. 24 Aug. 21 Unknown
July
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La. 28 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
CBS, DuMont, Adam Young
NBC, ABC
May
Nov.
20
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 58 Oct. 30
May 15
ABC, DuMont
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich. 64
Television Broadcasters
4
Beaumont, Tex.
31 Dec.
Adam Young
CBS
WTVI (TV) Belleville, III. 54 Nov. 20 Late 1952
Meeker
W LEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa. 51 Oct. 30 Unknown
WQTV (TV) Binghamton, N. Y. *46 Aug. 14 Unknown
Unknown
WJLD-TV Birmingham, Ala. 48 Dec. 10 Jan.
ABC
Adam Young
1
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn. 43 July 11
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn. 49 Aug. 14 Unknown
24 Unknown
WTVF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y. *23 July
Free & Peters
WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C. 5 Oct. 30 April ]
McGillvra
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
21 Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug.
KKTV(TV) Colorado Springs, Col. 11 Nov. 28 On (Dec.
Air 7)
McGillvra
KRDO-TV Colorado Springs, Col. 13 Nov. 20 March
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C. 25 Sept. 18 April
Headley-Reed
May
1
CBS
Raymer
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C. 67 Sept.
18
WDAN-TV Danville, III. 24 Dec. 10 Unknown
Everett-McKinney
WONE-TV Dayton, Ohio 22 Nov. 26 July
WTVP (TV) Decatur, III. 17 Nov. 20 Unknown
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col. 9 July 11 On Air (Oct. 2) CBS, ABC Free & Peters
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col. 26 July 11 Spring 1953
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
2 July 11 On Air
(July 18) NBC, DuMont Blair-TV Inc.
Unknown
KIRV (TV) Denver
20 Sept.
March 1
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn. 38 Oct.
September
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60 Oct.
March
WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y. 24 Nov.
Forjoe
May
Early
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex. 13 Oct.
Avery-Knodel
Dec. 141953
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4 July
CBS,
DuMont
Taylor
Jan. 1
Hollingbery
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex. 9 Aug.
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass. 46 Sept.
Unknown
WTAC-TV Flint, Mich
16 Nov.
Early 1953
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich. 28 July
March
1
Sears & Ayer
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23 July
Unknown
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 17 July
May 1
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark. 22 Nov.
Unknown
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md. 62 Oct.
May 1
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif 24 Sept.
Raymer
WTVS(TV) Gadsden, Ala. 21 Nov.
April
Gulf Television Co.,
11 Nov. 20 March 1
Galveston, Tex.
Rudman Television Co.,
Unknown
Galveston, Tex.
41 Nov. 20 May
Boiling
Weed
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis. 2 Nov. 13 March 1
WCOG-TV Greensboro, N. C. 57 Nov. 20 Unknown
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa. 55 Sept. 25
WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky. 50 Nov. 20 Unknown
Branham
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mats. 55 July 11 Early 1953
ABC
Free & Peter*
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
9 Aug. 7 On(Dee.Air 1)
Forjoe
Air 22)
KONA (TV) Honolulu, T. H. 11 Oct. 24 On(Nov.
DuMont
KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex. *8 Aug. 21 Unknown
Unknown
WIBM-TV Jackson, Mich. 48 Nov. 20 January
CBS, ABC,
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss. 25 Sept. 1 1
NBC,
DuMont Katz
Weed
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa. 56 Nov. 20 Unknown
Unknown
Nov.
26
Petry
WGFG-TV Kalamazoo, Mich. 36 Dec. 4 Unknown
H-R
Reps
WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio
35
March 15
WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio
73 Nov. 20 Jan.
1
K FOR- TV Lincoln, Neb. 10 Oct. 16
Pearson
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
12 Oct. 2 Spring 1953
Pearson
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark. 17 Sept. 18 April
15
KETV (TV) Little Rock, Ark. 23 Oct. 30 Unknown
Unknown
XPIK (TV) Los Angeles 22 Dec. 10 Unknown
28 Unknown
KUSC-TV Los Angeles *28 Aug.
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky. 21 Nov. 26
Pearson
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
11 Oct. 9 SpringAir 1953
CBS, DuMont Avery-Knodel
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. 13 Oct. 9 On(Nov.
13)
Hollingbery
13 Feb. 15
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va. 13 Nov.
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va. 16 Nov. 6 Unknown
XSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan. *8 Jury 24 Unknown
WMAC (TV) Massillon, Ohio 23 Sept. 4 April 1
Dec. 20
Headley-Reed
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala
10 Nov. 26 Dec.
15
DuMont, CBS Forjoe
7
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala. 48 Aug.
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.
8 Dec. 4 Unknown
Delta Television Inc., Monroe, La. 43 Dec. 10 March
April 1
Taylor
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. 20 Sept. 18
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NEW OFFICERS were elected during radio news directors' meeting in Cleveland. Holding down key posts in newly-named Radio-Television News Directors Assn. are (I to r): Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford, Conn., president; Jim
Byron, WBAP-AM-TV Fort Worth, vice president, and Sheldon Peterson, KLZ
Denver, treasurer. Mr. Eaton succeeded Jim Bormann, WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul. Aside from name change (from National Assn. of RadioRep. News
Directors), organization also promised to wage a continuing fight for radioTV access to news sources and freedom of information [B*T, Dec. 8].
Call
City and State
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
N. New
J. Dept.
of Education,
Brunswick,
N. J.
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.
WGTV (TV) New York City
WOSH-TV Oshkosh, Wis.
Southland Television Inc.,
Pensacola, Fla.
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
WIP-TV Philadelphia, Pa.
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
WEOK-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col.
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C.
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y.
WHTV (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III.
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif.
KTXL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa.
KWTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa
KVTV (TV) Sioux City
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
KMO-TV Tacoma, Wash.
KT NT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Central Texas Television Co.,
Waco, Tex.
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
White Television Co.,
Wichita Falls, Tex.
WBRE-TV WiDces-Barre, Pa.
WILK-TV Wilkes- Barre, Pa.
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.
KIT-TV Yakima, Wash.
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio
WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio
* Educational permittees.

Ch.
49
28
30
*19
45
*25
48
15
43
29
27
21
5
3
28
•21
*43
33
61
27
10
39
57
2
38
18
8
2
3
20
73
36
9
11
34
6
4
61
10
13
11
13
4
34
67
53
22
28
34
36
29
23
49
43
73
27
21
50

Granted Commencement Network
Oct. 30 March 8
July 11 Unknown
July 11 Jan. 15
Dec. 4 Unknown
Sept. 4 February
Aug. 14 Unknown
Nov. 26 Unknown
Nov. 13 June
Aug. 28 January
Nov. 26
■
July
11 OnUnknown
Air19) NBC
Nov. 26 Dee.(Sept.
1953
Oct. 30 March 1
Nov. 13 Feb. 1
Oct. 16 March 1
July 24 Unknown
Sept. 18 Unknown
Sept. 4 May 15
Sept. 4 Jan. 4
CBS
Sept. 18 January
ABC
(Dec.
1)
Sept. 11 On Air NBC, CBS
Sept. 11 Unknown
Oct. 2 February
Oct. 16 April
Oct. 9 May 1
Nov. 6 Fall 1953
Nov. 26 Unknown
July 24 1 954
ABC, DuMont,
Nov. 13 May
CBS, NBC
Aug. 14 April
Aug. 14 Dec. 25
Oct. 30 Unknown
Nov. 20 Unknown
Nov. 20 Feb. 1
Aug. 28 Dec. 15
15)
July 11 On (Dec.
Air
NBC, ABC
July 11 Dec. 25
CBS, DuMont
July 11 Late 1952
Oct. 9 April
Dec. 10 May 1
Dec. 10
Nov. 13 Jan. 15
Nov. 13 Unknown
Nov. 13 Unknown
Nov. 6 Unknown
Oct. 30 March 1
Nov. 6 April
Oct. 2 Jan. 1.
NBC
Oct. 2 Feb. 1
ABC-DuMont
Nov. 13 Unknown
Dec. 4 Unknown
Dec. 4 Unknown
July 11 April DuMont
July 11 Dec. 20
ABC
July 11 Early 1953 ABC
NBC
July 11 Early 1953 CBS, DuMont,
Sept. 25 Unknown
Dec. 10 April 1
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Boiling
Walker
Young
Meeker

Headley-Reed
NBC Spot Sales
Avery-Knodel
Avery-Knodel
H-R Reps.
Headley-Reed
Bum-Smith
Avery-Xnodel
Gill-Keefe &
Perna
Headley-Reed
Weed
Hollingbery
Inter-American
Blair-TV Inc.

Taylor
Raymer
Katz
Walker, Pac
Hollingbery
NW
Bcstrs.
Branham
Raymer
Rambeau
Headley-Reed
Avery-Knodel
Radio-TV Reps
Headley-Reed
Raymer
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Front Line Film
EDWARD R. MURROW and
a crew of six CBS-TV newsmen and 12 cameramen were
scheduled to fly over the
weekend to the U.N. front
lines in Korea to produce a
full-hour See It Now program on the "Korea G. I. on
Christmas Day." Normally
a half-hour show, this program will be ,broadcast on
Sunday, Dec. 28, 6-7 p.m.
EST. The team will record
the story on Christmas Day
and the film will be flown
back to New York for editing
and processing.

^
°* ^'
telecasts:AR
To TheDS
Gillette Co. and yuan
IA
ASCRIBING
television
"a sense AW
SYLVtoAN
but
noted
that
there
was
"a
noteof the World Series.
worthy few programs which are
of responsibility" in its desire to NBCFor forthecoverage
best dramatic series: To truly distinguished in concept and
improve programs, the Sylvania
Robert Montgomery, NBC, American
Television Awards Committee conTobacco Co., and S. C. Johnson & Son,
ferred its 1952 Grand Award upon
Presiding at the dinner was Don
execution."
for
Robert Montgomery Presents.
NBC-TV's Victory at Sea series.
G.
Mitchell, president of Sylvania
For the top comedy program: To Electric
Award announcement dinner was
Products. Deems Taylor,
Lucille
Ball,
star;
Desi
Arnaz,
star
held Thursday night in New York.
chairman of this year's Awards
In listing 13 other winners of and executive producer; Jess OppenCommittee, read the citations.
heimer, producer and chief writer;
awards for "outstanding contribuOther committee members inCBS-TV
and
Philip
Morris
&
Co.
Ltd.
tions to creative television tech- for / Love Lucy.
cluded :
nique," the committee singled out
Mrs. Oscar A. Ahlgren, president,
The
Committee
also
issued
cerVictory at Sea for highest distincGeneral Federation of Women's Clubs;
tificates of merit to advertising
Joseph P. Anderson, executive secretion, citing "the conception, the agencies and personnel associated
tary,DeanAmerican
Assn. Bartlett,
of Socialdirector,
Workself-imposed standards and the
ers;
Kenneth
with
programs
winning
awards.
Radio
and
Television
Center,
Syracuse
honest impact of this program."
Commissioner; William Hunt, Editor,
Receiving the awards for this
In a summary evaluating the U.; Madeleine Carroll, star of stage and
screen; Cecil B. De Mille; Dorothy
Inside Advertising; Dr. Robert L. Johnunsponsored program were NBC,
standards of television programs
Draper, decorator and designer; James
son, president, Temple U.; Oscar Serlin,
Henry Salomon Jr., writer and during the past year, the commitA. Farley; Ford Frick, Commissioner
Broadway producer; Karl Struss, Holof
Baseball;
Mrs.
John
E.
Hayes,
past
lywood cinematographer, and Gene
producer; Richard Rodgers, comtee voiced the belief that programTunney, former heavyweight boxing
president, National Congress of Parents
poser of the original score; Robert
champion.
and Teachers; Frieda B. Hennock, FCC
ming had "improved substantially"
W. Sarnoff, vice president and director of NBC's television producmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
tion units, and Sylvester L. Weaver
1
Jr., NBC vice president in charge
I
of radio and TV networks. The
Grand Award symbol was accepted
1
for the Navy by Dan A. Kimball,
Secretary of the Navy, and for
NBC by Mr. Weaver.
Established in 1951 by Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., the awards
Harrington,
Righter
& Parsons,
Inc.
are given in 13 categories outside
of the Grand Award for programs
! New York
on the air between Jan. 1 and Oct.
iii
The only exclusive TV Station Representative i Chicago
31. Classifications and winners
s
follow :
i
! San Francisco
For the finest special events telecasts: To ABC, CBS-TV, DuMont TV |
1
Network, NBC, Admiral Corp., Philco
Corp., and Westinghouse Electric
WLTV
Atlanta
Corp., for the Republican and Democratic Conventions.
owned by Broadcasting, Inc.
For the best and most original
children's program: To WCAU-TV
Philadelphia, for the Summer School
WAAM
Baltimore
programs.
For public service in giving the
owned by WAAM, Inc.
country's youth its own program: To
Theodore Granik and NBC for the
Youth Wants to Know series.
WBEX-TV
Buffalo
For most noteworthy contributions
to variety shows: To Ed Sullivan, Si
owned by Buffalo Evening News
Mario Lewis, CBS-TV, and Ford Motor Co., Lincoln-Mercury Div., for
Toast of the TownWFMY-TV
Greensboro
For the best documentary melodramas: To NBC and Borden Co., for
owned by Greensboro News and Record
Treasury Men in Action.
For the best in commercials: To
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey for
WDAF-TV
Kansas City
institutional messages "done with
taste and with a merciful and enlightowned by The Kansas City Star
ened consideration for the viewing
public."
For pioneering and developing dayWHAS-TV
Louisville
time TV: To DuMont and Mr. Weaver
1
of NBC for "acts of creative efforts
owned by the Courier- Journal & the Louisville Times
1
[that] call for recognition."
For the best program of current
WTMJ-TV
Milwaukee
news: To Edward R. Murrow, Fred W.
1
Friendly, CBS-TV and Aluminum Co.
1
owned
by
the
Milwaukee
Journal
of America for See It Now.
For a definite contribution to crew.
ative television technique: To WOR^VXTG
Washington
TV New York for Broadway TV Theatre.
owned by Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc.
For best local programs of public
service: To WOI-TV Ames, Iowa, for
The Whole Town's Talking and In
Our Care, both educational programs.
For the year's outstanding sports
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Station
Nielsen on Election Returns;
Program
telestatus

(Report 246)

1
kr|

Dallas

d

07elevUio*t Station
★
SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION

EARLY 90% (89.9%) of U. S.
N television homes were tuned
in for election returns at
sometime during the night of
November 4. This represents 17,166,000 homes, according to the
A. C. Nielsen .Co., Chicago, which
has released the TV figures below:
Peak viewing hours were 9 to
10:30 p.m., which dwindled to a
low at 2:30 a.m. Homes reached
per half hour follow: 9 p.m., 13,977,000; 9:30 p.m., 13,900,000; 10
p.m., 13,652,000; 10:30 p.m., 13,576,000; 11 p.m., 12,029,000; 11:30
p.m., 11,113,000; 12 midnight,
9,318,000.
The early morning hours gained
these audiences: 12:30 a.m., 7,638,000; 1 a.m., 6,206,000; 1:30 a.m.,
5,308,000; 2 a.m., 4,793,000; 2:30
a.m., 1,967,000.
Meanwhile, Nielsen reported ratings of top TV programs for two
weeks ending Nov. 8. They were:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Homes
(000)
Rank
Program
1
I
Love
Lucy
12,576
2 Texaco Star Theatre
3 Colgate Comedy Hour
9,740
4 Buick Circus Hour
9,502
5 Arthur
Godfrey & Friends
9,280
(Liggett
&
Myers
Tobacco)
6 You Bet Your Life
9,050
8,433
7 All Star Revue
8
Philco
TV
Playhouse
8,259
9 Goodyear TV Playhouse
8,130
10
Arthur Godfrey & Friends
7,736
(Toni-Gillette Razor Co.)
7,544

Ratings

PERIN CENT
OF TV STATION
HOMES REACHED
PROGRAM
AREAS
Homes
Rank
%
Program
1 Love Lucy
67.7
1
60.6
2 Buick Circus Hour
57.9
51.4
3 Arthur Godfrey's Scouts
56.1
4
Star Theatre
5 Texaco
Colgate Godfrey
Comedy & Hour
6 Arthur
50.8
Friends
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco)
107 Dragnet
8 Gangbusters
44.9
50.4
9 Philco TV Playhouse
47.7
45.7
You Bet Your Life
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
'Lucy' Tops ARB List
In November Ratings
AMERICAN Research Bureau ratings listed CBS-TV's / Love Lucy
as the nation's top TV show for the
sixth month, excluding its summer
hiatus, with its October rating
going up 4.7 points to 70.6 for November. Lucy was viewed in 13,810,000 homes by 41,430,000 people
in November, ARB figures showed,
an increase of seven million.
Second spot was taken by Godfrey's Talent Scouts on CBS-TV
with a rating of 58.8 and Milton
Berle's NBC-TV Texaco Star Theatre, measured by ARB for the
first time this fall, moved into third
place
52.2. NBC-TV's
Hour with
starring
Bob HopeComedy
took
fourth place with 51.5.
Second place in total audience

was taken by Comedy Hour with
32,544,000 viewers, while CBSTV's Godfrey & Friends was
viewed
by 29,087,000
to take
place. ARB
ratings and
totalthird'
audience figures for November are :
Program
Network Rating
I Love Lucy (CBS)
70.6
Godfrey'sStarTalent
Scouts
(CBS) 58.8
Texaco
Theatre
(NBC)
52.2
Comedy Hour-Bob Hope (NBC) 51.5
Godfrey & Friends (CBS)
50.4
You Bet Your Life (NBC)
49.1
What's My Line? (CBS)
44.6
Your Show of Shows (NBC) 44.3
Gangbusters (NBC)
40.4
Television Playhouse (NBC) 40.4
All Star Revue-T. Bankhead (NBC) 39.3
Total
Program
Network Audience
I Love Lucy (CBS)
41,430,000
Comedy Hour (NBC) 32,544,000
Godfrey & Friends (CBS) 29,087,000
You Bet Your Life (NBC) 26,109,000
Your Show of Shows (NBC) 25,950,000
All Star Revue (NBC) 23,648,000
Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) 23,492,000
Talent Scouts (CBS) 22,847,000
Television Playhouse (NBC) 20,061,000
What's My Line? (CBS) 18,375,000
Situation-Comedy
Are Favorite Fare

Shows

MORE than 94% of all TV homes
view situation comedy shows, with
an average of more than four
different programs viewed per
home, according to an Advertest
(Continued on page 85)

in the 100-mile area . . .
City
NOW

TELEVISION

HOMES

V'S
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
AREA

EXCLUSIVE CBS
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
AREAS
This is why — \

(krld-tv)
is your best buy —
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
The BRANHAM
Page 80
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Wfiekly TfilBvision Summary — December 15, 1952— telecasting survey
Sets in Area City
Outlets on Air
Outlets on Air
Sets in210,000
Area
Louisville
WAVE-TV,
Albuquerque
Lubbock,
Tex.
KDUB-TV WHAS-TV
Ames
ville,
Tex
KOB-TV
16,500 Matamoros (Mexico),
109,771
Brown*.
Atlanta
WOI-TV
215,000
WAGA-TV, WSB-TV, WLTV
WMCT
12,200 Memphis
Austin
7,000
KTBC-TV
Miami
XELD-TV
Baltimore
27,300
WTVJ
168,493
434,807
WAAM,
WBAl-TV,
W
MAR-TV
Milwaukee
Binghamton
155,000
WNBF-TV
122,000
98,500 Minn.-St.
Birmingham
Nashville Pawl WTMJ-TV
374,877
194,050
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
KSTP-TV, WCCO-TV
Bleomington
WTTV
New
Hove*
966,000
Boston
WSM-TV
305,102
WBZ-TV,
WN
AC-TV
329,200
New
Orleans
Buffalo
WNHC-TV
WBEN-TV
Charlotte
268,203
84,786
WBTV
WDSU-TV
Newark
Chicago
340,000
Now York.
133,213
WABD,
WBS-TV,
WJZ-TV, WNBT
1,258,765
WBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNIQ
Cincinnati
WOR-TV,
WPIX,
WATV
383,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
679,012 Norfolk.
Cleveland
Portsmouth.
3,059,400
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Colorado
KKTV
Newport News WTAR-TV
147,437
Springs
Oklahoma City WKY-TV
237,000 Omaha
Columbus
170,801
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
Philadelphia
Phoenix
154,876
196,985 Pittsburgh
DallasKMTV,
WOW-TV
WCAU-TV,
WFIUTV,
WPTZ
KPTV
Ft.
Worth
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WRAP-TV
Davenport
WDTV
156,000 Portland, Or*. KPHO-TV
WOC-TV
67,400
1,124,585
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Is*., E. Moline253,000 Providence
DaytonQuad Cit 1WHIO-TV,
WLWD
Denver
535,000
WTVR
KFEL-TV, KBTV
78,198 Rochester
817,000
237,000
WJAR-TV
Detroit
175,550 Richmond
30,734
145,954
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
WICU
Erie
164,000
WHAM-TV
Rock
Island
WHBF-TV
Ft.Dallas
Worth
156,000
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Molina, Rock Is*., E.
196,985 Salt
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
Grand Rapid* WBAP-TV,
Lak* City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
San Antonio
Moline112,895
WOOD-TV
Greensboro
223,961
San
Diego
135,896
WFMY-TV
Honolulu
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KGMB-TV,
KONA
96,750
KFMB-TV
481,000
San Francisco
Houston
158,050
KPRC-TV
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
211,500
Albany-Troy WRGB
SchenectadyHuntington5,000
Charleston
127,904 Seattle
237,400
WSAZ-TV
KING-TV
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
St. Louis
Jacksonville
292,000
KSD-TV
21 1 ,900
WMBR-TV
Johnstown ,
468,000
177,301
80,000 Toledo
WJAC-TV
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
Syracuse
202,556
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
Kalamazoo
241,832
WKZO-TV
KOTV
WDAF-TV
177,313
Kansas City
243,357
134,275
209,000
Utica-Rome
WKTV
Lan
castor
Lansing
120,000 Washington
WGAL-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Wilmington
WJIM-TV
WDEL-TV
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
83,000
Lo* Angeles
Total Sets in Use:
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
123,540
405,407
1,422,981
19,550,547
Total Markets on Air 70*
Total Stations on Air 121*
* Includes XEID-TV Matamoros, Mexico
Editor's
Totals for
each ofmarket
representareestimated
area. Where TVcoverage
area*committees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may b*
partially Note:
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsets
datawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulation
and manufacturers. Since many are compiled monthly, som* may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all areas are
necessarily approximate.
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WHIO-TV

coverage

,

Twelve out of the top fifteen once-a-week shows in the
WHIO-TV service area — all of the first seven shows -||F
are seen on WHIO-TV. (September Pulse)
W

WHIO

coverage

37.9% of the total radio audience. This compares with
13.5% for Station B; 26.5% for Station C; and 14.1%
for Station D.
(Hooper average for the past year)

"71
I

THE

DAYTON

MARKET

1,293,595 prosperous prospects — 366,457 families. Payrolls
gn Dayton for 1951— $630,951, 82#Retail sales for Dayton
and Montgomery County — $475,000,000. Average weekly
Mdustrial pay check — $83.6£^highest in Ohio, one of
highest in the country. Dayton has been designated a "Preferred City" by Sales Management for the past 20 months.

1/

r
/ YOU CAN DOMINATE
WHIO-TV

THE DAYTON

OR WHIO— WITH BOTH

MARKET

OF THEM TOGETHER,

f\^

YOU CAN SATURATE IT. ASK NATIONAL

"j^

GEORGE

P. HOLLINGBERY

WITH EITHER

REPRESENTATIVE
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V
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TV

Grants and Applications
(Continued from page 72)
casting and newspaper enterprises
kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 350 ft., above ground 379 which consist of WQAM Miami and
ft. Estimated construction cost $303,- Miami Herald, Detroit Free Press, Akron Beacon Journal and 45% interest
560, first year operating cost $183,000,
revenue not estimated. Post Office adin WAKR Akron, and Chicago Daily
dress % Tom Gilchrist, 500 Laura St., News and 42% interest in WIND Chicago; Treasurer James C. Knight (10%),
Jacksonville,
Fla.
mitter location
LaneStudio
Ave. and
and transLake
also executive with Knight broadcastShore Blvd. Geographic coordinates
ing and newspaper enterprises; Secretary J. Leonard Reinsch (5%), manag30° 17' 50" N. and
Lat., antenna
81° 44' 35"GE.
W. Long.
Transmitter
Legal
ing director of Cox radio and television
stations; Owen F. TJridge (5%), general
counsel Dempsey & Kaplovitz, Washmanager of WQAM; Lee Hills (5%),
ington. Consulting engineer Mcintosh
executive editor of Detroit Free Press;
& Inglis,
clude Washington.
President John Principals
H. Perry inJr. C. Blake McDowell, Akron attorney;
(11.47%), Vice President Farwell W. James M. LeGate (3.5%), general manPerry (7.5%) and Secretary-Treasurer
ager of WIOD, and Milton C. Scott
E. A. Kettel. Estate of John H. Perry
(3.5%), cipals
chiefwith engineer
for WIOD.
Sr., deceased, holds 69.4%. In addition,
Miami Daily
News Prinhold
John H. Ferry Jr. and Farwell W. total of 42.5% interest; principals with
Perry hold 10% jointly. City priority Miami Herald also hold 42.5% interest.
Applications on file by WIOD and
status: Gr. B-4, No. 196.
WQAM, each seeking TV station, will
MIAMI, Fla. — Biscayne Television
be dismissed. City priority status: Gr.
Corp., vhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP 316 B-4, No. 193.
kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 443 ft., above
DAVENPORT, Iowa— Mel Foster and
ground 479 ft. Estimated construction
Harold Hoersch, uhf Ch. 36 (602-608
cost $1,249,951, first year operating cost mc); ERP 14.8 kw visual, 7.4 kw aural;
$792,000, revenue $876,000. Post office antenna height above average terrain
address North Side 79th St. Cause434 ft., above ground 437 ft. Estimated
way, Miami (North Bay Village), Fla.
cost $200,504, first year opStudio and transmitter location at site construction
erating cost $180,000, revenue $180,000.
of WIOD (AM) Miami. Geographic co- Post office address 316 Brady St., DavIowa. Studio and transmitter
ordinates 25° 50' 57" N.andLat.,
80° 09'RCA.
19" location enport,
immediately west of North
W. Long. Transmitter
antenna
Lincoln St. at West 11th St. and West
Legal
counsel
Dow,
Lohnes
&
Albertson, Washington, and Loucks, Zias, 10th St. Geographic coordinates 41° 31'
Young & Jansky, Washington. Con56" N. Lat.,
90° 36' 55"GE.W. Legal
Long. counsel
Transmitter and antenna
sulting engineer Millard Garrison,
Washington. Principals include Presi- Harold Hoersch, Davenport, Iowa.
dent Niles Trammell (15%), former Na- Consulting engineer Dale I. King, Washington, 111. Principals include equal
tional Bcstg. Co. board chairman and
(50%) partners Mel Foster, president,
RCA director, to be general manager;
treasurer and 82% owner of Mel Foster
Vice President James M. Cox Jr. Inc.
of Iowa and Mel Foster Inc. of
(30.5%), head of Cox broadcasting-teleFHA interest
mortgage
correcasting and newspaper enterprises Illinois (realtors,
spondents), and with
in various
which consist of WIOD Miami and real estate firms, and Harold Hoersch,
Davenport (Iowa) attorney, and with
Miami Daily News, WHIO-AM-FM-TV
interest in various real estate firms.
Dayton, Ohio, and Dayton JournalHerald and News, WSB-AM-FM-TV At- City priority status: Gr. B-2, No. 159.
lanta, Ga., and the Atlanta ConstituNEW ORLEANS, La.— CKG Televtion and Journal, and Springfield, Ohio, sion
Co. (WMRY), uhf Ch. 26 (542-548
News and Sun; Vice President John S. mc);
ERP 99.96 kw visual, 53.96 kw
aural; antenna height above average
Knight (17.5%), head of Knight broadterrain 351 ft., above ground 353 ft.
Estimated construction cost $204,200,
first year operating cost $245,000, revenue $250,000. Post office address 505
156,000 TV SETS
Melrose Bldg., Houston, Tex. Studio
location 2107 Dryades St. Transmitter
IN THE QUAD-CITY AREA
location on Whitney Road, \\ mi. south
of Hamilton St., at transmitter site of
MWRY (AM). Geographies coordinates
Each month this TV set
29° 54' 30" N. and
Lat.,antenna
90° 02' 26"
W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal
total is ascertained by
counsel A. L. Stein, Washington. Consulting engineer L. J. N. duTreil &
Quad - City wholesalers
Assoc., New Orleans, La. Principals
serving this area. Actually,
include President Lester Kamin (V3),
the total of TV homes
sole owner of Kamin Adv. Agency,
reached by WHBF-TV is
Houston, Tex., 25% owner of WMRY
New Orleans and 25% owner of KCIJ
considerably larger as our
Shreveport, La.; Vice President Pat
TV signals are received
Coon (Vs), partner in Dallas (Tex.) law
over an extensive area befirm of Clark, Coon, Holt & Fisher, and
25%
owner of both WMRY and KCIJ,
yond the Quad-Cities.
and Secretary-Treasurer Billy B. GoldIncreased po w e r has
berg (i/3),owner
Houston
(Tex.)WMRY
attorney,
doubled WHBF-TV radiand 25%
of both
and
ated strength; the staff and
KCIJ.
No. 184. City priority status: Gr. B-4,
facilities have recently
moved into enlarged quarCAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo. — KGMO
ters.
Radio & Television Inc. (KGMO), vhf
Ch. 12ual,(204-210
mc); ERP
30.5 kwheight
visTrue to a 25 year tradition
15.6 kw aural;
antenna
of service in radio broadabove average terrain 148 ft., above
ground 193 ft. Estimated construction
casting, WHBF-TV now
cost $131,475, first year operating cost
also serves Quad-Citians
$144,000, revenue $132,000. Post Office
well
—
and
advertisers
profaddress Radio Station KGMO, Cape
itably.
Girardeau, Mo. Studio and transmitter
location at intersection of U. S. 61 and
Eastbound State 74. Geographic coordiLes Johnson, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.
37° 16' 45" N. Lat.,
33' 28" GE.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
and 89°
antenna
Consulting engineer Fred O. Grimwood
& Co., St. Louis. Principals include
Richard C. Brandt (19.7%), William C.
Brandt (19.7%), William M. Bryan
(19.7%), John J. Parker (19.7%), Edwin
Erlbacher (19.7%), and Rush H. LimbaughNo.(1.5%).
A-2,
239. City priority status: Gr.

WHBF
TUCO BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Aveiy-Knodel Int.
Page 82
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ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.— Matta Enterprises, uhf Ch. 52 (698-704 mc); ERP
20.5 kw visual, 12.3 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 370 ft.,
above ground 391 ft. Estimated construction cost $159,500, first years operating cost $300,000, revenue $260,000.
Post office address 1223 Braddock, Ave.,
Braddock, Pa. Studio location to be
determined. Transmitter location 208
North Maine Ave. at intersection of
Bader Ave. and Maine Ave. Geographic coordinates 39° 22' 15" N. Lat.,

74° 24' 54" W. Long. Transmitter and
antennaJones
RCA.& Legal
Scharfeld,
Baron,counsel
Washington.
Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Co.,
Washington. Principals include equal
(50%) and
general
partners
William
G.
Matta
G. C. Matta,
engaged
in real
estate management, coal stripping and
operating of picnic grounds, and each
y3 owner of WLOA Braddock, Pa., and
applicant for new TV station (uhf Ch.
61), in Akron, Ohio. (See below.) City
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 135.
AKRON,
Ohio — Matta Enterprises,
uhf
Ch. 45.9
61 (752-758
mc);antenna
ERP 76.6
kw
visual,
kw aural;
height
above average terrain 742 ft., above
ground 738 ft. Estimated construction
cost $222,500, first year operating cost
$320,000,
revenue
$275,000.
office
address 1223
Braddock
Ave., Fost
Braddock,
Pa. Studio location to be determined.
Transmitter
location
intersection with
Nickleroute
Plate43 at
Railroad
about 10 mi. SE from center of Akron.
Geographic20' coordinates
40°Transmitter
59' 11" N.
Lat.,
W. Long.Legal
and 81°
antenna30" RCA.
counsel
Scharfeld, Jones & Baron, Washington.
Consulting engineer A. D. Ring & Co.,
Washington. Principals include equal
(50%) partners William G. Matta and
G. C. Matta, engaged in real estate
management,
strippingand
and each
operat-V3
ing of picniccoalgrounds,
owner cantoffor new
WLOATV Braddock,
and
station (uhf Ch.appli52)
in Atlantic City, N. J. (see above). City
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 109.
AKRON,
Ohio — Allen T. Simmons
(WADC), uhf Ch. 61 (752-758 mc); ERP
879 kw visual, 439.5 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 985 ft.,
above ground
850 ft. first
Estimated
construction cost $366,000,
year operating cost $360,000, revenue $500,000.
Post office address P. O. Box 830,
Akron, Ohio. Studio location WADC
Bldg., 40 East Mill St. Transmitter
location corner of Hardstone and
Brownstone Aves. Geographic coordinates 41° 06'Transmitter
00" N. Lat.,and81° antenna
28' 20"
W. Long.
RCA. Legal counsel Segal, Smith &
Hennessey, Washington. Consulting
engineer
ton. SoleGillett
owner & ofBergquist,
applicant Washingis Allen
T. Simmons, licensee of WADC Akron
and owner-operator of Idle Hour Farm,
near Lexington, Ky. (breeding and
raising thoroughbred horses). City
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 109.
SALEM, Ore. — Lawrence A. Harvey,
uhf Ch. 24 (530-536 mc); ERP 104.7
kw visual, 56.53 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 995 ft.,
above ground 223 ft. Estimated construction cost $295,300, first year operating cost $225,000, revenue $285,000.
Post Office address 19200 South Western Ave., Torrance, Calif. Studio location to be determined. Transmitter location 4.8 mi. NW of Salem, atop the
Eola
Hills.
Geographic
44°
58'
36"
N. Lat.,
08'coordinates
30"
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 123°
antenna
RCA.
Legal
counsel Prichard & Brenner, Beverly
Hills, Calif. Consulting engineer Harry
R. Lubcke, Hollywood, Calif., Los Angeles attorney. Sole owner of applicant
is Lawrence A. Harvey, executive vice
president and 33V3% owner of Harvey

Machine Co. (mfrs. of aluminum extrusions), Los Angeles, owner of variof real estate, and appli170. ouscant parcels
for new TV station in Los Angeles. City priority status: Gr. B-2, No.
BRADDOCK, Pa. — Matta Enterprises
(WLOA),
vhf Ch.31 4kw(66-72
ERP
51.7
kw visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 500 ft.,
above ground 541 ft. Estimated con- 1
struction
cost$522,000,
$325,000,revenue
first year$586,000.
operating cost
Post office address 1223 Braddock Ave..
Braddock,
Studio location
be j
determined. Pa.
Transmitter
location to
V2 mi.
NE of McKeesport, Pa. Geographic co40° 21' 34" N. Lat.,
49' 38" ,
W. Long.ordinates Transmitter
and79°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Scharfeld, Jones
& Baron,
Washington.
Consulting
engineer A. D.
Ring & Co.,
Washington.
Principals include equal (50%) partners
William G. Matta and G. C. Matta, engaged in real estate development, coal
stripping and operating of picnic
grounds, and each V3 owner of WIOA
Braddock, and applicant for new TV
stations in Atlantic City, N. J. (uhf
Ch. 52) and Akron, Ohio (uhf Ch. 61).
Braddock, Pa., is less than 15 miles from
Irwin,
Pa., Pittsburgh.
and seeks Pa.,
channel
to Irwin.
city assigned
priority
status number: Gr. B-4, No. 180.
AMARILLO, Tex.— Panhandle Television Co., vhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP
50.5 kw visual, 27.2 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 548 ft.,
above ground 574 ft. Estimated construction cost $352,000, first year operating cost $128,000, revenue $144,000.
Post
Office
c/o Ross
Prescott, 1430 Lifeaddress
of America
Bldg.,K. Dallas,
Tex. Studio and transmitter location
on Bluebonnet Ave., 6.9 mi. north of
Amarillo Courthouse (requests waiver
of rule requiring main studio to be
located within city to which channel
has been allocated). Geographic coord- 1
inates
18' 24.6" N. and
Lat..antenna
101° 49' GE.
36" V
W.
Long.35° Transmitter
Legal counsel Ross K. Prescott. Dallas.
Consulting engineer Guy C. Hutcheson,
Arlington, Tex. Sole owner of applicant is Charles Henry Coffield, independent oil operator, permittee of
KCTV
(TV) firms
Austin,
Tex., TVandstations
>'3 ownerin
of various
seeking
New Orleans, La.. Corpus Christi, Tex.,
Dallas, Tex., and Houston, Tex. City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 47.
FORT WORTH,
Tex. 10— (192-198
Fort Worth
Television
Co., vhf Ch.
mc);
ERP 316tennakwheightvisual,
158
kw
aural:
anabove average
terrain
989 ft., above ground 1,074 ft. Estimated
construction cost $700,574, first vear
operating
$700,000,
$700,000.
Post cost
Office
addressrevenue
% Sterling
C. Halloway,
Continental
Life
Insurance Bldg.,
location
southFortsideWorth.
of EastTex.
BerryStudio
St.,
600 ft. west
of Riverside
Transmitter location
12.2 mi. SEDrive.
of Tarrant
County Courthouse (Fort Worth), in
Township Z, Tarrant County, 550 ft.
west of Woods Chapel Road. GeographicW.coordinates
40' 00" N. Lat.,
97° 09' 05"
Long.32°Transmitter
and
antenna GE. Legal counsel Arnold,
(Continued on page 8U)

In films
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FILMS
FOR
INDUSTRY
AND TELEVISION
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TV Transmission Line
VHF
TV Transmission
UHF

Line

Waveguide

The oldest in the field — still a pioneer
— designing, engineering and producing
transmission lines for the ever advancing
needs of the industry. Aided by the
industry's finest research, Andrew's

vast

experience in solving transmission
problems has produced the most
ANDREW
Type
Number

Size

Impedance

Insulator
Bead
Material

advanced

TRANSMISSION LINE FOR VHF-TV
51.5 ohms
steatite
51.5 ohms
3'//
51.5 ohms
steatite
iy«"
Teflon*
51.5
ohms
"
«
y
i
51.5 ohms
steatite
Teflon*
TRANSMISSION
LINE FOR UHF-TV
3%"
50.0 ohms
561
6Va"
50.0 ohms
562
Teflon*
"
563
75.0 ohms
8
y
i
Teflon*
WAVEGUIDE
FOR UHF-TV
Teflon*
6'3/„%""
M-14710
Aluminum 7'/i" x 15" rectangular crosssection, RTMA designation WR-1500, 12
foot section
M-14715
Aluminum waveguide WR-1150, llVi"
x 5%" inside dimensions, 12 foot section
'trademark for OuPont tetrafluoroethylene

ANTENNA

iROADCASTING

LINES

EQUIPMENT
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FOR

transmission line and

waveguide

451
551-4
452
552-1
T-453

TRANSMISSION

TV

1 St
14' f

available today.

For complete electrical and mechanical
specifications, request Bulletin 81.
The special Andrew

1!

Nomographs

in

this Bulletin permit direct graphical
computation

of efficiency of 10 to
2000 foot runs of line.

*— '
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TV

Grants

and Applications

(Continued from page 82)
Fortas & Porter, Washington. Consulting engineer George C. Davis,
Washington. Principals include general
partners Raymond O. Shaffer (20%),
chairman of the board and president
of Welex Jet Services Inc., Fort Worth,
senior partner in Texas Rail Joint Co.,
Fort Worth, and 25% owner of Monarch
Mfg. Co. (oil well drilling); Sterling
C. Holloway (20%), Fort Worth attorney and president, director and largest
stockholder (although not majority) of
Continental Life Insurance Co., and
director and 9.8% stockholder of Denver Television Co. (applicant for new
TV station in Denver, Col.); M. J.
Neeley (20%), president and owner of
majority of stock of Hobbs Mfg. Co.
(mfr. of various types of trailers),
Fort Worth; Arch Rowan (20%), chairman of the board. 6.8% common stockholder and 13% preferred stockholder
of Rowan Drilling Co. (oil well drilling), Fort Worth, and president and
13% ownerducers).ofFort Worth;
Rowan F.
Oil Kirk
Co. (oil
proJohnson
(10%), oil producer (buying oil and
gas leases and royalties for purpose of
producing oil and gas), and 16.92%
stockholder in Denver Television Co.,
(applicant for new TV station in Denver, Col.), and O. P. Newberry (10%),
vice president of Fort Worth National
Bank, Fort Worth, Tex. City priority
status: Gr. B-5, No. 205.
ODESSA, Tex. — Ector County Bcstg.
Co. (KECK), vhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc);
ERP 49.5 kw visual, 24.8 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain

326 ft., above ground 429 ft. Estimated
construction cost $154,818, first year operating cost address
$151,200, P.
revenue
$165,600.
Post office
O. Box
672,
Odessa, Tex.
Studio
location
to
be determined. Transmitter location 2.5
mi.
west of city limits, 0.4 mi. north of
U. S. 80, at site of KECK (AM) transmitter. Geographic
coordinates
31° 49'
14" N. Lat.,
W. Long.
Transmitter,102°
antenna 25'and42" studio
equipment
GE. Legal counsel Loucks, Zias, Young
& Jansky,
engineerWashington.
George C. Davis,Consulting
Washington.
Sole owner of applicant is Ben Nedow,
licensee of KECK Odessa, owner (with
Mrs. Ben Nedow) of Peoples Furniture
Co. (furniture and appliance sales and
service), owner of Peoples Furniture
Co. Factory (manufacture, repair and
upholstering
of furniture),
and estate
purchase, sale and
lease .of real
and property. City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 172.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — North Shore
Bcstg.
Co., kwuhfvisual,
Ch. 3110.369
(572-578
mc);
ERP 23.054
kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
412 ft., above ground 445 ft. Estimated
construction cost $123,500, first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $175,000.
Post office address 3514 North Oakland
Ave., Shorewood, Wis. Studio and
transmitter location 3514 North Oakland
Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. Geographic coordinates 43° 04' 56.5" N. Lat., 87° 53'
16.3" W.tennaLong.
Transmitter
DuMont,
anGE. Consulting
engineer
Claude
M. Gray, Birmingham, Ala. Sole owner

Feature

Film Series

SKYROCKETS
LAGGING AUTOMOBILE
SALES
Around Jan. 1, auto sales lagged. To whip this lag,
Bill Piggott, head of Rock Island Nash agency bearing
his name, got Nash dealers in area to sponsor late
Saturday night film series on WOC-TV. Program
titled "Airflyte Theater" debuted Jan. 19.
By the end of January, Piggott had sold 15 new cars
Appearing on Feb. 16 program, he displayed chart
showing only 3 new cars left at his agency. Told viewers to hurry if they wanted one of these. With sale
of
these313 cars by 11 o'clock next morning, Piggott had
moved
new Nashes 3 demonstrators. ALL WITH
IN MONTH OF FIRST TELECAST.
In January 1953, "Airflyte Theater" completes 52weeks on the air—
52 weeka in which it has built sales
not only for Piggott's ... but also for its other
sponsors— Davenport Nash Sales, Inc., and Blazer Auto
Sales, Inc., Moline, Illinois. Proof that WOC-TV Sells
. . . for further proof, get the facts from your nearest
F & P man ... or from us, direct.
FREE & PETERS, INC.
Exclusive National Representatives
k

WOC-TV
Channel 5

The Quint Cities
COL. B. J. PALMER, President
ERNEST C. SANDERS,
Resident Manager
Davenport, Iowa
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of applicant
Harold
Murphy,
president, editorisand
50% R.owner
of North
Shore Publishing Co. (publishers and
printers of three suburban newspapers),
and
secretary-treasurer
46% priority
owner
of WIGM
Medford, Wis.andCity
status: Gr. B-4, No. 182.
SHOREWOOD, Wis. — North Shore
Bcstg. Co. See Milwaukee, Wis., application.
AMENDED APPLICATIONS
TULARE, Calif. — Sheldon Anderson,
uhf Ch. 27 (548-554 mc); ERP 102 kw
visual, 57.74 kw aural; antenna height
above average terrain 696 ft., above
ground 257 ft. Post office address %
KCOK Tulare, Calif. Studio location
0.5 mi. north of Tulare-Lindsay Highway on Visalia-Mooney Blvd. at site
of
KCOK6.5 (AM)
location
mi. NE studios.
of centerTransmitter
of Visalia,
Calif., in Venice Hills, about 14.4 mi. NE
of Tulare, Calif. Geographic coordinates
36° 22' 11" N. Lat., 119° 11' 00" W. Long.
Transmitter DuMont, antenna GE.
Legal counsel
John P. Hearne,
wood, Calif. Consulting
engineerHollyRon
Oakley, cation,Lasee B.T,
Canada,
Calif.
[Forpriority
appliJuly 14.] City
status: Gr. A-2, No. 419.
CHICAGO,
— Johnson-Kennedy
Radio
Corp. 111.
(WIND),
uhf Ch. 20.
Change ERP to 1,000 kw visual, 500
kw aural;
antenna
height
age terrain 570 ft., above above
groundaver602
ft. Studio and transmitter location
Daily News Bldg. [For application, see
B.T,
July 167.
14.] City priority status: Gr.
B-2, No.
CORPUS
CHRISTI,
Tex.10,— ERP
Superior
Television Inc.,
vhf Ch.
222
kw visual, 111 kw aural. Principals:
President J. D. Wrather Jr. (25%),
Hollywood film producer and owner
of 25% of voting stock in KOTV (TV)
Tulsa,urerOkla.;
Vice Alvarez
President(25%),
and TreasMaria Helen
owner
of 50% voting stock in KOTV (TV);
Vice President Edgar M. Linkenhoger
(25%),Transport
president
55% (interstate
owner of
The
Co. and
of Texas
transportation of bulk petroleum and
chemicals); John F. Lynch (15%),
president of La Gloria Corp. (oil and
gas
and production),
Binford ArneyCorpus
(10%),Christi,
directorTex.,
for
La Gloria Corp. [For application, see
B.T,
JulyNo.28.]
Gr. A-2,
25. City priority status:
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — Cream City
Bcstg. Co. (WMIL), uhf Ch. 31, ERP
14.57 kw visual, 7.874 kw aural. Change
antenna height above average terrain
to 439 ft., above ground to 461 ft. [For
application, see B.T, Nov. 18.] City
priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 182.
L. A. Uhf Grant
(Continued f rom page 71 )
Delta Television Inc., uhf Ch. 43
grantee in Monroe, La., hopes that
station may begin operation by
April 1. Mr. Griffith, who owns
Griffith Electric Co. (industrial
radio communication equipment),
reported no decision made on equipment, representation or network.
Robert J. Burow, general manager of WDAN Danville, 111., reported the TV station will use RCA
equipment, but he does not know
how soon it will be on the air.
Representation will be handled by
Everett-McKinney. WDAN is the
first station owned by the Gannett
Co. (newspaper chain) to get a TV
grant. To Use AM-FM Tower
WJLD - TV Birmingham, Ala.,
will use General Electric equipment, but starting date is unknown,
George Johnston Jr., president of
Johnston Broadcasting Co., said.
The station will utilize its existing
AM-FM tower for the TV tower,
he reported. Network and representative are not selected yet.
Elbert H. Baker, vice president
of the Tacoma (Wash.) News-Tribune, vhf Ch. 11 grantee, said the
FCC's action at this time came as
something of a "surprise" since
they did not expect it at this early

date. He said the whole situation
would be appraised promptly and
plans made for inauguration of
service, but so far had no target
date in mind. The TV station, he
declared, should serve about half
of the Seattle area and about as
far
south as Chehalis, Wash, (about
land).
half-way between Seattle and PortCarl Haymond, owner of KMO
Tacoma, vhf Ch. 13 grantee, told
Broadcasting • Telecasting that'
he hoped to be on the air by May
1 with a station that should effectively cover the Seattle - Tacoma
market, as well as a considerable
fringe area. National representative will be the Branham Co. RCA
equipment has been ordered, with
much of it already on hand. Transmitter delivery is expected in between 90 and 120 days, Mr. Haymond said.
In other TV developments, U. S.
Court of Appeals for District of
Columbia has continued until
Thursday its hearing of argument
on the request of WLAN Lancaster,
Pa., for injunction to prevent
WGAL-TV Lancaster from switching from vhf Ch. 4 to 8 pursuant
to conditional grant from FCC.
WLAN has petitioned for review
and alsotionalangrant appeal
of FCC'spending
condito WGAL-TV
before the court [B»T, Dec. 8].
Storm Trouble
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va., new vhf
Ch. 10 grantee which had hoped for
commencement Dec. 1 but ran into
minor technical problems, put a
test pattern on the air last Wednesday at 6:02 p.m. but was
knocked off the air at 7:05 p.m. by
a severe electrical storm. WSLSTV had planned to put its first
program on the air at 7:30 p.m.
WSLS-TV did commence program operations Thursday night,
however, carrying basically NBC
programs and also CBS and DuMont. James Moore, executive vice
president, reported the station is
virtually
sold out during evening
hours.
Mr. Moore noted that despite
the technical troubles, WSLS-TV
got on the air from scratch 81 days
after grant. Station is using interim effective radiated power of
12.6 kw from its transmitter site
atop Poor Mt., 3,000 ft. above
Roanoke. He said clear test pattern
reception already was reported in
Bristol, Va.

Milkathon on KHJ-TV
SECOND annual "Milkathon" to
raise milk funds for underprivileged children will be sponsored
by the local Saints and Sinners
charity organization on KHJ-TV
Hollywood for 24 hours. Show will
start at 9 a.m. PST Dec. 20 with
station time being donated by Dr.
Ross Dog & Cat Food, through its
agency, Rockett - Lauritzen, both
Los Angeles, with the show built
around 100 professional acts and
100 amateurs.

BROADCASTING
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20TH CENT.-FOX
To Promote Movie on ABC-TV
TWENTIETH Century-Fox Film
Corp. signed with ABC last week
for TV coverage of the world premiere of its motion picture, "Stars
and Stripes Forever," plus a spot
campaign on network-owned WJZTV New York which ABC called
the most extensive ever launched
on behalf of a movie.
The film company also is planning heavy radio and TV spot campaigns in other cities where the
picture is booked for an early run.
ABC-TV will cover the opening
at New York's Roxy Theatre next
Monday night in an 8:30-9 p.m.
telecast for affiliates in cities
where the movie is opening during
Christmas week. Other affiliates
will carry the telecast following
Wednesday night. The company
is placing more than 80 radio and
TV spots on the ABC station in an
eight-day period starting today.
WJZ-AM-TV contract was negotiated by WJZ-TV General Manager Trevor Adams; WJZ-TV Account Executive Edward Bleier; Charles Enfield,
20th Century vice president in charge
of advertising, publicity and exploitation, and Martin Michel, radio-TV
director for the film firm. Charles
Abry, ABC-TV eastern sales manager,
negotiated coverage. Charles Schlaifer
& Co., New York, is agency.

tions, Culver City. The agency is
Young & Rubicam Inc.
Associated with Mr. Reynolds
are Gil Ralston as executive vicepresident in charge of production
and Arthur Ripley as executive
director.
* * *
Sales . . .
Contracts with duPont, General
Electric and Hamilton Watch Co.
for half-hour TV films have been
signed by Sovereign Productions,
Hollywood, according to Stuart
Reynolds, president and head of
the new distribution firm.
The company is in production on
untitled half -hour series for GE,
which starts on CBS-TV Feb. 1,
replacing the Fred Waring Show.
Now being completed are "Threeand-a-Half Musketeers," directed
by Sheldon Leonard from his original story and starring Dave Wil-

From
to

Station

Feature

lock; and "Rocking Horse," starring Gladys George. The agency
is Young & Rubicam Inc.
In preparation are 10 half-hour
films for NBC-TV Cavalcade of
America series for duPont. These
will be telecast starting April 1.
BBDO is the agency.
Your Jeiveler's Showcase, now on
alternate weekly sponsorship basis
by Hamilton Watch Co. and International Silver Co. in 20 markets
[B*T, Oct. 6], will be sponsored by
Hamilton starting Jan. 7. The firm
will film an additional 13 halfhours. The current series was
filmed by Screen Televideo Produc-

Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp.,
New York, has sold its 15-minute
TV film for children, News Adventures For Young America, to
Peter's Shoes Division of the international Shoes Co., St. Louis, for
showing on a 52-week basis, starting last week in the following markets: New Orleans, Houston, San
Francisco, Seattle, Detroit, Kansas
City, lotteMinneapolis,
and Cleveland. Buffalo, CharArrow Productions' Ramar of the
Jungle film series has been sold to
12 stations covering 14 major shop(Continued on page 97)

Break

. . . the

NEW

"BALANCED"
Telestarus
(Continued from page 80 )
study released last week.
Advertest found that viewers
generally have a high opinion of
situation - comedy programs, with
one-fifth rating the average program as excellent.
Top 10 situation - comedy programs were found to be: / Love
Lucy, Burns & Allen, My Friend
Irma, Life With Luigi, Amos V
Andy, Mama, Our Miss Brooks,
Beulah, Ozzie & Harriet and
Dennis Day.
The study is the November issue
of "The Television Audience of
Today," and makes a complete
analysis of all situation - comedy
programs presented for New York
area audiences.
WFPG-TV to Debut
With $150 Charge
WFPG-TV Atlantic City will offer
the lowest current rates in video
advertising — $150 an hour — when
it goes on the air Saturday, according to Fred Weber, president of
Neptune Broadcasting Corp., licensee. The uhf Ch. 46 outlet was
scheduled to begin test patterns today (Monday) [B»T, Nov. 24].
WFPG-TV, which will program
from 5-11:15 p.m. daily, will
charge $142.50 per hour for 13
times and $135 for 26 times, Mr.
Weber said. A half -hour, one-time
program will cost $90 ; five minutes,
$30, and one minute, $20. "We're
trying to bring television into the
realm of the small and medium
sized city so everyone can use it
as
an said.
advertising medium," Mr.
Weber
BROADCASTING

JV
is doing

Tripod
a

whale

a job

of

every

day!

We THREW THE book away and engineered a
brand new "BALANCED" Tripod for every photographic and video need. The result — a revelation in effortless operation, super-smooth tilt
and 360° pan action.
PERFECT BALANCE prevents mishap if the lock
lever is not applied. Quick release pan handle
locks into desired position. Mechanism is enclosed, rustproof, needs no lubrication. Tension adjustment for Camera Man's preference.
Built-in spirit level. Telescoping extension pan
handle. We defy you to get anything but the
smoothest, most efficient operation out of this
tripod beauty.
WE CALIBRATE LENSES • • • Precision "T" STOP CALIBRATION of all type lenses, any focal length. Our method is
approved by Motion Picture Industry and Standard Committee of SMPTE. Lenses coated for photography. Special
TV coating. Rapid service.
WE RENT AND SERVICE CAMERAS * MOVIOLAS *
DOLLIES ■ • • Complete line of 35mm and 16mm equipment
available for rental.
MITCHELL: Standard, Hi-Speed, BNC, NC, 16mm. Bell &
HOWELL: Standard, Shiftover, Eyemos. MAURER: 16mm
Cameras. ARRIFLEX. MOVIOLA: Editing machines. Synchronizers.
WE DESIGN and manufacture Lens Mounts and camera equipment for 16mm — 35mm and TV cameras.
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FRANK

C. ZUCKER

(Tflni€Rfl€Quipni€nT(o.
I60G BRORDWRU \ flCW yORK CITy
"
IF YOU WORK WITH FILM . . .
It will pay you to get to know us. The country's foremost
professionals depend upon our portable, versatile,
adaptable equipment,
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EDUCATORS

VIEW

ABC-UPT Fusion
(Continued from page 69)

Chicago Radio, TV
Center Plans

A NATIONAL citizens' group — beaming with the mutual blessings of
the Ford Foundation and FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker — was off
winging last week on its initial flight into educational television.
Plans were being mapped for a prodigious new effort — an Educational
—
'
Television and Radio Center in ★
Chicago which would serve as a broaden the base of financial support for educational radio and
national clearinghouse for the distribution of program materials to television," arid ultimately the stations which use the film materials
all educational outlets. The motivating force: the National Citizens
will compensate the center. ProCommittee for Educational Telegrams will be supplied to outlets
vision.
as they take the air, on a nationConstruction of the new center
wide basis, providing the video fare
will commence as soon as possible, has "won success in local comit was learned, with Dr. George
munities." Transcription and tape
Stoddard, president of the U. of recordings also will be offered.
Illinois, as its chairman.
The center is a non-profit organization. The initial ideas were
"This center will facilitate the
distribution of films for educational
worked out as a result of several
stations and will thus answer one
conversations among officials of the
National Assn. of Educational
of their most pressing programming needs, especially in the early Broadcasters and the Fund for
Adult Education. The original anstages," FCC Chairman Walker
nouncement followed a meeting of
told the Southern Regional Conference on Educational Television
members of the national citizens'
in Atlanta, Ga., last Thursday.
group and the Joint Committee on
While the center is expected to Educational Television (JCET) in
service both radio and TV outlets,
Chicago ending Dec. 5.
The Fund, it is understood, will
plans make plain that video material will be the chief consideranot maintain a production staff,
tion of the new organization.
although personnel will probably
Operation will be launched with be hired for the headquarters
the aid of an approximate $1,350,- office, site as yet undetermined. It
is expected that new program ideas
000 grant from the Ford Foundawill be developed by the center and
tion's Fund for Adult Education,
which is subsidized at an annual
assigned toinstitutions
"regular concerns"
rate of $1 million.
—be educational
and commercial films not identified — for
But "the officers expect to
production. Networks and stations
will be used to supply films for
educational outlets.
Never
put a
Other Board Members
Besides Dr. Stoddard, board
cei ling on what
members include C. Scott Fletcher,
president of the Fund for Adult
Education. He is a former presiWLW-TELEVISION
dent of Encyclopedia Britannica, a
huge repository for educational film
can do for
features, with offices in Chicago.
Other board members are Ralph
YOU
Lowell, director of Lowell Institute
(an educational FM station operator); Dr. Robert D. Calkins, presiWLW is radio's most famous merdent of Brookings Institution, and
chandising and promotion organization.
Prof. Harold D. Lasswell, Yale U.
The National Citizens Committee
Now, to WLW-Television, comes this
for Educational Television is
same know-how . . . experience . . .
vigor . . . But Expanded!
headed by Dr. Milton Eisenhower,
president of Pennsylvania State
It's the WLW-Television Client
Service Department . . . with 20 . . .
College, and Marion B. Folsom,
yes, 20 complete and distinct servEastman Kodak Co. [B«T, Dec. 1].
ices ... all at work for you !
Committee members include KenThe Client Service Department is
neth Bartlett, Syracuse U.; Telford
your creative assault unit in the
Taylor, JCET legal counsel and
WLW-Television coverage area . . .
former general counsel of the FCC;
doing for your product everyand Ralph Steetle, executive directhing . . . from holding dealer
tor of JCET. Establishment of the
meetings to jet-rocketing your
center was revealed by Robert R.
sales charts with point-of-purchase
action!
Mullen, executive director of the
Plussing your advertising dollar . . . many fold!
citizens' group.
Dr. Stoddard, whose U. of Illinois
is not responsible for development
of the project and under whom
Television
board members will serve only in
advisory capacity, feels the center
"marks the opening of a fresh
horizon both in the quality and the
WLW-T
WLW-D
WLW-C
DAYTON
COLUMBUS
CINCINNATI
magnitude of the distribution of
materials expressly designed to
Sales Offices: Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus,
Chicago, New York, Hollywood
serve the constructed ends of educational radio and television."
Page 86 • December 15, 1952

mission to deny the Zenith application and petitions so that the
question
of WBKB's
mightto
be resolved
before itslicense
transfer
CBS following the ABC-UPT
merger,
Oct. 27]. if and when granted [B«T,

ON HAND to throw switch inaugurating TV service to Palm Springs,
Calif., are (I to r): Charles Farrell,
city's mayor, motion picture actor
and star of CBS-TV's My Little Margie; Hal B. Thompson, southern California sales manager of Ray Thomas
Co., distributor of CBS-Columbia TV
sets, and Carl Leserman, vice president, International Telemeter Inc. To
provide this service, nine miles of
of desert were crossed with special
coaxial cable.
SET

SHIPMENTS

RTMA Reports 10-Month Rise
TELEVISION set shipments to
dealers totaled 4,451,759 in the first
10 months of 1952, according to Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn. This
compares with 44,005,741 TV sets
shipped in the same 1951 period.
October set shipments were estimated at 913,779 receivers compared to 634,117 the year before.
Following are TV set shipments to
dealers by states for the first 10
months of 1952:
State
Total
Alabama
54,240
Arizona
18,137
Arkansas
11,604
California
435,844
Colorado
57,368
Connecticut
96,707
Delaware
15,480
District of Columbia
46,229
Florida
74,367
Georgia
84,959
Idaho
274
Illinois
255,270
Indiana
168,978
Iowa
78,251
Kansas
28,046
Kentucky
60,687
Louisiana
47,000
Maine
8,117
Maryland
80,626
Massachusetts
182,579
Michigan
191,090
Minnesota
64,133
Mississippi
13,711
Missouri
117,962
Montana
164
Nebraska
39,328
Nevada
58
New Hampshire
16,402
New Jersey
173,357
New Mexico
6,004
New York
541,859
North Carolina
87,734
North Dakota
253
Ohio
336,478
Oklahoma
77,991
Oregon
8,372
Pennsylvania
370,751
Rhode Island
28,081

The Commission has not yet
acted on that request.
In its reply to the Broadcast
Bureau's exceptions, as they applied to the Paramount-DuMont
control issue, DuMont stated that
the Broadcast Bureau was in error,
that it placed undue emphasis on
certain
portions distorted
of the examiner's
initial decision,
other sections, etc.
"The Broadcast Bureau bases its
challenge to the Initial Decision
almost wholly on future, remote
contingencies which may alter the
Paramount relations," DuMont
said. "However, this Commission
will not be impotent to resolve the
problem if such changes ever
Necessity for DuMont to be able
to own and operate the maximum
number of TV stations permitted,
five,
was pointed up in the followoccur."
reply:ing conclusions of the DuMont
The finding that Paramount does not
control DuMont is essential and obviously compatible with the interest of
free competition.
competitive
tential of DuMont The
Network
depends poon
its ability
to
own
five
television
tions. The record, even as developed staby
witnesses on behalf of DuMont's competitors,
tremendousclearly
burdensdemonstrates
which the the
DuMont
Network has had to overcome, owing
solely to its lack of five stations. . . . |
The deprivation of the right to own
these stations would subject DuMont to i
irreparable injury. It would establish j
an obstacle which could not conceiv- j
ably be overcome by expenditures on
programming.
would
impose
an artificial
handicap Itthat
could
atrophy
the .
incentive to improve network programming.petitionIndeed,
it would suppress
and diversification
in comthe
television broadcasting industry. This 1
industry
long-rangenetworks
future
of three presents
gigantic atelevision
with which DuMont of necessity must
compete. The public interest demands
that theMont competitive
of Dushould not beendeavors
frustrated
but
should be nourished. . It is therefore, I
imperative
that
the
Commission
affirm
the Initial Decision and assure DuMont
its right tostations.
own a full quota of five
television
In answer to some reports that
the DuMont exceptions were pro |
forma and not to be taken seriously,
William A. Roberts of Roberts &
Mclnnis, counsel for DuMont, told
the Commission last week that the i
pleadings filed in behalf of DuMont |
were filed "in the firmest good
faith" and that it was his belief
that oral argument was required.

State
Total
South Carolina
21,502
South Dakota
718
Tennessee
57,751
Texas
196,156
Utah
22,333
Vermont
5,611
Virginia
80,860
Washington
69,991
West Virginia
48,206
Wisconsin
68,594 It
Wyoming
1,543
Grand Total
4,451,759
BROADCASTING
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23,698

HOURS
• • • and

of

SERVICE

still no

Performance

change

in

Quality!

That's what Earl F. Lucas, Chief Engineer
WPAT
Paterson, N. J.

says

about

s

al'
r80
F56
de
Fe
2.5

KW

POWER

TRIODE

Here's another record of the long life
and operating stability of Federal Tubes!
Still on the job after 23,698 broadcast-hours! That's the record
Federal's F-5680 has scored to date for WPAT, popular 5,000-watt
station of the North Jersey Broadcasting Company, Inc.
Moreover, says Chief Engineer Lucas, "periodic comparison with
our spare tubes shows no performance differences, so I anticipate many
more hours of use."
Based on amazing service records of other Federal broadcast
tubes, WPAT's F-5680 should be on the job for years to come!
Here's proof of the solid-rock ruggedness and dependable performance built into all Federal tubes by Federal craftsmen— drawing
on tube design and production experience dating from the very birth
of the industry ... on experience with hundreds of broadcasters!
Get the facts of longer-life Federal tubes . . . write to Dept. K-89.
'Federal always

has made

Telephone
Federal
VACUUM TUBE DIVISION

OADCASTING

• Telecasting

Federal F-5680 Power Triodes—
in WPAT's Federal 196-A AM Transmitter
—providing one of the most powerful signals
in the New York-New Jersey area.

better tubes'

Corporation
Radio
and
100 KINGSLAND ROAD, CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY
In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributors: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St,, N. Y.
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SALE-EXCHANGE
Involves WRBC, WJDX
FCC again has approved the saleexchange of WRBC and WJDX
Jackson, Miss.
WRBC is granted assignment of
license from Rebel Broadcasting
Inc. to T. E. Write, et al., as the
Rebel Broadcasting Co.
Simultaneously, WRBC is granted assignment of license from
the new Rebel Broadcasting Co. to
the Lamar Life Insurance Co.,
which is licensee of WJDX. This
phase of the assignment cannot be
completed until the life insurance
company divests itself of interest
in WJDX.
And at the same time, the assignment of license of WJDX from
the Lamar Life Insurance Co. to
Mr. Wright, et al., composing the
new Rebel Broadcasting Co., with
the usual provision that this assignment not be consummated until Rebel divests itself of interest
in WRBC, was granted by the Commission Dec. 4.
The WRBC transfer involves consideration of $250,000, while that
of WJDX is $100,000, or a difference of $150,000 paid by the Wright
group.
Negotiators were unable to consummate a previous transfer
authorized last July [FCC Roundup, B#T, July 14], which necessitated their re-filing assignment
applications providing a somewhat
different procedure.
The licensees expect to change
call letters at a later date.

RECOMMENDS

MACHLETT

FIRM DISSOLVED
Lovett Sets Up Own Practice
HANSON, Lovett & Dale, Washington law firm, is being dissolved,
effective Jan. 1, it was announced
last week. Eliot C. Lovett, who has
handled the firm's communications
work for many years, will continue
to practice law under his name at
the same location, 729 15th St.
N. W., but with a new telephone
number: Sterling 3-5168.
Mr. Lovett, charter member and
a past president of the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. and a
member of the Radio Pioneers,
began the practice of radio law in
the first hearings held by the Federal Radio Commission in 1927.
R. E. Johnson Named
ROBERT E. JOHNSON, WHOB
Gardner, Mass., announcer, last
week was elected 1953 chairman of
the Friendly Town Radio-TV Committee which plans the New York
Herald Tribune Fresh Air Fund
program for 176 cooperating radio
and TV stations. Other committee
members are: Paul Alger, WSNJ
Bridgeton, N. J., vice president
and general manager; Alfred E.
Spokes, WJOY Burlington, Vt.,
station manager; Elton Hall,
WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa., station
manager; Charles J. Truitt, WBOC
Salisbury, Md., commercial manager, and Howard Wheelock, WKNE
Keene, N. H., production manager.
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ELECTRON

TUBES

For years, it has been Graybar policy to distribute only the
finest in broadcast equipment. It is natural, then, that Graybar offers the Machlett line of tried and tested electron tubes.
Machlett products are backed by more than 50 years of
experience and skill — you get a bonus of extra-long life and
high-quality performance in every tube.
All types and sizes of Machlett tubes, as well as any of
your other broadcasting equipment requirements, are quickly
and conveniently available from Graybar's nation-wide network of warehouses. For facts, call your nearest Graybar
Broadcast Equipment Representative. Graybar Electric Company, Inc. Executive offices: Graybar Building, Netv York
17,N.Y.
238-112

EVERYTHING

IN

OVER

ELECTRICAL

ONE

TO

KEEP YOU

HUNDRED
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THE AIR...

PRINCIPAL
BROADCASTING
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Advertisement
EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

To Keep You On The Air
Graybar has everything you need ir
broadcast equipment . . . PLUS
everything for wiring, ventilating
signaling and lighting your entire
station and grounds.
Graybar's nation-wide network oi
more than 100 offices and ware
houses assures you of convenient
service wherever you are. There are
Graybar Broadcast Equipment Representatives located in the follow
ing 21 cities to assist you with any
problem.
ATLANTA
E. W. Stone, Cypress 1751
BOSTON
J. P. Lynch, Kenmore 6-4567
CHICAGO
E. H. Taylor, Canal 6-4100
CINCINNATI
W. H. Hansher, Main 0600
CLEVELAND
A. C. Schwager, Cherry 1-1360
DALLAS
C. C. Ross, Randolph 6454
DETROIT
P. L. Gundy, Temple 1-5500
HOUSTON
R. T. Asbury, Atwood 4571
JACKSONVILLE
W. C. Winfree, Jacksonville 6-7611
KANSAS CITY, MO.
R. B. Uhrig, Baltimore 1644
LITTLE ROCK
W. E. Kunkel, Little Rock 5-1246
LOS ANGELES
R. B. Thompson, Angelus 3-7283
MINNEAPOLIS
C. W. Greer, Geneva 1621
NEW YORK
R. W. Griffiths, Exeter 2-2000
OMAHA
L. J. O'Connell, Atlantic 5740
| PHILADELPHIA
J. W. Crockett, Walnut 2-5405
PITTSBURGH
R. F. Grossett, Allegheny 1-4100
RICHMOND
E. C. Toms, Richmond 7-3491
: SAN FRANCISCO
K. G. Morrison, Market 1-5131
SEATTLE
D. I. Craig, Mutual 0123
ST. LOUIS
J. P. Lenkerd, Newstead 4700
A Few of Our Leading Supplier-Manufacturers — Altec Lansing • Ampex •
Berndt-Bach • Blaw-Knox • Cannon •
Century Lighting • Communication
Products • Continental Electronics •
Crouse-Hinds • Daven • Fairchild •
3eneral Electric • General Radio •
Houston-Fearless • Karp Metal • Kliegl
• James Knights • Machlett • Meletron
• Minnesota Mining • Mole-Richardson
• Presto • Rek-O-Kut • Sarvis • Standard Electronics • Tung-Sol • Webster
• Western Electric • Zoomar
verything Electrical For Broadcastingelecasting — Amplifiers • Antennas •
Consoles • Frequency and Modulation
Monitors, Test Equipment • Loudspeakers and Accessories • Microphones and
Accessories • Recorders and Accessories
• Speech Input Equipment • Towers •
Tower and Studio Lighting Equipment
Transmission Line and Accessories •
ransmitters, AM and TV • Tubes •
urntables, Reproducers, and Accessories
TV Cameras and Film Equipment •
ideo pliesandand Devices
Audio Monitors • Wiring Sup-

BROADCASTING

in
All Events May Be Broadcast
HOPE that festivities for the inauguration of President - elect
Dwight D. Eisenhower Jan. 20 in
Washington "may be viewed and
heard by all the people of the
United States," was expressed by
Joseph C. McGarraghy, chairman
of the Inaugural Committee, at a
news conference last week.
Mr. McGarraghy also said that
the question of sponsorship was
being discussed and that the Committee undoubtedly would agree to
permit sponsorship of some of the
events.
Scheduled events include a concert by the National Symphony
Orchestra at Constitution Hall
Jan. 18, a festival in Uline Arena
Jan. 19 and the Inaugural Ball at
the District of Columbia Armory
Jan. 20.
There are in addition to the
swearing-in ceremonies on Capitol
Hill, the parade down Pennsylvania
Ave. past the White House where
the 34th President will take the
review.
At a meeting Dec. 9, radio-TV
representatives worked out arrangements for credentials and
submitted requirements for the
parade and special events coverage
A future meeting was scheduled
to draw for positions at the various
booths set up for radio-TV along
the parade route and in front of the
White House reviewing stand.
Positions on Capitol Hill for all
networks and independent stations
were submitted to the Joint SenateHouse Inaugural Committee two
weeks ago [B»T, Dec. 1].
No decision has yet been made
regarding coverage of the Inaugural Ball. Some sentiment in the
committee
regards it as a private
affair.
However, in the radio-TV meeting last week, facilities were requested inside the armory for a
pickup.
It was said that because facilities
for TV were lacking in Constitution Hall, there would not be any
telecast from inside the auditorium
during the concert.
Screen actor George Murphy was
named chairman of the entertainment committee of the Inaugural
Committee.

'Catholic Hour# on TV
VIDEO version of The Catholic
Hour, 23-year-old radio program
presented by the National Council
of Catholic Men, will make its
debut at 1:30 p.m. EST Sunday,
Jan. 4, on NBC-TV in a half-hour
program immediately preceding
the regular program's half-hour
on NBC radio at 2 p.m. Narrator
will be the Rev. Vincent Holden,
C.S.P., according to Archbishop
Richard J. Cushing of Boston,
episcopal chairman of the Dept. of
Lay Organizations, National Catholic Welfare Conference.
casting
• Tele

'RADIO AUCTION'
WILK-Kiwanians Net $5,000
NINE-HOUR marathon "Radio
Auction" aired on WILK WilkesBarre, Pa., and sponsored by that
city's Kiwanis Club, netted nearly
$5,000 to be used toward remodeling the children's ward at Mercy
Hospital in that city, according to
Roy E. Morgan, WILK executive
vice president and first vice president of the Kiwanis Club.
The annual charity event, third
of its kind, was termed a complete success by Mr. Morgan. The
radio auction began at 5 p.m. Nov.
15 and ended at 2 o'clock the following morning, with more than
400 items — washers, dryers, TV
sets, tires,
etc. — auc-in
tioned off to typewriters,
bidders telephoning
their offers to a special crew of 15
R. I. P. comes after WILK-Kiwanis
auction. L. to r: Mr. Morgan
(standing), local Shrine Potentate
Harry Ohlman who was a participant, Mr. Berg and Mr. Ring. >

UNION
CHARGES
All-Out Attack on Edwards
CHARGE

that two business organizations have begun an all-out
attack on radio commentator
Frank Edwards was leveled last
week by a member union of the
AFL, which sponsors Mr. Edwards
nightly on MBS.
The International Assn. of Machinists laid the attack at the doorstep of the National Assn. of
Manufacturers and the Committee
for Constitutional Government.
IAM, in its Machinist organ, said
they were "incensed by the large
following [Mr. Edwards] has built
up with his hard-hitting broadThe Machinist cited a Nielsen
survey putting his weekly audience
atcasts."
7% million — "about the same as
Fulton Lewis
jr." —on though
Mr.
Edwards
had been
the air less
than three years.
The AFL, the organ noted, answered the NAM and CCG "attacks" only indirectly — by announcing it had renewed the
Edwards broadcasts for a fourth
year.
CBS Signs WGBI-TV
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa., will join
CBS-TV about April 1 as a primary supplementary non-interconnected affiliate, Herbert V. Akerberg, network's vice president in
charge of station relations, announced last week. Owned by
Scranton Broadcasting Inc., licensee of WGBI, station will operate on Ch. 22. George D. Coleman
is general manager.
TV-AREA Hooperating Service has
added three subscribers: WMAR-TV
and WAAM (TV) both Baltimore, and
WMCT
(TV) Memphis.

operators.
The third annual auction climaxed four months of work by Mr.
Morgan; his co-chairman of the
Kiwanis Auction Committee, Kiwanian George Magee; WILK Program Director Hal Berg and announcers Bill Williams, John Wills
and Johnny Sobol. "Chief auctioneer" was Bill Ring, star of his own
General Mills show on ABC, who
flew to Wilkes-Barre for the event.
Mr. Morgan said he and fellow
Kiwanians already are planning to
repeat the event in 1953, when they
hope to stage the auction before
the cameras of recently-granted
WILK-TV.
RETAILER MEET
Stress on Media Technique
BROADCAST executives specializing in retail accounts will chairman discussion seminars at the
first Retail Advertising Conference
in Chicago Jan. 24 and 25 at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel. The meeting,
expected to attract a minimum of
100 retailers, will stress usage and
techniques in all media, including
radio and TV.
Budd Gore, former advertising
manager of Marshall Field & Co.,
Chicago, and co-director of the conference with Ralph Heineman, former account executive at Ruthrauff
& Ryan, has asked Broadcast Advertising Bureau to cooperate with
the meeting in presenting an allradio sales story. The Bureau of
Advertising
will sponsor a luncheon.

CBS

Sales Anniversary

CBS Radio Spot Sales, the network's station representation department and a pioneer in research
and sales techniques in this field,
observed its 20th anniversary Dec.
6. The unit, headed by General
Sales Manager Wendell B. Campbell, now has a staff of 81 and
represents 13 radio stations, including those owned by CBS, and
the Columbia Pacific Network and
Bonneville Radio Network.
December 15, 1952
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(TV)'s

WEWS (TV) Cleveland, Ohio's
first commercial TV station, observes its fifth birthday Wednesday
with pride in its long list of accomplishments since going on the
air in 1947.
The Scripps-Howard Radio Corp.
Ch. 5 outlet has grown from a staff
of 55 to 87 members, of which 21
are "charter members" and 18 have
more than four years service. Circulation has risen from 300 sets to
680,000, the station claims, with
82.6% of Cleveland telephone
homes TV-equipped, according to
a McCann-Erickson survey.
Live Class A time rates have
gone from $480 to $950 and WEWS
weekly programming from 11% to
108 hours during a seven-day week,
of which 66 hours are commercial
and 42 sustaining. A typical week
includes 52 hours of network programs and 56 local, with 32%
hours of the latter live and 23%
on film.
Station's Facilities
WEWS occupies 40,000 sq. ft. in
its own two-story building at 1816
E. 13th St. in downtown Cleveland,
and has added a third ground-floor
studio to the two with which it
began operations. Main studio is
55 by 75 ft. WEWS equipment
includes nine image-Orthicon cameras, two iconoscope projection
chains, two GE Strobe-lite projectors, Gray Telopticon, two Eastman 2A slide projectors and Luxor
rear projection equipment.
Its present application to the
FCC contemplates a $264,000 development program, increasing
tower height from 437 to 858 ft.
above ground and from 640 to 1,000
ft. above average terrain, which
would raise power from 16 to 100

TALKING to Robert Vogeler, former U. S. prisoner of the Communists in Hungary, is Dorothy
Fuldheim, WEWS news analyst,
in one of her televised interviews
of noted personalities.
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Five

Years

kw visual and from 8 to 50 kw
aural, improving Grade A coverage
from 20 to 37 miles and Grade B
from 49 to 70 miles.
WEWS general manager is
James C. Hanrahan, who quit as
acting managing editor of the Des
Moines Register and Tribune in
1935 to become the first employe
of the then-new Scripps-Howard
Radio Corp., of which he is a vice
president. Station director is Harrison Hartley, broadcast veteran of
23 years, who left NBC-TV as news
and special features director to
join WEWS. Chief engineer of
Scripps-Howard radio since 1938
is Joseph B. Epperson, who joined
the corporation at WNOX Knoxville, Tenn. Floyd- E. Weidman,
former Ohio newspaperman, is
WEWS sales manager. General
executive is David M. Baylor, longtime WGAR Cleveland program
director, who recently joined
WEWS from WJMO Cleveland.
WEWS claims to have been first
to televise: (1) baseball in Cleveland; (2) over a midwest network

ABC-CBS

of

Service

(Indians - Tigers Detroit baseball
game Sept. 20, 1948); (3) a George
Bernard Shaw play (Western Reserve U.'s "Devil's Discipline") ;
(4) Menotti's "The Medium", (5)
college courses for credit (WEWS
estimates it now gives $3,000 in
time to educational programs weekly and spends $10,000 annually to
help produce them).
WEWS programs have predominated the "firsts" in local TV
polls by the Cleveland Press and
the Cleveland Plain Dealer. It has
won the first award for television
of the Institute for Education by
Radio-Television and its programs
hold the AFRA award for local TV
public service and variety programs. WEWS recently was cited
by Ohio State Safety Council for
outstanding service.
Among WEWS personalities are
Dorothy Fuldheim, news analyst;
Bob Dale, named Cleveland's top
TV personality in several polls;
Paige Palmer, expert on female
fashions, the figure and beauty;
Gene Carroll, children's favorite as

SAN DIEGO SWITCH
Network Affilate Exchange Effective Last Friday

SWITCH of ABC and CBS Radio
station affiliations in San Diego was
accomplished Friday, with KFMB
becoming the CBS Radio outlet and
KCBQ affiliating with ABC.
The change-about [At Deadline,
Dec. 8, Closed Circuit, Aug. 25]
took place amid much promotion,
according to Lisle Shoemaker,
KFMB-AM-TV promotion manager.
Under direction of John A. Kennedy, board chairman, and Howard
L. Chernoff, general manager,
KFMB went all out to promote its
new network programming. Activities included:
Teaser cards on 50 taxicabs and
100 buses; teaser ads in morning
and afternoon newspapers; billboard posters at choice locations,
with 16 lighted for night traffic;
red-on-white printed gummed discs
pasted on 5,000 pennies which were
distributed. KFMB also bought a
radio spot schedule on four other
San Diego stations (KFSD, KGB,
KSON and KSDO).
Hobby Myers, station manager,
and Jerry Lee Pecht, program director, worked out a series of onair teaser promotions; CBS Hollywood and New York had radio stars
record messages of welcome and
congratulations; many stars and
shows, last Friday, saluted KFMB
nationally; KFMB-TV ran slides;

KFMB decorated its window with
a large postcard from CBS Radio
to KFMB, and also last Friday, 30
county newspapers ran ads and
news stories.
. With the switch, KFMB joins
KFMB-TV in CBS affiliation.
KFMB-TV is a basic affiliate but
since it is the only TV station in
San Diego, it also carries ABC-TV,
NBC-TV and DuMont programs.
PANEL ON WPIX (TV)
Educators Study Techniques
LATEST techniques in educational
television were to be discussed by
a panel of experts in a WPIX
(TV) New York telecast last Saturday at the annual conference and
luncheon of United Parents Assns.
of New York Inc. at the WaldorfAstoria Hotel.
Scheduled to appear were FCC
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock; Dr.
Lewis Wilson, Commissioner of
Education of the State of New
York, and Jacob Holtzman of the
New York State Board of Regents.
Before the telecast, James F.
MacAndrew, broadcasting director,
New York City Board of Education, was to speak on television prouse.
gramming potential for in-school

WEWS cameraman sits high
shoot film of Cleveland steel eo
struction worker for part of series
Men at Work, typical of station
locally-originated shows.
"Uncle Jake," and conductor c
Giant Tiger Amateur Hour.
The station has achieved an en
viable record in covering new
events and its public service fea
tures include public and parochia
school telecasts, polio fund cam
paigns and blood bank promotion
featuring CIO and AFL unions.
AT AS

AWARDS

Categories Are Announced
NEW award structure for thq
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences will encompass both na
tional and local programs. Pre
sentationto will
be at
annua'
banquet
be held
nexttheFebruary
in Los Angeles, according to Ha)
Hudson, CBS-TV Hollywood program manager and ATAS award
committee chairman.
National awards will be given in
the following categories: Dramatic
program, situation comedy, variety
program, public affairs show (in
eluding news, sports, documentar
and public service) , mystery, actio
and adventure program (includin
westerns) , audience participate
(including panel and quiz pro
grams), children's show, actor
actress, comedian, comedienne an
outstanding TV personality.
Actors and actresses must have
made a minimum of six appear
ances on a dramatic program dur
ing 1952 to be eligible.
Hollywood achievement awards wil
be presented in these classifications
Entertainment program (including
dramatic, variety, musical, comedy
quiz or panel), public affairs, chil
dren's show, special events coverage
and outstanding male and femal
performers.
The awards are in form <>
"Emmys," gold statuettes.
CBS-TV's press information depart
ment has moved to 51 E. 42d St., N. Y
Corresponding branch of CBS Radio
relocates at 49 E. 62d St. Telephone
is Plaza 5-2000.
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Here is the television fact source — and the onlyone in the business — that reaches every decisionlevel time buying executive.
Circulation is
16,000 paid, covering every national and regional
television agency and advertiser of importance.
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1
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sion Reference Books

The TELECASTING YEARBOOK stretches your
promotional dollar — your ad stays alive and
salesworthy for a full year.
For the television suppliers, the TELECASTING
YEARBOOK saturates owners and applicants,
management, programming and engineering
who executives^the
buy.
whole wingspread of those

953 TELECASTING
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Advertising deadline: January 5 (for proof) ;
final deadline, January 12. Regular rates.
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or call Metropolitan

8-1022

(collect)

Reserve your space today.
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Show Sheet
EDITOR:
I wonder whether you realize
how extensively your monthly
"Comparative Network Television
Show Sheet" is used by timebuyers,
account executives and advertising
managers. Now that I am back in
sales work once more as I make the
rounds I find a high percentage of
people who rely on your show sheet
for up-to-date information on four
networks' TV programming, day
and night. . . .
Robert M. Reuschle
National Sales Manager
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr.associate
Reuschlemedia
resigned amonth
ago as
director and manager of the timebuying department of McCann-Erickson,
New York, to join WHUM-TV.]

End of Neff-Rogow
EDITOR:
For several months I have been
quietly at work to bring about the
termination of Neff-Rogow Inc. by
Jan. 1. Frankly, after 25 years of
applying one's nose to the exacting
grindstone that is radio and TV,
I'm hankering for a good long rest,
and will be taking Mrs. Rogow to
Europe in February for a stay of
two to three months. When I return next spring, I'll take a fresh
look around and determine my future plans at that time. . .
To Broadcasting • Telecasting

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
WSYR AFFILIATE

Covers

ALL

of the Rich
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and the other periodicals devoted
to radio and television, goes my
sincere appreciation for their
kindly treatment of Neff - Rogow
Inc. in reporting our activities over
the years.
William Rogow
President
Neff-Rogow Inc.
New York
Across the River
EDITOR:
I presume that others have by
this time called your attention to
the fact that Reid Ray Television
Production Inc. and Reid H. Ray
Film Industries are both Saint
Paul companies and are not located
in Minneapolis, as was indicated
in your publication recently. . . .
We hope you will correct this in
your next issue and trust that in
the future you will be more accurate and locate our good Saint
Paul companies in Saint Paul
rather than in our sister city of
Minneapolis.
W. L. Boss
Vice President
First National Bank
of Saint Paul
Saint Paul
Block Programming
EDITOR:
We here at WLW are indeed
happy for your wonderful cooperation in doing the article in your
Dec. 1 issue on "Block Programming at WLW." It is going to be
of immeasurable help in getting
our ideas in this connection across.
Please accept my sincere personal thanks.
R. E. Dunville
President
WLW Cincinnati

Editorial Comment
EDITOR:
I am just catching up on my
reading and noted the wonderful
editorial on behalf of BAB which
you carried in your Nov. 24 issue.
Thanks from the chairman of the
board, the board, the staff, and
everyone concerned, for your fine
editorial support.
Charles C. Caley
Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WMBD Peoria
How to Get a Job
EDITOR:
I have been following the growth
of the television broadcasting industry for several years. I have
yet to see a good detailed article
on the
prospective
employe's
look in TV
that is equal
to the outfine
job of reporting the outlook for
prospective station owners in the
All my training and background
just can't be wasted. Please help
the
past. employes and the prospective
employes who read your magazine
faithfully by throwing some info
about careers in TV our way.
Merrill Lent
Newark, N. J.
[EDITOR'Sa NOTE:
wishes giving
it coulda
present
detailedB>Tarticle
precise formula for getting a job in
television, but no such formula exists.
In general, prospects for employes and
for management coincide in a field
which is only now beginning a period
of vast expansion.]
Wrong Office
EDITOR:
Just a line for your information
in view of the fact that my name is
mentioned in your article on page
73 of Broadcasting • Telecasting, Dec. 1 issue.
The writer is not president of
the National
Assn. of Evangelicals. .. .
The resolution which we submitted to the review committee for

consideration by the TV board was
in the acting capacity of chairman
of the radio-TV commission of the
above mentioned organization.
Theodore H. Eisner
President
National Religious
Broadcasters Inc.
Philadelphia
* * *
Love Me, Love McCarthy
EDITOR:
Your editorial, "McCarthy on
the Prowl," [Dec. 8] would seem
possibly to be just one more in
the long series of "McCarthy
Smears." . . .
I would like to know your news
source that led you to publish this
derogatory editorial, with the insulting inference that McCarthy
would make the FCC No. 1 on his
"Hit Parade." Of course the inference here is to belittle his Communist exposure efforts. It surprises
me to find Broadcasting • Telecasting even close to those sc
thoroughly and beautifully exposed
by McCarthy.
Richard F. Lewis Jr.
W INC Winchester, Va.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Mr
. McCarthy"
Communist exposure
efforts
need nt
belittling from B.T, If Mr. Lewis wil
re-read the editorial, he may realize
that B.T was only questioning whethei
an investigation of the FCC woul«
serve a useful purpose — in advance ol
the personnel
changesto themake.]
new administration is entitled
Flight of Fancy
EDITOR:
... The following is a direct
quotation from page 55 of the current Fiction]
edition of: [Fantasy and Science

"They don't use the newspaper.1 jesi;
except for things like public announcements. Stuff you can't copj
down from the television. It's funnj
about newspapers. You'd thinl
you'd miss them. But you don't
What you miss are the voices talking to you this
and might
pictures
moving.'
Perhaps
be construed
Gu
as wishful thinking, but the handwriting on the wall seems slightlj
ominous.
Jay Hoffer
Sales Promotion Dir.
Da.
WICC Bridgeport, Conn
—

Repatriated
EDITOR:
May I correct the announcement
of my move from Meriden as reported in your Dec. 8 issue?
On Dec. 15 I will be manager of
WCCC Hartford instead of WICC
Bridgeport.
This correction will keep me from
becoming a "displaced person"
since my friends in the Midwest and
elsewhere always bank on what
they see in Broadcasting • Telecasting.
Alex Buchan
Manager
WCCC Hartford

—
—
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^ruscon

Engineers

have

HOW

the

answer...

STRONG

HOW

SOON

AM-FM-TV-MICROWAVE

Get the advice of men who know . . .
men who have practicable working knowledge in tower
. esign . . . when planning your new or expanded tower needs.
I

Truscon engineers have designed and built radio
towers for all types of duty throughout the world.
They have a background of information
and skill that is unexcelled in the industry.
Truscon Engineers can design towers to meet every kind of
topographical and meteorological conditions.
They can assure tower strength for every contingency.
Delivery schedules are set to meet your needs (dependent,
of course, upon governmental regulations).
Guyed or self-supporting towers . . . tapered or uniform
i cross-section . . . for Microwave, AM, FM, or TV transmissions.
Your phone call or letter to any" convenient Truscoc
district office, or to our home office in Youngstown,
will bring you immediate, capable engineering assistance.
Call or write today. Truscon® Steel Division,
Republic Steel Corporation,
1074 Albert Street, Youngstown 1, Ohio.

TRUSCON
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PALSY

No, No, Perkins!
It's all in the
BROADCASTING

Yearbook

. . . you won't need any T
squares, graphs, slide rules
or geiger counters to get
afl the information you
want and need in this business of broadcasting.
No sir! Ifs all in the 1953
BROADCASTING Yearbo k. *
Don't delay — order today.
Single copies are $5.00.
Or you may subscribe to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING for a full year
and get 52 weekly issues,
the 1953 BROADCASTING
and the 1953 TELECASTING Yearbooks for only
$11.00. You save $6.00.
* Publication dates: BROADCASTING
Yearbook, mid-January; TELECASTING Yearbook, mid-February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Please reserve both 1953 Yearbooks
for me, and enter my subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
□ Bill me

□ $11.00 enclosed

Name
Firm
Street

City

Zone

State
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FTC to Appeal L & M Case
ARE cigarettes and other smoking
tobacco drugs?
The Federal Trade Commission
has interpreted tobacco to be a
drug under the Federal Trade
Commission Act and is prepared
to carry its definition up to the
Circuit Court of Appeals. The decision is expected to have farreaching implications in broadcast
and printed advertising copy of the
major cigarette firms.
. FTC announced last Wednesday
it will appeal the dismissal of injunction proceedings against advertising representations by Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield cigarettes).
The commission had sought the
injunction to enjoin the dissemination of allegedly false and misleading advertising. A U. S. District Court judge dismissed the
complaint on grounds that Congress would never have considered
a cigarette to be a drug. The ruling was handed down by Judge
Irving R. Kaufman.
While only Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Co. is directly concerned
in this instance, an appellate ruling would have the effect of guiding other firms in their advertising
presentations. Virtually all of the
major tobacco companies have been
involved in FTC proceedings in recent years.
FTC's Contention
Tobacco is a drug, the commission says, inasmuch as (1) it is
recognized in the official Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the U. S.,
and (2) the defendant in its advertising has represented directly
and by implication that Chesterfield cigarettes are manufactured
in such a manner as to prevent
irritation to the nose, throat and
accessory organs of smokers.
FTC sought the injunction pending issuance of its complaint charging L & M with dissemination of
- false advertising in violation of
Sees. 5 and 12 of the FTC Act.
The appeal will be filed with the
Circuit Court of Appeals in the
New York circuit. Judge Kaufman
is on the U. S. District Court,
Southern District of New York.
Nub of his decision centered around
the drug aspect.
The injunctive device is not without precedent in recent commission
annals. Within the past year, FTC
has served notice it will make
greater use of this juridical weapon
to forestall certain ad claims where
possibility of false advertising
arises. Reasoning is that some
companies continue to make representations long after the original
complaint is filed and while the
commission deliberates each case.
This policy has been most clearly
enunciated in cases involving ad
claims made by medicinal, tobacco
and other firms. The commission
' has been beset with a substantial
backlog of cases in recent years.

TELETHON

Huge Fund -Raiser on WJZ-TV
UNITED Cerebral Palsy officials
last week reported the $553,527 in
cash and pledges from the 18-hour
benefit
program
ABC's6 to
WJZ-TV
New York,
8 p.m.on Dec.
2 p.m.
Dec. 7, set a new telethon high in
the organization's history.
Project was a fund raiser to
benefit cerebral palsied children
and adults in the greater New
York metropolitan area.
Opening with a filmed appearance of President-elect Eisenhower,
the telethon presented some 200
entertainers from stage, radio,
television, night clubs and sports.
More than 2,000 volunteers, including 900 telephone operators, worked
the five boroughs of New York
and Long Island, Connecticut,
Westchester and other New York
counties.
Executive producer was Robert
M. Weitman, vice president, United
Paramount Theatres, and stager of
many benefit shows. ABC producers were Charles Holden, assistant national director of the network's television program department, and Paul Mowrey, WJZ-TV
New York program manager. Ray
Abel was television director.

'Encroaches' — Film Council
HOLLYWOOD AFL Film Council
has charged "encroachment" by
Radio- Television-Recording-Advertising Charities Inc. (RTRAC)
upon activities of the motion picture industry's Permanent Charities Committee in RTRAC's solicitation of funds from TV film producers, a group it considers under
PCC's province.
Charging
RTRAC
with "insinuating itself into
the motion
picture
industry," the Film Council has
asked Los Angeles Social Service
Commission to consider the situation and has requested TV producers to prohibit further RTRAC
solicitation. A spokesman for
RTRAC said his group had solicited only those TV film producers
and distributors of film to TV who
were unaffiliated with PCC.

SEE OUR DOUBLE
SPREAD IN THIS

FTC ACTIONS
Involves NHA and Dolcir
CERTAIN makers of medicina
and vitamin preparations, chargec
with advertising "misrepresentations," were involved in Federal
Trade Commission actions lastp
week.
Firms were National Health
Aids, Baltimore, and the Dolcin
Corp., New York. Both NHA and
Dolcin are substantial radio-T\
users.
The commission denied Dolcin's
appeal from
a hearing
initial
decision
calling examiner's
upon the
firm to cease certain advertising
claims. Company is asked to halt
representations that its prepara
tion, Dolcin, is a cure and effective
treatment for any arthritic or rheumatic condition.
FTC said "the greater weight
of the evidence supports the decision of Hearing Examiner Abner
Lipscomb that Dolcin cannot be depended upon to have any effect
whatever upon the symptoms" accompanying such a condition. The
only value in the product, FTC
alleged, lies in the temporary relief
afforded by the aspirin ingredient.
The case has been pending before
the commission for some years,
with broadcast continuities involved.
NHA Case
In the other case, FTC announced it
that a consent agreement has been
signed by National Health Aids and
Television Advertising Assoc. They
agreed to discontinue certain advertising claims made on Washington, D. C, Baltimore and New
24].
York radio-TV stations [B* T.Nov.
Complaint was filed by the commission last June citing mislead
ing representations for NHA Com
plex, a vitamin-mineral preparation. The U. S. District Court for
Maryland granted a preliminary
injunction Nov. 14 restraining ad
claims.
Under terms of the agreement,
the respondents will cease and desist from disseminating radio-TV
and other advertisements containing seven types of claims.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 56)
ager on calls to prospects. Since
30 many of the programs then were
musical, Mr. Keese could help with
production data.
He attended night school, studying merchandising, marketing and
business law. His step into the
t regional sales managership at
WFAA soon followed,
j Mr. Keese acknowledges a great
pi debt to Martin B. Campbell, now
supervisor of radio and television
(WFAA-TV)
properties of The
Dallas News, of which WFAA is
the radio arm.
y In the spring of 1932, Mr. Camp1; bell went to WFAA as manager
[from WHAS Louisville, Ky. Mr.
{Keese recalls that working with
! Mr. Campbell gave him his first
[real radio training.
The two spent 7-day work weeks
and 18-hour days planning sales
approaches. This was during darkest depression. It was a time when
progress, even survival, demanded
a man's best. The lessons learned
then are the foundation of Mr.
Keese's know-how today.
A particularly vivid recollection
If Mr. Keese's is the formation
'Df the Texas Quality Network at
WFAA headquarters.
In 1944, Mr. Keese left WFAA
bo join the Taylor-Howe-Snowden
E^roup of radio stations and established radio sales departments for
the organization in principal cities
Df the country. This was the forerunner of the present 0. L. Taylor
Co.
Mr. Keese rejoined WFAA in
L948 and was placed in charge of
regional sales. So efficiently did he
fill his assignment that in January
L952 he was appointed manager of
the station.
Outside radio, Mr. Keese takes
an active part in community life.
He is a member of the Variety,
Rotary, Salesmanship and the Dallas Sales Executives Clubs. His
favorite form of relaxation is
lishing.
About the only time he plays the
iddle now is at Christmas — and
;hen only when he's in the midst
)f "a definitely convivial" group.
There are three sons, Philip Mac-

Go ahead! I have my
TELECASTING

AMONG guests at the fifth anniversary party Dec. 3 of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee
were (I to r) Harry Hoffman, Hoffman & York Adv., Milwaukee; Walter J.
Damm, vice president-general manager of radio-TV, The Journal Co.,
licensee of WTMJ-AM-TV; Ted Rosenak, ad manager for Blatz Brewing Co.,
Milwaukee, and Lee Archer, Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Assoc., agency,
Milwaukee.
donald Keese, Thomas Rowell
Keese and Alexander Courtland
Keese Jr., and a daughter, Phyllis,
who just recently married.
When his three sons and daughter were attending high school, Mr.
Keese was a member of the "Dad's
Club." He now has 10 grandchildren.
To fellow-staffers at WFAA, Mr.
Keese is a showman's showman and
a contradiction that a musician
cannot be a businessman.
WPAT Reports Gain
GAIN of 17% in business volume
during the first 11 months of this
year, compared to the same period
last year, was reported last week
by WPAT Paterson, N. J. D. J.
Wright, executive vice president
and business manager, also reported the signing of more than a
score of new accounts during the
past few weeks.
BOARD of directors of Admiral Corp.,
Chicago, declared a quarterly dividend
of 25 cents per share on stock outstanding, Dec.
payable Dec.
ers of record
17. 31, to stockhold-
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PORTLAND, OREGON
1,246,540 active, young-minded Westerners comprise KGW's market in 12
big, prosperous metropolitan Oregon
a generous slice of Southcounties, plus Washington.
western
BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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SETS BY JAN. 1
Beville Sees 21 Million
THERE will be about 21 million
TV receiver sets installed in homes
by next Jan. 1, representing nearly
47% of all U. S. homes, Hugh M.
Beville Jr., NBC director of research and planning, predicted last
week.
The estimated total of 19,751,200
as of Nov. 1 represented a gain of
626,300 television sets during October. According to Mr. Beville, this
was the largest monthly increase
since December 1950, when 724,200
receivers
were also
sold. show
Mr. that
Beville's
new
estimates
the
four metropolitan areas which lead
in the number of TV sets-in-use are
New York, 3,180,000; Chicago,
1,290,000; Los Angeles, 1,270,000
and Philadelphia, 1,125,000.

Yearbook

. . . you'll be the winnah in
any quiz on television with
your TELECASTING Yearbook in front of you.
To cash in on the jackpot
of information covering
commercial television, reserve your copy of the
1953 TELECASTING Yearbook right away. It's just
$11.00 for a subscription
which includes the BROADCASTING Yearbook; the
TELECASTING Yearbook/
and 52 weekly issues.
* Publication dates:
BROADCASTING Yearbook midJanuary.
TELECASTING Yearbook
mid-February.

Is Halligan's Prediction
TELEVISION is entering another
boom era, William J. Halligan,
president of Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, told stockholders Monday.
He estimated 7.2 million sets will
be produced by the industry next
year. He noted peak production in
1950 was IVz million.
Mr. Halligan reported Hallicrafters' net income for the quarter
ending Nov. 30 to be $376,087 or
46 cents per share, compared with
$86,384 or 10 cents per share for
the same 1951 period. Sales went
to $13 million from $10,958,000 in
1951.
WPIX (TV) New York said fortnight
ago that sales for the past month
totaled $286,000 in new and renewed
business in programs, participations
and spot time. Sponsors included Musterole Co., Chrysler Corp., Shulton
Inc., A. C. Gilbert Co., Loft Candy
Co., D. L. Clark Candy Co., RalstonPurina Mills, Purity Bakeries and
Hudson dealers.

BROADCASTING TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, O. C.
Here's my order for both 1953
Yearbooks and for a subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
□ $11.00 enclosed
City
Name

□ Bill me

Firm
Street
Zone
State
1953 TELECASTING Yearbook
December 15, 1952
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CO-OP GROCERY PLAN
WINS New York is cooperating

it has come up with
WWJwhatDetro
seems to be a mathematical equation to tell its
sales story. YP (orS) + WWJ
(SESALL) = MS4U, a line appearing in a recent program schedule release by the station, can be
translated in terms of sales : "Your
Product (or Service) plus WWJ
(Service, Economy, Sales Appeal,
Listener Loyalty) equals More
Sales for You."

programs

prornotjon

FAST RESULTS
IN an attempt to test the pulling
power of WSM-TV Nashville,
Tenn., the makers of Hermitage
coffee offered WSM viewers a coffee
maker for $2.95 and two empty
Hermitage coffee bags. Station
reports that just five announcements did it. Firm had to withdraw the offer because its supply
of 2,000 coffee makers had been
exhausted.

PUMPKIN CONTEST
COLOR brochure on an annual
pumpkin contest is being mailed to
the trade by WPEO Peoria, 111.,
showing results from 53 announcements on the station. WPEO offered 186 prizes to winners guessing "How many pounds of pumpkin
will Dick Herm grow on his sixacre pumpkin patch this year?"
Farm service program mentions
from Sept. 26 to Oct. 11 brought in
a total of 9,156 entries from 59
Illinois counties and six neighboring states. Mr. Herm is the station's farm service director.

INAUGURAL

TRIPS

TWO prizes of an expense-free trip
to Washington, D. C, to see the
Presidential Inauguration on Jan.
20 highlight a contest being conducted by KFMB San Diego, Calif.
One student from the city schools
and one from the county schools
will be the ultimate winners. Contest is based on an essay of not
more than 1,000 words on "Significant Presidential Inaugurations in

ART AWARDS
REPRODUCTIONS of masterpieces from the collection of the
Toledo Museum of Art are being
presented to winners in the "Picture of the Week" contest on
WSPD-TV in that city. The museum sponsors Gallery 39, a weekly
show, on WSPD. At one point in
the program the picture is flashed
on the screen, a question concerning it is asked of the audience and
those who telephone or write the
correct answers receive a reproduction. Station relates that from 150
to 200 calls are received after each
show.

U. S. History."
'HOOPER IN REVERSE'
PERSONAL angle in promotion is
being utilized by KRMG Tulsa,
Okla. Random phone calls are being
made to stimulate interest in Tulsa
Ballroom. KRMG describes the idea
as a "Hooper in reverse." A housewife makes the calls during the
2-5:55 p.m. show each day, and
suggests the listener "enjoy an
afternoon of music at the 740 spot
on the dial." -• — • — •JOINT PROMOTION
WIP Philadelphia and Newsweek
magazine have inaugurated a yearlong city-wide campaign to promote the station and magazine with
the distribution of "aprons" to the
city's corner newstand dealers.
Printed on the middle of the apron
is the phrase "Listen to WIP."
Magazine's name is enscribed on
the top of the apron and on the
pockets.

POST CARD PROMOTION
JUMBO

post cards depicting familiar scenes of Washington, D. C.,
on the face of the card are being
mailed to advertising executives
and clients throughout the country
by WRC Washington. Reverse side
of the card is a scene showing the
business activity in the city. Theme
of the promotion is that "Everyone
knows Washington as a sight-seeing city but it is also a huge consumer market."

Another BMI

"Pin Up" Hit

GREYHOUND
Published by Aladdin

On Records:
Ella Mae Morse-Cap.; Bud
dy
Morrow-Vic;
Vic
Danaone-Mer. ; An.cs Milburn — Aladdin.

Broadcast Music, Inc.
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premiums
WISL TRAINING

PROGRAM

NEW training program has been
put into effect by WISL Shamokin,
Pa., through an arrangement with
the city's three local high schools.
Members of the senior classes are
interviewed by the vocational director of each school. If the student shows an interest in radio, arrangements are made with WISL
for an audition. While promising
students finish school, they work
at the station part-time and additionally receive a full course of
instruction in announcing, production, copy-writing and control board
operation.
'PATSY'S PARTY'
GEARED for children's tastes is
KALI Pasadena Patsy's Party,
half-hour Saturday morning prosponsored
by Crawford's
Good gram
Food
Stores,
Alhambra.
Hostess Pat Bader features fiveminute children's news round-up,
original stories, interviews with
different youngsters engaged on
Christmas projects and young
guest stars.
WOR CHRISTMAS TREE
WOR-AM-TV New York placed a
35-foot Christmas tree on Times
Square last Monday to call attention to the station's eighth annual
Christmas Fund to benefit some
10,000 children in metropolitan
New York hospitals. A highlight
of the promotion will be the playing of Christmas carols and hymns,
specially-piped from WOR studios.
STUDENTS

PRODUCE

SHOWS

PROGRAM dealing with on-thescene activities in local schools and
classrooms, titled Schools in Action, is being presented three times
weekly on WJEL Springfield, Ohio.
Show is produced and tape recorded by the radio class at the city's
public high school. Broadcasts
take place in various classrooms in
schools in the Springfield area.
FAMILY CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
GIFTS worth more than $10,000
will be given to an American
family typifying the spirit of
Christmas on Welcome Travelers
radio version aired via NBC. The
annual search for such a family is
being conducted now, with winners
scheduled to be notified on the
Christmas Day broadcast. They
will be chosen from letters of
nomination, expected to total 100,000. Both nominees and letter
writers will receive prizes.

with five grocery chains — Dan's
Supermarket, Queens and Long Island; Fairmart,
Brooklyn ; D'Agostino Bros.,
Manhattan;
Moises,
The Bronx, and Diamond K &
Food Town, Westchester county —
in a new merchandising plan.
Stores will display point-of-sales
material for WINS advertisers and
station will devote Especially for
You program Monday, through
Friday, 1:05-1:30 p.m. EST to
chains' specials, recipes, music and
chatter.

DANCE CONTEST ENDS
DANCING contest on WEWS
(TV) Cleveland was successfully
concluded short time ago with four Jl)
finalists awarded a two-year scholarship to the Harris-Hardy Studio JT
of Stage Arts. Series of Saturday
shows, presenting amateur talent,
was sponsored by Cleveland Wholesalers, distributors of Calculator,
athat
gas more
disposalthan
unit.60,000
Station
claimsofjft
pieces
mail
containing
voteswere
for received
writers'
favorite
contestant
before the competition ended.

RADIO AUCTION
AUCTION-of-the-air program has
been launched at KRNT Des
Moines, Iowa. Show is aired for
two hours every Saturday after
noon. Each quarter-hour, an item
is put on the block. Bids are placed r
by telephone. On the first show of
the series, station claims seven
sponsors put up and sold products
ranging from a pen and pencil set Ji
to a Chevrolet automobile.

AMATEURS GET A CHANCE
AMATEUR singers and musicians
who feel an urge to get into TV
will be given an opportunity to do
so by Bill Silbert on his daily tele
cast on WABD (TV) New York. 12
Letter to Mr. Silbert will start thef'
process of arranging an audition.
One performer will be presented
on each show. A recording will be
made and sent to record company
executives for consideration.

Here's the inside story on one of the
most talked about programs on the air
— an entertaining behind-the-mike account of peoples' unrehearsed reactions
to unexpected situations. With candid
photographs.
EAVESDROPPER AT LARGE
N FUNT
f
tD
PRESS,
. $3.00 Inc. (
By bookst
ALLENoresFUNT
At
oil
THE Madison
VANGUARD
424
Aven
iue, New York 17 -«A
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Film Report
(Continued from page 85)
)ing areas, General Sales Manager
Arthur Sachson has announced. The
otal net sales to Arrow amounted
o $181,000.
The stations and markets are:
£TTV (TV) Los Angeles; WFILfV Philadelphia; WENR-TV Chicago, WXYZ-TV Detroit; WFAAIV Dallas-Fort Worth; WFBMTV Indianapolis; WNHC-TV New
3aven - Hartford; WWLP - TV
Springfield, Mass.; WJAR - TV
Providence, R. I.; KDUB (TV)
Lubbock, Tex.; KGNC-TV Araaf\\o, Tex., and WBNS-TV Columjus, Ohio.
^ ^ *
Kling Studios' Old American Barn
fDance, film series syndicated in 34
'markets, has been sold to WSLSTV Roanoke, Va., and KCBD-TV
•/Lubbock, Tex.
)1(Telemount-Mutual, Hollywood, has
completed 14 one-minute TV film
Commercials
for Purity Bakers
Corp., Kansas City (Taystee Bread
^products). The bakery firm sponsors the production company's halfriour TV film series, Cowboy G\Men, on WDAF-TV Kansas City
jand WCPO-TV Cincinnati. Twenty
more markets are to be added Jan.
J,l. W. W. Wilson Jr., radio-TV director of Young & Rubicam Inc.,
JjChicago, supervised the commercials. Programs are distributed on
a regional basis by United Artists
TV Corp.
* * *
Paramount Pictures, Hollywood,
has completed seven TV trailer
films for national exploitation on
NBC-TV and CBS-TV of "Road to
Bali," new film co-starring Bob
Hope and Bing Crosby. Titled
Great Moments in History with
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope, the
trailers do not contain scenes from
the feature, but are seven individual, miniature short subjects.
Telepix Corp., Hollywood, has comfpleted TV film commercials for the
following firms:
Gaffers & Sattler Stoves, Los An-

C
HALIFAX

H

N
NOVA

S
SCOTIA

Our List of NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS Looks Like
WHO'S WHO!
THEY want the BEST!
Ask
JOS. WEED &
350 Madison Ave.,
About the
Maritimes Busiest
5000 WATTS
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geles (gas ranges), three oneminute live action and one 20second animated spot; Flo-Ball
Pen Co., Los Angeles, one minute
and one 10-second live action spot,
both firms through BBDO, Los Angeles; Flying Tiger Lines, Burbank,
one twenty-second live action spot,
through Hixson & Jorgensen Inc.,
Los Angeles; L. A. Federal Saving
& Loan, one twenty-second animated spot, through C. B. Juneau,
Beverly Hills; and May Diamond
Co., Los Angeles, one ninety-second
live action spot through Al Carmona Adv., Hollywood.
Distribution . . .
Official Films Inc., New York, has
arranged with three independent
television producers for distribution of their products. The firm
said these films will be added to its
syndicated catalog which now
numbers over 1,000 musical films,
several hundred short subjects and
several series.
Official signed contracts with
Gene Lester for his 15-minute
Hollywood Close-Ups series; Tel-Ra
Productions for Ideas on Parade,
and with Jerry Cournyea for 18
new short subjects dealing with
sports and animals.
Official Films, has also acquired
national distribution rights to 13
quarter-hour children's TV film
series, The Magic Lady and Boko,
produced by Telemount Pictures
Inc., Hollywood.
Production . . .
Pilot film in CBS-TV Alan Young
Show is being completed by Nassour Productions at KTTV (TV)
studios, Hollywood. A CBS-TV
package, the new half-hour series
has a situation comedy format,
featuring Alan Young as a bank
clerk.
Family Theatre Inc., Hollywood, is
completing special half-hour Christmas TV film, A Star Shall Rise
produced by Roland Reed Productions, Culver City. Starring Raymond Burr, the film is directed by
John Brahm who recently directed
Warner Bros, feature film, "Miracle
of Fatima."
Educational . . .
The U. of Wisconsin and Marquette
U. are co-operating with WTMJTV Milwaukee in presenting Campus Newsreel which started Dec.
6. This will be the first venture by
the schools to film campus activities for television.

The programs will be shown Saturdays, 1:30 to 1:45 p.m. CST.
Wisconsin and Marquette will alternate in presenting the programs.
Wisconsin is setting up TV and
CO.,
filming facilities in Madison, while
New York
Marquette is making similar arrangements in Milwaukee.
Station
All filming and writing of scripts
will be handled by the schools.
NOW!
WTMJ-TV
will supply an an• Telecasting

nouncer as narrator for portions
that are not sound on film.
Random Shots . . .
Backdrops Inc. has moved New
York offices to 250 Park Ave., and
has opened a Los Angeles office at
819 Santee St. The firm produces
television backdrops made from art
work or photographs on specially
prepared cloth and claims that its
drops have three-dimensional quality, are flame-proof and mildewproof, will not fade, can be cleaned
easily and are completely lightabsorbent. Backdrops can be
folded to small size when not
in use, the company reports.
According to Steve Joseph, Backdrops' sales manager, network
users of the new drops include
NBC-TV and CBS-TV; programs
include Lamp Unto My Feet, The
Web, Red Buttons, Garry Moore
Show, Danger and The Fred Waring Show. Agencies which have
purchased the backdrops include
BBDO, Young & Rubicam, McCannErickson and Kudner Agency.
Film production firms include Tel
Rade Research and Prockter Productions. P. J. Rotondo for Camel
Caravan
is
the drops. among the studios using
* * #
Association Films Inc., New York,
is offering a folder which describes
39 free-loan industrial films cleared
for television programming use.
The folder may be obtained from
the firm's television department,
347 Madison Ave., New York 17,
N. Y.
Film People . . .
Sheldon Reynolds, producer-writerdirector on NBC-TV Foreign Intrigue, has completed the pilot film
in second half-hour TV film series
to be produced abroad. Theatre
International, which will probably
be filmed in Rome, will be a series
of light comedies with a European
background. The pilot film, produced in Paris, stars Claude Dauphin, French actor who recently
completed roles for Warner Bros.
* * *
Steve Joseph has been appointed
sales manager for Backdrops Inc.
(photographic backdrops for TV).
He formerly was with J. Walter

the comer

Thompson Co. and McCann-Erickson.
* # *
Lee R. Bobker, formerly production
manager and administrative executive with Campus Film Productions, has joined Dynamic Films,
New York, as* executive
producer.
* *
Miriam Gieger, literary and talent
agent with William Morris Agency,
Beverly Hills,
Productions,joins
Hollywood,Filmcraft
to supervise
research and scripts for upcoming
Mark Twain Television Theatre,
film series.
* * #
Esko Miettinen, head of foreign
distribution for Sol Lesser Productions, Culver City, joins Helen
Ainsworth Corp., Beverly Hills, in
same capacity and in addition will
superviseduction
theabroad.firm's television pro* * *
Tito Guizar, singing star on his
own KTTV (TV) Hollywood weekly half-hour program, has been
signed by Calderon Productions,
Mexico City, for several TV films
to be made early in January.
* * *
Will Lane, production coordinator
for Guild Films Inc., Hollywood,
and a lieutenant colonel in the Air
Force Reserve, has been appointed
commanding officer of 9339th VAR
Squadron, AFR Training Unit. He
will work on a special civilian defense TV film.
* * *
John Mitchell, vice-president and
general sales manager, and Ralph
Cohn, vice-president and general
manager, Screen Gems Inc., New
York, in Hollywood for production
conferences on NBC-TV Ford Theatre film series.
Stuart Reynolds, head of Reynolds
Productions, Beverly Hills, in New
York for business conferences with
agency executives concerning new
half-hour TV series, Crackdown,
filmed by David Hire Productions,
Hollywood.
STORECAST Corp. of America, N. Y.,
which feeds music to supermarkets,
has announced signing of 20 new
vertisers.
sponsors, including five non-food ad-
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5 THROUGH

DECEMBER

11

cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant.-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod.-modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier yis.-visual
CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 103.
December 5 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Change Antenna System
WVOK
Birmingham, Ala. — CP to
make changes in ant. system. AMENDED to make changes in ant. system.
License for CP
WIHL Hammond, La. — License for
CP, which authorized installation of
new trans. AMENDED to change name
of applicant to Nicholas Cefalu and
Anthony Cefalu d/b as Cefalu Radio
Station.
Modification of License
WSTR Sturgis, Mich.— Mod. license
to increase power from 500 w-D to
1 kw-D.quencyAMENDED
frefrom 1460 to to
1240change
kc, power
from 1 kw to 250 w, hours of operation
from D to unl. and change name of
applicant to WSTR Inc.
Renewal of License
Following stations request renewal
of license:
KMOR Oroville, Calif.; WBGE Atlanta, Ga.; KSWI Council Bluffs, Iowa;
WMON Montgomery, W. Va.; WMBRTV Jacksonville, Fla.; WTVJ (TV)

This booklet
helps you
choose the
right unit for
your needs.
This free booklet will help you select
the right type, the right size, starting
method, etc. for your particular application. Whatever you
^i^^^iS^ need,
you'll line
find it for
in
the
"U.S."
*\U.S. builds over— 300
ji| models, backed by more
than 60 years of manufacturing experience!
UNITED STATES MOTORS CORP.
I 354 Nebraska St. Oshkosh, Wis.
Please send me the free booklet on
I Electric Plants. I am interested in
I
[~] Gas powered, r~] Diesel,
□ Gasoline powered
I

| Name
g Address
-^City ...
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State
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Miami, Fla.; WOI-TV Ames, Iowa;
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa; WDAF-TV
Kansas City, Mo.; KSD-TV St. Louis,
Mo.; KING-TV Seattle.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Change Name
KSON San Diego, Calif.— Mod. license
to change name to C. Fredric Rabell
and Dorothy Johnson Rabell d/b as
KSON Bcstrs.
Erect New Antenna
KWPM West Plains, Mo.— CP to erect
new ant. and mount TV ant. on top
(contingent
on grant of TV application).
December 9 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
License Granted
KJNO Juneau, Alaska — Granted liunl. cense for AM; 630 kc, 500 w, 1 kw-LS
WRSW Warsaw, Ind. — Granted license
for AM; 1480 kc, 500 w, DA-2 unl.; conditions.
KFMA Davenport, Iowa — Granted license for AM; 1580 kc, 250 w-D.
KGEZ Kalispell, Mont.— Granted license covering change in frequency,
increase in power, installation of a new
trans, and DA-DN.
WTOP-FM Washington, D. C— Granted license covering changes in existing
FM; Ch. 242, 20 kw, 390 ft.
Granted CP
KOLN Lincoln, Neb.— Granted CP to
increase height of ant. tower and add
TV transmitting ant. at top and specify
correct site coordinates; condition.
WEEU-FM Reading, Pa.— Granted CP
to make changes in licensed station to
change type ant. and overall height
above ground to 400 ft.
Request Granted
WGCH Greenwich, Conn. — Granted
request to cancel license and dismiss
pending application for renewal of license and delete FM.
KFOR-FM Lincoln, Neb.— Granted request to cancel license and dismiss
pending application for renewal of license and delete FM.
KHIT Lampasas, Tex.— Granted request for waiver of Sec. 3.71 to operate
from 6.30 a.m. to 7.15 p.m. daily for
period of 30 days.
KCBC-FM Des Moines, Iowa— Grantedleterequest
FM. to cancel license and deKFDA-FM Amarillo, Tex Granted
request to cancel license and delete FM.
License for CP
KWPM-FM West Plains, Mo.— Granted license for CP (which authorized

Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVALON PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

replacement of expired CP for new
FM); Ch. 247, 3.4 kw, unl.
Modification of CP
KBLO Hot Springs, Ark. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
location, specify studio location and
change type trans.
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa. — Granted
mod. CP to change type ant., overall
height of ant. and change main studio
address; ant. height 880 ft.
KLEA Lovington, N. M. — Granted
mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
and studio location and change type of
trans.
WTTV mod.
(TV) CP Bloomington,
Granted
to change TV Ind.
station—
from Ch. 10 to Ch. 4; ERP from visual
0.28 kw, aural 0.14 kw to visual 100 kw,
aural 50 kw; change type trans, and ant.
system.
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, Minn. —
Granted mod. CP for extension of completion date to May 1, 1953.
Granted STA
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz. — Granted
STA to operate on commercial basis on
Ch. 13 for period Dec. 3, 1952 to 3 a.m.,
EST, June 3, 1953.
KKTV
Col. — Granted STA toColorado
operate Springs,
on commercial
basis
on Ch. 11 for period Dec. 3, 1952, to
June 3, 1953.
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio— Granted STA to operate on commercial basis
on Ch. 73 for period Dec. 4 to March
11, 1953.
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex. — Granted
STA to operate on commercial basis
on Ch. 4 for period Dec. 4, 1952 to
March 30, 1953.
Modification STA
KONA Honolulu, T. H.— Granted mod.
STA to operate on commercial basis on
Ch. 11 for period Dec. 4, 1952 to June
23, 1953.
Change Studio Location
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.— Granted mod. CP to change studio location.
Extension of Completion Date
KITE-FM San Antonio, Tex. — Granted mod. CP for extension of completion
date to 7-1-53.
December 9 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FIXING
License Renewals
Following
of license : stations request renewal
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.; KMYR
Denver, Col.; WGAA Cedartown, Ga.;
WJOL Joliet, 111.; KBUR Burlington,
Iowa; KXIC Iowa City, Iowa; KFUO
Clayton, Mo.; KBOA Kennett, Mo.;
KNEM Nevada, Mo.; WLNH Laconia,
N. H.; WMBO Auburn, N. Y.; KOCY
Oklahoma City, Okla.; KSET El Paso,
Tex.; WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt.;
WEMP Wilwaukee, Wis.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
License Renewals
RETURNED
following
stations' request for renewal
of license:
KSEK Pittsburg,
Kan.; WCVI Connellsville,
Pa.
December 10 Decisions . . .
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Garden State Bcstg. Co., Atlantic
City, sionN.of time
J. — Granted
petition
extenfrom Nov.
28 toforDec.
15,
1952, to file proposed findings of fact

SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installation!
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

and conclusions of law in proceeding
reBy application.
Examiner James D. Cunningham
KOB for
Albuquerque,
— Grantedon
motion
continuanceN.of M.hearing
application for extension of SSA from
an »
Dec. 10, 1952 to Jan. 21, 1953.
Aladdin Radio & Television Inc. and
Denver Television Co., Denver, Col. —
Granted motions for corrections in various respects in official transcript of
record in proceeding re applications
for CP's for new TV stations.
By Examiner William G. Butts
Kendrick Bcstg. Co., Harrisburg, Pa.
— Granted motion to amend application
for CP for TV station to make corrections
respecting geographical
coordinates
of proposed
station site, etc.
By Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Ridson
Inc., Superior
Wis., andMinn
Lakehead
Telecasters
Inc., Duluth,
Granted motion for continuance of
hearing in matter of applications for
CP's for new TV stations from Dec. 9.
to Dec. 16, 1952, at 10 a.m., at Washington, D. C.
By Examiner H. B. Hutchison
Mid-Continent Television Inc., Wichita, Kan. — Granted petition to amend
application for CP for new TV station
for purpose
of showing
in esti-of
mated revenue
and cost changes
of operation
proposed station and in number of spot
cast.
announcements proposed to be broadBy Comr. Bcstg.
Eugene Co.,
H. Merrill
Chesapeake
Bradbury
Heights, Md. — Dismissed petition of
Dec. 1, 1952, to amend application to
specify frequency 540 kc in lieu of 1540
kc, and
change
location submitted
of main studio, andtoalso
amendment
by
applicant on Nov. 24, 1952; initial decision was issued on Aug. 23, 1951, looking toward denial of application.
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
WIHL Hammond, La. — Granted CP to
change frequency from 730 to 1400 kc
and hours of operation from D to unl.,
continuing 250 w; conditions, including
provision that change not be made unfor til
910WLCS
kc. Baton Rouge, vacates 1400
KILO Grand Forks, N. D. — Is being
advised that application for CP to
change frequency from 1440 to 1060 kc,
increase
powerinvolves
from 500
w-N, 1 kw-LS
to 5 kw unl.,
interference
from
KYW Philadelphia
which
indicates necessity of hearing.
December 10 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FDLING
Modification of License
WNPT Northport, Ala. — Mod. license
to designate
stationof location
as Tuscaloosa, Ala. instead
Northport,
Ala.
Modification of CP
KBBA Benton, Ark.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, for approval of
ant., trans, and studio location and
change type trans.
WCON Cornelia, Ga.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, for approval of
ant., trans, and studio location.
Extension of Completion Date
KTHS Little Rock, Ark.— Mod. CP, as
mod.,
authorized changes in exdate. which
isting AM, for extension of completion
AM— 1060 kc
KXOC1150 Chico,
Calif.—
CP kc,
to change
from
kc, 5 kw
to 1060
10 kw.
AMENDED to change power from 10 kw
to 5 kw-N,
10
kw-D,
DA-DN.
Extension of Authority
MBS, New York— Extension of au-

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

DAV
STATION
t O. IOX 99*

BROADCASTING

E AU

GUIDANCf
y, new root
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
„ Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

26 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 8-7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ADAMS 2-2261

KEAR

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

thority to transmit programs to CKLW
Windsor,
Ont. -Detroit,
CBC Minister
o&o sta-of
tions licensed
by Canadian
Transport for period beginning Feb. 28.
License Renewals
Following
stations request renewal of
license:
KRUX Glendale, Calif.; KFST Preston, Ida.; KROS Clinton, Iowa; KFJB
Marshalltown, Iowa; WBRK Pittsfield,
Mass.; KPRK Livingston, Mont.; KRJF
BROADCASTING

REpublic 8-3984

Member AFCCE *

GUY

& KENNEDY

C. HUTCHESON

Member AFCCE *

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 — Executive 3-5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg! NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Miles City, Mont.; KATO Reno, Nev.;
KSIL
City, N.Hugo,
M.; Okla.;
WMSA WSAJ
Massena, N.Silver
Y.; KIHN
Grove City, Pa.; KNAF Fredericksburg,
Tex.; WJMA Orange, Va.
Change Antenna Type
WMAQ-FM Chicago — CP to change
type
ant.
from RCA
to Collins,
37M-4,
4 sec; overall
height
above ground
from 625 to 758 ft.; ant. height above
. (Continued on page 103)

• Telecasting

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 8-3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 3-5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

C. SMEBY

C. DAVIS

Member AFCCE *

Washington, D. C.

LYNNE

GEORGE

Member AFCCE *

Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

927 15th St., N. W. Republic 7-3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

ENGINEERS

GRANT

R. WRATHALL

Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
San Francisco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 7929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO. 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

WELDON
& CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington, D.Engineers
C
Dallas, Texas
1605 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 7, D. C.
WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *
RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church St., N.W. DEcatur 2-1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
JAMES R. BIRD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Fairmont Hotel, KYA.
33 Elm Ave.
San Francisco 8, Calif. Mill Valley, Calif.
DOuglas 2-2536
DUniap 8-4871

Fred O. Grimwood & Co., Inc.
Consulting Radio Engineers
S. C. Grimwood, Pres. Ralph J. Bitzer, Ch. Eng.
Chestnut 4977
2026 R. R. Exchange Bldg.
St. Louis 1, Mo.
Since 1932
December 15, 1952
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20? per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting. 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting . TelecastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Managerial — assistant manager. Progressive Iowa station, excellent public
acceptance. TV applicant-VHF channel.
Opportunity for capable ambitious man
with executive and sales ability, and
willing to work. Stock interest available to rightCASTING . TELECASTING.
man. Box 266S, BROADExcellent opportunity for salesminded
young executive to become assistant
manager of leading network regional
affiliate in Northeast. Send complete
resume and references. If not willing
to pound pavements to produce sales,
this is not your opportunity but if willing, excellent opportunity with salary
and bonus commensurate with ability
exists. Box 269S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Salesman for local accounts. Salary
plus commission. Good market. Texas
ABC INGstation.
Box 203S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Young woman with experience in news,
copy, sales and sales promotion wants
permanent position in sales department
with progressive station on West Coast.
Box
257S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted — Experienced time salesman.
5,000 watt CBS affiliate. City 50,000.
Give full details first letter. Box 267S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Will pay $90.00 weekly draw for top
flight local salesman. Will assign block
of house accounts immediately. Good,
protected list of prospects in virgin
market. Good man can earn in excess
of $125.00
weekly.
Must furnish
excellent credit
and business
reference.
Contact Randall McCarrell, Radio Station KBWL, Blackwell, Oklahoma.
Experienced, radio time salesman.
Starting pay $100.00 weekly, must have
car, experience, references. Contact
Manager
KCHJ, P. O. Box 262, Delano, California.
Nebraska. Radio time salesman wanted
for position at KCOW, Alliance, Nebraska. Prefer young married man
with car. Opportunity for advancement.
Salesman who can announce and who
doesn't necessary.
mind hard $91.50
work for
and 6 long
when
day hours
week
if you know your business. Mail complete qualifications, references and disc
to
Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
New Jim
Mexico.
KVER Albuquerque offers splendid opportunity for experienced salesman.
Steady, reliable, persevering man can
grow with progressive station. Outstanding in local programming and
public relations. Ideal healthful climate
year around. Business is second best
in nation. Family man preferred.
Billings assigned. Commissions. Give
full particulars and references. Bert
Arnold, KVER, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
Aggressive, experienced salesman for
Florida daytimer. Only station in Florida featuring all-negro programming.
Contact
Florida. Herb Schorr, WFEC, Miami,
Phone salesman sell GBA campaigns
for stations. Top comms., bonus. 727
Meriden Road, Waterbury, Conn.
Announcers
Newscaster
plus
announcing
shift. Permanent. regular
Texas location.
Tell
all. Box 202S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Iowa independent has immediate openfor announcer-engineer.
$80.00 per
week ing to
start. Box 255S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combo announcer-engineer, first class
ticket with emphasis on announcing.
Send photo, tape and history. They will
be returned. 1 kw NBC affiliate located in capital city in heart of fishing
and hunting country. Man must be
permanent. Starting salary $95.00 per
week.
Box 248S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Somewhere there is an announcer-copywriter working for a 250 watt station
who is ready to advance in his radio
career. We are looking for such a man
to work for a 5,000 watt CBS affiliate
which takes special pains to provide
advanced training. If you are the man
write giving full details first letter.
Box
264S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Needed: A good announcer, one who
can sell, also some music library experience. Good working conditions, fine
people surate
to withwork
your with.
ability.PayOnecommenstation
market in the Midwest. Send disc or
tape,
photo,
and
resume
to
Box
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.271S,
Wanted:sive Staff
announcer
for manager,
progresindependent,
contact
KCFH, Cuero, Texas.
Good combo man needed by SouthCBS affiliate.
$91.50
for 6-day
week ifwestyou
know your
business.
Mail
complete qualifications, references and
disc to Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
New Mexico.
5000 watt NBC affiliate in city of 15,000
needs experienced announcer with
copywriting ability. Duties will include
some continuity writing. Send audition,
disc, terphoto,
reference, andmarital
detailedstatus,
letgiving background,
salary expected and telephone number
to
Ray Beels, KVGB, Great Bend,
Kansas.
Staff announcer — 1000 watt indie. Send
audition and full particulars to Chuck
Moyer,
Director, WACB, Kittanning, Program
Pennsylvania.
WFNC, Fayetteville, North Carolina
needs good announcer. Write Box 1230,
Fayetteville, North Carolina giving age,
experience, and references.
Unusual opportunity for afternoon personality DJ. Must do some staff announcing and have ideas for TV in near
future. Send picture and tape to
WIMA, Lima, Ohio.
Help wanted: Combination man. Heavy
on announcing. Small station. Small
resort town. $80.00. Forty Hour week.
For details, call collect. Telephone
Number 65, WKAM, Warsaw, Indiana.
Immediatenouncer.
opening
Permanent— Experienced
position. Disc an-or
tape,
photo
first
letter.
WMLT, Dublin,
Georgia.
Immediate opening at growing central
Florida independent for announcer
with first phone, opportunity to do
selling too. Send complete details on
background. WPLA, Plant City, Florida.
WSIP, Paintsville, Kentucky, needs two
men immediately. First play-by-play,
basketball, football, who will also do
man on street and can handle news.
Other man must be continuity writerannouncer. Excellent working conditions, good salary. Send tape, or record
and background,
sonal interview. or come in for perLive wire independent needs personalitysurate
staff withannouncer.
Pay commenability. Contact
WVSC,
Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.

Wanted:Help
Two Wanted
or more (Cont'd)
announcers for
TV-AM operation. Announcing experience necessary; AM combination experiencerequirements,
preferred. Send photo,
audition, salary
background
to Box 987, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTFlorida. First class engineer. No experience
necessary. Box 116S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
First class operator, preferably with
experience and capable of assuming
duties ofnancechief
setting upproofs
mainte-of
schedule,in handling
performance, etc. 250 watt network affiliate in beautiful Shenandoah Valley.
Send complete details including salary
requirement, experience, etc, to Box
196S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
AM- TV worktransmitter
engineer for Ohio.
netstation in Northeastern
Prefer man from Ohio-Western Pennsylvania
area. Box 263S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Combination man. Better than average
pay
dependable
good
radioforvoice.
Friendlyman
townwith
of atwenty
thousand,
ideal
for
family
man.
Contact Mr. Herbert Lee or Mr. Palmer
Dragsten, KDHL, Faribault, Minnesota.
Chief engineer to announce approximately 20 hours weekly net station.
Ideal living conditions. Start $80.00.
Inquire KLEA, Lovington, New MexIndependent metropolitan Washington,
D. C. station needs immediately first
phone engineer experienced in studio
operation. Modern building, latest
equipment, pleasant staff and good pay.
WARL, Arlington, Virginia.
Engineer with first class ticket wanted
immediately. Experience not entirely
necessary. Good pay. Ideal place to
live. WBBO, AM and FM, Forest City,
North Carolina.
Operator with first class license. No
experience necessary. WEAV, Plattsburg, New York.
Chief engineer, CBS 250 watter with TV
application, Fayetteville, North Carolina. Salary $325.00-$350.00
monthly
with
insurance,
hospitalization,
vacation,
other benefits. WFAI, Phone 2-8131.
Immediate opening — Experienced engine r-Chief's job open. WMRI, Marion,
Indiana.
First phone: transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland, Vermont.
Immediate opening, first phone engineer,
applicants
ered, 1000inexperienced
watt daytime
station,considgive
full resume first letter. Write WWYO,
Pineville, West Virginia.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity writer for Southern metropolitan radio-TV station. Must have
strong sell and ideas. State experience,
reference,
personal
and minimum salary
first history,
letter. Box
150S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
A well established medium sized firm
representing
television
tions seeks aradio
youngandman,
repliessta-in
confidence, with New York time buying
or representation experience. Give
complete details in letter. Box 268S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Continuity writer — Must be able to
write plete
selling
commercials.
Send cominformation
present salary,
past
two employers, education and experience, together with photo and sample
of continuity to Wayne Cribb, General
Manager,
nibal,
Mo. Radio Station KHMO, Han
I
Wanted: Copywriter to also announce
women's programs. Start at $50.00.
State experience, personal history. Berney
Burleson, WETB, Johnson City,
Tennessee.
Copy writer or combination copy
writer-announcer. WGEM, Quincy, Illi
nois. Wire, phone, write details.
Television
Announcers
$80.00 a week for good announcer
strong on "sell" and DJ. TV future in
good Midsouth market. Send complete
details in first letter. Replies confidential. Box 763R, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
TV Technician with TV schooling or
broadcast experience. Southwest. Enclose fullsirable.particulars,
recent photo de-.
Box 180S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
Television news teacher needed in
large university journalism school, beginning February. Television news experience essential. Chance for graduate
work.
Box 189S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted

Managerial
Manager available immediately. Will
invest in station or purchase entire interest. Twenty years enviable record
in economical operation, production,
sales both radio newspaper. Forget
absentee ownership worries. Prefer
Western location. Box 245S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Combination manager - chief engineer Fi
available immediately. Experienced in
applications, insulations and operation.
Permanent position only. Box 270S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Announcer deep rich melodious voice.
Versatile talents. Program sales ideas
can make $$$ for you. R. Deck, Buffalo,
New York, 23 Oxford, Phone GR. 2239.
Announcers
Young sires
man,
21, college
debroadcasting
job. graduate,
Will do any
work but sports is specialty. Limited
commercial mediately.
experience.
Available imBox 107S, BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Announcer, versatile, sports specialty,
control board operator. DJ, married.
Willing to settle small community.
Available immediately. Box 212S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Thoroughly experienced mature announcer, capable all phases. Please investigate this. Box 230S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Announcer-salesman. Twelve years experience write,
includingsell.
management.
nounce,
Interested An-in
Television. Livable salary. Prefer West
but all offers considered. Box 236S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer - engineer, first phone,
worked three stations, all phases. Employed, prefer change South. Degree,
25, married. Strong news, commercials. ICASTING.
Box
237S, BROADCASTING . TELEHillbilly DJ with national recognition
wants change
to power
promotion and talent
mindedstation
local inor large
market. Now in South. Box 238S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Extensive commercial experience ansales-promotion.
Ability tops. nouncing,
Seeknews, progressive
operation.
CASTING.
Box
249S, BROADCASTING . TELEPresently
employed
program director.
Prefers announcer
medium or -large
market. Northeast. $85.00. Box 250S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

::
:
:

Situation Wanted — (Cont'd)
4.nnouncer-PD, 5 years experience,
Jeep voice, excellent quality, must be
quality station.
Box 251S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Announcer: 3 years educational, commercial. B. S. Degree, major in radio
speech, DJ, newscast, MC, special
events, commercial announcing that
sells, and character voices. Prefer Midwest. Available immediately. Box 252S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer, ambition plus, heavy on
Ihnews and commercials. All data supI plied. Tape, photo, etc. Box 258S,
! BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
! Announcer — Four years experience with
emphasis
on newscasting.
Want toTape
locate fifty miles
from Philadelphia.
and info on CASTIrequest.
Box
259S,
BROADNG .TELECASTING.
Announcer, 26, news, sports, disc
jockey-control board operator. Some
experience — versatile, capable and reliable. Married, draft exempt, free to
travel. Wants to settle small community. Resume, photo, disc on request.
Peter Franklin, 73 Propp Avenue,
Franklin Square, Long Island, New
York. Floral Park 2-6286.
Announcer. Clear, mature selling voice.
Good interpretation. Three years uni.versity; announcing school. Five
months commercial board and mike experience, including net. Midwest.
Charles May, 4001 Bell, Kansas City,
'Missouri.
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Transmitter operator. License plus
broadcast experience. Qualified technician available reasonably because various factors. Please specify requirements. Lewis Sherlock, Box 891, Denver 1, Colorado.
Production-Programming, Others
Need girl, staff-writer? Script writing,
continuity, promotion, and general
secretary experience, both radio and
TV. Available January 1. Box 155S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
News director, 50 kw station, aims at
market over 150,000, with TV or TVoutlook. Seeks station with energetic
newscal and
attitudes,
toward Box
loregional especially
direct coverage.
183S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Available woman! I want to help you
produce
better women's
years experience
writingprograms.
continuity,3
producing
and
airing
women's
shows, sidewalk interviews, fashion sport
programs. Presently employed with 5,000
watt network affiliate. BA degree, single, will travel anywhere. Prefer West
or Midwest.
Box 234S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Top local newsman, 30, proven moneymaker, eight years experience includes
TV, crisp air delivery, veteran reporter,
now metropolitan editor looking for
change. ered.AllBox 239S,
three-figure
offers consid- .
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Baseball play - by - play. Experienced
radio and TV ducer-director
sportsavailableannouncer-profor major or
high minor baseball position. Tape and
picture on request.
Box 242S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

' 'First phone. CREI graduate. 4 years
'. control room and transmitter. Chief
' '3V2.
car. North
only. Single,
2 weeks.draft
Box exempt,
191S, BROADCAST■ ITNG . TELECASTING.
Sport pro director, 5 years
Combo man with first ticket, 2 years Attention!
experience all phases sports. Available
]i[training
and
experience.
25
years
old,
immediately.
Send full particulars first
married, veteran, has car, will travel. letter. Draft exempt.
Box 256S, BROADlljBox
231S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELEC
A
S
T
I
N
G
•
TELECASTING.
CASTING.
Need a sales-minded PD? An expert
Veteran, 23, completed radio-TV school;
ad-libber, professional musician, piano
has first phone. Tape and photo on re- and
organ, production man, good DJ.
quest. One year production experience
I'm available.
Box 260S, BROADCASTHollywood TV station. Prefer Western
ING . TELECASTING.
states. Box 232S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Television
Chief engineer, construction experience,
announcer, copywriter, presently PD.
Announcers
High calibre, educated, family man.
Draft INGexempt.
Box
244S,
BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Baseball for TV. Announcer and directorING .available.
Box 243S, BROADCASTTELECASTING.
, Available immediately: Engineer, eight
years, 28, first class license, car. Permanent. $75.00. Mr. Engineer, 206 Furman
Technical
Street, Syracuse 5, New York, 75-8913.
Engineering supervisor of TV studios
Engineer
— SVzto years
& AM-FM
remoted desires position as chief
transmitter
5 kw.studio
S. Geller,
537 and
engineer with TV station in West.
45th Street, Union City, New Jersey.
Excellent background, proven ability
i l Veteran, married — first phone. Six and best of references. The man you
need to build
deI I months experience WNYC-transmitpartment from CPyour
to aengineering
well organized,
■ j ter, studio, master control, recording,
efficient operation.
Box
186S,
BROAD[|i remotes. Living wage necessary. AvailCASTING .TELECASTING.
able January 1st. Benjamin Greenberg, 2283 Coney Island Avenue, BrookProduction
and art. Handled all phases
. lyn 23, N. Y., ES 6-8101.
of production on over 1,000 hours of TV
I Radio operator — First phone license. 8 shows. Artist-designer 7 years. Pro: months experience, willing to travel.
fessional education in design, TV. VerHarry Kraft, 1037 Creger Avenue,
satile, imaginative. Veteran. Box 235S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Union, New Jersey.
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Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence and correspondence courses
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Salesmen

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
TV film — ■ Thoroughly experienced in
programming,
procurement
& operations. Now with
top company.
For
details write Box 241S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Production-Programming , Others
Television program director, production
manager, 2V2 years experience, programming, production — live and film,
writing, film procurement and cutting.
ING
Radio
program director 4 years. Box253S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTAdministrative, sales and program man.
Over nine years experience in media.
Presently employed by major network
in Hollywood. Desirous of lucrative
promising future which lower bracket
network employees do not enjoy. College graduate, under 30 years, fulfilled
military requirements. Single, will
travel anywhere. Box 265S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
For Sale
Stations
Rocky Mountain. Single station market. 250 watt affiliated. Nets $20,000.00
year average. Bargain.
Box 233S,
BROADCASTING
♦ TELECASTING.

We have two salesmen; one earns
$20,000.00; the other $14,000.00. No
ceiling on earnings for another top
man. Good market and top station. If
you can sell in a competitive market,
send complete resume to Box 208S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING. All
replies confidential.

SALESMAN
for one of the largest radio and TV reps
to call on advertisers and agencies in New
York City. In reply state age, experience,
references and salary. Box 272S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming , Others

Only radio station Northwestern town
8,000 population. Grossing $72,000.00 annually, netting $22,000.00. Confidential.
CASTING
Box
247S, BROADCASTING . TELE-

SENSIBLE • CREATIVE • EXPERIENCED
Here's the man you're looking for! Twelve years
experience as newscaster, announcer, producer,
MC, packager, agency and sales. I've handled
talent and clients. One of Chicago's first TV
performers. Associate member NARND. Audition material and references, ad infinitum.
Qualified for executive position, AM-TV.
agency. Available after holidays. Particularly
interested in wholesome home and future for
family. Small sum for investment. Let's gol 1 1
Box 254S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Equipment, etc.
Modernization program lists following
as surplus: 200 ft. guyed tower, extra
heavy,tor amplifiers,
complete.excellent
2 Gates condition.
SA-10 moni-1
Gates SA-20
line
amplifier
good condition. 1 General Radio inModulation
monitor, needs recalibrating. 1 RCA
limiter, 1 year old, good condition.
1 Gates
SA-22 cuing
amplifier,
lent condition.
200 feet
% inch excelrigid
coax, 20 foot sections. Radio Station
KGNO, Dodge City, Kansas.
5 kw American modulation transformer,
heavy
duty;1.5 PRI.
sec.
8400 ohms;
amps.4660-4660
Max Peakohms;
DC PRI.
$500.00tion F.O.B.
Ogden, Utah, Radio StaKLO.
Wanted to Buy

MATURE JUDGMENT
Radio andrecord
newspaper
executive
long,
successful
advertising,
sales, with
campaigns,
business management.
sold Floridaprogram
properties). Background:(Justcampaigns,
ideas, nist,
agency
Former NY columnarratorcopy
and writing.
radio commentator,
CBS,
NBC and MBS. Former feature writer, AP,
UP and INS, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Detroit, New York, and Florida. Have money
toING.invest
if required.
Willemployment
consider anyor interview towards
prospective
deal.
Box 26IS, BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

Stations
Wanted to Buy — By reliable party, 250
or
or fulltime,1,000in watt
North station,
or Southdaytime
Carolina.
All
replies held strictly confidential. Send
full
details
to
Box
246S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Purchase station in Western area or
part interest with management contract.erences.
Best personal
and Morgan,
financial KLO,
refWrite or wire
Ogden, Utah.
Equipment, etc.
Two 944 MC Dish antennas, STL transmitter and receiver. Interested in any
TELECASTING.
part.
Box 220S, BROADCASTING •

Television
Managerial
EXPERIENCED TV EXECUTIVE (31)
seeks connection as sales manager or
assistant manager new tele station.
Excellent background in TV sales including 3 years national spot level
and 2 years successful TV station. A
personable,
producer ofexperienced allcompetent
executive phases
TV.
Available immediately. Box 3S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.

Any
equipment for
including
200'
tower orandall transmitter
1 kw station. W. A. Wynne, Rocky Mount,
North Carolina.

OR

TELEVISION
or both
=
{=
H
=
=
"S
=

I

I'm looking for a challenging position, either with an established
operation or a new enterprise. I have had more than 20 years
experience in broadcasting, and in almost every phase of its
operations. I know sales programming.
I know costs.
After a period in Federal Government (where I learned about
what makes Washington tick) I am now looking for a chance to
put my experience to good use on a long-term basis.
I'm community
and public service-minded, stable.
I know
H agencies and accounts, (I've been on both sides of the field.)
;= Money is definitely an object, but the potential is more important.
|s Prefer West Coast, but I'm prepared to go anywhere. Facts and
{= references available on request.

s
=
=
=
=
S
=
=

|

|

Write or wire Box 262S, BROADCASTING

• TELECASTING.

Ej
^
=
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Long established company in broadcasting
field interested in purchasing substantial
share of VHF
or about to

TV

station now operating

be constructed.

19SS, Broadcasting

Write

B'ox

• Telecasting

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
TELEVISION
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 18)
RCA Victor to sell television sets,
using the slogan, "More people
buy RCA Victor than any other

Five years practical experience all
phases of television. College graduate. Invaluable, diversified background in television, theatre and
motion pictures. Now employed with
important, profitable network affiliate.
Thorough knowledge of programming
and production. Top references. Desire to associate with new organization on a top position where my
experience will be of greater value.
Box
240S,
CASTING. BROADCASTING • TELE-

television."
The present RCA Victor network
radio and' TV schedule, all on NBC,
includes two Sunday shows, the
Phil Harris- Alice Faye Show on
radio, 8-8:30 p.m. promoting the
sale of radios, records and TV sets,
and The Kukla, Fran & Ollie show
on TV, 4-4:30 p.m. for the sale of
radios, records and Victrola phonographs. The new Dennis Day Show

Situations Wanted
Managerial

For Sale
Equipment, etc.

GENERAL

FOR
SALE
1 kw AM transmitter,
W. E. type - 443A1.
/. C. BIDDY
1624 N. W. 35th St., Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma. Telephone Jackson 5-3837

MANAGER

AVAILABLE JANUARY l, lojj
I am a station manager with 20
years in the business. I am interested
in taking over an existing property,
or building a new one in radio or
television, or both. Although I am
41, my experience includes II years
with a basic 50,000 waft network
affiliated station, growing up with the
property. For the past nine years
have operated a major independent
in one of the country's biggest and
most competitive markets. The station is now No. I in its area.
I have been active in industry affairs and know my way around the
agencies in the East, Midwest and
West Coast. Plenty of references,
including present employer. Wire or
write Box 2I6S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.

Radio

Station

Miscellaneous
How about Erecting, Altering, Painting
We're ready
your Tower-Antenna-Lights?
J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
. PAINTING . ERECTING
MAINTENANCE • YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432, Tel: 4-2115, . Gastonia, N. C.
316 Briland St., Tel: King 8-8230,
Alexandria, Va.
SALES MANAGERS
Tap new market with HOUSING HEADLINES,
a fast-moving 15-minute transcribed series
tailored to suit sales promotion needs of
builders, suppliers. Home buyer problems,
household tips, top interviews featured. 13week series
available
at low
cost. National
For particulars write
to: Radio
Director,
Ass'n.
of
Home
Builders,
1028
Connecticut
Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Employment Service
EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have mercial
selected
General,
Comand Program
Managers;
Chief Engineers. Disc Jockeys
and other specialists. Delays are
costly; tell us your needs today.
Howard S. Fuzin
TV & Radio Management Comxdtantt
708 Bond Bide., Washington 5, D. C.

and

Newspaper

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create
the need for an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn-Hamilton Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals
in minimum time.
Appraisals

is televised on Friday, 8:30 p.m.
promoting the TV sets, RCA Service and tubes.
Unlike most advertising directors, Mr. Coffin is in a consultive
rather than operating capacity on
campaigns, media and merchandisthe division's
radio ing.
andHe supervises
TV programs,
handling
the allocation of commercial time
to the various company products.
Expenditures by distributors and
dealers on radio and TV are comparable percentage - wise to that
spent by the factory.
Mr. Coffin was born in GreenHe attended
Paul'sin
School wich,inConn.New
HampshireSt. and
1929 entered Yale U., majoring in
chemistry. He left college to get
married and take his first position,
which was in the warehouse of
A & P in New York. He advanced
to advertising manager of products
manufactured by the chain. After
four years, he left to enter the
agency field as an account executive for Sherman K. Ellis Inc. In
1938 he became advertising manager of Carstairs Distilling Co.,
but later returned to Ellis (now
C. J. LaRoche) to handle liquor
and food accounts.
In 1942, Mr. Coffin took a government post as regional chief of a
materials section of the War Production Board. Two years he was
back in the advertising business
associated with McCann-Erickson
Inc. agency in New York. In 1949
his advertising and merchandising
know-how took him to RCA Victor
and into his current position.
Mr. Coffin resides in Haverford,
a main line suburb of Philadelphia.
He is married to the former Barbara Bersbach. They have four
children.

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V. Hamilton
235
Montgomery St.
Tribune
Tower
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2

QUEBEC TV CENSORS
Federal-Province Fight Brews
LEGISLATION for control of television films and programs by the
Quebec provincial cinema censors
board was passed by the upper
house of the Quebec provincial legislative council on December 4.
Government leader Edouard Asselin said the province was not ready
to yield without a fight what it believes to be its rights in TV. The
Quebec provincial government feels
that all TV films, as well as live
shows, should be censored by its
moving picture board.
The federal government has announced that should the Quebec
government pass legislation giving
it power to censor TV programs, it
will appeal the law to the Supreme
Court of Canada, which has ruled,
along with the Privy Council in
j| England, that radio is a federal
matter, and Ottawa feels that television comes under the term of
radio.

SPORTS EVENTS
TV Stimulates — Barbe
TELEVISION in the long run wil
stimulate rather than hurt attend
ance at sports events, Walter (Red; 'f
Barber, CBS counselor on sports 'P
told an audience at Town Hall, New ^
York, fortnight ago.
Mr. Barber's views on the effec" lil
of television on sports attendance
were given in answer to a question J
at the end of his hour-long lectur%,
on "My Philosophy of Sports Broad |(i
casting." He voiced the opiniorb
that television would follow in thek
steps of radio and ultimately serv?
as a magnet that would draw spec:|
tators to the stadia.
Explaining that television, likc|wu
radio, will make new fans foj
sports, the sportscaster declared
they will not be satisfied with
limitations that TV necessarily imposes on sports coverage. He cited
the example that some fans might
be interested in watching activity ^
in a certain part of the field, or of p
a particular player, that the camerap
might overlook.
In his lecture, Mr. Barber said
his philosophy of sports broadcast
ing is based on the proposition that|»,
he is a reporter and not a fan, a
player, an umpire, or a club official
He stressed that his job is to report facts and said he accomplishes
this task by losing himself so com
pletely in the game that he is not
influenced by other factors.
if
A recording of his lecture is to
be made available to the Armed
Forces Radio Network stations
overseas.
READER SURVEY
On NCAA Plan by 'Inquirer'
TO LEARN the opinion of its readers on the question of telecasting
of college football games, the Phil
adelphia Inquirer invited them to
write a letter supporting either
the one-game-a-week policy of the
NCAA TV Committee or an unlim
ited telecast system.
The newspaper reported that it
would publish the outstanding let
ters — of 50 words or less — on its
sports pages. To provide readers
with background of the controver
sy, the Inquirer published in its
Dec. 1 issue comments by Asa S
Bushnell, director of the 1952
NCAA TV Committee, and the
Rev. Edmund P. Joyce, CSC, executive vice president of Notre Dame
U. and a critic of the NCAA TV
college football program [B»T,
Nov. 17, et seq].
Sets in Canada

Down

FACTORY shipments of radio receivers in Canada for the first
eight months of 1952 totaled 297,7
800 sets valued at $27,311,000, according to the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics. During the same period
factory production totaled 265,500
sets. During the same 1951 period
production totaled 440,000 sets and
shipments amounted to 304,000
sets valued at $34,304,000.

Daytime Lighting
(Continued from page 73)

ASKS
KOB Case Clarification
REQUEST for clarification,
changes and enlargement of the issues in the scheduled hearing regarding the renewal of the special
service authorization for KOB to

MUTUAL headaches of these Massachusetts and Connecticut uhf TV grantee
representatives, who expect to have their stations on the air by early 1953,
are discussed at a meeting of 500 retail TV set dealers sponsored by Stern
& Co., Zenith distributors, in Hartford. They are (I to r): Edward Waller,
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.; Alan C. Tindal, WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.;
Peter Kenney, WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn., and Patrick Montague, WHYNTV Holyoke, Mass.
ed items of $8,000 for an H type
marker and $35,000 for dual studiotransmitter links. The H type
marker is an aviation radio warning device which would operate nondirectionally in the 200-400 kc band.
The application pointed out
WFAA-TV is willing to accept a

fCC roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications

box
AM Stations
FM Stations
TV Stations

SUMMARY

score

On Air
2,358
622
117

THROUGH

Licensed
2,340
57998

CPs
161
77
147

DECEMBER 11
Hearing
Pending
In
Appls.
843
20
5
177
242

* Filed since April 14, of which 144 have been granted.
For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 82.

general manager during 97
time
late
4 * the Now
Mr. Stuart owned half-interest.
Mr. Headley is buying the 50% interest
he originally sold to Mr. Stuart from
the
Mr.granted
Stuart'sNov.
estate.
Filedexecutors
Nov. 14, of1952;
10.
AM GRANTS: FCC made no grants
for new AM stations last week.

- Non-Docker Actions . . .
TRANSFER GRANTS
New Applications . . .
Listed by States
TRANSFER REQUEST
WFPA Granted
Fort Payne,
Ala. — James
KRSC Seattle, Wash.— Assignment of
Killian.
assignment
of licenseL. license
from Radio Sales Corp. to J.
to George A. Gothberg Jr., general
Elroy McCaw.
Assignee
is sole stockmanager of WFFA, for $15,000. From
holder of assignor
and assignment
was
•, lance
1950 to
GothbergWSRSwas WERE
free- occasioned by the termination and/or
disc1952
m.c. Mr.
for WJMO
alteration of those factors and con! Cleveland
owned(nowRadio
TV Worksiderations which made the corporate
shop TalentandSchool
discontinued).
a desirable and essential method
I Filed Oct. 6, 1952; amended Oct. 18; guise
of operation. No monetary considera' granted Dec. 10.
tion;dividual
changeonly from
to in-of
and nocorporation
actual change
5 KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col. — Rex
G. Howell.
Granted
assignment
of
liownership
or
control.
Fi'ed
Nov.
21.
cense to KGLN Inc., new corporation
'; composed
Rexindividual),
G. Howell who
(former
100%
ownerof
FCC Actions
own 51%,
andas Jerry
Fitch, who will
will
own 49% of stock in corporation. Mr.
(Continued from page 99)
Fitch will pay $9,800 for his interest in
the new corporation; he is resident
terrain from 610 to 656 ft.
manager of KGLN. Filed Nov. 18, 1952; average
WRC-FM Washington, D. C— CP to
granted Dec. 10.
change type ant. to Collins, 37M-8, 8
WCFV Clifton Forge, Va. — Clifton sec; ant. height above average terrain
Forge Bcstg. Corp. Granted transfer cf to 410 ft.
control to E. T. Nicely, C. T. Lawler
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. C— CP to
change type ant. to Andrew 1304, 4
' and W. G. Mathews Jr. (Comr. Hensec; ERP
; nock dissented). Stock transfer and trans,
to 1 tokw.2.88 kw; output power of
absorption of debts. Granted Dec. 10.
Change ERP
' WNNT Warsaw, Va. — Northern Neck
■ & Tidewater Bcstg. Co. Granted asKFUO-FM Clayton, Mo. — CP to
'• signment of license from Grayson HeadERP from 6.7 kw to 7.14 kw;
ley, individual'y, and Charles E. Stuart change
ant. toheight
i Jr. and Mrs. Elizabeth P. Stuart, co- 2Z0
321 ft.above average terrain from
l executors
of Estate
of Charles
E. StuLicense for CP
art, deceased,
to Grayson
Headley
for
WFUM
(FM)
Flint, Mich. — License
I $18,750.tion when
Mr.it Headley,
who
owned
stabegan broadcasting, later for CP, which authorized new FM.
WFOB-FM Fostoria, Ohio — License
sold 50r;;,
interest
to
Mr.
Stuart;
howfor CP, which authorized changes in
ever, Mr. Headley continued to hoM
office of president and continued as licensed station.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

■4

un up most of the tower to acommodate servicing. Power from
he TV transmitter would be run
ip the structure via 1,800 ft. of
X(|;'%-inch RCA coaxial cable.
The tower and guy wire rigging
^4vill require a plot of 100 acres, the
pplication indicated.
The proposed operation would
provide TV service to an area of
0,067 sq. mi. and population of
,263,047 persons in the Grade A
:ontour and an area of 18,261 sq.
ni. and population of 1,422,773
arsons in the Grade B contour.
Minimum field strength over Dallas
]H vould be 91 dbu.
Cost of the antenna system is
jiven in the application as $833,000.
*CA transmitter will cost $212,000.
Buildings will cost $50,000 and
)ther items, including $2,435 for
frequency and modulation monitors,
otal about $115,000. Total cost of
erap;he project is given as in excess
)f $1.2 million.
Among the expenses are includ-

ABC

grant of its bid subject to the condition that it will provide whatever
daytime lighting requirement that
may be adopted by the Commission
and CAA for towers of that height.
The proposed site is acceptable to
the regional airspace subcommittee,
WFAA-TV's application said, except for the problem of daytime
lighting. The proposal was considered in early September. At that
time, Mr. Cullum explained, the
height requested is the "absolute
minimum required to afford the desired TV coverage in both Dallas
and Fort Worth for the four commercial channels allocated in the
site is the result of two
vhfThe
band."
years' intensive study of the local
area to find a suitable location. An
earlier proposed site two miles
south of Grand Prairie was opposed
before the airspace subcommittee
last February on grounds of being
too close to the Navy air station
at Dallas.
At present, the tallest self-supported TV antenna in the world is
that of WSB-TV Atlanta, 1,062 ft.
in height. The Empire State Bldg.
and its TV antennas hit the 1,470
ft. mark.
The Air Force has a 1,212 ft.
tower for loran studies at Rome,
N. Y.
CBCs Most Powerful
WHEN Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. builds its $1 million TV station at Winnipeg next year, it will
be the most powerful in Canada,
according to J. F. Hayes, CBCs
assistant director of engineering in
charge of TV. He said the station
will have an effective power of 50
kw and a range of 75 miles.
Present CBC TV stations at
Toronto and Montreal have effective power of 17 kw.

continue its
"temporary"
operation
on 11-year
clear channel
770 kc
[B*T, Nov. 10] was made by ABC
last week. ABC's WJZ New York
is assigned to 770 kc.
At the same time, the Dec. 10
hearing date was postponed to Jan.
21 by Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham.
ABC asked that the issues set
forth by the FCC be changed in
these respects :
1. Instead of day and nighttime coverage, nighttime coverage only should
be at issue. Daytime coverage is not
significant, ABC said.
2. That return of KOB to 1030 kc
should be considered not only with 10
kw power, but also 50 kw, nighttime
directional. KOB's official license is for
1030 kcated onwith
kw. It has never operthat 10wavelength.
3. Objectional interference to WBZ
Boston, Westinghouse station on 1030
kc, be limited only to new interference
from KOB with 50 kw, not just that
occurring from 10 kw operation.
4. That skywave overlap of Westinghouse stations KYA Philadelphia,
KDKA Pittsburgh and WOWO Fort
Wayne as well as WBZ Boston be made
an issue. Factor would permit ABC to
show that any losses suffered by WBZ
through operation of KOB on 1030 kc
would be compensated by coverage
from other Westinghouse stations, brief
stated.
5. Add another issue concerning possible other frequencies KOB might be
assigned to in addition to 1030 kc and
770 kc.
ABC also answered a Westinghouse petition two weeks ago seeking reconsideration
of the on
FCC's
decision
to hold a hearing
the
KOB case [B»T, Dec. 8]. Westinghouse urged the Commission to
confine the hearing to an extension
of KOB's SSA on 770 kc. If the
Commission is determined to include the 1030 kc issue, Westinghouse asked that a permanent
solution be found to the KOB
problem.
ABC opposed Westinghouse's rethat the Commission
reconsiderquestits decision
to call a hearing,
but did concur that one of the issues in the hearing be the consideration of other frequencies to
which KOB nrght permanently be
assigned.
RCA'S THESAURUS subscribers were
sent
two special
Year's
shows
last week,
accordingNew
to RCA
Recorded
Program Services. One is a two-hour
New Year's Eve Dance Party, featuring music by well known orchestras,
and the other is a hflf-hour program
of popular standard songs of past 10
years.
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SNADER SUIT
Hearing Set for Today
HEARING is set in Los Angeles
Superior Court for today (Monday) on an amended complaint by
Louis D. Snader charging his fellow part-owners in Snader Telescriptions Sales Inc., Alexander
Bisno and Samuel Markovitch, with
conspiracy and fraud.
Judge Frank Swain in late November had instructed Mr. Snader
to return an amended complaint
on grounds the original one was
too vague. Mr. Snader in the original complaint had sued to prevent
Messrs. Bisno and Markovitch from
selling 750 Snader Telescriptions
to Ben Frye of Studio Films Inc.,
Cleveland, and asked for dissolution
of the corporation.
The amended complaint adds as
defendants United Television Programs, which distributes the Snader films; UTP President Gerald
King, Mr. Frye and 103 limited
partners, and asks for declaratory
relief and an accounting of funds.
STS Treasurer Bisno, director
Markovitch, and Mr. Snader, himself, among others, are defendants
in a suit set for hearing Dec. 30.
It was filed last Tuesday in Los
Angeles Federal Court by Reuben
R. Kaufman, former STS president.
Charging a conspiracy between
Messrs. Bisno and Markovitch to
destroy STS, Mr. Kaufman claims
Mr. Bisno spent $750,000 without a
full account, spent $25,000 of working capital without authorization,
drew $6,500 of corporation funds
for himself and kept company
money in his personal account.
Time of Alleged Fraud
Now president of Guild Films
Inc., New York TV film distributors, Mr. Kaufman claims the fraud
took place while he was president
of the firm at a $25,000 annual
salary. He charges STS received
$2.1 million income up to last May,
while spending $1.8 million, and
demands an accounting of the
$300,000 difference. STS owns distribution rights to 800 TV musical
musical shorts, a Dick Tracy halfhour film series and several Korda
pictures.
Asking for removal of Messrs.
Bisno and Markovitch from the
STS board of directors, Mr. Kaufman's suit also seeks an injunction
from further distribution of the
firm's funds, an accounting of
"secret profits," damages, and appointment of a receiver for the
firm.
Other defendants in Mr. Kaufman's suit are STS, BSM Telescriptions, Snader Distributing Co., Mr.
Frye, Studio Films, UTP, Bisno
Telefilm Sales, Henry Bisno, Nathan Dicker and Sidney Dorfman.

BARBARA WELLES, WOR-AM-TV
New York women's commentator, will
broadcast in French on special Voice
of America program today (Monday),
giving her impressions of her recent
trip to France and comments on role
women play in France.
December 15, 1952
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THEATRE TV
Has Busy Week in Showings
CLOSED circuit theatre televisior
gained momentum last week with
coast-to-coast telecasts of a sales
conference by James Lees & SonCo., Bridgeport, Pa., on Monday
and of the entire Metropolitan

WDOK Cleveland, at an informal ceremony last month, had the pleasure of
burning an $88,000 mortgage on its broadcasting equipment. Present were
(seated, I to r) Walberg L. Brown, vice president-general manager, and R.
Morris Pierce, president; standing (I to r) are Carl V. Bradford, manager, RCA
Cleveland office; Fred Wolf, WDOK treasurer, and James Keachie, area RCA
sales representative. Mr. Brown resigned from WDOK last Monday and was
succeeded by Harry Camp [B*T, Dec. 1 ]
Hearings on TV Applications
(Continued from page 74)
Amusement Co. to enter the hearing. Jefferson Amusement Co. is
controlled 50% by United Paramount Theatres but this interest is
being dissolved.
The other Ch. 4 applicants are
Smith Radio Co. and Port Arthur
College. They are in dispute presently over Smith Radio's plan to
take depositions of individuals
connected with the college and its
commercial station, KPAC Port
Arthur. The school contends Smith
Radio seeks to adduce evidence that
is negative against the school
rather than affirmative evidence in
support of the Smith Radio bid.
The Fort Wayne, Ind. uhf Ch.
33 case was completed by Examiner
Fanney N. Litvin last week except
for certain exhibits. On Jan. 12
she is to begin the Canton, Ohio,
CANADA
POLICY
One TV Station per Area
TO SPREAD TV as widely as possible, the Canadian government has
announced only one CBC or privately-owned station will be licensed in any one area at present,
with the latter required to carry
national programs, but free to
carry other programs and advertising.
Legislation is to be introduced
soon to grant CBC another $5
million loan to build TV stations
at Halifax, Winnipeg and Vancouver. ATV repeater station now
is being built by CBC at Ottawa.
Opposition speakers in the House
of Commons said government policy should have been the opposite,
with CBC putting stations in areas
not economically able to support
TV under private enterprise. They
also stated that there should be
competition with existing Canadian
stations.

uhf Ch. 29 proceeding.
The Duluth, Minn. - Superior,
Wis., vhf Ch. 6 hearing resumes
Tuesday before Examiner Herbert
Sharfman with presentation of nontechnical evidence. The DuluthSuperiortinued to Ch.
Feb. 317.case has been conThe Wichita vhf Ch. 3 hearing
continues before Examiner Hugh
B. Hutchison while the vhf Ch. 10
proceeding for that city has been
recessed until Feb. 10.
Examiner J. D. Bond has not
been assigned any TV cases while
newly appointed Examiner Gifford
Irion has been designated to preside at a common carrier case
beginning Tuesday. Examiner Leo
Resnick, who recently recommended
approval of the proposed ABCUnited Paramount Theatres merger
and contingent cases, has not been
assigned another case.

CLOSED CIRCUIT
Armstrong Uses Colorcast
COLOR equipment was used last
Wednesday by the Armstrong Cork
Co., Lancaster, Pa., in a closed circuit demonstration for more than
500 wholesale distributors of its
commercial products.
The color telecast was piped to
the 31st annual convention of the
firm's floor division product distributors two miles away. They
watched demonstrations of the
company's 1953 linoleum patterns
on some 16 large-screen color receivers. Colorcast equipment was
supplied by Smith, Kline & French
Labs, direct from the American
Medical Assn. convention in Denver.
The telecast originated in the
"Armstrong Idea House" on the
edge of Lancaster and was carried
by coaxial cable and microwave
signal to the convention auditorium.

Opera men"Co.,
performance
of "Caron Thursday
evening.
Both telecasts were carried by
the facilities of Theatre Network
Television. A TNT spokesman
pointed
that "Carmen"
seen in 31outtheatres
in 27 cities was
and
that 20 additional theatres could
not
be accommodated
because
the unavailability
of AT&T
Lines.of1
The opera was viewed in theatres
in the following cities: New York;
Fort Lee, N. J.; Lynn, Mass.; Boston; Asbury Park, N. J.; Richmond;
Pittsburgh; Toledo; Cleveland;
Chicago; Minneapolis; Milwaukee;
Omaha; Des Moines; Denver; Salt
Lake City; San Francisco; Los Angeles; Hollywood; Buffalo; Kansas
City; Philadelphia; Detroit; Baltimore; Albany; Cincinnati, and Sacramento.
TNT said the performance marked the first time that an opera was
telecast into motion picture theatres. The opera featured such singers as Rise Stevens, Richard Tucker, Robert Merrill, and Nadine
Conner.
Benefits of Telecast
Net proceeds from the telecast
will benefit the Metropolitan Opera
Assn., TNT said. Admission prices
ranged from $1 to $4, depending on
the theatre and locality.
Henry Souvaine was producer
and Clark Jones the director of
the production. DuMont cameras
and technical crews were used.
TNT and the association currently are conferring on plans for
two more opera telecasts but no
arrangements have been concluded.
The Lees conference was telecast to 18 motion picture theaters
in 17 cities from 12 noon to 1 p.m.
last Monday. The program included
talks by company officials on 1953
production, advertising, merchandising and promotion plans, plus a
statement of company policy by
J. L. Eastwick, president of Lees.
Opening the program was Kate
Smith, who greeted top management, buyers and retail sales personnel of the Lees company. Later
that day, Lees began sponsorship
of a Monday quarter-hour segment
of the Kate Smith Hour (NBC-TV,
Mon.-Fri., 4-5 p.m. EST).
The conference originated in
NBC-TV's studio 8G in New York.
Herbert Sussan was producer-director.
Some criticism was voiced on
the demonstration. One source
stated: "Our reaction was negative. The mechanics left a lot to
be desired, the eyestrain was terrific and the quality of reproduc-

tion was bad."
KAL, EHRLICH & MERRICK Inc. has
commissioned Phil Davis Musical Enterprises to originate a musical trademark for Heurich Brewing Co.'s Old
Georgetown Beer.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

TV's Spread and Impact to Be Studied
(Continued from page 27)
television programs and as a part of
% Ting wider expression from the television
program content, shall, at
wife;« ublic [B*T, Dec. 1]. As revised
all times, be in conformity with acle code symbol now reads:
NARTB
ment. cepted standards of humane treatTelevision Code Boar d
The TV directors approved a
Box 1711
proposal
submitted by the NARTB
Washington If, D. C.
Membership Committee that asSeal of Good Practice
sociate memberships be limited to
Entertainment
companies substantially engaged in
Information
selling services, supplies or equipEducation
ment to the broadcasting industry.
The seal is displayed frequently
An ad hoc committee to clear asy all code subscribers. The new
sociate membership applications
sal, to be issued soon, will look was named by Mr. Fellows. It will
'inch ign
theand same
present
de- clear applications coming in just
will as
be the
based
on the
prior to the Los Angeles conven/reath-shield motif.
tion. Members are Mr. McCollough,
chairman;
H Quenton Cox, KGW
| Thad H. Brown Jr., NARTB television director, submitted a series Portland, Ore. (chairman of the
jf detailed reports on topics in Membership Committee); E. K.
I'hich NARTB is active. These in- Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City
(member of the Radio Board).
luded legislation, congressional
; earings, noncommercial educationAttending the TV Board meetil stations, all-industry TV pering were: Chairman Swezey; Vice
Chairman McCollough; Mr. Arn;i"ogram committee, tax matters,
ccess to events, insurance matters,
oux; Mr. Akerberg; Mr. Raibourn;
tie 1953 NARTB convention in Los George B. Storer. Storer stations;
tngeles, district meetings, commuWilliam Fay, WHAM-TV Roches.ity antennas, the new standard
ter; Chris Witting, DuMont TV
ontract for spot telecasting and Network; Frank M. Russell, NBC;
heatre TV.
Kenneth Carter, WAAM (TV) Bal■ Mr. Brown said a recent plan timore.
e had proposed for demonstration
Excused were Mr. Slavick; Alexander Stronach, ABC; Harold
'f TV's use in covering public hearlgs had interested a number of Hough, WBAP-TV Fort Worth.
jgislators in Congress. He said
Representing NARTB were
be demonstration would show that Messrs.
Fellows, Arney, Brown,
i'V cameras are blamed for confuFetzer and Bronson; Judge Justin
ion and bright lights at hearings
Miller, chairman of the board;
i^hen they actually were not re- Robert K. Richards, assistant to the
ponsible, as widely supposed. He president and public affairs director.
aid the point could be demontrated if one or more committees
■gree to the experiment.
President Fellows named the fol- ENGINEERING MEET
owing to serve on a committee to
NARTB Names Plans Group
tudy subscription television: Paul
GENERAL guidance committee to
iaibourn, KTLA (TV) Los Angles, chairman; Mr. Collough;
direct planning for NARTB's
Seventh Annual Engineering Conlenry W. Slavick, WMCT (TV)
ference was named last week, acMemphis, all TV directors.
cording to Neal McNaughten,
Reporting on membership, C. E. NARTB engineering director. The
conference will be held simultane^.rney Jr., NARTB secretary-treasirer, said the rolls now include 100
ously with the NARTB convention
TV stations and four TV networks.
in Los Angeles April 29-30-May 1.
Named to the committee were:
)ne-hundredth station was KOB7V Albuquerque, N. M., operated
Raymond Guy, NBC, chairman;
Frank Marx, ABC; William B.
>y ex-FCC Chairman Wayne Coy.
Lodge, CBS; Rodney D. Chipp,
Other new members received
DuMont; Earl M. Johnson, MBS;
vere. WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.;
A. James Ebel, WMBD Peoria, 111.;
VKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.; KDUBCarl Nopper, WMAR (TV) BaltiCV Lubbock, Tex.; KFEL-TV Denmore. Later a West Coast conven-er; KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb.;
tion committee will be named to
CON A Honolulu; KRON-TV San
handle entertainment arrangements.
Francisco; WAKR-TV Akron;
VEEU-TV Reading, Pa.; WOODTV Grand Rapids, Mich.; WWLPDV Springfield, Mass.
KEYL (TV) Antenna
Code subscription applications
KEYL
(TV) San Antonio has beipproved by the board were those
gun the first stage of changing its
>f KDUB; KDYL-TV Salt Lake
present three-bay antenna atop the
:ity; KMTV Omaha; KOTV Tulsa;
city's Transit Bldg. Station is in»VHEN-TV Syracuse.
stal ing asix-bay high power GenText of the new amendment
eral Electric antenna, Type TY27F.
idded to the Television Code folTemporary one - bay GE Type
TY13A antenna was leased from
ows:
Treatment of Animals — The use of GE and mounted atop the buildmimals, both in the production of
ing's observation platform.
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Storer Hospitality
MEMBERS of the NARTB
Television Board adopted a
resolution thanking George
B. Storer, head of the Storer
Stations, for his hospitality
at the board meeting held
Sunday-Monday-Tuesday of
last week. Board members
and their wives were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Storer at
the Florida meeting. They
were taken to the Cat Cay
island meeting site Saturday
on
Mr. Business
Storer's yacht,
laine.
sessionsVer-of
the board started Sunday
evening. After meetings had
concluded Tuesday the directors and their wives were
taken on a brief cruise.

MEDIA BUDGETS
Van Volkenburg Cites Needs
AMERICAN business can support
TV without taking money away
from radio and other media, J. L.
Van Volkenburg, president of CBS
Television, declared Thursday before the Marketing Club of Harvard U. Business School.
He cautioned advertisers against
"robbing Peter to pay Paul," meaning the, financing of TV at the expense of other media. But Mr. Van
Volkenburg asserted that American business should not be faced
with this alternative.
He said that his position was
based on two points: The country's small investment in advertising as a whole and the "peculiar
and unique nature of television itself." He observed:
Today, the country's capacity to
produce is 87% over its pre-war figure, but the number of salesmen who
must move all this production has
increased only 28%. And advertising,
which supports and supplements the
salesmen's efforts, has actually
dropped in ratio to the national income— from a pre-war 1940 average
of better than 3% to 2.4% at the end
of last yean National advertisers, in
fact, today are spending $1.7 billion
less for advertising than they would
be ifwarthey
were holding to the prepercentage.
He referred to the growth of television during a period when a decline in government spending is
predicted. He maintained that
business will face the prospect of
disposing of a vastly increased
national product "with an advertisbudget geared
another
"Iting seems
to me,"to Mr.
Van age."
Vol-

NARTB CODES
Religious Time Viewed
ORGANIZED religious groups
want NARTB to amend its broadcasting Standards of Practice to
include provision for free religious
time just as the Television Code
provides, according to Frank S.
Ketcham, general counsel, Broadcasting & Film Commission, National Council of the Churches of
Christ in the U. S.
Writing to NARTB President
Harold E. Fellows, Mr. Ketcham
said the groups he represents have
"utmost sympathy" toward the
"many difficult problems confronting your association and the Television Code Review Board."
Mr. Ketcham's group had registered a strong public protest
against suggestions that NARTB
amend its TV Code by dropping a
paragraph recommending against
sale of TV time to religious organizations. He had conferred Nov.
25 with Mr. Fellows and Ed Bronson, NARTB director of TV code
affairs [B»T, Dec. 1].
Voicing that
gratitude
statement
it hadforno NARTB's
intention
to abolish free TV time for religious groups, Mr. Ketcham asked
that if any TV Code change is
made, this change should strengthen the recommendation of free re-'
ligious time.
National Religious Broadcasters
Inc., whose broadcast activity is
handled by a Radio-TV Commission of which Dr. Theodore H. Eisner, Philadelphia, is chairman, has
advocated abandonment of the
NARTB TV Code paragraph in
which sale of time to religious
groups is not recommended. He
said the organization "stands ready
to protect and preserve the Constitutional rights of religious

In another talk, at a meeting of
2,500 Willys-Overland dealers in
Toledo Tuesday, Mr. Van Volkento television's
come."burg paid tribute
effectiveness
in helping
to sell automobiles. He said that 73% of all
new cars bought in a period of six
months in the New York-New Jersey area were by TV set owners.
Willys-Overland sponsors Omnibus (Sun., 4:30-6 p.m. EST) on
CBS-TV, and the New York Philharmonic Symphony program Sunday afternoons on CBS radio.
Also at the Toledo meeting was
John Karol, vice president in
charge of sales for CBS Radio,
who discussed the part that Philharmonic broadcasts are playing
in the company's campaign.

broadcasters."
NARTB's TV Board did not take
any action on the religious paragraph in the TV Code at its Florida meeting last week (see story
page 27) but the association promised it will hear all parties before
any change is undertaken. The
NARTB's Standards of Practice
Committee is working on proposals
to amend the broadcast code.

Coronation TV Ban Off
PREVIOUSLY announced ban on
telecasting the actual crowning
ceremonies of Queen Elizabeth II
of Great Britain next June 2 was
rescinded last Monday by the
coronation committee. Only the
most religious part of the ceremonies will be barred.

"that an
increase inkenburg
totalconcluded,
advertising
budget
— for all media — is not only justified, but is going to be necessary,
if we are to maintain our present
high level of production and in-
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PEOPLE
JOHN E. NORTH, former vice president of
Radio Representatives Inc., Chicago, joining
GROUP

D GRANTS

FIRST Group D applications requesting improved facilities for existing TV stations were
approved by FCC Broadcast Bureau Friday.
EXISTING STATIONS
CHANGES GRANTED
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., vhf Ch. 4.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 60 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 440 ft.,
above ground 473 ft.
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., vhf Ch. 4. Granted
ERP 100 kw visual, 100 kw aural, antenna
height above average terrain 500 ft. (Aural
ERP may be 150% of visual ERP under Sec.
3.682 [10] [b] of Rules.)
WDSU-TV New Orleans, La., vhf Ch. 6.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 390 ft.
WDAF-TV Kansas City, Mo., vhf Ch. 4.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 750 ft.
KSD-TV St. Louis, Mo., vhf Ch. 5. Granted
ERP 100 kw visual, 60 kw aural, antenna
height above average terrain 510 ft.
WKTV (TV) Rome, N. Y., vhf Ch. 13. Granted ERP 220 kw visual, 120 kw aural, antenna
height above average terrain 790 ft.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City, Okla., vhf Ch. 4.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 60 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 930 ft.
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va., vhf Ch. 6.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 840 ft.
GRANTED

SPECIAL AUTHORIZATION

WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind., uhf Ch. 34.
Granted special temporary authorization to
operate with transmitter output power of 1 kw
visual, 0.6 kw aural, with waiver of Sec. 3.687
of Rules (transmitters and associated equipment), from Dee. 15 to April 28, 1953.
WBZ-TV Boston, Mass., vhf Ch. 4 [prefreeze station.] Granted special temporary authorization tooperate with transmitter output
power of 5 kw visual, 2.5 kw aural.
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J., uhf Ch. 46.
Granted special temporary authorization to
operate on commercial basis in accordance with
construction permit from Dec. 13 to May 13,
1953.
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex., vhf Ch. 4. Granted
modification of special temporary authorization
[TV Grants, B«»T, Dec. 8] to operate on commercial basis with transmitter output power of
500 w visual, 250 w aural; antenna 20 ft. above
ground.
GRANTED MODIFICATIONS
WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111, uhf Ch. 39.
Granted modification of construction permit to
change ERP to 15.5 kw visual, 8.5 kw aural,
antenna height above average terrain 660 ft.
and slight change in transmitter location.
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., uhf Ch. 25.
Granted modification of construction permit to
change ERP to 180 kw visual, 98 kw aural,
antenna height above average terrain 720 ft.
WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y, vhf Ch. 4 [prefreeze station.] Granted modification of construction permit to change ERP to 54 kw visual,
27 kw aural (from 0.88 kw visual, 0.44 kw
aural).
Page 106
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CHRISTMAS

PLANS

ANNUAL tree-lighting ceremony from
White House and President Truman's
Christmas Eve message to nation — Dec.
24, 5-5:30 p.m. EST— will be broadcast
live by CBS Radio and Mutual. Taped
and/or edited versions will be carried
by ABC Radio (5:30-6) and NBC Radio
(5:30-45), while filmed excerpts will be
inserted in regularly-scheduled NBC-TV
news programs. Ceremonies will include
invocation and benediction by two noted
Washington clergymen, traditional
Christmas music by U.S. Marine band,
and interracial Washington Community
Chorus, and brief talks by members of
the Boy and Girl Scouts.
FCC Applications
(Continued from -page 6)
engineer, San Francisco, Calif., and Honolulu.
City priority status not applicable to Hawaiian
Islands.
SEEKS MODIFICATION OF
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.— Little Rock
Telecasters, uhf Ch. 17 (488-494 mc); ERP
22.15 kw visual, 10.43 kw aural; change antenna height above average terrain to 469 ft.,
above ground to 387 ft. Change studio and
transmitter location to 620 Beech St., 1.2 mi.
east of site originally proposed. Geographic
coordinates,
34° 45' 26" N. Lat., 92° 19' 29"
W. Long.
SEEKS MODIFICATION OF LICENSE
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn.— The Elm
City Bcstg. Corp. Change to vhf Ch. 8 (180186 mc) ; ERP 316.2 kw visual, 158.48 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain 712 ft.,
above ground 330 ft. Estimated cost of change
$389,536, first year operating cost $1,330,000,
revenue $2,000,000. Studio location 1110 Chapel
St, New Haven, Conn. Transmitter location
atop Graylord Mtn. Geographic coordinates
41° 26' 05" N. Lat, 72° 56' 42" W. Long. [Seeks
change from vhf Ch. 6 (82-88 mc), from ERP
1.82 kw visual.]
KOLN-TV NAMES WEED
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb, slated to go on air
Feb. 1, names Weed Television as its national
representative. Assigned Ch. 12, station is
being built by Cornhusker Radio & Television
Corp, licensee of KOLN, and will be affiliated
with DuMont TV Network. Harold E. (Hap)
Anderson is vice president and general manager.
"EVERYTHING BUT . . . "
CHICAGO'S citizens should help pick up
tab on proposed educational TV station
there, making community project of it,
Robert Ahrens, director of alumni relations, Roosevelt College, told Illinois
Council of Motion Pictures, Radio, TV
and Publications. He said it would be
"sheer impossibility" for colleges to pay
full costs of construction and operation.
Eleven cultural groups backing proposed
uhf station could handle "everything but
the money," he said.

Chicago
General Teleradio's
WOR-as
TV New sales
Yorkstaffandof KHJ-TV
Los Angeles
account executive. He previously was commercial manager of KANS Wichita and was with
Taylor-Howe-Snowden (now O. L. Taylor Co.)
representation firm.
GEORGE P. HARDGROVE, retired investment
banker, elected chairman of board of Queer
City Broadcasting Co, licensee of KIRO-AMFM Seattle, SAUL HAAS, company president,
announced.
APPLICATIONS PASSED
DUE to mutually exclusive applications, FCC
had to pass over 32 applicants in TV processing last week, most of them in major markets.
In list issued Friday, FCC named following
as having been skipped in its "speed up" procedures :
Location
Channel13
GROUP A
Applicant Inc.
Fargo, N. Dak.
6
WDAY,
North Dakota
Bcstg. Co.
6
13
Red
River
Valley
Television
Corp.
Rudman Television Co.
GROUP B
Booth Radio & Television
Detroit, Mich.
Stations, Inc.
Woodward Bcstg. Co.
50
Royal Oak Bcstg. Co.
62
Knight Newspapers, Inc.
Baltimore, Md.
18
Chesapeake
Television
Bcstg.
Inc.
Baltimore
Radio
Show,
Inc.
18
United Bcstg. Co.
Cleveland, Ohio
50IS19
WJW, Inc.
Cleveland
Bcstg.
WGAR Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
626565
Atlanta, Ga.
Robert
W.
Rounsaville
36
WEAS, Inc.
Washington
Television Metropolitan
Corp.
Washington, D. C
20
Capital Bcstq. Co.
20
Arlington-Fairfax
Bcstg.
Co.
20
New York, N.Y.
City of New York
31
WNEW, Inc.
31
Lawrence A. Harvey
Los Angeles, Calif.
1336
Spanish
International
Television Corp.
Des Moines, Iowa
Cowles Bcstg. Co.
8
Murphy Bcstg. Co.
188
Independent
Bcstg.
Co.
1813
Central Bcstg. Co.
Hartford, Conn
The
343
Conn.Traveler's
Bcstq. Co.Bcstg. Service Corp.
Hartford Telecasting Co. Inc.
3433
General Teleradio, Inc.
Hartford Times, Inc.
THEATRE-TV APPEARANCES
NINETEEN appearances have been filed with
FCC for theatre-TV allocation hearings due
to resume Jan. 26, FCC announced Friday in
putting out list of attorneys to whom exhibits
should be served. Exhibits, and list of witnesses and synopsis of their testimony, required to be filed by Dec. 22, FCC reminded.
Among parties to hearing are Central Committee on Radio Facilities of American
Petroleum Institute, Aeronautical Radio Inc.,
American Trucking Assn., National Bus
Communications Inc., Assn. of American Railroads and American Civil Liberties Union.
These are in addition to theatre-TV groups, ■
networks and common carrier companies.
Engineering and accounting phases of
theatre-TV hearing took place in October
[B*T, Nov. 3, Oct. 27].
SAG-FPA

TALKS

POSSIBILITY of early resumption of talks
between Screen Actors Guild and Film Producers Assn. of New York to settle TV film
commercials dispute was reported Friday by
association counsel John Wheeler (see early
story, page 76). He said union is considering
re-opening of negotiations as result of unofficial conferences last week between Ralph L
Cohn, FPA member, and SAG officers
BROADCASTING
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For years, there's been a strange courtship going on in the Heart of
America. It has been the wooing and winning of the Kansas City Primary
Trade Area by The KMBC-KFRM Team. The Team was the successful suitor
— in fact the only logical suitor from the very first. KMBC-KFRM made it a
point to understand and coddle "Miss Kansas City Market" from the moment
they met. KMBC-KFRM helped the Market grow — saw her through good
times and bad — served her with the greatest in radio — was her best friend
and through this intimacy became "Market-wise".
There is no record of when the wedding of The KMBC-KFRM Team and
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area actually took place. But it's been a
tremendously successful union. The heart of the Team and The Heart of
America beat as one and advertisers will tell you that the best proof of this
union are the thousands and thousands of "sales"— large and small — begat
by this powerful voice of The KMBC-KFRM Team and the plump purse of
the Kansas City Primary Trade Area.
This is the fourth of a series on The KMBC-KFRM know-how
which spells dominance in the Heart of America.
Call KMBC-KFRM or your nearest Free & Peters Colonel for the
Kansas City Market Story. BE WISE-REALIZE... to sell the Whole
Heart of America Wholeheartedly it's . . .
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The 1952 Study proves again that, in Iowa, radio is
far more than a leisure-time source of relaxation.
Iowans depend upon radio for news, weather and
market reports, for home-making hints and recipes,
for music and entertainment, for educational
enlightenment and spiritual guidance. Radio
penetrates and reflects Iowa life!

year
IEWSWEEKLY
ADIO

AND

Radio listening is far and away the most dominant
activity in the average Iowa home. Time spent
"Working in the Home" is the only close competition !
These facts were taken from the 1952 Iowa RadioTelevision Audience Survey. They were compiled
from "In-Home Activities Diaries" kept quarterhour by quarter-hour by 1,164 Iowa families the
day following personal interviews by trained
researchers.
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Iowa
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+
Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
i. Loj;et, Resident Manager
FREE & PETERS, INC.
National Representatives

Go

where

there's

GROWTH...

In 1951, more than 30,000 workers
were added by Kentucky industries.
Annual payrolls grew approximately
S84,000,000 through new industries
and plant expansions. More than
one billion dollars were invested in
Kentucky's industrial development.
All over Kentucky there are farm
gains, too! The 1951 wool crop
brought Kentucky farmers an income
of $3,864,000, which was 188%
more than the 1950 crop — and
S 1,567,000 above the latest ten-year

Go
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there's

GROWTH.

. .

WHAS/

No other station — or group of stations — in this
market can match the audience delivered by WHAS
seven days a week; morning, afternoon and night.
(Benson and Benson)

THE WHAS MARKET
105 Kentucky counties
25 Indiana counties

ASSOCIATED WITH THE COURIER-JOURNAL-LOUISVILLE TIMES • VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director • NEIL D. CLINE, Assistant Director
Represented Nationally by Henry I. Christal Co., New York, Chicago
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ATLANTA
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Published every Monday, with Yearbook Numbers (53rd and 54th issues) published in January and February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press
Building, Washington 4, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933, at Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

Lancaster
„ Pennsylvania
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, President
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CLOSED

CIRCUIT

WITH LESS than month remaining before
Harry S. becomes former President Truman,
we'll
guess
thatin upon
his retirement
he willhazard
establish
offices
New York
to handle
his new business affairs. These will include
his "writing" (maybe syndicated newspaper
column) and probably broadcast work (maybe
"loyal opposition" critique on both radio and
TV over one of networks).
FCC DIDN'T have long to wait to hear from
Senator McCarthy, militant Wisconsin Republican, on his plan to investigate FCC on purported grounds of favoritism and other transgressions. It's learned Senator McCarthy last
week asked for data on applications filed, dates
received, when acted upon and pertinent information. While in its present form, requests
would not disrupt FCC's handling of TV it's
obvious that any wholesale requisitioning of
records would put serious crimp in staff
work. FCC under mandate of last Congress
to speed up TV action was given special appropriation to do job.
LONG-STANDING proposal for erection of
large-scale TV center in New York has been
revived, with numerous conferences completed
past few weeks by representatives of networks,
film producers, advertising agencies, federal
government agencies, educational institutions,
and financing groups. Pushing project is New
York City's Dept. of Commerce, which reports
"considerable enthusiasm" among all groups.
ADVERTISERS and agencies identified with
Advertising Research Foundation reported
chagrined over recent action of NARTB TV
Board in setting up machinery for research
plan for TV. So is Edgar Kobak, ARF president and also member of NARTB Radio
\ Board. TV Board has been asked to advance
$10,000 towards ARF overall project (Broadcast Advertising Bureau has put in $15,000)
but this was rejected at Cat Cay meeting.
Board members contend they did not exclude
ARF, simply withholding decision until exploratory study is made.
WHAT WILL Paul A. Walker do after he
winds up as FCC Chairman with Jan. 20 change
in administration? Best guess is that it will
be in educational TV, either with some university system or with one of national groups
espousing non-commercial educational TV,
like newly-formed National Citizens Committee for Educational Television chairmanned
by Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower, brother of President-elect. Mr. Walker has made more speeches
on educational-TV than any other living person,
with possible exception of sister-Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock.
UNDAUNTED by Eisenhower victory, Democratic organization already is preparing to
fire away at new GOP opposition. It's learned
Democratic Committee is set to loose attack
against Stanley R. Pratt, minority stockholder
of WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., top advisor
to GOP National Chairman Arthur Summerfield. It has dossier, obviously from FCC files,
alleging failure of WSOO to apply for license
(Continued on page 6)
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DAWSON
SALES MANAGER
CBS-TV NETWORK
THOMAS H. DAWSON, general sales manager of CBS Television Spot Sales, appointed
sales manager for CBS-TV network, effective
today (Monday), assuming some of duties formerly handled by William H. Hylan before
his promotion to CBS-TV vice president in
charge of network sales [B*T, Dec. 15]. Formerly on Pillsbury Mills advertising staff, Mr.
Dawson has been with CBS since 1938 except
for period in 1950-51 as TV director for
Edward Petry & Co., station representation
firm.
Sam Cook Digges was advanced from eastern sales manager of CBS-TV Spot Sales to
general manager of spot sales department,
succeeding Mr. Dawson, and Clark George,
account executive, was promoted to succeed Mr.
Digges as TV spot sales eastern manager.
These appointments also effective today.
AGENCY MEN
HEART FUND

RECEIVE
AWARDS

AMERICAN Heart Assn. presented awards of
merit to Arthur Pryor Jr., vice president in
charge of radio-TV for BBDO; Rodney Erickson, manager of TV department of Young &
Rubicam, and Thomas M. McDonnell, radio
director of Foote, Cone & Belding, at organizational meeting of National Radio and Television Committees of 1953 Heart Fund in New
York Friday.
Mr. Pryor served as chairman of combined
radio and TV committees of 1951 Heart Fund;
Mr. Erickson as TV chairman of 1952 drive,
and Mr. McDonnell as radio chairman of 1952
campaign.
Meeting was conducted by Roger Pryor, vice
president in charge of radio and TV of Foote,
Cone & Belding, who is television chairman of
1953 Heart Fund, and J. James Neale, vice
president of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, chairman of 1953 radio committee. Serving with
Messrs. Neale and Pryor are:
Radio committee — Tom Carson, Benton & Bowles;
Frank Coulter Jr., Young & Rubicam; William H.
Fineshriber Jr., MBS; Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., ABC;
Hal James, Ellington & Co.; Nicholas E. Keesely,
Lennen & Newell; Stanley J. Keyes Jr., St. Georges
& Keyes; Adrian Murphy, CBS Radio; Keith B.
Shaffer, Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Frank Silvernail,
BBDO.
Television committee — Grant Y. Flynn, Ruthrauff
& Ryan; Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV; Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV;
Alexander
Stronach
Jr., ABC-TV;
William
B. Templeton,
Sherman
& Marquette;
J. L.
Van
NBC. Volkenburg, CBS-TV; Sylvester L. Weaver Jr.,
ABC

INAUGURAL

PLANS

ABC's coverage of Presidential inauguration
Jan. 20 will begin on radio and TV at 11:30
a.m. and continue through 4:30 p.m., network
reported Friday. Under sponsorship of WillysOverland Motors, Toledo, coverage will be supervised by Thomas Velotta, vice president in
charge of radio news and special events. Network will assign more than 150 persons to
event and will utilize 12 TV cameras, plus
mobile unit. John Daly will serve as anchor
man for team of 22 commentators, including
Elmer Davis, Erwin Canham, Walter Kiernan,
Martin Agronsky, and Ted Malone (earlier
story, page 25).

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

LEVER SPOT ® Lever Brothers Co., New
York (Chlorodent), placing radio spot campaign in number of scattered markets effective
Jan. 4 for 52 weeks. J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York, is agency.
KREISLER RENEWS % Jacques Kreisler
Mfg. Corp., North Bergen, N. J., renewing
Tales of Tomorrow over ABC-TV on alternate
weeks (Fri., 9:30-10 p.m. EST), for 11 weeks,
starting Jan. 23. Agency: Hirshon-Garfield,
N. Y.
SLOANE'S PLANS DRIVE % Sloane's Balm,
through Keisewetter Assoc. Inc., New York,
planning radio spot campaign from Jan. 5
through March 13 in several markets.
R-R NAMED © Glamorene Inc., N. Y., manufacturers ofhome rug cleaner and rug brushes, names Ruthrauff & Ryan, N. Y., to handle
' (Continued on page 98)
ANDERSON THIRD RADIO
MAN AS NAVY SECRETARY
APPOINTMENT of Robert B. Anderson,
attorney-oilman and stockholder in KVWC
Vernon, Tex., as Secretary of Navy announced
Friday by President-elect Eisenhower. He
would become third Navy Secretary in recent
times identified with radio-TV interests.
Mr. Anderson is vice president-director of
Northwestern Broadcasting Co. (KVWC) and
holds 60 of 180 shares. Former member of
Texas legislature, he is chairman of State
Board of Education, director of Dallas Federal
Reserve Bank, numerous other firms. He formerly was president of Texas Mid-Continent
Oil and Gas Assn., assistant attorney general
in state and has served on racing and unemployment commissions. He was an "Eisenhower
Democrat" in campaign.
Mr. Anderson would succeed (upon Senate
confirmation) , Dan Kimball, who before he
took office was vice president of General Tire
& Rubber Co. (principal owner of MBS-WOR
New York.) Third Navy Secretary was late
Francis P. Matthews, who assumed post in
1949. He was former president of WOW Inc.
and held stock in WOW-AM-TV Omaha and
KODY North Platte, Neb.
THIRD BID
FOR MIAMI

FILED
CH. 7

THIRD application for Miami's Ch. 7 was filed
late Friday by Florida appliance distributor
Jack C. Stein. Mr. Stein asked for 100 kw
ind indicated that he intended to form corporation including other local business men. Mr.
Stein also has interests in trucking, real estate
and printing.
Earlier last week second Ch. 7 application
for Miami was filed by two Davenport, Iowa,
business men (see earlier story, page 62).
Both these applications compete with consolidated application of Biscayne Television
Corp., which comprises WIOD-Miarai Daily
News and WQAM-Miami Herald including
Niles Trammell [B*T, Dec. 15].
for more AT DEADLINE turn page
December 22, 1952
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Circuit
(Continued from page 5)

SPURIOUS RADIATION
STUDY IS PROMISED
COMPLYING with request of FCC for study
of means of limiting spurious radiations of
radio-TV transmitters and receivers, causing
serious problems in TV particularly [B*T,
Dec. 15], Joint Technical Advisory Committee
has agreed to undertake such study.
Meeting in New York Thursday, JTAC
authorized its chairman, Ralph Bown, vice
president of Bell Telephone Labs, to inform
FCC Chairman Walker that JTAC will divide
its attack on problem into five parts. Pending
receipt of Mr. Bown's letter, to be written early
this week, by FCC Chairman, JTAC officials
declined to discuss details of plans but presumably they will correspond with five topics
recommended for study by FCC.
These were: (1) to establish limits for
spurious radiations which would protect broadcasting, communication and navigation services
from interference (2) to study technical problems involved in achieving suppression needed
to restrict radiations to those limits; (3) to
review problem of instrumentation necessary
to effectuate national program for control of
spurious radiations; (4) to determine what
steps are required to coordinate interference
reduction efforts of various segments of industry; (5) to determine what action is needed
to coordinate external performance of receivers
with engineering of service and station allocations.
BALTIN

JOINS

NEW

FIRM

WILL BALTIN, formerly executive secretarytreasurer of Television Broadcasters Assn.,
has resigned as producer and manager of station and public relations for Screen Gems Inc.,
effective today (Monday). He will join group
of businessmen in formation of new corporation to manufacture, distribute and service TV
stations with "an important electronic product."
Mr. Baltin was first manager of DuMont's
pioneer TV station, W2XWV, in 1939 and inaugurated regular program service over DuMont's New York outlet, WABD (TV), in 1942.
With TBA's formation in 1944, he was appointed executive secretary-treasurer and held
post until two years ago when he joined Screen
Gems, coincident with TBA dissolution.
OPPOSE

NYC

TV

PLANS by New York City's owned station,
WNYC, to build and operate television station
drew opposition of Commerce & Industry Assn.
of New York which charged annual cost would
be closer to $2 million than §380,000 allocated for project in city's 1953 budget. Seymour N. Siegel, director of WNYC, later told
newsmen that station's figures were "based on
careful study" and included $238,607 for TV
transmitter atop Municipal Bldg., §87,333 for
purchase of studio equipment and $54,000 for
mobile unit.
DICHTER MOVES
ERNEST DICHTER Inc., institute for research
in Mass Motivations Inc., has moved research
center and offices to Montrose, N. Y. Executive
offices remain at 501 Madison Ave., N. Y.
Page 6
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renewals and to report stock transfer resulting
from estate settlement, but both of these
apparently already have been explained to
satisfaction of FCC majority months ago.
Question raised is whether New Deal-Fair Deal
staffers aren't trying to embarrass Pratt.
In this Issue—
If his supporters have their way (and
there seems to be little opposition),
FCC Comr. Hyde will be appointed
FCC Chairman — perhaps within the
next fortnight. Some candidates who
have been urged for the two appointments the GOP can make have dropped
out, but quite a few remain. It's still
an open race, but Mr. Hyde is a good
bet for Chairman. Page 23.
Auto makers are going for special events
broadcasts in a big way. General Motors and Willys-Overland will sponsor
coverage
of 25.Queen Elizabeth's coronation. Page
Formula by which NBC-TV pays its affiliates is revised. It's a compromise by
network and affiliates, but both sides
seem reasonably pleased. Page 25.
Washington Post buys WMBR-AM-FMTV Jacksonville for $2,470,000, all cash.
Uhf transmitters are beginning to move
out of the factory and into the field.
RCA ships its first four production
jobs. Page 59.
House subcommittee that investigated
radio-TV program standards issues
report recommending self-regulation
by the industry rather than regulation
by the government. But the subcommittee believes the government has the
right to regulate if it wants to.
Page 58.
Kingan & Co., Indianapolis meat packing
house, is sold on local radio. Here's
how the company became a king-sized
client for WIRE. Page 26.
It'scourt
up to
special
three-judge
federal
to adecide
whether
the FCC
can
regulate giveaway programs. Network
lawyers, in final arguments, say the
FCC can't, and the FCC's general
counsel says it can. Page 27. .
Half-dozen advertisers plan extensive
radio activity for early next year.
Page 27.
Standard Audit Measurement Services'
nationwide radio-TV coverage survey
will provide figures comparable to
BMB studies, according to Kenneth
Baker, SAMS president. The Nielsen
Coveragewith
Survey
can't be
matched
BMB. figures
Page 28.
Today, NBC-TV's early morning program, has become a laboratory for experiments in TV news presentation.
Here's a first-hand report. Page 60.
Upcoming
Dsc. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.
conferences. Palmer House, Chicago.
Jan. 3: 83d Congress convenes, Washington, D. C.
Jan. 5-10: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. annual meeting, Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, D. C.
(Other U pcomings, page 38)

AT LEAST one major industry unit unwilling
to take court action against NCAA football
monopoly because colleges fighting syndicate
control of games fear reprisal not only via
sports boycott but also in cultural and business
relations. Participation of one college in damage suit would provide basis for strong case,
it's believed.
GOOD chance first post-freeze TV initial decision (Denver's Ch. 7) may be issued by midJanuary. Competing applicants, KLZ and Denver Television Co. (primarily Wolfberg theatre interests), took 14 days to submit cases,
cross examine, completed testimony last October, filed proposed finding last month [B*T,
Dec. 1, Oct. 20]. Pending is request of Denver
Television to reopen record in order to correct
testimony [B»T, Dec. 15]. Reason most observers feel proposed decision will be out by midJanuary is that Examiner James D. Cunningham is scheduled to start important KOB Albuquerque 770 kc case Jan. 21.
LTNHERALDED and unpublicized was private
"family dinner" at "White House last Thursday
wherein President Truman broke bread with
40 of his close advisors during his seven years
as Chief Executive. In group were Paul A.
Porter, former FCC Chairman; J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of Cox Radio and
TV stations and former radio advisor to president; George Allen, Avco-Crosley director
and erstwhile confidant of President, Jonathan
Daniels, former secretary and editor of Raleigh News & Observer, and Clark Clifford,
former counsel to President, who in private
practice has served as Washington special
counsel for RCA.
NEW TYPE of forum program, film or live,
has been developed by William B. Dolph, and
will be announced prior to year's end. Mr.
Dolph, executive vice president of WMT Cedar
Rapids, is originator of Double or Nothing.
and is associated in management capacity
with Fulton Lewis jr., and Ray Henle, chief
editor of Three-Star-Extra on NBC.
SPECIAL

INAUGURAL

HOOKUP

INAUGURATION Day network serving independent radio stations being lined up by WOL
Washington. Service to be provided between
11 a.m. and 3 p.m. Jan. 20, with five pickup
points, according to Ben E. Wilbur, WOL general manager. Provision made for local cut-in
co-op sponsorship. Mr. Wilbur said score of
stations already have indicated they will take
service.
SAMPLE

EXPANDED

SAMPLE

used for TelePulse ratings in Philadelphia and Washington has been expanded
25%, from 200 to 250 families for rating onceweekly nighttime TV programs in those cities,
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of Pulse, announced. Increase was effected in November.
for more AT DEADLINE see page 98
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for
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MARKET-

Showmanship in selling begins with a receptive
audience. High quality programming holds the
interest of alert listeners in every town and hamlet throughout this $2 Billion Market. The growing Memphis Market, comprising 76 rich Counties, keeps abreast by keeping tuned to WREC.
In addition, you get the PLUS value of station
prestige to help gain consumer acceptance. Sell
MORE— at LESS COST through WREC— First
in Coverage— First in listeners!2
1. Last BMB
2. Latest Hooper

Night and day — Far and near,
WREC Power and engineering
perfection give you a greater
audience at 10% LESS cost
per
1946. thousand listeners than in

Abated
io
CBS Rad
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MEMPH
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THE NEWS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 8-1022

Classification:
Automotive
j\ dvertiser:

Target:

IN THIS BROADCASTING
Agency Beat
Aircasters
Allied Arts
Editorial
FCC Actions
FCC Roundup
Feature of Week
Film Report
Front Office
New Business
On All Accounts
Open Mike
Our Respects to
Programs, Promotion, Premiums
Telestatus
Strictly Business
Upcoming
TELECASTING Starts on page 57

Nobody

Nobody

Ammunition:
None
Duration:
None

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
SOL TAISHOFF, Editor and Publisher
EDITORIAL: ART KING, Managing Editor; EDWIN H.
JAMES, Senior Editor; J. Frank Beatty, Earl B.
Abrams, Associate Editors; Fred Fitzgerald, Assistant
Managing Editor; Dave Berlyn, Assignment Editor;
Lawrence Christopher, Technical Editor. STAFF:
Harold Hopkins, John H. Kearney, Patricia Kielty,
John Osbon, Keith Trantow. EDITORIAL, ASSISTANTS: Evelyn Boore, Kathryn Ann Fisher, Blanche
M.
Seward; Gladys L. Hall, Secretary to the Publisher.

Objectives:
None
Mies alts:
The ad man at Rapids
Chevrolet told our salesman he didn't have the
nerve to advertise a service special on WMT. Reason: The last time they
tried it they got more calls
than could be handled.
Admission:
WMT doesn't do quite so
well by its other advertisers. Good thing, too . . .
Otherwise
business.

Submitted

we'd be out of

by:
WMT,

Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. 600 kc. 5,000 watts.
Basic CBS Network. National reps, The Katz
Agency.
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38

BUSINESS:
MAURY
field
R. Levi,
Sales LONG,
Manager;Business
George Manager;
L. Dant, WinAdv.
Production Manager; Harry Stevens, Classified Advertising Manager; Eleanor Schadi, Joan Sheehan,
Betty DeVol; B. T. Taishoff, Treasurer; Irving C.
Miller, Auditor and Office Manager; Eunice Weston,
Assistant Auditor.
ART AND LAYOUT: Duane McKenna.
CIRCULATION
AND READERS' SERVICE: JOHN P.
COSGROVE, Manager; Elwood M. Slee, Sheila
Byrne, Betty Jacobs.
NEW YORK BUREAU
488 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355. EDITORIAL:
Rufus Crater, Neva
York Editor; Florence Small, Agency Editor; Rocco
Famighetti, Dorothy Munster, Liz Thackston.
Bruce Robertson, Senior Associate Editor.
ADVERTISING: S. J. PAUL, Advertising Director;
Eleanor rector;
R. Kenneth
Manning,
to Advertising
DiCowan,Assistant
Advertising
Representative.
CHICAGO BUREAU
360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
CEntral 6-4115; William H. Shaw, Midwest Advertising Representative; Jane Pinkerton, News Editor.
HOLLYWOOD BUREAU
Taft Building, Hollywood
and Vine, Zone 28, HEmpstead 8181; David Glickman, West Coast Manager; Marjorie Ann Thomas.
TORONTO:
417 Harbour Commission, EMpire 4-0775
James
Montagnes.
SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION
Annual subscription for 52 weekly issues: $7.00.
Annual
including BROADCASTING Yearbook (53rdsubscription
issue):
(54th issue):
$9.00. $9.00, or TELECASTING Yearbook
Annual
subscription
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING, including
54 issues:to $11.00.
Addage.
post$5.00
per$1.00
copy.per
Regular
issue:year
350 for
per Canadian
copy; 53rdandand foreign
54th issues:
ADDRESS CHANGE: Please send requests to
Circulation Dept., Broadcasting . Telecasting,
National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C. Give
both old and new addresses, including postal zone
numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.
Broadcasting * Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
Estate.
BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1952 by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
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PIECES

IN

ONE

OF

MAIL...

WEEK/
(November 17-23, 1952)

Suppose, some week, everyone in Corpus Christi, Texas wrote to you? Or, in less
than three months you heard from every man, woman and child in Jacksonville,
Florida?

A total of 214,609 responses were received during the eleven-week

high

school football season. That's the way listeners respond to the KXOK "PrepPlayer of the Year" promotion. This outstanding feature selects, by listener mail,
the top high school athlete each week. The "Player-of-the-Year" is selected from
the weekly winners by a committee of high school athletic officials at a banquet in
honor of the 'elected' players. But that's all detail. . . . THE IMPORTANT
FACT
IS POSITIVE PROOF OF THE COLOSSAL
LISTENER
RESPONSE
TO
KXOK FROM MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS. RESPONSE YOU CAN EASILY
CONVERT INTO INCREASED SALES IN THE GREAT ST. LOUIS AREA.
WRITE, WIRE,
TIVE TODAY!

630 kc • 5000 watts • ABC
KXOK

PHONE

YOUR

KXOK,

OR

JOHN

BLAIR

REPRESENTA-

Network

Building St. Louis 1, Missouri

CHestnut 6000
Represented by John Blair & Company
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19 Columbia Pacific Radio Network stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:45
a.m., PST, for 52 weeks from Dec. 29. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
N. Y.

new

business

\&

Spot • • •
TIDY HOUSE PRODUCTS Co., Shenandoah, Iowa, planning radio-TV
campaign for 52-weeks beginning Jan. 5 in Philadelphia market.
Agency: Buchanan-Thomas Adv., Omaha.
NORTHERN PAPER MILLS, Green Bay, Wis., will use one-minute TV
spots in 24 markets starting Jan. 5. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Chicago.
REGAL AMBER BREWING Co., S. F., renews thrice weekly quarterhour Outdoor Broadcaster on KFOX Long Beach, for 26 weeks from Jan.
7. Firm renews spot announcement campaign on KVEN Ventura and
KDB Santa Barbara, for 52 weeks from Jan. 1; KNXT (TV) Hollywood
for 52 weeks from Dec. 21; KHJ-TV that city, for 26 weeks from Dec. 15;
and started saturation schedule on KFMB San Diego for 52 weeks from
Nov. 16. Agency: Abbott Kimball Co., L. A.
A/atwotk • • •
MENNEN Co., Newark (men's toiletries), renews Frank Goss News on

BANK OF AMERICA, S. F., sponsors Christmas in California on 11
Columbia Pacific Radio Network stations, Wed., Dec. 24, 7:30-8 p.m. PST.
Agency: Charles R. Stuart Adv., S. F.

* • • •
■QyencijF. -Appoi
HENRY
MICHELLntment
Co., Phila. (bulbs, seeds and plants), and PERSONNEL RESEARCH CENTER, same city (management consultant
firm), appoint W. Wallace Orr Inc., Phila.
BOL Mfg Co., Chicago (Hopalong Cassidy Aid), appoints Schwimmer &
Scott Inc., same city. TV will be used.
PLASTITE SCREEN Co., L. A. (home screening), appoints Smith &
Bull Adv. Agency, Hollywood. ROBERT I. LETHE is account executive.
BAKER BOY BAKERIES, L. A., appoints Frank-Gold Agency, that
city. MIKE GOLD is account executive.
COTTAGE CANDIES and FRESNO GUARANTEE BLDG. & LOAN Co.,
both Fresno, appoint Long Adv. Service, that city. DUANE ZAMZOW
is account executive.
ROLLEY Inc., S. F. (Sea & Ski Tanning Cream), appoints Foote, Cone
& Belding Inc., that city.
ASEPTIC-THERMO INDICATOR
Co., L. A. (ATI Steam-Clox tags
for measuring Autoclave sterilization and ATI Cook-Chex for food
processing quality control), appoints Vick Knight Inc., Hollywood. ROBERT B. JARVIS is account executive.
JOYCE
Inc., Pasadena (casual
shoes), appoints West-Marquis Inc
L. A. CHARLES B. SMITH is account executive.
STAUFFER SYSTEM, L. A. (national chain of health and reducing
salons), appoints Walter McCreery
Inc., Beverly Hills. DAVE E. LARSEN is account executive. Radio is
being used.
C. A. DURR PACKING Co., Utica,
N. Y., and SAN-EQUIP Corp.,
Syracuse, appoint Barlow Adv.,
Syracuse. Former firm will use
radio-TV.
■QtLpaopli
m • • m
EDWARD R. BURNS, advertising
production manager, Hoffman Radio Corp., L. A., has resigned and
will leave shortly for Switzerland.
RICHARD

EISIMINGER, advertising-promotion manager, KNBH
(TV) Hollywood, to Pierce Bros.
Mortuaries, L. A., as director of
advertising and public relations.
PALMER FIELD, assistant advertising manager, W. P. Fuller & Co.,
S. F. (paint), promoted to advertising manager. He succeeds LEE
HARTER MARKWOOD, transferred to newly established consumer sales division as manager.
PAUL ANDERSON, public relations director, named assistant advertising manager.
Page 10
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adjacent to downtown Tulsa are now being
purchased for a $39,000,000 Civic Center as the
result of a $1,500,000 land buying bond issue
approved by Tulsa voters on February 26, 1952.
This means that the Oil Capital of the World
will continue to maintain and improve its
enviable position as one of America's most
beautiful cities. First on the Civic Center project
is a new $4,250,000 County Courthouse which
will be under construction early in 1953. Other
probable buildings including an auditorium,
city hall, library, auto hotel and many others
will follow.
If you have advertising dollars to invest in a

market where people are progressive, eager for
the better things of life and have the money to
gratify their desires, here is the market for you!
And, if you want to reach most of these people
all of the time and at lowest per customer cost
. . . PLUS additional hundreds of thousands of
prosperous listeners within KVOO's 50-100%
BMB coverage area . . . KVOO, operating 24
hours each day, is the station for you as it has
been for informed advertisers for more than a
quarter of a century!
Call, wire or write KVOO or your nearest
Edward Petry & Co. office for availabilities.

RADIO
50,000 WATTS

BROADCASTING

STATION
KVOO
NSC AFFIUATE
EDWARD PETRY AND CO.. INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES _
TULSA, OKLA.
OKLAHOMA'S
GREATEST STATION
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For the first time in three years, circulation figures
and up-to-date circulation values of radio have been
measured. The A. C. Nielsen Co. has just released the
results of the most comprehensive radio survey ever
undertaken, covering every county in the U. S. In this
advertisement NBC makes the first published report
on the Nielsen Coverage Study.

•
.
*
*
*
•
•
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Right

now,

the value

of nighttime

Nighttime radio delivers a multi-million
radio audience : *
. . . at the lowest cost-per-thousand
circulation in radio's history.
. . .at only a fraction of '
the cost-per-thousand circulation
of any of the nation's top magazines.
While the cost-per-thousand circulation of printed
media has been steadily increasing since 1949, the
cost of nighttime radio has been decreasing. And
NBC Radio's nighttime costs have shown the greatest
decrease.

1949-1952 Trend of Media Cost/lOOO
Radio Networks (Evening)
PERCENT DECREASE
NBC 17.5
CBS 14.3
MBS
9.3
ABC
9.1
PERCENT INCREASE
Magazines
ladies' home journal
8.4
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING
I „ I 7.7
WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION :j
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS |
LIFE
;3 8.9
MCCALL'S
SATURDAY EVENING POST
I 14.!
24.6
-°
iH 16
-9
COLLIER'S
l6
l
il
LOOK
SOURCES :
Circulation— Radio
Weekly Audience :
BMB
for 1952for 1949-NCS
Magazines: ABC first
six months each year

COSTS:
Radio: Net time cost V2 hour,
weekly frequency.
Magazines: Net cost Black
and White full page •based on
use of every issue in a year.

radio
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than

ever

before

NBC's cost per thousand is now lower than any of
the networks . . . only 33 cents.
NBC nighttime radio reaches more homes per dollar
than magazines, newspaper supplements or network
television.
And NBC nighttime radio does more for your advertising dollar than any other radio network.
Circulation — The new Nielsen Coverage Survey is
the largest personal interview study ever made (a
sample of 100,000 homes). It shows an NBC Radio
audience of more than 16,000,000 homes on the average night . . . 25,466,870 different homes at the end
of a week . . . and NBC reaches additional millions
of homes with the passing of successive weeks.
NBC Radio's nighttime audience exceeds the next network by 1,275,000 homes each week.
Sales Effectiveness — NBC Radio is the only network which has tested and proven its ability to sell
advertisers' products today — even in television markets. NBC-advertised products sell 20% to 111% better among their listeners than among people who are
exposed to all other advertising. Here is documented
proof of NBC Radio's outstanding impact on the
buying habits of millions.
Merchandising — Today, NBC Radio is the only network fully equipped to merchandise products successfully at the point-of-sale. Under the leadership of
NBC's twelve district supervisors throughout the
nation, NBC's affiliated stations actively work to sell
their advertisers' products.
Facilities — The farthest reaching voice in the nation
is the NBC Radio Network. Through NBC's superior
facilities, advertisers have the opportunity to reach
millions of homes virtually untouched by other national media.
Here, then, is the truth about nighttime radio. Never
before has nighttime radio offered better values. As
Radio continues to offer even greater values to advertisers, soNBC continues to offer the greatest values in
Network Radio.

*8, 335, 000 new radio sets have already been sold this year
National

is greater

Sources for all statements available on request.

Broadcasting
Company
a service of Radio Corporation of America
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Bargain Day
EDITOR:
In reading the Dec. 15 Broadcasting • Telecasting I noticed
Fred Weber's claim to having the
lowest current rates in video advertising— $150 an hour.
Enclosed is the WROV-TV local
rate card. A letter, coverage map,
rate card and a return post card
were sent out December 10 to 600
retailers in the WROV-TV coverage area. Response has been good.
Frank E. Koehler
General Manager
WROV-AM-TV Roanoke,
Va.
[EDITOR'S
on
the
air next NOTE:
month, WROV-TV,
has set $140 due
as the
rate for a Class A hour.]
* * *
90% Response
EDITOR:
There is no doubt in my mind
that your Broadcasting Yearbook

open mike

is referred to by almost everyone
in the advertising business. The
reason I know? My secretary, in
sending in the information for your
Yearbook, spelled my name Hachney instead of Hackney. Therefore,
all year long 90% of my mail has
been addressed to Leo Hachney.
Please have someone change this
for the 1953 Yearbook.
Leo Hackney
General Manager
KGVL Greenville Texas

ing Research Institute is actively
in operation with a staff of three
and more than 300 subscribers.
One of the important goals in
meeting the needs of our subscribers is the building of a strong research collection of materials on
industrial advertising and merchandising. .. . Please consider
this letter an order for one sub• Telecsacstriinpg.ti..on to Broadcasting
.

Source Work
EDITOR:
The NIAA Industrial Advertis-

Helen B. McCormick
Research Librarian
Industrial Advertising
Research Institute
Cleveland

Rich

BMB

ALL

Central

OF

New

York

Families

Stable

Market

Central New York is a big target for any national advertiser.
It is a stable, depression-proof market — a magnificent test
market.
All 20 of the industrial classifications listed in the U. S. Census
of Manufacturing are well represented in the Syracuse metropolitan area. It is the distribution center of New York State
— the center of a rich agricultural area.
Central New Yorkers are worth your best selling efforts, directed through their radio station — WSYR.

ACUSE
NBC AFFILIATE

WSYR -AM • FM • TV—
in Central New York
WRITE,
Page 14
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The Only

PHONE

FILMS
Available for TV Use

In ordering from the film catalog stations should supply call letters and address, title and number
of film, statement that station will
pay shipping charges to and from
Central Film Lab. in the particular Army area, tentative telecast
date and method of shipment. Requests should be addressed to the
commanding general of the Army
area in which station is located,
marked for the attention of the
local signal officer.
Certain Army training films,
other than those listed, have been
released to the U. S. Office of Education. Catalog may be obtained
through that office or United
World Films, 1445 Park Ave., New
York 29, N. Y.

214,960

A

George
ResearchSorensen
Assistant
Boston U.
Boston

SERIES of public information
16mm sound films are being distributed by the Dept. of Army for
television exhibition on a free loan
basis.
Certain conditions are laid down
for use of the films, among them a
proviso that some must not be used
for sponsored programs. Only such
film in the catalog is "Japan Logminutes. istical Command," which runs 19

Nighttime

Audience

Posy from Boston
EDITOR:
Our thanks to you are no less
sincere because they are belated.
Broadcasting • Telecasting did
a fine job of telling about the recent fifth anniversary celebration
of the school of public relations
and communications, in which
prominent radio and television executives had dominant roles. . . .

ARMY

JVM:
COVERS

Sranback Way Back
EDITOR:
Thanks for the story, but please
make correction of a major error.
I am in no way connected with the
Stanback Co. and have not been
for years.
J. Carson Brantley
Salisbury, N. C.
[EDITOR'S
Mr. Brantley
refers
to story in NOTE:
B.T Dec.
15 announcing
his organization of the "Free Enterprise Train."] * * *

Complete

OR

ASK

Broadcast

Institution

HEADLEY-REED

#Dr. Christian7 Scripts
TWELFTH annual Dr. Christian
script - writing contest, sponsored
by Chesebrough Mfg. Co. (Vaseline products) and offering a first
price of $2,000 and some 50 others
ranging from $500 to $250, will be
held Jan. 7 to March 4, it was
announced last week. It is open to
both amateurs and professionals.
Winners will be announced May 20,
and the . $2,000 prize play will be
presented on the May 27 program
of Chesebrough's
series
on CBS Radio.Dr. Christian

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

Earl Abrams
Frank Beatty
Dave Berlyn
Eva Boor*
Fay Brandschain
Eleanor Brumbaugh
Sheila Byrne
Larry Christopher
Frances Cobb
John Cosgrove
Joanne Cowan
Ken Cowan
Rule Crafer
George Dartt
Betty OeVol
Bruce Edwards
Rocco Famighetti
Joe Fazio
Kathy Fisher
Fred Fitzgerald
Dave Glickman
Gladys Hall

Shirley Harb
Sid Hix
Harold Hopkins
Betty Jacobs
Ed James
Mary Kearney
Jeffries
Jack
Doris Kelly
Pat
Art Kielty
King
Julia King
Mitzi Kornetz
Anna Lambert
Win Levi
Leo
MauryLippman
Long
Eleanor Manning
Wilson McCarthy
Duane McKenna
Irv Miller
James Montagnes

Dorothy Munster
Terrance O'Flaherty
John Osbon
Sol Paul
Jane Pinkerton
Bruce Robertson
Eleanor Schadi
Blanche Seward
Bill Shaw
Joan Sheehan
Mac Slee
Harry Stevens
Jimmy Stober
Florence Small
Betty Taishoff
Larry TaishofT
Liz Thackston
Hy
Tash Thomas
Marjorie
Keith Trantow
Eunice Weston
Sol TaishofT

No, It's
No,all Perkins!
in the
s

feature
Back'

in his usual place,
full of good cheer, with a smile
on his face.
From the pages of Broadcasting,
he now steps forth,
To bring you this word from the
chilly north.
"I've been working all year to
make this Christmas best,
for broadcasters, agency people
and the rest.
They've done a good job, month
in and month out,"
says jolly old Santa, so round
and so stout.
"My pack's loaded down with
gifts for each one,
And I'll deliver them all before
Christmas is done,

The but
program
Kelly's
board,
actuallyisthis
is onlyKupthe
beginning of their broadcast day.
Operating from a home converted
into a remote studio, Mr. and Mrs.
Kelly each have other programs
through noon.
On the first program the Kellys
usually have a friend visiting from
local civic or church groups. They
also salute and promote community
and business projects, cheer up
shut-ins and encourage their radio
friends to write sick people.
At 8 a.m. Mr. Kelly airs his
Butternut News (Butternut Coffee)
right from the kitchen table. Two
hours later Mrs. Kelly conducts her
Homemakers Visit and Club Calendar program under sponsorship by
Consumers Co-op Shopping Center.
And at 10:15 manager Kelly gives
the Mid-Morning News.
Visitors at the Kelly home, 1710
Valmont Ave., Eau Claire, are

With lots of business from far
and near."
FIRST in WASHINGTON

•

December 22, 1952

numerous and celebrated (viz., Sen.
Estes Kefauver, others), as attested by the leads
family's
book.prayer
John
Patrick
the guest
morning
ceremonies for world peace. Aside
from being housewife, Elly Kelly
also finds time to answer her own
mail (between 400 and 500 letters
per week).
The kids? Well—
"Our boys love the broadcasting
business and look forward to our
special
each morning,"
Mr. Kellyprograms
says.

business

future of AM radio because of the
mushrooming growth of television.
"With rare exceptions, no one medium is a panacea for all sales
problems and every medium which
renders a service has a place.
"Some marginal media may be.
affected and the service character
of others changed, but history
shows that constructive competition has always served to build
business. Just as radio did not replace newspapers and magazines,
but created its own position; so
will TV. When TV comes of age
it will unquestionably modify editorial and programming formats
of magazines, newspapers and AM

I'llYear,
wish for you a Happy New

Page 16

ON HAND for early morning
WRFW breakfast program are
(standing) Mr. Kelly and wife Elly,
with sons Colonel Tom, and John
Patrick.

stoti'y

"When I've made my rounds for
fifty-two,
I'llwork
go back
anew.to the Pole and start

Represented by NBC Spot Sales

BROADCASTING

Yearbook

y?
Kell
HASThe anyb
ces here
peolot of
are aseen
chanody
ple have — or at least heard
one or more of the celebrated Kelly
family on WRFW Eau Claire, Wis.
They present "America's real-life
t program" each morning,
breakfas
7:50.
7:35 to
from
The family is that of Jack Kelly,
WRFW manager, and includes wife
Elly, and sons John Patrick (6)
and Colonel Tom (4).

Calling at each agency and broadcasting station,
Up, down and across the entire
nation.

980 KC • 93.9 FM

of the meek

Mr. SANDEBERG
. . . sees no TV spectres

PaDAVID cificH.
r of AveryCoast SANDE
manageBERG,
Knodel Inc., is not one of
those who views with alarm the

Mr. Sandeberg already sees signs
of this modification in radio, but
radio." haste to add that TV is openmakes
ing new channels for advertising
"as a result of the distinctive contribution which TV makes."
Mr. Sandeberg is a stand-out at
broadcasting gatherings both because he is well liked and due to
(Continued on page 85)

. . . you won't need any T
squares, graphs, slide rules
or geiger counters to get
all the information you
want and need in this business of broadcasting.
No sir! Ifs all in the 1953
BROADCASTING

Year-

Don't delay — order today.
*
book. copies
Single
are $5.00.
Or you may subscribe to
BROADCASTING * TELECASTING for a full year
and get 52 weekly issues,
the 1953 BROADCASTING
and the 1953 TELECASTING Yearbooks for only
$11.00. You save $6.00.
* Publication dates: BROADCASTING
Yearbook, mid-January; TELECASTING Yearbook, mid-February.
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING
National Press Building
Washington 4, D. C.
Please reserve both 1953 Yearbooks
for me, and enter my subscription to
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
□N
Bill me
□ $11.00 enclosed
Cityame

Firm
Street
Zone
State

1953 BROADCASTING Yearbook

BROADCASTING

•

Telecasting

Bf

Make
Friends
With

Gil

Newscaster, philosopher, friendly voice of a famous
station, WBT's Gil Stamper makes friends of folks
and friends for sponsors. Sincere, affable, convincing

COLOSSUS

OF THE CAROLINAS

Gil has the native know-how which distinguishes
WBT as a powerful local voice for national
advertisers. Let Gil and WBT make 3,000,000
Carolina friends for you.

CHARLOTTE,
Jefferson

NORTH

CAROLINA

Standard

Broadcasting

Company

Represented Nationally by CBS Radio Spot Sales

BROADCASTING
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FOR

BMI

VOTED
VOTING

THE

THIRD

STRAIGHT

LICENSED

NO.l
IN

1950-1951-1952

THE

CASH

GAVE

1952

IN

-WILD

SIDE

TOP

-HALF

1951 — COLD,

WINNERS

OF

OLD

1 950 — I ALMOST

(Commodore) . . . Hank Thompson (Cap.)

SMOKEY

(Folkways) ... The Weavers (Dec.)

(Acuff-Rose) ... Pee Wee King (Vic.)

(Acuff-Rose) . . .Hank Willjams (MGM)

MUCH

COLD

MINUTE

LIFE

RETREAT

AS

1952-LAWDY,

(Acuff-Rose) . . . Patti Page (Mer.)

OF

HEART

1950-CHATTANOOGIE

1951 -60

PLACE

FOR

IRENE (Spencer) ... The Weavers (Dec.)

1 950 — BONAPARTE'S

1952

12 FIRST

WALTZ

1 950 — GOODNIGHT

1951 - ON

OF

POLLS

(Mellow Music) . . . Johnny Ray (Col.)

1951 -TENNESSEE

1952

POPULARITY

12 OUT

- CRY

SONGS

/^CATEGORIES

BOX

BMI

YEAR

SHOE

MISS
MAN
LOST

MY

(Acuff-Rose)...Hank Williams (MGM)
SHINE

BOY

(Acuff-Rose) ... Red Foley (Dec.)

CLAWDY

(Venice) . . . Lloyd Price (Specialty)

(Lois) . . . The Dominoes (Federal)
MIND

(Hill & Range) . . . Ivory Joe Hunter (MGM)

OfOf.

'PA

>/>,

Of

Of

Pre
OF THE TOTAL
BY OPERATORS
81,8%

WERE

VOTES

REGISTERED

IN THE 1952 CASH BOX POPULARITY
CAST IN FAVOR

OF BMI-LICENSED

POLL,
'

SONGS

8

.

1

BEST POP - 16 out of 24 - 68.2%

8
of total
votes

YOU BELONG TO ME (Ridgeway) Jo Stafford (Col.)
SLOW POKE (Ridgeway) Pee Wee King (Vic.)
I'M YOURS (Algonquin) Eddie Fisher (Vic.)
BLACKSMITH BLUES (Hill & Range) Ella Mae Morse (Cap.)
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING (Hill & Range)
Patti Page (Mer.)
TELL ME WHY (Signet) Eddie Fisher (Vic.)
VANESSA (Meridian) Hugo Winterhalter (Vic.)
BOTCH-A-ME (Hollis) Rosemary Clooney (Col.)

CRY (Mellow) Johnny Ray (Col.)
ANYTIME (Hill & Range) Eddie Fisher (Vic.)
KISS OF FIRE (Duchess) Georgia Gibbs (Mer.)
TELL ME WHY (Signet) Four Aces (Dec.)
I'M YOURS (Algonquin) Don Cornell (Coral)
HERE IN MY HEART (Mellin) Al Martino (BBS Palda)
AUF WIEDERSEH'N SWEETHEART (Hill & Range)
Vera Lynn (Lon.)
HALF AS MUCH (Acuff-Rose) Rosemary Clooney (Col.)
BEST WESTERN

- 7 out of 9 - 83.3%

of total votes

WILD SIDE OF LIFE (Commodore) Hank Thompson (Cap.)
SLOW POKE (Ridgeway) Pee Wee King (Vic.)
ALMOST (Acuff-Rose) George Morgan (Col.)
SILVER AND GOLD (Blue Ridge) Pee Wee King (Vic.)
BEST FOLK - 16 out of 18 - 92.5%

I DON'T WANT TO BE FREE (Wakely) Jimmy Wakely (Cap.)
WAITING IN THE LOBBY OF YOUR HEART (Brenner)
Hank Thompson (Cap.)
DON'T LEAVE MY POOR HEART BREAKING (Lois)
Cowboy Copas (King)
of total votes

HALF AS MUCH (Acuff-Rose) Hank Williams (MGM)
LET OLD MOTHER NATURE HAVE HER WAY (Peer)
Carl Smith (Col.)
DON'T JUST STAND THERE (Hill & Range) Carl Smith (Col.)
GIVE ME MORE, MORE, MORE (Hill & Range)
Lefty Frizzell (Col.)
THE GOLD RUSH IS OVER (Hill & Range) Hank Snow (Vic.)
WONDERING (Hill & Range) Webb Pierce (Dec.)
ARE YOU TEASING ME (Acuff-Rose) Carl Smith (Col.)
IT WASN'T GOD WHO MADE HONKY TONK ANGELS (Peer)
Kitty Wells (Dec.)
BEST RHYTHM

JAMBALAYA (Acuff-Rose) Hank Williams (MGM)
HONKY TONK BLUES (Acuff-Rose) Hank Williams (MGM)
DON'T STAY AWAY (Hill & Range) Lefty Frizzell (Col.)
I WENT TO YOUR WEDDING (Hill & Range)
Hank Snow (Vic.)
A FULL TIME JOB (Acuff-Rose) Eddy Arnold (Vic.)
BABY Hank
WE'RE Williams
REALLY IN(MGM)
LOVE (Acuff-Rose)
BACKSTREET AFFAIR (Forrest) Webb Pierce (Dec.)
BLACKBERRY BOOGIE (Central) Tennessee Ernie (Cap.)

& BLUES - 23 out of 28 - 87.2%

LAWDY, MISS CLAWDY (Venice) Lloyd Price (Specialty)
MY SONG (Lion) Johnny Ace (Duke)
HAVE MERCY, BABY (Meridian) Dominoes (Federal)
GOIN' HOME (Commodore) Fats Domino (Imperial)
MARY JO (Drake) Four Blazers (United)
JUKE (John Henry Burton) Little Walter (Checker)
NIGHT TRAIN (Pamlee) Jimmy Forest (United)
THREE O'CLOCK BLUES (Modern) B. B. King
NO MORE DOGGIN' (Modern) Roscoe Gordon (RPM)
CRY (Mellow) Johnnie Ray (Columbia)
TING-A-LING (Progressive) The Clovers (Atlantic)
BROADCAST
MUSIC, INC.
NEW YORK
•
CHICAGO

of total votes

HEAVENLY FATHER (Blazer) Edna McGriff (Jubilee)
5-10-15 HOURS (Progressive) Ruth Brown (Atlantic)
YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU (Modern) B. B. King (RPM)
ONE MINT JULEP (Progressive) The Clovers (Atlantic)
FIVE LONG YEARS (Frederick) Eddie Boyd (Job)
BOOTED (Modern) Roscoe Gordon (Chess)
BESIDE YOU (Lois) Swallows (King)
I'M GONNA PLAY THE HONKY TONKS (Lion)
Marie Adams (Peacock)
GOT YOU ON MY MIND (Raleigh) John Greer (Vic.)
MY HEART'S DESIRE (Modern) Jimmy Lee & Artis (Modern)
580

FIFTH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD

NEW
TORONTO

Y.
YORK

36,
MONTREAL

SM. EPSTEIN, president, Century Adv., Detroit, to W. B. Doner &
• Co., that city, as vice president in charge of marketing.
GRAHAM JACKSON, ALVIN HAERR, RAYMOND PETERSON and
RICHARD A. HALL have formed Jackson, Haerr, Peterson & Hall Inc.,
Peoria. They will serve respectively as president, vice president-secretary,
vice president-treasurer and vice president-general manager.
EDWARD B. SCULL to Gray & Rogers, Phila., in contact department.
MARIE SAUNDERS

to Nemarow Adv., Vineland, N. J., as spacebuyer.

FREDERICK GOLDMAN, copy chief, Adrian Bauer Adv., Phila., promoted to merchandising director.
GERALD GOULD, Blaine-Thompson Co., N. Y., to Lewin Williams &
Saylor Inc., same city, as account executive.
CHARLES M. KENYON and L. FOSTER JACK added to public relations
staff, Gray & Rogers, Phila.
GORDON RALSTON, formerly manager of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Toronto, appointed senior account executive at McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Toronto. DUNCAN MacINNES named media manager, same agency.

Etiquette books frown on the tactics that George the
Giraffe is using here. He wants to eat something
that is some distance removed from his own bailiwick. There's nobody around to pass the chow in to
George so with his exceptional faculty for "boardinghouse reach", he is helping himself to the rich pickings on the other side of the fence!
Most advertisers don't have the "neck" for reaching
out and getting the rich plums of business that are
waiting outside their neighborhood sphere of influence. Radio can be to those advertisers what the neck
is to George the Giraffe.
Radio gives the advertiser "boardinghouse reach";
it enables him to reach out and get the business that
will always be on the other side of the fence for nonradio users.
The longer the reach, the better the radio buy. In
Oklahoma City, of course, your longest reach is
KOMA . . . the best cost-per-thousand buy and the
only 50 kw CBS outlet in Oklahoma, serving you
from a brand new quarter million-dollar studio.

AFFILIATED WITH KTUl, TULSA
50,000

WATTS

J. J. BERNARD
Page 20
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RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
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RADIO

Vice-President and General Manager
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Guenther-Bradford agency,at
maner,
E Chathr
PLis
s Zell
QUAD
rleeat
cago,
a
ChiRU
vice president who is also radio and
ctor. Mr. Zellrdi
er's pridireity
television activ
is shephe ng to
mary
success in video the world's largest
Nash dealer, Hauser-Nash Motor
Sales. In addition, he solicits new
business, develops small clients into
es n copy, directs eprobig ones,ductionwrit
and eve
acts in som of
his own commercials.

Mr. Zeller, working with Bud Hauser
of the car sales comthat
firm's pany,
firstoriginated
TV commercial three years

System resulted in a $125,000 sale
of equipment to a Chicago laundry.
The laundry installation was filmed,
and
cials. used in subsequent commerCharlie Zeller has been conversant with radio since 1922, when
as commander of a disabled war
veterans' post he toured Chicago's
stations seeking support for veterans' legislation. He appeared in
front of a mike for the first time
professionally in
1926, ingafter
establishtwo community
newspapers on the
south side, as newscasters-commentator
in order to promote
the papers. He sold
participation spots
to more than 200
clients who still call

ago.to a feature
Incorporated
infilm, the
first commercial sold
50 cars the following
day, setting the pattern for an outstanding local success
story. Mr. Hauser
has used better-quality feature films
consistently, in one
instance spending
$5,100
for a
series ofeach
26 Edward

upon outhim
throughthe year
when
they dio want
to use raor television.
He entered
com-in
mercial television
Mr. ZELLER

Small productions.
He now buys about
eight hours weekly in Chicago.
The agency executive has worked
with many accounts in some 30
years of advertising and related
work, and is especially pleased with
the kind of fast results shown to
another video client. One spot for
the Rhunke
Industrial Blowers

1948 on thestation,
city's
pioneer
WBKB, but his first
experiencetook
withplace
the
medium

in 1939 when he worked with Commonwealth Edison Co. in tests with
a stationery camera and a roped-off
gangplank arrangement which
guided guests into camera range.
Mr. Zeller has
with Guenther-Bradfordbeen
eight years,
joining
(Continued on page 47)
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beat

OUTSTANDING
ALFRED LURIE, staff director, WBAP-TV Ft. Worth, to Stanley Campbell Adv., Dallas, as TV producer-director.
JOHN A. GIBBS to Lewis & Gilman, Phila., as associate art director.
RICHARD S. ARMSTRONG, W. Wallace Orr Inc., Phila., appointed
director of copy and plans there.
W. R. MASON, former vice president and group director of Geyer Adv.,
N. Y., and HERBERT S. LENZ, senior
account executive and member of executive committee, J. D. Tarcher Co.,
to Ralph H. Jones Co., N. Y., as manager of marketing and manager of
client services, respectively.
MILDRED RIORDEN BLAKE, Young
& Rubicam, N. Y., to Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, same city, in
copy department.
Mr. Lenz
. , __ .
. „ „
Mr. Mason
CONNIE LAVIN, S. Augstein & Co.,
N. Y., to Lavenson Bureau of Adv., Phila., as publicity director.
RAYMOND G. HUSTED, assistant advertising manager, Pacific Car &
Foundry Co., Renton, Wash., to Foote, Cone & Belding Inc., Portland, as
assistant account executive.
GORDON & ENGELMAN Adv., S. F., has changed name to GORDON
Adv. YVONNE ENGELMAN, partner, has resigned.
GEORGE E. LICHTY, account executive, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., S. F.,
to Brisacher, Wheeler & Staff, that city, as member of creative department.
HARVEY H. STROBUSCH, manager, Knox Reeves Adv. Inc., S. F., has
opened his own agency at 593 Market St., that city. ROBERT E. HUTH,
sales promotion manager, W. J. Lancaster Co., S. F., joins new agency
as associate.

-

if
K
Florence Luedeke 20 yrs.
"Farmer" Bill 17 yrs.
Brooks Watson
17 yrs.

Milton Budd

20 yrs.

Wayne West
Phil Gibson

10 yrs.
8 yrs.

EDWARD R. McNEILLY, producer-writer, Television Productions Co..
L. A., to Caples Co., that city, as radio-TV director. PETER STACEY
and RALPH NELSON, production department members, promoted to
production manager and assistant production manager, respectively. Mr.
Stacey succeeds MARION WELBORN, named account executive.

years it's just natural that you'll be con-

FRANCIS E. GIANATTASIO, radio-TV time estimator, Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y., to Hewitt, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, same city, in same
capacity.

e friend." That's just
a
sidered "long-tim
what these WMBD personalities are to all

KEN BURT named radio-TV director of Walsh Adv. Co., Toronto, replacing EVERETT PALMER who becomes radio-TV director of new
Toronto office of McCann-Erickson Inc.
EDGAR A. HATCHER, director of merchandising and research, Deutsch
& Shea, N. Y., to G. M. Basford Co., same city, as assistant account
executive. ROY A. DUFFUS Jr. to agency as account executive in publicity department.
CLYDE McDANNALD, Foote, Cone & Belding, N. Y., to Harry B. Cohen
Adv., that city, as member of account service department. HENRY
SLAMIN Jr., traffic manager of Cohen agency, promoted to account
service work.

home
^F7"HEN

or twenty
for ten
every day
in someone's
visited
you've

the folks in the Peoriarea. When
a sales message
a "long-time

you have

for the Peoriarea ... let

Friend"

present it for you

. ... you'll get better results.

See Free & Peters

TED P. WALLOWER, timebuyer for Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce,
N. Y., to Morey, Humm & Johnstone, same city, in the same capacity.
BLEASDALE Adv. Agency, Krege Bldg., Victoria, B. C, enfranchised
by Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters.
BYER & BOWMAN
LANGHAMMER

Adv., Columbus, Ohio, relocates at 66 S. Sixth St.

& Assoc., Omaha, relocates at 225 Park Ave., same city.
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FIRST in the
Heart of Illinois

PEORIA
CBS Radio Network
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More

in

Leading

Louisiana,

Jobbers

Arkansas,

Texas

Praise

R. W. HODGE,
Vice-President,
National
Automotive
Maintenance
Association,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"KWKH produces
phenomenal results"

KWKH

he comments

at the left are from letters written us

by three leading jobbers in the KWKH
area — men
who know this region as well as you know your own
front yard.
None

of these men

would

qualify generally as a "Time

Buyer" or "Media Director". Some of them
have seen Madison or Michigan Avenue.
them
W. T. HANNA, General Manager,
Andress-Hanna, Inc.
Shreveport, SAYS:
"KWKH is uniformly
satisfactory"

are experts on their own

direct, obvious

impact

may never
But all of

business, and on the

on sales produced

by KWKH!

We're naturally proud of our successful advertising
record in behalf of so many wholesalers, jobbers and
distributors in the KWKH
area. We'd like to do the
same kind of job for yours. What facts would you like?

KWKH
A Shreveport Times Station
T. A. WILLIAMS, Owner,
Williams Physicians and Surgeons
Supply Co.,
Shreveport, SAYS:
"We prescribe
KWKH"

The Branham Company
Representatives
Henry Clay, General Manager

50,000

Watts

•

CBS
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NAME

HYDE

VROSEL H. HYDE may be named
chairman-designate of the FCC by
President-elect Eisenhower within
the next fortnight — well in advance
of the change in Administration.
Supporters of the Idaho Republican were urging this course last
week in the absence of any known
opposition to Mr. Hyde as the new
Administration's choice for the
chairmanship. Whereas some of
those seeking appointment to the
two upcoming vacancies heretofore
had designs on the chairmanship,
that talk evaporated last week. Mr.
Hyde's supporters emphasized the
desirability of an orderly transition from 20 years of Democratic
control to Republican policy direction. This would mean a minimum
of upsetting of normal Commission
functioning.
Mr. WEISS
Meanwhile, the name of Lewis
Allen Weiss, former president of came a Commissioner.
He is 52.
Don Lee and one-time chairman of
Some
names
previously
menMutual, loomed larger as a nominee
tioned for the FCC vacancies have
to one of the two Commission vadropped out. But there were new
cancies. He reportedly has the unones, too. In informed quarters it
qualified endorsement of such im- is felt there is a strong likelihood
portant Republican personages as that one of the appointees will be
Vice President-elect Richard Nix- a member of Congress who failed
on, California Senator William
to be re-elected last November.
F. Knowland, and Republican National Committee Chairman and
Postmaster General-designate Arthur Summerfield.
Many Supporters
Many broadcasters had signified
Nl-A
SALE
WMBRAM-FM-TV
BR
WMOF
their support, and while others had
Jacksonville, Fla., by Ed Norton
expressed opposition, notably to his
appointment to the chairmanship, it and his associates, to the Washington Post Co. (majority owners
was evident the political scales are
of WTOP Inc., Washington) for
balanced in his favor. Among
others actively supporting his can$2,470,000, was announced last
didacy are Fulton Lewis jr., WashSaturday, subject to usual FCC apington commentator, and William
B. Dolph, executive vice president
proval.
The all-cash transaction is the
of WMT Cedar Rapids, who is associated with Mr. Lewis and with second to be reached during the
past fortnight involving more than
other radio ventures.
$1 million, the other being the acOriginally, Mr. Weiss was
quisition by Crosley Broadcasting
among those boomed for the chairCorp. of WLTV (TV) Atlanta, for
manship but he said last Friday
that he recognizes the logic, of elevating Mr. Hyde to that post because of his background as a career
official of the FCC and his intimate
knowledge of its administration and
operation. Mr. Hyde, now vice
chairman, rose from the ranks of
law clerk through the law department. He served successively as
an attorney, hearing examiner, assistant general counsel, general
Mr. Graham
Mr. Hayes
counsel, and — in April 1946 — beBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

NOW
terms in Congress, and is a lawyer.
He is highly regarded in party
circles and during the campaign
was a top advisor at the Republican National Committee. He left
Washington last Thursday for his
home without deciding upon his
course, but it is known that he is
interested in the FCC. Reports
were current also that he is under
consideration for appointment to
an executive post in Gen. EisenHouse. hower's official family at the White

Comr. HYDE
There are now two such legislators
pondering the desirability of an
FCC Commissionership as against
other possible independent agency
or Government appointments •—
Reps. Albert M. Cole of Holton
(near Topeka), Kan., and Edward
H. Jenison of Paris, 111.
Rep. Cole, 51, has served four

Rep. Jenison, 45, has served since
1946, and is a newspaperman. He
is editor of the Paris Daily BeaconNews. He served in Naval aviation during World War II. His
friends are urging his appointment
to the FCC, but thus far there is
no word that he is disposed to become a candidate.
A front-runner among broadcasters urged for the FCC in the early
days — Theodore C. Streibert, former president of WOR and General
Telecasting System — dropped out
last week. Under his arrangement
(Continued on page 41 )

'000
'Wqsh- Post' Buys for $2'470
TV
$1,500,000, subject to FCC clearance [B*T, Dec. 15].
Philip L. Graham, president and
publisher of the Post, was in Jacksonville last Friday to announce
the projected ownership change to
the staffs of the three stations,
licensed to the Florida Broadcasting Co. All of the capital stock of
Florida was purchased. The transaction had been in negotiation for
several weeks, with Mr. Graham
Mr. Marshall Mr. Norton
and John S. Hayes, president of
WTOP Inc., representing the Post books of Florida Broadcasting.
Co., and Mr. Norton, Glenn MarMr. Norton, former Federal Reshall Jr. (31% stockholder), and
serve Board member, has varied
Frank King (18%) participating
interests in the South, including
for Florida Broadcasting.
the presidency of the Coosa River
To Be Filed Soon
Newsprint Co., and the principal
Applications for the transfer will ownership of WAPI-WAFM (FM)
be filed this week with the FCC.
and WAFM-TV Birmingham. His
The transaction is entirely divorced
associate in the Birmingham operafrom WTOP Inc., in which CBS
tion is Thad Holt, who holds a
holds a 45% interest. It is under23.6% interest.
stood that the net price will be
Mr. Marshall, now manager of
approximately $100,000 less than
WMBR-TV, will become president
the $2,470,000 figure, this repre(Continued on page 36)
senting net quick assets on the
December 22, 1952
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KOOP ELECTED
By National Press Club
WASHINGTON'S National Press
Club got its first radio newsman
as president last Friday with the
election of Theodore F. Koop, CBS
Radio news and
public affairs director, to that office without opposition.
The new president, who served
as vice president
this year, assumes office in
mid - January,
Koop
with formal inauguration set Jan.
31. Mr. Koop has been a newsman
since he was 13, when he wrote
"personals" for his hometown
paper, Monticello (Iowa) Express.
Mr. Koop joined CBS Radio
news in Washington in January
1948. He supervises a news and
public affairs staff of nearly 20
people and also directs preparations for Washington originations
over CBS of forums and speeches
by government officials.
A 1929 graduate, with Phi Beta
Kappa honors, of the U. of Iowa,
where he edited the student newspaper, Daily Iowan, Mr. Koop
served from 1928 to 1941 on the
news staff of the AP, serving successively with the Des Moines and
New Haven bureaus, as Washington staff reporter, as city editor
and later general editor in New
York, and finally as one of three
news editors in the Washington
bureau.
He joined the National Geographic magazine editorial staff in
1941 and in December that year
became special assistant to Byron
Price, director of the government
Office of Censorship. In March
1945 he was named assistant director of censorship, heading voluntary press-radio censorship, and
after V-J Day became deputy director to liquidate the Office of
Censorship.
He rejoined National Geographic
in January 1946 as news bulletin
service chief. In 1949 he contributed a chapter on radio news to
the National Press Club's book,
Dateline Washington. He is a past
president of the Washington
Sigma Delta Chi chapter and a
board member of Radio-Television
News Directors Assn.
Mr. Koop is author of a history
of censorship in World War II,
Weapon of Silence. He was one of
99 U. of Iowa alumni honored in
1947 with "certificates of achieveat the university's centennialment"celebration.

RATE CARDS
McGrath Hits Shady Deals

TOASTING a winner during the first week of Do You Want to Be A Star?,
new WOR-TV New York show under sponsorship of Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of
New York, are (I to r): Fred Robbins, program m. c; Paul Louis, vice president
in charge of radio and television for D'Arcy Agency; Robert Kesner, assistant
advertising manager for the Coca-Cola Co., and James T. Murray, president
of the New York bottling company. Firm presents the high school talent show
thrice weekly from 7-7:30 p.m. EST and has joined WOR-TV in extensive
promotion for the program.

STABILE ELECTED
To ABC-TV Program Post
u AMES A. STABILE was elected
last week to the post of administrative manager of the ABC-TV
network program department, effective immediately.
v»
Reporting to
Charles M. Underbill, national
director of the
TV program department, he will
be responsible for
negotiations for
TV programs,
talent, administration of teleMr. Stabile
vision program
budgets, and departmental general affairs. He
also will be a member of the department's planning board.
Mr. Stabile joined ABC in December 1951 as an attorney, after
previous legal service with the William Morris agency and the Authors League of America, and private practice.
B&B

Elevates Neuman

RALPH NEUMAN, assistant
treasurer of Benton & Bowles, New
York, has been named treasurer,
it was announced last week. Prior
to Mr. Neuman's promotion, Robert
E. Lusk, agency president, served
as treasurer. Mr. Neuman has
been with Benton & Bowles since
1935.
e Elected V. P.

Pinex Spots
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., for
its cough syrup, adds 15 southern
markets to its radio spot campaign
through Russel M. Seeds agency,
Chicago. Series begins Jan. 5 for
9 and 11 weeks, with five spots
weekly per market.
Page 24
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BRUCE M. DODGE, radio-TV production supervisor at Weiss &
Geller agency, New York, has been
elected vice president. Mr. Dodge
has been with the agency since
August, and was formerly manager
of broadcast production at Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York.

McCANN-ERICKSON
Ups Foote, Four Others
McCANN-ERICKSON, New York,
elected five executive officers last
week.
Emerson Foote was elected executive vice president of the agency
and a member of
the executive
committee, President Marion Harper Jr. announced.
Other
changes
announced by Mr.
Harper:
Robert E.Healy,
vice president and
treasurer, was
Mr. Foote
named to the executive committee. Elected senior
vice presidents were Chester A.
Posey, chairman of the advisory
committee on plans, John H.
Tinker Jr., creative director, and
Henry Q. Hawes, Pacific Coast
manager.
Mr. Foote has been with the
agency since October 1951. Previously, he had been head of Foote,
Cone & Belding, New York.
Mr. Healy has been associated
with the agency since May 1952,
Mr. Posey since April 1929, and
Mr. Tinker since February 1939.
Swift Buys MBS Slot
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, for Allsweet margarine, has bought the
12:25 to 12:30 p.m. (CST) slot five
days weekly on 544 Mutual stations
for its Music Box recorded show,
placed on spot basis last spring.
Schedule starts Feb. 2 or 9 for
minimum of 13 weeks. This is
fourth Mutual show placed through
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
Others are Nick Carter for Libby,
McNeill & Libby's canned meat;
Gabriel Heatter for the Credit
Union National Assn., and Bobby
Benson for Kraft Foods Co.'s Caramels.

STRESSING that his station's net
profits for this year will be an estimated 10% over 1951, William
B. McGrath, managing director of
WHDH Boston, urged radio broadcasters last week to stick to their
official rates to assure continued
healthy growth of the industry.
Mr. McGrath noted that though
operating costs for labor and services were on the upgrade, his station flourished because he stood
behind the premise that his facilities were "worth at least what is
printed on the rate cards." But
he warned that "this present state
of well-being can easily dissipate"
if certain segments of the industry continue so-called "unofficial
reduction
of rates."
"Unethical
rate practices have
occurred in varying degrees for
many years," Mr. McGrath asserted. "But of late, the procedure
has reached ridiculous proporHe conceded that the competitive inroads of television and the
increasing number of radio stations." tions have made necessary some
"official" reductions. But he blamed
certain broadcasters who effected
"unofficial" reductions for contribdium. uting to devaluation of the me"There is probably no overall
cure for under-the-counter deals,"
Mr. McGrath confessed. "Unfortunately the victim of such practice
seldom realizes he is laying the
ground work for his eventual retirement — from the frequency
He declared
spectrum,
that that
is." those stations
who have faith in the value of their
facilities are winning the confidence and respect of advertising
agencies and clients and added:
"At least this philosophy has
worked for WHDH in 1952."
MBS BILLINGS
$19 Million for 11 Months
MBS gross billings for the 11
months of this year ended Nov. 30
amounted to $19,011,402 as against
$16,203,941 for the same period in
1951, officials reported last week.
This year's figure was described as
17.3% higher than last year's.
MBS said
gross
billings$2,172,485
for November alone
reached
this year, compared with $1,583,288 in 1951.

Meyer to New Firm
ROBERT MEYER has resigned as
director of press information for
CBS-TV Hollywood to accept a
position on the creative board and
writing staff of a new Hollywood
production company, David J.
Jacobson, director of public relaweek. tions for CBS-TV, announced last
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FOR
HOT
FIRMSthe bare
AUTO
statement that
the netTHE
AUTOMOTIVE industry's
work has had them underway for
move-in on broadcast sponsorship
of top-billing special events spread many months and that NBC radio
across the Atlantic Ocean last week
coverage would include tape recordings and a live broadcast direct
as General Motors and WillysOverland set plans for coverage of from Westminster Abbey, where
the pomp and spectacle of the the Coronation occurs.
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II
The announcement also noted that
in London next June 2.
Romney Wheeler, NBC's London
In the automotive industry's bureau chief, had just returned to
kindred field, American Oil Co. London after three weeks of planning sessions with network officials
(Amoco) meanwhile signed for the
in New York.
DuMont TV Network's coverage
The sale to General Motors was
■*of
the Jan.
20 inauguration
President
- elect
Eisenhower of
in made direct. Kudner Inc. is the
Washington — an event which al- GM agency.
ready had drawn three automotive
The contract between Willyssponsors to three other networks.
Overland and CBS-TV had not
been officially announced and it
General Motors signed to sponwas
understood that detailed plans
sor NBC's Coronation coverage on as to
coverage remained to be
both radio and' television, while worked
out. The contract was said
Willys-Overland signed for CBSto
call
for
the motor company to
l that
TV's. CBS
Meanwhile
it wasABCreported
Radio and
radio pay $75,000 in talent fees— for
sending crews to London, filming,
and television were, respectively,
. negotiating with several prospecetc. — plus time costs. Willys'
. tive sponsors — some of them, agency is Ewell & Thurber Assoc.,
New York.
again, in the automobile field,
There were indications that CBSj Details of coverage plans for the
I colorful ceremonies attendant to TV planned to devote at least two
i the Coronation
had not been hours to the Coronation, perhaps
spread over two days.
worked out. The telecasts necessarily would be from films sped as
quickly as possible from London to
Daytime 'Digests'
The coverage plan being offered
New York, while radio coverage
by CBS Radio, it was understood,
would be both live and taped.
The NBC-General Motors pact included two daytime "digests" of
highlights — perhaps at about 10
was announced jointly by the two
companies late Thursday after- a.m. EST and one from 4-5 p.m.
EST — plus another in the evening.
noon.
In
addition, the network is conIt was the fourth contract besidering live pickups starting at
tween the two companies in recent
about 5 a.m. EST and carried susmonths, GM having sponsored the
taining ifa sponsor is not found.
NCAA football series on NBC-TV,
ABC
was said to be thinking in
and having signed for NBC radio
and television coverage of Gen. terms of several Coronation pickups, probably including both live
Eisenhower's inauguration, plus a broadcasts
and tape recordings, at
special one-hour NBC-TV program
on Christmas Day (4-5 p.m. EST)
featuring CBS star Arthur Godfrey
as master of ceremonies.
The NBC - GM announcement
gave no details on plans beyond

'RYBUTOL' HIT
FTC Challenges Claims
COMPLAINT has been filed
against VCA Labs., Vitamin Corp.
of America, Newark, N. J., by the
Federal Trade Commission challenging certain advertising claims.
The complaint questions various
statements made for "Rybutol," a
drug preparation. FTC claims they
are misleading and deceptive. VCA
has used television advertising in
recent years.
Firm is given 20 days to file an
answer and a hearing will be held
in New York Feb. 10, 1953. Also
named as respondents were Morton
Edell, Larry J. Paskow, Philip
Edell, John Cox and Louis E. Edell
of the company.
BROADCASTING

ning.
SPECIALS
intervals during the day and eveWillys, like General Motors, has
signed for Gen. Eisenhower's inauguration coverage, but unlike
GM, not on the same network it
signed for the Coronation.
The Packard Motor Car Co. has
signed for CBS-TV plus CBS Radio
coverage of the Washington event,
while Willys signed for ABC's, also
both radio and TV. Willys also
participates in the sponsorship of
the Ford Foundation's Omnibus
extravaganza on CBS-TV and sponsors weekly concerts of the New
York Philharmonic on CBS Radio.
Parade Pickups
The contract between Amoco and
DuMont for inauguration coverage, while not officially announced,
presumably envisions — as in the
case of the other networks — pickups along the parade routes, with
coverage of the actual swearing-in
ceremonies and inaugural address
carried on a sustaining basis.
Mutual meanwhile has said its
inauguration coverage will be made
available for sale by affiliates to
local and regional sponsors on a
co-op basis.
Preparations for coverage of the
Jan. 20 ceremonies in Washington
were being pushed forward by the
networks last week, with details
announced by NBC, the CBS networks, and Mutual as follows:
General Motors will sponsor four
of the five hours on NBC television,
as well as the entire NBC radio
broadcast of the event. The noonhour swearing-in ceremonies at the
Capitol and Gen. Eisenhower's
inaugural speech will be broadcast
and telecast unsponsored by NBC

m***
as a public service.
Coverage will begin at 11:30 a.m.
EST and will continue till 2 :30 p.m.
on radio and approximately 4:30
p.m. on television.
Special equipment for the inaugural will include a Cadillac sedan,
which General Motors is constructing in cooperation with NBC. It
will become a TV mobile unit complete with studio-type electronic
equipment and a TV innovation —
a hand-camera — together with full
radio and TV transmitting equipment. This "camera-car," which
will have all the facilities of NBCTV's truck-size mobile units, will
take close-ups of the President and
President-elect, their aides and the
thousands of persons lining the
streets. NBC's hand camera, de( Continued on page 3U)

R&R NAMES SLATER
To Head Radio-TV Depts.
APPOINTMENT of Tom G. Slater,
vice president of Ruthrauff & Ryan,
New York,
as directordepartments
of R&R's
radio
and television
[Closed Circuit, Dec. 8] was announced by the agency last week.
He succeeds Willson M. Tuttle, who
resigned to become president of
United Television Programs Inc.,
also New York.
Mr. Slater joined Ruthrauff &
Ryan in September 1946 as an account executive. In 1949 he became
business manager of the radio and
TV departments as well as an
agency vice president, becoming
associate director of both departments in 1951.

Acc°rd
mc> TV Affi|iqtes Reqch
A
FORMUL
RATE
sales expand.
The compromise agreed upon in
NBC television affiliates' monthsChicago follows a similar pattern,
Under the existing system, the
long efforts to secure a revision in
the formula under which they are
stations give NBC-TV 24 hours a but substitutes a new scale governing the reduction in the number of
compensated by the network
month "free" as payment for line
charges, sustaining programs, etc. free hours.
brought forth fruit — tasty, apparIn general terms, the new rate
The plan has been based on an hour
ently, to both sides — in a compromise reached at a special meeting
unit system with a one-hour unit of reduction will average slightly
less than 5 minutes of free time
in Chicago last week.
for one Class A hour, three-fourths
recaptured by the station for each
Details of the new plan were not
of a unit for Class B time and onerevealed officially, but it was
half unit for Class C, and pro- hour of network commercial time
carried in excess of 174 hours a
learned that statistically, it gives
jected to 24 units or hours.
month. Thus, if a station carries
the stations approximately 30% of
Affiliates Original Plan
270 hours of solid network time —
the objective of their original dewhich represents all network option
The
affiliates originally proposed
mands. Leaders in the stations'
that this be changed to provide for time — the station would recapture
movement seemed well pleased, as
reduction of the number of free
did NBC officials.
slightly less than 8 of the 24 free
hours.
hours by 15 minutes for each hour
The plan achieves compensationsystem changes by revising the of network commercial time a staLeaders among the stations said
tion carries in excess of 174 hours a
"free hours" formula — and station
a
survey
last March, made in prepspokesman said few affiiliates, if month. Thus if a station carried
aration
for the negotiations, indi270 network commercial hours a
any, will realize immediate benefits.
cated that the average affiliate was
They emphasized that it is a long- month, the number of free hours
carrying around 140 hours of netrange plan under which the affil- it gave the network would be re(Continued on page i2)
duced to zero [B«T, Aug. 4].
iates' benefits will come as network
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■RADIO has proved its value to Kingan & Co., of Indianapolis, sponsors
■of "King Arthur Godfrey and His Roundtable" on CBS Radio (Sun., 5■5:30 p.m. EST). Local radio is highlighted in their use of WIRE Indian■apolis where their budget expanded from $59 in '48 to $40,000 in '51.

. .
Client.
Local
King-Size
The
the Consumer Analysis for the
of
t
hear
totalling
$59
led
four
months
later
the
in
o
bacon to the contestants who "Beat
LOCAL radi
Indianapolis metropolitan market.
Hoosierland, where TV has Carnegie." However, sportscaster
to sponsorship of Dinner Winner,
The following year, Kingan offied
y
challeng
its authorit for Carnegie was able to maintain a purchased to promote a new
cials decided to make their broadsolid 80.5% in beating the total product, Seafoam shortening. The
the past three years, is responsible
cast usage more flexible in order
number of entries received.
for the growth of a midget account
show was planned "as a strong
to use the medium to full advanKingan also annually sponsors
into a giant soonsor a short fivemerchandising-advertising
tool" to
tage in local sales campaigns and
build
volume and distribution.
year span.
the "finals" of the Indiana High
dealer and consumer promotions.
That sponsor, Kingan & Co., School Assn. basketball tournaDuring the first eight weeks of
Tom Carnegie, station sportsIndianapolis, packers of quality
ment, an event dear to every marketing and promoting the new
caster and m.c. on Dinner Winner,
Hoosier.
meat products in the state since
Seafoam shortening, Dinner Winbegan a series of personal appearner contributed heavily to a 300%
1862, bought a series of spots on
The company, traditionally a
ance broadcasts from retail grocWIRE Indianapolis in 1948 for $59. buyer in national magazines, local hike in distribution and to a like
eries, church and civic gatherings
increase in sales volume. Seafoam
Now it spends more than $40,000 newspapers and billboards, decided
to test radio for the first time in was listed second among the top and at dealer meetings, combining
annually on the same station.
the functions of a salesman and a
The "KING -size" client, for March 1948.
eight brands of non - vegetable
whom the station is doing the same
shortening in the 1949 edition of public relations agent for the sponA series of spots on WIRE
sor as well as the station.
kind of a selling and promotion
In the fall of 1950, more than
job, has gained the maximum benefits from local radio because of
5,000 persons were enrolled as
members of the "Dinner Winner
careful, long-range program and
commercial planning tailored to its
Club," with a membership card as
the only inducement. The program,
specific needs.
MARK'S MARKET HITS MARK
during its three years on the air,
This is the philosophy of Kingan
Radio Draws 'Largest' Crowd to Anniversary
gained the highest rating of any
officials and of Daniel C. Park,
general manager of the station,
locally-produced show, according to
station officials. The dinner givewho has worked step-by-step with
Ett
away in those same three years
the meat packing concern in its
m
ft
if
k's(
•
ttf
fl
ft
K
f
T
featured telephone calls to 5,500
development of local radio as a
listeners, of which 1,032 Dinner
selling, promotion and merchandising tool.
Winners received $16,000 worth of
free meals.
Kingan's current around - the # * #
clock schedule includes three daily
strips and seasonal sponsorship of
top local sports events. It sponvided Kingan with a quality
proERSHIP in the club
sored nine top games of Indiana
MEMB
mailing
list
of
loyal listeners which
U. and Purdue XL this season.
* .* *
was used in various coupon distributions. Each couponing, of course,
AS a promotional tie-in for their
raised the volume for the grocer
sponsorship of the 1952 colleimmediately, and the products
giate football broadcasts, WIRE
showed a lasting increase, as sales
and Kingan officials instituted a
figures report.
Thanks to radio, even the streets and parking lots were jammed when
weekly "Beat Carnegie" football
In the spring of 1951, Kingan
Mark's Market celebrated its sixth anniversary.
contest, in which listeners pitted
appropriated
an additional $3,500
their "picking" skill against that
of sportscaster Tom Carnegie.
Market has tripled its floor space to WIRE when it signed for the
SANDUSKY, Ohio's Mark's Market
Two persons each week, one
is hitting the mark with radio.
in the six years it has been in first time for the ever-popular
male, the other female, having the
operation. It now boasts 18,600 Indiana High School Athletic Assn.
Mark Kellerman, owner of Mark's
basketball championship tourney.
closest total point difference of the Market, used radio for the first square feet of floor space.
As a tie-in promotion during the
four games in each of the ten time when WLEC Sandusky went
In October, Mark's Market cele- first season of sponsorship (Kingan
weekly contests received an Ad- on the air five years ago. Now it
brated its sixth anniversary. Augmiral table model radio. The grocer
is not a question as to whether Mr.
menting his regular programs with also bought the games in 1952),
of the winners also received a Kellerman will use radio but, only six spots plugging the anni- the meat packing concern used
radio.
radio commercials and in - store
rather, to what extent.
versary, Mr. Kellerman saw more
In all, 40 radios valued at more
His first program was a 15- than 10,000 persons crowd into merchandising for Reliable Wiethan $1,200 were given away. In minute recorded Guy Lombardo
ners. Broadcast spots were suppleMark's Market. Considering that
addition, a grand prize of an Adshow five days a week in the noon
mented with store materials and
Sandusky's
population
is
only
about
miral Dual Temp refrigerator val- hour. He still uses the same show
30,000, this was quite a response.
retailers' black-and-white ads.
at the same time. Mr. Kellerman
ued at more than $500 was awardDinner Winner was dropped
Police say that it was the largest
ed to the person who had the clos- had been in business a year prior crowd ever to assemble in Sandusky
est point difference for the entire to the opening of WLECC So he for any single event. Since the more than a year ago, when Kingan and station officials believed
ten-week contest.
was sort of testing radio when
the feature had reached a saturaanniversary party, Mark's Market
During the contest, almost 12,000
he bought the Lombardo show.
has increased business volume
tion point in its audience. To at10%.
Proof that he was more than
entries were received. Entry blanks
tract an audience broader in comwere obtainable in more than 1,500
satisfied is the fact that two years
position, the company bought three
WLEC
operates
on
1450
kc
with
food stores in the Indianapolis
later he bought another show, 15
five-a-week shows in the following
area.
minutes of local news. In addi- 250 w. It is licensed to the Lake
In addition to the 40 radios and
tion, he buys spots for special Erie Broadcasting Co. Albert E.
events.
Heiser
A wide appeal to men, women
the refrigerator, Kingan also gave
manager. is president and general
away more than 2,000 pounds of
With the help of radio, Mark's
year. (Continued on page 31 )
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LONG-AWAITED
legal test of
'GIVEAWAY'
FCC's
giveaway
rules
put week
into
the hands of the courtswaslast
for decision — after three years. .
A special three-judge federal
court in New York heard attorneys
for ABC, CBS and NBC argue that
j FCC has no power to regulate the
content of the programs and that,
additionally, the order embodying
the giveaway rules is void because
it erroneously interprets the law
1 on lotteries (Sec. 1304 of the Criminal Code).
To the contrary, the court was
told by FCC General Counsel Benedict P. Cottone, the Commission
' has authority to act under its
general licensing powers in behalf
1 of the public interest, and, in act< ing, correctly defines violations of
• the Code's lottery section. He noted
that the rules are directed against
"telephone giveaways" rather than
j those using contestants from the
j studio audience.
The three judges, who reserved
decision pending further study of
1 the briefs and arguments, were
i Circuit Judge Charles E. Clark
i and District Judges Vincent L. Leij bell and Edward Weinfeld [B*T,
j Dec. 8].
' The argument was based on ac1 tion initiated by ABC, CBS and
1 NBC in 1949 against FCC's thennew rules banning giveaways. The
! networks won a temporary re' straining order at that time, and
the FCC, which had set Oct. 1,
' 1949, as the original effective date
of the rules, postponed them pending final outcome of the case. Regardless of the three-judge court's
decision, an appeal is anticipated.
Lottery Defined
i In the argument, held Monday
: afternoon, ABC was represented
I by George B. Turner of the law
! firm of Cravath, Swaine & Moore;
CBS by Max Freund of Rosenman,
I Goldmark, Colin & Kaye and NBC
i by Paul B. Williams of Cahill,
i Gordon, Zachry & Reindel, all of
' New York.
Explaining that a lottery usually
is defined as involving "prize,
I chance and consideration," Mr.
Turner limited his argument to the
"consideration" factor. He hamI mered at the point that FCC based
its test of consideration on "consideration furnished by winner or
. winners" instead of by "participants in the alleged lottery."
Mr. Turner insisted that lottery
statutes are not concerned merely
with the few who win but with
the many who lose — "who hazard
their money or property in the
hope of winning."
"This is one of the examples of
how the Commission has rewritten
the lottery statute to catch the
cases that it is interested in catching," Mr. Turner asserted. "It
has rewritten the statute in disregard of the case law under the
BROADCASTING

statute and comparable state universally, the courts in this councases upholding the principle that
SHOW
TEST
f,!^^^
the test of a lottery is whether
try have held that the requirement
statutes."
of consideration means the pay- skill or chance predominates. But
Mr. Turner cited another point
ment or delivery of something of FCC's Rules, Mr. Freund conin which he said the Commission
tinued, "state, in so many words,
value . . . not such things as listenhad departed from court decisions
ing to the radio or writing a that the Commission will 'in any
in its concept of consideration, reevent' consider that a program
ferring to a case in which the
comes under the proscription of
Mr. Freund, speaking on behalf
court had held there was "no
Sec. 1304 if, in addition to prize
lottery, if the winner pays no
of
CBS, challenged FCC's inter- and consideration, the award is
letter."
price." He argued that "almost
pretation of "chance." He recited
made 'to any person whose selection is dependent in whole or in
"Theuponrules,"
Freund" argued,
part
lot orMr.
chance.'
"thus improperly make chance in
the selection of contestants conclusively determinative of the
presence of chance, and not merely
a factor which must be taken into
account in ascertaining whether
chance isGovernment
present." Brief
Touching upon the factor of
consideration, Mr. Freund referred
to the government's brief contending views or listeners are induced
by sponsor's advertising to purchase products or Services. Insisting that no one is told he must
purchase
sponsor's
order
to the
compete
on a product
giveawayin

"He wants to ask you about giveaways!"
Drawn for Broadcasting • Telecasting by Sid Hix

Half-Dozen Sponsors
Plan Campaigns

RADIO ACTIVITY
A HALF-DOZEN advertisers are planning extensive radio activity to
be launched early next year — two to use spot radio and another a halfhour network show, with the three others planning local program campaigns, Broadcasting • Telecasting learned last week.
Park & Tilford, New York, for *
its Tintex dye, is in the process of spot radio budget and will reallobuying and preparing its annual
cate the money into sponsorship
radio campaign to start in midof a string of local radio programs
March for 13 weeks, coast-to-coast.
in selected markets in the MidThe firm is planning to use over
west, effective Feb. 15. Contracts
200 markets, making one of the
on
the
programs will vary from 13
largest spot campaigns in the his- to 52 weeks.
Compton Adv., New
story of the company. Storm &
York, is the agency.
Klein, New York, is the agency.
Diamond Match Co., New York
Hi-V (orange juice), New York,
(paper products), through Benton
has signed a contract for partici& Bowles, New York, will use 40
pation on the Marjorie Mills show
radio markets and a few Selected
on the New England Regional
TV cities for a 13-week spot Network, effective the middle of
schedule to start early in January.
January for 52 weeks. Franklin
Seabrook Farms, Bridgeton,
Bruck, New York, is the agency.
N. J., will sponsor a half-hour netHall Howard Products, New
work show starring Dick Powell,
York (Myracin, an analgesic aid),
called 353 For Action effective Feb.
1. Hilton & Riggio, New York, the is planning a three-week test with
agency for Seabrook, currently is a quarter - hour transcribed program in five midwest markets
negotiating with Mutual and NBC
for specific time.
starting early in January. St.
Goetz Country Club Beer, St. Georges & Keyes, New York, is
the agency.
Joseph, Mo., has dropped its entire

• Telecasting

program, Mr. Freund declared:
"Indeed, defendant's contention
breaks down completely in connection with sustaining programs. No
one listening to quiz-giveaway sustaining programs is induced to
purchase anything because sustaining programs are not sponsored
and because no product or service
is advertised. Yet the rules do not
distinguish between sustaining and
sponsored
programs."
Mr. Williams,
representing NBC,
attacked FCC's Rules on "purely
Constitutional
He brand-to
ed the rules grounds."
as an attempt
censor program content and to enforce criminal statutes, maintaining that these functions were outsion. side the province of the CommisHe singled out Sec. 326 of the
Communications Act to bolster his
contention that the Commission is
forbidden to interfere "with the
right of free speech by means of
radio communication." Mr. Williams noted that if Congress intended the Commission to prohibit
certain types of programs it would
have granted the FCC this power
in thistions section
of the CommunicaAct.
Maintaining that Sec. 1304 of
the Criminal Code forms no basis
for the Commission's assertion of
jurisdiction, Mr. Williams ex"If the proposed [FCC] order
plained:
becomes effective, there will be no
necessity for a conviction before
punishment is imposed. There will
be neither an indictment nor a jury
trial for the accused broadcaster.
All that will be necessary will be
an administrative finding of fact
of one program which has con(Continued on page 31)
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SAMS

SURVEY

RADIO

station and network audience figures compiled by Standard Audit Measurement Services
as a result of its nationwide
survey of stations listened to once
or more a week will not be as
large as those reported by the
Nielsen Coverage Survey [B*T,
Dec. 15], Dr. Kenneth Baker,
SAMS president, stated last week.
SAMS survey, he said, followed
the familiar technique used in the
two broadcast measurement bureau studies in 1945 and 1949 and
might almost be called the third
BMB study. Therefore, the 1952
SAMS audience data will be comparable with those collected by
BMB.
But, Dr. Baker declared, NCS
adjusted its interview figures to
correspond with the presumably
exact listening data recorded on
the Nielsen Audimeters, generally
increasing what people reported to
compensate for their forgetting
some of their dial turnings. Therefore, he said, any comparison between data collected by BMB mail
ballots in 1949 and those reported
by NCS in 1952 will show larger
increases than will be shown in
comparing the BMB and SAMS
figures.
Expressing fears that the NCS
data
give "a
falseaudience
impression
of an may
increased
radio
that
really
is not
Dr. showed
Baker
noted that
the there,"
NCS data
some station audience increases of
more than 100%, without changes
in power or frequency. There
might be one or two such cases,
explainable by other exceptional
conditions, he said, but declared, "I
will give $100 for all radio stations whose audiences have doubled, if I can get SI for all whose
audience change is within 10%."
Another Factor
Another factor which will make
NCS figures larger than SAMS, he
said, is that Nielsen made its own
1952 estimate of radio homes in
the nation, showing them to equal
9S.0% of all homes [B«T, Sept. 8]
while SAMS relied on the 1950
census figures, showing radios in
95.6% of the country's dwellings.
While he refused to generalize
from SAMS reports, which were
to be mailed to the 400 subscribing stations over the weekend and
which he said he had not yet had
the opportunity to analyze for
trends or overall conclusions, Dr.
Baker reported a strong impression that those radio stations who
have maintained aggressive program policies have fared better,
audiencewise, than those which
have allowed — and sometimes
caused — their most popular radio
programs to move over into television, creating their own competition.
Dr. Baker also advanced the
Page 28
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Comparable

opinion that, by and large, the
1952 data will show a decline in
the number of families who report
listening to a station six or seven
times a week, with increases in
the number who tune it in once a
week for some special program or
several times a week for a weekday show or serial drama.
But he insisted that until the
figures have been carefully gone
over "any generalization is dangerous." When the reports first
started coming in, he said, results
from a couple of TV markets had
made him believe that radio stations with music-and-news program formats were making the
best showing against television.
More complete returns from many
cities, however, showed this not
to be true generally, he said, but
only for some stations in some
markets.
Reports of subscriber stations
will be sent to advertisers and
agencies on request and without
charge, Dr. Baker said, with full
information about all stations
available for $2,500 for the whole
country or proportionate charges
for selected areas or markets.
Asked whether there would be
further SAMS nationwide audience
surveys in the future, continuing
the BMB sequence, Dr. Baker said

APS

CHANGES

to BMB,

Not

NCS

that would depend on a number of
factors. He expressed doubt
whether the radio broadcasters
could or should pay for double
coverage surveys, pointing out
that the combined cost of the
SAMS and NCS surveys was approximately $1.5 million, which is
much more than printed media
spend to secure their circulation
data.

Banker to ABC-TV
APPOINTMENT of Robert M.
Banker as assistant eastern television program director for ABC
was announced last week by
Charles M. Underbill, national
director of the
ABC-TV program
department. Mr.
Banker will be
responsible
for
"the development
of intra -network
programming and
administration of
Mr. Banker
the network's TV
program
ule." He has been associatedschedwith
CBS since 1949 in various capacities.

Drops Popular Discs,
Cuts Library Rate

BRAND new mobile studio was pressed into use by WQAN Scranton, Pa.,
the Scranton Times outlet, for local
program series sponsored by Stoehr
& Fister, a leading furniture and decorating house. Standing by proudly
are (I to r): Jack Guinan, special
events announcer; Cecil Woodland,
WQAN general manager, and Gino
Ricciardelli, station's chief engineer.
Firm sponsors a different local chorus
each week, broadcasting directly from
store.

RCA

VICTOR
Splits Tube Dept. Sales
SEPARATION of its kinescope
and receiving tube sales functions
was announced last week by RCA
Victor's Tube Dept. in a move to
streamline service to electronic
communications equipment manufacturers.
Heading kinescope equipment
sales will be R. H. Siemens, with
J. T. Wilson named manager of
receiving tube equipment sales, according to M. J. Carroll, equipment
sales manager. Mr. Siemens previously had administered sales of
both kinescopes and receiving tubes.
Mr. Carroll said the division of
sales administration was made to
meet a mounting demand for the
two types of equipment and to expedite and facilitate service to customers for the two categories.
Siemens, Wilson Backgrounds

IN LINE with what it considers the changed needs of radio stations,
Associated Program Service is stopping the release of new popular tunes
and, with other changes, is cutting the rate on its transcribed music
library by 50%.
The changes, outlined in contract *
modifications which spokesmen said said, APS clients will continue to
most APS clients already have
have available some 5,250 selections
signed, take effect Jan. 1.
on 620 discs, plus 10,000 index
cards, and up-to-date catalog.
In explanation, Vice President
and General Manager Maurice B.
APS also is eliminating "free reMitchell said surveys and studies
placement" service, on the ground
over a long period showed that, that "few broadcasters use over
from the stations' standpoint, in- 10% of this privilege," cost of
wiiieh has been included in the
clusion of monthly releases of new,
regular library rate. Henceforth
popular music selections, "has been
rendered relatively valueless by the replacements will be available as
Mr. Siemens
theholding
firm's
engineering
staffjoined
in 1934,
flood of free popular phonograph
needed,
at cost, $2.50 per 16-inch
disc.
engineering posts at various RCA
records" sent to stations by record
companies.
Summarizing the moves, Mr. Victor plants the following nine
Mitchell said:
years. He was chief engineer for
What stations want from a music
RCA Victor, Argentina, an assolibrary service, he said, is pri"No APS station will sacrifice
ciated company, from 1943 to until
marily undated "standard" music.
the full protection APS' basic
he joined the RCA Tube Dept.'s
library gives it in the field of standAccordingly, APS is eliminating
equipment sales section in 1948.
its release of six discs of new music
ard radio music. APS is not going
Shortly afterward he was named
out
of
the
library
business,
either.
each month. "The tremendous increases in union rates (175% last Indeed, I think wTe may have found manager of receiving tube and kinescope sales.
the only sound way to remain in
year alone) and production costs
Mr. Wilson joined RCA Victor
have made these new monthly discs this field without penalizing the
in 1926 and saw engineering servso incredibly expensive that almost
ice at several company plants. He
half of the library charges are conStations were assured by APS
was on the engineering staff of the
sumed by them," Mr. Mitchell ex- that "we continue to assume full RCA Tube Dept. plant at Harrison,
responsibility for the music in your
plained.
N. J., from 1930 to 1943, when he
On the other hand, APS is fore- library
user." under our original agreewas
to the company's
ment and the only changes are new transferred
going library practice of deleting
plant at Lancaster, Pa. He
each year a number of selections
those included in the modification
returned to Harrison in 1946 as a
approximating the number of new
enclosed [contract modification
field application engineer for the
releases issued during the precedspelling out the changes and the re- tion.
Tube Dept.'s equipment sales secing 12 months. Thus, Mr. Mitchell
duced rate]."
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KCBS PETITION
Claims KBIG Interference

<* <*

"Lilli
Palmersyndicated
Show," antoNBC-TV
property,
stations film
for
local sponsorship, 15-minute weekly
program.
Cast: Lilli Palmer and guests.
Producer: Alex Leftwich.
Director: Charles Kehhe.
"» Photography : G. Stoetzel.

topic to guest more aptly. Concluding her talk on the author,
Miss Palmer began to read her
"favorite scene" from Alice and,
when one of the wonderland characters spoke, a man's voice was
heard reading the role. In a moment the camera dollied back to
reveal Miss Palmer's husband, Rex
Harrison, who read with her until
the scene was ended.

KCBS San Francisco, CBS-owned
outlet, last week petitioned FCC to
designate for hearing the application for license to cover the construction permit of John H. Poole
for KBIG A v a 1 o n , Calif., on
grounds that KBIG is causing
severe interference to KCBS.
KCBS is a Class II station en
740 kc, with 50 kw unlimited time,
employing directional antenna day
and night. KBIG is on 740 kc with
10 kw power daytime only and is
utilizing a directional antenna. The
latter station now is operating on
a program test authority from
FCC.

KCBS, which also asked for
"such other and further relief as
IF you're interested in learning
the less well known angles and anmay be appropriate," states it seeks
ecdotes about the great and nearProperly spotted in a station's to find whether the interference is
program
schedule,
the
Lilli
Palmer
great figures of the theatre, art and
due to "propagation effects, misletters, entertainingly told by an show should provide a quietly adjustment of the KBIG antenna
attractive woman with a fascinat- pleasant interlude for many at or other failure to comply with the
ing foreign accent, then the Lilli home viewers. But, if they have provisions of the construction pernot seen Miss Palmer on stage or
Palmer Show is your dish.
screen, these viewers may spend
The CBS station submitted with
Produced by NBC's TV Film at least some of their viewing time its petition an exhibit of prelimDiv., this quarter-hour program is wondering what is wrong with her
inary field intensity measurements
syndicated for use by various ad- legs and feet, that the camera
the claimed interference
vertisers on various stations. In should never show them. A few concerning
which indicate that the interference
New York, by one of those curious
covers 3,540 sq. miles in which
shots are half-length, but most of areamit."
happenstances that make advertisthe two programs shown in the 142,700 persons lose KCBS service.
ing and television the paradoxical
KCBS said it initiated the action
were close-up head-andindustries they are, Miss Palmer, preview
shoulder portrait shots. Even for
starting on Jan. 4, will appear on so fetching a subject as Lilli upon complaints from listeners indicating KBIG's signal was interWCBS-TV, key station of the TV
Palmer, this can be overdone, and,
fering with KCBS within its nornetwork of NBC's bitterest rival,
mally protected contour.
in competition to NBC's own TV in one man's opinion, it was.
key, WNBT (TV).
In the two episodes of the series
previewed by this reviewer, Lilli
Palmer discussed, learnedly but THE 'ALL-NIGHT'
Nielsen AUDIENCE
Reports on New York Area Listeners
amusingly, such disparate subjects
165,000 homes with radios turned
as the colorful, not to say flam- EVEN in the dead of night, the raon.
boyant, Lillian Russell, and the
dio audience is sizable and a valu"These totals are based on the
painfully shy mathematics profesable market, according to an analysor, Charles Dodgson, better known
sis
of
the
56-county
New
York
staaverage
night," the report stated.
to the world as Lewis Carroll,
tion area made in August by A. C. "Considering turnover, the weekly
author of Alice in Wonderland.
cumulative audience is substantialNielsen Co. Several stations — WJZ
ly higher. While economic and
Each program opened with the WNBC WNEW— are on all night;
social habits controlling these levels
fair Lilli in her drawing room, others— WMCA WMGM WOV—
vary from one area to another, the
humming "Auf Wiedersehn" to a until 3 a.m.
guitar accompaniment. Followed
are impressive for both naOf the 5,142,000 radio homes in figures tional
and local advertisers.
her announcement of her topic of the area, Nielsen reported that
"Whether
it's the swing shift,
the day and her guest. Then time 3% or 154,000 were listening from
for the opening commercial, and midnight to 12:30 a.m., sloping off insomnia or just staying up late
then into her lecture, delivered
that's responsible, the all-night
with all of the feminine gestures gradually as some stations sign audience can be considered a sizable
off
to
51,000
homes,
with
sets
in
potential for the buyers of time.
and intimate glances of a guest use from 2 to 2:30 a.m. and 31,000
"And," the report concluded with
speaker at a women's culture so- as late as 4 a.m. Then, at 5 a.m.
a
plug for the Audimeter, "only
ciety of the kind so perfectly por- the early risers start to raise the exact,
automatic measurement of
trayed by the late Helen Hokin- level until, by 6:30 a.m. there are
this potential can keep track of it."
son. The Hokinson dames are not
Nielsen chart
seen, but one is sure that they are
in the audience albeit before their
THE ALL-NIGHT AUDIENCE
shows audiTV sets at home instead of in the
NEW YORK STATION AREA
ence in New
HOMES USING RADIO — AVERAGE PER MINUTE BY HALF HOUR
auditorium of their suburban club1 1:00 P.M. TO 7:00 A.M.
house.
York station
area by half
AUGUST, 1952
After her chatty, anecdotal discussion of the Jersey Lily, "favorhours for Augite American star of her day,"
ust 1952, and
Miss Palmer introduced a "favorite star of the American stage of
covers the listtoday," who somewhat disconcertingly turned out to be Beatrice
ening period
from. 11 p.m.
Lillie, a conjunction not particularly flattering to either artist. The
to 7 a.m. the
Lewis Carroll program, to this ref o I lowing
11:00 30 12:00 30 1:00 30 2:00 30 3:00 30 4:00 30 5:00 30 6:00 30 7:00
viewer a more satisfying quarterTIME
hour, made the transition from
Telecasting
BROADCASTING

FERGUSON
HEADS
SDX 'Campaign' Study Group
APPOINTMENT of a national
Sigma Delta Chi committee to consider advisability of surveying
1952 Presidential campaign coverage by four media — radio, television, magazines and newspapers —
was announced today by Lee Hills,
president
of the national journalistic fraternity.
J. D. Ferguson, president of the
Milwaukee Journal (WTMJ-AMTV), was named chairman by Mr.
Hills, who is executive editor of
the Detroit Free Press and Miami
Herald (WQAM-AM-FM) . The
SDX group will determine if a
study is needed to investigate
charges the various media were
biased in coverage of the political
campaign.
May Call Meeting
Chairman Ferguson has indicated he may call a meeting of the
committee in New York or Washington after the holidays.
At the same time, the SDX Executive Council, through Mr. Hills
and Charles Clayton, editorial
writer of the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat (KWK) and council
chairman, released a statement
that SDX itself does not plan to
make the survey, but offers only
to sponsor and advise whatever
group
make the
study, and
"if
one can would
be properly
organized
Other members of the committee
financed."
named by Mr. Hill are: Turner Catledge, managing editor of the New
York Times (WQXR-AM-FM) ; Edward
R. Murrow, CBS vice president; Benjamin M. McKelway, editor of the
Washington Star (WMAL-AM-FMTV) ; Barry Bingham, president of the
Louisville Courier-Journal and Times
(WHAS-AM-TV) ; Carson F. Lyman,
managing editor of U.S. News & World
Report; Dr. Earl English, dean of the
U. of Missouri School of Journalism
and the new president of the Assn.
for Education in Journalism.
Convention Resolution
Suggestion
a committee be namedthat
wassuch
made
at the
SDX convention last month [B*T,
Dec. 1, Nov. 24], and adopted
unanimously as a resolution. The
action was taken, according to the
Executive Council statement, because SDX considers itself as "the
only association having a crosssection of all media among its
22,000 members" and, thus, "considered itself the logical organization" to back the study.
The council statement said SDX
has "neither the funds nor the facilities" to conduct the study, and
intends only to see if the survey is
feasible and can be financed. If
so, the statement said, the new
committee would advise on setting
up a survey "of such unquestioned
impartiality and integrity that its
findings would have public acceptDecember 22, 1952
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RADIO-TV TO AID
Brotherhood Campaign
BROADCASTERS, both radio and
TV, are urged to increase their
participation in the promotion of
Brotherhood Week observance Feb.
15-22, 1953. Call was issued last
week in a joint statement by Thomas F. O'Neil, MBS president, and
J. L. Van Volkenburg, CBS-TV
president, chairmen, respectively,
of the Brotherhood Week Radio
and TV Committees of the National Conference of Christians &
Jews, sponsor of the annual event.
"Group prejudices, racial intolerances and bigotries are the building blocks used by those who seek
to destroy the freedoms we know
in America," the statement reads.
"As representatives of the greatest
advertising media in America, we
urge our fellow broadcasters everywhere to help preserve our freedoms with renewed efforts in this
year's Brotherhood Week campaign."
Kits of materials for use of adaptation by radio and TV stations are
now in preparation by the two
committees, which held initial meetings during the week. Film spots,
balops, flip cards, station identification cards and program suggestions will be included in the TV
kit, while the radio kit will contain
transcribed spots and a series of
quarter-hour scripts, as well as a
number of suggestions for special
Brotherhood Week broadcasts. Fact
sheets concerning the week and its
purpose will be included in both
kits, to be used as a basis for announcements or programs to be
produced by the individual stations.
Through the Advertising Council,
which has approved Brotherhood
Week, time will be solicited on
commercial programs for announcements promoting the week and its
theme: "Brotherhood — believe it,
live it, support it."
Harold E. Fellows, president of
NARTB, is head of the Brotherhood Week campaign in mass media, which will be coordinated by
Vernon C. Hoyt, director of the
NCCJ Commission on Mass Communications.

KGLN HOLDINGS
Firch Buys 49%
JERRY FITCH, resident manager
of KGLN Glenwood Springs, Col.,
has become executive vice president
of KGLN following FCC approval
last week to transfer 49% interest
from Rex Howell to Mr. Fitch.
Mr. Fitch paid $9,800 for his interest [FCC Roundup, B»T, Dec.
15]. The transfer will take effect
Jan. 1, 1953.
KGLN began operation in 1950
and was started by Rex Howell and
his father, the late Charles Howell.
It operates on 1340 kc with 250 w
and is an MBS affiliate.
Mr. Fitch, before coming to
KGLN, was a regional representative for the United Press in Denver.
Page 30
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SYLVAN IA award commending its
pioneer efforts in daytime television
is accepted for DuMont TV Network
by Elmore B. Lyford (c), its stations
relations director. Presentation was
made during awards dinner by Deems
Taylor (I), chairman of the Sylvania
Television Awards Committee, and
Don G. Mitchell, president of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. Network
was lauded for "acts of creative efforts [that] call for recognition"
[B«T, Dec. 15].

WINCHELL SUIT
Plaintiffs Seek $1.5 Million
TWO libel suits asking damages
aggregating $1,525,000 were filed
in New York Supreme Court
Wednesday by the New York Post
and its editor, James A. Wechsler,
against Walter Winchell, ABC
radio and television commentator
and newspaper columnist, and
against ABC, Gruen Watch Co.,
Hearst Corp., and King Features
Syndicate.
The complaints charged Mr.
Winchell carried on a "campaign
of defamation" on his radio and
television program and in his
newspaper column that sought to
create the impression the New
York Post and Mr. Wechsler were
supporters of the Communist Party
and disloyal to the U. S. They
further claimed Mr. WinchelPs remarks were calculated to injure the
newspaper financially and Mr.
Wechsler personally.
Mr. Wechsler is seeking $525,000
from Mr. Winchell, Hearst Corp.,
which publishes Mr. Winchell's
column in the New York Daily
Mirror, and King Features, which
distributes the column to other
newspapers; and $250,000 from Mr.
Winchell; ABC, which broadcasts
his radio and television program,
and Gruen, which sponsors the program.
The Post filed claims for $500,000 against Mr. Winchell, Hearst
Corp. and King Features, and
$250,000 from Mr. Winchell, ABC
and Gruen.
Both complainants denied Mr.
Winchell's alleged charges and asserted they are loyal to the U. S.
and opposed to communism.
The complaints mentioned Mr.
Winchell's broadcasts over ABC
radio and television networks on
Oct. 5 and Oct. 19, 1952.

Approved by FCC
Last Week
16 TRANSFERS
SIXTEEN transfer requests were approved by FCC last Thursday, including the $147,510 sale of KFBB Great Falls, Mont., to Joseph Patrick
Wilkins, the transfer of KXLW Clayton, Mo. (St. Louis suburb), to John
W. Kluge and Mark Evans (Marcus Austad), and the assignment of
*
KSJV Sanger, Calf., to John H. son
to W. B. Ross. Mr. Ross is
Poole.
trustee
in bankruptcy. FCC denied
Mr. Wilkins, who is buying KFBB
the request of Mr. Gleeson that
from Fred C. Birch, is general
the hearing.
assignment applications be set
manager of the 5 kw outlet on 1310 for
kc. KFBB is CBS affiliate and has
Sale of KSWS Roswell, N. M.,
been on the air since 1922.
to
John A. Barnett, applicant for
Messrs. Kluge and Evans are
TV station in Roswell and indepaying $96,000 for the St. Louis
pendent oil producer, also was apindependent. Mr. Kluge is presiproved. Mr. Barnett pays $90,000
dent and majority owner of WGAY
for
the
station.
Silver Spring, Md. (suburb of
Other transfers involved WPOE
Washington, D. C.) and is an East
Coast food broker and distributor.
(FM) Elizabeth, N. J., KULE
Ephrata, Wash., WLEC Sandusky,
Mark Evans Protective
is directorLeague
of CBS'
Housewives
for Ohio, WKDK Newberry, S. C,
WTOP - AM - FM - TV Washington
KPDN Pampa, Tex., KRUN Baland WRVA Richmond, Va. KXLW
linger, Tex., WFAK Memphis,
operates on 1320 kc with 1 kw full- Tenn. (where golf professional
time.
Cary Middlecoff will have 18% interest), and WGSW Greenwood,
Mr. Poole, who last week was
granted uhf Ch. 22 in Los Angeles,
S. C. For details, see FCC Roundis buying KSJV Sanger, Calif., for
up, page 95.
$75,000. Mr. Poole also is licensee
of KBIG on Catalina Island. KSJV
is 1 kw daytime outlet on 900 kc.
Among other transfers approved
NARTB MEETS
by the Commission were those of
Four Groups Plan for Jan.
the four Broadcasting Corp. of
America stations from W. L. Glee- FOUR NARTB committees and
groups plan January meetings in
Washington — Convention TV SubNABET
MANDATE
committee, Standards of Practice,
TV
Code
Review
Board and CopyCourt Issues Order
right.
NABET technicians are operating
Plans for TV participation in the
under a court order preventing
annual convention to be held April
work troit
stoppages
De- 29-May 1 in Los Angeles will be
as a resultatofWWJ-TV
a temporary
reviewed Jan. 8 at the Convention
restraining order handed down
TV Subcommittee meeting. Clair
Wednesday by Circuit Judge Vin- R. McCollough, WGAL-TV Lancent M. Brennan.
caster, Pa., is chairman.
Hearing will be held Jan. 12 to
The
Standards
of Practice Comdetermine if the injunction against
mittee, formed last summer with
work stoppage should be made per- John F. Meagher, KYSM Mankato,
manent.
Minn., as chairman, will meet Jan.
Attorneys for the Evening News
12-13. The committee has started
Assn., operating WWJ-TV, told the the long-range job of rewriting the
court on behalf of Edwin K.
radio code. A meeting in early NoWheeler, Detroit News general
vember was devoted to the program
manager for radio and television,
section
of
the standards.
that it was necessary to cancel the
NBC Dinah Shore program Dec. 9
Jan. 14-15 Code
because the Detroit NABET chapMembers of the NARTB TV Code
ter refused to allow NBC techniReview Board will meet Jan. 14-15.
cians brought in from Hollywood
The board will review industry
the right to use WWJ-TV equip- adherence to the code and consider
ment for the network broadcast.
steps in cases involving possible
WWJ-TV's attorneys pointed out violations. The NARTB TV Board
to judge Brennan that the NBC
approved a new TV Code insignia
technicians from Hollywood were
for network-station display during
also NABET members, though not
its Florida meeting [B»T, Dec. 15].
members of the Detroit chapter.
This seal is designed to encourage
They said no regular employes of
the public to send comments to
the station would have been de- NARTB.
Chairman of the review
prived of earnings if the NBC men
board
is
John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
had worked because station emKalamazoo, Mich.
ployes are on a salary basis.
NARTB's Copyright Committee
If the union carried out its threat
meet Jan. 26-27 with Edward
to continue this practice, the suit will
Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge, la., as
charged, the station would be prechairman. At a Nov. 17-18 meeting
vented from fulfilling network ar- the committee reviewed legal and
rangements with NBC, causing loss
legislative problems involved in
of public and industry goodwill.
copyright developments.
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Giveaway Court Test
'Kissing Santa' Banned
(Continued from page 27)
IF MAMA wants to kiss
travened the rules set forth in the tone's argument, Judge Leibell
Santa, that's her business but
at least three station manOrder. The guaranty of a jury trial asked why the proposed rules
agers decided last week that
would include telephone giveaways
provided in the Sixth Amendment
such goings-on are not for the
and not the studio giveaways. Mr.
will be circumvented if this proceears of children. The phonodure is permitted to stand and if Cottone replied that the factor of
the Commission becomes the en- consideration was not "so clear" in
graph record, "I Saw Mama
the studio as in the telephone type
Kissingbanned
Santa from
Claus,"
has
been
KBWL
forcement
agency
of
Sec.
1304."
Counsel for all three networks
of giveaway. He explained further
Blackwell, Okla., WSAZ-AMthat in studio giveaways, the elestressed that unless a permanent
TV Huntington, W. Va., and
injunction is issued against the
ment of entertainment was signifiCJOR Vancouver, B. C. Stacant
because
persons
of
unusual
rules, not only the broadcasters but
tion officials commented the
background or circumstances were
the sponsors of affected programs
would suffer irreparable injury. selected. This rigid type of seleclyrics in
might
destroyold a gentlechild's
faith
the jolly
man.
tion, he added, had the effect of
They pointed out that FCC's rules
tdo not spell out in clear language
weakening the "chance" factor.
But Mr. Cottone made the point
the precise type of giveaway proHe made clear that he did not
grams that would be liable to legal that it was possible the Commisaction.
sion might include studio give- know whether the Commission had
aways under its proposed order. this under consideration.
Arguing for dismissal of the
networks' motion to set aside the
rules, Mr. Cottone insisted that
Air Time Decontrol
FCC was acting in the public interest. He noted that the Com- OPS CLARIFIES
Includes Station Reps
mission enacted its proposed rules
in reliance upon rule-making au- RATES charged by all agencies which sell radio and television time,
thorization in the Communications
including station representative firms, are exempt from price control,
Act and declared they were de- the Office of Price Stabilization made plain last week.
signed to implement Sec. 1304 of
OPS issued a "catch-all" order bracketing station representation firms
the Criminal Code.
with advertising agencies and radio-TV broadcasters, which preMr. Cottone replied to the plainthe stabilization program."
viously had been exempted from to Explaining
its reasoning, OPS
tiff's assertion that the FCC lacked
continued :
price
ceilings.
power to enforce its rules in asAdvertising agencies have already
suming afunction of the criminal
Agency authorities said the direc- been
decontrolled and the provisions
courts, by citing its authority
tive was aimed at "small groups
of
the Defense Production Act of
under Section 1304. He indicated
or independent contractors" in the 1950, as amended, preclude control
the programs FCC seeks to pro- industry, although not identifying
over radio and television broadcasthibit are allegedly in violation of the nature of these companies. But
ing. Agencies that sell radio and telethis section and broadcasting them
vision time, while in a separate catethey explained it stemmed from
would be a criminal offense.
gory, perform functions that are
a petition filed by Harrington,
incident to those performed by both
"It would be proper for the ComRighter & Parsons, TV station the advertising and broadcasting inmission to deny licenses to those
dustries. Itis therefore not advisable
stations who broadcast this type representative.
to
continue
control over this group of
Radio-TV broadcasters have
service suppliers while contiguous
of program," Mr. Cottone declared.
been exempt from the time the Deservice suppliers at both ends of its
FCC's Interest
fense Production Act was passed
operation are not under control.
Mr. Cottone answered the argu- in 1950. Advertising agencies were
Other categories newly exempt
ment advanced by plaintiffs that decontrolled in a later amendment
include
business consultants, manthe Commission would set itself up to the Act.
agers and agents of professional
as a censoring body, by saying that
entertainers and rental of cosHow It Started
the FCC "never had this intentumes (sales of such garments preThe confusion arose when OPS
tion." He assured the court that
viously were removed from conFCC was interested only in up- asked HR&P why it had not filed as
trols) .Services of actors, actressholding the public interest and not
es and athletes were decontrolled
a service agency. The company's
in restricting free speech or public attorneys
replied they felt station earlier.
enterprise.
representatives were or should be
The new action was spelled out
Describing FCC's concept of exempt. They explained the link under Amendment 31 of General
"chance," Mr. Cottone declared between advertising agencies and
Overriding Regulation 14. Effecthis element was present in tele- stations.
tive date was last Wednesday.
phone giveaways because selection
Station
Representatives
Assn.
was made from a "great mass of
said it never has received any nopeople."
tification from OPS indicating rep- EMPLOYMENT HIGH
Mr. Cottone said he could boil
resentation firms come under the
down the factor of consideration
Labor Dept. Reports
to "the fact that you have got to agency's rules. Thus, OPS' action
EMPLOYMENT in nearly all conbe listening and be at the telephone last week was regarded as a clarisumer goods industries was "sigat the time the giveaway program
fying regulation.
nificantly higher" last month than
is broadcasting."
Removed from price controls unthe "depressed levels" of a year
Mr. Cottone stressed that a sponder the order are rates, fees and
ago,
Labor Dept.'s
Bureau last
of
Laborthe Statistics
reported
sor buys time on the air and gives charges of "advertising and those
Wednesday.
away prizes on his programs only agencies that sell radio and teleif he believes he will attract a
Military electronics will reach
large audience that will be exposed
vision time."
an
employment peak in the spring
These
are
services,
OPS
exto his products. He declared that
of
1953,
the report added, predictthe usual result increased sales of
plained, "which do not exert a siging that overall production schedthe advertised product.
nificant effect upon the cost of livules indicate a continued slowing
ing of the average American fam"The vice lies in luring people by
down in rate of growth for milithe bait of a lottery to buy what
ily or business costs and the contary end products next year. Militinued control of which involves
they otherwise would not have, or
tary goods expansion and recovery
in consumer goods has carried
might tonenot
have, bought," Mr. Cot- administrative difficulties which
asserted.
employment 640,000 above last
are disproportionate in relationship to the value of such control
At one point during Mr. Cotyear's level.
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A King-Size Local Client
(Continued from page 26 )
and children was effectively made,
the company believed, in its Breakfast With Paula, aired from 8:45
to 9 a.m. each morning from the
coffee shop of the Claypool Hotel;
Dick Stone's Eat-itorially Speaking, 11:30 to 12 noon, and with
Kingan's Klubhouse, again emceed
by Mr. Carnegie, from 6:45 to 7
p.m. Thus there are included morning, noon and evening programming interests reaching almost
every type of audience.
WIRE executives, in addition to
continuous planning on the Kingansponsored shows, also have worked
out a plan which aids the sponsor
in similarly direct but unpaid for
ways. Kingan products are sampled
S'prizedisplayed
Party.
and
on the station's
Five years of carefully planned
growth have resulted in broadcast
maturity
for Kingan
and a "KINGsize" account
for WIRE.
CBS

SET GAIN
Ads Stimulate Sales

TV SET sales of CBS-Columbia
Inc., manufacturing subsidiary of
CBS, have jumped 100% in the
six months since the company
launched its expanded advertising
and promotion campaign, which
includes intensified use of radio
spot commercials
plus and
the firm's
regular
use of radio
other
media, President David H. Cogan
reported last week.
Mr. Cogan said that in key TV
station markets the company is
spending about $250,000 during the
final quarter of 1952 for radio
spots and special newspaper ads
using the names of dealers individually or in groups according to
area. This, he said, is aside from
regular dealer cooperative adverand CBS-Columbia's
overall
nationaltisingcampaign.
Latter includes
sponsorship of Doris Day Show
EST).
on
CBS Radio (Tues., 10:05-30 p.m.
Gerald Light, CBS-Columbia advertising manager, said the company "is spending a much greater
percentage of its total sales
volume on advertising than any
other company in the industry"
and will "continue to do so."
WISN Asks Review
WISN Milwaukee, Hearst Corp.
outlet, petitioned FCC last week
to reconsider its mid-November
memorandum opinion and order
denying the station's petitions for
immediate grant of the long-pending vhf Ch. 10 application of WISN
and to review the Sixth Report
and Order decision to reserve Ch.
10 for educational use there [B»T,
Nov. 17,tendedJune
30, 23]. WISN
the Commission
failedcon-to
"distinguish between licensing proceedings and rule-making proceedings so far as the rights of parties
are December
involved." 22, 1952
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Mo.

14,915
6,425
4,450
3,610
33,110
27,095
2,935
4,625
5,470
5,620
2,965
2,840
3,455
9,970
9,340
3415
5,585

6,760
2,460
18,835
5,950
9,125
3,780
6,340
3,375
5,325
3,160
2,690
6,610
4,005
2,530
9,340
11,615
9,155
3495
10,950
4,645
10,650
6435
6,385
23,785
page

Number

1940

776,445
89.2 321 ,671
95.2
9194.1.5 86,706 152,405
25,225
1 1 ,387 60,995
88.3 20,856
37,235
15,221 1 24,1 60
95.8
49,485
*
92.0
*
90.7
30,630
92.8
92.5
92.2
904
96.0
8,620
55,265
3,989
4,297 917,965
,840
2,675
93.9
89.7
3,369
94.8
97.1
5,885
93.0
6,225
2,392
4
835
15,730
2,663
6,895
2,290
3,425
98.6
9192^0.4 27,084
280
1 ,707 35,630
13^441
3,660
13,234 29455
87.4
93.0
90.6
89.5
2,184
1,090
3,365
4,985
84.9
6,090
687
1,416
90.9
94.1
545
93.7
32,747
979 1 06,580
3,080
3,150
1
,157
80.7
79.2
87.7
4,385
1,408 10,555
88.0
3,587
92.8
2,140
4,325
67,020
915
AA O
7,220
8493.00
O
,
//J
2,077 20^210
2,767
1 0,075
91.0
8419
90.1
2,248
92.5
4,475
79.8
77.1
992
2,478
89.3
6,970
1405
4,070
4,375
2,778
91.0
3405
1,440
6,635
2,935
86.5
10,160
1,019
7,595
4/453
91.7
2,628
78.1
86.9
5,100
1,432
96)
85.6
1,031 10,640
82.3
2,915
3,768 12,245
4,705
77.5
85.5
1,644 14,035
5,706
94.7
2,043 11,450
5,370
88.4
7,730
92.8
3,923
83.7
4,787
7,495
94.1
3,040 25,225
2,386
11,387
96)

J3
E
Z9
11,045
165
295
380
5410
250
180
315
15
4,735
35
275
8550

07
1.4
1.0
3.6
3.8
0.5
OS
1.0
3.5
34
0.3
1.9

2.1
0.5
0.6
2.6
00.66
i!o
1.7V
A9.0
0.2
A0.37
0.7
1.9
25 0.4
55
60
14
1.3
30 0.7
1.3
0.5
5 0.1
v.*
55
95
5 0.9
0.1
25 0 4
30555
65 0.6
35
1.1
1.7
04
20 0.5
60 0.9
15
30 0.9
50 1.3
1.4
80 0.3
40
0.9
0.3
40 13
60
180
16595 0.6
100 0.7
1.4
16535
75 1.0
25 0.3
30 0.7

3,260
90
330
40
15
15
230
310
IS25

Per Cant

g
dwellin

8,040
7,365
2,475
88,260
5,550
3450
5480

Radio

Per Cent

Homos

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 CENSUS OF HOUSING— ALABAMATELEVISION
RADIO
With TV
With
1950 Radio
e

Numbor

population

reporting

for Ala., La,, Md.,

The State
3,061,743
786,839 779,230
S.M.A.
Birmingham
Gadsden
153,546 152,705
93492
558,928
Mobile
61,415
Montgomery
25,313
231,105
138,965
62,138 25,275
URBANIZED
37,740 124,380
37,290
Birmingham
Mobile
AREAS445,314
125,065
182,963
Montgomery
50,412
109,468 or more) 30,685
49,850
URBAN PLACES
Anniston
31,221
Aubum
12,939
((10,000
Bessemer
2,675
31,066
2,733
Birmingham
28,445
8,677
8,665
326,037
92,663
91,995
7,990
Decatur
Dothan
6,050
21484
8,017
Fairfield
19,974
Florence
13,177
5,910
6,220
6,250
Gadsden
23,879
3,461
Homewood
6,902
55,725
3,450
15,735
6,910
Hunrsville
15,727
12,866
3,675
Mobile
Montgomery
3,660
129,009
16,437
36,451
4,996 35,995
106425
4,870
Phenix
12,295
30,473 29,915
Opelika City
Prichard
3,390
23,305
6,155
Selma
19,014
5,100
Sheffield
4,975
3,360
Talladega
22,840
6,115
6,603
10,767
Tuscaloosa
6,620
3,153
46496
13,134
3,150
10,804
Autauga
COUNTIES
3,180 10,640
3,125
Baldwin
4,467 10,645
Barbour
18,186
40,997
1 0,742
Bibb
4,280
28,892
17,987
Blount
7,150
4,408
Bullock
4,335
7,055
16,054
28,975
7,347
7,285
Butler
3,790
Calhoun
29,228
79,539
Clay
7,080
20,650
Chambers
3,907 20,255
7,066
10,125
Cherokee
39,528
10,192
Chilton
17,634
4,259
4,085
Choctaw
26,922
4,455
Clarke
19,152
26448
6,906 4,375
6,965
Cleburne
13,939
6,651
11,904
Coffee
3455
3440
6,670
Colbert
30,720
2,934
7,640
7,739
2,955
Conecuh
10,296 10,180
39,561
Coosa
21,776
11766
Covington
5,160
5,130
40,373
10,635
Crenshaw
2,914 10,690
2,910
13,981
Cullman
4,791
4,735
12,263
12,260
49,046
Dale
Dallas
20,828
5,481 14,135
14,261
11483
5,430
De
Kalb
Elmore
45,048
11,480
56,270
Escambia
31,649
7,730
Etowah
31,443
7,634
25,313
93,892
7,630
25,275
7,900
(Continued on

Member

d
occupie
units

l
Tota

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING-LOUISIANA
TELEVISION
RADIO
Total
WHh Radio
With TV
1950
Area
•
E
ZD
The State
2,683,516
724,945 714,595 614,135 89.7 307,883 710,865 19,045 2.7
S.M.A.
158,236
Baton Rouge
43,142 42,205 40,195 95.2 15,889 42,120 405 1.0
197,311
New Orleans
685,405
181,900 93.2 111,248 194,355 14,900 7.7
50458 195,250
Shreveport
176,547
49,700 45,380 91.3 25,835 49,420 240 0.5
URBANIZED AREA
138,864
Baton Rouge
38,326 37,910 176,195
* 37,850 330 0.9
190,639
New Orleans
659,768
188,750 36,450 96.1
93.3 * 187485 14,610 7.8
Shreveport
150,208 or more)
43,810 43,390 40,620 93.6
*
43,075 225 0.5
URBAN PLACES (10,000
1 0 055
Alexandria
89.4
4
645
65 0.6
34,913
10,416
10,115
9,045 86.9
Bastrop
12,769
1 189
5 0.1
1.4
3,640
96.6
3,580
3,110
3,560
Baton Rouge
0.9
125,629
35,097
34,740
33,555
7405
34,670
17,798
93.0
2691
4
960
70
Bogalusa
4,635
1
.0
5,090
305
1
1
66
4,985
Bossier City
4 440
50 1 !i
95.0
15,470
4,608
4,515
4,290 89.9
1 446
Crowley
3
555
35
12,784
3,654
3,215
5
'333
145
Gretna
3,575
45 8.2
2 106
91.9
13,813
325
no
3,980
3 94575
3,630 94,3
3,950
Houma
31
4.6
11405
3,156
3,175
1
405
2,995
3
119
9
055
11
Lafayette
0.3
33,541
8,265
9,153
9,075
91
.1
11,150
1
1
,865
Lake Charles
94.0
0.4
11,902
41,272
4 015 1 1 '560
,855
Monroe
40
11,642 1 1 ,635 10,830 9193.1.9
15
38,572
4 605
New Iberia
2 285
30 0.7
16,467 166,053
4,676 164,335
4,610 153,020
New Orleans
4,235 93.1 inn R^A 1 63 510 12 12515 07.46
570,445
84.9
1
479
1
1
,659
3
1
35
Opelousas
03
U.4
2,670
3,239
Ruston
3,145
200
10,372
2 625
2,737
2,435 91 .7 201 029
2,655 34,655
na
36
71
5
127,206
Shreveport
36,925
37,259
O 005
West Monroe
U.O
10,302
3,071
2,860 9593.93 1 874
3,000
PARISHES
40
4,iUJ 1 1 OQA
Acadia
95
12,372 12,070 10,660 84OS , 8J
47,050
- I,UZ2
Allen
E
A1C
18435
1,0/0
451 0 U.i
5,050
5,062
0
ni
t
Ascension
4,280
0.7
22,387
5465
4,910 00.7
5,855
83.7
17,278
35 0.8
Assumption
5,850
4,225
1
,373
4,277
3,535
84.0
0.4
Avoyelles
38,031
10,227 10,190
4,23075
0,1
8,560 89.3
Beauregard
1 .0
17,766
3,395 1 4,860
4,944
4,860
Bienville
91
.6
0.5
1
,504
19,105
4,340
4475
2,090
4,960 10,035
4,995
Bossier
80
40,139
88.5
0.8
10,246
4,965
9,905
8,880 91 .3 25,835
Caddo
3,286 49,420
50 0.5
240
176,547
50,358 49,700 45,380
Calcasieu
92.7
15525 0.6
89,635
25,004
22,815
24,595
24,560
9,043
789
Caldwell
10 0.4
10,293
90.0
2,465
2,740
Cameron
2,774
5 0.3
1,390 88.5
2,710
81 .5 1 ,296
6,244
1470
1,604
1,570
Catahaula
915
35
1.1
0.3
11,834
3,117
Claiborne
2,575
87.7
3,120
0.4
25,063
0.3
3,160
5,505 81 .3 2,645
6,250
6,571
Concordia
14,398
6,275
10
3,993
1 .u
4,000
3,930
82.6
1
,137
3,250
20
De Soto •
24,398
6,553
6,440 40,195
1 20
5,320 79^6
Aft £ 0.9
1n
95.2 152,313
889 426,325
158,236
East Baton
HUO
43,142 42,205
East
Carroll Rouge 16,302
25 0.6
4,260
4,230
4,288
3,390
1400
East Feliciana
30
19,133
2,845 86.9
85.3
3,337
3,275
Evangeline
31,629
35 0.4
1.1
7,325
25
877
3,280
1,781
8,585
8,715
Franklin
86.4
29,376
50 0.7
7,293
6,330
8,475
7,330
2,704
7,325
Grant
90.9
35
14,263
0.5
1,491
3,928
Iberia
3,695
40,059
3,360 88.1
60 0.6
0.5
10,647 10,515
3,290
Iberville
26,750
9,265
40
91.4
35 1.0
4,411
7,110
7,136
5,910 83.1
Jackson
6,945
15,434
20
2,476
0.6
4,105
3,905
4,131 28,070
Jefferson
2,186 28,000
3,750 93.9
28,319
26,360
9,319
150 9.2
Jefferson Davis 103,873
26,298
89.6
7,010 2,580
6,295 89.2
7,045 14485
205 4.6
7,025 13,010
14,855
Lafayette
57,743
2,620
87.6
14,560
La fourche
4,428 10,160
42,209
10,364 10,195
0.6
8,930 88.8
La Salle
35 2.0
3,342
12,717
160
3,624
1.2
3,515
Lincoln
'
50
25,782
90.0
,4
35
1,297
10
3,120
3,510
6,155
6,359
6,195
5475 88.6
Livingston
2,744
20,054
60
79.2
5,150
5,045
4,470
Madison
5,020
17,451
0.7
1,757
4,830
4,805
0.4
3,825 85.7
1,533
4,795
Morehouse
32,038
60 7.4
8455
8,170
7,000 84.7
8,150
Natchitoches
38,144
35
0.2
2,454
9,290
9,679
Orleans
100,856
166,053
7,870
163,510
1
64,335
153,020 92.2
570,445
3,091
0.7
93.1
2.0
9,250 12,12525
Ouachita
74,713
21,410
19490
21,250
50
21,140
Plaquemines
14,239
87.3
1,446
9,735
3455
70
0.5
3,549
3,105 88.1
21,841
Pointe Coupee
45 0.5
3,545
5,516
5,455
4,805 89.1
1,748
5,465
Rapides
90,648
24,047
23450 20,990
115
8,978 23,290
Red River
82.4
12,113
2,615
45 1.0
1.4
3,158
1,159
Richland
3,175
26,672
86.4
3,110
0.7
6,700
87.2
6.9
6,780
1.2
6,760
Sabine
2,439
19525
20,880
5,855
4,650 88.6
50
5,335
5,493
1.3
St. Bernard
1,928
5,225
2,939
1,073
11,087
2420
1.3
2,845
St. Charles
13,363
2,845
88.6
13545 3.9
3,075
3,449
St. Helena
1,785
83.6
661
9,013
3,470
1,417
3,450
2,130
2,175
2,135
St. James
15,334
1,213
84.2
3,765
50 0.5
3,755
3,680
84.9
3,170 83.3
St. John the Baptist 78.476
14,861
3,654 18,125
0.3
3,585 15,095
3,045
St.
Landry
18,125
18,474
95 0.5
1,422
4,915
3,570
6,140
St. Martin
26,353
20
5,255 85.6
3.3
86.3
6,100
6,228
1,784
St. Mary
35,848
9,225
9,426
7,960 89.9
3,505 13430
9,215
140
St. Tammany
26,988
235
7,402 13,685
7,385 1 6,640
7,125
1
,650
Tangipahoa
14,205
53,218
85.1
1.0
3,098
76.6
30
Tensas
240
13,209
40
50 2.3
25
0.7
3,615
5,026 10,600
1,021
3,689 10,585
Terrebonne
2,770 87.0
10,631
43,328
3,610
0.4
Union
9,205 90.7
19,141
3,441 10,265
0.6
4,999 10,300
5,040
2,169
4,570
5,015
Vermilion
36,929
9,410
10,229
91.4
Vernon
83.2
18,974
10,000
0.6
4,285 89.9
5,135
3,437
5,150
Washington
1 5,285
0,257 10,070
1,977
38,371
115 1.2
9,055
4,443
Webster
8,675 92.3
9411
35,704
35
0.4
84.3
4,208
9495
9,350
West Baton Rouge 11,738
30
1.1
20
0.7
3,109
15 0.3
3,085
3,065
West Carroll
2,600
17,248
91.1
1,049
25
0.6
75.8
4,180
4,205
3,845
4,220
West Feliciana
2,044
467
1420
20
10,169
1,832
Winn
1,380
1,805
16,119
4,541
1,610
3,230 86.4
3,740
4,425
'Not available
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reporting

RADIO
HOMES
COUNT
NUMBER of radio homes in Ala- April 1950, when fewer than 5
bama, Louisiana, Maryland and million TV receivers had been
Missouri is shown in official figures manufactured and stations were
just released by the U. S. Census
just coming on the air in most
Bureau. Figures show the official areas. Present TV circulation for
tabulation of radio homes as deter- the nation as a whole is nearing 20
million sets.
mined by the 1950 decennial census.
Television homes also are shown
Official census data for the
but TV circulation is based on states follow:

STATISTICS in adjacent tables are extracted from final reports of the
1950 Census of Housing, Series H-A, No. 2 for Alabama, 18 for Louisiana, 20 for Maryland and 25 for Missouri, and will be available in about
sis weeks from the Superintendent of Documents, Washington 25, D. C,
at 55, 55, 35 and 60 cents per copy, respectively.
Statistics on distribution of the population in the states are presented
in final reports of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-A, No. 2,
18, 20 and 25, now available from the Superintendent of Documents at
20, 20, 15 and 25 cents a copy, respectively. Descriptions and maps
of "urbanized areas" are presented in these reports.
Statistics on characteristics of the population in the states are presented in final reports of the 1950 Census of Population, Series P-B,
No. 2, 18, 20 and 25, available from the Superintendent of Documents,
at 55, 55, 40 and 60 cents per copy, respectively. Descriptions of
Standard Metropolitan Areas, if any, are presented in these reports.
A Standard Metropolitan Area is generally described as a county or
group of contiguous counties with at least one city of 50,000 or more.
In New England, it is defined on a town or city rather than county basis.
An urbanized area contains at least one city of 50,000 or more and
includes surrounding closely settled incorporated and unincorporated
areas.
BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

C ha pin, Mowrey, Adams
To Three Top Spots

WJZ-TV
PO
SLOCUM CHAPIN, vice president of ABC in charge of its owned
television stations, last week took on the additional title of general
manager of WJZ-TV New York in a series of executive changes at the
network's key station.
Paul Mowrey, WJZ-TV program
staff. He was named program
director, was named station manager, and Trevor Adams, who has manager of WJZ-TV last August.
been general manager and at the
Mr. Adams was sales manager
of the Texas State Network, sales
same time devotmanager of WINS New York,
ing considerable
radio and television director for
time
to local
the New York Yankees Baseball
sales activity,
Club, and assistant sales director
was appointed
of the DuMont TV Network before
sales manager.
Mr. Adams also
he joined WJZ-TV.
is a minority
Formerly With World
stockholder in an
Mr.
Chapin, with ABC since
applicant for a
new TV station
1942, formerly had served on the
sales promotion staff of World
at St. PetersMr. Chapin
Broadcasting System, on the sales
burg: Tampa Bay
staff of WOC Davenport, Iowa, as
Area Telecasting Corp.
Mr. Mowrey's successor in the sales manager of WKBN Youngstown, Ohio, and immediately before joining the network, as general manager of WSTC Stamford,
Conn. He joined ABC as a member
of the sales staff, subsequently
serving as acting manager of the
WJZ local sales department, network sales executive and ABC
eastern television sales manager
prior to his promotion to vice
president in charge of owned TV
stations on June 1, 1951.
Mr. Mowrey
Mr. Adams
program post was not announced.
The sales managership to which
Mr. Adams was appointed, similarly, from the standpoint of title,
has been vacant.
Mr. Chapin, announcing the
changes, said they are in line with
an increasing identification of
WJZ-TV as a "family" station.
Mr. Mowrey, who joined ABC in
1944 as supervisor of television
operations, has served the network
in a number of posts. He was integral in putting ABC's five owned
TV stations into operation — in New
York, Detroit, Chicago, Los Angeles and San Francisco — and later
supervised sales operations for
network package programs, before
transferring to the network sales
WEBB ELECTEB HEAB
Of C. J. LaRoche Agency
JAMES D. WEBB, executive vice
president of C. J. LaRoche & Co.,
New York, last week was elected
president, succeeding Chester J. LaRoche, who continues to serve as
chief executive officer and head of
the agency's plans board.
Prior to joining LaRoche on Oct.
1, 1951, Mr. Webb was a stockholder, vice president and manager
of the new business department of
Young & Rubicam, New York.

TV

FREELANCERS

Agencies Okay AFTRA Code
CODE of practices adopted by the
Cleveland local, American Federation of Television & Radio Artists,
has been approved by "about 42
Cleveland advertising agencies,"
according to a Cleveland Press
story quoting Ted Smoot, executive
secretary of the local.
The agreement is described as
affecting all freelancers who appear on agency-produced TV programs. It sets up minimum pay
standards and outlines working
conditions.
Two of Cleveland's three TV
stations — WE WS and WXEL —
are non-union, according to the
newspaper. WNBK (TV) signed
an AFTRA agreement last May.
Agency acceptance was described
as contingent on these conditions:
An agency may buy a package
program from a non-AFTRA station; a non-AFTRA staff announcer may appear on agencyproduced programs only to sign
programs on and off, within 30
seconds ; participating programs
are not agency-produced and th6
code is not applicable except in
the case of agency-produced segments.
Mr. Smoot was quoted as saying
that not all the agencies accepting
the
tising.code are active in TV adver-

CANCELLATION of a closed circuit
theatre television program to introduce a new Bendix washer-dryer and
appliance line in some 40 cities Dec. 31
was announced Thursday. Move was
MBS will broadcast Queen Elizabeth's
taken because of "difficulties in co- Christmas message to the people of
ordinating dealer meetings during the the British Commonwealth on Dec. 25,
3:45-4 p.m. EST.
holiday season."
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

PRE-SHOW gathering at NBC-TV's show. All Star Revue, included (I to r)
Alden Nye, radio-TV dir., McCann-Erickson, S. F.; Charles Wolff, radio-TV dir.,
agency's L. A. office; Fred Wile Jr., NBC v. p. in charge of prod, dept.; Corinne
Calvert, guest star; Harold Yost, adv. mgr., Del Monte Foods, L. A. (one of
three sponsors); Dennis Day, rotating star of program, and Del Monte executives Walter Barris, asst. div. sis. mgr.; Lyman Dunbar, Southern Calif, div. sis.
mgr., and Phipps Rasmussen, McCann-Erickson acct. exec. Other sponsors
are Kellogg Co., and Pet Milk Co.

WLIB'S NEW HARLEM RADIO CENTER
Held as Further Symbol of Station's Successful Policy
WLIB New York, which three years
pletely new equipment, and covers
a wing of the hotel.
ago changed format so drastically
Advertisers and agencies joined
as to refuse to accept the renewals
of some sponsors, last week dis- Manager Novik and the WLIB
staff in dedicating the center on
played a new symbol of the success
of the move.
Dec. 11, many of them mounting
The station put into regular use promotion displays highlighting
successful campaigns in the Negro
its $20,000 new Harlem Radio Cen- market.
ter, built in furtherence of an idea
Among agencies, these included
which, in 1949, led General Manager Harry Novik — who, with his BBDO, which WLIB credited with
breaking the ice by selling United
brother Morris, had just acquired
Fruit Co. on buying WLIB's Poppy
WLIB — to drop its foreign-lanCannon Show; J. Walter Thompson
concentrate
and
instead guage
on programs
the Negro and the Co., Harry B. Cohen Inc., Joseph
Katz Co., Donahue & Coe, Goeffrey
Anglo-Jewish markets.
Wade
Adv., Al Paul Lefton Co., and
WLIB has operated a studio in
others. Local and national adveraHotel
converted
bedroom
Harlem's
Theresa
for theof past
two said. tisers put up displays, spokesmen
years, and its current weekly total
In its efforts to build sales in its
of 37 hours a week of originations
from there goes up to around 56 Negro program block, WLIB has
hours in summer, when the station acquired a "name" talent roster,
is on the air longer. The new center including Joe Bostic, sports editor
of the Amsterdam News; Ruth Elconsists of three studios with comlington James, sister of Duke Ellington; Larry Fuller, formerly of
"Kiss Me Kate"; Poppy Cannon,
for 14 years food editor of Madamoiselle magazine, who is, in private life, the wife of Walter White,
executive secretary of the National
Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People; and, since last June,
Mr. White himself, who does a
transcribed commentary series
which WLIB also is syndicating to
stations in cities across the country.

Among those at dedication ceremonies were (seated, I to r) Harry
Novik; Mrs. Rudolph H alley; Rudolph Halley, president, New York
City Council; standing (I to r)
Clarence Holt, BBDO; Jack Blumstein, president, Blumstein's Dept.
Store, and James Fleming, editorin-chief, Amsterdam News.

New WTMJ-TV
Rates
WTMJ-TV Milwaukee last week
announced new rates for retail advertising and for general advertising, effective Jan. 1. Retail Rate
Card No. 1 ranges from $60 to
$150 for one minute and from
$266.50 to $800 for an hour according to time classification.
General Rate Card No. 12 ranges
from $60 to $150 per minute and
from $320 to $900 per hour.
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Firms Hot for Specials
(Continued from page 25)

scribed as smaller than the WalkieTalkie used at the political conventions in Chicago, will be used for
intimate close-ups.
NBC reported it will use 15 fixed
and mobile electronic cameras and
50 microphones during the program. Fifteen reporters and commentators have been assigned to
tell the story and a news and engineering staff of 250 will work,
behind the scenes.
Frank B ourgholtzer , White
House correspondent, and H. V.
Kaltenborn, veteran commentator,'
will be NBC's newsmen at the Capitol for the swearing-in ceremonies
and the President's inaugural
speech. Others who will participate
in the television coverage will include Merrill Mueller, Dave Garroway, David Brinkley, Richard
Harkness, Morgan Beatty, Clifton
Utley, and Earl Godwin. NBC
radio newsmen will be George
Hicks, W. W. Chaplin, Leon Pearson and others.
NBC said it has reported every
inaugural ceremony since 1925
when Graham McNamee described
Calvin Coolidge's accession to office.
CBS Radio and TV
Packard, through Maxon Inc.,
will sponsor CBS Radio coverage
from 11:30 a.m.-12 noon EST and
from 4-5 p.m. Sponsored CBS-TV
coverage is from 11:30-12 noon,
1-4:30 p.m., which includes the
parade, and 11 p.m.-12 midnight.
The noon segment will be presented
as a public service.
More than 100 CBS-TV newsmen
will be on hand for the inauguration, according to Sig Mickelson,
CBS-TV director of news and public affairs, who will supervise his
network's operations. Anchor-man
for CBS-TV coverage will be Walter Cronkite.
CBS-TV news staffers, working
with Mr. Cronkite, include Edward
R. Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Bill
Wood, Ron Cochran, Bill Shadel,
Peter Hackes, Bill Leonard, Mike
Wallace and Buff Cobb.
Present plans, according to Mr.
Mickelson, call for the use of 15
CBS-TV cameras to be divided
among seven ground locations and
three mobile units.
Directing CBS Radio's coverage
of the inaugural will be Wells
Church, the network's director of
news and public affairs. Describing the event for CBS Radio will
be Robert Trout, Charles Collingwood, Grifnng Bancroft, Joseph
Wershba, Bill Costello, Bill Downs,
Allan Jackson, Edward P. Morgan,
and Claude Mahoney.
One highlight of CBS Radio coverage, according to Mr. Church,
will be reports on the 4-5 p.m.
program of interviews with outstanding personalities throughout
the world, commenting on the inauguration and the potentialities of
the new Republican administration.
MBS
Mutual has planned a full day
of coverage, starting at 11:30
a.m., and including programming
Page 34
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throughout the day and up to midnight.
From 11:30 a.m.-l p.m. MBS
will provide a description of the
procession from the White House
to the Capitol and the swearing-in
ceremonies and acceptance speech.
It is planning to cover the inaugural parade at 1:45-2:45 p.m., 33:30 p.m., and 4-4:30 p.m. From
10:30-11 p.m. MBS will carry a
round-table discussion of the inauguration and of the prospects for
the next four years by MBS commentators and persons in public
life. It plans to wind up with
a broadcast of the Inaugural Ball
from 11:30-12 midnight.
On Jan. 19 MBS will broadcast a
program titled Inaugural Preview
from 10:30-11:30 p.m. and one
titled Inaugural Festival, 11:30-12
midnight.

ARTHUR
TUTTLE
Former RCA Treas. Dies
ARTHUR BREWSTER TUTTLE,
57, treasurer of RCA at his retirement in September 1949, died Tuesday in Lenox Hill Hospital, New
York. A few hours earlier he had
suffered a stroke whila attending an
art exhibition in New York.
He joined the accounting department of RCA in 1921 after attending Cornell U. Mr. Tuttle had been
vice president and treasurer of
RCA Communications Inc. before
he was elected treasurer of the
parent company in May 1946.
Mr. Tuttle served in the Army
on the Mexican border and was a
second lieutenant during World
War I in France and Belgium.
Surviving are his second wife,
the former Marjorie Maclnnis, and
three
riage. children of his first mar-

Sponsor Ban Levied;
Committees Named

INAUGURAL
BALL
BAN on commercial sponsorship of the Inaugural Ball the night of
Jan. 20 was announced last week by the Citizens Inaugural Committee.
Question of whether radio and TV facilities would be permitted to cover
the social event was still undecided, it was reported [B*T, Dec. 15].
The Inaugural Committee also *
announced that there would be advisory committee; Nelson Hartson
(Hogan & Hartson), floor committee.
no live TV permitted at the reCommittee on reception to disception for distinguished guests,
scheduled to be held at the Statler
tinguished guests:
Hotel Jan. 18. No reason was
Edgar Morris (Zenith distributor) and
Nelson T. Hartson (Hogan & Hartson),
vouchsafed for the prohibition.
chairman and member, respectively,
Meanwhile, Sen. Styles Bridges
floor subcommittee; and Thad H. Brown
Jr.
(NARTB), Lester Cohen and John
(R-N. H.), chairman of the Joint J. Sirica
(Hogan & Hartson), Ben S.
Congressional Inaugural ComFisher (Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
mittee, which is in charge of the Southmayd), Earl H. Gammons (CBS),
I_. Graham (Washington PostCapitol Hill swearing - in cere- Philip
H. Kauffmann (Washmonies, announced members of his WTOP),ington Samuel
Evening S(ar-WMAL), John M. Litgroup. They are: Sens. Herman
der).
tlepage
(Littlepage & Littlepage) and
Arthur H. Schroeder (Miller & SchroeWelker (R-Ida.) and Carl Hayden
(D-Ariz.) and Reps. Joseph W.
Martin Jr. (R-Mass.), Leslie C.
Arends (R-Ill.) and Sam Rayburn
FARM TV SETS
(D-Tex.).
Other Assignments
Mark Trice, secretary of the
minority, was appointed secretary
of the Congressional committee,
and William T. Reed, deputy Senate Sergeant -at -Arms, assistant
secretary. Sen. Bridges also announced the following as special
assistants to the chairman: Mrs.
A. Burks Summers, James P. Selvage and Albert G. McCarthy.
Following radio-TV personalities
were appointed to the Inaugural
Ball subcommittee by the Citizens
Inaugural Committee:
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel H. Kauffmann
(Washington Evening Star- WMAL) , Col.
and Mrs. Robert McCormick (Chicago
7>i6une-WGN), Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Meyer (Washington Posf-WTOP), reception committee; Thad H. Brown Jr.
(NARTB), invitations committee; Edgar
Morris (Zenith distributor), co-chairman, floor committee; Kenneth Berkley
(WMAL), Earl Gammons (CBS), Frank
M. Russell (NBC), patrons committee;
Philip Graham (Washington Post-WTOP),
co-chairman, program committee; ArSchar'feld (Scharfeld,
Baron),thur publicity
committee;Jones
Julius&
Cahn (assistant to Sen. Alexander Wiley
and conductor of radio program series),

Highest in North
TV SET ownership among farmers
is highest in the North, where 32%
of the farms have video receivers,
according to a survey conducted
by Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York.
The study provides extensive data
on farmers' buying habits and
media coverage. .
Ownership of TV sets was found
in 21% of Central states compared
to 11% in the Pacific states and
10%
South. Growing imstudy. in the
portance of TV is observed in the
The survey shows high loyalty
to farm magazines, pointing out
that "as many families read farm
publications as own radios."
Erwin, Wasey
to "a high
correlation
betweenpoints
the advertising
they've (farmers) seen and the
brands they buy."
PHILCO Corp., Philadelphia, announces addition of 42 new members
to
the
corporation's
Club. Club now has Twenty-Five
173 members.Year

540

KC

BID
Church Refiles
PIONEER broadcaster Arthur B.
Church (KMBC Kansas City) returned to the 540 kc battle last
week when he refiled an application
for that frequency in behalf of his
KFRM Concordia, Kan.
Mr. Church's application is the
second since 540 kc was opened for
U. S. assignment last October
[B*T, Oct. 27]. The first was filed
by Washington consulting engineer
Everett Dillard for Wheaton, Md., a
Washington suburb [B»T, Nov. 17].
In Concordia, Mr. Church asked
for 540 kc with 10 kw, directional
at night. His application indicated
that a four-element array would be
used to throw the signal south and
west of Concordia, serving the
north central Kansas plain country.
The daytime .5 mv/m signal, the
application showed, would cover an
area of 134,285 square miles, with
1,833,413 people. The night time
2.5 mv/m
signal — which
the contour limitation
from isCanadian
Class 1-A CBK Watrous, Sask.,
which operates with 50 kw on 540
kc — would cover 33,412 square
miles, with 541,505 people.
KFRM, which began operation
in 1947 on 550 kc with 5 kw daytime only, has an interference-free
coverage of 84,428 square miles
with 959,300 people.
Cost of boosting the transmitter
to 10 kw and of adding another
tower for the night time directional
pattern would be $36,772, the application stated.
1944 Application
First application for 540 kc was
made by Mr. Church in 1944. The
FCC dismissed that application in
1946 since 540 kc was not officially
assigned to the U.S. broadcast band
until 1947, after the Atlantic City
Telecommunications conference.
The application indicated that
Mr. Church's Midland Broadcasting
Co., licensee of both KMBC and
KFRM, had total current assets
of $184,701 and current liabilities
of $77,953. In 1950, the company
made $79,398 after taxes, and in
1951 $16,435. KMBC, which began
operation in 1921, is on 980 kc with
5 kw, directional at night. It is
affiliated with CBS.
Mr. Dillard's application for
Wheaton asked for 540 kc with 250
w, daytime only. The unincorporated town, about 15 miles from
downtown Washington, has a population of 50,000, Mr. Dillard's application specified. It is the site
of the transmitter of WASH (FM)
Washington,
also owned by Mr.
Dillard.
Curad on DuMont
BAUER & BLACK, Chicago
(Curad plastic bandages), co-sponsoring Twenty Questions (with Luden's Inc.) over DuMont TV Network, Friday, 10-10:30 p.m.
(EST),
starting
Jan. 2. Agency
Leo
Burnett,
Chicago.
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Like

women

Baltimore merchants go for WITH

go
like women

for

hats

go for hats. These

merchants love the quick, profitable results they get from this low-cost
station. At low, low rates, WITH delivers a huge, responsive audience

IN

BALTIMORE

— more listeners-per-dollar than any other radio or TV station in town.
And that means low-cost results! And that's why WITH carries the
advertising of twice as many local folks as any other station in town!
So take a tip from these smart advertisers. Put WITH

on your

schedule. WITH can produce low-cost results for you, too! Get the
whole story from your For joe man today!
BROADCASTING
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W-ITH^
TOM
REPRESENTED

TINSLEY, PRESIDENT
BY FORJOE
& COMPANY
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WMBR-AM-TV
Bought by 'Wash.
(Continued from page 23)
of the company under the new
ownership, directing both TV and
radio. It is presumed that the
Jacksonville operations later will
become a division of the Washington Post Co., with Mr. Marshall
continuing as president of the division and with Mr. Hayes in general
policy direction of all Post radio
and television interests.
Mr. King, who has not been in
robust health in recent months,
does not plan immediate return to
ownership or management. But he
from time to time has been supported for an FCC post, and, as an
"Eisenhower Democrat" is understood to be interested in one of the
upcoming FCC vacancies. He participated in radio-TV campaigning
activities in Florida for the "Democrats for Eisenhower."
Stations' Facilities
WMBR is the CBS Radio affiliate
and operates on 1460 kc, with 5 kw
It began operations in 1927.
WMBR-TV, assigned Ch. 4, is
the only TV station now operating in Jacksonville, and, as such,
takes programs from all four national networks. It began operation on Oct. 14, 1949, with effective
radiated power of 14.8 kw visual
and 7.4 kw aural. It was granted
a construction permit for the maximum Ch. 4 power of 100 kw by the

Post7

FCC last week. Following FCC
approval of the transfer, the new
owners plan to proceed forthwith
on the maximum operation.
The Washington Post Company,
headed by Eugene Meyer, chairman
of the board and father-in-law of
publisher Graham, owns 55% of
the stock of WTOP Inc., which
operates WTOP, WTOP-TV and
WTOP-FM. CBS is 45% stockholder in these properties. The stations recently launched a $2 million
building project.
Prior to the Jacksonville negotiations, itis understood that the Post
had investigated three other television-radio operations which failed
to jell.
Handling the Jacksonville transaction for the Post are the New
York law firm of Cravath, Swaine
& Moore, and the Washington law
firm of Covington & Burling.
Representing the Norton group are
Hogan & Hartson, Washington.
DUFFY-MOTT Co., N. Y. (Mott's
apple juice and sauce and Sunset prune
juice), sponsoring This Is Charles
Laughton, featuring Mr. Laughton in
readings from the Bible and other
literature, over WJZ-TV New York,
Fri., 8:30-8:45 p.m. EST, for 26 weeks
starting Jan. 9. Agency: Young &
Rubicam, N. Y.

BAKER PREVIEWS
'53 Television Picture
MORE than 200 TV stations in
operation and over 6.5 million
newly - produced TV receivers by
the end of 1953 — that's the prediction of Dr. W. R. G. Baker, vice
president of General Electric Co.
and general manager of its Electronics Division.
In a "Preview of 1953," issued
yesterday, Dr. Baker foresaw "a
record year for the electronics industry," with (1) continuation of
the trend toward larger-size TV
picture tubes, (2) progress in development of color picture tubes,
(3) continuing high level of military output, (4) marked increase
in technological developments, including production of transitors
and rectifiers.
Key points outlined by Dr. Baker
are these:
• Total industry production and sale
of video sets in 1953 should exceed 6.5
million
units factory
"and may
the record
salescome
of close
7,355,000to
• A ofsubstantial
number of 1953 TV
units
1950."
receivers will be equipped for both vhf
and uhf that
to cover
"thebroadcasting
majority" ofin new
stations
will be
the
uhf range.
•
Approximately
7.5
million
home
and portable sets will be produced and
sold next year — an increase of about
10% overwill1952.
Overof one-third
the
volume
consist
clock radioof sets.
• High
rate
of
TV
construction
permits will continue, with perhaps 250
added in 1953 to some 150 expected to
be approved
by thisabout
year's§100end.
CP
holders
will spend
million
on transmitters,
antennas
and
television studio equipment. Industry will
be better prepared to meet equipment
needs in 1953, with quicker delivery.
'OPERATION SANTA7
Bergen Beards TV Lion
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72-76

MC BAND
Noble Suggests Conference
DEADLINE for comments on
FCC's proposed rule-making proceeding to set new allocation policy
for the 72-76 mc band — composed of
non-broadcast channels situated between television Chs. 4 (66-72mc)
and 5 (76-82 mc) — was continued
by the Commission last week from
Dec. 22 until Feb. 20 in order to
allow additional industry viewpoints to be presented. Potential
interference to TV is the prime issue involved.
FCC instituted the rule-making
in early September when the new
proposal was issued to put chief
responsibility upon the non-broadcast fixed stations using the 72-76
mc band for prevention of harmful
interference to TV stations on Chs.
4 and 5 [B*T, Sept. 8]. About 1,000
operational fixed stations presently
are using the band, many being
common carrier low power pointto-point units. Others include industrial and public safety stations.
Seeks Preliminary Meeting
An informal engineering conference is suggested by D. E. Noble,
vice president of Motorola Inc. He
said such a meeting "could rough
out the first approach to the setting of standards to permit a maximum possible use of the 72-76 mc
band within limits which are not
one-sided and oppressive to the
point where fringe television reception may dominate and rule out
the operation of far more imporservices."simple licensing proHe tant
urged
cedures be established, with engineering showings required for special cases, "but in order that the
requirements may not be entirely
one-sided, it is highly desirable
that reasonable standards should
be established covering characteristics and conditions of operation
for the television receivers and the

GIFTS for Edgar Bergen's "Operation Santa Claus" are heavier this
year than last with the bulk coming from "high television areas,"
although his appeals have been
made by radio, not TV.
This evidence of high response
to radio, even in major television
centers, was cited last week by
Irwin Franklyn, manager of Mr.
television systems involved."
The 72-76 mc band "is far too
Bergen's "Operation Santa Claus"
tour, at a news conference precedvaluable to permit it to be lost
because of an indifferent attitude
ing theChristmas
ventriloquist's
appearance
at the
luncheon
of the which offers it up as a sacrifice to
Advertising Women of New York,
the frequency-consuming maw of
held Wednesday at the Astor
the
television industry," Mr.
Hotel.
Noblehuge
stated.
"No effort must be spared to
"Operation Santa Claus" is a
project in which Mr. Bergen col- established intelligent limits to tellects gifts and distributes them to
evision system standards and to
hospitalized service men and make every
intelligent engineering
women.
approach
to
the problem to save
Mr. Franklyn said that as of
the greatest possible number of
last Wednesday, more than 45,000
kilocycles for effective and full
pounds of gifts had been collected,
mobile
service
he said.
compared to 32,000 pounds for the
"The 72-76
mc utilization,"
band is a neglected
entire project last year.
and poorly-managed band, which is
The bulk, he said, came from
destined for a history of intolersuch "so-called great television
able waste if the FCC fails to
cities" as New York, Cleveland,
accept full responsibility for its
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Richmond, Va. Yet the
appeals for gifts were made on
the Edgar Berg en-Charlie Mcprotection."
Carthy show on CBS Radio and on
HANK
SYLYERN, musical conductor
numerous spot announcements on for This Is Show Business and Si(Speiise, both on CBS-TV, will record an
that network, and not one has been
album of original tunes. Each nummade on television, Mr. Franklyn
ber will be based on a folk-type of
said.
music of eight different countries.
BROADCASTING
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Industry Attacks
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upMARKIN

Asks FCC-CAA

Rules,

Cooperate

PROPOSED changes in FCC's rules governing safety markers on high
antenna towers and guy wires drew widespread criticism last week from
industry sources on the ground some of the proposals were impractical.
FCC's ideas should be coordinated with proposed obstruction rules being
Civil Aeronautics *
drawn it upwas bysuggested.
Adm.,
on which to base uniform standards of marking and lighting guy
Ideco Div. of Dresser-Stacey Co.,
wires,
according to NARTB, which
Columbus, Ohio, said proposals to
require lights on guy wires would asked FCC to defer final action of
add a structural hazard and the the proposed rule until experience
wires are not dangerous to navi- is gained from pioneer construction of tall guyed towers. Comgation. J. Roger Hayden, sales
ments were filed by NARTB counmanager, said vibration problems
sel, Thad H. Brown Jr., Vincent T.
would be aggravated and servicing
of short-life lights on guy wires Wasilewski and Abiah A. Church.
would be costly and dangerous.
•CBS pointed to hazards involved
Crouse-Hinds Co., maker of bea- in guy-wire marking, contending
cons, said FCC should coordinate markings and lighting for the main
its proposed rules with the CAA
antenna structure would be adestudy. Two beacons are needed at
intermediate tower points, accordA. Earl Cullum, consulting raing to A. H. Clarke, commercial quate.
dio engineer, filed opposition on bevice president.
half of Taylor Radio & Television
William F. Maag Jr., vice pres- Corp. (KANS Wichita, etc.),
ident and general manager of WSB-TV Atlanta, WHIO-TV DayWFMJ - TV Youngstown, Ohio,
ton, Ohio, KGNC Amarillo, WLAC
holding a CP for a 1000-ft. tower, Nashville (Old Hickory, Tenn.) and
said guy wire requirements are im- WBEN Buffalo. He pointed out
practical and of doubtful effective- that the requirement of one-foot
ness. He urged coordination with or larger spherical markers on guy
CAA.
wires, used on power lines in Europe, is not practicable on guy
Air Transport Assn. urged rewires for tall towers. He said
conciling of differences with CAA
rules and observed there is no pro- spherical dampeners used on long
vision for high-tensity daylight guy wires to reduce vibration add
lighting.
little significant visibility to the
The CAA joined in pointing out guys. A one-foot sphere could not
it is revising its obstruction mark- be seen more than two-thirds of a
ing manual in cooperation with mile, he said, adding that windloadprivate industry, suggesting the ing, maintenance and mechanical
two agencies coordinate their requirements. CAA proposed pendent markers be permitted as optional types of guy wire day markers and declared floodlamps are
impractical as a means of obstruction lighting for overhead or guy
wires.
NARTB Comment
Dec. 27-29: American Marketing Assn.,
conference. Palmer House, Chicago.
In its comments, filed with the
1953
FCC Monday, NARTB asked deferment of any action on the proCongress convenes, Washposal to amend the rules on con- Jan. 3: 83rd
ington, D.. C.
struction, marking and lighting of Jan. 5-10: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. convention, Mayflower Hotel,
antenna towers and supporting
Washington.
structures.
Jan.
Convention TV Subton. 8: NARTB
NARTB directed its comments
committee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washingsolely to Par. 17.36 of the proposed Jan. 9-10: South Carolina Broadcasters
amendment of Sub-Part C, Part 17
Assn. annual meeting, Francis Marion
Hotel, Charleston, S. C.
covering guy wire marking and
Jan.
12-13: NARTB Standards of Praclighting. The specifications would
tice Committee, NARTB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
require TV towers over 500 feet
and having outer guy wires con- Jan. 12-Mar. 2 (each Monday): ElevAnnual Advertising
Conference nected with the ground at a point
series, enthsponsored
by L. A. Advertising
Women Inc., CBS Hollywood.
over 500 feet from tower base to
Jan. 14-15: NARTB TV Code Review
Board, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
be marked in daytime and illuminated at night.
Jan. 14-16: Third Conference on HighFrequency
Measurements,
Such towers would be required
ton, D. C. (Jointly
sponsored Washingby AIEE,
ards). and National Bureau of StandIRE
to show orange spheres at 120foot intervals along outer guy Jan. 24-25: Retail Advertising Conference, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
wires at daytime and red lights
26: Continuance of Theatre-TV
at similar intervals for night Jan.
allocations hearings, FCC Hqtrs.,
Washington, D. C.
marking. NARTB said it was
Jan. 26-27: NARTB Copyright Comconcerned lest the proposed markmittee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
ings and lights might prove im- Jan. 28-30: Eighth Annual Georgia Radio
and
Television Institute, Henry
possible to maintain besides conGrady School of Journalism, U. of
tributing to deterioration of guy
Georgia, Athens.
wires.
Feb. 5-7: Southwestern I.R.E. Conference & Electronics Show, Plaza
Insufficient data are available
Hotel, San Antonio.

'Mr. President'
ALBUM of records entitled
"Mr. President," which documents the American scene
and the Executive Office
from Herbert Hoover to
President - elect Dwight D.
Eisenhower, has been compiled by Jim Fleming, news
editor of NBC-TV's Today
program. Gathered from
NBC's tape-recording library, theleasedalbum
willbybeRCA
rein January
Victor.
resonance effects must be considered. He found hazards also in
wirelighting rules. He proposed
adoption of a formula for painting
and lighting towers so heights
could be ascertained by plane pilots.
Similar protest was filed by WHO
Des Moines, which added that Assn.
of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers is filing opposition to the proposed rules.
On behalf of AFCCE, James C.
McNary, president, opposed the
rule covering daytime spheres on
guy wires on the ground they increased wind loading and involved
hazards in servicing. Pilots would
not have more than a few seconds
warning, it was added, and resonance of guys would cause severe
loads. Wire lighting was viewed
as impractical and dangerous, and
peripheral lighting was viewed as
ineffective. AFCCE asked FCC to
await results of the WFAA Dallas
experiments (Dec. 15).
KOIN Portland contended the
proposed specifications for guy
wires are unnecessary, impracticable and unobtainable, urging delay until a substantial need for such
markings has been shown. A
government - industry conference
was advocated.

FCC FINALIZES
Class IV Restrictions Order
FCC finalized last Thursday its
rule-making proposal of June 8,
1951 [At Deadline, June 11,
1951], mentsprecluding
assignof Class IV further
AM stations
on
regional channels "to prevent any
further increase of the interference
level to the degradation of the
service of stations operating on

regional
channels."
Applications
pending before the
Commission before last Thursday,
effective date of the report and
order, still will be considered undei
the old rules, however, the FCC
stated. The 20 Class IV stations,
mostly 250-watters, now operating
on regional channels, will not be
required to change frequency or
power. All such stations are not
protected against interference from
Class III stations, which also use
regional frequencies, FCC said.
BROADCASTING
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This, friend, is no run-of-the-sawmill puppet. This is Howdy Doody, second

i]■

« #

most popular mythical character in the kids' world.1 And he happens to have
fifteen minutes of network radio time every Saturday, 9:15 to 9:30 a.m., in
which to sell your product to tiny and moderately large urchins.2
You see, Howdy's show start's at 8:30 and lasts an hour, but the first half
is available for co-op sale, and the 9:00 to 9:15 spot is very happily occupied
by International Shoe Corporation.3 As a result, you can buy a network in
the last or highly desirable segment.
With International Shoe and the co-op sponsors contributing, your talent
cost is pared down to a slender bone. As for your time cost— the choice of
markets will be left up to you and your budget. There is one restriction
though; you can't have Canada. Sorry, it's all sold out.4
With the full network you can expect to reach li/2 million homes containing over 2 1/2 million moppets.5 And surely we don't have to point out the
merchandising opportunities inherent in Howdy's lovable white pine frame.
If you want to talk turkey to tots, Howdy Doody is your mannikin. Ask

B£. < « # •

any 7-year-old.6
1. The first, we're afraid, is Santa Claus.
2. 9:15 a.m. Saturday may seem like the middle of the night to you,
but the kids have been up for hours.
3.
4.
5.
6.

National

II T

% « m

They're probably selling shoes like crazy, but they won't tell us.
Ogilvie Flour Mills; Kraft Foods, Ltd., St. Lawrence Starch Co., Ltd.
Estimated Nielsen National Ratings (January-June, 1953) .
If he can't give you complete details, call us.

Broadcasting

Company

a service of Radio Corporation of America
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There's plenty of valuable information for
recording engineers and tape enthusiasts in the new
series of "Sound Talk" bulletins. Written by technical experts and backed by extensive laboratory
tests, these fact-filled bulletins furnish a rich, practical background of magnetic recording information
for anyone engaged in professional recording work.
"Sound

mailed to upwards of 3,000 users of professional
tape recording equipment. If you are not on our
mailing list, simply fill out and mail the coupon
below and we will send you your "Sound Talk"
binder containing a complete set of bulletins. There
will be no charge for this or for the succeeding
bulletins you will receive, of course.

Talk" bulletins are currently being

BT-122

Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
St. Paul 6, Minn.

Please put my name on your mailing list to receive free
"Sound Talk" bulletins.
NAME.
ADDRESS.
CITY.

.ZONE.

.STATE.
MAGNETIC

TAPE

The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design are registered trademarks for Sound Recording Tape made in U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING & MFG. CO., St. Paul 6, Minn.—
also makers of "Scotch" Brand Pressure-sensitive Tapes, "Underseal" Rubberized Coating, "Scotchlite" Reflective Sheeting, "Safety- Walk" Non-slip Surfacing, "3M" Abrasives, "3M" Adhe3ive3. General Export: 122 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y. In Canada: London, Ont., Can.
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Ike Urged to Name Hyde
(Continued from page 23)
with General Teleradio, he will
continue in a consulting capacity
for several years, and this would
preclude acceptance of an FCC assignment unless he relinquished
that arrangement. Mr. Streibert,
an ardent Republican, has not yet
announced his plans, but they are
expected to be in private industry.
Another candidate confronted
with a problem because of the
statutes which preclude engagement
in any other kind of business as a
condition precedent to FCC appointment is Roland C. Davies, editor
of Telecommunications Reports,
Washington news service devoted
to common carrier communications
and related activities. Mr. Davies
is being supported for the so-called
short-term vacancy to be created
when Eugene F. Merrill retires
Jan. 20 with the change in administration. Mr. Merrill accepted a
recess appointment to succeed
Comr. Robert F. Jones and, with
the convening of Congress Jan. 4,
his recess appointment ends. Washington parliamentarians are studying the statutes to determine
whether Mr. Davies can be appointed without divesting himself of his
news service holdings, and if an
affirmative conclusion is reached,
his supporters will stress the desirability of having on the FCC
one familiar with common carriers.
Fred Palmer, radio consultant
and former station manager, has
considerable support in the Midwest, notably from Sens. Taft and
Bricker of Ohio. A number of
broadcasters also have endorsed
his candidacy and former Commissioner Jones, now a Washington
attorney, is known to have a high
regard for him. Mr. Palmer is a
staunch rural radio advocate, and
was instrumental in establishing
a number of farm stations.
Brown Candidacy
Thad H. Brown Jr., manager of
television operations and counsel
of NARTB, last week became an
active candidate after a number of
television broadcasters had urged
him to seek the post. He is the
son of the late former Federal
Radio and Communications Commissioner Brown, and has been
reared in a broadcast atmosphere.
His father was the former Secretary of State of Ohio, and his
mother, Mrs. Howard Coffin, was
a Taft worker before Chicago and
a GOP headquarters worker during the campaign.
Another attorney in the running
is Joseph P. Marshall of West
Virginia, now living in Chevy
Chase, Md. His experience includes
research in the office of Sen. Taft;
Office of Price Administration;
Navy during World War II with
rank of lieutenant commander, and
special counsel to Sen. Hugh Butler of Nebraska. He was chairman of the Maryland State Federation of Young Republicans and
served in the Maryland Assembly
BROADCASTING

Now

this year. He was an alternate to
the GOP convention.
Emphasis is being placed upon
a full-scale staff reorganization at
the FCC. This, of course, cannot
be done until there are four Republicans on the FCC itself. This will
occur with the departure of Comr.
Merrill and the retirement, either
on Jan. 20 or later, of Chairman
Paul A. Walker, who is past the
statutory retirement age and is
serving by sufferance of an Executive Order of President Truman.
Parliamentarians say Presidentelect Eisenhower can countermand
the Truman order upon assumption
of office Jan. 20, thus creating a
seven-year vacancy.
There are now four Democrats,
two Republicans and one Independent (Webster) on the Commission. The new alignment will
place four Republicans on the
agency, along with the others.
Comr. Webster, it is thought,
would vote with the Republicans
on reorganization since he has
little patience for some of the New
Dealers and left-wingers on the
staff.
Other Offices Considered
Under immediate scrutiny are
the offices of Secretary and General Counsel, now filled by T. J.
Slowie and Benedict P. Cottone,
respectively. Mr. Slowie has not
been overly active but has maintained excellent Democratic ties
on Capitol Hill, where he once
served as top aide to former Representative Jacobson of Iowa. His
job is regarded as political. The
general counsel's position, while
not strictly patronage, is nevertheless regarded as political.
Heard as a possible appointee to
the Secretaryship is James W.
Baldwin, who served as Secretary
of the Federal Radio Commission
in its early days and who afterward became managing director of
the National Assn. of Broadcasters
(1935-38). He was former partowner of WGH in Norfolk-Newport News, Va., and for several
years has been an executive in the
office of the Chief Signal Officer of
the Army.
Mentioned as a possible new
general counsel is Abe McGregor
Goff of Moscow, Idaho, who served
in Congress from 1946 to 1948. He
has a military record dating back
to World War II and is a reserve
colonel. He has been active in
American Bar Assn. affairs. He is
53 and is reported to have important Republican backing.
The GOP wants to dig deeply
into staff, notably among the attorneys, and in the important
Broadcast Bureau. High officials
of the FCC are hard put to identify
a single Republican lawyer now on
the staff who would qualify for a
top job. Hence, it is thought that
most of the new appointments will
be from the outside.
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Bunny's
Nice

Story

Marsh

Had

"Ring"

to

I sit

a
It

"Bunny" Baker — our cute blonde
secretary over here at the newspaper
— showed up late for work the other
morning and "scooped" us all.
Bunny

came in carrying a big box

of expensive cigars under her arm
and, without a word, went around
dropping a cigar off at each desk.
Finally, when we were all but bursting
with curiosity, Bunny told us what
was going on. She held up her left
hand and proudly displayed a lovely
diamond ring on her third finger.
"It's a boy," she said. "Six feet two,
a hundred ninety-six pounds."
From where I sit, Bunny's way of
announcing her engagement to us
showed real ingenuity. And ingenuity
— doing things in a better and different way — is a typical American trait.
Freedom of expression, freedom to
work how and where we please . . .
even a little thing like the freedom to
choose a glass of beer after a day's
work — these are some things that make
our nation so "engaging ."

Copyright, 1952, United States Brewers Foundation
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Rate Formula

Accord by NBC, TV Affiliates
(Continued from page 25)
dent of The Journal Co. He called
work commercial time a month. The
174 hours incorporated as the point the special meeting for all NBCbeyond which free-hour reductions
TV affiliates at Chicago's Drake
would commence, they said, repreHotel Monday and Tuesday. Executives of the 41 stations met during
sented approximately the top
amount of network commercial time the Monday session to convert the
then being carried by any NBC-TV
eight months of work into a cohestations.
sive presentation, and on Tuesday
The compromise worked out and
morning the group met with NBC
"favorably received" by the affili- executives to reach final terms of
ates in Chicago will be negotiated
agreement.
Ray W. Welpott, WRGB (TV)
by the network and stations individually, as all contract negotiaSchenectady, worked with Mr.
tions are carried on individually.
Damm on the station committee.
But executives of the 41 stations
The NBC group was headed by
represented at Chicago adopted a Joseph V. Heffernan, financial vice
resolution urging that the affiliates
president.
recommend to each other favorable
Mutual Benefits Seen
acceptance of the plan in their
respective negotiations with NBC.
Mr. McConnell said he was "very
proud of the agreement," which
The revised plan will "make
more money" for NBC and the sta- would be "advantageous" to both
groups. He said, "No group in the
tions and prove "advantageous" to industry
has ever to my knowledge
both, NBC President Joseph Mcaccomplished so outstanding a job
Connell predicted.
The plan, which Mr. McConnell
in the area of understanding relations between a network and its
described as "the best thing we've
ever done" — and a "milestone in stations.
the history of the industry" — ■
"The station committee gave
evolved from eight months of dis- fully of itself in sitting down with
cussions among the 41 NBC-TV
affiliates and the network after dis- our people and working out the
very difficult and very complicated
agreement on terms of compensaproblems which were involved. All
tion.
worked together harmoniously and
The stations' committee was
in a business-like way and with
headed by Walter Damm, WTMJAM-TV Milwaukee and vice presi- full regard to each other's stake

in advancing the television industry to greater heights."
Mr. Damm termed the mutually
profitable
"the ever
greatest
thing of itsagreement
kind I have
seen
in my many years in the broadcast
business. We achieved a complete
understanding of each other's problems in the growing television industry, and, operating on this principle, we were able to work out a
plan
will benefitcongratulated
us both."
Mr.which
McConnell
NBC and the stations' group "on
the fine job," while Mr. Damm
lauded
network
for "making
availablethe
to our
committee
so fully
and frankly the information about
its operations which enabled us to
work out the plan."
The stations' committee also
adopted resolutions praising NBC
for its Victory at Sea, which won
the Sylvania Grand Award [B»T,
Dec. 15], "and the high standard
of its public service programs."
Unit cited the recent series presented in cooperation with the
American Medical Assn. Still another resolution commended the
network for outstanding and full
sports coverage, referring to the
NCAA Game of the Week, the
World Series and other events.
NBC's representatives included,
in addition to Mr. McConnell and
Mr. Heffernan, Harry C. Kopf,
NBC Chicago vice president; Harry
Bannister, vice president in charge
of station relations; Sheldon B.
Hickox Jr., director of radio and
TV station relations, and Frank
White, vice president and general
manager of the radio and TV networks.
WWHG

GRANT PROPOSED
Would Deny WLEA Bid
INITIAL decision looking toward
grant of application by WWHG
Hornell, N. Y., for change from
1320 kc, 1 kw, daytime only, to 1420
kc, 1 kw day, 500 w night was proposed last Monday by FCC Hearing
Examiner Basil P. Cooper.
Decision would deny request of
WLEA Hornell to change from
1480 kc, 1 kw, daytime only, to 1420
kc, 1 kw day, 500 w night. WLEA
is licensed to Hornell Broadcasting
Corp. Co.
and WWHG to W. H. Greenhow
In his conclusions, Mr. Cooper
said that WWHG will serve a
slightly larger area and population; will have more and better
facilities for the public; has presented "a diversified program
service" had made its AM-FM facilities available to local groups
for public service programs, and
"now presents and will present the
better programs."
COLUMBIA Records Inc. announced
last Thursday that it will produce a
"revolutionary" new table-model highfidelity phonograph that will sell for
$139.50. Player has a frequency response from 50 to 12,000 cycles, and
measures
in size. 16% by 12Y2 by 10 inches
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KGNCs HAMNER
Past 80, She Started in 1941
PROBABLY the nation's oldest
woman broadcaster who maintains
a commercial radio schedule is
Laura V. Hamner of KGNC Amarillo, Tex.
Miss Hamner, who admits to
being past 80 but coyly won't be
specific, celebrated her 500th consecutive broadcast Nov. 30.
Her program, Light & Hitch,
began in 1941 over KGNC. The
show has one of the largest and

MISS HAMNER
was presented
roses at her 500th broadcast.
most loyal followings of all local
offerings, the station reports. Miss
Hamner is an expert on the history
and spirit of the high plains region of Texas. Her programs,
which she writes as well as airs,
concern the past and present of the
people of that region.
Although Miss Hamner was approaching 70 when she began radio
work, she has never missed a show.
KGNC officials never fail to be
amazed at her tireless energy when
she transcribes a dozen or more
shows in late evening sessions just
prior to leaving on lengthy trips.
She frequently takes cross-country
Miss Hamner is planning a trip
to
Europe. And no one doubts that
jaunts.
she'll make it — and return as tireless as ever.
In addition to her Sunday morning KGNC broadcasts, Miss Hamner writes a weekly column in the
Amarillo Sunday News-Globe.
For the past year, an Amarillo
farm implement dealer has been
sponsoring the Light & Hitch seies. The sponsor reports outstanding sales results.
Truck

Firm

Buys

INDIANA Motor Truck Assn.,
Indianapolis, which recently named
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
as
its agency, slots
has bought
once-a-week
on six15-minute
Indiana
AM stations. The series continues
for 13 weeks. The client also has
signed for American Forum of the
Air on WFBM (TV) Indianapolis,
Sundays for one-half hour, from
Jan. 4 for 10 weeks.
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ONE

OF

THE

THREE

Big

Where

THE

BIGGEST

Aggie

WNAX-570

Tops

COUNTRYPOLITAN

MARKET

U. S. MARKETS:

Land

Competition

of WNAX

resembles

10

to

1

a big city

market, except that its shopping centers are 60 miles apart instead of 6.
The farmers, ranchers and town folk of Big Aggie Land

think no more

of driving 60 miles than you do of driving 6. It's a thriving market with
a tremendous appetite for goods and services, a million radio families
with effective buying income
the Dakotas, Nebraska
in the U. S.
PROOF

THAT

countrypolitan

WNAX

of $4.2 billion, 267 counties in Minnesota,

and Iowa which constitute the third largest market

effectively taps these

riches is again found

1952 Diary Study: WNAX

in the

has top rating in

4861/0 of the 500 segments covered — better
than 10 to 1 over the nearest competitor. One
of radio's most important buys, with unsurpassed coverage and thirty years of listener
acceptance, WNAX

merits consideration for

your 1953

plans.

market

Five cents buys

1,000 radio homes on WNAX.

More data from

The Katz Agency, our national reps.
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K
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FRY

onitor

every

tone

With the new Altec 601 A "duplex" you can
monitor all the sounds you broadcast— and hear
them reproduced with a faithfulness never
approached

by any other speaker or speaker

system. For the new Altec "duplex" is capable
of faithfully reproducing every sound audible
to the human ear. Here are the reasons why
the Altec 601 A is the perfect monitor for
every broadcaster.

QUALITY— The Altec Lansing Corporation unconditionally guarantees that this loudspeaker,
when mounted in a properly designed cabinet,
will reproduce all of the tones from 30 cycles
to 22,000 cycles.

9356 Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.
161 Sixth Ave., New York 13. New York
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POWER -20 watts continuous - 35
watts peak power capacity.
SIZE— Only 12" in diameter.
PRICE — Net to broadcasters only
$89.00 including dividing network.

ALTEC

QUIT

Leaves Demo Post
For Private Industry

KENNETH D. FRY, radio-TV director of the Democratic National Committee, Washington, D. C, and veteran of the broadcast field, has left his
political post to return to private industry. His future plans have not been
*
disclosed.
Mr. Fry vacated his position the in connection with broadcast appearances ofthe Democratic Presipast fortnight after nearly five
dential nominee, Gov. Adlai Stevenyears service, covering two Presison of Illinois.
dential and one Congressional camMr. Fry held various newspaper
Since joining assignments at the old Chicago
Evening Post. He was middlewest
the
paigns. Democratic
sports editor for UP until 1933,
National
Committee in February
when he joined NBC's Central Div.
that city. He served in public rela1948, Mr. Fry was
tions two years and later helped
responsible for
establish the division's News and
planning
al use ofnationradio
Special Events Dept.
and television and
In January 1943, Mr. Fry reMr. Fry
signed NBC to enter government
supervising timeservice — the overseas branch of the
buying operations
Office of War Information as chief
as well as producfield representative in Alaska and
tion of programs. He also maintained liaison with members of the Aleutians. He later transferred to San Francisco as assoCongress and networks during periods between various campaigns.
ciate director for OWI Pacific Operations. In 1945 he was appointed
Prior to his national committee
director
of
Pacific Operations until
post, Mr. Fry was identified with
OWI functions were absorbed by
NBC, the government (in OWI and
the State Dept.
Voice of America) and newspaper
and wire service interests from
Mr. Fry came to Washington in
1923 to 1948.
June 1946 assuming duties as chief
Aside from supervising placeof the State Dept.'s
Broadcasting
Division International
(VOA). He
ment of Democratic Party spokesresigned
in
January
1948, joining
men on regularly-scheduled network programs and working with the Democratic National Committee the following month.
members of Congress on their radio-TV plans, Mr. Fry is credited
with other achievements at the
Democratic National Committee.
CAROLINA
DRIVE
Under his guidance, the party
54 Outlets Aid Crusade
adopted a policy during the 1952
COMBINED efforts of 53 North
Presidential campaign of completCarolina
radio stations and one
ing arrangements for network
television
station comprised that
time purchases well in advance of
state's communications cooperation
the national conventions. Action
on behalf of the 1952 Crusade for
was designed to avoid heavy preFreedom.
emption charges later.
The stations were linked so that
During the campaign, Mr. Fry
the entire state could hear the spehandled radio-TV production duties
cial Crusade kickoff program produced at WBT and WBTV (TV)
PIERCE HONORED
Charlotte by Radio Free Europe
staffers.
Gets 21 Station Salute
The program was taped for the
network airing and a special live
R. MORRIS PIERCE, president,
show was telecast at the same time
WDOK Cleveland, was saluted on
over
WBTV. Both shows were
a 21-station Ohio network in recogwritten by Bob Cotton and Guy
nition of his "outstanding achieveWallace of RFE.
ments in the field of communicaAmong those participating in the
half-hour show were Kay Kyser,
Nelson Olmsted, narrator, Ohio
Bell Telephone Co.'s Ohio Story, former bandleader and radio personality; Gordon Gray, former Sectold
how Mr. Pierce, then serving
tions."
retary of the Army; and Robert
as chief engineer, Psychological
Warfare Branch in World War II, Lang, RFE director.
In addition to the special statehelped bring about surrender of
wide kickoff show, several other
the Italian fleet.
locally - produced programs were
Last year, Mr. Pierce served the aired by WBT on behalf of the
Voice of America in helping to Crusade. Charles H. Crutchfield,
construct a ring of super-power
executive vice president - general
transmitters to reach beyond the manager, and WBT and WBTV
Iron Curtain.
and chairman for the North Caroline drive, arranged for a special
Among other achievements, Mr.
two-hour promotion by Grady Cole,
Pierce can list putting WGAR
station personality. This stint
Cleveland on the air in 1930, and
raised
nearly $3,000 in contribudirecting Goodwill Stations tech- tions.
nical operations until two years
Dr. R. S. Snyder, WBT foreign
ago. Rival station WGAR joined affairs analyst, was heard on three
in the tribute to Mr. Pierce.
programs during the Crusade week.
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FAST
New

Manner

to Serve

Fleet

Both

of Swift

Commerce

This new ship heading seaward is the
Old Colony Mariner, built, appropriately enough, right in the Old Colony
itself,
at Bethlehem's
near Boston.
She is oneQuincy
of the yard,
first
vessels to join the Maritime Administration's new Mariner fleet.
Planned soon after fighting started
in Korea, these Mariner ships have a
dual purpose : ( 1 ) They will serve as
efficient carriers for our commercial
trade. (2) They will form the nucleus
of a swift fleet capable of delivering
materials to fighting areas overseas
should the need arise.
Potential weapons of attack an
enemy could now use against shipping

BROADCASTING
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FREIGHTER
Cargo
and

Vessels

Defense

have made slow cargo vessels largely
obsolete as wartime carriers, Naval
authorities believe. The Liberty ship
of World War II would be too slow
today. Driven by a 19,250-horsepower
steam turbine, the Old Colony Mariner on its trial trip set a speed record
of 22.51 knots, making it the fastest
freighter carrying the American flag
and probably the fastest ever built.
This is double the speed of a Liberty
and fast enough to outrun submarines.
After deciding on the principal di-

BETHLEHEM

mensions and characteristics of the
new vessels,
Maritime
tion called onthe the
CentralAdministraTechnical
Department of Bethlehem's Shipbuilding Division to design a ship embodying the required features. Our
CTD people, working closely with
representatives of the Maritime Administration, developed complete
plans and specifications and prepared
working drawings.
The Old Colony Mariner is the first
of five of these vessels that our Quincy
yard is building. Five more Mariners
are under construction or on order at
the Bethlehem yard at Sparrows Point,
Md., near Baltimore, and five more at
our San Francisco yard.

STEEL
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SDX 1953 AWARDS
To Further Recognize TV
SIGNA DELTA CHI, professional
journalistic fraternity, has revised
its list of annual radio awards to
include television in former radioonly categories, Victor E. Bluedorn,
executive director, announced last
week.
The divisions now cover radio or
TV newswriting and public service
in radio or TV journalism. The
awards for work in 1952 will be
made to include television for the
first time in 1953, Mr. Bluedorn
said. They will be among the first
awards to recognize video as a
news medium, he said. The SDX
award for radio or TV reporting,
made since 1948, remains unchanged.
Nominations for the SDX Distinguished Service Awards with
accompanying material now are being invited and must be postmarked
not later than Feb. 9, 1953, for
work done during the 1952 calendar
year. No entry blanks are required
or furnished.
Winners will be announced in
April 1953 and presentations will
be made at the fraternity's annual
awards banquet, probably in May,
Mr. Bluedorn said.
WNJR Newark has received an engraved plaque from the Veterans
Civic League of New Jersey for "the
magnificent performance rendered to
the people of New Jersey" in promoting a "register-and-vote" campaign.

ELECTION of officers to head newly-named Radio-Television News Directors Assn. [B*T, Dec. 15/8] brought in these newsmen as directors (I to r):
Richard Oberlin, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville; Harold Baker, WSM-AM-TV Nashville; Paul White, KFMB-AM-TV San Diego; Charles Day, WGAR Cleveland;
Charles Harrison, WFIL-AM-TV Philadelphia. Occasion was RTNDA meeting
in Cleveland earlier this month.

Religious Report
REPORT on radio, TV and films
is being made available through
the National Lutheran Council, 50
Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
Study was prepared for the council by Roscoe Brown Fisher and
gives a complete listing of network
religious radio and television programs. Mr. Fisher is a scholarship grantee of the Lutheran
Brotherhood Life Insurance Society. Preliminary report was issued
Aug. 22.

CBS
RADIO
(COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM)

MINISTER ON WJAS
Answers Listener Queries
ROUNDING out its first year Dec.
18 on WJAS Pittsburgh was Midnight Minister, 11 :30 p.m.-midnight
program aired each Thursday.
Conducting the program is Dr.
Ainslee C. Moore, pastor of the
Sixth Avenue Presbyterian Church
in Eastswers
Liberty.
Dr. Moore from
"anquestions telephoned
listeners, to a background of soft
organ music.
Dr. Moore reports that during
the past year he has answered
thousands of questions pertaining
to heart, home and personal problems, as well as clarifying hundreds of biblical questions called
in during his program.
The station believes Midnight
Minister answers the suggestion,
"You've got to add a bit of spice
to your religious program to interest the non-religious listener,"
offered recently by Dr. George
Crothers, CBS Radio's director of
religious broadcasts, who produces
CBS Radio's Church of the Air,
originating from 10-11 a.m. each
Sunday on WJAS.

KFMB
550 K. C.
San Diego,
California
>

KFMB Radio Station,
San Diego, is proud to
announce that as of Dec.
12 it is the outlet for the
Columbia Broadcasting
System Radio Network.
First on the dial at 550.

5

John A. Kennedy, Board Chairman
Howard L. Chernoff, General Manager
Represented by THE BRANHAM
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CO

IERT ENTRIES
Final Date Is Jan. 15
FINAL date for entries in the
American Exhibition of Educational Radio and Television Programs
is Jan. 15, Dr. I. Keith Tyler, director, Institute for Education by
Radio-TV, Ohio State U., reminded
last week.
Dr. Tyler announced also that
the 23d Institute for Education by
Radio-TV will be held April 16-19
at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel in
Columbus.

NEWS COURSE
Set by NRNA-Minn. U. Group
SEVENTH annual U. of Minnesota
radio news short course has been
set for Feb. 6-7 by a committee of
university School of Journalism
professors and members of the
Northwest Radio News Assn. The
committee also has scheduled tentatively aTV workshop for Feb. 7.
The committee includes Dr. Ralph
Casey, director of the journalism
school, and Dr. Raymond B. Nixon
of the school; NRNA President
Julian Hoshal and William McGivern, both of KSTP St. Paul;
Charles Sargeant, WCOW Minneapolis, and Donald Doty, WCOW
South Saint Paul, all representing
NRNA.
The radio news short course will
be held at the Center of Continuation Study on the university campus. Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV news
director and one of NRNA's founders, will address the TV workshop
on network coverage of the political conventions. NRNA also will
attempt to have as speaker one
of the TV winners of the RadioTelevision News Directors Assn.
awards. To attract more station
managers to the radio news short
course, NRNA will attempt to secure speakers on radio and TV
news sales.

NEW NETWORK
Grass Roots Unit Formed
FIVE Oklahoma stations and one
in Arkansas, near the state line,
have formed the Grass Roots Network, to begin operations Jan. 1.
Jimmiemercial
Barry,
general Muskogee,
and commanager, KMUS
and president of the new group,
said that the John E. Pearson Co.
has been appointed
national will
representative. Time clearance
be
handled through KMUS, he added.
Executive committee comprises
Matthew Bonebrake, KOCY Oklahoma City; Jim Neal, KAKC Tulsa,
who serves also as secretary-treasurer; Cy Casper, WBBZ Ponca
City; John Trotter, KHBG Okmulgee, all in Oklahoma, and Weldon
Stamps, KFSA Fort Smith, Ark.
KGLO 'Fair' Special
SOME 212 residents of northern
Iowa joined in the KGLO (Mason City, Iowa) North Iowa Fair
trip to the International Live Stock
Show in Chicago. The group spent
three days in Chicago sightseeing.
KGLO supplied four all-expense
trips. Among those handling arrangements were Al Heinz, KGLO
farm director, and Doug Sherwin,
KGLO announcer.

CBS Radio's Space Adventures of
WHLI Hempstead, L. I., is helping
Super Noodle (Sat., 10:15-10:30 a.m.
the New York State Motor Vehicle
first annual radio
Bureau avoid the last-minute rush for EST) received
awarded by Imagination, sciautomobile registration forms this citation
ence fiction magazine, on Dec. 20 for
month by offering them to listeners
"original entertainment in the best
upon request.
traditions of science fiction."
BROADCASTING
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S.E. AAAA MEET
Told of Adv/s Role
ADVERTISING'S role in lifting
the nation's economy and the standard of living was lauded at the
Southeastern Chapter, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
meeting at Atlanta's Capital City
Club.
Speaking at the one-day meeting was C. Stuart Broeman, president, American Bakeries Co. Some
200 persons attended.
Mr. Broeman said he was confident of advertising's power in (1)
helping to expose and correct the
<» present weaknesses of our system;
(2) bringing about constantly
greater social consciousness, and
(3) bringing the spiritual as well
as the material blessings of democracy to more people.
Other speakers at the Dec. 12 session [B«T, Dec. 8] included Earle
Ludgin, president, Earle Ludgin & Co.
and AAAA director-at-large and member of the association's member operations committee; William W. Neal,
of Liller, Neal & Battle, Atlanta, and
chairman of the Southeast Chapter
board of governors; Leyton Carter
Jr., director of TV research for the
Gallup & Robinson Agency, Princeton,
N. J.; William B. Ryan, president,
BAB, and George C. Biggers, president, Atlanta Newspapers Inc.
Mr. Ludgin commented that, to
advertising men, "change is our
boon and our bane — our opportunity when it moves toward us, our
challenge when it moves away."
He said that "especially it is our
job to anticipate changes as well as
we can, to encounter them if they
go against our client's interest, or
to profit by them if they are going
our way." And, he added, "Always
expect the unexpected because
change is constant."

On All Accounts
(Continued from page 20)
the agency as radio director and
becoming a vice president one and
one-half years ago. He worked
previously as sales manager of
United Broadcasting Co. for three
years. At the agency, he works with
several accounts which he has serviced for many years. Among these
are 7-Up Bottling Co., Sears, Roebuck's 26 local retail stores, Jose
Escalante (Corona cigars) and Refiners Pride gas stations. For Corona, he devised the "baffle cut"
trademark after talking with a
superintendent in the factory who
explained that the zig-zag arrangement of the leaves was what caused
a mild smoke. To complete the
video picture for Corona, he starred
himself as the acme of cigar-smok-

Recommended

ing contentment in the commer-

cials.
Mr. Zeller and his family live on
the city's far south side. He is
married to the former Erma Kile
of Decatur, 111., and they have four
sons, Frankie, 9; Charlie, 6%; Norman, 5,and Pat, 2. The family loves
boating, and has a speedboat and
a "knockabout sloop," the latter a
replica of the boat which Mr. Zeller
sailed in his childhood off Long
Island. It was handicrafted by local
missionaries who specialized in
boatbuilding, tennis and boxing on
a nearby Indian reservation.
Outside Activities
He is a World War I Navy veteran, spent seven years of active
work with veterans groups, and

for Kids

LISTS ofmendedprograms
for childrenrecomhave
been distributed to parents in
Seattle by the All-City Radio
Television Committee. Local
radio stations and the single
video station, KING-TV, bore
costs of the lists although
they have no control over
selections. Some 40,000 copies
of the two lists were distributed. Of the 19 regularly
scheduled video offerings and
the 22 radio shows recommended, about half are
locally produced.
holds memberships in the American Federation of Radio and Television Artists, the Izaak Walton
League and the Calumet Boat and
Gun Club. He also contributes articles to various publications.

adio

there's

onto WGR
the biggest
radio "buy" the
in Hop
Buffalo!
gives advertisers
two-billioh dollar Toronto-Ontario
market as a no-cost "plus" to its intense
coverage of Western New York
and Nortwestern Pennsylvania.

MICH. STATE MEET
Set for March 6 at E. Lansing
BROADCAST media's role in the
community and its place in safeguarding American freedoms will
be analyzed at the eighth annual
Michigan State Radio & Television
Conference March 6 at Michigan
State College, East Lansing.
Participating in the conference
are to be representatives of Michigan communities, educational institutions and educational and commercial broadcasting groups.
SW Agency Meet Set
SOUTHWEST Assn. of Advertising Agencies will hold its annual
convention at Fort Worth's Texas
Hotel Feb. 12-14, according to Rowland Broiles, Rowland Broiles advertising agency, that city, general chairman for the convention.
KNX Hollywood's This Is Los Angeles
cited by L. A. City Health Department
for "consistent good news judgment
combined with exemplary public service." Program is produced by Bill
Whitley,
affairs. station's director of public
BROADCASTING
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Leo J. ("Fiiz") Fiizpatritk
I. ft. ("Iko") Lountberry

CBS Radio
Network
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO 3, N. Y.
National Representatives: Free A Peters, Ino.
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M°y Dod** Libel lssue
PANEL
FUNDS
HILL
MEMBERS of the special House
spective party. Only in this way,
a national citizens' commission
Campaign Expenditures Committee
should be set up to review possible it's felt at present, can Congress
are studying methods of protecting libelous content, on the air and in ascertain even approximately what
new ceiling, if any, should be placed
federal candidates from libel ut- print, with a view toward protecton campaign expenditures. Each
tered on radio-TV but may eschew
ing candidates themselves. Whether
specific recommendations designed
this idea would be advanced in the national group is now limited by
law to $3 million.
to relieve broadcasters themselves.
final report is not now known.
It was learned that, as presently
This was the view of one comThe committee spokesman concontemplated, no proposal would
mittee authority last week followceded that the libel-censorship
be offered in the final report which
ing a meeting of subcommittee
question
should
be
explored
by
"exwould, in itself, limit the "high
members under the chairmanship
perts" and pointed out that the cost of radio-TV campaigning" in
of Rep. Hale Boggs (D-La.). The
issue is not properly within the dollars and cents. Committee members were, apparently, impressed
group met to review suggestions in- domain of the special campaign
with the revelation that time
corporated ina staff report.
funds committee.
charges represent only a small part
This member told Broadcasting
of costs.
FCC, NARTB Action
•Telecasting that committee memThe committee is seeking data
bers had failed thus far to come
Both FCC and NARTB placed
with a view to streamlining the
up with any concrete proposals to the broadcasters' political ordeal
Federal Corrupt Practices and
before committee members during
revise present federal law governHatch Act regarding overall poliing responsibility for libelous ut- week-long hearings on campaign
tical activities. Its objective is
terances over the air. It was con- expenditures earlier this month.
remedial legislation designed to receded that, while the present staff FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
vise ceilings upwards in view of
draft may be altered, the broadradio-TV costs. The report will be
asked Congress to exempt broadfiled sometime before Jan. 3 when
casters from libelous statements
casters' libel dilemma will fall
the 83d Congress convenes.
squarely with the respective Inter- uttered by legally qualified canstate & Foreign Commerce ComA similar target date — and apdidates and their authorized spokesmittees of the Senate and House.
proach— has been set by the Senate
men. NARTB pointed out that
Privileges & Elections subcommitThe dilemma stems from the cur- broadcasters are subject to license
tee. Its staff currently is compiling
rent interpretation of Sec. 315 of revocation proceedings by FCC on voluminous
data from broadcasters
the Federal Communications Act, one hand, and to court action on
(stations and networks) and politwhich forbids stations to censor J;he other [B»T, Dec. 8].
ical groups.
talks of qualified candidates for liA second facet of the committee
Expenditures Report
bel, and state statutes (as well as report — again on a tentative basis
Its
report
is expected to show a
Sec. 315) which lay broadcasters
— is a recommendation that cam"totals listing" on what each party
open to court action.
paign expenditures be channeled
spent for advertising during the
through a centralized source, viz., 1952 Presidential campaign on
Gist of the committee's recomthe national committee of each re- radio-TV and printed media. This
mendations on libel is that perhaps
will be the nub of any recommendations offered to the 83d Congress
by the subcommittee.
Privileges and Elections, unlike
STATISTICS
the special House unit set up by
resolution, is a standing arm of the
WORTH
powerful Senate Rules Committee.
But both reports are expected to
serve as useful guides for action by
STUDYING
the 83d Congress.
Returns from broadcasters were
described as "excellent" by Allen
Goodman, subcommittee counsel.
He said they would provide a useful
"check" source for members of Congress who desire to offer remedial
legislation. Questionnaires requested data from stations on money
received for political programs or
Students are a hidden asset among population
spots, identity of candidates, affiliafigures in any listening area. Central Ohio, heavily
tion status of station and other
populated and possessing more colleges and unifactors.
versities than any other area of similar size, provides an extra large bonus audience. Ohio State
Actually, while it's generally conceded that the Republican national
University, in Columbus alone, has 18,688 students
organization spent somewhat more
. . . few of whom are counted in the census figures
for this area.
on broadcast media than their Democratic brethren, this factor is exCentral Ohio with approximately 180,000 high
pected to have little or no bearing
school and college students represents a big "bopolitically. It's recognized that,
nus" market. They listen to WBNS and represent
under FCC's equal time availabila large buying factor, too.
ities clause, one party may have
ASK JOHN BLAIR
more money to expend than the
rami
other in any given campaign and
WINS — 5,000
WELD-FM — 53,000
thus take advantage of time opportunities.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CENTRAL OHIO'S ONLY RUM
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OUTLET

THERE'S no business like
r;:
NoJ
show business
—^
the broadcast
kind. When trouble developed
in both the main and standby
pulse generators at WRGB
(TV) Schenectady on Dec.
11, staff personnel pitched in
and the show went on. They
moved equipment and scenery to a tiny, auxiliary studio, presented a cut-down
version of a scheduled bigproduction
and followed it withshow
an impromptu
45 - minute pantomime program in place of a film show.
Typical of the hundreds of
messages was one from the
president of a local advertising agency who congratulated the station's staff, noting
that "many thumbs plugged
whatever dyke was leaking."
overall political funds. For that
reason, most members of these two
committees are presumed to look
with disfavor upon suggestions that
the government subsidize blocks of
time for each party or that broadcasters be required to afford equal
free time to qualified candidates for
Dec.
8]. parties [Closed Circuit,
all major
Committee members already have
rejected the equal time principle
with respect to newspapers' news
columns during a political campaign. Involved aside from the free
speech issue are the so-called
splinter parties who would (and do)
demand equal opportunities on
radio-TV.
LUPTON AGENCY
Sadler, Walsh Get Stock
TWO vice presidents of the John
Mather Lupton Co., New York —
Ralph Sadler and Charles E. Walsh
— have become stockholders of the
firm. Mr. Sadler, copy chief, has
been with the firm since 1944. He
has been a director for several
years. Mr. Walsh also becomes a
director.
John Mather Lupton, founder of
the advertising agency, and until
now the sole stockholder, said that
"much of the credit for building
the agency to its present integrated status is due to Ralph Sadler
and Charles Walsh."
Buick Buys
BUICK Motors Div. of General
Motors Corp., Detroit, to sponsor
"Cafe Istanbul" starring Marlene
Dietrich, for one time only, Jan. 4,
Sun., 8:30-9 p.m. on ABC radio.
Agency is Kudner Inc., N. Y.

WINNERS of the top four prizes, totaling $38,000, in the fourth annual
Pillsbury Bake-Off appeared on Art
Linkletter's House Party program last
Congress is especially interested
Tuesday over CBS Radio and CBS-TV.
in the ratio of total radio-TV ex- Pillsbury
sponsors a portion of the
penditures to the limitations on program on both radio and TV.
BROADCASTING
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silent

night.

. . a fathers

thoughts

children in countries where the government

It's late . . . way past 12. The house is so
quiet. At that, we have things finished pretty
early this year.

runs everything? What is it they say? "Liberty

Best tree we've ever had. The presents look
good. Grace makes pretty packages. Wish
we could afford a bike for Tommy. Maybe
next year. I guess a father always wants to
give his kids more than he can.

everything. A chance to feel free and independent. To make up his own mind and

A lot of things look different when you have
a child. Like what the school board does.
What happens in Washington. And the UN.
Will he grow up in a world at peace — or
at war? Will he be really free — or like the

is every American's birthright."
A man wants to give his son the best of

work out his own life. No "isms" to worry
him. And peace — certainly peace.
A good world to live in, that's it. And part
of that is up to me and all of us. Most of all
— people who have children. That brings it
pretty close to the Christmas message ... a
Child makes all the difference.

AMERICA'S ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES*
"Meet Corliss Archer"— ABC— Fridays— 9 : 30 P.M., Eastern Time.
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*Names on request from this magazine
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Cloud-Land
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Revisited

PROBABLY a new density in woolly thinking
was reached by the FCC in granting a noncommercial, educational TV station to a state
department of education that not only lacks
the funds to build one but is incapable of estimating how much it would ask for if a source
of money appeared.
Despite its admission that it had no money
for the project and its inability to estimate
how much it would need, the State of New
Jersey was granted uhf Ch. *19 at New Brunswick. Quite obviously the FCC majority believes that faith, hope and charity will work
overtime for anybody who yearns to put an
educational TV station on the air.
Only Comrs. Webster and Sterling dissented,
Mr. Sterling with the statement that "it is
illegal in my opinion to grant a construction
permit unless funds are immediately available
to construct the station."
To this we would add that it is not only
illegal but cruelly dishonest. A total of only
two stations was assigned to New Brunswick,
an industrial city in a county of 265,000 population. In reserving one of the two for education, the FCC deprived the citizens of New
Brunswick of half the local TV service they
were entitled to — at least until a then unknown
educational organization came from somewhere
to occupy the channel. In granting the facility
to an applicant that hasn't the faintest notion
where and when it can get the money to build,
let alone operate, the Commission has prolonged the period in which the public will be
denied the service it is due.
Comrs. Webster and Sterling deserve special
commendation for their realistic dissents.
Working as they must in the befuddling atmosphere of the FCC's educational cloud-land,
even these straight-thinking Commissioners
must find it terribly difficult to keep in touch
with reality.

Necklines

and

Nooses

THE MAIN conclusion of last week's report
of the House subcommittee on radio and television— that self-regulation by broadcasters
is preferable to regulation by the government
— is, of course, sound. At least two subsidiary
conclusions, however, are not only unsound but
also dangerous.
Of the two, the more dangerous in the long
run is the subcommittee's assertion that the
government has a right to impose controls on
radio and television programming. Presumably, the subcommittee means that it believes
Congress can prescribe the designs of necklines
worn by television actresses, the times and
types of crime programs, and the amount and
nature of commercial announcements. Those
were the principal areas which the subcommittee investigated.
It is venturing into the dark realm of federal
thought-control to suggest that the Congress
has the power to establish standards of that
kind. Beyond restricting the broadcast of
profanity or obscenity and of advertising
claims proved prejudicial to public health
(which federal laws already cover amply),
the federal government has no right whatever
to legislate what kind of programs the public
is or is not permitted to see and hear.
The second objectionable conclusion, though
perhaps not as dangerous in the long run as
Page 52
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the first, contains the prospect of immediate
trouble for broadcasters.
The subcommittee charged that "poor taste
has been used in the advertising of certain
licensed and regulated products," and said
the subcommittee "is greatly concerned about
the influence of this advertising on the youth
of the nation."
This was an obvious, though not identified,
reference to beer and wine commercials. At
another point in the report, the subcommittee
said that "by far the majority" of the 1,200
letters, petitions and other communications the
subcommittee received from the general public requested the elimination of beer and wine
advertising from the air.
The signs of a renewed drive by dry interests
against radio and TV advertising of beer and
wine are evident here and, we must unhappily
report, elsewhere. There is every indication
that the next Congress will be put under severe
pressure to ban such advertising. A bill to
accomplish that almost was reported out of
the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee at the most recent session. It was
killed by a single vote.
Broadcasters will be well advised to keep
in mind that although the party control of
the new Congress will change, the danger of
anti-broadcasting legislation will not necessarily be diminished.
The attack against beer and wine advertising on radio and television, evidence shows,
is only the opening of a larger campaign aimed
at outlawing all liquor advertising. The defense
against the first attack and the ensuing campaign should not be conducted by broadcasters
alone, though of course they will be the shock
troops. All media are involved, and all distillers, brewers and vintners.
We hope a concerted defense is made. The
time to organize it is now.

Noel, Noel
THIS IS the season when lights burning late
in office buildings cannot be counted on to signal the presence of the ambitious, the undomesticated or the seekers of overtime. From
Madison Avenue to the Sunset Strip, after
business hours, of course, the Annual Office
Christmas Party is raging.
The compulsion to hold this yearly ritual is
as irresistible (and sometimes almost as suicidal) as that which periodically drives the
lemmings to the sea. The chief difference between these rites is that, unlike the lemmings,
most office celebrants survive their voluntary
immersion, though not always without resuscitational discomfort.
More than drudgery for the janitor is left
in the wake of these affairs. Miss Jones may
find it difficult to regain her identity as the
efficient and impervious secretary after she
has been seen wearing the boss' fedora while
demonstrating a grand jete from his desk.
The boss may have to pretend bankruptcy to
avoid going through with the salary adjustments he has been reminded that he promised.
The auditor may anxiously inspect his face in
every mirror to make sure the smile he feigned
at the party has not left scars.
In our time we have lived through many
Annual Office Christmas Parties (testimony
to the indestructibility of the human form)
and are even now about to attend another
(proof that optimism triumphs over all). Before our wits are scattered and our future perhaps mislaid we take this moment to wish you,
faithful reader ...
ffimv

JMtbap

Reason

our respects to:

CARTER

MARCELLUS

PARHAM

ga, is a presiquiet,
LUS PARHAM,
MARCELChattanoo
CARTERdent of WDEF
sandy-haired man with deep roots in the
South and an eager devotion to public service
broadcasting.
Mr. Parham realized a life-long ambition
"to get a station and run it myself" when on
Dec. 26, 1950, he became WDEF president.
He succeeded Joe Engel, who wanted to devote full time to being the "Barnum of Minor
League Baseball" as president of the Chattanooga Lookouts.
WDEF, founded in January 1940, already
had what Mr. Parham believes essential to
successful operation — personality. Mr. Parham
has added another quality — growing prestige
in public service programming.
"Plan your programming more and more
for your community, take a lead in every
worthwhile community effort, if you want
better station relations in that community" —
casting. Mr. Parham's Golden Rule of broadthat's
Willing to be measured by his own Golden
Rule, Mr. Parham pays more than lip service
to his community service program.
"I want more and more public service programming, not because it will pay off in more
business for WDEF, but because I have a
deep feeling of responsibility of what we owe
to this community."
Mr. Parham's consciousness of civic responsibility wells from family roots steeped in the
history of Chattanooga and the humble pride
of the South.
His father, John H. Parham, lived as a boy
in Chattanooga before the War Between the
States. The Parhams had a home inside the
city and when the Confederates retreated to
Missionary Ridge during the campaign for
Chattanooga, their house was in the line of
fire. John Parham made friends with the
Union drums.
drummer boys and they let him beat
their
During the height of the siege, in the bitter
winter of 1863-64, many families received
permission from the Federal commander to go
through the lines to the South. The Parhams
and derothers
settled in Georgia for the remainof the war.
The Parham family's name appeared on
the pages of Chattanooga journals long before
Civil War days. And since early days, Mr.
Parham's mother's people (they were Carters)
lived a short distance from The Hermitage,
Andrew Jackson's home near Nashville.
"So, you (see,"
Mr. Parham
says, "I have
Continued
on page 82)
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front office

RALPH DAVIDSON, account executive, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, to
KGMB-TV Honolulu, as local sales manager. ARTHUR. M. SEDGWICK, formerly vice president-general manager, KAHU Waipahu, Oahu,
to KGMB as radio local sales manager.
HUGH KERWIN, sales department, Lamp Div., General Electric Co.,
St. Louis, to sales staff, KXOK same city.
(TV) Columbus, Ohio,
WALLY McGOUGH, sales manager, WTVN
appointed general manager there.
GARNETT WILLIAMS, sales manager, WROY
111., to sales staff, WLPO La Salle, 111.
CARLSON
Conn.

Mr. McGough

SPEAR to sales staff, WAVZ

Carmi,

New Haven,

HARRY HEARST, WJOI Florence, Ala. commercial
manager, to WBIG Greensboro, N. C.
HOWARD L. GEORGE, WEIR Steubenville, Ohio, to
sales staff, WAGA Atlanta.

ALBERT

H. HAACK Jr., returns to WGBA Columbus, Ga., as commercial manager and assistant manager after 17-month military leave
of absence.
JACK CHALTAS to sales and announcing staff, KJCK Junction City, Kan.

J. A. NOEL to Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, Ottawa, as secretarytreasurer succeeding ARTHUR EVANS, who recently resigned.
JQatlonaLi • • •
KLAUS LANDSBERG, general manager, KTLA (TV) Hollywood, and
CALVIN J. SMITH, president-general manager, KFAC Los Angeles,
presented "Up-to-the-Minute" 1952 business achievement awards in
radio-TV by George Stromme, editor and publisher, Minute, L. A. business magazine. . . . JAMES T. AUBREY Jr., general manager of Columbia Television Pacific Network and KNXT (TV) Hollywood, named
chairman of Los Angeles chapter of American National Red Cross. . . .
DR. FRANKLIN DUNHAM, chief of radio-TV div., U. S. office of Education, made Knight of the Holy Sepulcher by Pope Pius XII. . . . ROY F.
THOMPSON, president, WRTA Altoona, named local general chairman
of March of Dimes for 1953. . . . R. H. MASON, vice president and general
manager, WPTF Raleigh, N. C, elected to board of directors, Raleigh
Merchants' Bureau. . . . ARDEN X. PANGBORN, general manager,
WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, elected president of Better Business Bureau
of San Antonio. . . . CARL SWANSON, sales staff, WIDE Biddeford,
Me., father of girl, Dec. 2. . . . DAVID KENNEDY, WICC Bridgeport
account executive, father of boy, Bruce Emerson.
JAMES S. TYLER, director of advertising for MBS, N. Y., father of
girl, Dec. 12.

It's Happening
on
W

in
N H NEW
C

HAVEN

Pies, anyone? Pastries? Tell 'em about it over WNHC Radio.
Marzullo's Pastry Shop is in its eighth year of continuous
selling to WNHC listeners.

WNHC
NBC

RADIO
IAV

I
IF YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL IN
HAVEN CHOOSE THE STATION THAT SELLS!

NEW

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
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FORMER KGHL President Campbell (I), new Vice President Ash (c)
and new President Schott read FCC grant of license assignment to the
Schott Co. in Broadcasting • Telecasting.
KGHL
PURCHASE
Management to Remain
NEW OWNERS of KGHL Billings, Mont., contemplate no
changes in management, personnel
or policy, it was announced last
week upon purchase of control by
the Walter E. Schott Co. of Cincinnati of Northwestern Auto
Supply Co., licensee of the station
and owner of various other business interests, for $1,247,186 [B»T,
Nov. 17]. Ed Yocum will continue
as general manager of the station.
New licensee president is Walter
E. Schott. His business associate,
Harrison 0. Ash, is new vice president, and Howard J. Van, another
business associate of Mr. Schott,
becomes secretary "and treasurer.
The Schott Co. controls 91.4% interest of the auto supply firm,
which also owns a lot in Billings,
the 300-acre farm site of KGHL's
transmitter and a 26,000 - acre
ranch with its cattle.
The seller, C. O. Campbell, former president, announced he would
retire to "do a little quail shooting." Mr. Schott said he expected
to apply for a television franchise
forMr.
KGHL
"at his
the wife,
properMargaret,
time."
Schott,
and his two sons, Walter E. Schott
Jr. and Charles J. Schott, and his
sons-in-law, Frank Homan, and
Mr. Ash own and contx-ol more
than 25 enterprises, including a
Miami Beach hotel and several
midwestern manufacturing comMr. Campbell joined Northpanies.
western Auto Supply Co. in 1916,
became a salesman in 1917 and
subsequently became president and
general manager.
Ray Hamilton of BlackburnHamilton negotiated the property
transfer. Schott Co. associates
working on the transfer included
Fred Kotte Jr. of Cincinnati, legal
advisor to the Walter E. Schott
firms, and Cliff C. Barr, operations
and merchandising specialist for
Schott enterprises. Robert E. Cook,
Billings attorney, remains counsel
for the licensee firm.

AAAA EXAMS
Set for 30 Cities
THE 1953 AAAA examinations
for advertising will be given in a
record number of 30 cities on Feb.
14 and Feb. 21, according to Sydney
H. Giellerup of Marschalk & Pratt
Co., chairman of the AAAA committee on agency personnel.
Thetion ofaptitude-temperament
the examinations will secbe
held Feb. 14 and the section covering knowledge of various kinds
of advertising work Feb. 21.
Examinations will be given in Boston,
New York,
Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Charlotte,
Columbia,Atlanta,
Greenville,
New Orleans, Chicago, Cleveland, Dayton, Denver,
Detroit,
Minneapolis,
Pittsburgh, Indianapolis,
St. Louis, Dallas,
El Paso,homa City,
FortSanWorth,
Houston,
OklaAntonio, Tulsa, Los
Angeles, Portland,
Salt Lake City, San
Francisco
and Spokane.

JOSEPH LIGHT
WCAV

Owner Dies

JOSEPH LIGHT, 60, owner of
WCAV Norfolk and prominent
building contractor, died Tuesday
of a heart attack in Washington,
day. C, where he made his home.
D.
Funeral services were held ThursBorn in Russia, Mr. Light came
to this country at an early age. He
lived in Washington 30 years.
Survivors include his wife and
three daughters.
Museum Seeks Curator
MILWAUKEE Public Museum is
looking for a person to fill the
newly created job of curator in
charge of radio and television on
a permanent civil service basis at a
beginning salary of $5,098 annually, according to Herbert W.
Cornell, secretary of the City Service Commission of Milwaukee. Full
information may be obtained by
writing him at Milwaukee City
Hall. Applications
mitted before Feb. 2, must
1953. be sub-
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another

ghting
engineering

triumph

by CxryCLLKje-MJLcUL

Here's a brand new 1,000 watt transmitter
that sets the pace in streamlined simplicity. It's
the Type 314-2 Transmitter, engineered with up-tothe-minute features to meet the rigid requirements
of modern AM broadcasting.
Conventional high level modulation type of
circuitry is even more simplified and improved in
performance. Only three tuning controls are used.
Two of the new CONTINENTAL crystal oscillator
units are incorporated in the design of the 3 14-2.
Only two RF amplifiers, including the output stage, are
employed. These amplifiers utilize modern, high
gain tetrode type tubes that eliminate the necessity of
neutralization and require very low driving power.

The smart, two-toned
gray cabinet features the Transview
glass door styling used in larger CONTINENTAL
Transmitters, providing greater visibility and accessibility
all tubes and parts. Unified, frameless construction permits
vertical members and partitions to serve as panels
on which the transmitter components are mounted.
This arrangement lends itself ideally to the
forced air ventilation system used.

A high quality push-pull audio amplifier,
utilizing fixed audio feedback, drives the
modulator, which employs the same
type of tubes used in the Power Amplifier.
Only 17 tubes of but eight types are
used in one complete set! Of these
eight types, four are the
inexpensive radio receiver version.
Tube costs are sharply
reduced.

and beyond the usual standards

* NOW
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FOR IMMEDIATE
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MANUFACTURING
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Dallas 10, Texas

COMPANY
Phone EVergreen 1137

air-casters

R. MYERS, merchandisEUGENE
ing manager, WTAM and WNBK
(TV) Cleveland, appointed to similar
position with Edward Lamb Enterprises (WTOD Toledo, WTUN-TV
Columbus, WIKK and WICU (TV)
Erie, WMAC-TV Massillon and WHOO
Orlando), with headquarters in Toledo.
JU ANITA WILCOX, promotion-publicity manager, WLWC (TV) Columbus, Ohio, resigns effective Dec. 29.
AL GOODMAN, art director, ABC-TV
Los Angeles, elected to executive interior decoration advisory board of
Woodbury College, L. A.
PETE W ATKINS to announcing staff,
WGBA Columbus, Ga. DICK WEISS,
announcer-violinist at station, moves
to WFDF Flint, Mich., in same capacity.
LEWIS I. SHWARTZ, radio-TV director for Democratic
State Committee
of Rhode Island,
to WWLP (TV)
Springfield, Mass.,
as program manager.
BARBARA MUNSON, WLNH Laconia, N. EL, to
WICC-TV BridgeMr. Shwartz
port, Conn., as
copywriter.
ORN HUNTINGTON named promotion director, WTVN (TV) Columbus,
Ohio. Other appointments in program
department there are: ARTHUR J.
JACOBS, director of public service
and education; NORTON LOCKE,
chief of operations; WILLIAM H.
MacKENZIE, production chief; HULDA COTTON, traffic manager, and
DOROTHY SILVER, film editor.
ANDY DOYLE, announcer, KJCK
Junction City, Kan., to WAND Canton, Ohio, as disc jockey. He is replaced by DEAN CURFMAN.
GEORGE REEVES, who portrays title
role in Superman TV film series, assigned role in Warner Bros, feature
film release, "The Blue Gardenia."
ELENA VERDUGO, star of CBS-TV
Meet Millie, takes over title role in
CBS Radio version. She succeeds
AUDREY TOTTER, resigned.

IRMA SCHICKEDANZ to promotion
and advertising department, KWK St.
Louis.
BERNIE LA PLANTE, market research director for Worcester (Mass.)
Telegram-Gazette to WTAG Rochester
as director of sales promotion and research.
EARL GILLESPIE, sports director,
WEMP-AM-FM Milwaukee, named to
broadcast National Professional Football League championship game in
Cleveland Dec. 28.
ELLIOT WISEMAN to WICC-TV
Bridgeport, Conn., as film editor.
MELVIN B. WRIGHT, KSL Salt Lake
City, to KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, as
merchandising director.
FRANK SINGISER, newscaster, and
HARRY WISMER, sportscaster, both
MBS, New York, commended by Arthritic & Rheumatism Foundation for
activities in its behalf.
BILL GRIFFITHS, program director,
WKRT Cortland, N. Y., father of girl,
Nancee Lynn.
RUTH KIERSTED, WJZ-TV New York
program operations manager, and ED
BLAINEY, sound effects man, ABC
radio and TV were married Dec. 20.
MILTON CHARLES, organist on CBS
Radio Dr. Christian, father of boy,
Bruce Colborn, Dec. 9.
DOROTHY JEAN MYERS, head of
radio -TV continuity, WHBF Rock
Island, 111., and Don Lerch will be
married Feb. 7. JACKIE TATMAN
of WHBF-TV's House Party program,
and Ben Matthews will be married
Dec. 27.
A/eur£ • • ©
ROBERT HAWKINS appointed news
editor at KAVI Lancaster, Calif.
BOB SNYDER, staff announcer, KJCK
Junction
director. City, Kan., appointed news
GLEN BROUGHMAN, newscaster at
WGBA
editor. Columbus, Ga., appointed news

RICHARD F. O'BRIEN to news staff,
Conn.
WTIC Hartford,
PAT McGUINNESS, night newscaster,
KLAC Hollywood, to WIRK West
Palm Beach, Fla., as news director.
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TEST
Is Tops With Roessler

WHEN

WICC Bridgeport approached the Roessler Meat Packing Co. about buying radio time,
the company was willing but hesitant. It insisted on a test of radio's selling power.
The test began on WICC in a
small way: A thrice weekly participation for 13 weeks. WICC account executive Stanley Edwards
and Jay Hoffer, WICC sales promotion director, decided to give
away a free hotdog, complete with
mustard, roll and relish.
At the end of 13 weeks, several
thousand requests had been received. Delighted, Roessler signed
for an additional 13 weeks, increasing the schedule to five times weekly. This time, a merchandising
plan was used in which the disc
jockey plugged two hotdog stands
and two grocery-delicatessens.
Dealer response was immediate.
Dealers wanted to be mentioned in
return for pushing the product.
The sponsor
signed athe
year's
contract and increased
schedule
to five spots and sixty time signals
a week.
So elated with the success of
its venture into radio was the
Roessler firm that it regularly
sends hams and other meats to the
salesman and the announcer.

OFFICES

SERVE

YOU

QUINCY, ILL
TEL. 8202
HOUSTON, TEXAS
TEL. ATWOOD 8536
WASHINGTON, D. C. ... TEL. METROPOLITAN 0522
MONTREAL, QUE
TEL. ATLANTIC 9441
NEW YORK CITY
TEL. MURRAY HILL 9-0200
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REPRESENTING a total of 84 years service to WIS Columbia, S.
(I to r) J. Dudley Saumenig, managing director; Leo Downs, account
tive; Joseph Davenport, chief transmitting engineer, and G. Richard
general manager. Messrs. Saumenig and Shafto wear 20-year pins.
Downs and Davenport wear 22-year emblems.
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MESSRS. Hoffer (I) and Edwards
(r) examine a box of frankfurters
with Christian Trefz, Roessler
general manager.

C, are
execuShafto,
Messrs.

KITS

Prepared for
INFORMATION
kit Editors'
stressing Use
role
played by radio, TV and other media has been prepared by the Federal Civil Defense Administration
for magazine editors in connection
with educating readers on selfprotective measures.
Suggested fillers touch on public
education, special problems posed
by broadcast stations in civil defense, value of two-way radios in
taxicabs and participation of some
80,000 amateur radio operators.
Kit also includes public statements
on Civil Defense, fact sheet, progress report, slogans and suggested
editorials, boxes and fillers.
FCDA also is preparing a promotion kit on Conelrad — the emergency broadcast alert plan slated
to become effective about March 1
— for guidance of local CD groups
and broadcasters. Agency has devised the format for Conelrad station programming. Advisory bulletin will be ready shortly and kit will
be distributed before Conelrad becomes operative [B»T, Dec. 8].
AFM L. A. Officers
LOS ANGELES Musicians Mutual
Protective Assn. Local 47 (AFM)
last week re-elected John te Groen
and Phil Fischer president and
vice president, respectively. Maury
Paul was re-elected recording secretary and G. R. (Bob) Hennon
was named financial secretary. Directors elected were Warren Baker,
Vince Derosa, Don Morris, Arthur
Rando and Bill Atkinson. New
trustees are John Clyman, Robert
Kimic and Vladimir Drucker.
Messrs. Fischer and Paul were
chosen as delegates to the AFM
international convention in Canada next summer.
NEW radio series, titled Facts for
Farmers, has been inaugurated over
ELBC Monrovia, Liberia. Show is
sponsored weekly by the Liberian Dept.
of Agriculture and Commerce and produced in cooperation with the Technical Cooperation (Point 4) Administration.
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"Agreed. And so the moral, too."
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opportunity to serve during 1952 — our wish for a joyous
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holiday season and for continued progress during 1953.
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Harris

PROGRAM
By EARL B. ABRAMS
WHETHER

the Congressional investigation of radio-TV programs
will be resumed by the GOP-dominated 83d Congress is up to the
new leadership of the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
In its unanimous report, issued
last week by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.), the
subcommittee recommended continuance of the
probe.
The report was
submitted to the
full House Commerce Committee.
It is due to be
considered Dec.
Rep. Harris
30.
Not enough
time to investigate a number of
aspects of radio and TV programming was given as the reason for
the recommendation that the study
be continued.
In a news conference when the
report was issued, Rep. Harris
identified two of these angles. They
were: (1) Programming in other
parts of the country — particularly
the West Coast, New Orleans, Chicago and St. Louis, and (2) film
programs and the relationship of
the motion picture industry with
TV.
Hearings on the six-month long
investigation [B»T, June 2, et seq.]
were all held in Washington, except for two days in New York.
Authority for Probe
The authorization for the probe
expires Jan. 3, when the 83d Congress convenes. Resumption of the
investigation could be voted by the
House, or directed by the House
Commerce Committee.
The House Commerce Committee
is due to be headed by Rep. Charles
W. Wolverton (R-N.J.). Mr. Wolverton said last week that he had
not read the report and was not
in any position to comment on the
recommendation that the radio-TV
program probe be continued.
Most significant part of the report's conclusions was a clearcut
opposition to any legislation smacking of censorship and a sympathetic inclination to permit the
NARTB Code time to prove its
worth.
"The subcommittee feels,"' the
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report stated, "that there appears
to be , no good reason why such
controls should be imposed at this
time before the industry has had
an opportunity to explore fully
whether effective self-regulation is
feasible.
"It appears to the subcommittee
that self-regulation is making substantial progress in this field and,
so long as the public interest is
served, is preferable to government-imposed regulation."
But, the subcommittee also made
clear that it believed that the Congress has the power to legislate in
the field of program regulation.
Missouri Case Cited
Referring to the Supreme Court
decision in "The Miracle" motion
picture censorship case (Burstyn v.
Wilson), the subcommittee quoted
the court's opinion regarding the
relevance of the "capacity for evil"
which might make permissible
"community control."
"The subcommittee feels that the
thought expressed by the Court
may well have application to the
possible institution of limited governmental controls over broadcasting, and television broadcasting in
particular," the report stated.
However, the report continued,
"the potential evils inherent in
such controls might be even greater
than the evils that such controls
might be designed to remedy."
Report also contained a warning
to individual broadcasters that

Report

they, as licensees, bear ultimate
responsibility as to programs that
go out over the air from their stations. The subcommittee warned
that licensees could not delegate
any such responsibility to networks
or to an industry Code Authority.
The subcommittee feels strongly
that there cannot and should not
be any delegation on the part of
individual licensees of their responsibilities under the law either
to a collective industry organization or to a radio or television netReferring to FCC Chairman Paul
A. Walker's personal recommendation that the FCC should be given
work."to license networks, the subpower
committee suggested that furtherstudy and consideration be given
this idea.
In the field of program content,
the subcommittee found that there
were certain aspects that needed
"corrective action."
It declared that certain "performances or discussions" acceptable in motion picture theatres, on
the stage, in books, magazines and
newspapers "might be considered
offensive when presented on television, and particularly so when
presented during periods when children customarily watch television
programs." It recommended that
the industry give greater recognition to this problem "with a view
to taking additional corrective acCrime programs bore the heaviest
tion."

SANTA Barbara Broadcasting & Television Corp. directors and stockholders
met at the San Ysidro Ranch in Santa Barbara to discuss plans for the new
KEYT (TV), Ch. 3 at Santa Barbara [B»T, Nov. 17]. Among those present
were (I to r) Arthur F. Marquette, partner, Sherman & Marquette; Alvin C.
Weingand, SBBT secretary, president of the San Ysidro Ranch Corp.; Charles H.
Jackson Jr., rancher, miner and industrialist; Cecil I. Smith, SBBT vice president-treasurer, and investment banker; Harry C. Butcher, SBBT board chairman, owner of KIST Santa Barbara; Colin M. Selph, SBBT president-general
manager; Ronald Colman, actor and vice president, San Ysidro Ranch Corp.,
and Seymour F. Johnson, SBBT engineering vice president. Construction is
underway on a 4,100-ft. mountain peak transmitter with expectation of KEYT
commencing operation next May.

Urges

Continuance

onus in the subcommittee report.
While recognizing differences of
opinion, the subcommittee expressed
the belief "from the record and by
personal observation, that there is
entirely too much emphasis upon
crime programs." It recognized
that the industry itself was cognizant of the problem and noted
that one such program had been discontinued.
"The fact that radio and television crime programs attempt to
show in their conclusions that crime
does not pay, and that the criminal
is always brought to justice, does
not in the least affect the subcommittee's feelings that crime shows
are not suitable subjects for children's programs or for programs
that are so timed that they are
likely to be watched with some degree of regularitystated.
by children,"
the subcommittee
Advertising Taste
Poor taste was the basis for the
subcommittee's objection to offensive advertising of what is called
"licensed and regulated products."
These, it was declared, were beers,
wines, liquors and cigarettes.
Greatly concerned about the influence of this type of advertising
on the youth of the nation, the
subcommittee urged sponsors, advertising agencies and broadcasters to recognize the problem and
take steps to "correct the condiThe subcommittee commended the
industry for its prohibition of the
advertising of hard liquor, and
stated its disapproval of any "subterfuge" to deviate from this poltion."icy. This reference, Rep. Harris
explained, was to the association
of a parent company, known for
its hard liquor products, with the
advertising of beers and wines and
other products on the air.
Call for more public criticism
was also made by the subcommittee.
In urging that the American public
be stimulated to express itself on
radio and TV programs, the subcommittee called on the industry to
"make an even greater effort in this
direction in the interest of effective
selfReports
-regulation."
of witnesses that sponsors are showing greater interest in
cultural and educational TV programs was hailed.
"It is obvious . . . that cultural
(Continued on page 97)
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UHf

SHIPMENTS

COMMERCIAL uhf TV started
moving last week when RCA Victor on Friday shipped the first
four uhf transmitters to come off
the Camden production line to
WFPG-TV Atlantic City; WSBTTV South Bend, Ind.; WBRE-TV
Wilkes Barre, Pa. and WSBA-TV
York, Pa.
Announcement of the production
line shipments was made by W. W.
Watts, vice president of RCA Victor Engineering Products Dept.
Mr. Watts said production has
been stepped up so that the
monthly schedule will be about
double that originally contemplated. He declined to estimate
how many transmitters would be
produced monthly.
All the transmitters were 1 kw
jobs.
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., was
the first commercial uhf station to
begin operating, but it is using the
experimental uhf equipment employed by RCA at its Bridgeport,
Conn., tests [B*T, Sept. 22].
Scheduled to begin the first commercial operation with factory-produced uhf transmitters is WFPGTV Atlantic City. Equipment was
scheduled to arrive early Friday.
Atlantic City is 60 miles from Camden and a New Jersey police escort
had been arranged and by Saturday the station was due to begin
telecasting. WFPG received its
TV grant Oct. 30.
Immediate Start at WFPG
According to Fred Weber, president of WFPG-TV, the Ch. 46 station was to start immediately with
full 19.7 kw radiated power from
its 458-foot high antenna on White
Horse Pike. The 24-gain antenna,
which was completed Dec. 9, has
been tilted % -degree mechanically
and V2 -degree electronically in
order to cut down radiation over the
Atlantic Ocean and increase radiation inland.
The station expected to begin
with 12 hours weekly programming.
It has signed with all four networks
for service via AT&T microwave
relay from Philadelphia via threelink system which uses two state
forestry towers and terminates at
the Ritz Carlton Hotel in Atlantic
City. From there it is fed to the
WFPG-TV transmitter. Class A
one hour rate is $150.
WFPG-TV is one of the Friendly
Group of stations, which comprises
WSTV Steubenville, WPIT Pittsburgh, WBMS Boston and WFPG.
Same group is associated with
Richmond, Va., businessmen in the
Dixie Television Corp., applicant
for uhf Ch. 29 there, and in WHGN
Huntington, W. Va., applicant for
vhf Ch. 13, although Mr. Weber is
not a stockholder in the latter. He
is a vice president and director,
however.
Mr. Weber, a former MBS executive, was president and a major
BROADCASTING

RCA

Sends

4 Transmitters

FINAL test of an RCA Victor uhf transmitter is being made preparatory to
shipment. The transmitter shown, including video, audio and control units,
was one of the first four shipped from Camden last Friday.
stockholder in WDSU New Orleans
when it put its TV station on the
air pre-freeze. Stations were
later sold to the Stern family.
WSBA-TV York, Pa., hopes to
get its transmitter Friday night
and planned to put a test pattern
out by Dec. 22, going full commercial operation New Years Eve or
New Years Day. The uhf Ch. 43
station intends to put out 20 kw

from its 550-ft. antenna (its CP
calls for 170 kw), and has established aClass A hour rate of $200.
It will be affiliated with ABC and
DuMont, according to Louis J. Appell Jr., president of the company.
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.,
owned by the South Bend Tribune
was hoping to receive its transmitter last weekend. It planned to
put a 20 kw uhf Ch. 34 test pattern

10 NEW
UHFs,
3 VHFs
sion and Broadcasting Co., granted
EXTENDING processing on both
the city priority Group A and uhf Ch. 40, effective radiated power
Group B application lines by a of 290 kw visual and 150 kw aural,
antenna height above average terrain
number of cities, FCC last week
issued construction permits for 10 340 ft. Authorized earlier: WAFBuhf Ch. 28.
uhf and 3 vhf stations to bring the TV,Peoria,
111. (Group A-2, No. 24)—
post-thaw total of new station
Hilltop Broadcasting Co. (WWXL),
grants to 157. Overall U. S. station
granted uhf Ch. 19, ERP 95 kw visual
total now is 265.
and 54 kw aural, antenna 280 ft.
Three existing vhf markets re- Authorized earlier: WEEK-TV, uhf
ceived new uhf station grants. Ch. 43.
Wichita Falls, Tex. (Group A-2,
These are Baltimore, Buffalo and
No. 56) — Wichtex Radio and TeleviBirmingham. At Baltimore, WITH
Co. (KFDX), granted vhf Ch. 3,
received uhf Ch. 60. In Buffalo, ERP sion
60 kw visual and 36 kw aural,
Chautauqua Broadcasting Corp. antenna 500 ft. Authorized earlier:
White Television Co., uhf Ch. 22.
was given uhf Ch. 17 and at Birmingham, WSGN received uhf Ch. 42.
San Angelo, Tex. (Group A-2, No.
77)— KGKL Inc. (KGKL), granted vhf
Processing of Group A applicaCh. 3, ERP 6.4 kw visual and 3.2 kw
tions reached to city No. 130, Danantenna 440 ft. Authorized
ville, Va., where WBTM was given aural,
earlier:
KTXL-TV, vhf Ch. 8.
uhf Ch. 24. Group B action extended
Tucson, Ariz. (Group A-2, No. 91)
to city No. 181, Buffalo.
— Catalina Broadcasting Co. (KCNA),
As of last Thursday, there were
granted vhf Ch. 9, ERP 25 kw visual
and 12.5 kw aural, antenna 60 ft.
2 uhf and 9 vhf post-thaw new
station grantees on the air, which
Authorized earlier: KVOA-TV, vhf
Ch. 4; KOPO-TV, Ch. 13.
with the 108 pre-freeze vhf operatWest Palm Beach, Fla. (Group A-2,
ing stations gives a total of 119
outlets on the air. None of the 10 No. 98)— WIRK-TV Inc. (WIRK),
granted uhf Ch. 21, ERP 22 kw visual
noncommercial educational stations
authorized since lifting of the and 11.5 kw aural, antenna 220 ft.
Lake Charles, La. (Group A-2, No.
freeze last April have begun opera103) — Southland Telecasters, granted
tion at this date.
uhf Ch. 25, ERP 20 kw visual and 10.5
kw aural, antenna 330 ft.
Here are last week's new permittees:
Easton, Pa. (Group A-2, No. 127)—
Baton Rouge, La. (City priority Easton Pub. Co. (WEEX-FM), granted uhf Ch. 57, ERP 125 kw visual and
Group A-2, No. 19)— Capital Televi• Telecasting

in Acceleration

out by Christmas, if not before,
from its 540-ft. antenna. A couple
of hours commercial network programming was planned thereafter
until connection was made into the
AT&T's New York-Chicago microwave link at which time full commercial operation would commence
according to General Manager
Robert H. Swintz. Station has affiliated with CBS and NBC. Its
CP calls for 170 kw effective radiated power. Rate card sets a $200
Class A hour rate.
Although WBRE - TV WilkesBarre, Pa., expected to get its
transmitter for uhf Ch. 28 last
weekend or early this week, it
did not plan to begin operating
commercially until Jan. 1. It planned to put out 20 kw radiated
power from its 1,223-ft. high antenna at the start, with 200 kw
planned in mid-1953, and to reach
full authorized 1,000 kw power by
1955, according to David M. Baltimore, general manager of the NBC
affiliate.
Last week, WBRE-TV asked
FCC for permission to put up a
relay station on a hill east of
Wilkes-Barre, -to pick up NBC's
WNBT(TV) New York signals as
well as those from Philco-owned
WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia. New
York is 105 airline miles from
Wilkes-Barre; Philadelphia, 97.
Class A hour rate is set for $250.

Granted

by FCC

63 kw aural, antenna 760 ft.
Hazleton, Pa. (Group A-2, No. 129)
— Hazleton Broadcasting Co. (WAZL),
granted uhf Ch. 63, ERP 98 kw visual
and 52 kw aural, antenna 660 ft.
Danville, Va. (Group A-2, No. 130)
— Piedmont Broadcasting Corp.
(WBTM), granted uhf Ch. 24, ERP
225 kw visual and 120 kw aural,
antenna 650 ft. Condition.
Birmingham, Ala. (Group B-2, No.
157)— Birmingham News Co. (WSGN),
granted uhf Ch. 42, ERP 1,000 kw
visual and 500 kw aural, antenna 930
ft. Operating: WAFM-TV, vhf Ch. 13;
WBRC-TV, vhf Ch. 4.
Baltimore, Md. (Group B-2, No.
162)— WITH-TV Inc. (WITH), granted uhf Ch. 60, ERP 105 kw visual and
59 kw aural, antenna 300 ft. Comr.
Frieda B. Hennock dissented. Operating: WAAM (TV), vhf Ch. 13;
WBAL-TV, vhf Ch. 11; WMAR-TV,
vhf Ch. 2.
Buffalo, N. Y. (Group B-4, No. 181)
— Chautauqua Broadcasting Corp.,
granted uhf Ch. 17, ERP 165 kw
visual and 83 kw aural, antenna 500
ft. Operating: WBEN-TV, vhf Ch. 4.
Authorized earlier: WTVF (TV), uhf
Ch. 23* (educational).
Concurrent with the Buffalo grant,
FCC advised another applicant
there, Buffalo-Niagara Television
Corp., seeking uhf Ch. 59, that it
wished additional information regarding financial qualifications.
In the action granting WBTM
(Continued on page 76)
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TODAY

By JIM FLEMING,
NEWS EDITOR,
NBC-TV'S "TODAY"
the steady increase in
WITH
TV stations throughout the
nation, new station managers must give much thought to
that important segment of the program pattern — the local news program. Today, with its daily 3-hour
telecast schedule, has functioned
and still does as a laboratory for
available means of news
testing all tio
communica n. The results of
some of our experimentation may
prove useful to TV newsmen
pio.neering in their own communities
When we took to the air last
January, -we had the advantage of
a superlative news organization
behind us. NBC, so to speak, gave
us a running start via its newsreel
(world's largest) plus its highly
experienced news staff. Under such
men as Bill McAndrew and Frank
McCall, the intricate technical machine was put at our disposal. In
building the highly successful
Camel News Caravan, they had set
the pace for the industry.
Our basic problem was clear.
The Today unit — activated by
Sylvester (Pat) L. Weaver, vicepresident in charge of TV — had to
devise news formats that would
serve the early morning viewer,
bring to him the essence of local,
national and world events within
the larger frame of entertainment,
plus weather and time services. We
began by isolating our film into a
newsreel and presenting a succinct
news package every 15 minutes. In
so doing we had calculated that
the average viewer would be with
us for only 10 to 15 minutes.

Washington run-down, a distinguished authority from outside our
or perhaps a "newsrack"
staff,
NBC
spot where Dave Garroway and I
bring a representative summary
of editorial opinion from the nation's press. (The airlines fly in
the daily papers to us from Maine
to California.)
Today, of course, seeks to cover
many other areas of vital human
activity: Books, arts, music and
ities. At the moment —
personal
the supervision of our chief,
under
Richard Pinkham — we are building a 'briefing package' which will
integrate not only the news but
these other areas of interest into
a single 10- or 15-minute segment.
We may or may not succeed the
first time out, but if it can be done,
we'll do it.
The one quality we have come to
value most in our writers, editors for avoiding the ordinary, the conand technicians is imagination. It ventional.
may be useful to prepare a list of
2. — People. In every community
directives that can serve anyone
it is the citizen who makes the
coping with this very difficult news. And, where camera facilities
problem of preparing lively TV
are limited, the newsmakers can
news packages.
be brought to the studio, where they
can tell their own stories.
1. — Film. Here a creative news
cameramen can do you the greatest
And here is where the radio
commentator now in TV, must
good. NBC's Bill Berch in Chicago,
for example, never is content
learn some new tricks. All of us
merely to film the rushing waters
grew up in the sound medium
of a flood. He will take sound gear who
lived in fear- of dead air. In TV,
. in a rowboat and record the human
there is always the picture and
stories of survivors against the the interviewee groping for words
background of the disaster itself. should not be interrupted. Let
Brad Kress of our Washington
him be himself. A halting, unstaff will prowl along the corridor
polished personal narrative has
of Convention Hall in Chicago and far greater power when the picture
see the human interest story in is there than any mere smooth
the lady who sells the hot-dog and question-and-answer routine. The
come up with a grand feature. Joe cost of film being what it is, a
Vadalla, in New York, will per- live interview with the local man
suade a distinguished arrival on making the news may be the answer
the Queen Mary to perform a High- for variety in local TV news preland Fling. Your cameraman is as
sentations. And why settle for just
Revise Newscast Schedule
one interview? Get as many as you
good as his creative imagination
and your film story will be lively can. And don't let them run too
Surveys soon revealed most viewor static, depending on his talent
ers were with us for almost an
long. Remember George M. Cohan's
hour. This meant we had to build
far more substantial news packages presented twice an hour instead of every 15 minutes. Each
JIM FLEMING (at left in compass illustration above), news editor of
package runs about seven minutes
"Today," is one of the most important cogs in an efficient human
and does not duplicate the other in
machine that tries "something new every 24 hours." He is also
any way so far as visual material
one of the reasons the NBC-TV early morning show has evolved a
is concerned.
format that has attracted 10 sponsors in a recent single fortnight. The
In addition to this, we built inaverages about
30% interest
sold. Mr.
Fleming'sin views
on local news
terpretive spots which are used in program presentation
should
everybody
television.
other portions of each hour. These
might bring Earl Godwin on for a
Page 60
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trenchant injunction about always
leaving the audience wanting more.
3. — Mobile units. As more and
more TV stations acquire mobile
units, these will become a major
weapon in the arsenal of the_ local
TV news organization. Planning is
the key to the use of the mobilea
unit. Pointing a camera at
spectacle is just not enough. There
must be the closest possible liaison
between director and news reporter. They must plan their routine
of pictures into a logical pattern.
It is, for example, very interesting
to see a steel mill in action, but
don't forget the men who make the
steel. Bring the human quotient
picture story. It's the
into the
source
of the story's coming to life.
Informality Factor

Now, amentatorword
has
role. Ifthehe comand his about
the technical resources of a John
Cameron Swayze, sure, let him sit
behind a desk. But, if— as in most
local situations — he does not have
a staff of hundreds at his direction, then he must seek to instill
motion into his performance. My
advice is: Don't be afraid to move
around, but make sure there is
motivation for your movements
other than just the need for movement. Perhaps you will want to
walk to a map or some visual aid
or rise to welcome a guest. Remember, too, that unless you have great
film or mobile unit resources you're
going to look mighty static sitting
(Continued on page 8h)
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court the change to Ch. 8 should be
allowed as soon as possible because
the public
interest requires
tion of interference
on Ch. 4. reduc-

a-fa
£aa
SWITCH
TO
WGAL-TV
James E. Greeley, counsel for
and
the
particular
channel will be NBC, reviewed the interference
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., hopes
up to the WGAL-TV show cause
to switch from vhf Ch. 4 to Ch. 8 order and contended the only possi- of no consequence, as the Commisproblems on Ch. 4 with the resultble harm that could occur to
sion has indicated.
within about a week to 10 days,
ing lessened service to the public.
Duke M. Patrick, appearing for He stated
Clair R. McCollough, president of WLAN's case is the money exFCC has estimated the
the Steinman station, said late
interference to WNBW involves
pended by WGAL-TV to make the WGAL-TV, told the court WLAN
Thursday after the U. S. Court of change. He pointed out, however,
really isn't entitled to comparative
900 sq. mi. of its normal service
area and to WNBT, 100 sq. mi. Mr.
Appeals for the District of Columthat FCC's conditional grant not- hearing with Ch. 8 bid of WGALbia turned down the request of tices [B»T, Nov. 10, Sept. 22] set TV even though FCC so ruled. -He Greeley related the interference to
WLAN Lancaster for a stay order forth that such expenditure would
WGAL-TV on Ch. 4 has reduced its
cited Comr. George E. Sterling's
not be weighed by FCC.
to prevent the change pending
dissent to the Commission's Sept. service area to about 400 sq. mi.,
Mr. Wollenberg said WLAN does
settlement of litigation involving
or about one-third of its normal
18 opinion
the channel.
nel
change andwaspointed
one ofout30the'ehanordered
not have right to comparative heararea without interference.
ing on the temporary grant, which
WLAN has two suits before the
by FCC as part and parcel of an
During his rebuttal argument,
overall allocation readjustment.
he termed a modification of WGALMr. Scharfeld was asked by Chief
court protesting FCC's conditional
grant to WGAL-TV to switch to TV's license, since the Ashbacker
Hearing at Renewal Time
Judge Stephens if, when a comCh. 8 with minimum power pending principle applies only to outright
parative hearing is indicated upon
grants of new station licenses. He
outcome of a comparative hearing
Mr. Patrick explained anyone can two applications, FCC lawfully cancontended
the
Ashbacker
case
does
by the Commission upon the new
file for a station's facilities at the ing. not issue a temporary grant to one
not preclude the Commission from
time of renewal, at which time the
station applications of both WGALpending completion >of the proceedissuing temporary grants in un- Ashbacker principle of comparaTV and WLAN for Ch. 8 [B*T,
usual circumstances and pointed
Mr. Scharfeld answered that FCC
tive hearing applies. WLAN has
Dec. 8, 1]. WGAL-TV earlier had
out that in the present case great hearing rights when the WGAL-TV
asked FCC for authority to make
cannot, since recent changes in the
the change Nov. 30.
public interest is at stake be- license expires and not before, he Communications Act were intended
cause of the Ch. 4 interference.
The court's ruling also clears the
by Congress to put a stop to grants
argued. He stated the mere chanThe FCC counsel noted WLAN
without applications. He contended
way for FCC action upon the applinel change, accomplished by modications of NBC to increase the op- will be in competition with an existfication of WGAL-TV's license, did the principles of the Ashbacker
erating powers of WNBT (TV)
not give the station anything it case now give to WLAN the right
ing TV licensee regardless of which
channel it is operating on at the doesn't already possess.
New York and WNBW (TV) Washof comparative hearing on the
The WGAL-TV counsel told the temporary grant also.
ington to full 100 kw effective ra- time of the comparative hearing
diated power, once WGAL-TV vacates Ch. 4, also used by the NBCowned stations.
It was because of the sub-standSAG Settlement Hopes Dim
ard co-channel spacing between
FILM
IMPA
Lancaster and Washington (86 TV
miles) and Lancaster and New
OUTLOOK for quick settlement of and John Wheeler, attorney for interim agreement and since have
York (132 miles) that the CommisFPA, both denied last week that cancelled the commercials supScreen Actors Guild strike against
sion's Sixth Report and Order final- producers of TV filmed commerunderstanding to re-negotiate had
izing the TV reallocation deleted
being made," Mr. Mooney
cials darkened last week while
been reached. Mrs. Marston indi- asserted.posedly(Mr.
Mooney was reCh. 4 from Lancaster and included
American
Federation
of
Television
cated
that
new
talks
would
accomferring
to
a
commercial reportedly
a show cause order to switch
plish nothing unless the producers
Artists and major netbeing made for General Mills
WGAL-TV to Ch. 8. Minimum co- & Radio
were amenable to relaxing their through the Knox Reeves Agency.)
work
spokesmen
in
New
York
were
channel spacing allowed is 170
stand on the re-issue principle,
Mr. Mooney claimed he has had
drafting final details on agreemiles.
while Mr. Wheeler declared that telegrams from the heads of top
ments covering radio and television
Unanimous Ruling
performers and announcers.
the producers were willing to re- agencies and acpounts assuring him
open discussion along the lines of
An AFTRA spokesman in New
The court's decision Thursday
they would not make "any deals"
their last offer [B*T, Dec. 1].
was a unanimous ruling by Chief
York said union and network negoor agree to the guild's demands.
Principal
differences
center
tiators
had
agreed
upon
major
"We still stand ready to negoJudge Harold M. Stephens and
around a SAG demand for re-payCircuit Judges E. Barrett Pretty- features of the contract [B*T, Dec.
tiate or mediate with SAG," Mr.
ment to an actor of his original fee
man and Charles Fahy following
15] but still were conferring on
declared. "But we will not
each time the TV commercial is Mooney
two hours of oral argument by several minor points and phrasecapitulate to a situation that would
used
more
than
once
on
a
network
ology of the pact. He noted that
counsel for WLAN, FCC, WGALTV and NBC. Latter two parties basic agreement had been effected
us allMarston
in trouble."
program. The last producer pro- putMrs.
told Broadcasting • Telecasting that it was her
were intervenors in the injunction
posal was for re-payment of
also in Los Angeles but that negounderstanding that SAG had
tiations were still in progress in original fee after use of the comrequest hearing.
mercial for 13 weeks.
San Francisco and Chicago, other
signed interim agreements with
Arthur W. Scharfeld, representsome five producers. She added
ing WLAN before the court, con- major program origination cities.
Distortion Charged
she had not learned from the Coast
tended the stay order was necesHe added that "no trouble" was
expected to develop in Chicago or
The prolonged strike has pre- whether the Reed organization had
sary in order to preserve the rights
cancelled its commercials.
San Francisco.
of the station to a fair comparative
cipitated charges and countercharges from both factions, each
hearing with WGAL-TV. He
A producer spokesman who asked
This bright picture did not expointed out the conditional grant to
that his identity be withheld retend to the SAG-producer strike
accusing the other of "distorting
WGAL-TV would give the Stein- which entered its fourth week toported to Broadcasting • TeleThe latest incident was a stateman station an advantage in the
day (Monday). Both union and
casting last week that "mounting
ment last week by Peter Mooney,
competitive proceeding since it producer spokesmen in New York
pressure" is being applied against
president
of
the
Film
Producers
would have expended more than
facts."of New York, in which he the producers by several affected
declared they had adopted a "stand
Assn.
$100,000 to make the channel
unions to take "drastic action" to
pat" attitude with no immediate
change and would be operating
progress in sight for resumption of accused the union of falsely claim- settle the strike. He pointed out
ing
that
some
major
producers
had
that
the dispute has placed many
with greater power, hence serving
negotiations.
more people.
electricians and stage - hands,
signed
contracts
meeting
their
deBoth parties agreed that reports
mands.
among others, out of work.
He charged FCC erred in making
10 days ago, indicating that talks
He declined to spell out what he
Mr. Mooney apparently was rethe conditional grant without ap- might be resumed, were "premaferring to interim agreements with
ture." At that time, Ralph Cohn,
plication and contended that acmeant
by "drastic action" but it
five producers that were announced
a member of the Film Producers
has been reported that the procording tothe principle of the Ashducers are considering the use of
by SAG the preceding week [B»T,
backer case, WLAN was entitled to Assn. of New York, conferred unactors not affiliated with SAG and
officially with SAG officials in Dec. 15]. He said that the one case
comparative hearing on the condithe union cited specifically — that of name personalities in the sports
tional grant.
Hollywood and speculation arose
of Roland Reed Productions, Holly- and business world. The spokesJames R. Wollenberg, assistant that a common ground for renewman stressed that the producers
ing negotiations had been found.
wood— -was "a dud."
general counsel of FCC in charge
"The sponsor and agency in- would take this step "very reBut Mrs. Florence Marston,
of litigation, reviewed the problems
volved were not party to even an
eastern representative for SAG,
of the TV reallocation plan leading
luctantly as a last resort."
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television grants and applications
Digest of Those Filed with FCC Dec. 12 Through Dec. 18
Grants Since April 14:
UHF
VHF
42
105
Commercial
2
8
Educational
113
• Total
44
2
Commercial television stations on the air
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico). Brownsville.
119 1
Applications Filed Since April
14:
Amended
New
VHF
UHF
323
546
423
Commercial
647
Educational
19
5
551
323
Total
666
14
437
2 One applicant did not specify channel.
3 Includes 157 already granted.
Processing on city priority status Gr. A-2 line has extended to city number 130.
Processing on city priority status Gr. B-4 line has extended to city number 181.
NEW

STATION GRANTS

Listed by States
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — The Birmingham News Co. (WSGN). Granted uhf
Ch. 42 (638-644 mc); ERP 1,000 kw visual, 500 kw aural; antenna height above
average terrain 930 ft., above ground
560 ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $496,500 first
year operating cost and revenue not
estimated. Post office address WSGN
Birmingham, Ala.
Studio location
be
determined.
Transmitter
locationto 0.7
mile NW of Rosedale on Red Mountain.
Geographic coordinates 33° 29' 23" N.
Lat.,
86° 47' 58"
W. Long.
Transmitter
and antenna
RCA.
Legal counsel
Fly,
Shuebruk & Blume, Washington. Consulting engineer George E. Gautney,
Washington. Principals include Chairman Ruth L. Hanson (10.84%), President
James E. Chappell (1.41%), Executive
Vice President Henry P. Johnson
(15.69%), Vice President Clarence B.
Hanson Jr. (6.61%), Business Manager
Harry B. Bradley (1.08%), SecretaryTreasurer J. C. Clark (.54%). [For application, see TV Applications, B.T,
July
7.] City priority status: Gr. B-2,
No. 157.
TUCSON, Ariz.— Catalina Bcstg. Co.
(KCNA). Granted vhf Ch. 9 (186-192
mc); ERP 25 kw visual, 12.5 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
60 ft., above ground 344 ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated construction
cost $255,000; first year operating cost
$160,000; revenue $140,000. Post office
address P.O. Box 2348, Tucson. Studio
and transmitter location Swan Rd. extension, 6.5 mi. NE of Tucson. Geographic coordinates 32° 17' 36" N. Lat.,
110° 53' 40.3" W. Long. Transmitter and
antenna GE. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall and Southmayd, Washington. Consulting engineer Millard M.
Garrison, Washington. Principals include President Erskine Caldwell
(31.9%), Vice President William A.
Small (8.2%), Secretary - Treasurer
George W. Chambers (9.1%), Clare Ellinwood (6.6%), William H. Johnson
(7.1%),John B. Mills (17.5%) and J. N.
Harber (17.5%).
application, see
TV Applications, [For
B.T, July
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 791.] City
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.— WIRK?LYoInc"
<WIRK). Granted uhf Ch. 21
(512-518 mc);
ERP 22 kw visual 115
kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 220 ft., above ground
Estimated construction cost $137255 023ft.
first year operating cost $120,000, revenue $135,000. Post office address 715
South Flagler Drive, West Palm Beach,
Fla. Studio and transmitter location
west side of Flagler Drive, north on
Lakeview Drive. Geographic coordi-of
nates 26° 42' 22" N. Lat., 80° 02' 59" W.
Long. Transmitter
and antenna GE.
Legal counsel Frank U. Fletcher, Washington. Consulting engineer Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn, Washington. Principals include President Joseph S. Field
Jr. (331/3%). 51% owner of WIRK; Vice
President Warren H. Brewster
owner of cattle ranch, Jupiter, (33'3%),
Fla., >/3
owner of Carpenter Hotel, Manchester,
N. H., and owner of 29% interest in
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Total
10
147
157

121
Total1
19
970 2
989 3

WLNH Laconia, N. H., until 1949, and
sole owner of WEAT Lake Worth, Fla.,
until 1950, and Secretary Arthur M.
Shandloff
(33i/3%),
presidentCo.,andMiami,
80%
owner
of Star
Construction
and secretary-treasurer and 49% owner
of WIRK. [For application, see TV
Applications, B.T, May 26.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 98.
PEORIA, 111. — Hilltop Bcstg. Co.
(WTVH).
uhf Ch.54 19kw (500-506
mc);
ERP Granted
95 kw visual,
aural;
antenna height above average terrain
280 ft., above ground 415 ft. Estimated
construction cost $143,437, first year
operating cost $155,000, revenue $225,000.
Post office address 406 Fayette Bldg.,
Peoria, 111., or 324 Main St., Davenport,
Iowa, or 220 Robison Blvd., Rock Island,
111. Studio and transmitter location

CH.

7

Jefferson Hotel, 235 South Jefferson St.,
at corner of Jefferson and Liberty Sts.
Geographic
41' 31" N.
Lat., 89° 35' coordinates
37" W. Long.40° Transmitter
DuMont, antenna RCA. Legal counsel
Eugene L. Burke, Washington. Consulting engineer Walter F. Kean, Riverside,
111. Sole owner of permittee is Hugh R.
Norman,holder ofpresident
and majority
KSTT Davenport,
Iowa.stock[For
application, see TV Applications, B.T,
July
21.]
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
No. 24.
BATON
ROUGE,
La.— Capital
Tele-40
vision & Bcstg.
Co. Granted
uhf Ch.
(626-632
mc)
;
ERP
290
kw
visual,
150
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 340 ft., above ground 341 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $267,885, first year operating cost $150,000, revenue $170,000.
Post office address 204 W. 6th St., Erie.
Studio and transmitter location 1625
Scenic Highway. Geographic coordi30° 27' 45" N. Lat.,
10' 15" GE.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
and 91°
antenna
Legal counsel Haley and Doty, Washington. Consulting engineer William L.
Foss Inc., Washington. Principals include
equal y3 and
partners
lish, secretary
14.8% John
ownerW. ofEngthe
Erie Television Corp., applicant for TV
station in Erie, Pa., partner in English,
Gilson, Baker & Bowler (law firm) and
director and minority stockholder in
First National Bank, Erie, Erie Coach
Co. (bus lines), and others; James B.
Donovan, member of Watters & Donovan, New York and Washington law
firm, and James R. McBrier, president
of Trask, Prescott & Richardson (department store), treasurer of Peninsula
Realty tional
Co.,Bank and
director
First Naof Erie.
[For ofapplication,
see TV Applications, B.T, Aug. 4.] City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 19.
LAKE
CHARLES,
La. — Southland
Telecasters. Granted uhf Ch. 25 (536542 mc); ERP 20 kw visual, 10.5 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 330 ft., above ground 348 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $177,500, first year operating cost $120,000, revenue $120,000.
Post office address P. O. Box 30, Baton
Rouge, La. Studio and transmitter location SE corner of Ryan and Jackson
Streets. Geographic coordinates 30° 14'
22" N. Lat., 93° 12' 58" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna RCA. Legal counsel McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington.
Consulting engineer George E. Gautney,

Competing FCC Bid
Filed Tuesday

WITHIN a week after the application for Miami's Ch. 7 filed by Niles
Trammell and WIOB-Miami Daily News (Cox) and WQAM-Miami Herald
(Knight) interests [B*T, Dec. 15], a competing application for the same
facilities was filed by two Iowa real estate men last week.
New application was filed last *
Tuesday — day before regular Com- has interests in various real esmission meeting day at which
tate firms. Mr. Hoersch is an atmany observers believed the FCC
torney, also with extensive real
might take some kind of action on estate holdings. Both are also
the Trammell application.
applicants for TV in Davenport
[B»T, Dec. 15].
Significance of the Trammell application was seen in the means
Mr. Foster, who has been active
taken to overcome the FCC's un- in real estate circles in the Quad
Cities, once had an interest in
certainty regarding combinations
of local AM broadcasters applying KSTT Davenport. Mr. Hoersch,
for TV [B«T, Dec. 8]. In two who has practiced law in Davencases, the Commission informed
port since 1924, has never had any
such applicants that it thinks such interests in radio or TV. The two
combinations violate the duopoly men have been friends and finanregulation which forbids common
cial partners in various enterprises
ownership of more than one radio for the past 25 years.
station in the same city. The
Reason for picking Miami, according to Mr. Hoersch, is that
Trammell application "stood off"
the Cox and Knight interests with
they
think
it has a "tremendous"
42.5% each, with the NBC chair- potential — which
they also believe
man, who resigned two weeks ago, TV has.
holding the balance of power with
Application seeks Ch. 7 with 100
his 15% ownership. This applica- kw from 704-ft. antenna located
tion is in the name of Biscayne one mile southeast of Goulds. EstiTelevision Corp.
mated construction cost is $387,750,
Principals of the new Miami ap- with first year's operating cost
plication are Mel Foster and Har- estimated at $600,000 and revenue
old Hoersch. Mr. Foster is presi- at $800,000.
dent and 82% owner of Mel FosMiami's priority status is Group
ter Inc. of Iowa and Illinois, and B-4, No. 193.

Washington. Principals include Charles
W. Lamar (now 100%), majority owner
of Lamar Adv. Co., Baton Rouge, and
minority stock owner of WAFB-AMTV Baton Rouge, and T. E. Gibbens,
vice president, manager and minority
stockholder of WAFB. (Net profits of
partnership will be shared in ratio of
75% to bens;Mr.after Lamar
and 25%
Mr. GibMr. Lamar
has towithdrawn
in profits
an
amount
equal
to
capital contribution to partnership,his assets
of partnership will be owned 75% by
Mr. Lamar and 25% by Mr. Gibbens.)
[For application, see TV Applications,
A-2,
B.T, No.
Nov.103.10.] City priority status: Gr.
BALTIMORE, Md. — WITH-TV Inc.
(WITH).
uhf Ch.59 60kw (746-752
mc);
ERP Granted
105 kw visual,
aural;
antenna height above average terrain
300 ft., above ground 360 ft. Estimated
construction cost $398,500, first year operating cost $250,000, revenue $200,000.
Post office address 7 East Lexington
St. Studio location 7 East Lexington St.
Transmitter location 1220-1230 Curtain
Ave.
Geographic
39° 18' 58"
N. Lat.,
76° 36'
03"coordinates
W. RCA.
Long.Legal
Transmitter DuMont,
antenna
counsel Arnold, Fortas & Porter, Washington. Consulting engineer Jansky &
Bailey, Washington. Principals include
President and General Manager Thomas
G. Tinsley
Jr. (14%),
Secretary-Treasurer Mrs. Louise
McClure
Tinsley (2%),
T. Garland Tinsley Sr. (1.2%), B. Warren Corkran (0.4%), Girard Trust Co.
(trustee)
McClure
Tinsley
(as life(14%),
tenant Louise
under will
of Newton
McClure) (70.4%), and Robert C. Embry.
[For application, see TV Applications,
B.T, Aug. 4.] City priority status: Gr.
B-2,
No. 162. (Comr. Frieda B. Hennock
dissented.)
BUFFALO, N. Y. — Chautauqua Bcstg.
Corp. Granted uhf Ch. 17 (488-494 mc);
ERP 165 kw visual, 83 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 500
ft., above ground 532 ft. Engineering
conditions. Estimated construction cost
$331,861,
first $625,037,
year operating
$453,000, revenue
Post officecostaddress
797 Seneca St., Buffalo. Studio location
to be determined. Transmitter location
535 Main St. Geographic coordinates
42° 52' 50" N. Lat., 78° 52' 34" W. Long.
Transmitter GE, antenna GE. Legal
counsel Pierson & Ball, Washington.
Consulting engineer Kear and Kennedy,
Washington.
dent Sherwin Principals
Grossman include
(29.6%), Presisales
manager Swan Cleaners Inc. (laundry
and dry cleaning), president and sole
owner of
Liquor Stores
Inc., Orlando, State
Fla.; Executive
Vice President
Gary L. Cohen (29.6%), manager and
25% owner of Van Bur en Amusement
Enterprises Inc. (drive-in theatre);
Secretary Irving Cohen, 100% owner
of Allendale Theatre, Plaza Theatre,
Corning,
andJ. other
theatres,
and Treasurer Harry
Grossman,
president
and
50% owner of Swan Cleaners, director
and 10% owner of Lincoln National
Bank. [For
Applications, B.T,application,
Aug. 11.] see
CityTV priority
status: Gr. B-4, No. 181.
$ EASTON, Pa. — Easton Pub. Co.
(WEEX-FM). Granted uhf Ch. 57 (728734 mc); ERP 125 kw visual, 63 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 760 ft., above ground 167 ft.
Engineering conditions. Estimated construction cost $290,241, first year operatcost $108,000,
revenue
estimated.
Posting office
address
30 N.notFourth
St.,
Easton, Pa. Studio location WEEX Studios,mitterStatelocation
Hwy.Gaffney
115, Easton.
TransHill, 5 mi.
SW
of downtown Easton, about 2 mi. East
of WGPA-FM. Geographic coordinates
40° 37' 35" N. Lat., 75° 15' 19" W. Long.
Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
Legal counsel Hanson, Lovett & Dale,
Washington. Consulting engineer Paul
Godley Co., Upper Montclair, N. J.
Principals include President-Treasurer
J. L. Stackhouse,
Vice President-Secretary Adele S. Fretz,
Vice President
Anna
M.
Snyder.
[For application,
see
TV Applications, B.T,
July 7.] City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 127.
HAZLETON, Pa. — Hazleton Bcstg.
Co. (WAZL). Granted uhf Ch. 63 (764770 mc) ; ERP 98 kw visual, 52 kw aural;
antenna height above average terrain
665 ft., above ground 408 ft. Engineering
conditions. Estimated construction cost
$227,958, first year operating cost $187,296, revenue $250,000. Post office address
708 Hazleton National Bank Bldg., Hazleton, Pa. Studio and transmitter location on Thirwell Ave., between Mill
and East Streets. Geographic coordinates 40° 56' 24" N. Lat., 75° 58' 04" W.
Long. Transmitter, antenna and studio
equipment RCA. Legal counsel George
O. Sutton, Washington. Consulting engineer James C. McNary, Washington.
Principals include President Victor C.
(Continued on page 70)
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Cascade
CASCADE TELEVISION Co., vhf
Ch. 8 applicant at Portland, Ore.,
was granted permission by FCC
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith last week to amend its request so as to show withdrawal of
three stockholders and assumption
of their 25% holdings by others
in the firm.
The ruling was made Friday
morning following an hour's oral
argument in Miss Smith's office by
the parties to the Portland Ch. 8
proceeding, now set to commence
Jan. 26 in Washington. Cascade's
competitors are Westinghouse
Radio Stations Inc. (KEX), Portland Television Inc. and North
Pacific Television Inc. Latter is
controlled by KING- AM -FM- TV
Seattle.
Miss Smith based her ruling upon
the precedent contained in the Commission's memorandum opinion and
order in the case of KOIN Portland, issued earlier in the week.
FCC a fortnight ago, by a majority
decision of Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde,

WAAM (TV) HONORED
Receives Red Cross Award
WAAM (TV) Baltimore has been
awarded the American National
Red Cross Certificate of Achievement as an aftermath of its "Blood
Donor Telethon," the station reported last week. WAAM claims to
be the first station so honored.
The Blood Donor Telethon, for
which the station produced nearly
five hours of TV time Dec. 13,
raised a confirmed total of 534
pints of whole blood pledged and
received. WAAM donated all facilities, time charges, personnel and
production work to the Baltimore
Chapter of the Red Cross.
Feature of the telethon was the
Red Cross mobile blood collection
unit functioning in the 4,200 sq. ft.
WAAM Studio A.
Nick Campofreda, sports director, and Joel Chaseman, public
service director, manned a central
desk, with Mr. Campofreda serving
as m. c. WAAM announcers Jim
Kilian, Ted Jaffee and Royal
Parker conducted interviews. Paul
Kane directed the four WAAM
cameras used, with Herbert B.
Cahan overseeing format and production.

AT certificate presentation ceremony were (I to r) Mr. Chaseman,
Mrs. Gideon Stieff, Baltimore ARC
chapter, and Kenneth Carter,
WAAM general manager.
Page 64
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Eugene H. Merrill, George E.
Sterling and E. M. Webster, voted
to approve KOIN's request to
amend its vhf Ch. 6 application so
as to show withdrawal of three
stockholders and the assumption
of their 43.5% interest by other
stockholders and 24 station employes [B»T, Dec. 15].
The
Commission
action overruled
an earliermajority's
decision
by Examiner Smith to deny the
KOIN amendment on the grounds
that sufficient good cause was not
shown and of prejudice to the sole
competitive Ch. 6 applicant, KGW
Portland.
While observers of the TV comparative hearings were pondering
the practical effect of the Commission majority's memorandum in the
KOIN case last week, counsel for
KGW said the station plans to
petition the Commission to review
the ruling and indicated it may
take the issue to court if a way can
be found, should FCC turn down
the review plea. It was noted the
courts usually require an applicant
to await the final ruling to grant
or deny an application in a competitive hearing before accepting
an appeal.
Two Dissents
Both Chairman Paul A. Walker
and Comr. Frieda B. Hennock dissented from the majority opinion
in the KOIN amendment action
and declared their support of Examiner Smith's decision. Comr.
Robert T. Bartley did not particiIn their written dissent, Chairpate.
man Walker and Comr. Hennock
held the ruling "will open up a
veritable Pandora's box of difficulties in future hearings, and is
therefore contrary to the orderly
administration of the Commission's
own processes as well as to the reliance which applicants should be
able to place upon the concreteness of their adversaries' proposals
in preparing for hearing."
Comparative hearing before Examiner Smith on KOIN and KGW
Ch. 6 applications has been postponed until March 16. The Portland Ch. 8 hearing is to begin
Jan. 26.
Cascade Television's amendment,
filed Dec. 5, shows withdrawal
of Thomas W. Young, treasurer
and 10% owner; Zina A. Wise,
5% stockholder, and C. Spencer
Hinsdale, 10% owner. Mr. Young
withdrew because of illness, Mr.
Wise because of death in the family
and Mr. Hinsdale because of "conditions beyond his control."
Thomas W. Dant, holding 5%
interest in Cascade, becomes treasurer and acquires an additional
10%. Clayton R. Jones, vice president, increases his 20% holding to
30%. George C. Sheahan, 10%
owner, gains another 5%. Other
stockholders continuing in the ap-

Permitted

to Amend

plicant include Vice President
David McKay, 30% owner, who is
president and chief owner of KOLO
Reno and KORK Las Vegas, and
H. G. Wells Jr., 5% owner, who
holds 10% in KOLO and KORK.
In the Beaumont-Port Arthur
vhf Ch. 6 hearing, the direct
cases and cross-examinations were
completed last week. The case was
recessed to Feb. 25, when tag ends
are due to be cleaned up. During
that time, depositions will be taken
from witnesses unable to appear in
Washington. Competing for Ch. 6
in the Gulf Coast cities are KFDM
and KRIC-Beaumont Enterprise
and Journal [B»T, Nov. 24].
KFDM's exhibits showed that it
had total current assets of $171,475.07 and total current liabilities
of $26,269.39. It also reported that
it made a net profit after taxes of
$14,342.24 for the first nine months
of 1952. Company is planning to
spend $344,582.50 on construction
of the proposed TV station. Estimated first year's operating cost
would be $207,332 and revenue
$392,000
affiliation) at a (without
base Classnetwork
A rate charge
of $200 per hour, one-time.
The Beaumont-Port Arthur vhf
Ch. 4 hearing, also before Examiner Annie Neal Huntting, was
continued to Jan. 26. Motions
Comr. Robert T. Bartley on Tuesday granted petition of Lufkin
Amusement Co. to dismiss its Ch.
4 application but declined to approve dismissal "without prejudice." Meanwhile, petition of Jefferson Amusement Co., new Ch. 4
applicant [B«T, Dec. 1], seeking
to enter the proceeding, awaits
action by the Commission. Other
Ch. 4 contestants are Port Arthur
College (KPAC) and Smith Radio
Co.
Continuance Granted
The Denver Ch. 4 hearing, which
was due to resume Dec. 16, was
continued to Jan. 13 when a physician's statement was submitted
that KMYR's A. G. Meyer is still
unable to resume the witness stand.
Mr. Meyer suffered a heart attack
last month while undergoing crossexamination. KMYR is opposed by
KOA in the second of the Denver
hearings.
The Denver Ch. 7 proceeding
was closed several weeks ago but
a petition by Denver Television Co.
(Wolf berg theatre interests) to
reopen the record is pending before
Examiner James D. Cunningham
[B»T, Dec. 15]. Competitor is
KLZ Denver.
Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
Friday concluded the lengthy
Tampa-St. Petersburg vhf Ch. 8
hearing involving Tampa Bay Area
Telecasting, WTSP and WFLA.
The vhf Ch. 13 proceeding is scheduled Jan. 7 and involves competitive applications of WDAE, Orange
Television Broadcasting Co. and
Tampa Television Co.
Examiner Herbert Sharfman
(Continued on page 97)

MADISON MERGERS
Second Group Unites
MERGER of two applicants last
week for Madison, Wis., Ch. 3 — in
hope of obviating need for a hearing— brought almost immediate
amendment by another applicant
from uhf Ch. 27 to the same low
band channel, making a hearing
necessary.
New applicant for Ch. 3 is Badger Television Co. Inc., a consolidation of previous applicants WIBAWisconsin State Journal and Capital Times and non - broadcasters
Television of Wisconsin Inc. Stock
is divided into Class A and B
shares, each of which is held by
the respective principals.
Class A stockholders are Capital
Times Co., 31.5%; Wisconsin StateJournal Co., 13.5%; Don Anderson,
publisher of State Journal, 1.5%;
J. Martin Wolman, business manager of State Journal, 0.5%, and
Adolph C. Bolz, vice president,
Oscar Mayer & Co., 3%. These
principals own WIBA-AM-FM
Madison.
Class B stockholders are William
E. Walker, who has interests in
WMAN Marinette, Wis.; WESK
Escanaba, Mich.; KXGI Ft. Madison, Iowa, and WBEV Beaver Dam,
Wis., 10%; Arthur Towell, advertising, 9.5%; and
Frank supplies,
A. Jones, 9.5%;
office
furnishings
Paul A. Kayser, Ford dealer, 9.5%;
Bernard Meyer Mautz, paint and
varnish, 5%; Louis Hirsig, hardware, 5%, and Mr. Bolz, 1.5%.
Applicant Officers
William T. Evjue, editor of the
Capital Times, is president of the
new corporation, while Mr. Anderson is first vice president, Mr.
Mautz second vice president, Mr.
Jones secretary and George R.
Stephenson, executive editor of the
Capital Times, is treasurer. Mr.
Walker is chairman of the board.
Application is for 100 kw with
753-ft. antenna. Estimated construction costs were set at $545,772.60. First year's operating costs
and revenue were estimated at

Ultimate desirable objective of
$240,000.
the amalgamation, a statement included in the application declared,
is the merger of Badger Television
with Badger Broadcasting, licensee
of WIBA-AM-FM.
Both
applications
the individual names
of Badger inBroadcasting
Co. and Television of Wisconsin
Inc. were dismissed following the
filing of the new application. Badger Broadcasting, however, is still
an applicant for Eau Claire, Wis.
Amending its application from
uhf Ch. 27 to vhf Ch. 3 was WISC
Madison. WISC, half owned by the
Superior (Wis.) Telegram, originally filed for Ch. 3, but amended
to the uhf channel when it petitioned the FCC to revise its Sixth
Report and Order to make all uhf
channels in Madison commercial assignments, and change the reserved, educational frequency from
uhf to the lone vhf Ch. 3. This was
denied by the Commission last
month and WISC appealed to court.
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Contact your
NBC Film

No more must local and regional advertisers settle for less than the very finest
TV drama to showcase their products. For

pense, high comedy and deep drama . . .
and its host, director and occasional star
is Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., himself.

now NBC presents 39 half-hour film programs that measure up to the best ever
offered by network television, Hollywood,
or the Broadway stage.

"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" is a program
for local advertisers to use with pride, and
success — similar network TV drama rates

"Douglas Fairbanks Presents" is filmed on
location in the great capitals of America
and Europe. It stars the top talent of two
continents in a variety of original and

For further information on this new film

classic stories ... it runs the gamut of sus-

write, call, or wire:

consistently in the 30's and 40's. Best of
all, it's a fine dramatic program at a practical price.
series, and other NBC

Quality Films,

representative
at once.

NBC

film

programs

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. • Offices in: New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
a service of America's No. 1 Network

Hollingbery

:j On the New
air, operating
commercially.Commencement
The
Grantees'

Target Dates

HERE are post-thaw TV grantees and the dates on which they expect
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
national representative, where signed, are given.
•17
LISTED
BY CITY ALPHABET
Rep.
Ch. Granted Commenceim
Call
City and State
Weed
49 Sept. 4 Spring 1953
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
Unknown
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y.
July
24
10 Oct. 16 March
Branham
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.
4 Oct. 9 March-April
KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.
Taylor
March
15
20 Sept. 25
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
McGillvra
WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58 Oct. 2 Late 1953
Oct.
30
62
Unknown
WISE-TV Asheville, N. C.
59 Aug. 14 Unknown
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky.
NBC, ABC Pearson
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. 46 Oct. 30 Dec. 20*
CBS, DuMont
18 July 11 Nov.
Unknown
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex.
27$
7 July 11
CBS, ABC, Taylor
KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
NBC
24 Aug. 21 Unknown
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex.
Dec. 18 Unknown
WITH-TV Baltimore, Md.
2860 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
CBS, DuMont, Adam Young
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
NBC, ABC
40
Capital Television & Bcstg.
Dec.
18
58
Unknown
Co., Baton Rouge, La.
*4Nov.
6 20 May
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich.
May 15
64 Oct. 30 August
WBKZ-TV Battle Creek, Mich.
ABC, DuMont
Television Broadcasters
Dec.
4
Beaumont, Tex.
Adam Young
5154 Nov. 20 May 1
CBS
WTVI (TV) Belleville, III.
31
Meeker
Unknown
Oct.
30
WLEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa.
*
Unknown
WQTV (TV) Binghamton, N. Y. 48 23Aug.
14
Dec. 10 Unknown
WJLD-TV Birmingham, Ala.
42 Dec. 18 Unknown
WSGN-TV Birmingham, Ala.
Adam Young
43 July 11 Jan. 15-31
ABC
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
49 Aug. 14 Unknown
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn.
July 24 Unknown
WTVF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y.
Chautauqua Bcstg. Corp.,
Dec.
18
17
Buffalo, N. Y.
Free & Peters
5 Oct. 30 April
April 11
WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C.
McGillvra
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn . 49 Aug. 21 Unknown
WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Aug. 21 Unknown
ABC, CBS,
KKTV(TV) Colorado Springs, Col.1. 11 Nov. 28 Dec. 7$
DuMont
Nov.
20
McGillvra
KRDO-TV Colorado Springs, Col. 1 3
25 Sept. 18 March
Headley-Reed
WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C.
'April
lulu
Raymer
CBS
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C.
Sept. 18 May 1
McKinney
July
6724 Dec. 10 Unknown
WDAN-TV Danville, III.
Everett99 Nov 26
WONE-TV Dayton, Ohio
]7 Nov 20 Unknown
WTVP (TV) Decatur, III.
9 July 11 uct. Z-:CBS, ABC Free & Peters
KBTV (TV) Denver, Col.
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col.
July 11 Cnrinn 1 0*51
20262 July 11 July 18$
NBC, DuMont Blair-TV Inc.
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
KIRV (TV) Denver
Sept.
1824 Unknown
Oct.
March
1
WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn.
5738 Oct. 16 September
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich. 60
Dec. 18 Spring
WEEX-TV Eastern, Pa.
March 1953
Nov. 6 May
Forjoe
WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.
Early 1953
13
Oct.
24 Dec.
KEPO-TV El Paso, Tex.
24 July 31
Avery-Knodel
14$
4
CBS, DuMont Taylor
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
469 Aug. 14 Dec. 24-25
NBC
Hollingbery
KTSM-TV El Paso, Tex.
16 Sept. 14
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass.
Nov.
20
Unknown
WTAC-TV Flint, Mich
OQZO July 1 1 Early 1953
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich.
Sears & Ayer
WFTUTV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23 July 31 rviarcn I
July 31 Unknown
May 1
WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla,
22
17 Nov. 13
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
62 Oct. 24 Unknown
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md.
24 Sept. 18 May 1
Raymer
KMJ-TV Fresno, Calif
Nov. 6 April
WTVS(TV) Gadsden, Ala.
Gulf Television Co.,
1121 Nov. 20 March 1
Galveston, Tex.
Rudman Television Co.,
Unknown
41 Nov. 29 •8May
Galveston, Tex.
Weed
2 Nov 13 Aiarcn I
Boiling
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
Nov.
20
Unknown
WCOG-TV Greensboro, N. C. 57
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
Sept.
Dec. 25
18 Unknown
Meeker
WAZL-TV Hazleton, Pa.
5563 Nov.
20 Unknown
50
WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky.
Early
1953
55 July 11
Branham
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass.
CBS, ABC, NBC Free & Peters
9 Aug. 7 Dec. 1$
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
Nov.
22$
DuMont
Forjoe
11 Oct. 24
KONA (TV) Honolulu, T. H.
Aug. 21 Unknown
KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex.
CA
48 Nov. 20 Unknown
WIBM-TV Jackson, Mich.
January
CBS, ABC,
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.
Sept. 1 1
NBC,
DuMont Katz
JO
25
Nov. 20 Unknown
Weed
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.
Unknown
36 Nov. 26
WKMI-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
Adam Young
Southland Telecasters,
Dec. 18 April-June
Lake Charles, La.
Petry
Unknown
Dec.
4
H-R Reps
35
25
WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio
73 • Nov. 20 March 15
WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio
8 16 April 1
10 2Oct.
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Weed
12 Oct. 2 Spring 1953
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Pearson
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 18 April 15
Unknown
Oct.
30
17
KETV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
2322 Dec. 10 Unknown
KPIK (TV) Los Angeles
Aug. 28 Unknown
KUSC-TV Los Angeles
21 Nov. 26 Spring 1953
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.
Spring13$1953
Pearson
11 Oct. 9 Nov.
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
CBS, DuMont Avery-Knodel
13 Oct. 9
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
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Ch. Granted
Call
City and State
Nov. 13 Commencement Network
13 Nov. 6 Feb. 15
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.
1610
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va.
Unknown
July 24 Unknown
KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.
23
WMAC (TV) Massillon, Ohio
Nov. 264 Jan. 1
ABC, CBS
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala.
Sept.
Dec. 115
DuMont, CBS
April
48
Dec.
4
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
7 Unknown
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.
8 Aug.
Delta Television Inc., Monroe, La. 43 Dec. 10 April 1
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala. 20
March
Oct. 30
18 March 8
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind. 49 Sept.
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass. 28 July 11 Unknown
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn. 30 July 11 Jan. 15
N. J. Dept. of Education,
Dec. 4 February
Unknown
New Brunswick,
J. *19
WKST-TV
New Castle,N. Pa.
45 Sept. 4
Unknown
WGTV
New YorkWis.
City *2548 Aug.
Nov. 1426 Unknown
WOSH-TV(TV) Oshkosh,
Southland Television Inc.,
January
Pensacola, Fla.
15 Nov. 13 June
NBC
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
43 Aug.
Dec. 28
18 Unknown
WTVH-TV Peoria, III.
19 Nov.
26 Unknown
WIP-TV Philadelphia, Pa. 29 Dec. 18
WBTM-TV Piedmont, Va.
24
Sept. 19$
NBC
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. 27 July
11 Unknown
Nov. 26
Dec. 1953
WEOK-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 21
March
1
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
5 Oct.
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col.
3 Nov. 3013 Feb. 1
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C. 28 Oct. 16 March 1
Unknown
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y. *21 July 24 Unknown
WHTV
(TV)
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
*43
Sept.
18
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
33
May 15
Sept. 4 January
Jan. 4
CBS
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
61 Sept.
4
ABC
Dec. 11 $
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
27
NBC,
CBS
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
10 Sept. 18
February
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III. 39
Oct. 112 Unknown
WK NX-TV Saginaw, Mich. 57 Sept.
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
2 Oct. 16 May
April
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
38 Oct. 9 May 1
KGKL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
3 Dec. 18 Unknown
KTXL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
8 Nov. 26 Unknown
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif. 18 Nov. 6 Fall 1953
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
ABC, DuMont,
2 July 24 1954
CBS
.
CBS, NBC
KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara, Calif. 3 Nov. 13
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
20 Aug. 14
April-March
Feb.
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa. 73 Aug. 14 Unknown
KWTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa 36 Oct. 30
CBS
KVTV (TV) Sioux City
9 Nov. 20
Feb. 1
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
11 Nov. 20 April
Dec. 252522$
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. 34 Aug. 28 Dec.
Dec.
NBC, ABC
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash. 6 July 11
CBS, DuMont
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash. 4 July 11
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 61 July 11 Jan. 15
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
10 Oct. 9
May 1
KMO-TV Tacoma, Wash. 13 Dec. 10 April
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash. 11 Dec. 10 Unknown
KCNA-TV Tucson, Ariz. 9 Dee. 18
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz. 13 Nov. 13 Jan.
Feb. 115
NBC
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz. 4 Nov. 13
Central Texas Television Co.,
Unknown
Waco, Tex.
34 Nov. 13
March 1
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio 67 Nov. 6 Unknown
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn. 53 Oct. 30 Unknown
WIRK-TV West Palm Beach, Fla. 21 Dec. 18 March 18
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex. 3 Dec. 18
White Television Co.,
Feb. 1
Wichita Falls, Tex.
22 Nov. 6 Jan.
1.
NBC
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 28 Oct. 2
ABC-DuMont
April
W ILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 34 Oct. 2 Unknown
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa. 36 Nov. 13 Unknown
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash. 29 Dec. 4 Unknown
KIT-TV Yakima, Wash. 23 Dec. 4
DuMont
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
49 July 11
ABC
1
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
43 Jury 11 Jan.
April 1953
NBC
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio 73 July 11 Early
CBS, DuMont,
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio 27 July 11 Early 1953
ABC
WUTV (TV) Youngstown, Ohio 21 Sept. 25 Unknown
WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio 50 Dec. 10 April 1
* Educational permittees.
Sevareid, Cott Honored
ERIC SEVAREID, chief Washington correspondent for CBS, and
Ted Cott, NBC vice president and
general manager of WNBC-WNBT
(TV) New York, last week were
named winners of the 1952 One
World Awards in the field of radio.
Awards will be made at the annual
dinner in New York early next
year.

Forjoe
Headley-Reed
Boiling
Taylor
Walker
Young
Meeker

Headley-Reed
NBC Spot Sales
Avery-Knodel
Avery-Knodel
H-R Reps.
Headley-Reed
Burn-Smith
Avery-Knodel
Gill-Keefe &
Perna
Headley-Reed
Weed
Hollingbery
Inter-American
Inc.
Blair-TV
Cooke
Katz
Taylor
Katz
Raymer
Walker,
Pae.
Hollingbery
NW Bcstrs.
Branham

Raymer
Rambeau

Headley-Reed
Avery-Knodel
Radio-TV Reps
Headley-Reed
Raymer

BRISTOL-MYERS
Co., New
York
son'
Ipana Shares 'Glea
(Ipana tooth paste), will become a
participating sponsor of the Jackie
Gleason Show effective Saturday,
Jan. 3, on CBS-TV, 8-9 p.m.
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, New York, is the agency.
Other two sponsors are Schick Inc.
and Thos. Leeming & Co. Inc.
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MOBILE

A/KAB-TV

Channel

48
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A

ALABAMA

WITH

15,000

SETS

IN

air

BANG

OSE

MID-DECEMBER

Another

TV market is ready — an eager market, so hungry
for primary television service that 15,000 sets were installed
before the announced

opening

date of WKAB-TV!

Mobile

area dealers are still installing sets as fast as they can get
them.
For this worthy audience WKAB-TV#s schedule is rapidly filling with top CBS and DuMont shows under interim agreement.
Represented
Nationally by

"Availabilities are going fast! Better get in touch with For joe right

away!"

. . . KABBY

COMPANY
AND
Offices in: New

York, Chicago, Atlanta,

Los Angeles, San Francisco
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Federal

with

TRANSMITTER

only

CONTROL

operators!

CONSOLE

POLY-EFEX

SCANNER

The Transmitter Control Console, supplied with Federal
VHF and UHF transmitters, includes complete transmitter supervisory control, plus these two important
advantages:

The Poly-Efex Scanner, including two self-contained
high-quality slide sources, a four-channel video switcher
and
a special
effects section, is the "Master Control" of
the small
station.

(1) A two-channel video switcher (for the Poly-Efex
Scanner output and network feed, in the case illustrated.)

The scanner operator can insert slide information,
switch programs (either fades or lap dissolves— automatically ormanually), check resolution and set levels,
plus insert and control numerous special effects, superpositions, montages, wipes, and a wide variety of unique
presentations heretofore available only with additional
specialized equipment.
Slides, film, studio and network— all your program
sources— can be easily handled by this two-man tea in \

(2) A four-channel audio switcher that may be preset
and switched simultaneously with the video.
This means that the operator can perform transmitter
supervision, audio/video switching and— most important—still have sufficient free time available for changing
film reels and loading turntables.

package

from

Federal

has everything you need for the finest Station and Studio facilities
. . . including Mobile Units and Microwave Radio Relay Links
Federal

Telecommunication

laboratories.

500 WASHINGTON AVENUE
• NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY
Canadian Distributor: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. Q.
Export Distributor: International Standard Electric Corp., 67 Broad St., New York

Inc.

for

complete

Through
has brought
MOST

a new

flexible, and

only two

station

its unique
concept
MOST

method

operators ... for either VHF

TRANSMITTER

CONTROL

of grouping

to television
effective

control

station

programming
operation.

programming
or UHF

functions, Federal

The

techniques

MOST

advanced,

are possible. . .with

stations.

POLY-EFEX

CONSOLE

SCANNER
LAP

MED.
FAST

FADE DISSOLVE

SLOW
PROGRAM
SELECTOR
BUTTONS

TWO-CHANNEL
VIDEO SWITCHER

KEY SWITCHES
TO PRESET OUTPUT

NETWORK
FROM
INPUT SCANNERA{

•
PICTURE
GAIN
CONTROL

AUTOMATIC
CONTROL

/
■t

FOUR-CHANNEL AUDIO
SWITCHER
SIMULTANEOUSLY SWITCHED
WITH VIDEO

•

A 9
9 B
AUTOMATIC

MANUAL

f

•
STUDIO
AUDIO

e
•
TURNTABLE FILM .
AUDIO

«
NETWORK
AUDIO

0
SLIDE
SOURCE I

0
FILM
CAMERA

9
STUDIO
CAMERA

•
SLIDE SOURCE 2 or
MONTAGE KEYER
_y~

Here's how the basic simplicity of Federal's Transmitter Control Console and Poly-Efex Scanner are
combined for truly effective two-man operation:

FOUR-CHANNEL
VIDEO SWITCHER
AND GAIN CONTROLS

Let Federal point the way to profitable station operation with equipment designed
for maximum

operational advantages and minimum

operating staff. This versatile equipment can con-

tinue to serve as the heart of your TV station as it expands to meet the needs of future growth. In conjunction with other matching Federal units, facilities may be made available for handling even the
largest number of programming

sources.

Your nearest Graybar sales office will be glad to provide you with complete information.

Grants and Applications
(Continued from page 62)
President Hilda H.M. tion, see TV Applications, B.T, Dec. 1.]
Diehm (25%) Vice
E.
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 77.
Deisroth (25%), Vice President
M. City
Witney (25%) and Treasurer George ApWICHITA
FALLS,
Tex. — Wichtex
n, see TV
applicatio
Radio
Co. (KFDX).
Granted
Chisnell. [For
plications, B.T, Aug. 25.] City priority vhf Ch.Television
3
(60-66
mc);
ERPheight
60 kwabove
visstatus: Gr. A-2, No. 129.
ual, 36 kw aural; antenna
SAN ANGELO, Tex. — KGKL Inc. average terrain 500 ft., ab^ve ground
Engineering
conditions.
mc); 549.5 ft.mated
(KGKL). Granted vhf3.2Ch.kw3 (60-66
construction cost
$308,493, Estifirst
aural; ankw visual,
ERP 6.4
440 year operating cost $120,000, revenue
tenna height above average terrain ng
$150,000.
Post
office
address
801
Scott
Engineeri
ft.
473
ground
ft., above. Estimated construction cost St., City National Bank Bldg., Wichita
conditions
Studio and transmitter location.
cost $240,- Falls.
first year operating
$142,145,
State Route 30 and Old Seymour Road.
Post office address
000, revenue850,$250,000.
Studio
Tex.
Angelo,
San
Box
P. O.
53' 22" N.
Geographic
98° 33' coordinates
2""
Long.33°counsel
Transmitter
and transmitter location at intersection Lat.,
and antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Abe
of Texas Ave. and Santa Fe Railroad, Herman,
Fort
Worth,
Tex.
Consulting
at site of KGKL (AM). Geographic co- engineer George C. Davis, Washington.
ordinates 31° 29' 36.5" N. Lat., 100° 24'
include President Darrold A.
56" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna Principals
Cannan (52.95%). Vice President W. P.
RCA. Consulting engineer Commercial
Hood
(3.33%),
Vice President Howard
Radio Equipment Co., Washington. H. Fry (6%), Secretary-Treasurer M.
Rags- Kuhfuss (2.33%), Darrold A. Carman
Principals include President H. C.Houston
Jr. (12%), John Adams (3.67%), Mott
dale (5%), Vice President
Johnson (3.33%) and John White
Harte (25.25%), Vice President Herbery
(1.67%). [For application,
see TV
ApSecretary-Treasurer
Taylor O.(7.875%),
B.T, June 30.] City
priority
Seibert (10%), Ed Harte status: Gr. plications,
Lewis
A-2,
No.
56.
Harte
n
Harrima
(26.75%) Houston
DANVILLE, Va. — Piedmont Bcstg.
(16.75%) and seven others with less
(WBTM). Granted uhf Ch. 24
than 2.5% interest each. [For applica- Corp.
(530-536 mc); ERP 225 kw visual, 120
kw aural;
age terrainantenna
650 ft.,height
above above
groundaver273
ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
construction cost $234,438, first year
TV CALL LETTERS
operating cost $100,000, revenue $135,FCC assigned the following call
000. Post office address Hotel Danletters to TV station permittees:
ville, Danville. Studio and transmitter
location atop White Oak Mtn.. 10 mi.
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala. (Pape
Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 10, TV Grants,
North of Danville. Geographic coB.T, Dec. 1); KOPO-TV Tucson,
s 36° 44' 28" N. Lat.,
23' 05"
Ariz. (Old Pueblo Bcstg. Co., vhf
W. Long. ordinateTransmitter
RCA,79°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel John Midlin,
Ch. 13, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 17);
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
Washington. Consulting engineer
(Southwestern Publishing Co.,
George cipalsC.include
Davis,
Washington.
Prinuhf Ch. 22, TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
President
L. N. Dibrell,
Vice President and General Manager
13); KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara,
Edward
G.
Gardner
and
Vice
President
Calif. (Santa Barbara Bcstg. &
James W. Ray. [For application, see TV
Television Corp., vhf Ch. 3, TV
Grants, B.T, Nov. 17); KKTV
Applications, B.T, July 28.] City pri(TV) Colorado Springs, Col. (TV
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 130.
Colorado Inc.. vhf Ch. 11, TV
Grants,
B.T,
Dec.
1);
KRDO-TV
CHANGES GRANTED
Colorado Springs, Col. (Pikes
Peak Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 13, TV
WFPG-TV
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.—
Grants, B.T, Nov. 24); WTVI
Granted authority to commence Dec.
(TV) Belleville, 111. (Signal Hill
13,
1952,
with
commercial operation.
Telecasting Corp., uhf Ch. 54,
TV Grants, B.T, Nov 24); WTVP
KFOR-TV LINCOLN, Neb.— Granted
ERP of 59 kw visual, 29.5 kw aural, an(TV) Decatur,
111. 17,
(Prairie
Teleft.
vision Co., uhf Ch.
TV Grants,
tenna height above average terrain 290
B.T, Nov. 24); KVTV (TV) Sioux
City, Iowa (Cowles Bcstg. Co.,
WATV (TV) NEWARK, N. J. — Grantvhf Ch. 9. TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
ed extension
24); WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky.
freeze
station).of completion date (pre(Ohio Valley Television Co., uhf
Ch. 50, TV Grants, B.T, Nov. 24);
EXISTING STATIONS
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky. (MidAmerica Bcstg. Corp., uhf Ch.
GROUP D CHANGES
21, TV Grants, B.T, Dec. 1);
KNOE-TV Monroe, La. (James
WMBR-TV
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.,
A. Noe, vhf Ch. 8, TV Grants,
vhf Ch. 4. Granted ERP 100 kw visual,
B.Creek,
T, Dec.Mich.
8); WBCK-TV
Battle
60 kw aural; antenna height above
(Michigan Bcstg.
average terrain 440 ft., above ground
Co., uhf Ch. 58, TV Grants, B.T,
473 ft.
Nov. 24); WTAC-TV Flint, Mich.
(Trendle-Campbell Bcstg. Corp.,
WTVJ (TV) MIAMI, Fla., vhf Ch. 4.
uhf Ch. 16, TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 100 kw
24); WIBM-TV Jackson, Mich.
aural,
antenna height above average
(WIBM Inc., uhf Ch. 48, TV
terrain 500 ft. (Aural ERP may be
Grants,
B.T,
Nov.
24);
WKMI-TV
150%
of
visual ERP under Sec. 3.682
Kalamazoo, Mich. (Howard D.
[10] [b] of Rules.)
Steere, uhf Ch. 36, TV Grants,
WDSU-TV NEW ORLEANS, La., vhf
B.T, Dec. 1); WEOK-TV PoughCh. 6. Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 50
keepsie,
N. uhf
Y. (Mid-Hudson
Bcstrs. Inc.,
Ch. 21, TV
kw aural, antenna height above averGrants, B.T, Dec. 1); WCOG-TV
age terrain 390 ft.
Greensboro,
N.
C.
(Int^r-City
WDAF-TV KANSAS CITY, Mo., vhf
Advertising Co., uhf Ch. 57, TV
Ch. 4. Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 50
Grants, B.T, Nov. 24); WONETV Dayton, Ohio (Skyland Bcstg.
kw aural,
age terrainantenna
750 ft. height above averCorp., uhf Ch. 22, TV Grants,
B.T,
Dec.
1);
WIMA-TV
Lima,
KSD-TV ST. LOUIS, Mo., vhf Ch. 5.
Ohio (Northwestern Ohio Bcstg.
Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 60 kw
Corp., uhf Ch. 35, TV Grants,
aural, antenna height above average
B.T,
Dec. 8);Inc.,
WLOK-TV
Lima,
terrain 510 ft.
Ohio (WLOK
uhf Ch. 73,
TV
WKTV (TV) ROME, N. Y., vhf Ch.
Grants, B.T, Nov. 24); WIP-TV
13. Granted ERF 220 kw visual, 120 kw
Philadelphia, Pa. (Pennsylvania
Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 29, TV
aural,
terrain antenna
790 ft. height above average
Grants,
B.T, S.Dec.
1); KELO-TV
Sioux Falls,
D. (Midcontinent
WKY-TV OKLAHOMA CITY, Okla.,
Bcstg. Co., vhf Ch. 11, TV
vhf Ch. 4. Granted ERP 100 kw visual,
Grants, B.T, Nov. 24); KBMT
60
kw aural, antenna height above
(TV) Beaumont, Tex. (Television
average terrain 930 ft.
Bcstrs., uhf Ch. 31, TV Grants,
B.T, ton,
Dec.Tex. 8);
KGUL-TV
GalvesWTVR (TV) RICHMOND, Va., vhf
(Gulf
Television
Co.,
Ch. 6. Granted ERP 100 kw visual, 50
vhf Ch. 11, TV Grants, B.T, Nov.
kw aural antenna height above average
terrain 840 ft.
24); KTXL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
(Westex Television Co., vhf Ch.
8, TV Grants, B.T, Dec. 1);
GRANTED SPECIAL
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash. (CasAUTHORIZATION
cade Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 29, TV
Grants, B.T,
KIT-TV
Yakima,
Wash.Dec.
(KIT8); Inc.,
uhf
WSBT-TV
SOUTH BEND, Ind., uhf
Ch. 23, TV Grants, B.T, Dec. 8),
Ch. 34. Granted special temporary auand WOSH-TV Oshkosh, Wis.
thorization to operate with transmitter
(Oshkosh Bcstg. Co., uhf Ch. 48,
output power of 1 kw visual, 0.6 kw
TV Grants, B.T, Dec. 1).
aural, with waiver of Sec. 3.687 of Rules
(transmitters and associated equipment

WTVR
INCREASE
Work Underway on Facilities
PLANS to complete a new tower
and antenna and install new transmitting equipment by next spring
or summer were announced last
week by Wilbur M. Havens, president and general manager of
WTVR (TV) Richmond, Va.,
which has been granted a maximum ERP increase to 100 kw
visual line,and
50 kw aural [At DeadDec. 15].

TV
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WTVR
(TV) President Havens
breaks ground for station's new
antenna tower. >•
technical standards), from Dec. 15 to
April 28, 1953.
WBZ-TV BOSTON, Mass., vhf Ch. 4
[prefreeze station]. Granted special
temporary authorization to operate
with transmitter output power of 5 kw
visual, 2.5 kw aural.
WOW-TV OMAHA, Neb. — Granted
special temporary authority to operate
with 5 kw visual output and 2.5 kw
station)
.
aural output
until June 1 (pre-freeze
WFPG-TV ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.,
uhf Ch. 46. Granted special temporary
authorization to operate on commercial
basis in accordance with construction
permit from Dec. 13 to May 13, 1953.
WATV-TV NEWARK, N. J.— Granted
special
temporary
to operate
in accordance
with authority
West Orange,
N. J.,
transmitter site, and also granted modification of special temporary authorization to2.5
operate
with 5output
kw visual
output and
kw aural
(DuMont
transmitter), beginning Jan. 8, 1952,
and ending April 30, 1952 (pre-freeze
station).
KROD-TV EL PASO, Tex., vhf Ch. 4.
Granted modification of special temporary authorization [TV GRANTS,
B.T, Dec. 8] to operate on commercial
basis with transmitter output power of
500 w visual, 250 w aural; antenna 20 ft.
above ground.
GRANTED CP MODIFICATIONS
WTVO (TV) ROCKFORD, 111., uhf Ch.
39. Granted
tion permit tomodification
change ERP of toconstruc15.5 kw
visual, 8.5 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 660 ft. and slight
change in transmitter location.
WJTV (TV) JACKSON, Miss., uhf Ch.
25. Granted modification of construction permit to change ERP to 180 kw
visual, 98 kw aural, antenna height
above average terrain 720 ft.
WBEN-TV BUFFALO, N. Y., vhf Ch.
4 [prefreeze
Granted
modi-to
fication of station].
construction
permit
change ERP to 54 kw visual, 27 kw
aural (from 0.88 kw visual, 0.44 kw
aural).

Mr. Havens said the new antenna, to be 840 ft. above average
terrain, will be 1,049 ft. above sea
level and said it will be the largest
self-supporting antenna of its type
in the country. The FCC power increase grant goes into effect when
WTVR's tower and transmitter is
completed, Mr. Havens said.
He said TV viewers 30 to 40
miles away may receive highquality
antenna. pictures with no outside
Mr. Havens said work on the
tower's foundation is one - third
completed and will include 1,428,912 pounds of concrete, nine tons
of anchor bolts and a 10,400-pound
antenna pole. The entire assembly
will rest on 80 concrete piles each
16 inches in diameter and driven
to bed rock, Mr. Havens said.
The new TV transmitter, which
Mr. Havens described as the most
powerful manufactured today, will
replace WTVR's present transmitting plant and the latter will be
used
17.] for auxiliary standby puris the correct location, as published in
Amended TV Applications, B.T, Nov.
poses.
WOR-TV NEW YORK CITY— Granted in part
special temporary
zation to operate
with ERP authori88 kw
visual (increase from 22 kw visual)
from midnight to 6 a.m. for period
ending Feb. 10, 1952. [This is official
FCC correction, released Dec. 18, referring to earlier notice of STA puberror.] lished in TV Grants,' B.T, Dec. 15. The
date, Feb. 15, 1952, evidently is still in
SEEKS CP MODIFICATION
KRTV
(TV) Telecasters,
LITTLE ROCK,
Ark.—17
Little Rock
uhf Ch.
(488-494 mc); ERP 22.15 kw visual, 10.43
kw aural; change antenna height above
average terrain to 469 ft., above ground
to 387ter location
ft. Change
to 620studio
BeechandSt.,transmit1.2 mi.
east
of
site
originally
Geo92° 19' 29"graphicW.coordinates,
Long. 34° proposed.
45' 26" N. Lat.,

SEEKS LICENSE
MODIFICATION
CORRECTION
NEW Corp.
HAVEN,
Conn.—
WBCK-TV BATTLE CREEK, Mich.—
ElmWNHC-TV
City Bcstg.
Change
to The
vhf
Michigan Bcstg. Co. (WBCK). Granted
Ch.
8
(180-186
mc);
ERP
316.2
kw
visuhf Ch. 58 (734-740 mc); ERP 18.5 kw
ual, 158.48 kw aural; antenna height
visual, 9.3 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 712 ft., above
ground 330 ft. Estimated cost of change
above average terrain 580 ft., above
ground 500 ft. Engineering condition.
$389,536, first year operating cost $1,Estimated construction cost $161,000,
330,000,
2,000,000.
Studio Conn.
location 1110revenue
Chapellocation
St.,
Newatop
Haven,
Transmitter
Graylord
first year operating cost $120,000, revenue $135,000. Post office address 402
Security National Bank Bldg., Battle Mtn.
Geographic
41° [Seeks
26' 05"
N. Lat.,
72° 56' coordinates
42" W. Long.
change1.82from
vhf
Ch. 6 (82-88 mc), from
Creek, Mich. Studio location 402 Se- ERP
kw
visual.]
curity National Bank Bldg. Transmitter location 0.75 mi. north of M-98 on
NEW APPLICATIONS
44th St., Augusta, Mich. Geographic
Listed by States
coordinates 42° 21' 25" N. Lat., 85° 20'
15" W. Long. Transmitter and antenna
SAN
FRANCISCO,
Calif.— Lawrence
RCA. Principals include President RobA. Harvey, uhf Ch. 20 (506-512 mc);
ert H. Holmes
and (50%).
Secretary50.8
kw aural;
anTreasurer
David (50%)
N. Holmes
City ERP 94.4tennakwheightvisual,
above average
terrain
priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 15. [In TV
1,045 ft., above ground 370 ft. Esti(Continued on page 72)
Grants, mitter
B.T,location
Nov.
incorrect Above
transwas 24,indicated.
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Grants & Applications
(Continued from page 70)
mated construction cost $336,900, first
26° 08' 18" N. Lat.,
80° 25' 47"RCA.
W.
year operating cost $275,000, revenue
Long. natesTransmitter
and antenna
$300,000. Post office address 19200 South
Legal counsel Fly, Shuebruk & Blume,
Western Ave., Torrance, Calif. Studio
Washington. Consulting engineer John
location to be determined. Transmitter
C. Creutz, Washington. Sole owner of
location 1 La Avenzada St., Mt. Sutro, applicant
is Jack C. Stein, wholesale
at site of KGO-TV transmitter. Geoliquor dealer and owner of printing
firm
in
Atlanta,
Ga. City priority
graphic coordinates 37° 45' 23" N. Lat.,
122° 27' 26"
Long. counsel
Transmitter
and status: Gr. B-4, No. 193.
antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Prichard
BELLEVILLE, 111. — Belleville Bcstg.
6 Brenner,
Hills, Calif.
ConsultingBeverly
engineer Western
Television
Co. (WIBV), uhf Ch. 42 (638-644 mc);
Consultants, Pasadena. Sole owner of ERP 3.62 kw visual, 1.97 kw aural;
height above average terrain
applicant is Lawrence A. Harvey, ap- antenna
202 ft., above ground 168 ft. Estimated
plicant for new TV stations in Los Ancost $88,805, first year opgeles, Calif., and Salem, Ore. City pri- construction
erating cost $168,000, revenue $180,000.
ority status: Gr. B-5, No. 212.
Post
office
address
2100 West Main St.,
MIAMI, Fla. — Mel Foster and Harold
Belleville, 111. Studio and transmitter
Hoersch,
vhf Ch.50.47 (174-180
ERP
location 2100 West Main. Geographic
100.7 kw visual,
kw aural;mc);
antenna
height above average terrain 704 ft. coordinates 38° 31' 10" N. Lat., 90° 00'
Estimated construction cost $387,750, 24" W. Long. Transmitter and ant. GE.
Consulting
engineer
Fred O.
Grimfirst year
operating
cost $600,000,
& Co.,
St. Louis.
Principals
enue $800,000.
Post office
address rev316 wood
include
President
and
Treasurer
John
Brady St.,
Davenport,
Iowa.Transmitter
Studio lo- W. Lewis Jr. (33.25%), Vice President
cation to be
determined.
location 1 mile SE of Goulds, 1 mile Marshall True (33.25%), Vice President
Marvin retary
M. Clarence
Mollring
(33.25%)
and Seceast of U. S. 1. Geographic coordinates
J. Keller
(0.25%).
City
25° 32' 56" N. and
Lat., antenna
80° 22' 44"
W. Long.
Transmitter
RCA.
Legal priority status: Gr. B-l, No. 23.
counsel Philip M. Baker, Washington.
ALEXANDRIA, La.— Barnet Brezner,
Consulting engineer Mcintosh & Inglis,
Ch. 62 (758-764 mc); ERP 21 kw
Washington. Principals include equal uhf
visual,
11.43 kw aural; antenna height
(50%) partners
Foster,
president,
above average terrain 644 ft., above
treasurer
and 82%Melowner
of Mel
Foster ground
620 ft. Estimated construction
Inc. of Iowa and Mel Foster Inc. of cost $178,584,
first year operating cost
Illinois (realtors, FHA mortgage cor- $137,540, revenue
$180,000. Post office
respondents), and with
in va- address 2833 Lee St.,
Alexandria, La.
rious real estate
firms,interest
and Harold
Studio
location
Fourth
and Marsh
Hoersch,
Davenport
(Iowa)realattorney,
with
interest
in various
estate Streets. Transmitter location 4.5 mi.
firms. Messrs. Foster and Hoersch also NE of Alexandria. Geographic coordi31° 21' 18" N. and
Lat., antenna
92° 23' 09"RCA.
W.
are seeking new TV station in DavenLong. natesTransmitter
port, Iowa [TV Applications, B.T, Dec. Legal
counsel
John
P.
Hearne,
Holly15]. City priority status: Gr. B-4, No.
wood. Consulting engineer Harry R.
193.
Sole owner of apMIAMI, Fla.— Jack C. Stein, vhf Ch. Lubcke, plHollywood.
icant is Barnet Brezner, Alexandria
7 (174-180 mc); ERP 316 kw visual, 158.5
(La.)
general
contractor,
and 50%
kw aural; antenna height above averowner of Red River Construction
Co.
age terrain 1,044 ft., above ground 1,073 (general contractors), Shreveport, La.
ft. Estimated construction cost $856,000, City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 131.
first year
operating
cost $800,000,
nue $800,000.
Post office
address reve9410
BILLINGS, Mont. — Billings TeleviBroadview Drive, Bay Harbor Island, 15.81 sion
vhf Ch.9.482 kw(54-60*
ERP
kw Co.,visual,
aural;mc);
antenna
Miami Beach, Fla. Studio location to
be determined. Transmitter location height above average terrain 423 ft.,
junction of U. S. 27 and Florida 84, above ground 199 ft. Estimated construction cost $198,442, first year operBroward County. Geographic coordi-
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ating cost $159,800, revenue $171,000.
Post office address P. O. Box 431, Pocatello, Idaho. Studio and transmitter
location Coburn Hill Road, 2 mi. SE
(airline) from center of Billings. GeographicW.coordinates
45' 50" N. Lat.,
108° 27' 44"
Long.45°Transmitter
and
antenna RCA. Legal counsel McKenna
& Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting
engineer Russell P. May, Washington.
Principals include Robert S. Howard
(70%), president of Western Publishing
Co. (newspaper publisher), The Dalles,
Ore., Cache Valley Newstaper Co., LoUtah, Tribune
Journal
Co., Pocatello, gan,
Idaho,
Inter Lake
Publishing
Co.,
Kalispell, Mont., vice president of KJRL
Pocatello, and president and 50% owner
of Pocatello Television Co., applicant
for new TV station in Pocatello (application not yet filed); and Robert G.
Hemmingway (30%), vice president and
24% owner of Idaho Bank & Trust Co.,
Pocatello, president of Commercial
Securities Bank, Ogden, Utah, and vice
president of Mutual Supply Co. (securities), Ogden, Utah. City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 152.
BILLINGS, Mont.— The Montana Network (KOOK), vhf Ch. 2 (54-60 mc);
ERP 17.4
kw visual,
8.71 kw terrain
aural; antenna height
above average
471
ft., above ground 124 ft. Estimated
construction cost $113,485, first year operating cost $105,050, revenue $137,000.
Post office address 70O2 South Billings
Blvd., Billings,
Studioof and
transmitter location Mont.
2 mi. ESE
downtown
Billings on Cobern Road. Geographic
coordinates
45° 46' 18" N. Lat.,
108° 28'
00"
W. Long.
antenna
RCA. Transmitter
Legal counselcomposite,
John H.
Midlen.neer Washington.
Consulting
engiGrant R. Wrathall,
Aptos, Calif.
Principals include President C. L. Crist
(46.8%), Vice President J. Carter Johnson (42.9%), Consulting engineer and
Secretary-Treasurer Melvin N. Hoinoss
(2.5%).
No.
152. City priority status: Gr. A-2,
WHITE OAK BOROUGH, Versailles
Twshp. (near Irwin, Pa.) — Allegheny
Bcstg.
Corp.
vhf 50.1
Ch.kw4 aural;
(66-72
mc); ERP
100 (KQV),
kw visual,
antenna height above average terrain
485 ft., above ground 290 ft. Estimated
construction cost $1,368,561, first year
operating
costoffice
$1,200,000,
$1,800.000. Post
addressrevenue
2812 Grant
Bldg.,
Pittsburgh
19,
Pa.
Studio
and
transmitter location off Foster Road
near WEDO. Geographic coordinates
41° 20' 45" N. Lat., 79° 49' 00" W. Long.
Transmitter and antenna RCA. Legal
counsel Pierson & Ball, Washington.
Consulting engineer Craven, Lohnes &
Culver, Washington.
Principals
include
President
Earl F. Reed
(8%), attorney
with Thorp, Reed & Armstrong; Vice
President Irwin D. Wolf (10%), executive vice president May Dept. Store Co.,
Kaufman
Div., and(0.5%),
Secretary-Treasurer
Lee W. Eckels
attorney with
Thorp, Reed & Armstrong. Messrs. Reed
& Wolf and trustees voting 45.6% of
stock in applicant owned by Columbia
Bcstg. System. City priority status:
Gr. B-4, No. 180.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — J. Frank Gallaher,
Loren M. Berry and Ronald B. Woodyard, uhf Ch. 42 (638-644 mc); ERP
190.334 kw visual, 99.977 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 376
ft., above ground 420 ft. Estimated construction$146,425.
cost $239,641,revenue
first year$388,000.
operating cost
Post office address 5 Jefferson St., Dayton, Ohio.termined.
Studio
location
to at
be cordeTransmitter
location
ner of Nubert and University Streets.
Geographic
10' 04" N.
Lat.,
89° 59' coordinates
38"
Long.35°
Transmitter
and antenna
GE. W.Legal
counsel
Harry
J. Daly,gineer Washington.
enJohn H. Mullaney,Consulting
Washington.
Principals include equal (V3) partners
J. Frank Gallaher, Loren M. Berry and
Ronald B. Woodyard, who have interest
in WONE-TV Dayton, Ohio, and are applicantsPa.,for new
stationsMich.
in Pittsburgh,
and TV
Lansing,
City
priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 188.
OGDEN, Utah — Interstate Bcstg.
Corp., vhf Ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP
10.83 kw visual, 5.416 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 407
ft., above ground 387 ft. Estimated construction cost $181,341, first year operating cost $198,000, revenue $210,000.
Post Office address Ben Lomond Hotel, Ogden. Studio and transmitter location 2557 Ogden Ave. Geographic coordinates 41° 13' 24" N. Lat., 111° 57'
50"
W.
Long Transmitter
and &antenna
RCA. Legal
counsel Haley
Doty,
Washington. Consulting engineer George
E. Gautney,
Washington.
Principals
include President Edris A. Glasman
(1.38%), Vice President Edris Joyce
Glasman
(2.63%),
General Manager
A. L.Treasurer
Glasman and
(64.71%),
publisher and 25% owner of Ogden
Standard-Examiner,
which
is 40%
* Application specified
but
that
vhf 60-66
Ch. 3mc,which
is notfrequency
allocated isto for
Billings.

owner of KMON Great Falls, Mont.,
and 14 other minority stockholders.
City priority status: Gr. B-5, No. 203.
RICHMOND, Va. — Dixie Television
Corp., uhf Ch. 29 (560-566 mc); ERP
18.6 kw visual, 10 kw aural; antenna
height
above average
ft.,
above ground
446 ft. 'terrain
Estimated462 construction cost $217,000, first year operating cost $220,300, revenue $300,000.
Post Office address Travelers Bldg.,
Richmond, Va. Studio and transmitter
location at corner of Virginia and Savannah Avenues. Geographic coordi37° 34' 49" N. and
Lat., antenna
77° 24' 51"RCA.
W.
Long. natesTransmitter
Legal counsel
Pierson
&
Ball,
Washington. Consulting engineer Craven,
Lohnes
& Culver,
Washington.
pals include
Vice President
Don PrinciBecker
(less than 3% Class A stock), independent radio-television writer-producer
and from 1937 to 1944 vice president in
charge of programming for American
Bcstg. Co.; Treasurer Dudley George II
(3% Class
stock),
owner of Rich-of
mond AGuano
Co. 10%
(manufacturers
commercial fertilizer) ; Secretary
George E. Haw (less than 3% Class A
stock); Jack N. Berkman (10% of Class
AA stock), Steubenville, Ohio, attorney,
president and 10.25% owner of WSTV
Steubenville
and applicant
sion there, chairman
of the for
boardteleviand
13.32% owner of WPIT Pittsburgh,
president and 9.05% owner of WBMS
Boston, chairman of the board and 10%
owner of WFPG-AM-TV Atlantic City,
N. J.; John J. Laux (10% of Class AA
stock), executive vice president and
5.13% owner of WSTV, president and
9.56% urerowner
and 4.28%of ofWPIT,
WBMS secretary-treasand secretary
and
10%
owner
of
WFPG-AM-TV;
Berkman (10% of Class AA stock),Louis
1st
vice president and 10.25% owner of
WSTV, executive vice president and
16.26% of WPIT, vice president and
9.52% owner of WBMS, vice president
and 10% owner of WFPG; Richard Teitlebaumurer,(10%
of secretary
Class A A stock),
treasassistant
and 10.25%
owner of WSTV, treasurer and 14.62%
owner of WPIT, 4.8% owner of WBMS,
and treasurer of WFPG, and Fred
Webertive vice(10%
of Classof AA
stock),president
execupresident
WBMS,
and 30%ident owner
and viceW. presof WHTNof WFPG
Huntington,
Va.
City priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 274.
MONTPELIER,
Colonial
sion Inc., vhf Ch.Vt.—
3 (60-66
mc);TeleviERP
6.76 kw visual, 3.18 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 817 ft.,
above ground
449 ft. first
Estimated
construction$150,000,
cost $113,150,
year$150,000.
operating
cost
revenue
Post Office address % George Agel
Main St., Burlington, Vt. Studio and
transmitter
St. district
Extension, 3.8 mi. location
north ofNorth
business
of Montpelier. Geographic coordinates
44° 18' 40" N. Lat:, 72° 32' 52" W. Long.
Transmitter and antenna RCA. Legal
counsel Abraham Belilove, Providence,
R. I. Consulting engineer J. Gordon
Keyworth,
Mass.Treasurer
Principals includeWilliamston,
President and
George Agel, Burlington (Vt). attorney,
Clerk who
Shirley
businessandinterests,
own Agel,
50% no
of stock
jointly, and Vice President Frank Wool,
general contractor and roofer, who
owns tus:50%
stock.
Gr. A-2,of No.
604. City priority staBECKLEY, W. Va.— Daily Telegraph
Printing
(WHIS),
vhf Ch.34.998
6 (82-88
mc);
ERP Co.61.419
kw visual,
kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain
460
ft.,
above
ground
270
ft..
Estimated construction cost $226,000,
first year
operating
cost
$120,000,
revenue $120,000. Post Office address 623
Commerce St., Bluefield, W. Va. Studio
and transmitter location 305 Reservoir
Road.
coordinates
46'
54.5" N.Geographic
Lat.,and81°antenna
11' 44"RCA.
W. 37°
Long.
Transmitter
Legal
counsel Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
Washington. Consulting engineer John
H.
Mullaney,
Washington.
include
President
H. I. ShortPrincipals
(29.2%),
Vice President Jim I. Shott (23.48%),
Vice President Hugh I. Shott (23.6%)
and Mrs. Lillian S. Brant (23.36%). City
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 274.
MADISON, Wis.— Badger Bcstg. Co.,
vhf Ch.
ERP height
100 kwabove
visual, 50 kw3 (60-66
aural; mc);
antenna
average terrain 753 ft., above ground
750 ft. Estimated construction cost
$545,773, first year operating cost $240,000, revenue
$240,000.
office Wis.
address 3800 Regent
St., Post
Madison,
Studio location
Regent and
St. Regent
Transmitter location 3800
Glenway
Streets.
Geographic
coordinates
04'
01" N. Lat., 89° 26' 18" W. Long. 43°
Transmitter and antenna RCA. Legal counsel Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington. Principals: Capital Times Co.
(31.5%)
and Wisconsin
State-Journal
Co.
(13.5%),
William
Walker (10%), (Class
ArthurA);Towell
(9.5%)E.
(Continued mi page 78)
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BLAW

CAN

A

KNOX

"BETTER

BUILD

TV

—

YOU

TOWER

Years of experience — more than four decades, in fact —
have given Blaw-Knox the edge in designing, fabricating and erecting antenna towers for any purpose and
any location. Blaw-Knox TV towers are on the job in
widely separated geographical areas ... in wide open
fields, atop buildings in crowded cities and even
grounded in salt water. Some have TV antennas
already mounted — others have built-in provisions for
TV when licenses are granted — all are heavily galvanized for longer life.
Whether you need a 100 ft. self-supporting structure or
a 1000 ft. guyed tower to meet your requirements —
whether for AM, FM, TV or Microwave — write or call
today for capable engineering assistance with your plans.
BLAW-KNOX
COMPANY
Blaw-Knox Division
2038 Farmers Bank BIdg.
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

ANTENNA
TOWERS
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TV

YESTERDAY

Won't 'Undermine/
Silbert Predicts

telesfatus

and

(Report 247)

TODAY
in
Central

Indiana

WFBM-TV

Yesterday

....

On May 30, 1949 there
were 2500 Sets in WFBMTV's coverage area.
Today
there

....
are

292,000
Sets in use
in WFBM-TV's
coverage area
In planning your TV coverage remember to TAKE
A CLOSE LOOK at the
Central Indiana Market —
COMPLETELY COVERED by WFBM-TV.
Represented nationally by
The Katz Agency Inc.

WFBM-TV
Channel
6

'JiaajL in, Qndiana,
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under-not phono
N will
TELEVISIO
mine radio,
movies,
graph recording, sports or
other industries.
That was the prediction made
last week by Theodore H. Silbert,
president, Standard Factors Corp.,
which invests "considerable sums"
not only in TV manufacturing and
sales, but also in radio, the movies
and other manufacturing fields.
Mr. Silbert explained that SFC
deals in accounts receivable financing, factoring, installment financing. Current financing volume of
the company is at the annual rate
of $125 million, he added.
In discussing the impact of
television on other fields, Mr. Silbert recalled that in the 1930's it
was predicted that radio would
ruin competing businesses.
"The logic was unassailable,
exact and awesome," he said.
"Radio would make available the
best entertainment and carry its
listeners into a land of opulence
and romance — and all this, free at
the fireside.
"All competing forms of entertainment were written off as finished, and the companies involved
in manufacturing musical instruments and pianos, books, sports
equipment,
movies, phonograph

records,
etc., were doomed," Mr.
Silbert commented.
And what happened? Mr. Silbert
asked. Citing data from the Census
of Manufacturers, Mr. Silbert
pointed out that most of these competing businesses broke sales
records. He said that SFC would
continue to finance the same businesses, adding, "The stability of
these segments of our economy still
seems sound to us."
4 Shows

Make

Top 15

In 6-City
'Hooperade'
FOUR
television
programs placed
among the top 15 programs in all
six cities covered by the "Hooperade of TV Stars" in November,
C. E. Hooper Inc. announced last
week. They were: / Love Lucy
(CBS-TV) ; and the Groucho Marx
Show, Colgate Comedy Hour with
Bob Hope, and Dragnet (NBCTV). Lucy, which was rated first
in all six cities in October, ranked
first in five and second in Los
Angeles in the November measurement. The cities are New York,
Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Detroit and Los Angeles.

Viewer Preferences
Stable, Nielsen Finds
LITTLE change in preferences of
TV viewers is indicated in October
report of A. C. Nielsen Co., which
shows variety shows, situation
comedies and general drama ranking one - two - three in audience
favor, same as in October 1951.
Nielsen summer TV-ratings highlight Mr. Peepers and My Little
Margie as summer replacement
shows that made good. Former
has already won a weekly spot on
NBC-TV for Reynolds Metals and
January.
Margie is returning to CBS-TV in
#

* *

Top Evening Shows
Listed by Trendex
TOP ten Trendex ratings for evening network sponsored TV programs for week of Dec. 1-7, based
on one live show during that period,
are as follows:
Program
Rating
1. I Love Lucy (CBS)
63.1
2. Godfrey's Talent Scouts (CBS) 48.0
3. Godfrey's Friends (CBS)
40.7
4. Dragnet (NBC)
39.1
5. Comedy Hour (Bob Hope) (NBC) 35.5
6. Buick Circus Hour (NBC)
35.0
7. You Bet Your Life (NBC)
33.7
8. Racket Squad (CBS)
33.0
9. T-Men In Action (NBC)
32.4
10. What's My Line? (CBS)
29.9

City
City

telecasting survey
Weekly Television Summary — December 22, 1952—
Outlets
on
Air
Outlets on Air
Louisville
Sets in Area
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
16,500 Lubbock, Tex. KWAVE-TV,
Ames
KOB-TV
DUB-TV WHAS-TV
210,000
WOI-TV
109,771
Atlanta
Matamoros
ville, Tex. (Mexico), BrownsWAGA-TV,
Austin
KTBC-TV WSB-TV, WLTV
Memphis
XELD-TV
215,000
WMCT
12,200
27,300
7,000
Baltimore
WTVJ
434-807
Miami
168,493
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
159,700
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
98,500
Birmingham
Milwaukee Paul WTMJ-TV
122,000
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
Bloomington
KSTP-TV, WCCO-TV
WTTV
194,050 Minn.-St.
386,021
329,200
Nashville
Boston
WBZ-TV,
WNAC-TV
WSM-TV
966,000
New
Haven
Buffalo
WNHC-TV
WBEN-TV
WBTV
New
Orleans
90,388
133,213
305,102
Charlotte
Chicago
340,000
268,203
WDSU-TVWBS-TV, WJZ-TV, WNBT
WABD,
Newark
WBKB,
WENR-TV,
WGN-TV,
WNBQ
New
YorkCincinnati
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
383,000
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
1,258,765
Cleveland
WEWS, WNBK, WXEL
Colorado
694,280
3,059,400
NorfolkPortsmouthSprings
KKTV
Oklahoma
City
Columbus
Newport
News
WTAR-TV
147,437
237,000
Omaha
WBNS-TV, WLWC, WTVN
WKY-TV
170,801
154,876
Philadelphia
DallosKMTV,
WOW-TV
Ft. Worth
WCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV, WPTZ
Phoenix
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
196,985
Pittsburgh
Davenport
156,000
KPHO-TV
WOC-TV
WDTV
Quad Cities Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline253,000
1,124,585
Portland,
Dayton
535,000
WHIO-TV, WLWD
Providence Ore. KPTV
Denver
WTVR
KFEL-TV KBTV
WJAR-TV
Detroit
Richmond
78,198
30,734
248,000
817,000 Roanoke
WJBK-TV, WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
Erie
WICU
145,954
175,550
67,400 1
30,700
WSLS-TV
Rochester
Ft.Dallas
Worth
164,000
156,000
WHAM-TV
Rock Island
WHBF-TV
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
196,985
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
Quad
Cities
Include
Davenport,
Moline,
223,961
Salt Lake City
Rock Ise., E
WOOD-TV
Greensboro
KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
1415,750
,215
San Antonio
WFMY-TV
Moline
Honolulu
KGMB-TV, KOMA
San
Diego
Houston
211,500
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
KFMB-TV
KPRC-TV
San Francisco
96,750 !
115,262
Huntington158,050
KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
Albany-Troy WRGB
Charleston
Schenectady.
WSAZ-TV
127,904
481,000
Seattle
292,000
Indianapolis
244,300
WFBM-TV
Jacksonville
WMBR-TV
KING-TV
88,900
St. Louis
Johnstown
211,900
WJAC-TV
177,301
Toledo
Kalamazoo
KSD-TV
WKZO-TV
241,832
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
468,000
Kansas City
KOTV
253,253
Syracuse
WDAF-TV
Tulsa
WSPD-TV
209,000
202,556
Lancaster
Lansing
134,275
WGAL-TV
177,313
Utica-Rome
Washington
405,407
WKTV
123,000
126,281
WJIM-TV
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
Los Angeles
Wilmington
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
83,000
WDEL-TV
Sets in Use 19,629,214
1,422,981
Total
Total Stations on Air 122*
Total Markets
on Air 71*
areas
Editor's Note:
Totals for
eachofmarket
representareestimated
area. WhereTV coverage
areascommittees,
overlap setelectric
countscompanies
may arebe
partially
duplicated.
Sources
set estimates
based onsetsdatawithin
from television
dealers, distributors,
circulationn
and
manufacturers.
Since
many
are
compiled
monthly,
some
may remain unchanged in successive summaries. Total sets in all
necessarily approximate.
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Speaking

of

Public

Service

.

.

Public service to Marylanders is a strong aspect of WMAR-TV programming.
Among the many regular telecasts devoted to information and education are:
12345-

"Your Family Doctor," Thursdays, 7:15 P.M.
"Your Child In School," Thursdays, 1 1 A.M.
"Comeback!" Alternate Tuesdays, 6:30 P.M.
"The Pastor's Study," Fridays, 11:15 P.M.
"The Big Question," with Ed Kassan, Mondays, 7:15 P.M.

In Maryland,

most people watch

WMAR-TV
SUNPAPERS TELEVISION
CHANNEL

2 ★

BALTIMORE,

MD.

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC. new york • Detroit • Kansas city • san francisco
CHICAGO • ATLANTA • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES * TELEVISION AFFILIATE OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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10 Uhfs, 3 Vhfs Granted by FCC
(Continued from page 59)

its studio equipment in closed circuit programming from 11 a.m. to
8:30 p.m. daily, he said, so that the
staff will be ready to begin immediate o'perations
as Hesoon
the
transmitter
is ready.
stillashopes
to be on the air by Dec. 25, but
was afraid he might not make that
date.

Danville a permit for uhf Ch. 24, shipment plans for its first factory
the Commission conditioned the au- produced uhf transmitters, all gothorization upon Mrs. Edna N.
ing to new uhf grantees WFPG-TV
Gourley, 0.96% stockholder, dispos- Atlantic City, WSBT-TV South
ing of her 0.004% interest in Bend, Ind., WBRE-TV Wilkes-BarWDVA Danville.
re, Pa., and WSBA-TV York, Pa.
W. O. Pape, president of WALA(see story page 59).
WITH-TV Baltimore, new uhf
TV Mobile, Ala., said delay in getReports also have been received
Ch. 60 grantee, will be an indepenting RCA equipment will prevent
dent outlet according to Thomas G. from other new grantees concernthe station from going on the air
ing commencement plans.
Tinsley Jr., president and general
Dec. 20, as originally expected. He
manager. Project for independent
said the station may be on the air
Val Lawrence, general manager
uhf operation in the major market
of KROD-TV, vhf Ch. 4 grantee in by Jan. 1, however. Assigned vhf
has been worked out by Mr. Tin- El Paso, Tex., said the station be- Ch. 10, WALA-TV will be affiliated
sley and Jake Embrey, WITH sales
with ABC-TV and CBS-TV.
gan commercial programming week
manager. No commencement date ago yesterday (Dec. 14) and is
Equipment Delay
has been set but negotiations are operating from 4:20 p.m. to 10:30
underway for equipment, he said.
R. H. Moore, commercial mansales are "excelKFDX-TV Wichita Falls, vhf Ch. p.m. daily.
lent" for theTime
CBS-TV and DuMont
ager for WKAB-TV, uhf Ch. 48
3 grantee, hopes to get on the air affiliated station, he reported.
grantee, said equipment delay was
in 90 days, D. A. Cannan, president
Richard O. Dunning, president going to prevent that Mobile, Ala.,
and general manager, reported. and general manager of KHQ-TV
station from making its Dec. 15
RCA equipment has been ordered
Spokane, vhf Ch. 6 grantee, said target date. The first GE uhf anand the tower is on hand. The AM
tenna was to have been shipped
that as soon as FCC grants authorlast Friday, Mr. Moore said, and
outlet is an ABC affiliate, repity for commercial operation, which
resented by O. L. Taylor Co.
has already been requested, the the station should be on the air
station
will begin commercial pro- about Jan. 1.
WAZL Date Not Set
gramming with full effective radiKarl Wyler, KTSM-TV El Paso,
WAZL-TV Hazleton, awarded
ated power of 100 kw visual. Op- vhf Ch. 9 permittee, said the stauhf Ch. 63, has no target date but
erating schedule for the first week
tion will beat its Jan. 1 target
or two is not definite, Mr. Dunning
is negotiating with RCA for equipdate by a week. He expects
ment, according to Victor C. Diehm,
said, but he expects to telecast at KTSM-TV will begin programming
president and general manager.
least three hours of programming
either Christmas Eve or Dec. 25,
a night, or about 20 hours a week.
Robert T. Meeker & Assoc., repeven though there have been some
resenting the AM station, will also Because Spokane is not an interdelays in getting RCA equipment.
handle national business for the
connected city, KHQ-TV will use Network affiliation will be NBCTV outlet, he said. WAZL is affi- kinescopes of network programs
TV.
liated with Mutual and NBC.
for its first few months of operaWallace Dunlap, WICC - TV
WSGN-TV Birmingham, uhf Ch. tion.
Bridgeport,
Conn., program direc42 permittee, has no target date
Ed Craney, KXLY-TV Spokane
tor, said the station was number
nor equipment at this time but general manager, said that aL
plans will be announced soon,
though there was a chance that one on Federal Telephone and RaHenry P. Johnson, managing direc- the station could have gone on the
dio Corp.'s list for uhf transmittor, reported. WSGN is an ABC
ters. Mr. Dunlap said the studios
air with low power, he is going to
outlet.
wait a few extra days and begin
and transmitter building are all
KGKL-TV San Angelo, vhf Ch. 3, operations with effective radiated
ready and the uhf Ch. 43 station
power of 100 kw visual.
does not have a prospective comis completely staffed. He expects
mencement date at this time but
He said RCA shipped a vhf Ch. to begin telecasting between Jan.
13 transmitter instead of one tuned
John E. Pearson Co. will be rep15 and 31.
resentative, Lewis O. Seibert, gen- for vhf Ch. 4, so certain modificaDahl W. Mack, part-owner of
tions had to be made in it. Mr.
eral manager, stated. KGKL is
Mutual.
Craney said no airplanes had been WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa., uhf
Southland Telecasters' new uhf landing in Spokane for five days, Ch. 73 grantee, said his station was
but that now the weather outlook
Ch. 25 outlet at Lake Charles hopes
number two on Federal's list and
to begin operation sometime be- was better — even though there is was working for a February or
about 12 feet of snow atop Mt. March starting date. He reported
tween April and June, depending
that Jan King, former manager of
upon equipment deliveries, accordSpokane, KXLY-TV transmitter
in to Tom E. Gibbens, vice presi- site.
WEAV Plattsburg, N. Y., is gendent and manager. GE equipment is
eral manager of WTVU (TV), and
KXLY-TV has been operating
specified and Adam J. Young Jr.
Inc. will be representative, he said.
Mr. Gibbens reported that associated WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, uhf
Ch. 28 outlet authorized earlier,
hopes to commence in January if
RCA equipment is delivered in
time.
Easton Pub. Co., operator of
WEEX (FM) Easton and new uhf
Ch. 57 grantee, plans commencement sometime in the spring using
DuMont equipment, according to
J. L. Stackhouse, president-treasurer.
Chautauqua Broadcasting Corp.,
uhf Ch. 17 grantee at Buffalo, is SIGNAL Hill Telecasting Corp., Belleville, III., which aims to have its WTVI
hoping for target date of April 1 (TV) on the air May 1, signs contract with Graybar Electric Co. for delivery
of more than $250,000 worth of Federal equipment, including a TV transand expects to have settled negomitter of 220 kw ERP. At signing were (I to r) John P. Lenkerd, manager.
tiations on equipment, network and
Electronic Sales, Graybar; Ted Westcott, Signal Hill vice president in charge
representative in about 10 days, of programming; Bernard T. Wilson, president. Signal Hill; C. S. Powell,
Sherwin Grossman, president.
Graybar district manager, and John Hyatt, Signal Hill vice president for sales.
WTVI was granted its construction permit Nov. 20 for uhf Ch. 54.
Meanwhile, RCA has announced
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Charles Halle, formerly with
WXEL (TV) Cleveland, is chief
engineer. Donald Cooke Inc. will
be national sales representative,
Mr. Mack said.
George Smith, vice president and
general manager of KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb., vhf Ch. 10 permittee,
said the station now is aiming for
an April 1 starting date. RCA
equipment will be used.
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich.,
new grantee on uhf Ch. 58, is planning commencement target date of
August, according to Robert A.
Wilbur, chief engineer.
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.,
uhf Ch. 61, expects to begin telecasting Jan. 15, according to present plans.
KVTV (TV) is call assigned to
new Cowles' TV outlet on vhf Ch.
9 at Sioux City, Iowa, and April 1
is proposed starting date, Robert
R. Tincher, vice president and general manager of Cowles' WNAX
Yankton, S. D., has reported. Katz
Agency is to be national representative and the station hopes to
affiliate with all four networks
with CBS-TV basic, he said.
All equipment has been ordered,
Mr. Tincher stated, and the Staff
should be completed shortly after
the first of the year.
Test Pattern Date Named
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind., uhf Ch.
49 permittee, expects to achieve its
predicted March 1 test pattern
date, according
to President-Treasurer Don Burton.
Programming
would begin March 8. Walls are
almost completed on a 65 ft. extension to the station's present
AM studios to accommodate a TV
studio.
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex., vhf
Ch. 11 permittee, which plans
commencement in the early spring,
has started construction of transmitter and studio facilities at the
southern edge of the city, it has
been reported by Choc Hutcheson,
news director.
WONE-TV Dayton, Ohio, uhf
Ch. 22, expects to be on the air
by July, Ronald B. Woodyard, president, has reported. Total investment is predicted to run $700,000
to $1 million, including downtown
studios.
No target date is set for WTVP
(TV) Decatur, 111., uhf Ch. 17,
according to W. L. Shellabarger,
president, but delivery of a 1 kw
RCA transmitter has been promised for early in the summer.
Similarly, WKLO-TV Louisville
has no commencement date at this
time but equipment for the uhf
Ch. 21 outlet is expected in the
spring. Joe Eaton, general manpresent
diosager,
in thereported
Henry
Clay radio
Hotel stuare

spacious enough to accommodate
TV.
filiate.WKLO is an ABC basic afWDSU-TV New Orleans, prefreeze vhf Ch. 6 outlet which has
been newly authorized to increase
effective radiated power to full 100
BROADCASTING
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kw [B*T, Dec. 15], expects to
make the change in the spring, it
was reported by Edgar B. Stern
Jr., president. ERP presently is
31 kw.
KSD-TV St. Louis, vhf Ch. 5,
also granted full 100 kw ERP, will
involve investment of $150,000, according to George M. Burbach,
general manager. Present ERP is
16 kw. New six-bay antenna will
replace present three-bay unit on
KSD-TV's 500 ft. tower in downtown St. Louis.
Following is the list of mutuallyexclusive applications which FCC
passed over last week when acting
upon the 13 new station grants.
^Passing over of contested bids is
part of the temporary expediting
'MY

HERO' SUIT
Filed by Greene
CHARGING breach of oral contract, suit for $19,000 and costs
was filed last Wednesday in Los
Angeles Superior Court by Mort
Greene, producer, against program
packager Don Sharpe, actor Robert
Cummings, Mrs. Cummings and the
Golden Key Trust. Mr. Greene resigned last week after "a dispute
over policy format" as producer on
NBC-TV My Hero series, which is
filmed by Mr. Sharpe and stars
Mr. Cummings.
An attachment was filed at the
same time against Mr. Sharpe,
seeking payment for the remainder
of an alleged 48 weeks' work agreement.

procedure begun Oct. 15. The applications passed over:
GROUP A
Applicant location Channel
Western Maryland
Bcstg. Co.
Cumberland, Md.
Maryland
Radio Corp. Biloxi,"Miss. "
Radio
WLOX Assoc.
Bcstg. Inc.
Co.
Tulsa Bcstg. Co. Muskogee, Okla.
Okla.
"
"
Bcstg. Press.
Co. ofPub.
the Co.
South
Spartanburg, S. C
Spartan Radiocasting
Co.
" Md."
Hagerstown
Bcstg. Co. Hagerstown,
United Bcstg. Co. of
WesternBcstg.
Md.
Badger
Co. Eau "
Claire, Wis."
Central
Bcstg. Co.
Enid Radiophone
Co. Enid,"Okla "
Streets
" " Ore.
Eugene Electronics
Television Inc.
Inc. Eugene,
Lane Bcstg. Co.
GROUP B" "
FM Radio & Television
SanCorp.
Jose Television San Jose, Calif.
Standard
Radio &
Bcstg. Co.
"
"
11
Television
Co.
"
Mary Pickford Rogers Winston-Salem," N.C. 12
Piedmont Publ. Bcstg.
Co.
"
"12
Winston-Salem
Co.
"
"12

Niagara
Publ. Co.Falls Gazette
Buffalo
ExpressCourierInc.
WKBW Inc.
Copper City
Bcstg. Co.
Frontier Television Inc.

12
8
8

Petersburg, Va.
Mesa, Ariz.
St. Louis Mo.

12
4
-304
4
11
36
42
30
36

Pittsburgh

42
11

Buffalo-Niagara
Falls, N.Y.

11
112
2
7
7
7
7

Mclaughlin named
WICU (TV) General Manager
NAMED general manager of WICU
(TV) Erie, Pa., effective Dec. 1,
is Ben McLaughlin, who has been
acting in that capacity since last
ing him to his
May, Edward
Lamb,
owner of
WICU, WIKK
that city and the
Erie Dispatch
said last week.
Mr. McLaughlin
started with the
station as an advertising salesMr. McLaughlin man,
with carryrapid
promotions
present job in three years.
Mr. McLaughlin is active in the
Erie Advertising Council, Erie Advertising Club and Sales Executives Club.

J A
WSAZ-TV

B o DOES
l L

r i

IT

ASAIN
* ° V f ft

CHANNEL 3
HUNTINGTON,W.VA.

Complaint, handled by the law
firm of Shacknove & Goldman,
claims Mr. Greene was "stripped
of his authority" and prevented
from carrying out his production
duties in connection with filming
the series. It further charges that
Mr. Greene was made the subject
of derision by video critics and
viewers, resulting "through no fault
of his own" from the programs
already telecast.
In his resignation, Mr. Greene
accused Mr. Cummings of "rewriting scripts with no concern for
budget or characterization."
TV AUXILIARIES
NARTB Asks Rules Delay
FCC was asked Thursday by
NARTB to extend for 20 days the
deadline for comments on proposed
regulations governing TV auxiliary
broadcast stations.
NARTB President Harold Fellows said the petition asks time for
the association's special TV Engineering Advisory Committee to
study field data gathered from
broadcasters and manufacturers.
Neal McNaughten, NARTB engineering director, has turned the
material over to the committee.
Members of the TV committee
are Raymond Guy, NBC, chairman;
Rodney Chipp, DuMont TV Network; John Leitch, WCAU-TV
Philadelphia; J. E. Mathiot, Steinman stations; Carlton G. Nopper,
WMAR (TV) Baltimore; Jack R.
Poppele, South Orange, N. J.; R. J.
Rockwell, Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.
BROADCASTING

Southside Virginia
Bcstg. Co.
Lee Bcstg. Corp.
Ashley
L. Robinson
& Frank
E. Hurd
Harkins Bcstg. Inc.
KWK Inc.
Co.
Meredith
Engineering
Columbia Bcstg.
System
KXOK
Co. Inc.Inc.
St. Louis Telecast Inc.
St. Louis Amusement
Lutheran
MissouriChurchSynod
Empire Coil Co.
Broadcast House Inc.
Cecil
W. Bcstg.
RobertsCo.
Missouri
Belleville Bcstg. Co.
Westinghouse
Stations Inc. Radio
WWSW Inc.
Pittsburgh Radio
Supply
WGR
Bcstg.House
Co. Inc.
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We want
You
contest.
more recir.es
on our thanks
the fine job

MARKET DATA
1951-52 TOTAL AREA
POPULATION:
3,299,300
812,000
FAMILIES:
FOOD SALES:
$479,404,000
DRUG SALES:
$48,506,000
RETAIL SALES: $1,828,557,000
EFFECTIVE
BUYING$2,873,118,000
INCOME:

to thank
-will be
than any
to her
she did.

you for your fine . co
pleased to know that
Will
other station.
for her efforts, and

operation on this
Mai da -turned in
you please pass
inform her as to

4ts

Source: Sales Management
"Surrey of Buying Power", May 10, 1952
National
pre sen toInc.lire
The
Kati ReAgency,
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Road, R. D. #1, Irwin Pa. Geographic
Grants & Applications
coordinates
15' 55"counsel
N. Lat.,Dempsey
79° 46'
18" W. Long.40° Legal
& Koplovitz, Washington. Consulting
(Continued from page 72)
engineer A. Earl Cullum, Washington.
[For application, see TV Applications,
and other businessmen (see story page Applications, B.T, July 28.] City pri- B.T,
Aug.No.11.]
64), (Class B). City priority status:
ority status: Gr. B-4, No. 179.
Gr. B-4,
180. City priority status:
Gr. A-2, No. 30.
FOREST HILLS, Pa. — WCAE Inc.
MILWAUKEE, Wis.— Northwest Tele(WCAE),
vhf Ch.
ERF
HONOLULU, T. H.— Territorial Tele- 100
vision Corp., uhf Ch. 19 ( 500-506 mc);
kw visual,
50 4kw (66-72
aural;mc);
antenna
casters, vhf Ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP height
100 kw aural; anabove average terrain 925 ft., ERP 186tennakwheightvisual,
12.13 kw visual, 7.12 kw aural; antenna
above average terrain
height above average terrain 793 ft., above ground 1,000 ft. Post Office address
William
Penn
Hotel,
Pittsburgh,
1,112 ft.,mitterabove
ground
Transabove ground 437 ft. Estimated con- Pa. Studio location to be determined.
and antenna
RCA.1,050Cityft. priority
struction cost $158,400, first year operating cost $120,000, revenue $150,000. Transmitter location Sutersville-Rillton
status:
Gr.
B-4,
No.
182.
Post Office address P. O. Box 5152,
Honolulu.
Studio
location Hawaiian
Hillsandandtransmitter
Pacific Heights
Road, adjacent to 3300 Pacific Heights
Road. Geographic coordinates 21° 20' PHILLY FANS OPPOSE NCAA PLAN
02" N. Lat.,
157° 50' 22"
Long. counsel
Transmitter and antenna
RCA.W. Legal
Consulting engineer Frank Fitch. Prin'Inquirer' Finds 4-1 Want TV Controls Off
cipals include President Christmas
Early (12.5%), actress and employe of
KHON Honolulu; Vice President Wil(Also see story, page 82)
liam B. Murphy, employe of KPOA
editor of the Inquirer, commented
Honolulu from 1951 to November 1952;
Ada (Mrs. E. L.) Cragen (41.7%), war FOOTBALL fans in the metropolin his newspaper that "nearly 80%
surplus equipment sales and wholesale
itan Philadelphia area are opposed of our readers are opposed to cenhardware distribution, Honolulu; Jerry
tralized control of football teleJ. Neville (33.3%), owner of Press Dis- to the National Collegiate Athletic
patch
communicacasts." He declared most letters
tions),(trans-oceanic
and owner ofradio
Hawaiian
Hills Assn.'s Game-of-the-Week televiCommunications
(radio and
telephone
sion program four to one, according
suggested three telecasts weekly
ice), both Honolulu,
FrankservW.
— a local game, a sectional game
Fitch Jr. (12.5%), San Francisco and to results of a two-week sympoHonolulu electronics consulting enginsium conducted by the Philadelphia
and a national game of the week.
eer. City priority status not applicable
to Hawaiian Islands.
Inquirer.
Other suggestions from readers,
Results of the Inquirer search
AMENDED APPLICATIONS
according to Mr. Riordan, ininto readers' viewpoints on telecluded the telecasting of local
FILED
casting of college football games
games
only
and the telecasting of
were
made
known
last
week.
The
CLAYTON, Mo. — The Lutheran
an unlimited number of games for
Church — Missouri Synod (KFUO), uhf DuMont Television Network, which
Ch. 30 90.4
(566-572
mc); antenna
ERP 173.5
kw
a half-season and a controlled
visual,
kw aural;
height
above average terrain 576 ft., above has voiced strong opposition to number for the remaining halfground 536 ft. Estimated construction NCAA's limited college football TV
cost $590,158, first year operating cost program [B»T, Nov. 24, et seq.] season.
$421,219, no estimated revenue because also circulated excerpts from the
Adds New Fans
noncommercial operation is contem- study. At the same time, the
plated. Post Office address 210 North
Broadway, St. Louis, Mo., or 801 De"In varying degrees," Mr. RiorAmerican anMun Ave., Clayton, Mo. Studio and Chicagonounced itisHeraldbeginning a balloting
dan continued, "many contend that
transmitter location 801 DeMun Ave.
seeing football on TV develops
Geographic coordinates 38° 38' 20" N. among readers to ascertain their
Lat., 90° 18' 57" W. Long.. Legal coun- opinions.
new areas of fans; they list insel Cummings, Stanley, Truitt & Cross,
stances of being drawn to college
Leo Riordan, executive sports
Washington. [For application, see TV
and pro games after having
watched such teams on TV."
Among the 20% of the readers
who supported a controlled plan,
in
many reported they took this stand
because they feared for the survival of small college football, Mr.
Riordan said.
C0LUMBU$,0HI0
TV

it's channel

for
ICOLUMBUS

TOPS

hi LOCAL

in

PROGRAMMING...
PLUS

ABC

and

DUMONT

NETWORK

SHOWS

Enterprise
T-v. tn« Edward H/jWIAf^
New York Office— Hotel Barclay, — Home Office — 500 Security B/dg., Toledo, Ohio
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Readers of the Chicago HeraldAmerican are being asked to vote
in favor of the NCAA plan of one
game a week from anywhere in the
U. S., a plan with no restrictions
whatever on any schools, a Big Ten
suggestion of selection one important local game in each section
weekly and a plan requiring payment of a small fee to see a game
on television.

Time'
Suesinfringement
TV-Time7of a
CHARGING
trademark, Time Inc. has filed an
injunction suit in Federal District
Court, Los Angeles, against TVTime Inc., a local magazine devoted
to television. The complaint declared that Time Inc. by virtue of
wide promotion and publicity, had
acquired the sole right to use the
word "Time" as well as the phrase
"the weekly newsmagazine." It
asserted that the local magazine,
incorporated Nov. 1951, by using
the title "TV-Time, the weekly
newsmagazine of the TV set" was
giving a false impression that it
was published by Time.

TV

INTERFERENCE

FCC Lauds Local Groups' Work i
NEARLY 200 local committees are
at work or being formed to iron out
community interference that mars
TV reception according to FCC.
As a result of a year's effort, the
project started
by tothe177FCC's
field
workers
has grown
operating
committees with another 30 in the
formative stage.
The local TVI committees, as
they are known, bring the set
owner, industry and amateurs into
a common attack on interference
problems. The project has led to
efforts
by amateur
operators
to restrict radio
activities
because
of 1
potential interference to TV reception. Amateurs, in turn, have
formed special clubs operating on
a local basis.
Local TVI groups include representatives of the military, Civil
Air Patrol, civil defense, NARTB,
American Radio Relay League,
Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.,
power companies, local radio and
TV stations, airways, distributors
and service companies.
According to FCC, local TVI
committees have developed cooperation among the elements involved
in the interference problem and
have minimized the effect on radio
services and TV reception. This
has led to a reduced number of interference complaints to the Commission. Much activity has been
in city areas but the work is moving
into rural sections. FCC benefits
by ability to handle more of its
routine work because personnel are
not so busy with TV interference
Many TV viewers have found
problems.
filters or other minor receiver
changes will eliminate interference,
according to FCC. Amateurs have
installed these filters in many cases.
While some interference cases
have been traced to amateurs, there
are many other causes. "An awful
squealing noise" every Friday night
during wrestling telecasts was
traced to an elderly relative who
visited a family to watch the bouts.
Weak batteries in his hearing aid
were causing the squeals.
The cooperative project has demonstrated TV viewers and ham operators can live in the same neighborhood in complete electronic
peace. FCC explained much of the
credit for the club idea can be
traced to amateur radio clubs |
which long have worked on interference problems.
KVTV

<
(
]
;
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,
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(TV) Plans

KVTV (TV) are the call letters assigned to the new Cowles' TV outlet on vhf Ch. 9 at Sioux City,
Iowa, and April 1 is proposed starting date, Robert R. Tincher, vice
president and general manager of
Cowles' Dec.
WNA12. Yankton,
S. D.,is reported
Katz Agency
to

,
™
,

Bf
f
be
sta- "
tionnational
hopes torepresentative
affiliate with and
all four
networks with CBS basic, he said.
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McAVITY

SEES

Swing to Live Video
FUTURE of television programming rests in live instead of filmed
programs, Thomas A. McAvity,
NBC national program director,
said in a talk on the "New Concepts
in TV Programming and Production" at the December meeting of
the Television Assn. of Philadelphia.
Real comedians play better to a
live audience and some comedy
shows now on film will return to
live, Mr. McAvity said. A live show
can be improved as it goes along,
but when a show is on film it is too
late to do anything about it, Mr.
McAvity said. He said a performer
in a live show, playing before an
audience, feels the same excitement
as on an 'opening night'. Kinescoping, he said, might be the answer
in some cases.
Mr. McAvity stressed need for
good talent and scripts describing
NBC efforts to develop writers and
entertainers. A good director is
the 'spark plug' necessary for a
show, he said. Films were shown
at the meeting on NBC's newest
TV production techniques.
Humbolt J. Greig, president &
general manager of WHUM-AMTV Reading described progress by
his uhf station, expected to begin
operations in the near future.

FRANKEL JOINS
Exhibitors' Theatre TV Unit
LOU FRANKEL, former general
manager of WFDR (FM) New
York, has joined National Exhibitors Theatre Television Committee
as assistant to S. H. Fabian, chairman. He will work with Stuart
Bailey, NETTC engineering consultant, and Marcus Cohn, NETTC
counsel, as well as Mr. Fabian in
coordinating preparations for the
forthcoming FCC hearing on the
NETTC petition that frequencies
be allocated to theatre television.
Mr. Frankel in recent months
was with the Democratic National
Committee.

WANT

FULL

COVERAGE^

CHATTING at Television Assn. of Philadelphia's third dinner meeting of the
season at the Poor Richard Club are (I to r) Arthur Borowsky, association
president; Humboldt J. Greig, president, WHUM-AM-TV Reading, Pa.; Ernest
Walling, director of programming, WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia, and Thomas A.
McAvity, NBC national program director. Messrs. Greig and McAvity were
dinner's principal speakers.
EQUIPMENT GIFT
WEC Gives to Texas A&M
TELEVISION equipment used by
Westinghouse Electric Corp. in its
series of Stratovision experiments
was presented Tuesday to Texas
Agricultural & Mechanical College
for use in the college's electrical
engineering laboratory.
The audio and video transmitters
as well as power supply were developed for the airborne system
of telecasting by C. E. Nobles,
Westinghouse engineer and Texas
A&M graduate, who presented the
equipment to Dr. M. T. Harrington,
president of the college.
At the presentation luncheon L.
W. McLeod, Westinghouse southwestern vice president, recalled the
Stratovision project was started in
1945 and successfully demonstrated
to the public during the Republican
National Convention and World
Series in 1948. He said the experiments had yielded much data on
high-frequency wave propagation.
The material is used by the military for application to classified
projects. He called Stratovision an
example of industry's faith in the
future. Problems of licensing stations precluded commercial use of
Stratovision, he said.
'RR HOUR' TV
Plans Being Set
HALF-hour audition kinescope
will be shot at NBC TV Center,
Burbank, during the second week
of January for a proposed video
version of the NBC radio Railroad
Hour. Walter Craig, vice president
in charge of radio-TV for Benton
& Bowles Inc., New York, agency
for Assn. of American Railroads,
is in Hollywood to line up a star
to replace Gordon MacRae. Star
of the radio version, Mr. MacRae
is under contract to Warner Bros,
and unable to make TV appearances.
With Song of Norway the possible audition show, Al Kaye, vice
president in charge of agency's
West Coast operations, is set as
producer. Murray Bolen, director
of the radio version, will direct
from a script adaptation by Jerome
Lawrence and Robert Lee. Mr.
Craig will supervise the operation.

IND. II. CONFERENCE
Addressed by Ladd
TELEVISION has seen its best
days, viewed as an entire medium,
Bill Ladd, radio-TV editor of the
Louisville Courier-Journal, told a
conference on educational video
sponsored by Indiana U.'s radio and
TV service at Bloomington Dec. 12.
Speaking at the conference dinner
meeting, Mr. Ladd said he feared
the percentage of "good and valuable" TV material will drop "year
by
year
and almost and
weekthebynumber
week"
as commercialism
of TV stations increase. The general level of programming will
drop, just as in radio, he said. He
defended the commercialized form
of radio and TV as "the best system in the world."
"Mi BROADCASTING
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NEW UHF ANTENNA
Workshop Assoc. Shows
NEW uhf TV antenna, with claimed
features of simplicity and ruggedness, was introduced to consulting
and FCC engineers fortnight ago in
Washington by the Workshop
Assoc. Div. of Gabriel Co., Needham Heights, Mass.
A slotted radiator, the antenna
is reported to have no connectors
or insulators, fewer icing problems
and wind resistance, and to be mechanically simpler than other
similar antennas. First commercial
use will be at WICC-TV Bridgeport, for uhf Ch. 43, which is due
on the air Jan. 1.
Ten-foot high single bay antenna, which has 12 slots on each
of the four sides of the element,
has a power gain of 14, it was said.
A 20-ft. two bay antenna has a
power gain of 25, it was stated.
Prices range from $6,000 to $15,000.
Workshop Assoc. has plans for a
half -bay antenna to work with lowpowered uhf transmitters, it was
reported.
Lynx to Visit U. S.
J. J. LYNX, of J. J. Lynx Copyrights Ltd., a London sound and TV
sales firm, plans to visit the United
States next month to discuss market possibilities of American TV
film programs in Europe. Advance
notice reports that Mr. Lynx, supplier of most European stations
with transcribed music for radio,
has been asked by these stations
for TV films and TV scripts, of
which there is said to be a shortage
in Europe.
United World Sales
UNITED World Films Inc., N. Y.,
has sold a special Christmas package of eight subjects to WSPDTV Toledo; KPIX (TV) San Francisco, WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.;
WSM-TV Nashville; WGAL-TV
Lancaster; KFMB-TV San Diego;
WBKB (TV) Chicago; WXYZTV Detroit and KPTV (TV) Portland. Firm also has sold "Going
Places," a 15-minute travel film,
to WKY-TV Oklahoma City and
"Headlines on Parade" to KTBCTV Austin.
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WAVE-TV
OFFERS TOP
AVAILABILITY!
A few top-notch spot participations are now available on
"MASTERPIECE MOVIETIME", at surprisingly low
cost!
FORMAT: A tremendously
popular series of topflight
modern film features never
before telecast in Louisville.
Now in its second year,
"MASTERPIECE MOVIETIME" is a master audience
puller ... a truly first-class
show.
TYPICAL SHOWS: Upcoming
features include "Without
Honor" (1949) with Laraine
Day and Franchot Tone;
"Scandal in Paris" (1947)
with George Sanders and
Carole Landis; "Johnny One
Eye" (1950) with Pat O'Brien
and Wayne Morris; and
"Don't Trust Your Husband" (1948) with Fred
MacMurray and Madeleine
Carroll.
TIME: Tuesday night at 9:45
— the perfect movie-time for
televiewers.
CHECK WITH: Free & Peters!

WAVE-TV
FIRST IN KENTUCKY

Sales . . .
Consolidated Television Sales, New
York, reported last week that
Charles Dickens' "Christmas
Carol," Tableau
rights, which
it acquired
from
Productions
Ltd.
[B*T, Dec. 6], had been sold in 14
markets in a single week's selling
effort.
WJAR-TV Providence is the 11th
station to schedule Close - Up,
weekly quarter-hour TV news film
series, according to Reub R. Kaufman, head of Guild Films Inc., distributor for American Newsreels
Corp., New York. Contracts, now
being negotiated, are expected to
bring total of markets to 24 by
Feb. 15. John H. (Jack) Tobin,
managing editor of Spotnews Productions (AP television service
affiliate) and former radio news
commentator, joins the production
firm as reporter, editor and commentator on the series, program
budget of which has been doubled.
H. J. Caruso, Los Angeles (DodgePlymouth dealer), starts Life of
Riley, half-hour TV film series
starring William Bendix, on KTTV
(TV) Hollywood, in January for
26 weeks. Series, syndicated by
NBC-TV, is sponsored east of Denver by Gulf Oil. Agency for Caruso
is Hunter Adv., Hollywood.
Sarra Inc., Chicago, has completed
three series of television film spots.
A one-minute commercial for
Northern Paper Mills, Green Bay,
Wis., has been released to Young
& Rubicam, Chicago. The studio
also filmed two one-minute TV
spots for Sealy Inc., Chicago, featuring the Posturepedic mattress,
for issuance to dealers. The agency
is Olian & Bronner, Chicago. For
Grove Labs., through Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis, Sarra filmed a series of
five eight-second station breaks on
behalf of Bromo - Quinine cold
tablets.

report

Webb as director, Stan Meyer, executive producer, and Michael
Meshekoff, producer.
* * *
Arrow Productions Inc., Hollywood,
is readying plans for the filming of
26 half-hour technicolor programs
in King Arthur and Knights of the
Round Table series, to be shot in
England. The films will be released
to TV in the United States and to
theatres in foreign markets, according to Leon Fromkess, executive producer. He will leave for
England in March to complete production details.
Flying A Productions Inc., Hollywood, has completed the 78th halfhour film in Range Rider TV series handled by CBS-TV Film
Sales. Co-stars Jack Mahoney
and Dick Jones are to be featured
by the firm in another TV series,
not a western.
Random Shots . . .
Mutual Television Productions,
Hollywood, has become a partner in
Sovereign Productions, that city,
with the former's executives serving in a business administrative
capacity. Sovereign's president,
Stuart Reynolds, will be in charge
of sales and distribution; Mutual's
president, vice-president and treasurer— Rudolph Monter, Edward M.
Gray and William Cane, respectively — will handle Sovereign's
business operations, apart from
tivity.
their own TV film production acSovereign films NBC-TV Cavalcade of America for DuPont, CBSTV General Electric Theatre for
GE and Your Jeweler's Showcase
for Hamilton Watch Co. Mutual
films Cowboy G-Men in conjunction
with Telemount Pictures for Purity

Bakers Corp. and Jack London
Theatre.
* * *
Western Television Productions Inc.
has been formed in Denver to provide a new TV market with on-thespot service to advertisers and
agencies, according to Burt M.
Harris, formerly producer-director
of WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh and
director of the new firm. He said
services include live and film production of commercials, packaged
programs and TV consultation.
Film People . . .
Anne Michaels has been named
Paris representative of Helen Ains
worth Corp., Beverly Hills, and will
handle sales and acquisition of for
eign films for TV and theatrical
distribution in this country. Syd
Stogel has been signed to represent
firm's TV and theatrical distribution in Rome.
M. Coates Webster, Hollywood free
lance writer, joins Teevee Co,
Beverly Hills, as story editor on
five-minute TV film Little Theatre
Charles Craft, editor on CBS-TV
Racket Squad, filmed by Showcase
Productions, Culver City, awarded
third quarterly American Cinema
Editors citation.
KKTV (TV) Affiliations
KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs, Col.,
has signed affiliation contracts with
ABC-TV, CBS-TV and DuMont TV
Network, according to Robert D
Ellis, vice president and national
sales manager for TV Colorado
Inc. Some CBS and DuMont programs already have been carried
by kinescope. KKTV has been
broadcasting six hours daily, Sunday through Friday, since it began
interim operation fortnight ago
after a rush job on a new trans
mitter house [B*T, Dec. 8].
CBS-TV will review the news high
lights of the year in a program titled
You and '52 from 11:30 p.m. EST Dec.
31 to 12:05 a.m. Jan. 1. Walter Cronk
ite will serve as host and David Zell
mer as producer.

Pacific Coast Borax Co., New York,
has signed Flying A Productions
Inc., Hollywood, to film an additional 13 half-hour TV programs
in Death Valley Days series, distributed on a regional basis. Agency
is McCann-Erickson Inc.
Production . . .

NBC
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Mark VII Ltd,, Burbank, producer
of NBC-TV Dragnet film series, is
planning to film a TV version of
Pete Kelly's Blues, heard on NBC
radio during summer of 1951.
Similar operation, as is used on
Dragnet, will go into new series
which deals with a Kansas City
jazz musician of the '20's. Shooting is scheduled for June with Jack

EDWARD BUNKER (second from I), newly-appointed sales manager of Columbia Television Pacific Network and KNXT (TV) Hollywood, discusses future
plans with fellow broadcasters. At get-acquainted session are (I to r): Burt
Cochran, vice president, McCann-Erickson Inc., Los Angeles; Mr. BunkerMerle Jones, vice president, CBS-owned TV stations; George Moskovics, director of TV development, KNXT, and Tom Dawson, national spot sales
manager, CBS-TV.
BROADCASTING
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WSLS-TV DEBUT
Re-Starts After Storm Delay
WSLS-TV Roanoke managed to
get on the air and remain there
Dec. 11, after an attempt the day
before was thwarted by lightning
[B*T, Dec. 15].
At 6:02 p.m. Dec. 10, WSLS-TV
began its test pattern on Ch. 10,
just 90 days after receiving its
CP. Sixty-seven minutes later,
lightning struck the control room
in downtown Roanoke. Seven minutes later, another bolt struck the
power line on Poor Mountain,
knocking out the transmitter.
J. P. Briggs, chief engineer, said
he had alerted his staff for every
type of emergency, except for a
"summer" storm in December.
Late the following afternoon,
the station took to the air again.
A simple ceremony was held at
6:10 p.m. Mel Linkous, senior
WSLS-AM-FM announcer, introduced the inaugural show.
An NBC-TV affiliate, WSLSTV's first show was that of Dinah
Shore. This was at 7:30 p.m.
On hand to assist at the opening
were John Wade, Avery - Knodel
TV representative; Winston Hope,
WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.; John
Thayer, Herb Dover, Bill Fletcher
and Charles Wright, RCA engineers; Roy Moffatt, NBC engineer,
and Paul Hancock, of NBC Station
Relations Dept.
Station is operating with an interim power of 12.6 kw and expects to increase its power to 25.2
early next year.

AT WSLS-TV opening were (I to r) Mr. Wade; Horace Fitzpatrick,
WSLS assistant manager; James H. Moore, executive vice president,
•<
Shenandoah Life Stations Inc., and Mr. Hancock.
Educators May Ask
Britannica Aid

CHICAGO
CENTER
INTIMATION that the proposed new Educational Television & Radio
Center in Chicago may tap Encyclopedia Britannica, a commercial firm,
for film features to service educational TV outlets authorized by FCC
was given last week.
The possibility was held out by *—
Robert R. Mullen, executive direc- that some features of Encyclopetor of the National Citizens Comdia Britannica would be used, almittee for Educational Television,
though the prospect had not been
raised in early discussions. He
one of the prime-movers behind
the project.
added that "it would be no trick
Plans for the Chicago center, at all to tap it for perhaps 100
which would serve as a national
hours of excellent film material."
The center will maintain no prodistribution point or clearinghouse
duction facilities (cameras, etc.)
for educational radio-TV mateas
such
but hopes to farm out
rials, were involved over a fortactual production to commercial
night ago in a meeting attended
by representatives of NCCET and companies, once ideas are devised
presentations.
the Ford Foundation's Fund for forIt specific
would also use existing films
Adult Education, among other
on subjects in which certain firms
groups [B«T, Dec. 15].
A similar project, on the re- specialize — subjects like geogragional level, was recommended by
phy, safety and others.
As an example, Mr. Mullen said,
the Southern Regional Conference
CALIF. EDUCATORS
on Educational Television in At- Louis deRochemont's firm may be
lanta the past fortnight (see sep- considered for one type of film.
FCC's Walker Urges Action
arate story).
He cited CBS-TV's Omnibus as an
FCC CHAIRMAN Paul A. Walker
excellent type of educational TV
Encyclopedia
Britannica
Inc.
and
fare.
last Monday called on California
Encyclopedia BriInitial objectives of the center,
educators to "move rapidly" in ap- its subsidiary,
tannica Films, are principally
plying for the remaining seven nonMr.
Mullen explained, will be to
commercial educational channels in owned by Sen. William Benton
review available film materials,
(D-Conn.),
who
also
serves
as
that state by next June 2. He exboard chairman. C. Scott Fletcher, including kinescopes, and launch
pressed confidence they "will begin
president of the Fund for Adult the production of new film feathe construction of a state-wide
tures. The center proposes to rent
educational television network at Education and board member of out features
to educational TV
the
Chicago
center,
is
a
former
the earliest possible, practical
outlets.
president of Encyclopedia Britanmoment."
nica Films. Sen. Benton has shown
Chairman Walker spoke at the
The project is "academic," Mr.
an
avid
interest in the development
Mullen conceded, "until such time
Governor's Conference on Educational Television in Sacramento,
of educational, non - commercial
as educational outlets take the air."
Calif. Gov. Earl Warren noted that television stations.
Operation of the center will be
the only station under construction,
Mr. Mullen told Broadcasting • started with a $1,350,000 grant
from the Fund for Adult Educaout of eight earmarked for Cali- Telecasting it is "conceivable"
fornia, isone in Los Angeles, with
tion. Conceivably, additional outlays could be made by the Ford
funds supplied by the Hancock
Foundation, Mr. Mullen noted. In
Foundation. It is slated to begin
Camera Lift
due course, he added, the center
operation early next year.
The Governor said he might ask
NBC-TV was1 scheduled to
"may be in a position to appeal to
utilize the Hydro-Sky Lift, a
the legislature for funds to finance
private interests for funds."
seven other outlets — in Sacramento,
device permitting a TV camMr. Mullen rejected the possiera
and
its
operator
to
be
bility of any large physical plant
San Jose, San Bernardino, San Dielifted
40
feet
in
the
air,
on
go, Oakland, Fresno and Stockton.
along the lines of CBS Television
The stations could be built and oplast Saturday's Hit Parade
City, although it may have to conerated at an annual average cost
program (10:30-11 p.m.
struct a building later. This jourof $250/000 each, Gov. Warren
nal was in error when it reported
EST). Officials said the deestimated.
vice, which is distributed by
that such construction is imminent.
Maxwell Equipment Co. of
Details for the center are beingMilford, Conn., surpasses
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio, has
handled by George Overton, an
completed construction of its new uhf
attorney with offices at 134 S.
present TV camera maneuTV tower and antenna. It is believed
verability of 15 feet, and is
LaSalle St. in Chicago. Personnel
to be the second commercial uhf ancapable of revolving in a full
will be added as the project protenna in the U. S. to be completely
circle of 360 degrees.
installed and ready for operation.
gresses.
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Our Respects To
(Continued from page 52 )
more than the average feel for this
community and region — we have
been here a long time."
His father, a furniture manufacturer, was a close friend of the
late Adolph Ochs, publisher of the
New York Times and the Chattanooga Times.
It was natural for young Carter,
born Oct. 14, 1906, to soil his hands
with printer's ink at an early age.
At 14, he was the first classified
advertising solicitor for the Chattanooga Times.
He continued that work while
attending Chattanooga High
School, from which he was graduated in 1924, and while taking
special courses at the U. of Chattanooga.
After eight years in classified
and display advertising with the
Times, he joined WDOD Chattanooga as commercial manager.
Mr. Parham recalls that Earl
Winger and Norman Thomas, who
still own WDOD, had started the
station in 1925 as a 50 w novelty
to stimulate sales of receiving sets
which they assembled at their
Chattanooga Radio Co. WDOD
operated part time until it joined
the newly -begun CBS in Sept.
1929.
Memories of Early Radio
Recalling his early days in radio,
Mr. Parham says:
"In those days at WDOD, everybody did everything. I even had a
few programs of my own. I particularly remember the dramatization of the history of Chattanooga." He related how he was
Gen. Lee in one phase of the pageant and Gen. Grant in a later
phase.
Among other early programs
was the Breakfast Club, with three
school chums furnishing music and
Mr. Parham and Frank Lane (now
commercial manager at KRMG
Tulsa) as "Dr. Cheer" and "Dr.
Pep."
Early interviews by Mr. Parham
included talks with the late Grace
Moore, the late Aimee Semple McPherson and Jack Dempsey. In
SOONER
or LATER
some aggrieved listener
accuses
you of

op
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S
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and THEN you'll need our
UNIQUE INSURANCE
covering this hazard. It covers also
Invasion of Privacy, Plagiarism,
Piracy and Copyright. It is
ADEQUATE, SURPRISINGLY
INEXPENSIVE.
In use Nation-wide.
GET IT IN TIME!
WRITE FOR DETAILS AND RATES
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
insurance Eicnarge — Kansas d!( Mo
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1930 he broadcast the first baseball game from ticker tape at the
Chattanooga News.
An average day for a broadcaster
in those days, recalls Mr. Parham,
went something like this: Exercise or health program at 6:30
a.m.; Breakfast Club or some
"cheer up type" program from 7-8;
visiting advertisers until nearly
noon and rushing back to the studio for noontime news and hillbilly
shows, writing copy every spare
moment, spending the afternoon
calling on advertisers and writing
copy, and then with a last spurt of
energy preparing for evening programs which usually kept the
broadcaster busy until 9:30 or 10
Mr. Parham said he had time for
p.m.
little else, "but we loved it."
After serving as WDOD commercial manager 18 years, Mr. Parham
joined Radio Sales, Philco distributor in Chattanooga, as territory
sales manager.
Broadcasting was in his blood,
however, and Christmastide 1950
brought him the nicest gift he could
hope for — his own station.
Community service is not limited
to Mr. Parham's role as a broadcaster. He is on the boards of the
Chattanooga Philharmonic Assn.
Retail Merchants Assn., Goodwill
Industries, and his church, Centenary Methodist.
He has been president of his Sunday School unit, the Martin Bible
Class, and is a past master and active member of the Whorley Masonic Lodge. He also is an active
member of the Alhambra Shrine,
Royal Order of Jesters and Elks
and Kiwanis Clubs. In addition, Mr.
Parham says every fund-raising
civic drive the city has had in the
past 20 years has merited his energies.
Three Children
Mr. Parham is married to the
former Miss Billie Kittrell. They
have three children: John C, 12;
William M., 10, and Ida Melissa,
18 months.
Aviation long was Mr. Parham's
hobby. Hefrom
held 1932
a commercial
pilot's
license
until recently.
When he finds time he likes to fish.
Now, however, and for some time
to come, fish may swim without
the hazard of Mr. Parham's hook.
He and Ken Flenniken, WDEF station manager, are spending their
time and energies to achieve Mr.
Parham's goal of "building a bigger and WDEF
better station."
The
Broadcasting Co.
has applied for Ch. 12 and Mr.
Parham hopes to embark on the
adventure of television early in
1953. That, of course, awaits favorable FCC ruling.
Mr. Parham has no illusions that
telecasting is an unchallenging
venture. He was a pioneer in radio,
however, and is eager to enter the
new world of sound-plus-sight.

FCC COMR. Frieda B. Hen nock, when visiting KGO-TV San Francisco,
watched an educational telecast. With her in the studio after the telecast are (I to r) James H. Connolly, ABC vice president in San Francisco;
Dr. Herbert C. Clish, city's superintendent of schools who appeared on
the telecast, and Vincent Francis, KGO-TV general manager.
NCAA

POLICY

ECAC Supports 48-2
SUPPORT of the National Collegiate Athletic Assn.'s program for
limited national telecasting of college football games was voted 48-2
at the 16th annual convention of
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Assn. 15].
in New York Dec. 12 [B«T,
Dec.
The resolution was presented to
the convention by Ralph Furey,
graduate manager of athletics at
Columbia U. It recommended a
1953 program of "limited national
television," a pledge that member
colleges will not enter into any
TV commitments until final action
is taken by NCAA and ECAC and
a stipulation that ECAC members
will limit their competition to colleges which "have complied with
these
policies."votes against the resDissenting
olution were cast by Douglas T.
Greene, athletic director of Drexel
Institute of Technology, and Francis T. Murray, athletic director of
U. of Pennsylvania and an outspoken critic of NCAA's TV proThe resolution noted that a limgram. ited national television program
"will serve the triple purpose of
providing reasonable protection
from TV impact, giving opportunity for a continuation of our research and providing college football television for the general
Two amendments to the resolution proposed by Mr. Murray were
rejected by ommended
a that48-2
count.
He 1953
recas soon
as the
public."
TV program is adopted the NCAA
appoint a "suitable counsel" to
petition the courts as to the legality of the plan and he further suggested that this step be taken as
soon as possible so that colleges
may make preparations.
INSTRUCTION in all phases of radio
and TV is being offered to men between ages of 17 and 34 by Armed
Forces Radio Units of 6261st ORAAU
at U. S. Army Reserve headquarters,
Hollywood. Radio-TV personnel from
L. A. area will teach courses in writing, directing, announcing, newscasting and radio engineering.

WCBS-TV
FILMS
104 Features Bought
ACQUISITION of 104 feature
films produced by Republic Pictures Corp. by WCBS-TV New
York, CBS-owned outlet, was announced by the station last week.
Under an arrangement with Hollywood Television Service Inc.,
WCBS-TV will obtain exclusive
first-run rights on the films for TV
showings in the New York area,
spokesmen said.
WCBS-TV described the transaction as the largest ever negotiated between a major motion picture
station. Itcompany
added and
thata ittelevision
will be able
to present a film that is new to television on each of its major feature
film programs for a long period.
Beginning Feb. 1, the pictures will
be shown on WCBS-TV's Late
Show and Early Show.
Included in the 104 films, most of
which were produced since 1945, are:
"Northwest Outpost," with Nelson
Eddy, Dona Massey and Joseph Schildkraut;dith"Specter
the Rose,"
with and
JuAnderson, of
Michael
Chekhov
Lionel Stander; "Casanova in Burlesque," with Joe E. Brown, June Havoc
and Dale
"Madonna's
Secret,"
with
FrancisEvans;
Lederer,
Gail Patrick
and
Ann
Rutherford;
"Steppin'
in
Society,"
with Edward Everett Horton and Ruth
Terry;C. "Scotland
Yard and
Investigator,"
with
Aubrey Smith
Eric Von
Stroheim,
and
"The
Cheaters,"
Joseph Schildkraut, Billie Burke with
and
Eugene Pallette.
The contract was worked out by
David Savage, WCBS-TV film
manager, and Earl Collins, president of Hollywood Television Service. It was the second contract for
an exclusive-in-New York feature
film package to be negotiated for
WCBS-TV by Mr. Savage in the
18"
involveddurfirstWurtzel
past month.
films
produced The
by Sol
ing 1946-49 and released through
Twentieth Century-Fox.
Pro Playoff Sold
DuMONT TV Network was to present the Detroit-Los Angeles professional football playoff game at
Detroit yesterday (Sunday), starting at 1:30 p.m., EST, under joint
sponsorship of Goebel Brewing Co.,
Detroit,
Milwaukee.and Miller Brewing Co.
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SOUTHERN TV
Educators Map Plans
'ROPOSAL that a regional con:ol board take a hand in carrying
>ut suggestions for the financing
[nd establishment of educational
'Vj outlets
in 14Southern
states has
been
adopted
by the
Regional
Conference on Educational Televis on. ,
|| This and other recommendations
\hi workshop groups highlighted a
three day conference meeting at
Atlanta, Ga. Dec. 11-13. Educators
and consultants converged on Atlanta with advice on engineering,
programming and administrative
problems.
The conference was co-sponsored
by the Joint Committee on Educational Television (JCET), the
American Council on Education and
the interstate Southern Regional
(Education Board.
The board was asked to implement the recommendations and request foundation grants for developing cost analyses and other
data. Under conference recommendations, acentral regional program production and distribution
unit would be set up. Its initial purpose would be to survey educational
centers and government offices for
engineering and legal experts to
train station personnel.
The production-distribution unit
would be fashioned on a regional
basis after the proposed national
Educational Television and Radio
Center to be located in Chicago,
with stress on low-cost programs
and, later, interchange of services
among 14 southern states [B*T,
Dec. 15]. JCET was asked to furtnish blueprints of program plans
used in other parts of the country.
FCC has reserved educational,
noncommercial TV channels in 78
southern cities. Conference also approved aresolution for submission
to
FCC
educators' plans to apply
for the of
outlets.
Ralph Steetle, JCET executive
director, lauded conference delegates for "making the first regional
;effort to tackle this problem."
IDEATIONAL TV
Lamb Aids Erie Educators
DWARD LAMB, newspaper publisher and owner of radio-TV stations in Ohio and Florida, met last
week with representatives of 12
educational institutions to formulate plans for building an educational TV station in Erie, Pa. Mr.
Lamb owns WICU (TV) Erie.
Mr. Lamb told the educators that
it might take time to obtain necessary funds to build and operate the
station but that the task was
not an insurmountable one. In the
meantime, he advised the educators
to get the non-profit corporation
organized. "I personally will take
care of the expenses involved in the
creation of such a corporation," he
added. The meeting voted to go
ahead with the corporation organization and to have a station application on file with FCC by next
June 2.
ROADCASTING

HECHT
SIGNS
Will Write tor CBS-TV
SIGNING by CBS-TV of Ben Hecht,
well-known author and dramatist
and winner of the Pulitzer Prize
and Academy Award for his Broadway and screen plays, to create a
new weekly series of original presentations was announced Tuesday
by Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBS-TV
vice president in charge of network
programs.
Mr. Hecht becomes the second
major playwright and author to
sign with a network. Last month
Robert Sherwood, winner of three
Pulitzer Prizes for drama, contracted with NBC for nine original plays for use on radio and
television [B*T, Dec. 1].
Under terms of the contract
with CBS-TV, Mr. Hecht will write
at least two original plays a month
for half-hour broadcasts. Other
presentations in this series will be
originals by other top playwrights
and writers, Mr. Robinson said,
with Mr. Hecht serving as supervising editor for the entire project.
Financial details of the Hecht
contract were not divulged by
CBS-TV. NBC had reported that
Mr. Sherwobd would receive a fee
"running well into five figures" for
each script.
FORGE ELECTIONS
Hudson Elected President
HOWARD
P. HUDSON, liaison
officer, National Planning Assn.,
last week was elected president of
the National Capital Forge at a
meeting of the public relations
group in Washington's Hotel
Lafayette. He succeeds Paul H.
Bolton, executive vice president,
National Assn. of Wholesalers.
Others elected at the Dec. 15 meeting
include Yates Catlin, public relations
director of the American Waterways
Operators Inc., vice president; Mel
White, information officer of the Div.
of Sanitation,
S. Public Health
ice, secretaryTJ.(reelected);
EdwardServ-H.
Steinberg, executive secretary, District
of Columbia Dental Society, treasurer.
Also elected was a board of directors.
Quebec Beer Advertising
BREWERS will be able to sponsor
programs on TV in Quebec province, according to an announcement of Revenue Minister J. J.
McCann in Parliament at Ottawa
Dec. 12. He stated Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will authorize
such TV advertising in the same
way as on AM stations, with only
the sponsor's name being given.
There will be no beer advertising
as allowed in the United States.
Beer advertising is only allowed
in provinces where the provincial
ing.
government allows such advertis-
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QUAM-NICHOLS Co., radio-TV equipment manufacturer, has begun construction in Chicago of a one-story
plant
which
will add 50%
firm's
productive capacity.
Cost toof the
building,
comprising some 60,000 square feet of
space, is estimated at $500,000.
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(Continued
fromy#page 60)
Toda
in a fixed position. TV is a picture
and it comes most alive when it is
a moving picture.
Naturalness of speech can be
another great asset for the commentator. The projection radio
often demanded just isn't necessary on TV and is, in fact, very
often disconcerting. "Speak the
speech, I pray you", and do it in
the same tone that you would use
at the Elk Club's bar. A good
mental guidepost to use might go
like this : I'm actually present in
the tone
home heofwould
my viewer.
use
the
use if weI'llwere
just chatting in the living room.
Visual Aids
The use of stills and maps are
definite aids to the newscaster.
However, I have reservations about
the constant projection of full-face
telops on the screen. I would also
suggest that a news picture must
have action to create interest. Also,
commentators in this news era
should realize that they have much
to learn from the TV engineer. He
will be able to tell you whether a
still will "scan" on the screen,
whether it is too cluttered to make
a point. Maps are great aids in
telling the story, but here again
they must be simple. The cluttered
map is less than useless. Someone
in your shop will be able to construct the simple and clear maps
that help tell the story. Keep the
printing to a minimum and use
arrows to point out centers of interest.
Finally, it seems to me that all
of us must admit to ourselves
that — both on network and local
scales — we have only begun to
probe the possibilities of TV news
reporting. We need to remind ourselves daily that there is a danger
of falling into a static routine
which will bore viewers and in
the last analysis — ourselves.
Sense of Experimentation
On Today we try something new
every 24 hours. This sense of adventure keeps us on our toes and
reminds us that we are still
pioneering. Sometimes we find our
experiments resulting in something less than good, but just as
often there is that moment of
satisfaction and elation when a
new device comes off with a punch.
It's worth the risk and experiment.
Finally, wasn't radio wonderful?
Looking for Radio &
Television Technicians?
RCA Institutes, Inc., graduates students
at regular intervals, as technicians,
operators and laboratory aids. Our
men graduate with a first class RadioTelephone License. Call on us for your
technical personnel needs.
Write to: PLACEMENT MANAGER
RCA INSTITUTES, INC
A Strain tf Rift Ctnwrafiti iMria
15 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.
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TWA
DEFEATS
NLRB Hearing Move Bid
TELEVISION Writers of America
last week defeated temporarily, a
new attempt by CBS, NBC, ABC,
Authors League of America and
Screen Writers Guild to move from
Los Angeles to New York the
NLRB hearing on petitions for
certification as bargaining agent
for writers in TV.
Trial Examiner Norman Greer
informed attorneys Tuesday that
he would make no ruling "at this
time," but may reconsider it later.
TWA's petition seeks an election
for Hollywood writers on network
TV shows. The interviewing ALASWG maintains that a contract between them and the networks already exists on a national level, and
that TWA is not representative of
the craftsmen it seeks to represent
[B«T, Dec. 15].
Evelyn Burkey, ALA assistant
executive secretary, on cross-examination last week, stated that ratification by members of ALA and
SWG of the recently negotiated
contract covering writers on live
network shows was not necessary
to place it in operation. TWA's
petition filing with the NLRB
blocked the networks from putting
it into effect.
LBS'S SUIT
Jan. Court- Date Unlikely
TWO teams of Chicago attorneys
will go to Dallas for two weeks in
January, when lawyers will continue taking depositions in the
Liberty Broadcasting System's
anti-trust suit against the major
league baseball clubs.
Men from Sidley, Austin, Burgess & Smith, Chicago, plan to begin depositions there, former headquarters of Liberty, Jan. 19, coincidentally the date for which the
trial has been set in Chicago Federal District Court. Statements of
testimony outside the court proper,
which comprise the deposition, will
be given by James Kirksmith, former vice president in charge of
sports for LBS; Barton McLendon,
father of Gordon McLendon, former
president of the defunct network,
and several minor officials of LBS.
Also present will be James 0.
Smith, attorney with McConnell,
Lutkin & Van Hook, Chicago, representing Liberty in its $12 million
suit charging conspiracy and antitrust activities by the ball clubs.
The trial is not expected to begin Jan. 19 as the court docket is
crammed with other upcoming
cases which would take an estimated six months to clear.
Crosley Film Buy
PURCHASE of a group of American-made films which will provide
1,750 full-length movies for telecasting was announced last week
by Robert E. Dunville, president,
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. Films
will be shown on the three Crosley
video outlets, WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton and
WLWC Columbus.

GEMEX Co. contracted to sponsor alternate weeks of CBS-TV's show The
Stork Club. Present at signing are (I to r) Carl Lichtenfels, Gemex adv. dir.;
Willard A. Pleuthner, BBDO v. p.; Wm. A. Swartman, Gemex sis. mgr.; Eugen
Prestinari, Gemex founder-partner; Sherman Billingsley, host of The Stork
Club; Wm. Lichtenfels, Gemex founder-partner; Bud Boehm, asst. to Gemex
pres., and (standing) Fred M. Thrower, CBS-TV v. p. for network sis.

DR. PEPPER bottlers in Greensboro,
Winston-Salem, N. C, and Danville,
Va., sign for twice weekly show. The
Old Rebel, on WFMY-TV Greensboro.
At signing (I to r): Buzz Hassett,
WFMY-TV acct. executive; Charlie
Kempton, mgr. of the Greensboro Dr.
Peper Co., and George Perry, program star.

G. BENNETT LARSEN (I), v. p.-gen.
mgr., WPIX (TV) New York, and
Betty Cooks,
Baker, hostess
of WPIX's
New
York
watch as
Carlo Vinti,
head of own adv. firm, signs spot participation contract for his client,
Gallo Wines. Show is telecast Mon.Fri. 1 :30-2 p.m.

SIGNING to sponsor This Week in Philadelphia on WFIL-TV Philadelphia are
(I to r) Kenneth W. Stowman, WFIL-TV sis. mgr.; Wm. L. Day, pres., Pennsylvania Co. for Banking & Trusts; Francis Mcl. Stifler, acct. exec, N. W.
Ayer & Son., and Wm. F. Kurtz, Pa. Co. bd. chrmn.
CHESTY FOODS signs 10 home basketball games of U. of Indiana on
(TV) Bloomington. Handling contract are (seated, I to r) Gary Ruben,
Adv., Indianapolis; George Johnson, Chesty Foods pres.; Paul Lennon,
sportscaster. Standing (I to r) are Rolf W. Brandis and Russell Kulberg,
Adv.; Norman Cissna and Donald Heiny, Chesty Foods.

WTTV
Ruben
WTTV
Ruben

Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
the fact that he is six feet four.
His christened name, almost as
long as he is, Victor Hugo David
Sandeberg, did not come from the
renowned author but from the
European fashion of free-loading
the names of as many relatives as
possible onto a birth certificate.
Everyone today refers to him as
"Sandy."
Born in New York City of Swedish and German parents, he was
educated there at New York U.
He left the city with the intention
of spending a few years farming
and ranching in the West and then
returning to New York. After a
stretch of farming in Minnesota,
and ranching and mining on the
western slopes of Colorado, he
reached San Francisco. Except for
frequent business trips to the East,
he has remained in California.
Mr. Sandeberg's first introduction into the field of advertising
and selling was on the circulation
staff of a then relatively new publication, Western Advertising. For
eight of his eleven years with the
magazine he was its advertising
manager — a job which carried him
nto the key markets of the country.
'It was my post graduate course
in advertising and marketing," he
explains.
In 1933 he resigned to become
associated with Humbolt J. Greig
and John Blair in the formation
of what was Greig-Blair & Co.,
now the John Blair Company, one
of the pioneer radio station representative firms. In 1935 he resigned to become sales manager of
KYA San Francisco, at that time
a part of the Hearst radio chain.
He left KYA to become Southern
California advertising representative for American Home, Town and
Country, Field and Stream and
other national magazines. In 1938
he was San Francisco manager of
the McClatchy Broadcasting Co.
and in 1940 moved to the Paul H.
Raymer Co., representing the McClatchy stations as Pacific Coast
manager of that firm. He resigned
from that organizaton in 1945 to
become a member of the firm and
Pacific Coast manager of AveryKnodel Inc., which organization he
still serves.
He is married and lives in San
Francisco. He finds relaxation on
his small ranch in Sonoma County,
situated about 55 miles north of
the San Francisco Bay Area.
CBS

Radio Series Cited

CBS Radio's Aircraft Flash series
(Sun., 12:05-12:30 p.m. EST) was
praised in a letter from Gen. B. W.
Chidlaw, USAF, commanding general of the Air Defense Command,
as "an important contribution to
the defense of the nation." Gen.
Chidlaw pointed out the program
'is doing an excellent job of boostng the morale of civilian volunteers" in the Ground Observer
Corps.
BROADCASTING
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rela, public
DIGNAM
WILLIAMtions director,
h
Researc
Market
Corp. of America, has resigned. He
has formed WILLIAM DIGNAM Co.,
public relations and research advisory
firm 551 Fifth Ave., N. Y. Telephone
is Murray Hill 7-7097.
GENE SHEFRIN, account executive
with David 0. Albert Assoc., N. Y.,
radio-TV publicity firm, elected vice
president of company.
EDWARD G. BRIERTY and RAYMOND E. WARNER appointed sales
representatives for midwest sales region of Electronic Tube Div., Westinghouse Electric Corp., Elmira, N. Y.
They are headquartered in Chicago.
JOHN P. DILLON, Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Dover, N.tributor
H.,sales assigned
to firm's disdepartment.
GRADY L. ROARK appointed manager of equipment tube sales, Tube
Dept.,
tady. General Electric Co., SchenecEDWARD F. GRIGSBY, western sales
manager, Altec Lansing Corp., Los
Angeles, elected chairman of 1953 Los
Angeles Council of West Coast Electronics Mfrs. Assn. Vice chairman and
secretary-treasurer, respectively, are
GEORGE B. CLARK, sales manager,
Tetrad Co., and DON E. LARSON,
advertising
director, Hoffman Radio
Corp.
ALFRED A. MEDICA appointed assistant to SEYMOUR MINTZ, vice
president in charge of advertising at
Admiral Corp., Chicago. JOHN B.
OTTMAN named sales promotion
manager for radio-TV.
MOTOROLA Inc., Chicago, appoints
South Texas Appliance Corp., San
Antonio, dio-TVassets distributor
for firm's
in south Texas
area. raNORMAN CHASE, managing director,
Urania Records Inc., N. Y., elected
vice president of firm.
SID ROGELL, executive vice president, Jerry Fairbanks Inc., Hollywood, to 20th Century-Fox, L. A., as
executive production manager.
GLENN WEBSTER, national sales
manager for Scott Radio Labs, and
John Meek Industries, Chicago, to
General Electric, same city, as district sales manager for broadcast
equipment.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC PRODUCTS
Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa., appoints Southeastern Sales Co., Savannah, Ga., as
representative to handle NEPCO line
of TV antennas in North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama
and Mississippi.
MAYO SIMON, producer, Ford Foundation's TV research project, Ames,
Iowa, to Washington U., St. Louis, as
director of TV activities.
TERMINAL RADIO Corp., N. Y., electronic parts distributor, has published
132-page audio equipment catalog describing high fidelity home music system components and public address,
institutional, recording and broadcast
equipment. Booklet available free of
charge from the company at 85 Cortlandt St., New York 7.
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HejjUlpmeCOMMUNICATIONS,
Atkinson, Wis., announces production
of CDMS-1 dial operated, video and
audio monitor switching system designed for three monitor stations.
Unit is rack mounting and is available for 12 or 24 volt operation.
AEROVOX Corp., New Bedford, Mass.,
announces manufacture of wide choice
of foil-paper capacitors housed in
compact tubular metal cases with
vitreous-ceramic terminal and seals.
Depending upon impregnant used,
capacitors operate in temperature
ranges from — 40° to +85° C, and
from —55° to +125° C.
CARBONNEAU INDUSTRIES, Grand
Rapids, Mich., announces production
of Gold Cup speaker with 2.15 oz.
magnet, 1-inch voice coil and 1.00 oz.
magnets with 1-inch voice coil both
supplying flux in air gap equivalent
to speakers using up to 50% more
magnet.
RCA VICTOR, Camden, N. J., announces production of new portable
frequency and deviation meter, Type
CX-8A, for checking radiated carrier
frequency, undulation deviation and
other performance data of mobile
two-way radio systems.
INDUSTRIAL DEVICES Inc., Edgewater, N. J., announces production of
new test clips, designated Model
#1410A, for use in pairs as source of
power for equipment under test without danger of short circuit due to
clips touching each other or other
components.
"Technical •

TOM BOWLES, technical director,
and JOHN FRISHETTE, studio engineer, have returned to NBC Chicago
after military service.
STAN WEISS, ARNOLD ROSENSWEIG, LARRY SHOEN and BILL
REIFEL added to engineering department of WHLI Hempstead, L. I.

AD WOMEN
Set Conference Plans
LOS ANGELES Advertising
Women Inc. will sponsor its 11th
annual advertising conference
series, titled "Advertising and
You," to be held at CBS Hollywood,
each Monday from Jan. 12 to
March 2.
Teeing off the programs, Jan. 12,
is Don Belding, chairman of the
board, Foote, Cone & Belding, on
the subject, "Preparing for the Advertising Field." Subsequent speakers and discussions are as follows:
Irving Burg, national sales promotion manager, Free Sewing Machine
Co., will speak on "Copy," Jan. 19;
Jack Roberts, art director, CarsonRoberts Inc., "Art," Jan. 26, and Selig
Smith, sales manager, Carter & Galantin (printing firm), Feb. 2, on
"Point-of-Sale."
"Publicity Roundtable," Feb. 9, will
be moderated by June Barth, account
executive, Carson-Roberts Inc. Panel
members are Bernie Milligan, head of
his own publicity firm; John Floria,
West
editor,
Collier's;
Muriel
Barnett,Coast
fashion
editor,
L. A. Mirror;
Norma Gilchrist of KNBH (TV)
Hollywood Norma Gilchrist Show;
Roger Pickett, sales promotion manager, Rathbun's Department Store;
and Grace Katz, West Coast editor,
Haire Publications.
"Radio Roundtable," Feb. 16, will
be moderated by Helen Murray Hall,
advertising and promotion manager,
NBC Western Division. Discussion
topics include "Time Sales" by
Wallace L. Hutchinson, account executive, NBC Western Division; "Merchandising" by Ron Manders, sales
promotion manager, KFI Los Angeles;
"Creative Scriptwriting" by Virginia
Crosby, writer on NBC radio's Dr.
Paul and other serials; "Commercial
Scriptwriting" by Wilder Wiley,
writer, Young & Rubicam, and "Script
Acceptance for Broadcast" by Dorothy
Brown, director of continuity acceptance, ABC Western Division.
The final programs, Feb. 23 and
March
by E. 2, J.respectively,
Leaman, are
TV "Television"
consultant,
Screen Directors Guild; and "The
Value of Advertising to the Consumer" by O. D. Keep, editor and
publisher, Fortnight.
Series of eight two-hour evening
sessions is $10, or $1.50 per session.
Student rate for the course is $5.

OUR

Public Service Series
SOME 300 radio stations were reported last week to have agreed to
contribute public service time for
the presentation of The American
Trail, quarter - hour transcribed
series dramatizing little - known
stories in history and designed for
in-school or general listening by
children in the 9-15 age group.
The 13-program series is presented
by the Ladies Auxiliary, Veterans
of Foreign Wars, and spokesmen
said 7,000 local auxiliaries will
assist in its promotion. It is being
produced by Phoenix News Bureau,
New York, with Mildred Collins as
executive assigned to production.
Release is scheduled in February,
coinciding with the opening of the
second semester in schools.
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RACTS with World
CONT
Broadcasting System and the
F. W. Ziv Co., have recently
been negotiated by WDOK Cleveland. Station feels "this is a ten
strike for listeners because it will
provide them with 14% hours of top
rams weekly," man
y
prognew
drawer
h are
to the area. Newof
whic
programming schedule took effect
Nov. 24.
•— • — •

'LADIES DAY' PREVIEW
BEGINNING Dec. 15, WOV New
York went on the air with the
broadcasting equivalent of a threeweek preview for its new show,
Ladies Day, starring Dorothea
Towles. New program featuring
news and chatter of interest to women is aired each morning from
8:30-9 a.m. Reason, station explains, for considering the first
three
weeks
to give
the audience aa "preview"
chance to iscomment
on the format.
•— • — •
BINAURAL BROADCAST
U. OF IOWA broadcasting stations, WSUI and KSUI-FM Iowa
City, combined facilities last month
to bring listeners what was believed to be the first binaural
broadcast in Iowa radio history.
Report was received from Carl H.
Menzer, director of the stations.
So enthusiastic was the response
that three additional binaural
shows have been planned by the
stations. First program featured
a string quartet composed of SUI
students in an hour-long broadcast
of chamber music.
•— • — •
—
TOUR PROMOTION
CLAIRE WALLACE, Canadian
radio commentator, is making a
tour of Canada on behalf of her
sponsors, The Associated Salmon
Canners of B. C, in a promotion to
meet her listeners throughout the
country. Stations in each city
which carry her broadcasts plug
her visit by asking listeners to
send in their names on the back of
a salmon label. Out of the mail
response, 100 names are drawn to
attend a luncheon featuring many
dishes made with canned salmon.
Miss Wallace acts as hostess at
each luncheon.

the

NBC

greater
30th

programs

EMERGENCY

promotion

PLANS

PLANS to handle emergency service announcements necessitated by
unfavorable weather conditions or
similar emergencies, have been formulated at WLW and WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati. Outline of the
plan has been sent to schools in the
area. State highway departments
of Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and W.
Virginia will cooperate with the
program.
UNION OIL TOUR
SALES promotion junket to explain its 1953 advertising plans to
dealers is being undertaken by
Union Oil Co. of Calif., Los Angeles. Presentation consists of a
30-minute training film, produced
by David Griffin Productions, Hollywood, and a 30-minute live program of professional talent, produced by MCA, under the overall
title Flight 76. C. Haines Finnell,
director of public relations and advertising for the petroleum firm,
is in charge of the program, assisted by Jack Smock, vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding Inc.,
L. A.
•— • — •
MOTHER-IN-LAW CONTEST
CONTEST to select the letter
writing winner of "Why I like my
Mother-in-law" is being conducted
by CBS Radio December Bride and
will close Jan. 1. Winner and his
or her traveling companion will
have a week's vacation in Palm
Springs, in addition to being guests
of program star, Spring Byington,
during one of those days.
•— • — •
WISN PUBLICATION
FIRST of the monthly publications
planned by WISN Milwaukee was
issues by the station in December.
The new publication, using a newspaper format, is called Q Sheet and
contains pertinent station information as well as CBS news and a pro-

station

serving

YOUNGSTOWN,

population
5,000

area

O.

in U.S.

WATTS

X

premiums
gram schedule. WISN is a CBS
affiliate.
•— • — •
■
OFF-CAMPUS SERIES
INITIAL
"Venture into by
regular
offcampus broadcasting
WCHC,
student operated carrier - current
station at Holy Cross College,
Worcester, Mass., was made recently with the presentation of The
Holy Cross Hour on WORC Worcester. Series will consist of
selected programs from the WCHC
schedule. Show will continue each
Sunday for the remainder of the
scholastic year.
•— • — •
WEW BROCHURE
BROCHURE stressing the coverage of WEW St. Louis, the "Good
Music" station there, has been released by that station. Breakdown
of statistics on the area includes
data on population, families,
retail sales, number of employed
persons and median family income.
Reader is advised that "You can
buy listeners for
when you
buy WEW 770• — kc• — clear
• channel."
ORANGE BOWL COVERAGE
TO acquaint local and national
business firms with the fact that
WTVJ (TV) Miami will originate
the Orange Bowl Game for CBS,
the station has imprinted a slug on
its stationery to read: "You'll be
there on New Year's Day when
WTVJ originates the Orange Bowl
Game ..." Station will also cover
the Orange Bowl parade on New
Years Eve for the network.
•— • — •
WGAY SALUTE
TOP executives of the Evening
Star, Washington, D. C, were
heard in a special broadcast Dec.
14 on WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
Evening Star Salute featured a
discussion of the past present and
future of the newspaper which celebrated its 100th anniversary on
Dec. 16.
•— • — •
CHRISTMAS CONTEST
TO stimulate more interest in his
early morning program and to
share listeners' experiences with
others, Bill Jackson, disc jockey at
WPFT Raleigh has been running
an "I Remember Christmas" letter-writing contest. Mr. Jackson
reads letters from listeners who
have interesting Christmas experiences to relate. For every letter
read on the air he pays $1. Station relates that to date he has been
receiving 200 contest letters a week.
AMERICAN

-WFMJDuplicating on 50,000 Watts FM
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MUSIC

FESTIVAL

WNYC New York's 14th Annual
American Music Festival on Feb.
12-22 will present programs of con-

temporary music from 35 institutions of higher learning throughout the U. S., as well as special
broadcasts prepared by the BBC,
and the radio networks of France,
Israel, Italy, Austria and the Netherlands. One feature of this year's
Festival will be the presentation by
binaural broadcasting of several of
the concerts.
•— • — •
CHRISTMAS

SELL-OUT

FILMER'S Ltd., a stationery store
in Nanaimo, B. C, made arrangements to air a flash announcement
daily at 8:15 a.m. over CHUB
Nanaimo to advertise "singing
Christmas cards" at $1.25 a card.
Announcer simply played the recorded greeting and stated it could
be obtained at Filmer's. The dealer
had been wary about buying this
type greeting and had confined his
purchase to a gross. His entire
stock was sold out after the second
flash announcement.
KRES BROADCASTS

PRAYER

PRAYER said by a member of the
Council of Churches is being used
by KRES St. Joseph, Mo., for its
sign-on, sign-off and at noon.
Prayer is being aired as a community service and "as a spiritual
reminder to all listeners who might
be inclined toward forgetfulness."
•— * — *
'FOUNDER'S DAY'
WSTV Steubenville, Ohio, taperecorded and broadcast over MBS
the December 7th Founder's Day
Banquet of the College of Steubenville held in the Fort Steuben Hotel.
A highlight of the evening was
the presentation of the Poverello
Medal, the highest non-academic
award of the College of Steubenville, to Lions International. Recorded copies of the program are
being presented by WSTV to Lions
International and to the College of
Steubenville for their archives.
•— • — •
FRENCH

SERIES

WABF (FM) New York is presenting during December a series of
transcriptions made during music
festivals in the French cities of
Vichy, Versailles, Toyaumont,
Strasbourg, Sceaux, Aix-En-Provence, Menton and Besancon.
Scheduled from 8-9 p.m. EST,
Monday through Friday, the series
was made available to the station
by the French Broadcasting System
in North America.
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PROPERTY
RIGHT
Court Rules on Radio Show
CREATOR of a radio program has
a property right in his idea, a
Federal District Court Judge has
ruled — provided the idea is reduced
to concrete form.
In a decision two weeks ago,
Judge Alexander Holtzoff found
that there is a limited property
right in an idea, which has been
reduced to concrete detailed form
and is novel. Opinion was written
in denying a request by the Hamilton National Bank, Washington,
For dismissal of $3,300 jury verdict
in favor of advertising man Lloyd
K. Belt. The jury gave Mr. Belt
that sum last month.
Case involved a radio program
using school children with talent,
to be supervised by the Washington school system. The bank told
Mr. Belt to prepare the show at a
$25 weekly fee. School authorities
were contacted, but did not immediately reply. After two week's
work, the bank cancelled its conract with Mr. Belt. Subsequently,
he school executives contacted the
jank and asked if it was still inerested in the program. It signiied it was, and the program was
broadcast weekly for one year. The
jank hired another advertising
agency to handle the show. Mr.
Belt sued to be compensated for
;he use of his idea.

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Kathman Praises Radio
RADIO on the community level is
a vital communications medium in
the solution of industrial and labor
problems, Harold Kathman, member of Fisher, Rudge & Neblett,
New York, management and labor
consultant firm, told the Durham
(N. C.) Advertising Club last
Tuesday.
Pointing out that all media were
important in creating understanding among management, employes
and the community, Mr. Kathman
singled out radio as "a relatively
inexpensive method of solving par-

AT premiere of CBS Radio's new hillbilly series, Saturday Night-Country
Style, are (I to r) Eldon Hazard, CBS Radio sales manager; Lester Gottlieb,
vice president in charge of network programs, CBS Radio; Sunshine Sue,
WRVA Richmond, Va., personality, and Barron Howard, WRVA commercial
manager. Program originates at WRVA.

ticular problems."
He cited
the case of one company which was faced with an
employment shortage each spring
and fall when farmers quit their
jobs to do planting or harvesting.
Through the use of a weekly radio
program costing only $18.50 a
week, the company persuaded the
farmers to remain on better-paid
jobs at the mill and hire cheaper
farm labor for spring and fall
chores.

milestones
► NEWSPAPER, The Scranton
Times, notes that its broadcasting
shingle has been up for 30 years.
The Times owns WQAN-AM-FM,
commercially operated since April
1950. Stations feature hourly fiveminute newscasts with headlines
on the half-hour daily, in addition
to1 its daily half-hour roundups.
Newscasts on the station are not
avavilable for sponsorship. The
Times points to AP's top award
presented to the station for excellence in news broadcasting in eastern Pennsylvania during 1951.
* * *

ADDED STEEL
Set Makers to Get April 1
► ART KIRKHAM, program perOUTLOOK for more steel for
sonality at KOIN Portland, Ore.,
radio-TV set manufacturers after has begun his 25th year as editor of
next April 1 brightened percepti- of the Newspaper of the Air, aired
bly last week.
Monday through Saturday. ProGreater quantities of the congram is half hour of human interrolled material will be made
est stories, news oddities and features. Mr. Kirkham took over a
available to set makers and other
year after the show started.
consumer goods producers, accordng to quotas announced by the
Defense Production Administration
► HERB KENNEDY, disc jockeyWednesday. Copper and aluminum
newscaster for KSFO San Franupplies will remain relatively the
cisco, will celebrate his 20th year
ame, however.
in broadcasting today (Monday) in
Manufacturers of radio and tele- special ceremonies during his Herb
vision receivers will obtain 70%
Kennedy Show.
Kennedy's
anniversary followsMr.closely
the 10th
>f the carbon steel they used in
he pre-Korean base period —
anniversary of WSFO's Wally
oughly 40% more than in the first King. The two, close personal
luarter of 1953 and somewhat less friends, pair up each morning on
ban the 40% when allowance is The Ward & Waldo program.
* * &
nade for supplemental allotments
hey have been receiving since the ► ART BROWN, WWDC-AM-FM
>ig pinch in the third quarter, Washington, one of the city's most
S tructural steel (for construction)
popular personalities, was preemains in short supply.
sented acake Dec. 15 on the occasion of his 17 years in Washington
Through the Electronics Division
>f the National Production Au- radio and his birthday. More than
hority, manufacturers will con- 1,000 persons attended the fete in
inue to receive about 50% of cop- the station studios.
* -Jr. %
ier and 55% of aluminum (of base
>eriod usage) — a rate which has ► WLAW Lawrence, Mass., last
irevailed in recent months.
Friday completed its 15th year on
Copper and aluminum represent
the air. During that span, the station grew from 1 kw to 50 kw.
supply difficulties," Ralph S. Station
was founded by the late
rigg. acting DPA administrator,
aid Wednesday. There has been Alexander H. Rogers, publisher of
ome difficulty in obtaining large the Lawrence Eagle-Tribune. His
uantities of aluminum for small son, Irving E. Rogers Sr., the station's first general manager, is now
adio-TV antennas, an NPA offiial added.
president-treasurer. Present genTelecasting
ROADC ASTING

eral manager is Lambert B.
Beeuwkes.
* * *
► PROGRESS in technical facilities and programming is cited by
Franklin Snyder, vice president
and general manager of WXEL
(TV) Cleveland, Ohio, in connection with the station's third anniversary Dec. 17. WXEL's twin
objectives of maintaining progress
during TV's overall expansion and
fulfilling its obligations to 700,000
set owners as a public service agency are stressed by Mr. Snyder.
Past year has seen completion of
two phases of station's $1 million
expansion program — unveiling of a
new building in Parma and openStudio
Top
WXELing of downtown
programs also
were"D."
singled
out by Mr. Snyder, including sports
and news coverage, special community shows, documentaries and variety fare. * * *

'52 Magazine Totals
NATIONAL magazine advertising
for 1952 will total $550 million, an
all-time high, Magazine Advertising Bureau estimated last week.
Figure, 8% higher than the $511
million carried by magazines in
1951, is based on volume of $509,278,781 for January-November, up
8% over
the $471,387,774 11-month
total
in 1951.
"Mr. Plus" red suspenders as a
token of appreciation for loyal
"support" over the past five years.
A more conservative birthday letter was mailed to other sponsors.
WLEC, an MBS affiliate, operates
on 1450 kc with 250 w.
► FULTON LEWIS JR. celebrates
his 15th anniversary as an MBS
news reporter and commentator on
Christmas Day. The program is
aired each weekday from 7-7:15
p.m. EST and is sponsored on a
cooperative
dio stations. basis on some 350 ra-

► WLEC Sandusky, Ohio, welcoming its fifth birthday anniversary
Dec. 7, turned the tables by sending birthday wishes to all its sponsors. For some advertisers, the
congratulatory letter was accompanied with a gift-wrapped pair of

A coffee account, using KGW,
increased sales in this area
42 per cent.
For Sales Results Use KGW
Economical and efficient medium for
covering the mass market.

on the efficient 620 frequency PORTLAND/
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY, INC.

OREGON
AFFILIATED WITH NBC
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STATION
DATA
FCC Consolidates Forms
FCC has consolidated into one
form the annual and interim ownership reports (Forms 323 and
323 A) required of all broadcasters
[B*T, Dec. 15]. The new form
(Form 323) is effective Feb. 1,
and eliminates among other things
information on operating personnel.
Another snip at red tape also
took place two weeks ago when the
FCC adopted short forms for station license renewals (Form 360)
and modifications (Form 359). Instead of complete new reports being made up each time, new forms
will refer to the previous form,
and make note of any changes.
Single-page report will eliminate,
the Commission said, staff practice
of preparing lengthy documents to
reflect all details and conditions
of the grant.
Earlier this month, the Commission finalized new and simpler annual financial report (Form 324),
reducing the number of pages in
the schedule from 15 to 9 [B«T,
Dec. 1, Oct. 6]. This eliminated the
program analysis requirement,
which now is called for only at
renewal time.
Study in U. S.
THREE foreign engineers have arrived in the U. S. within the past
fortnight to study U. S. communications under fellowships granted by the United Nations, it was
reported last week by FCC.
Because of their short visit, they
will remain in the New York
area. The UN fellows are Patrick
Joseph Rogers, chief engineer of
overseas communications service,
Bombay, Kallianpur Vasudeva
Pai, deputy chief engineer of Posts
and Telegraphs Dept., New Delhi,
India and Berndt K. G. Granlund, engineer with General Direction of Posts and Telegraphs, Helsinki, Finland.
RICHARD CARTER, Warner Bros.,
membership committee chairman of
Publicists Guild, Hollywood, appointed treasurer. He succeeds Homer
Davies, Columbia Pictures, who moves
to Tucson.

CHI

in

public

service

RESIDENTS of Wisconsin are enthused that the U. of Wisconsin
football team is going to the Rose
Bowl. They also are proud of the
Badger Band and would like to have
it accompany the team to Pasadena
for the New Years Day grid classic. Funds have been provided for
the football squad but $50,000 is
needed to send the band. Bob Nelson, program manager, WEAUAM-FM Eau Claire, went on the
air with an appeal at 3:30 p.m.
Dec. 6. He set a goal of $400 from
WEAU listeners. Much to his welcomed surprise, dollars began pouring in. By midnight, with the aid
of four announcers, $2,200 had been
pledged.
* * *
WROL Polio Activity
TOBACCO farmers in the WROL
Knoxville, Tenn., area are being
urged by the station while the tobacco selling season is on to donate
to the polio fund. Station is cooperating with Knox County Polio
Chapter
and
U. of Tennessee's
Sigma Chi fraternity
chapter in
the fund-raising. The fraternity
chapter lost two members in polio
deaths last summer.
* * *
3,200 Happy Kids
SOME 3,200 children attended the
WCCC Hartford fourth annual
Christmas party, featuring LeRoy,
WCCC's talking duck. Ivor "Big
Brother Bill" Hugh, of WCCC's
show, the Kiddie Comer, and LeRoy's constant companion, emceed
the
party.
"Oldparty,
Saint in
Nick"
himself
cameEven
to the
the
person of Bug Rainey, of WTIC
Hartford.
* * *
NBC Traffic Films
THROUGH cooperation of Gov.
Earl Warren and State Highway
Patrol officials, NBC-TV Hollywood
news department will film six of
the "dumbest stunts" pulled by
California drivers. Filmed under
the supervision of Roy Neal, news
department he,ad, the 20-second
programs will be shown on NBC-

.

TV newscasts and later released
to all California TV stations, free
of charge. Situations to be depicted
include turning left from right lane,
driving while fatigued, following
too closely, lack of hand signals,
passing on curves and going
through pedestrian safety zones.
Aids Orphans Drive
TEN days was all that WTOP-AMTV Washington, needed to reach
the goal set for its "Dollars for
Orphans"wereproject
listenersviewers
asked— and
to send
in no
more money. WTOP personalities
Eddie Gallaher, Pick Temple, Mark
Evans and others all joined in the
appeal for money to enable the kids
to buy Christmas toys. The goal:
$2,500.
WOAI-TV Receives Award
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., on
its third anniversary, Dec. 11, received the Majestic TV Award for
"outstanding television programing and service to the community."
Sol Magdoff, regional manager, Majestic Television Corp. of New
York, presented the trophy to
Justin R. Duncan, WOAI-TV public relations director, during a
special anniversary program on
Your Show, locally-produced public
interest series.
Aids Coast Guard
MORNING program aired by
KOMO Seattle was instrumental in
helping the U. S. Coast Guard in
its search for a missing fishing
vessel. Within 12 minutes after
station aired an announcement, the
vessel (Cedar) contacted the Coast
Guard radio station at Westport,
Wash., indicating it had heard the
alert. Search was cancelled and
party requesting it was notified of
the vessel's exact location. KOMO's
assistance drew praise from A. E.
Harned, USCG commander and
chief of its Search & Rescue Station, in letter to W. B. (Doc) Heil,
who conducts morning program.
KLZ Aids Santa
KLZ Denver has turned over its
proposed television studios to the
"Santa Claus Shop" of Denver for
use as a collection center and workshop. Station also is contributing
light, water, heat and publicity.
The "Santa Claus Shop" collects
used, broken and outgrown toys.
The toys are repaired and distributed to needy children.
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CAMPBELL Soup Co., sponsor of both
radio and TV versions of Double or
Nothing, has announced that effective
Jan. 19, production of both shows will
originate in New York. Radio show
has been coming from Hollywood.

CONELRAD
Alert Plans Finalized

PLANS for ending interim Conelrad — the temporary broadcast setup for control of electromagnetic
radiation in case of enemy attacks
were reviewed in Chicago last
week as engineers from seven of 1
the city's stations met with FCC
representatives
manent system. to discuss the perThe plan for Chicago broadcast
activity in case of an air attack
centers on WGN, which will sound
the initial alert and also serve as
the key station in one of two station "clusters," the other headed
by WBBM (CBS). WMAQ
(NBC) will serve as a WGN
alternate.
In case of attack, all stations will
leave the air after broadcasting an
informational bulletin telling listeners to tune into 640 or 1240 kc,
the Conelrad channels. The seven
participating stations in the city
will then work under the two cluster systems, alternating transmission of information.
Continual switching of broadcast
material from antennas outside the
city will change the source of the
radio beam every few seconds,
blocking any attempt of enemy aircraft to "ride in on" a radio beam.
TV and FM stations will be blacked

out, as FM signals provide "particularly ideal" beams for planes
as well as guided missiles, said
K. M. Hedrick, coordinating engineer for FCC.
Stations and their representatives
at the final meeting which detailed it
the entire plan, include Carl J. Meyers, director of engineering at WGN;
H. R. Lindsay and T. E. Schreyer, M
WMAQ; Kenneth C. Shirk, WIND; as
Lee N. Hon and J. F. Novy, WBBM;
W. H. Cummings, WENR; H. C. Krumbein, WSBC, and Thomas Rowe, WLS.
Meeting with them was A. Prose
Walker,
eastern supervisor of Conelrad for FCC.
Special equipment, donated by
individual stations across the country, is expected to be installed
coast-to-coast and in workable condition within three months. The
industry is spending an estimated
$2 million on the defense system,
Mr. Walker said. Conelrad is expected to become operative around P
March 1 [B«T, Dec. 8].
L
In a recent successful air test of Wl
Conelrad, a series of Air ForceL,
planes "bombed" Chicago and re-E
portedstations.
"no navigational aid" from |
local
till

WHEN N (TV)(TV)
Syracuse
has
begunp
-*
st
Boo
WHE
operating
with 50 kw from its
newly-completed 557-foot tower,1
Paul Adanti, vice president-gen-J
eral manager, announced last week.fc
Mr. Adanti added that the sta-ljl
tion is looking forward to a further!^
increase to 190 kw early in 1953,Jj
pending FCC approval.

WQAN Scranton, Pa., has reported an
increase in volume of 18% for th
first 11 months of 1952 as compared
to the same period last year.
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin;

REALTORS

Won By Philco's Balderston
WILLIAM BALDERSTON, president, Philco Corp., received the
1952 award of the Society of Industrial Realtors at the society's
annual banquet in Philadelphia's
Hotel Barclay.
Mr. Balderston was honored as
jthe citizen who has made "a most
significant contribution to the inlustrial development of metropolian Philadelphia."
In accepting the award, Mr.
Balderston paid tribute to the modrn industrial corporation as the
'bulwark of American freedom —
an institution with a deep sense of
social responsibility to the public."
Of the incoming administration,
the Philco president commented
that, "for the first time in 20 years,
we will have a philosophy of government in Washington that is
sympathetic to business.
"That does not mean we are in
for another partisan government
hat has merely shifted its loyal;ies from labor to business," he
tdded. "Rather, the team Eisenlower is assembling is made up of
men who know from experience
hat the success of modern indusry is founded on harmony of inerest between capital and labor —
iot on conflict between them. These
ire men who believe in the rights
>f management as well as the
•ights of labor."
ELECTRONICS
Failure Prediction Is Aim
NATIONAL Bureau of Standards
ast week announced that it is in'estigating the feasibility of deecting incipient failures in elecronic equipment long before they
erceptibly affect over-all performnce.
Surveys have indicated that at
?ast half of all equipment failures
Me caused by gradual failures of
□mponents. In accelerated-aging
xperiments on a military radio rejsiver, NBS has succeeded in preicting a majority of failures hours
efore they made the equipment
loperative.
GREENVILLE
is
SOUTH CAROLINA'S LARGEST
METROPOLITAN AREA .'. .
In "COVERED" WAGES
3REENVILLE
rolumbia

$122,577,546
75,483,817

Zharleston 60,220,530
S. C. Emp. Sec. Comm., 1951
MAKE IT YOURS WITH

5000 watts
F B C
t» Ne*v-Pppdmonl
Station, Greenv.lie. S. C.

■:A

backed volume contains a preface
by Peter C. Goldmark, vice president in charge of research and development for CBS Labs., and an
introduction by Milton B. Sleeper,
publisher
of High Fidelity Magazine.

AWARD

NBC affiliate for the
Greenville-AndersonSpartanburg Markets
Represented by Avery-Knodel

ingiROADC ASTING

READYING Binghamton, N. Y., promotion campaign on behalf of the new
Jell-0 Bob Hope Show are (I to r) Joseph E. Vail, General Foods sales representative; George J. O'Connor, general manager, WINR Binghamton; Robert
S. LaClaire, GF sales representative; Charles Bishara, WINR program manager;
James M. Hind, GF sales representative; Joseph F. Healy (seated), GF territory
manager.

book

reviews

TEN OPERATIC MASTERPIECES.
Published by Broadcast Music Inc.,
G. Ricordi & Co., 580 Fifth Ave.,
New York 19, N. Y. 567 pp. $10.
AN IDEAL gift is this publishing
masterpiece. Included among the
librettos are works from the pens
of talented composers from Mozart
to Prokofieff.
The 10 operas are "The Mastersingers of Nuremburg," "Marriage
of Figaro," "Aida," "Carmen,"
"Tales of Hoffmann," "Boheme,"
"Rosenkavalier," "Tosca", "Love of
Three
and "Wozzeck."
Olin Oranges"
Downes. music
critic of The
New York Times, has written historical background and descriptive
synopses of the librettos. He has
included many fascinating and
little known facts concerning the
composers and the sometimes unexpected sources of their works.
Leonard Marker, Viennese composer, has set out completely new
piano arrangements of all the important instrumental and vocal
passages. There are more than 80
decorative illustrations in color by
Alberta Sordini, brilliant artist.
The entire book was created
under supervision of Merle Armitage, noted designer.
DOUBLE TROUBLE. By Charles and
Eugene Jones with Dale Kramer.
Published by Little, Brown & Co.,
34 Beacon St., Boston. 317 pp. $3.75.
THE FABULOUS Jones twins,
who have covered the world as
cameramen for NBC-TV, are already a legend, though still only
in their late 20s. This book is an
account of their lives.
As roving camera-correspondents
for NBC-TV, they criss-crossed the
earth from Alaska to Africa and
most news centers in between.
They were first sent to Korea
by the network where they distinguished themselves by completely disregarding their safety to
assure NBC-TV the best coverage
available. Gene, the elder — by a

• Telecasting

.

.

.

Mr. Weiler's book in essence is
a simple, well illustrated information source for the beginner in
home "hi-fi" music systems, as well
as a review outline for the more
advanced enthusiast. Aside from
its use as a "how to do it" guide,
the book also presents basic theory
of sound and sound reproduction,
of interest in *both* radio
and TV.
*
TRAINING THE VOICE FOR SPEECH
(new second edition). By C. Raymond
Van
Dusen.
Published
Hill Book
330 W. by
42d McGrawSt., New
York,
36. Co.
276 Inc.,
pp. $4.
THIS is a guide to voice and articulation improvement by the chairman of the Speech Dept., and
director of the Speech and Hearing
Clinic of the U. of Miami (Fla.).
It is a basic text in voice and
diction for the student or broadcaster who wishes to acquire a better speaking voice and to improve
his ability to express himself clearly and distinctly.

few minutes — was wounded.
Later they trained microphones
and cameras on world figures from
King Paul of Greece to Pope Pius
XII. They chartered a special
plane from Paris to Vienna and
scored a world exclusive interview
with Robert Vogeler, only hours
after his release from Communist
imprisonment.
The Jones boys are throwbacks
to early news photography. They
have easily been the most sensational cameramen in television's
young life. Their dauntlessness has
done much toward building a tradition for television newscameramen.
Much of their film footage was
shown on the Camel News Caravan
and Battle Report — Washington.

Movie TV Hearing Data
SUBMISSION of list of witnesses
and synopsis of testimony on theatre TV hearings, which resume
Jan. 26, was postponed from today
to Jan. 12, the FCC announced last
week. Action was taken on the request of Western Union and several other parties to the rule-making procedure.
Testimonyphases
on engineering and accounting
of
the motion picture industry request
for special frequencies was taken
in October [B*T, Nov. 3, Oct. 27].
The witnesses to be heard next
month will testify on policy and

HIGHold D. FIDELITY
by HarWeiler. JohnSIMPLIFIED
F. Rider Publisher
Inc., 480 Canal St., New York 13. 208
App. PRACTICAL
textbook of the
$2.50.
fundamentals of sound reproduction and home music systems is
presented by Mr. Weiler for the
layman. A first edition, the paper-

plans.
High Frequency Meet
PLANS have been completed for
the Third Conference on HighFrequency Measurements, slated
for Washington, Jan. 14-16. The
conference will be devoted exclusively to techniques and problems
of high-frequency measurements.

WARD

F M
AM
TV

JOHNSTOWN,
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fCC

actions
mm

DECEMBER

12 THROUGH

DECEMBER 18
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
ant-antenna
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans. -transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link anr.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis.-visual CG-conditional grant
STA-special temporary authorization
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 95.
PROMOTED to new posts in the equipment field sales organizations of the
Tube Dept., RCA Victor are (seated, I to r) G. W. Duckworth, manager,
equipment sales field force, and J. H. Mosher, interdepartmental district
manager; standing (I to r) are C. R. Klinger, Western district manager; J. W.
Kirschner, Eastern district manager, and L. D. Kimmel, Central district
manager.
WONE Change
WONE Dayton, Ohio, on Feb. 1,
will operate as an independent station, President Ronald B. Woodyard announced last week. Plans
for a sharply revised schedule of
programs are now underway, Mr.
Woodyard added. Station currently
is an MBS affiliate.

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS!
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
silTS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
ft
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case >— ■
Amplifier in fhe other. Easy
handling — compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined for
studio operation of portable
equipmentCONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units
corder
cabinets.in rich MagneFor new catalog — write:
, INC.
225 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, III.
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EMERSON-WEBSTER
Merger Plans Readied
WEBSTER - Chicago Corp. and
Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corp. are readying merger plans
for approval by stockholders. Directors of both companies have
authorized the merger, which would
provide for an exchange of stock.
Webster-Chicago would become a
division of Emerson, a leading radio-TV set manufacturer, continuing with its production of wire and
tape recorders and record changers.
Under the plan, Emerson would
issue 337,500 shares of common
stock in exchange for 450,000
shares of Webster-Chicago common
at the rate of three-fourths of one
share of Emerson for each full
share of Webster-Chicago.
Electronics Symposium
NEXT YEAR'S Electronic Components Symposium will be held
April 29-May 1 at the Shakespeare
Club, Pasadena, Calif., under the
sponsorship of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Institute of Radio Engineers, RTMA,
and the West Coast Electronic
Mfrs. Assn. In an announcement
last week, officials said sessions will
follow the pattern of previous
Washington and Los Angeles national meetings on electronic component parts.

December 12 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
AM— 1070 kc
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — CP to increase power from 10 kw-D to 50 kw-D.
License for CP
KSWB Yuma, Ariz. — License for CP,
replacing
authorized expired
new AM.CP as mod., which
License Renewals
Following
stations request renewal of
license:
KXGI
Madison.
KGLO Ky.;
Mason City.Ft.Iowa;
WCMIIowa;
Ashland,
WABM Houlton. Me.; WMBN Petoskey,
Mich.;
WHB KDRO
KansasSedalia,
City; Mo.;
KNCMKWTO
Moberly, Mo.;
Springfield, Mo.; WALL Middletown,
N. Y.; WATG Ashland, Ohio; WSTV
Steubenville, Ohio; KRTJL Corvallis,
Ore.; WHAN Charleston. S. C; WCDT
Winchester, Tenn.; KVIC Victoria, Tex.
TENDERED FOR FIXING
AM— 1540 kc
KPOL Los Angeles — CP to increase
power from 5 to 10 kw.
APPLICATIONS RETURNED
Sought Extension of Completion Date
WBET Brockton, Mass.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized change in frequency,
of operation,
and in-of
stal ationhours
of DA-N,
for extension
completion date.
WABJ Adrian, Mich.— Mod. CP, as
mod., which authorized change in frequency, hours of operation trans,
equipment
and typedate.
trans., for extension of completion
December 16 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
Licenses Granted
WIMS-FM
Ind.unl.—
Granted licenseMichigan
for CP; City,
Ch. 228,
WMAW Menominee, Mich. — Granted
license for standard AM; 1340 kc, 100
w;RTFS
unl. Texarkana, Tex.— Granted liSERVICE

covering change in trans, and'
studio cense
locations.
WMYRfor standard
Ft. Myers,AM;Fla.—
li
cense
1410Granted
kc, 1 kw,
daytime.
WWOCcense Manitowoc,
Wis.in— Granted
licovering increase
power; 98C
kc, 1 kw; D.
N. KCSB San Bernardino, Calif.— Grant
ed license covering change in hours of
operation,
power,andtrans,
equipment
and
trans, location
installation
of DA
WBBB Burlington, N. C— Granted li
cense covering increase in power and
installation of new trans., 920 kc, 5
kw-D.
Eunice,
La. —w;Granted
license
forKEUN
AM; 1490
kc, 250
unl.
KTNT
Tacoma,
Wash.
—
Granted
cense for AM; 1400 kc, 250 w; unl. li

WIND covering
Orangeburg,
— Granted
license
change S.in C.frequency;
920 kc. 1 kw-D.
WTKM Hartford, Wis.— Granted license for AM; 1540 kc, 5 kw-D.
Change Name
WSLS-AM-TV Roanoke, Va.— Grant
ed mod. license to change name to
Shenandoah Life Stations Inc.
Application Dismissed
WQAN-FM Scranton, Pa. — Dismissed r
pending
to make changes
in existingapplication
FM.
Granted CP
WAKE Greenville, S. C— Granted Cp|—
to make changes in ant. system.
131
Change Transmitter Location
Rockford,
Granted
CPWTVO
to make
trans, 111.—
location
changemod.oi
TV 1,700 ft. north of present location
and ft.change ant. height from 640 ft. to i
660
Modification of CP
WLSH Lansford, Pa. — Granted mod.
CP for
approval of ant., trans, and studio location.
Extension of Completion Date
WINZ
— Granted mod. Hollywood-Miami,
CP for extension ofFla.
completion
date to 3-1-53; conditions.
WFOB Fostoria, Ohio — Granted mod

DIRECTORY
H:

SUM of $500,000 has been allotted by
Kaye-Halbert Corp., Culver City (radio-TV sets), for 1953 advertising and
new area promotion, according to
Harry Kaye, president.

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

Over $5,000,000.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
to $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installation
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N. E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11, Oregon

*

VACANCY

YOUR FIRM'S NAME in this "vacancy"
will be seen by 15,500 readers— sto«
tion owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants
for
AM, FM, Television and facsimile
facilities.

BROADCASTING
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CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING & CO.

1

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
IMUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE * ,

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 3-5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ADAMS 2-2261

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

927 15th St., N. W. Republic 7-3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

'Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

P for extension of completion date to
•1-53; conditions.

TELEVISION

— Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 8-3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 8-7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.
REpublic 8-3984

Member AFCCE *
KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
GUY

C. HUTCHESON

Member AFCCE *
GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Radio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 — Executive 3-5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evans Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C

change type trans.
WBTEauthorized
Batesville,
CP,
which
new Miss.
AM, —for Mod.
approval
of
ant.,
trans,
and
studio
location
and
'ecember 16 Applications . . . change type trans.
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
KVSPauthorized
Lubbock,new Tex.
CP,
Modification of CP
which
AM, —forMod.
approval
of
ant.,
trans,
and
studio
locations
and
KIBS Bishop,
Mod.approval
CP, whichof change type trans.
lthorized
new Calif.—
AM, for
lit., trans, and studio location and
WBTN Bennington, Vt. — Mod. CP,
lange type trans. AMENDED to which authorized new AM, for approval
ROADCASTING
• Tele a s t i n g

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

B. HEFFELFINGER

GEORGE

Upper Montclair, N. J.
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

ENGINEERS

GRANT

R. WRATHALL

Aptos, California
Appointments arranged for
San Francisco Seattle Salt Lake City
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS— 3352
Member AFCCE *
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO. 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
of ant., trans, and studio locations.
WRIS Roanoke,
Va.— for
Mod.approval
CP, whichof
authorized
new AM,
ant. and trans, locations and change
type trans. AM— 1010 kc.
KCHJ Delano, Calif. — CP to change
hours of operation from D to unl.;
power from 1 kw-D to 1-kw-N, 5 kw-D;
(Continued on page 95)

WELDON
& CARR
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington, D.Engineers
C.
Dallas, Texas
1605 Conn. Ave. 4212 S. Buckner Blvd.
Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 7, D. C.
WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924
Member AFCCE *
RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church St., N.W. DEcatur 2-1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE*
Fred O. Grimwood & Co., Inc.
Consulting Radio Engineers
S. C. Grimwood, Pres. Ralph J. Citzer, Ch.Eng
Chestnut 4977
2026 R. R. Exchange Bldg.
St. Louis 1, Mo.
Since 1932

Member AFCCE *
December 22, 1952
•
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Help Wanted
Managerial
Managerial — assistant manager. Progressive Iowa station, excellent public
acceptance. TV applicant-VHF channel.
Opportunity for capable ambitious man
with executive and sales ability, and
willing to work. Stock interest available to rightCASTING . TELECASTING.
man. Box 266S, BROADSalesmen
Salesman for local accounts. Salary
plus commission. Good market. Texas
ABC INGstation.
Box 203S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Announcer-salesman, with ideas and
initiative. Car necessary. No desk
pilots orearn
cutiea pies,
A good
man
must
bill please.
a week.
Midwest
town of 75,000, new station. Rush audition and letter
to Box 303S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Opportunity for aggressive salesman
Northeast indie,
TV applicant.
Advancement for good
man. Opening
January, February.
Box
331S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced, radio time salesman.
Starting pay $100.00 weekly, must have
car, experience, references. Contact
Manager
KCHJ, P. O. Box 262, Delano, California.
Salesman for full time independent in
Major Southern market. Good drawing
account against 15 percent commission.
Contact Commercial Manager, WBGE,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Announcers
Newscaster plus regular announcing
shift. Permanent. Texas location. Tell
all. Box 202S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Somewhere there is an announcer-copywriter working for a 250 watt station
who is ready to advance in his radio
career. We are looking for such a man
to work for a 5,000 watt CBS affiliate
which takes special pains to provide
advanced training. If you are the man
write giving full details first letter.
Box 264S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Needed: A good announcer, one who
can sell, also some music library experience. Good working conditions, fine
people to work with. Pay commensurate with your ability. One station
market in the Midwest. Send disc or
tape, photo, and resume to Box 271S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Good announcer with first class ticket.
Permanent, good pay, good working
conditions. Northeast area. Write Box
288S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTWanted experienced announcer-engineers for popular 250 watt, in Southeast,
top salary . . . Also announcer-chief
engineer,
and experi- .
ence Boxsend
315S,reference
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING .
Two announcers preferably combo.
Forty-hour
week. Northwest.
Box 316S,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer - salesman,
thirty or older, for staff expansion
Midwest kilowatt, network affiliate.
Give all details first letter. Reply Box
317S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Northeast mediate
indie,
opening TV
for applicant,
engineer, has
with im-or
without experience. Box 330S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Combo man, accent on announcing
must have first phone. $75.00 per week.
Opportunity to sell on commission.
Opening
January first KBMX, Coalinga, California.
t

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Dependable morning announcer with
good voice to do news, farm programs
and general
disc work.
position for worker.
Salary Permanent
commensurate
with ability. Apply
with
audition,
recom endations, and full data to KFRD,
Rosenberg, Texas.
Announcer-engineer, good salary commensurate with ability. KNBY, Newport, Arkansas.
Newsman, announcer, writer for Wyoming pioneer station. Fine equipment
personnel. Advise salary desired. 48
hours ture,
weekly.
Air mailKSPR,
audition,
picfull particulars
Casper,
Wyoming.
5000 watt NBC affiliate in city of 15,000
needs experienced announcer with
copywriting ability. Duties will include
some continuity writing. Send audition,
disc, terphoto,
reference, andmarital
detailedstatus,
letgiving background,
salary expected and telephone number
to Ray Beels, KVGB, Great Bend,
Kansas.
Newsman to handle major newscasts
on air. Stress is on reporting ability.
Newspaper background will be given
preference. We will work with you on
air style. Our preference is for man
with basic ability, desire to learn, mature, cooperative. Contact: KWKH
News Bureau, (CBS 50 kw) P. O. Box
1387, Shreveport, Louisiana.
WFNC, Fayetteville, North Carolina
needs good announcer. Write Box 1230,
Fayetteville, North Carolina giving age,
experience, and references.
Wanted: Announcer-engineer with first
phone.ity. Must
have topSend
announcing
abilCBS station.
all pertinent
information, salary requirements, telephone number,
tape,Ft.etc.
Radio Station
WINK,audition
Box 1072,
Myers,
Florida.
Combination man wanted by WJAY,
Mullins, South Carolina. Permanent.
Salary commensurate with ability.
Combo man, accent on announcing.
State availability, experience, starting
salary required, first letter. WPRC,
Lincoln, Illinois.
Wanted: Experienced announcer — call,
wire or write Radio Station WRRF,
Washington, North Carolina.
WSIP, Paintsville, Kentucky, needs two
men
immediately.
basketball,
football, First
who play-by-play,
will also do
man on street and can handle news.
Other man must be continuity writerannouncer. Excellent working conditions, good salary. Send tape, or record
and background,
sonal interview. or come in for per-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Operator-announcer.
have experience. Write full details,Must
including
salary
expectations.
25-watter,
up-state
New .
York.
Box
282S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Wanted: for Georgia station-combination chief engineer-announcer also, 2combination
- announcers.
Must
hold firstengineers
class tickets.
Excellent
working conditions. good salaries.
Write
Box
301S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Opening-engineer
capable
of becoming
chief at 250 watt East
central
network
affiliate: also inexperienced first class
engineer to learn announcing. Box
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST302S,
Engineer —perience
$50.00preferred
weekly.
Daytimer.
Exbut not
necessary.
Box 307S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First class operator capable becoming
chief engineer Southwest NBC 250 watt
affiliate. Some announcing necessary.
Write background, salary requirements.
Box
309S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Girl announcer-engineer, first ticket,
to originate midnight to morning music
program. $86.40 for 40 hours. Leading
Northwest independent. Box 325S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer by station in large Texas city.
Experience unnecessary. Box 329S
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer for regional 5 kw with 50 kw
FM. Must
enjoy studiooperation.
control work
well
as transmitter
Salaryas
range from $75.00 to $92.50. Write or
wire William Murphree, Chief Engineer,
WABB, Mobile, Alabama.
Engineers needed for WACL and WJAZ.
Contact Lloyd McKinney, Waycross,
Georgia.
First class operator. Transmitter work.
Union. Experience not necessary. Permanent. 40 hour week, 1% overtime.
WAOV, Vincennes, Indiana.
Wanted: Combination engineer announcer. Prefer man with hillbilly DJ
experience. Right man can earn $5000.00
yearly. Write or phone WAUG, Augusta, Georgia.
Engineer with first class ticket wanted
immediately. Experience not entirely
necessary. Good pay. Ideal place to
live.
North WBBO.
Carolina.AM and FM, Forest City.

AM-TV worktransmitter
engineer for Ohio.
netstation in Northeastern
Prefer man from Ohio-Western Pennsylvania area. Box 263S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: 3 combination engineer-announcers, heavy on announcing. Fay is
well. All correspondence held in strict
confidence. Location North Louisiana.
Box
280S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Transmitter engineer — Immediate opening 40 hour $70.00 starting salary. 5 kw
directional. Contact George Bartlett,
Chief Engineer, WDNC, Durham, North
Carolina.
Operator with first class license. No
experience necessary. WEAV, Plattsburg, New York.
First phone man needed. Opportunity
to learn Combo if you so desire and
have fair radio voice. Contact Manager, WJAY, Mullins, South Carolina.
Wanted: Combination engineer - announcer. Radio Station WKEU, Griffin, Georgia.
Engineer for year round opening. Start
January-February, as desired. Some
announcing depending upon ability.
Send details, WLPO, La Salle, Illinois.
Combination engineer-announcer wanted immediately. Send full details and
audition in first letter. Call 1220 if close.
Radio Station WMFC, Monroeville,
Alabama.

Transmitter engineer — Central Illinois
5 kw right after Christmas. Box 299S.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Immediate opening — Experienced engine r-Chiefs job open. WMRI, Marion,
Indiana.

Live wire Independent needs personalitysurate
staff withannouncer.
Pay commenability. Contact
WVSC.
Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class
ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Technical

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Combination engineer-announcer. Contact H. Tom Morris, Radio Station
WNCA, Siler City, North Carolina. Po- s
sition open at this time. Would like
personal
radioor tape.
history, first phone,
audition disc
Immediate opening, first phone engineer,
applicants
ered, 1000inexperienced
watt daytime
station,considgive
full resume first letter. Write WWYO,
Plnsvills, AVsst Virginia..
Production-Programming , Others
Copywriter for Southern ABC affiliate.
Man or woman. Box 293S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Continuity writer — Must be able to
write plete
selling
commercials.
Send cominformation
present salary,
past
two employers,
education
ence,
together with
photo and
and experi-1
sample
of continuity to Wayne Cribb, General
Manager,
nibal, Mo. Radio Station KHMO, HanCopy writer or combination copy
writer-announcer. WGEM, Quincy, Illinois. Wire, phone, write details.
jrrugrdjii uii ciiur — iniiiieuici ic opening,
good opportunity
for man
ready tostates
advance. Illinois and
adjoining
only. WLPO, La Salle, Illinois.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20? per word— $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting, 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
ing
erpressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • Tilicast-

llll
■
f
T
Announcers
?■
$80.00 a week for good announcer Si-Id
strong
on "sell" market.
and DJ. Send
TV future
good Midsouth
completein ill_:
details in
first
letter.
Replies
confi-• I
dential. Box 763R, BROADCASTING
iC!r
TELECASTING.
s
xci.nii'i.iaii witVi
wiui Tr\T
.l v cnTinnlin**
oLiiUL/iiiig nrui
TVa v TppTinirinn
broadcast experience. Southwest. Enclose fullsirable.particulars,
recent photo de-.
Box 180S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
li
Production-Programming, Others
TV station in Southeast looking for 111f
experienced news man for permanent K
position. TV newsman desiring change A:
!
or experienced
radio qualify.
news manSenddesiring enter TV may
all
details including salary requirements aleins
and small CASphoto.
Box 290S, BROADTING .TELECASTING.
bId
*
Situations Wanted
i
nI'Managerial
£
Commercial manager with engineering *ll
background. Business management and 02
personnel experience. Want manage- ll
PreferBROADCASTING
Michigan. Fam- .
ily ment
man. position.
Box 289S,
»
TELECASTING.
Successful local station manager desires new opportunity. Employers will ti
recommend. CASTING Age
33. Box 294S, BROAD- a
.TELECASTING.
Television

Managed two local stations to high
profits and community acceptance. Box
ING.
295S, BROADCASTING . TELECAST-

mls:
M
a

Personable.
Age 29. production,
Ten years experience announcing,
sales,
management. Prefer Midwest or WesternING •station.
Box 300S, BROADCASTTELECASTING.

r
i

Salesmen
Aggressive, ambitious young man wants
sales or programming January 1st.
$75.00 ING week.
Box 291S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
Time salesman — Presently employed.
Own car.
work in
New
YorkSeeks
areachange.
(lower Must
Westchester.
Long Island, Northern New Jersey or
New York CASTINCity).
Box 292S, BROADG .TELECASTING.
Could you use a good dependable salesman or assistant manager, honest, family man, motion,
young,
aggressive,
likes neat
prono floater
or hot shot,
appearance, civic minded, has some
imagination,
for watch
high pressure tactics does
and not
doesgo net
the
clock, does not know it all and willing
to learn. Am not interested in using
your
station
as a stepping
stone —
rather
good permanent
future. a Prefer
small town position
station with
with
TV application. If interested please
write giving full details Box 318S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

!',

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Ten years experience sales announcing.
Like to work. No desk jockey. Vet,
single, university Illinois graduate, not
afraid long hours. Twice associate sales
manager. Available after January first,
1953. Not interested temporary employorient. State salary, commission, etc.,
chance to work up to sales manager
first letter. Prefer Illinois; will consider
all offers. Ed Woodmansee, 860 S.
Lincoln
Avenue, Springfield, Illinois,
17406.
Announcers
innouncer-salesman. Twelve years exjerience nounce,
including
management.
write, sell.
Interested An-in
Television. Livable salary. Prefer West
but all offers considered. Box 236S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Announcer - engineer, first phone,
worked three stations, all phases. Employed, prefer change South. Degree,
25, married. Strong news, commercials.
Box
237S,
CASTING. BROADCASTING • TELEAnnouncer, ambition plus, heavy on
"news and
All Box
data 258S,
supplied. commercials.
Tape, photo, etc.
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
All-round announcer. Sports, special
(events, DJ, news and show/orchestra
MC. College, radio school, dramatic
and stage experience background. Solid
five years announcing and production.
Steady . . . past continuous four years
with same Midwest station . . . want
change for expended use of talents,
will jump-in-and-pitch for AM and/or
TV station having advancement opportunities and permanency, starting minimum $100.00 week and talent. Can furbish
tape
auditions,
personal Box
and present employer
references.
283S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
ollege graduate, 27, married, one child.
esires announcing opportunity in good
market. Will locate anywhere. Box
284S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTAccent on announcing? Four years exaerience, first phone. Strong on news,
all music. Western states only. Box
285S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
\nnouncer, disc jockey, newsman . . .
I years experience. Radio City trained.
Desires cityCASTING .area.
Box 287S, BROADTELECASTING.

Vnnounccr
— 6 years,
excellent,
roice, desires
connection
with deep
well
nanaged station. Box 322S, BROADCASTING .TELECASTING.
Vnnouncer: General staff, plus top
lotch sports abilities, independent and
letwork
Box 323S, BROAD:ASTINGexperience.
• TELECASTING.

WANTED
SALE

S M

Morning man, ten years staff, hillbilly,
deep voice, North
draft Carolina.
free — phone 705-W,
Morganton,
Five years
married,
veteran. Hardexperience,
worker. Go
anywhere.
Desire permanency. Announcer. 2214
No. 23rd Street, Phoenix, Arizona.
Technical
TV-studio technician, 1st class license.
15 months with major network & large
independent. Experience all phases.
Desire permanent position with advancement. Box 304S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Available immediately — draft exempt.
IOV2 months experience. 1st phone.
Prefer New York City. Box 306S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Man and wife first class operators,
presently employed. Want change.
Availableferred.January
first. South pre-•
Box 310S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
ENGINEER with 2 years on first class
license desires position, have been chief
engineer for 14 months. References.
Box
327S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Experienced engineer, all phases, AM
& FM wants change. Northern Ohio
only, 100 per week min. Box 332S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Veteran, married — first phone. Six
months
WNYC-transmitter,
studio,experience
master control,
recording,
remotes. Living wage necessary. Available January 1st. Benjamin Greenberg, 2283 Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn 23, N. Y., ES 6-8101.
Production-Programming, Others
Attention! Sport pro director, 5 years
experience all phases sports. Available
immediately. Send full particulars first
letter. Draft CASTINGexempt.
Box 256S. BROAD•TELECASTING.
Local newscaster gather, write, air.
Now program
and news
California independent.
Eightdirector
years radio.
Box
281S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Girl copywriter, general flunkie, wants
opportunity advancement job in high,
dry-climate.January
College 1st.
town Box
preferable.
Available
286S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

"Shirt
AN

Wanted to Buy (Cont'd)
Equipment, etc.
Complete equipment for 500 watt AM:
two 180 foot self-supporting towers,
transmitter,
etc. WEAW, Evanston, Illinois.

Experienced sportscaster, local newsman. Sales. Northeast, Midwest fulltime INGstation.
Box 312S, BROADCAST. TELECASTING.
I am experienced in handling traffic
and copy. Also record library, plus
have the following qualities! Single,
pretty, intelligent, industrious but no
shorthand!
Prefer anytime.
SoutheastBox
or Midwest. Available
320S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Top
youngexecutive.
TV-radio Major
production
and
program
network
producing and directing credits in New
York and Hollywood. Administrative,
agency,ested and
experience.
Inter-or
agency ofsales
network
New York
Hollywood. Currently directing network TV. Interested switching to administration. Box 324S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
For Sale

Used studio equipment for a 250 W
AM station. Send details to Melvin £.
Whitmire,
Evanston, Advertising
Wyoming. Enterprises Ltd.
Miscellaneous
FCC first-phone in 6 weeks. Both
residence
correspondence
courses
available. and
Grantham
Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood
Blvd.,
HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Television
Managerial

Stations
Only radio station Northwestern town
8,000 population. Grossing $72,000.00 annually, netting $22,000.00. Confidential.
Box
247S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Start the new year right. Own your
own station. Independents. Affiliates.
All prices. Jack L. Stoll & Associates,
4958 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 29,
California.

STATION
TV MANAGER
A leading AM station is now building its TV
affiliate, the first TV station in a large city.
It is looking for a thoroughly experienced man
to head its TV operations, with a strong hackground of TV sales, programming and film
buying. He will want to "pitch in" himself,
as he will share in the profits. He must be
able to hire and direct the sales and program
personnel, and know how to produce well-rated,
low-budget entertainment and public service
programs. Give full particulars about your
previous experience^ earnings, and salary expected1. All replies will be kept in
confidence.

Equipment, etc.
Collins 3 kw FM transmitter, excellent
condition. Location Midwest. Best ofReply Box 319S, BROADCASTINGfer.• TELECASTING.
Western Electric 357-B transmitting
tubes. Guaranteed brand new. $75.00
each. All four— .$275.00.
Box 321S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Westinghouse
type transmitter.
50H6-2 50-100Brand
kw
standard
broadcast
new-expert packed in warehouse in
Pennsylvania.
be broadcast
operated atband50
kw or 100 kw May
in the
550 kc to 1600 kc. Power supply 440
volts, 3-phase, 60 cycles. For sale with
original guarantee and immediate delivery. Box 326S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
For sale: General Radio Co. type 916-A
radio-frequency
bridge.
Used condition.
only one
set
measurements.
Perfect
$400.00. WKYB, Paducah, Kentucky.
Gates 250 watt transmitter — 250-C1.
Like New.
Phone Mr. Lee, 6-1614, Gadsden, Alabama.
Wanted to Buy

Box 3I4S. BROADCASTING . TELECASTING
Situations Wanted

1

\nnouncer.
Over fivecopywriting,
years' experence. Board operation,
all
Phases. Presently employed major
narket, interested permanent position
vhere hard, diligent work provides
idvancement. Single, veteran, 26. Box
illS, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Announcer-control operator-some experience network affiliate. Desires
small station. Family man. Available
immediately. Mel Bennett, 143V2 West
Washington, Brownsville, Texas.
Announcer-engineer, hold first phone.
Excellent deep voice. Experienced
most phases
radio. Will
travel.
Available immediatey.
Prefer
telephone
audition. Tape available. Dennis
O'Malley,
General Delivery, Hayes,
Kansas.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Money-maker available. Profit sharing
basis only.
money-makers .
stations.
Box Built
296S, two
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

"

\nnouncer, little experience wants
oermanent
News, disc-board •
Arork. Box position.
308S, BROADCASTING
rELEC ASTING .

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcer with part time experience,
wants full
time position.
ences. Available
DecemberGood
29th.referBox
328S,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.

Announcers
MORNING MAN
with
11 years
at only spot.
two
stations,
lookingexperience
for permanent
Married,
wife
and
1
want
to
settle
and become part of a good community.in
Available immediately. Wire Apt. 4,
1106 Westmorland Avenue, Norfolk,
Virginia.
(Continued on next page)

Stations
Wanted to Buy — By reliable party, 250
or
daytime
or fulltime,1,000in watt
North station,
or South
Carolina.
All
replies held strictly confidential. Send
full details
to
Box
246S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Sleeve"
A

G

E

R
Long established company in broadcasting

WE WANT: A ''shirt-sleeve" sales manager— an aggressive salesman, willing
and able to personally sell, and capable of securing maximum sales from his
staff he should have similar experience, with proven results, in a multi-station
market, and substantial past earnings.
WE OFFER: An opportunity of earning up to $20,000.00 or more per year,
through salary and profit-sharing bonus; an opportunity to head the sales
department of a solid, aggressive regional station, with billings pushing
$700,000.00
IF YOU QUALIFY: Send us a complete personal resume, including references as
to character and stability, annual earnings for the past 3 years, expected
starting compensation, and date available. Confidential. References will be
contacted only after personal interview.
Box 31 3S, BROADCASTING
^
ROADCASTING

field interested in purchasing substantial
share of VHF.TV
or about

to

be

station now operating
constructed.

195S, Broadcasting

Write

Box

• Telecasting

• TELECASTING

• Telecasting
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Managerial

GENERAL

'COFFEE
KFPW NEWS'
Marks Milestone

MANAGER

AVAILABLE JANUARY t, 1933
I am a station manager with 20
years in the business. I am interested
in taking over an existing property,
or building a new one in radio or
television, or both. Although I am
41, my experience includes II years
with a basic 50,000 watt network
affiliated station, growing up with the
property. For the past nine years I
have operated a major independent

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Television
Managerial
TELEVISION PROGRAM MANAGER
Presently employed with key network affiliate
in major market. Desire a change. 8 years
experience in radio and TV with 5 as TV
production manager. Familiar with all phases
of television production operation. Put this
station on the air, let me do the same for
you. Top references. Box 305S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

in one of the country's biggest and
most competitive markets. The station is now No. I in its area.
I have been active in industry affairs and know my way around the
agencies in the East, Midwest and
West Coast. Plenty of references,
including present employer. Wire or
write Box 2I6S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.

Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
TV CAMERA
CHAIN WANTED
Used "IKE"
of Image
"ORTH"
wanted
for school.
Condition
not
important. Write Mr. Kaplan,
Pierce School, 52 East 19th Street,
New York, N. Y.
Miscellaneous
How about Erecting, Altering, Painting
We're ready
your Tower-Antenna-Lights?

TV SALES
CONTACTS
NATIONAL & LOCAL
Good organizer. Extensive sales,
promotion and public relations experience. Excellent employment record and references. Active in civic
affairs. Age 38. Married.
Presently employed. Willing to
leave New York area. Box 51 S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.

J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
PAINTING • ERECTING
MAINTENANCE . YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432, Tel: 4-2115, Gastonia, N. C.
316 BrilandAlexandria,
St., Teh Va.
King 8-8230,
Employment Service
WANT A GOOD EXECUTIVE?
Competent, reliable General,
Commercial and Program Managers: Chief Engineers, Disc
Jockeys, Sportscasters, other
specialists. Tell us your needs
today. Delays are costly.
Howard S. Fiazie*
TV & Radio Management Consultant!
708 Bond Bldg. Washington 5j D.C.

AT special program were (I to r) :
J. B. Davis, sales manager, Griffin
Grocery Co.; Mr. Leake; Dwight
Sample, Griffin branch manager,
and Pat Garner, veteran news
chief of KFPW who conducts the
noontime newscast.

WARN

OPENING
Set for Holiday Season

WARN Fort Pierce, Fla., licensed
to Hurricane Broadcasting Service,
expects to begin operation "during
the holiday season," Murray Tillman, general manager, announced
fortnight ago. It has completed arrangements for ABC affiliation.
Second floor of the Arcade Bldg.
has been renovated to provide
studios for new outlet. WARN
transmitter is located on Angle Rd.
in St. Lucie County. Station will
operate with 1 kw on 1330 kc. In
addition to network programming,
WARN will stress news, plus public service programs. Lee Lively
is program director.
'Sugar Bowl' Available
ABC radio and ABC-TV is offering
New Year's Day Sugar Bowl football game from New Orleans as a
cooperative program presentation.
Game is available for local sponsorship on radio and television.
Game scheduled to start at 1:45
p.m. EST.
iPiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

rfi

iiiiiiiiii
Northwest

CLAIM has been staked by KFPW
Fort Smith, Ark. to a longevity
record for a newscast program —
the 7,000th airing of the noontime
Polar Bear Coffee News.
The newscast is now in its 23d
consecutive year under sponsorship
of Polar Bear Coffee. Station
marked the milestone with a celebration enjoyed by KFPW newsmen and sponsor officials. Listeners
shared in the festivities, too, with
a special 30 minute round-robin
interview show conducted by Harlan Judkins and Joe Roppolo of the
KFPW staff.
Power of radio was told by
James C. Leake, vice president of
the Griffin Grocery Co., coffee manufacturers.of"To say
soldbest
on
consistent use
radiowe're
as the
advertising medium is an under
statement," he told KFPW lis
teners. "We have 100% distribu
tion of Polar Bear Coffee in the
Fort Smith market to prove its
The 7,000th broadcast of the
newcast was heralded with a fullpage ad in the daily newspapers
recounting background of both the
value." and the station. Griffin
product
bought the newscast on July 28..
1930, and has aired it daily except
Sundays ever since.
Adelaide B. Melledge
ADELAIDE B. MELLEDGE, 78,
producer of women's programs in
the early days of radio, died Monday at her home in New York. In
1925, sheandfounded
the Clubwomen's
Hour,
for some
years was
radio chairman of the New York
City Federation of Women's Clubs.
NET income of IT&T for the nine
months ended Sept. 30 was 86,026,403
as against §3,615,182 for the corre
sponding period of 1951, the manage
ment reported last week. The Board !
of Directors declared a dividend of
S.20 per share plus an extra dividend
of $.05 per share, both payable on
Jan. 21 to stockholders of record at
close of business last Friday.

RADIO

Independent

MANAGER

TELEVISION
or both

$60*000.00
An ideal property for one or two owners. Consistently
profitable, this 1000 watt independent is being operated for
$2500.00 a month including a manager's salary and is grossing $5000.00 monthly. Located in a growing Northwest
market. We can arrange liberal financing.
Appraisals

• Negotiations

• Financing

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS ,
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lester M. Smith
James W. Blackburn
Ray
V.
Hamilton
235
Montgomery St.
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
Exbrook 2-5672
Sterling 3-4341-2
Delaware 7-2755-6
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I'm looking for a challenging position, either with an established
operation or a new enterprise. I have had more than 20 years
experience in broadcasting, and in almost every phase of its
operations. I know sales programming.
I know costs.
After a period in Federal Government (where I learned about
what makes Washington tick) I am now looking for a chance to
put my experience to good use on a long-term basis.
I'm community and public service-minded, stable. I know
agencies and accounts, (I've been on both sides of the field.)
Money is definitely an object, but the potential is more important.
Prefer Westavailable
Coast, but
prepared to go anywhere. Facts and
references
on I'm
request.
Write or wire Box 262S, BROADCASTING

TELECASTING.

^fiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiffiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
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fCG roundup
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Application

1! :
dox

SUMMARY

score

fr. M Stations
Stations
V Stations

On Air
2,375
2,375
626
120

* Filed since April 14, of which 157 have
For Television Grants and
Applications, see page 62.

THROUGH
CPs
Licensed
160
2,358
583
98
160
57
been granted.

DECEMBER 18
Pending
In
Hearing
Appls.
164
250
9
5
242

ment of licenses to W. B. Ross, trustee
in
proceeding. Granted
Dec. bankruptcy
18.
989*
KXLW Clayton, Mo. — Saint Louis
County Bcstg. Co. Granted transfer of
control from Lee J. Sloan, et al., to
John W. Kluge and Marcus Austad for
$96,000 plus purchase of notes and
mortgages of corporation in amount of
$41,633. Mr. Kluge is president and 53%
owner of WGAY Silver Spring, Md.
(Washington, D. C. suburb), sole owner
of Kluge & Co. (food brokerage), Washington, president and 25% owner of
New York Institute of Diatetics (diatetics school). New York City, president
and 25% owner of New England Fritos
Corp. (distribution of food products,
Boston, and vice president of James A.
Aicardi Co. (manufacturer of food
products), Boston. Mr. Austad (also
known as Mark Evans) is employed by
CBS and director of Housewives Protective League for WTOP-AM-FM-TV

Washington
Granted Dec.and18. WRVA Richmond, Va.
KFBB Great Falls, Mont. — Buttery
Best. Inc. Granted transfer of control
from Fred G. Birch to J. P, Wilkins for
$147,510. Mr. Wilkins, who already has
60 shares of stock in station, is general
manager of KFBB [see Our Respects To
Joseph Patrick Wilkins, B.T, Nov. 17].
Granted Dec. 18.
WPOE (FM)
Elizabeth,transfer
N. J.—ofRadio
Elizabeth
Inc. Granted
control from Robert C. Crane, Harry P.
Frank and Ralph V. Mancini to Elizabeth Daily Journal for $600 for 100% of
common voting stock. Transferee is
owner of 100% of preferred stock of
WPOE (FM). Granted Dec. 18.
KSWS Roswell, N. M.— -McEvoy Bcstg.
Co. Granted transfer of control from
Paul B. McEvoy, et al., d/b as McEvoy
Bcstg. Co., to John A. Barnett for
$90,000 for 100% interest, and, simultaneously, granted assignment of license
from McEvoy Bcstg. Co. (owned by
John A. Barnett after above transfer
completed)
to John isA. applicant
Barnett, for
as individual. Mr. Barnett
new
TV station in Roswell and independent
oil producer. Dual grants Dec. 18.
WLEC Sandusky, Ohio — Lake Erie
Bcstg. Co. Granted consent to involuntary
of controlet by
bert E. relinquishment
Heiser (deceased),
al.,Al-to
Jay E. Wagner, et al. No monetary
consideration. Granted Dec. 18.
WGSW Greenwood,
C. — Radioof
Greenwood
Inc. Granted S.acquisition
control by William C. Woodall Jr., C. H.
Grider and Mrs. O. G. Swindle Sr. from
Ed Stavens, Matthew E. Williams, R.
Geise Dozier Jr., Edward J. Young and
H. W. Seymour
stock transaction. Grant Dec.through
18.
WKDK
Newberry,
S.
C—
Newberry
Bcstg. Co. Granted transfer of
control
from John F. Clarkson and Fred V.
Lester to James F. Coggins for $10,100.
Mr. Coggins, who is president and gen-

slon-Docket Actions
AM GRANTS
Alliance, Ohio — The Review Publishng Co. Granted 1310 kc, 1 kw daytime,
i .pA-D,
antenna
200 construction
ft.; engineering
onditions.
Estimated
cost
55,200, first year operating cost $120,00
(includes
WFAH
[FM]
cost),
revefcue $120,000 (includes WFAH [FM]
evenue). Applicant is licensee of
VFAH (FM) Alliance. Filed Feb. 11,
1952; granted Dec. 18, 1952.
1 Knoxville, Tenn. — Dick Bcstg. Co.
Jranted 860 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna
ft.; engineeringcostcondition.
EstimatI 55
d constructibn
$32,000, first
year
iperating cost $48,804, revenue $59,059.
FCC Actions
..Principals include equal (50%) partners
lames A. Dick, former commercial
(
Continued
from page 91 )
!, -manager of WBIR Knoxville, and Mari.lilyn M. Dick, wife of James A. Dick.
install DA-DN, and North Adams, Mass.; WLBG Laurens,
"'Filed
1952. Dec. 26, 1951; granted Dec. 18, change
change type
trans,trans.;
location.
S. C; WPRC Lincoln 111.; WTEL PhilExtension of Completion Date
adelphia,
Pa.; Calexico,
WLOG-FMCalif.
Logan, W.
I Knoxville, Tenn. — Knoxville Ra-Tel
Va.;
and KICO
Inc. Granted 900 kc, 1 kw daytime,
KROW Oakland, Calif. — Mod. CP,
kntenna 250 ft.; engineering condition. which authorized change in trans, loRequest Granted
cation, for extension of completion
! Estimated construction cost $10,000, first date.
WRLD-FM Lanett, Ala.— Granted re; $60,000.
year operating
cost
$48,000,
revenue
quest for waiver of Sec. 3.265 of rules
Principals include President
License for CP
ending June 30, 1953, to per[ Roy S. Carr (31%), Savannah (Ga.) City
WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky. — License for for period
mit
operation
of FMtrans,
transmitter
by re[Treasurer;
Vice
President
Mrs.
Roy
S.
mote
control
from
site of WRLD;
CP,
as
mod.,
which
authorized
new
AM.
arr (30%), wife of Roy S. Carr; Vice
License Renewals
engineering conditions.
resident Thomas W. Gamble (34%),
Following stations request renewal
wner
"The Review
Office SupWVCV
(FM)for Dewaiver
Ruyter,of N.Sec.
Y.—3.265
Grant-of
ed request
ly & ofPrinting
Co., Co."
Savannah,
and of license:
rules
for
period
ending
June
30,
ecretary - Treasurer
Ben Akerman
Springdale,
Ark.; Iowa;
WJPF KSCJ
Her- to permit operation of FM trans, by1953,
5%), chief engineer of WGST Atlanta, rin,KBRS
KIOA
Des Moines,
remote control from trans, site of WVCN
and consulting radio engineer, Sioux111.;City,
Iowa;
KFMO
Flat
River,
iled Nov. 23, 1951; granted Dec. 18, Mo.; KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.; WRAW
engineering
conditions.
952.
Reading, Pa.; WWPA Williamsport, Pa.;
WINL (FM)
Lebanon,
Ind.—
authority
to remain
silent
forGranted
period
WGEV Greeneville, Tenn.; WDAF KanSparta,
Tenn.
—
Sparta
Bcstg.
Co.
sas City, Mo.; KAND Corsicana, Tex.;
of six months from Dec. 13, 1952, pend^ Granted 1050 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna
ing
financial
reorganization.
Station
KFYO
Lubbock,
Tex.;
KTXL
San
An230 ft.; construction
engineering cost
conditions.
not to resume broadcasting without
Li mated
$15,193, Estifirst gelo; WKEY Covington, Va.
year operating cost $36,000, revenue
Commission approval if control is transferred.
December 18 Decisions . . .
'tifeoyce
'.'148,000. E.Principals
include
President
Richards (40%), secretaryACTIONS ON MOTIONS
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
treasurer and 20% owner of WMMT
McMinnville, Tenn., and Vice President
Change Studio Location
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
\Sam J. Albritton (59%), McMinnville
c? (Tenn.) dentist and president and 60%
WAAA
C— Grant-of
WTOC
Savannah,
Ga. — Granted
mo• owner of WMMT McMinnville. Filed
ed mod. Winston-Salem,
license to changeN. location
tion for dismissal
of application
without
pec. 12, 1951, amended Oct. 3, 1952; main studio to site outside city limits
granted Dec. 18, 1952.
prejudice.
of Winston-Salem, not trans, site.
Lufkin Amusement Co., Beaumont,
Tex. — Granted petition insofar as it
Extension of Authority
ifi\ McCamey, Tex. — Sprayberry Bcstg.
requests
dismissal of application but
:|fco. Granted 1450 kc, 250 w fulltime,
KWIN tensionAshland,
Grantedsilent
ex- denied request
iiantenna 220 ft.; engineering condition.
for dismissal without
of authorityOre.—
to remain
SjEstimated construction cost $18,100, first for additional
period of 90 days from
[;year operating cost $36,000, revenue
prejudice.
WFTW Inc., Ft. Walton, Fla.— Grantpending
on assign:;s42,000. Principals include President Dec. 12,ment 1952,
ed dicepetition
for dismissal without prejuto trustee
in action
bankruptcy
and
W. Hawkins
50% Pecos,
owner
of application.
sale of station. Station not to resume
■jfvack
land general
manager(40%),
of KIUN
broadcasting
without
prior
Commission
Trebit toCorp.,
— Deniedof
:3Tex., vice president and 40% owner of
motion
quash Flint,
notice Mich.
of taking
•;KVLF Alpine, Tex., and 25% owner of approval.
depositions and for other relief filed
Advised of Hearing
■:KRIG Odessa, Tex.; Vice President
■•Gene Ray Hendry x (20%). manager of
WRCO Richland, Wis.— Is being ad- by WJR Detroit.
•rKVLF Alpine, Tex., and Secretaryvised that application to increase height
By Hearing Examiner William G. Butts
■HTreasurer
Hubbs (40%),
50% of vertical
radiator for WRCO. indiiiowner of Barney
KIUN, H.president
and 40%
Rossmoyne
Harrisburg,
Pa. —
interference would be involved Granted
::owner of KVLF and 25% owner of with cates
motionCorp.,
to amend
application
WDLB Marshfield, Wis., KFIZ
for CP for new TV to submit exhibits
i'KRIG.
Filed
June
30,
1952;
amended
Fond
Du
Lac,
Wis.,
and
KPIG
Cedar
j;Sept. 2; granted Dec. 18, 1952.
ownership of certain shares
Rapids,
Iowa, and indicates necessity regarding
of stock actions
in Rossmoyne;
trans-of
of hearing.
TRANSFER GRANTS
and an exhibitfinancial
consisting
letter by Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc.
Request
Denied
;|
Sanger,assignment
Calif. — Radio
Sangerto
revision of sales proposal
■iCo.KSJV
Granted
of license
WEXI St. Charles, 111.— Denied re- containing
quest to reconsider Commission action relating to furnishing of equipment,
i^John H. Poole, tr/as Poole Bcstg. Co.,
18, 1952,
: = Eor $75,000. Mr. Poole, transferee, is of Sept.
tion for new
AM in
to dismissing
operate on applica1560 kc, etc. By Annie Neal Huntting,
■If:■ permittee
KPIKDec.(TV)
250 w-N, 500 w-LS, and for FM station
[TV Grants,of B.T,
15], Los
KBIGAngeles
(AM)
to remain silent. (FM station
Hearing Examiner
;:Avalon (Catalina Island), Calif., appli- WEXI
has been inoperative since Nov. 1951).
■i Dant for new TV stations in Sacramento
Lufkin Amusement Co., Beaumont,
iiand Fresno, Calif., and owner of variLicense Renewals
Tex., Port Arthur College, Smith Raous investments, oil and mining interdio Co., Port Arthur, Tex. — On ComThe newalfollowing
granted
jifSts. Granted Dec. 18.
of licenses stations
for regular
period re:
mission'sproceeding
own motion, continued
KRPO Riverside, Calif., KREO Indio,
KFAM-FM St. Cloud, Minn.; WEHS
ing in this
from Dec.hear15.
1952, to Jan. 26, 1953, in order to permit
? Calif., KROP
Brawley, Calif., and
(FM)
Chicago,
111.;
WEMP-FM
Milwaukee, Wis.; WXRC (FM) Buffalo, N. Y.; adequate time for completion of necesI KYOR Blythe, Calif.— Bcstg. Corp. of
America. Granted involuntary assign- WIMS-FM Michigan City, Ind.; WNAW
sary administrative procedures and deTelecasting
BRO ADC ASTING

eral manager of WKDK, already owns
36% interest in station. Granted Dec. 18.
WFAK
Memphis,
Tenn.assignment
— Radio Sta-of
tion WKAK.
Granted
license from Frank J. Keegan, d/b as
Radio Station WFAK, to Chickasaw
Bcstg. Co. for $57,500. Principals in
transferee include President E. C.
Krausnick Jr. (Zl\'2%), vice president
of Tennessee Brewing Co.; Vice President and General Manager Charles De
Vois (121,/2%), sales manager for WMPS
Memphis; Secretary - Treasurer Tom
O'Ryan (121/2%),
owner Memphis;
of Tom O'Ryan
Advertising
Agency,
Cary
Middlecoff (18%%), dentist, professional
golfer and on advisory staff of Wilson
18.
Sporting
Goods, and George A. Coors,
M.D. (183,i%), physician. Granted Dec.
KRUN Ballinger, Tex. — Runnels
County Bcstg. Co. Granted assignment
of license to Walter G. Russell, et al.,
d/b as Runnels County Bcstrs., for
$27,500. Mr. Russell (who will have 30%
interest)
is president
Tex. Granted
Dec. 18.of KSEL Lubbock,
KPDN Pampa, Tex.— Freedom Newspapers Inc. Granted transfer of control
to Coy Palmer (50%) and Warren L.
Hasse for(50%),
d/b asMr.TopPalmer
O'Texasis Bcstg.
Co.,
$60,000.
chiefis
announcer
for KPDN
and Mr. Hasse
sports
editor
for
Pampa
News.
Granted Dec. 18.
KULE
Wash.—transfer
Columbia
Basin Bcstg.Ephrata,
Co. Granted
of control from M. P. Monson, et al., to Kirby
Billingsley, Robert E. Billingsley and
Wilfred R. Woods for $35,000 for 290
shares of stock (100% interest). Kirby
Billingsley is managing editor of Wenatchee Daily World and partner with
his brother in ranch, Robert E. Billingsley is partner with his brother in
ranch,
and Mr. Woods is publisher,
18.
editor and majority stockholder of
Wenatch.ee Daily World. Granted Dec.
New Application . . .
TRANSFER REQUEST
KOIL Omaha, Neb. — Central States
Bcstg. Co. Transfer of control from
Stuart Investment Co. to Nebraska
Rural Radio Association through sale
of 1,000 shares of stock (100%) for
$189,275. Transferee is licensee of KRVN
Lexington, Neb., and principals include
President Jay A. Person, Vice President
Carl Kjar and Secretary-Treasurer
Max Brown,
manager of KRVN. Filed
Dec.
12.
terminations
of hearing. prior to commencement
By Hearing Examiner Fanney N. Litvin
KRSD forRapid
City, S. onD.—indefinite
Granted
motion
continuance
basis, sion,
until
further
order
of
Commishearing now scheduled for Dec.
22, 1952, re application for mod. CP
(Petitionnation of pending
reconsider
applicationto for
hearing).desigByThomas
Hearing
H. Examiner
Donahue
Harmco Inc.,
Sacramento,
Calif., Sacramento Bcstrs., Inc., Sacramento,
Calif. — Granted motion of Harmco Inc.
to dismiss
tion for CP petition
for newto TVamend
and applicagranted
petition of Sacramento Bcstrs. Inc. to
amend application for CP for new TV,
seeking to make minor corrective
changes in application.
KCRA Inc., Sacramento, Calif. — By
memorandum
order granted petition toopinion
amend andapplication
for
CP for new TV to specify different
ant. site and studio location, change
cost of construction figures, make corchangesofwith
to business rective
interests
one respect
of stockholders
and make alterations in staffing plans
and program proposals.
By Hearing Examiner
Herbert Sharfman
Ridson Inc., Superior Wis., Lakehead
Telecasters
Duluth,forMinn.
— Upon
oral motion Die,
of counsel
applicants,
and without objection by counsel for
Commission's
Broadcast
ordered that further
hearing Bureau,
in this proceeding,
scheduled
for
Dec.
16,
be
continued to Dec. 29, 1952, at Washington,
D. C.
December 18 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Replace Expired CP
WLON Lincolnton, N. C. — CP to replace expired CP for new AM to be
operated on 1270 kc, 500 w-D.
Change Name
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va . — AMENDED
to change name to Shenandoah Life
Stations Inc.
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tPer
Cen

Homes

Count

(Continued from page 32)

Tota
l

Homes

Number

Number

Radio

Number

Homes

|

g
dwellin

Cent

Numb
er

1940

610,045 96.4
354,265 97.4
314,930 97.6
320,245 104,895 32.8
97.3
95.7
520 18.7
261,930
2,670
257,030
2,785 80,250 30.6
206,038
2,206
*
2,920 92.7
10.1
320
3,160
65 33.2
2,020 98.1
675
2,021 11,285
2,035
11,050
97.7
615
98.1
9,333
0.6
11.9
6.3
5,100
3,758 11,160
10,975 98.2
5,155
700
7,928
1,620
99.3
46.9
38.8
3,405 98.8
3,435
1,610
1,38560 1.3
1,215
3,555 97.4
4,410
98.4
4,530
28.5
3,565
3,128
1,095
3,805
2,294
3,845
170
24,455 96.4 18,896 25,295
26,495 95.9 12,156 27,470
0.7
33.4
9,175 30.6
70,740 97.3
98.2 206,038
71 ,755 28,160
34,425 261,930
257,030
39.2
350 13.0
80,250
89.9
2,495 93.3
345 6.4
1,256
2,700
10,900
5,080 96.8
1,655 14.7
3,450 1 5,415
1
,225
7,950
16.5
7,830 93.4
87.5
1,335
4,897
8,105
75 18.9
1,799
91.9
4,705
7.2
575
5,365
1,015 10.5
7,365 95.6 11,525 16,105
8,010
15,480 89.0
4,769
1,685 1.4
3,146 13,030
4,700 96.1
25.1
12,595
5,280
640 16.2
94.1
3,275
6,567
5,440 93.3
3,071
5,770
1,410 24.4
3,685
2,444 44,725
39.8
3,940 15,945 35.7
44,110 98.2 19,109
19,905
48,735
91.8
97.0 17,644 49,960
13.2
4,125
3,805
2,527
795
380 9.2
5,300 86.8
1,280
0.6
6,040
5,270 90.5
93.9
675 11.6
5,840
3,357 22,235
95.5 14,843
1.2
3,853
5,485
145
5,830
6.1
21,270
1,35535 1.0
7,335
10,930 93.6
88.8
11,610
70
6,145
6,880
4,001

97.2 180,083
95.5
96.9 22,659
95.7 362,765
21,599

83,445 7
610
248,595
160
28,275 16,445
480,485
32,605 78,140

214,685 14,455 6
221,559 216,905 210,930 97.2
24,085 515 2
24,371 24,220 23,120 95.5
402,835 66,775 16
415,157
406,490
394,080
96.9
24,185 23,990 23,020 96.0
23,875 115 0
or more)
96.5
55
97.4
45
6,215
45
6,339
3,780
6,000 97.1
6,180
98.1
4,850
4,368
3,790
4,830 1,55545
3,690
2,642
7,635
7,415
7,957
7,605
3,631
3,826
650
4,911
4,760 98.7
1,381
1,995 97.5
4,879
96.7
3,105
20
3,115
2,115
94.1
1,487
675
1 3,183
1 ,921 1 2,120
6,515 97.8
3,075
11,515
1
,780
11,750
6,730
2,147 1 6,460
5,387
6,740
99.3
6,841
97.2
4,341
90
6,656
4,160
95.2
13,165
144,985
4,165
5,215
4,246
13,225
12,595
6,465
25
t
6,300 97.0 1 09,042 143,140
n13,302
4,190 140,695
148,158
20
eP rCe
1,175
98.5
99.0
94.8
3,576
9,317
3,500
2,766
3,420
1,12535
3,520
5,215
5,255 9,580
65
5,311
4,135
93.6
4,075
4,146
4,095
5,270
3,080
770
620
3,753
4,460
3,538
4,175 96.8
4,440
2,399
94.2
40
Cen
4,551
3,720
3,710
3,623
3,525
3,005
3,216
tP 3,105
4,315
90
4,300
3,085
95.8
595
660
4,479 er 4,155
3,413 249,530
4,065 96.7
98.7
95.6
510
4,440
4,225 23,060
4,375
4,145
2,421 22,930
4,380 22,050
23,221
4,325
18,746
995
258,136
3,980 96.8 213,392
251 ,930 243,710
2,690
35,755
94.9
5
5,245 21,630
6,878 21,735
6,820 20,890
6,605 99.2 15,950
75
6,735
1
1
,690
1
1
,655
21,927
3,275
1,776
3,450
98.3
8,806
1 3,517
1 ,926 11,750
96.1
3,445 1,335
3,680
6,360
75
6,634
45
4,622
6,470
6,450
94.4
95.2
94.3
10
35
6,214
6,090
5,750 93.8
96.6
4,731 ting6,065
40
3,760
3,580
3,451
r
7,095
80
3,759
3,375
2,910
repo 3,380
4,150
3,020
3,755
7,585
7,525
3,260 95.7
6,460
7,485
94.5
50
6,534
6,430
35
6,060 90.8
5,322
4,224
96.0
4,270
2,697
4,085
5,840
4,265
91.3
40
5,820
2,915
5,520
10
80
5,878
2,929 12,545
3,839
2,950 12,040 95.5
1,536 12,450
1,841
13,051
610
8,121
3,045 27,145
28,610
2,780
2,680
28,420
28,275
3,040
22,659
10,283
96.2
120
10,175
3,049
9,180 93.3
95
105
10,175
92.6
45
105
85
3,440
719
95.5
3,265
96.0
2,610
3,400
4,537
95.6
11,175
6,050
3,804
6,040
2,413
2,180
3,395
2,225
1,360 10,850
2,075 90.6
6,100 10,900
5,605
4,965 10,420
7,582
94.8
4,740
1,358
4,955
40
1,380
5,024
4,044
1,255 94.3
1,385
6,305
5,980
6,265
210
94.6
40
105
4,715
93.7
3,335
6,348
10
3,588
3,560
4,445 93.8
4,212
3,809
1,907
4,660
1 4,820
4,023
725
3,570
40
93.2
3,630
2,905 12,920
3,722
3,700
2,277
2,909 13,335
3,500
2,062 13,670
2,885
70
96.6
2,725 96.9
60
8,715 94.6
9,015
7,547
3,935
3,975
15
3,968
9,310
91.8
9,020
3,705 88.0
4,960
3,008
45
6,740
90.3
4,955
3,450
5,004
3,465
3,050
4,690
3,291
1,806
55
3,526
3,035
2,735 93.4
3,193
1,732
3,030
3,089
96.0
3,230
3,810
15
90.8
3,805
3,833
3,235
2,970
2,041
2,800
2,665
2,762
2,775
2,162
3,560
92.6
3,250
125
91.7
2,950 94.0
2,775
1,728
12,145 11,140
12,216 10,595
435
160
10,520
3,450
10,737
40
3,297
3,504
3,250
12,140
3,195 94.0
40
1,900
40
3,155
94.4
9,960
6,390
6,578
3,823
3,900
95.0
2,172
50
3,895
30
3,735
3,023 32,605
4,594
33,067
3,660
3,525 95.7 21,599
3,718 32,730 31,315
50
65
4,335 93.1
94.9
4,530
4,570
105
4,560
3,725
4,651
4,580
6,565
4,350 92.7
3,600
6,660
3,659
1,715
25
6,110
4,630
6,540
93.6
1,766
35
1,590 94.1
1,710
3,140
115
2,940 90.4
1,129
3,140
3,231
3,635
3,560
88.7
6,575
3,540
2,639
174,204
2,749
6,732 170,730
3,350
165,895
6,005 97.2 128,680
3,323
6,645
215
2,195 95.2
2,475
1,290 168,795
2,537 26,345
2,480 11,370
45
26,421
11,101 1 1 ,050 25,070
95.8 18,408 26,245
10,590 94.6
120
10,945
90.0
4,315
6,970
1,400
7520
1,926
20
6,180 92.6
6,530
6,510
6,547
2,528
2,540
5,648
5,155
18515
2,285
5,565
7,905
7,485 94.7
2,862
2,545
5,545
35
15
8,012
5,865
7,805
200
94.8
7,365
6,985
7,475
7,355
3,515
95.7
92.8
96.3
6,290
4,105 92,3
2,710
3,486
4,777
4,458
3,520
40
4,425
94.4
3,365
2,956
6,250
92,8
6,396
90.7
4,405
6,055
5,210
4,025
4,920 94.6
3,972
5,014
5,238
5,150
4,112
55
5,750
2,240
6,134
65
3,650 96.2
6,080
4,030
4,642
2,990
60
6,045
2,090
2,760
96.5
2,980
3,022
2,123
15
1,940
9,615
1,058
1,464
2,075
9,750
9,275
9,590
2,325
7,683
2,345
7,235
2,419BROADCASTING
2,255
1,882• Telecasting

Per

units

d

occupie

Total

populatior

Total

The State
2,343,001 641,222 632,645
Baltimore S.M.A. 1,337,373 369,225 363,740
Baltimore-Urban
ized Area
327,660 332,595
1,161 ,852 more)
Urban Places (10,000 or
Annapolis
10,047
2,883 264,080
2,790
Baltimore
949,708 268,722
Cambridge
10,351
3,150
3,160
College Park
11,170 11,348
2,124 11,305
2,060
Cumberland
37,679
Frederick
18,142
5,313
5,200
36,260 11,196 11,175
Hagerstown
12,308
Hyattsville
3,476
3,445
Mount Rainier
10,989
3,580
Salisbury
3,594
15,141
4,637
4,530
Takoma Park
13,341
3,865
3,919
COUNTIES
Allegany
89,556 25,445 25,375
Anne Arundel
117,392
27,876 27,620
Baltimore
270,273 72,627 72,040
Baltimore City
949,708 268,722 264,080
Calvert
12,100
2,954
Caroline
2,775
18,234
5,522
5,445
Carroll
44,907 11,336
11,255
Cecil
33,356
8,541
8,385
Charles
23,415
5,507
5,380
Dorchester
27,815
8,040
8,015
Frederick
62,287 16,512 16,200
Garrett
21,259
5,280
5,424
Harford
51,782 13,294 13,100
Howard
23,119
5,780
5,798
Kent
13,677
3,950
4,001 44,935
164,401 45,264
Montgomery
194,182 50,799 50,245
Prince Georges
Queen Amies
14,579
4,225
4,145
St. Marys
29,111
6,268
6,105
Somerset
20,745
5,936
5,825
Talbot
19,428
5,888 22,275
5,840
78,886 22,386
Washington
Wicomico
39,641 1 1 ,883 11,675
Worcester
23,148
6,974
6,920
* Not available.
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95.2 832,590 1,169,465

g

io

1.5
0.7
0.4
2.3
0.6
1.5
0.8
0.8
2.2
0.3
35510
40 0.8
70 1.6

95
175
35
230
170
75

rtin

n11.5.07
3.6
1.4
09
u./
0.6
0.7
0.6
1.3
0.5
0.4
0.9
1.0
0.5
0.6
0.6
1.2

repo

0.4
0.6
0.5
0.4
2.1
1.1

1,197,597 1,177,455 1,121,065
250,565
243,475
256,223
27,145
28,610
494,235 484,555
28,420 469,490
33,067 32,730 31,315

Rad

1,517
4,906
152,405
9,325
86,706
3,981
1,859 14,210
64,160
435
5,596
3 214 1 0,555
2,225
673
8,525
3,239
4,125
1,553 17,965
6,400
8,228
1,535 1 7,250
2,800
1 ,635
6,575
5,265 60,995
20,856
5,830
1,746
15,221
37,235
14,075
7,011
1,117
4,500
5,710
2,015
2,700
7,580
2,410
5,765
9,815
3,007
3,007
6,470
7,490
3,083
1,128 14,995
5,535
4,761
3,850 21,665
8,895
8,794 16,130
8,136
951
3,545
1,009
5,135
4,455
1,771

1.3
1.1

Num
ber

Number

70
70
25
75
15
105
20
105
100
40
5,51095
100
120
25
45
105
85
50
no25
295
380
65
25
70
35
50

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING-MARYLAND
RADIO
TELE VISION
With TV
With
Radio
1950
Area

3,954,653
S.M.A.
Kansas City
814,357
St. Joseph
96,826
St. Louis
104,823
1,681,281
Springfield
URBANIZED
Kansas
City AREAS698,350
St. Joseph
82,290
St. Louis
1 ,400,058
75,549
Springfield
URBAN PLACES (10,000
21 ,578
Carthage
Cape Girardeau
11,188
Clayton
16,035
Columbia
31 ,974
Ferguson
Fulton
110,052
1 ,573
Hannibal
Independence
20,444
Jefferson
City
36,963
Jennings
25,099
15,282
Kansas
Joplin City
456,622
38,71 1
Kirksville
11,110
18,640
Kirkwood
Moberly
Maplewood
1 1 ,623
13,416
Mexico
13,115
Overland
11,566
Poplar Bluff
15.064
Richmond
Heiahts 15,045
St.
Charles
14,314
St. Joseph
78,588
St. Louis
856,796
Sedalia
20,354
Sikeston
1 1 ,640
University
Springfield City
66,731
Webster Groves
39,892
COUNTIES
23,390
Adair
19,689
Barry
Andrew
Atchison
1 1 ,727
Audrain
11,127
2123,829
,755
Barton
Bates
12,678
Benton
17,534
Bollinger
Boone
9,080
11,019
48.432
Buchanan
Butler
96,826
Caldwell
Callaway
37,707
9,929
Camden
23,316
7,861
Carroll Girardeau
Cape
15,589
38,397
Carter
Clay
19,325
Cedar
4,777
Cass
10,663
Chariton
Christian
14,944
Clark
12,412
9,003
Clinton
45,221
1
1 ,726
Cole
Cooper
16,608
35,464
Crawford
Dade
Dallas
11,615
1 0,392
Daviess
11,180
De Kalb
9,324
10,936
Dent
Douglas
8,047
Dunklin
12,638
45,329
Gentry
FranklinNumber
36,046
Gasconade
Grundy
112,342
1 ,036
104,823
Greene
Henry
1 3,220
Harrison
14,107
Hickory
20,043
Holt
Howard
9,833
Howell
1 5,387
1 ,857
22,725
Iron
Jackson
541,035
9,458
Jasper
79.106
Jefferson
Johnson
38.007
Knox
20,716
Laclede
19,010
Lafayette
7,617
Laurence
25,272
Lewis
10,733
23,420
Lincoln
13,478
Linn
18,865
Livingston
16,532
McDonald
Macon
14,144
18,332
Madison
10,380
Maries
7,423
29,765
Mercer
Marion

1940

2,167
2,630
1 646
107
2,276

5,010
t one
6,450
6,470
4 970
4^255
12,365

ling

91.0
5,025
4,980
4,575 92.3
6,522
6,485
5,985 66.2
6,639
6,535
5,885 72.9
90.1
3,962
3,915
2,590
4,897
4,980
3,630 86.4
4,370
4,280 11,025
3,700 89.1
12,422 12,380
89.9
9,315 145,345
9,515 152,705
153,546
8,375 95.2
91.6
4,185
4,227 14,230 13,035
3,835 91.6
14,317
87.03
6,438
5,615 87
6,455
10,662 10,550
9,205 90.2
8,590
8,757
7,745
69.7
4,162
4,145
2,890 77.6
4,995
6,511 18,065
6,440 16,575
18,410
91.8
71.3
7,240
7,314
5,165 93.3
6,805
6,600
6,155 93.9
11,731 1 1 ,660 10,950
62,138 61,415 56,175 9181.4.5
5,900 32,915
4,800 88.3
6,077 37,290
37,740
14,424 14,170 13,060 92.2
71.7
4,515
4,676
3,235
4,650
80.9
5,831
5,745
81.9
7,687
7,620
6,240 88.2
80.3
5,800
5,115
5,744
7,765
9,928
9,675
92.1
6,505
6,614
5,990
6,755 90.2
7,582
7,485
71.9
3,985 90.0
5,545 13,610
5,547 15,125
15,201
7,935 88.7
91.2
8,950 19,855
9,016 21,765
22,142
16,210 16,110 14,745 91.5
75.5
2,675 68.6
3,609
3,545
5,160
5,279
3,540 92.8
4,465
4,548
4,145

dwel

19,388
25,705
25,899
16,482
20,832
18,674
46,522
38,998
558,928
16,441
54,179
27,128
45,073
35,766
18,018
30,561
72,903
29,494
27,264
45,090
231,105
25,732
138,965
52,924
20,439
24,349
30,608
22,513
40,364
26,687
30,362
23,610
63,639
35,074
94,092
63,769
15,612
23,476
18,250

The State

pied

population

Area

Fayette
Franklin
Geneva
Greene
Hale
Henry
Houston
Jackson
Jefferson
Lamar
Lauderdale
Lawrence
Lee
Limestone
Lowndes
Macon
Madison
Morengo
Marion
Marshall
Mobile
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
Perry
Pickens
Pike
Randolph
Russell
St. Clair
Shelby
Sumter
Talladega
Tallapoosa
Tuscaloosa
Walker
Washington
Wilcox
Winston

TELEVISION
With TV

RADIO
With Radio
1950

occu

l

units

Tota

Num
ber

Alabama (Cont'd):

RADIO AND TELEVISION-1950 U. S. CENSUS OF HOUSING-MISSOURI
RADIO
TELEVISION
With Radio
With TV
1950
Area
c

reporting

Radio

i
62
Area
t-2o a,ae

" Miller
13,734
22,551
Mississippi
\ Moniteau
10,840
Monroe
11,314
11,555
Montgomery
I Morgan
10,207
. ! Mew Madrid
39,444
•!i Newton
28,240
24,033
■|< Nodaway
Oregon
11,978
Osage
11,301
i: Pemiscot
Ozark
8,856
45,624
14,890
fe"V
II Pettis
31,577
21,504
1 Phelps
Pike
16,844
, Platte
14,973
Mi Polk
16,062
Pulaski
10,392
i Putnam
9,166
lit Ralls
8,686
22,918
M.i Randolph
15,932
!! Ray
, Reynolds
6,918
11,414
Ripley
it. Charles
29,834
t. Clair
10,482
t. Francois
35,276
t. Louis
406,349
856,796
t.te.Louis
City
Genevieve
11,237
aline
26,694
chuyler
5,760
cotland
7,332
32.842
cott
]( Shannon
8,377
i Shelby
9,730
i Stoddard
33,463
a Stone
9,748
11,299
|iSullivan
Taney
9,863
18.992
IC'iexas
Vernon
22,685
Warren
7,666
14,689
'Washington
Wayne
10,514
Webster
15,072
Worth
5,120
Vright
15,834
* Not available.
TV

03
b *c3
1-o O-O

RADIO
With Radio
1950

TELEVISION
WITH TV
o0

s.s
II
15

sa

92.0
0.4
' 4,059
3,915
3,476
10
2,388
3,600 86.7
3,870
5,771
5,720
4,960
30
5,700
15 0.9
2,891
3,465
3,265 94.2
0.2
0.7
93.9
75
3,777
93.8
2,241
3,800
3,455
3,570
30
2,866
3,800
75 0.8
3,925
3,824
3,680 86.9
3,905
92.1
0.5
3,159
2,597
3,110
1,703
2,865
25 0.8
1.0
9,570
9,190
7,985 92.8
3,095
0.9
4,907
9,180
8,594
7,890
8,505
8,475
70 1.3
5,250
7,299
7,155
90.0
6,895 96.4
7,135
45 1.0
3,423
70
3,350
5,709
1,750
3,015 91.6
0.7
20 0.6
3,345
3,042
2,740
2,990
25 1.7
1,523
2,402
86.0
2,980
2,385
2,125
11,345
1,143
11,778 11,365
2,390
40
9,770 89.1
6,167
95.2
65
3,996
3,920
3,730 95.6
10,080
1.2
12085 1.6
10,354
10,195
3,910
2,472
9,745
92.7
7,584
92.6
6,025
60 0.7
6,089
5,955
5,585
2,827
1.2
5,440
5,583
4,088
5,440
5,035
210
93.8
4,175 95.1
2,976
4,450
4,575
15 0.8
4,465
5,121
5,095
4,845
91.9
25 4.7
75
5,060
1.1
3,219
3,007
2,940
3,200
1,852
0.5
2,725 95.1
2,167
2,865
3,024
3,190
93.5
30 1.0
2,786
2,780
2,860
2,770
2,600
115
2,071
7,680
7,140 93.0
7,841
95.6
7,660
2.2
5,891
5,375
5,285
5,050
88.4
45 2.6
4,079
86.4
5,280
1,861
1,770
1,565
1,750
0.8
25
924
2,665 94.7
3,246
3,085
975 11.6
1,550
8,435
3,090
8,471
7,985 93.1
40
1.1
8,405
2,136
3,522
3,560
5,207
3,315 96.1
9,805
3,550
555 5.7
98.1
9,792
9,425
1.3
111,910
112,670
114,491
6,758
110,510
22.6
68,339
258,136 251 ,930 243,710 96.7 213,392
9,720 25,290
249,530
35,755
14.3
20
175
5.9
100
2,966
2,855 95.6
2,985
1,739
6.018
7,950
2,985
93.4
1.0
7,525 94.7
8,027
1.1
1,895
7,895
75 0.6
1,936
1,900
1,770 94.4
1,593
25
93.3
2,575
2,435
2,522
2,580
55
1,924
9,195
9,070
8,460 89.6
5,428
2,350
9,080
1.0
1,364
25 3.3
2,070 95.4
2,310
2,290
88.4
3,456
3,495
90
3,335
86.3
3,490
0.3
40
2,559
8,925
8,855
9,002
7,890 94.8
25 0.7
0.9
4,549
2,837
2,810
2,795
2,425 90.8
10 0.9
1,466
3,697
3,430
3,620
1.4
2,644
3,600
70
2,950
2,958
1,401
2,680 90.5
2,935
50
60
5,380
5,572
4,870
5,350
95.5
75
1.1
2,662
6,430
6,735
91.2
1.6
6,760
6,660
4,778
2.9
2,385
0.4
1,364
2,368
2,175
2,380
83.1
3,905
1,864
3,845
3,195
10
2,405 85.1
85
1,505
2,825
2,896
3,845
2,815
94.8
0.4
4,544
96.0
1.9
4,525
4,290
5 0.3
2,857
4,460
1,673
1,645
1,635
1,580 92.3
1,354
4,270
4,776
4,625
20
2,497
4,400

Hearings — Cascade to Amend
(Continued from page 6U )

vas scheduled to resume the Duuth-Superior vhf Ch. 6 hearing
ast Tuesday but the case was coninued until Dec. 29. The DuluthSuperior vhf Ch. 3 proceeding is
cheduled Feb. 17.
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
(resided over further hearing of
he Wichita vhf. Ch. 3 hearing
ast week and it was not known
whether it would be continued this
veek or recessed over the holidays.
3is Wichita vhf Ch. 10 case is to
jegin Feb. 10.
Examiner Thomas H. Donohue
>egan the Sacramento, Calif., vhf
h. 10 hearing last Monday and
vill continue the case most of this
veek. Contestants are KFBK and
Sacramento Telecasters Inc., the
i ;atter recently amending its appli1 ;ation to alter its proposed tower
J jo meet state antenna restriction
|[B»T, Dec. 1].
» Early Thursday morning, prior
|x> the Ch. 10 proceeding, Examiner
ff Donohue met with Sacramento Ch.
b[J applicants to receive stipulations
lEf )f the engineering evidence. To
;| ;ommence following conclusion of
A ;he Ch. 10 case, the Ch. 3 conW ;estants include KXOA, KCRA and
n KROY. KCRA was given consent to
j^imend to show new site while
KXOA also was allowed to amend.
KROY,
meanwhile,
dropped its
proposed amendment.
No dates are set for the Sacra3ROADCASTING

mento uhf Ch. 40 and Ch. 46 hearings.
The Harrisburg, Pa., uhf Ch. 27
hearing is scheduled Jan. 5 before
Examiner William G. Butts.
The uhf Ch. 29 hearing for
Canton, Ohio, begins Jan. 12 before Examiner Fanney N. Litvin.
She concluded the Fort Wayne,
Ind., uhf Ch. 33 proceeding a fortnight ago [B»T, Dec. 15].

CONTRACT for WMTR Morristown,
N. J., program Lillian Ray at the
Hammond Organ, was renewed last
week by the Morristown Trust Co. On
same day, station celebrated its
fourth anniversary. Smiling are (I to
r) Mrs. Ray; Bob Mack, program announcer, and George Munsick, trust
company president.
• Telecasting

Program

Probe Continuance
(Continued from page 58)

and educational programs will avoid
the complaints that have been advanced against comedy and variety
shows on the one hand and crime
shows on the other hand," the subcommittee said. "Furthermore, increasing emphasis on cultural and
educational programs on the par-t
of commercial television stations
and commercial networks might
make possible a considerable degree
of decentralization of television
programs,"
it added. that this was a
It was understood
reference to the allegation that immoral and offensive programs generally were network originations
from large metropolitan cities
where the level of propriety was
not as high as in smaller cities and
rural areas.
The subcommittee also recommended that the question of improper or offensive advertising on
the air might be dealt with on a
case-by-case basis. This, it was
hoped, might develop into an "adequate common law" of radio and
TV advertising. The subcommittee
also
urged more
praise
for "good"
commercials
and said
it might
serve
a greater purpose than criticism.
Example Given
Among the examples of improper
advertising, the subcommittee said
it meant "impersonation of professional personnel for the purpose of
endorsing the products advertised,
or direct selling by 'pitch men,' or
unduly frequent repetition of advertising slogans."
Qualification
that its conclusions
should not be considered hard and
fast was made by the subcommittee
at the very start of that section of
its report. It referred to the "growing pains" of TV and the fact that
the TV Code only went into operation March 1 of this year.
"It is an understatement and
somewhat trite to observe that television is a rapidly growing medium
of communication. Nevertheless, it
is necessary to put down this observation right at the start because
the rapid growth of television is
the very reason why no lasting
judgments and conclusions can be
formed at this juncture with respect to the subject matter under
study," the subcommittee said.
The seven-man FCC subcommittee of the House Commerce Committee which investigated radio-TV
programs included, in addition to
Rep. Harris, the following members :
Democratic Reps. Arthur G.
Klein (N. Y.), F. Ertel Carlyle
(Pa.), Homer Thornberry (Tex.),
and Republican Reps. Joseph P.
O'Hara (Minn.), J. Edgar Chenoweth (Col.) and Harmar D. Denny
Jr. (Pa.).
Rep. Gathings' resolution. (H
Res 278) called on the subcommittee to investigate radio and TV
programs "to determine the extent
to which radio and television pro-

Urged

grams currently available . . . contain immoral or otherwise offensive matter, or place improper emphasis upon crime, violence and
corruption.
. . ." of the witnesses
Vast majority
objected to beer and wine advertising on the air. Next in number
were those who protested against
what they claimed was a plethora
of crime and horror programs on
the air. Few complaints were made
about indecent performers or programs, and there was general
agreement among the witnesses
that low necklines had ceased
dropping and were, in fact, moving
up to more modest levels following
the adoption of the TV Code.
The subcommittee reported that
it had received more than 1,200
letters and other communications
from the public on the subject of
radio and TV programming.
It was also understood that, although Rep. Harris and members
of the subcommittee are the regular FCC subcommittee of the House
Commerce Committee, under previous Republican control of the
House in the 80th Congress, no
standing subcommittees were established. Itis therefore impossible to tell who might head the
radio-TV program probe if it is
decided to continue it.
Rep. O'Hara is the ranking GOP
member of the subcommittee at the
present time. Rep. Denny, the third
Republican on the subcommittee,
failed to be re-elected last month.
The other Republican member of
the subcommittee is Rep. Chenoweth.
HILL

INQUIRY

Fellows Lauds 'Fairness'
NARTB President Harold E. Fellows, in an announcement issued
last week, expressed his gratification at the fairness of the Harris
subcommittee which investigated
radio-TV programs. He also expressed the belief that the hearings gave committee members more
of an insight into broadcasters'
problems than they had. before.
Text of Mr. Fellows' statement
is as follows :
Although we have not had time to
study thoroughlyof the
the FCC
subcommittee
the report
House ofInterstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee, we
are grateful to Chairman Harris and
his colleagues for the fair and impartial
manner in which they conducted the
inquiry.
I believe
committee
members would
agreethethat
the hearings
afforded them an opportunity to learn
more about the operational problems
with which broadcasters must contend.
For our own part, as broadcasters, the
forum made it possible for our industry
to learn at first hand the nature of the
public's reaction to broadcasting as it
is reflected in the reports made to Congressmen by their constituents. Such
friendly exploration, within proper
limits,
structive.can only be helpful and conWTTM Trenton to broadcast announcements ofschools closing due to
winter weather on morning programs
beginning
at 6 a.m. and lasting until
9 a.m.
December 22, 1952
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PEOPLE...

EDUCATIONAL

TV

SHOULD

BE 'NONCOMPETITIVE1
EDUCATIONAL TV stations should not be
competitive with commercial broadcasters.
That was one of three principles enunciated
by California Gov. Earl Warren at Conference
on Educational TV at Sacramento last week.
". . . there should be no commercial aspect
in the programs and no competition with commercial stations," California governor said.
"I say this because some people undoubtedly
will have concern lest educational television
become competitive with private enterprise."
Other principles submitted by Gov. Warren
were (1) program policies and content should
be determined solely by educators, and (2)
educational stations should be kept independent of station administration, like public
schools.
Gist of Gov. Warren's talk was place of educational TV as complementary to regular
school teaching and its promise for adult education and for shut-ins.
Meanwhile, Joint Committee on Educational
TV announced appointment of E. Arthur Hungerford, TV commercial manager, General
Precision Lab., as consultant to JCET to advise school and educational TV broadcasters
on engineering phases of construction and
operation.
GROUP

D GRANTS

FCC Friday afternoon wired eight more prefreeze television stations that their applications for maximum power had been granted.
Those receiving permission to boost ERP to
100 kw visual are:
WBZ-TV Boston, Mass., granted ERP 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average
terrain 530 ft.
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, Minn., granted ERP 100
kw visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 540 ft.
KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., granted ERP 100 kw
Visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 590 ft.
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb., granted ERP 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average
terrain 580 ft.
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, granted 100 kw
visual, 60 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 1,070 ft.
KRLD-TV Dallas, Tex., granted ERP 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average
terrain 460 ft.
KEYL (TV) San Antonio, Tex., granted 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 440 ft.
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex., granted 100 kw
visual, 50 kw aural, antenna height above average terrain 480 ft.
It also was understood that KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., had received permission to begin
commercial operation.
AVCO

DIVIDEND

AVCO MFG. CORP., New York, declared quarterly dividend Friday of $0.56 % per share on
$2.25 cumulative convertible preferred stock,
payable Feb. 2 to holders of record Jan. 16,
1953.
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ALAN W. GOLDMAN, Benton & Bowles, New
York, to Sullivan, Stauffnert Colwell & Bayles,
same city, in copy department.
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CLAY

HONORED

HENRY

B. CLAY, executive vice president-general manager of KWKH-AMFM Shreveport, La., has been honored
as "Young Man of the Year" by Shreveport Junior Chamber of Commerce.
James S. Van Sickle, KWKH news director, was among three runners-up who
received certificates of achievement.
Business Briefly
(Continued from page 5)
advertising. Radio and TV will share in overall billings, estimated at $500,000.
CHESTERFIELD SWITCHES # Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co. (Chesterfield Cigarettes),
dropping its Gangbusters, which alternates
with Dragnet, Thurs., 9-9:30 p.m., NBC-TV,
and replacing it with weekly sponsorship of
Dragnet, effective Dec. 25. Cunningham &
Walsh, N. Y., is agency.
PAINT CAMPAIGN # Ecoff
delphia (advertising agency),
radio announcement campaign
starting March 16 and using
ited number of markets.

& James, Philaplanning spring
for paint client,
52 spots in lim-

KEN MURRAY SPONSOR # Bristol Myers
Co., New York, will sponsor Ken Murray Show
and Alan Young Show on CBS-TV on alternate Sundays, 9:30-10 p.m. EST, starting
Feb. 8. Agency is Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, New York.
PARTICIPATIONS # Florida Citrus Exchange, through Jacobs Agency, N. Y., buying participations in New England area starting Jan. 5 for 13 weeks.
WEIGHTMAN DRIVE # Weightman Inc.,
Philadelphia advertising agency, is preparing
radio spot announcement campaign, using
scattered northeast markets, on behalf of dog
food account. Campaign to start early January.
EMBASSY SPONSORS # P. Lorillard Co.
(Embassy cigarettes), N. Y., to sponsor Club
Embassy featuring songstress Mindy Carson
on NBC-TV, Tues., 10:30-45 p.m., effective
Dec. 30. Lennen & Newell, N. Y., is agency.
THEATRES

WARNED

NBC said Friday it had warned motion
picture theatres that they may not show
NBC's telecast of New Year's Day Rose
Bowl football game in their theatres.
Warning, inspired by reports of unauthorized theatre pickups of last Rose
Bowl telecast, was contained in letter
sent by L. S. Frost, NBC Hollywood public relations director, to major exhibitors' trade associations. Letter said in
"Any be
unauthorized
exhibition
of thetelevision
telecast
would
in violation
of theatre
part
rights: owned and reserved by the Pacific
Coast Intercollegiate Athletic Conference and
the Pasadena Tournament of Roses Assn. And
also of similar rights and certain other proprietary rights of the NBC."

GUS KRUTTSCHNITT, sales manager
WMMW Meriden, Conn., promoted to general
manager, succeeding Alex Buchan, resigned, j
ERIK ISGRIG has joined Zenith Radio Corp,
as director of advertising. Immediately prior
to joining Zenith, he was account executive
with Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago. Mr. Isgrig ,
also has served with Young & Rubicam and '
with Sorensen & Co., Chicago.
BERTHA KURTZMAN, operations manager of
ABC-owned WJZ-TV New York, named acting
program manager effective today (Monday), I
Paul Mowrey, who is moving from program
director to station manager (earlier story ,
page 33), announced Friday. Miss Kurtzman
joined ABC in 1942 after serving with NBC
since 1937.
ABC

AND

UPT

OBJECT

OBJECTION
to requestof of
Broadcast
Bureau
that allocation
timeFCC's
for Jan.
5 oral
argument on ABC-United Paramount Theatres
Inc. merger and other phases of Paramount
case [B*T, Dec. 15] be revised was filed Friday
by ABC and UPT.
Broadcast Bureau last week asked FCC to
change lineup for oral argument so that DuMont and Paramount would have 15 minutes
each, and Broadcast Bureau 30 minutes on control issue; Paramount and UPT 80 minutes
and Broadcast Bureau 60 minutes on renewals
and transfers, and ABC and UPT 60 minutes,
DuMont 30 minutes and Broadcast Bureau 30
minutes on merger. FCC originally set up one
hour for each of parties, totaling 5V2 hours of
argument.
ABC and UPT asked that FCC original plan
be followed, opposed special allocation of time
for DuMont in discussion of merger issues.
INDIANA U. TV
LIVE video shows will be aired from Indiana
U. campus beginning next month in TV training expansion planned by Elmer G. Sulzer,
new university director of radio and TV communications. School now presents five programs weekly over WTTV (TV) Bloomington.
With new equipment planned, at least six
educational shows are planned weekly over
WTTV, Mr. Sulzer said. "Indiana University
has decided to provide for students laboratory
training through cooperative agreements with
commercial station," he explained, adding that
"the alternative is the far more expensive
method of application for one of the allotted educational television channels and building a
station."
WKOK
BONUS CBS STATION
WKOK Sunbury, Pa., 250 w on 1240 kc, joins
CBS Radio as bonus station to WWPA Williamsport, Pa., on Jan. 1, bringing affiliates
total to 216,
William
A. Schudt
Jr., CBS
Radio's
national
director
of station
relations,
announced
Friday. Station, owned by Sunbury Broadcasting Corp. with Homer Smith as general manager, also is affiliated with ABC and spokesmen
for that network said they had not received .
cancellation notice.
BROADCASTING
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Never

put

a

ceiling

on

what

WLW-TELEVISIO

can

for

do

YOU

WLW is radio's most famous merchandising
and promotion organization.
Now, to WLW-Television, comes this same
know-how . . . experience . . . vigor . . . But
Expanded!
It's the WLW-Television Client Service Department . . . with
20 . . . yes, 20 complete and distinct services ... all at work
for you!
WLW -Television- Albers Shopper Stopper Plan.
WLW-Television-Kroger's
"POP" ( Point-of -Purchase )
Plan.
WLW-Television-Eavey's Supermarket "POP" Plan.
WLW -Television-Gray Drug Chain "POP" Plan.
WLW-Television-Gallaher Drug Chain "POP" Plan.
All-inclusive promotion campaigns.
Newspaper advertisements.
On-the-air promotions.
Cab Covers.
Car Cards.
Newsstand Posters.
Newstruck Posters.
Retail Trade Mailings.
Jobber, broker, wholesale trade Mailings.
Specialty publicity releases.
Tie-in with national promotions.
Promotion consultation service.
Client rating service.
Client follow-up reports.
Client television market research department.
The Client Service Department is your creative assault unit
in the WLW-Television coverage area . . . doing for your
product everything . . . from holding dealer meetings to jetrocketing your sales charts with point-of-purchase action!
Plussing your advertising dollar ... many fold!

WLW

WLW-T
CINCINNATI

Te

evision

DAYTON
WLW-D

WLW-C
COLUMBUS

Sales Offices: Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus, Chicago, New York, Hollywood
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Swingis

toWHB

sQ^

inKansa

WESTERN MUSIC ROUND-UP
TIME ON THE WHB RANGE
P.. mil.

THE WHB»g MARKET AREA
IOWA
NEB.

MISSOURI
KAN]
WATTS

IN KANS,
DON D

MUTUAL NETWORK • 710
KILOCYCLES
• 3,000 WATTS
IB
IN
H ill

HiiL
CLUB 710—
With "Oil" Wells as
Master of Ceremonies
His name is really Earl
Wells — but a voice as
smooth as oil, modulated
to perfection — has earned
him the nickname of
"Oil." Monday through
Friday, from 2 p.m. to
4:45
p.m.,popular
"Oil" presents
the latest
records
— and the old standard
tunes. Two solid hours
and 45 minutes of wonderful listening, with
short, cryptic introductions that make the program "mostly
music."
Each show
features
the
"Top
Twenty"
tunes
of
the week, as reported by
Billboard, Variety, Cash
Box, a poll of local record shops, and the WHB
Concensus. A wonderful
time-segment for participating announcements —
"live" or minutes, transcribed. On one afternoon
a week representatives of
the leading phonograph
record companies bring
"Oil" their newest records (never before heard
on the air in Kansas
City) — and present them
personally for their
"premiere" ia the area.

A

"WHB VARIETIES"—
Radio's Answer to TV
The finest music, brought to listeners
as ONLY Radio can bring it! "You
don't have to see it to enjoy it— just
listen!" Variety is the keynote. Late
records of leading recording artists
(no jump) — plus fine albums in their
entirety, plus entire musical comedy
selecn. ns' Observance of special musical events, composers' birthdays,
movie preview music, special "days"
and special "weeks." Nightly, Monday
through Friday, for a full hour. The
judgment in musical selection of Ednalee Crouch (WHB s music librarian >,
plus the superb showmanship of Roch
Ulmer, with his ready wit and glib
tongue. Dignified sponsors with a
dignified message will be welcomed
on a participating schedule which allows only five commercials within the
full-hour format. A premium spot for
superior products! You'll see why
it's "Radio's best night time buy!"

DO YO
titers,
line. Kmagi
WHB't
ing time
and
and
a copy on
THE SANDRA

LEA PROGRAM

Of, by and for Women!
What's new in the World of Women?
entertainment
entertaining,
child
hold
helps and ana
appliances,
food', drugs,
care, feminine achievement? Sandra
ing, Monday through Friday, she ttllt,
and sells! If you have a product, store
or service women buy — schedule your
spots on this show ! Minute transcribed
spots may be used, with an appropriate
lead-in by Sandra Lea and her Announcer. Or, use "live" copy, adapted
by Sandra Lee to her pleasant stylel
ll .IIIIHMIIIU lllflll.
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THE CONTRIBUTION:
"Broadway TV Theatre" is the first program to bring the idea of
repeat performances to television.
It presents, in original form, the best plays of the legitimate stage
...with a Broadway cast playing the full performance, live, every
night of the week, Monday through Friday from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
THE SPONSORS:

ND

Cavalier Cigarettes • Agency — The William Esty Company
Piel's Beer • Agency — Young 8c Rubicam
The General Tire 8c Rubber Company • Agency — D'Arcy
THE STATION:

year

WOR-TV

channel

9

WLS

OPERATION

GROCER

best

merchandising

plan

in its field

INCREASED
CREAMETTES
10%

first

SALES

eleven

weeks

.... So says C. F. Meyer, Chicago District
Manager for the Creamette Company. This is
quite an accomplishment, particularly in view
of the fact that six years continuous participation on FEATURE FOODS . . . the businessbuilding WLS program that influences the
buying habits of millions of housewives . . .
already had more people buying Creamettes,
and more stores selling Creamettes, than any
other packaged macaroni in the Chicago area.
Mr. Meyer's letter speaks for itself.
"I am happy to report that Creamettes and
Creamette brand Ready Cut Spaghetti have
enjoyed an increase of 10% in sales during our
participation in the first eleven week cycle of
WLS's OPERATION GROCER in the Chicago
market. This increase is in comparison with
a like period last year. 1 should like to add
that this merchandising plan is the best in its
field here in Chicago. Thank you for your
merchandising support and cooperation."
OPERATION GROCER embodies all the
essentials for success . . . radio advertising,
newspaper advertising, point of purchase
displays and display material . . . complete in
WLS GETS RESULTS

one result-getting package, at very nominal
cost. Better see your John Blair man ... or
contact us . . . and get in on the hottest

FOOD jjINDOSTRY
OA. the

advertising-merchandising plan in the Chicago
grocery field today.
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"four

score

and
seven
WGAL-TV viewers

years
ago..."
recently watched spell-

bound as actor Ray Middleton

gave an unfor-

gettable, on-the-scene rendition of the Gettysburg Address. The occasion: a pageant staged
by the Western

Maryland Railway Company

the historic town of Gettysburg
To

in

to commem-

orate Lincoln's arrival there 89 years before.
bring viewers this memorable costume

pageant, a .WGAL-TV special events crew
filmed the impressive 2V2-hour ceremony in its
entirety.
Once

again, WGAL-TV

scored a direct hit

for viewers in it's wide coverage area, bringing
them — as is its custom — the complete and
accurate account
worthy event.

of an

outstanding

news-

WGAL-TV
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania
A Steinman Station
Clair R. McCollough, President
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CONSCIOUS of need for radio-TV experts
in handling White House news affairs, James
Haggerty Jr., Eisenhower press secretary, expected to name chief assistant well-versed in
vicissitudes of broadcast media. Pattern will
be different from that now followed at White
House, where press secretary nominally has
two top assistants — both press men. No inkling
yet who broadcast man will be but Mr.
Haggerty has names under consideration.
REP. ALBERT L. COLE, popular Kansan
who was defeated for re-election, still has
under consideration possibility of seeking one
of two upcoming vacancies at FCC, but hasn't
yet made up his mind. He's working with Republicancan
Nationalhave
Committee
and it's
generally
believed he
nomination
if he
wants
it. All reports on him check favorably. Meanwhile, campaign of Lewis Allen Weiss for other
vacancy is well under way, and so far there
appears to be open road for Vice Chairman
Rosel H. Hyde for Chairmanship when agency
is reorganized by GOP.
AT ONE stage, possibilty of appointment
of Negro to one of two upcoming Republican
vacancies on FCC was under study.' Val Washington, now assistant to GOP Chairman
Arthur Summerfield, it's learned, was considered, but reportedly wasn't interested. He
is Indiana Law School graduate and also
worked closely with Herbert Brownell, Attorney-General-designate, in 1948 campaign,
handling mainly minority matters.
FIRST MAJOR network switch to be announced for new year is WFDF Flint from
ABC to NBC, effective Mar. 15. Simultaneously,
it's expected WTAC will switch to ABC. WFDF
is Bitner station, managed by Col. Les Lindow, and WTAC is owned by Trendle-Campbell, and managed by H. Allen Campbell.
WITH

Columbia Pictures, Universal-International and Republic Pictures actively engaged in TV film production through their
respective subsidiaries, Screen Gems, United
World Films and Hollywood Television Service, other major studios are keeping intact
their "B" production units while weighing
possibilities of near-future video activity.

WILLIAM ESTY & Co., New York, preparing
new spot announcement radio list for 1953.
New list probably will include changing of
markets for FAB and VEL, both ColgatePalmolive-Peet products, and possible shifts
from FAB to VEL, and vice versa, in some
markets. C-P-P is expected to approve plan
early in January.
UNLESS all signs are askew, Comr. Frieda
B. Hennock proposes to become FCC's "militant minority" under GOP reorganization of
FCC. She's already preparing to do battle unto
finish against ABC-United Paramount Theatres merger, on ground that it would open way
(Continued on page 6)
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NEWSPAPER GROUP BUYS
KOWL SANTA MONICA
KOWL Santa Monica, Calif., 5 kw daytime
outlet on 1580 kc, sold by Arthur H. Croghan,
founder and owner, to Santa Monica newspaper group. Purchasers include J. D. Funk,
general manager; C. D. Funk, assistant to
general manager, and Robert E. McClure,
editor of Santa Monica Evening Outlook.
Sale reportedly involves close to halfmillion dollars. New owners to be incorporated
as KOWL Broadcasting Co. Transaction
handled by Albert Zugsmith, station-newspaper broker. It is subject to usual FCC approval. Applications will be filed in few
days. In radio 25 years, Mr. Croghan has
announced his retirement for time being.
ALLEN JONES KILLED
ALLEN M. JONES, 34, president of Store
Radio and Washington attorney, and his companion, Byron L. Tormohlen, 33, also of Washington, were killed Thursday night when their
private plane crashed into swamp about 20
miles west of Whiteville, N. C. They were
en route to Florida for weekend. Besides Store
Radio, sales and merchandising representative
for FM stations serving stores and markets,
Mr. Jones also has had other interests in radioTV field, including Washington Assoc. Inc.,
consulting firm to schools proposing non-profit
TV outlets on commercial channels [B*T, Nov.
10]. Marine Corps veteran of Iwo Jima, Mr.
Jones is survived by his parents.
MORE CANADIAN
RADIOS
RECEIVING set licenses in Canada for fiscal
1952-53 as of Dec. 15 totaled 2,198,988, off
17,825 over year ago, but licenses for crystal
sets were up 300% to total of three, Dept. of
Transport's Telecommunications Division reported Friday. Total number of licenses issued for fiscal 1951-52 was 2,313,944.
License issue by province as of Dec. 15:
Newfoundland
47,204 Manitoba 137,173
Prince Edward Island 9,079 Saskatchewan 167,913
Nova Scotia
102,046 Alberta
163,475
New Brunswick
68,358 British Columbia 183,741
Quebec
619,416 Yukon and N.W.T. 298
Ontario
700,285 Total
2,198,988

Total

Radio,

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

FOOTBALL GAME TELECASTS • Unusually large hookups of 57 stations for EastWest Shrine football game Saturday and of
59 stations for Browns-Lions pi'o football
championship game Sunday reported by DuMont TV Network, which carried both telecasts. Plymouth division of Chrysler Corp.
sponsored Shrine game, through N. W. Ayer
& Son; pro finale sponsored by Miller Brewing
Co., through Mathisson Assoc.
SUGAR BOWL TELECAST # Coverage of
Sugar Bowl football game in New Orleans on
New Year's Day has been sold to cooperative
sponsors over 13 ABC-TV and 52 ABC-Radio
affiliates, network announced last week. This
marks first telecast in 10-year history of game.
JUNGLE SERIES # Cott beverages sponsoring Ramar of the Jungle series of 26 half -hour
shows, in four New England markets, according to Arrow Productions, New York, producer
of series. Arrow said series has also been sold
to 11 other stations, six of which have it on
air under commercial sponsorship.
RELIGIOUS WORKSHOPS % Seven religious
broadcasting workshops — four TV, one radio
and two radio-TV — for 1953 have been announced by Broadcasting & Film Commission, National Council of Churches of Christ in
U. S. A., as follows: Jan. 4-9, TV, WTVN
(TV) Columbus, O.; Jan. 25-30, radio-TV, CBS,
New York; Mar. 8-13, TV, WSUN-TV St.
Petersburg; June 15-19, radio, State College,
Pa.; July 5-10, TV, WOI-TV Ames, la.; Aug.
10-28, Radio-TV, WFBM-TV Indianapolis; Nov.
8-13, TV, WHEN-TV Syracuse.
TEMPORARY CUT ® Procter & Gamble's
Crisco, through Compton Adv., New York,
currently reducing radio spot schedule but this
is expected to be temporary measure until
details of 1953 budget are worked out. Final
plan probably will include reinstatement of
present cancellations.

TV
Network
Time
Sales
Up
NETWORK RADIO
ABC
COMBINED gross time sales of nationwide
CBS
November
November Jan. -Nov. Jan. -Nov
radio and TV networks in November totaled
MBS
1952
1951
1952 1951
NBC
$
2,612,761
$
3,220,760
$ 31,823,887 $ 30,408,627
$31,156,461, an increase of 10.2 per cent over
5,419,533
5,257,454 52,943,930 63,506,265
2,172,485
1,583,291
19,011,789 16,203 944
gross of $28,277,180 for November 1951, ac4,073,971
4,315,646
42,748,228 40,980,710
Total
cording to figures compiled by Publishers InABC
$14,278,750 $14,377,151 $146,527,834 $160,099,546
formation Bureau.
NETWORK TELEVISION
Four TV networks in November billed
1,368,552 $ 1,911,243 $ 60,745,841
16,853,604 $ 37,734,476
16,605,766
CBS $ ^525,176
DuMont 1,026,566 4,605,506
8,783,681 6,823,631
$16,877,711, up 21.4 per cent from $13,900,847,373
NBC
7,957,417 6,535,907
73,934,637 52,578,779
029 figure for same month of 1951. Four radio
Total
$16,877,711 $13,900,029 $160,317,763 $113,742,652
networks combined billings for month totaled
Note: Radio and television cumulative totals do not include
$14,278,750, down 0.7 per cent from $14,377,151
July national political convention programs
sponsored by
Admiral Corp., Philco Corp,
for November 1951.
Electric
Corporation. This applied to allandradioWestinghouse
and television networks but Mutual. Mutual carried no convention programs,
PIB network-by-network report of gross
and is therefore comp'eie
billings for November and January-November,
1952 compared with 1951, for both radio and
for more AT DEADLINE turn page ^
TV is shown in accompanying table.
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Closed
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TV

SALES

IN ARGENTINA

TV SETS are selling well in Argentina, despite country's economic recession and high
cost of video receivers, according to J. Baldwin Robinson of Buenos Aires office of J. Walter Thompson Co.
Mr. Robinson, in New York over holidays,
reported buyer's market exists. "Durable goods
do not move where there is no money to spend,"
he said, "and, where advertising succeeds in
moving people to the goods, dealers go further;
their salesmanship is at low ebb today.
"Television is the one exception to the rule,"
he reported, with set sales mounting in spite
of economic conditions. "Sets cost about $1,000
or ten months' salary. Sales continue up, however, largely because of the medium's vast
entertainment appeal, installment purchase
plans and excellent clearance from the country's single transmitter, which can reach across
the flat land to approximately 4.5 million people— just in the greater Buenos Aires area
alone."
AFTRA

NEGOTIATIONS

AMERICAN Federation of Television & Radio
Artists spokesman in New York reported Friday negotiations with networks covering radio
and television performers and announcers have
been suspended until strike in Chicago involving WGN and WLS is settled. AFTRA said it
was in process of ironing out technical details
of pact in New York and Los Angeles when
strike action started in Chicago (earlier story
page 38).
G.E. ON CBS-TV
LAMP DIVISION of General Electric Co. to
sponsor Jane Froman's U.S.A. Canteen,
musical comedy series, on CBS-TV effective
Jan. 8, Tues. and Thurs., 7:45-8 p.m. Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
HUTTON
LINDSAY
located at
formed by
radio, TV,
mitments.

INCORPORATES

ENTERPRISES Inc., Los Angeles,
650 S. San Vicente Blvd., has been
Betty Hutton to handle all of her
recording and motion picture com-

IRE CONVENTION
TELEVISION will again be major topic at
annual convention of Institute of Radio Engineers, with four of convention's 43 technical
sessions to be devoted to TV. Majority of
papers presented at those sessions will deal
with color, with uhf second most popular topic.
Transistors will also be fully discussed during
four-day meeting, to be held Mar. 23-26 at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. Some 30,000
engineers are expected to attend technical
meetings and to visit 400 exhibits at engineering show at Grand Central Palace.
AGENCY

MOVES

KASTOR, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, New
York, moving today (Monday) to 400 Madison
Ave. New phone number PI 1-1400.
Page 6
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for full-scale motion picture invasion of TV
(and radio) and thereby suppress competition.
And she has fired shots against newspaperownership as tending toward media monopoly
in moulding public opinion.
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In this Issue—
B*T presents five articles of review and
outlook by leaders of advertising and
broadcasting:
William B. Lewis, president of Kenyon
& Eckhardt, writes on general advertising trends. In 1953, he foresees
more emphasis on hard selling, more
cost pressures (caused to a great extent by TV), more mergers of small
and medium agencies. Page 23.
Rodney Erickson, manager of Young &
Rubicam's radio-television department,
tells how television is transforming the
radio-TV functions and personnel in
leading agencies. Page 25.
Arthur C. Nielsen, president of A. C.
Nielsen Co., makes some considered
guesses about audience trends in 1953.
Quantitatively, radio, of course, will
virtually saturate the U. S., and TV
may reach 50% saturation. Qualitatively, the TV audience will be broadened into a more representative crosssection of the population. Page 26.
William B. Ryan, president of Broadcast
Advertising Bureau, thinks that recently invigorated selling at the local
level ought to pay off in 1953. An increase of as much as 20% in local
volume is possible. Page 27.
J. Leonard Reinsch, managing director of
WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, WHIO-AM-TV
Dayton and WIOD Miami, predicts a
continuation of the growing trend toward cooperative advertising, assuring
TV stations of increased local revenue.
Page 27.
Political broadcasts last October saved
radio networks from falling below
their gross in October 1951 and gave
a big boost to rising TV network billing. Democrats spent more than the
Republicans in both media. Page 29.
In homes
less than
year, TV nearly
cost-per-th'ousand
has a declined
18% , a survey by Edward Petry & Co. discovers.
Page 29.
Uhf stations in Atlantic City, N. J.;
York, Pa., and South Bend, Ind., begin
operations, and a fourth, in WilkesBarre, Pa., is due to start early this
week. Page 51.
Upcoming
Jan. ton.
5: 83d Congress convenes, WashingJan. 5-10: National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. convention, Mayflower Hotel,
Washington.
Jan. 8: NARTB Convention TV Subcommittee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 9-10: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn., annual meeting, Francis Marion
Hotel, Charleston.
Jan. 22-24: Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
board of governors, public hearings,
Room 268, House of Commons, Canadian Parliament Bldgs., Ottawa, Ont.
(Other Upcomings on Page 38.)

FCC LAST Tuesday found itself forced to
instruct its staff to clear power increase to
100 kw peak for KSTP-TV St. Paul-Minneapolis, after competitive station — WCCO-TV —
had been given increase week before. Broadcast Bureau handles these power increases as
routine, but held up KSTP-TV action because
file showed labor union complaint over engineers' strike. FCC construed this as no basis for
withholding routine approval and so instructed
staff.
INDICATIONS point to dropping of suits for
$100,000 each filed by Hector Chevigny and
Philco Higley, president and vice president of
eastern region of Radio Writers Guild, against
31 other RWG members associated with group
called We the Undersigned [B«T, Nov. 17].
Suits were based on charge that We the
Undersigned had accused the RWG administration of pro-Communist sympathy. Lawyers
for plaintiffs are said to be amassing documents from defendants in which they disclaim
any intention to impute pro-Communist tendencies to Mr. Higley or Mr. Chevigny and in
which- they assert belief that plaintiffs are
loyal U. S. citizens.
HOPE SEEMS to spring eternal at FCC. At
last Tuesday's meeting, Commission named
Eugene F. Merrill as motions commissioner for
month of January. No one even mentioned fact
that amiable Mr. Merrill is recess appointee
and that it's presumed his tenure will end
with convening of Congress. His colleagues
marvel at manner in which he has tackled job,
giving
no indication whatever that term is
temporary.
DESPITE pressure to have it pick up so-called
B-4 processing line (cities now having one TV
station), FCC intends to stick close to A-2 line
for cities and towns with no TV until it pretty
well exhausts list. That should take six or
eight weeks, it's thought. But it's dipping back
into B-2 list here and there under flexibility
allowed in its processing procedure.
TOME approaching size of Federal Budget will
reach Senate and House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committees next week, to conform
with new McFarland Law requiring FCC to
report on cases hanging fire more than three
or six months. FCC will plead manpower and
money shortage and is expected to seek supplemental appropriation to enable it to carry on
even with present staff beyond June 30 fiscal
year deadline.
MAYOR-Elect Roy Hofheinz of Houston Friday scotched rumors he has sold controlling
interest in KTHT there for $600,000 to prominent local businessmen, but acknowledged
there have been conversations with several
parties. Intention to sell control of KTHT "for
political reasons," attributed to another source,
was neither affirmed nor denied. KTHT is
assigned 5 kw on 790 kc, directional.

for more AT DEADLINE see page 78
BROADCASTING
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All

It Took

was

a

Sacred

Cow...

... To start the bloody Sepoy Mutiny in nineteenth century India. To the Hindu, the
cow is sacred; and devout native troops refused to accept a new rifle when a rumor
started that its ammunition was lubricated with tallow derived from cattle. The British
insisted, and the fight was on!

Largest total audience of any
Omaha station, 8 A.M. to
6 P.M. Monday through Saturday! (Hooper, Oct., 1951,
thru Oct., 1952.)

There are no "Sacred Cows" at radio KOWH, no effort to give its listeners anything
but what they demand — good entertainment and honest fun. Does the Omaha,
Council Bluffs area appreciate it? Answer that question yourself with a peek at
the below Hooper averaged for the thirteen-month period from October, 1951, to
October, 1952. Confidentially, we're "untouchable!"
36.0%

Largest share of audience, in
any individual time period, of
any
independent
station in all
America!
(Oct., 1952.)

25.
OTHER
STATION RATINGS

20 •
Sta. "A'

Sta. "B"

10*

Sta. "C"

5»

Sta. "D"
_L_
Sta. "E'

O

M

A

"America's
Most
Station"
General Manager,
Todd Listened-to
Sterz; Represented Independent
Nationally By The BOLIING
CO.
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Advertising

THE NEWS WEEKLY OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
Published Weekly by Broadcasting Publications, Inc.
Executive, Editorial, Advertising and Circulation Offices:
870 National Press Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Telephone ME 8-1022

650 Fifth Ave.
New

Yorke City, N. Y.

Dere Gen:

Here

h'it is jist about time fer sayin' hello

to anuther

New

Yere. This sure haz bin a

bizy yere here at WCHS

where we have 5,000

watts on 580. Yep, we covered thim Chi. convenshuns

direct from there. We

also startud

stayin' on tti air 2J+ hours evry day and we
also hed the Gov. of W. Va. here at th' stashun
to cut our birthday cake whin we was 25 yeres
old this past Fall. And we also got credet from
sum big officul at th' Capitol Bldg. fer broadcasts awarnin' thet got enuff voluntiers to
save a state forust from burnin' up. We

git

action instantly jist like thet coffee made

by

Mr. Chase and Mr. Sanborn.

Yrs.,
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numbers. Post Office will not forward issues.
Broadcasting • Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
Broadcasting * — The News Magazine of the Fifth
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BroadcastReporter
Advertising*
and Broadcast
in 1933.was acquired in 1932
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
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IS

OIL

IN

THERE

ARIZONA?

U. S. Oilmen Risking Millions
To Find Answer
Oil may have been discovered in Arizona by
the time you read these words — or it may never be
discovered there at all. But right now many oil
companies, large and small, are investing millions
in this state in hope of finding more oil to meet the
nation's ever-growing needs.
Research tells oilmen that certain areas of the
state are favorable to the finding of oil. But even
using the latest scientific knowledge and equipment, the only sure way to find oil is to drill for it.
So far, the Arizona oil search has turned up nothing but a string of costly dry holes. Yet oilmen
know that the search for oil always faces long odds.
In promising areas where oil has never been found
before, only 1 well out of 9 ever turns out to be a
producer.
In spite of these odds, America's thousands of
privately-managed oil companies last year found
twice as much oil as the nation used up.
The risks in the oil business are high. But oilmen
are willing to accept risks as long as they have a
chance to stay in business and earn a profit while
serving you.
For a free, interesting booklet, "Is There Oil
Under Your Land?" write to: Oil Industry Information Committee, American Petroleum Institute,
Box 41, 50 West 50th Street, New York 20, N. Y.

AMERICA'S 28th OIL-PRODUCING STATE? Maybe, maybe
not. The only sure way to find out is by drilling. Derricks on this
map represent the 40 wells oilmen have already drilled in Arizona.
All of them turned out to be dry holes. Yet more wells are being
drilled right now in the shaded areas, where chances of finding
oil are believed best.

BROADCASTING
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ANOTHER
ARIZONA
the geologist
contractor Rig
don'tis
know the answer
yet as DRY
they HOLE?
examine Even
core sample
taken and
fromthewelldrilling
in background.
coming down to move in heavier equipment. Whether this well comes in or not, oilmen
will not quit their Arizona oil search. This search wherever there is the slightest chance
of finding oil is the reason U. S. oilmen find more oil each year than the nation uses up.

SCENE IN PHOENIX, ARIZ., LAND OFFICE shows how oilmen rushed to beat deadline
for filing lease claims under new state law. Competition for drilling leases is keen though
no oil has been found. With many oil firms bidding for drilling rights, landowners benefit
by rental payments — collect royalty on every barrel if oil is found.
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being

loday radio entertains, informs and sells
people wherever they go.
In fact, the average American spends more
time with radio than with magazines, TV, and
newspapers combined.
People listen to radios in cars, kitchens,
yachts, bedrooms, living rooms, trains, canoes,
bars, terraces, hotels, restaurants, beaches,
deserts, mountain-tops, airplanes.
Right now there are 105,300,000 radio sets
in the country. From coast to coast, virtually
every home is a radio home — and over half of
them have two or more sets.
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sold
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a. food

freezer

In automobiles alone, there are 27,424,500
radios. At any given moment, over one-third
of the radio-equipped cars on the road have
their sets in use.
And last year Americans bought 12,775,000
new radio sets!
Radio reaches its vast audience at far lower
cost than any other medium — whether by
nation-wide networks or local stations.
No doubt about it:
The smartest buys in all advertising are
being made in radio. And they're being made
right now.

Broadcast
Advertising
Bureau, Inc.
BAB is an
organizationby
supported
independent
broadcasters,
networks and
station
representatives
all over America
270 PARK AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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Answers at bottom of page
1.
today'sgallons
gasolineof
do Two
the gallons
work ofof three
1925 gasoline. On the average, how
does the price of today's regular
grade gasoline compare with the
price of regular grade gasoline of
1925 (excluding state and federal
gasoline taxes) ? Check one:
□
□
□
The same
15% greater 50% greater

2* In 1951 Union Oil made a total Check one:
net profit of $27,295,971. Of this,
$15,851,712 was plowed back into
the business to meet the expand$285
ing needs of our customers. P~|
| |$5,276
$11,444,259
was
paid
out
in
diviQj
$10,560
dends to our shareowners.What did
these dividend payments average
per common shareowner ?

Check one:
3.
much investment
doesHowit require
to provide inan"tools"
aver- ^,— Jr $755100
age job at Union Oil Company?
J | $3.
$70,920

4. In 1910, Union Oil did an annual Check one:
volume of $12 million. This represented 23% of the total oil business
in the West. Today we do an annual [~~j
23%
volume of over $275 million. What
percentage of the total oil business
in the West do we have today ?
□ 31%
□ 13%
Answers:
1* The same. The reason: Under our
American
profit have
and loss
oil companies
the system,
incentiveU. toS'.
compete for your business. Because of
this constant incentive they spend millions of dollars every year on research
and development to put out the best
possible gasoline at the lowest possible
price.
2. $285 per shareowner. $11,444,259 is
a lot of money but it was divided among
Union Oil Company's 40,093 shareowners. And our largest single shareOwner has less than 1% of the stock.
BROADCASTING
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3. $70,920.
That's
in most
industries today you
havewhyto pool
the money
of a lot of people under legal agreements known as corporations. Very few
individuals could finance the "tools"
required by heavy industry.
4. 13%. We do over 22 times our 1910
volume. But we have a smaller percentage of the total business — mainly because the oil industry is far more
competitive. There are many more oil
companies competing for the business
today than there were in 1910.

UNION

OIL COMPANY
OF CALIFORNIA

INCORPORATED IN CALIFORNIA, OCTOBER 17, 1890
This series, sponsored by the people of Union
Oil Company, is dedicated to a discussion of
how and why American business functions. We
hope you'll feel free to send in any suggestions
or criticisms you have to offer. Write: The
President, Union Oil Company , Union Oil
Building, Los Angeles 17, California.
MANUFACTURERS UF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
December 29, 1952
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O IGURD S. LARMON, president of Young & Rubicam, N. Y., elected a
*^vice chairman of United States Council of International Chamber of
Commerce.
JAY MORSE ELY, vice president, Symonds, MacKenzie & Co., Chicago,
to Casler, Hempstead & Hanford Agency, same city, as account executive.
FUTTERMAN-GERBER Adv., Chicago, changes name to WILLIAM
FUTTERMAN Adv. with resignation of SEYMOUR GERBER.
J. C. BALSON named director of media and research of McKim Adv.
Ltd., Toronto. N. C. VISSER appointed research manager of same agency
at Montreal.
VIRGINIA CURRAN, BBDO, N. Y., to Hicks
assistant to director of radio and television.

Greist, that city, as

^3
then jointly owned KOMO-KJR
Seattle. Starting as continuity
writer, he became successively producer and public relations director.
As war approached in 1941, he
was lent to the Washington State
Assn. of Broadcasters to set up the
voluntary statewide Victory Network, which linked all 42 stations
in the state. In this capacity, he
started two weekly programs, and
provided transcribed spot announcements for participating stations.
When the State
Defense Council took
over, in January
1942, Mr.
Lyman
became radio
director

canthisone
his elecowesssful
yearsucce
AT LEASTdidatealmost
entirely to radio
tion
and television.
He is Peter Lyman, radio-TV
director for Frederick E. Baker &
Assoc., Seattle, who Dec. 9 was
elected president of the Advertising
and Sales Club of Seattle for 1953.
Pete Lyman's first job was with
WBBM Chicago, and he has been
with radio — as talent, producer, acexecutive and often all three
— ever count
since.
Born in Seattle
Sept. 7, 1908, he
was educated at the
U. of Washington
there and at the Pulitzer School of Journalism, Columbia U.,
in New York.
After radio singing and acting at
WBBM, he worked
as a freelance writer
and performer in Seattle during 1932-34.
One of his regular
assignments was the
A
role producer's
of an "Indian"
—
label
for the actors beMr. LYMAN
cause the show used

in the Two
press-radio
bureau.
months
later, however, he
abandoned the microphone to serve
three - and - a - half
years with the Navy.
He served
riers from on
1943car-to
November 1945, and
emerged from the
service a lieutenant
commander. He is
now a commander in
the Naval Reserve,
and commanding offiof the Thirteenth
Public Relations Unit for certhe
Naval District.

Storer Broadcasting Company
TOM HAfiKER. NAT. SALES MGR.. 488 MADISON AVE. NEW YORK
Page 12
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Represented Nationally
by KATZ

so many American
aborigine characters — on Pioneer
Days, sponsored by Peoples National Bank on KOMO and KOL SeatThe postwar period marked the
tle. He must have satisfied the beginning of his advertising agency
sponsor then, because he now serves
career, when the joined Mac WilPeoples agency.
as account executive at the kins, Cole & Weber, Seattle, as
Baker
radio director. He soon became an
In 1934, Mr. Lyman began a account executive with Pacific National Advertising, Seattle, and in
seven-year association with the
BROADCASTING
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beat

JAMES THOMAS CIRURG Co., Boston and New York, awarded certificate of appreciation from Advertising Council for its work as volunteer
agency
Council's
1951 to onJune
1952. Industrial Iron & Steel Scrap Campaign from Aug.
LESTER F. LILLISTON to account staff of Earle Ludgin Agency,
Chicago, Other additions: ARNOLD S. WATSON Jr., production department, and JOHN H. BAXTER, creative staff.
BARBARA HOWARD SMITH, copy writer, Ellington & Co., N. Y., and
NICK BOLTON, manager of Chicago office, William G. Rambeau Co.,
station representative firm, have announced their engagement.
1947, he went to Spokane to be
sales promotion manager for The
Bon Marche, a department store.
In 1948, he began his present
association with the Baker agency
in Seattle, as radio (now also TV)
director and account executive. He
handles the broadcast media for
The Bon Marche, Seattle, and all
advertising for Peoples National
Bank, the two Oldsmobile dealers
in Seattle, the Toy Shop and MelloCup Coffee, among other accounts.
For his various accounts, which
spend more than $200,000 in radio
and TV annually, Pete Lyman now
handles three programs a week,
plus participations. On most of the
programs, he is writer, producer
and voice, as well as account executive. Among the vehicles in
which he participates on the air
are the Toy Shop's weekly children's puppet show (Tuesday, 4:455 p.m.) and Oldsmobile commercial
announcements on the film program, Popular Science (Friday,
9:30-9:45 p.m.), both on KING-TV
Seattle.
Versatility Demonstrated
On his own time, perhaps to
prove that advertising men are
never so busy they can't take on
something extra, Mr. Lynn conceived and put on KING-TV a
weekly participating show called
Tele-Buys Inc. It proved very successful for several of the sponsors,
particularly Formula #40, a brass
polish made in California which
sought an opening of the Pacific
Northwest market [B»T, May 2,
1952].
Although Tele-Buys is now off
the air, Mr. Lyman has other evidence that radio and TV advertising pays. Peoples National Bank,
he reports, has about doubled its
advertising appropriation since
1950, adding television. Its principal vehicle is the half-hour Peoples Parade (Tuesday 9 p.m. on
KING-TV). It is using some spot
radio.
"We've proved that radio and
television can do a job for the advertiser," he says. "New business
shows that Peoples is getting the
greatest results with TV that the
bank has had with any medium."
Another
video success story
BROADCASTING

comes from one of two Oldsmobile
dealers, which recently entered TV
to promote its loan business. Returns indicate that, per dollar invested, television is outpulling all
the other media used, including
newspapers, radio and car cards.
Mr. Lyman in 1937 married the
former Gladys Miller. She was
music librarian at KOMO.
His hobbies are fishing and photography, and he is a member of
the Washington Athletic Club and
the Washington Quarterbacks.
He is completing a term as first
vice president of the Seattle Ad
Club. He was on the board of the
Spokane Ad Club.
AUTO AUDIENCE
Has Increased — Roslow
MORE listening is being done away
from home. And more of this same
away-from-home listening is in automobiles, according to Pulse reports showing the. New York radio
audience increased 20.4% by outof-home listening in November
1952, against an out-of-home plus
of only 16.2% in November 1951.
This November found 53% of the
away-from-home audience listening
in autos, against 48% who did so
in November a year ago.
The level of out-of-home listening this November was higher than
in that month for any previous
year since Pulse began measuring
this type of listening in 1949, the
research organization said, with
3.9% of the families in metropolitan New York this November reporting out-of-home listening during the average quarter-hour from
6 a.m. to midnight, compared to
3.5% a year ago. On an average
day 30% listened away from home,
compared to 26% last year.
Commenting on these findings,
Dr. Sidney Roslow, director of
Pulse, pointed out that the increased out-of-home listening represents an expanding plus for radio advertisers. "Failure of many
broadcasters, advertisers and agencies to take account of this trend is
undoubtedly contributing toward
radio's failure to get its former
share
of the advertiser's dollar,"
he
stated.
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(Let ulcers not dismay)
Ulcers? Shattered nerves? We

broadcasters

have had our share of these in '52.
But now, at the turn of the year,4et's remember
that we got something for our pains.
For example:
★ ★ ★ a stronger, revitalized NARTB
★ ★ ★ a TV code of good practice;
★

★

★

and BMB;

a record of unprecedented public service
programing
during and before the national elections;
a sales record that reflects the new surge
of confidence in broadcasting as an entertainment and sales medium.

So,.. a toast

to tomorrow!

The STR0MBERG-CARLS0N

Station

AM -TV
Rochester, N. Y.
iiMHib griii! watts tlTBgl
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ing the virtues of merchants in a
neighboring town, Morton . . . Last
week's listings in the Pekin Times
came out with a frightening error
. . . Note enclosure.
Bob Snow
Program Director
WSW Pekin, III.

Girls Town
EDITOR:
... In the past you've always
come forward for the underdog.
The young ladies of Girls Town
U.S.A. are truly the underdogs, for
they are the daughters of delinquent parents, parents who have
never done anything for them and
are themselves a burden on the taxpayers of America.
In this fine home near Whiteface,
Texas, located only 13 miles away
from us, they are completely rehabilitated as the boys are in Boys
Town, Nebraska.
The home . . . started with 12
girls four years ago and is now
filled to capacity with 72. Naturally, with 1,200 applicants on the
waiting list, an expansion program
is a necessity ... I am contacting
a few of my friends like yourself
and asking them to take up the
cudgels on behalf of this fine institution. Will you help?
Victor King
General Manager
KLVT Levelland, Tex.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:announcements
Any station wishing
to
carry spot
in the
fund drive for Girls Town may obtain
scripts from Mr. King.]
Wrong Dennis
EDITOR:
I would like to call your attention to the picture pertaining to
the United Cerebral Palsy telethon

open mike

on page 76 of your Dec. 15 issue.
I am convinced that the gentleman
identified as Dennis Day is no other
than Dennis James of Old Gold
cigarette fame.
This does not hinder any of my
high regards I have for your fine
publication.
Boyd Porter Jr.
Commercial Manager
KIOX Bay City. Tex.
NOTE:snoozing.]
Mr. Porter caught
a[EDITOR'S
caption writer
Bang, Bang
EDITOR:
. . . Our business is the best in
the station's history. Anyone who
says radio in a TV market is tough
is just lazy and doesn't know how
to load his sales gun with the right
ammunition. We have Broadcasting • Telecasting and our own
point-of-sale surveys — double-barreled dynamite that keeps business
moving our way.
Walt Dennis
Commercial Manager
WILS Lansing, Mich.

Thank- You Note
EDITOR:
I consider myself very fortunate
in having been able to attend the
recent southeastern television conference sponsored by WBTV(TV)
Charlotte . . .
WBTV's prospective competitors
were treated royally and exposed to
a lot of down-to-earth facts about
TV operations by their staff and
other assembled authorities. . . Too
bad there isn't a place on some of
the FCC forms for inserting this
grand display of "in the public inLyle C. Motley
Chief
terest."WBTM Engineer
Danville, Va.

T Is Silent
EDITOR:
We are not at odds with our local
newspaper, the Pekin Daily Times,
but we are beginning to catch on as
to what they think of us there.
We carry a daily program extoll-

[EDITOR'S NOTE: The "Times"
dropped the "t" from the listing of the
"Morton Hour."]
Wrong

Party

EDITOR:
My husband, public service and
special event man at KSTP and
KSTP-TV, covered election results
for the station and was a pretty
tired boy early next a.m., but not as
tired as the fellow who composed
the WCCO-TV ad in the Dec. 8
Broadcasting • Telecasting. You
see, Roger Kennedy, the first candidate to concede, was on the Republican, not Democratic, ballot.
What's more, Roger is related to
the new president of WCCO-TV.
At KSTP
treatthat.
the boss' relatives betterwethan
Mrs. Ben Leighton
St. Paul, Minn.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Theof Mr.
advertisement
listed
the concession
Kennedy,
"Democratic candidate for Congress,"
coverage.]
as
among the events of WCCO-AM-TV

the New York station
where listeners listen
and sponsors sell . . . key
station of MUTUAL
Broadcasting System

TELEVISION

Jan. 7— First copies of the NARTB TV
Code and Seal of Good Practice are
distributed to stations.
Jan. 7— Gain of 208.7% in total TV
revenue to a total of $105.9 for 1950
was reported by the FCC. Expenses
for 1950 totaled $115.1 compared to
$59.6 million in 1949.
Jan. 14 — Hearing on merger of ABC
and United Paramount Theatres begins
at FCC.
Jan. 17 — Merger of General Teleradio
Inc. (WOR-AM-FM-TV New York)
with Thomas S. Lee Enterprises was
approved by the FCC. This places control of Mutual Broadcasting System
with General Tire and Rubber Co.
Feb. 14 — Combination dues plan is approved by NARTB board in meeting
at Bandera, Texas.
Feb. 14— Membership of NARTB TV
Code review board is approved by the
board of the association. Group to
take office on March 1, when code becomes effective.
Feb. 15 — NBC National Spot Sales Dept.
is reorganized and expanded.
Feb. 18 — Procter & Gamble purchases
more than $7.5 million worth of TV
network time at gross rates to become
the leading video network user during
1951, according to PIB reports.
Feb. 22 — Wayne Coy resigns as chairman of the FCC to become consultant
for Time Inc. and part owner of KOB
Albuquerque. Paul A. Walker becomes
chairman.

3H

HIGHLIGHTS
As Reported in BROADCASTING © TELECASTING
(Radio Highlights of 1952 on Page 20)

Feb. 25 — U. S. Advertisers spent $217
million on television time in 1951, according to an estimate made by
BROADCASTING* TELECASTING and
appearing in the first TELECASTING
YEARBOOK.
Feb. 28 — Speaker Sam Rayburn (DTex.) bars both radio and television
from House committee hearings.
Feb. 28 — Robert T. Bartley is nominated as FCC commissioner to replace
Wayne Coy, as Paul A. Walker becomes
chairman.
March 31— Thirtieth annual NARTB
convention opens in Chicago.
April 11 — Advertising Research Foundation elects Edgar Kobak president
and starts campaign to improve advertising techniques.
April 14 — FCC releases its Sixth Report
and Order establishing its new TV
policy. Report made 2,053 assignments
to 1,291 communities. Of these 617
were vhf and 1,436 uhf. There were
242 noncommercial educational reservations.
May 1 — Peabody Award winners are
announced.
May 3— KPHO-AM-TV sold by John C.
Mullins and associates for $1.5 million to
Meredith Publishing Co.
May 5— President Truman nominates
Rosel Hyde for another term as FCC
Commissioner. He was appointed to
the FCC in April 1946 to fill the unexpired term of the late Comr. William
May 12— Controlling
interest in KOTV
H. Wills.
(TV)
Tulsa' sold by George E. Cameron

OF

Jr. and John B. Hill to J. D. Wrather
Jr. for sum in excess of $2 million.
May 17 — Because of the football telecast ban of NCAA, Atlantic Refining
Co. decides to sponsor pro football in
the future.
May 17 — DuPont awards are announced.
June 27 — President Truman calls members of FCC to White House for conference on the educational TV problem.
July 7— McFarland Bill (S 658) amending the Communications Act of 1934 is
signed by the President to become law.
July 7 — Republican National Convention gets top coverage from radio and
television.
July 11 — FCC begins granting new TV
stations by releasing batch of 18, including three for Denver.
July 21 — Democratic convention profits
by Republican
proves television experience
technique. and imJuly 31 — NBC obtains exclusive television rights to major football games
which NCAA permits to be telecast.
Aug. 22 — TV stations and networks take
in $235.7 millions, according to FCC reAug. 22 — General Motors agrees to pay
$2.5
port. million to televise NCAA major
college football games on NBC-TV.
Sept. 19 — Commissioner Robert F. Jones
resigns FCC to join law firm.
Oct. 14 — Eugene Hyde Merrill is sworn
in as FCC Commissioner, to replace
Comr. Jones.
Oct. 16 — FCC refuses to investigate Na-

1952

tional Volunteers for Stevenson charge
that Republicans were staging radio-TV
spot 21blitz.
Oct.
— Harold A. Lafount, radio consultant to Bulova Watch Co. and former member of the Federal Radio
Commission, dies at home in Detroit.
Oct. 27— BROADCASTING • TELECASTING poll of network news commentators shows 56% believe Stevenson will win election, 44% Eisenhower.
Oct. 27 — BROADCASTING • TELECASTING survey of mid-Atlantic and
southeastern broadcasters shows that
ing.
two-thirds believe a single rate card
for day and night broadcasting is comOct. 28— Theatre TV interests petition
for frequencies for exclusive, large
screen movie theatre television.
Oct. 28— Award of $300,000 made to
Duane Jones, president of Duane Jones
& Co., New York, in New York county
supreme court in his conspiracy suit
against nine former employes.
Nov. 17 — RCA releases study of first
uhf station in Portland showing that
coverage is much greater than had been
anticipated.
Dec. 13— NBC Board Chairman Niles
Trammell resigns to become one of
principals in TV application for Ch. 7
in Miami.
Dec. 15 — Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
agrees to buy WLTV (TV) Atlanta for
$1.5 million. Stock of station had been
held by 25 prominent Atlanta businessmen.

In all the world there isn't another
station like WOR.
For years, its powerful voice has reached into
14 states— and today its programs serve
downright devoted audiences throughout this
26,000,000 listener market.
For years, such WOR-established personalities
as John Gambling, Martha Deane, and
the McCanns have been winning the
confidence of listeners— a must factor in selling.
WOR

also has new stars— stars who will be

selling the New York market for years to come.

That's why WOR

sells more products for more

advertisers than any other station in the world.
Let us show you how WOR

can sell for you.

^(f- &f$>

ffilf-

feature

on
Bostled
in doub
otionthan
O offprom
RADI
paid
in more
attendance at an eight-day
automobile show which turned over
its showmanship problems to
WCOP-AM-FM that city.
This year's show, "Motorcade of
'53," saw 50,000 persons visit the
Mechanics Bldg., one of Boston's
premier show palaces, to witness
"the million-dollar spectacle of the
world's fastest and most expensive
American
foreign
sports
The
first and
annual
show,
heldcars."
last

in his usual place,
full of good cheer, with a smile
on his face.
From the pages of Broadcasting,
he now steps forth,
To bring you this word from the
chilly north.
"I've been working all year to
make this Christmas best,
for broadcasters, agency people
and the rest.
They've done a good job, month
in and month out,"
says jolly old Santa, so round
and so stout.
"My pack's loaded down with
gifts for each one,
And I'll deliver them all before
Christmas is done,
Calling at each agency and broadcasting station,
Up, down and across the entire
nation.

"When I've made my rounds for
Gfty-two,
I'llwork
go back
anew.to the Pole and start
I'llYear,
wish for you a Happy New
With lots of business from far
and near."
FIRST in WASHINGTON

WRC
980 KC • 93.9 FM
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
Star
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year, drew only 17,000 spectators.
The jump in attendance came
when Edward Stone, president of
International Racing Enterprises,
promoters of the event, placed
general promotion for the show in
the hands of John C. Gilmore,
7H

of the meek

WCOP account executive.
Mr. Gilmore arranged for broadcasting of six hours daily of special shows direct from the Motorcade stage. The show's auto displays jumped the gun by three
weeks on the release dates of most
standard American cars, the station reports.
A feature attraction was the
daily appearance of one of Boston's most popular locally-produced
radio shows, WCOP's Hayloft
Jamboree, starring Nelson Bragg,
"the Merry Mayor of Milo, Maine."
WCOP reports the Motorcade
management already has invited
the station to handle promotion
for its "next and bigger" show,
"Motorcade of '54."

strictly

ENLINDraft
DY)of Filmc
(LIN
DOR,E presi
ISIBAUM
dent
Productions Inc., Hollywood,
was a prominent Los Angeles attorney until he got so carried away
by a client's enthusiasm for television that he joined him in establishing a TV film firm.
Foreseeing the use of film in
the new medium, he now believes
"only the surface has been
scratched." He predicts his chosen
field "will eventually be many times
larger than the present motion
picture industry."
Filmcraft — of which F. H. Fodor,
the "client" who sought legal aid
in obtaining patents for a camera
control system, is the executive in
charge of production — has just
completed filming the 110th NBCTV You Bet Your Life program.
With this record behind him, Mr.
Lindenbaum feels safe in saying
"quiz, variety, situation comedy
and dramatic type programs are
all headed toward film. Editors
can eliminate dull spots and tighten
up quiz shows, in addition to eliminating any ad libs in questionable
He says film results in a better
taste."
physical
presentation of a star
"thanks to movie lighting as well
as a constant make-up check." He
adds that these facts are especially
important to name players — now
not so young — who want to look
their best before the public.
Mr. Lindenbaum's family moved
to Los Angeles from his native city,
Boston, when he was a baby. He
was graduated from high school
and entered Columbia U. as a

business

Mr. LINDENBAUM
. . . it was enthusiasm
pharmacy student. After a year of
this, he entered the U. of California
at L. A. and switched to law. He
also studied at the U. of California
at Berkeley where he received his
A.B. After a brief attendance at
Harvard U. he got his L.L.B. degree from the Boalt Hall School of
Jurisprudence at Berkeley. He
hung out his shingle in Los Angeles
in 1930.
Filmcraft, which started on a
small scale employing two enthusiastic men and using a camera
system that permitted continuous
filming of programs, has expanded
operations considerably. It has
acquired Filmarte Theatre, the
(Continued on page 66)
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new

business

e •
CHALLENGE CREAM & BUTTER Assn., L. A., will sponsor Sugar
Bowl Game from New Orleans on KECA-TV that city and KGO-TV
San Francisco, 11 a.m. PST, Jan. 1. Agency: Davis & Co., L. A.
A/eturotk • • •
MILES LABS. (Alka Seltzer), to sponsor NBC radio coverage of New
Year's Eve Festivities in New York, Chicago and San Francisco with
pickups from those cities at, respectively, 11:45 p.m. to 12:05 p.m. EST;
12:45 p.m. to 1:05 a.m. EST; and 2:35 to 3:05 a.m. EST. Agency: Geoffrey
Wade Adv., Chicago.

wdod

dsdiv&M

Aadw

$oh

only

100

hom&A

a

COLGATE-PALMOLI VE-PEET Co., renewing radio version of Mr. and
Mrs. North for 13 weeks, effective Jan. 6. Show celebrates its tenth year
on radio with the Dec. 30th broadcast. Agency: Sherman & Marquette,
N. Y.

PENNY!

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC Corp. to sponsor Meet Betty Furness on
CBS-TV Fri., 10:45-11 p.m., effective Jan. 2. Agency: McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.

Based on a median rate, the 91,500* daytime
radio families listening to WDOD cost just a
PENNY per 100 families.

That's a good buy in any market. In bustling,
growing Chattanooga that means money in the
cash register, too!
For 27 years, popular, powerful WDOD has persuaded millions of loyal listeners to buy the
merchandise and services it has advertised. Yes,
WDOD really sells its audience.

Make Chattanooga's No. 1 station your No. 1
choice in this profitable marketing area.

^latest primary coverage figures
AM-5,000
wdod
CHATTANOOGA'S

FM-44f000
PIONEER

BORDEN Co., N. Y., starts Frank Goss News on 22 Columbia Pacific
Radio Network stations on thrice weekly alternating basis for Evaporated
Milk and Instant Coffee, Mon., Wed., Fri., and Tues., Thurs., Sat., 5:455:55 p.m., PST, for 52 weeks from Jan. 5. Agency for Evaporated Milk:
Young & Rubicam Inc.; Agency for Instant Coffee: Doherty, Clifford &
Shenfield, both N. Y.

watts

■Qqencij -Gjajaointment* • • •
KYRON FOUNDATION, L. A. (Kyron reducing aids), appoints Irvin
Rose Agency, Hollywood. Radio-TV will be used.
COLUMBIA FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN Assn., Washington, D. C.
appoints Robert M. Gamble Jr. Adv., same city.
NATIONAL YEAST CORP., N. Y., names Hilton & Riggio, that city,
effective Jan. 1.
McCRAY REFRIGERATOR Co., Kendallville Ind., appoints Buchen Co.,
Chicago. Media plans not yet set. Account executive is LEON MORGAN.
FAIRMOUNT FOODS
uses radio-TV.

Co., appoints Allen & Reynolds, Omaha. Firm

PAL BLADE Co., N. Y. (Pal and Personna Blades), names International
Div. of Grant Adv., N. Y., to place foreign advertising.
EMPIRE FURNITURE & APPLIANCE Co., L. A., appoints J. E. Coyle
Adv., that city. Spot announcements are scheduled on KFWB and KGFJ
Hollywood, KOWL Santa Monica and KALI Pasadena.
W. A. STILLWELL, L. A., and HALLS MOTOR Co., Highland Park
(both Oldsmobile dealers), appoint George Patton Co., Beverly Hills.
TV is being used.

watts

WESTERN GEAR WORKS, Lynwood, Calif, (power transmission products), appoints Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Hollywood.

STATION

INSTANT BEVERAGE Co., S. F. (Valsweet grape nectar), appoints
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, that city.
SALADA TEA Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto, names McKim Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, effective Jan. 1.

Paul

H. Raymer

Company

LOUIS SHERRY Inc., N. Y. (candy, ice cream, preserves and catering
service), appoints Hilton & Riggio, same city.
SCHAMMELL
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CHINA Co., Trenton, N. J., names Bauer Adv. Inc., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

Mumbo

or

-Jumbo

Merchandising?

WMIL

has never believed in —

and never practiced — the kind of

mumbo- jumbo that went by the name of "merchandising" but wasn't. We
never believed that keeping an account executive happy by going through
the motions, was a good substitute for building audiences. We still hold
to that idea.
But, now, food advertisers on WMIL

will receive, without extra charge,

the active cooperation of the Krambo Stores — a chain of giant super-markets,
whose annual volume exceeds $3,000,000 per store.
They will share in Krambo's own WMIL advertising, will receive stack
displays in every store, will obtain space in the store's newspaper advertising,
shelf displays, window streamers.
This all is a no charge "plus" service.
In short, good food advertising on a good radio station will, as always,
create demand. But the WMIL food merchandising plan will turn that
active demand into positive active sales through the most aggressive chain of
food markets in Milwaukee.
That's what we call merchandising. That's why we're doing it. Ask
any For joe office for the details.

WMIL
means

Mil
REPRESENTED

BROADCASTING

• Telecasting

BY

WAUKii
FORJOE
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RADIO

HIGHLIGHTS

As Reported
Jan. 7— FCC reports 1950 AM-FM revenues totalled $444.5 million, up 7.1%
over 1949. Expenses for AM-FM stations totalled $376.3 million. Income
before federal taxes totalled $68.2 million, up 29.7% over 1949.
Jan.
14 — Hearing
on merger
ABC
and United
Paramount
Theatresofbegins
at FCC.
Jan. 17 — Merger of General Teleradio
Inc. (WOR-AM-FM-TV New York) with
Thomas S. Lee Enterprises was apby the FCC.
This placesSystem
control ofprovedMutual
Broadcasting
with General Tire & Rubber Co.
Jan. 21 — Volume of radio time sales
rose nearly $32 million in 1951 over
sales in 1950, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING survey shows. The 1951 estimates showed National Network totalled $116,641,381; Regional Network
$7,125,000; National and Regional non
network $134,291,439; Local $227,434,783;
Total $485,492,606.

OF

in BROADCASTING

Jan. 28 — CBS Radio sends affiliates reward. vised contracts to adjust rates downJan. tee28 —estimates
Joint number
Radio Network
of radioCommitsets in
the
United
States
as
of
Jan. 1 at 105.3
million.
Feb. 4 — FCC maps interim broadcast
stationtackalert
plansentinel
in case operation
of enemy for
atinvolving
many of nation's high power stations.
Feb. 14 — Combination dues plan is approved by NARTB board in meeting at
Bandera, Texas.
Feb. 18 — Procter & Gamble again top
users of radio time with total of $18,159,695ords of during
1951,Information
according Bureau.
to recPublishers
Feb. 15— NBC National Spot Sales Dept.
is reorganized and expanded.
Feb. man22 of— FCC
Wayneto become
Coy resigns
as Chairconsultant
for
Time Inc. and part owner of KOB Al-

1952

• TELECASTING
buquerque. Paul A. Walker becomes

chairman.

Feb.
23 — Twenty-fifth
the establishment
of the anniversary
Federal Radioof
Commission.
Feb. 28 — Awards are presented to four
winners of the Voice of Democracy
contest, sponsored by the NARTB.
RTMA
and U. S. Junior Chamber of
Commerce.
Feb. 28— Speaker Sam Rayburn (DTex.) bars both radio and television
from House committee hearings.
Feb. 28nated—as FCC
RobertCommissioner
T. Bartley tois replace
nomiWayne
Coy
as
Paul
A.
Walker
becomes
Chairman.
March 8 — ■ Preliminary FCC figures
show that the networks took in more
money from TV than from AM in 1951
with total of $132.2 million from TV
and $100.4 million from AM.

March 14 — Adrian Murphy becomes
president of CBS Radio.
March 14 — Naylor Rogers, executive
vice president of Keystone Broadcasting System, dies in Chicago.
March 20 — G. Shaw, vice president of
A. C. Nielsen Co., tells Assn. of National
Advertisers that television costs are
approximately 50% higher than those
of radio and that much of the country
cannot be reached by television.
March 31 — Thirtieth annual NARTB
convention opens in Chicago.
April 11dation
— Advertising
Researchpresident
Founelects Edgar Kobak
and starts campaign to improve advertising techniques.
April 25 — Frank White resigns and
Thomas Broadcasting
F. O'Neil becomes
Mutual
System.president of
May
1 — Peabody Award winners are
announced.
May 3— KPHO-AM-TV sold by John C.
Mullins and associates for $1.5 million
to Meredith Publishing Co.

llii■s

room

. .

there's
no
for
doubt

room

There can be no room for doubt in the continuity and
fidelity of your broadcast. You demand — and get —
the best in transmitting and studio equipment.
Nor should you compromise with quality in the
tape recorder you select.
AMPEX Recorders are engineered to the highest
professional standards of reliability and performance.
AMPEX

brings you these cost-saving operating advantages:
• UNINTERRUPTED SERVICE
Under the demand of heavy-duty programming, AMPEX
Recorders deliver thousands of hours of unbroken service.
Recently a set of AMPEX heads was returned from Honolulu for routine replacement after 11,000 hours continuous
use, 17 hours a day. The heads were still within AMPEX
specifications for new heads and had several thousand
more hours of use remaining.
• MINIMUM "DOWN TIME"
AMPEX Recorders are designed for thousands of hours
of continuous operation with minimum down time, resulting in low maintenance costs and protection from sudden
broadcast failures.
ACCURATE TIMING
AMPEX split-second timing accuracy protects your programs and commercials from embarrassing time overlaps.
HIGHEST FIDELITY
Even when programs are repeatedly transcribed from one
tape to another, there is no noticeable build-up of noise
level, "wow" or distortion.
LONG LIFE
AMPEX Recorders are designed and built for years of
service dependability. Its recordings match established
NARTB standards. When you have an AMPEX, you
have a machine built for years-ahead performance.

If you plan for tomorrow, buy an AMPEX today
AMPEX ELECTRIC CORPORATION
• 934 CHARTER STREET
• REDWOOD
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May 5— President Truman nominates
Rosel Hyde for another term as FCC
Commissioner. He was appointed to
the FCC in April 1946 to fill the unexpired term of the late Comr. William
H. Wills.
May 15 — Liberty
service.

Network suspends

May
nounced.17 — DuPont awards are anJuly ing7—the McFarland
Bill (SAct658)of amendCommunications
1934 is
signed by the President to become law.
July tion7 —getsRepublican
National Conventelevision. top coverage from radio and
July 11— KOA-AM-FM is sold by NBC
to Bob Hope, Mayor Quigg Newton of
Denver
million. and their associates for $2.25
July 21 — Democratic convention
25%.
Aug. 12 — CBS sets new rate formula
cutting nighttime rates approximately
Sept. 3— NBC trims rates to match CBS.
niversary.
Sept.
18 — CBS celebrates its 25th anSept. 19 — Comr. Robert F. Jones resigns
to join law firm.
Sept. 26 — General Foods signs Bob Hope
for two series on NBC radio for approximately $2million.
Sept. 30 — Merlin Hall Aylesworth, first
president of NBC, dies.
Oct. 3 — Radio revenue in 1951 was
highest in
history,
$450.4 million, according to FCC
report.
Oct. 11— Arthur Pryor Jr., BBDO vice
presidentvision, tells
in NARTB
charge of
radio 6 and
teleDistrict
meeting,
in Memphis, that radio is the best low
cost mass buy. He pointed out that
radio people
keep advertisers informed of itsmust
advantages.
Oct. 14 — Eugene Hyde Merrill is sworn
in as FCC Commissioner, to replace
Robert F. Jones, who resigned to enter
practice of law.
Oct. 16 —tional
FCCVolunteers
refuses
investigatecharge
Nafor toStevenson
that Republicans were staging radio-TV
spot blitz.
Oct. 27 — BROADCASTING . TELECASTING pollshows
of 56%
network
newsStevencombelieve
son will winmentators
election,
44%
Eisenhower.
Oct. 28 — Award of $300,000 made to
Duane Jones, president of Duane Jones
& Co., New York, in New York county
(Continued on page 6U)
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YEARS
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RESULTS

RADIO

and

NEWS!
100 per cent distribution for
Polar Bear Coffee in the Fort
Smith Trade area is proof of
results for the Noon News,
now in its 23rd consecutive
year on KFPW . . . under the
same sponsorship. Left to
right, celebrating the 7,000th
broadcast of Polar Bear
Coffee News— J. W. Davis,
sales manager, Griffin Grocery Co.; James C. Leake, vice
president; Dwight Sample,
manager, Griffin Grocery Co.,
Fort Smith, and Pat Garner,
veteran news chief of KFPW.
Inset, John T. Griffin, president of Griffin Grocery Co.,
makers of Polar Bear Coffee.

One of KTUL's staunchest advertisers isHarry Clarke of
Clarke's Good Clothes in
Tulsa, who has sponsored
"Tomorrow's News Tonight"
every night at 10:00 for 15
years. Taxiposter held by
Newscaster Ed Neibling, left,
and Clothier Clarke heralds
longevity of newscast. Plaque
on wall was awarded KTUL
and Clarke's in March by the
BAB as second prize in the
national "Radio Gets Results"
contest. Clarke's has advertised continuously on KTUL
since a week after the station
went on the air in 1934.
The "VOICES"
that SELL MOST
for MORE
LOCAL
in TWO
RICH MARKETS
of the SOUTHWEST.
"GRASS
ROOTS"
MAKE
KTUL and

ACCEPTANCE
KFPW the BEST

ING

DOLLAR

MERCHANTS

plus CONSISTENT
BUYS FOR

in TULSA

and

RESULTS

ADVERTISSMITH, ARK.

AUDIENCE
ACTION
TEAM

KTUL-KFPW
"Tulsa
" Fort Smith

JOHN ESAU— Vice President, General Manager
AFFILIATED WITH

AVERY-KNODEL, Inc., Naf'i Representative
KOMA, OKLAHOMA

CITY

Low-cost results and W-I-T-H go together just like cheese and
apple pie. And how the local merchants do know it!
W-I-T-H regularly carries the advertising of twice as many of
them as any other station in town.
Like

cheese

with

apple

goes

pie

Here's why: W-I-T-H delivers more listeners-per-dollar than
any other radio or TV station in Baltimore.
And this BIG
audience, at such LOW rates, produces low-cost results!
W-I-T-H can do it for you too. Get in on this natural
combination — low-cost, resultful advertising and W-I-T-H.
Your Forjoe man will give you all the details.
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AHEAD

By William
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B. Lewis

President, Kenyon & Eckhardt

TRYING to look ahead these days
is a thankless and unrewarding
task. We can be sure, however, that
1953 will see a continuation of the
trends so evident in 1952.
First of all, it looks as though
there will be more and more mergers of small and medium agencies
into larger operations. Small agencies, and here I' do not speak of
one-man shops, cannot afford the
depth in facilities which is so essential today in working with major
clients. Because of that, and the
narrowing profit margins of the
agency business, we can look forward to more news announcements
along the lines that became so
popular this year.
The Squeeze
Medium agencies are squeezed
with the same problems. To hold a
major account in these days of
tough selling, an agency must be
equipped to offer advice and counsel
on many different marketing levels.
The medium agjency, with accounts
which look good to the larger agencies, is placed in a difficult competitive position. Unless the creative
work of the medium agency is so
powerful that other considerations
are waived, and that happens too
rarely in our industry, the larger
agency gets the nod as a sheer
economic gesture by the client.
Few agencies are not conscious
these days of the help a strong
and facility-wise agency can give
his advertising and sales team. And
they will need every bit of that
help in the year ahead.
Agency departments will be
strengthened in 1953. Copy lessons
have been learned in the past few
years that are certainly going to be
applied in the coming 12 months.
Direct and simple approaches, with
the emphasis on the individual
benefit given to the consumer, will
replace the kind of copy which
sounds smart and sophisticated in
a copy department or board room.
Copy people are learning the hard
BROADCASTING
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facts of sales needs. And when
those facts are blended with creativeness and ingenuity, copy standards go up.
The day of being cute and coy is
over. A cute copy line is of no
value to a sales force and of even
less value to a retail salesman.
This doesn't eliminate humor in
copy by any means. But the trick
phrase will find its usefulness waning in the hard light of 1953 sales
necessities.
Primarily, we are in the business
of creating and holding consumer
demand. That is especially true in
light of the increasing amount of
self-service, one-stop, shopping outlets. So the job for creative advertising is bigger than ever. And the
advertising which is not truly creative will have a hard time surviving in 1953.
So, for copy in 1953, paste up the
prime function of advertising —
creativeness with a purpose. The
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purpose is to make somebody want
to buy and impel them to the purchase. Don't get lost; don't get
tricky, don't get tradey. Get the
straight message over in simple,
direct, attractive fashion.
Copy and Art are sisters who
must live together in our business.
Gerry Link, our head art director,
would certainly go along with me
in the feeling that advertising art
has made long strides forward in
the past few years. The whole food
picture, with its striking art examples of appetite appeal raised to
the nth degree, is a fine case of
advertising development.
If I may mention one of our campaigns, I'd like to bring up the
Lincoln "modern living" story. Here
is a campaign which has totally
departed from what some circles
call "Detroit advertising." Bold,
imaginative, striking in conception,
it fits the Lincoln of 1952 and the
Lincoln of 1953 as few other adver-

PROBLEMS,

NEW

PROMISES

In 1952, it may be recorded, television's influence in the
advertising world was beginning to be understood. TV was
no longer feared hysterically or embraced unquestioningly.
Advertisers, agencies and radio began to learn how to live
calmly, if not entirely comfortably, with TV.
But there was no doubt that television had made profound
changes in advertising practices. To assess and identify these
changes, and to suggest ways of living more comfortably with
TV, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING asked five informed and
respected advertising leaders for their views.
Their articles begin on this and the following four pages.
Their forecasts assure that both radio and television will do
well in 1953 — if their managements are imaginative and
resourceful.
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tising themes have done.
Dealers and factory tell us one
important matter; the campaign
is selling Lincolns, And that is our
prime objective. So then our art
for 1953 must continue its boldly
imaginative strides; again, with the
realization that art must be welded
to reality and that it must sell
Behind Art and Copy comes a
product.
dynamic concept of Media. Media
buying, in many respects, is a
most underrated section of agency
operation. Yet, we know that creative media buying is one of the
most important advertising responsibilities ofagency and client
operation. Many agencies have revamped traditional thinking concerning the operation of media departments. The changing pictures
in TV, radio, newspaper, magazine
and other media, need constant attention of top agency management.
That's why 1953 will find still further upgrading of media personnel in major agencies. This will be
a good thing for the people who
both buy and sell media, for agencies in general
for clients.
Media andBuying
Make no mistake about it — media
buying must be strong and dynamic
if advertising value is to be given
our clients.
Backing up Art, Copy and media
comes Research. I may be prejudiced on this subject, but research
to me is of such vital importance in
today's market that it becomes hard
to evaluate its contributions. Facts
are the backbone of any intelligent
business operation. Management
cannot afford the luxury of wishful
thinking, hasty guesses and oneman surveys. Management turns
to research for the answers. These
answers are not meant to serve as
anything but guideposts for action.
They do not halt, constrict, delay,
lame or cripple creative action.
They (Continued
do, however,on show
page us24)where
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(Continued from page 23)
we have been, where we are now,
and where we may go in the future.
Research of many forms will be
more important than ever in 1953.
And the client who can team a good
research department will be ahead
of his competitors. Used the right
way, research can improve creative
and sales output to new highs in
1953.
The year ahead will certainly
show greater emphasis on the fast
moving promotion and merchandising setups, both with agencies and
advertisers. These are the departments which work in the field and
have the close knowledge of selling

MR. LEWIS is a broadcasting veteran as well as a firstrank agency man. He was
CBS' first vice president in
charge of programs (193641). He broke into advertising as apprentice at J.
Walter Thompson, was later
copy writer at Joseph Richards and then copy chief of
Badger, Browning & Hersey.
He joined K&E in 1944 as
vice president in charge of
radio, became account supervisor on Lincoln-Mercury,
was elected president in
October 1951.
problems which can be translated
back into better advertising which
contains more potent selling force.
Contributions of these operations
will be enormous in 1953. Their
flexibility and ability to stir excitement on all levels, both trade and
consumer, give merchandising and
promotion a vital part to play.
In this area, incidentally, lie
the contributions made by an integrated publicity-public relations
campaign. This work must be tied
into the overall advertising effort.
Used properly, it has amazing effect. Limited by misunderstanding
of management and thought of as
"free advertising," it cannot fulfill
its necessary role.
Management should understand
the scope of an excellent publicity
operation and utilize it to a far
greater degree than it has done
in the past.
We know that our major promoPage 24 • December 29, 1952

tions this year, built around "modern living," did much to bring our
advertising theme alive to prospects and dealers. It helped make
our advertising dollar worth more.
And that, these days, is a valuable
Radio-TV departments represent
plus.
both a threat and an opportunity
to advertisers and agencies. We
know from painful experience what
a purely creative operation, without cost consciousness, can do to
any advertiser. Yet, we cannot get
into a position where costs dicate
our creative thinking.
Getting Rid of Load
Many agencies have given up
production of their own shows and
depend upon networks and outside
booking offices for the creation of
salable packages. This takes a
load off the agency — a load which
most agencies find it impossible to
carry at this time. For the present
the solution is an eminently practical and fair one for the advertisers. For, even without having to
produce the show, agencies must
carry production departments of
their own for commercials, hire
business managers to cost their
radio-TV operations, build Hollywood style projection rooms for
film screenings, and indulge in
dozens of operations which never
existed in the dear, dead days of
pre-TV.
Yet, from the long range standpoint, leaving the creative portion
of programming to networks and
outside agents is not the best for
client or agency operation. When
the new stations are in full bloom
and we have recovered from the
shock of seeing time costs piled
upon time costs, the subject will
come up again. And the answer in
1954 — not in 1953 — may not be the
same as today.
I. Q. Rating
Advertising in 1953 will be more
intelligent. Advertisers and agencies alike are learning more of the
fascinating sciences involved in
making people act. And in the process of learning more, they are
leading the advertising industry
into a more knowledgeable, more
direct, more basic approach to our
customers.
The challenge is tremendous. We
can no longer sit back with shortages or the rationalizations which
emerged from those shortages.
What happens when there's plenty
of goods to sell and people aren't
prone to spend without thinking?
Some of that answer will be
found in 1953. Increased advertising budgets, stepped up research,
solid promotion and merchandising,
dramatic art, creatively selling
copy and integrated management
should make the next 12 months an
important milestone in the history
of our industry.

CINCINNATI
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GIVES COPY HINTS FOR '53
Lloyd Smithson, vice president of the Cincinnati
agency, Smithson, Wyman & Withenbury, was up
late one night, with only his typewriter for company.
The result may be helpful to jingle composers in
need of a seasonal theme.
AROUND the first of each year, some copywriters seethe
with a weird creative frenzy. They pound out reams of rhymes
in which they link the new year with products heing advertised— achieving a form of commercial couplet which is best
described as the "chronometric cliche." To all copywriters
who treasure this subtle device and who may now be digging
for ideas, these few suggestions are freely offered:
Drink OLD CHLORETTE
Get stinko inoffensively!

in '53—

Sleep deep, at GREENE AWN CEMETRYOur plot's the spot jor fifty-three.
Point up your personality —
Wear BEAUTY-BRA in '53!

'S ss
SNAK
Use SERPO
'53E— OIL faithfully!
a wartle
Enjoy
Wear STILT-STYLE SHOES in '53—
And you can be as tall as she!
Drink
AGUE
in '53—
Shake ANCIENT
off hangovers
easily!
Have
in bed OVERHEAD
in '53
With fun
WILCO'S

TV! N

Drink BURP'S FINE BEER
Enjoy its two-way luxury!

in '53—

Take RALUGER in '53—
It's regular spelled backwardly!
Perfume yourself with COME
And beat 'em off in '53!

TO ME,

For deep down, filtered ecstasy,
Light up with PUNKS

in '53!

'53—
BLADES
Use SCRAPO
With
each pack,
styptic in
pencil free!
These are just a phew examples of what can be done with
an elementary sense of meter and no inhibitions. We could
probably go on for pages, but we're already looking ahead
to next year, which moves us to append this cogent couplet:
Just keep in touch; we've plenty more
For use in Nineteen-Fifty-Four!
. . . Lloyd Smithson
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word huckster has an unpleasant connotation. So do drummer, pitchman, peddler, vendor,
and travelling salesman, but they
all have one thing in common.
They all move merchandise. So
do advertising agencies on behalf
of their clients.
The purpose of this article is to
discourse on the renaissance of this
new pastime in radio and television
departments of advertising agencies.
For a long while advertising
agencies produced their own shows
in radio. In the beginning inexperienced people with little or no
background in entertainment were
occasionally sent to produce the
big shows of the early thirties. Then
came the real producers. Highpriced, high-powered agency producers who created entertaining
shows. When it came time for the
commercials the big boys turned
the show over to the writers, who
had yet to make their niche in
radio as important as the print
writers, with a "now a word from
our sponsor."
The radio and television depart-

rule:

is transforming

departments

leading

THE

slide

to

agencies

ments of those days were largely
concerned with being in show business and, secondarily, in moving
merchandise or being hucksters.
All this was before television. We
now have a drastic change occurring in advertising agencies, talent
agencies, networks, and all services pertaining to television.
Impresarios All
In the beginnings of television,
it was indeed a new toy. Everybody was an impresario. The experienced radio people moved in
easily and expertly, but made room
for the highest officers of agency
and sponsor who caught the spirit
of pioneering quickly. Television
control rooms were so crowded that
there often wasn't space for the
technicians to come in to repair
the quivering monitors. Then the
costs of television mounted and the
men were separated from the boys.
The old producers of radio shows
climbed back in the saddle again.
The best ones, that is. The ones
who claimed to have gotten an ulcer out of radio were carted away
to the psychiatrists after brief

By Rodney

Erickson

Manager, Radio-TV

excursions into TV. The highpriced radio men were joined by
even higher priced Hollywood and
Broadway producers who had fallen
into hard times. It seemed that
everyone wanted to get in on the
ground floor of television.
The costs of television continued
to mount.
As the cost of producing a live
television show began to approach
the cost of the lowest quality film
show, there began an experimental,
then a rapid transfer from live to
film as re-run profits were reported. The transition from live to
film was led by commercials where
perfection was essential. A weeding out of the slow and incompetent in overstaffed departments began, and television losses due to
large staffs and low billing were
converted to more normal expense
percentages. Networks, too, reduced their staffs and reorganized
and then reorganized again.
Television costs continued to rise,
and the tendency to experiment
was replaced by the necessity for
moving large quantities of mer-

Dept., Young & Rubicam

chandise to justify the high cost.
So here we are. This history is
behind us. What about the present character of television departments? And where do we go from
here?
Primary Job
For the first time in the electronic
history the agency radio-television
departments are fully aware that
their primary
is to use entertainment to movejob merchandise.
The
monies invested in television are
so great that the personnel is rapidly assuming a characteristic
somewhat foreign to its historic
role. The creative television-radio
department
impresarios
who rules.
survived can now
work slide
The Harvard School of Business
sneaks in the side door. The new
television executive is now busy
with more liaison work than pure
creative work.
The growing importance of the
liaison executive in television is
manifest in the new advertising
agency concept of servicing tele(Continued on page 60)

Erickson's Specifications for the Complete Agency TV Chief
He is in his thirties or early forties.
He dresses conservatively and is well groomed.
He is social but natural.
He has a good education.
He is familiar with technical aspects and limitations of the media.
He is courteous but firm in dealing with all.
He can balance his own checkbook and the budgets he is responsible for.
He can sit down and edit a script or write it, if necessary.
He can negotiate talent contracts and has done so, many times.
He has responsibilities at home and is mature.
He has network experience, preferably as a director and producer.
He has some advertising agency experience in radio or television.
He is aware of the advertising benefits on a cost-per-thousand basis of all media.
He knows all of the important personnel of networks, talents agencies and other agencies
and is on good terms with them.
He can expedite any request from the client or his agency executives.
He never loses his temper.
He is logical and reasonable at all times.
He is, therefore, expensive.
BROADCASTING
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Here are some cautious
forecasts,
based upon
'53?
in
develop
the measurable past, by the head of a company
that is a leader in the research field.
By Arthur

C. Nielsen

President, A. C. Nielsen Co.
THE next 12 months in the Age of
Electrons should be the most challenging of all.
It's to be expected that, two
media whose vitality comes from a
blend of engineering proficiency,
show business skills, and marketing ingenuity will always be challenging. But for everyone in radio
and television, the coming year in
particular looks like a period of
stimulating growth and critical decisions, full of possible prizes and
penalties.
This is apparent if we examine
prospective audience trends for
1953 and their bearing on radio
and TV marketing. Of course, it's
not in the province of audience researchers to take up prophecy and
soothsaying. But the broad developments ofrecent seasons may
cautiously be used as the basis for
a look at the year ahead.
Circulation
The base for all broadcasting
activity is its potential — the number and degree of saturation of
radio and TV homes. Following the
current rate of growth, total U. S.
radio circulation should reach 44,400,000 homes next month, and
perhaps 45 million by year's end —
a figure very close to total saturation of all homes. For advertisers
and broadcasters, it's trite to repeat that radio will be "bigger than
ever." Nevertheless, the simple
fact is that it will still provide a
larger potential than that of any
other medium, by far.
In TV, current data suggests that
next month's total will be 20 million
homes, representing a national saturation of 45%. It's not fair to
hazard a guess about the total for
next December, since new licensees
will go on the air and service will
reach an unknown number of new
markets. But it's conceivable that
within the year there will be about
25 million homes with TV. At the
moment, this figure seems phenomenal; but anyone anticipating
ignoring radio must consider that
it also means there are 20 million
homes without TV, a rather substantial market in itself.
Station Coverage
Moving to the question of individual station circulation, we've
assembled a giant collection of
coverage facts in our NCS meaPage 26
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surements. It would be impracticable, however, to attempt to take
absolute 1952 circulation data and
project them into broad 1953 trends.
But we have assembled much information that sheds light on one
of the industry's vital problems —
the effect on an AM station's coverage of TV saturation in its home
county.
Broadly speaking, the average
radio outlet should find that the
total number of homes it reaches
regularly will be adversely affected
as TV ownership in its area increases. This may be particularly
evident in nighttime coverage;
there's no reason to expect it for
daytime.
Naturally, there will be numerous
exceptions, depending on other conditions. Our own data show several stations kept coverage levels
high in the face of strong TV
opposition. Such variations will
tend to force both stations and
timebuyers to examine individual
cases with care.
As for TV stations, coverage can
surely increase as set ownership
in home markets increases. However, 1953 will be the year when
several outlets who've enjoyed the
luxury of one-station markets will
have competing channels for the
first time. While it isn't reasonable
to expect that such stations will
suffer losses in, say, overall weekly
circulation, they may experience
changes in share of total listening
and in fringe area coverage.
Audience Characteristics
Looking at the radio audience
qualitatively, there's no reason to
expect that it will change in its
general characteristics. By economic level, geographical distribution, market size, education, family
size and age, radio families have
naturally been representative of the
entire population,
virtual
saturation. because of radio's
Not so with TV homes. Television has tended to have betterheeled, better - educated, urban,
larger and younger families than
the average for the country as a
whole. As set ownership continues
to rise, though, these differences
between TV homes and radio-only
will be gradually reduced. In a
year or two, the disparity may
virtually disappear. TV families

may represent a true cross-section
of the population.
In distribution by territories,
1953
willhomes.
be a "spreading
out" yearof
for TV
Now a medium
high concentration in the Northeast and East Central states, television, with its new transmitters,
will provide broader regional penetration into the now low-saturated
sections and into new areas as well.
AH these facts are of the greatest import to advertisers. Their
need to match media selection to
marketing patterns will be more
critical than ever in the coming
months.
Radio Usage
If 1953 follows the pattern of the
past few years, the growth of TV
can be expected to continue affecting evening radio listening levels
adversely. However, any decrease
in the per cent of homes using
radio will be offset, to some extent,
by the increase in the number of
radio homes. Thus, advertisers
must watch the rate of change
carefully.
In the daytime, however, all signs
point to the continued maintenance
of listening percentages on a relatively even keel. This past year
saw a rather small decrease in
usage during most of the day,
against 1951. And in the late

morning, there was an increase.
This points up the continued vitality of daytime radio. Its numerous
successful network and local sponsors will no doubt be more than
content with their selling achievements in '52. TV Usage
While there are no indications
that the per cent of TV homes
using TV will change appreciably,
there should continue to be an
enormous growth in the audience
potential in terms of numbers of
homes. During the past year, for
example, the average number of
U. S. homes using TV between 8
and 11 p.m. exceeded the number
using radio for the first time. The
margin will undoubtedly increase

during 1953. Perhaps 13 to 15
million homes will have their TV
sets in use during most of the eveing hours — a record figure for network advertisers to shoot at.
In the daytime, percentage
figures might increase if the
amount and quality of programming increases. Here again, there
has been no evidence to expect
anything but levels equal to those
of '52. But the total homes potential will grow, even though it's not
likely
exceed radio's for some
time totocome.
Program Preferences
In neither radio nor TV have
there been any substantial changes
in the types of network programs
that audiences prefer, according to
evidence from the past few seasons.
Thus, in radio, the industry will
probably continue to see the highest
average ratings going to comedyvariety, situation comedy, and audience participation shows, at
night, and to those old reliables,
the serials, in the daytime.
On the TV side, evening audiences, if they follow established
trends, will show their greatest
preference for variety, situation
comedy and general drama, although mysteries always enjoy
high average popularity as well.
There is no clear-cut pattern of

program
type preferences
in daytime TV worth
noting.
Costs
All of the data we have on audience size points, of course, to one
of broadcasting's more vital criteria
— costs. There are so many individual considerations in this area,
so many particular circumstances
of program costs, rate changes, size
of facilities, discount structures,
AM-TV combinations, and the rest,
that it would be foolhardy to generalize about the subject at this
time.
However, we can expect that
many network radio advertisers
will continue to enjoy relatively
(Continued on page 59)
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stations are learning the

The pay-off ought to come in 1953
when a 20% increase in local vol-

B. Ryan

President, Broadcast Advertising Bureau
outlook for local radio advertising in '53 can be summarized
in one word — "excellent."
Radio will do more business at
the local level during the coming 12
months than it has done during any
year in its history. It's entirely
conceivable that this period will
produce a 20% increase over 1952.
1953 will be marked as the year
that radio finally, after 30-odd
years, discovered its true local sales
f potential.
But it's not to our credit that
this event has been so long in arriving— because the solution has
ever been the obvious one of education— or rather, in this instance,
lack of same.
Which Knows Less?
It's a toss-up as to which group
has been the more uninformed —
radio salesmen or local advertisers.
We've displayed very little understanding of the factors inherent in
the advertiser's business that influence his promotional decisions
— while he, in most instances, has
shown a total lack of knowledge
relative to the use (and results)
attendant to radio advertising.
He's been too frightened by the
' "unknown" to make an advance —
and we've been too lethargic and
undermanned to attempt the dual
task of educating ourselves to his
thinking and him to the ease with
*• which he can use our medium.
What brought about this awakening on our part? Contributing
factors vary from station to station but chief among them are increased operating costs, diminishing network billings and more aggressive competition from both
within and without our medium.
In short, in order to maintain that
year-after-year upward sales curve,
many stations have been forced to
come face-to-face with the rather
obvious fact that their greatest pof tential resides right in their own
home town.
Last year the newspapers of
BROADCASTING
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the local advertiser get results that
justify his TV costs. The trick is to
sell him a television schedule within his means and then make his
every dollar count.

ume may be possible.

THE

get

advertisers'
budgets
TELEVISION stations have to help

local advertiser's business and in
turn are educating him to theirs.

By William

can

this country carried six to seven
dollars' worth of local advertising
for every dollar rung up on radio
station registers. It's readily evident that newspapers do not cover
more territory or have more local
prospects than we do. Nor are
their salesmen of a better basic caliber than ours — in spite of the fact
that they are more plentiful.
No — the newspapers outsold us
seven times over last year because
they were better equipped to do so.
Better equipped from the standpoint of their knowledge of the local advertiser — and better
equipped because the local advertiser knew how to use their facilities. Granted, this was not an
overnight accomplishment on their
part — nor can we expect it to be
one on ours. But we do feel that
radio's superiority as a sales producing medium will considerably
shorten the amount of time necessary to attain that same position.
Business Prospects
Before getting into the specifics
of how we can better equip ourselves for this task — let's first take
a quick look at 1953's business
prospects. Here are some of the
conclusions arrived at as a result
of a recent Dun & Bradstreet survey of "Business Men's Expectations for the first quarter of 1953":
1. Most business men expect to sustain or to increase their dollar sales in
the first quarter of 1953 as compared
with the first quarter of 1952. Higher
dollar sales are anticipated by the majority.
2. Business men generally expect to
operate at a profit in the first quarter
of 1953. Many look for higher profits,
and a substantial number expect no
change, as compared with the first
quarter of 1952.
3. Business sentiment leans increasingly toward the opinion that selling
prices have stabilized largely.
4. The majority of manufacturers expect increases in new orders.
As you can see, the general out(Continued on page 6U)
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Reinsch

Managing

Director, WSB-TV, WHIO-TV*
LOCAL television advertising has about television than they had to
know about radio. Our clients
developed into one of the most
effective means of moving goods must have the necessary funds in
their budget. Consequently when a
and promoting services. There
is a growing consciousness on the salesman sells a client on the effectiveness of the medium and the
part of national advertisers that the
local man is the man who counts, value of the station, he still has a
with more and more money being job to do in helping the client prepare his message.
spent cooperatively with the local
The natural result has been the
distributor. The distributor is given
the privilege of selecting his time
development of television salesmen
periods and having something to who are combination script writers,
say about his message — certainly a layout men and production specialhealthy trend and a wise utilization
ists. The price charged for television allows the salesman to spend
of
the
local
distributor's
knowledge
of his market.
more time with his customer. He
TV is a much more personal
learns more about the customer's
medium than newspapers, radio, business and the job of servicing an
magazines or billboards and to account becomes simpler through
achieve the greatest personal ap- mutual understanding. Moreover,
peal a commercial should be local- we believe that servicing an account
ized. Nothing beats direct selling is just as important as the original
from one neighbor to another and sale — not to keep the client sold but
to keep his selling message fresh
TV makes this possible.
and effective.
Saw Potential
We endeavor to provide the right
Local advertisers were quick to vehicle for the advertisers so telerealize this potential as network
vision will do the desired job. As
television came into the Atlanta
long as we keep present advertisers
market and many of them quickly happy, we will have a good business. This explains our emphasis
latched on to choice spot availabilities on WSB-TV. Despite con- on keeping our accounts satisfied.
tinuing rate increases, local reHit Local Hard
newals are almost automatic.
The local man must be getting
The advertiser should be sold on
effective use of local television, suphis money's worth, for he continues
to buy. In many instances he may
ported by planning and ingenuity,
stay in TV to meet competition or and not on an imitation of the
if he happens to be the only TV
Hollywood product. TV advertisuser in a particular field he often
ing, properly planned and produced,
is able to far outstrip his comwill fit into the account's sales
petition. In Atlanta, for example,
Sawan grass seed conducted a fall
At WSB-TV Atlanta, for inappeal.
campaign. Sales soared and now
other seed men are already planstance, we placed Jerrell's non-fat
ning spring campaigns to meet this dry milk solids on a kitchen program that features food preparacompetition, and Sawan will be
tion and daily discussions of diet
back.
and economical meal planning.
Our selling problems in TV in- After a few weeks James J. Selvolve both men and money. Our
vage, general sales agent for Jerstaff members must know more
rell's, reported: "When we went into
the
ktchen show we had good
* Also managing director, WSB-AM
Atlanta, WHIO - AM Dayton, WIOD
(Continued on page 65)
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television broadcasting were "the
two most significant steps in television progress" during 1952, Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, chairman of
the board of RCA, said in a yearend statement being released today
(Monday).
He saw the development of the
transistor, tiny device which performs many of the functions of the
electron tube, as opening "new opportunities for continued expansion
of television and all phases of electronics," and with further development, as enabling the electronics
art to "expand into many new fields
of science, commerce, and industry."
Gen. Sarnoff said, "It is difficult
to predict and unwise to limit the
possibilities of the future in such
a world-wide field of operations,"
but that "in science . . . we are certain that progress will continue."
He added:
"We must recognize, however,
that progress, in its larger sense,
depends upon other factors as well
as upon science and invention. We
must strive to achieve world peace,
preserve our freedom and maintain
our American way of life. These
are the main essentials that call for
our spiritual as well as our physical improvement. We enter the
coming year with renewed hope."
. Reviewing TV development during the past year, Gen. Sarnoff
said:
"Television greatly extended its
service area and enlarged its
stature as one of America's major
industries in 1952. Televisionequipped homes increased from 15
million in 1951 to nearly 21 million
at the end of 1952 — a gain of
40%. . . . Today 47% of American
families have television sets, and
more than 65% of the population
is within range of one or more TV
stations."
Cites New Services
As an indication of the anticipated rate of TV's future growth,
he cited RCA Sendee Co.'s plans to
open 34 additional service branches
in 1953. He also noted that, in the
international field, RCA had supplied equipment for 15 TV stations
in Canada, Brazil, Cuba, Hawaii,
Dominican Republic, Mexico, Venezuela, and Italy.
Referring to RCA's compatible
system of color television and its
tri-color picture tube, Gen. Sarnoff
said "further progress" was made
during 1952, and added:
"During 1952 RCA and NBC engineers have been field-testing color
television standards evolved by the
National Television System Committee, which is comprised of experienced engineers of the industry.
When the field tests have been completed and the information evaluated and applied, the FCC will be
petitioned to review the subject of
color television and to set standPage 28
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ards which will permit commercial
'52 of compatible color.
broadcasting
"The field tests have also produced further evidence of the practicability and desirability of a
compatible system for service to
the public; that is, a system which
permits owners of existing television sets to receive color programs in black-and-white without
any change whatever in their sets."
Political Coverage
Gen. Sarnoff called attention to
television's "vital role" in the national political campaign and election, and said: "Historians as well
as politicians will be busy for some
time to come evaluating the full
extent of the influence of television
in politics, and evolving strategy
for its most effective use in future
campaigns."
The Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II next June "promises pictures of splendor that will add to
the dimensions of television in preasserted. senting history as it is made," he
The "older arts" — including
radio, press, and movies — "felt the
added touch of television" during
1952, Gen.hasSarnoff
noted,theandother
"eachto
medium
stimulated
further improvement and greater
service." He cited as an example
the NBC - Navy motion picture
series, Victory at Sea, which "has
brought into the homes of the

by Sarnoff

nation documentary proof of the
defeats and the triumphs of World
War II and the heroism of our
fighting men at sea, on land, and
in He
the said
air."
•
the telecasts
of Opera in
English, "originated and developed
by NBC, have provided a new
dimension and significance to this
field of entertainment and education." In addition to "Amahl and
the Night Visitors," "Billy Budd,"
and "Trouble in Tahiti," programs
in this series which are being
"scheduled for the near future" include "Der Rosenkavalier" and
"Suor Angelica," Gen. Sarnoff said.
In radio, the RCA executive asserted, set sales "continue to increase, enhanced by technical
refinements and attractive designs." At the outset of 1952 there
were more than 105 million radio
sets in the U. S., including 25 million in automobiles, and nine million new sets were produced during
the year. Portables, he said, "have
gained in popularity and will continue to do so."
The
popularity
the "Victrola"
phonograph
and ofof recorded
music
also continues to grow, Gen. Sarnoff said, reporting that there are
now 26 million phonographs in the
U. S. as compared to eight million
in 1946. "Modern record players
provide the public with turntables
that literally are concert stages

a series of such MA
com-B
ARinS
RAPID
of TV's advertising
DOLLFourth
TV rise
revenue
has AD
not come at the exparisons, this study repeats in espense of other media but is largely
sence the conclusions of the previous analyses, made at six-month
"new" money, according to an analysis of the expenditures of TV intervals beginning with a comparnetwork advertisers in this and
ison of the last half of 1950 with
other media for the first six months the like period of 1949. This
of 1952, compared with the same showed TV network clients increasperiod of 1951.
ing their expenditures in the other
This analysis — by Magazine Ad- media as well.
The second study, comparing the
vertisers Bureau — showed that
while the 171 TV network advertis- first six month of 1 950 and 1951,
ers who spent $25,000 or more in showed these advertisers in aggrethis medium in the first half of
gate spending a little more in magazines, about the same in network
1952 aggregated time purchases
radio and somewhat less in Sunday
nearly 90% ahead of their combined total for the first six months
supplements in the latter period.
A third analysis found that in
of 1951, their expenditures in magazines also increased slightly, with the last half of 1951 the TV adversome declines in the sums spent for
tisers increased their magazine
time on the radio networks and billings slightly and decreased their
use of network radio a little and
space in the Sunday newspaper
their use of Sunday supplements a
supplements. Using data compiled
lot.
by Publishers Information Bureau
on advertisers' expenditures in
Comparing advertising expendithese four media, MAB found:
tures during the first half of 1951
THE NATIONAL ADVERTISING
BUDGETS
OF
TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
($25,000 OR MORE IN NETWORK TELEVISION, FERST
First 1952
6 Mos.
Network Television
887,903,625
Network Radio
66,861,926
Magazines
87,113,371
Sunday Newspaper Supplements
15,138,084
$257,017,006

171 NATIONAL
6 MONTHS OF 1952)
First1951
6 Mos. PerChange
Cent
$46,931,063 +87.3
77,034,873
82,015,645 —13.2
+ 6.2
18,255,582 —17.1
$224,237,163 +14.6

Gen. SARNOFF
. . . renewed
* * hope
* in '53
with a catalog of music in every
classification," he observed.
He called attention to many new
developments in industrial radio
and electronics "which will further
enlarge the commercial horizon."
He continued:
"For example, business machines,
home appliances, highway communication systems, radar, electron
microscopes, bottle inspection machines are some of the uses to
which microwaves and electronics
(Continued on page 48)

w' Money
dson 'Ne
andFin
1952
the basis of increased
or decreased expenditures of individual TV advertisers, MAB reported that of the 171 TV network
clients in January-June 1952, 148
used magazines in 1951 or 1952,
of which 84 or 56.8% increased
their expenditures in this medium,
while 64 or 43.2% curtailed them.
The 82 who used network radio
included 30 or 36.6% who increased
and 52 or 63.4% who decreased
their expenditures for time on the
radio networks. The 94 users of
Sunday supplements included 43
or 45.7% who boosted their space
expenditures in these publications
and 51 or 54.3% who decreased
them.
MAB's primary conclusion from
the studies is that "from 80% to!
90% of the increased costs of television advertising continues to represent additional appropriations
rather than diversion of funds
from
media."
The other
turn-over
in TV network advertisers also has been studied bj
MAB, which has made two analyses, comparing the final six-month
periods of 1950 and 1951 and the
first six-month periods of 1951 and
1952. Limiting its studies to ad
(Continued on page U7)
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TABLE I
POLITICAL
POLITICAL business of the radio
and TV networks in October
amounted to $1,565,775 in gross
time charges, according to Publishers Information Bureau's compilation of advertising investments in broadcast time.
For the radio networks, the
$890,117 worth of time sold to the
various political organizations put
their combined October gross
$292,062 ahead of the total for October 1951, where without this
"* political income they would have
fallen nearly $600,000 short of
equalling the previous October
gross.
The TV networks are consistently, in 1952, running well ahead of
their 1951 billings, but the $675,658
gross income from politics helped
to put October 1952 TV network
billings $2,542,518 ahead of their
combined gross for October 1951.
Purchases of Democrats
The Democrats, incidentally,
made much heavier use of time on
the national networks for their
candidates than did their opponents. In radio, the Democratic network time purchases during October totaled $543,723, to $330,566
for the GOP and $15,628 for the
a Socialist-Labor Party. In TV, the
Democratic candidates ran up time
bills of $412,353, compared to a
total of $263,305 for their Republican opponents.
Procter & Gamble Co. in October
held its accustomed position as the

TIME

Oct

top buyer of both radio and TV
network time, with gross time
charges of $1,495,691 in radio and
$1,416,867 in TV, only advertiser
to purchase more than $1 million
worth of either type of network
time.
Leading Time Buyers
Top 10 advertisers in each
medium (Tables I and IV) include
seven who appear on both lists:
General Mills, General Foods, Gillette, Lever Brothers, ColgatePalmolive-Peet and Reynolds Tobacco in addition to P & G. Other

Billings at $1,565,775
three leading timebuyers in network radio in October were American Hame Products, Miles Labs.,
and Sterling Drug; in TV they
were: American Tobacco, Liggett
& Myers and General Motors.
Leading advertiser in each product
category is shown in Table II for
network radio and Table V for network TV.
Advertiser Categories
Tables III and VI, comparing for
radio and TV, respectively, the
combined billings of each product

Top Ten Radio Network Advertisers
for October 1952
1 Procter & Gamble
$1,495,691
2 Miles Labs
622,395
3 General Mills
609,393
4 Sterling Drug
597,947
5 Gillette Co
553,872
6 General Foods Corp
473,175
7 Lever Brothers Co
399,093
8 Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. ... 370,557
9 R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co
359,907
10 American Home Products Corp. 356,963
group of October and JanuaryOctober, 1952 with 1951, show
foods the leading type of advertiser
in both media, with toiletries, to(Continued on page 77)

TABLE II
TOP RADIO NETWORK ADVERTISERS BY
ADVERTISER
PRODUCT GROUP
TIME COSTS
Agriculture & Farming Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Apparel,
$ 31,137
Brown Shoe Co.
Access. Footwear &
15,844
Automobile, Equip. &
Access.
Chrysler Corp.
Beer & Wine
Pabst Brewing Co.
77,955
76,331
Johns-Manville Corp.
Building Materials
72,624
Confectionery
&
Soft
Drinks
William Wrigley Jr. Co.
130,264
Consumer Products
ElectricLabs
Cos. Adv. Program
79,227
622,395
Drugs and Drug Products Miles
General Mills
Food & Food Products
602,454
Gasoline & Oil
107,696
Standard Oil of Indiana
Horticulture
Jackson
& Perkins Co.
Philco Corp.
128,629
Household Equipment
3,228
Nanmkeag Steam Cotton Co.
Household Furnishings
41,146
Industrial Materials
U. S. Steel Corp.
98,712

COST

PER

HOME

PRODUCT GROUPS FOR OCTOBER 1952
ADVERTISER
TIME COSTS
PRODUCT GROUP
Insurance
Equitable Life Insurance Society
of the United States
90,875
Jewelry,
Optical goods Longines-Whittnauer Watch Co. 81,626
Stationery
&
Cameras
Office Equipment &
Political
Hail Brothers
65,832
Stevenson-Sparkman Forum
Publishing
Committee
170,396
First Church of Christ Scientist 14,136
Radios
RCA
62,986
Smoking
Retail
Dr. Hiss Shoe Stores
3,024
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 359,907
Soaps,
Polishers &
Cleansers
Procter & Gamble Co.
1,060,559
553,872
Toiletries & Toilet Goods Gillette Co.
Association of American Railroads 62,700
Transportation
Miscellaneous
A. F. of L.
110,180

Petry

Study

Shows

Decrease

BYERLY TO KATZ
10% to 20%, and two 10% or less.
homes. By November, the figure
Heads Atlanta Office Jan. 1 WHILE the number of TV homes
has steadily increased, the cost of had dropped to $2.92 per thousand,
Daytime
cost per 30%
thousand
deKEITH S. BYERLY last week was
creases of between
and 40%
reaching the families residing in a decrease of 17.8%. Cost per
thousand of a daytime hour had
named manager of the Atlanta
have occurred at two of the Petry
these TV homes with advertising
stations and of between 20% and
office of The Katz Agency Inc., messages has just as steadily de- in the same interval dropped from
succeeding Fred M. Bell, who is
30% at three, the report shows.
creased, according to a study re- $1.78 to $1.45, a decrease of 18.5%.
When the unit is a one-minute
leased last week by the television
retiring after alFor a daytime hour, six stations
spot instead of an hour program,
most 30 years
division of Edward Petry & Co.
show daytime decreases per thouthe same change has occurred. The
sand of 10-20% and two of 10% or
with the repreTaking the 13 TV markets repreaverage cost per thousand of one
less. For a daytime minute, the
sentation organisented
by
Petry
as
a
sample,
the
zation. The
study reports a combined growth in minute of TV time at night in the cost per thousand of five stations
has declined 11% to 20% and of
changes become
TV circulation from 5,766,209 TV Petry markets was $0.67 in Janueffective Jan. 1.
ary and $0.55 in November, a drop three stations 10% or less.
homes on Jan. 1, 1952, to 7,068,317
Mr. Byerly has
The significance of the yardstick
TV homes on Nov. 1, more than of 17.9%. The daytime minute cost
been identified
35% of the national total and per thousand was $0.33 in January
employed
in the study — -a simple
and
$0.28 in November, a decrease
with advertising
comparison of TV set circulation
therefore presumably a reasonably
of 15.2%.
in the South for
representative sample.
growth and spot TV advertising
more than 15
Mr. Byerly
rates — "varies greatly when apThis 22.6% increase in the size
Average
Decreases
years, and since
of the TV audience has been acplied to individual advertisers'
These were average decreases,
1947 has been with Jefferson Standcompanied, the study reports, with the Petry report states, adding a problems or to individual products'
ard Broadcasting Co.'s WBT and
a decline of more than one-sixth
breakdown which shows that of the sales successes," the report noted.
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C. He
But, Petry points out, this yardstarted with WBT as Carolinas
in the per family cost of TV adver13 TV stations this firm represents
stick "does provide a frame refertising (Table 1). In January, the two stations decreased their nightsales manager, was named general
Day
ence to evaluate month-by-month
time costs per thousand between
sponsor of an evening hour in these
sales manager for radio in 1948
Day
13 markets found his time costs
and, with the advent of TV in 1949,
30% and 40%; two more cut them
changes in spot TV's ability to
from 20% to 30%; seven from
added the WBTV sales manageraveraging
$3.55 per thousand
make sales at a profit."
ship to his responsibilities.
July
Before joining the WBT stations,
Day 13 Petry-represented TV markets
he served as manager of the Hugh
A. Deadwyler Adv. Agency, CharTotal TV Homes — Average Cost Per M Available TV Homes — Jan. 1, 1952-Nov. 1, 1952
lotte, and prior to that was with
Hour
MinuteDay
Night
—17.9Minute
Nachman-Rhodes Inc. in that city. January
Total TV Homes —17.8 Hour
Total TV Homes
.29
Night
.31
.62 —15.2.28
1.62
He also was in the advertising and February
—18.5
Night
$.67 $.33
5,766,209
3.25
Night
1.61
May
.65
.33
3.47
6,409,426
3.40
August
6,505,371
promotion department of the Char5,865,940
March
.60
.64 .32 October
3.23
1.70
September
1.74
$3.55
6,641,396
lotte Observer, and also was an April
5,960,702
November
1.52
1.73
.65
.33
%
Change,
6,748,815
3.15
1.57
.31
6,109,322
.61
.64 .32
advertising salesman for the Caro3.41 $1.78
1.70
3.47
June
1.63
7,068,317
.30
6,128,872
.58
2.92
1.45
.62 .31 Jan. -Nov.
3.27
lina Co-Operator Pub. Co., Raleigh.
6,292,503
.55
3.05
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KFAC STUDIOS
Smith Announces Move
ANNOUNCEMENT of new studios and executive offices for KFAC
Los Angeles in the Prudential Bldg.,
5773 Wilshire Blvd., was made last
week by Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
president and general manager.
The station will occupy 6,000
square feet on the ground floor of
the building with entrances on both
Wilshire Blvd. and the adjacent
seven-acre landscaped parking
area. Occupancy is slated for about
March 15 when alterations, under
the direction of architects Welton
Becket & Assoc., are completed.
Negotiations preceding the announced move started in early
spring with preliminary discussions among E. L. Cord, station's
principal stockholder; Harry J.
Volk, vice president in charge of
western operations for the Prudential Insurance Co., and Mr.
Smith.
The new studios will be RCAequipped throughout, with Ampex
model 400 recorders installed in
each of the control rooms.
Mr. Smith said that to insure
against minor program interruptions, duplicate installments are
being made in each of the control
rooms and complete facilities will
be available for acetate, wire and
tape recording.
"Every possible technical improvement isbeing utilized in keeping with KFAC's avowed and oftreiterated intention of providing
the finest possible reproduction of
good music," Mr. Smith said.
The new studios will be located
in Los Angeles' Miracle Mile district and six blocks from the new
CBS Television City. In the immediate area is Los Angeles' new
advertising agency row, housing
among others the J. Walter Thompson Co., BBDO, Calkins & Holden,
Carlock, McClinton & Smith Inc.,
Mogge-Privett Inc. and Harrington-Richards.
NEW

WFDF
HOME
Has AM, TV Facilities
WFDF Flint, 1 kw on 910 kc, which
celebrated its 30th year on the air
last May, has moved into its new
radio center in downtown Flint.
For the past 22 years, WFDF
has been operated from the 16th
floor of the Mott Foundation Bldg.
Now it is the only occupant of three
floors in its new home. New quarters afford 25,000 sq. ft* of floor
space.
In addition to AM facilities, the
radio center boasts a television
workshop laboratory for closed
circuit television shows. A twocamera chain is being used to present service programs in cooperation with local civic organizations.
TV monitors have been installed in
the basement for use in connection
with these programs. WFDF is an
applicant for vhf Ch. 12.
Page 30
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NATIONAL NIELSEN RATINGS
TOP RADIO PROGRAMS
Extra-Week Oct. 26-Nav. 1, 1952
Rating
EVENING,
ONCE-A-WEEK
NIELSEN-RATING
Current
Current
Homes
Rank
Program
%
1 Jack Benny (CBS)
10.9
2 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
10.5
3 Charlie McCarthy Show (CBS) 10.3
4 Lux Radio Theatre (CBS)
10.2
5 Amos 'n' Andy
9.3
(NBC)
9.0
76 Big
GreatStory
Gildersleeve
(NBC)
8.9
8 Our Miss Brooks (CBS)
8.4
9 Philip Morris Playhouse on
Broadway (CBS)
8.1
10 Life With Luigi (CBS)
7.4
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
DISCUSSING move of KFAC Los
Angeles into Prudential Bldg., that
city, are (I to r) : Edward F.
Baumer, director of public relations, Prudential Insurance Co.,
Western Home Office, Los Angeles;
Mr. Smith, and George T. Wofford
•< Jr., Prudential vice president.
NAAN
MEETINGS
Scheduled During January
STEPPING-UP in time allotted
and subject coverage for the coming
Eastern and Western regional conferences of the National Advertising Agency Network has been announced by the St. Louis national
headquarters of the 32-agency, 21year-old group.
NAAN's Western Region has set
Jan. 16-18 for a meeting of agency
principals and staff members to be
held at Hotel Muehlbach at Kansas
City, Mo. Carter Advertising
Agency Inc., that city, will be host,
and L. E. (Pete) White, president,
White Adv. Agency, Tulsa-Oklahoma City, will be chairman.
The group's Eastern Region will
meet Jan. 23-25 at Washington's
Hotel Statler, with Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc., that city, as host
agency. General chairman will be
J. M. Henderson, president, Henderson Adv. Agency, Greenville, S. C.
NAAN's seven-man steering committee will hold a quarterly meeting at Kansas City Jan. 15, immediately preceding the Western
Region conference. Some 90 to 100
persons are expected at each of
the regional conferences, plus principals of several non-member agencies being considered for NAAN
membership.

REP.

EUGENE COX
Was Fiery FCC Critic
FINAL rites were to be held yesterday (Sunday) in Camilla, Ga.,
for Rep. E. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.), 72,
fiery legislator and consistent FCC
critic whose 27-year career in the
House was ended last Wednesday.
Rep. Cox had entered the Naval
Medical Center, Bethesda, Md., last
Nov. 30 suffering from a heart condition. He was placed on the "serious" list and failed to rally.
During his legislative career Rep.
Cox had risen to a key post on the
powerful House Rules Committee.
His death came a day after a special House committee, of which he
was chairman, had ended an inquiry into subversive infiltration of
tax-exempt foundations.
A conservative and Dixiecrat,
Rep. Cox in 1943 spearheaded a
select committee investigation of
the FCC and often had moved to
have the agency dissolved.
Shortly after he started a select
committee probe of FCC in 1943
the Commission charged that Rep.
Cox had accepted a $2,500 fee, in
the form of stock, in return for assistance in procuring a station's license. Subsequently Rep. Cox resigned as probe chairman.
Rep. Cox was born in Camilla,
Ga., son of Stephen E. and Mary
Williams Cox. He got his law degree at Mercer U. in 1902. He was
named judge on the Superior Courts
of the Albany (Ga.) Circuit. He
married Roberta Patterson in 1902.
She died in 1916. A daughter, Mary
Bennett, survives the union. In 1918
Rep. Cox married Mrs. Grace Pitts
Hill, of Cordele, Ga. They had a
son, Gene.

LUNCHEON honoring weekly radio series. Freedom, U. S. A., is attended by
(I to r) Nathan Alexander of Weightman Inc., agency for Seaboard Container
Corp., sponsor of the show on WIP Philadelphia; Yale Mann and Fredric R.
Mann, vice president and president, respectively, of Seaboard; Benedict Gimbel
Jr., WIP president, and Tyrone Power, star of the Freedom show.

DENNIS ELECTED
Is New WTOP Inc. V. P.
ELECTION of Lloyd Dennis, director of program service, as vice
president in charge of all programming for WTOP-AM-FM-TV
Washington, D.
last
by
C.,wasTuesday
announced
WTOP Inc.
With his new
title, Mr. Dennis
will continue to
supervise program planning
and activities
for
the Washington
Post - CBS radioMr. Dennis
TV WTOP
properties.
He has been with
since
June 1937 and director of program
service since May 1951.
Mr. Dennis thus joins Clyde
Hunt (engineering) and George
Hartford (sales) as vice president
of WTOP Inc. In radio for the past
14 years, he previously was with
WNAC WHDH WBZ in Boston.
He went on active duty with the
Navy in 1941, returning to WTOP
in 1946.

WNDR
SUIT
WSYR Challenges Authority
BATTLE lines were being drawn
last weekend in the legal fight between WNDR Syracuse and Samuel I. Newhouse, his WSYR-AMFM-TV Syracuse and his two newspapers in that city.
WNDR on Nov. 24 filed a $1,088,112 damage
suit charging
against the
house
interests,
theyNewhad
"engaged in a combination and conspiracy in unreasonable
of interstate
commerce inrestraint"
an effort
to put WNDR out of business
[B*T, Dec. 1].
Defense attorneys last Monday
challenged institution of the damage suit on grounds the action was
not
board authorized
of directors.by the plaintiff's
U. S. District Court Judge
Stephen W. Brennan set Dec. 26
(last Friday) for WNDR attorneys
to submit affidavits to controvert
the defense claim that the directors
have not approved the action. The
court set today (Monday) for replying affidavits from the defense.
The court said there was no need
to proceed with the issue of validity
until the WNDR attorney produces
or fails to produce authority from
the majority of the board of directors.
Harry Cohen
FUNERAL services were held Dec.
17 in Hollywood for Harry Cohen,
52, production coordinator, Paul F.
Heard Inc., that city, who died of
cancer Dec. 15 at Queen of Angels
Hospital. Before he was with the
TV film production firm, Mr. Cohen
was vice president and general
manager of Apex Productions. Surviving are his wife, Marguerite,
and a daughter, Irene.
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ALLEN TO ANA
Bristol-Myers V. P. Named
JOSEPH M. ALLEN, vice president in charge of public relations
for Bristol-Myers Co., will join
the staff of the Assn. of National
Advertisers on
Jan. 1, ANA
President Paul B.
West announced
last week.
"Mr. Allen is
recognized as being a leader in
the development
of radio and telPresident Westevision,"
said.
Mr. Allen
"His experience
and knowledge of these and other
media will be of great value in
ANA's continuing program to increase the effectiveness of national
advertising through close advertiser-agency-media liaison."
Mr. West said the appointment
"will be warmly welcomed by the
members of ANA as well as by the
many advertising agency and media
representatives who have worked
closely with Mr. Allen and with the
association."
Mr. Allen will work with Lowell
McElroy, ANA vice president in
charge of media and research.
During his tenure at BristolMyers, Mr. Allen has been associated closely with ANA for several
years, having served on its radio
and TV steering committee, which
he headed in 1949, and on the public relations steering committee.
He also was a member of the board
of Broadcast Measurement Bureau,
and has been a member of the
board of ANA's radio council.
He joined Bristol-Myers in 1917.
Starting in the sales promotion
department, he served subsequently
as personnel manager, assistant to
the president, assistant vice president, and vice president in charge
of advertising for all Bristol-Myers
products before he became public
relations vice president.

RINETOHEAD
New Storer District
WILLIAM E. RINE, managing director of WWVA Wheeling, has
been promoted to the post of Northern District vice president of Storer Broadcasting Co., Lee B. Wailes,
executive vice
president of Storer, announced last
week.
Mr. tionRine's
posiis a newlycreated one and
is the result of
the consolidation
of the Central
and Northern
districts into one.

"There he goes again — Stanislaus will have to be put on film."
Drawn for Broadcasting . Telecasting by Sid Hix

Urj[T Herbert Sets Agenda
CAITC
MDP
WILL I For Two-Day Sessions
riub OnLtO
PLANS for NBC's first national sales convention, being held today (Monday) and tomorrow in New York, were announced Friday by John K.
Herbert, vice president in charge of radio and television network sales.
All NBC network salesmen and sales executives from all NBC offices
are slated to attend.
ments, their effect on sales, and an
The meeting will open at 9 a.m.
with a welcoming address by Mr. examination of uhf and color teleHerbert.
vision by 0. B. Hanson, vice president and chief engineer, and Robert
Presided over by George H. Frey,
E. Shelby, director of color TV sysvice president and sales director
tems development.
for radio and television, the mornRobert W. Sarnoff, vice presiing session will include addresses
dent in charge of the film division,
on the recent radio-TV reintegrawill appraise
the future for televition of NBC by Sylvester L. Weavsion films.
er Jr., vice president in charge of
Ruddick C. Lawrence, director of
radio and TV, and Frank White,
promotion, planning and developvice president and general manment, and members of his staff will
ager of the radio and TV networks.
Also slated are a discussion of explain the part played by research, sales promotion and other
the Nielsen Coverage Service and
its findings, by Hugh M. Beville functions of the department in support of sales.
Jr., director of research and planning, and Robert Elder, consultant
The press department's relation
to NBC; and a review of NBC fa- to sales will be presented by Sydcilities and station relations-sales
ney H. Eiges, vice president in
FRS APPOINTMENTS
department cooperation by Station charge of press and information.
Holt, Anderson Named
Relations Vice President Harry
Fred N. Dodge, merchandising
Bannister, Station Relations Direc- director, similarly will outline his
THAD HOLT, president of WAPItor Sheldon B. Hickox Jr. and StaWAFM (FM) WAFM-TV Birtion Relations Manager Thomas E. unit's part in sales.
mingham, Ala., and Robert B. AnAfter a final question period,
Knode.
derson, stockholder in KVWC VerMessrs. Herbert and Frey will
non, Tex., were among the appointProgram Plans
make summation reports, followed
ments announced last week by the
After luncheon, program plans by adjournment and luncheon.
Board of Governors of the Federal
will be outlined by Charles C.
Reserve System.
The Monday session will be held
Mr. Holt was appointed by the Barry, vice president in charge of in the Johnny Victor Theatre in
board for a three-year term, begin- radio and TV programming; Thomas A. McAvity, national program
RCA
Hall.
ning Jan. 1, 1953, as director of the
v/ill be Exhibition
in NBC board
room.Tuesday's
director; Carl Stanton and John
Federal Reserve Bank in Birmingham. Mr. Holt is associated in the Cleary, respectively television and
Birmingham outlets with Ed Nor- radio network program managers,
ton, himself a former Federal Re- and Davidson Taylor, public affairs
Bymart Names R & R
serve Board member.
director. The role of production
BYMART
Inc., New York (TintMr. Anderson, Secretary of the and facilities in network operations
air), names Ruthrauff & Ryan,
will
be
outlined
by
Frederic
W.
Navy-designate and vice presidentsame city, to handle its advertising.
director of KVWC, is currently a Wile Jr., vice president in charge
Tintair formerly was handled by
of radio and TV production.
director of the Federal Reserve
The Tuesday session will get Cecil & Presbrey. Account will
Bank in Dallas. He was reappointed by the board and designated a underway at 8:30 a.m. with a probably return to use of radio and
television.
deputy chairman for 1953.
review of engineering developBROADCASTING
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Mr. Rine
His promotion
will take effect Jan. 1.
Storer properties under Mr.
Rine's supervision will include
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit; WSPDAM-TV Toledo; WSAI Cincinnati,
WWVA Wheeling, and WMMN
Fairmont, W. Va.
Concurrently with his post of
managing director of WWVA, Mr.
Rine has served as Central District
vice president of Storer since July
5, 1951, with supervision of WSAI
and WMMN. He joined Storer —
then the Fort Industry Co.— in 1932
and was assigned to WWVA. In
1943 he was appointed commercial
manager of the station and in 1946,
managing
director.
Mr. Wailes
also announced that
Stanton P. Kettler, who was appointed Southern
District vice president in 1951, will
continue in that
position.
The
Southern District
includes Storer
AM-TV
stations Atlanta;
WAGAWGBS
Miami
and
Mr. Kettler
KEYL (TV) San
Antonio. Mr. Kettler also supervises
the operations of the Florida Sun,
a Miami Beach newspaper owned
by the Florida Sun Publishing Co.,
a wholly owned Storer subsidiary.
NBC CHICAGO
Unifies Its Radio-TV
NETWORK radio and TV staffs at
NBC Chicago were unified last
week in line with the overall NBC
merger. Edward Hitz, NBC Chicago network sales manager, announced that Harold A. Smith,
former TV network advertising
and promotion manager, is now
Central Division advertising and
promotion manager for network
radio and television.
William Yonan, former network
radio sales service coordinator, is
assistant manager of network radio
and TV advertising and promotion.
Arnold Johnson has been named
manager of radio and TV sales
service after working as manager
of network radio sales service,
while Tom Lauer becomes his- assistant. He was former TV network
sales service manager.
December 29, 1952
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ARTHUR GODFREY couldn't appear in the latest ranking
of radio stars— he was busy with another air commitment,
flying helicopters in the Naval Reserve. He regularly
captures 2 or 3, sometimes U, of Nielsen's top 29 places.

NY .Philharmonic-Symphony Dimitri Mitroooulos Symphonette: Mishel Piastro

stirs Over Hollywood: William Undigan (Oct. 25)

Fun For All: Arlene Francis S Bill Cullen

People are Funny: Art linkletter

"Club 15": Bob Crosby

Ma Perkins: Virginia Payne

Perry Mason: lohn Urkin

Young Dr. Malone: Sandy Beckei

This Is Nora Drake: loan Tompkins

CBS

Radio

again delivers 21

of radio's 29

most

popular

programs (even with Godfrey off flying in the Naval Reserve.)*
These star attractions give CBS Radio advertisers
the biggest average

audiences

in network

radio

at the lowest cost-per-thousand rate in all advertising.
*According to the latest Nielsen Radio Index summary of the biggest nighttime, weekday, and weekend audiences, Oct. 19-25.
THE
CBS
RADIO
NETWORK
Where Your Customers Listen Most

CBS SIGNS P&G
Partly Offsets Dropped Shows
PROCTER & GAMBLE'S projected
cutback in evening radio was eased
materially last week as the company signed a firm 52-week contract for participation in sponsorship of CBS Radio's three "Power
Plan" programs.
Although the order by no means
matches P&G's outlay for the two
programs it is dropping — the quarter-hour Beulah and Tide Show
strips, also on CBS Radio — it,
nevertheless, represents an estimated $750,000 in billings. It was
viewed as evidence of continued
faith in the sales punch of evening
radio.
John Karol, CBS Radio vice
president in charge of sales, said,
"This move by such a major advertiser is a reaffirmation of faith in
a medium — a proven medium —
which continues to be the best buy
in national advertising. Radio gives
sponsors the needed circulation to
move products at a lower cost per
thousand than any other media."
P&G also sponsors the earlyevening quarter-hour newscasts of
Lowell Thomas, Monday through
Friday, plus seven daytime serials
on CBS Radio alone.
The "Power Plan" involves
three weekly half -hour shows which
are offered to three advertisers.
The shows, all scheduled in the
8-8:30 p.m. segment, are FBI in
Peace and War on Wednesday,
Meet Millie on Thursday, and Mr.
Keen, Tracer of Lost Persons, on
Friday.
P&G agency on the new contract
was Biow Co., New York.
KATYN
KILLINGS
FCC, OWI Officials Scored
VERBAL spanking was administered last week to FCC and Office
of War Information officials for
silencing Polish radio commentators discussing the 1940 Katyn
Forest massacre of 5,000 Polish
Army officers and civilians during
and after the war years by a
Select House committee investigating the atrocity. [B»T, Nov. 24].
The committee also said Voice of
America failed to utilize available
information on the Katyn murders.
Also singled out for censure was
Elmer Davis, OWI war-time head
and news broadcaster.
Committee, headed by Rep. Ray
J. Madden (D-Ind.), was set up in
1951 to investigate the murders,
first announced in 1943 by the
Germans as a Russian atrocity.
This was denied by the Soviets and
blamed on the Nazis.
In July, the committee in an interim report fixed the blame on
Soviet secret police. Report last
week resulted from further investigation of apparent suppression of facts by American officials.
Included was testimony by broadcast station owners and commentators which alleged OWI and FCC
officials pressured foreign language
stations to tone down anti- Soviet
commentators on the Katyn Forest
murders [B*T, Nov. 24].
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PROMOTION from scout to chief, complete with Indian headdress, is given
John C. Cox (c) general manager of Westinghouse Electrical Supply Co., St.
Louis, as he marks his 20th year with Westinghouse. Fitting headdress is Ted
Huston (I), McCann-Erickson, New York, while Curt Ray, who handles the
daily Westinghouse show. You Can Be Sure, on KMOX (CBS) St. Louis,
observes ceremony.
'CHROMA TRON'
Tube Tested for Newsmen
NEW
model
the "Chromatron,"
a color
TV of tube
developed by
Chromatic Television Labs. Inc.,
was demonstrated for newsmen in
New York last week.
The tube was tested by use of a
series of Kodachrome slides projected on an 18-inch television
screen. The closed circuit demonstration used the CBS color television system although company officials said the tube could be used
with any of the proposed systems
and also for standard black-andwhite transmissions.
Richard Hodgson, president of
Chromatic, which is a subsidiary
of Paramount Pictures Inc., said
the tube's cost would be about
roughly twice the amount for a
black-and-white tube. He reported
that similar demonstrations had
been held for receiver manufacturers on the East and West Coasts
[Closed Circuit, Nov. 13].
The company maintains a research laboratory and facilities in
Oakland, Calif., where color tubes
are being produced on a pilot production basis. The idea for the
tube's design was conceived by Dr.
Ernest O. Lawrence, director of the
radiation laboratory at the U. of
California.
The first laboratory model of the
tube was displayed at demonstrations last year.

SEGAL SPOOFS
NARTB TV Code on Animals
WITH tongue in cheek, Paul Segal,
Washington, D. C, attorney, has
reminded prospective TV applicants that some things shouldn't
happen to a dog — even on television— and suggested they change
the script.
In a "dummy" memorandum prepared for applicants, Mr. Segal, a
member of the law firm of Segal,
Smith & Hennessey, spoofs a minor
change incorporated in the Television Code by the NARTB TV
Board at its Cat Cay, Fla., meeting [B*T, Dec. 15]. The change
urges malshumane
treatment for anion TV.
Noting the need for a high standard of program content, Mr. Segal
suggestsgether"you
your staff
toand verycall
carefully
go over
the program structure contained
in your present application, as well
as any sample scripts you may
have prepared, and make absolutely certain that this new provision
... is fully complied with."
The code, amendment provides
that "the use of animals, both in
the production of television programs and as a part of television
program content, shall, at all times,
be in conformity with accepted
standards of humane treatment."
Bud

COTTON BOWL SOLD
Philco, Humble Oil Buy
SPONSORSHIP of NBC-AM-TV
coverage of the Cotton Bowl football game in Dallas on New Year's
Day will be divided among the
Philco Corp., Humble Oil Co.,
Houston, and local advertisers in
certain cities, network announced
last week.
Philco will present the game on
most NBC stations but Humble
Oil
will sponsor
coverage
on network
stationsNBC's
in Texas.
The
network noted that on some NBC
radio and TV stations, local sponsors will replace Philco.

Pollard

FUNERAL services for Bud Pollard, 56, pioneer screen actor, director and writer, and first president of the Screen Directors Guild,
were held last Monday in Culver
City, Calif. Mr. Pollard died Dec.
17 in Hollywood. He made his debut
as an actor at the age of 15, spending his other years in the industry
as actor, writer, film editor and
director. He was a founder and
first president of SDG; a charter
member of Film Editors Local 771,
International Alliance of Theatrical
& Stage Employes, and a member
of the American Guild of Variety
Artists and of the Picture Pioneers.

FOURTH BID
For Miami Ch. 7 at FCC
FOURTH TV application for
Miami's Ch. 7 was dropped into the
hopper at the FCC last week when
East Coast Television Inc., group of
local businessmen, filed.
Latest application competes with
Niles Trammell bid [B»T, Dec. 15]
and those of Iowa real estate men
Mel Foster and Harold Hoersch,
and Florida appliance distributor
Jack C. Stein [B*T, Dec. 22].
East Coast Television Inc. is composed of Charles Silvers, aluminum
windows, furniture, buliding equipment and machinery wholesaler,
president and 30.01% stockholder;
D. Richard Mead, real estate and
building contractor, vice president
and 23.33%; E. Albert Pallot, attorney, secretary and 23.33%; William Atwell Jr., stock broker,
treasurer and 23.33%.
Seeking 316 kw with antenna at
439 ft., East Coast estimated construction cost at $643,240; operating cost at $400,000 and revenue at
$500,000.
Most interesting of the four applications for the Miami vhf frequency, and the first one filed, is
that of Biscayne Television Corp.
This comprises Niles Trammell, retiring chairman of NBC [B*T, Dec.
15], as president and 15% stockholder, and combination with 42.5%
each of WIOD-Miami Daily* News
(Cox) and WQAM-Mt'ami Herald
(Knight)
consolidation of theinterests.
Cox and The
Knight
Ch. 7
individual applications, with Mr.
Trammell holding the balance of
power, was an attempt to meet the
FCC's doubts regarding the amalgamation of two local broadcasters
into one TV application.
The Commission in two instances
questioned whether such a combination met the requirements of its
duopoly regulation. This forbids a
single owner from controlling more
than one broadcast station in the
same market.
RCA SET MODELS
Announces New Line
NEW line of 25 TV receivers was
announced last week by H. G.
Baker, RCA Victor Home Instruments Dept. vice president. First
units have been shipped to distributors, with bulk shipments to start
in early January, he said, predicting RCA's set output in 1953 will
compare favorably with its best
Newyears.
TV stations on the air next
past
year will greatly extend market
areas and prove a powerful stimulant to public interest in TV, Mr.
Baker predicted. Prices are about
the same as 1952 models despite
higher costs, styling advances and
new electronic features. Two types
comprise the line — deluxe and regular. Most of the sets have 21-inch
tubes. A new 27-inch set is included.
A 16-channel uhf-vhf tuner is announced as optional on all models,
interchangeable with vhf - only
tuners. Prices range upwards from

$199.95.
BROADCASTING
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tions, network or local. This in the market in
which 19 radio stations and 7 television outlets
compete for listeners' time and advertisers' dollars.
Good Neighbors
KFAC's program policy has attracted such wellknown advertisers as Owl Drug Stores, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Barker Bros.,
Southern California Gas Company and Southern
Counties Gas Company, State Mutual Savings &
Loan Assn., Union Pacific Railroad, Crawfords,
Inc., Bateman, Eichler & Co., Slavick Jewelry
Company and many others of like reputation.
These advertisers continue to enjoy the exclusive
audience which KFAC offers . . . and count their
association in years ... as many as thirteen.
28 Tons of Music
The world's finest music and leading performers
and conductors move to Prudential Square with
KFAC. Weighing 28 tons, KFAC's record library
has more than enough music to program the station 24 hours a day, for a full year, without

Early '53 move of offices and studios of Station KFAC, The Music Station for
Southern California, to Prudential Building in Los Angeles, shown above,
was announced this week by President & General Manager Calvin J. Smith.
Sfc Exactly 3.3 Miles!
Audiences are big and business is good at
KFAC, the music station in Los Angeles. And
sometime in March when construction is completed, under direction of famed West Coast
architects Wurdeman & Becket, KFAC moves into
smart new studios and offices in the Prudential
Building in Prudential Square on Wilshire Boulevard's fabulous Miracle Mile.

duplication.
J"
49,000offices
listeners
and customers
askEvery
at Gasmonth
Company
for regularly
issued
programs for The Evening Concert now in its
12th year.
J" A call to Boiling Company offices in New York,
Chicago, Boston and San Francisco will bring
immediate response on availabilities and rates.

The Big Pay-Off
Today's high ratings prove the big decision
in the 30's was right. Now advertisers on
KFAC enjoy the lowest-cost-per-thousand
listeners among all Los Angeles radio sta-

In Southern California

Faith in an Idea

you'll do better with SPOT

The slogan, "The Future Belongs To Those Who
i Prepare For It" is the property of the Prudential
1 Insurance Company. But KFAC believes in it,

KFAC Manager Smith receives welcome to Prudential
Square from V.-R George T. Wofford, Jr. (right)
too, for it's the story of KFAC today — from an
idea that bloomed way back in the thirties. In
hectic prewar days when all four network stations
were pounding away with chain programs and a
dozen locals yacked away all day long between
run-of-the-mill records and canned news . . .
KFAC raised an eyebrow, cocked an ear, cleared
its throat and announced to one and all its now
nationally known basic programming policy . . .
it proved that it pays to be different and that
. there's a big exclusive audience for good music
. . . and so, KFAC became the Music Station for
I Southern California, and it still is.
• Telecasting

FOR

SOUTHERN

represented

by THE

CALIFORNIA
BOLLING

CO.,

INC.

LOS ANGELES BROADCASTING CO., INC., 645 SO. MARIPOSA AVE., LOS ANGELES 5, CALIF.
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RCA

UNIT ENTERS
TV Film Distribution
ENTRY of RCA Recorded Program
Services into the television film
distribution field was announced
last week by James P. Davis, manager of the RCA Victor Custom
Record Div.
He said RCA Recorded Program
Services, which provides radio stations throughout the world with
Thesaurus Transcription Library
and RCA syndicated shows, has put
into motion its plans to distribute
a limited number of TV film libraries and syndicated programs. Organization and catalog details will
be established after the first of the
year, the announcement said.
Asserting the organization will
continue to broaden its scope in the
radio field, Mr. Davis said the move
into TV film distribution was "a
natural evolution for RCA Recorded Services, which has an established reputation among radio and
television broadcasters as well as
nation-wide facilities for distribution and service."
Mr. Davis said, "It is our intention to make available to television
stations the same high calibre
commerical program material and
show packages as we have, year
after year, for radio stations. Plans
have been finalized for the biggest
year in Thesaurus' history from the
standpoint of big names and sponsor-selling shows . . . ."

NBC FILM SALES
CBC, Others Buy Shows
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp.
has acquired the one-hour Hopalong Cassidy
from division
NBC's
television
film Show
syndication
for telecasting in the Toronto market, Robert W. Sarnoff, vice president in charge of the NBC Film
Division announced last week.
Other sales of NBC-TV film
properties during the preceding
week were listed as including Hopalong, Dangerous Assignment, Lilli
Palmer Show and News Review of
the Week to KGNC-TV Amarillo;
Life of Riley to KRON-TV San
Francisco for the Columbia Breweries in the Portland (Ore.) market through How J. Ryan & Sons
Agency and Dangerous Assignment to WJTV (TV) Jackson,
Miss., and to the Advertising Counselors of Seattle Wash., for sponsorship by Hallicrafters TV in theSpokane market.
Indian Completes Study
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker
last week presented a certificate of
merit to K. R. Doraswamy Iyengar
of the Posts & Telegraph Dept. of
the Indian government, for completing a telecommunications
course. The study program is sponsored by FCC under the U. S. Point
IV Program. This brings to 10 the
number of nationals who have completed the course thus far.
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ADIOS
TOP
• AUDIENCES
• MARKETS
• PERSONALITIES
Reach your listeners through these
Independent Stations that give
them what they want to hear —
News . . . National & LOCAL
Sports . . . music and other entertainment features.
(a)

CW

(b)
IOOO W. BECKLEY, W. VA. ' 620 KC.
JOE RAHALL, PRESIDENT
National Representatives
(a) WEED & COMPANY
•
(b) THE WALKER COMPANY
R A H A
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COMMUNITY
TV
Asheville Bid Defeated
BID for authority to construct a
community TV system in Asheville,
N. C, was beaten decisively when
the city council turned thumbs
down, following three weeks of intensive opposition by broadcasters,
dealers,
tributors. servicemen and TV dis-

FRANK R. DEAKINS (r), Canadian
RCA Victor president, presents film
of first episode of Victory at Sea to
Donald Manson, Canadian Broadcasting Corp. general manager. Films
will be shown on C6C-TV stations:
CBFT (TV) Montreal and CBLT (TV)
Toronto. This will be first time a TV
program has run simultaneously in
three countries: U. S., Canada and
England, whose World War II sea victories are depicted in the 26-episode
series.
WEEU-TV TARGET
Interim Airing Set February
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa., expects to
go on the air in late February with
an interim operation of about 2 kw
ERP, Mike Hanna, radio and TV
consultant for the Hawley Broadcasting Co., licensee, told the Reading Rotary Club on Dec. 16.
Mr. Hanna said tower construction will be complete in a few weeks
and that studio facilities expansion
is about to begin, including that of
executive, sales, programming,
traffic and engineering offices.
WEEU-TV will be affiliated with
NBC-TV, he said.
When its regular transmitter,
"the most powerful transmitter
made by the General Electric Co.,"
is delivered next spring, "probably
in May," WEEU-TV will go on the
air
kw, and of"our
signal
will with
reach240hundreds
thousands
of folk in the area," Mr. Hanna
said. WEEU-TV is on uhf Ch. 33.
Mr. Hanna told the Rotarians
WEEU cameras and microphones
will be available to the department
heads of "all public services from
City Hall
across
board."
Facilities already
havethe been
offered
to

Action was taken in North Carolina city two weeks ago. City
council's vote was on third reading
of an ordinance which would have
permitted Community TV Systems
Inc. to use local streets. It was
preceded by two favorable votes in
prior weeks. Ordinances require
three readings in Asheville.
Community TV Systems Inc. is
reported to have spent $105,000
constructing tower and antenna
atop Beaucatcher Mt., outside Asheville. It planned to spend another
$200,000 in wiring in the city. Company is headed by Philadelphian
Murray Borken.
Height of controversy was
reached when Harold H. Thomas,
whose WISE holds CP for uhf Ch.
62, warned he might have to drop
his grant if the wired TV system
was approved. Local stations
WLOS and WSKY are both applicants for vhf Ch. 13.

system's
wiredgiven
de grace
tly towas
bidCoupapparen
by
Charles H. Crutchfield, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte executive vice president,
who wrote to leaders of opposition
that he had not given the community TV company approval to
signals.of He
his station'
up
pick
said if there
was a squestion
ill
effect on regular telecasting he
would prohibit such pickups. Community TV System had planned to
service Asheville with WBTV
signals.

Key to Opposition
oppositio
broadcas
wasKeytheirto belief
thatters'
a wired
systemn
would mean little if any national
support for local broadadvertising when
casters they. got on air with
TV. It was charged also that some
sections of the city might be discriminated against because of the
distance from community TV system's lines or because of an inthe area's educators, he said. He
said WEEU-TV has pledged muability to pay for service.
tually cooperative support with city
Community TV System planned
and county civic, trade, religious,
to charge $105 installation fee,
agricultural and charitable groups.
The station will exploit local artplus $39.60 per month for service.
istic talent and will concentrate
Answer by Community TV Syson local news, drawing upon facilitem to these charges was that "speties of the Reading Eagle and
cial interests" opposed its venture.
Times newspapers, with which it is
pro and con was waged
Campaign
affiliated, he said.
via newspaper stories, newspaper
Mr. Hanna praised WEEU-TV
advertisements and broadcasts.
executives and staff personnel, inSidelight on issue which stirred
cluding: Hawley Quier, president;
city is that a small community TV
Thomas E. Martin, general manager; David J. Miller, technical opsystem is in operation in the Grove
erations director; Harold Shearer,
Park area of Asheville. This is run
assistant technical director and
by A. Z. Bridgewater from a master
WEEU chief engineer; K. Richard
antenna atop Sunset Mt. Mr.
Creitz, WEEU commercial manBridgewater did not require council
ager; George Carroll, WEEU proapproval because his lines do not
gram director.
use city streets.
BROADCASTING
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CHICAGO

POLL

(H-A) Readers Oppose NCAA
STRONG OPPOSITION to the
NCAA limited television college
football program was expressed byfans in the 'Chicago area in the
first four days of a poll by the
Chicago Herald- American [B«T,
Dec. 22], made public last week.
In a Her old- American article,
sports writer James Enright reported only 3%, totaling 61 of the
ballots, favored the limited TV plan
espoused by NCAA. Fans supporting unlimited TV numbered 764
(45%); regional TV, 179 (10%),
and for payment of a small fee,
723 (42%).
Mr. Enright noted in his article
that ballots in the first count were
mailed from seven states, Illinois,
Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio and Missouri.
"Results of this vote are especially important at this time," Mr. Enright commented, "since the poll is
being watched by educational leaders and NCAA executives. NCAA
will hold its annual convention in
Washington next month and the
poll results will have a bearing on
the television fight."
Mr. Enright urged fans to express "any ideas or opinions not
covered by the ballot." He said a
study of first ballots showed voters offered various suggestions, including many expressions of willingness to pay a small fee and at
the same time favor for the Big
Ten plan for regional telecasts of
college football games.
Excerpts
fromcirculated
Mr. Enright's
article also were
as a news
release by DuMont TV Network,
outspoken critic of the NCAA plan.

Miles Buys NBC Slots
MILES LABS., Elkhart, Ind., has
bought two time periods of 20 minutes and one of 40 minutes on NBC
for special New Year's Eve programming, through Geoffrey Wade
Adv., Chicago. Time slots are
10:45 to 11:0 p.m., CST, 11:45 p.m.
to 12:05 a.m. and 11:35 p.m. to
12:05 a.m., with the first two aired
in the East and Central time zones
and the third in Mountain and Pacific areas.
Temper and TV
DENVERITES take their
television seriously, judging
from news reports from the
first city to receive postfreeze TV. On Dec. 21 one
man shot himself to death
after an argument with his
wife and a second was in
"fair" condition after being
stabbed by his wife as the
result of a quarrel. The stabbing victim and his wife were
arguing over which TV program they should watch. The
second man killed himself in
remorse after striking his
wife when she insisted he
leave his TV set and come to
dinner.
BROADCASTING

IN ceremony at Altantic City's Ritz Carlton Hotel, contract is signed for
John E. Pearson Television Inc., to represent WFPG-TV Atlantic City. At
signing were (seated, I to r) John E. Pearson, head of station representative
firm; Fred Weber, WFPG-AM-FM-TV president, and Richard Teitlebaum,
WFPG-AM-FM-TV treasurer and director; rear row, Pearson's Bill Wilson,
vice president; Raymond Henz, account executive, and Russell Walker, vice
president.
KROY, WTTM
SALES
FCC Approves Transactions
TRANSFER of control of KROY
Sacramento, Calif., and WTTM
Trenton, N. J., received FCC approval last Tuesday.
KROY was purchased for $425,000 by six Californians headed by
C. L. McCarthy, general manager
of KGO San Francisco [B*T, Nov.
24]. New ownership is incorporated as KROY Inc., with Mr. McCarthy as 32% stockholder and
president. He becomes general manager.
Selling the 250 w basic CBS affiliate on 1240 kc were Mrs. Hattie
Harm, who also owns KARM
Fresno, Calif., and Clyde F.
Coombs, KARM general manager.
Sale of WTTM from S. Carl
Mark to Peoples Broadcasting
Corp. for $225,000 was approved.
Peoples is licensee of WOL-AMFM Washington and W R F D
Worthington, Ohio, Columbus suburb. WTTM operates on 920 kc
with 1 kw power.
Files for Bankruptcy
WM. H. WISE Co., publishing
house, filed voluntary bankruptcy
proceedings in Federal Court in
New York last week, with an offer
eventually to pay its debts in full.
The court allowed the company to
continue in business until further
order. Firm placed radio spot announcements through Huber Hoge
& Sons and Thwing & Altman, New
York agencies. The Hoge agency
placed only about $2,000 worth during the year, an executive told
Broadcasting • Telecasting. The
amount owed the other agency was
not revealed.
CBS Signs Consolidated
CONSOLIDATED Cosmetics, Chicago (Lanolin-Plus), has signed
effective Jan. 5 for sponsorship of
simulcasts of two weekly quarterhours of Arthur Godfrey's morning
program on CBS Radio and CBSTV.

• Telecasting

Greetings From Korea
GREETINGS of Korean soldiers
were tape-recorded by the Voice of
America and broadcast all over the
world Christmas Day. The messages were recorded weeks in advance by VOA reporter Irwin Fox
and sent to the U. S. and foreign
countries represented in the Allied
Korean fighting force.

SEWING
on Sewing

UP

NEW
HOUSEHOLDS
Downward Trend Forecast
A GENERALLY downward trend
in the formation of new households
and families is indicated for the
1950-60 decade, according to the
U. S. Census Bureau. Bureau gives
a projection of the probable future
course of family statistics.
The number of households totaled 43,468,000 in March 1950,
when the decennial census was
taken, with 35,925,000 married couples and a total of 39,193,000 families. By 1960, the bureau estimated, the number of households will
reach between 47,985,000 and 52,402,000; number of married couples
between 38,356,000 and 41,286,000;
number of families between 42,862,000 and 46,158,000.
Growth in number of households
during the 1950s is likely to depend
much less on the number of marriages than it did during the 1940s
because many of the persons reaching the age of marriage during the
present decade were born during
the 1930s when birth rates were
low, according to the bureau.
Expected numbers of family units
of other types in 1955 and 1960
and a statement of methods used
in arriving at the numbers are
described in a report titled, "Projections of the Number of Households and Families: 1955 and

AND
• ETTENOORF
1960." DAVENPORT
IN IOWA
ROCKMOLINE
ISLAND
SALES
AND INEAST
MOLINE
ILLINOIS

Machines

There's nothing new in the radio "mystery tune" idea;
nothing new in offering prizes to listeners who name instrumental numbers played over the air. BUT WOC PUT SOMETHING NEW INTO THIS OLD IDEA WHEN $172.50
SPENT ON SUCH BROADCASTS PRODUCED $7,370.00
In Sales for Home Vacuum Store.
This Davenport appliance firm uses a daily 5-minute
"Mystery Tune" format, six days a week, to promote the
sales of a sewing machine it carries.
The week of November 17, one-hundred-and-fifty WOC
listeners won gift certificates for correctly naming masked
melodies played on Home Vacuum's broadcasts. This firm
obtained appointments with 76 of these winners; sold 44 of
them sewing machines which retail for $167.50 each.
WOC has a host of success stories proving its effectiveness
as a low-cost advertising medium. Get further facts from
your nearby Free & Peters office — or from WOC direct.
Free & Peters. Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
Davenport,

Iowa

Basic NBC Affiliate
5000 W. - 1420 KC
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
December 29, 1952
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WJVA'S
STATUS
Renewal and
Transfer Favored
REQUEST for transfer of control
of WJVA South Bend, Ind., and
for license renewal is favored in
an initial decision handed down by
FCC Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond.
Station operates with 250 w daytime on 1580 kc. The case involved reporting deficiencies when
the application for a CP was filed
in November 1946.
Licensee is St. Joseph Valley
Broadcasting Co., which filed an
application for license renewal on
April 28, 1948. WJVA has continued to operate since May 1 that
year on extended license authority
pending disposition of the request.
In February 1950 application was
submitted for transfer of control,
which the Commission set for hearing on issues relating to possible
unauthorized transfer of stock.
In his initial decision, examiner
Bond said successive ownership,
control and management changes,
apart from non-compliance with
reporting requirements involving
stock changes, "effected progressive
improvements" in organization and
personnel stability. He cited the
"conscientious and capable" efforts
of the present management to maintain "a broadcast service of established value and benefit to the commercial and cultural and civic interests" of its listeners.

AFTRA

STRIKES

Against WGN and WLS
In Chicago

FOR the first time in its 15-year Chicago history, the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists struck two stations last week. The
walkout came after months of stalemated negotiations.
The stations are WGN-AM-TV, owned by the Chicago Tribune and
—
;
★
with
respectively,
affiliated,
Mutual and DuMont,
and WLS,
and classification because it operates on a half-day schedule and
owned by the Agricultural Broaddoes not have any television affiliacasting Co. and affiliated part-time
with ABC.
tion. WGN Inc. has agreed to the
$150 rate, but wants to cancel
Strike was called at midnight
clauses respecting fringe benefits
last Monday by AFTRA executives
such as sick pay.
after authorization by members,
following earlier sessions with
A important
WLS spokesman
"the
only
differencesaid
between
management in which representatives of both WLS and WGN Inc. us and the union arises out of the
adamant insistence of AFTRA that
broke off negotiations.
All other key stations in the city we must sign the same identical
completed their agreements and contract which they have offered to
those major radio stations in Chiwere ready to sign new contracts
cago which either own or are affillast week. They are NBC's WMAQ
iated with television stations."
(AM) and WNBQ (TV), ABC's
He said:
WENR (AM) and WENR-TV, and
WLS, which is on the air only half
CBS-owned WBBM (AM) and CBSaffiliated WBKB (TV), owned by of each day, believes it should be
obvious to everyone, including the
Balaban & Katz.
WLS declined to comment on union and its members, that its problems in operating and maintaining a
final terms because of money, pri- station, whose sole interest is radio
marily, while WGN Inc. agreed to and the future of the radio broadcastthe financial demands but objected
ing industry, have little or nothing in
to several contract stipulations and
common with those companies who
have their major stakes involved in
to fringe benefits incorporated into
television. When the union is willing
AFTRA's
petition
for
contract
revision.
to give recognition to this important
problem of ours, we are sure that this
AFTRA seeks $150 weekly as a strike
will be ended promptly.
base for staff announcers. WLS is
WLS maintained its regular
understood to have agreed to $145,
broadcast schedule, taking the air
but wants separate negotiation
at 5 a.m. Tuesday with supervisory
personnel.
Operation Continued
WGN-AM-TV continued to operate substantially on its regular
schedule, with WGN broadcasting
without any serious break although
WGN-TV took the air at 10:30 a.m.
instead of its usual 9 a.m.
Department managers and other
supervisory personnel replaced staff
announcers and freelance talent,
working throughout the day and
night on both stations from signon Tuesday morning.
WGN disagrees with five points.
It "under no circumstances will
force our newscasters to become
union members," said Frank P.
Schreiber, general manager of
WGN Inc. "We feel very strongly
that anyone connected with news
should be completely independent
and unbiased to assure freedom of
speech and freedom of the press."
AFTRA wants to unionize newscasters, not commentators, with
newscasters more strictly defined
in new contracts as announcers
reading straight news copy. Commentators are classed as air men
who express their own opinions or
who editorialize.
A second point of disagreement
was the station's' rejection of a
check-off system in which the company would deduct union dues from
paychecks of members. The union
said this is customary and was
suggested by the membership to
simplify collection and payment.
A "major issue" to which WGN
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1953
Jan.
5-10:convention,
National Collegiate
Assn.
MayflowerAthletic
Hotel,
Washington.
Jan. 8: NARTB Convention TV Subcommittee, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 9-10: South Carolina Broadcasters
Assn. annual meeting, Francis Marion
Hotel, Charleston, S. C.
Jan. 12-13: NARTB Standards of Practice Committee, NARTB Hdqrs.,
Washington.
Jan. 12-Mar.
(each Monday):
Eleventh Annual2 Advertising
Conference
series, sponsored by L. A. Advertising
Women Inc., CBS Hollywood.
Jan. 14-15: NARTB TV Code Review
Board, NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
Jan. 14-16: Third Conference on HighFrequency
Measurements,
ton, D. C. (Jointly
sponsored Washingby ATF.E,
IRE and National Bureau of Standards).
Jan. 15: Quarterly meeting of Steering
Committee, National Advertising
Agency
Network,
Kansas City,
Mo. Hotel Muehlbach,
Jan. 16-18:
of Western
Region,Conference
National Advertising
Agency
Network, Hotel Muehlbach, Kansas
City, Mo.
Jan. 23-25: Conference of Eastern Region, National Advertising Agency
Network, Hotel Statler, Washington.
Jan. 24-25:
RetailHilton
Advertising
Conference, Conrad
Hotel, Chicago.
Jan.
26: Continuance
Theatre-TV
allocations
hearings, ofFCC
Hdqrs.,
Washington, D. C.
Jan. 26-27: Maritimes Assn. of Broadmeeting, N.FortS., Cumberlandcasters
Hotel,annual
Amherst,
Canada.
Jan. 26-27: NARTB Copyright Committee. NARTB Hdqrs., Washington.
would not agree was "granting retroactive pay on all radio contracts
to Nov. 1 and on all television contracts on Dec. 1, the expiration
dates." AFTRA's stand is that any
contract, when renewed, is renewable to the time the earlier one
expired.
The union sought to introduce unlimited severance pay, with AFTRA
members getting one week's pay for
every year of service and no provision for a maximum. The stations want to continue giving severance at their own discretion, the
same policy it wants to continue
respecting sick leave payments. The
union wants a standardized system
of sick leave benefits, with payment
from the first week.

Frank P. Schreiber, in commenting on the AFTRA strike, said
WGN Inc. has agreed to "substantial pay increases."
He said:
Under
the tentative
agreement
reached with the unions, staff announcers were to receive a basic wage
of $150 for a 40-hour week, plus additional amounts to be paid for each
television program on which an announcer appeared and all radio commercial programs in excess of 12
15-minute shows per week or the
equivalent thereof. Freelance television performers were to receive a
10% increase in fees. The salaries
of our staff announcers range from
$10,000 to
per year.
increases$60,000
which we agreed
uponThewould
in some cases double this income.
BROADCASTING
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Theme for '53
A COMMON theme runs through the special
articles which William B. Lewis, president of
Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Rodney Erickson,
manager of the radio-TV department of Young
& Rubicam, wrote for this issue and which
we hope you have read by the time you come
to this.
The point stressed by Messrs. Lewis and
Erickson is that 1953 will be the year of the
hard sell. The advertiser and his agency will
be bent on achieving what Mr. Lewis describes
as the prime function of advertising — "to make
somebody want to buy and impel them to the
purchase." As applied to the use of radio and
television, according to Mr. Erickson, this
principle means that from now on the agency
radio-TV department will consider that "entertainment issecondary to the sell."
There is a lesson here for radio and television broadcasters. Hard sellers are also hard
buyers. The advertiser and agency that are
determined to get the most out of their advertising investments are going to look very
carefully at the kinds of advertising they buy.
Quite obviously, 1953 is not going to be a happy
year for the radio or television station that
cannot do a little hard selling of its own. Not
much time will be bought on anything approaching speculation.
Probably a lot of things contributed to
shape the present attitudes of advertisers and
agencies, but certainly no other factor was
more important than television. TV made
advertisers cost-conscious. It rendered the offhand, emotional media purchase obsolete,
though not until after some of the most emotional media purchases in history had been
made on TV itself and after a wholly emotional buyers' strike against radio.
In the long run, we believe that if advertisers and their agencies consider advertising
realistically, radio and television are bound
to advance. If their customers seriously tackle
the job of using radio and TV efficiently, radio
and TV of necessity will assist and indeed
assume the leadership in the job. The truth
is that not until quite recently did broadcasters make really determined efforts to get
the most out of their own medium.
William Ryan, president of BAB, makes
that point in his article which also appears
in this issue. The methods he urges to increase
local advertising are no less useful in increasing regional and national business too.
Similarly with television. As J. Leonard
Reinsch, managing director of the Cox stations,
explains, also in this issue, the TV station can
do more than it has to provide advertising
within the means of local businesses.
If 1953 is to be the year of the hard sell,
it is also to be a year in which the general
business efficiency of both radio and television
will be improved. By now television has outgrown its early role of be-all and end-all of
advertising media and has been identified for
what it really is, an expensive but tremendously productive medium. Radio not only is
still alive but growing.
The audience trends forecast by Arthur C.
Nielsen in this issue show that both radio and
television have the technical capacity to reach
the American public. In 1953, it seems apparent, both the users and proprietors of these
media will be making a critical effort to put
these incomparable technical advantages to
effective work.
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ing Towa
THE Look
1952 Presidential
campaign
is all-butforgotten. The accent is now on where we do
go from here.
One organization, however, is unwilling to
forget the "numerous and grave" charges made
against newspapers, radio, television and
magazines alleging bias in the campaign coverage. That is Sigma Delta Chi, the national
professional journalistic fraternity. A strong
committee has been named by President Lee
Hills to ascertain whether a survey of the news
coverage is feasible and can be financed. If the
answer is favorable, the second step will be
made to undertake the survey, to prove the
truth or falsity of the allegations.
Two important editors have inveighed against
such a survey, describing it as "tommyrot" and
"snooping." We think the charges should not
go unanswered. If the news disseminating
media — or any of them — were unfair, they
should know about it, and take corrective steps
four years hence. As we see it, the newspapers
and the newsmagazines are principally on the
spot. Radio and television have no editorial
pages. The allegations against them have been
directed toward balance in time allotments as
between the candidates or spokesmen in their
behalf, and the allocation of more advantageous
time to one candidate or the other.
But all media are suspect under the indictments of the political spokesmen. The survey,
in our view, should be made.
We assume that the SDX committee will
explore prospects of financing the survey as
one of its first orders of business. The Ford
Foundation the other day announced establishment of an independent organization called
"The Fund for the Republic" to espouse elimination of restrictions on freedom of thought,
inquiry and expression in the United States.
Certainly, the proposed SDX survey — if it is
determined feasible — falls within the purview
of this new endowment. It could become the
credo for news coverage of the 1956 Presidential campaign.

Domned
If They Didn't
SOMETHING really new in network-affiliate
relationships was added a fortnight ago. NBC
reached an agreement with 41 organized TVaffiliates on a new compensation formula. It
came after eight months of exploration and
negotiation. Both sides exuded happiness.
Neither got exactly what it wanted.
The agreement was reached after the affiliates, through a committee, had sat down with
a committee representing the network and
had frankly examined their business affairs.
They projected their operations into the future.
And, without stirring up their customers on
"dollar matters," reached an amicable compromise.
This is a departure from the hell-raising
rump sessions of other years, when affiliates
would get together and solemnly resolve to do
ing. or that, only to return home with nothing
this
accomplished until the next hell-raising meet-

Walter Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, who
organized the affiliates, said this is the greatest
thing of its kind he had seen. He should know
because he's been around the business of broadcasting almost since Genesis. It was a revelation too, to NBC President Joseph H. McConnell, who, in his three years at the network
helm, hasn't found it all sweetness and light.
This brand of cooperation, wherein business
men approach their problems on a business
basis, could be emulated to advantage in all
segments of the broadcast business.

f-

our respects to:

ROBERT

CHARLES

MEEKER

s:
hairlines
and broadcast
thickeni
thinning
ers ngwithwaistline
ION for
QUEST
What ever became of the orchestra
leader, Bobby Meeker?
You might have danced to his orchestra during the torrid twenties or the trembling thirties
— especially if you were in the vicinity of the
Plantation Night Club in Houston, Tex.
Mr. Meeker still hangs his hat in Houston
but now is president and general manager of
KCOH, 1 kw daytimer on 1430 kc.
used to says.
play the notes — now, I pay them,"
Mr."I Meeker
From 1945 to 1948, Mr. Meeker played at
the Plantation. All Houston enjoyed his dancable rhythms, including a certain William A.
Smith, banker, railroad construction boss, oil
operator and philanthropist.
It so happened this Mr. Smith also owned
a radio station and was in search of a manager
whose music programming ideas meshed with
his own. He found that man in Bobby Meeker.
Mr. Meeker began forming his music ideas
at an early age. He started with piano but,
in his own words, "failed because I couldn't
make my left hand work." He then switched
to the violin and succeeded — as his 20 years
of band-leading will attest.
While attending Senn High School in Chicago, he began serious playing with the Junior
Symphony there. Student Meeker loved music
but his parents wanted him to be a chemical
engineer. So at the U. of Chicago, he majored
in chemistry. Upon being graduated, however,
Mr. Meeker faced the immediate prospect of
making a living. A benevolent fate landed him
a job on a well-paying basis.
After playing with several bands, Mr.
Meeker received an emergency call from Edgar
Benson, who had to have a band at Chicago's
Drake Hotel. The call came on a Wednesday;
the band had to be ready that Friday.
Mr. Meeker still remembers that opening.
"I was so nervous that on the first number I
dropped the bow," he recalls.
However, he picked up the bow and remained
at the Drake for three years. Since that shaky
opening, Mr. Meeker played on such stations
as KWK St. Louis, WGN Chicago, KOA
Denver, KDKA Pittsburgh, WLW Cincinnati,
KMOX St. Louis and WBBM Chicago.
Subsequently, he certainly was no stranger
to
thatradio
offer.when Mr. Smith approached him with
Together, Messrs. Meeker and Smith have
been
in programming "serious"
music pioneering
for Houstonians. No hillbilly music is
(Continued on page 64 )
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RADIO

NATION'S
R.F.D.'s
HONOR

HANSEN
WOW'S

"Bring me men . . .
with empires in their purpose
and new eras in their brains ..."
—Sam Walter Foss

Many honors have come to Mai Hansen, WOW's alert, young Farm Service
Director. His latest tops them all. It's about the highest honor attainable by a
member of his profession!
Mai has been elected president of The National Association of Radio Farm
Directors.
More than 200 of Mai's fellow R. F. D.s chose him as their leader. They chose
him because they recognize him as a great national leader in farm radio.
The NARFD honor proves Mai commands respect of his fellow men— just as he
does among the thousands of farm families who listen daily to his "Farm Service
Reporter", in WOW-Land, "The Richest Part of God's Great Green World".
His listeners believe him,
Mai'shiscommercial
messages command respect, too.
seek
advice.
Mai personally directs every activity of WOW's Farm Service Department.
WOW management backs him up with a fine staff, aggressive promotion
and merchandising.
Mai's newest honor— his presidency of the NARFD— means greater prestige,
greater values, for every Radio WOW advertiser.
RADIO

STATION

Frank P. Fogarty

Bill Wiseman
Sales Manager

General Manager
WOW
OMAHA,
590 KC
A MEREDITH

STATION

*

NBC

NEBRASKA
*

5000 WATTS

REPRESENTED

BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

V
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COMPARATIVE NETWORK SHOWSHE
SUNDAY
MOh J DAY
ABC
CBS
Libby
ABC
CBS
MBS
NBC
MBS
Service Metro. Life Ins.
6-7in p.m.
Carter Products December Libby, McNeill & Adventures of the NotMon-Fri
Allan
Jackson
Kid
Person
Scarlet
Pimpernel
6:00 PM 'Drew(175)
Bride
RepeatStripstl
Cook
Nick Carter
S
(29)
Lorillard
Interviews
6:25 Slate Farm
«
«
Asia
«
Monday Morning
6:15
Ins., C. Brown
Headlines (328)
Palmolive Soap
Co-op
a
No Service
Brooks
6:30
George Sokolsky Our Miss
[Squad Room JuvenileS Jury'
P&G-lvory
Co-op
(201)
Co-op' Lowell Thomas
Vacationland
«
«
«
6:45
U.S.A.
(106)
R
Songs by
Headline
Ameri. Tobacco
Beulah
Affairs of Meet Your Match
Fulton Lewis jr.
Co-op
Eddie Fisher
Jack Benny
7:00
S
Peter Salem
S
Edition
(349)
Junior Miss
Dinner Date
«
The Three Suns] (207)« R
«
Elmer Davis
7:15
S
S
J ■ (143)
Co-op
Rexall Drug
Gen.Ranger
Mills,(153)Lone Campbell Soup
Little
Time
Capsule
Club
15
Aldrich
Family
Amos
V
Andy
Gabriel
Header
7:30
S
(See Footnote) (164) off 1/16
(202)
Symphonies
M
Am. Oil-Hamm.
«
a
"
a
Ed. R. Murrow Mutual
7:45
(7:45-7:55)
Newsreel
(See Footnote)1
Motors Electric(102)
American Music Richard Hudnut
RCA,& Alice
Phil Faye
Harris General
Auto-Lite
Henry
Taylor
Hall S Charlie McCarthy Hawaii Calls!
The Falcon
8:00
Suspense
(159)
From 8-9 p.m. Show (202) R
(192)
(HO)
Field
&
Stream
■
■
«
a
•
8:15
S
Chicago
Lever-Lipton
US SteelGuild,
Co
(Co-op)
Philip Morris
Enchanted
u
Theatre
Godfrey Talent Hall of Fantasy
8:30
My Little
Hour
(199)Margie
on Ihe Air (187) .Signature]
S
Scouts (169) R
Co-op
«
«
a
"
a
8:45
Hall Brothers 'Jazz Nocturne
Roundup
Gruen
Brothers
a
Jazz Beat Lever
Hallmark
Walter Winchell
Lux Radio(182) Reporters
9:00
S
Theatre
Playhouse (193;
Co-op
(325)
Lorillard
u
»
a
«
«
9:15
Taylor
Grant
News
Melody(328)
Chesterfield
LSM
Escape
Solo Soliloquy'
Dragnet
Off and On
TBA
Highway
9:30
S
The Record
S
(171)
R
City
"
«
■
«
Alistair Cooke
*
9:45
S
News
of
R. J. Reynolds A. F.ofL.
Ford Oklahoma
i Barrie
Craig
Burton Dixie 10-10:05
Confidential
Edwards
Tomorrow Bob Hawk Snow Frank
R. Trout
10:00
Corp., Paul
Harvey
(118)
S
Symphony Investigator OT*
(183)
(111)
(157)
Trio
Gloria Parker 10:05-30
Dream
Tex Fletcher
M
Harbor
L'gines.
Wittnauer
Show
10:15
Choraliers
S
S
Laurence Welk Trout
Dance
(103)
R
Meet the Press] Treasury
ScienceS Editor UN(157)Report;
Show Ford 10:30-35
Orchestra
10:30
(see footnote) S Sonotone
Cedric Adams
(155)
Thinking
Looking Into
«
«
«
10:45
Out
Loud
Space
Three Suns
S
Talking
The Playboys
Baukhage
NewsNBCfrom
ThePicture
Political
News
News
News
11:00
S
S .
Dance
Dance
Coast Guard
Clifton Utley Sports Report
U.N.
Dance
Orchestr:
Show
11:15 N
Orchestra
S
Orchestra
Highlights
Co-op
Co-op
SUN DAY
Co-op
MONDAY
- FRIDAY
MBS
NBC
CBS
ABC
CBS
MBS
ABC
O-Cedar Corp.
Co-op
News
Milton Cross
Elder Michaux World News Break'ast Club
RobL Hurleigb
Trinity
Choir
OperaAlbum
(M-F-W)
(290)
9:00 AM
Happiness Hour Lockwood Doty
S
Swift & Co.
Family
We Hold
News
No Service
These Truths Breakfast Club
S
9:15
Christian Ref. Carnival of
Prophecy, Inc.
(290) R
E.Biggs
Power
a
a
Books
Church
Voice of Prophet
9:30
Back to God
Philco Corp
(99)
Co-op
a
a
Faith In Action Breakfast Club
9:45
Cliff's
(289)
Snow
Crop
Sterling
Drug
(92)
National
Message of Church ol Air Radio Bible
Radio
Pulpit My True Story Fr. Sardines
Class
Israel
10:00
S
Godfrey (187) R Cecil Brown
S
S
(311)
(212)
Co-op
Mutual
u
Owens-Corning
Frigidaire10:15
Godfrey
(192) R Music Box
Lever Godfrey
Bros.
Mills Arthur
Voice of
Negro College
Whispering
Prophecy
a
ArtDr.ofPeale
Living General
Choirs
10:30
Streets
(224)
Take a Number
S
Pillsbury
S
(327)
News
R
Seeman Bros Arthur(183)Godfrey
it
WhenMarries
A Girl
Highlights
Sterling
10:45
S
(Tu-Th) (201) National
Faultless
Fine Arts
Biscuit
(192)
R
Salt Lake City Dawn Bible
Live Like A [Arthur Godfrey Ladies
11:00
Tabernacle Frank 8 Ernest Starch Time Millionaire
11-11:25Fair
Quartet
S
S
(59)
Spl.
(19?)
R
(Co-op)
Viewpoint
Liggett
Myers
USA
«
Bromfield
Arthur SGodfrey
11:15
Reporting
U.N.
Is
Invitation to Northwestern U.
The Christian
Bristol-Myers Contnl. Baking Queen For a Day
In Action
Review
Grand
11:30
(202) Slam
R 11:30-45 TuSTh
(MWF)the V2\it
S
Learning*
S
Break
Bank
S
My SBeat
(52)
Toni & Seeman PSGRosemary
Ivory Snow
Quaker
The Living Word (Tu-Th) M hr
11:45
M-F
Prudential
P.
Lorillard
(142)
College
11:45-12
General Foods Curt
Middle
Miles
Labs
(See
Footnote)
News
Massey
Berch Wendy Warren
Choirs
East Story
12:00 N
S
Sunday
Sammy Serenade
Kaye's TheShowJack (256)
(156)
Time
Valentino
Lever
Bros. JohnsonNews& Son
Aunt Jenny
a
12:15 PM BrunchS Time
S
(145)
(12:15-12:25)
Co-op
The Eternal General
News
Howard K. Bill Cunningham
Co-op
The Bill Mills
Ring Helen
Whitehall
Trent
Piano
Light
12:30
Show
(174)
Co-op
Smith
Headlines
S
Playhouse
(182)
Whitehall
Co-op
Bill Costello
Not Co-op
in Service Our Gal Sunday
Faith In
12:45
News
P&G Ivory
Merry Mailman
Our Time
l/andevanter & Youth Wants
Churches of
(176)
PaulCo-op
Harvey
The News
String
1:00
Christ Herald of
Cedric Foster
Big(153)
Sister
to Know
S
Truth (108)
Music By
PSG Oxydol
Sernada
Ma Perkins
Willard
Wm. Hillman
1:15
(160)
Ted Malone

EVE
WEDN
NBC
No network
S
service

ABC
Not in Service

Sports(MM)Review
Stern's
NoBillNetwork
Service
Sun OilExtra
Co.
3-Star

«
Co-op

Pure Oil Co.
News(34)Time
No Network
(34)
Service
Miles Labs
News (166)
ol World
Miles Labs
1 Man's
(166) Family
Rp
Railroad Hour
(192)
AA ofa RR's

a

Co-op
Headline
Edition
Elmer Davis
General
Mills
Silver Eagle
(137)
Attorney
(SeeDefense
Footnote)

S
■
Paul
Whiteman
VoiceFirestone
of Firestone TeenCo-opClub
S
(152)
a
«
Bell Telephone
Telephone Hour Town Meeting
(185)« R
m
Citiesof Service
Band
America

«

Chr. S. Publ. Co
Irwin D. Canham
(20)
News of
Mantovani
Tomorrow
S
S
Dream Harbor
«
S
Int. Cellucotton The Embers
John
SwayzeCameron
(196)
(See Footnote)
Orchestra
Al Goodman's The Playboys
No10:35-11
Network
S
Service
News ol
the World
Sports iiSReport
^Morgan Beatty
uo-op
(113)m Nby
Music

NBC
No Network
Service

Today
ABC
No School
M

TUESDAY
ABC
CBS Ins. KidMBS
NBC
Strips
Metro.Life
Nil la Service
Allan (29)
Jackson
Noservice
network
Repeat ol
Asia
Cook
a
Interviews
Co-op
Sports
Review
No Service
NoBill(MM)
Network
a
«
Stern's
PSG-lvory
Service
Co-op
J-Star
Extra
Sun
Oil
Co.
Co-op
a
Lowell Thomas
Fulton Lewis jr. Pure (34)
•OTHeadline
(349)
BeulahR
Edition
Guy
News OilTimeCo.
(106)
(34)
Co-op
Elmer Davis
No
Network
(Junior Miss) Hazel
Service
Nat'l Markel
Assn.
Sen,Ranger
Mills,(153)Lone
Credit Union
Miles
Labs.
News of World
Mindy!( 143)Carson
Header
(SeeSterling
Footnote)
Miles(168)Labs
Am.
Oil-Hamm.
Family
Ed. R. Murrow Mutual Newsreel 1 Man's
(166) Rp (See Footnote)
(7:45-7:55)
Mars(101)Inc.
duPont Co.
People Are Funny That Hamner America
Cavalcade(166)
of Mystery Theatre
(325)
(182)
a
«
a
(Co-op)
LifeCo-op
Begins
Halo, Palmolive
At 80
Mr SWrigley
Mrs North High Adventure] Red Skelton
S
a
»
a
(202) R
Co-op
That .&M
Life with Luigi Search
MartinChesterfield
& Lewis Mr. Co-op
Never• «Ends
President
(190)
a
«
■
:ibber
McGee
&
R. J. Reynolds
Metals
Molly (180)
Off and On ieynolds
(183) Irma The
My Friend
Crossfire
Record
a
■
«
News of
P. Lorillard
C-P-P,
A. F.Edwards
ol L
10-10:05L.Parsons
(182) Frank
Two
for(190)
the
Money
Tomorrow
Falstafi 1
Doris
Day
S
(27)
CBS-Columbia
«
Dream
10:05-10:30 (75) Thompson
Valley Boys
S Harbor
& His
10-10:35
u
•
InL
Cellucotton
Latin
Quarter
Dance
Ford-Trout
■
John
Orchestra
S
SwayzeCameron
(196) (188)Orchestra
Cedric Adams
Miller Brewing (see footnote)
a
«
nrstNighter(118)
10:35-45
Three
Sons
Talking
Baukhage
The Playboys
No Network
News
S
Service
10:35-11
Dance
U.N.
News of
Sports SReport
the World
Orchestra
Highlights Morgan
Beatty
Co-op
SATURDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
News
sneiiyFarming
on —
NoService
Network —This
Business
(30)
No Service

Voice

Mind
Your
Manners

Thy
Ev'ryNeighbor's
Day MM

Garden Gate Q
Milner,
Lewis RobL
(104)

PSG,Travelers
Welcome
(150)
«

Galen Drake
a
(284)
Ralston
Space Patrol

SuperSnowNoodle
Pretend(56)'
1.Let's
J. Grass

StrikeC-P-PIt Rich
(179)

EddieShewFisher
S

Cream
Wheat
Gran ofCentral
Station *(157)

BobC-P-P
& Ray
Bob(183)Hope
Gen.
Foods

Payroll Party
S

Cannon Mills
Give & Take
(153)

DoubleCampbell
orNothini
(147)

(139)
No Service
Network

a

Miscellaneous
Program
S

Archie
Andrews
S

Bruce
MacFarlane

Pet Milk
Mary Story
Lee Taylor
(144)

Coast
Helen Guard
H.-ll
Cadets
Paradeon

Love
Story
Hollywood
S

TBA
(see
footnote)
101 Ranch Boys Theatre
Armstrongof Today
Cork
S
Man on the Farm
(189)
Quaker
5th Army
Carnation, Stars
American
Farmer
Band
Over Hollywood
S
(168)

a

Navy SHour

a

a

Toni
Fun For All
(187)

My Secret

News
(12-12:05)
Luncheon
with!)
Buster
Crabbe
(12:05-12:30) S
Coffee in
Washington

a
Allis-Cfialmers
Hour (108)
Dance Orch Natl. Farm & H.

Metre.CBSLilt lis.
Allan Jackson
(129)
Cook
Interviews
Asia
No
Service
P&G-lvory
Lowell Thomas
Beulah
(M) R
(106)
Campbell
(Junior
Club Miss)
15Soup
(164) off 1/16
Am. Oil-Hamm.
Ed. R. Murrow
Eno-Scot
(101)Bowne
FBIWarin Peace
(199) &
Chesebrough
Dr. Christian
(184)» R
Philip Morris(192)
Playhouse
a
J. Montenier
What's
My Line
(12.)
•
The Lineup
«
Ford-Trout
Cedric Adams
Dance
Orchestra
News
Orchestra
Dance
ABC
Vespers

1:30 PM

S

1:45
2:00

Pan American
Union
S Joal —
IHTJ

2:15

LoneMountaineers
Pine 8 His

2:30
2:45

S
Marines In
Review

3:00

S

3:15
3:30

Dr. Billy Graham
Hour of Decision
(229)

4:00
3:45

Gosoel Best;. Go
Revival Hr. (242
a
fl Old- Fashioned
'

4:15
4:30
4:45
5:00

This Week
Around The
World S

5:15
5:30
5:45 PM

Goodyear
Greatest Story
(323)
a

N I N G
ESDAY
ABC
MBS
NBC
No network
Repeat
of
Not
in Service
Kid Strips
service
«
Bill Stern's
Sports
Review
(MM)
a
No Network
Service
Sun Oil Co.
«
"
3-Star Extra
Co-op
(34)
Oil Co.
Fulton Lewis jr. Pure
Headline
News Time
(349)
Edition
Co-op
(34)
Co-op
No Network
Elmer
Davis
Service
Men's Corner
General Mills
Miles Labs
Gabriel Heatter News of World Silver Eagle
(1 68)
(137)
Miles Labs
Co-op
7:45-7:55 1 Man's Family (See Footnote)
Mutual Newsreel (166) Rp
J. Reynolds The Top Guy
Crime Files of R.Walk
A Mile
S
Flamond
(WSJ
«
a
'110)
Kraft
Heritage!
(Co-op)
Gildersleeve
S
Crime Fighters
«

THURSDAY
CBS
MBS
NBC
Metro. Lite Ins. Kid Strips
NoService
network
Repeat ol
Allan Jackson
(«)
Cook
(mm)
Interviews
Bill Stern's
Sports
Review
Asia
No
Network
«
No Service
Service
/MM1,
P&G-lvory
Sun Oil Co.
«
3-Star Extra
Lowell Thomas
(34)
Pure
(IUO) If
FultonCo-op
Lewis jr. News OilTimeCo.
Beulah
(349)
(34)
No Network
Rukeyser
Junior Miss
Service
(■«/
1
Deepfreeze
Miles1 'I RRLabs
Mindy Carson
Co-opricdiici News of World
Appliance
Uduiici
Miles Labs
Am. Oil-Hamm. 7:45-7:55
iioo • Family
np
1 Man's
Ed. R.IIUI>Murrow Mutual
E-S & Bowne
General Foods
Official
Roy(til)
Rogers
Meet/-loci'sMillie
Detective
News 8:25
(Co-op)
General
Foods
On Stage
Father Knows
John
Steele
" CI
HUICIIIUI
flriuf* nturpf
Best (1601
«
Co-op
Pet Milk
Andrew
Jergens
Romance
Rod & Gun
equences66)
(1
(iio)
Club of the Air Truth or sCona
Co-op

FRIDAY
ABC
CBS
MBS
Metro. Life Ins. Kid Strips
Allan
Jackson
Repeat ol
Not in Service
(991
Cook
«
Interviews
-

«

Co-op
«

No Service
P&G-lvory
Lowell Thomas

Co-op
Headline
Edition

{Beulah
IUO) If

Fulton Lewis jr.

«

(349)
Dinner
Junior Miss
Elmer Davis
Co-opDate
Sen.Ranger
Mills,(153)Lone Campbell Soup
Club 15
Gabriel Heatter
109) nffon 1 /IS1 0
(See Footnote! ( Ifidi
Am. Oil-Hamm
7:45-7:55
(See Footnote) Ed. R. Murrow Mutual Newsreel
E-S & Bowne Movie Quiz
Toni Co.
*fA0 mCrime
Dan Letter
Dodge Mr{In)Keen
(327)
(Co-op)
This Is Your FBI Yours Truly True or False
S
Johnny Dollar
Great* «Day
Adventures of
OeSoto Plymouth
TBA
Ozzie & Harriet Mr. Chameleon
Co-op
Groucho
Family Theatre Dealers,
Show
Lambert &
rnarx onow (ivij
«
«
(325)
Hotp-inl
(all
t-le.trcnftFKrtrO
c Cos.
TBA
Eddie
Cantor
Gen.
ElecL
«
Amer. Cig. & Cig. Michael Shayne Bing* Crosby
Co-op
Off andRecordOn
Off andRecord
On
Show
Meet Corliss
OH and On
Big Story
S
The
The
(1961
s
The Reeord■
nrcner (oZ3>
w.
«
a
«
R.f.ot
L.
A. F.Edwards
of L.
Amer. Tob.
Gillette
News of
A. F.olL.
Frank
Jason & the
Tomorrow
Horace Heidt Frank Edwards Judy Canova Cavalcade of
Capitol
Frank Edwards Golden
Fleece
Cloakroom
(27)
(1571
s
(200)
Cnnrte (%9i\
(157)
Falstaff
'<
FalstaffOVJ9
•due*
dpDilS I J£"i
GeneOrchestra
Pringle's
Thompson
& His
Thompson
& His
ZebOrchestra
Carver's
Valley
Boys
VaflAv Rjuvc
s
InL
Cellucotton
Int.
Cellucotton
Dance
The Embers
Dance
Ford-Trout
«
Ford-Trout
John Cameron
Dance
John Cameron (See
Orchestra
Swayze
(196)
Orchestra
(OT)«
Orchestra
Cedric Adams
Footnote)
Co-op
Co-op
dwayze 1 1301
News of
Jane Pickens
Cedric «Adams'
Dangerous
«
«
"
«
«
Co-op
Show 10:35-11 Tomorrow S
Assignment
*M-M, 10:35-11
(See
Footnote)
The
Playboys
Talking
Baukhage
Baukhage
No Service
Network
Co-op
News
The Playboys
Talking
No Network
News
Baukhage
S
S
Service
Talking
U.N.
News of
News of
Sports Report
Dance
U.N.
Dance
U.N.
Sports SReport
the World
the World
Highlights
Orchestra
Orchestra
S
Highlights
Morgan
Beatty
Highlights Morgan
Beatty

FOR JANUARY 195 )
SATUf {DAYMBS
ABC
CBS
NBC
Una Mae
Morton Salt
No network
Co-op
Visiting
Time
from NBC
Orchestra lews MM
Carlisle
service
FaithS For
Otto(Co-op)
Thurn's H.V.Kaltenborn 6:00 PM
UN (7)on the
NBC
Saturday
the Future
Record
6:15
S
Sports
Review
Co-op
Bill
Stern's
6:30
Bob Finnegan
" I"
Hume Dixon
No (MM)
Network
Symphony
Service
Sports
Roundup
Sports
Country Editor Orchestra
Sun OilExtra
Co.
News
6:45
3-Star
«
Management Larry LeSeuer Preston Sellers
S
(34)
Broadway Is
7:00
Pure
«
News OilTimeCo.
Al Heifer
Labor(34)
Women In
My "Beat
No Network
The
Unilorm
ReportPentagon
From
The «Forty
Service
7:15
S
Down
You
Go
At The R. J. Reynolds
Milesof Labs
News
World Dinner
GreenPartyRoom Vaughn
Monroe
Million
S
(168)
(7:30-7:55)
(177)
7:30
Wriglay
Dancing
Miles Labs
StateIns.FarmCo.
Auto
"
7:45
"
1 Man's
Family
«
(166) Rp
C. Brown
Gene Aulry
nside
Bob
&
Ray
Wildroot
TBA
8:00
S
20 Questions
8:15
20 Questions
»
(180)■ R
S
GF-Post Cereal
8:30
Tarzan
lame that Tune
Take a Number leuben, Reuben
S
"
■
(150)« R
Pee Wee King 8:45
Best Plays
General
Foods
9:00
«
U.S.Band
Marine
Grapenuts
S
Gangbusters
- Opry
Brand Ole
(158)* R
U.S.A.
Lombardoland
R. J. Reynolds 9:15
Gunsmoke
■
9:30
(178)
S
»
«
Calling
9:45
Dude
Ranch
Jamboree
Chicago
Saturday at
of theTheatre
Air
10:00
Shamrock
TBA
Hy Gardner
S
S
Words in
10:15
"
«
«
the Night
«
NBC

InLSwayze
(196)
JohnCellucotton
Cameron

Perspective
«

Radio
City ConPreiews
Pro 10:35-10:45
and
No Network
News
S
Service
Buddy Weed Trio
News of
S
the World
Morgan
Beatty

TIME
SUNDAY
rsts
MBS
NBC
Lutherai
U.
al
Chicago
Hour
Syncopation
Piece
Roundlable
(Lutheran)
LonginesWittnauer
Symphonette
(155)

Bandstand
USA

The Hour
Catholic

US Military American Forum
Willys-Overland
Motors Ine Academy Band
of the Air
New York
Philharmonic
Sumphony
(194)
u
Tunes
Elmo Roper
withTop Trendler
Sunday
News Desk
Mutual Ben.
Musical
H&A On the
Program Line w Considine
Critic(183)
at Large
Riggio-King
Size Under Arrest
America Calling
(39)

The Chase
S

TBA
TBA
4:30-4:55
4:55 Vick
News
"Cedric Adams
Wildroot American Baker:
Kingan
Arthur Godfrey (sponsors 15 min. Assoc. Hollywooc
Roundlable '102 only) The Shadow Playhouse (190)
Quiz Kids

AdmiralB
Robt. Trout
tm
m

Williamson &
Motorola
(alL wks.)
True Detective
Mysteries

Gulf
Oil Co.
Counterspy
(135)
a

- FRIDAY
MBS
NBC
ABC
Lopez
Co-op
News Vincent
Luncheon
with
Lopez Merrill Mueller
Show
S
S
Wesson Oil
Dr.(61)Paul
TexasOpera
Co.
No
Network
Met.
SayMusic
It With
Service
2:25 Johnson S Jane Pickens
(350)
MM
Son, News
Armour
(191)
HWF Sustaining Garroway
Tu&Th Pequot Dial Dave
Paula Stone
No Co-op
Network KuklaOllieFran &
Service
Inside News 2:55
P&G
Life-Beautiful
John B.
(170)
Gambling Club
P&G
RoadP&Gof Life
(163)
Pepper(166)Young
P&G
(163)
Right P&G
tonessHappiM-F 4-4:30 Co-op
Jack Kirkwood Backstage Wife
M-F 4:30-5
d") Drug
Lucky U Ranch Sterling
Stella Dallas
(151) D:ug
M-Bobby Benson Sterling
5-5:13 Sustaining Young
Brown Widder
(151)
5:15-5:30 Krall Manhtii. Soap
Woman in My
House (181)
Tu&Th Quaker
Whitehall
Plain Bill Roselandroom Orch.BallofSgt.thePreston
Yukon Just (143)
S
Whitehall
W&F
Front
Page
Songs
of the Farrell (138)
Ke logg
B-Bar-B
(1Jones
72) j
C-P-P
5:30-5:55 M-W-F Lorenzo
(191)
eff.
1/5/5S Club Aluminum
Wild
Bill
Hickok
MilesMassey
Labs Tu&Th Derby Ex-Lax Inc.
Curt
Sky King
Doctor's
Wife Club(20)Time
Time (149) R

MONDAY
ABC
CBS
P8G Crisco
Nil li Service
Dr. (159)
Malone
P&G Duz
Guiding Light
Co-op
(157)
(139)Burton
GFMrs.Swan-Cal.
M. M. McBride
P&G Tide
Perry Mason
(161)
Tennessee Ernie Toni,
Nora Seeman
Drake
S
(See Footnote) P&G (190)
IvoryDayFl.
Brighter
(166)
Miles Labs
Hilltop House
Pillsbury
(143) Party
R
Toni Co.
House
(128)
Lever, Kellogg
(175) R*R *
Houseparty
(184)
•A. Jemina
Quaker (117)
General
Mills
Foods
Cal Tinney Genera!
Grady Cole
(46)
(274)
MTW
ThFMatinee
SLChicagoan
Louis
Treasury
(See Footnote) Bandstand
Jack Owens Show
Co-op
S
4:55-5 News
5-5:45 p.m.
Big Jon &
No Service
Sparkie
Fun Factory
S

(See Footnote)

SATURDAY
CBS
MBS U.S.NBC
Army
Carter
Band
Music Meeting
City(155)
Hospital
S
Sylvan Levin's
*
Hormel & Co.
U. S. Marine
Music
Girls with
(122)H.
Band
S
2:25News
Johnson
Boys
Make Way
101
Ranch
Adventure
For Youth
S
Symphonic
Report
OverseasFrom
Adventures
Co-op
In Science
Farm News

landstand USA
a
3:25 Johnson
News
Sports Parade

Correspondents
Scratchpad
The Chicagoan

Salute to the
Nation

CrossU.S.A.
Section

Mac McGuire
Show

Eddie Fisher
Show

Show Shop
Walter Preston's

Saturday
at the Chase

TBA

Big City
Serenade
S

Country Style

■

«
News
Dance

News

Orchestra

Dance
Orchestra

Music Room
M. Willson's
S
NBC
News from
News
Alex Dreier

10:45
11:00
11:15PM

Explanation: Listings in order: Sponsor, name of
program, number
of stations;
sustainingrebroadcast
West Coast;
TBA toS be
announcedIt BP
repeat performance. Time EST.
8:55-9
pm., Gen.
4:25-4:30
p m.,
M-F, a.m..
Time for2:30-2:35
Betty Crocker,
Mills (319).
ABC
11:55-12 Noon, EST, Sat., ABC Late News, S. 10:30"
5:55-6 p.m.,
Sports Show (S)
5:45-5:55
p.m.,M-P,M-F,Finnegan's
Bonnie Kemper.
7:30-8
M-W-F, Amer. Bakeries (southeast).
Lonep.m.,
Ranger.
7:55-8 p.m..p.m.,
EST. M-F,
M-F, Philco
Police Blotter Edwin
(sustain)
10:30-10:35
Hill and the Human
Side ofCorp.,
the News (310)C.
CBS—Gatherin'
8:30-9:15(107).
a.m.. Sun., General Foods, Sunday
8:30-8:45 a.m., M-F, Pillsbury, Jack Hunt (40)
11:00-11:05
a.m..
Sat., Campana, Shadel (188)
Party.
l:oo-2 p.m..p.m.,Sat.,Tu.Gen.& F..
Foods.Kellogg
G. Drake
(153).
3:30-3:45
Co., House
3:55-4
Day p.m..
(157). M-F Toni Co. It Happens Every
9:25-9:30 lutesp.m..
(155)B. Sat.. General Foods. Sanka Sa10-10:05
p.m., Tu..
ella Parsons
(183).Colgate-Palmolive-Peet, Lou11:30-11:35
a.m.. Sun., Bill Shadel (S)
Party
(167)
*3:15-30 p.m., M-Thur., Pillbury Mills. House
3:15-3:30 p.m., Fri., Green Giant. House Party
3-50-4
(170).p.m.,
Home
FolksM-F..
(115).Quaker Oats, Aunt Jemima.
Sun. 4:55-5 p.m. Sonotone-Cedric Adams (142 sta.)
ON A SUNDAY AFTERNOON
String Sernada, 2:30-3 p.m.; Galaxy of Hits;
3-3:45
p.m.; of Main
Street.
p.m.; Band
the Day.
4-4:30Music
p.m. Hall, 3:45-4
MBS—M-W-F—
Titus Moody
Speaking
—
7:55-8:00
p.m. Co.
Sustaining. T & Th— Wildroot
8:55-9
a.m.,
M-F
Gabriel
Heatter-VCA
Labs.
10:30-10:35 a.m., Mon.-Sat., News-S. C.Johnson
11:25-11:30 a.m., M-Sat.. Johnson & Son. News
12:25-12:30
pm.,
Mon.-Fri.,
News-Sustaining.
5:55-6:00 p.m., M-F. Cecil Brown-S. C. Johnson
9-9:05 p.m., M-F, Johns-Manville, Bill Henry.
NBC— 8-8:15 a.m.. Skelly Oil, M-F, News (28);
8:15-8:30
M-F, Serutan Co., "Victor Lindlahr". a.m.,
153 stations.
a.m.. Man"
Sat., Howdy-Doody.
* 8:30-9:00
MM — "Minute
Programs.
* OT
Operation
& Son,
Inc. Tandem — Emerson Drug.

Author Speaks
JohnsonNews& Son

S
Public Affairs
S
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Leadership is not a matter of
chance ... It is earned by charting
a course that leads the way. WREC
continues

to set the pace in high

quality programming and engineering perfection. As a result, WREC
has the highest Hooper rating of any
Memphis
who

radio station. Advertisers

"know

where

they're going"

reach the top of the Memphis Market with regular schedules on WREC.
And, the fact that the rate per thousand listeners is 10% less than in
1946 is something else you will appreciate.
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RTMA Head Reports
TOO Million Made
RADIOS
POSTWAR
OVER 100 million radio receivers have been manufactured since World
War II, more than four times the number of TV sets, according to A. D.
Plamondon Jr., president of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
All previous production records for the radio-TV electronics industry
were broken in 1952, demonstratAmerica of comparable size is in
ing the industry has the capacity
to fulfill both national defense and the enviable position of ours in
consumer demands, he said.
having virgin markets in a large
Dollar volume of set sales and portion of the U.S. While television has been available to about
military production exceeded any
past year but neither set sales nor
60% of the nation's population for
several years, 40% of the populamilitary production alone reached
tion and much more than half of
previous peaks, according to Mr.
Plamondon. Sales of radio-TV re- the area of the U.S. have been deprived up to recently of this new
ceivers, replacement parts, set acof entertainment and incessories, and transmitting, com- medium
formation.
munications and audio equipment
"Yet despite this handicap of a
exceeded $1.5 billion at the factory
level. Deliveries of electronic limited sales area, the industry has
million television reequipment and components to the produced ceivers23of which
at least 20.5
armed services were around $2.5
billion.
million are in service. The American public has spent more than $8
This $4 billion total exceeded the
in purchasing and installing
wartime peak of $3.5 billion. The billion
these sets.
peacetime record of $1.9 billion was
"No other great product of
set in 1950.
American industry has established
Mr. Plamondon said the produc- itself as a virtual necessity of the
tion record was made possible by American home in such a short
plant expansion since outbreak of time. It took the automobile inthe war in Korea and early adopdustry 25 years or more to do what
tion of conservation techniques
television has done in five. Even
which greatly reduced consumption
in an allied field, it took ten years
of scarce metals.
to manufacture and sell an equal
number of radios.
Among principal developments
in 1952 was lifting of the FCC
"The industry's best years and
freeze on TV stations after SVz possibly greatest expansion are
still ahead.
years, he said.
"It is not unreasonable to assume
"The effect of this FCC action
that
this country will have 50
was immediate," Mr. Plamondon
million
TV sets in use within ansaid, "although only a handful of
new TV stations could possibly get
other five years and that, thereon the air by the end of the year.
after, the replacement markets
The Commission acted with re- alone will require production almarkable alacrity in issuing conmost as great as at present. Morestruction permits to applicants for
over, television is getting underuncontested channels. As a conway in many other countries, especial y in the Latin Americas, and
sequence the first new vhf station
began operating in Denver on July U. S. manufacturers will have a
19.
large share in supplying these new
foreign markets.
Portland Success
"While television receivers have
"The past year marked the intro- revealed remarkable ruggedness,
duction of uhf, or ultra high fre- considering their highly complex
quency television, which will in character, steady improvements in
time probably surpass vhf in the performance and larger screen
number of stations on the air. sizes are already proving treUhf made a successful debut in
mendous sales appeals to present
Portland, Ore., on Sept. 20 and TV set owners. Trade-ins or secwas found to be equal to vhf in
ond sets will become more commonmost respects and perhaps superior
place in 1953 and subsequent years.
in its freedom from interference.
"Amid all the excitement over
While uhf's entry into established television it is easy to overlook the
vhf areas, except perhaps where
steady production and sales of
there are only one or two vhf sta- radio receivers. Even in its best
tions, probably will be slower, its years, television set production has
not equaled that of radios in the
spread over new territory heretofore unreached by TV will be rapid. number of units although, due to
the price differential, the dollar
the and
opening
of of
these
new
volume of TV has been three to
TV"With
markets
others
smaller
four
times that of radio.
size, the radio-television industry
"Most of the increase in radio set
entered the second stage of its
ownership has been in the field of
phenomenal growth since World
War II. It is difficult to forecast outdoor listening — auto sets and
accurately how many new TV sta- portables — as more than 95% of
tions will go on the air in 1953, but American homes had radios by the
it is not unlikely that by the end beginning of World War II. However, new designs and colors in
of the year the nation may have
table models and the popularity of
about 200 TV stations operating as the clock radio, as well as a steady
compared with 108 during the TV interest in radio-phonographs,
'freeze.'
have kept the radio receiver market
"Perhaps no other industry in active even among home sets."
BROADCASTING
• Telecastin

CANADIAN OUTPUT
RTMAC Sets 375,000 Goal

TV Ad Dollars
(Continued from page 28)

CANADIAN manufacturers expect vision
to produce
about
telereceivers in
1953,375,000
and expect
sales to be more than 300,000, as
more Canadian TV stations are
built in the coming year. This is
the unofficial forecast of the RadioTelevision Mfrs. Assn. of Canada.
Sales of TV receivers in November totalled 25,431 units, a new
monthly high. Value of these sets
was placed at $10,932,198. This
brings total TV set sales for 11
months of 1952 to 119,271, valued
at $53,153,672. TV sets now are
hard to obtain in Canada. Manufacturers showed an inventory at
the end of November of only 4,828
sets. Total sales of TV receivers in
Canada since start of production
to the end of November was 197,709. Of these 115,393 are in the
Toronto - Hamilton - Niagara Falls
area, 48,256 are in the Windsor
area (opposite Detroit), 30,882 are
in Montreal, and about 3,000 are
in the Vancouver area. Total sales
of AM and FM receivers and
phonograph combinations for the
first 10 months of 1952 were 402,320 units, of which the greatest
number were priced under $30.

vertisers spending more than $25,000 for TV network time, MAB reported vthat
were half
126 such
adertisersthere
in the final
of 1950,
of whom 25 or 19.8% had dropped
out of network TV by the following
year, but were more than replaced
by 82 new companies, making a
total of 183 for the latter half of

Alfred H. Saxton, engineering executive, and Gordon Strang, construction superintendent, NBC Western
Div., have been inducted into the network's 25-year Club.
SOUTHWEST

ia+tee/i radio station

ABOUT

MADE

OF

IN

ARE

WDBJ

1951.
In the first part of 1951 there
were 163 advertisers spending $25,000 or more for TV network time.
Of these, 45 or 27.6% had discontinued use of the medium by the
initial six months of 1952, while 53
new companies were added, making
a total of 171 users of network
television in the first half of 1952.
Comparing the two analyses
shows, MAB pointed out, that the
drop-out rate among TV network
clients rose from 19.8% (second
half of 1950 to like period of 1951)
to 27.6% (first half of 1951 to first
half of 1952) ; that the number of
new clients concurrently decreased
from 82 (second six months of 1950
to 1951) to 53 (first half of 1951
to 1952) ; that the total number of
network TV clients dropped from
183 in the second half of 1951 to
171 in the first half of 1952. It is
noted, however, that many of the
companies dropping network TV
have shifted to TV spot campaigns,
so their total TV expenditures may
be as large as before.
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'52 Events Reviewed by Sarnoff
(Continued from page 28)
techniques have been applied. Industrial television will perform important services in manufacturing
plants, in aviation, transportation
and navigation, in business offices,
department stores, and wherever
seeing, counting, sorting and controlling are essential.
"There
is plenty
evidence will
at
hand to show
that of
television
by no means be limited to its
present operations. The uses of
TV in education are manifold. It
may well be that the volume of
business that can be developed in
industrial television and electronics
as well as television in education,
will one day be larger than the
volume of business now being done
in the field of TV entertainment."
Electronics for Defense
While latest electronics developments for defense cannot be discussed, for security reasons, Gen.
Sarnoff said "it may be observed,
however, that electronics is one of
the most important building stones
in that technology," and that
"radar, robot planes, airborne television, electronically controlled
missiles and other devices now are
vital elements in our military
plans."
Reporting on progress in research, he said that the tiny transistor, developed in work in the

field of "electronics of solids," is
"a master key to the continuing
expansion of electronics."
"In their practical application,"
he continued, "transistors are of
particular significance wherever
electronic apparatus is used. Because they detect, amplify, oscillate,
and generate electric currents, as
do electron tubes, they are of vital
importance in communications, radio and television. They will also
prove to be highly useful in many
other fields.
"Recognizing the great potentialities of transistors, RCA research men and engineers are developing them for mass production
and are studying the multiplicity
of new applications they make
possible in both military and commercial fields. Such applications
appear endless. One example is the
electronic computer which in some
of its advanced forms now requires
thousands of electron tubes. Eventual substitution of transistors will
permit machines of greater versatility and utility, as well as reducing their size and the power
consumed."
Gen. Sarnoff called attention to
the demonstration of experimental
transistor achievements which RCA
presented in November as a
"progress report" [B«T, Nov. 24].
He said "transistors will supple-
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ment, not supplant, the electron
tube," and that, "in fact, the
market for electron tubes may increase under the impact of commercial transistors."
Gen. Sarnoff said, "The U. S. is
fortunate in having a radio-television industry made up of so many
competent organizations. The keen
competition among them spurs continued effort on the part of all and
stimulates scientific and economic
advances matched by no other country. Here, private enterprise and
freedom in research and invention,
in engineering, production and service are the lifeblood of progress.
"These competing organizations,
through their individual efforts,
give the U. S. pre-eminence in all
phases of radio, television and electronics. For defense, this industry
provides superior equipment developed and produced by American
ingenuity and craftsmanship.
"The finest radio-television instruments and services in the world,
and at the lowest cost, are made
available to the American home.
In achieving this, the industry provides employment for hundreds of
thousands of people and contributes
substantially to the high standards
of living enjoyed in this great
country."
PEABODY AWARDS
Entry Deadline Set Jan. 14
ENTRIES for the George Foster
Peabody Radio and Television
Awards will be accepted until Jan.
14, Dean John E. Drewry of the
U. of Georgia's Henry W. Grady
School of Journalism, said last
week. Winners for 1952 will be announced next spring at a meeting
of the Radio Executives Club of
New York.
Radio awards are made for public service by a regional and by a
local station, news reporting and
interpretation, drama, music, education, children's programs and
promotion of international understanding. TV awards are made for
woi-k in education, entertainment,
news and children's programs.
Winners are chosen by an advisory
board of 14 headed by Edward
Weeks, editor of Atlantic Monthly
magazine.

RCA'S

UHFS
Development Told
RCA's 1 kw uhf transmitters, the
first of which were delivered to four
TV grantees the weekend of Dec.
19 [B»T, Dec. 22], are the result
of extensive development which began in 1949, shortly after the laboratory model was shipped to the
RCA-NBC experimental uhf TV
station in Bridgeport.
"Equipment designed for vhf
television cannot be used for the
uhf channels," T. A. Smith, assistant manager of RCA Engineering
Products Dept., explained last week.
This meant not only complete design,
development and production of commercial uhf transmitters; it also meant
starting from scratch on production of
new
types
lines, niters ofandantennas,
diplexing transmission
equipment,
and other requirements for the new
ultra-high-frequency service.
Since every new station is assigned
atransmitter
given frequency
channel,
television
production
assumes
some
of the aspects of custom engineering.
Before leaving the RCA factory, each
equipment must undergo an extensive
program of tuning and testing. The
antenna system must be similarly tuned
and tested to see that it is matched
with other station equipment before
shipment.
How the commercial transmitter
Type TTU-1B differs from the laboratory model (now used by KPTV
(TV) tailedPortland,
as follows: Ore.), was de-

It has a completely new tube
complement and uses only one output tube, new Type 6181, an aircooled tetrode developed especially
for this model by the RCA Tube
Dept. in Lancaster. The new transmitter also employs a newly developed crystal oscillator unit, with a
reported stability five times greater
than that of the one used in the
laboratory model. A new - type
stacked Class B video modulator
with negative feed-back is also incorporated inthe new model. This
uses a small, newly-developed RCA
6146 beam tube.
The uhf transmitters have a new,
especially designed feed system and
transmission line. They also use
a newly developed filterplexer. This
unit is a combination of the sideband filter and the notch diplexer
used on the experimental transmitter, to combine the video and
audio portions of the transmitter
output to feed them into a single
transmission line.
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New Low Cost TV Switching Combination

Announced

LIMITING AMPLIFIERS
USED EXTENSIVELY

f|P

'O Q O O

L.
A new Video Switching Panel,
type TC-39A shown above, has
just been announced by General
Electric at Electronics Park.
This Panel is being acclaimed
for its simplicity, compactness
and low cost, the design being
especially adapted to the requirements ofthe smaller television stations.
The unit provides Video Program Switching for 6 picture signals as well as separate selection
for preview monitoring, program
output and news. Additional facilities include remote control
Page 50
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for two stabilizing amplifiers,
two film projectors and two slide
projectors.
When used with the new
BC-15A Audio Switching Panel,
simultaneous or separate audio
and video switching is achieved.
This audio panel includes four
mixers — allowing as many as
seven inputs, a master gain control, VU meter, monitor selector
and monitor level control. The
audio panel may also be used to
extend the facilities of the more
comprehensive BC-11A Studio
Console.

Nearly 500 AM stations
throughout the country are now
using G-E Limiting Amplifiers.
This moderately priced piece of
broadcasting equipment gets the
signal into fringe areas at a low
volume setting and automatically minimizes the effect of interfering signals and noise. The
G-E Limiting Amplifier helps
prevent aural distortion on TV
receivers, helps TV stations meet
competitive modulation levels.

J. H. Douglas
Mr. Douglas,
as
representative
of the
Southwestern
District for
G.E.'s Electronics Department,
is responsible for

Among the many satisfied stations now using the Limiting
Amplifier is Station KGON, Oregon City, Ore. Chief engineer Ed
wrote, of
"We
made
aSaxe
very recently
careful survey
circuitry
and theory behind its operation
and after selection of two B A-5-A
models, found the amplifier performed even better than anticAfter three years of operation,
Saxe found, ". . . the G-E Limiting Amplifier delivers — even
without
ipated." faithful checking — for
periods as long as 9 months."
quarters are at the Dallas offices
of General Electric.
He has been with the company
since graduation from Iowa State
College in 1942. First in the test
department, he was later named
a radio electronic field engineer.
A native of Emerson, Iowa, Mr.
Douglas belongs to the I.R.E.
and the Dallas Electric Club.

J- H- Dougla9Diucts
of the
G.E. Transmitter
of prodthe sale
vision inArkansas, New Mexico, GENERAL
Oklahoma and Texas. His headBROADCASTING
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Open Way /or W?f in /cfa., Nev.
GRANTS
uhf Ch. 59, ERP 20 kw visual and 20.5 kw visual and 11 kw aural, an(WCOC), granted uhf Ch. 30, ERP
tenna 460 ft.
10.5 kw aural, antenna 360 ft.
210 kw visual and 110 kw aural, antenna 500 ft.
Bakersfleld, Calif. (Group A-2, No.
Lawton, Okla. (Group A-2, No. 133)
132) — Bakersfield Broadcasting Co. — Oklahoma Quality Broadcasting Co.
Lafayette, Ind. (Group A-2, No. 128)
— WFAM Inc. (WFAM-FM), granted
(KAFY), granted uhf Ch. 29, ERP
(KSWO), granted vhf Ch. 7, ERP 10
kw visual and 5 kw aural, antenna
540 ft.
Boise, Idaho (Group A-2, No. 135) —
KIDO Inc. (KIDO), granted vhf Ch. 7,
ERP 51 kw visual and 26 kw aural,
antenna 80 ft.
Watertown, N. Y. (Group A-2, No.
136)— The Brockway Co. (WWNY),
granted uhf Ch. 48, ERP 185 kw visual-and 100 kw aural, antenna 570 ft.
Neenah, Wis. (Appleton, Wis., Group
A-2, No. 139) — Neenah - Menasha
Broadcasting Co., granted uhf Ch. 42,
ERP 15.5 kw visual and 8.3 kw aural,
antenna 290 ft.
Reno, Nev. (Group A-2, No. 148) —
Nevada Radio - Television Inc.
(KWRM), granted vhf Ch. 8, ERP 3
kw visual and 1.5 kw aural, antenna
minus 440 ft.
Pittsburgh (Group B-4, No. 180) —
J. Frank Gallaher, Loren Berry and
Ronald B. Woodyard, partnership,
granted uhf Ch. 47, ERP 230 kw visual and 120 kw aural, antenna 480 ft.
LOUIS G. BALTIMORE (I), owner, WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and A. R. Operating: WDTV (TV), vhf Ch. 2.
Hopkins, general sales manager, RCA Engineering Products Dept., are on hand
Pittsburgh (Group B-4, No. 180) —
as uhf equipment is loaded for shipment from the RCA Victor Div. plant in Telecasting Co. of Pittsburgh, granted uhf Ch. 16, ERP 89 kw visual and
Camden, N. J. Other stations receiving transmitters are WSBT-TV South Bend;
(Continued on page 58 )
WSBA-TV York, Pa., and WFPG-TV Atlantic City.
TV

BRINGING television for the first
time to Idaho and Nevada through
vhf grants to Boise and Reno, FCC
last week further pushed processing of uncontested new-station applications and issued a dozen construction permits — three vhf and
nine uhf .
Two uhf permits went to Pittsburgh, where the sole operating
outlet is WDTV (TV) on vhf Ch.
2, and another uhf permit went to
Buffalo, N.Y., where WBEN-TV
operates on vhf Ch. 4. Buffalo
earlier was given two uhf permits,
one commercial and one educational.
The Commission also approved
an increase in the effective radiated
power of an existing station,
KSTP-TV Minneapolis on vhf Ch.
5, from 24.7 kw visual and 17.3 kw
aural to 100 kw visual and 60 kw
aural. This is the second power
boost to the Twin Cities, the FCC
Broadcast Bureau earlier granting
WCCO-TV on vhf Ch. 4 an increase
in ERP from 17.9 kw visual and 9.2
kw aural to 100 kw visual and 50
kw aural [B*T, Dec. 22].
New station processing last week
pushed Commission action down the
Group A line to Reno, city No. 148.
Buffalo, city No. 181 on the Group
B list, is as far as the Commission
went a fortnight ago in awarding
UHF
SERVKE
a commercial uhf permit there.
WITHIN 48 hours following delivStress on A Group
ery of RCA's first four uhf TV
transmitters [B*T, Dec. 22], three
Concentration of FCC attention
to the Group A line, cities now not cities began receiving uhf TV signals and a fourth was preparing to
having service, was seen by Washington observers as indicating that begin transmission today (Monthe Commission continues to be
day) or tomorrow.
The three cities — first to put uhf
seeking to "clean up" the uncontested requests in those cities as broadcasts on the air since KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore., began last
soon as possible — perhaps virtually
all by the time Congress convenes
September — were Atlantic City, N.
J., York, Pa., and South Bend,
and the new Republican Administration takes office.
Ind. Wilkes-Barre, Pa., was hoping to get its station on the air
Total number of post-thaw construction permits stands at 169 today or tomorrow.
On full-scale commercial operawith last week's actions. Ten of
tion is WFPG-TV Atlantic City,
the total are noncommercial, eduwhich began regular telecasting at
cational authorizations. Total number of TV stations authorized in 10.45 p.m. Dec. 21, following a sucthe U.S. now is 277. Of this numcessful test 'pattern broadcast at
8 :12 p.m. that day.
ber, 122 are on the air.
The new station permits issued
WSBA-TV York put a test patlast week were:
tern on the air at 2:06 a.m. Dec.
21, and followed this with a limited
Muskegon, Mich. (City priorityGroup A-2, No. 83) — Versluis Radio
number of network and commerand Television Inc. (WLAV Grand
cial programs. Full commercial
Rapids), granted uhf Ch. 35, effective
is scheduled in York
radiated power 270 kw visual and 140 operation
Jan. 1.
kw aural, antenna height above averOut in South Bend, WSBT-TV
age terrain 970 ft.
Meridian, Miss. (Group A-2, No. put on a test pattern at 11:50 p.m.
101) — Mississippi Broadcasting Co. Dec. 21. Regular commercial opBROADCASTING
• Telecasting

In Four
SPEEDS
eration began at 7 p.m. Dec. 22,
with two hours a night programming since then.
With the way cleared by New
Jersey State Police, WFPG-TV got
its transmitter at 4:15 p.m. Dec.
19, according to President Fred
Weber. Video test pattern went
out from the station's 458-ft. antenna at 3 p.m. Dec. 20, but the
transmitter began failing later that
day, Mr. Weber said. For the next
28 hours, RCA officials, including
Lester Lapin, uhf transmitter design engineer, worked to get the 20kw signal on the air and at 8:12
p.m. Dec. 21, a Ch. 46 video and
aural test pattern was transmitted
from the WFPG-TV antenna, Mr.
Weber said. At 10:45 p.m. that
day the station's dedication began,
with a Philco TV Playhouse kinescope of "The Gift" as the first
commercial program, Mr. Weber
reported.
Regular schedule runs 1-5 p.m.,
test patterns; 5 p.m. sign-off for
programs from all four networks,
Mr. Weber announced. Station is
linked by AT&T microwave from
Philadelphia.
Local originations

Cities

are programmed from a Telop and
two 16mm film projectors. Camera chains for local live pickups are
due this spring, Mr. Weber said.
Charge is $150 for one-time, Class
A hour program, and $20 for an
announcement.
Ninety miles from the RCA factory at Camden, WSBA-TV York,
Pa., received its transmitter at 7
o'clock Friday night (Dec. 19), according to Vice President Walter J.
Rothensies. Mr. Rothensies said
that a test pattern went out over
the air at 2:06 a.m. Dec. 21, and
continued for a time with slides,
film and live camera shots of personnel working on the installation.
A limited number of network and
local commercial programs are being carried by WSBA-TV, said
Mr. Rothensies, but full commercial
operation has not been scheduled
before Jan. 1.
The York Ch. 43 station is putting out 20 kw from its 550-ft. antenna. Rate of $200 for one-hour
one-time Class A program has been
set, with $37.50 for announcements.
Affiliation contracts have been
(Continued on page 77)
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42°
05.4" N. Lat.,DuMont,
78° 52' 21.4"
W.
Long.53' Transmitter
antenna
GE. Legal counsel Frank J. Delaney,
Washington. Consulting engineer John
H. Mullaney, Washington. Principals
include President Charles R. Diebold
(33%%), banking; Vice President Joseph Davis (33%%), heating and refrigcontractor,
and SecretaryTreasurer eration
Vincent
M. Gaughan
(33%%),
attorney.
City
priority
status: Gr. B-4,
No. 181.

45" N. Lat.,
80° 02'antenna
04" W. Long.
mitter DuMont,
RCA. TransLegal
counsel McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington. Consulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipment Co., Washington. Principals include General Parttelevision grants and applications
ners Thomas P. Johnson (45.5%), partner
in Kirkpatrick, Pomeroy, Lockhart
Digest of Those Filed with FCC Dec. 79 Through Dec. 24
& Johnson (law firm), 10% stockholder
in
United
Bcstg. Corp. (inactive corpoGrants Since April 14:
ration and pre-thaw applicant for TV
in Pittsburgh); Henry Oliver Rea
Total
10
UHF
(45.5%),
WPOR Bcstg.
Portland,
WATERTOWN, N. Y.— The Brockway
VHF45
less part
than owner
25% inof United
Co.
159
Commercial
Co. (WWNY). Granted uhf Ch. 48 (674- Me.,
(above),
vice
president
and
more
1148
680 mc); ERP 185 kw visual, 100 kw 25% in Oliver Iron & Steel Corp., than
2
Educational
gen169
aural; antenna height above average
eral partner and more than 25% in
terrain 570 ft., above ground 362 ft.
47
122
Total
Pub. Co.; Managing Partners
Estimated construction cost $285,000, Allegheny
A.
Donovan
Faust (5%). assistant genfirst year operating cost $150,000,
4
Commercial television stations on the air
eral manager of WDTV (TV) Pittsrevenue $150,000. Post office address
burgh;
Larry
Israel H.(5%),
120-132 Arcade St.. Watertown. N. Y.
manager; H.William
Rea WDTV
(1%),
1 Includes XELD-TV Matamoras (Mexico)-Brownsville.
Studio and transmitter location Rutland sales
treasurer
of
WPOR.
[For
application,
Ctr. Rd., 3.6 mi. East of Watertown.
see TV Applications, B.T, Oct. 6.] City
Applications Filed Since April 14:
Geographic50' coordinates
43°Transmitter
57' 23" N. priority status: Gr. B-4, No. 180.
Lat.,
W. Long.
1191
Total
New Amended
427
and 75°
antenna28" RCA.
Legal
counsel
NEENAH, Wis. — Neenah - Menasha
VHF
UHF
549
Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd,
Commercial
654
323
1231
Bcstg. Co. (WNAM). Granted uhf Ch.
Washington. Consulting engineer
19
42 (638-644 mc); ERP 15.5 kw visual, 8.3
5
14
Educational
19
...
George C. Davis, Washington. Prin- kw aural; antenna height above avercipals include President and Treasurer
age terrain 290 ft., above ground 287
554
441
Total
673
323
John B. Johnson (1.8%), Estate of Har- ft. Engineering conditions. Estimated
old B. Johnson, deceased (75.6%) and
construction cost $129,950, first year
" One applicant did not specify channel.
977 = Estate of Jessie R. Johnson, deceased
operating cost $75,000, revenue $70,000.
(22.6%). Applicant also is licensee of Post office address 101 East Wisconsin
3 Includes 169 already granted.
Avenue,
Neenah, Wis. Studio and
WMSA-AM-FM
Massena,
N.
Y.,
and
*
*
*
publishes Watertown Daily Times. [For transmitter location 0.7 mi. South of
application, see TV Applications, B.T, Neenah city limits. Geographic coProcessing on city priority status Gr. A-2 line has extended to city number 148.
Processing on city priority status Gr. B-4 line has extended to city number 181.
June 136.
23.] City priority status: Gr. A-2, W. Long.ordinatesTransmitter
996 3 No.
4 ° 09' 36" N. Lat.,
27' 57"
and88°antenna
RCA. Legal counsel McKenna and
LAWTON, Okla. — Oklahoma Quality Wilkinson,
Washington. Consulting enCo. Granted vhf Ch. 7 (174-180
gineer Walter F. Kean, Riverside, HI.
N. E., Grand Rapids, Mich. Studio Bcstg. ERP
NEW STATION GRANTS
10 kw visual, 5 kw aural; Principals
President Samuel
location to be determined. Transmitter mc),
antenna height above average terrain N. Pickard include
location at intersection of Wilson St. 540
Secretary-Treasurer
Listed by States
ft., above ground 520 ft. Estimated Reinhold D. (80%),
Molzow
(4%), Vice Presiand
16th
Ave.,
2
mi.
East
of
Conklin.
construction cost $175,000, first year opBAKERS FIELD, Calif. — Bakersfield
dent Don C. Wirth (.54%), Dorothea
erating cost $78,000, revenue $90,000. W. Pickard
Bcstg. Co. (KAFY). Granted uhf Ch Geographic coordinates 43° 07' 58" N. Studio and
(15.4%).
[For application,
transmitter location four
85° 48' GE.
52" W.
Transmitter
29 (560-566 mc); ERP 20.5 kw visual, Lat.,
GE, antenna
LegalLong.
counsel
Pierson miles East of Lawton. Geographic co- see TV Applications, B.T, June 30.]
11 kw aural; antenna height above
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,Appleton,
No. 139
& Ball, Washington.
average terrain 460 ft., above ground
es 35° 35' 31" N. Lat.,
98°antenna
19' 08" (uhf Ch. 42 is allocated to
Stevens. Consulting
Sole owner en-is W. Long. ordinatTransmitter
297.75 ft. Estimated construction cost Leonard gineerA,Lee G.
RCA,
Wis.,
within
15
miles
of
Neenah).
Versluis, president of Ver- RCA. Legal counsel Lyon, Wilner &
$210,083, first year operating cost $300,sluis Radio & Television Inc., owner Bergson,
000, revenue $350,000. Post Office ad- of Special
Washington.
Consulting
enCo. and 50% owner
GROUP D GRANTS
gineer
William D. Buford,
Lawton,
dress P.O. Box 1432, Bakersfield, Calif. of VersluisServices
He is former Okla. Applicant
is licensee of KSWO
Studio and transmitter location North licensee of Studios.
WBZ-TV BOSTON, Mass., granted
WLAV
AM
TV
Grand
ft.
Lawton.
Partners
include
R.
H.
end of Sterling Rd. in East Bakersfield.
Rapids, Mich. Commission adopted
kw visual, 50 kw aural, anof M of& KRHD
D Fi- ERP 100
Geographic coordinates 35° 23' 52" N. memorandum opinion and order dis- Drewry nance(50%),
tenna height above average terrain 530
Co. and owner
45% owner
Lat.,
118°
55'
54"
W.
Long.
Transmitter
missing
petition
filed
by
Music
BroadOkla.; T. R. Warkentin (16%),
and antenna RCA. Legal counsel John
Corp. (WGRD), Grand Rapids, Duncan,
KSTP-TV MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.,
in S. W. Stationery, Lawton,
P. Hearne, Hollywood, Calif. Consult- Mich., oncastingSept.
19, requesting that Ver- partner
and
14%
owner of KRHD; R. P. Scott granted 100 kw visual, 60 kw aural, aning engineer Ron Oakley, La Canada,
sluis
application
be
designated
for
heartenna height above average terrain
(16%),
partner
in
S.
W.
Stationery,
Calif. Principals include President
ing. [For
application,
seeCityTV priority
Appli- Lawton, and 14% owner of KRHD;
563 ft.
George Crome (331/3%), Vice Presidents
cations,
B.T,
July
28.]
J.
R.
Montgomery
(16%),
president
of
Geneva Anderson and Rosalie C. An- status: Gr. A-2, No. 83.
WCCO - TV MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.,
City National Bank, Lawton, and 14% granted
derson, executrices of the estate of
ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw
MERIDIAN, Miss. — Mississippi Bcstg. owner of KRHD, and Dr. G. G. DownHerman Anderson, deceased (16%%),
aural,
antenna height above average
ing, M.D. (4%), 3% owner of KRHD.
Co. (WCOC). Granted uhf Ch. 30 (566terrain 540 ft.
Secretary - Treasurer R. F. Harlow
572 mc); ERP 210 kw visual, 110 kw [For application, see TV Applications,
(33V3%) and General Manager Sheldon
KMTV (TV) OMAHA, Neb., granted
height above average A-2, No.
May 133.
26.] City priority status: Gr. ERP
Anderson (16%%). [For application, see aural; antenna
500 ft. Estimated construction B.T,
100
kw above
visual, average
50 kw terrain
aural, anTV Applications, B.T, July 7.] City pri- terrain
tenna height
590
cost $139,050, first year operating cost
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 132.
ft.
PITTSBURGH,
Pa.
—
J.
Frank
Galla$185,000. Post office address P. O. Box
BOISE, Idaho — KIDO Inc. (KIDO).
WOW-TV OMAHA, Neb., granted
her,
Loren
Berry
and
Ronald
B.
Wood591,
Meridian,
Miss.
Transmitter
locaGranted vhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP
tion about 2 mi. south of Meridian on yard. Granted uhf Ch. 47 (668-674 mc);
kw visual, 50 kw aural, an51 kw visual, 26 kw aural; antenna
kw visual, 120 kw aural; an- ERP 100
tenna height above average terrain 580
S. 45. Geographic coordinates 32° ERP 230
tenna height above average terrain 480
height above average terrain 80 ft., U.
19'
40"
N.
Lat.,
88°
41'
28"
W.
Long.
above ground 387 ft. Engineering conGE, antenna RCA. Legal ft., above ground 391 ft. Engineering
WBTV
(TV) CHARLOTTE,
N. C„
dition. Estimated construction cost Transmitter
Harry J. Daly, Washington. condition. Estimated construction cost granted
100 kw visual, 60 kw aural,
$189,018, first year operating cost $91,- counsel
first year operating cost $200,- ft.
Consulting
engineer
F. O. Grimwood & $259,800,
antenna
height
above
average
terrain
300, revenue $120,000. Post Office ad- Co., St. Louis. Principals
000,
revenue
$250,000.
Post
office
address
include Presi- 5 South Jefferson St., Dayton, Ohio. 1,070 ft.
dress Chamber of Commerce Bldg., 709
dent and Secretary D. W. Gavin (75%), Studio
location to be determined. Trans- ft. KRLD-TV DALLAS, Tex., granted
Idaho St., Boise. Studio and transmitgeneral
manager,
and
Vice
President
ter location 0.2 mi. NNW of Crestline
mitter location on Chicago St., be- ERP 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural, anMrs. R. S. Gavin (25%). Applicant also
tenna height above average terrain 460
tween Mazant St. and Aner St. GeoDrive. Geographic coordinates 43° 37' is licensee of WJQS Jackson, WMBC
Macon
and
WACR
Columbus,
all
in
graphic
coordinates
40°
28'
39"
N.
Lat.,
50" N. Lat.,
116°
10'
44"
W.
Long.
Trans80° 00' 15" W.'Long. Transmitter and
mitter and antenna RCA. Legal counKEYL (TV) SAN ANTONIO, Tex.,
Mississippi, and publishes Clark County antenna
sel Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & SouthLegal counsel Fly, Shue- granted 100 kw visual, 50 kw aural,
(Quitman, Miss.) and Meridian bruck & GE.
Blume. Washington. Consult- antenna height above average terrain
mayd, Washington. Consulting engi- Tribune
(Miss.)
Record.
City
priority
status:
A-2, No. 101.
ing engineer
John H.include
Mullaney,
neer Commercial Radio Equipment
ft.
ington. Principals
equalWash(%) 440WOAI-TV
Co., Washington. Principals include
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.,
RENO, Nev.— Nevada Radio-TV Inc. partners J. Frank Gallaher, treasurer granted
president Georgia M. Davidson (93.1%),
100 kw visual, 50 kw aural,
(KWRM).
Granted
vhf
Ch.
8
(180-186
and
8.1%
owner
of
WONE
Dayton
(perVice President Walter E. Wagstaff
antenna height above average terrain
(6.9%), and Secretary-Treasurer Oscar mc); ERP 3 kw visual, 1.5 kw aural; mitte of WIFE [TV] there), chairman 480
ft.
W. Worthwine. [For application, see antenna height above average terrain of board
ownerdrugs),
of The
Gallaher DrugandCo.51%(chain
Dayton,
above ground
217
ft.
EngineerTV Applications, B.T, June 30.] City — 440 ingft.,conditions.
GRANTED SPECIAL
Estimated
construction
and vice president and 50% owner of
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 135.
cost $160,720, first year operating cost Stock Gallaher Co. (building), plus TEMPORARY AUTHORIZATION
LAFAYETTE Ind. — WFAM Inc. $104,400,
revenue $132,000. Post office various real estate holdings and inter(WFAM [FM]). Granted uhf Ch. 59 (740- address Riverside Hotel, Reno. Studio
ests; Loren M. Berry, vice president
KHQ-TV SPOKANE, Wash. — KHQ
746 mc), ERP 20 kw visual, 10.5 kw location 19 S. Virginia St. Transmitter and 12.33%
owner of WONE, president
special temporary auaural; antenna height above average
location East 2nd St., % mi. E. of of L. M. Berry
& Co. Ltd. (nature of Inc. Granted
thorization to operate on commercial
terrain 360 ft. Engineering conditions.
Kistoke Lake. Geographic coordinates business not revealed
in
application),
basis until March 11, except without
Estimated construction cost $158,700, 39° 31' 45" N. Lat., 119° 47' 03" W. Long. Winnipeg, Canada, president of Buckfirst year operating cost $75,000, reveTransmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
eye Liquidation Co., Dayton, and officer frequency and modulation monitors
nue $75,000. Studio and transmitter Legal counsel Haley & Doty, Washingprovided frequency measurements are
in various telephone comlocation on McCarty Lane, Lafayette,
ton, D. C. Consulting engineer Craven, or director
made at weekly intervals.
and Ronaldowner
B. Woodyard,
Lohnes & Culver, Washington, D. C.
40° 23' 40" N. Lat., 86° 50' 15" W. Long.
identpanies,
and 17.87%
of WONE. pres[For
Transmitter
and antenna RCA. Legal Principals include President Kenyon
application,
see
TV
Applications,
B.T,
NEW APPLICATIONS
counsel Guilford Jameson, Washington.
20% owner of the RowNo.
Nov. 180.
3.] City priority status: Gr. B-4,
Engineer Harry C. Garba, WASK and Brown (50%),
ley-Brown
Bcstg.
Co.,
licensee
of
KEPO
DECATUR, Ala. — Tennessee Valley
WFAM (FM) Lafayette. Applicant is El Paso, Tex., KWFT-AM-FM Wichita
licensee of WASK and WFAM (FM)
PITTSBURGH, Pa. — Telecasting Co. Bcstg. Co. (WMSL), uhf Ch. 23 (524Secretary-Treasurer DonLafayette. Sole owner is O. E. Rich- Falls,ald W.Tex.;
of Pittsburgh. Granted uhf Ch. 16 (482- 530 mc); ERP 21.54 kw visual, 11.63 kw
Reynolds
(50%),
president
and
ardson, who has no other business in- 66%% owner of Southwest Publishing 488 mc); ERP 89 kw visual, 50 kw aural; antenna height above average
terests. Post Office address McCarty Co., licensee of KFSA-AM-FM Fort aural; antenna height above average
terrain 118 ft., above ground 180 ft.
Lane, Lafayette, Ind. [For application, Smith, Ark. [For application, see TV terrain 520 ft., above ground 480 ft. Estimated construction cost $153,000,
Applications, B.T, July 14.] City pri- Engineering condition, including re- first year operating cost $94,000, revsee
TV
Applications,
B.T,
June
2.]
Citypriority status: Gr. A-2, No. 128.
quirement that A. D. Faust and L. H.
ority status: Gr. A-2, No. 148.
enue $138,658. Post office address 520
Israel sever their connections with
MUSKEGON, Mich. — Versluis Radio
BUFFALO,
N.
Y.
—
Buffalo-Niagara
Ala. Studio
locacon- Bank tionSt.,
& Television Inc. Granted uhf Ch. 35 Television Corp. Granted uhf Ch. 59 WDTV (TV)
to beDecatur,
determined.
Transmitter
struction Pittsburgh
permit is issued.before
Estimated
(740-746 mc); ERP 91 kw visual, 51 kw construction cost $402,430, first year op- location Danville Road, at side of
(596-602 mc); ERP 269 kw visual, 137 aural;
antenna height above average
kw aural; antenna height above avererating cost $660,000, revenue $675,000. WMSL transmitter. Geographic coordterrain 410 ft., above ground 430 ft. Post office
2237 Henry W.
age terrain 972 ft., above ground 842 Estimated
construction cost $200,000, Oliver Bldg., address
inates 86° 59'Transmitter
27.8" N. Lat.,and
34° 36'
44.2"
535 Smithfield St., Pitts- W. Long.
ft. Engineering condition. Estimated
antenna
first
year
operating
cost
$150,000.
Post
burgh
22.
Studio
location
construction cost $293,385, first year office address Ellicott Square Bldg., to be determined. TransmitterPittsburgh,
location RCA. Legal counsel Harry J. Daly,
operating cost $225,000, revenue $258,- Buffalo, N. Y. Transmitter location 391
Vue & Attica St., Pitts- Washington. Consulting engineer John
322. Post office address 6 Fountain St., Washington St. Geographic coordinates Rue Grand
burgh. Geographic coordinates 40° 26' H. Mullaney, Washington. Principals
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include President Frank Whisenant
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 139.
(84%) and Treasurer Alice Whisenant
RCA VICTOR PLANS
MADISON, Wis. — Bartell Television
(15%),
wife
of
Mr.
Whisenant.
CityCorp.,
uhf
Ch.
33
(584-590
mc);
ERP
priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 266.
Big Advertising Campaign
17.8 kw visual, 10.7 kw aural; antenna
height above average terrain 434 ft., ADVERTISING and promotion
MIAMI, Fla. — East Coast Television,
above ground 494 ft. Estimated convhf Ch. 7 (174-180 mc); ERP 316 kw
struction cost $137,285, first year opervisual, 158 kw aural; antenna height
ating cost $180,000, revenue $250,000. campaign "surpassing any previous
above average terrain 439 ft., above
Post office address 710 North Plankinground 474 ft. Estimated construction
program" has been prepared
ton Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. Studio and year's
cost $643,240, first year operating cost
location in Township of by RCA Victor to support its 1953
$400,000, revenue $500,000. Post Office transmitter
Madison, 3.5 miles SW from downtown
address % E. Albert Pallot, 1504 Duarea of Madison, at intersection of West line of television, radio and VicPont Bldg., Miami 32, Fla. Studio loca- Belt
Line and Chicago & Northwestern trola phonograph instruments, J. M.
tion to be determined. Transmitter location West Dixie Highway between
Railroad.
43° Williams, advertising and sales
02'
10"
N. Geographic
Lat.,
89° 24'coordinates
55" W. Long.
192 and 193 St. Geographic coordinates
Transmitter
DuMont,
antenna
RCA.
25° 57' 17" N. and
Lat., antenna
80° 08' 56"GE.
W. Long.
managerdepartment,
of the film's
Legal counsel
Lee K. engineer
Beznor, Ralph
Mil- promotion
Transmitter
Legal
home instruments
said
waukee, Wis. Consulting
counsel Scharfeld, Jones & Baron,
last week.
E.
Evans,
Milwaukee.
Principals
include
Washington.
Consulting
engineer
VanPresident Gerald A. Bartell (245 shares
divere, Cohen & Wearn, Washington.
The new TV model will receive
5 shares held), president
Principals include President Charles subscribed,
of WOKY Milwaukee and WAPL Ap- major emphasis, he said, with the
Silvers (30.01%), president and 52% pleton,
Wis., 49% owner of WOKW
owner of Adams
Engineering
Co., manufacturers of aluminum
windows
and Sturgeon terests
Bay,including
and Gerald
other broadcast
in- firm advertising on network radio
A. Bartell
and television programs, newspafurniture, and president and 50% owner of ABC Equipment Co., Ojus, Fla., Assoc. (sales representatives for radio
pers in .129 markets and regional
productions), Milwauwholesaler of building equipment and and television
kee; Vice President Earl W. Fessler
machinery, and interest in a number of (249 shares
and
trade
magazines. Devoted to
subscribed, 1 share held),
related firms; Vice President D. RichTV receivers will be most of the
owner of WMFM (FM) Madison; Secreard Mead (23.33%), real estate and contary -Treasurer Lee K. Beznor (396 commercial time on its Friday evetracting; Treasurer William Atwell Jr.
(23.33%), stock and bond broker, and shares subscribed, 4 shares held), secning RCA Victor Show and its
y-treasurer ofWOKY and WAPL
Secretary E. Albert Pallot (23.33%), and Milwaukee retar(Wis.)
and
Miami attorney. City priority status: David Beznor (595 shares attorney,
subscribed, 5 Sunday afternoon Kukla, Fran &
Gr. B-4, No. 193.
shares held), stockholder in WOKY
Ollie, both on NBC-TV. TV sales
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — Middlesex
and WAPL and Milwaukee (Wis.) at- also will be strengthened on RCA
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WTAO),
uhf
Ch.
56
(722torney.
City
priority
status:
Gr.
A-2,
728 mc); ERP 20.2 kw visual, 11.45 kw No. 30. [Note: Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. filed Victor's Sunday evening Phil Haraural; antenna height above average for TV station have earlier; see TV
ris-Alice Faye Show on NBC radio.
terrain 475 ft., above ground 289 ft. Applications, B.T, July 28.]
Estimated construction cost $125,000,
first year
operating
cost $190,000,
enue $200,000.
Post office
address rev439
Concord Ave., Cambridge 38, Mass.
Studio and transmitter location Zion
Hill, west of Ridge St., in town of BING CROSBY VISITS KXLY-TV TOWER
Woburn, west of Winchester at site
Crooner Snowshoes to Inspect TV Property
of WXHR (FM). Geographic coordinates
42°
27'
18"
N,
Lat.,
71°
10'
45"
W. Long. Transmitter DuMont, antenna
RCA. Legal counsel Fisher, Wayland,
HARRY L. (better known as the antenna and transmitter site
Duvall & Southmayd, Washington.
Bing) Crosby, part owner of were Ed Craney, KXLY-TV general
Consulting
engineer
Georgestockholder
E. Gautney,
Washington.
Principal
KXLY-TV Spokane, visited the manager, and Mr. Crosby's youngis President and Treasurer Frank Ly- station's tower and transmitter
est son, Lindsay, 15.
man Jr. (74%) and remaining 26%,
which also is voted by Mr. Lyman, is under construction atop Mt. SpoWhile
the Hollywood singer and
owned by Harvey Radio Labs. Inc. City
kane Dec. 18, making the last two
party were visiting the site, a crew
priority status: Gr. B-5, No. 208.
working on the tower was forced
WICHITA FALLS, Tex.— Parker Tele- miles of the trip up the mountain
by snowmobile and snowshoes.
vision Co., vhf Ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP
down by a snowstorm. The weath70.92 kw visual, 35.46 kw aural; aner also forced Mr. Crosby and his
Accompanying the radio and
tenna height above average terrain 426
ft., above ground 471 ft. Estimated con- screen crooner on an inspection of son to return to Hollywood a day
struction cost $350,000, first year operearlier than planned.
ating cost $180,000, revenue $200,000.
Post office address 2019 Berkley,
While at Spokane, Mr. Crosby,
Wichita Falls, Tex. Studio location 724
Indiana St. Transmitter location IY2 mi.
who owns 47.6% of KXLY-TV, rewest of Wichita Falls on highways 82
viewed progress in retuning the
and 277. Geographic coordinates 33°
station's transmitter to vhf Ch. 4.
53'
12"
N.
Lat.,
98°
33'
13"
W.
Long.
Transmitter DuMont, antenna RCA.
The RCA transmitter shipped to the
Legal counsel Lyon, Wilner & Bergson,
station had been tuned for vhf
Washington. Consulting, engineer W. E.
Billington, San Antonio, Tex. Sole
Ch. 13. Changeover of the transowner is Garnett Parker, owner of
mitter's tuning was handled by
Wichita Falls Wholesale Grocery Co.
City priority status: Gr. A-2, No. 56.
Jack Provis, KXLY-TV chief engiRICHMOND, Va.— Richmond Televineer, and Bob Martin, RCA consion Corp., vhf Ch. 12 (204-210 mc);
sulting engineer.
ERP 316 kw visual, 158 kw aural; antenna height above average terrain 763
The
station,
with an ERP of
ft., above ground 800 ft. Estimated con100 kw visual and 54.95 kw aural
struction
cost
$700,000,
first
year
operating cost $850,000, revenue $955,250.
and an antenna 840 ft. above averPost office address 1013-A East Main
St., Richmond, Va. Studio location 4011
age terrain, expects to go on the
MacArthur Ave. Transmitter location
air sometime in early January
near intersection of U. S. 250 and Penick
1953. KXLY-TV is 50% owned by
Road. Geographic coordinates 37° 36' ON SNOWSHOES at KXLY-TV
25" N. Lat., 77° 31' 15" W. Long. Transtower-transmitter
site are Mr. KXLY Spokane.
mitter and antenna RCA. Legal counCrosby (r) and son, Lindsay.
sel Cohn & Marks, Washington. Consulting engineer Weldon & Carr, Washington. Principals include President
Morton G. Thalhimer, Vice President
Claude R. Davenport (4.473%), Vice
President Harold Azine (4.473%), Treasurerretary
JamesRobert
A. T.Galleher
Barton (0.894%),
(1.073%) Secand
Assistant Secretary Andrew J. Brent
(0.358%). City priority: Gr. B-4, No. 195.
APPLETON, Wis. — Bartell Broadcasters Inc. (WOKW), uhf Ch. 42 (638644 mc); ERP 18.6 kw visual, 9.4 kw
aural; antenna height above average
terrain 288 ft., above ground 340 ft.
Estimated construction cost $112,785,
first year
operating
nue $150,000.
Post cost
Office$120,000,
addressreve710
North Plankinton Ave., Milwaukee 3,
Wis. Studio and transmitter location
Route #2, Old Manitowoc Road, town
of Menash. Geographic coordinates 44°
13' 04" N. Lat.,
24' 33"RCA.
W. Long.
Transmitter
and 88°
antenna
Legal
counsel Lee K. Beznor, Milwaukee.
Consulting engineer Ralph K. Evans,
Milwaukee.
Principals
include President Gerald A.
Bartell (16.667%),
Vice CHECKING progress of tuning changeover of KXLY-TV transmitter
President Melvin M. Bartell (0.4%), from Ch. 18 to 4- are (I to r) Chief Engineer Provis, RCA consulting
Secretary - Treasurer Lee K. Beznor
engineer Martin and part owner Crosby.
(41.266%) and David Beznor (41.667%).
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PRESIDENT - General Manager
Lawrence (I) and Board Chairman
Roderick of KROD-TV, which went
on the air Dec. H.

KROD-TV ON AIR
Pioneer in El Paso Area
KROD-TV El Paso, Tex., became
the first station in that area to go
on the air with a regularly scheduled telecast of local personalities
at 2:25 p.m. Dec. 14, according to
Val Lawrence, president and general manager of the Roderick
Broadcasting Corp., licensee.
The new uhf Ch. 4 TV outlet
claims its antenna, 5,285 ft. above
sea level, is the highest above
ground in Texas. The tower and
transmitter were constructed at a
cost of more than $85,000, after a
of"
"carved out
was equipment
$35,000
solid
rockroad
to haul
to the
top of Mt. Franklin, Mr. Lawrence
said.
The road, which ziz-zags for 4,100
ft. and has a grade of 15%, is an
engineering feat in itself, according to Mr. Lawrence. The transmitting tower, 200 ft. high, is
topped by an 85-ft. antenna.
Ed Talbott, KROD-TV director
of engineering, worked with local
contractors and supervised construction of the tower, with which
the station expects to bring television to a potential audience of about
750,000
tower's
100-mile
radius. within
It isthethree
miles
from
downtown El Paso.
KROD is the key station of the
Southwest Network which includes
KSIL Silver City, N. M.; KAVE
Carlsbad, N. M., and KOSA
Odessa, Tex. Board chairman of
Roderick Broadcasting Corp. is
Dorrance D. Roderick.
KROD - TV is affiliated with
CBS-TV and DuMont TV Network.
Other KROD-TV executives
include Bernie Bracher, television
director, and Dick Watts, sales
manager. KROD-TV's ERP is 53.3
kw visual and 28.1 kw aural.
Charles Bulotti Jr.
FUNERAL services were held in
Glendale, Calif., December 24 for
Charles Bulotti Jr., 41, director of
production at KTTV (TV) Hollywood. Mr. Bulotti died Dec. 22 of
complications following an accidental fall. He was formerly program director of Don Lee Network.
Sm-viving are wife, Geraldine, and
son, Charles, 8.
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More TV 0utlets in '53
75 the
ST only by
RECA
is limited
FOpotential
NT"has proved
pact will prove it to be the most
TELEVISION
OuMOalready
potent force the world has ever
itself to be the most dynamic, fast- imagination and skill of those using
seen. Television will help raise the
est growing industry in American
With
its
growth
in
1953,
Dr.
nation's
mental levels, thereby
history" and will make 1953 rehelping to eliminate some of the
membered "as the year when a DuMont said, television "will
new, strong, psychological bond
broaden the nation's horizons as suspicion and prejudice that are at
nothing else ever could. . . . Comthe heart of many of our probbetween Americans was cemented,"
it." bining the visual with the auditory,
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, president of
Allen B. DuMont Labs., said in a video's variety and intensity of imHe forecast that "during 1953
year-end statement for release today (Monday).
lems."
He said "indications are that
some 75 additional stations will go
* Educational Permittees.
t OnThe
the air,
operating
commercially. Commencement
New
Grantees'
Target Dates
on the air in 1953 and that the
manufacturing segment of the industry will produce upwards of 6.5 HERE are post-thaw TV grantees and the dates on which they expect
to commence operation. Channels authorized, network affiliation and
million receiving sets."
national representative, where signed, are given.
Dr. DuMont predicted that "during 1953 television will be a prime
Rep.
LISTED BY CITY ALPHABET
instrument in bringing government
Ch.
Granted
Commencement
Network
Call
City and State
closer to the people." Noting that
Weed
49 Sept. 4 Spring 1953
WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
in January "television will enable
WRTV (TV) Albany, N. Y.
more people to view the inaugura•17 July 24 Unknown
Branham
10 Oct. 16 March
KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.
tion of President-elect Eisenhower
4 Oct. 9 March-April
than the total population of the KGNC-TV Amarillo, Tex.
Taylor
20 Sept. 25 March 15
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.
McGillvra
nation in 1900," and that more will WCEE (TV) Asbury Park, N. J. 58 Oct. 2 Late 1953
be able to see that ceremony than WISE-TV Asheville, N. C.
62 Oct. 30 Unknown
have seen "all the other previous
WPTV (TV) Ashland, Ky.
59 Aug. 14 Unknown
Pearson
46 Oct. 30 Dec. 21 $
NBC, ABC
WFPG-TV
Atlantic
City,
N.
J.
inaugurations
combined,"
he
continued:
CBS, DuMont
18 July 11 UnknownNBC
KCTV (TV) Austin, Tex.
"The public's attitude towards
7 July 11 Nov. 27$ CBS, ABC,
having a more intimate insight into KTBC-TV Austin, Tex.
Taylor
24
Aug. 21 Unknown
governmental workings, sharpened
KTVA (TV) Austin, Tex.
DuMont,
NBC
Forjoe
KAFY-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
29 Dec. 23 April 1
ABC, CBS
by video's coverage of the political
conventions and the campaign, al- WITH-TV Baltimore, Md.
60 Dec.'46 18 Unknown
Adam Young
ready has led to discussions for the WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, la.
28 Aug. 14 Jan. 1
CBS, DuMont,
18
NBC,
ABC
televising of sessions of Congress
20
58
Copital Television & Bcstg.
and the various state legislatures.
40 Dec. 30 Unknown
Co., Baton Rouge, la.
Aside from its part in bringing out
August
Nov.
WBCK-TV Battle Creek, Mich.
the record-breaking 61 million vote, WBKZ-TV
20 May 15
64
Battle
Creek,
Mich.
•
ABC, DuMont
Dec.
2
Oct.
3
television has done more to stimu4 May
KBMT(TV) Beaumont, Tex.
late interest in our government
14
Nov
54 Aug.
May 1
CBS
Adam Young
WTVI (TV) Belleville, III.
than any other medium in our hisMeeker
30 Unknown
WLEV-TV Bethlehem, Pa.
3151
Unknown
Oct.
Dec.
WQTV (TV) Binghamton, N. Y.
July
tory."
48 Dec. 10 Unknown
During the past six years, Dr. WJLD-TV Birmingham, Ala.
Dec
42
18 Unknown
Birmingham, Ala.
DuMont said, TV "has fashioned a WSGN-TV
7 July 23 July 1
KIDO-TV Boise, Idaho
Blair TV
Aug.
brilliant chronology of achieve43
11 Jan. 15-31 ABC
Adam Young
WICC-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
Unknown
49
14
WSJL (TV) Bridgeport, Conn.
ment," and though largely thought
WTVF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y.
of as an entertainment medium,
1824 Unknown
Buffalo-Niagara Television
59 Dec. 2823 Unknown
also "has taken a serious and conCorp., Buffalo, N. Y.
17 Aug.
Dec.
April 1
structive view of its responsibiliWBUF(TV) Buffalo, N. Y.
5 Aug.
April 1
Free & Peters
WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C.
Oct. 30 Unknown
ties in public service." For the year
McGillvra
49
WOUC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn.
ahead, he asserted, "the industry WTVT (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn. 43 Nov. 20 Unknown
is stimulated and inspired to ac- KKTV(TV) Colorado Springs, Col.
ABC,
DuMontCBS
Nov. 21 Dec. 7*
cept an even greater challenge to KRDO-TV Colorado Springs, Col. 13
21
April
McGillvra
its public service opportunity. Its WCOS-TV Columbia, S. C.
251124 Sept. 10
18 March
Headley-Reed
Sept.
WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C.
CBS, DuMont RaymerMcKinney
Dec. 1818 April
Unknown
EverettWDAN-TV Danville, III.
26
6724 July
NIELSEN SERVICE
Unknown
July
WBTM-TV Danville, Va.
Dec.
July
WIFE (TV) Dayton, Ohio
Headley-Reed
Nov. 20 July
NBC-TV, Others Subscribe
Unknown
17 Nov.
WTVP (TV) Decatur, III.
9
11
Oct.
2*
CBS,
ABC
Free & Peters
KBTV
(TV)
Denver,
Col.
22
1811 Spring 1953
NBC's television network, Thomas
26
KDEN (TV) Denver, Col.
J. Lipton Co. and Shell Oil Co. have
2
11
KFEL-TV Denver, Col.
July 18$
NBC, DuMont Blair-TV Inc.
60 Sept.
20
KIRV (TV) Denver
subscribed to the Nielsen Coverage
Oct. 1816 Unknown
March 1
38
WFTV
(TV)
Duluth,
Minn.
Service, Arthur C. Nielsen, presi- WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich.
September
Dec.
Oct.
57 July
Spring
1953
dent of the Chicago market re- WEEX-TV Easton, Pa.
Nov.
24 Oct. 246 March
Forjoe
WTVE (TV) Elmira, N. Y.
search organization, reported last KEPO-TV
24 Early 1953
El Paso, Tex.
Avery-Knodel
week.
Aug.
K ROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
4
31 Dec. 14$ CBS, DuMont Taylor
July 14 •Ian. 1
NBC
Hollingbery
El Paso, Tex.
139 July
Five agencies have also sub- KTSM-TV
46 Sept.
14 May
WSEE-TV Fall River, Mass.
scribed to the service in recent
WTAC-TV Flint, Mich
16 Nov. 20 Unknown
28
11 Early 1953
WCTV (TV) Flint, Mich.
weeks. They are: Benton & Bowles,
3113 March 1
WFTL-TV Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 23
Sears & Ayer
New York; Leo Burnett Co., Chi- WITV (TV) Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
31 Unknown
22
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
May 1
cago; Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis;
Unknown ........
WFMD-TV Frederick, Md.
62
17 Nov. 24
20
Lennen & Newell, New York, and KMJ-TV
18
Fresno, Calif
May 1
Raymer
Oct.
Sept.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
Nov. 6 April
WTVS(TV) Gadsden, Ala.
March
1
KGUL-TV
Galveston,
Tex.
11
Nov.
24
Each has purchased the complete
13
Rudman Television Co.,
Galveston, Tex.
circulation reports of the Nielsen
4121 Nov. 20 Unknown
March 1
Weed
WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
2 Nov.
Coverage Service for the entire
(Continued on page 76)
U. S., Mr. Nielsen said.
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educators will begin to realize some
of the unlimited potential of television as a teaching aid. They will
begin to make the most of their
opportunity to utilize and make a
place for this, the most powerful
means of communication yet devised by science.
"Classroom television will be
able to embrace the objectives of
educating adult school classes, college or university classes, secondary school classes, and in-service
teacher training classes. Public
educational television will be used
in educating the entire viewing
public, special interest groups, and
enrolled students for credit courses.
"Each of these classifications,
general and specific, requires programming designed and produced
with special techniques to attain
their objectives. Already educational groups all over the nation
areDr.
working
toward
end." apart
DuMont
notedthisthat,
from its educational value "in the
varied fields of industry, science,
research, and in the national defense effort," TV also "gives daily
increasing assurance of public
service importance in our national
life and safety." Non-broadcast
television, he continued, is so versatile and has so many still unexplored facets that "no one man can
accurately foresee all of its uses in
all of its phases television in
theInfuture."
1953 "will serve a better enlightened and educated public through
a high level of programming coming into our homes daily," Dr. DuMont said. "In 20 years we will
be able to look back on 1953 as the
year when the 20th Century invention in communications began to
help mold the thinking of the
American people in unprecedented
fashion."
EDUCATIONAL TV
ACLU Asks Filing Extension
AMERICAN Civil Liberties Union
has told FCC that plans of noncommercial educational TV applicants torestrict or eliminate discussion of controversial public issues are "contrary to the public inIn a letter to FCC Chairman Paul
A. Walker, the ACLU gave its supterest."port to "the view that television
broadcasters, like radio broadcasters, have, as condition of the granting of a license . . . responsibility
to present ... a many-sided treatment of controversial questions of
interest to the communities they
serve.
"Educational broadcasters, so far
from being exempt, would seem to
have, if anything, an even greater
responsibility than commercial
broadcasters in this matter."
ACLU also, in another letter,
asked FCC to extend the period for
filing educational TV applications
for another year beyond next June.
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Here is the television fact source— and the
only one in the business— that reaches every
decision-level time buying executive. Circulation is16,000 paid, covering every national
and regional television agency and advertiser
of importance.
The TELECASTING YEARBOOK stretches your
promotional dollar— your ad stays alive
and salesworthy for a full year.
For the television suppliers, the TELECASTING
YEARBOOK saturates owners and applicants,
management, programming and engineering
executives—
the whole wingspread of those
who
buy.
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Station
Fifth Graders

Switch to Switch-off
(Report 248)

telestatus
1

Dallas

"7elevi&i<Ht Station

SERVES THE LARGEST
TELEVISION
MARKET...

DALLAS
FORT

and

WORTH

More than a Million
urban population in the
50-mile area
More than TWO MILLION
in the 100-mile area . . .

r
TER
NGS
YOUbe
ed S
spank
than woul
give d uprathe
their
favorite television shows when
it conies to punishment within the
family circle. This was reported in
Chicago last week by Scott Radio
Labs., which conducted a survey
among 300 public and parochial
school children attending the fifth
grade in suburban Wheaton.
Fully 20% prefer a spanking to
losing video privileges, with only
13% reporting they would sacrifice
TV to forego a paddling. Some
18% would do without movies before they would give up TV, and
21% would rather renounce their
allowances after misbehaving.
The favorite form of punishment,
if there is such a thing, is doing
chores around the house. Some
787c said they had to perform
certain household duties before being permitted to watch video, and
55% reported parents, at one time
or another, turned off the set when
the offspring misbehaved.

report for the two weeks ending
Nov. 22, reaching 13,618,000 TV
homes and 69.7% of TV homes in
areas where is was telecast. Niel'9,250
sen ratings follow:
NUMBER OF TV HOMES REACHED
Homes
(000)
Rank Program
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
13,618
2 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
3 Arthur Godfrey & Friends
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS) 9,842
4 Colgate Comedy Hour (NBC)
5 Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC)
9,551
Bet Your
6 You Star
Revue Life
(NBC)(NBC)
7 All
9,300
Dragnet (NBC)
8 NCAA
8,220
Football Games (NBC)
9
8,674
8,472
8,328
10 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC)

'Lucy' Loves Top Spot,
Nielsen List- Shows
THAT hardy perennial at the top
of television show rating lists,
CBS-TV's / Love Lucy, maintained
its position on the A. C. Nielsen Co.

WNBK (TV) Reports
New Rate Card Jan. 1
RATE CARD No. 6 providing for
some increases and expansion of
discounts to program and announcement advertisers has been an-

City

Prefer

PER CENT OF TV HOMES REACHED 8,018
IN PROGRAM STATION AREAS
Homes
Rank Program
57.6
%
58.2
1 I Love Lucy (CBS)
69.7
52.2
2 Texaco Star Theatre (NBC)
34 Arthur
Arthur Godfrey
Godfrey's& Scouts
49.5
Friends (CBS)
(Liggett & Myers Tobacco) (CBS)
5 Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC)
47.4
67 Colgate
45.9
Dragnet Comedy
(NBC) Hour (NBC)
43.6
8 You Bet Your Life (NBC)
44.9
9 All Star Revue (NBC)
44.8
10 Philco TV Playhouse (NBC)
Copyright 1952 by A. C. Nielsen Co.

nounced for WNBK (TV) Cleveland, Ohio, by General Manager
Hamilton Shea, to be effective Jan.
1. Card also sets up new Class D
time classification (sign-on to 1
p.m., Mon.-Sat.), with a new low
rate for advertisers. Mr. Shea
pointed out that 126,588 TV families have been added to the area for
18.2% circulation increase since
Jan. 1, sued.
1952,Number
when
the card
was isof TV
receivers
in
area as of last Dec. 1 was 694,280.
U. S. Shows Still Tops
In Canadian TV Area
AMERICAN TV stations and programs still attract the bulk of
Canadian viewers in the Toronto,
Hamilton, Niagara Falls area,
where more than half the Canadian TV sets are located, according
to the December ratings of ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto.
The survey, made in the first
week of December, shows 77.1% of
viewers looking at WBEN-TV
Buffalo, and 22.9% watching
CBLT was
(TV)at Toronto.
Sets-in-use
index
highest, 80.3%,
since
monthly TV ratings were started
in September. U. S. network shows
claimed top interest, with I Love
(Continued on page 61)

City

ecasting survey
Weekly Television Summary — December 29, ^-tel
Outlets on Air
Outlets on Air
Sets in Area Louisville
Sets in Area
Albuquerque
Ames
WAVE-TV, WHAS-TV
KOB-TV
Lubbock,
Tex.
KDUB-TV
WOI-TV
16,500 Matamoros (Mexico), BrownsAtlanta
210,000
109,771
Atlantic City WAGA-TV,
WFPG-TV WSB-TV, WLTV
215,000 Memphis
Austin
ville,
Tex.
XELD-TV
KTBC-TV
WTVJ
WMCT
Miami
196.985
Baltimore
159,700
7,000
168,493
12,200 Milwaukee
WAAM, WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
27,300
Binghamton
WNBF-TV
434,807
WTMJ-TV WCCO-TV
Minn.-St.
Paul KSTP-TV,
Birmingham
1
122,000
98,500
WAFM-TV,
WBRC-TV
Nashville
Bloomington
WTTV
329,200
Boston
194,050 New Haven
WSM-TV
WNHC-TV
WBZ-TV, WNAC-TV
386,021
90,388
TELEVISION HOMES
Buffalo
986,567 New Orleans
WDSU-TV
WBTV
WBEN-TV
Charlotte
.
Chicago
315,738
Newark
268,203
WABD,
WBS-TV,
WJZ-TV,
WNBT
133,213
New
YorkWBKB, WENR-TV, WGN-TV, WNBQ
340,000
WOR-TV, WPIX, WATV
Cincinnati
WCPO-TV, WKRC-TV, WLWT
391 ,000 Norfolk1,258,765
Cleveland
WEWS,
WNBK,
WXEL
S
PortsmouthV'
Colorado
694,280
3,059,400
in KRLD-T
EFFECTIVE
COVERAGE
Newport City
News WTAR-TV
Omaha
Springs
KKTV
147,437
Oklahoma
WKY-TV
Columbus
WBNS-TV,
WLWC,
WTVN
AREA
268,000 Phoenix
170,801
KMTV,
WOW-TV
DallasWCAU-TV,
WFIL-TV,
WPTZ
Pittsburgh
Ft. Worth
154,876
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV, WBAP-TV
WDTV
KPHO-TV
Davenport
196,985 Portland,
WOC-TV
Philadelphia'
Ore.
KPTV
535,000
1,124,585
67,400
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E. Moline156,000 Providence
WTVR
DaytonQuad Cities WHIO-TV,
WIWD
EXCLUSIVE CBS
WJAR-TV
264,000 Richmond
Denver
Detroit
KFEL-TV KBTV
248,000
78,198 Roanoke
30,734
El Paso
WJBK-TV,
WWJ-TV, WXYZ-TV
817,000
Rochester
KROD-TV
Erie
'30,700
WSLS-TV
TELEVISION OUTLET FOR
468,000
WICU
WHAM-TV
145,954
Rock
Island
175,550
Ft.Dallas
Worth
Quad Cities WHBF-TV
Include Davenport, Moline, Rock Ise., E
156,000
164,000
KRLD-TV, WFAA-TV
DALLAS-FORT WORTH
Salt
Lake City KDYL-TV, KSL-TV
Grand Rapids WBAP-TV,
San Antonio
196,985 San
Diego
Moline
WOOD-TV
223,961
Greensboro
KEYL,
WOAI-TV
WFMY-TV
Honolulu
AREAS
115,262
KGMB-TV, KOMA
KFMB-TV
141,215 San Francisco
Houston
SchenectadyAlbany-Troy KGO-TV, KPIX, KRON-TV
211,500
158,050
5,750
KPRC-TV
96,750
Seattle
Huntington481,000
Charleston
WRGB
WSAZ-TV
KHQ-TV
KING-TV
127,904
Indianapolis
WFBM-TV
292,000 St. Louis
244,300
— This is why — ^
Jacksonville
Spokane
WMBR-TV
Johnstown
KSD-TV
211,900
WJAC-TV
88,900 Toledo
Kalamazoo
177,301
Syracuse
WHEN,
WSYR-TV
241,832
WSPD-TV
WKZO-TV
Kansas City
Tulsa
WDAF-TV
WKTV
202,556
Lancaster
253,253 Utica-Rome
Lansing
KOTV
WGAL-TV
209,
000
177,313 Washington
KRLD-TVJ
WJIM-TV
Wilmington
WMAL-TV, WNBW, WTOP-TV, WTTG
123,000
Los Angeles
KECA-TV, KHJ-TV, KLAC-TV, KNBH
13
WDEL-TV
4,
27
KTLA, KNXT, KTTV
40835,,0400057
- is your best buy —
Total Sets in Use: 19,702,297
Total Stations on Air 125*
Total Markets 1,422,981
126,281
Channel 4 . . . Represented by
may be
within television area. Where coverage areas overlap set countscompanies
Editor's Note: Totals for each market represent estimatedon sets
Air
74*
from dealers, distributors, TV circulation^ committees, electric
partially duplicated. Sources of set estimates are based on data remain
unchanged in successive summaries. Total sett in all areas are
Since many are compiled monthly, some may
The BRANHAM Company
manufacturers.
and
approximate.
necessarily
NOW
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In

Atlanta

there

is no

question

radio

station

has

the

about

which

audience

witness:

Of the top 5 radio shows each night in Atlanta,
Sunday through Saturday, WSB carries 32*. The nearest
competitive station carries 6*.
Of the top 5 daytime radio shows in Atlanta, Monday-Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, WSB

carries 15*. The nearest competitor

carries 2*. Pulse Reports for September-October
reveal this strong leadership by WSB.
This dominance becomes even more impressive when viewed
alongside rating comparisons of network stations in
many major markets. And it is further revelation of the
unique position WSB
of the Southeast.

holds among radio audiences

If you are concerned with how to get a fair shake
for your radio dollar— buy where you
get the most for that dollar.

The Voice of the South

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal
and The Atlanta Constitution.
Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.

*Ties
account
for 3 "extras'
at night,
2 during
day.
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Dozen

More TV Grants Made
(Continued from page 51 )
50 kw aural, antenna 520 ft. Condiheard further testimony in comtional upon A. D. Faust and L. H.
hearings part of last week
Israel severing their connections with but most parative
proceedings resume after
WDTV (TV)
the holidays.
Buffalo, N. Y. (Group B-4, No. 181)
Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
— Buffalo-Niagara Television Corp.,
granted uhf Ch. 59, ERP 91 kw visual heard more of the Wichita vhf Ch. 3
case on Monday and Tuesday and
and 51 kw aural, antenna 410 ft. Operating: WBEN-TV, vhf Ch. 4. Authorthen continued the hearing until
ized earlier: WTVF (TV), uhf Ch. 23 Jan. 5. Examiner Thomas H.
(noncommercial educational) ; Chaumore of the Sacratauqua Broadcasting Corp., uhf Ch. 17. Donohuemento heard
vhf Ch. 10 case on Monday
In the action granting Versluis
Radio a permit for uhf Ch. 35 at and Tuesday, also, recessing until
Muskegon, the Commission dis- today (Monday). The Duluth-Superior vhf Ch. 6 hearing is to remissed the petition of WGRD
sume Jan. 26 before Examiner HerGrand Rapids which asked that the
bert Scharfman. No other is slated
bid be set for hearing. WGRD
this week.
charged the new grantee was tryMeanwhile, three of four uhf staing to establish a new Grand Rapids
outlet via a Muskegon channel and
receiving RCA's
factorybuilt tions
transmitters
are first
reported
on
alleged Leonard Versluis had
trafficked in a license when he sold the air and the fourth plans to commerce shortly (see story page 51).
WLAV-TV, now WOOD-TV Grand
Rapids [B*T, Sept. 22].
Last week's grantees also have
submitted operation estimates and
Pittsburgh Grant
other details.
The grant of uhf Ch. 16 to TeleWalter E. Wagstaff, general
casting Co. of Pittsburgh included
a condition that made issuance of manager of KIDO Boise, said he
hoped to have the station on the
a permit subject to A. D. Faust
air by July 1. RCA equipment
and L. H. Israel severing their conthroughout has been ordered, he
nections with WDTV (TV).
said, but a transmitter building
The Commission also advised
Agnes Jane Reeves Greer, owner of has to be built. The national representative will be Blair-TV. The
WKJF (FM) Pittsburgh, that her
station hopes to have NBC basic
application for uhf Ch. 53 in that and
other TV networks until such
city was being placed in the pendtime
as other services may be availing file to await receipt of addiable in the market.
tional information.
Donald W. Reynolds, KWRN
By memorandum opinion and
Reno, said it is hoped to have the
order, the Commission dismissed
station on the air within three
the petition of WKBS Oyster Bay,
months and that equipment would
Long Island, to "reallocate or reassign adequate television channels
be purchased promptly. No arrangements yet have been made
for the area of Mineola, L. I.,
on station representation or netNassau County, N. Y." Action was
work, he said.
without prejudice to the station's
re-filing after June 2, end of the
Withers Gavin, president-general
one-year waiting period for such
manager of WCOC Meredian, rechanges.
ported GE equipment has been ordered and that he hoped to have
Two FCC hearing examiners

on

Omaha's

WOW-TV
WOW-TV, as part of its #110,000 improvement and expansion program, has raised its video power from 17,200
to 28,000 watts. Before this power increase, WOW-TV
was Omaha's most powerful TV Station. Now, WOW-TV
is the most powerful TV station in the Mid- West!
Use WOW -TV's increased power and increased coverage in
this 160,000 plus set market for better-than-ever sales results.
A MEREDITH STATION
FRANK P. FOGARTY, Gen. Mgr.
FRED EBENER, Sales Mgr.
NBC and DUMONT Affiliate
Represented Nationally by BLAIR-TV, Inc.
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the station on the air as soon as
the installation could be made. The
station, he said, will be affiliated
with CBS. He plans to negotiate
for national representation shortly.
Hy W. Steed, general manager
of WLAV Grand Rapids, on behalf of Versluis Radio and Television, Muskeegon grantee, said
the station had no actual target
date because of difficulty in getting
a firm date on delivery of equipment. GE equipment will be used.
No arrangements have been made
on network or national representative. Operation is not anticipated
any time soon — it may be as long
as a year, Mr. Steed said.
KSWO-TV Lawton hopes to commence operation in April using
RCA equipment, according to Paul
Goode, business manager of KSWO
and manager of the TV outlet.
Telecasting Co. of Pittsburgh
has no commencement date at this
time, it depending upon equipment
which yet must be purchased. A.
D. (Don) Faust, assistant general
manager of WDTV (TV), and
Harry H. Israel, WDTV sales manager, have resigned those posts effective Jan. 1 to meet condition of
the grant.
Don C. Wirth, Neenah-Menasha
Broadcasting Co., Neenah grantee,
hopes for commencement by late
summer. Equipment and networks
are unspecified. George W. Clark
Inc. has been named national representative.
Other Reports
Reports also have been received
from others planning commencement soon.
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala., has a
Jan. 1 target date, according to W.
0. Pape,was president.
RCA Camden
transmittter
en route from
last week, with the antenna shipped
from Atlanta. Headley-Reed will be
TV representative as well as AM.
TV network affiliations include
NBC, CBS and ABC, Mr. Pape said.
WKAB - TV Mobile expects to
start telecasting Jan. 1, said R. H.
Moore, commercial manager. All
equipment but the antenna had been
set up last week, with the antenna
en route from Syracuse by express.
Forjoe & Co. will represent both
TV and AM stations. TV network
affiliations include CBS and DuMont, Mr. Moore said.
Karl O. Wyler, president of
KTSM-TV El Paso, Texas, said the
RCA transmitter and antenna had
been erected and several days of
shakedown tests will start early
this week. He said some miscellaneous items are en route. "We want
to start off with a good picture,"
Mr.
said. television
"A great disservice
can Wyler
be done
and the
public by TV stations if they start
service without proper programming and a technically satisfactory
signal." He estimated KTSM-TV
would start regular service late
this week. The station will be an
NBC-TV affiliate with George H.
Hollingbery Co. as representative.
Following is the list of mutuallyexclusive applications which FCC
passed over last week when acting

upon the 12 new grants. Passing
over of contested bids is part of the
temporary expediting procedure
begun Oct. 15 to speed service to
cities now without TV. Applications passed over:
GROUP A
Applicant Location Channel
Alexandria Bcstg. Co. Alexandria, La. 5
KSYL Inc.
"
"
5
Jacob A. Newborn Jr. "
"
62
Barnet
Brezner
"
62
Lemert Bcstg. Co. Bakersfield, Calif. 10
Kern County Bcstrs.
10
Favetteville Bcstrs. ' Fayetteville, NX. 18
Rollins Bcstrs.
" 18
Cape
Bcstg. Co.
" 1218
KVOS Fear
Inc.
Bellingham, Wash.
Bellingham Telecasters " 12
Owensboro-on-theAir Inc.
Owensboro, Ky. 14
Owensboro
Pub. Co.
"
14
Valley
Television
& Radio Inc. Ottumwa, Iowa 15
KBIZ
Inc.
" La.
"
1510
Evangeline
Bcstg. Co. Lafavette,
Camellia
Bcstg.
Co.
10
Columbia Amusement
Co.
Paducah, Ky. 6
WKYB
Inc.
" Tenn-Va.
"
Appalachian
Bcstg. Bristol,
56
Radiophone
Bcstg.
Station WOPI Inc. "

"

5

PARAMOUNT
TV
Enters Film Production
PARAMOUNT Television Productions Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Corp.,
has completed arrangements for
entrance into the TV film production field, Paul Raibourn, president
of Paramount Television and vice
president of Paramount Pictures,
announced last week.
Mr. Raibourn said that his firm
has entered into an agreement
with Edward J. and Harry Lee
Danziger, independent producers
of motion pictures for theatres, to
produce
series
39 half-hour
dramatic afilms
for oftelevision.
He
added that 39 scripts already have
been written for the series and
photography is scheduled to begin
Jan. 5.
"This marks our first venture
into production of films for television," Mr. television
Raibourn stated.
"We
believe that
and motion
pictures are sister arts and that
each has a constructive contribution to make to the other."
Mr. Raibourn has assigned Burt
Balaban, director of programming
and production for Paramount
Television, to supervise production
of the programs. An exploitation
and merchandising campaign is
now beingrection ofprepared
the the
diJohn F. under
Howell,
company's director of sales and
merchandising, according to Mr.
Raibourn.

Daly to DuMont Post
ARTHUR J. DALY, account exec-|
utive for Geyer Adv., New York,
last week was appointed account
executive in the network sales department of DuMont TV Network,
Mr. Daly began his broadcasting
career in 1929 as an executive producer for NBC. He also has servec
as radio and television director foi
the William H. Weintraub Co. anc
Peck Adv.
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CALIF. TV PLAN
$2 Million for 7 Stations
CALIFORNIA'S legislature, meeting in January, may be asked to
appropriate up to $2 million for
quick construction of seven television stations for educational use
throughout the state.
This was among a series of recom endations toGov. Earl Warren
at the close of a two-day state-wide
conference called by him to explore
ways and means of getting the
seven channels into operation
[B»T. Dec. 271.
Eight channels up and down the
state have been set aside tentatively
by the FCC for noncommercial
educational use. Only one station
actually is under construction, in
Los Angeles.
The conference, attended by more
than 2,000 leaders in education,
business, agriculture, labor and
television, adopted no recommendations as a body. But these proposals were drawn up by various
discussion groups :
1. The legislature should put up
the money for construction of the
seven stations. But the stations
should be operated strictly under
local controls, and the state funds
ultimately should be paid back by
the local areas served, if possible.
2. Educational groups in the
areas involved should act now to get
FCC approval for station construction prior to the June 1953 deadline after which the FCC has indicated it may turn the reserved
channels over to commercial use.
Financing of Stations
3. If possible, areas served
should pay the costs of operating
the stations through use of school
funds of other tax monies, or with
the help of private grants. If
necessary, the state may be asked
to help pay operating costs for the
first year, or perhaps longer. Where
there is private financial support,
it should be without private controls.
4. A co-ordinating committee
should be established at the state
level, but the state should leave
station operations and programming entirely up to local groups.
The legislature should create a commission on educational television
for a continuing study of the problems involved. The commission
would submit regular reports to the
law makers.
5. Programs to be presented by
educational TV stations — and sent
into classrooms, institutions, and
private homes alike — should be entertaining as well as educational,
and should be free from propaganda and politics. Program participation should be open to all
races and creeds.
At the conclusion of the conference Gov. Warren said he will name
a Citizens' Advisory Committee to
sift the recommendations and draw
up a program for action.
The governor estimated yesterBROADCASTING

$1 Million Haul
EACH night last week $1
million worth of jewelry was
to be delivered to WOR-TV
New York's studio by armored car and picked up at
the end of the station's
Broadway TV Theatre presentation of "The Enchanted
Cottage," spokesmen said.
Jewelry was worn by dancers
in ballet sequence of play,
and was made available to
the station by Harry Winston, Fifth Avenue jeweler.
day that all the stations for which
educational TV channels are reserved in California could be constructed and operated for one year
for $2 million, which he said represents a small percentage of the
state's total contributions for public education.

McCALL'S 'MIKES'
Anne Holland Is Top Winner
DESIGNATION of Anne Holland
of WBAL-TV Baltimore as top winner in the second annual McCall's
"Mike" awards to women in radio
and television and selection of
seven other outstanding women in
three categories of broadcasting
were announced last week by McCall's magazine.
Awards were established in 1951
to honor the public service achievements of women broadcasters and
executives. Winners will receive
their awards, golden microphones,
in their home towns during the
on-sale period of the January issue
of McCall's. Formal presentation
will be made at a dinner May 3
during the convention of American
Women in Radio & Television in
Atlanta.
Miss Holland was selected for
the accomplishments of her medical
series, Live and Help Live, conducted in collaboration with Baltimore physicians and the Dept. of
Public Welfare.
Other classifications and winners
were:
Service to community in general: Jo
Stafford, forMary
her Morgan,
"Voice ofCKLW
America"
broadcasts;
Detroit, for her News Digest and its radio
crusade against narcotics, and Christine
Spindel, WDIA Memphis, for her
Workers Wanted program, designed to
raise the standards of living for
Negroes.
Service primarily for women: Evadna
Hammersley, KOA Denver, for her
KOA Home Forum, and Phyllis Adams,
NBC-TV, for It's a Problem, discussion
program on far-reaching issues.
Service primarily for youth: Madeline Long, WCCO-TV Minneapolis, for
her Video School, and Nena Badenoch,
director of radio and TV relations for
the National Society for Crippled Children, Chicago.

Judges for the 1952 McCall's
awards were: Irene Dunne, Dr.
Earl J. McGrath, U. S. Commissioner of Education; Mrs. Oscar
A. Ahlgren, president, General Federation of Women's Clubs; Elizabeth E. Marshall, vice president,
AWRT, and Otis Lee Wiese, editor
and publisher, McCall's.
• Telecasting

Nielsen Article
(Continued from page 26)
low cost-per-thousand-homes averages — substantially lower than
for TV; that means daytime radio
serials will be the most economical
vehicles of all; that a number of
TV sponsors will find their costsper-thousand reduced to attractive
levels, such as $3 or $4; that some
of them, on the other hand, will be
spending as much as $18 and $20
per thousand homes.
Even if allowance is made for
increases in rates, in production
costs, and in station lineups to embrace new TV markets, the advertiser still has the possibility of
reducing his cost per thousand delivered homes.
Finally, it is pertinent to examine what advertisers have been doing in relation to these audience
facts, and what trends in marketing practices and media selection
they 1.indicate
'53:
Radio canfor continue
to do a
sizable job, despite the inroads
of TV. Regardless of decreases
in AM listening levels, our own
analyses indicate that for many
large advertisers in both media,
radio shows account for the
larger share of their total broadcast coverage.
2. Daytime radio is as strong
as it ever was in achieving circulation and impressions at low
cost. Many advertisers have been
using it as an important adjunct
to their nighttime radio-TV brand
promotion, and will undoubtedly
continue this successful combination.
3. Only the foolhardy buyer of
time will eliminate his radio
schedule to pay for TV alone. We
have considerable evidence that
this practice can be disastrous in

reducing net coverage and impressions. On the contrary, an
additional radio show (with TV)
is often far more profitable than
an additional TV show. The complementary nature of the media
would indicate that, after careful
analyses,tinuemany
sponsors
consubstantial
radiowillefforts
in '53.
4. In TV, alternate-week sponsorship may become more popular
with certain advertisers — those
who have found, after analysis, a
greater circulation per dollar in
bi-weekly than in weekly efforts,
despite a consequent loss in frequency of impact.
5. More national advertisers
are turning to spot radio and TV
to broaden coverage. Radio schedules are used by TV network
sponsors to hit non-TV markets;
TV schedules are used to increase
coverage in TV markets.
6. There's a trend toward using
radio facilities selectively, in
which advertisers may buy networks tailor-made to their marketingpatterns.
i
This increased
adaptability
radio to asponsors'
needs
can be ofconsidered
healthy
omen for the networks in '53.
The broad dimensions of the
changes indicated for radio and
television in the year ahead demonstrate the nature of the challenge
to all facets of the business: Networks, stations, agencies and advertisers. Just as the media themselves
will show that a great deal of their
strength comes from their versatility, flexibility and dynamic quality, so everyone in broadcasting
must look at 1953 with the same
spirit. -Under such conditions, the
industry can expect a continuation
of its known vitality.

The"H00$IER HEARTLAND"
is the 26th TV Market in America.
Served and sold by
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Erickson Article
(Continued from page 25)
vision. The ideal liaison man should
erably as a director and producer.
He has some advertising agency
be a sound advertising man with
background in several of the fol- experience in radio or television.
lowing fields :
He can balance his own checkbook and the budgets he is respon(1) Programming and producsible for.
tion
He can sit down and edit a script
(2) Merchandising
or write it, if necessary.
(3) Research
(4) Network & Station RelaHe can negotiate talent contions
tracts and has done so, many times.
He is familiar with technical
(5) Sales
(6) Writing
aspects and limitations of the
media.
(7) Business management and
accounting
He is aware of the advertising
(8) Diplomacy
benefits on a cost per thousand
As the cost of television rises, basis of all media.
He knows all of the important
the direct responsibility for actual
personnel of networks, talent agenproduction is shifting to the packcies and other agencies and is on
age producer or the network progood terms with them.
ducer, with few exceptions, because
the rising cost of television has
He can expedite any request
forced more and more advertisers
from the client or his agency
executives.
to reduce their television expenditures to alternate week frequency,
He never loses his temper.
participations, or other plans of
He is courteous but firm in dealing with all.
sharing the cost. The agency's
greatest responsibility under these
He is logical and reasonable at
conditions is to recommend and de- all times.
.
liver an affordable method of using
He
is
persuasive
with
talent on
television designed to best take
advantage of merchandising, dis- the client's behalf.
He is, therefore, expensive.
tribution and advertising factors
to move merchandise at reasonable
The Writer
cost . . . and to write and produce
commercials that will make full use
Increasingly important in the
of the media facilities so delivered.
advertising agency organization is
The high cost of servicing tele- the commercial writer. He or she
is assuming a stature never
vision is also a factor. Many agencies— especially those of middle or achieved in radio but frequently
achieved in print media or overall
small size — found that television
sales planning. Since there is
was excessively expensive to them
because of the great number of nothing magic about television,
producers, directors, assistants,
sales depend directly on the sell.
The sell comes from the genius of
etc., necessary to keep on staff even
the writer and the production
during months when they got no
television billing. In addition, it ability of the staff that works with
is not uncommon for a top tele- him.
vision producer to get as high as
The production of commercials
$100,000 a year, a salary which
is now assuming great importance,
makes him prohibitively expensive
generally under the direction of
to any agency staff.
the writers. New, experienced film
directors are joining agency staffs
As a result, more and more agencies began buying package shows
to insure quality. The great barns
where all production ingredients
of Hollywood with their technical
were included and fully commisperfection are beginning to resionable. The writing and producplace the convenient New York
tion of film and live commercials
lofts which "just grew" to serve a
boom time in early television. This
is now the agency's primary and
most imoprtant function.
department, too, must grow in importance relative to the print proThe Liaison Man
duction departments but always
The television supervisor of the subordinate to the creators of the
future is therefore beginning to selling ideas.
assume his true identity. He will
It is not unlikely that as provary in stature and income in acgramming becomes more a matter
cordance with the agency and its of good judgment from the agency
television billing. He will exert
point of view the top writer will
influence on the shows he superbe the most important
vises in direct proportion to his increasingly
man
in
the
radio-television deability, reputation, and diplomacy.
partment— or head of a separate
The definition of the ideal liaison department
on a level with the
man goes something like this:
director of the radio-television deHe is in his thirties or early
partment. At these prices you've
forties.
got to move merchandise to keep
He dresses conservatively and is using the medium.
well groomed.
The Media Men
He is social but natural.
He has a good education.
He has responsibilities at home
and is mature.
He has network experience, prefPage 60 • December 29, 1952

Of course, not all agencies are
organized so that related media
report to the radio and television
department, but, nevertheless,

there is always a strong relationship, particularly in the buying of
participations or network packages, between the radio-television
executive and the timebuyers. As
television station licenses are
issued, the present great skill in
getting good television time in
monopoly areas becomes less important, and it looks as though in
a year or two television timebuying will be as routine as radio
timebuying.
The media man must therefore
assume new proportions. He should
become a scientist who relies more
on research to guide him in making
his basic decisions. He should become an all around media man who
assists accounts and clients in wide
decisions of allocation of advertising dollars between print and electronic media. In effect, the media
man should emerge a far more
important factor in the agency
organization than he ever was in
AS MANAGER of Young &
Rubicam's radio-TV department, Mr. Erickson has plenty
to do. Y&R has 21 major
clients using network television, 15 using network
radio, 18 using spot and
regional TV, 23 using spot
radio, is second only to BBDO
in radio-TV billings. Mr.
Erickson got his broadcast
training at WHN New York,
KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo., and
WHP Harrisburg, has directed important radio shows at
NBC and CBS, and in 1946-47
was director of program operations for WOR New York.
He was radio consultant to
Procter & Gamble for three
years, count
hasexecutive
been and
a radio
acassistant
head of radio for Foote, Cone
& Belding, joined Y&R in
March, 1948, as producer of
We, the People and was
named to his present post
three years ago.
the past when there were absolute
specialists in radio or print.
The Networks
After the present period of uncertainties, trial and error, new
studios for old, personnel shakeups and retirements, and after
FCC decisions are less industryshaking, the networks will again
settle down as they did in radio in
the late thirties. The struggles for
power will be over and the new
generations will move in to replace the pioneers. Programming
will become increasingly important
since so many advertisers will be
buyers of participations, partial
sponsorships, seasonal programs,
and other types offered by network program departments.
If you agree in general with the
theory of the changing characteristics of the advertising agency
radio and television departments
and their relationships to the industry, you will readily reduce

these changes to a few handy
axioms.
First is the necessity for change.
A generation has passed since the
radio industry was formed. The
leaders of that industry have done
a remarkable job, but the drains
of rigorous pioneering and time
are beginning to take a toll of the
leaders. The energies required to
whip the unending problems of a
new industry, even more demanding than radio, are no longer
theirs. So our first axiom is: New
leadership must arise in television.
Second is the agency changes
which must occur as major adjustments are made to orient to the
rising percentage of gross billing
going into television. Mergers, declining agencies which once were
major agencies, the ascendancies
of the bright new agencies, and
the continued strength of the big
agencies that prepared for the new
medium are rampant around us.
Our second axiom is: Advertising
agencies, in order to survive or
grow, must adjust to television to
a greater degree than any other
media in the past.
Third is the character of the
personnel within the agency radio
and television departments. As the
costs of television become measured in millions of dollars the
television executives will become
increasingly aware that their function is not to entertain the public
but to sell the products manufactured by the agency clients. To
be sure, each major agency executive will have the training and
ability to step in and produce or
direct a television show. He will
use this knowledge in the selection of programs for his client. He
will constantly supervise, police,
and improve the quality of the
programs under his supervision.
His composite talents will insure
his client of high circulation programs. He will be aware that
high circulation shows are the vehicles necessary to carry sales
messages, but he will know that
entertainment is secondary to the
sell supplied by his commercial
writers. Our third axiom is: The
radio and television executive must
assume the responsibility of selling the products advertised on the
programs he contracts for.
And, there we hold the mirror
up to nature and discover our
latter
day better
radio-television
tive— for
or worse,execufor
richer or poorer.
His problems are no fewer and
his responsibilities are broader and
more demanding. His eternal
search for security is more frenetic
than ever. He remembers with
nostalgic affection his halcyon
radio days. He longs for them to
come back, but he knows they
never will as he changes the name
of his department to "The Television Department." He looks at
the huckster selling produce in his
suburban community and nods to
him with fraternal understanding.
He,
dise. too, must now move merchan-
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Telestatus
(Continued from page 56)
Lucy receiving the highest rating
of 75.2 Top Canadian show continued to be The Big Revue with a
rating of 47.5, followed by NHL
Hockey with 45.3.

'52 Business

Up; TV

Impact Projected
TV will make its first impact on Canadian radio early in 1953, and simul'53
INBroadcasting
new Canadian
Corp. regulations will change
DA
CANAtaneously
Canadian station programming. This is the opinion of several broadcasting industry executives at Toronto.
Generally speaking, advertising
Audiences for the Montreal and
agencies, station representatives
Toronto stations still are small, but
and
transcription
importers
report
Best & Worst Programs
business good in 1952 and expect it some advertisers are using the two
to remain about the same in early CBC stations.
Poll Shows 'Lucy' at Top
1953. There has been a decided inOther advertisers are negotiatBEST and worst shows thus far
crease in radio accounts. National
ing for shows and spot announcetabulated in the annual Television
ments on the two stations. Costs
accounts in the past year have inForecast Awards Poll, conducted
are high, both for time and talent,
creased
more
than
25%,
with
700
in midwestern states around Chi- national accounts using Canadian
PRESIDENT M. T. Harrington (c) of
and some changes are expected in Texas
A & M College accepts TV
cago, are / Love Lucy and Milton
radio stations at the close of 1952.
costly Canadian AM network ad- transmitting equipment presented by
Berle. Runners-up in the best class
vertising
later
in
1953.
About
half
are Arthur Godfrey and Show of Besides, many old accounts were
the Canadian market is in the Westinghouse Electric Corp. to equip
Shows, while Howdy Doody and reported spending more, according
Toronto-Montreal area, and an in- laboratories for expansion of the colto
a
survey
by
the
sales
division
of
Tom Duggan (local WNBQ (TV)
lege's TV instruction. L and r are
Canadian Assn. of Broadcreasing appropriation for CanaChicago sportscaster) rank in the the
C. E. Nobles, manager of Westingcasters.
dian
TV
is
expected
to
be
felt
on
worst category.
house detection system, and J. A.
Final tabulations from readers in
Networks will be using about the network shows heard in the same
Baudino, Westinghouse vice president.
area. Currently the CBC TV stasame amount of time in early 1953
a six-state area will be announced
tions
cannot
handle
many
more
. n mid-January. Other current as during 1952, according to CBC's
Canadian TV stations bigger
commercial division. Nearly all sponsored shows because of staff
'avorites, according to results al- network
audiences.
Stalemate has been
shows, both Canadian and and equipment problems as well as
ready in, follows :
over the percentage to be paid
U. S., have renewed for the winter, programming which calls for more
Mystery, Dragnet, Racket Squad,
U. S. networks on high rates
The Web; kid, Kukla, Fran & Ollie, and several new Canadian shows
Canadian than imported shows uncharged
TV stations
at
are being investigated by adverHowdy Doody, Super Circus; dis- tisers.
der CBC mandate from the govMontreal byandCBC's
Toronto.
The rates
cussion & educational, Meet the
ernment.
at these stations include production
\) Press, Quiz Kids, Bishop Sheen;
It is expected the new draft regA solution to the stalemate on
costs regardless of the program
situation comedy, / Love Lucy,
ulations of CBC when finalized,
importation
of
U.
S.
TV
sponsored
being
live, film or relayed.
Our Miss Brooks, Ozzie & Harriet;
after public hearings in January,
network shows via kinescope or
Biggest
threat to Canadian AM
drama, Studio One, Robert Montwill call for greater Canadian pro- microwave relay is expected to be
stations is the loss of more audgomery, Fireside Theatre.
gram content, based on the Massey
ience in southern Ontario and
M.c.-announcer, Arthur Godfrey,
Royal Commission report which
reached soon, allowing more intersouthwestern Quebec provinces to
Bert Parks, John Daly; male
national
advertisers
with
Canadian
urged more Canadian talent desinger, Perry Como, Frank Parker,
velopment.
subsidiaries to bring U. S. net- new U.S. TV stations being built
Julius La Rosa; female singer,
work shows into Canada, and give near the intei-national border.
Programming Revision Underway
Dinah Shore, Marion Marlowe, Dorothy Collins; newscaster, Ulmer
Canadian stations and advertisers already have made such a start
"Turner (locally on WBKB (TV)
Chicago), Clifton Utley (network
in 1952, with national advertisers
and local on WNBQ Chicago), John
buying local live shows on stations.
Cameron Swayze.
This trend is continuing with more
Sportscaster, Bob Elson (local newscasts and commentaries used
on WBKB) ; Jack Brickhouse (local by national advertisers. It is exon WGN-TV) , Tom Duggan (local
pected new Canadian variety and
on WNBQ) ; comedian, Martin & musical shows will be produced at
; Lewis, Sid Caesar and Imogene
Toronto, with tape and disc veri Coca, Jackie Gleason; quiz show,
sions going to stations for national
What's My Line, You Bet Your
advertisers. A number of adverLife, Strike It Rich; music, Fred
tisers in recent months bought such
Waring, Hit Parade, Voice of Fireshows
produced by All-Canada
stone; variety, Arthur Godfrey,
Radio Facilities and S. W. Caldwell
Show of Shows, Garry Moore.
Ltd., both of Toronto. This will
answer the Canadian program content difficulties for some stations
SHAPIRO NAMED
in smaller markets where not much
good local talent is available.
K DUB-TV s Commercial Mgr.
In larger markets individual staMIKE SHAPIRO, veteran of
tions are having no trouble selling
broadcasting and advertising in the
all possible time, including MontSouthwest, has been appointed
real, Toronto and Windsor, where
commercial manager of KDUB-TV
TV has made inroads. Some
Lubbock, Tex., it was announced
smaller stations are finding some
•last week. Mr. Shapiro, who goes
national business has passed them
to KDUB-TV from WFAA-TV
in part because of increased
Dallas, will be in charge of all lo- by,
costs of radio advertising. A numi-|eal, regional and national sales,
ber of stations increased rates in
j Mr. Shapiro has been manager of 1952, but this trend is expected to
KECK Odessa, Tex., and has been
drop off in 1953. Advertising
associated with KTXL San Angelo,
budgets, however, are heavier, to
s
.
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THE 56 participating grocers really had nothing to fear when they
■ chose "Dangerous Assignment" as a test of TV's effectiveness as a
sales medium. Success of that experiment substantiates the belief of
Robert Lemon, of WTTV (TV), that television has a powerful impact
for a whole area as well as a metropolitan district. One showing of the
program sold 3'/2 tons of tea in a week.

success in adTELEVISION'S
vertising grocery products in
a 21-county area in south
central Indiana covered by WTTV
(TV) Bloomington has caused one
week of the campaign to be labeled
"The Bloomington Tea Party."
The occasion was one showing
of Brian Donlevy in Dangerous
Assignment, TV film show (8-8:30
p.m. Wed.), after which 56 Independent Grocers' Alliance members, served by John R. Figg
Wholesale Grocer Inc., Bloomington, sold 3% tons of Lipton's tea
in one week — -with six tons the
total sale for 1951 — as a result of
the weekly NBC-TV Film Syndicate Sales' program.
The 56 participating grocers, located in 21 counties within a 60mile radius of WTTV, last January selected Dangerous Assignment, for which each paid a fractional part of the cost instead of
buying space in local newspapers,
according to WTTV. The plan was
adopted after Bob Lemon, WTTV
general manager, had spent several months convincing Figg Inc.
of his belief in TV as an area —
instead of a metropolitan — sales
medium.
The success of the IGA sales
plan, which showed by Figg Inc.
figures that the 56 participating

grocers sold several times the
amount of the one or two items
advertised each week than they
had sold formerly, indicates the
correctness of Mr. Lemon's belief.
None of the grocers were located
in Indianapolis or Bloomington,
but in smaller towns in the 21county area.
In the campaign, the grocers
were furnished pictures of Brian
Donlevy. Ads were run promoting
the show in the Indianapolis Times
and TV News. Each IGA grocer
was furnished with large "TV
Special" vertised
displays
each week.of the items adWTTV reported the program an
"immediate success from the
start," not only for the retailer
but for the wholesaler. Figg Inc.,
the wholesaler, was able to add
larger and better stores to its IGA
list.
Besides the $8,000, 3y2-ton (583
cases) Lipton's tea sale, a letter to
WTTV from Figg Inc. shows other
figures for the 56 IGA stores as a
result of the Dangerous Assignment TV show, which compare, according to the wholesale firm, with
the 1951 average "20 to 60 cases
per week" of each item sold. Covering 12 telecasts and 13 items, the
TV-inspired sales showed:
Hunt's peaches, 444 cases, and

Hunt's fruit cocktail, 267 cases
until ran out of stock (both on one
telecast) ; Green Giant peas, 249
cases; Musselman's jelly, 183 cases;
Dole or Libby pineapple juice, 356
cases; IGA salad dressing, 342
cases; Marlene margarine, 541
cases; Lipton's tea, 583 cases; Van
Camp pork and beans, 573 cases;
Stokely's catsup, 561 cases; Peter
Pan peanut butter, 306 cases; SnoPuff marshmallows, 309 cases; RSP
cherries, 504 cases.
The letter added that "sales generally are very good on replacement stock the week after the item
is Convinced
advertised."of TV's potency, Figg
Inc. has completed and distributed
new store promotion signs. A merchandising plan has been formulated for all the IGA food advertisers of WTTV which guarantees
product displays. Herschel Hart,
Figg Inc. supervisor, visits each
store weekly and helps prepare
displays, also sending weekly bulletins on the next week's advertising
effort.
The WTTV live commercials on
the show are delivered by George
Languell, one of the grocers, and
are written by Susan Bartlett,
WTTV continuity director. Each
commercial plugs IGA and the item
advertised, then tells viewers of

[
n
1
B

each
week's
program
where in six
of
the IGA
stores
are located
their
communities.
Success of the "tea party" and
the show's other food sales leads
WTTV Manager Lemon to affirm
his belief that TV is an area medium. "It makes no difference if
a TV station is located in Podunk
as long as it is on high ground
and can serve a large population,"
he
adding
that within
60milesays,
radius
of WTTV
therea are
IV2 million people, an annual $2
billion in retail sales and 170,000
TV sets reachable by the station.
The WTTV tower is 720 ft. above
average terrain, he adds.
Mr. Lemon quotes SRDS food
sales figures in the 36 counties in
which WTTV claims coverage as
$312,025,000 annually, or $168,872,000 when excluding Indianapolis.
"The advertiser who buys only the
metropolitan area misses this huge
potential almost entirely," he says.
"WTTV has hurdled one of
newspapers' last bulwarks — the old
effective grocer advertising myth,"
says Mr. Lemon. He adds:
"There's no longer any doubt
that television's area coverage and
local selling impact make TV the
most powerful advertising medium
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in America today."
It
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WORKING with eye
budget, Factor-Br r Inc.,
Los Angeles, has built a
smoothly-integrated live and film
Saturday evening half-hour program around 3%-minute filmed
Snader Telescriptions for its client,
'Maier Brewing Co., Los Angeles, on
behalf of Brew 102.
For about one-twentieth of what
a live program would cost, the musical shorts were combined with a

night
club setting
m.'c.
Alex Cooper
to make and
Club disc
102, seen
weekly on KNBH TV) Hollywood.
On live camera is shown Mr.
Cooper, seated at a corner table discussing the headline entertainers
he has stopped in to see. The camj era then dissolves into the filmed
musical numbers, which feature
Herb Jeffries, Peggy Lee and Nat
"King" Cole and others in similar
night club settings.
': The switch back and forth between the live and filmed portions
has succeeded in producing the efifect of a live show, according to
1 Farlan Myers, director of radio-TV
jj for the agency. The effect is further heightened by having one of
lithe performers, scheduled on film
t-Jfor the evening, make a live guest
. appearance with Mr. Cooper.
Sales . . .
INS Telenews has sold its daily
TV news service to KOLN-TV Lin: coin and WWLP (TV) Springfield,
Mass., and its weekly review of the
news and This Week in Sports to
KGNC-TV Amarillo.
WFPG-TV, Atlantic City's new uhf
j station, signed a six-month contract
last week for the complete TV film
library of the Atlas Television
Corp., New York. The transaction
was worked out by Edna Latimer,
| station's film director, Fred Weber,
WFPG-TV president, and Jackson
E. Dube, director of eastern sales
:for Atlas.
; Al Simon Productions, Hollywood,
j'lis filming 13 three-minute TV commercials for Miller Linoleum Co.,
f!Kansas City, Mo. The order was
n placed direct.
* # *
Guild Films Inc., New York, has
I acquired TV distribution rights to
I 36 feature films, produced this year
I with video programming in mind,
! from A-B-TV Movies Inc. All are
dramatic, adventure, mystery or
suspense in nature. Stars include
| Joan Rice, Valerie Hobson, Michael
| Wilding and Sarah Churchill. The
■i acquisition marks a new phase in
Guild's expanded operations, according to president Reub Kaufman,

'TODAY'

PLAN

NBC Notes New Sales Format
film

tion pictures, with the exception
of "Duel in the Sun," will be made
available to television on a onerun basis. Plans include the possibility of introductions by Mr. Selznick or the films' stars.
Some of the features will be
edited to 54-minutes with others
scheduled to be telecast in two installments. The package of 26
films will be offered at a reported
$1 million.
* * ❖
The Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Col., has signed a
six-month contract with KKTV
(TV) Colorado
Springs for time
periods rated as
having the fewest
number of viewers.
Don M. Alexander, vice president in charge of
production
for the
film company,
said the firm
wants to conduct
an extensive series of quality-control tests of actual telecasts of film
commercials, instead of closed-circuit viewings. The screenings, to
include various tests of film types,
are to be chiefly for the benefit of
production technicians and research
men at the film company.
Mr. Alexander

Richard A. Foley Adv. Agency,
Philadelphia, has begun an experimental series of live 20-second spot
announcements on WCAU-TV Philadelphia. These are the first live
20-second spots to be presented in
Philadelphia, according to the agency, and were prepared for Abbotts
Dairies Inc.
James A. Nussbaum and Frank
Barrett Jr. announce the formation
of Totem Film Productions, Seattle,
with activity centered around television spots for local and regional
accounts.
Mr. Nussbaum has worked primarily in the field of commercial
and illustration photography
(stills), while
Mr. mainly
Barrett'smotion
specialization has been

pictures.
of Mr. awards
Barrett'sin
films
have Several
won national
the non-theatrical field during recent years. He was previously asjlProduction . . .
sociated with American AdvertisjiReid Ray Television Productions,
ing, Seattle.
f St. Paul, has completed first three
Accounts of the new firm include
{ half-hour films in The Sporting
Heidelberg Beer, RCA television
r Chance TV series. Firm's HoRyand radio products, CBS ColumI wood office has moved to 8913 Sunbia television sets, public service
activities such as Union Label
jset Blvd.
Week and the Christmas Seal drive,
and several retail stores.
jlRandom Shots . . .
"With the advent of new tele'Arrangements are being made by
David O. Selznick whereby his movision stations in the region," Mr.
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting
ill

report

Barrett told Broadcasting • Telecasting, "the volume trend of film
production is expected to show a
sharp rise. Present tendency is to
use more film and less live production in the TV field."
The Seattle address of the company is 912-A Pine St.; telephone
is Mutual 3422.
Film timing chart and cartoons
lampooning television are being
mailed with calendars this week by
Academy Film Productions, Chicago. The chart includes the number of words and pacing for narrators and the corresponding film
(Continued on page 73 )

Misquote Report — NORC
NATIONAL Opinion Research Center charged last week that critics
of the National Collegiate Athletic
Assn.'s 1952 program and of
NORC's TV survey are using the
findings of the study "out of contheir points."
In textato prove
statement
from Paul B.
Sheatsley, NORC's eastern representative, the research organization
centered its attack upon a recent
declaration by advertising man
Lester Jordan. Mr. Sheatsley asserted that Mr. Jordan's statement
quoting the NORC report to indicate that "colleges in TV areas
showed a 3.9% rise in gate receipts
in 1950 under unlimited telecasting" was "typical of the way advertising men treat survey findings."
"The TV-area colleges' gate receipts were up 3.9% over the preTV base years," Mr. Sheatsley
acknowledged. "But where there
was no television competition, gate
receipts were up 17.7%. Furthermore, while gate receipts in nonTV areas climbed 7.4% over 1949,
in TV areas they actually dropped
back
1949." declared that a
Mr.from
Sheatsley
paragraph in the survey commented significantly that "the larger
differential between the two [TV
and non-TV] areas is on the gate
receipts rather than attendance."
This section of the study, according to Mr. Sheatsley, pointed out
that
collegesin in
areas "were
hurt worse
the TV
pocketbook
than
mere attendance figures show and
the results are further confirmation of the adverse effects of TV."
Quoting critics of the NCAA plan
as saying that "football is doing
all right in spite of television," Mr.
Sheatsley replied that if gate receipts are up 18% without television and 4% with it, it is evident
that colleges "are better off without
television."

A NEW sales format for its earlymorning Today television show
(Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m. EST and CST)
— with time to be offered to advertisers only in five-minute segments
— was announced by NBC last
week, effective Feb. 1.
Although some 92% of sales on
the show have been made on the
five-minute basis, officials said, time
also have been available in 7%-. 10and 15-minute segments.
The new plan, which was outlined
to advertisers in a letter from
George Frey, vice president and
director of radio and television
sales, will permit four advertisers
to occupy each 25-minute portion
of the program, with each sponsor
receiving one minute of commercial
time. Affiliates will continue to
have five minutes of every halfhour for local sale, plus chainbreaks
midway in each of the 25-minute
Rates under the new plan will be
periods.
one-fourth of the 30-minute rate,
or 15%increases
of the the
Class
which
cost "C"
per rate,
participation by about $300.
Officials said the new sales format will give the show greater editorial flexibility and make every
network minute available to advertisers.

82nd in POPULATION
among Sales Management's
162 Metropolitan Areas

An people are consumers.
But terquality
are betcustomers.people
The depth
of
quality
in
the
Quad-City
market is an outstanding
asset of 240,500 people who
live here. Good ancestry,
fine geographical location
and diversified means of
livelihood all contribute to
the high standard of QuadCity living.
WHBF
favored wth the
loyaltyis and
friendship of Quad-Citians,
accumulated during 25
years
of service in radio
broadcasting.
Les Johnson, V.P. and Gen. Mgr.

WHBF
■fO.CC BUILDING, ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS
Represented by Aver y- Knodel, Inc.
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Ryan Article
(Continued from page 27)
look is good — but the specific one
for individual retailers is dependent upon a number of factors. Important among these are his own
advertising plans. And understanding of how he arrives at those
plans should be a basic part of a
radio salesman's education . . . but
only after our salesmen have a
thorough conception of just what
type of medium it is they're selling.
They should never forget for a
single minute that they're selling
the largest, most universal, enormous, widespread advertising medium that ever came down the
pike — a fact borne out by the revelation that 98.1% of all U. S.
homes are radio homes. That means
there are more homes with radio
sets than there are homes that use
white bread or packaged coffee —
or have beds, electricity or indoor
plumbing.
Multi-Radio Homes
Surveys, financed by BAB and
conducted by leading research
firms, now reveal that 66.1% of
metropolitan homes have more than
one radio — and it is interesting to
note that radio-TV homes have
more radios than homes without
TV.
A new pattern has emerged for
radio in the American home — with
the radio set no longer exclusively
found in the living room. Half of
all kitchens in the U.S^ now have
a special radio ; half the homes have
a bedroom radio — radio has moved
all over the house.
Already more than 10% of all
American homes have four or more
radios. Right now, about one-third
of all homes have two radios, another third have three or more
working radios, and an underprivileged third have only a single
set. Yet only six years ago the
home with more than one radio was
quite a novelty.
Let's not overlook our "Listeners on Wheels" — because at least
70.5% of all U. S. automobiles are
radio equipped. 92.4% of all postwar automobiles have radios. Radio's automobile circulation alone
is 27,424,500.
Local application of these facts

should be the basis upon which our
presentations are built.
Absorbing and using these facts
are but step number one . . . because they're not worth a plugged
nickel if they're presented at the
wrong time. And therein lies the
key to causethe
retailer's
thinking
behe lives
(or dies)
by the
clock. The success of his business
is predicated on good timing. He
has to know what the consumer
wants, when he wants it, in what
amounts, and at what price.
When a media salesman is
aware of these factors, he's then
in a position at
to make
presentation
a timea "realistic"
when the
advertiser is more inclined to be
in a receptive mood. Your key to
his timing, then, is consumer demand . . . and that's not too difficult to ascertain because, with few
variations, it remains the same
year after year. The retailer's
sales figures from the previous
year — item by item . . . department
by department . . . month by month
— are the mirror that reflects the
basis on which the bulk of his advertising for the coming 12 months
will be planned.
Variables to Watch
This yardstick of past experience is subject to change, though,
when other factors vary such as
general business conditions, competition, store policies and location
. . . plus media rates and circulation. When any of these materially change — retailer's advertising
percentage is likely to change.
There are far too many other
ramifications to the media salesman's understanding of the retailer
than we can deal with here — but
the awareness of the importance
of timing alone can mean many extra advertising dollars.
As for improving the retailer's
understanding of the use of our
medium — that's a task we can, and
should, embark on immediately.
Here we have to practically
start from scratch — because there
are few local advertisers in this
country that even know the basic
components of a radio station —
much less have knowledge of such

INCREASED
CREAMETTES

10%
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first
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(see inside front cover)
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Each local advertiser represents
an educational job that has to be
accomplished by our medium regardles of whether it's done by an
individual station or a city-wide
organization representing all the
broadcasters.
It's time we drained some of the
ink out of the veins of many retailers and replaced it with a little
high
potency
I'd be
derelict in my radio
duty fluid.
if I failed
to
point out to you that the Broadcast Advertising Bureau is the industry blood bank that can help
you with those transfusions.

Wash. GroupTVMeets Jan. 9
EDUCATORS'
A STATEWIDE meeting of the recently formed Washington Citizens'
Committee for Educational Television [B«T, Dec. 8] will be held in
Seattle Jan. 9, Broadcasting •
Telecasting was informed last
week by Ed C. Whiting, chairman.
In addition to officers already
named, chairmen will be announced
at the January meeting for the
following standing committees:
Programming, technical, financial
and planning, legislative, legal,
commercial and educational cooperation, local organization, public
information.
The citizens committee, Mr.
Whiting reported, represents state
leaders in labor, industry, finance,
the professions, agriculture and education.

Radio
Highlights
(Continued
from pageof20)'52
Supreme Court in his conspiracy suit
against nine former employes.
Oct. 28 — FCC eases rebroadcast rule
dropping clause requiring licensees to
file reports within 10 days if they refuse
to
casts.give consent for program rebroadNov. 8 — Radio and TV credited with
swelling national vote by millions.
Nov. 14 — FCC Examiner Leo Resnick
recommends that FCC approve long
pending ABC-United Paramount merNov. 20 — Exclusion of radio and television newsmen from group asked to
accompany
President-elect
Eisenhower
to Korea brings
protests from
many,
resulting
ger. media. in change of plans to provide
for
Dec. 4 — Foote, Cone & Belding resigns
the $5.5 million Toni Co. account. Over
$3.5 in
million
was
radio ofandcompany's
television. advertising
Dec. 10— NARTB TV board meets at
Cat Cay,
coastal island,TVto discuss TVFlorida
code, subscription
and
other current problems.

SALES

weeks

finer points as the elements of radio commercials.
Relatively speaking, radio is the
easiest medium an advertiser can
use. No headaches with art work,
engravings, type selection and the
thousand and one other time-consuming features of black and white
advertising.

Our Respects To
(Continued from page £2)
ever programmed. Not that they
are against hillbilly music but
rather, they feel that programming
serious or popular music gives
KCOH the opportunity to offer
sponsors and advertisers a seg
ment of the audience unreached by
competition.
In what has been described as a
"hillbilly town," the going was
rough at first. But Messrs. Smith
and Meeker and KCOH listeners
feel that the results have been
worth all the headaches.
At first, classical music was used
to program the entire broadcast
day. As the pattern formed, KCOH
expanded programming to include
other audience segments. "Pop
shows" were added to morning and
afternoon schedules.
High school disc jockeys were
used as a popular Saturday after
noon stint. To reach Houston's
large Negro population, colored
disc jockeys were employed.
The end result is a Meeker form
of block programming that condidaily. tions listeners to expect their
favorite programs at fixed times
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Mr. Meeker asserts "KCOH bows
to no other Houston station in the
size of its daytime listening au- mtn
iis
dience on many of its program it:

Late in 1949, the reward for
KCOH's success came to Mr.
Meeker. In a conversation, Mr,
blocks."
Smith said, "Bobby, there are lots or
of vice presidents doing nothing:
f
in
every firm.
You you
can'twork,
be vice
president
because
so ;v
from now on you are president and f
general
manager present.
of KCOH.
your Christmas
. . . That's
Presi

KCOH goes to bed at sunset.
With television having its biggest p:
impact at night, Mr. Meeker is
happy the station signs off at night
fall.
dent."
Mr. Meeker believes that radio
is here to stay regardless of the
first fright of TV. He points to the «!
tremendous
automobile audience
The housewife, he says, cannot nt<
watch television and also do her
work.
His hobbies — following football,
baseball and other sports such as
wrestling ("which has developed
into a terrific dramatic production
these days") — indicate Mr. Meeker
enjoys an occasional break from his
daily duties. For "the most enter
taining escape," he admits "it's the
movies
Meeker."
As a for
native
of Chicago where
he was born Jan. 10, 1902, Mr
Meeker has been a long time shak

ing off the appellation, "damyankee." But like most everyone
else who has lived in the Lone Star
State, the infectious Texas spirit
NELSON CASE, TV announcer-m.c,
is author of article in forthcoming has corralled him. Though his
issue of Academy Magazine. Article is speech may have a trace of northern
entitled "Can TV Commercials Be accent, he is apt to greet you with
"Howdy, podnah."
Improved?"
BROADCASTING
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Reinsch Article
(Continued from page 27)
istribution and a good volume of sales appeal of all other media and
usiness in North Georgia. Within
then delivers the resounding "plus"
the past month our volume has been
of product demonstration right in
multiplied by ten times. This is a the home.
We feel this indoctrination is
most unusual record."
One of rado's weaknesses cenessential to the advertiser's future
ered around lack of familiarity
success. It prepares him to follow
th the selling products of clients, this basic formula — buy what you
f we had a radio program or time can afford, buy carefully and stick
eriod available we tried to find a with it. This avoids over-extending
ustomer, not appreciating that the TV budget, with the danger that
many business firms plan their ad- TV will be abandoned before it has
vertising months ahead. For in- a chance to prove its merits. The
tance, some retail groups already
account should stay on the low
side rather than risk the hazards
are planning their Easter camvpaigns.
of "shooting the works." However,
We didn't know enough about the we also dissuade advertisers from
1 client's selling problems when we buying an occasional single spot
sold radio. Now, in television, we
announcement in the hope that it
are first studying the problems of will work sales miracles.
4 our customers and prospects, then
At WHIO-TV Dayton a welcome
suggesting means by which they trend toward local point-of-sale recan sell merchandise through adsults is developing. This trend has
vertising. We study industry jour- become increasingly apparent over
nals, familiarize ourselves with the the last several months. Station
practices and problems of merchanaccount men are reporting less redising particular products, and find
sistance to television among many
, it much easier to advise a sponsor
classes of local retailers. These
on the best use of TV for selling same retailers are admitting results
his wares.
from television time purchases,
with merchants classifying these
In a multiple-station market such
as Atlanta a TV station must do results all the way from fair to
a lot of local programming. At spectacular.
WSB-TV we try to produce local
Let's take a look at four main
, programs that will provide a good classifications in Dayton: 1. Local
outlet for local clients — TV shows
jewelry sales; 2, automotive camthat fall within local budgets and
paigns, both new and used car;
create local interest. This is partic- 3, appliance dealers; 4, miscellaularly true of participation shows
neous sponsor participations in
where there is no heavy talent or local feature film shows.
production charge, but audience
To go into brief detail, Dayton
interest runs high.
jewelers in the past had used TV
sparingly and with some reluctance.
Local Stressed
Some months ago a leading jeweler
For more than four years WSBbought one 15-minute slot weekly,
?V has averaged 20 hours or more
in cooperation with Gruen Watch.
f local programming per week,
Results were so satisfying that the
his formula makes the station an
sponsor gradually increased time
ntegral part of the community
purchases until today he uses five
nd provides an attractive vehicle
quarter-hours weekly, with a yearly
'or sale to local clients, besides
contract of $30,000.
alancing out the schedule.
Four Jewelers
It has been our experience that
he local advertiser must first be
Other jewelers soon followed suit.
ompletely sold on the possibilities
Each reported gratifying results.
of television so he will enter the Now four leading jewelers are
nedium with confidence. We try to using regular campaigns on WHIOmake even the smallest prospect
TV.
appreciate that TV combines the
Curiously, there is little similar-

A coffee account, using KGW,
increased sales in this area
42 per cent.
For Sales Results Use KGW
Economical and efficient medium for
covering the mass market.

on the efficient 620 frequency
PORTLAND,
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY, INC.
IROADCASTING
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OREGON
AFFILIATED WITH NBC

1

ity in program content among this
group. One uses a local western
band. Another employs a narrative
story about famous diamonds. A
third uses a half-hour studio audience participation program, and
the fourth employed live spots during football games.
One point of similarity is worth
noting. Each jeweler uses liveproduct demonstration in the studio, with an individual salesman
(station announcer or freelance
talent) representing the individual
account. Warm, personal selling
technique combined with vivid,
dramatic product demonstration is
used in each case to produce the
results. The half-hour audience
show produced 23 watch sales the
first time it was on the air, and 40
after the second show.
In the automotive group, Dayton
dealers are employing varied program vehicles, again obtaining the
same fine results. They, too, use
live studio demonstrations of automobiles as a sales technique. One
local dealer sold 12 used cars following a single Sunday half-hour
swap-shop program.
Local automotive accounts also
have used spot campaigns. Several
dealers have obtained excellent results by using saturation spots,
with announcements bracketing the
WHIO-TV schedule from 7:30 a.m.
until signoff.
Appliance Activity
More activity is developing in the
appliance field as local dealers prepare for a period of "hard sell"
campaigns. Tying-in with radio
announcement schedules in many
cases, these dealers are using participation programs on WHIO-TV
which allow them flexible time for
live product demonstration. One
dealer, in particular, reports spectacular sales results.
A fourth WHIO-TV classification is made up largely of participation on feature film theatres at
4-5 p.m. daily and 11:15 p.m. Monday through Friday. The afternoon
strip, though bucking the highly
rated NBC Kate Smith Show, has
produced excellent results for most
clients. A local sewing machine
dealer who depends on telephone
leads
reported 12 sales after the
first day.
The night feature strip was an
experiment in theatre programming, using the same m.c. each
night. It was built as an arcade,
with various merchants in the
arcade presenting the movie. Opening and closing billboards are employed, in addition to live cutouts
with camera demonstration. The
show is currently selling such
varied items as cameras, sandwiches, ice cream, automobile service, vacuum cleaners and oil furnaces. Significantly, many of the
clients never before used television
ana almost all have renewed after
experiments! periods.
Local Gets Results
Our experiences in Atlanta and
Dayton are typical of the effective
job television can do for the local
advertiser. They provide a clear

answer to the charge that TV is
too luxurious for the merchant or
dry cleaner or used-car dealer. The
local businessman who spends his
advertising money wisely in television can expect to get results.
As the television industry expands into every corner of the
country, it will find the local firm
is the backbone of station revenue
and the businessman in turn will
discover a new and powerful sales
weapon.
SLOAN

PREDICTS

6.5 Million Sets in '53
BEST year in history has been
predicted for TV receiver sales in
1953 by F. M. Sloan, operations
manager for the Westinghouse
Television-Radio Div., who said he
believed 6.5 to 7 million sets will
be sold during the coming year.
Predicting 50 million receivers
and 2,000 stations in television in
the next five years, Mr. Sloan last
week said the industry now has the
products, "know-how" and visible
expanding markets "upon which to
build its future."
TV was established as "the most
wanted product in the American
home" by the "history-making" TV
coverage of the national political
conventions, campaigns and elections, he said. He said Westinghouse has no fears of heavy market
penetration by TV in some areas,
because 1952 research assures the
electronic industry new products
for years.

Fitting a Medium
to a Market

ACUSE
NBC
AFFILIATE

WSYR

Covers
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SCBA

front office

GEORGE NICKSON, vice president and general manager, KXXX
Colby, Kan., to KEEP Twin Falls, Ida., in same capacities.
PAIGE HOLDER and N. E. WALLACE to sales staff, WCOG Greensboro,
N. C.
WILLIAM SNYDER to Avery-Knodel, Chicago, station representatives,
as account executive.
HENRY

THIELE to sales staff, WNOE

ALVIN M. BENTLEY
dent and director.

to WKNX-AM-TV

New Orleans.
Saginaw, Mich., as vice presi-

WARDE Q. BUTLER, announcer, WHIZ Zanesville, Ohio, transfers tosales staff.
PetAonaU

• • •

R. J. ROCKWELL, engineering vice president, Crosley Bcstg. Corp.,
Cincinnati, appointed to Ohio Program Commission, group studying possibility of state TV station. . . . WILLIAM S. MORGAN, general manager of KNOR Norman, Okla., elected president of Oklahoma Kiwanis
Club of 1953 and received Norman Chamber of Commerce service award
for 1952. . . . CHARLES STANDARD, network salesman at NBC Chicago, father of girl, Patricia, Dec. 9.
Strictly Business
(Continued from page 16)
former home of the Academy of decisions may be made on the spot."
Motion Picture Arts & Sciences,
Having filmed the pilot proand is redesigning it to house the
grams in Life of Riley, Louella
first motion picture stage con- Parsons Show, Two for the Money
structed for video filming before with Fred Allen, and Walter
an audience.
O'Keefe's Out of the Red series,
A plunge into film is economicalFilmcraft is branching out into
ly feasible according to Mr. Lin- the production and distribution of
denbaum, because "actually costs its own packages. Already in proare about equal, if everything else
duction isSmall World, a half-hour
is the same. Additional cost of series beamed
at regional distrifilm comes mainly from the addibution. In the pre-production stage
tions directors want, such as bigger is The Mark Twain Television
and more lavish sets, exterior Theatre, scheduled as a prestige
scenes, etc."
half-hour series for network synPleased to note that eastern
dication.
skepticism to filmed programming
Mr. Lindenbaum married the
has disappeared almost completely,
former
Regina Levy of Berkeley in
he feels there is a trend to decen1926. They make their home in the
tralize agency and network authority. While final decisions heretoSunset Towers on Hollywood's
famous Sunset Strip. For relaxfore have had to be made in New
ation, Mr. Lindenbaum enjoys
York, "key men of agencies and
networks soon will be and now are gardening, reading — and watching
being shifted to Hollywood, so that television.

the 'comer stone
of every .
advertising
campaign
in New
and
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MEETING
Jan. 9-70 at Charleston
SOUTH CAROLINA Broadcasters
Assn. convention Jan. 9-10 at
Charleston will feature a Saturday
trip on the Navy minesweeper
U.S.S. Rodman, according to SCBA
President John Rivers of WCSC
that city.
, The Friday morning session of
the convention, to be held at the
Francis Marion Hotel, will include
talks beginning at 11 a.m. through
luncheon, with L. H. Christian of
WRFC Athens, Ga., addressing the
afternoon session, which begins at
2. A BAB sales clinic will follow
at 3 p.m. with a question and
answer period, and a 4:30 panel on
rate cards will feature Wallace
Martin of WMSC Columbia as
moderator with panelists from four
state radio stations.
Mr. Rivers will display WCSC
TV equipment Friday evening.
Bill Stubblefield, NARTB stations relations director, at 9:30
a.m. will discuss NARTB services
at the Saturday morning session,
which begins at 9. Joe C. Good,
branch manager of the National
Cash Register Co., Columbia, S. C,
will talk at 9:45 on "How Do You
Some 100 masculine members of
SCBA will take part in the sea
trip, which will last from 11 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. The women will take
part
in luncheon, entertainment and
Sell?"
aGardens.
trip toCocktails
Charleston's
will beFamous
served
at
6
p.m.
at
the
home
of
President
Rivers.
SCBA's annual banquet will be
held at 7:30 p.m., with Bevo Whitmire of WFBC Greenville as entertainment chairman. Main speaker
will be Tony Vaccaro of the AP's
Washington bureau.

SUBSCRIPTION TV
RTMA Names Committee
SPECIAL committee to study subscription television has been named
by President A. D. Plamondon Jr.,
of Radio-Television Mfrs. Assn.
Paul V. Galvin, Motorola Inc., is
chairman. Creation of the committee was authorized Nov. 21 by the
RTMA board.
NARTB's TV Board at its Florida meeting directed President
Harold E. Fellows to name a subscription TV committee [B*T,
Dec. 15]. Chairman is Paul Raibourn of KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Serving on the new RTMA committee with Chairman Galvin are
W. R. G. Baker, General Electric
Co.; Max F. Balcom, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc.; H. C. Bonfig, Zenith Radio Corp.; John W..
Craig, Crosley Division; Allen B.
DuMont, Allen B. DuMont Labs.;
J. B. Elliott, RCA Victor Division;
Larry F. Hardy, Philco Corp.; H.
Leslie Hoffman, Hoffman Radio
Corp.; Leslie F. Muter of Muter Co.
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CORONATION
Willys to Pay $215,000
CBS radio ar\^ television coverage
of the Coronation Que°n Elizabeth II will cost Willys-Overland,
whose contract to sponsor it was
announced the weekend of Dec. 20
[B«T, Dec. 22, Dee. 151, a total
of approximately $215,000.
Time and talent costs for CBSTV's coverage of the London ceremonies were estimated at about
$135,000, while those for CBS Rad;o's broadcasting of the event
were placed at about $80,000.
CBS-TV is understood to be planning to devote a total of about two
hours to the Coronation. CBS
Radio was said to be planning
about three hours — one in the
morning, one in the afternoon, and
one during the evening. Final arrangements are being worked out
by Wells Church and Sig Mickelson,
news and public affairs directors
for CBS Radio and CBS-TV, respectively.
Willys-Overland also sponsors
the New York Philharmonic broadcasts on CBS Radio and participates in sponsorship of the 90minute Omnibus program on CBSTV. Referring to these shows and
the contract for coverage of the
Coronation next June 2, Ward M.
Canaday,
president
bile company,
said: of the automo"In behalf of the new Aero
Willys passenger cars, we are
proud to be able to combine the
best in radio and television broadcasting in bringing before the public the finest in automotive design
and production. Willys-Overland
realizes that good taste is the essence of good salesmanship and is
the basis of American appreciation and acceptance of quality merAgency for Willys-Overland is
Ewell
& Thurber Assoc., New York.
chandise."
NBC's radio and television coverage of the Coronation will be
sponsored by General Motors
[B*T, Dec. 15]. Detailed plans
have not been revealed.
CHICAGO FM
19 Stations Join Drive
NINETEEN FM - AM broadcast
stations in the Chicago area will
contribute more than 5,000 spoti
announcements urging listeners to
ask stores for FM demonstrations,
according to Edward A. Wheeler^
WE AW (FM) Evanston, chairman]
of the broadcaster-distributor FM
campaign to be held in February.
Special programs on FM are
being arranged by the group. Vir -.
gil E. Otto, Chicago Electric Assn.
is supervising the campaign for
the association. C. F. Parsons
Zenith Radio Corp., is chairman of
the
association's
committee.
At standing
least 80 radio-TY
outdoor
billboards will be used to promote
the campaign. John H. Smith Jr.,
NARTB FM director, is coordinatthe drive to stimulate FM sale^
and inglistening.
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grams
Wreathes Stations' Pro
SPIRIT
STATIONS
the nation
fifth
straight
year,
telecast
DAY
HOLIacross
mas programming in the station's hours of Christmas services Dec. 2%
24.
decked their program schedules
four-year history.
with boughs of holly, in keeping
WTAG-AM-FM Worcester,
WFIL-TV Philadelphia, among
with the advent of Yuletide.
Mass., presented the biggest Christother offerings, presented "The
Among stations which last week
Story of Silent Night" for the sixth
mas party in the station's history
Dec. 13. Two-hour show was prehad reported their special Christ- consecutive year, midnight to 12:30
mas activities were:
a.m. Christmas Day.
sented in the 3,000-seat Poli TheWEEI Boston offered a festival
United Broadcasting Co. held its ater.
WDSU-TV New Orleans, for the
of music to commuters of the Bosannual Christmas party Dec. 14 at
ton & Maine Railroad for the 14th
fifth
consecutive year, telecast MidWashington's Shoreham Hotel for
consecutive year. WEEI aired executives of UBC stations: WOOK
night Mass from
the city's midnight,
St. Louis
Cathedral,
beginning
seasonal music at Grand Concourse
WFAN (FM) Washington; WANT
Dec. 24.
of North Station from Dec. 17 Richmond, Va. ; WARK Hagersthrough Dec. 24.
WDEF Chattanooga, Tenn., entown, Md.; WSID Baltimore, and
tertained more than 5,000 youngWALK-AM-FM Patchogue, Long WINX Rockville, Md.
Island, N. Y., presented several
sters at the station's second annual
WRC, NBC outlet in WashingChildren's Christmas Party.
Christmas transcriptions and reton, D. C, presented "Amahl and
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., offered
motes, including a program of the Night Visitors" Dec. 20.
carols by combined choirs of all
WNBW (TV) Washington of- an original play, "Christmas in
Patchogue churches.
fered Midnight Mass from St. Pat- Korea," Christmas Eve. Play was
by Arthur L. Gray, WTVJ
WIP Philadelphia went all out
rick's Cathedral in New York from written
national sales manager.
for Christmas week festivities with midnight to 2 a.m. Dec. 25.
WNOX Knoxville enriched the
programs designed for fun, music
WWDC Washington broadcast
and the holiday spirit. Schedule
the Christmas Tree lighting cere- city's Empty Stocking Fund camincluded nationally known stars
mony from the White House front
paign by $2,000, raised through a
and music units.
special broadcast Dec. 12.
lawn Dec. 24. Ceremony featured
WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh offered an address by President Truman.
WELP Easley, S. C, helped unviewers the most elaborate Christderprivileged children by promotWGAY-AM-FM Silver Spring,
Md., on Christmas Day, aired a
ing thelection
city's
"Doll House,"
and distribution
centera colfor
four-hour "Christmas Festival" for
toys
and
other
contributions.
FTC IN LATHER
the fifth consecutive year. Show
featured Christmas stories and
WENK Union City, Tenn., for
Eyes Chlorophyl Ads
songs.
the fifth consecutive year, gave
WATV (TV) Newark, N. J., on enthusiastic support to the local
CHLOROPHYL — the chemical
agent which has changed many a Dec. 23 offered a new play entitled Junior Chamber of Commerce's
"Chimes for Charity" project.
"Christmas Junction." Play was
pink toothbrush to green and given written
by
Don
Luftig,
WATV
WLW and WLWT (TV) Cincingag writers new heart — has fallen
staff director.
under the scrutiny of the governnati talent staffs said "Merry
WHIM Providence, R. I., for the Christmas" to their audiences in a
ment. The Federal Trade Commission Dec. 19 directed its Bureau of sixth consecutive year, serenaded
two-hour "Holiday Helios" simuldowntown Christmas shoppers with
cast Dec. 21.
Industry Cooperation to hold a cona daily noontime program of holiference on advertising claims made
^ WJEL Springfield, Ohio, presentday music.
for chlorophyl and chlorophyl proed two special programs of Christducts.
WGY Schenectady's Dec. 19
mas music, featuring a local wellThe commission said it felt a show, "Christmas Around the
known blind organist.
World," featured boys and girls
KRES St. Joseph, Mo., observed
meeting "to be in public interest at from
Canada, Australia, England,
this time because (1) of the many
Christmas Eve by carrying three
France,
Italy
and
Greece
telling
all-inclusive advertising claims
separate church services that night
made in various newspapers and what Christmas is like in rural and early Christmas morning.
areas
in
their
countries.
other media [including radio and
Kukla, Fran & Ollie (NBC-TV),
WBAL-TV Baltimore be<?an its under
TV], and (2) the conflicting statethe direction of Burr TillChristmas
programming
Dec.
13
ments made by the experts quoted
strom,
entertained at the annual
with a slate of Christmas music
in such advertising."
Christmas Party of the Chicago
All available scientific and other sung by combined glee clubs. Dec. Television
Council.
21, the station presented its own
data will be explored and developed
Kling
Studios,
Chicago, presentdrama, an especially written story,
by FTC with a view toward taking
possible corrective action, the comed
a
special
puppet
feature, "Jingle
entitled, "The Christmas Sparrow."
mission added.
WMAR-TV Baltimore, for the All the Way" for children of employes, clients and friends.
WJR Detroit, among other season programs, on Dec. 24 offered
"Bud Guest's Special Christmas

OREGON'S
50,000

Only
WATT STATION

ABC
KEX

Affiliate

in Portland

©WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS Inc
WBZ • WBZA • WOWO • KEX • KYW • KDKA • WBZ-TV
National Representatives, Fiee & Peters, except for WBZ-TV; tor WBZ-TV, NBC Spot Sales
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WNAX Yankton, S. D., present- •
ed more than 700 gifts and over
Party."
$100
in cash to the nearby Sioux
City (Iowa) Boys and Girls Home,
at its eighth annual Christmas
Party.
KMOX St. Louis, for the 17th
consecutive Christmas Eve, presented Midnight Mass from what
was reported to be the oldest permanent white settlement west of
the Mississippi River. Services
were aired from the historic Catholic Church in St. Genevieve, Mo.
KDYL-TV Salt Lake City brought
Christmas into the children's wards
of several local hospitals, through

BIG '53 SET SALES
Joh nson Sees in Old TV Cities
BIGGEST sale of TV sets will continue for some time in established
markets where competition is
heavy, supplemented by demand in
areas opening up to the medium,
with both markets offering a potential of six million sets in 1953
if newly licensed stations take the
air when scheduled, in the opinion
of W. C. Johnson, vice president
in charge of sales for the Admiral
Corp., Chicago.
Mr. Johnson estimates the six
million figure after analyzing results of new television stations going on the air, replacement of small
screen or obsolescent receivers, and
the "trend" to family ownership of
two or more sets. He believes
750,000 to 1,250,000 of the sets sold
in 1953 will be marketed in new
TV cities, since some 100 stations
have scheduled starting dates that

an
troupe, which inyear.entertainment
cluded a Santa Claus.
KSFO San Francisco on Dec. 21
broadcast a complete performance
of Bach's "Mass in B Minor."
KFEL-AM-FM Denver on Dec.
19 aired the Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony from the City &
County Building in Denver. Program featured city's leading choirs.
KROW Oakland presented a fivehour Christmas greeting to northern California Dec. 24. Program
included carols, cantatas and other
Yuletide music.

Radio
King!
King with the listeners!
They've given WWDC the best
ratings we ever had — against the
toughest kind of radio and TV
competition.
King with national spot advertisers !
moreof on1952
WWDC
in
theThey've
first 11spent
months
than in
any similar period in our history.
King with local advertisers!
They spend more money on
WWDC than any other radio station
in the Washington area.
Yes! The king of the advertising
buys is radio! And the king of the
stations in Washington is WWDC!
Let your John Blair man give you
the whole WWDC story.
In Washington,
on a value

basis —

WWDC

k!»8

Represented nationally by
John Blair & Co.
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ACLU
INQUIRY
Hits Subversive Hearing
AMERICAN Civil Liberties Union
said last week that it has urged the
Senate Judiciary subcommittee
probing subversive infiltration of
radio, television and the entertainment industry to guarantee fairer
procedures for persons accused at
hearings.
In a letter to Sen. Pat McCarran
(D-Nev.), Judiciary Committee
Chairman and subcommittee member, ACLU expressed opinion that
activities of the subcommittee investigation of the1
Radio Writers
Guild were not
in accordance
with
due process of law.
The letter declared that persons
attacked in testimony should be permitted "to submit statements to
testify on their own behalf, to crossexamine and confront their accusers and to present a limited
number of witnesses." It noted
that the ACLU did not oppose the
scope of the subcommittee's inves"so long activities
as they and
are
limited to tigations
subversive
do not infringe upon the personal
and political views of individuals."
ACLU's letter pointed out that
three previous messages to Sen.
McCarran had failed to elicit a
statement as to the truth or falsity
of a charge that part of the testimony of one witness at the RWG
hearings, Welbourne Kelley, had
been suppressed by the subcommittee. ACLU commented, in this connection, that it did not know
whether testimony had been suppressed, but "merely wished to inquire" whether there was any foundation for the charge.
Paley Commission
PRESIDENT Truman last week
thanked the National Security Resources Board for its work in connection with recommendations offered by his Materials Policy
Commission under CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley. NSRB
agreed with the Paley commission
that a long-range program should
be instituted to assure the U. S. of
adequate raw materials. The recommendations will be explored at
a national conference on materials
policy, to be held in Washington,
D. C, early next year.

air-casters
BOB STROH, chief announcer,
WCOG Greensboro, N. C, promoto program , director. BILL OWNted
BEY, announcer
WHPE High Point,
N. C, returns to WCOG in same capacity. NORMAN GERO, WAYS Charlotte, and JOHN PARKER, WGH
Newport News, Va., added to WCOG
announcing staff.
PAUL DROUBAY to KEEP Twin
Falls, Ida., as program director.
JERRY LEIGHTON, chief announcer
and special events director, WSAZAM-TV Huntington, W. Va., to WSBATV York, Pa., as chief announcer and
production manager.
WEBLEY EDWARDS, producer - m.c.
of Hawaii Calls on
MBS, adds duties
of
executive
producer
at KONE
(TV) Honolulu.
STU WILSON,
production manager,
KBIG Avalon,
Calif., adds duties
as
public service
director.

ROBWILLIAM
d
HollN.ywoo
SON,
Mr. Edwards
radio-TV writer-director, appointed to
executive council of Radio & Television Directors Guild, that city, succeeding ELLIOTT LEWIS, director of
CBS Radio Suspense, resigned.
MARION BELL appointed publicity
director, WDOK Cleveland.
J. HENRY BOREN to KSL-AM-TV
Salt Lake City, as merchandising
director, succeeding MELVIN B.
WRIGHT,
Dec. 22]. who has resigned [B»T,
KENNETH LLOYD MAPES to WORTV New York as scenic designer,
replacing RAY TEMPLE, who has
resigned.
WILLIAM HOHMANN named research
supervisor at ABC Chicago, replacing
BOB ANDERSON, who has joined recity. search staff of Admiral Corp., same
DICK MILLER to production staff of
Welcome Travelers, aired on NBC-AMTV from Chicago.
BOB MARCUS, news bureau, KNX
Hollywood, shifts to editing department, CBS that city.

BOB RYAN, news editor, KJR Seattle,
to KING same city, as disc jockey.
DON MORTIMER, production staff,
WBAL-TV Baltimore, appointed film
editor there. JACK MARSH added to
station's production staff.
ROBERT P. ANDERSEN Jr., director
of television program operations,
KNXT (TV) Hollywood, to KECA-TV
Los Angeles as nighttime supervisor.
PAUL E. X. BROWN, announcersports editor, WERD Atlanta, appointed chairman of Negro Div., 1953 March
of Dimes campaign.
CHRISTINE PETERSON appointed
record librarian at WSYR Syracuse,
replacing BARBARA FETHERSTONE,
who has resigned. PEGGY CARR returns to cast of WSYR-TV's The Jim
Deline Gang, as vocalist.
HENRY SCHACHT, agriculture director, KNBC San Francisco, has won
Ralston-Purina Co.'s award for best
promotion job done on any program
undercificitsregion.sponsorship in Central PaRAYMOND E. NELSON, producerwriter-reporter of Mutual's Rod and
Gun Club of the Air, appointed outdoors editor of Real, men's magazine.
VI STOKESBERRY, hostess on Queen
of Clubs program on WTVJ (TV)
Miami, presented with award from
PTA of Liberty City primary school
for "outstanding service to Miami
community in helping to preserve
lives of our boys and girls."
E. H. MEEKS, director of sales promotion, WTOP Washington, to WMAL
same city, as director of promotional
and publicity activities replacing
JOHN GHILAIN, head of promotion,
and VAN DeVRIES, head of publicity,
who have resigned.
GUY LEBOW, WPIX (TV) New York
announcer and sportscaster, appointed TV sports chairman of March of
Dimes for fifth consecutive year.
MARY SINCLAIR, CBS-TV actress,
has terminated her motion picture
contract with Paramount Pictures
through mutual consent and returned
to New York for video work.
JOYCE TERRY, Hollywood radio actress, assigned role in Wisberg-Pollexfen feature film, "The Neanderthal
IRENE TEDROW, who portrays Mrs.
Archer on ABC radio Meet Corliss
Archer, assigned role in James Cagney
Productions
feature film, "A Lion in
Man."
the
Streets."
RON HAGGARTHY, star of Files of
Jeffrey Jones TV film series, assigned
role in 20th Century-Fox feature film,
"Fight Town."
DUDE MARTIN and SUE THOMPSON, star and vocalist, respectively,
on KTTV (TV) Hollywood Dude Martin Show, were married Dec. 15.
JACK PAVIS, press writer at ABC
Chicago, and Lila Fortier have announced their engagement.
GEORGE THOMPSON, ABC Chicago
guest relations manager, father of
girl, Chaya Lucette, Nov. 26.
CHUCK FULLER, WORZ Orlando,
Fla. program director, father of boy,
Charles Arthur Hunter, Dec. 15.
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BENDIX CANCELS
Closed Circuit Theatre TV
CLOSED circuit theatre telecast to
dealers, scheduled by Bendix Home
Appliances Div. of Avco Mfg. Co.,
South Bend, Ind., has been cancelled because of clearance problems. According to Edward C.
Herbert, advertising manager, the
theatre and distributor meeting
availabilities did not coincide, and
the company decided to conduct its
regular sales training sessions in
each individual market as in the
The closed circuit telecast was
to have originated in Chicago Garrick Theatre Dec. 30, with more
than 40 movie houses picking up the
past.
transmission from coast-to-coast
for dealer instruction on the new
(and first) line of kitchen appliances.
Media plans to back the new line
in the biggest advertising campaign of the company's history are
being completed now in South Bend
and at the Bendix agency, Earle
Ludgin in Chicago, where George
A. Rink is account executive. Radio
and television spots will be used,
but the quantity has not been determined. Much of the spot business
is expected to be bought on a dealer
coop basis. The company also
plans to use network television, and
tentatively has decided upon participation in NBC-TV's Today.
The broadcast schedule is not expected to take the air until late
February or March.
SEATTLE SURVEY
Junior League Conducts
A SURVEY of locally produced
television shows began this month
in Seattle, under the auspices of
the Junior League there, with completion scheduled for Feb. 1. Only
one such survey has been conducted
in the U. S. before — in the Los
Angeles area two years ago, according to Mrs. Charles M. Clark,
chairman
of the League's radio
and TV committee.
More than 70 Junior Leaguers
are taking part in the survey, which
will be based on the following
1. What was the program attempting
questions:
to put across? Was it accomplished?
2. What duction?
wasThe writing?
the quality
the proThe ofsets?
The
actors? The director? The camera technique?
3. Was the pace and timing of the
program
or bad? televised at a
4. Was good
the program
suitable hour?
5. Was the commercial suitable and
well handled?
6. Any additional criticism?
The questions are to be answered
by set-owning members of the
Junior League and others of the
general public, after several
months' observation of specific

Awards are planned for those
programs.
programs found to be of high
standard, according to Mrs. Clark.
She asserted the opening of additional channels in the Seattle area
will raise the standard of programs
already produced on KING-TV
Seattle.
BROADCASTING
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'52 SET RECORD
For Electronics — Balderston
ELECTRONICS industry made
greater strides in 1952 than in
"any previous 12 months," William
Balderston, Philco Corp. president,
said last week. He specified microwave communications, transistors
and color television.
Microwave communications
stepped "from the engineering
stage into reality" during 1952, Mr.
Balderston said, adding microwave
has been used by utilities, pipe line
companies and railroads, with industry sales of microwave equipment about $25 million and a backlog of orders in "the hundreds of
millions."
He said limited use of transistors
may be made in industrial equipment during 1953 and "certainly
in 1954." He praised "tremendous
strides" in 1952 by the National
Television Systems Committee, a
group representing makers of TV
equipment, for work toward a compatible color TV system, although
he said he did not believe color TV
can go on the market for "some
years to come."
Mr. Balderston predicted a record year for manufacturers of TV
receivers, stating, "We expect at
least 6.5 million will be manufactured in 1953,"
compare
6 million
sets into 1952.
He with
said
Philco believes the 7 million radio
sets made in 1952 will be increased
to 8 million in 1953.
Philco sales in 1952 set a record
of $350 million and the firm expects further sales gains in 1953,
he said. He said Philco's Government and Industrial Div. operations were increased in 1952 and
that Philco now has a backlog of
$160 million in orders for defense
equipment.
He said Philco expects national
income to continue rising in 1953
and government expenditures to
remain high from Congressional
appropriations already made.
RAYTHEON Mfg. Co., Waltham,
Mass., has declared quarterly dividend of 60 cents per share on $2.40
cumulative preferred stock for payment on Jan. 1 to holders of record
at close of business Dec. 15.

C H N S
HALIFAX
NOVA SCOTIA
A CAPITAL Station
In A CAPITAL City gets
You CAPITAL Results!
Ask
JOS. WEED & CO.
350 Madison Ave., New York
P.S. We now have our 5000 Watt
Transmitter in operation!
BROADCASTING
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allied

arts

McCAFFREY, president of
JOHN L.ationa
l Harvester Co., ChiIntern
cago, elected a director of AT&T, N.Y.
RICHARD A. GRAVER, vice president -general manager, CapehartFarnsworth Corp., Ft. Wayne, Ind., to
Hallicrafters Corp., Chicago, as vice
president and director of marketing.
W. J. GOERISCH appointed central
district sales manager, Graybar Electric Co., Chicago, replacing L. C.
ESTHUS who moves to Des Moines
as firm's sales manager there. Mr.
Goerisch is succeeded as general
power apparatus sales manager in
N. Y., by B. P. VanlNWEGEM.
RICHARD WEINER appointed head
of newly opened Milwaukee office of
Weiner-Morton & Assoc., Madison,
Wis., public relations firm.
A. D. HAMMOND, Atlanta district
manager of Graybar Electric Co.,
N. Y., and J. W. FRAZIER, Kansas
City district manager, elected to company's board of directors.
EVERETT BERNARDO appointed
midwest sales representative for H. H.
Buggie & Co., Toledo, electronic device and component parts manufacturer. He will be headquartered in
Chicago.
£&uijament • • •
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALTIES Corp., Richmond Hill, L. I., announces production of new portable
'PITCH DEAL1
Whitmore, Green Sued
NEWEST radio pitch deal of Ralph
A. Whitmore backfired Monday
when he and Phillip E. Green, his
partner in Famous Perfumes Co.,
were sued in Los Angeles Federal
Court by three internationally
known perfume companies for
trademark infringement and unfair
competition.
Demanding an accounting of all
profits made, Chanel Inc., Lanvin
Perfumes Inc., and Guerlain Inc.,
in the injunction suit allege the
defendants illegally marketed perfumes under trade marks owned by
those three companies.
Gail B. Selig, attorney for the
plaintiffs, said the perfumes marketed by the two men were bottled
in tiny capsules containing a few
drops of liquid with fragrance indicated by varying colors on each.
Suit charges products capsuled by
the defendants and sold for $1 is
of inferior quality.
A defendant in the notorious
1951 Christmas tree ornament
"pitch deal" on radio and TV, Mr.
Whitmore and his then partner
Harold Cowan stood trial early this
year on charges of mail fraud. The
case was thrown out of court when
Federal Judge Leon R. Yankwich
ruled that no intent to defraud had
been proved [B«T, Jan. 21].
The two men reportedly hauled
in more than $100,000 in the
Christmas tree pitch, but later filed
bankruptcy petitions.

• Telecasting

OUTLOOK
Gwilym Price Optimistic
AMERICAN industry's postwar
foresight and willingness to take a
risk have paid off for the nation
during 1952, Gwilym A. Price,
president, Westinghouse Electric
Corp., said last week in a year-end
statement.

tape
called Travis
"Tapak."
Unit recorder
will be distributed
by Terminal
Radio Corp., N. Y.
RADIO TUBE Div., Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., Emporium, Pa., announces production of miniature, high
perveance,
triode,12BH7.
vertical deflectiondouble
amplifier, Type
WARD E. RICE INDUSTRIES, Gary,
Ind., announces production of SpraKleen, electrical contact cleaner and
lubricant in pressurized dispenser
can. New product eliminates necessity for removing controls and other
components from radio or TV chassis
because of pressure feature.

"The great expansion of productive capacity since 1946 made it
possible during the past year to
turn out an ever-increasing volume
of defense equipment and at the
same time maintain a high level of
consumer and industrial goods production," Mr. Price declared.
The electrical industry, he continued, is at the forefront of this
two-pronged
is aiming at productive
new high effort.
levels "It
of
defense production, while at the
same time increasing output of
such consumer goods as appliances
and television sets and industrial

"Technical • • •
JACK ALMON to WCOG Greensboro,
N. C, as control operator.

Since the start of 1946, Mr. Price
said, Westinghouse has invested
$245 million in new plants and
products." facilities. By 1955, he
improved
added, this investment will amount
to some $450 million and the inbe 125%.crease in productive capacity will

AP ELECTIONS
N. Y. Assn. Names Brown
ELECTION of officers was held at
annual meeting of New York State
Associated Press Broadcasters
Assn., Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany,
Dec. 7-8. New officers are: Thomas
Brown, news director WGVA Geneva, president, and Monroe Benton, WNYC New York news director, vice president. Norris Paxzon,
Albany bureau chief, was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
CBS

Mr. Price said "engineering and
production-wise, 1952 marked a
new peak in the history of Westinghouse growth and accomplishOptimistically, the WEC president commented that "barring an
unexpected turn of events in the
international situation, industry's
1953 course should be one of conment." tinued high production. . . . We
believe the business outlook for

20- Year Club

Westinghouse is most favorable."

AT CBS Hollywood's annual
Christmas party, 15 new members
of the network's 20- Year Club were
installed. New members are Edith
Todesca, radio-TV personnel assistant; Les Bowman, radio-TV director of technical operations; James
Melick, executive assistant to radioTV management; Wilbur Hatch,
CPRN musical director; Fred Olson,
32 radio-TV concert master and
contract manager; Larry Lazarus,
radio-TV budget supervisor, and
radio-TV engineers Paul O'Hara,
Carl Campbell, Harry Felch, Ben
Harper, Leo Shepard, Herman
Bruck and Henry Peterson.

FARM FEDERATION
Espouses TV's Freedom
TELEVISION is "an excellent medium"
for disseminating
tion and should
be as free informaas other
media, the American Farm Bureau
Federation declared at its national
convention in Seattle Dec. 11.
The federation adopted a resolution urging its board of directors
to give "prompt attention" to TV
channel allocations with the objective of encouraging maximum use
by private institutions.

Another BMI
TILL
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fCC

actions

DECEMBER

A

A

19 THROUGH

DECEMBER 24
cond.-conditional
CP-construction permit
anL-anterma
LS-local sunset
DA-directional antenna
D-day
mod. -modification
ERP-effective radiated power N-night
trans.-transmitter
STL-studio-transmitter link aur.-aural
unl.-unlimited hours
synch, amp.-sychronous amplifier vis. -visual
STA-special temporary authorization
CG-conditional grant
SSA-special service authorization
Grants authorizing new stations and transfers, accompanied by a
roundup of new station and transfer applications, begin on page 95.
December 17 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
License for CP
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — License for
CP, which authorized increase in D
power. AMENDED to change name of
applicant to The Television Corp.
APPLICATION RETURNED
License for CP
WJXN Jackson, Miss.— License for CP
which authorized change in trans, location, installation of new trans, and
change in ant. type.
TENDERED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WDEL-TV Wilmington, Del. — Mod.
CP, which authorized change in facil-

ities, to change type transmitter from
that specified in application.
December 22 Applications . . .
ACCEPTED FOR FILING
Modification of CP
WLSA Andalusia, Ala.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval
of ant., trans, and studio location.
KBIM Roswell, N. M. — Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval
of ant., trans, and studio location and
make changes in ant. system.
WBAW Barnwell, S. C — Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, for approval
of ant., trans, and studio location.
WRIS Roanoke, Va.— Mod. CP, which
authorized new AM, for approval of
ant. and trans, location. AMENDED to
specify studio location.
KCHY Cheyenne, Wyo. — Mod. CP,
CAB

— FIRST CHOICE
OF ENGINEERS !
Only Magnecorder offers all the flexibility, high fidelity and features you
require — at a price you want to pay!
FITS EVERY PURPOSE — EVERY PURSE!
PORTABLE — LIGHTWEIGHT
Recorder in one case -~
Amplifier in line orher. Easy
handling .— compact!
QUICKLY RACK MOUNTED
Units can be combined forstudio operation of portable
equipment.
CONSOLE OR CONSOLETTE
Operation available by combining units in rich Magnecorder cabinets,.

225 W. Ohio St., Chicago 10, III.
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VOTE PLANNED
On Survey Standards
CANADIAN broadcasters at their
annual meeting in March at Montreal will be asked to vote on establishment of standards for listener
surveys. At a joint meeting of
directors of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters and the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurements, it was
decided to ask the CAB annual
meeting to approve of a full-time
BBM research director, who among
other duties would set up standards
for firms making listener surveys.
Duties of the research director
also would include suggestions for
improving the BBM system, examining systems of listener survey
companies, informing agencies and
advertisers of the merits and
limitations of these survey systems,
and other jobs for improving
audience surveys of all kinds used
for broadcasting.
Real significance of this move is
that it will allow Canadian stations
to use whatever listener survey
service they wish pending a seal of
approval system to be developed
by the full-time research director
to be appointed.

Over $5,000,600.00 in successful sales
campaigns that grossed from $5,000
10 $150,000 for some 400 radio and
TV stations from coast-to-coast since
1931. Phone 26239 or 48440.
411 AVAL0N PLACE, PEORIA, ILL.

which'
AM, location.
for approval
of ant.,authorized
trans., andnewstudio
Replace Expired CP
WANA Anniston, Ala. — CP to replace
expired CP, which authorized new AM,
to be operated on 1490 kc, 250 w-unl.
Extension of Completion Date
KLCN
Blytheville,
Ark. in— frequency,
Mod. CP,
which authorized
change
for extension of completion date.
WJIMauthorized
Lansing,change
Mich. in— ant.
Mod.
CP,
which
system,
for extension of completion date.
KFYO Lubbock, Tex.— Mod CP, as
mod., which authorized change in facilities, for extension of completion date.
Change Name
KSON San Diego — Mod. license to
change name to C. Fredric Rabell and
Dorothy
Bcstrs. Johnson Rabell d/b as KSON
License for CP
KLIL Estherville, Iowa — License for
CP, which authorized new AM.
Change Transmitter Type
WKIK Leonardtown, Md.— Mod. CP,
which authorized new AM, to change
type trans, and make changes in ant.
system. Replace Expired CP
WLON Lincolnton, S. C— CP, to relace expired CP, which authorized new
AM, to be operated on 1270 kc, 500 w-D.
License Renewals
Following
of license: stations request renewal
KHUB Watsonville,
WCVIWash.;
Connellesville,
Pa.; KPKWCalif.;
Pasco,
KFEL-FM Denver, Col.; WMBR-FM
Jacksonville, Fla.; WIOD-FM Miami,
Fla.; WHOO-FM Orlando, Fla.; WGBAFM Columbus, Ga.; KROS-FM Clinton,
Iowa; KRNT-FM Des Moines; KCSJFM Sioux
Iowa; KVOL-FM
ette, Ind.;City,
WLAP-FM
Lexington,LafayKy.;
KWKH-FM Shreveport, La.; WBSM-FM
Bedford, Mass.; WBCM-FM Bay City,
Mich.; WTCN-FM Minneapolis, Minn.;
KFTJO-FM Clayton, Mo.; KCHR (FM)
POWELL ELECTED
Is President of TWA
DICK POWELL has been elected
president of Television Writers of
America, Hollywood group currently in NLRB hearing over jurisdictional dispute of video writers
on network shows. He succeeded
Charles Isaacs, pro tern president.
Other officers elected were John
Fenton Murray, vice president, and
Bob White, secretary-treasurer.
Named to two-year terms as board
directors were Jess Oppenheimer,
Charles Isaacs, Ann Kazarian and
Hal Goodman. One-year terms
went to Seaman Jacobs, Shelby
Gordon, Ben Freedman, Ben Brady,
Nate Monaster, Bernie Ederer, Phil
Sharp and Jack Elinson.
SERVICE

Custom-Built Equipment
U. S. RECORDING CO.
1121 Vermont Ave., Wash. 5, D. C.
Lincoln 3-2705

• TOWERS •
AM • FM • TV •
Complete Installation!
TOWER SALES & ERECTING CO.
6100 N E. Columbia Blvd.
Portland 11. Oregon

Farmington, Mo.; KDRO-FM Sedalia,
Mo.; KTTS-FM Springfield, Mo.; WBTFM Charlotte, N. C; WNAO-FM Raleigh, N. C; WOHS-FM Shelby, N. C;
WCAE-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.; WCSC-FM
Charleston, S. C; WISC-FM Madison,
Wis.; WJMC-FM Rice Lake, Wis.;
WCRS-FM Greenwood, S. C; WPDXFM Clarksburg, W. Va.
December 23 Decisions . . .
BY BROADCAST BUREAU
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb. — Granted
mod. CP to change name to Meredith
WOW Inc., ERP from vis. 16.2 kw, aur.
8.5 kw, to 20 dbk (100 kw) vis., 17 dbk
(50 kw) aur. and change type transmitter.
Remain Silent
WSAJ
(FM)
ed authority to Grove
remain City,
silentPa.—
for Grantperiod
Dec. 20 through Jan. 5, 1953, to observe
Christmas vacation.
Cancel License
WIBM-FM Jackson, Mich.— Granted
request to cancel license and delete FM.
WMBI-FM Chicago, m.— Granted request to cancel license and delete FM.
License Granted
WFOB-FM Fostoria, Ohio — Granted
license covering changes in FM; Ch.
244; 1 kw, ant. 215 ft.
WAPI cense
Birmingham,
Ala. —inGranted
covering increase
D powerlifrom
kw unl.unl.DA-N, to 5 kw-N 10
kw-LS,5 DA-N
WEVA Emporia, Va. — Granted license
for new AM; 1400 kc, 250 w unl.
Modification of CP
WHVF Wausau, Wis.— Granted mod.
CP to change trans, location to north
of Wausau Ave.; change type trans,
and
dition.make changes in ant. system; conWGGA Gainesville, Ga. — Granted
mod. CP to change trans, location; conditions.
Cancel License
KWTN
Crystal
Tex.—
request to cancel City,
license
andGranted
delete
call letters effective Dec. 15, 1952.
Change Type Transmitter
KSVCcenseRichfield,
Utah in
— Granted
licovering change
type trans.
KOVO Provo, Utah — Granted mod.
CP to change type trans.
Extension of Completion Date
Granted mod. CP's for extension of
completion dates, as shown:
WBRY Waterbury,
Conn., to Wis.,
2-15-53,to
condition;
WRDB Reedsburg.
2-21-53; KMYC-FM Marysville, Calif.,
to 1-7-53; KTHS Little Rock, Ark., to
4-1-53, conditions; WNAC-FM Boston,
to 1-15-53; KWOC-FM Poplar Bluffs,
Mo., to 7-14-53.
Granted License
KANU
(FM)
Kan.— Granted license for Lawrence,
noncommercial
educational FM; Ch. 218; 35 kw.
WGAR-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted
license for new FM; Ch. 258; 31 kw;
ant. 410 ft.
WKRC-FM Cincinnati, Ohio— Granted
license covering changes in FM.
Granted CP
WQAN-FM Scranton, Pa. — Granted

DIRECTORY
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Engineer on duty all night every night
JACKSON 5302
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.

DAV
STATION

t.O. tOX 99 1,
BROADCASTING

GUIDANd
DT. NEW YOK
• Telecasting

CONSULTING

RADIO

&

JANSKY & BAILEY
Executive Offices
National Press Building
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
ADams 4-2414
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & CO.

Craven, Lohnes & Culver
MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

26 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio
MUNSEY BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
MclNTOSH & INGLIS
1216 WYATT BLDG
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TELEVISION

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
MO. 3-3000
Laboratories Great Notch, N. J.

ENGINEERS

GEORGE

C. DAVIS

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

There is no substitute for experience
GILLETT & BERGQUIST
982 NATL. PRESS BLDG. NA. 8-3373
WASHINGTON, D. C.

GEORGE E. GAUTNEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
National 8-7757

Member AFCCE *
RUSSELL
1422 F St., N. W.

P. MAY
Kellogg Bldg.

Radio & Television
Washington,
D.Engineers
C4212 S. Buckner
Dallas, Texas
1605 Conn. Ave.
Blvd.

Metropolitan 8-4477
Member AFCCE *

Washington, D. C.

E. C. PAGE
CONSULTING RADIO
ENGINEERS
BOND BLDG. EXECUTIVE 3-5670
WASHINGTON 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

MILLARD M. GARRISON
1519 Connecticut Avenue
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
ADAMS 2-2261

KEAR

WILLIAM L. FOSS, Inc.
Formerly Colton & Foss, Inc.
927 15th St., N. W. Republic 7-3883
WASHINGTON, D. C.

JOHN
CREUTZ
319 BOND BLDG.
REPUBLIC 7-2151
WASHINGTON, D. C.

P. O. Box 32
AR. 4-8721
1100 W. Abram

Member AFCCE *

ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Republic 7-6646
Washington 7, D. C.

GEORGE P. ADAIR
Consulting Radio Engineers
Quarter Century Professional Experience
Rodio-TelevisionElectronics-Communications
1610 Eye St., N. W., Wash. 6, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 — Executive 3-5851
(Nights-holidays, Lockwood 5-1819)
Member AFCCE *

WALTER F. KEAN
AM-TV BROADCAST ALLOCATION
FCC & FIELD ENGINEERING
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3738 Kanawha St., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone 6-2924

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

"Registered Professional Engineer"
1311 G St., N. W.
EX 3-8073
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT L. HAMMETT
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
230 BANKERS INVESTMENT BLDG.
SAN FRANCISCO 2, CALIFORNIA
SUTTER 1-7545

BERNARD ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
5010 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif.

NOrmandy 2-6715

Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

815 E. 83rd St.

Hiland 7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Vandivere,
Cohen & Wearn
Consulting Electronic Engineers
612 Evam Bldg. NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C

mod. CP for approval of ant., trans,
CP to make changes in licensed FM;
and studio locations; condition.
Ch. 297; ERP 1.8 kw; ant. 1,200 ft.
Extension of Completion Date
KNX-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted CP to change ERP from 59 kw to
KNBR North Platte, Neb.— Granted
72 kw, and ant. from 2,800 ft. to mod. CP for extension of completion
2,750 ft.
date to 2-15-53; condition.
Cancel License
Modification of CP
KSTP-FM St. Paul, Minn.— Granted
WAEW Crossville, Tenn. — Granted
BROADCASTING
• Telecasting

& KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

REpublic 8-3984

WELDON
& CARR
Consulting

Member AFCCE *
GUY

C. HUTCHESON

Member AFCCE *
A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
HIGHLAND PARK VILLAGE
DALLAS 5, TEXAS
JUSTIN 6108
Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1011 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.

Member AFCCE •
GRANT

R. WRATHALL

Aptos, California
Appointments
arranged
for City
San Francisco
Seattle
Salt Lake
Los Angeles
Portland Phoenix
Box 260
APTOS — 3352
Member AFCCE *
HARRY R. LUBCKE
CONSULTING TELEVISION ENGINEER
INSTALLATION-OPERATION
Television Engineering Since 1929
2443 CRESTON WAY
HO. 9-3266
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
request to cancel license and delete FM.
Granted STA
WFPG-TV Atlantic City, N. J. —
Granted STA to operate on commercial
basis on Ch. 46 except for waiver of
Sec. 3.687 of Rules with respect to operation without visual and aural freequip-to
ment,quency
for themodulation
periodmonitoring
Dec. 13, 1952
May 13,
1953.
(Continued on page 75)

RAYMOND

M. WILMOTTE

1469 Church St., N.W. DEcatur 2-1231
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE'
Fred O. Grimwood & Co., Inc.
Consulting Radio Engineers
S. C. Grimwood, Pres. Ra!|h J. til; ir.ShEng
4977 Bldg.
2026 R.Chestnut
R. Exchange
St. Louis 1, Mo.
Since 1932

Member AFCCE •
December 29, 1952
•
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.
Deadline: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
Situations Wanted 20# per word — $2.00 minimum • Help Wanted 25# per word — $2.00 minimum
All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum • Display ads. $15.00 per inch
No charge for blind box number. Send box replies to
Broadcasting • Telecasting. 870 National Press Bldg., Washington 4, D. C.
applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
please).
All transcriptions,
to box numbers
sent at orowner's
inq expressly
repudiates anyphotos,
liabilityetc.or sent
responsibility
for theirarecustody
return. risk. Broadcasting • TilicastHelp Wanted
Managerial
Commercial manager, independent,
100,000 New England City. Prefer man
ambitious to learn -management. Excellent opportunity.
Box 346S, BROADCASTING •TELECASTING.
Opportunity to purchase all or part
and manage independent radio station
in fast growing
cultural market ofindustrial
75,000 inandstateagri-of
Washington. Deal directly with owner
bv writing in care of Box 355S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Opportunity for aggressive salesman
Northeast indie,
TV applicant.
Advancement for good
man. Opening
January, February.
Box
331S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Proven background to sell radio in
medium-size 5-station Midwest TV market. Must be man who wants to make
good money
and and
takecommission.
roots in the Reply.
community. Salary
Box
353S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Salesman for full time independent in
Major Southern market. Good drawing
account against 15 percent commission.
Contact Commercial Manager, WBGE,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Announcers
Somewhere there is an announcer-copywriter working for a 250 watt station
who is ready to advance in his radio
career. We are looking for such a man
to work for a 5,000 watt CBS affiliate
which takes special pains to provide
advanced training. If you are the man
write giving full details first letter.
Box 264S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Good announcer with first class ticket.
Permanent, good pay, good working
conditions. Northeast area. Write Box
288S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTTwo announcers preferably combo.
Forty-hour
week. Northwest.
Box 316S,
BROADCASTING
. TELECASTING.
Experienced announcer - salesman,
thirty or older, for staff expansion
Midwest kilowatt, network affiliate.
Give all details first letter. Reply Box
317S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Northeast indie, TV applicant, has immediate opening for engineer, with or
without experience. Box 330S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer with first class license. Experience necessary. Small town, 25watt operation with good salary and
living conditions. Box 341S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Top flight DJ to take over morning
spot. Pay is dependent on ability to
build and maintain audience. Box 361S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Help
— Announcer
on hisMichway
up forWanted
progressive
Southeastern
igan station with plans as big as your
ambitions. Good ad lib, emphasis on
news and sports. Send audition and
details to Box 362S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Staff announcer, needed by Southern
network affiliate with TV plans. Must
be conscientious and versatile. Salary
commensurate with ability. Box 364S,
BROADCASTING ■ TELECASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey with proven
successful DJ record in competitive
large market oDeration. $85.00 start with
regularly scheduled increases to $100.00
weekly. Station located large centralSouth market. TV future. Send audition, photo and complete background.
Confidential. Box 369S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Average-good announcer with first class
ticket. Engineering knowledge unnecessary.modern
Ideal working
spacious
studios.conditions
Start $350.00
monthly plus. KLEA, Lovington, New
Mexico.
Good combo man needed by Southwest CBS affiliate, $91.50 for 6-day
week if you know your business. Mail
complete qualifications, references and
disc to Jim Duncan, KSIL, Silver City,
New Mexico.
Newsman,
announcer,
for Wyoming pioneer
station. writer
Fine equipment
personnel. Advise salary desired. 48
hours ture,
weekly.
Air mail KSPR,
audition,
picfull particulars
Casper,
Wyoming.
5000 watt NBC affiliate in city of 15,000
needs experienced announcer with
copywriting ability. Duties will include
some continuity writing. Send audition,
disc, terphoto,
reference, andmarital
detailedstatus,
letgiving background,
salary expected and telephone number
to Ray Beels, KVGB, Great Bend,
Kansas.
Newsman to handle major newscasts
on air. Stress is on reporting ability.
Newspaper background will be given
preference. We will work with you on
air style. Our preference is for man
with basic
to learn,
mature, ability,
cooperative.desire
Contact:
KWKH
News Bureau, (CBS 50 kw) P. O. Box
1387, Shreveport, Louisiana.
WDOB, Canton, Mississippi needs three
announcer-engineers. $1.60 per hour
plus time and half all over forty hours.
Rush audition, photo, and resume.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent, in fast growing city. WMDN, Midland, Michigan.
Competent announcer with air personcivicexperienced
consciousness.
payingalityjobandfor
man.WellWMLX,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Wanted:
— call,
wire or Experienced
write Radio announcer
Station WRRF,
Washington, North Carolina.
Live wire independent needs personalitysurate
staff withannouncer.
Pay commenability. Contact
WVSC,
Somerset, Pennsylvania.
Combination announcer-engineer, first
class ticket. Permanent. WWGS, Tifton, Georgia.
Technical
First class engineer. No experience required. Virginia network station. Box
238K, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted: 3nouncers,combination
engineer-anheavy on announcing.
Pay is
well. All correspondence held in strict
confidence. Location North Louisiana.
Box
280S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Girl announcer-engineer, first ticket,
to originate midnight to morning music
program. $86.40 for 40 hours. Leading
Northwest independent. Box 325S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Engineer by station in large Texas city.
Experience unnecessary. Box 329S
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
First phone: transmitter operator, no
experience required. Write or call Bill
Ross, KODI, Cody, Wyoming.
Combination engineer announcer
wanted immediately. Must have good
voice. Experience not necessary. Send
details, photo,
Laramie,
Wyoming.and tape. KOWB,
Engineer, some announcing. Good
pay, Wadena, Minnesota.

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
Engineer for regional 5 kw with 50 kw
FM. Must enjoy studio control work as
well as transmitter operation. Salary
range
from $75.00
to $92.50.
Write or
wire William
Murphree,
Chief Engineer,
WABB, Mobile, Alabama.
Engineers needed for WACL and WJAZ.
Contact Lloyd McKinney, Waycross,
Georgia.
First class operator. Transmitter work.
Union. Experience
not necessary.
Permanent. 40 hour week,
iy2 overtime.
WAOV, Vincennes, Indiana.
First class engineer studio transmitter.
Work $57.50, 40 hour week. Experience
desirable, not necessary. WCEM, Cambridge, Md. Phone 1580.
First class transmitter engineer, car
necessary. Phillip R. Hurlbut, WCSI,
Columbus, Indiana.
Engineer with experience . . . Would
consider a combo man. WKRM, Columbia, Tennessee.
Immediate
operator. opening
Must have for
firsttransmitter
phone license
and broadcasting experience. Well payjob with
good WMIX,
hours. Mt.MustVernon,
have
car. ingCall
or wire
Illinois.
Combination
Contact H. Tomengineer-announcer.
Morris, Radio Station
WNCA, sition
Siler
City,
North
Carolina.
Poopen at this time. Would like
personal radio history, first phone,
audition disc or tape.
Engineer studio transmitter operator.
Send photo and resume of experience
to WSRS, Cleveland, Ohio.
Wanted: nouncer.
combination
Looking for firstengineer-anclass man
to take over chief engineer and pull
announcing shift. Announcing must be
good, lentprefer
lib down
experience.
town to adsettle
and beExcelpart
of
community.
If
you've
got what
takes, we will pay. Joe Phillips,
WSSO,it
Starkville, Mississippi, The Home of
Mississippi State College.
First phone; . transmitter operator,
WSYB, Rutland Vermont.
Immediate opening, first phone engineer,
applicants
ered, 1000inexperienced
watt daytime
station,considgive
full resume first letter. Write WWYO,
Pineville, West Virginia.
Production-Programming , Others
Wanted :-news man with good announcing voice to gather, write and edit
local news. Must be experienced or
must have background for position.
Job requires some announcing, news
casting,
use of part
tape recorder.
Station hasandcontacts,
time reporter
and excellent local cooperation. Only
live wire male will be considered.
Ability more important than experience forsylvania
this davtimer.
kilowatt
Eastern
Write
Box Penn351S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Exceptional opportunities. Expanding
indie, Pacific Northwest. One account
executive, thoroughly experienced,
who has confidence in the future of
independent AM radio. Also, one experienced gal salesman. Also one topnotch gal continuity director. Send
complete resume, background, references, photo. Continuity director also
send samples
of execs
copy, will
salarybe requirements. Account
offered
attractive
ar-'
rangement.salary
Theseplusarecommission
strictly topdrawer openings in a rich, largely untapped, major market. We have a
terrific staff now, want first-rate people
to joinland,us.Oregon.Contact Kelly, KLIQ, Port-

Help Wanted (Cont'd)
NBC Michigan affiliate needs person
with station traffic experience. Ideal
working conditions plus good salary.
If interested contact Ray Ulbrich,
WSAM, Saginaw, Michigan. Telephone
2816-1.
Television
Salesmen
WJTV,tion hasMississippi's
television
staopening
for first
oneJohn
well Rossiter,
qualified
salesman.
Contact
WJTV, Jackson, Mississippi.
Production-Programming, Others
TV station in Southeast looking for
experienced news man for permanent
position. TV newsman desiring change
or experienced
radio qualify.
news manSenddesiring enter TV may
all
details including salary requirements
and small CASphoto.
Box
290S,
BROADTING .TELECASTING.
Situations Wanted
Managerial
Successful
local
stationEmployers
manager will
desires new opportunity.
recommend. CASTING Age
33.
Box
294S,
BROAD.TELECASTING.
Managed two local stations to high
profits and community acceptance. Box
295S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
General manager of one of most successfuldesires
small station
operations
in Mid-to
west
change,
preferably
station with TV plans. Experienced in
all phases of radio, solid family man,
leader in civic affairs. This man is in
no hurry to change positions, but is
looking toward his future and yours.
Has complete record of achievements
for inspection
during
personal inter-.
view. Box 344S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Manager-program director. 15 years
radio experience, all branches, includyears profitable
management.
Sober,ing 3reliable,
married. Will
produce
results with low overhead. Excellent
references. Available immediatey due
to saleestedofmanage
station.
Particularly
new station;
build interfrom
ground
up. OrSalary
PD metropolitan
or network.
open. Box indie
345S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Program manager: Station experience
from 250 to 50,000 watt as program
manager,tinuitymanager,
announcer,
condirector. Network
and agency
experience
over
NBC
and
ABC
—
also
television production and writing. Will
furnish highest references from past
and present affiliations. Presently program manager for leading station and
regional network.
Box 356S, BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Salesmen
Ten years experience sales announcing.
Like to work. No desk jockey. Vet,
single, university Illinois graduate, not
afraid long hours. Twice associate sales
manager. Available after January 1953.
Not interested temporary employment.
State salary, commission, etc., chance
to work up to sales manager first
letter. Prefer Illinois; will consider all
offers. Ed Woodmansee. 860 S. Lincoln
Avenue, Springfield, Illinois, 7406.
Announcers
Exceptional man available for station
that needs a professional announcer.
Box 340S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Outstanding authoritative news voice.
Dozen years experience available as
newscaster, editor, or program director.
Box
365S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Announcer-lst phone, experienced all
phases Box
including
sports. Minimum .
$85.00.
367S, BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Veteran, 23, completed radio-TV school;
has firstOnephone.
and photo
on reauest.
year Tape
production
experience
Hollywood TV station. Pr^ers Western
states. Box 370S, BROADCASTING •
TELECASTING.
Hollywood
actor,
versatile
talents,
grams & sales
ideas
plus can
make pro$$$
for
you.
Hear
my
voice.
Phone
Grant,
2239 Buffalo, New York.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Qualified announcer with experience
desires position on the announcing staff
of a Midwestern radio station. Johnny
Hagan, 210 N. Kolin Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois, Austin 7-5924.
Announcer-staff. Some New York experience. Resume, photo and audition
disc on request. Good resonant voice
very
versatile.
Draft exempt,worker
married
no children. Conscientious
wishes to become part of good community. Wire collect, Carl Servel, 66
Riverside Avenue, Lyndhurst, New Jersey.
Disc
jockey-salesman
prefers
Southwest
stations. Write
SteveSouth
Smigla,or
3132
Irving
Avenue,
South,
Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
Technical
>, 12 years experience AM-FM chief engineer wants combination job. Minimum salary — $350.00 per month. Box
363S,
BROADCASTING
• TELECASTING.
Chief engineer construction experience.
Announcer now combination chief and
PD. Box 368S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Mechanical engineer, 36, to graduate in
'53, desires
position
assistant to
president on radio
or television
network.
Eleven years experience operating own
sporting goods business and eight years
secretarial experience. Box 371S,
BROADCASTING • TELECASTING.
Engineer announcer, first class ticket,
capable taking over chief within 90
days, CBS affiliate. Send audition and
qualifications, Radio Station KEEP,
Twin Falls, Idaho.
Production-Programming, Others
Money-maker available. Profit sharing
basis
only.
money-makers .
stations.
Box Built
296S, two
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Need a TV administrative assistant?
Have solid background in TV management, operation, public relations, sales
and programming. Now in similar cawith top TV outlet.
betterpacity
opportunities.
Can beDesire
of vital
assistance to new organization or plan, ning group. Mature family man with
good record in TV. Best references.
Complete details on request. Box 350S,
BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Build top audience for you. Aggressive
promotion, presentation major sports.
Box
354S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Copywriter-announcer-strong stimulating copy. Live presentation sparkling
personality. Good commercial delivery,
straight, pitch, of ad lib experience
my goal. Box 372S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
Television
Technical
First phone engineer. 29, eight years
50 kw clear channel operator, five years
film work, presently employed in TV
control and projection, any location
suitable, available January first. Box
347S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECAST35 years old, 15 in AM, 10 as chief
engineer. Want to learn television in
station now operating or constructing.
Box 357S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
TV-camera, studio, control. 7 years AM
-announcer,
1st •phone.
Box 366S,
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
TV production. Two years TV school
with practical experience, radio experience. One year college. 30, married
veteran. Box 342S, BROADCASTING .
TELECASTING.
TV or radio news/special events editor.
Solid background network TV, independent and network radio. Know programming. Family man wanting responsible position. Box 359S, BROAD| CASTING . TELEECASTING.
I Experienced TV film specialist, form| > erly
withCapable
mediumof sized
Midwestern
station.
heading
depart<ij ment,
training crew.
References.
Ans.
Box
360S,
BROADCASTING
•
TELECASTING.

For Sale
Stations
Only radio station Northwestern town
8,000 population.
Grossing $72,000.00
annually, netting $22,000.00.
Confidential.
Box
247S,
BROADCASTING
.
TELECASTING.
Start the new year right. Own your
own station. Independents. Affiliates.
All prices. Jack L. Stoll & Associates,
4958 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 29,
California.
Equipment, etc.
For Sale: Four complete WE 109A
reproducer
vertical
lateral with twogroups
extra for
heads.
Threeandheads
and one arm
need
repair.
Will
sell
individual y or as package for best offer.
Box 348S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
General Radio 731 -A modulation monitor. Good condition. Spare tubes.
$200.00. Station KFSG, 1100 Glendale
Boulevard, Los Angeles 26, California.
Western Electric 504 B-2 3 kw. FM
transmitter now on the air. In use approximately 4years. WAVU, P. O. Box
250, Albertville, Alabama.
Equipment
sale— W. E.onCo.air50617,000
B-2
10 kw FM for
transmitter;
hours, 3 years. Spare tubes and parts:
G. E. itor;Co.1000 ft.
BM-l-A
freq. and mod.linemon3 in. transmission
and
air supply and circulator. 2000 CFM,
electrostatic filter, heat coils. A. P.
Frye,
R. 1, Elmhurst, WMBI
Illinois,transmitter.
Phone Elmhurst
180J.
Gates 250 watt transmitter — 250-C1.
Like New.
Phone Mr. Lee, 6-1614, Gadsden, Alabama.
Magnecorder PT 6 AH - PT 6 J Practically new. Miss Wilkin. 1554 W. Howard Street, Chicago 26, Illinois. Hollycourt 5-6921.
Wanted to Buy
Stations
Wanted to buy — Small station in Illinois, Wisconsin or Minnesota. Send
complete details. Confidential. Box
349S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Equipment, etc.
Wanted: Used 50 kw transmitter up to
15 years old. hi-level preferred. Box
358S,
ING. BROADCASTING . TELECASTWanted: Barker-Williamson distortion
meter and audio-oscillator in A-l
condition. Write Radio Station, KFTM,
Fort Morgan, Colorado.
Used studio equipment for a 250 W
AM station. Send details to Melvin E.
Whitmire, Advertising Enterprises Ltd.
Evanston, Wyoming.
One GE BT IB 250 Watt FM transmitter. Write details of condition and
price
George
Rome, toNew
York.S. Woods, WRUN-FM,
Miscellaneous
Commercial crystals and new or replacementElectric,
broadcast crystals
Bliley, Western
RCA for
holders,
etc., fastest service. Also monitor and
frequency measuring service. Eidson
Electronic
Co., Temple, Texas, phone
3-3901.
FCC first-phone
in 6 weeks.courses
Both
residence
and correspondence
available. Grantham Radio License
School,wood 28,6064
Hollywood Blvd., HollyCalifornia.
Help Wanted
Salesmen
WE NEED A

SALESMAN
WHO HAS SALES
AND STATION MANAGER
POTENTIALS.
Our people are happy.
Producers make good money at the ABC
Affiliate WRUN, Utica, N. Y. All replies confidential.

Situations Wanted
Announcers
I'M IN asA aDILEMMA,
Am making
a good
living
majorNortheast.
market
specialist
nouncer in the
But want an-to
sell,
promote,
program
direct,
work
hell for a legitimate operation that like
has
or
plans
TV. forI'm2 29,
married,
have
2
kids.
Worked
stations
in
10
years.
Past 5 but
at 50seriously
kw indie.
hunting
lookingNotforfortune
hard
work where
Best refer-.
ences. Box it's
343S,appreciated.
BROADCASTING
TELECASTING.
Television
Technical
ATT: TELEVISION
CP HOLDERS
TELEVISION ENGINEER to take complete technical charge of planning,
erecting, staffing and putting your
station into efficient operation. UHF
or VHF. Will act as consultant or as
chief engineer on right deal. Would
consider interest in station. Experience
has included complete direction and
operation of every engineering phase.
Best references. Box 352S, BROADCASTING . TELECASTING.
Wanted to Buy
Equipment, etc.
Wanted — Three kw FM transmitter.
Prefer complete unit. Quote complete
price and history.
James F. Hopkins
Michigan Music Company, Inc.
2617 West Grand Blvd.
Detroit 8, Michigan.

Film Report
(Continued from page 63)
footage for times ranging from one
to 60 seconds on both 16 and 35 mm
film. Developed as an aid in production of commercials by Academy
President Bernard Howard, the
chart calendar is also being sent
to anyone in the business requesting it. The three-color calendar
features 12 cartoons by Arv Miller,
whose book, TV or Not TV, will be
published shortly.
Film People . . .
Bow Herbert, Chicago legitimate
play producer, has been elected
president of Bo-Mor Productions,
Hollywood. Production is expected
to get under way during January,
according to Richard Morley, executive producer. Plans call for
three half-hour TV film series.
George Fisher, sales executive with
United Television Programs, joins
Guild Films Inc., New York, as district sales manager. He was formerly midwestern sales manager of
Snader Telescriptions Sales Inc.

Miscellaneous

Rene Williams, original producer of
Invitation Playhouse TV film series,
and Sherry Shourds, assistant director for Warner Bros., join Revue Productions, Culver City, as asproducers onTheatre
America's
est andsociate
Chevron
TV Finfilm

How about Erecting, Altering, Painting
your Tower-Antenna-Lights?
We're ready .

series, respectively. Robert Blumofe, member of Paramount Pictures legal department, has joined
the firm in an executive capacity.

J. M. HAMILTON & CO.
■ •. PAINTING . ERECTING
MAINTENANCE . YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Box 2432, Tel: 4-2115, GastonH, N. C.
316 BrilandAlexandria,
St., Tel: Va.
King 8-8230,
Employment Service

Robert Meyer, director of press information, CBS-TV Hollywood, resigns effective Jan. 2 to join the
creative board and writing staff of
new Hollywood television film production company, now being organized.

EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
We have mercialselected
General,
Comand Program
Managers;
Chief Engineers, Disc Jockeys
and other specialists. Delays are
costly; tell us your needs today.
Howabd S. Frazieh
TV ic Radio Management Consultants
708 Bond Bldg., Washington 5, D. C.

Dawn Addams, formerly under contract to M-G-M, has been signed to
portray the leading feminine role
in CBS-TV Alan Young Show.
Filming has started at Nassour
Studios, Hollywood, with Alan
Dinehart producing and Edward
Bernds directing.
^UllIllIllIllIIIIIIIllIllIllIllIlIllIIllIlIlllllIlllIlIllIllIllIlllIlIllllllllIllIllIIIIlIllIllIllIllf1IIIIIIlIIIIllIllIllIllIIIIllllltlllllIIlIllLE=
RADIO
OR
j
MANAG

TELEVISION

or both
|
=
I'm looking for a challenging position, either with an established
H
operation or a new enterprise.
I have had more than 20 years
= experience in broadcasting, and in almost every phase of its
=
operations. I know sales programming.
I know costs.
=
After a period in Federal Government (where I learned about
= what makes Washington tick) I am now looking for a chance to
=
put my experience to good use on a long-term basis.
=
I'm community
and public service-minded, stable.
I know
=
agencies and accounts, (I've been on both sid^s of the field.)
{= Money is definitely an object, but the potential is more important.
S
Prefer West Coast, but Fm prepared to go anywhere. Facts and
=
references available on request.
| Write or wire Box 262S, BROADCASTING
,!lllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllNIIIIMIIIimilllMIIU
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TRANSCRIPTION record is being claimed at WOLF Syracuse. According to Ham
Woodle, station program director,
in 1952 he and members of the
WOLF staff have written, produced
and recorded some 3,000 commercial spot announcements for their
own station as well as others
throughout the U. S. What record
this approaches, breaks or ties Mr.
Woodle doesn't know but he feels
"no other 250 w radio station . . .
can lay claim to more transcribing
of a varied nature than that performed at WOLF. . . ."

MUSIC SERIES
FIRST in a new series of programs
of the Hartford School of Music
was heard over WDRC-AM-FM
Hartford on Dec. 19. This is the
third year such a series, featuring
school personnel and advanced students, has been aired over the
station.
AGENCY PROMOTION
A COMBINATION letter-opener,
ruler and letter weighing scale is
being distributed by S. W. Caldwell
Ltd., Toronto advertising agency,
transcription and film distributing
firm, to Canadian advertisers, agencies and broadcasting stations. The
nine inch long plastic letter-opener
has a grip on one end for holding
letters, and four weigh points of
quarter, half, one and two ounces
for weighing letters. Scale of
Canadian postal rates is also imprinted on the letter-opener.
NEW KTHT SHOW
NEW locally -produced hour-long
variety show is being produced at
KTHT Houston, featuring personalities of Houston theatre, radio
and show business. Titled The
Sunday Show, the program is
staged before a live audience every
Sunday night. Show is an outgrowth of an "actor's night out,"
series started earlier this year at a
Houston theatre. Station reports
that a capacity audience and demand for seats led KTHT to convert the show to radio in order to
reach a larger public.

3mcerat

lion auto radios in the WOAI coverage area. ,
•— • — •
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GOVERNOR'S REPORT
FLORIDA'S outgoing governor,
Fuller Warren, made his final "Report to the People" over WTVJ
(TV) Miami, on Dec. 18 when he
appeared on "What's the Story?
that evening. Gov. Warren used
the time to review his four years
in office. Questions were asked of
the outgoing governor by Bill
Baggs, columnist of the Miami
Daily News, and Dr. Donald Larson, head of the government department of U. of Miami.
'FIESTA' PROMOTION
FULL-PAGE newspaper ads are
being used by CKNW New Westminster, B. C, plugging a yearround contest which gives $1,050 in
prizes weekly. Contest is conducted
on the station's Fiesta program.
Listed in the ad are names of
sponsors and their products which
make the contest possible.
KING COVERAGE
EXCLUSIVE radio coverage of all
basketball games played this season by U. of Washington in the
Seattle area has been announced by
KING Seattle. The 24 games, both
at home and away, are being broadcast live under the sponsorship of
Tide Water Associated Oil Co.
Agency for the account is Buchanan Co., S. F.
-• — • — •WGY BOOKLET
BOOKLET entitled Three Minutes
With God, containing three-minute sermons from clergymen of all
faiths, has been published by WGY
Schenectady. Nearly two years
ago, the station set aside three
minutes in its most popular morning program for a message from
a clergyman whose church was
located within the station's listening area. Booklet is a compilation
of these sermons.

Christmas

(greetings

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Washington Bldg.
Sterling 3-4341-2
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CHICAGO
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Delaware 7-2755-6
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SAN FRANCISCO
Lester M. Smith
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672

premiums
FOX SPONSORS NEWS
FOX Head Brewing Co., Waukesha,
Wis., has begun sponsorship of a
weekly 10-minute news program
over WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. This
is the first time the brewery has
purchased a regular show in the
Milwaukee area. News commentator on the show will be Paul
Skinner. Business was placed
through Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee.
'THAT'S SELLING'
"WHEN radio alone can sell an
item costing $1.25 at the extremely
low cost of 14 to 15 cents per order,
that's real selling," according to
Robert H. Teter, sales manager at
KYW Philadelphia. He reports that
the station did this recently when
Famous Brands Perfume spent $360
for announcements and pulled 2,459
pieces of mail, each containing
$1.25 or more.
RADIO AND SANTA
SLOGAN reminding reader that
"Radio reaches more people every
day and night in the year than
Santa Claus does at Christmas,"
was used by WOAI San Antonio
on a recent program schedule cover.
Station adds that "ringing the bell
even louder for radio" are the
5,758,000 portable sets and 21 milABC-OPT ORALS
'Bureau' Granted Extra Time
FCC granted its Broadcast Bureau
an extra half -hour to argue its
case in opposition to the merger
of ABC and United Paramount
Theatres Inc. as well as other
phases of the complex Paramount
case at oral argument Jan. 5, it
announced last week.
To accomplish this, the Commission stated that oral argument
would begin at 9 a.m. instead of
inally.
the 10 a.m. time scheduled origIn setting up the schedule for
oral argument, the Commission had
set aside one hour for each of the
principals involved — ABC, UPT,
Paramount Pictures, DuMont and
the Broadcast Bureau. It also
stated that WSMB New Orleans,
half-owned by UPT, could have 20
minutes if it wished to participate.
This gives the Broadcast Bureau
90 minutes [B«T, Dec. 22] but the
other parties are still limited to
one hour each.

MAY CO. RENEWS
KLAC-TV Hollywood Webster
Web foot, five times weekly halfprogram, featuring ventriloquist
Jimmy Weldon and his duck, has
been renewed for a second 13 weeks
by May Co., L. A., department
store chain, effective Dec. 15. An
award winning children's show,
it reports 20,219 Webster Webfoot
Club members in the L. A. area.
Agency is Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., L. A.
TAN BOARD
V/ORD Expands Directorate
EXPANSION of the board of directors of Spartan Radiocasting
Co., licensee of WORD WDXY(FM) Spartanburg, S.C., and an
applicant for Spartanburg vhf Ch.
7, has been announced.
The board now includes: Walter
J. Brown, who was re-elected president, and D. S. Burnside, who was
re-elected secretary - treasurer;
James A. Chapman, president of
Inman & Riverdale Mills; A. D.
Cudd Jr., president of National
Fidelity Insurance Co. and Cudd &
Coan; Henry Gramling; Russell B.
Lentz, president of City Motor Car
Co.; Broadus R. Little john, partner
in Littlejohn & Smith Distributing
Co., which operates Community
Cash Stores; Thomas B. Pearce,
vice president of Pearce-YoungAngel Co.; Paul Thomas, president
of Moreland Chemical Co., and
Miller Foster, the firm's attorney.
Competing with Spartan for Ch.
7, and which necessitates an FCC
hearing, is Broadcasting Co. of the
South, licensee of WSPA Spartanburg, WIS Columbia and WIST
Charlotte. Mr. Brown said
Spartanburg is No. 120 on the
FCC's A-2 priority list because of
its restricted city limits, established in 1886, and that its hearing,
thus, will come after those of
Greenville, Columbia and Asheville,
"all of which have modern city
Mr. Brown said that if Spartan
is
7, "WORD-TV
will
costgranted
a half Ch.
million
dollars to build
limits."
and
will have over a million people
within its good viewing area."
"The station will be owned by 71
residents of Spartanburg county
who
have subscribed for the stock,"
he said.
Concerning expansion of Spartan's board of directors, Mr. Brown
said, "We are delighted that such
a representative group of citizens of Spartanburg County agreed
to serve on our board of directors."

KAYE-HALBERT Corp., Culver City,
Calif., radio and TV set manufacturers, earned a net profit of $45,000 or
51 % cents a share on 138,725 capital
shares outstanding in the fiscal year
ending Sept. 30. Harry Kaye, president, in his annual report said the net
loss for fiscal 1951 was 75 cents a "
share.
BROADCASTING
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ELGIN AMERICAN DIV. of Illinois
Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111., reports
extremely favorable response by mail
from its Hollywood Guest Star, video
series spotted for five weeks before
Christmas in 20 markets. Agency for
Elgin
Chicago.American is Russel M. Seeds,

WARE Ware, Mass. — Donald W.
FCC Actions
Howe. Granted assignment of license to
Central Bcstg. Corp. for $70,000. Sole
stockholder in assignee is John B. Poor,
(Continued from page 71)
partner in Boston (Mass.) law firm of
Dalton & Poor, director and member
December 24 Decisions . . .
fCC roundup
of executive committee of General Teleradio Inc. (which is licensee of WORBY COMMISSION EN BANC
AM-FM-TV New York, WNAC-AMNew Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
Granted CP
FM-TV Boston, KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los
Angeles, KFRC and TV application for
Ozark CPBcstg.
Corp.,AM Ozark,
Ala. on—
San Francisco,
WONS Conn.,
and TVKGB
applicaGranted
for new
to operate
tion for Hartford,
San
900 kc 1 kw-D engineering condition.
Diego, WEAN Providence and WGTR
Sports CP
Kingdom,
Tex. on—
SUMMARY THROUGH DECEMBER 24 (FM) Worcester, Mass.), Y3 stockholder
Granted
for newWeatherford,
AM to operate
of Paxton
RealtyBcstg.
Co., Boston,
and presHearing
box score
Pending
1220 kc, 250-w D, engineering condition
ident of Hope
Co., Providence,
and subject to Gilbert Webb (one of
163
R.
I.
(applicant
for
TV
station
there).
CPs
artners) terminating his employment
Licensed
Granted Dec. 24.
Appls.
164
On2,375Air
250
with KORC Mineral Wells, Tex.
AM
Stations
120
9
5
626
FM Stations
WTTM Trenton, N. J. — Trent Bcstg.
Gap Bcstg.
Co.,new
Big AMStoneto operate
Gap, Va.—
172
2,358
242
98
Corp.
transfer
from
Granted
CP for
on TV Stations
583
S.
CarlGranted
Mark to
Peoplesof control
Bcstg. Corp.
1220 kc. 1 kw-D, engineering condition.
KNED McAlester, Okla.— Granted CP
for
$225,000.
Transferee
is
licensee
57
Filed since April 14, of which 169 have been granted.
WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C, andof
to increase power and time of operaWRFD Worthington, Ohio. Granted
tion from 1 kw-D to 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS,
vDA-N.
unl. on 1150 kc; engineering
wood, Va., and Jean B. Wren (40%), Dec. 24.
conditions.
unemployed for last five years. Filed
WKMT Kings Mountain, N. C. — Kings
Jan. 16, 1952, amended Oct. 3; granted
For Television Grants and
WBRD
Lauderdale,
Fla. —250GrantMountain Bcstg. Co. Granted assigned CP to Fort
increase
power from
w to
Dec. 24.
Applications, see page 52.
ment of construction permit from Ver1 kw-D. unl. on 1580 kc, with different
nonburnT. Fox,
T. Pack and
TRANSFER GRANTS
DA for D and N use; engineering conHayesMarshall
to J. C.
Jr. Auand
ditions.
R. H. C.Whitesides,
d/bGreene
as Southern
KRSC Seattle Wash.— Granted CP to Non-Docket Actions . . .
*
9
8
9
KROY
Sacramento,
— Harmco
Bcstg. Co., for $1,000. Mr. Greene is
Inc.
Granted
transfer Calif.
of control
from
increase D power from 1 to 5 kw.
50% owner of Interstate Bcstg. Co., apHattie Harm and Clyde F. Coombs to
AM GRANTS
station B.T,
at GreenChange Studio Location
KROY Inc. for $425,000 for 100% of
ville,plicant
N. C.for new
[FCCAMRoundup,
April
n " and Mr. Whitesides is owner
Ozark, Ala. — Ozark Bcstg. Corp.
I1952],
28,
common
stock.
Principals
in
transWICC
Bridgeport,
Conn.
—
Granted
feree include President C. L. McCarthy
Granted 900 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna
waiver of Sec. 3.30 of rules for mod.
of Western Auto Associate Store, Rock
ft.; engineering condition. Estimated
(32%), manager of KGO San Francisco;
license to change location of main stu- 245
Hill, S.& C,Co.
60% (hardware
owner of R.andH. general
Whiteconstruction cost $11,600, estimated
Vice President Adeline Heyer Smith
sides
dio to site outside city limits.
merchandise store), Hickory Grove,
(10%),
housewife;
Secretary
Robert
M.
first
year
operating
cost
$24,000,
reveAdvised of Hearing
Barthold Jr. (10%), account executive
nue $30,000. Principals include Bertram
S. C, and 50% owner of Mother &
(50 shares), V3 owner of WTBC
for McCann-Erickson, San Francisco;
Daughter
(ready-to-wear
store),
KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz.— Is being ad- Bank
Tuscaloosa,
Ala.;
W.
C.
Brown
(33
Rock Hill.Shop
WKMT
was granted
CP
Treasurer
John
F.
Malloy
(10%),
freevisedcrease
that power
application
in- shares), manager of Brown's Pharmacy,
lance radio-TV artist, San Mateo, Calif.;
July
10
[FCC
Roundup,
B.T,
July
14].
from 250forw CP
to to
5 kw,
George
H.
Lips
(23%),
50%
partner
in
Ozark,
and
37
others
with
no
more
than
Assignment
request
filed
Aug.
21;
change time of operation from unl. to
shares each. Filed Aug. 24, 1951, Lips & Miksch, certified public accountD, change type of trans, and increase 5amended
granted Dec. 24.
Oct. 17, Nov. 23, 1951, and
ants, Fresno, and Eleanor Josephine
Fidler (15%), wife of Fred H. Fidler,
"leight
ant. 1340
tower,
and kc,
change
fre- Oct. 22, 1952; granted Dec. 24.
KWIN Ashland, Ore.— Rogue Valley
juency offrom
to 1360
involves
vice president of J. Walter Thompson,
Weatherford, Tex.— Sports Kingdom.
Bcstg. Co. Granted assignment of liite problem which indicates necessity Granted
San
Francisco
office.
Granted
Dec.
24.
1220
kc,
250
w
daytime,
ant.
cense to H. R. Morris, trustee in bankof hearing.
ruptcy. No monetary consideration.
210 ft.; engineering condition, and subFranklin County Bcstg. Co., WashingWFOM
Marietta,
Ga.
—
Chattahoochee
Granted
Dec. 24.
ject to Gilbert
Webb, 50% partner,
ter- Bcstrs. Granted assignment of license
ton, Mo., Edwardsville Bcstg. Co., Edminating
his
employment
with
KORC
to Radio Station WFOM through sale of
KPBX Beaumont, Tex.— KPBX Bcstg.
wardsville, Mo . — Are being advised Mineral Wells, Tex., 20 miles from
that applications for new AM stations Weatherford,
Co. Granted transfer of control to Joe
\'a interest in station held by Channing
he is manager of Cope
to operate on 1260 kc, D only, indicate remote studioswhere
to Albert L. Jones, general manB.
Carrigan,
LauraSmith,
C. Fitzmaintained
by
KORC
simmons
and trustee
James forKing
for
necessity of hearing because of mutual
ager of WFOM, for $15,000. Granted
in Weatherford.
Estimated
construcDec. 24.
interference. (Franklin requests power
$38,568.
Granted
Dec.
24.
tion
cost
$17,475,
first
year
operating
of 500 w and Edwardsville 1 kw.)
cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Equal
Baiter Radio & Television Corp.,
(50%) partners are James C. Wright Jr.,
North Bergen, N. J., WLIB New York, mayor of City of Weatherford, Tex.,
and owner of V* interest in National
N. Y. — Baiter
is
being
advised
that
application for new station to operate on Trades Day Assn. (advertising and promotion), Weatherford, and Gilbert
J j 1220 sitykc,of hearing
250 w-D,on DA,
indicates
necesquestion
of possible
Webb, manager of remote studio maininterference with WCAU Philadelphia
tained
in
Weatherford
KORC4, Minand WFAS White Plains, N. Y., and
eral Wells, Tex. Filed byMarch
1952,
with WLIB on question of overlap;
amended Nov. 18; granted Dec. 24.
WLIB also being notified in connection
Big Stone Gap, Va. — Gap Bcstg. Co.
I with application to change trans, loca- Granted
1220 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna
■ tion to new site which would provide 210
ft.;mated
engineering
condition.
1 service to Harlem area of New York
construction cost
$22,525, Estifirst
City. Also denied joint petition of year operating cost $40,000, revenue
Baiter and WLIB requesting waiver of $45,000. Principals include W. H. Wren
; provisions
of ofStandards
prohibSr. (20%), chief accountant for State
its licensing
stations which
for operation
Unemployment
j 1 with less than 40 kc separation from of Virginia
Richmond, CompensaVa.; W. H.
another station, if area enclosed by the WrentionJr.Commission,
(40%), general manager of
25 mv/m contours of two stations overtheatres
in
Coeburn,
Pound
and Clintlap.
Change in Facilities
not introduce any new stockholders nor
Following stations granted changes in cause
any substantial change in holdexisting facilities:
ings of respective stockholders which
KTNT Tacoma, Wash. — To change would
ERP from 10 kw to 20.5 kw; ant. from cant.) per se affect control of appli425 ft. to 400 ft.; engineering condition.
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N. _C. — To By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith
change ERP from 21.5 kw to 2.9 kw;
Mount Hood Radio & Television
engineering condition.
Bcstg.
Portland,
Ore. — Dismissedto
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
as mootCorp.,
petition
for continuation
Jan. 6, 1953, of hearing in proceeding
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
re application and that of Pioneer
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
Bcstrs.
Portland,on Ore.,
CP's
new Inc.,
TV stations
Ch. 6;for
hearing
petition for extension of time to Dec. for
has been continued to March 16, 1953.
24 in which to file reply to American
Portland Television Co., Portland,
cstg. Co.
Inc.'s motion
clarify, Ore. — Granted petition for continuance
change
and enlarge
issues into proceedof
hearing from Jan. 6, 1953 to Jan. 26,
ing re KOB application for extension
1953, in proceeding re application et al
of SSA.
—for
CP's for new TV stations (Ch. 8).
Texas Star Bcstg. Co., Dallas, Tex. —
VULCAN
TOWER
Granted petition for extension of time
By Hearing Huntting
Examiner Annie Neal
to Dec. 18, in which to file opposition
to motion to enlarge issues filed Dec. 3
Smith Radio Co., Port Arthur, Tex.—
The Tower of Strength
by KSEO Durant, Okla., in proceeding Granted
petition to amend application
re application for CP.
for CP for new TV to show change of
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
residence
partners into
and agreement
to show part-to
Tall Towers for Supporting Television Antennae
ners haveof entered
Orange Television Bcstg. Co., Tampa,
purchase
KPBX
Beaumont,
Tex., subFla. — Granted
petition
to
amend
appliject
to
approval
of
Commission.
Expanded facilities insure quick delivery
cation for CP for new TV to change
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
type trans, monitors, reduce requested
aural ERP from 175 kw to 165 kw and
Wichita Television Corp. Inc., Wichbring up to date ant. gain and trans,
ita, Kan. — Granted petition to amend
Vulcan
line loss figures.
Tower
Company
application for CP for new TV to
submit
resolution adopted by the Board
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith of Directors
PLANT:
effecting amendment of
OFFICE:
Cascade Television Co., Portland, Ore.
conform
class ofin stock
speci-of
Washington, D. C.
specified
articles
— By memorandum opinion and order bylawsfied totoclass
Birmingham,
Alabama
granted petition of Dec. 5, and supple- incorporation and to show disposition
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.,
P. O. Box 2467
mental petition to amend filed on Dec. of applicant corporation regarding sale
17, to reflect changes regarding stock- of capital stock which is authorized
Phone Emerson 2-8071
Phone 54-4441
holders, stock transactions, financial but not now issued nor subscribed for,
plans, etc. (Proposed amendments do etc.
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N record is beTRANSCRIPTIO
ing claimed at WOLF Syracuse. According to Ham
Woodle, station program director,
in 1952 he and members of the
WOLF staff have written, produced
and recorded some 3,000 commercial spot announcements for their
own station as well as others
throughout the U. S. What record
this approaches, breaks or ties Mr.
Woodle doesn't know but he feels
"no other 250 w radio station . . .
can lay claim to more transcribing
of a varied nature than that performed at WOLF. ..."

MUSIC SERIES
FIRST in a new series of programs
of the Hartford School of Music
was heard over WDRC-AM-FM
Hartford on Dec. 19. This is the
third year such a series, featuring
school personnel and advanced students, has been aired over the
station.
AGENCY PROMOTION
A COMBINATION letter-opener,
ruler and letter weighing scale is
being distributed by S. W. Caldwell
Ltd., Toronto advertising agency,
transcription and film distributing
firm, to Canadian advertisers, agencies and broadcasting stations. The
nine inch long plastic letter-opener
has a grip on one end for holding
letters, and four weigh points of
quarter, half, one and two ounces
for weighing letters. Scale of
Canadian postal rates is also imprinted on the letter-opener.
NEW KTHT SHOW
NEW locally -produced hour -long
variety show is being produced at
KTHT Houston, featuring personalities of Houston theatre, radio
and show business. Titled The
Sunday Show, the program is
staged before a live audience every
Sunday night. Show is an outgrowth of an "actor's night out,"
series started earlier this year at a
Houston theatre. Station reports
that a capacity audience and demand for seats led KTHT to convert the show to radio in order to
reach a larger public.
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GOVERNOR'S REPORT
FLORIDA'S outgoing governor,
Fuller Warren, made his final "Report to the People" over WTVJ
(TV) Miami, on Dec. 18 when he
appeared on "What's the Story?
that evening. Gov. Warren used
the time to review his four years
in office. Questions were asked of
the outgoing governor by Bill
Baggs, columnist of the Miami
Daily News, and Dr. Donald Larson, head of the government department of U. of Miami.
'FIESTA' PROMOTION
FULL-PAGE newspaper ads are
being used by CKNW New Westminster, B. C, plugging a yearround contest which gives $1,050 in
prizes weekly. Contest is conducted
on the station's Fiesta program.
Listed in the ad are names of
sponsors and their products which
make the contest possible.
KING COVERAGE
EXCLUSIVE radio coverage of all
basketball games played this season by U. of Washington in the
Seattle area has been announced by
KING Seattle. The 24 games, both
at home and away, are being broadcast live under the sponsorship of
Tide Water Associated Oil Co.
Agency for the account is Buchanan Co., S. F.
-• — • — •WGY BOOKLET
BOOKLET entitled Three Minutes
With God, containing three-minute sermons from clergymen of all
faiths, has been published by WGY
Schenectady. Nearly two years
ago, the station set aside three
minutes in its most popular morning program for a message from
a clergyman whose church was
located within the station's listening area. Booklet is a compilation
of these sermons.

Christmas

(greetings

BLACKBURN-HAMILTON COMPANY
RADIO STATION AND NEWSPAPER BROKERS
C.
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
WASHINGTON, D
James W. Blackburn
Lester M. Smith
Ray
V.
Hamilton
Tribune Tower
Washington Bldg.
235 Montgomery St.
Exbrook 2-5672
Delaware 7-2755-6
Sterling 3-4341-2
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premiums
FOX SPONSORS NEWS
FOX Head Brewing Co., Waukesha,
Wis., has begun sponsorship of a
weekly 10-minute news program
over WTMJ-TV Milwaukee. This
is the first time the brewery has
purchased a regular show in the
Milwaukee area. News commentator on the show will be Paul
Skinner. Business was placed
through Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee.
'THAT'S SELLING'
"WHEN radio alone can sell an
item costing $1.25 at the extremely
low cost of 14 to 15 cents per order,
that's real selling," according to
Robert H. Teter, sales manager at
KYW Philadelphia. He reports that
the station did this recently when
Famous Brands Perfume spent $360
for announcements and pulled 2,459
pieces of mail, each containing
$1.25 or more.
RADIO AND SANTA
SLOGAN reminding reader that
"Radio reaches more people every
day and night in the year than
Santa Claus does at Christmas,"
was used by WOAI San Antonio
on a recent program schedule cover.
Station adds that "ringing the bell
even louder for radio" are the
5,758,000 portable sets and 21 milABC-OPT ORALS
'Bureau' Granted Extra Time
FCC granted its Broadcast Bureau
an extra half-hour to argue its
case in opposition to the merger
of ABC and United Paramount
Theatres Inc. as well as other
phases of the complex Paramount
case at oral argument Jan. 5, it
announced last week.
To accomplish this, the Commission stated that oral argument
would begin at 9 a.m. instead of
inally.
the 10 a.m. time scheduled origIn setting up the schedule for
oral argument, the Commission had
set aside one hour for each of the
principals involved — ABC, UPT,
Paramount Pictures, DuMont and
the Broadcast Bureau. It also
stated that WSMB New Orleans,
half-owned by UPT, could have 20
minutes if it wished to participate.
This gives the Broadcast Bureau
90 minutes [B»T, Dec. 22] but the
other parties are still limited to
one hour each.

•— • — •

MAY CO. RENEWS
KLAC-TV Hollywood Webster
Webfoot, five times weekly halfprogram, featuring ventriloquist
Jimmy Weldon and his duck, has
been renewed for a second 13 weeks
by May Co., L. A., department
store chain, effective Dec. 15. An
award winning children's show,
it reports 20,219 Webster Webfoot
Club members in the L. A. area.
Agency is Milton Weinberg Adv.
Co., L. A.
[TAN BOARD
WORD Expands Directorate
EXPANSION of the board of directors of Spartan Radiocasting
Co., licensee of WORD WDXY(FM) Spartanburg, S.C., and an
applicant for Spartanburg vhf Ch.
7, has been announced.
The board now includes: Walter
J. Brown, who was re-elected president, and D. S. Burnside, who was
re-elected secretary - treasurer;
James A. Chapman, president of
Inman & Riverdale Mills; A. D.
Cudd Jr., president of National
Fidelity Insurance Co. and Cudd &
Coan; Henry Gramling; Russell B.
Lentz, president of City Motor Car
Co.; Broadus R. Littlejohn, partner
in Littlejohn & Smith Distributing
Co., which operates Community
Cash Stores; Thomas B. Pearce,
vice president of Pearce- YoungAngel Co.; Paul Thomas, president
of Moreland Chemical Co., and
Miller Foster, the firm's attorney.
Competing with Spartan for Ch.
7, and which necessitates an FCC
hearing, is Broadcasting Co. of the
South, licensee of WSPA Spartanburg, WIS Columbia and WIST
Charlotte. Mr. Brown said
Spartanburg is No. 120 on the
FCC's A-2 priority list because of
its restricted city limits, established in 1886, and that its hearing,
thus, will come after those of
Greenville, Columbia and Asheville,
"all of which have modern city
Mr. Brown said that if Spartan
is
7, "WORD-TV
will
costgranted
a half Ch.
million
dollars to build
limits."
and will have over a million people
within its good viewing area."
"The station will be owned by 71
residents of Spartanburg county
who
have subscribed for the stock,"
he said.
Concerning expansion of Spartan's board of directors, Mr. Brown
said, "We are delighted that such
a representative group of citizens of Spartanburg County agreed
to serve on our board of directors."

KAYE-HALBERT Corp., Culver City,
Calif., radio and TV set manufacturers, earned a net profit of $45,000 or
51% cents a share on 138,725 capital
shares outstanding in the fiscal year
ending Sept. 30. Harry Kaye, president, in his annual report said the net
loss for fiscal 1951 was 75 cents a'
share.
BROADCASTING
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ELGIN AMERICAN DIV. of Illinois
Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111., reports
extremely favorable response by mail
from its Hollywood Guest Star, video
series spotted for five weeks before
Christmas in 20 markets. Agency for
Elgin
Chicago.American is Eussel M. Seeds,

FCC Actions
(Continued from page 71)

WAREGranted
Ware, assignment
Mass. — ofDonald
Howe.
license W.to
Central Bcstg. Corp. for $70,000. Sole
stockholder in assignee is John B. Poor,
partner in Boston (Mass.) law firm of
Dalton & Poor, director and member
of executive committee of General Teleradio Inc. (which is licensee of WORAM-FM-TV New York, WNAC-AMFM-TV Boston, KHJ-AM-FM-TV Los
Angeles, KFRC and TV application for
San Francisco,
WONS Conn.,
and TVKGB
application for Hartford,
San
Diego, WEAN Providence and WGTR
(FM) Worcester, Mass.), Y3 stockholder
of Paxton
RealtyBcstg.
Co., Boston,
and president of Hope
Co., Providence,
R.
I.
(applicant
for
TV
station
there).
Granted Dec. 24.
WTTM Trenton, N. J. — Trent Bcstg.
Corp.
transfer
from
S.
CarlGranted
Mark to
Peoplesof control
Bcstg. Corp.
for
$225,000.
Transferee
is
licensee
WOL-AM-FM Washington, D. C, andof
WRFD24. Worthington, Ohio. Granted
Dec.
WKMT Kings Mountain, N. C. — Kings
Mountain Bcstg. Co. Granted assignment of construction permit from VernonburnT. C.Fox,
T. Pack and
HayesMarshall
to J. C.
Jr. Auand
R. H. Whitesides,
d/bGreene
as Southern
Bcstg. Co., for $1,000. Mr. Greene is
50% owner of Interstate Bcstg. Co., apstation B.T,
at Greenville,plicant
N. C.for new
[FCCAMRoundup,
April
28,
1952],
and
Mr.
Whitesides
is owner
of Western Auto Associate Store,
Rock
Hill,
60% (hardware
owner of R.andH. general
Whitesides S.& C,Co.
merchandise store), Hickory Grove,
S. C, and 50% owner of Mother &
Daughter
(ready-to-wear
store),
Rock Hill.Shop
WKMT
was granted
CP
July 10 [FCC Roundup, B.T, July 14].
Assignment request filed Aug. 21;
granted Dec. 24.
KWIN Ashland, Ore.— Rogue Valley
Bcstg. Co. Granted assignment of license to H. R. Morris, trustee in bankruptcy. No monetary consideration.
Granted Dec. 24.
KPBX Beaumont, Tex.— KPBX Bcstg.
Co. Granted transfer of control to Joe
B.
Carrigan,
LauraSmith,
C. Fitzsimmons
and trustee
James forKing
for
$38,568. Granted Dec. 24.

December 24 Decisions . . .
fCC roundup
BY COMMISSION EN BANC
New Grants, Transfers, Changes, Applications
Granted CP
Ozark
Bcstg.
Corp.,
Ozark,
Ala.
—
Sranted CP for new AM to operate on
900 kc 1 kw-D engineering condition.
Sports CP
Kingdom,
Tex. on—
Granted
for newWeatherford,
AM to operate
1220 kc, 250-w D, engineering condition
MBER 24
SUMMARY THROUGH DECE
and subject to Gilbert Webb (one of bOX
SCOTS
Appls. Hearing
In
On Air
Licensed
CPs Pending
partners) terminating his employment
with KORC Mineral Wells, Tex.
AM
Stations
2,375
2,358
163
250
164
Gap Bcstg.
Co.,new
Big AMStoneto operate
Gap, Va. on— FM Stations
626
583
57
9
5
granted
CP for
120
98
172 989* 242
1220 kc. 1 kw-D, engineering condition. TV Stations
KNED McAlester, Okla.— Granted CP
* Filed since April 14, of which 169 have been granted.
,o increase power and time of operaij,DA-N.
tion fromunl.1 kw-D
to
500
w-N,
1
kw-LS,
wood, Va., and Jean B. Wren (40%),
conditions. on 1150 kc; engineering
unemployed for last five years. Filed
Jan.
For Television Grants and
WBRD Fort Lauderdale, Fla. — GrantDec. 16,
24. 1952, amended Oct. 3; granted
ed CP to increase power from 250 w to
Applications, see page 52.
1 kw-D, unl. on 1580 kc, with different
TRANSFER GRANTS
DA for D and N use; engineering conditions.
KRSC Seattle Wash.— Granted CP to Non-Docket Actions . . .
KROY
Sacramento,
— Harmco
Inc.
Granted
transfer Calif.
of control
from
increase D power from 1 to 5 kw.
Hattie Harm and Clyde F. Coombs to
AM GRANTS
Change Studio Location
KROY Inc. for $425,000 for 100% of
Ozark, Ala. — Ozark Bcstg. Corp.
common
stock.
Principals
in transWICC ofBridgeport,
Granted
feree include
President
C. L. McCarthy
Granted 900 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna
waiver
Sec. 3.30 ofConn.
rules— for
mod.
245
ft.; engineering condition. Estimated
(32%).
manager
of
KGO
San
Francisco;
license to change location of main stu- construction
cost $11,600, estimated
Vice President Adeline Heyer Smith
dio to site outside city limits.
(10%), housewife;
M.
first year operating cost $24,000, reveAdvised of Hearing
Barthold
Jr. (10%),Secretary
account Robert
executive
nue $30,000. Principals include Bertram
Bank
(50
shares),
V3
owner
of
WTBC
for
McCann-Erickson,
San
Francisco;
KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz. — Is being ad- Tuscaloosa, Ala.; W. C. Brown (33 Treasurer John F. Malloy (10%), freevisedcrease
that power
application
in- shares), manager of Brown's Pharmacy,
lance radio-TV artist, San Mateo, Calif.;
from 250forw CP
to to
5 kw,
and 37 others with no more than
George H. Lips (23%), 50% partner in
change time of operation from unl. to 5Ozark,
shares
each.
Filed
Aug.
24,
1951.
Lips
&
Miksch, certified public accountD, change type of trans, and increase amended Oct. 17, Nov. 23, 1951, and
ants, Fresno, and Eleanor Josephine
height ofquencyant.
tower,
and
change
freFidler
(15%), wife of Fred H. Fidler,
Oct.
22,
1952;
granted
Dec.
24.
from 1340 to 1360 kc, involves
vice
president of
J. Walter
Weatherford,
Tex.250— Sports
Kingdom.
site problem which indicates necessity Granted
San
Francisco
office.
GrantedThompson,
Dec. 24.
1220
kc,
w
daytime,
ant.
of hearing.
210
ft.;
engineering
condition,
and
subFranklin County Bcstg. Co., WashingWFOM Marietta, Ga. — Chattahoochee
ject to Gilbert
Webb, 50% partner,
ter- Bcstrs.
Granted assignment of license
ton, Mo., Edwardsville Bcstg. Co., Edminating his employment
with KORC
to Radio Station WFOM through sale of
wardsville,
Mo
.
—
Are
being
advised
Mineral
Wells,
Tex.,
20
miles
from
that applications for new AM stations Weatherford, where he is manager of V3 interest in station held by Channing
to operate on 1260 kc, D only, indicate remote studios maintained by KORC
Cope to Albert L. Jones, general mannecessity of hearing because of mutual
ager of WFOM, for $15,000. Granted
in Weatherford.
Estimated
construcDec. 24.
interference. (Franklin requests power
tion
cost
$17,475,
first
year
operating
of 500 w and Edwardsville 1 kw.)
cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Equal
Baiter Radio & Television Corp.,
(50%) partners are James C. Wright Jr.,
North Bergen, N. J., WLIB New York, mayor of City of Weatherford, Tex.,
and owner of V4 interest in National
* N. Y. — Baiter
is
being
advised
that
application for new station to operate on Trades Day Assn. (advertising and promotion), Weatherford, and Gilbert
J ': sity
1220 of
kc, hearing
250 w-D,on DA,
indicates
necesquestion
of possible
Webb, manager of remote studio maininterference with WCAU Philadelphia
tained
in
Weatherford
KORC4, Minand WFAS White Plains, N. Y., and
eral Wells, Tex. Filed byMarch
1952,
with WLIB on question of overlap;
amended Nov, 18; granted Dec. 24.
WLIB also being notified in connection
Big Stone Gap, Va. — Gap Bcstg. Co.
I with application to change trans, loca- Granted
1220 kc, 1 kw daytime, antenna
■■ tion
to
new
site
which
would
provide
210
ft.;mated
engineering
condition.
service to Harlem area of New York
construction cost
$22,525, Estifirst
City. Also denied joint petition of year operating cost $40,000, revenue
Baiter and WLIB requesting waiver of $45,000. Principals include W. H. Wren
provisions of Standards which prohibSr. (20%). chief accountant for State
its licensing of stations for operation
Unemployment
with less than 40 kc separation from of Virginia
tion Commission,
Richmond, CompensaVa.; W. H.
another station, if area enclosed by the Wren Jr. (40%), general manager of
E 25 mv/m contours of two stations overtheatres
in
Coeburn,
Pound
and Clintlap.
Change in Facilities
Following stations granted changes in not introduce any new stockholders nor
cause any substantial change in holdexisting facilities:
of respective stockholders which
KTNT Tacoma, Wash. — To change wouldings per
se affect control of appliERP from 10 kw to 20.5 kw; ant. from cant.)
425 ft. to 400 ft.; engineering condition.
By
Hearing
Examiner Elizabeth Smith
WSTP-FM
Salisbury,
To
change
ERP from
21.5 kw N. to _C.2.9— kw;
Mount Hood Radio & Television
engineering condition.
Bcstg.
Portland,
Ore. — Dismissedto
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
as mootCorp.,
petition
for continuation
Jan.
6,
1953,
of
hearing
in proceeding
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley
re application and that of Pioneer
KOB Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted
Bcstrs.
Portland,on Ore.,
CP's
new Inc.,
TV stations
Ch. 6;for
hearing
petition for extension of time to Dec. for
has been continued to March 16, 1953.
24 in which to file reply to American
Portland Television Co., Portland,
Bcstg.
Inc.'s motion
clarify, Ore. — Granted petition for continuance
change Co.
and enlarge
issues into proceedof
hearing from Jan. 6, 1953 to Jan. 26,
ing re KOB application for extension
1953, in proceeding re application et al
of SSA.
—for CP's for new TV stations (Ch. 8).
* * Granted
Texas Star
Bcstg.
Dallas, ofTex.—
VULCAN
TOWER
petition
for Co.,
extension
time
By Hearing Huntting
Examiner Annie Neal
to Dec. 18, in which to file opposition
to motion to enlarge issues filed Dec. 3
The Tower of Strength
Smith Radio Co., Port Arthur, Tex.—
by KSEO Durant, Okla., in proceeding Granted
petition to amend application
re application for CP.
for CP for new TV to show change of
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper residence
partners into
and agreement
to show part-to
Tall Towers for Supporting Television Antennae
ners haveof entered
Orange Television Bcstg. Co., Tampa,
purchase
KPBX
Beaumont,
Tex., subFla. — Granted petition to amend appliject
to
approval
of
Commission.
Expanded facilities insure quick delivery
cation for CP for new TV to change
By Hearing Examiner H. B. Hutchison
type trans, monitors, reduce requested
aural ERP from 175 kw to 165 kw and
Wichita Television Corp. Inc., Wichbring up to date ant. gain and trans,
ita, Kan. — Granted petition to amend
Vulcan
line loss figures.
Tower
Company
application for CP for new TV to
resolution adopted by the Board
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth Smith submit
PLANT:
OFFICE:
of Directors effecting amendment of
Cascade Television Co., Portland, Ore.
conform
class ofin stock
speci-of
specified
articles
— By memorandum opinion and order bylawsfied totoclass
Birmingham, Alabama
Washington, D. C.
granted petition of Dec. 5, and supple- incorporation and to show disposition
mental petition to amend filed on Dec. of applicant corporation regarding sale
P. O. Box 2467
V
3738 Kanawha St., N. W.,
17, to reflect
changes
regardingfinancial
stock- of capital stock which is authorized
Phone 54-4441
Phone Emerson 2-8071
holders, stock
transactions,
but not now issued nor subscribed for,
plans, etc. (Proposed amendments do etc.
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ReiL

New

Grantees' Commencement- Target D^es
(Continued from page 5k )
\
Ch. Granted May
Call
City and State
*8
Boiling
WtOc-IV wreensooro, n. L. EE Nov. 20 Unknown
57 Sept. 25
Wnr- 1 V narnsburg, ra.
335063 Dec. 18 Unknown
Meeker
WAZL-TV Hazleton, Pa.
Nov. 20 Unknown
WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky.
55 July 11 Early 1953
Branham
WHYN-TV Holyoke, Mass.
9 Aug. 7 Dec. 14
CBS, ABC, NBC Free & Peters
KGMB-TV Honolulu, T. H.
DuMont Forjoe
11 Oct. 24 Nov. 22*
KONA (TV) Honolulu, T. H.
48 Aug. 21 Unknown
KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex.
Nov. 20 Unknown
W IBM-TV Jackson, Mich.
January
CBS, ABC,
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.
25 Sept. 11 Un'.cnown
NBC, DuMont Katz
56 Nov. 20
WARD-TV Johnstown, Pa.
Weed
36 Nov. 26 Unknown
WKMI-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
Dec.
23
Unknown
WFAM-TV Lafayette, Ind.
59
Southland Telecasters,
Adam Young
Dec. 18
Lake Charles, La.
Taylor
257 Dec. 4 April-June
KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla
April
Petry
7335 Dec. 4 Unknown
WIMA-TV Lima, Ohio
H-R Reps
March
15
Nov. 20
WLOK-TV Lima, Ohio
10 *28Oct. 16
KFOR-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Feb. 1
Weed
12 Oct. 2 April
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
17
KRTV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Sept. 18 April 15
Pearson
Oct. 30*8 Unknown
KETV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Dec.
10
Unknown
23
KPIK (TV) Los Angeles
22 Aug. 28 Unknown
KUSC-TV Los Angeles
21 Nov. 26 Spring 1953
WKLO-TV Louisville, Ky.
11 Oct. 9 Spring 1953
Pearson
KCBD-TV Lubbock, Tex.
13 Oct. 9 Nov. 13*
CBS,
DuMont
Avery-Knodel
K DUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Hollingbery
13 Nov. 13 Feb. 15
WLVA-TV Lynchburg, Va.
16 Nov. 6 Unknown
WWOD-TV Lynchburg, Va.
23 Jury 24 Unknown
KSAC-TV Manhattan, Kan.
WMAC (TV) Massillon, Ohio
Sept. 4 April 1
CBS
30
10 Dec. 23 Unknown
WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.
Nov. 26 Jan. 1
WALA-TV Mobile, Ala.
ABC,
NBC Headley-Reed
48 Aug. 7 Jan. 1
DuMont, CBS Forjoe
WKAB-TV Mobile, Ala.
8 Dec. 4 Unknown
KNOE-TV Monroe, La.
43 Dec. 10 April 1
20
KFAZ(TV) Monroe, La.
42
March
WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.
18
Taylor
49 Sept.
Oct. 30 March 8
WLBC-TV Muncie, Ind.
Versluis Radio & Television
Dec. 23 Unknown
Clarke
Inc., Muskegon, Mich.
35 Dec. 23 Late Summer
WNAM-TV Neenah, Wis.

Call
City and State
WNBH-TV New Bedford, Mass.
WKNB-TV New Britain, Conn.
N. J. Dept. of Education,
New Brunswick,
N. J.
yvXsr-TV
WGTV
(TV)NewNewCastle,
York Pa.
City
WOSH-TV Oshkosh, Wis.
Southland Television Inc.,
Pensacola, Fla.
WEEK-TV Peoria, III.
WTVH-TV Peoria, III.
WIP-TV Philadelphia, Pa.
Gallaher,
BerryPa. & Woodyard,
Pittsburgh,
Telecasting
Pittsburgh,Co.Pa. of Pittsburgh,

Ch.
281 T
30
48
45

Granted

July 1111 Unknown
Jan. 15
July
Dec . H Unknown
February
Sept. 4
Aug.
Nov. 1426 Unknown
Unknown
January
Nov. 13 June
*21
43 Aug. 28
19 Dec. 18 Unknown
29 Nov. 26 Unknown
47 Dec. 23 Unknown
February
Dec. 23
1O
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
JJ July
Nov. 26ll Sept. 19*
WEOK-TV Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 21
Dec. 1953
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Col.
5 Oct. 30 March 1
KDZA-TV Pueblo, Col.
Feb. 1
3 Nov. 13 March
Dec. zo1 6 March 1
28 Oct
WETV (TV) Raleigh, N. C.
KWRM-TV Reno, Nev.
g
WEEU-TV Reading, Pa.
May
Jan. 1515
Sept. 1 44ft January
WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.
Cart*
0 1 Sept.
17
WROV-TV Roanoke, Va.
Dee. 11 *
At
lo
57
WSLS-TV Roanoke, Va.
1 0 dept.
Ca-i
11
sepi.
WROH (TV) Rochester, N. Y.
July 241 1 Unknown
February
39
Unknown
WTVO (TV) Rockford, III.
Oct. 112
WKNX-TV Saginaw, Mich.
Sept.
•»2
May
KFEQ-TV St. Joseph, Mo.
wet. IO May 1
38
WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.
VJCT.
y
April
3 Dec. 18 Unknown
KGKL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
KTXL-TV San Angelo, Tex.
8 Nov. 26 *43 Unknown
KITO-TV San Bernardino, Calif. 18 Nov. 6 Fall 1953
2
WKAQ-TV San Juan, P. R.
1954
o July
Ma.. 2410
A..M 1/1 April
WGBI-TV Scranton, Pa.
Aug. 14 Feb.-March
WTVU (TV) Scranton, Pa.
Oct. 30 Unknown
KWTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa
20
209 Nov.
KVTV (TV) Sioux City
Nov. 20
April
11
Feb. 22*
1
Dec.
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
73
36 Aug. 28 Dec. 22*
34
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind.
6 July 11 Jan. 15
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.
104
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash.
July 11
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass. 13 July 11 Jan. 15
KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.
Oct. 9 Unknown
WHTV (TV) Syracuse, N. Y.
Dec. 1810 May
61 Sept.
KMO-TV Tacoma, Wash.
Dec. 10 April 1
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
18 Unknown
9 Dec.
KCNA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Nov. 13
15
KOPO-TV Tucson, Ariz.
*> Nov 13 Jan.
Feb. 1
11
KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz.
June 1
Central Texas Television Co.,
Waco, Tex.
133448 Nov. 13
Unknown
Nov.
6
WHHH-TV Warren, Ohio
67 Oct. 30
March 1
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.
53
WWNY-TV Watertown, N. Y.
Unknown
Dec. 23 Unknown
Dec. 18lo March 18
WIRK-TV West Palm Beach, Fla 21 Dec.
1
KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
White Television Co.,
Wichita Falls, Tex.
22
36 Nov. 6 Feb. 1.1
28 Oct. 2 Jan.
WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
April
W ILK-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
34 Oct. 2 Unknown
Nov. 13 Jan. 1
WRAK-TV Williamsport, Pa.
4
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.
29 Dec.
Dec. 4 August
KIT-TV Yakima, Wash.
23
WNOW-TV York, Pa.
July 11 Dec. 21*
WSBA-TV York, Pa.
43 July 11
April 1953
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio 73 July 11 Early
49 July 11 Early 1953
27
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio
WHIZ-TV Zanesville, Ohio
* Educational permittees.

21 Dec. 10
50 Sept. 25
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Boiling
Rep.
Walker
Young
Meeker

NBC

Headley-Reed
Headley-Reed

NBC

NBC Spot Sales

CBS
ABC
NBC, CBS

Avery-Knodel
Avery-Knodel
H-R Reps.
Headley-Reed
Burn-Smith
Avery-Knodel
Gill-Keefe &
Perna
Headley-Reed
Weed
Hollingbery
Inter-Americon

ABC, DuMont,
CBS, NBC
CBS
Blair-TV Inc.
Cooke
CBS
Katz
NBC, ABC
CBS, DuMont

Taylor
Katz
Raymer
Walker, Pac.
NW Bcstrs.
Hollingbery

Branham
NBC
Raymer
Rambeau

NBC
ABC-DuMont

Headley-Reed
Avery-Knodel

DuMont
ABC
Radio-TV Reps
NBC
Headley-Reed
ABC
CBS, DuMont, Raymer

Unknown
April 1

$52.50 for five to $175 for an hour
— all on a l-to-25 time basis. Oneminute or 20-second spot announcements are priced, with same time
RATE Card No. 2, effective Jan. 15, usage, $70 for Class A, $52.50 for
has been published by KBTV (TV)
Class B and $35 for Class C.
Denver, Col., owned and operated
KBTV, a new video outlet is authorized ERP of 238 kw visual, 119
by Colorado Television Corp. Class
A time runs from $105 for five min- kw aural, with present interim oputes to $350 for one hour; Class B
eration of 24 kw to February 1953.
from $79.75 for five minutes to It operates on vhf Ch. 9 (186-192
$262.50 for one hour; Class C from
mc). Joseph Herold is manager.
BROADCASTING
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KBTV (TV) RATES
New Card Effective Jan. 15
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Commencement Network

TABLE VI

Political I iii.w
(Continued from page 29)
baccos, and laundry soaps and
cleansers also included in the top
five categories. But these tables
also show a divergence in the two
media in that drugs, which rank
fthird among radio network sponsors, fall to seventh place in the
TV network list, while automotive
^advertising, standing ninth among
fthe radio network categories, ranks
fifth on the TV networks.
Table IV
Top Ten TV Network Advertisers
in October 1952
1. Procter & Gamble Co
$1,416,867
2. Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. . . 784,006
3. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.... 746,935
4. Lever Brothers Co
708,164
5. General Motors Corp
653,110
6. Gillette Co.
558,876
7. American Tobacco Co
503,765
8. General Foods Corp
499,800
9. General Mills
445,165
10. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.. 401,915

UHF Service Speeds
(Continued from page 51 )
signed with ABC and DuMont, and
it is expected that it will join other
networks as well.
Some 10,000 TV sets in the area
have already been converted for
uhf reception, Mr. Rothensies said.
WSBT-TV received its transmitter, trucked overnight from Camden, at 8:30 a.m. Dec. 20, reported
General Manager Robert H. Swintz.
At 10 minutes before midnight,
Dec. 21, it put a test pattern out
Dver the air, he said. At 12:45
a.m. that night, WSBT-TV program ed a15-minute live news and
weather telecast, Mr. Swintz said.
Regular transmissions began the
night of Dec. 22, with an inaugural
7-9:30 p.m. program, Mr. Swintz
said. This contained three commercial announcements.
Regular programming continued
thereafter, with the followingschedule proposed until the end of
January when the South Bend station is due to be interconnected
:or network service, according to
Mr. Swintz : Mondays through Fridays, 1-5 p.m., test patterns; 7-9
p.m., programs; Sundays, 3-6 p.m.,
programs (the first of which was
scheduled to be CBS' Omnibus yesterday, via kinescope recording) .
WSBT-TV Operation
• WSBT-TV is operating on uhf
ICh. 34, putting out 20 kw from
its 484-ft. antenna. One-time, Class
MA hour rate is $200, with announceIments set for $40. It is affiliated
CBS estimated
and NBC. inOf its
the market
35,000
Ijiwith
TV sets
■ (picking up Chicago and KalamaIzoo signals), some 1,200-1,500 are
•believed to have been converted for
l«uhf reception.
In Wilkes-Barre, Pa., WBRE-Bl'V received its transmitter at 8
[■p.m. Dec. 19, according to David
:HM. Baltimore, general manager of
; Ithe station. It planned to put a
ROADCASTING

PRODu*

BY
T. 1952

Ab

PRODUCT GROUP October
1952
Agriculture
St Farming
$67,162
Apparel, Footwear
& Access. Auto. 40,807
Automotive,
Equip. &
Access.
393,545
Beer & Wine
120,322
Bldg. Materials,
Equip. &
Fixtures
91,895
Confectionery
&
Drugs
Soft &_
Drinks
340,384
Consumer Services 209,124
Remedies
Entertainment & 1,883,973
Amusements
Food & Food
Products
3,332,611
Gasoline,cants Lubri& Other
Fuels
370,612
Horticulture
Household Equip.
3,228
778,234
& Supplies
Household
Furnishings
126,753
Industrial Materials 230,528
Insurance 250,542
Jewelry,
Goods Optical
&
Cameras
129,322
Office Equip.,
Writing Supplies
& Stationery 65,832
Political 890,117
Publishing
Media 14,136
Radios,
TV &Sets,
Phonographs,
Musical Instruments & Access.
147,097
Retail Stores
&
Direct
by
Mail
3,024
Smoking
Materials 1,292,229
Soaps, Cleansers
& Polishes 1,644,743
Toiletries & Toilet
Goods 2,341,025
Transportation,
Travel & Resorts 62,700
Miscellaneous 432,474

Jan.A^-iO v
1952

Jan.-Oct.
1951

$605,116
276,488

$55,267
23,405

$ 542,993
540,402

3,212,647
1,821,597

376,507
202,072

3,490,103
2,838,427

878,681
4,641,139
1 ,846,797
17,170,647

11 8,067
490,917
236,631

1,171,577
5,109,502
2,309,329
18,631,385

6,090
30,266,268
4,359,399
113,151

1,853,707
3,701,193
459,279

5,723
35,446,392
96,451
*2,4,764,823
473,
002

4,238,774
1,101,415
1,653,395
2,852,918

3618,557
,902
84,431
215,323
289,355

805,090
1 ,728,020
2,677,033

716,887

91 ,422

964,763

492,945
1,396,406
506,356

64,608

518,508
279,712
*2,356,038

28,094

212,199
1,332,853
948
24,462
29,234
13,361,662
16,975,255
1,854,811
14,971,029
15,261,812
1 ,630,888
18,981,487
2,136,625
21,837,619
744,384
118,432
1,032,156
355,715
4,132,531
4,231,089
TOTALS
$15,262,417
$132,104,865
$14,970,355
*$145,745,097
Source: Publishers Information Bureau.
* National political convention programs not included.
Table V

Leading TV Network Advertiser for Each Product
Group for October 1952
TIME COSTS
ADVERTISER
PRODUCT GROUP
Apparel,
Footwear
International Shoe Co.
& Accessories
Automotive, Auto.
$65,869
General Motors Corp.
Access. & Equip.
580,295
Pabst Brewing Co.
152,720
Beer, Wine & Liquor
Bldg. Materials, Equip.
Glidden Co.
& Fixtures
46,385
Arthur Murray School of Dancing
Consumer Services
18,072
Confectionery &
Soft Drinks
107,520
Pepsi
Cola
Co.
212,1,95
American Home Products Corp.
Drugs
& Remedies
Entertainment
&
Amusements
Chicago
Bears
Football
Club
499,800
General Foods Corp.
Food & Food Products
1,425
Gasoline, Lubricants
Texas Co.
133,725
& Other Fuels
test pattern on the air tonight or
Tuesday, and scheduled to commence
commercial operation on Ch. 28
Jan. 1 with a 20 kw signal from
1,223-ft. antenna. Charge for a
one hour, one-time Class A program is set at $250, announcements
$40. Mr. Baltimore estimated that
about 20,000 TV sets of the 35,000
in the Wilkes-Barre area were already converted or would be converted for uhf reception by Jan. 1.

'Luigi' Replaced
EFFECTIVE Jan. 5 The Red Buttons Show will replace Life with
Luigi, sponsored by General Foods,
Mon., 9:30-10 p.m. on CBS-TV.
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., is the
agency.

• Telecasting

'LOOK1

GROSS TV NETWORK BILLINGS -BY PRODUCT
GROUPS FOR OCTOBER AND JAN.-OCT. 1952
COMPARED TO SAME PERIOD 1951
October
Jan.-Oct.
Jan.-Oct.
1952
PRODUCT GROUP 1952
October
1951
Apparel,
Footwear $285,810
1951
& Access.
Automotive,
Auto.
$403,248
$2,477,436
$2,506,015
Acces.
1,367,216
12,047,242
Beer,
WineEq'p't.
&
1,136,347
8,736,798
547,473
Liquor
438,204
4,634,990
Bldg. Materials,
4,561 ,934
Equip. & &
Fixtures
46,385
402,654
Confectionery
16,090
Soft Drinks 393,630
375,864
4,200
367,552
Consumer Services 18,072
419,113
274,758
4,033,916
2,562,058
30,990
4,561,103
Drugs
& Remedies
1 ,936,992
Entertainment
& 716,281
Amusements 1,425
Food & Food
Products 3,194,483
2,635,342 20,550,804
27,622,720
2,925
Gasoline,cants Lubri& Other
372,227 2,219,459
Fuels
318,525
2,953,588
Horticulture
Household
12,370
1,212,324 6,468,592
Equipment 881,264
Household
8,085,247
454,100
Furnishings 208,424
2,951,349
1,796,187
Industrial Materials 278,445
155,390
322,670
2,288,589
Insurance 60,535
403,273
3,106,949
33,320
Jewelry,
Goods Optical
&
Office
Equip.,
Cameras
220,876
1,573,085
1,823,490
Stationery &
203,065
112,560
525,690
Writing Supplies 92,655
1,229,110
Political 675,658
715,206
1,140,959
698,419
Publishing
Media 62,494
70,948
Radios,
TV &Sets,
Phonographs,
Musicalments Instru& Access. 268,720
343,740
3,327,493
Retail Stores &
Smoking
3,940,276
187,980
Direct by Mail
915,842
1,712,614
Materials 2,672,479
13,936,414
23,046,71 1
1,891,955
Soaps,
Cleansers 1,956,084
& Polishes
17,185,628
1 ,403,479
8,343,100
Sporting Goods
& Toys
15,058
Toiletries
&
15,058
19,803,811
Toilet Goods 2,656,161
12,575,402
149,100
Miscellaneous 180,202
2,323,803
1,040,883
1,497,075
TOTAL
$17,009,086 $143,098,954
$14,466,568 $99,851,572
PRODUCT GROUP
Household Equipment
& SuppliesFurnishings
Household
Industrial Materials
Insurance
Jewelry, Optical Goods
& Cameras
Office
Equip., Supplies
Stationery
& Writing
Political
Publishing & Media
Radios, TV Sets, Phonostruments &Musical
Access.Ingraphs,
Smoking Materials
PolishesCleansers &
Soaps,
Sporting
Toys
Toiletries Goods
& Toilet& Goods
Miscellaneous

AWARDS

Three to 'Show of Shows'
WINNERS of Look magazine's
third annual TV awards in 12 different categories are being announced today (Monday). For the
second year, NBC-TV's Your Show
of Shoivs was represented in three
awards. The winners:
Bestcillecomedian
comedy(CBS-TV).
team — LuBall and Desior Arnaz
Best dramatic program — Robert Montgomery Presents (NBC-TV).
Best public affairs program — The political conventions on ABC-TV, CBSTV, NBC-TV and DuMont TV.
or panel program — What's
MyBest
Line?quiz
(CBS-TV).
Best sports program — Blue Ribbon
Bouts (CBS-TV).
Best m. c— John Daly (CBS-TV).
Best educational program — Zoo Parade
(NBC-TV).
Best news program — See It Now
(CBS-TV).

ADVERTISER

TIME COSTS

General Electric Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Reynolds Metals Co.
Mutual
Benefit,
Health &
Accident
Assn.

241,740
70,275
80,430
35,680
Longines-Wittnauer Watch Co. 61,590
Hall Brothers
65,520
Stevenson-Sparkman
Forum
Committee
150,361
Curtis Publishing Co.
48,744
RCA
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Procter & Gamble Co.
Lionel Corp.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.
Quaker Oats Co.

163,770
746,935
1,180,867
15,058
623,118
78,240

& Best
Ollie children's
(NBC-TV). program — Kukla, Fran
Best variety program — Your Show of
Shows (NBC-TV).
Best producer — Max Liebman of Your
Show of Shows (NBC-TV).
Best director — Max Liebman.
The magazine polled 1,000 network executives, producers and directors, TV columnists and editors,
and agency program directors to
select the winner. Judges were limited to network programs on the
air between November 1951 and
November 1952.
Seven of the awards went to
NBC, six to CBS-TV, one to ABC
and one to DuMont. Winners are
scheduled to receive Look award
plaques today (Monday) on the
Jerry
Show (NBC-TV,
8-8:30 Mahoney
p.m.).
December 29, 1952
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WQXR NETWORK
TIME FOR SALE

REGIONAL hookup of 17 eastern stations will
begin operations New Year's Day as WQXR
Network, according to announcement made today (Monday) by Elliott M. Sanger, executive
vice president of WQXR New York. Most stations of group have been rebroadcasting musical programs and hourly news bulletins from
WQXR for past two and half years, but this
is first time they have been grouped and offered for sale as network.
Most of network's stations will carry evening programs of WQXR from 6:30 to 11:06
p.m., Monday through Saturday, and 3-11:06
p.m. Sunday, with majority also carrying
WQXR's daytime programs when their own
local programming does not conflict.
Network is being offered to advertisers with
basic and supplementary outlets. Basic Network comprises: WQXR (AM and FM) New
York, WHLD-FM Niagara Falls, WFNF (FM)
Wethersfield, N. Y., WWBT (FM) South
Bristol, N. Y., WHCU-FM Ithaca, WVCN
(FM) De Ruyter, N. Y., WVCV (FM) Cherry
Valley, N. Y., WFLY (FM) Troy, WHVA
(FM) Poughkeepsie, WQAN-FM Utica,
WHDL-FM Olean, N. Y. Supplementary stations are: WHFM (FM) Rochester, WFMZ
(FM) Allentown, Pa., WBIB (FM) New Haven, WDRC-FM Hartford.
UTP REPORTS SALES UP;
TO EXPAND OPERATION
INTRA-ORGANIZATIONAL plans were blueprinted in three-day weekend meeting by United Television Programs officials in Chicago at
Ambassador East Hotel. Newly formed company, merging activities of former United
Television Programs, Gross-Knasne Productions and Studio Films Inc., claims expansion
of sales operation 100% since its formation
fortnight ago.
Executives plan additional sales expansion,
and worked from Friday through Sunday to
"solidify" future production plans. Attending
private meeting were Milton Blink, executive
vice president of new company and president
and co-founder of UTP— Wilson M. Tuttle,
president — Gerald King, board chairman and
former president and co-founder of UTP —
Philip N. Krasne and Jack J. Gross, partners
in Gross-Krasne since earlier this year — Ben
Frye, vice president in charge of sales, and
Sam A. Costello, former president and founder
of Studio Films which recently purchased
Snader Transcription library.
LAMB

CHANGES

EDWARD LAMB radio and television properties last week announced appointments of
Karl Nelson as national sales manager, and
of Gene Myers as merchandising manager,
both effective Jan. 1.
Mr. Nelson, who has been serving as manager of WTOL Toledo, will direct national
and regional sales for WTVN (TV) Columbus;
WICU (TV) Erie; WMAC (TV), now under
construction at Massillon-Canton, and WTOD
Toledo; WIKK Erie, and WHOO Orlando.
Mr. Myers formerly served as sales manager
of WTAM Cleveland. He will make his headquarters in Columbus.
Page 78
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BMI

HENRY W. LOWE, vice president of William
Esty Co., has joined Lennen & Newell as vice

SCHOLARSHIPS

WINNERS of two BMI music scholarships of $800 each announced as Alvin
L. Epstein, Hartford, and Donald G. Martino, Plainfield, N. J. They were selected
as national winners in young composers
contest that drew entries from 22 states.
William Schumann, president of Julliard
School of Music, heads national judging
committee, including broadcast, recording
educators and orchestral members. Contest also includes awards for instrumental
compositions by secondary school and
college students. BMI contest conducted
in cooperation with 70 prominent musical
organizations.
WINCHELL COUNTERSUIT
WALTER WINCHELL, ABC commentator
and newspaper columnist, started suit for $2
million last week against New York Post, Mrs.
Dorothy Schiff and James A. Wechsler, Post's
publisher and editor, respectively. Summons in
suit served Tuesday and has been filed with
New York State Supreme Court in Manhattan.
It does not specify nature of suit, but lists
amount Mr. Winchell seeks.
Defendants have 20 days in which to file
appearance by counsel. At that time, Mr.
Winchell must file his complaint.
Mr. Winchell's suit came six days after Post,
Mrs. Schiff and Mr. Wechsler filed complaints
in two libel suits aggregating $1,525,000
against Mr. Winchell, Hearst Corp., King Features Syndicate, ABC and Gruen Watch Co.
[B*T, Dec. 22]. Complaints charged that Mr.
Winchell sought to create impression in his
broadcasts and newspaper columns that Post
and its editors are pro-Communist. Mr. Winchell is represented by Ernest Cuneo and
Post by former Judge Simon H. Rifkind, both
of New York.
RALSTON-PURINA

EXPANDS

RALSTON-PURINA's feed division,, St. Louis,
will expand its sponsorship of transcribed
Eddie Arnold show from limited West Coast
network to 117 stations Jan. 17, through
Brown Radio Productions, same city. Show will
be aired Saturdays, 9 to 9:30 p.m. CT with
8 to 8:30 p.m. repeat for West Coast.
STARK CHRISTMAS
CHRISTMAS less than merry was
shown Christmas morning on NBC-TV's
today, with Dave Garroway introducing
film clips of Chicago Skid Row residents.
Kling Studios, Chicago, filmed "honestly
and without hokum" series of faces and
dialogue with people in missions and
alleys along Madison St. Today presentation, in contrast with traditional
carols and fantasies of holiday, showed
Skid Row, where "the ghosts of Christmas past and Christmas to come are
far more alive and terrible than those
that haunt Scrooge in Dicken's "Christmas Carol," in words of Fred Niles,
Kling vice president in charge of television and motion pictures.

president.
APPOINTMENT of WERNER MICHEL as
assistant to James L. Caddigan, director of
programming and production for DuMont Television Network, announced Wednesday by
Mr. Caddigan. Mr. Michel was formerly associate director of radio and television for Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New York.
BEN F. HOVEL, former general manager ,
WSAU Wausau, Wis., appointed to same position WHBL Sheboygan, Wis.; JACK HARVEY,
on commercial staff, appointed WHBL commercial manager.
WALTER A. TIBBALS Jr., of radio and television production staff of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, New York, to agency's Hollywood office as supervisor of television and radio
production, effective Jan. 2.
DICK O'DEA, assistant English record librarian at WOV New York and son of station's
president, Richard O'Dea, was to compete in
Orange Bowl regatta in Miami over weekend
with his boat, "Miss WOV."
EDWARD BERMAN, veteran of more than 20
years in sales training and promotion in home
appliance field, appointed manager of pz'oduct
information (sales training) for TV receiver
division of Allen B. DuMont Labs.
J. SHERWOOD SMITH, chairman of board
of Calkins & Holden, Carlock, McClinton &
Smith, has accepted
of PublicInformation
Committee chairmanship
of 1953 Red Cross
fund
campaign of Greater New York chapters.
VICTOR MACHIN named vice president in
charge of sales and general sales manager at
Shure Bros., Chicago microphone and acoustic
devices manufacturer. He is former assistant
general sales manager, and replaces J. A.
Berman, now sales representative in southern
California.
ROBERT F. HALLIGAN promoted to assistant
operations manager of Hallicrafters, Chicago, j
from production control manager.
Dr. ALLEN G. DuMONT, president of Allen
B. DuMont Labs., to be guest of honor at annual dinner of Radio, Television & Applicance
Div. for State of Israel bonds in New York on
Jan. 22.
JOSEPH BECKMAN joins Chicago sales staff
of WLW Cincinnati after working for Conde
Nast, same city.
CHARLES PHELPS, formerly account executive in NBC radio network sales department, has been appointed assistant night
executive officer of NBC. He will be associated with WILLIAM BURKE MILLER, night
executive officer, in supervising for management NBC's broadcast operations evenings,
weekends and holidays.
DAVID M. CRANDELL, TV director, to N. W.
Ayer & Son radio-television department in
New York, as supervisor of TV production.
RUTH LITTLE, copy staff of John Falkner
Arndt & Co., Philadelphia, to Ayer's copy
department.
BROADCASTING
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Inc.

STATIONS

...

WCOD
WTVR

Talkin'est penguin in captivity is one Willie
the Kool cigarette penguin. His two favorite
words— "Smoke Kools!" Willie symbolizes the
excellent product that Brown and Williamson
Tobacco Corporation manufactures for smokers
who like a cool, clean tasting cigarette
In Virginia WMBG, WTVR and WCOD are symbols
for the best in broadcast entertainment and public
service. These Havens & Martin, Inc. Stations
were pioneers in serving the rich Virginia market
around Richmond. They have built a loyal,
responsive audience that comes only with long
years of service. Try them and see just how
responsive this audience can be for you.'

WMBG

FIRST

STATIONS

OF VIRGINIA

^

WCOD

Havens & Martin Inc. Stations are the only
complete broadcasting institution in Richmond.
Pioneer NBC outlets for Virginia's first market.
WTVR represented nationally by Blair TV, Inc.
WMBG represented nationally by The Boiling Co.

fm WTVR

tv

Radio
S
B
C
Has
Moved
^

To

KFMB

550

San

K.

C.

Diego,

California

John A. Kennedy,
Howard

Board Chairman

L. Chernoff, Gen. Mgr.
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